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MANY AN ADVERTISER with a network
programming. His national program
advertising and gets down to product
show slanted straight for 36,000,000
the Dominion of Canada.

show uses WOR for plusis used for institutional
selling with a WOR spot
listeners in 1 8 states and

For instance — let's look at a minute:
People who buy one-minute spots on WOR

pay as little

as $100.00 daytime; $200.00 per evening. A minute, if you'll
glance at the watch you're carrying, is, sir, a long time. Within
one minute on WOR an advertiser can:
1. Increase sales in the area of Greater New York.
2. Introduce and try out a new product.
3. Do "point-of-purchase"

advertising.

4. Test a new product's "pulV\
5. Give last- minute news about any product or
service.
-.' Briefly, the one-minute spot is as elastic as a diplomat's
answer. And, on WOR, a one-minute is a powerful piece of
time.
We don't say that minutes are the only things we're interested in. Heaven help us, NO! But you can start with a minute
and you'd be amazed at what it can do for you.

-that power-full station at 1440 Broadway,

in New York

CENTS

Television

and

Radio
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BARN

DANCE

Arthur and Jvfrs. Johnson, daughter lone a

B

ACK IN 1924 and '25, young
[Rural Mail Carrier Arthur Johnson

always set aside Saturday night for a visit to

canary was named
Parker.

after WLS-singer Chubby

Now, a quarter century later, the Johnsons

his wife's parents— for Mrs. Johnson's folks
had the biggest radio in that part of Porter

enjoy WLS

County, Indiana— and all the grown sons and

often bring their families in on a Saturday

daughters brought wives, husbands and kid-

night for coffee, talk and Barn Dance entertainment.

dies "home" to hear the WLS

National Barn

in their own home in Hobart, Indiana—and their married son and daughter

Dance. As Mrs. Johnson recalls, "Mother
would put on that huge granite coffee pot,

All over the Middlewest— city, town, farm—
you find these family traditions built around

and we never broke up till we heard the Barn

the Barn Dance and WLS.

Dance announcer say to the engineer, 'Homer,

the kind of deep loyalty that brings such quick

pull the big switch and let's all go home! "
This happy Saturday night tradition continued aslong as Mrs. Johnson's parents lived.
Uncle Ezra, Lulubelle and Scotty, Ralph Waldo
Emerson and other Barn Dance favorites had
become like members

of the family. Even the

And so you find

response to our Christmas Neighbors Club,
our annual flower seed offer, our Family
Albums— and an equally amazing response to
the sound advertisers who share in this listene,rr-ebnfidence we have been building for
twenty-five years.

890 KILOCYCLES - 50.00G WATTS- ABC AFFILIATE
R E P R E S E NTE D BY J O H N BLAIR AND
C O.

YANKEE

HOME-TOWN

PERK

SALES

STATIONS
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THROUGHOUT

Local acceptance
any New

taking advantage
of the Yankee
area.

local segment

for your product in

England area can be achieved

by

home-town

The Yankee audience —

station. In that way, you can be
of each area.

station in that

Buy Yankee to push sales locally through-

daily listeners to

out New England. Twenty-four Yankee
home-town stations cover 24 markets in six
states in the most effective way they can
be covered.

Yankee and Mutual programs — extends all
over New England. You can reach each

;4cce^it^Z«tce U

The

ENGLAND

best through the Yankee

sure of complete coverage

of the local acceptance

home-town

NEW

THE YANKEE

Yankee

NETWORK'S
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Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
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Business
Closed

Circuit

FRANK H. LEE HAT CO., Dainbury, currently
sponsoring Drew Pearson, through William H.
Weintraub, said to be dropping sponsorship
of commentator and appointing new agency.
Grey Adv., New York. Official announcement
expected early next week.
IT STILL appears that Howard S. Meighan,
CBS senior vice president and general executive, will have first refusal on West Coast
vice presidency in succession to Donald W.
Thornburgh, who becomes president and general manager of WCAU stations in Philadelphia Aug. 1. If Mr. Meighan elects to
remain in New York where he recently purchased anew home, it's expected another senior
CBS executive will be assigned West Cost spot.
If Mr. Meighan accepts, it probably will be
for specific term, with return to New York
earmarked.
UNDERSTOOD all but two of NAB directors
endorsed appointment of A. D. Willard Jr. as
NAB director of TV operations. No acceptance
announced though executive v.p. believed ready
to accept, with definite announcement due at
next week's board meeting.

CHANGE in format of Sunoco Three-Star- Extra (NBC, 6:45-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) expected
within fortnight under direction of permanent
editor-in-chief, Ray Henle. Paul Harvey,
WENR Chicago commentator, joins Sunoco
staff for summer replacement and may remain.
Mr. Henle also may introduce Hollywood pickup as permanent feature.
GENE AUTRY, to tie in with his Sun Country stations (KOOL Phoenix and KOPO
Tucson), through Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
is negotiating purchase of an unidentified El
Paso outlet. He is also co-owner of KOWL
Santa Monica, Calif.
WHEN WILL FCC bat again with its full
strength ? Latest word from Chairman Wayne
Coy, heading U. S. delegation to Int. Tel. & Tel.
Conference, is that he, along with FCC Vice
Chairman Paul A. Walker, will not return
until Aug. 19. Meanwhile FCC is hobbling
along with only four qualified members of its
seven due to failure of Senate to act on confirmation of new seven-year term for Commodore E. M. Webster, whose term expired
June 30. Hearing on nomination Wednesday,
however, is expected to bring prompt Senate
approval.
LEVER BROTHERS, Cambridge, will launch
first television show in September when company sponsors The Clock on NBC-TV. Show
currently sustainer. Agency and specific product not yet designated.
GENERAL FOODS (Jello) through Young &
Rubicam, New York, negotiating with Meredith Willson as video replacement for Author
(Continued on page 70)
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July 8: NAB Standards of Practice Commit'tee,
Wentworth-by-the-Sea, Portsmouth, N. H.
July 10: FM Assn. Board meeting, Washington.
July 11-13: NAB Board meeting, Wentworth-bythe-Sea, Portsmouth.
July 11-15: Third National Freedom Forum, U.
of Southern California, College of Aeronautics,
Santa Maria, Calif.
July 14-15: Annual Indiana U. Radio in Education Conference, Bloomington, Ind.
(Other Upcomings on page 31)
Bulletins
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, announced
Friday network henceforth would sell time
"for the expression of opinion on public issues." Policy revision, occasioned by reversal
of Mayflower decision and by intention of CBS
to broadcast editorials under its own name,
will "not affect Columbia's policy of allocating
free
time for said.
the presentation of opinions,"
Mr. Stanton
RAIL SERIES TO CONTINUE
MUSICAL program promoting rail services
renewed for another year on ABC by Assn.
of American Railroads, Washington, effective
Oct. 3. Railroad Hour, started last Oct. 4
as 45-minute musical, recently cut to halfhour. It continues in 8-8:30 p.m. Monday
segment during second year. Association
officials said to be pleased with results of
institutional series. Agency is Benton &
Bowles, New York.
ADMIRAL RATING
ADMIRAL Corp. sponsorship of Hopalong
Cassidy on NBC was omitted from listing on
page 54, this issue. Its inclusion makes
Admiral leading June network sponsor with
$50,710 expenditure. June total for TV network billings should be increased to $905,547
and January-June total is $4,416,605.
STEINMAN GROUP OPENS
WILMINGTON
TV OUTLET
TWO TV stations have been put on the air
within month by Steinman group — WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa., June 1, and WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del., June 30. Wilmington station took
air few hours after FCC had granted commercial STA. It had been on with test pattern
since June 13. WDEL-TV has NBC and DuMont network services.
RCA-equipped throughout, Wilmington outlet has 330-foot tower 700 feet above sea level
with 1 kw audio and 1 kw visual, Channel 7.
Antenna is on Shipley Rd., outside Wilmington. Clair R. McCollough, managing director
of Steinman operations, supervised project.
Station manager is J. Gorman Walsh, also
general manager of WDEL. J. E. Mathiot,
head of Steinman engineering, is technical
director of new video outlet.

Briefly

PHARMACAL FIRM SPONSORS • Whitehall Pharmacal Co. (Anacin, Kolynos), New
York, sponsors Breakfast Gang on full Don <
Lee Network (Mon.-Wed.-Pri., 7:30-7:45 a.m.,
PST) 52 weeks starting Sept. 12. Agency,
John F. Murray, New York.
PILLSBURY SWITCHES # PiUsbury Mills,
Minneapolis, starts five-weekly 52-week sponsorship Art Linkletter's House Party Sept. 19
on 214 ABC stations, Mon.-Fri., 9-9:30 a.m.
(PST). Firm cancels five quarter-hour weekly
sponsorship ABC half-hour Kay Kyser show
July 29.
DUANE JONES NAMED • IV^lin Firearms, New Haven, Conn., appoints Duane
Jones Co., New York, to handle advertising
of razor blade division, effective immediately.
LEVER APPOINTS Y&R # Lever Bros.,
Toronto, appoints Young & Rubicam to handle
Canadian advertising for Lipton tea and noodle
soup. Agency already handles American advertising for these products.
GROVE LABS PLANS # Grove Labs (cold
tablets), St. Louis, to sponsor two shows for
26 weeks on full Don Lee Network — starting
Sept. 26 three quarter-hours of Ladies First, ^
Mon.-Wed.-Fri., alternating on 11-11:30 a.m.
slot; starting Sept. 27 Rise and Shine, Tues.Thurs., 6:45-7 a.m. Agency, Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
ALL STAR GAME ON CBS-TV # Gillette
Saftey Razor Co., Boston, to sponsor All-Star
baseball game on CBS-TV from Ebbets Field,
Brooklyn, July 12. Agency, Maxon, New York.
Gillette
Mutual. sponsoring play-by-play on radio via
EMERSON DRUG RENEWS • Emerson
Drug Co., Baltimore, renewing Inner Sanctum,
on CBS (Mon., 8:30-9 p.m.) for 52 weeks
effective July 25. Agency, BBDO, New York.
CANDY FIRM SPONSORS • Mars Inc.
(candy) will sponsor 4:45-5 p.m. (CDT) segment of Howdy Doody (five-a-week, 4:30-5
p.m.) Monday on NBC-TV 13 weeks starting
Sept. 5.
ABC-TV 'SCREEN TEST'
SPONSORSHIP ANNOUNCED
^
ABC-TV's cooperative program, Hollywood
Screen Test (Sat., 7:30-8 p.m., full network),
sold to two advertisers over seven stations.
Murray Grabhorn, ABC vice president in
charge of owned and operated stations, said
time and talent cost in two contracts top $200,000.Effective Sept. 3, Best Foods Inc., through
Benton & Bowles, both New York, will sponsor
show 52 weeks over WJZ-TV New York for
Hellmann's mayonnaise and Nucoa margarine.
Duffy-Mott Co., New York (apple juice,
jellies), will sponsor program one year, effective Sept. 24, over ABC-TV stations WNACTV Boston, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WMALTV Washington, WAAM Baltimore, WEWS
Cleveland, WXYZ-TV Detroit. Agency, Youngs
& Rubicam, New York.
BROADCASTING
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COST
FOR

PER
SPOT

THOUSAND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TIME

ON

NETWORK

REGIONAL

CLEVELAND

FAMILIES

NET

WHK

ALL

STATIONS
NET

B

C

7:00 - 9:00 AM
9:00 - 10:00 AM
10:00 - 12:00 NOON

.33
$0.25
.50

.99
$0.49
.99

.72
$0.36
.72

.33

.99

.72

.50
.75

.99

.72

1.48
1.98

1.42

.75
1.00

1.98

12:00 - 4:30 PM
4:30-

6:00 PM

6:00 - 6:30 PM
6:30 - 7:00 PM
7:00 - 9:00 PM
m^^^^^^^^m

NIGHT

TIME

COVERAGE

1.67
.84

9:00 - 10:30 PM
10:30 - 11:00 PM
11:00-11:15 PM

.42

11:15 - 12:00 PM

.42

1.42
1.42
^■■H^^H^H
2.25

2.69
2.02
1.35

1.13
1.13
1.13

.67
(Calculations based on a rating of 5.0 for all stations for purposes of comparison)

WHK
HOMES

IN

PRIMARY

AREA

* Based on coverage patterns on file with
FCC and BMB radio families 1946
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842,800

NET B

759,500

NET C
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National Hepresenlative
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HCKS'S

A

GOOD

STOnvf

report, January through April, 1949. This is the first time
Mr. Hooper has given a complete breakdown of one-half
hour and one-quarter hour time periods in Flint. Again,
Flint's first station, WFDF, tops all local stations in all
measured times oj the broadcast day in the Flint City Zone ...
an amazing story for this top ABC outlet.
WFDF's leadership might be because it's the oldest
station in Flint ... or because its newscasts are outstanding,
or because WFDF never relaxes its merchandising activiities and personal calls. The point is: morning, afternoon
and night, the ears of Flint are with us.
Flint, Michigan, is a bountiful $200,000,000 sales market. Use WFDF to reach Flint's prosperous citizens and
sell your wares.

FLINT
910

MICH.

Kilocycles
AMERICAN

REPRESENTED
,
Associated with: WOOD
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# Let's not kid ourselves — it takes real "KNOW-HOW" selling
to meet and overcome the increased sales resistance of today's
STATION

buying public.
# That's why your clients need the "Buying Public Acceptance"
of KXEL — the most dominant advertising medium in all Northeast Iowa — har none. KXEL makes the sales — Northeast Iowa

'S
THAT
D
NGE
CHA

is the market — and, there's proof of this acceptance^ — but plenty !
%

The proof is the 165 local and regional accounts — not count-

ing national accounts — who use the extended facilities of KXEL
(over 100 miles in all directions from transmitter). Many of

G
ENIN

LIST

these advertisers are now in their 8th year of consecutive advertising on KXEL. . These smart merchants use KXEL
because KXEL

HABITS

IOWA

KXEL
JOSH

floods this great Northeast Iowa Market of people

and dollars with unbeatable sales impact . . . TO OVERCOME
TODAY'S

IN

continuously

INCREASED

SALES

RESISTANCE.

# Before you make up your fall list, see your Avery-Knodel
representative.
Call him today.

50,000
HIGGINS

ABC

WATTS

BROADCASTING

WATERLOO,

COMPANY

IOWA

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ABC
BROADCASTING

Outlet for Waterloo,

• Telecasting

Cedar

Rapids,

and

all Northeast

Iowa
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SPOT
HALO

WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR

EVERYBODY^

HALO

And

"everybody"

means

old folks, young

folks, rich

folks, poor folks, city folks and farmers' wives v^ho have
all heard Colgate's message that "soaping dulls hair. Halo
glorifies it."
Colgate makes efficient, effective use of flexible, powerful Spot Radio to tell all kinds of people, everywhere,
about Halo Shampoo.
And

Colgate uses the Spot Medium

to promote seven

other products with distinctly separate sales problems.
When

you, too, use Spot, these stations will add materially to your chances for spectacular success.

WFAA
WJR
KARM
WONS
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WiP
WMTW
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
KOMO
WOAI
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WSAU
WWVA
KFH
WAAB

REPRESENTED
T

NATIONALLY

1111
D

\

DETROIT

• CHICAGO
• ST. LOUIS

DALLAS

•

LIST
NBC

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Dallas I
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
Ft. Worth J
Detroit
Fresno
Hartford
Kansas City
Houston

MBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

MBS
ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS
NBC

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wausau, Wise.
Wichita
Worcester
YANKEE

QUALITY

AND

MBS
CBS

TEXAS

NETWORKS

TELEVISION
y

NEW YORK

THE

■

JU
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LOS ANGELES

• SAN FRANCISCO

• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

ATLANTA
WSB-TV
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
_WBAL.TV
BUFFALO
.WNAC-TV
LOS ANGELES.
_WBEN-TV
MILWAUKEE.
KFI-TV
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL—
KSTP-TV
_WTMJ-TV
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HERSCHEL DEUTSCH, vice president of Small & Seiffer Inc., New York,
joined Borland Inc., New York, with same title, when Small & Seiffer
closed its offices and discontinued operations on July 1. Other key members of Small & Seiffer staff being incorporated into Borland's newly formed
Package
Mr. Inc.
Beutsch's
All active Goods
Small Bivision,
& Seiffer which
clients will
have operate
appointedunder
Borland
as theirdirection.
agency.
GEORGE I. CHATFIELD elected a vice president of Compton Adv., New York,
effective July 11. He will serve as member of plans board and as supervisor
on Procter & Gamble account.
WALTER GAYNER and ROBERT MORIARTY join MaddenBarrett, Los Angeles agency. Both were formerly with
W. B. Geissinger & Co., Los Angeles, the former as television and radio director; the latter as account executive.
GERI FALLGREN, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles,
elected president of Junior Women's Advertising Club,
Los Angeles, at recent joint meeting of Jr. Men and
Women Ad Clubs. ED HOLLEY, account executive, Martin
R. Klitten Inc., elected first vice president of men's group.
HELEN SKARI, formerly with a Los Angeles newspaper,
joins promotion staff of Smith, Bull & McCreery Adv., Los
Angeles.
MacDONALD

CARL PETERSEN, former sales promotion and advertising manager of ALD
Inc., national Half Hour Laundries distributor, joins Chicago staff of Fuller
& Smith & Ross.

DUNBAR

ANTHONY C. De PIERRO, formerly media director with Buchanan Co., and
with
Paris & Peart, joins Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, as media
director.

Time Buyer, TED BATES & COMPANY

HAROLD S. LONGMAN, formerly creative promotion manager of Schenley
Bistillers Corp., appointed copy chief of Gordon & Mottern Inc., New York.

With Ted Bates since 1942,
Mac handles the time and space buying
for CARTER'S PRODUCTS, STANDARD BRANDS
and GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS.
Mac received his Patroon membership scroll
and the deed to a tract of "Patroonland"
from the William G. Rambeau rep today.
FACT

OF

THE

FREDERICK A. MITCHELL, head of marketing research and sales analysis
at Marathon Corp. for past two years, appointed to account executive staff
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. He is former research director
of Bancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and its predecessor, Blackett, Sample & Hummert. RICHARD T. McCLAUGHRY, formerly of copy division at Morris
Chicago, joins NL&B as copywriter. He is former NBC Chicago
F. Swaney, writer.
continuity

JEROME B. GRAY, senior partner and founder of Gray & Rogers, PhiladelAdvertisers, orphia, elected to board of directors of Eastern Industrial market
research,
ganization whose members are engaged in advertising,
and promotion of products and services which are sold to industry.

WEEK

DAVID B. WILLIAMS, account executive in Los Angeles office of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., named a vice president. He has been with agency since his
Seattle and Los
release from Army in 1946, serving in firm's Chicago,
Angeles offices in media, service, contact and copy departments.

Advertisers' success stories
are proof positive that
WPTR delivers:
* Sales, not tales

* Orders, not oratory
* Customers, not claims

50,000

PATROON
Aristocratic Landlnolder
of the Hudson Valley

Watts

Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
Page 10
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Mr. Chatfield

CO., ALBANY,

N.Y.

WALTER C. AYERS, executive vice president of Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance, Detroit, elected president of Betroit Sales Executives Club.
CHARLES M. SWART appointed to public relations staff of Gray & Rogers,
for Community
Philadelphia. He was associate director of public relations
Chests and Councils of America, and publicity director of Community Chests
of Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Pa., and Yonkers, N. Y.

JOHN M. TYSON Jr., former merchandising manager of Nowadays magazine
supplement, joins merchandising staff of Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago.
DAWSON FUNK, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles,
joins Blow Co., San Francisco, as copy chief on Roma Wine account. CADDIE
DODGE, formerly with J. Walter Thompson in San Francisco, joins Biow
as assistant production manager.

Belding, San FranJAMES D NORTH, vice president of Foote, Cone &Beet
Sugar Producers
cisco, resigns to become general manager of Western
Inc., new organization with headquarters at 2 Pine St., San Francisco,
beet sugar throughout the U. S. Adverpromote use of
and' designedbe toplaced
through Foote, Cone & Belding.
tising will

of name
AUTOMOTIVE ADV. AGENCY, Kansas City, Mo., announces change
to A A A Advertising Agency. Office remains at 1805 Grand Ave., Kansas City.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

A

Hew

WCA

''HOLD
"Hold

0

Ucat

FavoHte—

EVERYTHING''

Everything" — a loot-laden telephone quiz sparked

by Hal Proctor and Bettie McCall

is made-to-measure

for low-

budget participating sponsors in the Baltimore market.

Slotted

from 9:15 to 9:45 A.M., Monday
with "gimmicks" to maintain
sales. Ask about availabilities.

through Friday, it's packed

peak listenership — and needle

. . . and every program and
announcement on WCAO
is duplicated on WCAOFM (20,000 watts) at no
additional cost to the advertiser !

CBS

BROADCASTING

BASIC

• 5000

• Telecasting

WATTS

• 600

KC
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THE BUYERS' market can mean extra
business for every broadcaster.
Broadcasting herewith presents the
first of a series of six articles intended
to help you get this business.
With the advent of the buyers' market the first of 1949, radio salesmen
faced a problem entirely different from
that of recent years. For many of the
younger men it is the first time in their
experience that supply has caught up
with demand.
Manufacturers, merchants and other
radio advertisers are feeling customer
resistance and in some cases reduced
gross receipts. Their reaction is varied.
Some see the need for increasing their
sales efforts to persuade customers to

No.

1

The

come to them. Others cut expenditures
in every direction, including radio advertising, in the hope of maintaining
their net profit despite a smaller gross
income.
This series is intended to help the
radio time salesman in both situations.
Each of these articles will be written
by an authority on advertising who
has facts and statistics on the present
situation and the "know-how" on the
way to meet it. Some of the authors
are buyers of radio time. Others are
successful in selling it because they
know persuasive truths about the medium. These facts they will share
with our readers.
Radio people know that broadcasting

Manufacturer

By JOHN W. CRAIG
Vice President Avco Mfg. Corp., General Manager Crosley Division
THE AMERICAN customer has returned the art of shopping to its
full prewar status. This transition from the postwar sellers' market,
in the appliance field and most others, began some seven months ago.
It is now complete. Hard, relentless competition is with us again in
every phase of our business.
Manufacturers, distributors and normal market is to obtain a larger
retail merchants have reacted to share of the business throvigh intensified selling activity. This
this inevitable development in various ways. Almost all of us have
means, of course, that cost reductions must be gained mostly
made constant efforts to reduce
costs, and thus to reduce prices.
through improvements in manufacturing and marketing techniques.
In reducing costs, a great many
When the appliance industry
have taken what appears to be the
faced a return to the so-called
easy way out by cutting back sales
and advertising budgets.
"buyers' market," we at the Crosley Division of Avco took new stock
Some, however, have determined
that the way to maintain a good of the over-all marketing and business picture. We found that the
level of business in a returning-to

ABILITY
1940

45 MILLION

TO

BUY

INCREASED

tttttttf ttj

EARNED

$78
1949

57V2 MILLION
0 u -0 0
W§wwwwwwm
EARNED
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PEOPLE

Yes, the buyers' market can mean
extra business. It is our hope that this
series of weekly by-line pieces will
help broadcasters to get this business.
We suggest that each article be
clipped out as it appears so that the
entire series can be used for reference
by members of your sales staff.
— The Editors

appliance industry had expanded
considerably, both in manufacturing and at retail. We saw that
tremendous production by these
expanded facilities in three postwar years had filled the pipelines.
But we also found that the public's
ability to buy has increased measurably over pre-war levels. There
are 57% million people earning at
the rate of $215 billion a year,
compared with 45 million people
earning $78 billion in 1940. The
individual savings backlog is three
times the total in 1940. Consumer
debt is only 32% of savings, as
compared with 63% in 1941. There
are six million more residential
customers for electric appliances.
Provision of electric service is now
under way to 1% million more
rural customers.
Taking these factors into account, we came to the conclusion

PEOPLE

fttttttittt

is the most effective and least expensive
of all advertising media when properly
used. Convincing the prospective time
buyer of these truths may require added
"convincers" now that were not required a year ago. Perhaps your salesmen will find what they need in these
articles.

BILLIONS

that we were more literally entering a salesman's market than a
buyers' market. In a salesman's
market, we felt, the public has the
ability to buy as it never had before the war. The problem we
faced was not that we would lack
potential buyers but that we
needed the courage and the energy
to do those things necessary to
attract consumer interest and sell
our particular goods. This could
be done by expanding and sharpening, rather than de-emphasizing,
both our immediate and long range
sales programs.
Concentration on Sales
At Retail Level

We adopted first of all a program of concentrating our ultimate
efforts upon the sale of our products at retail, recognizing that
there could be no continuous flow
of products from our factories in
volume if these products did not
likewise flow from our dealers'
floors into consumers' homes. Our
slogan within our organization became, "If It Won't Make A Retailitiated
Sale—newForget
It." We
inand expanded
systems
of market analyses, sales forecasting and inventory control; we
carried on these three important
activities not alone at the plant,
but more importantly, with our
retailers and distributors in the
field. In other words, we set up
an integrated system whereby our
dealers conduct market analyses,
make sales forecasts, and help regulate their inventories through
proper accounting methods, and
their reports are co-ordinated by
distributors and forwaded to us
at the factory, where we are able
to formulate our own over-all
analyses, forecasts, and controls.
At the same time, we are convinced that we must help our
dealers meet increasingly competitive conditions at retail by supporting them with expanded advertising activities in all media
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

which will reach their potential
customers, as well as sales promotion and training assistance. These
responsibilities have given us a
full share of the load to carry in
teaming with our distributors and
dealers
share oftotheincrease
businessourin company's
the fields
in which we are participating.
Increase of 300%
In Sales Force
To meet these responsibilities
we have increased our factory and
field sales forces 300% over what
they were a year ago. We have
increased our advertising budget
three-fold over that of a year
ago, and we have planned our advertising for point-of-sale results,
so that we believe its effectiveness
will be far more than three-fold.
We have joined with many other
companies in the belief that we
must take advantage of all channels that will move goods, most
certainly including television and
radio. We have undertaken sponsorship of one of the most popular television network shows on
the air, not simply as a matter of
prestige but to sell our products.
In addition, several of our distributors are sponsoring local television and radio programs.
I do not want to give the impression that we believe we are
doing something highly unusual.
Many aggressive companies doubtless are pursuing this same policy
of meeting the return to competitive times with renewed emphasis
on functions through which buyers
are attracted and sales are created.
Neither would I suggest that
increases in sales staffs and adveritising budgets are in themselves sufficient to maintain a high

SAVINGS

JOHN W. CRAIG, vice president of Avco Mfg. Co., is general manager of
its Crosley and American Central divisions. He also is in charge of Avco's
Nashville division and president of
the Crosley Distributing Corp. and
the Carrollton Furniture Mfg. Co.
Mr. Craig has been with Crosley since
1937. He was born in Troy, Ohio,
in 1907; is a graduate of the U. of
Dayton. Prior to joining Crosley he
was for eight years with the engineering department of Frigidaire. The
Crosley company manyfactures and
distributes a wide variety of electrical products. In the first five months
of this year Crosley sales, under Mr.
Craig's direction, have risen 24%
abova the same period last year in
spite of a general leveling off in durable goods sales. All sales records
for the company's 28-year history
were broken. These new records are

Mr. CRAIG

volume of business in a leveling
market. There must be a combining of increased advertising
and sales penetration with real
marketing ingenuity and a willingness to put maximum energy into
the selling job. This energy must
come equally from everyone concerned, from the head of the company to the dealer salesman who
is on the retail floor or who makes
his sale to the householder in his
own home.
In the appliance field, sales can
also be helped by a much-needed
liberalizing of government re-

AND

o
o
o
o
o

strictions on trial installations.
Retailers must be given the opportunity to install major appliances on a trial basis of consider-

Yes

comes
than

CREDIT

1940-41
SAVINGS

generally credited to Mr. Craig's aggressive advertising policy in a general buyers' market. In this article
Mr. Craig explains some of the philosophy behind his successful experience.

ably longer duration than the brief
periods now permitted.
The Challenge
Immediat'ely Ahead
The coming year will present
a notable challenge to industry
and business in practically all
fiields. The companies emerging
as substantial leaders will be those
which plan carefully, operate on
sound and proven sales principles,
and meet the return of the art
of shopping with an equally effective return to the art of selling.
ABC STUDIOS
Space Added on Wesf Coast
TO ACCOMMODATE increased
Hollywood origination of audience
participation programs, ABC Western Division has taken over the
former Tom Breneman Restaurant
at 1539 N. Vine St., on a five-year
lease. Recently remodeled, setup
includes two large studios, each
seating 300 persons. A third studio
of greater
to accommodate both capacity,
radio and
television
audiences, will also be constructed
according to Frank Samuels, vice
president in charge.
Audience promotion department
also will be housed.

KFYR

in loud and
any

other

550 KC
5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, NO. DAKOTA

clear in a larger area

station
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ONE-THIRD 63%
1949 TOTAL OF SAVINGS
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Toast to 'Guideposts'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Are the editors of Broadcasting
psychic? Here at the Institute of
Radio Broadcasting we were seeking some supplemental material for
our course in Station Sales Promotion and Merchandising. Along
came June 13 issue of Broadcasting with the splendid article,
"Guideposts," by Frank Silvernail,
and the just published "Spot Radio
Promotion Handbook." Selah, Oh
Swami.
Elbert J. Haling
Instructor, Sales Promotion
Institute of Radio Broadcasting
Dallas
Disagreement
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Our sales and copy experience.

i

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
sums up a one word reply to
"Deac"— PHOOEY.
Marwood
Marwood Advertising
Los Angeles
[Editor's Note: Mr. Marwood has reference to the "Dear Fish" letter from
M. H. 13].]
(Deac) Aylesworth TOpen Mike,
June
* * *
PI Deals Only 5%
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Thank you for publishing my
letter about P. I. deals.
However, I am forced to call
your attention to an erroneous

ncri

statement used as a lead-in to the
letter. I have no idea why, without checking the facts, in referring
to Thwing & Altman Inc. you state
"an agency which deals heavily in
P. P.I. I.business."
deals make up only approximately 5% of our radio budget —
95% goes to spot time and network
buys.
Joe Gans
Vice Pres. in Chg. of Radio
& TV
Thwing & Altman Inc.
New York

ADATinu
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I
WHHM

believes

. . .

i
i

That

a station serves best which gives its audience music, news, and
sports in balance.

That

the satisfaction of a contented listener is riches beyond compare.

That
That

a progressive station is both friendly and cooperative.

That

it is the reaction of its audience, expressed in Hooper ratings of
listenership, phone calls, and letters, that helps build a loyal
audience.

That

service to its audience is what makes a station great . . . and
listened to . . . and believed in . . .

I

I
1
WHHM
Independent, but not aloof.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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REQUEST

Frequency response plus or
minus 3db from 40 cycles to 5700
cycles with less than 5% distortion
from 50 cycles. Noise level down
approximately 45db.
Should anyone care to hear the
quality of this wire recorder on
the air, it can be heard the second
Monday of each month at 1:45 a.m.
(EST) on our frequency test period on 1450 kc.
William H. Alford
Chief Engineer
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C.
Text Available
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
■ In the May 30, 1949, issue of
Broadcasting, a letter appeared
written by Robert M. Harvey,
chief engineer of WKBC North
Wilkesboro, N. C. He stated that
he wished there were a good technical book expressly written for the
chief engineer
of a broadcast station. . . .
We are publishers of electronic
text books and manuals. In January 1948 we released such a book,
entitled Broadcast Operators Handbook, written by Harold E. Ennes,
engineer of WIRE Indianapolis,
Ind.
John F. Rider
John F. Rider Inc.
New York
[Editor's
Note: Handbook"
A review of
"Broadcast Operators
appears
on
page 63.]
^ ^ ^
KECK's Range
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I read ... a letter in the May
30 . . . issue of Broadcasting
from Arthur T. Cushen, New Zealand Radio DX League, 212 Earn
St., Invercargill, New Zealand . . .
[This] radio fan in Invercargill,
N. Z. . . . picked up KECK just
as the station was signing off for
the day, March 20, 1947. ... Invercargil is the most southerly
city in the world
sji ^ . . .
Ben Nedow
Owner and Manager
KECK Odessa, Tex.

an alert staff, coupled with responsible management, can't help
but produce pleasant listening.

I

Wire Recorder Used
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Although most stations have discarded wire recorders in favor of
tape, we are using the Air King
Model A-725 for broadcast purposes. We are also using a heavy
lubricant placed in the recorder
head groove to reduce the noise
level. We have increased the bias
voltage and the audio voltage to
the recording
head with these results :

i

Hoard 'Broadcasting'
EDITOR, Broadcasting.People who subscribe to Broadcasting seem to hoard back copies
like editions of encyclopediae. I
have been interested in . . . some
extra copies of the April 4 . . .
issue, but none are available. If
you could send me three . . . the
Commissioner of the Baltimore
City Health Dept. and several other
people would be very pleased.
Bill Roche
WFBR Baltimore

BROADCASTING
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E-CLEAN Inc., New York (home dry cleaner), appoints Cayton Inc., same
R city, to handle advertising. Budget of $500,000 will be concentrated in
radio and television.

- IN AM
IN TV
IN PROGRAMMING
IN POPULARITY
IN UTAH

National Reprxenlalive:
John Blair It Co.

SPOT

RATE

FINDER

TEDDY'S The House of Sea Food, New York, packer of Teddy's frozen
fillets and seafoods, through its agency Tracy Kent & Co., New York,
planning to use video spots and participations this fall in addition to present
campaignon onWNEW,
The Fitzgerald's
Block
all New on
York.WJZ, Dorothy and Dick on WOR and Martin

instantaneously
(Compute
campaign ) costs

TOWER OPTICAL Co., Chicago, begins spot video campaign, plugging contact lenses in the four-station area. Four one-minute live action commercials, completed by Malcolm-Howard agency, contrast "before and after"
personal appearance and explain function of lens. Five to six spots expected to be aired weekly. Time being bought now.

-■--iCASTING
TTT' you
are subscriber
a Broad-

MASON'S CHICKS Inc., Plainfield, N. J., appoints Metropolitan Adv. Co.,
New York, to handle its radio advertising. Company currently has time
on some 26 stations across country, and plans to add to its present schedule.
FEDERAL LIFE & CASUALTY Co., New York (insurance), appoints William
Warren Agency, New York, to handle its advertising. Plans call for sponsorship on Galen Drake program on WCBS New York and television film
spots in fall.
PAUL W. TROUSDALE & Assoc., Los Angeles (home builder and seller),
June 24 started for 13 weeks two weekly quarter-hour recorded music program on KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., and five weekly spot campaign on
KITO same city. Spots total 23 a week. Agency: Robert F. Dennis Inc.,
Los Angeles.
STANDARD LAUNDRY Co., Jersey City, N. J., appoints Ray-Hirsch Co., New
York, to handle advertising, sales promotion and public relations. Radio
will be used.
A^etur&tk /Iccounti • • •
ROMAN-MEAL Co. (bread, breakfast cereals) signed 52-week contract for
weekly Hal Burdick, Night Editor show on Pacific Coast CBS network Agency:
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco.
KRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, renews The Great Gilder sleeve with Hal Perry
on full NBC network for 52 weeks from Sept. 7, through Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago. Program, aired Wednesday, 7:30-8 p.m. (CDT), and
repeated for West Coast at 10:30 p.m., will be broadcast on full Dominion
Network of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for first time.

97,4IO

featuring

on August 15 you will
receive this fact-packed
MARKETBOOK as Part
II of the regular weekly
issue. Here, in one comprehensive volume are all
the essential facts and spot
rate figures for buying/
selling AM, FM, TV time.
SELLS SEPARATELY FOR $1.00

-A^^-fl
aNOW
regular Broadcasting
subscription includes:
• $5.00 Yearbook, 1950
• $1.00 MARKETBOOK
0

52 weekly issues
cm

$7.00

(Add $1.00 Canadian or foreign
postage)
MAIL

COUPON

TODAY

Enter my BROADCASTING
subscription immediately so
I'll receive 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK and 1950
Yearbook in January.

MONROE,

LOUISIANA

The station with more
listeners inNortheastern
Louisiana than all other
stations combined!
5,000 WAHS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
National Representatives
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., Inc.
Affiliated with
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
BROADCASTING

STREET
ZONE STATE
CITY I ENCLOSE.
PLEASE BILL ME (
SKULL practice for the coming football season is held in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
as Cities Service Oil Co contracts for broadcasting nine Notre Dame, Indiana
and Purdue games over WOWO Fort Wayne. Seated are Robert G. Duffield
(I), manager of WOWO, and E. C. Mitchell of Cities Service. Standing
(I to r): Tom Longwortb, WOWO account executive; Milt Marx, WOWO
sports announcer; Paul Mills, WOWO sales manager, and Jesse Corbin, local
sales representative for Cities Service.
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MANY future livestock farmers
of southern New England will
credit their start in business to
WTIC Hartford, Conn. The 50
kw station, serving a wide farming
area as well as a concentrated urban population, is in its second year
of a $20,000 Farm Youth Program
to encourage young people with a
liking for agriculture to become
livestock farmers.
Paul W. Morency, WTIC vice
president and general manager,
originated the plan and placed it
under the direction of the station's
farm program manager, Frank
Atwood.
The $20,000 fund is used to buy
purebred dairy and beef heifer
calves which are assigned on a
joint-ownership basis to selected
4-H Club members and vocational
agriculture students in high school.
The station accepts a note from
the young co-owner for the full
amount of the purchase price, payable in 2% years without interest.
When the note is paid, full ownership in the animal is transferred
to the boy or girl, and the money
returns to the Farm Youth Pro-

tkc

Mr. Bert Gittins
739 North
'Dear
Bert: Broadway
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Week

Alius knowed WCHS was tops in
West Virginny's number one city, but
some
feller
named
t'otherHooper
day !
proved it
He
thetfound
WCHSout
half
has agin
more'nas
many
lisseners
as th' tionnext
stain town!
Th' third
station has only
half
as many
lisseners
leetle more'nas
Charleston
area;
fourth
WCHSth'has
in
th'
station
not
quite half as
last
station
has
lessen
a fifth
as
many
many, and th'as
good
ale
WCHS! Now
Algy
ber
this
is
jest
Bert, rememdon't
include
ton areaCharles— hit
fer
th'
all th' outside
territory served
almost entirely by WCHS!
you'd
know! like ter
JestYrs.t h 0 ' t

Farm Program Director Atwood
interviews 11-year-old Eleanor Duker during a WTIC Farm Youth
Program picnic. Eleanor is cooivner of a Hereford heifer consigned by the station. At extreme
left is Mr. Morency.
* * *
gram revolving fund to purchase
an animal for another applicant.
Sixty-four animals have been
purchased and placed in the first
year of the program, at a cost of
$10,816.25. Primary objective of
the program, WTIC explains, is to
enable young people, while they are
still in school, to acquire high
quality breeding stock which will
(Continued on page Jt6)

WCHS
Charleston,

On

-flu

televigis the think
A MAN sionwho
interestin
mosts that
and unusual thing that ever
happened certainly should have a
voice in it.
And that man. Bill Welsh, general manager of Allied Adv., Los
Angeles, does.
Sportscaster for
television station KTLA Los Angeles and Southern Calif, senior
sports announcer for Associated Oil
Co., Bill's voice (and face) are
getting as familiar to Los Angeles
television viewers as
Howdy Doody's is to
New York TV addicts.
But sportcasting
is just a sideline
with Bill. For he
reports utiveto deskhisatexecthe

Represented by

^
30^^

MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
New York • Chicago
Son Francisco • los Angeles

STEINMAN
Page 16
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-Accounts
collected his A.B. from Colorado
State College in that city, where
he majored in history and political
science. Although active in all the
sports the school had to offer, Bill
claims he was a "lousy" athlete.
In fact the only trophies he has to
remind him of his athletic prowess
are "trick knees." He made a
name for himself in the sports annalsleticsby fordirecting
aththe wholeintra-mural
school for four
years, the only student who had
ever done that.
Urged by his
friends to try to get
into radio. Bill got
himself an announcing job with Greeley's
timefour
stationpartKFKA
months before he
graduated. There he
did news and sports
broadcasts, and set

agency every morning at nine and puts
in a full day of
work.
Besides suup
station's first
newsthe department.
pervising over 50
During this time,
agency accounts, he
Bill was eyeing
personally handles
KFEL Denver,
the Arden Farms
which he wanted to
account, now exjoin because of its
pending approximately a quarter
large news departmillion dollars on
BILL
ment. One of his police beat contacts, a
radio and television;
police sergeant who had great faith
and helps service Pacific Finance
account using approximately the in his ability, once told him that he
same amount on radio. In addi- would do anything to get Bill on
tion to handling the accounts, he the station's news staff. And,
announces commercials for many
ironically, he accomplished that —
of them.
through his own murder. By covBill's birthplace was Greeley,
ering the murder of the sergeant
Col., named after the man whose
(Continued on page i6)
advice he later took. In 1935, he

more

W.

Va.

DIALERS
per DOLLAR
put XitOO r« work (or yao

CBS OUTLET
• 600 ON YOUR DIAL
• 5000 WATTS
• SOUTHWEST NETWOKK
# As a time buyer, you are
interested in the best "buy"
for the money in the rich El
Paso market. That's KROD
— CBS regional outlet, Key
Station of the Southwest Network, far-west link of the Lone
Star Chain.
RODERICK
BROADCASTING
CORP.
•
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice-Pres. ^ Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
Taylor-Borroff & Company, Inc.
Your
Southwestern
KROD
Salesman
EL PASO • TEXAS
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IT'S Ladies' Day on "Radiorama."
What better way to start the parade than with San Antonio's
Queen of Fiesta de San Jacinto,
Terry Emerson, formerly with
KTSA San Antonio — a lovely candidate for "Miss Radiorama of
'49." Entire ballot follows.

CAST only one vote, please. Here's
WWODnine staff
Lynchburg,
entire femi(I to r): Va's,
Erma McFall,
Lyn
Roberts, Rosalie Stuart, Vivian Tibbs,
Jean Hundley, Dot Ferguson and Barbara Gunter. WWOD said something
about those steps, but who cares?

COUNTING their votes for "Miss Radiorama" will come easy for these
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., beauties. Getting in practice by opening station
mail are (I to r) Eve Art, Hofer Shirley
Meikrantz, Kathryn Kahler, Jeanne
Neiswender, Marie Vukcevich.

A PROFESSIONAL enters the race
as former Powers' model Carol
Bennett, now heard on her own
show over KPRC Houston, talks
over her campaign with ex-boss
John Robert Powers, during a
visit by the beauty expert to the
Lone Star State.

IF you prefer the sports type take
a look at these two lovelies from
Montana, engaged in a promotion
stunt for KGVO Missoula. Don't
worry, boys, that's not "little
brother" on the horse.
He's just part of the ^^^^
stunt.
'^^^

ANOTHER
queen,
River" of '49,
Jewell"Miss
Owen,Danis
WDVA
Danville,Interviewing
Va.'s candidate
on our ballot.
Miss
Owen during the Dan River Mills
fashion show, which WDVA
broadcast, is the station's Dick
Campbell

THIS model comes in blond,
brunette or mahogany and can
be ordered from General Electric,
Syracuse, N. Y. — the radio, that
is. On your bollot just check
Stella Sullivan, GE advertising
office. Sorry we cropped out
those ankles, boys.

LET'S look atThethetworecord,
WCBI
Columbus,
in enteringandthese
candidates.
young says
ladies
on the
left speakMiss.,
for themselves
the four
two
on the right — Kitsy Bailey and Joyce Hollingsworth (r) — in addition to obvious
facts, hold titles of "Miss Mississippi" of 1947 and '48, respectively. The men,
if you're interested, are (I to r) Dick Crago of WCBI, Morris ZIotnik, owner of
Columbus' Darling Shop, and an up-and-coming young man called Bob Hope.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: No more "Miss Radiorama" entries accepted until next year.]

LAST but not least in the "Miss
Radiorama" race are these Atlantic City beauties Martha
Westcott (I) and Pat Goga. CBS
comic, Robert Q. Lewis, is NOT
a candidate.
That's Cast
the your
ballot, —men.
'^^^
vote.

From

the NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS

to WO WO, Fort Wayne: the $500 GOLD MEDAL=^= "for outstanding public
service in sponsoring fire prevention, farm safety, home safety, hoUday safety,
and accident prevention campaigns, culminating in comprehensive coverage of Fire
Prevention Week."

*WOWO's thirtieth recent award

MICHIGAN
INDIANA

WO WO, the Gold-Medai-Station with the Gold-Medal-Market! In its 59-county
BMB area, WO WO delivers a dominant signal., the most popular programs,
4according to current Hooper surveys . . and the most respected services to its communities. Check availabilities on WO WO., and the other Westinghouse Stations.,
through Free & Peters.

FORT

BROADCASTING
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ABC

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW.KDKA.WBZ^WBZA'KEX.WOWO.WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC SPOT SALES
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Your price of admission to the plush Chicago market is much, much

less

on WBBM, For there's never a cover charge on WBBM's extra coverage...
extra listening ... extra customers. WBBM gets you volume results at
less cost-per-result than any other major Chicago station. And
Because WBBM

no wonder!

has more rating firsts. More higher-rated local shows.

And higher average ratings all week long than any other Chicago station.
THREE TIMES AS MANY QUARTER-HouR
combined— between

WINS as the three Other network

6:00 am and 7:00 pm, Monday

EIGHT OUT OF THE TOP TEN daytime programs
AN AVERAGE
—between

stations

through Friday.*

produced in Chicago.*

DAILY RATING 50% HIGHER than any other Chicago station
6:00 AM and 7 :00 PM, Monday

through Friday.*

For advance bookings for the coming season (or a strip that'll sell 'em
today), contact us or Radio Sales. You'll find you get a lot more
for a lot less on WBBM

— Chicago's most sponsored station for 23 years.

'''Pulse of Chicago, March-A'pril 194.9

lotto

cost

so

little!
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WASHINGTON,

Vol. 37, No. 1

REORGANIZE
REORGANIZATION of the NAB
to accommodate AM, PM and TV
on a more equal basis is favored
in a poll of station owners and
managers recently completed by
the Research Department of
Broadcasting. A majority of
votes from broadcasting executives
were for a division of NAB into
clear cut AM, FM and TV departments, and another 24.3% of the respondents said they would prefer
an outright merger with the FM
and Television Broadcasters Assns.
(See adjacent chart and Table 1,
page 32.)
The survey of opinion was the
20th in the series of Broadcasting
Trends Polls. The questionnaire
was devoted exclusively to NAB
problems. This is the second of
two articles reporting the results
of this poll [Broadcasting, June
27].
To nleet the challenge of FM
and TV, 50.3% of station executives v6ted for a division of NAB
into AM, FM and TV sections or
departments; and
only 14.8% said
they would like to
see NAB cont'nue
as presently organized. An even
smaller percentage (10.6%) felt
A Continuing Study
that NAB should
of
confine its activity to AM.
ixetutive Opinion
In combination,
those who voted
for the AM, FM and TV divisions
and those who voted for a merger
with the FMA and TBA totalled
74.6% of all respondents. It indicated a definite feeling that NAB
should go through some reorganization to allow for the changed
complexion of the broadcasting
world.
Networks' Position
Broadcasters were also asked
whether networks should be associate or active members of the
NAB. The sentiment was 59.7%.
in favor of associate membership
for networks; 20.6% for active
membership, and a high rate of "no
opinion" answers (19.6%). (See
Table II, page 32.)
Sentiment on this question was
similar among independent stations, with 57.1% favoring associTELECASTING
Section Starts on Page 47
BROADCASTING
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.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY
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THE QUESTION:
Should NAB m

CONTINUE
UNCHANGED
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AM, FM & TV
DIVISIONS

MERGE WITH
FMA AND
TBA

BE CONFINED
TO AM
il
\\
il

■
ALL BALLOTS

FM,

TV

Division

they should be non-voting or consultative members, in the status of
observers. The voting was close,
however, with 46.3%- favoi'ing a
vote for networks, and 53.7%
against.
Affiliated stations voted in about
the same proportions as the total
of all stations, and independents
were less inclined to give a vote
to the networks on the board than
the affiliated stations.
NAB's Balance of Power
The poll contained a question
about the representation of different segments of broadcasting
within the organization. Broadcasters were asked if they felt that
NAB's structure was a fair one
in this respect. The answer was
50-50 yes-and-no, with 17% of the

IPS and
ate membership for networks,
17.8% favoring active membership.
The percentage of "no opinions"
was high here, too, with about
one-fourth of the independents included.
Among affiliated stations, the
percent indicating that networks
should have associate memberships was high, 64.2% , and another
22.5%
indicated that networks

should have active status. Percentage of no opinion was lower
(13.2%-).
Should networks be represented
on NAB's board of directors ?
Opinion on this question was that
they should (by a 58.2% majority),
with 32.9% opposed to the idea.
Of those who said the major networks should be given board representation, the majority felt that

McCONNELL
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, vice
president in charge of finance of
RCA, was elected executive vice
president of the corporation Friday. His election was announced
following a meeting of the RCA
board of directors in New York.
Mr. McConnell,
who has served
with RCA organizations since
19 4 1, becomes
third in command
of the corporation. Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff,
chairman of the
board, is chief
executive officer. Mr. McConnell
Mr. McConnell
will work directly
under Frank M. Folsom, RCA president and No. 2 executive.
Two other RCA officers bear executive vice president titles, but
each is the operating head of a
major division of the corporation.
They are J. G. Wilson, executive
vice president in charge of the
RCA
Victor Division, and Dr.

Now RCA No. 3 Man
RAISED
Charles B. Jolliffe, executive vice in charge of law and finance of the
president
oratories. in charge of RCA Lab- RCA Victor Division. He became
vice president in charge of finance
Mr. McConnell will have overall of
RCA last January.
responsibilities for all divisions of
A legal and financial expert, Mr.
the company.
The executive vice presidency of McConnell reportedly has been taking an active interest in recent
the corporation — the position immonths in the management evaluamediately below the presidency —
tion of NBC, an RCA subsidiary.
has not been filled since 1934. In
that year it was vacated by J. R. He is said to have been working
McDonough, who served briefly. closely with Booz, Allen & Hamilton, an efficiency expert firm, which
Before that it had been vacant
since 1930, the year Gen. Sarnoff has been conducting a painstaking
survey of NBC.
became president. Gen. Sarnoff,
Mr. McConnell was born in Chesbefore his elevation to the prester, S. C, in 1906. He graduated
idency, had been executive vice
president for several years.
from Davidson College, South Carolina, in 1927 with a chemistry
Joined RCA. in 1941
degree
from the U. of Virginia
Mr. McConnell joined RCA in in 1931 and
with a law degree. After
1941 as a member of the legal delegal practice with firms in Florida
partment of the RCA Manufacturing Co., which later became the and North Carolina, he joined the
RCA Victor Division. In 1942 he legal staff of the National Reconstruction Administration in 1933.
was named general counsel of the
division and in 1945 was elected
In 1935, after the dissolution of
division's
vice president and gen- the NRA, he joined a New York
eral attorney.
law firm where he remained until
In 1947 he became vice president
going to RCA.
July 4, 1949
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respondents
the III,
"no page
opinion"
category. (SeeinTable
32.)
Among those who felt that the
structure was unrepresentative,
31.7% checked TV stations as being overemphasized; 26.8% charged
that networks were top-heavy in
Continued on page 32)

To
NAB

WLIB SALE
Novik Group To Pay $150,000
SALE of WLIB New York by Dorothy S. Thackrey, New York Post
publisher, for $150,000 to new
group including Morris S. Novik,
radio consultant, was completed in
New York Friday and application
for approval was tendered at FCC
[Closed Circuit, June 27].
New Broadcasting Co., purchasing firm, filed its request through
Marcus Cohn, Washington counsel,
and stated it proposed to augment
existing WLIB service with programming concentrated on "two
ignored groups of listeners." These
are the more than two million
English-speaking Americans of
Jewish descent and the more than
one million Negroes of the metropolitan area.
The firm stated neither of these
"important segments of the community now receive any comprehensive cultural, educational or entertainment service from any of
the 20-odd radio stations of the
area." New Broadcasting plans to
establish auxiliary studios in the
Harlem section of Manhattan to
facilitate
Negro programming.
Mr. Novik, manager of New
York's municipal station WNYC
under the late Mayor LaGuardia,
holds 21% interest in New Broadcasting. Other stockholders include
Harry Novik, merchant, 44%;
Samuel B. Hains, certified public
accountant, 20%, and Norman B.
Furman, president of Furman,
Feiner & Co., New York advertising agency, 15%.
Assigned 1 kw on 1190 kc, limited
time, WLIB was acquired by the
Thackrey interests in 1944 for
$250,000 from a group headed by
Elias I. Godofsky, president and
general manager. WLIB was established in May 1942.
In selling WLIB, Mrs. Thackrey
proposes to divest herself of her
last radio property. There already
is pending at the Commission requests to sell KLAC-AM-TV Los
Angeles and KYA San Francisco
to Warner Bros. Pictures Corp. for
combined price of $1,045,000
[Broadcasting, Jan. 28, 1948]. The
Thackrey interests acquired KLAC
and KYA in 1945 for nearly $1
million.
•
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RESTYLING

By J. FRANK BEATTY
RESTYLING of NAB will be
undertaken by its board of directors at a series of meetings starting next Saturday at Wentworthby-the-Sea, Portsmouth, N. H.
The realignment of functions,
begun by the board last November,
heads the list of industry topics
on the advance agenda. Meantime
the fast-changing radio industry
has produced new and complex
problems for the realigners.
With NAB's structural format
in an uncertain state, the special
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board Structure Committee that
met 10 days ago in Washington
[Broadcasting, June 27] will assemble Saturday morning at the
New England resort. By that time
it will have the benefit of several
infoi'mal studies designed to show
what NAB needs and what should
be done about it (see Trends survey page 23). The board itself
meets July 11-13.
Boiled down to its elements, the
revamping will center around the
need of broadcasters for a trade
association that will serve AM,
FM and television alike while at
the same time performing the normal association tasks such as
legal, lobby, government contact,
labor, research and similar services.
This must be done at a time
when TV is just starting to grow,
when FM is prevalent but financially starved and when AM is
worrying about a downward business cycle as well as TV and FM
competition.
Some Changes Made
Already the board has done some
reorganizing. It has set up Broadcast Advertising Bureau to stimulate time sales. It has directed that
a TV operation be set up to help
stations going into TV, with direction that a TV director be hired.
It has authorized more service for
FM members.
These actions do not fit into an
organizational pattern, resulting
in confusion at NAB headquarters.
A flurry of resignations by member stations who professed to be
unhappy about their association appears to have subsided.
Two main types of revamping

FCC

have dominated most discussions to
date — creation of aural and visual
divisions, and the complete revamping of NAB into a federation
comprising AM, FM and TV (or
aural and TV) associations.
Likely to come into the forthcoming committee and board discussions are proposals to trim NAB
into a straight trade association
serving aural and visual stations.
With station managers starting to
cry the financial blues, the need
of clipping the three-quaiter million dollar budget likely will be
discussed.
By cutting costs, NAB could
get ready for possible lean days
ahead, it is pointed out. Trade
association observers remind that
resignations increase when times
get
tough.at NAB's
now
running
a rate income
of moreis than
$800,000 per year but $100,000
must be provided for BAB.
If a demand for streamlining
arises, the board may have to reconsider its television action, taken
originally at New Orleans in February and reaffirmed at Chicago
in April.
A. D. Willard Jr., executive vice
president, who has been touring
TV stations for two weeks, has
been offered the TV post bv President Justin Miller. Formal announcement of his decision is expected at the New England board
meeting, with indication that he is
willing to accept the job.
Should the board decide to do
a streamlining job and eliminate
some of the departmental operations in favor of a straight trade
association without special services
for segments of the membership.

PROBE

the
nated.TV position might be elimiThat, however, would complicate
the board's desire to attract TV
stations into the fold. At present
there are six TV members, two of
them experimental. Television
Broadcasters Assn. is planning
to raise money from manufacturers to finance hiring of FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy as president.
TEA then would be transformed
into a full trade association with
added promotional functions that
NAB would find embarrassing if
not impossible to perform.
When the NAB board adjourned
in April, it laid aside a Structure
Committee plan to put legal, legisative, international, labor, public
relations and similar industrywide
oDerations into the president's office, with aural and visual departments to be organized.
By reviving this plan, and adding an aural director to match the
TV director, NAB would be realigned with relative ease. Moreover
the board could curtail departmental operations, if it desired
to effect economies.
Fitting
BAB offers
into the
reorp-anization
picture
special
probIpms. When BAB v/as set up by
the board in April, it was announced the sale^.-nromotion agency
would move to New York; get a
third of the entire NAB budget,
and eventually be divorced from
NAB proper just as American
Newspa""er Publishers A?sn. has
a senarate sales-nromotion agency
in its Bureau of Advertising.
Already there have been com(Contmued on page US)
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INVESTIGATION of FCC by a House Judiciary Subcommittee has been
tentatively scheduled to commence next Monday— July 11 — under the
direction of Rep. Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.), outspoken critic of the
Commission, who said $10,000 is available for the probe.
Detailed plans including selec- .
tion of the subcommittee and formPaul A. Walker, as well as Genulation of the hearing agenda are
eral Counsel Benedict P. Cottone
to be drawn up this week, Rep.
Walter told Broadcasting. He is and other top executives, attending the International Telephone
the second ranking member of the
and
Telgraph
in Paris.
Judiciary Committee, which is Comr. Rosel Conference
H. Hyde is acting
headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler chairman and Harry M. Plotkin,
(D-N. Y.).
assistant general counsel in charge
FCC's operations under the Ad- of broadcasting, is acting general
ministrative Procedure Act are ex- counsel.
pected to be the primary target.
FM Policies Is Issue
Congressman Walter, co-author of
the Act, served notice of his intent
The Commission's policies on FM
to investigate almost two months
delays in action on fundamenago, when he told the House that and tal
questions also may be aired.
FCC was guilty of "flagrant and
Rep. Walter has hinted. The mail
willful violations" of this law
response following his House at[Broadcasting, May 16].
tack on the treatment accorded FM
Investigation on this score pre[Broadcasting, April 18] is largesumably would concentrate fire on
ly credited with his decision to
launch the FCC probe.
FCC's Law Bureau more than any
other division.
He has made plain that network
The probe finds both Chairman
policy on affiliates' duplication of
Wayne Coy and Vice Chairman
AM programs on FM is one of the

n

Start

Planned

auest'ons he thinks should be exThe Pennsylvania legislator has
plored.
been ouspoken in his criticism of
FCC "sidestepping" of major issues, STDecifically naming the clearchannel case, proposed lottery
rules, multiple ownership regulations, and universal advertising of
broadcast applications.
He also scored the use of "dictum
and
policy pronouncement,"
lieu
of formal
rule-making, onin such
subjects as newsnaper and motionpicture OAvnership of stations,
charging
"neither
caster northat
his lawyer
can asaybroadwith
certainty what is banned or what

Rep. Walter first anis Since
permitted."
nounced his plan to investigate,
FCC has acted on some of the
causes of his complaint, notably by
adoption of its long-pending plan
for separation of functions within
the FCC staff and issuance of its
New Mayflower Decision on editorializing bylicensees.
BROADCASTING
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PROGRAMMING plans involve Standards of Practice, as evidenced by these
broadcasters attending the first NAB Program Clinic in Chicago last week.
They are (I to r) Clay Cline Jr., WJZM Clarksville, Tenn.; Frank V. Webb,
KFH, KFH-FM Wichita, Kan.; Arthur F. Harre, WJJD Chicago; George Nickson, KXXX Colby, Kan., and Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, III. Program
plans were studied on a workshop level.

OBJECTIVES of first NAB Program Clinic are outlined by Director Harold
Fair (second from I), head of NAB's program department, with panel of guest
speakers (I to r), Maurice B. Mitchell, director of the NAB Broadcast Advertising Bureau; Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, vice president and director of radio
and TV, Young & Rubicam, New York; Lewis H. Avery, president of AveryKnodel, representative firm, and Lee Hart, NAB retail coordinator.

Three-Day
NAB

PROGRAM

By JANE PINKERTON
A PROGRAM DIRECTOR will never become a "forgotten man" again
as long as he "seeks, builds and holds" audiences.
This was the conclusion of Harold Fair, director of NAB's Program
Dept. and head of the first annual NAB Program Clinic in Chicago
last week, as he wrapped-up three ★
product and adapting the program
days of speeches and discussion
at the concluding clinic session to the consumer attitude was
Wednesday afternoon. In all, 250 stressed by Sylvester L. (Pat)
broadcasters — 75 % program direc- Weaver, vice president and director of radio and TV at Young &
tors, with the rest divided among
station management, transcription Rubicam, New York. "Radio is the
number one medium of 1949 bemen and allied interests — attended
cause of the number of sets, huge
the NAB's first venture into a
audiences
and its operation as an
"shirt-sleeve" clinic. Cottons were
the order of the days, with Chi- enjoyable pastime." He warned,
cago temperatures soaring into the however, that this will not be
90s even on the lakefront at true after the penetration of TV.
Most of those attending — repreNorthwestern U.'s Thorne Hall.
senting small stations in rural or
Mr. Fair, who moderated panels
semi-rural
areas — adapted to their
each day, stressed the keen com- own localities
the promotion advice
petition now facing the program
of Lee Little, general manager of
director. In addition to a "slight
economic recession," the PD is KTUC Tucson, and the farm procompeting with more stations
(twice as many AMs than five
years ago) and TV. Three tools
he must use are a knowledge of
audiences and program resources
and alimitations
"fine understanding
his
own
and abilitiesof and
those of his staff."
These themes were stressed by
all of the panelists, and program
men voiced their consciousness of
a tightening economy and more
competition in questions from the
floor. Apathetic to many of the
panels, station men appeared most
interested in how to sell local shows
nationally, promotion, rural programming, discussion of the recent FCC Mayflower decision and
the explanation of music copyrights. Answers were beamed to
problems of a small station program director, typical of the attendance.
Lewis H. Avery, president of
Avery-Knodel representative firm,
answered why most national representatives donot sell local shows,
saying that such programs are designed for local listening only and
the representative "all too often"
has a limited knowledge of the
feature's content and aims. He
recommended complete presentations on each show, including
transcriptions.
Importance of appraising the
BROADCASTING

Session

gram ideas of Arthur C. Page,
farm editor of WLS Chicago, and
Charles C. Worcester, farm service director, WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Mr. Little, discussing his
extensive yet inexpensive promotion campaigns; outlined rules he
has found practicable — the simpler
the idea the better — invite cooperation and ideas from all
staffers and consider each suggestion; cooperate closely with the
sales staff, as planned promotion
can be used as a local sales method.
Mr. Page listed suggestions for
broadcasters hoping to attract a
loyal rural audience — give sound,
accux-ate and timely information
on weather reports and forecasts,
"which are subjects which are
vital cash problems, not just conversational material"; market reports depend on adherence to a
strict time schedule; interpreta-

THIS BMI model library, in mobile form, was made especially for exhibiting
at the NAB Program Directors Clinic in Chicago, but BMI plans to use it
extensively at other meetings. It represents a cross-section of the BMI
model library in New York. The two ends close in to make a compact shipping unit. Miniature items, made to scale, represent classophone jackets for
filing records, turntable, typewriter, Wheeldex for filing music titles, records,
sheet music and other pertinent data for librarians.
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Draws

Over

250

CLINIC
tion supersedes showmanship and
rhetoric; weld the station into the
community, with active participation in civic enterpirses; interpret
rural terms for city listeners; give
the farm chief a budget and the
time and means to travel.
Mr. Worcester, highlighting Mr.
Page's points, termed the most
effective feature in attracting a
rural audience to be interviewing
the farmers themselves.
Discuss FCC Rules
FCC rulings and their practical application brought the most
questions from the floor during
the three days. Implications of the
recent Mayflower case were outlined by Don Petty, NAB general
counsel, in discussing controversial
issues. Reminding his audience
that station officials made certain
promises to the FCC at the time
of application, Mr. Petty warned
them to remember what they said
they would do and the techniques
they would employ. "If, in the
meantime, you have found it expedient to do otherwise, write the
FCC to explain the situation and
show your
good faith."
constant suggestion
was thatHisstation
men get a written legal opinion
whenever in doubt and keep it on
file in case of later investigation
by the FCC.
His suggestions for day-to-day
operations — (1) distinguish between controversial issues and
political broadcasts (latter are
controlled by separate FCC ruling) ; (2) keep faith with the
audience at all times, but don't
cut cost corners and lose the professional approach; (3) create an
audience for controversial issues;
(4) explain to seekers of time that
the right of free speech is not
limited by the government but is
by the station, because the station has legal responsibility for
what it airs; (5) a political speech
can not be censored if it is libelous, but controversial issue
matter can be censored, deleted
and controlled; (6) a controversial issue can be used in commercial shows; (7) 75% of applicants
for time back down if the stations.
^Continued on page H)
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Radio, TV Receive
Wide Coverage

Mr. BARNETT

LEVER PROMOTES
Barnett Heads Advertising
FOUR promotions and the creation
of a planning committee, in a realignment of the executive organization of Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, was announced last Thursday by Charles Luckman, president.
The promotions include: James
A. Barnett, vice president and general manager of the Pepsodent Division of the company in Chicago,
named vice president in charge of
advertising for Lever Bros. Co.;
William H. Burkhart, who has been
director of manufacture, promoted
to vice president in charge of manufacturing and traffic; Dr. Theodore
H. Rider, formerly associate director of research, becomes director of
research; John W. Bodman, who
has been director of research, appointed to a newly-created position
of chief development consultant, to
work on long-range product and
process development.
The planning committee, which
will assume responsibility for a
long range planning and which will
also be given special assignments
by the president, is composed of
the following three vice presidents :
Robert F. Elder, Arthur P. MacIntyre and Alexander B. Stewart.
"These promotions and developments," Mr. Luckman said, "are
designed to better gear our executive organization to the needs
created by the rapid growth of our
soap and edibles business and our
recent expansion into many new
fields."
Freelance Approval
FREELANCE radio writers' first
contract with agencies, sponsors
and independent package producers
has now been unanimously approved by the Radio Writers Guild
council, its New York and Hollywood locals and probably will be
approved this week by its midwest
branch in Chicago [Broadcasting,
June 27].
Page 26
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AAW
MEETING
RADIO is doing a big job in developing tourist travel to and throughcut the West. It can do a bigger and better job.
This was the theme of a talk by Lindsey Spight, vice president of
John Blair & Co., San Francisco, before the 1949 convention of the
Advertising Assn. of the West
at Vancouver, B. C, last Tuesday.
*
operation in the use of national
Mr. Spight, who also is chair- media
on the part of all of our
man of San Francisco council of
western
travel agencies should be
the National Radio Station Repexplored, so that we preresentatives, headed the radio de- further
sent aunited front to our prospects
partment at the AAW convention.
in the East and keep our comHis talk was presented on Media
petitive selling presented
here at home."
Day of the four-day meeting. The
Mr. Spight
his talk
general subject of western travel
on behalf of the entii-e radio dewas selected for the day.
partmental committee. The comThe travel and tourist business,
mittee included :
like every other business on the
Robert J. McAndrews, managing
North American continent, is competitive, Mr. Spight said. It is director of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; Walter
competitive between cities, between
G. Tolleson, assistant sales manstates, between areas and even
between nations.
ager of NBC Western Division;
Frank Samuels, vice president
He summarized radio's place in and Western Division manager of
this competition:
ABC; Hugh Feltis, manager,
"1 — Travel income is the West's
KING Seattle; Ward Ingrim, vice
third greatest source of wealth
—dustry.
our third most important in- president and director of advertising for Mutual-Don Lee; Loren
"2 — Travel and vacation busi- B. Stone, general manager, KIRO
Seattle.
ness is local, regional, national
Video presentation was in the
and even international. Commerform of a 30 minute film which
cial radio, encompassing everything from a single spot announceexplained TV's advantage over
other media in stimulating travel
ment to a transcontinental broadcast is sufficiently flexible so that in the West. A joint project of
six Southern California television
it can be geared to any particular
stations (KTTV KLAC KNBH
problem involved.
"3 — The greatest volume of KTLA KTSL KFI-TV) presentation was handled by Haan J. Tyler,
tourist business originates from
regional sources about 1,500 miles
manager of KFI-TV and first vice
the average distance driven by president of Los Angles Ad Club.
families on automobile tours.
He replaced William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI and KFI-TV,
"4 — Radio, with its dozens of
commercial and sustaining broadoriginally scheduled to make the
casts from the Pacific Coast to presentation, who was unable to
the nation, weekly is contributing
participate because of pressure of
major and unique editorial sup- business.
port to the cause of western
Film shows how travel organitravel.
zations can use TV to reach the
"5 — Radio should be used more
estimated
2,500,000 TV families
extensively in promoting self-liquidating illustrated literature.
(Jan. 1, 1950, figures), in 22 major
"6 — The areas for possible co- marketing areas, which represent

40% tailofsales.the nation's potential reAfter reviewing
television's
advantages to advertisers
selling
"scenery," presentation makes specific proposals for budgets of
$65,000 to $210,000. Proposals
include use of film commercials
with machinery set up to produce
and handle local inquiries as they
result.
Developed from ideas submitted
by Los Angeles area stations, the
30-minute film was written by
Kevin Sweeney, sales manager of
KFI-TV, and Harry McMahan,
president of Five Star Productions. Latter firm also produced
the film presentation.

NEW officers of Oklahoma City Advertising Club discuss plans for convention. Lto r: W. R. Baker, first
vice president; Tom L. Gibson Jr.,
president, and Bert Horner, second
vice president.

SOUTHWEST
AFA
Convention Plans Advance
ADVERTISING Federation of
America's southwest (10th) district meeting will be held at the
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City,
Sept. 18-20, Webster L. Benham
Jr., KOMA Oklahoma City executive, has announced.
Mr. Benham, immediate past
president of the Oklahoma City
Advertising Club, has been named
to spearhead arrangements for the
convention.
Working with him on the plans
are the club's new officers — Tom
L. Gibson Jr., Oklahoma Gas and
Electric Co. executive, president;
W. R. Baker, Central Sales Promotion official, first vice president;
Bert Horner, owner-manager of a
direct mail firm, second vice president, and Art Fuller, advertising
manager of the weekly Oklahoma
City
treasurer
— and
WarrenAdvertiser,
Tresch, Sears
Roebuck
advertising manager.
The new Oklahoma City Advertising Club officers took over their
duties late last month. New board
members assuming their posts in
June were: Col. H. Nelson, publisher of This Week magazine;
Don Snyder, Southwestern Engraving Co., and George Summy
Jr., insurance man. Polly Prindle,
public relations counselor, was appointed publicity chairman of the
club for the coming year.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Finchley isn't putting his heart in those food commercials since his
doctor put him on a diet."
BROADCASTING
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FCC

AD

PROPOSAL

GENERAL opposition was expressed byindustry representatives
last Monday in oral argument before FCC on the Commission's proposal to require local advertising
of virtually all broadcast applications and to establish cut-off dates
for competitive bids.
The advertising principle was
opposed as unnecessary by all
those arguing while mixed opinion
was expressed regarding the cutoff plan. Most felt that the cutoff plan as proposed would slow
down the Commission's processing
of applications rather than speed it
up and help to cut away the
backlog.
Under its proposal the Commission would require AM, FM and TV
applicants to advertise locally
their new station requests or their
bids to change existing facilities.
Chief purpose of the plan was
said to be to advise listeners of
changes in radio service and encourage their comment or criticism
[Broadcasting, May 9, Feb. 28].
FCC would establish the cut-off
date for filing of competitive bids
at 90 days after filing of the
initial application or any amendment.
In separate action the Commission already has repealed the Avco
rule on station transfers which
called for advertisement of sales
so as to allow the filing of competitive bids to purchase [Broadcasting, June 13]. Although suggesting to repeal the competitive
bid aspect on sales, now moot, the
proposed rules changes still would
require the advertising of transfer applications.
Guilford Jameson, president of
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn., opposed both the 90-day
cut-off rule for mutually exclusive applications and the advertising requirement. He explained
that the "chain reaction" which
could result under the 90-day
cut-off plan, whereby successive
applications would conflict with
each earlier filed request, would
hold up Commission for indefinite
periods.
He suggested instead that the
Commission postpone any cut-off
date for competitive applications
until the time it is ready to process
the application on file. Such a
policy would be more in line with
the Supreme Court's view that
FCC should have no priority system of consideration but that all
bids be reviewed on an equal
basis to determine the most meritorious, Mr. Jameson said.
Such a policy would enable the
Commission
to begin action in

comparative cases in about 30
days under normal conditions and
would help speed up processing,
the FCBA spokesman indicated. He
also urged that the term "conflicting" be used instead of "mutually
exclusive" to describe bids for
similar facilities which would
cause one another objectionable interference ifboth were approved.
Mr. Jameson objected to the
advertising plan as unnecessary
and burdensome. He said that
such an invitation for public comment would result inevitably in
"encouraging the negative side
of criticism, too often by irresponsible persons in the hope that
they may thereby gain some notoriety or cheap publicity to give
them a momentary lift from their
oblivion." Personal grudges also
would give rise to adverse comments, he said.
FCC has sufficient investigatory
powers to determine an applicant's
qualifications, Mr. Jameson pointed
out, and when something is really

by Industry

wrong the FCC usually receives
comment on it.
Richard Jenks, NAB counsel,
commended the Commission on its
repeal of the Avco rule and urged
that FCC separate its 90-day cutoff plan from the advertising proposal. He said the cut-off principle was good but urged that a more
flexible method be adopted as suggested by Mr. Jameson.
'Vigorously Opposed'
Mr. Jenks, however, said NAB
was "vigorously opposed" to the
advertising plan. He said it would
be "burdensome additional red
tape in an industry already over
red-taped." He pointed out that
the station owner already has
been approved by the Commission
and he is daily subject to public
approval or censure in his operation. His business depends upon
public approval, he indicated.
Mr. Jenks further pointed out
that the advertising requirement
places radio broadcasting one step
further toward being considered

New

CUT-RATE
RADIO
NEW EFFORTS to entice stations
schedules into revenue producing
into selling below card rates have
periods. . . .
appeared in the last fortnight, ac"It is generally believed that
cording to NAB's Broadcast Ad- with the advent of FM radio and
vertising Bureau.
the extraordinary potential of television the AM radio stations may
"These are new examples of operators attempting to frighten sta- shortly be pressed to obtain their
tions with an inference that busi- normal share of the advertising
ness is going to be bad, and thus
dollar formerly allocated excluinduce them to handle business at
sively to AM stations.
"Since the war hundreds of new
less than published rates," according to Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB
AM and FM stations have been
director.
licensed to operate in areas where
He said BAB rigidly opposes per
program service was formerly supinquiry and time-chisel projects.
plied by a limited number of AM
"If these new efforts are successstations. If all of the AM stations
ful," he continued, "look for anare to realize a net operatingother landslide of customer comprofit, some new revenue producing
sales activity must be developed to
plaints and other PI nuisances."
Stations Sorry Now
meet the ever increasing competiMr. Mitchell said that a number
of major stations that recently
Explaining that new businesses have been set up in recent
started accepting PI business now
are sorry and wish they could get years, Mr. Withycomb wrote that
out of it.
with the aid of older concerns Dition."
BAB received a number of comrect Radio Sales can "offer quality
merchandise to the radio stations
plaints last week from NAB member stations about activities of Di- for sale to the public." Post-card
or letter orders would be submitted
rect Radio Sales Inc., 521 Fifth
Ave., New York. They were ap- by stations each day to Direct
Radio Sales, which would send
proached by Donald Withycomb,
president, with a letter explaining them to the manufacturer who then
the company "was formed for the
express purpose of obtaining qualified merchandise for radio stations
who desire to convert non-productive periods in their program

PHOTOGRAPHER found this group in a happy mood at spot radio clinic
held at the Biltmore Hotel in New York under sponsorship of the National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives. L to r: F. Edward Spencer Jr.,
New York manager of George P. Hollingbery Co., station representative,
and NARSR secretary; R. Stewart Boyd, advertising manager. National
Biscuit Co.; Thomas Campbell, The Branham Co., station representative,
and C. A. Snyder, advertising director, Bulova Watch Co.
BROADCASTING

Opposed

a common carrier in the public
eye. He also indicated that even
the courts more and more are
declaring that public advertising,
used in the real property and public utility fields, has proved archaic
and seldom of any value. Complaints received spontaneously at
FCC are of far more value, he said,
than any comments which could result from public invitation.
Vernon L. Wilkinson, representing a group
five doubts
stations,about
indicated thereofwere
the legality of the advertising plan
for the broadcast field. He also
said that if it were to be required
that three, instead of six, notices
should be sufficient publication as
in other fields. He further held
that the notices would draw many
"crackpot" complaints and that
FCC would be required to maintain a large staff of investigators
and travel budget to run down the
facts.
Mr. Wilkinson also opposed the
FCC proposal that a copy of any
new application be available locally
as well as in Washington. He said
this would deter many well qualified citizens from going into radio
because their personal income
(Continued on page i.2)
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PI Deals

Appear

would package and mail COD to
the buyer. Profit to stations should
be 30%, free of discounts, and
products would be identical to samples, it is stated.
The letter says agreements are
being completed with stations in a
hundred markets. Mr. Withycomb
at one time was NBC station relations director and later manager of
WFIL Philadelphia and active in
other radio interests.
Another direct mail project has
been submitted to stations by National Research Bureau Inc., 415
N. Dearborn St., Chicago. V.
Plesscher^ research director, said
the firm is "making a sincere effort
to determine what radio stations in
the northern states are advertising
successfully for mail order busiThe firm asks stations to list
successful mail order items and
wants to know if they will accept
PI business on a basis of 33%% of
the selling price. The letter offers
to
make available the results of its
survey.
ness."
Refusal to carry free of charge
a transcribed series of Labor's
(Continued on page i.5)

RESEARCH
By ROBERT LUCE
TWO DIVERGENT methods are
the bases of the most frequently
discussed measurements of national
audiences. They are the Nielsen and
the Hooper methods.
As everyone who's been in radio
for more than a month knows, the
Hooper rating is primarily a telephone survey, while the Nielsen
method uses an electrical device
known as an audimeter, which records dial twisting habits of the
sample homes surveyed.
The claims and counter claims
that have been made by these two
competing services since they were
established have only recently
been intensified by the advent of
television. It's a whole new field
for argument — and the going has
been hot and heavy since the first
TV ratings were issued in the New
York area.
Exactly what are these services,
what measurements are provided,
and how? Here, in their own
words, are the answers.
C. E. Hooper Inc.
The following measurements are
contained in the reports of the
C. E. Hooper organization. Setsin-use, program ratings, total audience, sponsor identification, use of
sponsored product in listener compared with non-listener homes, program preferences, composition of
audience, and popularity of program by program type.
The Hooper program rating
(Hooperatings) is based upon "total homes in sample, and is the percentage of total homes listening
to the specific program, network or
station reported." Several types
of Hooperatings are issued: Program Hooperatings for sponsored
network programs surveyed in 36
cities with four-network service, a
sectional breakdown of these data,
and a Pacific Coast program
Hooperating based on a sample of
homes in six Pacific Coast cities
with four-network service.
There are also City Hooperatings
in about 100 cities on a per station
basis, and U. S. Hooperatings by
city, town and rural cross section
with projection of these figures to
total U. S. radio homes.
Although the telephone is
Hooper's best employe, some mail
ballots are used for area coverage
indices, and a home diary sample
is used to project the telephone
measurements. The telephone sample is a random sample of nontoll telephone listings in each city.
For the Program Hooperatings
which are made 24 times a year the
total sample in an hour program is
2,940 calls, and in the case of a
15-minute show which runs five
times a week, 3,675. For the U. S.
Hooperatings which are made twice
a year, the sample for an hour show
is 14,814; for the same 15-minute,
five-times-a-week show, the sample
on these National Hooperatings is
17,739 homes.
This sample is projectable to total U. S. homes, and breakdowns
Page 28
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located at 10 E. 40th St., New
York; branch offices and their managers are: Dorothy Behrens, Dry
Hill, Norwalk, Conn.; Ruth Colcord, 230 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, and Jack O'Mara, Equitable
Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
A. C. Nielsen Co.
Using the audimeter, the A. C.
Nielsen Co. samples radio listening in 1,500 homes. The data thus
collected on a tape by automatic

of numbers of children and by age
of child audience.
Television research by Mr. Nielsen is done in exactly the same
manner as his radio research,
and includes such measurements
as total audience, homes using TV,
share of audience, average audience per program, weekly cumulative audience, and other special
reports. Presently TV ratings are
issued for New York only. Other
cities will follow. Nielsen has anratings. nounced no plans for national TV

THIS IS the last of three articles dealing with radio and television research
organizations. It includes description of the work of Hooper, Nielsen, The
Pulse, Schwerin Research, ond BMB.
Parts one and two of this series
appeared in Broabcasting, June 6, 13.

FM measurements are included
in audimeter's records, but nothing
is published by Nielsen on these
results.
Nielsen issues a weekly report
of Nielsen ratings, and a monthly
complete report which contains
more detailed measurements for
the month as a whole.
The Nielsen organization issues
additional research information
such as the Nielsen Food Index,
Drug Index, Consumer Index, etc.
Offices are located at 21'01 Howard
St., Chicago 45, 111., and at 500
Fifth Ave., New York.
The Pulse
Program ratings on a six-city
basis are provided by The Pulse
Inc., which uses a third method —
personal interview — exclusively.
Its reports provide sets-in-use and
program ratings. Upon request
of clients, The Pulse Inc. will also
report total audience, sponsor
identification, audience flow, effectiveness of commercials, program preferences, and product
sales related to program rating.
The Pulse program rating is in
terms of the percent of total homes
listening, by 15 minute periods,
by programs and by stations.
The surveys are done on a block
basis in proportion to the population, and later the data are
broken down by sex, ages, income,
educational level, telephone and
non-telephone homes, and by type
of dwelling. The six metropolitan
areas covered by these reports are
New York, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Northern

are made according to sex, age
groups, income, occupation, marital
status, number of radio and/or TV
sets, set location, size of family,
geographic,
rural divisions.city size and urbanSets-in-use measurement, Program Hooperatings, sponsor identification, talent popularity and
program preference measurements
are done on a continuing basis.
Total audience, effectiveness of
commercialls, audience flow and

product sales related to program
rating are available semi-annually.
Pre-tests of programs are available
on order.
Hooper's TV research is conducted with the same methods as
AM research, and provides measurements as follows: Program ratings, sets-in-use, share of audience, available homes, sponsor identification, audience composition,
homes with radio sets-in-use, homes
with TV sets in use.
TV Hooperatings in New York
are available every month, TV
Network Hooperatings are made
in 31 cities every month. City
Hooperatings for New York, Chicago, Los Angeles are published
monthly, and three times a year for
Philadelphia and Washington.
Hooper's TV sample is a minimum of 600 calls per hour, and the
network TV ratings are based upon
6,480 telephone homes per hour in
all 31 cities combined.
FM measurement is included in
City AM Hooperatings where AM
programs are duplicated on FM —
or where an independent FM station has 1% or more of the listening audience.
Hooper will do special jobs for
clients — including telegraphic reports of regular or special interviewing, special surveys in nonHooper cities, five-minute breakdowns of listeners or lookers, and
special age breakdowns.
Offices of the organization are

recording are then translated into
the following measurements:
Homes using radio, program ratings, station coverage, homes per
dollar, total audience, audience
flow, effectiveness of commercials,
talent popularity, program preferences, product sales related to
program rating, network audience,
unaffiliated stations audience, commercial audience, minute by minute audience, cumulative audience,
audience turnover, frequency of
listening, audience for spots, for
non-network shows, for network
sustaining programs, station area
data, and Pacific network ratings.
Nielsen's program rating is defined as "audience during all or
any part of the program (except
for homes listening one to five minutes) in percentage of all Nielsen
homes. For five minute programs,
"average audience" (audience during an average minute) is used.
All of the above measurements
are continuing measurements, although the Nielsen weekly ratings
report contains only figures on network audience, a program rating,
the average audience and the total
ings.
audience. These are national ratNielsen's sample is selected by
"area sampling," and contains
breakdowns by age groups, income,
educational levels, city size, including metropolitan, medium sized
cities, small town, rural; occupational classifications; breakdowns

HOST at a recent Hotel Biltmore luncheon in New York
was McKesson & Robbins, a participating sponsor on
WCBS New York's Jack Sterling program for its product.
Tartan. L to r: William Robinson, sales director, McKesson & Robbins; Jack Bissell, account executive, Ben-

These reports are issued on ai
'
on page 4-1)
Jersey.
New (Continued

ton & Bowles, agency handling account; Bob Kane, B & B
publicity deportment; Mr. Sterling; Cindy Cameron, the
Tartan Girl; Leon Danco, M & R project manager for the
product; Junior Standish, the Tartan Girl; Lue Stearns,
WCBS acct. exec; Jerry Lubarsky, asst. to Mr. Doncp.
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CBS

MERGES

CBS last week lumped its news
and public affairs operations for
both television and radio under a
single command, a move not only
aimed to integrate all fact and
opinion broadcasts but also to effect some operational economies.
In a general reorganization,
Edmund Chester, until now director of new, special events and
sports for CBS-TV, was appointed
director of CBS News, with responsibilities for both radio and
television broadcasts of news and
special events.
Wells Church, present director
of news broadcasts, will become
editor-in-chief, reporting to Mr.
Chester. Mr. Church will work in
both radio and television. A CBS
announcement said that the foreign
staff of CBS News "remain intact,
^with the exception of one assignment which is to be eliminated."
, It was understood, although not
' confirmed, that one overseas re' porter
eliminated.
Two had
newsbeen
writers
also were reI leased (see story this page).
In the public affairs department
of the network several executives
were given new titles and new responsibilities for both radio and
television.
Lyman
Bryson, counselor on
public affairs, will take on additional duties as director, division
of discussion. Robert Hudson, now
director of education and opinion
( broadcasts, becomes assistant director of the division of discussion.
Werher Michel, chief of the CBS
• documentary unit, will be given
1 responsibilities for both radio and
television broadcasts in this field.
Red Barber, director of sports, will
extend his supervision over sports
on both radio and television.
Robert Bendick becomes director

of special events for AM and TV,
and Lee Bland becomes assistant
director of special events.
Theodore P. Koop continues as
director of news and public affairs,
Washington, with responsibility for
both AM and TV broadcasts originating in the capital.
The newly integrated radio-television news, special events and
public affairs operations are under
the over-all supervision of Davidson Taylor, vice president and director of public affairs.
In announcing the unification of

News,

Public

Affairs

CBS services, Frank Stanton, CBS
president,
thatdimension,
"while television adds said
a new
and
new techniques of presentation, to
public affairs broadcasts, the ideas,
subjects and personalities which
public affairs broadcasts deal with
are the same for radio and tele"... We have now arranged
our
operations so as to make availvision."
able the greatest combined skills
and experience at CBS for both
media," Mr. Stanton said.
Follows

NBC

and

SALE TALK engrosses James D.
Russell (I), part owner and former
president of WHIR Danville, Ky., and
Hugh B. Terry, vice president and
general manager of Aladdin Radio &
Television Inc.

ABC

In Belt Tightening
CBS STAFF
CUT
KVOR PURCHASE
A HUNDRED and fifty CBS employes were dismissed last week in the
Russell To Pay $101,000
latest round of budget-tightening to hit major networks.
The lay-offs at CBS were designed to effect a 10% reduction in operat- PURCHASE of KVOR Colorado
ing cost, according to a CBS spokesman. All departments were affected.
Springs, Col., by James D. RusThe CBS staff in New York,
sell, minority stockholder of WHIR
largest office of the network, was
Danville, Ky., and his wife for
the most heavily curtailed. Almost
$101,000 was announced last week,
SELF-REGULATION
100 employes were relieved at New
subject to the customary FCC apMiller Stresses Obligations
York headquarters. The other 50
employes eliminated were located
The purchase is from Aladdin
ADOPTION of self-regulatory
at other points where the network
Radio & Television Inc., which acproval.
standards
of
practice
by
the
broadmaintains offices or owned and
quired KVOR along with KLZ
casting industry demonstrates its
operated stations.
and KLZ-FM Denver in a $1 mil"mature
willingness
to
accept
a
relion gross transaction a few months
CBS became the third major netsponsibility to the American
work to reduce staff within the past
ago from E. K. Gaylord, president
two months. NBC has already people," NAB President Justin of Oklahoma Publishing Co., and
Miller told students at NBCfired at least 70 employes, mainly
Edgar T. Bell of KTSA San AnNorthwestern U.'s Summer Radio
in Chicago, New York and Holly- Institute
Tuesday.
tonio, and[Broadcasting,
members of
famNov.their
1, 1948;
wood, and ABC has let at least 60
Marchilies
21].
Judge Miller was the first of several speakers to address institute
At the time of the NBC lay-offs, students
The $101,000 sales price repreat evening symposiums
sents the amount allocated for
it was learned that the network
on general radio subjects as part
KVOR in the overall Aladdinhoped
go. to cut its budget by $1 mil- of a 12-week training course.
lion. ABC is known to be underGaylord-Bell transaction. The stataking at least a 10% reduction in Speaking on the NAB code, he with tion1 is akw.CBS outlet on 1300 kc
stressed the obligations of the inoperating costs.
to the public in the use and
All three networks which thus control dustryof
Mr. and Mrs. Russell are acradio communications
quiring it in the name of Voice
far have pared their staffs have and in protecting freedom of
of the Rockies Inc., of which he
called the budget slashes a necesspeech by way of the airwaves.
owns 75% and she 25%. Now
sary correlative to television.
BUCKALEW
HEADS
that the only alternaliving at Danville, they will move
Of the nearly 100 CBS staff He warned
tive to self-regulation is strict to Colorado Springs upon FCC
San Francisco Radio Sales members dismissed in New York, governmental
control, and perhaps
approval of the transfer. He
federal broadcasting.
EDWIN W. BUCKALEW, for 67 were general office help, 20 were
said he planned to operate the
engineers, two were news writers
past seven years manager of CBS
station with existing personnel,
Western Division stations relations and 10 were associate directors —
with Everett Shupe continuing as
six in AM and four in TV. The
department, was
four associate directors of televigeneral manager. The CBS aftransferred to
filiation, he said, will be retained.
sion reportedly were told theirs WNYC NEW YORK
San Francisco on
Mr. Russell is retaining his
was
a
six-week
lay-off
due
to
reAsks
Fulltime,
Power
Boost
July 1 and ele38% interest in WHIR, of which
duction of summer television pro■ vated to head of
FULLTIME assignment on 830 kc. he formerly was president. The
gramming.
CBS Radio Sales
Class I-A clear channel, was re- application
for FCC consent to
Some of the other lay-offs were
in that city. He
quested last week in petition filed transfer of KVOR was filed Friday
described as temporary, although
replaces Jack
by the Washington law firm of
it was understood that few of the with FCC by WNYC New York,
Brumback, rePierson & Ball.
staffers involved were given defi- municipally-owned noncommercial
signed.
Aladdin is headed by Harry E.
station. A hearing is requested on
With CBS
nite promises of re-employinent.
Huffman,
Denver businessman and
The
elimination
of
the
two
news
since 1937, Mr.
WNYC's mission
proposal
Comdistrict manager of the Fox Denver
amend its that
rules the
to allow
writers was believed to have been
Mr. Buckalew
Buckalew joined
Theatres. With his wife, Mr. Huffthe network as
occasioned by the consolidation of the assignment.
man owns 23%. Other Aladdin
Now
assigned
1
kw
daytime
on
the CBS AM and TV news operastockholders include Frank H.
j KNX Hollywood promotion mantions (see story this page).
830 kc, WNYC asks power boost Ricketson Jr., president of Fox
ager. Two years later he took over
those same duties for Columbia
The news operation unification it- to 5 kw daytime and switch to full- Inter-Mountain Theatres; J. Elroy
self was intended not only to insure time status with 1 kw power at McCaw, who is identified with ovmPacific Network. Prior to joining
CBS he was associated with vari- closer coordination between radio night. Since 1942 the station has
ership of KELA Centralia, Wash.,
and television news broadcasts been operating until 10 p.m. (EST)
ous Pacific Coast advertising agenKPOA Honolulu and KYAK Yakcies.
than in the past but also to achieve with a directional array under
ima, Wash.; Theodore R. Gamble,
( No replacement will be made in economies, it was reported.
special service authorizations. The
West Coast theatre operator; Albert J. Gould, Denver attorney,
! his former station relations post,
current SSA will expire Sept. 2.
Among the engineers discharged
s Those duties are being absorbed by were several who had been hired WCCO Minneapolis is dominant
and Hugh B. Terry, who is ex,ivarious other network departments
ecutive vice president and genas summer replacements or recent- station on 830 kc, assigned 50 kw
eral manager of the company.
,1in Hollywood.
ly taken on as television engineers. fulltime.
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WTUX
RACE

RESULTS
BY LARRY CHRISTOPHER

Modifies

Format

wrong, but that after sitting
through the earlier phase of the
proceeding
"radio
could be usedandbyhearing
certain that
people
for

FCC ACTIONS
FINAL DECISIONS to grant
four new AM stations, two
Class B FM outlets and improved facilities for three
existing AM stations were
reported by FCC last week.
Regular grants for three new
AM stations, one Class B
FM station, three noncommercial educational FM outlets and improved facilities
for three AM stations were
also announced. Transfer
grants were made to two
stations. Two FM permits
and one AM license were
deleted. Details of these
67.
Commission actions are carried in FCC Roundup on page

MODIFICATION of its horse race programming — to conform with local
police recommendations — was reported in effect last week by WTUX
Wilmington, Del., in an effort to win renewal of license from FCC.
illegal
activities," he ordered the
modifications.
The announcement was made by Gordon K. Macintosh, co-owner and
Ml'. Macintosh said the modificapresident of WTUX, who testified *
tions were in line with the recomWednesday before FCC Hearing
tions gave results faster plus more
mendations made by Capt. Harry
Examiner Jack P. Blume at further
helpful additional information.
W.
Towers
of the police force, a
hearing in Washington in the ComMacintosh Testifies
key
witness
because
of his long exmission's investigation of police
At the Wednesday hearing, after
perience with the local bookie probcharges that the programs have
which the examiner closed the
lem. WTUX officers and police
aided illegal gambling [Broadcastofficials discussed the changes at a
record in the case, Mr. Macintosh
ing, June 20]. WTUX is assigned
reaffirmed his earlier statements
conference in late May, he said. De500 w day on 1290 kc.
tails of this meeting were brought
that he had always considered the
Mr. Macintosh stated that
out during the hearing at that time.
programs good because there was
changes in the format of WTUX's
widespread local interest in racing.
When questioned about future
1290 Sports Parade, all-afternoon
He said he had never felt they were
policy regarding the 1290 Sports Parade, Mr. Macintosh stated the
show, were made since the recess
format of the program, as modified,
of hearing held in Wilmington
would be continued until "a ruling
in late May. Airing of winners
is received from FCC as to what
Ownership
Investigation
and pari-mutuels are now delayed
Underway
can be done." He pointed out that
until after the succeeding race has WMIE
run, he said, and data on scratches,
the program
has almost "eliminated" horsenowracing.
post time and track conditions have
INVESTIGATION of present and proposed ownership of WMIE Miami,
The
WTUX
manager
affirmed
been eliminated except where used
Fla., was begun by FCC last week in Miami before Hearing Examiner
that
the
station
would
abide
by
Leo
J.
Resnick
and
then
recessed
indefinitely.
in summary after all races are run.
whatever
ruling
or
regulation
the
Inquiry is being made by the Commission upon the qualifications
Plans for expansion of educaCommission might issue on race
tional programs and forums on of Arthur B. McBride and Daniel *
Sherby to be controlling stocklocal controversial issues also were
Harry Becker, suggested the reNotified Armstrong
programs.
holders in the station. The case
quest be made to the Commission.
given by Mr. Macintosh.
On cross-examination by WMIE
Mr. Macintosh testified that
The WTUX case has aroused
centers upon WMIE's application
for consent to assignment of per- counsel, Paul M. Segal, the crime
WTUX has advised Armstrong
industry interest in that the pro- '
mit from Lincoln Operating Co., commissioner indicated his inforceeding has brought directly to the
Daily Sports Inc., New York, sponmation about Mr. McBride was
theatre management firm, to Sun
sor of the 1290 Sports Parade and
Commission's attention that its Coast Broadcasting Co., controlled
second-hand and that he had no
policy decision in the WWDC
racing
paper publisher, that the
personal knowledge on the matter.
changes in format have been made.
Washington case may have been by Messrs. McBride and Sherby.
Mr.
Segal
later
moved
to
strike
the
Under
the
assignment,
Lincoln
Opcast in doubt and that a stiffer
These changes also included elimientire testimony by Mr. Sullivan
would cease trusteeship
nation of the use of the Armstrong
ruling of general application to functionserating
and Sun Coast would
but no action has been taken yet number in lieu of the universal
all stations may ensue. Specula- acquire direct ownership and conon the motion.
tion also developed that FCC might
At another point, Mr. Segal post number of entries. He said
trol of WMIE [Broadcasting,
withhold action on applications of June 27].
reply from the sponsor has been
queried
Mr. Sullivan about his no
received.
stations having similar programs
The hearing was ordered by the prior employment and was told by
The Armstrong contract, for 52
until the policy question is settled.
Commission simultaneously with the witness that he had investi- weeks at $25 per day, was negotiWWDC Findings
gated crime conditions for a group
its revocation of the permit of
ated just prior to the complaint
WTVJ(TV) Miami on grounds of of businessmen. Asked if these by Superintendent Kavanaugh. AcIn granting renewal to WWDC
businessmen
were
known
as
the
cording to earlier testimony, the
after surveying its race shows, the ownership and financial misrepresentation [Broadcasting, Aug. 2, "secret six", Mr. Sullivan said the contract called for use of the ArmCommission favorably found
was "semi-secret" because
strong number.
among other things that the an- 1948]. WTVJ since has. won an work
nouncement ofwinners was delayed initial decision favoring setting some members did not want their
identities
revealed.
aside
of
the
revocation
and
also
to
10 to 15 minutes [BROADCASTING,
GATES CO. STAFF
To Mr. Segal's query whether
Feb. 2, 9, 1948] . But police author- grant transfer of control to Wolfthe "secret six" included Frank
ities testifying in the WTUX case son-Meyer Theatre Enterprises
Adds Two, Promotes One
Inc. [Broadcasting, Jan. 10]. Katzentine of WKAT Miami Beach,
informed FCC that delays of even
ADDITION
of two new engineers
30 minutes or more could still aid Wolf son-Meyer is 46% owner of John S. Knight of The Miami Herald (WQAM) and D. J. Mahoney of and the promotion of a third for
illegal bookmakers and that the Lincoln Operating, which in turn
Gates Radio Co., Quincy, 111., have
the Miami Daily News (WIOD) —
delay, to be effective, must be until holds 10% of Sun Coast.
after the successive race is run.
WMIE is assigned 10 kw day, 5 "direct competitors of WMIE," Mr. been announced by Fred Grimwood,
Gates vice president. Robert Kuhl,
Sullivan said he could not answer.
Observers believe, however, that kw night on 1140 kc.
former head of the broadcast
Col.
J.
R.
Younger,
president
of
Most of the hearing last week,
the Commission's decision will be
the Crime Commission, testified
a difficult one, particularly with held Monday and Tuesday, was deequipment
service manufacturing
department, has firm's
been
voted to testimony by Daniel P. that his organization had been un- order
respect to WTUX, in view of the
promoted
to
field
sales
engineer
for
justly
ridiculed
on
WMIE
proconflicting testimony of about a Sullivan, operating director of the
grams presented by Barry Gray, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana
Greater Miami Crime Commission
dozen of more than a score of local
and western Tennessee with headdisc jockey who included comments
who was questioned by A. Harry
persons subpoenaed by FCC — who
on local and national events during
quarters in Memphis.
Becker,
FCC
counsel.
Mr.
Sullivan
purportedly were or had been enhis broadcasts from the local Five
Ralph Palmisano has joined
on
cross
examination
by
Paul
M.
gaged in bookmaking. Of those
O'clock Club. He was unable to Gates, effective July 1, as field sales
Segal, WMIE counsel, said he had
who testified, about one-half indi- been
identify
the occasions.
engineer for Georgia, South Carothat Mr. McBride at one
cated they were not interested in time told
lina, Florida, Alabama and eastern
Mr. Gray testified that all opinwas owner of Continental
Tennessee. He will headquarter in
radio horse-race shows. The other
ions he expressed on his show were
Press, national racing wire facility. his own
and did not reflect WMIE
Tampa, Fla. John Chavez, formerhalf reflected mixed opinion, rangHe transferred ownership to his 18ly with the office of the late John
ing from only slight interest to year old son Edward in 1943, Mr. policy. He is an independent contractor and not a WMIE staff Ban-on of Washington, D. C, has
one comment that without radio the Sullivan alleged.
FCC was told.
been appointed Gates field engineer
Mr. Sullivan asked that the in- member,
witness would "go out of busiRobert
G. Venn, WMIE vice for Mexico with offices in El Paso
come tax records of Continental
president and general manager,
and Mexico City. Mr. Palmisano
ness."
Press be subpoenaed to determine if
Most of those who said they
affirmed
that
Mr.
Gray's
programs
goes
to Gates from the RCA Ateither Mr. McBride or Mr. Sherby
used radio, however, said WTUX
lanta branch. He had previously
did not reflect station policy and
is connected with it. Examiner
worked
with Gates in 1945 and
was a poor source of information
that the opinions expressed were
1946.
and that certain out-of-town sta- Resnick and FCC
counsel, A. solely those of the commentator.
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STEVENS NAMED
To American Tobacco Post
ALBERT R. STEVENS, director
since 1946 of advertising and sales
promotion for National Dairy
Products Corp., was last Thursday
appointed advertising manager of
the American Tobacco Co., New
York, Vincent Riggio, president,
announced.
Mr. Stevens, who assumes his
new post Aug. 15, was advertising
manager of Rieck-McJunkin Dairy
Co., Pittsburgh, from 1935 to 1941,
transferring to the post of sales
promotion and advertising manager of Sheffield Farms Co., New
York. In 1942 he became Sheffield's retail sales manager and two
years later was made sales manager of National Dairy where he
remained until 1946.

WEBSTER

Hearing Set Wednesday;
Term Already Expired

PLANS for a hearing Wednesday on the renomination of FCC Comr.
E. M. Webster were announced by the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee last Thursday, coincident with the expiration of
his term.
The announcement
stimulated *
hope for prompt Senate action per- whether they will do so.
Announcement that the hearing
mitting an early return to full
strength on the Commission. With
date had been set produced obvious
satisfaction within the Commission,
two members on foreign assignments, FCC is operating with a where it had been feared that his
services would be lost for a long
bare quorum
term
ended. since Comr. Webster's
period due to Congressional delay.
His renomination, for a full Against that eventuality, a move
had been set on foot to name him
seven-year term, has been before
the Senate group since early May.
chief engineer pending Senate conThere was little apparent doubt
firmation, so that his work could
that he would get committee ap- continue uninterrupted. This proproval, which generally is tantaposal apparently was abandoned
when the Committee called for
mount to Senate confirmation.
The nominee himself is the only hearings this week. The time is
witness scheduled thus far. The
2:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Active on the dairy industry's
public relations and advertising
Without Senate confirmation
committee did not plan to summon
Comr. Webster cannot serve unless
committee, Mr. Stevens is also co- others, and spokesmen said there
ordinator of the Advertising Counhad been no requests for time or the Senate adjourns without actindications that any would be
ing, in which case he could be given
cil's CARE campaign.
forthcoming.
a recess appointment subject to
Decision to hold a hearing, wjiich confirmation when Congress reconvenes.
is not mandatory, was attributed
NEW LABOR LAW
Comr. Webster was first named
to a desire on the part of some
to the FCC on March 7, 1947, to
Chances for Passage Slight Senators to "ask some questions."
serve out the unexpired term of
CHANCES that a new labor law While the nature of these questions
former Chairman Paul A. Porter.
will be enacted at this session of was not formally indicated, it was
generally believed they will elicit In his two-year tenure he has been
Congress were considered slight
Mr. Webster's views on broad pol- concerned particularly with safety
last week after the Senate, conicy matters. Committee Chairman
and special service matters, but
sidering an Administration bill to
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) in parrepeal the Taft-Hartley Law,
ticular has evidenced keen interest
VOICE CRITICISM
passed a substitute containing most
NAB Tenders Apology
in
the
Commission's
activities and
of the Taft-Hartley provisions.
to policy questions.
The substitute would retain the approach
FCC's recent mobile service al- NAB President Justin Miller last
locations, in whose formulation
present law's controls on union
week apologized for the statement
welfare funds but with a modificain an NAB news release that the
Comr. Webster played a large part,
tion requiring approval of such
also may be brought into the NAB Advisory Committee on Infunds by the Secretary of Labor questioning since they reportedly
ternational Broadcasting had rec[Broadcasting, June 27]. The ban created dissatisfaction in some
ommended removal of internaon nearly all secondary boycotts
Capitol Hill quarters.
tional shortwave services, inwould be retained.
Authorities reported several
cluding Voice of America, from the
The substitute bill, offered by weeks ago that some Senators who
State Dept. The NAB release was
are not members of the commerce
made available shortly after 6 p.m.
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio), was
Friday, June 10, based on meetings
adopted Thursday on a 51-42 vote committee had indicated a desire
and now goes to the House. Presi- to take part in the hearings. But
held June 7-8.
President Miller, answering a
dent Truman said the fight to re- it was not known late last week
peal Taft-Hartley at this session
protest from William F. Brooks,
would be continued, but the SenNBC vice president and a commitate action was seen as virtually
tee member, wrote Mr. Brooks that
the
release was sent out while he
eliminating the chance of Congres'BALTIMORE GAG'
sional agreement on a labor measwas away from Washington.
State's Delay Plea Denied
ure satisfactory to the AdministraMr. Brooks' protest, dated June
ATTEMPT by Attorney General
tion before adjournment.
13, said he did not recall such a
Hall Hammond, of Maryland, to recommendation
nor did two other
obtain postponement of the State committee members with whom he
Supreme Court's order striking
had checked. Instead, he wrote,
out the "Baltimore Gag" section . the committee agreed the idea of a
LAZARSFELD
of the city's contempt rule was re- government-supported private corjected Thursday by the court. The
Promof'ed at Columbia U.
poration to handle Voice of Amerstate had asked the court to delay
ica should be re-examined, and that
DR. PAUL F. LAZARSFELD, di- its order, to be issued July 9, so an
rector of Columbia U.'s Bureau of appeal could be taken to the U. S. private management methods
should prevail along with approApplied Social Research and re- Supreme Court.
searcher in radio listening, has
government
liaison on matThe court had reversed a city
ters ofpriate
foreign
policy.
been named chairman of the
judge's decision upholding citation
Judge Miller conceded the comschool's Dept. of Sociology in the of four Baltimore stations and a
graduate faculties. He will conmittee's actions had been misrepcommentator
for
broadcasting
ofresented by NAB and said he was
tinue with the Research Bureau as
ficial
news
about
an
indicted
crimiassociate director.
sending copies of the correspondnal [Broadcasting, June 13].
ence to members of the U. S. AdDr. Kingley Davis, associate proJ. Purdon Wright, attorney for
visory Commission on Information,
fessor of sociology, has been named
WCBM Baltimore, protested the of which he is a member.
to Dr. Lazarsfeld's former post. state's request for delay on the
He the
added,
"My declined
understanding
Also serving as associate director
ground that it is in the nature of that
committee
to com-is
mit itself upon the question where
will be Dr. Robert K. Merton, proa
"persecution,"
and
that
the
city
shortwave broadcasting might best be
fessor of sociology, with bureau
court still has contempt powers in located in the future and that there
was
no intention of suggesting at the
staff member Charles Y. Glock
cases where there is clear and prespresent time that it should be removed
appointed to assistant director.
ent danger to rights of the accused.
from the Dept. of State.
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with an apparently increasing interest in the broadcasting field.
With Comr. George E. Sterling, he
currently is directing FCC's work
on the television problem.
He is a former assistant chief
engineer of the Commission, and
also has served as director of telecom unications for the National
Assn. of American Shipping and as
commodore in charge of the U.S.
Coast Guard Communications System. He is a native of Washington, D. C, and politically an Independent.
RENEWAL

FORMS

Technical Requirement Added
FCC SERVED NOTICE last week
that AM and FM stations whose
licenses expire on and after Feb. 1,
1950, must show in their renewal
applications that specified equipment performance measurements
have been made within the four
months before filing of the applications.
The rule actually becomes effective Aug. 1, but in the interest of
orderly procedure FCC provided
that stations with licenses expiring
before Feb. 1 need not show that
the measurements have been made.
These would not have the full fourmonth period provided for making
measurements, since renewal applications must be filed 60 days ahead
of expiration.
Originally the rule was to be
efli'ective Aug. 1, 1948, but was delayed for one year because sufficient equipment was not then
available. A station may purchase
its own equipment or have the
measurements made by others, but
FCC said it was "desirable for
licensees to have the equipment
available and to have their own
technical personnel make the measurements when it is possible to do
The measurements, a form of
"preventive maintenance procedure" and required yearly, are not
to be submitted to FCC but must
be kept available for inspection at
the station.
\comim

July
18-19: N.meeting.
C. Assn. Ocean
of Broadcasters
summer
Terrace
Hotel, Wrights ville.
July
25-Aug.
26:
Third
Professional
Radio Clinic,
so." U. of Denver, Denver.
July 28-30: CBC Board of Governors
meeting, Montreal.
July
Catholic
U. 29-30:
of Notre
Dame, Broadcasters
South Bend,Assn.,
Ind.
Aug.
2-3:
Audio-Visual
and Radio
Educonference,
Chicago. cation State Directors
Aug. 8-19: Summer School of Christian
Radio,
cago. Moody Bible Institute, ChiAug. 19-20:
Emporium,
Section seminar,
EmporiumPa.,HighIRESchool
Auditorium.
Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention.
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept.
8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel. Banff, Alta.
Sept.
14-16: Illinois
Broadcasters
Assn. andandNABWisconsin
District
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes, Wis.
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Reorganize NAB?
(Continued from page 23)
NAB's organization, and 17.8%
said independent stations were
overemphasized in NAB's structure. Only 8.9% said affiliated
stations were dominant, and 7.3%
said there was too much emphasis
on AM.
As might be expected, the answers to these questions generally
were conditioned by the interests
of the respondent; i.e., the independents tended to say that affiliates were overemphasized, and the
AM-only owners were of the opinion that TV stations received too
much emphasis.
NAB's Budget
Financial matters entered the
picture with a question on the size
of NAB's budget, which now stands
at $774,000 per annxrm. Respondents were given three choices, "too
small," "about right" and "excessive." A plurality of station managers indicated they thought the
budget about right, but the "excessive" category far outweighed
the "too small." Percentage of
station managers checking "about
right" was 45.3%; percent in the
■"excessive" category was 35.3%.
A small number, 12.9%, felt the
budget was too small. Only a
handful (6.5%) had no opinion on
the matter. (See chart at right).
This breakdown was about the
same among members and nonmembers.
Should NAB Reorganize?
On the question of NAB reorganization, there were some divergencies according to interest of
the station managers. Of those
with some AM interest, whether in
combination with FM or TV, 50.3%
said that NAB should divide into
FM, AM and TV divisions; 23.9%
said it should merge with existing
FM and TV organizations, and 15%
said it should remain unchanged.
Only 10.7% thought it should be
confined to AM only. (See Table I.)
Among those with some TV interest— either operating a TV station or having applied for a CP
— the feeling was stronger that
NAB should divide into AM, FM
and TV divisions (60%), or that
it should merge with existing TV
and FM organization (15%).
FM independents and AM stations with FM affiliates also were
in favor of a reorganization of
NAB into departmentalized AM,
FM, TV divisions by a majority
vote (54.8%), or for the merger
with TBA or FMA. The vote for
the latter course was 25.9%.
There was relatively little sentiment for continuation of NAB
under its present organizational
structure. In the case of station
managers whose sole broadcasting
interest was AM, the sentiment
was highest 16.6%. An equal percentage of this group felt that
NAB should limit its activity to
AM matters alone.
Among stations with combined
AM-FM operations, only a handful
expressed the opinion that NAB
should be confined to AM — and a
Page 32
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majority of 53.9% felt that the
divisional organization plan would
work best. Another 26.7% felt
that NAB should attempt merger
with the FMA and TBA.
Among those with all three interests—AM, FM, TV— the predominant opinion was in favor of
the three divisional scheme, with
62.5% of the votes in this category. Another 18.7% were in favor of the merger. Only 12.5%
wanted NAB to continue its present structure, and 6.2% were in
favor of making NAB an exclusive
AM operation.
Represent Cross Section
These opinions were expressed
by mail ballot, and represent what
the editors felt to be a good cross
section of broadcaster sentiment.
The sample was divided as follows:
84% of the respondents were NAB
membess^ vfese ae-it-j»e3»bes&.
There were 83% affiliated stations,
and 17% independent. The regional breakdown was proportionate, except that there was some
excess of eastern respondents.
About 60% of the stations replying
had an AM outlet; about 13% had
TV outlets or applications, and
28% had FM outlets.

CO-OP INDEX
BAB Starts Distribution
FIRST of the new sales aids to
come from NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau appeared at the
weekend. It consists of the initial
mailing in what will be an extensive and continuing card-index
file of manufacturer cooperative
plans.
The packet comprises about a
dozen cards giving extensive data
on co-op campaigns. Priority mailings included stations that supplied tips to NAB in its co-op
study. Other member stations will
receive their first packet in about
a week. About a dozen new cards
will be mailed each week.
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director, told Broadcasting that "for
the first time the broadcaster has
a dealer co-op selling service he
can use in contacting stores and
distributors." The service will
bring millions in fresh money into
the market, he added, and provide
stations "with new leads for old
sponsors and opportunity to bring
new dealers and distributors into
radio."
BAILEY STORTZ
Succumbs to Auto Injuries
FUNERAL SERVICES for R.
Bailey Stortz, 37, former clerk of
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, were held
last Tuesday at Forsyth, Mont. A
Forsyth attorney and prominent in
Montana political affairs, he was
fatally injured about midnight
June 25 in an automobile accident.
His wife, who was Miss Carolyn
Jones of Billings before their marriage about six weeks ago, was
seriously injured but is expected to
recover.

THE QUESTION:

What is your feeling about NAB's
budget (now $774,000 per year)? ,..

X
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ALL BALLOTS:

TABLE I
Do you think the NAB

All ballots:
Ballots from executives
with AM outlets
Ballots from executives
with FM outlets
Ballots from executives
with TV outlets or
applications
Ballots
from executives
with AM only
Ballots from executives
with AM-FM
Ballots from executives
with AM-FM-TV interests

organization should:
Be Divided into
Continue
AM,Divisions
FM & TV
Unchanged
50.3%
14.8%
15.0
50.3
13.9

54.8

Merge with Be Confined
FMA and TBA
to AM
24.3%
10.6%
10.7
23.9
25.9

5.4

15.0

10.0

10.0

65.0
16.6
14.4

43.1
53.9
62.5

12.5

23.6
26.3
18.7

16.7
5.3
6.2

TABLE II
Should major networks be associate members of NAB (as now) or
active members?
Active
No Opinion
Associate
64.2
All ballots
19.6%
59.7%
20.6%
22.5
Among affiliated stations
13.2
25.0
17.8
57.1
Among independent stations
Should networks be representedYeson the NAB Board of Directors?
No
No Opinion
All ballots
58.2%
32.9%
8.8%
Affiliates
59.2
33.3
7.5
30.4
17.5
Independents
52.1
If yes, should they be voting or non-voting?
Voting
All ballots
46.3%
Affiliates
45.0
Independents
53.0

Non-Voting
53.7%
55.0
47.0

TABLE III
Do you think NAB's structure is a fair one, and gives proportionate
representation to all segments of broadcasting?
Yes
No
No Opinion
All ballots
41.3%
41.3%
17.4%
Members
45.1
38.6
16.3
Non-members
16.0
60.0
24.0
If no, what segments of the industry seem overemphasized?
fPercent of all check marks in each category)
Independents
Affiliates
Networks
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
17.8%
8.9%
26.8%
7.3%
7.3%
31.7%
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WRONG

BAILIWICK

Somehow this duck is all balled up. She shouldn't be
messing around with those baby cockers — she's got
herself in the wrong place.
How

about your radio advertising in Baltimore? Is it

placed right? If it's on WJ^T^H,
profitable sales!

you're all set for

Because W'I'T'H is the big bargain buy in this rich
town. W'l'T'H delivers its big audience to you at the
lowest cost-per-listener of any station in town. It
covers 92.3% of alj the radio homes in the Baltimore
trading area.
So make

sure your radio advertising is in the right

bailiwick. Call in ^'our Headley-Reed
full W'l'T'H story today.

man and get the
BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President

«

MARYLAND

Represented by HEADLEY-REED

Chatham, Ont., was presented testimonial commemorating 21 years of
CFCO's broadcasting city council
inaugural meetings.
DAVE BAYLOR, vice president and
general manager of WJMO Cleveland,
has been elected trustee of Cleveland
Advertising Club.

Y DAHLGARD, secretaryEMOR
treasurer of Inland Broadcasting
Co., Omaha, has moved to Lincoln, Neb., to assume executive direction of KOLN Lincoln. Both this
station and KBON Omaha are owned
by Inland Broadcasting Co.
DON WHITE has been appointed program director in charge at WHOK
Lancaster, Ohio, succeeding JOSEPH
G. ROCKHOLD, who resigned as general manager to accept position as
farm director at WHKC Columbus,
Ohio. Mr. White has been servi.ig
as local news director and salesman.
RICHARD E. GREEN, manager of national sales and sales service for

KOMO Seattle, Wash., has been
elected to board of directors of Washington Generalors, state organization
ativesofandmanufacturers'
brokers in food representfield. Mr.
Green had served organization as
secretary-treasurer during past year.
HARRY WITT, general manager of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, has been
appointed to represent Southern
Calif. Broadcasters Assn. board of
directors on Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce executive committee for
television, by WILLIAM BEATON,
president of SCBA and general manager of KWKW Pasadena, Calif.
JACK BEARDALL, owner of CFCO

TBS OFFICES
Move to Ritz Towers Hotel
TRANSCRIPTION Broadcasting
System, New York, has moved
into new quarters at the Ritz
Towers Hotel, 57th St. and Park
Ave., the newly-formed transcription network announced last week.
The new suite, occupying an
entire floor of the hotel, will house
a completely equipped recording
studio, to operate as an independent company under the name
"TBS Recording Studios." Ray
Green, network's vice president,
will operate the studio, which will
be available for outside recordings.

CHICAGO FM UNIT
Elects R. J. Wood President
RALPH J. WOOD Jr., manager of
WMOR Chicago, has been elected
president of the newly-formed FM
Broadcasters of Chicagoland. Other
officers include Edward A. Wheeler,
president of WEAW Evanston, vice
president; Harold Benton, manager, WILA Woodstock, secretary,
and Jerry Keefe, manager of
WFJL Chicago, treasurer. Board
members include the officers and
Ted Leitzell, manager of WEFM,
Zenith's Chicago station, and the
firm's public relations director.
Temporary headquarters are at
WMOR in the 188 Randolph Tower
Bldg. Charter members of the
group, in addition to the above
five stations, included WJIZ Hammond, Ind.; WRGK Brookfield, and
WOAK WXRT and WGNB Chicago. "At least eight other stations" in the area are planning to
join the group, purposes of which
are to promote interest in FM programming and the sale of FM
receivers, according to Mr. Wood.

what's the percentage
when right in your
own yard WSIX

can hand

you the stable Nashville
market where 1,321,400
people spend $654,888,000
yearly in retail stores.
WSIX's 60 BMB counties
mean coverage plus in
this 51 -county retail trade
area.

So plan for more

<v

^'*^ ^

OVERCOMING a physical handicap
earned a citation for Paul K. Damai
(seated), assistant program and music director at WMOR (FM) Chicago.
The National Society for Crippled
Children and Adults commended him
on a 15-minute WMOR program.
Presentation is made by Lawrence J.
Pinck (I), executive director of the
society, and George H. Williamson,
president of the Illinois Assn. for the
Crippled.

' J..

sales now via WSIX!

ABC AFFILIATE • 5000 W

• 980 KC

and WSIX-FM • 71,000 W • 97.5 MC
National Representative: THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
V/S\X
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MANAGERS' VIEWS
Given at Marquette U. Meet
SEVEN-MAN panel of Milwaukee
broadcasters discussed "Radio as
Viewed by Managers of Radio Stations" June 29 as part of a Marquette U. three-day radio institute.
Participating in panel were:
John Gagliano, WEMP; John
Reddy, WEXT; Charles Lanphier,
WFOX; George DeGrace, WISN;
Hal Walker, WMAW; Jerome Sill,
WMIL, and Bruce Wallace, WTMJ.
Institute opened June 28 with a
series of lectures built around the
theme, "Listeners' Problems." On
June ers'
29 Problems"
the topicandwason "Broadcastthe closing

day the theme was "Radio's Educational Value for Children."
BROADCASTING
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ommetciai

MAKE
LESLIE P. WARE, former executive
J director of KXLW Clayton, Mo.,
has been appointed director of
national sales for KXLW and KXLWFM.
TRUMAN BRIZEE has been appointed
assistant sales manager for WHAMTV Rochester, N. Y., and ARTHUR
W. KELLY has been named to a similar post at WHAM. Both had been
promotion and publicity directors for
WHAM.
W. S. GRANT Co., New York, has been
appointed national representative for
WHTC Holland, Mich.
HARTLEY L. SAMUELS, formerly
executive in charge of Lancer Productions, New York independent program production firm, has been named
director of sales at WPDR (PM) New
York. Previously Mr. Samuels had
been director of public relations for
LaRoche & Ellis, New York, and director of program promotion at NBC.
RODNEY WILL has joined WHAS
Louisville sales department.
LARRY BUSKETT, formerly assistant
sales manager at KMPC Hollywood,
has joined KLAC Los Angeles sales
staff.
LATHROP MACK, formerly of NBC
Spot Sales, Hollywood and New York,
has joined KFBB Great Falls, Mont.,
as account executive.
KTED Laguna Beach, Calif., has distributed its rate card No. 1.
JEANNE ORR has been named traffic
manager of KVER Albuquerque, N. M.
She succeeds BETTY KEHLE, resigned. She has been secretary to
president of KVER since April, and
was formerly traffic manager of
KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.
RICHARD LOHNES, salesman at
WPAY and WPAY-FM Portsmouth,
Ohio, is the father of a girl, Rhonda
Kay.

FOR
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NEWS CAPSULES
Replace KING Newscasts
ABANDONING all newscasts except one show at 7 a. m., KING
Seattle has inaugurated an unusual policy of coverage by Headline Highlights, or "news service
spots." Starting last month, the
station has presented, at intervals
throughout the day, a news headline or quick summary, plus a 10word commercial, the whole unit
selling as a quarter-minute spot.
The present schedule provides
10 such spots a day, but Program
Director Dave Crockett envisions
a saturation schedule as high as
30 a day. Successive news reports
are on different topics, so that
listener tuned to KING for two
or three hours can get a crosssection of current news developments, without the station's concentrated programming of music
and sports being interrupted.
Present sponsors of the Headline
Highlights are Travel-Air and the
Pacific First Federal Savings &
Loan Assn. Station executives report the new arrangement more
profitable as well as more effective
than conventional newscasts.
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Meissner for"Salzs-Casiing"
FM
Monitor
receiving, mufinjr
and speecii emphasis.
Your station, like many others,^ can add substantially to your
FM revenue by introducing MEISSNER "SALES-CASTING"
in your community. "SALES-CASTING" is the fastest growing source of FM revenue in radio.
HERE'S

WHAT

IT

IS

Your regular FM programs are picked up from your transmitter byfixed frequency, crystal controlled FM receivers
which are installed in various retail stores, chains, bars,
restaurants, clubs, etc. The transmitting station is equipped
with a "Selector" which, at the press of a button, mutes,
emphasizes or eliminates commercials on any or all of the
installed receivers. One grocery chain, for instance, will
want its commercials amplified for emphasis — but all
others muted or eliminated! Because of the wide appeal of
"SALES-CASTING," sales possibilities are unlimited. You
already have the necessary sales personnel in your radio
time salesmen.
The necessary, low cost receiving equipment is sold directly
to the stores or rented them by the station.

Meissner "Sa/cs-Casfinj"
Amplifier.

HERE'S

HOW

SALES-CASTING
WORKS
This new MEISSNER FM
"SALES-CASTING" consists of
the following four units:
1. Meissner "SALES-CASTING
FM Receptor" — an FM crystal controlled, fixed frequency receiver with low audio
with power self-consupply.
output. tained
Completely
2. Meissner "SALES-CASTING
Amplifier," 20 watts variable impedance
contained
power output,
supply.self-

DEVELOPED BY ENGINEERING SERVICES, INC.
"SALES-CASTING" has been developed by Engineering
Services, Inc., Science Park, Evansville, Indiana, producers
of special antenna and electronic equipment for FM. These
units are now in service — have been thoroughly field tested
and are producing revenue daily.
WRITE MEliSHBR FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

3. "SALES-CASTING" MutingSpeech
Unit for
use
with Emphasis
above.
4. Supersonic Signal Generator
with controls for muting and
emphasizing. (Supplied by
Engineering Services, inc.)
Because each unit is standard,
price is low, installation simple, and applications practically
limitless.

^^^^^

^^^^^
\

MAGUIRE

INDUSTRIES

INC., MT. CARMEL,
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KFEL
Colorado's

concentrates

populous,
KFEL,

on

prosperous

regions!

Denver, wastes no power

(or

advertisers' dollars ) where people and radios
are scarce. Instead, it beams its signal along
the rich, populated "valley land" north and
south of Denver. This way it reaches 9 of
Colorado's 10 largest cities, 2 of Wyoming's
GENE O'FALLON
General Manager

3 largest; all at rates that would he low for
Denver coverage alone!

Radio pioneer, Gene O'Fallon, has been busy for 26 years
cultivating KFEL

listeners. Today, with outstanding local shows,

fine Mutual programs, newscasts and 24-hour service, KFEL

has

a bigger, better, more devoted audience than ever! It's an audience
that's ready to pay off in profitable sales for you, any time you say.
Ask your John Blair man about it.

RAY PERKINS
"The Roy Perkins Show"

GUS SWANSON
"Gus Swanson's Mailbog'
"Farm Reporter"

5000
950
Ulutiial

in

rignvRr

WATTS
KC

eoNce/iTRAre

on

Since

KFEl

1937,

exclusively

KFEL
by

has

JOHN

been

represented

BLAIR

&

COMPANY!

KFEL's national Spot business has grown and prospered
during 13 years of John Blair representation. In that time, John
Blair men have introduced new advertisers to KFEL

and Spot

radio. They have kept old advertisers supplied with fresh facts on
KFEL.

They have helped KFEL

make

countless budgets go

farther, work harder!
Aggressive representation has paid off for KFEL

in bigger

and bigger national billings. It has paid off for advertisers, too, in
bigger, more profitable sales. When

you have an advertising

problem ... in Denver or anywhere else ... it will pay you to
ask your John Blair man!

JACK FITZPATRICK
Newt Editor

DOROTHY, BARBARA
and DALE MORGAN
"House of Morgan"
"Where's Morgan"

JOHN

BLAIR
&

Offices in Chicago • New York • Detroit • St. Louis • Los Angeles • San Francisco

COMPANY

Reorganize or Bust
IF YOU knew that 75% of your customers
were dissatisfied, what would you do?
That's the question confronting the NAB
board of directors at its meeting next week at
Portsmouth, N. H.
The answer should be obvious: Reorganize
before there's not enough left with which to
reorganize.
The 75% figure is no rabbit-out-of-a-hat.
It is gleaned from the latest Broadcasting
Trends Survey, second-half of which is published in this issue. The first half [Broadcasting, June 27] revealed that while President Justin Miller continues personally popular
with station ownership and management —
NAB members and non-members alike — the
NAB nevertheless is viewed overall as a malfunctioning organization.
Less than 15 %i want the NAB continued as
now organized. Better than 50% want the
association to embrace FM and TV. Nearly
25% want NAB merged with FM Assn. and
Television Broadcasters Assn. Thus, in combination, 75% favor fusion in a single association, to cope with the new radio era.
Broadcasters want a cohesive, hard-hitting
organization. They variously regard the present NAB as sprawling, spend-thrift and hitand-miss — trying to be all things to all people.
This condition, steadily aggravated in an
unnecessarily jumpy radio economy and a confused outlook, caused us to advocate reorganization months ago. The NAB board, onefourth of its membership newly elected, failed
to move last April in Chicago despite projection of an integrated plan developed by its
Structure Committee. The board was carried
away on the illusory wings of "bucks for
business" — the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
project — and the third resurrection of the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau. Both are
desirable projects. But neither can be carried
to fruition without a united radio front and
a singleness of purpose — perpetuation of the
art that is free radio.
The Trends poll constitutes a vote of confidence in President Miller as a person and
a leader. Broadcasters feel that labor relations is the most efficient and resultful aspect
of the NAB and that is glowing tribute to
Richard P. Doherty. Legal affairs get a better
than 50% "good" rating. All other activities
fall before the half-way "good" rating.
As we interpret the results, there is a virtual
mandate to the NAB board to revamp the
NAB, practically stem to stern, and under
Judge Miller's direction.
How this should be done we do not venture
to suggest. The NAB Structure Committee,
within the fortnight, has implemented and
reaffirmed its basic recommendations for reorganization. Twenty-five practical broadcasters, familiar with operating problems and conversant with NAB's operations, must supply
the answer. It is their bounden duty.
And, if President Miller disagrees with his
Structure Committee, it assuredly is his duty
to offer his own plan, because it is his responsibility to direct policy, as leader, spokesman
and
"general
manager."
The board
can accept,
reject or modify.
We doubt
whether
it can
again table or pass over and retain for long
NAB's status as a truly representative trade
association.
There are literally scores of NAB members
on the fence. In the past six months the NAB
has suffered substantial defections, dollarwise. A reorganization move now, made in
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good faith, can stem the resignation tide. The
"new NAB" story can be told at the upcoming
district meetings. We believe non-members
as well as members should be invited to hear
Judge Miller's keynoter at these district meetings. If the thesis of the reorganized and
united radio is sound, this should retain existing memberships and entice new ones.
Beyond that, we believe each district director should invite his Congressional delegations
and other key public officials to hear Judge
Miller's address. The Trends poll gloomily
reveals that less than 25% feel that "legislative and lobbying" work of the NAB is good.
How better to acquaint legislators with the
righteousness of radio's cause than through
radio's official spokesmen and on their home
grounds ?

inthe'49
ss that
Bus
"THERE IS
NOine
doubt
more urgent
demands for durable goods have now been
filled . . . the present situation would appear
to highlight the need for more aggressive
merchandising programs on the part of many
manufacturers, distributors and retailers."
Thus spoke the Federal Reserve Board in
its Survey of Consumer Finances last week.
We agree with this conclusion, and have said
so before. The way to move goods in a buyers'
market is to appeal to the buyers. The best
known way to do that is to advertise, and the
best way we know to advertise is by radio.
The FRB's statement comes at a time when
Broadcasting publishes the first of a series of
articles, "How the Buyers' Market Can Mean
Business for Broadcasters," a series written
by experts in the sales producing fields (page
12). Some are advertisers, others are agency
and radio executives. All are successful in
using or selling radio.
We believe that this "aggressive merchandising" recommended by the FRB is radio's
opportunity and its challenge. Radio is the
ideal answer for an advertiser who wants
to move fast into a vigorous campaign. It's
quick, efficient and brings the most results.
The 1949 buyers' market can mean business
for broadcasters. It won't come over the
transom.
Million

Dollar

Babies

SINCE CBS bought Amos 'n' Andy, lock, stock
and blackface, for a sum that would choke a
comptometer, it has not been fashionable for
networks to speak publicly about any talent
deal involving less than $1 million.
Recently, for example, ABC let it slip that
Kate Smith, a vocalist of demonstrably commercial inclinations, had been signed to a contract guaranteeing her $5 million over an unspecified period. And NBC, which has professed
revulsion at the wicked thought of bartering
for talent, advised the press it had entrapped
Burr Tillstrom, puppeteer, in an agreement
providing a "potential" reward of $1 million.
It was only a few months ago that DuMont
Television Network announced that Ted Steele,
a pianist and singer, would earn $1 million in
a 10-year contract for his services in daytime
television on behalf of General Mills.
One wonders, however, if all these deals ring
true. Mr. Steele now has moved to CBS as a
sustaining feature, although, in the light of the
DuMont announcement six month ago, his
contract with General Mills had nine years
and six months to run. Mr. Steele fell short
of his $1 million by probably $975,000.
The announcement of "million dollar contracts" which are, in fact, full of options, ifs
and ands, is a practice which seems to belong
in the never-never land of the motion picture
business rather than in radio.

A, an
ANTHONY
AS shepherd
THOM
equable
of the VELOTT
most temperamental and wildly disparate flock of commentators in radio, is a prospect on whom the
State Dept. ought to keep an acquisitive eye.
If Mr. Velotta, who is ABC's vice president
in charge of news and special events, ever
decided to abandon radio, the government
could not find a man more nerved to delicate
diplomatic assignments.
Mr. Velotta is official curator of commentators ranging in politics and disposition from
Arthur Gaeth to George Sokolsky, firom Elmer
Davis to Walter Winchell, from Louella Parsons to Edwin C. Hill and from Jimmy Fidler
to Drew Pearson. He has read their copy
and fearlessly changed it once in a while,
despite the risk of ulcerating turmoil.
In the course of his specialized labors, Mr.
Velotta has become the master of the tut-tut,
the there-there, the concealment of flinty purpose beneath the suave exterior. For Mr.
Velotta, trained to a fine edge in matches
against competition of this kind, Vishinsky
would be a pushover.
Mr. Velotta has not only talents for diplomacy but also a tireless capacity for work.
His minimum service is 10 hours on weekdays,
eight hours on Sundays, but usually he toils
into the night. Sometime he takes a whole
Saturday off without feeling twinges of conscience. He has been following schedules as
rigorous as that ever since he entered the
radio business 21 years ago.
Mr. Velotta started work as a page for NBC,
a fulltime job he took to while away his idle
hours after classes at New York's De Witt
Clinton High School. Within two years he
became assistant supervisor of pages, a m.easurable step above his original position which
paid him $18 a week. The additional duties
conflicted with the De Witt Clinton H.S. schedules, so Mr. Velotta withdrew from school.
He has devoted most of his waking moments
to radio ever since.
In 1932 Richard C. Patterson Jr. joined
NBC as executive vice president. In advance
of his arrival, the network was alerted to a
state of burnished readiness and its most
trusted functionaries posted to receive the
eminent executive. Mr. Velotta, buttons gleaming and uniform faultlessly creased, was assigned to be private page to Mr. Patterson.
"I kept Mr. Patterson's water bottles filled,
and I. answered telephones," Mr. Velotta said
recently, in modest assessment of his duties.
"Also I told him who was who and made myself
(Continued on page- 58)
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, CBS producer-diRALPH LEVY
rector, transfers to Hollywood
from New York in mid-July as
director of Ed Wynn television show.
Comedy show will be kinescoped in
Hollywood for showing on CBS TV
network in fall. Accompanying Mr.
Levy to assist on the show will be
three technicians, cameraman, camera
control man and technical consultant.
ISADORE KATZ, former advertising
manager of Camp Chemical Co., New
York, and writerproducer for WSKI
Montpelier, Vt.,
has joined production department of
WHAS Louisville.
ALAN CARTER,
formerly with
WPTR Albany, has
been appointed to
to WPAT Paterson,
N. J., announcing
staff. Mr. Carter,
in addition to his Mr. Katz
announcing duties at WPTR, was
featured artist, having conducted two
daily programs.
FLOYD M. JACKSON, program director at WPAY and WPAY-FM Portsmouth, Ohio, is serving as radio
chairman for Salvation Army Building Fund campaign. Also taking part

in drive are C. P. BODNER, commercial manager, CARL MITCHEL and
RICHARD LOHNES, salesmen and
JOE HOLBROOK, sports editor.
WPAY has been aiding campaign by
spot announcements and interview
programs.
EDITH JOHNSON, traffic manager at
WIMA Lima, Ohio, has resigned to
accept similar position at WLWD
(TV) Dayton, Ohio. LISA ELSE will
replace her at WIMA.
HOWARD RHINES has resigned as
continuity editor of KMPC Hollywood,
to become program manager of
KFAC same city. ANDY WILSON
of KMPC program department replaces him.
RALPH MOFFATT, former disc jockey
for Radio Luxembourg, has joined
announcing staff of WCCO Minneapolis.
DAVE COLLINS, ALLEN JAMES, and
PAUL MILLER have joined announcing staff of WHOK Lancaster, Ohio.
Mr. Collins and Mr. James were formerly with WOSU Columbus, Ohio.
EDDIE GALLAHER, WTOP Washington's morning and evening disc jockey,
was m. c. for Washington's annual
Fourth of July celebration at Washington Monument today (July 4).
MIKE MAY has joined WCSI (FM)

e CO.,
MIDCONTINENT
BROADC^'^STI
NG
SIOUX
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HERB BALL, NBC Hollywood photographer, is the father of a girl,
Kathleen.
VIRGINIA MARTEL, chief secretary
to HELEN SIOUSSAT, CBS talks
director and BORTON BARRETT of
CBS-TVmarriage.
operations, have announced
their

ON
Of WSTIMCTI

-^ E
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Vi^IC
VlOR
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SALESMAN
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[AND
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CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK — (over-oil promotion) 1947
BILLBOARD MAGAZINE — (over-oil promotion) 1947
H. P. DAVIS MEMORIAL — (announcer award) 1947
PABST SALES AWARD— (Eddie Cantor compaign) 1947
H. P. DAVIS MEMORIAL — (announcer award) 1948
FIRE PREVENTION AWARD — 1947
FIRE PREVENTION AWARD— 1948
ELGIN AWARD— 1949
5000 WATTS
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Vohhe.

p'earson

Columbus, Ind., announcing staff. He
was formerly m. c. on Teen Time program at WFBM Indianapolis.
LOIS KITCHENER, formerly with
Washington State Department of
Health, has been appointed to continuity department of KOMO Seattle.
Miss Kitchener also is editor of
Round Table, weekly bulletin of Advertising & Sales Club of Seattle.
VANCE COLVIG, director of ABC
Breakfast in Hollywood, has taken
over writing
of network's
Package.
He replaces
HELEN Surprise
WALD,
resigned.
HERBERT O. PHILLIPS has been appointed art director of KTSL (TV)
Los Angeles. Mr. Phillips was formerly with Universal Studios, Los
Angeles, and previous to that with
UFA, German picture studio.
BOB PROVENCE, news, sports and
special events director WKNA Charleston, W. Va., has been appointed
program director.
ROBERTSON GRANT, KNBC San
Francisco newswriter, has resigned
to join KGW Portland, Ore., as
staff announcer.
HENRY TOBIAS has joined WROW
Albany, N. Y., as a disc jockey.
ART ELMONN, formerly of WWSC
Glens Falls, N. Y., has joined WVOS
Liberty, N. Y., as m.c.-disc jockey.
MORRISON WOOD, WGN Chicago
producer and columnist on Chicago
Tribune, is author of With a Jug of
Wine, cook book to be published Nov.
2 by Farrar, Straus & Co.
ALICE CROSS has joined CJAV Port
Alberni, B. C, as continuity editor.
BARRIE COLPMAN will manage traffic and accounting for station.
MARK SHEELER of WPOE Elizabeth,
N. J., and Connie York have announced
their marriage.
ALFRED and DALPHA WOOLLEY
are the parents of a girl, Charlotte
Elizabeth. Mr. Woolley is manager of
NBC Hollywood Recording; Mrs.
Woolley is assistant to NBC Hollywood sales promotion manager.
IVAN DITMARS, CBS-KNX Hollya boy. wood staff organist, is the father of

co:

ALAN NEWCOMB, member of announcing staff of WIS Columbia, S. C,
is the father of a boy, Robert Thomas.
JOHNNY CLARKE, who conducts
WNJR Newark, N. J., Johnny Clarke
Show, is the father of a boy, Christopher MacFarland.
JACK LACY, WINS New York disc
jockey, and AGNES CODE, executive
secretary
ried July at
21. station, are to be marTOM PICKERING of WIMA Lima,
Ohio, and JOYCE JOHNSON of WSRS
Cleveland, have announced their marriage.

MGM

PROGRAMS
To Be Syndicated
SYNDICATION of eight WMGM
New York programs, to be offered
Sept. 1 for local sponsorship, has
been announced by Bertram Lebhar Jr., station's sales director and
head of the newly formsd MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Radio Attractions.
The programs, open-end transcriptions featuring MGM Hollywood
stars, are available to all stations in the U. S., Canada and
other English-speaking countries.
Mr. Lebhar, in a letter to station officials, explained that the
programs were made by MGM originally to "provide exclusive programming for WMGM to rival network offerings in the New York
market." It was later decided to
syndicate the shows.
Included in the line-up of MGM
Radio Attractions are:
Good News From Hollywood — three
15-minute weekly shows, starring
George
guest stars and
HolywoodMurphy
news with
and gossip.
At Home with Lionel Barrymore —
three 15-minute programs weekly of
memoirs and anecdotes by Mr. Barrymore.
Crime radio
Does adaptations
Not Pay — based
half -hour
weekly
on
reelers. Academy Award-winning twoMGM
Hollywood, U.S.A. — five 15-minute
shows on
weekly
conductedformat
by Pau^a
Stone
an interview
with
Hollywood celebrities.
MGM Theatre of the Air— full hour
weekly radio adaptation of successful MGM pictures with name stars,
full orchestra and featuring Howard
Dietz, MGM vice president in charge
of advertising and publicity, as host.
Maisie — half-hour weekly featuring
tures.
new adaptations of the MGM picThe weekly
Adventures
of Dr.
Kildare—
halfhour
series
based
on MGM
pictures series.
Judge series
Hardy's Family — half-hour
weekly
Andy
Hardy. based on adventures of

'Music Room'

Postponed

THE NEW Kate Smith's Music
Room, a two-hour weekly evening
show starring Miss Smith as a disc
jockey, will begin on ABC at an
unspecified date next fall. The
program had been scheduled to
start July 4, but was postponed
because of Miss Smith's inability
to dispose of prior commitments.
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Our List of NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
WHO'S WHO!
THEY

want the BEST!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York
About the
Mari+Imes Busiest Station

KLZ DENVER'S program on heart
disease. Knave of Hearts, has won
its fourth award in national and local
competition. Advertising Club of
5000 WATTS — NOW!
Denver cited program for "contribution to public service."
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Research

Firms

(Continued from page 28)
monthly basis for New York and
Northern New Jersey and bimonthly for other areas.
The Pulse Inc. does TV research for New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Cincinnati. TV data
includes program ratings, sets in
use, share of audience. These are
monthly reports, called Telepulse.
The TV sample is 1,400 in New
York, 1,050 in Philadelphia and
Chicago and 700 in Cincinnati
FM measurement is included in
a quarterly survey of FM families
In New York, which reports extent of ownership, extent of FM
usage, and which FM stations are
listened to. Special FM surveys
are made in other markets.
The Pulse will also do, as it
has in the past, special reports on
qualitative reactions to programs,
the impact of a program, and
pantry inventories to determine
product usage in listener or viewer
homes.
Offices are located at 110 Fulton
St., New York.
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
BMB's
obscured
job that
out for

fidentially to clients. The organization will do all types of qualitative studies of the appeal and
effectiveness of commercials or
programming. Offices are located
at 2 W. 46th St., New York. Leonard Kudisch is executive vice president in charge of radio and telephone research.
Audience Research Inc.
Located in Princeton, N. J.,
Audience Research Inc. provides
ratings of talent popularity, program preferences, pre-tests of
programs, product sales related
to program rating, sponsor identification and effectiveness of commercials. These ratings are made
from anaylsis of data collected
by electric recorder.
Sample size for national ratings
is about 3,000, and for program
pre-testing the sample is 60 to
120. TV measurement is done on
the same basis and provides the
same measurements as the AM
research.

Three times a year Audience
Research Inc. lists talent popularity ratings and a continuing audit
of radio and TV personalities.
Otherdiospecial
surveys
include
raadvertising
impact
studies,
radio and TV program pre-tests,
and measurement of audience reaction to current programs.
Paul K. Perry is vice president
in charge in Princeton; James L.
Wolcott is vice president at New
York headquarters, 110 E. 42nd
St., and Jack C. Sayers is vice
president in Hollywood, at 6305
Yucca St.
^ ^ Ms
NOTE: Conlon has been omitted
from this survey of radio and TV
research. Direct information from
this firm did not arrive in time
to be included in this report.
KYA San Francisco has moved from
Hearst Bldg. to new quarters in Fairmont Hotel.

LEGISLATION
Radio Off House Unit's List
HOUSE Communications subcommittee has decided it will consider
no House-initiated radio legislation
this session. Chairman George
Wednesday.
Sadowski (D-Mich.) disclosed last
Rep. Sadowski said he had discussed legislation with his subcommittee at two meetings, one of them
executive, and with Rep. Robert
Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman of the
full Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. There is no
"pressure" to consider any of the
pending radio measures assigned to
his group, he said.
He noted the possibility, however, that the full committee might
be called upon to consider the FCC
reorganization bill authored by
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
should that measure pass the Senate and be sent on to the House
for approval.

problems have sometimes
the magnitude of the
the organization has cut
itself, and the real accomplishments ofthe organization.
Not strictly a private research organization, itswork is to determine
CHICAGO^
NEW YORK
station coverage and total audience for all the United States.
DETROIT
Using mail ballots exclusively,
BMB is now engaged in its second
'^SAN FRANCISCO
study of the radio picture. It reports data on all counties and
CHARLOTTE
1,500 separately reported places;
635,000 ballots are sent out, about
^ LOS ANGELES
350,000 are tabulated.
^ ST. LOUIS
Data are broken down by city,
MEMPHIS ^
county and by station. BMB provides complete national coverage,
and all data are protectable within
counties and to total U. S. radio
DALLAS
families.
BMB publishes figures on radio
ATLANTA
homes, station area reports, and
^
station audience reports. The organization will do special tabulations of its data at cost.
Schwerin Research Corp.
This organization specializes in
the qualitative testing of radio
and television programs, effectiveBranham offices representing Radio and Television
ness of commercials. Schwerin
scores are measurements of how
good a program is, divorced from
the variables that go into the determination of its audience size.
Tests are made on a score sheet
by controlled samples of listeners.
Sample size for a program's testing may be 1,000, and breakdowns
of this sample are available in almost any way desired by the client.
The radio sample is projectable
to metropolitan areas. Tests can
be made in rural areas upon
client's need.
TV research is conducted in
much the same manner as AM research, although in TV Schwerin
COMPANY
BRANHAM
THE
Research Co. is using an electrical
rating device. No FM work has
been done by the organization.
All reports are provided conBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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quired by construction of the new
FCC Ad Proposal
building. If the Commission lets
Crosley's Shouse Contends
the examiner's decision become
(Continued from page 27)
WHAS
final, it is believed the company
data and other information would
Duopoly Doesn't Apply
will entertain other offers for purbe too readily available to local JAMES D. SHOUSE, president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., claimed
chase either in whole or in part.
"busybodies."
last week that FCC Examiner Leo Resnick's proposal to bar Crosley's
Crosley's
decision to buy stemHe also claimed that the requireacquisition of the WHAS Louisville properties [BROADCASTING, June 27]
med from its desire to expand its
ment to file renewals four months
investments in broadcasting and
ahead of license expiration dates puts an unintended meaning in FCC's duopoly ban.
"The multiple-ownership prob- trating on serving the needs of its view that WHAS is "the type
would work hardships on stations,
lem relates only to an overlap in cities at the core of their primary
of operation that Crosley underespecially TV which has only one- the areas served by the amplitude
year licenses. He said that con- stations WHAS and WLW [Cin- service areas and definitely negAvco Owns Crosley
lecting programwise and businesssideration of "invited" complaints
cinnati station owned by Crosley]
wise the large overlap area at the
would further handicap renewal
Crosley,
a wholly owned subsiand does not apply to the FM and
diary of Avco Mfg. Corp., operates
actions. Mr. Wilkinson appeared
periphery
of
their
service
areas."
stands."
television
facilities
involved
bein behalf of KCMO Kansas City;
Crosley's contract with the WLW and WINS New York in the
AM field; WLWA Cincinnati;
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.; KM A declared.tween Crosley and WHAS Inc," he Courier-Journal and Louisville
WLWF Columbus, and WLWB
Times Co., owners of the WHAS
Shenandoah, Iowa; KXRO Aber"To deny a transfer involving all properties, involves acquisition of Dayton in FM; WLWT Cincinnati,
deen, Wash.; WABF (FM) New
WLWC Columbus, and WLWD
York, and Lake Broadcasting Co., the properties concerned because of the stations for $1,925,000 before
a technical problem pertaining only adjustments, plus a 10-year lease Dayton in television, and is an
Gai-y, Ind.
to the amplitude service indicates
of space for the stations in the new
Steve Tuhy Jr., representing
applicant for television at IndianCourier- Journal and Times buildapolis and FM in New York. It
KWOW (FM) Omaha and WGTL
that the examiner's report concerned itself primarily with an
also is licensee of five international
Kannapolis, N. C, endorsed the
ing at $75,000 a year.
shortwave stations.
The Courier- Journal and Times,
NAB position.
interpretation of the Commission's
rule which I do not believe was in- as well as Standard Gravure Corp.
George S. Smith, Washington
The duopoly rule which Examintended at the time the rule was
er Resnick would invoke against
and the WHAS properties, are
radio attorney and member of the
FCBA executive committee, en- formulated some years ago."
owned by the Barry Bingham famCrosley's
purchase of WHAS redorsed the FCBA position and
ily. The sale of the radio interests
Examiner Resnick's initial dequired Crosley to sell WSAI Cindiscussed a tabulation he had made
cinnati shortly after the rule was
was prompted by a desire to reduce
cision found no consequential overof some 50 past cases to illustrate
lap between WHAS-FM and Cros- the amount of outside financing re- formulated.
the mixed effect the proposed rules
ley's WLWA (FM) and held that
might have had on FCC action. there will be none at all between
He suggested that in order to WHAS-TV and WLWT (TV). But
speed up processing that more en- the AM stations' overlap — repreRodman Hits Committee
gineering details be given in
senting 28 to 30% of their combined unduplicated primary serv- WQQW
the Commission's public notices
STOCK
and that hearing schedules be made
for 'Innuendos'
ice areas, day and night — was held
TEMPERED
criticism
of the House Un-American Activities Committee,
up more often.
to require denial of common ownerMr. Smith also suggested that
for what he described as "unjust innuendos" aimed at WQQW Washship under FCC's duopoly rule and
ington, was voiced last week on Capitol Hill by Morris Rodman, presapplicants could submit full en- general policy "in favor of comident of the independent station and Washington businessman.
gineering claiais, properly sworn
petition and against concentration
In his prepared statement, Mr. ^
to, and that FCC could accept these of control." Both are 50-kw clearwithout re-calculating each figure channel stations, WLW on 700 kc Rodman intimated that the comtion. Mr. Durr was one of the
mittee, by its questioning, had
to help speed up actions. Engi- and WHAS on 840 kc.
moving
spirits
behind FCC's famed
neering data would be handled the
Blue Book
on programming.
created the "unfounded suspicion"
Crosley To File Exceptions
same as financial and legal qualithat WQQW "is in some way ComMr. Rodman prefaced his statePresident Shouse served notice
fications, he explained.
munist-influenced" and assured it
ment by stating he is not a Comthat Crosley will file exceptions to that "if there are any stockholders
munist, has never been one, is not
who
are
Communists
.
.
.
they
have
sympathetic to the party and has
the examiner's report and ask the
Joins Hogan & Hartson
not, nor are they in a position to never made contributions to it.
to hear oral argument.
JOHN J. SIRICA, Washington at- Commission
torney, has joined the Hogan & It was expected that exceptions by influence the policy of the station in
Tracing the history of the staHartson Washington law firm as a both Crosley and WHAS would be
The
committee
hearing
at
which
filed
late
this
week
or
early
next.
tion, Mr. Rodman stated: "It is
member, effective July 1. Mr. Sirica
any
way." president was to have well-known in Washington that,
the WQQW
has practiced law in the District If allowed to stand unchallenged,
because
certain early errors in
was postponed until this business ofjudgment,
of Columbia since graduation from the examiner's decision would be- testifled
WQQW has
Wednesday.
His
statement
was
come final 40 days after its issuGeorgetown Law School in 1926.
had
an
up-hill
road
financially
in
presented anyway by Thurman
He was assistant U. S. District Atance, under FCC's new procedures.
Arnold, former government official, the past. During 1949 we have
torney for D. C. 1930-34. In 1944
gotten on a sound basis and have
Mr. Resnick suggested that "a
he was named by Rep. Clarence F. more favorable disposition of the acting on his behalf.
showed some small operating
WQQW was brought into the
Lea to be general counsel for the multiple-ownership question" might
profits. of. .stock
." Theoutstanding
station hasamong
1,338
hearing
after
two
women
and
a
House select committee to investi- be made if it involved "overlap of man refused to answer whether
shares
gate the FCC.
local or regional stations concenabout 200 stockholders, he added.
they held or had held membership
in the Communist party or
WQQW was granted a license in
"fronts"; had ever contributed to 1946, with operation slanted along
lines of FCC's controversial
it, and other questions. All wit- the
Blue Book pattern. Following
nesses— Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson and Mrs. Bella Rodman — tes- year, in 1947, it renounced those
to adopt a more commercial
tified they were stockholders in ideals
1947]. [Broadcasting, Oct. 13,
policy
WQQW.
Commenting on the testimony
Mr. Rodman told the Committee
M. Robert Rogers, general manager
of the station, said that of 1,338 of the pending reorganization plan,
shares of stock outstanding, Mrs.
already approved by stockholders
and filed with FCC last April 1
Anderson owns 30, and Mrs. Rodman none. Her husband, Samuel
[Broadcasting, April 4]. Under
Rodman, owns eight shares, he the plan stockholders would give
added.
up all voting rights and management of the station would be vested
Serving as attorney for the three
witnesses was Clifford J. Durr,
in a new class of common stockholders. New directors, who have
former FCC Commissioner now ensubscribed to over 95% of the new
gaged
in
private
law
practice.
He
ThEVoicE/z/Kansas
stock, include Pierson Underwood,
reportedly advised them to stand
program manager; Irwin Geiger
on
"constitutional
rights"
and
reWIBW
//7 TOREK
A
and Col. Jesse I. Miller, attorneys;
fuse to answer the committee's
and Messrs. Rodman and Rogers.
questions out of fear of incriminaBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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nent services offered by NAB departments. Some station members,
on the other hand, feel the Program Clinic pointed up the need
for ice.
thisSometype
of department
servcriticism
of the Program

NAB Restyling
(Continued from page 2U)
merits about BAB's hard-hitting
tactics on behalf of the broadcast medium. Its swift moves, as
typified by the co-op study (see
story page 32), are expected to
step on the toes of industry segments. Should the squawks get
louder, the board may find it necessary to set up BAB as a separate
corporation if violent feuds are
to be avoided.
This would follow the ANPA
pattern, that association having
found that its advertising baby
had grown larger than ANPA
itself. By divorcing the bureau,
ANPA retained its stature as top
association ; rendered broad services, and avoided most of the intraindustry feuds.
BAB's hard-swinging tactics may
speed up this divorcement pi'ocess.
Thus far BAB has been doing
positive sales promotion such as
the co-op study, but some members
of the BAB Policy Committee,
as well as members of the Sales
Managers Executive Committee,
agree that aggressive attacks on
competing media must be made
in the near future. The board may
consider such steps at its meeting.
Appearing at the board meeting
for BAB will be Maurice Mitchell,
its director. Mr. Mitchell will preBAB'smember
new slide-film
for useview of
stations. pitch
The
presentation consists of 100 colored
slides, along with script and promotion folders as well as instructions.
The packet will be sold for $15
and NAB can obtain projectors at
a special price of $17.50.
After the board meeting the slide
film is to be unveiled formally in
New York.
As customary at board meetings,
the agenda will include many
industrywide policy matters. Prior
to the board meeting the Standards
of Practice Committee will meet.
Its session is scheduled this coming Friday. The committee was
appointed June 23 by Judge Miller
[Broadcasting, June 27].
After reviewing the status of
code enforcement the committee
will go into the steps needed to
secure wider adherence to the
code's provisions. Networks,
agencies, advertisers and representatives have advisory members on
the committee.
The All-Radio Presentation film
project will be reviewed by the
board. In charge is Gordon Gray,
WIP Philadelphia. Camera crews
are now in the field looking over
locations and developing material
to be used by bidders. Preliminary
data already are in the hands of
film producers.
As usual BMB will appear on
the board's agenda. The board

THIS wrecked transmission tower was the result of a suddent squall at
Bloomingdale, III., last month that caused $50,000 worth of damage
for WMAQ (NBC) Chicago [Broadcasting, June 27]. This main transmission tower was erected only a month ago. The crash destroyed the transmitter antenna completely, but the station was back on the air in a minute
and a half after Engineer Howard Lindsay switched on the emergency tower
in the background.

last April voted BMB a $75,000
loan in anticipation of subscriber
payments, on condition most of the
subscribers relinquish their 90day cancellation privilege. The
waivers were obtained. BMB has
gone ahead with its second study
under direction of Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker, NAB research director.
In discussing BMB and audience
measurement, the board may revive
the plan to set up an industry
sponsored listener-program research project. Several NAB districts proposed NAB start its own
complete listener-program measurements, perhaps under a separate unit such as BMI or BMB.
The idea of a comprehensive research was favorably received at
the board's February meeting. It
was laid aside in April when BMB
got into a financial crisis and had
to be bailed out by the board.
If the plan comes up again it
may become embroiled in the NAB
reorganization move. This would
tend to slow up reorganization because BMB and audience studies
always start long and lively arguments. Moreover, the financing of
such an operation would take a
lot of study.
Finance Group to Meet
The board's finance committee
will meet next Sunday to review
the budget and related matters.
The by-laws committee is expected
to meet, taking up the proposal
for two-year director-at-large terms
as well as routine matters.
A meeting was held June 7 by
the board's membership committee.
It will submit plans to the board
for a membership drive. The
board had directed in the spring
that a membership drive be
started. Suitable promotional material will be discussed though
some directors are said to oppose
an intensive membership drive at
this time. Instead, they favor a
well-planned continuing campaign.
The original board recommendation had called for appointment
of state chairmen to lead the
campaign.
In his tour of TV stations, Mr.
Willard is understood to have
STAMFORD/ CONN.
talked to a number of members
who resigned recently, or threatened to resign. He is expected to
The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAfMiotc
submit a report to the board
Rcprcicntotivc J P MtKINNEY & SON
though he will not attend the meetBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ing because he is taking his first
vacation in several years.
The board may consider plans
to redefine associate memberships.
Many engineering consultants are
said to have protested their ousting from NAB membership and talk
is heard in favor of readmitting
them. Other associates had complained about increased dues last
winter but the complaints subsided prior to convention time.
One of the active topics at the
New England board meeting will
be the proposed format for the
district meetings that start Sept.
8 and run almost to Christmas.
The Sales Managers Executive
Committee urged at its June 17
meeting that sales and promotion
occupy a full day in the two-day
district agendas [Broadcasting,
June 27]. The board will consider
this plan.
Another idea in the works is
the staging of specialized member
clinics such as the Program Clinic
held in Chicago last week (see
story page 25). This was regarded
as a pilot clinic. The program
meeting was generally described
as highly successful, with chance
that the board will approve similar
clinics in specialized fields. Last
April the board approved a series
of legal clinics, some of which
have been held in the past.
One angle centered in the clinic
idea is that these workshop sessions, which would be self-supporting, could replace the perma-

Dept., newest of NAB's operations,
has been heard from the membership but the department was
commandeered for nearly two years
to do the groundwork for the
Standards of Practice.
As usual the board will be given
a review of international broadcasting problems, including plans
for the third NARBA to be held
in Canada next September. The
Voice of America situation will
be scanned, including a report by
the NAB Advisory Committee on
International Broadcasting (see
story page 31).
A special NAB committee is to
tour Voice of America transmitter
installations, following board action taken in April.
In the television field will be a
review of negotiations between
ASCAP and the NAB Music Committee [Broadcasting, June 27].
Other Agenda Items
Other matters on the agenda
will include reports of several
standing committees. The FM committee, for example, has demanded
a number of new services including
surveys of FM's impact on listeners
inclusion of FM coverage in BMB
data rect
andservices
expansion
NAB's The
dito FM of
stations.
Employe-Employer
Relations
ecutive Committee will
report Exon
extensive analyses of labor and
other station costs by the NAB
Employe-Employer Relations Dept.
All these add up to a busy six
days for board and committee
members at Wentworth-by-the-Sea.
Hartenbower's Illness
THE CONDITION of E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City genmanager,June
who 23,suff'ered
a mild
heart eral
attack
was reported
improved as Broadcasting went to
press.
suff'ered
the attackMr.in Hartenbower
his office immediately
following lunch. He has been under observation in St. Luke's Hospital, Kansas City.
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NAB Program Clinic
(Continued from page 25)
oifers to put them on a forum or
adjacent to an opponent.
At the music licensing group
session Wednesday morning, Robert Bui'ton, vice president in
charge of publisher relations for
Broadcast Music Inc., absorbed
the broadcasters with a forthright appraisal of the copyright
situation. "Copyrights are nothing
to be afraid of, and you don't
need a lawyer in each pocket to
understand them. You owe it to
the station and yourself to study
them." Mr. Burton briefed the
industry i^umpus concerning differentiation of dramatic and nondramatic rights, saying these are
usually misinterpreted as small and
grand rights. He predicted that
dramatic and non-dramatic rights
"will be thrown out of television."
BMI's position is that "music is
heard, not seen."
Judge Justin Miller, NAB president, and Maurice B. Mitchell, director of NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau, launched the program clinic Monday morning.
Judge Miller termed advertising
a public service to the community
and nation and reminded program
executives that the industry "need
not apologize for operating a profitable venture." The industry's
aim is similar to the goal of other
professions, he said — "to render a
useful service on a profitable
basis." He pointed out the necessity for compromise — ■ "between
what you want to do and what
you must do" — in planning program schedules.
'Teamwork Is Answer'
Mr. Mitchell called teamwork
the only answer "in this period
when advertising is harder to sell,
Tesponsibilities are greater and
more specific and returns must be
identified and measured." Primary
function of all programming is to
serve the advertiser, he asserted.
"Commercial schedules are the
same as lines in a retail store.
Your audience increases as your
lines increase."
Kenneth H. Baker, acting president of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau and NAB research director, outlined practical ways to

NAB

DISC of U. S. Public Health Service
promoting control of venereal disease
is auditioned at the first NAB Program Clinic by Ben Miller, kneeling,
assistant director of NAB's program
department, for (I to r) Ernie Brevik,
WDAY Fargo, N. D.; George D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa. and W. W.
Woods, WHO Des Moines.
determine audience reaction. He
explained that the second BMB
survey is expected to be released
in the fall after 330,000 ballots are
tabbed. "For effective research,
the station man must want to
know the facts. The easiest person in the world to kid is yourself."
Program research at the station
level does not require much technical knowledge, he said. Recommended research methods, starting with the cheapest, were studio
panel, direct mail, telephone, home
panel
and study
home isinterviews.
research
final, and "No
you
must always be prepared for a
change because facts never remain constant."
All phases of the PD's work
were discussed by speakers from
every industry segment. Jim HanIon, director of public relations and
special events, WGN Chicago, outlined the stations special broadcasts. Merrill Lindsay, general
manager, WSOY Decatur, 111., and
a member of the NAB board, discussed the advantages of sports on
small stations. Disc jockeys and
their shows were topics of Dick
Redmond, program director, WHP
Harrisburg, Pa., and John Tinnea,
assistant station director, KWK
St. Louis. Effective ways to use
wire service material were de-

BMl "itk ^Td^ttf
7(/^
ss
Another BMl ''Pin Up" Hit— Published by Duche

SOMEDAY (YOU'LL WANT
TO WANT YOU)

ME

Vaughn
On Records: Mills Brothers— Dec. 24694; one 134;
-T
h—Ei
Bloc
Ray
Monroe— Vic. 20-3510;
— Col.
Elton Brltt — Vic. 20-1864; Gene Autry
.
23732
Dec.
—
Shots
20075; Hoosier Hot
.
On Transcriptions: Monica Lewis— World
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REGISTRATION

vey, WKRC; Cashion, John T., WKBC;
Chalmers, Jim, WEIM; Cline, Clay, Jr.,
WJZM; Cobb, Wilton, WMAZ; Coleman,
George D., WGBI; Colwell, Nathan,
Treasury; Conger, Fred L., WREN;
Cooke, Forest W., WHBF; Cooper, John,
INS; Corbitt, Ken, WTIK; Cremeens,
George, WEEK; Cupp, Roderick,
KMBC; Curtis, Franklin R., WTRF;
Davidson, Billie Lynn, KLPR; Davison,
Walter B., Capitol Transcriptions;
Dixon, Marion E., KGVO; Donato, Nat
v., C. P. MacGregor; Douglas, Harold,
KFRU; Douglas, Jack, KELO; Drain,
Robert, WSBT; Eells, Bruce, Bruce
Eells & Assoc.; Eells, Jim, Bruce Eells
& Assoc.; Engle, Robert A., WMRI;
Englehardt,
KVFD;Theodore
Estes, Robert, WSJS;Wally,
Fairburn,
J.,
WLDS; Fast, H. E., WKRC; Faulkner,
Jack, WTSP;
Feddersen,
Don,
Northwestern; Flenniken, James, WCAW;
Franklin,
E., Freburg,
Institute Charles
for Democratic H.
Education;
R.,
WOC;
Freeman,
Pat,
Canadian
Assn.
of
Broadcasters;
Friedheim,
Robert,
World
scribed by Tom O'Neill, radio news
Broadcasting; Frosch, William H., Jr.,
editor, Associated Press; John
WISH; FuUington, Wayland, WIRE.
Cooper, director, radio department.
Gantter, KYSM;
Raymond
C, WFBL;
International News Service, and
Gardner,
FlorenceGardM.,
KTFI;ner, Bob,
Gates, Robert
A., WFAH;
Gay,
Charles Ahrens, central division
Rex, Transradio; George, Roy, KRLD;
news editor. United Press. E. M. Girardin, Raymond G., WEEI; Goodding, Ken,
KRES; Gordon,
Vadeboncouer, vice president and World
Broadcasting;
Grant, Herbert,
Douglas
general
manager,
WSYR
Syracuse,
B.,
WMT;
Hagenah,
Gus, Standard
moderated.
Radio; Hager, Kolin, SESAC; Hansen,
Bob, KTRI; Harden, Frank, WIS; Harre,
Arthur F., WJJD; Harris, Charles L.,
Speakers on the public affairs
WGRC; Harris, Charles L., Jr., WGRC;
panel included Rex Howell, gen- Harris, Glenn E., KMA; Hassett, Buzz,
eral manager, KFXJ Grand JuncKROS; son,
Hatcher,
Ward, WGRC;
HenderBrooks, KSTP;
Hester,
Del,
tion, Col.; Ernie Brevik, public in- WAAF; Higbee, Arthur L., KSUB;
Hoerner,
Ed.,
WWL;
Hoffman,
Joy
terest director, "WDAY Fargo,
Hough, Hal, WJBK; Howell,
N. D., and Edwin K. Wheeler, as- Adele;
Rex,
KFXJ;
Hunter,
Charles,
WJW;
sistant manager WWJ Detroit.
Jacobs,sohn, K.John
W., Jr.,Janssen,
WDUN; Karl
JadasA., SESAC;
F.,
Moderator: George D. Coleman,
KTUL;
Johnson,
Arnold
C,
WTHI;
WGBI Scranton, Pa. Ben Miller, Johnson, Bernard J., WSOY; Kaiser,
Richard,Feature
WONW; Pgms.;
Kaye, Kelly,
Doris E.,
assistant director of NAB's ProWorth
LeonLangE.,
gram Dept., listed sources of free WRAK; Kennedy, Ken, WDAY; Keown,
John T., KWGS; Kerrigan, Jack, WHO;
program materials, and auditioned
Kir by, Joseph B., WKRS; Kmety,
the series on venereal disease proViolet, WEFM; Krieger, Edward L.,
WSOO.
duced by Columbia U. in cooperation with the U. S. Public Health
LaMere, Robert, WLBH; Landes,
Max, KWGS; Landreth, Ellis, WBRW;
Service.
Langfitt, Howard, WJDX; Langlois, C.
O., Lang- Worth Feature Programs;
Other music licensing discusD., Langsionists : Herman Finkelstein, resi- Langlois,
tions;J.LeGrand,
F. J., WorthKFRU; TranscripLindsay,
dent counsel, and Jules Collins, Merrill, WSOY; Little, Lee, KTUC;
Logan,
Horace,
KWKH;
Lown,
Bert,
sales manager, of ASCAP; and Associated Program Service; Lucas,
David Milsten, Western Council,
James W.,
Associated
Program
ServMcGovern,
S. H., KSO;
McGrath,
SESAC. Roy Harlow, BMl direc- Ed., ice;
WSPA; MacMillan, Lowell H.,
tor of station relations, demonWHEC;tageMahool,
Barry,
American
Foundation;
Maley,
RobertHeriD.,
strated the 1,000-pound portable
WHIZ;
Martin,
Lew,
WDSM;
Martin,
BMl typical library for the first Paul, WKBW; Martin, Thomas
E.,
time. It will be shown at industry
WRUN; Martin, Whitney R., WCMI;
Merridew, Rog, WGAR; Merritt, Ross
meetings oluring the year.
H., Radiotime Inc.; Mertz, William M.,
Transcriptions were the subject
Jr., Transcription Sales Inc.; Mickelson,
Sig., WCCO;NAB;
Fair, Miller,
Harold, Charles
NAB; Milmatter of Walter Davison, manD.,
ager, Capitol Transcriptions; C. KRNT;ler, Ben,
Miller, Justin, NAB; Miller
L.
A.,
KFAB;
Milligan,
Merritt,
WTAD,
0. Langlois, president, LangWTAD-FM; Milsten, David R., SESAC;
Worth Feature Service, and Alex
Mitchell, Franklin C, WJR, Mitchell,
Maurice,
BAB-NAB; Molina, Henry, Jr.,
Sherwood, vice president of Standard Radio Transcription Services.
Molloy,
WEIM;
chany, Elmer G.,Phio,
KXOK;WHFB;
Myers,Mus-D.
Chairman: Robert Friedheim, sales H., KCMC; Myers, F. O., KCMC.
manager. World Broadcasting SysNesper, Paul W., Jr., WHTC; Nicktem.
son, George,
KTUC;
Odson,KXXX;
R. L., O'Brien,
WBYS; Gerald,
Ogden,
Clinic was concluded with adO'HalloRecords;
ran,
Pat,
KPQ;
Olson,
Ray,
WOW;
Capitol
Clifford E.,
dresses by Royal V. Howard, di- O'Neil,
Tom, AP; Owen, Forrest Flagg,
WELL,
WELL-FM;
Pabst,
H.
G.,
rector of NAB's engineering department, and Charles A. Batson,
PardingWLS;
C,
Arthur
Page,
WSRS;
ton, Doris Mrs., WAIR; Parkinson,
editor of the NAB Television ReGeer, WBNS; Patricelli, Leonard J.,
port and assistant director of WTIC;
Patterson,
Plumstead,
E. M., Wade,
WSGN; KCRG-KCRK;
Pomeroy, W.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau. W.
A WILS; Quinn, Robert L., WKLA;
Reilly,
William,
NBC;
Ring, Bill,
Wm. Woods, WHO Des Moines,
moved for commendation of the KWTO; Roeder, Charles A., WCBM;
Naylor, Keystone BroadcastRogers,
NAB, President Miller and Mr.
ing System; Ronan, Honore E., WDAN;
WGBF; RunnerLillian O.,M.,WCOL.
Roper, Robert
Petty for the "important part" they strom,
played in causing the restrictions of
Sambrook, Al., World Broadcasting:
the Mayflower enactment to be reSaunders, Allen, WCHA; Scala, Edward
moved, and their stressing recogniM., WNBF; Schleifer, Ken, WBYS;,
tion of the responsibility to the Schmutz, Fred H., WNMP; Schneck,
W Leroy, WNAE; Shaffer; Russel,
radio audience. Attendance passed
KBOL; Shoehalter, Nat, WCTC; Short,
the motion unanimously. Speakers
Joseph A., WHCU; Shute, Elden H. Jr.,
from the floor cited NAB for the WLAM;
Sims, Ralph Hylton, WJBO;
success of the clinic, with special
Kenneth W., WDAE, WDAESkelton,
FM; Smith, R. H., WCYB; Snyder,
reference to Mr. Fair and Ben
Glenn, WLS; Sparks, Floyd, KOTA;
Miller, his assistant.
Spencer, Donn, KVOE; Sprague, Ed.,
WCOL; Spry, Eugene F., WKAI; Squire,
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Adams, William J., WHEC; Adkins,
Denise, KMAE; Alexander, John,
KODY; erson,
Anderson,
AndLeonard G., Alice,
WKBH; WTTH;
Arceneaux,
George, KCIL; Arnold, Jayne, NAB;
Arnold, Murray, WIP; Arnold, Ted,
WHBF; Arthur, Don, WDUZ; Avery,
Lewis H., Avery-Knodel Inc.; Baker,
Kenneth H., NAB-BMB; Baldwin,
Lloyd W., WZIP; Division;
Barnes, Wade,
NBC
Radio-Recording
Barnhart,
Charles E., WMBD; Bartlett, Marcus,
WSB; Baxter, Leo, WBOW; Beard, Alex
P. WSTP; Beers, William E., WADC;
Bell, Robert, WHOT; Berry, Ben,
KSCB; Biebl, Leslie F., Associated ProWLS; Gervis,
Bradshaw, gram
J.Service;
B., Boyd,
KFBI; Al,
Brady,
WHBC; Breen, Ed, KVFD; Brevik,
Ernie, WDAY; Brooks, George L.,
KDIX;
Howard Bryson,
E., WIRJ.Judy, WTCN; Byrum,
Carey, Samuel S., WRVA; Cary, Har-

Burt, BMI; Stemmler, Nick, WRUN;
Stierman, A., KDTH; Stierman, Vern,
KDTH, ciated
KDTH-FM;
AssoPress; Stone, Stine,
Robert;Al,.SESAC;
Swan, John Davenport, WCAX.
Teich, Walter J., KROS; Terry, John
R. WTNS; Thompson, Al., KSAL;
Thompson, Alan G., WCNB; True, Jos.
E., WMOH,
WMOH-FM;
Turner,
William E., WCTW;
Van Gluck,
Stephen,
WNJR; Wallace, Bill, KIOA; Wallace,
Bruce, WTNS; Watson, Bob, KGNC;
Weaver, Bill, KLIF; Weaver, Pat,
Young & Rubicam; Webb, Frank V.,
KFH
KFH-FM; Pgms.;
Weis, Pierre,
LangWorth& Feature
Widenhofer,
Norman C, WGL; Widoe, Russell,
WJPG; Wilson, Paul A., KANS; Wobus,
Wilbert, WJOB; Woods, W. W., WHO;
Wright,
Charles, KAAA; Young, Thomas L., KWAT.
SCHINE CASE
Final Judgment Entered
A FINAL JUDGMENT in the
government's civil anti-trust suit
against Schine Chain Theatres,
chief owner of WPTR Albany, has
been entered in the Federal District Court at Buffalo, the Justice
Dept. announced last week.
The case involving the Schine
group, one of the nation's largest
independent motion picture theatre circuits, was one of those
handled by the U. S. Supreme
Court simultaneously with its antitrust decision against the major
motion picture producers in 1948.
Since then FCC has instituted its
still-pending study of the radio
qualifications of anti-trust violators and, in genei'al, is withholding
action on their applications pending completion of the study. In
the case of WPTR the Commission relented and granted its 50
kw application (1540 kc) conditionally, without prejudice to subsequent action when the station applies for license [Broadcasting,
Feb. 14].
Spokesmen for WPTR maintained that entry of the anti-trust
judgment, to which Schine consented, should clear the way for
removal of the condition which
FCC attached to the 50 kw grant.
They pointed out that the antitrust suit did not involve Schine's
radio operations, and that the
court did not impose any condition with respect to the radio
station. An application for license will be filed upon completion of the 50 kw installation.

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD. Me. Director N.V.t9
BROADCASTING

Cut-Rate Radio
(Continued from page 27)
League for Political Education was
disclosed last week by Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington. In a letter to
the league's radio department he
said WWDC "has always taken
great pains to see that labor is
given
treatment."
Citing extremely
instances, hefair
added
that the
league's Special Report From
Washington attempts to sell an
idea or philosophy "and we feel
that you are no more entitled to
free time than a merchant who is
selling clothing. We take exactly
the same viewpoint when organizations such as the National Assn. of
Mfrs.
approachof us
for time."
Formation
a New
York state
network "to take advantage of the
political trade wind shifts" and
paying member stations 30% of
card rate is proposed in a letter
sent to stations by Union Broadcasting System Corp., 136 State
St., Albany. The letter is signed
by Jim Healey.
The 30% is "net to you," according to the letter, with no commissions deducted. "I feel sure I can
deliver a quarter-hour a week, with
the political party sponsors paying
for the lines, plus 30% of card
rate," Mr. Healey wrote. "This will
allow of our selling the balance of
the line-rented hour ... at premium station rates. See what I
mean? Again, the feed to you
would be from Albany."
Mr. Healey recalled a similar
plan for a "Save The Baby" series.
"Once the lines are set up, we can
use them profitably for all stations," he said. One of the stations approached referred the matter to NAB District Director Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca,
N. Y.

privilege should not be used to
achieve a partisan or one-sided
presentation.
This qualification drew objection
from the subcommittee, which contended that it will never be satisfied
until the right of all broadcasters
to speak fully is recognized by the
FCC.
The subcommittee meeting was
held at Chicago during the NAB
Program Clinic (see story page
25). Members attending were
Wilton E. Cobb, WMAZ Macon,
Ga., chairman; James L. Howe,
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.; Sig
Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolis;
Arthur C. Stringer, NAB staff
tary.
director and subcommittee secre-

IBEW VS. CBS
Union Takes Strike Vote
INTERNATIONAL Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers has taken strike
votes against CBS in New York
and Hollywood in its wage dispute with the network, Charles
Calame, business agent of IBEW,
Local 1212, New York, said last
week.
IBEW also has an NLRB election for a union shop, or open shop
coming up in New York July 13.
Since strikers could not vote in
the NLRB election, it was said
there is little likelihood of any
strike at CBS at least until after
the election.

//o*y spot

time

benefit

FM

ADVANCES
Ware Reviews Progress
FM BROADCASTERS have made
"outstanding gains during the first
six months of 1949," FM Assn.
President William E. Ware, KFMX
(FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa, declared in a semi-annual review
based on a survey of FM station
activities.
Mr. Ware listed examples of FM
station promotional efforts; surveys proving coverage of FM outlets; expansion of audience
through better programming despite AM and TV competition, and
lack
works.of financial support from net"FM's future still demands aggressive know-how of FM broadcasters," he said, "if the industry
is to hold the substantial gains it
has made. There is no place in FM
for those who do not have the will
or determination to make the industry— and their individual stations— -a success and a valuable
service to the public. Competition
is too keen for the public to accept
FM merely on its virtues as a
superior method of broadcasting.
"The FM industry must prove itself and it is doing this in the face
of Mr.
severe
handicaps."
Ware
listed such obstacles
as competitive obstructions, postwar apathy of the FCC, lack until
recently of low-cost high-quality
FM receivers and the fact that advertisers
have been "misled" concerning
AM coverage.

buyers

from
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MAYFLOWER
Ask Righf to 'Speak Fully'
FULL recognition by the FCC of
the right of all broadcasters "to
speak fully" was demanded last
week by the Radio News Subcommittee of NAB's Program Executive Committee.
In advising broadcasters to
editorialize with caution following
FCC's nullification of the Mayflower rule, the subcommittee
urged broadcasters to keep in mind
that listeners must have faith in
facts presented, in the intelligence
and integrity of the broadcaster,
and in his motives.
The subcommittee's new stand
was taken in connection with its
latest revision of the NAB pamphlet titled, "Radio News Recommendations." It is designed to
guide member stations in operating
their news departments. The pamphlet suggests that fact-finding
organizations be utilized in documenting station editorial positions.
Action of the subcommittee was
taken as a result of the FCC's June
2 decision which nullified the Mayflower ban on editorializing but at
the same time said in effect that the
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Take this WGY ad, for instance. It
highspots up-to-press-time information
on Coverage, Sales Potential, Audience,
Mail Pull, Results, Cost . . . additional
information that helps you when you're
making station selections or that suggests the availability of further data you
may want to consider.
Time buyers tell os such Service-Ads*
save their time, bring them up to
date, make it easier for them to identify the stations that offer the best
possibilities in the markets of specific
interests.

WGY

We're doing what we can to get
stations to make real Service-Ads* of
all the space they use in SRDS Radio
& TV Section. For example, the SPOT
RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK we've
just published describes the kind of
station information time buyers say
they want. If you would benefit from
better station promotion, why not mention the Handbook to your radio friends.
They can get copies from us at a dollar
*Service-Ads in SRDS are informative ads near listings that sell by
helping buyers buy.

per.
STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE, Inc.
rfw Ncfticoal Aulhorily Sorving lh« Modia-Buying Fvticfion
333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
* CHICAGO 1, III.
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
so well, Bill was offered a job on
the KFEL news staff.
In 1939 he was made director of
news, sports and special events.
For his announcing of the National
AAU Basketball Tournament in
Denver in 1936 he was named "best
sportscaster of the year" by a national magazine.
He left the station in 1942 to
become a freelance announcer and
the manager of a newsreel theatre
there. Later that year he was offered the job of regional radio director for Office of War Information, a position which he held till
March 1944. In that job he was
busy recruiting everything from
WACS to tin cans.
Both the East and the West
beckoned in 1944. The East with
a job as head of a New York station's sports department; the West
with a production job at Allied
Advertising Agencies, Los Angeles.
■Sunny California won, and Bill
went to Los Angeles. Promotions
there were rapid. In 1945 he was
made head of the production department; in 1946, when Walter
McCreery, then general manager of
the agency, left to join the partnership of Smith, Bull & McCreery as
president. Bill was made general
manager.
Still keeping touch with sportscasting, he became sports announcer for Associated Oil Co. in
1945; and in 1948 was made senior
sports announcer for the Southern
California area.
His television career began in
1946 when KTLA asked him to announce telecasts of ice hockey
games. Since then he ha^ done
several other announcing jobs for
them totalling over 500 broadcasts.
This year he was voted by fans
"most popular West Coast television personality" and "top West
Coast sports announcer." Two
"Bill Welsh Nights" have been
held in Los Angeles this year — the
first honoring him at completion
of his third season of announcing
ice hockey games at Pan Pacific
Auditorium; the second at South
Gate Arena after his second year
of announcing boxing matches.
Bill carried out the theme of "not
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NABET

First 15 Program Hooperatings — June 30 Report
YEAR AGO
No. of
Stations
Sponsor
&
Agency
Hooper
Program
Hooper
or — Pos.1
Waller Winchell
16.4 +—0.9
13.8 279 Kaiser-Frozer (Weintraub) 15.5
Orig. best.
Lever Bros. (JWT)
13.1
AddedTheatre
by 2d* 1.7
Radio
149
12.2
5
0.0
Talent
Scouts
12.2
J. Lipton-Div. Lever (Y&R)
Godfrey's
164 T.Electric
155
Auto-Lite (N-E)
Suspense
43
153
—0.9
Pepsodent-Div Lever (FC&B) 11.7
12.1
My
Irma
23
149 Toni Co.-Div.
CrimeFriend
Photographer
11.9
Pepsodent (FC&B)
11.6
11
Bristol-Myers
(DC&S)
—0.5
Mr. District Attorney 160 Andrew
10.7
8.6
Jergens (Orr)
—0.1
7.2
Louella Parsons 259
9.8
—3.9
Orig. best. 10.5
11.3
9.8
Added Time
by 2d* 0.8 145 Mars Inc. (Grant)
4.6
86
Curtain
9.9
American
Cigarette
&
+3.1 12
Big Story
162 Cigar (SSC&B)
10.7
149 Whitehall Pharmacol (D-F-S) 9.4
+0.9 16
Mr. Keen
9.2
9.3
144 Cog.-Palm.-Peet (S&M)
+4.1
Judy Canova
4
182
9.1
13.0
Stop the Music (8-9
p.m)
+5.2
P.
Lorillard
(L&M)
(8-8:15, 7.1)
18
Eversharp Inc (Blow)
(8:15-8:30, 8.4)
Speidel
Co. (L&M)
(C&P)
(8:30-8:45, 10.5)
P. Lorillard
(8:45-9,
10.2)
27
8.3
Dennis Day
Cog.-Palm.-Peet (Bates)
8.8
151 Cog.-Palm.-Peet
Our Miss Brooks
144
(Bates)
9.1
Second broadcast on same day in some cities provides more than one opportunity to hear program.
+0.8
appreciating what's in your own
back yard" when he married Olive
Duplice in 1939. For Olive, a Denver girl, met Bill 500 miles away
from their Denver homes in Bozeman, Mont., when he went to
cover a U. of Denver-Montana
State College game for KFEL and
she went to root for the former
school's team. The Welsh's home
is in Burbank, surrounded by a
Doberman Pinscher.
His favorite sports, for his own
indulgence,
golf,(sheat was
whichfourth
he's
beaten by hisarewife
flight City Champion last year),
and swimming, in which he sustains his ego. He is also the proud
sponsor of a municipal Softball
team of junior high school boys
who call themselves the "Bill Welsh
His club membership includes
Dodgers."
San Fernando Valley Country
Club, Press Club and Los Angeles
Chapter of Football Writers of
America.
Pa leys to Europe
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS chairman of the board, and Mrs. Paley
left New York last Friday aboard
the Nieuw Amsterdam for a vacation tour of Europe.

EXTENSION

DENIED

July 37 Is WJBW Deadline
PETITION of WJBW New Orleans for temporary extension of
license to Oct. 1 was denied by
FCC last week and the station was
given to July 31 to wind up affairs.
The petition, filed by station
owner Charles C. Carlson, asked
extension to that date to allow
employes to seek other positions
and to provide continuity of service
until Mr. Carlson's ex-wife, Louise
C. Carlson, begins operation of her
new station there.
FCC previously denied license
renewal to WJBW on grounds of
repeated technical violations and
awarded the station's facilities, 250
w fulltime on 1230 kc, to Mrs. Carlson. Mr. Carlson appealed, carrying the case to the U.S. Supreme
Court without winning relief
[Broadcasting, June 20].
In a petition opposing the
WJBW extension request, Mrs.
Carlson informed the Commission
she planned to commence program
tests before Aug. 15. Her new
station is WADW.
RCA VICTOR
Shifts Record Dept. Execs.
IN A MOVE designed to intensify
its promotion of the new 45 rpm
records RCA Victor's record department has realigned some of its
key personnel, Paul Barkmeier,
department's
nounced last general
Tuesday.manager, anJack Hallstrom, who has been
serving as director of popular
artists and repertoire, moves up
to become assistant to the general
manager. Succeeding Mr. Hallstrom in his former post is Joseph
Csida, who will also continue his
duties as assistant director of
public relations.
Jack M. Williams has been appointed assistant director of distribution. Replacing him as general sales and merchandising manager is Lawrence Kanaga, who
has directed sales campaigns in
the field.

CHARGES
Filed With NLRB
NABET last week filed unfair
labor charges with NLRB against
Technical Employes Union, a
group of engineers at WOR New
York who formerly were NABET
members but broke away from the
latter organization during recent
NABET-WOR wage negotiations.
NABET's action against TEU
was in the nature of a counter to
the petition for an NLRB election.
TEU claims it now represents
by a big margin a majority of
WOR engineers.
Ground for the NABET unfair
claim against TEU, said Clarence
Westover, executive secretary of
NABET, is that TEU has threatened WOR engineers with loss of
their jobs if they did not join TEU.
A preliminary NLRB conference
on the NABET-TEU dispute is
scheduled for tomorrow. Engineers at WOR are meanwhile continuing to work under the NABET
contract which expired May 31.
Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 16)
become foundation animals for permanent herds. A broader goal is
to stimulate improvement of the
livestock population in the area.
Seven breed associations — Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, Brown
Swiss, Aberdeen Angus, Guernsey
and Hereford — are cooperating
with WTIC in the Farm Youth
Program. Each has named a man
to an advisory committee. These
breed representatives are responsible for selecting the calves and
determining a fair price for them.
The supervision of the individual
projects is in the hands of the 4-H
Club agents and teachers of vocational agriculture who also are
represented on the advisory committee.
New McCoy Duties
JOHN E. McCOY, chief of the
FCC Law Bureau's Television Section, last week was given the additional duties of acting chief of
the FM Section for the next two
months, during the absence of FM
Chief Hilda D. Shea.

1st In Listening
April 3, 1949 Con Ian
5000
WATTS
Day and Night
930 K.C.
Amethan Broadeasting Co.
WEED & COMPANY
NATIONAL RePKEJE^/TATtyeS
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Audience

'VIDEOTOWN'
TELEVISION
families are more
a set compared to one out of 50 300% as shown by The Pulse Inc.
typical of the community as a a year ago. Videotown has conPercentage of TV sets in twowhole than was the case a year sistenly shown a lower percentage
family homes doubled in the year,
of saturation than New York, but from 18% to 36%, whereas it
ago, according to a TV census
the rate of growth in TV ownership
dropped from 25% to 19% in the
conducted in a "real city" by Newhas increased about 500% in the case of multiple dwellings. This
ell-Emmett Co., New York agency.
The TV audience has increased
year compared to 200% in New
reduced the percentage of all sets
500% in the year.
York as shovra by NBC data and which are located in private homes
Following up a complete count
of television homes in April 1948,
Newell-Emmett took another census this past April to find out
just what had happened in "Video60%
town," its TV laboratory. The
CROSS-SECTION OF VIDEOTOWN FAMILIES
agency contacted every dwelling
with a TV antenna on the rooftop,
THE TOWN
OWNERS
and reached those with indoor
15%
antennas by asking each home for
names of other families with sets.
1948
UPPER
66%
Videotown is self-contained; has
Iff
tttttt It
a population of about 40,000; is
■19%
MIDDLE
LOWER
UPPER
35-40 miles from New York, and
has reliable reception.
Analyzing the families with sets,
Newell-Emmett found that owner1949
1 R MIDDLE
1^3
LOWE
20%%IW
ship in the middle class has grown
•so rapidly that there are almost
as many TV sets per thousand in
that group as in the upper class.
Set ownership in the lower class
lags but current buying is at a
rate as high as the upper class
and ownership may soon equal it.
tial
problems that impelled yourPar
letter.
SION
Rapid growth of ownership in SIGNS that FCCDE
may CI
be disposed
With
a
view
to
determining
lower and middle groups is ascribed to make a partial lifting of the feasibility of a partial lifting of the
the
to their greater interest in TV television freeze — if it is possible —
"freeze"
in the
cities
mentioned,study
the
Commission
made
a
thorough
sets, which become the center of were seen last Thursday in its reof each of the channels and cities involved, and has considered particularly
social life. While the agency did
lease of a letter promising a decithe possibility that the revised prosion within a few weeks.
not study program preferences and
posed table of frequency allocations to
listening habits, it found that
be issued in the near future may conThe letter was sent to Television
tain certain changes in the channels allocated to the cities you mention.
"after a year of set-ownership
Broadcasters Assn., which had
only a slight drop in usage could asked for removal of the freeze
The Commission's
in the
midst
of their studyengineers
of this are
problem,
and are actively preparing the revised
be detected," with interest kept from 22 channels in 11 market
table of frequency allocations. While
at a high level by increase in pro- areas where, TBA claimed, there
the Commission has not yet reached a
grams available and rapidly im- is sufficient co-channel separation
determination on the question, it approving quality of telecasts.
pears
time that
the re-in
to permit grants now [Broadcastvised likely
table at
willthiscontain
changes
channel allocations in several of the
ing, June 20]. This, TBA reasoned,
Set Makers' Competition
and channels you mention.
Newell-Emmett observes that the would step up equipment and set cities
Since the Commission expects to isproduction and help avoid a bottlesue a further notice of proposed rulebattle of set makers is under way,
making [relating to UHF-VHF] early
necking of orders when the freeze
"a battle of make against screen
in July,
a nation-wide
is lifted in full.
vised tableincluding
of frequency
allocations, re-it
size and no make is firmly enappears desirable at this time to withFCC
withheld
decision
until
its
hold action on your recommendation
trenched." Videotown data are
until such a further notice has been
not affected by such factors as proposed new rules and allocations
issued.
This will only cause a delay
opening of a cable, or a second or have been completed and are reof two or three weeks, and at that
leased early this month, which it time the Commission will be in a much
third station, making it possible
better
position to consider your recto measure accurately basic TV
ommendation.
felt would cause delay of only "two
changes in a year.
or three weeks." But the language
Wherever the proposed new alloit employed, and the fact that it
Just a year ago only 208 families
cation table contemplates changes
made the letter public, were conhad TV sets in Videotown. The
in existing channel assignments, it
sidered
significant.
Normally
FCC
total has risen to 1,241. Of the
would be impossible to lift the
does not make a public announceoriginal 208, four no longer have
freeze until the allocations bement
when
it
delays
action
by
a set. One gave up the TV set
come final. Thus FCC's belief that
because of upkeep costs, one set only "two or three weeks."
there will be changes in some of
was stolen and two families left
FCC's letter said:
the cities mentioned by TBA cast
town.
The Commission has considered your
doubt on the probability of advance
recommendation
with
extreme
care,
One out of nine homes has and is very much concerned with the licensing in those areas. Whether
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Increases

500%

from 57% to 45%.
Main factor still affecting the
trend of TV families toward characteristics ofthe town as a whole
is the imposing of restrictions by
landlords plus income factors in
tenement sections.
The Newell-Emmett study shows
the size of the average TV family
dropped from 4.0 persons per
family in April 1948 to 3.89 in
1949 but still is above normal.
Number
creased. of children under 10 inIn defining socio-economic levels,
the agency took into account the
occupation of all wage earners,
size of family, type of house, rent
and other elements. Tax, zoning
and rental soures also were examined, along with voting records,
for data on the city as a whole.
Nearly half of TV set owners
admit financing their purchase,
with an increase noted as the market has shifted from well-to-do to
(Continued on page 69)

Freeze Lifting Seen
there will be others where no
changes will be involved cannot
be foretold. TBA's recommendation
was based upon a study of the entire present allocation chart, and
the 11 market areas it mentioned
were described as the minimum
number where conditions will permit grants now.
The areas specified by TBA, with
the number of channels current involved in each, are as follows:
Amarillo (5); Denver (1); El Paso
(2); Sacramento (3); Salt Lake
City (1); Corpus Christi (3); San
Diego (2); San Francisco (1); Secoma attle
(1).(1); Stockton, Calif. (2); TaMeanwhile the Commission was
pressing to meet the first deadline
it set for itself in untangling the
television problem — issuance of the
proposed new iTiles and allocations
by the end of the first week in
July [Broadcasting, May 30]. The
target date is about July 7 — Thursday— and authorities were hopeful
that the release could be made by
then or at least by Friday. These
proposals,
covering
both the
present VHF and
the UHF
channels
and making provision for testimony
on color TV, will be the subject of
a hearing in mid-August. '
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Considering
FILM

NATIONAL Television Film Council is giving serious consideration
to functioning for TV film producers as ASCAP presently performs for music authors and publishers.
This fact was made knov^m
Thursday at the first quarterly
forum meeting of the NTFC in
New York.
Skeleton framework of the projected activity calls for the assigning of all rights of film produced
for television to NTFC, which in
turn would register these rights
with the Copyright Office in Washington, D. C.
Such a project, combined with
the NTFC's standard exhibition
contract and its TV film clearance
bureau which is currently being
worked out, would make the council
the equivalent of ASCAP, it was
said.
The NTFC forum, held on its
first anniversary, consisted of three
forum panels and a dinner meeting
at which Col. John R. Rowland,
assistant to the president of Zenith
Radio Corp., explained Phonevision.
Plans Progress
Before the dinner meeting. Col.
Rowland told BROADCASTING that
work to set up the Phonevision
experimental testing in 300 homes
in the Chicago area this fall had
progressed to such a point that
tentative agreements were in process with the Illinois Bell Telephone Co. and that price to viewers
had been worked out. Set owners
in the test period will have to pay
$1.00 to see each Phonevision program, which will be a first-run
feature movie.
Col. Rowland also told Broadcasting that one other manufacturer besides Zenith would be
making TV sets capable of adaptation to Phonevision. He would not
reveal the name of the other manufacturer.
One of the panel discussions, on
the use of films by television stations, at which Ed Evans, WPIX
(TV) New York film relations director, presided, produced a wranLEVY

BROTHERS

Buy Into Film -TV Firm
TRE Levy Brothers of Philadelphia, Dr. Leon and Isaac D., CBS
board members and members of the
board of directors at WCAU Philadelphia, from which they resigned
last April 1 as president and general manager and vice president
and general counsel, respectively,
have purchased an undisclosed interest in a New York film and
video company.
Aaron Katz, president of Official
Films Inc. and Official Television
Inc., announced last week that the
brothers have "acquired an interest" in the firms, and will serve as
boaVd members in each corporation.
Page 48
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gle as to the worth of films on
television.
Chester Kulesza, head of television production at BBDO, stated
he believed that it was at present
more economical to produce live TV
programs and commercials than to
do so via films and that the quality
of live shows is apt to be higher.
Melvin L. Gold, president of
NTFC, took issue with that viewpoint. Re defended quality possible in motion picture work and
stated that by use of kinescopic

films a program such as the Milton
Berle show could be produced more
economically on film than live. Re
explained the latter point by stating that saving would be possible
through decreased rehearsal time
needed for a kinescopic version.
Robert Paskow, treasurer of
NFTC and in charge of films at
WATV (TV) Newark, told of several sales success stories obtained
through the use of films on his
station.
In one case, he said, his depart-

COMPLETION of the 760-ft. tower for WOR-TV New York was marked
June 23 with special ceremonies at the site in North Bergen, N. J. An
American flag and a spray of laurel, flown by Trans World Airlines from
Athens, Greece, were raised to the top of the tower. Examining the laurel
before its ascent are (I to r) Theodore C. Streibert, president of WOR;
Charles H. Singer, assistant chief engineer; Doris Johnston, TWA hostess,
and Harry J. Terker, president of Terry Steel Contractors, which built the
tower. WOR engineers expect to start test patterns from the giant tower
in August.

ment was given some 16 and 35 mm
films to boost Camp Skybird in
Vermont, a children's camp with a
capacity commercial
of 60 children.
A fiveminute
was made
of
the film, telecast four times and
produced 6,000 replies.
Re told of another film showing
a house for sale which after one
running resulted in a $50,000 deal.
To make films a still better television tool, he urged standardization of sizes of slides, cue markings
and leaders. Re recommended that
the NTFC work for such standardization.
Re also criticized television stations for trying to do a film job with
inadequate and untrained staffs
and said the smallest station
needed at least three persons in the
film department.
Stanton Osgood, CBS film expert,
stressed the need for continuity of
idea, theme or personalities in films
for which sponsors are sought.
Re said a great need exists in
New York for a studio entrepreneur to provide full facilities where
a producer can take his program
or commercial for shooting. That,
he said, would help hurdle the
present barrier of high film costs.
Andrew Jaeger, film director at
DuMont network, expressed the
belief that film features have a
good chance to find sponsors. Re
told of sponsor negotiations currently going on for western films
DuMont is telecasting.
At a distribution forum, John
Mitchell, sales manager for United
Artists TV, expressed the opinion
that theatrical type films are rapidly losing favor with sponsors who
desire a product made to television
specifications. Like Mr. Gold, he
believed that films can be produced
at costs necessary to meet the demands of stations, agencies, and
sponsors.

HOOPER
TV
TRE FIRST Network TV-Rooperatings Report, covering 61 commercial TV network programs
broadcast in May, was released and
explained by C. E. Rooper, president of the broadcast audience
measurement firm, Tuesday morning during a subscriber meeting at
the Biltmore Hotel, New York. A
Chicago subscriber meeting was
held Wednesday at the Drake Hotel
in that city.
The TV report is modeled on the
familiar Network Hooperatings reports for radio programs, Mr.
Hooper explained. It is based on
coincidental telephone calls made
the first and third weeks of the
month in all cities regularly measured by his organization which also
have TV facilities. In May there
were 31 such cities, he said, adding
that this number will be increased
to 33 for June and 37 for July,
with further increases as more TV
stations go on the air. The May
report includes all TV cities except
New Haven, Albuquerque, Dayton
and Erie, he said, adding that their
omission did not materially affect
the results.

First Network Report Released
Two types of ratings are re- of TV sets-in-use at that time.
ported for each commercial TV
On a facing page of the report
network show: A TV-Hooperating,
are individual city TV-Rooperatwhich is the percent of the esti- ings for New York, Chicago, Los
mated number of radio homes in all
cities in which the program is Angeles, Philadelphia and Washington. Following the ratings is a
broadcast which viewed the pro- section of TV program notes, listgram, and an estimated Network
ing program, sponsor, agency, netTelerating, which is the percent of
work, time of live broadcast and
the estimated number of TV sets
in those cities which viewed the list of cities, with times of broadcast by stations using kinescopic
program.
In
each
case
the
estirepeats
of the original broadcast.
mated number of radio or TV
Section Two of the report, on
homes covers a 50-mile radius
around each city and the report, basic audience trends, shows the
for each program, shows the esti- percent of homes using radio
mated total of sets for all the cities and /or TV or either, and TV's
in which the program is broadcast.
percent of radio, by half -hour evening periods for each day of the
The TV-Rooperating is accomweek; for the total 31 TV cities,
panied by the program's
of and for each of the five cities listed
the broadcast
audience share
at that
above. For these cities the report
time; the percent of homes using
also includes a station-by-station
radio then; the percent using TV
then, and the percent using either rating and share of audience for
each program period. All 31 cities
or both. The estimated Network
are covered in a share of broadcast
Telerating — and Mr. Rooper urged audience report for each evening
that the word "estimated" be at- of the week and for daytime by
tached to these ratings for the
present — is accompanied by that Sunday, Saturday and a Mondaythrough-Friday average. Report
program's share of the total TV
(Continued on page 69)
audience and the estimated percent
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Advantages

Discussed

in Chicago

TELEVISION will never replace newspapers, but it will change comInstitute and the NAB's first program clinic. (See separate stories.)
pletely "the complexion of today's radio," in the opinion of M. J.
Markowitz, vice president and sales promotion manager of Alexander's
Judge Miller described broadcastdepartment stores, New York.
Mr. Markowitz addressed the joint
ing "as a retailer's major adversession of the sales promotion di- *
tising tool whichtheis role
here ofto retailers
stay."
He
stressed
vision and the visual merchandising local programs to perform distinct
audience
services.
These
ing group Tuesday afternoon at
as the largest customers of broadthe annual convention of the Na- were worked out with stations locasting,the
tracingpast
the few
medium's
years
cally, and rauio personnel in each growth over
tional Retail Dz-y Goods Assn. in
store
cooperated
on
programming
and recalling that in 1940 the naChicago's Stevens Hotel.
tional advertiser for the first time
Comparing TV with newspapers
merchandising."
and radio, the speaker said no other andAnswering
the stock question of spent more advertising dollars in
advertising medium has the ad- all retailers — "What do I use on radio
azines. than in newspapers or magtelevision? — Mr. Dennis discussed
vantages of TV. "It demands comIn 1947 and 1948, according to
plete concentration, and therefore
the commercials and programs bethe impact of its impression is
ing put on film by production comNAB surveys, "retailers spent more
money in radio than anyone has
greater . . . everything and everypanies. "Within a few years there
one cease to exist, as it is sound will be thousands of film presentaever spent before," he said.
tions from which the retailer may
The NAB president reminded the
movies brought into the home."
TV can show merchandise in ac- make selections. These, he exadvertising and sales promotion
plained, can be combined with live
managers that the industry is
tion, attaining "an almost thirdaction. He outlined in detail "well prepared to work on any spedimensional quality. And, through
proper medium manipulation of functions of a film service dealing
cial retailers problems." He consight and sound, we can create a entirely with commercial films for
cluded with a prediction that deretailers.
greater appeal to the other senses
velopments of the NAB in coopof taste, touch and smell. The
eration with the Dry Goods Assn.,
Guest speaker at the AM-TV
possibilities become almost limit- session during the three-day concombined with research and progless with the addition of color,
vention was Judge Justin Miller,
ress in advertising copy, "will make
riresident of the NAB who was in for easier
greater flexibility and transmission
and less expensive selling in increasingly competitive
Chicago to address the NBCand reception improvements."
Video "wiU never replace the Northwestern U. Summer Radio
mai-kets in the years ahead."
newspaper, but should become a
valuable adjunct." Drawbacks of
TV are that programming must be
viewed according to a specific
schedule and a message once
It Won't Kill Other
missed is "gone forever." Mr.
Media, He Says
Markowitz pointed out that the
current tendency is to use televi- JONES'
DUANE JONES, TV
presidentVIEWS
of the agency bearing his name, said last
sion for prestiqre, but this — along
week
that
television
was
a
"great
new advertising medium" but that
with the fact that it is "basically
entertainment with a short dose of no other media need fear destruction because of its impact.
Speaking at a June 28 meeting of the Newspaper Advertising Execuadvertising, and may never replace
tives Assn. Inc. in the Roosevelt *
the straight commercial message
Hotel,
New Orleans, Mr. Jones de- radio, evening radio, car cards,
of the newspaper ad" — may chanare
PR more sets are installed in homes.
scribed television as "a strong sell- o;itdoor, direct mail, television or
— has its particular ad"But," he said, newspapers vantages
Comparison of Media
for particular products
ing force."
"I firmly believe
Contrasted with radio, TV ha«
that anything
a -dHe problems."
quoted a study made last fall
the advantages of "concentrated
that makes vertising
ad-pay among New York television set
attention, visual as well as verbal
owners who had responded to prepresentation of products, and more
mium off^ers made on Duane Jones
more in one mechances for ingenious and convincdium increases television programs. At that time
ing presentations." TV, he added,
the value of ad- 24% of the set owners said their
"lo^es out on one important score,
vertising inevery newspaper reading had diminished
which is one of its strongest points
medium, and after they got video sets. A recent
— concentration."
makes the total survey among the same people
Discussing whethe-'- the new meresult even more
showed only 16% were doing less
Mr.
Jones
dium "pays," Mr. Markowitz said
newspaper reading.
it does not if used "as the sole
He likened the
Additionally, Mr. Jones said, the
means of bringing people into your
profitable."
present
development
of
television
surveys
showed that television
store. But if it means stealing a
changed reading habits. Thirtyto the early days of radio. "Many
page away from newspaper schedfive percent of the people reported
ule, it can give extra impetus to of you," he said, "will remember
their interest in newspaper sports
that when radio first began, newsthe remaining pages that will make
paper
publishers
were
inclined
to
pages increased because of televithem far more productive."
sion, for example.
Most sales promotion people are look upon it as a competitor and
something
they
should
not
foster.
ready to admit doubt in using radio
and TV advertising, according to But actually it was not so much
Walter L. Dennis, the other panel- of a competitor — it turned out to BEGLEY APPOINTED
ist. Mr. Dennis is radio and tele- be an auxiliary, improving the
Heads NBC-TV Talent Group
total efficiency of all advertising.
vision director for the Allied Stores
"I have reason to believe that MARTIN BEGLEY, producer, diCorp., New York chain. Outlinrector and writer for more than 25
the same thing will be true of teleing his organization's exneriences
vision with respect to newspaper
with radio, he explained the simple
years, was last week named talent
formula he applies — consistency,
procurement supervisor of NBCadvertising."
Mr. Jones said that although his TV program department.
quality and reir't'tion. "This is
Mr. Beglev. who started in show
equally true of TV- with some adrecognized the enormous in- business in 1923, has been personal
justment and au^lification of the agency fluence
of television, "we are in no manager for the past two years for
sense hysterical about climbing on
repetition factor."
this new bandwagon. . . . We feel his brother, Ed Begley, Hollywood
"Our greatest successes in radio
radio, stage and screen actor.
advertising were achieved by build- that each medium — be it daytime
BROADCASTING
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Col. Ranger (r) and Dr. John G.
Frayne, co-author of Elements oi
Sound Broadcasting [Broadcasting, June 20'\, ment.
inspect tape equipTAPE FOR TV
IRE, SMPE View Equipment
MEMBERS of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers received
a closeup of the Rangertone Synchonized Tape, as applied to sound
recording for television, at a meeting held in NBC New York studios.
Col. R. H. Ranger explained its
application and a regular TV film
with normal sound track was
played simultaneously with tape to
enable ods.comparison
of the two
methFor double system
recording,
where sound and picture are separately recorded, tape reduces cost
of material by 20 to 1, Col. Ranger
said. Several television commercial shorts have been made with the
tape intermediary, with the final
film sound recording made from the
tape. Smaller equipment is used
for recording which enables sound
recording to be made on location.
No auxiliary equipment is necessary for sound synchronization on
recording. Synchronizing equipment is included in the console
model for use by station, and for
normal sound playback on television, he pointed out.
HAL HUDSON
Joins CBS TV Hollywood
HAL HUDSON, for past year program manager of KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, has been named
manager of CBS television network program department in Hollywood. In this capacity he will
assist Harry Ackerman, CBS vice
president in charge of network
for radio and teleprogramming
vision, Hollywood.
For five years before joining
KTTV Mr. Hudson was with CBS
as Western Division program director.
Robert H. Forward, assistant
program director of KTTV, replacesrector.
him Mr.asForward,
acting program
diwho joined
KTTV at beginning of this year,
had previously been assistant program director at Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood.
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Challenges
WRTB

Avco

TV Double Features
DOUBLE FEATURE movies
will be shown over WJZ-TV
New York every Tuesday
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. this
summer, starting tomorrow
(July 5). According to Nat
Fowler, in charge of films
for ABC-TV, the features
all will be light comedies
produced
between 1940 and
1945.

Rule

PETITION

Repeal Order
MEREDITH Engineering Co. last week challenged FCC's repeal of
the Avco Rule on station transfers [Broadcasting, June 13], claiming
the Commission had overlooked Meredith's competing bid in the proposed sale of Raytheon Mfg. Co.'s WRTB (TV) Waltham, Mass., to CBS.
In its repeal order, the ComThe future of WRTB in itself has
mission had said that "there are
no competing applications on file" been in question for months, as
in any pending transfer case.
result of an FCC hearing to deterThis, Meredith claimed, was an
mine whether Raytheon has proerror. The petition quoted FCC
ceeded diligently with construction
staff members as saying that and should be granted the additional time it requested. HearMeredith's WRTB bid was "inading Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison,
vertently overlooked." It was filed
however, recommended 10 days
last November, ofl'ering to match
CBS' $242,000 bid for the Ray- ago that completion time be extended on condition that the statheon television outlet, the petition noted.
tion be ready for commercial
Meredith offered no objection to operation within 90 days [Broadcasting, June 27].
elimination of the Avco Rule as
such, so long as the repeal is not
Under FCC's new procedure, the
made retroactive to affect comexaminer's initial decision will become final 40 days after issuance
peting bids already on file. The
company asked for a revision to unless called up for review by the
Commission on its own motion or
make that distinction, maintaining
that otherwise it would be de- unless protested by qualified participants. WRTB is assigned
prived of its rights. If the repeal
Channel 2 (54-60 mc).
is retroactive, the company continued, "there isthe
a grave
. . . whether
order question
is not
illegal in its entirety."
Meredith Engineering is a subsidiary of Meredith Publishing
Co., publisher of Better Homes
and Gardens and owner of WHEN
(TV) Syracuse and of televison
applicants for Albany and Rochester. Its petition was filed
with FCC through Haley, McKenna.
& Wilkinson, Washington counsel.
FCC seemirigly will have to
rule on Meredith's petition before proceeding with the WRTB
transfer case.
KRTV (TV) CASE
Unable To Comply — Cowles
PRESIDENT John Cowles of
Northwest Broadcasting Co., permittee for KRTV (TV) Minneapolis, told FCC last week that
Northwest is powerless to comply
with the Commission's requirement
that overlapping stock ownership
of KRTV and WTCN-TV Minneapolis be eliminated [Broadcasting, March 21].
He said the Minnesota Tribune
Co., which is the ownership link between the two stations, has refused
to sell either its 14.6% interest in
the Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Co., which is Northwest's parent
corporation, or its 50% interest in
Minnesota Broadcasting Corp.,
owner of WTCN-TV. Nor would it
"trustee" its Minneapolis Star and
Tribune stock with someone unconnected with any television station,
he declared.
Dissolution of the ownership ties
was made a condition of the KRTV
grant, issued in March 1948. A
similar condition was imposed on
the grant for WTCN-TV but later
was removed because "the common
ownership situation did not exist"
when the WTCN-TV grant was
issued in October 1946.
Mr. Cowles' letter was submitted under date of June 23. Deadline for divorcement of the stations
had been set at July 1 by FCC.
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'SMALL FRY' SHOW
Ziv Contracts With DuMont
ZIV Television Programs Inc., subsidiary of Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
New York and Cincinnati package
producer, announced last week a
contract with the DuMont Television Network for Bob Emory's
Small Fry Club (Mon.-Fri., 6-6:30
p.m.).
Contract
the which
company's
Walter
Lantzcovers
cartoons
will
be features on the program acrossthe-board for six months, effective
today (Monday).
World Broadcasting System, another Ziv-owned operation, announced simultaneously the signing
of 66 renewals and extensions, and
of 24 new contracts for its World
Program Service library by U. S.
and Canadian stations.
ED WYNN
Signs for CBS-TV Series
ED WYNN, one of radio's pioneer
comedians, has signed with CBSTV to originate a weekly television
series from Hollywood. Program
will be carried in the East by
film recordings.
The William Morris Agency Inc.
represented Mr. Wynn in negotiations with CBS.
RTDG-NBC Talks
RADIO and Television Directors
Guild, in its effort to obtain a
contract with NBC for TV directors, will meet with the network tomorrow (July 5). At that
time NBC is expected to detail
the reasons why it is opposed to
having its TV directors under union contract. It is known that
thinking
behind itthebelieves
network's
tion is that
the posiTV
director to have so much authority that he is an important part
of management itself.

WXYZ-TV Detroit built this 70-ft.
tower so that it could telecast the
4-day Motor City Open Golf Tournament at the Meadowbrook Country
Club, Northville, Mich. The golf
course is 22 miles from the WXYZTV transmitter atop Detroit's Maccabees BIdg. A 4-ft. microwave reflector was used on the tower to carry the pictures, and the audio circuit was carried by regular telephone
lines. Final day's telecast was sponsored by Altes Brewing Co., Detroit,
through McCann-Erickson, Detroit.
WGN-TV CHICAGO
To Dedicate New Antenna
WGN-TV, Chicago Tribune television outlet, will dedicate its new
transmitter and antenna atop Tribune Tower in a special telecast tomorrow (Tuesday). The program,
titled The Picture of Progress, will
be in two parts. The first will
feature Col. Robert R. McCormick,
Tribime publisher, in a dedicatory
speech tracing the history of WGN
Inc. in the radio and television
field. A film and narrative account
of the new equipment and "what
it
Chicago televiewers,"
alsomeans
will beto presented.
The second portion of the program will present radio, theatre
and nightclub entertainers with
Lee Bennett, WGN-TV announcer,
as m.c. The station's new antenna
will be 610 feet above ground level.
NBC Signs WFMY-TV
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, has
signed with NBC-TV as that network's 46th video affiliate. The
television station, to begin operations on Sept. 1, is owned by the
Greensboro News Co., of which P.
T. Hines is general manager. The
station is also a CBS primary and
a DuMont affiliate [BROADCASTING,
June 30].

AT&T, TO A TALKS
Theatre TV Will Be Topic
THEATRE OWNERS Assn. is
planning to confer with AT&T as
its next step in inquiring into the
feasibility of theatre television.
Announcement was made last
week after a meeting in New York
of the TOA's television committee,
headed by Mitchell Wolfson, and of
the theatre television committee
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, headed by D. E. Hyndman. The SMPE is acting as the
technical guide and adviser of
TOA in television matters.
The TOA will confer with AT&T
to decide whether use of a common
catrier or a private carrier system might be cheaper in piping
TV to theatres. In pursuing the
costs problem, both inter-city and
intra-city program rates will be
investigated, it was said.
A statement issued by Messrs.
Hyndman and Wolfson following
their meeting warned the theatre
that if exclusive TV programs are
to be sent by radio to theatres, the
motion picture industry will have
to prove its needs to the FCC Within the next three to five months.
Failure to convince the FCC of the
theatre's need will leave only cable
for distribution, which may prove
uneconomical, they said.

FREDERICK

COE

Promoted by NBC-TV
FREDERICK COE, video producerdirector, last week was named
manager of new program development for NBC-TV program department. Mr. Coe's appointment to
the post, announced by Norman
Blackburn, national program director, is the fourth appointment
occasioned by the recent subdivision of the network's program
denartment [Broadcasting, June
131.
Mr. Coe will be responsible for
creating new ideas for video shows
at the network, and will devise new
techniques and treatments for television. He joined NBC in 1945,
and has been directing the Philco
Television Playhouse.
WOIC-TV Washington began Saturday programming July 2.
PITTSBURGH Sun - Telegraph has
added new television column; Video
Views," to its entertainment section.
Column deals with the industry as a
whole.
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For years Carolinians have been looking forward to their own television service — a natural
outgrowth of the South' s Pioneer AM Station, WBT. For months, distributors and retailers have
been flooding the Charlotte area with television sets.
TV reception in an area embracing 1,000,000 North and South Carolinians is assured from
WBTV's Spencer Mountain tower, rising 1135 feet above the surrounding terrain. Effective
Radiated Power will be 16,300 watts for video, 8,200 watts for audio.
Contracts already signed with the four major TV networks will give Carolina viewers a choice
selection of the best in network television programs on film.
WBTV offers advertisers the first television approach to the south's market-on-the-move, a minimum of 16 counties with Effective Buying Income* of close to a billion dollars.
* $961,964,000 Sales Management — 1949
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FILM
EAGLES' VIDEO
Bon Showing, Buy TV Spots
THE Philadelphia Eagles, National Professional League champions,
first pro-football team to decide
against telecasting home contests next season, have signed
with WCAU-TV Philadelphia for
one-minute film announcements to
promote the sale of 1949 season
tickets. The film announcements
will feature Steve Van Buren,
all-league halfback, who will tell
about new players the team has
signed and suggest that fans purchase their season tickets early.
Meanwhile,
an chief
Eagles'
spokesman said that the
reason
for
banning telecasts of its home 1948
games was based on a survey of
all of last year's season ticket holders who failed to renew. This survey disclosed that more than 40%
of those who had season tickets last
year said they were not renewing
them this season because they had
bought TV sets and planned to
view the games on them.
I.A. VIDEO DRIVE
Goal — Make City TV Center
FIFTY man committee from various industries and businesses including video, radio and advertising
agencies, is being set up by Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce
in drive to make that city the nation's TV center.
To create greater national and
regional business interest in TV
generally and to stimulate set
sales, group, speared by the C
of C television executive committee,
will within the next few weeks
launch an extensive public relations campaign.
Executive committee includes Harry
Lubcke,visionpresident
of Academy
of Tele-of
Arts & Sciences
and director
television for Don Lee Broadcasting
System;forniaHarry
Witt,
CaliBroadcasters
Assn.Southern
and manager
of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; Hal Roach
Jr., president,
Produc-&
ers Assn. andTelevision
partner Film
in Roach
Beaudette Enterprises; Bill Quinn, general manager, Southern California Radio & Appliance Assn.; H. L. Hoffman,
president. Hoffman Radio Corp.; Burt
Oliver, Hollywood manager, Foote,
Cone & Belding; Edward F. Baumer,
director of information and research.
Prudential Insurance Co.; Mai Boyd,
president, Teievi.qion Producers Assn.
and head of Mai Boyd & Assoc.
WOW-TV
Grid Schedule
U. OF NEBRASKA has granted
telecasting rights to WOW-TV
Omaha for the 1949 home games
of its Cornhuskers football team,
WOW-TV has announced. Scheduled to begin regular television
service Sept. 1, WOW-TV will telecast the first game Sept. 24. Game
telecasts will be sponsored by General Electric television dealers, who
also will sponsor AM football
broadcasts on WOW and KODY
North Platte, Neb., according to
WOW.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh has added
seventh day to its programming operations.
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CAMERAMAN Tom Foster of WNAC-TV Boston focuses his camera on the
colorful ceremonies of the "Holy Hour and Living Rosary for World Peace"
which was held recently in Fenway Park, Boston. WNAC-TV brought to televiewers panorama shots of the 45,000 men who attended the outdoor pageant
and closeup pictures of the 1,200 priests and brothers in the procession, the
drama, the Holy Name Choral Society of 50 voices, and the Benediction
service.

RADIO

EDITORIAL
KDAL

FIGHTS TV BAN
Swings Heftily at City Council Action

DULUTH city council's move to
ban television in bars brought into
sharp focus in the Duluth area
radio's newly-won editorializing
privilege.
KDAL Duluth moved speedily
when the council's intentions became known. Bill Krueger, KDAL
newcaster, on his regular 5:45 p.m.
newscast, swung hefty blows at
the city officials behind the TV ban
move.
"Duluth's city council today decided to ban television in city
taverns and bars," said Mr. Krueger, as he first gave the facts in
the case, then told why he was
opposed
continued:to the council's action. He
"The drive to ban television is
headed by Commissioners Lund and
Bodin, although Mayor Johnson
says a majority of the council
favors the ban. It would kill
television in placas where liquor is
sold.
Cites 'Unlawful' Use
"City Attorney Weinberg is
drawing up an ordinance that will
put on the ban. He says the council
has authority to make unlawful
the use of television on premises
where alcoholic beverages are sold.
In fact, says the city attorney,
governing bodies in Minnesota have
much wider latitude in regulation
of any spot that sells liquor. The
two commissioners, Lund and
Bodin, indicated there was pressure upon them to ban television
in the taverns. That pressure
comes from a group of Duluth
clergymen.
"In any city, Duluth included,
the tavern or the bar is the goose
that lays the golden egg. Commissioner Lund would be among
the first to admit that the on-sale
liquor places in Duluth pay a
good fat license fee to the city
every year. A tavern owner pays
through the nose to the city for

the basic right of operating a business. If the city council can ban
television sets in a bar, they can
ban radios, they can ban pictures
on the walls, they even can dictate
the type of haircut for the barMr. Krueger declared that the
elimination
of television would kill
tender."
business. "Let's emphasize," he
said, "that regardless of what you
think of taverns . . . they are a
legitimate business. A tavern is
a heavy contributor to the tax
treasury of any city. With Duluth
in the financial plight it is, the
commissioners can ill afford to kill
the source of its golden egg supply.
Accusing the city council of being provincial and "small-tovmish,"
Mr. Krueger said: "Just how provincial, how small-town can you
get?
Television
years,
it's
said, will be one in
of five
the 10
biggest
industries in the U. S. Other
cities recognize that and allow
television in their bars. But in
Duluth we're going to try to stop
progress and put the hex on a
fascinating new industry. . . ,"

ON TV
Readied for Viewers

PROGRAM to help TV receiver
owners in care and maintenance
of their sets has been authorized
by the Town Meetings Committee
of Radio Mfrs. Assn., meeting in
New York.
Preparation of a series of ten
one-minute films for telecasting
was authorized by the committee,
headed by R. C. Sprague, Sprague
Electric Co. Television Broadcasters Assn. will cooperate with RMA
in preparing the educational films.
Adoption of the campaign grew
out of a series of six "Town Meetings" sponsored by RMA. Servicemen reported many of their calls
came from set owners who did not
understand use of receiver controls
and antenna equipment or who had
improperly placed their receivers.
The film series is to be ready for
autumn telecast by all television
stations, many of which have indicated they will cooperate.

KARO (TV) STATUS
New Station Bid, Says FCC
KARO

Riverside, Calif., the television station of Broadcasting
Corp. of America which FCC has
said no longer exists [Broadcasting, March 28], now has been
advised by the Commission that
its request for facilities changes
will be considered a new station
application and has been placed in
the pending file.
KARO, originally assigned TV
Channel 1 (44-50 mc), now reallocated to mobile services, also had
been denied additional time to
complete construction of its facilities and a request for special service authorization to operate on
Channel 6 (82-88 mc). The station's request to modify its construction permit (declared defunct
by FCC) to specify Channel 6 was
declared a new station application by the Commission. The application and an accompanying petition to allocate Channel 6 to
Riverside was placed in the pending
file insion accordance
freeze policy. with the televiVideo

for the Deaf

VIDEO without audio highlighted achurch service teleADC HOLLYWOOD
cast by WAVE-TV Louisville.
To general viewers the teleMoves Two TV Departments
cast was nothing unusual, but
to the deaf members of the
ABC Hollywood television program
TV audience the service was
and production departments were
to be shifted from 6363 Sunset
a new and special feature.
The Rev. Martin Kosche, minBlvd. to the recently acquired Teleister to the deaf for the Misvision Center at Prospect & Talmadge Sts. on July 1.
souri Lutheran Synod, translated the sermon in sign lanOther departments, along with
guage while talking normally
executive offices, will be moved
into
the
television microfrom present site to the new quarphones.
The choir of the Pilters by end of August. Network
grim Lutheran Church of
production and program departLouisville presented the muments will continue to be headsic, with aattriothe"signing"
the
quartered in NBC Bldg. at 1500
numbers
same time.
Vine St., it was reported.
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Network

Billings for June
(Report 66)

illllll
DROP IN TV network billings was
revealed in the latest estimates
released by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.,
showing- June total billings about
12 9f below May. Summer lay-offs
have hit TV to the tune of about
$110,000 so far this year. May's
total billings reached $1,010,518
according to the Rorabaugh estimates, but June dropped off to
$891,447.
Among the accounts dropping
out of TV in June were P. Ballantine & Sons., boxing bouts; Cluett,
Peabody & Co. Inc., The Arrow
Show; Gillette Safety Razor Co.'s

llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllilll
boxing bouts; Household Finance
Corp., Backstage With Barry;
Miles Labs, Quiz Kids, and Textron
Inc., The Hartmans.
June's total of $891,447 brings
the 1949 first six-month total to
$4,401,965. The second quarter
total was nearly $1 million higher
than the first quarter total, in spite
of the June drop. First quarter
network TV billings were $1,764,654, compared to $2,637,311 for
April-June.
Listed below are the advertisers,
with shows sponsored and billings
for May and June: May

NETWORK TV BIILINGS, MAY-JUNE, BY ADVERTISERS
TV1 V
Show
Advertiser & Product
Network
Admiral Corp.
ABC
Radio & TV Sets
Stop The Music
DTN
$10,368
Broadway Revue
21,400
NBC
20,800
American Tobacco Co.
Your Show Time
NBC
Lucky Strike cigarettes
18,360
Ballantine, P., & Sons
CBS
Beer & Ale
Boxing Bouts
4,000
Barbasol Co., The
CBS
Shaving cream
Weekly
News
Review
Bell & Howell Inc.
4,400
ABC
Action Autographs
Cameras & projectors
5,440
Bigelow-Sanford
NBC
Rugs & carpets Carpet Co.
Bigelow Show
17,400
Bonafide Mills Inc.
Theatrical Agency
NBC
Linoleum
15,480
Bristol-Myers Co.
Break
the
Bank
ABC
Vitalis, Ipano, Sal Hepatica
Lucky Pup
CBS
ipana
9,768
Buick
Div.
of
Gen.
Motors
Corp.
Buick cars
Fireball Fun for All
NBC
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Co.
ABC
Ginger ale
13,560
Super
Circus
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Vaseline products
Greatest Fights of Century NBC
Chevrolet Div. of General
5,150
Motors Corp.
Chevrolet cars & trucks
Chevrolet
on
Broadway
NBC
14,400
Chevrolet Dealers Assn.
Chevrolet cars & trucks
Roller Derby
ABC
Cluett, Peabody & Co. Inc.
3,500
Neckwear, sportswear, shirts
The Arrow Show
NBC
Colgate-Pa Imolive-Peet
NBC
8,460
Vel & Lustre Creme
13,500
The Colgate Theatre
Dental Cream, Vel, Lustre
Creme
Howdy Doody
22,320
NBC
Crosley Div. of Avco Mfq.
Radios, TV sets & appliances
Whn Cnir4 Ttint9
NBC
Delta Div. of Rockwell Mfg.
ABC
Homecraft power tools
That's O'Toole
Derby Foods Inc.
6,140
Peter Pan peanut butter
ABC
12,960
Super Circus
Drug Store Television Productions
Drug products
Cavalcade of Stars
DTN
DuMont.
DTN
TV sets Allen B., Labs
Ted Steele Show
19,350
DTN
19,920
Morey
Amsterdam
Show
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
CBS
12,150
Batteries & spark plugs
Suspense
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Tires & tubes
16,350
Americana
NBC
Ford Dealer Assn.
CBS
Ford cars & service
17,520
Through Crystal Ball
Ford Motor Co.
CBS
Ford cars
Ford
Theatre
CBS
General Electric Co.
2,950
GE products
Fred Waring Show
46,250
General
Foods
Corp.
CBS
Sonka coffee
The Goldbergs
14,400
Post cereals
Small Fry Club
DTN
4,000
NBC
Jello products
Author Meets Critics
10,750
Maxwell House coffee
Leave It to The Girls
NBC
10,750
Gillette Safety Rmor Co.
Horse Racing
CBS
14,900
Safety razors & blades
16,300
NBC
Boxing Bouts
NBC
Walcott-Charles Boxing
Goodrich, B. F. Co.
ABC
Celebrity Time
12,360
Tires & tubes
CBS
Gulf Oil Corp.
We, the People
Gas, oil & tires
11,640
Gulf Road Show
NBC
9,450
CBS
Household
Finance
Corp.
Backstage With Barry
Loan service
4,100
ABC
International Cellucotton
Fun for The Money
Kleenex
Kellogg Co., The
Singing Lady
ABC
13,860
Shredded
Kraft
Foods Wheat,
Co. Corn Soya
NBC
Kraft Television Theatre
19,200
Mayonnaise
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June
$15,660
5,350
15,600
19,140
3,520
4,352
22,350
16,020
10,248
3,540
10,850
10,846
10,240
12,510
7,000
11,610
23,460
25,800
1,228
10,368
18,800
15,480
24,900
9,720
13,080
17,520
2,950
37,000
11,520
4,000
8,900
8,900
7,450
9,187
11,328
8,160
14,820
4,980
11,088
24,150

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Chesterfield cigarettes
Lincoln-Mecury Div.
Ford Motor Co.
Lincoln, Mercury cars
Lipton, Thomas J. inc.
Lipton's Tea
Lorillard, P., Co.
Old Gold cigarettes
CandyJoe, Co.
Lowe,
Popsicles
Mason,
Au & Magenheimer Mfg.
Miles Labs
Alka Seltzer & vitamins
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc.
Rugs & carpets
Morris, Philip & Co.
Philip MorrisDiv.cigarettes
Oldsmobile
of General
Motors
Oldsmobile cars
Pal Blade Co. Inc.
Pal razor blades
Phillips Packing Co.
Canned soups, meats &
vegetables
Pioneer
Scientific Corp.
Polaroid TV lens
Procter & Gamble Co.
Ivory,Bakers
Crisco,Corp.
Duz
Purity
Grennan Cakes
Radio
RCA Corp.
radiosof& America
TV sets
Reynolds, R. J. Tobacco
Camel cigarettes
Sagner's,
Son. Inc.
NorthcoolA., suits
Scott Paper Co.
PapelA.,towels
Stein,
& Co.
Pons& QortcrSf
belt & suspcndsr
Swift
Co.
Meats, cheese
Texas Co., The
Texaco Inc.gas, oil
Textron
Wearing apparel
Time Inc.
Life, Time & Fortune magazines
Unique
Art Mfg.
Mechanical
toysCo.
U. S. Rubber Co.
Keds
Westinghouse
Elec. Corp.
Whitehall
AppliancesPharmacol Co.
Kolynos & Anacin
Wine Advisory Board
California wines
Totals

Arthur Godfrey
& His Friends
Chesterfield Supper Club

CBS
NBC
CBS

Toast of the Town
Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scouts

ABC
CBS

Stop
Music Hour
Lucky thePupAmateur
Original

CBS
DTN

Howdy Doody

NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS

Quiz Kids
Mohawk Showroom
Preview
CBS-TV News
Pal Headliner
Lucky Pup
Masters of Magic
Fireside Theatre
Grennan Dessert Party
Kukia, Frank & OIlie
Camel Caravan of Sports
Camel News Caravan
Northcool Pimlico Races
Dione
1 dentityLucas Cooking

ABC
CBS

NBC
ABC
NBC
DTN
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC

The Swift Show
Texaco Star Theatre
The Hartmans
Crusade In Europe
Howdy Doody
Lucky Pup

NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC

Studio One
Small Fry Club
Mary Kay & Johnny
Dione Lucas Cooking

CBS
DTN
CBS
CBS

31,400
11,120 40,250
5,560
30,250

24,200

6,600
10,368
27,500
15,300

12,960
2,200
22,000
12,240

8,300
2,520
16,560
10,650
16,640
7,700
4,320
2,360
480
7,200
96,420
11,250
38,320
10,840

7,240
15,680
8,520
16,640
9,625 1
7,900
5,760
1,200
34,980
41,240

3,520
•9,070

4,400

10,320
32,250

14,610
28,200

5,760
19,868

24,835

6,640
5,200
12,600

5,200
6,640
21,000

7,000
5,280

7,000
2,640
4,500
$891,447

3,600
$1,010,518

SPONSORED TV UP 70 HOURS IN MONTH
Total for May Over 995 Hours, Rorabaugh Reports
LED BY SUMMER'S baseball
telecasts, sponsored television time
increased to 995 hours, 43 minutes
per week in May, according to the
latest figures compiled at Broadcasting from the Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising.
The report is published by the
N. C. Rorabaugh Co., New York
and contains data from 98% of
U.S. operating television stations.
The May total of sponsored time
is about 70 hours higher than
April.
Network programming accounted
for the major share , of all sponsored time in the month, reaching
a total of 536 hours, 10 minutes
in the sample week early in May.
Network time is counted according
to the number of stations carrying
the show on a sponsored basis. A
half-hour
show carried on 12 out66.)
lets accounts for six hours in these
computations. (See Table I, page

Spot broadcasting added up to
261 hours, 47 minutes in the reporting period. Local sponsorship
of TV reached 197 hours, 46 minutes during the week, compared to
164 hours and 39 minutes in the
previous
month's
report. increased
The roster of local
advertisers
from 877 to 958 in the same period.
This report, having been based
on an early week in May, does not
reflect the effect of summer layoffs
on network TV. The June estimate
(see above) shows this effect more
clearly.
Combining all forms of advertising— spot, local and network —
the top ranking form of programming employed is sports. A total
of 343 hours, 33 minutes was devoted to sports commentary, film
or actual telecasting of baseball,
boxing, roller derbies, horse racing,
and other sporting events during
that week. The bulk of the total
(Continued on page 66)
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WHIO-TV

Mr.

DAYTON'S

Time-Buyer

is your

Best

FIRST

.

.

TELSVISION

. Here's

TV-TIME

Buy

in

STATION]

why

WHIO-TV

Dayton,

Ohio

Studio, studio-control room, client audition room,inandthisannouncer's
boothof
are shown
interior view
WHIO-TV. Studio proper is adjacent
to garage which accommodates 22foot mobile unit and motion picture
truck, (right)

• WHIO-TV

is the only television sta-

tion in Dayton, Ohio, with complete
studios and broadcast facilities built
expressly for television. Only the very
finest materials and equipment made
WHIO-TV offices, studios, and transmitter tower are
on Wilmington Pike, Dayton, Ohio. Clean-cut brick
and limestone exterior fits into residential atmosphere of neighborhood, fabove)

Add to this the most capable television personnel in Dayton and you
have WHIO-TV

... the station local

sponsors and viev/ers prefer.
WHIO-TV

is the only locally-owned

for television broadcasting have gone
into the construction of these studios

and operated TV station in Dayton.

and transmission facilities.

Katz representative.

For availabilities, contact your nearest

Affiliated with
Dayton Daily News
and Journal-Herald
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.

SEPTEMBER START
Planned for WTVN

(TV)

WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
plans to begin telecasting in September, Edward Lamb, president of
Picture Waves Inc., WTVN permittee, has announced.
Mr. Lamb said the space WTVN
will utilize in the LeVeque-Lincoln Tower is being vacated by
tenants, refurnished and prepared
for installation of RCA equipment.
Delivery of the equipment will be
made July 25, according to Russell
Dubois, RCA's Cleveland representative. Audio and video transmitters, studio, control, antennas
and other equipment all are to be
furnished by RCA.
WTVN will be on Channel 6
(82-88 mc). It is affiliated in ownership with WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.
N.Y. TEIERATINGS
Texaco Show Tops for June
TOP TEN New York City Teleratings (TV home sample) for June
have been announced by C. E.
Hooper Inc. Programs and ratings
were:
Texaco Star Theatre 75.5, Bigelow Show Jfl.O, Toast of the Town
38.8, Kraft TV Theatre 37.6, Suspense 36.9, Ford Theatre 29.5, Stop
the Music (8-9 p.m.) 27.4, Chevrolet on Broadway 27.1, Arthur
Godfrey and His Friends 25.7, We,
the People 24.6.

BELLA SPEWACK, co-author of "Boy Meets Girl," Broadway hit play later
adopted for motion pictures, chots with J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice
president of television operations, during party at New York's "21" given
in conection with play's video debut. Play was done by network's Studio
One. Program, sponsored by Westinghouse through McCann-Erickson, is
produced by Worthington Minor. Others in picture are (I to r): Chet Posey,
McCann-Ericksoh vice president, unidentified guest, Mrs. H. K. McCann,
and H. K. McCann, agency's board chairman.

EMERSON

TV PRODUCTION
Firm Making 900 Sets Daily, Abrams

EMERSON Radio & Phonograph
Corp. currently is producing some
900 television sets a day, making
the company "one of the top producers of the industry," Benjamin
Abrams, president, said last Monday. "Our TV production now
totals 70% of Emerson's total
dollar volume to 30% for radios,"
he said, contrasting that ratio with

SWnCHES

ENGINEERED

BY

DAVEN

. . .

Built in a wide range of sizes, with varied arrangements ofpoles, number of positions, and
decks, in shorting and non-shorting types. These
switches feature low and uniform contact
resistance.
Write Dept. BD-3
for our new Switch-Bulletin

THE
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Reports

a year ago
duction waswhen
aboutEmerson's
25% TV proto
75% radios.
Mr. Abrams spoke at a luncheon session of a two-day meeting
at New York's Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel of
company's distributors andthe
representatives
from
all parts of the country. The
Emerson 1950 line, including 12
TV models and ranging in price
from a $14.95 table model radio
ing.$600 television-phonoradio comto
binations, was shown at the meetIn view of current economic conditions, Emerson is offering its
dealers a two-fold price protection policy, Mr. Abrams explained.
First, he said, "we will caution
dealers to carry only small inventories so that they may insure
themselves against being overstocked in the event of a change in
price or changes in models. Going
a step farther, we will guarantee
to the dealer that for any price reduction where his net cost is reduced tributor
by Emerson
and the
diswe will rebate
to him
the difference between the old and
new prices for all sets he has purchased in the 30 days preceding the

but can "no longer stand up in
the face of mass production methods and improved engineering techniques on the part of major manufacturers. This was to be expected and does not alter the fact
that today more television sets
are produced and sold to the public
than ever before." He estimated
that the industry will produce
around 2,250,000 TV sets during
1949, adding that more stations and
steadily improving program quality "will continue to make for
rapid expansion in the TV field,
which is destined to become a
$5 billion industry within five
Color's Advent
Looking ahead, Mr. Abrams
placed color TV four or five years
away but said that part of the
UHF band may meanwhile be alpicture
years."located to black-and-white
transmission,
although probably
not for at least two years. When
and if that occurs, he said, "Emerson will make available an inexpensive converter to retail in
the neighborhood of $25 so that
present owners of receivers will
be able to receive these high freDorman D. Israel, executive vice
president of Emerson, predicted
that
by the end of this year there
quencies."
will be some three million TV sets
in operation in the country, served
by more than 120 TV stations,
about twice the number now on
the air. But he warned his company's distributors not to sell radio short.
"Television is wonderful, but radio is far from a dead duck," he declared. He pointed out that the
"long overdue vest pocket radio
is close to being right around the
corner. When it comes we will
begin selling not a set to every
family, not a set for every room,
but a set for every individual!"

This guarantee covers all sets
reductions."
purchased in that 30-day period,
not merely those the dealer has in
stock at the time the reduction is
announced, Mr. Abrams stated.
This means, he explained, that the
dealer can assure his customers
of protection against price cuts
within a few weeks by offering
to pass along any rebates he may
get to them. In many cases, he
said, such an offer might persuade
a hesitant customer to buy now
instead of holding off in anticipa- SIX-YEAR-OLD Ann Harnsberger,
tion of lower prices later.
granddaughter of a District of Columbia commissioner, Guy Mason,
The price cutting of TV sets in
wields shovel during tree planting
recent months "actually marks to ceremony at WOlC (TV) Washington.
a large extent the liquidation of a
Participating in ceremony is Eugene
number of fringe operators" who
S. Thomas, WOlC general manager.
got by in the early postwar days
BROADCASTING
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Things
THE SCHOOL OF CREATIVE
ART, which teaches technique of
making television films, opened
June 23 at New Canaan, Conn.
Hubert Chain, writer and producer,
and William Haussler, cameraman,
both formerly with NBC, and Bob
Dixon, currently on Chuck Wagon, Singing Lady and other radio
shows, will do instructing. Students will learn by producing film
shorts for TV and at end of 10
weeks' course will have had experience.
Tom Meier, director of publicity
and public relations for F. W. Gabourie and Assoc., Los Angeles, is
on twoern months'
to major eastmarkets intripconnection
with
selling firm's educational television
series "Portraits of America.". . .
Malcolm-Howard Agency, Chicago,
plans one-minute TV spots for
Stratford Motors, Chicago Hudson
dealer. Spots feature stop-action
animation. Same firm doing oneminute spots for Tower Optical
Co., Chicago. Series includes four
commercials using live action.
Sue Hastings Marionettes Inc.,
with more than 2,000 marionettes
especially adapted for TV, has
signed exclusive film contract with
Dynamic Films Inc., New York.
Dynamic has produced over 100
CHANGING
TIMES
TV Dominates Fire Stations
PINOCHLE is passe in fire stations along Chicago's tony North
Shore. Local firefighters, after
years of in-service training in the
traditional card game and checkers, are captives of television. Now,
while waiting for fire calls, the
stalwarts debate on the sincerity
of wrestlers' half-nelsons and on
cavortings of the puppet pixies,
Kukla and Ollie.
In suburban Wilmette, where
video reigns supreme over chamber
music and bird watching, the
smoke-eaters tune in at 4 p.m.,
watching steadily until signoff time
for each of the four Chicago stations. The AM-FM-TV console was
donated by a sympathetic American
Legion and Auxiliary. Evanston,
home of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, which lambasts
TV liquor advertising periodically,
boasts video receivers in three of
its four fire stations. Sets were
purchased by the men themselves,
who avoid battles royal by judicious exercise of parliamentary
procedure and majority rule when it
comes to program selection.
The craze has swept southward
to Chicago, too, where handball — ■
once popular among older firemen
— has been supplanted by the new
medium. Video, firemen have
found, is adapted to young and old,
to the energetic as well as the
apathetic.
BROADCASTING

film commercials for TV and has
various children's programs in production under supervision of prominent child psychologists. First of
series, "The Lion and the Bunnies," now is available for audition
screening.
SDG FORUM
Glenn Keynotes First Meet
LOW-BUDGET television movies
are at present "one of the most
pointed threats" to motion picture
standards, Jack Glenn, president of
the Screen Directors Guild, warned
those attending the guild's first
public forum held in New York's
Museum of Modern Art. He explained the importance of the
screen director in overcoming such
a threat and expressed the prediction that it will diminish as television grows.
He further explained that the
forum was the first of a series at
which regular films and films for
television would be shown to the
general public in an effort to raise
standards. Films screened at the
initial forum were all produced by
or for the United Nations. Jean
Benoit-Levy, director of the UN
film and visual information division and director of "Ballerina"
and "La Maternelle," also spoke.
CBC TELEVISION
. Starts Building Staff
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
CORP. has started building its
staff for television development,
headed by J. A. Ouimet, assistant
chief engineer and television coordinator. CBC staff magazine
Radio points out in an interview
with Mr. Ouimet that CBC staff
members have first call on TV
jobs with CBC; that salaries will
be somewhat higher for TV technical staff; that no separate TV
division is to be established, but
that present CBC divisions will
have trained TV staffers.
At present CBC is sending key
personnel to study TV development
at stations in the U. S., and these
men will train others at CBC studios at Montreal and Toronto,
where first TV stations and program centers are planned.
WPIX(TV)

"Cooking"

on

WGN-TV

Yes, things are "cooking" on WGN-TV . . .
and WGN-TV's new sponsor participating program, "Chicago Cooks with Barbara Barkley,"
is one of the reasons.
"Chicago Cooks with Barbara Barkley" is the
only cooking program on Chicago television.
Produced by the pubHshers of the leading
home economics pubhcation, "What's New In
Home Economics," the program is a half hour
of actual cooking, using the products participating in the program. It is a sales demonstration of your product without "stop watch"
timing of the commercial. The program is
designed to attract the housewife with interesting and helpful cooking information . . . featuring mouth-watering recipes, famovis dishes,
usefiil hints and practical demonstrations.
Originally scheduled for once a week, the
program was increased to two-a-week before
the first telecast due to the amazing number
of sponsors wanting to participate, and the
schedule will be increased to three, foiar or five
a week as more participations are received.
Participation is Hmited to fo\xr non-competing
sponsors per program. We suggest you contact
us immediately . . . the remaining participations are on a first come — fixst served basis.

Cameras

WPIX(TV) New York has installed three new RCA TK-10 studio cameras, costing $14,250 each,
and other items bringing the total
bill for new equipment to nearly
$65,000. Thomas E. Howard, chief
engineer, said that the new cameras make it possible to release
three cameras for remote work,
giving the station a total of eight
field cameras.
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lys, with
ON,a former
E OVERT
DAVseveral
has
station
Alabam
Nashville, as
WSM
joined
sportscaster.
PATRICIA McCarthy, former executive secretary to former Ambassador
Seldon Chapin to Hungary, will be
heard weekly on WSYR Syracuse,
N. Y., in special news commentary
program.
WCSI (FM) Columbus, Ind. has con
structed its news room on first floor
of its new building, permitting people
on streets to watch news broadcasts.
RICK WEAVER, former sports and
program director at WHSY Hattiesburg. Miss.,
sonville, Fla.has joined WPDQ JackESTHER WEINER, newswriter at
WJEF Grand Rapids, and Irving
Kleiman were married June 26.
Respec;cts
(Continued from page 38)
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^OMPLETEng erection of
steel and
supporti
FM antenna — 600 feet above
street level.
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82 W. WASHINGTON ST.
Phone: Financial 6-3496
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In no time at all Mr. Velotta had
helpful."
become invaluable. "That boy will
be
a vice president
day," ItMr.is
Patterson
once said some
of him.
a source of gratification to Mr.
Velotta that some 16 years later
the boss' prediction proved right.
In 1933, at his own request, Mr.
Velotta was transferred to the local
sales department of the network.
Two weeks of service there convinced him, however, that sales
were not his forte. He returned
to Mr. Patterson's office as a clerk.
One important milestone had
passed in his two week absence.
"I got out of uniform," Mr. Velotta
says. He has been wearing civies
ever since.
At this period, Mr. Patterson
sent the youth to secretarial school
where he learned stenography.
With this ability, Mr. Velotta became a secretary to the executive
vice president, and served in that
capacity three years.
In 1936 he became assistant to
Phillips Carlin, then director of
sustaining programs. In 1942,
when the Blue network was separated from NBC, Mr. Velotta
joined Blue as assistant to the director of news and special events.
In 1946, by which time the network
had become ABC, he was made
director of news and special events.
He was elected a vice president
Jan. 1, 1948.
Mr. Velotta was born in Naples
Feb. 16, 1911, the first child of
Italian parents who had emigrated
to America. His mother, prior to
his birth, had complained of an
abdominal disorder and had decided to return to her home in
Italy, where she felt the comforting influence of her mother might
effect a cure. The ailment was
spectacularly diagnosed with the
arrival of Thomas.
"I was the tummy ache," Mr.
Velotta explains.
Mrs. Velotta returned to New

York with her first child soon after
his birth. Except for business
trips and a few vacations, Mr.
Velotta has not left the city since.
Mr. Velotta attributes his success in radio to hard work and the
useful instruction of his elders.
"I've had good teachers in this
business," he said recently. "Mark
Woods (president of ABC), and
Mr. Patterson and Phil Carlin and
lotsIt ofis others."
easy to conclude that his
assiduous labor has been more useful than the instruction he received. He has no time for hobbies.
Indeed until last November he had
not taken a vacation in years.
After the elections he decided to
get away for a while. He went to
a resort to rest, but he found this
singular activity so nerve-racking
that he returned to New York in
five days.
As vice president in charge of
news and special events, Mr.
Velotta is responsible for a total of
seven hours and 40 minutes of
broadcasts by commentators and
five hours and 55 minutes of
straight news shows every week.
"I keep busy," he laconically
commented the other day.
Mr. Velotta has two children,
Virginia, 12, and Thomas Jr., 4,
by a former marriage.
Religious Radio Meet
SECOND annual Summer School
of Christian Radio will be held
Aug. 8-19 under sponsorship of
Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, the
Institute has announced. School
is designed to make religious
broadcasting more effective in
reaching the public and is slanted
toward men and women engaged
in the field, as well as those who
wish to enter. Courses are offered
in station management, production
and ethics, speech interpretation,
transcriptions and announcing,
workshop programs and scriptwriting. Heading list of faculty
members are Robert Parsons, program director of WMBI, Institute
station; Alfred Campbell, WMBI
continuity supervisor, and Storm
Whaley, manager of KUOA, John
Brown U. outlet in Siloam Springs,
Ark.
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FIRE

PREVENTION

Ad Support Praised
AMERICAN free enterprise and
the Advertising Council received
laurels last Tuesday for their
part in the prevention of forest
fires. The occasion was a Salute
to American Business luncheon
sponsored by the American Forestry Assn. at the National Press
Club, Washington.
Lyle F. Watts, chief of the Forest Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, pointed out that over $3
million annually in time and space
is contributed by American business to the prevent Forest Fires
campaign. In radio alone over 538
million listener impressions were
received by the drive last year.
Four "smoke jumpers" from the
U. S. Forest Service base at Missoula, Mont., were flown to Washington for the ceremony. After
being parachuted to the Ellipse, a
program which was telecast by
WTTG (TV) Washington, they
went to the National Press Club
to present
plaques business.
to representatives of American
Charles E. Wilson, president of
General Electric Co. and chairman
of the Industries Advisory Committee of the Advertising Council, acted as spokesman for the
group of business executives. Frank
M. Folsom, president of RCA, was
represented by Orrin E. Dunlap
Jr., vice president in charge of
advertising and publicity for RCA,
at the ceremony.

NARND CONCLAVE
Directors Name Committee
AN ARRANGEMENTS committee
has been appointed by the board
of directors of the National Assn.
of Radio News Directors for the
association's convention in New
York Nov. 11-13. President Sig
Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolis,
made the announcement.
Named to the committee are Jack
Shelley, WHO Des Moines, Iowa,
general chairman; Frank McCall,
NBC; Wells Church, CBS, and Milton Burgh, MBS. Convention headmodore. quarters will be the Hotel Com-

First
Don't

Succeed

DECIDE TO PICK RIGHT" NOW
in the Memphis Market
and "'Sti'iit'h
lo —
10,000 WATTS
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wmm
680 KILOCYCLES
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BOSTON Lying-In-Hospital is origination point for WCOP Boston's
new Blessed Event show, featuring WCOP staffer Frank MacDonald
interviewing new mothers, fathers,
visiting relatives, and hospital personnel. Station also will keep in touch
with other Boston hospitals. Mothers
of babies born during the 15-minute
period show is on air will be congratulated on show and later will receive
awards. New parents are high point
of program, with M.C. MacDonald getting first hand impressions direct from
the hospital rooms. Blessed Event
is aired Saturday, 6:45-7 p.m.
Tailwaggers Time
DANDIFIED and well trained canine
will share television spotlight with
their lesser trained fellows — cats, gold
fish, foxes, turtles and other animals
— on WMAL-TV Washington's new
Monday program. Under Tailwaggers
Club of Washington, with its president, Marilynn Himes as principle,
weekly show will feature dog-giveaway a week, plus training course for
newly acquired dog. Viewers must
call Tailwaggers Club to win the
prize. Miss Himes and Bryson Rash,
special features director of WMALTV, wil conduct program consisting
of news and interviews. Special breed
will be featured each week and its
background and history related. Special stars of program each week will
be "Sinner," black miniature French
Poodle, and "Pansy," an ordinary cat.
Both are pets of Miss Himes'. Program will also feature new gadgets
for the animal owner.
Children's Quiz Series
DIFFERENT PARK or playground
each week is the location of the Fun
With Floyd, special series of tape
recorded programs on WSYR Syracuse, N. Y. Aired in cooperation with
the municipal Parks Dept. as a part
'of recreational program, show is
heard at 12:30 p.m. Saturday.
Job Opportunities
EMPLOYMENT for college graduates
in industry is discussed on series of
half hour programs aired over WITH
Baltimore in cooperation with U. of
Baltimore. Titled Opportunities Clinic, programs feature three or four
leaders in each of Baltimore's major
types of industry, and Dean Clifford
C. James as moderator. Suggestions
as to type of training prospective
graduates should take are made, giving clear picture of employment possibilities.
Miss Greater Philadelphia
BEAUTY and talent will determine
choice of 1949 Miss Greater Philadelphia who will compete in Miss America Pageant in September at Atlantic
City, N. J. Each week, through Aug.

13, young women are featured in a
series of eliminations on WCAU-TV
Philadelphia. Program is sponsored
by Thornton - Puller, 'Philadelphia
Dodge-Plymouth dealer, and account
was placed by J. Cunningham Cox
Agency, Philadelphia.
'Couple's Courtroom'
NEW AUDIENCE participation program, Couple's Courtroom, debuted
June 22 over WCOP Boston. "Judge"
Nelson Bragg, "Prosecuting Attorney"
Ken Mayer, and "Attorney for the
Defense" Frank MacDonald are featured on new comedy court show.
Each week they "try" couple who submitted best letter concerning such
marital difficulties as "naggingwives" and "back seat drivers."
Program is aired Wednesday, 9-9:30
'82-7411'
p.m.
GUN TOTING is regular practice for
WMBM Miami Beach's Bert Noble.
It is outgrowth of station's new show
prepared in cooperation with Miami
Police Dept. and aired Saturday at
5 p.m. Called 82-7411, police phone
number, program features wire recorded reports made at scene of accidents and follow-up official reports
at police headquarters. Mr. Noble,
who conducts program, also interviews accident witnesses, officers on
duty, and police officials. While automotive accident prevention is program's primary concern, Mr. Noble
answers all types of distress calls
with police squad cars, and it was for
his own protection that Police Dept.
suggested and authorized his carrying
a gun.
'Gai Paris'
FRENCH MUSIC interpreted by folk
singers and outstanding French performers is being heard in new quarter-hour weekly show, Gai Paris, on
KFMV (FM) Los Angeles. Transcribed program is produced in Paris
by French Broadcasting System.
Mayor Reports
RESIDENTS of Baltimore will get
their mayor's annual report by TV
this year. Desiring to bring record
of city governor's progress to more
people than have been reached in
past, Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro ar-

Shows with a Hollywood Wpritage ★ MsiTiber N ABBROADCASTING
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ranged with WBAL-TV Baltimore to
telecast series of eight programs
titled Your City Governor. During
the series the Mayor and heads of
various
city departments will appear
city.
at
WBAL-TV's studios in person to
explain what has been going on in the
'The Editor Speaks'
SERIES of weekly broadcasts. The
Editor Speaks, has started on WGAY
Silver Spring, Md. Each week an
editor or reporter from one of Montgomery County weeklies and from
Washington dailies appears on pro'Mrs. Philadelphia'
gram.
"MRS. PHILADELPHIA" contest of
1949 will be judged and telecast over
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. Starting
July 7, entries will be seen in nine
half-hour programs each Thursday
from 9 to 9:30 p.m. Winner will
compete for finals of "Mrs. America"
contest at Asbury Park, N. J., in September. Last year's
winner,
Mrs. Marie Strohmeir, local
won the national crown. Reddi-Whip Co., of
Philadelphia, placed through Abner
J. Gelula
& Associates, Inc., will sponsor contest.
Editorial Comment
WKDN Camden, N. J., in line with
FCC's revoking of Mayflower Doctrine, began presenting an editorial
viewpoint on June 27. Each Monday
at 1:05 p.m. WKDN will air What
Goes On Here, commentary on international, national and New Jersey
scene. Featured on program is Major
Ranulf Compton, president of South
Jersey Broadcasting Co., owner of
WKDN. Major Compton is former
Congressman from Connecticut and
radio commentator.
'What Should I Do'
NEW WEEKLY series on human relations problems, titled What Should I
Do, is being aired by KLZ Denver.
Presented in cooperation with Denver
Post, program features Janet Holmes,
who conducts daily human relations
column in paper; Judge Philip Gilliam
of Denver's Juvenile Court, and Mrs.
Mary Rose, probation oflScer at the
court. Names of persons writing in
are withheld, but specific problems
are given and answered by the expert panel. Both KLZ and the Post
are giving extensive promotion to
show, station reports.
Guest Newscasters
EACH WEEK CHAB Moose Jaw,
Sask., invites prominent citizen or
public official to do guest newscast
program, for seven days. It is usually
closing newscast of day at 11 p.m
CHAB news staff writes newscast, and
guest broadcasts. Program has created
favorable reception for evening newscast, station reports, and when program is sponsored, guest newscaster
will be paid at regular rates.

PROGRAM SCHEDULE service, with
a listing of availabilities of radio and
TV stations, has been released to 4,000
agency, sponsor and representative
personnel, Radiotime Inc., publisher
of service, has announced.

TEX BENEKE
Lavender Coffin
A Kiss DJ-725
and a Rose
4
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Thank The Man
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Upstairs
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MINDY
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One More Time
Happiness
DJ-727
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JETHRO

with JUNE
CARTER

Baby, It's Cold Outside
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SSA
to operate
770 kc 50 kw-D1. 25 kw-N
for period
beginning
AM— 1410 Sept.
kc

June 24 Decisions . . .
Time Extended
Ordered that time for filing excepapplicaproposed
tionstionsoftoGrand
Havendecision
Bcstg. onCo., Grand
Haven, Mich., and WMUS Muskegon,
Mich., be extended to July 18.
Oral Argument Set
Scheduled oral argument July 19 on
following cases: WARM Scranton and
WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; KTHS West
Memphis, Ark., WMFJ Daytona Beach,
Fla. and Hot Springs Bcstg. Co., Hot
Springs, Ark.
Scheduled oral argument July 18:
KSOO Sioux
D.; KWAT
Watertown
and Falls,
Corn S.
Palace
City Radio
Corp., Mitchell, S. D.; Home News
Pub. Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

the FCC
ofD-day
Actions
JUNE 24 to JULY 1
ant.-antenna
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
LS-local sunset
N-night
DA-directional antenna
med.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
STL-stndio-transmitter link
vis.-visual
unl.-unlimited hours
amplifier
^
^
eyncli.^ amp.-synchronous
CG-conditional grant
STA"special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
department, accompanied by a roundup of newend of this
appear
applications.
andthetransfer
station at

June 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Request for extension of completion
date new FM station: WGTR Boston;

KTTS-FM Springfield, Mo.; WHFM
Rochester, N. Y.; WDAS-FM Philadelphia; WAPO-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WHAT
Philadelphia — DISMISSED
June 22 application for CP to increase
power, install new trans, etc.
June 27 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Sterling
KCRC Enid, Okla. — Dismissed without prejudice application for CP to
increase power.
WPCF Panama City, Fla.— Granted
late appearance in proceeding upon
application for mod. CP.
Pontiac Bcstg. Corp., Pontiac, lU.—
Dismissed
tion for CP. without prejudice applicaRobstown Bcstg. Co., Robstown, Tex.
— Dismissed
tion for CP. without prejudice applicaWPCF Panama City, Fla.— Granted
leave to amend application so as to
specify new trans, site and ant. system;
and
removed application from hearing
docket.
KIND Independence,
Kan.application
— Dismissed without prejudice
for CP to change frequency, increase
power, etc.
Door County Bcstg. Co. Inc., Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Granted extension of
time to cision,
file exceptions
to proposed
dememorandum brief,
and request
for oral argument re its application
and application of Manistee Radio
Corp., Manistee, Mich.; time extended
to July 15.
WMIE Miami, Fla. — Ordered that Leo
Resnick in lieu of Elizabeth Smith be
assigned to preside at hearing re application for asssignment of CP WMIE
Miami, Fla. and that initial decision
shall be prepared by presiding officer.
Massasoit Bcstg. Corp., Taunton,
Mass. — Ordered that Elizabeth C. Smith

ATLANTIC CITY'S
HOTEL OF DISTINCTION
Devotednatingtoclientele
the and
wishescatering
of a discrimito their
every wantvantages of aanddelightful
embracing
all thehotel.
adboardwalk
Spacious, Colorful Lounges — Sun Tan
Decks
atop — Baths
Open and
inclosed
Soloria on—
Salt Water
in rooms
— throughout.
Garage
premises.
Courteous atmosphere
When in Atlantic City visit the
FAMOUS FIESTA LOUNGE
RENOWNED FOR PINE FOOD
OPEN ALL YEAR
Under Ownership Management
Exclusive Penna. Ave. and Boardwalk

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

BEN ADLER
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
Specializing in Simplified Systems Design
For Low Cost TV Operation
515 MADISON AVE. PLAZA 5-7358
N. Y. 20, N. Y.

in lieu of Hugh B. Hutchison be aspreside at Bcstg
hearingCorp.,
in applicationssignedof toMassasoit
Taunton,
Mass.,
et
al
and
that
initital
decision
shall
be
prepared
by
presiding
officer.
By Examiner Litvin
The Roanoke Bcstg. Co., Roanoke,
Ala. — Amended application to specify
1360 kc 1 kw D, in lieu of 930 kc
250 w D; removed application from
hearing.
WEXT Milwaukee, Wis. — Amended
application from 910 kc to 920 kc,
change trans, site and ant. system and
add current financial information.
By Examiner Cooper
Acting General Counsel — Continued
hearing on application of Chanute
Bcstg. Co., Chanute, Kan. to Aug. 8.
By Examiner Blume
Floral City Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Mich.
— Continued indefinitely hearing on application for CP.
By Examiner Resnick
Delta Bcstg.
Inc., Thibodaux,
—
Amended
application
to specify 630La. kc
500 w D in lieu of 800 kc 250 w D
and submit current legal and financial
hearing.
data, and removed application from
By Examiner Bond
Suffolk Bcstg. Corp., Patchogue, N. Y.
— Amended
application
specify definite trans, site
and ant.to location
and
include certain eng. data relating to
construction and operation of station
as proposed from new trans, site.
KGBS Harlingen, Tex. — Amended
application to specify different trans,
site and Include certain eng. data relating to construction and operation of
station
as proposed from new trans,
site
Hermitage Bcstg. Corp., Nashville,
Tenn. — Deferred action on petition to
amend ancial
application
information. to show revised finJune 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1320
Jackson Assoc. Inc., Attleboro, Mass.
—CP new AM station 1320 kc 1 kw D
AMENDED to request 1320 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-DN,
change stockholders, officers
etc.
SSA— 770 kc
KOB Albjiquerque, N. M. — ^Extension

Roy
CALIFONE
10 pound • Professional Quality
Three-Speed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200

1000
WATTS
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Thompson

25 years of radio experience and personal particiin hisservices
community's
projects pationand
have
made Roy Thompson a
R household word in industrially-rich Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
will
assure
you a loyal, buy1
ing audience throughout the
listening hours.
A ABC
1240 KC

W

KTFS Texarkana, Tex. — CP to change
from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to 1410 kc
1 kw-D 250
w-N.
Modification
of CP
KNOE Monroe, La.— Mod. CP to
change frequency increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
WDXY Spartanburg, S. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.License for CP
WFJL Chicago — License for CP new
FM station.
CP to Reinstate
WJEM instateSpringfield,
Ohio— CP to reCP new FM station.
License Renewal
WABE Atlanta, Ga. — Request for license
tional FMrenewal
station.noncommercial educaModification of CP
WNBQ mercial
Chicago
— station
Mod. CPfor new
comtelevision
extension
of completion
date.
i;
TENDERED
FOR
FILING
AM— 1520 kc
KTED Laguna Beach, Fla.— CP to
change
from1 kw1520unl.kc 1 kw-D 250 w-N
to
1520 kc
June 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WFVG
Fuquay newSprings,
N. C—
Granted license
AM station
and |
change studio location; 1460 kc 1 kw D. !
WSHBcense newStillwater,
Minn.—
Granted
AM station 1220 kc 250 w liD.
WCPMcense newMiddlesboro,
AM station Ky.—
560 kcGranted
500 w liDf
WRXOcense newRoxboro,
N.
C—
Granted
liAM station 1430 kc 1 kw D.
WEAUcense Increase
Eau Claire,
Wis.—
Granted
lipower and make changes
DA-N.
WOMTcenseManitowoc,
Wis. — Granted
lichanges in vertical
ant. and
change
location.Area of Atchison,
S. H. trans,
Patterson,
Kan. — Granted CP for new remote
pickup
KALC KA-3395.
Alamosa, Col. — Granted mod.
CP forlocations.
approval ant. and trans, and
studio
The Outlet Co., Providence, R. I. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of comdate to 9-15-49
StationpletionWNEL
Corp., for
AreaWIXLO.
of San
Juan, P. R. — Granted license new reWCUA).mote pickup KA-3625 (formerly
Vir N. James, Salida, Col.— Granted
KA-3624.
CP for new remote pickups KA-3623,
KBUD Athens, Tex. — Granted mod.
of license to change studio location.
WMOB-FM Nunn Bcstg. Corp., Mobile, Ala.— Granted request to cancel
CP and mod. thereof for new FM station.
WDZ Decatur, 111. — Granted mod. CP
to change type of trans, and change
main studio location.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as
shown: WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. to
9-20-49; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa to
11-2-49; KTSA, San Antonio, Tex. to
8- 1-49; WMRC Greenville, S. C. to 8-149; WMBD
Peoria, 111.
to 9-15-49;Raleigh,
KOME
Tulsa
to 12-9-49;
WNAO-FM
N C. to 8-30-49; WCMW-FM Canton,
Ohio to 9-11-49; WLAD-FM Danbury,
Conn, to 9-15-49; WFMI Portsmouth,
N.
to 9-1-49;
to H.1-9-50;
WCBTWCPO-TV
RoanokeCincinnati
Rapids,
N C. to 8-20-49; WEXI St. Charles, 111.
to 8-21-49; WHKY-FM Hickory, N. C.
to 8-1-49; WILM-FM Wilmington, Del.
to 1-30-50; WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
to 10-3-49; WEOL-FM Elyria, Ohio to
9- 16-49; WAFM Birmingham, Ala. to
10- 1-49.
WONW
Granted
license new Defiance,
AM stationOhio
1280— kc
500 w D.
KMMOcense newMarshall,
Mo.
—
Granted
listation and change studio
location; 1300 kc 500 w D.
WSNW license
SenecanewTownship,
S. C—
Granted
AM station
1150
kc 1 kw D.
,■ .
WSAMcense Saginaw,
install new Mich.
trans, — Granted
changes liin
vertical ant. and mount FM ant. on AM
tower and change trans, location.
(Continued on page 67)

Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Member AFCCE* sting
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen . Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
C.Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D.
LO. 8821
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO

RAYMOND

M.

WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

P. MAY
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
LIttte Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING

JOHN

J.

& CO.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604, 1757
National
WASHINGTON

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Notional 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesdc 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCB*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blaclchawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

LYNNE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8873
Washington 5, D. C.
BROADCASTING

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
EXecurive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

• Telecasting

Of. XRADIO
3iiUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
( a Chicago suburb)
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/^tomotion

IRVING M. LICHTENSTEIN has
been appointed press relations director of WWDC Washington.
Mr. Lichtenstein, who was member of
WWDC news staff replaces WADSWORTH LIKELY in press relations
post. Mr. Likely has been assigned
to station's news staff.
CHARLES N. McKINNEY has been
appointed manager of promotion and
merchandising department at KVOO
Tulsa. He has been
active in newspaper field and in
promotion and public relations work
in Southwest.
MARY LOU HEDLEY, 1949 graduate of Oklahoma
U.'s Journalism
School, was apMr. McKinney
pointed assistant
to Mr. McKinney.
RUTH ASHTON, Columbia Pacific
Network assistant director of public
AGAIN PRESENTS

Value

+ Quality

^<u$t<M4, PIERCE /7-^^«^
CHRONOGRAPH
• WRIST WATCH
• STOP WATCH ^

TACHOMETER
^^^
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'*^
^^«
''"
LEMETER
PRE-TIMED BY ELECTRONICS
$
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(formerly $71.50)
"4 in 1" watch
IDEAL for use
• Two Push Buttons
in sports, sciences, engineer• Incabloc Shock Resistant
ing, medicine,
photography,
• Sweep-Second Hand
radio, aviation.
• Anti-Magnetic
AUo availablewater resistant
• Radium Dial
model - $29.95
• Stainless Steel Back
plus 10%$89.50)
tax
(formerly
• Unbreakable Crystal
MAIL ORDERS
promptly filled.
Shipped C O D. or
send check or money
order.
EWELERS
117 West 42nd St. (Dept. B.R.) New York 18
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affairs, and ED CONKLIN, CBS-KNX
Hollywood day news editor, have announced their marriage.
JACK SATTERFIELD has joined
WKNA Charleston, W. Va., as promotion manager.
'Baby Sitting'
HUNDREDS of Philadelphians were
treated to "baby sitting" program by
WPEN Philadelphia's Eddie Newman.
Program was aired from front lawn
of Philadelphia resident who wrote
best letter on why Eddie Newman
should
for him.
Audience
at
event"baby
was sit"
treated
to sandwiches
and soft drinks.
'Lest We Forget'
REPRINTS of article "Lest We Forget" byofHarold
Franklin,
program
director
Institute
for Democratic
Education, which appeared in Broadcasting April 11, and an editorial
titled "Lest They Forget," which appeared in same issue, have been distributed by Institute to all stations
that carry its program. Article and
editorial refuted charges that broadcasters are not operating in the public
interest.
Penetration
BRIGHT blue promotion piece has
been distributed by KCKN Kansas
City. Theme centers around "hypodermic" message to "Be Sure Your
Sales Message . . . Really Penetrates
the Billion Dollar Market of Greater
Kansas City. . . ."
Roses for Spectators
OVER 2,000 long-stemmed American
Beauty roses were distributed to spectators on opening day of Motor City
Open golf tournament at Northville,
Mich., bytroit.WXYZ
and WXYZ-TV
DeStations aired
and telecast
three days of the Open. Promotion
was handled in co-operation with the
Mt. Clemens Rose Gardens. Flowers
were distributed by WXYZ personnel.
In Commemoration
COMMEMORATIVE booklet heralding
merging of opera, radio and television
has been distributed by NBC. Booklet, "Aida — the Sight and Sound of
Great Music," answers questions as
to what role television will play in
broadcasting of great music, and anticipates accomplishments which television will bring. NBC broadcast and
telecast
opera
"Aida"
March 26 Verdi's
and April
2, with
Arturoon
Toscanini directing NBC Symphony
Orchestra, soloists and 60-voice
Robert Shaw Chorus. With his presentation of "Aida," Maestro Toscanini
completed his 12th season conducting
NBC Symphony Orchestra.
Newspaper-TV Tie-In
ON SATURDAY afternoons Erie (Pa.)
Dispatch stages A Preview of the Erie
Sunday Dispatch over WICU (TV)
Erie, Dispatch video station. Performers read comic page, review features or discuss personalities in Sunday paper. On June 18 program, Stanley Hancock, promotion manager of
paper, stated that prize would be given
for best entry representing letters

clipped from paper showing call letters
of station (WICU). By June 24 more
than 2,300 entries had been received,
paper reports. "Talk about pulling
power," said Edward Lamb, owner of
newspaper and WICU, "the two media
are just natural partners!"
KTSA's Invitation
ANNOUNCEMENT from "Mr. and
Mrs. Buying Public and family, San
Antonio
. . ." that
be and
"At
Home During
July they
and will
August
Available to the Radio for Your Campaign on KTSA," has been distributed
by station to trade. Folder includes
statistics that "from July 1 to Labor
Day, only 6.8% of the nation is on
vacation at any one time, and only
4.4% goes away."
'Tea at Three'
WITH OPENING of its new building
at 2301 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles, The
Mayers Co., advertising agency, is
inviting its clients, media representatives, suppliers and friends to join
its "Tea at Three Club." Members,
who receive special membership card
with name inscribed on a doughnut,
are invited to have a cup of tea and
doughnut or cookie with agency personnel on building's terrace.
Broadcasting Lures
PROMOTION
SportNew
Fishermen's
News on WBSMfor(FM)
Bedford,
Mass., features posters in tackle
dealers' windows; letters to all tackle
dealers in quantities for distribution to customers; news releases to
Boston, Worcester and local papers,
and placement of FM sets in tackle
dealers' stores. Johnny Waldo, local
tackle dealer, is program's announcer,
supplying authentic touch.
'Cisco Kid' Display
WINDOW DISPLAY in Frankenberger's, men's clothing store,
Charleston, W. Va., features dummy, astride horse, wearing western
clothes as part of WKNA Charleston's promotion for Cisco Kid, Frederic W. Ziv Co. package. Large picture of "Cisco Kid" and posters displaying program schedule of WKNA
also are featured. Drivers for Holsum
Bakery, show's sponsor, wear sombreros and bandanas during deliveries, and posters on side of their
trucks promote show.
Picking Winners
CONTEST wherein viewers are invited to pick winners and time of feature wrestling matches over WMALTV Washington is being sponsored by
RCA Victor and Phillips Radio, Television & Appliance Co., Washington.

COMPLETE
SIMULTANEOUS

Person who has successfully guessed
winner and time of next week's match
receives tickets to following week's
matches, opportunity to appear on
television, and an RCA Victor table
model radio.
Signature Birthday Card
FRIENDLY JANITOR at WRAK and
WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa., received four hundred multi-colored
slips containing listeners' names and
birthday greetings in response to request bynouncer
Ev on "Rube"
anBeyond Rubendall,
Control early
morning program. Janitor, whose
laugh is famous in Williamsport area,
was guest at birthday party on air.
'Voices of Tomorrow'
FINALISTS in WBEN Buffalo's sixth
annual "Voices of Tomorrow" contest
sang on both radio and television for
first time this year. Station auditioned
hundreds of amateur and semi-professional singers. Four winners in soprano, alto, bass and tenor classifications received a $50 War Bond
and are featured in Buffalo Evening
News Fourth of July Family Jamboree.
In addition to WBEN and WBEN-TV
appearances in the finals, singers are
afforded an opportunity to sing over
WBEN on regular programs, and two
best singers are sent to Chicago by
station to take part in Chicagoland
Music Festival.
KSD News Staff
FOLDER distributed by KSD St. Louis
contains information concerning station's news editors, writers, reporters
and announcers. Also included are
pictures of staff and other facts.
Forum Discussion
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., sponsored a luncheon meeting for local
set distributers and dealers at which
plans were made for inaugurating
test pattern with three-day public
demonstration Sept. 11-13 at Kansas
City's Municipal Auditorium. Dean
Fitzer, general manager of WDAP,
urged close distributer cooperation
and plans for programming by Nov.
1 were announced. Members of Mr.
Fitzer's staff answered questions in an
open forum discussion.
KYW Fans
RADIO played important part in 1949
Auto Show in Philadelphia. Exclusive
coverage was given by KYW Philadelphia with 22 broadcasts originating
at exhibit. Besides thousands of
hand-fans inscribed "I am a KYW
Fan" given to visitors, giant carousel
with enlarged animal cut-outs pointed
up public relations activity of station.

SCHEDULE
SERVICE

REPRESENTED NAT?ONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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JAMES W. LUCAS, former program
director, has been appointed director of programming for- Associated Program Service, New Yorlc.
He will now have full responsibility
for supervision of the program, advertising and promotion, quality control, product-development and research departments. LESLIE F.
BIEBL, former continuity chief, was
appointed program and promotion
manager for Associated.
WILLIAM GAGE, vice president of
Twin City Television Lab, Minneapolis, is acting as general manager
while JOSEPH BECK, executive director, recovers from an auto accident
[Broadcasting, June 13]. Mr. Beck
will be hospitalized from six weeks to
two months, and will require several
additional months of recuperation.
GEORGE BURTT, formerly creative
head of Advertising & Sales Consultants Agency, Los Angeles, has opened
his own television consultant oifice
at 3201 Garden Ave., that city.
C. P. MacGREGOR, head of C. P.
MacGregor Co., Hollywood recording
and transcription firm, has been installed as president of Los Angeles
Rotary Club.
DON GIESY, formerly publicity director of DuMont Television Network,
tomorrow (July 5) will open his own
public relations offices at 104 East
40 St., New York. LOUISE POLETT,
Mr. Giesy's assistant at DuMont for
past year, will be a junior partner in
new firm, to be known as Don Giesy
& Co.
EQUIPMENT
WILLIAM J. MORELAND Jr. has been
appointed vice president in charge of
manufacturing of Conrac Inc., Glendora, Calif . Mr. Moreland was head of
development engineering for Altec
Lansing Corp., New York, and was
closely associated with perfection of
Altec minature microphone.
LYNN EATON, formerly with Bendix
Home Appliances Inc., South Bend,
Ind., has been appointed to new position of general sales manager of
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y.
A. A. MEDICA, formerly with RCA
Custom Division, has been appointed
promotion manager of receiver sales
division, Allen B. DuMont Lab. Inc.,

New York. He will head DuMont
"Telecruiser" promotion which firm
has inaugurated to aid DuMont dealer
sales in the New York area. Promotion, if successful, will be taken to
other areas.
JOHN J. EIBYE, formerly in charge
of promotion and sale of rectichargers
and rectifilters at Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
New York, has been appointed manager of magnetic component sales.
Mr. Eibye has been with Raytheon
since 1942.
STANDARD ARCTURUS Corp., Newark, N. J., announces that Kotron
selenium rectifiers are now available
in variety of forms and types.
ANDREW
INGLIS
Partner in Mcintosh Firm
FRANK H. McINTOSH, Washington consulting radio engineering
firm, has been changed to Mcintosh
& Inglis, with addition of Andrew
F. Inglis as a
partner.
Mr. Inglis has served
as
consulting engineer with the
firm the past four

Mr. Inglis

Born on March
years.
17, 1920,
Mr. Inglis received
his
bachelor of science degree in

physics at Pa.,
Haver-in
ford College, Haverford,
1941. After one year of graduate
work at the U. of Chicago, he was
an electronics instructor there for
six months. Mr. Inglis was with
the Naval Research Lab. for eight
months, then served as radio engineering instructor in the U. S.
Navy, stationed at Bowdoin College, Me., for the next two and a
half years. He joined the Mcintosh
firm in 1945.
WAATJBEW
Sign
INTERNATIONAL Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, Local 1212,
last week reported it had signed
a one-year contract effective June
6 with WAAT and WATV (TV)
Newark for 30 engineers. The
new scale starts at $65 weekly and
goes to $120 after five years, it
was said. The old scale was from
$60 to $100, the union reported.

"VIC" DIEHM SAYSi

in the Know- Now!
Yes, get in on your share of this
$103,000,000 market now! Our 90%
listening audience is a buying audience. Direct sales gains are the results of your WAZL
spent advertising dollar. For further information contact
Vic Diehm c/o WAZL
or Assoc.
Robt. Meeker
521 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C.

WAZL
EitDbllshtd 1932 Hjilctoo, Pa.
BROADCASTING

THE VOICE OF
PENNSYLVANIA'S HiGHEST CITY

• Telecasting

'Technical

enformerl
CHEW,supervisor
for yKTSL
THORNTON gineering
(TV) Los Angeles, has been
named vice president in charge of engine ring of KFMB-TV San Diego.
JAMES P. SUPTIC, engineer at KGAK
Gallup, N. M., has been named chief
engineer.
DON FEDDERSON, general manager
of KLAC-TV Hollywood, has anannounced installation of Television
Recorders' video transcription unit.
FRANK A. SULER Jr., formerly with
WNVA Norton, Va., has joined technical staff of WHOK Lancaster, Ohio.
G. F. DeMARRAIS and NORMAN
GROUSE, engineers at KCRG Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, are fathers of daughtively.
ters, Heide and Christine, respecEDWIN W. HILL, chief engineer at
WDHL Bradenton, Fla., is the father
of a boy, Armas Edwin.
RCA TUBE Dept., Camden, N. J., has
announced that versatility of RCA
WO-79a and similar oscilloscopes using
the 3KP1 oscillograph tube for photographing electrical phenomena may
be increased by using its new threeinch, blue-screen oscillograph tube
3 KPll.
MARK SIMPSON Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y., has released Masco
lMB-13 all channel TV indoor antenna booster.
STACKPOLE CARBON Co., Electronic
Components Div., St. Marys, Pa., has
announced 2-watt molded carbon composition resistors, designed to meet
JAN specifications.

featnre propins, inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. T.
I

ENGINEERS'
GUIDE Handbook
Ennes Writes
BROADCAST
OPERATORS
BOOK. By Harold
E. Ennes.HANDNew
York: John F. Rider Publisher Inc.
pp. 265. $3.50.
A COMPREHENSIVE study of
the engineering side of broadcasting, Mr. Ennes' handbook was first
printed in November 1947 with a
second printing made in February
of this year. As a staff engineer
at WIRE Indianapolis, Mr. Ennes
writes in the operators' language
and his book is intended to aid not
only newcomers to the field, but
also experienced engineers who
may find new ideas in this outline
of the how, when, where and why
of a broadcast operator's problems.
Divided into six parts. Broadcast
Operators Handbook deals with:
(1) "Operating in the Control
Room and Studio," (2) "Operating
the Master Control," (3) "Operating Outside the Studio," (4)
"Operating the Transmitter," (5)
"We're Off the Air" (maintenance), and (6) "Technically
Speaking" (equipment).
GENERAL ELECTRIC has announced
two new portable radios with Eastern
prices ofteries.$19.95
$29.95 onless
batModel 141 and
operates
battery
only; Model 143 on AC-DC power and
battery.

JOHNSON

Adjustable phase sampling loops
Isolation filters
Sampling
FM and AMlinesconcentric lines
Fixed capacitors
Variable
capacitors
Phase sampling transformers
FM iso-couplers
Standing wave indicators
Tower lighting filters
Supports
lines for open wire transmission
Pressurized capacitors
Neutralizing capacitors
Fixed inductors
Variable inductors
Write rfor
specific your
information
diectly or through
consulting
engineer.
E. F. JOHNSON
CO.
WASECA. MINNESOTA
July 4, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding .issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
)(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Immediate opening — Commercial manager for south Georgia station. Top
salary, must be able to sell. Must send
complete information first letter, plus
disc and picture and three references.
Must have perienced
experience.
Also, initiative.
one exannouncer with
Box 488B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, manager for 250 watt station.
Fine salary. Good bonus. Box 625B,
BROADCASTING.
Experineced manager wanted by substantial organization to manage network station
in cityproven
of 100,000
population.
Must have
background.
Salary and bonus can provide excellent
income. Send complete details, references etc. to Box 640B, BROADCASTING^
We'll
pay
for a produce.
commercialThe manager
who can really
station
will be 1000 watts very soon and is
located in a rich midwest agricultural
area that has a tremendous potential.
If
a top salesman,
your
realyou're
opportunity.
Box 662B,here's
BROADCASTING.
We will soon go on the air daytime,
later on fulltime. We also have a TV
application
pending.
We of
wantsales
a manager of proven
ability
who
would be interested in such an opportunity. L. W. Andrews, Inc., Radio
Consultant, 219 Whitaker Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.
Salesmen
Wanted — Progressive, industrious salesman and sales manager, for new progressive midwestern 5,000 watt indestation, in half-million
ket. Highpendentpercentage
paid. Mustmar-be
hustler. Box 478B BROADCASTING.
Local sales manager — Excellent opportunity, aggressive livewire who knows
radio, likes to sell, can inspire and lead
sales staff in highly competitive large
eastern metropolitan market. Well established network affiliated growing
station. No hot shots or pressure boys
need apply. Applicant must be sober,
dependable,
highest
character, future.
interested in building
a permanent
Send all facts — background, ability,
sales record,rangementreferences,
working
ardesired and date
available
to Box 639B, BROADCASTING. ^
Regional network station in prosperous
urban-rural market in north central
states has immediate opening for good
salesman. Working conditions excellent.
Good salary. Chance for advancement.
Box 670B, BROADCASTING.
We need an experienced time salesman
who needs money. Salary plus commission. 250-watt Mutual outlet. The
accounts are here, they just have to
be called on. Rush full details to Box
571B, BROADCASnNG.
Several narttime salesmen for metropolitan New York area. WKBS. Oyster
Bay,
5200. Long Island. Call Glen Cove 4Announcers
Announcer-operator,
first class.
Experienced. Montana station.
Top wages.
Permanent. Airmail Box 471B, BROADCASTTT<rr;.
Experienced anno'incer. Able to operate console. CBS affiliate near Baltimore scription
and ■^'7a?;hinffton.
Send Salary
tranwith complete details.
plus talent. Box 627B, BROADCASTING^
Want°d. A" a^inouncer with a good
record on direct air sales. Box 669B
BROADCASTING.
ExDeri°nc«"' combination announcerengineer. !t!"nn month to start plus
talent if capable of sports play-by-play.
Position Okla.
'ir.'v open. Contact KRHD,
Duncan,
Mutual affiliate in hiehly desirable city
needs young experienced announcer
capable handling news and snorts.
Moderate starting salary. Opportunity
for adva'^C'^ment. No long distance
calls or d''^c=i. Give pertinent data inif any, cluding
etc. refer<^nces.
in firstnumber
letter. dependents,
William T.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Kemp, KVER, Box 1388, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Wanted. Experienced sports announcer
for 5000 watt station located in university town. Must be familiar with
college football, baseball and basketball, alsonouncers
ableshift. to
regular
anSendwork
audition
record,
experience and salary expected. Willing to pay expenses for personal inNo shiftersWJRD,
need apply.
Contact ab
Radioterview.Station
Tuscaloosa,
Al
ama.
Experienced disc jockey - salesman.
Good opportunity for right man. Contact WKNP-FM, Corning, N. Y.
Wanted — Experienced announcer with
selling delivery. Send audition disc,
picture and background data. WLVA,
Lynchburg, Virginia.
Announcer wanted. Morning man with
warm friendly approach. Detail previous experience,
and Mt.
expected. Addresssalary
replyearned
WMIX,
Vernon, 111.
Technical
Wanted — Combination engineer-announcer for progressive Mutual affiliwatts locatedtowns.
in one Station
of Georgia's
mostate 250progressive
well
financed and owned by Walter Brown
and Edgar Kobak. Send outline of
experience, photo and recording of
voice to Edgar H. Kobak, Mgr., WTWA,
Thomson, Georgia.
Immediate position for experienced
engineer-announcer. 40 hour week 1
kw net affiliate. Experience necessary.
Contact Earle Russell at KXOB, Stockton, California.
Need ers 3at once
combination
engineer-announcfor WGTN,
Georgetown,
South Carolina. State salary expected,
ship audition disc.
Production-Programming, others
News Director. Must be network calibre newscaster, experienced in local
reporting, and rewriting wire copy,
with ability to direct department.
Proven record in similar capacity with
large ouscity
station and
necessary.
experience
salaries. Give
Box previ412B,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Continuity writer who can
turn out commercial copy speedily and
efficiently. Some announcing. Starting salary $40 per week. If interested,
address tograph
background
phoand audition information,
disc to Box 629B,
BROADCASTING.
Order mantaker
required.
Man weekly
or wodesiringnot$75.00
or more
needed by independent in wide open
market of 100.000. south. Write Box
65fiB, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-announcer who can handle
position as program director. $200
month to start plus talent if capable
of
play-by-play.
PositionOkla.now
open.sports
Contact,
KRHD, Duncan,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Completely qualified station
and commercial
desires
advancement. Have manager
had excellent
success
in small station in highly competitive
market. Will arrange interview. Box
486B, BROADCASTING.
Asst. or general manager — Successful
renord. Ten years manager network
affiliate plus ten years experience all
departments. Interested in permanency
with stable, progressive organization.
Box 507B, BROADCASTING.
Here's
opportunity
to improve
your
operation.
Twenty year
man in radio,
experienced
in
management,
programming, sales, available now for , key
position in progressive station. AM or
TV. Box 558B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
General manager, independent station,
past 5 years, previously salesman, networkness.station.
Know how toBox
get 569B,
busiBest references.
BROADCASTING.
Strong on sales, programming, promotion, personnel. Can get your station
in black. Have done so for others. Am
at top presently. Want opportunity
sales, salesmanager, manager. Thirteen
yearsent.experience,
network
References. Married,
two-independchildren,
sober. Available for interview California
and
adjacent
states.
Box
605B,
BROADCASTING.
12 years experience all facets radio
broadcasting. Prefer tough situation.
Box 622B, BROADCASTING.
Sales-commercial manager, desires
position
with aggressive
station.
College education,
10 years radio,
agency.
Promotion experience. Box 623B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-assistant manager. Especially
qualified as administrative assistant
to general manager who concentrates
on sales-public relations and needs
operations supervisor. Eleven years
radio plus non-radio executive training of exceptional nature. Experience
in eastern
and midwestern
major notice.
markets. Available
on reasonable
Box 635B, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager needs new opportunity to help pull station out of red.
Can do combination, selling, managing
and continuity writing, 42 years old,
married. 22 years selling and managerial experience. Good references.
Not afraid of work. Box 645B, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced air salesman with television training wants position progressive station, preferably west or southwest. Good references. Also competent
announcer. Box 552B, BROADCASTING.
5 years success in sales; 3 continuous
years with 5 kw; B. A. in advertising;
write selling copy; am married, car
owner; excellent references; available
mid-August.
Box 602B. BROADCASTING.
Salesman, 32, married. Permanent
position desired. Will travel anywhere.
Have built up one station and have
successfully opened another. Have
written $85,000 in business in the past
year. Picture and full particulars on
request. Walter H. Hemann, c/o WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, 111.
Announcers
Announcer — Experienced all phases,
strongreferences,
play-by-play
AM, Box
TV.
Top
travel sports.
anywhere.
9113. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23. College graduate,
single, reliable, one year commercial
experience. Some copywriting. Excellent references. Box 579B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Thoroughly experienced;
rural programming, news specialty,
family man. Desire permanent position
in midwest. Favor small city. Box
590B, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster:
announcer. YearThree
sportsyears
show.staff
Desires
play-by-play. Good baseball, football,
basketball
knowledge.
license. College
degree. First
Young,class
single.
Prefers Texas. Disc, photo on request.
Box 610B, BROADCASTING.
Canadian mike men are tops. Yes,
it's
Fletcher
with been
CBS, proven.
Harry Junkins
withMarkle
NBC,
Ivor Francis, Larry Thor, Hugh Kemp,
just to name a few who are tops.
Now. here's another boy who wishes
to Place in the TJ. S. 12 years experience in announcing, narrating,
disc jockeying, writing, producing
plu'; one year agency experience. Now
in Montreal but will move anywhere.
Disc and recommenda+'ons. Available
anytime. Box 6?0B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, salesman, continuity writer,
thirteen months experience on two
east Texas stations. Desires change.
CASTING^
Married.
Veteran. Available, one
week'":: notice. Box 626B, BROADAnnouncer, limited announcing and
acting experience, college station. Colgrad, advertising
voice,lege good
diction. maior.
Some Pleasing
writing.
Prefer tant.
middlewest.
Salary
unimporBox 628B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer-writer. Specialize in ad-lib. Disc shows, audience
participation,
sports,
etc. scripts
Also, creative ability for
dramatic
and
new programs. Available immediately.
Transcription,
photos,
scripts
and
refBROADCASTING.
erences upon request. Box 633B,
First class morning man available immediately. Nine years experience. Box
636B, BROADCASTING.
Available August 1. Young announcer,
single, honestperience.
effort
for chance
exGood radio
voice. at Disc
and
photo.
Will
go
anywhere.
Box
637B, BROADCASTING.
Money maker + crack announcerjockey
= me! I'lllistener
guarantee
skyhigh
sales, skyrocket
ratings.
Can
prove I have doubled station profits.
Box 641B, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience as announcer,
writer.westNow
director, midnetwork.program
Desires concentrate
on
announcing. Board, news, general. Box
642B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer desires position ADC
with Discopportunities
forBox
advanceBRO
ment.
andAST
photo.
ING
. 643B,
Announcer wants to work hard and
settle down young, some experience.
Box 648B, BROADCASTING.
Two-man DJ team, morning specialists.
Proven consistent mail pull. Six and
four years experience respectively.
Experienced
in all phases. Presently
CASTING^
employed.
Minimum salary requirement, $65 each. Box 650B, BROADAnnouncer, young single, good selling
voice.
Graduate
leading
announcer's
school.commercials,
Radio City.
Can handle
full
stint
news,
interviews,
CASTING^
etc. Strong on DJ shows. Will travel.
Disc available. Box 651B, BROADSports-disc jockey. Prefer permanent
sports job. 28, five years experience,
high ball
school,
college
football,
basketprofessional
baseball.
Station
and
agency references. Available right
away, first of September or right after
BROA
coming football
season.
Box. 652B,
DCAS
TING
Announcer, copywriter, single, 24, two
ING^
years
experience. Strong news voice.
Will travel. Box 654B, BROADCASTGot fifteen minutes? Then give a listen
to mytalkdiscforjockey
audition.
my
sales
a regular
spot onIt'syour
CAST
station.
Facts IN
and figures
to prove
G.
audience reaction. Box 659B, BROADAttention managers — Note this package. with
Experienced
year old formarried
veteran
ticket25 available
$65.00
either as announcer or combination
man. Want permanent position in
established station east coast preferred.
Best suited for DJ and commercial
shows.
References and disc. Box 661B,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Experienced play-byplay. All sports,
all has
announcing.
Unloyed as station
ceased operation. Box emp663B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, operator. Have ticket. Experience 20 kw
FM staSingle
willmetropolitan
travel.shows.
Combination
man. tion.
Produced
own
Staff.
Excellent
references.
Box 666B,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Experienced play-by-play.
All
sports including calling harness
CASTING^
races. College grad. Presently employed. Will travel. Box 667B, BROADAnnouncer — Young, experienced. Will
travel. Can furnish references, disc
and
upon request.
Jack Coyle,
WIP, photo
Philadelphia
7, Pa.
Announcer desires position in progressive independent or network affiliate.
Very reliable. Thorough knowledge of
announcing, newscasting, radio writing.
Let audition tell story. Wire or write
Portland.
Oreg
Jackie Knapp,
9810 N. Willamette
on. Blvd.,
Announcer desires position on staff of
progressive station. Age 21, single,
conscientious. Recent graduate of
radio school. Audition disc sent on
request.
Write
Reuben
7'/2
Brown Street,
Bellows
Falls,Miller,
Vermont.
Versatile announcer-singer, piano accompaniment. For disc and details,
John D. Mills,
5101 13th St., N. W.,
Washington,
D. C.
Station managers — The Pathfinder
School of Radio Broadcasting is sending out the best -trained announcers and
writers available. Sixty-seven stations
in twenty-three states have employed
our graduates. Starting salary forty to
fifty dollars a week. 1329 Oak St.,
Kansas City, Missouri. Harrison 0473.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Serious-minded June university graduate. Knows board. Need job. Anywhere. Disc, photographs ready. Write
Box 577B, BROADCASTING.
Summer replacement announcer. 3
years college, English and speech
major. Experienced
commercial, disc jockey.newscasting,
Charles Reese,
143 Church St., Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Phone 4516.
Alert, aggressive announcer will go
anywhere
for minimum
wage and
maximum advancement
prospect.
Extensive
classical music background. Disc jockey, newscasting, continuity ability.
Single, available immediately. Disc on
request. Art Slavin, 79 Columbia St.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Announcing position wanted by college
graduate andnouncers.School
Radio AnStrong on forinterpretation
and commercials. Otis Stern, Sardis,
Ohio.
Technical
Engineer, 16 months experience, first
phone, active amateur, 25, married, car.
Desire position in midwest. Available
immediately.
Box 402B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 22, single, first phone and
second telegraph. Transmitter experience 250 w. Available immediately.
Box 517B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. College degree supplemented by experience in AM, FM,
television, 50 kilowatt transmitters, network studios, directional antennas and
construction. Box 591B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,mitter,IV2remotes.
years
experience
Graduate
RCA. transNow
employed. Box 615B, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer experienced in play-by-play
sports,
allround announcing.
Exoerience
as chief
engineer 250 and 1000 watt stations,
manager, sales, copywriting. Available
short notice. Married. References.
Box 624B, BROADCASTING.
Available, 1st license, degree, 10 years
experience. 7 as chief. Box 630B,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Anyexperienced.
place
Florida.
InFulltimeinonly.
Box 631B,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man. Licensed engineer-announcer available for any locality. Will
consider combination or straight announcing. All offers carefully considered. Capable. sober. reli=ible,
friendly. Box 644B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
1st phone,
9 months
experience transmitter,
console,
remotes
and
recording';. Presently employed, desire
change. SiTJ^e. have car. Box 646B,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man, vet, 21, single, recent graduate, first phone, good voice,
go
ING.anywhere. Box 647B, BROADCASTEngineer presently employed with car.
Desires nosition north of Virginia. Box
649B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, B.S.E.E. Degree, 1st class
radio-teleohone license and 36 months
studio and transmitter experience, desires position in broadcasting or television. Box 653B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, vet., 22. Ambitious, some
combination experience. Desires permanent ndition. ■"rilling to travel. Box
664B, BROADCASTING.
Operator. Combination transcription
experience in metronoMtan ?0 kw FM
station. First class phone. Single, will
travel. Box 665B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced 5 kw. directional antennae, remotes. Desires position withi" icn miles NYC. Box 673B,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, just finished 8V2 months
of school. Young and will work hard
for start in broadcasting. Southern
states preferred.
E. Parman, Elgin,
Kansas.
P. O. BoxL. 83.
Young man, 25 years old, four vears
Navy radio. Graduated Bellevue. Three
years announcing, all nhases. Two
years chief engineer. Desires position
as operator-announcer preferable in
south. Can write own shows. Write
Box 296, Sterlington, Louisiana.
Ik

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone, first telegraph, 3 years
telegraph ex. Prefer north middlewest.
25, single, combination acceptable. W.
M. Dahlberg, Lot 141, 3600 Sheffield
Ave., Hammond, Indiana.
Transmitter operator, experienced,
amateur, married with car. Desires
position with progressive small station in Ohio, New York or New England. Write F. L. Daly, 8 Linwood Road,
Boston 22, Mass.
Engineer. Experience in FM-AM. 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph, class A amateur,
available now. M. W. Johnson, 436
N. Hazel, Danville, Illinois.
First class license — 34 weeks radio
school. 44 weeks Navy electronics
school.cast Some
experience.announcing.
Don Lewis,No316broadWest
First, Maryville, Mo.
Operator, first phone, 25, married, one
year broadcast experience, location
unimportant.
LloydTexas.
O'Morrow, 124 W.
Mesqulte, Dublin,
First phone man desires position in
broadcasting station. Some experience.
Can do announcing. Write Carlton
Peterson, Ogden, Iowa.
Production-Programming, others
Experienced girl Friday desires change.
Bonafide reasons. Administrative, programming, continuity, traffic, public
relations, air work. Box 594B, BROADCASTING.
Station
manager's
letter
on
character,
abilityenthusiastic
tells my story.
Journalism grad. 250 experience, report, write, edit, read news. Box
617B, BROADCASTING.
Young man now program director.
Midwest regional available soon for
simUiar position or good announcing
job. Experienced
phases.
news.
All snorts. allGood
voice.Strong
Box
634B, BROADCASTING.
Attention North Carolina — Program director-an ouncer 10 years
in North
radio
would like to return
to old
state. Best references. Married and
have family. Reliable and only consider oermanancy. Box 638B, BROADCASTING.
Writer-announcer, Radio school graduate, intelligent,
reliable,
sonality, will travel
for pleasant
personalper-in
terview,
audition.
Box
657B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman to edit and broadcast. Extensive experience, college education,
married, denendable. recommendations.
Box 660B, BROADCASTING.
Program director experienced in traffic
and sic.continuity.
degree
in mu4 years radio.College
Age 28.
Single.
Box
6P8B, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stattoru
Florida daytime station in metropolitan
market with exceptional coverage on
good regional
frequency.
Power
increase and fulltime
indicated.
$47,000.
Box 482B. BROADCASTING.
California network outlet, exclusive in
prosperous, growing market, with no
television worries. $35,000 down payment required. Box 621B, BROADCASTING.
For Sale — A 250 w fulltime network
affiliated station, operating at a good
profit. Write Box 655B, BROADCASTING.
2 construction permits in good markets.
L. W. Andrews. Inc., Radio Consultant,
219 Whitaker Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.
Equipment, etc.
New transmitter — 10'''^ off — Brand new
3 kw Westinghouse FM transmitter. 2
crystals.
2 setsTenof nercent
tubes. off
StUllistin nrice.
shipping crates.
Wire Box 18?B. BROADCASTING.
New FM station applicants and engineering consultants. If you plan to
place your FM antenna on top of the
present
installation.
can offer youtower
a practically
new Weisocoupler
at a low price. Write Frank O. Myers,
Manager. KCMC-VM, Tpxarkana. Tpx.
Must sell one (1) Western Electric 25B
console with power supply and new
junction boxes. Also for sale in portable case, one (1) 6N-disc recording
table with-lD-cutter head. First reasonable offer accepted-KCSJ, Pueblo,
Colorado.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Complete 250 watt standard broadcast
and 3 kw FM consisting of following:
RCA tric
250K
Elec504-B2 transmitter.
transmitter, Western
399 ft. Ideco
guyed tenna
tower
with WEconsole
54-A FM
anand RCA
plus
accessories.
W. H.76-BMurphree,
WABB,all
Mobile, Alabama.
FM Antenna for sale — 1 Western Electric 54-A 6-bay FM antenna with sleet
melting
16 months
on
97.3 mcs. equipment.
Replacing Used
with pylon
for TV
installation. Bargain at $2500.00. Also
single cell Westinghouse precipitron
air
filter.excellent
Cost $570.00.
Sell $300.00.
items
condition
F. O.BothB.
Greensboro. Write or contact Jim
Winecoff,
Greensboro,Chief
NorthEngineer,
Carolina. WFMY-TV,
Blaw-Knox self supporting square
insulated cluding
steelbeacon,tower
ft high
inmake 304offer.
WHEC,
Rochester, N. Y.
Truscon H-30 286 foot self-supporting
tower, will support 4 bay FM or TV
antenna, brand new, never erected,
complete in every detail with A-3
lighting, base insulators and all hardware, $4500.brand
GE BT-l-A
250 watt with
FM
transmitter,
new, complete
two
sets
of
tubes,
$1250.
GE
BY-2-B
4 bay FM antenna, brand new, $900.
Presto mentRexair
"B" used
suctionlessequipfor dual Model
recorder,
than
10 hours,
$125.
WE
universal
reproducer set complete with 9A head,
5A
arm, 171A and KS10066 filter and
switch assembly, used, in good condition, $85.wire
"Wirecorder"
complete
with tubes,
and two batteries,
used, in good condition, $75. WE
23-C console, complete with tubes and
WE relay power supply, used, in good
condition, $200. RCA Varacoustic
microphones, 2, used, good condition,
$15
each. Brush
PL-20usedpickups
cartridges,
new $15,
$10. with
All
prices quoted FOB. WHHH, 2nd
Nat'l Bank Bldg., Warren, Ohio.
Four-bay GE FM antenna. Formerly
used on 98.3 mg. Perfect condition.
All reasonable offers considered. Contact Bernard Jacobs, WOAK, 4000 W.
2-6272.
Washington Blvd., Chicago. Sacramento
FM transmitter for sale. RCA FM3A.
New. Equipped
with RCA forFM3A
fication kit. Crystals
107.5modiMC
channel
298.offer.
Transmitter
in service. Best
WPFB, never
Middletown,
Ohio.
Presto 75-C portable recorder, needs
repair. speaker,
1-C like cutter.
WE 753-B
loudnew. WWBZ,
Vineland,
New Jersey.
Tremendous savings on copper, pure
electrolytic bonding copper. 3000
#— .025" X 2V4" wide x coils @ 25<t lb.
F. O. B. our plant. H. P. Mandel and
Sons, 2840 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois. Ph: Bishop 7-7890.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted — Three 250 foot towers. All
should be same type. Give price and
present status of tower. L. W. Andrews,
Inc., Radio Consultant, 219 Whitaker
Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.
Two station managers want to buy staHave 15 G's cashwestdown,
terms.
Desiretion.southwest,
or and
northwest.
Will consider CP. Box 598B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 76C or 76B RCA studio consollette in good condition. Please quote
age and pric^ in first letter. Box 544B,
BROADCASTING.
Interested
purchasing
kw transmitter in
and all
accessory1-5 transmitter
equipment necessary for operations.
Prospective owner intends to dismantle and shin abroad. Box 520B,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Equipment for complete 1000
watt station. Advise price and year of
manufacture per item. L. W. Andrews,
Inc., R-'dio Consultant, 219 Whitaker
Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.
Miscellaneous
Boosting profits
campaigns.with
Cleanregional
selling,advertisquality
writing.
Robert
Kilb
Productions,
Inc.
?10
City.Fifth Avenue, Suite 1102, New York

Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALESMAN WANTED
Excellent opportunity for experli\ enced salesman with New England 50 kw network affiliate. Immediate opening. Send outline
( of experience
photo to
BOXand573B,
BROADCASTING
l^.^-^..,..,^.^.^^^^^.^
Situations Wanted
Managerial
WILL TRADE—
successful twenty-two year career for
right opportunity with stable, progressive organization. Fully experienced as program director, asst. -manager, general manager 5 kw network
affiliate. Broad experience invaluable
in time of retrenchment or expansion.
Would accept lesser capacity for right
opportunity. Identification available
from Sol Taishoff or Maury Long at
BROADCASTING or write
BOX 533B, BROADCASTING
Announcers
ATTENTION, DENVER COLORADO!
Experienced announcer and program manager, now employed,
wants to locate in your area.
Excellent recommendations.
BOX 658B, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, others
Young Man With A Past
Thirty pleting
years
old he ispublic
currentlyrelations
coma responsible
assignment
in
one
of
Europe's
principal
news centers.
He has been managing editor of a
profitable trade magazine in Europe and
a highly
and commentator for anendoi-sed
Americaneditor
network
in Vienna.
College trained he was a newspaper reand radio
before with
his enlistmentporter
in the
Armywriter
Air Force
which
he served as a combat flying officer.
Now contentedly married he is planning an early return to the U.S. and
wants to market these qualifications,
coupled with a virile sales personality
for a radio or TV position which will
pay off in direct proportion to results
produced.
A complete resume including references,
photograph
and a disc
speaks Box
for
itself is available
uponthatrequest.
632B, BROADCASTING.
School
7^ SCHOOL
RADIO

^

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved
for Chicnnn
G.I. Training
New
York and
firnvrhes.irt
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bldg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
{Continued on next jmge)

RADIO WRITING
Book Traces Techniques
FUNDAMENTALS OF WRITING FOR
RADIO. By Rome Cowgill. New York:
Rinehart & Co. Inc. 295 pp. $3.50.
THE MOST important step in
teaching radio writing is to acquaint students with the radio
medium itself — "letting them hear
what they write" — according to
Rome Cowgill, script writer for
State Dept.'s Voice of America
and formerly script editor at U.
of Wisconsin's WHA. With that
thought in mind, Mr. Cowgill prefaces his Fundamentals of Writing
for Radio.
The book's purpose is two-fold:
To help the student learn to write,
stressing the relationship between
radio and other forms of writing;
and to teach techniques through a
sound understanding of the broadcasting medium itself. After devoting his introduction to an objective analysis of radio as an
industry and writing as a basic
ability, Mr. Cowgill first takes
up the "radio play as a story,
For Sale
Stations
For sale — 30% interest in established FM station 30 kw.
Midwest — metropolitan area.
Funds to be used to develop
Transit Radio Franchise. A
good investment for ^20,000.
Write
Box 672B,
BROADCASTING

because it exploits every aspect
. . ." Succeeding chapters deal
with such topics as dialogue and
narration, sound, music, transitions, plotting the radio drama,
special problems, continuity and
spot announcements, talks and
marketing. Included also are a
few notable examples of effective
scripts.
At conclusion Mr. Cowgill observes that: (1) Radio teaching,
especially script-iwriting, is not
yet a fulltime job except in a few
professional
few
radio schools,
critics and
exist(2)in"very
the
sense that drama or book critics

LECTURE SERIES
do."
Dr. Huth Expands Course
TWO SERIES of lectures on
"World Radio" and an international broadcasting seminar will
be included in the courses Dr.
Arno G. Huth will direct at the New
School for Social Research, New
York, next season.
The first "World Radio" course
in the fall will examine current
conditions in broadcasting and television. The second course, to be
offered next spring, will take up
problems and activities in international broadcasting, Dr. Huth
said. Admission to the international broadcasting seminar will be
restricted to advanced radio students and professional broadcasters.
Dr. Huth plans to have outstanding radio-TV leaders as
guest speakers. Courses will be
combined with field trips and demonstrations ofinternational broadcasts and of the new techniques of
word and image transmission.
KGER

TOP TALEXT AVAILABLE
Directors,
Writers,
ers, Engineers,
Office Salesmen,
Help all on Announcfile with
Graebner's
—
Radio's
newest
and
progressive agency. Advise us of most
your
job openings and we'll help you in a
hurry.
Graebner's
Radio Placement
410 Syndicate
Bldg.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
1
1

■

Offices

KGER Long Beach, Calif., has announced opening of new studios
and business offices in Spring Arcade Bldg., 541 S. Spring St., Los
Angeles. Phone is Madison 2551.
The 5 kw station operates on
1390 kc. Galen Gilbert is general
manager.

....
FULL TIME
.... REGIONAL
....
WEST COAST
....
MAJOR
MARKET
....
SLIGHTLY MORE
THAIV
ANXIJAL GROSS

■

■■
11
11
I1
■■1
■
I

Opens

PRICE:
$337,500.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
WASHINGTON D. C.
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
711 Construction Bldg
Rav V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
S. Akard and Wood Sts. 235 Montgomery Street
Sterling 4341-2
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
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Sponsored TV Hours
(.Continued from page 5U)
creased from 93 hours in April to
was remote broadcasting. This figure amounts to more than one-third
111 hours, 15 minutes during May's
of all sponsored time during the sample week. Live and film comweek.
binations dropped from 67 hours
Sports programming in April, to 36 hours during the month, and
before the baseball season was in remote broadcasting increased
full swing, amounted to only 212 from 202 hours to 318 hours and
hours.
28 minutes. Other forms of proLive programming decreased
duction, including the use of slides
during May, dropping to 511 hours in combination with live voice or
and 27 minutes of sponsored time.
films, took up the remaining 17
This is about 33 hours below the hours and 52 minutes of the total.
April total. Film showings in(See Table IL)
TABLE I
TV SPONSORSHIP BY PROGRAM TIME
Total
Local
Network
(Hrs.-Min.)
(Hrs.-Min.)
(Hrs.-Min.)
(Hrs.-Min.)
75:20
5:00
57:30
15:48
:32
2:55
8:27
Audience Participation
2:02
Spot
3:20
Discussion
23:30
23:30
65:00
:57
15:56
Dramatic
1:50
81:53
Children's
1:30
Educational
:35
2:47
:57
Fashion
25:06
1:15
2:30
7:18
15:18
6:49
8:01
Household
&
Women's
77:16
Musical
65:00
5:28
45:43
News
24:05
14:49
75:39
4:15
:52
28:30
59:00
343:33
Variety
Quiz
34:50
208:54
Special Events
Sports
202:45
228:24
41.19
21:49
Announcements
19:07
6:32
4:15
:15
19:30
Miscellaneous
536:10
261 :47
Total
1:55
^ 2:05
197:46
995.43
TABLE 11
TV PRODUCTION METHODS
Live
(Hrs.-Min.) Live &
Film
Slide
Remotes
Film
Shows
Live-Film
56:00
5:00
Combination
31:20
428:50
Networks
20:00
12:52
37:06
12:50
Local
187:54
42:49
22:13
74:34
60:24
3:51
Spot
318:28
36:41
Total
511:27
111:15
17:52
New

Discs Planned;

Radio Praised
UN SERIES
STARTING about the last week of July, 275 independent stations in
216 cities in 45 states will start a quarter-hour transcribed series. The
UN Story, Benjamin Cohen, assistant secretary-general of the United
Nations in charge of public information, said Wednesday to a meeting
of radio editors at Lake Success. *
"Radio is doing a tremendous
Mr. Cohen also announced that
another UN series. Two Billion job in putting us in touch with the
Strong, has been so successful as people," Mr. Cohen stated. He
lauded the cooperation of American
an afternoon program on ABC
that the network is repeating it broadcasters as "a splendid exas a Saturday evening feature
ample for the rest
the world."
Summarizing
thisof cooperation,
during the summer. It started J uly
2. In addition to Citizen of the he reported that 170 stations are
carrying the daily UN Today
World, hour-long documentary
written and directed by Norman
series; 96 CBS stations have carried Memo From Lake Success
Corwin, which CBS will broadcast
July 10, Mr. Cohen said that 185 since last September; 220 ABC
independent stations have re- stations have broadcast Two Billion
Strong since April; 20 stations
quested another Corwin program
made especially for them. Mr. Cor- have aired UN Story since December;Songs
1,000 stations
win is currently serving as direccast Little
About have
UN; broad2,500
tor of special projects in the UN
women
broadcasters
and
others
radio division.
BMI, in cooperation with UN and receive the weekly women's bulletin; 200 radio news directors get
the U. S. Commission on UNESCO,
the weekly UN news summary. In
will release a 52-week series, Music
addition, he noted, 1,000 stations
of the World, in September, he an- broadcast
both UN Day 19^8 and
nounced. The CBS series. Memo
From Lake Success, will return to A Year to Remember shows.
the air that month after a summer
recess and NBC, also in September,
Texas station established 1936 needs exwill launch an intensive six-week
perienced announcer. Prefer Texan capacampaign of UN programs in
ble handling news, sports, remotes, etc.
Very little control operating. New air
cooperation with the American
Assn. for UN and the National
conditioned studios. Good starting salEducation Assn. Another Corwin
ary. Opportunity advance to program
director. Pleasant city, 28,000. Contact
documentary will open this series
Burton
Bishop, KTEM, Temple, Texas.
on Sept. 4.
BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 60)
Decisions Cont.:
KFJB Marshall Electric Co., Marshalltown,
Iowa — Granted license install new trans.
WFFV Suffolk News Co., Suffolk, Va.
requeststation.
to delete CP for
new Granted
FM broadcast
WDXI Jackson, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.
Alaska Bcstg. Co., Anchorage, Alaska
— Granted license new remote pickup
KWA80 and change type trans.
WSGNof Birmingham,
Ala.main
— Granted
mod.
license change
studio
location.
McKinney Air Enterprises Inc., Area
of McKinney, Tex. — Granted CP for
new remote pickup KA-3596.
Colorado Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area of
Pueblo, Col.— Same KA-3597.
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.— Granted
mod. CP to change studio and trans,
locations and type ant. and change
trans.
WHHH Warren, Ohio— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 12-30-49.
WILM Wilmington, Del.— Same to 214-50.
June 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KROG
Sonora,
— Lieeiise to
cover CP new AM Calif.
station.
AM— 1490 kc
Custer County Bcstg. Co., Broken
Bow, Neb. — CP new AM station 1400
kc 250 w unl. AMENDED to request
1490 kc 250 w unl.
Modification of CP
WISE-FM Asheville, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WCUO
Cleveland—
License for CP
new FM station.
TV (66-72 mc)
WNBT New York — License to use old
main trans, as aux. trans, with ERP
7 kw vis. 5.75 kw aur.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KULE
Ephrata,
Wash.—
June 28 Mod.
CP new
AM DISMISSED
station for
extension of complete date. Incomplete.
June 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
I
AM— 630 kc
Inc., Thibodaux,
CPDelta
new Bcstrs.
AM station
800 kc 250 La.
w —D
AMENDED to request 630 kc 500 w D.
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station:
WPLA land, Vt.Plant City, Fla., WHWB RutModiiication of CP
Mod. CP new AM station for extension of completion date: WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.; KLMS Lincoln, Neb.;
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.
Okla.—power,
Mod.
CPKTOK
new AMOklahoma
station toCity,
increase
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KWFM San
Diego; WWNI Wabash, Ind.; KBTR
Minneapolis; KDRO-FM Sedalia, Mo.;
WFIL-FM
WVVW-FM
Fairmont, W.Philadelphia;
Va.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station:
KWID-FM Urbana, 111.; WSMB-FM
New
Pa. Orleans; WJPA-FM Washnigton,
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new FM
station: WOAP-FM
Owosso, Mich.;
WJJWton, Calif.
Wyndotte, Mich.; KVCN StockRetired to Files
KMAC San Antonio, Tex. — Retired to
files June 17 application for renewal
license new AM station.

WBLK-FM Clarksburg, W. Va. — To
change
12 kw
ant.
fromERP
690 from
ft. to 660
ft. to 14.5 kw
WKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio — To
change ERP from 19 kw to 18.5 kw and
ant. from 510 ft. to 520 ft., subject to
causing
no ofchange
tive array
WKBN.in pattern of direcWTOA
Trenton,
J. — kwTo andchange
ERP from 13.7 kw N.
to 14.5
ant.
from 375 ft. to 275 ft.
WMUN
Muncie,
Ind.
—
To
change
ERP
from 8.6 kw to 7.4 kw,
WHHM-FM
Memphis,
— kw
To
change
ERP from
16 kw Tenn.
to 17.5
ant. from 430 ft. to 400 ft.
WFMR ERPNewfromBedford,
To
change
19 kw toMass.
20 kw— ant.
from 510 ft. to 330 ft., subject to power
of WNBH
being
determined
by in-of
direct method
during
construction
FM ant. and subject to new ant. resistance measurements for WNBH being
submitted on FCC Form 302 upon completion of FM ant. construction.
Hearing Designated
Pioneer FM Co., Madison, Ind. — Designated for hearing application Class
A FM station, at time and place to
be specified later, to determine legal,
financial, technical and other qualifications of applicant, and its partners
to construct
operate
station, and toandobtain
fullproposed
information
with respect to nature and character of
proposed program service.
Extension Granted
KRON-TV San Francisco— Granted
applications extending to Oct. 3, completion perimental
dates for
KRON-TV
exTV relay
stations and
W6XMD
and W6XKK.
Extension Denied
. KEYL San Antonio — On basis of apparent lack of diligence denied application for extension of completion
date from June 15 to Oct. 15; informed
applicant that if it requests hearing
within 20 days, denial will be set
aside pending outcome.
KTLX Phoenix, Ariz. — On basis of
apparent lack
of diligence
application for extension
of denied
completion
date from June 15 to Oct. 15; informed
applicant that if he requests hearing
within 20 days, denial will be set aside
pending outcome.
License Renewal
WTOP-FM
D. C— Granted renewal Washington,
of license period
ending
March 1, 1950.
WFMD-FM
Frederick,
Md.— Granted
renewal
of license
for period
ending
Dec. 1, 1951
KURV-FM
Edinburg,
Tex.
—
Granted
renewal of license for period ending
Sept. 1, 1950.
Extension of License
1. KXXL Reno, Nev.— Granted further
temporary extension of license to Sept.
Hearing 3) esignated
WGWD
Gadsden, Ala. — Designated
for hearing application for renewal
of license granted further temporary
extension of license to Dec. 1.
Petition Denied
WJBW New Orleans, La. — Denied
petition poraryrequesting
temlicense to Oct.extension
1, extendedof same
to July 31, to enable licensee to wind
up affairs of station.
Extension Granted
1. WMRO Aurora, 111.— Granted temporary extension of license to Aug. 1.
KSJO-FM San Jose, Calif .—Granted
temporary extension of license to Sept.

License Cancelled
W8XUM Radiohio Inc. Columbus,
Ohioal —facsimile
Cancelled
license
of experimentstation
as of
July 1, and
dismissed
application
for
renewal of
license.
W9XWT
WHAS,
Inc.,
Louisville,
Ky.
— Same as above.
Hearing Designated
WTTH Port Huron, Mich. — Designated
for hearing
application
frequency from 1360
kc to 1380 change
kc, increase
hours of operation from day only to
unl. DA-DN.
Mod. CP Granted
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. — Granted
mod. CP to specify unl. time in lieu
of daytime only with DA for night use
only; eng. cond.
WKRS Waukegan, 111.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and make
June 30 Decisions . . .
changes in DA system; eng. cond.
Following granted mod. of terms of
Hearing Designated
present authorizations:
WSNY and Public Service Bcstg.
WLYC
Corp.,hearing
Schenectady,
N. Y. —ofDesignated
ERP
fromWilliamsport,
3 kw to 3.1Pa.kw— Toant.change
from
for
applications
Western
1,290 ft. 1,260 ft., subject to approval
Gateway
Bcstg.
Corp.
renewal
by CAA.
license of WSNY of for
Public
Serviceof
WAAF-FM Chicago — To change ant. Bcstg.
Corp.
for
new
station
seeking
facilities now authorized for use by
from 5«!0
to 550 ft. subject to approval byft.CAA.
WSNY (1240 kc, 250 w unl.) in conBROADCASTING
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Grants, Transfers,
DnilMnilD
Changes, Applications
llUlllfUUr
SUMMARY

TO JULY 4

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Class
AM Stations
FM *Stations
5 on air
TV Stations

Total
On Air Licensed
2,002 1,966
727
359
64
12

Cond'l cations In
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing:
212
418 242
512
15* 53
30
106 ... AppU339 182

CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KERR Tulsa, Okla. (All-Oklahoma Bcstg. Co., 740 kc,
10 kw-night, 50 kw-day, directional, fuUtime); KENM Portales, N. M., changed
from KCLR (Plains Broadcast Co.); KNBY Newport, Ark. (Newport Bcstg. Co.,
1280 kc, 1 kw, day); KOSE Osceola, Ark. (H. F. Ohlendorf, 860 kc, 1 kw, day);
WDKD Kingstree S. C, changed from WHLC (Palmetto Bcstg. Co.); WIBL
Beverly, Mass. (Conant Bcstg. Co. Inc., 1540 kc, 250 w, day); WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio (East Liverpool Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited); WRMN Elgin,
111. (The Elgin Bcstg. Co., 1410 kc, 500 w, day); WSDR Sterling, 111. (Blackhawk
Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 100 w unlimited); WWCA Gary Ind. (Lake Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
1270 kc, 1 kw, unlimited, directional); WYVE Wytheville, Va. (Wythe County
Bcstg. Co., 1280 kc, 1 kw, day); WCHS-FM Charleston, W. Va. (Charleston Bcstg.
Co.);
WGKV-FM
Charleston,
W. Va.
(Kenawha
Blue Island,
111. (South
Suburban
Bcstg.
Co.). Valley Bcstg. Co.); WBBI (FM)
* * *
station in Newport,, R. I. seeking 980
Docket Actions . . .
kc 1 sion
kw BROADCASTING
daytime. See May
Proposed
16, pageDeci82.
FINAL DECISION
Decision June
27.
Orange, Va. — James Madison BroadDanbury, Conn. — Fairfield Broadcastcasting Corp., final decision granting
ingtionCo.,newfinal
decision
applicaapplication for 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited.
station
on 550granting
kc, 1 kw
dayC«rporation is controlled by 28 local
time,
500
w
night.
Principals
in
Fairbusiness men. Frederick L. Allman,
field
include:
James
B.
Lee
president
owner of WSVA Harrisonburg, Va. 46%; Frank E. Lee Jr., vice president
holds Ys interest. Welford A. Sherman,
46%; Leonard McMahon, attorney and
in plumbing, heating and electrical
traffic judge, secretary 4%; Charles A.
business is president. Proposed DeciKibling, for many years associated
sion
BROADCASTING
May
23
page
54.
with radio proposed general manager
Decision June 24.
4%. James B. and Frank H. Lee with
members of the Lee family own
KSTT Davenport, Iowa — Final deci- other
Frank H. Lee Co. hat firm. Frank H.
sion granting application of Davenport
Broadcasting Co. Inc. to change from
Lee
is alsoTimes.
vice president
buryJr.,News
Fairfield ofisDanFM
750 kc, 250 w daytime to 1170 kc, 1 kw
grantee there. Competitive bids of
unlimited, directional. Comrs. Coy and
WNBH New Bedford to change from
Walker
not
participating.
See
story
this issue. Decision June 27.
1340 kc, 250 w unlimited to 550 kc, 5 kw
unlimited and Atlantic Radio Corp., for
Lawrence, Mass. — Northeast Radio
new
at Boston, Mass. seeking
Inc., final decision granting new sta- 550 kcstation
5 kw daytime 1 kw night direction to operate on 980 kc, 1 kw daytime.
54.
tional
were denied.
See Proposed
DePrincipals in corp. are: Israel Cohen,
cision
BROADCASTING
May 30, page
employe WHN New York, president
20%;
Theodore
CoJien,
electronics
technician, vice president 20%; Ralph
Sterling, 111. — Blackhawk Broadcasting Co.,
granting
appliE. Floyd, electrical engineer, treasurer
cation final
for new decision
station on
1240 kc,
100
14.3%; Maurice Cohen, carpenter, as- w unlimited.
Principals in company
sistant treasurer 20%; Raymond Gouldare:
Sam
Bartlett,
writer,
producer
ing, employe WHDH Boston 20%; Philip
and director of many radio shows,
H. Goulding, news editor and radio anpresident
54.6%; and
Lillian
wife
nouncer WHN, 5.7%. WBET Brockton,
of
Sam Bartlett
has Bartlett,
worked with
Mass. was granted increase in power
him on his radio enterprises, vice
from 250 w daytime to 1 kw daytime
president
24.7%; John
H. 68)
Rockwell,
on 990 cation
kc.of Viking
Same decision
deniedCo.,
appli(Continued
on page
Broadcasting
for
solidated hearing on application of
Western Gateway Bcstg. Corp. for
transfer of control of WSNY and various petitions, which were designated
for hearing on May 5; amended May
5 order to include applications.
Change Granted
WFMD Frederick, Md. — Granted application to change type of trans,
specify DA-N, change studio location;
eng. cond.
Hearing Designated
William C. Grove, Denver, Col. —
Designated for hearing application for
new station to operate on 910 kc 1 kw
sh. with KPOF Denver; made KGLC
Miami, Okla., KRRV Sherman, Tex.,
KLX Oakland, Calif., WSUL Iowa City.
Iowa, KALL Salt Lake City, Utah arid
KPHO
ceeding. Phoenix, Ariz., parties to proPetition Granted
Vulcan Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
— Granted petition for waiver of hearing on application new station on 1490
kc 250 w unl. and requesting the Commission cordance
to act withupon
application
special
procedurein acset
forth in Section 1.391 of the Rules;
ordered that record in this proceeding
is considered closed as of Feb. 23.
Petition Denied
WOW Omaha, Neb. — In Memorandumtitions
OpinionWOW and
Order Commission
denied perequesting
issue order to The Star Bcstg. Co.
Inc., to show cause why its license
for operation of KCSJ Pueblo, Col.,
should not be modified to specify use
of present nighttime DA during daytime and to designate for hearing application of KCSJ for renewal of license.
Orders Amended
KIEV Glendale, Calif.— On petition of

KIEV, amended orders designating for
consolidated proceeding applications of
Leland Holzer, Los Angeles, Calif., et
al to make KIEV party to proceeding
with reference to parties therein.
Request Granted
WIRB Wiregrass Bcstg. Co., Enterprise,
Ala.
—
Granted
request
permit WIRB to
broadcast
only toduring
hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. from date to
Sept. 1 rule waived accordingly.
June 30 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
KDON crease
Palm
CP 5to kw.
inDower Beach,
from 1Calif.—
kw to
AMENDED to request change of name
from Monterery Broadcasting Co. . to
Central Coast Counties Radio Inc.
License Renewal
KMBYnewal Monterey,
Calif.— License renew AM station.
WFAS-FM
White
Plains,
N. Y.— License renewal new FM station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WAVZ-FM,
New Haven, Conn.: WNOX-FM Knoxville, Tenn.; WSVA-FM Harrisonburg,
License for CP
Va.KERN-FM
Calif.— License to cover Bakersfield.
CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
Birmingham,
CPWBRC-TV
new commercial
TV Ala.—
stationMod.to
change
ERP
from
14.5
kw
vis.
aur. 12.2 kw vis. 6.1 kw aur. 7.7 kw
WMCT Memphis, Tenn. — Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 67)
secretary-treasurer 6.5%. Proctor M.
Fiske, director 0.7%. There are eleven
minor stockholders. WTAX Springfield,
111., was granted increase in power from
100 w unlimited to 250 w unlimited
by Shelbyville
on 1240 kc. Application
Broadcasting Co., for new station at
1250 kc, 250
111. on Decision
Shelbyville,
Junekw 28.daytime was denied.
ORDER
ting Corp., HarBroadcas
e
Keyston
Co.,
risburg. Pa.; York Broadcasting
Broadcasting Co.,
York, Pa.; Reading
joint petition
Reading, Pa.— Granted
ons for
requesting dismissal of applicati
Denied petition
CP's new FM stations.
without
dismiss
to
in so far as request
not
prejudice. Comrs. Coy and Walker
AST-24.
BROADC
ting.
participa
June
78. Order
page story
27, See
ING June
n
WARL-FM Arlington, Va.— Norther
grantInc.,CPorder
sters
Broadca
Virginia
to change
ing modification of FM
facilities Chanfrom Class A to Class B 13.8
antenkw,
ERP
me),
(105.1
286
nel
g modification
na 345 ft. Order grantin
Md., Montgomery
of CP Silver Spring,
to change from
FM Broadcasting Corp.
(105.9
Class A to Class B, Channel 290470
ft.
antenna
kw,
mc), ERP 14.5
atparticip
not
Walker
and
Coy
Comrs. story BROADCASTING June
ing. See
27, page 78. Order June 24.
INITIAL DECISION
Louisville, Ky.— Initial deciWHAS
sion issued by Hearing Examiner Leo
of apResnick looking toward denial
Louisandtransfer
Journal
f
Couriero
n
o
i
t
a
c
i
l
p
to
consent
for
Co.
Times
ville
control of WHAS Inc., toInc.Crosley
holds
Broadcasting Corp. WHAS
M: WHAS-A
zations
authori
ng
followi
V,
WHAS-T
and CP for
FM licenses
W9XEK
license for developmental FM,e
facsimil
ental
experim
license
W9XWT
and licenses for WHAE, WAUV, WAUJ,
WFJJ remote
WAIC, WAIM, WALN,
with operation
connection
ups inM-FM.
pick
of WHAS-A
Proposed decision
June 24.
' .
Waltham, Mass.— Initial deciWRTB looking
applicaof
grant
toward
sion
uring
Co.
tion of Raytheon Manufact
ion
comCP forfor new
for modificat
extension
mercial televisionofstation
n date. Subject to condiof completio
shall have station
tion that applicant
ready for commercial operation ninety
days from date of grant by Commission
site from
transmitterMass.
to change
story
See Waltham to Medford,
BROADCASTING June 27, page 78.
Hearing ExInitial decision issued by on
aminer Hugh B. Hutchins June 24.
Non-Docket- Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Gettysburg, Pa.— Times & News Publishing Co., granted 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited. Etimated cost $33,410. Applicanturdaypublishes
SatStar and weekday
Sentinel Times
and isandheaded
by Samuel G. Spangler president who
holds 10% interest. Granted June 30.
Fremont, Ohio — ^Robert F. Wolfe Co.
granted tional.
900 Etimated
kc. cost
."iOO w$20,450.
daytime
direcApplicant
is licensee of WFRO FM outlet in
Fremont. Granted June 30.
Wheeling, W. Va. — Wheeling Broadcasting Co., granted 1600 kc, 1 kw daytime directional. Estimated cost $34.830. Principals:
Erlin L. Freeman,
manufacturer of electronics
equipment;
Kenneth H. Forney, construction of
water supply equipment and Glen A.
Forney,
have
a employe
interest. of Westinghouse all
KCOL Fort Collins, Col. — Northern
Colorado Broadcasting Co., granted
switch from 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited
to 1410 kc, 1 kw unlimited directional
nieht. Granted June 30.
WFNS Burlington, N. C. — BurlingtonGraham Broadcasting Co., granted
change in hours of operation from daytime only
to unlimited
time
directional.
Granted using
June night30.
WSBA
York,
Pa.—
Susquehanna
Broadcasting Co., granted switch in
facilities from 900 kc 1 kw daytihie to
910 kc. 1 kw unlimited directional.
Granted June 30.
FM GRANTS
Decatur, Ala. — Tennessee Valley
Broadcasting Co. Inc., granted CP
new Class B station, Channel 223 (92.5
mc), ERP 3.1 kw, antenna 300 ft. Estimated cost $28,542 exclusive of land.
Applicant is licensee of WMSL AM
outlet in Decatur. Granted June 30.
WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich.— WKMH
Inc., granted CP new class B station,
Channel 262 (100.3 mc), ERP 7.7 kw,
antenna
220 ft. WKMH
licensee
of AM station
WKMH Inc.,
there.is Granted
June 30.
Albuaueraue, N. M. — Board of Education of the City of Albuaerque, granted
new noncommercial educational station. Channel 206 (89.1 mc), ERP 165
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w, antenna 70 ft. Estimated cost
$11,363
Grantedexclusive
June 30.of land and buildings.
Oxford,
Ohio — Miami
U grantedstation.
new
noncommercial
educational
Channel 201 (88.1 mc), power 10 w.
Estimated cost exclusive of land and
buildings $2,200. Granted June 30.
Boston, Mass. — Emerson College
grantedtionalnew
station non-commercial
Channel 201 (88.1educamc),
power 10 w. Estimated cost exclusive
of
land
and
buildings
$3,723.
Granted
June 30.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WFEC
Miami,in Fla.
— Granted
fer of control
Florida
East transCoast
Broadcasting Co. to Dorothy Bartell.
William Benns holder of 99 shares in
company sells 73 shares and Maria
Skinnerholding.
who has
1^ shares issells$7,450.
her
total
Consideration
Mrs. Bartell now holds 59.875% interest.
WFEC is assigned 250 w daytime on
1220 kc. Granted June 30.
KEYD Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
transfer of control in Family Broadcasting Co., from Christian Business
Men's Committee
to nine present
stockholders for consideration
of $20,000.
Stockholders who now have majority
interest are: Henry Klages, Joseph E.
Dahl, Will R. Anderson, George H.
Lockwood, David Nelson, C. Theodore
Skanse, H. P. Linner, H. C. Logefeil
and George S. England. Granted June
30.
Deletions . . .
TWO FM authorizations and one AM
license were deleted by FCC last week.
Total dropouts to date since first of
year: FM 117, AM 19.
FM DELETIONS
WMOB-FM Mobile, Ala. — Nunn
Broadcasting Corp., June 30 CP. See
story BROADCASTING
June 20.
WFFV30 CP.
Suffolk,
Va.—toSuffolk
News Co.,
June
Unable
find transmitter
site. CAA turned down previous site.
AM DELETIONS
WMOB castingMobile,
NunnSeeBroadCorp., June Ala.—
15 license.
story
BROADCASTING June 20.
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Duluth, Minn. — Head of the Lakes
Broadcasting
Co.,visual,
Channel
(60-66
mc),
ERP 1.6 kw
0.8 kw3 aural,
antenna height 769 ft. Estimated cost
$142,210, first year operating costs
$86,500, estimated revenue $52,000. Apis licensee
of WEBC-AM-FM
Duluth, plicantWMFG
Hibbing,
Minn., and
WHLB Virginia, Minn. Filed June 27.
Abilene, Tex. — Abilene Television Co.,
Channel 11 (198-204 mc), ERP 2.73 kw
visual, 1.36 kw aural, antenna height
386 ft. Estimated cost $109,000, first year
operating
costPrincipals
$70,000, estimated
nue $70,000.
are: Jamesreve-B.
Cheek, member architectural firm of
Fooshee and Cheek, 16%%; Ward D.
Downs, owner plumbing supply company, 16%%; Virgil A. Hargett, 16%%;
Winnie Shelton,
Shelton
Construction Co. and owner
property
in Dallas,
Tex. and Washington, D. C, 16%%;
M. F. Fooshee, member architectural
firm, ager
16%%;
C. Edwards,
Hillcrest Dave
Mausoleum,
Dallas, manTex.,
16%%. Filed June. 24.
Midland, Tex. — Midland Television
Corp., Channel 7 (174-180 mc), ERP
2.56 kc visual, 1.28 kw aural, antenna
height 432.5 ft. Etimated cost $109,000,
first year operating cost $70,000, revenue
estimated $70,000. Principals in Midland
Television same as in Abilene Televisionously.
Co., Filed
applications
June 24. filed simultaneSan Angelo, Tex. — San Angelo Television Co., Channel 8 (180-186 mc),
ERP na2.6height
kw 409.66
visual, ft.
1.3 kw
aural, antenEstimated
costs
and principals
same
in
Abilene
vision Co., and Midland TelevisionTeleCo.
Filed June 24.
FM APPLICATIONS
Greensboro, N. C. — Board of Trustees
Greensboro City Administrative Unit,
Channel 209 (89.7 mc), power 10 W. Estimated cost $3,000. Filed June 29.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KDRS
Ark. — Maxie
Assignment
of licenseParagould,
from Thomas
Self,
Eads Douglas and Gordon Theodore
Rand d/b as Progressive Broadcasting
Co., to a new partnership composed
of Mr. Self and Mr. Rand. Mr. Douglas
withdraws to enter special training
and sells his interests for $20,000. New
partnership will continue under same
is assigned
1490 kc 250
wname.
unl. KDRS
Filed June
23.
KTLX Phoenix, Ariz. — Assignment of
CP from R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens,
H. H. Coflield and John B. Mills a partnership d/b as Phoenix Television Co.
to a new corporation Phoenix Television Inc. in which four original part-

A FLIP
Worth's
by is R.
in front

of the switch by Engineer Roy Bond (seated) — and WBAP Fort
complete new AM studios went into operation June 18. Standing
C. Stinson, WBAP director of engineering. The 40-ft. control panel
of Mr. Bond is part of the new RCA custom-built equipment installed
in the new radio-television center in Fort Worth.

ners now hold the following stock: Mr.
Wheelock 15%; Mr. Pickens 20%; Mr.
Coffield 15%;
and Mr. retired
Mills 25%.
Newcomers: Mr. Harbor,
physician
and secretary - treasurer purchases
6^4% ment
forpark $9,750;
operator,Mr.buysMullins,
6% for amuse$9,000;
Rex Shepp, owner of KPHO Phoenix,
president buys 12i^% for $18,750. Three
of
non that
residents
of original
Phoenix partners
and it are
is felt
new
corporation
in
which
a
few
local
peo-of
ple
have
part
in
daily
operation
station would be beneficial. KTLX is
assigned Channel 5 (76-82 mc), ERP
17.5 kw
June
23. visual, 8.7 kw aural. Filed
KLTI-AM-FM Longview, Tex. — Aslicense from Radio
R. G.Corp.
LeTourneau signment
to of LeTourneau
LeTourneau Radio Corp. is composed
of R. G. LeTourneau and his wife who
each who
havehas1%1%.and
W. Bran-is
non
97% Clifton
of corporation
owned by LeTourneau Technical Institute. (LeTourneau
tute is beneficial
owner Technical
of the 3% Instiheld
by LeTourneau Radio Corp.) No money
is involved. KLTI is assigned 1280
kc 1 kw daytime. KLTI-FM operates
on Channel 290 (105.9 mc). Filed June
21.
NAAN CHANGES
Japha Named Exec. Secty.
MANAGING directorship and ownership of the National Advertising Agency Network has been
transferred from Oakleigh R.
French, of Oakleigh R. French &
Assoc.,
Louis, to the
steering St.committee.
Thenetwork's
change,
part
the agencyin group's
move
towardof expansion
organization
and services, was announced following NAAN's annual conference
at Three Lakes, Wis., last week.
Wilford York, of Hoffman &
York, Milwaukee, has been elected
steering committee chairman, and
Frank Japha, consultant in management engineering at St. Louis,
has been employed as the network's executive secretary. Mr.
Japha, founder of NAAN, formerly headed his own agency in
Buffalo.
NAAN's headquarters will remain at 4235 Lindell Blvd., St.
Louis. Members of the network's
steering committee, besides Mr.
York, are: Mr. French, who has
been elected a lifetime member;
Herbert Peck, president. Hazard
Advertising Co., New York;
Charles Carter, Carter Advertising, Kansas City; Howard Swink,
Howard
Swink Advertising

WBAP

MOVES

Opens New Radio-TV Center
WBAP Fort Worth moved its entire facilities to its new Radio and
Television Center June 19 after
11 years of operation in the Medical Arts Bldg. in downtown Fort
Worth. The move was made in
six hours with no loss of air time
for any of the three operationsAM, FM and TV— station reports.
The new building contains some
70,000 square feet of floor space.
Nine studios are included — six for
AM and three for TV. Each of the
AM studios is decorated in a different color ranging from brilliant
reds, browns, yellows and greens
to soft white and blue. Outstanding feature of the new two-story
brick structure is a specially designed master control panel 40
feet long. It is housed in glass
just inside the main entrance to
the plant, giving visitors an impressive first look upon entering
the station.
WBAP's Radio and Television
Center is open to visitors but a
formal opening will not be held
until sometime next fall, according
to Harold Hough, director of
WBAP. For the past several
months engineers under the supervision of R. C. Stinson, director
of engineering, have been wiring in
complete new equipment, custom
built by RCA, at the new plant.
The move was simply a matter of
shutting down the old plant and
opening the new unit six hours
later.
The move marked the third time
WBAP has changed location in its
27 years of operation. Mr. Hough
is the only member of the present
staff who participated in the original 1922 broadcast of the station.
AL PAUL LEFTON, Philadelphia
advertising executive, was re-elected
president of Eagleville (Pa.) Sanatorium at the 40th annual meeting.

Agency, Marion, Ohio; Henry J.
Kaufman, Henry J. Kaufman & l"
Assoc., Washington, and Ernest
Lee, president, Merrill Kremev
Inc., Memphis.
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'Videotown'
(Continued from page i7)
middle and lower income groups.
In 1947, 40% of sets were financed,
the ratio rising to 42% in 1948 and
44% in the first quarter of 1949.
In both 1948 and 1949, January
was the low point in financing.
Currently 13% of upper class
sets are financed, with 45.9% in the
middle and 67.4% in the lower
class, an average of 42.5%.
Average price of sets bought in
Videotown is |384, with "surprisingly little difference by socioeconomic groups."
The average cost of sets follows, by income groups:
O >
<U ni
vt. o>
<u >
12.0 13.7 25.8 15.1
Under $300
44.4
41.5
37.0 22.0 32.6
$301 -$400
17.6
39.3
$401 -$500
2.3 23.7
19.7
Over $500
33.4 19.9
Average
$408 $380
$366 $384
Nearly two-thirds of the sets
are table models, with total Videotown sales by model closely approximating national production
(see chart). A trend toward
larger screen sizes is noted, screens
of less than 9 inches dropping
from 14% to 1.5% of the total;
10-inch screens have a slightly
decreasing share except at Christmas; 12-inch and larger screens
accounted for 48.7% of sales in
the first quarter of 1949.
Newell-Emmett discovered that
new brands of TV sets are pushing
the leaders. A year ago the top
I'two
40% brands
of salesaccounted
but they for
now nearly
have

TEST

PAHERNS

New 'Interpretation
for TV Protested

i

ni

Perce

cen

Per

OPPOSITION to FCC's interpretation of the television "test pattern
rule" [Broadcasting, June 27] was mounting steadily among telecasters
last week, with signs pointing to a formal plea for a new and clearer
rule to replace the "interpretation." halted by unforeseen
conditions.
Under FCC's construction, its
Further, he said, "the late news
rule (3.661-b) against separate op- with
which many television stations
eration of a TV station's aural
transmitter means that video test close their broadcast day will be
patterns may be accompanied only difficult to present without the
by a single or variable tone sig- added cost of holding personnel
nal, not by duplicated AM or FM
throughou
t the night."
FM Assn.
meanwhile hailed
programs. The rule, said the ComFCC's decision as "the culmination
mission, was "intended to insure
that television channels shall be of protests by aural broadcasters
and the FMA launched more than
used only for simultaneous visual
a year ago." Use of AM or FM
and aural television programming
and for incidental experimental or duplication on television audio
test purposes, and not for sep- accompanying test patterns or unrelated still pictures, FMA conarate broadcasts."
Television
Broadcasters Assn.
tends, is "one-legged television"
which violates the public interest.
asked the Commission for a 10-day
delay in application of its interpretation and for conferences in which
TV Hooper
industry and FCC would jointly
search for a mutually satisfactory
(Continued from page 48)
substitute. NAB claimed "poor closes with
a series of charts showprogramming or greatly increased
TV set ownership and use,
cost of operation" would result monthing by
month.
from the interpretation, and asked
In
a
vigorous
defense of the
for a 30-day delay to permit a
survey of NAB TV member sta- coincidental telephone method of
tions to appraise the full impact.
surveying TV as well as radio proWhether FCC grants its request
gram audiences, Mr. Hooper declared that telephone homes, which
for conferences or not, TBA takes
the position that the subject should amount to "a lunking 55% or more,
be dealt with by formal rule and is even in New York, break down into
planning to petition for one. If socio-economic groups amazingly
close to a breakdown of the entire
conferences are held and agreement is reached, the petition population. One cannot conduct
would ask that the interpretation
personal interviews or set up diaagreed upon be formally enacted.
ries against a group of social and
If the request for conferences is economic controls and end up with
denied, TBA plans to formulate its a distribution of the sample signifiown views into a rule and ask for
cantly closer to the cross-section
just 26.5% of sales. Two newstratification than is the listed teletheir adoption, as it did successcomers each have achieved a 12%
fully with respect to minimum opphone sample today. Through it
erating schedules for television
we are put in communication with
position this year. "The brand
stations.
from 55% to 95% of the whole
battle is far from settled," the
Both TBA and NAB cited prob- populace where a 1% personal inagency states.
lems which they felt would arise
terview or diary sample would be
.
Top Dealers Still Lead
under application of the Com1 The four top dealers a year
Reporting that he has engaged
view. For example, NAB
ago still lead the field, but with pointed outmission's
in a letter by Executive
the
Market Research Corp. of
optimum."
^ some changes in rank. They did Vice President A. D. Willard Jr. America to make a thorough study
f55.9% of business in April 1949 that some stations show an ex- of this whole matter, Mr. Hooper
planatory title on the television closed this part of his talk with a
, compared to 51.8% a year ago.
screen, accompanied by music,
I Fewer than 8% of Videotown
at his critics. "You will
whenever
a regular telecast is potshot
fail to observe any of the abnor1 TV sets are in commercial places,
malities in the resultant measurewith 72 sets in bars (60% increase
ments
which one group of wellin a year) and 22 in clubs (120%
motivated but misguided individincrease).
This market is de- ZURICH DELEGATES
uals have led you to expect in the
Headed by Mclntyre
scribed as "practically saturated."
Network TV-Hooperatings report,"
delegation is to rep- he declared.
' Other TV conclusions in the THREE-MAN
resent the United States at the
Comparing the Network and
[[survey:
hastily summoned meeting of the New York Teleratings, Mr. Hooper
■} 57% of TV families own their homes.
television standards committee of noted that there are 12 cases
1.7% of sets were out of commission
at the time of the interview.
International Radio Consultative
among the top 20 "where the New
'' inOver
90% ofroom
all —residential
sets the
are Committee (CCIR). The meeting York
Teleratings are from 5 to 20
the living
have become
center of home entertainment. A larg- was to open today (July 4) at points lower than the Network
er share of the upper class (16%) have Zurich, Switzerland [Broadcasting,
: placed TV sets in sunparlors, dens, etc. June 27].
Estimated Teleratings." He warned
A handful had switched locations,
his advertiser-agency audience not
principally
in
the
hope
of
better
reChairman
of
the
delegation
is
ception.
to
jump to inconclusions
"that this
W. H. J. Mclntyre, telecommuniis inflation
the measurement.
...
Very few homes (1.5%) have inside
cations attache of the U. S. Emantennas in this market which is at
It
is
probably
just
old-fashioned
; the fringe
bassy in London. Other members
ice area. of the metropolitan TV servlack of competition — which will
are A. Prose Walker, FCC Engin- change, along with those exceptionI Three families have two sets.
eering Dept., now in Paris, and
ally high network TV ratings,
- Four brands account for three-fourths
Donald G. Fink, chairman of the when more stations with more pro■of
the The
mcreasingly
popular
12-inch
imodel.
rank order
for this
size Joint Technical Advisory Commitn is not the .same as for all sets, nor are
grams come on the air in more TV
all of the four leaders represented
tee sponsored by Radio Mfrs. Assn.
The 42-447o financing is only slightly and Institute of Radio Engineers.
lower than reported financing of major
Mr. Hooper said that the TV
electrical appliances.
Mr. Fink will represent RMA.
program
rating reports will be
BROADCASTING
• Tcl coasting
cities."

dle

Mid

r
Uppe

available to advertising agencies
subscribing to the radio program
Hooperatings at $300 a month for
one program, with $200 a month
for each additional program. If
the agency subscribes to the City
Hooperatings it can get the City
TV reports on the same schedule
of charges as for the TV program
rating reports. If the agency subscribes to both program and city
TV reports, its advertiser clients
can get them both for $100 a
month, he said, adding that each
client subscription will reduce the
agency's bill by $100.
The full May TV report is being
distributed free to Hooper radio
report subscribers, Mr. Hooper
stated, with the monthly TV reports to be sold beginning with the
June issue. There are already 17
charter subscribers signed up, he
said, including: BBDO, CampbellEwald Co., Chrysler Corp., Electric Auto-Lite Co., William Esty
Co., Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
Foote, Cone & Belding, General
Mills, Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
Household Finance Corp., S. C.
Johnson & Son, Kudner Agency,
Lever Bros. Co., P. Lorillard Co.,
Marschalk & Pratt, Sullivan,
StaufFer, Colwell & Bayles, Transamerican
sion Corp. Broadcasting & TeleviTV RELAYS
Permanent Status Proposed
PROPOSED rules to move television relays and pickups from experimental to permanent status
were reported by FCC last week.
No change in the final allocation
of frequencies to the service made
in February 1948 is involved. Comments are invited to Aug. 1.
TV auxiliaries are defined in the
new rules as television pickup, television STL (studio-transmitter
link) and television inter-city relay. FCC also would alter license
expiration dates to April 1 to conform with the TV station employing the auxiliary facilities. The
inter-city relays were defined as
usable only on interim basis until
adequate common carrier facilities
are available.
The three groups of frequencies,
the 2,000 mc, 7,000 mc and 13,000
mc bands, were declared allocated
primarily for visual pickup and
STL use with inter-city relay use
secondary. The frequencies are assigned in groups for pickup, STL,
inter-city relay and common carrier use. One group is pooled.
Sound frequency assignment was
designated in the 900 mc area. TV
stations also may use certain other
frequencies assigned to broadcast
auxiliary use. No provision was
included for auxiliary service for
the contemplated UHF allocation.
Bowl Availabilities
HOLLYWOOD (Calif.) Bowl
Assn., with no price announced, is
offering five bowl summer programs to Los Angeles stations for
telecasting on sustaining or sponsored basis.
Juty 4, 1949
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FCC ASKS DATA TO AID
THEATRE TV POLICY
SHOWDOWN on future of theatre TV foreseen Friday as FCC asked movie interests for
extensive data by Sept. 2 on frequency needs
and plans. On basis of this data FCC hopes
to be able to decide whether theatre TV
should have regular status and frequency assignments or, as FCC has felt heretofore,
should depend for most part on common carrier
services.
Call went to Paramount Television Productions and 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
only licensees of experimental theatre TV stations, and Society of Motion Picture Engineers. FCC said comments should include
views on :
Minimum frequency requirements for nationwide,
competitive theatre TV service; what specific frequency bands you would propose to be allocated
[and] reasons therefor; exact functions which
would be performed in each such frequency ban;
whether and to what extent such functions could be
performed, in whole or in part, by use of coaxial
cable, wire or other means of transmission not using
radio frequencies; whether and to what extent existing
or propose such
to have
facilities common
available carriers
capable have
of performing
functions,
in whole or in part by radio relay, coaxial cable or
wire; mentplans
or proposals
looking
toward establishof a theatre
television
service.
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox granted
extension of STAs for New York experimental TV relay stations (unused assignments
deleted). FCC made clear they would have to
justify extensions beyond Oct. 3.
Both companies were reminded that whole
subject of motion picture producers' radio
qualifications is under study as a result of Supreme Court anti-trust decision.
Frequencies allocated for experimental theatre relays are in 16,000-18,000 and 26,00030,000 mc regions. Common carriers have
3700-4200, 5925-6425, and 10,700-11,700 mc
bands.
WOW
DENIED PROTECTION
wow OMAHA has not shown any greater
interest in area lost under mutual interference
with KCSJ Pueblo, Col., FCC held Friday in
memorandum opinion and order denying WOW
petition that it receive protection from KCSJ.
FCC found WOW failed to protect rights during hearing on KCSJ application. WOW, assigned 5 kw fulltime on 590 kc, had asked
Commission to issue order for KCSJ to show
cause why it should not use its night direction array during day to protect WOW [Broadcasting, May 30]. KCSJ assigned 1 kw on
590 kc.
TWO TV APPLICATIONS
NEW TV applications filed with FCC Friday
by WHBY Inc. for Channel 4 (66-72) at Green
Bay, Wis., and Mary Pickford Rogers, former
screen star, for Channel 5 (76-82 mc) at
Asheville, N. C. WHBY Inc., licensee of
WTAQ Green Bay and WHBY Appleton, estimated construction cost at $151,206 and first
year's operating expense at $48,000. Spokesmen for Mrs. Rogers said cost of proposed
Asheville station would approximate those of
TV stations she seeks at Winston- Salem and
Durham, N. C, around $208,000 [Broadcasting, May 2].
WLAV-TV ASKS RELAYS
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., Friday asked
FCC for experimental TV inter-city relays at
Cedar Bluff and Stevensville, Mich., to relay
programs from Chicago.
Page 70
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INCREASE IN DIRECTORATE
OF PETRY FIRM UPHELD
APPELLATE DIVISION of N. Y Supreme
Court by 3-2 vote upheld right of Edward
Petry, president and 51% owner of Edward
Petry
& Co., to increase number of company's
directors.
Decision reversed Supreme Court referee's
ruling that Henry I. Christal, secretary and
treasurer and 44% owner, could halt such
move under alleged oral agreement that he
and Mr. Petry should have equal control.
Mr. Christal, who joined Mr. Petry in 1933
as "co-adventurer" in station representative
firm founded by Mr. Petry in 1932, claimed
it was agreed at outset that they were to have
equal control, despite Mr. Petry's ownership
of 51%. He claimed, majority decision continued, that this agreement was reflected in
inclusion of four-directors provision in certificate of incorporation and in by-laws, vdth
additional by-laws provision that amendment
be made by vote of 75% of stockholders.
Majority thought it "incomprehensible that
such an arrangement [for four-man board
and equal control] would not have been properly recorded" if it existed. Weighing Mr.
Christal's testimony against that of Mr. Petry
and Edward E. Voynow, 5% owner, majority
found that "the evidence for the alleged agreement ... is wholly inconsistent with the
documentary evidence . . . and has not been
established." Further, court held, statutory
right of majority of stockholders to amend
certificate of incorporation cannot be legally
restricted by by-laws provision.
Reviewing case between Messrs. Petry and
Christal, majority said:
The business of the corporation had been highly
successful and apparently over the years no questionever,everdifficulties
came up
to who was
control. Petry
Howhaveas recently
arisenin between
and plaintiff with respect to policies of management.
Petry thereupon undertook to exercise his rights
as the owner of a majority of the voting stock of
the
corporation
to toincrease
of the
the
directors
from four
five so the
as tonumber
terminate
situation by which Christal, a minority stockholder,
could exercise equal control with him.
To accomplish this purpose Petry called a special
meeting of the stockholders. Plaintiff then brought
this action for an injunction to restrain Petry from
amending the certificate of incorporation by increasing the number
of directors
a reformation thereof
by having
it containand a for
clause
to the
effect that the number of directors might be increased
only
by
a
75%
vote
of
the
outstanding
stockholders.
After a trial, a referee designated by the parties
to hear and
granted substantial y al determine
relief soughtthe byissues
plaintiff.

FIRST TV TEST PATTERN
STARTS IN CAROLINAS
WBTV Charlotte, N, C, video outlet of WBT,
started test pattern at noon July 1, first in
Carolinas. Time, weather and news carried
by multiscope as well as musical background.
Starting July 15 WBTV will carry kinescope
programs of all four television networks and
carry test pattern and multiscope from noon
until start of first evening program. Station
is owned by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co. Charles Crutchfleld is vice president and
general manager of WBT operations.
'INFO PLEASr SETTLEMENT
DAN GOLENPAUL, producer of Information
Please, and Frank White, MBS president, have
settled litigation. Suit had been instituted by
Ann and Dan Golenpaul against MBS only
because they felt that serious injury had been
done to their program, Information Please.
SILLERMAN JOINS ZIV
MICHAEL SILLERMAN, former Keystone
Broadcasting Co. president, named special
sales representative of Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
New York and Cincinnati package producers.
His headquarters will be in New York.
CANFIELD TO NBC-TV
CURTIS CANFIELD, dramatics professor at
Amherst College, and drama authority, joining NBC-TV as summer producer. Mr. Canfield produced and directed Amherst Masquers
"Julius Caesar" on NBC-TV last April, has
acted mostasyear.network special consultant for al$100,000 FOR AFRA FUND
ALMOST $100,000 contributed to American
Federation of Radio Artists welfare fund by
Sealtest Variety Theatre after 44 weeks on
NBC. Stars on show which leaves air July 7,
have appeared for far less than regular guest
appearance salaries in order that $2,250 could
be paid weekly to AFRA to set up fund. Sealtest agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
TUBE SALES DECLINE
SALES of radio receiving tubes in May by
members of Radio Mfrs. Assn. totaled 13,488,121 units compared to 13,593,164 in April.
Five-month total was 67,739,320 tubes compared to 84,891,691 same period last year.
May's output consisted of 9,284,109 tubes for
new sets, 3,465,017 replacement, 698,510 export and 40,575 for government agencies.

While majority reversed referee's decision,
two justices voted to affirm it, quoting his
statement that "although oral, the agreement
not to increase the number of directors was
made, before incorporation, between Christal
and Petry who were then the sole owners of
the business and stood in a fiduciary relationship to each other as partners or joint ven-

WSAR JOINS ABC NETWORK
WSAR Fall River, Mass., 5 kw, affiliates with
ABC replacing 250 w WNBH New Bedford.
WNBH joins MBS-Yankee Network. WSAR
was formerly MBS-Yankee affiliate.

* >:t :ii
turers."
It was reported, following opinion, that
Mr. Christal intends to seek U. S. Supreme
Court review. At meeting of 15 of Petry Co.
stations in Chicago June 22, attended by three
Petry Co. principals, it was understood that
30 days after New York court opinion organization plan would be presented to meeting
of all stations represented.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

BURBACH SAILS FOR EUROPE
GEORGE M. BURBACH, general manager of
KSD, AM, FM, TV St. Louis, and Mrs.
Burbach sail July 6 on the Queen Mary for
Europe. They will return to St. Louis on
Aug. 22.

Meets the Critic on Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m., on
NBC-TV.
NAB expected to undertake extensive study
of TV's effect on eyes in cooperation with leading opthalmological institute. Preliminary results do not support claims that TV impairs
sight.
EMERSON RADIO through Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, looking for video show.
Available budget about $4,000 weekly. Formerly sponsored CBS Toast of the Town.
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BEATS
Kansas City,

Special
Trade Paper Edition

KFRM

Early Summer, 1949

Again

KMBC AGAIN FIRST
CHOICE OF KANSAS
CITY LISTENERS
Proof that KMBC continues to be the most
listened-to station in
Greater Kansas City is
contained in the latest
Kansas City survey released by Conlan & Associates.
This general coincidental telephone survey
was conducted in March
to April, 1949, under
the joint sponsorship of
KC radio stations including KMBC. Over
70,000 basic calls were
made during the one
week survey period between the hours of 7:00
a.m. and 11 :00 p.m.
Although KMBC
rated first mornings,
afternoons and evenings, most spectacular
ratings were in the f orenoons when KMBC
topped its nearest competitor 34%. KMBC led
its competition in this
survey by an even
greater margin than in
a similar survey in November, 1948.
This new survey and
other surveys giving detailed information on listening habits throughout the Kansas City
Trade Area — western
Missouri, all of Kansas,
and portions of adjacent states — are available to advertisers and
agencies for their examination and study.
Simply call any KMBC
or KFRM man, or any
Free & Peters "Colonel".

First

KFRM AREA SURVEYS
SPRING— 1949 AND
FALL— 1948
12.8
Percentage of
1 1.4 11.1
Total Audience
9.5 7.5
K
F
R
M
1st

'2nd *3rd 5.8

5.5

4th

5th
LEGEND:
The larger figures and
solid lines indicate the
March, 19^9 Survey, and
the small figures and dotted lines denote the Fall,
19 AS standing. The asterisks denote Wichita stations. 7.9 Kansas counties, 5
Oklahoma counties and 4
Nebraska counties were included in the March, 19i9
Survey. 73 Kansas, 5 Oklaand Uincluded
Nebraska incountieshoma,were
the
Fall, 1948 Survey.
A total of 62,368 basic
calls were made and H,i2_3
listening homes surveyed in
this neiu study.
The Kansas, Oklahoma
and Nebraska counties are
dramatically pictured on
the map below. All couyities
are within KFRM's 0.5
mv/m contour.

In

1949

Survey

Kansas Farm Station Tops
Fall Rating 12%; Remains
Choice

of Kansas

Listeners

1948
First

Daytime

Kansas radio listeners have again named KFRM as
the most listened-to station, daytime, in the Sunflower State. Moreover, the "Kansas Farm Station"
leads its competition by
which were not surveyed.
a greater margin even
KFRM leads all broadthan before according to
casters for the morning
a March 1949 radio surperiods, and is first durvey made by Conlan &
ing the afternoon periods
Associates.
— first in listener preferThis coincidental surence for both time perivey, one of the largest of
ods, as well as for the
its kind ever conducted,
entire survey.
~
7
.
required
over 62,000 tele6 6.T'
KFRM's programming
phone calls within KFis specifically designed
RM's half-millivolt confor the area served, intour.
cluding up-to-the-minute
Essentially rural in nadaily livestock and grain
ture, this Conlan Survey
covered 79 counties in markets direct from Kansas City, as well as other
Kansas (all except the
outstanding daily farm
eastern-most and northfeatures. In addition,
eastern Kansas counties) ,
programming prefour in Nebraska and KFRM sents
special newscasts,
five in Oklahoma. Popuwomen's programs,
lation of these 88 counsports, special events,
ties is 1,038,146, not in- educational features, as
cluding the metropolitan
well as top-flight entercenters of Hutchinson
tainment programs feaand Wichita, Kansas
turing members of the
KMBC-KFRM
talent
staff. This popularity indicates that listeners are
getting the kind of program service they like
and need from KFRM.
KFRM
joined with
KMBC forms The KMBCKFRM Team. Together,
The Team provides advertisers with the most
complete, effective and
economical coverage of
the huge Kansas City
Primary Trade Area!

TV
All surveys rate WCAU's Umbrella Coverage tops. . . . Show WCAU
has much greater over-all rating than any other Philadelphia station.
. . . That's why buying time is well spent at WCAU. Your advertising
budget gets more results per dollar because on WCAU you reach so
many more customers.

ujcnu
CBS
AFFILIATE

AM
FM

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations

A large Richmond
skeptical about
him

pet dealer had always

the effectiveness of radio for his business. WLEE

on a short four-week

been

finally sold

trial.

He featured canaries— fancy canaries that sold for $15 each, with cages costing
another

$10 or $15. We sold them

completely

out of the stock of canaries in the

first four weeks!
He renewed

for another

four weeks — then for 10 weeks— and just recently

signed a full year's contract.
Richmond
more

merchants

national

are used

to results like these on WLEE.

advertisers are following their lead. Is WLEE

not, call in your Forjoe man

■

and

on your list? If

and get the full story.

MUTUAL
TOM TINSLEY, Presic/enr

More

I RVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Alanager

I N
■

RICHMOND
FORJOE & CO., RepresenfafiVes

Even

now

before

we're

YES, even before Bing Crosby comes in with the spectacular new CBS lineup in the Fall, WHAS listenership
figures are zooming . . . outstripping all other stations
in the rich Kentuckiana market.
In the last year WHAS was the only Kentuckiana station to increase its roster oj top Hooperated
programs morning, afternoon AND

B.

C.

packing

the

'em

For Fall booking with plenty of punch take note of
the WHAS audience ratings before Bing . . . add the
Groaner . . . then figure in the rest of the great CBS
Fall Lineup. It proves WHAS the gilt-edged, rock-solid
buy of the '49 Kentuckiana Fall Season.
*Source: 47-48 and 48-49 Winter-Spring Reports.

evening!*

COFFEE CALL is an audience participation
show with prizes from participating sponsors.
If has won 2 national awards: NRDGA National Radio
Award ("the best woman's program") and CCNY Award
of Merit ("most effective direct-selling program"). Talent:
M.C. Jim Walton, organist Herbie Koch. Sponsors: Delmonico Foods, Louisville Provision Co., Von Allmen Foods.

Credit this to the happy combination of CBS programming and WHAS shows. ""Coffee Call" is a good
example ... an aromatic blend of enthusiastic housewives in the WHAS studio plus thousands of buyminded housewives in Kentuckiana homes.

Come This fall, choice seats
(''availabilities" to you) for the Great WHAS -CBS Show
will be hard to find. Reserve yours now!
Call your PETRy

man!
50,000 WATTS

•
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Over 1 00,000 people visit WFBR every year
— no other Baltimore station is even close!

Just won 3rd award nationally in the annual
BILLBOARD

competition. No other Baltimore

station won any award!

HOOPER

Tops in Baltimore! First in morning, first in

RATINGS

afternoon, first in total rated periods!

When the last ounce of intensive coverage is needed
— when

the advertising has to deliver — in the

Baltimore market, you need look no further than...
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MORE UHF television spectrum than FCC
had expected apparently is going into FCC's
forthcoming proposed VHF-UHF allocation
plan. Some reports say proposal will envision .
use of more than 40 six-megacycle channels
to supplement present VHF 12, with likelihood
that channel numbering will extend from present 2 through 55. Originally, Commission
thought half of UHF TV spectrum (about 35
channels) would suffice now. On question of
maximum powers, FCC reportedly disposed to
put it at 200 kw at 500 feet for UHF; at 100
kw (currently 50 kw) at 500 feet for VHF.
THIS ONE may never be confirmed but it's
known that Edgar Kobak, former MBS president, was queried in high places as to possible
availability for FCC appointment — possibly
chairmanship. Mildly interested at start, because he thought they were kidding, Mr. Kobak
begged off when he discovered it wasn't horseplay. He is content to engage in radio and
advertising consultancy, and will hang out his
shingle within few weeks.
HELBROS WATCH CO., New York, formerly
handled by William H. Weintraub Co., also
New York, has appointed Borland Inc., New
York, to handle advertising. Agency currently
dickering for network show.
PLAN OF FCC to require local advertising
of virtually all broadcast applications as substitute for recently rescinded Avco procedure
of competitive bidding on station transfers is
expected to bite regulatory dust. General opposition to proposal by industry sources apparently has convinced Commission that no
useful purpose would be served through substitute procedure, and it looks like pre-Avco processes (Avco became operative in October 1945)
will again prevail.
INTEREST in presenting case for theatre
television before FCC said to be so great that
Society of Motion Picture Engineers has delayed appointment of special committee (see
page 50) to undertake task. SMPE wants to
make sure all phases of industry have representation. Appears likely committee will be
much bigger than originally planned.
ECONOMIC studies of two FM satellitestransit radio and storecasting — now quietly
under way by NAB's FM Dept., will show
need of know-how and experience in operating
these newer electronic media. Case-history
analyses will show mistakes made by some
pioneers in these fields.
BARE-BONES FCC (with only four members
sitting) spent all day Friday poring over 70page document embracing proposed rules and
allocations to cover both VHF and UHF TV
and which would be subject of hearing in midAugust. Ponderous tome should issue this
week and would mark first stop on FCC's TV
(Continued on page 86)
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July 11-13: NAB Board meeting, Wentworth-bythe-Sea, Portsmouth.
July 11-15: Third National Freedom Forum, U.
of Southern California, College of Aeronautics,
Santa Maria, Calif.
July 14-15: Annual Indiana U. Radio in Education Conference, Bloomington, Ind.
July 18-19: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Ocean Terrace Hotel, Wrightsville.
(Other Upcomings on page 62)
Bulletins
SALARY raise bill, granting FCC Commissioners increases from present $10,000 to $16,000, passed by House late Friday. Measui-e
(HR 1689) now goes to Senate where approval
is expected. Salary boosts also included for
FTC, SEC and other independent agencies
(see early story page 30).
DuMONT Television Network announced affiliation agreement with WFBM-TV Indianapolis,
operating since June 1. Station also affiliated
with ABC, CBS and NBC.
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C, affiliating with ABC
effective July 17. Station owned by Eastern
Carolina Broadcasting Co., operating fulltime
with 250 w, 1400 kc. Manager is Coleman Scott.
CHRISTAL

FILES APPEAL

FROM COURT'S RULING
HENRY I. CHRISTAL, secretary and treasurer of Edward Petry & Co., on Friday filed
with Court of Appeals of New York State an
appeal from adverse decision of Appellate Division of New York Supreme Court in his suit
to stop Mr. Petry from increasing number of
directors from four to five [Broadcasting, July
4].
Appellate Division ruling, by 3-2 vote of five
justices, reversed decision of Supreme Court
referee which accepted Mr. Christal's claim of
an agreement with Mr. Petry whereby they
should exercise equal control over company's
policies and granted injunction to prevent Mr.
Petry from using his majority stock holdings
(51%) to add another board member. Appeal
was
filed by Zalkin & Cohen, Mr. Christal's
attorneys.
NATIONS

FAVOR

FREE

RADIO

DECLARATIONS reaffirming freedom of radio communications and encouraging interchange of broadcasting programs between nations slated to get approval of 24 nations of
American region at weekend windup of Fourth
Inter-American Radio & International Telecommunications Union Region 2 conferences
in Washington. Declarations are among those
appended to new Inter-American Agreement
on Radio Communications due for signing Saturday (July 9) at final plenary session of
FIAR-Region 2 conferences, in progress since
April 25 [Broadcasting, April 25, May 2,
June 20].

Briefly

PILLSBURY MILLS SIGNS • Pillsbury
Mills, Minneapolis, signs for House Party,
starring Art Linkletter on 216 ABC stations,
five-a-week, 11-11:30 a.m. (CDT), for 52
weeks from Sept. 19. Several products will be
advertised. Agency, Leo Burnett, Chicago.
MARCUS BREIER APPOINTS • Marcus
Breier Sons, New York, appoints Chernow Co.,
also New York, to handle advertising for
Bantamac All-Weather Jackets. Spot radio
and video probably will be used, but plans
indefinite.
GOLD SEAL RENEWS • Gold Seal Co.,
Bismarck, N. D. (Glass Wax), renews effective
Aug. 29, 10:30-45 a.m. segment of CBS Arthur
Godfrey morning show heard Mon.-Fri., 10:1511:30 a.m. Agency, Campbell-Mithun Co.,
Minneapolis.
KELLOGG EXTENDS • Kellogg Co., sponsoring The Singing Lady (Irene Wicker)
Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m. (EDT), over 12 ABC-TV
stations for 26 weeks, extends contract 26
weeks from Aug. 7. Agency, N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
BOXING TELECASTS • P. Ballantine &
Sons, Newark, N. J. (ale, beer), Oct. 5 starts
sponsorship of boxing telecasts from St. Nicholas Arena, N. Y., on CBS-TV, Wednesday
(see early story, page 49). Agency, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y
COMPERE, MOSER LAW FIRM
THOMAS H. COMPERE, head of legal department of NBC's Central Division for past three
years, has joined John B. Moser, radio law
firm, at 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Firm
name changed to Moser & Compere. Mr. Compere will continue to represent NBC in Chicago. Mr. Moser has long been identified in
legal aspects of radio and television. He
formerly was head of CBS legal department
in Chicago.
'VOICE' STATIONS GET BOOST
POWER increase to 120 kw for one of Voice
of America's five East Coast transmitters
authorized by FCC in move to aid State Dept.
in overcoming Soviet jamming of American
programs behind Iron Curtain and increase
listenership. Announcement made by Walter
Lemmon, president of World Wide Broadcasting tional
Corp.,stations
which
owns WRUW
and operates
WRUL
WRUX internaWRUA
WRUS, all Boston. Mr. Lemmon said stations
had been heard clearly in more than 55 countries during past year.
FEDERAL

NAMES

MORSE

HERBERT A. MORSE, manager of sales promotion department of Federal Adv. Agency
since 1944, elected vice president of agency.
He will head agency's expanded promotion activities.
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So wired viewers, represented by dots on the map, reporting from
Indiana cities and towns covered by WFBM-TV's telecast of the
Indianapolis Speed Classic on May 30. At left is a list of cities
and towns outside Indiana confirming television reception for
the same day.
WFB M-TV's switchboard was jammed
congratulatory phone
calls and hundreds of telegrams poured inby both
during and after
the event.
WFB M -TV
INDIANAPOLIS
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The only established Women's Show produced in Wichita is E. J.'s Notebook on
KFH. The program features items of
interest to women with participating
announcements for advertisers who want
to reach a TOP audience of women.
E. J.'s Notebook has been aired regularly for a decade.
The show has a natural animation, skillful script and
a delightful personality that clicks. Ethel Jane King,
KFH Women's Editor, is currently emcee for the
show and she has sold everything from soap flakes
to diamond bracelets on the air. Program content
includes sparkling interviews with celebrities, personalized comments on styles and trends of the day
and announcements of meetings, clubs and concerts
of fascinating interest to her loyal audience. Call your
Petry representative today for availabilities.

For evidence of TOP programing on KFH, see any Petry man.

5000
Watts-ALL
the
REPRESINTCD NATIONAILT BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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YRON MAYO, formerly account executive with Richard G. Montgome^
B & Assoc., Portland, Ore. joins Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, m
similar capacity.
JACK KADUSON, former brand advertising manager for Schenley Distillers
Corp., New York, appointed group account executive at Hirshon-Garfield
Inc., New York.
HOWARD
GOSSAGE, of
formerly
KLX Oakland, Calif.,:''''
joins
copy department
Charles promotion
R. Stuart manager
Adv., San ofFrancisco.
SIDNEY B. WOLFE, associated with I. T. Cohen Adv., Washington, for two
years, becomes television director for agency. He will be in charge of all
television activities, programming and sales.
JEROME B. GRAY, senior partner and founder of Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia,
named to board of corporators of The Women's Medical College. Mr.
Gray was recently named chairman of public relations committee for 1950
Read Feather campaign and public relations chairman of the Southeastern
Pennsylvania chapter of American Red Cross.
E. BENNETT KOLB, formerly with Young & Rubicam, New York, and for
nine years with Marschalk & Pratt Co., New York, as account executive joins
Robert W. Orr & Assoc., also New York, as copy supervisor.
DON BELDING, chairman of the board of Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles,
named president of a new non-profit, non-partisan, organization, Freedoms
Foundation Inc. New group will sponsor annual cash awards to Americans
making "greatest contribution to a better understanding of the American
way
life." named treasurer of Guild, Bacom
FREDof BYRON
Bonfigli, San Francisco.
He formerly was with an eastern accounting firm.
SAMUEL MEEK, vice president and director of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, awarded Navy's Distinguished Public Service Award for his "outstanding services to the United States of America during the past war."
ARTHUR SEGAL has resigned as production manager of Bass-Luckoff of
Hollywood to freelance.
VINCENT ROWE, show supervisor on Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air,
for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, and Harriette Gifford announce
their
marriage.
DEAN SIMMONS, owner of Hollywood advertising agency by that name,
awarded scroll of appreciation by Paralyzed Veterans Assn. chapter of Veterans' Administration, Birmingham Hospital, Van Nuys, Calif.
AGENCIES changing location: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco, to 156 Montgomery St., July 31; Raymond Keane Adv., Los Angeles, to
La Brea Professional Bldg., 624 S. La Brea, phone Webster 3-8759; Smith,
Smalley & Tester Inc., New York, to 12 E. 44th St.

BURTON HOLMES, termed the "world's most famous traveler," checks film
ing script for TV series Sarra Inc., Chicago, is producing for the Santa Fe
Railway, with Clair Callihan, TV director of Leo Burnett agency, also Chicago
The 13-week series, which will take the air this fall, is also planned by (I to i
around Mr. Holmes and Mr. Callihan) Joseph G. Betzer, Sarra's film planninc
director; Fred Thornton, Burnett account executive; Thayer Soule, Mr. Holmes
assistant; Frederick Gately, director; Wayne Langston, assistant director;
and Harry W. Lange, production manager, all of Sarra.
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Favorite
with

Indiana
WORTHINGTON PRODUCTS, New York (drug firm), appoints Williami
von Zehle & Co., New York, to handle merchandising and advertising
for Sleep-Eeze (sleeping pill). Radio will be used in 18 test markets
with sign-offs and all night programs, starting July 11. More markets are
contemplated.

isteners

G & W REFRIGERATION Co. (ice machines). Associated IRON & METAL
Co., and FIDELITY ROOF Co., all of Oakland, Calif., appoint Ad Fried Agency,
same city, to handle advertising. G & W to use television, others will use radio.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana signs contract to air all U. of Colorado football games this fall on KOA Denver. This is third consecutive year Standard
Oil has sponsored games on KOA.
j
GORDON BAKING CO., New York, Chicago and Detroit divisions, appoints
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, to handle its advertising. Media .plans being
studied.
|,
RUBY CHEVROLET, Chicago, names W. B. Doner & Co., Chicago, as its
agency. Radio and television will be used.
STERLING DRUG INC., New York, renews its time order on Lourenco Marques Radio, South Africa, on behalf of Danderine, Phillips Milk of Magnesia,
Glostora, Phillips Dental Magnesia, Andrews Liver Salts, Califig, Bayer Aspirin
and Watkins Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. Firm uses total of three and
three-quarter hours weekly of program time on the station, plus spots,
according to Pan American Broadcasting Co., New York, international radio
station representative.
|
DIXIE FRY, Los Angeles (seasoned flour), appoints Dan B. Miner Co., that city
to handle advertising. Radio is expected to be used in Los Angeles and San
Francisco in the fall.

Another
important WISH
"personality" featured
in our long string of
successful shows

W. A. SHEAFFER Pen Co., Fort Madison, Iowa, will sponsor quarter-hour
Enchanted Piano television show on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and on as yet
undetermined number of Eastern TV stations. Program will be kinescoped
in Los Angeles for Eastern showing. Agency: Russel Seeds Co.
Ace

sports

announcer,

commentator

and

interviewer

VAN S. LABS., Oakland (Dentrix tooth powder), launches regional cam
paign on stations in San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles.
Agency: Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco. Bob Van Norden
is account executive.

Action, Interest, and Sales . . . begin when
Luke Walton goes on the air. A colorful fellow ■
whose unique style of reporting local and national sports

SCHREIBER MILLS Inc., St. Joseph, Mo., appoints Buchanan-Thomas Adv.,
Omaha, to handle its advertising. Radio will be used.
|

programmed
locally.

events keeps local ears "glued like magic" to Wl SH.
Yes . . . Luke Walton makes another hit . . as WISH
goes all out to give every sponsor more
than he bargains for in actual sales results.

Wh

3}

j

1310

kc

INDIANAPOLIS

• A-B-C NETWORK

FREE & PETERS, NdUondl Representatives
George J. HIggins, General Manager
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BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J., appoints Redfield-Johnstone Inc., Newj
York, to handle advertising of Stera-Kleen Denture Cleanser in addition to
seven Block Drug products now serviced by agency.

July 11, 1949

INTERNATIONAL SALT Co., New York, appoints Duane Jones Co., New York
advertising for Sterling Salt and other International Salt Products
handle Oct.
to
effective
1.
le • • •
GERHARD EXO, former director of merchandising and account executive
at Day, Duke & Tarleton, New York, appointed advertising and sales promotion
manager for Diamond Crystal-Colonial Salt Div., of General Foods Corp., New
York. He was previously account executive with Maxon Inc., Detroit.

J. A. FOUCHE, formerly manager of diversified products sales for Seiberling
Ohio, named assistant director of advertising and merchanAkron,firm.
Rubber disingCo.,for same
A/eiurotk ^ccounti

• • •

AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York, purchases CBS package. Leave It to
is curJoan for sponsorship in fall. Starring comedienne Joan Davis, show
rently summer sustainer, replacing first half-hour (9-9:30 p.m.) of Lux Radio
Theatre, Monday, 9-10 p.m. Show will be sponsored by Roi-Tan cigars,
network. Agency: Lawrp.m. effective
Friday,ence B. 9-9:30
Gumbinner,
New York.Sept. 9 on the full CBS
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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1924-1949

'TpO RADIO LISTENERS in Southeastern Ohio WHIZ
influential in every home.

is an old friend — a friend welcome and

For a quarter-century WHIZ has served Zanesville and
all Southeastern Ohio with programs and services particularly
designed for specialized local appeal.
After 25 years what do our listeners think of us? According to Mr. Hooper WHIZ is one of the highest Hooper
rated stations in the nation — an average of almost 60%
share of audienceAfter 25 years how is WHIZ accepted by local retailers?
Over 60 retail accounts have been advertising regularly on
WHIZ for 5 years or more.
On the threshold of its second quarter-century, WHIZ is
preparing to bring television to its thousands of friends in
Southeastern Ohio— ^a promise of continued progress and
service through the years.

V£RNON
BROADCASTING
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NOLT-E,
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A SPORTING event such as Grand
Rapids, Mich., never before has
seen was staged in that city last
month with exclusive broadcast
rights going to WGRD Grand
Rapids. In fact, the station promoted the entire event and furnished the chief — and as far as is
known the only — contender for the
title of Champion Lawn-Mower.
It all started when Bob Whitcomb, m.c. of the station's popular
Polka Time program, mentioned on
the air that it was rumored Joe
Wallescheski needed a new lawn
mower as there had been complaints by neighbors that his mower was noisy. Mr. Whitcomb — or
Jasiu, as he is known to his listeners— suggested that it might be a
good idea if the man bought a new
mower and, of course, from the
Ball Park Hardware Co. which is
one of the Polka Times sponsors.
An hour later Jasiu received a
phone call informing him that Mr.
Wallescheski was going to purchase a mower from the Ball Park
firm, provided Jasiu would come

O'n

Represented by
MEEKER
AS SOCIATES
New York • Chicago
Son Francisco • L6s Angeles
STEINMAN
Page 14
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-fli/

North

Carolina's

Gold
SALEM
WINSTON-

"\i
GREENSBORO

Surrounded by assistants and spectators, Jasiu takes another" row.
out and mow the lawn. The m.c.
accepted the challenge.
Listeners began to call the station asking if they would be al(Continued on page 78)

-Occounti

years.go "All
288J00 People*
al- insurance
lingoto and
RNclung
small town for
boys,seven
you know,
into
ity have
Genehospit
SOUTHE
Hoge,
assistant sales manager at insurance sooner or later. I just
$27 1,683,000. Retail Sales
NBC's Central Division, as pertradition."booming in the
sistently as the Spanish moss on kept
Withup business
daytime, Gene switched his sales
trees he used to climb during pre$4-10,987,000. Buying Income
adolescent days in the hills of campaign to socializing at night,
cky.
Kentu
wooing and winning Elise Kidd, a
* Copr. 1948,
Sales Management Survey o£ Buying Power;
Eugene Morris Hoge was named
girl he'd known all his life. After
iurther reproduction not licensed.
in keeping with the dignity of his six years of typically southern
(complete with magnolias
father's position as president of living
and mint juleps), they and their
the State National Bank of Frankson, Eugene Jr., moved to Waynesfort, (Ky.), out of reverence and
nostalgia for his
boro, Va. A gadgetSaturated by
grandfather, a Kenmaking
brother-intucky distiller. Like
law, who then conthem, Gene was born
centrated on manua rebel. Unlike them,
facturing kitchen
THE STATIONS
he developed what
stoves, hired Gene
was there to begin
to do some superMOST PEOPLE
selling among the
with into a one-man
revolution.
LISTEN TO
coal miners of VirIt started when he
ginia
and
West
Virwas 13. In a quick
Those days are
six years he travstill black in his
eled through the halginia.
lowed halls of
memory, lightened
Swarthmore Prep in
only
recollection
of a bymajor
selling
Pennsylvania, Castle
Ea®ST!-Heights Military
victory. General
Electric had sold
Academy in Tennessee, and Washington
only
electrichalf
stovesa indozen
one
& Lee U. in Virginia. After building
year. Gene — with his
GENE
soft - spoken rebel
up an all-too extendrawl wangled a whole carload
sive (and expensive) acquaintanceship in the four-state, sub-Masonof orders, converting the coalJOURNAL-SENTINEL
STATfONS
M
STON-SALE
diggers en masse to electricity.
^THE WIN
Dixon-line area. Gene was recalled
GE
executives,
curious
to
meet
to his homesite, where his father
NBC
the one-man competition, asked
had set-up an insurance business
him to visit the Chicago offices and
AFFILIATE
discuss a sales job. After arriving
for him. Confessing that "my
RepresentAd by
family always had trouble with
in the big city. Gene looked up
Melvin Traylor, a friend of his
me, although I never had trouble
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
(Continued on page 17)
with them," Gene returned to sell
BROADCASTING
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MATCH

THIS

SALES

NEW

RECORD!

ACCOUNTS

SOLD

WEEK'S

IN

4

PERIOD
* All outside Waterloo area.

A'S
MOST
POWERFUL
IOW
ABC

Business

is

OUTLET

good

at

KXEL!

// we can sell 'em — you can sell 'em.

THE

KXEL's tremendous acceptance makes it easy to break down today's
"ouchy" buyers.
STATION
The folks in Northeast Iowa have plenty of money to spend. KXEL
has the "know how" to get it.
THAT

HAS

CHANGED

LISTENING

HABITS

We believe we can make more money by wearing out shoe leather
than shining the seat of our pants.
These 458 new accounts, all outside of Waterloo, prove that the KXEL
extended area is ripe for selling. You need KXEL, serving the
richest area in Iowa, to get the biggest slice of the Iowa dollar.
The latest Conlan Survey shows KXEL holds up to 54.3% of the
listeners as far away as 97 miles from the transmitter.
National advertisers contact Avery-Knodel today for complete story.
ABC

IN

KXEL
JOSH

ABC
• Telecasting

HIGGINS

WATTS
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WATERLOO.

IOWA
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50,000

COMPANY

IOWA

Outlet for Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and all Northeast Iowa
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■How

"Tkb
^an
Metan
side
the
home
has
been
largely
By HUGH M. BEVILLE Jr.
overlooked by the buyers and sellDIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, NBC
ers of radio time, usually because
there is a shortage of reliable inIT IS apparent to everyone, I think, that the sellers' market is definitely
formation on this bonus audience.
over, and for the next few years American industry will definitely be
Recently, however, research has
exposed to a buyers' market. This naturally means that the advertiser
will be doing everything possible to deliver his product to the consumer
directed considerable attention toward this outside listening which
for the lowest possible price.
advertisers are getting.
We in i-adio are well aware that No. 2
the manufacturer is watching his
For instance, a new survey reThe Analyst
advertising budget closely — and
ported by station WNEW New
York reveals that 28.7% of all
making sure that he is getting the
New Yorkers listen to radios outmaximum return for that expendilistening over the years, thus proside of their homes on the average
tm"e.
viding
further
evidence
of
radio's
In view of recent economic
preferred
position
with
U.
S.
lisday
—
this represents a bonus auteners.
dience of about 2.9 million listeners
trends, the NBC Research Dept.
Nielsen data reflects a 52% in- per day in the metropolitan area
has been actively engaged in buildcrease since 1943 in total hours of surveyed. In Baltimore a March
ing a carefully documented comstudy of radio listening in places
parison of the various media — a listening per day by all families.
of business, conducted by Johns
Hooper reports a gain of 59% over
comparison which reveals that radio today is a better buy for the the same six-year period. These
Hopkins U., indicates an average
advertiser than ever before. At the increases stem from the growth in audience in Baltimore shops
total radio families and also the amounting to 14,000 persons during
same time we have been working
greater amount of time devoted to the 3 to 4 p.m. afternoon period.
on projects that show the advertiser who has used radio for a numAlso, the bonus audience in JOINING NBC in 1930, when he
radio by the average family today.
ber of years how he can make radio
Behind all this is the purchase of Washington, D. C, has recently
helped form the network's statistical
more than 40 million radios (AM,
pay off better by producing more
Hugh M. Beville Jr. was
been measured by WRC, NBC's af- department,
named
chief statistician of NBC in
FM) by U. S. listeners during the
filiate there. The WRC study deeffective commercials and pro1935 and later was made reseorch
termined, among other things, that
grams.
post-war period. Certainly such
Essentially, our resources have
156,000 persons in the metropolitan
manager. On his return from warevidence
of
radio's
place
in
the
been concentrated on five basic
time service as chief of counter inAmerican home should be an in- area listen to auto radios on a
telligence for the First Army with
ducement to any advertiser facing
typical weekday. Their average
points about radio today — and they
the rank of lieutenant colonel, he
establish that:
listening time while riding in their
a buyers' market.
Figures recently compiled by cars amounts to 50 minutes daily. was appointed director of the NBC
(1) Radio has a powerful hold on
These three studies all point to research department which was made
NBC
show that radio offers a vast
the American public.
bonus
circulation
to
the
advertisers
the inescapable conclusion that ra- an independent unit at that time.
(2) Radio offers a vast bonus
He is a member of the network addio reaches far beyond the home,
circulation.
for two important reasons:
that its audiences are substantially
visory group of the NAB Research
(3) Radio is unmatched in its
(a) There has been no general
Committee, American Marketing
greater
than
revealed
by
any
of
network
rate
increase
since
1939.
ability to cover all markets.
Assn., Market Research Council and
the current rating services.
(4) Radio is well adapted to
American Statistical Assn.
(b) There are more sets in the
The
new
American
market
comes
reach specialized markets.
home, business places, in the car,
closer than ever to being a real na(5) Greater returns are guaranand in the form of portable radios
tional market — regionalism, ex- proof to this. Between 94 and 95%
teed the advertiser by a constant
than ever before.
tremes in income levels, and di- of families own radios. Of Amerir
re-evaluation of commercials and
In 1940 the NBC network cost
verse living standards are becoming
programs.
ca's 11,140,500 upper income famper thousand ran about $0.72. In less marked. As a result the nailies 98.6% make up that group's
1949 the cost per thousand was
To indicate how research is doctional advertiser's customers are listening audience. The medium
$0.56 or a 22% decrease. This is
umenting each of these five arguincome
group totals 17,208,800
everywhere.
Radio's which
audience
ments, Ishould like to discuss a not true of most other media. For likewise
everywhere,
placesis families of which 97.4% are listed
example, the cost per thousand for this medium at the top in selling by BMB as radio families. Even
few of the projects that NBC rethe largest weekly magazines has to America.
search and allied organizations
in the lowest income group, which
have undertaken during the past
Radio has an unmatched ability totals 11,607,700 families, 85.1%
jumped 17%, while daily newsfew months.
papers are up 7% since 1940.
to cover all markets in the country.
are radio owners. Comparable
Latest BMB figures give conclusive
The all-important point that raThe listening which is done outdata for the printed media reveals
dio has a large and lasting hold on
substantial gaps in coverage. For
the American public is shown by a
example, the 1947 NORC survey
new appraisal of the public attirevealed that two-fifths of the
tude toward the mass media of
adult population did not read any
INCREASE
IN RADIO
LISTENING
entertainment, made by Fortune.
magazine regularly.
The Fortune survey, a nationwide
We are not only demonstrating
investigation released in March
i-adio's ability to reach mass mar1949, comes up with fresh and perkets; we are also developing new
tinent information for advertisers
research to illustrate that it is
everywhere.
also a selective medium, through
proper selection of programming.
Listening to radio is the recreaRadio is perhaps singular in its
tional activity that most people
enjoy most. According to the
ability to reach specialized markets. According to the NBC Gilbert
Fortune survey 54% of all women
interviewed and 51% of the men
Youth Survey for the 13-19 age
name radio listening as their fagroup, which was recently released,
we find that 64% of the teenagers
vorite way of spending spare time.
have their own sets and 60% use
The next preferences listed fell far
them daily. It is this listening
below the mark set by radio.
that is only partially reported by
Fortune also reported that 70% of
all persons said they are listening
any current rating service. Only
as much or more than they did a
26%
of the youth sample checked
1943
T949
few years ago — and the listeners VJf
by the NBC Gilbert Survey testified to listening over the family
are right. They are listening /'||"
59% INCREASE, SAYS HOOPER
radio. This listening audience
more. Both Hooper and Nielsen |m
indicate a rising trend in radio 'V/
possesses considerable buying pow52% INCREASE, SAYS NIELSEN
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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er of interest to every advertiser.
night manager and assistant to
RADIO TODAY offers a better buy for advertisers than ever
The survey reveals that the averthe vice president. For the next
age weekly buying power for boys before. That was one of the conclusions reached by Hugh M.
three years he spent most evenings
is $14.65, as compared to $10.77
Seville Jr., NBC research manager, in the accompanying article.
culling beautiful females from
for girls. Projection of these figlengthy lists of guide applicants,
The article is one of a series on the general subject: "How
ures indicates that the purchase
thus gaining
nationwide
tation for the adivision.
Whenreputhe
impact of the American 13-19 year a Buyers' Market Can Mean Business for Broadcasting." The
first was written from the manufacturer's viewpoint by John W.
olds exceeds $8 billion annually.
strain
became
too
great,
he
went
Another excellent example of ra- Craig, vice president of the Avco Manufacturing Corporation
to KOA Denver as sales manager.
and General Manager of the Crosley division. It appeared in Eighteen months later he returned
dio's ability to reach specialized
the July 4 issue.
to Chicago and the glamorous
markets is found in a sui-vey made
In the accompanying piece Mr. Beville attacks the problem
by Ohio State U. among Columbus
guides to join the network sales
from the standpoint of the analyst. Some of the answers he staff. He's been there ever since.
housewives. Coincidental telephone
calls conducted between 7:30 a.m.
has found may easily be adapted to the problems faced by the
Gene has worked on every divibroadcaster who must convince the advertiser of the value of
and 6 p.m. during April reveal
sion account at one time or another,
that whatever their household ac- a strong sales appeal.
and is credited with introducing to
tivities may be, the home-makers
We suggest that each article of the series be clipped, as it broadcasting the Great Northern
are listening in large numbers.
Railroad and the Florsheim Shoe
appears, so that the entire series can be used for reference.
Co. Other accounts he has handled
Among women found to be resting
. . . Tfie Editors
— Princess Pat, Colgate, Fitch,
or relaxing, an average of 58%
Wander Co. (Little Orphan Annie),
were listening to their i-adios. of wasted effort in radio:
for more effective commercial util- Fendrich, Pepsodent, Carnation,
Other activities: While ironing,
ization of the aural medium are
48% were listening; while washing
(a)
Shows
that
aren't
given
enough
International Harvester and Sheaftime to build an audience,
basic to our 1949 sales efforts.
fer Pen.
dishes, 41% were listening; sew(b) Shows that never should have
been put on in the first place,
ing, 40% listening; preparing
They prove conclusively, I think,
Named assistant to Sales Man(c) Shows that cost too much,
meals, 34% listening; and eating
(d) Commercials which render the that radio is as effective a sales
ager Paul McCluer three years
listener
psychologically
deaf.
tool today as it has been at any
meals, 33% listening. These figago.
Gene
now spends most of
To the above I should like to add
other time in its history and that his time organizing
ures furnish strong evidence of rapresentations
(1)
selection
of
a
show
which
does
it can be even more effective if re- and supervising work of the netdio's ability to reach and hold
not
reach
the
primary
prospects
search
findings
are
properly
used.
urban wives. Radio's strength
work salesmen, although he still
for the product and (2) improper
among rural housewives is undishandles General Mills, Brown &
placement of a program to reach
puted.
Williamson and Minnesota Valley
All these figures I have listed the largest audience of buyers.
Canning Co. Major shows on
On All Accounts
so far offer an inducement for any
which business is handled through
Here, then, is a vast area in
(Continued from page H)
advertiser to use radio, whether he which qualitative research can conthe Central Division are Raleigh
tribute to the more effective use of father. Mr. Traylor, other than
seeks a mass audience or a special
Cigarettes' People Are Funny, Gensegment of the audience; but it radio by advertisers who now must
eral Mills' Today's Children and
being
"a
real
fine
guy,"
also
hapshould be remembered that the de- make every dollar count. There is
Light of the World, and Minnesota
pened
to
be
president
of
the
First
cision to use this medium must be much that can be done by such reValley's Fred Waring Show.
National Bank and a board memfollowed by the presentation of
He commutes daily from North
ber of GE and NBC. He elimisearch to point up radio's unique
effective and creative commercials
ability to select a large audience
Shore Evanston, where he, his
nated
GE's
role
in
the
future
of
and programs.
of prospects and enable the manuwife and son spend the summer
Mr. Hoge by arranging an introduction with Niles Trammell, then
facturer to talk directly to them
I'm sure many advertisers have
montlfs storing up wood to be used
been reading with great interest
in convincing terms about the head of NBC's Central Division.
in their five fireplaces during the
the recent reports released by the merits of his product.
Mr. Trammell, himself a ConfederSchwerin Research Foundation.
ate, drawled along with Gene and winter. As a relief from woodThere are, of course, numerous
NBC research has sponsored and
gathering, all three look forward
recommended
him to I. E. Showerother research results which are
to northward treks 535 miles to
worked closely with the Schwerin
man, then sales manager and now
organization. We feel it is an im- valuable to the time salesman in division chief. Gene's "bright looks
Hayward, Wis., site of Gene's prize
35-pound Muskie catch. In true
portant element of our network re- today's buyers' market. Neverthebelied his penchant for radio," one
less, Ibelieve the strong evidence
sponsibiity to encourage research
unsportsmanlike
style, he ordered
of his associates recalls, and he
which will enable advertisers
it cooked instead of stuffed as
was hired in June 1929.
which we have provided to demto use radio with maximum effecdecoration for one of the fireplaces.
Within a year he was named
onstrate (1) radio's hold on the
tiveness. Horace Schwerin has reradio's vast bonus circently stated his studies show that public, (2)
culation, (3) the unmatched market
as much as 50% of the effort in coverage of radio, (4) the flexibilradio broadcasting is waste.
ity of radio to reach specialized
markets and (5) the possibilities
He pointed out four major areas
RADIO-THE
UNIVERSAL
MEDIUM
RECEIVERS
RADIO

FAVORITE

AMUSEMENT

SAY:

ARE OWNED

BY-

O VI CX) vO
f f I r f
HIGHER INCOME
FAMILIES

OF MEN

54g OF WOMEN
OTHER AMUSEMENTSWATCHING SPORTS
VISITING FRIENDS"
PARTICIPATING IN SPORTS
MOVIES
PLAYING CARDS, ETC.
BROADCASTING
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OTHER AMUSEMENTSNEEDLEWORK
VISITING FRIENDS
READING BOOKS
MOVIES
READING MAGAZINES

iiii 98.6%

MEDIUM INCOME
FAMILIES
LOWER INCOME
FAMILIES
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ARRIVING in Bermuda for prize vacation are winners in competition sponsored
by
ABC'snatl.
co-opdir.sales
department
amongTedaffiliated
stations
to r): prom,
Otto
Brandt,
of station
relations;
Oberfelder,
dir. of(I adv.,
and research; hiarold Vigue, WTVL Waterville, Me.; Harold Day, ABC co-op
program sales mgr.; Bill Wylie, station relations; Bob Walker, WCHV Charlottesville, Va.; Dennis Gerken, WCRO Johnstown, Pa.; Vic Doty, WJZ New
York; Fred Elsethagen, KVOSWenatchee,
Bellingham,
Wash.Wash.; Pat O'Halloran, KPQ
EXAMINING mail pull from contest sponsored by Golden State Baking Co.t
Fresno, Calif., are George Ballas (I), partner in firm, and Gene Chenault,
KYNO Fresno manager. In introducing a new loaf of bread into local market,
Golden State offered $500 prize in competition to select a name for the
bread. Of the $1,200 budget appropriated for the contest, some $600 was
spent on KYNO spots and programs in two weeks. Campaign pulled close
to 65,000 letters.
HIGHLIGHT of KDKA Pittsburgh's
annual advertisers' barbeque was a
580-lb steer, cooked for 28 hours
before serving. KDKA was host to
^
over 200 of area's leading ad^1 vertisers and agency men at
V
all-day outing in North Park.
PLEASED over WXKW Albany, N. Y.,
renewal of its ABC affiliation are
(I to r): Seated — Ernest Lee Jahncke,
ABC vice president; Stephen R. Rintoul, WXKW president; standing —
Gren Rand, WXKW commer- A
cial manager; Eugene FitzPatrick, promotion manager. ^

CONVERSING after a meeting of the
Denver Ad Club are Gene McKim (I),
club president, and Hugh B. Terry,
vice president and general manager,
KLZ Denver. Mr. Terry spoke to club
about his trip to Paris as official
American radio representative at
UNESCO House.

SPONSORSHIP by First National
Stores Inc., food chain, of Guy Lambardo Show on entire New England
Regional Network starts this month.
Completing plans are (I to r) Walter
Johnson of NERN; John C. Dowd,
pres., John C. Dowd Agency; Dana
Baird, Boston mgr.. Weed & Co.

WELCOMING
ABC
correspondent, DAN SINKLER (I) of Eastern Airlines
Gordon Fraser (I), to Lawrence, Mass., points out route of Silver Fleet to
for centennial event of his alma frank Gaither, commercial manager,
mater, Lawrence High School, are WSB WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga. Airline
Harold B. Morrill (r), WLAW Law- has signed for 52-week sponsorship
ence gen. mgr., and Fred Lafof WSB-TV newscast, Mon.- — —
fey, WLAW chief announcer. ^^^^
Pfi_^ 7:45-8 p.m.
"^^^

MEMBERS of National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors, visiting Detroit industry, see plans for new Dearborn Motors Corp. construction. L to r are:
Thomas Farrell, Dearborn vice president; Marshall Wells, WJR
Detroit; Hal Totten, WGN ——■
Chicago.

'^^^

KEY figures in the CBS integration
of AM and TV broadcasts in the area^;
of fact and opinion [BROADCASTING, |
July 4] are (I to r) Lyman Bryson,
Red Barber, Davidson Taylor, Werner
Michel and Edmund Chester. News
and public affairs operations were
combined.

AND
SHRIMP
FREEZING PLANT, located on
seven square blocks at Ponchatovila, La. The main
building can accommodate more than 15 million

pounds of frozen food at one time. The expanding
food industries in this area are another reason
why WWL-land exceeds national average in increased income, buying power, and general prosperity.
3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.

The

greatest

50,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

selling power

in the South's
CLEAR CHANNEL

• Telecasting

greatest city
CBS AFFILIATE

NEW
A DEPARTMENT

ORLEANS
OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

BMB Maps of WWL-coverage and other data available
from the Katz Agency, Inc., our National Representatives.
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In a matter of seconds an amplifier or power supply
can be connected or disconnected. Guide strips on
the new RCA shelf (Type BR-2A) and guide pins on
plug at back of amplifier assure smooth, rapid installation. Levers at front hook into slot in shelf and
pull amplifier into place. Sockets on bracket at rear
of shelf permit self alignment of receptacle with amplifier plug. (Shown is the BX-IB Power Supply Unit.)

Two-stage Preamplifier (Type BA-lA)— ideal for use
as a microphone preamplifier, turntable preamplifier,
booster amplifier, or low-level isolation amplifier. High
gain: 40 db. High output: +\0 db. Low noise level: -80
db. Low distortion: 0.5% rms, 50 to 7500 cycles. Isolation
Jactor: approx. 90 db; over 100 db with special Volume
Control Kit. Frequency response: +1 db, 30 to 15,000
cycles. Small size: six units will fit on a 36-B or new
BR. 2 A shelf!

Booster Amplifier (Type BA-2C)— A two-stage unit
having applications similar to those for the BA-lA; also
valuable where a high-gain amplifier between announce
microphone and limiting amplifier is required. High
gain: 50 db. Low noise level: -68 db. Low distortion:
0.75% rms, 40 to 15,000 cycles. Frequency response:
+ 1.5 db, 30 to 15,000 cycles. Compact: two units can be
mounted on one 36-B or BR-2A shelf. Features plug-in
capacitors and built-in power supply.

for

quick

intercliangeseasy

maintenaiue

All units available for immediate

The RCA Type BR-2A Shelf fits any standard rack; takes
8% inches of panel space. If desired, however, RCA Type
36-B panels and shelves now in use can be easily adapted
for plug-in amplifier service.

BROADCAST

mt/

delivery

AS easy to install or remove as an electronic tube! Pull a
jHL lever near the front of the amplifier and the plug on the
rear of the unit is smoothly withdrawn from its socket —
automatically disconnected from the supply voltage. No
longer is it necessary to crawl around to the back of hardto-get-at racks and unsolder or unscrew countless connections. System changes can be made quickly; minutes can be
slashed from inspection, servicing, and testing time.
This new RCA line now includes the four amplifiers and
one power-supply unit shown. Others will be added in the
near future. New, carefully selected characteristics make
these units ideal for a large number of studio jobs.
All units use the same standard plug. To assure maximum
convenience, a new shelf (Type BR-2A) has been designed.
With a few easy changes, however, the conventional RCA
Type 36-B panel and shelf can be used, if desired. The necessary accessories are available for this purpose.
Here, we believe, is a real opportunity to modernize your
amplifier system— a quick, convenient way to get better performance atlow cost. Descriptive leaflets are yours for the
asking. Write: Dept. '19GB, Audio Equipment Section,
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.

EQUIRMCNT

RAD
to
CORPORATION
eMGIMECRIMG RRODUCTS DERARTMEMT,

of AMERICA
CAMDEN, M.J,

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

New Program Amplifier (type BA-13). The most versatile highfidelity amplifier ever designed for broadcasting. Ideal as a
program or line amplifier, bridging amplifier, isolator amplifier,
cueing or monitoring amplifier. Improved layout for greater
accessibility; "plug-in" electrolytics for ease in servicing. Output,
2 watts (approx.). Higher gain, 65 db for matching input; 28 db
for bridging input. Lower noise level, -82 db (with max. gain).
Lower distortion, less than 0.5 to 1% rms, depending on output
level. Frequency response, + 1 db, 30 to 15,000 cps.

Monitoring Amplifier (Type BA-4B)— Designed for operation atmicrophone levels. High output of 12 watts
is sufficient to drive several speakers or, in some applications, arecording head. Other uses include application as line amplifier for portable and mobile transmitters. High gain: 105 db. Low noise level: -20 db (with
maximum gain); -40 db (with minimum gain). Low
distortion: less than 3% at 12 watts. Frequency responser
±2 db, 30 to 15,000 cycles.

it's
IF

EASY.
YOU

KNOW

how!

"Y'eS, the hand is quicker than the eye, but down here in
Deep Dixie, the ear is quicker than either. An extra "r" in
the accent, or a little lack of tact about several subjects —
well, you know . . .
We of KWKH

are Southerners. We

talk and think like

all the rest of our people down here.
For 23 years we've studied our audience, and
the results are reflected in our Hooper ratings.
For March-April, 1949 our showing for Total Rated
Periods was 38%

better than our next "com-

petitor."
Whatever you have to sell in our market, KWKH
best radio buy.

We can prove it. Interested?

is your

KWKH
.J

SHREVEPORT

50,000

Watts

CBS

The Branham

f

IP

LOUISIANA]

Company

Representatives ^'^
Henry Clay, General Manager

t
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HECHT
By J. FRANK

WASHINGTON,

D. C, JULY 11, 1949

SUCCESS

Radio

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Puts

Over

BEATTY

HECHT Co., Washington's
largest department store —
and one of the nation's largest, too — decided two years
ago to take a daring gamble.
While the entire retailing
world cast rather fishy eyes
at such effrontery, the Hecht
Co. decided to build a complete store with 160,000
square feet of selling space in the
capital's suburban community of
Silver Spring, Md.
Hecht Co., however, let others
do most of the worrying once it
had decided to go ahead with its
project. For store officials had
worked out a plan — a broadcast
plan.
In a nutshell, Hecht Co. bet on
Maryland's second city and won,
protecting its wager by taking out
radio insurance.
Famed nationally as a promotional store with a million dollar
advertising budget, Hecht Co. naturally backed up its wagering propensity with some of the finest
know-how in all retailing.
Store officials realized that the
community was dubious about the
whole project, especially the local
businessmen. The main problem
was to find a way into the hearts
of the citizens of this fast-expanding area. Radio supplied the solution.
The result is retailing history.
Opening the Silver Spring store in
late 1947, the Hecht Co. set a goal
of $5 million in sales for 1948. It
reached the goal and went on to
attain the amazing total of $7.5
million for the first year.
While Washington's four dailies
circulate widely in Silver Spring
and environs, the area lacks its
own daily newspapers. And since
both stores carry identical merchandise, Hecht Co.'s five-million

Mr. ROTTO
lines of space per year in the four
Washington papers therefore
blanket most of the area.
But The Hecht Co. felt it needed
additional advertising to reach the
100,000 people living in the fringes
of its logical trading area. To
reach these 100,000, the Hecht Co.
turned to radio rather than to the
host of weeklies scattered in Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties, adjacent to District of Columbia.

Mr. SHLESINGER
The success of radio in drawing
suburban and rural traffic to Silver
Spring is in no small way responsible for the Hecht Co.'s surpassing
by 50% its estimated volume of $5
million for the first year its Silver
Spring store was in operation.
As opening day drew near in
October 1947, Hecht officials went
into their planning conferences
with the knowledge that the store
had developed a 50-year reputation
for community service.
The problem, then, was to estab-

Plans
REVAMPING
WLAP Lexington, Ky.
NAB'S Board of Directors opens
One board vacancy is to be filled.
its summer meeting today (MonIt was created by resignation last
day) confronted by a list of indusspring of Harry Bannister, WWJ
try and association problems
Detroit, at the time the station
mostly centering around reorganization and BMB. The meeting is withdrew from the association.
Under the by-laws the board can
being held at Wentworth-by-thename a successor to serve until
Sea, Portsmouth, N. H.
District 8 holds its 1950 election.
Prior to the full board session,
The Structure Committee was to
WHEN the Hecht Co. planned its several of its subcommittees were
go
over a number of suggested reto
meet.
The
Structure
Commitsuburban store in Silver Spring, Md.,
organization plans. They range
tee, headed by Clair R. McCollough,
just outside Washington, it knew
that the weakest place in chain store WGAL Lancaster, Pa., had slated from simple adjustment of the
NAB organizational chart all the
an all-day session Saturday.
operations is community identity.
The Finance Committee, of which way to proposals for a separate
Such stores seldom used local radio
group of functional (AM, FM,
or newspaper advertising. So the John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Hecht Co. took the logical way of Minn., is chairman, planned to meet TV) associations under the wing
of a top federation.
Sunday. The By-Laws Committee,
winning a place in the community.
board is to see a preview of
of which Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Den- theThenew
It turned to radio as its principal
film developed by
ver, is chairman, also was to meet, BAB. The slide
medium. The results? Hecht Co.
film will be shown to the
went 50% over its sales goal.
and possibly the Membership Comtrade for the first time next Thursmittee, headed by Gilmore R. Nunn,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
NAB

N

Big

Store's

Branch

lish the same sort of reputation in
Silver Spring in a short time.
Looking around for the right advertising vehicle, Hecht executives
talked over their problem with
Joseph L. Brechner, general manager of the then 10-month-old
WGAY Silver Spring, 1 kw daytimer on 1050 kc, a communityminded station, and Harwood Martin Advertising Agency, handling
the Hecht account.
Out of their conferences developed the Community Reporter, a
noon quarter-hour that won national recognition its first year in
the form of the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn. grand prize in
the general family class of programs for Class A stores, grossing
over $15 million a year [Broadcasting, Jan. 17].
The first Hecht broadcast in
Silver Spring was heard Oct. 15,
1947, two weeks before the huge
store opened. The objective, of
course, was to establish the store as
a service to the community.
Promptly at noon the Community Reporter took the air — and
still does, for that matter — with a
one-minute summary of news.
Coming in order are local weather,
six minutes of local news, the Community Club bulletin board listing
all types of meetings and events,
a guest speaker (they write their
(Continued on page 6i)

Top

Board

Agenda

day at BAB headquarters, 270 Park
Ave., New York.
Tied into the reorganization
project are such corollary matters
as the proposed drive to obtain
new NAB members, the disposition
of Broadcast Advertising Bureau in
the association structure, appointment of a TV director and the retions.
alignment of departmental funcAmong ideas likely to receive
study is a proposal that departmental clinics on a national or regional basis be held at least annually. Success of the recent NAB
Program Clinic in Chicago [Broadcasting, July 4] has stimulated interest in this plan. The clinic idea
has been successfully used by NAB
(Continued on page 32)
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DREW

FOLEY'S

PEARSON

Signed by Adam

Hats

ADAM HAT Stores Inc., New
York, last week signed a contract
to sponsor Drew Pearson over ABC
next fall. The commentator had
been dropped by his former sponsor, Frank H. Lee Hat Co., Danbury, Conn. [Closed Circuit,
July 4].
The Adam Hat sponsorship was
negotiated by the William H. Weintraub agency which also acquired
the Adam account from Madison
Advertising, New York. The Lee
account, which abandoned the
Weintraub agency at the time it
dropped Mr. Pearson, has moved
to Grey Advertising, New York
[Closed Circuit, July 4].
Keeps Same Time
Mr. Pearson will be heard under
Adam sponsorship in his usual
time, 6-6:15 p.m., Sunday, beginning sometime in September. The
transfer of the Adam account from
Madison Advertising to Weintraub
is effective Aug. 28.
In announcing his company's undei-writing of the commentator,
Elias Lustig, president of Adam
Hat Stores Inc., described Mr.
Pearson as "the finest medium for
selling hats the industry has known
in the past 25 years."
The Lee Hat Co. will continue
in radio but "in a non-controversial way," Jack Beltaire, vice
president of the company, said.
He added that "we, of course,
have no intention of going off the

E

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"I'd like to correct that last weather bulletin. . . . There's been a
sudden change"
air and will introduce a brand
new show in September. It is
a show that we believe will be one
of the most exciting things that
has ever happened in the men's
wear
Mr. industry."
Beltaire revealed in a letter
to dealers that his company was
dickering with Robert Montgomery
as a commentator in a quarter
hour program to start in Septemand that
"the chances are"
it willber, be
on ABC.

Promoted by Phiico Corp.
To Executive V. P.

JAMES H. CARMINE, vice president-distribution for the past two
years, has been elected executive vice president of Phiico Corp., it was
announced July 7 by William Balderston, president.
Mr. Carmine, 47, a nationally known figure in the appliance industry,
has played a leading part in the
growth and expansion of Phiico. he was named sales manager of the
He joined the company in 1923 as Midwest for Phiico with headquarters inChicago. He made such
district sales representative in
Pittsburgh and last year completed
an outstanding record in that capacity that he was transferred to
25 years of Phiico service. " In 1932
the Phiico home office in Philadelphia in 1939 to become assistant
general sales manager.
Two years later he was appointed
general sales manager and in
March 1942 was named vice
president in charge of merchandising and elected to the board of
directors.
Previous Capacity
Since January 1948 Mr. Carmine
has been vice president-distribution, and in this capacity has been
responsible for the development of
all product lines, as well as the
sales, merchandising and advertising activities of the corporation.
Over the years, Mr. Carmine has
played a leading part in the development of the strong nation-wide
Phiico distribution organization of
130 wholesale distributors and over
25,000 retail dealers. He is a member of the executive, management
Mr. CARMINE
and finance committees of Phiico.
Page 24
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PLAGIARISM
SUIT
CBS Loses in Calif. Court
IN a precedent setting decision,
the California State Supreme
Court has affirmed a $35,000
plagiarism judgment against CBS
in behalf of Jack Stanley, Hollywood radio writer.
Mr. Stanley won damages on
grounds that CBS Hollywood Preview was based on a program format idea titled Walter Wanger
Presents which he had submitted
to the network for consideration
but was rejected.
A Los Angeles Superior Court
jury originally had awarded Mr.
Stanley the $35,000 with judgment
later upheld by District Court of
Appeal. CBS took case to the
State Supreme Court which also
affirmed. This is said to be first
decision by any state supreme
court affirming the verdict of a
jury for misappropriation of a
radio program idea.
Besides CBS, named in the suit
were General Petroleum Corp. and
Hal Hudson, then West Coast
program director for the network.
MICHELSON SERIES
'Blackstone' Co-op Resumed
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York package producer, last week
announced the resumption of
Blackstone Magic Detective, quarter-hour transcribed series, on a
co-op 50-50 basis for the Blackstone Washing Machines.
The Blackstone Corp., prior to
labor difficulties which have now
been settled, according to the announcement,'co-sponsored the series on 148 stations. The washing
machine firm has termed the series
as the most successful radio advertising campaign in its history.
Michelson Inc. has informed all
stations that the series is now
available for local sponsorship on
aers.co-op basis for Blackstone deal-

SUCCESS
Finds TR Profitable

TRANSIT RADIO is proudly reporting thestore
experience
of Foley's
department
of Houston,
Tex.,
with the use of TR announcements
via KPRC-FM Houston. Foley's
bought ments$68
of day
announceon Juneworth
20, the
after
Father's Day, when the store did
not open until noon — with two
follow-ups the next morning. Items
advertised were a $1 sport shirt,
pillow cases and diapers. Each item
was priced slightly under the regular price for the test; no other advertising was used; the items
were not displayed; customers had
to ask for them specifically.
On the first day, Foley's had
176 direct calls for the sport shirts
from customers who bought 375
of them. On Tuesday only 10
or 12 shirts were left, none ofi
them salable. The full stock of
pillow cases (300) was sold out.
By 3 p.m. Tuesday, five hours
after the last TR spot, 30 dozen
diapers had been sold and were
still selling, while the other soldout items still were being called
for.

LANGUAGE
GROUP
To Exploit Foreign Market
RALPH WEIL, WOV New York
general manager, announced last
week a five-man committee to head
the Foreign Language Quality
Group,15 organized
tentatively
last
June
at the foreign
language
broadcast
clinic at New York's
Roosevelt Hotel.
Mr. Weil, nominated temporary
chairman at the group's informal
inception, will continue as chairman of the following committee:
Frank Blair Jr., WSCR Scranton;
George Lasker, WBMS Boston;
Samuel Sague, WSRS Cleveland
Heights, and William Jory, WJLB
Detroit. Aims of Group
|
FLQG will attempt to organize
major foreign language markets
in the country, promote the sales
potentialities of the foreign population, distribute statistical and
analytical material on foreign audiences, increase community service by broadcasters, supply data
for advertisers and agencies and
exchange ideas.
Date for FLQG's initial committee meeting will be set within the
next two weeks.
ASCAP Deadline
STATIONS interested in signing
per
piecewere
royalty
contracts
with
ASCAP
reminded
last week
by NAB that
"time contracts,
is running out."
Present
ASCAP
with
a per piece privilege, expire Dec.
31, 1949. All existing contracts
as of that date will be frozen. Stations are required to give 90 days
notice if they desire per piece contracts.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

QUESTIONS came fast as E. M. Webster (right) appeared before Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week for hearing on renomination to FCC. Others around
committee table (I. to r): Sens. Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.), Charles W.
Tobey (R-N. H.), Committee Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) and
Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan.). Official
stenographer is virtually obscured by
Sen. Tobey, who handled most of interrogation.

Confirmation
WEBSTER
By RUFUS

CRATER

Delayed

REAPPOINTMENT
the Justice Dept. instead of FCC.
• He would favor replacing Acting Chief Engineer John A. Willoughby on grounds that the job
demands greater executive ability.
But he had not heard reports,
mentioned by Sen. Tobey, that a
majority of FCC members had
decided to remove Mr. Willoughby.
® He acknowledgsd, but did
not contribute to, reports that FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy may resign
to become head of Television
Broadcasters Assn.
Questions on Co!or TV
• Sen. Tobey, via questions,
suggested that CBS and RCA may
be "dickering" with respect to
patents on the CBS color television
system. He asked Commodore
Webster whether he had heard such
reports. Commodore Webster had
not, but thought such a development would be "immaterial" to
FCC's
disposition
of the VHFUHF-color
case.
• The nominee expressed faith
in the ultimate dominance of color
television and felt, for his part,
that color standards would be advanced after the TV hearings in
August. He aflnirmed his belief in
the wisdom of FCC's current approach to the whole television problem (see story page 49), and reiterated his view that the opening
of the UHF and the use of color
must be accomplished on bases

SENATE ACTION on E. M. Webster's reappointment to the FCC
was delayed for another week — at
least — as Sen. Charles W. Tobey
(R-N.H.), fireball anti-monopoly
crusader, found a two-hour examination last Wednesday inadequate
for all the 252 questions he had
prepared.
The second and presumably final
session of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee's
confirmation hearing was tentatively scheduled for next Wednesday afternoon (July 13). Despite
the length and breadth of the
questioning, there was little evident
doubt that he would be given committee approval, usually tantamount to Senate confirmation.
When the committee will report
out the nomination remained a big
question, however — and an important one to the FCC, which, with
two members on foreign assignments, has been operating with a
bare, four-member quorum since
Comr. Webster's term was allowed
to expire June 30.
The Committee's next bi-weekly
meeting will be Wednesday morning, before the hearing. No other
regular meeting is scheduled until
July 27. There was speculation
about a special session, but no
decision on this possibility was expected until after the testimony is
completed.
Like last Wednesday's examination, most of the forthcoming questioning of the 60-year-old engineer
and former Coast Guard CommoFCC
PROBE
dore in charge of communication is
due to be handled by Sen. Tobey,
WITH PLANS on foot for inclusion of broadcasting and FCC in
perennially
FCC'snotac-a
tivities andinterested
more oftenin than
an overall monopoly investigation.
caustic critic of its conduct. He said Rep. Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.)
indicated last week that he had
he was only about half through
deferred — but not forsaken — his
after Wednesday's session, which
included these highlights:
plan to haul FCC on the carpet for
• Commodore Webster felt the alleged circumvention of the Administrative Procedures Act
question of power above 50 kw for
[Broadcasting, July 4].
clear-channel stations may be one
This was disclosed Thursday
which FCC should "take up with
when the House Judiciary ComCongress," as the committee has
urged consistently.
mittee, of which he is second rank• He'd reached no definite coning member, named a subcommittee to launch an extensive anticlusion on the question of motiontrust study of the whole business
picture ownership of stations — another major FCC problem — but structure of the nation — including
seemed inclined to proceed on a communications. This study starts
today (Monday), the date Rep.
case-to-case basis. He "wondered"
Walter had set tentatively for the
whether the question of anti-trust
violations shouldn't be handled by start of his FCC probe.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

compatible with the present VHF
system.
9 Possibility of vastly expanding FCC research facilities to minimize reliance upon technical work
of the industry was suggested by
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
chairman of the subcommittee on
radio. But the nominee felt FCC
must have some faith in industry,
and that government could not be
"self-sustaining" in this regard.
• He would be inclined to subpoena witnesses and data on color
TV if industry offered none voluntarily at the August television
hearing — a development which Sen.
Tobey thought would not be surprising [Closed Circuit, June 13].
• As to the comparative merits
of the CBS and RCA color systems,
he disliked to comment, but finally
said he thought they were "about
equally
pleasing
to thehadeye."
Sen. Tobey
said CBS
been When
slow
to push its color developments, he
wondered whether "they protest
too much," but at another point
noted that the CBS Atlantic City
demonstrations were not actually
broadcast, but conducted under
"ideal conditioning."
[Editor's Note:employed
The Atlantic
City
demonstrations
microwave
transmissions
the reception beamed
point.] one-half mile to
The hearing was before Chairman Johnson and Sens. McFarland,
Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.), Tobey,

and Clyde M. Reed (R-Kans.). Sen.
Owen
Brewster (R-Me.) also sat
in
briefly.
252 Questions
Sen. Tobey observed at the outthat he had
questions."
The setfeeling
that "252
he was
jesting
diminished as he went along. But
it was generally felt that his questions were meant for the benefit of
the full Commission as much as
for the nominee. Once, when Commodore Webster suggested his colleagues might out-vote
(Continued
on pagehim34 )on an

Commodore Webster testifies.

For
DEFERRED
Two days earlier he told his
House colleagues he intended to
make a "special inquiry" into Commission activities "in the very near
He told Broadcasting that FCC
and
communications would defifuture."
nitely come within the scope of the
overall monopoly study, with leaders of industry and FCC commissioners called upon to testify. It
was virtually impossible to say
when, since the hearings may extend over a period of two or three
In his House speech. Rep. Walyears.
ter noted that the Commission "has
taken some steps to achieve better
compliance with the intent and
spirit of the [Administrative Procedures] Act" but that "there is

Monopoly

Study

still a long way to go and a hard
row to hoe through the mire of
backlog that has been permitted
to pile up subsequent to adoption
tookAct."
issue with the Commisof He[the]
sion's law department, a source of
irritation he had professed in previous House speeches. "It appears
that the law department has discovered a new device for circumventing the provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act . . .
a slow-down process in acting on
various matters, pleadings, motions
. . . calling for recommendation of
theHelawtold
department."
House colleagues that
with reduction of application proc(Continued on page iO)
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llifTNB OFF AIR
Walkout Effects Suspension

APPROPRIATIONS
Senate Committee Acts

WTNB

SENATE Appropriations Committee last week approved the independent offices budget bill covering
1950 appropriations for independent agencies, restoring to FCC the
full $108,000 cut by the House.
The bill was to have been reported
to the Senate floor Friday.
FCC's budget had been decreased
by the House to $6,525,000 but
maintained $175,000 over the current fiscal amount. At subcommittee hearings FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy testified for restoration of the
cut, to enable the Commission to
strengthen its laboratory services
and to speed up overall efficiency
[Broadcasting, May 16].
The House total for all agencies
was $7,103,506,553. President Truman has asked for $8,051,343,850.
All agencies were voted an overall
$500,000 increase by the Senate
group,
with FCC's
budget restored
to the original
$6,633,000.

Birmingham ceased operations indefinitely at 10 a.m. July 2
as the result of a walkout by its
engineers, members of Local 253,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Decision to close the station was
announced by Roy Hofheinz and
Thomas N. Beach, president and
board chairman, respectively, of
Pilot Broadcasting Corp., WTNB
licensee. They said WTNB did not
wish to risk operation at this time
because it feared employes not involved in the strike might be subject to bodily injury if they crossed
union picket lines. One WTNB
announcer had been threatened
with physical harm by strikers if
he attempted to go to work, the
joint announcement said.
Negotiations between the station
and IBEW broke down after agreement on all but two provisions of
a new contract had been reached
July 1, WTNB said. The company
had agreed to higher wages but
would not agree to these two provisions: (1) Prohibiting the chief
engineer from working at either
transmitter or studio controls; (2)
Limiting WTNB to hiring only one
part-time technician for a minimum 20 hours a week.
The WTNB statement said that
owners of the station "offered to
be bound by the decision of the
union's own international officers
who had attended the negotiations,
but the union refused. In the face
of continued refusal by the union
to arbitrate, the company then offered to abide by the decision of
the IBEW international president,
Dan Tracy. This offer was also
rejected by the union."
WTNB, 250 w fulltime on 1490
kc and affiliated with MBS, has announced its determination not to
go out of business.
C. M. Baker Jr., business agent
of Local 253, gave a different version of the union's dispute with
WTNB, declaring that the station
instead of agreeing to higher
wages, insisted on a general wage
cut.
Further, said Mr. Baker, WTNB
insisted that it be allowed to hire

DISCUSSING the experimental You and San Francisco series aired by CBS
recently are (I to r) Jules Dundes, sales promotion manager of KCBS San
Francisco; Leon Levine, director of CBS discussion programs; Dwight Cooke,
host and narrator of the series, and Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS vice president
and general manager of KCBS. The parrot and the pretty girl are props
found regularly at Papagayo Room of the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco,
where the discussion took place. The San Francisco series represented the
first time a city has ever been the subject of the CBS You and . . . series.
Stations Are Gambling

P.I. DEALS
HIT
With Time — Flanagan
Meanwhile, legislation covering
RECENT spread of per inquiry campaigns involving evasion of station appropriations for State Dept.'s
card rates brought the chai'ge last week that stations accepting Voice of America operations progressed slowly on Capitol Hill.
speculative P. I. deals "are gambling with time" and pointing the
Conferees airing differences be'■
way toward lower income.
Thomas F. Flanagan, managing
tween the House and Senate verat least three part-time technicians
with a minimum guarantee of $16 director of National Assn. of
sions of the State-Justice-Coma week and that one man be allowed
Radio Station Representatives,
merce bills (HR 4016) have adcharged that a P. I. station is
journed at the call of the chairman.
to announce and perform simulNo actions were disclosed. The
"taking the first step in a process
taneous technical duties, "which
that is bound to kill it as an Voice was cut $2 million by the
would result in job eliminations and
House and an additional $1,656,100
double duties on those working."
advertising medium."
WTNB also insisted, said Mr.
by the Senate.
Objections to P. I.
Baker, that its chief engineer not
Earlier a resolution authorizing
Mr. Flanagan summarized some
be allowed to belong to the union
spending at present rates, until
of the objections to P. I. proposi- passage of the independent offices
but nevertheless be allowed to pertions in this manner:
bill, was approved by the Senate
form
work
covered
by
the
union's
stations which participate in P.I. committee, enabling employes to
contract.
deals
are
gambling
with
time,
which
The old contract which IBEW
is their only salable product, and in receive salaries in the interim.
they have invested their capital, The subcommittee has been conhad with WTNB expired June 30, which
and are maintaining payrolls.
according to Mr. Baker. He added
ducting lengthy hearings on all
Prices at which you can sell products
and services always tend toward the
agencies for the past
maximum discount which you allow, regulatory
that, "contrary to rumor," Local
and the cheapest form in which you seven weeks, and has been meeting
253's strike against another Birsell. Hence, you are pointing your rate regularly to mark up its report.
mingham station, WBRC AM-FMstructure toward lower income.
TV, has not been terminated.
Legally and morally a station cannot
two prices for the same service,
Despite with
the union's
that its have
one rate card price to some sponsors,
contract
WTNB plea
be extended
and a per inquiry price to others.
from day to day or for a definite
Stations have no way of knowing the FM, AM FACILITIES
marketability
of a product. The marketperiod so negotiations could conEqual in Top Markets — Ware
the producer's
responsibility.
Stationsability ismay
fritter away
a large THE number of FM and AM fatinue, Mr. Baker declared, "WTNB
amount
of
valuable
time
before
disrepresentatives flatly refused, saycilities is practically equal in top
covering that there is little or no sale
ing that the station would be closed
for the P.I. product.
markets and in some cities there
unless the union accepted its
On P.I. deals the station is associat- are more FM outlets than AM, acingest,
itself,
in rated
the main,
with the smalllowest
manufacturers
and
cording to William E. Ware, KFMX
terms."
speculators, with fly-by-nights, newly
(FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa, presiorganized
speculative
businesses,
condent of FM Assn. His comment
cerns lacking capital to buy time on
the proper basis, with concerns and was based on an FCC station analFIRST FIFTEEN PACIFIC HOOPERS— June 1949
products
having
an
almost
100%
death
Evening
—3.9
ysis (story page 79).
rate, withstations
schemers
and becut-throaters.
Instead,
should
associating
Mr. Ware declared the analysis
YEAR AGO
themselves
with
the
most
reputable,
No. of
high type
and national
adver- provides "further evidence that FM
Hooper Hooper —1.7
Program Cities Sponsor & Agency
tisers, fromretail
the standpoint
of station
broadcasters are meeting their ob23.2
27.1 -(-or— Pos1
Walter Winchell (2 6 Kaiser Frozer (Weintraub)
prestige, audience building and net
ligation of providing the public
mos.)*
Wildroot Co. (BBDO)
18.4
12.7 -f-3.8
Adv.
of Sam Spade
15
Lever Bros. (JWT)
with the finest in sound broadcastRadio Theatre
14.9
16.6 -1-4.0 4
The
station
that
lines
up
with
any
—0.7 20
14.6
The Whistler
Signal Oil (Stebbins)
10.8 —0.8
profit.
wholesaling
P.I. service is taking the
ing." He listed leading cities in
13.8
Andrew Jergens (Orr)
Loueila Parsons
9.8 -1-3.7
first step in a process that is bound to which FM outnumbers AM, those
+5.7
13.6
kill
it
as
an
advertising
medium.
mos.)*
Blondie
9.9
Colg.-Palm.-Peet (Esty)
-f-1.4 25
13.3
14.0 -1-3.1
with an equal number and those
267
General Foods (Y&R)
Aldrich Family (2
13.8
The price of P.I. products is usually in which FM-AM are nearly equal.
13.0
Philip Morris (Biow)
Horace Heidt
8
-1-2.2
11.3
too
high
for
the
quantity
and
quality
Emerson Drug (BBDO)
12.7
Inner Sanctum
-1-2.3 3319
offered, and the advertising expense
R. J. Reynolds (Esty)
12.5
Bob Hawk
11.8
9.4 —5.1
far beyond anything that legitimate
Standard Oil (BBDO)
liable to their national spot representa9.6
29
Let George Do It
tives for commissions on the time
11.7
advertisers
spend, and that the cost of
Bristol-Myers
(Y&R)
9.4 —1.4 32
Duffy's
so used at card rates.
American Tobacco (BBDO)
11.5
Your HitTavern
Parade on
distribution should stand.
Parade* (indicative
no broadcast station, in view
only)
The quality of the product is un- ofFinally,
known.
16.6
its responsibility to FCC, should
11.5
5
Pepsodent Div.-Lever (FC&B)
My Friend Irma
The manufacturer who uses P.I. accept the risk of promoting on its own
Talent Scouts
12.9
14
lipton Div.-Lever (Y&R)
11.5
time the sale of a product coming from
inquiries has no control over his volume
speculative sources, instead of through
of
sales,
and
is,
therefore,
not
likely
legitimate channels of manufacturer,
Second broadcast on same day provides more than one opportunity to hear program.
to be successful.
Stations which accept P.I. deals are advertising agency, representative.
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Consumers,

By ROBERT LUCE
ONE WITNESS testifying before
the Senate Committee on the Economic Report said this was the
"best recession we ever had."
The fact that our present decline
in business activity has been so
moderate leaves economists and
businessmen alike with an uneasy
feeling — it can't be this gentle,
they say.
"Before this there has always
been an abrupt drop in volume
and a drastic break in prices,"
says A. D. Whiteside, president of
Dun & Bradstreet. "At no time
in the history of any major depression in this country has a
balancing period in important industries been evidenced by a gradual decline from month to month
as is occurring at present."
Dun & Bradstreet's finger on the
pulse of business is a sensitive
one, made more so by a recent
survey it conducted among businessmen in corporations of $50,000
net worth or more.
Businessmen were found to be
reasonably calm in the face of the
first post-war dip in business. For
example: Average sales for the
second half of 1949 were expected
to be 4% below the second half of
1948. That is not a serious recession by anybody's slide rule. They
expected to pay out some more in
wages — .2% more. They expected
profits to drop 3.8%, and they expected to reduce their selling prices
5.4% below the level of the last
six months of 1948.
Any comparison between these
estimates, and the facts and figures
of any of our previous recessions
is downright illogical.
Business expenditures — the big
outlays for steel, machinery, plant
and modernization — were expected
to decline only .1% among those
polled by Dun's experts. These
business expenditures and investments which provide the real prosperity to an economy will not drop
off sizably if these expectations
are borne out in business actions
this year.
In summary. Dun's president
says "business should pass through
WHAT

CONSUMERS

a period of moderate readjustment
and orderly conversion to a level
in keeping with greatly expanded
postwar domestic and world requirements."
On the consumer side, the Federal Reserve Board is our latest
authority by virtue of its 19 h9
Survey of Consumer Finances.
How confident are consumers?
In the early months of 1949 22%
WHAT

AVERAGE EXPECTATIONS
HALF 1948:
Dollar volume of sales
Net profits after tax
Expenditures for
plant and equipment
Selling prices
Hourly wage rates
Source:

Federal

Reserve

BROADCASTING

THINK:

FOR SECOND
—3.8
—4.0%
All Concerns
—0.1
—5.4

Survey

For 1948
36%
11
19
233
8

of Consumer Finances

• Telecasting

—5.9
—3.9
—5.0%
HALF —4
—2OF
.5% 1949 COMPARED
.1
—3.2% TO SECOND
—6.9
—0
—6.5
Wholesalers
—4.3
Manufacturers
.5
Retailers

0.2
Dun & Bradstreet Survey, May 1949

THINK:

Board

On the whole, the consumer
position is good, the Reserve Board
says. Three in every five home
owners reported no mortgage on
their property. Seven of 10 had
liquid assets at their command.
Personal incomes by families were
higher than they have ever been.
About 47% had incomes over
$3,000. In 1945, a near-peak war
year, just 30% could count on
$3,000 income.
Of the two surveys, Dun & Bradstreet's is the later, and perhaps
most realistic. Yet the FRB
survey does point up the fact that

0

were confident of good times
ahead; another 25% said there
were good times ahead but had
some reservations; and 24% felt
there would be little change in the
well-being of the economy. Just
9% predicted bad times, and another 16% said there were bad
times ahead, with some reservation.
In early 1948, more thought good
times were ahead (36%) and fewer
had reservations about it (11%).
As a whole, the number of optimists was about equal in both
years, although the optimism was
qualified in 1949.
Most consumers expected prices
to go down, a different answer than
they gave in early 1948 when
50% expected prices to go up.
Spending plans were optimistic.
Perhaps because there were more
automobiles available at less cost,
more consumers planned to buy
them in 1949 than in 1948. House
buying plans were about the same
as in 1948, and the number of
families, or "spending units," in
the market for durable goods was
slightly above 1948.

THE GENERAL ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
For 1949
22%
Good times ahead
Good times ahead with reservation
25
24
Uncertain, no change
16
Bad times ahead, with reservation
9
Bad times ahead
Not ascertained
4
Source:

BUSINESSMEN

Businessmen

For45%
10 1947
21
5
17
2

0.3

0.2

0.1
0.2

the consumer is optimistic, has
vey.
money, and will buy. That's less
surprising than the business surBusinessmen are often more jittery and jumpy than the economic
situation warrants. This survey
shows them to be less so than
would be expected in such delicate times as these for the economy.
But no one could accuse these businessmen of panic — a 3.8% drop in
profits is serious, but it's not deadly.
CHIROPRACTOR

Not

Panicky

The newest fact in the economic
picture
shortage. isNoGreat
matterBritain's
how we dollar
play
it, it will affect our economy. We
must add to our aid, increase our
imports from Britain, or be prepared to accept a rigid British
controlled trade system, in which
she trades almost exclusively with
pound sterling countries, cutting
her buying here. Any of these will
affect our economic picture — but
nothing would be more disastrous
than a British collapse now.
We're admittedly in a crucial
economic period. One serious blow
to the economy could rock it back
on its heels. Yet many in Washington think bottom of the gentle
slide will be reached by year end.
Things to watch: Industrial
production, especially in refrigerators, appliances, furniture. Should
pick up.
Employment figures have risen
slightly, but important figure is
manufacturing employment. When
it starts back up recession will be
on the way out.
Steel production has dropped.
First of the heavy industries to
feel such a drop off. Autos are
still booming, construction still
high, and it is important.
Too much credit will be another
danger sign. Right now it's high,
could probably go higher. But
rising credit indicates less cash,
tight family budgets.
Careful reading of economic
stories in newspapers and magazines this summer will pay off. Discount scare heads, they may make
leading.
good circulation, but can be mis-

RADIO SHOWS
Help Build Good Will for the Profession

MORE than 50 state, county and
local chiropractic associations, all
members of the International Chiropractors Assn., have found a fiveminute transcribed strip, The Human Side of Hollywood, effective
in acquainting the public with the
chiropractic philosophy and in
building good will for the chiropractic profession.
Prepared
for ICA, parent body
of the profession, with headquarters
in Davenport, Iowa, the show is
sold to chiropractic associations
but not to individual chiropractors.
ICA has a policy which forbids use
of
name.an individual chiropractor's
The show was written and produced in Hollywood by The Thomas
Co., radio program counsel, 6700
Sunset Blvd. The Thomas Co. also
wrote the commercials and solicited
sales of the program among chiropractor groups. ICA has the M.
Glenn Miller Agency in Chicago

handle the placing of the show at
the request of chiropractic associations.
. The Human Side of Hollywood
presents "the sort of thing folks
like to read
about Thomas,
our town,"
cording to Tommy
head acof
The Thomas Co. It is "undated
feature stuff," says Mr. Thomas,
and "the secret of the pulling power
lies in our approach to the chiropractic message. The commercial is
Commentator
for the program is
completed
integrated."
Melvin Bennett, whose commercial
copy
for him.
Nowis written
in preparation
by The
Thomas Co. is a second set of 26
five-minute strips for ICA, "and
the thing will continue indefinitely,"
says Mr. Thomas.
ICA checks all of The Human
Side of Hollywood scripts for professional authenticity and assists
with
ideas
on chiropractic philosophy.
July 11, 1949
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NARND
AWARDS
To Stations, Individual
THREE AWARDS, one to an individual and the others to radio and
television news departments, will
be made by the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors at its annual
convention Nov. 11-13 in New York.
Entries are to be in the hands
of Erie Smith, KMBC Kansas City,
chairman of the awards committee,
by Sept. 1.
NARND will honor an individual
"for performing distinguished service in radio news"; a radio news
department for distinguished service to its community, and a TV
news department for similar distinguished service.
The radio and TV station entries
should outline in detail programs
and program series, Mr. Smith
said. Sample programs and transcriptions may be included in entries.
NARND officials say the awards
program is the first ever set up
which applies only to radio news
according to criteria set up by
radio newsmen.
Experts in broadcasting will be
selected to serve as judges on the
awards panel.
On

NARND

Board

SHELDON PETERSON, KLZ Denver news director, has been elected
to the board of directors of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors. The NARND board selected
Mr. Peterson to fill the unexpired
term of John Hogan, who resigned
as news director at WCSH Portland, Me., to establish a news bureau in Washington, D. C. Before
joining KLZ in 1947 Mr. Peterson
was on NBC's Chicago news staff
and a newspaperman in Minnesota
and Colorado.
Clark Aids Educators
AN ATLANTA radio newsman helped organize coverage when educators and
governors from 13 southern
states met in Daytona Beach,
Fla., to create a regional
program for education. News
Editor Dale Clark of WAGA
Atlanta accompanied the regional educational staff to
the conference and helped
organize material for pi'ess
association and newspaper
reporters, WAGA reports.
In addition, he arranged interviews with prominent participants on two Daytona
Beach stations — WMFJ and
WNDB — while the conference
was in session. Since the regional staff established headquarters in Atlanta last
September, Mr. Clark has
reported its activities in
WAGA newscasts. Legislatures of 10 states have appropriated $1,630,000 for the
education project, according
to WAGA.
Page 28
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BASIL BREWER (center), owner of WNBH-WFMR (FM) New Bedford, Mass.,
and WOCB WOCB-FM Hyannis, Mass., greets George L. Sisson Jr., managing
director of WALE Fall River, Mass., on occasion of Mr. Brewer's purchase
of controlling interest in WALE.
James M. Patt, monager of WNBH-WFMR,
is at right.
WTTM
LIBEL

CASE

Cleared

in Test

Of Court Doctrine

CARSON
Hearings Held on FTC Post
HEARINGS on the nomination of
John Carson to the Federal Trade
Commission were held Thursday by
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, with Mr.
Carson's economic beliefs and MBS
Commentator Fulton Lewis' radio
opposition providing top interest.
Hearings were on Friday.
Various business figures and
Former Rep. Jerry Voorhis of
California, now secretary-treasurer
of the U. S. Cooperative League
of which Mr. Carson is research director, testified. Senators Owen
Brewster, (R-Me.) and John
Bricker (R-Ohio) spearheaded the
verbal assault on Mr. Carson's beliefs which are alleged to be socialistic in nature.
Mr. Carson took sharp exception
to Mr. Lewis, who he declared
was out to "get him." The Mutual
commentator had frequently attacked him in past weeks for his
cooperative activities and, according to Mr. Carson, was pressed for
an explanation by FCC for remarks during one broadcast.
He told the committee that "some
day these radio commentators will
be called to account for the things
they say about people. . . . They
can't now because the laws of libel
are not adequate." He said he
would try to get some action along
legislative lines.
Earlier Mr. Carson stated he is

COURT precedent for the "reasonable precaution" defense by broadcast
stations in libel and slander actions has been established in New Jersey
with rendering of a "no cause for action" vedict in a suit against WTTM
Trenton, N. J.
*
WTTM and the newspaper
the exercise of reasonable care.
Trentonian were defendants in a In dissenting, Appellate Judge
$150,000 suit filed by Lloyd J. Wachenfeld had argued that the
Kelly, deputy director of public liability should be absolute regardsafety in Trenton.
less of fault.
The case was the first tried under
The
case came up for trial be- an independent, though he hasn't
a doctrine of the New Jersey Court
fore the jury June 27 and was
registered since 1916. He would
of Errors & Appeals. This doc- completed the following Friday fill the commissionership vacated
trine is based on the principle that
a broadcast station is not liable for evening. The jury brought in its Jan. 1 by the resignation of Robert
"no cause of action verdict" after Freer, a Republican, for the exbroadcasting a defamatory statement if it uses reasonable care in Judge Richard J. Hughes, sitting
piration of the latter's term.
for Superior Court Judge Ralph J.
an effort to avoid defamation.
Smalley,
had
given
it
a
2%
-hour
In the first judicial phase of the charge. The jury was out eight
suit, the Mercer County Court had hours.
dismissed the action for slander inEQUAL FM-AM TIME
Case Significant
sofar as WTTM was concerned.
Asked by Chicago FM Group
According to legal observers,
The plaintiff appealed to the upper
court, which reversed the trial significance of the action lies in FM BROADCASTERS of Chicagothe fact that the case did not in- land, new group launched to procourt on the ground that the commote the medium, will request the
plaint was broad enough to set
volve ad libbing as did the case of
forth a new type of action, a suit Summit Hotel Co. vs. NBC in FCC to require AM-owned FM stafor radio defamation.
Pennsylvania Supreme Court some
tions to broadcast "at least an
equal number of hours daily as
The appellate court had treated
years ago when Al Jolson was
their AM affiliates, whether or not
the case as one of first impression
charged with ad libbing a defamatory statement regarding a hotel.
and presented this question: "Is a
is duplicated."
radio broadcasting company which
This was revealed
last week by
Mr. Kelly, the plaintiff, had al- programming
leases its facilities, liable for a
leged in his original suit against
President Ralph J. Wood Jr., mandefamatory statement during a WTTM that he was defamed in
ager of WMOR (FM) Chicago,
radio broadcast by a person hired connection with reference to purafter the first regular meeting of
the alliance. Other resolutions:
by the lessee and not in the employ
chase of autos by the Trenton
of the radio broadcasting company,
(1) Cooperation with all groups
the words being carried to the lis- police department.
FM advancement, inHarry Green, of Applegate, Fos- interestedcludingin
the Frequency Modulation
tener by its facilities?"
ter, Reussille, Cornwell & Green,
Appellate Judge Burling had Red Bank, was attorney for Assn.; (2) a request that Standard
stated that there are two schools
Rate and Data Service include FM
WTTM.
stations in the radio section listing,
of thought as to the act of publishing adefamatory statement by
and (3) a request that Radio Mfrs.
the broadcasting medium — one of
Assn. ask members to "distinguish
absolute liability, the other of liacarefully in their advertising bebility based on negligence.
'Baptist Hour'
tween TV sets capable of receiving
The appeals court had elected to SOUTHERN Baptist Convention,
the FM broadcast band and those
with headquarters in Atlanta, will
decide the question on the broad
which merely carry an audio band
duty of the broadcasting company
sponsor the Baptist Hour, a halfas a disseminator, rather than pub- hour program on 130 ABC southern
By-laws are being drawn-up for
lisher of the defamatory statestations, Sundays 3:30-4 p.m., bements, and concluded that the comginning Oct. 2. Contract for 52 approval of the membership at the
pany should not be liable if it could weeks was placed by Liller, Neal next
regular meeting tomorrow
on FM."
(Tuesday).
not have prevented publication by & Battle, Atlanta.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

TO
ER
AV
WE
NBC
last
week announced the
election of Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver Jr., vice president and
director of radio - television at
Young & Rubicam, as the network's vice president in charge
of television.

The NBC-TV vice presidency
has been vacant since Sidney N.
Strotz, who filled it temporarily,
elected to return to Hollywood as
administrative vice president in
charge of the Western Division.
Mr. Weaver will bring to NBC
another Young & Rubicam executive, Frederic W. Wile Jr., operations supervisor of the agency's
radio-television department. Mr.
Wile will be assistant to Mr.
Weaver at NBC.
Mr. Weaver and Mr. Wile will
join NBC about Aug. 1. Both have
resigned at Young & Rubicam and
are on vacation.
Following the resignation of Mr.
Weaver, Sigurd S. Larmon, president of Young & Rubicam, announced the elevation of Everard
W. Meade, the agency's vice president and manager of the radio department, to succeed Mr. Weaver.
Mr. Meade also becomes a member of the agency's executive committee and plans board.
Mr. Weaver has been vice president and director of radio-television and a member of the executive
committee and the plans board
of Young & Rubicam since 1947.
He joined Y&R after serving for
several years as director of advertising of American Tobacco Co.
He began his radio career as
a writer-producer for the CBSDon Lee network in 1932, later
becoming program manager. He
first joined Young & Rubicam in
1935 to produce the Fred Allen
KXOK RATE CARD
Infroduces New Class A-2
NEW rate card (No. 7) issued last
week by KXOK St. Louis, an ABC
basic station, recognizes "changes
in economics and listening patterns," according to C. L. (Chet)
Thomas, general manager of
KXOK and KXOK-FM.
"We are confident that our realistic approach to the competitive
cycle will be understood and apThomas said.preciated by advertisers," Mr.
The change in listening patterns
is understood to reflect the influence
of TV programs, since two halfhour evening periods (6-6:30 and
9:30-10) are taken out of the Class
A rate and given a new Class A-2
transition rate between A and B,
about 35% under the A rate.
The A and B rates are substantially the same, with B unchanged in time and rates. Class
C has been broadened to include
all time prior to 8 a.m. and after
10:30 p.m. plus 1-6 Saturday afternoon.
BROADCASTING

NBC

Meode

Named

at Y&R

ACTIONS

FINAL DECISIONS authorizing three new AM stations
and improved facilities for
an existing
outlet last
wereweek,
announced by FCC
along with grants for one
Class A and one Class B
commercial FM station and
one noncommercial educational FM operation. Improved facilities for two
other AM stations were proposed. Transfers involving
22 stations were approved,
and four FM permits were
deleted. The Commission also
proposed to extend the comfor WHAS-TV
Louisvillepletiontodate Oct.
1. Details
of these and other FCC actions are carried in FCC
Roundup on page 83.
bacco Co., rejoined Young & Rubicam in April 1948. He had previously served the agency as a radio executive from 1935 to 1938 in
Hollywood and New York. During
the war he was a naval air combat
intelligence officer.

Mr. WEAVER

Mr. MEADE

show. Shortly afterward he was
made manager of the agency's
radio department and served in
that position until joining the
American Tobacco Co. in charge
of Lucky Strike advertising.
During the war he served variously as radio director for the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, on active duty with the
U. S. Navy's fourth fleet, and as
program manager of the Armed
Forces Radio Service in Hollywood.
Mr. Wile has been with Young &

Rubicam since 1934, except for
service during the war as associate
director of information for the
War Manpower Commission and on
active duty with the Navy. At
Young & Rubicam he has been
manager of radio publicity in
Hollywood, later assistant manager of the Hollywood office, business manager of the radio department and assistant to the director
of radio. His early career was
in various capacities at CBS.
Mr. Meade, former assistant to
the president of the American To-

CLEARS

Johnson Eyes Group's Assertions
channel stations could furnish
considers
a "white
seems
obvious
that inarea"
view toof be
the but
gradeit
good radio
and variety of radio service which the
June
20]. service [Broadcasting,
Ishpeming area receives that it is
hardly likely to be classified as a
"If 'white areas' do exist, the "white area. ' It would appear to me
that Mr. Quaal, in his capacity as a paid
way to cure them is through the lobbyist
for Service,
the Clear
Broadcasting
soughtChannel
to create
the
operation of additional regional
impression
that
because
he
could
not
stations and not by a system of hear certain baseball broadcasts, which
happen
to
be
the
exclusive
broadcast
radio broadcasting which does vio- of one non-network Chicago station,
lence and harm to the welfare of that the Ishpeming area was being
the country by implementing a denied adequate radio coverage and
that it could only secure such coverage from a clear channel station operamonopoly," Sen. Johnson declared.
ting
with this
superis power.
facts indiText in part of his letter to Mr.
cate that
a gross The
distortion
and
a bald mistatement. Also, the facts
the
Ishpeming
area
reHyde:
I have never yet been able to learn indicateceives athat
variety of coverage not
the exact geographical location of such only fromfine
two
existing
clear
channel
"white areas" and his (Mr. Quaal's)
operating with 50 kw, but also
statements
aroused
my curiosity,
partic- stations
from a substantial number of additional
ularly when
he asserted
that daytime
with power considerservice in that area was such that he stations
able lessoperating
than 50 kw.
could not pick up the broadcasts of the
Service
to
"white
the only
Chicago Cubs
games.
im- argument which hasareas"
been is presented
mediately madebaseball
inquiry and
I findI that
to Congress to justify super power. I
Ishpeming
primary have been unable to locate any "white
service overreceives
a 40 "excellent"
mile area daytime
and
a
"good"
service
over
a
30 mile areas" anywhere and that is why I
area nighttime as well as a secondary
followed Mr. Quaal's testimony on this
service over a 90 mile area daytime and do
point.
Furthermore,
"whitethem
areas"is
exist
the way toif cure
50 mile area nighttime from its own
through the operation of additional
local station, WJPD. But — and this is oly.
regional
stations
and
not
by
a
system
important — the area also receives serv- of radio broadcasting which does vioice from 14 other radio stations, includlence and harm to the welfare of the
ingcipal
network
affiliates
of the four
networks.
Significantly,
of printhese country by implementing a monop14 stations,
WDNJ,
furnishes
"exI am writing you because I want the
cellent"one
primary
service WJMS,
both dayWGN,
and Commission
to have the facts and not
night; four
stations,
be mislead or bamboozled by the
service bothfurnish
day and"good"
night; secsix highly colored assertions of the clear
WMAQ, ondary
WBBM,
stations, WJR, WCCO, KDKA, WLW,
channel lobby which, in my opinion,
have
never yet been subjected to a cold,
WBZ,
WTAQ,
furnish
"good"
secondary
service nighttime; and three stations, critical,
objective scrutiny. The Com, in the performance of its duty
WMIQ, WIKB,
secondary
serviceWHDF,
daytime.furnish "fair" under themis ionAct,
owes the public interest
I still do not know just what the that kind of analyses.
Commission or the super power lobby
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BELIEF that assertions of the
clear channel interests tend to be
"highly colored" on the question of
adequate radio coverage and should
be
to "cold
scrutiny"
of
the subjected
FCC has been
expressed
by Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), one of
the foremost critics of the Commission on its television and other
related policies.
The Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, which Sen.
Johnson heads and which is currently considering the McFarland
FCC reorganization bill, last week
released the text of the Senator's
latest communication to the Commis ion— a letter to Acting Chairman Rosel Hyde dealing with socalled "white areas" of radio
coverage in Ishpeming, Mich.
San. Johnson asserted that service to those areas is the only argument which has been presented to
Congress to justify super-power,
and said he had been unable personally to locate any such areas
anywhere. Basis of his comments
was testimony
off"ered bill
during
hearings on the Johnson
(S 1973)

by Ward Quaal, director of the
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service. Mr. Quaal testified with respect
to the lack of adequate coverage
in Ishpeming and said only clear
• Telecasting

Howard

Joins Y&R

WILLIAM H. HOWARD, who for
the past 11 years has been vice
president and publicity director of
Macy's, New York, effective Sept.
1 joins Young & Rubicam, New
York, as a vice president. He will
have general executive duties at
the agency.

TOWER of KELK Elko, Nev., looked
like this after on 80-mile-an-hour
gale hit it lost month. Van Welch,
station's chief engineer, reports KELK
was back on air with temporary antenna less than 10 hours after tower
went down. KELK is erecting new
200-ft. permanent tower. Station
operates with 250 w unlimited on
1340 kc.

ORAL

ARGUMENT
Set in Docket Cases

ORAL ARGUMENT has been
scheduled by FCC in several docket
proceedings for July 18-19.
Argument will be heard before
the Commission en banc July 18
on proposed denial of power boost
on 1140 kc to KSOO Sioux Falls,
S. D. [Broadcasting, Oct. 4, 1948] ;
proposed denial of new AM station
to Home News Pub. Co., New
Brunswick, N. J. [Broadcasting,
April 25], and proposed grant of
improved facilities to KWAT Water town, S. D.
On July 19 the Commission will
hear argument on the proposed
grant to switch KTHS Hot Springs
to West Memphis, Ark., with increased power and to grant the
same interests a new AM station
at Hot Springs. Same day FCC
also will hear argument on proposed grant to WARM Scranton,
Pa., to change facilities and to
deny competitive bid of WBAX
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. [Broadcasting,
April 4].
In the KWAT case, FCC would
grant the station switch from 250
w on 1240 kc to 1 kw on 950 kc
and deny competitive bid of Corn
Palace City Radio Corp. for new
outlet on 950 kc at Mitchell, S. D.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28]. The Hot
Springs case involves proposed
grant to switch John D. Ewing's
KTHS to West Memphis with
power increase on 1090 kc to 50 kw
day, 25 kw night and deny new station bid for 50 kw on 1090 kc at
Hot Springs of Hot Springs Broadcasting Co., headed by former Gov.
Carl E. Bailey of Arkansas and
Publisher C. E. Palmer. Proposed
denial also would be given WMFJ
Daytona Beach, Fla., for 1090 kc
[Broadcasting, April 4].
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COMMISSIONERS
Green Light on Raises
LEGISLATION that would raise
salaries of FCC, FTC and other
commissioners to a proposed $16,000 has been given the green light
by the House Rules Committee^
with the House slated to vote approval this past Friday.
Prevalent Congressional sentiment for economy on the one hand
and a desire to increase salaries of
rank-and-file employes of independent agencies on the other
previously had stalemated the
measure (HR 1689) within committee.
Meanwhile, the Senate has had
a similar bill on its calendar since
last February. Whether it will
be considered on the floor at this
session is said to depend on Senate
Majority Leader Scott Lucas (D111.). It is believed that the
Senate is awaiting action first on
the administration's reclassification and pay raise measures which
affect low income employes. It
has already held hearings on a
host of these bills, while the House
took comparable action only the
past two weeks.
Both HR 1689 and the Senate
measure (S 498), dealing with
heads and assistant heads of
agencies, would increase FCC and
FTC commissioner salaries from
the present $10,000 to $16,000, with
chairmen authorized to receive as
high
as $18,000FCCat the
President's
discretion.
Commissioners
currently are in line for raises
under the recent Commission reorganizational bill authored by
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
[Broadcasting, June 13, 20, 27].
They would receive $15,000.
Meanwhile, Rep. Abraham Multer (D-N. Y.) last week introduced
a measure similar to HR 1689
which would include salary raises
for members of Congress and federal judges as well as commissioners of FTC, FCC. Under Rep.
Multer's bill commissioners would
be raised to $16,000 also.
52 Grand Plug
DAVE STEPHENS, musical
director at WCAU Philadelphia, may have had a hand
in helping Rush Clarke, of
Rochester, N. Y., win the alltime high jackpot of $52,000
on CBS' Sing It Again program. Playing the Dave
Stephens Show on CBS that
afternoon, Dave commented
on the music of 1926 and
tossed in the remark, "That
was the year Gertrude Ederle
swam
English
The nexttheitem
on the Channel."
program
was a promotional announcement about the Phantom
Voice on Sing It Again. That
night Mr. Clarke identified
the Phantom Voice as Gertrude Edei-le. Mr. Stephens
and everyone else at WCAU
swear they had no knowledge
of the Voice's identity.

13
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
118
FCC as of June 30 follows:
737
AM
FM
TV
865
105
485
Total on the air
69
Licensed (All on air)
2,179
377
386
2,006
Construction permits
216
382
Conditional grants
1,963
13
Total applications pending
266
Requests for new stations
65
338
1,186
Requests to change existing facilities
293
50
14
Deletion of licensed stations in May
2
1
Deletion of construction permits . . .
3
17
3

FCC

FORM

316

Single Sheet Now Used
for Transfer Pleas

TO SPEED its own work and ease the burden on applicants, FCC last
week adopted a new "single-sheet" application form for station transfers and assignments where no substantial changes in ownership are
involved.
The new form— FCC Form 316— *
change in their relative interests.
covers front and back of a single
2. Where there is an assigiunent from
sheet, compared to the 16-page
a corporation to its individual stockholders in
withouttheeffecting
any substanforms currently in use for all
tial change
disposition
of their
interests.
transfer and assignment applica3. Where there is an assignment or
tions. Limited to a call for infortransfer by which certain partners or
mation "directly pertinent to the stockholders retire but no new ones
one. terest transferred
in, provided
the inis not athat
controlling
type of applications involved," it are brought
asks only for such data as facili4. Where there is a corporate reorties being transferred, name of
which involves
substantial change ganization
in the
beneficialnoownership
transferee or assignee, the considof the corporation.
eration ifany, balance sheet, etc.
5. Where there is an involuntary
transfer to an executor, administrator,
Commission authorities were unother court-appointed ofiBcer caused
able to estimate the percentage of or
by death or legal disability (but not
applications now being received
assignments or transfers from the exadministrator, etc. to the ultiwhich would qualify for use of the
mateecutor,
beneficiary).
short form, but thought it would be
6. Where there is an assignment or
transfer from a corporation to a wholly
owned subsidiary thereof or vice versa,
appreciable.
"The abbreviated application,
or where there is an assignment from
FCC said, may be used in any of a corporation to a corporation owned
or controlled
by the assignor
the following cases:
tion without substantial
change corporain their
interests.
1. Where there is an assignment from
an individual or individuals (including
partnerships) to a corporation owned
and controlled by such individuals or UNAFFILIATED UNIT
partnerships without any substantial
To Convene at NAB Offices
KTED STAFF
MEETING of the NAB UnaffiliatedStations Executive Committee,
orAll Male Members Ex-GIs
ganized last year,
will be held July
KTED, under construction at La25-26 at NAB
guna Beach, Calif., last week anWashington
nounced its staff, headed by Tom
headq u a r of
t e the
r s.
E. Danson, owner and general manChairman
ager and ex-Marine. All male
committee is Ted
members of the staff are former
service men, KTED said.
C o 1 1 , WNEW
New York. The
Personnel, besides Mr. Danson,
membership is
includes: James E. Matheny, sales
the same as last
manager; A. L. Campbell, chief enMr. Cott
gineer; "Late" Williams, news and
year, with one exsports editor; Ted Mayer, continception.
The special "Independents Day"
uity and copy director; Dick Morgan, Don Mayer and Bob Newman,
held
Aprilconvention,
10, just prior
to NAB's
Chicago
was sponsored
announcers; Judy Herrick, director
and programmed by the committee.
of women's activities, and Alyse
Among its projects is a liaison
Ayres, executive secretary.
with the Advertising Council in
KTED, licensed to Mr. Danson
major public service campaigns.
doing business as Universal Radio
Committee members besides
Features Syndicate, is assigned
Chairman Cott include Melvin
1520 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w
Drake, WDGY Minneapolis; Lee W.
night. Studios are atop the White
House Cafe in downtown Laguna
Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore.; Robert
Beach and offices at 424 Glenneyre
Maynard, WSVS Crewe, Va.; Lawrence W. McDowell, KFOX Long
St., that city. Station will use a
Beach, Calif.; Patt McDonald,
directional array with three 200ft. towers.
WHHM Memphis; Ben Strouse,
KTED has contracted for AP
WWDC Washington. Board liaison
members are Frank U. Fletcher,
wire service and will use NBC
WARL-FM Arlington, Va., and
Thesaurus and World Broadcasting
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, Calif.
System transcription service.
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^Music In The Miller Mood

ALL THE GLENN

MILLER FAVORITES

AND THE NEWEST

TOP TUNES

ANOTHER

designed

FIRST

for

local

sponsorship

Never before has either the Beneke or Miller band recorded for a transcription service . . .
Now for the first time, NBC thesaurus offers the Tex Beneke Orchestra . . .
AS A COMPLETELY PROGRAMMED

CONTINUING SERIES

with network quality script material and opening and closing voice tracks by Tex Beneke.
AS A FLEXIBLE LIBRARY FEATURE

easily integrated with other great thesaurus artist groups in your own local productions.
A BIG NAME ... in Radio ... in Records ... in Music.
A BIG ATTRACTION . . . On the THESAURUS

roStCr
for the
full, new
THESAURUS

of commercially proved shows.
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story
Wirewrite
or today

A Service of
Radio Corporation
of America

...Radio-Recording
Division
RCA Building, Radia Cify, Hew York • Chicago • Hollywood
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Good
Ad Policy Blamed for Denial
THE ALLEGED advertising policies for which FCC disqualified
the Mansfield (Ohio) News-Journal as a radio applicant were
blamed by WMAN Mansfield last
week, at least in part, for its decision to give up its FM authorization.
The newspaper will not permit
its large store advertisers to buy
radio time too, thus limiting the
field for FM time sales, WMAN
told the Commission. Further, FCC
was told, approximately one-third
of the industrial workers there are
currently unemployed.
It was not the first time the
Journal has been accused of advertising dictatorship. FCC denied
AM and FM applications of the
newspaper, and an FM bid of the
commonly owned Lorain (Ohio)
Journal, on grounds that Owners
Isadore and S. A. Horvitz "have
sought to suppress competition . . .
and to achieve an advertising monopoly in the community through
the use of exclusive advertising
1948].
contracts"
[Broadcasting, July 19,
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FCC also had held that the Mansfield paper "has consistently
fought" WMAN and "has harassed
some local merchants to prevent
i
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Revamping

(Continued from page 23 )
on a regional basis to aid station
news operations and promote sponsorship of newscasts.
The district meeting schedule,
starting in early September and
running almost to Christmas, will
be reviewed. NAB has been asked
by its Sales Managers Executive
Committee to devote one full day
of each two-day meeting to sales.
Programs of a clinic or workshop
nature will be considered for the
district sessions.
Sales clinics at the district meetings would be conducted by BAB,
which eventually is to be set up
outside the main NAB organization. BAB will complete transfer
to its own New York headquarters
by the end of July. If the board
decides to perform the NAB reorganization operation this week, separation of BAB may be speeded.
The membership campaign may
be tied into the district meetings,
the schedule having been set up to
give NAB oflicers time to contact
non-members as they tour the
country.

Reconstruction

MARK

SCOTT, WLOW Norfolk, Va., sportscaster, never
realized how authentic his
telegraphic reconstructions
of baseball games were until
a young couple leaving a
Norfolk Piedmont League
game stopped him and said,
"May we come over to your
studio and watch you do a
Yankee
broadcast
?"
"Sure," game
said Mr.
Scott,
stumped, "but there's not
much to see." "Oh," the
couple
insisted,
"but we
to
watch
the game
on want
your
television set."
their using WMAN as an advertising medium." WMAN got its FM
grant simultaneously with FCC's
original proposal to deny the newsapplications.Ohio, made comWEOLpaper Elyria,
parable
charges against
the Horvitzes in a series
of broadcasts
last
fall [Broadcasting, Nov. 29, 1948].
WEOL charged the Lorain paper
refused to carry its logs even as
paid advertising. It also told of
letters from Lorain advertisers
who said the Lorain Journal sent
letters cancelling their display advertising within two weeks after
their first use of radio.
The newspapers have insistently
denied using exclusive advertising
contracts, though according to
FCC's findings their owners regard
WMANtion andasconcede
an "illegitimate"
stahostility toward
it. Their opinion of WMAN as
"illegitimate," FCC held, is attributed to evidence in a 1942 renewal hearing at which, although
renewal was granted, it was found
that false reports had been filed
by The
original
papersofficers.
have appealed from
FCC's denial of their applications
but the appeal has not been decided.
WMAN's was one of four FM authorizations voluntarily given up
last week. Others: WFBM-FM
Indianapolis, WCLC Clarksville,
Tenn., and WATC Morristown,
N. J. (For details see FCC Roundup, page 84).
TAYLOR BARRED
Martin Protests Action
REPORTED refusal of Czechoslovakia to admit Henry J. Taylor,
ABC commentator, as an American
news correspondent drew protest
last week from Rep. Joseph W.
Martin Jr., House minority leader,
in a letter to State Secretary Dean
Acheson. He urged Secretary
Acheson to deliver "strong representations" tothat country.
Mr. Taylor was advised last
Tuesday by the Czechoslovakian
consul in New York that he had
been denied entrance and said no
reason was given. Rep. Martin
told Mr. Acheson "such action toward members of our free press is
to be deplored" and recommended
a protest be registered with the
consul.

In considering membership problems the board will have charts
showing station membership by
states. One of the membership
campaign plans has been based on
the idea of state chairmen, with
NAB preparing material for use of
chairmen. Another plan contemplates a continuing membership
drive on an organized basis.
Meeting of the NAB Standards
of Practice Committee was held
Friday at Wentworth-by-the-Sea.
Committee chairman is Eugene
Carr, WHBC Canton, Ohio.
BROADCASTING
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Webster Reappointment
(Continued from page 25)
issue, Sen. Tobey snapped back:
"Perhaps they'll read the record
[of this hearing]."
There was relatively little fire
in the New Hampshire legislator's
interrogations, though he generated
some heat when he said Commodore Webster had been quoted as
saying that manufacturers are a
part of the public and that FCC,
operating in the public interest,
should see to it that they are not
harmed.
The witness couldn't recall such
a statement, and Sen. Tobey interjected that "you're a poor man to
be a Commissioner if you don't
remember whether you made an
important statement like that."
Commodore Webster explained that
he has taken the view that FCC
should be aware of the economic
effects of its actions; that it would
be harmful to put a communications
common carrier out of business,
for example, and that similarly
FCC would be open to criticism if

executive vice presiit
damaged
the broadcasting in- ' C. B. dentJolliffe,
dustry
as a whole.
in charge of RCA Labs DiviIn line with this view, he said,
sion, "up near the top."
He also expressed great regard
FCC's forthcoming UHF-VHF television allocation plan will be ar- for Andrew D. Ring, Washington
ranged around the assignments al- consultant, and Acting Chief Engiready in. use by existing stations.
neer Willoughby, though he said
Nor could he imagine that he had he would not place them in the
said, as Sen. Tobey suggested,
topmost scientific category.
that "the more you see of Congress,
Compatible Systems
the more you think of administraAsked whether the use of comagencies."who with FM Invenpatible systems for VHF, UHF
Sen.tiveTobey,
and color would not put RCA—
tor Edwin H. Armstrong is among
another Tobey target — in "large
the most persistent
of FCC's
dominance" of the television inreallocation
of FM,critics
called
upon
dustry, he said he did not think it
him to name the men he considered
the outstanding electronic engi- would. On the subject of FCC's
reliance upon technical data preneers of the day. Commodore Websented by industry, he thought FCC
ster considered it a difficult assignshould and does take into account
ment, but nominated first Dr. William L. Everitt of the U. of Illinois
the possibility of self-serving presand then named Dr. Armstrong as entation.
Sen. Tobey questioned whether
being "right near the top along
the importance of color television
with
Everitt."
Asked for his views on specific
wouldn't justify greater promotion by the Commission, and whethengineers, he expressed "high regard" for C. M. Jansky Jr., Washer FCC might not consider "warnington consultant and FM pioneer,
ing" the public of impending
and said he would also place Dr.
changes in allocations. "Or would

WRS' Rawlins Gets 74
SCORE to make most any
amateur golfer envious was
chalked up by Les Rawlins,
manager of industrial relations for Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., at the Llanerch
Country Club, Philadelphia.
Playing in the first round in
the President's Cup Tournament, Mr. Rawlins scored 10
pars and three birdies for a
74, just two strokes over
regulation figures for the
6,607 yard Llanerch course.
His opponent, George Rowbotham, Philadelphia amateur champion, shot 11
birdies — nine in a row — to
card a 62, 10 under par, but
WRS is still mighty proud of
Mr. Rawlins' two over par.
that contravene the interests of the
manufacturers?" he asked.
The appointee maintained that
continuing sales of television receivers are vital to development of
the art, and reiterated that comof systems,
andbasis
FCC'sof
approach topatibilitycolor
on the
low-cost conversion of present sets,
will minimize so-called obsolescence
of today's receivers.
He said it was "a mystery" why,
as Sen. Tobey said, Radio Mfrs.
Assn. and others have opposed
adoption of color TV standards.
He said he would "do everything
I can" to comply with Sen. Tobey's
request that FCC call upon CBS
and others for measurements of
field strengths of color television .
transmissions. The legislator also
asked for a copy of FCC's letter
to
NBC TVwith
respect
to NBC's
satellite
station
at Bridgeport,
Conn. [Broadcasting, May 9], and
for FCC's minutes on the subject.
Chairman Johnson, who has persistently goaded FCC on its handling of television, said one point
that disturbs him with respect to
color is the possibility that FCC
might do something that would
"shut the door." Indicating his interest in the field, he has called
upon the Bureau of Standards for
an independent investigation of
color's status [Broadcasting, May
.30, June 27].
Acknowledges Delay
Opening the hearing. Sen. Johnacknowledged
that "weprior
shouldto
havesonheld
this hearing
June 30" when Comr. Webster's
term expired, but said that because
of the press of other work "we
didn't get around to it."
He presented a biographical
sketch of the nominee, a veteran
of more than 30 years in the Coast
Guard and former assistant chief
engineer of FCC who was appointed
Commissioner in March 1947 to
serve out the unexpired term of
Chairman Paul A. Porter. He is a
former Chief Communications Officer of the Coast Guard and director of telecommunications of
the National Assn. of American
Shipping.
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"Think

i'll

both

buy

them

heipers

LF YOU'D like to see some doggone wonderful
"impulse buying," you oughta watch us Red
River Valley hayseeds ! We got far higher than
national average income
spends it!

—

and, by golly, we

And if you'd like to get your share of this
lavish North Dakota spendin', you'd better use
WD AY! Many advertisers don't even consider
other outlets. Latest Hoopers prove WDAY's a
5-to-l favorite in Fargo and Moorhead. And
we've got proof of exceptional rural loyalty,
too!
HERE

ARE

THE

WDAY
WEEKDAY
MORNINGS
WEEKDAY
AFTERNOONS
EVENINGS
(SUN. THRU SAT.)

FIGGERS/
"D"
"B"
"C"

67.4

16.6

7.4

70.2

9.9

1 1.6

68.9

13.5

9.7

4.6
3.1
5.9

Write to us direct, or ask Free & Peters for
all the dope.
You'll be amazed
—
and
convinced!

FARGO, N. D.
NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS

FREE & PETERS, INC.,
Exclusive National Representatives

WFBL
SYRACUSE,

N.Y

AVERAGE RATINGS
Dec. 1948 thru April 1949
Weekday — Monday thru Friday
WFBL
Morning

8.15
6.17
7.16

Afternoon
All Day

Station
B

Station
C

4.57
3.94

3.61
3.63

4.26

4.26

Morning

43.4

Station
B
24.6

Afternoon
Evening
Sun. thru Sat,

36.1

21.9

27.9

21.7

WFBL

C. E. HOOPER

Station
C
19.7
19.6
27.6

Station
D
1.80
2.26
2.03

Station
E
.72
1.83
1.28

Station
D

Station
E

7.9
12.9
12.6

3.6
9.0
8.1

WINTER. SPRING REPORT, 1949

WE'D BE GLAD
to show you the complete quarterhour breakdown — just call . . .
Free & Peters,
Exclusive National

1927

IN SYRACUSE . . . THE NO.
1 STATION
WITH THE TOP SHARE OF AUDIENCE
MORNING, AFTERNOON OR EVENING
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DOVER

Says WLOW Interferes
WDOV Dover, Del., has petitioned
FCC for a show-cause order to
require WLOW Norfolk, Va., to
reduce its power below 1 kw.
The Norfolk station was authorized last March to move from
1590 to 1410 kc, using 1 kw daytime [Broadcasting, March 21].
WDOV, also on 1410 kc with 1
kw daytime, claims the new operation at Norfolk is causing it
"severe and objectionable interference" which should be eliminated
by reducing WLOW's power.
WDOV's complaint was- filed by
William Courtney Evans, licensee,
through P. W. Seward, Washington
attorney.
CBC

1}
BASIC
SINCE

Page 36

WDOV

inc.

Representatives

WFBL

OWNERSHIP
Hearings Ordered for 3
QUESTION whether ownership
transfers have occurred without
FCC approval has been announced
by the Commission as an issue in
hearings previously ordered upon
proposed sales of WTRR Sanford,
Fla.; WCMW-AM-FM Canton,
Ohio, and KDLK Del Rio, Tex.
[Broadcasting, June 27].
In each of the cases the Commission said it also wishes to determine
whether the proposed purchaser of
the station has been "participating
in the profits, if any, obtained from
the operation" of the station or has
"sustained the losses which may
have occurred from such operation,
with particular reference to the
degree of control" which the proposed purchaser "may have acfrom this transfer
participation."
The quired
WTRR
involves
sale of the station by James S.
Rivers to Myron A. Beck for $50,000. WCMW requests transfer of
control from five of 10 stockholders
for $33,600 to S. L. Huffman, advertising agency owner, and K. B.
Cope, attorney.
In the KDLK case, three of four
original partners propose to sell
the station for $32,000 to Martin
Rose Jr., rancher, and E. M.
Haigler, feed store and warehouse
owner. One original partner,
Thomas 0. Matthews, withdrew to
re-enter the Army. The others are
James A. Clements, Richard J.
Higgins and Joe H. Torbett
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31].

Board To Meet

BOARD OF governors of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will meet
July 28-30 at Montreal to take
up new licenses of AM and FM
stations; possibly to recommend
first Canadian TV licensees; to
hear requests from Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters for chain breaks
and spot announcements after 7
p.m., and to allow individual broadcaster to approach Dept. of National Health and Welfare at Ottawa for approval on food and drug
commercials, instead of having
these go through CBC station relations department as at present.

Too

Free Speech

REMINISCENT of the "men
from Mars" broadcasts,
WTNT Augusta, Ga., was invaded recently by an inebriated soldier from a nearby camp. Announcer E. F.
MacFarland was reading the
11:28 p.m. newscast from the
control room when the soldier, clad only in shorts, burst
into the room, according to
WTNT Manager Edgar Teasley. Amid pleas for quiet
from Announcer MacFarland,
the soldier shouted — into the
mike — his rights as an American,withsprinkling
his such
utterances
profanity
as
would shake the Standards of
Practice. The intruder was
chased from the studio with
the aid of other staff members. But by this time
shocked listeners had
swamped WTNT telephones
and no line could be cleared
to call police. Officers finally
arrived and arrested the soldier, who, Mr. Teasley said,
gave no reason for his action
other than that he had heard
a newscast and "It sounded
like German."
PERMANENT
JRIF
Looms as Hill Possibility
SPECULATION that Congress
might consider legislation covering
the Joint Radio Information Facility project, to remove it from the
present temporary status, has become apparent on Capitol Hill.
The project,
which prepares
recordings for members
of Congress
for shipment to stations in constituent areas, has operated on a
leased arrangement since 1947 by
dint of Congressional appropriations.
Who would sponsor such a measure could not be learned, but it
was said to have the support of
certain appropriations committeemen, and both the Senate Secretary and House Clerk, under whose
supervision the project is operated.
The project, directed by Robert
Coar and his wife, drew fire last
month in hearings before House
Appropriations subcommittee
which favors maintenance on a
self-sustaining basis, rather than
"being subsidized from general tax
funds" [Broadcasting, June 13].
A recommended review of the
operation has not materialized yet,
however.
Both the House and Senate approved salary appropriations in
the 1950 Legislative Branch Appropriations bill covering the recording project. The House group
urged improvement
of thesetup
"organizational and operational
be-

another budget
is submitted."
A fore
Senate
subcommittee,
which
held hearings June 14, noted that
the operation had provided public
address
committeemen and equipment
that it was for
desirable
that
committeemen should be charged
a "small rental."
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locate
in
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GRANT
FCC Reverses Denial
REVERSING its original proposal,
FCC last week granted U.T.K. Radio Corp.'s application for a new
station at Utica, N. Y., on 1230 kc
with 250 w fulltime.
The proposed denial had been
based on findings that (1) "a satisfactory shovv^ing has not been made
of the applicant's financial ability
to operate the station as proposed"; and (2) failure to comply fully with FCC's rule requiring 90% metropolitan coverage [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
Reconsideration followed submission of affidavits by Michael R.
Hanna, manager of WHCU Ithaca
and one-sixth owner of U.T.K.,
with respect to estimated operating
revenue ($12,000 a month) and by
Robert Trent Jones, who had not
testified, with respect to his financial qualifications as a stockholder.
With this additional information
the Commission found U.T.K. financially qualified. Reviewing the
proposed service, FCC held that its
lack of full compliance with the
Engineering Standards "should not
preclude
a grant."
FCC made
final its earlier proposal to deny the competing application of Mac Berger and Morris I.
Henry, who had notified the Commission that they "did not wish to
pursue
application."
U.T.K.their
ovimership
is held by the
following in equal shares:
Richard facturer,
H. president;
Balch,
Mr. Utica
Hanna,manuwho
will be
in
charge
of
getting
station on the air; his brother, theJoseph
A. Hanna, Utica distributor of coinoperated amusement and vending
equipment; Charles S. Donnelly, local
postmaster and former mayor; Hobart
L. Morris, local attorney, and Mr.
Jones.
KMPC

. . . but there are plenty of big time buyers there.
They buy what they need — and have enough left to
buy what they want, because necessities a7id luxuries
are amply provided for in their high per capita
income. Agency, plus a thousand other communities,
add up to WMTland, one of the nation's most prosperous markets, well-balanced with farm and industry
income,
well-covered with Iowa's best frequency
—600 kc.
Though far from Fifth Avenue, the 1,121,782
people within WMT's 2.5 mv line are worth the attention of agency men interested in expanding markets. Get full details from the Katz man about
Eastern Iowa's exclusive CBS outlet.

BASIC
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SALE

Reynolds Spikes Report
NO NEGOTIATIONS are under
way for the Los Angeles Daily
News to purchase KMPC Hollywood.
Robert 0. Reynolds, station vice
president, in spiking such reports,
admitted that a preliminary meeting was held June 30 with Robert
Smith, associate publisher and general manager of the News, but only
to "qualify the publication's interest." Mr. Smith told BROADCASTING
that the News has been "interested
in acquiring a station for the past
10 years" and that he was "always
interested to talk."
G. A. Richards, principal stockholder, would sell KMPC if a "satisfactory" price is offered, Mr.
Reynolds said, but he is not interested in "unloading" the property.
He further pointed out that Mr.
Richards has set no price figure for
KMPC. In negotiations with NBC
more than three years ago, asking
price reportedly was $3 million.
CBT Grand Falls, Newfoundland, new
1 kw station of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., was officially inaugurated
on July
and atjoined
land 1,network
that CBC
time. Newfound-

Opening Gift
TWENTY-FOUR hours before the formal opening of
the John La Cerda advertising,tions
publicity
and 1500
public
relaagency at
Walnut
St., Philadelphia, Mr. La
Cerda and Russ Davis, his
. executive vice president, received word from the SaUirday Evening Post that an article on which they had collaborated had been accepted.
It marked the seventh Post
acceptance for both men, althoughbefore.
they hadMr.notLa collaborated
Cerda
recently resigned as director
of public relations at the
Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce to open his own
agency.
FLA, LIBEL LAW
Amendment Shields Radio, TV
GOOD F AITH compliance tvith any
federal law or a regulation issued
by any federal agency will relieve
Florida stations of responsibility
for libel under a recently enacted
amendment
to the state's
statutes.
The amendment
was passed
by
the Florida legislature at its recent
session. It was sponsored in the
Florida House by Rep. Charles 0.
Andrews Jr., of Orlando, representing Orange County, and in the state
Senate by Sen. John Beacham, West
Palm Beach.
The amended law reads as follows :
Civil liability of radio or television
broadcasting stations; care to prevent
publication or utterance required:
The owner, licensee, or operator of a
radio or television broadcasting station,
and the agents or employes of any such
owner, licensee or operator, shall not
be liable for any damages for any defamatory statement published or utteredvision
in orbroadcast,
as a part
a radiothan
or teleby oneof other
such
owner, licensee or operator, or general
agent or employes thereof, unless sit
shall be alleged and proved by the
complaining party that such owner,
licensee, operator, general agent or
employe has failed to exercise due care
to
the publication
utterance
of prevent
such statement
in suchor broadcast,
provided,
the exercise
of due
care shall however,
be construed
to include
the
bona fide compliance with any federal
law or the regulation of any federal
regulatory agency.
KCBS STUDIOS
Expansion Program Starts
AN EXTENSIVE expansion program at the KCBS San Francisco
studios in the Palace Hotel was
started last week. First step, expected to be completed by mid-July,
is construction of a new entrance
with a private elevator from the
Palace Hotel lobby to the KCBS
studios.
When the lobby entrance is completed the present street entrance
to the studios will be closed.
Arthur Hull Hayes, vice president of CBS and general manager
of KCBS, announced that this initial construction will be followed
by a complete reorganization and
redecoration
of the facilities
station's offices,
studiosbuilding.
and other
in the
hotel
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Important

to

SUBJECT:

Annocncemei^t

all

BLACKSTONE

stations

WASHING

MACHINE

CO-OP

CAMPAIGN

# "BLACKSTONE, MAGIC DETECTIVE", quarter-hour transcribed program, is again available on a co-operative 50-50 basis for
Blackstone Washing Machine radio advertising.

#

The strike, which has been in progress these past few months, has

been settled, and the factory is authorizing all distributors and dealers
to reinstate the broadcast of Blackstone, Magic Detective on the 50-50
basis as originally established. Contact your Blackstone dealer and distributor for your authorization to resume on the same basis as previously.

#

If your market is one which hasn't contracted for the Blackstone,

Magic Detective program for Blackstone Washers, then write us immediately for complete details as to how your station can sell this excellent
Blackstone series on a co-operative basis. Or, refer to our letter of
October 22nd, 1948, which gave the information for your market.

#

Give this your immediate attention, so that you may resume the

Blackstone campaign, or, if you're a new market, get the campaign
started. We

will be glad to answer any questions you may have con-

cerning the campaign.

Your immediate attention is suggested.

CHARLES

MICHELSON,

RADIO
23 WEST
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47th ST.
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INC.
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FCC Probe Deferred
(Continued from page 25)
essing — the TV freeze, and in AM
and FM applications — the normal
workload of FCC's law department
"has been so substantially decreased in recent months that action could be taken within a reasonable time on these very items
requiring the law staff's recommendation."
But, he added, "apparently the
Commission is now awakening and
showing a greater awareness of its
responsibility to the public and
reassuming the powers and authority given by statute, which have
until only recently been deemed trie
exclusive preserve of its legal department."
Cites 'Slow Down' Policy
Rep. Walter stated that the TV
freeze and reduction in AM and
FM matters have resulted in a
"slow-down" policy "as a means of
permitting a few top staff officials
to retain a complete complement of
lawyers so that they may exercise
their bureaucratic prerogative to
the fullest extent and even request
further appropriations to enlarge
their own authority."
In conclusion, he said he was
convinced "there can be a definite
speedup on the staff level" and
FCC conformity with the Administrative Procedures Act "will be
part of the special inquiry which
I propose to make of the Commission in the very near future."
Attorney General Tom Clark

CONSIDER

will be the first witness to appear
before the subcommittee in the first
of the present three-week series of
hearings. Meetings will be held
each Monday, Wednesday and Friday, under the chairmanship of
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.).
Other subcommittee members include Reps. Walter, Joseph Bryson
(D-S. C), J. Frank Wilson (DTex.), Winfield K. Denton (DInd.), Earl C. Michener (R-Mich.),
Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.) and
William M. McCulloch (R-Ohio).
From time to time, representatives of trade, manufacturing and
other interests, and Government
will testify, it was announced.
Hearings will be divided into four
categories: history and growth of
concentration; causes and methods
of operation; various effects, and
lastly suggestions and recommendations.
It is conceivable that Atty. Gen.
Clark might be questioned on the
reported investigation by the Justice Dept. of alleged monopoly
within the broadcasting industry.
James Kilday, chief of the department's anti-trust Transportation
section, previously had disclosed
that the probe involved "men looking into the possibility of an investigation of the radio field"
based on unidentified complaints
[Broadcasting, June 20].
Another Justice Dept. official
had opposed certain aspects of the
McFarland FCC reorganizational
bill with respect to possible weakening of "important" safeguards
against monopoly.

THE

FACTS

'J'HE NORTH Country's key
market, serving 170,000
people in Clinton, Essex
and Franklin Counties, Vermont and S.E. Quebec Province.

(QONSISTENTLY dominates
listening audience in
the Gloversville-Johnstov/n
area, leading glove manufacturing center in the
v^^orld.

Covers and influences a
rich farming and industrial area.

Covers more than 11,000
Radio homes spending over
$16,000,000 each year for
YOUR products and services.

Lov^ economical cost per
family, per customer, per
sale

To sell Gloversville-Johnstov/n housewives you Must
Use

ABC 960

1000 WATTS

Plattsburg, N. Y.
Joseph Hershey McGilvro
Nat. Rep.
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CBS

1340

250 WATTS

GLOVERSVILLE" JOHNSTOWN
Adam J. Young,
Jr.
Nat. Rep.

ADISCR
PROVISION
in the McFarland
"
reorganizatiosX;i^
nal bill limiting
TIONFCC ^v^f„
IMINA
the Commission's rule-making power and prohibiting discrimination between station applicants has drawn the unreserved approval of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
In a letter to Sen. E. W. McFar- ^
land (D-Ariz.), author of the measthe ANPA endorsed Po^tedly took no action last week
(S 1973), as
that uresection
"most desirable" on the proposed reorganizational
and said it would "prevent the bill. His plan to call a subcomCommission from repeating its mittee meeting for the purpose of
conduct in the past." The proposed discussing the bill failed to mateaddition to the Federal Communi- rialize. The subcommittee is excations Act, which prohibits dis- pgcted to meet early this
week,
cnmmation regardless of ". . . ^.^h a view to
getting the measure
lawful occupation or business as- . ,
.
^
, „ „
sociation," would include news- ^^^P^ "^^P"^* full
Foreign Commerce
Interstate &headed
who are applicants Committee,
owners
paperstation
for
licenses.
by Sen. Edwin

man- ^- Johnson (D-Col.).
Williams,
Sen. McFarwrote general
of ANPA,
ager
Cranston
". . . While the Federal -^^—i
—
land:
Court. .. held that the Commission 'VILLAGE' FM
riyi
against
discriminate
ed for WRGK
could nott simply
Conduct
is Survey^V3t
[he] an
because
applican
■
^—
a newspaper publisher or has inter- —
est in a newspaper, there is need nriTj
4.^irT>r^T^ /T-n»/rx
^^^^ i^^^
to have Congress place affirmative '^'111
been wondering
restrictions upon the exercise of Brookfield, 111., hadhsteners
hip FM
delegated authority in order to J"'*
survey claim-a
to convince
potential
adver-a
needed
it
felt
nd
"
eof.
ther
the abuse
preventProposed
Amendment
tisers. Surveys seemed costly, but
r^,
. • J in
• Sec.
o
high
school students ofj.
Brookfield
The addition, contained
a
i,14
land
announcement
^nd an
ij ^^^^^
1 J bill, would
HT
ii- McFar
^^^^
^^ of-c the
^^ ^^^.^^^^ on rabies
amend Sec. 332 of the Communi- ^ .
f ^
^n its Friday evening telephone
cations Act as follows:
substantive
ruleshall
or order
be
issued
cently aired
an announcement
by
the station reprogram,
or
be imposed
No sanction
except
within
jurisdiction
delegated
Villae-p Manap-er
Harold Fa'?h thnf
tnat
naroia
manager
village
by
law.Commission
The Commission
make all
residents
would
haveJi,asn
to have
authorized
and as shall
to the
rabies,
pose
or result between
of which persons
is to effect
a ceived
Following
Mr.forEash
retheir dogs
discrimination
ft Z^^l^cf^r^'Vo^^^^r^t^'f^^
based
over morning
40inoculated
ralU concerninpthp
tne
t j t-oncerning
tion
kind
of lawful
occupation
or broadcast.7^%^
On „Monday,
when police
affiliaor political
religious
upon orrace,
business
association.
^ade their rounds, all had heard
Meanwhile, Sen. McFarland's about the broadcast. The indicacommunications subcommittee re- tion was clear since only weekly
newspapers are published in Brookfield.

Stm, George Ives, WRGK presKALL EXPANDS
^
^
And inasmuch as the station
had
a survey was necessary
ident,_ felt
ers carried
Quartnew
Larger
PRIVATE Takes
opening
to herald
free advertising for high
quarters for radio and television school activities, he went direct to
facilities of KALL Salt Lake City the Riverside-Brookfield school suwas scheduled for this past Satur- perintendent. A teacher and 200
day, with the public invited to students dedicated themselves to
attend beginning today (July 11) surveying 810 of 7,000 families in
through July 23, George C. Hatch, Riverside and Brookfield, canvasspresident Co.
of Inc.,
Salt Lake
City Broad- ing homes door-to-door,
casting
announced
early The two suburbs are about 13
last week.
miles from downtown Chicago and
New quarters at 146 S. Main within radius of Chicago and other
contain
feet AM-FM-TV signals,
of floor about
space, 12,000
nearly square
triple tha
t
Results Shown
at the old location. Ultimately all ri n ■
i^.
x i,
opsratio
i- ns — AM,
A n/r FM
TiMVT andJ TV
rmr — will
-n j^tedFollowmg
results were tabube housed under one roof, which
Number of families
also serves as headquarters for
with AM
806 or 99.6%
the Intermountain
Network.
KALL
Number
of
families
- a television
, , . . out, Number
with FM
265 or 32.7%
is applicant^ for
of families
let. Cost of the remodeling and inwith TV
172 or 21.2%
Etallation of some new equipment ^bS'^no AM or^Tv"^'* .™
4
will be about $50,000, with TV in- % of TV owners with FM
54.7%
stallation, when completed, ex- % of FM owners with TV
35.8%
pected to cost about $300,000, Following listening habits were
according to Mr. Hatch.
Ex- noted:
pansion was undertaken
partly pe^M sSnTe'day^' "
because of growth of the In- fm
518 hours total of 33.5 hours
, , he
T. adde
, ,Network
, d.
. 754
hours
total
day. of 188 hours
per day.
station
™ . station
p^'"TV TV
months,
in past per
tcrmountain
per
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A

. LL THE BELLS in Bellingham won't make more
noise for you in this Washington fishing center than
ABC. For ABC rings the bell with 69% of all the radio
families there, says BMB. In 42 Coast towns (inside and
outside) ABC has 50% or better BMB penetration.

BuzziNG DOWN to California, we find all the roses
in Santa Rosa hardly outnumber the ABC fans there. It's
a honey of an audience, says BMB, for 81% of the radio
families are regular ABC listeners. Big towns or small,
on ABC you reach them all (and sell 'em) .

On the coast you cant get away from

ABC

FOR COVERAGE . . . ABC's booming Pacific network
delivers 228,000 watts of power— 49,250 more than the
second-place network. This power spells coverage —
ABC primary service area (BMB 50% or better) covers
96.7% of all Pacific Coast radio homes. And ABC's
Coast Hooper for 1948 was up 9% or better both day
and night.

COUNTING ALL the Marys in Marysville is a cinch
compared to totting up the ABC fans there. Yet BMB did
it and found 72% of this California town's radio families
have the ABC habit. ..and it's a good one for you to get,
too, if you want primary coverage of 96.7% of all Coast
radio famihes.

ABC

BROADCASTING
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FOR COST.. .a half hour on ABC's full 22-station Pacific
network costs only $1,228.50. Yet you can buy as few
as 5 stations for testing or concentration. And ABC
is famous for the kind of audience-building promotion
that helps slice the cost-per-listener.
Whether you're on a coast network
or intend to be— talk to ABC

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York: 7 West 66th St. • TRafalgar 3-7000 — Detroit: 1700 Stroh BIdg. • CHerry 8321 — Chicago: 20 N. Wacker Dr.
DEIaware 1900— Los Angeles: 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141— Sah Francisco: 155 Montgomery St. • EXbrook 2-6544
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KYW

WORKSHOP

Month-Long Courses Start
GORDON HAWKINS, education
director of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., announced that for
the first time in the history of the
KYW Philadelphia Summer Workshops for Teachers, military personnel are attending the monthlong courses, which began June 28.
More than 40 school teachers
from the greater Philadelphia area
attended and 65 students took part
in junior Workshop activities.
Scheduled to appear as speakers for
remainder of seminar are Dr. Charles
S. Swope, Westchester State Teachers
College on "Radio As An International
Force,"American
on July director
6; Norman
North
of tlieLuker,
BBC,
who discussed British radio and TV
on July 7; Ned Rogers, senior partner
of Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, on
"TheA. Agency
and representative
Television," July
11;
Dr.
M. Natesh,
of the
New Indian Government, who will report on communications and education
in setting up All-India-Radio, on July
12; Robert
McDougall,
education director
of WATVprogram
Newark,
on
"Starting and Operating a Television
Station," July 13; Dennis Day, star of
the KYW-NBC program, "A Day in the
Life
of Dennis
Day," who
discuss
network
programming
fromwill
ality point
of view, July
14;a personDonald
Baird, assistant program director of
WFLN, Philadelphia FM station, on
"The Adaptability of English Classics
to the
Radio,"
July 15; Board
Miss Martha
Gable,
of
Philadelphia
of Education,
who will discuss education programming in TV, July 18-19; Stockton Hellfrich, manager of continuity acceptance
for NBC, who will discuss continuity
standards in AM and TV, July 20; Doris
Corwith, director of education and religious broadcasts for NBC, July 21;
Gertrude Broderick of the U. S. Office
of Education, on "The Teacher's Responsibility to Radio," July 25, and
Miss Noreen Maxwell, of Scotland, program officer and director of European
and Middle East services in the United
Nations.

EDITORIALIZING
ACLU Scores FCC Ruling

NEW OFFICERS for 1949 for the Dixie FM Network, composed of 12 North
and South Carolina stations, are (I to r) Pat Taylor, WHPE-FM High Point,
vice president; Ray A. Furr, WIST Charlotte, president; Melvin Warner
(standing), WCEC-FM Rocky Mount, secretary, and E. Z. Jones, WBBB-FM
Burlington, treasurer. Officers were named at the annual meeting of the group
held in Greensboro.
LOCAL

FCC's recent reversal of its famous 1940 Mayflower decision,
which prohibited broadcasters from
editorializing on the air, was scored
on Capitol Hill last week by the
American Civil Liberties Union as
a "serious threat to free speech"
andThe"notdenunciation
in the publicwasinterest."
voiced by
James Lawrence Fly, former FCC
chairman and now a practicing attorney, in a memorandum prepared
for the organization and enclosed
in a letter to Sen. William Langer
(R-N. D.), who entered it in the
Congressional Record. ACLU has
been a staunch advocate of the
Mayflower doctrine. Mr. Fly himself appeared last year in hearings
before the Commission to support
the non-editorializing edict, which
FCC revoked with reservations last
month [Broadcasting, June 6].
Concurring strongly with minority views of Comr. Frieda Hennock, who held the doctrine should
be reaffirmed and that a vague requirement offairness is unenforceable, the union contended that
"confusion and unworkability are
both apparent" and that no general
standard of fairness could be enforced.
"Once the thousands of stations
are pei-mitted to carry on partisan
campaigns,
the entirewould
present
staffsa
of the Commission
be but
small portion of what would be
required
Mr. Flyis
asserted.forHeenforcement,"
stated the union
committed to the principle that a
broadcaster serving the public interest "cannot be permitted to
editorialize, to hai-angue the public
with his own private views and
thus toerful
turnmechanism
the public's
own speech
powof free
into an organ to serve . . . private

APPEAL PROMOTION SUCCESS
10,000 Converge on Small Town for WTMJ Show
WTMJ Milwaukee is convinced
between the chiefs of police of two
that small cities within a big city neighboring towns, plus other enstation coverage area are eager to tertainment.
The wrestling match and the exparticipate in and take the initiatensive publicity which preceded it
tive in promoting any project feacame about as the result of a
turing local names and personalities.
pseudo-feud between Gordon ThomTen thousand persons crowded
as, m. c. on WTMJ's early morning
into Berlin, Wis. (pop. 4,742), to record - weather - temperature -time
and Hig Murray, Milwaukee
see the WTMJ "Battle of a Cen- show,
stockyards reporter, heard on
tury," aburlesque wrestling match
WTMJ at 6:50 a.m. daily.
While traveling through Mr.
Thomas' home town, Beaver Dam,
Wis., Mr. Murray was picked up
by the local police for a traffic
violation. Next day on the air Mr.
FIRST
IN THE
Murray made disparaging remarks
about the Beaver Dam police. Mr.
The union felt the "practical efThomas defended Beaver Dam.
fect" of such a "vague" standard,
The "feud" developed for two
its "unenforcibility" and specific
months, with Mr. Murray comparpermission to editorialize, are
ing the hospitality of Beaver Dam
tantamount
to permitting broadaims."
with that of Mayville, Wis., his
casters
to
"monopolize"
the faciladopted home town. Listeners in
and "to invite subversion of
the area were quick to join in the that ity,
facility to the promotion of
feuding, WTMJ reports, and wrote
DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
private and partisan ends. This,
hundreds of letters taking sides.
47 Kw.
we submit, is not in the public
CP. 22.9 Kw. visual
5,000 W
An invitation from the mayor
AM 14 20 Kc.
FM 103.7 Mc, TV and aural, Channel 5
and the Chamber of Commerce of
"We are content to have Mr.
Berlin to stage a wrestling match
David Sarnoff and Mr. William
interest."
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
between the police chiefs of Beaver
Paley [heads of NBC and CBS,
the No. 1 Network
Dam and Mayville was accepted.
respectively], as persons and reThe 90-minute "Battle of a Censponsible citizens, heard on occawoe is the FIR.ST ifidividual stasional forums and public discustury" concluding with the burtion . . . the only Quad-Cities station ... to offer its clients co/risions. . . . But they should appear
lesque wrestling show featured
merdal covv analysis. On request
community talent. There was a as private citizens. . . . Though
WOC's Research Department tests
Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Paley are both
parade in which the rival chiefs
woe advertisers'
for sales
effectiveness throughcopy
listening
ease and
entirely
fair, however tolerant may
and
the and
WTMJ
Mr.
human interest . . . according to a
Thomas
Mr. "feuders,"
Murray, rode.
proved formula developed by lebe
the
rule
by such men, the dannovvned analyst Dr. Rudolph Flesch.
There were six bands from neighgers lurk in change of mind and
All WOC-written copy is so evalboring towns, 25 tractor floats, two
uated. Another in WOC's long list
change of orandum
management,"
the memcontinued.
of "FIR,ST',S"!
drum and bugle corps, fire departments
from
two
towns,
drill
teams
Lack
of
"practical
power"
by
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
and National Guard units.
Ernest Sanders, Manager
FCC to require a standard of faii-City officials and civic leaders
ness would be especially conspicuous in smaller cities having only
from
five
towns
participated,
and
DAVENPORT, IOWA
the host town, Berlin, staged a one or two stations, or in cities
where stations are owned solely by
banquet for the visiting dignitaries.
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
All in all, it was quite a show,
aclared.
newspaper interest, ACLU desays WTMJ.
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ZENITH Distributor P B.
Johnson says: "Dealers' sales
2nd quarter '49 show nearly
100% increase compared
with 2nd quarter '48."

WESTINGHOUSE DistributorersJ. W.
says: "DealreportCarr
increased
sales
and more requests for FM
demonstrations."

WPJB

GE Distributor R. H. Waterman says: "Immediate
... increased
sales ofresult
FM
sets at a time when radio
sales in general are off."

Banishes
For

FM

H. WILLIAM KOSTER, right, manager of FM station WPJB
Providence, R. I., helps arrange radio display with Leo Miller
ore of 150 participating radio dealers in current campaign t<
boost FM set sales.

Seasonal

Set

Slump

Dealers

Defying predictions of a summer slump in radio set sales, WPJB in
Providence, R. I., has doubled and trebled anticipated sales for regional dealers with an aggressive ofF-season promotion drive.
Endorsements of FM by more than 150 distributors and dealers are
RCA Distributor L. V. Egavian
RCA says:
Victor"Doubled
FM sets sales
in ter-of
ritory .greatest pronnotional campaign in radio.

being pictured in a two-month series of newspaper ads urging: "You
need FM for the Best in Radio." The promotion is supplied by WPJB
without cost to distributors and dealers.
Some
WPJB
cards
in all

600 columns of newspaper advertising is the backbone of the
campaign. Window posters, counter cards, truck banners, bus
and set displays put across the idea that FM listening is good
seasons.

Dealers report a dead market suddenly come to life. Distributors say
dealer re-orders are more frequent than usual at this season, and for
larger shipments.

PHILCO Distributor S. J.
Shift
says: "Sales
Philcc
FM receivers
are ofsteadily
increasing as a result of this

impact."

Rhode island paced FM set sales in
1948, increasing distribution by
162 per cent while the rest of the
country went up 35 per cent. That
difference was credited by dealers

ADMIRAL Distributor B. R.
Albert says: "Steady Impact
WPJB'ssulted InFM
promotion
resubstantial
increase
in sales during dull period."

to WPJB's constant FM promotion.
WPJB backs up its FM promotion
with alert local programming to
provide quality listening to go with
quality FM reception.
FM Station of the Providence Journal Company
Represented by the Walker Company

EMERSON Distributor R. L.
Rosenfeld says: "Since the
campaign started our sales
of FM sets have more than

doubled."

STEWART - WARNER
Harry R. Tracy says:
radios very gratifying
paign stimulated sales

Distributor
"Sales FM
. . . camwhen they

1£LE-TONE Distributor B. E. DeGroot
"The increased
sales
of FM says:
and AM-FM
combinations
have been excellent."

CROSLEY Distributor W. H. Shurtleff
"Salessales
past any
monthprevious
more
thansays:
double
month this year . , . feel this due

STROMBERG-CARLSON Distributor J. J. Moore says: "Greatly increased Interest in FM for pas*
two months resulting unquestlon-

|APPY for you. Now you can be sure of selling virtually the entire southeastern United States, without ever leaving your desk. And without
paying for expensive extra coverage you don't need.
Because, for the first time, the two giants of the southeast— 50, 000- watt
WRVA

in Richmond

and 50,000-watt WBT

in Charlotte— have combined

for a joint broadcast every Saturday night of the South's famed
OLD DOMINION BARN DANCE ... a giant of a program!
It's a perfect marriage!
On WRVA,

BARN

DANCE

(10:00-10:30 PM) has an 11.7 Hooperating*-a

33% bigger rating than a big-name comedian on the second station. Moving
into the 10:00 PM period on WBT, it follows a four-hour lineup of programs
already Hooperated at an average 16.3** — a 101% higher average than
any other station and 28% higher than ALL other stations combined.
It's a wealthy marriage!
The combined

50-100% BMB

nighttime area of WRVA

and WBT

totals 193

counties in six states, with retail sales of more than $3,400,000,000t
... a dowry well worth our time — and yours!
It's a marriage of convenience/
Your convenience.

Available as a half-hour package or in

quarter-hour segments, BARN
and WBT

DANCE

can be sponsored on WRVA

at blissfully low cost. For your convenience, one call to

either station or the nearest Radio Sales office will provide complete
information . . . and a contract.

VBT
CHARLOTTE,
NORTH
CAROLINA

wm
RICHMOND
and NORFOLK.
VIRGINIA

"Richmond, Oct. 1948-Feb. 1949. **Charlotte, Oct. 1948-Feb. 1949
\Sale5 Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1949.

Un-Clear

AM-TW

Ethics

THE CROSS-REFERENCE blight has established a new radio beach-head, and a counteroffensive looms.
Users and proponents of aural broadcasting
have detected an inci-easing tendency on the
part of AM stations with TV affiliation, to
plug, on AM, their TV programs. And to use
the language of one of the AM'ers (who incidentally holds a TV construction permit), "It
is a lousy way to treat our AM advertisers."
To quote further this broadcaster:
"We tell our AM advertisers when we sign a
contract that we'll do all we can to get all the
listeners for them we can. Yet, when they're
on the air, we come on and suggest to our
AM listeners that at a certain time they should
tune in their TV. In other words, to hell with
the guy that is spending money with me on
AM — you watch my other fellow's TV show!"
It was inevitable that this problem should
arise. Networks are loath to let their advertisers cross-reference to other networks — even
on their own time.
The question that confronts the AM-TV
broadcaster boils down to one of ethics. Each
medium should, and ultimately must, stand on
its own bottom.

Wrong Horse
SOMEBODY is always shooting at some aspect
of radio programming and invariably there
comes a plea to the FCC to do something about
it.
The latest programming excursion has to do
with horse-race programming. Certain local
authorities,information
it seems, don't
broadcast
until want
after stations
the tracksto
are closed and the bang-tails have been tucked
in for the night.
Horse-racing is legal in many states. If it's
legal to race them for the people, it's obviously
just as legal for the people to hear about them
over the air and read about them in their newspapers. The fact that bookies may tune in
and thus pay off illegal bets illegally made
certainly should have no bearing upon the legality of publication of the racing news —
whether it be by the printing press or by the
electronic press — the microphone or the television screen.
Of course there's the element of good taste
in programming and perhaps of willfully aiding and abetting the bookies, such as for pay.
Most tracks are prosperous because people like
to bet on horses. Those people don't go to the
races every day, but they like to keep abreast,
like play-by-play baseball, or football, or even
the prize giveaways.
And it's like the advertising of alcoholic
beverages. Some stations accept it; others do
not. But it's permissible and legal because
there's no national prohibition — just state and
local option.
The answer in all these cases, it seems to us,
is whether it's legitimate and whether the public wants it. There are enough stations almost
everywhere to give the public a choice of programs.
If the do-gooders or the local authorities
want something done about horse-race broadcasting or alcoholic advertising, let them strike
at the source, and get the basic laws changed
— if they can.
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Channel

Case

WHAT, WHY, where, when clear channels ?
purelyyoupartisan
(there's
no Except
middle for
ground;
must bepositions
for or against),
the topic is handled gingerly. It has been the
biggest headache of the FCC and its predecessor FRC. It is one topic that is spontaneously combustible on Capitol Hill.
The FCC, it seems, is about to promulgate
its clear channel decision. It must determine
whether clear channels will be kept inviolate;
whether some of them will be duplicated and
others retained, and whether the present power
limitation of 50 kw shall be continued.
Sentiment in the Senate has been whipped to
the point where there can be little doubt that
there is considerable opposition to higher
power (the opponents call it super-power) on
the ground that it will tend toward monopoly.
Because there is a mere handful of 1-A clear
channel stations, it is equally obvious that
among licensees the balance is heavily against
higher power on clear channels.
Greatest emphasis has been given the economic question — whether other stations could
survive higher power. Technically, the story
may be different, but even expert engineering
opinion is sharply divided.
Isn't it a fact, however, that the whole clear
channel picture has changed since the last
siege of hearings was closed in January
1948 ? There is no record in radio regulatory
annals as detailed. There's a serious question
whether many of the points raised do not now
approach mootness.
For example: Do all the 24 1-A clear channel
stations really want 750 kw or 500 kw, entailing an $800,000-$l million expenditure? Is
there the same urgent demand for duplication
in the light of overcrowding of the standard
band, and, even more persuasive, the onrush
of TV which will entail additional millions of
risk capital, and big smudges of red ink?
We may miss it a mile, but it is our feeling
that the main reason the Clear Channel Group
is pressing for its 20-station plan with 750 kw,
and with equal division of such stations among
the four networks, is to preserve the sanctity
of the 1-A clears. They evidently feel that
clear channels cannot be retained with a 50
kw limitation.
This observation probably will arouse those
clear channel stations which have sought
higher power for a score of year, convinced
that it is the only means of serving the reto us. mote listener. But that's the way it looks
Conversely, we doubt whether the majority
of the licensees in the first couple of hundred
markets would relish the breakdown of clears
and the resultant introduction of new competition. By the same token, few if any of them
want to see power beyond 50 kw because of the
economic factor. Moreover, many licensees
who coveted duplicated assignments would be
wary of the investments entailed in installation of directional arrays to protect dominant
stations.
Here again we invite the opposition of the
breakdown
from here. advocates. Yet, that's how it looks
Thus, there are new facts, new faces, new
horizons. The new record in the clear channel
case is now over four years old. What has
happened in AM, FM and TV in that span?
There's a NARBA conference ahead this fall.
A reappraisal is indicated — a summing up
of the new evidence. Perhaps the NAB can use
its good offices to do this job without favoring
one class against the other. Maybe the FCC
should call for new oral arguments and briefs.
The rules of reason — economic, social and
hemispheric — should prevail. We submit that
can't be done now on a record started more
than four years ago.

FRANCIS PATRICK MATTHEWS

thisaboutpracti
hings its
somet
ess bethat
equip
must
RE busin
THEradio
tioners for high posts in the national
defense establishment. Two-thirds of the
secretariat under Defense Secretary Louis
Johnson consists of broadcasters — Francis P.
Matthews, Secretary of the Navy, and Gordon
Gray, Secretary of the Army.
Secretary Matthews, like most of his predecessors, "is a little slim on nautical background," according to Time magazine, which
goes on to quote him as saying, "I do have a
rowboat
at my summer
But whatever
Francishome."
Matthews lacks in
seamanship he makes up many times in an
extensive background of public, civic, business,
fraternal and religious attainments. So vast
is his record that a miniature Who's Who
listing.
volume would be required for a complete
In any case, the staff members of WOW
Omaha and KODY North Platte are proud
that their associate and friend, and one of Nebraska's most distinguished citizens, is now
Secretary of the Navy.
Mr. Matthews is a charter member of Radio
Station WOW Inc. and has been active in
policy direction of both the Omaha and North
Plattecounsel.
stations,Hewhile
as WOW's
local
has also
been serving
particularly
active
in the pioneering and training stages of
WOW's television activities, working closely
with President-General Manager John J.
Gillin Jr.
For the past two decades he has directed
just about every civic activity in Omaha. As a
director of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
he wrote the widely-quoted reports attacking
Communism and Socialism. He was a member
of President Truman's Civil Rights Committee and has traveled half-way around the
globe as vice president of USO.
President Truman selected a loyal and longtime Democrat last May 13 when he nominated
Mr. Matthews to the high Navy post, the same
day he sent up the name of Gordan Gray to
be Undersecretary of the Army and a few
weeks later to be Secretary.
Born at Albion, Neb., March 15, 1887, he
attended grade schools at Albion and Spalding,
Neb., and Okaloha, Miss. Back at Albion, he
was graduated from high school in 1906 and
four years later from Creighton U. College of
Arts with an A. B. Another year at Creighton
won him an M. A., and two years later he
received
of Law. his LL. B. from Creighton's College
Shortly after hanging out his shingle he
married Mary Claire Hughes, of Battle Creek,
(Continued on page U8)
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My only complaint about
WSAI is that our salesmen
do covering all the potential
plan has smoothed their path.
37 new accounts out of 69
Level Selling.)

''Shelf-Level" Selling at
have more than they can
new accounts where the
(2 of our salesmen added
calls in support of Shelf
Norman

Brammall

GenU Mgr. — H. F. Busch Co.
Makers of Busch's Famous Sausage

An

6(fficuU C(mc44A4':
. . . progressive, constructive and educational program
for the food retailers of Cincinnati.
... it will pay handsome dividends to the public in
bringing about more efficient and more economical
merchandising practices of retailers. It will benefit the
retailers by making better merchants out of them and,
through the efficient merchandising practices, it will
make more profitable operations; and, last but certainly
not least, is the recognition of your radio station and
its programs by the trade as the right medium for
reaching consumers and retailers alike.
R. Retail
Dressier.
Natl George
Assn. of
MeatSec'y
Dealers

Your "SHELF LEVEL" plan has inspired our members
to greater sales through better merchandising methods.
We congratulate WSAI and assure you of our continued cooperation.
Mr. E. H. Strubbe, Gen. Mgr.
700 White Villa Stores

Because the "SHELF LEVEL" plan is so unique, we invite stations
in other markets to adopt it. Information on request.
CINCINNAT

A MARSHALL FIELD
STATION REPRESENTED
BY AVERY-KNODEL
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SOLE, former associate manJH. r-ch
ief engineer of KNGS
^age
Hanford, Calif., has been named
ral
gene
manager of KVMV Twin
Falls, Idaho. He recently purchased
62% of control in the station for $23,500 [Broadcasting, June 6].
DAVID M. ARMSTRONG, formerly in
positions of account executive, sales
manager and assistant manager for
CKNW New Westminster, B. C, has
been appointed
manager of station.
JACK J. GWYER,
commercial manager of KBRO
Bremerton, Wash.,
has been named
general manager.
G. A. RICHARDS,
Mr. Armstrong
principal owner of
WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles, has been presented distinguished service citation by National
Council of Administration of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
WILLIAM R. TEDRICK, manager of
KWOC and KWOC-FM Poplar Bluff,
Mo., has resigned to take over operation of KNEM, new 250 w fulltime
outlet to be constructed at Nevada,
Mo.
SIR WILLIAM J. HALEY, director
general of BBC, arrived in New York
July
1943. 9 for a week's visit, his first since
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general manager of WEEI Boston and manager
of CBS operations for New England,
has been named trustee of New England chapter of Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation Inc.
JAMES M. LEGATE, general manager
of WIOD Miami, Fla., has been elected
campaign chairman of Community
Chest of Dade County for 1950.
CHARLES G. BURKE, general manager of KFGO Fargo, N. D., and conductor of station's weekly Hunting
and Fishing Guide, has been elected
state chairman for North Dakota of
Ducks Unlimited Inc.
JAMES HUNTER LOGAN, manager
of broadcast operations for WMAL
Washington, and Vivian Irene Francis have announced their marriage.

FOR

Knight Commander, K. C, with
Grand Cross; Knight Commander
with Grand Cross of Equestrian
Order of Knights of Holy Sepulchre; Secret Papal Chamberlain
with Cape and Sword, one of the
highest honors a Catholic layman
can obtain.
Clubs include Omaha Rotary,
Omaha Athletic, Metropolitan Club
of New York and Catholic Club
of the City of New York.
Mr. Matthews is a member of
Ak-Sar-Ben, Nebraska State Historical Society, American - Irish
Historical Society (Nebraska vice
president),
Commission
on American Citizenship
of Catholic
U.,
ONE DAY'S CATCH of four WCCO Minneapolis-Sf. Paul executives in Lake
Ida near Alexandria, Minn., included bass and northern pike. Catching
their limits were (I to r) Merle S. Jones, WCCO general manager; Leo Lorehz,
guide; Al Harding, station's sales manager; Norm Henning, guide; Ivan
Anderson, WCCO transmitter engineer, and Jim Beloungy, chief engineer.
Respects
(Continued from page Ji-6)
Neb. They have six children, five
of them girls.
Admitted to the Nebraska bar
in 1913, Mr. Matthews has been
a practicing attorney 36 years,
culminating last year in formation of Matthews, Kelley, Matthews & Delehant, of which he is
senior member. Among other business items in his career are these :
Counsel for RFC in Nebraska and
Wyoming; chairman of board and
director Securities Acceptance
Corp., Omaha; president and director, First Federal Savings &
Loan Assn. of Omaha; director
and member of executive committee, Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co., Omaha; vice president and
director of WOW; director, Central National Insurance Co. of
Omaha.
Long active in Democratic politics in Nebraska, Mr. Matthews
headed the Nebraska delegation at
the 1948 Democratic National Convention. He kept it for Truman,
too, through all the balloting. He
has held the post of Supreme
Knight of the Knights of Columbus,
and most of the lesser offices.
The list of his trusteeships and
director posts includes Boys Town,
Creighton U., Omaha Public Library and Metropolitan Utilities
District (elective). He is a mem-

SASEl
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
—372 times more people than any other station
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.
630 kc.
S.OOO «mttt
in Savannah WSAV
Rwraiented by Hollingbery
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ber of the Omaha, Nebraska,
American and Federal Communications Bar Assns.
With these and dozens of other
activities and connections, he has
shown the oft-observed facility of
the truly busy man to find time
for the human side of living. It
sounds trite, of course, but he likes
to
work, But
"hard
work,"time
as
his think
main of
hobby.
he finds
for fishing when he relaxes at his
summer home, "Glendaloch," in
Ely,
Minn.there is a considerable
Then
amount of reading on his sparetime agenda, usually of the classic
type. Probably the closest thing
he has to a hobby is his interest
in oil paintings, particularly portraits. Though not a collector, he
has made a serious study of the
old masters and derives much
pleasure from this hobby.
Among civic and religious activities are high official posts in the
local and national Chamber of
Commerce; local and national Community Chest, National Conference
of Catholic Charities, Catholic
Diocesan Committee on Scouting,
Nebraska Tuberculosis Assn., National War Fund,
War Community
Prisoners'
Aid, National
Catholic
Service.
In 1943 he was named special
representative of the Catholic Administrative Board of Bishops to
visit England, Ireland and Scotland, and in 1944 to visit other
countries in Europe and the Middle
East in connection with welfare
services for U. S. forces and relief
of peoples in liberated areas.
For his war services he was
awarded the Medal for Merit by
President Truman.
In the civic field he has been a
high officer of American Overseas
Aid, National Christian Committee
for United Jewish Appeal, Nebraska honorary member of Franklin D. Roosevelt Warm Springs
Memorial Commission, Advisory
Committee on Voluntary Foreign
Aid of the State Dept., National
Catholic Resettlement Council and
Committee on Human Rights.
Among decorations are Knight of
Order of St. Gregory the Great;

Omaha Chapter of National Aeronautics Assn., Omaha Council on
Foreign Relations, Ancient Order
of Hibernians and Newcomen Society of America.
This incomplete delineation of the
activities of an illustrious son of
Nebraska tells only part of the
Matthews saga, but perhaps serves
the purpose of showing that any
individual who can serve officially
in so many organizations and enterprises must certainly possess the
qualities needed in one of the nation's critical defense positions.
For Francis P. Matthews has
lived a full and complete life. He
has well served business, community, church and nation. Those
who have watched his career feel
a new sense of confidence in the
nation's defenses now that this man
of many achievements has been
named Secretary of the Navy.
FM EXCLUSIVELY
KFH-FM Airs 3-Hour Musical
DEPARTING from its policy of
duplicating the entire AM daily
schedule on FM, KFH-FM Wichita,
Kan., has started a 52-week series
of three hour musicals, exclusively
on FM. Aired Sunday from 9
a.m. to 12 noon, the series. Music
at its Zenith, is sponsored by S. A.
Long Co.,
wholesale distributor forWichita
Zenith radios.
The three-hour FM feature is
presented in five parts — four halfhour periods and one fullhour segment. First period at 9 a.m., Music
Old, offers recorded and transcribed music of popular hit tunes
of the past. Music New uses the
top tune of the week as its theme
and includes only the latest recordings. Third segment. Music Bor rowed, features transcriptions from
the great musical shows, while
Music Blue includes tunes with
"blue" either in the song title, musical type or lyric content.
Concluding segment, which is a
full hour from 11 a.m., is titled
The Concert Hall and presents a
complete symphony or other major
work transcribed by renowned symphony orchestras. This portion is
dedicated to outstanding Kansas
and Oklahoma musicians who live
in the KFH-FM listening area.
Before and after Music at its Zenith KFH-FM continues to duplicate
the AM schedule.
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TV

ALLOCATIONS

fCC

Completing

VHF-UHF

FIRST PUBLIC SCRUTINY of submission of data on color tele- "as a means of improving
service
vision in the hearing has generated
FCC's conception of the television
and reducing interference."
allocations pattern of the future is increasing interest, not only among
By this method, the petition asdue to come this week.
the public and within the industry,
serts, FCC could retain "substanbut on Capitol Hill (see story
The Commission was completing
tially all" of its existing VHF
Friday, and expected to release in page 25). An independent study allocation and assign some addia few days, the proposed combined
of color is being launched by the
tional VHF channels "where distance separations of 150 to 75 miles
VHF-UHF allocation plan and at- Bureau of Standards at the behest
of Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of
tendant new rules which it promised in the overall TV prospectus
the Senate Interstate & Foreign areReiterating
preserved."the view it expressed
Commerce Committee, though ob- in a statement filed earlier on bereleased six weeks ago [Broadservers doubt this work will be comcasting, May 30].
half of WNOW and WNOW-FM
A petition urging FCC to take
pleted before the August hearing. York, Pa. [Broadcasting, May 9],
The proposal advanced by Haley, the law firm contends that FCC
a new approach and open up only
a very limited number of UHF
McKenna & Wilkinson involves, might thus, with the addition of
not more than 10% of the UHF
channels was filed meanwhile by fundamentally, the abandonment
the Washington law firm of Haley, of the present standard of 50 kw spectrum, provide adequately for
McKenna & Wilkinson. But the power at 500 feet antenna height TV's development for three to five
Commission seemingly was disin- for all stations. Instead, the pro- years. Time and impetus for UHF
clined to consider it at the moment,
posal would assign each station experimentation would be prosince its own proposal was nearing enough power to serve "its natural
vided, most of the UHF region
completion and provision is being area" with 2 millivolts per meter.
could be reserved for color or highUse of the carrier oflfset method of definition monochrome, and the
made for alternate plans later.
co-channel
operations and employ- commercial channel market would
FCC's plan is slated to encomment of high antennas should be not be so glutted that assignments
pass the use of some 30 to 35 channels in the lower end of the 470-890
encouraged, the petition continues,
would go begging, the firm says.
me UHF band to augment the
present, admittedly inadequate, 12
VHF channels. To offset the tropTop Contests on NBC -TV;
ospheric and related interference
Gillette Sponsors
BOXING
problems which prompted the current television freeze and rules and
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO. last week bought the lion's share of
allocations revisions, co-channel
separations in the order of 225 radio and television rights to the country's top boxing contests.
The razor company signed a contract with the Madison Square Garden
miles are contemplated, as comCorp. and the International Boxing Club — a combine which sportswriters
pared with the present plan's basis
■*•
have labeled "Octopus Inc." — giv- ^
of 150-mile spacings.
ing it exclusive broadcast rights to Garden for radio and television
Few Reassignments
all Friday night ring matches orig- rights to weekly fights staged by
the promotion combine at the St.
inating in the Garden beginning
Few if any existing stations are
Nicholas Arena, New York, as well
next September.
expected to be given new assignA joint announcement by J. P. as matches promoted by the Garments in the proposed plan. They
den in other cities on nights when
form the core around which the Spang Jr., president of Gillette,
no St. Nicholas bouts were availnew plan is laid out. With the and Niles Trammell, NBC presi- able.
dent, stated that NBC television
quadrupling of available channels
Although sponsorship of the
and the increase in co- and adja- would carry Gillette telecasts of CBS
fight telecasts has not been
the
Friday
night
fights
from
the
cent-channel separations, however,
announced, it was believed that
the specific channel allocations for Garden or from other cities where
other communities may be vastly the promotion organizations might Ballantine Beer, which sponsored
Tournament of Champions contests
changed. A mixing of VHF and
stage them if the Garden were unover CBS, would pick up the tab
UHF channels in some cities is available.
considered certain.
Although no radio contract had for them.
The price which Gillette had paid
The industry and other inter- been signed, it was believed that
Gillette would follow its practices the Garden for radio and television
ested groups will be allowed about
of past years and select ABC to rights was not made known, al30 days in which to study the prothough it was recalled that the
posals and submit comments and
carry AM broadcasts of the fights.
Rights to outdoor boxing pro- company had paid $400,000 for alalternative plans. The hearing will
most similar rights under a onemoted by the Garden and the IBC
be held in mid- or late August,
during summer months were as yet year contract with the Garden
under the current timetable. FCC
is hopeful that the final decision, unsold. It was understood that which expired May 31.
As matters stood last Friday, the
including general lifting of the Gillette had been given informal
boxing programming for the next
assurances that any championship
freeze on new authorizations, may
year would shape up like this:
be reached by "late fall," but the outdoor matches would be assigned
to it, although it might have to NBC television will carry all Fritiming will depend upon the length
day night bouts from the Garden
and complexity of the hearing.
alternate with CBS on other outor from Chicago, Detroit or St.
door engagements.
Pessimistic estimates place the deLouis under sponsorship of Gilcision date as late as mid-1950.
A fortnight ago CBS announced
lette. CBS will telecast all weekly
it had entered a deal with the
FCC's decision to provide for
BROADCASTING
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Plans

and

Rules

In support of its argument for
power assignments based on community need rather than the established standard of 50 kw at 500
feet, the petition notes that "there
is neither uniform population distribution nor uniform terrain
throughout
the country."
some metropolitan
areas Whereas
require
more than 50 kw effective radiated
power,be itserved
is pointed
out, "others
can
adequately
with
much lower power and it would be
an economic burden, which in
many instances could not be carried, to requirecontinues:
the use of 50 kw."
The petition
... It is necessary, both as a matter
of engineering and of economics, that
the plan permit the greatest possible
leeway
or "tailor"
the service
contours toto "fit"
the needs
and requirements
of the areas being served.
The only rigid specifications that
should ment be
assignof thetolerated
channels are
to the
the various
cities; the designation of the minimum
area to
served byof each
of thepower
stations andbeprovisions
adequate
for that purpose; and the specification
of the minimum contour beyond which
intereference from other stations will
not normally be tolerated.
The law firm felt that use of the
carrier-offset system should be required; that stations should be
allowed to increase coverage if
interference does not result; that
power boosts should be accomplished by increasing antenna
height, since this normally would
not increase interference, and that
the use of directional transmitting
antennas should be encouraged for
improvement of service areas and
reduction of interference, but not
as a basis for a nationwide allocation plan.
The petition, more than 130
pages in length counting supporting annexes, was prepared by
Andrew G. Haley, James A. McKenna Jr. and Vernon L. Wilkinson.
bouts from St. Nicholas Arena,
New York, or from other cities on
nights when St. Nicholas is not
available, probably under Ballantine sponsorship. These weekly
fights will be staged on some night
other than Friday.
Still unsettled was the disposition of rights to outdoor boxing
promoted by the combine.
It also was undecided as to what
use CBS would make of its radio
rights to the St. Nicholas bouts.
It was thought probable that
Gillette would sign with ABC to
carry Friday night Garden boxing.
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FURNITURE
SALES
TV Set Effect Outlined

TV SPACING
Offset Carrier Plan Shown
OFFSET carrier system of spacing TV stations on the same channel to reduce interference was demonstrated by RCA Thursday at its
Princeton, N. J., laboratory.
The tests showed "very good"
results, according to a member of
the Joint Technical Advisory Committee. The committee, comprising
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Institute of
Radio Engineers members, observed
the RCA demonstration.
Signals of WNBT New York
were received without interference
while WNBW Washington and
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., were
operating on Channel 4, with 10,500-cycle separation employed.
When the three stations operated
without using the carrier shift system, considerable interference was
present, it was stated.
A similar test was staged with
WCBS-TV New York and WMAR
(TV) Baltimore, both on Channel
2. Again the New York picture
was clear when offset, but marked
by interference when not offset.
RCA has planned demonstrations
using listeners picked at random
to determine the reaction of nontechnical observers. They would be
located in fringe areas.
Attending
Wednesday's
stration at Princeton
weredemonthese
JTAC members: John V. L. Hogan,
president of Radio Inventions Inc.,
JTAC vice chairman; Ewell K.
Jett, radio director of the Baltimore Sunpapers ; David B. Smith,
vice president, Philco Corp.; Laurence G. Cumming, IRE ; Philip F.
Siling, director, RCA Frequency
Bureau.
Dr. George H. Brown, section
head of the technical staff. Radio
Systems Research Labs., RCA
Labs. Div., directed demonstration.
SMPE TV UNIT
Named to Appear Before FCC
SOCIETY of Motion Picture Engineers is appointing a special committee to represent it before the
FCC on theatre television matters.
Specifically, the committee will
be charged with answering six
questions on theatre-video raised
by the FCC July 1 [Broadcasting,
July 4]. These questions deal with
frequency needs and operating
plans.
Two companies will join SMPE
in stating the case before the FCC
for allocation of frequencies for
commercial theatre television. They
are Paramount Pictures Inc. and
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., each
with plans for theatre television.
The SMPE committee will be
headed by D. E. Hyndman, chairman of the SMPE theatre television committee, and it is expected
it will include representatives of
all phases of the motion picture
industry, including production, distribution, exhibition, film manufacturers and manufacturers of
theatre television equipment.
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FIRST television contract in the Carolinas was announced recently when
Carolina Appliance Co., distributor of Motorola products, undertook advertising campaign to begin on WBTV (TV) Charlotte on the first day
of transmission July 15. Present at negotiations were: seated (I to r) —
Frank Stanton, treasurer of Carolina Appliance Co.; Walter J. Klein, president of Walter Klein Co., agency. Standing — Charles Crutchfield, vice president of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBTV); Keith Byerly, WBTV
sales manager; Thomas Glasgow Sr., president of Carolina Appliance Co.;
and Charles Swanson, TV representative of Motorola Co.
Coast Conference
GRID

GAMES

TV

but Not

Okays

on Film

JOSEPH B. ELLIOTT, vice president in charge of RCA Victor consumer products, told members of
the National Wholesale Furniture
Salesmen's Assn. July 6 at Chicago
that television, by focusing attention on the living room as the
center of family life and hospitality, can be made to yield millions
of additional dollars worth of new
and replacement furniture sales.
Mr. Elliott disclosed that some
two million TV receivers have been
sold to date, representing approximately $730 million at retail. Between 1947, when 178,000 units
were produced, and 1949, when the
industry expects to manufacture
around 2,300,000, he said, receiver
production has increased nearly
1,300%.
Characterizing TV as the most
important influence on the furniture field in our generation, he outlined five ways in which the new
service is stimulating the sale of
home furnishings:
1. By encouraging greater use of the
home as a gathering place for the
family, it makes the home owner more
av/are of furniture in need of replacem.ent.
2. By stimulating hospitality, it
creates a need for additional seating
ard serving facilities.
3. By providing a focal point for
gatherings of the family and friends,
it inspires acteriastics in furnishings.
demand for new char4. By giving
merchandise
that the
is indealer
strongadditional
demand
3"d has unusual drawing power — the
TV
receivers
themselves
—
it
assures
hiin a substantial increase in volume
and speed of turnover.
5. By furnishing an advertising
medium of unprecedented force and
concentration in the family market,
TV is revitalizing furniture sales
techniques,
greater
awareness in creating
the furniture
and brand
allied
fields than has ever been known, and.
as usedtailers,
by stimulating
dozenstraffic,
of furniture reMr. Elliott sounded a warning
against excessive diversification of
TV inventories by the retailer,
pointing out that the most successful hard goods retailers in America
carry only one or two lines of most
products, and rarely more than
three, "resulting in greater volume, less inventory, fewer markdowns, and more profit."

PACIFIC COAST Conference, at its annual meeting in Seattle, proclaimed for the first time officially that member colleges and universities
may contract to have their football games telecast during the coming
season.
.
However, the conference decided, man Television Dealers of Southern
games must be telecast from the California will sponsor the series
field while the game is in progress.
although it is known that ABC,
No games may be filmed for later in an immediate bid for TV presrelease by television stations.
tige, will carry part of the cost.
But even though the door was
No
Final Price Disclosed
thus opened a bit farther to television, the conference left the deAlthough ABC (KECA-TV) was
cision up to the individual member
said to have bid $60,000 for the
schools. Most schools in the PCC
package, no price for the final
transaction was disclosed by Frank
had been awaiting the annual
meeting of the conference, hoping
Samuels, ABC Western Division
for more definite policy direction in vice president. He said the universithe matter. The official decision,
ties received "better than $75,000"
however, has left most schools as for the
package. Colleges had been
confused and undecided as before.
holding out for $75,000. KTTV
Last year only two PCC schools
(TV) Hollywood was said to have
were on television — U. of Southern
bid $55,000.
California and U. of California at
KPIX, the independent San FranThere is a possibility that
cisco station; and the Chronicle,
Los Angeles.
KFMB-TV San Diego vdll carry
whose NBC-affiliated station,
The USC-UCLA games last year the entire football package, Mr.
San Francisco, is schedserved as opener for KLAC-TV
Samuels said. A bid will also be KRON-TV
uled to go on the air in September.
and were acquired by the station made by ABC for television rights
Following the PCC meeting, the
as a package for $75,000. With no to Stanford- California games for
television stations and prospective
sponsor until the season was well KGO-TV San Francisco. Asking
sponsors found unexpected allies
underway, KLAC-TV lost approxi- price for that package is reported
mately $20,000 which reportedly
among
the newspaper sports writas $40,000.
ing fraternity. Many leading
ABC will be in its new television
was added to "promotional" exsports editors and columnists pubcenter studios by the time KECApenses.
lished articles urging the schools
At price reported as "better than TV starts operating, Mr. Samuels
said.
to
go
on
television.
$75,000," ABC has purchased exGist of most of these articles
clusive TV rights to USC-UCLA
At
least
three
other
interested
was that the schools are being
football games. First in package
short-sighted in refusing to sign
of 11 grid battles will be telecast parties currently are negotiating
television rights to the games
television
contracts. Television,
over KECA-TV Hollywood on Sept. for
sooner or later, is going to come
16 when that station officially of Stanford U. and U. of California.
starts operating. Opener vdll be They are Tidewater-Associated Oil to the college football fields, they
Co., which has sponsored all major
a night game between Oregon
said, and the sooner the better.
athletic events in the West on radio
State College and UCLA.
Television,
many columnists maintained, will in the long run help
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los An- for the past 23 years; CBS, which
would
telecast
the
games
over
the
sport
and
help the box office.
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WWJ-TV

advertisers are assured of two things. First, they can

be certain of the clearest pictures of their products, because
WWJ-TV's

years of daily operation have given it the
priceless experience it takes for better engineering. Then,

they can be sure of reaching the largest audience, because
WWJ-TV's

dominant,

pioneering position as the Number

One

tele-

vision station in the Detroit market is firmly established.
Hitch your sales story to this star, and its top-rated local and
NBC

shows. WWJ-TV

FIRST IN MICHIGAN

is doing a great selling job TODAY!

Owned and Oparafed by THE DETROIT NEWS m
Nafional RepresentaHves: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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Poppele
RURAL

Sees Possibility

TV

With 'Satellites'
"IT IS MY personal conviction that most rural sections will get television
service within the next five to seven years, perhaps sooner, through the
use of 'satellite' television stations," J. R. Poppele, president. Television
Broadcasters Assn., said Friday in an address at the annual convention
*
of the American
provide excellent material for rural
Assn. of Agriculstation telecasting.
tural College Editors at Cornell U.
"(4) Truck farmers who are
"Let us say
learning more and more about the
that a station in
value of packaging their crops for
Chicago is a key
maximum profits can be taught inoutlet for a netteresting packaging methods by the
work," Mr. Popvisual potentialities of television.
pele explained,
"(5) Today in many cities with
"programs from
television service, the most popular
this station might
Mr. Poppele
programs on the air are those
be fed via netshow 'how-to-do-it.' Whether
work facilities to a group of which
satellite stations in rural areas of it be cooking a lamb stew, making
the midwest. Each satellite station a pie, roasting a turkey, or whipping up a custard dessert, televiwould rebroadcast to its service
sion chefs are extremely popular —
area (40 miles or more) the pro- not only with women, but men as
grams radiating from the key sta- well. In fact, one cooking program
tion. It would also have film and on
a New York station is on the
slide facilities to make possible the air about 30 minutes before the
transmission of local weather
station presents its weekly wrescharts and other farming informatling schedule — and the men go for
tion to viewers in its area."
both types of shows.
Foresees Many Programs
"(6) It is not inconceivable that
Among programs that some day the day will come when the great
mail
order houses of the nation —
soon may be offered to rural television set owners, Mr. Poppele
Sears Roebuck and Montgomery
foresaw:
Ward — will supplement their catalogues with daily or weekly televi"(1). Instead of merely broadsion programs, demonstrating
casting an aural weather report,
television stations will transmit
products shown on their pages.
weather charts indicating weather
The ability to see what one is buying stimulates sales more than any
conditions throughout the country,
a service of inestimable value to other form of salesmanship, and
farmers.
television possesses that factor.
"2. Extension services in agricul"All in all," he declared, "televiture and home economics can make
sion can bring to the rural resident
a new insight on living that will
excellent use of' the new medium
by working closely with television broaden his view. Radio was able
stations in preparing visually inter- to bring to the country dweller the
esting programs on problems con- finest in music, drama, and comedy
fronting the farmer and his family. — but only in the aural sense. Television now broadens that scope to
"(3) Motion picture films on combating plant disease, controlling a degree not dreamed of a quarter
pests, treatment of crops, sugges- of a century ago. Television will
tions on planting, etc., which have educate and inform, but it will also
been made but never quite reached relay and entertain the masses of
the fullest potential audience would Americans. It is, without a doubt,
'the greatest form of mass communication ever devised' — a statement made some months ago by
WBTV
(TV) SHOWS
the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission.
Films of Four TV Networks
"Five years from now, radio
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, will broadcasting
as we know it will
present film programs of NBC,
have undergone a vast change. I
CBS, ABC and DuMont starting do not say radio will vanish from
July 15, the station announced last the scene, but I am of the firm
week.
conviction that television will asSince July 1 WBTV, assigned
sume the leadership in the broadChannel 3 (60-66 mc), has been
casting field, absorbing more of
telecasting a test pattern 12 noon
the advertising dollar than the
to 7 p.m. daily. Station also has aural media and will be accepted
been presenting time, weather and
as the preferable art by owners
news, using a multiscope. The of radio and television receivers.
time, changing with the minute,
The number of radio stations operating probably will be reduced from
appears in the upper left-hand corner of the screen and the weather
present levels, but many will remain to provide a valuable public
forecast in the upper right-hand
corner. Across the bottom of the
screen is a moving tape carrying
service."
latest news.
FOUR two-reel comedies with sound,
When WBTV begins its film proproduced between 1930-32 will be comgram presentations it will continue
bined into feature-length film by Eaglethe test pattern and multiscope
Lion for release this fall. Continuity
schedule from noon until start of will be provided by using television
studio as connecting device.
the first evening program.
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EXAMINING the new Zoomar Lens purchased by WXYZ-TV Detroit' are
(I to r) Dr. Frank G. Back, inventor of the lens; Charles Kocher, WXYZ-TV
chief engineer, and John Pival, program director. Dr. Back installed the
lens and instructed personnel in its use. The new unit. Lens No. 26, was
to be used by the station for the first time in the coverage of the Gold
Cup boat races July 2 for Chevrolet.

TELEFILM INC., Los Angeles, has
started production of second series
of Roving Camera. Firm has cameramen in far corners of earth
gathering interesting film for television. Included are Sydney, Australia; London, Tokyo, Beirut,
Syria and Anchorage, Alaska. Series to be 52 11-minute open end
films. . . . Five Star Productions,
Los Angeles, producing one-minute
film spots for Zeeman Crothing Co.,
for placement on Los Angeles stations; and for Sillers Paint Co.,
looking toward placement on Los
Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco TV stations. Agency for both
firms: McNeill & McCleery, Los
Angeles.
Cine-Tel, Los Angeles, producing
series of 12% minute documentary
sports films for television featuring past Olympic champions. Films
to be available to independent stations throughout the country. . . .
John Schneider III, formerly manager of WCMD Cambridge, Md.,
will accept position as vice president of Rainbow Films Inc., Easton, Md. He also will direct Rainbow's newly formed animation department which is now producing
animated TV spots. . . . Al Reed
to do narration on 40 commercials
being prepared by IMPPRO Inc.,
Los Angeles, for Swiss-American
Cheese.
Telenews-INS has been purchased by Chevrolet dealers in upstate New York for WRGB (TV)
Schenectady. . . . Wyatt (Bill)
Dunkelbarger, associated with radio for past 15 years in administrative and sales capacity, appointed
general sales manager of MiniFilms Inc., Los Angeles. . . .
Tressel Television Productions,
Chicago, is completing puppets for
Uncle Mistletoe on WENR-TV
Chicago and story telling hour on
WWJ-TV Detroit. . . . Paul Parry
Productions, Los Angeles, contemplating production of 40-50 minute
feature film for television and the-

atre based on "Adventures on
Cocos Island" TV film series now
in production.
Arrangements for telecasting of
16 western films featuring John
Wayne have been made between
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles and Toby
Anguish, TV film producer. First
film to be shown July 17, rest to
follow on weekly schedule. . . .
Grant-Realm Productions, Los Anto produce musical
series of films
26 half-in
hour geles,
western
early August for national distribution. . . . Warner Brothers' first
motion picture trailer for video has
been placed on WPIX (TV) New
York, for promotion of film "Fountainhead." Agency: Blaine-Thompson Inc., same city. . . . Sun Dial
Films Inc., New York, producers
of films for video and other purposes, moved to enlarged quarters
at Sun Dial Studios Bldg., 341 E.
43rd St.,
Tudor and
City.
Firm's complete facilities
equipment
now
under one roof.
WJAR-TV STARTS
New Station on Channel 1 1

INAUGURAL telecast by WJARTV Providence, R. I., yesterday
(Sunday) opened the 18th major
market in the country to television. Ceremony featured speeches
by State Gov. John O. Pastori,
Mayor of Providence Dennis J.
Roberts and Mortimer L. Burbank,
president of the Outlet Co., owner
of the station.
John J. Boyle, general manager
of the video station, announced that
there are more than 10,000 TV
receivers in the Providence area.
The station, sister operation of
WJAR, NBC AM outlet in Providence, operates on Channel 11, and
is represented nationally by Weed
& Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
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-TV is on
PROVIDENCE
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air..

the only television station
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An Opinion on TV's Effect on AM
(Report 67)

By CHARLES B. BROWN
General Manager
Video Broadcasting Co.
Vice President
Cascade Pictures Inc.
ONE QUESTION that is sure of
an airing whenever radio figures
gather is: "What does the future
hold for AM broadcasting?"
To this writer, the trend, rather
than the current position of the
barometer needle, is the true measure of coming events. Awareness
of situations of hazard in advance
of their impingement upon business,
often becomes a lost art in a successful enterprise.
Radio has suffered, will suffer
much more, from internal rather
than external dislocations, because
in large measure it has as yet not
had to learn to adjust sails to take
advantage of "trade" winds.
Certain people say that, as in
the business of Electric Vs. Wet
Ice refrigeration, radio is doomed
to an early death and television
destined to an early crown. The
first estimate is untrue, the second
quite true. But of far greater
significance to radio is the fact
that this change can be charted,
can be used profitably, may for
particular organizations become an
economic asset.
Is AM radio really doomed? At
what point in the curve of decline
of AM volume and rates, does any
particular investment become seriously endangered? How may one
set organizational sails, so as to
take advantage of the situation?
AM is certainly not doomed as a
whole. The present income structure, number of stations and their
advertising impact will in my opinion suffer a decline in volume and
effectiveness, and in net profits to
gross income. In many cases, the
decline will progressively saturate
and ultimately end the economic
life of given stations.
Which stations will ultimately
cease to exist? Which prosper and
survive? Which suffer an inferior, though not by any means a
deadly reversal of position to former years ? Specific analysis of
particular cases is not the purpose
of this article, but the principles
as set forth have been used successfully by particular stations in
their measurement of trends and
their relation to operational direction. Individual action alone can,
in many difficult cases, preserve a
station operation.
Let us first set up one solid rule
by which to evaluate our respective positions. It is certainly not a
new thought to say that dynamic
ideas, built around a good service
or product, will build a profitable
business if soundly conceived, properly implemented, skillfully presented and enthusiastically sold.
This procedure will reverse a downPage 54 • July 11, 1949

ward trend as surely as it insured
the upswing in the first place. Only
when some grave social disorder
or overwhelming technological development isimposed upon a business or an industry, is this economic formula likely to fail.
Secondly, I believe (though
others may disagree) radio will
always be second to television in
impact, selling power and eventually in dollars of income. Of
course, in specific segments of
time, AM programs of particular
attraction may change this probability upon occasion, but Radio will
always be the second greatest
medium of communications and
advertising. What would not magazines, newspapers, direct mail, give
to enjoy this priceless ingredient
in their sales kits?
It is obviously impossible in a
single article, to set forth as many
points of thought or ideas which
can be activated to fit all individual
station problems. The following
three questions and their answers
however, are set down for whatever interest they may arouse —

Mr. BROWN
they are not peculiar to radio,
rather are they fundamental to any
sound business operation. They

RORABAUGH
DATA ON AGENCY
BILLINGS
Full list of agencies using TV
YOUNG & RUBICAM bought
more network TV time than any
network time during May and
other agency during June, ac- June, according to Rorabaugh
cording to data released to Broaddata, follows. A similarly based
casting by N. C. Rorabaugh Co. list of TV network advertisers
May
The figures show gross video net- for the two months was published
work time billings for this agency's
clients of $130,925 during that in Telestatus [Broadcasting,
Listing)
July 4].
month.
Y&R's June billings for network
TV time were, however, some $14,000 less than in May, when this
agency ranked second to J. Walter
Thompson Co. which in May purchased $150,020 worth of TV network time for its clients. Withdrawal of the Textron and RCA
programs knocked the JWT gross
for that month down to $85,550,
and its rank to third. Kudner
Agency Inc., which ranked third
in May with gross billings of
$84,818, was in second place for
June, when its purchases of TV
network time rose to $89,760.
Buchanan & Co. ranked fourth
among the 37 agencies buying TV
network time in June, up from
sixth in May and trading places
with William Esty & Co., which
ranked fourth in May but only
sixth in June. Newell-Emmett Co.
held down fifth place both months.
Benton & Bowles ranked seventh
in both May and June and Lennen & Mitchell eighth both months.
N. W. Ayer & Son rose from
tenth rank in May to ninth in
June, while Kenyon & Eckhardt
dropped from ninth in May to
tenth in June.

AGENCY TV PLACEMENTS IN MAY AND JUNE
Agency
(Alphabetical
June
Aitken-Kynett Co.
N. W. Ayer & Son
32,220
BBDO
30,228
1 7,900
1 ,328
12,360
i 22,320
4,320 $ 23,460
Ted Bates & Co.
Benton & Bowles
39,830
Blow Co.
10,650
39,300
15,300
Blaine-Thompson
Co.
8,520
12,240
D. P. Brother & Co.
16,640
51,870
16,640
Buchanan & Co.
61,380
19,510
Campbell-Ewald Co.
17,900
10,240
Cayton
Inc.Adv. Inc.
Compton
7,510
Da^cer-Fitzgeralc^
Sample
5,760
7,200
12,280
Doherty,
9,640
ShenfieldClifford &
13,788
Erwin, Wosey & Co.
9,768
William Esty & Co.
3,520
52,850
4,400
Stanton B. Fisher Inc.
63,070
18,800
Foote, Cone & Belding
I. A. Goldman & Co.
10,840
4,980
Grant Adv. Inc.
Henri,
Hurst
&
McDonald
6,640
Hoffman & York
5,440
4,352
6,640
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
33,200
6,140
1,228
Kudner Agency Inc.
27,150
89,760
84,818
Al Paul Lefton Co.
34,960
lennen & Mitchell
37,868
15,480
S. R. Leon Co.
7,700
16,020
9,625
Le Vally Inc.
J.Maxon
M. Mothes
Inc.
4,100
Inc.
10,848
16,637
13,560
31,200
McCann-Erickson Inc.
10,320
14,610
Moore & Homm
Needham, Louis & Brorby 12,960
10,368
7,240
George R. Nelson Inc.
16,560
8,300
15,680
Newell-Emmett Co.
55,530
54,670
Fletcher
RichardsCo.Inc.
Lewis A.D. Smith
5,200
5,200
Sweeney & James
13,080
3,696
150,020
16,350
J.Wade
Walter
Thompson
Co.
85,550
Advertising Agency 145,298
130,985
Young & Rubicam
2,520
Total
$1,010,518 $905,547

Question One. What do your
people think about your operation
and the future of your business
and of the radio industry in general?
Answer. If it has been a long
time since you held a series of
down to earth discussions with
your personnel, you may be surprised at the thinking of your
people. They may think that your
station, and AM in general, is a
sinking ship. They may certainly
have ideas by which to reconstitute your organizational set-up to
better meet today's realities. You
may find that more responsibility
at operations level is badly needed.
Lush years all too often develop
one man direction; teamwork, however, is still the greatest force in
a business. It is axiomatic that
any objective is more easily reached
collectively, than individually. One
man teams are a terrific hazard.
Question Two. What will television do to my station and when
will it do it?
Answer. Television will impose
itself upon every AM station in
its service area. The combination
of sight and sound produces a
mental impact from 10 to 12 times
more powerful than sound alone.
Case histories of television's impact potential are staggering. It
is here to stay, it cannot be licked,
but it can be faced, worked with
and around.
The probable effect upon a particular station can be fairly well
charted by a careful, logical and
continual analysis of certain factors, as follows:
The location of a station with
relation to expanding television
service. The size of the market,
total average advertising volume,
broken down as far as possible
by media. Your relative position
calculated on parallel curves to
the individual and sum total of the
volume. Your position in the AM
field within your market area.
Clear channel regional, low power.
The trend of your sales income to
your competition. The capital investment safety factor, with relation to decreased volume. Your
overhead, with relation to same.
Net profit to gross income. Analysis and comparison to varying
volume of business.
I am not so fat headed as not
to realize that none of this is new
thinking, rather do I say that I
sincerely feel that these are some
of the overlooked tools of management, because of the hustle and
bustle of war and post-war years,
and resultant income security.
If a station operation includes
television now, or at a later date,
the calculation should be extended
to evaluate the probable effect of
(Continued on page 56)
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ii Baltimore

When

WMAR-TV

showed

.

Baltunore

the

city's first local television programs on October
30, 1947, The Sunpapers Television News was
a fresh and promising feature of the first day's
operating schedule. It has not missed a day
since that time in mirroring to the city its own
myriad activities.
Since that first day, more than 180 miles of
film have been shot and processed by WMARTV's fihn cameramen, and have pictured the
boisterous life, the tragedy, the comedy and
the pathos of a great city and its million
film
inhabitants.
^I/^ to
reach fromThat's
here enough
to Newark,
N. J. ... or production enough

to equal one feature length film every week for
the past 86 weeks.
Baltimore's oldest television program is still
its newest and newsiest. With speed and rare
skill, WMAR-TV's cameramen capture the
exciting moments of city life ... a spectacular
downtown fire shown on the screen before the
firemen finished wetting down the embers . . .
Pimlico's famous Preakness on the screen the
evening of the day it is run. Baltimore likes
The Sunpapers Television News because it is
filmed fresh every day and because it is a mirror
that stays bright and sparkling.
Yes in Maryland, it's WMAR-TV
while it is news.

for news

Represented by
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
TELEVISION
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 5U )
the twin operation, the related
curve of probable transition and
the time factor of its progress.
Question Three. What can be
done about holding and even raising the sales curve, without undue
increased costs?
Answer. Sales service, that forgotten instrument of good will and
good business, has been sadly
neglected during the war years
and the lush years which have
followed. Everyone can relate
stories of indifference and neglect
in the business of keeping business.
A friend of mine recently switched
his insurance account because an
adjuster couldn't find time to get
off his fat encased posterior and
aid him in a claim discussion, out
of the office. The dollars which are
now being spent to woo my friend
back could have been used to promote a new customer.
In radio, many a customer is
allowed to keep the same old format when new ideas and new
sparkle could do a better job. But
Johnny Sales is out after new
business. We seem to forget that
the service on the old business is
paid for before we give it.
How many radio salesmen today
deign to use a case history as
sales ammunition? As success
burgeoned in radio, the size of the
sales kits dwindled. It ended, in
many
cases, with a salesman

carrying but three things, a rate
card, a contract and a lead pencil.
Competitive media men have had
an astounding increase in the cubic
displacement of their promotion
and sales kits. Let's get back to
selling
radio's
to sellmedia
— to
sell better
thanpower
all other
combined (other than television).
How long has it been since the
average station manager, sales
manager or salesman, read a stack
of audience mail? Naive, yes —
but oh so powerful a sales weapon,
so informative a program guide, so
certain a guarantee of station impact coverage. The average letter
is regarded for its coverage data,
as revealed by the postmark on the
envelope, and the county of origination, rather than as a wealth
of fact and directional data. Other
advertising media would give their
shirts for an audience-interest eontact, such as radio enjoys.
These three questions are, of
course, but a beginning. The sole
purpose of this article was to suggest that taking stock is still a
sound principle of business and
these questions are but three items
on the radio man's shelf.
AM does face a challenge today,
but so does every other business
and
industry.
Whether
it's is"AM"
or p.m.
for some
in radio,
just
as certainly up to them as it is to
the tides of television.
RCA announces price reduction of
$475 on its 8D21 television power
tube.

CINCINNATI'S
TV STATION
TIMES-STAR«•»•BUILDING
CINCINNATI 1, OHIO
CBS
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U. VIDEO SURVEY
Liking for Commercials Decreasing

LIKING for television commercials
has dropped from 83% of viewers
a year ago to 53 % today in Chicago.
This is one of the major conclusions reached by Dr. George R.
Terry, professor of marketing at
Northwestern U., who has completed analysis of findings in a
third television survey conducted
by N.U. marketing students under
his supervision. In contrasting
this third study with the first
(conducted during July 1948), Dr.
Terry concludes that "improved
programming is revitalizing the
social effect" locally. In each study,
the same questions were asked of
the same televiewers in personal
interviews.
Enlarging on the decreasing acceptance of TV broadcasting, Dr.
Terry explained that in June 1949
viewers ranked TV as of most interest to small children 120 to 1,
compared with the July 1948 ratio
of 34 to 1. Other preference
June July
ratios —
TV of more interest to 1949 1948
teen-agers
33 to 1
11 to 1
More enjoyable
44 to 1
8 to 1
Of more interest
to adults
13 to 1
5 to 1
Offers the better
programs
3 to 1 1.1(radio
to 1)
preferred
Fewer owners (53%) liked television commercials as well as they
did a year ago (83%). Ranking
favorites this year are Lucky
Strike (30%), Chesterfield (9%),
Texaco (6%), Tavern Pale (4%)
and Ford Cars (2%) while the
best-liked last year were Lucky
Strike, Kool, Tavern Pale, Ford
Cars, Edelweiss and Canadian Ace.
This year viewers favored spots
because they were (1) entertaining, (2) interesting and (3) new
and different. Last year the reasons, in order, were new and different, visible, and entertaining.
In 1949,
mercialscomplaints
included (1) tooabout
long, com(2)

Last year the teen-agers ranked
sports first, followed by movies and
variety. Men continue to tune-in
sports first, but women — ^who last
year also preferred sports — this
year watch variety shows.
A general improvement in programming and the linking of the
Midwest and the East by coaxial
cable are believed responsible for
94% of the viewers reporting
better shows since the first of the
year. Reasons they gave: Better
material and talent, 39 % ; more
variety within the show, 26%, and
New York originations, 13%.
Of the 75% asserting that TV
can be improved, only 7% listed
introduction of color as the means.
Ranking suggestions were better
programs, better reception and
better movies. Ninety percent consider TV censored adequately.
Dissenters objected most often to
remarks of one comedian.
The television set is in the living room in 89% of the homes, and
has always operated there in 95%
of the cases.
TV EQUIPMENT
For Relays Listed by GE
TELELINK equipment covering
intercity, studio-to-transmitter, and
semi-portable relays for three types
of microwave relay systems is now
available commercially. General
Electric's Transmitter Division at
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N.Y.,
has announced.
The announcement follows tests
conducted on the New York CitySchenectady relay network and
studio-to-transmitter operations in
other locations. Intercity equipment (Type TL-l-B) was designed
to fill the need for an inexpensive
and reliable network between TV
stations in different cities. Relay
sites connecting the stations are
spaced from 25 to 60 miles apart.
Studio-to-transmitter unit (Type
TL-l-A), and semi-portable relay
(Type TL-2-A)
field
cameras
with studioforor linking
transmitter,

silly and (3) they interrupted the
program too much. Major reason
for dislike a year ago was overrepetition, followed by amateurish
presentation and too much liquor
advertising.
are both for one-hop transmissions.
The trend for fewer visits to Former is designed for permanent
installation, while latter is packmovies, ball games and wrestling
matches continues, with viewers
aged in carrying cases. Transmitter output for all three ranges
also reading less. The uniqueness
of TV seems to have worn off, as from 5 to 10 w.
fewer families entertain adults and
children at video parties. Change
in family work habits remains
WOl Plans TV
about the same, with one in three
TRANSMITTER equipment has
families reporting a time-switch
for household duties, usually in been ordered from General Electric
cleaning and dishwashing.
Co. by WOI Ames, Iowa, Iowa
Fifty-four percent of the re- State College station, for its television outlet, WOI-TV, President
spondents reported the variety
show to be enjoyed most by the Charles E. Friley has announced.
Antenna equipment already has
whole family, with sports second
(16%) and feature movies third been installed on the new 580-ft
(14%). Youngsters still prefer WOI-FM tower southwest of Ames.
marionette shows and kiddie plays, No date was announced as to when
WOI-TV will actually begin opwhile teen-agers watch variety, eration.
sports and movies, in that order.
BROADCASTING
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WBZ
STUDIOS
Ready for TV This Month
TWO large television studios for
WBZ-TV Boston, Westinghouseowned station, are nearing completion and will be ready for programming by the end of this
month, W. H. Hauser, WBZ engineer, has announced. Construction on the two studios is part of
the stations' two-year expansion
program.
The program also includes construction of the WBZ Radio and
Television Center on Soldiers Road
in Boston, inauguration of regularly scheduled television in New
England and an increase in power
and programming for WBZ-FM.
I Addition of the 45 x 40 x 25-ft.
studio and larger auditorium type
studio, to be used for AM-TV programs, will afford greater room for
WBZ-TV to rehearse and program
its live video productions. The
two-story auditorium studio (68
X 35 X 18 ft.) is equipped with
stage, a banked seating arrangement for 164 persons, clients' observation room and a 16 mm projection booth.
The other TV studio contains a
periphail catwalk ten feet off the
VIDEO

VANITY

'You Can Lead a Horse . . .'
YOU MAY be able to lead a horse
to television, but leading him away
is quite a different matter — at
least that's what KDYL-TV Salt
(Lake City discovered in its Television Playhouse studios.
The horse who came to glimmer
before the orthicons. Salt Lake's
famous "Trigger," just decided to
stay — whether for video vanity or
his dislike for going downstairs.
The trainer had little trouble leading the equine up the stairs to
KDYL-TV's second-floor studios to
appear on TV. But when the show
was over "Trigger" balked, contemplating the stairs before him
until a plank was erected and he
was coaxed down.
The whole ordeal lasted nearly
two hours, the station reports, before the Playhouse lost what might
have been a permanent guest.

floor for use in additional lighting and camera locations. Base
lighting will utilize fluorescent and
incandescent lights suspended overhead. Latest developments for
both lighting and air-conditioning
will be installed in the next ten
days.
RADIO-TV CLINIC
Planned at ACCE Meeting
A RADIO-TV-MOTION PICTURE
clinic will be a feature of the American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention at Seattle
Oct. 16-19. Its purpose, according to
William H. Book, executive vice
president, Indianapolis Chamber of
Commerce, and ACCE official, is to
give the executives an opportunity
to study broadcasting techniques,
television programming and motion
picture film use in Chamber of
Commerce administration.
ACCE comprises 1,900 members
from American cities. The organization's program committee has invited William P. Pence, Johnson
City, Tenn., advertising service
head, to assist in creating and directing the clinic, Mr. Book said.
Closed circuit TV demonstration,
tape recording methods, program
format and use of movies in visual
education are under study by Mr.
Pence and the ACCE, according to
Mr. Book. Mr. Pence has announced
that he will welcome information
concerning broadcasts using American way of life theme which have
been especially popular with listeners.

STARTING

KTTV

Leases

Studios

TWO STUDIOS of the former
KHJ Los Angeles Bldg. at 5515
Melrose Ave., recently leased in its
entirety by Capitol Records, have
been leased from the record company by KTTV, Los Angeles TimesCBS owned television station, for
five years. Space includes over
10,000 square feet. One studio
will be completely remodeled for
production of non-audience shows;
the other remains as is to accommodate an audience of 350.
"Trigger" balks on the stairs.
elecasting
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ALL NEW equipment, new studios,
i and a crack-a-jack staff of Telecast Technicians — That's WTCN-TV.
Take another look at the line-up
shown in the cut above. We're not
foolin'l We're in Television on a professional basis from the start! Some
top-flite spot TV for sale! For availabilities and details, write, wire, or
phone.

SUIT AGAINST CBS
Film Firm Wins $2,050
ADVANCE Television Picture
Service Inc. has won a $2,050
judgment against CBS in New
York Supreme Court on grounds
that network failed to return all
film footage rented by it from the
film library service.
Justice Samuel Dickstein, in his
opinion, said the evidence was
"fully convincing" that not all the
film was returned. He fixed the
damages at $1.00 per foot, which
he described as the "regular stock
shot charge" and found that 2,050
feet were missing. Advance had
asked for $25,000 damages on the
ground the film was unique. It
is expected that an appeal will
be taken on the ground that there
was sufficient proof to indicate the
films were returned.

JULY

TV

FACTS

MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL
17,100 TV sets installed in our
coverage area.
•
Scores of new TV sets being
installed weekly.
•
Coverage . . . sixty mile radius
of the Twin Cities.
•
1,611,200 people in our coverage
area spending $1,850,986,000
in retail sales.
•
82% of installed TV sets are
in homes.
•
Facilities include 3 RCA studios
and remote cameras, mobile unit
and relay equipment, 16 mm
sound film projector, slide
projectors, etc.

WTCN

AM

• »«''<ABC
cut above TV
for TV affitiaiions
*See FM
FREE and PETERS Representot/Ves
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Completion

Date

Extension

To Oct. 7 Proposed
WHAS-TV
FCC PROPOSED last week to extend to Oct. 1 the time for completion
of WHAS-TV Louisville, with provision for further extension upon
a showing of diligence irrespective of the pending proposed sale of
the WHAS properties.
The Commission conceded that
stations. FCC has been aware
WHAS-TV could not be completed
and ready for operation before
of this relationship and has "no
reason to doubt" that construction
1950. But by extending construction time only part-way toward the of the building has progressed as
expected final completion date it rapidly as possible, the decision
assured itself of opportunity to noted.
But FCC did feel, as did Mr.
keep installation progress under
Resnick, that the company should
close scrutiny.
have "exhausted every reasonable
Examiner Leo Resnick, who conopportunity to order equipment
ducted the hearing [BROADCASTING,
March 7], recommended that the with the approval of the Crosley
time be extended to next Feb. 1. Broadcasting Corp." The decision
held:
His recommended decision was reRegardless of any action we may
leased simultaneously with FCC's
take in connection with the pending
proposed decision on Wednesday.
transfer application, we shall expect
the permitee to proceed expeditiously
Neither the Commission nor
with construction of W^HAS-TV In
order that the television service it
Examiner Resnick felt the Courproposes
may become available to the
ier-Journal and Louisville Times,
public at the earliest possible date.
owner of WHAS, should be preComr. Robert F. Jones dissented
mitted to await the outcome of
his colleagues. Chairman
their proposed transfer of the from
Wayne Coy and Comr. Paul A.
radio properites to Crosley BroadWalker, attending an international
casting Corp. before ordering
telephone and telegraph conference
equipment for the television sta- in Paris, did not participate.
tion.
In a separate proceeding Mr.
They found that construction of Resnick has issued an initial decision contemplating denial of the
WHAS-TV, first authorized in
application for transfer of the
1946, from the beginning has been
dependent upon completion of the WHAS properties to Crosley
new $10 million building to house
[Broadcasting, June 27]. This
decision, based on the overlapping
the newspapers, their allied Standclear-channel services of WHAS
ard Gravure Corp. and the radio

NOW!
NEW

Modern^ Comprehensive TV "Staging" plus
TV REVENUE
from Pattern Time
with theGRAY

TELOP
This most Yersatile telecasting optical projector enables dual projection with
any desired optical dissolve
under exact control.

.
, Bulletin
_ ,1 . rin.
For
full details write. for
T-101 ^^^Mfc. — w
GRAY
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The accessory STAGE NUMBER 7 adds three
functions separately or simultaneously: a) teletype news
strip, b) vertical
roll strip and c)
revolving stage for small
objects.
The TELOP, used with TV
film cameras, permits instant fading of one object
to another, change by lap
dissolve or by superimposing. Widest latitude is given
program directors for maximum visual interest and increased TV station income.

RESEARCH
and Development
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.
July 11, 1949

Co., Inc.

and Crosley's WLW Cincinnati,
will be subject to review by the
full Commission upon the filing of
exceptions reportedly now in preperation by WHAS and Crosley.
Sales contract for the Louisville
stations calls for payment of $1,925,000 before adjustments, plus
10-year rental of space in the new
Courier- Journal building at $75,000 a year.
The question to be decided actually was whether to extend the
construction time to last April 1,
the previous deadline having expired last Oct. 1. Having concluded that WHAS was entitled
to extension to April 1, the Comission recognized that the "major"
construction work could not get under way until WHAS and WHASFM were moved into the new building in June, and accordingly set the
new deadline beyond that date.
The Commission raised no question as to the prospects for a
"superior program service" by
WHAS-TV, based on tentative
proposals, facilities, financial resources, proposed staffing, qualifications of Managing Director
Victor A. Sholis, and the expectation that the "imagination and initiative" displayed in the AM opei-ations "will be extened to its
TVWHAS-TV's
programming."
construction costs
were estimated at $306,712, aside
from the $275,000 estimate of the
cost of constructing television studio facilities and $33,280 already
spent on a dual camera chain. Annual operating expense is expected
to be $362,940, with revenues for
the first year anticipated as $150,000 to $200,000. The WHAS-TV
grant is for Channel 9.
WGN-TV DEDICATES
New Antenna, Transmiffer
DEDICATION of WGN-TV Chicago's new antenna — 610 feet above
ground on top of the Chicago
Tribune Tower — and its transmitter was telecast Tuesday night
with a special Picture of Progress
live and film presentation.
The former antenna — 180 feet
lower — operated atop the Chicago
Daily News Bldg. After construction of a new building behind the
tower and WON studios, all TV
operations will be switched there.
Completion is scheduled for early
next year. The station's new
transmitter, offering an effective
radiated power of 11.4 kw, has been
installed on the tower's 29th floor.
Dedicatory telecast featured a
film address by Col. Robert R.
McCormick, editor and publisher of
the Chicago Tribune and president
of WGN Inc.
Bendix Sets Deal
E. C. BONIA, general sales manager of Bendix Radio Division of
Bendix Aviation Corp., announced
that Glenn McCarthy, Texas millionaire and owner of Houston's
1,400-room Shamrock Hotel, last
week made arrangements to install
Bendix sets there exclusively. Mr.
McCarthy also is owner of KXYZ
Houston.

LAUDS ABC, WPIX
Jewish Welfare Board Aided
PUBLIC service beyond the usual
call of duty is reported by the National Jewish Welfare Board in its
commendation for two New York
television operations. The organization appealed for time on ABCTV and WPIX (TV) New York to
promote its Jewish Youth Week.
Not only did it receive the time,
the group reports, but also invaluable help in producing a professional job of continuities and illustrations which appeared over all
the TV outlets in the city.
Original pleas for time were
made to Ruth Trexler, manager of
religious and educational activities
of ABC, and to Edward Stasheff,
assistant program director of
WPIX. Publicity staffers of the
welfare organization admitted they
were new to television, but wanted
to use the medium if possible in
their educational campaign. Miss
Trexler referred them to Stephen
deBaun, ABC-TV continuity editor, and Mr. Stasheff turned them
over to Al Lawrence, WPIX assistant manager of news and special events.
With the advice and aid of
Messrs. deBaun and Lawrence and
WPIX artist, Don Figlozzi, slides
and continuities were delivered to
all New York video stations several
days before Jewish Youth Week
began.

'HOPALONG'

RIGHTS

Suif Filed in Los Angeles
SEEKING to determine legal
claim to 13 "Hopalong Cassidy"
films for television showing. Masterpiece Productions Inc., headed
by Herman Greenfeld, has filed
suit in Los Angeles Superior Court
for declaratory relief against Toby
Anguish's tributing
Television
Pictures DisCorp.
Masterpiece, in suit filed by attorney E. M. Rose, declares that
it acquired the pictures originally
produced for Paramount by Harry
Sherman, with W il 1 i a m Boyd
starred. Television Pictures Distributing Corp., however, it is
alleged, claims it obtained radio
and television rights from Clarence
E. Mulford,
of are
the being
character. Filmscreator
currently
telecast on various stations.
TWG Series to End
TELEVISION Writers Guild will
conclude its summer series of five
craft meetings Thursday (July 14)
with a session on "Writing Techniques of Television Film." It will
be held at the Johnny Victor Theatre in the RCA Exhibition Hall,
New York. Speakers will be Richard
Griffith, executive director of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures; Harold Mantell, president of the Assn. of Film Writers,
and Lee Berg, chairman of the
TWG executive committee.

BROADCASTING
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PICTURE
TUBE
RMA Plans Safety Film
SECOND use of movie film technique to promote proper care and
maintenance of television sets will
be prepared by the Cathode Ray
Safety Committee of Radio Mfrs.
Assn. The film will cover methods
of handling TV picture tubes and
is designed for showings before
distributor,
men's groups.retailer and serviceFirst movie project consists of
10 one-minute films for telecasting
by TV
July
4]. stations [Broadcasting,

APPOINTMENT of Harrington, Righter & Parsons, New York, as exclusive
national representative of WFMY-TV Greensboro (N. C.) is made official
by P. T. Nines (seated, r), general manager of Greensboro News Co., the
station's owner. Standing (I to r): Turk Righter, vice president of representative firm; Howard Frazier, of Frazier & Peter, Washington, consultants for
WFMY-TV, and James Parsons, HR&P vice president. Seated beside Mr.
Hines is Jack Harrington, HR&P president.

WHY

DO

TV PIONEERS

PLUNGE

AHEAD?

Public, Advertisers Put on Pressure — 'Fortune'
^'PERHAPS the truest measure of
TV, as of mid-1949, lies in a
Churehillian paraphrase . . . never
before in history have so many men
lost so much money so fast — and
so willingly."
So states the July issue of
Fortune in an article "TV . . .
the Money Rolls Out." Outlining
the vast expenditures for TV
,($400,000 for plant and a like sum
for
first year's
and
the the
likelihood
thatoperations)
it will take

entrant must ponder as he studies
the
big picture
Fortune
concludes.of the industry,"
"Should he wait? Should he
plunge? Whatever his decision,
there is one clear prospect: It will
cost him plenty of good green dollars."
CHICAGO
TV SHOW
Set Makers Reserve Space
SIXTEEN leading AM and TV set
manufacturers have reserved display space at the second annual
National Television and Electrical
Living Show at Chicago's Coliseum
Sept. 30 through Oct. 9., according
to Harry Alter, show chairman.
He is a director of the Chicago
Electric Assn., which is sponsoring the event for the second

a long time to begin operating profitably, Fortune asks why the TV
pioneers are plunging ahead.
The magazine's answer is twofold: "Most of the television pioneers are radio men, and their futures are involved. . . . The radio
business is slipping almost as fast
as television is booming." And
"the public demand for television
ihas been incredibly great . . . the
year.
Talent for AM and TV broadpublic pressure on local radio station operators is enormous and
casts to originate at the show is
idifficult to withstand; advertisers
being planned by Walter Stellner,
demand this magic new way to sell
Motorola vice president. Topping
the entertainment roster will be
goods; civic pride is involved."
The article cites some of the
Eddie Cantor, with the Mad Russian, three times daily during the
major problems of constructing
and maintaining a TV station,
10-day exhibit. [Broadcasting,
summarizing the construction and
June 27]. Lou Breese and his orchestra will appear also.
equipment costs of WSPD-TV
Among the displays will be
Toledo as reflecting "an almost
bare minimum for a metropolitan
General Electric's House of Magic,
a one-hour educational feature.
area station." It uses WPIX (TV)
New York as a case history to Other exhibitors will be Philco,
DuMont, Crosley, Westinghouse,
■illustrate the problems confronting
la non-network station operated by Stromberg-Carlson, Emerson, RCAVictor, Capehart, Motorola, AdI'management without radio backiground.
miral, Farnsworth, Sylvania, Sen-,
tinel and Stewart Warner. Much
j The rapid discovery of the ad- of the display space will be filled
vertisers that TV is "not just an
with other electrical appliances.
[ advertising medium but a sales
"Miss Television" will be selected
' medium," the use of television by
again this year from among nomi[many non-radio advertisers and
nees of the exhibitors, with beauty
and talent as criteria. All four of
MTV's impact on radio listening,
Imovie-going and the purchase of Chicago's leading newspapers will
light reading matter, including
devote special editions to news of
the show, it was reported.
«omic books, are "matters the TV
JBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

The new safety film is part of an
RMA campaign to prevent accidents that can result from carelessness by servicemen or by amateurish tampering with the insides of a
TV set by the owner. Two sets of
safety rules have been developed
by RMA's safety group, headed by
R. E. Carlson, Tung-Sol Lamp
Works.
The rules stress that the cathode ray tube is not dangerous unless carelessly or improperly handled. Set owners are urged not
to attempt their own repairs and
are reminded that the picture tube
is protected by safety glass and
other safeguards.
Methods of disposing of old
cathode ray tubes are suggested
by the RMA group, based on the
high vacuum of the tube.
RMA noted that wild rumors are
sometimes circulated as to harmful eflFects of ultra-violet rays reputedly emitted by cathode ray
tubes but said "careful investigations by competent radio engineers
have shown such emissions are

TV

SPONSORS
GET

RESULTS

on WLW-T
RECIPE . . .
On "Kitchen Klob," Pet Milk
offered a recipe book one time
only. 675 requests came in.
WATER . . .
On "Peter Grant News," Glacier
Springs offered free a gallon
bottle of their product. 132
viewers phoned within hours.
TRUCKS . . .
Hamco Trucks, Inc. took orders
for 57 Ford Trucks during their
first
monthgreatest
on "Peter
— their
salesGrant
month.News"
TOYS . . .
The John Shillito Co. used "Junior
Jamboree" to feature toys from
98c to $39.95— a different toy
each day for 18 days. Every one
was a sell-out
following
day. before noon of the
IF IT'S RESULTS YOU
WANT . . . USE WLW-T

A GREAT

TV

HIM

BUY!

practically non-existent."
CTC Invitation
ACTIVE television clients and
manufacturers of TV receivers will
be invited to join the Chicago Television Council at the resumption of
its meetings in September, the
CTC board of directors decided
Wednesday. Those engaged in
video pursuits and living in nearby
cities will be urged to become associate members. The board decided
to publish a monthly news letter
containing up-to-date figures on
number of TV sets and a complete
roster of clients. Robert Salk of
The Katz Agency, chairman of the
CTC research committee, reported
that a resume and compilation of
all TV research efforts to date will
be available to members of the
council next fall.
Image Orthicon Test
CLOSED CIRCUIT tests on the
new RCA super-sensitive Image
Orthicon camera tubes have been
made by ABC-TV Hollywood in
what was believed to be their
first use on the West Coast. According to Cameron G. Pierce, ABC
Hollywood TV engineering operations supervisor, the new tubes cut
lighting requirements 80% and
give color response almost identical to the human eye.

1327 S. Wabash Ave . . . CHICAGO
Phone Harri.son 7-3395
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GE's TRI-CITY

VIEWEREvening
S SURVEY
Sets in Use Hits 91.8%

HOME VIEWERS in the AlbanyTroy-Schenectady area use their
TV sets an average of 6.6 evenings,
with 91.6% of the home sets in use
for all or part of seven evenings
each week; while sets in public
places were in use 6.4 evenings on
the average, with 93% of these sets
used seven evenings a week. The
average home viewer watches TV
4.7 hours a night; the average was
4.1 hours for viewers in public
places.
These statistics are the results
of a coincidental telephone survey
conducted in the three cities by
the opinion studies section of General Electric Co. during the last
three weeks in March. Study was
made at the request of G. Emerson
Markham, manager of WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, GE video station. A total of 1,553 calls was
made (1,244 to private homes, 309
to bars, grills, lodges, hotels, etc.),
representing 9% of TV set installations in the entire WRGB area.
What has happened videowise in
this area in the past year is indicated when the March 1949 statistics are compared with results
of a similar survey made in February of 1948. This year more than
66% of sets were turned on when
the interviewer called, against 6S%
the year before. This year, another

25% reported their sets had been
on earlier that evening or would
be on later, making a total of 92%;
of the sets used sometime that
night; last year, the total was
86%. Eight percent of the sets
were not in use in March, with
roughly a third, 3% of the total,
out of order. The previous year,
14%: were not used that evening,
with 5% out of order. (See Table
I for an hour-by-hour analysis of
home viewing in March 1949).
In 1948, there were 4.3 viewers
per set, with 81% of set owners
reporting watching the entire evening's program. Programs were
then offered only six nights a week;
sets were used 5.4 evenings on the
average, with 75 %o of the sets
turned on all six evenings.
In public places (see Table II),
approximately 62 %f, of the sets
were on when the call was made
in March, with 93 %o on at some
time during the evening, none of
these sets being reported as out of
order. A year before, 84%; of the
public place TV sets were in use
when the call was made and 98 %o
were used during the evening. Average number of viewers was 21.4
per set this year, compared with
32.6 in 1948.
From February 1948 to March
1949 the number of sets in the tricity area increased from 1,775 to
17,900, WRGB reports, with the
average evening audience rising
approximately 18,000 to nearly
88,000 persons.
FILM LICENSING
NTFC Board To Hear Plan

RESPONSIBILITY
O

GET PRICES
FROM
VIDEO
VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU
ORDER FILMS
VIDEO
VARIETIES
CORPORATION
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RESPONSIBILITY
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41 E. 50th ST.
STUDIOS
510 W. 57th ST.
NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL 8-1162
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PLANS of National Television
Film Council to become an organization functioning for video
motion pictures as ASCAP does for
music [Broadcasting, July 4] will
be further explored at a board of
directors'
some
time meeting
this week. in New York
Such matters as qualifications of
members, basis on which film fees
will be assessed and the copyright
problems will be explored, it was
said. NTFC is in consultation
with Register of Copyrights Sam
Bass Warner on the copyright matters involved. This new activity of
NTFC is being steered by Melvin
L. Gold, president.
Borden

TV

Spots

BORDEN CO., New York, has
started its initial television spot
announcement campaign, using
puppets to promote Instant Coffee,
chocolate drink and ice cream products. The schedule, including station breaks and one-minutes,
started July 4 and was placed in
13 cities. Contracts for 13 weeks
were signed through Young &
Rubicam, New York.

Time
6-7 p.m.
7-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
9-10 p.m.
Average when
call was made
Watching during evening

WRGB RESIDENTIAL AUDIENCE
(March 1949)
Composition
Womenof Audience
Sets-in-Use
Viewers3.8per Set
Men
36.4%
Children
37.3
34.4
28.3
36.2%
36.4%
27.1%
59.2
38.3
3.5
74.3
14.5
43.8
3.8
40.2
21.5
41.7
75.3
3.6
39.4
66.2
21.6
39.0
3.6
91.6
* * *
3.7
TABLE II

WRGB PUBLIC PLACE AUDIENCE
(March 1949)
Composition of Audience
Time
Viewers per Set
Men Women Children
Sets-!n-Use
6-7 p.m.
26.5%
9.2
7-8 p.m.
42.5
72.4
85.1%
13.6
8-9 p.m.
14.7%
15.9
9-10 p.m.
81.9
(No apparent variation in the0.2%
pro20.1
portion of men and women
Watching when
between early or later hours)
16.6
61.5
call was made
Watching dur21.4
92.9
ing evening
* *
TABLE IV
TABLE III
Percent of Receivers Turned On Various
Percent of Sets-in-Use for Various
Number of Evenings in WRGB Area
Numbers of Hours in WRGB Area
(MarchHome
1949)
(March 1949)
1
evening
Public1.7 Place
Home
Public Place
1.6%
2 evenings
2.1
0.3%
1 hour
0.3%
1.3%
2.1
2 hours
21.4
6.4
11.5
14.5
3
6.2
22.7
4
3.6
12.2
5
4.0
31.9
84.8
6
10.2
3.5
6.2
3.1
78.0
42.9
23.4
7
4.1
Average Number
ber
s
6.58
of Hours
4.7
6.4
4.1
LIKE GENTLEMEN
TV Kayoed for Fight
. . . Cameras
Prefer Blondes
3 "
NO TELECAST will be made of
4 "
of the Ray Robinson-Kid Gavilan
"
AN ENGINEERING
fact of con- welterweight championship fight
65 " siderable magnitude became the at Philadelphia Municipal Stadium
property of the video audience
July 11. Both boxers rejected offers
to telecast the fight because, they
when the DuMont network revealed
that blondes are more telegenic asserted, they could not v/ork out
than brunettes. That was part of an acceptable deal. The fighters
said the largest offer was no
an hour-long, behind-the-scenes
program on television lighting greater than the figure they turned
down when they were to meet
originating from DuMont's Adelphi
Playhouse in New York and pro- originally in New York. The
duced by arrangement with the contracts for the fight give the
Society of Motion Picture Engi- boxers the final word on TV.
neers Atlantic Coast Section.
Negotiations are under way for
Richard Blount, General Electric
a radio broadcast of the bout.
Co., expert, told the audience that
it's harder to "light up a brunette
than a blonde." He was referring WNEW Jingles on TV
SERIES of jingles with a
only to illumination before the television cameras. Where do redpurpose,
"Little Songs on
heads stand in the lighting picture?
Big
Subjects,"
which New
was
Following the program, Mr. Blount
launched
by WNEW
York and subsequently syntold Broadcasting they are midway between blondes and brunettes
dicated to stations all over
— "not as difficult as brunettes but
the country by the Institute
for Democratic Action, has
more so that blondes." He explained that television cameras
now moved into television.
produce a more pleasing picture if
Peter Puppet, hero of Frank
contrasts between white and dark
Paris' Pixie Playtime series
are not too sharp.
on WPIX (TV) New York,
Part of the presentation was a
teaches his juvenile audience
film prepared by Gray-O'Reilly
the songs, whose words are
Studios, New York, with commenshown on the screen with
cartoon illustrations drawn
tary supplied by John F. O'Reilly,
head of the studio, and Walter
by Otto Soglow.
Kiernan, ABC commentator.
BROADCASTING
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ALL-RADIO
FILM
70 Firms to Submit Bids
TEN FILM production companies
have been invited by the All-Radio
Presentation Committee to submit
preliminary bids for making the
■ all-radio promotion film.
Victor M. Ratner, CBS vice president and supervisor of production
of the film for the committee, released the first story treatment of
the proposed picture to the 10 companies. Mr. Ratner said a detailed shooting script was now in
preparation. When complete, it will
be submitted to the companies for
final bids.
The film companies asked to bid
were Carvel Films, Films for Industry, International Movie Producers' Service, Jam Handy Organization, William J. Ganz Co.,
Pathescope Productions, Princeton
Film Center, RKO-Pathe, Video
Varieties Corp. and Wilding Picture Productions Inc.

WCEC-FM CHANGE
Now Independent as WFMA
WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount, N. C,
begins programming today (July
11) as a separate operation, independent of its AM affiliate, WCEC,
Mel Warner, general manager, has
announced. The FM station, which
operates on Channel 264 (100.7
mc) vdth 33 kw, formerly was
known as WCEC-FM.
The station will operate from
j 5 a.m. to 11 p.m., with programs
consisting of music, news, sports
and special features. In addition,
the staff has been increased.
WFMA's signal reaches over 37%
of all North Carolina FM radio
homes plus those in Southern Virginia, according to a recent statewide survey, Mr. Warner said.
Both stations are affiliated with
the Rocky Mount Evening Telegram.
U. OF WISCONSIN has announced
final date for applications for annual
H. V. Kaltenborn radio scholarships
is July 15.

LIBRAKY
SFKFICF
• 10inth78RPM.

• FULL-RANGE RECORDINGS (30-14,000
cycles - Reproduces every sound audible
to the normal eor.
• Instrumentals only (no vocals).
• Basic library plus regular monthly releases.
For further defalk write or wire:
jQnDOM LIBKARV SFKF7CF
16 West 22nd St., New York 10
• Dniiivr} o/: THE lONDON CDAMOPHONE COP.
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The Model PFR Polinear Recorder.
GRAPHIC RECORDER
Developed by N. J. Firm
DEVELOPMENT of a graphic recorder offering the engineer a
means of recording complete characteristics of electro-acoustic and
electronic devices in one instrument has been announced by the
Sound Apparatus Co., Stirling,
N. J.
The combined features of polar
and rectilinear movement permit
the recording of angular patterns,
frequency response characteristics
and other measurements, a company spokesman said.
The new instrument, known as
the Model PFR Polinear Recorder,
can record DC or AC voltages,
selectable by the operator. The
turntable, 8V2" x 11", is driven
linearly by a synchronous motor
and is rotated by a selsyn repeater.
Instrument is housed in a carrying case 11" X 13" x 17".
Budget Cuts
PRESIDENT Truman would be
authorized to pare expenditures of independent government
agencies for fiscal 1950, under joint
resolution introduced in the House
June 29 by Rep. Joseph W. Martin
Jr. (R-Mass.). The resolution (H.
J. Res 286) covers FCC, FTC and
other agencies and provides for reductions offrom 5% to 10% of the
total budget amounts estimated
by all offices for 1950. The proposal was made with a view to
bringing Federal expenditures
within receipts, both estimated, for
the fiscal period. It was referred
to the House Executive Expenditures Committee for action.
Al Weinert
AL WEINERT, 52, known professionally as Al Warner and chief
announcer of KLAC and KLACTV Hollywood, died in his Hollywood home following a heart attack
July 2. A pioneer in Pacific Coast
radio, he went to Hollywood in 1925
as a singer and seven years later
joined KFI as announcer. Besides
his wife, Mildred, he is survived by
two children, Steven and Celia.
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EDUCATION
Radio's Part Summarized
RESUME of 10-days of discussion
at the Rockefeller Foundation-U.
of Illinois International Symposium
on Educational Radio was being
compiled late last week by five committees for presentation to delegates
closing days of the
two-week Friday,
session.
Committee topics and chairmen
include: Educational Radio's Audiences and Potential, Allen Miller,
general manager, KWSC Washington State College; The Nature of
Non-Commercial Radio, Thomas D.
Rishworth, director. Radio House,
U. of Texas; Radio and Educational
Institutions, Harold McCarthy,
general manager of WHA U. of
Wisconsin; Educational Radio and
the New Media, Dallas W. Smythe,
U. of Illinois; The Road Ahead for
Educational Radio, Richard B.
Hull,
State general
College. manager, WOI Iowa
Morning, afternoon and evening
sessions since June 29 have occupied educational and commercial
broadcasters from the U. S. and six
foreign countries with discussions
on possibilities of AM, FM, TV
and multifax.

NBC-N.U. CLASSES
To Hear Condon, BarneMADDITIONAL speakers scheduled
to address the NBC-Northwestern
U. Summer Radio Institute are
William B. Condon, timebuyer at
Wade Advertising, and Wells H.
Barnett Jr. of John Blair & Co.,
both Chicago. They will speak at
sales classes July 13 and 18, respectively, to be conducted by
Edward C. Cunningham, assistant
local
sales manager, WMAQ (NBC)
Chicago.
Mr. Condon will discuss "Consideration in Radio Time Buying,"
while Mr. Barnett will outline
"Radio Sales Through National
Representation." James Cornell,
manager of the radio research division, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, will talk on "Radio and
Television Audience Research" at
a general symposium July 28. Most
of the professional classes during
the six-week session are taking
place
studios.at NBC's Merchandise Mart
WOI Starts FM
REGULAR FM broadcasting service was begun July 1 by WOI
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College
outlet, with a Monday through
Saturday schedule of music and
news programs, 4:45 p.m. to 10
p.m. Agricultural features, athletic contests and other special
events are slated for night broadcasts beginning this fall. A 580-ft
antenna tower is being used to
transmit FM signals, and also is
equipped for television transmission. WOI-FM operates on 90.1
mc. Eventually a new transmitter
house is planned, with transmitters
for WOI as well as FM and TV
operation.

'Tucson Traffic Tour'
TRAFFIC violators in
Tucson, Ariz., are having a
rude shock these days in
hearing their errors described on the air. KTUC
Tucson has started a daily
program, Tucson Traffic
Tour, utilizing its shortwaveequipped Ford station wagon.
Each day an announcer, accompanied by a policeman,
drives the mobile unit
through the city's traffic. Together they broadcast a running account of violators,
bad drivers, and on some occasions, courteous, careful
drivers. The license number
of each driver is announced
on the air. The stalion believes the program will help
in developing good drivers,
and is planning to offer a
prize for the most courteous
driver each week.
Honor

Dr. Alexanderson

DR. ERNST F. W. ALEXANDERSON, Swedish-born television
and radio pioneer who recently retired from the General Electric Co.
after 46 years' service, was named
"Man of the Year" in the annual
Sweden Day ceremonies at Scarsdale, N. Y. Dr. Alexanderson is
now consultant to the GE general
engineering and consulting laboratory. His alternator, a high-frequency machine for continuous
wave transmission, made possible
reliable trans-oceanic radio transmission, according to GE. Dr.
Alexanderson holds other patents.
COMMONWEALTH
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comint
July 25-26: NAB Unaffiliated Stations
Executive Committee, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
July 25-Aug. 26: Third Professional
Radio Clinic, U. of Denver, Denver.
July 28-30: CBC Board of Governors
meeting, Montreal.
July 29-30: Catholic Broadcasters Assn.,
U. of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.
Aug. 2-3: Audio-Visual
and Radio
Education State Directors
conference,
Chicago.
Aug. 8-19: Summer School of Christian
Radio,
cago. Moody Bible Institute, ChiAug. 19-20:
Emporium,
Section seminar,
EmporiumPa.,HighIRESchool
Auditorium.
Aug. 25-28: AFRA annual convention.
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept. 8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept. 14-16: Illinois and Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn. and NAB District
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes, Wis.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs. W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
Electronics
ConEdgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Annual National Television and Electrical Living Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV -Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. Y.
Nov.
11-12:
NARND
Convention, New
York.

CALIF.

BILLS
Broadcasters Score
CALIFORNIA broadcasters scored
a double victory in the California
State Legislature with the passage of one bill favorable to the
radio industry and the technical
death of an unfavorable bill.
The Broadcasters Libel Bill Vi^as
passed by the State Assembly with
a vote of 61 to 0. This bill had
previously passed the State Senate and goes now to Gov. Earl
Warren to be signed into law.
Authored by State Sen. Clarence
Ward (R) of Santa Barbara, and
fostered by California Broadcasters Assn., bill was drafted by Don
Tatum, Don Lee vice president and
general counsel, who is also CBA
attorney.
The bill protects individual stations from being held responsible
for libelous statements made on
network programs over which they
have no control or statements made
by non-station personnel on sponsored programs. The latter protection is aimed primarily at programs on which political issues or
personalities take part and are
discussed.
The unfavorable bill was the
State Athletic Commission backed
measure to place a 5% tax on all
contracts signed between television
stations and boxing and wrestling
stadiums and promoters. The bill
also would have given the Athletic
Commission certain controls over

LOCAL ADVERTISERS
CHOOSE FROM
PERSONAL

KNOWLEDGE

Don't let Hooper*
Fool You!)
More local advertisers buy more local time on WQUA than on the two
other QUAd-City fuU-time stations combined! And, WQUA's rlocal
rates are comparable — often higher than — ^the local rates of either
of
(o
its competing 5000 Watt major network (NBC and ABC) stations!
* Local your
buyersinquiry
don't for
agreenational
with Mr.availabilities.
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invite
HERE IS THE RECORD:
WQUA
over
over
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bSta. A eSta. B Sta. A
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*53
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** Newscasts & Sportcasts
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610 545
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Bruif W. Clin, Jr., Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

such contracts. The bill squeezed
through the State Senate and was
presented to the Assembly with
a "do pass" recommendation by
the Public Morals Committee.
After three weeks on the Assembly floor and very little debate,
it was returned to the committee
on revenue and taxation for
further discussion and recommendations. The action, in effect, will
bury the bill for the rest of this
legislative session.
Arthur Westlund, general manager of KRE Berkeley and president of the California State Broadcasters Assn. who has been
representing California radio stations in the legislative fight, said
that in his opinion the action on the
TV tax bill "makes it a very dead
bill for good."
DOGS''AM/
LIFE
'FM' Join WBUY
LISTENERS to WBUY AM-FM
Lexington,
N. C,FM"now
that
both AM and
can know
be heard
on the air every morning, over
WBUYaccording
AMFM,"
to N. L. Royster,
WBUY manager.
If this sounds a
bit confusing, it
isn't that the station has gone to
the dogs — in fact,
the dogs have
AM and FM
gone to WBUY.
^^^^^
j.^^^J
A n/r J r'A/r Recently
to Davidson
County Broadcasting Co., took the
air with FM, duplicating all AM
programs. The day before the
opening, a small mongrel pup, halfstarved, took up domicile with the
station, only to disappear after being fed. Four hours later the pup
returned with a nicely bred older
companion, who also was fed.
The animals inherited the names
"FM" and "AM" and became good
watch dogs at the station, located
one mile from Lexington. In addition, they are both paying for
their own keep and dog food (about
$2 a week) by barking on the station's early morning program.
Crossroads Jamboree.

for

Lots of Baseball
WBTM-FM Danville, Va.,
carried three nine - inning
baseball games July 2, R.
Sanford Guyer, general manager, reports. At 1:30 p.m.
the station presented the
Brooklyn Dodgers-New York
Giants game. This was followed by a broadcast of a
County League game, Chatham vs. Gretna. WBTM-FM
then aired a Carolina League
game, Danville vs. Durham,
at 8 p.m.
SHADEL AND JOHNSON
Exchange Words
BILL SHADEL, CBS commentator, and Defense Secretary Louis
Johnson exchanged a few heated
words last week over what Mr.
Johnson characterized as "misstatements" reportedly voiced by
Mr. Shadel on some of his broadcasts. The incident began at a CBS
cocktail party, given for officials
of the National Military Establishment and CBS newsmen, and culminated on Capitol Hill when
Messrs. Johnson and Shadel met.
During a hearing, the defense
secretary was asked whether he
had
any "reprisals"
againstattempted
radio commentators
and
newspapermen for criticism on defense actions. Mr. Johnson denied
it, and later in the corridor was
approached by Mr. Shadel who
joined a conversation with Mr.
Johnson and another reporter.
Mr. Shadel charged Secretary
Johnson with first calling the "misstatements" to his own attention,
then making similar comments to
two CBS vice presidents and others
who attended the party without
mentioning he had initially brought
it to Mr. Shadel's attention.
Mr. Johnson reportedly told the
CBS commentator that if the latter's job were jeopardized by the
comments, he would be willing to
iron the matter out with his CBS
superiors. Meanwhile, a NME
spokesman
tunate" attributed
incident to the the
heat"unforwave
and pressure of hearings, and said
Secretary Johnson had enjoyed unusually good relations with the
radio and television industry.
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• Metropolitan Detroit dialers are enjoying royal
reception of WEXL-FM programs beamed from atop
a new Truscon Radio Tower. Standing sturdy and strong
as an oak, this Truscon Type H-30 Self-Supporting
Tower, supporting an 8-bay General Electric FM
antenna, rises to an overall height of 425 feet.
The Royal Oak Broadcasting Company is another in the
long list of station operators who have turned to Truscon
for the solution to their tower problems. In this case,
blustery Great Lakes winters and blistering midwestern
sun presented wide extremes of wind and weather. Still,

TRUSCON
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425
HIGH

ft

OVERALL

Truscon engineering and construction skills combined
to deliver the tower which exactly meets the demands
of those purely local conditions.
Truscon engineers are prepared to answer the tower
problems of your particular project. They'll design and
build your tower tall or small . . . guyed or selfsupporting . . . uniform or tapered cross-section . . ,
for AM, FM or TV operation. Call in your nearby
Truscon representative, or write our home oflfice in
Youngstown, Ohio, for consultation without obligation.
TRUSCON
STEEL
COMPANY
YO U N G STOW N 1, O H I O
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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Hecht

whole area — and a lot of the District of Columbia, too — agog with
its flash bulletins on Brer Rabbit's
progress
to Silver through
Spring. Georgia en route
The 1949 Brer Rabbit arrived in
an old western stage coach. He
was garbed in a cowboy outfit, including of
chaps and
Thousands
kids 10andsix-shooters.
plenty of

Success

(Continued from page 23)

own interviews), and a 45-60second Hecht institutional commercial, totaling up to a 15-minute
newscast.
The reporter since the start has
been Ernie Tannen, WGAY program director. In a little over a
year-and-a-half he has interviewed
some 400 leading citizens and public officials representing every bona
fide organization in the area and
reflecting every phase of community life. Mr. Tannen can count
on his fingers the number of times
he has been turned down in approaching interviewees.
While Hecht was getting its retail cathedral under way in Silver
Spring, other stores, along with
agencies and media folk, watched
somewhat incredulously. They
were aware of Hecht's reputation
as a newspaper buyer, spending
most of the million-plus budget on
white space. Except during the
war when newsprint was scarce,
the downtown Hecht store has used
radio mainly in a mass manner for
storewide promotion and special
events.
Yet here was the amazing spectacle of Hecht Co. relying heavily
on radio to put over what many
considered a risky adventure in
retailing.
James Rotto, Hecht sales manager and widely known in the merchandising field, tells the store's
Square Dancing
Takes Over City
For the Summer
A quarter century ago, when WLS
first began its now-famous Saturday
night National Barn Dance, with genuine fiddlers and real square dancing, the city of Chicago looked on —
but took little part. Square dancing,
the city-folk said, was for farm people. Chicago had its Aragon and Trianon Ballrooms, its smart supper
clubs.
Summer 1949 typifies the change a
quarter century has made. John
Dolce, caller, and the square dancers
who appear with him at the WLS
"Old Hayloft" every Saturday night,
have just completed a 2-week engagement at the Loop's sophisticated Chicago Theater. Under the direction of
the Chicago Park District, a series of
square dance contests is being held
in various parts of the city with
thousands of entries. 240 square
dancers will appear in the finals
August 3 on the Congress Street
Plaza. WLS entertainers will be featured at all the preliminary contests
as well as the final show.
For 25 years, the city people of
Chicago have been growing increasingly interested in this friendly, informal fun and music that is the pattern for the WLS National Barn
Dance — and for many highly successful "selling" programs on WLS.
WLS
1924 - - - 1949
Chicago 7
Repreienled nationally by John Blair
Adv.
Page 64
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The Hecht Co. Silver Spring store
version of what has happened.
"We have combined direct selling
and institutional broadcasting as
a medium for local and county
news," he says. "Every day we
interview a personality. It's a
splendid goodwill medium.
"Commercials are played down,
mainly selling the store services
rather than specific items. An
anniversary sale, for example, will
be mentioned since it embraces
many departments.
"We have no scientific means of
measuring the exact amount of
business we get from the program.
However, we know by the number
of requests for representation on
the broadcast and the extent of
community response that we are
reaching the entire community."
Milton Shlesinger, operating
manager of the Hecht Co.'s Silver
Spring store, is an enthusiastic
booster of the Community Reporter
program. Before the Silver Spring
store opened, Mr. Shlesinger
headed the research division that
analyzed business prospects in the
Silver Spring area.
Affects L,ocal Business
He found it hard to convince
other Silver Spring merchants that
the Hecht Co., rather than taking
away business from the smaller
merchants, would actually be increasing their business by bringing
more traffic to the Silver Spring
shopping center.
Mr. Shlesinger now feels that
the Hecht Co. Silver Spring store
has done exactly as promised and
points to the scheduled openings
of other stores in the immediate
vicinity of Hecht Co. as proof.
Sears Roebuck, Hahn's, Lerners
and J. C. Penney are all opening
in Silver Spring within the next
few months and Jelleffs have already opened a successful branch.
In the meantime, no Silver Spring
merchant has gone out of business.
"The pattern of business development in Silver Spring," says Mr.
Shlesinger, "is identical to that of
suburban retail expansion all over
the United States. People want to
shop without driving long distances; they appreciate night openings; and they demand adequate

parking spaces. If customers can
find shopping centers easily accessible to their homes, they will
transfer their shopping habits to
them. The Hecht Co. made the first
move and we welcome additional
stores we have attracted.
"Through the Community Reporter we have built up in a surprisingly short interval a Silver
Spring reputation for community
service that matches the prestige
developed by our Washington store
over a half-century."
As might be expected from an
enterprising store of the promotional type, Hecht Co. has a PA
system in the Silver Spring store
tied into the Community Reporter.
Frequent announcements are made
on the system. In much of its promotion, Hecht Co. keeps its store
associates and customer traffic apprised of what the store is doing.
Last spring, for example, the
employes received advance programs for the Maurice Chevalier
disc show series and a special style
show was staged for their benefit.
Window displays, store restaurant
menus with news flashes, elevator
cards— every promotion medium
known to retailing was utilized.
Stunts galore back up the Hecht
Silver Spring store. In the spring
of 1948 Brer Rabbit was first
brought to Silver Spring as an
Easter promotion. WGAY had the

YOU
YOU

CAN'T
CAN

their elders joined the fun. The
youngsters were taken for coach
rides and incidentally bought liberally of the Hecht supply of cowboy
garments. And of course Santa
arrives at Christmastime with a
promotional flourish reflected in
store traffic and sales.
Such promotions are typical, and
WGAY's Community Reporter develops and sustains them. Equally
important to the community is the
way the noon broadcasts keep citizens informed on what's going on
in and around Maryland's second
largest . city (Baltimore is the
largest)
Civic, fraternal, religious and
other organizations, with no other
daily contact in Lower Maryland,
depend on the Community Reporter
to keep them in touch with the
300,000 inhabitants. And vice
versa, of course, as anyone can
quickly find
out any
by aweekday
hasty coincidental checkup
noon
in homes or places of business.
Allingofofficials
Montgomery
County'sonleadhave appeared
the
broadcast, along with Congressmen, State Senators, legislators
and civic and religious leaders.
Often their interviews have made
news and surburban weeklies along
with Washington dailies frequently
carry stories that have come out
of the broadcasts.
An important angle, from the
Hecht viewpoint, is the fact that
each guest assures the program of
new listeners, most of whom become permanent followers of the
programs and customers of the
store.
When the first anniversary was
observed during the week of Nov. 1,
1948, the Community Reporter
originated from a Hecht store window. Ernie Tannen officiated at
the anniversary fete as leading
citizens of Washington and Maryland joined in the celebrating.
Mr. Tannen works closely with
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Carl Bleiberg, public relations
manager of the Hecht Co. stores.
Requests for publicity from civic
groups are channeled through the
store public relations office to the
Community Reporter. Many interesting local exhibits that Mr. Tannen learned of in interviewing his
guests have been referred to the
public relations department, which
arranges their displays in the
store. The office allocates time on
Community Reporter for the store's
participation in Red Cross, Commuity Chest, Boy Scouts and other
fund-raising drives.
Here is the modest account of
the
program's
success the
that Class
inducedA
NRDGA
to award
grand prize to the Hecht Co. :
The aim of the Hecht Co. was and
is to establish the store as Lower
Maryland's leader in community servThe Community
Re-porter this
has
been ice.
instrumental
in realizing
aim.
The citizens of Montgomery and
Prince Georges Counties are very
civic minded and actively engage themselves in community affairs. Community Reporter is considered the best
single, effective promotional medium
in helping to integrate the store with
the life of the community.
Through the unique service it offers,
Community Reporter has developed a
large audience which reacts in volume
to the Hecht nouncements.
Co.'sOn several
commercial
anoccasions,
items which have been advertised
only on Community Reporter brought
a large response. As a service to the
community; as an advertising medium,
the
Hecht isCo.'s
Community Reporter
on WGAY
a success.
Currently the Hecht Co. is sponsoring (via Harwood Martin) a
15-minute, five-times-a-week shopping guide over WOIC (TV) Washington, using a model displaying
various wearing apparel and
household gadgets. Its radio and
TV campaigns have been trimmed
seasonally, several spot and program series having been sponsored
during the winter and spring.
Meantime, the Community Reporter continues its year-round
function of tieing the Hecht Co.
intimately into its trading area.
For Hecht Co. long ago learned
that true community support comes
to a store only when the store
proves its place in the daily life
of its customers and potential
customers.
That is the story of the radio
campaign that has made the Hecht
Co.'s suburban store truly an integral part of Silver Spring and
environs.

^
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It is the radio story of a store
that ranks third in the United
States in newspaper lineage and
in the top 10 stores, using total
advertising as a basis for comparison.
The Hecht Co., so newspaperminded that it figures almost to
the dollar the return it can get
from a given amount of newspaper lineage, has discovered that
the newer electronic media are
effective developers of goodwill —
and, of course, customer purchases.

'Hot' Spot News
CONFESSION of a pyromaniac has been wire recorded exclusively by WCHS
Charleston, W. Va. When
three fires and an explosion
had been reported within
three hours, Mort Cohn, program director and news editor, rushed to a boat-house,
scene of the explosion, and
learned that a man had been
injured and hospitalized. Realizing the description of the
man's clothing fitted that of
one seen at eai-lier fires, Mr.
Cohn raced to the hospital
and wire-recorded a 35-minute interview. The accused
later was admitted to the
county jail where Mr. Cohn
recorded questions and finally
his confession. One hour
later at 11:05 condensed version of recording was aired
on WCHS newscast. The recording is being held as evidence at the fire marshal's
request, according to the station.
Equipment Purchases
THE U. S. government bought
radio communications equipment
totaling $32,353,433 from member
companies of Radio Mfrs. Assn.
during the first quarter of 1949.
This compares to $18,053,969 in the
first quarter of 1948 and $37,018,903 in the last quarter, according
to RMA. Transmitter manufacturers also received U. S. orders
totaling $37,342,885 in the first
quarter of 1949 as against $11,448,007 in the same quarter a year ago
and $32,628,310 in the fourth
quarter.
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ZENITH REPORT
'Slight'' Decrease Shown
TOTAL volume of business "slightthat of the
year"
wasly under
announced
by previous
Zenith Radio
Corp. last week in its annual report to stockholders. For the fiscal
year ended April 30, 1949, total
volume of business was $77,146,861.
In making the report, Commdr.
E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith, president, explained: "During the year,
the entire radio industry experienced a sharp reduction in the
number of radio receivers manufactured andinsold,
although
decrease
radio
receiver[Zenith's]
volume
is believed to be less than the
Acompanying the report was an
average."
announcement of the annual meeting of shareholders to be held in
Chicago July 26. Among business
to be discussed at the meeting is
a proposal for the approval of a
contract between Zenith and Teco
Inc. (Television Entertainment Co.
Inc.). Under terms of the proposed contract, Teco is "to exert
its efforts to promote and bring
about the adoption and use" of
Phonevision.
Teco, a separate and independent
Illinois corporation, has been organized by members of the Zenith
board of directors, with an authorized capitalization of $1 million.
The directors have initially subscribed and paid for $10,000 of its
stock toward its total capitalization. Teco stock, if the contract
is approved, will be offered for sale
to Zenith shareholders. Largest
Teco shareholder (590) is Commdr.
McDonald.
Zenith's net income for the year,
according to the stockholders' report, was $2,706,889. The company
paid a dividend of $1.50 per share
on April 30, the same amount as
was paid in 1948, which was an
increase of 50(5 per share over the
annual dividend paid in the 11 previous years.
WOR CASE
NABET, TEU Ready Briefs
BRIEFS as to what constitutes
the proper bargaining unit for engineers at WOR New York are
expected to be filed in the coming
week with NLRB by NABET, the
station and by the engineers who
broke away from NABET under
the name Technical Employes
Union.
It is understood that the company wants to include all types of
engineers in the bargaining unit,
while NABET wants to exclude
air-conditioning technicians and
electricians and TEU wants to exclude only recording technicians.
Unfair labor charges filed with the
NLRB by NABET against TEU
will not come up for disposition
until after the bargaining unit
matter is decided. ■ NABET has
charged TEU with forcing NABET
members to join TEU under threat
of
loss of jobs if they did not sign
cards.

WANTED

Description:

ALIVE
Age: Old enough to realize
that a buyers' market prevails, and interested in making his advertising dollars go
further
Identification: Shrewd, intelligent and interested in
reaching a vast new potential customer audience for his
product at the lowest cost per
prospect in Houston radio.
Goes by the name of sponsor,
alias on-the-ball merchant.

REWARD
To the agency or account
that brings in this WANTED
PERSON . . . KNUZ will clear
"COLLIE'S CORRAL" 12:30
p.m. to 12:45 p.m. Monday
thru Friday,
"COLLIE'S
CORRAL"
12:45or p.m.
to 1:00
p.m. Monday thru Friday.
BOTH quarter hour segments
of the "CORRAL" have the
*NUMBER ONE LISTENING
AUDIENCE IN HOUSTON.
WITH A QUARTER HOUR
HOOPER RATING of 4.5 and
5.4 respectively.
* (Winter- Spring Hooper report Dec, 1948, thru April,
1949). Anyone knowing the
whereabouts of the above

Contact Nearest
"Sheriff's"
Department
person
Forjoe
"Sheriff" Dave Morris
or
Central 8801

k-nuz
9th Floor Scanian Bidg.
Houston, Texas

July 11, 1949
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► TWO THOUSANDTH consecutive broadcast of Nee Hour of
Dreams, heard seven times weekly
on WMAL Washington, -v^ill be
celebrated July 14 by a siriiulcast
of radio and television. Special
citation will be
presented to P. J.
Nee Furniture
Co., sponsor,
from Mark
Woods, president
of ABC. Lee Dayton, who conducts
the 45-m i n u t e
show, will be
Mr. D&yton
featured on simulcast along
with Howard Mitchell, conductor of
National Symphony Orchestra;
prominent government officials, and
a World War II veteran. First
broadcast of Hour of Dreams occurred Jan. 20, 1944. Sincfe then
28,000 records have been played
totaling 1,500 hours on air.
► George W. Allen, CBS western
program director, celebrated his
25th year in radio July 5. Currently
producer-director of CBS The
Whistler, Mr. Allen has directed
such shows as Burns and Allen,

BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over iwo states
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it With the
latest Sales Management
"buying power" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a billion and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

KWFT
THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita Fall(.5,000 Wattl-S20 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower
Petroleum Bidq., Dallas
Page 66
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Professor Quiz and Ed Wynn. He
has been with CBS since 1938.
► Union Bank & Trust Co. of Los
Angeles celebrated its 35th birthday July 1 with special half -hour
broadcast on KNX Los Angeles.
Various radio and motion picture
personalities were featured in entertainment. In attendance were
Los Angeles Mayor Fletcher Bowron, Maurice C. Sparling, California state superintendent of banks,
and bank officers, directors, employes and their friends.
► Dr. George A. Bunting, founder
and president of Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, celebrated his
35th anniversary June 22. He will
turn over active management of
factory to his son, G. Lloyd Bunting, and will become chairman of
board when his son succeeds him
as president.

KGGF KELD
Better Facilities Proposed
IMPROVED facilities for KGGF
Coffeyville, Kan., and KELD El
Dorado, Ark., on 690 kc are proposed in an initial decision issued
last week by FCC Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith. The ruling would
deny shift of KGKB Tyler, Tex., to
690 kc.
The ruling is premised on the
Communication Act's requirement
for allocation among states and
communities on a fair, efficient and
equitable basis. Examiner Smith
states the "compelling difference
in the merits of the applications is
the difference in the need for primary service by the areas which
would gain service under the reKGGF spective
wouldproposals."
be granted a power
increase on its present 690 kc assignment from 1 kw day 500 w
night to 10 kw day and 5 kw night,
changing its directional array. The
boost actually would mean a loss
of present nighttime service in a
147 square mile area, the examiner
points out, but this is less than
the area which would gain its first
primary service at night.
KELD would move from its
present 1400 kc asignment with 250
w unlimited to 1 kw day and night
on 690 kc.
Examiner Smith notes that Tyler
already has two AM and one FM
station, with CP for a third AM
outlet. Coffeyville, on the other
hand, has only one station, as does
El Dorado. KGKB annlied for
transfer from 1490 kc 250 w unlimited to 690 kc 5 lew day 1 kw
ni<?ht. both directional.
"The operation proposed by
KGKB at Tyler would serve no
area which is now without primary
broadcast service," the examiner

FIFTEENTH anniversary of WMT Cedar Rapids newscasts sponsored by
Killian Co., that city, was marked last month. Sharing a chuckle in comparing one of the first newscasts with the script of a modern program are
(I to r) Beulah Marsh, who has been Killian's personal shopper on the program throughout its history; W. B. Quarton, general manager of WMT,
who originally handled the account as a salesman; A. L. Killian, president
of the firm, and Douglas Grant, program director at WMT, who presented
the first of the newscasts. Not present for picture is Bert Wilson, Chicago
Cubs sportscaster, who originally took the telegraphic news reports for WMT
in days before the teletype.
held, "whereas the proposals of
KELD and KGGF would each serve
areas and populations presently
without any primary radio broadcast service." The decision discussed interference problems at
length, along with additional service to be provided by grant of the
KGGF and KELD applications.
RAYTHEON
REPORTS
3 New Stations Equipped
THREE New England stations
which have taken the air within the
last two weeks are using Raytheon
equipment, including transmitters
and RC-11 studio consoles, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,
reports.
The stations and the dates they
started programming are: WERI
Westerly, R. I., 250 w fulltime on
1230 kc Tsee separate story), June
30; WHWB Rutland, Vt., 1 kw day
on 1000 kc, July 2, and WTWN
St. Johnsbury, Vt., 250 w fulltime
on 1340 kc, July 10.
AFRA BOARD
Replacements Announced
NEW YORK local of AFRA last
week announced that it had elected
four replacements
union's
national
board. The to
newthemembers:
Vinton Hayworth, representing
actors, and Lawrence Tibbett,
Lanny Ross and Alex McKee, representing singers.
Also named to the national
board from other places: Central
section — Andre Carlon. Cincinnati;
Tim O'Sullivan, Ft. Wayne, Ind.;
Don Roberts, Kansas City, Mo., and
Rod Whalen, New Orleans; Eastern section — Charles Brink, Rochester, N. Y.; Western section —
Janet Baumhover, Portland, Ore.

VS STAFF
Headed by Oury, Gen. Mgr.
STAFF of WERI Westerly, R. I.,
which took the air June 30 as a
250 w fulltime station on 1230
kc, was announced last week by W.
Paul Oury, owner and general
manager,
Phil Rubin is station manager
and James Nugro is chief engineer, Mrs, Oury is serving as
assistant to her husband. Other
staffers include: R, V, Miceli, William H, Mobray and J, Royce
Brown, engineers; Arthur Borges
and M, Q. Dunn, sales representatives; Mrs, Dorothy M. Noel, station secretary; Mrs, Marion MacNeil, director of women's programs; P. C. Anderson, studio
messenger; Maurice Devine, Tony
Allen and Harry Nelson, announcers; William J. Perry, announcersales representative, and Harold
Maxwell, accountant-engineer.
WERI's studios and control room
are on the top floor of Westerly's
Liberty Hotel. Transmitter and
terly.
tower are on Margin St. in WesThe station will operate daily
from 6 a.m. to midnight and will
utilize 10 telephone lines to
churches, civic centers, auditoriums, schools and sports fields
for on-the-spot programs, Mr.
Oury said. Wire service is UP.
Mr. Oury, a retired Navy commander and a veteran of both
world wars, became manager of
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I., in 1931.
That station later consolidated
with WLSI Providence and is now
WPRO, Providence Journal station.
Mr. Oury organized WFCI Pawtucket in 1938 and was its general manager until he re-enlisted
in the Navy in 1944,
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Nighttime Service Area Contours
of Certain Seattle Stations
All of the stations except KIRO
and Network
StationtheB are
interfered with outside
contours
shown... KIRO and Network
Station B have interference-free
sky wave service extending North
and South of the 0.5 mv/m
groundwave contours shown for
these two stations.

what

he

iincoverecl
-we

cover!

Ever hear about the time Paul Bunyan dug Puget Sound and opened up
the mouth of the Columbia River ... all in the same day?
Wouldn't be no big Pacific Northwest Market, if it weren't for old Paul.
You see, Paul was visiting his folks in Maine when he got the call. He picked up Babe,
his Blue Ox, somewheres around the Great Lakes and hustled out here to the evergreen country.
About 3 o'clock that afternoon he'd finished with Puget Sound. Weren't even puffing.
So he and Babe strolled down Oregon way, scooped up a channel to let the rain water get
to the sea. That's the Columbia.
Later that evening, when Paul stood ankle-deep in the ocean surveyin' his day's labor,
KIRO went to work.
Our engineers drew a line on the ground 'round Paul's shadow. This, they said, is what we
want to cover with our protected 0.5 mv/m ground wave.
The proper authorities said at the time it was okay. Still is.
Mighty big job . . . done in a mighty big way. Two million folks living here now.
For those two million . . . and for the advertisers who want to reach them . . . KIRO is still
doing things in a mighty big way.
Page 2 Seattle-Tacoma
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By LEO LIPPMAN

WHEN the schooner Exact moored in lower Puget
Sound 98 years ago, the hardy pioneers named their
landing place Alki. They borrowed the word from
the Indians, to signify that the
community would be another New
ings and building permits.
Seattle retail sales jumped from
York
"by
and
by."
Seattle and Tacoma still have
$223
millions in 1940 to $832* milsome way to go before they can
lions in 1948, while wholesale sales
claim to match the eastern metropleaped from $483 millions to $1,708
olis, but local business leaders say millions in 1947. Bank clearings,
they are well on the way. And if as reported by the Seattle Clearing
the growth of the Pacific Northwest
House Assn., more than doubled,
continues as it has in the past from $2,113 millions to $6,131 mildecade, spurred by the excellent
lions. This expanded market is
services of a group of progressive
being
utilized
by hundreds of adbroadcast stations, the dreams of
vertisers who have discovered rathe pioneers will soon seem less
dio's potent sales power.
than visionary.
Other Figures Show
Annual business of Seattle-Tacoma radio stations alone is now
The Area's Potential
over $3 million. Of the total of
Nineteenth in population (22nd
in 1940), Seattle is 14th in retail
235,400* families in Seattle 97.4%
or 228,279 have radios, according
sales, 16th in effective buying
to BMB estimates. In Tacoma there power and sixth in effective buying
are 73,000* families and 98.1% or income per capita. Per capita buy71,613 own radios. There are an
ing income is $2,050 or double the
estimated 7,500 television sets in $954 in 1940. Spendable income
Seattle plus an unestimated number
per family was reported at $5,102
in surburban areas.
for King County (Seattle) and
$4,795 for Pierce County (Tacoma) .
Puget Sound Region
Increased Greatly in Decade
Other pertinent statistics concerning Seattle: 252,291 telephones
The index of Puget Sound busi- were served
through the Seattle
ness activity, as computed by the
exchange as of April 1, 1949; Post
U. of Washington's Bureau of BusiOffice receipts totaled $9,090,000 in
ness Research, shows virtually
1948;
6,652 building permits, with
100% increase in the past decade —
a value of $54,461,930, were issued
a doubled audience the area's for
1948; assessed value of real and
broadcasters are serving with the
personal property in 1947 was $363
best in entertainment, education
million, with property assessed at
and public service.
50%) of its true value.
With the years 1935-39 furnishing a base of 100, the index stood
Tacoma's average annual income
at 112.9 in 1940 and 207.3 in 1948. in 1940 was $1,390, and has since
The index includes data covering increased to $1,620. The current
labor force of 70,000 is about 12,000
electrical energy, coal production,
higher than before the war. Anfactory employment, fishing, newsnual business volume, as sumpaper advertising, department
marized by Kerlin Research, New
store sales, postal sales, gasoline
sales, bank debits, ordinary life York, grew from $429 million in
1939 to almost four times that sum
insurance sales, freight carload—$1,656,000,000— in 1948. The rise
* Editor's Note:
Copyright
1949 Sales
Management:
Further
reproduction
not was almost without break, during
licensed.
and since the war, and 1948 regisBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

tered a jump of 12.05% over the
year immediately preceding.
Other significant indices of Tacoma's growth in the past decade
include :
Assessed valuation of real and personal property: $49,208,796 in 1940 and
$81,210,093 in 1948.
Banli transactions: $1,024,915,000 in
1940 and $3,204,049,000 in 1948.
Bank deposits: $61,034,526.43 in 1940
and $208,847,991.84 in 1948.
Savings and loan assets (excluding
one national association with Tacoma
branches): $22,049,705.13 in 1940 and
$47,282,184.39 in 1948.
Postal receipts: $736,613.39 in 1940 and
$1,563,485.95 in 1948.
Building
valued
at $3,-at
621,698
in permits:
1940, and1,933
2,867,
valued
$16,804,281 in 1948.
Phenomenal growth of the Puget
Sound area, stimulated by the war,
has not ceased entirely. Population, volume of business, new industrial and commercial enterprises
have continued to grow. Shipyard
workers and others attracted to the
region during the war have remained; servicemen passing
through the port of embarkation
have returned with their families;
the prospect of cheap hydroelectric
power and access to first-class harbors have drawn business.
International Conditions
Important in Area's Economy
Unsettled international conditions have of course continued to

imately $400 million in U. S. Air
Force and civilian airline orders is
keeping the giant plant humming.
In mid-May, Air Secretary Stuai-t
Symington indicated that the U.S.
Air Force expects Boeing to continue at about the same production
level for the next year.
Population of the cities and surrounding area has increased substantially since the last census.
The state of Washington as a
whole, one of the three fastestgrowing states in the nation, rose
from 1,736,191 in 1940 to an estimated 2,148,000 as of July 1, 1948,
or 43% in eight years.
Continued Growth for State
Is Predicted
Dr. Calvin F. Schmid, professor
of sociology and director of the
Office of Population Research at
the U. of Washington, has forecast
close to 3,000,000 for Washington
by 1960. The census count, and the
latest estimate (by Washington
State Department of Health) show
the following breakdown for King
County, in which Seattle is the
principal community, and adjacent
Pierce County,
where Tacoma predominates :
1940
1948
504,980
671,700
King County
368.302
476,000
Seattle
208,900
137,900
Pierce
County
182,081
109,408
Tacoma
Minority races and religions are
represented by a quite small percentage of the population, although
the number of Negroes increased
substantially during and immediately following the war. The largest component of the foreign-born
population comes from nearby Canada,
the second.
Scandinavian
trieswithrunning
While counonly
16.2% of Seattle's population and
14.4% of Tacoma's are foreign(Continued on next page)

play a part in the area's economic
prosperity. Richland, in Central
Washington, is the location of the
Hanford Works, one of the nation's
thi-ee principal centers of atomic
activity. It provides the Northwest's second largest payroll (a
permanent working force of some
10,000 is anticipated), creating a
new market of importance to the
entire region. And at the Boeing
Airplane Co., a backlog of approxJuly 11, 1949
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(Continued from 'preceding page )
born, according to the 1940 census,
located, contains some 1,200 indimore than 60% of the present
vidual industrial enterprises, inresidents migrated from outside the
cluding shipbuilding and repair,
state.
aircraft manufacture, agricultural
and dairy products, light metals
Rural Area Large Percent
fabrications, fish products, wearOf Stations' Coverage Market
ing apparel and leather goods, maCities of 10,000 and over in the
chinery, flour and grain products,
area served by Seattle and Tafrozen foods, trucks and buses, plycoma radio stations include Renton
wood, furniture, and paper prod(16,200), Bremerton (32,500),
ucts.
Puyallup (10,000), Everett (35,Tacoma, which boasts the highest
600) and Olympia (16,300). With
proportion of skilled workers on the
close to half the state's population
Pacific Coast, is the most industrialliving in communities of less than
ized city in this rapidly expanding
2,500, these figures do not indicate Northwest
region. According to a
accurately the size of the market
survey
of
major industries conarea. Importance of the rural
ducted by the City Planning Commarket — and of the farmer-listener
mission in July 1948, there are 495
to metropolitan radio stations — is manufacturing establishments in
pointed up by the fact that NorthTacoma, employing a total of 19,870
vs^est farm dwellers commonly drive
up to 100 miles into town to do wage and salary workers. Manufacturing is still outranked, howtheir weekend shopping. Cities as
ever, by trades and services, with
small as 30,000 population, therefore, serve as trading centers for 3,563 establishments employing 26,995 workers. In third place as
100,000-200,000 people spending up an employer is Government, with
to $100,000,000 in retail purchases.
The rural economy is mighty im- 7,705 workers.
portant, too, since the average farm
in the state of Washington has an
Important National Industries
annual income over $5,400. The
Operate in Tacoma Region
total farm income in the state is
Permanente Metals Corp. mainnow running a half -billion dollars a
tains an aluminum ingot plant in
year over the pre-war figures.
Tacoma with a capacity of 40,000,The Puget Sound area is recognized as the third market of the 000 pounds a year. The Tacoma
Smelter, one of the largest in the
Coast states, being exceeded only
U. S., refines one-twelfth of the
by Los Angeles and San Francisco.
nation's copper, and a 100-ton-a-day
sulfuric acid plant will be operat65% of State's Population
ing by next spring.
In Seattle Trading Area
Other important industries operSeattle's retail trading area has
been defined by Chamber of Comating in Tacoma include the metalmerce officials as extending north
lurgical group (car wheels, castto Bellingham, south to Olympia,
ings,erro-chrome,
f
electrolytic iron,
metallurgical coke, steel ingot),
west to include most of the Olympic
Peninsula and eastward as far as forest products (doors, felting,
Wenatchee. The area contains 659c
furniture, lumber, plywood, pulp
and paper), chemicals, food (canof the state's population and purchasing power.
neries, candy, flour), railroad shops,
Seattle and Tacoma are the first shipbuilding, heavy crane and logand third cities of the state, populaging equipment.
tionwise. Between them, along the
Tacoma manufactures half the
31-mile highway, are two large
Douglas fir doors produced
airports not only serving the nation
throughout
the world, and is headand Alaska, but offering direct
quarters for the Fir Door Institute
routes to Hawaii and the Orient
and the Douglas Fir Plywood Assn.
as well. It is not without reason
The city is the center of the electrothat Seattle, the largest city north
chemical industry in the Northof San Francisco and west of Minwest. Fifth among flour milling
neapolis, calls itself the Queen City
of the Pacific Northwest.
centers of the U. S., Tacoma is the
King County, in which Seattle is largest west of Kansas City and
O. W. FISHER ARCHIE G. TAFT Sr.
Pres., Gen. Mgr. KOMO
President KOL

CARL E. HAYMOND
Owner KMO

Minneapolis. It also houses the
home offices of Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. and other national concerns,
and is the regional office of the
U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue,
covering the state of Washington
and all of Alaska.
Seattle is at times accused of
being the capital of Alaska, and
there are those Seattleites who admit the charge. Actually, since
the city is nearer to both Alaska
and the Orient than any other
major U. S. port, and is the sole
terminus of regular steamship
lines operating between the States
and Alaska, it is only natural that
the Puget Sound city should do the
lion's share of the business. Alaska
last year produced a canned salmon
pack valued at $101,000,000, plus
additional millions in gold and furs,
most of it reaching American
markets through Seattle.

that KRSC-tV is said to be received with clarity as far south as
Portland and Astoria, Ore.
Puget Sound broadcasters claim
— and the network affiliates, at
least, can prove with BMB maps
and fan mail — a coverage area extending into every Washington
county west of the Cascades, plus a
good-sized chunk of southwest
Canada.
Citizens of British Columbia are among the regular
from Seattle.
tuners-in
to network shows beamed

;
j:
\
!
I
|j

Tacoma boasts the only non-AM !
affiliated FM stations in the state
(KTNT and KTOY). Until March
1949, it was the home city of KVI,
Mutual outlet for Seattle and Tacoma; since the FCC authorized
shift in headquarters the station
has continued to maintain studios ,
and offices in both cities. Outgoing
president of the Washington Assn.
of Broadcasters is H. J. (Tubby)

Seattle Ships Over Half
of Goods Consumed in Alaska

Quilliam, president of KTBI Ta-

Conversely, more than half the
goods consumed in Alaska are
shipped from Seattle. In 1947, the
last year for which the U. S. Dept.
of Commerce compiled and reported
figures on the subject, Seattle's
receipts from Alaska totaled $123.6
millions, and shipments to Alaska
added up to $116.8 millions. The
tremendous growth of the Alaskan
trade is indicated by a comparison
with the year just preceding, 1946,
when the figures were 69.4 and 75.0
millions respectively. The current
rate is close to triple that of 1940.
Radio-wise, too, Seattle and Tacoma are unusual in the national
perspective. For all practical
purposes, the standard broadcasting wave is effectively cut off by the
10,000-foot Cascade Mountain
range to the east. Yet within this
comparatively narrow range, the
Seattle (and to a lesser extent Tacoma) stations exert an influence
out
of
proportion
to the local population.

While there are independent stations in nearby Bremerton and
the smaller surrounding communities, and a Mutual outlet in neighboring Everett, the Seattle stations
command constant audiences. In
the state capital at Olympia, 60
miles from Seattle, there is only one ■
station, a Mutual affiliate.

Seattle has the only NBC and
CBS affiliates in Western Washington and three of the four 50 kw
stations in the state (KOMO KIRO
KING). Seattle had the first television outlet (KRSC-TV) north of
Los Angeles. Paradoxically, the
mountains which restrict the standard broadcasting range help bounce
the video image far beyond the
normal expectancy, with the result

coma.I

Local Programming
Reflects Special Interests
Local programming reflects the |
special interests of the Puget
Sound audience. An outstanding j

example
is The ofOldtheBoat
Puller, \"
a trade journal
air beamed
-J
at commercial fishermen working
along the goes
Pacificon Coast.
KIRO
program
MondayThethrough
Friday at 5:30-6 a.m. — "mug-up
time," work
when for
the a fishermen
their
cup of hotpause
coffee.in
Another peculiarity of Puget
Sound
radioshows,
is the onheavy
emphasis,
in record
Scandinavian
music. There are probably more
schottisches and hambos played on
Seattle's independent stations than
anywhere else this side of the Norwegian fjords.
The U. of Washington, located
in Seattle, also exerts considerable
influence on radio, particularly in
the western part of the state, with
some 14 shows being transcribed
each week at Radio Hall on the

HENRY B. OWEN
F. PAUL McCONKEY
President KING
KTW

H. J. QUILLIAM
General Manager KTBI

'
'
i
';
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campus, for broadcast on more
than a score of stations.
In recent months, several local
stations have made special efforts
to develop worthwhile programs for
listeners of pre-school age. The
Chamber of Commerce has launched
an institutional promotion via The
Seattle Story, over KOMO.
One of the most spectacular success stories in modern advertising
history was a Seattle radio venture,
the zany promotion of The Three
G.I.'s. Relying almost exclusively
on singing commercials, repeated
100 times a week or more on local
stations, the owners of a small
surplus sales outlet, housed in a
tent on the outskirts of Seattle,
built a flourishing business within
three months, and received national
publicity.
During the war, Boeing Airplane
Co. presented The Boeing Hour, a
live talent show produced locally
over KOMO with the principal purposes of recruiting workers and
building employe morale. Last
year, when the same company was
struck by the 14,500 members of the
independent Aeronautical Mechanics Union, Boeing used 50 to 75
spots a day over eight stations,
through Frederick E. Baker and
Assoc., to announce its rehiring
procedures. The company has not
been a consistent user of radio, but
Harold Mansfield, Boeing's director
of public relations, indicated recently that the door is not permanently closed.
Time Differentials
Complicate Schedules
Because of the time differentials
with the East (and with California
and even within the State of Washington, during the daylight-saving
months), stations in the Northwest
have a complex job of program
scheduling. The western networks
generally delay national shows to
make up for the three-hour time
lag, and the local stations occasionally delay them still longer.
Seattle's century-old history
stemmed from hunting, trapping
and fishing, aided by sawmills.
Arrival of the railroads in 1884
and the Alaskan gold rush started
a period of mushrooming growth
which more recently appeared in
the form of war-inspired activity.
Proximity of natural wonders and
Grand Coulee Dam are important
factors.
The city rates highest among 31
cities of comparable size in the
percentage of adults having completed four or more years of college. Wage levels in Seattle and
Tacoma are high. Of 235,400
Seattle families, 132,000 own their
own homes and 134,000 own autos.
Boat ownership in the Puget Sound
area is second in the nation, with
30,732 craft registered. Ownership
of electrical appliances is high as
a result of low power rates.
Stations, advertising agencies
and regional observers see a growing buyers' market. One agency,
Lunke-Maudsley & Assoc., estimates its radio billings in 1949
will be double those a year ago.
BROADCASTING

One TV station, KRSC-TV, has
been on the air since last Thanksgiving Day. A contract was signed
early in May for transfer of
KRSC's TV and FM operations
to KING. Eight applicants seek
the remaining six channels.
Thirteen AM stations serve the
Puget Sound area from Seattle and
Tacoma. They are (including
FM, TV and network affiliations) :
KING and KING-FM; KIRO,
KIRO-FM, CBS; KJR, ABC;
KMC; KOL; KOMO, KOMO-FM,
NBC; KRSC, KRSC-FM, KRSCTV; KTBI; KTW; KVI, MBS;
KXA; and KTNT and KTOY (exclusively FM). In surrounding
markets are KBRO Bremerton,
KRKO Everett (MBS), KRKL
Kirkland and KXRN Renton.

Tacoma
KTBI
KMO
KVI
KTW**

Area's TV Sets
Expected to Reach 10,000

*Rate listed is for Yz hour
**Time sold only to religious
broadcasters

Dealers report an estimated
40,000 sets installed which receive
FM. Number of TV sets is expected to reach 10,000 by the end
of 1949. KRSC-TV has a 20-hour
weekly schedule including the four
TV network services by kinescope.
Interest has been spurred by PostIntelligencer promotion and enthusiasm of several department stores.
Transit Radio came to Washington last February, when KTNT's
FM programs were first beamed to
Tacoma Transit Company vehicles.
The station, owned by the News
Tribune, started in October 1948,
and when it launched transitcasting, it had some fifty advertisers,
both national and local, and 14,000
FM receivers in the primary coverage area, excluding Seattle. There
are 136 vehicles in the Tacoma
system, carrying a total of 2,500,000 riders a month.
In Seattle, too, both the Transit
System and the stations with FM
affiliates have expressed interest in
the new advertising medium, and
engineering tests have been held,
but the program has not yet been
inaugurated.
The Seattle-Tacoma radio market has an important local revenue
source not common to most areas
— advertising dentists and optometrists. One such dental client, Dr.
L. R. Clark, is the largest single
user of radio in Seattle, placing
through Lunke-Maudsley & Assoc.
along with its subsidiary, Boston
Dentists. The client has spent as
much as $15,000 (now $6,000)
a month on radio, 90% of its advertising budget, using all local
stations.
Binyon Optometrists spends
$35,000 a year in Washington, placing through Wallace Mackay Agency, Seattle.
Public utilities are active radio
users, including Seattle and Tacoma publicly-owned light systems
and the competing privately-owned
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.,
which was the largest sponsor for
many years. Puget Sound's budget
has dropped with imminence of a
loss of its Seattle franchise in 1952,
but it is still active on the air and
buys extra time in emergencies.
Seattle Transit System spends 25%
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GENERAL RATES
SEATTLE-TACOMA
(For One Time, One
Station
Class
A
Seattle
150.00
KING
$216.00
KIRO
375.00
100.00
KOL
KOMO*
280.00
KJR
75.00
KXA
KRSC
100.00
40.00
90.00
100.00
200.00

FOR
AREA
Hour)
Class
B
$108.00
75.00
187.50
60.00
140.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
100.00

of its budget in radio, mainly spots.
Department stores are consistent
time buyers. Frederick & Nelson
Concert Hour on KRSC seven days
a week is the city's oldest consecutive program and recently celebrated its 6,000th hourly broadcast.
The store is an affiliate of Marshall
Field & Co. Other programs include Light Concert Hour, five
weekly, on KJR and 10-minute
daily INS newsreel on KRSC-TV.
Agency
Merrill. is Hiddleston, Evans &
Bon Marche, Allied Stores Corp.
affiliate, has two live musical programs. Tone Portraits, on KOMO
(Sunday, 3:30-4 p.m.), and Piano
Melodies (Monday through Friday,
4:30-4:45 p.m.), both of which have
won NRDGA awards. Margaret
Campbell, Bon Marche radio director, writes the continuity. The
store sponsors baseball telecasts.
Rhodes, a home-owned department store, has two shows on the
air in Seattle, both on KJR. Homemaker's Edition of the News is
offered at 9:00-9:15 a.m. Monday
through Saturday, with basically
institutional promotion; this show
has been sponsored by Rhodes for
over six years. Top Seven, which
was launched in 1948, presents the
hit tunes of the week, and is broadcast Thursday evenings from 8:30
to 9.
Local Auto Dealers
Buy Considerable Time
Other active retailers are Weisfield & Goldberg, jewelers; Irving's
Men's Store, with outlets in Seattle
and Tacoma; Sherman Clay, musicalniture
instruments;
Grunbaum's
FurCo.; Standard
Furniture;
Ben Tipp, credit jewelers.
Several auto dealers also put a
good-sized share of their advertising budgets into radio, including Riach Oldsmobile (Sunday night
newscasts), Smith-Gandy, Ford
agency (heavy spot schedule, plus
college basketball games) , Dick
DuBois, Hudson dealer (nightly
announcements following Richfield
News) , and William O. McKay,
July

Ford agency (Fulton Lewis jr.,
nightly) . Of the local banks, the
heaviest radio users in their respective cities are Seattle-First
National, with a half-hour weekly
choral program on KOMO and
spots on KVI, and Pacific First
Federal, in Tacoma, which uses
spots on all stations in the home
city plus Bellingham and Seattle,
Washington, and Portland and
Eugene, Oregon.
Heaviest regional spot schedule
is that of Olympia Brewing Co., in
Olympia, sponsoring 11,232 spots
on 28 Washington stations in 194950 through Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner. The spots are of the
public
service type, promoting traffic safety.
Fisher Flouring Mills, owning
KOMO, bought spot and network
time in the 11 western states in
the past and may do so again on
a large scale. At present the company has 12 newscasts a week on
KOMO, paying the full rate, plus
participations on KVI and some
spot in Oregon and occasionally
California. The company owned
both KOMO and KJR up to 1945,
selling the latter to Birt Fisher
(no relation), former KOMO-KJR
manager, who then sold KJR to
Marshall Field. The Fisher account is placed
by Pacific National
Advertising
Agency.
Pacific uses radio extensively for
its 30-odd clients, with 40% of
their total budgets going into the
medium. President William H.
Horsley, Secretary H. 0. Stone and
Radio Director Trevor Evans are
radio and TV-minded. Mr. Evans
recalls that a Fisher Flouring Mills
radio offer to send a package of
flour free to Europe for every boxtop from Bisket-Mix sent in by
listeners produced enough flour to
make 150,000 loaves of bread.
That happened last year, as did
a successful early-morning radio
campaign to unload thousands of
flags just before July 4. A leading
PNAA account is Washington
State Fruit Commission, placing
spots locally and nationally to sell
fruit crops quickly as they ripen.
Washington Cooperative Farmers
Assn. buys New England radio on
a year-round basis to sell Lynden
Canning Kitchens products. Federal Old Line Life Insurance Co.
has a transcribed choral series in
Washington.
Romig C. Fuller and Associates
is one of the few agency organizations on the Pacific Coast confining its activities exclusively to
radio and television advertising.
Accounts represented by the agency
include some of the best in Seattle.
Some of the city's largest advertisers, with advertising offices of
their own, employ the agency to
handle radio and television.
Mr. Fuller's thorough knowledge
of the Seattle and western Washington market, together with his
20 years experience in selling
by radio, is highly regarded by
local broadcasters and advertisers
alike.
Key personnel of the agency are
all radio veterans. Mr. Fuller
and his wife, Mary, act as spark
(Continued on Seattle-Tacoma 8)
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plugs for the entire organization.
Mary Fuller is well grounded in
radio, having started in the earlydays of KGW Portland in charge
of the women's programs. She
did daily broadcasts for the first
U. of Oregon extension program
on the air. She later brought
her highly original show Mary's
Friendly
'Garden
NBC-KOMO
Seattle and
from tothere
stepped
to a CBS network program originating in Hollywood. She currently
directs program activities for the
agency. Cecil Pattee, traffic manager, has a background of practical selling and finance. Alexander Hull, associate writer, has
been nationally recognized for his
short stories.
MacWilkins, Cole & Weber
Accounts Heavy Radio Users
Seven of the accounts of Mac
Wilkins, Cole & Weber put 25% or
more of their budgets into radio.
The agency has offices in Seattle
and Portland, Ore. A. E. Cole is
president and W. H. Sandiford is
account executive and radio supervisor for the whole agency. Working with Mr. Sandiford are Robert
Woolson, Seattle radio director,
and Jack Sugg, account executive
and radio director for Portland.
The agency has an unusual radio
policy. It first recommends against
the medium. Then if the facts
point toward use of radio, the
agency goes all out to use it constructively and profitably. Mr.
Sandiford points to the history of
one client. Pacific Food Products
(Sunny Jim) as an example of the
policy. When the agency first acquired the account, use of radio
was opposed because the budget
was not adequate to do a consistent
job.
In March of last year the client
was advised to test radio via an
ABC cooperative in Seattle, where
its distribution is heavy. Objective is to establish the Sunny Jim
label on a par with nationally
advertised products. If it works
out, radio may be extended. At
the moment radio gets 70% of the
sponsor's budget.
Fahey-Brockman, largest men's
clothing store in the Northwest,

J. ARCHIE MORTON
General Manager KJR

puts half its budget in radio. Yellow Cab Co., another Mac Wilkins
account, has used radio exclusively
since last November to promote its
late-night cab service. West Coast
Airlines, feeder line, uses spots in
Seattle and Portland, supplemented
by spots in 20 cities along its route.
Other Mac Wilkins radio accounts
include Ben Tipp, jewelers; Buchan
Baking Co., and Seattle Transit
System.
Mr. Sandiford contends radio
keeps the consumer consistently
aware of a client's product, and has
a cumulative effect surpassing that
of other media. Those benefiting
most from radio are those using
it most consistently, he says.
Another active agency in the
market is the Seattle branch of
Honig-Cooper, with Warren E.
Kraft as agency vice president and
manager of its Seattle office, and
Charlotte Smith as account executive and radio director. Largest radio account is Centennial
Flouring Mills, spending a third of
its budget in radio. The account is
watching TV's development.
Brown & Haley Candy Co., of
Tacoma concentrates on radio for
its Almond Roca candy, and has
vastly expanded its distribution by
use of radio. Pioneer Sand &
Gravel promotes home modernization by radio.
Lunke-Maudsley
Has Largest Radio Account
Lunke-Maudsley & Assoc. handles the largest single radio account
in the Northwest, Dr. L. R. Clark.
The partnership was formed last
year, when Craig G. Maudsley left
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample in Hollywood to join James R. Lunke &
Assoc. Other accounts include
Troy, Empire and City Launderers
and Dry Cleaners, Studebaker and
Hudson dealers and a group of TV
set distributors. The agency feels
most advertisers under-spend when
they use radio.
Condon Co., headquartering in
Tacoma, is an active radio agency.
Howard R. Smith, secretary-treasurer and account executive, says
radio has done a fine job for the
agency's clients. President of
Condon is Roscoe A. Smith, no relation. Condon places Cammarano

SAUL HAAS
President KIRO

VERNICE IRWIN
Pres., Gen. Mgr. KVI

Caravan, a giveaway show, on five
stations, using shortwave and recording techniques, for Cammarano
Brothers, soft drink bottler. The
program represents 70% of the
account's budget, with cost spread
tively.
among franchise houses cooperaTacoma Mortuary
Among Condon Accounts
Other Condon clients include
C. C. Mellinger Co., Tacoma mortuary, with an organ program;
Maxwell Petroleum Co.; Tacoma
City Light; Pacific First Federal
Savings and Loan Assn.; Fuel Oil
Service; Western Furnaces; Tacoma Transit only).
Co., and Nalley's Inc.
(mayonnaise
Robert S. Nichols Adv. Agency
personally voices all his client's
programs on the air. He estimates
his clients have spent a half -million
dollars in radio in the past decade.
Main accounts are Bartell Drug
Co., local chain, which has sponsored the five-weekly Radio Parade 11 years; Pantorium cleaner
and laundry; Bonney- Watson, funeral parlor.
Other leading agencies which use
radio for their clients in SeattleTacoma include: H. J. McGrath
and Assoc. (principally furniture
accounts, both manufacturing and
retail) ; Hiddleston, Evans and Merrill (Frederick and Nelson department store, Smith-Gandy Ford
agency and
loans,; Clark's
taurantauto
Enterprises)
Strang Resand
Prosser (Puget Sound Power and
Light Co., Charles H. Lilly home
garden and farm products, Dr. Roy
Mellor advertising dentists); Wallace Mackay Agency (Binyon optometrists, Charles E. Sullivan
florist. Western Motors KaiserFrazer distributors, Seattle City
Light Co., Bardahl Oil Co.) ; Frederick E. Baker and Assoc. (Alaska
Steamship Co., Riach Oldsmobile) ;
and the Seattle office of Ruthrauff
and Ryan (Interstate Brewery,
Pictsweet) .
Also Allied Adv. Agencies, Advertising Counselors Inc., Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Bozell &
Jacobs, Keene and Keene, Martin
and Tuttle, Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Pearson and Morgan, Sharp
Adv. Agency and J. Walter Thompson.
And, with headquarters in Tacoma, Butler Emmett, O'Connel
Regan, and Robert Sconce.
LINCOLN W. MILLER
Exec. V.P. KXA
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Station Manager KRSC
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LEONARD H. HIGGINS
Station Manager KTNT (FM)
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KJR

doesn't

reach

everybody!

But KJR c/oes blanket the rich western Washington market,
where 1,321,100 radio listeners enjoy one of the world's
richest-per-capita incomes.
Best of all, KJR's 5000 watts at 950 kc. cover the importBMB).ant area that any 50,000 watts would reach (check your
And "the beauty of it is"-it costs YOU so much LESSI
Talk with AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., about KJR!
for Western Woshington...An Affiliate of the
American Broadcasting Company
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STATION

HISTORIES

KING KING-FM
2111 Smith Tower, Seattle
Main 1090
1090 kc 50 kw
94.9 mc 48 kw (CP)
FOUNDED in 1927 as KVL and
later known successively as KEEN
and KEVR, the station was sold in
1947 to King Broadcasting Co., its
present owner. When call letters
were changed to KING at that
time, the royal motif was introduced into all promotion, as well
as on such programs as KING'S
Ballroom, KING'S Kindergarten
and KING Klock.
First president and general manager of the KING organization
were Mrs. Scott Bullitt and Henry
B. Owen; they served until this
spring, when Mr. Owen was elected
president and Hugh M. Feltis,
former BMB president, was appointed station manager. Station
is affiliated with Pacific Northwest
Broadcasters group on national
sales.

KING Is State's
First 50 kw Independent
Formerly 10 kw, KING a few
months ago became the first 50 kw
independent in the State of Washington. Its FM affiliate has been
on the air since February 1948 and
has a construction permit for 48
kw. Station also has a TV application before FCC. AM transmitter on Vashon-Maury Island. FM
transmitter is on Smith Tower.
Subject to FCC approval, KING
has purchased the TV and FM operations ofKRSC Seattle. In May,
1949, KING started all-night operations, becoming only station in
the area to do so.
Self-styled "Sports Voice of the
Northwest," the station's sportcaster, Leo Lassen, brings listeners
professional baseball. Heaviest advertisers on KING are those who
sponsor sports broadcasts: Associated Oil (intercollegiate football
and basketball), Signal Oil and
Hanson Baking (co-sponsors of pro
baseball) .
Program director is Dave Crockett, who before his appointment
early this year operated his own
radio production agency, with wife
Marge
Station's
phoneto
number McPherson.
is the only one
in Seattle
duplicate the dial setting.
KIRO KIRO-FM
Cobb Bldg., Seattle
Seneca 1500
710 kc 50 kw
100.7 mc 7 kw
KIRO is owned and operated by the
Queen City Broadcasting Co., organized in 1927 by the late Moritz
M. Thomsen, owner of the Pacific
Coast Biscuit Co. for the purpose
of operating a station with call letters KPCB. In 1935 the stock was
purchased
from
the Thomsen
family by the present owners, and
the call letters were changed to
Page 10 Seattlc-Tacoma
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KIRO. Present officers are Saul
Haas, president; Louis K. Lear,
chairman of the board; Harold N.
Graves, vice president and secretary; Loren B. Stone, vice president and station manager. Mon C.
Wallgren, former governor of
Washington, is a minority stockholder.
At about the time ownership
changed hands, FCC authorized increase in hours of operation from
daytime only to fulltime. increase
in power from 250 to 500 w, and
operation on present frequency of
710 kc. During: the first two vears
thereafter, KIRO was unaffiliated
with any network, depending on
records, transcriptions and local
programs to build its audience. In
1936, power increase to 1 kw was
authorized; in October 1937. KIRO
became Seattle's CBS outlet, and
on June 30, 1941, the station began
operation with 50 kw — at that
time the only station with such
power north of San Francisco and
Salt Lake City and west of Minneapolis.
Interim operation of FM affiliate
duplicates AM programs. Application for TV channel is before FCC.
Studios are in basement of Cobb
Bldg. and transmitter is on Vashon
Island. KIRO uses remote facilities— shortwave transmitter and
tape-recorder — primarily for covering crew races, skiing on Mount
Rainier and major local news
events.
Sales Manager William F.
Tucker, Program Director Kenneth
Yeend and Chief Engineer James
Hatfield have a long record of service with the station.
KJR
Skinner Bldg., Seattle
Elliott 5890
950 kc 5 kw
ESTABLISHED in 1923, KJR was
bought by NBC and affiliated with
the Gold (later Blue) network.
Then, as the network relinquished
ownershin of its Blue-affiliated stations, KJR was sold to Fisher
Flouring Mills, owner also of the
Red network-affiliated KOMO. In
1946 KJR was purchased by
Marshall Field. At about the same
time it became the ABC basic station affiliate for Seattle, Tacoma
and Puget Sound area.

Morton, Gerbel, Jordan
Now Top Management
Top management now includes
J. Archie Morton, general manager; Arthur Gerbel Jr.. sales
manager, and Maitland Jordan,
national sales manager. Basic
programming emphasis is on local
news, local features and special
events, developed under guidance
of Roland Bradley, program director. With approximately 40%
of the programs originating locally, KJR claims the highest proJuly 11, 1949
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portion of local time among the
area's network affiliates. Station's
TV application has been filed with
FCC.
In conjunction with the Community Chest and Council, KJR
last year launched a 15-minute
panel currently produced by U. of
Washington to supplement ABC's
Child's World drawing wide commendation. Its public service programming also includes the Sunday
afternoon God's Country, featuring
the Right Rev. Stephen F. Bayne
Jr., Episcopal Bishop of Olympia
Diocese, and Police Dept. Reports,
a 15-minute weekly program.
KMC
914 '/2
Broadway, Tacoma
Main 4144
1360 kc 5 kw
KMO's history dates from Aug. 25,
1926, when it went on the air with
a power of 250 w on 250 meters.
It is owned and operated by Carl
E. Haymond, owner also of KIT
Yakima and president of KITO
San Bernardino, Calif., both ABC
affiliates.
Early studios of KMO were divided between the Winthrop Hotel
and Rhodes Department Store.
Present studio space occupies most
of the upper floor of the Keyes
Bldg. in Tacoma.
Power Increases
Mark Station's Development
Several power increases have
marked the station's development.
KMO had been licensed five years
prior to its inaugural date in 1926,
as a 10-watter. Then, in 1927,
power was raised to 500 w, in 1937
to 1 kw, and in 1940 to 5 kw.
Affiliation with the Mutual-Don
Lee Network came in 1937, and
was relinquished in August 1946.
Mr. Haymond points with pride to
his Tacoma station as "the original
Pacific Northwest news station,"
with emphasis on local news since
1936, when the station set up its
own independent news bureau. The
Tacoma Bureau of United Press is
now located at KMO with UP
staffers handling local news coverage for the eight quarter-hour
newscasts daily.
Latest advancement of KMO was
installation last fall of a new
transmitter on the highway between Tacoma and Seattle. On
June 3 KMO filed application for a
Tacoma TV channel.

Outlets

KOL
Northern Life Tower, Seattle
Main 2312
1300 kc 5 kw
FOUNDED in 1922 and still owned
by the Seattle Broadcasting Co.
(Archie G. Taft Sr., president),
KOL has at various times been
the Seattle affiliate of CBS and
Mutual, but is now independent. It
has two studios in the Northern
Life Tower, a downtown office
building, and transmitter on Harbor Island.
Oliver A. Runchey is business
manager, Archie G. Taft Jr., is
commercial manager and Perry C.
Lind is chief engineer. Principal
program emphasis is on music,
with disc jockeys running two and
three hours at a stretch during the
day. KOL's Question Mint is
Seattle's only local quiz show permitting participation of both a
telephone and a studio audience, the
station reports.
Station says it was the first to
work out a mutual promotion arrangement with the Post-Intelligencer, Seattle's morning daily.
KOMO KOMO-FM
100 Fourth Ave. North, Seattle
Seneca 6000
1000 kc 50 kw
98.9 mc 14.4 kw
IN THE fall of 1926, 0. D. Fisher,
president of Fisher Flouring Mills,
organized several Seattle businessmen and potential radio sponsors
into a group known as Totem
Broadcasters Inc., and on Dec. 31
of that year he and his colleagues
had KOMO officially on the air,
with 1 kw on 920 kc.
Station Ownership Has
Remained Same Since 1926

Ownership of the station has remained the same since then, and
KOMO is still "Fisher's Blend Station Inc." The location of the studios has change twice — from the
Cobb Bldg. to the Skinner Bldg. in
1933, and last year to the new
structure on the Denny Regrade.
Several shifts also took place in the
assigned wavelength and KOMO
has been at 1000 kc since May 1944.
In its first year of operation,
owing to the backing of the 14
sponsors, KOMO says it was on the
air more hours with live talent
shows than any other U. S. station.
The station's NBC affiliation dates
back to April 5, 1927. Power was
Jerry Geehan is station manincreased to 5 kw in 1936, and to
ager, Ted Knightlinger assistant
50 kw in 1948 when station's new
manager, and Raymond T. Mc- plant
was opened.
Kenzie, sales manager. The staKOMO now duplicates all its
tion follows three types of block
AM programs on FM during the
programming, with easy-to-listen
18-hour broadcasting day. The
music, continuing news coverage
studios and the 492-foot FM tower
and heavy concentration on sports.
can be adapted to television if the
Uncle Wally's Health & Happiness
Club, for Federal Bakery, is called station's application is approved.
0. W. Fisher, electrical engineer,
the oldest continuous commercial
show in the Northwest (since is president and general manager
August 1926).
of KOMO.
Other executive perBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

sonnel includes R. D. McCornack,
assistant to the president; Ray
Baker, commercial manager; W.
W. Warren, program manager, and
Richard E. Green, manager of
national sales and sales service.
The station is said to be the only
one in the Northwest with its own
home economist. Its new building
also houses Pacific Northwest headquarters of United Press.

games, as well as broadcasts of
other school and professional
sports events.
The station was first in Seattle
with FM, Feb. 1, 1947, and TV,
Nov. 25, 1948. KRSC-TV is still
the only video outlet in Washington, and carries programs of NBCTV, CBS-TV, ABC-TV and DuMont Network.

KTW
Seventh Ave. and Spring St.,
Seattle
Main 2056 and Seneca 0644
1250 kc 1 kw

KTNT (FM)
1701 South Eleventh, Tacoma
Market 7181
97.3 me 10 kw
NEWEST commercial station in
the area, KTNT went on the air
Oct, 26, 1948, when there were an
estimated 12,000 FM receivers in
the primary coverage area excluding Seattle. The area's FM circulation is estimated at 40,000 sets.
Owned by Tacoma News Tribune,
the station introduced Transit
Radio to the area, via vehicles of
the Tacoma Transit Co., Feb. 15,
1949.
Station manager is Leonard H.
Higgins; assistant manager and
chief engineer is Max H. Bice.
In addition to routine Transit
Radio programming, KTNT carries a variety of local live shows
in the evening, including commentaries, sports, discussion panels
and music from local schools.

OLDEST station in the Pacific
Northwest is KTW, founded in
1920. Owned by the First Presbyterian Church of Seattle (Dr. F.
Paul McConkey, pastor), KTW
operates part-time, sharing its frequency with KWSC Pullman.
Schedule provides broadcasting
time from 7:30-11 p.m. Sundays
and 7:30-10:30 p.m. Thursdays
and all legal holidays.
Programming Emphasis
Is Exclusively Religious
Programming emphasis is exclusively religious. While the station
is non-commercial, some of the religious programs it carries are
sponsored. Staff includes James S.
Ross, manager and chief engineer,
Robert Stuart Vogt, program director, and three licensed engineers.
KRSC KRSC-FM KRSC-TV
2939 Fourth Ave. South, Seattle
Elliott 2480
1150 kc 1 kw
98.1 me 15 kw
Channel' 5 (TV) 22.5 kw
IN 23 YEARS, KRSC has grown
from a 50 w broadcasting station
located in a garage on Lake Washington into a 1 kw operation, with
FM and TV affiliates. Established
in November 1926 by Palmer K.
Leberman, who is still president of
Radio Sales Corp., the KRSC licensee, the station moved headquarters several times in ensuing
years: To the Henry Bldg. in 1927 ;
to the Spring Apartment Hotel in
1929; to the penthouse of the
Washington Athletic Club two
years later, then to 819 Fairview
Place, and finally to the present
location.
Robert E. Priebe, station general
manager, joined Mr. Leberman
during the first year of operation.
Other executives who have been
with the station from its early
days are George A. Freeman, chief
engineer, and Ted Bell, program
manager. Al P. Hunter is sales
manager. Personnel has virtually
tripled since September 1948. An
important newcomer is television
producer-director, Lee Schulman.
In KRSC's early days, the station built its audience with "lots of
music at all hours," and the oldest
consecutive broadcast in Seattle —
the Frederick and Nelson Concert
Hour — is still running on KRSC.
Since the fall of 1935, the station
also has offered exclusive radio
coverage of high-school football
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KTBI
Center at Pine, Tacoma
Broadway 2241
810 kc 1 kw-D
ONE OF the last stations to be
licensed by FCC before the war,
KTBI was established by a group
of local businessmen under the corporate name Tacoma Broadcasters
Inc., in 1941. H. J. Quilliam, president of Muzak in Seattle, bought
the station in 1945 and moved in as
president in the spring of 1946,
when the station was shifted from
1490 kw 250 w fulltime to the present daytime assignments.
Facilities Built for TV;
Application Filed
KTBI moved to its present location in the north end of the city
in 1947. The facilities were built
with television in mind, and a TV
application has been filed.
The station's schedule runs
slightly ahead of the clock, so that
KTBI is airing music while other
stations in the area are giving station breaks. Station specializes in
vertical cut transcriptions, using
both World and Associated services.
In addition to "Tubby" Quilliam,
Ed Lovelace as general manager,
KTBI executives include King
Mitchell as commercial manager,
Ann Bennfield as progijam director
and Walt Eddy as chief engineer.

KVI
Camlin Hotel, Seattle
Seneca 4848
Rust Bldg., Tacoma
Broadway 4211
570 kc 5 kw
ESTABLISHED in Tacoma in 1928
by E. M. Doernbecker and a group
of associates KVI has maintained
studios in Seattle for ten of the
past 21 years. An application to
designate the main studios as Seattle was approved by FCC effective
March 30, 1949, although studios
will be maintained in both cities.
Mrs. Laura M. Doernbecher,
widow of the founder, is present
owner, and her daughter, Mrs.
Vernice Irwin, is station president
and general manager. When Mrs.
Irwin took over in 1937, she was
one of the few women station managers west of the Mississippi. Earl
T. Irwin is commercial manager.
Established as an independent
station, KVI became the Tacoma
outlet for CBS in 1932, reverted to
independent status in 1941, and
gained its present affiliation with
Mutual for Seattle and Tacoma in
1946.
Most of the local advertising accounts come from Seattle. Best
result getter is said to be Sunrise
Club, with Harry Long as m. c.
The program dates to the beginning of the station.

THE

KXA
312 Bigelow Bldg., Seattle
Seneca 1000
770 kc 1 kw
KXA was established in 1926 on
570 kc. Owner of the station is
KXA Inc., with Wesley I. Dumm
as president and other stockholders
of KSFO San Francisco among the
directors. Lincoln W. Miller, executive vice president, came to the
station early in 1948, after several
years with KXOA Sacramento and
the U. S. State Dept.
Since inception, KXA's program
policy has been to emphasize music
and news, and it is still the only
station in Seattle to provide a fiveminute news summary every hour
throughout the broadcast day.
Four of these newscasts have been
expanded to quarter hours daily to
utilize the talents of veteran
Seattle newscaster Dick Keplinger,
who broadcasts from a special
studio at his home. Station goes
off the air at local sunset time,
coming back on at 10 p.m. and
broadcasting until 2:45 a.m., the
latest time of any station in
Seattle.
Robert Kilpatriek is local sales
manager.
One of theisstation's
selling arguments
its placechief
on
the dial, which is "in the area
where
Seattle
listens."
Reason 89%
is thatof KXA
is the
only
Seattle independent located between the local network outlets.
Other executives include Ben Harkins, program director, and John
Dubuque, chief engineer.

PEOPLE
HEAR

WHO
KVI

BUY. . .
SEAniE

with its 5000 watts on 570 kilocycles — KVI blankets
the richest part of the Washington market with a
strong signal that sells merchandise.
NOW with main studios in Seattle's Camlin
Hotel, KVI continues to maintain studios in
Tacoma, giving plus service to its listeners
and to its advertisers. On its favorable low
frequency — KVI is heard far south into
Oregon and north into Canada . . .
bringing popular local and network
programs to thousands of Pacific
Northwest radio homes. No wonder so many timebuyers find:
the BUY is KVII

MORE
PULLING POWER
PER KILOWATT
KVI is proud of the responsiveness
of its audience. Test after test hos
shown KVI gets more returns per
dollar spent . . . has more pulling
power
kilowatt. Ask for
yourproof.
Hollingbery perrepresentative

DON LEE MUTUAL
SEATTLE
• TACOMA
National Representative:

Telecasting

and

PUGET SOUND AREA
George P. Hollingbery Co.
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QUESTION:

What radio trade publication has the
largest paid circulation?

ANSWER:

We do . . . over 15,000 copies.

QUESTION:

Do you maintain, according to the
"readership projection formula", that
each copy is read by an average of
four people?

ANSWER:

We do ... it means a total readership of over 60,000.

QUESTION:

Do you have a convenient circulation
breakdown which shows the types of
radio people your magazine reaches?
We do . . . Broadcasting reaches
them all. These figures are from our
sworn circulation statement of June
27, 1949.

ANSWER:

Radio Advertisers (National and Regional) . . 2,904
Advertising Agencies (National and Regional) 2,305
Station and Network Personnel
5,695
Representatives and Services
Others
TOTAL
QUESTION:

759
3,775
15,438

Do you find, from impartial sources
of information (linage figures, for
instance), that Broadcasting is considered the finest advertising buy in
the field?

ANSWER:

We certainly do.

NETWORK
BOXSCORE
commercials on the four nationwide networks. May 3T
269
network commercials starting during June
8
network commercials ending during June
28
commercials on the four nationwide networks, June 30
249
June Additions
SPONSOR
PROGRAM
NETWORK
TIME
AGENCY
Sterling Drug Inc.
My True Story
ABC Tues. & Thurs. Dancer-Fitzger10-10:25 a.m. aid-Sample
Voice of Prophecy
The Voice of
ABC Sun. 9:30-10 a.m. Western Adv.
Prophecy
Agency
American Bakeries
Lone Ranger
ABC Mon.,
7:30-8 Wed.,
p.m. Fri. Tucker, Wayne
Gospel
Broadcasting OldRevival
FashionedHour
ABC Sun. 8-9 p.m. R. H. Alber Co.
Assn.
Miller Brewing Co.
Lawrence
Welk
ABC Wed. 9:30-10 p.m. Klau-Van
Show
PietersomDulap Assoc.
U. S. Steel Corp.
NBC Symphony
NBC Sun. 8:30-9:30 p.m. BBDO
General Mills
Sam Hayes, Night NBC Tues., Thurs., Sat., Knox-Reeves
Reporter
Sun. 10-10:15 p.m.
Greystone Press
Mr. Fix-It
MBS Sun. 5:30-5:45 p.m. H. B. Humphrey
June Deletions
Gillette Safety Cavalcade of Sports ABC Fri. 10 p.m. to Maxon Inc.
Razor Co.
Concl.
Goodyear
Kudner Adv.
& Rubber Tire
Co. Greatest
Ever ToldStory ABC Sun. 6:30-7 p.m.
Libby, McNeill My True Story ABC Tues., Thurs. J. Walter
& Libby
10-10:25 a.m. Thompson
Kelvinator Human
Side ABC Mon.
-Fri. 7-7:05
Geyer,
Newell
of News
p.m.
& Ganger
Phiico Corp. Bing Crosby ABC Wed. 10-10:30 p.m. Hutchins Adv.
Quaker Oats Talk Your Way
ABC Mon., Wed., Fri.
C. J. LaRoche
Out of It
3-3:30 p.m,.
Quaker Oats Challenge of Yukon ABC Mon., Wed., Fri.
Sherman &
5-5:30 p.m. Marquette
Westinghouse Ted Malone ABC Mon. -Fri. McCann-Erickson
Electric Corp.
11:30-11:45 a.m.
Derby Foods Sky King
ABC Tues., Thurs., and Needham, Louis
on alternate weeks, & Brorby
Mon.,
5-5:30 Wed.,
p.m. Fri.
General Mills Jack Armstrong
ABC (alternates
Sky King) with Knox-Reeves
Texas Co.
Milton Berle ABC Wed. 9-9:30 p.m. Kudner Adv.
U. S. Steel Corp. Theatre
Guild on
ABC Sun.
the Air
p.m. 9:30-10:30 BBDO
D. L. & W. Coal Co. The Shadow MBS Sun. 5-5:30 p.m.
RuthraufF & Ryan
From Corp. Sports Thrill MBS Sat. 9:55-10 p.m.
VanSant
Dugdale &
Trimount Clothes Sherlock Holmes
MBS Mon. 8:30-8:55 p.m. William
traub WeinCudahy Packing Nick Carter MBS Sun. 6:30-7 p.m.
Grant Adv.
Wander Co.
Capt. Midnight MBS Mon.-Fri.
5:45 p.m. 5:30- Hill-Blackett
Carter Co.
Jimmy Fidler MBS Sun. 9:30-9:45 p.m. Sullivan,
Colwell StaufFer,
&
Bayles
Serutan
Gabriel Heatter
MBS Tues.,
Thurs. 7:30- Durstine
7:45 p.m.
Colgate-PalmoliveBlondie
NBC
Wed.
8-8:30
p.m.
William Esty
Peet
Ford Motor Co. Fred Allen NBC Sun. 8-8:30 p.m.
J.Thompson
Walter
R. J. Reynolds Screen Guild NBC Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m. William Esty
Western Auto Supply Circle Arrow NBC Sun. 10:30-11 a.m. Bruce B. Brewer
Coca Cola
Morton Downey
NBC Tues.,
Thurs., p.m.
Sat. D'Arcy Adv.
11:15-11:30
Coca
Cola
Spike
Jones
CBS
Sat.
7-7:30
p.m.
D'Arcy Adv.
General Foods Gang Busters CBS Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.
Young
Rubicam&
General
Motors Lum 'n' Abner
CBS Sun. 8:30-9 p.m.
Foote,
Cone &
(Frigidaire)
Belding
BeldingCone &
Hall Bros.
Hallmark Playhouse CBS Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m. Foote,
June One-Timers
Gillette
Safety
Belmont
Stakes
CBS Sat.,
Razor Co.
5 p.m.June 12, 430- Maxon Inc.
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

BUSSES USE AM
WLRP Installs 6-Tube Sets
WLRP New Albany, Ind., 1 kw
daytimer on 1570 kc, has started
installing AM receivers in all
;ity busses and in busses running
from New Albany to Jeffersonville,
End., and Louisville. Roy L.
Hickox, WLRP president-general
nanager, said the six-tube sets
using 12-volt power are tuned
;o WLRP's frequency. Two speak3rs are used in each bus, in front
md rear.
Frozen frequency sets are being
nstalled in the bus stations also,
Mr. Hickox said.
Passenger-listeners represent a
'bonus" without increase in rates,
iVLRP is telling prospective advertisers.
J. R. Barr, president of the
iransit system in New Albany,
aid the public has been quick to
JROADCASTING

approve the bus radios. He considers inauguration of the plan an
outstanding public service, WLRP
reports.
Spot Radio Handbook
PUBLICATION of a spot radio
handbook has been announced by
Standard Rate & Data Service
Inc., Chicago, 111. The 64-page
handbook, a report and interpretation of spot time buying habits
and practices, is designed as a
contribution to a clearer understanding and identification of various means used by radio stations
to promote spot time sales. Included are interviews with advertising and sales executives, agency
heads, account executives, media
directors and timebuyers who use
spot radio as to their selection of
stations, and sources of buying
information.

• Telecasting

oinmatcicLk

H

ENRY FLYNN, former manager
of CBS Radio Sales in Los Angeles, will move to New York
as account executive Aug. 15. Mr.
Flynn hassociated
been
aswith CBS

IT'S ONLYAFEW
BILLION

Hollywood
in since
various capacities
1936, except for five
yearsice wartime
servwith the Navy.
RICHARD
NEL
has O'DONbeen
named local sales
manager of KSJO
and KSJO-FM San

...but
WILL
YOUR

YOU

GET

SHARE?

Jose, Calif.
EDMUND PILLA, formerly with
WEEI Boston and now deleted WORL
Boston,city.
has joined sales staff of WCOP
same

$2,995,897,000.00
1948
Retail
Sales* in WOW-LAND
counties
(BMB).

GUY WADSWORTH, formerly with
sales staff of WONE Dayton, Ohio,
has been appointed sales representative
of WLWD (TV) same city.
ROBERT ROHRS, formerly of sales
staff of Dayton Rubber Co., Dayton,
Ohio, has joined WPAT Paterson, N. J.,
in same capacity.

Alltailauthorities
year's. resales may be agree
slightlythislower
..
BUT . '. . they also say . .
of 1949 retail sales will
be made in the third
26 f«
28
of
1949 retail sales will
quarter;
be made in the fourth
quarter.

AAAA
CHAPTERS
Two New Groups Added
ADDITION of two chapters to the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies has been announced by
the group. There are now 13 local
AAAA units.
Reactivating a chapter inactive
since 1942, a Rocky Mountain
group has been formed in Denver.
Following
are the
new chapter's
elected
officers:
Chairman,
Cecil R.
Conner, Conner Advertising
Agency Inc.; vice chairman, Harold
Walter Clark of Harold Walter
Clark Inc.; secretary - treasurer,
Carl A. Salstrand of Ball & Davidson Inc.
Member agencies have formed
a Spokane chapter with the following as officers: Chairman, Charles
R. Devine, Syverson-Kelley Inc.;
vice chairman, J. Walter McLean,
Tomowske Advertising Agency
Inc.; secretary-treasurer, Vernon
L. Carey, Pacific National Advertising Agency. The Spokane group is
an outgrowth of the Washington
(State) Chapter, which has changed
its name to the Puget Sound
Chapter.
IBEW-UN Contract
INTERNATIONAL Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Local 1212,
has announced signing a two-year
contract with the United Nations
for 48 broadcast and recording
engineers in New York, winning
a $3.00 weekly increase. Under
the new scale, engineers will stai't
at $70 and go to $120 weekly
after three years. However, a
year from now, men who now
have three years experience will
have a top minimum of $125.
Supervisors are to get $150.

Get YOUR share of the . . .

Spent in food stores;
apchandise stores — alinc.-mer^Q<^ Spent in gener
o
o-oure;
parel and5furnit
22

outlets.
Spent in other retail
2g
You WILL get Your share if
you use the advertising facilities
of Radio WOW— the ONLY
single advertising medium that
covers the vast territory within
150 miles of Omaha in every
'HC,
direction.
For availabilities see your John
Blair man, or telephone Omaha,
Webster 3400.

* (Based on SALES MANAGEMENT S figurts
— May 10,
except
Iowa,Survey
whichof isBuying
based Power
on stale—
sales taxforreceipts,)
RADIO

OMAHA
5000 WATTS • 590 KC
JOHN J. GILLIN, JR., PRESIDENT
JOHN BLAIR, REPRESENTATIVE
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FEDERAL'S TV
MICROWAVE LINKS
Reliable and economical TV relay system
for studio-transmitter, inter-city, and portable remote pick-up links . . . designed
and built by a world leader in microwave
relay equipment. Long antenna lead-in
permits installation in any convenient location . . suitable for unattended operation . . . built-in facilities for complete
monitoring and calibration.

FEDERAL'S TV
TRANSMITTER MONITORING
CONTROL CONSOLE

AND

Complete facilities for checking the characteristics of
aural and picture signals at each stage from microphone or video input to the RF output ... all in one
compact, convenient unit. No external equipment required.
FEDERAL'S

TV MONITOR

Backed by more than a year's highly successful operation in TV stations. Self-contained facilities for precision testing and checking of
aural and picture signals. Features internal calibration, pre-tuned to
station frequency, optional "flash" overmodulation indicator.

FEDERAL'S
TRIANGULAR LOOP
LOW-COST, HIGH-GAIN TV
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA
Highest gain in the field results in greatly
reduced initial investment cost and substantial savings in day-to-day operation.
Stackable in bays of two elements each.
Four bays gives gain of 8.3. Cost-reducing,
efficiency-increasing features include single transmission line feed, factory pretuning, simple design and construction.
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COMES

TV

A

GREAT

TRANSMITTER

l-Level

Modulated

. . . Entirely

A major
—

sets

Final, air-cooled power
stage inTransmitter.
Federal's new TV
MID-LEVEL MODULATION
. . . for overall simplicity
COMPLETE AIR COOLING
. . . for efficiency and economy
ALL PROVEN STANDARD TUBES
. . . for reliability
CONSERVATIVE COMPONENT RATING
. . . for long service life
COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY
. . . for simple layout

v//e

advance

new

Air Cooled

in television

standards

and

design

economy

Here's Tomorrow's Television Transmitter Today!
The finest in TV operation— maximum performance, economy and reliability— now
is yours with Federal's new 5 KW Transmitter for high band and low band service.
Federal's exclusive Mid-Level Modulation combines the simplicity of high
level modulation with the economy of low level modulation. This ingenious balanced design permits the use of standard, less expensive air-cooled tubes in every
stage . . . fewer, non-critical tuned circuits.
The lack of complex and expensive cooling systems . . . the assurance of
long service life through conservative rating of components . . . the flexibility of
layout arrangement— the six bays may be arranged in straight line, "U" or "L"
shape. These and other important advantages are provided by this latest addition to the Federal line of quality broadcast equipment. For details on Federal
TV, write to Department B-909.

and
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transmitter

of simplicity

Radio

Corporation

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.
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An IT&T Associate
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tOCKWOOD DOTY, former news dij rector at WCON Atlanta, Ga.,
has joined NBC news staff in
New York.
CHET RANDOLPH has been named
farm director for KGLO Mason City,
Iowa. BILL MARSHALL has joined
KGLO as newscaster. Prior to his
graduation from U. of Iowa, Mr.
Marshall was given special award for
outstanding radio news work while
on staff of WSUI, U. of Iowa station.
AUSTIN GRANT, former farm editor
for WWJ Detroit and newscaster for
WXYZ same city, has been appointed
farm editor for CKLW Windsor, Ont.
FRED WHITING leaves NBC Chicago,
where he is news editor, to accept
teaching position next fall on Medill
School of Journalism staff at Northwestern U., Evanston, 111.
BUD GUEST, WJR Detroit's reporterat-large, has received Distinguished
Achievement Award from Thomas A.
Edison Post No. 187, American Legion,
Detroit.

NBC Consolidation
CONSOLIDATING its art activities, NBC has transferred the
graphic division of its research department to the advertising and
promotion department, to funccion
under Art Director Allen Hurlburt.
Mr. James Luce
J. Walter Thompson Co., Inc.
New York City
Dear Jim:
These fellers here at U'CHS is still
abracigin' 'bout what th' Hooper folks
found
out,they's
an'
Igotreckon
ter good
do it.reason
Ome
thin'
w li Iz noticed
th et
WCHS not onhas th'CBS
top
ran lykin'
netzvork programs, but
they's gotlocal
th'
biggest
shows, too! Th'
local
highestbroadcast
rankin'
is our Ernie
Ssports
a u n program
d ers'
which
has
mtimes
o r' as
n fmany
our
lisscners as any
other
caster sportsin town,
anTeen
th' next
wuz
Talent
Time
—
a
high
school talent
search which
zvuc emceed by
Ernie! Hit all
goes ter
show
thet
WCHS
don't
do nothin' half
way!
Jest tho't yoii
fellers
ud
'ike
ter knorv thet!
Yrs.Algy
WCHS
Charleston,
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GLOBE TROTTER
KGW's Moorad on World Tour

NEWS
For Station — Stringer
NEWS departments of broadcast stations should be revenue producers
news comrather than cost items, Arthur C. Stringer, NAB staff director, told GEORGE mentatorMOORAD,
for KGW Portland, Ore.,
the Kent State U. Radio News Conference at a clinic held by the
left Portland early last month for
university on the Ohio school's campus.
the Dutch East Indies where, as a
*
found
news departments
guest of the Dutch government, he
in Best
stations
where the are
news
is bring
expanded video news coverwill investigate operations of the
age
with
station
switching
around
well sponsored, Mr. Stringer ob- the nation just as broadcast news
new republican government in the
served in his address opening the
islands. For years a correspondprograms are doing. He said TV
clinic. He proposed that stations
newsmen must learn to smile
ent in Moscow, Mr. Moorad also is
employ the best possible newsauthor of Behind the Iron Curtain.
easily and sincerely at the camera,
men and that salesmen be trained
As official NBC representative
and watch associations outside the
in what they are selling when
studio
because
the
public
learns
on
the six-weeks trip, which will
they contact prospective news
to know faces as well as voices. encircle the globe, Mr. Moorad is
sponsors.
shortwaving commentaries to NBC
Heads of news staffs should
Robert T. Mason, general manager of WMRN Marion, Ohio,
work closely with top management,
urged newsmen to make their
according to Mr. Stringer, and
as local as practicable.
utilize their knowledge of the bus- broadcasts
This involves more work but pays
iness side in working with sales- off
in the end, he said.
men. With the benefit of added
Charles Day, WGAR Cleveland,
revenue, news departments can be
staffed to do a better news job, president of the Ohio association,
he said.
suggested stations liven their newscasts with more individual effort,
The Kent conference was sponsored by the Ohio Assn. of Radio
utilizing present facilities without additional expense. Throw
News Editors in cooperation with
out wire service material of no inNAB. Fifty-one persons registered
terest to the station's area, he
for the June 25 meeting, includurged, replacing it with good local
ing station news editors, program
news based on individual solicitadirectors and advertising agency
tion, writing and editing.
officials.
William Crooks, WFMJ YoungsAddressing the banquet at the
Mr. Moorad points out the route
town, recommended that stations
end of the day, Douglas Edwards,
of his*world* trip.
CBS TV newscaster, said spread of affiliated with newspapers keep a
cable and microwave facilities will staff man at the newspaper's city
desk to select suitable broadcast
in New York; sending recorded
items. He said circulation figures comments to KGW for release to
show radio has not cut down newsN£WS
WRITING
Portland area listeners, and writing a series of articles for the
paper readership.
All Media Examined
Floyd Weidman, WEWS (TV)
Portland Oregonian. He is one of
NEWSMEN AT WORK: By Laurence
Cleveland, presented a 10-minute
a party of 12 radio commentators
R. Campbell and Roland E. Wolseley.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. pp. 560. film on production of local TV
and newspaper representatives
newsreels. Director of the Kent con- making the trip.
§4.75.
THE AUTHORS of Newsmen at
ference was Robert French, WVKO
After a tour through Europe and
Work point out in the preface
Columbus, with Carleton Smyth, of the Middle East, Mr. Moorad exthat this analysis of news gatherthe university, as executive secrepects to spend about three weeks in
ing and news writing, said to be
tary. Toastmaster at the banquet
Batavia, Soerabaja and Bandoeng.
the first to examine at length other was Eugene Car, radio director, He
was a correspondent in the
of the Brush-Moore interests.
news media besides the newspaMalay Straits region for 10 years.
pers, is intended for those who
The KGW commentator's latest
want to gather and write news for
book, Lost Peace in China, will be
WKRT
to
Fulltime
any medium of mass communicapublished July 18 by E. P. Dutton,
tion.
according to a KGW report.
WKRT
Cortland,
N.
Y.,
licensed
Radio, news magazines, house
to
Cortland
Broadcasting
Co.,
June
organs, business papers, syndicates
26 began fulltime operation, and Syracuse U. outlet, as news chief,
and wire services are discussed.
and Bob Michel, formerly with
In many instances there are paral- simultaneously added staff personnel in line with increased programWVAM Altoona, Pa., as chief anlel examples to show how similar
nouncer. WKRT and WKRT-FM
ming. Gerald Mayer, WKRT presstories are handled by the various
ident, announced the addition of have been on the air since Novemmedia. Double-column pages perber 1947.
mit realistic presentation of ex- Ed Glacken, former sportscaster at
amples.
NBC, CBS and several radio personalities are among those to whom
the authors give special acknowledgment for assistance in gathering background information,
photographs and other relevant
material. The radio personalities
included in the acknowledgments
are: Arthur Stringer, NAB;
Charles Worcester, WMT Cedar
I m^Ji W W PORTLAND,
OREGON
Rapids, Iowa, former president of
the National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors; Herb Plambeck, WHO
COMPLETE
SCHEDULE
FM
Des Moines farm service director;
GW4
Arthur C. Page, WLS Chicago farm
W
K|;
program director; John T. Craig,
SIMULTANEOUS
SERVICE
KUGN Eugene, Ore., news editor;
Robert F. Doubleday, director of
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
WSYR Syracuse agriculture deBY EDWARD RETRY & CO.
partment, and Dana D. Reynolds
of
the
Dept.
of
Agriculture's
radio
service.
P
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FISHERMAN in Milwaukee area
are getting angling know-how
along with prizes on WISN Milwaukee's Sportingly Yours. Listeners
are told where and when Ashing will
be good, and $100 in fishing equipment is offered nightly for best hints
on how to catch elusive trout or bass.
Guest fishermen appear on show which
includes all-sports roundup. Program
is sponsored by Milwaukee Coal Heating Service, Ryan Nash Inc., and Earl
Dewey's Sport Center, all Milwaukee.
Gentlemen Chefs
MASCULINE TOUCH to cooking was
brought to KNBC San Francisco's
Woman's Magazine of the Air recently.
Program featured four prominent male
citizens who gave housewives recipes
for such delicacies as Boula Boula
soup and apricot Romanian jam. The
men delight in cooking and had
formulated their own recipes.
Recreation Programs
SUMMER recreational activities offered at playgrounds are shown to
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, television audiWPTR

STAFFERS

Asch Refutes Gonelta Charge
DISMISSAL of two WPTR Albany,
N. Y., staffers apd the subsequent
resignation of six others has been
followed by charges by one of the
dismissed employes, John Gonella,
of failure to give dissatisfied employes ahearing. Leonard L. Asch,
WPTR vice president-general manager, says the charges are baseless.
Mr. Gonella, newsman-announcer, and Tony Palumbo, whom Mr.
Asch says was employed as a GI
student announcer but could not
meet customary announcing standards, were dismissed June 16. The
following day four other WPTR
announcers, one licensed engineer
and a board operator resigned after
the station had refused to reinstate Mr. Gonella and Mr. Palumbo.
Mr. Gonella, according to Mr.
Asch, came to WPTR without previous radio experience and was
broken in as a newsman-announcer.
During his approximately six
months' stay at WPTR, says Mr.
Asch, he was an agitator and was
dismissed after refusing to put on
a 1.5-minute show in addition to
the 37 1/4 -hour schedule he had been
working.

New
ences in series of public service programs presented in cooperation with
city's recreational department. Demonstrations of activities being carried on at playgrounds are given live
and on film. Also presented are quiet
games, competitive stunts and nature
studies for children at home. Additional programs are being prepared in
event of any reoccurrence of prolonged
polio quarantine. These programs, if
aired, will cover special set of quiet
games and play at home.
'On the Spot' News
WEEKLY NEWS review on NBC,
which started July 3, features records
by people who make news, recorded
on the spot. Program, called Voices
and Events, also includes commentary
by leading news men in this country
and overseas reporters. Special NBC
staff has been set up in New York
to handle details of program.
Aid to Housewives
BUTCHERS, grocers and vegetable
men unite to give tips on saving food
costs on Report to Mrs. America over
KFI-TV Los Angeles. At future date
nutrition values and balanced meals
also will be demonstrated.
Racehorse on TV
LIVE RACEHORSE named 'Transmitter" was star of unusual program
on WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio. "Transmit er," a harness racer, was rigged
and hitched as if ready to go to post
by his trainer in TV demonstration
of harness racing. Also indicated
on program, were training methods
and differences between breeds in
racehorses.
Help Wanted
IN ATTEMPT to bring jobs and jobseekers together and increase employment, WDRC Hartford, Conn., has
started This Is Hartford program.
Anyone who has job to offer in Connecticut isasked to write WDRC outlining specifications of position. Each
morning these specifications are read,
but name of employer is withheld.
Only number is used to identify particular job. Interested listeners telephone station, ask for job by number,
and are given name of employer to
call. Both full and part-time jobs
from factory to housework are listed.

Fabulous Commercial
HALF-MILLION dollar live commercial, utilizing display of precious stones
and jewelry, was featured on onetime program on WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio. Show was sponsored by
Jack M. Werst, Dayton jeweler and
second largest diamond merchant in
country. Mr. Werst displayed original
Diamond Jim Brady stick pin and
$75,000 black Styx diamond and many
other noted gems. He also described
tests on how to tell real diamonds
from imitations.
'Pick a Hit'
STUDIO AUDIENCES ballot on six
new record releases weekly aired on
Pick a Hit over KWK St. Louis. In
that way listeners can hear recordings
of newest popular songs as soon as
they are pressed, as well as trying to
forecast which will lead popularity
parade. Chosen selections are kept on
file to check accuracy of audience's
predictions.
Wanted Persons
LESS DIFFICULTY in locating persons wanted by the law is expected
through new Reports on Wanted Persons program started on KLAC-TV
Los Angeles. Public service program,
offered in cooperation with FBI and
Los Angeles Sheriff's Dept., presents
pictures and descriptions of people
sought by law.
'Science Circu.s"
FOLLOWING trend toward programs
with both educational and entertainment value, ABC-TV Chicago is airing
video sustainer, Science Circus. Program features "Chief Scientist" Bob
Brown who
gives "humorous
but
factual
demonstration
of scientific
phenomena." Show is aired Mon. 7:308 p.m.
'Ticker Tunes'
GENUINE Western Union ticker installed in WIMA Lima, Ohio, studios
keeps Disc Jockey Charlie Grady busy
answering requests on Ticker Tunes.
Listeners telegraph for tunes in such
great numbers that ticker must be
turned off long before program is over,
station reports.
Short Tempts Buyers
DIFFERENT film short is run each
day on WHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.
Designed to repeat continuously in
such fashion that projector may be
left practically unattended, film shows
shots of major news events, sports
attractions and other exciting events
at which television owners have front
row seats. Main purpose of program
is to aid dealers in selling sets.
KXOC

HOWARD
J. McCOLIISTER
Regionol Representati
ves
10660 BEUAGIO, lOS ANGEIES
• B R 04 70 5

Shows with a Hollywood ^^^ritage
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Member N-A-B-

Names

Pearson

KXOC, 5 kw station currently
under construction at Chico, Calif.,
has appointed John Pearson Co.
as its eastern representative. Station, which will operate on 1150
kc, expects to be on the air Aug. 1.
It is owned by Sacramento Broadcasters Inc. Lincoln Dellar is
president. Western Radio Adv.
Inc. represents it on the Pacific
Coast.

RCA

Victor

hits

for your
1
turntables'^

Hand Holding Music
I Only Want What's A-Comin' to Me

Pussy Willow
Dream of You
DJ-730

EDDY
I'm Throwing Rice
Show Me
The
Wayrn
BackoU
/I
To Your Heart
DJ-724
LUCKY

Tomorrow
I Ain't Got
Nothin' To Lose
DJ-731
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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Actions
of the
JULY 1 to JULY 8

FCC

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.
July 1 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Jones
Fort Payne on the Air, Fort Payne,
Ala. — Amended application to increase
power vised
from
w toand1 removed
kw, show from
refinancial250data,
hearing.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y. — Amended
application to reduce nighttime power
from 1 kw to 500 w and removed from
hearing.
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. — Continued
hearing WTNJ Trenton, N. J. and
WBUD Morrisville, Pa., hearing postponed from July 11 to Aug. 30
WGBS cationMiami,
— Amended
applito make Fla.
changes
in operating
parameters
DA
system
and
show
revised financial data.
Voice of Cullman, Cullman, Ala. —
Amended application to specify 1300
kc 1 kw D only in lieu of 910 kc
500 wing docket.
D only and removed from hearKGSN Grass Valley, Calif. — Dismissed as moot June 1 petition requesting continued hearing.
KGCX Sidney, Mont. — Amended application to show revised DA pattern
and removed from hearing.
Wm. M. Grace, Greer, S. C. — Dismissed June 2 petition opposing in part
petition of Easley Bcstg. Co. to amend
application.
Mrs. Jane Rascoe, Corpus Christl,
Tex. — Denied
petition
cation to specify
1560 kcto inamend
lieu ofappli1580
kc and remove from hearing on Commission's
motion,
continued
hearing
to Sept. 14.
Radio South Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.
— Amended
specify
definite trans, application
site, revisedto ant.
system,
change name Harold S. Cohn and Bert
Richmond, d/b as Radio South and
show revised
financial data,
and removed from hearing.
,
Radio Americas Corp., San Juan,
P.R. — Dismissed without prejudice application.
New Rochelle Bcstg. Service Inc.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. — Continued hearing on its application and application of
Suburban
Bcstg. 11.Corp., hearing cQntinued to Aug.
E Anthony & Sons Inc., New BedMass. — Amended
specify ford,Channel
8 in lieu application
of Channel to1.
Hermitage Bcstg. Corp., Nashville,
Tenn.
specify
1360 kc— Amended
in lieu of application
1350 kc and toremoved
application from hearing (by Examiner
Bond).
Wm. & Lee A. Odessky, Los Angeles— Denied continued hearing on
applications of Odessky, et al scheduled Aug. 1 (by Examiner Smith).
WLOK Lima, Ohio — Granted continued hearing on application from
July 11 to Aug. 1 (by Examiner
Cooper) .

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
STerling 3626
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W E X T Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted
continued hearing on application and
application of Rock River Valley Bcstg.
Co., Watertown, Wis., from July 6 to
Aug. 5 (by Examiner Litvin).
KPPC tinued
Pasadena,
Granted from
conhearing onCalif.—
application
July
6
to
July
28
(by
Examiner
Cooper).
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WCBM Baltimore, Md.— Mod. CP to
change frequency increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station: WWWW Rio Piedras, P.R.;
WGTN
Georgetown, S. C.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new commercial television
station for extension of completion
date:
WOW-TV
Greensboro,
N. C. Omaha; WFMY-TV
July 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1360 kc
Roanoke
Bcstg.
Co., 930
Roanoke,
CP new AM station
kc 250 Ala.
w —D
AMENDED to request 1360 kc 1 kw D.
WNYC New York — CP to increase
power from 1 kw limited to 5 kw-D
1 kw-N limited AMENDED to request
change in hours of operation to unlimited.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WRGA-FM
Rome, Ga.; KROC-FM Rochester, Minn.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new FM
station: WLEY Elmwood Park, 111.;
KENO-FM Las Vegas, Nev.; KWLKFM Longview, Wash.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station:
WHDH-FM Boston; WHK-FM Cleveland; WGRE Greencastle, Ind.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Boonville Bcstg. Co., Booneville, Ind.
—RETURNED
28 wapplication
new
AM
station 1540June
kc 250
D.
(Continued on page 7U )
Hope-Lever Arbitration
LEVER BROS, refusal to permit
Bob Hope to tape record his last
few shows of the season will be
arbitrated in Los Angeles Aug. 1
[Broadcasting, June 20].

DIRECTORY

CALIFONE
10 pound • Professional Quality
Three-Speed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.

ar'
RESPONDING
to a complaint
from
KNOG Nogales,
Ariz.,
that a
^^^^
NG
ATI
PIR
XEHF
neighboring across-the-border station, XEHF Nogales, Sonora, Mex.,
pirated KNOG's MBS presentation of the 1948 World Series, the State
Dept., ities
hashave notified
KNOG "it
communicated
withis now
the understood that the Mexican authorMexican station . . . and have is- signed in Havana, Cuba, on Dec.
13, 1937.
sued a warning . . ., particularAccording to State Dept. sources,
ly with reference to any future
AP
originally had been advised to
unauthorized use of program madeal directly with XEHF, rather
than through diplomatic sources,
A letter from John S. Cross, act- for settling the news report issue,
ing chief of the State Dept. Tele- while State Dept. on the other hand
terial."
communications Division, to Robert
communicated with the Mexican
Marcus, president of the Border
minister
of communications in purBroadcasting Co., KNOG licensee,
suance of the matter.
adds :
The communications minister re"While it is believed that this
action should serve to prevent
urged "strict
orders on portedly
XEHF,
with compliance"
instructions
pirating by the station in question,
to cease "any future unauthorized
nevertheless, if there should be instances of pirating in the future,
useTheof Havana
program treaty
material."
(Article No.
the Department would appreciate
21, Series No. 938) reads as follows on retransmissions:
XEHF
allegedly now is engaged
being
advised."
The contracting governments shall
take appropriate measures to ensure
in pirating of AP news reports,
that no program transmitted by a
picked up from the Arizona Daily
broadcasting
station may
be retransmitted or rebroadcast,
in whole
or in
Star, Tuscon, Ariz., and AP has
part,
by
any
other
station
without
the
previous authorization of the station
lodged a formal protest with Secretary of State Acheson.
of The
origin.
rebroadcasting
stationduring
shall announce at suitable periods
the
AP Charges
retransmission the nature of the broadcast, the location and the official call
letters of
or origin.
other identification of the
station
"The evidence at hand," says AP,
"includes off-the-air records of certain news broadcasts by XEHF,
voluntarily furnished to us by Robert Marcus, owner of KNOG at WWSC COMPETITION
Nogales, Ariz., and William R.
Newspapers Delete Call
Mathews, publisher of the Tucson
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y., has
(Ariz.) Star, a member of the AP.
The off-the-air recordings in our
run a new kind of contest, said
possession credit the source of to be the result of action by
local newspapers. Carl Mattison,
XEHF news as 'from the newsWWSC general manager, reports
rooms
of
the
Associated
Press.'
We
are informed that while the station that two local papers, the Post-Star
(morning) and Times (evening)
no longer uses this particular credit, it nevertheless continues to etched out the WWSC call letters
broadcast news of the AP virtually
on a microphone which appeared
verbatim from the Tucson (Ariz.)
in a picture run by the papers.
The episode started, according to
KNOG, a 250 w Mutual-Don Lee
Mr. Mattison, when a four-man
outlet on 1340 kc, uses UP wire
WWSC crew went to nearby Warservice. The station signs on at rensburg to cover a news event and
8 a.m. with a 15-minute MBS
interview visiting Hollywood perStar." presentation. XEHF, acsonalities. The following day, acnews
cording to Samuel Marcus, vice
cording to WWSC, the papers ran
president of Border Broadcasting,
a story on the event along with the
airs a newscast 7:45-8 a.m. which
picture in which the call letters on
the mike had been deleted. Shortly
allegedly is picked up entirely from
after the morning paper was out,
the Arizona Daily Star, a morning
Complaints were filed with the
paper.
State leged
Dept.
XEHF's not
alWorld against
Series pirating
only by KNOG but by MBS, which
paid $150,000 for exclusive AM and
$140,000 for exclusive TV rights
to the 1948 Series, it was understood. XEHF claimed that it picked
up the World Series report in
Spanish from a shortwave station
in Mexico City, XEQQ, and gave
its version of the Series in Spanish.
Complaints against the Mexican
station thus were of two-ply nature: (1) "lifting" of material out
of the public press without due
credit and (2) picking up a station
program verbatim allegedly in contravention to the Inter-American
Radio Communications Treaty

WWSC started promoting a "Mystery Microphone" contest, offering
cash prizes for those who could
correctly identify the mike pictured. Heavy response to the contest was received, Mr. Mattison
said, and the station reviewed the
story on a day.
6 p.m. announcement the
following
The Glens Falls Post Co., publisher of the Post-Star and Times,
is part owner of WGLN Glens
Falls.

STAMfORD.' CONN.
"The Gateway
New England' •
ABC toAt'iliotc
RcprcsentafiYc J P McKINNEY & SON
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C. AOams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M.

WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, O. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
1
CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

I8ROADCASTING

ENGINEERS

iO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4. 0. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

JOHN

J.

& CO.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6. D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

C. SMEBY

"RegUtered Profauional Engineer"
820 Ulh St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

710 14tb St., N.W.-Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

C. PAGE
CONSULTING
ENGINEERSRADIO
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
Of. H.
3LUer
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

BEN ADLER
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
Specializing In Simplifred Systems Design
For Low Cost TV Operation
515 MADISON AVE. PLAZA 5-7358
N. Y. 20, N. Y.

SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
( a Chicago suburb )

MiinOf it-CCE*
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 72)
July 6 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WEAB
Greer,station
S. C. —800Granted
for new AM
kc 250 license
w D.
WFPG
Atlantic
City
—
Granted
license
move aux. trans.
KROD power,
El Paso, install
Tex. — Granted
license
increase
new trans,
and
DA-N and change trans, location.
KLCN Blytheville, Ark.— Granted license change trans, location.
WWPA Wllliamsport, Pa. — Granted
license new AM station specify studio
location; 1340 kc 250 w unl.
WNBC-FM New York— Granted license change existing FM station;
Chan. 246 (97.1 mc) 1.6 kw 1,300 ft.
WAIR-FM
C—
Granted
licenseWinston-Salem,
new FM stationN. Chan.
226 (93.1 mc) 34 kw 370 ft.
Lycoming County Bcstg. Company,
Wllliamsport,
STL
KGA90. Pa. — Granted CP for new
Fairmont Bcstg. Co., Fairmont, Minn.
— Granted CP new remote pickup station KA-3684 KA-3685.
WMBI inChicago
CP make
changes
vertical— Granted
ant. and mount
FM
ant. on top AM tower.
WILM
Wilmington,
— Granted
mod.
CP make
changes Del.
vertical
ant.
Following were granted mod. CP for
extension of comoletion dates as shown:
WJBC Bloomington, 111., to 2-18-50;

KNOE Monroe, La. to 11-22-49; WPTF
Raleigh, N. C. to 11-1-49; KBTR Minneapolis, to 10-9-49; WISE-FM Ashville, N. C. to 1-1-50; KGNC-FM Amarillo, Tex. to 8-1-49; KDRO-FM Sedalia,
Mo. to 10-1-49; WFIL-FM Philadelphia
to 9-30-49; WAVZ-FM New Haven to
12-30-49; WVVW-FM Fairmont, W. Va
to 1-31-50; KWFM San Diego to 1-30-50:
KTTS-FM Springfield, Mo. to 9-18-49:
WHFM Rochester, N. Y. to 10-1-49
WGTR Paxton, Mass. to 11-1-49
WAPO-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. to 121-50; WDXY Spartanburg, S. C. to
1-12-50; WWNI Wabash, Ind. to 8-28-49;
WNBQ Chicago to 10-20-49; WBBB-FM
Burlington. N. C. to 12-30-49; WJIZ
Hammond, Ind. to 9-16-49; KBUR-FM
Burlington, Iowa, to 8-1-49; KWPCFM Muscatine, Iowa, to 12-21-49;
KPOR Riverside, Calif, to 1-19-50.
Granted licenses new FM stations:
KFMV Hollywood; Chan, 234 (94.7 mc)
58 kw 2835 ft; WMMW-FM Meriden,
Conn., Chan. 239 (95.7 mc) 7 kw 740 ft.;
WWPB-FM Miami, Fla. Chan. 268
(101.5 mc) 8.5Fla..
kw Chan.
275 ft.;
Jacksonville,
236 WJAX-FM
(95.1 mc)
11.5 kw 560 ft.; WENY-FM Elmira, N.
Y., Chan. 295 (106.9 mc) 5.1 kw 650 ft,;
WTNC-FM Thomasville, N. C, Chan.
252 (98.3 mc) 450 w 250 ft.; WIMA-FM
Lima, Ohio. Chan. 271 (102.1 mc) 15
kw 250 ft.; KMUS-FM Muskogee, Okla.,
Chan. 268 (101.5 mc) 8.7 kw 270 ft.;
KGPO Grants Pass, Ore., Chan. 245
(96.9 mc) 3.1 kw minus 165 ft.; WISRFM Butler, Pa., Chan. 249 (97.7 mc)
5';0
w 325
WQAN-FM
Chan.
222ft.;(92.3
mc) 1.8 Scranton,
kw 1,200 Pa.,
ft.;
WRZE York, Pa., Chan. 253 (98.5 mc)

THE ECONOMICAL
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8 kw 705 ft.; WNIQ Uniontown, Pa.,
Chan. 293 (106.5 mc) 2.2 kw 1115 ft.;
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala., Chan. 275 (102.9
mc) 10 kw 330 ft.
KTOYcenseTacoma,
Wash. — Grantededulinew FM noncommercial
cational station; Chan. 219 (91.7 mc)
3.5 kw 450 ft.
Regents of the University of Mich.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Granted license for
new STL KQA-61.
KJCK new
Junction
City, 1570
Kan.kc— Granted
license
AM station
1 kw D.
WNYC-FM New York— Granted license changes FM station Chan. 230
(93.9 mc) 18 kw 535 ft.
WABF New York — Granted license
changes FM station Chan. 258 (99.5 mc)
18 kw 520 ft.
McKinney Air Enterprises Inc., McKinney, Tex. — Granted CP new remote
pickup
WAPO KKA-851.
Bcstg. Service, Chattanooga,
Tenn.—
KIA80. Granted CP for new STL
Middlesex Bcstg. Corp. Cambridge,
Mass.— Granted CP for new STL KCA34.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— Granted
mod. CP change type trans.
KMBYcense install
Monterey,
Calif .—Granted
linew vertical
ant.
WEAS Decatur, Ga.— Granted mod.
CP change type trans.
N. Y.— Granted mod.
CPWWHG
change Hornell,
type trans.
(Continued on page 83)

Manhunt
Stunt Plugs Show
KDKA
TUGITIVE'
"FUGITIVE" roaming the streets
and business establishments of
Pittsburgh for two weeks furnished
KDKA Pittsburgh with a unique
month-long promotion stunt for
its Musical Clock program. The
early morning show, Mondaythrough Saturday, 7:10 a.m., features Ed Schaughency and Rainbow Jackson, the latter blackfaced
character portrayed by Elmer
Waltman, actor.
The stunt began with a two
week buildup on the show after
Rainbow received a letter from the
Internal Revenue Dept. asking him

TO CORRECTLY
RAINBOW JACKSON
Missing from the
May 23. 1949CLOCK
KDKAsinceMUSICAL

THE ALL-METAL DISKEEPER SECTIONAL

^DESCRIPTION— Age: approximately 3045.
Height:MoleSVz onto right
6 feetknee.
Complexion:
smooth.
Weight:
approx.
150-190
lbs.,Occupation:
appears
onthruKDKA's
Clock [Monday
Saturday,Musical
7:10 A.M]

CABINET

EACH

UNIT COMPLETE
IN ITSELF
READY FOR IMMEDIATE
USE
CONSISTING OF
METAL CABINETS
90 POCKETS
2 SETS NUMBERS
FOR DISCS & POCKETS
270 INDEX CARD FORMS
CARD CASE
A-Z INDEX

ADDKB5S
ALL COMMUNICATIONS
ED SCHAUGHENCY,
KDKA TO '
REWARD— A Bulova watfh, if properly
identified
and MUSICAL
fbund according
to instructions on the
CLOCK.

This view shows one complete DISSix All-Metal DISKEEPER
KEEPER AU-Metal Sectional Cabinet.
Sectional Cabinets joined
The Unit has a CAPACITY for houstogether
and
stacked side-by-side,
two tiers high,
ing 90 DISCS in its three compartgiving
the
appearance
of
ments— 30 discs to a compartment.
a single unit of the same
DISKEEPER
To this All-Metal Sectional Cabinet
size.
They 12"
are Deep,
36" Wide,
may be added as many Sectional
25" High,
and
have
a capacity for 540
Cabinets as are necessary to fill your
discs.
requirements,
as
shown
in
the
illusEFFICIENCY
tration on the RIGHT. The Unit is
built to be joined together, side-byside with others, and stacked. It will
fit into any available space.
*
Soves fi'me and money in the operation of a disc library.
The DISKEEPER Cabinets are furnished in three sizes —
* Cuts in half the time necessary to prepare a record show.
Type A-12 for 90-10 inch Discs
Type B-12 for 90-12 inch Discs
* Prevents breakage due to unnecessary handling.
Type C-12 for 90-16 inch Discs
Eliminates misplacement and loss of discs.
Furnishes split-second reference.
Provides additional storage space.
ALLIED
1220

ENTERPRISES

HURON

CLEVELAND

ROAD

15, OHIO

SPECIALISTS IN DISC HANDLING EQUIPMENT
PRICES AND ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION FURNISHED UPON
DISKEEPER.
REQUEST
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This poster
was circulated
throughout
.Pittsburgh .during
KDKA's search for the missing
Rainbow Jackson.
to contact the director. This was
followed by a registered notice, a
telegram and the appearance at
the studio of two "inspectors." All
of which was too much for Rainbow. He "took it on the lam," and
the search began. KDKA posted
"wanted" announcements on post
office bulletin boards, store counters
and news stands and aired clues
to his whereabouts each day.
Listeners were urged to search
for him and tell him Mr. Schaughency wanted to see him. First person to identify Rainbow each day
received an Excellency Bulova
watch and an appearance on the
Musical Clock.
During his fugitive days, Rainbow appeared as a trolley inspector, utility man, picnicker,
man-about-town and disguised as
a woman. He was identified at
each appearance, KDKA reports
— but only after much word-ofmouth publicity had been culled for
the station and the show.
PENNSYLVANIA'S first "Know Your
Bank Week" has been inaugurated
with special broadcast on KYW Philadelphia's Adventures in Music pro-

BROADCASTING
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Commission
BRITISH

RADIO

of Inquiry
To Review BBC

ENGLISH advertisers are preparing to present their views on commercial radio before a Commission of Inquiry which will review operations of the BBC under its present charter, expiring in 1951.
That has been made known by Alan Whitworth, director of the
Incorporated Society of British
*
■
formation to the Commission of
Advertisers, organization comInquiry.
posed of about 420 British adverMr. Whitworth, however, foretisers and similar to Assn. of Nasaw no change in British broadtional Advertisers in this country.
Mr. Whitworth was in New York
casting, which at present does not
permit commercials. He said it
on a brief visit.
might even turn out that a maHe disclosed that his organizajority of British advertisers would
tion is seeking information about
oppose commercial radio in the
commercial broadcasting from vaBritish Isles. He conceded that
rious organizations like the ANA,
advertising agencies might favor
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers and
such operations.
Australian Assn. of National AdHe also foresaw little time buyvertisers. Italso intends to circuing on the part of British adverlate a questionnaire among advertisers among European commercial
tisers to solicit their views. His
organization will present this in- stations, such as Radio Luxembourg. He explained that even
though a buyers' market might
stimulate a British advertiser's
desire to use radio, he would be
likely to refrain from doing so be■Allied -Otti
cause of fear of governmental reaction at home. Such reaction
might take the form of taxation of
advertising or various kinds of reCHARLES M. ODORIZZI has been
strictions such as limitations on
appointed
vice president in
space.
charge of service of the RCA
He believed that Britians in genVictor Division of RCA, Camden,
eral did little listening to other
N. J., effective July 5.
than BBC airings because of the
E. PATRICK TOAL, formerly national
higher quality of such broadcasts.
sales manager of radio and television
He believed that even Radio Luxof General Electric Co., Syracuse,
embourg, which had a big British
I.N. Y., has joined North American
audience before the war, was runj Philips Co., New York, as sales manning a poor second in the British
ager of television division.
Isles to BBC.
[FRED HERBERT, former recording
The government itself, he said,
I director of Carl Fischer Recording
was on record as opposing listenStudios, New York, has been appointed
ing to commercial stations. This
manager of Cinemart Inc., New York
studio.
view was taken, he said, because
since the government as a matter
WILLIAM R. KENNAUGH has been
appointed chief process engineer at of policy had approved a noncommercial operation it could not
' John Meek Industries Inc., Plymouth,
be friendly to any other type of
■ Ind.,
manufacturer
of
television
and
radio receivers.
listening.
DON La DUKE, television technician
;for Baird Radio, Los Angeles, and
I KAY GIRARD, secretary to ERNEST
FREEDOM FORUM
I FELIX, ABC Western Division controller, have announced their marMeets at USC Juty 11-15
^ riage.
THIRD of the national Freedom
[GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse, Forums will be held at the U. of
'N. Y., has announced its first television
\ receiver using 16-inch picture tube. Southern California, College of
■ Model 815, consolette ensemble, will Aeronautics, Santa Maria, July 11' have eastern list price of $495.
15,- Gilbert L. Stanton, president
of
the Advertising Assn. of the
'CARBONNEAU
INDUSTRIES Inc., West,
has announced. Theme
■ Grand Rapids, Mich., announces devel' opment of record player which con- of the forum will be economic unverts any phonograph into three-speed
derstanding. Ken Wells, director
instrument, according to firm. Called of operations of the joint commitCarbonneau Playsall, player sells at
tee of the Assn. of National Adverretail price of $14.95.
tisers and the American Assn. of
CHARLES
MICHELSON
Inc., New
Advertising
Agencies, will direct
York, announces sale of mystery comthe
forum
which
will be under t'le
bination consisting of The Sealed Book
and The Avenger to WCNH Quincy, supervision of Harding College,
Searcy, Ark., and USC.
Ala.; WCNU Crestview, Calif.; KEEN
San Jose, Calif.; KFYO Lubbock, Tex.;
Among speakers scheduled to appear are Don Belding, chairman of
[KGFL Roswell, N. M.; WICH Norwich,
Conn.; WITZ Jasper, Ind.; KOJM
the executive committee of Foote,
' Havre, Mont.
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles: Dr.
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co., Roches- Millard C. Faught, president of
ter, N. Y., has introduced new table Faught Co., New York; Frederic
model television receiver, TC 10 H. R. Gamble, AAA A president;
Model has 10-inch picture tube withH. Ferguson, vice pres|0ut mask framing image. Center of Charles
ident and Pacific Coast manager of
interest is enlarged to take in entire
face of tube at push of bottom and BBDO, and Charles W. Collier, eximage is returned to normal sized
ecutive vice president of the Adverscreen in same way.
tising Assn. of the West.
BROADCASTING
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TECHNICAL
manufactured
FREQUENCY

HIGHLIGHTS
by

OF

Ampex

RESPONSE:

THE

AMPEX

Electric

300

Corporation
SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA

STARTING TIME:

At 15 inches -|- 2 db. 50—15,000 cycles.
At 7.5 inches -|- 2 db. 50—7,500 cycles.

Instantaneous. (When stortino in the Normal Play mode of
operation, the tape is up to full speed in less than .1 second.)

SIGNAL-TO-NOJSE RATIO:
FLUTTER AND WOW:
The overall unweighted system noise is 70 db. below tape
At 15 inches per second, well under 0.1% r.m.s., measuring
saturation, and over 60 db. below 3% total harmonic disall flutter components from 0 to 300 cycles, using a tone of
tortion at 400 cycles.
3000 cycles. At 7.5 inches, under .2%.
Page 76 • July 11, 1949
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tape

recirders

. . . including

higlily
SERIES

tlie new,

versatile
200

The Graybar Electric Company — national distributor of
quality broadcasting equipment — announces the addition
of Ampex recorders to its lines. Manufactured by the
Ampex Electric Corporation, these fine instruments combine true-to-life fidelity with the many other advantages
of tape recording : extended re-use, ease of operation, simplicity and accuracy of editing.
Broadcasters, recording studios, and advertising agencies
know Ampex as the best magnetic tape recording equipment there is. The Ampex Series 200 is used extensively
for big-name recorded broadcasts because of its quality,
design, and performance. Built to the same standards, the
new Series 300 models are compact, attractive and especially flexible in application — interchangeable for rack,
console, or portable use. AND . . . they are priced within
the range of other types of recording equipment — at a
level which represents a practical investment for even a
small studio.
Ask the nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Specialist to arrange a demonstration for you. We are sure you will

AMPEX 300R

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities.
These are the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in key cities:
ATLANTA
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
J. R. Thompson, Main 0600
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P, L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
CLEVELAND
BOSTON
S. Rockwell, Cherry 1360 JACKSONVILLE
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W.
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 5-7180
DALLAS
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY, MO.
C. C. Ross, Central 6454
E. H. Taylor, Canal 4104
R. B. Uhrig, Grand 0324
BROADCASTING
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agree this equipment provides the finest recorded reproduction you have ever heard. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 17,
New York.
■
4970

LOS
R. B. ANGELES
Thompson, Trinity 3321
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000

PHILADELPHIA
G.
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Court 4000
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 2-2833

SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Main 4635
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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Feature of the Week
(Continued from page lU)

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, America's
greatest western act, for many
years stars of radio, screen and
stage, now are starring in their
own television show on CBSLos Angeles Times station
KTTV each Monday evening.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — we
have a new and even better
sales plan! Ask about it!
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Producfions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

See your station
representative or write
f^lMfiWORTH
feature programs, inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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J^toduction

INS has rejoined
BILL
Youngstown, Ohio, proWKBNTOMPK
duction staflF. Mr. Tompkins,
veteran of ten years in radio, was
formerly with WKBN as news editor.
He has been news director at WROW
Albany, N. Y., for past two years.
FRANK DOYLE, formerly with KWK
and KMOX St. Louis, has joined announcing staff of WIL same city.
FRED COOK, student at U. of Connecticut, Storrs, Conn., has been appointed to announcing staff of WICH
Norwich, Conn.
CHARLES EDWARD BELL, former
manager of WGCD Chester, S. C, has
been named production manager of
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
HYLAND WHITE,
formerly with
WFDR (FM) New
York, has joined
WIP Philadelphia
as summer relief
announcer.
HAL SAWYER has
Mr. Bell
been signed to do
commercials on CBS Our Miss Brooks.
MARTIN KARL of CBS Arthur Godfrey Show, is the father of a girl.
Aiming Ann.
DICK BERTRANDIAS, KNBC San
Francisco, writer-producer, has resigned to accept position with military
government in Japan. He will serve
as public service specialist in charge
of information and educational programs on Japanese network.
GORDON R. PHILLIPS has resigned
as program director of Radio Roanoke
Inc., operator of WROV and WROVFM Roanoke, Va. Mr. Phillips plans
to return to his home in California to
enter television field.
BABS DONIGER, formerly with program departments of WABD (TV)
and WPIX (TV), both New York, has
joined staff of Kathi Norris ShopServas a coordinator.
Servicemerchandise
icepingtests
and locates
items for demonstration on Your
Television Shopper, conducted by
Miss
Norris on WABD, Mon.-Fri.,
10-11 a.m.
HET MANHEIM, CBS representative
for marketing CBS radio properties
to motion pictures, has resigned to
join independent moving picture firm
in England.
Mr. effective
Manheim'sAug.resignation will become
1.
LEWIS SAWIN, formerly of WLEX
Lexington, Ky., has been appointed
program supervisor for WBKY, TJ.
of Kentucky station in Lexington.
ERNIE BUSHNELL, program director-general of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.,ada after
Toronto,
has returned
Cantwo-month
study in toLondon
of British Broadcasting Corp. TV development and programming.
MONTE FASSNACHT, former production manager at ABC-TV Chicago, has
been named production supervisor and
assistant director of programming;
CAROL HOWARD is program opera-

tions manager; LOIS PROCTER is
senior operations director; JOAN
NEDVED, former broadcast coordinator, becomes operations director;
JOHN FITZPATRICK, former assistant production manager, becomes
studio manager.
WILLIAM NABORS, Spanish- American program director; RALPH TRUJILLO, Spanish announcer, and JOHN
H. MORRISON, chief engineer, all at
KVER Albuquerque, N. M., have been
awarded B.A. degrees by U. of New
Mexico.
JOHN BALL, record expert for WOL
Washington, has been appointed music editor for Pathfinder magazine.
Mr. Ball was one time music critic
for Brooklyn Eagle and music columnist for New York Herald-Tribune.
HARRIET TROOST, former music
commentary and news writer for
WWJ and WWJ-TV Detroit, has
joined WLW Cincinnati as continuity
writer. JOHN HALLORAN also has
joined WLW in similar capacity.
BILL MEHRING has joined KHUM
Eureka, Calif., as announcer.
GENE KLAVAN has joined WAAMTV Baltimore as disc jockey. He
formerly was in same capacity at
WITH Baltimore.
Radio

Vs. Press

REVIEW of the relationship between radio and newspapers is
presented by Giraud Chester, associate editor of the Quarterly
Journal of Speech, in an article
in the current issue of the Public
Opinion Quarterly. Titled "The
Press-Radio War: 1933-1935," the
article describes the "efforts of
the American press to limit radio's competition in the news field."
Mr. Chester has documented the
article throughout with excerpts
from minutes of American Newspaper Publishers Assn. meetings
and other related records.

lowed to witness the event. On his
next program, Jasiu issued an open
invitation to all who would like to
watch him make good his promise.
At this point, according to Paul
F. Eichhorn, WGRD president and
general manager, everything
started to happen. A neighbor
called and said he would supply
refreshments. A businessman offered to furnish popsicles and popcorn for the kids ; still another said
he would distribute free potato
chips; a health bath offered to give
Jasiu a Swedish massage after his
labors and a funeral parlor immediately offered to supply an ambulance to take him from the scene.
All these offers had been unsolicited, but, after some air promotion,
more offers rolled in. A five
piece orchestra would play between
"rounds." Wes Ramey, former
professional boxer, offered to work
in Jasiu's corner. The city police
department volunteered to close the
entire block. Attendance was expected to be from 5,000 to 10,000.
Then came the big blow. A regular downpour of rain descended
on the scene of the big event, and
for awhile, Mr. Eichhorn said, it
looked as if all the efforts had been
in vain. But a half hour before the
show was to begin the crowd
started to gather. As the event
opened 3.000 spectators were on
hand and another 1,000 blocked
traffic by parking in the middle of
streets to listen to the WGRD show.
Summing up the stunt, Mr. Eichhorn said : "The whole business is
the silliest thing in the world, but
maybe the people who really enjoy
themselves like the simple things."
KWK Conducts Tours
FOLLOWING dedication of its
new studios in the Globe-Democrat
Tower Bldg. [Broadcasting, June
20], KWK St. Louis is holding conducted tours for the public through
the building, Ray Dady, vice president and station director, has announced. Three tours are conducted
each day, Mr. Dady said, and
tickets are obtained by writing to
the station.

THE 'pnecC
"P^Umefi co.
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

Consultants
on

Management

and Operation

(20 years experience)
SALES CAMPAIGNS
• SALES TRAINING
• SALES PROMOTION
Post Office — Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone — Worthington 2-7346
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TEXAS

LEADS

RADIO

PARADE

223 of Nation's 3,175 Facilities in State
TEXAS with 223 has more AM,
FM and TV authorizations than
any other state, and Chicago with
34 leads the roster of cities, FCC
reported last week.
More than 1,300 cities and towns
have broadcast authorizations of
one kind or another, FCC said.
Texas again leads the list with 112
"broadcast communities," followed
by California (76), Pennsylvania
(62), North Carolina (60), and
New York (50).
The compilation, prepared as of
July 1, shows 2,187 AM authorizations, 868 in FM (not counting 58
noncommercial educational grants),
and 120 in TV (including two experimental stations operating on a
commercial basis). The figures include all outstanding authorizations, whether the stations are on
the air or not.
Close behind Texas in total authorizations comes California with
220 and Pennsylvania with 186.
Other states having more than 100
authorizations are New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Illinois, Florida and
Georgia.
Among cities. New York with 32
is only two behind Chicago, followed by Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
New Orleans, Washington and San
Francisco.
Texas has more AM authorization (178); Pennsylvania leads in
FM (71), and New York tops the
list in TV (14). Chicago and New
York are one-two in both AM and
FM authorizations among cities,
while Los Angeles has more TV
grants than any other.
Every state has AM stations, but
five lack FM authorizations and 14
are without TV grants.
BROADCAST
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Florida
Georgia
Idaho

AUTHORIZATIONS BY STATES
AM *FM **TV Total
2 82
62 18
0 2 26
24
8 0 40
32
220
147 62
34
3 0
26 13 , 111 40
1 3712
6 5
7 9 4 20
Columbia
5 101
3 101
72 27
24
5 0 26
2171

LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism -Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly Inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write

71 50
6 12746
Illinois
Indiana
44 29
3 58
76
Iowa
47
2 71
Kansas
38
8
0
Kentucky
43 221173 2
Louisiana
39 1 8 3 60
16 3 0 19
Maine
44
3 58
Mary
land
Massachusetts
46 30
3
40
Michigan
6124 28
6 68
44 1 1 3
Minnesota
Mississippi
79
o u 46
Missouri
45 X 1 2 95
Montana
26
0 0
4 2 27
21
Nebraska
9 2 0 11
Nevada
1 1 646 0 26
New
Hampshire
New Jersey
19 17
1 37
23
0
1 2411 75
New Mexico
1
4
New York
3o
on 40
oX 11 ox71
North Carolina
14
Q 50
North Dakota
93
63 1 0 1 o 1 28
Ohio
(jKianoma
43 1 4 X 591 ^
1 O/
39
Oregon
1 08 71 1 z/ 1 86
Pennsylvania
1561 187
Knocie Island
14
0
South Carolina
14
1 0 15
South Dakota
Tennessee
2 76
43
Texas
6 79
178
5319
2 22324
3
Utah
0
8
0
8
Vermont
39
34 24
2
Virginia
7
46
1
Washington
20
1
West Virginia
1 74
Wisconsin
Wyoming
0 0 54
Alaska
8
0
0
,12
519 220 0 5589
Hawaii Rico
26
1 0 2712
Puerto
0 0 0 0
Virgin Islands
Totals
2,187 868 120 3,175
* Does not include 58 authorized noncommercial educational broadcast stations.
Includes two experimental authorizations operating on commercial basis.
BROADCAST AUTHORIZATIONS BY CITIES
AM FM TV Total
Chicago
4 34
16 10
14
1410 12
6
New York
12
7 29
Los Angeles
10
3 23
Philadelphia
7 3 2132
11
New Orleans
7
9 4 20
Washington
8 8 3
San Francisco
3 3 17
11
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
Pittsburgh
7 9 1 1716
Portland (Ore.)
6 1 19
17
10
9 6 2 17
San Antonio
Baltimore
6 3
7 6 3 16
Boston
6 6 3
Cleveland
1 15
Seattle
9 5
14
5 6 3 1513
Detroit
6
7
1 14
Miami
1
8 4
Houston
7 5 1 13
St.
Buffo Louis
lo
6 5
1 12
5 4 3 12
Cincinnati
4 5 3
Columbus (Ohio)
5 5 2 12
Dallas
6 3 3
Jacksonville
7 3 2 12
Louisville
1
7 4
Oklahcma City
1 12
6 5
Providence
Richmond
6 5 1 1212
8 3 0 11
Denver
1
7 3
Milwaukee
Son Diego
1 11
7 3
11
S
4
2
Syracuse
3
1 1011
6
Rochester
Kansas City (Mo.)
1 9
4 4
Salt Lake City
5 2 2 9
Charleston (S. C.)
5 3 0 8
1
1 8
6
Fort
Worth
Albany
1 8
5 2
Tulsa
5 2 0 7
1 7
Toledo
3 3
6 0 0 6
Spokane

KYOR-KUSN Action
SAN DIEGO BROADCASTING
CO. was granted permission by
FCC to surrender the license of
KYOR San Diego, Calif., for 250
w daytime on 1130 kc and continue
its operation of KUSN there until
the new 5 kw fulltime facilities of
EmploTcrs
KYOR are completed. Firm reRcin.^earanre
cently bought KYOR and must divest itself of one station there
Corporation
[Broadcasting, June 13]. KUSN,
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
5 kw day, 1 kw night on 1510 kc,
Kansas City, Missouri
will be given up when KYOR is
completed.
BROADCASTING
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Dick

Grahl

of William

Esty

says:

(BROADCASTING'S 1949 Marketbook and Spot Rate
Finder) . . . .Highly useful and a great time saver for
arriving at estimated costs. It is something I have personally advocated for several years.

FACTS ABOUT BROADCASTING'S
1949 MARKET
BOOK AND
SPOT

RATE

Market

FINDER

Data

To be Published by States and Counties
(1) 1949 state and county BMB figures on total fannilles, radio homes,
percentage of radio homes per county (these ore the latest figures
available and haven't been released anywhere).
(2) 1948 retail sales by states and counties (latest available).
(3) Latest taxable payroll figures by states and counties.
(4) Latest employment figures available by states and counties.
(5) Latest manufacturing figures by counties and states.
(6) State and county maps, showing station locations as of July 1, 1949.
(7) State statistics on total families, radio families, percentage of radio
families, retail soles, telephone homes, employment, bank deposits,
postal receipts, income payments.

Spot Rate Finder Data
(1) Day and night one-time rotes for all AM, FM, TV stations, including
station break, 1 minute, 5 minute, 15 minute, half hour, hour.
(2) Average
one-time day and night rates for network affiliated stations
in each city.
(3) Average day and night rates for all independent stations in each city.
(4) Listing by city and station of its power, frequency, station rep., network, total families, radio families, percentage of radio families,
available surveys.
(5) Day and night one-time rates for all regional networks by stations.
(6) Day and night rates for all networks by affiliates.
(7) Day and night rates by geographical divisions and population groups.

Broadcasting's 1949 Marketbook and Spot Rate Finder
will be in the mails Aug. 15. Distribution of 17,500,
covering every important national and regional radio
agency and advertiser, assures maximum advertising
effectiveness. Advertising deadline is mid-July but tbis
can be extended if necessary. Position in state sections
guaranteed. Regular rates prevail. Sizes from l/16th
page to spread in color acceptable.

Wire Space Reservations Collect Today

BROAarASTING
The Newsweelc|>y,;^f Radio and Television
TE^lfi CASTING
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Situations Wanted
Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — -$1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding .issue dote. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible tor the return of application material
:9(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Experienced manager wanted by substantial organization to manage network station
in city
of 100,000
population.
Must have
proven
background.
Salary and bonus can provide excellent
income. Send complete details, referING. ences etc. to Box 640B, BROADCASTCommercial manager for new 1000
watt daytime AM. Virginia town total
sales area population 170,000. Base pay
and commission. Give background and
experience. Box 719B BROADCASTING^
Manager. Small midwest well situated
station. Want experienced manager,
able to announce, program, operate
profitable. Salary plus commission.
Apply Box 736B, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Wanted — Progressive, industrious salesman and sales manager, for new progressive midwestern 5,000 watt independent station, in half-million market. High percentage paid. Must be
hustler. Box 478B BROADCASTING.
Local sales manager — Excellent opportunity, aggressive livewire who knows
radio, likes to sell, can inspire and lead
sales staff in highly competitive large
eastern metropolitan
market. Well
established network affiliated
growing
station. No hot shots or pressure boys
need apply. Applicant must be sober,
dependable,
highest
character, future.
interested in building
a permanent
Send all facts — background, ability,
sales record,rangementreferences,
working
ardesired and date
available
to Box 639B, BROADCASTING.
Progressive
California
independent
desires salesman,
not executive,
who can
sell. Excellent future for man who
produces. Salary range $200 to $250
depending on qualifications, plus option
of high commission. All details first
letter. If announcing experience, better
yet. Write Box 708B, BROADCASTING^
Salesman wanted. Capable of selling
and servicing accounts and assuming
responsibility for production as account
executive. Large block of accounts immediately available. Box 715B, BROADCASTING^
Wanted. Salesman. CBS affiliate,
50,000 population. Salary $300.00 per
month plus commission.
Box 738B,
BROADCASTING.
Several parttime salesmen for metropolitan New York area. WKBS, Oyster
Bay,
5200. Long Island. Call Glen Cove 4Announcers
Experienced announcer. Able to operate console. CBS affiliate near Baltimore and Washington. Send transcription with comnlete details. Sal?iry
plus talent. Box 627B, BROADCASTING^
Wanted.onAndirect
announcer
record
air sales.withBoxa good
669B
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class license for
metropolitan midwest independent station. Permanent. Air Mail, Box 698B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with play-byplay ability, who can also do straight
commercial, audience participation,
write commercials and service accounts.
Excellent
withPrefer
growing
forniafuture
independent.
man Caliwho
can
also
sell,
and
we're
willing
to pay
commission over and above salary
for
sales results. Send audition disc and
photo to Box 709B. BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced with warm
friendly selling voice. Detail experience, salary expected, age, and all
qualification.
Only BROADCASTING.
finished man desired. Box 730B,
Wanted. Experienced announcer able
to operate console. MBS affiliate in
eastern city. Send transcription experience record and salary expected.
Contact WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted. Good announcer now located
in North
Carolina,
Carolina area.
Must Virginia,
be collegeSouth
graduate
over 25 and capable of and interested in
rewriting wire service news and doing
some radio news reporting. Must
also be able to do good newscast and
record shows. Congenial staff, good
pay at AM-FM network station. Telegraph if interested. Box 737B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced announcer with
selling delivery. Send audition disc,
picture and background data. WLVA,
Lynchburg, Virginia.
Wanted. Combination announcer-engineer with first class license. With
emphasis on announcing. Perfect
chance to continue college education
at Mississippi State College, WSSO,
Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
Fulltime network station needs engineer-announcer. Good voice. Capable
assumingable.chief
Housing Middle
availSplendidposition.
opportunity.
east.
Write,
wire
Box
697B,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programvrmng, others
News Director. Must be network calibre newscaster, experienced In local
reporting, and rewriting wire copy,
with ability to direct department.
Proven record in similar capacity with
large ouscity
station and
necessary.
experience
salaries. Give
Box previ412B,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Continuity writer who can
turn out commercial copy speedily and
efficiently. Some announcing. Starting salary $40 per week. If interested,
address tograph
background
phoand audition information,
disc to Box 629B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
young
combination
departmentwoman
store as
personal
shopper. Daytime radio program writer
and air personality. Southwest network station,prospect
medium-sized
marketperson
has
interested
if right
available. Write fully in confidence,
Box 691B, BROADCASTING.
Copy writer. Good opportunity and
attractive salary based on experience.
Please
applyexperience.
without at Good
least
one yeardon't
station
typist. College graduate preferred.
Write details
Manager WTAX, Springfield, 1 1.
Miscellaneous
Radio teacher for university. Master's
degree and
experience required. Boxpractical
724B, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Asst. or general manager — Successful
record. Ten years manager network
affiliate plus ten years experience all
departments. Interested in permanency
with stable, progressive organization.
Box 507B, BROADCASTING.
General manager, independent station,
past 5 years, previously salesman, networkness.station.
Know how toBox
get 569B,
busiBest references.
BROADCASTING.
12 years experience all facets radio
broadcasting. Prefer tough situation.
Box 622B, BROADCASTING.
Successful manager needs new opporto help pull station
of red.
Can do tunitycombination,
selling,outmanaging
and continuity writing, 42 years old,
married. 22 years selling and managerial experience. Good references.
Not afraid of work. Box 645B, BROADCASTING.

Successful manager, 15 years radio experience, now managing Texas station,
desires relocation in U.S.A. Expert
at increasing station revenues in competitive market such as present one.
Figures and details on request. University graduate
plus nearly
years'
post-graduate
study.
I will 2increase
your gross and cut your expenses.
Box 712B, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Seven years in radio. Came up from
announcing producing. Excellent sales
record in tough market. Know competitive radio thoroughly. Want permanent spot with progressive station.
Seeking advancement plus security.
Family man, 28. Excellent references.
West preferred, but any reasonable
offer
considered. Box 729B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer — Experienced all phases,
strong play-by-play sports. AM, TV.
Top references, travel anywhere. Box
911a, BROADCASTING.
Serious-minded June university graduate. Knows board. Need job. Anywhere. Disc, photographs ready. Write
Box 577B, BROADCASTING.
First class mediately.
morning
available Box
imNine yearsman
experience.
636B, BROADCASTING.
Available August 1. Young announcer,
single, honestperience.
effort
for chance
exGood radio
voice. at Disc
and photo. Will go anywhere. Box
637B, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience as announcer,
writer.westNow
director, midnetwork.program
Desires concentrate
on
announcing. Board, news, general. Box
642B, BROADCASTING.
Sports-disc jockey. Prefer permanent
sports job. 28, five years experience,
high ball
school,
college
football,
basketprofessional
baseball.
Station
and
agency references. Available right
away, first of September or right after
coming football season. Box 652B,
BROADCASTING.
Got fifteen minutes? Then give a listen
to
audition.
my
salesmytalkdiscforjockey
a regular
spot onIt'syour
station. Facts and figures to prove
audience reaction. Box 659B, BROADCASTING.
Topflight announcer. Disc jockey 6
years experience. Currently working
in New York. Available immediately.
Write Box 680B, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. Age 30. Veteran. Three
years experience.
Unencumbered,
ambitious, desire change.
Highest refrences.
Disc sent on request. Box 682B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Recent college grad. Vet,
25. BA in radio speech. Experienced all
phases quest.
ofPreferbroadcasting.
rewest coast butDisc
will on
travel.
Box 685B, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. Versatile, experienced announcer, single. Desires
steady position with progressive organization. News, commercials, disc jockey, continuity writer, control board.
Box 686B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, musical director, sports
editor,
co^v. Od"*-"*"
hoard.BoxMarr'ed,
25,
available
immediately.
687B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey. Experienced
ad-lib with good selling style. Also
straight work. Box 689B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Available now. Box 690B,
BROADCASTING.
16 months experience in commercial
radio. casterNew
chief like
news-to
in city employed
of 100,000.asWould
switch mingtoand sales
specialin air
work.
Programsmall Minnesota or
Wisconsin station. Age 22. Vet. Single.
Box 693B, BROADCASTING.
Found. Experienced announcer with
ticket looking for established east
coast station willing to pay $65.00, getting in return a married vet strong on
DJ and commercial work. Disc and refING.
erences at Box 696B, BROADCASTSingle 27.
controls.
Mutual
and Announcing
ABC affiliate.andGood
news
and disc jockey shows. Desire radio
2-3 hours. From Washington, D. C.
Box 699B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, single, experienced. Willing
to work hard for permanent position.
Box 702B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, writer, operator. Former
network special events man desires
permanent
in growing
community. position
Veteran 23. Single.
Professional
references.
Will
travel,
prefers
west. Box 703B, BROADCASTING. midHogcaller, ambitious. Can announce.
University radio graduate. Cooperative
fellow. Sincere commercials, listenable
newscasts, smooth discing. Operate
controls, write. Anywhere. Modest
ING.
salary. Write Box 705B, BROADCASTYoung hard worker. Radio schooling.
Experienced play-by-play, all sports,
disc jockey. No drinking. Will travel
immediately.
Excellent
recommendations. Box 707B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
and play-byplay man. sportscaster
Presently employed
poor
sports town.
Experienced
staff Best
announcer. Married, dependable.
of
references.
Box
714B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer will go anywhere. Pleasing
voice. Salary no object. Graduate
leading radio school. No practical
experience,fidence.but
I have
conWhy not
give amelota ofchance
with you? I am versatile. News, disc
shows, personality par excellence.
Good natural commercial man. Box
716B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey presently working NYC wants out of town job. Box
723B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, continuity
writer desires position. Married dependable. Will travel
to station offering advancement
opportunites.
Box
727B, BROADCASTING.
A-1 newscaster, reporter, good voice,
newspaper background, 39, married,
car. Box 728B, BROADCASTING.
Desire start in radio. Announcer, singdrummer. Have
disc.Danville,
Write Langston, er,Hawthorne
Drive,
Va.
Versatile announcer-singer, piano accompaniment. For disc and details,
John D. Mills, 5101 13th St.. N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Announcer, 1 year experience. All
phases. Will travel. Norman Morris,
5829 Woodbine Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Veteran,
yearsTechnique.
college. Graduate
School oftwoRadio
Knows
board. Disc and photo on request.
Tom Sweeney, 633 S. Grove, Oak
Park, 111.
Technical
Engineer, 16 months experience, first
phone, active amateur, 25, married, car.
Desire position in midwest. Available
immediately.
Box 402B, BROADCASTING.

experience
years
Engineer,mitter,IV2remotes.
Graduate
RCA. transNow
employed. Box 615B, BROADCASTING.
Available, 1st license, degree. 10 years
experience, 7 as chief. Box 630B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer presently employed with car.
Desires position north of Virginia. Box
649B, BROADCASTING.
kw, direced 5 Desires
Experienc
Engnieer.
poremotes.
tionalwithinantennae,
NYC. Box 673B,
150 miles
sition
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. First phone. Two
years exWill consider most locations.
Box 681B, perience.
BROADCASTING.
non engineer-a
Experienced
desires position
nouncer combinati
with small
progressive station. Prefer midwest or
BROADCASTING.
Rocky
mountain area. Write Box 694B,
Construction chief engineer, thoroughly
experienced. Would like to build your
BROADCASTING.
station and then leave. Box 695B,
Engineer wants a progressive minded
station now in oneration or under CP
to settle down and grow with. Year and
"A" ham,
classtransmitter,
a half as chief.
phases
all Active
experienced
studio,
recording,
etc. ofSteady,
sober
Will
references.
Excellent
and reliable.
travel
if nosition
warrants.
Box 710B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, veteran, 26. Two
years experience in kilowatt station,
reliable. Box 711B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
engineer,control.
installation,
remote, maintenance,
Graduate
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
one other school. All license. Ham.
Desire permanent position. No car.
Box 721B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
one year onexperience. At present working
250W
net. station doing combo. Minimum
salary ence.
60 Housing
dollars.
Have
good
referconditions forces change
Box 725B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer all phases radio
broadcasting. Now operating 50,000
watt AM, 20,000 watt FM and 5,000
watt AM auxiliary. Desires change to
chief engineer
of smaller
Permanent position
only. station.
Box 726B,
BROADCASTING^
Engineer, 16 months experience, also
announcing. Desires midwest area.
immedi25. Available
Married, ately.car,Box 731B,
BROADCASTING.
Tech school graduate with 15 months
AM and FM experience desires position in midwest. Box 732B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,
28, experienced
operation, installation,
announcing, incopy.
Installed two stations. Now hold manposition.notice.
References.
able twoagerial
weeks
Willing Availtravel
overseas.
Write
Box
733B,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable studio-transmitter engineers.
Two years
experience.
Transmitter,
console, remotes,
recording,
little announcing. College and radio
school graduate. Amateur. Presentlyconnection.
employed, seeking
moreBROADprofitable
Box 734B,
CASTING.
Engineer mitters
experienced.
recording. MakeStudios
offer.transBox
735B, BROADCASTING.
First class license — 34 weeks radio
school. 44 weeks Navy electronics
school. Some announcing. No broadcast experience. Don Lewis, 316 West
First, Maryville, Mo.
Engineer experience in FM AM. 1st
phone. 2nd telegraph, class A amateur,
available now. M. W. Johnson, 436 N.
Hazel, Danville, Illinois.
Available immediately. Operator, first
license, ence.
four
year broadcast
Want transmitter
job. experiSingle.
Age 30. Location
not
important
consideration. Lewis Sherlock, Box 1161,
Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
station
manager's
letter
on
character,
abilityenthusiastic
tells my story.
Journalism
grad.
250
experience,
report, write, edit, read news. Box
617B, BROADCASTING.
Writer -announcer. Radio school graduate, intelligent, reliable, pleasant perI sonality, will travel for personal in, terview,
CASTING. audition. Box 657B, BROADNewsman to edit and broadcast. ExI tensive experience, college education,
i married, dependable, recommendations.
I Box 660B, BROADCASTING.
Program director experienced in traffic
and continuity. College degree in music. 4 years radio. Age 28. Single. Box
668B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced continuity writer. Six
years good commercial station. Desires
Permanent location in good climate.
Box 683B, BROADCASTING.
Local news specialist can solve your
local news coverage problem. Ten years
in radio newsroom. Box 684B, BROADCASTING.
Young woman. 24, university graduate.
Continuity writer, complete knowledge
station operations. Pleasant voice. Best
references.
Box 688B, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter wants nosition. Over one
year with network afHliate as announcer-copywriter. Samoles upon request. Box 700B, BRADCASTING.
Continuity writT, announcer just out
of radio school. Exoerienced in writing,
directing shows. College background,
radio news writine. iournalism. Box
701B. BROADCASTING.
Interested in a Barn Dance? Experienced musical and comedy team can
handle it for you. Can also handle
western disc show. Address Box 7n4B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director with 6 years experience in announcing and programming.
Young, energetic, ambitious, married,
and willing to earn salary. Interested
in joining organization that can offer
chance for advancement in salary and
position. Can offer excellent references
of productive work, character, and
ability. For complete story reply Box
706B, BROADCASTING.
TraflBc
secretary
years' experience.
22,
single,
female.twoPresently
employed.
Prefer
southeastern
states. Box
720B.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced continuity writer. College
graduate. Excellent references. Prefer upper midwest. Mary Davis, 1608
Hawthorne Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Four Western Electric 9-A reproducing
heads, with two arms. Three perfect
heads, one broken needle. Entire lot
$300.00. Box 692B, BROADCASTING.
For Sale: 500 ft. Ideco tower. 4 bay
antenna. 10 kw FM amplifier; 3 kw
FM amplifier; 250 w exciter unit, and
all otherstallingequipment
for inFM station. needed
This equipment
practically new, and priced at 50
percent of the original cost. Box 717B,
BROADCASTING.
New FM neering
station
applicants
consultants.
If youandplanengi-to
place your FM antenna on top of the
present
installation.
can offer youtower
a practically
new Weisocoupler
at a low price. Write Frank O. Myers,
Manager, KCMC-FM, Texarkana, Tex.
For Sale 180 ft. Lehigh steel tower,
shunt-excited, uniform cross sections,
galvanized. Approved lighting equipment.Worth
Now standing.
tion.
more thanExcellent
$2000.00. condiWhat
do you offer? KLUF, Galveston, Texas.
Complete 250 watt standard broadcast
and 3 kw FM consisting of following:
RCA 250K transmitter, Western Electric 504-B2 transmitter, 399 ft. Ideco
guyed tower with WE 54-A FM antenna and RCA
console plus
accessories.
W. H.76-BMurphree,
WABB,all
Mobile, Alabama.
FM Antenna for sale — 1 Western Electric 54-A 6-bay FM antenna with sleet
melting equipment. Used 16 months on
97.3 mcs. Replacing with pylon for TV
installation. Bargain at $2500.00. Also
single cell Westinghouse precipitron
air filter. Cost $570.00. Sell $300.00. Both
items excellent condition F. O. B.
Greensboro. Write or contact Jim
Winecoff, Chief
Greensboro,
NorthEngineer,
Carolina. WFMY-TV,
Blaw-Knox self supporting square
insulated steel tower 304 ft high inRochester,cludingN.beacon,
Y. make offer. WHEC,
For sale. New, unused Hewlett Packard FM Monitor 335-B. Also 2 Raytheon Racks — 2 Standard Cabinet
Racks,tactUmber
Gray. Rome.
Sacrifice. ConManager WKAL,
Four-bay GE FM antenna. Formerly
used on 98.3 mg. Perfect condition.
All reasonable
offers considered.
tact Bernard Jacobs,
WOAK, 4000ConW.
Washington Blvd., Chicago. Sacramento
2-6272.
Tremendous savings on copper, pure
electrolytic bonding copper. 3000
#— .025" X 21/4" wide x coils @ 25^ lb.
F. O. B. our plant. H. P. Mandel and
Sons, 2840 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois. Ph: Bishop 7-7890.
Miscellaneous
Boosting profits
campaigns.with
Cleanregional
selling,advertisquality
writing.
Robert
Kilb
Productions,
Inc.
City.
210
Fifth Avenue, Suite 1102, New York
Employment Service
Simimer slump bothering you? Not
us.
61 jobs open Bureau,
now. RRR-RadioTV employment
Box 413.
Philadelphia.

Employment Service
Universitytinuous
trained.
years conexperienceFive
newscasts
and
announcing. Network announcer and
narrator for Coast Guard public relations during war. Ability in programming and station management.
Can invest cash in solid station.
Market must be excellent and other
parties inpetent. Ifthe
you deal
haveextremely
preparedcom-a
brochure
on your station that gives
it?
all the facts, won't you tell me about
BOX 718B, BROADCASTING

—

FREE —

to subscribers
Broadcasting
'49 marketbook

Help Wanted
Salesmen

featuring
SPOT RATE FINDER
instantaneously
(Compute
campaign ) costs

SALESMAN WANTED
Excellent opportunity for experienced salesman with New England 50 kw network affiliate. Immediate opening. Send outline
of experience
photo to
BOXand573B,
BROADCASTING

-l-T CASTING subscriber
on August 15 you
ad^ Browill
TTT
receive
this fact-packed
MARKETBOOK as Part
II of tbe regular weekly
issue. Here, in one comprehensive volume are all
the essential facts and spot
rate figures for buying/
selling AM, FM, TV time.

Help Wanted — Salesman
Expenenced, permanent time
salesman wanted by leading 50
kw station major network affiliate in large west coast metropolitan market. If you have
made good on a network station in a smaller community
and want a desirable change
write full particulars with piccasting.ture to Box 740-B Broad-

SELLS SEPARATELY FOR $1.00
Enter my BROADCASTING
subscription immediately so
I'll receive 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK and 1950
Yearbook in January.

Television
Production-Programming, others
AVAILABLE!
AUDIO-VIDEO
PRODUCTION
7 years radio director: New York City
City.
2 years television production: New York
SALARY SECONDARY
WILL RELOCATE
Contact Box 713B, BROADCASTING

STREET
CITY

Experienced television director with
proven record in advertising, theatre
and engineering, wishes to relocate
immediately, with station needing
capable staff organizer. Train new
and present personnel. Box 739B,
BROADCASTING.

MAJOR

ZONE STATE
I ENCLOSE
PLEASE BILL ME □

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.

MARKETS

EAST
DAYTIME
Excellent

Coverage

WEST
FULLTIME
Very

Profitable

$50,000
$135,000
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON D. C. 711 Construction
Bldg Ray V. Hamilton
James
W. Blackburn
S. Akard and Wood Sts. 235 Montgomery Street
Washington
Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2

G PLUS" is beMERCHANDingISIN
offered to sponsors by
WCOP Boston in form of personal appearances by its women's
commentator, Mildred Bailey. Plan of
project calls for setting up display in
store well in advance of Miss Bailey's
visit. Advertised products are displayed and date of visit is announced.
On day of her visit Miss Bailey
spends an hour in store talking with
shoppers discussing radio advertising
and advertised products. Samples and
recipe books also have been distributed at food stores during her
visit. WCOP has issued information
on this merchandising service to
agencies, sponsors and representatives.
News Listings
TO SPOTLIGHT its summer news
schedule, KIRO Seattle is offering
postcard listings of all its local,
network, commentary and news analysis shows. Schedule is offered to
listeners on various news shows, and
the response serves also as an audience test for the programs.
Weight of Steer Contest
LISTENERS to Howard Jones' Farmer
Jones program on WFIL Philadelphia
have been invited to participate in
contest to estimate weight of prize
yearling steer. Contest began July 2
and will continue through Sept. 1. On
Sept. 10, public weighing ceremony
will be held at Wiffletree Farm, Mr.
Jones' Montgomery County home, from
which he broadcasts daily except Sunday from 6 to 6:55 a.m. Mr. Jones
will give day-to-day reports on steer's
diet and physical condition, as well as
other information concerning its development. Contestants will base their
estimates on these facts and their
knowledge of livestock care. Winner

9Z4IO

MONROE,

LOUISIANA

The station with more
listeners inNortheastern
Louisiana than all other
stations combined!
5,000 WAHS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
NaLional R e iiracntativc:
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., Inc.
Affiliated with
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Page 82
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'Top Coverage'
LATEST WPEN Philadelphia mailpiece, a six-by-nine card, shows green
pennant raised at top of the globe
with tennis player, golfer, baseball
player and race horse in action. Message reads: "It's WPEN for Top Coverage of Sports. . . . For up-to-theminute sportscasting, keep tuned to

J^'Lomotion

will receive the steer WFIL acquired
the steer at a Kansas City auction
held in connection with appearance
of ABC's The Original Amateur Hoii.r
[Broadcasting, June 27].
To Pick 'Miss New York State'
FRANCHISE to pick "Miss New York
State" has been granted to WKBW
Buffalo, station has reported. Plans
for contest are incomplete, but WKBW
is asking other stations in metropolitan area of state to sub-franchise
for choosing contestant from their
areas. Girls from each area will enter
contest to be held in Buffalo. "Miss
New York State" will be entered in
"Miss America" pageant in Atlantic
City, Sept. 5-11.
'Gold'— Pish Derby
LUCKY ANGLERS from all over
Utah have caught prize tagged trout
in Fish Derby sponsored by KSL Salt
Lake City in cooperation with state
fish and game commission. Five hundred trout were tagged and planted
in variety of streams shortly before
opening of trout season. Prizes range
from $1 to $50 depending on number
of tag. Details are broadcast on
Let's
show. Go Fishing, KSL's new weekly
ABC Booklet
BOOKLET containing ABC's answer
to question "If the rating of your tele,
vision show were 50 in January 1949,
and it dropped to 30 in July, how
many viewers would you lose?" is currently being mailed to advertising and
agencies. Answer, a surprise one, is
"You'd lose none! Matter of fact
you'd gain 13%." According to ABC
Research Dept., mushrooming number
of set owners between the two months,
when taken into account, makes for
gain
drop. instead of loss despite rating
Trumpet Is Prize
VALUABLE GOLD trumpet will be
awarded writer of best safety slogan
for Ralph Zarnow Show on KIOA Des
Moines. Winner will be presented
with trumpet at gala program featuring Mr. Zarnow's nine-piece band.
Program is promoted as "Craziest
Show in Town" and Mr. Zarnow, its
m.c, promises to teach the winner to
play his prize.
Operation Success
ILLUSTRATED folder titled "Operation Success" has been distributed by
WISL Shamokin, Pa. Folder includes
list of important Pennsylvania retail
market areas, figures from Conlan
Survey and mail check.
KODY Aids CARE
THROUGH a KODY North Platte,
Neb., promotion, in excess of 3,000
bars of Swan soap will be sent overseas to needy persons through CARE.
KODY sponsored show for boys and
girls of its community at Paramount
Theatre, admission to which was two
wrappers from Swan soap. Total of
6,126 wrappers were received. Two
local grocery stores cooperated with
station by offering prizes for most
wrappers turned in. D. B. Phillips,
divisional sales manager of Lever
Bros. Co., maker of Swan, attended

show. John Alexander, manager of
KODY, forwarded the wrappers to
CARE, who will send soap overseas.
Awards Exhibited
FIRST PLACE promotion winner and
other awards were displayed in booth
of WCFC (FM) Beckley, W. Va., at
that city's Merchant's Fair. Exhibit
also featured FM sets and antenna,
and carried broadcasts of current baseball games.

Disc Jockey Contest
FIFTY NEWSBOYS will be selected
toWPEN."
compete for spot as guest disc
jockey on Martin Block program.
Boys are carriers for Baltimore News
Post
featuredTable
on Almorning
Ross'
AroundandtheareBreakfast
show on WBAL Baltimore. Boy
judged best by committee of radio
personalities headed by Martin Block
will acompany him to New York to
spin the discs.

BRIGHT red and yellow bus is featured on rate card No. 2 for KXOK-FM,
St. Louis transitcasting station. Bus folds over to reveal rates and additional
information, such as types of transit programs and services.
Pass-Word Gets Ticket
Flash Trailers
OVER 12,000 children attended
IN addition to printed card method
"Uncle Bob's Day" at Portland's
used by local stations, KLAC-TV
Jantzen Beach Park. Tickets were
Hollywood is utilizing motion picture
obtained through writing to Uncle
trailer system to exploit and adverBob's Squirrel Cage program heard on
tise forthcoming shows to be teleKEX Portland, Ore., or by using passcast. Flash trailers have permanent
cast of each program.
word "Squirrel Cage" at park. Bob
Amsberry, "Uncle Bob" of program
Promotion Personnel
emceed two hour show from park.
Attendance record of 12,000 was
DON HARRER, newscaster for KGLO
mostly Portland children between
Mason City, Iowa, has been named
ages of 6 and 10.
promotion director.
DAVID TOM GOLDEN, for past six
Tarzan Contest
publicity, promotion and special
NOVEL CONTEST in San Juan, P. R., years
events director for WPAT Paterson,
will choose 15-year-old boy to be N. J., has announced his resignation.
Puerto Rican "Tarzan" of 1950.
His plans
for future
will be announced at later
date.
Weekly winners are chosen from
photographs taken in loin cloths and
FLORIAN J. WINERITER, formerly
characteristic Tarzan poses. Tarzan
program director of KOPP Ogden,
Utah, joins KXO El Centro, Calif., as
program is carried over WEMB San
Juan.
program promotion manager.

the family.

WIBW
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 7i)
Decisions Cont.:
WSUI Iowa City, Iowa. — Granted request to reduce operating hours from
unl. to minimum of 6V4 his. daily from
8-8-49 to 9-18-49, inclusive, to observe
fall vacation only.
WTOLcense install
Toledo,
Ohio. — Granted linew trans.
WRUF Gainesville, Fla.— Granted licensenewchange
hoursandof DA
operation,
install
trans,
N change
trans, and studio locations and mount
FM on N.E. tower.
WCIFcenseMadlsonville,
Ky.—
install FM ant. on
AMGranted
tower. liKVNJ
Fargo,
N.
D.—
Granted
new AM station 900 kc 1 kw, D. license
WJAYcense newMullins,
S. 1280
C— Granted
liAM station
kc 1 kw D.
KWBEcense newBeatrice,
Neb.
—
Granted
AM station 1450 kc 250 liw
unl.
WTVN
Columbus,
Ohio.—
Granted
mod. CP to change ERP vis. 14.3 kw
and aur. 9 kw to vis. 6 kw and aur.
3.25 kw; change studio and trans, locations change type trans, and ant. to
545 ft.
IJuly 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KIVY
Crockett,
Tex.— of
Mod.completion
CP new
AM station extension
date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KCBC-FM
Des Moines; KISS San Antonio.
Brunswick,
N. J.— Mod.
CPWDHN
new New
FM station
to change
ERP
from .58 kw to 1 kw, antenna height
from 120 ft. to 81 ft. etc.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WrVY Jacksonville, Fla.— RETURNED
June 29 request for CP to change hours
of operation from daytime to unlimited.
WHLN Harlan, Ky. — RETURNED
June 29 request for CP to change from
1230 kc 250 w unl. to 1050 kc 1 kw-D
250 w-N.
July 7 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
WHSF Wausau, Wis.— Granted CP to
replace expired CP for noncommercial
educational FM station; expiration date
to be six months from date of grant.
Woonsocket,
forWWON-FM
Class A FM
station. R. I Same
Crosley Bestg. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio
— Granted waiver of Sec. 4.166 of rules
to permit unattended trans, operation
of experimental TV relay station
KQA44 used as link between Dayton
and Columbus, Ohio, but in no event
later than Feb. 1, 1950, and subject
to cancellation
at any
timecond.
without advance notice, and
other
KWKW
Deal Off
DEAL to purchase KWKW Pasadena by Southern California Trade
Unions Broadcasting Co. (subsidiary of Teamsters Joint Council
42, A F of L) from Southern California Broadcasting Co. has been
called off by mutual agreement.
Request is being made to FCC by
both groups to cancel application.

New
FCC

ROUNDUP
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Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV *Stations
5 on air

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Norman, Okla. — Cleveland County
Broadcasting
ing applicationCo.,
for final
new decision
station ongrant1400
kc, 250 cipalswin Cleveland
unlimited County
(conditions).
include:PrinTol
Dickenson, who has extensive business
interests in Norman, namely a jewelry
store of which he is sole owner; half
interest in Oklahoma Colorcrete Co.,
etc., tion
70%;manager
William
S. Morgan,
of WNAD
Norman,produc20%;
Howard DeMere, employe of WNAD,
10%. Competing applications of Norman
Broadcasting Co., and University City
Broadcasting Co. were denied. Comrs.
Coy and Walker not participating. See
proposed decision BROADCASTING,
May 23. Decision July 5.
Erie, Pa.thorizing
— Issued
WERC Erie, final
Pa. todecision
operate auon
1260 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night,
directionaUzed (in lieu of 1230 kc, 250
w), andfacilities
denyingin WLEU
for
same
lieu of Erie's
1450 kcbidwith
250 w [BROADCASTING, Jan. 24].
Among other conditions, WERC within
60 days must file application for specified 1260 kc operation. FCC reiterated
"serious doubts" as to whether WLEU
stockholders or directors have participatedquiredin station
as in
fullyproposed
as reby license.affairs
But, as
decision, it was felt this question is
not at issue, but must be treated in
separate
July
5. proceeding if at all. Decision
Cleveland, Ohio — In final decision on
Erie 1260 kc case (above), FCC also
granted casters
application
The Civic BroadInc. for newof Cleveland
station
on 1260 kc with 5 kw, directionaUzed
day and night (conditions). Frederick
C. Wolf, owner of Cleveland transcription and recording business, heads and
controls (60%) The Civic Broadcasters
FBROADCASTING,
Jan. 24]. Decision
July 5.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
Utica, N. Y. — Granted application of
U.T.K. Radio Corp. for new station
on 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Denied
competingcasting Co.application
of Utica Broadfor same facilities.
Comrs.
Coy, Walker and Hennock not participating.
See
story
this
issue
page
38.
Decision July 5.
Springfield,
Mass.
—
Pynchon
Broadcasting Corp. denied petition requesting
reconsideration of Commission's decision of Jan. 14 granting application of
Hampden-Hampshire
Corp., Holyoke,

^tt
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Transfers,

Applications
TO JULY 7

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Pending
Total
Grants cations
CPs
On Air Licensed
495
419
210
2,004 1,971
106
Cond'I Appll727
374
64
12
343

n
n
A INDUSTklES
T MAJOR,
n SEVEN
■ ow^m
one. BUT
MAJOK
^-ir NOT oONE,
Kii
IBROADCASTING

Changes,

SUMMARY

not one, but SEVEN
Seven major industries, we mean. Mining, cattle,
lumbering, electric power, farming, sugar beets,
meat packing. Diversification which means sales
stability all year around.
Add 'em together. They tote up a Montana per
capita income of $1641 — $318 above the national average. KGVO-CBS for 85 thousand
Montanians adds to sales, too. For you?
74

Grants,

In
Hearing
182
30
239

51
Mass., to change facilities of WHYN
from 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited to 560 kc,
1competing
kw unlimited
and denied
application.
Comrs.petitioner's
Coy and
Walker not participating. Decision July
6.
12* DECISION
PROPOSED
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Proposed
decisioncationlooking
of appli-of
of WHAS toward
Inc. forgrant
extension
completion date commercial television
station until Oct. 1. Comrs. Coy and
Walker not participating. See stojy
this issue
page 58. Proposed decision
July
6.
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.— Initial deby hearing
examiner
beth cision
C. Smith
looking
toward Elizagrant
of Midwest Broadcasting Co. Inc. to
increase
power
to
10
kw-D,
5
kw-N.
Present operation of KGGF is 690 kc,
1 kw-D, 500 w-N with CP to increase
power to 1 kw-N DA-N. And initial decision to grant KELD El Dorado, Ark.,
to change facilities from 1400 kc, 250
w unlimited to 690 kc, 1 kw unlimited
directional at night. Initial decision
looking toward denying application of
KGKB Tyler, Tex., to change from
1490 kc, 250 w unUmited to 690 kc, 5
kw-D 1 kw-N unlimited directional. See
story this
cision Julyissue
6. page 66. Proposed deNon-Dockef- Actions . . .
FM GRANTS
Chicago Heights, m. — Chicago Heights
Broadcasting Co. granted CP new Class
A FM station, Channel 240 (95.9 mc),
ERP 400 w, antenna 150 ft. Estimated
cost exclusive of land and buildings
i)i7,330. Principals in company are: Anthony Santucci, radio engineering student at Valparaiso Technical Institute,
Valparaiso, Ind., president; Dr. F. J.
Armbruster, secretary-treasurer, and
Henry E. Bruns, electrical engineering
student at U. of Illinois, vice presiEach holds
one-third interest.
Granteddent.July
7.
LaSalle-Peru, 111. — Radio Broadcasting Corp. granted CP new Class B FM
station, Channel 295 (106.9 mc), ERP
13 kw, antenna 415 ft. Estimated cost
$39,952. Principals: K. L. Braun, president Consumer's
of LaSalle
Inc.
and varied
business
interests,County
president
21.14%;
Joseph
A.
Terrando,
program
director and vice president 1.69%;
James D. Hurley, lawyer, secretary
21.14%. Granted July 7.
Knoxville, Tenn. — U. of Tennessee
granted CP new noncommercial FM
station, Channel 220 (91.9 mc), ERP
3.5 kw, antenna 125 ft. Estimated cOst
$20,000. Granted July 7.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, La.—
Granted assignment of license and FM
permit from T. B. Lanford, R. M.
Dean, Mrs. T. B. Lanford Sr., and Mrs.
R. M. Dean d/b as Radio Station KRMD
to Mary Jewell Kimbell Lanford, T. B.
Lanford, Robert M. Dean and Mrs. R.
M. Dean. Mrs. T. B. Lanford Sr., on her
death, left her 2% interest in station
to six heirs. Mrs. Mary Jewell Kimbell,
one of the heirs, buys the interest of
the other five for a consideration of $100
each. KRMD is assigned 1340 kc, 250 w
unlimited. Granted July 6.
KFUN Las Vegas, N. M., KRTN Raton, N. M. — Granted
transfer Inc.
of control
in Southwest
Broadcasters
from
Laurel Thwaites (deceased) to her son,
E. N. Thwaites. Mr. Thwaites receives
1,540 shares of stock from estate of
his mother. He presently owns 13.9%
of stock of Southwest Broadcasters and
is president and general manager.
KFUN is assigned 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited; KRTN operates on 1490 kc,
250 w unlimited. Granted July 7.
WFGN
C— Granted
transfer of Gaffney,
control of S.
Cherokee
Radio
Co. to Ray A. Godshall from W. K.
Gunter Jr. and G. C. Merchant. Mr.

Godshall, president and 25% owner of
Cherokee Radio Co., acquires additional
for 250$31,000.
WFGN Granted
is assigned 157050%kc,
w daytime.
July 7.
WGRV Greenville,
transfer
of 50% of Tenn.
stock — inGranted
Radio
Greenville Inc. from Robert W. Rounsaville to Paul O. Metcalfe for a consideration of $25,000. Mr. Metcalfe previously was 50% owner. Mr. Rounsaville
will continue
at WGRV
as general
ager on a salary.
Granted
July 7.manWAVU-AM-FM Albertville, Ala.—
Granted assignment of license for AM
and CP for FM stations from Pat
Murphy Courington to Pat Murphy
Courington and Mrs. Ivo H. Sparkman
d/b as Sand Mountain Broadcasting
Co. Mrs. Sparkman is wife of Sen.
John J. Sparkman
(D-Ala.)
and congressional secretary.
She buys
49%
interest for $15,752. WAVU is assigned
630 kc, 500 w daytime. Granted July 7.
WHTB of Talladega,
Ala. —of Granted
transfer
control in Voice
Talladega from Melvin Hutson to R. A. Davidson. Mr. Hutson sells his 60% to Mr.
Davidson for a consideration of $16,500.
Mr. Davidson
is 60%
owner and
commercial manager
of WHMA
Anniston,
Ala. D. Hardy Ridder and Harry Held
retain 40% interest. WHTB is assigned
1230 kc, 250 w unUmited. Granted July
7.
KWYO in Sheridan,
Transfer Co.of
control
Big Horn Wyo.—
Broadcasting
from R. E. Carroll to Jim Carroll and
Donald E. Tannehill. R. E. Carroll, sole
owner, is retiring because of ill health
and sells his interest for $55,000. Jim
Carroll is manager of KWYO and Mr.
Tannehill is station manager at KRJF
Miles City, Mont. Each acquires 50%
interest. KWYO operates with 1 kw
daytime,
500 w7. nighttime on 1410 kc.
Granted July
KWHK ofHuthchinson,
Kan. — Granted
transfer
control of KWHK
Broadcasting Co. Inc. from C. L. Burt, R.
L. Evans, Kenneth W. McCrum, John
K.
Minor for
and $21,000.
Frank
Fee Rickard,
to James Vern
E. Murray
Mr. Murray sold KWHK to present
owners in 1948, but disagreement among
directors retarded payment to Mr. Murray who is buying back station. KWHK
is
assigned
Granted
July1 kw
7. daytime on 1190 kc.
KWCO of Chickasha,
Okla.— Granted
transfer
control of Washita
Valley
Broadcasting Corp. from George C.
(Continued on page 8^ )
THE
LONG

ISLAND
STORY

WHLI
daytime listenership now tops
3 network stations in Long
Island's Hempstead Town
where net income exceeds
$552,573,000-a-year
$5,961 -a-family . . .

. . .

$1 ,71 5-a-person.
Net income here is 31%
higher than the U.S. average.
Data sources: Sales Management 1949
Survey of Buying Power; Conlan,
January 1949.

FM
WHLI
AM
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
ELIAS I.GODOFSKY Pr«,denf
July 11, 1949
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 83)
Robinson, James B. Quattlebaum,
Kathryn G. Quattlebaum and Frances
J. Robinson to four new stockholders.
Principals in new corporation are: C.
E. Wilson, salesman Blackburn-Hamilton Co., radio brokers 49.1%; Bonnie
WUson 0.9%; P. D. Jackson, salesman
Blackburn-Hamilton Co. 49.1%, and
Jessie Jackson 0.9%. Consideration is
$30,000. KWCO is assigned 1560 kc, 250
w daytime. Granted July 7.
WMRA of
Myrtle
Beach,of S.Myrtle
C— Granted
transfer
control
Beach
Broadcasting Co. from Joe C. Ivey,
who sells 68 of his 126 shares to P. T.
Watson for $6,800 and 58 shares to L.
B. Hyman for $5,800. Mr. Hyman, who
already owns 62 shares, is 24% owner
of WDSC Dillon, S. C. Mr. Watson, who
now holds 62 shares, owns 99.8% of
WGTM Wilson, N. C. WMRA operates
on 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted
July 7.
WTLS and WAAM-TV Baltimore, Md.
— Granted transfer of control from two
partnerships and four individuals to
Ben Cohen,
Herbert Levy asSamuel
voting Carliner
trustees and
in Radio
Television of Baltimore Inc. The voting
trust entis balance
designed
to maintain
the pres-as
of control
as nearly
possible for at least a year. The trustees
will vote 63%, including 21% belonging
to the Cohen brothers. See transfer
request
BROADCASTING,
May 16, page
81.
Granted
July 7.
WEKR FayetteviUe, Tenn.— Granted
transfer of control in Elk River BroadInc. from
Largenowner
to Ar-of
thur D.casters
Smith
Jr. R.
Mr. A.Smith,
WCDT Winchester, Tenn., buys 80
shares of stock for a consideration of
WEKR Granted
is assigned
w$12,667.
unlimited.
July 1240
7. kc, 250
WRDW ofAugusta,
Ga. —William
GrantedK.
transfer
control from
Jenkins and executors of estates of
Arthur Lucas and Frank J. Miller to
Radio Augusta Inc., new corporation
comprising Ernest D. Black, Emmet
G. McKenzie, Allen M. Woodall,
Charles W. Pittman and W. R. Ringson
for consideration of $170,000. Granted
request for assignment of license from
Augusta Broadcasting Co. to Radio
Augusta Inc. WRDW is assigned 1480
kc, 5 kw unlimited. Granted July 7.
WLNK Norwalk, Conn.— Granted relinquishment of control in Norwalk
Broadcasting Co. Inc from Benjamin
Ginzburg,family,
actingmajority
for Ginzburg-LipsetGaines
stockholders,
by sale of 1 share of stock to Miles
Pennybacker for $100. Mr. Pennybacker
is president and principal owner of
Voltare Tubes Inc. WNLK operates
with 500 w daytime on 1350 kc. Granted
July 7.
WLPOment of license
LaSalle,from
111. — aGranted
assign-of
partnership
F. F. McNaughton and Louis F. Leurig
to LaSalle County Broadcasting Corp.
in which Ruth Elizabeth Miller is presidenturer.andMrs.Peter
is secretary-treasMillerMiller
is director
and 5.125%
owner of The Tribune Co., publisher
of the Chicago Tribune and operator of
WGN, cago.
WGNB
and WGN-TV
ChiShe also (FM)
is president
and 87.20%
owner of La Salle Daily News Tribune
of which Mr. Miller is publisher and
12.80% owner. Mr. Leurig is withdrawing because of ill health and sells for
$100,700. WLPO is assigned 250 w day
on 1220 kc. Granted July 7.
WKUL
Cullman, Ala. — Granted as-

Another

signment of license from H. H. and D.
T. Kinney, co-partnership d/b as Cullman Broadcasting Co., to a new copartnership of same
nameAlexander
and com-B.
posed of Hudson
C. and
Millar. Millars buy WKUL and weekly
Cullman "Banner" from Kinneys for
$100,000
whichhas$65,000
station.
Hudson of
Millar
been isin for
newspaper
and
agency
fields.
WKUL
is
assigned
250 w fulltime on 1230 kc. Granted July
7.
KXGI Fort ofMadison,
— Granted
assignment
licenseIowa
from
Willis
L. Ashby, Billy M. Barron and
John F. Courrier, d/b as Hawkeye
Broadcasting Co., to A. Orrie Carson
for $55,000. Mr. Carson has multiple
publishing interests in Chicago and is
treasurer and 9% stockholder of KSMN
Mason City, Iowa. His wife Lillian owns
40% of KSMN. KXGI operates on 1360
kc, 500 w daytime. Granted July 7.
KCHS Hotof Springs,
N. M.—
GrantedR.
assignment
license from
Leonard
Trainer and Reginald H. Shirk, d/b as
Sierra Broadcasting Co., to a new
corporation
composed
of original
ers and Beulah
M. Shirk.
This ownis a
stock transaction
and
no
money
volved. KCHS is assigned 1400 kc,is in250
w unlimited. Granted July 7.
KOWH, assignment
KOAD-FM ofOmaha,
Granted
license Neb.—
from
World Pub. Co., to Robert H. Storz,
Mrs. Robert Storz and Todd Storz, d/b
as Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co., for
a consideration of $75,000. Robert Storz
is director and stockholder of Omaha
National Bank, 60% owner of Ralph
H. Campbell insurance agency and 20%
owner of Storz Brewing Co. Todd Storz
is president and 90% owner of Outdoor
Display Co. Inc. KOWH is assigned 660
kc, 500 signed
w Channel
daytime.
KOAD-FM
is as225 (92.9
mc). Granted
July 7.
WALAment of Mobile,
Ala. — Granted
assign-to
license from
W. O. Pape
Pape Broadcasting Co. Inc. Mr. Pape
ownstin is 99.5%
of corporation;
H. K.
Marvice president
and holds
1 share;
E. V. Flynn also holds 1 share. WALA
is
assigned
Granted
July 1410
7. kc, 5 kw unlimited.
WAVZ-AM-FM New Haven, Conn. —
Denied petition by David J. McCoy,
minority stockholder,
assignment of license of and
AM granted
and CP for
FM stations from New Haven Broadcasting Corp. to WAVZ Broadcasting
Corp. Principals in new corporation:
Victor W. Knauth, editor and 331/^%
owner of Omnibook Inc., president
45%; Daniel W. Kops, formerly editorial assistant to M. Kiplinger, Washington, D. C, vice president 54%%;
Nancy Kops % of 1%. Consideration is
$67,500 plus accounts receivable not to
exceed $12,500. WAVZ is assigned 1260
kc, 1 kw daytime. WAVZ-FM operates
7.on Channel 236 (95.1 mc). Granted July
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Removed
from hearing
docket
granted
renewal of license
and and
granted
transfer
of control of San Fernando Broadcasting from Helen Ruth Allen, executrix
of estate of C. P. M. AUen, to Fayette
J. Smalley Jr. for consideration of $19,250. Mr.
ness sinceSmalley
March has
1947 not
but been
prior into busithat
time he was with KRKD anw KFVD
Los Angeles. KGIL is assigned 1260 kc,
1 kw unlimited. Granted July 7.
FM Deletions . . .
FOUR FM authorizations were deleted
last
the FCC,
since week
first by
of year
121. total drop-outs
FM deletions effective dates and rea-
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son for withdrawals follow:
WCLC-FM Clarksville, Tenn.— Leaf
Chronicle Co., CP July 6. Slow developmenttainty
of FMTV broadcasting
set ownershiphas andcastuncerover
future of FM station operation.
WFBM-FM
Indianapolis,
Ind.—
WFBM
Inc. CP July 6. Lack of public interest
in FM.
Applicant
it can giveenergies
greater public
service feels
by devoting
to AM and promotion of WFBM-TV.
WMAN-FM Mansfield, Ohio— RichCG July
— Economic. See
story land
thisInc., issue
page 6.32.
WATCCP Morristown,
N. J.—
H. Winans,
July 6. Request
of C.applicant,
no reason.
EXTENSION DENIED
KTVU Portland, Ore.— On basis of
apparent lack of diligence Commission
denieding Co.application
of Video
Broadcastfor extension
of completion
date with option of requesting hearing
within 20 days, in which case denial
will be set aside pending outcome. In
request for extension applicant states
that its attorney has gone to Europe
and has not yet returned and it is
without legal assistance. Secondly applicant
it has transmitter
been hopefulsiteof and
obtainingsays substitute
obtaining a final decision on studio
location, which information it had
hoped
to include
extension.
Denied inJulythis7. request for
PLACED IN FILE
Schenectady, N. Y. — Placed in pendfile applications
of General
Co. ingfor
CP and license
for newElectric
fixed
experimental TV relay station to be
used
STL in conjunction
withAction
GE's
stationas WRGB-TV
Schenectady.
taken
pending
study
of
applicant's
qualifications
licensee General
in light Electric
of antitrust decisionasagainst
et al. Granted modification of STA to
use facilities of W2xNS as visual STL
for WRGB-TV and extended this authorization toFeb.
1, 1950,
without prejudice to any
action
Commission
may
take in light of court decision. Placed
in pending file July 7.
New Applicafions . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Green
Bay,
Wis.—ERPWHBY
Channel 4 (66-72 mc),
14.85 Inc.,
kw visual,
7.42
kw
aural,
antenna
435
ft.
above
average terrain. Estimated cost $151,206,
first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
not estimated. Applicant is licensee
WHBY Appleton, WBAY-AM-FM Green
Bay, Wis, Filed July 5.
Asheville, N. C. — Mary Pickford
Rogers, Channel 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 17
kw visual, 8.5 kw aural, antenna 2,276
ft. above average terrain. Mrs. Rogers previously filed applications for
Durham, N. C. and Winston-Salem,
N. C. [BROADCASTING,
2]. Estimated cost of construction May
$207,800,
first
year operating costs $50,000. Filed July
Riverside, Calif. — Broadcasting Corp.
of America, Channel 6 (82-88 mc), ERP
1.84 visual, 0.92 kw aural, antenna 44 ft.
5.above
average terrain. Estimated cost
$314,450 ; estimated first year operating
cost $150,000, estimated revenue $150,000.
Applicant is licensee of KPRO Riverside. Broadcasting Corp. had filed application for Channel 1 in December
1946, tion
butof its
waited
too when
long tothis
seekchannel
retenpermit
was relegated to other services
[BROADCASTING, March 28]. Filed
July 1.
Sherman, Tex. — Sherman Television
Co., Channel 6 (82-88 mc), ERP 1.84
kw vis., 0.92 kw aural, antenna 466 ft.
above average terrain. Estimated cost
$109,000, estimated first year operating
cost $70,000, first year revenue $70,000.
Principals: John A. Prather, member
Majors & Majors real estate firm, part
owner Flippen-Prather Stores, president 311/4%; Hugh E. Prather, interest
in Flippen-Prather Stores, vice president 12i/i%; Hugh E. Prather Jr., interests in Flippen-Prather Stores and
Majors
Majors,and12i/4%;
S. Foster
Yancey, &% owner
president
T. A.
Manning Co., (insurance), 25%. Filed
July 1.
AM APPLICATION
Chillicothe, Mo.— Cecil W. Roberts,
1010 kc, 250 w daytime; estimated cost
$10,775. Mr. Roberts owns stations
KREI-AM-FM Farmington, Mo., and
holds
permit1. for KNEM Nevada, Mo.
Filed July
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WCLE
— Transfer Co.of
control ofClearwater,
Clearwater Fla.
Broadcasting
Inc. from Houston Cox Jr., M. L. Rosenzweig and S. L. Rosenzweig to Dr. T.
M. Watson. Dr. Watson holds $30,000
mortgage which he will return to original partners for station. WCLE is assigned 680 kc, 1 kw daytime. Filed June
24.

SMALL

TOWN

VIM

Radioman Sparks Promotion
MADISON, S. D. (pop. 6,000) was
given more than half a page of
space in the June 15 issue of
Pathfinder, national weekly news
magazine,
and
the man chiefly
responsible
for it
was Ralph Doerr,
manager of the
Madison studio
of KISD Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Chamber
of Commerce
decided
Madison's
last January to

stage a city-wide
Mr. Doerr
cam
paign, but lacked promotion
funds to finance
it. Mr. Doerr had the answer, and
EC
Pathfinder
says,
part: as
". re. .
Doerr did it,
withinhimself
porter and author, high school students as typists, and Claude Mallory, local photographer, taking
pictures.
week has
Madison's
Chamber ofThis
Commerce
before

it a lively, 76-page, home-made
volume of photographs and text—
the vivid life story of a small mod
ern American city."
ma
of Pathfinder's
of Athepart
Madison
promotion account
was a
picture of Mr. Doerr seated around 111!
the dinner table with Don Hallenbeck, part owner of a Madison
furniture store, and Mr. Hallen
beck's wife and two children. Madi
son recently held a week-long civic
celebration, and Mr. Doerr reports
that KISD, which ordinarily originates only one broadcast a day
from Madison, presented 12 additional hours of programming originating there.

KGA from
Spokane,
— Assignment
of
license
LouisWash.
Wasmer
to Corp. of?
Gonzaga U. for a consideration of $425,
000. Gonzaga
U. is
non-profitS.organization. Francis
E. a Corkery,
J., is
president
and John KGA
F. Gubbins,
J.,'
is
vice president.
operates S.with
50 kw unlimited on 1510 kc. Filed June
24.
Minnesota Valley Broadcasting Co.
Mankato,
Minn. in— permittee
Transfer of
391 5/10 ten
shares of stock
corporatioii
to
H. Willard
Linder, D.Co.O. for
Linder
Lakeland
Broadcasting
$100 and
per irti
share. Lakeland Broadcasting Co. li
censee of KWLM Willmar, Minn., pur-l
chases 241 5/10 shares; D. O. LinderJ
50% owner of St. Cloud Broadcasting sioi
Co., er75KMHL
shares;
H. Willard
ownMarshall,
Minn.,Linder,
75 shares
Lakeland will advance up to $10,000 ■eon
working capital to Minnesota Valley
if necessary. Minnesota Valley requests
1420 kc, 1 kw unlimited DA-N. Filed
June 24
WDXI from
Jackson,
Assignmenttr/a?ol
license
AaronTenn.
B. —Robinson,
D'xie Broadcasting Co., to a corporation of the same name and with Mr.
Robinson holding all of stock consisting
of 4,000 shares. Request is made to ij
achieve the advantages of a corporate
oriranization. WDXI is assigned 1310 kc
with 1 kw daytime. Filed June 29
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
Tlie oldest and rem^ized as one
the leading
Radio Schools
In \merira
ofterg
Its technlHimj:
specially
trained
and
Television
to theKndlo
llroadmat
Industry.
(Our
graduates
hav«
1st
Class
Telepiione License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Address: Placement Hanager
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St., New York 14. N. Y.
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Wide Readership
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I don't think it is necessary
to tell you of the tremendous interest the advertising fraternity
has in your publication . . . while
■, I was in New York ... I made
the rounds of the many advertising
agencies and each and every one
had something to say about the
fact that I made Broadcasting.
Herman E. Fast
Manager
WKRC Cincinnati
Always Cap Coke
[editor, Broadcasting:
... I very much appreciate your
understanding attitude toward the
* proper capitalization of our trademark. Coke. . . .
Edgar S. Bayol
Press Counsel
The Coca-Cola Co.
New York

WCSS' Contribution
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May I correct your story of
WCSS'
campaign
20,
issuehospital
of June
27? . .on. page
WCSS logged a total of 47 hours
and 33 minutes over a period of
about a month and not in five days
as reported.
We are an independent, but it's
still way beyond our capacity to be
able to log over eight hours a
day for one community service endeavor. . . . There's gotta be a
few commercials to pay the bills.
Ray Cheney
Program Director
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.

r-

;Hearty Agreement
'EDITOR, Broadcasting:
If! Re your editorial Etaoin Shrdlu
II "and gradually, we surmise, the
courts or the Congress will draw
jji'jome straight line logic from the
idlbFCC's
circumlocutions." Amen!
ni"
Richard E Hunt
General Manager
WPTW Piqua, Ohio
TV and Boxing
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Thank you for the genuine and
'post valuable service you perormed broadcasting in general
md television in particular when
'ou wrote the article on page 34 of
^he June 27 issue of Broadcasting,
itled "Boxing Lays an Egg." The
jay we look at it, you said everyhing that should be said on that
■articular subject. I feel that it
3 about time such a strong and
imely article came out to combat
he misrepresentation of certain
iterests opposed to AM and teleision broadcasting. . . .
Looking back now, I am sure
nat many in the television and
lM industry will agree with me
lat for the sake of a principle,
; was most fortunate that the
"^tROADCASTING

LaMotta-Cerdan fight was not
broadcast or telecast. Once upon
a time, a certain prophet commanded the sun to stand still; another prophet commanded the
ocean waves to cease beating upon
the shore. The encroachment of
this marvelous medium of television can no more be held back in
its natural progress than the sun
or the ocean. . . .
Roger S. Underhill
General Manager
Dispatch Inc.
(WICU-TV)
Erie,
Pa.
* * *
'Impartial Reporter'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As you and I know, an acid test
of fair and objective reporting
occurs when the subject of a story
is yourself or your own organization.
Broadcasting has long been
known to me as an impartial, albeit
energetic reporter. This opinion is
emphatically corroborated by your
July 4 story on the WQQW situation.
My hat remains off to you !
M. Robert Rogers
General Manager
WQQW Washington, D. C.
Minnesota Football
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Members of the Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn. have asked
that I clarify the story appearing
in your June 27 issue on page 76,
under the headline, "Sports Rate
Protested
Minnesotans."
At the by
board
meeting June 20,
"Swannee" Hagman of radio station WLOL Minneapolis was named
as chairman to discuss with the
U. of Minnesota the problem that
is mutual on the part of both the
university and the stations outstate. That problem was that during the 1948 football season no
out-state station carried the university's football broadcasts commercially, although the university
kindly set up a very excellent plan
using the university radio station's facilities for feeds throughout the state. The university, on
its part, set up its excellent system
in order that as many stations as
possible could broadcast without
having to go to the expense and
bother of acquiring space, equipment, engineering, and so on. At
the same time, they fixed what they
considered a reasonable fee for this
service, which incidentally was
substantially lower if the games
were carried sustaining.
The university was interested in
obtaining as widespread local cover-
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REC APPOINTS
Advisors, Committee Heads
RADIO EXECUTIVES Club of
New York, through its president,
John J. Karol, CBS sales manager,
last week named its advisory council and committee chairman for
the 1949-50 season.
Newly named to the advisory
Theodore
president, WOR
council
ai-e: Streibert,
New
York;
Frank White, president,
MBS; Ralph Weil, general manager,
WOV Newrector.York;
Mortimer Loewi,
diDuMont Television
Network;
Fen Doscher,
president.
Sales
Executive Club: Paul West, president.
Assn. of National Advertisers; Raymond C. Cosgrove, president. RMA.
Continuing on the council are:
Frank Stanton, CBS president; Niles
Trammell, NBC president; Mark
Woods, ABC president; Frederic R.
Gamble, president, A AAA; Andrew
Haire,
president.
Club of
New York;
Grace Advertising
Johnsen, president.
Advertising Women of New York;
Dorothy
women's
broadcasts,Lewis,
UN; coordinator
Justin Miller,
NAB
president;
G. Mortimer,
man of theCharles
Advertising
Councilchairand
vice president of General Foods Corp.;
Elliott M. Sanger, executive vice
president, WQXR New York.
REC committee chairmen are:
William
S. Hedges,andNBC
president (continuing)
Carlvice
Haverlin.
BMI president, serving as consultation
chairman; Marvin Kirsch, vice president.Taylor,
Radio Daily,
David-as
son
CBS membership;
vice president,
head of
the
program
committee;
Archibald Brunfeld of Brunfeld & Simons,
finance committee of REC; Joseph McDonald. ABC vice president, laws and
by-laws; Michael
Foster.
CBS,Feeney,
hduse
committee
chairman;
Harry
CBS trade news editor, publicity committee, and M. H. Shapiro, BMI. publications.

age of its games as possible. One
of the ambiguous parts of the
university's setting up a rate was
the fact that it was the highest
daytime, two-hour, rate and several
stations in the rural areas were
confronted with the problem of
having
noon-hour
which aunder
the class
terms"A"of rate,
the
university would be the determining rate for the broadcast despite
the fact that the games would fall
in the 1:00 to 6:00 period, which
normally is class "B." The meeting
to be held with the university on
the part of the out-state stations
is to be conducted in a most
friendly fashion to determine the
possibilities of making the broadcast a desirable commercial feature; attractive enough in price
to a local advertiser.
It is our understanding that the
university is very fair-minded as
shown by their offer last season
to drop a formerly set-up minimum
charge, which in many cases exceeded the out-state station's two
hour, daytime rate. We would
also especially like to point out
that the meetings do not concern
the Twin Cities' stations either in
radio or television, and the association's efforts are concerned with
what we felt was the mutual problem between out-state stations and
the university.
I don't know the source of your
story, but I presume
it came
through the usual press channels.
We do feel that it needs the above
clarification, especially in view of
the fact that many of the stations,
rather
than
carry Minnesota
games, have been taking games of
their respective networks and have
thus blocked out unintentionally
the widespread coverage desired by
the university. . . .
Melvin Drake
Secretary -Treasurer
WDGY Minneapolis

Election for WCMW
A THREE-MAN panel of the National Labor Relations Board last
Tuesday directed that a secret
ballot election be held at WCMW
WCMW-FM Canton, Ohio, to determine whether transmitter licensed operating engineers employed there wish to be represented
by the National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians, Cleveland chapter. The action affirmed
rulings of an NLRB trial examiner
following a hearing in the matter.
WCMW, a 1 kw daytime independent on 1060 kc, and WCMW-FM,
which operates with 17.6 kw on
Channel 235 (94.9 mc), are licensed to Stark Broadcasting Corp.

KEPO
EL
690

PASO,
K.C.

5000
ABC

Represented
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WATTS
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TIME
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3 NEW AM OUTLETS
ARE GRANTED BY FCC
GRANTS for three new AM stations and improved facilities for two outlets were authorized by FCC Friday. KTRM Beaumont, Tex.,
daytimer on 990 kc, received fulltime grant and
increase in power from 250 w daytime to 1 kw
fulltime, DA night. WKNK Muskegon, Mich.,
assigned 1600 kc, 1 kw daytime, was granted
modification of CP to increase hours of operation from daytime to unlimited, DA night.
New station grantees and ownership include,
Davenport, Iowa, L. W. Andrews Inc., granted
1580 kc, 250 w D, estimated cost $5,045. Mr.
Andrews, radio consultant, was one-time manager and owner of KICD Spencer, Iowa.
Bay State Broadcasting Co., New Bedford,
Mass., granted new station on 1230 kc, 100 w
fulltime. Joseph P. Duchaine, president of
Safe Deposit National Bank, New Bedford, is
president and 70% owner.
Alaska Broadcasting Co., Sitka, Alaska, received authorization on 1230 kc, 250 w fulltime. William J. Wagner, owner of Alaska
Broadcasting Co., also owns KFQD Anchorage,
KINY Juneau, KFRB Fairbanks and KTKN
Ketchikan.
XLEAR GRANTS VACATED
FCC Friday vacated its 1946 grants for clearchannel daytime stations in St. Paul, Minn.,
and Stillwater, Okla., pending decision on
so-called "daytime skywave case," which is
linked with clear-channel proceeding. Grants
involved, already under suspension via stay
orders, were held by Middle West Broadcasting Co. (group headed by John W.
Boler, North Central broadcaster) for 700
kc with 1 kw daytime at St. Paul, and Oklahoma A. & M. College for 840 kc with 10 kw
day at Stillwater.
Action stems from U. S. Court of Appeals
decision holding FCC should have had hearing before granting, in view of alleged daytime skywave interference to clear-channel
stations. St. Paul grant involved frequency
on which WLW Cincinnati is dominant 1-A
station; Stillwater was on WHAS Louisville's. Applications go into FCC pending
file till daytime-skywave case is settled.
FCC REFUSES WPTR STAY
FCC REFUSED Friday to withhold programtest authorization from WPTR Albany, N. Y.,
in connection with new 50-kw operation on
1540 kc, but delayed effectiveness of such
authority for 14 days so WQXR New York
(1560 kc) might have time to apply to court
for stay order. WQXR, appealing from
WPTR's 50-kw grant, had asked FCC to disallow program tests till appeal is decided.
WQXR spokesmen said they would seek stay
order this week.
KCSB SALE APPROVED
FCC Friday approved $32,000 sale of KCSB
San Bernardino, Calif., from Woodrow Miller
to Essie Binkley West. Mrs. West is founder
and president of Old Time Faith Inc., home
for girls, and has been associated with her son
in operation of Glendale's Radio City. Mr.
Miller is withdrawing to attend to other business interests. KCSB is assigned 1350 kc 500
w daytime.
TV OPENING DELAYED
KRON-TV San Francisco, NBC-TV affiliate,
originally scheduled to start operations in July,
postponed opening until Oct. 1.
Page 86
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WBTV STAFF ANNOUNCED
AS DEBUT IMPENDS
LARRY WALKER, assistant general manager WBT Charlotte, N. C, will be in charge
of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.'s television operation (WBTV) scheduled to take
air July 15 (see story, page 52). Announcement was made by Charles H. Crutchfield,
general manager. Staff reorganization and
expansion to provide personnel for TV is now
well advanced.
Charles Bell, formerly manager WGCD
Chester, S. C, will assist Mr. Walker in capacity of television production manager. Keith
Byerly, general sales manager; Wallace Jorgenson, local sales manager ; M. J. Minor, chief
engineer; Kenneth Spicer, business manager;
Jack Knell, news director ; Bob Covington, promotion manager, and Jean Carson Brown,
publicity director, WBT staff members, will
act in same capacities for WBTV.
On day preceding beginning of its commercial operation, WBTV is sponsoring TV preview show in Charlotte armory in conjunction
with Charlotte Observer and Charlotte News,
and local TV distributors. Show is open to
general public.
BMI LICENSEES AT PEAK
BMI President Carl Haverlin reported Friday
BMI licensees in U. S. and Canada reached
all-time high of 2,618. Of 1,965 AM outlets,
overwhelming proportion anticipated 1950
renewal date, signing for nine-year period
ending 1959. About 70 AM outlets and 50
FM and TV stations in process of signing such
renewals.
GUILD CONTRACT PARLEY
RADIO and Television Directors Guild expected to discuss contract with NBC for TV
directors at negotiating meeting tomorrow
(Tuesday) after withdrawal of New Y^rk state
mediator from case. RTDG national board is
scheduled to meet in New York July 22-24, with
agenda to comprise progress in freelance negotiations, strategy and proposals for new contracts, and how best to expand in TV.
CROSLEY TV METER PLAN
"PAY as You See" video introduced by Crosley
Division, Avco Mfg. Corp. Plan offers receiving sets to be installed in homes on payment
of 10% of cost, with balance collected via meter. Crosley "Visimeter," to be launched nationally in selected areas this week, provides
purchaser of set with one hour of video entertainment for 25 cents. Money is collected periodically and applied against purchase price.
Installment charges are up to individual* dealers.
TWIN CITIES SUMMER FETE
INAUGURATION of 1949 Twin Cities Summer Festival to highlight Actor-Comedian Bob
Hope with Commentator Cedric Adams on twohour Aquatennial Show over WCCO Minneapolis July 23, Merle S. Jones, WCCO manager
and Aquatennial radio committee chairman,
announced Friday. CBS outlet will air Saturday night block of four local shows, with Mr.
Hope as guest star, and half-hour network
origination, Aquatennial Time, 8:30-9 p.m.
WARREN WADE TO WPIX
WARREN WADE, executive television producer for NBC since 1939, Aug. 1 joins WPIX
(TV) New York as program manager. He
succeeds James Pollack.

'LUX THEATRE' TOPS PULSE
5-CITY MAY-JUNE RATINGS
MAY-JUNE program ratings survey of Pulse
showed Lux Radio Theatre leading top 10
evening shows in New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati.
Comparative five-city ratings for May-June
and March- April, respectively:
"Lux Radio Theatre," 20.4, 23.9; "Godfrey's TalScouts," 14.6,
15.7, 17.9;
Friend
Irma," 14.6,
15.2, 19.1;
15.9;
Bob entHope,
18.2; "My
Walter
Winchell,
"Suspense,' 13.8 (no figure for March-April); "Inner
Sanctum," 13.4, 15.3; "Stop the Music," 12.0 (no
March-April figure); "Mr. District Attorney," 11.7,
figure).
15.1; "Mystery Theatre," 11.4 (no March-April
Daytime five-a-week program ratings for
May-June, March- April:
Arthur Slam"
Godfrey,
10.0, 9.7;
"Rosemary,"
8.3, "Big
8.6;
"Grand
(four-city
average),
8.2, 8.7;
Sister," 8.1 (no March-April figure); "Ma Perkins,"
7.7, 8.2; "Helen Trent," 7.7, 7.9; "Our Gal Sunday,"
7.6, 8.0; "Breakfast Club," 7.5, 7.7; "The Guiding
Light," 7.1, 7.6; "Aunt Jenny," 6.9, 7.6.
Saturday and Sunday daytime May-June,
March-April ratings:
"The Shadow," 7.5, 10.3; "Grand Central Station,"
7.0,
of Today,"
"Let'sOver
Pretend,"
6.8, 7.1;
6.4; "Theatre
"Junior Miss,"
5.8, 6.8,
6.4; 7.0;
"Stars
Hollywood," 5.7, 6.4; "True Detective Mysteries," 5.2, 8.4;
"House
of
Mystery,"
4.9,
7.4;
"Give
and
Take,"
4.7
(no MarchMarch
-April April
figure).figure); Mary L. Taylor, 4.3 (no
WISCONSIN

EXTENDS

BAN

WISCONSIN ban against publishing rape victim's identity extended to radio and TV stations and press associations under bill signed
Friday by Gov. Oscar Rennebohm. Ban formerly applied only to newspapers and periodicals publishing in Wisconsin. On Gov. Rennebohm's desk Friday was bill passed by Wisconsin Legislature banning broadcast of courtroom proceedings. In series of broadcasts
Robert Lindsay, WKOW Madison news editor,
has urged governor to veto bill.
ACA SIGNS WHOM
PACT
AMERICAN Communications Assn. (CIO),
announced Friday new two-year contract for j
14 technicians at WHOM New York calling
for $7.50 wage rise and one of shortest scale
progressions in country — $87.50 starting salary and $117.50 after six months. Contract
effective Aug. 1. Company confirmation unavailable at press time.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
timetable looking toward lifting of freeze at
earliest possible date [Broadcasting, May 30].
WESTBROOK PEGLER and King Features
Syndicate will probably plead truth as defense
in New York Supreme Court action against
them by Drew Pearson, ABC commentator.
Suit is for $250,000 on grounds Pegler's columns unfairly connected Pearson with suicide
of Secretary of Defense James Forrestal.
Deadline for answering is Monday.
STRAINED relations at NAB, stemming
from reorganization talk and implemented by
station resignations, may force NAB board, at
its meeting in Portsmouth, N. H., into peacemaker role. It's open secret that NAB president Judge Miller and Executive Vice President
A. D. Willard Jr. do not see eye-to-eye on all
things. Mr. Willard is on his first vacation in
several years and his status will be handled "in \
absentia" unless he makes sudden appearance.
GENERAL FOODS, New York (Post Toasties)!
through
Young
& Rubicam,
New York,
stood to be
shopping
for television
show. under-'
FORD MOTOR CO. looking over Stand by for
Crime, Greg Garrison WENR-TV Chicago]
package aired sustaining on ABC-TV.
BROADCASTING
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now

1572

million

rides

a month

in St. Louis

40

million

rides
soon
Don't miss the bus on St. Louis Transit Radio! This great
"going-to-buy" market is growing every day. KXOK-FM now
serves 15 '/a million rides monthly . . . that's a market as
big as Kansas City, Missouri*. Soon it will be "St. Louis size"
. . . 1,300 vehicles radio equipped to serve almost 40 million
rides monthly*! Here's sweet music to a timebuyer's ears: Rate
card No. 2, now in effect and based on 400 vehicles, is pegged,
until the number of vehicles radio equipped reaches 700. This
is your golden opportunity to get in on the ground
floor in St. Louis Transit Radio . . . the new exciting radio
medium that sells buyers on iheir way to buy.
Act now ... to gain rate protection to obtain best possible
schedule for your product.

today

a month
I

FM

transi

♦Standard Rate & Data, May, 1949

radio
ST. LOUIS

Represented by

?2ffi and Delmar, CHestnut 3700
TRANSIT RADIO, INC.
New York, 250 Park Ave.
Chicago, 35 f. Wacker Drive

RCA scientists find way to combat noises in rooms
where normal sound control methods are impractical.

You

think of RCA

Laboratories— in

prevent the installation of a sound-ab-

part— as a place where scientists work
with sound, for radio, television, phonographs. This is true, but they are also
concerned with silence.

sorbent ceiling— and you wouldn't want
to blanket a skylight, or cover a window
with a wall.

One example is a recent RCA development, a way of killing clatter in
places where conventional sound-conditioning—with walls or ceilings of absorbent materials — would get in your way.
Overhead pipes, ducts or fixtures might

RCA's invention solves the problem in this
way: Cones of sound-absorbent substances
are clamped together base-to-base . . , then
hung in rows where not in the way. Light,
inexpensive, easy to install, these "Cones of
Silence" convert sound waves into heat energy, absorb from 60% to 75% of the clatter
in a noisy room.

iVor/c/ Lecfc/er

How you benefit:
The development of this new functional
sound absorber indicates the type of progressive research conducted at RCA Laboratories. Such leadership in science and
engineering adds value beyond price to
any product or *service
Victor.
* of* RCA and RCA
The newest developments in radio, television and
electronics can be seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36
W. 49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation ofAmerica, Radio City, New York 20.
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25 CENTS
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any

time

is

on

good

time

WOR

JIM PLATT over at the Infra Agency wouldn't
touch 6:00 AM if WOR gave it to him. He's an
early evening boy. The fellows at Dunn, Doane
& Debbie think that 6:00 AM is just pure platinum.
But WOR has proved and proved and proved
that any time is good time on this station.
We haven't proved this with ratings only —
though we've got a king's ransom worth of good
sound statistical props: We've proved it with
hard, cold, cash facts based on sales, sales, sales
... at all hours.
For instance, a 9:25 PM Sunday announcement— announcement, mind you! — cascaded in
13,052 dimes and requests. Sunday, at 8:00 AM
— when all people are supposed to be punching
the pillow — pulled 6,522 cash requests.

It goes this way — Somebody's always listening to WOR. Not that we don't think that some
times and some audiences aren't better for some
products. Gosh, no! But every small minute on
WOR can bring big returns. We can prove this,
emphatically and very convincingly.
Our address is—

-that power -full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

WOR
mutual
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Even

now

before

we're

YES, even before Charlie McCarthy comes in with the
spectacular new CBS lineup in the Fall, WHAS listenership figures are zooming . . . outstripping all other
stations in the rich Kentuckiana market.
In the last year WHAS was the only Kentuckiana station to increase its roster of top Hooperated

E.

B.

packing

&

C.

'em

For Fall booking with plenty of punch take note of
the WHAS audience before Charlie and Edgar . . .
add "The Splinter" . . . then figure in the rest of the
guest CBS Fall lineup. It proves WHAS the gilt-edged,
rock-solid buy of the '49 Kentuckiana Fall Season.
♦Source: 47-48 and 48-49 Winter-Spring Reports.

programs morning, afternoon AND evening!*
Credit this trend to the happy combination of CBS
programming and WHAS shows. "Ballard's Bazaar"
is a good example ... a dozen baker's dozens of
enthusiastic housewives in the WHAS studio for each
broadcast, plus a huge throng of buy-minded women
in Kentuckiana homes who insist on Ballard's Flour
every time.

BALLARD'S BAZAAR !s made up of recipes
and household hints by Hostess Marion Ellis
and music by the Easy Threesome and Baritone Bill
Pickett. Sam Gifford is the emcee. The program features
a contest in which housewives (and their grocers) receive
prizes from Ballard premium stores. Staged in new WHAS
Audience Studio. Sponsor: Ballard and Ballard.

Come This fall, choice seats
I ''availabilities" to you) for the Great WHAS-CBS
will be hard to find. Reserve yours now!
Call your PETRy

Show

man!
50,000 WATTS

•

lA CLEAR CHANNEL

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
THt

ONLY

RADIO

STATION

SERVING

AND

SELLING

->

«

840 KILOCYCLES

J. MAC W^'NN, Sjles Director

ALL THE RICH KENTUCKIANA

MARKET

Mc

in!

Yes, more than 3,000 busy farmers and ranchmen left their important spring work to
participate in the second Annual KVOO Calvacade of Greener Pastures held May 23
through 27th! Cooperating with the KVOO Farm Department in sponsoring this great
week

of progress were: The Oklahoma Extension Service, The Arkansas Extension Service, Chambers of Commerce, Civic Clubs, and other agricultural agencies of the USDA.

The purpose? To show some of the more than 3,000,000 acres of Southwestern pastureland which is entered in the KVOO Greener Pastures Contest! Why? To promote and
encourage the building of better pastures in the Southwest; to demonstrate methods and
materials which produce better pastures; to provide a place for KVOO Farm Deparment
advertisers to show their products; to better serve the Southwestern farmer and rancher
. . . the prime purpose behind the KVOO Farm Department!
"The best field day ever held in Arkansas!" so said Mr. Lipert S. Ellis, Dean of
Agriculture at the University of Arkansas, and this was typical of other comments from
agricultural leaders who attended this great cavalcade.
Advertisers who
Southwest

have products of interest to farm

and ranch folk will find the great

a profitable place to sell, especially if they tell their story over KVOO,

homa's Greatest Station — the station farm
entertainment, information and news!

and ranch listeners always depend

Oklaon for

ADIO
EDWARD PETR
50,000 WATTS

OKLAHOMA'S

5VES-

NC. NATION

GREATEST

STATION

TULSA, OKLA.
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WHILE NAB board dealt in job assignments
in streamlining operation and named no names,
effect is to eliminate three high-paying positions. Executive vice presidency, held since
1945 by A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., is abolished,
resulting in $25,000 salary savings. Similarly, entire program department, headed by
Harold Fair, is abolished, and engineering
department, headed by Royal V. Howard, is
reduced in status to point where Mr. Howard's
job in effect is eliminated. Technically, newlycreated positions could be filled from present
personnel. Top jobs (Audio and Video Divisions) expected to carry $17,500 ceilings and
will be filled at discretion of President Miller.
Mr. Willard, however, has resigned effective
Aug. 1 (see story this page).
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York, through
Morse International, preparing new, intensive
announcement campaign,
BROADCAST MEASUREMENT BUREAU,
NAB's monetary problem child virtually since
its formation in 1945, was scarcely mentioned
at XAB board session in Portsmouth, N. H.,
last week. There were reassurances that BMB
is solvent at this writing, and that NAB's loan
of $75,000, authorized at April convention, will
be paid.
JUST prior to NAB board's adoption of drastic reorganization plan, 50,000-w WTOP, controlled by Washington Post and in which CBS
holds minority interest, submitted its resignation, effective July 31. No reason was
ascribed for action by John S. Hayes, vice
president and general manager, but it's surmised it was because of Broadcast Advertising Bureau activity and implied competitive
pitch against newspapers.
DR. HERMAN S. HETTINGER, first research
director of NAB and former Crowell-Collier
executive, July 19 joins McCann-Erickson as
associate director of research in charge of
market research. He recently returned from
special mission to Iran.
ARMY HOUR which constituted main military
contact with people during war, will return
to NBC in TV regalia in October. Sunday
afternoon half-hour program, likely to be
called Armed Forces Hour in keeping with
consolidation of services, will be global in
coverage, making extensive use of film.
NBC considering relaxation of its long-standing ban against wine advertising. Believed
probable that decision will be to accept wine
commercials only on owned and operated stations and not on network.
ITS LAWYERS think (and hope) it's not
significant, but FCC General Counsel's Office
is filing exceptions to four of first five initial
decisions issued by hearing examiners under
(Continued on page 74)
Page 4
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Briefly

July 18-19: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, Ocean Terrace Hotel, Wrightsville.
July 25-26: NAB Unaffiliated Stations Executive Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
July 25-Aug. 26: Third Professional Radio Clinic,
U. of Denver, Denver.
(Other Upcomings on page 36)

Bulletins
PROCTER & GAMBLE (Oxydol) transcribing Ma Perkins on CBS to be used in 25 supplementary markets beginning Aug. 1. Agency,
Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample, New York.
FCC ALLOCATION STUDIED
BY TBA DIRECTORS
FCC proposals to add 42 UHF bands to present
VHF channels represent "splendid effort" by
Commission, said Jack R. Poppele, TBA president. Proposals discussed by TBA board at
New York meeting but no official report is
planned until its engineering committee brings
in results of analysis from economic and technical standpoint.
Frank Marx, ABC vice president in charge
of engineering, told Broadcasting it will be
three or four years before UHF frequencies
are in common use. Proposals will take careful study, he said.
HENRY G. LITTLE, executive vice president
and general manager of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit, elected board member of Advertising
Council. He replaces John C. Cornelius,
BBDO, Minneapolis, executive vice president
in charge of western offices, who has resigned.

BIB APPOINTS O Bib Corp., Lakeland, Fla.,
has appointed Dorland Inc., New York, to
handle orange juice for infants. Radio may
be used.
SHADE FIRM PLANS • Stewart Hartshorn
Co., New York (window shades), names Paul
Smith Adv., New York, as agency. Local radio
programs and spots will be used, with TV
contemplated.
IVES FOR KAISER # Burle Ives, folk balladeer, replacing Walter Winchell for KaiserFrazer Corp., in program called Kaiser Traveller, July 24 through Sept. 4. Agency, William
H. Weintraub Co., New York.
GOLD MEDAL TEST • General Mills,
(Gold Medal Flour Co.), through Dancer,
Fitzgerald & Sample, New York, will start
test spot campaign in four markets by Aug. 1.
AGENCY NAMED O Stuart Clothes and
Ansley Radio & Television Inc., New York,
appointed Frederick-Clinton Co., New York,
to handle its advertising. Radio and television
contemplated.
TWO

NAME

PEARSON

JOHN E. PEARSON Co., New York, named
station representative of WLAV-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich. Station goes on air Aug. 15.
Hy Steed is general manager. Pearson Co., will
also represent KNOW Austin, Tex., ABC
affiliate.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M., has joined ABCTV as 37th affiliate. Station, owned by Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., is also NBC, CBS
and DuMont affiliate.

Willard
Declines
NAB
TV
Post, Resigns
A. D. (JESS) WILLARD Jr. declined NAB
to the NAB membership, to the board, to
Video Division directorship offered him Friday
Judge Miller and to the NAB personnel my
by President Judge Miller
appreciation for their cooperation and the
as first step in reorganizaopportunity to serve radio and the cause of
tion (see NAB board story
free enterprise. I shall announce my plans to
page 23). He leaves NAB
return to private radio shortly after I hand
effective Aug. 1.
over my executive NAB duties to Judge
Mr. Willard said he had
accepted NAB executive vied
There are dozen candidates for video post,
presidency in 1945 with unand similar list for Audio Division. Judge
derstanding he would return
Miller has complete power of selection but
to private radio after Judge
itMiller."
is felt he will seek board approval of key
Miller had become familiar
appointments.
with
industry
management
Mr. Willard
Mr. Willard entered radio in 1926 as anand operating principles but
nouncer at WCAO Baltimore, became sales
had been prevailed upon by board and presimanager of WFBR Baltimore in 1930, chief
dent to stay.
announcer of WJSV (now WTOP) Washington
Mr. Willard said he considers board reorin 1932, sales manager in 1933, and finally
ganization plan to be sound and in accord with
general manager in 1937. He became WBT
proposal he had advocated for some time. "It
Charlotte, N. C, general manager in 1942, acis with genuine regret that I feel compelled to
cepting the NAB post in 1945 at time Judge
decline the NAB television post proffered by
Miller was named president.
Judge Miller, but it is my earnest desire to
It is understood Gladys Hall, Mr. Willard's
return to private operations. I want to express
secretary, also will leave association. —
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rday)
GREATE R KANSAS
Alorn/ng, Affernoon , Evening (Sund ay fhrou
are of Au
Nov.Sh March June
1947 1948 1948
Station KCMO 18.3 18.7 19.3
9.4
8.5
Station A . . . n.5
27.4
27.2
Station B . . . 26.7
Station C . . . 31.0 28.7 21.7

rday)
CITY
gh
Safu :e
dien<
Nov.
1949
1948 April
19.0 20.5
11.5 11.4
27.8 28.7
25.9 23.9

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOUR
Morning, Afternoon, Evening (Sunday fhrou
Shore of Audi e n ce
ghJune
Sotu Nov.
1948 1948
Nov. 16.6
1947
Station KCMO . . . . . . 17.4
1.6 19.4
Station B

6.8
9.6 17.8
20.5

5.6
9.9
21.9

Source — Robert S. Conlan & Associates
*Kansas City stations only

One Does It In Mid- America
Station
Rate Card
1

Spot on the Dial
Set of Call Letters

Since KCMO jumped to 50,000 watts power back in September, 1947, our listenership has steadily increased. And — not
only has KCMO's popularity risen with Greater Kansas City's
700,000 "home-folks". . . but we are fast becoming one of nearby St. Joseph's most popular stations. There, too, 52 miles up
the broad Missouri, you'll find KCMO up front with an ever
increasing share of the radio listeners!
Reasons.-* First, there's KCMO's

keen ability to plan and

produce programs keyed to Mid- America! And second, it's a
supercharged signal that always comes in fine! A signal that

'50,000 WMlS
tlOKc.

blankets 213 rich counties inside KCMO's V2 mv. measured area.
Smart timebuyers agree that for low, LOW cost per 1000 cover^

age it's KCMO

... of Kansas City.

KCMO
and KCMO-FM
KANSAS CITY,MISSOURI-94.9 Megacycles
Basic ABC for M i d - A m e r i c a
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KIZENBERGER

Radio & TV Buyer, N. W. AVER

& SON, INC.

Paul buys radio and TV time
for a number of prominent Ayer clients.
The Patroons' welcome was extended Paul today
by the William G. Rambeau representative,
with a Patroon membership scroll
and the deed to a piece of "Patroonland."
FACT

OF

THE

WEEK

Advertisers' success stories
are proof positive that
WPTR delivers:

* Sales, not tales

* Orders, not oratory
* Customers, not claims

PATROON
Aristocratic Landholder
of the Hudson Valley

SOON
50,000

Watts

Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
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THERE'S

PLENTY

OF

MONEY

-

IN

NORTHEAST

IOWA

. . . If You
Know
To

THE

How

Get

STATION

GREATEST
IN

WITH

FARM

NORTHEAST

The amazing sales record of KXEL's

THE

It!

THE

IMPACT
IOWA

IS

advertisers proves that today's

"Buyers' Resistance" can be overcome through personalized selling.

STATION

THAT

HAS

Northeast Iowa farmers know KXEL.

They're all a part of a great

neighborly circle with KXEL the hub. THIS WARM CONTACT—
THIS TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IS THE KEY THAT UNLOCKS

THE

DOOR

FARM AREA.
sales resistance.

TO EASY

KXEL

SELLING

IN IOWA'S

RICHEST

is your answer to today's problem of increased

CHANGED

Before you make up your fall list, see your Avery-Knodel representative. Call him today.
LISTENING
KXEL
JOSH

HABITS

50,000
HICSINS

WATTS

BROADCASTING
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Exclusive
Representatives:
Radio
KOB
Albuquerque
Beaumont
KFDM
KDSH
Boise
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield
WGR
Buffalo
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
KRIS
Corpus Christi
woe
Davenport
Des Moines
WHO
KVOD
Denver
WDSM
Duluth
WDAY
Fargo
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
WBAP
Ft. Worth-DaUas
KGMB-KHBC
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
KXYZ
WISH
Indianapolis
KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
ul
WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Pa
New York
WMCA
Norfolk
WGH
Omaha
KFAB
Peoria-Tuscola
WMBD-WDZ
KYW
Philadelphia
KDKA
Pittsburgh
KEX
Portland, Ore.
WPTF
Raleigh
WDBJ
Roanoke
St. Louis
KSD
KIRO
Seattle
WFBL
Syracuse
Television
Baltimore
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
St. Louis
San Francisco

WAAM
WBAP-TV
WAVE-TV
WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV
KRON-TV

Old Colonel F&P isn't really an
elderly fellow — his average age is
slightly under 40. But he's certainly
"been around^'! For instance, our
22 Free & Peters Colonels have had
an aggregate of 69 years in college,
alone, even though some of us didn't
ever get past High School!

COLONEL

^^Ma

and

F

^eie(M4caKf

Y
JL ESSIR, he's a graduate of Amherst,
Brown, California, Columbia, Duke, Northwestern, Wisconsin, and lots more!

bering your childrens' names. To us, selling
means knowing all there is to know about our

That's why he kin read and rite so good!
But far more important to you. Colonel
F&P (who is all the men at Free & Peters)

it— then passing it on to you promptly and in
whatever detail you wish, whenever you need

"product" — organizing all this data and information so that we can find it when you want

it in your business.

has his degree in the field of radio and television selling, too.

What facts or figures on national spot radio

To F&P, "selling" does not mean the art of
slapping backs, passing out cigars, or remem-

REE

&

P
Jr

or television do you want, now?
tainly like to supply them!

ETERS,

We'd cer-

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

the

Watch

A/,

WDSU

New

■■■■■iiiiiiiiiiiii
No

Other

Offers

New

This
AM

Orleans

Complete
- TV

Station

Coverage

of orangeade in sevej
GREEN SPOT Inc., Los Angeles, for promotion
server container, July 25 starts six-week test campaign with three weekl
quarter-hour newscast on KTRH Houston with plans to expand to oth®
markets. Agency: Phillip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles.
;
HOME BUILDERS Assn., Washington, appoints Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Wasi
ington, to produce and place advertising and promotion for Annual Hon^.
Show Exposition Oct. 8-16. Radio and TV to be used.
.

- FM

NATONE Co., Los Angeles (Lip Life), today (July 18) starts seven week telt
campaign with five participations weekly on Mary Margaret McBride program
on WNBC New York. Agency: David S. Hillman Inc., Los Angeles.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Boston, appointed Foote, Cone & Belding
International to handle advertising of company's razors and blades in Lat|
America and Philippine Islands. Agency currently handles advertising ai
public relations in U. S., Latin America and overseas markets of Toni Hoi
Permanent Wave, owned by Gillette Co.

DIXIELAND JAZZ!
Oscar
"Papa" Jazz
Celestin
and
his Tuxedo
Band
(Sponsored by
The Paddock)

WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY Co., Los Angeles, contracts with KSD-TV St. Lov
for 13 week series of 15-minute, one-a-week program, called Polly Calling.
ONTARIO FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWER'S Assn., Toronto, starts Ma^
Garden's Market Basket program five times weekly on number of Ontario stations. Program to be expanded outside province to boost Ontario-grown pr|
duce. Agency: McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
THRIFTY DRUGS Co., Los Angeles, purchases Easy Aces syndicated progral
produced by Fredric W. Ziv Co. Show will be aired on KECA Los Angeles ne^
year. Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles.
RUPPERT BEER schedules 14 showings of its five-minute film. Sports Albuiu
over WCAU-TV Philadelphia. Schedule calls for eight showings between
8:15 and 8:20 p.m. on selected nights when WCAU-TV carries Athletics It
or
Phillies baseball games. Contract, which extends through Sept. 12, handled by
Blow Co., New York.

"Shorltey's"
Original
Oiiieland Jazz
Band
(Available for
Sponsorship)

A/eturotk Aecounii

5000
WATTS
•
•
ABC
Repretenled by
JOHN BLAIR CO^

AM

-TV

-

• • •

DOLCIN Corp., New York, Sept. 19 renews Dolcin News on full Don Lee Network, adding additional quarter-hour weekly. Program currently heard Tues.,
Thurs, to be heard effective that date Mon., Wed., Fri. (4:45-5 p.m. PST). Firm
also renews The Gospel Singer that date on full Don Lee Network Mon., Wed.,
Fri. (10:15-10:30 a.m. PST); Breakfast Gang on 40 Don Lee stations Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., (7:30-7:45 a.m. PST); and Sept. 20 replaces two quarter-hours of
Passing Parade and one quarter-hour of Sunday Favorites with three weekly
David Ross, Tues., Thurs. (3:45-4 p.m. PST) and Sun. (11:30-11:45 a.m. PST|.
All contracts for 52 weeks. Agency: Victor van der Linde, New York.
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Amm-i-dent toothpaste), to sponsor
Burns and Allen Show on CBS, Wed. 10-10:30 p.m., starting Sept. 21. Show
marks firm's first use of network radio. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Tums), starts Me and Janie, new comedy show
on 151 NBC stations, Tuesday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST). Agency: Dancer-Fit?gerald-Sample, Chicago.
x
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, Aug. 27 starts sponsorshsip of Man on the Farm
on MBS, Sat. 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. Show, originating from a Libertyville,
111., farm, starts on MBS sustaining July 30. Quaker agency: Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
FORD MOTOR Co. of Canada Ltd. starts Canadian produced Ford Theatre
on 42 Dominion Network stations Oct. 7. For past two years Ford Theatre has
been piped in from U. S., but production this year will be from Toronto. French
version from Montreal, continuing from last year, starts Oct. 6. Both programs heard from 9-10 p.m. EST for 26 weeks. Agency: Cockfield Brown &
Co., Toronto.
,

EDGAR B. STERN, JR.
Prejidenf
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ROBERT D. SWEZEY
Executive Vice-President

LOUIS READ
Commercial Manager

• • •
ARCH T. CARITHERS, for past six years general sales manager of Rexall
Drug Co., Los Angeles, named director of Rexall division of Rexall Drug Go.
GEORGE H. DAVIS, manager of packaged medicine department, replaces hiffi
as general sales manager.
BROADCASTING
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OU

MIGHT

CATCH

A

247-LB

TARPON

YOU

TO

IN

WKZO-WJEF

NEED

BUSINESS

LAND

WESTERN

WKZO,

MICHIGAN!

Kalamazoo,

and WJEF,

Grand

than the next-best two-station combina-

Rapids, give advertisers a bigger audi-

tion. .. . BMB

ence at less cost than any other two-station combination in Western Michigan.
Our

latest Hoopers

WJEF get high "circulation" in rural
Western Michigan, too. . . . Best of all,
this strong combination

(March- April,

WKZO

of Audience, WJEF

gets a 58.4%
gets a 26.8%

costs about 20%

less than the next-best two-station choice
in the area!

'49) prove that WKZO-WJEF are tops in
their
home
cities, for
Total Rated
Periods

figures show that WKZO-

Share

Write to us or to Avery-Knodel,

!

Inc.

for all the proof of WKZO-WJEF's
superiority in Western Michigan. The
facts will convince you!

In our two important markets, WKZOWJEF
deliver 41.5%
more listeners

*H. W. Sedgwick got one at Panuco River, Mexico, in March, 1938.

WJEF
^A4&
IN KALAMAZOO
and GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS)
BOTH
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

EXCLUSIVE

\^ GRAND
RAPIDS
KENT COUNTY

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

AND

BY

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES^

4^ow

Huueti'

Atatket

By FRANK M HEADLEY
President, Headley-Reed Co.
President, National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives
THE RETURN of the buyers' market necessitates, not radical changes
in selling procedures or policies, but merely closer attention to the little
things and resourcefulness and harder work on the part of the salesman.
There is no reason why the return of the buyers' market should be
viewed as the beginning of a radio
depression — nor should it be conNo. 3
sidered in terms of apprehension.
Rather, the buyers' market repreThe Representative
sents a return to the most healthy
of business levels. Competition, or
if you please, a buyers' market, is years in which they have the largthe basis of free enterprise.
est earnings.
The years of the Allocation Era
Most corporation executives are
(1941-1948) that we have just not only trying to maintain their
passed through, must have been
sales efforts to avert a prospective
very pleasant for many business
decline in sales, but are also workhouses and salesmen. It must have
ing on a formula by which more
been gratifying for the salesmen of consumer mass advertising will be
plumbing supplies, watches, farm
applied, so as to increase the reimplements, etc., that they could
sults per salesman, per territory,
per dollar of capital investment.
say to a customer, "Next month we
New products are being brought
can only give you four units." In
industi-y after industry, the alloca- out, dressed up, sales researched,
tion system has been dropped, untested, and are going on the
til now salesmen are back at the priced,
market. There is a great confidence
old grind of knowing their prod- among businessmen that we have
in our hands the basic conditions on
ucts, studying their customers'
needs, closing each sale by the which to maintain a stable employsweat of their brows, and the
ment and national income situation,
pounding of their feet on the pavevery close to the peak of 1948, if
ments.
we will but apply ourselves to the
somewhat unaccustomed task of
Specific Advertising Needed
low
high power marketing.
I recite this obvious fact, only to The cost,
backlog of savings, the consay that it hasn't been true of
sumer earning power, the needs,
broadcast station representatives.
money in circulation, and the
The Allocation Era was not the the
credit all exist in liberal amounts.
best of all possible times for us.
Station representatives are most
Most corporations could sell their
the steady improvegoods for many of the last eight happy mentabout
in
station
programs, and the
years to the government, or to the resulting increase
in the number
clamoring consumer and industrial
of listeners per set, and the nummarkets. Advertising, while it was
ber of hours per day that people
important to them, didn't require
are devoting to their radio and
the sharp pencil that the buyers'
television sets. We are also conmarket calls for today. In the last
scious of the great strides advereight years, spot radio has grown
tising agencies are making in the
111%, but it has grown so remarkart of persuasive copy. We note
ably in spite of the fact that genthe "show me" attitude of advereral, widespread or institutional
advertising in many cases filled the
bill. Now that we come into a buyNO ONE is more keenly awore of
ers' market, we are in a period
when not general, but specific ad- the changed business climate and its
effect on the sale of station time
vertising is needed; not widespread, thin advertising, but conthan the station representative.
centrated impact.
Frank Headley, president of the NaAdvertising alone, in any media,
tional Assn. of Radio Station Repreis no open door to sales results.
sentatives as well as of HeadleyThe themes of the recent meetings
Reed Co., herewith describes some
of our great advertising associaof the tactics he and his fellow nations, of agencies and advertisers,
tional representatives have found
ran largely to the need for close
successful in persuading agency time
analysis of sales figures to determine strengths and weaknesses,
buyers to use spot radio in general
closer study of markets, of prospects, and of the way in which ad- (and the representatives' stations in
vertising messages matched or particular) to promote their clients'
failed to match market possibili- wares. A graduate of Creighton U.
law school, Mr. Headley learned sellties. Ifind that my friends who are
ing with Standard Oil. He also
corporation presidents, vice presidents in charge of sales, and ad- served as an FBI special agent bevertising directors and managers,
fore helping to launch his representative firm in 1936.
are almost unanimous in testifying
that the years in which they spend
the most for advertising are the
Page 12
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tisers, the quest for information on
every fact that has to do with productive advertising.
All of the representative organizations are busy as beehives these
days presenting the information on
markets, audience, programs, availabilities, to the largest number of
advertisers and agencies we have
ever been able to include as prosSpot broadcasting has always
pects.
been a medium that required more
intensive service than most other
forms of advertising, and I can assure you that we were never so
busy with service to prospective
advertisers as we are right now.
Service is probably more important in our business than in other
types of business, since service is
our product; it is the primary
thing we "manufacture." The same
principles apply to any industry;
the type of service which manufacturers can offer will determine in
many cases which of competing
products will be purchased.
Competitive Selling
This business of selling radio
time is more competitive today
than ever before. Having something good to sell is no longer
enough. Today, all approaches to
selling radio time must be explored and exploited. Through the
educational plans and services of
NARSR spot radio stands to benefit. Projects already presented and
underway are designed to sell the
medium of spot radio to both old
and new advertisers. Sales clinics
and meetings with both advertisers
and sellers have already been productive. This activity might well
be
called: Mercl;iandising Your
Selling.
In relation to national spot radio
sales specifically, here's what I
mean by Merchandising Your Selling. Suppose you are a manufacturer of a product for consumers.

Mr. HEADLEY

You wouldn't sit back and expect
advertising to do all your sales
work for you . . . you'd merchandise
that product, too. Premiums, contests, streamers in store windows
and counter displays and trade advertising would all be taken into
consideration to play their part;
plus alldisingother
devices
of merchanwhich might
fit your
product
to make it easier for the consumer
to buy your goods. The same
theory should be, and is being, used
to sell radio time. Again, it is not
sufficient during a buyers' market
to have just the right station, time
period or service to offer. It is
equally important to bring all this
to the buyers' attention quickly,
factually, attractively and often, j
Percentage Question
As I see it, the principal ques- J
tion that advertisers have to face
is the percentage of their volume
which they should properly devote
to mass advertising in order to
move products from the shelves of
dealers and distributors. The fact
that that percentage declined during the war boom period has been
forcefully brought to the attention
of the marketing world by Walter
D. Fuller, chairman of the Curtis
Publishing Co. and president of the
National Assn. of Magazine Publishers Inc.; by John Gillin, president of WOW Omaha and chair- '
man of the newly created Broadcast Advertising Bureau (BAB);
by Tom Flanagan, managing director of our own association, NARSR;
and by Arno Johnson, vice president and director of media and research of the J. Walter Thompson
Co. It is true that sales figures in
many lines have slipped, not very
seriously and perhaps only temporarily. But the temptation of the
manufacturer to which he has succumbed in the past is to cut advertising first. In medical terms,
that's blood-letting.
Undoubtedly there are times and
occasions when that practice represents good common sense, but
they are the minority. In the vast
majority of cases, what is called
for is the application of sufficient
funds to make sales in the best
markets for the product, in a medium, spot
broadcasting,
that hasover and
over
again demonstrated
outstanding ability to do the hard
selling job of creating business.
Because all representatives are
trying to sell the same commodity,
namely, radio time, it is natural
that their selling approaches and
services should be similar in many
respects. But let me review briefly
just a few of the more important
points used by the Headley-Reed
Co. with which I am naturally most
familiar. In addition to the basic
tools such as current availability
sheets, program logs, ratings,
coverage maps, etc., our research
(Continued on page 20)
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THE

Replies to the La Rosa
program came from 90
percent of New England counties, representing an even greater
percentage of New
England population.

mi

hojimi
LAND

OF

THE

the \awi of

5pciM\

too!

when a promotion on just one medium affects
eating habits in 60 out of 67 New England
counties., fhaf's selling!
And that's what happened on WBZ. V. La Rosa
& Sons, sponsors of "Hollywood Theater of
Stars," offered a booklet of spaghetti recipes
at 1:00 PM for a three-week period (through
Kiesewetter, Wetterau & Baker, Inc.).
BOSTON
50,000
NBC
WBZ

WATTS

AFFILIATE

Requests poured in from every county in
Massachusetts and New Hampshire., and from
all but seven counties scattered through
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maine, and Vermont!
Here's further proof that WBZ (synchronized
with WBZA Springfield) delivers vnbeafable
coverage throughout New England. To get this
eminent sales medium on your schedule, call
Herb Masse at WBZ, or Free & Peters,

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc • KDKA •WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ 'WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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MAYBE it's the heat, or just sumslump in publicity
this mer
outburst
of stunt that's
shots.coused
John
F. Pott (I), WGAR Cleveland v. p.gen. mgr., completes successful post
as campaign mgr. for N. R. Howard,
editor, Cleveland News, at Cleveland Ad Club election

TAKING no chances while covering
wrestling matches for WMCT (TV)
Memphis, Engineer Herb Zimmerman dons baseball mask as Announcer Charley Sullivan seeks protection in football helmet. Behind
Mr. Zimmerman is H. W.
"^^^
Slavick, WMCT gen. mgr.

bird here as Milton Q. Ford (I),
WWDC Washington disc jockey,
swearsWashington
his parrot School
stooge Safety
"Richard"
into
Patrol. Bird is regular part of Mr.
Fords' morning show.

JOINING the "fowl" parade. Bob
Amsberry, m.c. of KEX Portland,
Ore., Squirrel Cage show, takes
his studio companion, Gus the
Goose, for a ride on the carrousel.
Gus is one of Mr. Amsberry's many
"voices" for his children's program.

THIS seems to be developing into an
animal fair, and leave it to Texas
to come forth with the largest beast.
Not content with the usual side-line
coverage. Announcer Tommy Wilson
of KCTI Gonzales gets in the act
with his walkie-talkie to give listeners complete description of Dailey
Bros.' circus parade.

EVEN the listeners get a little nutty in this radio world. In keeping with
the spirit of KWK St. Louis' Recallit and Win show, these visitors arrive
at the studio in full dress of the old days.
Welcoming them is Tom
Dailey, m.e. of daily quiz show, based on identifying old time tunes.
ASKING questions AND having fun.
Comic Jerry Colona, in his usual
subtile manner, gets pertinent data
(i.e. phone number) from lovely Peggy
Hall, m.c. of Music of the Stars
on WLAW Lawrence, Mass. Comedian was guest on Miss ^^^^
Hall's show.
"^^^

OBVIOUSLY bored with publicity is
WAGA Atlanta's latest personality,
"Droller," who pulled thousands of
letters in contest to give him a name.
Dog's masters are Jon Farmer (I)
and Enos Franklin (portrayed by
Tommy Doster), stars of
Georgia Hayride show. "^^F'

SHADES of old West return as HollyAd Club
"Hucksterado."
Joiningwood fun
are holds
(I to r)
William Beaton, KWKW Pasadena mgr.; Robert
McAndrews, mgr.. Southern Calif.
Broadcasters' Assn.; unidentified
guest; Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC
Hollywood mgr.; Mrs. Benton A
Paschall, wife of Western Ra- ^
dio Adv. executive. ^
RADIO personalities will do anything — absolutely anything — to get photographed. But this group proves that it pays to be crazy in radio, as the
of the merriment is celebrating the signing of a new 39-week
by Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md. (soups), for sponsorship
Wackies over WXYZ-TV Detroit. Johnny Slagle (standing r),
show's
is host
to pantomime
artists.
Deceivers
(I to m.c,
r) Chuck
Bartholomew,
' Danny
Hauf,Three
Eddie Gay
Klump
Jr.

occasion
contract
of Wax
^^^m

1-EI*G1«- °
benefits rang idi„g
tabtefro""
luavai
coast to ~».''v„Moal V""""*
'° ^

^ra;^<°-r;:::;swecoa,
mines aie
r
p\ied yo
. g\ and

f ^"'Sranl power a.e -

,

1^-^^ y^'' ?hIs 95 tnillion tons to^^;.,,ion

s coai
consumer
USE OF BITUMINOUS

^™«'?„rsic energy so«-

COAL

STATES IN WHICH USE OF BITUMINOUS
EXCEEDS OIL

OVER
-yWW \ _
V W/ V/.-'V/////
FROM 75%^**
50% TO—75%
J~k^
C : FROM 25% TO 50%
'A
FROM 10% TO 25%
\ (
V
^
CZ3 LESS THAN 10%

STATES IN WHICH
.

EXCEEDS

H BITUMINOUS

USE OF BITUMINOUS
HYDROELECTRIC

|k

STATES IN WHICH
EXCEEDS

^

USE OF BITUMINOUS
NATURAL GAS %,

M BITUMINOUS

■■ BITUMINOUS

Reproduced ^^^'"p^^esBooj^
^BITUMINOUS
COAL IHSTITUTI
A Department of NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
Southern Building, Washington 5, D. C.
BITUMINOUS
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overwhelming.

.

.

(hut not surprising)

Throughout

Intermountain

America

. • •

KSL is the listeners' choice hy more
than 3 to 1 !
KSL

captures the biggest audience

of the total 532

*T1

KSL

wins more

weekly

Regional

quarter-hours!

than twice as many

as all other Salt Lake
Networks

in 68.1 %

^'firsts"

Gty Stations and

combined!

That's the gist of the most far-reaching and
complete study ever made
unit BMB Audience Area.

Conducted

in KSL's

74-county

by Benson & Benson, Inc., independent

research organization, this new Listener Diary
presents sterling-silver proof that KSL
by an overwhelming

is ahead

majority in a market where a

million of your customers spend one billion
dollars a year in retail sales.

If you want to stay way ahead of your competition
in Intermountain
Sales.

And

America, call us or Radio

discover how 50,000-watt KSL

gets you more customers at less cost per
customer

than any other station

or regional network.

KSL
50,000 WATTS - CBS
SALT LAKE CITY

Remember
story

the

about . . .

the old general store

thot grew

Profits
THE

SO-CALLED summer doldrums do not worry KOIL Omaha.
Using the theme "Let's Go Places,"
KOIL has been telling its advertisers and prospects that "summeris a good
time to usepromotion
the air,"
and timethe
concentrated
campaign has been getting results.
Backbone of the campaign is a
four-weekly
Let's Go
Places.
Eachprogram,
show provides
15
minutes of information about local
parks, beaches, fishing and picnic
spots, outdoor events and national
resorts. Tied in with the program
is the "Take Along a Portable"
theme which proved popular last
year with radio dealers and distributors in Omaha and its acrossthe-river neighbor, Council Bluffs,
Iowa.
KOIL inaugurated its "Let's Go
Places" promotion May 30 by sending a series of invitation-size cards
(3^/^" X 4%") at intervals of two
a week for two weeks to 300 advertisers and prospects. Each card
presented facts concerning radio
listenership during the summer
but gave no KOIL identification.
As a follow-up to the card mail-

On

into today's
department store?

Such development is much
h'ke that of WWDC in Washington. WWDC has come to
be a huge power for producing low-cost sales in the
rich market of the Nation's
Capital. And incidentally,
big retailers are among our
most successful advertisers.
Check into this with your
Forjoe man.

WWDC
AM-FM— The D. C. Independent
Represented Nationally by
FORJOE & COMPANY
1
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Await

Advertisers
in

these
5
Markets

KOIL made effective use of signs
on taxicabs in its summer listening
promotion campaign.
* * *
ings, a three-page broadside was
sent to the same mailing list of
300 names. The summer radio
facts were repeated, and information designed to sell KOIL was included. A vignette of KOIL plans
for summer programs and services
was given. .
Public transportation vehicles
were used extensively to help put
across the "Let's Go Places" and
"Take Along a Portable" themes.
In 475 Omaha-Council Bluffs street
(Continued on page 70)

-flu

-Qccounti
that") , he took up architectural
L MAR
or
RRsOLwith
a majTS
comes toCAgrip
engineering. To help pay exWHEN
penses, he played the fiddle at
m
's
ble
ual
midMut
at
pro
,
west headquarters he uses the square dances.
same big, muscular hands he used
In 1929 ("Crash!! Bang!!"), he
as a boy to milk Holsteins on his sold Hoover vacuum cleaners with
such regularity that he won a trip
father's farm.
But his present-day exertions to the company's home office in
require less strength of finger and North Canton, Ohio. He was adthumb than those of yesteryear.
vanced enough cash for a "first
They consist mostly of swinging
class" rail trip, but took a bus
on and off midwest trains and instead — saving $30 for a stopover in Chicago.
planes, gesturing to drive home
"It was my first
a sales point, and
occasionaly doing a
visit to the 'big
sales service stint
town,'
and toI seek
decided
forthwith
my
with paper and pencil.
fortune there," he
recalls.
Trained as an accountant, Carroll
Whenrived inCarroll
arthe Windy
made his mark
with Mutual as a
City the following
sales service expert,
year,
he had
"grubstake"
of onlya
but, unlike some
"book workers," had
$37. But he had
nerve enough to tell
the personality and
charm to branch out
the personnel maninto selling. His
ager at the midwest
offices of the A. & P.
salesmanship
Food Stores that he
reached full flower
in June when he
could operate an
signed Quaker Oats
adding machine —
(feed division) for
which
However,hehe couldn't.
got the
39 weekly half-hour
programs on more
CARROLL
job,
and
it
was
eral days before he tripped upsevon
than 400 Mutual stations.
A native of Ankeny, Iowa (population 512), Carroll Hartman
Marts grew up with three younger
brothers on their father's 160acre farm. He attended the same
consolidated school throughout his
grammar and high school years,
then matriculated at Iowa State
College. But rather than pursue
agriculture ("I had my fill of

"four $1,000 errors!"
Rather than bounce him, the
A. & P. exiled him to "their own
private Siberia — the shipping department." But this was duck
soup for the Iowa farm boy and,
within a year, he was promoted
to assistant manager of the shipping office. Armed with this im(Continued on page 20)

WKBO
NARRISBURCPA

eSTABUSHEO

£922

Represented

by

ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO
STEINMAN
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encieA
Sh-h-h!

FRANKLIN S. ROBERTS appointed radio and television director of Harry
Feigenbaum Adv., Philadelphia. He formerly was assistant to ERWIN
ROSNER, who is now affiliated with Penn Fruit Co.

oh — Secretes
The

Out

GEORGE ENZINGER resigns from Roy S. Durstine Inc., Chicago, where he
was vice president, to join Smith, Benson & McClure, same city, in similar capacity. Durstine office was closed end of June. Other Durstine employes
who have moved to SB&M include HARRY HURD, copywriter; VIRGINIA
FAIRCHILD, spacebuyer, and GEORGE FARRELL, art director. Agency also
is taking over four accounts Mr. Enzinger handled: United States Brewing Co.,
Chicago (Rheingold and Gold Crown beer); Doublewear Shoe Co., Minneapolis;
Stella Cheese Co. and Booth Fisheries Corp., Chicago.

He's

CORDELIA FEEHAN, former media and production director at Keely-Kramer
Adv., New York, joins Elliott Nonas Adv., New York, as director of media.
CHARLES R. TANTON and VICTOR G. BLOEDE elected vice presidents of
French & Preston Inc., New York. Mr. Tanton will continue as merchandising
and media director and Mr. Bloede will
continue as copy director.

WALTER BUNKER, vice president and
head of radio and television for Young
& Rubicam, Hollywood, is in New York
for two week conferences.
Mr. Tanton

to

Coming

Washington

"BO

STO

THEODORE FISCHER, formerly with
Caples Co., Chicago, as copy chief, joins
Davis & Co., Los Angeles, in charge of
merchandising plans and copy.

JIM PATTERSON of J. Walter Thompson
Co. Hollywood publicity staff, is recovering following emergency appendectomy.

. . .

N

BLA

799

CKI

Mr. Bloede

K

RADIO'S

JAMES ASTON GREIG joins Simmonds & Simmonds, Chicago, as vice president and account executive. He is former advertising manager of the Gatke
Corp., Chicago (brake linings and bearings).

ACE

DETECTIVE

3Weekly
Nights

HORACIO ABLAN-MESTANZA, president of Foreign Screen Corp., New
York, appointed head of Latin American creative department, and in charge
of Latin-American press relations for Foote, Cone & Belding International,
Chicago.
6:15-6:45 PM -

DAVID K. BORTZ, formerly with McCandless & Klaus, Cleveland, Ohio, joins
Cleveland advertising office of Architectural Record, New York.
JAMES R. FOX, formerly with McCann-Erickson and for last seven years
that agency's branch manager in Puerto Rico and Cuba, joins Nelson Chesman
Adv. Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Monday thru Friday

Available —
for full sponsorship
or

MURIEL TOLLE, vice president of Tolle Co., San Diego, elected chairman of
San Diego Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

for participating
announcements

NORMAN PHELPS, counsel in advertising, merchandising and promotion of
perfumes and cosmetics, joins C. C. Fogarty Co., Chicago agency.
WALSH ADV. Co. Windsor and Toronto, expands operations in Montreal and
opens enlarged office there at 660 St. Catherine St. West, with F. REX WERTS
as manager, YVES G. BOURASSA as head of French department, and ATHOL
STERWART as radio director.

ABC

SPOT

SALES

has the whole

story!

SHEPHERD MEAD, head of radio copy department of Benton & Bowles, New
York, is autor of novel The Magnificent Macinness, to be published by Farrar
Straus July 20.
LOUIS SHAPPE, president of Shappe-Wilkes Inc. Adv., New York, is the father
of a girl. Amy Doris.
ERWIN, WASEY & Co. of Minnesota moves offices to 523 Marquette Ave.,
Minneapolis.
DEANNE COORDS, formerly with Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, joins Hewitt,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., New York, in copy department.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Many of the things we do for
during all
the this
buyers'
the stations lend themselves in thingket istoday
to market
— to marmerturn as a service to the buyers.
chandise it. You might think you
have the best station in the world
Advice and guidance to stations
department has prepared for each
is continually preparing for the take many forms. For example,
or the best availability, but that
of our stations a cost per thousand
salesmen special presentations as a audience measurement services are . alone won't always get the order.
analysis based on latest coverage,
service to buyers and stations who
Package it and publicize it if you
expanding, and we make recomcost and ratings. These are in come to us for help on special
mendations on these, such as: Area
want to reap the harvest. Time
mimeographed form and are avail- problems. Another Headley-Reed
analyses are given for re- buyers, account executives and adable to time buyers and stations.
sales service, carried out for its Reports,vision of rate
vertising managers are very busy
cards, program strucstations, salesmen and time buyers,
Program profiles have been pretures are criticized and program
people,
so
offer your services quickis the Sales Manual. Prepared by
pared for many of the programs
ly, factually, attractively and as
trends
are
reported,
i.e.
the
"Mr.
carried on our stations. These are
often
as
you
can. Merchandise your
Walter P. Burn, recognized re- and Mrs." type of program has
available in attractive brochure
search organization, the Sales
been
on
the
increase;
BMB
inforselling and you'll sell your merManual contains basic data sheets
form and list all pertinent data
chandise (radio time) ... in a
mation, advice and clarification are
such as program description, talent for each of our stations. Included
given to all stations; warnings to buyers' market.
in these station data sheets are
background, costs, ratings, current
watch credit losses, and the decontour and BMB maps, estimates
sponsors and success stories. These
velopment ofnew business whether
of BMB and contour coverage,
profiles are offered to buyers either
local or national. These are just a
On All Accounts
separately or collectively by pro- sales totals by product and type few examples to show the wide
store, size and value-of-crops of variety of our efforts to sell and
gii-am types such as disc jockeys, the
(Continued
from page 18)
farm market and other basic
service the station and the buyer
women's participating shows, musiand useful information. The whole
cal clock types, news, etc.
posing title, Carroll wooed and
of national spot radio.
won Evelyn Sternad, a petite
i Recordings are cataloged and purpose behind the sales manual is
All
the
things
the
representative
to give our salesmen uniform, acfiled on many of the programs
secretary
in the company's office.
curate and factual information to has to offer for both the station
Two years later, in 1933, the Marts
available on our stations for ready
and
the
buyer
work
to
the
mutual
welcomed
daughter Carolynn and,
better
sell
and
service
the
time
aiuditioning to the buyer. The rethe cares of fatherhood weighing
benefit of both. But the important
search department of our company
buyer.
heavily on his shoulders, Carroll
decided to better himself by enU.'s night
commercerolling at Northwestern
school. Six years
later
he was named chief accountant
of A. & P.'s midwest division, a
position he held until 1942 when
Mutual offered him the post of
chief auditor.
When MBS moved its auditing
department to New York in 1943,
SURE,
Carroll went along for a twomonth transitional period, then
returned to Chicago as office manager and sales service manager of
some Chicago stations
the network's midwest operations.
In 1945 he was named assistant to
Mutual's Central Division vice
can be heard in South Bend
president, Adolf N. Hult, in addition to his other duties, and in recent months has become business
manager and account executive.
. . . but the audience
Besides Quaker Oats, his active
accounts are the Wander Co.
(Ovaltine), Miles Labs (Alka Seltzer), and Christian Reform Church,
sponsor of the popular Back to
LISTENS
God hour.
Carroll "cut the red tape" when
Miles' Queen for a Day was broadcast in 1946 before 200,000 persons
toWSBTl
at
the
Corner Streets.
of Chicago's State
and Madison
The night Wendell Willkie died,
it was he who convinced a recalcitrant sponsor (a Democrat)
There's a whale of a big difference between
"reaching" a market and covering it! Some
that he should relinquish 30 secChicago stations send a signal into South
onds of his time so that news of
Bend — but the audience listens to WSBT. No
Mr. Willkie's death could be broadcast. He has serviced Perfect
other station — Chicago, local, or elsewhere —
Circle's Indianapolis Speedway
even comes close in Share of Audience.
broadcasts, and was handling
Hooper proves it.
Campana's First Nighter on an
occasion when a woman in the
audience expired. He managed to
19
keep outtheinterruption.
program on the air withThe Marts family has been a
foursome since 1940, when Patricia
arrived. She is a fourth grader
1
at the grammar school in Oriole
SOUTH
B E N D
Park, a Chicago suburb. Carolynn
nearby.
is a junior at Alvernia high school
5000
WATTS
• 960 KC • CBS
Carroll has few diversions, but
enjoys an occasional game of gin
PAUL
H.
RAYMER
COMPANY
NATIONAl
REPRESENTATIVE
rummy with Mrs. Marts. In the
summertime, true to tradition, he
How
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CAN

6E SURE..

IF IT^

W^stinghouse

BLUE

RIBBON

For the first time in any transmitter, metal
rectifiers have been successfully used to
supply every stage including the final! The
new Westinghouse 50-kw AM transmitter does not contain any tube rectifier!

Westinghouse pioneered the application of metal rectifiers to broadcast transmitters. The pioneering is now backed
by years of experience with many installations. These are typical comments:
"KXEL

Dependability

"For your information, our Westinghouse
. . . Transmitter {Station WBBM) has been
in operation for almost seven years.
"During this period I am pleased to
say that we have not had a single case of
trouble with our Westinghouse metallic
rectifiers."
Signed: J. F. Novy, General Engineer
Central Division — CBS

Metal rectifiers have virtually unlimited
life and eliminate tube rectifier failure as
a cause of outages.
Get the details today about this and
other important features of Westinghouse
transmitters.
Call your local Westinghouse representative, orwrite Westinghouse Electric
Corp., P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-02170
mm

has been on the air for six and

one-half years, and to date, has not exdifficulty with a single
perienced moment's
a
metal rectifier, "
Signed: Don Kassner, Chief Engineer

\\^stinghouse

Josh Higgins Broadcasting Co'.
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STRANGE

CAT

Most cats bare fang and claw to resist water.
But this unusual kitten really likes to take a bath.

There's something unusual, too, in the Baltimore
radio market, and it's Station W'l^T^H, the BIG
independent with the BIG audience.

WJ'T'H is unusual because it delivers so many
loyal listeners at such amazing low cost — more for
fewer dollars than any other station in town.
This means

you can do BIG things with a
LITTLE money on W'LT''H. So if you want
low-cost results from radio in Baltimore, get your
Headley-Reed man to give you the whole WJ^T-'H
story today.

BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President

■

MARYLAND

Represented by HEADLEY-REED

I
WASHINGTON,

Vol. 37, No. 3
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Set
STREAMLINED
By J. FRANK BEATTY
NAB will start operating Aug. 1
with a brand new and streamlined
structure, geared to do a bigger allindustry job under a much smaller
budget.
Audio and video divisions will be
inserted into the NAB structure
between the curtailed departmental
setup and the president's office.
Despite this expansion, members
will have their dues cut an interim
12%%, reflecting widespread industry demand.
This sweeping revision of the association structure was achieved
in three days by the board of directors, which met July 11-13 at
Portsmouth, N. H. It is the first
step in reorganization.
The second step, involving personnel and management duties, is
entirely in hands of President Justin Miller who was charged with
complete responsibility for NAB's
revamping operation and aggressive day-to-day management.
Two important NAB operations
were blended into the new structure by deleting the office of executive vice president and the Program Dept.
Hopes to Complete by Aug. 1
Already President Miller is working on selection of personnel and
division of detailed functions. He
is to finish the task by Aug. 1. No
salaries are to be cut but Judge
Miller can shift personnel as he
wishes and hire or fire as he sees
fit,
within the board's job allotment
mandates.
Left intact by the board is
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, created at Chicago last April. BAB
will operate directly under the
president with the understanding
that it will be separately incorporated at a later date. Its administrative status was clarified by
the board but this will not have
any important influence on the aggressive sales promotion campaign
to be staged for all industry segments, including FM and TV. (See
BAB slide film story page 31.)
By setting up audio and video
divisions the board recognized the
desire of AM, FM and television
stations for specialized services.
AM and FM are lumped under the
Audio Division as kindred aural
services.
Though NAB has only six TV
members at this point, the board
felt it should serve as the trade association for the rapidly expanding
BROADCASTING

N

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

to Start

Aug

1; Budget

Sliced

NAB

video industry. No formal action
was taken looking toward fusion
with Television Broadcasters Assn.
or to compete for video station
memberships. The board figured,
however, that NAB should be an
all-industry association.
Back of that was the desire to
provide a complete TV service that
would attract television stations

to NAB. Instead of engaging in a
membership struggle with TEA,
the board decided to invite all
video stations to join NAB just as
it did in 1945 when members of
FM Broadcasters Inc. were invited
into NAB upon dissolution of that
organization.
FM will get special attention by
inclusion of an FM department and

are expected to halt member resignations (see story page 32), attract new members and bring those
who
fold. have resigned back into the

'STREAMLINED' NAB
( Effective August 1, 1949)
PRESIDENT

BROADCAST
ADVERTISING
BUREAU *

TREASURER
SECRETARY-

VIDEO DIVISION
TELEVISION
Various
Services

AUDIO DIVISION
Various Services

Employer- E mployee
Relations

Public
Relations

Government
Relations

director within the Audio Division.
The FM director will operate on a
fulltime basis. This action was
taken after long discussion.
Thus realigned, NAB now will
proceed with a membership campaign that was directed by the
board earlier in the year but held
up
pending
reorganization.
The
cut in
dues and
the new structure

Engineering

Ultimately to be separate corporate entity.

The board took its history-making action in what many members
called one of the hardest-working
meetings within recollection. Starting with July 9 and 10 committee
meetings, the board worked day
and night. Even meal hours were
utilized and last Tuesday members
were working long after midnight.
The playtime attractions of Wentworth-by-the-Sea, famed New England resort, were largely ignored
as the directors sat around a table
in the hotel's basement.
Only recreation during the threeday board schedule was a Monday
evening clambake, and even then
directors were huddled in little
groups — reorganization groups.
The main revamping stroke was
taken by adopting a structural
plan based on recommendation of
the board's Structure Committee
(Continued on page 2k)

P/gn
NBC

lakes

Shape

REORGANIZATION

By ED JAMES
REORGANIZATION of NBC, a
project which has been under
painstaking study for the past several months, will probably begin to
take shape before the end of summer, Broadcasting learned last
week.
The highest echelon of the network and its parent company,
RCA, have been vigorously at work
on various plans, all of which have
the common purpose of creating
an administrative and operational
design that can most efficiently
cope with present inter-network
competition and with the changing
pattern of radio-television broadcasting in the future.
Some months ago it became
known that the management con• Telecasting

sultant firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton had been engaged to assist
in the reorganization. The consultants, itwas learned last week,
have prepared two alternate plans,
differing only in some details. One
of these, or a modification of both,
will be adopted as the organizational policy of the network soon,
perhaps within two months.
Although it is impossible at this
time to describe in detail the NBC
structure as it will eventually
emerge, some broad outlines may
be drawn.
At the outset it must be pointed
out that however sweeping the
changes contemplated as the ultimate goal of the reorganization,
they will probably be undertaken
step by step. It is not believed

that the network will endeavor to
redesign itself overnight.
According to the present stage
of planning, one major part of the
reorganization will be the reversal
of the network's present policy of
integrating radio and television
within
makeup. the general administrative
It is considered probable that
radio and television operations will
eventually be separated, and each
placed under the operational command of a high-level vice president. These operating vice presidents would report to the general
administration of the company
through Charles R. Denny, executive vice president.
In simplified exposition, the high
(Continued on page 3U )
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NAB Reorganization
(Continued from page 23)
headed by Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa. The board
adopted the resolution unanimously, as it did many resolutions involving specific details of the reorganization.
"I'm told
proud
of the boys,"
Miller
Broadcasting
afterJudge
the
meeting.
worked hard.
was the "They
most successful
boardIt
meeting since the 1945 reorganization when I assumed office."
Holding of board meetings before and after the annual NAB convention was discontinued. The
board decided to hold three meetings a year. Members took the
position that they are tired after
attending a convention and anxious
to get back to their offices, with
the result that these meetings are
not conducted as efficiently as other
sessions. Pre-convention board
meetings have generally been routine, with major decisions left to
the incoming board. Next board
meeting will be held in November.
Facing the board last Monday
was the baffling problem of supplying more services, drawing in
TV stations and keeping AM and
FM stations happy while video
received parallel recognition — all
at less cost.
Directors had conducted individual surveys among the station
groups they represent. Thus large
funds of material were in the hands
of the Structure Committee when
it met the Saturday preceding the
board meeting. NAB headquarters
had supplied specially prepared
data.
The committee has been functioning since last November. By
the time the board met last Monday morning, the committee was
ready with recommendations. The
board went right into reorganization, main problem on its agenda.
All day Monday it went over the
plans and recommendations, sitting
as a committee of the whole, with
NAB staff officials excused, aside
from Judge Miller who presides
as chairman of the board.
The discussions were tough at

times, in keeping with the serious
woi-k at hand. The Structure Committee presented all the main plans
that had been suggested, reciting
arguments for and against.
By late Tuesday the reorganization had begun to take shape. The
basic job was out of the way
Wednesday noon, though many important details remained to be
worked out.
The Finance Committee, headed
by John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn., had met the previous
Sunday but had taken little action

pending reorganization. At a Tuesday night joint meeting of the
finance and structure groups a new
budget was fashioned.
Originally the 1949 budget was
based on estimated receipts of
$820,000, with expenses of $776,000. This had been revised because
of a drop in estimated dues to
$781,000.
Now the board has set up a
budget based on expenditure of
$701,511 for the 12 months starting
Aug. 1, a saving of about $75,000.
The $701,511 includes all expenses

TEXT OF THE COMMITTEE'S
ACTION of the NAB Board of Directors in reorganization of the association's structure was taken in the
form of a resolution which was
adopted unanimously. The resolution was based on recommendations
of the board's Structure Committee
of which Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa., is chairman.
Text of the committee's report, as
adopted, follows:
WHEREAS the Structure Committee of the NAB has thoroughly investigated the present structure
of NAB and has studied the question of reorganization of the association to effectively meet the
needs and demands of the present
state of the broadcasting art; and
Whereas the Structure Committee has consulted with a large number of representative station owners and operators of all classes
(AM-TV-FM): networks; independents, and affiliated organizations to ascertain the most logical
plan to be developed in accordance
with the mandate imposed upon it
by the NAB board; and
Whereas, aware of the responsibility entrusted to it, the
Structure Committee submits recommendations which in its judgment will provide a strong, united
and flexible trade association capable of satisfactorily serving all
elements of the broadcasting industry; and
Whereas the studies made by the
Structure Committee
have con-

for BAB, FM and TV. BAB was
budgeted at around $200,000 when
it was set up in Chicago last April.
The cut in dues, as adopted by
the board, applies to the period
Aug. 1-Dec. 31. Active members
will benefit. No change was made
in the dues of associate members.
Recognizing member complaints
about dues, the board instructed
the Finance Committee to review
member classifications and the dues
structure to remove inequities.
A (Continued
separate interim
dues30)strucon page

REPORT AS ADOPTED

vinced its members that substantial economies can be effected in
the operation of NAB;
Therefore, the committee recommends the following actions be
taken to achieve the above objectives :
1. Restyle the organization of
the association
to include the follovdng
:
(1) President
(A) Secretary-treasurer
(2) General Departments. — (a)
legal, (b) government relations,
(c) employe-employer relations,
(d) research, (e) public relations,
(f)2. engineering.
Establish two divisions of the
association to perform special functions and services peculiar to audio
and video operators as follows:
(1) Audio Division to include
both AM and FM.
(2) Video Division to include
television (TV) and other arts
which may be developed in this field
of electronic communication.
3. Name a director competent
to carry out the special services
of each division.
4. Delete the office of executive vice-president together with all
clerical help and appurtenances
thereto.
5. Consolidate the Program
Dept. with other divisions and departments ofthe association.
6. Reduce all standing committees to a maximum number of 10
with five members to each commit-

tee, one of whom shall be a board
member.
7. Eliminate board liaison committee members.
8. Eliminate board meetings at
the national conventions and provide for three board meetings annually to be held at time determined
by the board.
9. Based upon studies referred
to in the preamble of this report,
the committee recognizes the great
need for a strong, well-financed
and managed Broadcast Advertising Bureau (BAB) but feels this
activity can be most effectively
operated as an independent entity.
The committee, therefore, recommends that the NAB continue its
present financial support and supervision of BAB and further recommends that immediate steps be
taken by the association to bring
about the organization of the bureau as a separate and independent
corporation.
10. In view of the economies
which would result from the adoption of the foregoing report, the
committee believes that effective
and efficient operation of all services of the association can be adequately
by less
a dues
ture which
willprovided
yield
thanstructhat
now in effect. It is suggested that
the Finance Committee study this
proposal and its effect on all types
of present and prospective membership and report thereon to the
board at its November meeting.
11. Suggests a 12%% rebate on
all active membership dues effective Aug. 1, 1949.
In conclusion, the Structure
Committee believes the above outlined plan recognizes the fluid and
volatile character of broadcasting
as well as the need for segregating functions of a general nature
and common to all facets of the industry from those which are of a
special nature and peculiar to particular segments thereof.
The committee believes this plan
would provide an organizational
structure satisfactory to the operation of a more virile, potent and
efficient trade association capable
of serving harmoniously all segments of the broadcasting industry
and the public which it serves.
TIME OUT for a late evening clambake was taken by NAB board at
Portsmouth,
H. Directors'
families joined inN. eating
the delicacies.
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Replacon-

F&P Research
sponsor prompts WAVE,
UAA
K
HO
S
TU
HI A
have no real concern over summer
a cost of 86 cents ; cost to the other
By HERMAN BRANDSCHAIN
audience loss.
per 1,000 impressions was $2.75.
A CIGARETTE COMPANY recently decided to take a summer hiatus
The year-around advertiser
The first class, however, comeverywhere on its spot radio campaign.
gained a choice franchise of 8:00
prising the top-rated programs,
It felt hot weather listening dropped oflf to a point where spots was given further analysis by Mr. p.m. across the board. His station
breaks won 3,558,168 family imweren't worth their billing. The company also felt that when audience
Shurick, who concluded spots near
dropped, rates should drop, too. ..■^■»»..,»^m.»»'»'*^m^m'«.'*«.*'*m»^> them, too, should not be abandoned
pressions during fall-winter;
in summertime. These programs, or 3,680,194 during winter-spring, and
Free & Peters Inc., station representative, became concerned with
the time periods occupied by their 2,306,682 during the summer. The
the problem. It assigned Ed Shusummer replacement, show wild total was over 9,500,000 family imrick, head of its research-promoaudience fluctuation. These proThe seasonal advertiser went on
tion department, to get the facts.
grams are the Bob Hope, Phil pressions.
Harris, Fibber McGee, Big Town, the air from October to March and
His findings, though concerned
only with WAVE and Louisville,
Red Skelton types of audience had to be satifised with a scattered
selection of station breaks. For
snarers. Their fall-winter Hoopers
Ky., upset a great many misconthe first three months, the spasceptions. They may have helped
averaged 19.3, their winter-spring,
modic advertiser won a total of
keep the cigarette company on the
19.5, but their summer replace- 766,506 family impressions.
air, which in fact, is maintaining
ments only 9.4. These programs
The year-arounder paid $8,190
One of a Series
are set forth in Chart II.
its spot schedules.
Mr. Shurick contended that the for his 9,545,044 family impresWhat Mr. Shurick found, as he
sions, or 86 cents per 1,000 imprespadded around in the doldrums of
"plus" potential realized over nine
sions. The seasonal advertiser paid
summer listening in Louisville with
2.6, which Mr. Shurick regards as months of the year for these proinsignificant.
a pencil and slide-rule, was:
grams justified buying them during $2,106 for his 766,506 impressions,
the summer months. Failure to or $2.75 per 1,000 impressions.
1. That shows with Hoopers
The nighttime (6 to 10 p.m.)
Mr. Shurick also pointed out
from 5 to 20 changed little in presented an entirely different pic- buy them on a year-round basis
audience volume because of summight reuslt in loss of valuable further that the summertime auture. The mean for such tune-in
dience is never properly measured
mer. Spots adjacent to these shows
was 29.5% with a high of 37% in time franchises, he argued.
would therefore continue to be February and a low of 19.9% in
because
of the failure to measure
He used two examples to illusgood buys.
trate his point. In one example, listening at beaches, listening over
July. Without further facts, such
2. That winter shows with more
11 million car radios and on boats.
he cited the case of an advertiser
a loss in audience as is indicated
He said that it is estimated that
than 20 Hooperatings, or their re- by the July figures would be re- whose spots in the winter are near
o ?£.
placements, lost audience volume
a program with a 20 rating, while 85% of the pleasure craft around
garded as serious.
New York are radio-equipped.
in the summer the rating is down
significantly in the summer. NeverAnalyzes Nighttime Shows
theless he found it was more ecoto 10. The non-summer months
nomical for a spot advertiser to
Mr. Shurick, however, then pro- average mean for nighttime Louisride a campaign right through the
ceeded to analyze the nighttime
ville programs is 13.6, so that the
CHART I
Q in
summer even when the announceshows, dividing them into two big program with a 20 rating has 6.4 Network Programs as Broadcast<o by WAVEID
Louisville With Less Than Average Ratings0 of3
ments were adjacent to such top- classes. In the first class are net- points over the average each month
15 But More Than 5 the Year Around.
most shows.
work programs whose ratings in for nine months — or a total of 57.6
Louisville
are
over
15
—
above
averpoints over the average for nine
3. That aside from Hooperatings, there is a huge unmeasured
age. In the second class are net- months. During the three summer
work programs whose ratings are months, it loses 3.6 points for a
summertime audience, tuning in to
total of 10.8. From this, Mr.
from 5 to 15 — which he calls averradios in automobiles, at beaches
11.8
ID%s
and even on boats.
age rated programs.
Shurick concluded that the sumHorace
Heidt
16.8
12.6
HA
15.2
Big
Story
16.2
16.5
The second class, set forth in
mer-time loss is insignificant com11.3
Issues Booklet
16.6
13.1
Music Hall
12.0
13.0
Chart
1,
shows
that
such
programs
pared
with
the
gain.
Free & Peters has taken its find- held most of their audience — come
7.3
Take
It
or
Leave
It
In his second example, Mr. Shu13.6
31
13.8
ings, incorporated them in a 20- heat or cold. In the summer they
rick took the specific case of an Cavalcade of America
9.2
9.9
8.2
13.2
6.2
14.9
Boston
Blackie
page booklet called Summer Radio
advertiser who bought spots on a
13.5
11.4
rated
9.1;
in
the
fall-winter,
10.9,
10.8
Truth orOleConsequence
Listening, and sent it to agencies,
Grand
Opry
8.0
year-around basis and compared
stations and clients. With the and in winter-spring 10.7. Mr. him
9.1
with
a
seasonal
advertiser
who
Dr.
1.
Q.
Shurick
concluded
that
any
adverbooklet went a letter from Jones
7.5
7.7
tiser with spots adjacent to these took a summer hiatus. The yearFred Waring Show
(average 5.6 & 10.4) 8.0
Scovern, F & P's vice president in average rated programs should
arounder
got
1,000
impressions
at
8.4
7.8
charge of sales, who said:
Gruy
Lombardo
6.6
6.359.2
a8.2■«
6.0
la7.4
Contented
Program
7.2
"We have heard more this year
Telephone Hour
than ever before about diminishing
6.9
6.8
VoiceAverage
of Firestone
6.2
7.2
ratings of the big network shows
7.5
in the summer and the subsequent
9.1
10.9
10.7 5 «
effect on the value of spot radio.
a?
In order to spike the horrible extremes to which such discussions
5-®
CHART II
may lead we have prepared the
Networks
Programs
as
Broadcast
la
by
WAVE
attached analysis of summer vs.
With Non-Summer Average Ratings of 15 or
More in Louisville.
non-summer tune-in."
Mr. Shurick's study treats primarily Class A time. Daytime
listening in Louisville, he found,
4.8
did not suffer extreme audience
25.4
loss in the summer. He pointed
Phil Harris
16.3
Bob
Hope
out that morning radio listening in
10.9
30.1
15.5
29.7
Louisville during the past 12
Fibber McGee
14.1
23.7
16.0
months averaged 14.4% tune-in,
14.5
17.4
ALL OUT support by radio of Red Feather Services of the Community Chests Big Town
16.0
20.3
People
Are
Funny
with a high of 17.2% in February
10.3
18.5
of America is pledged by this group of network executives. Attending a Blondie
10.8
19.0
and a low of 12.3% in July. The
7.1
18.2
halffour-network,
5.8
combined
a
to plan
representatives
Chest
with
meeting
Great
Gildersleeve
16.0
lowest month was thus only 2.1
2d,
Ford
Henry
r)
to
(I
are
fall
this
campaigns
the
open
to
show
16.8
9.6
hour air
7.8
18.1
percentage points less than the national chairman. Community Chests of America; Thomas McCray, national Duffy's Tavern
20.7
17.6
15.1
Burns and Allen
average. The same kind of picture
15.9
program director, NBC; Frank K. White, president, MBS; Davidson Taylor, Red
20.2
Skelton
Life
of
Riley
14.2
was obtained for afternoon listenvice president and director of public affairs, CBS; William H. Ramsey,
9.1
17.9
24.5
Day
ing. The afternoon year-round
8.5
21.1
chairman, campaign radio committee. Community Chests of America, and DennisCanova
19.3
average was 17.6% with a high of J. Donald Wilson, vice president in charge of public affairs, ABC. The Judy Average
8.9
19.7
19.7% in January and a low of program will be broadcast Friday, Sept. 30, from 10 to 10:30 p.m. (EST),
19.5
15% in July. July was off only
and will present President Truman and an all-star cast.
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ARTISTS'
PAY
15-City Report
Released
MEDIAN earnings of radio actors
from all types of work in 1947
were $4,000, while singers in the
same year had earnings of $4,800,
a 15-city survey of radio artists by
the Labor Dept.'s Bureau of Labor
Statistics in cooperation with the
American Federation of Radio
Artists shows.
Survey covered 3,742 artists in
the following metropolitan areas:
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
San Francisco, Boston, Detroit,
I Seattle, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Portland
(Ore.), Washington, Cleveland and
Kansas City.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
last Tuesday issued its third report on the survey. Copies of the
report, entitled "Employment and
i Earnings of Radio Artists: ReI port No. 3— Total Earnings, 1947,"
' may be obtained from the bureau
in Washington, D. C.
,
The report commented that many
radio actors were often without
work, despite the fact that 1947
was a year of high employment,
1 and a majority had earnings outside broadcasting. A fifth of the
'■ actors were found to be unemployed
during half or more of 1947, and
their median total earnings for the
year were only $1,300.
Yearly earnings of singers tended to be higher than those of
actors primarily because singers
had greater regularity of employment.
Staff announcers, the great majority of whom were in the small
centers, had gross median earnings from all sources of $4,700, the
survey showed. Freelance announcers had a median of $9,600,
and sound effects artists a median
Of $5,200. Both of these groups
were located mainly in New York,
Los Angeles and Chicago, the
three major broadcasting centers.
Both staff and freelance announcers tended to earn more in New
York than in the other two major
centers.
OPINION TRENDS
WU Service Now Available
RESEARCH organizations, advertising agencies and others interested in measuring public opinion
trends now have the full facilities
of Western Union Telegraph Co. at
their disposal. Announcing the
new service, A. K. Mitchell, WU
director of sales and services, anticipated that the cornpany's role
in public opinion surveys "will be
limited to the actual interviewing
of selected individuals in the manner prescribed by the client."
Concerned primarily with the
collection of data, the telegraph
company will perform the field
work and turn its findings over to
the patrons' analysts for interpretion. He added that if requested,
WU also will select the persons to
\>e intei-viewed, according to the
client's specifications.
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BEAUFORD H. JESTER, 56, governor of Texas, died Monday while
en route to Galveston for a rest.
Gov. Jester, who was president and
50% owner of KWTX Waco, Tex.,
was found dead early Monday
morning aboard a train at Houston.
Cause of death was attributed to
a heart attack.
In addition to his interest in
KWTX, Mr. Jester was a director
of Texas Telenet Inc., which last
year announced plans for a television network in the state. Actively
interested in broadcasters' activities. Gov. Jester was a principal
speaker at the NAB District 13
meeting in Houston in April 1947.
He emphasized his support of the
industry at the meeting, declaring
that "in Texas your governor will
uphold the legal and public principle of freedom of radio along with
the freedom
of 28,
the1947].
press" [Broadcasting, April
Mr. Jester was serving his second term as Texas governor. He
was first elected in 1946 (for the
term beginning January 1947)
after defeating Dr. Homer P.
Rainey, former president of the U.
of Texas, in a hotly contested race
which led to an FCC hearing on
charges filed by Dr. Rainey. The
former university president charged
the Texas Quality Network with
limiting time sales for political
broadcasts during the campaign
[Broadcasting, June 17, 1946]. The
Commission's ruling in the case upheld the TQN [Broadcasting, Jan.
27, 1947].
Gov. Jester began his political
career in 1942 when he was elected
to the Texas Railroad Commission
where he served two terms. A
native Texan, Mr. Jester received
his Bachelor of Arts degree from
the U. of Texas in 1916. He entered Harvard Law School but left
to join the Army during World
War I as officer in command of

^.
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E. P. H. JAMES

i

Resigns from Mutual
E. P. H. (Jimmy) JAMES, for
the past two years vice president
in charge of promotion, advertising and research at MBS, submitted his resignation last week
effective Aug. 1.
Although Mr. James, who formerly also managed MBS sales
operations, announced no reason
for his resignation, it is understood that he has long been desirous
of getting into television. There
also was some speculation that he
might be making himself available
for a top NAB television post.
"I have accepted Jimmy James'
resignation with real regret," said
Frank White, MBS president, "and
my good wishes with those of his
many friends at Mutual go with
himMr.in White
his future
activities."
indicated
that Mr.
Gov. JESTER
Company D, 375th Infantry of the
Ninetieth Div. Following the war
he completed his law studies at
the U. of Texas and was in private
practice before entering politics.
Gov. Jester was a member of the
Texas State Bar Assn. and a former director of the Navarro and
American Bar Assns. He was a
Mason, an Elk and a member of the
Sons of the American Revolution.
Lt. Gov. Allan Shivers, 41, has
assumed the post of governor.
Gov. Jester is survived by his
wife, the former Mabel Buchanan
who is a kinswoman of President
Buchanan; three children, and a
grandchild.
Raleighs Spot Drive
BROWN & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., Louisville, for Raleigh cigarettes, begins an AM spot campaign in 35 major national markets
Aug. 1 for 13 weeks through Russel M. Seeds, Chicago. Commercials are one-minute transcriptions.

James will not be replaced. Instead, other members of the Mutual
executive staff will take over the
activities for which Mr. James was
responsible. Announcement on such
a realignment is expected later
this month.
Mr. James was prominent in network radio for many years. In 1935
he started the first commercial research operation in television.
From 1942 to 1945 he served with
the Army Air Forces as a combat
intelligence officer. He joined Mutual on his release from the service.
It is known that for the past year
or so he has been giving increasing thought and study to television.
WWJ
PROMOTiONS
Merrill and Wheeler Raised
IN A SERIES of changes caused
by the retirement of Herbert
Ponting, the Detroit News, owner
of WWJ and WWJ-TV Detroit,
moved
up two
radio men. D. R.
Merrill, who has
been acting as
general
manager
of the newspaper
and radio properties,towas the
elevated
board
of direcas vice
tors of pres
the News
ident.

Wheeler

In addition, W.
E. Scripps, president of the News,
announced the promotion of Edwin K. Wheeler, assistant general
manager of WWJ, to the position
of business manager of the parent
company. He replaces James C.
Montgomery, who will be assistant general manager of the News.
Mr. Wheeler joined WWJ in 1937
from the United States Rubber Co.
After working as an advertising
salesman, he became manager of
the FM station in 1941, and in
1942 was made assistant general
manager of all radio and television operations. He will continue
to handle labor relations for WWJ
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
and WWJ-TV. Harry Bannister
"For the tenth time I've told you — the lecture you're supposed to continues as general manager of
the radio and TV operations.
broadcast is upstairs in the gallery!"
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT in the broadcast
industry totaled 39,572 full-time
employes Oct. 18, 1948, an approximate 17% increase over October 1947. The FCC reported the
figiJres for four nation-wide networks, three regionals and 1,613
AM stations. Aggregate weekly
payrolls rose about 20% during
the year, rising from $2,508,000 in
October 1947 to $3,003,111 in October 1948.
Average weekly pay in the industry reached $71.22 during the
week of Oct. 16, 1948, compared
with $72.40 in the previous year.
Total hours of work per week
average 40.27, slightly higher than
1947 when it was 39.4 hours. This
figure excludes hours of work for
executives, because data were not
not reported.
Average weekly
*. * pay
* in the net-

work and key stations was $92.44
compared to a $64.81 average in
the 1,602 other stations. In addition, total part-time employes
numbered 8,777 during the sample
week, with a total compensation
of $442,486.
During the week of the survey,
there were 1,789 licensed AM stations of which only 1,602 reported
figures to the FCC in time to be
included in tabulations.
About half the reporting stations had 15 or more employes,
accounting for $2,546,725 of the
total weekly payroll. The remaining 809 stations with fewer than
15 employes had a weekly payroll of $456,385. Total employes
in stations with less than 15
workers was 7,936 including parttime employes; total employment
in the 804 outlets with more than
^ if: *

15 employes was 38,676 including
part-time employes.
Figures for employment and
wages in the broadcasting industry
are broken down by the FCC into
classes of employment, size of
station, size of community. It
includes some FM employes who
could not be separated in integrated AM-FM operations.
Complete data for all reporting
stations are reported in the table
below.
Figures are for actual hours
worked and actual pay received,
including overtime payments. On
the average, the difference between
scheduled hours of work and actual hours was less than one hour,
and the difference between actual
and scheduled payments was about
$2.50 per week per employe.
* * *

ORDER of Merit for outstanding
service is presented to Joseph E.
Baudino (r), manager of KDKA Pittsburgh, by Walter Evans, president
of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Citation commends Mr. Baudino's
contributions to KDKA's growth and
development since joining Westinghouse in 1927. He served in numerous engineering and executive capacities before his appointment as
manager in 1943. Special medal is
conferred by the boord of directors
of the parent
firm,
Electric
Corp.Westinghouse

4 NATION-WIDE NETWORKS, 3 REGIONAL NETWORKS AND 1,613 AM BROADCAST STATIONS 0): ACTUAL HOURS & ACTUAL COMPENSATION
OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYES FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCT. 16, 194«.
Total, 7 Networks and 1,613 Stations

7 Networks and 11 Key Stations

1,602 Other Stations

No. of
Number of Total Weekly Total Actual Number of Total Weekly Total Actual Stations Number of Total Weekly Total Actual
Classification of Employes
Employes Actual Hours Compensation Employes Actual Hours
Compensation Reporting
Employes
Actual Hours Compensation
III General
Officers
and
Assistants
2,121
(^)
$335,851
111
p)
$43,190
1,337
2,010
(-) $292,661
Staff Program Employes:
A. Supervisory
1,919
79,450
186,514
166
6,429 34,479 1,277 1,753
73,021 152,035
B. Non-supervisory
11,880
457,152
865,742
1,299 47,420 172,227 1,602 10,581
409,732 693,515
III A.Technical
SupervisoryEmployes: (^)
1,811
77,068
168,539
85
3,363 14,066 1,387 1,726
73,705 154,473
Non-supervisory
7,786
330,782
586,053
887
38,814 106,175 1,602 6,899
291,968 479,878
IV B.
Commercial
Employes:
A. Supervisory
866
35,909
106,717
61
2,360 13,186 763
805
33,549 93,531
B. Non-supervisory
2,961
120,469
260,523
216
8,375 30,832 1,392 2,745
112,094 229,691
V Promotion and Publicity Employes:
A. Supervisory
280
11,119
30,566
63
2,460 10,616 191
217
8,659 19,950
Non-supervisory
'510
20,140
35,249
270
10,507 122,664
22,479 1,602
146 5,100
240
9,633 214,684
12,770
VI B.
Clerical
Employes
7,595
301,803
337,348
2,495
97,527
204,276
VII Building Service Employes
1,556
62,643
71,392
557
22,355 34,912 516
999
40,288 36,480
VIII All Other Employes
287
11,431
18,617
82
3,262 9,759 127
205
8,169 8,858
IX Full-time Employes (excluding General
Officers and Assistants)
37,451
1,507,966
$2,667,260
6,181 242,872 $571,395 1,602 31,270
1,265,094 $2,095,865
X Average Hours and Average Compensation .
—
40.27
$71.22
—
39.29 $92.44 —
—
40.46 $67.02
XI Total: Full-time Employes (including
General Officers and Assistants)
39,572
(^) $3,003,111
6,292
(3) $614,585 1,602 33,280
(=) $2,388,526
(1) Includes AM-FM employes in a few instances where licensees report they are unable to make a segregation of personnel for jointly operated stations.
{') No actual hours reported for general officers and assistants.
(^) No totals of actual hours possible because of the absence of data for general officers and assistants.
(') Of the6,647.
9,597 technical employes reported, 7,066 were reported to hold first class radiotelephone licenses. These were distributed as follows: Network and key stations, 419; all other
stations,
No New

Friends

Industry

NET RECEIPTS of the Ray
Robinson-Kid Gavilan welterweight fight July 11 before 35,000 in Philadelphia's
Municipal Stadium amounted
to $128,435.97, of which Mr.
Robinson, the winner, received $51,635.82. The bout
had neither radio nor TV
coverage. Commenting on
this. Evening Bulletin Sports
Columnist Ed Pollock said:
"No new friends were won
through television and radio.
How much difference does
that make? I don't know,
either, but it is an accepted
fact that radio attracted
many new fans to sports and
thus increased the gate potential. Perhaps television
will, too. It already has in
some promotions, notably
wrestling."
BROADCASTING

MONOPOLY
A PROMINENT official of the
radio industry will be invited to
appear before the newly formed
House Judiciary subcommittee on
monopoly power, possibly within
the next six weeks, and present
the industry's case as part of the
recently launched anti-trust study
of the nation's business operations.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.),
chairman of the subcommittee, told
Broadcasting that "the president
of one of the big networks" may
be invited in the next few days to
testify but declined to identify
him. Possibility still exists that
his appearance might be deferred
until early fall, he asserted. He
said theoutcommittee
worked
final details.still hadn't

It was learned by BROADCASTING,
however, that NBC President Niles
Trammell held prior consideration
• Telecasting

of the judiciary group but the date
he would be asked to attend was
undecided. If he is called upon during present hearings, it would be
sometime between July 29 and Aug.
5, new closing date set by the subcommittee for the present series of
hearings. Witnesses for most of
the thrice-weekly sessions already
have been scheduled, with some
acceptances received, spokesmen
reported. None are connected with
radio.
Congressman Celler said he
couldn't elaborate on what course
the questioning would take on
radio, but indicated that the question of monopoly would be "thoroughly explored"
and the
industry
traced from
its early
development
to its present economic stature.
In the event the designated network
president declined to attend, an-

Leader

To

Testify

other would be invited, or possibly
some other resent"high"
ative, hesaid. network repFCC might be called upon to furnish a spokesman, to "give balance" to the hearing. Rep. Celler
added, though that had not been
discussed by the subcommittee. In
any event, someone with anti-moviews, or at
leastbe anti-networknopolysympathies,
would
invited,
he indicated. The group's plan,
initiated last week, calls for two
speakers each Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday (Broadcasting, July
11), each with at least slightly
divergent views.
Atty. Gen. Tom Clark appeared
last Monday as the first witness,
and reviewed the Justice Dept.'s
anti-trust record, and the history
of monopoly
in general.
(Continued
on page Mr.
73) Clark
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FCC ACTIONS
Made
ANTI-TRUST
FCC MOVED last week to expose
its anti-trust study to public scrutiny for the first time in the' proposed $1,045,000 acquisition of Mrs.
Dorothy Schiff Thackrey's West
Coast radio properties by Warner
Bros. Pictures.
In its move the Commission indicated, also for the first time,
that its concern is directed more
toward motion pictures companies'
ownership of television stations
than toward their interests in sound
broadcasting stations.
FCC signified months ago that it
is studying the "qualifications" of
companies involved in anti-trust decisions inthe courts. It started with
the so-called Paramount Case, involving all of the major motion picture producers including Warners.
FCC actions aflfecting these and
other applicants and licensees
named in anti-trust decisions have
since been held up pending the outcome of the study.
The question of Warner Bros.'
"involvements" in anti-trust violations, and their effect on the company's radio qualifications and the
public interest insofar as ownership
of the Thackrey stations is concerned, is now set down among the
the issues for the transfer hearing.
The case involves the proposed
purchase of Mrs. Thackrey's KYA

POLITICAL

Issue

in Warner-Thackrey

San Francsico, KLAC and KLACTV Los Angeles [Broadcasting,
May 31, 1948]. The contract for
purchase by Warner Bros. — which
incidentally has not yet signed a
consent decree in the anti-trust
case — is due to expire Aug. 1. Although FCC did not set a date for
its hearing, observers felt the Commission must have this in mind
when it designated the transfer
application last Thursday for hearing on issues to include:
To secure full information concerning ligitation
withproposed
respect totransferee
involvements of the
[Warner Bros.] tn violations of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act in the production, distribution and exhibition of
moving picture films, and to further
determine the relationship of these
violations ficationto
the character
quali-to
s of the(a)proposed
transferee
operate broadcast stations and, more
particularly,
TV, and (b) television
whether astation
grant KLACof the
application
would
be
in
the
public interest.
Warner Bros, already owns
KFWB Los Angeles. In compliance
with FCC's duopoly ban, however,
the picture company proposes to
resell KLAC to Ralph Atlass for
$405,000 upon FCC approval of its
purchase of the Thackrey properties [Broadcasting, March 29].
Aside from the anti-trust issue,
questions raised by FCC for the
hearing include:
To determine the full contract arrangements .. .
To secure full information as to the
plans of the proposed transferee for
stafiBng and programming stations

RATES

Equality Mandatory
In Senate Bill

RADIO stations would be forbidden to charge in excess of standard rates
for political broadcasts under provisions of legislation introduced in
the Senate last Wednesday. The penalty would vary from 30 days'
suspension of license for the first violation to indefinite suspension and
possible revocation.
*
Prime-mover behind the meassaid such a practice had been a
ure was Sen. ,J. Howard McGrath
long-standing "source of irritation"
<D-R. I.), chairman of the Democratic National Committee and and termed it a "nickel-grabbing
business."
one of the administration's more
Text of the bill in part, which
active sharpshooters at the radio
was
referred to the Senate Comindustry. He felt the prohibition,
merce Committee:
by amending the Communications
(b)
(1)
shall make any
Act, would curb the "practice of charge forNoa Ucensee
broadcast by or on behalf of a political party or a candidate
increasing rates" for political
speeches. Sen. McGrath had the for public office at a rate which is in
excess of the rate regularly charged
support of Sen. Francis Myers,
by such licensee for other broadcasts
during the same hours. Nothing con<D-Pa.), who reported instances
tained in this subsection shall be conwhere rates were "doubled," but
strued to prohibit the making of such
identified no stations. Sen. Myers
additional charge as may be necessary
to
provide
for the payment of any
is assistant Democratic floor leader.
amounts for which such licensee may
become
liable
as a result of the cancelUnder Sen. McGrath's bill (S
2254) a station would be permitted
scheduledlation offoranythe broadcast
same time. previously
(2) The station license of any licensee
to levy only "such additional charge
violating the provisions of this subas may be necessary" to cover paysection shall be —
ments its operators may have to
(A) suspended for a period of not
relinquish by cancelling any preto exceed 30 days for the first such
violation;
viously scheduled broadcasts at
(B) suspended for a period of not
that time. In any case in which a
to exceed six months for the second
such violation; and
suspension is in effect and license
(C) suspended for such period as
expires, license could not be rethe Commission shall determine, or
newed nor a new license be issued.
revoked, ceeding
forsuch the
third or any sucviolation.
The "instances" cited by Sen.
In any case in which, during the
Myers reportedly took place in
period for which a station license is
Pennsylvania's 26th District dursuspended under this subsection, such
license expires, such license shall not
ing an election to pick a successrenewed and no new license shall
sor to the late Rep. Robert L. be
be issued to the licensee prior to the
expiration of such period.
Coffey. However,
Sen. McGrath
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Deal

KYA, KLAC and KLAC-TV, and all
other plans
and arrangements for operating said stations.
To secure full information with respect to the amounts and nature of
advances made or to be made by or on
behalf of Warner Bros. Pictures Inc.
to KMTR Radio Corp. [KLAC and
KLAC-TV]
and/or Palo Alto Radio Station Inc. [KYA].
To determine whether the arrangements between the transferor and transfereestitutfore a relinquishment
advancement ofof funds
controlconby
the transferor of the licensee corporations in contravention
of
.
.
.
the
Communications Act.
KYA is on 1260 kc with 5 kw day,
1 kw night; KLAC, 570 kc, 5 kw
day, 1 kw night. Mrs. Thackrey also

MBS

TIME

GRANTS to two AM outlets
were authorized by FCC last
week and an initial decision
proposes grant of another.
Four stations received transfer grants. One FM and two
AM permits were deleted.
Details of these and oth,er
FCC actions are carried in
FCC Roundup on page 72.
owns WLIB New York and the
New York Post, but has sold WLIB
to a group including M. S. Novik,
radio consultant, for $150,000 subjecting,to FCC
July 4]. approval [Broadcast-

A4ofe Flexibility, Discounts
Given in New Card

MBS, after reviewing its entire rate and discount structure, has
revised its rate card to permit gr eater flexibility in selection of stations and more liberal discounts
Station rates and discount scales remain unchanged, but the increased
flexibility will enable advertisers,
*
including those with limited budg$29,000
as the purchase requireets, to qualify for better discounts
ment to earn full network discounts.
than hitherto. •
Geographical groups, except for
Z. C. Barnes, the network's vice
president in charge of sales, an- the Mountain and Pacific groups,
nounced the changes, which are are discontinued and the stations
incorporated in Supplement A to that once comprised them may now
the current rate card, No. 15. The
be selected individually to fit the
changes, effective July 15, were
advertiser's needs and marketing
sent to clients, agencies and af- problems. Bonus stations, forfiliates, together with a letter summerly available if an entire geomarizing changes and improvements.
graphical group were bought, now
are available if certain stations
Under the supplement, an ad- in the same general marketing
vertiser no longer needs to take area are purchased. All stations
in the former geographical groups,
all 41 stations of the network's
basic group. In addition, the basic
including the continuing Mountain and Pacific groups, may be
group is itself divided into discount groups, with different dis- included in lining up $1,500 units
counts applying if an advertiser for discount purposes.
buys all, two-thirds, one-third or
less than one-third of the basic
group. Still another innovation
Government- Stations
permits an advertiser to earn
further discounts on each $1,500 PRESIDENT Truman has given
tions.
purchase of time on non-basic sta- his approval to a measure transferi'ing certain government-owned
international shortwave stations
Qualifications for full network
from the Reconstruction Finance
discounts have been liberalized —
with a $23,000 gross evening hour
Corp. to casting,
the JuneState
27]. Dept. [Broadpurchase instead of the former

PRECEDING formal opening of WHAS Louisville's new studios today (Monday), 27th anniversary of station, sponsors and advertisers were given a preview look last Monday. Welcoming Ned Midgley (far r), CBS sales service
manager, to the preview are (I to r): Victor A. Sholis, WHAS director; H. I.
Christal, Edward Petry & Co., which represents WHAS nationally, and J. Mac
Wynn, station's sales director.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Confirmation
REAPPOINTMENT
some evidence that television will
By JOHN OSBON
Doggedly he traced the charges
the watch manufacturer
CONFIRMATION of Edward M. dominate; I feel thei'e's a field for against
both. We're studying now how di- since 1936, culminating last May
Webstex- as FCC Commissioner for
rect is TV's effect on AM service. with FCC's decision granting regular license renewals to Mr.
a full seven-year term was virtu- It's complicated and we don't feel
ally assured last Thursday when we can make a decision now on clear Bulova's WNEW and WOV both
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
channels — the old facts are out- New York, while simultaneously
Commerce Committee voted unanimoded and new facts have been
approving transfer of WOV to
mous approval, 11-0, then reported
Victory Broadcasting Corp. The
it to the Senate floor for early introduced."
Commission wrote a split 4-2 deciHe felt, however, that "the time
action.
sion [Broadcasting, May 16].
coming" when Commissioners
Since committee approval is is
and members of Congressional
Upon questioning. Commodore
usually tantamount to Senate con- committees will have to "sit down
Webster said he'd never met Mr.
firmation, Commodore Webster ap- and talk it over. I have no convic- Bulova but was familiar with the
peared certain to return to the Comtion on super-power, one way or name, and admitted that he may
mission, with the reappointment
have "shaken hands" with Harold
retroactive to July 1.
A. Lafount, general manager of
another."
Monopoly
Question
The Committee vote came after
Sen.
McFarland
pointed
out
that
the Bulova stations, "but to me he
further hearings Wednesday and
the monopoly question is within was just Mr. X." Sen. Tobey then
Thursday during which Sen. Charles
unloosed a barrage of questions
W. Tobey (R-N.H. ), fiery anti- the jurisdiction of Congress, and and recital of what he termed
mentioned
Stratovision
as
a
potenmonopolist crusader and chief comtial issue in that respect. Mr. "serious charges" and "vital facts."
mittee interrogator, blasted the
The presentation took two tacks:
Webster thought there may be innominee with over 260 questions
(1) The Commission majority
stances, ifFM replaces AM evenon such issues as the Bulova case;
tually, where super-power may be erred in overriding advice of FCC
color television; clear channel op- required.
General Counsel Benedict Cottone
Sen. McFarland agreed
erations; Stratovision; and FCC's
it certainly constitutes another ap- and Chairman Coy and certain pororiginal VHF TV allocations.
tions of House Select Committee
proach, but stressed it "may be a testimony in 1944, and should have
Overall, it was felt that the Commodore had won approval largely matter for Congress to decide."
Pursuing the attack frequently held a hearing; (2) How did Comr.
by satisfying the Commerce comlaunched by Rep. Richard Wig- Webster arrive at his majority
mittee and its chairman Sen. Edwin
opinion upholding the renewals
glesworth (R-Mass.) when he was
C. Johnson (D-Col.), on the promand "exonerating" Mr. Bulova?
on the House Appropriations Comise of stepping up color TV.
mittee
in
years
past.
Sen.
Tobey
Sen. Tobey himself voted to ap- resurrected the Arde Bulova license
Tobey Questions
prove the Webster nomination.
renewal case which he charged
In quick succession. Sen. Tobey
9 The Commission doesn't feel,
"smells under high heaven" and blistered the nominee with a host
according to Commodore Webster,
promised
"we're going to air it." of queries including these:
it "can make a decision now on
O Who were
the persons
on the
Comclear channels — the old evidence is Acidly he alleged the case was permission to whom
the Bulova
interests
meated with "collusion, chicanery,
outmoded and new facts have been
came and who were the persons with
Bulova formerly associated with FCC?
cussed crookedness, double-dealing
introduced."
# Sen. Tobey asserted that Sen. and hidden ball tricks." At one
• How did the Commission "actively
support" and
the the
Bulova
plan for
a radio
point he demanded that Commodore
network
beginning
of stations
Johnson had received "confidential
in New York?
documents" charging FCC not only Webster furnish him with "an an• Didn't without
FCC approve
sale of four
swer why Mr. Bulova was whitestations
publicthehearings?
"erred" on original TV (VHF) allocations but overrode the findings
washed," and later asked: "How can
•
While
FCC
revoked
the
license of
of its own staff.
you preserve and stimulate the WORL Boston, why did it not take
action
against
Mr.
Bulova?
% Sen. McFarland mentioned
public interest?"
Stratovision as a possible subject for future inquiry by Congress
with respect to possible monopoly
features.
1S93
m
eotimgton Jr.
m
9 CBS President Frank Stanton
in a letter "categorically denied"
of the Covington stations have not
G. W. COVINGTON Jr., 56, owner
implications in previous testimony
of WCOV-AM-FM Montgomery,
yet been announced.
that "CBS is attempting to hinder
WGWC Selma and WGWD Gadsthe development of color TV and
den, Ala., was found dead in his
to that end the company is 'dickerroom
at Chicago's Sherman Hotel
ing' with RCA on the CBS color
Tuesday morning. He apparently
patents."
died as a result of a heart attack,
Members sitting in on the two
a friend, George E. Ransom, told
hearings included Sens. Johnson
and Tobey, and periodically Sen.
police.
Mr. Covington was in Chicago to
E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), Sen.
radio equipment and to meet
buy
Owen Brewster (R-Me.), Sen.
Mr. Ransom, a furniture dealer
Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan.) and
attending the semi-annual furniSen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.).
ture mart. Mr. Covington was
The clear channel question arose
in his room after Mr. Ranfound
Thursday morning during questions
som tried several times to reach
on color. Answering Sen. Tobey,
by telephone and received no
him
who had alluded to Chairman Johnanswer.
son's demand for a breakdown of
Served in British Army
clear channels in sound broadcasting last April [Broadcasting,
World War I Mr. CovingDuring
April 25], Commodore Webster
ton served in the British Army.
explained:
Before entering radio in 1937 he
was in the automobile business,
"We find ourselves — in the whole
industry and in the Commission —
and in recent years had continued
in a dilemma as to what will hapvaried business
particip
to
. ate in
interests
pen to AM broadcasting, FM broadMr. COVINGTON
Plans for the future operation
casting and television. There is

Is Assured

WEBSTER

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

• How can you feel justified in the
procedure you followed in resolving
the evidence
mission's)contained
minority report?in the (Com•
Hasn't
Mr.
Bulova
been before
successful
most of the times he came
the
Commission in matters dealing with
his interests?
Commodore Webster said he is
"familiar with the case" but not
thoroughly, pointing out he was
not in the broadcasting end at that
time (1936), and has been a Commissioner only for the past two
years. Two years ago, he stated,
he was concerned with international work which frequently took
him out of Washington, and he was
unable to adequately cover the subject of broadcasting. He said he
had "never heard" of the Commission actively supporting the idea of
a radio network.
The FCC nominee said he voted
for the license renewals because of
"satisfactory disposition" by past
Commissions and because he felt it
would be unnecessary to open another hearing which might prove
lengthy and consume much-needed
time. Further, he felt the stations
were operating "in the public interest" and that their programming was "good."
Quoting
extensively from the minority report of Chairman Coy and
Comr. Jones, memoranda from Mr.
Cottone and certain portions of
testimony before the House Select
Committee in 1944, Sen. Tobey
questioned various aspects of Mr.
Bulova's character as a licensee.
Cites Dissents
Citing the Coy-Jones dissents, he
persisted: ". . . You saw reports — •
you had the evidence before you
and you voted for renewals without hearing despite the damning
reports?" Commodore Webster
said position
he had "perfect
the
of past confidence"
Commissionsin
and, in answer to the question,
said he weighed the facts and
wrote an opinion, just as had the
other Commissioners. It was a
matter of judgment, he added.
Commodore Webster reiterated
"it was not in public interest to
draw the (Bulova) case out any
longer" and conceded the past
Commissions may have hewn to
"other philosophies, rules and procedures" which might be different
from those of the present Commission. He asked that the majority
be inserted
in the
record. Thereportfollowing
morning,
at
the close of the hearing, he read
the repoi't for the committee.
Sen. McFarland told Chairman
Johnson he was "more convinced
than ever" of the need for the FCC
procedural bill, which he introduced in Congress last June and
which his communications subcommittee isnow studying, to speed up
cases before the Commission. The
13 year-old Bulova case is one in
point,
he noted.
Turning
to color, . Sen. Tobey
drew (Continued
Commodore on Webster's
page 33) reJuly 18, 1949
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NAB Reorganization
(Continued from -page 2i)
ture was set up for television in
keeping with the economic status
of the industry. Until next Jan.
1 TV stations associated with AM
and FM members will pay a $10
membership fee. This is in addition to the present AM-FM fee.
Video-only stations will pay at
the rate of $1,500 a year or $125
a month.
The TV rates will be reviewed
in November by the Finance Committee in its consideration of the
entire dues structure. Feeling
of the board was that extensive
services, on a constantly expanding basis, will be provided video
members which they will pay for
as their financial position improves. Both licensees and CP
holders in the video field will be
invited to join.
Some changes in NAB by-laws
will be necessary before the classifications and dues status is finally
settled.
In setting up the new audio
and video divisions within NAB,
the board stressed the need of cooperation among all headquarters
units. Like all other NAB agencies
and the office of secretary-treasurer, the division heads will report directly to President Miller.
Reduction in Departments
The number of NAB departments is reduced to six. These
are legal, employe-employer relations, government relations, public
relations, research and engineering. Work of the deleted Program
Dept. will be handled in the divisions and departments.
Change was made in the structural position of the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters, with the
agency once again bracketed in
the public relations department,
but this has no practical effect
on the present AWB operation.
International activity, now handled by an executive assistant
to the president, comes mainly
within the Government Relations
Dept., which also handles legislative activities and lobbying,
The Engineering Dept.'s functions were clipped considerably,
as was the budget.
The department will do mainly allocation
and standards work and cooperate with government relations.
Tacit approval was given the
annual Engineering Conference
held in connection with NAB conventions. Similar endorsement
was given the NAB Program
Clinic held recently in Chicago
and the legal department has approval law
of clinics.
its regional and local
radio
Engineering consultants will be
invited to join NAB as associate
members. Their status had been
in doubt because suggestion had
been made that engineering consultants were in the same class
as lawyers, therefore ineligible to
trade association membership.
This similarity charge was unfounded, it was felt, leaving the
Page 30
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DESSERT at clambake staged for NAB directors was eaten in the rough.
Watermelon imbibers are (I to r): Gilmore Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.,
and Mrs. Nunn; Don Petty, NAB general counsel; Mrs. John Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn.; Mrs. C. E. Arney Jr., wife of NAB secretary-treasurer.

way open to engineers to become
NAB associate members.
The idea of utilizing engineering associate members in Washwith commitin connection
tee ington
activties
involving NARBA,
allocations and related matters
was discussed by the board.
Audio and video division directors will draw on services of the
six basic departments, all reporting directly to the president.
An important phase of the
streamlining operation is the reduction in number and size of
standing committees. There will
be 10 instead of 19 committees.
Each will consist of five members
(including a director) instead of
seven or more plus two liaison
board members and industry advisors. This is expected to bring
a saving of perhaps $20,000 in
cost of the committee structure,
mainly in the travel allowance of
seven cents a miles for attendance
at meetings.
While the matter of increasing
this seven-cents allowance did not
come up at the board session,
it is knoviTi that most directors
are out-of-pocket when they attend board and committee meetings. In many cases the allowance
doesn't pay half the necessary expenses of the trip.
Judge Miller will name the new
committees, which had just been
reconstituted last May. He was
ordered by the board to make
every effort to have committees
represent industry segments and
geographic areas with all possible equality.
A Video Director Allowed
Under the by-laws a television
director can be elected to the board
when there are 25 video station
members. At present there are
only six TV members.
The board showed a desire to
cut travel allowances of staff
personnel. These are to clear
through
the secretary-treasurer's
office.
In reviewing the new BAB the
board recognized need of a strong
and well-financed agency. It felt
BAB will be most effective if it
has an independent status. For
the present, BAB continues to receive financial support and to
operate under NAB supervision

pending development of a means
of supporting it independently.
Authority over
of the
committee
the board's
agency BAB
was
reaffirmed. The committee operates in collaboration with the
president in determining BAB activities. Itwill report to the board
regularly, the board actually determining activities and scope.
The committee, under this plan,
works through the president in
implementing policies. The BAB
director, Maurice B. Mitchell, is
directly responsible to the president, but as director he is given
power to act in the absence of
the
president, at the president's
discretion.
BAB to Cover Television

non-members into the fold.
Other activities at the district
meetings will include showing of
the BAB slide film by Mr. Mitchell
and an analysis of operating costs
by Richard P. Doherty, employeemployer relations director.
In line with recommendation of
the NAB Standards of Practice
Committee, which met July 8 at
Portsmouth, the board adopted a
program of education to promote
industry adherence to the code. This
includes trade press releases, member service bulletins, meetings with
broadcasters' groups and allied industry associations.
The committee, and the board,
decided the campaign should start
immediately in an effort to improve general public acceptance of
the industry's adoption and observance of the standards, which were
finally approved in April 1948.
Before the program department
was deleted, code activities centered in that agency. Now the
work will be assigned appropriate
agencies at headquarters. Complete
record of inquiries will be maintained. All interpretative decisions
in the
final analysis will rest with
the
board.
Starting in October, when legal
and other angles have been clarified, a program designed to show
general observance of the code will
be undertaken.
Drafting of a special set of
standards covering television will
be undertaken as soon as NAB
completes reorganization.
Publication of a primer on international broadcasting, drafted
recently, was left in the hands of
Judge Miller. The primer project
was voted by the board at its
February meeting.
NARBA Approval

The board insisted that BAB's
sales and advertising work include television as well as sound
radio. Its offices are at 270 Park
Ave., New York.
Full recognition was given FM
by the board in a series of resolutions, supplementing the deciNAB participation in the Sepsion to have a fulltime FM directember NARBA conference in
tor in the Audio Dept. The board
Canada was once more given
commended manufacturers who
board approval.
include the FM band in television
The two directors who served
sets. It called on manufacturers to
as
chairmen of the board reorganieliminate frequency drift and prozation and finance committees
vide better sensitivity in receivers.
(Messrs. McCollough and MeaghIt objected to FCC Chairman
er) issued the following statement
Wayne
Coy's
suggestion
for
full
at
the conclusion of the board
AM FM duplications, contending
meeting
:
stations should make their own
The board has long recognized that
decisions. It asked set makers to
the structure of the NAB, representing
submit performance curves.
as it does an art that is constantly
The Legal Dept. was directed to changing, requires periodic review and
revision.
take part in FCC proceedings
designed to protect Area 2 FM
"We believe that this streamlining
will provide members in all segments
stations (Class B) to the 50 microof
broadcasting — audio (AM and FM)
volt-per-meter contour. Area 2
covers all but the Northeast. A and video (television) — with a finer,
more helpful service. The plan has
resolution was adopted recombeen developed at no sacrifice of current service, and indeed anticipates
mending joint listings of AM-FM
stations in directory services. All an expansion of services. At the same
these actions Jiad been urged by time, through reassignment of some
the FM Executive Committee.
functions, and other economies, the
NAB has been able to accomplish an
Schedule of NAB district meetimmediate discount in dues.
ings starting Sept. 8 was apBoth the structure and finance comproved again. BAB, along with
mittees, other members of the board
sales and personnel relations (op- and the headquarters staff, have surveyed the opinions of hundreds of
erating costs), will be emphasized,
in line with a suggestion of the broadcasters, and consulted scores of
experts in the organizational field beSales Managers Executive Comfore developing this plan.
mittee. A special session for nonIt is the synthesis of the best thinkmembers at each district meeting
ing on the subject. The NAB has alwas favored. Here NAB would
ways been recognized as one of the
eminent
trade associations. We believe
give qiuck briefing in association
functions as a move to attract this will make it even better.
BROADCASTING
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BAB
THE

CASE of Radio vs. Newspapers as a medium of selling
goods at retail, as dramatically
narrated in NAB's new slide film,
was previewed last Tuesday before
the NAB board meeting in Portsmouth, N. H.
Heart of the film is the disclosure that radio can reach customers
at a third the cost of printed media.
The graphic presentation will
soon be available for use of all
NAB member stations, according
to Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau, who unveiled the slide film
to the board. Ordered by the board
at its Chicago meeting, the film is
one of two major sales weapons
developed by BAB. The other is
the cooperative radio advertiser
file, which is going to stations in
segments of about a dozen sponsors
a week.
Mr. Mitchell served in the narrator role at the slide film preview,
just as he did two days later when
the film was shown to the trade
press at BAB's New York headquarters. At the conclusion of his
New Hampshire preview showing,
board members applauded the presentation. Then they were given a
showing of the opposite slide film
used by newspapers for some time
as a means of combating radio's
sales story. This film was prepared by the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Like the newspaper film, BAB's
presentation is designed for showing by broadcasters at business
meetings. Stations will be supplied the package for $15, including two copies of the script, instructions on holding meetings and
100 copies of a folder carrying the
radio argument.
Film Approval
The BAB film bears the approval
of the NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee as well as the
BAB Executive Committee. The
continuity and slide material incorporate suggestions made by a
large number of broadcasters. Mr.
Mitchell and Lee Hart, an assistant director specializing in retailing, prepared the script. Production was in charge of O'Brien &
Dorrance, New York.
Aimed at retailers, the colored
film and script open with the reminder that retailers have a big
stake in radio, having now become
the medium's largest customer.
Swift changes in the retail advertising picture are reviewed, with
suggestion that radio can help
retailers sell more goods at lower
cost.
Having made this promise, the
film goes into an affirmative argument dealing with • radio's sales
power and then shows how more
people can be reached for much
less money if radio is used instead
of newspapers. This material answers the claims in the newspaper
BROADCASTING

Previewed

FILM

at

Board

Meeting
J

film that radio is costly and less
effective than white space.
First of all, retailers are told,
they must increase the number of
customers. Population growth figures are shown along with data on
broadcast revenue sources. These
figures list $157 million as the retail money spent in radio last year,
almost double the figure four years
ago.Here the film summarizes the
radio case in these words, "First
radio lets you reach many more
people. Then, after you have
reached all these people, radio exerts an influence no other advertising medium can match. And,
finally, radio delivers these two
important advantages more easily
and at less expense than any other
Publicmedium."
devotion to radio is shown
major
by figures explaining that the average person listens 5 hours and 53
minutes daily to the radio whereas
only 3 hours and 18 minutes are

spent reading newspapers. Radio
listening is called the public's #1
activity.
Fortune magazine data were
used to show public liking for
radio. Fortune found in a survey
based on whether people would
rather give up radio or newspapers
BAB's pitch to the retailers in- ^
eludes these film shots, each
wifh a constructive message. '
that 62% Would give up newspapers as against only 30% who
would give up radio.
The film brings out that total
newspaper circulation has increased only slightly in recent
years whereas radio circulation has
soared from zero to 83 million sets
and 39 million homes in three decades, with most markets having
at least 95% coverage.
Impact of the spoken word on
(Continued on page 32 )

RADIO INFLUENCES

PEOPLE
Named
BITNER

. ---i

District 8 Director

Replacing Bannister

HARRY M. BITNER Jr., general manager of WFBM Indianapolis, was
elected a director for District 8 (Ind., Mich, in part) by the NAB board
at its opening session last Monday.
Meeting at Wentworth-by-the-Sea, Portsmouth, N. H., the board
elected Mr. Bitner to fill the vacancy created by resignation of president and supervising director
of WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit,
director, vice president and treafollowing WWJ's resignation from
surer of WFDF Flint, Mich. In
NAB last spring.
addition he is manager of WFBMMr. Bitner will serve the unTV, which took the air May 30
expired term, ending with the 1950
with a 4% -hour telecast of the
NAB convention.
500-mile Indianapolis auto race.
Active in radio for a decade,
Before entering radio he worked
Mr. Bitner rose from assistant
program director of WFBM in on the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph
during college vacations and joined
1939 to station manager in 1942
and president in 1946. During the the Baltimore News-Post and Sunday American in 1935.
war
Navy.he served three years in the
Mr. Bitner was born near Pittsburgh in 1912, attended Detroit
When WFBM acquired WEOA
Evansville, Ind., in 1946, Mr. Bit- grade schools and was graduated
from Shady Side Academy, Pittsner became station supervisor. He
burgh, in 1931. He received his
is a director of WFBM Inc.; vice
B. A. degree in psychology from
Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. in 1935.
His father, Harry M. Bitner Sr.,
is chairman of the board of WFBM
Inc. and counsellor to the Hearst
interests.
The new director's term became
effective immediately but he was
unable to make the trip to New
Hampshire on short notice. He
will attend his first NAB board
meeting in November.
Attending the New Hampshire
meeting last week were these directors :
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston,
District 1; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
Ithaca, N. Y., District 2; George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.. District 3; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, Va., District 4; Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK Columbus, Ga., District 5;
Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis,
District 6; Gllmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., District 7; Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111., District 9;
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, District 10; John F.
Mr. BITNER
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Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn., Districthoma
11; Robert
Enoch,12;KTOK
City, District
ClydeOklaW.
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, District 13;
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver, District
14; Glenn
Shaw, J.KLX
Oakland,
trict 15; Calvin
Smith,
KFAC DisLos
Angeles, District 16. Only district
director unable to attend was Harry
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.,
District 17.
Directors-at -Large — • Howard Lane,
WJJD Brown,
Chicago,KWFT
large Wichita
stations; Falls,
Kenvon
Tex., andlumbia,G.
Richard
Shafto,
WIS
CoS. C medium stations; Clair
R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111., small stations; Everett L. Dillard,
WASH Washington, FM (B) stations.
Not present were James D. Shouse,
WLW Cincinnati, for large stations,
and Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va., for FM(A) stations.
NAB headquarters staff •— Justin
Miller, president;
C. E. Arney
Jr., ex-B.
ecutive vice president;
Maurice
Mitchell, director of Broadcast Advertising Bureau; Robert K. Richards, director of public relations and publications; Don Petty, general counsel; Ella
Nelson, secretary to Mr. Arney.
July 18, 1949
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Board Lauds Fellows
TRIBUTE to Harold E. Fellows, general manager of
WEEI Boston and NAB District 1 director, was paid by
the NAB board at its Portsmouth, N. H., meeting. The
board adopted a resolution
praising the meeting arrangements, which Mr. Fellows directed, and lauded
Mrs. Fellows for her part in
providing entertainment for
directors' families. Another
resolution praised the hotel,
Wentworth-by-the-Sea, for
its service.
BAB

Film

(Continued from page 31)
the listener is explained, radio being credited with making lasting
impressions. Moreover, sponsors
receive complete credit for what
the listener likes.
Specialized audiences can be
reached by advertisers when they
use radio, with every word a headline word, it is explained. The
medium is described as easier to
use, less expensive and speedy. The
fact that people listen in groups,
are influenced in groups and make
group buying decisions is stressed.
Cost data are shown in considerable detail in the film. For example, $222 will buy 600 lines in
an evening paper in one typical
market (cost of space only), with
494,200 likely
seeing" 211,000
74,000
to readcopies
the and
ad,
whereas it will buy 297,000 actual
listening impressions via a 250 w
local station.
In the morning paper $210 will
buy a quarter-page newspaper ad
with 350,000 readers of 177,300
copies and 52,515 seeing the ad,
compared to 275,100 actual listener
impressions through use of a 5 kw
network station.
The film explains that newspaper
figures show that 15 at the most
will read any part of a quarterpage ad. Thus, in the first
case, $222 gets readers at a cost of
$2.96 per thousand (though many
may not even read the advertiser's
message) whereas the 250 w outlet
is bought at 74 cents per 1,000
known listener impressions.
In the second case, $210 buys
readership at $4 per 1,000, compared to 76 cents for the 5 kw
network station.
Newspaper studies show that a
70-line ad (5 inches in 1 column)
gets about 2% actual readership
with a 1,200-line ad (half page)
noticed by about 30%. These figures are based on actual newspaper
surveys covering 125 newspapers
in all parts of the nation.
Listing suggestions on use of
radio by retailers, the film suggests a specific sales objective be
drawn up, using rifle rather than
buckshot approach. StroTigest departments should be sold, with the
big push behind lines regularly
sold. Use of copy prepared especially for radio is advised.
Page 32
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NAB

Mr. Moorad

Miss Dick

Mr. Knickerbocker

Dick, Knickerbocker,
Moorad Are Killed

MEMBERSHIP
Analyzed by Arney

TWO-THIRDS of the 152 AM stations that have resigned from NAB
since Feb. 1 are stations licensed
since Jan. 1, 1945, according to a
membership analysis submitted to
the NAB board at Portsmouth,
N. H., last week by C. E. Arney
Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer.
Of the total AM resignations,
82 have been 250 w stations, 66
in the 500 w-5 kw class and four
over 5 kw. In addition to the 152
AM stations, 94 FM and 1 TV
station have left NAB ranks.
NAB membei-ship as of last June
30 consisted of 1,133 AM, 548 FM
and 6 TV outlets, a total of 1,687
actives. Associate members included four networks and 76 other
types, an overall total of 1,767.
In the five months since Feb. 1,
NAB has gained 85 members and
lost 258, a net loss of 173. The
Feb. 1 membership consisted of
1,242 AM, 621 FM and 4 TV stations, plus four networks and 69
other associates, or a total of 1,940
members.
As of last Nov. 10, when the
board held its final 1948 meeting,
the membership consisted of 1,270
AM, 656 FM, 4 TV, 4 networks
and 69 other associates, or a total
of 2,003 members.
Largest number of AM resignations since Feb. 1 occurred in District 3 (Pa., Del., Md.), where 17
left the ranks. Next was District
4 (D. C, Va., W. Va., N. C, S. C),
with a loss of 16. District 1 (New
England) lost 14. Fewest resignaOhio). tions occurred in District 7 (Ky.,

BOMBAY
CRASH
THREE radio correspondents were among the 45 passengers
who
perished in the crash of a Dutch airliner near Bombay July 12.
They were Elsie Dick, 44, director of women's, religious and educational programs of MBS; H. R. Knickerbocker, 51, news analyst of
WOR
New
York, and George ^
Moorad, 41, commentator at KGW
and covered many battlefronts of
Portland, Ore.
World War II in that capacity.
The trio was part of a group of Although his byline carried only
13 American news writers on a his first two initials, his full name
special tour of Indonesia sponsored
was Hubert Renfro Knickerbocker.
by the Netherlands government.
He was born at Yoakum, Tex. SurThey planned to return to the U. S.
viving are his second wife, Agnes
after a scheduled interview with
Schjoldager Knickerbocker, a son,
Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Conrad, who is a student at HarNehru.
vard U., and three daughters,
Miss Dick had been a programming executive at Mutual since Julia, Myranda and Suzy.
Joined KGW Last Year
1941. She produced many docuMr. Moorad was a staff member
mentary programs that were wideof KGW Portland and a correly acclaimed. Among them were
series on the influence of radio,
spondent for the Portland Oregonmovies and comics on children; The ian. He joined KGW last year
after publication of a book. Behind
Atom and You — which used poputhe Iron Curtain, which was a
lar program techniques like mysNAB's 1949 budget has been
tery audience participation and record of his European reporting
based on estimated membership
quiz to explain basic facts of the for CBS.
implications of the discovery of
Born in Indianapolis, Mr. dues of $808,000 plus $12,000 other
atomic energy; civil rights and the Moorad was graduated from the income (rents), a total of $820,000.
Estimated expense is $774,273
impact of divorce on children.
U. of Oregon, and began his news
Miss Dick was director of wom(priortion). to the current reorganizacareer in 1931 with the Portland
Journal.
He
went
to
the
Orient
en's, religious and educational
Loss of membership has reduced
programming at WOR before join- in 1932 and became a staff member
ing Mutual. Prior to her radio of the China Press in Shanghai. the estimate of membership dues
career, she served as an associate
From 1933 to 1937 he was city from $808,000 to $781,236, assumeditor of House Beautiful and as editor of the Shanghai Times and
ing income for the last seven
months of 1949 will be seven times
head of the art department of The
simultaneously a correspondent for that received in June.
New Yorker magazine. She was
Time and Life.
a native of New York. Surviving
After covering the outbreak of
are a sister, Mrs. Ruth Schwartz,
the Sino-Japanese War, Mr. Moorad
and two brothers, Sidney and returned
Last Deadline
to the U. S. and became
Franklin, all of New York.
H. R. KNICKERBOCKER,
editor
of
the
Santa
Cruz,
Calif.,
Mr. Knickerbocker, a news anDaily
Sentinel
in
1938.
Three
famed
foreign correspondalyst for WOR since late last year,
ent, made his last deadline —
he became publicity diwas a celebrated foreign corre- years later
a WOR New York broadcast
rector of the American Red Cross
spondent and one-time Pulitzer
— four days after he and 44
Prize winner. The reporter began and eventually went to the southother passengers were killed
west Pacific as a war correspondhis career in 1920 on the Newark,
in an air crash near BomN. J., Morning Ledger. Subse- ■ent for the Red Cross. In 1942
bay. A recorded commentary
he joined CBS.
quently he worked for the New
made
by Mr. Knickerbocker
Mr.
Moorad
covered
both
Pacific
York Evening Post and the T^ew
in Indonesia arrived at WOR
and European battles for CBS and
York Sun.
in time to be broadcast at
after the war served the network
He went abroad as a correspondhis usual time, Saturday,
in Cairo, Ankara and Washington.
ent for the Post and the PhiladelJuly 16.
phia Public Ledger. Soon after- He resigned in 1947 to write his
book. He is survived by his wife,
ward he joined International News
Mrs. Mary Moorad, and two sons, War Information from 1941 to
Service and developed a reputation
Mac and Michael.
1945 as chief of the bureau of
as one of the country's outstanding
Also among the victims of the intelligence for the Pacific Theatre.
overseas journalists. He won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1933 for his re- air crash was Vincent Mahoney,
was to analyze and evalporting of the Moscow purge trials. 47, an editorial writer for the His job
uatevivingpropaganda
broadcasts.
SurIn 1941 he became chief of for- San Francisco Chronicle. Mr. Maare his wife,
Mrs. Virginia
eign service of the Chicago Sun,
honey served with the Oflace of Mahoney, and two sons.
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publican asked him how he could
CBS President Stanton, in his
Webster
Promotion That Pays
letter to the committee and to Sen.
account
for
the
"shabby
treatment"
(Continued from page 29)
accorded Mr. Willoughby, he Tobey, Commodore Webster and
EXPENSE - FREE promoaffirmation of his belief in color termed it "unfortunate." To fur- Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of
tional gimmick has been rether questioning, he agreed that the board of RCA, asserted that
ported by KFQD Anchorage,
as the "ultimate," [Broadcasting,
Alaska. Station has pubJuly 11] then wanted to know why one who served as, say, chief engi- "not only is CBS doing nothing to
neer for FCC would be valuable to hinder development of color TV,
lished maps of the area to
the Commission, in its May 26
aid newcomers in locating
but CBS has done more than any
"time-table" announcement, had private industry.
streets, roads and suburban
On the subject of responsibilities other factor in the industry to
imposed a limitation by making
regions. Maps are surrounded
provisions for licensing stations in of engineers and Commissioners,
foster
its
development
.
.
."
Commodore Webster observed that
by ads of KFQD sponsors
both VHF and UHP bands " when
Cites CBS-RCA Competition
with lines running to the
it is shown that sufficient receivers he disliked the term "engineerHe cited the "vigorously comand parts are available to permit commissioner," feeling that as a
sponsors' actual location. Ken
petitive situation between CBS and
Laughlin, KFQD station
adapting monochrome receivers for commissioner he would also be concerned with legal, accounting, eco- RCA in the broadcasting and remanager,
reports the station
color reception."
cording fields over the last few
made a profit on the sale of
nomic and other problems. He said
Sen. Tobey wondered if there are
years" in denying both implicaenough manufacturers to turn out that with the "proper staff" he saw
ads so the promotion "cost
tions (hindering development and
nothing." A few maps will
converters or adapters at a reason- no reason to encroach upon the
able price. The Commodore ex- engineers' field except where situa- dickering) and, referring to FCC's
be
in advertisers'
tions demand mutual discussion denial of Columbia's petition for
pressed belief there are.
placesplaced
ofbution, business
forrunning
districommercial authorization for color
but KFQD is
Commodore Webster said the and recommendations.
TV
in
1947,
stated
the
network
has
limitation was added to enable FCC
Commodore Webster explained
a series
of spot
ments to draw
mailannounceor calls
"number of significant adto get information from its forth- that he has attempted to act as made a vances
and
improvements
in
the
directly
to
the
station
in
coordinator
on
various
problems,
coming hearings, and was a "wise especially on assignment of mobile art." CBS plans to appear at the
order to check summer mail
condition."
Replyingif color
to questions,
pull. Maps are being given
he said he doubted
stations service frequencies, that he had FCC August color hearings, he
away free, postpaid.
would be operating for another two worked with different staff levels. added.
years and that promulgation of
standards may eliminate need for
hearings other than those scheduled to begin Aug. 29. He felt
competition will force black-andwhite broadcasters to go into color.
Sen. Tobey asked whether, when
RCA and CBS come before FCC
in the August TV hearings, the
Commissioners will be swayed by
their private convictions or look to
the public interest. The CommoDEEP
dore assured him it would be "the
public
interest."Mr.Sen.Webster
Tobey then
asked whether
was
aware that Sen. Johnson had received confidential documents
charging the Commission not only
erred on original TV (VHF) allocations but overrode the findings of
ROOTED
its own staff.
Continuing, he wanted to know
if "it isn't true" that "you and
Once again, roots of corn and wheat are reachComr. Sterling soft-pedaled" manufacturers as a matter of policy,
ing deep into rich Kansas soil to produce what
placing color from "2 to 25 years
promises to be still another record-breaking crop.
away?"
Resents Question
WIBW is deeply rooted in the farm homes of
The Commodore replied: "Of
this area . . . has been for 25 years. It's the
course not and I resent it very
much." He explained that had not
station most listened to by Kansas farmers. That's
why so many advertisers depend upon WIBW to
been his policy at all but "whatever action is taken" he thought it
help them reap a rich harvest of SALES.
only fair to tell people the facts,
"like my statement that color
transmitters will probably not be
on the air for at least two years."
At one point Sen. Tobey referred
again to John A. Willoughby, FCC
acting chief engineer [Broadcasting, July 11], indicating amazement when Commodore Webster
said appointment of a permanent
chief engineer had "never been
brought up" in executive session of
the Commission, as far as he could
recall.
He asked Commodore Webster to
B
W
provide him with the executive
agenda for the Commission from
January 1948 to the present. He
SERVING AND SELLING
also wanted to know if "it is true"
II
that Mr. Willoughby has been
"badgered" and otherwise criticized in some quarters, "maybe by
W\&\N • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
RCA?" Before the nominee could
reply. Sen. Tobey interjected: "Is
he
well likedsaidin heindustry?"
Commodore
believed heThe
is.
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW • KCKN
Rep:
When the New Hampshire ReJuly 18, 1949
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NBC Reorganization
(Continued from page 23)
command of NBC would then consist of Niles Trammell, president,
as the chief; Mr. Denny as his
executive officer and Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver Jr., recently appointed vice president in charge
of television, and an as yet unnamed vice president in charge of
sound broadcasting as principal
operations officers. Incumbent administrative vice presidents such
as John H. MacDonald, who is in
charge of finance, and Harry C.
Kopf, in charge of sales and stations, would probably serve as
general administrative officers of
the company. The third present
administrative vice president, Sidney N. Strotz, would probably retain his current assignment in
charge of the Westem Division.
Mr. Strotz at one time went to
New York as officer in charge of
NBC television, but several months
ago he elected to return to the
West Coast, a region he favors for
residence, to concentrate his energies in holding that flank of NBC
against the encroachments of opposing networks.
The long-range intention of NBC
to divide television and radio operations and place each under a very
high level officer was clearly indi-

cated in its decision to bring Mr.
Weaver into the company at a
salary second only to Mr. Trammell's.
Broadcasting learned from reliable sources last week that Mr.
Weaver would be paid more than
$70,000 a year. The willingness
of NBC to retain Mr. Weaver at
that figure was more than adequate
suggestion of the importance the
network attaches to his new post.
It also was learned that Mr.
Weaver is scheduled to be elected
to the NBC board of directors at
the board's next meeting, Sept. 2.
The broad policy is intended to
provide a fluidity of organization
that can accommodate the inevitable expansion of television and
attendant diminution of radio.
Duties to Increase
Plainly the network expects the
responsibilities of Mr. Weaver, as
its officer in charge of television
operations, to increase. His comparative youth — he is 39 years old
— was a factor in his selection for
the job.
Presumably a senior executive
now in the employ of the network
will be selected as vice president
in charge of sound broadcasting.
It was pointed out that NBC does
not anticipate an appreciable decrease in radio operations in the

JvLl

Buyers of time on VSGN receive a real bonus
One night
in proved pulling power on ¥SGN -FM.
early in 1949 we offered a premium ( ICV value ) to
listeners living outside of Birmingham and Jefferson
County who would write .in stating whether they heard
the announcement over WSGM or W S G ff - FM. When
Of the 959
the replies came in they amaz^ed us.
replies to this night-time offer 487 specified they
472 either
had heard the announcement on. F M
said A M or made no specification.

near future. An eventual contraction is believed inevitable, however.
It is understood to be the aim
of the reorganization policy to
create two major frameworks —
one for radio and the other for
television — within which personnel
may be shifted in accordance with
the changing patterns of broadcasting. Employe strength may
be moved out of radio and into
television as the demand of the
latter increases through the years.
This process has been at work,
of course, for some time, but on
a less orderly basis.
First Step Soon
The first steps in strengthening
the television operational organization may be taken within two
months, it was learned. One probability is that television sales will
be established as a department, divorced from radio sales activity.
Other functions, such as promotion,
may similarly be departmentalized.
Such television departments would
report up through Mr. Weaver to
general management and would for
practical purposes be distinct entities, without direct strings to
their counterparts in the ra;dio side
of the network.
On the other hand, the various
departments on the radio side
would report to general management through whatever executive
is put in charge of sound broadcasting, itwas believed.
For the past year program activities of the network have been
virtually separated, although not
as definitively as they will be under
the reorganization.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of RCA, Frank
M. Folsom, RCA president, and
J. H. McConnell, recently elected
executive vice president of RCA,
have been taking active interest —
along with Messrs Trammell and
Denny — in reshaping the subsidiary, NBC.
It was considered significant
that the consultant firm, Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, that has been
at work within NBC, has also been
retained at various times to
streamline other RCA divisions.
Last year RCA paid the consultants
$147,651.38 for services elsewhere
in the corporation.

WSGM- FM's proven audience is a definite
W S G ff -FM duplicates the
bonus for W S G K buyers.
programs of V S G ff with few exceptions.
THE
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Is Director of Operations
MARTIN DEANE WICKETT has
joined KXOA KXOA-FM Sacramento, Calif., as director of operations, nounced
it was
anlast week
by Herb Ferguson,ager
general
manof KXOA
and KXOB Stockton, Lincoln Dellar stations.
In
his new position,
Mr. Wickett succeeds Neil MclnMr. Wickett
tyre, comes
whooperations
bedirector at KXOC, the Dellar station in Chico, Calif.
Mr. Wickett, who will be in
charge of KXOA station operations
and programming, formerly was
with the San Francisco district office of Gooderham & Worts Ltd.,
where for the past year he has been
sales promotion manager. Prior to
that he was a member of the radio
faculty of the U. of Washington,
Seattle, as well as program manager for KING Seattle. Previously
he had spent four years as program manager of WTOP Washington, three years with Erwin, Wasey
& Co. in New York as associate director of radio, and two years as
musical director of the NAB Bureau of Copyright, predecessor of
BMI. Other background includes
service with WLW Cincinnati,
KMOX St. Louis and KFAB
Omaha.
New WHO Tower
WHO Des Moines, Iowa, will
shortly erect a new broadcasting
tower at nearby Mitchelville, it
was revealed July 13. The 672foot, guyed tower, one of the
tallest in the Midwest, will be
surmounted by an eight-section
FM pylon and a 12-section highgain TV antenna. The over-all
height will be 780 feet. Contract
for the tower has been placed by
the Central Broadcasting Co., licensee, with RCA. The structure
will cost more than $150,000, according to Col. B. J. Palmer, WHO
president.

IN CINCINNATI.

Henry P. Johnston
Managing Director

WICKETT TO KXOA
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BUCKLEY

Management

Named Board Chairman
Of Phiico Corp.

JAMES T. BUCKLEY, president of Phiico Corp. from 1939 to 1943 and
since then chairman of the executive committee, was elected chairman
of the corporation's board of directors July 12 to succeed the late John
Ballantyne. William Balderston, president of the company, will continue
to serve in that capacity as the _
manager of WTRC
ROY R. BAKER,
Elkhart, Ind., for 18 years, has chief executive officer of Phiico.
resigned to go into private busiMr. Buckley, 52, joined Phiico
ness. Mr. Baker put WTRC on air in 1912 and spent his entire busiand was instrumental in formation
ness career with the company.
of station's FM outlet. He was active
With a basic engineering training,
member of various committees of Indiana State Broadcasters Assn. and he started as a laboratory assistant when the firm was a small
served as its president in 1947-48.
manufacturer
of storage batteries,
RICHARD W. HOLLOWAY, commerand was later promoted to chief
cial manager for last three years, succeeds Mr. Baker as manager.
draftsman and then assistant engineer. Because of his broad abilMILFORD C. JENSEN, operations diities in management, he was named
rector for WCAL WCAL-FM Northfield, Minn., has purchasing agent in 1919 and continued in that capacity until 1933,
been appointed
^^^^
j^K^^^^ u
station manager in when he became treasurer.
9
addition to his
In 1939, Mr. Buckley was elected
other duties.
Phiico president and later directed
HUME LETHthe company's conversion to war
BRIDGE, formerly
work. Since 1943, when he became
of CKOV Kelowna,
chairman of the executive comB. C, and CKLN
mittee, he has devoted his time to
Nelson, B. C, has
the over-all policies of the corpoMr. BUCKLEY
joined CJNB North
ration as it expanded in the appliBattleford, Sask.,
* 1}: *
Mr. Jensen
ance
field.
as manager.
and the U. of Pennsylvania. He
Mr.
Buckley,
formerly
a
director
HOWARD E. GURNEY, formerly comof the Federal Reserve Bank of was awarded the honorary degree
mercial manager of WROX ClarksPhiladelphia from 1944-1947, is of Doctor of Engineering by Drexdale, Miss., has joined WGVM Greenel Tech in 1948 for his "vision in
president of Goodwill Industries of making
ville, Miss., as station manager.
business enterprise, in coDAVID M. SEGAL, owner, remains as America, president of the board of
operation with the spirit of sciengeneral manager of WGVM and
trustees of Falls Methodist Church,
tific research, promote the art of
KTFS Texarkana, Tex.
and a trustee of Methodist HospiRAYMOND BROWN Jr., formerly
tal, Philadelphia, Dickinson Col- good living among our people."
with WOL Washington; WEAM Arlege, Drexel Institute of Technollington, Va.; WSPB Sarasota, Fla.,
ogy and Drew U. A graduate of
and WGAN Portland, Me., has joined
SCBA COMMITTEES
Northeast High School, PhiladelWAAB Worchester, Mass., as general
phia,
he
studied
at
both
Drexel
Named for 1949-50 Term
manager.
THREE
major committees for
JOHN SWALLOW has been appointed
Southern Calif. Broadcasters'
acting general manager at KAGH
Degree to Stanton
Assn. for 1949-50 have been named
Pasadena, Calif., replacing LYNN
FRANK STANTON, CBS pres- by William J. Beaton, SCBA
JOHNSTON, resigned (see Commerident, will receive an honorary
cial page 58)
president.
Doctor of Laws degree from Ohio
They include: Research: Larry McG. B. QUINNEY, formerly manager
Long KFAC;
Beach, chairman;Dowell,
CalvinKFOXSmith,
Kevin
State
U.
at
the
university's
comof CFAR Flin Flon, Man., has joined
mencement ceremonies Sept. 2. Sweeney, KFI; Fran Conrad. John
Hansen,
ABC;
Ralph
Taylor,
CBS;
CFSH-FM Hamilton, Ont., as assistant
University President Howard L. Helen Murray Hall, NBC; Bill Sener,
manager.
KUSC; Herb SonnenBevis announced that the school's Ken Harwood,
Don Lee, all Los Angeles.
C. H. WHITNEY, formerly sales proboard of trustees voted the degree berg.
Emergency Planning; Robert O.
motion director of CHAB Moose Jaw, at its May 9 meeting, but Mr.
Reynolds, KMPC, chlarman; Ben Mchas been appointed manager of CFAR
Stanton was abroad at the time of Glashan, KGFJ; James T. Vandiveer,
Flin Flon, Man.
ABC, Hollywood.
spring commencement when such
SpeakersSCBA.
Bureauchairman;
: Robert J.Jennings
McAndrews,
degrees traditionally are awarded.
Pierce, NBC; Pat Campbell, Don Lee;
Harry Witt, KTTV (TV); Thelma
WTOP Washington was praised for Mr. Stanton is a former faculty
Kirchner, KGFJ; Frank Burke Jr..
its community service in a letter member of the university's psyKFVD; Robert O. Reynolds; William B.
from Red Cross to FCC.
Ryan, KFI; Bill Sener, KUSC Los
chology department.
Angeles;
nardino. Gene Lee, KFXM San BerBoard of directors of the association
will act mittee
as both Membership ComCommittee. and Pro.iect Investigating
A
Stiteh
IN
TIME
Hollander to WITH
APPOINTMENT of Sidney HolSAVES
NINE
lander, who specializes in marketing economics and research, as research director of WITH BaltiSo ''Sew Up" the certainty
moi-e was announced by the station
last Tuesday. Mr. Hollander has
of results in Memphis with —
served as assistant to the director
of research at Gimble Bros., Phila10,000 WATTS DAY
delphia, on customer analysis and
research on customer relations. He
5,000 WATTS NIGHT
has served also as special assistant
680 KILOCYCLES
to the director of research, American Retail Federation, Washington,
AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN BROAbCASTING COMPANY
on measurement of effects of chain
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
store taxes on chain and independent store sales.
BROADCASTING
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WFBC
Serves

People
853,700*
whose

purchases
in 1948
were

$507,606,000'

*U. S. Census Figures 6 N. C.
Counties, 5 Ga. Counties, and 14
S. C. Counties where WFBC enjoys greater listening popularity
than any other station!
'Sales Management 1949 Survey
of Buying
Power,
tail Sales in
aboveEstimated
counties. Re-

NBC

THREE

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
WFBC-FM
93.7 and
Chonnel
• 60,000 Wofts
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS-PIEDMONT STATION
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
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COMR. WALKER
Due Back This Week at FCC
FCC Vice Chairman Paul A.
Walker is slated to return this
week, probably about Thursday,
from the Paris International Telephone and Telegraph Conference
which has occupied him. Chairman
Wayne Coy, and some 12 FCC staff
members since mid-May.
He will take over the acting
chairmanship which Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde has held since the Chairman and Vice Chairman left for
the Paris sessions.
His return, and the anticipated
Senate confirmation of E. M. Webster's renomination to the Commission (story page 29), will
bolster the Commission's operating
strength from a bare majority to
six members. Virtual completion
of the and
Parishisconference's
telegraphto
work
desire to return
FCC's affairs prompted his decision to leave before the international meeting is concluded, authorities explained.
Chairman Coy, head of the U. S.
delegation to Paris, meanwhile will
remain for the final sessions and
then will head a smaller delegation
to London for renegotiation of the
Bermuda Telecommunications
Agreement. He is not expected to
return to Washington before late
August, at the earliest.
Reports on Coy
To date there has been no confirmation of persistent reports that
Mr. Coy plans to wind up his FCC
service upon completion of the
European mission. The reports
have centered on speculation that
he may accept the presidency of
Television Broadcasters Assn.
The FCC group who will attend
the London conference with him,
as designated last week, include
Chief Accountant William J. Norfleet, Assistant Chief Engineer
Marion H. Woodward, Assistant
General Counsel Harold J. Cohen,
John Lambert of the Accounting
Bureau, and Miss Johanna Oswald
of the Chaii-man's office secretarial
staff. The London delegates all
are attending the Paris conference,
which is expected to wind up late
this month or in early August.
PALMETTO GROUP
Offers Coverage in S. C.
PALMETTO Assn. of Local Stations, a South Carolina group organized at a meeting in Columbia
July 9, plans to place literature on
the statewide coverage it offers in
the hands of advertising agencies
soon.
Paul Myhan, WACA Camden,
S. C, secretary of Palmetto, said
the group has 16 member stations
and will add others soon. He added
that the association voted at the
July 9 meeting to call itself the
Palmetto rather than Sopth Carolina Assn. of Local Stations.
Page 36
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comiiti

Unions

Will Probe

Blacklist Rumor
SWEETS
CASE
RADIO
UNIONS
last
week
decided
to
take
action
in the resignation of
July 29-30: Catholic Broadcasters Assn.,
U. of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind. William McD. Sweets, director of Gang Busters and Counterspy for the
Aug. 1-3: casters
Canadian
Assn. of BroadPhillips H. Lord package outfit.
directors meeting,
Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal.
What aroused the unions was the report Mr. Sweets' resignation was
Aug. 2-3: Audio-Visual
and Radio Edu- caused
by his political beliefs and *
Chicago. cation State Directors conference, that
a blacklist existed of radio agency-sponsor
Lord company. pressure on the
Aug. 8-19: Summer School of Christian people who were either Communists
Radio,
Moody
Bible
Institute,
Chicago.
or sympathetic to Communists.
Such pressure, he said, was
Aug. 19-20:
Emporium,
Pa.,HighIRESchool
SecAction was first taken by the caused by alleged letters from intion
seminar.
Emporium
Radio and Television Directors
Auditorium.
dividuals and organizations, parAug. 25-28: AFRA annual convention.
Guild at a meeting Monday of the
ticularly after he became a sponsor
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Aug.
29: FCCFCCTV Hdqrs.,
UHF-VHFWashington.
Allocations executive council of its New York of the recent Cultural and ScienHearing.
local.
tific Conference for World Peace
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
meeting
in the Waldorf Astoria in
Electronics
Exhibit,
Civic
AuditoThat
body
passed
two
resolurium, San Francisco.
tions. In one, it went to bat for New York. He said that although
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
Mr. Sweets, to attempt to convince he did not believe it proper to injournalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Phillips H. Lord Inc. it rendered
quire into one's political beliefs,
Sept. 8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
Broad- an injustice to Mr. Sweets. In the he acknowledged
castersWestern
annual meeting,
he had run for
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
State
Senator
in Bennington (Vt.)
other, it sought to strike at the
Sept.
14-16:
Illinois
and
Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn. and NAB District existence of any alleged blacklists County on the Democratic ticket
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
by setting up a fact-finding com- in 1940 and that in 1928, as part of
Lakes. Wis.
mittee to investigate the matter. the Presidential campaign, he proSept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
RadiodioMfrs.
Assn.
and
Canadian
RaRTDG
threatened action against
duced the Life of Al Smith, a radio
Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
show in which a million dollar cast
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
any agency using a blacklist.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
Action by the RTDG was fol- participated, including Helen
America's Southwest District meetlowed by resolutions Thursday of Hayes and Clark Gable.
ing, Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City.
the National Assn. of Broadcast
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
Electronics
ConMr. Sweets, a veteran of 25
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Unions and Guilds at a joint meetChicago.
years in radio, has been associated
ing in New York of its national
with many network shows.
Sept. 30-Oct.
9: Second
Annual LivNational Television
and Electrical
Many union leaders were plainly
ing Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago. and New York councils.
skeptical as to the existence of a
NABUG
supported
RTDG's
first
resolution. It then also resolved to blacklist barring members from
appoint its own industry-wide work because of political beliefs.
union committee to cooperate with In view of the Sweets case, howRATE-CUniNG
the fact-finding RTDG committee.
ever, it was considered necessary
Personnel of the NABUG commit- to make investigation.
Deme implores NAB to Act
tee is to be made up of nominees
Theodore Kirkpatrick, one of the
NAB was asked to take the lead
by the presidents of the member
owners
of Counterattack, antiin eliminating rate-cutting prac- unions and guilds.
Communist newsletter which has
tices in an "open letter" sent to
It was further decided by recently treated of Communists in
President Justin Miller by John
NABUG to inquire whether Mr. the radio industry, said he believed
Deme, president and general manSweets dismissal should not be inthere was
such would
list because
"if
ager of WICH Norwich, Conn.
vestigated by the Authors League there
were nothere
be fewer
In a telegram sent to Wenton the ground censorship questions
worth-by-the-Sea during the NAB
were involved. Two NABUG un- Communists in radio."
board meeting, Mr. Deme said
ions. Radio Writers Guild and
NAB should "take cognizance of Television Writers Guild, are
the impending detrimental effects branches of the Authors League.
XROss-our
FCC Refuses Ruling
of rate cutting" along with its
A spokesman for Phillips H.
fight against per inquiry deals.
about Mr. Sweets' res- FCC REFUSED last week to pass
"Why stations take the trouble Lord, askedignation,
merely said that he had
to publish a rate card and never
resigned
because
he had other upon the legality, within the meanbother to uphold those rates is a
ing of the lottery laws, of a radio
problem confronting the operators
program based on a game called
Reached at his home in Manplans.
of stations who are trying to mainchester, Vt., Mr. Sweets said his "Cross-Out."
tain the standards of good advertis- resignation was forced because of
Cross-Out Advertising Co., of
ing principles," Mr. Deme declared.
St.
Louis, had asked for a declaraHe cited incidents of rate cutting
tory ruling on the subject.
as disclosed by chain stores and
Reiterating the position it took
granting of free announcements to
when Harry S. Goodman Radio
advertisers buying a few programs.
Productions made a similar request
"The NAB should take the initiawith respect to Radio Telephone
tive to re-educate or inform these
Game [Broadcasting, March 1,
violating broadcasters, many of
1948],
the Commission held that it
whom are members of the NAB, as
cannot
take the time to give adto the dangers involved if this
visory
rulings on the "infinity of
practice continues," he said. "It
possible programs and schemes
may spell the death knell of AM
radio with the impending impact
which
presented."
FCC may
also besaid:
of Complaints
television." have been received
. . . the necessities of sound administrative policy require us to limit the
from broadcasters about a P. I.
issuance stantial
of declaratory
orders toparties
subcontroversies involving
PAUSING for some serious conversaproposition of House of Houston
who have a substantial present interest
tion during a CBS cocktail party at in the relief soueht. The responsiInc., 351 San Lorenzo, Coral Gables,
for the with
selection
of program
(Miami), Fla. The deal covers a Washington's Carlton Hotel are Sec- materialbility rests
the licensee
and
retary
of
the
Army
Gordon
Gray
(I)
involves
much
more
than
a
determina$1 pint bottle of "a revolutionary
tion
as
to
the
legality
of
the
materials
new product. Mile a Minute." This and Earl H. Gammons, CBS vice pres- offered.
ident in charge of the Washington
Cross-Out Advertising said it
product will "banish ants as you
clean," as well as other bugs, the office. Party was attended by top had copyrighted and patented its
maker claims. In Miami newsCBS executives and Secretaries of game, that it originally was used
papers the pint bottle is advertised Army, Navy and Defense. Mr. Gray basically for handbill advertising,
at 89 cents. The radio deal speci- also is president of WSJS and owner
and that various uses to which it
fies a price of $1 with the station of WMIT (FM), both Winston-Salem,
had been put had been cleared with
keeping 50 cents.
the Post Office Dept.
N. C, stations.
BROADCASTING
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ABC

New

BROCHURE

Urges 'Capitalize on Radio'
OPPORTUNITIES to capitalize on
radio advertising in 1949 and 1950
are the most favorable in history,
according to a brochure prepared
by ABC for advertisers and agencies. Claiming that radio today
reaches "more people more often
than ever before," the booklet
states that in 1951 there will be
more exclusive (of television) radio
homes than there were total radio
homes in 1946.
Among figures quoted are these,
breaking down radio and television's projected growth: in 1950
there will be 40,250,000 radio
homes; 2,750,000 radio and television homes, and 37,500,000 exclusive radio homes. In 1951 the
totals will be: 40,960,000 radio
homes; 6,000,000 radio-television
homes, and 34,960,000 exclusive
radio homes. The brochure also
points out that 90% of all radio
homes listen each day, with an
average of five hours and two
minutes daily of listening, a 21%
increase over six years ago.
Joint radio-television advantages, according to ABC, are
summed
up thusly:
"Network
is the most
eflScient
mediumradioto
serve as the basis of a national
campaign, with television as the
best supplementary medium to increase spending in major markets
so that advertising expenditures
can be aligned with market values
to realize maximum sales per advertising dollar."
BRENNAN
FAVORED
For JacksonYille Station

Mayflower

Decision

WALTER

Hit by Congressman
IN ANOTHER attack on FCC and particularly its legal bureau, Rep.
Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.) told his colleagues in the House last Thursday
that "it is apparent that the Commission cannot legally expect licensees
and other persons before it to abide by the dictum" of its New Mayflower
Decision on editorializing.
The Pennsylvanian pointed out Commission to show why it should
that the Administrative Procedure
said this is done by the ComAct, of which he is co-author, pro- be Herevoked."
mission on the advice of its legal
vides that "no person shall in any
department
— • "legal satellites inmanner be required" to abide by
tent on maintaining the sword of
agency procedure which is not pub- Damocles
over those persons who
lished in the Federal Register. The
editorializing decision, he noted has are subject to regulation by the
not been so published.
Rep Walter expressed hope that
He also claimed the Commission
his intended probe of the FCC
fails to give renewal applicants
agency."
[Broadcasting,
July 4, 11] — which
the benefit of sections of the Act
he said would be held as soon as
which provide for "opportunity to the pressure of other business perachieve compliance [with Commismits— "will shed light on the reasion rules] without a full-dress
sons for the employment of such
hearing." Further, he said, by
of Decision.
regulation" as the Maycalling renewal hearings instead of a mode flower
instituting revocation proceedings
the Commission "throws the burden
upon the applicant to prove why
his license should be renewed instead of placing the burden on the

CARSON
HEARING
Fulton Lewis Testifies
FULTON LEWIS Jr., noted MBS
commentator, testified last Tuesday before the Senate Commerce
Committee that he had "nothing
personal" against John Carson,
nominee for Federal Trade Comriiission, but wanted to pose "the
$64 question" in his broadcast as
to whether views of the Cooperative
News Service represented Mr. Carson's personal beliefs. The nominee
is research director of the Cooperative League of the U. S.
Mr. Lewis appeared at his request as the committee concluded
its series of hearings on President
Truman's selection to succeed Robert Freer as FTC commissioner.
The nomination was not considered
at the bi-weekly Senate Commerce
executive session Wednesday morning, and a spokesman said no special session is planned. As a result,
it may not be taken up until July
27, it was indicated.
The Mutual commentator denied
he had any "grudge against," contact with or personal knowledge of
Mr. Carson; that he had quoted
Mr. Carson's testimony out of context; or that he was "out to get
him" [Broadcasting, July 11].
Tracing the relationship, Mr. Lewis
stated originally he had opposed
Mr. Carson, then head of the Cooperative News Service, on taxation, and that Mr. Carson asked the
Federal Trade Commission to investigate "whether a conspiracy
exists between private enterprise
sources and the commentator, and
to examine his private income."
Mr. Lewis said FTC acknowledged receipt of the complaint and
"tabled" it, after he volunteered
to turn over his files and financial
account. He told the committee
Mr. Carson mistakenly referred to
FCC in earlier testimony.

INITIAL decision which would
grant Brennan Broadcasting Co. a
new AM station in Jacksonville,
Fla., on 690 kc with 25 kw unlimited (directional night) was issued Thursday by FCC Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith.
The decision would deny application of WTOC Savannah, Ga., to
change from 1290 kc 5 kw unlimited
(directional night) to 690 kc 10 kw.
The examiner granted the Brennan application because it would
give 3,308 persons their first primary night service plus additional
primary night service to 203,091
persons, along with additional primary daytime service to 542,260
persons.
The Savannah power increase,
Miss Smith found, would give additional daytime primary service
to 436,047 persons with gain of 82
persons getting first primary night
service offset by loss of primary
night service by 20,608 persons now
served by WTOC.
Stock in Brennan Broadcasting
Co. is held by a partnership comprising William J. (85%), Cyril
G. (5%), Daniel M. (5%) and
James F. Brennan (5%). The Brennan s are interested in WVOK Birmingham and a Miami application
for a 250 w station. The Miami
interest would be sold in case of
the Jacksonville grant.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

That decision, he said, "is
couched in such legalistic abstractions and ambiguities that several
of the Commissioners themselves
felt impelled to state their additional or separate views because,
as they said, the majority view
leaves a licensee in a quandary and
a state of confusion." Regulations
and policy statements, he said,
should be "a guide for those regulated," and "not an additional menHetal hazard."
said he was "unable to determine" whether the Mayflower
report "has the standing of a
rule, regulation, or official statement of general
policy."
assumed
that FCC
meant Butit he
to
be "something more than enlightening, entertaining, or eduational
literature." Though he questioned
its
status,to he
assumed
all those
whomalsoit may
apply "that
will
feel obligated to conform — provided, of course, that they can determine from the ambiguous language used what conformance
means."
KTSA KANS KRGV
Ownership Hearing Called
A HEARING was called by FCC
last Thursday to consider the proposed interdependent transfers of
KTSA San Antonio, KANS Wichita, Kan., and KRGV Weslaco, Tex.,
by which a dissolution of the longstanding station-ownership association of 0. L. (Ted) Taylor, Gene
A. Howe, and T. E. Snowden would
be accomplished [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29, Dec. 27, 1948].
Date for the heading was not
set.Taylor Radio and Television
Corp., headed and controlled (75%)
by Mr. Taylor and having the same
stockholders as KANS, would acquire the assets of that station
for $200,000 and KRGV for $320,000. Express Publishing Co., licensee of KYFM (FM) San Antonio and publisher of the San
Antonio Express and News, would
acquire KTSA for $450,000.
Under the present ownerships.

WQUA
LOSES
FCC Says WMT Within Rules
FCC last Thursday denied WQUA
Moline, Ill.'s, request that the license renewal application of WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, be set down
for hearing on grounds of alleged
tions.
violation of FCC's network regulaWQUA had charged that WMT,
a CBS affiliate, induced CBS not
to affiliate WQUA, and that violation of the network rules (Sec.
3.102) was involved because,
WQUA
claimed,
WMT's
signal for
in
the
Mobile
area is
inadequate
primary service [BROADCASTING,
Oct. 18, 1948; April 4].
FCC's decision turned on the provision in its rules which permits
an affiliate to have first call, in its
primary service area, upon the programs of the network.
The Commission held that
WQUA's primary service area is
also within WMT's, by virtue of
WMT's delivery of a signal in excess of 2 millivolts per meter there.
Its Engineering Standards are "not
entirely clear" on the meaning of
primary service, FCC conceded,
but "the Commission has uniformly
held that a 2 millivolt signal constitutes primary service."
The assumption
that such a
signal does not constitute primary
service to city residential areas because of objectionable fading,
FCC said, "is untenable for the
reason that such a determination
may not be made on a case-to-case
basis in adjudicatory proceedings."
Standards for ascertaining the extent of fading may come out of the
pending clear-channel decision but
out. do not now exist, FCC pointed
they
The network rules express two
policy considerations, the Comsaid: (1)a "acontract
station with
shoulda
not entermissioninto
network whereby the network is
precluded from oflfering its programs to a station serving a subdifferentitarea";
(2) "on
the other stantially
hand,
is consistent
Commission policy to prevent a
duplication of programs by stations serving substantially the
same area in order to achieve a
maximum utilization of radio freThe Commission did not pass on
the question of whether there does
exist any contract or agreement
quencies."WMT and CBS which prebetween
vents WQUA from affiliating with
CBS. WMT has denied the existence
of any such contract or agreement.
WQUA is a Mutual outlet.
Mr. Snowden is president of KRGV
and vice president of KTSA, and
owns minority interests in both;
Mr. Howe is president of KTSA
and treasurer of KRGV with substantial holdings in both; Mr.
Taylor is chief owner of KANS
and minority stockholder of KTSA,
and is executive manager of the
Taylor-Howe-Snowden
KTSA is a CBS affiliatestations.
on 550 kc
with 5 filiate
kw;on 1290
KRGVkc; isKANS
a 1 kwalso
NBCis afan
NBC affiliate, on 1480 kc with 5 kw
day and 1 kw night.
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WCKY

STORY

OHNSTCm
REDFIELB-J
I NCORPOr?ATED

f20 ^ai/idoroJ^venue,

5Wiv-^ork /7

July 6, 19U9

Mr. L. B. Wilson
Radio Station WCKY
Hotel Gibson
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear L.B.:
I know you ndll be interested in the
attached letter received from Mel Block of
Block Drug Coiq)any this morning.
Surely this letter is a tribute to
W C K Y's ability to sell a lot of merchandise
over a large area - single handedlyl
From our standpoint we are indeed
happy to see our recommendations work out so
•well and iiish to thank you and your staff for
your cooperation and sales resiilts.
Sincerely yours,
REDFIELD-JOHNSTONE, INC.

.
Edmund ^<3C
F. Johnstone

EFJ :nm

WCKY -ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE,

INVEST

YOUR

AD

24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

DOLLAR

WCKY'S-LY

THE

LATEST

WCKY

STORY

DISTRIBUTORS OF
ISO BALDWIN AVENUE
OV. J.

July 5, 19lS

Redlleld- Johns tone. Inc.
2)20 Uadison Avenue
New Toric 17, Sew York
Oentlemen t
1 hare Just beea looking over the sales responses to our
radio aaverUslng and would like to point out the lob that
TTCKT did for-us. During the last twelve months we have
used wcp on PoU-Orl Onega OU, Allenru and Poslam and
in aU instances our p,sales
returns were ^ratif^ng.
On Poll-Grtp, for exanple, our sales in Cincinnati itaeif
Increased better than
thir^ per cent
in the
Southern territory had an increase thatandwascurevensales
Interestingly enough, on PoU-Gilp, ^or the first higher.
four
months
that we
the South.ed on WCKT, we had no other adverUsin adve-rtis
Ing running

I

As proof of our thorough satisfaction with WCKY, I would
like J50U to plan increased schedules for this station.
lours voiy sincerely,
BLOCK DRUG CO., IJac.
IU£/a

Melvin A. Block

Call Collect Tom Welstead
53 E. 51st St.
New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
C. H. "Top" TopmiUer
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: CI 281

FIFTY

THOUSAND

WCKY
CINCINNATI

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

NAB's

Toward

Nationwide

TV

THE FUTURE of television in this generation may be shaped in the hearings on the
far-reaching reallocation and attendant proposals (story page 43) which FCC handed
down last week.
In our opinion, that point must be kept
Uppermost. No one interested in the development and success of the visual art should
permit it to become obscured in the welter of
counter-plans, protests and recommendations
that may be expected in so vast an undertaking.
The reallocation which FCC proposes, envisioning the use of 42 UHF channels to
supplement the present 12 of the VHF, will
permit for the first time the development of
that nationwide, truly competitive television
•system which has been the goal. That is vital,
but it is not all.
Fundamentally, the plan clears the way for
a badly needed new start toward a superior
television service. Within limitations, the
system of television as it is set up today is laid
"bare, engineeringly,
examination
corrective action. The for
questions
of color,andStrat■ovision, Polycasting, rules, engineering standards and allocations policies may now be
thresTied out.
No doubt there are defects in FCC's proposals. There may be many, and examination
TOay show some of them to be major. The
technicians say it will take weeks to make a
-complete appraisal. We will await their
■studied judgment.
We hope, incidentally, that the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee will be
•content to do the same. The committee's interest in television is understandably great,
but we think it will best serve that interest,
•and the public's, by permitting the proceedings
to move ahead without interference or interTuption. The basic questions are technical;
■science and politics don't mix. If the comTnittee dislikes the outcome it will have ade•quate opportunity to make known its displeasure.
There "will be differences and disputes
aplenty, in any event. There is sure to be
•contention over the way the channels are
.'allocated, particularly in communities which
"'lost" VHF channels. Even a cursory glance
suggests other questions.
By our count, for example, there are 66
communities of not more than 1,000 population
to which FCC proposes to assign channels;
two are towns of 100 population, and the
average for the entire 66 is 570. There are
some 590 to'wns — more than one-third of the
entire list — which by FCC's figures have populations of 5,000 or less. We fail to see the
need or justification for so fine an allocation,
particularly since FCC plans to keep the
allocation table rigid, amendable only by formal proceedings.
But of first importance is the fact that this
is the chance to lay the foundations for a
sound, nationwide television system. Flaws
can be pointed out and corrected, and differences can be reconciled, so long as the dominant purpose of all concerned is to evolve
a system worthy of television's potentialities.
It is a task which deserves all the know-how,
the skill and the genius which practitioners
of the electronic art possess. They are eminently able. Let them come forward, withholding notliing. This time the job must be
•done right.
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Stitch

in Time

EFFECTIVE Aug. 1 a new, all-inclusive NAB
begins operations under a plan which appears
to be sufficiently resilient to meet radio's (and
TV's) changing needs.
The plan was evolved after three days of
continuous board meeting at Portsmouth,
N. H. It came by unanimous vote. It recognized the shortcomings of the existing NAB,
and, in tempo with the times, it provides for
immediate economies in operation, but with
stepped-up efficiency and with no curtailment
of basic functions.
The board handed to President Justin Miller
a blueprint giving him broader powers. He
assumes, in addition to his presidential duties,
the active management of the association,
with all divisions and branches reporting direct. The office of executive vice president is
eliminated. Two new divisions — Audio (which
embraces AM and FM) and Video — are
created. The cumbersome standing committee
structure is revised, with provision for only
10 committees to function in lieu of the existing 19. Committee memberships are reduced
to five each. The Program Dept. is abolished.
Engineering is curtailed.
This was no streamroller session. The directors frankly recognized need for realignment. Structure Committee members individually had polled key broadcasters. Directors
had sounded out sentiment in their areas and
among particular station segments. Their
findings in large measure coincided with the
result of the Broadcasting Trends survey
[Broadcasting, June 27, July 4]. The board
acted accordingly.
The board that met at Portsmouth last week
was serious and determined. There was no
internal bickering or byplay. There was no
talking down of FM or TV. The Structure
Committee plan, produced under forced draft
over many months by Chairman Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, gives comparable
stress to these newer services on parallel footing with AM. In the mind of the board, the
new organization plan embraces all of the benefits of a "federation" -vdthout actually creating one.
The new NAB, by dint of affirmative
achievement, in the board's judgment should
not only stem the resignation tide, but attract
new memberships in all phases of radio —
audio and video. And by numerical strength,
it hopes to reduce station dues far beyond the
12V2% interim "discount" authorized for the
balance of this year.
The plan envisages a streamlined association, with no excess fat, no frills or folderol.
It properly contemplates the separation of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau from the association as an independent entity that will
entice more advertising dollars to radio. It
makes provision for stepped-up "government
relations." It provides for less people to do
more work.
The blueprint is there. It entailed painstaking planning. It does- not over-reach. But it
can't be made effective by the wave of a
magical wand.
What appeared to be a hopelessly divided
board last April in Chicago was united last
week in Portsmouth. The board performed a
tough, and to date, thankless task.
If there is any reward, it should manifest
itself in a single trade association, strong
enough to preserve the sanctity, dignity and
freedom of American radio and television and
to stave off the chaos and economic failure
that could result from houses divided.

JOHN WORDEN

ELWOOD

brated his 54th
who y,cele-is
ELWOOyD,yesterda
N birthda
JOHN WORDE
one of that small group of men who
were present when commercial radio was
born in the United States. He has been a
key figure in the development of the industry
for more than 31 years. His work has been
the greatest enjoyment of his life. And
yet, oddly enough, he did not choose radio
as a career. Rather, the nascent broadcasting industry of 1917 chose John Elwood as one
of its founding fathers.
In that year, when commercial radio in
the form of the Radio Corp. of America, was
nothing but a hazy idea in the minds of
one or two men, John Elwood was a book
salesman. Radio, in the person of Owen
D. Young, then vice president and general ,
counsel for General Electric, called him from
his book-selling chores "to help out in the
office
a couple
of weeks."He stayed three
He for
stayed
a bit longer.
years in Mr. Young's office and then spent
two more years as assistant secretary of
GE. He stayed to take part in the formation
of RCA; to represent RCA, and America,
at the first international radio conferences
following World War I; to be the corpora- [
tion's first secretary, and to be its first legislative representative at Washington, D. C. ■
He was still around to take part in the developmenttertainment
of RCA'ssubsidiary,
program
radio the
enNBC; and
to forge
network's early program policy (especially
policy governing public service, educational
and religious programs), and to become a
vice president of the network. He played
a leading part
in the development
America's
shortwave
facilities.
He currentlyof is
general
manager
of KNBC, the network's outlet in
San Francisco.
Mr. Elwood's family background indicated
an educational, rather than a radio, career.
His father, a teacher, died when young John
was less than two years old. Had he lived,
Mr. Elwood says today, "I undoubtedly would
have followed in his footsteps and become
Elwood was born in Ilion, N. Y., on
an Mr.
educator."
July 17, 1895. His early education was pretty
much a catch-as-catch-can affair. His mother,
to whom fell the job of breadwinner when his
father died, was a milliner and her work
kept her traveling quite regularly. Mr. Elwood attended elementary schools in Buffalo,
Rochester, Aurora, New York City, Grand
Rapids, Mich., and numerous points in be(Continued on page 4-2)
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Respects
iContinued from page AO)
tween these places.
He attended high school in
Rochester, where he worked on
the school paper and got his first
taste of and interest in advertising. He was a precocious young
student. He once was thrown
out of class and almost expelled
from school for arguing a point
of history with his teacher.
His higher education was taken
at Amherst (two years), where
he became a member of Psi Upsilon
fraternity, and at Harvard {IV2
years). Working during most of
his off campus hours, he did not
take part in sports nor most other
extra curricular school activities.
However, he did learn to play a fair
game of poker during his fraternity life at Amherst and he admits to some extra curricular activities with the students at nearby
Smith College (for women).
Mr. Elwood had his first association with utilities in 1915,
about the time the Marconi Co.
of England was extending its
radio empire into the U. S. During that summer vacation he got
a job as a construction hand with
the Utah Power & Light Co., building lines, dams and other power
projects in Utah and Idaho. Young
John became a foreman of the
crew before the summer's end.
He started his career as a book
salesman during the following
summer. And here again he was
connected, indirectly, with utilities. The book he sold was titled
Public Utilities Reports Annotated.
His mother's health failed in
early 1917 and he was forced to
leave college. He returned to
Van Hornesville, N. Y., where the
family ovmed a farm, and settled
down to support his mother. But
he was soon back selling the utilities reports on a regular basis.
The work was more remunerative
than farm work. He earned $175
monthly on the job, then a goodly
sum for such a youth.
That was his situation when he
went to General Electric Dec. 17,
1917. For three years his desk
was located adjacent to that of
Mr. Young's. He considers those
years the most valuable in his
career. On only three occasion was
he not allowed to sit in on all of
Mr. Young's business conferences.
The three exceptions were calls
by J. P. Morgan, C. A. Coffin,
chairman of the board of GE, and
Gordon Abbot, director of GE.
He was present at the historic
conference when President Woodrow Wilson, represented by a
group of Naval officers, asked Mr.
Young to organize a private corportation to promote and develop
radio, not as a commercial venture
but as an aid to America in international relations and competition. Mr. Elwood left Mr. Young's
office when he was named assistant
secretary for GE. And when RCA
was organized as a result of the
ahove mentioned conference, he
became immediately active in the
enterprise. While Mr. Young was
the force and guiding spirit bePage 42
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hind the new organization, the
responsibility for operational details in the GE interests fell to
Mr. Elwood. He attended all of
the European conferences at which
the nations jockeyed for position
in the international radio field.
As early as 1920, following one
of the European meetings, he was
offered the job of secretary of
RCA. But under the press of
conferences and other work, he
did not officially accept the position until early 1922. He served
as RCA's first secretary for more
than two years during which
time he represented the corporation at Washington. He was the
first radio man to appear before
the Commerce Dept. and urge establishment of a communications
commission to direct and control
use of the air waves.
In 1923, when RCA acquired
the Federal Telegraph Co. of
California, Mr. Elwood went to
San Francisco as vice president
and general manager of that subsidiary. For four years he oversaw the establishment of shortwave
communications with China and the
Far East. When he took the position he had hoped to be stationed
in China. But after four years
in San Francisco, and after the
communication system was established and working, he began to
feel he was losing time. He resigned and returned to New York,
where he was named assistant
to President M. H. Aylesworth,
of the newly organized NBC.
Meets Trammell
It was while he was in San
Francisco that Mr. Elwood met a
young man named Niles Trammell.
During the years 1923-27, Mr.
Trammell was working on the
West Coast in various capacities
for sales and merchandising subsidiaries of RCA. The two men
became fast friends. And shortly
after Mr. Elwood returned to New
York, Mr. Trammell headed east.
After their first meeting in Mr.
Elwood's NBC office in New York
Mr. Trammell began to sell time
for NBC and soon was the top
salesman in New York office.
Shortly afterward when the position of sales manager in the
Chicago office was open, Mr.
Elwood was instrumental in getting Mr. Trammell the job. Mr.
Elwood says he wouldn't tell this
story now if Mr. Trammell hadn't
already told it publicly himself.
Mr. Elwood's duties as assistant
to the president of NBC included,
in addition to general executive
duties, management of all public
affairs programs. This was his
first association with radio pro-gramming. But little more than
a year later, in the spring of 1928,
he was named program manager
of the network. His interest in
programming, however, was confined pretty much to public affairs
programs and the network soon
brought in another man to handle
the entertainment shows. But policies and formats he developed
for public service programs in those
days are still followed generally
by the network today.
On Jan. 1, 1930, Mr. Elwood was

named a vice president of the network. A vice president without
portfolio, he says. Among his
duties, he retained the directorship of public affairs programs
— educational, political and religious.castersThe inproblem
each of facing
these broadthree
classifications at the time, Mr.
Elwood says, can best be exemplified by the situation existing with
religious programs.
The networks and radio stations had started out by extending time indiscriminately to any
church leader who wanted to go
on the air. This had brought about
a deluge of requests for time.
With the help of outstanding lay
leaders of the' various faiths, Mr.
Elwood worked out the present
policy whereby a national organization representing one of the leading religious sects puts a program
on the network and maintains,
generally, a non-sectarian tone.
Similar arrangements are worked
out on the local level for local
religious programs. Thus all religions are represented on the air
fairly equally.
In 1934, after a shuffle in NBC's
top management, Mr. Elwood
found himself in considera.ble disagreement and disfavor with the
new network heads. The disagreements led, finally, to an open break
and he was fired.
"On the record that period looks
pretty good for me," Mr. Elwood
says. "My employment record
says I resigned. And the jobs
I held during the following years
read nice in Who's Who. But I
was fired and some of the following years were slirn pickings."
On the record, during those
"slim pickings" years, he was secretary of the executive committee
of the Will Rogers Memorial Commission and the Memorial Fund.
He had various public relations
jobs during the same time and was
eastern manager of the Radio
Division of the Republican National Committee.
Return to NBC
Toward the end of 1939, following another shuffle in NBC top
management, Mr. Elwood returned
to the network. In 1940 he was
named
managerdivision.
of the network's
international
In this
capacity he was instrumental in
building up America's shortwave
propaganda offensive against AxisEurope when war came. He
raised NBC's international broadcast hours to 20 a day, in 11
languages, and doubled the power
of the company's
shortwave
mitters. He later
increasedtransthe
broadcasts to 24 hours daily in 18
languages. These broadcasts were
conducted in cooperation with the
Rockefeller Institute and the Office
of Coordinator of Information.
In May 1942 he was transferred
to San Francisco as general manager of KPO, now KNBC. When
he took it over the station was as
much a U. S. war weapon as a local commercial venture and he
operated it accordingly. He maintained a 24-hour daily program
schedule. He made his station the

focal point
of shortwave
ications in the
Pacific War.communHe managed the building and
operation, for OWI, of a new shortplant near Dixon,
One '
of thewavestation's
four 50Calif.
w transmitters was stepped up toward the
end of the war to 200 kw, making
it the highest powered shortwave
facility in the U. S.
Under his direction, KPO conducted many public service programs unequalled by any other
station in the country. A 24-hour
bond-sale marathon, conceived by
Mr. Elwood and emceed by Eddie
Cantor, sold more than $40 million
worth of bonds, a national record.
Top Interest Is People
Mr. Elwood, on his 54th birthday, is a quiet,
round-faced
man
with almost
sad brown
eyes framed
by dark, horn-rimmed glasses. He
is given to wearing grey, doublebreasted suits with colorful, but not
loud, ties. He is a modest executive who refuses to take himself or anyone else too seriously.
His main interest is people.
His home in Palo Alto, a San
Francisco Peninsula suburb and
home of Stanford U., is a large
friendly house set amidst wide
green lawns and trees. He lives
there quietly with his second wife,
the former Lena May Penrose,
whom he married in 1931, and his
two sons, John Jr., 17, a Stanford freshman, and Niles Trammel Elwood, 16, at Palo Alto High.
A daughter of his first marriage, Mrs. Darius Franche, lives
in Chicago.
After 31 years in radio, Mr. Elwood feels sure that AM broad- !
casting is here to stay. He is one
of the school of thought that television will have a great effect on
radio; will force many changes in
radio operation, but will never replace, nor even seriously hurt,
radio. He will be engaged in television work soon when KRONTV, NBC's San Francisco affiliate,
goes
the air.to his radio work
In onaddition
and home life, Mr. Elwood is
president of the Downtown Assn.
of San Francisco, member of the
California State Youth Committee,
member of the management committee of the California PTA, associate dean of the NBC-Stanford
Radio Institute, vice president of
the San Francisco Safety Council,
president of the Northern California Alumni Assn. of Amherst,
member of the executive committee of the Better Business Bureau,
and a member of the Bohemian,
Rotary, San Francisco Press and
Advertising Clubs. He is a Mason,
a Republican and a Universalist.
His philosophy of life, also
gained through association with
Mr. Young: Always retain the
long range view and never allow
immediate difficulties to becloud
the ultimate goal.
His philosophy on running a
radio station: A local station
should serve its community. It
should never be a voice directed at
the community but rather the voice
of the community speaking out
in
behalf of the citizens of the
community.
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TV

ALLOCATIONS

]
By RUFUS CRATER
THE PROSPECT of long and
tedious hearings loomed last
week out of industry's first reactions to the FCC plan, released Monday, to open up 42
UHF channels and provide
spectrum space for over 2,245
television stations in more
than 1,400 U. S. Metropolitan
districts and communities.
The projected tenfold increases
in potential TV cities, envisioned
in the Commission's combined
VHF-UHF channel allocation plan,
was part of a seemingly all-inclusive proposal which FCC set for
hearing starting Aug. 29, although
postponement seemed almost inevitable.
The allocation plan would employ the present 12 VHF channels
basically for wide coverage in
metropolitan areas, using the new
UHF channels to supplement VHF
and to serve smaller areas. No city
would have more than the present
maximum of seven channels, and
with three exceptions currently outstanding authorizations would not
PRIORITIES
For High-Band TV Service
THE PRIORITIES on which FCC
said it based its proposed VHFUHF television channel reallocations (page 44), and which would
govern future changes in the allocation table, are as follows:
Priority No. 1— To provide at least
one S.television service to all parts of the
U.
PrioritymunityNo.with 2at— Toleast
provide
comone each
television
broadcast station.
Priority No. 3 — To provide a choice
of at least two television services to all
parts of the U. S.
Priority No. 4 — To provide each community with at least two television
broadcast stations.
Priority No. 5— Any channels which
remain unassigned under the foregoing
priorities will be assigned to the various communities depending on the size
of the population of such community,
the geographical location of such community, and the number of television
services available to such community
from television stations located in
other communities.
"Community," FCC explained,
means only those which had at
least one AM, FM or TV authorization as of July 1. Not all of these
were covered in the allocation
table, but FCC said it was contemplated they would utilize community channels.
BROADCASTING

be altered (see separate story with
complete allocation table and possible Canadian, Cuban and Mexican assignments, starting this
page).
The Commission served notice
that it expects anyone with "relevant information" to present data
on color television in the hearing,
and also injected the question of
television patents — subjects which
have been particularly woi-risome
to the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee in its close
watch on FCC aifairs.
Freeze Lifting Delay Seen
The scope of FCC's undertaking
and the virtual certainty of lengthy
hearings left observers with scant
hope that the current TV licensing
freeze could be lifted before late
winter or early spring. Meanwhile
the Commission called for a voluntary industry freeze on the filing
of new or amended applications. A
"reasonable period" will be allowed
for filings before licensing is ultimately resumed, FCC promised.
In its 73-page answer to the engineering and allied problems which
have harried television for months,
the Commission proposed many
departures apart from the vastly
expanded table of allocations. Fundamentals include:
up of 42 six-mega% Opening
cycle UHF channels starting at
about 470 or 500 mc, to be
numbered 14 through 55, with 46-

Long,

Tedious

55 designated as community channels for assignment generally to
communities not covered in the
allocations table and not located
within a metropolitan district.
9 Reservation of the rest of
the UHF TV region— about 23 or
28 six-megacycle channels — for experimental television.
# Use of VHF transmission
standards for UHF.
# Construction of the allocations table on the assumption that
maximum power ultimately will be
used by each station.
9 Establishment of 100 kw at
500 feet as maximum power for
VHF channels (it's now 50 kw);
200 kw as maximum for UHF
metropolitan stations, and 20 kw
for community outlets. Minimum
would be 10 kw for metropolitan
stations; 5 kw for community.
% Each community or metropolitan district in the allocations
table to be regarded as a "basic
service area" and protected against
outside interference whether it has
a station or not.
9 Increase in VHF co-channel
separations from 150 miles to approximately 220, and in adjacentchannel spacings from 75 to 110;
in UHF, 200 miles co-channel and
100 adjacent channel for metropolitan stations; for UHF community channels specified in allocations table, 140 miles co-channel and 60 miles adjacent-channel.

DISCUSSING radio and television problems affecting National Council of
Catholic Men are members of organization's radio executive committee.
The committee, meeting in Washington, D. C, July 1-2, selected speakers
for The Catholic Hour (NBC), The Hour of Faith (ABC) and Faith in Our
Time (MBS). L to r: Frank Pellegrin, Transit Radio, Chicago; Hugh M. P.
Higgins, WMOA Marietta, Ohio; the Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Russell, Church
of the Nativity, Washington; Emmet A. Blaes, NCCM president; the Rev.
John J. Cassels, committee's speech consultant; Robert J. McAndrews,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., and the Rev. Wilfrid Parsons, S. J.,
contributing editor, America (magazine).
• Telecasting

Hearings

Foreseen

O No assignments to be made
unless the proposed station would
cover its "entire community" or
"entire metropolitan district" with
a signal of at least: 2,500 microvolts and preferably 5,000 microvolts for Channels 2-6; 3,500 and
preferably 7,000 microvolts in the
case of Channels 7-13; and 5,000
(preferably 10,000) microvolts if
it's on Channels 14-55.
9 Synchronization
off-set
carrier
operations to be and
encouraged
as means of extending service areas
and improving reception; directional antennas to be permitted
in "appropriate cases"; but none
of these to be allowed for purposes
of "shoe-homing" additional assignments into the allocations
# Adoption of decibel standard
of measurement, with accompanying increase in co-channel desiredto-undesired signal ratio (Grade
plan.
A)
from 100:1 to the equivalent of
560:1.
# Establishment of a system
of priorities on which allocations
changes would be based (text of
priorities schedule on this page).
^ Virtual
deletion but
of ruralstation
classification,
with
other provision to be made for
"wide-coverage stations located at
Horizontal power increases
highO elevations."
for all stations will be considered
"from time to time."
# Tropospheric propagation
curves and departures from present curves to provide corrections
for irregular terrain will be
adopted, utilizing detailed studies
made by Ad Hoc Committee and
FCC staff.
# Occasional long-distance
propagation via Sporadic E is recognized but no provision is made
to protect stations against it, on
grounds that protection could be
accomplished only by severely
limiting the number of stations on
the channels involved.
The Commission set up its proposal in terms of a new start toward solution of the TV problem.
The VHF reallocation of May 1948
and related proceedings, on which
extensive hearings were held last
year, were withdrawn. FM was
specifically excluded. If FM
changes appear necessary, FCC
said, separate proceedings will be
held. Participants in prior TV
considerations, like everyone else,
(Continued on page 45)
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New
UHF-VHF

FCC

Proposals

CHANNELS
In the tables below, channels
worked out largely with the assent and Uniontown and Greensburg,
Pa. However, the table proposes
of Canadian officials.
2-13 are the present VHF chancommunity assignments for at
nels; Nos. 14-55 are new UHF
The Canadian schedule employs
least two others: Dover, Del., and channels, which would start at
both VHF and UHF channels;
Port Huron, Mich.
about 470 or 500 mc. Where comthose for Mexico and Cuba, VHF
munity channels are assigned, they
a channel allocated
alone. FCC proposed to recom- to Generally,
a
metropolitan
district
(Census
are designated "(c) ". In drawing
mend "that the State Dept. request
Bureau's definitions are used)
up the allocations and the standthe Canadian, Mexican and Cuban
ards on which they were based, the
would be available to any commungovernments to enter into formal
ity within the district. Any chan- Commission relied heavily upon the
agreements as soon as possible."
nel allocated to a community not
These lists also are reproduced bestudies of the FCClocated within a metropolitan dis- propagation
low, following the U. S. tables.
trict would also be available to any industry Ad Hoc Committee which
Among the 10 major markets,
community not located within worked on the project for months,
four would get UHF as well as other
a
metropolitan
district but within as well as the computations and
other technical work carried on by
By comparison FCC's original VHF channels. These are Phila- 15 miles of the community to which
VHF allocation — the one still in
delphia, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and the channel is allocated.
its own engineering staff.
effect today — covered only the 140 Cleveland. New York (including
4,
6,
major markets, providing for about Newark), Chicago and Los. An405 stations. The May 1948 progeles would have seven VHF chanposal to expand the VHF table,
CITY BY CITY LISTING
nels each, as in the original plans.
now withdrawn, covered 461 areas
Boston would have four VHF
and provided for more than 900 channels as compared to five in the
OF TELEVISION ALLOCATIONS
Pop.
stations.
original allocation and four in the
Pop.
one that was withdrawn. San
No.
VHF to Large Cities
Channel
Channel
Francisco-Oakland's allocation
No.
37
in
17
in
Generally, under the new pro- would remain unchanged at six
sands
sands
8,
39
posal, VHF channels go to larger VHF channels. St. Louis would
Alabama 7,
Malvern
metropolitan centers. UHF would gain one for a total of six.
28
Morrilton
5
Alexander City
34
Thou17
7
5
be used supplementally, and for
Andalusia
Newport
Paragould
26
7
4
Channels
46-55
would
be
"comThouservice in smaller area. The as42
41
Auburn
18
33
5
7
Birmingham
channels." FCC proposes
Paris
13
408
3
Pine
Bluff
signments of only three currently that theymunity
Brewton
38, 40
be assigned, with specific Clanton
Pocahontas
15
21
3
authorized stations would be al123
27
4
exceptions, "only in those com33
4
17
Rogers ville
Russell
tered : W S Y R - T V Syracuse,
munities which are not part of a Decatur
Demopolis
Siloam
Springs
21
14
6
4
WHTM Rochester and WXEL
45
3
17
metropolitan district . . . and to Dothan
Enterprise
Springdale
45
3
39
4
43
Cleveland. Each would get an- which no assignment has been Eufaula
11,
Stuttgart
33
3
6
6
Texarkana
Florence
20
other VHF channel. The alloca43
15
6,
25,
27
made
in
the
allocations
table."
West
Helena
27
44
37
5
tions for U.S. possessions, also
10
Greenville
1* OKNIA
The specified exceptions are nine Gadsden
Hunts
ville
115135
shown below, involve VHF exclu26
Alturas
communities
which
"are
located
at
Jasper
24
2
20
7
sively.
Areata
Mobile
5,
30
13
2
Banning Grande
Arroyo
FCC also released a schedule of such a distance from the principal
Montgomery
32
1
94
Bakersfield
43
city [of their metropolitan dis19, 31
10,
14,
16
29
8
28
Barstow
assignments "which might be
23
Selma
Troy
4
trict] that a better coverage of the Opelika
30
Brawley
25
45
2
8
made" in Canada, Mexico, and metropolitan district results if a Sheffield
Talladega
26
9
2
19, 35
Blythe
10
Cuba. These were disclosed "only separate assignment is made to Tuscaloosa
10
43,
20
12
23
27
Bridgeport
6,
for illustrative purposes and to
0.4
7
such communities." These are
Calexico
Calipatria
2
show the effect on the proposed listed
ARIZONA
Chico
Ajo
22
as Waukegan, 111.; Gary,
5
Coalinga
12, 38
36
35,
9
U. S. assumed
allocation totable."
But more
they Ind.; Annapolis, Md.; Brockton,
Bisbee
21
1
were
be much
41
21
15,
5
Buckeye
21
6
Colton
39
Corona
3917
11, 14, 37
1
than that. It was understood that Mass.; Pontiac, Mich.; Asbury
Crescent City
35
Casa Grande
9
1
45
the Canadian list, at least, was Park and New Brunswick, N. J., Clarkdale
Delano
45
3
5
Dinuba
Clifton
3015
3
Coolidge
29
984
2
Escondido
El Centre
27,
Douglas
18
9
Flagstaff 9,
Eureka
28, 2416
4119
5
Ft.
Bragg
5
Fillmore
Ft. Huachuca
17
14, 16, 28
38
1
Pro Loop Sees No Harm
29,
28
3
GranadoCanyon
1
Grand
24
3
Fresno
40
31,
From
Radio,
Video
Globe
Grass
Valley
CAGERS
FOR TV
22
6
Holbrook
12, 23, 29
19
Hanford
6
1
8, 12, 15,- 17
8
0.62
Hayden
Hollister
44
DECIDING that television will not hurt the gate, the American BasketIndio
Jerome
20
4
45
36
2
31
Kingman
2
ball League will make its games available for radio and television
2
15, 35
Independence
33
0.3
Mesa
33
7
this coming season.
Miami
Inyokern
43
5
23, 26
5
Morenci
33
Laguna
Leonard F. Winston, radio and TV representative of the league in McNary
32
3
Lakeport Beach
1041
33
25
34
2
Lancaster
New York, announced that the
2
★
1215
26
14, 38
Nogales
Los
Lodi
21
11
Lompoc
Parker
1
eight-city loop will be offered as a long-range result to be greater
Phoenix
2, 4, 5, 8, 10,
3
10
17
package for the first time to home
popularity for the sport and bigger Prescott
Angeles 2, 4,
6
Safford
listeners and viewers. At the same
Merced
2936
2
25
2,904
7, 9, 11, 24
13
38
1
St. Johns
He further reasoned that the San
time, he also announced that the gates.
Modesto
16
Simon
40
0.7
Monterey
20
Mojave
32, 42
2
Superior
4
All-American Amazons, girls cage big basketball public has not been Tombstone
42
18
18,
0.8
Napa
3, 6, 7, 30,
Mt. Shasta
fully aware of the superiority of Tucson
23
2
team sometimes called "Glama16
Wickenburg
29
8
41
1
zons," will be offered as a radio pro-games in that sport. When the Williams
Needles
24
4
30
3
and TV buy.
Oceanside
27
5
20
25
5
Oxnard
Oroville
so aware,
perhaps
edu-' Winslow
Yuma
9, 13,
27
4
34
Mr. Winston said that after public
cated tois such
awareness
by televi375
?3
22
9
Placerville
sion, paid attendance will increase,
ARKANSAS
34
3
much speculation as to whether or
Pacific Springs
Grove
45
6
Palm
A rkadelphia
not to permit telecasts of the he believes.
5
44
3
Paso
Robles
The ABL, oldest pro circuit in Batesville
14
20
5
3
games, it finally was decided that
Petaluma
44
11
8
Blytheville
Porterville
Conway
television might help rather than basketball, comprises teams from
42
9
31
6
Camden
Portola
New York, Hartford, Bridgeport,
2415
122
6
41
Redding
hurt the gate in the long run.
Red Bluff
Crossett
5
25
4
Paterson,
Trenton,
Philadelphia,
El
Dorado
34
16
He said management of the
8
Redlands
Scranton
and
Wilkes-Barre.
A
18,
42
31
8
29
Fayetteville
teams concluded that since radio
Forrest City
Riverside
16
6
31
21-week schedule for all teams has
Sacramento
19, 21
37
Smith
159
256
Salinas
16, 26
18
had helped to popularize sports been planned, in addition to play- Fort
Harrison
26
4
6, 10, 38, 30
40
Helena
and increase gates, television might
14
9
San
Bernardino
Hope
44
offs. The Amazons, who have
San Diego 3,
22
7
15, 17
do the same. He was prepared to played through the East, Midwest
San Francisco/
44
21
Hot
Springs
Jonesboro
12
see at first a decrease in box office and South, are lining up a season
Oakland
2, 4, 6,5, 8,7, 14,
9, 1116
127
Little Rock
23, 25
1,428
(Continued
on
page
due to television but expected the of approximately 30 games.
20
4
2, 5, 7, 11
Magnolia
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BRO A DCASTING
FCC's PROPOSED new UHFVHF channel allocation table, reproduced below, provides for some
2,245 television stations in approximately 1,400 communities which
had a 1940 total population of
approximately 69,000,000 (Census
Bureau figures). It includes 1,702
UHF assignments in 1,179 areas
and 543 VHF assignments in 221
areas, according to unofficial FCC
tabulations. Approximately 115
communities would have both VHF
and UHF channels.

and that, in summary, it was not
acting realistically.
The question of UHF equipment
— when will it be ready — was
raised on all sides. Estimates of
its availability ranged from one
year to several. ABC authorities
felt several years will pass before
the new band can be effectively
utilized. Other networks, and
manufacturers, maintained silence,
at least for the moment.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. officials, however, generally regarded the plan
as a step in the right direction.
But they noted that RMA's formal
position will not be reached until
after a thorough study by its Television Committee, which will meet
within the next two weeks for that

WITH part of New York City skyline
in background, new WOR-TV New
York transmitter rises off Palisades
(foreground) at North Bergen, N. J.
Site of the transmitter is 240 ft.
above the Hudson River, and the
760-ft. tower rises to within 200 ft.
of Empire State BIdg. height (in background, r). Station plans to go on
the air on Channel 9 (186-192 mc)
in late summer.
TV Allocations
(Continued from page AS)
must file anew to be eligible for this
one.
Aug. 8 was set as deadline for
comments. FCC said they must be
"clear and specific" and "accompanied by supporting engineering
statements." It seemed an impossible assignment to industry engiI neers. Within 18 hours the Washi ington consulting firm of Kear &
I Kennedy had asked that the deadline be postponed to Sept. 11 on
. grounds 'that 60 days is the minimum for preparation of "reasoned
comments and criticisms."
Authorities thought it likely
that some additional time would be
allowed. In that case the other
dates set by FCC— Aug. 19 for
answers to comments and Aug. 29
for the hearing — probably would
be delayed accordingly.
Estimates of the likely length of
the hearing ranged from two weeks
to two months. It will be held before the Commission en banc,
which then will adopt standards
and rules, including a new allocation table.

purpose.
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (DCol.) of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, who has
taken keen interest in television
allocations, said he was "well satisfied" with FCC's proposals after
a preliminary study of them, and
thought they formed "a good-sized
step" in the right direction.
Aside from the voluminous allocations table and proposed changes
in rules and standards, FCC made
provision for the hearing to include
testimony on (1) color TV; (2)
Bell Telephone Labs' proposal that
470-500 mc be allocated to multichannel broad band common carrier mobile operations, on the outcome of which will depend the
starting .point of the UHF TV
channels; , (3) "Polycasting," a
plan for a large number of lowpower UHF stations as advanced
by Engineers Raymond M. Wilmotte and Paul A. DeMars
[Broadcasting, Dec. 6,. 1948]; (4)
Stratovision, the airborne system
developed by Westinghouse and
Glenn L. Martin Co.; and (5) the
need for UHF space for noncommercial educational TV stations,
for which Comr. Frieda B. Hennock said FCC itself should have
made reservation.

Hearing Show-Cause for 3
For the three existing TV pei-mittees whose assignments would
be changed by the reallocation — to
accommodate nearby Canadian allocations— the hearing will also be
a show-cause proceeding. They
are WSYR-TV Syracuse, which
FCC proposed to move from Channel 5 to Channel 3; WHTM Rochester, from 6 to 5; and WXEL
Cleveland, from 9 to 11.
The Commission reiterated that
changes in transmission standards
— including provision for color —
will be considered only if the channel width will remain at 6 mc, and
if existing TV sets may be converted or adapted "simply by makPrivate engineers' first reaction
ing
relatively
minor modifications."
to the FCC plan was generally hosWithout referring specifically to
tile— in some cases bitterly so. CBS or RCA, principal antagonists
There were charges that the Com- in the 1946-47 color hearings, the
mission is acting as though UHF
Commission said "persons with
operations are an accomplished
relevant information, especially
fact; that it mixed UHF and VHF
those who have heretofore supplied
channels in an unnecessary number of areas; that it arbitrarily information concerning color television or have demonstrated exmoved VHF channels out of comperimental color operation to the
munities where they could be used
even under the proposed standards,
Commission," should file color proBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

posals and come prepared to present evidence.
CBS has made clear, in a letter
to Sen. Johnson, that it intends to
present its color information to
FCC in the hearings (see story
page
29). subjects on which FCC
Color
asked for data were "color breakup, flicker, color fringing, image
registration, color fidelity, picture
brightness, camera light efficiency,
definition, field tests, and details
with respect to modification of
transmitters and receivers. . . ."
This provision reportedly was inserted at the insistence particularly of Comr. Robert F. Jones, the
Commission's most outspoken advocate of early color.
FCC also called for information
on patents from all participants
in the hearing who own or have the
right to sublicense any relating to
"operations or equipment specifically called for by the transmission standards proposed herein,
or which are proposed by other
persons
proceeding."
FCC askedduring
for thethis
number
of each
patent, and its pertinent claims.
Sets Up 3 Grades
Three grades of television service would be set up in terms of
decibels. For Grade A the permissible co-channel interference
ratio, desired to undesired signal,
would be 55 decibels (equivalent of
a ratio of 560:1) for 90% of the
time at 90% of the locations; for
Grade B, 46 decibels (200:1) for
90% of the time at 70% of the
locations; for Grade C, 40 decibels
(100:1) for 90% of the time at
50% of the locations. For adjacent
channels it would be 20 decibels for
Grade A, 12 for Grade B, and 6 for
Grade C.
Median field intensities required
for service would also be expressed
in decibels as follows (with microvoltsthes ) : per meter shown in paren7-13
Grade Channels
Channels
Channels
14-55
68 2-6
A
74 db
77 db
80 db
(10,000)
(7,000)
74
71
B
(5,000)
(2,500)
62(5,000)
56
47
C
(3,500)
(362)
(1,264)
(220)
On this basis FCC proposed:
Each . . . station shall render Grade
A service whenever technically feasible, but in no event less than Grade
B service, to the entire community
or the entire metropolitan district, and
such entire community or metropolitan
districtservice
shall area.
constitute
a station's
basic
No television
station will be authorized
either before
or after a hearing which . . . does not
render service as above specified and
the engineering
of whichpower
precludes operation proposal
with maximum
consistent
with
the
rules
contained
herein.
... No station will be authorized
either before or after a hearing which
. . . will reduce the basic service area
of an existing station (at its authorized
site) or of a station provided for in the
allocation table (at an assumed site
in the geographical center of its community), operating with maximum
power. Reduction of Grade C service
area,ice areas
or ofbeyond
Grade theB or
A servbasicGrade
service
area
of an existing station ... or of a
station provided for in the allocation
table,
with maximum
. . . operating
will be permitted
only power,
if the
loss in services does not violate any of
the
[on which
the allocation
tablepriorities
was based]
and that
the new
service created is of a higher priority
than the service area being reduced.
relate toto the
[The priorities
ment first of service
all establishparts of

WOW-TV
TESTS
Plans Sept. 1 Opening
REGULAR transmission of test
patterns was begun by WOW-TV
Omaha last Monday (July 11), the
station has announced. Patterns
are aired from 10
a.m. to 12 noon
and 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays.
Omaha's first
television signal
was aired at 9:45
p.m. July 1, when
WOW-TV transmitted its first
engineering test
John J. Gillin
pattern.
Jr., president and
general manager of Radio Station
the button"
Inc., "pressed
WOW turned
which
the transmitter
on
for the first time. Broadcast of
the television ceremony was carried by the AM outlet, WOW, on
the WOW-TV Forum program,
sponsored
by the Nebraska-Iowa
Electrical Council.
WOW-TV is to begin regular
service Sept. 1 on Channel 6 (82-88
mc). Station has signed a basic
agreement to carry the full NBC
program schedule, according to Mr.
Gillin. Supplemental agreements
permitting WOW-TV to carry
ABC, CBS and DuMont filmed network programs are to be signed
in the near future, Mr. Gillin said.
WOW-TV will telecast the local
home football games of the U. of
Nebraska and "some local programs and newscasts," Mr. Gillin
said, adding that the station plans
to start "with at least a 28 hourMr. Gillin

schedule."
per-week
manager of televiJoesionHerold,
for WOW-TV, said the test
patterns have been "highly satis-

coma station for ofeachservices
the U. S.,munity,then
factory."
choice
and then
see page 43].
For atext,
and stations,
FCC conceded that "it may require several years for some stations to reach their maximum
powers." But the allocations table
assumes maximum power in each
case, it was explained, "in order to
make sure that the public will receive the maximum television servChanges in the table would be
ice possible."
permitted
"only upon a showing
that the allocation proposed will be
able to utilize maximum power and
without resulting in any reduction
in the basic service area ... of
existing stations ... or of stations
specified in the allocation table . . .
with maximum power."
operating
FCC agreed that directional antennas would be useful in "certain
situations" — to permit utilization
of a particular site, for example,
or to improve general service. But
its allocations table specifically
provides for their use in only two
instances: by WGAL-TV LanWDEL-TV Wilcaster,mington,
Pa., and
Del. In these cases, it
was explained, directionalized operations will permit ultimate use of
increased power.
July 18, 1949
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Per Program
TV

COMPLETING arrangements for telecasting 1l USC-UCLA 1949 h ome foot- ball gomes on KECA-TV (ABC) Hollywood are (I to r): R. J. McNeely, genera!
sales manager, Hoffman Radio Corp., the sponsoring firm; Willis O. Hunter,
use director of athletics; Frank Samuels, ABC Western Division vice president; Wilbur C. Johns, UCLA director of athletics. Station, which will be on
Channel 7, goes on air with UCLA-Oregon State game Sept. 16.

Loewi
N.Y.

AUDIENCE

TELEVISION'S audience is growing so rapidly that by fall the
audience for video entertainment
in the New York metropolitan area
will equal that for radio's top
programs, Mortimer W. Loewi,
director of the DuMont Television
Network, declared Friday.
His statement, he said, was
based on a study made by the network's research department showing that in October, when radio's
top programs are back on the air,
they will be received in some
400,000 homes in the New York
area, and that an equal number of
homes will at the same time be
watching video programs.
"Actually," Commdr. Loewi ex"these television
programs
which areplained,
viewed
at the same
time
as radio's 'Top Ten' will have a
much larger audience than the radio shows they are competing with
for the simple reason that there
will be about twice as many television viewers per home as there
will be radio listeners per home."
Major Markets Lag
He added that the DuMont study
shows the country's 10 major markets— accounting for a third of the
U.S. retail sales — lagging less than
eight months behind the New York
area in the degree of TV saturation.
Using a chart prepared by DuMont statisticians, Commdr. Loewi
pointed out that from January
1948, when the Top 10 radio programs had an average share of
the New York City radio-TV audience of 48.05% while the TV
programs opposite them had only
1.04%, the TV line has risen, the
Top 10 line declined, with the two
converging this coming October
when each will have 28% of the
audience. If these trends continue,
he noted, these top radio shows will
have only 12'"/': of the New York
area audience, while the video programs on at the same time will
have 55.8 7« [by 1952].
"But obviously," Commdr. Loewi
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observed, "the economics of modern
business and advertising will
change the picture long before
1952. Once the cross-over point is
passed this fall and television begins to draw a larger audience
than radio's Top 10 in the New
Yoi-k City area, advertisers financing these expensive programs will
abandon them, an eventuality that
will accelerate TV's ascendency
and radio's decline.
"This is especially true," he
added, "because Hooper has discovered only 1.9 adults listen to a
radio set when it's tuned to the
Top 10, whereas 3.4 adults sit before a television screen viewing
the program on the air at the very
same time. That means that even
in October, when TV reaches the
cross-over point, it will have about
Long-Distance TV
TWO television stations,
KLEE-TV Houston and
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City,
have received reports of
long-distance reception of
their signals. KDYL-TV,
which previously had reported being picked up In
Duncan, Okla., last week said
a viewer in Fort Smith, Ark.,
1,100 miles from the Utah
capital, had picked up a
KDYL-TV program. Gray's
Radio Service in Duncan said
it was able to hold the
KDYL-TV picture and sound
for 15 minutes, using a 10inch Hallicrafter T-67 with
Masco booster. In London,
Ont., R. V. Holley watched a
KLEE-TV telecast from 11
p.m. to 1 a.m., when the station signed off. London is
1,400 miles from Houston.
KLEE-TV is on Channel 2
(54-60 mc) and KDYL-TV
is on Channel 4 (66-72 mc).

Clause

Urged

MUSIC

By NAB Board
NAB'S Television Music Committee was urged by the NAB board
to continue discussions looking toward inclusion of a per program
clause in ASCAP video contracts. The board action was taken Wednesday during its three-day meeting at Portsmouth, N. H. (see board
story page 23).
reasonable relation to the blanket
The board endorsed negotiating
deal because the percentages are
work of the committee after hear- too low on commercial and susing a progress
comtaining uses. ASCAP claims some
mittee chairman,report
Robertby P.theMyers,
stations pay a sustaining rate on
NBC assistant general counsel.
an AM noncommercial program
Chief issue at this time is the which has adjacent spot announcements on both ends.
committee's desire to obtain a
The blanket deal agreed on by
per program deal to supplement
the blanket contract proposal for the NAB and ASCAP negotiators
television. ASCAP contends it is the same as the AM rate plus
loses money on per piece contracts
10%. The same deductions prevail. The TV network wire line
and points to the difficulty of policing, Mr. Myers reported. He said deduction is limited to 25% of
ASCAP feels the present per pro- net receipts after deduction for the
gram AM rate does not bear a first two years, 20% for the next
two and 15% for the fifth year.
Mr. Myers reported to the board
that a majority of broadcasters
contacted by the NAB committee
Sees TV Dominance
feel that the blanket rate is as
good as can be expected. Special
use fees, the deletion of which was
80% more viewers in New York
by the Committee, are
City than radio's Top 10 have lis- demanded
eliminated, he said. Both parties
teners at the very same time."
hope to agree soon on a definiNoting that increases in TV owntion of dramatic uses, he said.
ership similar to those in New
York are occurring in other major
One of the tough problems the
cities. Commdr. Loewi revealed
negotiators can't solve is what
the following estimates of TV
to do about retroactivity in arhomes as of the end of this year.
riving at a per program deal, since
He pointed out that recent sales it is practically impossible to check
necessitated a revision of earlier
back to Jan. 1. The present temestimates on which the chart was
porary TV licenses are based on
based, so that the estimate of retroactivity to the first of the
771,000 for the New York area
year once a final solution is
reached.
has been raised to 986,000 in the
new estimate.
When the complete TV deal is
Television Homes in the Top Ten Markets arrived at by the negotiators,
as of Dec. 31, 1949
ASCAP's committee will report
(DuMont Estimates)
New York
986,000 back to its board. TV stations
Chicago
250,000 then will be offered the rates
Los Angeles
212,000 agreed on by negotiators. The
Philadelphia
212,000 contracts will run for three to
Detroit
113,000
Boston
,
150,000 five years from last Jan. 1.
San Francisco
84,000
Pittsburgh
76,000
Cleveland
100,000
St. Louis
62,000 CBS PROGRAMMING
TOTAL
2,246,000
Yourd, Leeds 'Named
APPOINTMENT of Kenneth L.
Yourd and Martin Leeds to the
WBKB (TV) STAFF
newly created posts of director and
'Retrenchment' Releases 12 associate director of CBS program
TWELVE persons were released
operations, Holat WBKB (TV) Chicago last
ann 0 u n c elywood,
d was last
week in what station officials
week
by
James
termed a "retrenchment" and "temSeward, network
porary move." Each employe was
laid off for the summer months
vice president in
only, according to Promotion Mancharge of operations.
ager Sterling Quinlan, because of
Mr. Yourd, the
slack business conditions and clearnew director, has
ance of schedules for the advent
been an attorney
of CBS-TV programming in late
in the CBS legal
fall.
Mr.
Yourd
Those released represent approxidepartment since
mately 10% of the Balaban &
April 1941, and
will
assume
responsibility
for the
Katz theatre chain's video staff.
They will be recalled in the fall business and operating phases of
network's Hollywood program
after a detailed working agree- the
activities.
ment on programs and time has
Currently business manager of
been negotiated with the network.
Although WBKB plans to carry network's program department in
many New York originations via Hollywood, Mr. Leeds will be
the cable, time will remain open responsible for negotiating tatent
for locally-sponsored shows, Mr. and package program contracts for
both television and radio.
Quinlan said.
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UHF-VHF Channels
(Continued from page UU)
Pop.
Channel
No.
in
sands
Thouyn
21
San. Luis Obispo
35, 24,
37, 39
San Jose
129
14,
26
Santa Barbara
16
Santa Cruz
o3179
44
18
Santa Maria
9
Santa Paula
13
17
Santa Rosa
1
Scotia
42, 37
32
44
2
Sonora
Stockton
22
Susanville
7923
36
Taft
40
2
Trona
23
8
Tulare
5
3
30
Ukiah
28
Ventura
20
37
27
Victorville
1339
Visalia
5
34
Wasco
9
22
Watsonville
39
Weaverville
0.7
5
45
Westwood
2
43
Willits
11.
2
31
Willows
2
13
Yreka
5
Yuba City
15
COLORADO
AJamosa
12,
A 1 31
1^lo6
Boulder
Burlington
7
28
Canon City
0.7
Cheyenne Wells
18
39
Colorado Springs
20, 24
Cortez
3722
Craig
2
26
Del Norte
25
33
Delta
Denver
2, 4, 5, 7, 149
3846
Durango
Ft. Collins
33,
35
25
Ft. Morgan
1252
Glenwood Springs
30, 36
12
Grand Junction
15, 17
16
Greeley
29, 31
2
19
Gunnison
1
Hugo
16
7
36
La Junta
19
4
Lamar
5
32
Leadville
1
45
22
Limon
7
Longmont
3
Las Animas
14
6
Loveland
1
42
27
Meeker
5
27
Montrose
2
34
Oak Creek
1
38
Ouray
2
16
Pagosa Springs
62
Pueblo
3, 6, 8, 42
10
3
Rocky Ford
1
40
Saguache
5
Salida
1
23
44
San Luis
1
29
Silvertown
1
25
Springfield
2
39
Steamboat Springs
7
34
Sterling
13
Trinidad
18, 21
37
Walden
0.6
26
6
Walsenburg
2
Wray
2
17
38
Yuma
CONNECTICUT
217
Bridgeport
14, 16
Hartford-New
Britain 30, 32, 34
502
308
New Haven 6, 20, 22
145
Waterbury
24, 26
DELAWARE
47 (c)
6
Dover
189
Wilmington^ 7, 30, 32
DA.1 WDEL-TV Wilmington would use

Channel
No.
Ocala
Orlando
Palatka
Palm Beach
Panama City
Perry
Pensacola
Plant City
Quincy
Sebring
St. Augustine
St. Petersburg
Tampa 3
Sanford
6,
Sarasota
Sulphur Springs
Tallahassee
West Palm
Beach
Winter Haven

21
20

14, 40
38
2516

22,
11, 24
2219
31
1713
42,
44
12,
7 ,16,9,
29
28
20
6,
45
18,
21,
RGIA
11, 12,
32,

34
6

22
41

Albany
23
42
Americus
20
Athens
2, 5,
Atlanta
34
17
Augusta
Bainbridge
9
38,
36,
Brunswick
37,
39
Cairo
6
Cartersville
39
Cedartown
19
25
Columbus
40
Cordele
13
30
Dalton
43
Dawson
25
Douglas
Dublin
22, 15
Fitzgerald
27
3, 9, 29
14,
Gainesville
16,
Jessup
Griffin
35
LaGrange
Macon
18
42
Milledgeville
24
Moultrie
32,
Rome
34
2611
Savannah
41
15
Statesboro
19
Thomasville
Thomson
Toccoa
21, 27
Valdosta
17
Waycross
IDAHO
23
Aberdeen
43
Arco
28
Blackfoot
33
Boise
2, 4,35,5, 7
Bonners Ferry
31, 33
Buhl
44
Burley
24
26
Caldwell
37
Cascade
18
Challis
Coeur d'Alene 9, 12, 41, 3143
Diggs
Council
39
Dubois
31
21
Gooding
22
Grangerville
45
32,
Idaho Falls
3, 6, 19, 34
16
Kellogg
Wardner
38
Ketchum
36
Lewiston
Mackay
Malad City
Montpelier
26
Moscow
21
45
Mountain Home
39
15,
Nampa
9, 12, 23, 2517
Orafino
36
41
Pocatello
8, 10, 35
Preston
20,
15
St. Anthony
St. Maries
18
Salmon
37
Sandpoint
22
Shoshone
27, 14
Soda Springs
11, 13, 16
Twin Falls
Wallace
Weiser
29
ILLINOIS 39
Aurora
41, 26
43
10
Bloomington
Cairo
1515
Carthage
24
Centralia
Champaign
19
Chicago 2, 4, 5, 7,
9, 11, 38
13
Clinton
Danville
Decatur
34, 20
36
Elgin
Galesburg
Harrisburg
32
Herrin
21
23
Jacksonville
24
Joliet
37
Kankakee
30
16
Kewanee
33
La Salle
Lincoln
Litchfield
29
22
Metropolis
Moline-Rock
Davenport Island3542
Mt. Carmel
4, 5, 27
Mt. Vernon

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
4, 5, 7, 9, 33 908
FLORIDA
44
Apalachicola
1043
Belle-Glade-Cho
sen
Clearwater
43
2618
Crestview
2
24
36
2
Cross City
32,
34,
19
23
Daytona Beach
Deland
40
7
30,
0.618
Everglades
35, 32
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Myers
14, 3739
16
Fort Pierce
11148
Gainesville
34
6
Hollywood
19,
Jacksonville
17313
2, 4, 5, 8, 10
21
Key West
26
6
Lake
City
Lakeland
33
22
27
Lake Worth
5
27
Leesburg
5
Mariana
37
5
Melbourne
15
12
3
Miami 2. 4, 5, 8, 10,
172
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Channel
No.

23,
sands
in
Thoua•5
12
Ol4
ryi
1
5
3
12
10
210
16
11
5

9
' 91D
66
1ID6
Dc
9
53
8
lU
4
105
8
7
13
3
22
10
7
58
96
5
13
16
3
5
17
1
0.5
4
26
1
2
5
107
1
0.6
1
0.7
0.3
153
2
114
1
0.8
3
3
6
1
12
2
18
4
3
2
2
124
1
1
4
4
4714
33
3
16
23
6
3,397
38
37
29
59
11
9
20
42
22
17
13
13
7
6
15
175
7
44 '

Pop.

Pop.

Pop.

Peoria
Quincy
Rockford
Sterling
Springfield
Urbana
Vandalia
Waukegan
Ames
Algona
Boone
Burlington
Carroll Rapids
Cedar
Chariton
Cherokee
nHQ
V^idlQ XllUd
^iiniun
Ua TelV Cilj^ui
1. xvL^l^xV
'^nf\ ~ivj.uiliie
_l\yr^^l
1 VI A
^aictliu
Des
IN^oines
DubuQue
J:Fairfield
Ol I UUUge
Fort IS^adison
Glenwood
Iowa City

40
sands
105
in
6, 18,
12, 30
31
Thou40
85
27, 29
JO
11
35
46(c)
O 22
If?
14
5

IOWA
At1ft
lU
ZDOR
26
7 40Q

1,41IZi)
oo
23
21
4 5 ^042
4 5 O421
w 11 n
o, 11, lo
1 71
14
Zo
152
3340
iVcUl^ UK.
XVIIUJ^ V llic
43
29
39
IVluscatine
32
Newton
20, 38
Ottumwa
42
Red
Oak
16
Shenandoah
Sioux City
2, 5, 359
Storm Lake
Falls 22, 27
36
Waterloo-Cedar
Webster
City
19
INDIANA
Anderson
Bedford
33
Bloomington
10
43
48(c)
Columbus
Gary
Evansville
16, 18, 20
Fort Wayne
25, 38
18
Indianapolis
Kokomo
6, 8, 12, 23
45
Lafayette
21
Logansport
Marion
Muncie
41
37
Richmond
17
Seymour
South Bend
9,
Tell
TerreCity
Haute
40, 32
42
28,
393
14
Vincennes
18
KANSAS
Anthony
39
5,
24,
Arkansas City
Atchison
Baxter Springs
26
38
27
Belleville
43
38
37
Colby
Clay Center
44
Coffeyville
Concordia
Dodge
City
16
El Dorado
28
21
Emporia
34
Ft.
Scott
Garden City
11
20
Hays
Goodland
14
Great Bend
32
22
Hutchinson
Mo.) 418
Junction
City
lola
Kansas City
Kinsley
(see Kansas City,
41, 45
30
Larned
28
Lawrence
Liberal
38
Lindsborg
42
McPherson
3915
Manhattan
Newton
Norton
33
Oberlin
24
Osawatomie
31
17
18
Osborne
26
Ottawa
11, 36
40
44
Phillipsburg
Pittsburg
30
32
29
Russell
Pratt
13
Salina City
Scott
Sharon Springs
Syracuse
3133
Wellington
Topeka
21
Winfield
3, 10, 3512
Wichita
KENTUCKY
Ashland
(see
West Virgina) 34—
Bowling Green

iz
13
3455
1 o9
9C
C9o
ZDgD
Q
OZ
9f:
175
g
175
1^
1 Q/l
AA
7
9^Zo
1A
1 O7
1510
1191
27
18
7
5
32
67
137
82
42
21
118
29
112
12
38797
20
27
50
34
35
189
101
5
13
63
3
13
5
3
5
1713
2
6
8
10
11
6
3
9
6
30
12
9
2
4
4
2
1
12
14
3
1825
11102
2
7
5
2
101
1
68
217
115
15

Channel
No.

rlO

in

sands
oD7
OO
Danville
Frankfort
Glasgow
ThouAfi
6n
i^O
Hazard
25
5,
Henderson
4.1
1 11
XO
19
OOj.y
Hopkins ville
Lexington
1Q
AQ
Louisville
c o on Ol
11
2,
8
Madison
ville
iViayneia
17
9
Murray
21
434
39
7
IVTaysville
Middlesborough.
41
12
4
39
28
44
Owensboro
30
Paducah
12
Richmond
7
Somerset
35
6
9
Winchester
Van Cleve
3415
0.75
LOUISIANA
7
Bastrop
Abbeville
28
Alexandria
Zi
11, 4223
13
7
Baton Rouge
35
Crowley
3, 43, 24
26
45
Bogalusa
17
10A
ueitiuuer
29
Eunice
38
5
Hammond
14
Houma
286y
Jennings
7,
71
Lafayette
41
19
Lake Charles
2319
Minden
14
7
5,
15
Monroe
Natchitoches
10,
24
7
32,
39
31
New Iberia
34
14
New Orleans
540
214
Oakdale
7,
10
9
12,6
i,19,
Pineville
21
4
Opelousas
16
7
Ruston
112
Shreveport
14,
30
6
10, 12
Tallulah
Thibodaux
6
17,
15, 25,
36
5
Winnfield
28
Augusta 8, MAINE
19
21, 32
23
Old Town
31,
BangorBiddeford-Saco
14, 42
16
36,
7
Brunswick
44
16, 18
175
Calais
6
St. Francis 8
377
Houlton
19, 21
Ft. Kent27,
29
58
28, 30
Lewiston10613
Portland Auburn
49(c)
Presque Isle
6, 13
16
33,
Waterville
32.
3435
MARYLAND 43
16
Annapolis
Baltimore
1,04739
21, 1635
Cumberland 2, 11, 13, 14,
33
Salisbury
Hagerstown
13
25, 44
39,
37
36,
Frederick
MASSACHUSETTS
43,
23
48(c)
8
BarnstableW.
Yarmouth
27
225
Boston
2, 4 28
Brockton
771
New Bedford 19,
150
Fall River37
Lawrence-LowellHaverhill
Pittsfield
62
, 6,5 38
24,
Springfield-Holyoke
232
194
45
Worcester
16,
MICHIGAN
13
,397
50
Alpena
30
Ann Arbor
3, 29
43
Battle Creek
33, 44
1715
Benton Harbor
10
2313
32,
Cadillac
4
6
Mackinaw
37
CheboyganDetroit
2, 4
25
Escanaba
15
20, 26
34
189
2,296
27
5
Gladstone
210
35
Flint
Grand Rapids
16
6
13
30
2738
Hancock
2
Harbor Beach
20
Holland
10,
4
15
Houghton
Iron Mountain
4
14
Iron
River
Ironwood
Ishpeming
1109
17, 22
50
29, 3418
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Lansing
1177
28
45
489
30
Ludington
15
5
Manistique
9
Manistee
16
Marquette
;
10
48(c)
Midland
46(c)
Petoskey
19
Muskegon
6
Pontiac
27
33
Port Huron
42
3
Rogers
City
(Continued on page 50)
31
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Electric

16mm

PIGIUIE

BRINGS

AMAZING

New

TV

Proiectori

IMUIYl

G-E SYNCHROLITE

TO IGmni

FIELD

by point

comparison

overwiielming

G-E

G. E.

Light Source

sliows

advantages!
MANUFACTURER
A

MANUFACTURER
B

Full Brilliance Focusing on
Stationary Film

Yes

No

No

Strip Film at Full Brilliance

Yes

No

Operating Temperature

Cold

Hot

No
Hot

Light Failure

Gradual—
warning with

Instantaneous—
no warning

Instantaneousno warning

60 Hours

10 Hours

10 Hours

400 Watts

1000 Watts

1000 Watts

Average Life Expectancy
Power Input

TIME!

||||||^

these tests have been made, the reports are always the
s?Lme— finest picture quality in the industry.
Sound reproduction, too, is sharp and clear. A
built-in variable equalizer assures constant and precise fidelity control.
In no other 16mm projector will you find so many
advantages so important to television. Remember—
the quality of the picture you show your audience vitally
affects your station's income. You owe it to your investment to use the finest projection equipment available
today. General Electric has it. Don't fail to see it. The
General Electric Synchrolite Projector will improve any
present commercial camera channel. And remember, of
all the television film in use today, 95% is l6mm.

?lProjector
Mechanism
Projection System

i

FIRST

Focusing Ease Acclaimed 1 New Split- Second
Starts and Stops!
Improves Performance of Any Camera Channel!

Dramatic demonstrations witnessed by scores of television engineers and manag^ent officials from every
part of the nation shoM^ v^^hy General Electric presents
its new Synchrolite 16mm Projector as the greatest
step forward in Television film history!
Direct comparison tests with competitive equipment in G.E.'s Television Test Laboratory and demonstrations atNAB point up the General Electric
advantages overwhelmingly. With its pulsed "cold"
light source (no rotating shutter), and split-second
starting and stopping (no need to experiment on your
audience; the Synchrolite Projector minimizes onthe-air adjustment), this new equipment is head and
shoulders above anything in its field. Everywhere

Point

FOR

^{ Mechanical Noise
1 Stop Time (No Braking)
|
\ Braking Facilities
Ease of Film Threading
Rewind Facilities on Projector
Jump and Weave
Coated Lens
Ease of Optical Alignment
Mounting Base
Motor Requirement
Maximum Shaft Speed
Accessibility

MANUFACTURER R

G. E.
Shutterless
Low

MANUFACTURER
A
High
Shutter

1 sec.
Not Needed

Over 15 sec.

Over 15 sec.

Needed
No
Fair

Needed
No
Good

Good
Yes
Low
Yes

Medium

(Simplex)
1/75th
hp
1800 rpm

Yes
Fair
Light Weight
1/10 hp
3600 rpm

Excellent

Good

Excellent
Heavy Duty

High
Shutter

Yes
Low

1

Good
Medium Weight

3600hprpm
1/4

^

Excellent
. . .--J
ice t^.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

experts

R

E VO

see

new

UITI

0

General

N IZE

9B

••i

I^pett test ^^.^ v/orktog ^Vvone «
General
l.abo.ato^V at
^ ^^^'^"^
^atcb
^^.^p. tri-^^^^^te nearest ],,,./c
^ y.
^ .^r^i
compet ^^^er *^ (^.b of&ce
Syracuse, s>
(Another

G-E First!

Performance-Engineered

at Electronics Park

Pop.
UHF-VHF Channels
(Continued from page 47)
Pop.
Channel
No.
in
sands
21,
Thou14,
153
16
16
Saginaw-Bay City 18,
32
Sault St. Marie 8, 10, 41, 25
141
43
Tawas City
36
Traverse City
2
West Branch
MINNESOTA 24
12
Albert Lea
29
185
Alexandria
16
Austin
Q
22
Bemidji
Brainerd
12
43
Chisholm
44
7
Crookston
20
7
27
5
Detroit Lakes
157
Duluth/Superior
18
Ely(see Wisconsin)
7
Eveleth
37
1577
Fairmont
26
Faribault
21
26
11
38
Fergus Falls
40
Grand Hapids
1656
Hastings
14,
39,
41
Hibbing
25
16
g
International Falls
Little Falls
6
20
Mankato
44
16
Marshall
5
11,
Minneapolis13
St. Paul 2, 4, 5, 7, 9,
9115
Montevideo
36
Moorhead
(see
Fargo)
New Ulm
28
9
14
5
Northfield
Owatonna
42
9
10
18
31
2
Pine City
32,
26
17,
Red Wing
Rochester
34
24
St. Cloud
19
24
6
Thief River Falls
21
Virginia
15
Wadena
3
12
Willmar
8
32
22
Winona
38
23
6
Worthington
MISSISSIPPI 15
31,
Aberdeen
5
Biloxi
33
17
29, 24
18
Brookhaven
6
Canton
6
29
Clarksdale
12
Columbia
6
31
43, 25
14
Columbus
Greenville
45
2115
Greenwood
21, 17
23
6
Grenada
40, 21
15
Gulfport
42
21
Hattiesburg
3, 9, 12
Jackson
Laurel
88
20, 16
104
Kosciusko
19
21
McComb
36, 22
Macon
2
25, 382
Meridian
3515
28
Natchez
27
6
Pascagoula
4
34
Philadelphia
28
44
5
Picayune
Starkville
5
35, 22
8
Tupelo
37
Vicksburg
32
West Point
2467
Yazoo City
41
MISSOURI
40
45
Cape Girardeau
25
Carrollton
4
1119
Carthage
Chillicothe
44
1868
15
Clinton
20
Columbia
De Soto
2
5
Flat River
5
Fulton
33
8
31
2325
Hannibal
21
0.3
Hermitage
24
Jefferson City
37
19,6, 43
22
Joplin
399
Kansas City
2, 4, 5,279
Lebanon
5
5
Lexington
Louisiana
3931
5
Marshall
17
9
22
30
6
Maryville
Mexico
9
36
13
Moberly
Nevada
34
8
21
Poplar Bluff
765
Rolla
35
11
St. Joseph
35, 37
816
St. Louis
4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
Salem
14
3
26
Sedalia
29
20
Sikeston
8
61
Springfield
3, 10, 3812
Van Buren
0.5
19
7
Washington
West Plains
4
41
MONTANA
Anaconda
11
19
35, 37
Baker
1
Page 50
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Channel
No.

24

Big Timber
Billings
2, 4, 5, 7, 19, 21
Bozeman
14, 2916
Broadus
Butte 2 , 4, 5, 7, 33, 25
Chester
304018
Chinook
Choteau
Circle
28
Cut
43, 45
27
DillonBank
Ekalaka
26
Forsyth
32,
Fort
Benton
36, 39
38
Glasgow
18,
20,
22
21
Glendive
Great Falls
3, 6, 8, 26. 44
28
Hamilton
44
Harlowton
Havre
11. 19, 21.
Hardin
41. 23
43
Helena
10. 3715
12
Hysham
30
Jordan
Kalispell
Libby
17
Lewistown
35. 37
Livingston
32. 34
Malta
Miles City 3, 6. 10. 14, 16, 24
Missoula
27
11. 13. 17. 4219
Paradise
29
Phillipsburg
Plentywood
29, 31, 2744
Poison
4529
Red
Lodge
Roundup
35
Saco
Scobey
41
Shelby
14, 1615
Sidney
15, 17
Stanford
ThompsonCityFalls
25
Virginia
45
22
Whitehall
White SultShur Springs 20
Wibaux
4133
Winifred
42
Winnett
40
Wolf Point
NEBRASKA
Ainsworth
38
Alliance
15, 45
37
Atkinson
42
Bayard
Beatrice
26
34
40
Bridgeport
4,
Broken Bow
16
Columbus
22
Crawford
Fairbury
43
Falls City
33
36
Fremont
Gothenburg
14
25
Grand
Island
35, 37
Hastings
18
Holdredge
39,
41
Kearney
21, 23
Lexington
10, 14
12
Lincoln
McCook
15
8,
13
Nebraska
City
Neligh
17
Norfolk
2, 205
North Platte
24
O'Neill
Ogallala
Omaha
3. 6. 7
30
Ord
Scottsbluff
18, 24
20
Seward
Sidney
29
32
28
22
Stanton
19
Superior
Valentine
44
West Point
York
29
28,
NEVADA
14,
Austin
42
Battle Mountain 10, 15,
Boulder City
18, 22
Ely
Caliente
30, 30
43
Carson City
Elko
17, 4019
3, 6,
16, 2820
Eureka
35
16.
Fallon
Gerloch
Goldfield
Henderson
27, 32
25
Las Vegas
4445
41, 26
8,
10,
12,
14,
Lovelock
3,
McDermitt
McGill
23, 3925
Mina
13,
45
34
Mountain City
34, 36
Overton
Palisade
Pioche
24, 26
Reno
14, 16
Tonopah
Sparks
23
18, 21
Wells
Winnemucca
18, 37
21
Yerington
4126
NEW HAMPSHIRE
35
Berlin
31, 33
Concord
Laconia

Pop.
in
sands
2
Thou23
9
0.6
0.5
2
371
3
0.73
0.722
4
5
30
2
152
6
2
0.4
0.7e6
2
1877
7
0.35
1
2
2
3
3
0.5
1
3
3
1
0.7
1
1
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.42
2
6
1
2
11
2
3
8
2
6
6
12
1
19
15
3
10
4
106
7
822
12
3
224
3
2
12
3
3
2
3
2
3
5
0.5
0.831
2
4
4
2
0.6
0.17
0.6
8
1
3
0.2
0.4
0.9
1
0.11
5
2
21
0.8
2
191
13
27

No.
Channel

Pop.

in
sands
5
Littleton-Bethlehem 40
Manchester 9, 29
Thou14
Porstmouth 39, 46(c)
41
NEW JERSEY
15
Asbury
Atlantic Park
City
48(c) 10081
23, 25, 2713
430
Newark
New Brunswick
IK),
125
Trenton
15. 17, 41
39
Vineland
8
NEW MEXICO zo
38A
1 Q 91
Alsmog^ordo
AlbuQUGrQuc
9
7
Zl
9n
26
40
24
9ft
Scrn^lillo
zrj0n
1ft 2o, OA
CD
ii
d.9
Csri'izozo
4Q
ft 7X
^0
Q
97
Clayton
1 9 1 A Z4oID1 fi1
1 0ft
Clovis
Dcming
A^
uawson
2A
27, ZD41
43.
Zl919(?
z00
Farmington.
Gallup
z
Ft. Sumner
o
17 1Q
t
1745
Hachlta
U.o
Hobbs
17
Q
31 29
33
18,
05
Laguna
Lordsburg
1 c; 28A'i
3
Los Alamos
34
Las
Cruces
35.
Las Vegas
6
34, 2017
Lovington
2
30
13
1
35
Magdalena
Roy
Park View
12, 36
30,
5
Portales
29,
14,
20
0.8
Raton
37
8
13,
Roswell
36
25
44
1
18
Santa Rita 9, 11, , 8,
16
3
3, 6
Santa Fe
20
15
Santa Rosa
2
Silver
City
5
1 41
Socorro
1
32
Taos
Tucumcari
31
6
Vaughn
45
1
Willard
39
0.5
NEW YORK
Albany-Schenectady432
Troy
4, 42, 44
Auburn
18
18
14536
Batavia
36
17
Binghamton 12, 23, 25
Buffalo-Niagara 2, 4, 7, 27
Dunkirk
31
Elmira-Corning 14, 16
8576117
Hornell
39
Ithaca
37
20
Jamestown
17
43
Malone
30
9
Massena
21
il
Middletown
35
22
New York
east N. J.City 2,/North4, 5, 7. 9, 11 11,691
Ogdensburg
34
16
Olean
19
22
Oneonta
27
12
Oswego
20
22
Plattsburg
32
16
Pougkeepsie
40
40
Rochester^
5,
22,
32,
44
412
Saranac Lake
39
7
Syracuse^
3, 8,10 258
Tupper Lake
19
5
Utica-Rome 13, 33 197
Watertown
41, 43
33
^Modification of CP of WHTM (TV)
Rochester, to authorize Channel 5 instead of 6, is contemplated.
^Modification of CP of WSYR-TV
Syracuse, to authorize Channel 3 instead of 5, is contemplated.
20
NORTH CAROLINA
Ahoski
39
2
Asheville
14, 18
Belhaven
2
Charlotte
10117
Durham
60
3,33,9, 26
Elizabeth City
35
3111
12
51
13
17
Fayette
ville
38,
40
Gastonia
42
21
18
Goldsboro
20
Greensboro
41, 43, 45
13
59
Greenville
36
Henderson
Hickory
Hendersonville
2588
19
34
23, 25
38
High Point
Jacksonville
45
22
121
Kannapolis
Kinston
26158
Lenoir
36
24
Morehead
City
194
New Bern
14
32
Raleigh
28, 30
4719
42
Salisbury
Rocky Mount
Shelby
21
44
Wilmington
33
Wilson
5, 14. 44
16
80
Winston-Salem
6. 13, 3417
9
Washington
Ashley
NORTH DAKOTA
36
1
Bismarck
15
5, 7, 12, 20, 22
BRO A

Channel
No.

in
17
28
sanos
Botteneau
19
2
Bowman
1
Crosby
Carrington
43. 45
1
1
Cooperstown
36, 38
1
Devils
Lalce
2
4
9
g
32
IDickinson
g
Fargo
6, 10,
33
25
1
Harvey
Ft. Yates
26, 29
30
4
Grafton Forks 2, 4. 8. 33. 35. 39
Grand
20
45
13, 14, 16, 'I8
44
2
Hettinger
1
32,
34
9
Jamestown
Kenmore
30
2
15
Langdon
2
41, 43
Larimore
1
23
Mandan
7
33,
35,
37
Minot
27
1
3, 6, 10, 16, 18
Napoleon
2
New Rockford
Rugby
2
Rolla
Oakes
1
Stanley
40, 42
21
2
17
42
1
Stanton City
4
14
Valley
31
6
Wahpeton
34
4
Williston 8 11, 23, 25, 27
6
Akron OHIO
25, 36, 38
200
32. 34
Canton
20
Chillicothe
Cincinnati
4, 7, 11,
349
789
Cleveland* 4, 5, 8, 11, 22, 24
365
Columbus5. 13. 3 40, 42
Dayton
29
1,214407
14,
16
27
Gallipolis
37
112
Lima
Hamilton-Middletown
25
,28,6, 3010
27144
Mansfield
2, 34
30
Marion
21,
23
33. 35
Newark
Portsmouth
15
17
18, 20
Sandusky-Fremont
77
26,
44
22
37
Steubenville
Springfield
'
Toledo
13.
16, 431822
Youngstown 14, 39.
31
Zanesville
341
^Modification of CP of 20WXEL(TV)
372
16
Cleveland, to authorize Channel
11 instead of 9, is contemplated. 23
Ada
OKLAHOMA
37
15
Altus
1459
45
Alva
Ardmore
17
14
16
Bartlesville
10
1
36
Boise
Beaver City
30
101
Chickasha
287
Clinton
32
Duncan
109
35
Elk City
40
Durant
20
14
5
25
El Reno
22
Enid
185
31
13, 27
15
Frederick
24
Guthrie
2
Hugo
2
Guymon
Hobart
29
6
29
Lawton
16
36
8
10, 28
18
Muskogee
32
Miami
17
12
McAlester
Norman
11
40
4
Okeene
Oklahoma
City
221
10
8, 23
17
Okmulgee
Ponca City
27
349
4, 7, 43
12
Seminole
41
1
Shattuck
Jnc.
30
Shawnee
Woodward ^
25
Tulsa
Stillwater
18910
45
5
Albany
2, 6, 11
10
226
OREGON
14
5
Ashland
Astoria
19, 26
21
Baker
16
9
Bend
Burns
3
28, 35
Canyon City
0.3
40
21. 42
3
22
1
Condon
Coquille
8
24, 23
26
Corvallis
2
40
Enterprise
18
16
21
Eugene
0.5
Gold Beach
14, 16
6
Grants Pass
36, 38
1
HeppnerRiver
Hood
36
3
41,
43
0.8
Kinzua
Klamath Falls
La Grande
8
2
Lakeview
2, 4, 32, 20
34
44
4
McMinnville
20, 27, 3924
29
0.4
Madras
3,
13
5
Marshfield (Coos
Medford
Newport
Bays) 22, 29
2
Ontario
5, 7. 15. 17
4
Pendleton
9
(Continued on page 5i) 11
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DCASTING
• Telecasting

week. National sponsorship being
sought.
One-minute live action test commercial film for Coca Cola has been
completed by John Sutherland Productions, Los Angeles. . . . John
L. McGuire, formerly of National
Provisioner Magazine and Texas
Daily Press League, has joined
Chicago sales staff of Sarra Inc.
He will be assistant to Ted Crofut,
chief of midwest film sales. . . .
Screen Gems Inc., New York, absorbing personnel and business of
Telespots Inc., also New York.
New offices to be at 729 Seventh
Ave. Firm's first venture is producing spot for Berke Brothers
Distilleries, Boston. Agency: Reingold Co. Inc., Boston.
Jack Tyl Denny has accepted position with Film Equities Corp.,
New York. He will head company's stepped-up agency promotion plans. In recent months Mr.
Denny has been doing freelance
screen writing. Constance Lazar
has been named television director
to fill vacancy created by resignation of Jay Williams. . . . Films
for Industry Inc., New York, producing marionette show on 16mm
color and black and white film for
TV AGENCY
distribution by Community Chests
of America for group and televiAnnounced in New York
sion showings. Marionettes interFORMATION of a new advertising
pret Community Chest messages in
agency, Philbin, Brandon & Sar- amusing style. . . . General Televigent Inc., New York, to handle
sion Enterprises Inc., Hollywood,
television advertising exclusively,
which already has shot 13 halfwas announced last Wednesday by hour films for Procter & Gamble,
the three principals. They are
has been signed to produce 13
Ewing Philbin Jr., former sales more. ... Half -hour film, "Homeand research executive with the
ward Bound," has been completed
New York Life Insurance Co.; by Christyl
& Webber Productions,
Peter J. Brandon, formerly with
Hollywood. Firm reports that if
MBS in sales and prior to that successful 156 dramatic films will
general manager of WFAK
be made.
Charleston, S. C, and C. Denny
Telefilm, Hollywood, has preSargent, former art director and
pared pocket size folder describing
art liaison on television accounts
steps and procedures in making
with Young & Rubicam and J. films for commercials. Copies
Walter Thompson.
available on request by writing to
The agency was formed, Mr. Telefilm at 6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Brandon explained, because of the
need for a "break with the past"
so far as television advertising is
KARLOFF SIGNS
concerned "We feel," he said,
"that those who have specialized
Exclusive ABC-TV Pact
in other forms of advertising . . .
are not necessarily readily adaptaBORIS KARLOFF, actor of stage
ble to the best TV creative work.
and screen known for his rolls in
Television ideas must be designed
horror vehicles, has signed an exonly for television — not radio or
clusive contract with ABC-TV.
Hollywood.
For 52 weeks, starting in the
Mr. Brandon also said the new
fall, Mr. Karloff will devote his
entire time to ABC television.
agency would perform all services
for clients plus those additional
Under terms of the contract negoones made necessary by the new
tiated by Charles C. Barry, ABC
medium. The agency will receive vice president in charge of televi15% commission from the telesion, with Music Corp. of America,
vision station or network on time
Mr. Karloff is being released from
used by its clients. In addition,
screen and radio clauses to fulfill
the agency will add a nominal
the exclusive clause in the video
mark-up to costs of productions
pact. The actor will star in the
which it supervises, it was revealed.
The video agency is located at ABC-TV series, Conflict, schedule
for which will be announced.
277 Park Ave., New York.

MINI-FILMS Inc., Hollywood,
planning production of two series
of half-hour open-end TV films.
One of series features actor Hugh
Herbert in comedy format. Second series will be quarter-hour
western musicals. Same firm has
just completed first of series of 13
films on "Beauty, Glamour and
Personality," featuring makeup
artist Ern Westmore. . . . Reid H.
Ray Film Industries, St. Paul, has
produced 1% -minute TV film for
Chevrolet. Theme ties in with 1949
sales campaign.
Video Producers and Distributors
Inc., New York shippers of video
film for NBC, ABC, 20th CenturyFox and others, has opened offices
in Chicago and Hollywood. . . .
Contracts calling for creation and
production of half -hour television
package starring Jerry Colonna
have been signed between MiniFilms Inc. and Prinz-Lewyn Presentations. Entitled "Good Old
Days," show will feature, in addition, Comedian Robert Alda, Florodora Sextet, plus guest star each

BROADCASTING
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If you've been looking for an evening television program, but have been stopped by the
cost, WGN-TV has the answer to yoiir problem.
WGN-TV's new sponsor participation program, "Stop, Look and Learn," will fit into practically any budget. In addition, the program's
format allows you to demonstrate your product —
before a large audience — at a low cost.
"Stop, Look and Learn" is an amusing, informative program of time-saving and money -saving
demonstrations . . . including anything from
are
"demonstrators"
The selected
cooking
from letters
have been
whogardening.
viewers to
A
stating their ideas for "Stop, Look and Learn."
valuable prize is given to the winning demonlosers" engage in a "Mad
and the "lucky
Hatters" strator,
contest.
Working with hat body, ribbon,
and flowers, the "hatters" are given
feathers
three minutes to make a hat. Veteran M. C.
Harold Isbell then models the prize winning
"creation" for the television audience.

"Stop, Look and Learn" is fun for the whole
family. It gives the televiewers a chance to participate .. . allows you to smoothly demonstrate
your product ... at a cost that will fit your budget.
At present, only two participations are open,
so don't STOP to consider or LOOK for anything
better . . . just call WGN-TV to LEARN how
cheaply you can participate in nite-time television.

DUMONT
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Early TV, AM
leleit&tui

Sponsors

Compared

(Report 68)

Services
(%)
Convenience
Shopping
Goods
Total
Merchandise (%) And
(Millions)
(Network Radio)
64.7%
1929
35.3
79.2
20.8
1934
10.8
75.4
1939
89.2
1944
24.6
21.0
79.0
1949 First 4 mos.
$18.7
52.0
$42.6
(Network TV)
$190.7
48.0
1949 First 4 mos.
$83.1
*A11 information based on Publishers Information Bureau reports.
Food products,
beverages,
confectionery
$68.3
and"Convenience
soft drinks, Merchandise":
toilet goods, medical
supplies, food
smoking
materials,
household
soaps and cleansers, gasoline and oil.
"Shopping Goods and Service": All other advertising.
$2.6
records of Publishers Information
relative
and values." on the Bureau, MAB reports that in 1929,
Basingprices
its comparisons
first year for which accurate figures are available, total value of
network radio time used by advertisers (figured at gross rates)
was $18,700,000. Of this sum,
NEW YORK'S VIDEO HOURS INCREASE
about a third (35.3%) represented
Gain of 26% Reported Over Last 1948 Quarter
advertising of convenience merchandise; the volume of shopping
sands of individuals to the New
NEW YORK TV stations broadperiods, with average ratings of
goods and services advertising was
York
TV
audience
each
month,
and
22.6
the
first
half
of
this
year
and
cast 1,672.5 hours of video pronearly twice as large. TV network
19.1 the last half of last year. the increased programming offered
grams during the first six months
each month in the early part of gross time sales for the first four
of 1949, a gain of 26% from the Dramas ; and mysteries ranked
months of 1949 totaled $2,600,000
1,209.25 hours broadcast during third in popularity, with, average
1949, make it impossible to estaband were divided roughly half and
blish any seasonal TV viewing
the last half of 1948, according to ratings of 20.3 in the January-June
half between convenience merchanThe Pulse Inc.
1949 period and 18.7 in the July- pattern as yet, The Pulse reports.
dise (48%) and shopping goods
The sets-in-use data in Table III and services
December 1948 period. Relatively
(52%).
Sports programs received more
little
TV
time
was
devoted
to
"are
interesting
from
a
historical
time than any other type of TV
But, MAB points out, advercomedy and dramas, however. (See standpoint," The Pulse explains,
entertainment. The Pulse analysis
tisers soon learned that radio was
Table I.)
"but we cannot predict that TV
reveals, but the figures show an
"much
better adapted to the sale of
sets-in-use will follow this pattern
Six of the 10 TV programs most
appreciable drop from the Julylow-unit
price, rapid-turnover merDecember 1948 period, when 23.4%
popular in New York during the once ownership is stabilized."
chandise." By 1934 some fourof all program time was devoted
first half of 1949 were comedyfifths of the purchases of network
TABLE II
to sports, to January-June 1949, variety programs; the others were
time were made to advertise conwhen sports got only 15.6% of the a comedy-dramatic serial, a fullvenience merchandise, and only
TOP
10
TV
PROGRAMS-NEW
length dramatic series, a mystery
total program hours. The average
(January-June 1949) YORKProg.
one-fifth for advertising shopping
Rating
series and weekly boxing bouts.
rating for TV sports programs
6 Av.
Mos.
goods and services, a proportion
during the first half of 1949 was
(See Table II.) The five most
which was just about the same in
15.2, when sports ranked third in popular multi-weekly video pro1944 and in early months of 1949.
52.4
69.0
Texaco
Star
Theatre,
Tues.
grams included three puppet shows
popularity, a gain from the last
Making one other point, MAB
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts,
Mon.
half of 1948 when sports shows
and another program aimed at the The Goldbergs, Mon.
47.6
notes that "the makers of radio
had an average rating of 13.1 and juvenile audience and one program
Broadway Revue, Fri.
46.3
sets invested heavily in radio adGodfrey and Friends, Wed.
ranked fourth in popularity.
of popular music.
46.3
vertising in its early days: 15%
Toast
of
the
Town,
Sun.
43.0
The constant increase in the Kraft TV Theatre, Wed.
Comedy-variety shows were the
of
1929's
network billings came
38.5
Boxing, Fri.
number of viewers, adding thoumost popular in both six-month
37.3
from
this
advertising classificaSuspense, Tues.
tion. By 1934, the proportion of
Arrow Show, Thurs.
31.2
30.6
total radio advertising represented
TABLE I
TOP FIVE MULTI-WEEKLY TV PROGRAMS
Prog.
by that advertising classification
NEW YORK TV PROGRAMS BY TYPES
(January-June
1949)
(From N. Y. Pulse data for weeks surveyed in Tele Pulse reports)
was only 1.5% of network billings
6Rating
Mos.
Av.
— in dollar terms a drop from
January-June 1949
July-December 1948
$2,800,000 in 1929 to $700,000 in
Av.
%
Total
%
Total
1934. Likewise, television is now
21.4
Av.
23.9
No.
1/4
TV
Howdy Doody, Mon. -Fri.
18.9
TV
Rat.
Time
Time
being used extensively for TV set
Rat.
Small
Fry
Club,
Mon.-Fri.
Hrs.
Hrs.
15.2
15.6 Lucky Pup, Mon.-Fri.
advertising — in fact, television car12.1
13.1
23.4
5.8
Visual Sports
16.5
Bob Howard, Mon.-Fri.
7.0
678
8.3
ries more dollars of such advertis805
4.4
1,039
Music, Records and Musical Variety1,132
401
13.7
9.2
Kukia,
Fran
and
OIlie,
Mon.-Fri.
337
6.3
Westerns and Serials
7.2
10.1
10.8
5.8
* *
ing
than does network radio. For
576
360
7.4
Kid Shows
614
12.3
523
7.8
10.7
Feature Films
8.6
the
first
four months of 1949, ad449
3.6
6.5
9.3
News
511
3.7
5.1
7.6
TABLE III
vertising of TV sets, radio sets,
174
6.6
412
6.1
4.8
3.0
Women's Interest
AVERAGE 1/4 HOUR TV SETS-IN-USE, NEW
22.6
319
212
4.4
340
Comedy-Variety
19.1
phonographs,
etc., accounted for a
2.5
219
396
8.2
Film Shorts
YORK ENTIRE WEEK, 12 NOON-12 MIDNIGHT
2.8 January
9.9
23.9 fourth of all network television
66
Interviews
7.6
1.4
6.5
5.1
3.3 May
1948
1949
108
11.0
2.2
advertising volume.
Quiz-Game
February
150
66
18.7
1.4
20.3
151
185
Drama and Mysteries
1.9
"Will there be a rapid change
127
2.0
8.0
4.6
26.9
Forums, Discussions
2.2
4.6
March
26.1 in the character of the products
5.5
4.1
2.2.8 July
Washington and Political News
98
196
56
12.2
118
1.2
1.8
Sports News
17.8
25.6 advertised over the television net17.7
1.4
62
16.0
Talent Programs
.9
50
29
2.9
.6
28.9
60
2.1
.9
Religion
April
June
works, as there was in the case of
11.1
54
Magazine Variety
21.4
2.3
network radio ? Or will television
12
6.9
13.0
Comedy Situation
4.3
22.0
29
26.3 establish a new and different ad4019
Education and Science
.6
7.3
.6.2
21
.3 August
How
—
6.2
71
vertising pattern? It will be some
19
Serial ToStories
3.4
.3 September
20.2
time before anyone will have the
24.1
.3.7 October
Special
17.6
23.5
11
4.5
Mr.
and Events
Mrs.
3.8
.3
1.5
November
Misc.
2.3
102
5.3
1.5 December
answers to these questions," MAB
111
24.1
Total
7.6
concluded.
.2
6,690
4,837
24.2
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NOTING that "television must
still be regai-ded as a new, relatively untried, and to a great extent experimental advertising medium, in spite of its lusty growth
and bright promise of future development," Magazine Advertising
Bureau has prepared a comparison
of the advertisers using network
TV today with those who were using network radio 20 years ago,
when radio was the newest, most
challenging of advertising media.
For its analysis, MAB divides
all advertised products into two
general classes. Convenience Merchandise and Shopping Goods and

Services. Convenience Merchandise is defined as "commodities
which are of low unit price, are
rapidly consumed and have wide
distribution. Typically: most foods,
confectionery and soft drinks,
soaps and cleansers, drug products
and toilet goods, cigarettes, gasoline, etc." Shopping Goods and
Services cover "all the multitude
of purchases which are usually
less frequently made, considered
with some care before the buying
decision and often require shopping around either to find an outlet
which sells the particular commodity or service or to compare

EASTERN AIR LINES now sponsors WSB-TV news.
When the Great Silver Fleet took to television, it
chose the only station in Georgia which has a complete
television news service.
WSB-TV

good programming — and share of audience.
WSB-TV is the best advertising buy in the South today.
For the facts, write us or telephone a Petry man.

uses Associated Press and United Press wire

services, Telenews and AP Wirephoto. It has at its disposal The Atlanta Journal news and picture staff.
These sources augment WSB-TV's own news reporting personnel and movie production outfit. Local news
events of major importance are covered direct through
WSB-TV's mobile remote equipment.
Eastern joins a growing group of farsighted sponsors
who properly evaluate the direct relationship between

WSB,
BROADCASTING

AM

AND

FM,

AND

• Telecasting

WSB-TV

ARE

AFFILIATES

OF

THE

ATLANTA

JOURNAL,

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
July 18, 1949
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Pop.

Pop.

WAGE

is happy to announce
it is the latest Metropolitan Independent
to appoint
Independent Metropolitan Sales*
as its
National Sales Representative
Effective August 1, 1949
.,h.

HIGHEST RATED STATION
in
Springfield
ALL AFTERNOON
(April 1949 Conlan Report)
KETTELL

General
Manager:
RALPH J
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45
Myrtle
Beach
Orangeburg
Rockhill
29
37
Seneca
35
Spartanburg
22, 24
Sumter
Walterboro
32
SOUTH DAKOTA34
20
Aberdeen
30
3,
9,
26,
Belle
Fourche
Brookings
41, 43, 23
45
16
Buffalo
30
35
Chamberlin
39,
Custer
Deadwood
Dupree
17
32, 4119
Edgemont
Gettysburg
6,
Hot Springs
37,7, 33
Huron
35
Lake Andes
39, 27
Lead
27
Madison
39
Martin
Mobridge
41
43, 31O
Miller
Mitchell
4 lU
Mcintosh
Phillip
1A
1f>
Pierre
Pine Ridge
22,
31, .18
Rapid City
12o
Sioux Falls 11, 13, 14, 16,
Sisseton
25,
42, oo44
Vermillion
Watertown
24
29
White
21
Winner River
AA
Yankton
TENNESSEE 26
Bristol
3, 9,
Chattanooga
12
Clarksville
Cleveland
30
Columbia
21
16
42
Cookeville
37
17
Dyersburg
30
Fayetteville
24
Harriman
16
Humboldt
35
13
Jackson
Johnson City
6, 10,
KnoxviUe
Lebanon
27
Lewisburg
2913
435
Lexington
Memphis
4, 6, 8, 10, 14
Morristown
Murfreesboro
TV

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
(Licensed to Chicopee)

WAGE

Channel
No.

17
3
5
0.5
2
2
4
0.5
2
1
3
11
0.8
8
5
1
31
0.6
0.8
1
£to
14
419
QO
11
nR
u.o
zQ
19312
14
1110
4
115
2565
24
152
6
4
3
3328
9

VISITORS
Advertest Surveys Viewing

TUESDAY night is "visitors'
night" in television set owners'
social life, according to a survey
made by Advertest Research, New
Brunswick, N. J. In its latest
issue of The Television Audience
of Today, Advertest reports that
guest viewing reaches its height
on that night when 36.8% of all
TV homes have visitors watching
their video sets.
Chief reason for the popularity
of Tuesday viewing among visitors
is revealed in Advertest's second
question to set owners. When
asked which program guests come
mainly to view, owners listed
Texaco Star Theatre (NBC, Tuesday, 8-9 p.m.) as the most popular.
The Texas Co. show was listed by
27.4%, the largest percent for any
one show.
Advertest's study covers viewing
after 6:30 p.m. It is based on 570
personal interviews conducted in
television homes throughout the
New York metropolitan area during the first 10 days of June. The
low point for visiting, according
to the survey, is Saturday night
when only 6.1% of all television
homes have guests. Average number of homes having guests each
night is 19.8%.

No.
Channel
19
Nashville
Paris
Pulaski
Shelbyville
Springfield
ITullahoma
AVinchester

2, 4, 7, 11
38
Xo
33
131Q
TEXAS
12

Abilene
Alice
19
9, 24
Alpine
Amarillo
2, 4, 5, 7, 10
Athens
Austin
26, 28, 36
30
Ballinger
Bay City
16,
40
41
25
Beaumont/
OC "JQ
QQ15
Port Arthur A4, ttD, ^D,
OO, oa25
Beeville
19
Big
17
BorgerSpring
Brady
19
29
Brackittville
Breckenridge
Brenham
14
37
Brownfield
Brownsville
4,
5,
28
219
Brownwood
Bryan
Cameron
Canadian
26
Canyon
40
Center
32
Childress
43
1918
Clarendon
32
44
Cleburne
Coleman
Colorado City
Corpus Christi D, 10, ol, OO
Cotulla
22
Crockett
Crystal City
24
Cuero
20
32
Dalhart
22
Dallas
29
1Q
uei xtio
16
4,
8,
12
Denton
36
Dumas
45
Eagle
Edinburg
Eagle Lake
Pass
21
23
El Campo
38
Eldorado
33
El Paso
2, 4,
Falfurrias
22
5, 7, 9, 41, 44
Ft. Davis
14
15
Ft. Stockton
Ft. Worth
24
Fredericksburg
2, 5, 15
10
Galveston
21, 28
24
Graham
31
Greenville
Gonzales
39
Hamilton
23
Hamlin
Harlingen
14
25
Haskell
30
Henrietta
Hereford
42
Hillsboro
Houston
2, 8, 11, oo17
13
Huntsville
Jacksonville
15
Jasper
439
Junction
27
jKermit
Kerrville
17, 31
Kilgore
Kingsville
17
La Grange
43
Lamesa
41
Lampassas
Laredo
3, 358

CBS-TV

Anniversary

in
sands
242
6
Thou5
7
7
5
71
3
27
8
4
106
5
4
537
7
13
10
3
5
6
6
4
22
13
12
5
2
3
3
6
2
11
6
5
71
4
5
la7
5
5
377
11
2
2
6
9
4
2
116
6
2081
3
4
135
5
7232
14
3
2
3
8
510
5
7
3
2
O
6
7
8
3
6
3
39

Channel
No.
Liberty
Livingston
Littlefield
39
Longview
30
26
Lubbock
13, 33, 35
35
Lufkin
Marfa
44
Marshall
20, 25
42
Mexia
McAUen
28
Midland
29
Mineola
2118
42
Mineral Wells
Monahans
37
34
Mount
Pleasant
33
4,
19
Orange
19
Nocogdoches
4,
17
Odessa
Ozona
Palestine
7, 21237
Paris
Pampa
16
Pearsall
Pecos
29
27
Perryton
45
Plainview
20
Presido
42
Rankin
34
^o
Rio Grande
Robstown
27
34
Rock
Springs
Rosenberg
2 446
Sabinal
Sanderson
San Antonio
34
San Diego
Benito
36
37
45
San Marcos
21
Shamrock
41
Sequin
Sherman
14'l2
5, 7, 9, 34
Seymour
Sierra Blanca
29
22
16
Snyder
Sonora
15
26
44
23
Stanford
Spur
20, 32
40
Sterling City
Stephenville
38
Sulphur Spring
Sweetwater
12, 14, 3214
Temple
Taylor
37
18
Terrell
Arkansas)
Texarkana (see
18
45
Uvalde
Tyler Horn
Van
Vernon
38
Victoria
Waco
16, 18
Waxahachie
19
Wichita Falls
4214
Weslaco
3, 6
UTAH
Beaver
31
28
42
Brigham
25
Castle Dale
Cedar
City
Duchesne
Escalante
Ephraim
5, 17
Fillmore
43
Green
River
Heber
31
16
21
Hurricane
20
Hyrum
37
44
Kanab
20
Loa
44
Lehi
23
45
Logan
Milford
Moab
30, 32
Monticello
"7

UHF-VHF Channels
(Continued from page 50)
Pop.
Channel
in
No.
sands
ThouPortland
406
3. 6, 8, 10, 12, 17
Pineville
30
2
45
Redmond
2
18
1
Reedsport
5
Roseburg
31, 33
Salem
31
32,
34
D
41, 43
Sprague River
The Dalles
27
6
Tillamook
3
19, 21
Westfir
37
0.8
PENNSYLVANIA 15
Altoona
114
19
DuBois
43
Easton-AllentownBeth.
325
19, 21
33
4
Emporium
Erie
12, 48
45
134
17
Greensburg
173
Harrisburg
22, 4238
Hazleton
38
Johnstown
152
6, 13, 21
132
4,
26,
28
Lancaster"
WGAL-TV Lancaster would use DA.
13
24
27
Lebanon
19
Lewistown
40
48
30
Meadville
47
New Castle
2,899
Philadelphia
3, 6, 10, 44
Pittsburgh
3, 9, 24,
26
175
1,994
34, 36
Reading
630
Scranton-Wilkes
Barre
31,
45
Uniontown
46
22
93
29
44
Williamsport
York
18, 20
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
11, 15, 17
712
SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson
33
19
15
Barnwell
25
2
Bennettsville
5
Charleston
71
8, 13. 28, 30
16
Columbia
4, 7, 10, 39
18
27
Florence
626
Georgetown
Greenville
35
38,
40
Greenwood
31
13

Pop.
in
sands
Thou2
11
15
2
16
3
32

sands
103
18
in24
14
Thou4
6
12
3293
6
4
1358
7
10
2
12
19
3
5
2
8
1
0.5
3
267
1
3
2
1017
3
3196
3
7
3
1
4
3
102
5
155
191
7
28
8

7
45
9
12
9
7
71
2
6
1
5
1
2
1
2
0.5
3
2
2
1
3
12
1
0.41
0.7

32

CELEBRATING its 18th anniversary in television, CBS, on ThursSeries
Planned on WNBC-TV
'BIG STORY'
day, July 21, vdll present a halfAMERICAN
Cigarette & Cigar Co.,
hour program. Giant in a Hurry,
New York (Pall Mall cigarettes),
featuring Comedian-Songster Abe
Burrows. To be telecast 9-9:30
through its agency Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
on the CBS-TV network, the prowill sponsor its present NBC radio
gram will demonstrate the CBS
show The Big Story, in a TV vermethods of production, lighting,
sion starting in the fall on WNBCrear-screen effects and other techTV New York, Friday, 9:30-10 p.m.
niques, all to be portrayed in naron alternate weeks.
rative and song, augmented by
The radio and video presentaspecial films, views of the control
tions of The Big Story are owned
room and excerpts from the CBS
ter.
and packaged by Bernard J. Prockmotion picture "Television Today."
BROADCASTING
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Pop.

Channel
No.

in
sands
Thou3
44
2
1
5
18
4
4
2
204
5
2
28
10
8
5
17
8

18
Nephi
12, 34, 38, 40
Ogden
42
15
Panquitch
Parowan
Price
11,
13
Provo
21, 24
22
Richfield
38
St. George
35
Salina
Salt Lake City 2, 4, 5, 7,279
Tooele
33
Vernal
VERMONT 18
Brattleboro
Burlington
15, 17
Montpelier
3,
20,
22
38
Newport
37
Rutland
24
St. Albans
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
29
32
Covington
Danville
41, 27
37
Emporia
45
Fredericksburg
Harrisonburg
14, 36
16
Lexington
42
Lynchburg
Martinsville
31
Norfolk-Portsmouth10,
Newport
12, 25, 29
News 4,
Norton
8,7,
21
32
Petersburg
Pulaski
19
15, 17, 39
Richmond
3, 6
10, 20, 22
Roanoke
23
Staunton
34
Suffolk
38
25
Waynesboro
Winchester
WASHINGTON
22
Aberdeen
Bellingham
21, 23
Bremerton
39, 28
41
24
Centralia
45
Chehalis
28
Colville
Colfax
EUensburg
4217
Ephrata
Everett
43, 29
45
27
Goldendale
Grand Coulee
26
Kennewick
40
Longview
29
Metaline Falls
44
Moses Lake
19
Mt. Vernon
18
25
Olympia
Omak
Oroville
19
Pasco
32
Port Angeles
32, 30
34
Pullman
20
40
Puyallup
Republic
23
Ritzville
Seattle
4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 16
Sheldon
15
30
;Spokane
2, 4, 5, 77
Sunnyside
Tacoma
9, 38
13
Vancouver
Walla Walla
6,
8,
10,
38
Waterville
35
Wenatchee
37
Yakima
31, 33
WEST VIRGINIA
154
Beckley
Bluefield
17
Clarksburg
Charleston
8, 12, 30, 40
Elkins
23

LOWEST

Fairmont
Hinton
Huntington-Ashland
Martinsburg
Montgomery
Parkersburg
Sutton
Weston
Wheeling

24
5, 25
31
27
34
19
43, 45
33

7, 28, 41
WISCONSIN 28
22
18

Antigo
Appleton
Ashland
Beloit
27, 42
29
Eau Claire
21
Fond du Lac
Green Bay
40, 42
36
Hayward
Janesville
Kenosha-Racine
32, 34, 45
36
Ladysmith
39
41, 43
La Crosse
15
Madison
14,
23,
25
35
Marshfield
Medford
19
Merrill
23
Milwaukee
3010
Praire du Chien 3, 6, 8, 39
Rice Lake
Rhinelander
Oskosh
16, 44
31
Shawano
Sheboygan
38
17
Sparta Point
Stevens
24, 26
20
Duluth 3, 6, 8, 10, 12
SuperiorWhitehall
Warsaw
33
Wisconsin Rapids
38
WYOMING 37
Basin
22
Buffalo
Casper
11,
13,
Cody
3, 6, 14,
8, 24
Cheyenne
16
23, 40
25
Douglas
Evanston
15
Gillette
36
41
Green River
36
Hanna
44
Jackson
23
Kemmerer
16
Lander
Laramie
19,
21
26
Lusk
Midwest
27
23
10, 32, 34
Newcastle
14
Pinedale
Powell
17
Rawlins
25
Rock Springs
25
Riverton
20
Sheridan 9, 11, 13, 18,
15,
17
Sudance
29
Superior
45
Thermopolis
44
Torington
Wheatland
28, 30
31, 33
Worland
U. S. TERRITORIES—
ALASKA
Anchorage
2, 7, 11, 13
Fairbanks
2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13
Juneau
Ketchikan
3,2, 8,4, 109
Seward
4, 9
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
7, 9, 11, 13
Mayaguez
2, 4
VIRGIN ISLANDS
3

19
6
33
3
10
8
104
51
1914
319
193
13
69
11
7
12
19
29
15
7
5
2
3
6
1
30
2
4
2
12
0.5
0.313
4
3
1
4
9
4
8
.9
2
453
4
141
156192
18
0.9
12
27
13
21
31

IN CINCINNATI,
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CINCINNATI
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POWER

Pop.
in
sands
23
Thou6
79
15
3
1
8
30
61
28
9
11
25
27
46
316
23
116
4
43
67
10
2
9
587
4
6
9
6
16
41
396
136
1
27
11
18
2821
3
2
4
2
3
1
1
2
3
11
2
1
2
0.626
10
3
11
0.721
2
2
3

169
50
25

Pop.
Channel
No.
sands
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
in
ThouLihue,
Kauai
3,
8,
10,
12
Honolulu,
Oahu 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13
179
Wailuku, Maui 3, 8, 10, 12
7
Hilo, Hawaii 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13
23
BORDER COUNTRIES
[Note: Allocations below for Canada,
Mexico, and Cuba are set forth only
for illustrative purposes and to show
effect on proposed U. 4,S. Allocation
Table of assignments which might be
made in Canada, Mexico 6, and Cuba.]
CANADAALBERTA
Calgary
12,
2, 4, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,8, 29
27
Lacombe
Lethbridge 7, 20, 24
Medicine Hat
5, 15,
13,2, 17
Red Deer
2517
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Chilliwack
38
2, 11, 38
Cranbrook
Fernie
Kamloops
2118
42
Kelowna
40,
29,
Nelson
Penticton
27, 14
Port Alberni
42
Prince Rupert
33
Trail
3, 7
Vancouver
-New
Westminster
44
6, 8, 10, 15, 17,
Vernon
Victoria
36
MANITOBA
Brandon 5, 9, 11, 37, 42
40
Portage la Prairie 14
Winnipeg-St. Boniface
3, 6, 7, 13, 16, 18, 34, 36, 38
NEW BRUNSWICK17
12, 18
Cambellton
Edmundston
10, 37
Fredericton
Moncton
New Castle
38
9, 40
20
St. John
4, 6, 26, 28
St. Stephen
22
Sackville
Woodstock
8, 19
NOVA SCOTIA
Amherst
36
15
Antigonish
10, 33
Bridgewater
Halifax
3, 5, 12, 27, 29, 31,
23
9, 39
16
Kentville
18,
20
Truro
25
Sydner
Windsor
Yarmouth
13, 24
ONTARIO
Belleville
28
Brantford-Simcoe 20
Brockville
45
Chatham
19
Cornwall
36
Fort Frances
5, 28
Guelph-Kitchener-Galt 26
37
Haileybury
21
Hamilton
6,2, 29, 15
11,
Kenora
7, 9, 19
Kingston
Kirkland Lake
9,
10, 35
North
Bay Thomas
London-St.
3, 16
Oshawa
2, 24
27
Orillia
Junction
Ottawa-Hull
7, 9,
14,
16
Owen Sound
3, 14
Pembrooke
8, 38
30
Peterborough
4, 31
Port
FortArthurWilliam 2, 4,
19. 22, 24
23
St.
Catherine34
Niagara
Falls
13,
Sarnia
Sault Ste. Marie
Stratford
12, 22
Sudbury
5 2,
Timmons
23, 25
44
26
Toronto
9, 11,
42,6, 40
Windsor
19
Wingham
31, 33
41
Woodstock
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
20
Charlottetown
13, 14
Summerside
12, 11, 21
Amos
11,
QUEBEC
Granby
Chicoutimi
12, 27
20
Hull Ottawa
14, 2216
Jonquiere
14
Matane
Montreal
2, 5, 8, 10,
42, 44
New Carlisle
Quebec
4, 6, 7, 9,
14,
2, 16
Riviere duLoup
5, 26

15
80
2
11
3
4
3
3
5
5
6
5
5
449
297
5
17
—
222
7
7
10
23
4
3
2
4
52
2829
103
70
4

No.
Channel
Rimouski
Rouyn
Roberval

Pop.

13, 23

in
sands
7
Thou1R

43,
27
25

St.
HyachintheSte.Drummondville
Anne de la
18
Pocatiere
Shawinigan
Falls
Sherbrooke
18
Sorel
23
Three Rivers
Val d' Or SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw
4, 7, 14, 16
North Battleford 12, 22
Prince Albert
25
Regina
35
Saskatoon 2, 5, 9, 21,6,24,8, 26,
15, 20
Swift Current
28
Waterous
11, 18
Yorkton
12, 17

9A
36
13
21
12
425
58
43
16
1
6

MEXICO-RAJA CALIFORNIA
Tijuana
10,11, 127
Mexicali
SONORA
Nogales
Hermosillo 132
Ciudad Obregon
3
Navojo
5
CHIHUAHUA
Chihuahua
Hidalgo
3
Parral del
11, 13
Juarez
COAHUILA
Monclova
Saltillo
NUEVO LEON
Monterrey 2, 6, 10, 12
TAMPAULIPAS
Nuevo Laredo 11, 13
Matamoros
7
Havana-Matanzas-Las
Provinces 3, 6, 7, 9,Villas
11, 13
CUBA—

3
8
16
38
11
17
14
6
74
20
2
16695
168
30
20
14
29
25
155
11
19
24
26
17
51
29
667
105
2
32
12
15
16
5
3
14
14
9035
33

. . .//at local
station

cost

See your station
representative or write
IMGWORTH
feature programs, inc.
113 W, 57lh ST., NEW YORK 19. N. T.
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ANIMALS

ON

PARADE

Sponsored on WBZ-TV
Dick

Grahl

of William

Esty

By First National Bank

says:

(BROADCASTING'S 1949 Marketbook and Spot Rate
Finder) , . . .Highly useful and a great time saver for
arriving at estimated costs. It is something I have personally advocated for several years.

FACTS ABOUT BROADCASTING'S
1949 MARKET
BOOK AND
SPOT

RATE

Market

FINDER

Data

To be Published by States and Counties
(1) 1949 state and courity BMB figures on total families, radio homes,
percentage of radio homes per county (these are the latest figures
available and haven't been released anywhere).
(2) 1948 retail sales by states and counties (latest available).
(3) Latest taxable payroll figures by states and counties.
(4) Latest employment figures available by states and counties.
(5) Latest manufacturing figures by counties and states.
(6) State and county maps, showing station locations as of July 1, 1949.
(7) State statistics on total families, radio families, percentage of radio
families, retail sales, telephone homes, employment, bank deposits,
postal receipts, income payments.

Spot Rate Finder Data
(1) Day and night one-time rates for all AM, FAA, TV stations, including
station break, 1 minute, 5 minute, 15 minute, half hour, hour.
(2) Average one-time day ond night rates for network affiliated stations
in each city.
(3) Average day and night rates for all independent stations in each city.
(4) Listing by city and station of its power, frequency, station rep., network, total families, radio families, percentage of radio families,
available surveys.
(5) Day and night one-time rates for all regional networks by stations.
(6) Day and night rates for all networks by affiliates.
(7) Day and night rates by geographical divisions and population groups.

Broadcasting's 1949 Marketbook and Spot Rate Finder
will be in the mails Aug. 15. Distribution of 17,500,
covering every important national and regional radio
agency and advertiser, assures maximum advertising
effectiveness. Advertising deadline is mid- July but this
can be extended if necessary. Position in state sections
guaranteed. Regular rates prevail. Sizes from l/16th
page to spread in color acceptable.

Wire Space Reservations Collect Today

BROAarASTING
The Newsweelcl>y,^f Radio and Television

T^CASTINC
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Boston viewers get a real closeup of a handful of local snakes
Dr. Harris conducts a Living Wonders show.
LIVE ANIMALS loose in the
studio are keeping televiewers
glued to their seats — and sets — in
the Boston area these days as a
venerable Hub bank continues its
efforts, via video, to make watchers
"think first about the First National Bank of Boston."
An all-snake program, presenting for the first time all the poisonous and non-poisonous snakes in
New England, was a recent dramatic offering in the Living Wonders show — Wednesday, 6-6:30
p.m., on WBZ-TV Boston. Others
have included birds winging their
way before the cameras, boa constrictors, owls, weasels, a bear
cub and a baby fox.
"Frank Buck" of the program is
Norman D. Harris, director of
education of the Boston Museum of
Science, who provides plenty of
exciting and entertaining moments
as he helps viewers conquer their
fear of animals and acquire new
fields of interest.
Second half of the program
features Dr. James Austin of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology who interviews people connected with weather problems, such
as harbor pilots, highway commissioners and even an atom bomb

30-second silent films with live
audio. Programs are under the
direction of Jack Wright, radio
and TV director of BBDO, Boston,
with Al Hartigan producing.
Other video shows which the
bank is now sponsoring, also on
WBZ-TV, include Weather or Not,
a five-minute live weather series,
four nights a week at 6:15 p.m.,
and Television Closeups, five minutes of newsreel clips on weekends before the baseball games.
The institution also is planning
to use a series of 14 20-second
semi-animated weather spots which
it has just completed at a cost
of $6,500.
BROADCAST Equipment Section of
RCA Engineering Products Dept. is
making available to broadcasters an
eight-page descriptive brochure giving
comprehensive
information on RCA's
TV 35mm projector.

Bank Sponsored
pilot.
The show, first live half-hour
video series in Boston, is the latest
acquisition of the TV-minded First
National Bank of Boston, which
has been steadily increasing its
television time since it started with
a sports
last
summer.newsreel on WBZ-TV
Not looking for "immediate results," the bank is using TV to
"get acquainted with it" and to test
it as a suitable medium for institutional service advertising.
Commercials on the Living Wonders series, currently for automobile financing, consist of two

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 SL
HENRY GREENHELD. Ms. Directsr ILY.tS
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KLAC-TV VOTE
Ordered by NLRB
)
. WITH two labor unions claiming
to represent engineering and pro: gram
department
employes at
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, the Na, tional Labor Relations Board last
' Tuesday directed that secret ballot elections be held within 30
days to settle the issue.
The employes will vote in two
groups, one comprising engineering department workers at KLAC' TV's studios in Los Angeles and
its transmitter station on Mt. Wilson, including the projectionist
and the set lighting electricians,
and the other made up of those
, working in the program depart1 ment as set designers, set decoraI tors, scenic artists, sign painters,
show card artists, stage carpenters, set erectors, property men,
prop makers, stage managers and
makeup artists.
• The two unions involved in the
KLAC-TV dispute are Broadcast,
Television, Recording Engineers,
i Local 45, International Brother! hood of Electrical Workers (AFL)
I and the International Alliance of
! Theatrical Stage Employes and
Moving Picture Operators. IBEW
seeks to represent a single unit
composed of all employes in the
! engineering and program departments.
lATSE
contends there
j should be two units, one including
engineering department employes,
the other program department emj ployes and the projectionist and set
! lighting electricians.
CBS TV Recording
WITH the installation of their
television recording equipment at
6107 Sunset Blvd., CBS Hollywood
last week began preliminary television recording tests. Equipment
installed to date includes eight
recording units, four to be used
for audio channels, and four for
video recording. Les Bowman,
manager of technical operations
for CBS Western Division, and
Herbert Prangborn, Western Division facilities engineer, superVised tests.

^^^^^

G H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
A CAPITAL Station
In A CAPITAL City gets
You CAPITAL Results!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
f.%. W* now have our 5000 WaM
Transmitter in operationi

BROADCASTING
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TAPE
YOU
FOK

WORKMEN install first panel of what
is said to be largest Trans-Lux
news sign in world for WXYZ
WXYZ-TV Detroit on 15th floor of
Maccabees BIdg. Sign is formed by
12 panels weighing more than one
ton each. It will be visible north and
south on Woodward Ave., Detroit's
main artery, for three-quarters of
a mile and will carry news, time,
temperature, station promotion and
advertising, WXYZ reports. Station
plans to operate sign six days a week.
'EYE

APPEAL

Spot Draws 1,239 Requests
ONE announcement aired on an
afternoon television show over
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee has drawn
1,239 requests thus far, the station has repoi-ted. The offer
was made on the Breta Griem
show, What^ New in the Kitchen
from 4-4:30 p.m.
In the one-minute announcement
Otto L. Kuehn Co., Milwaukee
wholesale grocer, offered a free
plastic whiskbroom, "Whisk-Off,"
which retails for 29<-, and displayed
the product. Total of 232 request?,
was received in the first morning s
mail alone. No other medium was
used by the sponsor.
WTVN

CHOOSE
TOP

fAIMHILV

PEHfORMANCE

"if The Fairchild "Synchroll" Drive
System combines advantages of the
transfer of power through soft rubber
idlers with those of direct gear control
of the capstan. This unique development of Fairchild results in a no-slip
synchronous tape drive.
High Frequency Flutter causes
roughness in a reproduced sine wave
tone. Smooth motion in the Fairchild
Tape Recorder is apparent in the
cleanliness of simple musical tones.
Hum problems are generally recognized as inherent in magnetic recorders.
The high efficiency of Fairchild Playback Head design and amplifier construction results in a hum measurement
at
least
distortion).68 db down. (ref. 2%
FAinCHILO

UNIT 100
The Fairchild Professional Tape
Recorder easily outperforms requirements set by NAB Standards. Features
include: "plug-in" type construction,
both mechanical and electrical, for uninterrupted service; interlock system
to prevent accidental erasing; volume
indicator and circuit metering; adjustment of playback head during operation for optimum performance with
all tapes; simultaneous monitoring
from the tape during actual recording.
Major network and recording studios
are using Fairchild Tape Recorders.
Write for complete information.

SYNCHRONOUS

RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., New York,
has introduced the "Voyager," portable
TV receiver which operates on AC or
DC current.

DISK

nECOROERS

Accurate Program Timing — Synchronous direct to the center gear
drive for shows "on the nose".
Freedom From Wow — ^No slippage. No musical pitch change to
make listeners aware the show is
transcribed.

Rate Card

WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
preparing to begin programming
on Channel 6 (82-88 mc), has announced that its rate card No.
1 will go into effect Oct. 1, 1949,
and advertisers will be guaranteed
rate protection for six months.
One-time rate ranges from $18 for
an announcement of one minute
or less to $150 for an hour of
Class A time (week days 6-11 p.m.
and Sundays 12 noon-11 p.m.).
Rates in the one-time category for
Class B time (week days 7 a.m.-6
p.m. and Sundays 7 a.m. -12 noon)
range from $12 to $90. WTVN is
owned by Picture Waves Inc.,
Columbus. Edward Lamb is president.

• Telecasting

DISK

Sound On Film Dubbing — Many
of the motion picture sound tracks
you hear and enjoy are first recorded
on Fairchild Synchronous Disk
Recorders.
Above are some of the features that have gained FAIRCHILD the reputation for
the finest in recording equipment. Fairchild Synchronous Disk Recorders are manufactured in3 models; Unit 523 for the finest fixed studio installation; Unit 539K
for the small budget studio; Unit 539G (shown above) for console performance
in a portable unit. Maintain your reputation for making the finest transcriptions
and masters with Fairchild equipment. Write for illustrations and complete
specifications.
~~fcLL/

ljcALlc

L

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
154TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE, WHITESTONE, L. I., N. Y.
lllllliltlllllilllllllMllilllllllllillllllllllinillllllllllllllllllllllllllMllimillllUllllllllliillllHillHIIIII^
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Who

CANADIAN RATINGS
American Programs Lead

Said Summer

Is Loafing Time
For School Folk?
Everybody always figures that
school people have it pretty easy — ■
nine months of work and three
months of rest.
Not for "school people" at WLS.
When summer comes, Mrs. Josephine
Wetzler and the staff of the duPont
Award-winning series, "WLS School
Time," can stop writing scripts and
producing programs, but not to rest.
For immediately comes the job of
planning the entire fall semester's
curriculum and outlining each broadcast for the printed schedule which
must go to thousands of teachers
throughout Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin before school
starts.
Staff conferences to strengthen programs and develop new ideas, meeting with educators, talks before
groups, preparation of "School Time"
exhibits for three State Fairs — all
these make summer the busy time for
the folks who prepare "School Time"
as a WLS service to half a million
boys and girls in Midwest schools.
WLS
25 years of service
Chicago 7
Represented nationally by John Blair

Adv\

omntQtCLa

tiont, man, promo
J. forDAVIS
HENRY ager
Ind.,
Elkhar
WTRC
has been appointed commercial
manager. He succeeds RICHARD W.
HOLLOWAY.
HAROLD R. WALKER has been appointed commercial sales manager of
WDIA Memphis,
Tenn. Veteran of
15 years experience,
Mr. Walker also
has been with
WSAI and WCPO,
both Cincinnati,
and formerly was
commercial manager at WISH dianapolis
In-and
WMPS Memphis.
Mr. Walker
JAMES ALEXANDER has been appointed exclusive representative for
CFBC St. John, N.B.
THE BRANHAM Co., New York, has
been appointed national representative for WABB Mobile, Ala., effective
immediately.
SELMA R. OSTERMAN, recently
promotion writer with ABC, New
York, has joined KBYR Anchorage,
Alaska, as account executive.
KEITH S. CHASE has been appointed
sales manager of CFPL London, Ont.

ED DENNIS has been appointed sales
manager for WHB Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Dennis has
been with WHB
as salestativerepresensince 1931
with exception of
service in Navy.
JEROME M. WARREN, formerly of
Leeds Ltd., New
York, has joined
WFIL Philadelphia
staff, assigned to
sales, sales service
Mr. Dennis
and business development.
G. NORRIS MACKENZIE, formerly
with All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Toronto, CJCA Edmonton, CKWX
Vancouver, and CKOC Hamilton, has
been named sales manager of Bryant
Press, Toronto, effective Aug. 1.
DAVID MONSON, staff announcer for
WCAL and WCAL-FM Northfield,
Minn., has been
named commercial
manager. He replaces ROLLAND
FENZ, resigned.
J. NEWTON
YATES has joined
KAGH Pasadena,
Calif., as account
executive. VIRGINIA O'LAUGHLIN also
has
joined
station
Mr. Monson
office manager as
to
replace JEAN
HUGHES, resigned.
ZEKE WHITE, former anonuncersalesman for KSUE Susanville, Calif.,
has been
appointed station's commercial manager.
JIM DODD, U. of Georgia graduate
and former staff announcer at WGAU
Athens, Ga., has joined sales staff of
WCON Atlanta, Ga.
M. E. GREINER Jr., editor of Swing
magazine and former promotion, publicity and advertising director for
WHB Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed client service manager for
WHB.
LYNN JOHNSTON, formerly general
manager of KAGH Pasadena, Calif.,
has joined KWKW same city as salesman.
U. A. (Jake) LATHAM has been appointed general sales manager for
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati. Mr. Latham
had been in similar
capacity with AM
outlet WKRC since
1944. He will sever
his sales
tion with connecWKRC
and devote
entire time tohislocal
and national sales
of the television
affiliate. Mr. Latham joined WKRC
Mr. Latham
as local sales manager in 1935 after
working as salesman for General
Motors.
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AMERICAN NETWORK programs lead for the first 10 places
in June national Canadian ratings
released by Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto. Radio Theatre continues
to lead the list with rating of
29.3, followed by Bob Hope 23.1,
Ozzie & Harriet 21.4, King's Men
19.9, Ford Theatre 19.3, Fred Allen 19.3, My Friend Irma 18.1,
Album of Familiar Music 16.4,
Milton Berle 16.4, and Mystery
Theatre 16.2.
American network shows also
lead the daytime field, first five
being Ma Perkins 15.2, Pepper
Young's Family 15.1, Big Sister
14.7, Aunt Lucy 14.6, and Right
to Happiness 14.2.
Leading
French-language
shows
in June
were headed evening
by Vn
Homme et Son Peche 36, Metropole
30.8,
Aims Radio
24, andCarabin
RoUande27.3,
et Ceux
Robert qu'on
23.5.
Leading French daytime shows were
Rue Principale 26.8, Jeunesse Doree
25.8,
19.5. Grand Soeur 22.6, Maman Jeanne
20.5, and Quart d'Heure de Detente

Resuming Blackstone
NINE stations have obtained resumption schedule for Blackstone,
Magic Detective, quarter-hour
once-weekly transcribed series produced by Charles Michelson Inc.,
New York, the producing firm announced last week [Broadcasting,
July 11]. The stations are: WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; WHBS Huntsville, Ala.; KORE Eugene, Ore.;
WKLF Clanton, Ala.; WRFS
Alexander City, Ala.; WLEA Hornell, N. Y.; WMAJ State College,
Pa.; KLMR Lamar, Col.; and
WIDE Biddeford, Me. Series is
offered on a co-op 50-50 basis for
the Blackstone Washing Machine
Co.
AFRA Convention
AMERICAN FEDERATION of
Radio Artists (AFL) will hold its
annual conclave at the Palace
Hotel, San Francisco, Aug. 25-28,
with Clayton Collyer and Virginia
Payne (Superman and Ma Perkins)
presiding as president and vice
president, respectively.
In
Altoona, Pa.,
ROY F. THOMPSON
and
/«'«

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

BROADCASTING
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ALLEN
HUNDLEY
Jr., formerly
£^ with Research Dept. at MBS
New York, has been appointed
program and production director at
KSLO Opelousas, La.
WILLIAM A. LUNDQUIST has been
appointed program director at WCAL
and WCAL - FM
Northfield, Minn.
Mr. Lundquist had
served as news editor and prior to
that as chief announcer for WCAL.
He replaces DAVID
JOHNSON, who
has been elected
public relations director for St. Olaf
College in NorthMr. Lundquist
fieltj.
BETTY JEAN
MULLIGAN of WBT Charlotte, N. C,
will handle traffic for WBTV, station's new television outlet. JERRY
PATTERSON, formerly in charge of
EDITORIALS
WHAS'

Oberlin Airs Views

RADIO listeners of WHAS Louis-e
ville were accorded an objectiv
trade analysis of the significance
of the recent FCC opinion on
editorializing July 4 when News
Director Dick Oberlin devoted his
Independence Day newscast to the
subject of radio freedom and
probable course of his program
in view of this new prerogative.
Pointing out that FCC's ruling
constituted "the first step toward
removing from radio the shackles
it has been chained,"
in which
Mr.
Oberlin reviewed the original
Mayflower decision and its eflfect
on newscasts as well as recent
revocation and attendant connotations arising from the yardstick of "fairness."
Some excerpts from his newscast:
We still are not going wildly off into
torches edicarrying
yonder
the blue torially.
We are not
going to be unfair.
We are going to change our policy
little, if at all. . . . We have done in
the past pretty much what we plan to
continue to do. . . . Some stations announced they would . . . broadcast
editorials.
Others
they'd
stick of
to
mcTs^. There
is said
a real
danger,
cerYou're
editorial.
course,tainlyingoingany
to make some people mad.
... It would be a sorry commentadidn't. .make
mad tor,nowthough,andwhothen.
. We somebody
will continue,withwherea we
feel thoroughly
familiar
situation,
to report [it]
in full . . . and make interpretations
and observations on it. . . .
Mr. Oberlin, whose program is
titled Oberlin's Observations, noted
the editorializing right is "grossly
abused" in certain newspapers,
then added: "No responsible newsman does that. He may write
an editorial about a subject, and
plug vigorously for what he thinks
is right — but he won't ignore some
right and justice on the other side,
either. An editorial should be
tempered to the subject."
Because we SELL

—

We're 65% SOLD!
WORD
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
BROADCASTING

Mr. Jim Resor
McCann-Erickson,
New
York City Inc.
Dear Jim:

J^toduction

transcriptions for WBT, will direct
program screening and filing for
WBTV, which is to begin operations
July 15.
PETE IHM, formerly radio director
for Lowe Runkel Co. Adv., Oklahoma
City, has been named continuity chief
for KSAL Salina, Kan. Mr. Ihm replaces BILL MATHERS, who has become copy writer with Rogers & Smith
Agency, Kansas City, Mo. Other new
additions to KSAL continuity staff are
PATSY DAVIS and KEN JENNISON,
both graduates of radio department at
Kansas State College, Manhattan.
KEN ROWLAND, formerly with
WTUX Wilmington, Del., has joined
station's announcing staff,
BOB DANIELS, formerly of WSBR
and WDSM, both Superior, Minn., has
joined KDAL Duluth announcing staff.
Mr. Daniels also is an engineer.
MARGARET MOLLARD, formerly of
a Pittsburgh advertising agency, has
joined WCAE Pittsburgh in continuity
department.
STAN JONES and FOULGER EDINGTON have joined production staff of
CKOV Kelowna, B.C.
KAL ROSS,- formerly sports director
and disc jockey at WNDR and WHENTV, both Syracuse, N. Y., has joined
WPWA Chester, Pa. Mr. Ross will
handle sports, a disc show and staff
assignments.
HAROLD W. STARK, formerly of
WON Chicago, has joined announcing
staff of WBBM Chicago.
ROBERT A. REINHART has been appointed program director and FRANK
E. ARMSTRONG production manager
of CFPL London, Ont.
BOB GRANT, formerly of WSBC
Chicago, has joined announcing staff
of WBBM Chicago. He also was with
WBEZ and WOAK Chicago and WILL,
U. of Illinois station. MARK RUSSELL also has joined WBBM staff as
producer, and is directing and producing The Chicagoans, aired on CBS.
ADELE SAGANOWICZ, formerly of
CHNO Sudbury, Ont., has joined continuity writing staff of CHUM Toronto.
T. E. PAISLEY Jr., traffic manager of
WFIL Philadelphia since December
1945, has been appointed assistant
program director.
DOROTHY MYER has joined continuity staff at WHBF Rock Island,
111. Miss Myer, recent graduate of
the U. of Iowa speech school, Iowa
City, formerly worked at WTAD
FRED GORDON, forQuincy.merly111.
of KROS Clinton, Iowa, has
joined announcing staff of WHBF.
WILF COLLIER, formerly manager
of CJNB North Battleford, Sask., has
joined CKY Winnipeg as production
manager.
DONALD W. MEYERS, formerly with
WSAI Cincinnati has joined announcing a staff of WHBC Canton, Ohio.
FRANKLIN BUTLER, former head
of radio department at U. of Georgia's
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, Athens, Ga., has been appointed
to handle production for WRFC
Athens.

• Telecasting
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JOE HURLEY has joined WOL Washington as relief announcer, handling
general staff duties.
YOLANDE CHEVRIER has joined
production staff of CKSF Cornwall,
Ont. Miss Chevrier recently received
her B.A. from U. of Ottawa.
PAUL RAYMON, chief anonuncer for
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala., has been
granted leave of absence for treatment of throat irritation.
LEO SELTZER, documentary film
producer-director, has joined WNYCTV New York as production supervisor. Mr. Seltzer won 1943 Hollywood Academy Award for First Steps,
film
dren. on physically handicapped chilLARRY BERG, program director for
a boy. Laredo, Tex., is the father of
KPAB
ARTHUR LEWIS, production manager for WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.,
is the father of a girl, Linda Zain.
ADELE PAGE, continuity writer at
WHBF Rock Island, 111., and Lt. (jg)
Edward A. Boyd have announced their
marriage.
MARILEE CARLSON, program director of WITH Baltimore, and Tom
Considine have announced their marriage.
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FREE —

to subscribers
Broadcasting
'49 marketbook
featuring
SPOT

RATE

FINDER

(Compute campaign costs
instantaneously )

^ Broad5^**" subscriber
TTT CASTING
-l-A
on August 15 you will
receive this fact-packed
MARKETBOOK as Part
II of the regular weekly
issue. Here, in one comprehensive volume are all
the essential facts and spot
rate figures for buying/
selling AM, FM, TV time.
SELLS SEPARATELY FOR $100

NOW
-A^lrS
a regular Broadcasting
subscription includes:
• $5.00 Yearbook, 1950
• $1.00 MARKETBOOK
• 52 -weekly issues

(Add $1.00 Canadian or foreign
postage)
MAIL COUPON

FCC

cond.-cenditional
CP-constroction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-l»cal sunset
DA-direetienal antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-stadie-transmitter link
aor.-aural
unl.-anlimited hears
synch. amp.-synchronous amplifier yis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.
July 8 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Lakes Area Bcstg. Co. Pryor, Okla. —
Designated
new station foron hearing
1570 kc application
250 w D. CP
Petition Denied
KLXnied Oakland,
Calif. —from
Petition
derequesting removal
hearing,
leave to amend and reconsideration
and grant of application for CP to
increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw,
install new trans, change location, and
install DA. On motion, Commission
amended order Jan. 31, 1948 designating
application
for to
hearing
to delete
1 and 3 and
remove
KALL issues
Salt
Lake City Bcstg. Co. Inc., and KVAN
Vancouver Radio Corp., as parties to
proceeding;
scheduled hearing for Aug.
5.
Hearing Designated
George R. Winston, Cisco, Tex., and
KSTVconsolidated
Stephenville,
Tex.— application
Designated
for
hearing
of G. R. Winston for new station on
1250 kc 250 w D and KSTV to change
faciUties from 1510 kc 250 w D to 1240
kc 250 w unl.; made KXOX Sweetwater,
Tex.; KORA
Tex.; Waco,
KVSO Tex.,
Ardmore,
Tex.; Bryan,
and KWXT
parties to proceeding.
Petition Granted
Rock River Valley Bcstg. Co. Watertown, Wis. and WEXT Milwaukee,
Wis. — Granted petition to amend application for CP for new station to
specify 1580 kc 250 w D instead of
920 kc 250 w D and removed from hearing; further
on Commission's
motion,
removed
docket application offrom
WEXThearing
to change
present
facilities from 1430 kc to 920 kc.
Hearing Designated
WECW Mayaguez, P. R.— Designated
for hearing application for CP to
SERVICE

change from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1300
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N, install new trans,
equipment, in consolidation with renewal application previously desigorder. nated for hearing and amended said
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass. — Designated
for hearing application for CP to
change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to 610
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N, install new trans,
and change location; made WROW
Albany, N. Y. and WIP Philadelphia,
Pa., parties to proceeding.
Petition Denied
KTBS Shreveport, La Denied petition KTBS insofar as it requests application for mod. CP be removed from
hearing; petition granted insofar as
it requests action on said application
be withheld; further ordered that hearing now scheduled for July 21 be
continued indefinitely pending final
disposition of application of WOR
New York, N. Y.
Action Set Aside
Middle West Bcstg. Co. Inc., St.
Paul, Minn. — In accordance with Dec.
20, 1948 opinions of U. S. Court of
Appeals
for set
District
Colxmibia.
Commission
aside ofaction
Dec.
5, 1946tion in
granting
CP
for
new
KIDS on 700 kc 1 kw D staand
placed same in pending file with others
pending decision concerning daytime
or
time operation on 1-A or
1-B limited
frequencies.
Grant Set Aside
Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical
College, Stillwater, Okla. — Set aside
granttionof KAMC
Nov.on 14,
194610 ofkw CPD and
new mod.
sta840 kc
and placed same in pending file.
Special Authority
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. — Granted application for mod. of current auto transmit
to Canadian
affiliates to thority
include
recent
addition CJAD
Montreal.

DIRECTORY

TODAY

Enter my BROADCASTING
subscription immediately so
ril receive 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK and 1950
Yearbook in January.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics

NAME
STREET

Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois • Tel. No. 4200

CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Three>Sp«ed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.
*

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will
seen by
readersstationbeowners
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . facsimile
.
BROADCASTING

ZONE STATE

CITY

I ENCLOSE $.
PLEASE BILL ME □
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
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Actions
of the
JULY 9 to JULY 14

•

July 18, 1949

Hearing Designated
Metropolitan
Co. Co.,
of Milwaukee, Wis., Belle Bcstg.
City Bcstg.
Racine,
Wis. — Designated hearing to begin July
27 applications of Metropolitan Bcstg.
Co,,
of Milwaukee
new City
station
on
1470 kc
500 w D andforBelle
Bcstg.
Co. for new station on 1460 kc 500 w.
Petition Denied
Yorkfiled
— Denied
petition
forWQXR
interimNewrelief
by WQXR
by
refusing to allow WPTR Albany, N. Y.
to start
program test
pend-of
ing determination
by operation
U.S. Court
Appeals
DistrictInterstate
of Columbia
cuit of No.for 10,301,
Bcstg. CirCo.
Inc. vs. FCC; further ordered that
effective date of any authorization
given WPTR to commence program
tests in accordance with CP granted
shall be postponed until 14 days from
issuance of order, in order to enable
Interstate to apply promptly to said
court for judicial stay order, if it desires to dosideratioso,
to enable
n of suchandpetition
priorcon-to
date of actual commencement of program tests.
Oral Argument
Home News Pub. Co., New Brunswick, N. J. — On request, ordered that
oral argument on exceptions filed to
proposed decision in proceeding on
application for CP now scheduled for
July 18, be continued to date to be set
by subsequent
orderOral
of Commission.
Set Aside for
Argument ^
WTNB Birmingham, Ala., and Johns-I
ton
Bcstg.
Birmingham,
Ordered
that Co.,
petition
WTNB for Ala.
leave—
to amend application and for final
grant thereof and motion of Johnston
Bcstg. Co. requesting final grant of
application
for oral
argument Sept. be26 set
on down
all issues
presented
therein;
further
ordered
that
on
tion of authority of Commissionques-to
permit amendment requested, parties
direct argument, and supplemental
briefs, if they desire to file such briefs,
to such legal authorities as may be
pertinent; further ordered that Granite
City Bcstg. Co.,
St. Corn,
Cloud Bcstg.
Co.,
Hamtramck
Radio
and Atlas
Bcstg. Co. are authorized to participate
in oral argument.
July 11 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Jones
WJAX-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Hearing tional
scheduled
on application
for addi-of
time complete
construction
WJAX-TV for Sept. 19.
Essie Binkley West, Riverside, Calif.
—Dismissed
without prejudice application.
Texas Star
Extended
timeBcstg.
to JulyCo.,27 Dallas,
within Tex.
which—
to file reply to exceptions to proposed
decision
proceeding
tion andinKTRH
Houston.upon applicaCorn Palace City Radio Corp.
Mitchell, S. D. — ^Dismissed application.
KURV Edinburg, Tex. — Granted continued hearine in proceeding on appliKURV27. et al hearing continuedcationsto ofJuly
FCC Acting General Counsel —
Kxtended time to Aug. 11 to file exceptions
decisionof inSarkes
proceedingsto Initial
on application
Tarzian,newal ofBloomington,
Ind., for relicense.
Hamtramck Radio Corp. and Atlas
Bcstg. tended
Co.,
— ^Exdate forHamtramck,
filing proposedMich.
findings
and conclusions
in proceeding
on 27
aoplications;
time extended
to July
by
Examiner Hutchison.
WGLN Glens Falls, N. Y.— Continued
hearings on applications of WGLN and
Richard
Sprlncs,
N. Y. to O'Connor,
Sept. 14 atSaratoga
Washington.
By
Examiner
Hutchison.
Jackson Associates Inc. Attleboro,
Mass. — ^Extended time to July 30 in
which to take action under Sec. 1.852.
BySurety
Examiner Smith.
Co. Charlotte,
C. —
Amended Bcstg.
application
so as to N.specify
therein
certain
tics relating
to technical
calculated characterisparameters
and horizontal and vertical patterns of
DA system proposed; reopened record
in
amendment
and proceeding,
closed record.accepted
By Examiner
Bond.
Piedmont Bcstg. Co. Greenville, S. C.
— Extended time to take action under
Sec. 1.852, and time within which a
petition(Continued
for waiver on
of initial
or recompage 62)
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, O. C. ADam* 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAJ JlO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RAO/0 ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2S47
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGlNJbJblio

JtO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntdair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STeriing 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE!*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(succMiers to John Barren)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

Mcintosh & inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— MetropoKtaa 4477
WASHINGTON. D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DAUAS. TEXAS
1728 Weed St. Riverside 3611

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCGS*

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phono 7-277
Lake ChoHes, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
« ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St.. N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

C{. XRADIO
3HUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephenoi-Kingsweod 7631, 9541

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON. TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhavrk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

RAYMOND

M.

WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpubtic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

JOHN

BROADCASTING

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
Notional 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST.. N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

J.

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

• Telecasting

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
(a Chicago suburb)

BEN ADLER
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
Specializing
in Simplified
Systems Design
For Low
Cost TV Operation
515 MADISON AVE. PIAZA 5-7358
N. Y. 20, N. Y.
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WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.; KELT
KWADcense for new
Wadena,
Minn. — 920
Granted
liAM station
kc 1 kw
Electra, Tex.
DES MOINES PROBE
i
WFMD
Wilmington,
N.
C.
—
License
unl.
DA-N.
for CP AM station for increase in
WSVS
Crewe,
Va.—
Granted
license
new AM station 800 kc Ikw D.
News Group Studies Incident
power, change frequency etc.
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J.— Granted
AM— 1340 kc
license changes in trans, equipment.
THREE-MAN committee of Des
William N. Greer, Charlotte Amalie,
WCAMcense install
Camden,
N. J. — Granted li- Moines radio news editors has been
new trans.
Virgin
Islands
—
Application
new
AM
station 1340 kc 50 w unl. AMENDED
KBUR Burlington, Iowa.— Granted
by the Iowa Radio News
to request 1340 kc 250 w unl.
license FMchange
trans,
location and named
mount
ant.
AM
tower.
Editors
Assn. to investigate an inAM— 980 kc
cident in which two KRNT Des
WRFD
Worthington,
Ohio.—
Granted
CP
to
install
FM
ant.
on
AM
tower.
KICA
Clovis,
N.
M.—
CP
to
change
July 8 Applications . . .
Moines staff members reportedly
from 1240 kc 250 w unl. to 980 kc 1 kw
WGSV Guntersville, Ala.— Granted were mistreated while covering the
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
unl. DA AMENDED to request 980 kc mod.
CP
for
approval
ant.
trans,
and
studio locations.
1 kw DA-N.
Modification of CP
city's transit dispute. According
WDYK Cumberland, Md.— Granted
SSA— 660 kc
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Mod. CP new
mod.
for approval ant. trans, and to an announcement from KRNT, iig
studio CPlocations.
AM station to change frequency, inKFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska
—
Request
Newsmen Dean Naven and Engicrease power etc. for extension of for extension SSA on 660 kc 10 kw unl.
WICA-FM
Ohio.—
Granted
neer Darrell Laird reported they
completion date.
license
new Ashtabula,
FM station.
Chan.
279
AM— 1380 kc
were shoved around and their tape
KULE
Ephrata,
Wash—
Mod.
CP
new
(103.7
mc)
52
kw
270
ft.
AM station for extension of completion
WAMS
Wilmington, Del.— Mod. liWSB-FM
Atlanta,
Ga.— Granted
li- recorder smashed in their efforts
date.
cense to change from 1380 kc 1 kw ST
cense for new
FM station.
Chan. 283
with WAWZ to 1380 kc 1 kw unl.
License for CP
to cover a mass meeting of the Des
(104.5 mc) 48 kw 490 ft.
Modification of CP
WNHC-FM
New
^Haven,
Conn.
—
WNNT
Warsaw,
Va.
—
License
to
Moines28. Street Car Men's Union
Granted license for new FM station. June
cover CP new AM station.
Mod. CP new FM station for exten256 (99.1 mc) 20 kw 500 ft.
AM— 920 kc
sion completion date: WJMJ-FM Phila- Chan.
KLX-FM Oakland, Calif.— Granted
Chuck Hilton, president of the
delphia; WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio.
license for new FM station. Chan. 267
WEXT Milwaukee— CP AM station
Iowa Radio News Editors Assn.,
(101.3 mc) 20 kw 155 ft.
License for CP
to change from 1430 kc 1 kw D to
910 kc 1 kw unl. DA-1 AMENDED to
KFTMcense forFt.newMorgan,
Col.— Granted
li- appointed Bob Burlingam of KIOA,
License to cover CP new FM station:
AM station
1260 kc 500
request 920 kc 1 kw unl. DA.
WFMW
Jack Shelley of WHO and Fran
w D.
License Renewal
Cincinnati.Madisonville, Ky.; WCPO-FM
WONEcense new
Dayton,
Ohio.— and
Granted
li- Bouton of KWDM, all Des Moines
Request for license renewal AM
AM
station
specify
Modification
of
CP
station: WMFT Florence, Ala.; KTXJ
stations, to study the incident. Mr.
studio location.
Jasper, Wyo.
Huntington,TVW. station
Va.— Mod.to
KPRS Olathe, Kan.— Granted mod.
Burlingam is chairman of the
CPWSAZ-TV
new commercial
Modification of CP
CP
for
approval
of
ant
and
trans,
lochange ERP from 18.2 kw vis. 9.1 kw
cation specify studio location and committee. They will report to
Mod. CP new FM station for extenaur. to 13.4 kw vis. 8.2 kw aur.
type trans.
the association whose officers will
sion of completion date: KRCC RichWJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.— Mod. CP change
WBRC-TV Birmingham. Ala.— Grantmond, Calif.; WIOD-FM Miami, Fla.; new commercial TV station to change
decide what action should be taken.
ed
mod.
CP
to
change
ERP
from
vis.
WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md.; WPLO
ERP from 20.6 kw vis. 10.3 kw aur. to 14.5 kw aur. 7.7 kw to vis. 12.2 aur. 6.1
Memphis, Tenn.; KYBS Dallas, Tex.;
18.7 kw vis. 9.3 kw aur.
kw change studio location antenna to
WRR-FM Dallas.
530 ft.
illlilllilllliillillllillillllllilillilll
TV (180-186 mc)
License for CP
KXRA Alexandria, Minn. — Granted
E. Anthony & Sons Inc., New Bed- mod.
la
License to cover CP new FM station:
CP
for
approval
of
ant.
and
trans,
ford, Mass. — CP new commercial TV location specify studio location and
WMGY-FM
Montgomery,
Ala.;
WLADstation
Channel
1
(44-50
mc),
ERP
1
FM Danbury, Conn.
type of trans.
kw vis. .798 kw aur. AMENDED to . change
KALC Alamosa, Col. — Granted mod.
License Renewal
request
Channel 8 (180-186 mc) ERP
CP
for
approval
ant. trans, and studio
0.5
kw
aur.
locations.
Request for license renewal new FM
kn
station: WOTW-FM
Nashua, N. H.;
WBRL
Baton
Rouge,
La. — Granted
license for new FM station.
Chan. 251
WMCK-FM McKeesport, Pa.; WHAD
July 12 Decisions . . .
Madison, Wis.
m
(98.1 mc) 15 kw 470 ft.
BY THE SECRETARY
TENDERED FOR FILING
lotti
WNBT
New
York—
Granted
license
July 12 Applications . . .
SSA— 660 kc
to use old main trans, as aux.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
editor for
Atlanta, weel
DONnewsELLIOTT
has WCON
been appointed
WAAM
Baltimore,
Md.
—
Granted
liKFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska
—
Request
AM— 1360
for extension SSA on 660 kc 10 kw unl.
cense to cover CP as modified new
Ga. Mr. Elliott has been at Fric
commercial TV station, and to specify
AM— 1380 kc
Hermitage Bcstg. Corp., Nashville,
WCON since its inception, December cent
location; ERP vis. 26 kw aur. Tenn.
— Application new AM station 1947, and is a U. of Florida graduate.
WAMS
Wilmington, Del.— Mod. li- studio
14 kw ant. 530 ft.
1350
kc
1
kw
D
AMENDED
to
request
cense to change from 1380 kc 1 kw ST
Pacific Video Pioneers, Area of Sig- 1360 kc 1 kw D.
-with WAWZ to 1380 kc 1 kw unl.
JIM McCULLA has been named news
nal Hill, Calif — Granted mod. of liAM— 730 kc
Extension of Authority
cense to change power from 30 w to 75
director of KMPC Hollywood.
w
for
KM2XAZ.
WFAK
Charleston,
S. C— CP to
Mutual Bcstg. System Inc., Chicago —
The
Journal
Company,
Area
of
Wauchange from 730 kc 1 kw D to 730 kc
of authority to transmit proDALTON, former publicsau. Wis.— Granted CP and license to Extension
1 kw-D 100 w-N.
grams to stations owned and operated HAMILTON
ist, radio commentator and newspaper
cover move from Area of Milwaukee,
by
Canadian
Bcstg.
Corp.
and
stations
APPLICATION DISMISSED
to Area of Wausau, Wis. for KA-3046
columnist, has returned to airwaves
licensed by Canadian Minister of Trans(to be used with WSAU).
Fairhaven, Mass. — Continental Broadover WPEN Philadelphia, Mon.-Fri.,
Following granted mod. CP for excasting Service Inc. DISMISSED July
License Renewal
6:15-6:30 p.m. His WPEN program
tension of completion date as shown:
1 application for CP new AM station
1340 kc 250 w unl.
includes discussion of local affairs,
KROC-FM Rochester, Minn, to 2-1-50; port.
forKBYR
license Anchorage,
renewal AM Alaska
station.— Request civic developments, and other topics
WIOD-FM Miami, Fla. to 2-22-50;
APPLICATION RETURNED
WRGA-FM Rome, Ga. to 1-15-50; KISS
Modification of CP
of interest to Philadelphians.
San Antonio to 2-1-50; WNAV-FM AnWWHG Hornell, N. Y.— RETURNED
Mod. CP new FM station for extenJuly 5 license to cover CP
napohs, Md. to 2-3-50; KCBC-FM Des
JERRY OLIVER, former commercial
Moines, Iowa to 12-24-49; WAZL-FM
sion of completion date: WSUN-FM
CP CANCELLED
Pa. to 1-13-50; KTOK Okla- St. Petersburg, Fla.; WQDI Quincy, manager of KSUE Susanville, Calif.,
WBBB Burlington, N. C— Mod. CP Hazelton,
111.;
WTHI-FM
Terre
Haute,
Ind.;
homa
City
to
10-1-49;
WPRT
Prestonsfor increase in power etc. CANCELLED
KSLH St. Louis, Mo.
burg, Ky. to 2-28-50 and commencebecome director of KSUE's new
June 30 pletionrequest
for extension of comMod. CP new commercial TV station has
ment to 8-30-49; WPAW Pawtucket,
department of sports and special
date.
R. I. to 9-29-49; WCBM Baltimore, Md. for extension of completion date: events.
to 1-5-50; KLMS Lincoln, Neb to WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; WGAL-TV
9-15-49; WMCT Memphis, Tenn. to 1- Lancaster, Pa.; KSL-TV Salt Lake
July 1 1 Applications . . .
R. FRED BROWN, formerly with
28-.50;
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb. to 2-1-50; City; KRSC-TV Seattle.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
WNCA Asheville, N. C, has joined
WHEC-FM Rochester, N. Y. to 2-3-50;
WSVA-FM Harrisonburg, Va. to 1-29-50. July 13 Decisions . . .
License for CP
WLOS Asheville as sports director.
KEVA
Shamrock,
Tex.
—
Granted
liBY COMMISSION EN BANC
License for CP new AM station:
cense new AM station 1580 kc 250 w D.
JOHN
J. KENNEDY, formerly of J.
License Renewal
Walter Thompson Co., New York, and
WVET newalRochester,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
reof license for period ending Thos. F. Leonard Co., Scranton, Pa.,
Nov. 1, 1951.
has joined WCAM Camden, N. J., as
Granted
renewal
of licenses
fol- director of special events.
lowing stations
for period
endingfor Aug.
1, 1952: KAVE Carlsbad, N. M.; KBIZ
Ottumwa, Iowa; KBMY Billings, Mont.;
PAUL
formerly
on newsstaff ofRHOADES,
WEAW (FM)
Evanston,
III.,
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; KFJI Klamath
Falls, Ore.; KFOR Lincoln, Neb.; KGY
has
joined
KRNT
Des
Moines
in
simiOlympia, Wash.; KIUL Garden City,
lar capacity. He succeeds WALTER
Kan.; KPPC Pasadena, Calif.; KRNO
San Bernardino, Calif.; KSON San SHOTWELL, who has joined editorial
staff of Des Moines Register and
Diego; KSUE SusanviUe, Calif.; KVLF
Tribune.
Alpine, KWLC
Tex.; Decorah,
KVNI Coeur
Idaho;
Iowa; d'Alene,
KWRC
I
W W PORTLAND,
OREGON
Pendleton, Ore.; KXLE Ellensburg,
M
BOB ALLMAN, KYW Philadelphia
Wash.; WATT, Cadillac, Mich.; WBHB,
W-F
G
sportscaster,
finished 12th with rounds
Fitzgerald,
Ga.;
WCMD
Cambridge,
4
of 145 and 148 for total of 293 strokes
GW
Md.; WCRW
111.; WEBJ BrewK
ton,
Ala.; Chicago,
WEBQ Harrisburg,
111.; in 36-hole National Blind golf chamCOMPLETE
SCHEDULE
WENC Whiteville, N. C; WFOY St.
Augustine, Fla.; WFTM Maysville, Ky.;
pionship at Plymouth Country Club,
Norristown, Pa.
WGGA
Gainesville,
Ga.;
WGCM N.Gulfport.
Miss.;
WGVA
Geneva,
Y.;
SIMULTANEOUS
SERVICE
WHBUing, Pa.;Anderson,
Ind.; WHUM
ReadKENNETH ROMNEY, news editor for
WJBY Gadsden,
Ala.; WJIM
WMAL Washington, is the father of
Lansing,
Mich.;
WJMC
Rice
Lake,
Wis.;
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
WJTN & aux. Jamestown, N. Y.; a boy, Christopher Howard.
WKOY
Bluefield,
Va.; WLBF LeesBY EDWARD RETRY & CO.
burg, Fla.;
WOBT W. Rhinelander,
Wis.; KEN CROES, news editor for KERO
WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.; WOMT
Bakersfield, Calif., is the father of a
(Continued on page 72)
boy, Ken.
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FCC Actions
^Continued from page 60)
mended decision in accordance with
Sec. 1.852 is extended to and including
Aug. 4. By Examiner Bond.
WWST Wooster, Ohio— Continued
liearing on application for mod. of
license to Aug. 1 at Washington. By
Examiner Hutchison.

1NTRA-VIDE0 Inc., New York, has
announced appointment of five
new directors to its board. They
are: J. R. POPPELE, WOR New York
vice president; HAROLD J. MAHNKEN, director of Hat Corp. of America, New York; COLIN IVES of Handelman & Ives, New York; RALPH
EVANS, architect with Chapman
Evans & Delahant, New York, and
JOHN ORR YOUNG, president of
John Orr Young & Assoc., New York.
TRANSCRIPTION BROADCASTING
SYSTEM has announced addition of
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.; WKBR
Manchester, N. H.; WTSV Claremont,
N. H.; WPOR Portland, Me., and
\ WLAM Lewiston, Me., bringing the
' total to 159.
\ MADELINE
GREER
RAND and
[JEANNE
R.
LEPINE
have
consumer research service inopened
San
Francisco.
Firm, called Madeline
iRand Research, is located at 73 Castle
(St.
IBILL YOUNG,
eastern
sentative for past
two sales
and areprehalf
years for Capitol Transcriptions
Hollywood, has joined sales staff of
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc.,
New York. Previously Mr. Young was
account executive with Radio Recording Division of NBC.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
has announced that WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, started using daily and
weekly Telenews-INS newsreels last
Friday. WAFM-TV Birmingham also
contracted for Telenews-INS weekly
review, started with July 10 issue.
Equipment
JOHN K. McDONOUGH, formerly
with Ford Motor Co. and Commercial
Investment Trust before joining Sylvania Electrical Products Inc., New
York, in 1943, has been named director of sales for Sylvania. C. K.
(Larry) BAGG, former account executive with Newall-Emmett Co., New
York, has been appointed sales manager, and BERNARD O. HOLSINGER,
previously advertising director of
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Chicago, has
been named Sylvania's advertising and
sales promotion manager. GEORGE
R. SOMMERS, formerly director of
Pacific Coast sales for Sylvania Elec-

tric Products, has been named assistant to C. W. SHAW, general sales
manager of radio tube division.
CHARLES W. SNIDER has been appointed advertising and sales promotion manager for Sparton Radio and
Television, Jackson, Mich.
WAYNE C. BEITEL, formerly with
Webster-Chicago Corp., has joined
Eicor Inc., Chicago (specialized motors
and electrical equipment) , as sales
manager
of firm's tape recorder division.
BELL TELEVISION Inc., New York,
has moved to larger quarters at 552
West 53rd St.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, has announced plant expansion permitting
40% increase in television set production, according to firm.
RCA TUBE DEPT., Harrison, N. J.,
is making available to users of RCA,
Cunningham and RCA Victor electron
tubes new kind of handbook for TV
trouble-shooting and service, called
Pict-O-Guide. It is loose-leaf album
of photographs showing common operceivers.ating troubles encountered in TV re-

FAIRCHILD CORP.
Reports Sale, Expansion
PURCHASE of recording equipment by Italy's national broadcasting system and plans for expansion of company research, manufacturing and sales activities have
been announced by Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp., Whitestone, N. Y.
A $173,000 contract, approved
by the Economic Cooperation Adminstration, calls for delivery of
disc and magnetic tape recorders,
transcription playback turntables
and accessories to Radio Italiana,
which is modernizing its broadcasting services.
Simultaneously, Sherman M.
Fairchild, Fairchild president, announced the appointment of Fred
R. Driessen to the presidency,
while Mr. Fairchild becomes chairman of the board. Mr. Driessen,
previousy management consultant
to Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Corp., will undertake the task of
enlarging the firm's manufacturing and sales programs in line with
expanding activities.

'TecAnica

/

been
has posiNeated
N R. toHOFFMA
NORMA
promoted
newly^cr
tion of engineer in charge of
operations at WHCU WHCU-FM Ithaca, Cornell U. station, and CBS affiliate in that city. Mr. Hoffman, who
has been chief of WHCU's operating
engineers since February 1946, has
been with station since its organization in 1940 except for 49 months
overseas war service with U. S. Army
Signal Corp., Professors TRUE McLEAN, A. B. CREDLE and H. G.
SMITH of university's College of
Electrical Engineering will continue
as station's consulting engineers.
CHARLES R. NEER has been named
chief engineer for WOXF Oxford,
N. C, and GILBERT ABERG and
MEREDITH CANNON are assistant
engineers.
T. G. CALLAHAN is audio and video
supervisor for WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C. and J. G. CAREY is transmitter
superintendent. Both are also with
WBT, AM affiliate of WBTV.
JOHN MYER, formerly of WHYS
Canton, 111., has joined engineering
department at WHBF Rock Island,
111.
J. RANSFORD DAVIS, formerly with
WILL, U. of Illinois station at Champaign-Urbana, has joined WBKY, U.

of Kentucky outlet, Lexington, as
engineering supervisor.
MORRIS C. BARTON Jr., former engineer with WWJ (TV) Detroit, has
joined KBTV (TV) Dallas, Tex., as
chief engineer.
BRIAN HERON, formerly of Penticton, B.C., has joined engineering staff
of CKOV Kelowna, B.C.
K. B. SMITH, chief engineer for
boy.
KPAB Laredo, Tex., is the father of a
GLENN A. ROBITAILLE has been
appointed chief engineer of CFPL.
London, Ont.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectady,
N. Y., announces improved line of 2V2inch panel instruments suitable for
use in electronic devices, testing equipments and similar apparatus offering
only limited mounting space. Instruments feature stylized cases, tapered
pointers, and scales with easy-to-read
numerals. Identified as types DW-71
(direct current), DW-72 (Thermocouple), DW-73 (rectifier) and AW-72
(iron vane), instruments are available in either round or square cases
in all preferred ratings.

WTMJ and WTMJ-FM Milwaukee
have been commended by Milwaukee
Common Council for assisting "the
cause of civic betterment" by donating time for city's Mr. Milwaukee program, aired every other Saturday.

Peer
Another BMI ''Pin t/p" Hit— Published by

JUST

FOR

ME

ell-f ap. 151S3; The
On Records: Andy Russ
Ink
Frontiersmenr—Vic. 20-3201; The
3; Galli Sisters— King
Spot
4249.s— Dec. 2417
On Transcriptions: Alan Holmes— Associated.^^
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•Classified Advertisements i
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible tor the return of application material
J (transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager for new 1000
watt daytime AM. Virginia town total
sales area population 170,000. Base pay
and commission. Give background and
experience.
Box 719B BROADCASTING.
Potential station manager who can
work way
sales department. Boxup
752B,through
BROADCASTING.
Raymond Ramsey. Wire or phone Luke
at WVLK Versailles, Ky. Immediately.
Salesmen
Liocal sales manager — Excellent opportunity, aggressive livewire who knows
radio, likes to sell, can inspire and lead
sales staff in highly competitive large
eastern metropolitan
market. Well
established network affiliated
growing
station. No hot shots or pressure boys
need apply. Applicant must be sober,
dependable,
highest
character, future.
interested in building
a permanent
Send all facts — background, ability,
sales record, references, working arrangement desired and date available
to Box 639B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sales manager, immediately, preferable New Englander, excellent
opportunity
at start progressive
ture in programming
New HavendeparAM
station. Must be dependable, industrious. Send complete details, including background, sales record, executive
experience, references, working arCASTING. rangement desired. Box 773B, BROADSalesman for 5 KW network outlet in
prosperous midwest market. Must be
experienced, civic-minded and willing
to
settle in oneSend
of America's
communities.
particulars finest
and
photo to Box 801B, BROADCASTING.
Replies held confidential.
Commercial manager for 1 kw fulltime
network station
in Georgia.
opportunity for qualified
personGood
offered
by aggressive
station
with
solid
ownership. Personal interview required.
Send full
particulars,
photo and references to Box
810B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer experienced with warm
friendlyence,selling
voice. Detail
experisalary expected,
age, and
all
qualification.
Only
finished
man
desired. Box 730B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Good announcer now located
in North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina area. Must be college graduate
over 25 and capable of and interested in
rewriting wire service news and doing
some radio news reporting. Must
also be able to do good newscast and
record shows. Congenial staff, good
pay at AM-FM network station. Telegraph if interested. Box 737B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer with playby-play sports ability. No board work.
$225.00 month.
Don't write
accompanied by audition
discunless
or tape.
Permanent. KISD, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Wanted. Combination announcer-engineer with first class license. With
emphasis on announcing. Perfect
chance to continue college education
at Mississipoi State College, WSSO,
Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
Combination
progressive
work affiliate.man
Good bystarting
salary netand
excellent future in fast growing western market. Rpferencps, photo, disc to
Box 785B, BROADCASTING.
Desirable space and facilities available
in established Washington engineering
office for independent consulting rsdio
engineer. Box 808B, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer. Nice town, middlewest, local fulltime Mutual station
needs
a young,Mustwell-trained
chief sober,
with
experience.
be a working,
reliable man. Salary $70,00 to start,
$75.00 if satisfactory at end of 60 days.
Drifters,
watchers
and fee
bers not clock
wanted.
The right
man grabcan
go places with this aggressive outfit.
If you are the man, send letter and
picture to Box 81 IB, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced chief engineer
to do 40 hour shift and maintenance.
Married. Fine opportunity for hard
working technician. Write indicating
when
and BROADCASTING.
starting salary desired. available
Box 823B,
Immediate opening for engineer experienced in installation and maintenance. Some transmitter operating.
No console
work or announcing.
Contact W. S. Bledsoe,
Chief Engr. Radio
Station KFYO, Lubbock, Texas.
Wanted. First class license engineer
capable of gathering and delivering
local news in city of 13,000. 250 watt
station. Must have car, prefer man
with dependents, experience. Salary
and working conditions reasonable. Do
not expect
a gravy train. KVOU,
Uvalde,
Tex
as.
Seeking key personnel in Engineering,
Program, News, Sports, and Public
Information Departments, for the
American Forces Network in Germany.
Salaries range from $5,000 to $7,000
per annum, with transportation paid
to and from the US Zone of Germany.
Engineers must have definite ability
as supervisors. Studio recording and
transmitter installation and maintenancesonnelexperience
Permust have required.
minimum 3Other
to 5 years
commercial radio experience in respective fields. Call Mr. Adelman,
Watkins 4-1000, Ext. 95, 641 Washington St., N. Y., for personal interview
appointment during 2 weeks beginning
August 8, 1949.
Production-Programming, others
Combination traffic manager and secretary for new 1000 watt AM daytime station. Charlottesville, Va. Give experience, age, and expected salary. Box
813B, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Asst. or general manager — Successful
record. Ten years manager network
affiliate plus ten years experience all
departments. Interested in permanency
with stable, progressive organization.
Box 507B. BROADCASTING.
General manager, independent station,
past 5 years, previously salesman, networkness.station.
Know how toBox
get busiBest references.
569B,
BROADCASTING.
For results, select an experienced, talented, intelligent radio executive with
down to earth methods. Practical,
versatile, program manager, sales, announcing, continuity. Presently employed. If future prospects are encouraging, will accept moderate salary
for get ADC
acquainted
period. Box 754B,
BRO
AST
ING.
This ad concerns two men with their
feet on the ground. Here is a team
which has worked hard to make a success of an independent 250 watter in a
one hundred thousand market. A station manager with experience in all
phases of broadcasting and an announcer salesman, with ticket, who has ambition and sales knowhow to get
ahead.
Appointed
when Both
former owner
declared manager
bankruptcy.
have joined to increase volume to a
net point
100% With
aboveinterim
over-alloperation
operational outlay.
completed, multiple family ownership,
without radio experience, has assumed
over-all management, by financial
agreement.
aren'tto earth
lookingliving
for ina
rainbow,
just We
a down
a medium market. Your inquiry will
be answered promptly. Write to Box
778B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager. Commercial manager wants
opportunity to put your AM station
in the black. In city up to 100,000 population. Experience network independent. Interested in permanency.
Salary
second.
Box 806B, BROADCASTING.
Youngtion general
manageror desires
with new station
station posithat
got off to bad start. Facts and figures
to prove capability. Know all phases.
Salary now $9000, must top that. Can
provide top notch program director.
BOX 807B, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman. BA Degree, radio production, business minor. Agressive family
man. Go anywhere. References. Can
ING^
announce. Box 758B, BROADCASTLfimited experience combined with intensive salesintraining.
PreferSingle,
independent station
small city.
car.
Box 759B, BROADCASTING.
Interested southwest or Florida stations-agencies. Immediate sales with
management
future, but
AM-TV.
No rocking chair genious,
real producer.
Know tions.
all Dozen
departments
station
operayears 50 kw. Present
job
top New York indie combo AM-TV
four years. Heavy background programs, copy, sales presentations, public
relations, contact.
New Yorkfamily
references. ChangeTop
necessary
health. Desire permanent community
opportunity, income
in keeping
responsibilities and results.
Interviews
here. Resumes on request. Confidential. Available 30 days notice. Box
814B, BROADCASTING.
Successful radio and television salesman. Eight
years
with station,
network
and experience
agency. Thorough
knowledge of promotion and copy.
College graduate,
dependable,connection
top references. Desire permanent
in congenial surroundings, preferable
West Coast. Presently employed. Box
821B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer— Experienced all phases,
strong play-by-play sports. AM, TV.
Top
travel anywhere. Box
911a. references,
BROADCASTING.
Available in August. Competent sportscaster. Experience in play-by-play
and writing for sports page of daily.
Speech
major,
veteran, 27, married.
CAyour
Sn
. BROADWhat's
offer?NG
Box 549B,
Topflight announcer. Disc jockey 6
years experience. Currently working
in New York. Available immediately.
Write Box 680B, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. Age 30. Veteran. Three
years experience.
Unencumbered,
ambitious, desire change.
Highest refrences.
Disc sent
on AST
request.ING
Box. 682B,
BRO
ADC
Announcer, disc jockey. Experienced
ad-lib with good selling style. Also
ING^
straight work. Box 689B, BROADCASTAnnouncer.
Available
Box. 690B,
BROADC
ASTnow.
ING
Announcer, writer, operator. Former
network special events man desires
permanent
in growing
community. position
Veteran 23. Single.
Professional
references.
Will
travel,
prefers
west. Box 703B, BROADCASTING. midHogcaller, ambitious. Can announce.
University radio graduate. Cooperative
fellow. Sincere commercials, listenable
newscasts, smooth discing. Operate
controls, write. Anywhere. Modest
ING^
salary. Write Box 705B, BROADCASTAnnouncer-disc
presently
ing NYC wants jockey
out of town
job.workBox
723B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
experience.
Recently with S.4 E.yrs.
lOOOw.
Copy writer.
Will
travel.DCAS
24 married.
Box
748B,
BROA
TING.
Veteran sports and newscaster looking
for the right job. Three years experience. Play-by-play. Married. Dependable. Presently employed. Disc
and photoDCAS
available.
Box. 750B,
BROA
TING
Announcer. Over five years experience in all phases of staff work. ExCASTING,
cellent references. Box 753B, BROADAnnouncer. Can't sing like Godfrey
and I don't laugh like Don Wilson, but
if you're iust looking for a good anI'm your of
man.
Ambitious,
years old.nouncer,School
Radio
Technique24
graduate who can also do sports, playbv-plav.
and photo available.
Box
760B, Disc
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Staif announcer experienced play-byplay. All sports, aU announcing. Uned as stationBROADCASTING.
has ceased operation. Boxemploy761B,
Amibitious, single veteran. Graduate
leading announcers school. Radio City,
New York. Strong on news and DJ.
Salary secondary. Will travel. Disc
available. Box 762B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, continuity writer. Now
available. Experienced. Four years
college.BROADCASTING.
Disc, photo upon request. Box
765B,
Announcer, limited experience. Young,
aggressive, quick to learn. College
background. Dependable worker, low
salary. Box 768B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Some experience. 2 yrs.
training all phases of Broadcasting plus
Television. 23, married. Diligent, ambitious. Seeks opportunity. Box 769B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer wants experience. College.
Pleasing voice, excellent diction. Will
work hard. Salary and location unimportant. Box 770B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced. Available
immediately within 150 miles N.Y.C.
Personal
CASTING. audition. Box 771B, BROADAnnouncer. Experienced all phases,
married, vet. 25. Available immediately. Box 776B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer and disc jockey. Can operate console, write continuity, program.
Desire
affiliateBoxor
new station.
Available
at once.
777B, BROADCASTING.
Top notch sports announcer would like
to become permanent member of some
station's staff. College graduate, good
play-by-play.
Football,
basketball,
baseball.
Six years
experience.
Also
good news and staff announcer. Box
779B, BROADCASTTNG.
Announcer. Experienced. 3 yrs. news,
DJ, sports, musicology, console. Age
23. Available immediately. References.
Schooling,
H. S. & Harvard. Box 788B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced. 3 yrs. DJ,
news, sports.mediately.
Age References.
23. Available
imBox 789B,
BROADCASTING.
Incentive goal after more than two
years with 1000 w ABC affiliate. My
experience needs larger station, larger
market,
any kind
sire position
near ofor announcing.
in Chicago, Debut
will consider anything. Family man.
Box 790B, BROADCASTING.
Experiencednouncer.staff
feature Disc
anSpecializeand
in Adlib.
shows, audience participation, sports,
etc. Disc and references upon request.
Box 802B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 22. experienced.
College,
good voice,
Working southeast
station.personality.
Desires change.
Travel anywhere. Interview if possible or disc photo. Box 805B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Some experience, wants
to settle down and work hard. Box
809B, BROADCASTING.
Attention N. C. and S. C. stations.
Experienced announcer available that
can
handleIf you
special
play-by-play
sports.
willevents,
pay for
top notch
production
I'm
your
man.
employed NBC station but desireNow
change.
Write Box 812B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, copywriter. Two years
experience, single, 24, steady, sober.
Clear, live voice. Will travel. Box
815B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, actor, sound technician,
board. time
I have
what college
you need.
Fullemployment,
graduate,
know all sports. Vet. single, ambitious.
Box 819B, BROADCASTING.
Talented, versatile and dependable
announcer. Four years experience, excollege
and station.
is veteran.cellent
Wantsreferences,
good job
at good
Box 820B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with ticket.
Married,
25, sober, are
reliable.
Disc
shows andvet,commercials
my meat.
Present mail pull way up. Excellent
references. $65.00. Box 822B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Disc jockey. Announcer desires position in Minneapolis, or within 300
miles. 2 years experience all types of
announcing. Newscasting, control
board, man on street, quiz. Presently
program director. Married, 24. Hard
working,
dependable.
Will takeKCLO,
position in midwest.
Ron Barkley,
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Attention small market stations. Hear
my disc and then decide. Announcer
young, single, ambitious. Graduate of
The School of Radio Technique. Long
on ambition, short on experience. Disc,
photo available. Donald T. Billups, 320
N. Mason, Chicago, 111.
Announcers. Early morning men.
Well trained in all-round announcing.
Starting $40 to $50. Pathfinder School
of Radio, 1329 Oak St., Kansas City,
Mo. Harrison-0473.
Technical
Construction chief engineer, thoroughly
experienced. Would like to build your
station and then leave. Box 695B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 16 months experience, also
announcing. Desires midwest area.
Married, car, 25. Available immediately. Box 731B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer mitters
experienced.
recording. MakeStudios
offer.transBox
735B, BROADCASTING.
Vet. First class phone. Graduate of
R. T. I. Good knowledge of radio, TV,
music. Willing to work hard. Will
travel
anywhere. Box 763B, BROADCASTING.
Versatile engineer-announcer. Accent
on engineering. Experienced. Seek
permanent Dosition in N. E. Box 764B,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer or chief engineer. Married.
Bpst references. Will construct. Prefer
United
CASTING.States. Box 766B, BROADExperienced AM-FM engineer. Single,
29. First phone, second telegraph,
class A ence.amateur.
InstallationExcellent
experiWill go anywhere.
references. Available after Aug. 10,
1949. Box 767B, BROADCASTING.
Managers and station owners are invited to correspond with a presently
employed chief engineer of a lOOOw
daytimer with the idea in mind that
said engineer might switch. Interested
in Rockv Mountain states. Box 775B,
BROADCASTING.
First phone license, willing to travel.
Have car, vet., 25. Box 780B, BROADCASTING.
First class phone, license, veteran, will
travel. Single. No combination work.
Box 781B, BROADCASTING.
Radio operator. Broadcasting and recording experience at 20 kw metrooolitan station. Some announcing. Holds
first class phone ticket. Graduate Radio Broadcast course. Young, sinsle,
will travel if good onportunity. Box
782B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or chief engineer. 11 years
in radio. bination,
Age chief29.or Family
Comboth. man.
References.
Box 783B, BROADCASTING.
Ensrineer,ence. first
phone, oneCanyear
experiCar, married.
sell.
Box
787B, BROADCASTING.
Veterans, single and willing to travel.
Experience on a 1 kilowatt transmitter.
Box 798B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with $5000 to invest in a successful established station in the upper
midwest or Pacific N. W. 10 yrs. exp.
in network & independent operations
both control & transmitter. Box 799B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineers available, all with First
Phone, some with training in announcing to handle combination job. Complete training in operating a fully
equipped Broadcast Studio, disc training and all phases of Broadcast engineering, including building and repairing broadcast transmitters. Any
location considered. Station managers
are wellates. pleased
with furnishing
Cook's GraduWire or write
full
information.
Cook's
Radio
School.Missis2933
North
State
Street,
Jackson,
sippi.
Engineer. Experience in FM-AM. 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph, class A amateur,
available now. M. W. Johnson, 436 N.
Hazel, Danville, Illinois.
Engineer, first phone, 29 single. Presently employed as combination, seeks
position in the Pennsylvania, Ohio, W.
Virginia locality. Available immediately. Disc, photograph, and references. A. Ceil Kloc, Box 312, Walsenburg, Colorado.
Young inexperienced 1st phone man
wants position in Broadcasting station.
Prefer middle or northwest U. S. Gary
Marco, Wesley, Iowa.
Available immediately. Operator, first
license, ence.four
year broadcast
Want transmitter
job. experiSingle.
Age 30. Location
not
important
consideration. Lewis Sherlock, Box 1161,
Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Station
manager's
letter
on character,
abilityenthusiastic
tells my story.
Journalism grad. 250 experience, report, write, edit, read news. Box
617B. BROADCASTING.
Young woman, 24, university graduate.
Continuity writer, complete knowledge
station operations. Pleasant voice. Best
references. Box 688B, BROADCASTING.
Interested in a Barn Dance? Experienced musical and comedy team can
handle it for you. Can also handle
western disc show. Address Box 704B,
BROADCASTING.
Program
director withand 6 programming.
years experience in announcing
Young, energetic, ambitious, married,
and willing to earn salary. Interested
in joining organization that can offer
chance for advancement In salary and
position. Can offer excellent references
of productive work, character, and
ability. For complete story reply Box
706B, BROADCASTING.
14 years behind microphone in all
phases of broadcasting from 100 watt
midwest Metropolitan to major New
York net. Only 3 staff jobs plus a
storehouse of free-lance experience including major net. announcing, producing and directing. I know the difference between small independent and
large net. operations, also good programming, announcing, operations, etc.
Am nottime
a job-hunter
or floater,hence
so don't
have
to shop around,
this
advertisement for a lead. Desire program directing in a progressive Metstation that has Have
not yet
absorbed itsropolitan
potentialities.
a clean
record, sober habits, am exacting,
thorough and reliable. Age 40, substantial family man. Currently in
New York but will go anywhere. Beyond necessity of moderate living
standard, starting salary is secondary.
If you pablewant
caman whoa good
knows well
the seasoned
business and
has no illusions
of
grandeur,
let's
correspond. Box 749B, BROADCASTING.

Experienced combination engineer-announcer with family. Emnhasis on anCASTING. nouncing. $75.00. Box 817B, BROAD-

Experienced
continuity
excellent references,
modest writer,
requirements,
wants progressive station. Box 751B,
BROADCASTING.
Personable young lady, two and a half
year'sord,proven
copy Desires
and continuity
same station.
change recand
position which offers more advancement opportunities. Also traffic and
some air work. Detailed experience
report and sample work upon request.
Box 784B, BROADCASTING.
Desirous make break in radio. No
practical experience, but unlimited
sincere
CASTING.service. Box 791B, BROAD-

Station reorganization necessitates reduction of staff. Must place young
engineer with least seniority but proven
dependability, accomplishments, and
sense. Desires northeast. Also potential
investor. Box 818B, BROADCASTING.

Creative
thoroughly
desires chance
for start trained
in radio. lad,
Receive
trustworthy sincere service unlimited.
Box 792B, BROADCASTING.
Will work like dog for start in radio.
Give dependable initiative service. Box
793B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Woman veteran, single, 24, college
graduate, radio school graduate. Desires position asBoxstaff794B,
writer
or women's
commentator.
BROADCASTING.
Gag writer. Radio and TV. Experienced and dependable. New slants.
Good ideas. Will write complete series,
single shots or add comedy sequences
to scripts. Box 797B, BROADCASTING.
Experience script writer. Creative ability for all types of programs. Resume
and samples on request. Box 803B,
BROADCASTING.
Former sales rep. major transcription
Co. desires return to Radio. Married,
34, reliable. Experienced all phases air
work, lent
net recommendation,
quality newscaster.
audition Exceldiscs
show ability production, programming,
sales,
quality
voice
&
delivery.
Want
break in southern market TV, or high
calibre AM with TV in future. Jack
Barton, 629 W. 37, Savannah, Ga. Have
car. Phone 3-1776.
Experienced continuity writer. College
graduate.
Excellent references.
fer upper midwest.
Mary Davis, Pre1608
Hawthorne Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Young woman, 22, B.A. Degree in
speech, radio. Experience in continuity
writing, radio dramatics, other mike
work wants radio job. Preferable in
Colorado. Available September. Write
Ann Lieberman, 722 N, Adams St.,
Owosso, Michigan.
Program director-announcer. Experibackground.
Perron, enced,
1205college
Hawthorne,
Apt.Charles
#314,
Mpls., Minn.
Capable, educated, well-recommended
young woman experienced in traffic
and copy. Wants responsible position
in Washington D. C. station. Box 795B,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Production-Programming, others
Experienced television director with
proven record in advertising, theatre
and engineering, wishes to relocate
immediately, with station needing
capable staff organizer. Train new
and present personnel. Box 739B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced producer-writer, currently
heading Television production company and teaching TV and radio writing in large professional school, seeks
with television
position
responsible
station
or agency.
Twelve years radio,
television,
and
theatre.
tation as performer, Excellent
producer, repuand
writer. Solid record. No false claims.
Vet and colleffe grad. Box 816B,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Wisconsin network affiliate. Exclusive
and profitable. Price, $160,000. Box
755B, BROADCASTING.
Only network outlet making money in
prosperous southern market, $75,000.
Box 756B, BROADCASTING.
California 250 watt fulltime station for
sale. Reasonable price and generous
terms to the right party. Located near
San Francisco Bay area. Prosperous
and growing community. Box 786B,
BRO ADC AS'TING .
FM equipment
sale. WesternHewlett
Electric 1 kw FM fortransmitter.
Packard FM monitor. RCA limiter.
GE circular 4-bay FM antenna (gain
3.65). 330 feet 1%" Co-ax with elbows
ammonitor Cost
RCA speaker
and joints.
plifier. WE speaker
with cabinet.
over $16,000, first check for $12,000
takes
everything. Box 796B, BROADCASTING.

broadcast
standard
Complete
and
3 kw 250
FM watt
consisting
of following:
ElecWestern
.
transmitter
250K
RCA tric
504-B2 transmitter, 399 ft. Ideco
anFM
54-A
WE
with
tower
guyed tenna
and. RCA
console Plus
accessories
W. H.76-BMurphree,
WABB,all
Mobile, Alabama.
Tremendous savings on copper, pure
electrolytic bonding copper. 3000
# — .025" X 2V4" wide x coils (§ 25# lb.
F O. B. our plant. H. P. Mandel and
Avenue, ChiSons, 2840 South Kedzie Bishop
7-7890.
cago 23, Illinois. Ph:

Wanted to Buy
Tape recorders for roving reporters,
mobility economy, fidelity important,
also disc recorder. All details, Box
774B, BROADCASTING.
Interested in construction permit or
station. Prefer local two fifty watt
fulltime, reasonable price, confidential.
Box 804B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Small console suitable for
school instructional
Also
turntables.
Pathfinder purposes.
School of Radio,
1222A Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.
Miscellaneous
Boostingprofits
with
Cleanregional
selling,advertisquality
City. campaigns.
writing.
Robert Kilb Productions, Inc.
210 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1102, New York
Employment Service
For your employment needs. Deal
with years of reliable, progressive
service. The industries oldest employment service, free to employers. RRRRadio-TV Employment Bureau, Box
413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted

Help Wanted — Salesman
Experienced, permanent time
salesman wanted by leading 50
kw station major network affiliate in large west coast metropolitan market. If you have
made good on a network station in 9, smaller community
and want a desirable change
write full particulars with piccasting.ture to Box 740-B Broad-

Technical
Capable assuming full charge. Also
transmitter engineer. Kilowatt station.
Raytheon
working
conditions.equipment.
Excellent Best
opportunities.
Send full details including experience,
salary desired and references. Bill
Humbert, Gen. Mgr. Radio Station
KVMA, Magnolia, Arkansas.
Situations Wanted
Salesman
Wanted. Immediate challenge in sales
and management future. 12 years 50
kw class operations, includes programmingtract.
and sales
top conKnow allpresentations,
phases station
AM
and TV production. Present job New
York combo AM-TV four years now at
ceiling. Interviews your representatives
or resumes ferences.
available.
industry
reFamily man.TopAge
38. Car.
Travel. Box 757B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Universitytinuous
trained.
years conexperienceFive
newscasts
and
announcing. Network announcer and
narrator for Coast Guard public relations during
Ability
in programming andwar.
station
management.
Can invest cash in solid station.
Market must be excellent and other
parties inpetent. Ifthe
you deal
haveextremely
preparedcom-a
brochure on your station that gives
all the facts, won't you tell me about
it?
BOX 718B, BROADCASTING

School

Situations Wanted

HEARINGS

Maiiagerial

7^ SCHOOL

Manager
— Twenty
years of
ence fully
substantiated
by experiproven
record and references. Excellent
relationship
nationalof timebuyers. Soundwith
knowledge
local
sales problems. Practical knowledge
of all ried,
department
operations.
Marhard working strictly sober
and experience wise. Can bring
your station community leadership
and assure profitable operation.
Box 263B. BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman Wanted
I
Excellent opportunity for experi
enced salesman who would like to I
permanently locate in Columbia,
S. C. Preference given to South
Carolinians. Rush full details to
Box 800B. BROADCASTING.

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest
Devoted
Exclusively
to RadioSchool
& Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.I. Training in
New York and Chicago Branches.
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4, III.: 228 S. Wabosh Avenue
HOllYV/OOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
Late Classified Ads

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For Sale
Wired Music Equipment
One L,anj?evin
3-channel
and
distribution
amplifier.
Two rack
Langevin
walnut
turntables
with
Western
Elecric heads and arms. Like new. One
RECO turntable with arm and head.
Miscellaneous
amplifiers. Sacrifice.speakers,
Whole or baffles,
part. Inquire
Robert Kosersky. 95 North Main
Street. Waterhur>'. Conn.
One complete
Presto Y-2 recorder
including 75-A recorder with 1-D
cutting head, 85-A amplifier and
speaker. Practically new $400. Radio
Station WVAM, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
3 brand new type SGN 400-f». towers,
never used.
Original cost $32,000, priced for
quick sale at $17,000 f.o.b. Detroit.
Write wire or phone Mr. H. W.
Priestley, WWJ— The Detroit News,
Detroit 31, Mich.
Wanted to Buy
WANTED
Used Equipment for AM station
2 t(jwers, either self-supporting or
i I guyed, 272 feet high, 500 or 1000 watt
transmitter
and all
equipment necessary
for accessory
AM operations.
1 IDescribe
in detail and give lowest
cash price. Station WFRO, Fremont,
Ohio.

FLORIDA

RADIO

^

Help Wanted
Technical
Wanted topnotch combination first
class engineer-announcer
needed
imy network
Forward
full detailsmediately bfirst
letterstation.
to Lester
L.
Gould, WJNC, Jacksonville, N. C.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
12 years experience all facets radio
broadcasting. Prefer tough situation.
Box 622B, BROADCASTING.
REVIEW GROUP
So. Calif. Listeners' Plan
NEW listening group, fostering
support of constructive public service and other type programs, has
been organized under name of
Southern California Assn. for Better Radio & Television.
Set of standards are being set up
and group will undertake a "station review project." Members will
be assigned to certain stations in
an immediate "program evaluation" survey, it was said.
Mrs. Clara S. Logan, active in Los
Angeles area PTA work, has been
elected president. Other officials, all
vice-presidents, include Dr. Walter
Kingson,
head of Dr.
UCLAPaul
radio-television department;
Popenoe,
writer and matrimonial authority; Dr.
Richard Atkinson, lecturer; Mrs. Helen
R. Girvin, president of Book & Authors
Club; Dr. R. Paul McDonald and Mrs.
Frank M. Ward, formerly head of the
District Federation of Women's Club.

NETWORK

STATION

Here's a grand opportunity to live in one of Florida's
most delightful cities and operate a network facility
that is consistently growing and has real future possihilities. This station is very well equipped, occupies
a favorable technical position and owns valuable real
estate.
Price 8100,000.00.
Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON D. C.
James W. Blackburn 711 Construction Bldg.
Ray V. Hamilton
S. Akard and Wood Sts. 235 Montgomery Street
Washington Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
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August, September List
Released by FCC

A CALENDAR, scheduling hearing dates in August and September for
48 AM and FM applications, was announced by FCC last week.
The schedule provides for some 32 hearings. All but five — four
transfers or assignments and one renewal — will be held in Washington,
'■
* applicant,
hearings will
where twosimultaneously
progress
for bemuchin each
location, docket
of the time.
number of the application (in
The list covers all AM and FM
parentheses), frequency or type of
applications which were designated
hearing, and hearing date. If
as hearing cases between March 25
designated "(F)," the hearing will
and June 24. Virtually all involve
AM facilities. The list does not in- be held in the field (in the city involved)otherwise
;
the hearing will
clude prior cases in which the hearbe in Washington. "AL" indicates
ing dates were postponed to Auassignment of license application;
gust and September.
The alphabetical list below, re- "R," renewal; "TC," transfer of
control.
leased Monday by FCC, shows
The list:
Airwaves Inc. (WJOC), Jamestown, N. Y. (9105), 1340 kc, Aug. 22.
Alamance Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WBBB), Burlington, N. C. (9328), 950 kc, Aug. 22.
B
Bessemer Broadcasting Co., Bessemer, Ala. (8526), 1450 kc, Aug. 15.
Booth Radio Stations Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. (9361), 970 kc, Aug. 31.
C
CaUfornia Broadcasting Co. (KWKW), Pasadena, Calif. (9282), AL, Aug 18 (F).
Carolina-Piedmont Broadcasters Inc., Lincolnton, N. C. (9332), 1050 kc, Aug 25
Clinton County Broadcasting Corp., Plattsburg, N. Y. (9352), 1340 kc, Aug. 8.
Coast Broadcasters Inc., Astoria, Ore. (8209), 1230 kc, Sept. 7.
Coastal Broadcasting Co. (WHIT), New Bern, N. C. (9334), 960 kc, Aug. 1 (F)
Colonial
Broadcasting Co. Inc., New Bern, N. C. (9333), 960 kc, Aug. 1 (F).
Cooke, John F., Houston, Tex. (9291), 1480 kc, Sept. 7.
Corbin Times-Tribune (WCTT), Corbin, Ky. (9318), 680 kc, Aug. 29.
D
Del Rio Broadcasting Co. (KDLK), Del Rio, Tex. (9356), AL, Sept. 2 (F).
E
Eastern Idaho Broadcasting & Television Co. (KIFI), Idaho Falls, Ida. (8343), 1060
kc, Aug. 10.
Eastland County
Broadcasting
Eastland,
Tex. (9317),
730 kc, R,Aug.
Electronics
Corp. of
Puerto RicoCo.,
(WECW)
Mayaguez,
P. R. (9331),
Sept.8. 21' (F).
F
Frontier Broadcasting Co. (KFBC), Cheyenne, Wyo. (9358), 710 kc, Aug. 12.
G
Gila Broadcasting Co., Winslow, Ariz. (8381), 1010 kc, Aug. 8.
Greater Huntington Radio Corp. (WHTN), Huntington, W. Va. (9300), 1260 kc
Aug. 22.
Greensboro
Broadcasting Co. (WGBG), Greensboro, N. C. (9327), 950 kc, Ang. 22.
I & J

Independent Broadcasting Co. (KIOA), Des Moines, Iowa (9338), 940 kc, Aug. 31.
Juhlin, Kenneth D. and Mary I., Long Beach, Wash. (9284), 1230 kc, Sept. 7.
L
La Grange Broadcasting Co., La Grange, 111. (9323), 1300 kc, Aug. 29
Lake Huron Broadcasting Co. (WKNX), Saginaw, Mich. (9360), 970 kc, Aug. 31
Lamar, Charles Wilbur Jr., Morgan City, La. (8302), 1450 kc, Aug. 29
Lawrence Broadcasting Co., Lawrence, Kan. (9283), 1320 kc, Aug. 25.
M
Mendocino Broadcasting Co., Ukiah, Calif. (9280), 1400 kc, Aug. 17.
Morales, Felix H., Houston, Tex. (8187), 1510 kc, Sept. 7.
Mosby's Inc. (KANA), Anaconda, Mont. (8910), 930 kc, Aug. 10.
N
New Orleans Broadcasting Co. Inc., New Oileans, La. (9350), 1450 kc, Aug. 29.
o
Oneonta Broadcasting Co., Oneonta, Ala. (9326), 910 kc, Aug. 15.
P
Portsmouth Broadcasting Co., Portsmouth, Ohio (9301), 1260 kc Aug 22
Prairie Radio Corp., Lincoln, 111. (9357), 1370 kc, Aug. 10.
R
Radio Station WISE Inc. (WISE), Asheville, N. C. (9319), 680 kc Aug 29
Reck, Myron A. (WTRR), Sanford, Fla. (9354), AL, Aug. 5 (F)
Rivers, James S. (WTRR), Sanford, Fla. (9354), AL, Aug. 5 (F)
Royal Broadcasting Corp., New Orleans,
La. (9349), 1450 kc, Aug. 29.
S through Z
Schulman, Martin L., Plattsburg, N. Y. (9351),
kc, Aug 8
Southern California Trade Unions (KWKW), 1340Pasadena,
Calif. (9282), AL
/. kc ,
^ 1360
Southern
& Equipment ).
(F
Co. (WOBS), Jacksonville, Fla. (9303),
Aug. 1.18 Radio
Aug.
Stark Broadcasting Corp. (WCMW and WCMW-FM), Canton, Ohio (9355) TC
SunAug.
Valley
Broadcasting Co. Inc. ).
(KTYL), Mesa, Ariz. (9307), 1310 kc, Aug 15' '
8 (F
Supreme Broadcasting System Inc.,
New Orleans, La. (9348), 1450 kc, Aug. 29.
Tampa Broadcasting Co. (WALT), Tampa, Fla. (9341), 920 kc, Aug. 17.
(9359),
' Md. 1400
Cumberland.
Realty Co. (WCUM),
Tower Broadcasting
Aug.kc,17.Aug 3.
kc, 1490
Calif. (9279),
Co., Ukiah,
Ukiah
Valley Broadcasting Corp., Holyoke, Mass. (9161), 930 kc, Aug. 17.
Village Broadcasting Co. (WEBS), Oak Park, 111. (9344), 1490 kc, Aug. 3.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIAR

SESSIONS
End in Washington
A REGIONAL assignment plan,
designed to effect an orderly registration and utilization of radio
frequencies throughout the radio
spectrum, was adopted at the joint
meeting of International Telecommunications Union Region 2 and
Fourth Inter-American Radio Conference, which concluded in Washington, D. C, July 9. In addition,
all delegations signed the InterAmerican Radio Agreement at the
final plenary session.
The conference, attended by representatives of 24 nations, also
adopted a strong declaration of
principles on freedom of information in the American region
[Broadcasting, July 11]. The assignment plan was the first complete one to be adopted for any
region of the world under provisions of international radio regulations initiated at Atlantic City,
N. J., in 1947, according to the
State Dept. The conference had
been in session since April 25
[Broadcasting, April 25, May 2,
June 20].
Reviewed Santiago Pact
Among its accomplishments,
FIAR reviewed and revised the
existing 1940 Inter- American Radio Agreement of Santiago, Chile,
covering allocation of frequencies
for different services in the American region; technical standards
relating to suppression of interference; freedom of information in
communication. Deliberations covered activities of over 10,000 stations in the Western Hemisphere.
Also adopted were a series of
recommendations and resolutions
embracing hemisphere radio communications with respect to world
wide telecommunication; allotment
of frequencies for aeronautical
communication services ; interchange and retransmission of cultural radio broadcast programs.
American member states were
urged to promulgate necessary
measures extending freedom of radio expression similar to that enjoyed by the press. A world wide
telecommunication conference is
slated to be held in Buenos Aires
in 1952.

JACK-POT
withreplicas
questionsof
drawn fromQUIZ
outsize
milk bottles is aired on WPGH
Pittsburgh, Pa. Show, titled It's in
the Bottle, is sponsored by Pittsburgh's Zeuger Milk Co. and features
Bettelou Purvis, disc jockey and Ed
Bartel, local singer.
'Caucus' on TV
PUBLIC HEARING on some current
question will be moderated weekly by
Bryson Rash, special features editor,
on WMAL-TV Washington. Program
will simulate committee meeting on
Capitol Hill with Congressmen questioning expert witnesses. Setting will
resemble caucus room at Capitol.
City Meets Tourists
LOCAL STOREKEEPERS and city
council of St. Thomas, Ont., sponsor
five day weekly Meet the Tourists program on CHLO same city. Station
reporters meet tourists on road and
bring them into station for interviews.
Tourists receive free parking privileges, tourists guides and souvenirs
supplied by merchants.
Flying Safety
SLOGAN CONTEST to promote flying
safety was conducted by Iowa Aeronautics Commission through facilities
of WHO Des Moines. Contestants
had to be Iowa pilots registered with
Aeronautics Comm., but from this
restricted group 1,410 slogans were
received from 1,300 individuals, WHO
reports.
Radio Column
TEEN-AGERS in news and topics of
interest to high school boys and girls
are aired weekly on WLOW Norfolk,
Va. Program is conducted by Vera
Trexler, 17-year-old Norfolk TeenAger of the Year, and called Summer
Edition. Sponsor is Royal Crown
Cola.
'Job For You'
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee has inaugurated The Job for You, career
guidance show. Produced in cooperation with Milwaukee branch of Wisconsin State Employment Service,
public service feature introduces panel
of four young persons each week for
discussion of their own case histories
before experts on "opportunity board."

iiiiiiiiiiiii
Willett S. Main, manager of Milwaukee
branch, is permanent moderator. Vocation guidance and industrial leaders
comprise remaining three board members. They offer suggestions to each
applicant on how to strengthen presentations, how skills can best be used
and how applicants can best look for

TRIBUTE to MBS Straight Arrow
program has been given by 1949 InterAmerican Indian Pow-Wow at Flagstaff, Ariz. Program was cited for
featuring a hero who "has consistently
fought to portray the American Indian
in his true light."
• Telecasting

A BIGGER

SLICE

OF THE

AUDIENCE...
Spin These Special
RCA Victor "DJ" Platters*

'This Is Michigan'
jobs.
STORIES of representative Michigan
state industries are aired weekly as
public service dramatic presentation
on WXYZ Detroit. Show titled This
Is Michigan, is designed to inform
citizens of what industry has contributed to well being, how it has
helped communities prosper, and how
new
industrial development can be
attracted.
Key to City
OBSERVANT listener to WGAR
Cleveland, Ohio, who identifies mystery landmark or city in northeastern
Ohio and writes best letter telling
why he would like week's free vacation will receive key to the city. Additional prizes offered by program,
called Key to the City, are seven days
paid vacation for two in Hotel Statler,
seats in mayor's box at ball game and
many others.
Two Newarks Celebrate
TWO-WAY RADIO hook-up between
WNJR Newark, N. J., and BBC in
Newark-on-Trent, England, helped
celebrate English city's 400th anniversary. Program was broadcast from
city hall in Newark, N. J., and duplicated in England from Newark-onTrent's Town Hall. Featured were exchange greetings between mayors and
conversation between William Watson of Bayonne, N. J., and his brother,
Arthur, of Newark-on-Trent.
Last Year's News
PAGES OF LIFE turn back one year
every Friday night on WMAR-TV
Baltimore's Year ago Tonight program. Using film accumulated from
WMAR-TV newsreel, station reproduces happenings which were frontpage news, local and national, 365
days before. Program is written by
William Jabine 2d, station's staff
writer.
Fishing Program
PROGRAM Sportingly Yours,
which advises fishermen in the
Milwaukee area on choice angling
spots and offers $100 nightly in
fishing equipment, is heard daily
on WMAW Milwaukee, with prizes
offered for best hints on how to
catch trout or bass. The program
was incorrectly listed last week in
the Program Dept. of Broadcasting as appearing on WISN Milwaukee.

BROADCASTING

GRAB

That Old Black Magic
Jump DJ-734
Did-Le Ba
*'*DJ'* disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience !

RCA

VICTOR

RECORDS

^
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MONIES BILL
Reported To Senate
SALARY provisions relating to
FCC and FTC have been stricken
from the independent offices appropriations measure (HR 4177)
reported to the Senate floor July 8
by the Senate Appropriations Committee.
The committee had approved the
1950 budget bill which restored to
FCC the full $108,000 cut by the
House last May. It recommended
$6,633,000 for the Commission, or
the amount called for in the budget
estimate [Broadcasting, July 11].
Sum of $3,639,000 was approved
for FTC— $100,000 below the budget estimate and $189,000 above
the House allowance.
The Senate committee noted that
it had allowed FCC $84,000 under
current appropriations, which it
listed as $6,717,000 for salaries,
expenses, printing and binding.
The House Appropriations Committee last May reported current
Commission appropriations at $6,350,000, covering the same phases,
before Congress had supplied deficiency appropriations for various
agencies, including FCC.
In its report the committee,
headed by Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.), deleted a provision
which would have raised Commissioner salaries from $10,000 to
$12,000 "so long as the present
incumbents hold office." It pointed
out that a similar measure already

How

spot

time

benefit
Service-Ads^

was before Congress (HR
see story lishment
below)
and that
of salaries
for
few would only serve to

1689 —
"estabonly a
confuse

theIt issue."
also provided that appropriations could not be used to pay employes in personnel service when
the ratio of those positions to "fulltime, part-time
or ratio
intermittent"
positions
exceeds the
set aside
by the Bureau of the Budget. Prohibition would apply to employes
devoting 50% of their time to

SHOULD commissioners of FCC,
FTC and other agencies and the
vario.us Assistant Secretaries of
State, including one in charge of
Public Affairs and responsible for
Voice of America, receive more
annual compensation than a U. S.
Senator?
That question stirred an exchange of opinions in Congress
July 8 when the House gave its
approval to legislation boosting
salaries of commissioners from the
present $10,000 to the proposed
$16,000. Included also were similar increases for assistant secretaries. The measure has gone to
the Senate where it has been
placed on the calendar.
The measure (HR 1689) drew
House approval, but only after

from
in S'RVS
THE raOOF

Time buyers tell us such Service- Ads*
save their time, bring them up to
date, make it easier for them to identify the stations that ofFer the best
possibilities in the markets of specific
interests.

WGY

We're doing what we can to get
stations to make real Service-Ads* of
all the space they use in SRDS Radio
& TV Section. For example, the SPOT
RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK we've
just published describes the kind of
station information time buyers say
they want. If you would benefit from
better station promotion, why not mention the Handbook to your radio friends.
They can get copies from us at a dollar
in SRDS ore informaper. *Service-Ads
tive ads near listings that sell by
.helping buyers buy.

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE, Inc.
Tfc« Natiottal Aulhorfly Serving ih* Media-Buying Function
333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
• CHICAGO 1, 111.
Page 68
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$6,717,000 would encompass decreases of $44,000 for salaries and
expenses and $40,000 for printing
and binding. International telecommunications settlements of
$200,000, appropriated for the current fiscal year and estimated for
1950, would be preserved.

COMMISSIONERS VS. SENATORS
Question of Compensation Raised on Hill

buyers

Take this WGY ad, for instance. It
highspots up-to-press-tinne information
on Coverage, Sales Potential, Audience,
Mail Pull, Results, Cost . . . additional
information that helps you when you're
making station selections or that suggests the availability of further data you
may v/ant to consider.

administrative services, and all or
a portion of that time to personnel
services performed for civilian
employes in the U. S.
The rent
$84,000
cut from
1949 fiscal
periodFCC's
totalcurof

defeat of a motion for recommittal
to committee, and beating down of
two amendments which would have
either scaled down salaries to
$12,500 or deleted a provision authorizing the President to increase
pay of chairmen of various agencies, including FCC's incumbent
Wayne Coy. He could receive
$18,000. Another amendment, also
defeated, would have delayed the
effective date to July 1, 1950.
Rep. Richard Wigglesworth (RMass.) told House colleagues he
favored "reasonable increases . . .
for those in major positions" but
noted that it included "a whole
string of commissioners," including FCC,
all ofmore
whomthan
"are anyto
receive
$1,000
United States Senator." He asked
"why should every assistant secretary in the executive departments
be bracketed with a U. S. SenGeorge V. Allen, present assistant state secretary of public
affairs, who is charged with responsibility for Voice of America,
ator?"
would receive $15,000 in place of
his current salary of $10,330.
Rep. John W. McCormack CDMass.) felt, on the other hand,
that in the case of FTC, "equity
and justice" calls for the proposed
increases, because their salaries
hadn't been boosted in 35 years,
whereas Cabinet members received
a raise 24 years ago. FTC members also receive $10,000.
An amendment by Rep. Edward
H. Rees (R-Kan.), scaling com-

FOR

MARKING 25 years in radio, Norman
Brokenshire (r) receives an inscribed
silver cigarette case from Niles
Trammell, NBC president. Mr.
Trammell made the presentation, on
behalf of the office group of WNBC
New York, just prior to Mr. Brokenshire's anniversary program on
WNBC late last month.
missioner salaries down to $12,500,
was defeated. It was Rep. Rees
also who moved to recommit the
whole bill to the Post Office and
Civil Service committee. The motion was beaten, however. A previous amendment adopted by the
full committee had cut the salary
figure from $17,500 to $16,000.
Truman Urges Action
President Truman himself had
urged "prompt action" on the bill
on
the grounds
salaries
have longthat
made"inadequate
it difficult
to obtain and hold able men . . .
for government
He
pointed
out that for service."
most of these
positions there had been no increases in years and that, by contrast, other salaries and opportunities, especially those in private
industry, have "risen sharply" and
greatly expanded.
AAAA

Pacific Council

GOVERNORS of Pacific Council
of Southern California chapter of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies meet July 25 in San
Francisco to make plans for the
annual Pacific Coast Council Convention to be held Oct. 16-19 at
Arrowhead Springs Hotel, Arrowhead Springs, Calif.

$ALES
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
— 3V2
times
more people than any other station
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.

I rullTbn*
It's630 ^fin SavannahWSAY
lt«pr«t«ntad by Holltngbtnr
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s of local colTO WHET umnistsappetite
for publicity stories on
WFIL Philadelphia contest, station sent real "bread and butter" letter
to writers. Letter was accompanied
by roast beef sandwich designed to
emphasize possibilities of prize yearling steer, which goes to contest winner. Listeners to Farmer Jones program are invited by Commentator
Howard Jones to estimate steer's
weight, on basis of their knowledge of
livestock care and daily reports on
animal's diet and condition.
Baton vs. Baseball
BANDLEADER Sammy Kaye, Cleveland Indians fan, and Yankee baseball
announcer, Mark Scott, supporter of
Boston Red Sox, have made following
agreement: If Sox are on top of
league in August Mr. Kaye will do
play-by-play announcing of two innings of a Yankee game for WLOW
Norfolk, Va.; if Indians are winning,
however, Mr. Scott must direct Mr.
Kaye's orchestra on coast to coast
broadcast originating from Virginia
Beach, Aug. 12.
ERNT Data Booklet
KRNT Des Moines has prepared for
free distribution 68-page pianographed booklet containing pertinent
data about station, market served
with various percentage comparisons,
facts and figures on food sales and
sales tax collections, wealth and population concentrations. Entitled Facts
About KRNT and Vital Des Moines
Market, booklet tells story of "Farmer
Is Bigger than Wall Street."
'Miss Television'
ELIMINATION contests held during
series of one-hour Sunday night telecasts on WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.,
will lead to selection of "Miss Television of 1949." Contest is cooperative venture of station and New Jersey Savings Bond Division of U. S.
Treasury Dept., and is open to young
women residents of New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania and Connecticut.
'On the Beam'
POSTCARD picturing Sons of the
Pioneers and Sunbeam bread trademark have been sent to 1,000 outlets
by WHBC Canton, Ohio. Card promotes interest in Sons of the Pioneers
bi-weekly broadcast for Sweaney
Bakery products.
'WOAI Merchandiser'
SUMMER issue of "WOAI Merchandiser," quarterly booklet published by
WOAI San Antonio, is being distributed. Illustrated booklet features
articles on television and is slanted
towards food and drug retail trade.

Barn Dance Tickets
OVERSIZED TICKETS, which can be
exchanged for free seats at Saturday
night Whs National Barn Dance on
WLS Chicago, have been mailed to
advertisers and agencies throughout
country. Feature is part of station's
25th anniversary celebration.
Draws Panama Inquiry
REQUEST for information on its
safety program, So It Can't Happen
to You, has been received by KXOK
St. Louis from a sergeant in Panama
Canal Zone. Station reports that Sgt.
Frank E. Prendergast of Canal Zone
wrote asking for specific information
on format of show after reading article in Broadcasting, April 25, concerning show's 500th consecutive weekly
broadcast. Program is presented by
KXOK in cooperation with St. Louis
Police Dept. and is conducted by Lt.
Roland J. Schumacher of Traffic Education Div. Sgt. Pendergast explained
he wanted information to aid him in
conducting similar program in Canal
Zone.
'Spot of the Week'
GIVING CREDIT where credit is due,
WKIP and WHVA (FM) Poughkeepsie, N. Y., each week choose an
outstanding spot from roster of current advertisers using transcribed announcements, selected on basis of production, quality and sales appeal. Spot
is aired (free) with appropriate comments about its origin and agency on
Carter's Corner, disc jockey show.
WLAC's Public Interest
ILLUSTRATED booklet titled ". . . In
the Public Interest" issued by WLAC
Nashville, Tenn., features survey of
station's activities prompted by service to the public. Pictures and brief
accounts of programs, as well as unusual happenings or interviews are
included in addition to information on
CBS programs.
Talent Hunt
TALENT hunt, sponsored by CPRN
Edmonton, Alta., and Associated Canadian Travellers' of Edmonton, has
resulted in over $25,000 being raised
for crippled children. Amateur radio

artists appear each Saturday on
CFRN's Search for Talent, the proceeds going into the fund.
Motor Safety
TEN DOLLARS and framed certificate
will go to Florida station whose personnel has broadcast greatest amount
of original and resourceful local programs dealing with traffic safety and
motor vehicle accident prevention, in
contest sponsored by Tampa Motor
Club, Tampa. Fla. Contest is designed to encourage radio and newspapers to help educate public in need
of motor accident prevention.
Polka King
POLKA LISTENER poll has been conducted over Polka Parade and Polka
Party on WJMO Cleveland. In two
weeks of contest, over 14,000 votes were
cast establishing Johnny Vadnal,
RCA Victor recording artist, as "King
of the Polkas." Mr. Vadnal was presented with plaque and set of copper
beer mugs at coronation ceremony.
Seasonal Slumps
FOLDER containing answer to seasonal slump problems has been distributed by WGAR Cleveland, Ohio.
Included is "case history" of one
campaign with relevant data and
suggestions.
Audition Time
AUDITIONS to find second "Sugar
Chil" Robinson (young Negro prodigy) in conjunction with its amateur

Up
on

to 42%

your
By The

program. Starlit Stairway, have been
completed by WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Search for pianist, who must be under
16 years of age, non-professional, and
currently not under contract, was
conducted in Detroit area. Final winner was selected by Pianist Frankie
Carle. Winner received one week
booking at Detroit's Fox Theatre, plus
either $250 or a musical scholarship.
'Modern Romances'
PROMOTION for WCOP-ABC Boston Modern Romances show, based on
stories in Modern Romances magazine, has included preparation of 20,000 flyers, used in cooperation with
Dell Publishing Co.'s Greater Boston
distribution of July issue of magazine.
Station also supplied WCOP stickers
for truck posters and local window
displays.
windows
was
given One
over of
to station's
Modern Romances
display, and certain features in July
issue also were plugged immediately
following
each morning broadcast of
show.
PROMOTION PERSONNEL
J. D. HILL, former continuity writer
for
Salina, and
Kan.,handling
is now in
selling KSAL
department
promotion for same station.
ALF T. PARKES has rejoined CKCW
Moncton, Ont., as promotion director.
GEORGE A. KOEHLER, director of
sales promotion for WFIL WFIL-FM
WFIL-TV
Philadelphia,
will also
supervise advertising for stations. Mr.
Koehler joined WFIL in 1945 as member of special events staff after servEurope.
ing as B-17 pilot with Air Force in
ROBERT M. PURCELL, director of
public service for KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, has been presented Citizenship Award medal by Los Angeles
County Council of Veterans of Foreign Wars for on-the-spot announctelecast of the recent Kathy
Fiscusing on tragedy.

Savings

Recording
Sensational

Costs!
New

COLUMBIA
(L^ Microgroove Method
See How You Save!
■^Substantially Lower Cost Per Record
*More Program Time Per 12" Disc Than
On Present 16" Record
12" Record Plays 20 Minutes, each side
10" Plays 13 Minutes, each side.
Full Columbia Transcription Quality Maintained Throughout.
CALL, WRITE, WIRE FOR FULL DETAILS!

A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. GS)
Trade Marks "Columbia" and
Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Morcas
Regislradas ® Trade Mark
Chicago:
Whitehall
Newfi®York:
6000
^
Los Angeles:
799
Seventh
Avenue
Wrigley Building
8723 Alden Drive
Bradshaw 2-5411
410 North Michigan Ave. ■
Circle 5-7300
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Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 18)
cars and busses cards carrying
both themes were posted in a
month-long (June 15-July 15) campaign. Summer listening promotion copy also appeared in signs
just above the rear license plates
of 105 Checker cabs starting June
20.
In addition, KOIL representatives called on 106 dealers and distributors and obtained their cooperation in building window and
counter displays of portable radios.
KOIL provided easel-backed car
cards for the purpose.
Other phases of the summer promotion campaign include weekly
mailings, a display in the KOIL
studio lobby, studio banners and
a card on a sidewalk quiz show
stand. KOIL also used 1" x 2"
and 2" x 3" ads in tjie Omaha
World Herald and the Omaha
Shopping News.
As a result of the campaign 13
of KOIL's regular accounts, including department stores, cleaners, clothiers, banks and camera
companies, have slanted their copy
vacationwise, the station reports.
Five accounts have been added and
four others reinstated since the
campaign began.

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

JAMES MASON, English film star, on
July 14 started eight-week summer
sustaining dramatic series. Imagination, on NBC, Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.
(EDST).

National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAl U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and Including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JUNE 5-11
NIELSEN-RATING t
Current Previous
— Current Rating —
Rank
Rank
Program
Homes
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
(000) %
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre
7,109 18.1
2
5
Suspense
6,245 15.9
3
7
Crime Photographer
6,009 15.3
4
2
My Friend Irma
5,577 14.2
5
24
Mr. District Attorney
5,499 14.0
6
8
Mr. Keen
5,381 13.7
7
25
First Nighter
4,949 12.6
8
3
Walter Winchell
4,909 12.5
9
23
Bob Hope
4,870 12.4
10
4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
4,713
11
38
Ford Theatre
4,713 12.0
12.0
12
33
Big Story
4,634 11.8
13
51
Mr. Chameleon
4,634 11.8
14
14
This Is Your FBI
4,320 11.0
15
S3
Philip Morris-Horace Heidt
4,281 10.9
16
16
Fat Man
4,242 10.8
17
Duffy's
4,242
18 31
12
Bob HawkTavern
Show
4,242 10.8
10.8
19
61
Dr. Christian
4,163 10.6
20
28
Adventures of Sam Spade
4,163 10.6
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
1
1
Lone Ranger
3,299 8.4
2
2
Beulah Show
3,063 7.8
3
4
Counter-Spy
3,063 7.8
WEEKDAY
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) .. . 3,888 9.9
2
7
Pepper Young^t Family
3,770 9.6
3
4
Right to Happiness
3,692 9.4
4
2
Young
Widder
Brown
3,535 9.0
5
3
When A Girl Marries
3,535
9.0
6
6
Backstage Wife
3,378 8.6
7
9
Stella Dallas
3,299 8.4
8
13
Portia Faces Life
3,103 7.9
9
8
Wendy Warren
3,024 7.7
10
20
Lorenzo Jones
2,906 7.4
11
5
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco)
2,906 7.4
12
12
Ma Perkins (CBS)
2,906 7.4
13
10
Our Gal, Sunday
2,867 7.3
14
19
Aunt Jenny
2,867 7.3
15
11
Rosemary
2,789 7.1
DAY, SATURDAY
1
3
Stars Over Hollywood
3,535 ■ 9.0
2
1
Armstrong Theatre
3,260 8.3
3
2
Grand Central Station
3,221 8.2
DAY, SUNDAY
1
3
House of Mystery
1,885 4.8
2
6
Quiz Kids
1,846 4.7
3
4
The Shadow
1,650 4.2

Points
Change
— 8.2
—0.1
— 0.3
—5.1
-fl.9
—0.8
-|-0.6
—5.0
-|-0.1
—+1.5
5.4
-|-0.8
-f2.5
—2.2
-(-1.9
—2.4
—0.4
—3.0
-{-2.1
— 0.9
— 0.8
—0.3
-|-0.5
—1.1
-f 1.0
-f-0.4
—0.2
0.0
0.0
-|-0.2
-fO.I
—0.5
-|-0.1
—1.4
—0.6
—0.8
—0.1
—1.0
-f 0.3
— 1.9
— 1.5
—0.8
-1-0.1
—0.8

Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.,
NOTE:39,275,000—
NUMBER THEOF 1948
HOMESESTIMATE
IS OBTAINED
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
TO
(REVISED) BYOF APPLYING
TOTAL U. THE
S. RADIO
HOMES,
(t) HOMES REACHED DURING ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR HOMES
LISTENING ONLY 1 TO 5 MINUTES.
Getting
when

your

want

you

You have a right to expect speedy
handling of your recording jobs and
pressings — with no socn'fice of quality.
Top engineering skill and equipment
are your best assurance of the kind of
service you want. At RCA Victor you
get the benefit of:
• The most modern equipment and facilities
in the trade, plus 50 years' accumulated
"know-how."
• High-fidelity phonograph records of all
kinds. All types of Vinylite transcriptions.
• Complete facilities for turning out slide
film and home phonograph type records.
• Fast handling and delivery.

CUSTOM

pressings
them?

When you can get RCA "knowhow" — why take anything less?
Send your masters to your
nearest RCA Victor Custom Record
Sales Studio:
I 55 East 24th Street
New York I 0, New York
MUrray Hill 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago II, Illinois
Whitehall 4-2900
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
You'll find useful facts
in our Custom Record Brochure.
Send for it today!

RCA VICTOR
Signs Five New Stars
PERCY FAITH, Mindy Carson,
Phil Regan, Emery Deutsch and
Michael 0 'Duffy have been signed
to exclusive recording contracts
by RCA Victor, it was announced
by J. L. Hallstrom, manager of
the company's popular artists and
repertoire department.
Mr. Faith first won renown with
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the CBC and in 1940 became permanent conductor for the Carnation Family Hour. Miss Carson
gained attention as a singer on the
Paul Whitman Stairway to the
Stars ABC program. Mr. Regan
is renowned as the singing cop
from Brooklyn. Irish-born Mr.
O'Duffy now is heard on his own
program over Mutual. Mr.
Deutsch's first album with his
violin and orchestra will be released in September.
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QUAAL

Mr. Bochman

Mr. Sullivan

'changes in management of two
stations operated by Inter-City Advertising Co in North and South
Carolina were announced by
George Dowdy, Inter-City president, last week.
Henry E. Sullivan, WKIX Columbia, S. C, manager, goes to
Greensboro, N. C, to succeed
Gordon Anderson as WCOG manager. Mr. Anderson resigned to
go into business with his brother
at Forest City, N. C.
Succeeding Mr. Sullivan at
WKIX is W. C. Bochman, who began his radio career with WCOS
Columbia in 1939. Mr. Bochman
was named WCOS manager in
1942, serving until 1948 when he
resigned to enter the publishing
business. He served as a member
of the ABC advisory board for two
years.
Mr. Sullivan, who once served as
program director of WBIG Greensboro, entered radio in 1938. He has
continued in that field except for a
World War II interim during
which he served in the Navy.
Walter H. Goan continues as
general manager of WAYS, InterCity's Charlotte, N. C, station.

CONTRADICTS

Cites Home Town Ishpeming as 'Inadequacy' Example
FURTHER EVIDENCE of economic pressure on broadcasters was
WARD QUAAL, director of the stations affiliated with the four prinweek when one AM stalast
seen
cipal networks furnish occasional secClear Channel Broadcasting Servtion asked and received FCC auondary nighttime service to the area.
ice, took issue last week with Sen.
By the use of higher power on these
thority to go off the air temporarily
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) on the clear-channel stations, these inadequate for refinancing, while another gave
signals
could
be
improved.
I
must
adequacy — or inadequacy— of raits FM operation and awaited
emphatically disagree with your as- up
dio service both for the nation as
FCC action on its AM ownership
sertion
that
the
Ishpeming
area
rea whole and for his home town of
ceives service "from 14 other radio realignment.
Ishpeming, Mich.
stations" in addition to the service
WERD Atlanta, Ga., 1-kw dayreceived
from its local station. The
Sen. Johnson, chairman of the
time on 860 kc, was granted authorfacts are that Ishpeming does not reSenate Interstate Commerce Comity to cease operations for 60 days,
ceive adequate radio service. In the
mittee and author of several clearabsence of better signals, it is forced during which time a refinancing
to be content with what it can get, will
channel breakdown bills, had writbe undertaken. FCC was told
but this is no reason against improveten a letter admonishing FCC not ment.
the station, licensed to Radio AtIt appears to me that the Ishpeming
to be "bamboozled" by the "highly
lanta Inc., currently is being opercolored assertions of the clearated at a loss but that 60 days
area, and the other inadequately served
areas throughout the Upper Peninsula
should be sufficient to refinance the
channel lobby" [Broadcasting,
of Michigan and the rest of the counJuly 11].
station structure.
try
are
entitled
to
at
least
four
conNarragansett Broadcasting Co.,
The letter was touched off by
sistently dependable services both during the day and the night. Higher operator of WALE and WCFR
Mr. Quaal's reference, during
power on clear channels is the only (FM) Fall River, Mass., was
testimony before the commerce
practical method of accomplishing this.
granted cancellation of the concommittee, to the "inadequacy" of
To Sen. Johnson's suggestion
service in Ishpeming. Sen. John- that
struction permit under which it has
he cannot find any so-called operated WCFR
son claimed that in addition to
since July 4, 1947.
"white
areas"
of
the
country
which
service from its own local station, have inadequate service, Mr. Quaal
Meanwhile an application for sale
of WALE to the owners of WNBH
WJPD, Ishpeming receives service
from 14 other stations.
replied that "not a single witness"
New Bedford, Mass., for $47,233
Answering these claims station in FCC's three-year clear-channel
by station in a letter to the Sena- proceeding "stated or inferred that was awaiting the Commission's apAM service is adequate."
tor, Mr. Quaal claimed that actually present
Narragansett, owned by Fall
He quoted FCC Chairman Wayne
proval.
River
business and professional
only one station — WJPD Ishpeming
that 20,000,000 peo— provides the city with primary Coy pleashavesaying
told the Commission that
never had adequate radio men,
WCFR had been operating at a
service both day and night. He de- service.
substantial loss since its inception,
nied that WJPD, a 250-watter,
and that its deletion would help
A copy of Mr. Quaal's letter was
could render "excellent" primary
sent to Rep. John B. Bennett
curtail expenses. It is a Class A
service over the range Sen. John(R-Mich.), whose home district
assignment, Channel 228 (93.5 mc).
son attributed to it, or that it embraces
Ishpeming, for inclusion
Narragansett's WALE is on 1400
could render satisfactory "second- in the Congressional Record.
kc with 250 w.
ary" service at all.
Aside from WJPD, he said,
Ishpeming receives daytime primary service from WDMJ Marquette. "These are the only truly
Successful
satisfactory
He continued:services," he declared.
In addition, certain clear-channel
Experienced
Radio Sales Executive
FMA

Will Ask FCC

To Order

More

FM HOURS
FM ASSN. will ask the FCC to require more hours of operation by FM
stations, as a result of action taken by the FMA board at a meeting
held Sunday, July 10. The board took a flat stand against the suggestion
of FCC Chairman Wayne Coy that the FCC require jointly owned
FM-AM stations to duplicate all
amendments would :
programs broadcast by the AM
affiliate, contending the station opRequireas FMa minimum,
hours of the
operation
erator should decide what hours he to (1)
coincide,
same
number
of
hours
as
the
AM
station
desired to duplicate.
where there is an FM-AM affiliation in
the same city or metropolitan area;
Josh L. Horne Jr., WCEC and
(2) Permit the FM station affiliate to
WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount,
program according to the choice of the
N. C, was elected to the board.
licensee
as authorized by the Communitations Act;
He also was named FMA treasurer
(3) In cases where AM is a daytime
until the autumn FMA meeting.
station,
require
FM affiliate
to operate
Mr. Horne is a member of the AP
a minimum
of three
hours after
6 p.m.,
in
addition
to
the
same
number
of
board, president and publisher of hours of AM operation which signs off
at local sunset time;
the Rocky Mount Evening Tele(4) Recognize hardship cases and
gram, and president of the two
permit relaxed hours of operation of
stations.
Individually proved hardship cases;
The FMA board decided to withRequire Independent
stationsto
not(5)associated
with any AM FMstations
draw a petition filed with the FCC
operate
the
first
year
a
minimum
schedule of six hours per day; the second
in October 1947 involving AM-FM
year,
eight
hours
per
day;
the
third
network duplication and endorsed
year,
fulltlme.12 hours per day and thereafter
the FCC action banning sound-only
broadcasts by TV stations.
FMA's board contended that TV
Leonard H. Marks, FMA general broadcasts in which the sound and
counsel, was directed to file the picture are not related encroach
minimum hour petition to amend
on the sound broadcasting field,
Rule 3.261 with its six-hour mini- deemed unfair competition to both
FM and AM stations.
mum daily requirement. The
BROADCASTING

ECONOMICS
Trouble Two Outlets
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WANTS

A

I¥EW

JOB

'T'horough background of sales and administrative
experience starting with local sales in Metropolitan
Market Network Sales; sales and sales management
in national spot for representative, plus broad and
resultful experience in transcribed, syndicated program field. Has demonstrated ability to stimulate and
maintain sales activity among personnel.
TIT as excellent contacts with buyers of time and programs, and with stations form coast to coast.
Fully qualified to:
MANAGE A STATION
SALES MANAGE A STATION
REPRESENT GROUPS OF STATIONS
DIRECT SALES FOR NATIONAL REP
(and personally
sell) AND ABILITIES
ADAPT
BACKGROUND
TO AN AGENCY OPERATION
These things are important to me:
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY TO FULLY
UTILIZE EXPERIENCE AND ABILITIES.
ASSOCIATION WITH INDIVIDUAL OR
ORGANIZATION WITH A HISTORY OF
PAST SUCCESS AND PLANS FOR INCREASING FUTURE SUCCESS.
Remember! I'm looking for a new job;
not a situation or a position.
Box 824B Broadcasting
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 62)
Manitowoc, Wis.; WRAL Raleigh.
N. C; WSFC Somerset. Ky.; WSNJ
Bridgeton. N. J.; WSOC Charlotte,
N. C; WSSV Petersburg, Va.; WTAX
Springfield, 111.; WTIP Charleston.
W. Va.; WWCO Waterbury, Conn.;
WJNC Jacksonville. N. C; WGBB Freeport, N. Y.; WINN Louisville, Ky.;
WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn.; WJPD Ishpeming, Mich.; KANE New Iberia,
La.; WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; WENK
Union City, Tenn.
Opinion and Order
Cross-Out Advertising Co. Inc., St.
Louis,ingMo.
— Dismissed
declaratory
rulingpetition
as to requestwhether
radio
basedandon patented
"Cross-Out"by
game program
copyrighted
petitioner, violates any Commission
rule
or regulation or law enforced by
Commission.
July 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1400 kc
Radio South Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.
—Application for CP new AM station
1400 kc 250 w unl. AMENDED to request changes ant. and ground system
etc. and change name of applicant from
Radio South Inc., to Harold S. Cohn
and Bert Richmond d/b as Radio South.
AM— 1410 kc
WWSC
Glens Falls, N. Y.— CP to
change from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1410
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N. AMENDED to request 1410 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA.
License for CP
WEMP-FM
Milwaukee — License for
CP new FM station.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
AM— 630 kc
KCIL 1490Houma,
CP toto630change
from
kc 250 La.
w —unl.
kc 1
kw unl. DA-DN.
SSA— 830 kc
WNYC New York— Extension of SSA
to operate additional time between
hours of 6 a.m. EST and sunrise New
York and between hours of sunset at
Minneapolis, Minn., and 10 p.m. EST
with DA for period of six months from
Sept. 2.
SSA— 1400 kc
WLOW
Norfolk, Va.— Request for
SSA to operate 1400 kc 250 w unl. for
period not to exceed 6 mos.
July 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1300 kc
Voice
of
Alabama,
Ala. —w
CP new AM station Cullman,
910 kc 500
D AMENDED to request 1300 kc 1 kw D.
AM— 1250 kc
Fort Payne On The Air, Fort Payne,
Ala. — CP new AM station 1250 kc
250 w D AMENDED to request 1250
kc 1 kw D.
AM— 1580 kc
Rock River Valley Bcstg. Co., Watertown,
new AM station
920
kc 500 Wis.
w —D CPAMENDED
to request
1580 kc 250 w D.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion
date: WAGAFM Atlanta,
Ga.; WRWR
Albany,
N. Y.; KTRH-FM Houston, Tex.
KRIC-FM
Beaumont,
Tex.—
Mod.
new FM station to change ERP CPto
14 kw, antenna height to 385 ft.
License for CP
CPWBUT-FM
new FM Butler,
station. Pa.— License for
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1490 kc
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C— Request for SSA on 1240 kc 250 w unl.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WEAK Charleston, S. C. — RETURNED July 12 mod. license to
change from 1 kw D to 1 kw-D
100 w-N.
July 14 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Petition Denied
WMRN
Marion,
— Denied petition for immediate Ohio
consideration
and
grant without hearing application for
CP to install new vertical ant. and
mount FM ant. on AM tower; designated application for hearing, at
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SUMMARY

TO JULY 14

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnXotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
AM Stations
2,007 1,976 213
417 242
FM Stations
726
379 489 12* Appli51
30
TV * Stations
64
12
106
345 182
5 on air
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KBTA Batesville, Ark. (White Biver Valley Bcstrs.
Inc., 1340 kc, 250 w, unlimited); KELW Mankato, Minn. (Minnesota Valley Bcstg.
Co., 1420 kc, 1 kw, unlimited, directional); KRAO Red Oak, Iowa (Red Oak,
Radio Corp., 1600 kc, 500 w, daytime); WBSM New Bedford, Mass. (Bay State
Bcstg. Co., 1230 kc, 100 w, unlimited: WCHF New Orleans (Louisiana Bcstg. Co.
1540 kc, 50 kw daytime, 25 kw nighttime. DA-2); WIML-FM Jersey City, N. J.
(Seymour N. Siegel); WJCM Sebring, Fla. (Highlands Bcstg. Co., 1340 kc. 100 w,
unlimited); WMSL-FM Decatur, Ala. (Tennessee Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc.); WPIO
Northampton, Mass. (Pioneer Valley Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited). WBSMFM New Bedford, Mass. (Pioneer Valley Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc,j250 w unlimited).
WBSM-FM New Bedford, Mass. changed from WBSM (Bay ''State Bcstg. Co.).
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Jacksonville,
Fla.decision
— Brennan
Broadcasting Co., initial
by Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith looking
toward grant of application for new
station on 690 kc, 25 kw unlimited,
nighttime directional and denial of
WTOC cilities
Savannah,
Ga.,5 tokw change
fafrom 1290 kc
unlimited
DA-N
to
690
kc
10
kw
unlimited.
Inisue.) tial decision July 14. (See story this isNon-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Lafayette,
— Camellia
ing Co. Inc. La.
granted
1390 Broadcastkc, 500 w
daytime.cipals:Estimated
cost
PrinPaul H. De Cloute, $19,787.
sweet potato
broker and warehouse operator, president 25%; Thomas A. De Cloute, sweet
potato broker, vice president 25%;
Harold J. Delhommer, auto parts, vice
president
25% ; John W.Louisiana
Mitchell, director of Southwest
Trade
School, secretary-treasurer 25%. All
four men own 25% each in Trades Inc.,
trade school at Lafayette, La. Granted
July 8.
Fitchburg, Mass. — Wachusett BroadCo. granted
kc, 1Principals
kw daytime.castingEstimated
cost 1580
$17,564.
include: gineer
Donald
L.
Coleman,
chief
enWBEC Pittsfleld, Mass., 15%;
Albert E. Keleher, physicist, 28'/!%;
J. Gordon Keyworth, consulting engineer, and Ys owner WMNB N. Adams,
Mass. 28V3%; James L. Spates, 12%
owner Telecolor Corp., Springfield,
Mass. Partnership agrees that with
time and place to be designated
later, in consolidated proceedings
with Hico Bcsters., Jonesville, Mich.,
WJBK Detroit, Mich., WABJ Adrian,
Mich., and made WBEX Chillicothe,
Ohio, and WSRS Cleveland Heights,
Ohio, parties to proceeding.
Request Granted
WERD Atlanta, Ga. — Granted request
to cease operation for period of 60
days
station.in order to refinance structure of
Hearing Designated
KTSA KTSA-FM San Antonio, Tex.,
KANS Wichita, Kan. and KRGV
Weslaco, Tex. — Designated for consolidated hearing at time and place
to be specified later, applications for
consent to transfer control of KTSAKTSA-FM; assignment of license of
KANS and assignment of license of
KRGV (story page 37).
KLAC KLAC-TV Los Angeles, Calif,
and KYA
San Francisco,
Ordered consolidated
hearingCalif.
at —time
and place to be designated later, on
applications for consent to transfer
control of KLAC KLAC-TV and KYA
from Dorothy Schiff (Thackrey) to
Warner Bros. Pictures (story page 28).
Petition Denied
WQUA Moline, 111. — Denied petition
of WQUA requesting that application
of American Bcstg. Stations Inc. for
renewal of license WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, be designated for hearing, and
that WQUA l5e made party to proceeding (story page 37).

grant they may become corporation
with pro rata stock interest. Granted
July 14.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WDXI Jackson, Tenn. — Granted assignment of license from Aaron B. Robinson tr/as Dixie Broadcasting Co. to
a corporation of same name and with
Mr. Robinson holding all of stock consisting of 4,000 shares. Mr. Robinson
requested change to achieve advantages
of a corporate organization. WDXI is
assigned
1310 kc
Granted July
12. with 1 kw daytime.
WAAT-AM-FM and WATV (TV)
Newark, in N.Bremer
J. — Granted
transfer
control
Broadcasting
Corp.of
from Yetta Pollack, executrix of estate
of Albert H. Pollack to Yetta in her
own right. No transfer or furnishing
of Albert H. Pollack to Yetta Pollack
in her own
right.is No
transferWAAT
or fur-is
nishing of funds
involved.
assigned 5 kw daytime, 1 kw night on
970 kc. WAAT-FM operates on Channel 234signed
(94.7Channel
mc).
13. WATV
Granted (TV)
July is12. asKVSF Santa
Fe, N.from
M.— New
Granted
assignment of license
Mexico
Broadcasting
Co.
to
Santa
Fe
Broadcasting Co. Inc. Licensee feels that it
can function better as corporation.
Ownership
remain
same. S.
Principals are:interest
Hebenstreit.
Vidal and
N.A. S.R. Buchanan.
KVSF P.is
assigned
126012.kc, 1 kw unlimited.
Granted July
WXLT
Ely,
Granted
voluntary assignment Minn.—
of license
from Charles
W. IngersoU to Ely Broadcasting Co.
WXLT islimited.
assigned
1450 12.kc, 250 w unGranted July
Deletions . . .
Two AM authorizations and one FM
construction permit were deleted by
FCC last week. Total dropouts since
first of year are: AM 21, FM 122.
Deletions, effective dates and reason
for withdrawals follow:
KALAlows, CP Alliance,
Neb.— Ben J. SalJuly
no reason
stated.6. Request of applicant,
KRST Tyler,
— Rose
Capital
Broadcasting
Co. CPTex.July
1. Applicant
desires to abandon project.
WCFR (FM)
Fall River,
— Narragansett
Broadcasting
Co., Mass.
CP hasJuly
12.
Permittee
states that station
been
operatingthority with
special
temporary
ausince July 4, 1947, and since its
inception
beenstory
incurring
substantial losses.has(See
this issue.)

Farmer terests,
Pub. treasurer;
Co. and
inIrvingsome
A. radio
Jennings,
member legal firm, Jennings, Strauss,
Salmon
& Trask,
have11. equal interest of 16%%.
FiledallJuly
Herkimer, N. Y.— Robert Harvard
Dye, 1230
unlimited;
estimated cost kc,
$9,525.100Mr.w Dye,
sole owner,
is
presentlyFiled
chiefJulyengineer
at WNDR
Syracuse.
11.
Glenwood
Springs, Co.,
Col. 1340
— Glenwood
Springs
Broadcasting
kc, 250
w SH; estimated cost $8,100. Principals:
Douglas D. Kahle, manager KCOL Fort
Collins, Col., 50%; Lewis W. Grove,
branch manager Mine & Smelter Supply Co., 50%. Filed July 6.
Tulia, Tex. — Tul'e Broadcasting Co.,
1150 kc, 250 w daytime; estimated cost
$12,500. Principals: Francis D. Burgess,
student, gineer
20%;KSELRobert
Olin Lowery,
enLubbock,
Tex., 20%;
Francis J. Burgess, farming, 20%; Allan
S. Head, drug business, 20%; Walker
B. Jones, drug business, 10%; Roy F.
McCasland, dentist, 10%. Filed July 6.
Kinston, . N. . C. — Commonwealth
Broadcasting Corp., 1010 kc, 1 kw daytime;
estimated
cost $10,000.
wealth
Broadcasting
Corp. isCommonlicensee
of WLOW Norfolk, Va. Filed July 13.
TV APPLICATIONS
Terre Haute, Ind. — Wabash Valley
Broadcasting Corp., Channel 4 (66-72
mc), ERP 15.3 kw visual, 7.65 kw aural
antenna height above average terrain
351 ft. Estimated cost of construction
$161,975, first year operating cost $100,000, estimated
$50,000.
cant is licenseerevenue
of WHTI
AM Applioutlet
in Terre Haute. Filed July 11.
Durham, N. C. — Durham Radio Corp.,
Channel 4 (66-72 mc), ERP 22.825 kw
visual, 11.425 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 485 ft. Estimated
cost $198,270.11, first year operating
cost $50,000, estimated revenue $45,000
Durham Radio Corp. is licensee of
WDNC8. and WDNC-FM Durham. Filed
July
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WTNT Augusta, Ga.— Transfer of
control in Georgia-Carolina Broadcasting Co. to J. B. Fuqua who purchases
900 shares of stock for $75,000. See story
BROADCASTING, page 73. Filed July
14.
WALE Fall River, Mass. — Transfer
of control in Narragansett BroadcastCo., from Broadcasting
George L. Sisson
Jr., et
al toingBristol
Co., licensee
of WNBH New Bedford, Mass. Bristol
Broadcasting buys 471}^ shares of stock
for $47,233. Transferee believes proposed stock purchase can improve
WALE with consequent benefit to general public. Filed June 28.
KDET from
Center,
license
Tom Tex.—
PotterAssignment
and Tom E.of
Foster d/b as Center Broadcasting Co.,
to Center Broadcasting Co. Inc. composed comer.
of original
and one49%newMr. Fosterpartners
now holds
interest and Mr. Potter holds 50%. William H. Smith, assistant cashier Guaranty Bond Bank, acquires 1 share or
1% for $10. Move is made to gain usual
advanatges of corporate status and
make for more flexible business organization. Filed June 28.
a

JTAC POSITIONS
I
Hogan, Fink Named
DONALD G. FINK, editor-in-chief
of Electronics, has been appointed
chairman of the Joint Technical
Advisory Committee; John V. L.
Hogan, president of WQXR New
York, has been named vice chairman, and Lavi^rence G. Gumming,
technical secretary, IRE, has been
reappointed secretary of the
JTAC. Appointments are all for
one year, July 1, 1949, to June 80,
1950, and were made by the boards
of IRE and RMA.
Tliese two associations jointly
formed JTAC in May 1948 to review and evaluate technical and
engineering information regarding
electronics in order to advise governmental bodies and other professional and industrial groups.
JTAC is currently assisting the
FCC in its study of the future use
for television of the frequencies
from 475 mc to 890 mc. It has
issued two reports on this subject.

New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Minot,castingN.Co. Inc.,
D. — 910
North
Broadkc, 1Dakota
kw unlimited,
directional night; estimated cost $41,000. Jamestown
licensee of KSJB Broadcasting
Jamestown, Co.,
N. D.,
owns 97.40%
of
North
Dakota
Broadcasting Co. John Boler, president of
Jamestown Broadcasting has applicationlotte
pending
new station
at CharAmalie,forVirgin
Islands.
Filed
July 12.
Yuma, Ariz. — Salt River Valley
Broadcasting Co., 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited; estimated cost $19,830. PrinL. Hogg,
partnerAlbert
in Arizonacipals:
MusicJohnCorp.,
president;
D.
Johnson, partner in Arizona Music
Corp., vice president; Glenn Snyder,
39.29% owner
Tucson, vice
president; John KTUC
R. Williams,
secretary;
George R. Cook, part owner Prairie
BROADCASTING
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Monopoly
(Continued from page 27)
did not touch on radio. Sen. Joseph
O'Mahoney (D-Wy.) also testified.
Morris Ernst, New York attor'ney, delivered a statement in Wednesday's session in which he scored
II"the four big networks and three
big press associations" as monopolistic concentrations. Mr. Ernst,
one of radio's more rabid critics,
charged "discrimination" against
small local stations, asserting
"they cannot air programs to other
stations in the environs — there is
discrimination against them — the
telephone company will not rent
less than one hour of wire." He
also alluded briefly to U. S. areas
where "the only newspaper owns
the only radio station."
Sen. O'Mahoney, another monopoly foe, made a passing reference
to radio stating that the advertising concentration of four soapmakers "shuts out competition."
"Twocontrol
or three
these
firms
mostof of
the (soap)
radio
time. If you will listen to proigrams on all the large networks,
you will find that these programs
lare bought by the four big soapmakers," he observed. "This shuts
iOut competition."
"Then the newcomer steps in,"

interposed Rep. Earl C. Michener
(R-Mich.). "Kaiser-Frazer is a
newcomer. (Yet) Kaiser — Frazer
uses more radio time than any
other automobile firm. . ."
"Mr. Kaiser is a genius in public
relations. . . He even gets his name
in print more than you and I,"
Sen. O'Mahoney chuckled.
With respect to the subcommittee's investigation. President Truman had expressed himself "wholeheartedly in favor of the subcommittee's objectives" and called
upon certain independent agencies
and executive officers to cooperate
with the group. Replying to a letter
from the group's general counsel,
C. Murray
he noted:
"I
have
added Bernhardt,
a few agencies
to the
list you furnished because it seemed
to me that your subcommittee
might find occasion to call on them
for assistance."
FCC was among the regulatory
branches added to the original list
by Mr. Truman; agencies included
ICC, FTC, SEC and FPC. The
President dispatched memos to the
chairmen of each, "requesting that
you and your agency give Mr. Caller and his subcommittee the fullest
possible cooperation and assistance,
subject only to jurisdiction and appropriation limitation."
Discrimination

!NEGRO

ARTISTS

End

Urged for Radio
^RESOLUTION that an immediate campaign be launched to end alleged
smployment discrimination against Negroes in the radio industry was
^passed at the first conference on radio and television sponsored by
the Committee for the Negro in 19the Arts.
The conference, held July
in New York, also suggested that
not with
man's
creed or uctivity,
color.
He aalso
said race,
that
'the radio industry is highly susleptible to pressure and therefore
the
station's
stand
was
taken
be:an be forced to abandon such
cause of the importance of the
as Amos 'n' tremendous Negro market in Philprograms
njurious
i.ndy,
Beulah,
and other programs
adelphia. He felt that many other
which falsify and distort the reali- station owners agreed with him,
and are following the WDAS
ses of Negro life."
Keynote address of the meeting,
policy. WDAS, Mr. Beeuwkes reAttended by some 300 artists,
vealed, employs a full-time Negro
announcer who doubles as time
A'riters and radio people, was made
Dy Canada Lee, Negro actor. He
salesman, and "is building himself
iharged that an iron curtain exists
a real place on the staff." Recently,
n radio against the Negro people. he reported, the station hired at
3e pointed out that the blame is $150 weekly, Bon-Bon (George
lot all radio's, but that radio fol- Tunnell), a Negro vocalist, to conduct a disc jockey-variety show
ows the general pattern of "abuse
featuring all types of music. This,
md
by the Negro"
n allslander
fields suffered
of entertainment.
he pointed out, refuted conference
inferences that Negroes are hired
Independent stations have made
he most gains in employment of for economy reasons.
Others on the program included
legroes as artists, disc jockeys,
Saul Carson, radio editor of The
innouncers and technicians, accordng to Arnold Perle, radio script New Republic, who warned that
vriter. Reading a paper on inde- television is very apt to follow
jendents, Mr. Perle cited the group
radio's lead in stereotyping, but
cited a number of network variety
is the most progressive in content
shows that have used Negro artists
)f material and in digressing from
;tereotyping. He commended
as integral parts of the programs.
A^MCA New York and WNEW
Paul Robeson, Negro baritone,
^ew York, the former for hiring also addressed the meeting.
I Negro announcer (Gordon Heath)
Executives of the committee met
ind Sportscaster Jacke Robinson;
last Thursday night to plan a
he latter for its tolerance jingles.
fuller meeting next Thursday to
Little Songs on Big Subjects."
work out the "follow-through" on
the resolutions passed. Delegates
Lambert B. Beeuwkes, general
nanager of WDAS Philadelphia,
from organizations and guilds
concerned with radio and TV will
,tointed out that his station is conbe invited.
erned with competence and prod3ROADCASTING
• Telecastin:
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Mlk

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
Hecht

Success

EDITOR, Broadcasting;
I have read the article in the
current issue of Broadcasting on
the Hecht Co., and I want to compliment you on the beautiful way
that you have handled it.
James Rotto
Sales & Publicity Director
The Hecht Co.
Washington, D. C.
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Many thanks for the tear sheets
as well as ing
the excellent account of
the Hecht success story, in the
July 11 issue of Broadcasting.
Harwood
President Mar-tin
Harwood Martin AdvertisWashington, D. C.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May tionsIfor express
congratulathe fine myarticle
in the
current issue of Broadcasting on
the Hecht Co. radio advertising.
We appreciate the highly complimentary references to WGAY. . . .
Joseph L. Brechner
General Manager
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
* * *
EDITOR,
Mike'
TalkingBroadcasting:
The brief story in the June 27
issue
mike"
was ofabout
great WSM's
interest"talking
to us, and
we
commend that great NBC outlet

WTNT

SOLD

for tops in ingenuity. However,
when our engineers spotted that
phrase "radio's first talking mike"
in the story, they demanded that
a formal challenge be sent to
WSM's
Electronic pistols at 20engineers:
paces.
Our boys point out that several
hundred thousand persons saw a
KDKA talking mike (we called it
"Magic Mike") at the huge 1948
Allegheny County Fair in September 1948. Moreover, the crowds
who heard the Magic Mike were
amazed
the factThey
thatcould
KDKA's
mike wasbywireless.
pick
it up, and walk around with it,
and inthe
g. .. . darned thing kept talkJ. E. Baiidino
General Manager
KDKA Pittsburgh
P. S. KDKA's
Magic inMike
the
"Feature
of the Week"
that was
sterling
publication, BROADCASTING, in the
excited!
issue of September 20, 1948. Who's
* if; *
AM Booming at WJEF
EDITOR, Broadcasting: ;
... I think the following little
news item may give evidence to
the fact that AM broadcasting
hasn't gone completely to the dogs.
Local business on WJEF [Grand
Rapids] in May 1949 showed an
increase of 72.5% over May of
1948 and our local business for
the first five months of 1949 is up
19% over the similar period last
year. . W.
. . S. Clark
Commercial Manager
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.
Fuqua Pays $75,000
For 900 Shares

SALE of WTNT Augusta, Ga. (NBC), to J. B. Fuqua, vice president and
general manager of WGAC Augusta (ABC), was announced last week
by Edgar W. Teasley, WTNT vice president and general manager. Price
was $75,000 for 900 shares of issued stock.
Mr. Teasley and Walter J. WGAC is a 5 kw D 1 kw N station
Brown, president of WTNT,
on 580 kc.
WORD Spartanburg, S. C, and
Mr. Brown issued the statement:
WTWA Thomson, Ga., retain a
"The coaxial television line is
6.6%. interest in WTNT under a
stock repurchase agreement. Mr. already through Augusta. It was
Fuqua will resign from WGAC and quite apparent to the owners of
WTNT that if we stayed in the
dispose of his 10% stock interest
radio broadcasting business in Auupon approval of the transfer.
gusta we should begin preparing
Pending FCC approval, Mr.
to go into television. Apparently
Teasley will continue to operate
WTNT, whose constuction he su- with television in mind, Mr. Fuqua
made us an offer to purchase
pervised in 1946. Mr. Brown and
WTNT. Because of his resources
Mr. Teasley own 51% of WTNT.
and experience in Augusta radio,
Other stockholders are P. S. Knox,
Jr. and John Cash, of Thomson,
which is a highly competitive market, we decided the continued develand Dr. William Thurmond, of Auopment of WTNT and the radio
gusta. Mr. Fuqua established
WGAC in 1940 and developed it listening and seeing public would
best be served by selling WTNT to
from a local into a regional. WTNT
operates with 250 w on 1230 kc.
Mr. Fuqua."
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At

Deadline

TWO COLOR TV STUDIES
TO GET UNDER WAY
RADIO MFRS. ASSN. and National Bureau
of Standards to conduct separate surveys of
color TV status and prospects. Bureau announced membership of committee [BroadcastingMay
,
30, June 27] and listed topics to
be studied at request of Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of Senate Commerce
Committee.
RMA group to report to parent RMA Television Committee headed by Max Balcom,
Sylvania Electric Products, past RMA president. Top group will draw up recommendations on FCC allocations proposal.
Bureau committee to study band width,
transmitting and receiving equipment, propagation factors in VHF and UHF bands and
adaptability of present TV sets to color or
monochrome reception of color signals. It
will report in November, and not take part
in FCC TV hearings in August.
On bureau group are E. U. Condon, NBS
director, chairman; Newbern Smith, chief of
NBS propagation laboratory, vice chairman;
Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, IRE president; W. L. Everitt, dean, U. of Illinois Engineering College; Donald G. Fink, editor and
JTAC chairman (see story page 72).
Also on RMA group are F. J. Bingley, WOR
New York; Lewis Clement, Crosley Division;
R. B. Dome, GE; E. W. Engstrom, RCA; Mr.
Fink; T. T. Goldsmith, DuMont; Peter Goldmark, CBS; G. E. Gustafson, Zenith Radio
Corp.; R. F. Guy, NBC and TBA; David B.
Smith, Philco Corp.
SHORT-NECKED 19-INCH
TUBE DEVELOPED BY DUMONT
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs has developed
short-necked metal 19-inch video receiving
tube, providing direct-view pictures of "greater
clarity than ever before received," according
to company. Only 21% inches long, seven
inches shorter than its 20-inch counterpart,
new tube gives picture of 203 square inches
against 20-inch tube's 213 square inches and
weighs 16 pounds as opposed to 40 for 20-inch
tube. It is lighter and shorter than DuMont
15-inch tube.
Shorter neck and beam throw, DuMont engineers explained, cause flow of electrons to
form in narrow stream, producing small, welldefined spot on screen which gives sharper
focus and improved resolution. New tube also
gives homeowners big-screen pictures in cabinets scaled to normal room size.
AD

COUNCIL

PROJECT

BOARD

of Directors and Public Policy Committee of Advertising Council have accepted
national advertising campaign for United
Church Canvass, to run Nov. 1 through
Thanksgiving Day. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, will be volunteer agency. Radio
advertisers and major networks will be asked
to cooperate through council's radio allocations plan.
CHASE

& SANBORN

SHIFTS

STANDARD Brands, New York, appoints
Compton Adv. Inc., New York, to handle advertising effective Oct. 1 of Chase & Sanborn
coffee and instant coffee. J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, previously handled account.
No media plans yet.
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FCC DROPS CUT-OFF,
ADVERTISING PROPOSALS
BOWING

to industry opposition, FCC announced Friday it had abandoned its proposal
to require local advertising of, and establish
cut-off dates for, broadcast applications
[Closed Circuit, July 11].
Only part of proposal which remains is
repeal of Avco Rule on advertising and competitive bidding on station sales — and this
repeal was ordered separately last month.
"Universal advertising" plan as originally
proposed [Broadcasting, Feb. 28] would have
made drastic changes in handling of major
broadcast applications. It would have required three weeks' local advertising of AM,
FM, and TV applications for new stations and
renewals, changes in facilities, hours, or location, and transfer plans. Ninety-day cut-off
dates would have been set up, under complex
system, for filing of mutually exclusive applications.
Industry spokesmen generally opposed proposal, directing fire particularly against advertising requirenient, which they regarded
as unnecessary and ill-advised. Sentiment on
cut-offs was mixed. Commission concluded
merely that "except for the [repeal of Avco
Rule] heretofore made final, the amendments
proposed . . . should not be adopted."
PORTER, DENNY CITED IN
SEN. BUTLER LOBBY CHARGES
CITING former FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter
and Charles R. Denny, Sen. Hugh Butler
(R-Neb.) Friday joined demand by Sen. Russell
B. Long (D-La.) for investigation of government officials who resign and "quickly turn up
as spokesmen and lobbyists for special inSen. Butler favored amendment of pending
terests."
pay-raise bill to "prevent men high in government posts from resigning one day and the
next day starting to practice law, influence,
or whatever in the agencies from which they
resigned." This "may be legal, but it's certainly highly questionable," he added.
He mentioned Mr. Denny among others,
saying that "within two weeks" after resignation from FCC he "turned up as chief counsel
for NBC. . . ." Mr. Porter, he said, represents
clients he "could never have obtained ... if
he had not been trained in this private school
— the federal government."
JELKE SPOT PLANS
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Circuit
'

new procedure adopted June 2. One, already
filed, objects to examiner's proposal that Raytheon Mfg. Co. be granted more construction
time for its WRTB (TV) Waltham, Mass.
Another, yet to come, may deal with proposal
to renewmental
license
of Sarkes
Tarzian's
HIFAM (high
frequency
AM) experistation
'
at Bloomington, Ind.
FULTON LEWIS' crusade against an RFC!
loan to Lone Star Steel Co. of Texas, cost
commentator's closest business associate and
manager — William B. Dolph — several thousand
dollars. Mr. Dolph it seems, bought some
stock in Lone Star some time ago. Mr. Lewis
crusade may or may not have caused RFC
to refuse loan. It did mean 50% drop in value
of stock as far as Mr. Dolph was concerned.
ESSO STANDARD OIL Co., New York (Esso
Marketers) through Marschalk & Pratt, New
York, about to sign contracts to sponsor Martin
GoschSunday.
program Tonight on Broadway on CBSTV
WHETHER or not FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
becomes available for paid presidency of Television Broadcasters Assn., that organization
is bent upon having fulltime operating head.
Mr. Coy's decision won't be known until he
returns from Europe in latter August, and
meanwhile TBA is marking time on campaign
to raise $100,000 annual budget.
WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago (chewing gum), plans national TV selective campaign with 10-second commercials to start
in near future on about 20 top market stations."
Agency, Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago. •
NEGOTIATIONS virtually completed for!
sponsorship of Duffy's Tavern on NBC Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m., beginning next fall. Agency,]
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York!
i
DON'T JUMP to conclusion that insertion of j
anti-trust question in hearing on Warner Bros.']
purchase of Thackrey West Coast properties
(story page 28) means FCC has already decided to deal with anti-trust problem on caseto-case basis (though it seems likely to do so).
Aug. 1 contract-termination date forced FCC's
hand in Warners-Thackrey case.
CHANGE-OF-HEART DEPT.: Cliff Durr's
White House relations, good enough to get him
an offer of reappointment to FCC last election
year despite repeated attacks on President's
loyalty program, obviously have sunk to dead
bottom. Now President Truman's referring
to him, Henry Wallace and Singer Paul Robe-,
son as "gang." Presidential reference was in
connection with plan of trio, leaders of "bill of
rights conference," to demand investigation of
FBI. Mr. Dui'r, left-wing Alabaman, is now
practicing law and is president of National
Lawyers Guild.

JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago, which has
named Tatham-Laird, same city, to handle
advertising for margarine, planning spot radio
and TV campaign in Southern California.
National AM spots may also be used. C. R.
Standen is account executive.

ABC

TWO JOIN PETRY STAFF
DON HARDING and J. Rolston Fishburn
added to AM and TV sales staffs, respectively,
at Edward Petry & Co., Chicago. Mr. Harding was with Paul H. Raymer Co. and Donald
Cooke Inc. Mr. Fishburn was Chicago manager of Walker Co. and salesman for William
G. Rambeau Co.

ABC announced Friday it would offer new
"four-in-one" plan to sponsors of hour-long
Kate Smith Calls, which begins Aug. 8. Network seeking four sponsors, each paying
$300,000 a year. Format to be arranged so
each sponsor gets commercials spread over
hour instead of only within quarter hour. ,
Miss Smith also will do Monday 10:15-11 p.m.show to be sold on traditional basis.

4-IN-1 SPONSOR
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KMBC

KFRM

Kansas City,
Special
Trade Paper Edition

KFRM

Early Summer, 1949

Again

KMBC AGAIN FIRST
CHOICE OF KANSAS
CITY LISTENERS
Proof that KMBC continues to be the most
listened-to station in
Greater Kansas City is
contained in the latest
Kansas City survey released by Conlan & Associates.
This general coincidental telephone survey
was conducted in March
to April, 1949, under
the joint sponsorship of
KC radio stations including KMBC. Over
70,000 basic calls were
made during the one
week survey period between the hours of 7:00
a.m. and 11 :00 p.m.
Although KMBC
rated first mornings,
afternoons and evenings, most spectacular
ratings were in the f orenoons when KMBC
topped its nearest competitor 34%. KMBC led
its competition in this
survey by an even
greater margin than in
a similar survey in November, 1948.
This new survey and
other surveys giving detailed information on listening habits throughout the Kansas City
Trade Area — western
Missouri, all of Kansas,
and portions of adjacent states — are available to advertisers and
agencies for their examination and study.
Simply call any KMBC
or KFRM man, or any
Free & Peters "Colonel".

First

KFRM AREA SURVEYS
SPRING— 1949 AND
FALL— 1 948
12.8
Percentage of
I 1.4 11.1
Total Audience
9.5
7^5
K
F
R
M

5.8

1st °2nd "Srd

4th 5th

5.5

LEGEND:
The larger figures and
solid lines indicate the
March, 1949 Survey, and
the small figures and dotted lines denote the Fall,
1948 standing. The asterisks denote Wichita stations. 79 Kansas counties, 5
Oklahoma counties and 4
Nebraska counties were included in the March, 1949
Survey. 73 Kansas, 5 Oklaand 4included
Nebraska incountieshoma,were
the
Fall, 1948 Survey.
A total of 62,368 basic
calls were made and 14,423
listening homes surveyed in
this new study.
The Kansas, Oklahoma
and Nebraska counties are
dramatically pictured on
the map below. All counties
are within KFRM's 0.5
mv/m contour.

In

1949

Survey

Kansas Farm Station Tops 1948
Fall Rating 12%; Remains First
Choice of Kansas Listeners Daytime
Kansas radio listeners have again named KFRM as
the most listened-to station, daytime, in the Sunflower State. Moreover, the "Kansas Farm Station"
leads its competition by
which were not surveyed.
a greater margm even
KFRM leads all broadthan before according to
casters for the morning
a March 1949 radio surperiods, and is first durvey made by Conlan &
ing the afternoon periods
Associates.
— first in listener preferThis coincidental surence for both time perivey, one of the largest of
ods, as well as for the
its kind ever conducted,
entire survey.
"
7
.
6
required
over 62,000 teleKFRM's programming
phone calls within KFis specifically designed
RM's half-millivolt confor the area served, intour.
cluding up-to-the-minute
Essentially rural in nadaily livestock and grain
ture, this Conlan Survey
covered 79 counties in markets direct from Kansas City, as well as other
Kansas (all except the
outstanding daily farm
eastern-most and northfeatures. In addition,
eastern Kansas counties ),
programming prefour in Nebraska and KFRM sents
special newscasts,
five in Oklahoma. Popuwomen's programs,
lation of these 88 counsports, special events,
ties is 1,038,146, not in- educational features, as
cluding the metropolitan
well as top-flight entercenters of Hutchinson
tainment programs feaand Wichita, Kansas
turing members of the
KMBC-KFRM
talent
staff. This popularity indicates that listeners are
getting the kind of program service they like
and need from KFRM.
KFRM
joined with
KMBC forms The KMBCKFRM Team. Together,
The Team provides advertisers with the most
complete, effective and
economical coverage of
the huge Kansas City
Primary Trade Area!
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Awaiting
TEXAS EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION

Official

Word

TEXAS StAIE EMpLOTMEf

P.Anarlllo,
0. Box T«xae
2331
July 5, 19^*5'
Mr.
RadioAutiray
StationJackson,
K C H Maneger
C
AnarlUo, Texae
Dear Mr. JaclcBon:
The roeponslblllty for dlractlng and referring agricultural workers
frcm oreae of eurplue and supply to ehortag© areaa vae returned to
the Texas Employinont Conmlaelon on January 1, 19^18, During the
yeora 191*8 and 191*9 the Amsrlllo Dletrlct office of the Commlealon
vaa doelgnatod ae State Control Point during the vheat harreet for
the roaeon that Amarillo 1b located in the heart of tb© Texae Wheat
Belt.
During the wheat harreet eeaeon,ln both 191*8 and 19lift you mde
arellable
to ue time
your station,
for the duration
of theon vbeat
harvaat. beginning
Tou also atsade7:00thlaa.m.earndally
tljue arallablo to the Extension Service during the year 19lt7.
TbJe serrlco has been of laoDoaBurable aeelatance to ue ija our efforts
totrucks
directand menlaborers,
and equipment
to shortage
areas progress
and to locate
and to report
the dallj
of the combines,
wheat
harreet by comity. We hare recelred reports from all sections of the
wheat belt from farmers, custom combine operators, truckers and laborthe wheat
effect harrest
that theyseason
lletonod
to this
broadcast
duringers to the
and that
to them
It was each
a mostmorning
toInablo
source
of
information
by
which
they
conducted
their
operations
and future plAne for the harrest.
Since everyone connected with the harreet has come to rely upon this
program
year, veto trust
you will
it possible
same spoteacharallable
ae during
the find
I95O wheat
harrest.to sake tble

KGNC

for the past three years

has been the OjfjfUUeU Voice, of the
Texas Employment Commission for the
dissemination of wheat harvesting information.
Combines - trucks - harvest hands
- all take direction from the Texas Employment Commission through KGNC.

• AwUlte^ public service of KGNC.
• AMoUie^

reason

KGNC

is the

Great Plains most tuned-in station.
Wayne
A. Grant,
Dletrlctof Man
Director
and State
Coordinator
and
Hachlnea

AFFILIATED
MEMBER

OF

LONE
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WITH

STAR

NB(
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REPRESENTED

TAYLOR-BORROFF

BY

CO., INC.

IO,OOO.WATTS - 710 K.C.
NIGHT AND DAY
AMARILLO,
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FIRMEST

Texas Panhandle

•

GRIP

TEXAS

ON
THE FABULOUS
GREA^BflW?
Eastern N. Mex. • Western Okla. • Southweitern Kan. • Southeastern Colo.
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THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. •
•
WSPD, Toledo, O.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. •
•
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
17, Eldorado 5-2455
York
National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New
IN THIS ISSUE: MONTHLY
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OUR

25TH

ANNIVERSARY

w
the Kokomo,

YEAR

hen the tuning knob came off

has built a deep-rooted listening loyalty in

Mrs. A. L. Rinehart's radio set,
Indiana woman took her pliers

the thousands and millions of "Mrs. Rine-

and set the dial on WLS, where it stayed till

harts" all over the Middlewest— folks who
never need the tuning knob so long as the

she had it fixed weeks later.

dial is on the WLS

"MY

DIAL

IS ALWAYS

ON

890"

"But I might as well have saved my
money" Mrs. Rinehart reports. "My dial is

WRITE

spot!

FOR

THE

FACTS

For details about WLS' complete service
to its listeners— and the amazing results this

always on 890 anyway!'
WLS programs have been Rinehart family

brings to advertisers in a four-state market-

favorites for a quarter century— in a close re-

today to "Sales Manager, WLS,

lationship that typifies the WLS story— a radio
station fitting its programs right into the

place in and around Chicago— please write
1230 Wash-

ington Boulevard, Chicago 7, Illinois!'

pattern of everyday living— providing a combination of service and entertainment that

890 KILOCYCLESREPRESENTED

50.000 WATTS-ABC AFFILIATE
BY JOHN
BLAIR AND
CO.

CHICAGO

71

Aprons, books, bricks, chicks, candy. .
macaroni, banking services, door chimes. .
these are but a few of the
tremendous variety of goods and services
sold effectively and economically
through local programs and spot campaigns
on Westinghouse stations!
But that's only half the story.
With NBC programs at Pittsburgh,
Boston, Springfield, and Philadelphia—
and ABC

programs at Fort Wayne and Portland, Ore.

these Westinghouse stations
draw capacity audiences in
the New

England area (WBZ

and WBZA)

the Middle Atlantic area (KYW)
the Pittsburgh tri-state area (KDKA)
the Fort Wayne sector of the Midwest (WOWO)
and Portland and the Pacific Northwest (KEX).

ij

1*1

ADIO
KDKA
National

•
KYW
•
Representatives.

STATIONS

KEX
•
WBZ
•
WBZA
Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;

•

I n c

WOWO
• WBZ-TV
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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BBDO, NEW YORK, newly appointed agency
for Level' Brothers' Swan Soap (see story
page 24), looking for major radio program.
FCC HAS PROBLEM on its hands in investigation currently under way. Probe
centers on Nevada stations' broadcasts of
advertising for gambling devices and gambling
establishments. Illegal? Contrary to public
interest? Nevada's wide-open gambling
laws make it top-notch puzzler, since both
devices and establishments are lawful — as
well as highly popular. On-the-spot study has
been started.
ARDE BULOVA, watch manufacturer and
broadcaster (WNEW New York controlling
stockholder), may become factor in color
TV. On recent trip to Europe it's understood
he looked into French color TV patents.
NAB TV DIRECTORATE appointment under
streamlined reorganization wide open. President Miller met with network executives
at dinner meeting in New York Thursday
but there was no decision. Among names
discussed were: E. P. H. James, recently
resigned MBS vice president; Col. Ed Kirby,
former Army radio chief; Ralph Austrian,
televison consultant; Phil Merryman, TV
consultant and former NBC assistant director
of research and development.
KELLOGG CO. through Kenyon and Eckhardt contemplating intensive Fall advertising campaign which will include both
radio network and television show. Definite
decision on both will be made soon.
ACQUISITION by Chicago Tribune's Col.
Robert R. McCormack of Washington Times
Herald promptly gave rise to speculation as
to his radio plans in Washington, if any.
Owner of 50 kw WGN and its FM and TV
sisters. Col. McCormack also holds nearly
20<^r interest in Mutual, of which WGN is
Chicago key. While it's open secret that
several Washington stations can be bought,
it's known Col. McCormack hasn't given
thought to station acquisition, feeling he
has enough irons in the fire already.
IN
RADIOof ROW,
even money now
salaries
FCC it's
Commissioners
are that
raisedif
from present $10,000 to proposed $15,000 or
$16,000, FCC Chairman Coy will remain in
saddle at least until expiration of his term
June 30, 1951.
WASHINGTON'S rumor factory turned out
another on FCC last week — that former
Senator Jim Mead (D-N. Y.) will land on
FCC, presumably as Wayne Coy replacement in chairmanship. Sen. Mead has been
acknowledged candidate for number of Washington agencies in past several years but
this time it's said President Truman wants
to give him first available vacancy presumably
(Continued on -page 86)
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July 25-26: NAB Unaffiliated Stotions Executive Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
July 25-Aug. 26: Third Professional Radio Clinic,
U. of Denver, Denver.
July 29-30: Catholic Broadcasters Assn., U. of
Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.
Aug. 1-3: Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters directors meeting. Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal.
(Other Upcomings on page 38)
RALPH HARDY TO HEAD
NAB AUDIO DIVISION
RALPH W. HARDY, assistant manager KSL
Salt Lake City, named by NAB President
Justin Miller Friday to head newly created
Audio Division of NAB. He will be assisted
by Arthur Stringer, director of division's FM
section.
Mr. Hardy will report Sept. 1, one month
after advent of new branch set up as part of
NAB reorganization [Broadcasting, July 18].
Understood he will assume post on indefinite
leave from KSL, 50,000 w CBS affiliate owned
by Latter Day Saints Church.
President Miller said appointee "has been
my first choice for directorship of the challenging Audio Division post. He has demonstrated
fine qualities of leadership, a talent for public
speaking, and a broad understanding of, and
sympathy for, the American system of broadcasting. Iam . . . grateful to KSL's management for making him available."
Mr. Hardy, born in 1916, has held various
positions since he joined KSL staff in 1937 as
announcer and continuity writer. Successively
he became continuity editor, producer, account
executive, traffic manager, program director.
In 1945 he was appointed executive assistant
and director of KSL public affairs. For past
two
years on
he Educational
has been chairman
Committee
Standards.of NAB's
WBKB UNION TALKS
NEARING COMPLETION
WBKB (TV) Chicago, Balaban & Katz station, reported Friday to be completing jurisdictional negotiations with IBEW and lATSE.
Dispute originated more than month ago
when unions demanded eight men on duty during operation of station's Paramount Teletranscriber. Station claimed only two men were
needed, it was understood.
Settlement reputedly provides for projectionist and film processor, both from lATSE,
and a third man on duty. He would be member of IBEW, and reportedly has union authorization for switching membership to lATSE,
giving latter complete jurisdiction over teletranscription operations. In exchange, IBEW
said to get one-year contract from WBKB for
27 engineers. Station previously had only
working agreement with unions. Additional
dispute may erupt locally from National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians,
which may claim engineering authority.

STANDARD OIL SPONSORS • Standard
Oil Co. of Indiana contracted for AM broadcasts this fall of all regular-season football
games of Universities of Colorado, Iowa, Mich-j
■igan, Minnesota and Nebraska, and Chicago!
Bears in professional National League. Sta-|
tions carrying games: KOA Denver, WHO Desj
Moines,
WJR Neb.,
Detroit,
KFAB Wichita,
Omaha, WCCO
KOLT*
Scottsbluff,
KANS
Minneapolis and WIND Chicago. Firm also
will sponsor telecasting of U. of Minnesota
home games on KSTP-TV Minneapolis.

,
i

i
'

RESUMES CBS SHOW « Campbell Soup
Co., Camden, N. J., Aug. 29 resumes Clah
15 on CBS, Monday-Friday 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
after eight-week hiatus. Dick Haymes takes
over as singing m.c. Agency, Ward Wheelock, N. Y.
BUYS GRID GAME « Wilson Sporting?
Goods Co., Chicago, to sponsor broadcast of'
annual football game between .College All-j
Stars and Philadelphia Eagles, professional
team, Aug. 12 on MBS. Agency, Ewell &
Thurber Assoc., Chicago.
RALEIGH SHOW % Brown & Williamson^
Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky. (Raleigh Cigar- j
ettes,
tobacco)
Sept. on
24 NBC,
begins Saturday;
sponsor-'
ship ofpipe
Peojile'
Are Funny
9:30-10 p.m. Contract, 13 weeks. Agency,!
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
PEERLESS NAMES CHERNOW
# Peer-j
less Fountain Pen and Pencil Co., New York,}
appoints Chernow Co., New York, to handle
nationwide spot radio and television campaign.
William Travis is account executive. |
L&M FOR ESQUIRE # Esquire Inc., Chicago and New York (publisher of Esquire^
Coronet and Apparel Arts magazines), name^
Lennen & effective
Mitchell,immediately.
New York, to
handle
vertising
Radio
will ad-'
be^
used.
NEW

CBS COLOR

TESTS

CBS COLOR TV test requested and approved
at FCC Friday involving WCBS-TV New York
and collection of color data for Commission's
Aug. 29 TV hearing [Broadcasting, July 18].'
Thirty-day test begins today (Monday) with J
WCBS-TV, during regular non-program peri- ■
od, transmitting TV pictures using non-stand- j
ard frame frequencies, field frequencies and
scanning lines. Test also to determine capability of equipment to operate with special
transmission standards. (For other color ex- ^
periments see page 40.)
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This

Is Why

Is Your

Best

Buy

Here

is a

Regional

Partial

Advertisers
KR

56 local and regional advertisers
are running active schedules on
KRLD this month.

*
★
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Ben Morris Jewelry Co.
Burleson Honey Co.
Babcock Bros. Auto Supply Store
Mrs. Baird's Bread Co.
Dallas Ft. Worth Brewing Company
Bond Clothes (Dallas Store)
Cabell's Ice Cream & Dairy Shops
Wm. Cameron & Company
Crazy Crystals Co.
Dallas Plumbing Company
Dallas Federal Savings & Loan
First National Bank
Great National Life Ins. Company
Texas Power & Light Company

*
★
*
*
*
*
*

For ^
Years

Magnolia Petroleum Company
Southwestern Greyhound
Home Furniture Company
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Holsum Bread Co.
Ideal Laundry
Jax Beer
Linz Jewelist
Lone Star Gas Co.
Main Optical Company
Mohr Chevrolet Company
Oriental Laundry

*
*
*
*
★ Padgett Brothers
* Parisian Fur Company

NIGHT

842, 560

used

LrD

to
and

or More
Found

^ Rick Furniture Company
^ American Beauty Flour
^ Skillern Drug Co.
Sears & Roeiiuck Retail Stores
^ Seven-Eleven Stores
Texas Textile Mills
White Swann— Waples Platter
Co.
^ Manufacturing
Williamson-Dickie
Co.

KRLD-TV
Now Under Construction

Qkey

BMB

have

^ Zenith-Cleaners & Launderers

Dallas-Ft. Worth

692,670

who

and

CONSISTENTLY

Studios

DAY

List of Local

TIMES^ CBS
HERALD
★

^^tW'

T/ie Branham Company
Exclusive Representatives

50,000

WATTS
DAY & NIGHT

Example
#16

^
.

WE QUOTE WITH PRIDE—
"This is the first year that we
have been able to meet the demands of all the farmers who
called on us. Approximately
1,600 persons reported for work
who had heard the announcement on WIP."
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE—
United States Employment
Service

WIP

Philadelphia
Basic

Mutual

Represented

EDWAKII

Nationally

PETIIY

&

CO
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SELLING

Ul
FOR

THE

STATION

KXEL

. .

makes more personal contacts throughout Northeast Iowa —

radius 110 miles from transmitter — than any other Iowa station.
THAT

The boss and all the crew are out in the field "Ai7/m* the ball"
Proof of KXEL's

HAS

CHANGED

unmatched acceptance and selling power is in the

458 new accounts — just signed within a four weeks period. These
merchants appreciate KXEL

LISTENING

personalized service — know their adver-

tising dollar will produce selling results when they use the facilities of
Iowa's most powerful ABC

HABITS

outlet.

// you represent a national advertiser see your AveryKnodel representative. Call him now or contact KXEL.

KXEL
JOSH

ABC
• Telecasting

HIGGINS

WATTS

BROADCASTING

WATERLOO,

IOWA

BROADCASTING

50,000

ABC

COMPANY

IOWA

Outlet for Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and all Northeast Iowa
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polishes), names Deuss-Gordon,
Corp., Chicago (automotive
GLAZE-ALL as
agency. Firm plans to use spot radio in about 12 Midwest
same city,
markets, with more as distribution increases. Schedule will start in
near future. Marvin Gordon, vice president, is account executive.
CLAWSON Protective Coatings Co., Los Angeles, starts series of eight
weekly
10-minute newsreels KTLA (TV) Los Angeles. Agency: Allied Adv.,
same city.
HOME PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, wholly-owned subsidiary of American
Home Products Corp., New York, names Foote, Cone & Belding International
to handle Boyle-Midway and foods division in Latin America. Products of
Home Products Int. include Clapps Baby Poods, 3-In-l Oil and Black Flag
insecticides.

j

EISEN-HART Co., Los Angeles (creative home builder), starts half-hourj
weekly My Home on KFI-TV Los Angeles for 6 weeks. Account placed direct.;
WYLER & Co., Chicago (bulletin cubes, package soups, dehydrated vege-j
tables), names Earle Ludgin & Co., same city, to handle its advertising. Media
plans expected to be completed within two weeks, according to Account Executive
Joseph H. Caro.
GENERAL FOODS Co., New York (Maxwell House coffee), will sponsor Mama
on WGN-TV Chicago for 52 weeks from Aug. 5 on Friday, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
(CDT). Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.
t
TO
WANTS

THE

MAN

WHO

TO

REACH

THE

GREATEST
IN THE
NEW

YORK

WALKER MOTORS, Detroit Hudson dealer, contracts with WXYZ-TV (ABC)
Detroit
to sponsor
nightClark
wrestling
matches
from Chicago's Rainbo
Arena starting
JulyWednesday
20. Agency:
& Rickerd,
Detroit.

AUDIENCE

RICH

SPARKLETTS Drinking Water Corp., Los Angeles (distilled water), start 15[
week spot campaign on five Los Angeles area stations. Spots to run five daysj
weekly, totalling 20 a week each on KECA and KFVD; 30 a week on KPWB
and KIEV Glendale; 10 on KMPC. Agency: Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los Angeles,

CENTRAL
MARKET

REGULAR

CARD

RATES

KOMO
/F
'i/Oii
VO/^
FASTf
This Fall,
CBS presents,
over 'r
WFBL,ACT
the greatest
line-up
of top-talent shows ever offered by any network. The
newcomers shown above are just a part of this great
listener-building schedule. If you have spots before your
eyes, make sure they're WFBL spots . . . spots that are
highest in Hooperatings and sales results. So get your
order in early before the many choice spots — day
and night — are all gone.
We'll
be glad Just
to show
availabilities.
Call you the list of
Free & Peters, inc.
fxcfusiVe Nafional Representatives
BASIC
SINCE
WFBL

1927

iN SYRACUSE . . . THE NO.
1 STATION
AUDIENCE
OF
SHARE
TOP
WITH THE
MORNING, AFTERNOON OR EVENING
Page 8
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Questionnaire Deters Time Chiselers

few weeks the new plan has been;
TO INTERCEPT time-chiselers,
and also to help secure for radio in effect, the use of the question- ^
naire has not brought the station
its rightful share of the advertising promotion dollar, KOMO Seat- any new revenue in the form of
commercial time sales, but it has
tle has devised a questionnaire
which is presented to all persons
disclosed that several requests for i
and organizations requesting time free time were not valid by KOMO
standards, in that the organiza"in the public interest."
tions involved were planning to |
There is no attempt to curtail
the allocation of free time on spend their limited promotion budKOMO for enterprises engaged in
gets on newspaper, outdoor or cai^
legitimate public service projects, card advertising.
~
according to Richard E. Green,
In the long run, the chief ad-|
KOMO manager of national sales vantage is expected to be that the
and sales service. Such efforts as
the fund-raising campaigns of the pressure on the station for "public
interest"enabling
time will
be reduced,
Community Chest and Red Cross, thereby
KOMO
to do a '
safety-education messages of the useful job for those groups which
Safety Council, and all other gen- merit free time. Another objective
eral non-profit community activi- is to gain increased recognition for
ties, will continue to receive time radio as a paid advertising medium.
in accordance with the station's
policy of furthering community
welfare, he explained. Rather, the
Idea originated with KOMO's
questionnaire is designed to spot George Dean, public relations representative, and Ray Baker, comthose organizations which use paid
mercial
manager. Copies of the
space in other media but expect
questionnaire
have been made
radio coverage to be free.
available to other Seattle stations.
Procedure is to ask each organHeaded "Application for Public
ization requesting free time to fill
out the one-page questionnaire be- Interest Programs," the questionnaire asks the name of the applyfore any time is allocated or pro(Continued
on page 72)
gram format discussed.
In the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

^S^^mtm^

3rd

BROADCASTING

Largest

• Tclccastiti,g

Market

WORCESTER

in

New

England
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A SINCERE interest in helping
a needy family, plus an unexpected
turn of events and good showmanship recently garnered a great deal
of local and national publicity for
WDSU New Orleans. The idea
also led to one of the most heart
rending, spontaneous interviews
ever recorded on wire.
It all began when WDSU, in cooperation with a furniture merchant and apartment house,
launched its Tenant Wanted project. Designed as a mail pull, the
program offered a rent-free
"Dream" apartment and $1,800
worth of new furniture to a worthy
family that needed a home.
The contest was conducted by
Dick Bruce on his record show.
Mr. Bruce and Mrs. Boudreaux
Judging was based on the premise
during the dramatic
that the winners would be given a
* « * interview.
real lift by the award.
I. on-the-job account training.
Hundreds of letters poui'ed into G. After
paying their rent, the
the WDSU mail desk and after
screening and investigation, the little family had only $90 a month
for all living expenses including
judges selected the young parents
medical care for the
of a blue baby who must be oper- necessary
child.
ated on by a Johns Hopkins specThe unexpected came when the
ialist within 10 months to live.
(Continued on page 70)
The baby's father is employed in

On
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HBPneseNTeo by ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
New York • Chicago
Son Fran<i>ce«lot Anflelei
STEINMAN
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DENVER,
In
wise
advertisers
concentrate on

. . . nationally
represented for
13 years by

JOHN
St

BLAIR
& COMPANY

-Occounti
San FrancSsco
months in the department store
first
e
t D.
WHEN
decidedRober
he'd
likeWolf
to break
into Hollywood in 1934, he translating letters in "everything
from French to Hindustani."
was given three major bits of adHis next job was on the research
vice: (1) Stay away from Hollystaff
of the Literary Digest. BeFIRST...
wood; (2) write a best seller; (3)
fore long he attained the position
go to Hollywood, throw a big party
of art and layout editor. While
inviting all the "important" people
WHERE THERE'S!
still with the Digest Bob wrote
and let them force you to accept
a contract.
freelance articles for the General
MOST
i
Foods house organ.
Bob did none of these, and now
In 1936 Bob left to join General
is happily ensconced in the comfortable Hollywood offices of KenFoods as "editor and staff" of its
house organ. It was
yon & Eckhart Inc.
WJDX
there that he first
in charge of radio
became interested in
and television on the
INBC affiliate!
Pacific Coast, and
radio, through conIN Jackson
tact with the commanager of the Hollywood office.
pany's radio adver[MISSISSIPPI
The 36-year old
tising, and its agenBob has always
& Rubicam.cy. Young
In 1938
an
liked show business.
Manhattan-born, as
opportunity came to
a youngster he was
bury his nose still
further into the
a stage door johnny,
business when he
and a seeker of autotracts 'eP"»" ° I .« 259%
accepted the offer of
graphs— the type of
*„„„,h --^„%\"trn.h for
a researching job on
individual at which
of the \eeP V"'
he shudders so much
We, the People with
,939^0. -'^.J^Jl /ecord
Y
&
R.
During
his
now. While attendnext four years with
ing Brown U., he
was a member of a
the agency,
in addition to digging
up
Way 1949. The
Providence, R. I.,
the People, he helped
BOB
theatre group. Folwrite that show and
lowing graduation
5000
DAY
selhng
1000
- -NIGHT
in 1934, he decided he wanted to Hobby Lobby. In addition, he did
Southern
freelance
writing
for
Counterspy
get into the production end of the
movie industry. He made the Para- and Gangbusters. Writing a five
19 YIAR5' leadership]
mount Studios in Astoria, L. I., weekly series for the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., exposing inhis main target. An unsuccessful
surance rackets, further served to
stand outside the studios during
[R«pr«t«nted Notlenglly]
that summer finally resulted in an keep him in training.
iGcerfe P. Hollingbery Co.
In 1941, deciding that there
addition to B. Altman's import
by the
(Continued on page 74)
staff. Bob spent the next nine
BROADCASTING
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JOHN S. DAVIDSON, vice president of Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York,
named director of television and radio department. TOM HICKS appointed
program director of department. GEORGE PAMENTAL continues as timebuyer, under direction of E. A. ELLIOTT, vice president in charge of media.
Mr. Davidson succeeds KEN YOUNG, who has moved up to assistant to executive committee on special assignment.'
BOB BRENNER, freelance TV producer and director recently with ABC
Quizzing the News, appointed TV and radio director at A. W. Lewin Adv.,
New York.
ALLAN A. MARSH Jr., formerly with sales department of Pillsbury Mills
Inc., joins Cole & Werner Adv., Omaha, Neb., as vice president, account executive and merchandising manager. Firm changes name to Cole, Marsh &
Assoc. DOUGLAS G. ARNER, formerly assistant advertising manager of
Wincharger Inc., joins agency as production manager and space buyer.
RICHARD COLE is president.

QUIET

PRESTO

PERFORMANCE

IS YOUR

DISC

BINNEY HARRIS, assistant to vice president in charge of radio and television, has been promoted to supervisor of radio and television production of
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York.
P. M. HUTCHINS, director of advertising and promotion for Jones & Brown
Inc., New York, resigns to join executive staff of W. Earl Bothwell Inc.,
New York, Aug. 1.
CARL D. HALBAK, formerly with Vick Chemical Co., joins copy staff of
BBDO, New York.
HAROLD PRINCE, former account executive with G. M. Basford Co., New
York, joins Fred Wittner Adv., New York.
VINCENT J. VIGLIANO, formerly with Sawdon Adv. Co., joins copy staff
of Morton Freund Adv., New York.

When you pride yourself on mechanical and electrical equipment that holds noise better
than SO db below your program
level, but still get noisy reproduction. . .
DON'T BE MYSTIFIED . . .

M. GLEN MILLER, owner of M. Glen Miller Adv., Chicago, elected president
of Executives Club of Chicago.
JAMES J. DELANEY, formerly with McCann-Erickson, New York, elected
vice president of Morey, Humm & Johnstone Inc., New York.
FELIX M. SUTTON, former copy director and vice president of Kastor, Farrel,
Chesley & Clifford, New York, rejoins Geyer, Newell & Ganger as group copy
director. THEODORE F. GOODCHILD, formerly account executive with
William B. Remington Agency in Springfield, Mass., named assistant account
executive at GN&G.

Surface noise on Green Label
discs is 60 db below program
level.

RECORD!

NATION

I

BHB

THIRD Spot Broadcast Clinic held in New York recently by National Assn.
of Radio Station Representatives Inc. brought out members of spot representative firms and leading advertisers. Attending were (I to r): Jerry C. Lyon,
sales manager. Weed & Co., spot representative; Albert R. Stevens, sales
and advertising director. National Dairy Products Corp.; Rolph C. Robertson,
Colgate & Co., and David Si mmons, John Blair & Co., spot representative.
Mr. Stevens, who becomes advertising manager of American Tobacco Co. on
Aug. 15, and Mr. Robertson were guests of the clinic.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

World's Largest Manufacturer oj In si a

Suu nd Recording Equipment and Discs
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DESK-MOUNTED*
Recorders

Rack-mounted RCA Tape
in action at NBC, Chicago

Rack-mounted RCA Tape Recorders (Type RT- 5) are
well-suited for control rooms and recording laboratories —
lend themselves well to system layouts where more elaborate
recording jobs are required. You load the tape and cue at
the rack. You start the recorder by a switch at the control desk.

FREE — new booklet about RCA's
revolutionary new Tape Recorder.
Curves, illustrations — complete descriptions of recorder set-ups. Write
Dept. 19-GD, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, New Jersey.

Type RT-4A
The
RCA console.
Tape Recorder
desk-type
Recordeiif'
and maximum
amplifier operating
are "built-in'
for
con'
venience. Plenty of desk-tof
space. Extra room below fol
additional
amplifiers. depend
A handsome and thoroughly
able control-room recorder td
install beside your studio coa*
solette or turntables.

0

1

)o

aaooo

3.0

IhREE of the finest heavy-duty tape
recorders in broadcasting — at prices
under any comparable type in the highfidelity class!
Taking only three or four seconds to
thread . . . and requiring no complex
over-and-under threading or "doubling
back" of the tape . . . RCA recorders are
so simple to operate that anybody can
run one. Vertical reel-mounting makes
them easy to handle without bending or
leaning over the instrument. Sturdy, twosided reels reduce danger from unreeling
the tape or snarling. There is only one
driving motor — and only one 3-unit head,
that plugs in and out without need for
tools.
Af the flip of a switch, you can run off
high-fidelity recording or playback for
33 minutes — with response at 15 kc. Or
66 minutes of it with response at 7.5 kc.

whichever you choose. Frequency compensation isautomatic for either tape
speed position. Tape tension is held
so carefully that front-panel "speedchange" switching from fast-forward to
fast-reverse is done instantly . . . without
damage to the tape. Feather-weight tape
tension also insures playback timing to
+ 0.2 per cent at both speeds (you can
edit recordings precisely— with minimum
tape
stretch).
"lift-oflF"A
eliminates
head Automatic
wear duringtaperewinds.
separate recording and playback amplifier enables you to monitor the tape and
record programs simultaneously — your assurance that important programs are
actually on the tape.
Designed by men who live with the
business, these RCA units meet the needs
for a foolproof instrument capable of
recording true-to-life shows in the field

BROADCAST

\\n Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

— Type

RT-3A

The ideal recorder for high-quality
"remotes,
"studios,
or control
The recorder
is carried
in onerooms.
case.
The amplifier is carried in another
case. Amplifier input is arranged for
standard microphone (cannon
receptacle provided), or bridging of
600-ohm line (terminals). Playback
amplifier is designed to feed standard
600-ohm lines and headphone jack.

More than a hundred of the new RCA
Professional Tape Recorders are already
in commercial service. Ask any network,
independent station, or transcription
studio how they like them. Your RCA
Broadcast Sales Engineer has the facts.
Call him. Or write Dept. 19-GD, RCA
Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

COUIRMENT

RADIO
CORPORATION
EMGIMEERINO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.

PORTABLE

and in the control room. Frequency
response is essentially flat from 30 to
1 5,000 cps — at a tape speed of 1 5 inches
per second. Signal-to-noise ratio is 5 5 db
on the console and rack models — and
50 dbflutter
on the
portable
and
is less
than model.
0.2 per "Wow"
cent at
15 inches per second — and less than 0.3
per cent at 7V2 inches per second. With
the standard VU meter (large-size) you
can
read recording and output levels,
— directly.
plate currents, bias, and erase voltages

of AMERICA
CAMDEM.M.J.
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lOT as long as the wooing continues. Keep that love-light in
your eyes, mister, whether

dealing with your wife or your customers!

You'll live longer and do better. Here

at WSM

we

love our listeners

— and we never stop wooing them.
The WSM

market of millions is a real American

cross-section.

It ranges from the truly rural to the most sophisticated
urban home. The umbrella of our 50,000 watt, clearchannel signal covers the Central South.
Under
WSM

this umbrella
moves

thousands

of merchants

goods; millions of consumers

know

believe

implicitly what they hear over 650 on their dials.
When

goods are pushed on WSM

these people

go into action.
WSM

maintains a staff of 200 who can build a show of

network

quality for you ... a show that will woo

these millions, and help keep your business on
the upward

path.

It costs so little to get so much

on WSM

that

we ask you to try it . . . Now.

WAm

• CLEAR-CHANNEL

BROADCASTING

• 650 KILOCYCLES

• Telecasting
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By LEONARD ERIKSON
VICE PRESIDENT & RADIO DIRECTOR
KENYON & ECKHARDT Inc.
THE SAME PEOPLE who talked down television less than
two years ago are now experting the complete collapse of radio.
Probably never in history has a major medium taken the hard
knocks of the cynics and insiders in such a concentrated fashion. And never in history has a ^
medium as healthy as radio been slugging for all the business they
condemned on the grounds of sud- could get — and most of them were
denly becoming obsolete.
delighted when the black ink
Our problems today at the agenshowed up after a hard year.
cy level are many and varied.
Nowadays, black ink is taken for
Every advertising dollar has to granted. That condition will soon
work twice as hard today as last change for many operators.
year or the year before. GeneraliSpecifically, what is happening to
ties from stations and networks,
agency-station relationships ?
plus blithe promises, are no longer
First of all, I believe co-operation between the two has improved.
assayed as anything but "fool's
Both have a job to do and both
gold."
Right now, when buying
need each other to make that job
a successful operation.
No. 4
Secondly, time buyers are asking, and getting, more services
. . . Tfie Agency Man
from the stations. Thirdly stations
are offering more services without
spots or network programs, the prompting.
sign of the times is the
question is, "How soon can it de- waySurest
availabilities are opening all
liver?"
over the dial. New York, for inStations have recognized the new
stance, which is one of the toughtough tone from agencies and adest cities in the country for spot
vertisers. Many of them are adjusting to post war realities for the radio time, has eased considerably
first time. Others are slow to in the past six months. It is not
realize the hard facts of business
difl^^cult at the present time to line
life.
up a good spot program nationally.
We could not say the same for any
It is not so strange that many
stations (as well as many people period since the war.
Another indication of the trend
in other lines of commerce) have
forgotten that the war and post is the attitude of stations toward
war period is not the standard of easier cancellations. Many stations
business prosperity or practice. are now offering one week cancellations on regular program series.
Prior to the war, stations were out

What

IN

is Agency-Station

CO-OPERATION

2.

3i
•

experience
withprogram
the latter's
Theatre Guild
stood
him in good stead when he was
asked to become head of Kenyon
& Eckhardt's
radioas and
television
department,
his
work there involved guiding
The Ford Theatre, hour of radio drama, on its first nighttime season and launching
The Ford Teleyision Theatre.
This flexibility enables an advertiser to shift his selling approach
when necessary, without loss of
time and money.
Recently, an executive of a regional station group admitted unofficially that his organization was
finished with rate raises. As a
matter of fact, he predicted rate
decreases in the not too distant
future. Adjustment of rates is
something all agencies are watching for with a great deal of interest. If television cuts deeply
into radio listening, that audience

STATIONS
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IMPROVED

TIME

BUYERS

VOLUNTEER

MORE

Mr. ERIKSON
difference should reflect itself in
rate cards.
Merchandising is another facet
of agency - station relationship
which has been spotlighted in the
past months. Stations which were
free of merchandising ideas in the
past are now coming to us with
brochure after brochure of promotion suggestions. Stations which
were
tivity. known as good merchandising
outlets have stepped up their acWhat does the new look mean ?
Simply that selling is back
again. In order to survive in a
fiercely competitive business, stations are going to have to produce,
and produce, and produce.
The ones that do can stop worrying about television.

Relationship?

1949

1.

Page 16

LEONARD F. ERIKSON started
in radio in 1930 as western
sales manager for CBS with
headquarters in Chicago. After
moving to New York as general sales manager for the network, he joined BBDO where
he became manager of the radio department and account
executive on U. S. Steel. His

^3^*''

ASKING

MORE

SERVICES

SERVICES

FM STORECASTS
For 1,000 Chicago Markets
CONSUMERS AID, Chicago store
broadcasting service, plans to install FM sets in more than 1,000
Chicago-area super markets, newly-appointed Director Myron S.
Lewis has announced. The firm how
services the entire 153-store Jewel
food chain and several independents
via WMOR (FM) Chicago.
Mr. Lewis, former advertising
consultant for Stenographic Machines Inc., Chicago, is launching
a promotion campaign to equip the
markets — an estimated 20 '/r of
those in the area — with music and
shopping information transmitted
by WMOR.
Consumers Aid has revised contract conditions so that sponsors
will have "a more flexible arrangement to fit special promotions," Mr.
Lewis said. Seasonal short-term
contracts for special promotions
will be encouraged, he added.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

rackers, cookies, cakes, cobblers, candy . . . cradles 'n' cribs for
cuddly chubby cherubs . . . carrying carts for country club caddies
. . . crimson corduroy cardigans for campus crooners . . . coquettish
cotton clothing for curvaceous cuties . . . coops for cackling chickens
and cheeping chicks.

igarettes . . . caloric cereals for chattering children . . . cosmetic camouflage and
cologne for calculating coeds . . . corsets for corpulent contortionists . . . colorful
costumes for conga caperers . . . canvas canopies for cane carpeted cabanas . . .
caffeinless coffee for calming campaigning capitol candidates.

uban cigars . . . classics for cultured coupon clippers . . . cushion
chairs and couches . . . co-op cottages for cooing couples . . . congenial cruises on cozy crafts . . . calculators for correcting confused
cashiers . . . correspondence calesthenic courses . . . better buy
radio . . . better buy WGN!

* that's been proven again and again. Likewise,
a result getter for its advertisers . . . and now at a lower cost

WGN

has proven

than

ever before. WGN

delivered 1,000 homes

pared with $1.11 in 1946.* That's
why
Radio

we

say — to get the most

. . . and

for your BEST

A

out of your

advertising

. . . that's

dollar . . . Better Buy

.
^ettcft

^u<f

WGN

!

reaches more homes each week than any other Chicago station. — 1948 Nielsen Annual Report

Clear Channel

Station . . .

Serving the Middle
MBS

BROADCASTING

a value you can't afford to overlook

BUY

* Nielsen Radio Index
WGN

in 1948 for only 88 cents as com-

• Telecasting

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts

West

On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St.. San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldfi.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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Spot Finder Praised
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We have noted with interest the
form of the Spot Rate Finder
which you intend to publish in your
annual Marketbook.
We are sure that this will be a
valuable service to the advertising
profession, and congratulate you
on your enterprise in preparing the
material.
It will be follow3d shortly by our
own spot rate manual, which will
include comprehensive tables for
estimating the cost of spot campaigns, by individual markets, by
groups of markets, geographical
areas, etc.
With the growth of the spot business, and the great interest advertisers are showing in the use of
spot radio to solve current marketing problems, all of these efforts
are going to contribute substan-

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to tise only the most pertinent portions.)
tially to the improvement of both
our business and general business.
T. F. Flanagan
Managing Director
Natl. Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives
New York
Goodman

Packages

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the July 18 issue, under the
heading, "New Business," there is

r

ere
BIG
Within a radius of 50 miles from
WBIG's 5,000 watt transmitter
live over 1,075,000 people who
spend over $500,000,000 annually in retail sales. WBIG has
been serving this area faithfully
for 23 years.

an article about Dolcin sponsoring
a number of shows on the Don Lee
Network. Two of the programs
listed are oiir packages and were
sold directly by us to Victor Van
der Linde Agency, Dolcin's agents.
It isn't often that a transcription
packager has six (6) quarter-hour
shows a week running on a large
network. Such will be the case
this fall when Dolcin renews Your
Gospel Singer for another year on
a three-a-week basis and begins

Rendezvous With David Ross on a
three-a-week basis, commencing
the week of September 20th.
The latter show was purchased
for the network because of the
success it enjoyed for Dolcin in
New York (WOR, twice weekly)
and in Toronto (CFRB, four times
weekly). It is contemplated that
Mr. Ross will do the commercials
for Dolcin on the network.
Everett F. Goodman
Vice President
Harry
S. Goodman Radio
Productions
New York
* * *
British Do Buy

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It is always grand to have news
of Radio Luxembourg in the industry's leading publication. But may
I have a little space in which to
correct a question of fact, as reported in your July 11 interview
with Mr. Alan Whitworth of the
ISBA?
Mr. Whitworth foresees little
time-buying by British advertisers.
In fact, three weeks after we
agreed to accept sterling, all peaktime was booked. Among leading
British national advertisers having
52 week contracts from June-July
1949 are Cadbury and Rowntree —
top
candyHedly
makers
— Horlick's,
Thomas
(Procter
& Gamble), Colgate, Personna. The programs feature such top British
stars as Gracie Fields, Noel Coward, Sandy MacPherson, Sam
Costa, Carol Gibbons, Jack Jackson
and the top musical combinations
of the nation.
The British Government's present attitude toward Radio Luxembourg can be best expressed in the
words of Sir Hartley Shawcross,
Attorney General, to be found in
Hansard and quoted from the London Times of Nov. 19, 1948, detailed reference attached : "I listen
to Radio Luxembourg regularly
and intend Ernest
to go on Bevin,
doing so. . . ."
Moreover,
Foreign
Secretary,
so
far
"disapproves"
Radio Luxembourg as to haveof
made a broadcast in June on our
United Europe series. ...
Guy BolamRepresentative
Exclusive
U.S.A.
Radio Luxembourg
New York
^ ^ *

greensboro, n. c.
5000

w. day % nite

Columbia affiliate
gilbert m. Hutchison,
general manager
represented by hollingbery

Keeps Up With Industry
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
For the more than a year I was
out of the broadcasting industry
I continued my subscription to
your magazine.
Now that I have returned to the
industry after such a protracted
absence, I find that the keepingabreast of broadcasting activities
made possible by Broadcasting is
invaluable. It would have been
impossible without it, and you have
my very sincere appreciation and
thanks.
Martin Deane Wickett
Director of Operations
KXOA Sacramento, Calif.
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COMPLETELY calm is Steve Allen
(center), m. c. of new KNBH (TV)
Los Angeles show Country Store, as
he meets Paul Lee (I), sales manager
of Budget Pack, program sponsor,
and Herb R. Beaven, vice president,
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff.
COMPARING the old 20-inch
cathode-ray tube (I) with the new
short-necked metal 19-inch DuMont
television tube introduced last Monday is Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.
New tube has been incorporated in DuMont's "Bradford" console. ^^^^

TO EACH his own way, says Zeke
Manners (r), ABC star, as he compiles figures on an abacus to compare with those computed on a
slide rule by Bob Buckley, business
TV at Benton & Bowles.
^^^1 manager in charge of radio-

HOST, G. Emerson Markham (I), stations manager, WGY WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, explains WGY's control
room to visiting German broadcasters
(I to r) Oswald Hirschfeld, Klara
Schimmel, Walter Kroepelin and
Hans-Joachim Leschke. Seated at
right is Joseph Gagne,
tor at WGY.control opera-

NEWCOMER to KLZ Denver advertising roster. Jack McMurtry (I),
president, McMurtry Mfg. Co., Denver, discusses his KLZ schedule with
Hugh B. Terry (standing), vice president and general manager of KLZ,
and Jack Tipton, station account
executive.

THE BOSS must have told a good
joke as Fred Nahas (I), executive
vice president of KXYZ Houston, enjoys a hearty laugh and millionaire
oilman. Glen McCarthy, KXYZ owner, a pleasant smile, during broadcast
from McCarthy Chemical Co.
OPENING night of the Central CityU. of Denver summer opera festival
was covered by KFEL Denver. Pausing for a cigarette between acts are
^
Frankmanager,
Bishop and
(I) KFEL
general
Dale MorV
gan, program director.
PLAQUE in recognition of cooperation by WCOP Boston with Radio
Technicians Guild of New England is
presented to Gene King (r), WCOP
program director, by Albert C. W.
Saunders, Guild president. Station
has a reciprocal promotional arrangement with the Guild, compris-

PLANS for a new CBS-TV series are
discussed by CBS President Frank
Stanton (I) and Comic Ed Wynn, who
has signed an exclusive CBS ^
television contract. Series
featuring Mr.- Wynn will start ▼
on the CBS-TV network sext fall.
IT'S TIME OUT for pleasure as this group gathers for a dinner meeting at
Chicago's Drake Hotel as guests of Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc., New
York. Held during NAB Program Clinic, cocktail party and dinner attracted
50 program directors from all corners of the country. Following the dinner,
C. O. (Cy) Langlois, Lang-Worth president, emceed a round table discussion
on various phases of the music-transcription field. Lang-Worth hosts were
Mr. Langlois; Johnny Langlois, secretary; Pierre Weis, vice president
in charge of sales, and Doris Kaye, program director.
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16nim

PICIUVE

BRINGS

AMAZING

G-E SYNCHRO-LITE

New

Projector

QUinY!

PROJECTOR

Focusing Ease Acclaimed!
Improves Performance

New

TO

16mm

FIELD

FOR

FIRST

of Any Camera

Channel!

these tests have been made, the reports are always the
^a.me— finest picture quality in the industry.
Sound reproduction, too, is sharp and clear. A
built-in variable equalizer assures constant and precise fidelity control.
In no other l6mm projector will you find so many
advantages so important to television. Remember —
the quality of the picture you show your audience vitally

advantages overwhelmingly. With its pulsed "cold"
light source (no rotating shutter), and split-second
starting and stopping (no need to experiment on your
audience; the Synchro-Lite Projector minimizes onthe-air adjustment), this new equipment is head and
shoulders above anything in its field. Everywhere

affects your station's income. You owe it to your investment to use the finest projection equipment available

by point comparison

overwiieiming
Light Source

G-E

G. E.

' FullStationary
Brilliance Film
Focusing on

shows

advantages!
MANUFACTURER
A

MANUFACTURER
B

Strip Film at Full Brilliance

Yes
Yes

Operating Temperature

Cold

No
Hot

Light Failure

Gradual—
warning with

Instantaneousno warning

instantaneousno warning

No
No
No
Hot

Average Life Expectancy

60 Hours

10 Hours

10 Hours

Power Input

400 Watts

1000 Watts

1000 Watts

GENERAL

TIME!

Split- Second Starts and Stops!

Dramatic demonstrations witnessed by scores of television engineers and management officials from every
part of the nation shovv^ why General Electric presents
its new Synchro-Lite 16mm Projector as t/ie greatest
step forward in Television film history!
Direct comparison tests with competitive equipment in G.E.'s Television Test Laboratory and demonstrations atNAB point up the General Electric

Point

!

TV

today. General Electric has it. Don't fail to see it. The
General Electric Synchro-Lite Projector will improve any
present commercial camera channel. And remember, of
all the television film in use today, 95% is l6mm.

1Projector Mechanism
Projection System
' Mechanical Noise
Stop Time (No Braking)
> Braking Facilities
Ease of Film Threading
; Rewind Facilities on Projector
Jump and Weave
Coated Lens
Ease of Optical Alignment
Mounting Base
Motor Requirement
Maximum Shaft Speed
Accessibility

G. E.
Shutterless
Low
1 sec.
Not Needed
Good
Yes
Low
Yes
Excellent
Heavy Duty

MANUFACTURER
A
Shutter
High
Over 15 sec.
Needed
Fair
No
Medium
Yes

MANUFACTURER
High B
Shutter
Over 15 sec.
Needed
Good
No
Yes
Low
ood
-■G-

^1

(Simplex)
1/75th hp
1800 rpm

Fair
Light Weight
1/10 hp
3600 rpm

Medium
1/4
hp Weight '
3600 rpm

Excellent

Good

Excellent

ELECTRIC

WATCH

THE

BIRDIE!

Most cats would make a quick meal off an injured
bird. But this cat seems to sympathize with the little
blue jay that broke both its legs.
We sympathize with advertisers who have a tough
sales problem in the highly competitive market of
Baltimore. And

we've got the solution for them, too.

You just put your advertising message on W''I''T''H,
the BIG independent with the BIG audience. W^hT^H,
you know, delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any
other station in town.
That means

you can accomplish BIG

results from

SMALL appropriations on W'-I'T^H. So if you want
low-cost results in Baltimore, call in your HeadleyReed man today.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
TOM TINSIEY, President

■

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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CRATER
AD
DE
creation of a "buffer" staff between Commission and regular
THE McFARLAND BILL to religious, political or business affi- ^ would be extended to the assistants of the chief accountant, genliation, was dropped — but only with C
staff;
raise
in salaries from $10,reorganize FCC procedures
eral counsel, and chief engineer.
the specific understanding
that S
000 a year to $15,000 for the Comwas reported to the Senate
FCC is observing its principles, ) Effective one year after passage
missioners, from $10,330 to $12,000
floor last Thursday with
will continue to do so, and has no | of the bill, no Commissioner could for general counsel, chief engiresign
and
accept
employment,
amendments including a legal or constitutional authority
neer, and chief accountant, and
not to do so. This was understood
during the term for which he was
"deadline" on Commission acfrom
$9,706
to $10,000 for the Secto represent a compromise within
appointed, with anyone subject to
tion on applications.
retary;
cut
in salaries of ComFCC
jurisdiction.
The
bureau
heads
missioners' secretaries from $5,The measure (S-1973) as the committee whereby the proand
their
assistants
could
not
rep482
to
$4,000
(not applicable to
posal to limit
authority in
revised and approved by the anti-trust
cases FCC's
was retained.
resent such persons before the present incumbents) ; creation of a
Senate Interstate Commerce
# The section establishing a Commission for one year after
radio fraud law comparable to the
Committee would set a statutory
leaving the Commission.
30-day waiting period in which
postal fraud statute.
"objective" of final FCC action on protests might be filed against nonThe bill was reported out of com#
The
proposed
new
cease-andnon-hearing applications within hearing grants was broadened to desist procedure would be expanded
mittee by Sen. McFarland. As rethree months from date of filing, require that the protests be made
to make it usable against "any
and on hearing cases within six under oath and that the Commisvised,
said, it "has the
person" under FCC's jurisdiction, unanimous the report
approval of every broadmonths after completion of the
sion act on them within 15 days.
casting
interest
who
testified, and
not just "station licensees."
hearing.
the
majority
of
its
provisions
are
#
The
permissive
use
of
show#
The
present
law's
requireThe Commission would be rement that action on renewals be cause orders to institute revocation
favored by the Commission itself."
quired to report "promptly" to governed by the same consideraproceedings was spelled out.
Hope, for passage at this session
Congress on each case in which
9 In renewal proceedings, the was stimulated by this effort to retions
that
apply
to
original
applicait failed to meet the time limits,
move the last points of contention
tion would be dropped, as in the burden of proof would be upon the
and to explain its delay.
earlier version; but a clause would
from what was designed as a non"appropriate
division"
of
the
ComThe committee-approved version
mission or upon whoever opposes
be added conditioning renewals
policy, non-controversial measure
of the measure showed a number
renewal.
in the first place, backed by 45 days
upon
a
finding
"that
public
inof changes from the original bill,
of hearings on the general subject
terest, convenience, or necessity
Other departures from present
reflecting a desire to eliminate all
law
but
involving
no
substantial
of Communications Act amendpoints of controversy in hope of would be served thereby."
ments during the last six years.
changes in the original McFarland
# The ban on "job jumping"
enactment at this session of Conby Commissioners, their assistants,
Bill include an overhaul of ap- The committee report termed it
gress. Whether that hope would be the Secretary, chief accountant,
(Continued on page 38)
pellate and hearing procedures;
realized was a matter of speculation, but observers thought the
chances were good.
Chief departures from the origi-^
Radio Return Imminent
nal version, introduced by Chairman
E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) of the
HARD
LiaUOR
ADS
commerce committee's Communications Subcommittee and reAn NBC spokesman said KNBC
By ED JAMES
worked largely under his direcTHREE NETWORKS last week were on the verge of selling time for would insist that the commercials
tion following hearings and furliquor advertising, two of them intending to restrict it to their owned
be of "public service" character.
ther conferences [Broadcasting,
stations and the third, ABC, strongly considering its acceptance on a That was interpreted to mean that
June 201, included the following:
they would stress the importance of
network basis.
% The proposal to divide the
work, and this attitude was said moderation. There would be no reThe
possible
admission
of
liquor
Commission into two separate
fusal of the injection of the brand
advertising on the networks or to have subsequently been adopted
panels would be abandoned, but any of their owned stations would
name, Schenley Reserve, in the
as policy of the Mutual network,
the plan to require reorganization
of which Don Lee is an important
messages, however.
constitute a rescission of a historic
of the staff along functional lines ban and would doubtless provoke
The other networks similarly
within 60 days would be retained
Pact Near Signing
were anxious to avoid hard-selling
anguished
cries
from
prohibitionist
with certain modifications in lanmessages for hard liquor.
groups.
At week's end, it was learned,
guage.
NBC stressed the fact that it
The networks were toying with part.
there was a strong possibility that
# The number of assistant
the
idea
of
letting
down
the
bars
was
accepting the Schenley adSchenley
would
close
a
deal
with
general counsels, assistant chief
vertising on KNBC on an experithe urging of the giant Schenley
ABC for a weekly half -hour radio
engineers, and assistant chief ac- at
mental basis. CBS said that if it
program. NBC, it said, had agreed
countants would be cut in each Distillers Corp., New York, which
is known to have hoped for a long to accept Schenley sponsorship of decided to let Schenley in, it too
case from three to two. This rep- time that radio would eventually
be with the understanding
an as yet unselected program to be would
resents adeparture from both the
that the adventure was exploratory.
accept
its
liquor
advertising.
aired
after
midnight
on
its
owned
existing setup and the bill as origiOfficially ABC admitted it had
It was learned that Schenley,
station, KNBC San Francisco.
nally proposed but is desirable and
been negotiating with the distillery,
CBS
was
considering
accepting
the
through
its
agency,
the
Blow
Co.,
practicable, in the opinion of the
but that no agreements had been
New York, had renewed its inquiry liquor commercials on Columbiacommittee — which said individual
reached.
owned stations, although it had not
Commissioners also recommended
to the four major networks within
From
other sources it was
it— in view of the provision of a the past few weeks. Tentative and definitely made up its mind.
learned,
however,
that the ABCOne
of
the
touchiest
aspects
$10,000-a-year legal assistant for qualified aflSrmatives were reSchenley negotiations had proeach Commissioner.
ceived from ABC, CBS and NBC.
under consideration by all the netgressed to a stageon ofpage
almost
works was the nature of the com% The anti-discrimination secA flat rejection was reportedly
(Continued
2A) commercials which Schenley would use.
tion of the earlier version, forbidreceived from the Don Lee NetBROADCASTING
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STRANGE

NAME

'Twas Just a Mistake
WHEN members of NAB received
the first mailing of the newlyformed Broadcast Advertising Bureau's processed letter the other
day, the signature appeared to
be in some foreign language. This
is what happened.
O'Brien & Dorrance Inc., New
York, arranged for the mailing of a
carefully-prepared processed letter
to go out over the signature of
Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
the firm's client. Broadcast Advertising Bureau. The letter had
been carefully prepared for mailing to the entire membership of
NAB.
Proofs had been carefully
checked and everything seemed
in order. But a few days later
O'Brien & Dorrance discovered
that the signature cut — reading
"Mitch" — had been run upside
down on a good share of the letters
sent out. What should have been
a legible signature looked like
anything but.
So, a quick council produced a
postcard explaining the strangelooking script, and signed with
the
"Mitch"
straight up, for
Maurice
B. Mitchell.
Hard Liquor
(Continued from page 23)
plete understanding. One important
matter as yet unsettled was the
program which the distillery would
sponsor on ABC.
Through the years no hard liquor
radio advertising has been accepted
by the four networks or radio stations as a matter of general radio
policy and because of a voluntary
ban by the Distilled Spirits Institute. The latter passed a resolution about 10 years ago covering
radio, and within recent years modified it to embrace TV as well.
Schenley Distillers is not a member of the institute, the latter reported.
NAB had no immediate comment,
but the new Standards of Practice,
adopted this year, contains no
prohibitions against liquor advertising. Previously such a provision
had been included in NAB's code
of ethics, but it was reportedly removed because of certain restraint
of trade implications. The industry
has enjoyed an annual revenue of
nearly $5 million from ale and beer
radio time and about $2 million additionally from wines.
Congressional pressure throughout the years for a ban on sale of
all alcoholic beverages, liquor included, in all advertising media in
interstate commerce has been perennially spoi-adic. Currently pending are two bills — one each in
House and Senate — which would
prohibit the broadcast or telecast
. of such advertising. They are: HR
2428 by Rep. Joseph Bryson (DS. C.) and S. 1847 by Sen. William
Langer (R-N. D.). Both appeared
Page 24 • July 25, 1949

To Sponsor Ullman Production
On Keystone Network
CONTRACT involving an appropriation in the neighborhood of $250,000
has been signed by Wildroot Co., Buffalo, N. Y., maker of Wildroot
hair tonic, Creme Oil and Creme Shampoo, to sponsor Barbershop Harmonies on Keystone Broadcasting System, it was announced by Richard
H. Ullman, president of Richard H
the South and Southwest starting
Ullman Inc., Buffalo, transcription
Sept. 6.- This new sponsorship
firm which produces the series.
Arrangements for the contract
marks
expansion in Wildroot's
use of an
transcriptions.
were conducted in Buffalo by Ward
Selection of the series by WildMaurer, advertising manager of
root, according to Mr. Ullman, is
Wildroot Co.; Noel Rhys, representing the Keystone network; J. the result of the very high ratings
Paul Sheedy of BBDO, agency for — up to 16.7 — gained by Barbershop Harmonies in a number of
Wildroot, and Mr. Ullman.
test markets.
The quarter-hour series, featuring the Gaslight Quartette, will be
broadcast on 102 KBS stations in
Gf SALES
destined to remain within their
Up $8 Million for Quarter
respective Interstate & Foreign
AN $8 MILLION increase in net
Commerce committees, despite
sales for the second quarter of
numerous petitions received from
1949 as compared with the same
temperance and prohibition groups.
Senate Commerce group in April period last year was reported last
last year held hearings during week by General Foods Corp., one
of the biggest users of radio and
which about 50 witnesses representing advertisers, agencies, publish- television time.
ers, etc., testified. They described
The company's net sales for the
second quarter of 1949 were $112,the measures of the 80th Congress
600,000;
in the same period of 1948
as "dangerous, unwise, discriminathey were $104,-540,000. Second
tory, punitive, and a step toward
quarter earnings in 1949, after
prohibition." Prime movers behind
the proposed legislation were Sen. taxes and all charges were $6,800,Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), Sen. 000, equal to $1.18 a share on common stock, compared with $5,742,Arthur Capper (R-Kans.), now retired, and Sen. Clyde M. Reed (R- 000, or 99 cents a share, for the
Kans.). Earlier, in the House, Rep. second quarter last year. No funds
John Rankin (D-Miss.) had intro- were set aside for contingencies in
duced a similar bilL No action re- the second quarter of 1949. A sum
of $500,000 was set aside for this
sulted, however. Hearings also had
been held in May 1947, but a purpose in the same period last
comparable measure was found by
Net sales for the first half of
the Commerce Committee to be
1949 were $240,400,000, compared
"impracticable."
year.
with $224,567,000 for the same
Many of these proposals would
have amended the Federal Trade
period last year. Net earnings for
Commission Act if passed, while the first six months of 1949 were
still another bill would have vested
$14,400,000, equal to $2.50 per common share; in the first , half of
control of alcoholic beverage trans1948 they were $13,897,000, or $2.41
portation within FTC bounds. There
a common share.
also has been sentiment to amend
the Federal Communications Commission Act to effect the same end.
P. LORILLARD
Plans Fall Shows
FALL radio and TV plans for P.
Lorillard Co. (Old Gold Cigarettes)
Amateur Hour are just about completed, through Lennen & Mitchell,
New York.
The radio presentation of the
Amateur Hour moves from its
present time on Wednesdays, 88:45 p.m. to Thursdays, 9-9:45 p.m.
on the same network, ABC, beginning next week, in hopes of getting
a higher rating. Show according to
last Hooper report rated a 4.8.
The television version currently
on DuMont will switch over to
NBC-TV providing the latter network can clear the additional affiliated stations that the advertiser
is interested in. It was understood
that the Hour will be presented on
Tuesdays 10-11 p.m. on NBC-TV
with starting date scheduled for
early October.

BRUNER-RITTER
Signs ABC Giveaway
BRUNER - RITTER INC. (jewelry) will sponsor a new giveaway
on ABC Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m.,
beginning July 31.
The program, Chance of A Lifetime, will involve listener participation by telephone.
Prizesandof various values
will be offered
ABC
said last week there were half a
million dollars worth of . prizes
on hand, although it was doubtful
the whole inventory would be put
up at any single time. Raymond
Specter Co., New York, is agency.
Schlitz Back to Radio
JOSEPH SCHLITZ Brewing Co.,
Milwaukee, returns to radio after
13 years with sponsorship of
Schlitz Family Fraunfelder for 52
weeks via WTMJ Milwaukee, Mon.,
Wed. and Fri., 10:15 to 10:30
p.m. Agency is Young and Rubicam, Chicago.

Arrangements
new Wildroot sponsorshipforarethecompleted
by
{I to r) Messrs. Ullman, Rhys,
Maurer and Sheedy.

WHITNEY
Don Lee Gen. Soles Mgr.
GEORGE WHITNEY, a partner
in Harrington, Whitney & Hurst,
West Coast agency will v/ithdraw
from that firm, to join Don Lee
Broadcasting System as general
sales manager.
Announcement was made by
Ward dentIngrim,
in chargenetwork's
of sales, vice
who presialso
announced that Henry Gerstenkorn, formerly his administrative
assistant, will become national advertising manager of Don Lee.
LEVER AGENCIES
BBDO, N. W. Ayer Named
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
has appointed two new agencies to
direct the advertising of its Swan
Soap and Surf. BBDO, New York,
will handle Swan Soap, an approximate two million dollar account,
formerly handled by Young &
Rubicam. The billing includes the
Bob Hope show, which will also be
placed by BBDO.
N. W. Ayer & Son., New York
and Philadelphia, will handle Surf,
formerly serviced by Day, Duke
and Tarleton Inc., New York. Surf
is a spot announcement advertiser
and its billing is said to be about
one and a half million.
Leahy Grid Discs
TRANSCRIBED Leahy of Notre
Dame series will be released this
fall for the third consecutive year.
Green and Assoc., Chicago package firm, announced last week. The
schedule extends for 13 weeks from
Sept. 23 to Dec. 16, and features
Frank Leahy, head Notre Dame
coach. Lew Green and Bill Fay are
collaborating on production, while
Bob Murphy does commentary.
Lee to Walker
BILL LEE, former western division manager for Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, Chicago, has been named
Chicago Co.
division manager for the
Walker
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NETWORK
RADIO'S private "recession" has
amounted to a meager loss of 1.3%
in gross network time sales compared to the first five months of
1948, according to latest figures
from Publishers Information Bureau. The total of May sales was
1.5% below the gross for May 1948.
In dollars, the May network figure is $253,194 below May of 1948,
and the first five-month total time
sales is $1,112,923 below the same
period of 1948.
This small drop off in network
time sales has been evident since
February, but has not magnified
itself into a major drop in revenues. In this respect, radio is doing much better than some major
industries, which have reported a
drop of 20- to 30% in net sales
and a slash in profits of 25% and
more.
Procter & Gamble Co. was the
leading buyer of network time in
May. This company's gross network time purchases for that
month added up to $1,633,155,
nearly 10% of the total volume
bought by all network advertisers.
The P&G network time total includes expenditures classified under the Food & Toiletries headings
as well as under Soaps & Cleansers
where P&G was the leading company.
Another soap manufacturer,
Lever Bros. Co., ranked second for
the month according to its purchases of network time. Two drug
companies. Sterling Drug (ranking
third) and Miles Labs (sixth) ;
three food firms. General Foods,
General Mills and Campbell Soup
Co. (ranking fourth, fifth and
seventh, respectively) , and three
tobacco companies, Liggett &
Myers, Phillip Morris and R. J.
Reynolds (eighth, ninth and tenth),
were also included in the top ten
for May. (See Table I.)
For the five month period, foods
had led the list in dollar purchases
of network time, even though purchases in this category have
dropped off slightly more than a
million dollars from the same five
months of 1948. Toiletries is second ranking product group through
May, with $13,279,589 sales compared to $14,570,236 in the same
period 1948. (See Table II).
Tobacco advertising, which has
picked up more than a million dollars in 1949 is in third rank as a
network user, exceeding the Drugs

GROSS

Negligible
May

1.3%

TABLE II
GROSS NETWORK TIME SALES
Jan. -May
1949
1949
Agriculture & Farming
$ 60,692 $ 538,763
Apparel,
& Accessories
113,689 625,432
Automotive,Footwear
Automotive
Accessories &
Equip.
809,271 3,589,527
Aviation, Aviation Accessories & Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquors
70,476 363,951
Building Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
123,585 564,661
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
586,516 3,270,775
Consumer Service
179,326 788,848
Drugs & Remedies
1,790,048 8,739,030
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
4,021,651 20,294,623
Gasoline, Lubricants & other Fuels 460,167 2,816,032
Horticulture
17,244 91,968
Household Equipment & Supplies 770,346 3,627,260
Household Furnishings
105,518 524,034
Industrial Materials
227,010 996,980
Insurance
355,791 1,691,378
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras 217,468 970,782
Office Equipment, Stationary and Writing Supplies
149,313 712,968
Publishing & Media
31,000 454,061
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments & Access.
117,972 715,363
Retail Stores
5,496 27,480
Smoking Materials
1,988J37 9,894,786
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 1,852,217 9,021,672
Sporting Goods
ToMetries
& Toilet& Toys
Goods
2,679,961 13,279,543
Transportation, Travel & Resorts 98,508 551,420
Miscellaneous
236,184 1,195,620
TOTAL
$17,067,586 $85,346,957
' Source: Publishers Information Bureau
& Remedies group, which was
third-ranking at this time in the
previous year. Soaps and Cleansers had also exceeded their 1948
network advertising expenditures
by $845,028 through May, and were
in fourth rank instead of fifth, as
was the case in 1948 at this time.
Drop in Drugs
Drug advertising has dropped
off in the first five months of 1949
to a rate about 11% below the
1948 level. The May figures for

EVENING

May
Sales

1948
$ 152,403
130,955
661,541
169,134
111,464
652,795
234,552
1,910,114
4,206,713
432,226
73,328
109,718
5,523
214,380
391,133
79,496
215,559
130,000
253,903

Drop

Jan. -May
1948
$ 594,440
645,589
3,481,522
532,357
503,846
3,286,028
1,173,555
9,807,090
21,355,232
2,556,737
98,946
3,493,869
554,783
940,604
1,871,235
294,363
1,143,694
706,031

901,563
1,745,687
8,627,322
1,774,641
8,176,444
2,893,589 14,570,236
272,966
1,144,389
$17,320,770 $86,459,875

this group still show expenditure?
running beilow May of 1948. Drug
purchases of network time are now
low enough to put this group in
fifth place in dollar volume.
Sixth ranking is household equipment, which is running above its
1948 total, and in seventh place is
automotive group, with purchases
of $3,589,527 compared to $3,481,522
thru May last year. The May purchases in this group were $809,271
compared to $661,541 in May 1948.
These expenditures are in addition

TIME

Know The Sponsor
EIGHT commercial network
programs aired during April
and May had sponsor identification indices of 75 or better, according to the latest
Program Hooperatings Sponsor Identification Analysis.
Report shows Dr. I.Q. at the
top, its sponsor identified by
88.9%, of listeners. Other
leading sponsor-identified
network shows were: Radio
Theater 85.9; Bob Hawk
Show
Arthur
Talent83.6;
Scouts
88.3;Godfrey's
Fibber
McGee & Molly 79.1; Double
or Nothing 77.7 ; Grand Slam
76.1; Welcome Travelers
75.0.
to the heavy automotive television
budget.
In apparel, Frank H. Lee is top
network advertiser replacing Brown
Shoe Co. as the leader so far this
year. In autos. Ford Motor Co.
is still the leader; Pabst Sales Co.
is still on top in the Beer & Wine
Group; Coca-Cola again leads the
Confectionery and Soft Drinks
Groups; Sterling Drug is on top
of the list again in its group, and
General Foods has superseded General Mills as the leader in food
advertising.
Sun Oil Co. leads the Gasoline
and Lubricants division, although
Texaco was the leader when the
1948 totals were added. Liggett
& Myers is maintaining its lead in
the tobacco advertising group;
Procter and Gamble is, of course,
out in front in Soap and Cleanser
advertising; and Lever Bros, has
captured the number one spot in
(Continued on page 37)

17%

Less

Sponsored

loss of 36.6%, the survey shows.
AMERICAN advertisers are using 17% fewer hours of evening time
NBC does not make comparable
to advertise their wares on the four nationwide radio networks this
individual network comparisons for
summer than they did during the summer of 1948, according to a comtelevision. Tables analyzing the
pilation made last week by the NBC Research Department. Combined
commercial radio and TV evening
sponsored total for the four netbusiness by the days of the week
sales meanwhile have dropped
works in the period between 7 and
from 31 to 19% quarter-hours, a follow :
11 p.m. is 46 hours and 40 minutes
2J/3
this summer, compared to 56 hours
and ten minutes in the like period
3V3
19%
2>/3
a year ago.
Survey Showing
Average Quarter-Hour Sponsorship on Network Radio
Conversely, the number of eveand
Summer Period 1949 *
l»/3 Television for
ning hours of network television
* * *
time used for advertising purposes
Figures RepresentRADIO
Quarter-hour Periods
is up 180% from last summer,
Sun.19%
10
Tues.
NBC found. Between 6 and 11
Wed.
Total
Thurs.
Mon.
Fri.
Sat.
p.m. network TV commercials
NBC
10
14
14
8
11
6
12
75
ABC
CBS
3
9
5
7
3
7
12
46
periods add up to 40 hours this MBS
6
5
4
8
2
46
summer, compared to 10 hours last
Time
4
4
year at this time.
include co-opsTotals
p.m.)
46
represents 7-11
TABLE I
(Does not
Analyzing the radio network
NBC
July
1948
TOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN MAY* summer business network by netJuly
11 751949
CBS
Gross Network
ABC
work,
NBC
shows
its
own
evening
62
46
Advertiser
Time Charges
38
46
hot weather time sales dropped
1. Procter & Gamble Co.
31
MBS
$1,633,155
2. Lever Bros. Co.
764,504 from 86 to 75 quarter-hours in the
86
Tues.
Total
671,240 last year, a loss of 12.8%. CBS
3. Sterling Drug Inc.
Mon.
Wed. TELEVISION
Thurs.
Sun.
NBC
651,679
Sat.
4. General Foods Corp.
Fri.
6
6
6
4
5. General Mills Inc.
6
2
581,173 evening commercial periods are off CBS
8
8
3
8
1
2
3
0
25
6. Miles Labs Inc.
568,443 25.8%, from 62 quarter-hours last ABC
DUMONT
6
2
4
4
2
4
4
26
535,601
7. Campbell Soup Co.
1
0
6
6
4
0
4
23
year
to
46
this
summer.
ABC
is
459,674
8. Liggett & Myers
(These times are from 6-11 p.m.)
368,616 exactly even, with 46 evening
9. Phillip Morris & Co.
348,591
In 1948 there were only 40 sponsored quarter-hours on all the networks combined.
10. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
quarter-hours sold both this sumSource: NBC Research Department.
mer and last. Mutual evening time
* Publishers Information Bureau
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Another
HOWARD

COMPLETING the move to new
studio and office quarters atop the
Utah Theatre BIdg. at 146 S. Main
St., officials of KALL Salt Lake City
and Intermountain Network inspect
new control room switching apparatus. W. D'Orr Cozzens (seated),
chief engineer of KALL and network,
demonstrates setup to (I to r) George
C. Hatch, president and general manager, KALL-intermountain Network;
Alvin Pack, executive vice president,
and Lynn L. Meyer, network's vice
president in charge of sales. New
quarters offer triple the space available to station in old David Keith
BIdg., with costs of renovation and
studio and facilities installation estimated at $30,000. Additional equipment, installed or on order, will
approximate $300,000.
•
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Exodus

RESIGNS

NAB President Justin Miller last
Thursday accepted "with reluctance
and regret" the resignation of
Royal V. (Doc) Howard as director
of NAB's Engineering Dept. The
resignation was another in the
series of events touching on NAB's
current reorganizational plan, to
take effect Aug. 1, in which Mr.
Howard's department was preserved along with five others but
in effect reduced in status [Closed
Circuit, July 18].
In accepting the resignation,
Judge Miller noted that achievements of the Engineering Dept.
under Mr. Howard's direction have
been "outstanding, and you have
good reason to be proud of them.
NAB has profited in many ways
from your being 'loaned' to it. I
appreciate your willingness to stay
on as long as you have."
Simultaneously, the appointment
of Neal McNaughten to succeed
Mr. Howard was indicated by
Judge Miller.
Mr. Howard recalled, in his letter of resignation which he submitted July 1, recalled his "loan"
to NAB in May 1947 — "for a year
— 18 months — or at the most, two
years" — to establish NAB's Engineering Dept. on a "permanent,
highly authoritative basis."
He told Judge Miller he repeatedly had expressed his desire to return to more direct engineering and
industry activities, and while adhering to the NAB President's re-
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in NAB

quest to remain, "I feel that now
with the primary aims of the Engineering Dept. accomplished — but
with much left to be done — I should
more forcefully urge you to accept
resignation."
myOne
of Mr. Howard's outstanding achievements was his organization and promotion of the annual
NAB Engineering Conference, held
in conjunction with NAB conventions. Before joining NAB, he was
vice president in charge of engineering for Associated Broadcasters Inc., San Francisco, from
1934 to 1947, and has been in
broadcasting since 1922.
International Service
Since joining NAB he has served
as U. S. delegate at the Atlantic
City International Telecommunications Conferences, the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement Engineering Conference
in Havana, and the Mexico City
High Frequency Conference.
Mr. Howard told Judge Miller
that his Engineering Dept. had
"tackled" a multitude of jobs and
that though it "has never received
the funds or the personnel recommended by NAB's Engineering Executive Committee, in the main
these items have been realized."
In recommending Mr. McNaughten, Mr. Howard felt the forthcoming NARBA Conference has "grave
and immediate consequences" and
that its final outcome, "for good
or bad, will affect the industry into
the far distant future. It is a deadly
serious business."

Mr. Howard pointed out that Mr.
McNaughten's work with FCC prior
to joining NAB "qualifies him most
expertly to participate in the Association's activities in protecting the
industry's welfare." He called upon
friends and members of the engineering fraternity to continue to
give NAB their wholehearted supJudge Miller felt recommendation
of Mr. McNaughten as successor
port.
was "sound in all aspects" and
voiced belief Mr. Howard's confidence in him "seems to be shared
by engineers and station managers
alike." He added:
"I am sure that he can carry on,
ably, the policies and programs
which have been initiated under
your directorship; thus preserving for NAB the good will and
splendid cooperation which has been
developed during the past two years
between NAB and all these groups
with
you ishave
worked."of the
Mr. which
Howard
chairman
NAB

Recording

and Producing

Mr. HOWARD
Standards Committee and is a
member of BMB's Engineering
Committee, as well as many RMA,
IRE and ASA committees. He holds
several letter patents on radio apof IRE. paratus and is a senior member
A4ove from Washington

To N. Y. Completed
BAB
TRANSFER
BROADCAST ADVERTISING Bureau of NAB officially transferred its
headquarters from Washington to New York last Wednesday. The
bureau, under direction of Maurice B. Mitchell, occupies new quarters
.
*
at 270 Park Ave.
The move is one more in the board of directors at its convention
meeting
in
Chicago
in
April.
growth of the bureau which was
That action increased the budget
authorized as an expansion of the
of the bureau, charged the exold Broadcast Advertising Departpanded organization with aggresment of the NAB by action of the
sive promotion of radio as an
advertising medium and authorized
acquisition of new headquarters in
Takes Oath for New Term
New York.
In its meeting at Portsmouth,
As
FCC
Commissioner
WEBSTER
N. H. [Broadcasting, July 18],
the NAB Board also directed that
E. M. WEBSTER was sworn in as an FCC Commissioner for a new,
BAB place itself on a self-sustainseven-year term last Thursday afternoon and proceeded at once into an
ing basis as soon as practicable
executive meeting of the Commission, taking up the duties he left off
and arranged that Mr. Mitchell be
when his prior term expired June 30.
responsible to NAB President
The oath-taking, accomplished in
Miller, although authorized
his office without ceremony, fol- 11, 18], but received the vote of Justin
lowed by a little more than 24 approval even of his chief inter- to act in his absence.
Mr. Mitchell said the bureau, in
rogator. Sen. Charles W. Tobey
hours the Senate's confirmation of
his nomination on Wednesday. This
its new New York headquarters
(R-N. H.). Most of the questionhad been virtually assured by the
ing related to the policies and ac- will expand its staff and services
tivities of the Commission as a as soon as suitable people can be
Senate Interstate Commerce Comfound. Now serving as assistant
mittee's 11-0 vote of approval the whole,
rather than the nominee's
own.
directors are Miss Lee Hart and
preceding Thursday, [BroadcastCharles A. Batson.
ing, July 18], but was delayed by
His reappointment is retroactive
Senate debate on the Atlantic Pact. to July 1.
NAB Board also has directed
Comr. Webster took the oath
Comr. Webster's resumption of BAB to undertake the promotion
duties followed by a single day the of television sales, as well as its
from Miss Pansy Wiltshire, FCC
personnel assistant, who also per-_ return of Vice Chairman Paul A. efforts for aural broadcasting.
formed the duties when he assumed
Walker from the Paris International Telephone and Telegraph
office April 10, 1947, to serve out
AWB
Resolution
Conference. It left the Commission,
the unexpired term of Chairman
Paul A. Porter. There was no fan- which has been operating with a A RESOLUTION expressing
"their profound loss" in the death
fare. He went immediately to join bare majority of four since June
30, now only one member short of of the late Elsie Dick, MBS corhis colleagues in session.
respondent who was killed in the
The Senate confirmation, held up full strength: Chairman Wayne
Bombay air crash [Broadcasting,
Coy
is
still
attending
the
Paris
past his prior term's termination
July 18], has been adopted by the
conference and will go from there
date by the commerce committee's
New York City members of the
delay on hearings, came without a to further international meetings
of Women Broadcasters of
dissenting vote. He had been sub- in London, probably returning to Assn.
Washington
in late August or early NAB. Resolution was announced in
18].
jected to rigorous questioning
September [BROADCASTING, July Washington Thursday by Pat Grifspread over three days of commitfith, AWB executive secretary.
tee hearing [Broadcasting, July
BROADCASTING
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S
RADIO'
"NEVER undestimate the power
of radio. The last time we did, it
nearly cost us money."
Thus did Lee Mack Marshall,
advertising manager of Continental Baking Co., explain one of the
most curious success stories in the
industry.
It all began with the firm's initial
sponsorship three years ago of the
Grand Slam show on CBS. A budget was set aside and listeners
were urged to send in questions for
use on the program. A generous
outlay was provided in that budget
to handle the mail, which one reckless executive predicted would
reach as high as 5,000 letters a
week.
Within three weeks the show

POWER

Weighed

by Baking

Co.

GAMBLE

Principals in the success of Grand Slam are (I to r) Mr. Marshall, Irene
Beasley, star of the program, and Ted Bates, president of Ted Bates Inc.

One of a Series
drew better than 75,000 letters per
week.
The situation deepened into crisis
as, during the next four weeks, the
tempo of returns increased. The
cost of handling the mail then began to exceed the actual cost of
the show, and murmurings were
heard that the show might go off
the air because it was too successful.
The dilemma was resolved by invoking a policy whereby only letters mailed during a specified two
weeks in a 13 week cycle would be
acceptable for use on the program.
It is the policy which is still in
effect, three years later. A typical
two week return under the revised
setup was that registered in April
of this year when 427,000 letters
were received in the fortnight mailing period.
Featuring Irene Beasley five
times weekly, 11:30-45 a.m., the
show is now fourth ranking in daytime programs according to the
Hooperating.
Continental, a more than $1 million advertiser, has had a series of
network shows on CBS since 1928.
In addition, the company has utilized spot announcements to introduce new products and carries a
continuous schedule for both Wonder Bread and Hostess Cake in
cities where they are available.
Its current Hostess Cake campaign features the company's new
cream-filled cup-cake. Mr. Marshall reports that returns from the
more than 86 Continental plants
throughout the country indicate a
successful and traceable response
to the announcements.
Stressing the versatility of radio
BROADCASTING

FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for three new AM
outlets were authorized by
FCC last week and an initial
decision proposes grant of
another. Two existing outlets received improved facilities. Nine stations received
transfer grants. Three FM,
two AM permits and two AM
licenses were deleted. Details
of these and other FCC actions are carried in FCC
Roundup on page 84.

as an advertising medium, Mr.
Marshall described the merchandising tie-up which Grand Slam
affords his products. The gifts
won by each woman participant are
displayed in her local grocery store.
This practice stirs direct and
neighborly interest in the firm and
its products (Wonder Bread and
Hostess Cakes) and creates a feeling of individual participation on
the part of the local grocer and the

company salesmen.
The Continental Baking Co. was
originally organized in 1925. Three
years later it sponsored its first
network show, The Happy Wonder
Bakers Show, on CBS.
Continental today spends 40%
of its overall advertising budget in
radio, Mr. Marshall revealed.
Ted Bates Inc., New York, is
the advertising agency handling
the account.
Voted

NABUG

SUPPORT

In CBS

for IBEW
Dispute

THE NATIONAL and New York Councils of National Assn. of Broadcast Unions and Guilds have voted to support IBEW in the latter union's
contract dispute with CBS.
NABUG approved a measure which would forbid any member of a
union affiliated with NABUG from ★
He contended that the term
doing the technical work of an
IBEW man in event IBEW should
should apply only to an individual
strike CBS either in Hollywood,
doing the technical work of show
Chicago or New York.
producing and not to a company
IBEW, a member union of engaged in show production. The
NABUG, has been negotiating on term now, he said, is loosely applied
to business organizations traffickwages and other "local" matters
with CBS executives in seven difing in programs.
ferent localities. With little progNeed for Definition
ress reported, IBEW locals in New
York and Hollywood took strike
He explained that it was imvotes.
portant to keep the term as a job
NABUG also took action in the classification, even to production
companies, for an owner of a pack"red blacklist" issue which develage outfit could then gain bookoped on the resignation of radio
keeping and tax advantages by
director William Mc D. Sweets
paying himself as the producer in
from Philips H. Lord Inc., show
packagers (see page 28). It set up the event he performed such functions in addition to the merchandisa fact-finding committee to coopering of shows.
ate with an RTDG fact-finding
committee which will investigate
Mr. Nicoll said considerable symwhether there exists in the radio
pathy was shown by NABUG members in his suggestion that future
and television industry a blacklist
barring performers from jobs on
contracts with employers be careful to restrict use of the word
the basis of political activity.
producer
to the technical man acOliver W. Nicoll, NABUG natually engaged in the functions
tional chairman, also suggested
the necessity of clarifying the such a show-shaper performs.
Next meeting qf NABUG was
term "producer"
television
field. in the radio and
set for Sept. 15.

• Telecasting

Stresses Buyers' Market Facts
"ADVERTISING was made for a
buyers' market," it is "one of the
four dynamic activities which persuade buyers to buy — along with
personal selling, promotion and display." This assertion was made
by Frederic R. Gamble, president
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, during a speech in
Los Angeles Friday, in which he
emphasized the need for "bold and
vigorous" use of advertising by
business to hasten a successful economic readjustment.
Pointing to the program for readjustment issued last week by the
Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.,
which recommended that business
"increase sales and advertising efforts to stimulate more business
and greater employment," Mr.
Gamble said; "This is sound advice
from the Chamber, and it is advice
that many business men evidentlj
need.
"In recent months, while the buyers' market has been steadily coming in, there has been no significant
increase in advertising activity,"
he said, adding that advertising
costs have advanced less than other
costs "so that the advertising dolactuallyforbuys
more" toandstep
"it onis
highlartime
business
Gamble also urged greater
theMr.
accelerator."
use of institutional advertising.
KWIK TO ILGWU
Would Move to Hollywood
INTERNATIONAL Ladies Garment Workers Union, licensee of
KFMV (FM) Los Angeles, last
week obtained KWIK Burbank^
Calif., AM station, for $40,000 at a
bankruptcy sale. Final sale is subject to FCC approval.
Acting through a dummy buyer,
ILGWU outbid several other interested local groups. The union
plans to combine KWIK with its
FM station and will seek to move
both stations' call letters to Hollywood based on the KFDR letters.
ILGWU already has a New York
FM outlet with the WFDR call.
According to the trustee in the
bankruptcy, property of KWIK inventoried at a total of $30,152.25.
Cliff Gill, general manager of the
union's Los Angeles FM station,
was to take over the management
of KWIK over the weekend.
July 25, 1949
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Unions

Seek

Facts

in Issue
SaysTER
FCC, Answering
'ERRED' Attack
WAL

BLACKLIST
WHILE New York radio circles
last week greeted with skepticism
the existence of a blacklist barring
performers from programs because
of Communist sympathies, further
action was taken by radio unions
to get to the facts in the issue.
AFRA's New York local board
called a special meeting to consider
the matter and it, while apparently
viewing such a blacklist with dubiety, passed a resolution condemning the practice if it existed, of
barring employment to performers
on the basis of their political beliefs.
The APRA board, apparently
feeling loose talk about such a
blacklist would do the industry no
good, then hastened to condemn
indiscriminate discussion of alleged blacklist case victims.
Instead, it urged that members
having information about such
cases bring them to the attention
of the board. In its turn, the
board pledged to verify such complaints and take "whatever action
is warranted."
The blacklist issue was brought
into the open recently by the resignation of William McD. (Bill)
Sweets from the Phillips H. Lord
package outfit, for which he directed Ganghusters and Counterspy [Broadcasting, July 18].
'Forced' to Resign
Mr. Sweets maintained he was
forced to resign because of agencysponsor pressure caused by letters
from individuals and organizations
protesting his alleged political beliefs. The Lord Company merely
said that Mr. Sweets resigned because he had other plans.
The Radio and Television Directors Guild, of which Mr. Sweets is
a member, became concerned over
his dismissal and, at an executive
council meeting of its New York
local, passed two resolutions. One

was to convince the Lord company
it was doing Mr. Sweets an injustice and in the other, to set up a
fact-finding board to determine
whether a blacklist actually existed in the industry.
An RTDG spokesman said that a
committee set up under the resolution to investigate the Sweets matter would seek a meeting with the
Lord company some time this week.
Meanwhile, National Assn. of
Broadcast Unions and Guilds,
which supported the RTDG position and also decided to establish
a fact-finding committee to work
with the RTDG fact-finders, announced through Chairman Oliver
W. Nicoll the following had agreed
to serve on such a NABUG body
from AFRA — Vinton Hayworth,
Clayton Collyer, Leon Janney, Ted
Osborne; from RTDG — Erik Bar-

CBS

FALL

nouw, Welbourn Kelley, Roy S.
Langham, James A. Stabile; from
TWG — Lee Berg, Evelyn F. Burkey, Kaye Wood, Ben Zavin; from
NABET— Clifford Gorsuch, Harry
E. Hiller, D. C. Shultes, Edwin
Stolzenbecker.
The AFRA local board resolution follows :
The New York local board of AFRA
strongly condemns the practice, if any,
of giving or withholding employment
in the case of any performer on the
basis of political beliefs or affiliations.
It maintains and urges that all performers be hired or not, solely on the
basis of their talent and ability. It
further condemns the practice of
AFRA members indiscriminately discussing any such alleged cases among
themselves without recourse to the
actual facts involved.
It urges all members to bring to the
local board any and all complaints
and the board pledges itself to verify
such complaints wherever possible and
to take whatever action is warranted.

PROMOTION

CBS's 1949 fall program promotion campaign — which itself is being promoted as the biggest in
radio history — will be outlined
Aug. 1 at a closed meeting for
network and affiliates executives.
The meeting will be a joint session of CBS's Affiliates Advisory
Board and of the CBS Program
Promotion Clinic in the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York.
Both the advisory board and the
clinic meetings are scheduled for
two days of sessions in New York
Aug. 1-2, with the joint meeting
a special feature which will bring
together the two groups.
Among matters that will be discussed by the advisory board are
the activities of the expanding
CBS television network.
The board, representing 178 in-

dependently-owned affiliates, was
instituted in 1943 to consider mutual problems of the affiliates and
the network. The country is divided into nine districts, approximating the network operational
plan, with stations in each district
electing one representative to serve
on the board. Members are:
I. R. Lounsberry,
man, representing WGR
DistrictBuf¥alo,
No. 2; chairE. E.
Hill, WTAG,
Worcester,
Mass.,
secretary. District No. 1; C. T. Lucy, WRVA
Richmond, Va., District No. 3; Glenn
Marshall Jr., WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.,
District No. 4; Howard Summerville,
WWL New Orleans, District No. 5;
Richard Borel, WENS Columbus, Ohio,
District No. 6; William Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, District No. 7;
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex., District No. 8 and Clyde Coombs,
KROY
Sacramento, Calif., District No.
9.
CBS executives who are to attend the CAAB meeting include:
Frank Stanton, president; Joseph H.

SPOKESMEN for FCC said last
week that Rep. Francis E. Walter
(D-Pa.) erred in his July 14 attack
on the Commission when he said
it had failed to publish its New
Mayflower Decision as a rule or
policy statement in the Federal
Register [BROADCASTING, July 18].
The report was published in the
Register on June 7, they noted.
Rep. Walter had claimed FCC
cannot "legally" expect anyone to
abide by the Mayflower editorializing decision since the Administrative Procedure Act, of which he is
co-author, stipulates that "no one
shall in any manner" be required
to observe any agency procedure
which is not published in the
Register. He felt, however, that
all
licensees to
would
"obligated"
to conform
the feel
decision.

Aug.

1 Preview

Ream, executive vice president; Adrian
Murphy,
president
and general
executive; vice
Howard
S. Meighan,
vice
president and general executive; Lawrenceexecutive;
Loman, vice
president
and general
Herbert
V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations; William C. Gittinger, vice
president in charge of sales; Hubbell
Robinsonrector of programs;
Jr., vice president
diDavidson and
Taylor,
vice president and director of public
affairs;dent in William
Lodge, engineering;
vice presicharge ofB.general
Earl Gammons, vice president in charge
of Washington office; William A.
Schudt Jr., director of station relations,
and E. E. Hall, eastern division manager, station relations.
The program clinic, to be attended by CBS promotion managers and station executives, will
devote all of Aug. 1 to the fall
promotion buildup. The Aug. 2
sessions will feature a special
round-table discussion of specific
promotion activities of CBS affiliates.
In connection with the two-day
clinic, Aug. 3, a third day has been
set aside for an "open house" at
CBS headquarters at which CBS
promotion managers can present
their local promotional problems to
the entire CBS promotion department for discussion and guidance.
Ratner To Speak

MEETING between members of the Paul H. Raymer
Co. and WHK Cleveland, held in the Ohio city, was
attended by: (seated I to r) Paul H. Raymer, president
of the national sales representative firm; K. K. Hackathorn, vice president and general manager of WHK;
and Fred Brokaw, vice president and general manager
of the Raymer company; (standing, I to r) G. C. Packard,
Page 28
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The session at which the fall
campaign will be detailed will be
addressed by Victor M. Ratner, vice
president in charge of advertising
and sales promotion; Louis Hausman, director of advertising and
sales promotion, and Neal Hathaway, director of program promotion.
Mr. Stanton will deliver the address of welcome to promotion exRaymer vice president, Chicago office; Paul Tiemer and
ecutives. Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice
P. M. Soutter, salesmen of the Raymer New York
president and director of programs
office;
B. Rains,
manager ofW.theMoore,
representative
firm's will talk on promotion's relation to
Detroit R.office;
J. Porterfield,
L. Van Dolen,
programming and John Karol, sales
Raymer salesmen in the New York office; R. Tennermanager, will discuss program
stedt, salesman, Chicago Raymer office; J. B. Maurer,
promotion in relation to sales.
WHK sales manager; W.E.Sprague, WHK sales prom. mgr.
BROADCASTING
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PAID

LOGS

New Chicago 'Tribune' Plan
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE will
begin charging for radio and TV
logs Sept. 6. Each of Chicago's
other dailies ■— Herald- American,
Daily News and Sun-Times — is
reported considering the same
move.
In Tribune listings, AM and TV
sponsors will pay for displays of
"no less than two lines or more
than 14 lines each in the same
style and type as the regular program listings," according to Advertising Manager C. E. McKittrick. He said the directory will
"continue to list all major programs as in the past." Sponsored
listings will appear at the top of
each time bracket, starred for emphasis. The idea originated with
Chesser Campbell, Tribune Co.
treasurer.
The Tribune last week cut the
width of its listings from one to
three-quarters column to conform
with log format of other papers.
No advertising or editorial ex-

ecutives on the other dailies would
comment on the proposal, other
than to confirm that the proposal
is being studied. It is understood
the Her aid- American plans to in-

ORDER
MAIL
NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau last week took cognizance of
— but deferred comment on — the
announced formation of the Mail
Order Network, which is slated to
start operations Sept. 19 as a new
business seeking to profit by bringing radio and the mail order trade
together to their own mutual financial advantage.
BAB Director Maurice B. Mitchell, in the throes of moving BAB
headquarters from Washington to
New York, said he would withhold
comment pending completed examination of MON plans and a study
of member reaction. Both BAB
and NAB are vigorously opposed to
per inquiry deals, which would be a
basic alternative feature of the
MON operations.
Thomas F. Flanagan, managing
director of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives, also
reserved comment.
MON's plans were made known
in New York by Harold Kaye, its
president, who resigned as vice
president and head of the New
York operations of Olian Adv.,
New York, to organize the mail
order service. He explained details of the operation.
MON will provide member stations with programming on records
and selling messages on transcriptions. Stations will have the option
of deciding whether to be compensated on a per inquiry basis or on
a time basis.
In either case, MON will be paid
for its services by sharing revenue
with the station on a slidng scale.
For example, if a station carries
a certain amount of MON programming on a time basis, MON

"
NETWORK
and answer questionnaires about
will get a certain percentage. The
more time the station devotes to it designed to gauge its validity.
MON programming, the less is
The money-back guarantee will
permit the consumer to return
to be MON's percentage. Mr. Kaye
is not now making public these
the merchandise to the station,
which in turn will send it on to
percentages. The same percentages, however will apply if the MON. The network will send the
station revenue comes via the per
consumer a check and the netinquiry route. Stations will not be
work will collect on the guarantee from the client.
charged fees for joining or for
MON programming — only the perEach affiliate must agree to decentage split.
vote at least five hours weekly to
MON itself will aim to function
MON
programming. MON is prelike a network without wires. Its
pared to start out with 35 hours
of
unduplicated
programming
clients will be agencies and advertisers in the mail order busi- weekly, said Mr. Kaye. One staness. They will buy time or PI
tion, he said, is starting out with
arrangements over MON affiliates, 35 hours, using MON programming
with MON providing programming
on an all-night basis.
and commercials.
MON is now lining up stations
Member stations will then air on an exclusive basis — only one
station to a market, but is not yet
the MON discs. Their selling messages will direct that orders be announcing its affiliates said Mr.
sent to the station. Getting the Kaye.
orders, the stations will forward
MON, an Illinois corporation,
them to MON offices for sorting.
will have offices in New York and
MON will send the orders to the Chicago. Temporarily, the New
proper client for filling. MON will York office is at 1440 Broadway.
handle the billing and credit for
the station.
As for the consumer, he is to Godwin on WRC
be protected by two operations, ac- EARL GODWIN, veteran Washcording to Mr. Kaye. One is a
ington commentator, has moved to
testing service of all merchandise
WRC,
NBC
outlet in the nation's
off'ered over MON and the other is capital, starting
today, July 25.
a money-back guarantee.
He will continue to be sponsored by
The testing service is to op- Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge,
erate under the name of Mail Md., Monday through Friday,
Order Buyers Guild and will have 6:15-6:30 p.m. In addition, he will
standards even higher than those
be on NBC's Alka-Seltzer News
of Good Housekeeping, according
of the World. He also is preparing
to Mr. Kaye. The testing serivce a TV news program for broadcast
will put every MON-offered prod- on WNBW (TV) Washington. Mr.
uct through a testers market of Godwin shifts from WMAL Washpersons who will use the product ington.
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GOOD TIME was had by all upon the return of Janet Ross, conductor of
the KDKA Pittsburgh Shopping Circle, from a month's tour of fashionminded France. She was given a welcome at a New York cocktail party.
In attendance were (I to r): H. Preston Peters, president of Free &
Peters; Walter E. Benoit, vice president of Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc.; Miss Ross; George D. Tons, KDKA sales manager; and Jones Scovern,
vice president in charge of sales. Free & Peters.
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corporate listings separately under
individual headings. It is not
clear whether the proposed paid
listings will supplement or replace
completely those printed free.

WHAS
STUDIOS
Dedicated on 27th Birthday
WHAS Louisville's new offices and
studios were dedicated July 18
with a special half-hour broadcast
called "In Looking Ahead." The
program closed exactly on the
minute that WHAS first went on
the air 27 years ago, in 1922.
The program featured stories of
the early broadcasting days of
WHAS, with musical highlights by
Rosalind Marquis, Bill Pickett and
the orchestra and chorus. Jim
Walson was master of ceremonies.
Victor A. Sholis, WHAS director, and Vice President Mark
Ethridge took part in the dedication part of the program.
Offices and studios are in the
new Courier-Journal, Louisville
Times and WHAS Building. Studios are lighted by nearly a halfmile of fluorescent tubing, operate
on 707 vacuum tubes and the wiring exceeds 101 miles in length.
In the music library are more than
17,598 orchestrations, 2,000 special
arrangements, 13,900 vocal copies,
10,630 phonograph records and
more than 17,500 musical selections
on electrical transcriptions.
There are seven studios including one of some 165 capacity where
audience participation shows are
held daily. Ample space for expansion will be available, officials
pointed out.

Mr. ETHRIDGE
NBC PROMOTION
New 'On-Air' Unit Formed
A BROADCASTING promotion division of the NBC advertising and
promotion department has been
formed to take charge of on-the-air
promotion.
Pat Steel, former copy writer in
the network's promotion department, will head the new division,
assisted by Ray O'Connell, former
staff member in the network's program department. The new division will use network sustaining
programs for promotion purposes,
prepare recorded and live trailers
and create promotion programs for
network and local use.
July 25, 1949
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Butler Denny
Cites Porter,
GOVT.

JUMPERS

EVIDENCE that Congress may enact some legislation to curb Government officials who resign and "quickly turn up as spokesmen and
lobbyists for special interests" was foreseen on Capitol Hill last week.
Prime mover behind the movement was Sen. Hugh Butler (R-Neb.),
who has cited former FCC Chair- .
men Paul A. Porter and Charles
Mr. Denny joined NBC
Denny, and others in a floor at- colleagues
as chief counsel two weeks after
tack on lobbying [Broadcasting,
his resignation from FCC, and
July 18].
that Mr. Porter represents various
Senator Butler told Broadcastradio companies including Western
ing he plans to introduce curative Union Telegraph & Telephone.
legislation shortly which would
Meanwhile, lobbying legislation
prohibit officials of FCC and other
which
would authorize investigaindependent agencies from entertion of lobbying activities of all
ing private firms having traffic
with those agencies for a period of government branches still was
Senate Rules & Adtwo years. He said a draft cur- pending in the ministration
committee where it
rently is being prepared and may
was
committed
last
month
[Broadbe presented early this week.
casting, June 27]. The measure
The Nebraska senator originally
(H ConRes 62) has not been taken
leveled his lobbying charge in sup- up at any meeting, a committee
port of Sen. Russell B. Long (ID- spokesman said.
La.) who said he proposed to conduct an investigation of ex-government officials. Sen. Butler noted it
was "particularly appropriate that
the Senate consider such practices
in the light of new pay-raise leg- RMA COMMITTEE
islation," presumably HR1689,
Ad Group Appointed
giving FCC commissioners $16,000
a year. The latter has passed the ADVERTISING executives of 18
House and is now on the Senate
member firms have been appointed
calendar. He wasn't sure whether
it would take the form of a bill or members of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. Advertising Committee
be in potential amendments to be by RMA President R. C. Cosgrove
offered in the Senate.
to serve for the 1949-1950 year.
No Comment from Long
The group holds its first meeting
July
26 at Statler Hotel, New York,
Senator Long, who is chairman
to draft preliminary plans for inof a Senate Civil Service subcomdustry observance of National
mittee, could not be reached for
Radio Week Oct. 30-Nov. 5.
comment. It is known, however,
Stanley H. Manson, manager of
that he has received numerous comadvertising and public relations of
plaints that many ex-government
officials are now representing pri- Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester,
vate firms before agencies, includ- N. Y., has been appointed chairman. L. E. Pettit of General Elecing FCC, they once served. He cited
tric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., is vice
specifically FCC and CAB. He had
hinted he would call various agency chairman.
RMA activities in connection
heads to present evidence which
would show that former employees with National Radio Week again
had appeared before commissions, will be under the direction of a
sometimes "in an effort to get radio subcommittee headed by W. B. Mclicenses." His subcommittee has Gill of Westinghouse Radio Stataken no action yet, however.
tions Inc., Philadelphia.
Senator Butler said hearings
Other Members
were possible, presumably to be
Other members of committee
conducted by Senator Long's subcommittee. He, too, had received are: H. R. F. Dietz, Emerson Radio
"numerous" complaints, mostly & Phonograph Corp.; Henry R.
from government people but a few Geyelin Jr., Allen B. DuMont Labfrom outsiders.
oratories Inc.; John F. Gilligan,
The curb on ex-government emPhilco Corp.; H. F. Guenin Jr.,
ployes had the support, too, of RCA Victor Division of RCA; Earl
Sen. J. William Fulbright CD- L. Hadley, Westinghouse Electric
Ark.), who has a comparable bill Corp.; V. C. Havens, Crosley Div.,
on the Senate calendar dealing with
Avco Mfg. Co.; Bernard Holsinger,
former officials of RFC.
Senator Butler noted that vari- Sylvania Electric Products Inc.;
ous bureaus have rules which pre- C. R. Lunney, Stewart-Warner
vent former administrators from Electric Division; William E.
practicing before former agencies Macke, Zenith Radio Corp.; Mr.
for terms running from six months
McGill; K. T. Milne, Delco Radio
to two years. A provision which Division; S. A. Morrow, Capehartwould prohibit FCC commissioners
Farnsworth Corp.; Chas. J. Nesa year after passage from jumping bitt. The Hallicrafters Co.; E. L.
to private industry within a cer- Redden, Motorola Inc.; Percy L.
tain period after resignation from
Schoenen, Olympic Radio & Telethe Commission was incorporated
vision Inc.; Chas. W. Snider, The
in the McFarland bill reported to
the Senate floor last week (see Sparks-Withington Co.; Fred T.
separate story). He told Senate
Sterritt, Bendix Radio Division.
Page 30
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NAB MEETING
Cott Committee Convenes

July 25, 1949

NAB's Unaffiliated Stations Executive Committee, headed by Ted
Cott, vice president in charge of
programs, WNEW New York, will
hold a two-day meeting beginning
today (July 25) at NAB Washington headquarters. The agenda was
not disclosed.
However, it was understood that
Mr. Cott may discuss questions
bearingtions
on formerly
NAB'sunder
program
funcProgram
AT the Bermudiana Hotel, Bermuda,
where they recently enjoyed a holiday, are Mr. and Mrs. Eldon A. Park
of Roslyn, N. Y. Mr. Park is vice
president of Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. and general manager of WINS
New York.
BAKERS
Stress Radio After Strike
RADIO STATIONS in New York
have received a windfall of orders
for spots and participations from
five major bakers as a result of
the end of the Bakery strike in
New York. The campaigns are
starting on July 25 and 26.
The General Baking Co. (Bond
Bread) will resume its spots and
participations (discontinued last
February) on WINS, WJZ, WMCA,
WNEW, WOR, WOV and WAAT
for a period of six weeks. After
that, the spots and participation
shows will most likely be renewed.
BBDO New York is the agency.
The Gordon Baking Co., for Silvercup Bread through N. W. Ayer
& Son is using eight New York stations on a 13 week contract. Approximately 70spots per week will
be used in addition to participation
shows.
A third major bakery concern,
Continental Baking Co., New York,
on behalf of Wonder Bread, is
using an intensive spot campaign
in New York in addition to participations on such shows as The Herb
Sheldon Show, on WJZ for 22
weeks. Ted Bates Co., New York
is the agency.
The Ward Baking Co. through its
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, will use six or seven stations
in New York on behalf of Tip Top
Bread with spot announcements
and participations. Contracts are
for several weeks.
Drake Bakeries Inc., New York,
through Young & Rubicam, same
city, has started spot announcement campaign. Approximately 27
announcements per day are used on
20 stations. Contracts are from
two to three weeks.
Foreign Broadcasters
A GROUP of German and Austrian
broadcasters currently is visiting
the United States under sponsorship of the American Military
Government and the U. S. Office
of Education for a special twomonth training program in American radio. Course is being given
by the Bureau of Applied Social
Research at Columbia U.

Dept.,
now reorganization
deleted under plan
NAB'sto
authorized
go into effect Aug. 1. Functions of
the department have been shifted
to other divisions and departments,
with NAB main departments now
reduced to six [Broadcasting, July
18]. Mr. Cott had served as a
member of the program division.
The committee also is expected
to discuss topics, site and times for
future meetings, and also the committee's part in the 1950 annual
convention,
to be next
held at
Chicago's
Stevens Hotel
spring.
An
NAB convention committee will
meet soon in Chicago, it was said,
to formulate plans.
NAB also disclosed that a news
conference will be held at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel this
Thursday when President Justin
Miller is expected to discuss the
changes
contemplated
under
NAB'sof
reorganization,
for the
benefit
New York trade and news editors.

QUARTZ
PROCESS
Army Treats Crystals
U. S. ARMY Signal Corps announced last week that a new development in the processing of
quartz crystals may make it possible to crowd more radio and television channels into the ether.
The Signal
process
said
virtually
to Corps'
eliminate
the isaging
characteristics of quartz crystals.
The new process involves placing
finished blank crystals in a conveyor belt, similar to that used in
an automobile assembly line, and
drawing them through an electrically heated oven for periods of
from two to three hours. Then
the crystals are subjected to exactly controlled cooling for 24
hours.
Office Guild Talks
RADIO GUILD of United Office
and Professional Workers, CIO,
has begun wage negotiations at
WMCA New York for a 15% increase and at WOR New York for
a $10 weekly increase for maintenance workers. A union spokesman reported WOR was standing
pat on conditions of the old contract, while WMCA talks were
making some progress. The guild
also has started preparations for
negotiations this fall with CBS
whereber 1. its contract expires Decem-
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IOWA

WOMEN

PER

DAY

SPEND

WITH

A. RECENT New York University Survey reveals that the average American adult listens
to the radio 12 to 14 hours a week.
Iowa women listen to their radios an average of 5 hours and 25 minutes each weekday
— or more

than a third of their waking

hours! In the State's largest cities, the figure is 6 hours and 26 minutes; on farms,

5%

HOURS

RADIO!

'I'f The 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must"
for every advertising, sales, or marketing man who is
interested in the Iowa sales-potential.
The 1948 Edition is the eleventh annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff,
is based on personal interview of 9,224 Iowa families,
scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and
farms. It is universally accepted as the most authoritative radio survey available on Iowa.

it's 5 hours and 40 minutes.
Throughout the State, men listen less than
women, but even they spend 3 hours and 28
minutes per day at their radios!
These and many other valuable facts about
Iowa radio listening habits are taken from
the 1948 Edition of the famed Iowa Radio
Audience Survey.'"' Write to us or Free &
Peters for your free copy. Your request will
also reserve for you a copy of the 1949 Survey, to be published this Fall.

WIHI®

*for
Iowa
PLUS
>l>
Des Momes • • . 50,000 WaUs
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS. INC.
National Representatives

Ever

try

home-grown

talent?

It scared a Cincinnati greeting card manufacturer.*
He thought buying a local live talent show
in a far-off market— Boston— was like putting his head
in a lion's mouth . . . too risky.
Until Radio Sales showed him it wasn't a gamble at all.
A Radio Sales Account Executive played him
an audition record of "Uncle Elmer's Song Circle" on
WEEI. Pointed out the natural tie-in
between his sales story and the show. Furnished him
with proof of its pulling power. The pay off. . .
The manufacturer bought this WEEI

local

live talent program. And his New England sales hit
an all-time high ! That was four years ago. He's still
on— because sales are still climbing.
No wonder national spot advertisers noiv sponsor
more than 750 local live talent broadcasts each iveek
on the stations represented by Radio Sales. Their
sales curves prove that you can get a sales-effective
performance with local live talent supplied by
Radio Sales. Without a bit of a risk.
*A real life story
RADIO

SALES

Radio and Television Stations Representative .. .CBS
Radio Sales represents the best radio station — the CBS one of coursein Boston, New York*, Washington, D. C, Philadelphia*, Richmond, the
Carolinas*, Alabama*, St. Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Salt
Lake City*, Los Angeles*, San Francisco, and the West Coast's leading
regional network. (*And the best TV station in these markets.)

Whither
£ditotial

McGrath's Wrath
SOME STATIONS are playing with matches
around a keg loaded with political dynamite.
They are charging premium — oftimes double
— rates for time purchased for political broadcasts. It's a practice that stems from newspaper precedent, and an unsavory one in our
judgment.
Most recent upshot is introduction of a
mischievous and dangerous bill by Sen. Harold
D. McGrath of Rhode Island, who doubles in
brass as chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. The bill would place sanctions
upon stations charging more than card rates
for political time, ranging from 30-day suspensions to revocation.
Mr. McGrath introduced the bill in high
dudgeon, because of what has been transpiring
in the special election in Pennsylvania, to fill
the seat of the late Rep. Coffey, killed in a
plane crash. Mr. Coffey's mother is a candidate, and Sen. McGrath has been active in
her behalf.
It isn't enough to lick this bill on legal
grounds — which probably could be done. The
bill is dangerous because it reflects a growing
sentiment in Congress. It is dangerous because it proposes to fix rates for time. It
veers toward placing radio on a common carrier footing. It would be but a short haul to
fix rates for other classes of program sponsorship. That is not "Radio by the American
Plan."
Sen. McGrath's irritation is understandable.
Stations can argue that there's more economic
justification for it in radio than in newspapers,
because it entails program cancellations, revision of schedules, and other out-of-pocket.
But to us, it's penny wise and pound foolish.
We think stations should see to it that they
are reimbursed, including all extra expense.
But the card rate should apply. And we're
confident that Sen. McGrath and other fairminded legislators will agree that stations are
entitled to that money, cash-in-advance.
Ole Man Volga
THE COMMUNIST party line, heretofore reasonably content to attack American "imperialism" and Wall Street, by not so devious methods, appears to have lengthened its "cultural"
string to encompass radio.
At a meeting in New York a fortnight ago,
sponsored by the so-called Committee for the
Negro in Arts, such Negro performers as Paul
Robeson and Canada Lee hurled invective at
American radio. Actor Lee said radio has a
"lynch mentality"; that it seeks to distort and
conceal Negro problems and fails to hire qualified Negro workers. And Singer Robeson
seemed to echo the crimson-hued words of the
Kremlin, having only recently returned from
a tour of the Soviet.
If Robeson & Co. think they can do better
in the Soviet, they should try it. Can they
name any stars of Soviet radio of their race?
Or any race other than those propagandists
of the Foreign Commissariat? Don't they know
what happened to Cardinal Mindszenty of
Hungary, supposedly a Sovereign nation? He
didn't act or sing. He was a preacher of the
Gospel.
We're not sure we understand what these
men, who are not content with their attainments in the arts, are talking about. But we are
reasonably certain that over there they could
have
here. been "liquidated" for what they said over
Page 34
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NAB?

THE NEXT few weeks will tell the story of
the "streamlined" NAB. Will it be revitalized
to fit the blueprint drafted at Portsmouth?
Or has it become so deeply entangled in its
own red tape that nothing short of a fresh
start will do?
The board gave to President Justin Miller a
project, not a fait accompli. It is for him
to complete. He must undertake it without
the assistance of A. D. (Jess) Willard, who,
as executive vice president, directed the dayto-day operations of the NAB during Judge
Miller's four years of stewardship. Judge
Miller now personally assumes those functions.
Judge Miller has a tough job. He has made
a formidable start with the appointment of
Ralph W. Hardy, one of radio's outstanding
young men, as director of the newly created
Audio Division.
After Judge Miller realigns personnel to
conform with the new organization chart, his
task is membership. He must seek to hold
present members and get new ones. He must
broaden the membership scope to embrace
more TV and FM stations. His opportunity
will come during the district meetings beginning in September, where non-member stations also will be invited to a portion of the
business sessions.
One of the first tasks is to separate the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau from the NAB.
The board postponed action because it felt
first things should come first, and that BAB
should take root under the NAB aegis before
embarking upon the Herculean task of getting
business for broadcasting and of necessity
seeking to divert it from the printed media.
Broadcasters should not delude themselves
about BAB. A number of the recent newspaper-station resignations may be traced to
BAB's advent. A hard-hitting BAB perforce
will fight newspapers, magazines and other
media. Most newspapers won't stand still
while their radio dollars through an NABcontrolled BAB are at war with their newspaper dollars via their Bureau of Advertising,
which, incidentally, is separated from the
American Newspaper Publishers' Assn.
BAB, like Broadcast Music Inc., should be
separately financed. Those stations which
subscribe should call the shots. The NAB
need not become enmeshed in newspaper-radio
controversy where business competition is concerned. The common battleground is freedom
of radio and those collateral functions applicable to every licensee in every mass radio medium, whatever his related businesses.
Stemming from a successful and independent
BAB — perhaps later incorporating the more
desirable aspects of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau — should come survey standards which
would deliver radio from the utterly fantastic
situation which places the operations of networks and stations alike at the whim of private
organizations. Today there are several survey
organizations which are cursed or blessed depending upon whose ox is gored — and upon
whose sometimes conflicting outputs time is
bought and sold.
But that's another installment.
The NAB, to hold the membership line and
attract new members, must return to fundamental trade association concepts — legislation,
lobbying, regulation, and related functions applicable to AM, PM and TV alike. It must
cease trying to be all things to all radio people.
The Portsmouth Mandate so decrees. By following it the NAB can again become a Badge
of Honor to be proudly displayed by enterprising stations of all classes.

DAVID EMRICH

WEGLEIN

most men
the lives
RETIRE
and
busyofcareers
time for inclosing
is a MENT
beginning a period of quiet, earned relaxation. But not so with Dr. David Emrich
Weglein. When in 1946 Dr. Weglein retired
as superintendent of Baltimore City Schools,
a position he had held for 21 years, these words
were written for the occasion: "His characteristics . . . may be briefly summarized in the
words — competence, courage, common sense,
work." counselor
hard service
capacity
endless
andToday,
in his
role asforpublic
for WBAL WBAL-TV Baltimore, the words
still apply to Dr. Weglein. His period of retirement was virtually non-existent. The desire for quiet, earned relaxation was overcome by the "endless capacity for hard work."
On April 14, 1947 Dr. Weglein accepted his
present position with WBAL.
Although his radio career had a rather late
beginning,
Weglein's
vastgrasp
experience
in
educational Dr.
fields,
his ready
of rapid
developments in science, and his ability to
utilize those developments for the best interests of the public, have made him one of the
most
public
figures
in Baltimore's
radio important
and television
circles
today.
An example of this progressive thinking can
be found in an experiment he recently launched
in cooperation with several Baltimore schools.
Dr. Weglein arranged to have various instructors give brief lessons on their subjects
before WBAL-TV's cameras in the station's
studios. Television receivers were then set up
in school classrooms, and the lessons were incorporated into the regular teaching periods
at the schools.
At the close of the series in June, a committee from the board of education met with Dr.
Weglein to study the effectiveness of the television lessons. Whole hearted support of the
project was voiced by the committee and plans
are being made to continue and expand the
in-school televiewing during the coming school
semester.
Dr. Weglein feels that such a plan will have
several advantages. For one thing, he points
out, some laboratory experiments require
scarce or expensive equipment not accessible
to all schools. Television can solve that problem easily, he says. Just put the teacher and
the equipment in front of a camera, telecast
them, and the instruction immediately becomes
available to every student in the city.
Such innovations and advanced thinking do
not seem particularly remarkable to the Doctor. They are merely a continuation of the
policy he pursued for more than 50 years as
(Continued on page 36)
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Do you share with Robert Browning
the belief that "there is no truer truth
obtainable by man than comes of music"?
Over half a million New York families
do. They seek that truest truth in the
fine music that comes always over
WQXR

and WQXR-FM.

So con-

stantly do they seek it that no other
stations can reach them so effectively.
For the advertiser, these are New York's
choice families, too . . . people who love
good things as they love good music,
and can afford to buy them. For the
advertiser, these families form one of
the choicest markets withm this biggest
and busiest of all markets. You'll find
it profitable to ask us to tell you more.

AND WQXR-FM
RADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Respects
KTHS CASE
(Continued from 'page 34)
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on same day in some cities provides more than one opport Second tunitybroadcast
pal of Western High School, askc
to 50 kw day, 25 kw night, and
to
hear
program.
sistant superintendent of schools,
would grant the same interests
first assistant superintendent of
a new station at Hot Springs on
15
schools, and, in November 1925,
Top Ten Daytime Hooperatings — -July
550 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night,
YEAR AGO
superintendent of Baltimore City
Sponsor
&
Agency
to replace KTHS [Broadcasting,
Program
Stations77 General Mills Sales
Hooper6.5 Hooper
or — Pos.1
Schools, a position he retained until
6.1 + +0.4
When A Girl Marries
April 4].
his retirement on July 1, 1946.
(B&B
for
Diamond
Crystal
Salt,
Paul D. P. Spearman, WashingY&RSwansdown)
for Calumet &
ton counsel for the Palmer group,
The interval between "retire5.8
ment" and joining WBAL was not
Stella Dallas 146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
5.3
6.2
at
the
argument on Tuesday verRomance of Helen Trent 85 Whitehall Pharmacol (D-F-S) 6.3
a period of idleness for Dr. Weg+0.5 3
bally lashed the Commission for
5.4
6.0
Arthur
lein. Throughout his teaching and
11:30 Godfrey
a.m.) (10:15' 169 Lee Pharmacol (D-F-S)
+0.9 12
its ruling. He contended the
administrative career he was active
(10:15-10:30, 4.2)
168 Gold Seal Wax (C-M)
169
Ewing interests would not have
(10:30-10:45,
5.9)
+0.6
10
Johns
at
—0.2
in the Dept. of Education
been favored over his client if the
(10:45-11,
National Biscuit (M-E)
(11-11:30, 6.4)
6.6)
5
5.6
6.0
Hopkins U. and during the year
Liggett
&
Myers
(N-E)
Commission had not compared the
174 Whitehall Pharmacol (D-F-S) 6.0
Our Gal, Sunday
4
5.7
1946-'47 he was educational conProcter & Gamble (Compton) 5.9
17
Young Dr. Malone
4.6
two proposals of the KTHS group,
146
5.9
84
Eduof
Young
Widder
Brown
Office
S.
5.2
sultant in the U.
5.9
Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
8183 Procter
and the resulting coverage gains,
Ma Perkins (CBS)
8
5.9
Gamble (Compton)
(D-F-S)
cation in Washington, D. C.
93 Procter && Gamble
2
Big
Sister
to the single proposal of Hot
Procter & Gamble (P&R)
Since 1947, when he became
5.5
Pepper Young's Family 153
13
Springs
Broadcasting. William C.
5.7
WBAL
public service counselor for
++0.3
1.3
+0.4
Fitts,
New
York attorney, defended
WBAL-TV, he has been responsible
the FCC finding in behalf of
+0.7
for arranging broadcasts bringing mer president of the Middle States
tively or more unselfishly than has
Baltimoreans the opinions and Assn. of Colleges and Secondary
+0.4ing the KTHS. Milton Kibler, WashingDr. Weglein in represent
ton, appeared for WMFJ DaySchools, former president of the needs of education in the national
ideas of the city's top educational,
tona Beach, Fla., which received
cultural and civic leaders.
Maryland State Teachers Assn.
proposed denial also for 1090 kc.
and of the Educational Society of
The belief that accomplishment
Today at the age of 73, Dr.
At the same session argument
Baltimore.
merits recognition has long been a
councils." "endless capacity for also was heard in the WilkesWeglein's
Dr. Weglein was at one time hard work" continues to make him
Barre and Scranton, Pa., 590 kc
of Dr. Weglein's.
policytheory
guiding this
Putting
into practice, chairman of the board of the Balticase. FCC proposed to grant
guiding lights of educathe
of
one
more Safety Council and is still
tion— now, education by radio and WARM Scranton switch from 250
he was responsible in 1947 for inaugurating the WBAL Merit active in its program. For some
television.
w on 1400 kc to 5 kw on 590
Awards. These honors are awarded
years he has been chairman of the
kc,
directional, and deny WBAX
Wilkes-Barre switch from 250 w
regularly for outstanding achieve- Junior Red Cross in Baltimore, is
accivic
—
interested in Boy Scouts work and
ment in various fields
on 1240 kc to 1 kw on 590 kc
TEST HOURS
tivities, government, business and has taken part in numerous civic
[Broadcasting, April 4]. John
ons
Operati
Curtail
Would
such as the Community
industry, medicine, education, so- activities
P. Southmayd, WBAX counsel,
Chest.
FCC
by
cial welfare, and agriculture.
changes
rules
D
PROPOSE
held that WARM could not mainA bachelor, Dr. Weglein de- relating to program and equipEncourage Avhievements
tain the high efficiency of the
scribes his hobbies as reading,
ment tests will have detrimental
antenna system it proposed and
Purpose of the Merit Awards is music, motion pictures, and, of
effects on specified hours and day- therefore service would be dito encourage and recognize the course, radio.
minished. WARM was represented
achievements of Maryland men,
time only station, FCC was advised last week.
Many
words
of
praise
for
Dr.
by
Maurice
Jansky.
women and organizations who "at Weglein were written when he reGuilford Jameson, president of
this very moment . . . are working
On
Monday
the Commission
tired as school superintendent.
Communications Bar heard argument on its proposed
Federal
the
toward goals that will contribute
the brief summarization of
denial of power boost on 1140
to a new and better world of to- Like
Assn., and the Washington law kc
to KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.
morrow." The individuals or or- his characteristics, these words
Wilkin&
McKenna
Haley,
of
firm
WRVA
Richmond was intervener.
ExSchool
publication
the
ganizations to be so honored are from
son pointed out that the proposed
ecutive, written in 1946, still stand :
selected by three-member commit"No man has ever given more of - changes would prevent daytime
tees representing each of the fields.
No WHMA
Interest
or specified hours stations from
Dr. Weglein serves as chairman of his time and energy to a job than
n before 6 R. A. DAVIDSON, general managoperatio
ing
has
Dr.
Weglein.
The
task
of
commenc
the committees and as WBAL's
er of WHTB Talladega, Ala., and
superintendent of schools in a large
a.m. local standard time. At presi-epresentative in the project.
Dr. Weglein outwardly gives city is a heavy one. He knew no
ent they may commence as early who fortnight ago was granted
restricted hours of service, and
permission by FCC to acquire 60%
little indication of the tremendous
as 4 a.m. during some six months
interest in that station, has never
of the year.
energy and determination charac- recognized that no phase of the
teristic of his work. The results, city's program was too limited to
owned any interest in WHMA Antesting
The present rule allows
niston, Ala. In FCC Roundup
merit his attention.
however, speak for themselves.
from midnight to local sunrise item on WHTB transfer of control,
As is to be expected, the Doctor
"Not only was Dr. Weglein interwhile the new rule would designate it was incorrectly reported that he
also is active in civic and fraternal
ested in Baltimore, but he gave
1-6 a.m. local standard time and held 60% interest in WHMA
organizations. He is a member of generously of his time, advice and
would
prevent any programming
[Broadcasting, July 11]. Mr.
Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Delta Kapservice to study national problems.
pa. Club memberships include the Probably no other man has ever
time by other than full- Davidson was commercial manager
this
during
13]. stations [Broadcasting, June of WHMA from Sept. 1946 to Sept.
Rotary, Civitan, University and been called upon as frequently or time
1948, FCC records show.
Johns Hopkins Clubs. He is for- rendered services more construcBROADCASTING
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THACKREY
Seeks Hearing Dispensation
IN LAST minute effort to secure
definite FCC action before Aug. 1
expiration date for sales contract,
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Thackrey last
week petitioned the Commission to
dispense with hearing on the
$1,045,000 sale of her KLAC-AMTV Los Angeles and KYA San
Francisco to Warner Bros. Pictures. FCC set the case for hearing because of the anti-trust question involving the movie firm
[Broadcasting, July 18].
Mrs. Thackrey specifically asked
the Commission to dispense with
the hearing in the case and hear it
in oral argument instead. She also
asked that the parties be directed
to submit in writing at the oral
argument all the additional information FCC has indicated it
wished and that the argument be
designated for such a date as
would enable the Commission to
determine the case before Aug. 1.
If the Commission does not act
by that date, FCC was informed,
"petitioner will suffer heavy losses
and will be seriously prejudiced."
Mrs. Thackrey pointed out that the
sale is conditioned upon FCC approval and becomes void if FCC
denies the transfers or takes no
action by the deadline date.
The petition further gave an alternative request. FCC was asked
to reconsider its order setting the
case for hearing and that the par-

ties be directed to submit in writing such information as is necessary in such time to get a decision
by Aug. 1. The petition asks that
the transfer applications be
"granted or denied without hearing" on the basis of information
now in them or which would be
supplied.
WQXR
Asks WPTR Stay Order
STAY ORDER which WQXR New
York sought against commencement of program tests by WPTR
Albany, N. Y., on new 50 kw operation on 1540 -kc was denied last
Wednesday by the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Following brief argument at
which FCC and WPTR were also
represented, the court upheld the
Commission's earlier refusal of a
stay against the Albany outlet
[Broadcasting, July 11]. WQXR
has an appeal pending in the court
against the grant of power increase to WPTR on grounds such
operation would cause objectionable interference to its present coverage. WQXR is assigned 10 kw
on 1560 kc fulltime.
SPECIAL broadcast of championship
races in Milwaukee Sentinel-Chevrolet
Soap Box Derby were presented over
WISN Milwaukee yesterday (July 24).

RETAIL SALES
$682,310,000
FOOD SALES
156,427,000
DRUG SALES
24,420,000
FARM INCOME
199,710,000
Estimates from SRDS
Consumer Markets, 1949-50

Network Gross
(Continued from page 25)
the toiletries field, replacing Gillette and its Toni Co. subsidiary.
No major product group shows
a serious drop in purchases of network advertising through May, al-

TABLE III
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISER FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN MAY
Advertiser
Class
Agriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Apparel,
AccessoriesFootwear &
Frank H. Lee Co.
Automotive,
Accessories Automotive
& Equip.
Ford Motor Co.
Aviation, soriesAviation
& Equip. AccesPabst Sales Co.
Beer, Wine, & Liquor
Building mentMaterials,
EquipJohns-Manville
Corp.
& Fixtures
Confectionary & Soft
Coca-Cola
Co.
Drinks
Consumer Service
Electric Drug
Companies
Sterling
Co, Advertising Program
Drug & Remedies
Entertainment
&
Amusements
General Foods Corp.
Food & Food Products
Gasoline,
Lubricants &
Other Fuels
Sun
Oil Co.
Horticulture
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
Household Equipment &
General Electric Co.
Supplies Furnishings
International Silver Co.
Household
U. S. Steel Corp.
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co. of America
Jewelry,
CamerasOptical Goods & Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Office eryEquipment,
Station- Eversharp Inc.
& Writing Supplies
Christian Science Publishing Co.
Publishing & Medio
Radios, TV Sets, PhonoInstru- Phiico Corp.
Musical
ments & graphs,
Acces.
First National Stores
Retail Stores
Smoking Materials Toys
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Soaps,
PolishesCleansers &
Procter & Gamble Co.
Sporting Goods
Lever Bros. Co.
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
Transportation, Travel &
Assn. of American Railroads
Resorts
Miscellaneous
Lutheran Laymen's League
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

POPULATION

984,500

RADIO

242,044

HOMES

KTUL
BROADCASTING
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though Drug advertising is mysteriously low considering the relatively high sales in the industry for
the network
year. Television's
bitesmall,
into
AM
radio has been
and
ously.the recession in business has
not hit the radio networks seri-

Gross
Time
Purchased
$33,162
41,452
211,408
58,380
101,980
167,511
597,719
83,202
619,894
88,832
17,244
232,222
70,150
146,235
172,449
95,286
31,000
84,025
65,088
459,674
5,496
1,053,225
527,603
87,036
39,995

TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
July 25, 1949
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the broad standard of public interconvenience,
Theest,new
sectionand
on necessity."
hearing procedures would require FCC, when
it cannot make a grant without
hearing, to notify the applicant
and other known parties in interest, specifying the reasons before
designating the case for hearing.
A new step inserted in the revised
version would provide opportunity
for the applicant to reply in an effort to show that hearing is not
necessary.

Deadlines for FCC?
(Continued from page 23)
"the end-pi"oduct of a decade of
Congressional investigations,
studies, hearings, and reports by
committees in both Houses of Congress."
The Committee's abandonment of
the two-panel system envisioned in
the earlier version came as no surprise, inasmuch as Sen. McFarland
himself, as well as other committeemen, had questioned its value.
Retention of the staff reorganization plan was equally unsurprising.
Under this plan, the present organization of the staff into Legal,
Engineering, and Accounting bureaus would be abandoned and
functional divisions would be set
up, each containing lawyers, engineers, and accountants. The three
presumably would be Broadcasting,
Common Carrier, and Safety and
Special Services. Additional divisions might be set up to handle
work which cuts across these three
main divisions or which does not
lend itself to handling by an integrated divisional group.
In support of the plan, the committee noted the mounting backlog
of cases under the present arrangement whereby each of the three
professional bureaus passes independently upon applications. Declaring that, whatever the reason,
"hearing cases rarely get out in
less tee
than
two years," the commitcontinued:
Moreover, under this system, the
three bureaus have become self-contained and independent little kingdoms,
each jealously guarding its own field
of operations
and control
able toover
exercise
almost dictatorial
the expedition of a case. They can, and have,
set at naught
the best toefforts
individual Commissioners
spur ofaction.
Whether or not these bureaus also
have been effective agents in preventing the Commission from achieving
its own reorganization is not clear. . . .
But no chairman of the Commission in
recent times
has attempted
undertakewho
reorganization
has beento able
to secure agreements on details from a
ma.lority of his colleagues. Each ingives lip service to thedividual
need Commissioner
for reorganization
but
balks at some particular provision.
Review Staff Set
The establishment of a special
review staff responsible directly to
the Commission is linked with the
divisional setup and is designed to
assure separation of the prosecutory and judicial functions. The
review staff — FCC itself created
one a few weeks ago — would be
composed of legal, engineering,
and accounting personnel whose
sole function would be to "prepare
and review decisions, orders, rules,
and other memoranda as the Commission shall direct."
Appointment of special legal assistants for the Commissioners —
another move which the Commisison itself has made — also is a
phase of the program to lessen the
influence of the regular staff upon
the Commission and to lighten the
Commissioners' individual workloads.
The "objective" of final action
on non-hearing "original application, renewal and transfer cases"
in three months and on "all" hearing cases within six months from
Page 38
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HARRY WISMER (r), nationally
known network sports commentator
and general manager of WJR Detroit,
presents Walter C. Laidlaw, vice
president and general manager of
United Foundation, with a check for
$1,000 for the foundation's fall
campaign. The money had accumulated
in a jackpotGoes
builtprogram.
up on WJR's
Anything
the hearing was characterized as
a "fair time limit" by the committee, which felt that "citizens and
taxpayers are entitled to greater
consideration and better service
from the Government" than they
have been getting from FCC.
The limitations on job-jumping
by both Commissioners and key
personnel, plus the proposed pay
raises, were viewed as effective
means of curtailing the practice
of using Commission posts as stepping stones to more lucrative industry jobs and, on the part of industry, of hiring FCC members
and personnel "with the obvious
purpose of benefitting themselves,
perhaps unfairly, through the influence" that such Commissioners
or personnel may have on the
FCC.
The committee pointed out that
its proposal with respect to Commissioners would not prevent a
member from resigning at any
time. "But if he resigned after one
year following enactment of this
Act and before his term of office had
expired, he could not accept a position for the unserved portion of
his term of office with any person
who comes under the jurisdiction
of the Communications Act," the
report explained.
The committee also tightened the
bill's language on employment of
temporary personnel, stipulating
that they are to be employed for
specific special service and nothing
else. This is to make clear "that
such temporary employes cannot
become in effect permanent employes in the guise of holding temporary appointments."
Elimination
of the requirement
that action on renewals be governed by the same considerations
applicable to original applications
was described as a time-saver
which "does not in any way impair
the Commission's right and duty
to consider .... the overall performance of [a] station against

. lljaeomtn^

Aug.
2-3: Audio-Visual
and Radio
EduChicago.
cation State Directors
conference,
Aug.
Summer School of Christian
cago.8-19: Moody
Radio,
Bible Institute, ChiAug. 19-20:
Emporium,
Section seminar. EmporiumPa.,HighIRESchool
Auditorium.
Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention.
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug.
29: FCCFCCTV Hdqrs.,
UHF-VHFWashington.
Allocations
Hearing,
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept.
8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept.
14-16: Illinois
Broadcasters
Assn. andandNABWisconsin
District
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes. Wis.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
RadiodioMfrs.
Assn. Hotel
and Canadian
RaMfrs. Assn.,
Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
Electronics
ConEdgewater
Beach
Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Annual National Television and Electrical Living Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV -Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.
Oct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention, Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,
meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. y.

The proposed new "protest rule,"
the committee explained, "merely
insures that if the Commission
grants a license or other type of
authorization without a hearing,
the grant will remain subject to
protest under oath for a 30-day
period
partyFCC
in interest."
In eventbyofany
protest
would be
required to decide within 15 days
whether a hearing was necessary
or not.
Such transfer procedures as the
Avco Rule, which FCC dropped on
its own motion a few weeks ago,
would be precluded by a change
stipulating that transfers be approved "upon finding by the Commission that the proposed transferee or assignee possesses the
qualifications required of an original permittee
The procedure would or
be licensee."
that provided
for
action on original applications.
Would Mark Victory
radio licensing power to the U. S.
Enactment of the new anti-trust
Court of Appeals for the District
provision would mark a victory long of
Columbia; provide for appeal
sought by industry leaders. It direct from the Court of Appeals
would eliminate the "double jeop- to the U. S. Supreme Court on revardy" which exists by virtue of
ocations and non-renewals, and
the existing provision permitting
for
Supreme
Court review of other
FCC to revoke the license of any cases upon writ
of certiorari, as
person whom the courts have found
at
present.
guilty in anti-trust proceedings.
Provisions on hearings are deThe courts' authority to revoke
signed to assure separation of the
licenses in such cases would be re- prosecutory and judicial functions.
All FCC hearings of a judicial or
tained; FCC's would be stricken.
"The modification proposed merequasi-judicial nature would have to
ly prohibits the Commission from
be held before the full Commission
instituting its own anti-trust pro- or one or more examiners, not a
ceeding," the committee explained.
But it was quick to add that the single Commissioner. "This is important," the committee held, "bechange would "in no way" impair
cause it is impossible for the Commission
to review the preliminary
FCC's right to consider the effect
of anti-trust violations upon an or intermediate report of one of its
members with the same degree of
applicant's character qualifications
— as it currently is doing in its objectivity or fairness with which
investigation of motion picture
producers and others involved in it reviews the report of an exanti-trust decisions.
The hearing officer or officers
The revocations and cease-andwould file an intermediate report
desist provisions are substantially
aminer."as in the case of the iniwhich,
the same as originally proposed.
tial decisions which they currently
Normally the cease-and-desist
issue, would be subject to review
method would precede revocation
by the Commission upon the filing
proceedings; but a new provision
of exceptions by any party to the
has been added so that, where there
proceeding.
is a need for immediate action, revA great deal of the McFarland
ocation can be instituted by showBill incorporates non-policy procause order. At present, revocation
visions of the White Bill of 1947is the only penalty for violators
48 and much of it, particularly the
of radio laws or rules, whether the appellate portion, reflects work
breach is major or minor. Ceasedone by the Federal Communicaand-desist proceedings could be intions Bar Assn. and individual atstituted for less serious violations;
torneys over a period of years.
failure to observe a cease-and-desist
The measure won broad industry
order would be one of the grounds
approval during the hearings, with
for revocation.
opposition and counter-suggestions
The appeals section, unchanged
coming principally from FCC and,
from the earlier version, would
with respect to sections having
limit judicial review of all cases
anti-trust
implications, the Justice
Dept.
involving the exercise of FCC's
BROADCASTING
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UYERS
SPAC
RADIO
and E
televisionB
increased
national advertisers expressed their as compared with 649 advertisers
faith in the efficacy of newspaper
its advertising in newspapers
and 1,695 products or services in
1939.
advertising far more eloquently,
683.1% in 1948 over 1939 — more
with their dollars, than any year
than any other product classificaAmong the radio and television
on record.
tion.
space
Admiralbuyers:
Corp.
That figure was announced by
"The record of 1948 is shown,"
Admiral Radio
085,970
Bureau of Advertising, American
546,601
the Bureau continued, "in the rise
Admiral Radio & Television 258,885
Newspaper Publishers Association,
Admiral Refrigerator
of national advertisers' total newsAdmiral
Television
31,490
paper investments from only $169, Andrea Radio Corp.
249,994
last week
in its report,
"Expendi-in
tures of National
Advertisers
000,000 in 1939, the last year un$1:
(Television)
affected to any marked degree by Crosley Radio
309,199
Newspapers : 1948."
125,265
Crosley
Television
In all, radio and television
World War II, to the $389,261,000
Bendix Aviation Corp. (radios) 35,744
98,367
DuMont Laboratories Inc.
bought $14,401,000 in space from
(Television)
234,137
newspapers in 1948. Undoubtedly,
of[Radio
1948." network billings in the same
Emerson Radio & Phonohowever, the figures are higher,
period went from $83,113,813 in 1939 to
Corp. & Television 134,574
Emersongraph Radio
in 1948, according to an
24,643
since the ANPA estimates only in- $154,648,181
Emerson
Television Sets
analysis
by
BROADCASTING.]
20,510
cluded national advertisers who
Emerson Radios
89,421
In all, the Bureau reported on Farnsworth Television
bought $25,000 or more space.
& Radio Corp.
42,689
The $14,401,000 figure was
1,102 advertisers and 2,536 indiCapehart Radio
17,255
Farnsworth
Radio Sets
Sets
broken down as follows : Set advervidual products or services in 1948
20,032
tisements, $10,479,000; station advertisements, $3,736,000; miscellaneous radio, $186,000.
Industry Protests
Two networks appeared in the
McGrath Bill
POLITICAL
RATES
ANPA Bureau's figures: NBC
with $62,270, and ABC with
STANDARD RATES bill to cover political broadcasts, introduced
$25,027.
July 13 by Sen. J. Howard McGrath (D-R. I.), leading Democratic figure,
The ANPA Bureau's report cited last week brought on broadcasters' protests in wires to U. S. Senators
"spectacular increases" in the ex- and opposition "to its principle" from the NAB.
penditures of the top four newsDespite pressure to push it *
paper space buyers in 1948 over
through, the measure (S 2254) was
a "time-honored tradition," and said
their 1939 figures. They were:
believed to enjoy little chance for passage of Sen. McGrath's bill
1939
1948
would be a "niggardly move by an
passage. Spokesmen for the Senate
General Motors
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Corp.
$9,136,853
15,282,575
honored
group of radio's seasonal
Procter &
to which it was referGamble Co., 3,143,057 8,373,006 Committee,
Mr.
Howell
cited what he called
political
customers."
red, said it had not been discussed
ColgatePalmolive-Peet 2,127,298 7,969,983 by committee members in meeting,
a
"dangerous
step"
in the direction
Lever Bros. 2,900,401 7,216,128 and could not say when or if it of government controlled
broad[Analysis by BROADCASTING of the
casting. Maintaining he does not
expenditures of the top four news- might be.
condone discriminatory practices
paper space buyers reveals that their
Senator McGrath's bill would
purchases were not made at the ex- prohibit stations from charging
by stations, he said the bill would
pense of the radio dollar. Their net- in excess of regular rates for
work radio expenditures also increased
give "authenticity to the public utilsignificantly, as follows:
ity concept now erroneously held
broadcasters and invoke penalties
1939
1948
who would seek governGeneral Motors
ranging from 30 days' license sus- by a few
ment control in all of its phases
pension
to
indefinite
suspension
Corp.
$
19,983
1,976,769
Procter &
including business aspects."
Gamble
8,769,135 18,199,384 and possible revocation. Only such
added charges as a station would
ColgateDoubts 'Basis of Law'
Palmolive-Peet 2,749,733 4,342,245 stand to lose through cancellation
Lever Bros.
3,392,672 5,317,036]
He doubted the proposed measure
of another program could be levied.
had any "basis of law established
The report was called by the Sen. McGrath is chairman of the in
the Comunications Act as now
Democratic National Committee.
ANPA Bureau the first compreconstituted"
and suggested Sena[Broadcasting,
July
18].
hensive study on advertisers' newstors Milliken and Johnson investipaper expenditures since 1944. The
gate the matter. (Senator McUrge Defeat
Bureau expects to resume its pubGrath's legislation would amend
lication on an annual basis.
Wires protesting the bill and urgthe Communications Act.)
In a foreword, the Bureau charing its defeat were sent by Tom
Meanwhile WCRO Johnstown,
Watson Jr., general manager,
acterized the report "as detailed
Pa. said it had been examining its
documentation of a year in which
WSWN Belle Glade, Fla. to Sen.
rate structure with special referSpessard L. Holland and Sen.
ence to purchase of political time,
Claude Pepper, Florida's two Demoand
will
charge candidates for poliWOW APPEALS
crats; and by Rex Howell, general
tical office "the same rates as other
manager,
KFXJ
Grand
Junction,
FCC's KCSJ Ruling
of commercial time."
Col. to Sen. Eugene Milliken (R- purchasers
Time bought locally, WCRO exNOTICE of appeal was filed by Co.) and Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
plained, will be covered by local
WOW Omaha with U. S. Court of
(D-Col.).
station card rates while time purAppeals for the District of CoNAB issued a statement through
chased by national organizations
lumbia last week against FCC's
Don Petty, its general counsel, pro- will fall under its national card
ruling which denied protection
claiming its opposition "to the scale.
from operation of KCSJ Pueblo,
principle of Congress setting rates
WCRO's management felt the
Col. [Broadcasting, July 4].
when it hadn't exercised similar
Filed by Paul M. Segal, Washprocedure is "a practical one, not
only fair and equitable to all parington counsel, the notice charged
prerogatives
in other
media."
matter
currently
is under
study,Theit
ties concerned, but consistent with
FCC acted unlawfully and beyond
added.
its responsibilities as a broadcaster
its statutory authority in denying
Mr. Watson asserted that pre- in the public interest." WCRO is
WOW's request that alleged obone of those stations referred to
jectional interference from KCSJ
mium radio political rates are
be corrected.
".justified by inconvenience of han- but not identified by Sen. McGrath
and Sen. Francis Myer (D-Pa.)
WOW is assigned 5 kw fulltime
dling," and felt that competition
on 590 kc while KCSJ is assigned
in the radio industry "will act as when they alluded to station practices, according to the Democratic
1 kw on that channel, directional
an equalizer." He noted that pre- National
Committee.
at night.
mium newspaper political rates are
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Farnsworth Radio &
Television
433,333
General Electric (radio)
General Electric (television)
371,283
5,402
Motorola Inc.
430,914
Radio Sets
82,084
179,257
Radio
and
Television
Sets
Television Sets
169,573
Philco (radio)
1,179,201
171,968
Philco (radio and television)
Philco (television)
1,477,827
Radio
Corp.
of
America
290,250
(radio)
Radio
Corp. of America
(television)
914,944
Sparks- Withington Co.
(Spartan
radios)
Stromberg-Carlson
Co.
Radios
67,711
259,592
28,398
Radio
and
Television
129,251
Television
101,943
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
212,090
(radio)
Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
(radio and television)
24,102
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
50,834
(television)
Zenith
Radio Corp.
Corp. (radio)
111,647
Zenith Radio
(television)
419

MONOPOLY
Hill Seeks NAB Testimony
THE

HOUSE Judiciary subcommittee on monopoly power disclosed last week it had invited
NAB to appear before it sometime
this fall, tentatively for the beginning of its second set of hearings
as part of its anti-trust study.
The committee's general counsel,
C. Murray Bernhardt, wrote to
NAB President Justin Miller asking him to appear on behalf of the
broadcasting industry. However,
Judge Miller reportedly was "not
available" because of the pressure
of heavy duties, and Don Petty, association's chief counsel, indicated
to the subcommittee either he or
another representative would attend. Suggested date of the appearance of the NAB official was
not disclosed.
The monopoly group previously
had indicated it was considering
an invitation to a high network
representative, possibly NBC President Niles Trammell [Broadcasting, July 18]. It felt, however,
that it would be more feasible not
to confine the testimony to that of
one network head but rather to
solicit the views of the parent organization ofa majority of broadcasters.
Radio Appearance Shelved
The tentative plan to call radio
into the picture during the present
series of hearings also has been
shelved, Mr. Bernhardt revealed,
unless some of the witnesses presently scheduled to appear inject
the radio issue, which he thought
highly unlikely. The slate of invitations already has been filled.
He said it still was too early to
discuss plans for the fall but that
additional persons will be added
when the radio hearing and agenda
take shape.
Meanwhile the subcommittee last
week continued its thrice-weekly
meetings during which Dr. John
Blair, FTC's chief of the Division
of Economics, testified, along with
Adolph Berle, former assistant
Secretary of State, and Ellis Arnall, former governor of Georgia.
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NAB

'HOT MONTH
WDVA Sales Soar in June

Congratulations are extended by
WDVA General Manager Emerson
J. Pryw (I) to Mr. Springer.
JUNE was a hot month in Danville,
Va., but WDVA's sales department
was even hotter. Commercial Manager Roy Springer and Sales Representatives Buck Hurd and Eddie
Allgood accounted for $33,106.40
in contract renewals and $18,806.40
in new business for a $51,912.80
total.
Bill Ashworth, promotion director, points out that although
WDVA was just two years old
June 29, sales for June placed it in
the larger station class.

COLOR

TV

Wash.-Balto. Tesf Okayed
PLANS for experimental color
telecasts from Baltimore to Washington were revealed in an application filed with FCC last Thursday by the Sunpapers' WMAR-TV
Baltimore. FCC promptly authorized the tests.
The colorcasts will demonstrate
surgical and medical techniques
at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore, using color pickup facilities and special receivers employed in the Atlantic City demonstration before the American
Medical Assn. earlier this summer [Broadcasting, June 6, 13].
CBS color experts would again
supervise the demonstration. It
would be distinguished from the
Atlantic City operations, however, in that WMAR-TV's regular transmitter (Channel 2) rather
than point-to-point relay would be
used. The CBS sequential system
would be used.
E. K. Jett, former FCC Commissioner who is vice president
and director of radio for the Sunpapers, said owners of conventional TV sets, by tuning the vertical control, would see four
miniature black-and-white pictures
on their screens.
Parallel arrangements were completed Friday by General Manager Kenneth H. Berkely of the
Washington Evening Star stations
whereby WMAL-TV Washington
Page 40 • July 25, 1949

TV

MUSIC

Committee
On ASCAP

Confers
Terms

NAB Television Music Committee met Thursday in New York to review terms of the blanket licenses for the use of ASCAP music on
television and to discuss terms which should be included in the per
program TV licenses.
A practical agreement has been
network executives, technically atreached with ASCAP on the blanket
tempting only to negotiate licenses
licenses, which are to run five years
for their TV networks, was able to
and to call for payments figured
on the same basis as the ASCAP li- work out with ASCAP a basic
censes for sound broadcasting plus formula for the blanket licenses
an extra 10% for the video use. which was subsequently made the
Talks about per program licenses, industry pattern.
Task of translating that genhowever, have just commenced beeral formula into concrete contract
tween Robert P. Myers, NBC assistant general attoi-ney, chairman of provisions has been handled largely
the NAB committee, and Herman
by Mr. Myers and Mr. Finklestein
Finkelstein, resident attorney for who have spent days, nights and
ASCAP.
weekends working out the necessary
When the two committees have
details. These two attorneys will
reached an agreement on both li- probably bear the brunt of the decense forms, ASCAP will then go
tail work on the per program licenses as well, although Mr. Myers
to its membership for new agreements from the members, authoriz- told Broadcasting that as the per
ing the society to handle the en- program licenses are a matter of
larged TV rights required by the more moment to individual stations
proposed licenses and for a five- than to the networks, which will
year period. ASCAP's current doubtless all adopt the blanket
agreements with its members cov- licenses, he will call freely on the
ered only limited use of their music individual station representatives
on telecasts and run only until the the
on his
way.committee for counsel along
end of next year.
Pending completion of the liFinal Forms
censes by the committees, it is anticipated that ASCAP will conFinal license forms will of course
tinue to grant further extensions
be
gone into fully by the whole comto its present TV licenses which
before they are submitted
currently are scheduled to end to the TVmitteebroadcasters.
Aug. 1. Extensions cost ASCAP
NAB Television Music Commitnothing as the terms of the new
tee members are: Chairman
licenses will be retroactive to Myers; Julius F. Brauner, CBS;
Jan. 1, 1949. Failure of an ex- Robert L. Coe, WPIX (TV) New
tension would be tantamount to a
York; William Fay, WHAM-TV
declaration of war on ASCAP's
part as it would immediately bar Rochester, N. Y.; Clair R. McColLancaster, Pa.; Joall ASCAP music from all TV pro- lough,seph WGAL
A. McDonald, ABC; Theodore
grams. Such a move is therefore C. Streibert, WOR-TV New York;
extremely unlikely to occur unless Don B. Tatum, Mutual-Don Lee.
it is preceded by a complete breakdown in negotiations which is certainly not anticipated at this time. nnnnnCAl O nrr
An earlier impasse last May was rKUl UuALu Urr
resolved when a committee of top
Grants Set Aside
TWO PROPOSED decisions were
would retransmit in black-andset aside by FCC last week for
white the WMAR-TV signals from
an off-the-air pickup, with color further hearing in view of site
difficulties caused by CAA disto be added at the reception point —
approval of proposed locations.
the National Guard Armory.
Proposed grant to Belleville, 111.,
FCC members and other goverment dignitaries will be invited News-Democrat for 1 kw on 1260
to witness the demonstrations.
kc, directional night [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948], and proposed
WMAR-TV was authorized to
make its tests between 10 a.m.
grant to Radio Modesto Inc. for
and 2 p.m. on Aug. 17, 18, 19. 1 kw on 1360 kc at Modesto, Calif.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7], were both
If they achieve the expected success, permission will then be set aside. Also involved was proposed denial to WTMV East St.
sought for color demonstrations
before the American Medical Assn.
Louis, 111., to switch from 250
w on 1490 kc to 1 kw on 1260 kc
meeting to be held in the Armory
in Washington Dec. 6, 7, 8.
and proposed denial of Frank M.
Helm for the 1360 kc assignment
Images picked up by color camat Modesto.
eras at Johns Hopkins Hospital
would be sent via WMAR-TV's
In a separate ruling the Commission made final its proposed
microwave mobile unit to the station's regular transmitter atop the denial of 250 w on 1230 kc to
Mathieson Bldg. in Baltimore for Hobart G. Stephenson Jr. at St.
broadcast transmission. The color Louis. FCC found he had not
pickup equipment and special re- filed exceptions to the proposed
ceivers are owned by Smith, Kline ruling in the St. Louis area case.
& French Labs, pharmaceutical
In both cases the Commission almanufacturers, which sponsored
lowed
file amendmentsapplicants
pertaining60todays
newto sites
which
would be
satisfactory.
the Atlantic City demonstrations.

WHO

To

Aid

Tests

WHO
Des broadcast
Moines' How's
Weather
will the
attempt to perform another
public service of an unusual
nature in the near future.
Two Iowa State College students are to conduct cosmic
ray experiments by periodic
release of balloons containing
scientific instruments. The
college researchers and Des
Moines Weather Bureau have
asked WHO to help them obtain through broadcast appeals as high percentage of
recovery as possible, after
the balloons have burst, dropearth. ping the instruments back to

TBA

REQUEST
For TV Thaw Denied

FCC last week denied Television
Broadcasters Assn.'s request for a
partial lifting of the TV freeze
[Broadcasting, June 20, July 4],
after a study of its proposed new
UHF-VHF allocations plan indicated that only three applications
in two cities mentioned by TBA
could be granted without hearing.
The Commission wrote TBA
President J. R. Poppele that it is
"keenly aware of the considerations that inspired your letter, and
at any future date would be glad to
consider any further proposals you
may make. It is of the opinion,
however, that any partial lifting of
the freeze should be on as broad a
basis as feasible and should include
as many areas of the country as
Previous Request
In advance of the new UHFpossible."
VHF
allocation proposal [Broadcasting, July 18], TBA had requested that the freeze be removed
from 22 channels in 11 market
areas where, the association
claimed, there is sufficient co-channel separation to permit grants at
once. FCC reserved judgment
pending completion of the new allocation plan. The cities were
Amarillo, Denver, El Paso, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, Corpus
Christi, San Diego, San Francisco,
Seattle, Stockton (Calif.), and
Tacoma.
In its letter to Mr. Poppele, FCC
noted that TBA proposed to unfreeze Channels 3, 6, and 10 in
Sacramento but that the new allocation plan would delete Channel 3,
leaving three applications pending
for two channels. In San Diego,
there are five applicants for two
available channels under the revised allocation.
Except for three applications
which might be granted in Amarillo and Corpus Christi without
hearing, the Commission continued, "similar situations exist in
the other cities" mentioned in the
TBA letter.
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COOVflllfllCf

THIS

SA-50

GIVES

YOU

DUAL

l^BfBf

CHANNEL

Identification

I

II

• • • • VU
Circuit

COOfllS
t

CONSOLE

of Control

Meter

in Each

. • . . Easier

Functions
Program

Maintenance

Well Styled, easy to use,
always the first comment about the
SA-50
Console,
you can
see it'swell
stated from
the —above
illustratioti.
This unit goes with the SA-50. It's the wall
mounting power supply which also contains
the audition amplifier and cueing amplifier,"'
you get quieter operation because all high
level circuits are kept away from the sensitive
program channels.

The SA-50

Console is your answer to good program handling, — because

more and better control facilities are at your operator's fingertips.
High fidelity amplifiers housed in the "tip-back" cast aluminum cabinet
and matched in the best manner assure the highest quality, low noise and
distortion and long life.
Words say so little, — get the complete picture on the SA-50 Console,
write today and get complete information on this better way of studio control.

mtes

Radio
Eastern Zone OflSce
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
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Company
Quincy
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Export
Office
Rocke
International
13 E. 40th Street
New York 16, N. Y.
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ALLOCATION

FUROR

Industry

Carefully

Studies

Proposals

It will moreover slacken the sale erages and imposes undue burdens
PROTESTS bristling with charges of illegality and monopoly were
and distribution of now-available and upon the public and the licensees.
mounting last week over FCC's UHF-VHF television plan [Broadcastnow-marketable receiving sets, it beDr. Allen B. DuMont, of Allen
ing the fact that the public is re- B. DuMont Labs, felt at least two
ing, July 18], while communications engineers' and lawyers' associations
luctant
to
purchase
receiving
apwere planning special meetings to fine-comb the proposal.
paratus where no choice of programs or three years would pass before
is available.
The already broad scope of the ★
If
and
when UHF broadcasting be- UHF operations could reach the
proceeding meanwhile was ex- when the hearing gets under way.
comes practicable, there will be imstage. He noted that his
panded by the Commission with In opposition to the proposal to
posed upon the residents of Toledo practical
the necessity of using two receivers company is rebroadcasting its
calls for data on network facilities assign one VHF and two UHF
and two antennas to receive any com- WABD (TV) New York signals on
from common carriers, and details channels to Toledo, Mr. Segal
petitive service. Should practicable
noted
:
converters at reasonable prices ever a UHF transmitter whose power
on the findings of the 32 experibecome available, the availability thus far has reached only 40 w,
Equipment is not available, nor will
would be a mere palliative.
mental television licensees and perit likely be soon available for any of Ifthem
three is to be the number of though he hoped to boost this to
mittees. FCC asked AT&T bluntly
adequate transmission or reception at channels for Toledo, they should all 300 w by the end of the year.
to explain the failure of its current
the UH frequencies.
one range or the other; any- The 40 w power, he said, gives covThis will result in a monopoly of be in thing
intercity facilities to accommodate
else is bad allocation, disrupts
accessstation.
to the public by the existing
erage of two or three miles.
VHF
the full 4.5 mc television bandcompetition, establishes disparate covThere was frequent complaint
width, and called upon both the
about the intermixture of UHF
telephone company and Western
and VHF, which occurs in about
Union for statements on prospects
Division of P.M. Time Set 115 communities in the allocations
for network facilities for color.
table. Many engineers thought
President Guilford Jameson of CABLE
HOURS
On N.Y. -Chicago Circuit
this unnecssarily high and very
the Federal Communications Bar
AFTER two weeks of daily meetings, representatives of the TV net- undesirable from an economic
Assn. said the FCBA Practices and
works and AT&T have worked out a division of the evening hours of standpoint particularly, though Dr.
Procedures Committee under Leonvideo time on the coaxial cable circuits between New York and Chicago DuMont commended FCC for not
ard H. Marks is making studies
for the period starting Sept. 1 and ending Dec. 31. New line-up succeeds mixing assignments in New York
the present cable time division
directed particularly against FCC's
plan to write the allocations table
With four TV networks already and other major VHF cities.
which runs through Aug. 31.
It was also brought out that alinto the rules, and that he would
operating, three circuits out of
Unsettled matters of daytime
most half of the table's cities of
ask that the time for filing comhours and of some of the auxiliary
New York, where most of TV's more than 10,000 population have
ments be extended from Aug. 8 to legs connecting with the main cable live
programs originate, are ob- no VHF channel and only a single
Sept. 15. The executive committee
viously not enough to go around
route will be taken up at further
UHF assignment, and that there
of the Assn. of Federal Communiwithout
some sharing. WPIX (TV)
meetings to be held this week. The
seems little relationship, in the
cations Consulting Engineers
New York entered earlier cable al- allocation plan, between a comevening
hour
allocations
were
conscheduled a meeting for Tuesday
location discussions but subsesidered the major problem, howmunity's population
the numquently withdrew its requests for
(July 26) to review FCC's pro- ever.
ber of channels
it isand
allotted.
posal in detail, and it seemed likely
cable
time
and
did
not
re-enter
them
The proposal to incorporate the
Reason that these negotiations
that this session also would profor the fall months. WOR-TV New
allocations table into the rules,
duce a request for delay in the are necessary is the lack of cir- York, which expects to be on the thus permitting changes only by
cuits available for TV program
proceedings.
transmission between the East and air this fall and anticipates feeding formal rule-making proceedings,
programs to and receiving them was under heavy fire. This plan
Deadlines for Comments, Replies
Midwest. Two westbound circuits
from its sister TV station, WOIC
was protested vigorously in legal
are
available
to
the
video
broadFCC's hearing is slated to start
(TV) Washington, has participated circles when it was first advanced
Aug. 29, with Aug. 8 as deadline
casters on a 24-hour, seven-day
in the present negotiations.
for comments and Aug. 19 for re- basis; one additional west-bound
Since WOR-TV will not be on the a year ago, and plans were on foot
plies. Though Commission authorcircuit is available after 6 p.m. and air with program service when the to reaffirm and if possible intensify
that opposition.
one eastbound circuit also after
ities did not appear to favor postplan goes into effect Sept. 1,
Mr. Marks, chairman of the
ponements based on only one or 6 p.m. On weekends when the new
station did not share in the schedFCBA Practices and Procedures
two requests, it was thought they telephone traffic is less, additional
ule, but it is understood that it will Committee, said his group plans to
would honor any general demand
circuits may be secured for TV use.
ask the FCBA Executive Commitget
cable
time.
with a "reasonable" postponement.
tee for authority to prepare a brief
One engineering firm, Kear & Kenclaiming the proposal is illegal in
nedy, has asked that the time for
WESTBOUND— NEW YORK TO CHICAGO
comments be delayed to Sept. 11, TIME
that it would limit an applicant's
THU
FR!
SAT
right to a hearing and would not
SUN
MON
and several others reportedly were
5-5.30
WED
TUE
ACN
planning similar requests individmeet the Communications Act's
ACN
ACN requirement that allocations be
ACN
ually.
6-6.30
5.30-6
NCD
ACD
ACN
made
in accordance with demand.
AND
NCD
Two weeks of study of the ComACD
ACD
ACD
NCD
ACD
NCD
ACD
NCD
There also were contentions that
7-7.30
6.30-7
mission's far-reaching plan to open
ACD
ACD
ACD
ACD
ACN freezing the allocations table as
up 42 six-megacycle UHF chan7.30-7.45
ACD
ACD
ACNNC *
ACD
ACN
FCC proposes would violate the
nels to augment the present 12 of
ACN
ACN
ACN
CND
*
CND
ACD
AND
ACN
ACN Administrative
NC
8-8.30
CNDAN *
7.45-8
Procedure Act bethe VHF generated widespread
ANDNC *
ANNC ** ACDAN * ADC
ADC
ACN
ACN
*
NC
cause there could be no appeal
CND
AND
CND
ANCAN * AND
AND
DCN
CNA
and frequently bitter complaints.
9-9.30
ACN
8.30-9
AND from the rule-making processes
ANC
NCD
CND
AN * ACD
Chiefly they related to the unavailAND
NCD
NCD
ANC
ACN
CND
ACD
ANC
through which all requests for
ability of UHF equipment and the 9.30-10
ACN
NCD
ANC
ANC
ACD
BCD
AND changes would be handled.
uncertainty as to when it can be 10-11
ACD
The formal views of AFCCE
ready, with estimates ranging from
* Only two circuits a vailable before 6 P.M., Monday th rough Friday.
one year to several.
must await Tuesday's meeting of
the engineers' executive committee
In this light, it was argued that
EASTBOUND— ■CHICAGO TO NEW YORK
under the chairmanship of Glenn
SAT
the allocation plan violates the
D. Gillett and vice chairmanship
THU
FRI
TIME
SUN
TUE
MON
WED
5-5.30
"equitable
distribution"
requireof A. D. Ring. But individually
ments of the Communications Act
A
A
many consultants let it be known
A
A
5.30-6
6-6.30
by giving some communities "usaA
N
N
N
N
A
N
ble" channels and others "unusthey are not pleased with FCC's
N
A
A
A
A
A
A
6.30-7
able" ones. Similarly it was felt 7-7.30
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Many felt UHF is not yet ready;
proposals.
that the plan engenders monopoly
C
A
A
A
7.30-7.45
A
A
A
that
the allocation plan is not
by permitting entrenchment of
C
N
N
N
A
N
A
8-8.30
sound; that it reflects too great
VHF stations.
7.45-8
D
A
N
A
N
N
A
haste and too little regard for
D
A
D
D
D
C
N
In what appeared to be the first 9-9.30
economic or practical problems,
D
A
D
A
C
N
C
comments formally filed with the 8.30-9
D
A
D
A
D
A
C
particularly where UHF channels
Commission, Attorney Paul M. 9.30-10
N
N
A
A
D
D
D
are allocated in areas adjacent to
10-11
Segal on behalf of the Toledo Blade
Eastbound cable not available before 6 P.M., Monday through Friday.
large VHF-only communities; that
Co. outlined objections which seem
(Continued on page 85)
likely to be heard in many cases
CODE: A— ABC; C— CBS; D— DUMONT; N— NBC.
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Newsweekiy

More than cameras, or lights, or settings —
and NBC has the finest facilities the industry can ojfer ...
more than any of these, it's experience that makes
More

than

meets

viewable in television.
mostskills
programs
the eyeFor back
of the the
varied
of the NBC engineer, producer, director and
cameraman are more than twenty years of NBC-RCA experiments in
sight-and-sound ... a continual refinement of technique that sets your
NBC program in a class by itself. . . on Americans No. 1 Television Network.

WHAT'S

NEW

IN TELEVISION?

When

it's "Carol

"Carol Calling" is a twice-weekly WPTZ program featuring
pert Carol Reed. Built specifically for participating spots,
the program has been a success right from the start. For
instance, here's a letter from Ralph A. Hart Advertising,
agency for Mar-Clay Nylon Hosiery:

"We think you'll agree, it's things like this that make TV
a "must' in any aggressive advertiser's future plans. And
this is just to make 'official' my statements to you on the
'phone the other day that we're ready to "talk turkey' about
a real TV schedule for Mar-Clay Nylons on WPTZ this fall."

"Our clients, the makers of Mar-Clay Nylon Hosiery,
began promoting their product in this market on a real
scale just when the hosiery industry began to experience
"dark days." As part of our campaign, we included a mere
one spot per week participation on your "Carol Calling,"
expecting very little to happen from so small a schedule.

"Carol Calling" is just one of WPTZ's participating programs which have been tailor-made to help advertisers
reach the country's second largest TV audience effectively
and at low cost. For spot availabilities on ""Your Own
Home," '"The Girl Next Door," "Cartoon Comics," as
well as "Carol Calling," get in touch with your NBC Spot
Sales representative or call us direct.

"To date, the number of actual accounts opened and
directly traced to our one-per-week on WPTZ, has
more than doubled those attributable to our various
other forms of advertising COMBINED.

WPTZ
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Uses Model:
McCagg
COMMERCIALS
lO\N'COSl
ONE ANSWER to the problem of model made a better basis for a itself stands still atop it. Currentthe finished product was turned
commercial than a film could have
producing a television commercial
ly the model is being used to sell over on the next Monday.
at low-cost is to use the tricks of made. It looked real, it had the Gulfpride motor oil, but other
Mr. Baker contends the possithe scale model builders.
advantage of being susceptible to products could be substituted for
bilities of the scale model business
This is the premise of Martin M.
the can of oil. It is also possible have hardly been tapped yet for
to introduce live characters, if
Baker, in charge of the scale model
television. With puppets or fignecessary. Without that, however,
department of McCagg Inc. (scale
urines, also made by the model
models), Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
the display still has motion, while
at the same time the eye fixes on builders, together with motors,
On that premise, too, McCagg is
many kinds of animation are posmaking available to the needs of
the stationary object — the product
sible which would cost considerably
to be sold.
television, skills and facilities it
if
done
by other means. Still other
once used to produce scale models
Diorama Use
effects of animation are possible by
for the Army and Navy.
Still further to illustrate the making figures, furniture and
Mr. Baker claims four chief adother articles move or walk by use
flexibility possible for models, Mr.
vantages for use of models as part
of
magnets.
of a TV commercial: (1) low cost,
Baker points to a diorama his comHe believes that when the full
pany did for NBC for its sustainer
(2) flexibility, (3) foolproof perThe Clock.
possibilities of small-scale models
formance, and (4) viewer interest.
One of a Series
are realized in TV they will beThis is a 30 X 40 x 14 inch city
As an illustration of these adcome big-scale stuff.
skyline. The buildings are made
vantages, Mr. Baker points to the
use of a small cottage he made for introduction of live characters, it of cardboard and plywood and are
in relief. The diorama has become
'Li'l Abner' To TV
NBC as part of the commercial on could be shot from many angles,
the
theme-look of The Clock (see
and
the
commercials
could
be
the Bonafide Mill's Benny Rubin
Show (see illustration).
accompanying illustration). It cost
varied if necessary.
SAID to be the first characThe cottage was used as part of
Flexibility
Important
ter
of inthea "comics"
to ena roofing materials commercial.
This diorama can be changed
teroutvideo
regular series,
The
flexibility
possible
in
use
of
"Li'l
Abner"
and
his
Dogconsiderably
by
moving
buildings
$220.
Two live characters named "Wear"
models and displays is especially
forward,
backward,
or
out.
Varipatch
cronies
will
appear
on
and "Tear" appeared in the coman important feature, Mr. Baker
mercial with the cottage, poured
ous mood effects can be created by
the
ABC-TV
network
beginbelieves. He points to the Gulflighting, to produce sunlight, cloud,
water on it, tried to set fire to it —
ning in September. ABC-TV
all to illustrate the hardihood of pride Globe as a further illustrafog. Other effects are possible by
has acquired exclusive rights
tion of this.
to present the Al Capp strip,
camera movements. The many uses
the Bonafide product. The toy-like
inherent in its flexibility, according
McCagg, at a cost of $220, made
cottage produced a picture of conwhich will be done entirely
siderable verisimilitude, and took the Gulfpride Globe, a Young & to Mr. Baker, could hardly be duwith "live" actors, for which
Rubicam idea used on the We, the
its beating time after time. It was
the network and producer,
plicated on film.
People
and
Bob
Smith
shows.
It
made of lucite and its shrubbery
Mort Millman, are currently
Meets
TV
Demands
is actually a hemisphere, around
of sponge rubber. It cost $250.
conducting
an extensive
Mr. Baker contends that the which are set the words "The
The building of The Clock diosearch.
rama
also
illustrated
how
quickly
World's Finest," and atop of which
sits a product. A small reduction
the
model business
video's
DIORAMA for The Clock show on
demands.
He saidcanthemeet
order
for
rpm causes the hemiLUCITE scale model used for comNBC illustrates the flexibility of the motor atsphere to10
it was received on a Friday and
rotate
while
the
product
mercials on the NBC Benny Rubin
use of scale models on television. By
Show by Bonafide Mills is used with
lighting, effects such as sunset, sunrise, cloud and fog can be produced
EDWARD K. McCAGG, president of McCagg Inc., scale model builders, is live characters, "Wear" ond "Tear,"
who illustrate hardiness of the Bonato vary the atmosphere introducing
shown at work on a barroom scene. His company, once a big maker of models
fide Mills roofing product. David
for the Army and Navy, now also is using its facilities for production of
the ensuing action. Walter O'Meara,
Bashkow of NBC is in the photo.
NBC lighting engineer, looks on.
scale models for TV.

SPORTS:

Extensive

THE
By

WLWT

VERNON (RED) THORNBURGH
DIRECTOR OF SPORTS
WLW-T CINCINNATI
TIME was when a sportscaster could fill the gaps
in his knowledge by a flow of
fast talk all about the home
towns of players or what a
nice day it was at the ball
park. He could conjure up
a word picture of intense grid
rivalry or a battle of the boxing giants — eagerly, and with
great feeling.
But now it's different. The
lovely day at the ball park is
nice to mention, but the fans,
grouped around television sets, can
see it.
Television fans can see what the
AM sportscaster sees. Even better,
because of the switch from camera
angle to camera angle as the
play changes.
Want Interpretation
What fans want is interpretative
reporting — not mere description.
They want to know what the
quarterback or catcher is going
to signal next. In other words,
it's a "master-minding" operation
for the video sportscaster. And
he must know his game "backwards and forwards."
It would look silly to describe
a 40-yard grid run when 100,000
people could see by television that
it was only 30.
And that, roughly, is the major
difference between television and
radio. I think I've learned that
difference, along with a group of
die-hard cameramen and technicians at WLW-T. We spent a few
months in 1947 floundering around
with this new medium before we
learned — the hard way. Admittedly, we have much yet to learn.
But if the comments of fans, setowners and sponsors are a guide,
we're on our way.
I've been a radio sportscaster
for years. I guess I'd qualify
as a "veteran of the airwaves."
Television entered the picture in
August 1947, when Crosley Broadcasting Corp. President James D.
Shouse asked me to head sports
operations for W8XCT, WLW-T's
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Planning

Is The

Key

TOUCH

Cameras with good elevation catch the action at Crosley Field (baseball)
and River Downs (racing)
experimental predecessor.
It was a new departure for me,
one which has been as thrilling
as it has been trying. Maybe our
precociousness was a blessing; in
fact, I'm sure it was in the light
of what we learned through it.
Our remote equipment, the key
to our sports door, arrived on
Monday, Sept. 15, 1947. Three
days later we set up at Crosley
Field to catch the Cincinnati Reds
in a practice game. The following
Sunday we televised major league
baseball for the first time in Ohio.
We may have been amateurs in
television then, all of us, but we
had an audience of 10,000 persons
that day, just as eager and excited
as we were. And there were
fewer than 100 sets in the W8XCT
area at that time.
Then, in rapid succession, we
televised wrestling, football, an ice
show, boxing, bowling, gymnastics,
basketball, swimming, diving and
table tennis. It was a hectic six
months into which we crammed as
much experience as we could —
realizing that we would need knowhow soon.
In the spring of 1948 W8XCT,
became commercial station WLW-

RED THORNBURGH

T. Since that time we have successfully televised harness racing,
midget
races andtosportsmen's
shows, auto
in addition
the other
seasonal sports we aired during
that experimental period.
What we learned, we learned
by constant experiment and change.
Our operation, based on our own
experience, is by no means perfect, but to the neophyte video
station
tei'est. our history may be of inGrid Illustration
Take our football operation as
an illustration.
We began with the premise
that most football fans don't
know a T-formation from a single
wing. Upon this concept we based
a series of pre-game television
features which were designed to
infoi'm.
Before every game I scheduled
a little grid session to enlighten
the fan about the game he would
be watching the following Friday
or Saturday. On the program
football coaches and I showed the
formations which would probably
be used.
Another pre-game feature was a
VERNON (Red) Thornburgh is a TV
sports director with a kaleidoscopic
background embracing jobs as sound
radio sportscaster, teacher of radio
and radar, "ham" operator, and
former athlete of considerable skill.
He is well grounded in electronics
in general and technical aspects of
television in particular, and has announced major sports events on virtually every Cincinnati station, including WCPO where he originated
bowling broadcasts. Mr. Thornburgh
joined WLW-T in September 1947
as sports director for Crosley Broadcasting Corp. television, and earned
a reputation for bringing a new procedure to sports telecasts. In the
first of a series of two articles, he
deals with station's techniques in
covering of baseball and football
events. Second article will touch on
basketball, boxing, bowling, racing,
billiards and; other sports.

scouts' report, with the grid spies
telling what to expect from next
Saturday's opponent. Then, without tipping the hand of good old
Homeville, the Homeville coaches
illustrated the defenses they would
use against State's offensive plays
as outlined by the scouts.
About the stadiums we used :
All cameras, in televising a
football game, are placed on the
same side of the field, at about the
midway stripe.
Cameras one and two cover
about the same action, with one
relieving the other. Camera one
specialized in following the ball,
while two picked upv shots of the
ball carrier, action in the backfield and individual plays. Camera
two had a 220 mm. lens, in addition to a 50, 90 and 135 mm.
Hence its closeup function. Camera one, on the other hand, in
addition to these three lenses,
carries a 330 mm., which adequately takes in the kicker and
the ball in flight.
Second Camera's Function
Camera two is used to pick up
the scoreboard, time clock, officials
and occasionally to pan the crowd
— especially after a touchdown.
Following are some effective
shots and the corresponding lenses
as used by WLW-T.
For the toss in midfield starting
the game, we use a 330 mm. The
men trotting out onto the field
are covered by a 135 mm. lens.
The playing field as a whole is
shot in two different ways: in
halves, with a 90 mm. on each
camera picking up half of the
field; or with a single 50 mm.
shot taking in the entire field by
itself. At the kickoff a 330 mm. lens
(on camera one) takes the kicker
and follows the ball. Immediately
upon the kicking of the ball, I
switch to camera two with a 135
mm. which shows the ball being
caught and the interference forming. Then we go back to camera
one for a closeup of the ball carrier
and the tackle. During the later
half of the '48 season we added
a Zoomar lens, and the results
were terrific.
In WLW-T's football telecasts I
sit in the press box and carefully
select the best image from two
TELECASTING

available to me at all times from
the two cameras out on the field.
Xavier U. — seats 18,000 people,
cameras' location is on the midstripe, 115 feet above the playing
field and 90 feet from the side
lines.
U. of Cincinnati — seats 30,000
people, cameras' location is on
the mid-stripe, 90 feet above the
playing field and 97 feet from
the sidelines at the press box.
Both U.C. and Xavier have excellent lighting systems for televising night games.
In football, which WLW-T televised regularly during the last
season, the U. of Cincinnnati set
an attendance record. This, with
a team which even violent partisans admit was not outstanding.
My explanatory approach to
football consisted of a series of
cards with plays drawn on them.
Before the game began, I displayed
the cards and explained each one,
with comemnts like "Watch for
this wide run around left end by
Xavier," or "The U. of Cincinnati
uses the T as their offensive lineup."
Whenever a penalty was called
on the field, I switched to a stationary camera for a card explaining the penalty. These cards had
a simple drawing of a football official in the proper stance and a
few words describing the penalty
as: hands on hips — off side, a fiveyard penalty.
Sports Show Promotes
Ticket sale promotion was used
on a weekly TV sports program.
Football Close-Ups. The program
featured Lou Smith, sports writer
for the Cincinnati Enquirer; Dan
Tehan, outstanding football official;
myself as television sports director, and either a coach or player
from the local schools. The program content consisted of discussion of opponents' formation,
their outstanding players and special emphasis on plays the opponent
will use.
Now let's consider baseball.
The number one camera is located
in the upper grandstand behind the
home plate, about 75 feet from
home plate. This camera is
equipped with the following lenses:
50, 90, 135 and 220mm. or a Zoomar. The following sequence of
operation is the same regardless
of the lenses employed.
On camera one, the 50 mm.
covers the entire field from its
position, but it is valueless since
players are reduced to the size of
fly-specks. The 90 mm. gives
complete infield coverage and players are just a little bigger on the
screen. The 135 covers from behind second base to the umpire
very well; this is the shot when
runners are on bases. The 220
mm. gets even closer, covering the
pitcher, batter and catcher — plus
the umpire — when there is no
play likely on the bases and interest is concentrated on the battery.
Televiewers see the pitcher
warm up and deliver through the
220 mm. lens. This shot and the
TELECASTING

135 are used a good 50% of the
time on night telecasts.
The number one camera, in the
upper grandstand, covers the ball
on infield and outfield drives. When
a double play happens on a
grounder to shortstop with a man
on first, camera number one is
ready to cover it. Busy number
one camera also has an excellent
view of a throw to first by the
pitcher or catcher while a runner
is poised on first base. In an attempted steal, when the catcher
tosses to second, camera number
one is again ready.
During day games we use the
Zoomar lenses on the #1 camera.
The Zoomar gives us the same
shots as above with the addition
of being able to make every televiewer an umpire. With the
Zoomar we are able to get an
over-the-shoulder-shot of the umpire. If the batter connects it is
a simple process of zooming to a
wider angle for the flight of the
ball and a close shot of the catch.
Camera number two is set up
in a box midway between home
plate and first base. Its position
is 40 feet above the playing field
and 85 to 90 feet from the foul
line. About 130 feet separate
camera one from camera two.
Camera two has three lenses identical to those on camera one: 50,
90 and 135 mm. The fourth lens
differs. On camera two it is a
330 mm., excellent for following
the batter as he walks from dugout
to home plate, uses resin, hefts
bats, etc. Camera two also follows the batter to first base. When
a home run is pounded out, this
same camera follows the batter in
his tour of the bases and back
into the dugout.
When a runner gets only as
far as first base, camera two employs the 135 mm. lens to cover
first and second base, almost
master-minding a possible double
play. On this particular shot,
when the throw is from second
base to first, the action is moving
toward the camera, which makes a
standout shot. If all the bases are

loaded, camera two plays cagily,
concentrating on the man on third
in order to be in position for
action at home plate.
Camera number three is planted
alongside camera two in the box.
As in the case of cameras one and
two, its equipment is the same on
90, 135 and 220 mm. lenses. The
fourth lens is a 430 mm. which
picks up the pitcher on the mound.
The 430 mm. lens is also ready
to catch closeups of outfield fly
balls, home runs and the scoreboard. It also will catch possible
squabbles with the umpire. Camera three additionally watches relief pitchers warming up and follows them onto the mound. At the
end of each half-inning, camera
three focuses on the scoreboard and
pans about the stands to pick up the
faces of the crowd. After a homer
or other dramatic play, the 430
mm. is used for the same crowdreaction.

New-Type Signoff
NAMES of 25 Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia
newspapers which carry
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh program listings are announced
each evening as a part of the
station's signoff. Newspapers in the
DuMont
station's
viewing
areathusiastic
have
been
enabout the
plan,
WDTV General Manager
Donald A. Stewart reports.

Special Booths Are Best
Ideally, I think television cameras should be placed in speciallyconstructed stands or boxes about
the field. But that was a little
impractical for us and we at
WLW-T use the locations mentioned, the best possible without
extra construction.
Although cameras two and three
are separated from camera one,
televiewers keep oriented since the
telecameras are all on one side
of the park.
I think this is an excellent rule
of thumb in televising all sports:
keep cameras close together and
on the same side of the field so
that the viewer's seat at home
seems always in the same relative
Another "must" is that all perposition.
sons connected with the telecast
of a sport be familiar with it. A
big order, perhaps, but the ability
to understand and anticipate plays
makes for a thorough camera coverage. The cameraman will be
aided by a baseball-wise producer
at the control panel, but cameramen, too, should know the differ--

Locations of Cameras

ence between a bunt and a home
run.
A briefing session with diagrams is invaluable to cameramen
before the baseball — or any other
spoi't — season opens. We have
tried it and found the boys very
interested in these sessions. Then
before each game we remind them
of their individual assignments,
which they pass along to relief
camera moves which correspond.
As the cameramen have been
briefed, few plays are missed.
The producer, necessarily, must
be thoroughly familiar with players, managers and the game itself.
His ideal spot is inside the ball
park with a clear and unobstructed
view of the diamond. The WLW-T
setup, however, places me inside
the mobile unit from which spot
I must rely upon cameramen to
follow instructions.
For example, here is a typical
sequence of baseball plays with
camera moves which correspond.
Camera two, with a 330 mm.
lens, picks up the batter at his
dugout, handling bats and finally
walking up to the plate and taking
his stance. I tell camera three,
meanwhile, to ready his 430 mm.
lens on the pitcher's windup.
After three is switched on showing
delivery of the ball, I switch camera two on again, showing the
batter taking the ball and the
umpire's decision.
When the catcher tosses the ball
(Continued on page If8)
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New

Cincinnati Outlet
Starts Tuesday

WCPO-TV
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati television outlet of Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
is scheduled to begin operation tomorrow (July 26), with a pickup of
the Cincinnati Reds-Boston Braves night game as its first telecast. The
station, operating on Channel 7 (174-180 mc), went on the air with test
patterns July 15.
WCPO-TV
is Scripps-Howard's
second
TV station
and is affiliated to studios and transmitter site on
with the Cincinnati Post. Its a suburban hilltop. Newscasts will
continue from the newsroom in the
WEWS (TV) Cleveland has been
Post
editorial department. M. C.
in operation since December 1947,
Watters, vice president of Scrippsand is affiliated with ABC, CBS
Howard Radio Inc., is general
and DuMont TV networks.
The Cincinnati video outlet will manager of the WCPO stations.
WCPO-TV's tower is 555 feet high,
be affiliated with ABC and DuMont
and 1,400 feet above sea level.
networks and will program kineWaite Hoyt, former major
scopic versions of shows of both
league
baseball player now broadnetworks. WCPO-TV plans to give
casting sports for WCPO WCPOfull netv/ork service in October
when coaxial cable connections to TV, is slated to handle commentary on the opening telecast. Other
Cincinnati are completed.
AM staffers scheduled to appear
AM-FM-TV operations, with the before cameras include Art Jarrett,
exception of WCPO-AM-FM news
bandleader and singer, and Maldepartments, have been moved
colm Richards, Paul Dixon and
from the 38th floor of Carew Tower
Penny Pruden.
Sports: The WLWT
Touch
(Continued from page U7)
back to the pitcher, camera three
switches on and viewers see the
pitcher catching the ball. This
move may be varied if I select
the picture of the ball in flight
between catcher and pitcher. After
showing close-ups of batter-pitcher
we switch to camera one for battery shot.
If the batter hits, I change to
camera one and follow the ball.
On an infield grounder, camera one
with a 220 mm. lens follows the
ball to third, short or second, then
follows the toss to first base on the
play. A fly ball to the outfield is
also in camera one's range. In
order to give the televiewer a
chance to see the direction the ball
is taking, I then switch to camera
three with a 430 mm. lens for a
closeup of the catches.
In typical play number two, a
man is on first. Camera one has
a 135 mm. lens which picks up
second base, the pitcher, batter,
catcher and umpire. Camera two
also has a 135 mm. lens which
picks up second base and the runner on first. Camera three, meantime, has a 430 mm. lens focused
on the batter walking up to the
plate.
Here is the sequence of camera
operation. The director selects
camera three with its 430 mm.
lens, showing the batter coming
up. Camera one with a 135 mm. lens
is selected to show delivery by'
the pitcher. Meanwhile, while
noticing on camera two that the
runner has a good lead off first
base, I caution cameraman one
to watch for a double play or
a pitch and throw-out by catcher
to first or second. Let's say the
batter hits the ball to short and
camera one follows the ball to the
shortstop who throws to second for
a fox"ce-out of the runner already
on base. Then camera two is switched on, showing the throw from secPage 48 • July 25, 1949

ond to first for completion of the
anticipated double play.
For variety I might have held
camera one and followed through
it on the double play — but camera
two gives a more complete picture with the action moving toward the camera.
In typical play number three
there is a man on third base and
one man out. Camera number one
uses a 135 mm. lens to show second base, pitcher, batter, catcher
and umpire. Camera two, using
the .same type of 135 mm. lens,
shows the man on third, getting
ready for the run to home. Camera
three, with the 430 mm. lens, shows
the batter moving into his position at home plate. Let's say the
batter is a right-hander and a longball hitter. The director, knowing
the batter's
strength,
man three to
watch cues
for cameraa drive
over the left field wall or a fly
to the outfield.
Here is the .sequence of operation. Ipick camera three, showing
the hitter in the box. I then
switch to camera one for the pitch.
The batter swats a fly into left
field and the ball's flight is carried
by camera one. Then we switch
to camera three for a closeup of
the catch. After the ball is safely
caught
in tothecamera
fielder'stwoglove,
the
switch is
for the
runner tagging up at third and
bolting for home. Camera two
picks up action at home plate or
the throw to that plate.
Through the alertness of our
WLW-T cameraman, we picked up
two triple plays to date between
the Reds and the Phillies — some of
the few triple plays ever televised.
Baseball is the most difficult
sport to televise since the action
is spread out over a wide area.
A simple rule for the camera
to follow is the oft-repeated "Keep
your eye on the ball."

WCPO-TV's transmitter and base of its 555-ft. hilltop tower.

City

Television Sets by Cities
Based on Broadcasting Survey

Outlets On Number Sets
1
700
Albuquerque
2
Atlanta
13,000
150
3
Baltimore
66,769
Binghampton, N. Y.
1
Birmingham, Ala.
2
Boston
105,111
2,200
1
Buffalo
26,038
Chicago
4
153,014
1
Charlotte
2
Cincinnati
3,000
29,500
2
Cleveland
64,487
1
Columbus
22
Davenport, Iowa
7,500
2
10,750
Dayton
Detroit
3
Erie
70,000
1
1
Ft Worth-Dallas
5,000
11,500
Or and H.a.nid^
-■- -■- \J U O i^\J 1 1
1
Huntington, W. Va.
1,200
6,500
Indianapolis
154
Johnstown, Pa.
6,500
i
2,500
6
Los
Angeles
153,581
8,497
Lancaster*
Louisville
1
1
Memphis
8,063
1
Miami
5,600
Milwaukee
1
28,447
7,560
2
Minneapolis-St. Paul
20,250
New Haven
1
34,300
New Orleans
1
New York
6
4,200
700,000
Oklahoma City
1
Omaha
4,175
Philadelphia
190,000
3
1,131
Pittsburgh
1
20,000
Providence
1
Richmond
1
. 7,500
13,065
Rochester
1
San Diego
3,200
1
San Francisco
2
5,500
Schenectady
1
25,900
1
St. Louis
6,834
35,000
Salt Lake City
2
1
Seattle
4,200
1
Toledo
7,450
1
18,000
5,344
Utica-Rome, N. Y.
Washington
4
Syracuse**
51,000
1
Wilmington
1,250

Source of Estimate
Station
Distributors
Baltimore TV Circ. Comm.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Buffalo Elec. Co.
Elec. Assn. of Chicago
Distributors
Dealers and Stations
Western Reserve U.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Detroit Edison Co.
Distributors
Distributors and Dealers
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors and Dealers
Distributors
Station
S.C. Radio & Appl. Assn.
Distributors and Dealers
Distributors
Station
Distributors
Distributors and Dealers
Station
Station
DuMont
Okla. Gas & Elec. Co.
Neb.-Iowa Elec. Council
Elec. Assn. Philadelphia
Distributors and Stations
Station
Station
Elec. Assn. Rochester
Dealers
North Calif. Elec. Assn.
Distributors
Union Elec. Co. of Mo.
Station
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors Assoc.
Dealers
Wash.
Dealers TV Circ. Comm.

8,500
1,964,142
Approx. Total
* Includes only Lancaster, 72
Berks, York and Lebanon counties.
** Also claims coverage Utica-Rome area.
Editor's
Sources
of set estimates
are listed
sets in
all
cities Note:
surveyed
is necessarily
approximate
sincefortwoeach
areascity.mayTotal
overlap
in
some instances. To offset this there are many scattered sets in areas not in
the primary area of a television station and not included in the survey.
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STRIKE
FILM
AN IMPENDING strike of 1,800
film laboratory technicians in New
York City developed last week as a
sources
threat to television stations'
of kinescopic films and newsreels.
Some industry spokesmen said
that should the stoppage occur on
the July 31 deadline date, none of
the television networks would be
able to service affiliates with film
transcriptions. One spokesman,
however, said a way would be found
to do so on a delayed time basis.
The strike itself would not be
against television organizations but
against 17 big film laboratories
who number among their customers television networks, newsreel
companies and Hollywood's big
producing organizations.
Geared to Huge Volume
These film laboratories are
geared to make prints in the huge
volume required both by the Hollywood producers and by the mushrooming operations of television in
the kinescopic field. Networks
themselves do not have the equipment necessary to do the big print
production job required and perforce must farm out their manufacture.
John J. Francavilla, president
and business manager of Local
702, Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians, lATSE, said the
union's executive board set the
July 31 deadline at a meeting Wednesday. In doing so, the board
backed up the membership, which
on July 16 unanimously voted a
strike.
The strike action was taken after
negotiations between the union and
the companies had broken off two
weeks ago. Federal Conciliator J.
R. Mandelbaum, who has had considerable success in several disputes in which radio and television
have been affected, was seeking to
bring the parties together.
The deadlock developed after the
ATOMIC BOMB
Product Seen on WMAR-TV
A PRODUCT of the first atomic
bomb explosion at Alamogordo
was the basic property in the premiere showing of Atomic Report,
July 17, on WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Seen by the television audience
in the half-hour public service
show were nuclear impulses of a
radioactive substance fused from
the desert sand.
In its premiere. Atomic Report
brought together William L. Laurence, science editor of the New
York Times and Pulitzer Prize
winner, and Michael Amrine, head
of public education for the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the
Atomic Energy Commission's research center at Upton, L. I., N. Y.
Mr. Amrine is moderator of Atomic
Report.
Page 50
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THREAT
union submitted new demands for now working only three or four
a contract to take the place of its days weekly. He said that technotwo-year agreement which expired
logical improvements in the proJune 19. The demands included a
duction of prints in the last ten
32-hour week with pay for a 40- years had created an unemployhour week, creation of a welfare
ment threat which only the shorter
fund and night differentials.
work week at former pay scales for
the full week could ameliorate.
Effort to Spread Work
One network spokesman said it
Mr. Francavilla said the 32-hour
week was demanded in an effort to was possible that in the event of a
strike, kinescopic negatives could
spread work among the 1,800 labo- be
sent to Chicago or Hollywood
ratory workers, many of whom are

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Cleverest TV short I've seen yet!"
SMPE
THEATRE

TV

Drafts Presentation

To Be Made

to FCC

THEATRE INTERESTS were cautioned recently that advanced thinking was necessary in plans for theatre television so that its programs
could be of a quality that might be beyond reach of commercial telecasting stations.
The counsel came from Dr. Al- chairman of the SMPE Theater
Television Committee. It is likely
fred N. Goldsmith, television conthat additional meetings, including
sultant, at a meeting in New York
manufacturers of theatre televicalled by the Society of Motion
sion equipment and of common
Picture Engineers Theatre Television Committee to draft strategy
carriers, will be held.
for the theatre TV presentation to
Those Attending
ing:
be made to FCC in September
Those
attending the first meet[Broadcasting, July 4].
Dr. Goldsmith urged the indusDonald E. Hyndman, Eastman Kodak
try to be mindful of the possibiliCo., Newmittee: York,
chairman
the comG. L. Beers,
RCA of
Victor
Div.,
ties of color theatre television and
Camden, N. J.; Lewis Blumberg, Uniof high-definition systems so that
versal Pictures; Frank E. CahiU Jr.,
the quality of theatre TV would
Warner Brothers Pictures Inc., New
be of the highest.
York; Marcus Cohn, Theatre Owners of
American; Ralph Cohn, Columbia PicNeeds Industry Support
tures Corp.; Irving Dollinger, Allied
Theatre Owners; James Frank Jr.,
Gael Sullivan, executive director
United
Photo Supply Corp.; R. L.
of the Theatre Owners of America,
Garman, General Precision Labs.,
stressed the need for "all inclusive
Pleasant ville, N. Y.; A. N. Goldsmith,
consultant. New York; N. L. Halpern,
industry
sponsorship"
of
theatre
television. He said the secret of Fabian Theatres, New York; A. G.
Jensen,
Bell Telephone Laboratories
making theatre television successInc., Murray Hill, N. J.; W. W. Lozier,
ful lay in showmanship.
National Carbon Co., Fostoria, Ohio;
The meeting was attended by J. A. Maurer, J. A. Maurer, Inc., New
representatives of exhibitors, film York; Stanley W. Prenosil, TOA; H. J.
Schlafly, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.;
producers and other industry segAllen G. Smith, National Theatre Supments. Prom suggestions brought
ply Co.; E. I. Sponable, technical director, 20th Century Fox-Film Corp.;
to the meeting, an outline will be Gael Sullivan,
executive director, TOA;
drafted by the SMPE for presentaTaylor Mills, Motion Picture Assn. of
tion before the FCC, it was re- America; D. John Phillips, Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre Assn.
ported by Donald E. Hyndman,

v. s.^..
for processing into the required
number of prints. This would mean
a delay of perhaps 24 to 48 hours,
but would insure stations off coaxial lines of the kind of programming to which they have been accustomed.
Mr. Francavilla, however, doubted whether such a strategem would
prove successful. . He said that film
print production facilities in both
Chicago and Hollywood are too
small to do much extra work. He
also said that since the Chicago and
Hollywood laboratories were
manned by members of locals of
his own union, it was unlikely that
such laboratories would be doing
work detrimental to men on strike
in New York.

WEWS
RATES
New Card Starts Aug. 15
NEW rate card (#4) has been
issued by WEWS (TV) Cleveland,
Ohio. In announcing the new rates,
J. Harrison Hartley, director of
WEWS, stated that the new card
will apply to all new business accepted by the station to start on or
after Aug. 15, effective date of
the new rates.
Basic one hour rate for Class A
time (7-10:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat.; 410:30 p.m.. Sun.) is $500 under rate
card #4. Class B time (6-7 p.m.,
Mon.-Sat.; 10:30-11 p.m., Mon.Sun., 1-4 p.m., Sun.) is $800 and
Class C (all other times) is $200.
Coin TV for Cafes
WILL the public pay a nickel
to see three minutes of
video in private booths at
cafes and restaurants ? That
question is now being investigated by General Electric
Co. and AMI Inc., juke box
manufacturer, according to
an announcement by George
F. Metcalf, manager of the
GE Speciality Division which
designed the individual booth
TV receiver. Two booth sets
have been installed for the
experiment in a luncheonette
in Hoboken,
N. J.,booth
Mr. Metcalf said. Each
set
operatesreceiver
as a "slave"
to a
master
which picks
up the signal and delivers it
by cable to each booth. Only
sound volume can be regulated on the booth sets, Mr.
Metcalf explained, with all
other controls located at the
master receiver. Both companies stated it will be sevmonths before any evalmade.eraluation
of the system can be
TELECASTING

TIE CAMPAIGN
Wembly to Test in Fall
WEMBLY INC., New Orleans, (tie
manufacturer), will launch a television campaign for the first time
in its history through its newly
appointed agency, John A. Cairns
& Co., New York. Plans for the
1950 schedule include video in a
test market.
Boston has been selected for the
test area. One-minute spots using
animation will be beamed three
times a day, six days a week for 13
weeks. Timed so as to stimulate
the purchase of ties by women for
the four spring gift dates, the
schedule calls for three weeks leading up to Valentine's Day, four
weeks preceding Easter, three
weeks prior to Father's Day and
three weeks before graduation.
These four segments of the 13week contract run close enough together to establish a continuity.
Specific starting date in early
fall has not been designated as yet
nor has the station been assigned.

'LIBERTY'

TV FEATURE

CURRENT ISSUE of Liberty
Magazine, has devoted an entire
section to "what you should know
about television."
Divided into nine articles, each
dealing with a separate phase of
video, the series is wrritten in concise, non-technical terms, aimed at
instructing the average family
about to take the television plunge.
"How to Buy a TV Set" explains
the various tube sizes, projection
set advantages (mainly lack of
glare), and advises that potential
set owners query current owners
in their neighborhood about reception in their area.
According to experts queried
by Liberty, prices of sets are not
likely to drop much in the future.
The article explains that better
production techniques might lower
costs somewhat, but that TV set
prices will never come down to the
level of radio set prices.
Outlining "How TV Works," the
article follows the video image
from studio to home viewer, without use of a single term as complicated as "synchronizing generation."
The subject of obsolescence is
treated in the chapter "Will You
Love Your '49 TV Set in '59?"
Such authorities as Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, ABC President Mark
Woods, RCA Board Chairman
David Sarnoff, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy and others are quoted,
reassuring the public that today's
receivers will pick up tomorrow's
programs, with the possible addition of reasonably priced converters.
A picture layout of today's video
stars, an article on "How To Entertain the TV Way," which includes special menus for hungry
viewers, and a lightly-treated essay
on "How TV Will Aifect Family
TELECASTING

LOS ANGELES : —"Let's have more of
Bergen," said a card we got the other
day. Our Southern California viewers
had
seen Edgar Bergen in his first TV
EXECUTIVES of Wembly Inc. and officials of its newly appointed advertisappearance since retiring from radio . . .
ing agency, John A. Cairns & Co., map out advertising plan which includes of
on KTTV. Top drawer talent
television. They are (I to r): A. F. Hanson, Wembly vice president in charge has course,
always
been part of our strong loof customer relations and exporting; William A. Bartel, vice president of
cally-produced shows here. Hollywood is
John A. Cairns & Co.; S. C. Pulitzer, Wembley president; E. S. Pulitzer, a vast reservoir of singers, dancers, actors
—
gifted
entertainers
and we have been
executive vice president; J. William Wade, Cairns' director of public rela- drawing on all these — people
to program
tions, and R. G. Drown Jr., vice president in charge of Wembly's advertising.
bright, refreshing television. For instance,
last week such well-known names as Alan
SPEIDEL TV
Mowbray, Sonny Tufts, Billy Burke, Vincent Price, Marjorie Reynolds and others
Choice of Show Pends
appeared
on regularly-scheduled
KTTV
shows. Then
the New York Chevrolet
Special Nine-Story Section Run
SPEIDEL Co., Providence, R. I.,
dealers
our production
"Pantomimeto Quiz,"
the
first bought
Hollywood
break
Life" are included in the series.
(jewelry)
is expected
toTVmake
a definto
the
Manhattan
market.
From CBSinite
decision
on
its
show
for
The latter piece points out that
the fall early this week. Company TV we have Toast of the Town, Fred
while video may keep people home
is considering two video shows, the Waring, Arthur Godfrey and more. The
and give night clubs and roadhouses
is we're offering our viewers not
Ed Wynn package owned by CBS, point high-rated
a beating, sporting events will
network shows . . . our
through Cecil & Presbrey, New only
draw as many crowds as before.
local shows are loaded with talent, production
know-how,
and audience pulling
York, and the Ritz Brothers, kine"In the case of horse racing,"
scoped
by
Hirshon-Garfield.
Both
the article explains, "as long as agencies service Speidel and thus
it's impossible to televise a twodollar pari-mutuel show bet, the are bidding for the video billing. power.
I (because
about.)
our "parents"
The firm was to have seen the au- LIKE
boastbe ofboasted
we can
KIDS,they
tracks will continue to be crowdday. dition of the Ritz Brothers on Fri- KTTV is 51% owned by the Los Angeles
ed." The author also feels the new
Times and 49% by CBS. No question
art will be good for junior, keeping
in anybody's mind that the Times is
him off the streets. He does not
Meanwhile, Speidel has renewed Southern California's leading newspaper.
And CBS programs certainly have been
advocate the disposal of radios.
sponsorship of the 8:30-8:45 p.m. stealing
the ratings. That gives us- the
TV, he feels will not replace radio
segment of Stop the Music, ABC's best in network shows . . . plus the sfrong
any more than the latter replaced
Sunday giveaway. Contract for 52
of this area's greatest newswas placed through Cecil & right arm
the morning newspaper. You can't, weeks
Presbrey.
paper. So we're
of aalso
sound,
he points out, swat a fly with a TV
ing local
picturepartthat
findsexpandus as
d
set any better than you can with
CBS's Hollywoo TV station.
a radio.
A two-page map shows the video
BANKERS
are when
supposed
eyes, at least
askedto tohave
partsteely
with
VIDEO RIGHTS
cities of today and tomorrow, with
money.started
When thetheVienna
35-branch
Citizen's
Bank
Philharmonic
dates indicating the year when fuCourt Ruling Favors KLAC-TV series over KTTV recently, we thought
ture TV cities will have stations
of their own.
UNLESS talent performing at that television certainly had arrived. Now
benefits and at other public events along comes the world's largest bank.
The possibilities for international
television, rural televison and the specifically withhold television Bank of America, and starts "Kieran's
use of films for video are covered in rights, they may not seek payment Kaleidoscope"
us on Sundays.
not only in goodwithcompany
on KTTV,You're
but
for their performances in the event in company that knows how to look at a
"The TV Show of the Future." The
over-all value of the medium is they are telecast, according to a buck.
decision by Los Angeles Superior
lauded in the final paragraph :
Court Judge William McKesson.
"An evening's entertainment,
SALES
knows andour getlatest
abilities. Ask them
the availusual
In so ruling. Judge McKesson RADIO
speedy
reply.
daytime service programs, im- threw
out
a
suit
by
three
divers
proved industrial techniques, better
seeking $2,500 payment each from
education for children — all these
KLAC-TV Holloywood. Immeditelevision has to offer. But perhaps
ately following the action their
not one of them is half so important
attorney said he would appeal the
as TV's potential for promoting
case owing to the precedent-setting
the unity of mankind."
nature of the decision. *
Also refuted in Liberty is a conThe three divers contended that
ception that video is harmful to
they were telecast by the station
the eyes. Dr. Franklin M. Foote,
while they were performing for a
executive director of the National
Society for the Prevention of benefit. The station pointed out
that it had obtained proper auBlindness, reports that television
thority from the promoters conmay help folks learn about existing
cerned to telecast the performance
eye troubles and the need for
as a further aid in fund-raising.
glasses.
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MARINE

Series

Builds

Good

Will

BANK

ONE OF the fastest growing television sponsor classifications is
"banks" and one of the earliest and
most dramatically successful bank
users of television is The Marine
National Exchange Bank of Milwaukee.

In September the bank starts its
second year of sponsorship of
Salute to Wisconsin, a half-hour
weekly live television program on
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
Each week the bank salutes a
key Wisconsin industrial business,
service or civic organization with a
the personprogram built around
alities, products and background of
the company. As many as 75 peoappeared on indiyidual
shows.ple have
In its initial year, the Marme
Bank television program saluted
such groups as AUis Chalmers,
The Dairy Industry, Junior
Achievement, A. 0. Smith, General
Electric X-Ray, Wisconsin Telephone Co. and 19 others.
Marine's decision to go into television within a few months after
the first set came into Milwaukee
represented a major decision, for
the monthly cost of the program
exceeded the bank's previous highest monthly advertising budget for
all other media combined. Proof of
the program success is seen in the
fact that the current series carries
more than double the prea budget
vious year.
The values of the program, as
the bank sees it, are several. Beindustry,"
a "bankanforappreciated
ing basically
Marine
is doing
public relations job for all industry
by telling the story behind Wisconsin business firms. School officials,
students, NAM and businessmen
all over the WTMJ-TV area have
expressed their belief that the program is "one of the most mature
things on television." Requests
for scripts have come from all over
the country.
The programs, incidentally, carry
only a bare minimum of bank commercials, and even that is institutional in value.
From a production standpoint,
the program is not a simple undertaking. A series of meetings
with the company or group to be
saluted are attended by an executive of the bank, the agency account executive working with the
bank and one or more members of
the television department of the
Cramer-Krasselt Co. As many as
three or four members of the C-K
television department have worked
on phases of single shows. The
program has no regular format.
Shows have originated from the
Radio City auditorium, from the
television studio, and in one case
from the offices of the Telephone
Co. Some shows have been strong
on music and entertainment; some
have been almost entirely on film,
and others have been 90% educational. The story of the industry
being saluted determines the format and no two have been alike.
The company being saluted is the
Page 52
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Typical of the letters received by the bank.
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major source of material. Its
bands, choruses and other talent
form the entertainment portion of
the program.
The story of the

MEDICAL

company's growth and products
is told through the use of film,
demonstration, illustrated interviews, etc. Viewers meet the peo-

'STATIC
Set-Owners, Firms Musf Protect Selves — FCC

A PROPOSAL was handed down
by the FCC last week which would
give television set owners and
manufacturers the responsibility
of protecting against interference
caused by direct intermediate frequency pickup of emissions from
medical diathermy and similar devices.
Unless manufacturers made the
necessary changes, receiver owners
would have to accept the interference or shield sets themselves.
The problem, FCC explained,
lies in the fact that most TV set
manufacturers have selected intermediate frequency passbands in
the 27 mc region, whereas diathermy and other devices are assigned the channel centering on
27.120 mc.

Normally, operators of diathermy and similar equipment
must take prompt steps to remedy
interference caused by their devices to any authorized radio service. Under FCC's proposal this
requirement would not apply where
the interference to other receivers
arises from "direct intermediate
frequency pickup by such receivers of the fundamental frequency
emissions of type-approved or
certified equipment [diathermy, industrial heating, etc.] operating
on prescribed fundamental frequencies and otherwise in accordance with [FCC rules]."
FCC said it would accept comments on its proposal until Aug. 29.

pie of the company via video.
Officials of the organization being saluted gather in the lounge
of Radio City to view the program
on a large screen set as guests of
the bank. The large Radio City
auditorium is usually packed with
employes, while other members of
the company are gathered in homes.
Promotion of the program has
come from both the station and
the bank. Mentions of the company being saluted are regularly
featured on the station Program
Reviews. A newspaper ad outlining the program for the evening is run every Wednesday.
Having pioneered an expensive
program through the days of just
a few thousand sets, the Marine
National Exchange Bank is naturally gratified to see its program reach a point of community
interest where companies are actually clamoring to be on the show.
Today,
similar programs
are and
under consideration
by banks
utilities in several markets. While
the package is owned by C-K, it
is being released to sponsors in
any market on a "token fee" basis.
TELECASTING
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Television's amazing

-and

it's

practical,

too!
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TELECiMftlNt
NETWORK^IlHOWSHE
Mi

rib
Cauada Dry Co.
Super Circus
L (E-M)

Derby Foods
Super Circus
L (E-M)

L(E)Tellalet
Cartoon

Kellogg Co.
Singing Lady
L (E-M)

ABC L TV(E-M)
Players
Film

Chuck Wagon

Guess Who?
L

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doody
Masuu

Co-Op

Bob
Howard
Vincent
L Lopez
(E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

L (E-M)

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Lucky
Pup
Poposicle

Co-Up

Lucky Pup
L Ipana
(E-M)

Vincent
Lopez
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Howdy
G-P-P
Doody

Bob
Howard

Toast of the Towi

Mr. I. Magination

P. LorillardL Co.
Original
Amateur Hour
(E-M)
K (NI)
Review of
cm
Sunday at
B'way Spotlight
the News
Home
(Kinescope
(F)
from H'wd)
On
Trial
L (E-M)
L(E)
Steele Oldsmobile
Your Sports TedShow
Edwards
CBS-TV
News
Show
Special
L (E)
Kukla, Fran & OUie M.Mohawk
Downey
Reynolds
F (E-M)
(Aug. L8) (E-M)
RCA Victor
News

General Foods Corp.
Leave
L (E)it to Kthe(M)Girls

Auti

Wine Industries
Scott
DionePaper
LucasCo.

It Pa

NewsweekLN Views
(E-M) the News
NBC Drama
(July 25-Sept. 12)

Ted Steele
Show

CBS-TV
News

Kendis Show

Co-Op

Philips
Packing
Lucky Pup

Bob
Howard
Vincent
Lopez
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Howdy Doody
L (E-M)

Court of Current L
Mohawk
Roberta

cm
Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

(N)
BuKilt,(L)Olaen
Job
F (E)&(E-M:
(thru Aug. 9) L (I{
Aug.
Film16-Sept.
Feature 1
Feature Movie

YourL (E)
Sports

Ted Steele
Show

Special
Wendy Barrie Show
(L) (N) (E-M)
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
(Aug. L8) (E-M)
RCA Victor

Oldsmobile
CBS-TV
News
Mohawk
Downey
Morton

Edwards

Bob

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
GPP
Doody

Co-Up

Ludcy Pup
Ipana

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Howard
Vincent
L Lopez
(E-M)

YourL(E)
Sports
Special

Ted Steele
Show

Kukla, Fran & Ollie
(Aug. L8) (E-M)
RCA Victor

L (E-M)

Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

CBS TV
L Netts
(E-M)

Kendis
Show

Mohawk
Roberta

Cliff
Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

Quinlcm
Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Unique Art
Hwdy.
D'dy
L (E-M)

Lucky Pup
Co-Op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Bob
Howard
Vincent
Lopez
L (E-M)

YourL(E)
Sports
Special

Ted Steele
Show

Oldsmobile
News
CBS-TV

Kukla, Fran & Ollie Mohawk
(Aug. L8) (E-M)
RCA Victor Downey
Morton

Clubhouse
Barber's

Lucky Pup

Film

Ouincy
Howe
In Person
the First

Quiz Kids
Admiral & P. Lori i
Stop the Musi'
S4th St. Revue
Mar,

RFD America
Think Fast
L (E-M)

Edwards
Show

Reynolds
F News
(E-M)
Bargy

Hollywood
Screen
L (E-M)
BluesTest
by
Red
U3AAF

Liggett
Godfrey& Myers
and HisToba;
Fi^ li
L (E-M) K (N

Show

L (E-M)
Blind
DaUSonny
Chuck Wagon

L
Doi

Film Theatre of thi

Quinlan
Chuck Wagon

L

Sonny
YourL (E)
Sports
Spteial

Kukla, Fran & Ollie
(Aug. L8) (E-M)
RCA Victor

L (E-M)

Jacques Fray
L (E-M)
Music
Room

L (E-M)
TiL

Mama

Front Row Cent, ,
Feature Film
L (E-M)
K (^
L (E-M) (NJ*^
Stand LBy(E-M)
for Crime
Winner Take All
Spin the Picturll
(L) (N) (E-M)

A Swrk9

e Shorts
E-M)

SiwjLCopalion
(E-M)

B. F. Goodrich
Celebrity
L (E-M)Time

Skip LGarren
(E-M) Show

CBS-TV
Week
Reviewin

FtVm Theatre of the Air

Foods Corp.
ideets Critics
K(M)
■e Circus
E-M)
Be Ignorant

o-op
Fame
i'y Kto (NI)
Clock
L

Philco
Summer Playhouse
L (E-M) Starts July 17

Garroway at Large
L (E-M)

Philip
Tex & Morris
Jinx

BargyBy
Blues

Platform
People's

Colgate-Palm .-Peet Co.
Colgate Theatre
L (E)
K (M)

Three
Flames

The Nature
of Things

CBS-TV
Newsreel

Meet the Press

(E)
MovieF Sttorls
Gulf Oil Corp.
We the
L (E)People
r

LET'S LOOK

Bargy
Blues by

Wesley

from TelePulse reports in
JJERE are some more TV facts
New York during the weeks surveyed from January through June,
1949:
lo-op
Boxing

TOP

(toL midnite)
(E-M)
CBS-TV
Newsreel

fn

Lights Out
h (E-M)

Whitehall Pharmacal
Armchair Detective

i;'

Slack Robe
L

4

Bargyby
Blues

Co-op

Wr
L es(Etl-Mmg) ■
CBS-TV
Newsreel

-M)
Program Playhouse
(L) (N) (E-M)
Kraft Foods Co TV Theatre
L (E

Believe It or Not
L (E-M)

Volume One
Time- Life 9:25-9:30
Blades
Grus. Europe Pal
L (E-M)
Pal
Headlr
F (E-M)
Film Theatre of the Air

Bargy
Blues by

Nocturne
(Kinescope from H'wood)

Candid Camera
L-F (E-M)

Theater of the Mind
L

1 re Ouesi
(E-M)

Bristol-Myers
Break the Bank
L (E-M)

Int.Cellucotton
(Kleenex'
Fun for the Money
L (E-M)

TOP

CBS-TV
Netvsreel

PROGRAM

VillageL Barn

CBS-TV
Newsreel

This is B'way
Key to the Missing
L (E-M) (N)
Meet YourL Congress

M)
Trotting Races

Paul Wh n Club
TV Tee
iteman's
Film Theatre of the Air

msion
' Magazine

NBC)
CBS
CBS Mon.
Mon.
Broadway Revue (Dumont Fri.
Godfrey & His
CBS
Friends
CBS Wed.
Boxing of the Town
Toast
Sun.
NBC
Kraft TV Theatre
Wed.
Fri.
NBC
CBS Tues.
Suspense
Arrow Show
NBC Thurs

Cavalcade of Stars
L (E-M (N) K
Croaley Div., AVCO
Eddie Condon
Who Said That
L
L (E-M)

47.6
52.4
46.3
46.3
43.0
38.5
37.3
31.2
30.6

TYPES
1949

Rank
order- %
6 Mo. Av. of Total
Rating TV Time
Comedy-Variety 22.6 8
Drama and Mysteries 20.3 12
Talent and
Amateur Programs 16.0 16
Visual Sports
15.6 1
Comedy Situation 13.0 19
Misc. Format Variety
Programs
11.1 18
Kid Shows
10.8 4
Quiz-Game Programs 9.9 11
Westerns and Serials 7.2 3
Special Events

h (E-

69.0

TEN

JANUARY-JUNE,

iiy ^ Johnny

Kyle McDonnell Sings
(L)

NBC Tues.

Godfrey's Talent
Scouts
The Goldbergs

Morgy Amsterdam Show
(Dumont Telesets)

D
1

REGULARLY SCHEDULED
TV PROGRAMS

Texaco Star Theatre
Trotting Raceway
Races
Roosevelt
L

TEN

Mo.
Av.6 Rating
Prog. Av.

Talent Jackpot
(L) (N) (E-M)

1

AT THE RECORD
t

Roller Derby
L (E-M)

Our Dogs
L (E-M)
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and rother
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n about
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inforTelefa
R furthe
Jjj^O
Three LFlames

Ask The
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Pulse

PULSE INCORPORATED
ONE TEN FULTON STREET
NEW YORK SEVEN

It takes good looks to

be a winner. That's why
CBS-TV

programs

win

the largest audiences
in 5 out of 9 program
categories in all
television, and rank
first or second

in all

nine. So no matter
what

type of program

you have in mind, the
chances

are that on

CBS-TV

it will get the

biggest vote from
the audience.

TV

SPOTS

By AL SHERMAN
President
Sherman Plan Inc.
Washington
MOST commercials currently televised hark back technically to the
good old days when the local nickelodeon flashed slides on the screen to
cry the virtues of the neighborhood
butcher or baker. Other video
"spots" recall those static filmic
moments of early sound "talkies"
when the camera stood still — as
did the action — ^to the utter boredom of movie audiences accustomed
to the fast, albeit silent, movement
on the silver screen. A study of
TV commercials reveals that there
is an over-emphasis on animation
to convey "pace." Further study
of these animated sales messages
proves that most animators aren't
even tenth-rate Disneys.
It seems to us that many TV commercials, whether good, bad or indifferent, are geared either to irresponsible costs or to an overemphasis upon the aural, rather
than visual, message. Even though
these commercials may still pay
off, the sponsor eventually stands
to take a beating (and the agency
stands to lose a client), especially
as television now is fast getting out
of the novelty class and audiences
are learning that a twist of the
wrist can get a better (sic) commercial— and program.
Price Issue
You can't expect good TV commercials by haggling over price.
Conversely, a high price doesn't
assure effective selling commercials.
TV commercials should be bought
only when there is a sales idea
behind them . . . and when the producer is sufficiently aware of the
sponsor's problems to put on film
a screen story that sells. The
word "sells" is the answer — and
the riddle. Too many producers
are making commercials and asking
any price, regardless of cost or
profit, while disregarding the vital
fact that it is the television screen
that must do the real selling — not
the voice.
As an entertainment medium,
television doesn't even know its
• own strength. As a businassgetter, its potentials are terrific —
but it can sell only if the selling
message is effective. The local
sponsor should — and will — become
the backbone of TV's financial
strength only if the video time he
buys proves profitable. He cannot afford amateurish enthusiasms
or professional experimentation.
His limited budget must call for
sales via video — not vanity "eyewash." The best way to win the
local sponsor and influence him
toward television is to give him
film — or live — announcements that
sell. Live shows usually are too
expensive— or too risky tschnically
— for the average local video time
user. Thus our friend the sponTELECASTING

Must

Move^

Says

Sherman
AM

sor must consider film — and film
must be used correctly or not at
all.
We now come, by logical progression, to this over-emphasis upon
the aural aspects of television. It
is our contention that television, to
continue as a potent sales medium,
will have to achieve a marriage of
the visual and the aural if it is to
become effective for the sponsor.
Today, there are too many radio
"experts" in television — and any
number of motion picture "hasbeens." Each of these gentlemen
cries the virtues of his respective
medium as the sole salvation of
video.
We think that the radio
"TV COMMERCIALS should be
bought only when there is a sales idea
behind them . . . and when the producer is sufficiently aware of the
sponsor's problems to put on film a
screen story that sells." This philosophy, expressed here by Al Sherman,
film producer, is no arm-chair observation but is backed with wide experience. Recently decorated by King
Haakon of Norway for his services
as film and publicity consultant to
the Royal Norwegian government during the war, Mr. Sherman has produced numerous television spots and
has supervised films for Norway. He
is the producer of "The Inaugural
Story," a color sound motion picture
of the inauguration of President Truman. Also included in his varied background: Former radio editor and motion picture critic with the New York
Morning Telegraph; director of short
subjects, publicity and advertising
for Columbia Pictures Corp.; motion
picture trade paper editor and correspondent; press secretary 1936-1937
for the Assn. of Foreign Press Correspondents; former commentator on
motion pictures at WOV and WNEW
New York; taught film and public
relotion classes at American U.,
Washington, and U. of Richmond.
rajah and the movie mogul should
get together, in talents and in
brains, and bring forth a new idea
in entertainment selling — television
shows for television audiences.
From our own experience, we
have learned that the television
picture should tell the story or sell
the product. The verbal message
should be only an aid to selling,
it should not do all the selling. TV
audiences fast are getting past
the stage where they'll rush to
buy bscause a handsome male or a
lovely female offers, in close-up,
some lip-synced drooling over a
product while the next scene shows
the product front, rear and sideways. Nor will the audience continue to suffer even for 20 seconds,
while the TV screen shows a slide
of a product as an off-screen announcer rushes through a sales
talk in competition with the secondhand.
For that reason, we believe that

video sales messages should have
motion picture sequences that are
dramatic, exciting and interesting.
We urge that the aural message
behind the filmed story be staccato,
concise and to the point. In other
words, we contend that the aural
message on video should be to the
film story what the old-fashioned
screen title meant to the early
silent motion pictures — explanation without distraction. We have
been told, time and time again, that
the eye records a message to the
brain faster than the ear can hear
it. Judging by present TV commercials, it seems that most advertisers believe their audiences are
suffering from astigmatism, mying. opia and just plain blindness — and
are blessed only with acute hear-
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TOWERS

Music Background
It is our contention that a welltold screen story, even within the
confines of 20 seconds to one
minute will have greater visual and
selling effectiveness if emphasis
were placed upon music as a background— rather than upon the toounctuous phrasing of a wordy message by an announcer. In other
words (and because announcers
really are swell guys) we believe
that the verbal message should be
reduced to a minimum.
You'd be surprised at the amount
of suspenseful selling action that
can be put into a video "spot" if
the producer knows how to handle
a camera, handle continuity — and
handle his client.

VIDEO CLINIC
Sponsored by Utica Agency
VIDEO clinic, under the auspices
of Devereux & Co. Inc., advertisingagency, was held July 12 in the
Hotel Utica, Utica, N. Y. John
T. Farquhar, radio and television
director of the agency, showed examples of the film being used by
national advertisers and samples of
the techniques used by the film
producers.
L. W. Devereux, agency president, welcomed the guests and introduced Michael C. Fusco, general
manager of WKTV (TV), Utica
permittee which plans to commence
operation in the fall. Mr. Fusco's
talk included the plans for the
outlet.
Final phase was a discussion
period with representatives of the
film producers, the agency and
WKTV answering questions.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp.,
Pittsburgh, has inaugurated price protection policy for dealers and distributors of its TV sets, guaranteeing
them against loss due to company
price reductions on any sets purchased within 60 days prior to price
readjustment. Plan is retroactive to
July 1.

Erection
detail of
AMFM-TV tower
for490'
WAZL.
Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

STAINLESS,
50 CHURCH

INC.

STREET.

PLANT: NORTH WALES
PA.
N. Y. C. ■
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TO SELL A USED CAR
Courtesy Motors, Chicago, Finds TV the Answer

A 30-YEAR-OLD Chicago Irishman is showing midwest automobile dealers a thing or two about
how to sell used cars. He has a
simple technique: He polishes up
a few of his better-looking jobs to
the lustre of a fruit peddler's Jonathan, trains a battery of floodlights
on them, then unveils them before
thousands (not just the dozens who
crowd into his salesroom) through
the medium of television.
Big, tow-headed Jim Moran,
president of Courtesy Motor Sales,
Hudson dealer, has been sponsoring the wrestling matches from
Chicago's Rainbo Gardens on
WENR-TV Chicago every Wednesday night since February 23. But
the Courtesy show gives the televiewer more than alternate grunts
and groans, head-locks and halfnelsons. It gives an occasional
glimpse, and a few "honest, sincere" words, from the engaging
Mr. Moran himself, as well as a
parade of his glamorous used cars.
Lots Congested
Strange as it may seem, Courtesy was mostly in the new car
business before Mr. Moran heard
about TV commercials. With auto
manufacturers turning out more
and more new cars, Chicago used-

car lots became congested. But
few of these operators took the
time to doll up their wares, and
none of them got the bright idea of
using TV as a showcase.
Business Up 30%
Since Mr. Moran took the air in
February, his used car business
has increased 30% to an average
of 150 cars sold monthly. And
while most of his prospects are attracted to his west side showrooms
to see used "buys," he ends up selling a fair percentage of them new
Hudsons. New car sales are up
15% to an average of 100 per
month. Courtesy Motors now is
rated the largest selling Hudson
agency. It is reportedly the only
Hudson dealer in the country using
television, although Hudson dealers, as groups, have been on TV.
Mr. Moran is a former gasoline
filling station operator. Shortly
after graduating from Chicago's
Loyola Academy in 1939, he started
working at a Sinclair station. By
the time he joined the Army as a
"foot soldier" in 1942, he was running four stations for Sinclair.
After two years in the European
theatre, he started selling Fords,
and by 1947 had opened a Hudson

ARTHUR PRYOR Jr (I), vice president
in charge of radio and television for
BBDO, pauses for a rest during shooting of short for television at The
School of Creative Art, New Canaan,
Conn. With him is Hubert Chain,
radio-television writer, and director
of the school.
agency called Mid-Town Motors.
He changed the name to Courtesy
a year ago to stress the friendliness
of his service staff.
The company's contract with
WENR-TV is for 52 weeks at an
average cost of $1,250 weekly. Mr.
Moran's total advertising budget
is $1,500 a week. Fourteen weeks
on the air have brought Courtesy
buyers from Indiana and Wisconsin, as well as most of the northern
counties of Illinois. Groups of
Hudson dealers from as far away
as Detroit have visited Chicago
Wednesday nights "to see how Jim
Since using television, Mr.
does
Morariit."has found it necessary to
add 10,000 square feet to his salesrooms, and has acquired more
space for his used car lots.
"For those of us who like to
take our sales story direct to the
public, and personally do a sincere,
honest, constructive selling job, TV
can't be beat," Mr. Moran says.

ELECTRONICS
Manual Aids Engineers
ELECTRONICS MANUAL FOB RADIO
ENGINEERS. By Vin Zeluff and
John Markus. New York: McGrawHill Book Co. Inc. 879 pp. $9.50.
THE PRACTICAL circuit information needed by practicing engineers isprovided in this manual.
In 289 articles, brought together
for quick reference, are explained the mathematical foundations needed by radio design engineers as well as the measuring
and operating techniques needed
for putting radio equipment into
use
and keeping it at peak efficiency.

CINCINNATrS Key TV STATION
TIMES-STAD BUIIDINC
CINCINNATI }, OHIO
CBS
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AGENCY

The articles are the all-timegreat articles published in Electronics during 1940-48. Also
included are articles for radio
production men, covering such
topics as quality control, inspection procedures and production
floor test equipment. Arranged
according to the major interests
of those in the radio field, the
book is thoroughly cross-indexed.

ON AIR
First TV in Carolinas

WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C,
made its debut as the first TV station in the Carolinas July 15
[Broadcasting, July 11]. Publicized by special editions of the
local papers, inaugural was highlighted by three-day prevue show
in the Charlotte Armory Auditorium.
Sponsored
the Charlotte
Observer, The by
Charlotte
News and
Charlotte Radio and Appliances
Assn., the show was attended by
some 12,000 persons during its run
July 14-16. A special program was
telecast on July 14, and on the
15th, commercial starting date for
the station, shows with congratulatory salutes were presented.
Regular scheduled shows are
now on the air each day from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m., preceded by
test pattern from 12 noon until
start of the first evening program.
Reception reports based on the
test pattern operation which began
July 1, have been received from
most major cities in the Carolinas,
ranging in distance from 75 to 150
air miles. Freak reports also have
been received from distant points.
Larry Walker, assistant general
manager of WBT Charlotte, is in
charge of the WBTV operation.
Assisting him as production manager is Charles Bell, formerly manager of WGCD Chester, S. C. WBT
staff members who will act in the
same capacities for WBTV are:
Keith Bailey, general sales manager; Wallace Jorgenson, local
sales manager; M. J. Minor, chief
engineer; Kenneth Spicer, business
manager; Jack Knell, news director; Bob Covington, promotion
manager, and Jean Carson Brown,
publicity director.
Other WBT personnel assigned to
television are Betty Jean Mulligan who
will handle traffic; Miss Jerry Patterson,
charge
tions forformerly
WBT, inwho
will ofhavetranscripcharge
of program screening and filing; T. G.
Callahan, audio and video supervisor,
and J. G. Carey, transmitter superintendent.
WBTV is assigned Channel 3
(60-66 mc). It is owned and operated by the Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co. which also owns
WBT and WBT-FM. Officers of
the company are: Ralph C. Price,
chairman of the board; Joseph M.
Bryan, president; Charles H.
Crutchfield, vice president; Larry
Walker, secretary-treasurer.
woe NEW STUDIOS
TV Facilities Incorporated
woe Davenport, Iowa, started
broadcasting from new studios
July 10, according to Dr. B. J.
Palmer, president of Tri-City
Broadcasting Co. The structure
houses WOC's AM, FM and TV
operations and was completely remodeled.
The new connecting building
houses WOC-TV's mobile television
unit and will be used for equipment
repair and maintenance. The station's experimental television test
pattern is scheduled for August.
TELECASTING
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YOU don't have to spend a lot of
money in television to bring results. It can be accomplished with
a limited advertising budget if you
have the know-how.
That's the opinion voiced by Jack
Ward, general manager of Stears
Restaurant, Beverly Hills, Calif.
A simple, low-cost entertaining
program with a smart and clever
commercial twist will do the trick
if properly produced and presented,
he declares. And Stears Restaurant has accomplished this with a
weekly five minute program Interview at Stears on KTLA (TV)
Hollywood. Cost, for time and talent, is in neighborhood of $250 per
telecast.
Packaged by Al Bulfington Productions, and placed through California Advertising Agency, program content is simplicity itself
and reveals how effective low-cost
TV can become a reality. It's an
interview type telecast. Format
starts off with a film of a sizzling
steak, symbolic of the restaurant's
this represents an even greater we know that it is bringing results.
specialty. "
increase than the percentage figure Ample proof is the continual
Program then dissolves into the
stream of new faces — first time
staging for the interview which is indicates," Mr. Ward further patrons who flock into Stears wanthandled by Mr. Buffington and pointed out.
ing to find out if that thick juicy
"Ours is a relatively new restautakes place at a simulated corner
steak is as good as it looks on
in a -very competitive market.
of the restaurant on a studio set. This rant,
is our only advertising and
their TV screen."
At conclusion of the interview, film
is again brought into play. The
show then moves into views of
Stears own modern scientific meat
UP'S MULTISCOPE
aging plant and through the unique
Leased by 19 Stations for News Telecasts
services of the restaurant. Final
commercial shot is the sizzling
NINETEEN television stations
steak.
ducing programs.
have leased United Press Multi"The Multiscope is easy to operSkeptical at First
ate and the indications are that it
scopes, a projection device for news
and commercials, the UP said last is going to enable stations to make
"We originally took over sponweek.
sorship of the program in mida profit out of news now when
March on a three time telecast test
The multiscope was developed by they need it most," Mr. Keller said.
basis only," Mr. Ward said. "We
John H. Mitchell, general manager
Produces Two Types
were a bit skeptical. . . . But fol- of WBKB (TV) Chicago, and S. C.
lowing our first telecast several
Two types of shows can be proQuinlan, the station's promotion
telephone reservations were the di- manager.
It is manufactured by
duced by Multiscope, according to
rect result. Patrons asked if they Acme Electronix for Sterling TeleUP.
One
is a projection of a runcould actually get such steaks as
vision, Chicago. The UP is installning ticker-tape of news; the time,
were shown in the telecast. That
ing the machines as part of its minute by minute; the weather,
perked us up. We thought we had
television service.
and, in a center space of the TV
something. And during the followLeRqy Keller, UP general sales picture, station announcements,
ing week we had many others who
commercials or news pictures.
manager, described the Multiscope
made reference to our sizzling
as a practical and thrifty means of
steak they had seen on television.
The other is "roll-up" techtelecasting spot news and enabling
nique, bringing to the TV screen a
Response to our second telecast
stations to turn time now devoted
continuous, rising display of news
was even more remarkable."
to test patterns into revenue pro- bulletins, commercials, news picImpact of these first three teletures, cartoons or comic strips.
casts resolved in Stears making its
advertising appropriation for the
year. And Interview at Stears beMajor TV Tubes
came a regular Wednesday feature
on KTLA at 8:25 p.m. InterMAJOR TELEVISION corp. has
viewees have included such well
postponed its TV set building plans
known personalities as Gene
to concentrate on the production
Krupa, Rudy Vallee, Donna Atof hand-blown viewing tubes for
wood, Harold Adamson and Harry
other set manufacturers, six of
Cooper.
whom already have contracted for
the use of Major tubes. Advan"We don't worry about Hooperatings or Nielsen ratings; our only
tages of the hand-blown tubes are
concern is results, and since this
said to be brighter, clearer picweekly five minute telecast was intures, more optical perfection, uniformity of glass face thickness,
augurated business has increased
by 20%. With all restaurant busihigh efficiency of light transmission, reduced weight and greater
A United Press Multiscope in
ness off 10% in the Los Angeles
tensile strength.
area because of the seasonal slump.
operation.
TELECASTING

t didn't take Southern
California television
viewers long to discover
that KNBH has the programs—and the talent!
Only three and a half
months woodafter
Hollystation NBC's
went on
the
air, Tele -Views Magazine, a
regional consumer periodical, asked its readers to vote
on their favorite TV programs and personalities.
Of the 14 classifications in
the Tele-Views poll, KNBH
won 7 firsts, 3 seconds!*
Advertisers, too, were
quick to discover the punch
You're
by KNBH!programpacked
in
goodcompany—
wise and sponsor-wise — on
Southern
California's
ber 1Station.
For timeNumand
program
consult youravailabilities,
NBC Sales office.
♦Firsts: Milton Berle and Texaco Star
Theatre for best comedian, best allaround star, best comedy show and best
all-around show; Judy Splinters for best
children's
program; Phil Cordon for
best male
best
drama.vocalist; Your Show Time for
Seconds: Lucille Norman, female vocalist;
Perry Como,
male drama.
vocalist ; Philco Television Playhouse,

The National
Broadcasting Company
Sunset and AVine,
28
ServiceHollywood
of
Radio Corporation of America
July 25, 1949
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KEY figures in installation of WGNTV Chicago's new transmitter and
antenna include (I to r) Clark Gunn,
General Electric field engineer; W. R.
Crane, WGN-TV transmitter engineer, and Carl Meyers, engineering
director of WGN Inc. Equipment was
installed atop Tribune Tower.
BOXING RIGHTS
D. C. Commission Seeks 10%
PROMOTERS holding boxing
matches in the District of Columbia would be required to pay the
D. C. Boxing Commission 10% of
all receipts from the sale of radio,
television and motion picture
rights, under provisions of a measure introduced in Congress July
11. The bill (HR 5578), authored
by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), to
amend a 1944 act regulating all
boxing contests, vi^ould broaden receipts to include those obtained
from sources other than by physical attendance. It w^ould delete
the limited "gate tax" provision
vsrhich now covers only admissions
paid at the box office.
Legislation, introduced at the
request of the D. C. Boxing Commission, was referred to the District of Columbia Committee. The
commission pointed out that other
eastern cities have similar laws
with respect to radio-TV receipts.

WLAV-TV

TESTS
Reported Good
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.,
now on test pattern, reports good
pictures received from Battle
Creek and Kalamazoo to Manistee,
101 miles north, and from Lansing
across Lake Michigan.
Owner Leonard A. Versluis and
Hy M. Steed, general commercial
manager, believe their technicians
approached a construction record
from arrival of equipment June 25
to first telecast July 16. WLAVTV is licensed to Mr. Versluis for
operation on Channel 7 (174-180
mc).

Film Merchandising
USE of television in selling motion
pictures will be discussed at a
three-day film merchandising meeting at 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp.'s home office in New York
July 27-29. Sixty advertising and
publicity directors of the country's
major theatres and moving picture
circuits have been invited to attend.
Page 60
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DOCTOR LOOKS AT TV
Not Dangerous to Vision, Says Philadelphia Group

IF LOOKING at television hurts
your eyes perhaps there was something wrong with your eyes before you ever acquired a TV set.
In other words, TV is not dangerous to vision — this is the medical
opinion of the Philadelphia Committee for the Prevention of Blindness, which considered the question
as a result
public's
heightened interestof inthevideo.
While
the
medical advisory board of the committee has carried on no actual
research project on TV, it is able
to base its views on general past
knowledge about the eye.
The committee made three recom endations to the televiewer,
to ensure his full enjoyment of
TV without any after effects:
1. Don't sit too close to the TV
screen. Less than five or six
feet from the average set is "too
2. Keep the room as light as
close." while viewing the screen.
possible
The reason for this is that the
eye becomes "dark adapted" when
it is registering images in a dark
room and it tries to become "light
adapted" when it encounters the
bright television, thus producing
a conflict and maybe a temporary
headache.
Notes Screen Level
3. Look at the screen from a position on a level with it or from a
position above it. It is natural for
the eye to view objects below it, the
committee explained. This advice, which also goes for viewing
movies, is advocated especially for
children, who are apt to follow
TV while sitting on the floor.
The worst that can happen from
this position, however, is that the
child ren will become sleepy "and
maybe parents will consider this
an advantage." In summary, the
committee points out that "the
TV Ship Attraction
PASSENGERS aboard the
S. S. Milwaukee Clipper, plying from Milwaukee to Muskegon, Mich., now are enjoying television on all daily
trips over the 85-mile distance. The ship has made
the first installment of a
television set and reports excellent reception of programs
broadcast by the Milwaukee
Journal's WTMJ-TV. The
antenna has been erected at
a height of 135 feet. Large
crowds have been watching
the WTMJ-TV shows in a
spacious recreation room
aboard the liner, it was reported. The room formerly
was used for showing movies.
Now television programs are
shown at all times when
WTMJ-TV is on the air.
Movies are shown at other
times.

eye is a remarkable instrument
which adjusts to a variety of situations without harmful effect. It
takes pretty good care of itself."
'HOWDY DOOOY'
Paris Files Suit
FRANK PARIS, puppeteer foremployed
on NBC's
Howdy
Doody merly
video
show,
has filed
suit
against NBC and Bob Smith, who
conducts the program, asking
$200,000 damages plus a share in
the profits of the program and an
injunction restraining NBC from
using the name Howdy Doody in
connection with any puppet program. Suit was filed July 8 in the
United States District Court,
Southern District of New York, by
Beekman Aitken, attorney for Mr.
Paris.
Plaintiff, now puppeteer on Pixie
Playhouse on WPIX (TV) New
York, asserts that in September
1947 he was retained to put a
puppet
on WNBT,
NBC's
station show
in New
York, and
that TVin
January he introduced a puppet
called Howdy Doody "which gained
arepeated
great television
His
refusal toacceptance."
sell the puppet
to NBC, Mr. Paris charges, led
to an ultimatum that unless he did
he would no longer be retained on
the program and in May 1948 he
moved to WPIX.
NBC then announced that
Howdy Doody was having his face
lifted and after an absence of
some weeks returned the puppet to
the air with a new face. This, Mr.
Paris asserts, constituted "unfair
competition" to him and "a fraud
and a willful deceit upon the television public."
RTDG BOARD
Holds Three-Day N.Y. Meet
PLANS for future negotiations
and organizational problems were
analyzed over the weekend at a
three-day meeting in New York
of the Radio and Television Directors Guild's National Board.
Also on the agenda was the submission for approval of four
recently negotiated contracts —
WPIX (TV) and WJZ-TV New
York for television directors and
at KNX Hollywood and MBS New
York for radio directors.
Other business included the investiture of four new board members: Ernest Ricca, New York;
Mel Williamson, Hollywood; Hal
Miller, Chicago and John Guedel,
Hollywood. A vice president to
succeed
Bob Bill
'Shayon
and also
treasurer
to succeed
Robson
were
scheduled to be elected.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia sponsored second annual Police Athletic League boxing tournament, which it telecast each
night after 9:30.

FAVORED

For Drug Hems Advertising
RADIO will continue to "play an
important part in the sale of drugstore preparations for many years
to come," because many such products are not telegenic, Oliver B.
Capelle, sales promotion manager
of Miles Labs, said last week. He
addressed the convention of the
Ohio Pharmaceutical Assn. Wednesday at the Commodore Perry
Hotel, Toledo.
"Anyone who suggests the abandonment of radio is unrealistic,"
Mr. that
Cappelle
asserted.
"Wemanuare
told
six leaders
in the
facture of drugstore items (including Miles Labs) invested more
than $30 million in shows and
spots during the past year. This
advertising produced good results
for druggist and manufacturer
Explaining that proprietary
companies see a "great future in
television, too — and one by one are
adopting the medium and its fresh
appeal,"
Cappelle added that
alike." Mr.
problems
arise in telecasting many
drugstore items.
"You can't run the risk of illustrating the effects of a cosmetic
which makes the prettiest face or
the loveliest hairdo look like something the cat dragged in. A headache powder or a kidney pill doesn't
pose an especially noteworthy
In conclusion, he said that "except for package identification, a
regular radio announcement can
picture." such a product's merits
explain
DOMINION
BANK
nicely."
Analyzes TV, Advertising
RADIO and television, with special
emphasis on the Canadian aspects,
is reviewed in the monthly letter
of the Royal Bank of Canada, the
largest bank in the Dominion, with
branches throughout South America.
The entire July issue of the
bank's monthly letter is devoted to
radio,
that "it
could beand
one itof concludes
the great functions
of radio to supply complete, accurate and uncolored information
about what is happening, to discriminate between what is a significant movement and what is
On the subject of radio advertising, the monthly letter states,
trivial."
"we may assume that advertisers
would not continuously spend millions of dollars if the sometimes
stupid and almost always unmusical ditties with silly words supplied
them by their writers did not attract purchasers by the hundred
thousand. But radio is not at its
best in the face of such pathetic
poverty of imagination, coupled
with such a low view of the
people's intelligence standard."
WAYNE U., Detroit, is offering two
summer courses in television.
TELECASTING
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Hollywood's TV Prospects
(Report 69)

By MAL BOYD
President
Television Producers Assn., Hollywood
THE IMMEDIATE future is not
bright for Hollywood's place in the
television sun. Based upon recent
interviews with key television executives of 15 top national advertising agencies in New York, there
is presently little hope for any
quantity of West Coast production
via kinescoping.
Only one agency executive was
an outspoken advocate of kinescoping immediately from Hollywood
for the eastern and midwestern
networks. A top echelon man, with
TV only one of his functions, he
urged adoption of kinescoping now
for five-minute programs in order
to pare down overall budgets with
a day's concentrated work. In
fact, he went on record as endorsing use of kinescope to the extent
that all programs in his shop would
be done via kinescope on closed circuit. In this way, he pointed out,
superior production quality could
be enforced.
A Park Ave. agency's television head believes that New York's
leadership in TV is so great that
inferior quality, not kinescope, will
confine Hollywood's programming
on a local basis for several years.
He cited poor film output on the
West Coast in addition to backward, "B thinking" live programming as the basis for this point of
view. He believes that New York
television is mushrooming so fast
that quality is automatically being
advanced by leaps and bounds. He
is convinced that kinescope will
never provide a programming answer and that Hollywood must
wait for the [co-axial] cable before it contributes on a national
scale.
New York's Strides
A Lexington Ave. shop's television spokesman cited a somewhat
similar story. His agency is staffing producers to such an extent
that it leaves the West Coast operation in a non-activated condition.
The agency feels New York is advancing by leaps and bounds and
is not seriously considering West
Coast activity primarily because it
considers that Hollywood lacks the
correct concept of the TV medium.
Hollywood's
output of
duced for television
andfilms
the profact
that Hollywood has not yet developed an outstanding television
show capable of national acceptance (like the Chicago originated
Kukla, Fran & Ollie) were the reasons advanced by the agency
leader.
A top agency, located in Rockefeller Plaza, is receiving regular
reports on Hollywood live and film
output but has not yet been impressed to the point of following
up any lead for a particular client.
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be active in video this fall but has
advised its clients to wait until
that time in order to avoid being
a lab for experimentation. Until
kinescope quality is near-perfect,
the agency will not advise its
clients to audiences
subject eastern
and midwestern
to viewing
it,

The agency agreed that before long
it might delegate its West Coast
television chief to place an option
on certain shows and kinescope
them for New York viewing. This
agency believes that kinescope will
be perfected enough within a year
for viewing in the eastern market.
Kinescope Is 'Decoy'
One of the most active ad agencies in New York opined that
kinescoping is a decoy. The agency's television head man flatly
stated that, if kinescope were perfected today, his agency would not
be using it to supplement eastern
television. He considers video on
the West Coast so inferior that it
would act as a deterrent in the fast
mushrooming drive to make the
entire eastern and midwestern
areas television conscious.
He believes that Hollywood is
passing up an opportunity to experiment with new ideas. The
MAL BOYD is a packager in his own
right, as well as heading the Television Producers Assn. Previously he
operated his own movie exploitation
firm handling campaigns for independent picture producers. He broke
into radio as a radio producer with
Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollywood,
and also has been radio publicity
director of Republic Pictures. Mr.
Boyd recently returned from a threeweek survey of television in New
York and this article represents a
consensus of agency thinking on the
question of Hollywood originations.
ideas that clicked could be moved
East where experimentation is already a dimming possibility in
light of increasing costs and budgets. He further believes that Hollywood is learning video incorrectly rather than correctly and is
wasting its time on program ideas
which were in vogue in New York
two years ago and have long since
passed away. He cited as an example of the latter the fact that
Hollywood's favorite live origination locally is a charades program.
A similar program was extremelypopular in New York in its pioneering days, he said. Now, New
York's top charades program hits
around a 13 Hooper and is kept on
the air only because it draws that
certain segment of people which is
still buying sets and has not been
subjected to video.
The New York television head of
one of the top agencies in billing
claimed that one of his shop's New
York originations had received a
highly satisfactory kinescope the
week before. He thought that television would have to improve tech-

Mr. BOYD
* ❖ *
nically in order to support programming. In his opinion, RCA
will shortly unveil a kinescope
system which will be of equal quality with live telecasting.
He sees no reason why programs
will not be kinescoped from Hollywood if they involved big names
not available in New York or novel
ideas which lend themselves to the
medium. He said he feels no prejudice whatsoever toward the West
Coast. He merely has not been
impressed
by Hollywood's
of
film produced
for video output
or by
the great majority of Hollywood's
live programming ideas or personalities.
He does not go along with thetheory that top Hollywood names
will draw video to the film capital.
By way of explanation, he points
to Fran (of Kukla, Fran & Ollie),
the Goldbergs, Shirley Dinsdale
and Kyle MacDonnell, as new stars
developed overnight by the TV medium itself. He believes such personalities asthese, who are capable
of achieving complete naturalness,
will be TV's big stars, whether
they come from Hollywood or New
York.
Sees Future Competition
A Madison Avenue television
headute tofeels
Hollywoodvideo
can't
contribthe national
scene
until
kinescope has been perfected with
no apparent loss in quality contrasted to live telecasting. At that
time, he said, Hollywood will be
able to compete with New York on
an equal basis in a programming
sense, although management will
remain in the East as it did in the
case of motion pictures and radio.
One of the country's top agencies, which has not yet actively
participated in television production, plans to make use of kinescoping from the West Coast when
quality permits, according to its
television head. This agency will

he said, because they have become
accustomed to watching live local
and cable programs.
A television spokesman for one
of New York's most active agencies
in television is dissatisfied with
the kinescope results of its programs in Los Angeles and other
non-cable areas. In light of this
experience, the agency has no plans
for kinescoping shows in Hollywood for viewing on kinescope
elsewhere. In fact, the agency
produces its programs with strictly
live reception in mind and, although the shows are on kinescope,
does not adjust its sets for better
kinescope reception.
Whether kinescoping is perfected
or not, TV programs will originate
in New York for at least two years
while close supervision is called
for, according to the video spokesman of another television-active
agency. When there is too much
business for New York to handle,
additional programs may be assigned a Hollywood emanation.
Kinescoping Advanced
Kinescoping is far enough advanced for immediate importation
of Hollywood shows on kinescope
into the New York market, according to the TV head of another
agency. But he felt that it is
problematical that many Hollywood TV formats are close enough
in touch with eastern production
developments to qualify on a programming basis. He also questioned the perfection of Hollywood's production values to the
extent that a top national show
could be handled out of Hollywood
at this time, without considerable
supervision by New York staff personnel.
He showed particular interest in
Hollywood name value at a reasonably low cost, pointing out that
the agency might recommend a
"name" show to a . client if the
budget could be reduced proportionately to compensate for loss of
viewing perfection via kinescope.
Four additional agencies covered
unanimously agreed that kinescope
will not provide a coast-to-coast
programming answer until it has
been greatly improved. But they
conceded this may not take much
time. However they felt that West
Coast programming must more
closely approximate rapidly developing program philosophies in the
East and Midwest before Hollywood shows can be viewed on a
national basis.
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We were one of the early birds in
television, starting on WMAR-TV
back in November, 1947. It didn't
take
long to
a wiseuschoice.
We realize
keep a we'd
varietymadeof
commercial films running so viewers
can see some of the merchandise
and services available in all our
stores. Customers come in regularly
and ask for "what we saw advertised on WMAR-TV."
Nathan Katz

on

WMAR-TV
The television advertising referred
to above was placed by

in

THE JOSEPH KATZ CO.
8 South St.
Baltimore, Md.

Maryland!
SERIES NUMBER 5

TV

TV
TV
St

Submitted by
S
FFITH'Ave.
GRIHickory
3631
The excellent results acquired from
my television spot during the after"WMAR-TVin Sports
leaves noon
no doubt
my mindParade"
as to
the sales producing power of this
medium of advertising. I am convinced, beyond a doubt, that WMARTV has a vast buyers market in its
television audience. Conclusive proof
of the satisfying results I have experienced, is demonstrated by the
fact that a renewal of my spot
contract has been authorized by me.
CHARLES E. GRIFFITH

The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
ELMER D. FREE
Radio & Television Advertising
5 W. Preston St.
Baltimore, Md.
These advertisements originally
appeared In the Sunpapers,
Baltimore, Md.

Submitted by
Submitted by
HAMBURGERS
Baltimore at Hanover Sts.
Since our first one-minute film appeared on WMAR-TV, the many
favorable comments we have received from new customers prove
that television is a successful medium for us and WMAR-TV provides
a receptive audience for our message. We are more than pleased
with the selling job WMAR-TV
has done for us.
Betty K. Hamburger

"One picture is IT
worth
a thousand
ER'S
words" says an old
Chinese
proverb
— (but sounds like an Irish "ad"
writer). Anyway
true ... In
advertising
. . it's
. TELEVISION
brings a series of pictures vitally
alive . . . full of ACTION! Einstein himself couldn't figure out
just how many words this is worth.
A new advertising era of more pictures . . . fewer words, is here
today. Koester's is in on the ground
floor and we anticipate big advertising dividends.
CARROLL JONES

The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
THE JOSEPH KATZ CO.
8 South St.
Baltimore, Md.

The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
CARROLL JONES
16 W. HAMILTON ST.
Baltimore, Md.
Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK . DETROIT . KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
.
ATLANTA
.
DALLAS
.
LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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POTENTIAL markets for TV film
in England and Europe will be
surveyed by Miss Patricia McGowan of Film Studios, Chicago, who
left for England last week. Miss
McGowan will try to find markets
for two series of 13 and 26 films
Woman Speaks and Spanuth's
Original Vod-A-Vil. Survey will
cover France, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Switzerland.
Firm is considering sending representative to Central American
countries to conduct similar survey.
Film Arts Corp., Milwaukee, is
developing series of 13 12-minute
films to be sold at about $75. Price
is figured on basis of acceptance of
films by one-half of stations now
in operation, firm reports. Stations
would be permitted to resell film
for second runs on other stations
. . . WNAC-TV Boston has signed
with Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, for
Roving Camera series, on 26 week
basis. To be sponsored by Home
Ease Oil Burners.
United Artists, New York, announces its second major newsreel
program within past few weeks.
New newsreel aimed at vast
women's daytime audience will
feature coast-to-coast coverage of
all important news events and personalities on distaff side of national
and world scene. Entitled Women
in the News film is scheduled for
early fall release on one-a-week
basis. On June 14 United Artists
announced release of Top Views in
Spo7-ts, starring Jimmy Evans, for
telecasting on spot market basis.
IMPRO Inc., Hollywood, expanding
into live television programming
with plans to package two halfhour TV shows. Court of Law and
Gay Nineties Review. Kenneth
Herts, formerly with Armour Productions, joins IMPRO as vice
president
in
charge of firm's live
shows.
Gififord Phillips, president, and
Merrill Pye, vice president in
charge of production announce
formation of new television production company. Firm to be known
as TEEVEE Film Co., will retain
all assets of recently dissolved Telepak Inc. All syndication contracts
of former company will continue
under new TEEVEE banner with
one-hour nationally syndicated
show now in production .... Chicago Film Labs has completed series
of four one-minute spots for
Kroehler Manufacturing Co. (furniture), Naperville, 111. Series feature live action in studio and showroom. Agency: Henri, Hurst and
MacDonald. Produced by Telecraft
Films Inc., You Can Dance, quarter-hour open end TV film series
will be sponsored on WJAR-TV
Providence, by Bette Rand Inc.,
dress shop. Agency Ben Kaplan
Advertising. Telecraft also has

produced one-minute commercial
film spots for Red Fox Ginger Ale
Co. and Arrow Glass for use on
northeast television stations.
John Guerry Jr., has been named
promotion manager of Visual Aids
Inc., Chicago firm which is going
into production of TV films. Mr.
Guerry was formerly sales and
promotion man with Philco Corp.,
Philadelphia. . . . Griffith Laboratories, Chicago (spices) has contracted with Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
Hollywood
commercials. for four one-minute
DALLAS

AD

MEN

Hear Seymour Andrews
KBTV (TV) Dallas plans to operate in the black from the moment
it begins telecasting, Seymour C.
Andrews, manager of the station,
told a Dallas Advertising League
luncheon.
Unlike other TV operations
which have contemplated losing
money at the start, Mr. Andrews
said, "from the beginning we are
outAnother
to make difference
a profit oninKBTV."
television
as he noted it in the Southwest is
the fact that in that region private
capital, rather than large corporations, is taking the risk. KBTV
is owned by Tom Potter, a Dallas
oilman.
Its building is nearing completion at a site north of downtown
Dallas, and tests are scheduled to
begin soon.
Mr. Andrews, formerly with
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, added that
with the prospect of three TV stations serving the Dallas-Fort
Worth area by fall, competition
"will improve the quality of our
In addition to WBAP-TV and
KBTV, KRLD-TV Dallas is schedshows."
uled to go on the air about Oct. 1,
MOVIE PROBLEMS
Video Seen as Aid
THERE is an equal chance that
the benefits of television on the
movie industry will exceed the
detriments, according to a recent
market letter of Hemphill, Noyes
& Co., New York stock exchange
member.
In an assessment of motion picture industry problems, the brokerage house indicated that surveys
showed that the television set owner attends movies less. That
trend, however, might be reduced
by using television to sell feature
films via trailers, it was said.
NEW

national television fan magazine, to be known as TV, makes its
first appearance during August, G & E
Publishing
Co., New York, has announced.

ONE of six candidates for "Miss
Rheingold 1950" title, Rosemary
Colligan, is prepared for her turn
before the cameras by Roger Pryor,
Foote, Cone & Belding's director of
television, during shooting of "Miss
Rheingold Candidates" film. The
five-minute film, to be telecast over
New York stations during August,
when the public will elect a new
"Miss Rheingold," presents the candidates in brief interviews by Cy
Harrice.
REHEARSAL DEVICE
Introduced for Use in TV
TELEDRAMA Productions has
demonstrated what it believes is
the cure for one of video's most
acute headaches — the need for rehearsal time far in excess of that
required by radio.
After the initial readings of the
script and a camera rehearsal, the
cast ran through the action again
with each member using a hand
microphone connected with a Brush
recorder, which recorded their
voices on a tape. For the final part
of the demonstration, each member
of the cast and the announcer was
fitted with an ear plug attached by
a fine wire to a pocket receiver,
all of this equipment invisible to
the cameras.
As they acted the script again
before the cameras, the cast and
announcer got their lines from
their own recorded voices, played
back by the recording unit and
carried on loops of wire strung
around the video sets from which
they were picked up by induction
by the invisible receiving units.
There was no hesitation, no fumbling for lines, despite the fact
that the actors had received their
scripts only two hours before.
Teledrama's recipe for eliminating memory and its attendant
overlong rehearsals from TV drama
is based on the Telesonic system
of induction pickup, developed originally for use by the hard-of-hearing in theatres. The patented system is owned by Charles H.
Lehman, president of Telesonic
Theatrephone Corp., which manufactures the receiving units. S. A.
(Jock) MacGregor and Philip N.
Clarke, principals of Teledrama
Productions, produced the demonstration of their time-shortening
TV process in the television studios
of the School of Radio Technique,
New York.
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ABT PRODUCTIONS. INC.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

PROD
U C Tl O N
SERVICES

SPOTS, COMMERCIALS, ENTERTAINMENT
MOTION PICTURES FOR TELEVISION
SHORTS. FEATURETTES, FEATURES

UUJ

PRODUCERS OF THE FAMOUS
ALBUM OF SONG SERIES
460 WEST 54th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
COLUMBUS 5-7200

M & A ALEXANDER
PRODUCTIONS
SPECIAL GROUP
□F
FEATURES
Available To Local, Regional Or
National Stations Or Sponsors
"I'LL SELL MY LIFE"
"CITY OF MISSING GIRLS"
"MEN ARE SUCH FOOLS"
"TOMORROW AT SEVEN"
"GOODBYE LOVE"
"CRASHIN' THRU DANGER"
"SAILOR BE GOOD"
Also 25 Westerns
6040 SUNfET BLVD.
28. CALIF.

JULIEN BRYAN PRODUCTIONS
AVAILABLE FOR TELEVISION
WRITE FOR INFORMATION
International Film Foundation
1800 BROADWAY, SUITE 1000, N. Y.
CIRCLE 6-9438

OFFICIAL TELEVISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY or aFFICIAL FILMS. INC.
COMPLETE VIDEO
PROGRAM SERVICE

AVEC

PRODUCTIONS

SUBSIDIARY DF
AUDIO-VISUAL ENG. CO.
We Operate Our Own Sound Studio
Using
I6MM

VARIABLE

TV HOBBY FILMS
(13 WEEK SERIES)
ALL NEW AND DIFFERENT
FILM ARTS CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE 3, WISCDNSIN

FILM EQUITIES CORP.

V. S. BECKER PRODUCTIONS
Producers of Television, radio package
shows and spot commercials
Representing Talent of Distinction
562 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
LUXEMBERG 2-1040
BRAY STUDIOS. INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for television
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19
TELECASTING

445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

25 WEST 45TH STREET,
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
LU 2-17Da

RKO PATHE, INC.
625 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

SERVING TELEVISION

VALLEE
FILMS

- VIDEO

FOR TELEVISION

6311 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK:
1600 Broadway
CIRCLE 7-5B5P

HOLLYWOOD:
933 Seward St.
GLADSTONE 1625

INC.

TELEVISIDN COMMERCIALS
MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS
NEW YORK - CHICAGO

CONSTANCE LAZAR

HOLLYWOOD

TELEVISION DIRECTOR

DENSITY RECORDING

"From Script to Screen"
232 E. ERIE ST. • CHICAGO 11, ILL.
MDHAWK 4-4435

Sparkling film com- Complete film programs
mercials, tailored available; features, novto your cost needs elties, sports, science
WRITE • • • WIRE ■ . • PHGNE • . ■
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT BT

NEW SHOWS READY 5GDN.
CONTACT IRVING LEGS.

SARRA,
AMERICAN TELEVISION, INC.
VIDEO COMIC STRIPS
''Bob Sterling, American Ranger"
13 HALF-HOUR EPISODES NOW READY
□ PEN END FILM AND TRANSCRIPTION
WRITE TODAY
LOW COST
5050 BROADWAY, CHICAGO, 40

37 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
MAKING HIT MOVIES
WORLD'S TOP TECHNICAL AND
CREATIVE TALENTI
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES FDR
LIVE
AND
STOP MDTIDN
PHDTDGRAPHYI

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
PLAZA 3-1531

MARTIN
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
IN BEST
MEAN THE
TOP PRODUCTION METHODS
TOP FILMING TECHNICIANS
TOP SHOW MATERIAL
501 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
PLAZA 5-240a

SHERMAN PLAN, INC.
CONSULTANTS ON
FILMS FOR TELEVISION
PRODUCERS - DISTRIBUTORS
420 VICTOR BEDS. WASHINGTON, 0. C.
- STERLING OVBa -

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED TV SPOTS
20-SECOND AND I MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
STERLING 4650

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
SERVICES FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 26, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TD
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL 8-1162

BROADCASTING - TELECASTING
FILM

a PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
15 PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE DF
EACH MONTH

GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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I^he Multiscope is a television projector of United Press news and commercials that's easy to afford, easy to operate, easy to make pay.
Stations from coast to coast are installing Multiscopes as fast as they
can be made. They're turning dead-loss test-pattern time into lively
dollar-making time.
Ground -floor sponsors are renewing contracts, extending programs.
New advertisers are signing even before machines arrive.
The Multiscope automatically presents programs in two forms. Both are
moving, illustrated, versatile, geared to mesh in smoothly with commercials.
The 4-in-l projection beams into the broadcasting camera — all at the
same time — a running ticker-tape of U. P. news, the time, the weather
and — in the spacious center — station announcements, advertisements,
news pictures — with dissolves, fade-ins, superimpositions, montages.
The roll-up projection provides a continuous, rising panel of U. P. bulletins
interspersed with stations' or advertisers' displays, news pictures,
cartoons, comic strips — an endless belt of interest and income.
The Multiscope requires only one operator — and no outlay of capital.
United Press leases it as part of its special television service.
Demonstrations are readily arranged through United Press bureaus in
Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles and New York.
See it, lease it— profit.
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a U. P. newt telecast,
FIRST SUBSCRIBERS
WBKB, Chicago
WMTC, Memphts
WWJ-TV, Detroit
WICU, Erie
WHIO-TV, Dayton
WRKC-TV, Cincinnati
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City
KLEE-TV, Houston
WNAC-TV, Boston
WOC-TV, Davenport
KBTV, Dallas
WJAR-TV, Providence
WAPi-TV, Birmingham
KTLA, Los Angeles
WSB-TV, Atlanta
WBT-TV, Charlotte

The Multiscope it mode by Acme Electronix for Sterling Television, Chicago. Leased to stations everywhere by-

UNITED
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Examiner Bond Denies Request
For Move to New York
WHOM Jersey City was told by an FCC hearing examiner last week
that it can continue to program all but 15 minutes a week from New
York City but cannot move its main studios there.
In an initial decision released Monday, Examiner J. D. Bond held that
"the enormity" of Jersey City's *
per week from the New York stuneeds for "locally originating
dios, he concluded, "this decision
broadcast service" outweigh all
arguments advanced by WHOM in will not impair the applicant's program service, talent availability or
support of its proposal to move
main studios.
staff convenience." Of the added
expense of the Jersey City studio
Spokesmen for the foreign-language outlet said they would file and the "nuisance" of stationidentification announcements in
exceptions and ask the Commission
to hear oral argument on the ex- comparison with Jersey City's
needs, he said: "The relative insigaminer's report, which otherwise
nificance of the former is accenwould become effective in 40 days.
tuated by the enormity of the latWHOM, owned by Generoso
Pope's II Progresso Italo-Americano Publishing Co., is operated as
He found "no merit to the applicant's claim that the Commisa foreign-language station for the
New York metropolitan area as a
sion's actions [on past WHOM
ter."
applications] evidence on its part
whole, not Jersey City alone. Elimination of its Jersey City studios, such a recognition of the type of
service rendered by station WHOM
officials maintained, would decrease
as requires or permits its grant
operating costs and thereby make
more funds available for better of the proposed station move in
programming, be more convenient, disregard of the respective needs
and abolish the "nuisance" of an- of the two cities."
nouncing the station as a Jersey
Though Examiner Bond's deciCity outlet with studios also in
sion would not affect WHOM's
origination of substantially all of
New York.
Mr. Bond paid tribute to its programs from New York, FCC
has pending a proposal which
WHOM's operations. He conceded
could. This is the plan to require
that programming from New York
alone would be more convenient for stations to make a majority of
the staff and talent and less ex- their originations in the cities
pensive for the station. He felt where their main studios are located. WHOM, however, has asked
there would be "some deteriorain
this
case for an exception in
tion" in program service if all
broadcasts had to originate in situations such as its own.
Mr. Bond found that WHOM,
Jersey City.
under
present ownership, has imSentiment of Witnesses
proved its technical service,
But he noted that moving the lengthened its hours, and "enstation would leave New York with
hanced" its foreign-language proat least 15 AM stations and Jergramming by "quantitative and
sey City, a community of more
qualitative increases." He viewed
than 300,000 population, with none.
the "integrating and Americanizing influences exercised and fosHe stressed the "spirited oppositered by foreign-language broadtion" presented by "prominent Jercasting" as service in the public
sey City witnesses"; theirs, he
said, is a "community plea against interest, and found WHOM's contributions in this regard to be
destruction of the city's hope" for
"substantial."
But the "basic and
an AM outlet, "even though
critical" question in the WHOM
[WHOM's] local service is presentcase, he ruled, is the relative need
ly negligible."
of New York and Jersey City for
Since denial of the application
locally
originating service.
"will not directly require or effect
WHOM is assigned 1480 kc with
any change" in the practice of 5 kw.
originating all but one program
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proLESLIE MORSON, manager and
WNLCWNLC has
for Conn.,
director
jgram
anLondon,
PM New
nounced his resignation, effective Aug.
11. Mr. Morson, who has been with
station since 1944, leaves to pursue
personal
yet. No successor has been
named as plans.
JIM MACRI, formerly acting manager at WOBS Jacksonville, Fla., has
been named general manager.
J. B. (Steve) CONLEY, vice president
of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
Philadelphia, underwent a gall bladder operation last Wednesday at U.
of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia. He was reported showing favorable progress.
WILLIAM N. HAWKINS has been appointed manager of CFOS Owen
Sound, Ont., succeeding RALPH T.
SNELGROVE, who has been manager
of station since 1940. Mr. Snelgrove
leaves CFOS to start his own station,
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of the State'

Mr. Hawkins

Mr. Snelgrove

CKBB Barrie, Ont. Mr. Hawkins
has been with CFOS since its opening in 1940, starting as announcer,
and being assistant manager when
promoted to the managership. Mr.
Snelgrove will continue to be member
of CFOS management board in advisory capacity. His own station is
to go on the air early this autumn.
HOWARD SUMMERVILLE, station
manager of WWL New Orleans, was
chairman of radio committee for
Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo, deep-sea
fishing rodeo in Gulf of Mexico.
B. WALTER HUFFINGTON, general
manager of WSAP and WSAP-FM
Portsmouth, Va., has been elected
chairman of Portsmouth Chapter of
American Red Cross for two-year
term. He recently served as director
of public information for local Red
Cross Chapter's 1949 fund campaign.
GEORGE T. CASE, acting manager of
WNAO WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C, is
the father of a boy, Graeme Mitchell.
A. W. TRIGGS Jr., general manager
of KAYX Waterloo, Iowa, is the father
of a girl, Laurie.
CHARLES ROESER
Succumbs to Long Illness
CHARLES F. ROESER, 61, one
of the owners of KFJZ Fort Worth
and the Texas State Network, died
July 14 in a Fort Worth hospital
after a long illness.
He was head of a Fort Worth
oil company, former president of
the Independent Petroleum Assn.
of America and chairman of the
board of the Continental National
Bank of Fort Worth.

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN

ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen,
and made
television, early thisradio
summer
athepersonal
appearance
tour
Midwest. They are picturedin
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
TheTurner.
Texas Rangers transcripJ.
tions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Produoions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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VOA BUDGET
Full $34 Million Okayed
PRESIDENT Truman last week
was expected to give his approval
to legislation making 1950 appropriations for the State Dept. after
Congressional conferees finally
broke a deadlock over different
versions of the bill as passed by the
Senate and House [Broadcasting,
April 11, June 13]. The conferees
had been meeting since June 21
to reconcile amendments contained
in the measure (HR 4016) which
also carried funds for the Justice
diciary.
and
Commerce Depts. and the JuHighlights of the compromise
reached by conferees:
State tional
Dept.'s
Officeunder
of InternaInformation,
which
Voice of America functions, and
Office of Educational Activities will
receive |34 million as proposed by
the House instead of $32,343,900
urged by the Senate.
The Voice's curtain-type antennas at domestic shortwave transmitters requested by State Dept.
were not allowed.
Commerce
Dept.'s is
National
reau of Standards
limited Bu-to
$700,000 for building, grounds and
plant facility improvements instead of $600,000 proposed by the
House and $800,000 by the Senate.
NBS would receive $1,400,000 for
operation and administration compared to $1,310,000 approved by
the House and $1,510,000 approved
by the Senate. Bureau is allowed
$3,100,000 for its radio propagation and standards work.
Sum of up to $2,760,000 could be
transferred from OH to other State
Dept. appropriations.
Funds
for census
Commerce
17th
decennial
would Dept.'s
be put
at a figure of $41,885,000.
Agreement was reported to the
House floor July 15 by Rep. John J.
Rooney (D-N. Y.). The Oll-Voice
budget request by the Bureau of
the Budget originally called for $36
million, which was reduced to $34
million by the House and $32,343,900 by the Senate.

HEAVIEST coverage of a major
labor convention was begun fortnight vention
ago at
the UAW-CIO
in Milwaukee.
W E conX T
Milwaukee carried the programs
locally with the half hour and
hour shows being fed to two UAW
stations — WDET Detroit and
WCUO Cleveland— the ILGWU station WFDR New York, WVUN
Chattanooga and KFMV Los Angeles andallWashington's
These are
FM stations. WGFM.
In addition proceedings were carried by
WEMP Milwaukee, WWJ Detroit
and WJJW Wyandotte, Mich.
Ben Hoberman, general manager
of WDET, and News Commentator Guy Nunn handled the convention pickups direct from the
convention floor with the voices of
delegates interspersed with comments by Mr. Nunn. Speeches by
Walter Reuther, Philip Murray
and Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. also
were heard over the network.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y. has announced FM-AM table
radio at suggested consumer price of
$49.95 in East.

KOMO Seattle, Wash., received annual radio award of Dept. of Washington, Veterans of Foreign Wars.

WOWO market
Fortbrochure
Wayne,
Ind.'s tosuperis delivered
Hal
W. Hoag (r). Free & Peters manager in Hollywood, by Ralph S.
Latham Jr. of WOWO sales staff.
Mr. Latham, an aviation enthusiast,
flew to the Coast on a combined
business and pleasure trip.
UAW-CIO MEET
Stations Air Sessions

KEPO
EL
690

TUBE DEPARTMENT
RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA
HARRISON.
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N. J.

PASO,
K.C.

5000
ABC

Represented

TEXAS

WATTS

FULL

TIME

NETWORK

by: JOHN

BLAIR
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Announcing

the

Collins

735A

Provides, with the Collins 37M FM antenna, the most
efficient means of radiating 100 to 400 kw
The modern, thoroughly engineered 735A presents a dependable means of developing high FM power with an
installation of comparatively small size and cost. Two
power amplifiers instead of one, each developing 12.5 kw,
are driven by a 5 kw amplifier, and it in turn by a onekilowatt exciter.
Operation of the 735A with a Collins 37M FM antenna
of four bays or more will produce from 100 to 400 kw
effective radiated power in the most efficient and economical manner.
The outputs of the two power amplifiers may be combined to feed one transmission line and one antenna, or
operated into separate transmission lines and two antennas. An exceptionally high gain (over 16 times using
two 8-bay 37M antennas) may be obtained by stacking

25

kilowatt

FM

transmitter

the two antennas of the separate feed system.
This transmitter and antenna combination will minimize your installation costs and complexities. The only
components external to the four transmitter cabinets are
three power transformers. The 37M antenna, well known
for its light weight and light windloading permits the use
of a less costly supporting structure, and is easier to install.
Only ten different tube types are used in the entire
transmitter. Both power amplifiers and the driver amplifier use identical tube complements. Spare requirements are inexpensive.
Servicing is simplified by complete accessibility. Maintenance may be accomplished on one of the power
amplifiers while the other is on the air.
Write us for full details about these and other
advantages offered you in the
new Collins 735A.

FOR THE BEST IN FM, IT'S .

COLLINS
11 West 42nd SI.
NEW YORK 18

BROADCASTING

RADIO
COMPANY,
Cedar
M & W Tower
2700 West Olive Ave.
DALLAS 1
BURBANK

• Telecasting

Rapids, Iowa
Talbot Building
DAYTON 2

Fountain City Bank BIdg,
KNOXVILLE
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TRANSIT RADIO
Moves Sales Hdqrs. to N. Y.
NATIONAL sales headquarters of
Transit Radio Inc. will shift from
Chicago to New York Aug. 8,
Executive Vice President R. C.
Crisler confirmed in Cincinnati
last week.
Frank Pellagrin, national sales
manager who has headquartered
in Chicago since the olfice opened
nine months ago, will continue to
supervise national sales. He and
Loretta Kealy, Chicago office manager who will work in the same
capacity in New York, will occupy
offices at 250 Park Ave.
Carlin French, assistant to Mr.
Pellegrin, has been named western
sales manager. He will head the
Chicago office and supervise western territory activity. William
Ensign remains eastern sales manager in New York.
Queried about the current status
of proposed FM set installation
in New York City public transportation vehicles, Mr. Crisler
said no information could be released "in view of the [bus] strike
and other confidential factors."
Cinderella Show Set
NEW $3,000 JACKPOT program.
The Cinderella Show scheduled to
start about Aug. 15 on WMCA
New York, will soon be made available to other stations in a limited
number of major cities throughout
the country, it is announced by
Norman J. Edelmann, president of
Know-How
program's
inator. TheInc.,
show thecombines
withorigits
prize gimmick recorded music,
show gossip and interviews.

Get

More

For

Your

BY THE

IIIIIIHIIIiilllllliillilillliiiii

omntQlcia

y
CHRYSTIE,
ROBE
on, S.formerl
ofRT
WFAKT. Charlest
C, has
been named commercial manager
of KLEE Houston, Tex.
WILLIAM RAMBEAU Co., Chicago,
has been appointed national representative for WILS Lansing, Mich.
ERNEST F. OLIVER, former commercial manager for WENY Elmira, N. Y.,
has been appointed
general sales manager for WESB
and WESB - FM
Bradford, Pa. Mr.
Oliver has been a
radio executive for
16 years and is now
president of National Sales Executives Inc., Elmira.
RAY HERBERT,
Mr. Oliver
former account executive at WJHP
Jacksonville, Fla., has joined WOBS
same city as commercial manager.
CLARK HUDSON, former radio instructor for Naval Reserve, Birmingham, Ala., has joined sales staff of
KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex.
A. A. PALMER, formerly of headquarters accounting staff of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., Philadelphia, has been appointed auditor for
Westinghouse's
WBZof Temple
Boston. U. Mr.in
Palmer is graduate
Philadelphia, and saw service as gun-

Recording
Money

SENSATIONAL

NEW

COLUMBIA
MICROGROOVE

METHOD

Savings Like This!
* Substantially Lower Cost Per Record
* More Program Time Per 12" Disc Than
On Present 16" Record
12" Record Plays 20 Minutes, each side —
10" Plays 13 Minutes, each side.
Full Columbia Transcription Quality
Maintained Throughout.
WRITE, CALL OR WIRE FOR FULL DETAILSI

A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. 91)
Trade Marti "Co/umbio" and ®2j Reg. U. S. fa\. Off. Marcas Reghlradas ® Trode Mark
Los Angeles: New York:
Chicago:
8723 Alden Drive 799 Seventh Avenue Wrigley Building
Bradshaw 2-5411
Circle 5-7300
410 North Michigan Ave.
Whitehall 6000
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Navy.
nery lieutenant for two years with
SID LANCASTER, sales manager of
Radio Representatives Ltd., Toronto,
and president of Toronto Radio Executives Club, is leaving Toronto in
mid-August to return to western
Canada. He was assistant manager of
CFRN Edmonton before going to
Radio Representatives Ltd. five years
ago. He has no plans as yet, but expects to re-enter western Canadian
radio.
BOLLING Co., New York, has been
appointed national representative for
KFGO, ABC outlet in Fargo, N. D.
FRAN COLE has joined KAYX Waterloo, Iowa, as commercial manager.
ALLEN CRAIG, formerly of sales
department of WCLT Newark, Ohio,
has joined WPTW Piqua, Ohio, in
similar position.
RICHARD S. NICKESON, former continuity director of WKOW Madison,
Wis., has joined
Wise same city as
sales manager.
Veteran of 13 years
in
Nickesonradio,
will Mr.
continue
to head Broadcast
Service Inc., Madison radio advertising agency.
MILTON VANDEVENTER, for last
four years member
Mr. Nickeson
of sales staff of
KMOX
St. Louis,
city. joined sales staff of WIL same
has
JOHN M. PIPER, formerly with
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, has been appointed sales representative on staff
of KIRO Seattle, Wash. He succeeds
PETER MERTENS, who has been
promoted to national sales service.
CHARLES KUGELMEIER has joined
sales staff of WCAM Camden, N. J.
He was representative for National
Transitads in Philadelphia area for
five years, and previous to that was
associated with Philadelphia Record.
ROBERT M. SMITH, former member
of guest relations department at NBC
New York, has joined sales staff of
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va. He served
in recent war and was graduated from
Marshall College in Huntington.
ROBERT H. HARTER, regional sales
manager for WHO Des Moines, Iowa,
has been elected vice president in
charge of programs for Advertising
Club of Des Moines.
BILL WARNER has joined sales staff
of KBYR Anchorage, Alaska.
E. W. SWEATMAN Jr., manager of
Atlanta, Ga., office of Headley-Reed
Co. is the father of a boy, Eli Washington 3d.
JOHN McPARTLIN, local TV salesman at NBC Chicago, is the father
of a boy, Gregory Michael.

AAW
ELECTION
Kirschner Named Head
HERBERT H. KIRSCHNER,
president of Kirschner and Co.,
San Francisco, was elected president of the Advertising Association of the West at the 46th annual convention held this month
in Vancouver, B. C. He succeeds
Gilbert L. Stanton of Boise, Idaho.
Five hundred delegates attended
the five-day session.
Other officers chosen were : senior
vice-president, Harold J. Merilees,
director of publicity of the British
Columbia Electric Co., Vancouver;
vice-president-at-large, Lorna Moitoret of Honig-Cooper & Co., Seattle; secretary-treasurer, Ted
Stromberger of West-Marquis Advertising Agency, Los Angeles.
The session also was highlighted
by announcement of awards in the
association-sponsored radio advertising contest.
For spot announcement in cities
of less than 100,000 population, first
place went to KFXD Nampa, Idaho, for Bugler Feeds announcements; second to KIDO Boise, Idaho, for Fosters Furniture Co.
For commercial program in city
of 100,000 or more, top award was
won by Regal Pale Beer program.
Light and Mellow prepared by Abbot-Kimball Co. and entered by
KNBC San Francisco. Placing first
for commercial program in city of
less than 100,000 was Stump the
Band,ers, sponsored
by by
Sexty's
Boise, prepared
KDSH.JewelAnnounced as best over-all entry
and winner of the Vancouver Perpetual Trophy was Bugler Feeds
spot announcement prepared by
KFXD.
No award was made for spot
announcements in cities of 100,000
or over.
Feature
(Continued from page 10)

child was rushed to the hospital
the night before the presentation.
Next morning, Mr. Bruce went
with reporters to the hospital, set
up his wire recorder in a closet
and summoned the teen-age mother,
Mrs. Warren Boudreaux.
When told by Mr. Bruce that she
and her husband won the award,
Mrs. Boudreaux sobbed, "God has
been good to us" into the WDSU
microphone.
The five-minute interview was
featured next day on the New
Orleans Item's front page with picand story.
UP and copy
ACME's
New ture
York
offices released
and
photos to all member newspapers.
Summing up the promotion,
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU executive vice president, said the amount
of solid public relations, good will
and listener interest precipitated
by the promotion was immeasuraPOLICE officials will discuss crime ble.
"I am confident that promotions
increase over KDKA Pittsburgh today (July 25) in connection with similar to our 'Tenant Wanted'
Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Assn. could be utilized by other stations
convention in Pittsburgh.
successfully," Mr. Swezey said.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'■ILLIAM
MURPHY,
formerly
chief announcer
of WMIX
Mt.
Vernon, 111., has joined announcing staff of WJPS Evansville,
Ind. Mr. Murphy, who has been in
radio for six years, was at one time
with KFYR Bismarck, N. D., and
staff announcer with NBC Chicago.
DEL FRANK, formerly of WCAV Norfolk, Va., and WMID Atlantic City,
N. J., has joined announcing staff of
WSAP and WSAP-PM Portsmouth,
Va. He replaces SCOTT DAVIS, resigned.
JACK FULLER has left WBBM Chicago to join announcing staff at WGN
Chicago. Former freelance announcer,
M. C. and actor, he appeared on
Procter & Gamble shows in Canada
and on nine William L. Wrigley Jr.
Co. programs aired weekly on CFKC
Toronto.
GENE ROBINSON, former control
room operator at WCHS Charleston,
"W.
Va., has He
returned
to station oneas
announcer.
has completed
year's work at Purdue U. in engineering. He replaces MEL BURKA, resigned.
GEORGE W. LEE, author of Beale
Street Where the Blues Began and
other stories about blues, has joined
WHBQ Memphis as disc jockey.
DICK WYATT, program assistant at
WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago, has resigned to join New York cast of "High
Button Shoes" as a featured ballet
dancer. Musical will tour West Coast
after several weeks of rehearsal. Mr.
Wyatt, who has been at station since
March, is former dancing star with
national ballet troupes and appeared
in "High Button Shoes" road company last season.
HELEN J. SIOUSSAT, CBS director of
talks, has been cited by American
Heart Assn. for "devoted service rendered to the 1949 National Campaign
to combat diseases of the heart and
circulation."
HERBERT FONTALNE has been appointed program director for WCOU
and WCOU-FM Lewiston-Auburn, Me.
Mr. Fontaine had been staff announcer, copy writer and special
events man for WCOU. He replaces
GENE PARKER, resigned.
FRANK SATENSTEIN, president and
executive producer of Marathon Pictures Corp., New York, has joined
CBS-TV program staff as a producerdirector. He will continue his association with the film company in advisory capacity.
LINN BURTON of WAAF, DAVE
GARROWAY of WMAQ, EDDIE HUBBARD of WIND, and ERNIE SIMON

AFN POSITIONS
Open for Radio Personnel

J^ioduction

of WJJD, all Chicago disc jockeys,
headlined Chicago Theatre stage
revue for two weeks in third appearance in past one and one-half years.
HAL THOMAS has joined announcing
staff of KBYR Anchorage, Alaska.
FRANK CROMBIE, formerly program
director of WTAC Flint, Mich., has
joined program-production and announcing staff of WKBZ Muskegon,
Mich. STEVE CONRAD, formerly
sports announcer for WDUZ Green
Bay, Wise, joins same station as
announcer.
WAYNE FARRELL, formerly of
WJHP Jacksonville, Fla., has been
named program and production manager for WOBS same city. JACK
HARRELL joins WOBS as continuity
director. Mr. Harrell was formerly
staff man and librarian at WJHP.
BERNIE WAIN, formerly of WILL
Urbana, 111., has been added to announcing staff of KAYX Waterloo,
Iowa. DELORES DAGGETT, formerly
with KXEL Waterloo, has been
appointed traffic supervisor.
JACQUELINE BILLINGSLEY, DONALD DUKE, KERMIT MURDOCK
and PETER CAPELL have joined cast
of NBC serial Front Page Farrell.
ROBERT PLATT has joined WCFL
Chicago as program director. JACK
ODELL continues as production manager. Mr. Piatt previously was assistant program director at WIND
Chicago.
HARVEY BUCK, formerly program
director of WGLN Glens Falls, N. Y.,
has moved to Albuquerque, N. M. He
is undergoing treatment at Veterans
Hospital there.
JOHNNY DESMOND replaces Cruisin'
Crooner JACK OWEN on ABC's
Breakfast Club from Chicago. During
war, Mr. Desmond was a member of
the Glenn Miller Air Force band.
AUBREY ISON, KAGH Pasadena,
Calif., program director, is in England for three-month visit.
GENE MILLER, continuity editor for
KRES St. Joseph, Mo., and HELEN
KARRER, music librarian at same

station, have announced their marriage. Both plan to remain with
station.
RUSS MAYBERRY, stage manager at
WBKB (TV) Chicago, and HELEN
GRAVER, daughter of R. A. Graver,
vice president in charge of general
sales for Admiral Corp., plan to be
married in October.
ROBERT MOORE, writer for WHO
Des Moines, Iowa, and Harriet Porter
have announced their marriage.
PAULINE TURNER, program department secretary for same station, and
Donald Olson also have announced
their marriage.
JOE SIMON, director at WBKB (TV)
Chicago, and ANN GREEN of WJJD
Chicago are to be married Sept. 3.

HIGHLY SKILLED radio personnel seeking employment with the
Armed Forces Network in Germany will be interviewed by Louis
Adelman, chief of operations, who
will arrive in New York Aug. 8.
Mr. Adelman stated that key positions are open in the engineering,
program, news and sports departments. He will interview applicants in Room 1050A at 641 Washington St., New York, Aug. 8 until
Aug. 20. Appointments may be
made by calling Watkins 4100-Ext.
95 and all applicants are advised
to have complete written details
and recommendations at the time
of their interview.
ANNUAL

National Electronics Conference, aforum on research, development and application of electronics,
will take place in Chicago Sept. 26-28
at Edgewater Beach Hotel.

LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN IN RADIO?
WBNS HAS IT IN CENTRAL OHIO—
Yes, for just 74^ per thousand tuned-in homes you can
broadcast your sales message to this rich Central Ohio
area. It'sWBNS
low costhasadvertising
with audience
high results.
That's
because
the listening
of Central
Ohio ... an audience that goes out and buys your
product when they "Hear it on WBNS."
TOP TEN COLUMBUS HOOPERATINGS
AGAIN PROVE WBNS LEADERSHIP—
Hooperatings- Winter-Spring 1948-49-Monday thru Friday daytime, show the top ten to be WBNS programs.
Another demonstration of the station's intensive coverage of Central Ohio.
BILL DAYTIME
ZIPF'S "FARMTIME"
TOP
HOOPER FOR
LOCAL PROGRAMMING
IN
CENTRAL
OHIO—
Go into the rural
areas of Central
Ohio and ask them if they know
Bill Zipf. Your answers will run
into the thousands who day after
day depend upon Bill for information on farming. . . .
Newspaper columnist, authority on agriculture, broadcaster, friend — that's Bill Zipf to the farmer and city
dweller of this area. A novel twist to this farm packed
program is Sally Flowers with her salty songs and
snappy humor.
Here's a sales harvest for advertisers.
IN COLUMBUS

COVERS

WTRW
fTlDfV
BROADCASTING

ThEVDice^Kansasi
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Set Output

A TOTAL of 158,000 radio receiving sets have been produced in
Canadian factories in the first
) three
months of 1949, according to
a report of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, Ottawa.

NAME

PLEASE BILL ME

Signs Massey

DRIVE
SAVINGS
JON MASSEY
Disc
Negro"Washington's,No. 1 called
TREASURY Dept. has exceeded its quota of $1,040,000,000 in the OpporJockey," has been signed by
tunity Savings Bond drive which ended June 30 — thanks largely to radio's
ton AM-FM
WWDC
show
daily morning
to do a Washing
"sensational" promotion job, the department acknowledged last week.
While official figures were not yet available for the period May 16
and a Saturday night pro^
*
gram, Ben Strouse WWDC
through June 30, final day of the
drive, Treasury spokesmen dis- Linehan, associate radio-TV chief
r has an28,
nounced. Mr. Massey,
general manage
closed that the figure would ap- at Treasury and former program
n,
J.,
N.
Princeto
in
born
was
proximate $2 billion, surpassing
director at KSO Des Moines, Iowa.
the goal set by the department
but spent most of his life in
Radio's role also won acclaim from
last spring. Final accounting date
South Carolina. He went to
department officials, curWashington two years ago,
was July 15, and totals will be re- higher rently
awa'y from Washington, it
made a try at radio on a
leased shortly, the Treasury re- was reported.
ported. Estimated value of radio
The
drive
opened
May
16
with
a
guest appearance basis and
time and talent in 1948 was in
caught on with his musical
full-hour
broadcast
featuring
Holexcess of $25 million, it noted.
knowledge and glib personlywood talent and addresses by
ality, Mr. Strouse reports.
"While the radio industry has President Truman and Treasury
done a magnificent job in the proSecretary John Snyder over the
motion of Savings Bonds from the four networks [Broadcasting, May
beginning of World War II up to
RegularfromRates
(Continued
page 8)
was offered to inthe present, it was sensational in 16]. Program
dependent stations as well, with
the recent drive," said Edmund
an estimated 1,981 stations carrying organization, purpose of the
ing the show.
request for time, whether the subThe Treasury Dept. also has anject is controversial and who, if
McCANN TO WNEB
nounced a five-minute children's anyone, represents the organized
transcribed feature. Bill Squirrel,
Named Commercial Manager
will be aired on over 100 stations opposition, and the person to contact for further details and arEDWARD T. McCANN Jr., for- beginning in September. A single rangements.
merly with the sales department at announcement of the program's
Heart of the questionnaire, howavailability drew over 500 orders
WCOP Boston, and more recently
ever, is contained in items 5 and 6,
from stations coast to coast, the and in a signed certification by the
with WTAG Worcester, Mass., has
been appointed
department revealed.
applicant. Question 5 asks whether
commercial manthe applicant is requesting free
ager of WNEB
coverage by other mas^ advertising
Worcester. He
media, and if so, which ones. The
succeeds Kenneth
MUNIZ RE-NAMED
sixth item asks whether the reHeads Puerto Rico Assn.
B. Murray who
questing organization has an aphas sold his
propriation, for advertising.
TOMAS MUNIZ of WIAC San
The closing statement, which
stock in the staJuan, P. R., was re-elected presi- must be signed by the applicant,
tion and resigned
Rico Broadcasters'
his title in the organization,
as vice president
Assn. dentatof Puerto
the annual
meeting July with
reads as follows:
and commercial
13 at San Juan Zero Club. RepreMr. McCann manager.
"This is to certify that no money
sentatives of 17 Puerto Rican stawill be spent during this calendar
Mr. Murray
tions attended the session.
year for advertising on other radio
Re-elected vice president was
was one of the original incorporators of WNEB and had been
Harwood Hull, WAPA San Juan. stations, billboards, car cards, or
in newspapers; promoting this projactive in the sales department of Also named were Alfonso Jiminez
ect or event.t' It is agreed by the
the station since its inception in Aguayo, WPAB Ponce, secretary,
and Angel del Valle, WKAQ San undersigned knd the organization
December 1946. John J. Hurley,
. represented that if any funds are
general manager, and Paul C. Juan, treasurer.
so spent, the undersigned will pay
The
new
board
of
directors
for
Lytle, president, remain as prinFisher's Blend Station Inc.
1949-1950
includes
Federico
Virelcipal owners of WNEB. Mr. Mc[KOMO], at regular card rates,
Cann is a native of Worcester and
la, WVJP Caguas; Jose Madrazo,
WMDD Fajardo; Andres Camara,
prior to entering radio he served
for all services rendered."
It is the closing sentence which
as an officer for three years in the WPRA Mayaguez; Gustavo Diaz,
serves as the clincher, Mr. Green
Anti-aircraft
Artillery Div. of the WENA Bayamon, and Ramon MonArmy.
told Broadcasting, and has altaner, WPRP Ponce.
ready resulted in the withdrawal
of several requests for free time.

Send me 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK, and
1950 Yearbook in January

CITY

WWDC

WDYX-FM
12,000 WATTS
DUPLICATION

SPARTANBURG
MORE FOR YOUR
DOLLAR WITH
WORD in Spartanburg
See TAYLOR-BORROFF

-WORDOF
SPARTANBURG

ABC THE
SERVING
HEART OF THE
CAROLINAS
PIEDMONT

WTIC Hartford, Conn., received
ship. from Council on Radio Journalaward
ism for providing radio-news intern-

STAMfORD.

CONIS.

"The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAtMpotc
RcpreitrHaliYC J P McKINNEY 4. SON
BROADCASTING
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VIVIAN J. COOPER, formerly of
WIP Philadelphia promotion department, has been appointed
publicity director of WKDN Camden,
N. J. Miss Cooper will also do Carol
Dean Show, women's feature aired
daily.
RICHARD L. PECKINPAUGH, formerly of ABC recording department.
New York, has been appointed promotion manager for KSIX Corpus
Christi, Tex.
MICHAEL ANDREWS, member of
continuity department at WCAE
Pittsburgh, has transferred to merchandising department.
EDWARD M. KEATH has joined staff
of St. Louis Globe-Democrat as radio
promotion man. Newspaper is affiliated with KWGD-FM St. Louis. Mr.
Keath has been with KFRU Columbia, Mo., WIL and WEW both St.
Louis, as announcer-newscaster.
DOROTHY FLECK has been appointed promotion director for WTRC
Elkhart, Ind.
CRAIG CLAIBORNE, ABC Chicago
publicity assistant, leaves network
July 29 for Paris where he will do
graduate work in geography and history at Alliance Francaise. Mr. Claiborne, who has worked at ABC for
3% years, was graduated from U. of
Missouri. He plans to remain in Europe two years. He is succeeded by
JIM DUFFY, former reporter for
Rockford (111.) Register Republic and
Beloit (Wis.) Daily News. Mr. Duffy
also was assistant publicity director
at Beloit College.
VINCENT PIANO, promotion manager
for WSB and WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.,
is the father of a boy, Victor Louis.
Three-Dimensional Display
DIFFERENT TREATMENT of window
display for Cisco Kid, Frederic W. Ziv
production sponsored by Schulze Baking Co. for Butternut Bread on WGN
Chicago, was effected by station.
Window at WGN was set up in threedimensional effect with cut-outs of
Cisco and Pancho, program's leading
characters, against background of
desert and sky. On sign hanging from
cactus to right of central figures, name
of sponsor was displayed. Bottom of
window was occupied by large block
letters giving program information.
KDKA'S Coverage
SURPLUS full length coverings used
as gas protectors during war are being distributed to the trade by KDKA
Pittsburgh as rain shields. Coverings, which look like small tents,
are sent out to point up KDKA's
coverage of tri-state area. "Slip it
in your golf bag ... in your desk

drawer . . . and when you get caught
in a sudden shower ... it will give
you swell coverage," station suggests,
adding, "Nothing can beat KDKA's
coverage." Winner Takes Job
SIXTEEN-WEAR-OLD Beverly Hope
is fulltime news writer for two summers as result of winning first prize
in WINS-Herald, Westchester, N. Y.,
contest, open to high school boys and
girls in Westchester County. Contest
ran for six weeks and weekly winners
were interviewed on Know Your Community show over WINS. Purpose of
contest was to find and encourage
talented high school students in factual news reporting.
'Stop the Airplane!'
UNUSUAL promotion stunt is used by
WBMD Baltimore on quiz show Stop
the Airplane. Program begins in
studio where announcer explains that
plane is circling particular area with
banner reading "Listen Now — WBMD
— And Stop the Airplane." One letter
of inscription is missing, and phone
calls are made to homes in area to
find listener who knows which letter.
When one is found, program switches
to second airplane which goes into
whining dive, giving listeners feeling
of falling through space.
Log Supplement
PAID radio and television listings,
supplementing regular radio log,- will
appear in Chicago Tribune starting
Sept. 2, according to Advertising
Manager C. E. McKittrick. Regular
directory will continue to list all major AM and TV shows but sponsored
listings, pointed up with a star, will
appear at top of each time bracket.
Star will also be carried at top of
radio log with statement: "Starred
program listings are all paid for by
sponsors to give you more complete
information about their radio and
television programs."
'Madame X'
SERIES of displays pointing up volume and variety of acceptances accorded 45-rpm system in RCA Victor's
"progress report,'' is spotlighted by
live reproduction of company's "Madame X" ad. At National Assn. of
Music Merchants Show this week
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(July 25-28) in New York, "Madame
X" will circulate among visitors, handing out $10 bills for correct answers
to questions she will ask concerning
45-rpm
system. As result
of tie-up
with manufacturer
of Life
Saver
candy drops, visitors will receive free
packages of drops wrapped in covers
bearing
system —
Life Saverinscription,
of Record "45-rpm
and Phonograph
Industry."
Wrappers Have Answers
ANSWERS to question of the weok
asked on Jaeger's Butter-Nut Bread
quiz show over WISN Milwaukee *nuy
be found in standard reference books
or on band around any loaf of Jaeger's
bread. Telephone-conducted quiz program is heard Monday through Saturday, and offers cash awards or fully
equipped bicycle.
KTUL and News
ILLUSTRATED folder pointing up
news coverage and reporting services
of KTUL Tulsa, Okla., is being distributed by station. Folder gives
brief accounts of specialized new.i
stories covered by station.
Combined Efforts
TYING IN SOAP and shortening with
electrical appliances, Lever Bros.,
Cambridge, Mass., and Westinghouse
Electrical Corp., Pittsburgh, are joining forces in sales-promotion campaign. Buyers receive two dollar
purchase certificate toward specific
Westinghouse item in exchange for
two Lever product wrappers. Project
is being
promoted
on Lever's
larly scheduled
network
shows. reguGadget Contest
PRIZES TOTALING $360 will go to
inventive farm men and women who
enter home-made, labor-saving devices in Farm Gadget Show sponsored
by WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Gadget
Show is one of many attractions
scheduled for WMT's Fourth Annual
National Farm Field Day, July 29.
Considerable emphasis is being placed
on farm safety, and two special prizes
will be awarded in this category.
Graphic Folder
FOLDER containing graphs and othi>r
information concerning the advertising potentialities of WTAG Worchester, Mass., is being distributed to the
trade by that station.
Travel in Kansas
ALUMINUM AUTOCOAT hangers inscribed with message, "Travel far in
Kansas selling — hire WIBW — the
voice of Kansas," are being distributed free with compliments of
WIBW Topeka, Kan. Additional hangers, plus copy of study, The Kansas
Radio
19i9 and
WIBW's
current Audience
and near offuture
availabilities,
are available by writing station.
K. M. Landis II
KENESAW MOUNTAIN LANDIS
II, commentator at WMOR (FM)
Chicago, died July 12 at Billings
Memorial Hospital. Mr. Landis
was the son of Frederick Landis,
former Congressman from Indiana,
and grand-nephew of K. M. Landis, first high commissioner of
baseball. He is survived by his wife.

Mr. Carl S. Brown
Sherman and Marquette, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Carl:
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On AM Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
would be more opportunity in a
smaller office, he joined Kenyon &
Eckhardt as assistant to radio director Joseph Stauffer, now N. W.
Ayer & Son production chief. Bob's
first assignment was supervising
What's My Name and producing
one-minute commercials. Later
chores were producing the Jack
Berch Show, supervising production on Superman, Breakfast Club,
Breakfast in Hollywood, Jean SabIon Show, County Fair.
Frequent business trips to the
West Coast during this time further infected him with the California bug and, in 1948, when he
was offered the job of heading the
agency's Hollywood office. Bob took
it. In this capacity he supervises
production of Hollywood originating shows: NBC Noah Webster
Says, and CBS Mother Knows
Best, and has been purchasing
properties and arranging for appearances of stars on CBS Ford
Theatre.
In 1936 Jeannette Scott became
Mrs. Wolfe. The young Wolfes,
with Catherine, 9, and Virginia, 5,
are very proud of their newlypurchased home in Brentwood.
Bob restricts his club activity to
one — the Hollywood Ad Club. Hobbies include swimming, horseback
riding and taking pictures.

OZZIE & HARRIET
Are Signed by ABC
OZZIE NELSON and Harriett
Hilliard were signed last week to
a long term contract covering radio and television by ABC.
The team, whose CBS program
was dropped last spring by International Silver Co., will begin
a weekly broadcast of their Adventures of Ozzie and Harriett
next fall, ABC said.
Also included in the contract
were the two Nelson children,
David, 12, and Rickey, 9, who play
themselves in the series. It was
understood the contract was for 10
years and that, if options are exercised, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson will
earn a minimum of $1 million.

WHAS

MAKING PLANS for new sequences
in radio to be offered by Long Island
U. this fall are T. E. Kruglok (I),
chairman of LIU's journalism department and secretary of The Katz
Agency, New York, and Tristam W.
Metcalfe, president and dean of the
university. Courses will include seminar for journalism seniors on "Radio
and Television in Transition." Radio
writing course, a laboratory session,
will be taught by Harold Hirschman,
WABF (FM) New York.
FULLTIME

AM

WERE Adds to FM Set-up
CLEVELAND now is being serviced by its first fulltime AM independent.
On July 9, WERE added AM
to its FM facilities already in operation. WERE's programming now
includes allotment of air time to
Cleveland's various civic, religious,
welfare, fraternal and other organizations which heretofore reportedly have not had regular programs
of their own on local stations because of network commitments or
operating time limitations.
Fred R. Ripley, WERE general
manager, says his organization has
been pleasantly surprised by the
reception accorded the station, particularly by the city's nationality
groups.
Owned by the Cleveland Broadcasting Inc., WERE operates on
1300 kc with 5 kw fulltime.

quin
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Algon
YOU'RE BREAKING MY HEART
; Vaughn
On Records: Vic Damoue - Mer. 5271
1051; Ink
ony
Harm
o—
Monroe— Vic- ; Phil Brit
Col.*
Spots— Dec. 24693; Buddy Clark—
Langu,orth.
On Transcriptions: Chuck Foster—
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Crosley, Station Owners
Ask Oral Argument

SALE

EXCEPTIONS urging FCC to reverse the hearing examiner's initial
decision and approve Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s $l,925,000-plus purchase of WHAS Louisville properties have been filed by both Crosley
and the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times, owners of WHAS.
The facts and FCC's own rules
and policies demand approval of owned WJR Detroit, as requiring
approval of the WHAS transfer.
the transfer, the two clear-channel
licensees declare in separate briefs.
Both WHAS and WLW are 1-A,
They ask for oral argument on the 50 kw outlets, the Louisville station operating on 840 kc and affilexaminer's decision, which held
iated with CBS while WLW is on
that transfer must be denied under
700 kc and affiliated with NBC.
the Commission's duopoly ban be- There would be no overlap between
cause of the overlap between
the respective TV stations and
WHAS and
cinnati Crosley's
[Broadcasting,WLW
June Cin27]. there is none of consequence between the FM operations. The
Crosleywould
claims
the examiner's
decision
improperly
deny a sales contract calls for payment of
$1,925,000 by Crosley plus 10-year
transfer involving all three serv- rental
space for the stations in
ices— AM, FM and TV — ^because the newof Courier-J
ournal building
of overlap involving only AM ; that
the WHAS-WLW situation ade- at $75,000 a year.
Date for oral argument on the
quately meets FCC rules and policy on exceptions to the duopoly examiner's decision will be set by
rule; and that denial would fly in the Commission.
the face of evidence which "shows
Crosley's exceptions were filed
without dispute that [Crosley's by the Washington law firm of
acquisition of WHAS] will result
Hogan & Hartson; the Courierin an improvement in both the Journal's
by Miller & Schroeder,
quantity and quality of the pro- of Washington, and Wyatt, Grafgram service now being rendered
ton & Grafton, of Louisville.
The Courier- Journal maintains
by [WHAS]."
the
decision puts undue emphasis
on AM overlap without considering
the potentially great effect of television in particular upon AM; that
it errs in holding that the duopoly
rule should be construed more
strictly because clear channels are
involved; that it fails to give adequate consideration
Crosley's
qualifications
and itsto plans
for
WHAS or to the Courier-J ournal' s
record, its desire to retire from
broadcasting, its property rights
and the possibility that the property value may diminish, and the
fact that there were no competing
bidders in the hearing even though
the Avco Rule was then in force.
Both Crosley and the CourierJournal cite the WGAR case, in
which FCC approved a power increase for WGAR Cleveland despite overlap with the commonly
M. F. ALLISON
Joins CBS Radio Sales
MILTON F. ALLISON, former
sales manager of WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, has joined the New
York office of CBS Radio Sales as
an account executive.
Mr. Allison has been with WLWT
for a year. He began his radio career in 1932 after graduating from
Kansas State U. He served as radio
manager of the Skelly Oil Co.,
Kansas City, from 1932 to 1936.
From 1936 to 1940 he was promotion manager of KMBC Kansas
City and from 1940 to 1944 had a
similar job at WLW Cincinnati.
During the war he was officer in
charge of radio information in
the Navy Supply Corp., Washington. In 1946 he joined WPEN Philadelphia as sales manager, leaving
in 1948 to join WLWT.

WBT

LABOR CASE
IBEW Pickets Station

PICKETS

representing the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL), Local 1229, took
up station outside Charlotte,
N. C.'s Wilder Bldg. last week in
a protest aimed at WBT's management for disagreement over a discharge clause covering
the station's
radio broadcast
technicians.
After the action Charles Crutchfield, vice president of Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co., station
licensee, and general manager of
WBT, issued a statement in which
he charged
"insisting . . . thatthean union
outsidewitharbitrator
shall have the power to determine
whether we can or cannot discharge an employe even though we
find him incompetent or unsatisto us."discharged
He noted athesingle
station hadfactorynot
engineer or technician "in the last
12 years" and said the union had
"no reason ... to assume that we
would act arbitrarily in dischargany management
of our employes."
He
added ingthe
already had
"agreed to many far-reaching demands on their part. . . ."
IBEW's international representative, John A. Thompson of Washington, stated the union was using
picketing to bring the matter to
the public eye and had no intention
of retarding the progress of radio
and television in the area.
TWO German editors, Walter Tschuppik and Robert Lembke, in this country studying American newspaper
methods under Military Government
sponsorship, were interviewed over
WDRC Hartford, Conn.
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policy of
GOOD NEIGHBOR co,
WIDE Biddeford-Sa
Me., is
encouraged on Meet Your Neighbor program, aired five times weekly.
Lou Dumont, station's production manager, takes wire recorder into homes
of area's residents for informal chats.
Families receive useful household
gifts from program's sponsor, Fecteau's Hardware Store, Biddeford.
City Government
MUNICIPAL progress is theme of
MILWAUKEE — -A progress Report
heard alternate Saturdays over WTMJTV Milwaukee. Experts explain progress of various city government plans
utilizing aerial maps, charts, pictures
and designs. Chairman on each program is Mayor Frank Zeidler. He is
assisted by other city officials and
heads of special projects.
Agricultural News
CORRESPONDENTS located in eight
rural communities in area of Moose
Jaw, Sask., gather agricultural information which is aired daily on
CHAB Moose Jaw. Also broadcast
on daily program are agricultural
news items from provincial capital,
Regina.
\
Miniature Musical
NEW SPONSOR participating program, Klavan's Diner, is telecast
weekly on WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Program is in form of miniature
musical comedy with Gene Klavan
writing material. Sponsors are Western Maryland Dairy, Hauswald Bread,
John Hoos & Co. (restaurant supSTORECASTING
Converting to FM
CONVERTING from telephone
lines to FM radio transmission in
southern New England, Storecast
Corp. of America, New York,
has announced that 150 First
National stores in that area will
carry its service when the process
is completed.
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn., is
.currently beaming Storecast programs to FM homes in the area,
as well as to super-markets installed with fixed-frequency receivers. Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New
York, will handle Storecast publicity for WMMW-FM and other
Storecast services in Chicago,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

from RCA
plies), Levering Coffee Co., Meadow
Gold Ice Cream, and Becker Pretzels
Co.
TV from Hotel
REPORTEDLY FIRST regularly
scheduled telecast from local hotel
has started over WMAL-TV Washington. Show features Evalyn Tyner
Trio from Embassy Room of Statler
Hotel. Guests at hotel are not telecast but have opportunity to watch
TV show being produced. Celebrity interviews are included at times. Show
is produced by Van Beuren Wright
De Vries.
Imaginary Youngster
VENTRILOQUIST - ANNOUNCER
Ambert Dail on Breakfast with Junior
show over WGH Norfolk, Va., lets
his imaginary friend. Junior, tell
jokes and amuse early morning listeners. Junior plays role of typical
mischievous youngster who asks
amazing questions and takes blame
for slip-ups on show.
TV Previews
FEATURING not only previews of
shows to be presented during coming
week, but also giving behind-thescenes occurrences surrounding past
productions, WHEN (TV) Syracuse,
N. Y., telecasts This. Week in Television Sunday nights. Show uses
locally produced film, stills and actual
studio demonstrations to give viewers
inside glance at complexities of TV.
News Series
SIX well known news commentators,
each with different slant on current
events, are featured on new WINX
Washington's news series Mon.
through Sat. Commentators, in order
of once weekly appearance, are: Marquis Childs, Mrs. Raymond Clapper,
Robert Nathan, John Carmody, John
Herlin and B. S. Bercovici.
Guest Jockeys
TEN GUEST disc jockeys substitute
for WGAY Silver Spring, Md.'s Ernie
Tannen during his vacation. Mr. Tannen's hour and half Mon.-Fri. show
will be conducted in full by following: Wick Byron, news columnist;
Marty Shwartz, threatre publicity director; Savas Sapounakis, authority

ole' MacDonald . . .
If ole Mac farmed or ranched in Montana, he
made money. $265 million to be exact for
Jan. -Sept. 1948. Farming is just one of 7 major
industries which together toted up retail sales
of over $100 million in 1948.
A good portion of Montana's rich areas sit in
the KGVO-CBS signal. And the best portion
of sales in the area are KGVO-made sales.
Yours ?
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on Greek music; Chuck Dulane,
sports announcer; Rev. J. F. McClelland, pastor; Dr. George Sterling,
dentist; Dr. Jesse W. Sprowls, professor of abnormal psychology; Mrs.
Louise S. Walker, school superintendent; Joe Brechner, manager WGAY,
and Charlie Kopeland, publicist and
advertising man.
Foreign Correspondent
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed by Seaboard Region of Zionist
Organization of America to send Jess
Nathan, regional director, on threemonths tour of Europe and Middle
East. Mr. Nathan will record commentaries on current news and interviews with important people contacted
on tour. Spools are being sent to
WLOW Norfolk, Va., and aired three
times weekly.
General Store
POT-BELLIED stove and western
songs by Sleepy Holly Ranch Gang
are featured in Sleepy Hollow General
Store, telecast on WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Show is participating and sponsors' products are prominently displayed on shelves of store, furnishing
opportunity for commercials in atmosphere ofLadies
realism. Day
UNUSUAL FEATURE on Breakfast
with Bell, Saturday morning disc show
on KRNT Des Moines, Iowa, was
"Ladies Day." M.C. Don Bell's wife
took over his place behind turntables
and wives of all record men for promike. gram were interviewed over guest
Utah Crosses Oceans
EIGHT FULL HOUR programs for
Mutual network are being originated
at KVNU Logan, Utah, and transcribed by Voice of America for overseas broadcasts. Talent in attendance
at Utah State Agricultural College
Summer Music Festival is being featured.
Two-Year-Old Star
BABY TALKING daughter of Larry
Welch, WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., announcer, shares billing with her father
on Saturday morning Rise and Shine
show. Little Christine ad libs during
commercials and newscasts, commenting on her own experiences or whatever comes to her mind. She sings
children's songs upon occasions, also.
Magic Cable Car
USING imaginary cable car, youthful
listeners to Jolly Bill program on
KNBC San Francisco will tour country this summer. They will be told
fabulous stories about different state
each day. Stories concern regional
heroes, descriptions of various parts
of country and places of historical
interest.
TV Quiz
ADAPTATIONS OF POPULAR radio
quiz shows are seen over WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y. Questions are in
dramatic form and concern historical
events or personages. Each program
features ten-minute bit titled "Crime
Clues" in which police grill suspects
and exhibit clues giving audience opportunity to find "whodunit." Both
studio and home viewers can participate in answering questions.

VICTOR

...special "DJ^^ couplings
for your platter shows*

Bill imem
AllI'llYear
Keep'Round
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Lovelight Burning
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No, No and No
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*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
/(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesmen. Experienced for 250 watt
network station in top eastern market.
Drawing account and commission with
good opportunity for right man. Reply
to Box 940B, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer. All-round man with good
background. Network outlet in eastern
market. Send discs, photo, references,
background and salary expected to
Box 965B, BROADCASTING.
Versatile experienced man specialize
in daily negro slanted DJ pgm. Must
know pop and race music, jive lingo,
southern customs. NBC stn large SE
market. Box 993B, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey. Experienced. Must have
personality and be able to do distinctive type show. Give full particulars
about your past experience and salary
expected. North central regional station. Box 988B, BROADCASTING.
Morning man also capable all types
pgms and general station duties. Must
have really sincere adlib selling deModerate salary
ity joinlivery.
enthusiastic
staffbutat opportunsmall SE
NBC stn planning TV. Box 996B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer with playby-play sports ability. No board work.
$225.00 month.
Don't write
accompanied by audition
discunless
or tape.
Permanent. KISD, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Wanted. Experienced combination anon announcing. $5 week tonouncer-engineer.
start. Emphasis
Permanent
fulltime net affiliate, 1,000 watts, outstanding city of over 40,000. Send disc.
Contact WALB, Albany, Georgia.
Announcer. Prefer single man. Only
experienced men need apply. Opening
August 1. Interview necessary. Contact
Don
consin.C. Wirth, WNAM, Neenah, WisTechincal
Chief engineer. Nice town, middlewest, local fulltime Mutual station
needs a young, well-trained chief with
experience. Must be a working, sober,
reliable man. Salary $70,00 to start,
$75.00 if satisfactory at end of 60 days.
iSrifters, clock watchers and fee grabbers not wanted. The right man can
go places with this aggressive outfit.
If you are the man, send letter and
picture to Box 811B, BROADCASTING.
Two colored operators with first class
licenses, one for chief. Box 967B,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone. Imfor sincerewithin
experi-50
encedmediate
man atopening
independent
miles New York City. 40 hour week.
Car helpful but not essential. Send
resume. Salary expected. Box 983B,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer experienced in installation and maintenance. Some transmitter operating.
No console
work or Chief
announcing.
Contact W. S. Bledsoe,
Engr., Radio
Station KFYO, Lubbock, Texas.
Wanted — Topnotch combination first
class engineer-announcer needed immediately by network station. Forward
full details first letter to Lester L.
Gould, WJNC. Jacksonville, N. C.
Seeking key personnel in engineering,
program, news, sports, and Public Information Departments, for the American Forces Network in Germany. Salaries range from $5,000 to $7,000 per
annum, with transportation paid to and
from the
Zone definite
of Germany.
Engi-as
neers US
must have
ability
supervisors. Studio recording and
transmitter installation and maintenance
per-5
sonnelexperience
must haverequired.
minimumOther
3 to
years commercial radio experience in
respective fields. Call Mr. Adelman,
Watkins
4-1000,
Ext.personal
95, 641 interview
Washington St., N.
Y., for
appointment during 2 weeks beginning
August 8, 1949.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — nouncer
Experienced
copywriter-anby western 5000
watt CBS
affiliate. Box 440, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Topflight continuity director
for one of largest regional network
affiliates in midwest. Must be experienced all types of copy, including farm
and mail. Must be able to direct department and have knowledge
of traffic and production.
Excellent starting
salary with plenty of advancement
opportunity.
Give complete
details
including references
and samples
in first
letter. Box 942B, BROADCASTING.
Complete staff required by new 250
watt New England station. Box 953B,
BROADCASTING.
Farm editor. 50 kw California station.
Must know California agriculture. Excellent opportunity to establish yourself in nation's
richest background
farm area. Farm
as well
as radio
and
friendly air personality essential. Give
full details in first letter. Box 957B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Topflight editor, reporter,
newscaster. Local news gathering and
writing experience essential. 5000 watt
midwestern network affiliation. Include
full details and state salary expected.
Confidential.
Box 989B, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Twenty years of experience
fully substantiated by proven record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable operation. Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING.
General manager, commercial manager
or both. No hotshot, no miracle man.
Just good solid business executive,
strong on sales, thorough knowledge of
programming and public relations. 15
years radio and newspaper management and sales. Can efficiently operate
going station
or build
one. Excellent background,
best new
of references.
Write Box 515B, BROADCASTING.
General manager, independent station,
past 5 years, previously salesman, networkness.station.
Know how toBox
get 569B,
busiBest references.
BROADCASTING.
12 years experience all facets radio
broadcasting. Prefer tough situation.
Box 622B, BROADCASTING.
For results, select an experienced, talented, intelligent radio executive with
down to earth methods. Practical,
versatile, program manager, sales, announcing, continuity. Presently employed.couraging,
If future
enwill acceptprospects
moderatearesalary
for
get
acquainted
period.
Box
754B,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman. Employed.
Experienced. Dependable. Desires
permanent position with progressive
station in market with good potential.
Box 911B, BROADCASTING.
Manager, sales manager. Experienced
in all phases of broadcasting, management and promotion. Presently employed as Minimum
sales and
promotion
manager.
salary
$6000. Prefer
midwest or southwest. Box 913B,
BROADCASTING.
Management, west coast only. Nine
years soundagement inrecord
sales and Salary
manmediumin market.
and profit participation required. Box
932B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
station owners attention. Why not reduce personnel, step up net income.
Hire a manager who can assume the
duties of
director,
engineer,program
salesmanager.
A topchief
program
and livewire sales producer. I will
increase your gross and cut down your
expense. 43 years old, 28 years in radio
sales and management. Not afraid of
real work or long hours. Box 918B,
BROADCASTING.
Trade 25 years experience, engineering,
announcing, program director, sales
manager. nouncer.
Ten Strongyears
top and
network
anon sales
low cost
operation. Built five stations from
ground up, can handle station from CP
to top sales position. Trade this experience and more for position as manager— general manager network station. mission.
MinimymFurther
salary
$7800onplus
comdetails
request.
Box 933B, BROADCASTING.
Station managers. Local news, well
written and presented, is a product
that will sell today. One man, with
three years metropolitan newspaper
and radio experience, can cover a
moderately sized city. Box 948B,
BROADCASTING.
Need a station manager? Desire connection with small station as manager.
8 years radio experience, background
and record justify your investigating.
Box 959B, BROADCASTING.
Pacific Northwest station owners. Management team now sparking 5000 watt
basic NBC station west coast. Will
consolidate management, sales manager, program director, production ability, streamline operation, increase revenue,
secureonstation
ments based
fact. future.
A letterStatewill
bring you a survey of your market
and concrete plans for organization and
programming.
interview.
Small stations Available
welcomed.for Box
978B,
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
years experience
Put
two 8stations
in black. all250phases.
watt
eastern United States only. Can invest.
Box 980B, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman wants small
market with good potential. Married,
sober, permanent. Best references.
Box 905B, BROADCASTING.
Are you looking for a salesman who
can create,
sell station?
and develop
new busi-in
ness for your
Particularly
regional and farm accounts. Straight
commission together with small drawing account to be repaid to you from
earned
commissions.
interested, please
write BoxIf you're
916B, BROADCASTING.
I can put your FM in the black. Top
Chicago FM executive now available
in sales or managerial position. Thoroughly
familiar
casting.
Transmitwith
radioin-store
service,broadand
straight FM broadcasting. Interested
in contract with hard work and good
pay. Box 935B, BROADCASTING.
AnnoMTicers
Experienced, versatile staf¥ announcer.
Married. where.Excellent
references. Go anyBox 902B, BROADCASTING.
Chief announcer Texas network station desires permanent location in
California. Continuously employed past
four years. No sports. Platter shows a
speciality.
Married,friendly
veteran,voice.
well Disc,
educated. 28. Warm
photo, references upon request. Operate
any console. Available upon two weeks
notice. Box 904B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer needs that first break. 24,
single.dio school.
RecentCangraduate
leading rahandle ofcommercials,
news, disc shows, etc. Can also write
continuity. Will travel. Photo and disc
available Box 912B, BROADCASTING.
Not a hot shot, but if you need conscientious announcer-engineer, good
voice, good mail pull, D. J. shows. Now
with net affiliate. 9 months experienced.
29. single. Will travel. Box 919B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play sports announcer, ability to build and keen
audience, hard worker. Excellent references.
experienced
staff920B,
announcer, all Also
phases
news. Box
BROADCASTING.
Fully experienced staff announcer with
license available. Presently employed.
Married, 25, educated. Adlib disc
shows a specialty. Transcription, photo,
top references and information awaits.
Box 922B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, graduate leading radio
school. Two years experience in indetypewill
shows,
tious.pendent
Letterstation.
andAlldisc
tell ambistory.
Box 927B, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey,
hillbilly. M. C. singer,
for livewestern
jamboreeand show.
Eleven years experience. Play guitar,
bass,
sing any part
trio. Fine
mail
pull commercial
man,in sober,
reliable.
Send record, photo, go anywhere.
Box 929B, BROADCASTING.
Seeks better permanent future. Young,
25, newsman-announcer. Experienced
all phases announcing, 250, 1000, 5000
watters. caster.
Reporter,
man. newsCity editor rewrite
5,000. College
BA,
university MA in radio journalism.
Special events,
disc
shows,
staff
announcer, operates console. Presently
employed. Available September 15.
No favors asked. Expects only what
he's
ING. worth. Box 931B, BROADCASTStaff of four announcers. Ten years
experience. Presently employed. Desire change.
Prefer
progressive station
but northeastern
will travel. Work
well together, console, disc shows,
news, special events. Box 936B,
BROADCASTING.
Western jock, also straight announcer.
Write copy, sell. Service own accounts.
Proven sales
record. Excellent
fications and references.
Married. qualiWrite
Box 937B, BROADCASTING.
St. Louis or vicinity. Experienced staff
announcer, 27, presently employed top
5000 watt southeastern regional network Boxaffiliate.
go home. Married.
938B,Wanna
BROADCASTING.
Flexible staff announcer who will go
anywhere
for maximum
and
advancement
prospects.experience
My only
requisition:
wagesproduced.
be in direct
proportion to results
Experienced
on Raytheon #11 studio console. Disc,
photo, and all particulars will be sent
on
ING.request. Box 939B, BROADCAST-

Experienced
sportcaster
play-by-play
baseball.
Available
immediately.
Box
943B, BROADCASTING.
Top rated race, jive, be-bop, disc jockey. Interested in top competitive marketfiedof 300,000
plus. Long
list of satissponsors. Details
on request.
Five
years experience. Go anywhere. Box
947B, BROADCASTING.
Two years experience developing perwith voicecommercials,
that sells. Young,
ambitious.sonalityNews,
jockey
tops. Available August 1. Hear me. Box
949B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Staff, sports.
Available immediately. Box 944B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
single,
22, two
yearsradio
extensive training
leading
Chicago
college.
Versatile,
conscientious,
desires
connection with progressive station.
Prefer eastern territory. Box 950B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, musical director, sports
editor,
copy. Operate
board.BoxMarried.
25, available
immediately.
951B,
BROADCASTING.
Wow. Most terriffic voice to hit radio
in years. Wonderful personality. Two
years radio schooling. Writer, too.
Go
Disc. De- !s
tails.anywhere.
Box 952B,Non-drinker.
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster with two years experience.
University degree, radio advertising. [
Vet.,
24. Consider all offers. Box 954B, '
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer looking for the
right
dependable.
Much |
adlib job.
and Married,
play-by-play
experience.
Presently employed as sports director. '
Best references. Box 956B, BROAD- ! '
CASTING.
I I
Opportunity wanted. Ambitious an- ' I
nouncer, graduate School Radio Tech- ' I
nique, wants start. Strong on news, i i
music. background.
College graduate,
Thea- |f I
trical
Travelsingle.
anywhere,
Disc available. Box 964B, BROADCAST- i
ING.
!
Experienced newscaster. Double sports, 1 ^
sales, programming. College degree, j
Permanency
desired.
All offers consid- j
ered. Box 955B,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable announcer. Graduate Na- J
tional Academy of Broadcasting. Ca- ^
pable of editing newscast and writing |
own shows. Excellent sports back- {,
ground, for play-by-play. Married, ,,:
ING.
28. College. Box 968B, BROADCAST- (,C

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Interested in any station affiliated with
Mutual network. Intelligent, honest,
reliable, young. No glamour boy. Gradleading radio
practicaluateexperience.
Goodschool.
voice. NoVersatile.
News, sports, music, special events.
Night turn preferred. Salary no object.
Go anywhere on immediate notice.
Box 975B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer who specializes in sports and news, looking
for position with progressive station.
3 years experience. Presently employed.
Play-by-play. Disc, photo and references available. Box 976B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-sports director.
Presently employed. Best of references.
Married, dependable. Much adlib and
MC experience. Want the right job.
Box 977B, BROADCASTING.
Personality for hire. Announcer-writer
now employed, can operate board,
guaranteed smooth disc shows and top
newscasts. Prefers northeastern states.
Box 979B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced. 3 yrs. DJ,
news, sports.mediately.
Age References.
23. Available
imBox 789B,
BROADCASTING.
G.I., two years college experience,
major in speech. Desires position with
radio station for all-round announcing
work. Limited experience, but willing to learn. Will travel anywhere.
Salary not important. Box 986B,
BROADCASTING .
Announcer — Ambitious, dependable
with thorough training. Can give good
newscasts, disc and variety shows. Can
write. Some experience. Bok 987B,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster
— Experienced
play-byplay. All sports.
Presently employed.
Top references. Will travel. College
graduate. Box 990B, BROADCASTING.
Sports, news, special events. Three
years experience big ten play-by-play,
color, adlib. Mature, 25 years old. College graduate. Capacity for hard work.
Just returned from extensive European
tour. Will work anywhere. Contact
Box 65, Westport, Conn.
Experienced metropolitan staff announcer-writer. Prefers small town.
Married, sober, reliable, best references.
Jim Carson, 720 S. 10th St. Minneapolis.
Announcer, emcee available immediately. Anywhere. Extensively trained
radio graduate. Veteran. Disc, photo.
J. D. Mullen, 14 Avenel, Fort Thomas,
Ky.
Announcers. Early morning men. Well
trained in all-round announcing.
Starting $40 to $50. Pathfinder School
of Radio, 1329 Oak St., Kansas City,
Mo. Harrison-0473.
Announcer-continuity writer. Veteran
23. Thoroughly trained graduate. Available immediately anywhere. Excellent
professional references. Disc and photo
available. Robert Rauch, 724 South
Grand Avenue, Fort Thomas, Ky.
Summer replacement announcer needed? Good voice. Experienced commercial, newscasting, disc jockey. 3 years
college. Charles Reese, 143 S. Church
Street, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., Phone 4516.
Sports announcer with four years experience doing play-by-play in football, basketball, baseball and boxing.
Covered high school, college, and professional teams. Also experienced newsman. Available immediately. Ernie
Shaw, WMBR-CBS, Jacksonville. Fla.
Capable, aggressive young man, married, college, background. 5 years experience in announcing, production
and programming. Desires permanent
position with network station in west
or northwest. Prefer town under 100,000 people. Excellent news commentary,
sports play-by-play, and adlib. Will accept position as announcer, program
[.
director,
or production
Can
\ write
excellent
copy, if manager.
desired. Write
i or wire immediately. Ralph Sloan, 1055
North Evergreen Street, Memphis,
!1 Tennessee.
[:
Technical
Engineer experienced.
Studios transmitters recording. Make offer. Box
; 735B, BROADCASTING.
Vet. First class phone. Graduate of
R. T. I. Good knowledge of radio, TV,
music. Willing to work hard. Will
travel
anywhere. Box 763B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Managers and station owners are invited to correspond with a presently
employed chief engineer of a lOOOw
dajrtimer with the idea in mind that
said engineer might switch. Interested
in Rocky Mountain states. Box 775B,
BROADCASTING.
Veterans, single and willing to travel.
Experience on a 1 kilowatt transmitter.
Box 798B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced, reliable, own
car. Desires position in northeast. Box
906B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone license. 2 years
experience. Will consider combination
engineer-announcer position. Desires
position
south,BROADCASTING.
preferably in Carolinas. Boxin 907B,
Engineer seeking position as engineer
within 300 mile radius of New York
City. Experienced, ambitious, intelligent. sonality.
Cooperative
with a pleasing
perGood technical
background.
Will accept combination job. Am presently employed as a combination man.
Box 917B, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer with broadcast
experience prefers job in radio station
with future. 2 years teaching radio, 4
years army radio as chief operator.
Experienced as combination man. Box
921B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Two years experience. Some
combination experience. Willing to
settle anywhere. Box 925B, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer with
first class license and previous experience desires position in broadcasting
work. Free to travel. Available immediately. Box 926B, BROADCASTING.
Class A amateur, first phone, desires
chance to show ability and ambition
on staff of progressive station in Ohio,
or eastward. Two years local network
outlet experience. Veteran with car.
Box 930B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer 1st phone, presently employed desires position with future. Experienced remotes, transmitter operator,
CASTING. maintenance. Box 934B, BROADFirst phone man. Sixty weeks radio
and television
school.
position in broadcast
field. Desires
Combination
work attempted. Go anywhere. Box
958B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer. Married, no children. Looking for permanent position.
Am at present
as chief engineer. Box 966B,employed
BROADCASTING.
Reduced operating hours necessitates
staff cut. Must place engineer with
least seniority. First class ticket.
Equally capable studio or transmitter
man. Good commercial backgroimd.
Married,liable.2 Box children.
Completely re982B, BROADCASTING.
First class phone. Vet. Inexperienced.
Wants junior engineer position. WillING. ing to travel. Box 984B, BROADCASTEngineer or chief engineer. 11 years
radio work. Married, one child. Car.
Best
references. Box 991B, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer. Experienced
all phases. RCA two-year engineering
graduate.hanna,R.Pittston,
C. Pa.
Barritt, 1200 SusqueEngineer, 1st phone. A amateur. Just
completed two years radio and communications broadcast
course. Single, experience.
20, excellent health, some
Will go ately.
anywhere.
Available
immediWrite Box 603, Smithtown
Branch, Long Island.
Engineer available. Central Radio
Schoolwest.graduate.
midCarson, 2422 Single.
Spruce, Prefer
Kansas City,
Mo.
Engineers available, all with First
Phone, some with training in announcing toplete
handle
job.a Comtrainingcombination
in operating
fully
equipped broadcast studio, disc training and all phases of broadcast engineering,
includingtransmitters.
building and Any
repairing
broadcast
location considered. Station managers
are well
with furnishing
Cook's graduates. pleased
Wire or write
full
information.
Cook's
Radio
School,Missis2933
North
State
Street,
Jackson,
sippi.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer. 22 months experience, transmitter and control, AM and FM. Graduate RCA general course. Have car.
Will travel. Married, sober, dependable.
Harry Bronx
Hochberg,
3280 Rochambeau
Ave.,
67, N. Y.
10 years experience,
Supervised construction8 ofyears
250 chief.
watt AM,
20 kw FM. Age 30. Married. Paul Lindsay, South Eliot, Maine.
Engineer.
remotes Experienced
installation AM, transmitter
FM. Married,
27,
car.
Will
travel
if
position
warrants.
Duncan Mackiernan, 188 Main St.,
Rocky Hill, Conn. Tel. Hartford 95735.
Engineer. 26 years radio. 2 years broadcastlation
engineer.
16 months
experience,
AM & chief.
FM. InstalDesire
job within 150 miles of Chicago. Paul E.
Smay, 3755 Belden Ave., Chicago 47, 111.
Production-Programming, others
Young woman, 24, university graduate.
Continuity writer, complete knowledge
station operations. Pleasant voice. Best
references. Box 688B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
continuity
excellent references,
modest writer,
requirements,
wants progressive station. Box 751B,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, college background,
desires change to 5000 watts in south
or southwest. Thirty days notice. Box
901B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio farm director, college background,
ideas. Best references. Box 903B.goodBROADCASTING.
Presently employed as program director. Desire change to medium market
as program director, or large market
as announcer. Outstanding record. Box
908B, BROADCASTING.
Exchange 12 years experience all phases
of production, network and independent, for permanent connection with
actively ried.
programming
station.
marBest references.
Box34, 910B,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, capable
personnel man plus continuity and
traffic girl. Both yours for $450 per
month. Married to radio and each other.
Want place to build the good life. Box
914B, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. 3 years
experience. Know console. Presently
employed as P. D., net affiliate. Family
man. Minimum salary $50. Background
on
ING.request. Box 915B, BROADCASTCopy and continuity writer. Young woman, 24, experienced. IY2 years at key
station of regional network. UniverING. sity graduate. Box 923B, BROADCASTMarried, 28, one year experience, college degree in radio, currently emas program director.
Must make
change. ployedAvailable
in two weeks.
Box
928B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced writer. Steady, reliable.
References. Like small market, permanent position. Box 946B, BROADCASTING.
14 years experience all phases. Strong
on sales and personal problems. Can
•double in bination.
brassPreferonD. sports,
comC., Va.,adlib,
Maryland
or eastern seaboard. Excellent references. Married, settled, sober. Box
972B, BROADCASTING.
Capable, educated, well-recommended
young woman experienced in traffic
and copy. Wants responsible position
in Washington D. C. station. Box 795B,
BROADCASTING.
Satisfy sponsors with the right commercial copy, properly handled from
start to finish. Intelligent service for
your clients will mean high billings
for you. If you are interested in an
experienced,
radio executive who is hardworking
presently employed,
but
desires a position with a future, send
any reasonable proposition to Box
992B, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Television and radio experience seven
years, now television salesmanager
desires affiliation with eastern or midwestern agency or standard station
planning television. Box 941B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, writer, emcee, actor.
Proven builder of audience shows. AB
degree, versity
selected
midwestern
unifaculty asbyradio
student most
likely to ployed.
succeed.
Presently
radio
emAvailable two weeks notice.
Box 900B, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Motion picture operator with radio
experience desires chance to work for
TV station. Wants to learn operation
of studio camera. Also amateur photographer, with some equipment for
still work. Single, veteran of WW2.
Box 969B, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
California 250 watt fulltime station for
sale. Reasonable price and generous
terms to the right party. Located near
San PYancisco Bay area. Prosperous
and
growing community. Box 786B,
BROADCASTING.
Can you provide capable management?
Here's a large Florida network outlet
at $150,000
such a challenge. which
Box 962B,presents
BROADCASTING.
California basic network outlet irr important market. Price, $165,000. Terms.
Box 963B, BROADCASTING.
FM radio station for sale. Either as
operating station or equipment separately. This stationbuilding;
has two-acre
site,
nice transmitter
equipment
has been used less than two years.
Below are listed major equipment
items: GE FM broadcast transmitter
exciter model 4BT1A, 3 kw amplifier
model 4BF2A. Station monitor GE
type 4BM-1-A. Limiting amplifier GE
type 4BA-5-A.
RELConsole
FM broadcast
receiver model 646.
25B speech
input
equipment.
Western
Electric.
3 Western Electric 109 type reproducers,
complete. 5 spare 9A reproducer heads.
3 Robinson
turntables,
audio oscillator, Hewlett
Packard 1 model
201B.
1 distortion analyzer Hewlett Packard
model 325B. 1 vacuum tube testing
equipment
model
798 Weston.
Western Electric
remote
amplifier1 model
22D. 6 Western Electric 639 A cardioid
microphones. 5 Western Electric 633A
salt
shaker
microphones.
16-inch
recorder
model M51 Rek-O-Kut
w/Webster
head.
275'
Truscon
self-supporting
tower. 4 bay GE antenna
type BY4A
complete with baluns, matchers and
trombones. Co-axial cable. Andrew
1%" — 51.5 ohms. 19 straight lengths.
2 expansion joints. 5 right angle bends.
1 45° bend. Gas inlet couplings, gauges,
clamps, etc. Audio rack. 1 GE utility
amplifier. 1 GE line equalizer. 1 GE
line level
— unused. 2 GEindicator.
GL7D21. New
2 GEtubes
GL5D24,
4-250's. 2 RCA 829B. 1 RCA 815. 1 GE
phasitron.
Used 815's.
tubes.8?9's.GE ForGLTD21's.
Eimac 4-250A's.
further
particulars address Daily News Publishing Co., Beloit, Wisconsin.
Equipment, etc.
FM equipment
sale. WesternHewlett
Electric 1 kw FM fortfansmitter.
Packard FM monitor. RCA limiter.
GE circular 4-bay FM antenna (gain
3.65). 330 feet 1%" Co-ax with elbows
and joints. RCA speaker monitor amplifier. WE speaker with cabinet. Cost
over $16,000, first check for $12,000
takes
everything.
Box 796B, BROADCASTING.
For sale. Brand new Gates modulation monitor, M02639, never hooked
up.
$260. FOB. Box 973B, BROADCASTING.
For Sale. 5 kw Western Electric modified 5-C transmitter complete with tubes
and 100% spares. In good operating
condition.
ington. First$1,000
checkFOB.
buys Tacoma,
it. Radio WashKMO,
Box 1651, Tacoma, Washington.
Truscon H-30 286 foot self-supporting
tower will support FM or TV antenna,
brand new, never erected, complete
with insulators,
lighting. All hardware and base A-3reinforcement
steel.
Cost $10,500. Will consider all offers.
WHHH, 2nd Nat'l Bank Bldg. Warren,
Ohio. (Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
Truscon 350 ft. self-supported tower
dismantled immediate delivery $5500
FOB Indianapolis. Also WE 1 kw FM
transmitter, $5000. Steve Cisler, WKYW,
Louisville, Kentucky.
For Sale, Two 6N Presto Recorders, ID
cutting heads. One Presto 85E amplifier.
One Altec A255 amplifier, 50 watts.
One surplus power unit 31.25KVA,
120/208 volts, 8S.5 Amps., PF. 80%
gasoline engine. Contact Q. Cumeralto,
Chief Engineer, WRZE, York, Penna.
One, new Stainless 267 foot guyed tower
designed to support RCA FM antenna.
One, used, Blaw-Knox 179 foot selfsupporting tower. One used A-3 lighting equipment.
One antenna.
used RCAContact
FM2 A super
turnstile
Beecher Hayford, Radio Station WJHP,
Jacksonville, Florida.
For Sale. RCA 10-CB 10 kilowatt broadcast transmitter complete with spare
tubes ininquiries
good operating
condition.
Addrees
to Technical
Director,
McClatchy Broadcasting Company,
Sacramento, California.
Tremendous savings on copper, pure
electrolytic bonding copper. 3000
#—
X 21/4"
wideH.x P.coils
@ 25(Sand
lb.
F. O..025"
B. our
plant.
Mandel
Sons, 2840 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois. Ph: Bishop 7-7890.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
250 watt fulltime, one station market
in eastern United States only. $10,000
down, balance annually. Box 981B,
BROADCASTING .
Equipment, Etc.
Transcriptions for use in educational
institution for instruction purposes
only. Please state type, condition and
price. Subject material unimportant.
Box 924B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy. Second hand 250 watt
FM transmitter with or without frequency modulation monitor. Will pay
cash but price must be realistic. Box
970B, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Desirable space and facilities available
in established Washington engineering
office for independent consulting radio
engineer. Box 808B, BROADCASTING.
Boost profits with regional advertising campaigns. Clean selling, quality
writing. Robert Kilb Productions, Inc.
210 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1102, New York
City.
Employment Service
Jobs galore. West — east — -south and
north. Engineers who will announce
needed in force. RRR-Radio-TV Employment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Salesman
Help Wanted — Salesman
Experienced, permanent time
salesman wanted by leading 50
kw station major network affiliate in large west coast metropolitan market. If you have
made good on a network station in a smaller community
and want a desirable change
write full particulars with picture to Box 740-B Broadcasting.
Techincal
Recording engineer wanted; Thoroughly
experienced in recording, dubbing and
general supervision and maintenance of
professional tape, professional conventional recorders. Excellent pay to qualified person.
BOX 961B, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilli
S Announcer wanted:
=
S
• If you have experience — =
= an outstanding voice, can cio a real S
S job of selling, I will pay you $75.00 =
= per week to start. Don't apply unless ~
~ you feel you are fully qualified. Send =
= full information including experience, S
= education and audition disc with at =
= least ten commercials showing change S
S of pace and style. 1 will extend you =
= the courtesy of answering your ap- =
= plication.
S
H
Box 960B, BROADCASTING S
iillllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
WFTR, Front Royal, Virginia, is seelting an
experienced combination announcer-engineer. If
.you're interested
in affiliating
progressive young station
located justwith
a fewa miles
from the nation's capital. WFTR warrants
your consideration. Send photo, auditio.n record, bacl^ground and salary requirements to
Earl C. Pace, General Manager.
Production-Programming, others
Long established New England 1 kw
station wants exceptional radio people
to fill these important spots:
* Women's director —
Strong on sales and service
* Staff announcer — Strong on music
* Staff announcer — Strong on sports
BROADCASTING
BOX 945B,

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, Etc.
FOR SALE
Brand new GE BTIA 250 watt PM transmitter
infourfactory
packed
cases with
97.7 mg.twocrystal,
24A transmitter
mountings,
311A.
plugs,ter two
9A,
two
8B
and
four
llA transmitattachments, two 713A adapters,
one 25B
speech
inputfourequipment
completeandwith
sets
of tubes,
P2AA cords
one 2 753C
speaker. Actual cost $8,846.93. Best oftcr
takes it. Box 971B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Station
STATION WANTED. Two experienced,
successful commercial station men interested in acquiring full or partial owneror management
station
in fairsized shipmarket.
RepliesAM held
confidential.
BOX 985B,
BROADCASTING
Miscellaneous
Well managed station
operation — high - per capita community New
York area. Seeks capital for expansion. Independent owner-management.
BOX 974B,

Managerial
MANAGER — Over twenty years of successful commercial radio sales and management
in small and metropolitan markets. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems and practical knowhow of station operations and programming. Married, sober, hard working and
with references to back up an excellent record. Can bring your station community leadership as well as profit. Interested in middlewest or west on share profit basis.
BOX 99TB, BROADCASTING

CUTTING EXPENSES?

School

WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Tell us your needs! Our graduate
have thorough . . . full time technical
training in one of the nation's
Radio
Electronic-Television
training finest
laboratories.
These Licenses
men areand high
grade.
.. haveto
F.C.C.
are well
qualified
operate
and
maintain
Radio-Broadcast
Television equipment. Write, phone andor
wire :
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE,
DeFOREST'S training, Inc
I 2533 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 14. Ill
Phone Lincoln 9-7260

Mr. Station Manager, —
Here's your chance to save money
Hire announcers and disc jockies
who have been trained on the air
over New York stations. They
know all phases of radio including
commercial writing console operation ;selling and station routines.
We have qualified men willing
to trade dollars for experience in
your station. Resumes with photos
and discs available on request.
Wire collect your requirements
to America's famous radio school.
CAMBRIDGE
School of Radio Broadcasting
220 W. 42nd Street
New York 18, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-0038

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■II

For Sale
Stations

Schools (Cont'd)

BROADCASTING

Wanted — Traffic secretary, experienced.
One familiar with production log. Light
secretarial duties. For metropolitan New
York radio station. Age^preferably late
twenties. WVNJ, 45 Central Ave., Newark, N. J.
Situations Wanted

E WEEKLY SHOW
Stations Offered Series
A WEEKLY summary of news and
features, first in a series of radio
and television shows to be developed by the National
tablishment, is beingMilitary
offered Esto
stations nationally as a public
service feature, NME has announced.
According to Charles E. Dillon,
chief of NME's newly-created
radio-television Washington, D. C.
branch, it is the first service to be
extended to stations on a regular
basis. Titled Defense Report, the
15-minute script program gives an
informal and authoritative picture
of the defense organization.
NAB's Program Dept. has reviewed and approved the script and
anticipates wide acceptance of the
series, Mr. Dillon said. Initial
broadcast is scheduled for the week
beginning Aug. 1, with broadcasters urged to recruit program
"voices" from among leading personalities of the Armed Forces,
reserve organizations or veterans
groups in their areas.

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

RADIO STATION
FOR SALE
SUBJECT TO FCC APPROVAL
Operating at a profit . . .
1000 watts daytime only . . . established
market
oneFinest
of Florida's
fastest
growing in
cities.
new equipment,
experienced staff. For full details and
operating figures, write
BOX 998B, BROADCASTING

FULLTIME
FACILITY
One of the very successful, long established stations that has an
impressive record of good earnings, This facility is located in
one of the important markets of the great and growing Pacific
Northwest.
This is an ideal situation that can justify and liberally reward
two partners or a small group capable of operating. Due to personal circumstances this property is available at an unusually low
price
for such a major facility. Price $125,000.00. Financing
arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

One complete
Presto Y-2 recorder
including 75-A recorder with 1-D
cutting head, 85-A .amplifier and
speaker. Practically new $400. Radio
Station WVAM, Altoona, Pennsylvania.

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn 711 Construction
V. Hamilton
Wuhlngton Bide. S. Akard and WoodBIdg.Sts 235 Ray
Montgomery Street
■■».»..
aj
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
SterUne 4341-2

FLORIDA
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!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■.

HUNTINGTON
Favored by Examiner Lifvin
AN INITIAL DECISION looking
toward a grant of HuntingtonMontauk Broadcasting Co.'s application for new 1 kw daytimer on
740 kc at Huntington, N. Y., and
denial of competing applications
from Bridgeport, Conn., and White
Plains, N. Y., was issued by FCC
Examiner Fanney N. Litvin last
Tuesday.
The choice was based on equitable distribution of transmission
facilities. "Fairness and equity require the allocation of a first
daytime transmission facility to
Huntington, which has none, rather
than to Bridgeport, which has
three, or to White Plains, which
has'
Litvinfinal
declared.
Her one,"
decisionMrs.
becomes
in 40
days unless challenged, in which
event the Commission will hear
oral argument in review of the case.
The denials went to Connecticut
Electronics Corp. of Bridgeport,
which is headed by Radio Consultant M. S. Novik and controlled
by himself and his brother; and
to Westco Broadcasting Corp. of
White Plains, headed by Linton
Wells, news analyst and author,
and principally owned by George J.
Feinberg, part owner of WWW
Fairmont, W. Va.
A grant of the Huntington application, Mrs. Litvin ruled, is
preferable despite the Bridgeport
applicant's proposal to maintain
auxiliary studios in two communities which have no outlet of their
own (Ansonia, Conn, and Darby or
Shelton, Conn.), and despite WKBS
Oyster Bay's announced intention
of establishing studios in Huntington. Whereas a station may not be
moved out of the city in which it is
located without FCC approval,
she pointed out, auxiliary studios
may be curtailed or removed, as
well as established, in the discretion of the licensee.
Ownership of applicants:
Huntington-Montauk Broadcasting
Co., Huntington
— ByronrealT.estate
Sammis,
owner
of a Huntington
and
insurance business, is president and
12%% owner; Edward J. Fitzgerald,
producer- director of "Professor Quiz"
on ABC, formerly with Erwin-Wasey
& Co., Donahue & Coe, and DancerFitzgerald-Sample, and at one time
director of the Bureau of Copyrights

of NAB (forerunner of Broadcast Music
Inc.), is vice president, owns 25%, and
would be general manager and program director; and the following business and professional men of Huntington ownAndrew
614% each:
Sherburne
Sweetland,
W. Murray,
MarvinP.
T. Carter, Dr. Russel W. Sammis,
Arthur Gwynne, Dr. Warren P. Kortright, ence
Dr.H. MacLachlan,
William Duesselmann,
Clarand Edward
V. Norton. David Sencer,
Connecticut Electronics Corp. , Bridgeport— M. S. Novik, radio consultant
and former New York City communidirector,Kingston,
who has N.Y.,
a 25%and in-i^
terest incations
WKNY
a member of a group which has bought
WLIB New York subject to FCC approval, ispresident of the company and
owns 43.8% of voting stock; his brother
Harry, of Stamford, has 43.7%; Herman
Wolf, Bridgeport
visor, 7.5%, and public
Florencerelations
Jones, ad-of
Norwalk, radio and television writer,
5%.
Westco Broadcasting Corp., White
Plains — Linton Wells, writer and news
analyst formerly with the Blue and
Red networks and CBS, is president
and 15% owner and would manage th^
proposed station; George J. Feinberg,
of Englewood, N. J., former owner of
WEEU
currently
26%%'andowner
of
WWWReading,
Fairmont,
W. Va.
51%
owner of a Niagara Falls applicant,
has 60% interest; J. Harvey McCoy,
sales engineer for Press Wireless Mfg.
Co. at Hicksville, N. Y., and J. George
Fredman, Jersey City attorney, both
of whom haVe minority interests in
WWW cant and
Niagara Falls
(ConcordtheBroadcasting
Co.),appliown
12%% each.
FTC ACTIONS
Omaha Sponsor Is Charged
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
has announced issuance of a complaint charging a radio advertiser
with misrepresentation in broadcast advertisements and the signing of a stipulation by another.
The complaint charges William
S. LaRue, Omaha, Neb. with falsely
representing Master Scalp Treatment in broadcasts aired on KOWH
Omaha last year and on KFNF
Shenandoah, Iowa, in October 1947
and between September and October last year. FTC characterized
certain claims as "false and misleading."
In Baton Rouge, La., 11 co-partners trading as the William Wolf
Bakery stipulated with FTC they
will stop representing that they
received any trophy in a nationwide contest. Radio commercials
had referred to Wolf's Extra Fine
Bread as the winner of national
awards in contests sponsored by
Quality Bakers of America, which
represents 113 of about 38,000
bakers in the U. S. The stations
were not disclosed.

THE "pned
'Piii^tefi co.
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

Consultants

Management

on
and Operation

(20 years experience)
SALES CAMPAIGNS
• SALES TRAINING
• SALES PROMOTION
Post Office— Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone — Worthington 2-7346
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

POLICE
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named
has been
GREEN g special
Y ndisin
BETTmercha
ist and
diof women's programs for
rector
Frederic W. Ziv Co., Cincinnati. Miss
Green formerly was fashion editor
of Parent's magazine.
JACK LEVINE has joined Gerard
Pick Television Productions as program producer. Firm has moved to
1775 Broadway, New York, phone
Circle 6-5595.
JOHN H. KASBEER has been named
midwest field representative for Television Shares Management Co., Chicago, distributor of Television Fund
Inc. Mr. Kasbeer has been in securities business since 1919, and was
Co.
formerly
with Graham, Parsons &
MAJ. H. KENNETH MURRAY, formerly producer-director of U. S. Army
and Air Force Recruiting Service
Voice of the Army radio series has
joined Armed Forces Radio Service,
Los Angeles, as deputy commander
representing U. S. Air Force.
A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago, has announced subscription by DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc., Chicago, to
national Nielsen radio index service.
Agency contracted for Class A service in three-year agreement.
INTER-AMERICA TELEVISION, production consultants, with offices at
565 Fifth Ave., New York, has been
formed with ART RIVERA as head.
Mr. Rivera was formerly TV director
for Donovan & Thomas Adv., Baltimore; was associated with WBALTV Baltimore, and most recently was
with Pioneer Films, New York, as
associate producer.
RCA VICTOR announces that by
August its Bluebird label records will
again be on sale in dealer stores.
Hit tunes will be featured, selling at
46<S plus tax, and first releases will
be on non-breakable material.
Equipment
ANDREA RADIO Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y., reports 73% increase in
sales for period Jan. 1-May 31, over
similar period last year. Corresponding increase in net profits for this
period also has been recorded.
G. E. (Rex) RAND has been appointed
broadcast equipment field sales representative in southeastern region with
headquarters
in
Atlanta, Ga., by
RCA Engineering
Products Dept.,
Camden, N. J. Mr.
Rand is graduate
of Oxford U., England, with degree
in electrical engineering. After
graduation, he
participated in
Mr. Rand
BBC and British
communications activities. During
war, Mr. Rand was officer with RAF.
In 1946 he joined RCA, engaging
in sales activities.
CONRAC Inc., Glendora, Calif., has
produced television set in which buyer purchases
onlyto "heart"
of instrument and is free
choose what
type
of cabinet he prefers, or to install
video set in wall of house.

RECORDS

Must Be Opened to WEOL
ELYRIA-LORAIN Broadcasting
Co., operating WEOL Elyria, Ohio,
has obtained an injunction which
prevents the city's mayor, director
of public safety or police chief
from denying access to police records to any WEOL representative.
Judge Guy B. Findley, Court of
Common Pleas, Lorain County,
Ohio, made a journal entry July 13
ordering that a temporary injunction be allowed. H. A. Seville,
WEOL general manager, pointed
out that the station wants the injunction to be permanent, and that
the judge, in issuing the temporary
ruling, was following the usual
procedure of allowing for a review
of the order a few weeks hence.
WEOL, in its petition requesting
the injunction, asserted that its
reporters and representatives had
been denied access to the police
records except between 8 and 9
a.m. on any day. Pointing out
that police reports on arrests, accidents, casualties, crimes and
other matters falling within police
jurisdiction are public records,
WEOL demanded that it be allowed access to the records at any
time of day or night. The station
also
charged
"unreasonable
and
unlawful
discrimination
against
the plaintiff [WEOL] and its lisCommenting on the case, Mr.
ers . . ." that similar attempts
Seville tensaid
to deny access to police records
have occurred all over the country,
"especially where there is a political set-up."
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LINGO
Vertical Tubular Steel

WMUR-FM
H.—
Granted
licenseManchester,
for new FMN.station
Chan. 239 (95.7 mc) 3.3 kw 960 ft.
KGO-FM
San FM
Francisco
— Granted
license for new
station
Chan. 291
(106.1 mc) 50 kw 1200 ft.
WFJScense forFreeport,
111.— Granted
linew FM station
Chan. 273
Actions
of the FCC
(102.5 mc) 9 kw 235 ft.
KPHO Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted mod.
JULY 15 to JULY 22
CP change type trans.
The following were granted mod.
cond.-conditional
CPs for extension of completion dates
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
as shown: WRR-FM Dallas, Tex., to
DA-directional antenna
D-day
8-20-49; KSLH St. Louis, to 12-31-49;
mod.-medification
ERP-eCFective radiated power N-night
KAMC-FM Stillwater, Okla., to 2-15-50;
trans.-transmitter
STL-stndio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
KTRH-FM Houston, Tex., to 5-12-50;
unL-unlimited hours
WAGA-FM Atlanta, Ga., to 2-12-50;
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier Tis.-yisual
WTHI-FM Terre Haute, Ind., to 11-5-49;
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
WQDI
to 9-9-49:
KAST
Astoria, Quincy,
Ore., to 111.,
11-9-49;
KYBS Dallas,
Tex., to 2-15-50; WTOL-FM Toledo,
Ohio,
to
2-8-50;
KULE
Ephrata,
Wash.,
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
to
12-1-49; KIVY Crockett, Tex., to
10-19-49.
appear at the end of this d,epartment, accompanied by a roundup of newKOY
Ariz. trans,
— Granted
station and transfer applications.
cense toPhoenix,
use old main
for aux.liwith 1 kw.
KSVP toArtesia,
M. —location.
Granted mod.
license
change N.
studio
Initial
Decision
in proceeding in Dockets
7950
etc.
KFBK
Sacramento,
Cal.
— Granted
July 15 Applications . . .
install aux. trans, on 1530
kc withCP5
Radio Corp. of Arizona Inc., Phoenix,
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
kw DA-DN.
Ariz. — Granted petition to dismiss
Dearborn, Mich. — Granted
without prejudice its application for CP WKMH
AM— 970 kc
mount FM ant. on top of AM tower.
CP.
WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa. — Granted
The Montana Network, Billings,
mod. CP for extension of completion
By Hearing Examiners
Mont. — CP new AM station 970 kc 5
WTUX
Wilmington,
Del.
—
Granted
date
to 2-8-50.
kw unl. DA-N AMENDED re officers petition to extend time within which
KSL-TV
Salt Lake City— Granted
and stockholders.
mod. CP for extension of completion
to file proposed findings in re application for renewal of license; time ex- date to 10-15-49.
AM— 930 kc
through August 18, 1949. (By
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif. — Granted
ExaminertendedBlume).
license new FM station Chan. 275 (102.9
Surety
Bcstg.
Co.,
Charlotte,
N.
C—
mc)
6.8 kw 1420 ft.
Western
Massachusetts
Bcstg.
Co.,
CP new AM station 930 kc 1 kw-N 5
kw-D unl. DA-N AMENDED re change
WHKC-FM
Columbus,
Ohio.—
Granted
Great Barrington, Mass., and FCC
license
FM station
Chan.
254
in DA-N.
General Counsel — Denied petition of (98.7 mc) new
15 kw 560 ft.
Western
Mass.
Bcstg.
Co.
insofar
as
it
AM— 1230 kc
WFRS new
Grand FM
Rapids,
Mich. Chan.
— Granted
requests continuance of hearing until license
station
223
Aug. 8 on application for CP; granted
Radio American West Indies, Charpetitions of Western Mass. and FCC
(92.5 mc) 10.5 kw 390 ft.
WMCA-FM New York— Granted liGeneral Counsel insofar as they request
lotte Amalie, Virgin Islands — CP new
cense new FM station Chan. 222 (92.3
AM EDstation
1260 1230
kc 250kc.w unl. AMENDcontinuance of hearing; continued in- mc) llkw
to request
630 ft.
definitely (By Examiner Cooper).
KRTN
Raton,station
N. M. — Granted
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted
Modification of CP
new
standard
specify license
studio
petition to continue indefinitely hear- location; 1490 kc 250 and
w
unl.
WOR-FM New York — Mod. CP new
inginer
on application
for
CP
(By
ExamKTUR Turlock, Calif. — Granted mod.
Cunningham).
FM station
CP change type trans.
tion date. for extension of compleKRSC-TV Seattle, Wash. — Granted
WJJL-FM Niagara Falls, N. Y.—
mod. CP for extension of completion
Same.
July 18 Applications . . .
date to 11-15-49.
KCNY San Marcos, Tex.— Mod. CP
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KDET signment
Center,
— Granted
asof licenseTex.
from
partnership
change
250 1470
w D kcto AMENDED
250 w-D 100to
AM— 1260 kc
w-N on from
assigned
composed
of two Center
equal partners
to
Inc.
•
new
corporation.
Bcstg.
Co.
change
WERC Erie, Pa. — CP change from
Bcstg. Co.name of applicant to Central
1230 kc 250 w unl. to 1260 kc 1 kw-N
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich. — Granted
5 kw-D unl. DA-N AMENDED to mod.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location
and specify studio location.
change
DA-N
and
use
DA-DN.
AM— 1450 kc
KTRB
Modesto, Calif. — Granted mod.
CP to Reinstate
CP
change
trans. — Granted liWTNB-FM Birmingham, Ala CP to
WTMJ-TV type
Milwaukee
Delta Bcstg.July
Co.,13Manistique,
reinstate CP new FM station which
DISMISSED
application Mich.
for CP—
cense
new
commercial
television staexpired Dec. 15, 1948.
new AM station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
tion; ERP vis. 16 kw, aur. 10 kw, ant.
FM
Changes
320
ft.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WPLAcense newPlant
City,station
Fla.— Granted
liKVCI Chico, Calif.— CP make changes
standard
and specify
License for CP
in
exsisting
FMant.station
to specify ERP
studio location 1570 kc 250 w D.
9.72
kw
and
45
ft.
KABC install
San new
Antonio,
WTWN Saint Johnsbury, Vt.— RElicense
trans. Tex. — Granted
License for CP
TURNED JulyCP13 new
application
for license to cover
AM station.
KFGQ
Boone,3 Iowa
Granted
authorKVME CP Merced,
Calif. — License to
ity to operate
hours— only
on July
30.
cover
new FM station.
KGCXcense Sidney,
Mont.
—
Granted
lichanges in trans.
Modification
of
CP
July 18 Decisions . . .
WPIC Sharon, Pa. — Granted license
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala.— Mod. CP ant.
installon new
top. vertical radiator with FM
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
new FM station for extension of completion
date.
WWWR
Russellville, Ala. — Granted
By Commissioner Jones
KCKN-FM Kansas City, Kan.— Same.
license new standard station and specWOSU-FM
Columbus, Ohio — Same.
ify studio station; 920 kc 1 kw D.
Greater Huntington Radio Corp.,
WLYC Williamsport, Pa.— Mod. CP
WMSL Decatur, Ala. — Granted CP
Huntington, W. Va., and Portsmouth
kw.
new FM station to change ERP to 3.2 install
new vertical ant. and mount
Bcstg.
Co.,
Portsmouth,
Ohio
—
Granted
FM ant. on AM tower and change
petition to dismiss without prejudice
TV
Amendment
trans,
location.
application of Greater Huntington RaWKWF newKeyvertical
West, Fla.
Southwestern Pub. Co., Little Rock,
dio Corp.removed
for CP; on
own
install
ant.— Granted CP
motion,
fromCommission's
hearing docket
Ark. — New TV station application
WFTL Fort Lauderdale, Fla. — Granted
application of Portsmouth Bcstg. Co., AMENDED to change ERP from 2.47
Portsmouth, Ohio.
kw vis.
aur. 1.27 kw aur. to 2.7 kw vis. 1.38 CP move present tower 50 ft. increase
Booth Radio Stations Inc., Grand
height,
FM ant. on
top and mount
change WGOR's
studio location.
Rapids, Mich. — Granted petition for
WGRO
Bayapproval
City, Mich.
— Granted
leave to amend application to add en- July 19 Decisions . . .
mod.
CP
for
of
ant.,
trans,
gineering exhibit specifying revised
and
studio
locations.
maximum operating values; accepted
BY
THE
SECRETARY
amendment.
KOFO Ottawa, Kan. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
WPDX-FMlicenseClarksburg,
W. station
Va.—
KGKB Tyler, Tex. — Granted petition Granted
location,
specify studio location and
for
new
FM
for extension of time to August 12 withchange type trans.
in which to file exceptions to the' Chan. 236 (95.1 mc) 2 kw 300 ft.
KNOE
Monroe,
La. — Granted mod.
CP change type trans.
(Cmitinued on pape 83)
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Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Av*., Weih. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Three-Speed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
The oiliest and recognized as one of
thp
Radio Schools InRadio
America
offersleading
Its specially
and
Television
technicianstrained
to the Rroadcast
Industry. (Our
«raduate> have 1st Class
Telephone
License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Addreaa: Placement Manager
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St., ' Ntw Ysrk 14, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 f St.. N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P . MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, 0 . c.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
Riverside 3611
1728 Wood St.
Member
AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

hO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper A/lontclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W. — Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604. 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Jr.
William E. Benns,
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanav/ha St., N. w.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D, C.
National 6513

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
.Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Of. H 3UUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-^8 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgale Road
Riverside, Illinois
(a Chicago suburb)

BEN ADLER
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
Specializing in Simplified Systems Design
For Low Cost TV Operation
515 MADISON AVE. PLAZA 5-7358
N. Y. 20, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

GEORGE

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

• Telecasting

GUY C. HUTCHINSON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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PORTER APPOINTED
To Palestine Commission
$1,500

inventory
at

a

cost

abolished

of

—

$4.46!

With more than 700 vacuum tubes needed by industry, a tube distributor would find profits consumed by 100% inventories. But by
ordering tubes as needed via Air Express, he holds stocks to 25%.
Example: Orders S 1,500 tube at 9 a.m. from suppUer 900 miles away.
Delivered to customer 6 p.m. same day. 16 lbs.: cost, $4.46.

Remember, $4.46 included speedy
pick-up and delivery service, too.
More protection, because you get
a receipt for every shipment. Air
Express is the world's fastest shipping service.

Your Air Express shipments go by
the Scheduled AirUnes direct to
1300 airport cities; fastest air-rail
for 22,000 off-airline offices. Shipkeep moving with 'roimdthe-clockmentsservice.

Facts on low Air Express rates
19 lbs. of machine parts goes 600 miles for $3.54.
9-lb. carton of new styles goes 1400 miles for $ 3.99.
(Every kind of business finds Air Express pays.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up
and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and
delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50
without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight.
For faist shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

^£73 meRe /vj^sr
Rotes include pick-up and delivery door
to door in oil principal towns and cities

ouncer for WICA
caster-an ly
news, former
DAVEAshtabuGESLER
la,
Ohio, has joined
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., as news director and publicity manager.
HAROLD JAHNKE has joined news
staff of WHO Des Moines, Iowa. He
recently graduated from U. of Iowa
and was given award in field of radio
journalism at the university.
JIMMY ALDERSON has been appointed to news and special events
department of KBYR Anchorage,
Alaska.
JOE WILSON, sportscaster at WBKB
(TV) Chicago, has been named sports
director.
JOHNNY CARPENTER, special events
director of KOIN Portland, Ore.,
has been awarded plaque by Gov.
Douglas McKay as outstanding individual in promoting traffic safety.
AL FRANCES, news editor at WHBC
Canton, Ohio, is the father of a girl.

CHICAGO AFRA
Elects Harry Elders
HARRY ELDERS has been elected
president of the Chicago, local,
Midwest region, American Federation of Radio Artists, and will
serve a one-year term. Other officials are Raymond H. Jones, executive secretary; Norm Gottschalk, treasurer; Eleanor Engle,
recording secretary; Cliff Norton,
first vice president; Dean Reed,
second vice president, and Norm
Pierce, third vice president.
Members of the board include
Eloise Kummer, Boris Aplon, John
Gannon, Angelyn Orr, George
Kluge, Catherine Payne, Paul
Barnes, Hugh Downs, John Harrington, Fahey Flynn, Joe Wilson,
Franklyn
Ferguson,
Win Schweig,
Straeke,Ann Andrews,
Arwin
William Cole, Harold Hedlund and
Jack Martin.

WTWN ON AIR
Vermont Outlet on 1340 kc
FEATURING salutes from many
notables, WTWN St. Johnsbury,
Vt., formally went on the air July
10. Speakers at the opening broadcast included Sen. Ralph Flanders
(R-Vt.), Rep. Charles Plumley
(R-Vt.) and Waverly Root, formerly with MBS.
The station is owned and operated by Twin State Broadcasters
Inc. and is co-managed by Dean
Finney and James McKernan.
WTWN operates on 1340 kc with
250 w.
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publisher and
of the Times,
Louisvilleowners
Courier-of
Journal
WHAS Louisville, who resigned to
return to his private business.
Mr. Porter, one-time head of the
OPA,canserved
chief oftotheGreece
Ameri-in
EconomicasMission
1947. The Palestine Commission is
responsible for conciliation of all
issues outstanding between Israel
and the Arab states under a UN
general assembly resolution.
COVINGTON WILL
Stations Operations Same
THE WILL of the late G. W. Covington, who died in Chicago July 12
[Broadcasting, July 18], directs
that the Covington stations in Alabama continue regular operations
as The Covington Group.
Edwin H. Estes, general manager of the group, who also directs
the operation of WGWD in Gadsden, announced July 16 that Hugh
Smith will continue as manager of
WGWC Selma and John W. Kirkpatrick as manager of WCOV and
WCOV-FM Montgomery.
12 Take

Lombardo

FREDERIC W. ZIV CO. announces
that starting July 28 the First National Food Store Chain-sponsored
Guy Lombardo Show will be heard
on the following additional stations
for a 52-week period, each Thurs.
7:30-8 p.m.: WNOU Berlin, N. H.;
WNEB Worchester, Mass.; WBZ
Boston, WBZA Springfield, Mass.;
WMUR Manchester, N. H.;WKNE
Keene, N. H.; WLNH Laconia,
N. H.; WHOB Gardner, Mass.;
WSAR Fall River, Mass.; WJOY
Burlington, Vt.; WELI New Haven,
and WFAS White Plains, N. Y.
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
PIar«*rlKn-Copyrlght-Plracy
INSURANCE
For the wla* Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
prevldoa adoQuat* proUctlen.
Surprlaincly Inoxpanalv*
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details A quotatioru
vrrite
Emplojers
Reuisvramce

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE
SCHEDULED

PAUL A. PORTER, former chairman of the FCC and now with the
Washington law firm of Arnold,
Fortas and Porter, July 17 was
appointed by President Truman as
the U. S. representative on the
United Nations Palestine Conciliation Commission. In this post, Mr.
Porter succeeds Mark Ethridge,

have been presented a certificate of
merit by Dept. of Pennsylvania, Vetstations'
Wars forand
erans of Foreign
their
to veterans
contributions
families through programs.

Corporation
iMWane*
Kzeluuic* BMf.,
Kbwi Cltr, MiaMBii
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FCC

Actions

from page 80)
PIP
ions inued
Decis(Cont
Cont.:
WDKD
Kingstree,
mod.
CP change
type S.
trans.C— Granted
KIBL Beeville, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP change studio location.
WPLO Memphis, Tenn. — Granted
CP for extension of completion date
to 1-30-50 on cond. that construction
be completed or interim FM service
be provided by that date.
FCC Correction
On report dated July 12 action on
WBRL Baton Rouge, La., should read
—Granted license for new FM station
Chan. 251 (98.1 mc) 7.6 kw 460 ft.
July 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 630 kc
KCIL
Houma,
change
1490
kc 250
w unl.La.to— CP
630 kc
1 kw from
unl.
DA-DN.
Modiflcation of CP
WXRC Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
FM
station
for extension of completion
date.
WGTM-FM Wilson, N. C— Same.
WLWF Columbus, Ohio— Same.
WFSS Long Island, N. Y.— Mod. CP
change frequency to 97.5 mc, ERP 15.1
kw, ant. 529 ft.
TV Amendment
Mid-South
Television Bcstg. Co.,
Jackson, Miss., Memphis, Tenn., Little
Rock, Ark., and Shreveport, La. — New
TV station application AMENDED to
change name from W. Harry Johnson
d/bWilliam
as Mid-South
Television
Bcstg. Co.of
to
S. Ramsey,
administrator
estate of W. Harry Johnson d/b as
Mid-South Television Bcstg. Co.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
AM— 1420 kc
WWHG
from
1590 kcHornell,
to Ikw N.D toY.—1420CP kc change
1 kwD 500 w-N unl. DA-N,
Modiflcation of CP
WAFB Baton Rouge, La.— Mod. CP
increase power from 1 kw unl. to 1
kw-N 5 kw-D unl. on assigned 1460 kc.
IJuly 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
WWON
Woonsocket,
R. I. — Application for license renewal.
KSMB
(FM)
Santa
Maria, Calif.—
Same.
License for CP
KRDU Dinuba, Calif.— License to
cover CP changes in assignment.
Jesup,
Ga.— License to cover
CPWBGR
new AM
station.
WKAM
Warsaw, Ind. — Same.
KLVT Levelland, Tex.— Same.
Gainesville, Fla.— Same
FMWRUF-FM
station.
WHIO-FM Dayton, Ohio— Same.
CPWENR-TV
new TV Chicago
station. — License to cover
Modification of License
WBTH Williamson, W. Va.— Mod. license change name from Mingo Bcstg.
Corp. to Williamson Bcstg. Corp.
Modification of CP
WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
^^M
late. station for extension of completion
KLAC-TV Los Angeles— Same for
irv station.
I\?MKFEL-FM
station to Denver,
2-15-50. Col.— Same for
'1,2-8-49.
WGCH Greenwich, Conn. — Same to
Same to
l
-50.K Cedar Rapids, Iowa —
KCR
i
1'.-18
KGN
0. C-FM AmariUo, Tex.— Same to
.-1-5
Salt Lake City- Same to
KSL
.
.1-15-49-FM
K-FM
W. Va.—
Clarksburg,
WBL
«Iod. CP change ERP from 14.5 kw to
ht from 660 ft. to 690 ft.
heig
I .1 kw, ant.
Parkersburg, W. Va.—
WPAR-FM
Jlod. CP change ERP from 18 kw to
' kw, ant. from 310 ft. to 292 ft.

CP to Reinstate
WSUA-FMCP Bloomington,
Ind.— which
CP to
reinstate
new FM station
expired 6-28-49.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Ponca City Pub. Co. Inc., Ponca City,
Okla.— DISMISSED July 19 at request
of applicant request for new FM station.
July 21 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
License
granted
for Aug.
follow-1,
ing stationsrenewal
for period
ending
1952: WMFG Hibbing, Minn.; KRDO
Colorado mento,Springs,
Col.; Jefferson
KROY SacraCalif.; KWOS
City,
Mo.; WEDC Chicago; WIBU Poynette,
Wis.; WKDA Nashville, Tenn.; WMIS
Natchez, Miss.; WROV Roanoke, Va.;
WSBC Chicago; KICA Clovis, N. M.;
KGBS Harlingen, Tex.; KDEC Decorah,
Iowa; KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.; KHUM
Eureka, Calif.; KUBC Montrose, Col.;
KXOX Sweetwater,
Tex.; Jasper,
WKDK Newberry, S. C; WWWB
Ala.;
WLAG LaGrange, Ga.
KCSJ Pueblo, Col. — Granted license
renewal for period ending May 1, 1952.
License Extension
WBML
Macon,
extension of licenseGa. to— Granted
Dec. 1. temp,
KYUM Yuma, Ariz. — Same.
WSNY
Schenectady, N. Y.— Same.
AM— 690 kc
WVOK
Birmingham,
CP increase from 10 kw Ala.
to 50— Granted
kw DA,
operating
D
on
690
kc;
engineering
cond.
Hearing Designated
Olney ignatedBcstg.
Co., application
Olney, Tex.for— Desnew
AM stationfor hearing
1590 kc 250
w D.
KID Idaho Falls, Ida. — Designated
for hearing application for CP change
from 1350 kc 500 w-N 5 kw-D unl. to
590 kc 1 kw-N 5 kw-D unl. DA-N;
made WOW Omaha, KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., KSUB Cedar City, Utah,
and KHQ Spokane, Wash., parties to
proceeding.
KPAS Banning and KREO Indio,
Calif. — Designated for consolidated
hearing application of KPAS to change
from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1380 kc 500
w-N 1 kw-D DA-N unl. and application of KREO to change from 1400 kc
250 w unl. to 1380 kc 1 kw DA-2 unl.
KWHK and The Hutchinson Pub. Co.,
Hutchinson, Kan. — Designated for consolidated hearing application of KWHK
to change from 1190 kc 1 kw D to 1260
kc
1
kw
unl.
employ
new DA-DN
and applicationandof The
Hutchinson
Pub.
Co. for new station to operate on 1260
kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN; made KAKE
Wichita, Kan., party to proceeding.
Petition Granted
WORA Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted
petition to extent that Commission order of June 1 is modified to make grant
of application of The Master Bcstg.
Corp. for new station at Rio Piedras,
P. R., subject to such interference as
may be received by proposed station
from proposed operation of WORA if
its application is granted.
Issues Deleted
Fastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastland, Tex.deleted
— Onissues
Commission's
motion,
No. 1 andown3 from
Commission order of May 16 designating for hearing application for new
station.

Replace CP
WKMA Radio South, Quitman, Ga.—
Granted application for replacement
of CP for new station 1490 kc 250 w
unl. which expired May 9.
Hearing Designated
Pomona Bcstrs.,
Pomona,
Calif. of
—
Designated
for hearing
application
Pomona Bcstrs. for new station at
Pomona, Calif.. 1250 kc 250 w-D in
consolidation
proceeding
on application ofwith
Pasadena
Presbyterian
Church to increase power of KPPC
Pasadena,
fied hours, operating
from 100 won to1240
250 kc
w; specimade
KGFJ
Los
Angeles,
KRNO
San
dino and KTMS Santa Barbara, BernaCalif.,
parties to proceeding for all purposes;
amended order designating KPPC for
hearing to include issues in this order.
Gralla & Gralla, Tujunea; Beverly
Hills Bcstrs., Beverly Hills; Beverly
(laacJtisUf
Hills Bcstg. Co., Beverly Hills; Krouser
& Kreamer, Oxnard; Long Beach
Bcstrs., Long Beach; KIEV Glendale,
4,000,000 PEOPLE
Calif. — By order removed from pending
file applications of Gralla & Gralla,
KWKW
Beverly Hills Bcstrs., Beverly Hills
Bcstg. Co., Krouser & Kreamer and
Pasadena - Los Angeles
Long Beach Bcstrs, and, together with
NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
aoplication of KIEV, designated for
hearing in consolidated proceeding
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

with taapplications
of Airtone
SanAna, Calif, et
al. andCo.,Leland
Holzer, Los Angeles, et al.; amended
previous orders of hearing accordingly;
further ordered that if, as result of
consolidated proceeding it appears
that were it not for issues pending in
hearing regarding clear channels and
hearing regarding daytime skywave
transmissions and Commission policy
announced Aug. 9, 1946, and May 8,
1947, public interest would be best
served by grant of one or more of
these applications other than that of
Wm. and Lee A. Odessky, then such application or applications shall be returnedclusionto pending
file until hearing
after conof said hearings;
on
this proceeding now scheduled for
Aug. 1 is continued to Sept. 19 at
Washington on engineering issues only;
made KECA Los Angeles party to
proceeding.
(TV)of St.applicant,
Petersburg,
AtWSEE
request
set Fla.—
aside
action of June 15 denying application
for extension of completion date and
designated
for Sept.
hearing8 on
at Washingtonsame
commencing
issues
relating to diligence.
Petition Denied
WHEN requesting
(TV) Syracuse,
N. Y.— Denied
petition
Commission
actions reconsideration
of June 22 in (1)of
denying power
requestfrom
for 15
mod.
ST A kw,to
increase
to 26.7
(2) placing application for mod. CP
in pending files, (3) holding in abeyancepletion
application
comdate, and for
(4) extension
requesting ofadvice
within 30 days whether WHEN will
proceed immediately and diligently
with authorized construction; extended
to July 27 time for WHEN to reply to
June 22 letter.
STA Extended
WFMN
(FM)
Alpine,30 N.of J.—
Granted
extension until Aug.
outstanding
STA icetoon suspend
regular
program
servcond. (1) that within period
here granted licensee file amendment
to application for CP to specify trans,
power and ant. system proposed to
permit Commission consideration of
complete application or (2) that within
said period licensee
file conducted
report on experimental program
by
KE2XCC (W2XEA) during period
WFMN has remained silent and specify
therein certain date by which time
WFMN application will be amended
in such manner as to place it in
proper form for Commission consideration.
Following were granted modification
of terms of present authorizations:
W S Y ERP
R - F M Syracuse,
N. Y.— To
change
ant.
from 670from
ft. 9to kw640to ft.10.5 kw and
WADW-FM New Orleans— To change
ERP from 5 kw to 8.6 kw; grant of
this application
to structure
be construed as to approvalis ofnottower
for use by standard station which will
be determined
on merits of application on file.
WIFM Elkin, N. C— To change ERP
from 325 w to 350 w, and ant. from
minus 47 ft. to minus 35 ft., sub.iect to
cond. that if it appears that station's operation does not conform to
Commission's rules and standards applicantficiencwillies in installation.
undertake to correct deWEVR
Troy,
ERP
from 400 w to N.460Y.—w Toandchange
ant. from
minus 240 ft. to minus 185 ft.
WQDI4.8 Quincy,
ERP
from
kw to 8.9111.—
kw Toandchange
ant. from
300 ft. to 280 ft.; sufficient proof of
performance of WGEM
to be filed

to
indicate that DA remains essentially
unchanged.
WTRT Toledo, Ohio— To change ERP
from 9.7
kw to 8.8
subject
to re-of
ceipt of request
to kw,
measure
power
WTOD by stal indirect
method
during
ination of FM ant. and submission
of new ant, resistance measurements
for WTOD struction
after(Comr. completion
of conJones dissenting).
WCFC
Va.—kw.To change
ERP
fromBeckley,
31 kw W.
to 35
WTHI-FM Terre Haute, Ind. — To
change ERP from 20 kw to 7.4 kw and
ant. from 305 ft. to 330 ft.
WMBI-FM Chicago, 111.— To change
ant. from 360 ft. to 440 ft., subject to
approval of application which provides
for modifying
WMBI ant. to accommodate FM ant.
KWK-FM St. Louis— To change ERP
from 360 kw to 40 kw and ant. from
545 ft. to 510 ft.
WKAX-FM Birmingham, Ala.— To
change ERP from 8.9 kw to 18.5 kw
and ant. from 190 ft. to 640 ft. subject
to cond. that no adverse effect results
from
operation
of WKAX-FM
and
WBRC-FM
due to proximity
of two ant.
WMOR Chicago — To change trans,
power output from 5.8 kw to 7.2 kw.
WJW-FM Royalton, Ohio — To change
ERP from 7.5 kw to 19 kw and ant.
from 730
ft. to 510power
ft. subject
quest to measure
of WJWto reby
indirect method during construction
of FM ant. and subject to receipt of
sufficientdicateproof
inthat DAof performance
pattern
of toWJW
remains essentially
unchanged
upon
completion of construction.
W G OERP
R Ft.
To
change
fromLauderdale,
9.6 kw to 9.2Fla.kw — and
ant. from 275 ft. to 270 ft., site
subject
to approval
by CAA and
subject to approval
of application
to make
necessary changes
in WFTL's ant. to
accommodate
FM ant.
WILK-FM Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — To
change
frequency
from
107.3 mc (Chan.
297) to 96.1 mc (Chan 241).
KISSfrom
San Antonio,
Tex. 250
— To kwchange
ERP
170 kw to
and
ant. from 560 ft. to 540 ft.
WLOH-FM
Princeton,
W.
Va.—
To
change ERP from 365 ft. to 360 ft.,
subject to measurement of WLOH
power by stal atindirect
during in-of
ion of FM ant.method
and submission
new ant. resistance measurements
after completion of construction.
ERPWGTM-FM
from 31 Wilson,
kw to N.
8.8 C—
kw. To change
WLYN-FM
Lynn,
Mass.
ERP from 600 w to 520 w.— To change
W W O class
D - F Mof Lynchburg,
change
station fromVa.—
B Toto
A;
frequency
from
107.9
mc
(Chan.
300) to 100.1 mc (Chan. 261); ERP
from 39 kw to 940 w; ant. from
315 ft. to 170 ft., subject to obtaining
authority
to make station
power WWOD
measure-by
ments of standard
indirect method during construction
and submitting new resistance measurements after completion; also subject to filingto ofindicate
sufficient
of
performance
thatproof
DA of
WWOD has not been changed.
Modification of CP
KYOS Merced, Calif .—Granted mod.
CP to increase specified modulation
allowance in direction of 43° true.
July 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by
following: WRNY Rochester, N. Y.;
WCKB
Laurens, Near
S. C.Dunn, N. C; WLBG
(Continued on page 84)
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Elizabethtown, Ky. — The Acme Bcstg.
Co. denied new AM station on 1450 kc,
250 w fulltime. taterference to WLAP
Lexington, Ky., cited by FCC. Principals: J. W. Burkholder Sr. 6.3% owner
WTCO Campbellsville, Ky., president
30%; Paul H. Sanders, theatre business,
secretary-treasurer 30%; William J.
Harris Jr., commercial manager WTCO,
vice president
E. Matthews, Justice30%;
Dept.WiUiam
attorney,
20%.
Decision July 14.
Petaluma, Pittsburg, Calif. — Final decision granting bid of Petaluma Bcstrs.
for new AM station at Petaluma on 1490
kc, 250 w, unlimited, and denying competitive bid of Pacific States Radio Engineering for new station at Pittsburg.
Petaluma operation may not begin
until KXOA Sacramento switches to
1470 kc and is licensed for that frequency. Petaluma favored because it
would ners be
first localHoward
facility.R.Co-partin Petaluma:
Elvey,
engineer at international stations KGEI
KGEX; Forrest W. Hughes, engineerannouncer since 1938; John E. Striker,
radio repair, teaching and operating
experience; Raymond W. Mort. KGEI
KGEX engineer; Harold A. Sparks, announcer-engine r at KTKC Visalia.
Co-partners in Pacific States: Joseph
L. Berryhill, in radio nine year; James
L. Smith, engineer; Arnold C. Werner,
in radio several years. Decision July
15.
INITIAL DECISION
WHOMcision by Hearing
Jersey City,
N. J.— J.Initial
deExaminer
D. Bond
to deny bid to move main studios to
New York. See story page 67. Decision
July 18.
Huntington and White Plains, N. Y. ;
Bridgeport,
Conn. — Initial
by
Hearing Examiner
Fanney decision
N. Litvin
to grant new AM station bid of Huntington-Montauk Bcstg. Co. for 740 kc,
1 kw day, directional, at Huntington
and to deny competitive bids of Westco
Bcstg. Corp.,
White Corp.,
Plains,Bridgeport.
and Connecticut Electronics
See story page 79. Decision July 20.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
St. Louis; East St. Louis and Bellevil e, 1 1.— Memorandum opinion and
order making final certain portions
of proposed decision insofar as it pertains to bid of Hobart G. Stephenson
Jr. for new AM station at St. Louis
for 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited; denied
said bid. Further, granted motion and
supplemental motion to reopen record
filed by WTMV East St. Louis insofar
as it requests that proposed decision be
set aside;
petition
by Belle-to
ville Newsdenied
Democrat,
Belleville,
dismiss WTMV motion; set aside proposed decision insofar as it pertains
to applications of Belleville NewsDemocrat for 1260 kc, 1 kw fulltime,
directional night, and of WTMV to
switch from 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc
to 1 kw fulltime directional on 1260 kc;
afforded Belleville News-Democrat opportunity to amend its application to
specify proper site within 60 days;
further ordered that upon acceptance
of such amendment proceeding will be
set for further hearing. See story
this issue. Order July 18.
KROY Sacramento, KYA San Francisco and KVSM San Mateo, Calif. —
Memorandum opinion and order reopening record for further hearing in
Washington Aug. 24 on bids for 1060
kc. See story this issue. Order July 18.
Modesto, Calif. — Ordered set aside

RADIO LABOR DATA
Move to Labor Dept. Proposed
BROADCAST labor data henceforth will be handled by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor
Dept. under proposed rule amendment announced by FCC last
week. Stations would file data relating to employes, wages and
hours of work with FCC as at present but the Commission would
transmit the data to BLS for statistical summarization.
The Commission proposes to
amend Sec. 0.206(c) of its rules,
relating to the availability to the
public of information at FCC, so
as to keep individual station reports confidential as now even
though sent to BLS. Transfer of
the statistical function to BLS is
designed to increase overall efficiency. Comments on the proposal
are invited to Aug. 29.
FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 83)
Applications Cont.:
License for CP
K
C
O
K
Calif. — ^License to
cover CP Tulare,
change facilities.
WMRC Greenville, S. C. — Same.
KBIO Burley Ida. — License to cover
CP change frequency AMENDED to
changesica L. name
of applicant
Longston
to KBIO from
Inc. JesWKMA
Quitman,
Ga.
—
License
to
cover CP new AM station.
WBSM New Bedford, Mass. — Same.
WPTR Albany, N. Y. — Same.
WWHG HorneU,
N. Y.—— Same.
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati
License to
cover CP new TV station.
Modification of CP
WCOA-FM Pensacola, Fla. — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WFNS-FM Burlington, N. C— Same.
KREL-FM Goose Creek, Tex. — Same.
WBAP-FM Fort Worth. Tex.— Same.
WLPM-FM
Suffolk, va.— Same.
Ala. — Mod.of
CPWBRC-TV
new TV Birmingham,
station for extension
completion date.
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa— Same.
WOR-TV New York— Sams.
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Same.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
Reinstate CP
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore. — Reinstate
CP for 1 kw-N 5 kw-D unl. DA-N
on assigned 1150 kc.
Modification of CP
KULE Ephrata, Wash.— Mod. CP decrease power from 1 kw to 250 w on
assigned 730 kc.
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Hox,
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Scots

Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

Summary to July 21

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
AM Stations
2,007 1,977 213
418 240
FM Stations
726
387 478 12* 50
30
TV *Stations
72
13
105
346 182
5 on air
AppliCALL ASSIGNMENTS; KFMA Davenport, Iowa (L. W. Andrews Inc., 1580 kc,
250 w, day); KIFW Sitka, Alaska (Alaska Bcstg. Co., 1230 kc, 250 w, unl.); KLMO
Longmont, Col. (Longmont Bcstg. Co., 1050 kc, 250 w day); KNOR Norman,
Okla. (Cleveland County Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.); KUMO Columbia,
Mo. (Boone County Bcstg. Co., 950 kc, 1 kw, unl., directional); WFIR Danbury,
Conn. (The
FairfieldW. Bcstg.
Co., 550 kc,Bcstg.
500 w-night,
kw-day,
night):
WHLL
Wheeling,
Va. (Wheeling
Co., 1600 1 kc,
1 kw, directional
day, directional);
WJMA Orange, Va. (James Madison Bcstg. Corp., 1340 kc, 250 w, unl.); WLBE
Eustis, Fla., changed from WEUS (Paul Hunter); WNAW North Adams, Mass.,
changed from WNWW (Newl W. Welch).
* * *
in equal amounts, for 55,000, to Alfred
proposed
on bids
of Frank
M.
Helm decision
and Radio
Modesto
Inc.; Bersted, Andrew Emerine and Arthur
Kaubisch. Granted July 21.
granted petition of Helm to amend
WVOS
Liberty,
N. Y.— Granted
transapplication
to
show
new
site
and
affordfer of control
of Sullivan
County Bcstg.
ed Radio Modesto opportunity 60 days
to amend application to specify proper
Co., licensee, from David A. and HarKyle, Donald
site; upon acceptance of latter, case
aldriet V.M. Murray,
Max A.H. Corgill,
Rhulen Donand
will be set for further hearing. See
story this issue.
Order July 18.
Arthur
L.
Cooper
to
Harry
Borwick and Seymour D. Lubin forG.580,000.
KWAT motion
Watertown,
S. D.—
Order Mr. Borwick is former chief of Washgranting
of KWAT
to cancel
ington bureau of New York JOURN.4L
oral argument and make final pro- OF COMMERCE
and WINX Washington
posed
decision;
made
final
grant
of
news
analyst.
Mr. Lubin is New York
switch from 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc
to 1 kw fulltime on 950 kc. Order
attorney.
WVOS
assigned July
250 w 21.fulltime on 1240 kc.is Granted
Jaly 15.
KHBR
Hillsboro,
Tex.
—
Granted
assignment of license from R. W. Calvert
WBNY
Buffalo,
N. Y.—denied
By memorandum opinion
and order
petition
(30%),
W.
N.
Furey
(30%)
and
Ross
for interim relief requesting that ef- Bohannon d/b as Hill County Bcstg.
enes of Dec.
15, 1948,Bcstg.
new stapartnership
of Mr. Bohantion grantfectivto
Dunkirk
Co., Co. tonon new
and William
S. Snowden.
Latter,
Dunkirk, N. Y., be postponed and that who acquires 60% interest of retiring
issuance of any permit pursuant to partners for 512,000, is Houston oil
and has multiple AM and TV
said grant mination
beby U.
withheld
pending
deter- producer
S. Court
of Appeals
interests in that area. A 20% interest
for D. C. of WBNY appeal. Order July in
continued
to be held for a general
21.
manager yet to be named. KHBR is
assigned
250
w
day on 1560 kc. Granted
WGRC Louisville — By memorandum
July 21.
opinion and order granted application
WAZF
Yazoo
City, from
Miss. H.
— Granted
to modifymitter site,
permit
to specify
new heights
transassignment of license
T. and
decrease
antenna
B. J. Barrier Jr. and H. P. Holmes to
to meet CAA objections and to specify
daytime directional array which will WAZF Inc. for 535,000. New firm is
composed of Milton E. Stauffer, vice
improve
daytime
coverage.
modified was
for switch
from Permit
250 w president of Kroehler Mfg. Co., 51%,
and Guy Corley, WAZF manager, 49%.
on 1400 kc to 1 kw night, 5 kw day on
790 kc. Order July 21.
WAZF is assigned 250 w fulltime on
1230 kc. Granted July 21.
KRAIment of license
Craig, from
Col. — Newel
GrantedS. Cahoon
assignNon-Docket Actions . . .
tr/as
Craig
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Northwestern
AM GRANTS
Coloradoceives Bcstg.
Co. inMr.newCahoon
re50% interest
firm and
Atmore, Ala. — Southland Bcstg. Co., Howard D. Johnson receives 25% ingranted new AM station on 1580 kc
terest for his work for station. There
with 250 w daytime; estimated cost are seven other stockholders. KRAI
is
assigned
513,404.
Co-partners
are
Cyril
W.
Reddoch and J. B. McCrary, operators of Granted July25021.w fulltime on 1230 kc.
WCNU Crestview, Fla. Granted July 21.
WPKE Pikeville,
signment of permit Ky.—
from Granted
Dr. O. asW.
WVOKincrease
Birmingham,
Thompson and John T. H. and W.
power
from 10 Ala.
kw —toGranted
50 kw Frank
Scott d/b as East Kentucky
directional
on
assigned
690
kc,
daytime. Granted July 21.
Iron River, Mich. — Upper MichiganWisconsin
Co. Inc.,on granted
permit for newBcstg.
AM station
1230 kc with
2^0
w
fulltime,
facilities
which
firm's
WIKB Iron Mountain, Mich., relinquished upon being granted deletion
13.
(See deletions section). Granted July
WKMA Quitman, Ga. — Granted replacement of permit
station on 1490
kc withfor250neww AM
fulltime
SFKJ7CE
which expired May 9. Permittee is
Radio South. Granted July 21.
• 10inch78RPM.
TRANSFER GRANTS
• FULL-RANGE RECORDINGS (30-14,000
KRSC-FM-TV
Wash.—and
Granted assignment ofSeattle,
FM license
TV
cycles - Reproduces every sound audible
permit from P. K. Leberman, chief
to the normal ear.
owner, and John E. Ryan Jr. and Robert E. Priebe of Radio Sales Corp., li• Instrumentals only (no vocals).
cense -permit e , to King Bcstg. Co.
for 8375,000. King Bcstg., owned 72.3%
by
Dorothy
Scott
Bullitt,
is
licensee
• Basic library plus regular monthly releases.
of KING Seattle. Grant is conditioned
upon KING-FM
being
deleted
and
application for new TV station being
for further details write or wire:
dropped. KRSC-TV is operating on
Channel
5
(76-82
mc),
KRSC-FM
on
98.1 mc. See story BROADCASTING,
May 16. Granted July 21.
jQNPm
16 West 22ndLIMRAnr
St., New sekhce
Yortc 10
WFOB-FM Fostoria,
Ohio of
— Granted
4 OniuoK THE lONSON CHAMOWWIB COtt.
relinquishment
of control
Seneca
Radio Corp., licensee, by Lawrence W.
Harry through sale of 52.8% interest
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Bcstg. Co. East Kentucky Bcstg. Corp.
Allocation Furor
Dr. Thompson receives 13% interest in
new firm and W. Frank Scott 4%,
(Continued from page h2)
equal to investments. There are seven
other local stockholders. WPKE is as- it unwisely ignores or at best would
signed 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.
Granted July 21.
make only minimum use of the
WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111. — Granted as- benefits of offset-carrier operations
signment of permit from Charles F.
Rodgers tr/as Mt. Carmel Bcstg. Co. and directional antennas; that the
to new firm in which Mr. Rodgers re- protection problem would become
ceives 51% interest for his investment.
Charles Vandever, auto dealer, is 49% ambiguous since no normally proowner. WVMC is assigned 500 w day on
tected contour is provided; that the
1360 kc. Granted July 21.
inflexibility of the allocations table
Deletions . . .
Two AM licenses, two AM permits would make it virtually impossible
and three FM permits were reported to gain additional channels; that
deletedtionsbysince FCC
week. are:
TotalAMdeleits Ad Hoc Commitfirst last
of year
25, FCC teehadworkused
loosely, applying VHF
FM 125.
Deletions, effective dates and reasons studies to UHF problems.
for withdrawals or cancellations folMeanwhile, FCC asked for relow:
KRCC
ports by Aug. 15 from all 32 extra Costa (FM)
Bcstg. Richmond,
Co., CP JulyCalif.—
15. Conperimental television licensees and
KYOR San Diego, Calif.— San Diego
Bcstg. Co., license for 250 w daytime permittees, and for extensive data
on 1130 kc, July 14. Firm, owner KUSN
there, recently acquired KYOR for on intercity facilities, present and
$87,000 [BROADCASTING, June 13]. proposed, from AT&T and Western
KYOR permit for 5 kw on 1130 kc
is being constructed and when ready Union, also by Aug. 15.
The Commission asked AT&T
to operate firm would drop KUSN, assigned 1kw night, 5 kw day on 1510 kc. pointedly why its present facilities
WIKB Iron Mountain, Mich. — Upper
Michigan-Wisconsin Bcstg. Co. Inc., are unable to utilize the full 4.5 mc
license July 13. Firm simultaneously bandwidth of television transmisgranted permit for same facilities at
sions under FCC engineering
Iron River,
WIKBsaid
ceased
tions June Mich.
30. Firm
that operaafter standards; what plans have been
announcement of move advertisers
cancelled to greater extent than an- made to improve present facilities
ticipated and it was decided to cease in that respect, and what plans
operations entirely.
WFCI-FM Pawtucket, R. I.— Paw- are on foot to provide nationwide
tucket Bcstg. Co., CP July 12. Did not facilities using the full 4.5 mc
wish to proceed with construction.
bandwidth.
WONO
N. Y.—
John
Nazak Saratoga
and JoanneSprings,
May Levko
d/b
On the last point the Commission
as The Saratoga Bcstg. Co., CP July 14.
Forfeited as permit expired May 16 called for "the routes and dates
without extension requested.
when such facilities will become
KGIB Bremerton, Wash.— Kitsap G.
I. Bcstrs. Inc., CP July 18. Forfeited
as permittension
expired
Looking toward nationwide color,
reauested. April 15 without ex- available."
WWXL-FM Peoria, 111.— Central Illi- FCC asked for statements on "the
nois Radio Corp., CP July 15. Dismissed possibilities of . . . providing interfor failure to prosecute.
city video transmission facilities
New Applications . . .
capable of transmitting color teleAM APPLICATIONS
vision signals on a nationwide basis
Phoenix, Ariz.— T. M. and J. M. Gibbons, 1230 kc, 250 w, unlimited (con- in the event the Commission should
tingent on KPHO there relinquishing
1230 kc). Estimated cost $25,684.32. Ap- authorize color television broadplicants from 1943-1948 were owners of
casting" after the hearing.
Venice Tram Co., transportation firm.
Filed July 19.
Summary Asked .
Delano, Calif.— John Neil Fisher, 1190
FCC also asked for a summary
kc, 500 w, unlimited, directional night;
estimated cost $22,864.50. Applicant is of terminal and intermediate servmanager of Citrus Fruit Assn. and
ice points, number and direction
ownertrol.General
Pest ConFiled July Agricultural
19.
of
channels
existing or planned beKewanee, 111.— Kee Bcstg. Co., 750
tween those points, bandwidths
kc, 250 w, daytime (request facilities
to be vacated by KSTT Davenport,
and proposed, methods emIowa). Estimated cost $14,000. Princi- present ployed
(coaxial cable or microwave
pals: E. D. Scandrett, engineer, president 57.4%; Mrs. Grace Breeden, house- relay), and estimated completion
wife, vice president 11.4%; Walter A. dates of facilities now under conI Vaughn, oil dealer, treasurer 3.7%;
struction or planned.
1 JamestaryT.3.7%.Milnes,
There isauto
totaldealer,
of 17 secrelocal
Other requests were for statestockholders. Filed July 19.
ments on ability to provide not only
— Cole
E. Wylie,
1050Sunnyside,
kc, 250 w, Wash.
daytime;
estimated
cost intercity but also intracity facili$14,734.50. Applicant is owner KREM
Spokane. Filed July 19.
ties in view of the proposed addiTV APPLICATION
tion of 42 new UHF channels.
Oelwein, Iowa — Northeast Iowa Radio
FCC's letter to Western Union
Corp., Channel 6 (82-88 mc), ERP 1 kw
vis., 0.5 timated
kwcost aur.,
antenna
210 isft.;to es$60,000.42.
Station
be was substantially the same as the
built and operated in conjunction with one to AT&T, except that the refnew AM station request pending there
erences to 4.5 mc bandwidths refor 950 kc with 500 w daytime, direclated only to future plans. WU
tional. Group of 14 local businessmen
owning applicant is headed by Harry currently has only one intercity
D. Flower, president. Filed July 21.
video link, a microwave relay runTRANSFER REQUESTS
ning between New York and
KBOR Brownsville, Tex. — Assignment
of license from Minor J., Walton W., Philadelphia.
I Willis A., Vance C. and Kate Wilson
Existing coaxial cable facilities
and Herbert L. DeWalt d/b as Brownsville Bcstg. Co. to new corporation of pass a TV bandwidth of about 2.8
same name and ownership. KBOR is mc
and microwave relays about
assigned 1 kw day on 1600 kc. Filed
July 21.
4 mc. AT&T has announced plans
,KVMV
Twin
Falls,
Ida.
—
Transfer
• control of Radio Sales Corp., licensee, for cables which will handle about
'from Franklin V. and Velma A. Cox 8 mc and radio relays which will
ithrough sale of 61% interest for undis- accommodate substantially more
closed sum to John H. (52.8%) and
than that.
Helen M. Sole f8.2%). Transferors
stated they were "financially unable to
In its letters to experimental TV
Imake desirable improvements to meet
competition"
and
wished
to
withdra;v.
operators,
FCC called for details
KVMV assigned 950 w fulltime on 1450
on "results of your program of
kc. Filed July 21
WAYN
Rockingham,
N. C.M.— Assignresearch and experimentation," inment of license
from Wavne
Nelson
cluding:
to Radio Station WAYN Inc., of which
he is sole owner. WAYN assigned 1
1. Number of hours operated.
kw day on 900 kc. Filed July 21.
2. Full data on research and experi'BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

HONORARY title of deputy sheriff of
Gregg County, Tex., is conferred on
Jim Bennett (I), news editor of KLZ
Denver. Document is presented by
KLZ Assistant Manager R. Main
Morris on behalf of Gregg County
officials. Mr. Bennett was cited for
his work in aiding traveling Texas
family in Colorado.
mentation conducted including the
type ofmenttransmitting
studio
equipand their modeand of
operation.
3. Expense involved.
4. Power employed, field intensity
measurements, visual and aural observations, and types of instruments
and receivers used to determine service area and efficiency; if research
includes color, there should be data
on color breakup, flicker, definition,
fidelity, modification of transmitters
and receivers, and other subjects
which FCC specified in its general
announcement of plans for the Aug.
29 hearing [Broadcasting, July 18].
5. Estimated degree of public parn reception,
and results of
observationsticipation ias
to the effectiveness
of
types
of
transmission.
6. Conclusions, tentative and final.
7. Program for further developments.
8. All developments and major
changes in equipment.
9. Any other pertintent developments.
Johnson Letter
Meanwhile on another television
front — Capitol Hill — the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee released a copy of the
letter by which Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) prompted the
independent
of color
television which survey
the National
Bureau
of Standards formally announced
a week ago [Broadcasting, July
18]. The letter was dated May 20
and was sent to NBS Director E.
U. Condon, with a copy to FCC,
shortly before the Commission announced its tentative time-table of
television proceedings, including
the color question as part of the
August hearing.
Sen. Johnson's request was
prompted, he explained, by the
Committee's belief that "it is
greatly in the public interest that
a sound, factual ascertainment be
had now whether or not minimum
standards can be fixed today, or
in the very near future, so that
color television might develop and
progress with complete freedom
under the stimulus of commercial
competition." He felt the Commission had been reluctant to approach the question.
Noting a division of opinion in
the industry as to color prospects,
he continued:
. . . Our Committee sees television
as a great new industry, not only providing new jobs and a new source
of wealth but as the greatest medium
of entertainment and diffusion of
knowledge yet known to man. We
believe vances
thatbut we
it has
great that
adare made
concerned
through delay in opening up the
ultra-high frequencies and holding up
color until such time as some electronic experts believe that color has

reached a state of perfection, a chain
of circumstances will have been
created which will tend toward monopoly control of the entire television art.
We are
anxious, any
also, sharp
to reduce
much
as possible
impactas
on both station licensees and the generalvested
public,
whobillion
already
havein inone-half
dollars
receiver
sets,
of
any
sudden
but
ually necessary conversion to eventcolor.
It is our belief that if both potential
licensees and the set-buying public
are given all the facts now with
respect toploitationcolor
exwill ensuetelevision,
and less less
wasteful
expenditures will occur.
. . . Now, when there is at least
the probability that both [VHF and
UHF] bands
be opened
taneously formay
allocation,
is thesimultime
to make certain regarding the color
television situation so that, if it is
technically feasible, the Commission
might also simultaneously open color
to
licensing in either or
bothcommercial
bands.
Sen. Johnson suggested that Dr.
Condon and his committee visit
the laboratories of RCA, CBS,
DuMont, and others engaged in TV
research, confer with their engineers, witness demonstrations, ask
questions, and report to him their
answer to the question: Can a
satisfactory color television picture be broadcast today in the
VHF and UHF frequency bands?
He "assumed" the group would
also confer with FCC technicians.
He recognized that great strides
will be made in color in the future,
but he also felt that "it is not necessary that the art be fully developed for minimum standards to be
The Coloradoan said he was
"particularly
with reoutlined." solving onceconcerned
and for all the
charges that have been made that
the advance of color television has
been held up by the Commission for
reasons difficult for us to underDr. Condon's committee, formally announced a week ago, is composed of himself as chairman;
Newbern
stand." Smith, chief of the NBS
propagation laboratory; Stuart L.
Bailey of Jansky & Bailey, president of Institute of Radio Engineers; W. L. Everitt, dean of the
U. of Illinois Engineering College,
and Donald G. Fink, chairman of
the Joint Technical Advisory Committee sponsored by IRE and Radio Mfrs. Assn.
The committee does not expect to
participate in FCC's hearings but
will report direct to Sen. Johnson,
probably in November. There has
been no indication as to how Sen.
Johnson intends to employ the data
he secures. It seems highly unlikely that FCC will have decided its
own case by that time.
FCC's location
proposed
VHF-UHF
alwould provide
channels for
some 2,245 stations in about 1,400
communities.
Correction!
The plates of a General
Electric ad which appeared in
of Broad18 issue
the July casting
were inadvertently
transposed. The correct ad
appears on pages 20-21 of the
current issue titled "Experts
see new General Electric 16
mm TV projector."
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Deadline...

At

to enable him to get needed government service toward pension retirement.
AAAA TALENT UNIONS
TO CONFER ON VIDEO
CONCLAVE of talent unions comprising parent
Associated Actors and Artistes of America and
its branch units to be held at Roosevelt Hotel
in Hollywood this Saturday, with view to working out agreement on division of jurisdicition
in TV film field. Invitation was extended by
board of directors of Screen Actors Guild, one
of member unions.
Purpose of meeting is to create Television
Authority covering all video performers of
talent unions. Envisioned is negotiation of
partnership or joint venture between Television Authority and two movie unions for
organization and administration of both live
and film TV fields. Officials of AAAA's and
member unions now assembling data looking
toward negotiation of contracts with networks
and stations.
Among those who will confer with SAG
board of directors are George Heller, AFRA
executive secretary, and Paul Dullzell, AAAA
international president. Other unions are:
Actors' Equity Assn.; Chorus Equity Assn.;
American Guild of Variety Artists.
HOPE, OTHERS CLIMAX
WCCO AQUATENNIAL SHOW
TWO-HOUR Aquatennial broadcast slated to
be carried Saturday (July 23) by WCCO
Minneapolis, CBS Twin City outlet, with Bob
Hope highlighting program as special guest of
Cedric Adams, along with Arthur Godfrey
and Monica Lewis. CBS President Frank
Stanton and wife also attended as guests of
Aquatennial Radio Committee, headed by
Merle S. Jones, WCCO manager.
Mr. Hope was to work entire two-hour block
of WCCO programs during evening. Thirtyminute segment was fed to CBS coast-to-coast
network, with virtual sellout of 11,000 seats
assured. Event climaxed ten-day summer
Twin City festival. Dr. and Mrs. Stanton
flew from Washington in Mr. Godfrey's private plane.
RADIO

WEEK

GROUP

NAMED

GORDON GRAY, WIP Philadelphia, and
W. B. McGill, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
named co-chairmen of National Radio Week
Committee, which meets at Statler Hotel in
New York Tuesday. Announcement made
jointly by NAB President Justin Miller and
RMA President Raymond Cosgrove, executive
vice president of Avco Mfg. Corp. Named
as advisers were Eugene Thomas, general
manager, WOIC (TV) Washington, D. C;
John Gillin, WOW Omaha, who is chairman of
NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee;
William Mackey, Zenith Radio Corp.; H. F.
Guenin, RCA Victor Div.; L. A. Pettit, General Electric Co. National Radio Week, sponsored annually by NAB-RMA, will be held
Oct. 30-Nov. 5.
NEW

TV

CIRCUIT

EACH of four TV networks after Sept. 1 will
have fulltime exclusive circuit from New York
to Washington. On that date AT&T adds another southbound channel to present three.
There is one northbound facility.
Page 86
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NAB,
TEST

HIT FCC'S NG
TBA ERN
RULI
PATT

FCC'S BAN on TV test pattern-music operation hit by NAB and TBA in statements to
Commission Friday. NAB told FCC that set
installation, sales demonstration and promotion, programming and reduction of operating
costs are hampered by FCC interpretation
[Broadcasting, June 27, July 4].
TBA pointed out same problems and termed
Commission ruling "both untimely and unrealistic," and impractical of administration
by FCC and stations alike. Review of ruling
requested. TBA further struck at "artificial
limitations" on growth of new billion-dollar
industry. Both organizations pointed out music is needed to properly adjust sets on installation, prospective set buyers are annoyed
by single tone transmission, ban prohibits many
types emergency program fills and requires
larger staff's.
CBS-IBEW
AS CBS

PROGRESS

GIVES

SLOWS

NOTICE

WITH little progress reported in wage negotiations between CBS and IBEW, network
gave union notice it was terminating operations under old contract effective coming Friday. Regarding this as application of pressure, IBEW sent Freeman Hurd of Washingtake over. Negotiations on "local"
ton office to
matters,
now going on in seven CBS cities,
will now be resumed in New York on national
basis. New York local's last offer Thursday
was $2.50 weekly increase or $5.00 weekly if
it granted concessions demanded by CBS. New
York and Hollywood locals of IBEW have
taken strike votes and have support of
NABUG in event of strike (see page 27).
A CBS statement Friday evening declared
it had notified IBEW of the contract termination "because of the union's indication
that it would accept onlv a general wage increase in New York and Los Angeles."
The network stated that it could not agree
because its men "already are the highest paid
technicians among all the networks, enjoy
working conditions equal to or better than any
of its competitors, have received salary increases far exceeding all increases in the cost
of living, and because of the extraordinary
demands created by television on the network's resources."
CBS went on to point out that two of the
other major networks recently concluded agreements with their technicians at no salary
increases.
Concluding, the statement declared: "CBS
hoped by giving this notice of termination to
bring to the union ' representatives and its
rank and file a comprehension of these facts
and to foster . . . approach by . . . IBEW
to . . . problem.
CBS is still prepared to continue negotiations with the IBEW."
HERMAN S. HETTINGER, economist and
marketing authority, has joined McCannErickson, New York [Closed Circuit, July
18] as associate director of research in charge
of marketing research. President Marion
Harper Jr. announced last Friday.

ALTHOUGH it wasn't announced, NAB board
of directors, in recognition of work of Maurice B. Mitchell in organizing Broadcast Advertising Bureau, increased his salary from
$14 to $17 thousand — that in face of its
overall economy drive which looks toward
15-18% cut in overhead of each of remaining
departments.
ACQUISITION by David (Tommy) Stern
of control of 'New Orleans Item for about
$1,700,000 puts another Stern family into
prominence in southern metropolis. Edgar
Stern and son Edgar Jr. own WDSU AM,
FM and TV operations and had working
deal with Item. Senior WDSU Stern has
acquired minority interest in Iteyn. Sterns
are not related. Newcomer Stern formerly
identified with Philadelphia Bulletin, Camden
newspapers and WCAU Philadelphia.
RALPH NICHOLSON, who relinquished control of New Orleans Item to David Stern,
is not expected to return to Tampa Times Co.,
which owns WDAE, and of which he is 50%
owner. It's likely he will be appointed assistant to John J. McCloy, U. S. High Commissioner in Berlin.
USE OF TV TRAILERS to promote movies
will be considered at meeting in New York
July 27-29 of top-level theatre advertising
and publicity directors. Project would include plans for changing present contract
bans on TV appearances for many major
stars.
WHILE Royal V. Howard, resigning director
of NAB Engineering Dept. (see story, page
26), did not disclose future plans or exact
nature of desire to return to "more direct
engineering and industry activities," it's a safe
bet he'll attend forthcoming NARBA Conference in Canada this September. Mr, Howard
will probably assume representation of one or
two private organizations who also have stake,
though not strictly radiowise, in outcome of
sessions.
FCC EXPECTED to approve this week request of WMAL-TV Washington for 4.5 mc
coaxial cable link from Baltimore to Washington for Aug. 17-19 WMAR-TV Baltimore color
TV experiment (see story page 40). Comparisons would be made in Washington among
pickups of WMAR-TV direct, WMAL-TV retransmission of WMAR-TV direct and by
microwave link, and via coaxial. FCC also
inclined to see if AT&T can produce 4.5 mc
coaxial which it has been saying it can.
WOR-TV

TOWER

DAMAGE
NO appreciable damage reported Friday after
preliminary inspection of WOR-TV New York
antenna tower and relay equipment house
which burned day before at North Bergen,
N. J. Painters' tarpaulin in house caught
fire at 555-ft level of tower, now under construction, and wind-blown fragments set fire
to roofs of nearby houses. Fire presumably
caused by spontaneous combustion. WOR-TV
expects to begin test pattern by Aug. 15.
BROADCASTING
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U.S.A.
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CBS

STARS

ARE

ALWAYS

SHINING

OVER

EASTERN

IOWA

VIA

WMT

EUGENIE BAIRD presents top popular songs
and parodies on "Sing It Again"

THE RIDDLERS regale audiences with
grace notes and bank notes

Sing

It

Again

. . . WMT

Hits

^ Entertains
Jackpot

in

With

Riddles

Eastern

Iowa

in

Rhyme

Coverage

^ Top-flight musical entertainment — with cash prizes for
listeners who identify the subjects of special lyrics set to
popular songs — is provided WMT's audience by the musical quiz
show "Sing It Again."
It's another in the long list of exclusive CBS programs
carried to Eastern Iowa by WMT. Advertisers who tap
prosperous WMTland reach a twin market of flourishing
farms and humming industries. When you've something to
say — and something to sell — in Iowa, tell WMT's loyal
audience and watch results! Ask the Katz man for full details.

600 KC, 5000 WATTS

CEDAR
RAPIDS
Basic Columbia Networit

DAY AND NIGH
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PRICE

25

CENTS
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She

with

sells

the

Radio

and

through

Television

the

air

greatest

of

ease

EVERY WEEKDAY AT 4:00 P. M., a vvoman named
Barbara Welles sets the stage smoothly on WOR for
30 minutes of the most effective programming in
present-day radio. Programming that provokes thousands of letters with statements like the one we've
(juoted
Wiiy?above.
fiecaiise Barbara Welles is an infectiously charming, real, honest and entertainingly informati\ e person.
Because her program is as immediate as today's temperature.
It's almost impossible to describe the ingredients
that go into this WOR show: In a breezy, warm and
Iriendly way, Barbara Welles carries her listeners from
Hollywood to. Park Avenue and from Kansas City to
fJubiKjue: That is, her colorful and entertaining comments do. And she talks about cooking and fashions
and . . . Oh, to be brief, she covers about everything a
woman likes to hear about— but she does it differently.
Little wonder then that WOR's Barbara Welles
sells through the air with the greatest of ease for such
people as Schieffelin & Co.; Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co.; Elna Corp., and the Frank G. Shattuck Co.
Little wonder that Barbara Welles was picked
exclusively by Unilever of England to reintroduce
Pears Soap to the American public after its absence of
9 years. The result? In 3 months — 3 months, mind

"Any woman ic/io has not heard
Barbara Welles, can't imagine luhaf
she's inissing, I think."
excerpt from a New York
woman's letter to WOR
you! — WOR and Barbara Welles placed Pears — at
50^ per
cakestores;
(it had
sold here forstores
15^ and
in '40)
— in
3,100
drug
48 department
14 drug
chains — from Hanover, New Hampshire to Raleigh,
North Carolina. And all but four major New York
department stores now carry Pears.
How much did this distribution cost? A pittance,
men, a pittance — the sum of $1.00 per store!
How much does Barbara Welles cost? $350.00 per
week. Really, that's all. And you get Dan McCullough
too for this absurdly small sum. You know Dan, of
course, the witty m.c. of "Tello-Test"; the announcer
who mellows the commercials on Barbara Welles' show
and who is highly responsible for making this the
snapper
that it is.
Our address
is

— that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in JVero York
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Even

now

before

we're

YES, even before a very welcome Skelton shows up in
the CBS closet this Fall, WHAS has been delivering
an ever-increasing audience.

1 , In just two years "radio homes" in the WHAS
Kentu ckiana area have increased 17.1%.
[January 1947: 558,740, January 1949: 689,580.)

Red

(Richard)

packing

'em

For Fall booking with plenty of punch take note of
the WHAS audience before Red . . add Richard
Skelton . . . then figure in the rest of the great CBS
Fall Lineup. It all proves WHAS the gilt-edged, rocksolid buy of the '49 Kentuckiana Fall Season.
Sources: BMB Radio Homes and 47-48 and 48-49 Winter Spring Reports.

2. In the last year WHAS was the only Kentuckiana station to increase its roster of top Hooperated programs morning, afternoon and evening.
Credit this trend to the winning combination of CBS
programming and such locally produced WHAS shows
as "Circle Star Ranch"

CIRCLE STAR RANCH is headed by singing
cowboy Roy Starkey and features his Silver
Sage Cowboys. It's a Saturday morning favorite with
youngsters all over Kentuckiana— over 13,000 of them
are enrolled as "Rangers". Members and their parents
throng to see the show at the new WHAS Audience Studio
and at regular remotes. Sponsor: Bond Bread.

Come This fall, choice seats
(''availabilities" to you) for the Great WHAS-CBS
will be hard to find. Reserve yours now!
Call your PETRY

Show

^

WHAS

man!

lA CLEAR CHANNEL 840 KILOCYCLES
•
50,000 WATTS
J. MAC WiTVN, Salei Director
VICTOR A SHOLIS, Dnector •

THE

ONLY

RADIO

STATIOiN SERVING

AND

SELLING

ALL THE RICH KENTUCKIANA

MARKET

in!

WNAC
WFAU
WJOR
WIDE
WICC
WTSV
WKXL
WALE
WEIM
WHAI
WONS
WHYN
WLNH
WCOU
WLLH
WKBR
WNBH
WNLC
WBRK
WMTW
WHEB
WEAN
WSYB
WWCO
WDEV
WOCB
WAAB

Boston, Mass.
Augusta, Me.
Bangor, Me.
Biddeford, Me.
Bridgeport, Ct.
Claremont, N. H.
Concord, N. H.
Fall River, Mass.
Fitchburg-Leominster, Mass.
Greenfield, Mass.
Hartford, Ct.
Holyoke, Mass.
Laconia, N. H.
Lewiston- Auburn,
Maine
Lowell-Lawrence,
Massachusetts
Manchester, N.H.
New Bedford,
Mass.
New London, Ct.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Portland, Me.
PortsmouthDover, N. H.
Providence, R. 1.
Rutland, Vt.
Waterbury, Ct.
Waterbury, Vt.
West Yarmouth,
Mass.
Worcester, Mass.

YANKEE

NOW

irs 27

HOME-TOWN

STATIONS

As of today (August I), The
Yankee Network Increases its outlets to 27 stations, adding the four
new stations above.
The Yankee Network is pleased
to welcome these new affiliate stations — four popular local stations
which soon will win acceptance as
the Yankee Home-town Stations
in their areas.
Now, radio homes in these areas
will receive Yankee and Mutual
programs over their own hometown stations. Now, local mer-

/4€ce^e<utce

The

U

chants will receive the benefit of
Yankee local impact in the advertising ofnationally known products
they sell.
Yankee welcomes the new affiliations as an extension of its own
acceptance, adding to its sales
effectiveness with more local impact in more markets, greater network coverage and greater flexibility inspot coverage throughout
New England.
You

can always reach more

people more often with Yankee.

THE YANKEE NETWORK'S ^ou^td^itioH

Yankee

Network,

inc

Member of t/ie Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVE.. BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rd
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Bookclass
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PURCHASE of WOL, Cowles-owned Washington regional, by Capitol Broadcasting Co.
(WWDC), controlled by Joseph Katz, Baltimore agency head, and Ben Strouse, WWDC
general manager, for approximately $300,000
was in final stages of negotiation last Friday.
WOL, Mutual affiliate, operates on 1260 kc
with 5 kw, and would assume WWDC call.
WWDC, independent on 1450 kc with 250 w,
would be sold within six months. Cowles
understood desirous of selling so it can concentrate efforts in Midwest (WNAX Yankton;
KENT Des Moines) and in Boston (WCOP).
Cowles acquired WOL five years ago in
straight-out swap for WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Smith Davis Corp., through Howard
Stark, handling transactions.
VICE PRESIDENT BARKLEY reportedly
is carrying torch for his constituent Neville
Miller, former mayor of Louisville and first
paid president of NAB (1938-44), for first
available vacancy on FCC. Mr. Miller, oldline Democrat, now is practicing radio law as
senior member of Washington law firm of Miller & Schroeder.
SEASONAL spot announcement advertisers
such as Grove Labs, Musterole, Vicks are currently preparing spot announcement radio campaigns.
EVEN though outlook for passage of McFarland Bill (S1973) appears favorable, there's
known opposition to proposal to increase FCC
Commissioners' pay from $10,000 to $15,000.
Some Senators feel limit should be to $12,000
as proposed in omnibus salary legislation. Failure to increase beyond $12,000 probably would
mean resignation of Wayne Coy as chairman
upon his return in latter August.
R. .J. REYNOLDS latest cigarette. Cavalier,
through its agency, William Esty & Co., New
York, using spot announcements to coincide
with distribution in market after market.
Providence, New York and Chicago are already
carrying campaign.
STOKELEY-VAN CAMP Inc., Indianapolis,
reported planning allocation of more than half
of its budget to spot radio and contemplates
test in Twin Cities using KSTP St. Paul, tentatively planning 15-minute strip six times
weekly. Bulk of million-dollar-plus budget
now goes to newspapers and magazines.
LEVER BROTHERS through its agency,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New Y6rk, preparing exten."^ive fall spot announcement campaign for
Rinso.
BEECH-NUT PACKING CO., Canajoharie,
New York (Beech-Nut gum), effective Sept.
1 drops its long-time affiliation with NewellEmmett Co. and is shopping for new agency.
APPOINTMENT of Attorney General Tom C.
(Continued on page 82)
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Aug.
2-3:
Audio-Visual
and J Radio
State Directors conference, Chicago.
Aug. 8-19: Summer School of Christian Radio,
Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.
Aug. 19-20: Emporium, Pa., IRE Section seminar.
Emporium High School Auditorium.
Aug. 25-27: Georgia Assn. of Local Stations,
St. Simon Island, Ga.
(Other Upcomings on page 28)

Bulletins
STRIKE of film laboratory technicians (page
44), which would have tied up TV kinescopic
films and newsreels, averted late Friday. Heads
of major film studios called on Richard F.
Walsh, lATSE president, to intervene on
agreement they personally would deal with
him in New York on his return from Denver
where he is now at lATSE midsummer international board meeting and on condition any
.settlement would be retroactive to June 19.
Local 702 spokesman, which was about to
strike midnight Sunday, said its demands had
not changed.
MBS ADMINISTRATIVE
CHANGES ANNOUNCED
ADMINISTRATIVE changes affecting two
departments within MBS, effective immediately, announced Friday by President Frank
White. Simultaneously, changes instituted in
Chicago office, reorganizing network along
CBS lines, by Mr. White, former CBS vice
president, with little or no autonomy given
divisions outside New York.
Robert A. Schmid, vice president in charge
of program sales, assumes direction of advertising, promotion, research and planning departments of MBS. Reporting to Mr. Schmid
is Harold M. Coulter, administrative assistant
to vice president in charge of sales, who will
now handle advertising and promotion. Richard J. Puff remains in charge of research;
William Fairbanks, from sales presentation
department, to bs in charge of planning.
Z. C. Barnes, vice president in charge of
sales, named national sales manager. George
M. Benson, eastern sales manager, now reports
directly to Mr. Barnes, and his activities will
cover entire sales organization. Eastern and
western sales managerships being eliminated.
Duncan R. Buckham, from sales department,
named division sales manager with headauarters in New York, and Carroll Marts, from
sales department, Chicago, appointed division
sales manager 'with headquarters in Chicago.
In Chicago, James Mahoney, western division s<-ation relations manager, resigned when
position was dissolved. Also resigning is Gil
McClelland, director of sales promotion.
George licityHerro
takes 'reporting
over promotion
and York
pubin Chicago,
to New
office.

Briefly
Business NAMED
McCANN-ERICKSON
«
McCANN-ERICKSON
NAMED
« Bell
Bell &&
Howell Co., Chicago manufacturer of precision photo equipment, has appointed McCannErickson, Chicago, to handle all its national
advertising, effective immediately. Radio being considered.
FOG ARTY APPOINTED • Consolidated
Cosmetics Inc. and Dana Perfumes, its subsidiary, both Chicago, have named C. C.^
Fogarty, Chicago, as agency. Radio and television will be considered. Norman Phelps is
account executive.
RUG CAMPAIGN ® A. & M. Karagheusian,
New York, manufacturer of Gulistan Carpets,
preparing radio and video spots through Fuller,
Smith & Ross, New York, for use by dealers
purchasing time in Boston, New York, Buffalo,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Dallas, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Seattle. Radio spots to be
offered also to dealers in Denver.
C^S-IBEW TALKS CONTINUE
AS STRIKE DEADLINE NEARS
CBS and IBEW, faced by strike deadline \
Friday midnight, were trying at press time to
work out differences around conference table
in New York.
Progress toward agreement was said to have
been made over previous week and chances of
avoiding strike were believed good. Both sides,
however, had taken steps to prepare for strike.
Union officials said that should one local
go on strike, locals in six other CBS cities
would walk out. But they conceded such an
event might not close down operations. Network also indicated its determination to keep
operating.
Disagreement, it was said, was on new classificareportedly
wantedtion ofto"assistant
include technicians."
in it aU dollieCBS
pushers,
men
who move TV cameras and mike booms around.
IBEW wanted to restrict it to men who do actual
pushing, reserving men who make decisions as to
camera nician
andclassification.
microphone locations to skilled techPay for assistants would be $55 per week, it was
said. Pay for engineers presently starts at $62.50
and reaches $125 after five years. It Is understood
CBS offered union flat $2.50 increase. Original
union
demand was for increases in some categories
up 25%.
^
RMA MEET POSTPONED
SCHEDULED meeting of RMA Television
Committee tomorrow (Tuesday), to consider
FCC allocations proposals for VHF-UHF
bands and status of color TV, postponed to
Aug. 16, RMA said Friday. Postponement
resulted from FCC announcement which set
hearings back to Sept. 26 (story page 43).
TOP 15 HOOi^ERATSNGS
FIRST fifteen program Hooperatings for July
15-21 announced Friday:
"Walter Winchell", 15.5; "Horace Heidt". 10..5;
"This Is Your FBI", 9.8; "Stop the Music", 9.8; "Mr.
Kean", 9.1; "Louella Parsons", 8.5; "Our Miss
Brooks", 8.4; "Take It or Leave It", 8.1; "Crime
Photographer", 8.0; "Adventures Sam Spade",
8.0; "Mr. Tune",
District7.5.Attorney", 8.0; "Drew Pearson",
"Curtain
7.9; "Mr. Chameleon",
7.8; "The Fat Man", 7.6;
BROADCASTING
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HOOPER

'TOP.
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tion of listeners among

Savannah

Radio Stations, based upon C. E. Hooper

May

1949, Study of Listening Habits in 32 counties
comprising the Savannah

fttciy 1949
HOOPSft iMDEX

Retail Trading Area:

stAvm

ST Aim

WSAV

TOTAL RATED
l\m PERIODS
irM9.,m, to 10:00 p. m»

Daytime

Evening

And that's just half the story . . . WSAV's dominance
is even greater in the 47 additional WSAV counties of
Georgia, South Carolina and Florida. Call Don Jones or
any Hollingbery

man

for the complete "Savannah

Story".

630 kc.
5,000Time
watts
Full

in Savannah WSAV
Represented by Hollingbery
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BRENNAN

Head Time Buyer, DUANE

JONES

& COMPANY

With seventeen years
of heavy agency time-buying experience,
Miss Brennan is well equipped for her present position.
The William G. Rambeau rep
today presented Miss Brennan
with her Patroon membership certificate
and with the deed to a tract of "Patroc
nian'
FACT

OF

THE

WEEK

Advertisers' success stories
are proof positive that
WPTR delivers:

* Sales, not tales

* Orders, not oratory
* Customers, not claims

50,000

PATROON
Aristocratic Landholder
of the Hudson Valley

Watts

Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
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Top
for

quality
more

power

than

25

tubes
years

BROADCAST engineers from coast to coast have
learned through the years to depend on Western
Electric tubes for long life and top quality performance.
Included in Western Electric's line are power tubes
and rectifiers for stations of every power, AM and FM.
Designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, these tubes
are now manufactured for Western Electric by
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., another pioneer in the
development of electron tubes.
For full information on Western Electric tubes to
meet your station's needs, call your local Graybar
Representative — or write Graybar Electric Co., 420
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

-QUALITY

Western

COUNTS-

Electric
DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A. —
Graybar Electric Company. IN
CANADA
— Northern Electric
Company, Ltd.
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D-U-Z

SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC

DOES

WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
EVERYTHING

And

just about every housewife in America

because Procter & Gamble

knows

KARM
WJR
WONS
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
WMTW
\A/C
KGWA Kl

it

uses Spot Radio to tell 'em so.

Spot Radio duz just about everything too, and P&G
know how to make full use of Spot's flexibility by using
it for fifteen separate and distinct products in seven
different forms, ranging from nighttime half-hours to
daytime station breaks.
Some

one or more of the many

forms of Spot Radio

WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO

may sell your product faster and more economically than
it has ever been sold before. It's easy to find out for
yourself how true this is. Investigate!

WSAU
WWVA
KFH
WAAB
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

11

■

iiU

III

LIST
NBC

Atlanta

MBS

Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo I
Dallas
Cleveland

NBC
MBS

Ft. Worth i
Detroit
Fresno
Hartford
Houston
Kansas City

ABC
CBS
NBC
MBS

NBC
ABC
CBS

ABC
NBC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee

MBS
NBC
CBS
ID ^
NBC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling Wise.
Wausau,

CBS
MBS

Wichita
Worcester

BY
THE

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS •
DALLAS • ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO
• BOSTON

AND

TEXAS

NETWORKS

TELEVISION

y
• LOS ANGELES

YANKEE

QUALITY

n

• CHICAGO

NEW YORK

RADIO

ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO

WSB-TV

WBAL. TV
WNAC-TV
LOS ANGELES WBEN-TV
KFI-TV
MILWAUKEE
WTMJ-TV
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL— KSTP-TV
PBTKt
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KENNETH BEIRN, who joined Biow Co., New York, in September 1948 as
vice president, named executive vice president of agency. Prior to his
association with Biow, Mr. Beirn was with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York.
W. McCOOK REED appointed head of new business department of Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia. Mr. Reed formerly was associated with N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., same city, as account executive.
KATHY GROVER, formerly with Ellis Adv.,
Buffalo and Roizen Adv., Buffalo; JAMES
formerly with WBEN, Baldwin Bowers &
Buffalo, and CBS, and VIRGINIA FLYNN,
CBS, are associates in new agency, Advance
offices in 658 Ellicott Sq. Bldg., Buffalo.

Boston, WBNY
E. CORBETT,
Strachan, both
formerly with
Adv. Co., with

CARSON RUFF ASSOC., New York public relations firm,
will open new Los Angeles office Aug. 15. DAVID F. PERRY
has been appointed West Coast representative.
C. E. DeROSIER of Cedar Adv. Co., 316 Oppenheim Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn., announces change of company name to
DeRoser Inc.

Mr. Reed

ROD MacDONALD, San Francisco and Northwest manager of Los Angeles
Indejiendent, resigns to become director of The Biow Co., San Francisco.
Sales

expand,

. . . when

WTAR

Norfolk

too

sells for you

Metropolitan

in the

MERRITT E. WILLEY, formerly with Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, joins
sales staff of Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., same city.
N. W. BRANDON, formerly of Nachman-Rhodes Inc., Augusta, Ga., joins
Noble-Dury
& Assoc. Adv., Nashville, as executive director of creative plans
and
copy.

Market!
ALBERT W. REIBLING, business manager of NBC television department,
joins Kudner Agency, New York, as business manager of television section.
JOHN P. MARSICH, assistant to Mr. Reibling at NBC, joins Kudner in similar
capacity.

There's a mighty market* of buyers for your
product in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market* —
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News, Va. And

WALTER NEIL, formerly account executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood,
named president of Northern Reddi-wip Co. Seattle (Reddi-wip).

WTAR,

CARL W. BLUME, formerly of Smith, Bull & McCreery Adv., Hollywood, appointed Los Angeles Dept. of Airports public relations director.

delivers more

listeners per dollar than

any other Norfolk station, or combination.
any Hooper

See

report.

Mate this big, eager, and able-to-buy market
with its listening preference for WTAR.

You'll

FRANCIS KERR, former vice president and eastern manager of Rogers &
Smith Adv., New York, joins Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, as account executive. He is former member of Hearst Magazines Inc. sales staff, New York.
MARION WOOD of General staff of BBDO, Los Angeles, appointed publicity
director.

be proud as a new "papa" of your sales results.
K^ay we tell you more?

GREACEN MITCHELL, for past two years executive of Harrington, Whitney
& Hurst, Los Angeles, promoted to manager. He succeeds GEORGE WHITNEY, who resigned effective Aug. 15 to join Don Lee Broadcasting System
as general sales manager [Broadcasting, July 25].

*See Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power," May 10, 1949, Page 128.

A. J. VICTOR withdraws from Hollywood agency of Tullis-Victor Co. and
firm name changes back to The Tullis Co. Inc. HOWARD L. TULLIS is president with EARL W. WILHITE elected to post of vice president. BEN LANG
placed in charge of newly created television department..
CAMPBELL-EWALD CO., New York has acquired another complete floor at
1 East 57th Street, in addition to 14th floor which agency already occupies.

N. B. C. Affiliate 5,000 Watts Day and Night
Nationally Represented by
Edward Petry & Co.

FULLER & SMITH & ROSS, Chicago transfers its media and market research
divisions from the 15th to the 16th floor of the Bankers Bldg., 105 W. Adams
St., Chicago.
been
enlarged. Production and art departments on the 15th floor area have
SELMA SCHONFELD, media director of Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, Los
Angeles, and Herbert Solmann have announced their marriage.
ELDON E. SMITH, acting manager of advertising service department of Young
& Rubicam, Hollywood, and Beatrice Strawway announced their marriage.
LOUIS WEITZMAN, head of Louis Weitzman Agency, Los Angeles, and Dehlia
Rios have announced their marriage.
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SuuqU
By LOUIS HAUSMAN
Director of Sales Promotion
and Advertising, CBS
A BUYERS' market can mean
business — and more business — for
broadcasters, because a buyers'
market can work important
changes on both sides of the
counter.
On the buyers' side, there is no
question that a tightened economy
will make advertisers more critical
and more discriminating in planning media expenditures.
On the sellers' side, current conditions should bring renewed efforts to cope with what is, I think,
one of broadcasting's biggest selling problems. The problem, paradoxical y, is this :
Radio's
coverage
is nowuniversal
so complete
—it and
radio listening
— that
is often
hard for sobroadcaster
and
advertiser alike to comprehend the
true scope and economy of radio as an
advertising medium.
By finding new ways to demonstrate how big, how thrifty, and
how effective radio is, broadcasters
can play a significant role in persuading the businessman not to
give up his most productive advertising when he needs it most.
A recent article in this series did
a good job of outlining the broad
No. 5
. . . So/es Promotion

Man

dimensions and universal nature
.of radio today — the 39,275,000 radio families, the 80,000,000 sets, the
extra listening that goes on in
10,000,000 automobiles and in some
50 9v of retail shops.
It also reviewed radio's rapid
growth in recent years, right up
to today — 40,000,000 new sets since
1946; 529''- more hours of listening
since 1943; a 22% decline in circulation costs from 1940 to 1949.
But beyond these measures of
radio's phenomenal growth and
current stature, I think it is also
helpful to compare radio, point for
point, with the two other mass
media — magazines and newspapers. For only in this way can we
OVER-ALL

COVERAGE

Radio

LOUIS HAUSMAN has been
associated with CBS since
1940, progressing steadily upward in the advertising and
sales promotion field, in 1941
he was named manager of
Sales Promotion's Presentation
Dir., a post he held until his
appointment in October 1947
as associate director of the
CBS Advertising and Sales
Promotion Dept. On Feb. 2
of this year he was named to
his present position as director
of the Advertising and Sales
Promotion Dept. Before joining CBS, Mr. Hausman was associated with advertising and
sales promotion for the American Safety Razor Co. from
1930-38, and from 1938-40
he was advertising and sales
promotion
manager for the
get a true conception of what radio's complete coverage
an advertiser
in terms means
of massto
media values.
In the broadest coverage terms,
radio offers the national advertiser
a three to nine times bigger opportunity to catch the attention of
a listening or reading prospect.
Here is why:
First, in terms of people, we
know that radio today reaches
more than 94% of all U. S. families
(BMB). And when the National
Opinion Research Center last compared the three media on a uniform
basis (1947) it found that radio
reached 91% of all people; daily
newspapers, 90%; and magazines,
only 61%.
Second, in terms of time, we
know that the average U. S. family
spends more than four hours a day
listening to the radio (NRI). The
latest study on how much time
people spend with all three media
was made by Princeton U. earlier
this year in Philadelphia (a city
that should give magazines and
OF THREE

MASS

Newspapers

MEDIA

Magazines

POP.
75%

91%

90%
6 1%

50%
25%
3: 35
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half-hour program had a national
Nielsen rating of 13.2. It was
heard, in one broadcast, by 11,924,000 people
combined time-andtalent
cost at
of a$24,890.
A half-page ad in the top 32
metropolitan markets costs $24,600
(including 10% for production)
and is "noted" by some 9,800,000
The average black-and-white
people. ad in the nation's biggest
page
weekly costs $17,950 (including
11.5% for production) and is
''noted" by approximately 7,170,000

Mr. HAUSMAN
* * *
Electric Shaver Div. of Remington Rand Inc.
newspapers every break). It found
that the average family spends 3
hours and 35 minutes a day listening to the radio ; 1 hour and 14
minutes reading newspapers; 21
minutes reading magazines.
Whensions ofyou
these twotogether,
dimenmediaput coverage
as we do in the chart below at left,
you can see why radio offers an
advertiser by far the biggest opportunity tocommand attention for
his product:
This chart shows the theoretical
opportunity offered advertisers by
the three media. But actually, in
the case of printed media, there
is no practical way to get the population coverage indicated. With
magazines, it is wasteful (through
heavy duplication) to use the number of magazines that produce a
total coverage of 61%.
And to get 90% newspaper coverage an advertiser would have to
buy half of it at a prohibitively
high price. Within any given community a newspaper does give
powerful penetration. But, once
you get outside the big metropolitan areas, the cost of this penetration rises rapidly to an uneconomic
level. For example, to reach the
50 largest markets through newspapers would cost roughly $26 a
line. But adding the next 50 markets increases the cost by 50% and
only increases the circulation by
34%. And, the total cost of a
1,000-line ad in all daily newsinsertion.papers would be $166,000 for one
Costs and Results
Radio's clear-cut advantages in
coverage and attention translate
directly into bigger audiences at
lower unit cost for the individual
advertiser.
In March the average evening

Thus the radio advertiser, with
people.
an equivalent outlay, reaches 22%
more people than he can through
newspapers (in the most economical markets). With an extra outlay of 39% the advertiser reaches
66% more people through radio
than
zine. he can in the largest magaNoting vs. Hearing
Even on an ad-noting basis, it
is clear that newspaper and magazine audience values do not come
within striking distance of radio.
Yet "noting" is the most liberal
Starch measure that can be applied to a newspaper or magazine
ad. It means simply that a reader
"remembered, when interviewed,
that he'd previously seen the advertisement in the current issue —
irrespective of whether he had associated itwith the name of the
product
or advertiser."
As a measure
of advertising effectiveness "noting" is of doubtful
value. For as Lever Brothers' new
vice president in charge of advertising, James A. Barnett, was
RADIO'S DECLINING COST-PER-THOUSAND
Average Cost per Broadcast,
Time and Talent Combined

$1.89

$1.78

Jan. 1947

Jan. 1949

quoted recently in the trade press:
"We don't care half as much about
getting 'see-ers' (in printed copy)
as we do about getting high body
Dr. Starch does, of course, have
a more rigorous test of advertising
reading."
readership — the "read-most" standard, which actually means that one
has read 50% or more of the advertising copy. On this basis the
newspaper ad reaches only 2,670,000 people
most." And
the
noters who
of "read
the magazine
ad
dwindle to less than 1,400,000
readers.
Radio, on the other hand, need
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not discount its average audience
of 11,924,000 listeners. For Nielsen
shows that the average familycounted in the National Nielsen
Rating for a half-hour evening
program hears 2.7 of the customary three commercials — or 50% of
the program's advertising message.
When you compare mass media
on a listening vs. read-most basis,
radio's comparative values are
multiplied many times.
The average half-hour commercial program — at the same cost —
reaches four times as many people
as the average half-page newspaper ad. At an added cost of
39%, the average network progam
reaches eight times as many people
as the average black-and-white
page ad in the biggest magazine.
Radio's Real Audience
Radio's virtually complete national coverage brings the advertiser asecond important advantage
— a vast cumulative audience. In
a single week, as we have seen, the
average half-hour program will
reach 11,924,000 listeners. But figures like this, based on one-time
ratings, hide rather than reveal the
real size of radio.
In one month, this "average"
program reaches 33,423,000 different listeners. Because radio listening is not channeled within the
narrow limits of a subscription
list, this program will reach — in
four broadcasts — one quarter of all
the people in the country.
Some of the quarter-hour evening strip programs reach a
monthly cumulative audience of
over 47,000,000 people. And in the
daytime, the relatively unexciting
6 and 7 ratings of daytime serials
translate into monthly audiences
of 15,000,000 listeners— who hear,
on the average, more than nine
commercials apiece.
Declining Audience Costs
Finally, because radio's coverage
— extensive and intensive — is still
growing, radio's advertising values
continue to improve.
As we pointed out earlier, radio's circulation costs have dropped
22% in 10 years (while newspaper
costs have gone up 7% and the
largest weekly magazine up 17%).
But beyond this, radio's actual delivered audience costs are falling
too.
Today the total radio audience is
9% bigger than it was just twb
years ago. Hours of listening per
family have also increased, by
17%. So even while there are now
many more stations competing for
the listener than there were two
years ago, the cost of the average
network program has fallen from
$1.89 to $1.78 per thousand homes.
Advertisers Respond
With this upward trend in radio
values, it is not surprising that
national advertiSsers spent $340
million in network radio (for time
BROADCASTING

-kol

StoadcaAttna
•
•
•
great basic advertising advantage,
they can turn a buyers' market
AUDIENCES DELIVERED BY TYPICAL
into well-desei'ved new business for
radio. (And none of this takes into
account the impact — the impresMASS-MEDIA ADVERTISING
sion-value— of the spoken word:
the frame of reference in which
the advertiser's message is placed.)
RADIO
In spreading this understanding,
broadcasters will be doing their
part in the economy to maintain a
11,924,000
necessary volume of resultful adNEWSPAPERS
Listeners
vertising — persuading the businessman not to save gas going
uphill by taking his foot off the
accelerator.
9,800,000
"Noters"
MAGAZINES
I
Friendly Rivals
7,170,000
"Noters"

2,670,000
Readers
Half Hour
Evening Program
($24,890)

Half-page Ad,
32 Major Cities
($24,600)

alone) in 1948. Over the past 10
years the 100 largest advertisers
have increased their expenditures
for radio at a faster rate than for
either newspapers or magazines.
And today in most major industries, the biggest advertiser spends
more in network radio than he does
in any other medium.
Thus in the soap industry, the
$18,199,384 that Procter & Gamble
spent in network radio in 1948
(for time alone) adds up to more
than it spent for any other medium. In other industries, so does
Sterling Drug's $9,063,366; Gen-

1,400,000
Readers
Full-page Ad,
Biggest Weekly
($17,950)

eral Foods' $6,774,593; R. J. Reynolds' $4,076,436; Coca-Cola's $2,519,887; Prudential's $1,942,416;
Mars' $1,542,062, Texas Co.'s $1,241,898 and U.S. Steel's $1,052,090.
The preference that these industry leaders show for radio is a
clear reflection of radio's superior
values as an advertising medium.
And these values, in large part,
trace back to radio's great superiority in national coverage — both
in terms of people reached and
hours spent with the medium.
If broadcasters can bring about
a wider understanding
of this

RADIO'S MONTHLY CUMULATIVE AUDIENCE
Number of Different Listeners Hearing
Average 30-Minute Evening Show
One Week (I program)
11,924,000

One Month (4 programs)

• Telecasting

33,423,000

SINCE the war ended, competition intensified by hundreds of new stations has become a familiar story to
operators. Louisville is no
exception with seven AM,
three FM and one TV. However, there evidently is a
■ spirit of friendly rivalry and
more evidence that no one
station
a "favorite"
for
continuousis listening,
not even
for its owners. WKLO Lexington, Ky., for instance.
Casey Electric Co., sponsor
of WKLO's Kitchen Sweepstakes, conducted a contest to
find the oldest electric refrigerator inthe area. When
the contest winner was announced, it was none other
than Mrs. Barry Bingham,
whose husband is the owner
of WHAS Louisville.
MARKET REPORTS
At Ail-Time High in NE
USE of farm market news by
northeastern radio stations has
reached an all-time high, with
203 stations in the area airing
market reports regularly, according to the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. The figure is based on
a recent annual survey by the
Production & Marketing Administration, which canvassed 417 stations in 12 northeastern states.
Replies were received from 329
outlets.
Stations reported broadcasting
farm market news at virtually all
hours of the day, beginning early
in the morning and ending during
evening hours. Peak periods were
from 6:30 to 7 a.m. and 12:15 to
12:45 p.m. PMA officials attribute
the all-time high to increase in
number of both the area's stations
and farm program directors employed by them. Stations have been
prompt to recognize the value of
market reports and have used their
facilities in speedy dissemination of
market news, PMA concluded.
Dairy and poultry reports are most
widely
tions. used, appearing on 196 staAugust 1, 1949
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There's
WMT
in Union
(IOWA)

id

Strength

M

ARCOR Inc., Chicago (plastic food bags), names Louis A. Smith Co., same
city, as its agency. Spot radio nationally is contemplated, starting
with proposed campaign in Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and Nebraska.

HENDERSON FURNACE & MFG. Co., Sebastopol, Calif. ("Clipper" forced
air gas furnaces), appoints KnoUin Adv. Agency, San Francisco. Media plans
to be announced.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, for Aunt Jemima Ready Mixes, begins spot
campaign after Labor Day in 15 eastern markets for 13 weeks through C. J.
LaRoehe & Co., also Chicago. Stations now being chosen.
HICKOK OIL Corp., Toledo (Hi-Speed gasoline), sponsoring feeding of Musical
Treasures from WXYZ Detroit five times weekly, 7:15-7:30 p.m. (EST) on four
additional stations: WTCM Traverse City;. WATZ Alpena, WMBN Petoskey, and
WATT Cadillac, all Michigan. Show is broadcast on six other Michigan stations and on three in Ohio.
WASHINGTON, D. C, AUTOMOTIVE TRADE Assn. appoints Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick Adv., same city, as agency. Radio and television will be used.
NATIONAL ASSN. OF VARIETY STORES Inc., Chicago, and RULO PRODUCTS, (Rulo reducing plan), same city, appoint Tim Morrow Adv., same city,
to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass., appoints J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
to handle advertising in Canada for Surf (general wash synthetic detergent)
effective Aug. 1. U. S. advertising for Surf will be handled by recently appointed N. W. Ayer & Son, New York [Broadcasting July 25.]
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago, launches AM spot campaign nationally in
fall on between 70 and 80 stations. Starting dates are Sept. 12 and Oct. 3.
Agency: First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn, (shaving creams), renews Say It With
Actini/, video charade program, on WNBT (TV) New York, Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.,
for additional 26 weeks, effective Aug. 21. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.

. . . signal strength on Iowa's best frequency, 600 kc.
. . . jJTogram strength with exclusive CBS network
shows in Eastern Iowa . . . news strength with a
News Center that utilizes AP, UP, INS, and local
correspondents throughout the state.

Union is one of the hundreds of communities in
WMTland whose aggregate 1,121,782 people* farm
the nation's most fertile lands and work in the area's
humming industries. Join the union of WMT advertisers ifyou want coverage in this important market.
The Katz man has full details.
* within WMT's 2.5 mv line.
—

DONALDSON'S DEPARTMENT STORE, Minneapolis, and GOLDEN RULE
STORE, St. Paul, jointly sponsoring series of eight film commercials weekly
on KSTP-TV St. Paul. Additional spots on KSTP-TV and recently-opened
WTCN-TV Minneapolis will be scheduled in near future. Agency: CramerKrasselt, Milwaukee.
RHEINGOLD BEER through Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, sponsors fiveminute film Miss Rheingold Candidates effective Aug. 1, on five video stations
in New York. Film presents six contestants for "Miss Rheingold 1950" title.
C. H. MASLAND & SONS, Carlisle, Pa. (carpet manufacturers), effective Sept.
14, will sponsor quarter hour television show featuring Earl Wrightson, baritone, and Norman Paris Ensemble 7:45-8 p.m., Wednesday on CBS-TV.
Anderson, Davis & Platte, New Yoi-k, is agency.
OAK RIDGE ANTENNAS, manufacturing division of Video Television Inc. and
Television Equipment Corp., names H. W. Hauptman Co., New York, as agency. Specific media plans which may include radio and television will be
consummated in two weeks.

//eiurotk ^ccounii • • •
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (arrid), through its agency Sullivan, Stauflfer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York, buys quarter-hour of CBS's giveaway program
starting Oct. 1. Quarter hour sponsored is to run 10:30-45 p.m.
It Again
Sing
Advertiser
is said to have paid more than $500,000. Contract is for 52 weeks.
REVERE CAMERA Co., Chicago (movie cameras), renews Name the Movie
on full ABC network for 13 weeks from Aug. 11, via Roche, Williams & Cleary,
same city. Twenty-five-minute show will be moved from 8:30 p.m. CDT to
8:45 p.m. next Thursday. Contract between agency and Bernard Howard of
Howard Radio Productions, Chicago, who originated show idea, also was
renewed.

BASIC
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CEDAR
RAPIDS
5000 Watfs 600 K.C.
Day & Night
COLUMBIA
NETWORK
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R. P. GILLESPIE appointed assistant advertising manager of Hunt Foods Inc.,
Los Angeles. Mr. Gillespie has been with company for two years. JACK
MELVIN, director of public relations, will take active part in advertising
department, working with Mr. Gillespie on media and plans.
FRANK JOHNSON, former advertising brand manager for Schenley Distillers,
New York, joins Frankfort Distillers Corp., same city, as promotion manager.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WE

TAKE

NO

VACATIONS

AT...

...WHEN

COMES

TO

IT

TWO-FISTED

HARD-HITTING
ON-THE-CHEST

HAIRSELLING

THE
That's why business is good at KXEL and that is why advertisers
on KXEL are GETTING OLD FASHIONED DOLLAR VALUES
STATION

IN RETURN

FOR EVERY

DOLLAR

INVESTED.

This consistent

down-to-earth selling guarantees high sales returns for advertisers
THAT

... in an area that extends as far as 110 miles from KXEL's
transmitter.

HAS

Proof of KXEL's tremendous impact is recorded in Conlan's
recent study which revealed as high as 54.3% listeners in Chick-

CHANGED

asaw County, Iowa — 96 miles from KXEL's transmitter.
They've got to be listening before you can sell 'em. We've got
'em! KXEUs listeners plus your products will add up to quick

LISTENING

profits.

HABITS

// you represent a national advertiser see your Avery-Knodel
representative.
Call him now or contact KXEL.
m
ABC
KXEL
JOSH

ABC
• Telecasting

HIGGINS

WATTS

BROADCASTING

WATERLOO,

IOWA

BROADCASTING

50,000

COMPANY

IOWA

Outlet for Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and all Northeast Iowa
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"Weed

and

Company

serves

you

right!"

. . . said

Mr. Jamison

Mr. Z, a prominent figure in advertising circles, had
been searching high and low for just the right set of local
stations in which to test his new product.
Finally (and wisely) he got Mr. Jamison, and Mr. Jamison
got the availabilities. But by that time, advertiser Z, was ,
many miles at sea on his new yacht. And Mr. Jamison (who
practically refuses to take a vacation) took off after him.
"I know it's summer and all that," said our man when he
finally caught up with his client, who was much more pleased
than surprised. "But I promised I'd let you see the list
the moment it was ready. And besides, your test campaign
really should start this month, you know."
"Much obliged, my boy, much obliged!" said Mr. Z
from his taffrail.
"It was nothing, sir," Mr. Jamison replied. "Weed and
Company serves you right!"
An exaggerated example perhaps. But we've got a lot of
people like Jamison at Weed and Company. . . and we're doing
more business for all of our clients than ever before.

radio

Weed

Page 16
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company

and

television

Station
representatives
newyork
•
boston
•
Chicago

san

Francisco

•

atlanta

•

•

detroit

Hollywood
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(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

Tremendous Strides'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I continue to watch — with
considerable admiration for you
and your staff — the progress which
Broadcasting continues to forge
in the radio-television field. . . .
Broadcasting has made tremendous strides. . . .
Richard S. Nickeson
Manager
Broadcast Service Inc.
Madison, Wis.
* ❖ ❖ .
. Shrdlu . / Cont'd
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
My comment on
"etaoin shrdlu 11" . . .
is merely cmfwyp!
Allan L. Swim
Editor
Congress of Industrial Organizations
718 Jackson Place, N. W.
Washington
BMB

No ABC

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Far be it from me to want to
paint signs on the side of a hearse,
but it is only human to want to say
"I told you so" when a minority
opinion, vociferously damned, ultimately proves the correct answer to
a major problem in radio (or any
other industry, for that matter).
And I am sure you must be getting vicarious satisfaction out of
having provided an open forum, a
completely honest soapbox for the
widely opposed viewpoints on the
BMB matter a couple of years ago.
From my own publishing experience, Iknow it took courage to
publish my anti-BMB piece in the
very issue which was distributed at
the NAB convention which had
been greased to ratify the BMB
program (Aug. 28, 1944).
And then, after the first BMB
report had been released, and the
industry was deeply immersed in
the business of shaking hands with
itself to permit me to say again,
even more pointedly, "This ain't no
ABC" (Nov. 25, 1946)— that
more forceful evidence of the was
objectivity with which you edit your
magazine.
But, enough of eulogy.
The fact still remains that the
radio industry— AM, FM, and TV
— can never have an audience
measurement system comparable to
and competitive with ABC until it
adapts the absolute, mathematical,
"auditable" methods employed by
radio engineers to measure signal
strength, and quality.
Ibid Broadcasting of Aug, 28,

1944, Nov. 25, 1946, and several
articles by a few other iconoclasts.
Francis N. McGehee
Ridgefield, Conn, (and)
UUO Park Ave., New York.
Promotion

Show

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
"Radio has the greatest facilities
in the world for self-advertising
and self -promotion, but for some
strange reason we are probably
the worst advertisers in the
The above statement (with a
world."
switch from "newspapers" to "radio") was made by Ted Weil, general advertising manager, Louisville Courier-Journal and Times,
at the summer conference of the
NAEA.
It makes more sense as written
above, . . . each of the four networks could do themselves, and the
industry in general, a lot of good
by planning a series of programs
for the purpose of explaining
broadcast advertising to the radio
audience.
A super-duper quiz program
could be carried simultaneously on
the four networks. A $100,000
cash jackpot could be contributed
by 100 of the largest national advertisers.
Local cut-ins would make possible 1,500 or more local contests
in conjunction with the large jackpot prize.
The type of program is not the
most important point. The fact
that the broadcast industry is neglecting its best opportunity for
self-advertising and self-promotion
is the most important thing to
consider.
Allen P. Solada
Local
tive Account RepresentaWHGB

*

Harrisburg, Pa.
* *

Football 'Rights'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The letter of Melvin Drake,
WDGY Minneapolis, writing in
yours of July 11 regarding Minnesota football prompts me to say
the following:
No discussion on this subject of
freedom of radio in the field of
sports has so clearly pointed up
radio's
poor position as this one by
Mr. Drake.
He says that due to certain circumstances: "Many of the stations,
rather than carry Minnesota games
have been taking games of their
respective networks and have thus
blocked out unintentionally the
(Continued on page 20 )

PLANS for t-elecasting Notre Dame football games on coast to coast
DuMont TV Network under sponsorship of Chevrolet Motor Div. are completed by (I to r): Seated — C. J. French, Chevrolet adv. mgr.; Rev.
John H. Murphy, Notre Dame v. p. and chairman of faculty board in
control of athletics; Les Arries, DTN director of sports and special events;
standing — Edward (Moose) Krause, Irish coach; Winslow H. Case, senior
V. p., Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.

FINAL okay for airing of Grace Gibson Radio
Productions'
Drama
Medicine
on KVOX
Moorhead,
Minn.,of
by N. D. Hospital Service Assn. is
made
(r), of
Assn.'s
exec, by
sec,Donald
with Eagles
approval
Jim
McKnight, KVOX sales mgr. Agency,
Barney Lavin Inc., Fargo, N. D.

EARL GODWIN (center) contracts to
air his nightly commentary on WRC
Washington under sponsorship of
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
Approving
action
Williamgen.R.
McAndrew (1),
NBC are
Washington

PURCHASE of five quarter-hour news
shows and full-hour Hopalong Cossidy Sunday series on WRGB (TV)
Schenectady by 24 area Chevrolet
dealers is set by (I to r) J. A. Haraden and George W. Hunt (standing)
of Mohawk Chevrolet Co.; Emerson
Markham, WRGB mgr.; Eugene P.
Weil, WGY-WRGB sales supervisor.

CONTRACTING for sponsorship of
Big WBOW
Nine football
on
Terre game
Haute, broadcasts
Ind., by
Downtown Chevrolet Sales Inc., Terre
Haute, are (I to r) Harvey Froderman,
Downtown president; Bob Ferguson,
WBOW sportscaster; Ferrall Rippetoe
(seated), WBOW manager; Ed Mullis, Downtown manager.

mgr., Washington
and Eugene
prog.Juster,
mgr. NBC

For

Profitable

Selling

WDEL
Wilmington, Del.

WGAL
Lancaster, Penna.

WKBO

FINALS of a four-week hole-inone golf tournament WJMO Cleveland sponsored as a Boystown
fund benefit were held in July.
Nearly 6,000 contestants tried
their skill on the 90-yard shots to
special greens and 11 of them
ended with ace scores, the station
reports.
Each contestant was given five
balls for a 50-cent fee. Weekly
prizes included such items as golf
clubs, radios, sportswear and luggage, and the grand prize was a
1949 Nash two-door sedan.
Robert DeTchon, WJMO sales
manager, originated the hole-in-one
tourney idea and enlisted the cooperation ofthe Cleveland Kiwanis
Club and its Boystown benefit unit.
The club provided referees.
Hole-in-one winners and weekly
finalists were interviewed by David
Stashower, WJMO announcer, who
also gave additional facts on the
progress of the benefit drive.
Station reported that although

Salt Lake City is a bright
ecothe
spot in
picture. nation's
U. S. Departmentnomic
of Commerce
reports
average
retail salesgain
for of
the 3%firstin five
months of 1949 over 1948.
Mr. Stashower interviews Mr. Bendes the two-time ace scorer in
tournament. Awaiting his turn at
mike is another hole-in-one record
holder, B. Trinter (seated right).
Standing is Mr. DeTchon.
there were 11 hole-in-one shooters,
a Sigmund Bendes made the ace
shot twice.

It means people in Salt
Lake City are buying more
than ever. It means that
advertising — intelligent advertising— can find responsive ears — through KDYL
— and responsive eyes and
ears — through KDYL-TV
— the twin bright spots in
selling merchandise.

Harrisburg, Penna.
On

WORK
York, Penna.

WRAW
Reading, Penna.

WEST

^

^^^Easton^enna

Represenfed by

ROBERT MEE
KER
ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
San Francisco Chicago
STEINMAN
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Salt Lake City, Utah
agency subsequently had the show
bably
pro
SBY
CRO
BING
National
Representative:
John Blair & Co.
pressed
on
78
rpm
recordings
and
doesn't know it, but a remade up into attractive albums for
cording of one of his performances is in the permanent
to universities and lihistorical archives of the U. of presentation
braries.
Alaska — thanks to John P. HeverJohn Heverly's interest in radio
ly, account executive in the Seattle
office of Botsford, Constantine & goes back to the cat-whisker days
when, as a boy in Waterloo, Iowa,
Gardner.
he built home-made receivers. His
If that seems slightly incredible,
consider the facts:
first job was as licensed operator
at WMT Waterloo, and later at
It seems that the Olympia
KGIR Butte, Mont. Subsequently,
Brewing counts
Co.,
one of John's ache served variously
at BC&G,
was about to celeas operator,
announcer and writer
More DIALERS
brate its 15th annifor KPCB (now
\
\
versary in September 1946, and John
KIRO), KRSC and
per DOLLAR
KOMO-KJR, all Seset up a commemoattle.
9 Buy KROD and you buy
rative half - hour
Mr. Heverly
broadcast, The End
more listeners for every dollar
of the Oregon Trail.
stepped
into
the
commercial end of you invest. A station with
Three search
months'
rebroadcasting when,
for the show
power and an excellent signal
in 1937, he became
disclosed, among
—
that's the regional outlet for
radio advertising
other fascinating
facts, the informamanagererick for
Fredand Nelson,
It's the
tion that one Capthe Southwest
CBS, ofKROD.
Station
popular
Key
Seattle department
tain Nathaniel Crosfar-west link
the
and
Network
store. During his of the Lone Star Chain.
by was the founder
six years in this
of the Crosby Flour
Mill at Tumwater,
RODERICK
spot, he
proBROADCASTING CORP.
duced andwrote,
announced
Wash, (the actual
JOHN
as many as 13 proDorrance D. Roderick
end of the old OrePresident
gon Trail). And
grams
a
week,
inwho was more logical to play the
cluding the daily Frederick and
Val Lawrence
part of the flour tycoon than Nelson Concert Hour, which is still
Vke Pres. & Gen. M.gr.
on the air and holds the record as
Captain Crosby's great-grandson,
Bing?
Represented
Nationally by
Seattle's oldest continuous show.
On
some
of
John's
programs
for
Taylor-Borroff
Co., Inc.
The resulting program, tranYour
the store, his colleague on the air
scribed in Hollywood and broadwas
Mrs.
Heverly
(the
former
Ruth
cast on 28 stations throughout the
Southwestern
Skillingstad, whom he married in
Pacific Northwest, was an accurate
KROD
Salesman
historical narrative of the early 1935), handling dramatic roles and
TEXAS
EL PASO
(Continued
on
page
48)
days in Washington State. The
BROADCASTING
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► Walter Haase, station manager
of WDRC Hartford, Conn., observed his 25th anniversary with
station during July. Mr. Haase
became associated with WDRC in
1924 and has held every job in
station's operation from announcer,
control operator, disc jockey, up
to chief announcer and station
manager. Stanley Peer, control
room operator for WDRC, is celebrating his eighth anniversary
yvith station. Mr. Peer joined station in 1941 and served with Coast
Guard for four years during war.
>■ Molly Picon, Yiddish comedienne, in celebration of 18 consecutive years of sponsorship by Gen-

eral Foods Corp., New York, is
continuing her WEVD New York
program throughout the summer.
Miss Picon is heard Mon.-Fri., 12
noon to 12:15 p.m. Agencies are
Benton & Bowles Inc., Young &
Rubicam Inc.; show is produced
by Joseph Jacobs Inc., all New
York.
► Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir
July 17 mai'ked its 20th anniversary of network broadcasting on
CBS, and is the network's oldest
sustaining series. Choir, aired
Sunday, 11:30-12 noon, originates
through facilities of KSL Salt
Lake City, and has been heard
every week since July 15, 1929, for

a total of 1,040 broadcasts.
► Colonial Showboat, musical program aired on WRDW Augusta,
Ga., has celebrated its fifth year
on air for same sponsor, Colonial
Baking Co.
► American Forces Network has
celebrated its sixth anniversary.
Making its debut in the midst
of hostilities with five 50 w transmitters on the air four and onehalf hours daily, AFN today has
two 100 kw transmitters, 53 separate outlets, and broadcasts 18
hours per day.
► Uncle Ben's Funny Paper
Hour, Sunday morning feature on
WKY Oklahoma City, has been
on the air for 19 years. One
original cast member, Muir Hite,
is still on show doing male characterizations.
► Ronald Dawson, character actor
and veteran of stage, slide films,
television and radio, began his
career in radio 22 years ago this
month.

Open from
Mike
(Continued
page 17) \
wide-spread coverage desired by

under the present arrangetheRadio
university."
ment pays many schools for socalled "rights." In many cases
this payment is made for the right
to keep others from broadcasting.
In the Minnesota case the right
is not exclusive, but we now see
from Mr. Drake's letter that what
the university wants is advertising.
Radio is not only proposing to
give the university free advertising but it is prepared according toil
Mr. Drake to pay for the privilege j
of What
givingis that
advertising.
more free
preposterous
than "
this ? Where
is radio's courage to
demand
freedom?
TV is having a terrible time
meeting its overhead. If all of the
payments that are now being made
for exclusive rights to monopolize
athletic events were discontinued^
the television industry would be
out of the red. We're all faced
with this problem. How long are
we going to be simple enough to
pay for the privilege of giving
something away?
<
Rogan Jones
President
& Manager
KVOS
Bellingharn, Wash.
* * *

Re: Talking Mike
EDITOR Broadcasting:
1948
story.
Sorry
but I hadn't seen KDKA's
All honors to KDKA's earlier
talking m'ke even though it was
wireless instead of wired.
WSM engineers say they will accept the challenge from the engineers of KDKA but would never
consider using anything so old
fashioned as "electronic pistols at
20 paces." Our men say they will
be glad to duel, however, with;
radar bounced off the moon. j
Tom Stewart
Publicity Director
\
WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Radio Helps Quail

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
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HERE'S another use for
radio as reported by F. E.
ville, Ky.
Lackey of WHOP HopkinsIt seems the Kentucky
Fish and Game Commission
sent Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
King some 900 baby quail to
be raised for a sportsmen's
organization. The big problem was getting them to eat.
It looked as if they would die
of hunger. Then it was noticed that when people were
in the building talking, the
birds would quiet down and
peck a little. But without
the talk, eating would stop.
The Kings hit on the idea of
placing a radio with them.
How did it work ? Well, the
quail thrived on music, sports,
news and commercials, 24
hours a day. Now, six years
later, over 800 healthy birds
are ready to be released.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

It's a good question. A radio station can be first with all kinds of people:
It can be first with left-handed schoolteachers, or seven-foot motormen, or women
having their hair done, or men with one foot on a brass rail.
So what?
So this: ask Mr. Hooper who's first in Baltimore — in the departments that count.
Such as: WFBR: First in morning audience. WFBR: First in afternoon audience. And
in the three-ring, all-star sweepstakes department— WFBR:

FIRST

IN TOTAL

RATED PERIODS!* Plus: something no other Baltimore station can even approach —
a listener loyalty factor, represented by over 100,000 people who come to WFBR to
see a broadcast every 365 days!
Private memo to timebuyers: Fall is just around the corner. In Baltimore, if you want to be
first — you need
^^^^^

AM
* May- June
Hooper Report
^ ^

Of iK

\

THE

ABC

BASIC

NETWORK

REPRESENTED
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North
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Spurns,

But

Move

Gains

Force

'WET'
ever, a few are definitely interRA
Other major distillers queried
LEADERS of the
Congresduction might lead to "another
DIO
ested
in radio but "are playing it
noble
experiment."
sional "dry" contingent moved
simply
0 Distilled Spirits Institute, of safe" and waiting to see what the the issue.replied "no comment" on
rapidly last week in an efreaction of the Schenley bid for
Aside from the traditional radio
which Schenley's is not a member,
fort to block what appeared
radio time will bring.
ban and voluntary compliance by
felt
the
move
would
prove
"bad"
to be a surging movement
Philip Lukin, account executive
the distillers, it also was pointed
for the radio industry and expressed itself in agreement with of National Distillers Products
threatening radio's historic
out that liquor ads would fall unban on liquor advertising
Corp. for Lawrence Fertig Adv.
der the sharp eye of the Alcohol
Sen. Johnson's stand.
[Bpoadcasting, July 25].
Howard Jones, executive secre- Agency, said that "National Dis- Tax Unit, which administers protillers would observe the industry
With three networks first
tary of the Institute, recalled its
visions of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act.
agreement
for not using radio and
voluntary
ban
on
liquor
advertising
and then independent stations
we
are
not
considering
any
change
on
both
radio
and
television
and
weighing the pros and cons of
Specifically, this would directly
said the Institute is pledged to a
entry into this vast new revenue
affect radio advertising with rehost of other limitations covering of William
T. Oakie, account exspect to the type of format used.
policy."
field, one of Capitol Hill's most
ecutive of Canada Dry (Johnny
Sunday newspapers and religious
Under its provisions institutional
potent anti - liquor crusaders —
Walker
Scotch)
for
J.
M.
Mathes
periodicals,
and
use
of
women
in
advertising might be rejected since
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (Dads. He declined to give figures Inc., told Broadcasting that "the
Tax Unit laws ordinarily require
Col.) of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee — launched a on membership but said the In- prestige of the Canada Dry line the name and address of manufacstitute represented about 70% of has been built up through color
turers in all advertising involving
counter-offensive on two fronts.
and national magazines and at the interstate commerce, it was pointed
Warning that if the radio in- all distilled spirits sales.
What additional revenue the ac- present time there is no need for out. Additionally, 13 states have
dustry persists it will get an
basic shift in strategy. But the statutes forbidding liquor ads on
ceptance of liquor ads could mean
advertising dry law for its pains,
of liquor getting into the air.
Sen. Johnson called upon the In- to the broadcasting industry was possibility
radio is an interesting one and we
a
matter
of
speculation.
The
The Schenley announcement,
ternal Revenue Bureau's Alcohol
figure presumably would run into are open-minded about it."
made by S. D. Hesse, advertising
Tax Unit to use "moral suasion"
Fleischmann Cautious
coordinator, stated that results so
millions of dollars, judging fi'om
on the liquor interests, and upon
FCC to make clear that use of distillers' funds allotted for newsfar, including reaction of individA
spokesmen
at
the
Ted
Bates
paper and magazine advertising.
liquor advertising will haunt a
ual stations, "not only warrant
A number of firms allocate from Agency, which handles the Fleischstation at license renewal time.
continued inquiry, but immediate
mann Distilling Co. account, said submission
$1
million
to
a
top
of
$10
million
of contracts to stations
The whole issue was explored at
the firm was a very cautious and
various levels, with the added de- to black-and-white space. Schen- conservative one and would not and networks." Program types
ley Industries, which turns out use radio for the time being.
under consideration are newscasts,
velopments :
spot announcements and musical
# Schenley Distillers Inc., whiskey, brandy, gin, wine and
An executive at the Lawrence
beer products, alone parcels out Gumbinner firm who services G. F. entertainment, he said.
prime mover behind negotiations
over $8 million yearly on printed Heublein & Bro. (Bells Scotch
for purchase of radio and TV
Pointing out that many comtime, announced studies are be- media.
panies have used wine and beer
Whiskey) explained that they are
ing conducted presently with inMost liquor companies and their definitely interested in using radio advertising through the years, Mr.
dependent stations as well as netHesse observed: "Nationwide reagencies are abiding by the Dis- but have no program schedule
(Continued on page 32)
works looking toward an AM-TV
worked out.
tilled
Spirits
Institute
rule.
Howadvertising schedule this fall or
winter.
# Biow Co., New York, agency
for the distillers, queried all station representatives in New York
for availabilities on stations
To Represent WTMJ-TV,
WBEN-TV
throughout the country.
HR&P
NAMED
# CBS definitely turned thumbs
tional television stations shortly
"With the fine radio background
down on liquor advertising on its APPOINTMENT of Harrington,
will announce appointment of the and high standing in the business
Righter & Parsons Inc., New York,
network, but it was still considerthe partners are well equipped to
Harrington firm.
ing possible experimentation on to represent exclusively two more
Messrs. Kirchhofer and Damm
stations was announced
give clients and agencies the kind
"one or more CBS-owned stations." television
authorized the following statement
of specialized service required by
# NBC reported no change last week.
this dynamic medium. Television
in conjunction with the appointfrom last week and still awaited
Announcement came jointly from
ment:
must blaze new paths. This is one
word from Schenley 's; ABC said Walter J. Damm, vice president and
"The future and problems of
it was still studying the situation;
general manager of radio for the
Nicholas J. Malter is in charge
television make it highly desirable
and individual stations were gen- Journal Co., owner of WTMJ-TV
to utilize the service and sales ef- of television sales at WBEN-TV.
erally silent pending consideration
Milwaukee, and A. H. Kirchhofer,
At
WTMJ-TV television sales are
forts of a representative engaged
of them."
of local factors and clearance of vice president of WBEN Inc.,
headed
Russell G. Winnie, stalegal aspects.
exclusively in television promoowner of WBEN-TV Buffalo.
tion by
manager.
# NAB President Justin Miller
The new representation firm, tion.
"In the case of both stations,
Harrington, Righter & Parsons
said network acceptance of li- formed six months ago, now repreWBEN-TV and WTMJ-TV, this is planning to expand its facilities
quor advertising may stir comsents a total of three newspaperalready has been proven. That is in the near future. Firm has conowned television stations. The
plaints, controversy and "represtracted for additional office space
other
station
in
the
group
is
the
why
we have appointed Harringsive legislation," but cited wide
ton, Righter & Parsons Inc. as our in Chicago in the Tribune Tower.
feeling for its acceptance as long new WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C,
The manager of the Chicago office
national advertising representaas newspapers and magazines have owned by the Greensboro News Co.
has not yet been announced.
tive.
lead the way. He felt its introIt is expected that several addiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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DAVISON

NAMED

WALTER

Directs Lang-Worth
on West Coast

B. DAVISON, former general manager of Capitol Transcriptions, has been appointed director of West Coast operations for
Lang- Worth Feature Programs Inc., New York, elfective today (Aug.
1), C. 0. (Cy) Langlois, Lang-Worth president, has announced. Appointment is made preparatory to
the debut of the new Lang-Worth
Transcription Library, "which will
introduce to the radio industry
a revolutionary development in
this field," Mr. Langlois said.
Mr. Davison, a veteran of 15
years in the radio and recordingfields, began his career as a pageboy apprentice at NBC. Prior to
joining Capitol, an operation which
he directed from its inception in
1946, Mr. Davison served as sales
manager for the radio-recording
division of NBC. In establishing
the Lang-Worth branch offices on
the West Coast, he returns to home
base, where at one time he headed
the sales staffs of KGO San Francisco and KMPC Los Angeles.
Mr. Davison will leave for the
Coast within the month.
In making the announcement
Mr. Langlois stated: ". . . Mr.
Mr. DAVISON
Davison will be in complete charge
of Lang-Worth's West Coast recording and pressing plants, which
the Lang-Worth Program Service."
are expected to be in full operaMr. Langlois says the new Langtion by next spring. During the Worth
Transcription Library reinterim, he will devote his entire
ceived 783 favorable replies when
time to procuring new Hollywood
samples were sent to 900 radio entalent for the Lang- Worth Ligineers after the new discs were
brary, and exposing to West Coast
shown at the NAB convention.
advertising agencies our plan to They are 8-inch instead of 16-inch,
increase local station revenue
are not fine line and use ordinary
through the commercial use of
equipment. They have the composite groove which NAB sought
for recording standards and are
R. M, McGREDY
"unique and basic," he said.
He has applied for patents on
Named to BAB Post
the development covering recordROBERT M. McGREDY, sales
ing, processing and pressing in two
manager of WPAT Paterson, N. J., ways.
since January of this year, joins
The library, Mr. Langlois said,
is based on the idea that with TV
BAB today (Aug. 1) as an assistant director. He will be assigned
taking national network business
to the national spot field and will away from radio something should
also be responsible for spearheadbe done to build up local business
ing BAB activities in certain chain 'from
national advertisers and
store fields.
Entering advertising in 1936
with Richard _ Co., New York
agency, Mr. McGredy worked for
Barron G. Collier Inc. in Wilmington and Harrisburg and then the
Washington Post, where his service was interrupted by three years
of wartime duty with the Navy.
In the spring of 1946 he joined
WTOP Washington, becoming sales
manager of that station early in
1948 and joining WPAT early this
year.
In announcing the addition of
Mr. McGredy to his staff, Maurice
B. Mitchell, BAB director, said he
hopes to add one more member, a
specialist in the field of retailing,
by the end of August, to complete
the BAB line-up, which already includes Lee Hart and Charles Batson. Mr. Batson is currently assigned to television, Mr. Mitchell
said, and is studying the rate cards
of TV stations and asking video
broadcasters how BAB can best
help them in promoting advertising.
Page 24
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agencies. Therefore, he has aimed
an advertising campaign at agencies and expanded his sales force
who have been selling L-W library
programs
to agencies for use
locally.
Lang-Worth is now reported
testing pressings in a new Long
Island City plant which will be
in full operation by Aug. 15 and
expects to open another plant in
Hollywood next spring.
Mr. Langlois says another addition to Lang-Worth sales staff
is Bill Young, formerly with NBC
and Capitol Transcriptions [Broadcasting, July 18], who will operate
out of the New York offices.
Colgate Sales Drop
COLGATE-Palmolive-Peet Co., one
of radio's biggest advertisers, recorded $8,157,715 less sales during
the first half of this year compared with the same 1948 period.
Price reductions were said to be
main factor in the dip. World-wide
sales for the first half of 1949
were $146,865,895 as compared
with $151,957,927 in 1948. Domestic sales were $103,640,582 compared with $111,798,297.

DMB

L

F. ERIKSON
Quits K&E Post Aug. 15
LEONARD F. ERIKSON, vice
president and radio director of
hardt.
KenyonNew& York,
Eckhas resigned
fective Aug. 15.ef-

Mr. Erikson

Mr. Erikson supervised the radio
and television
version of ^ the
Fo7-d Theatre at
K&E. Prior to
his association
with the latter

agency manager
he was
with BBDO as business
and account executive on U. S.
Steel. Before that he was with
CBS as general sales manager in
New York and western sales manager in Chicago.
It was understood that Mr. Erikson's new position will be revealed
within a fortnight.
Meanwhile Broadcasting also
learned
Erikson's
successor at Kthat& Mr.
E will
probably
be
named
from within the organization.

39,287,230 Radio Families
Shown in New Report

STUDY

THERE are presently 39,281,230 radio families in the United States,
according to Radio Families USA— 1949 published last week by Broadcast Measurement Bureau. This total, an increase of 1,658,230 over
the 1948 report, means that 94.2% of the nation's homes are equipped
with at least one radio receiver in
^
^
working order, BMB noted.
new study includes 65 more cities
A successor to a similar study than last year's report.
made last year, the 1949 volume
Priced at $5, the volume is being
reports on total families, radio
offered to advertisers, agencies and
families and the percentage of ra- broadcasters at "a special introdio to total families, for all U. S.
ductory price of $3.50 for the first
counties and almost 1,500 cities. copy." Kenneth H. Baker, acting
Covering all communities with ra- president of BMB, said that the
dio stations and all others with
bureau had not originally planned
to publish such a report this year
10,000 population or more outside
metropolitan areas, or 25,000 or and had not included it in the BMB
more inside metropolitan areas, the budget, hence the need to charge
for it.
There are 601 subscribers to
BMB's second nationwide study of
American radio audiences, Mr.
Baker reported Thursday. Noting
that this figure is somewhat less
than those heretofore announced,
he explained that it includes signed
contracts only, and does not include
FM outlets of AM subscribers.
Non-Subscriber Data
The new study, which will be
distributed this fall, will for the
first time make data on non-subscriber stations available to and
through subscribers. Dr. Baker
said. He explained: "This simply
means that any subscriber may obtain information concerning any
non-subscriber so long as the nonsubscriber's station signal shows a
measurable audience of one or
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

"Bascomb, are you absolutely sure this will be legal?"

more counties in the subscriber's
BMB area. Agencies and others
interested in obtaining the coverage
data of non-subscriber stations

subscribers."
may do so through Telecasting
BROADCASTING

S
RADIO'
BROADCASTING'S
balance sheet
for 1948 was reported officially by
the Department of Commerce last
week, showing a net income after
taxes of $37,000,000, the highest in
its history. Income after taxes in
1947 was $33,000,000.
These figures include both radio
and television.
The industry's contribution to
the total national income — or the
net value of its services in 1948 — was estimated to be $251,000,000
by the Department of Commerce.
In 1942 the figure was $101,000,000, and in 1947, $229,000,000.
Broadcasting paid out $25,000,000 in federal and state income
taxes in 1948, just $2,000,000 more
than in the previous year, and far
below the payments of $47,000,000
in 1945 when excess profits taxes
were in effect.
Of the $37,000,000 profit, the

McFARLAND

BILL

May Come Up This Week
SENATE consideration of the McFarland Bill (S 1973) to reorganize FCC procedures is tentatively
slated for early this week, with
supporters of the measure optimistic for its passage.
The bill was on the consent calendar but was not reached in a
lengthy night session last Tuesday. It appeared certain to be
called when the calendar is taken
up again, probably today (Monday) or tomorrow. Objection to
consideration would cause the
measure to be passed over until
later, but it was understood to
have cleared the hurdle of Senate
leadership approval in that respect.
In the House, Chairman George
Sadowski (D-Mich.) of the Interstate Commerce Communications
Subcommittee reportedly is not disposed to call for hearings or delay
the bill unless controversial developments arise. It was designed
by its author. Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), and approved by
the Senate committee as a nonpolicy, non-controversial measure
to expedite and improve FCC operations.
It would set a three-month time
limit for FCC action on non-hearing broadcast applications and call
for action on hearing cases within
six months from completion of the
hearing; reorganize the FCC staff
along functional lines; raise Commissioners' salaries from $10,000
a year to $15,000 and boost the pay
of top staff executives; eliminate
the "double jeopardy" provisions
'of the anti -trust section; specify
a complete separation of prosecutory and quasi-judicial functions,
and realign FCC's hearing and appellate procedures [Broadcasting,
July 25].
BROADCASTING

INCOME
industry paid out an estimated
$12,000,000 in dividends, about onethird of all income after taxes.
Dividends in 1947 were higher by
$2,000,000, and the difference is
probably due in part to the costs
of television installation which have
eaten into the surplus available
for the stockholders.
After dividends and taxes, the
final undistributed income for the
industry is $25,000,000 which is a
record for broadcasting. In 1947
the undistributed profits were $19,000,000, and in 1942, just $5,000,000.
The Commerce Department estimates that the radio and television
broadcasting employed 46,000 persons in 1948 full-time and 51,000
including part-time employes.
Average annual wages in radio
and television are among the highest of any industry in the United
States. The average full time
worker was paid $3,978, according
to the estimates by the Department
of Commerce. This is only a shade
below the average annual salary
in water transportation business,
which was the industry with the
highest average wage in 1947.
Although broadcasting was second ranking, its annual wage
dropped slightly from the peak of
$4,075 in 1947.
The average wage for all industries per full time worker is $2,813
— a figure more than 25% below
the average salary in the broadcasting business.
Total wages and salaries in radio

''^ ^" ^'"^^ "'g^
and TV for the year amounted to
$183,000,000, the highest on record.
In the previous year the figure was
$167,000,000. By contrast in 1942,
total wages and salaries were $72,000,000.
Corporate sales of the radio and
television business amounted to
$343,000,000— $16,000,000 above the
previous year, and nearly double
the total sales in 1942.
Figures were reported in the
"national income" issue of The
Survey
of Current Business, July
1949.
PACIFIC

GRID

Radio Rights To Tidewater
TIDEWATER-ASSOCIATED Oil
Co. has obtained exclusive radio
broadcast rights to the 1949 football games of the Pacific Coast
Conference, P. E. Allan, vice president, has announced. This will
be the 24th consecutive year the
oil company has sponsored western
football on radio.
Mr. Allan announced that in addition to the PCC schools, exclusive
rights have been obtained for the
games of seven other leading colleges and universities in California,
Oregon, Utah and Nevada. Harold
R. Deal, advertising and sales promotion manager for TidewaterAssociated and director of the
company's broadcast program, announced the first game will be heard
on Sept. 17.

FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for four new AM
outlets were authorized by
FCC last week and an initial
decision proposes grant of
another. One existing outlet received improved facilities. Six stations received
transfer grants. One AM
and three FM permits were
deleted. Details of these and
other FCC actions are car79. ried in FCC Roundup on page

GEN. FLOYD PARKS
Heads Military Information
NATIONAL Military Establishment last week announced the appointment ofMaj.
Gen. Floyd L.
Parks, former
er for the
Army
deputy
commandin the Pacific, as
chief of Army
Public Information Div. He succeeds the late
Maj. Gen. Vernon
E. Pritchard, who
Gen. Parks
died in an explosion on the Potomac River
10.
Simultaneously, the ArmyJulyDept.
announced the appointment of
Lieut. Gen. Raymond S. McLain,
chief of information, as Army
comptroller effective today (Aug.
1). No successor will be named
to Gen. McLain, it was said, pending further study with a view to
consolidation of the office of Chief
of Information and that of the
Chief, Public Information Div.

Income Up in First Half of
REPORTS
Other
income,
including
Dividends
RCA and its domestic subsidiaries
from
whoUyinterest
and
owned foreign
have reported increases in second
dividends from
subsidiaries
200,000
200,000
other
quarter gross income and in gross
investments
income for the first six months of Total gross
266,518
come from inall
from
sources 187,257,987 176,079,713 Dividends
the year over tha corresponding pe- DEDUCT
foreign
wholly-owned
riods in 1948. RCA net profits,
of goods
subsidiaries
however, were off and earnings per Cost
sold, operating,
Total
development,
share were off.
incomegross
from
all sources
selling and administrative
During 1949's first half, RCA
94,930,159
DEDUCT
expenses 166,113,296 154,569,290
gross income was $187,257,987 comCost
of
goods
Depreciation
2,964,339
2,426,848
pared with $176,079,713 last year.
sold,
operating,
Amortization of
development,
Its second quarter gross income was
selling
and
patents
and
700,000
patent rights 750,000
$94,930,159 compared to $88,026,administrative
281,287
Interest
447,303
415 last year.
85,612,765
expenses
Net profit for the first six Total
Depreciation
deductions
170,274,938
157,977,425
Amortization of
1,516,988
months was $10,122,049 compared
Balance before
to $10,850,288 last year. Net profpatents
and
provision
for
375,000
patent
rights
Interest
federal income
246,441
it for the second quarter was $4,taxes
16,983,049 18,102,288
DEDUCT
Total
189,965 against $5,085,790 a year
deductions
Balance before 87,751,195
for
ago. Earnings per share for the Provision
federal income
first six months were $.616 as
provision income
for
federal
Taxes
6,861,000
7,252,000
against $.668 last year.
taxes
DEDUCT
Net profit for
7,178,965
the six months 10,122,049 10,850,288 Provision for
The statements:
Preferred
federal
income
RCA AND DOMESTIC SUBSIDIARIES
taxes
dividend 1,576,400
Consolidated Statement
1,576,400
2,989,000
Balance for
of Income
Net
common per
stock 8,545,649
For the Six Months Ended Juhe 30 Earnings
the profit
quarter for
9,273,888 Preferred
4,189,965
1949
1948
GROSS
From INCOME
dividend for
share monon(13,881,016
comBalance
788,200
operations $186,678,346 $175,595,763
common
shares)
.616 .668
Other income
Earnings
per
3,401,765
stock
including
For the Quarter Ended June 30
terest and inGROSS
INCOME
1949
1948
dividends from
shares)
share monon(13,881,016
comFrom
other investoperations $94,663,641 $87,700,703
ments 379,641 283,950
.245
RCA
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1949

125,712
200,000
88,026,415

77,830,578
1,229,678
353,200
142,169
79,555,625
8,470,790
3,385,000
5,085,790
788,200
4,297,590
.310
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NAB

REVAMPING

HOPE that the new head of NAB's
video division may be chosen by
the end of this week and on the job
by Sept. 1 was expressed Thursday
by Justin Miller, NAB president,
at an ence"open
conferin New house"
York. news
Session
was
devoted largely to an informal
discussion of the recent reorganization of the broadcasters trade
association [Broadcasting, July
18, 25].
Judge Miller said he has already
interviewed six or eight candidates
for the TV post, adding that he
would like to get the selection settled before Friday, when he is to
leave his Washington headquarters
for a vacation at his California
home. Following that, he will take
to the road for the circuit of fall
NAB district meetings and he does
not expect to return to Washington
for about four months from now.
The NAB video director will
make his headquarters at NAB in
Washington, Judge Miller said, but
will undoubtedly spend a lot of

RWG MAY REVISE
Freelance and Net Wages
RADIO WRITERS Guild is giving
considerable thought to the revision of wages and fees paid to its
freelancers and network staffers.
Already at work is a committee
exploring policy for network and
agency freelance writers. These
scripters are covered by separate
contracts but each agreement has
the same fee scale and each provides for reopening Nov. 16 at the
request of either party.
It is believed certain that the
RWG will tell the networks and
agencies of its intention to reopen
wages Sept. 1, the date set for such
notice. The contracts also provide
that any agreement finally reached
be effective or retroactive to Nov.
16, as the case may be.
Since the minimum fees set
forth in the contracts are for the
most part less than those already
paid the freelancers, it is expected
RWG will not be reticent in its
demands.
Within a month or six weeks,
too, RWG expects to reopen its 15
months contracts with ABC, CBS
and NBC covering staff writers.
These agreements, involving about
75 news and continuity writers, all
expire on the same date, Sept. 30.
A committee to formulate demands
for these writers is expected to
meet this week.
At present, the network staff
contracts call for separate scales
for news writers and continuity
writers, as follows:
News writers — $86.54 weekly for
first eight months; $92. .30 second
eight months; $98.08 third eight
months; $103.85 thereafter.
Continuity writers — $68.75 for
juniors (less than one year experience)$101.75
;
for senior writers.
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time in New York and some in
Hollywood, Chicago and other TV
centers. Asked about a possible
merger of NAB with TBA, he
stated that NAB expects to handle
television as it has FM, as a service organization and with proportionate representation on the NAB
board, but not to promote TV in
competition to audio broadcasting.
NAB can work with TBA much as
it has done with FMA, he said,
noting that as long as the TV
broadcasters feel the need of a
promotional organization there will
be a place for such a body as TBA.
Questioned about BAB, Judge
Miller said that every effort was
being made to separate this new
bureau from NAB as swiftly as
possible. He pointed out that its
aims and operations differ from
those of NAB and that it should
have its own independent operating set-up. For example, he said,
station representatives may join
NAB only as associate members,
whereas they might well become
active members of BAB.
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB director, said the original estimate
that it would take a year to complete the separation of BAB from
NAB might be beaten by as much
as 50%. He reported that more
than 100 orders have been received
for prints of the slide film "How
To Turn People Into Customers"
[Broadcasting, July 18] and that
95% of the orders had checks attached. BAB is now preparing a
brochure for use of FM broadcasters who are providing data on
commercial results obtained from

advertising exclusively on FM.
BMB is in much the same situation as BAB, Judge Miller said.
Noting that the three sponsoring
organizations of BMB — ANA,
AAAA and NAB — have all appointed committees to study BMB
and determine what type of organization should replace the present one, he expressed the personal
belief that it should be an organization like BMI and the proposed
BAB.
Much of the trouble that has
beset BMB, the Judge said, has
stemmed from the fact that its
policies were largely set by NAB,
two-thirds of whose membership
are not BMB subscribers. To be
successful, he commented, an organization should be governed by
those most interested in its service. He contrasted the smooth
operation of BMI with the stormy
history of BMB in expressing the
hope that it might be reorganized
as an independent corporation with
agencies, advertisers and independent broadcasters as stockholders.
Football Sponsors
NATIONAL Professional League
football championship game Dec.
18 will be aired by ABC radio and
video under shared sponsorship of
General Mills, Minneapolis, and
Wilson Sporting Goods Co., Chicago. The General Mills sponsorship, placed through Knox-Reeves,
Minneapolis, is expected to be for
Wheaties. Wilson's agency is
Ewell & Thurber, Chicago.
NiAB

DISCUSSING increased
Radio representation by
Borrojf are Mr. Pellegrin
E. R. Borroff, president
national representative

Transit
Taylor(I) and
of the
firm.

TAYLOR -BORROFF
Named for Regions by TR
TAYLOR-BORROFF, Chicago
station representative firm, will
handle Transit Radio sales in the
South and Southwest, Frank E.
Pellegrin, TR vice president in
charge of sales, announced in Chicago last week. Area includes that
now
by Taylor-Borroff's
Atlantaserviced
and Dallas
offices.
Move was prompted by current
operation of Transit Radio in 15
cities and by the number of stations "actively negotiating for
franchises," Mr. Pellegrin said.
"A growing list of national advertisers and markets made it impossible for us to cover the country
adequately
our presentshifts
staff,"
he
added. with
Mr. Pellegrin
to
New York from Chicago Aug. 8
to set-up national sales headquarters there [Broadcasting, July
25]. Clyde Melville manages
Taylor-Borroff's Dallas office,
while Tony West handles the Atlanta division.

Executive

Committee

Meets

NONAFFILIATES
A FIRM belief that sound broadcasting and television must continue to earn their way as advertising media by "constructive
and positive action" and that the
two must "bury the hatchet" furnished the keynote
NAB's
Unaffiliated
StationsforExecutive
Committee's two-day meeting in
Washington last week.
The group,
of NAB's
mittees to meetfirst
after
its boardcom-of
directors had dictated a thorough
realignment of the association
[Broadcasting, July 18], took action along several lines during its
Monday and Tuesday sessions..
Among other things, the Committe :
# Heard Albert Sindlinger, coinventor with Harold Reiss of
Radox, speak on his radio measurement system and arranged for
continuing audience studies by
Mr. Sindlinger and Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director of The Pulse Inc.
9 Expressed conviction that reorganization of NAB is a "milestone" calling for harmony among
AM-FM-TV industry factions.
O Appointed a subcommittee to

study foreign language broadcasting, and generally, set in motion
increased programming activity.
# Voted to launch a study of
sports broadcasts, a series of public interest announcements and a
series of disc- jockey continuities
for distribution to independent stations.
9 Endorsed consideration of
legislation which would repeal
luxury and certain other taxes
affecting the flow of merchandise.

accepted as a pointed indication
of growing disfavor among independent stations with the more
prominent Hooper and Nielsen
surveys which, they charge, tend
to distort the true picture of independent listening while overplaying the importance of network
listening habits.
With respect to harmony among
AM-FM-TV broadcasters, the committee noted :
"The time has come for the components of the broadcasting industry,
AM, TV and FM, to bury the hatchet
and take out its constructive tools
from their hiding places. Attacks by
one segment of broadcasting on others
is not only manship.
bad Eachtaste
but bad
sales-of
of these
forms
broadcasting, as a public interest and
advertising
medium,
has its
must
continue
to earn
itsplace
way and
by
constructive and positive action, rather
than destructive and negative selling
tactics.
"It is evident that each element
supplements
the other
and destroying
can exist
most
succesfuUy
without
those engaged in the art . . ."
The committee felt that realignment of NAB constituted a
"milestone and a point at which
the cementing of factors of the
industry should take place and
(Continued on page h2)

Mr. Sindlinger, who has been
conducting studies in Philadelphia,
home of Sindlinger & Co., was
asked by the committee to make
a full exposition of his method
at the unaffiliated stations session
of NAB's 1950 convention in
Chicago. Simultaneously the committee, under the chairmanship of
Ted Cott, WNEW New York, announced that a special study of
radio listening outside the home
also will be undertaken by Dr. Roslow, who also is expected to report
at the convention on the unmeasured audience.
Mr. Sindlinger's appearance was
BROADCASTING
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manner designed to give a biased or a
one-sided presentation of the news;
(b) Towerebroadcast
as to
news,
which
not known
have items
any
basis suesinor persons;
fact concerning particular is(c) To broadcast editorials of daily
newspapers as news items without
identification of such editorials as such;
(d) To discriminate in news and
other programs in favor of particular datespolitical
causes,
groups orof candias against
the interests
other
political causes, groups or candidates;
(e) To discriminate in any manner in
the programming of stations KMPC,
WJR and WGAR, in favor of the private, political,
social
economic
views and
interests
of G.andA. Richards.
2. To determine the extent, if any,
officers or employes refused to carry
out instructions or directives, if any,
of the nature specified in Issue No. 1,
and what disciplinary action, if any,
was taken or caused to be taken by
G. A. Richards against any officers or
employes who may have refused to
carry
tives. out such instructions and direc3. To determine the extent, if any,
the facilities of said stations, or any
of them, have been used to carry out
said instructions or directives.
4. To determine, in the light of the
information adduced pursuant to issues 1, 2 and 3 above, whether the
licensee corporations are qualified to
continue
licensees of stations KMPC,
WJR and as WGAR.
5. To determine the nature of the
rights, if any, which are expressly or
impliedly retained by Mr. Richards,
under the trust indenture submitted
with the applications, particularly with
respect
to the
termination
or revocation of the
trust,
the removal
of any
or all of the trustees, or to exercise
control over, or influence in any manner, any of the policies or operations
of the licensees of stations KMPC, WJR
and WGAR and the applicability of the
provisions of Sees. 3.109 and 3.241 [of
the Rules]
light of the retention of any insuchthe rights.
6. To determine the extent, if any,
after effectuation of the proposed transfers, control
Mr. Richards
exercise
actual
over, orwould
influence
in any
manner,
any
of
the
policies
or
operations of the licensees of stations KMPC,
WJR and WGAR.
7. To determine what arrangements,
(Cojitinued on page ^2)

eship, Renewal
Hearing Planned on Truste
I^IQII^I^Q^
FCC REVIVED its investigation of but explained that the confinement
Stats College; L. P. Fisher, vice
the news policies of G. A. Richards
from his 11-year illness of coronary
president of Fisher & Co. and a dilast week, calling for a consolidated
rector of General Motors, and
thrombosis made him "impatient
hearing on his trusteeship plan for and impulsive" at times, that his Harry J. Klingler, vice president
his three stations and on the re- station officials knew he meant for of General Motors and general mannewal application of one of them, his instructions to be followed only
ager of its Pontiac Div.
WGAR Cleveland.
In its issues for the hearing FCC
when they conformed to good taste
The hearing would replace the and impartiality and that no
evidenced concern over "the rights,
one called last fall but subse- "slanting" ever actually occurred
if
any," which Mr. Richards would
on his stations.
retain, particularly with respect
quently "postponed indefinitely" to
to revocation of the trust and repermit Mr. Richards to submit the
FCC refused his request, but submoval of trustees and in relation
trusteeship proposal covering his
sequently postponed the hearing
stock in all three stations: WGAR,
"indefinitely" on representations of to FCC rules against transfers
where, as part of the consideration,
WJR Detroit and KMPC Los An- former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler,
the transferor reserves a right of
geles [Broadcasting, April 25]. now one of Mr. Richards' attorneys,
reversion of the license or a right
But it goes farther, putting that Mr. Richards had long wanted
to use the facilities of the station.
WGAR's license renewal and the to retire when he reached the age
Effective 'Til Death
three-station trustee plan at stake. of 60 in March; that his doctors
There was a likelihood that the feared the hearing might cost him
(The trust agreement by its
renewals of the two other Richards
his life, and that a trusteeship proterms would terminate upon Mr.
posal would be submitted. FCC
stations would be brought into the
Richards' death but not prior to
same proceeding. The KMPC and said then that it would decide after
that time except with FCC approval. There is no provision
WJR licenses expire Nov. 1 and studying the trust agreement
with respect to removal of trustees,
their renewal applications, under whether it should be consolidated
FCC rules, must be filed by Sept. for hearing with the investigation
but it is provided that if any re1. There seemed no chance that of news policies.
sign their successors shall be
named by Mr. Richards and FCC
The trusteeship proposal was
the Commission could get its hearshall be notified.)
ing under way by that time. No filed in mid-April providing for Mr.
date was set.
FCC also, questioned whether
Richards' resignation as an officer
Nor did the order designate a and director and for transfer of Mr. Richards would retain any inhis stock to three trustees. He
fluence over policies and operations,
hearing officer. Comr. E. M. Weband whether he would vote any
ster had been slated to conduct owns 71.64% of WGAR and 64.8%
stock that is not transferred.
the earlier proceeding. Failure to of KMPC; he owns only 28.66%
of the issues set by FCC
redesignate him indicated to obser- of WJR, but he and his wife to- forText
the hearing on the trusteeship
vers that the Commission now is
gether have 62.39%.. Only his
inclined to assign the case to one own interests would be trans1. To determine the extent, if any,
ferred.
that G. A. Richards issued instructions
of its hearing examiners.
or
directives to officers or employes of
plan:
The trustees would be Dr. John
If the Commission follows its
said
— news broadcasts In a
(a) licensees
To present
general policy on renewal hearings, A. Hannah, president of Michigan
at least a portion of the testimony
would be taken in Cleveland. General y, itwas felt the plan originally
Leaves Management
of WQXR
evolved in this respect would be
followed, with hearings in each of HOGAN
the cities where Richards stations
Interstate Broadcasting Co., operJOHN V. L. HOGAN has withare located.
ciated with Mr. Hogan at the station since its early days, remains
drawn from active participation in
ator of WQXR and WQXR-FM,
At any rate, it seemed certain the management
as
executive
vice president, and no
which
the
Times
purchased
from
of
WQXR
New
that FCC planned to hold a portion York, which he launched 15 years
Mr. Hogan in 1944. At that time, other changes are contemplated
of the hearing in Los Angeles,
Mr. Hogan stayed on as president
ago as the first station to specialize
among, top personnel.
where the news slanting charges
under a five-year contract, which
"1949 is facsimile year," Mr.
originated.
in the broadcasting of "good' music,
to concentrate his efforts on fac- has now expired. Mr. Hogan is
simile.
Filed by News Club
Hogan
thatFCC
we^
not completely breaking his conhave the declared.
green light"Now
from the
nection with WQXR, however, as he for commercial operation and multi"I've
done
all
I
can
do
at
WQXR,"
They were filed by the Radio
Mr. Hogan told Broadcasting in is retained as a consultant to its
plexing all we need to get facsimile
News Club of Hollywood, which
management.
Elliot Sanger, assorolling is some programs on the
accused Mr. Richards of ordering
an exclusive interview. "I've met
all the criticisms we had when we
KMPC staff members to slant
news against members of the late first started that station. FacMultiplexing, which means using
simile broadcasting is just now
President Roosevelt's family, cera
part
of the band of an FM staat the breaking point and it needs
tain minority groups and commution for transmitting facsimile's
nists [Broadcasting, March 8, 29, all the attention I can give it, so
printed pictures while the major
1948]. The complaint was based for the immediate future I'm going
part of the band is simultaneously
on allegations of Clete Roberts, to put in full time at the lab."
broadcasting
a sound program of
George Lewin and Maurie StarThe "lab" is the factory and
music or speech, got its first real
rels, former KMPC nev/smen. The workshop of Radio Inventions Inc.,
air."
American Jewish Congress also holding company established some
workout during the 1949 NAB convention in Chicago last April. The
petitioned for revocation of KMPC's
years ago by Mr. Hogan for his
license.
facsimile broadcasts were done over
numerous inventions in facsimile
Counsel for Mr. Richards offered
WMAQ-FM Chicago, and although
and other electronic fields. Mr.
they were on the air 12 hours a day
no comment on FCC's new call for Hogan will move his office to the
hearing, pending further study.
during most of the convention pebuilding in downtown New York
In the earlier proceeding when
riod, the station did not receive a
during the coming month, he said.
hearing was slated to start last He added that the company will
single complaint of interference
March, Mr. Richards sought to
with its sound signal from any lisprobably be rechristened with a
appear personally before the Comtener, Mr. Hogan stated.
name
more
descriptive
of
its
new
mission in Washington and thus activities.
The
New York Times purchased
perhaps eliminate the need for the
the
company
on July 25, 1944, by
formal session scheduled in Los
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, pubwhich time an FM station had been
lisher
of
the
New
Forfc
Times,
sucAngeles. He conceded that "poradded to its assets.
Mr. HOGAN
ceeds Mr. Hogan as president of
tions" of the charges were true.
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METROPOLITAN
Favored in 1240 kc Case
ON GROUNDS that a more equitable distribution of radio stations
would be achieved, an FCC hearing
examiner last week favored Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., Alamo
Heights, Tex., over St. Mary's U.
Broadcasting Corp., San Antonio,
in their fight for 1240 kc with
250 w.
"We conclude that a grant of the
application which would add the
10th standard broadcast station to
San Antonio as against the grant
of the first local transmission facilities to Alamo Heights, even
though the two communities are in
the same metropolitan district,
would not be a fair and equitable
distribution,"
C. Smith ruled.Examiner Elizabeth
Her decision was released Monday. It becomes effective in 40
days unless challenged, in which
case there will be oral argument
in review by the Commission. The
grant is for the frequency vacated
by KMAC San Antonio, now on
630 kc.
Either of the proposed 1240 kc
operations, Miss Smith said, would
involve adjacent-channel interference with KORA Bryan, Tex. The
population within the interference
area would be about 14.9% of that
within KORA's remaining interference-free area. The decision
noted that KORA did not intervene
in the case.
Ownership of the applicant com-

panies is given as follows:
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., Alamo Heights — The voting stock is
owned in equal shares (25%) by President Lawrence E. Beitel, former Western Electric engineer who was with
the OfiSce of Scientific Research and
Development during the war; G. E.
Vandergrift, owner of Vandergrift Radio Co., which designs and constructs
custom-built radio equipment; Ernest
M. Closuit, and R. P. Thomas Jr., physician. Mr. Beitel would be general
manager, and Mr. Vandergrift chief
engineer and assistant manager.
St. Mary's U. Broadcasting Corp.,
San Antonio — Headed by Mark Perkins,
owner of KPAB Laredo, Tex., who is
president, owns 45% and would be
managing director; Al M. Heck, attorney, has 20%; and St. Mary's U., 17%
with the remainder held by the following business and professional men:
Joseph T. Kenny, Ralph G. Langley,
Richard C. Kittel, Edwin L. Mueller,
John L. McMahon, Ernest A. Raba and
George E. Strauch.
Bulova Case
FCC APPEARED last week to
have closed the books on its 13year-old "Adre Bulova case," denying a petition to reconsider the
decision by which it cleared the
watch manufacturer of charges
dating back to 1936, renewed the
licenses of his WNEW and WOV
New York, and approved the
transfer of WOV to Victory Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting, May
16]. The petition was filed by
Mariannina C. deRaczynski daughter of the late John Iraci, onetime owner of WOV [Broadcasting, June 6]. FCC ruled that it
"does not allege new or additional
material facts which have not been
heretofore considered."

\comini

NEW HAVEN RR
Promotes Summer

Services

Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention,
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept. 8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept.
14-16: Illinois
Broadcasters
Assn. andandNABWisconsin
District
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes. Wis.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
ConEdgewaterElectronics
Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 30-Oct.
9: Second
Annual LivNational Television
and Electrical
ing Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV-Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.

HAVEN and Hartford Railroad Co., through its agency, St.
Georges & Keyes, New York, has
started a spot announcement and
participation schedule in New York
to promote the summer service of
the railroad. Emphasis is on using
the trains to reach vacation points
in New England. The campaign is
in addition to the regular use of
radio for its "commuter's service."
The special summer schedule includes three participation shows.
Rambling With Gambling on WOR,
Bob Smith on WNBC and the 7:308 a.m. section of Breakfast Symphony on WQXR. The spot schedule includes 10 weekly on WNEW
and 9 weekly on WMGM. The
five week contract started July 25.

Gold Moves

AN

to WRC

BILL GOLD, Washington (D. C.)
Post "District Line" columnist,
moves his program of local chatter
to WRC Washington starting Aug.
8. Show previously was on Postowned WTOP Washington but was
forced to vacate when station accepted extra quarter hour of Arthur
Godfrey at 10:15 a.m. WRC Manager William R. McAndrews says
station plans to retain same format
for show, with emphasis on humor,
local news and interviews. Program will be half -hour daily, Monday-Friday, 1:30 p.m.

NEW

THERE'S HOPE
Where There's Life . . .
ESTIMATED 30,000 spectators attending the Twin Cities
Aquatennial and 10-day summer
festival extended a lavish welcome
to Bob Hope at the airport July 22
and the following night 11,000 of
them lost their collective hearts to
the famous ski-nosed radio and
movie comedian as he co-starred
with WCCO Minneapolis' Cedric
Adams on the two-hour Aquatennial broadcast.
After the colorful afternoon parade, the Hollywood star exchanged
banter with Mr. Adams, CBS Star
Arthur Godfrey, Vice President
Alben Barkley, CBS President
Frank Stanton and Songstress
Monica Lewis. Half-hour segment
from 6:30-7 p.m. of the program
was fed to the CBS network
[Broadcasting, July 25].
All in all, Mr. Hope got in his
licks on such regular WCCO programs as Stairway to Stardom,
Aquatennial Time, Red River Valley Gang, Murphy Barn Dance
Jamboree and Aquatennial Auditions. Numerous guest stars from
Minneapolis night clubs appeared
along with the comedian on the
various program blocks. The show
was aired from 6 to 8 p.m.
A dinner for the Minnesota Assn.
of Broadcasters was attended by
about 50 guests.

BETTY GREEN
Hear Craig,
To Merchandise Ziv Shows
IN LINE with expansion of its
television activities and creation of MUSIC
Elliott
MERCHANTS
new live and transcribed programs,
THIS FALL will see the levelling off of television set prices and the end
Frederic W. Ziv Co. has announced
the appointment
of "suicide" dealers who sacrifice normal profits to indulge in price
of Betty Green, a cutting. So said John W. Craig, vice president of Avco Mfg. Corp.
former fashion
and general manager of the Crosley Division, before the 1949 convention of the National Assn. of Music
editor, as mertions in 91 metropolitan areas, inchandising spe- Merchants.
cluding New York, Chicago and
cialist and direcThe four-day conclave, held last
San
Francisco,
in the present VHF
tor of women's
week at New York's Hotel New
programs. She
band, and would require no conYorker, drew more than 9,000 memverters for sets in those areas.
bers of the music, radio, record,
will build, promote and merPredicting
an upward climb in teleand television manuvision sets sales after Labor Day,
chandise radio phonographfacturing
industries to a series of
and TV shows
Mr. Craig reminded the group of
Mrs. Green
panels, discussions, luncheons, banand create new
the predicted two million receiver
quets and some 242 exhibits.
sales for 1949, pointing out that
program ideas in her new capacity.
Mr. Craig spoke at Thursday
the sale of 1,100,000 sets during the
Mrs. Green, fashion editor of morning's forum on television and
B&W Renews
year's
Parents' and Calling All Girls records. Speaking on "The Dual
dictions.first half bore out such pre- BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacmagazines for the past 12 and Mai'ket in Television," meaning the
co Corp., Louisville, has renewed
seven years respectively, has ap- market for table model and console
Sharing the speaker's honors
the 9:30-10 p.m. (CDT) Tuesday
peared in the Ziv-produced re- receivers, he also highlighted im- with Mr. Craig at Thursday's
slot on full NBC network for 52
portant factors in the current issues
forum, J. B. Elliott, vice president
corded radio show. Calling All
weeks from Sept. 6, and has ordered
Girls of the Air. On the air she concerning UHF, VHF and color, in charge of RCA Victor consumer
another half hour on 17 basic
television.
products, declared that RCA record
used the name "Nancy Pepper."
eastern stations for People are
Pointing out that home reception
Previously she wrote a weekly
and phonograph plans are predicated on 45 rpm and 78 rpm. Mr. Funny. A Life in Your Hands,
syndicated newspaper column for of color video is "a number of years
Elliott revealed to the dealers that now aired at that time, will be reteen-age girls, and published a away," Mr. Craig took exception
RCA's "most vigorous sales and
placed Sept. 20 with Art Linkletto the "few vocal individuals who,
book of light verse, Teen-Age
Blues, as well as booklets on teen- either not knowing or not wanting
merchandising efforts will be de- ter's People are Funny. The show
will be aired twice on the 17 stato know the facts, make it a point
age language. As Nancy Pepper,
voted" to promoting the two
tions, with recordings of the TuesMrs. Green was originator and na- to harass the industry by insisting
speeds. He said that while RCA
tional director of Calling All Girl that steps be taken in color televiday program aired the following
has the biggest stake in 78 rpm, its
sion which (it) is not technically
clubs in hundreds of department
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. (EST). Resales wagon is hitched to the star
stores. She also was instrumental
peats are designed to reach a difof
45
rpm,
which
it
feels
is
superior
take." attention to the
He calledto dealers
ferent audience. Agency is Russell
prepared
in production of two color movies
in performance and efficiency and
fact that channel allocations now
M. Seeds, Chicago. Gene Hoge is
for teen-agers distributed through
more saleable than other speeds.
the stores.
the NBC account executive.
proposed by FCC would keep staBROADCASTING
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APPOINTEES

Johnson

Hits

Bill Extending

Terms

action had consumed nearly three
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-Col) last week reaffirmed his opposition
to pending legislation which would permit any commissioner of FCC
weeks during which he was unavailable to the Commission. His
and other agencies to continue serving in office beyond expiration of his
term had expired June 30, though
term. Simultaneously, he introduced his own bill claiming authority
for his Senate Interstate & Foreign *
reappointment was retroactive to
July 1.
Commerce Committee over "gen- tend to make commissioners even
Sen. Johnson also took exception
eral overall policy" matters dealing less responsive to Congress than
with FCC and other agency chair- they now are." He observed fur- to the amendment giving the Presimen.
ther that FTC already operates
dent power to remove commissionThe request was contained in a under the proposed change and beers for "inefficiency" and other
lieved it would be salutary if the causes, claiming he already had
letter to Sen. John S. McClellan
FTC Act were amended to bring it such authority with respect to four
(D-Ark.), chairman of the Senate
in line with those acts of the FCC
agencies, FCC not included. He
Executive Expenditures Committee,
and
others which require automatic
termed it "a further impingement
which currently is considering legis- expiration
of terms.
lation covering nine independent
upon the authority of Congress."
He felt, however, that as long as
"The matter of confirmation has
offices, including FCC, six of which
come
in
recent
years
to
be
an
the President retains the appoinfall under the jurisdiction of the
almost perfunctory act, thus retive power, he should likewise have
Commerce Committee.
sulting in increased dominance by the power of removal for causes
Two bills (S 2073 and S 2059), the Executive
over agencies which
provided in S 2073.
authoi-ed by Sen. McClellan and historically have been regarded as
"Unless the appointive power is
Sen. Joseph R McCarthy (R-Wis.),
changed so that it resides in the
arms of Congress," he wrote.
would amend the Communications
Congress, this particular amendWebster Case
Act to allow FCC Commissioners to
ment proposed by the bill might be
serve in office until a successor is
If the provision as proposed by acceptable," he added.
appointed and "shall have qualiSens. McClellan and McCarthy had
In reply, Sen. McClellan pointed
been contained in the present law, out the bill was referred to his
fied." They also would stipulate
removal by the President for "in- the situation which arose prior to committee since it involved reefficiency, neglect of duty, or malorganizations with a number of
Comr. E. M. Webster's renominafeasance in office, but for no other
tion to FCC would have been ob- regulatory agencies and formal
viated. Commodore Webster was
cause" [Broadcasting, June 27].
presentation of Hoover Commission
The measures arose out of recomrecommendations. He added, howconfirmed
and
sworn
in
[Broadmendations of the Hoover Comcasting, July 18, 25] only after
ever, it was the policy of his commission.
extensive hearings by the Senate
mittee to permit any other comTo correct the existent jurisdicCommerce
Committee
and floor
mittee having legislative jurisdictional situation. Commerce Committee Chairman Johnson's bill
(S 2330) would, in effect, divest the
Restoration of Cut
Executive Expenditures Committee
of certain jurisdiction over FCC,
Okayed by Senate
ICC, FTC, FPC, CAB and U. S. FCC MONIES
Maritime Commission.
AN AMENDMENT authorizing restoration of a $108,000 cut in FCC
expenditures for fiscal 1950 drew scant approval in the Senate last
In introducing the measure on
Wednesday in floor debate over funds for independent offices for the
the Senate floor. Sen. Johnson
strongly emphasized he was not
coming year. It voted 40-39 to approve the additional $108,000 originally cut by the House and reindicating approval of the legislative changes advocated but was destored by the Senate Appropriathe use of the radio in Red Cross
tions Committee last month
work, in police work, in maritime
sirous of "laying the problem be[Broadcasting, July 11].
fore our committee in legislative
work, in every avenue of radio communication and the transmission
The Senate was still discussing
form." He said the group intends
the bill Friday, with a view to pos- of information, the work of the
to "study the entire matter thoroughly and will hold hearings to
Communications Commission is insible overall cuts in appropriations.
determine on a general overall
The measure (HR 4177) encomcreasing," heexplained. "The committee felt that to deny the increase
passes a host of regulatory agenpolicy"
for the six regulatory agencies.
cies including, in addition to FCC,
which we recommended would seFTC, SEC, FPC and others.
Sen. Johnson's measure incorporiously impede (its) work."
rates provisions identical to those
The Senate also agreed to an
Opposes Personnel Increase
contained in the McClellan-Mcamendment deleting a provision
Carthy measures but, in view of
which would have limited FCC
Opposing agreement to the
his beliefs expressed privately to amendments — providing for i n. Commissioner salary increases to
Sen. McClellan, it was believed he creases in FCC employes to 1,349
$12,000 annually "so long as the
would push amendments designed
(17 more than the House allowed)
positions are held by the present
to reverse, or at least modify, posi- and boosting funds from $6,525,000
incumbents." FCC Chairman
tions taken in the other bills.
to $6,633,000— was Sen. Styles Wayne Coy had urged it be stricken
Referring to the McClellan bill. Bridges (R-N. H.). He told col- from the bill since it could have
Sen. Johnson pointed out that the
leagues the personnel increase pro- been construed to impose a ceiling
vided by the Senate Appropriations
proposed language on commission
on present salaries and prevent
functions would "lay upon the Committee was "unwarranted" and Commissioners from obtaining
chairmen of each of the commisurged rejection of the amendment.
raises provided in other current
sions duties not now authorized by
However, Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.), chairman of the subcomlegislation.
existing law," and emphasized that
in some cases the enactment of
mittee which held hearings last
Among those opposing the Senate
statutory provisions would "seriMay, noted that the provision ac- committee's three amendments faously alter the present operations
tually constituted a decrease since,
voring FCC were Sen. Homer E.
even with 17 additional personnel,
of some of the commissions"
Capehart
(R-Ind.), Sen. Ed. Johnthe measure allows for 49 fewer
With respect to commissioners
son (D-Col.) and Sen. Charles W.
hands
than
the
Commission
has
at
serving after expiration of their
Tobey (R-N. H.), all members of
terms, the Commerce chairman
present. He cited the importance
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
noted that the appointive power
of the FCC's additional service.
Commerce Committee which deals
already resides with the President
"Every day requests are made to
(FCC) for additional services. By with FCC matters.
and that further change "would
BROADCASTING
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tion "to proceed in any way they
may determine." Sen. McClellan
said his group had no desire to
usurp policy determinations, and
suggested appropriate bills be introduced to include pertinent sections of S 2073 for reference to the
Commerce Committee. His committee will be "guided" accordingly, he added.
Summary
of Sen. Johnson's
views
:
I respectfully urge (a) that no action
be taken to change the respective laws
dealing with the authority and duty
of the chairmen of each of the six
agencies coming under jurisdiction of
this committee without careful study
and hearings by this committee;
I alsoin request
(b) that
change any
be
made
law which
wouldno permit
commissioner or board member to continue to serve In office beyond the expiration of his term; and it is my intent
that the Committee on Interstate &
Foreign eratiCommerce
give Intestate
considon to amendmentsshallto the
Commerce Commission and Federal
Trade Commission Acts to provide that
such commissioners shall cease to hold
office when their terms expire so as to
bring the practice in these agencies
into accord
with the other quasi-legislative agencies;
Finally, I earnestly request (c) that
the Senate Committee on Expenditures
in the executive departments move to
discharge itself from consideration of
the bill,ferredS to 2073,
and the Committee
bill be transthe Senate
on
Interstate & Foreign Commerce so far
as it deals with the six agencies coming under the jurisdiction of this committee.

OPPOSES
FEE
For Airing School Sports
IOWA TALL CORN NETWORK
has adopted a resolution that no
member will broadcast high school
sports events of any kind anywhere
in the state of Iowa for which a fee
is necessary. Action came at meeting at Des Moines July 19 after
network had been advised of a decision by the Des Moines school
board to assess a fee for the privilege of broadcasting play-by-play
football and basketball games
played in Des Moines.
Resolution pointed out that all
members have in the past given
generously of their time in free
publicity of these and other school
activities without thought of recompense and have played a part in
development of interest in high
school sports through broadcast as
indicated by increased attendance
figures. Resolution also stated
that other high schools have actually provided modern broadcast
facilities for use by their own local,
as well as out of town stations,
without fee or charges of any kind.
Following members adopted resolutions: Ben Sanders. KICD Spencer; Walt Teich, KROS Clinton;
Georgf Adkinson, KOKX Keokuk;
Al Triggs, KAYX Waterloo;
George Volger, KWPC Muscatine;
Bill White, KFJB Marshalltown ;
Paul Millen, KWCR Cedar Rapids;
Bob Webber, KWDM Des Moines;
George W. Webber, TCN Des
Moines; Dutch Horning and E. M.
Horning, KSIB Creston; Ken Gordon, KDTH Dubuque; Ed Breen,
KVFD Fort Dodge; Bill Jacobson,
KROS Clinton; Sen. Frank Byers,
KWCR Cedar Rapids, and Charles
E. Jones, KICM Mason City.
August 1, 1949
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communications conclave in Atlantic City.
McNAUGHTEN
APPOINTMENT of Neal McNaug-hten as director of NAB's
Engineering Dept., indicated last
week by NAB President Justin
Miller, was officially confirmed by
Judge Miller's office last Wednesday. Mr. McNaughten succeeds
Royal V. Howard, who resigned
contemplating return to private industry [Broadcasting, July 25].
The new director joined the NAB
staff Jan. 1, 1948, as assistant director to Mr. Howard, who upon
leaving recommended Mr. McNaughten for the post in his letter
of resignation to the NAB president.
Mr. McNaughten previously was
with FCC for seven years, heading
the Allocation Section of the Commission's Engineering Dept.,
Standard Broadcast Div., from
1945 to 1948. In that position he
administered FCC's N A R B A
(North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement) activities.
Born in Pueblo, Col., in 1911, he

Heads

entered the broadcast field in 1929
at KGHF Pueblo. In 1934 he became chief engineer at KRGV Weslaco, Tex., where he remained until
his appointment to the Commission
in 1941. After being named allocation section chief four years
later, Mr. McNaughten drew the
nod as secretary to the U. S. delegation to the second NARBA conference, with the ex-officio title of
secretary-general of the conference.
As FCC chief engineer in charge
of coordinating NARBA activities
with clear channel proceedings, he
prepared the original U. S. proposals for the third NARBA conference.
In 1947 Mr. McNaughten was appointed to the U. S. delegation to
a meeting of engineers at Havana,
Cuba, and served as one of two
official U. S. spokesmen at a con-

MEETING
Endorses NAB

Plan

A RESOLUTION endorsing NAB's
recently adopted reorganization
plan was passed by some 60 Tar
Heel broadcasters at the North
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters'
summer meeting at Wrightsville
Beach, N. C, July 18-19.
Speakers included Easton C.
Wooley, director of NBC stations
relations department in New York,
and Charles Godwin of MBS station relations in Atlanta. Mr.
Wooley gave a roundup of the
progress of television and Mr. Godwin outlined some of the problems
facing the broadcaster today.
The fall meeting of NCAB, at
which next year's officers will be
elected, will be held at Pinehurst,
N. C, in October in conjunction
with NAB's District 4 meeting.
GAB MEETING
Summer Session in August
SUMMER meeting of the Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters will be held
Aug. 25-27 at the King and Prince
Hotel, St. Simon Island (near
Brunswick), Ga. Officers and directors of GAB met in Macon July
25 and made arrangements for the
three-day event.
Meeting will -i)e- confined to present day problems of broadcasters.
Invitations have been issued to six
outstanding speakers to appear at
the summer meeting.
Edwin Mullinax of WLAG LaGrange is president of GAB, vicepresident is Tom Carr of WGLS
Decatur, and Ben Williams of
WTOC Savannah is secretarytreasurer. Members of board, in
addition to the officers, are Fred
Scott Jr. of WKTG Thomasville and
Wilton Cobb of WMAZ Macon.
Page 30
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Engineering

FAIR

Dept.

clave looking toward revision of
NARBA. Earlier that year he was
a member of the delegation to the
Atlantic City International Telecommunications Conference.
Mr. McNaughten's first FCC assignment, in1941, was to the West
Indies where he assisted in the development of the Commission's
radio intelligence operations in that
area. In 1942 and 1943 he was
assistant supervisor of FCC's Great
Lakes monitoi-ing area, in charge
of the primary station at Allegan,
Mich. Following year he was
transferred to Washington as assistant chief ofDiv.the Treaty " Section,
International
Mr. McNaughten was affiliated
with FCC representation on IRAC
and the Radio Technical Planning
Board, and aided in first studies
of allocations problems for the tele.
NAB

HAROLD
NCAB

NAB's

Program Head
Retires Post

HAROLD FAIR, director of NAB's Program Dept., which today (Aug. 1)
ceases to exist as a separate entity in line with NAB's streamlining
operation, last Tuesday announced his official departure from that post.
In a statement issued shortly upon his return from his vacation in
the northeastern states, Mr. Fair .
observed crisply that recent action
has been stimulating and gratifyof the NAB board of directors,
ing to those of us who were responabolishing the Program Dept.,
sible, and of lasting usefulness to
"naturally resulted in some effect the industry," Mr. Fair stated.
on me. I was abolished, too."
He expressed hope that these
He added that his plans for the
future had not taken form yet and projects will be continued under the
board's plan. While the board has
that, "after spending nearly a not yet worked out details, it is
quarter of a century in station, net- believed it strongly favors conwork and agency operation, I antinuance of the program clinics
ticipate with pleasure returning to which Mr. Fair instituted, and the
industry activity." He evidenced
last of which was held in Chicago
no desire to effect a speedy return
to private broadcasting circles, but June 27-29.
Mr. Fair is the third official of
said instead he would "move slowNAB's upper echelon to leave high
ly" for duration of the summer.
posts within the past fortnight.
"The work of the Program Dept.,
Royal V. Howard's resignation as
particularly on the Standards of director
of the Engineering Dept.
Practice and the establishment of
was
accepted by NAB President
the NAB National Program Clinic,
Justin Miller July 21 and A. D.
(Jess) Willard, executive vice president, July 15 announced his resignation [Broadcasting, July 25]
which is effective today. He had
declined the TV directorship of the
new Video Division created by
NAB's board under its revised
structure [Broadcasting, July 18].
In effect, both Mr. Willard's and
Mr. Fair's positions were abolished
by thereduced
board, in
while
Mr. toHoward's
was
status
virtual
elimination.

Mr. FAIR

Joined NAB in '47
Mr. Fair joined NAB as the first
and only director of the Program
Dept. in April 1947 at a time when
the Standards of Practice were
being evolved and were yet to be
accepted by and for the broadcasting industry at large. Its acceptance constituted the primary
objective of the new department.
Mr. Fair had immediate staff responsibility for development among

Since joining NAB, he has assisted Mr. Howard in holding two
annual NAB Broadcast Engineering Conferences, held concurrently
with the 1948 and 1949 annual conventions. In addition, he has appeared before FCC in behalf of
NAB, served as a member and
chairman of many subcommittees
on preparatory work for the third
NARBA conference, and has just
recently completed the 675-page
fourth edition of the NAB Engineering Handbook.
As vice chairman of the association's Recording and Reproducing
Standards Committee, he has devoted aconsiderable amount of his
time to development of disc and
magnetic standards for the broadcasting industry.
FM EXPANDABLE
Lines Interest Buyer
FMA PRESIDENT William E.
Ware last Thursday described current campaigns of Zenith and
Crosley as "dollars and cents indication that FM is radio's most exMr. Ware
to Zenith's
pandable referred
market."
campaign which launched that manufacturer's FM-only receiver, the
"Major," and to Crosley's steppedup promotion of a TV receiver,
combining full range FM.
"FM," Mr. Ware stated, "is the
added plus that excites buyer inFM keeps
can't miss
so longterest andasaparently
this trend
up.
Expectation is rapidly achieving
realization with the FM audience
slated to swell as TV expands and
the production of TV-FM-only receivers increases. With 750 FM
stations on the air in 450 cities, FM
represents a national market of
100-million people."
broadcasters. They were adopted
in 1948 and now are in effect.
A highly-skilled musician, Mr.
Fair gained his first radio experience duringHis
the broad
industry's
infancyin
in 1921.
interest
radio materialized through his
broadcasting activities as an arranger and pianist with several
well-known orchestras. After forming his own orchestra he joined
Gene
Goldkette's
band. to Council
In 1929
he returned
Bluffs, Iowa, his home town, where
he joined KOIL as announcer, and
later was promoted to program director. A year later he became
general manager of WBEN Buffalo
and also served as associate conductor of the Buffalo Symphony
Orchestra.
Moving back to the Midwest, he
joined CBS Chicago as production
manager. Other positions followed,
including head of the radio department of Bozell & Jacobs of Omaha,
and program director of WHO Des
Moines. He remained at the latter
post for 13 years. His station won
several awards, including the
duPont in 1947, for excellence in
programming
tenure there. during Mr. Fair's
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THEY

WORK

FOR

PEANUTS

Always a big attraction at the circus are the performing elephants. But they do a lot of hard work for
their owners, too. And they do it all for peanuts.
Sounds like a story about W''I''T''H. It's a big attraction for listeners and advertisers in the rich Baltimore
market. And
for peanuts!

WJ'T'H

works for you like a Trojan —

Yes, for very little money

you can do real hig things

on W'I'T'H. For W'l^T-'H delivers more listeners-perdollar than any other station in town.
So, if you want to make

your advertising dollar go

far in Baltimore, buy W'-I-'T^H. Your Headley-Reed
man will gladly give you the whole story.

WJTJI
BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President
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troduced into cigarette advertising
as bystanders gazing admiringly
at male smokers. Then the women
in the ads began saying nice things
about the cigarettes; then they
were pictured- holding cigarettes
and finally smoking them.
Or, the Judge said, the introduction of hard liquor advertising on
the air might work the other way
and lead to "another noble experiment." NAB's Standards of Practice contain no prohibition.
George W. Boiling, president of
the Boiling Co., station representatives, expressed opposition to acceptance of hard liquor advertising
on a spot basis. He said, however,
that stations he represents seem
to be split 50-50 on the issue.
"This business should not prostitute itself and particularly should
it not change a 25-year policy for

'Wet'

Radio
(Continued from page 23)
action to these shows demonstrated
that the majority of the public regards advertising of alcoholic beverages by radio in the same light
as advertising in newspapers, magazines and other media."
Regarding Blow Co.'s study of
availabilities, an agency spokesman told Broadcasting early last
week that ABC had agreed to sell
time for liquor ads on its ownedand-operated outlets but that its
affiliates had not yet been cleared.
The agency is asking for availabilities after 10:30 p.m. on individual
stations, assuming children are in
bed by then.
"As far as our taking liquor
advertising on the network is concerned, the answer is absolutely
no," Howard Meighan, CBS vice
president and general executive,
said. "We have had some discussions about experimenting with it
on one or more CBS owned stations," he went on. "However, to
date there has been neither any
offer of facilities on the part of
CBS nor any offer to buy time from
us on the part of Schenley or its
agency."
MBS and Don Lee Network already have flatly rejected any
liquor ad bids.
NAB President Miller told a
news conference in New York that
"this is a troublesome question as
it is one. that will be answered
largely at the emotional level."
If networks accept liquor advertising, with dry groups, women's
clubs and other organizations certain to complain, quite a lot of controversy may develop, Judge Miller
noted. The introduction of "repressive legislation" in such a move
would undoubtedly stimulate Congress and the state legislatures, he
added. Perhaps for this reason,
many broadcasters and many distillers have said they don't want
liquor advertising on the air, he,
said, but he pointed out that there
is also a wide feeling that as long
as many high-class magazines and
newspapers accept this type of advertising, why not radio ?
It is possible that liquor advertising might develop somewhat as
cigarette advertising has, he said,
recalling that women were first in-

a herring."
He did say that he believed liquor
companies could do a good job for
themselves and for radio if they
were to use the medium in a big
but cautious way, buying time when
children would not be part of the
audience, buying good programs instead of spots, and using the best
possible taste in commercials.
He said he was advising his stations to be cautious, adding that
decisions of outlets were being
made after considering local factors, legal opinions from their
Washington attorneys (most of
whom flashed a green light) and
economical factors. What the networks did would be important as
a standard for stations, he said.
ABC Still Discussing
At ABC Spot Sales, Manager
Ralph E. Dennis said the discussions as to liquor policy for the
network's O&O stations were still
going on. At present the stations were not accepting such ads.
Joseph F. Timlin, New York
manager of the Branham Co., said
his stations were being canvassed
as to mild institutional copy in
the late evening hours. He expected most stations he represented
would say "no," especially those
in such "dry" states as Tennessee
and Texas.
Mr. Timlin also said that WEWSTV Cleveland had definitely tui'ned
down such advertising, noting that
an Ohio statute made it unlawful

FOR INCREASED SP
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Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
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Union Citation
WNJR Newark was cited
for "outstanding cooperation
with the trade union movement" at the Union Label
quarter
1y
C o u ncil's
convention,
held at the
Berkeley
Carteret Hotel,Park.
Asbury
Award was
O'Neill,to
presented
Charles G.
Mr. O'Neill
sales manager, WNJR
by Joseph
Quillan, council president.
Mr. Quillan attributed the
award ful,tocreative
the station's
"forcemerchandising
program originated and put
into effect in connection with
the pioneer union label radio
series Turning Points." Since
the program first started on
WNJR last April 21, some
40 stations have scheduled
the 13-week series.
to carry such advertising in the
late evening hours.
Jones Scovern, vice president in
charge of sales for Free & Peters,
said his company had solicited
its stations on the liquor question. He said that in doing so,
F&P was making no recommendation. He said it was F&P thinking that local conditions might be
the biggest factor and that the
station itself was in a better position to assess such conditions.
At Headley-Reed Co., New York,
it was said that queries were sent
out to all station clients to sound
out sentiment. Headley-Reed did
not offer any advice. Replies had
been received from two stations,
one accepting and one rejecting the
policy of taking late evening liquor advertising. None of its
stations previously would carry
hard liquor commercials, it was
said.
Eugene Katz of the Katz Agency
said stations his company reprssented were being asked anew
their views. His company would
not presume to advise them because the whole question on the
local level "was fraught with pubrelations
problems"
to be solved
on lic
that
level.
He believed
some
big-city stations might agree to
accept such advertising but that
many Southeastern, Corn Belt and
Mountain states would continue a
negative attitude.
Weed & Co. also has been circularizing its more than halfhundred client stations and at
deadline had heard from only one
— and that in the negative. Joseph
J. Weed said the company offered
no counsel on the matter to its
stations, but merely explained that
the possibility of a radio purchase
by a big distiller was the reason
for the canvassing.
In his letter to John W. Snyder,
Secretary of the Treasury, under

which the Bureau of Internal Revenue operates, Sen. Johnson characterized radio licensees as "stupid
to even consider" the liquor inwhich he
termedto
"vicious dustry's
and plan,without
regard
the high moral standards of American homes, and contrary to the
Alluding
to a bill (S 1847) ininterest."
public
troduced by Sen. William Langer
(R-N. D.) and now before the
Senate Commerce Committee, Sen.
Johnson noted hearings would
commence Jan. 20 and promised:
"If the liquor people go ahead
with their plans to use the radio
to peddle their wares, they will
assure
the passage
that bill."
Extensive
hearingsof were
held
by the committee on three bills
in the last Congress — one to prohibit interstate transmission of
liquor advertising, the other two
to curb liquor advertising. Representatives of the Alcohol Tax
Unit were among those who attended. Advocates of restrictive
legislation included Sen. Johnson,
Sen. Claude M. Reed, (R-Kans.),
Rep. John Rankin (D-Miss.) and
former
Kans.). Sen. Arthur Capper (RThis session, three bills are
pending. The latest, introduced
by Rep. Laurie C. Battle (D-Ala.),
would deem certain advertisements
"misleading" if they represent or
suggest that alcoholic beverages
are beneficial to health, will increase social or business standing
or are "traditional" in American
family life. It covers beers, wines
and hard liquors. The other bills,
authored by Sen. Langer and Rep.
Joseph Bryson (D-S.C), would
prohibit broadcast or telecast of
such advertising.
A three-year-old FCC decision
stands on the books to serve notice that the Commission will almost unavoidably get into the
question if stations start accepting whisky advertising.
The decision was handed down
in March 1946 in the Sam MorrisKRLD Dallas case. On behalf of
the National Temperance & Prohibition Council, Mr. Morris asked
FCC tonewaldeny
KRLD's
license that
reapplication.
He charged
KRLD and CBS, with which it is
affiliated, sold choice time to beer
and wine interests and refused to
sell time for abstinence messages.
FCC denied the request, holding
that "the problem ... is of industry-wide proportions and is not
restricted solely to KRLD," and
that
a "general
investigation"
did
not seem
warranted
at that time
because the principal points of
controversy were adequately covered in the briefs of Mr. Morris,
KRLD, and CBS.
The Commission did hold, however, that "the advertising of
alcoholic beverages over the radio
can raise substantial issues of
public
importance"
— that is, would
issues
on
which
FCC presumably
expect, depending upon particular
circumstances, a balanced treatment by radio stations. The theory
of the(Continued
Scott Decision
on atheists'
on page
37)
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BROADmSTINC
Comparative Network Program Schedule

"Inhale!"

You

do

what

you're

told

!

6:00 PM
6 15
:30
:45

AlC
^Lee Pearson
Hals
Drew
(a») Bros.
B
Seeman
Men. Headlines
(ill)
R
P. J. Riller
BetlyClarkSings
-m- liy
Music
Bouero
1
Think Fast

:45

:15
:30
:45

:15
:30

10

30
10:45

9:00 AlV

Adv.Falcon
of the
S

American Oil Co Lever Bros.
Carnegie Hall Call the Police
— m — — m —

7:30-7:55
The Saint
Johnny
Co-op
7:55-8
Potmond

Rexali Co.
—Guy7 3-»-2i
Lombardo
(163)

A. L Alexande

Four
Star
Theatre

Old Gold
Stop the Music
— m —
Eversharp, Inc.
(173)
Speidel Corp
(171)
Old Gold
Cigarettes
-4mKaiser-Frazer
Waller-mhWinchel
Andrew Jergen:
Louella Parsons
Chance o! a
Lifetime
S

Wildroot
Sam Spade
(171) R
LifeLuigiwith

Music

Electric Co.
Corliss Archer
— m —

CountCrislo
of
Monte

Col.-Palm.-Peel
—Our Miss
im-Brook
Dress
Parade

Sheliah
Graham
Twin Views
Of the News
Summer
Theater

Carter Product
Jimmie Fidler
— m—
Ted Malone
S
Organ SMusic
Sokolsky
S

Dance
Orchestra
S

Flavored
with Flutes

ABC
Concert
Hall
S
Voice of Prophecy, Vot P Inc
(«5)
Message
Israel Sof

ChurchS of Air

10:15
10:30

Soulhernaires
S

11:00

Fine Arts
Quartet S

Newsmakers
S

11:15
11:30

Hour ol Faith
S

Salt Lake City•
TabernacleS S

11:45
12:00 N
12:15 Ph
12:30

Fantasy
Melody in
S
Foreign
Reporter
S

Invitation to
Learning S

Piano Playhouse

Platform S
People's

12:45
1:0

Song Salesman
S

1:15

Hollywood
Here's

Charles
Collingwood
S
Elmo Roper

Assn.-Amer.RR
Railroad
(270)Hour

womers
Eversharp tiec.
Arthur Gaeth
I pavp
Take IIIt(154)
or mSitiilh Calls
SAug. 8)
(Starts(97)
Philip Morns
Horace(Mi)
Heidt

Co-op
NBC
ABC
General
World News Breakfast Mills
Club
W.W. Chaplin
(212) B
Swilt & Co.
Story to Order Breakfast
Club
S
(127) R
Cameos
of
Music
Wings
On
JordanOver avail,9:30-10
stations S
Hudson Coal Co Phiico Corp.
D. & H. Miners Breakfast Club
(m_
Highlights
Libby,TrueMcNeill
Radio
Bible
the Bible of My
Class (236)
Story
$
(196) B

Voice of(281)
Prophecy

Bill Costello

ElmerCo-oiDavis
m
Genoral
Mills
Lone Ranger
(175) R

TBA

Family Time
S

ChurchS of A

10:45

Co-op
So-op
_(53}J
Headline Edition

NBC Summer Ella Mae Time
Stool (163)U S Henry laylor
Symphony.
General Motori
KaleSmllliCallsl
(Starts SAug. 8)

SUNDAY
_CB5 , Tone
MfiS_
World News
Tapestries
5
E. Power Biggs
S

TrinityS Choir
10:00

Calling
Hollywood
S

Amer. Tob. Co
Your Hit Parade
on P'do(17t)R

:15
9:30

CatholicS Hour (Not in Service)

Nick
Carter
S (463)

:45
10 00
10 15

AiC

NBC

Jjh.my Dollar

:15
:30

SUNDAY
CBS
MB
Prudential Ins. Quaker Oats
Family Hour Shi*
(tt»4— Roy Rogers

Christian Rel Faultless Starch
Starch Time
Church,
GoJ Back
(265) To
Morning
(48)
Serenade
No/lhwestern U News Hilites
Review
S
S
Campana
Solitair Time
(19)
Silver Strings
Mutual
Chamber Ivlusic
Lutheran
(373; Hour
Dr. W. Maier

Eternal Light
S

Albert Warner America United
News
S
Charles Kenton
Organist

MONDAY
CBS
AABS
Metro. Llle In:
Kid Stri;s
Eric Sevareid
Repeat ol
(22)
You And —
PNo4 network
G-lynry
8-22 Thomas
(78)
Lowell
C!ni5 —
8-22
(78)
H g U-Urell
Fulloi
Lewi^jr.
(281)
Beulah
(84)
V 8-22
H U-Uxydol
Dinner Dale
Jack Smith
Noxzema
Gabriel Heallei
Spin to Win
Bayuk(222)
LarryNews
Lasueur inside
ofuigars
Sporti
(179)
NatiOiial
Hiscuii
Kromo Seltzer
inner
Sanctum
. (154)
R Straight
(279)Arrow

NBC
News
ABC
Bob Warren
(Not in Service)
$
ClemMelody
McCarthy
6:15-S:20 S
sxeicnes in
6:20-6:4! S
5U1 OilExtra
en.
3-Star
Co^op
(34)
CjrSp
Litim t Myirs Headline Edilioa
Su per Club
Miles
(1S2)
R
Elmer Davis
News
ol Labs.
World
Counter
Spy
Echoes(151)
from the
Tropics
repsi-uoia
(45)
(»»)
rureFamily
uii uo.
Kaltenborn
ClFiJ
— Fi(31)
mnnir Beautilul Musi

TUESDAY
CBS
MBS
Mstro.
Lite
Ins.
Kid
Stripsof |
Re])eat
Eri: Sevareid

ABC
NBC
News
BobMelody
Warren (Not (53U
in Service] Metro
5
Clem McCarthy
Eric
6:1S-6:20 S
Sketches in
eo-op
6:20-6:4! S
co-on
Yoi
3-$tar
Extra
sun uii uo
Lowe
Liggett & Myers Headline Edition
Sutler Club
NewsMiles
of Labs.
World ElmeriiO-OIDavis
(16i)R
Larr;
(143)
Mills
Taft Orchestra Boneral
Lone Ranger
S
Oil Co.
R.PureHarkness
S
Philip Morris
TBA
Mr.(
lip11^0,
Daughler(145)R
«")
O'Hanlon Show

S
Not network
pYtuAnd
8-22siiiify
(78)—
Lowell
Thinis
'8-22
81 U-Urell
(78)
Beulah(84) Fulton Lewis jr.
8-22
V & U-Uxydol
Dinner Date
Jack Smith
(22
Gabriel Heatler
Spin to Win
Bayuk Cigars
LarryNews
Lasueur
sterling
uru; nside Sports
(291
(101)
GregoryS Hool
Mystery
— GulTheater
l Uil
line Man's
(149) R
c-P-PT'inPwdr
Town (56)
Meeting(53)'
Lewis nowe uo,
Peter SSalem Uoice Firestone
YoungS Love
Mr. Mrs. North Detective
oificiai
S
(140)
LULL
steel Pier
Orchestras
(151) R
Muroer ny
Hogan's
John
Steele,
Bill lil^pHPne
The Night
Dean Marlin
We the People
Leave
Stars in
Experts
To Joanit
Telephone Houi
Jerry
Adventurer
ShowLewisS
S
(121)
(150) R
Miller Drawing
Uhi'. Sc Mbnilor
HreaKiasi
Johnson wax Lawrence Welk
— mm Secret Mission! Jane Pickens Views the News It Pays to
with Burrows
King's Men
Show
Traveler
R
S
Be Ignorant
Mysterious
(155)
(26)
Orchestra
Musiclor
nmma
zmm Uo Rex Maupin's Hit the Jackpai
Lever Bros.
lime
straw
Concertnai
Contented Hr
Forum
Ring
S
S
UeiiMi(166)Plyih'lh
Big(133)
Town
(157)
It'sFamily
in the
Korn s-flRaan City
— citi —
Dai:e
A LlleHands
in String Ensemble
MUIU3I
Orjh2slra
Newsreel
Your
Playhouse
Orchestra
Mutual
Newsreel
S
(151)
S
C.olC.
Concert
Mutual
Concert
Let Freedom
Notebook
Krackin'

Co-op
Co-op
MONDAY
CB§ - FRIDAY
MfiS_
NBC
Co-op
News
Honeymoon
New
York
Sin
Henry LaCossilt
Barnyard Follies
S

Tell Your
Neighbor
(3Q)
Bob Poole Clevelandaires
S
S
Co-op
Bob Poole Show

P & G(140)
Co
Music Please Cecil Brown
elers
S
Welcome TravLee Pharmacal
Arthur
Godfrey Faith Our Time
S
(169)Godfrey
Marriage
Gold
SealR
Georgia
General Mills Arthur
for Two
Betty Crocker
Crackers
Co-op
(191)
R
National
Biscuit
(189)Godfrey
R
'See Footnote Arthur
for
The Templones Thanks
Tomorrow
(168)
R
Liggett
& Myers
Modern
Arthur
Godfrey
Dr. Paul
Nesbilt Parade
(134)
Passing
Romances
S
Manhattan Soap
(174) R
Learn (162)
[Your Marriage We Love and
Contin'al
Baking
Ins.
Ted Malone
Grand Slam Philip Morris Prudential
(209)
Jack(134)
Berch
Against
the
Storm
Rosemary
P&G
Co-op
B.T. Babbitt
Plllsbury Mills
Galen Drake
Lora(135)
Lawlon
(67)
General
Foods
Listen to This Wendy Warren
Kate Smith
(151)
S
Speaks
(190)
Lever Jenny
Bros
Aunt
Music
Kate
Smith
Sings (219)
48) • S
(83)
Whitehall
95)Trent
Out of Service Helen(85)
Lanny Ross Special Music
MailCo-opBag
Co-op
Our Whitehall
Gal Sunday
(84)
Gab. Heatter's
PSG
Baukhage
Co-op
Cedric Foster Luncheon with
Big Sister
Lopez
(92)
(141)
(93)
P&G
Nancy Craig
Ma Perkins Checkerboard
Jamboree
(11)

ABC
Special S
Shopper's

Co-op
SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
9:30
(NetworkA.M.)
Opens
News
Barnyard
Follies
News

A Y T I M E
National Uesp^
Story NBC
Shop

Coffee
Congresswith
S

GardenS Gale

Gel Together
Johnny Olson's

Fun Fair
Dave Stewart's

2:15
2:30
2:45

Tell It Again
S

3:00

Helen Hall

Let's Pretend
Cream
of Wheat
167)

Lever
165)Bros.
('»)
Junior
Miss*

Music
Georgia
Crackers
Miscellaneous

Hormel
& Co. Armstrong Cork
Girls'(208)Corps
Theatre of T'day
American
Farmer
S

2:00

Minn. Valley
Music for You Magic Rhythm Fred
CanningWaring
Co.
(149)
Pet Milk
Mary Lee Taylor
J148L

News
Modern
Romances

ABC
1:30
1:45

theManFarmon

PillsburyIS Mills Smoky Ml.
Grand (147)
Cen. Sta.
Hayride

Armour
ABC Concert
Stars Over(167)
of American Hollywood
Jazz

Campus
Salute

3:15
Adventures of
Frank Merriwell
S
Brown Shoe
McConnell(156
Smilin' Ed
Barriault
News
Washington
Public Affairs
S
Luncheon with
Lopez S
Allis-Chalmers
laU.HourFarm(164)
SH

iti'l
Co-op
Around the
World
(150) S
Mr. Presiden
Fruehauf Trail l)^
Harrison Wool
Chautaui|U3
(75)
Symphony
S

3:30
4:C
3:45
1:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Milton Cnsi .
Opera Alburr ««{
U.S. Navy
Band

Take
ChorusA

•I.

(NESDAY
MBS
iln ins
'd Repeat of
Ei'i
Kid Strips
(I
- «;
T 7l
„
■as■1
71 ri Fulton Lewis jr.
1.
n
k li '} Dinners Date
R. B.Semler
S) Gabriel Heatter
(ii)
Cigars
Iji ":ir Bayuk
Inside Sports
(101)
S
You Top
n CanThis
S
■'1

11
Di
1
1]

nternational
Airport
(1 «
Scaltergood
„

- —

Family STheatre

THURSDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Metro. Liie Ins.
LionelNewsRicau
Repeat<itrin«of
(Not in Service) Eric Sevareid
Kilt
(22)
S
Clem McCarthy
„
You And
V. 13-0,
Melodyill d
s —
Sketches! n
„
No network
illHAi
PSG Ivory
Sun OilExtra
Co.$
3-Star
„
L.Thomas
(78)
Co-op
PSG R
Fulton Lewis jr. Liggett(31)S Myers
Beulah
Headline
Edition
Co-op
Supper
ri6S) Club
R
im
R
(ZSI)
PSG
Miles Labs.
Dinner
Date
Elmer Davis
News
of
World
Jack(82)SmithR
(48)
—Echoesmfrom—the
'
)
3
5
(
Pepsi-Cola
Tropics
Counter-Spy
Spin II Win Gabriel Heatter
s
a\i)
Pure
Oil Co.
Pure Oil Co.
Bayuk Sports
Cigars R. Harkness
Larry Lasueur Inside
Kaltenborn
(32)
(iai)
(27)
Broadway
Chicken
The Eye
Every Sunday
'( ♦Hour Silent Partner
s
Is My Beat Air Force
S

NBC
News
Bob Warren
S
Clem McCarthy
Sketches!
Melody n
6:20-6:4S S
Sun Oil Co.
3-Star Extra
(34)
Liggett S Myeri
Sunper
(165) Club
R
Miles Labs.
News ot World
(ISI)
Rollini Trio

Kratts Foods Co. First Huidred
Archie Andrews
Years
S
(151)

Whitehall
Mr. Keen
(143) R
Escape

Gild Orig.
Bristol Myers Old
Henry(159)
Morgan Amateur Hour
(173) *

Bristol Myers
Dist. Attorney
(140)

Philip Photog.
Morris
Crime
(HJ)

„
Am. Cig. 8 Cig Revere Camera Campana Sales
Comedy
Big Siory Name the Movie First Nighler
Playhouse S The (163)
(66)
(50)
1

Mutual
Newsreel

Mars Candy
Curtain Time
(145)

Concert Hall

Dance
Orchestra

TEA
The
Harmonaires
S

Mail
FishingPouchS
HuntinzClub
Meet Your
nFitticn

■i11 inginesiltnauer
-if iliers (166:
HI .c SFor You
A:
Symphony
illl; rchestra
i«i
ii- S
isn
j_

The James 8 Pac. C. Borax
Sheriff
Pamela Mason The(191)
SIlVW S Ch. Spark Plug
Roll Call
(21 S)
General
Electric
Heine
His Bandand
This Is Paris Fred Waring
S
(163)
Mutual
Newsreel
Concert Hall

MONDAY
Ate
ras
NIC
PSG
University of
in Service) Dr. Malone
Michael O'DuIfy Chicago,
Table Round
S (Not Co-op
— m—
PSG
Dorothy Dix Guiding Light
on Co-op
the Air
(IS)
Down
General Foods
Charmer of Voices
Breakfast
in
The
Wind
2nd
Mrs.
Burton
the Doll
Hollvwood
$
(S9)
P&G
Perry(114)Mason
Co-op
Sterling Drug
Ton iCo.
for Bride S Groom Nora Drake
Bif Cunninghan Design
Listening
(153)
(55)
(281) R
PSG
Veteran Wants
Brighter Day
to Know
S
m
Ladies Be
Babbitt
Music for a
David Harum
Seated
Half Hour
S
(55)
Miles Labs.
Hilltop House
(128)
True Detective Who Said That? Add-A-Line Robt. Q.Lewis
S
Show S
Mysteries
Genera! Foods
House Mystery
(486)

Living— 1949

lift , lance
lilll t chestra

Wm.Private
Gargan
Investigator

Boston
Symphony
Orchestra

i.li c for You
JiSl!

Under Arrest
S

Surprise
Serenade

illl
I

Press
•igine»iitnauer Greystone
Mr. Fix-it
•igines
(63)
■nhonelle
187)
Jimmie
Powers

Voices and
Events

News
NBC
Lionel
Ricau
(Not in Service)
s
ClemMelody
McCarthy
O.I0-O.&U
c.fc e.4n «e
Sketches in
6:20-6:45 S
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
Co-op
f34)
Liggett 8 Myers
Co-opEdition
Headline
Supper
Club
—— m-^
—
Miles Labs.
S)
ElmerOiDavis
News(165)
of World
R
— m—
General
Mills
Lone Ranger
The QST)
UN Is
Spin to Win uaoriei neaiier
Pure
Oil Co.
My Beat.
Cigars
LarryNews
Lasueur Bayuk
Inside Sports
Kaltenborn
m
—
—
m
—
Norwich Phar.
Summer
Cities ofService
Plantation Bands
Fat Man
in St. Louis
Ameri.
Jubilee
S
(SI)
(.136) R
Eight by
Musi
A inTreeBrooklyn
Grows
Equitable
Life
„
This
Your
FBI
Request
s
S
(221) R
„
„
Broadway
Kraft Foods Co. Bristol Myers
Pabst Sales Co.
Thirl s
the Bank
Music(148)Hall Break(1S3)
s
Opera Concert Playhouse ri45)
R
Screen DIrctr's
,j

Music
S

ABC

Beat the Clock
S

Dragnet
s
10:30-11
Falstaff

- FRIDAY Co-op
MBS(33 NRr
8Tom,Harry
Dick George Hicks
S
Art Todd
& Dottie

„

Dance Orchestra

Aar
Old, New,
Borrowed Blue

SayMusic
It with

Bob Poole
Show

Luncheon At
Sardi's .

Miscellaneous
Programs

Adv of
Champion
Curley Bradley

Melody
ABC
Fantasy in
Saturday
Co-op
S

Dr.l.Q.Ins.
Mars
(131)

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
NewsUN
Bancrof
C.Ain
Modern Music
s
U.S.MemoArmy
rrom tin
Red Barber
Music
News
(17M
Mr. Allen
Larry Lasueur
s
Dance Orchestra Hawaii Calls
S
S

S
u Session
U/icnor
with Song
Rendezvous
S
Three Suns
Let's SListen

Two
BillionO
dlfOUg

6:15
6:30

Tobacco Co
Life Begins Am.
Hit Parade
At 80 S —Your-im
—

Treasury Shaw
Tommy SDorsey's

Gangbuslers

Etchings
Musical
s

Liggettim
Myers
Tales
o1& Fatima

Phillips
Nat.
BarnPetrol.
Dance

Sing itS Again

SATURDAY
149)
rRS
aars wRr
Toni Co.
Dance
Give and Take Orchestra
America
R. F. D.
Echoes
From
the Tropics
s

8:00
8:15

Lombardo
USA
S

Dangerous
Assignment

Rich. Diamond
Chicago
o1 theTheatre
Air
Private SDtc'tive
S .
Grand
Ofe Opry
R.J.Reynolds

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30

19:00
Qd.'i
10-1S

— m —

♦EXPLANATORY: LISTYNns IN ORDFR
30R. NAME OF M
OF(SS)STATIONS,
AND TN
*
STARTING DATE:
G. H RBBROADCAST WES
A TO BE

ANNO'

■:■<>

.!•

■■*■

u€M. & Thura., Sterling Drug
^ True Story 204 stations.
■Ved., Thurs. & Fri., Rc

(KS

General Mills
Columbia
Ed.Tomlinso
Junior Junction Country Journa
Music
Today'sChildren
S
S
(70)
Genera. Mills
Europe
Light of World
Report onS
(70)
PSG
Musicana
From
Life-Beautiful Treasury Show Report
Overseas
Paradise
S
(151)
P&G
Adv. in
Road of Life
Science
S
(147)
Poole's
Fascinating
P&G
CrossU.S.A.
Section
Pepper(153)Young
S
Sports Parade
Rhythm
P&G
(151)
Right to nessHappiSterling Drug
Your
TodayHealthS
Music
Dell Trio
Backstage
146) Wife ChuckOrchestra
Foster's
S
(146)Drug
Sterling
Horse Racing
Horse Races
Stella Dallas
S
Sterling Drug
Saturday at
Contrasts
HitPopular
Tunes
Lorenzo Jones
The Chase
S
S
(146)
Sterling Drug
First Church
Races
Christ. Scientist
S
Y. Widder
Brown
(146
Treasury
Mind
Your
General
Foods
Manners
Tea and
Mar's
(77)
TBA
When Girl
Bandstand
Crumpets
General Foods
(SS
The Travelers
Life Faces
(89)
Portia
Presenting
Make Way
Whitehall
for Youth
TBA
Just Plain Bill
Larry SCotton
S
(59)
Horse Races
Whitehall
Front (58)
Page Far'.

7:30
7:45

Philip Marlowe Take a Number

Bands Hotel
Col.-Palm.-Peet Shamrock
s
Sports(139Newsreel
Pro
&
Con
S
Concert Hall

BordenFair
County

6:00 PM

7:00
6:45
7:15

R. J. Reynolds True or False Saturday
Pet Milk
Night
S
t/aughn
Monroe
Soronade (145)
Wrigley
Saturday
Ofl 8-20
(161)
Ronson Metal
Gene
AutryR
Dance
— (m — —20 Questions
Playhouse
S
cm —
Buzz Adiam's

Mutual
Newsreel

Better
Gardens

NBC
Horse Races
Art o1 Living
S
University
NBC
Ihealie,.

to Music
S

My Good Wife
„

Meet the Press
(32)

TBA
,<

-'!

Easy Lislenin'
Ph. Morris (375) Campbell
Miles
Lab (422)
Double Soup
or 101 Ranch Boys
Oueenfor
Day Nothing
fiai)

Family
Lever-Rayve
Eleanor & Anna Winner
Take All Johnson
S
(165)
Irene 8
TBA
Two-ton Baker
Allan Jones
S
S
Treasury
TedM-W-F
Drake
(See Footnotes) Bandstands
S
S
T-Thurs
Bobby SBenson
Chicagoans
S
Miles
Labs.
Curt Massey
Time 141) R

Enchantment
S
a

Co-op
.< . Hour
Enchanted

„

SingSupper
for Your

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS

' 1iss ""

FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Eric Sevareid
Kill
Repeat^trjncof
(22)
You And —
No network
PSG Ivory
L.Thomas
PSG
BeulahR Fulton Lewis jr.
(78)
(291)
(79)
PSG R
Dinner Date
1 Jack Smith
S
m?) R

il. & Frl., Greoii Ho::i-; .
I r')i:illf>rige of the Vuku'i li
■ Fun
(si
Frl,. House
Adventures,,
)tii-ir:il
'n-ivr. (s>Dare
Sky King

AM Sat., Seer.iin Bros.. Allaii
Ickson News, 1.67 St.!!-..-' ; Sun Mi<-f.'iix.
1:30 PM K'ev, .. MBS

J
:85

uiiUA^mSTING
Til* N«wsw««lffi9«1 Radio ond Tvloviilon
TyrlCASTINC
lin'iKf I, 194')

Experience shows
the spoken word

us that
is

persuasive

far more

the written.

than

To hear

is to do,

you hear is

if what

well and truly spoken.

In Radio

the spoken

reaches

its greatest

persuasion.
CBS

And

has more

powerful

word
power

of

because
of the most

facilities in

all network

radio, more

people can hear

better the

firm and persuasive
accents

of its advertisers.
1

"i

visable for it to say so publicly now.
Then, when renewal time comes, no
'Wet' Radio
licensee can plead ignorance of having
offended the public interest when
(Continued from page 32)
his license is not renewed. Moreover,
it
my opinion that the Commission
rights to broadcast time might also alsois can
make it clear that no subbe applicable.
terfuge such as that it is a network
program
will
be an excuse. Networks
The Morris Decision pointed out also are licensees
and their own stations
should
pay
the penalty for their
that "the question whether the
sale and consumption of alcoholic
beverages should be prohibited by greed.
law is frequently an issue of pubLOBBYING
lic importance."
It continued:
What is for other individuals merely
Investigating Group Asked
a routine
"plug" essentially
extolling
the
virtuesadvertising
of a beverage,
A
NEW
House resolution creating
no different from other types of proda Select Lobbying Activities Comuct
advertising,
is
for
[some]
individuals the advocacy of a practice which
mittee, as a substitution for a
they deem to be detrimental to our
society. Whatever the merits of this Joint Congressional Committee precontroversy,
whichit itisis atnot least
our funcviously proposed, was submitted
tion to resolve,
clear
that it may assume the proportions to Congress last Tuesday, together
of a controverted issue of public
importance. The fact that the occasion with an accompanying demand for
for the controversy happens to be the $50,000 to conduct a study and inadvertising of a product cannot serve vestigation.
to diminsh the duty of the broadcaster
to treat it as such an issue.
Previously, the House had passed
a concurrent resolution (H Con.
Sen. Johnson's Views
Res. 62) to set up a joint committee of seven members from each
Highlights of Sen. Johnson's
letter to Treasury Secretary
the House and Senate. Senate JuSnyder:
diciary Committee, however, voted
. . . While radio licensees are stupid
to even consider broadcasting liquor to report it with an amendment
advertising, yet the FCC is not now
specifying five and leaving their
authorized by law to censor program
material including the advertising selection to the chairman of each
content of such programs. Whether Judiciary Committee, rather than
such advertising is in the public in- the President and House speaker
terest is something, of course, which
the
evaluateof [Broadcasting, May 30]. The
and Commission
determine may
when want
the tomatter
renewal
of
a
broadcast
license
is be- measure has been tied up for weeks
fore them. . . .
in Senate Rules & Administration
However, I am of the opinion that awaiting approval of funds.
the Alcohol Tax Unit now has the
legal authority and the responsibility
It was believed that House memto stopvade cold
this reckless
inbers felt there was too much delay
the privacy
of the plan
home towith
liquor sales talk. I do not need to in Senate concurrence, and also that
remind you that there is a vastly dif- they preferred the original proviferent principle involved between liquor advertising by means of newssion of seven members rather than'
papers and magazines and that by five and
selection of the chairman
radio and television.
In the latter case, there is no from their Judiciary Committee.
protection against children hearing
The new resolution (H Res. 298),
liquor extolled as a fit product for
purchase by their parents. Nor is it introduced by Rep. Frank Buchanan
any answer to say, as some may, that
(D-Pa.), author of the joint prothe liquor industry is a legal industry
and should have the same right to
posal last May [Broadcasting,
advertisedustry. . .as. any other American in- May 23], would again provide for a
It would appear to me that tli.e
study of all lobbying activities "inAlcohol Tax Unit could very properly
tended to influence, encourage, pronotify all licensees that the use of
radio for liquor advertising would not
or retard legislation" and
only be in extremely bad taste, but covers mote
all federal agencies, among
of
questionable legality under the Act
it administers.
them
FCC
and FTC. Certain WashIn any event, would you be kind
enough to have this entire situation
ington representatives of radio inlooked into promptly and advise me
terests also might be slated for
what the Alcohol Tax Unit is going
inquiry if the resolution is apto do about it. If the Unit is unwilling
to use moral suasion to tell liquor
proved by both the House Rules and
licensees that radio advertising of
liquor is bad business, I am sure that House Administration committees
we can and will do something about and an investigation is launched.
it in the Congress. It is incomprehensible to me that the liquor interests are so blind and so selfish as to
flaunt their restricted wares over the
radio and television.
RADIO MARKET ADV.
Sen. Johnson's letter to FCC
Opens Chicago Offices
Acting Chairman
Paul Walker
follows in part:
RADIO MARKET ADVERTISING
I am aware that the FCC has no Co., sales representative and pointauthority under law to censor pro- of-sale
broadcasting consulting
gram material, including advertising
copy. But I know of no legal pro- firm, has opened offices at 30 W.
vision of the law which prohibits the Washington, Chicago. Milton S.
Commission from considering the type Wolken, former midwest manager
and kind of advertising broadcast
by a licensee when it considers that of Storadio Advertising Co., is
license for renewal. No one, I am general manager.
Mr. Wolken has announced the
sure, will disagree that the public
interest, convenience and necessity is signing of contracts with Store
not being served by the broadcasting
and televising of liquor advertising Broadcasting Service, which repreinto American homes.
sents 50 Chicago-area groceries;
. . . Programs lauding beers and Super Market Broadcasting Syswines now on the air are bad and of
tem, serving 100 large independvery questionable taste and propriety
in New York area, and Adbut hard liquor advertising is un- Cast entsInc.,
which has 100 markets
thinkable and must not be permitted.
I trust that the Commission will in Detroit and Toledo. Negotiagive serious consideration to this
tions are underway to represent
problem. If the Commission is of the firms in San Diego, Des Moines,
opinion that liquor advertising, as
a part of program content, is not Omaha, St. Louis and Miami Beach,
in the public interest, it may be ad- Mr. Wolken added.
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CBS

in

Maine
WGUY

becomes

affiliated

with the Columbia Broadcasting System August 1st.
now
WGAN

and

bring CBS

WGUY

now

programs

and

sponsors' messages to listeners whose incomes represent

WGUY

over 93% of the effective buyBangor

ing power in Maine.

and

NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS

by

placing one order can reach
this productive market less
expensively and more economically than ever before.
WGAN
Portland
PROMOTION

... Yes!

WGAN

and WGUY

will

continue a regular and two-fisted promotion schedule in the five Guy Gannett newspapers of Maine.
Guy

Gannett

Broadcasting

System

WGAN

WGUY

5000 Watts

250 Watts

•

560 Kc

PORTLAND
STATION

REPRESENTATIVE:

•

1450 Kc

BANGOR
PAUL H. RAYMER
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First Things

Race Against Time
THE REVISED McFarland Bill (S 1973) now
pending- before the Senate following the unanimously favorable report of the Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, merits the support of everyone interested in the wholesome
development of radio. Enactment at this session, however, is a race against time and only
precise meshing of the legislative machinery
can make the bill lav/ this year.
It is for that reason that Sen. McFarland
(D-Ariz.) attempted to resolve all differences
prior to committee action. Final passage
would mean the only substantive changes in
radio law in 15 years.
There have been few words in opposition.
Even the FCC, which obviously would prefer
to go its own way, hasn't had stomach to fight
in the open. What certain members of its
staff may attempt behind the scenes, only time
will tell.
The new bill, in our view, is better than
that which Mr. McFarland originally had proposed. The setting up of deadlines on FCC
actions, and the requirement for functional
realignments of staff, are to be commended.
Today, as the report accompanying the bill
so clearly imparts, hearing cases rarely get
out in less than two years and some have been
pending for seven. "Citizens and taxpayers
are entitled to greater consideration and better service from their Government than this,"
the Committee states. There are few people
in radio who have had dealings with this Commission and its predecessors who would not
add their reverent "Amen!"
Under the proposed deadline procedures,
final action on non-hearing applications would
be mandatory within three months. On hearing cases the statutory requirement would call
for a decision within six months after completion of the hearing. As examples of what this
would mean we merely cite the pendency of
the Don Lee station license renewals for nearly
three years, and that of the G. A. Richards
stations for about half that time.
Stations operating under temporary authorizations suffer a certain stigma. Staff morale
is affected. The longer the delay the greater
the economic injury. They are entitled to action as soon as the facts are known. The
McFarland Bill would force action and preclude dilatory tactics, stemming from political
expediency, personal whim, or fear of adverse
publicity or reprisal. The FCC would have
to answer to Congress for failure to meet
these deadlines.
We like the bill, moreover, because it would
strip the FCC staff, notably its lawyers, of
the broad powers which they have arrogated.
It would place the responsibility for policy
decisions where it belongs — upon the FCC itself. And it would place the burden of proof
upon the Commission in renewal cases — not
upon the licensee.
We like the bill because it would raise FCC
pay from the meager $10,000 to $15,000 per
year, and upgrade other executive salaries.
We are inclined to be wary of the new
"cease and desist" provision for fear of its
abuse. That fear may be ameliorated, however, by the shifting of responsibility on all
policy to the FCC itself.
We still cling to our notion that licenses
should be issued for 20 years or in perpetuity,
in lieu of the three years now authorized.
V'ithal, we think the McFarland Bill is a
.-tride in the right direction. It should pass.
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THE EXPERTS, after devoting three weeks
to careful study of FCC's revolutionary new
UHF-VHF television plan [BROADCASTING,
July 18], are sending up loud and seemingly
endless complaints, the chief of which appear
to derive from the vast uncertainties involved.
Consider the questions. Is the UHF ready?
Will equipment be available next year, or
five years fi'om now? What will it cost, and
how will it compare in service to the VHF?
Will we have color in the immediate future,
or won't we ? If we do, will it be on one band
or both? What about Stratovision? Polycasting? Directional antennas? Do the proposed
CO- and adjacent-channel separations reflect
maximum use of engineeiing know-how?
What about the benefits of offset-carrier operations ?
These questions arise entirely apart from
specific allocations to communities. Presumably they will be answered in the forthcoming
hearings. But clearly they must be answered
before enlightened discussion of specific or
overall allocations can ensue.
The conclusion that FCC has undertaken too
much for a single, orderly proceeding is, to us,
inescapable. The allocation table should be
considered separately, and last. It is the end
product upon which television must progress or
fail. It cannot be constructed wisely, or even
intelligently discussed, until its foundations
are fixed and known.
Unless FCC permits new testimony on specific situations after deciding the "general"
questions, or preferably, postpones consideration of the table until the standards are set,
then much of the forthcoming hearing will be
devoted to shots taken largely in the dark.
Much time will be needlessly wasted, and
there can be no assurance that the ultimate
allocations will even approach the best that
can be evolved.
Apart from this, there is a crucial weakness in the rigidity which FCC would give to
the allocations. Such inflexibility, in our view,
cannot be justified. It implies a wisdom and
foresight which FCC cannot lay claim to. Its
legality is open to challenge. The law requires assignments based upon demand, not
upon the opinion of seven men, or four of the
seven, that the town of Dry Run is entitled
to a channel or channels forever, whether anyone ever essays to build a station there or not.
There are hundreds of Dry Runs, communities of five or six thousand or less, in FCC's
table. They make the paper plan look pretty
and we agree that their citizenry is entitled
to television service. But an allocation plan
must also be realistic. Many practitioners
think it would be well-nigh impossible, once
the allocations are fixed, to budge them materially, irrespective of need or demand elsewhere. Such a freeze seems unthinkable. Additionally, although a nationwide television
service might emerge from the proposal FCC
has laid down, a glance will show that the
competitive possibilitiss would be restricted in
many cases.
We commend FCC for recognizing the need
for a thoroughly informed approach and to
that end postponing the hearing from Aug. 29
to Sept. 26. It will be no excuse to say that
time would be wasted by withholding final consideration ofspecific allocations until after the
"general" questions have been decided.
It is a time to take first things first; to lay
the foundation before building the house. The
solution must not be hastened to television's
ultimate harm.

JEROME

STEWART

STOLZOFF

—
elt CA'S
kee — shas
Milwauagencie
Co., oldest
AMERI
OF-Krass
ONE Cramer
st radio-television diyounge
the
onerectors in of
the land.
Ask Jerry Stolzoff his age, and he will reply:
"Six. I look like this because I worry."
But a glance at his 6-foot, 175-pound chassis
convinces one that he is at least of voting age.
Under duress, he admits he's "on the short
he "cliff
sideMilwaukee
of outskirts
30." bornof and
on
the
the bred,
city with
his dwells"
mother
and sister. He is single because, as he puts it,
"when women learn what I do for a living,
they become terrified and run down the street
screaming
vile and now
incoherent
things."
Cramer-Krasselt,
in its 53rd
year, hired
him as a copy-continuity writer in 1943. His
only previous business experience was in promotional research and advertising for the
Vitamin Products Co. and the Lee Foundation
for Nutritional Research. He calls this twoyear period his "pill rolling" days.
Shortly after joining C-K, he was put on
"half leave of absence — with pay." Walter
Seller, president of the agency, was extremely
active in war work and promptly drafted Mr.
Stolzoff into such jobs as publicity chairman
for the Wisconsin war salvage drives and
SPAR recruiting. He also headed radio activities for the state war bond drives and the
Milwaukee County Community War Chest, and
served on an OWI committee. He still serves
with a number of community activity groups.
A few months prior to V-E Day, he was
drafted into the army. He served in the
information and education branch of the infantry at Birmingham and Fort McClellan,
Ala.
When he returned to C-K later in 1945, the
agency decided to reactivate its radio division,
which had been integrated into other departm.ents during the war years. Mr. Stolzoff got
the nod as director. Two years ago, when C-K
opened one of the first agency TV departments
in the country, his work was broadened to
include television as well. From that time
until the present, Mr. Stolzoff has traveled in
high gear. He has covered 20,000 miles visiting stations throughout the East and Midwest.
He has added to C-K's already sizeable list of
radio accounts, a roster of video clients equal
to that of most large agencies.
Schuster's, a Milwaukee department store,
uses 16 one-minute films weekly, as well as
five-minute programs and special shows on
WTMJ-TV, the Milwaukee Journal station.
The Plankinton Packing Co. uses 15-minute
(Continued on page AO)
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REPUTATION

REPETITION
. . . AS

TELEVISION

MARCHES

ON

IN

TEXAS!

N£Tr ROME of both
WOAI
and WOAl-IV

SAN ANTONIO . . . plus thousands
of other people throughout South
Texas . . . eagerly await their first television station, WOAI-TV. It will be
here before the end of the year!
WOAI-TV will be launched witTi
several advantages:
It will be operated by the same
management that in nearly three decades of AM Radio has molded WOAI

personnel ... in engineering, programming and production; in other
departments by a staff trained through
years of AM service.
Thirdly, it will be in TEXAS, where
big things have a habit of growing
even BIGGER!
Reputation of WOAI, known and
respected from coast to coast, will be
a precious heritage of WOAI-TV. This
reputation assures REPETITION in
the life of its bounding new baby

into one of America's leading stations.
WOAI-TV will be under the guiding hands of experienced television

brother, WOAI-TV!

CHANNEL

SOUTHLAND

INDUSTRIES.

INC
TEXAS
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Respects
(Coniinncd from page 38)
shows following WTMJ-TV's telecasts of pro and college football
games, and also a number of TV
spots. First Federal Savings &
Loan sponsors a large schedule of
announcements, and Marine National Exchange Bank uses a weekly half-hour live show, Salute to
Industry, as well as spots — all on
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee's only video
outlet. The Golden Rule, St. Paul
department store, is co-sponsoring
with Donaldson's Minneapolis
store, eight announcements weekly
on KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis.
They are committed to a schedule
of additional spots on KSTP-TV
later in the year, along with a
schedule on WTCN-TV Minneapolis. Campaign is reportedly the
largest TV announcement schedule
in St. Paul-Minneapolis. The
Broadway House of Music, Pflugradt Co. (GE distributor), Milwaukee Co. (investments), and the
Bentley Construction Co., all of
Milwaukee, are consistent users of
schedules on WTMJ-TV.
Under Mr. StolzofF's direction,
Schuster's uses 25 hours of radio
programs weekly on five Milwaukee stations. It is believed to be
the biggest single market user of
radio in the country. Hoberg Paper Mills airs a heavy schedule of
one-minute ET's in scattered markets, and Milwaukee's Fox Theatres use station breaks on most of

s :K

the city's stations. The Plankinton
Co. uses station breaks throughout
Wisconsin, and First Federal Savings has announcements on four
Milwaukee stations, in addition to
its TV programs. The Golden Rule
has nine hours of radio shows
weekly, the largest schedule in the
Twin Cities. Other C-K radio accounts are Luick Dairy, Bluemound
Gas & Oil, Chevrolet Dealers of
Milwaukee County, McConnon Co.,
and Amity Leather Products.
In addition, the agency prepares
radio material used throughout the
country by dealers handling ABC
Washing Machines and Ironers,
Hamilton Clothes Dryers, WilcoxGay Radio-Phonograph Recorders
and Television Receivers, Mirro
Aluminum and the Mirro-Matic
Pressure Cooker.
National TV Plans
A number of C-K accounts have
national television plans under
consideration. One client has commercials filmed, and several others
are scheduled for early shooting.
One of the reasons for Mr.
Stolzoff's TV enthusiasm is his
conviction that the new medium
will put an end to the old radio
notion that "you've got to be in
New York or Hollywood." With
the growing importance of film, he
believes commercials can be shot
just as well, and more economically, right in the Midwest. Programs
can be filmed in whole series in the
East or Hollywood, ruling out the
need for being on one of the coasts
every week. Other programs can

LOCAL ADVERTISERS
CHOOSE FROM
PERSONAL

KNOWLEDGE

I) p T

Don't let Hooper*
Fool Yon!)
More local advertisers buy more local time on WQUA than on the two
other QUAd-City full-time stations combined! And, WQUA's local
rates are comparable — often higher than — the*5 local rates of either of
(or
its competing 5000 Watt major network (NBC 3 and ABC) stations!
• Local your
buyersinquiry
don't for
agreenational
with Mr.availabilities.
Hooper! We
invite
HERE IS THE RECORD:
WQUA
WQUA
over
over
cSta.
B
bSta.
A
Sta.
A
Sto. B
aWQUA
Total Local Advertisers
135%
120
Time Purchased by
—126%
12%
Local Advertisers:
51 —10%
25%
Announcements
135
154 108
95%
615 285
555
** Newscasts & Sportcasts
92%
71%
610 545
** Entertainment Programs
1,045
646
None None No Com
** Play-by-play Sports
117%
830
83% patition
** Total Program Time
2,246
1,225
• Exclusive of 23 advertisers on
a — Average of weeks of 1/30/49-2/6/49
a 'promotion-deal.
1/30/49.
c—Week
*' In
Minutes
-b~Week
— '- of
—of< 2/6/49.
n/^'^"
REPRESENTED BY
"The QUAd Cities' Station"
RADIO CENTER
RAMBEAU
MOLINE, ILL.
WQUA
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Bruff W. Clin, Jr., Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

be handled, he says, by package
pi-oducers or can originate in Chicago.
A facile writer, Mr. Stolzoff is
a frequent contributor to the trade
press, and has ghost-written a book
on nutrition — for the layman. One
of his articles appeared in a nationally circulated popular magazine in 1946.
He likes to fish, and talks about
it all summer — but rarely gets in
more than two week-ends yearly
because of the pressure of work.
Another of his hobbies — reading —
has fallen behind. His office and
bedroom are heaped with books and
magazines he's "going to read next
Active in Wisconsin politics, Mr.
Stolzoff has handled campaigns for
a number of candidates and is a
worker,
week." for the Republican party.

DAY NAMED
To Direct 1950 News Meet
NEWS DIRECTOR Charles Day of
WGAR Cleveland will direct next
year's second annual conference for
radio news editors at Kent State
U., Kent, Ohio, according to announcement byProf. William Taylor, chairman of KSU's school of
journalism. The date for 1950
sessions is June 17.
Mr. Day, who also is president
of the Ohio Assn. of News Editors,
served on the advisory council of
the first conference held at Kent in
June. Sessions were attended by
some 50 radio news editors from
Ohio, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Robert S. French, dean of Ohio
newscasters and general manager
of WVKO Columbus, was director.
Observance

RADIO

Details

WEEK

Set by Planners
DOMINANT THEME of National Radio Week (Oct. 30-Nov. 5) will
stress the good deal the American public gets via radio.
That was made known Tuesday at a meeting of the planners of the
observance in the Statler Hotel, New York.
plainbe words
the newspaper
American pub*
•
lieInwill
told by
ads Gordon
Gray, vice president of
that the greatest array of talent WIP Philadelphia, who is chairman
ever known is now available free of the NAB committee, will be coto it at the twist of a dial.
chairmen of the effort. Both were
present at the New York meeting.
Also made known at the meeting
was the fact that for the first time
Others present: From the RMA
National Radio Week will also emcommittee — Stanley H. Manson,
brace television. In areas where
manager of advertising and public
there are both radio and television,
relations of Stromberg-Carlson Co.,
ads and promotional material will Rochester, N. Y., chairman; Herheadline the observance as National
bert F. Guenin Jr., RCA Victor Div.
Radio and Television Week.
of RCA; Lee E. Petitt, General
Electric Co. ; Earl L. Hadley, adverIn preparation for the week,
newspaper ads are now being
tising director, Westinghouse Elecreadied. These will be made availtric Corp.; Ellis L. Redden, Motorola Inc.; Charles W. Snider,
able to papers free in mat form.
Sparks - Withington Co.; Bond
The papers will seek set dealers
Geddes, executive vice president,
and perhaps station owners to pay
RMA, and James D. Secrist, direcfor the ads. Last year more than
tor of public relations, RMA. From
500 newspapers sold full page ads
on that basis.
NAB—
Maurice
B. Mitchell,
Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau,NAB's
and
The meeting drafting the outRobert
K.
Richards,
director
of publine of the observance was a joint
lic relations.
one of RMA Advertising Committee and the NAB National Radio
UNION LABEL COUNCIL (AFL) has
Week Committee. Both organizations are jointly managing the ob- cited WNJR Newark, N. J., for its
servance as in years past.
"outstanding cooperation with trade
union
movement"
convention of council atin quarterly
Asbury Park,
W. B. McGill, advertising director of Westinghouse Radio Stations
N. J. Station airs poineer union label
Inc., of the RMA committee, and
radio series Turning Points.
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National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JUNE 19-25
NIELSEN-RATING f
Current Previous
Rank Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

— Current Rating ■
Homes
(000) %

Points
Change
—— 2.1
1.1
— 0.5
— 2.8
— 4.2
— 3.2
— 4.5
— 0.3
—— 2.5
1.0
— 3.0
—— 0.9
1.0
— 1.2
— 1.1
1.4
— 3.0
— 3.0
—— 1.9
1.8

1
6
7
4
3
5
2
17
9
21
8
26
22
20
24
18
10
11
14
15

Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Lux Radio Theatre
My Friend Irma
Walter Winchell
Mr. District Attorney
Crime Photographer
Mr. Keen
Suspense
Our Miss Brooks
Godfrey's
Scouts
Bob Hawk Talent
Show
First Nighter
Lum 'n' Abner
Adventures of Sam Spade
This Is Your F.B.I
Inner Sanctum
F.B.I, in Peace and War
Ford Theatre
Mr. Chameleon
Fat Man
Dr. Christian

2,749
2,553
2,435

7.0
6.5
6.2

— 1.0
—0.9
—1.3

1
3
2
5
8
6
4
12
10
15
7
18
9
17
22

EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
Lone Ranger
Beulah Show
Counter-Spy
WEEKDAY
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) ....
Right to Happiness
Pepper Young's Family
Young Widder Brown
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco)
Backstage Wife
When A Girl Marries
Our Gal, Sunday
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Big Sister
Stella Dallas
My True Story (Libby)
Wendy Warren
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal)
Romance of Helen Trent

3,731
3,221
3,181
3,103
3,024
3,024
2,906
2,828
2,789
2,789
2,789
2,789
2,749
2,710
2,710

9.5
8.2
8.1
7.9
7.7
7.7
7.4
7.2
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.9

—0.4
—1.0
—1.2
—0.7
0.0
—0.7
—1.4
—0.3
—0.5
0.0
—0.9
-|-0.3
—0.6
0.0
-1-0.4

DAY, SATURDAY
Armstrong Theatre
Grand Central Station
Stars over Hollywood

3,653
3,613
3,181

9.3
9.2
8.1

-f-l.O
-j-0.9
—0.4

DAY, SUNDAY
House of Mystery
Juvenile Jury
Quiz Kids

2,121
1,650
1,571

5.4
4.2
4.0

-|-0.6
+0.6
—0.3

6,323
5,027
4,674
4,438
4,281
4,202
4,202
4,085
3,888
3,731
3,692
3,692
3,692
3,653
3,653
3,613
3,574
3,535
3,495
3,495

16.1
12.8
11.9
11.3
10.9
10.7
10.7
10.4
9.9
9.5
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.3
9.3
9.2
9.1
9.0
8.9
8.9

^fonf

Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
NOTE: NUMBER OF HOMES IS OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE "NIELSEN-RATING" (%)
TO 39,275,000— THE 1948 ESTIMATE (REVISED) OF TOTAL U. S. RADIO HOMES,
(t) HOMES REACHED DURING ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR
HOMES LISTENING ONLY 1 TO 5 MINUTES.
THACKREY

SALE

the sales agreements expire. The
Commission had been informed the
contract would not be extended by
Warner Bros.
Mrs. Thackrey had asked that
the hearing, ordered July 13 for
additional information on the sale
[Broadcasting, July 18], be dispensed with and the bids heard
in oral argument. An alternative
requested was that the FCC reconsider its order for hearing and
require the parties to supply the
additional data in such time that
the Commission could take action
by Aug. 1. Both proposals were
denied by the Commission as insufficient.

FCC Can't Act by Deadline
FCC RULED last week it could
not dispose of the sales applications of KLAC-AM-TV Los Angeles and KYA San Francisco by
Aug. 1 contract deadline and without the hearing it previously ordered [Broadcasting, July 25].
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Thackrey,
who proposes to sell the radio
properties for combined price of
$1,045,000 to Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., petitioned FCC fortnight ago for the expedited action
in order to secure either grant or
denial before Aug. 1, date when
BROADCASTING
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Nonaffiliafes
(Continued from page 26)
that NAB should be the focal point
of unity."
A subcommittee headed by Arnold Hartley, vice piesident and
program director of WOV New
York, will undertake a compilation
of national foreign language groups
for the use of foreign language
stations. The study, first of its
kind to be launched under NAB
auspices, will also develop comparative coverage figures for those
stations as well as newspapers.
Mr. Hartley's group will work
with State Dept.'s Voice of America, the UN and EGA to obtain
foreign language programs for
domestic use.
Sports broadcasting came in for
considerable discussion during the
two-day session. The committee
requested that NAB appropriate
personnel to compile a document
setting forth all statutes, rules
and regulations of professional
and amateur sports and press associations. In addition, the document would include rules governing sports broadcasts as provided
by transmission companies, such as
Western Union. It would be used
as a guide by operators throughout
the country.
The committee went on record
as favoring certain study of repeal of all taxes aff'ecting the flow
of commodities and particularly
the need for repeal of luxury taxes
which constitute a handicap to the
normal flow.
The disc-jockey continuities are
to be prepared by Martin Block,
creator of Make Believe Ballroom
program featuring recorded music.
Chairman Cott said the idea grew
out of the committee's liaison efforts with the Advertising Council to embrace such unaffiliated
stations in the council's allocations
plan.
Attending the meeting were
Chairman Cott; Melvin Drake,
WDGY Minneapolis, Minn.; Lee
W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore.;
Bob Maynard, WSVS Crewe, Va.;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis,
Tenn.; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington, and board liaison member
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-FM
Arlington, Va.

I m^JI

1

Excused were Lawrence W. McDowell, KFOX Long Beach, Calif.,
and Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland,
Calif., the other board liaison
member.
Present for NAB were Justin
Miller, president; Maurice B.
Mitchell, director of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau; Kenneth H.
Baker, research director and acting
president of Broadcast Measurement Bureau, and Robert K. Richards, public relations and publications department director.
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretaryt'easurer, acted as secretary for
the committee meeting.

CATHOLIC RADIO
Meet Held at Notre Dame
LAY and clergy members of the
Catholic Broadcasters Assn. met at
the U. of Notre Dame in South
Bend, Ind., Saturday for discussion
of practical approaches to radio and
television programming. More
than 100 members from various
sections of the U. S. and Canada
were expected late last week to
enroll for this third annual session.
The conference opened Friday
evening with a dinner, at which
the key speech was to concern
Catholic radio and its importance.
Saturday morning panel discussions
were to be divided in interest
among these program types: (1)
Lay local, concerning sustaining
time acquired by lay or clergy representatives oracquired by Church
representatives for general interest
programming; (2) local clergy, in
which local priests present informational or devotional material;
(3) school section, in which William
A. Coleman of Fordham U.,
Bronx, N. Y. supervises high school
and college radio workshop activities, and (4) national shows,
live and transcribed, network and
local.
This year, because of inroads
made by television, the conference
was expected to give greater emphasis to the medium. One of the
special guests was Anthony L.
Ostheimer of Philadelphia, chairman of CBA's television committee, who cut short a tour of Alaska
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AN 11-TUBE automobile radio that will tune the entire FM band has been
made for station cars of WPJB, FM station of the Providence Journal. The
new set, less than six inches square and a foot long, is examined by H.
William Koster (center), WPJB manager. With Mr. Koster are George
Sharpe (r), station engineer, and Charles Snell, representing Barber &
Howard, a Westerly, R. 1., electronics research firm which developed the set.
Mr. Snell holds the aluminum case in which the receiver is mounted.
to attend the sessions.
others
to attend
late O.F.M.,
Thursday: Theplanning
Rev. Hugh
Noonan,
Los Angeles, director of the Hour of
St. Francis,
transcribed
ries; The Rt.15-minute
Rev. Msgr.
Francis seX.
Sallaway,
chairman
of
CBA
arch-in
diocesan director of Catholic andradio
Boston,
who Dr.
was Adolf
to preside
at several panels;
M. Wasilifsky,
director of the radio department at
St.
Md., aJoseph's
member ofCollege,
the CBA Emmitsburg,
board, and
Paul J. Taggart, also a board member,
chairman of the lay local section in
Wilmington, Del.
Also participating were Jerry Keefe,
manager of WFJL (FM) Chicago, and
Rosemarie McCarthy, one of his staff.
WFJL is the only Catholic FM station
not
operating in conjunction with an
educational
air last spring.institution. It took the
Each Catholic diocese in the
United States should sponsor at
least one Catholic broadcasting
station— AM, FM or TV— William
A. Coleman, chairman of radio and
television at Fordham U., told members of the CBA.
Addressing the convention, Mr.
Coleman, who is manager of
WFUV, Fordham's FM station,
and CBA vice president, also advocated the appointment of diocesan directors of radio and television "to coordinate locally the
work
the radio
apostolate."
Mr. of
Coleman
declared
that FM
offers unlimited possibilities for
such public service broadcasting
as Catholic stations could offer,
while "television cries out for use
by Catholics as a potent medium
of social and religious education."
Stressing the need for diocesan
radio-TV directors, Mr. Coleman
said in part, "no station manager
should ever be in the position, as
many have been, of wanting a
good local Catholic program to
round out his schedule and of not
being able to obtain one easily."
He suggested that CBA members through channels suggest to
ecclesiastical authorities the appointment of a priest or layman
to act as liaison between church
groups and the industry.

Richards
(Continued from page 27)
if any, tuare
upon effecation of thecontemplated,
proposed transfers,
with
respect to the voting, by Mr. Richards,
of anytionsstock
licensees
staKMPC, in
WJRtheand
WGAR ofother
than the stock transferred in trust
under
denture.the provisions of said trust in8. To determine, in the light of the
information
to issues 1, 2 andadduced
3 above,pursuant
the proposed
program policies to be followed by said
licensees after effectuation of the proposed transfers.
9. To determine whether the proposed transferees are legally, technically, and otherwise qualified to hold
legal title to and vote the stock of
Mr. G. A. Richards proposed to be
transferred.
10. To determine whether, upon the
basis of the information adduced
pursuant to the above issues, a grant
of said applications would be in the
public interest.
Issues for the WGAR renewal
phase of the hearing are substantially the same as Nos. 1, 2 and 3
in the trusteeship phase, plus the
following:
4. To determine the accuracy of representations in respect to any of the
matters set forth in the foregoing issues
[1, 2 and 3], made in affidavits and
pleadings submitted to the Commission
by and on behalf of G. A. Richards.
5. In the light of any facts adduced
under the foregoing issues [1, 2 and 3],
to determine the qualifications of
WGAR Broadcasting Co. and whether
a grant of said application would serve
necessity.
the
public Interest, convenience and
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has
granted CFCF-FM Montreal special
permission to broadcast FM programs
not aired on its AM aflSliate.
We
don'ttimesell
"time"!
We USE
to increase
your sales and profits.
WORD
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postponed by FCC To Sept. 26
HEARING
UHF-VHF
President William Balderston of kets." It will not be required in
YIELDING to mounting industry
to go on the air "right after these
hearings end, or any time soon
demands, FCC last Thursday postPhilco Corp. told the Philco na"most of the great metropolitan
tional distribution convention in markets," he declared.
poned the start of its UHF-VHF
thereafter."
He thought both color and UHF
television hearing from Aug. 29 to
New York on Monday that UHF
Mr. Balderston also called upon
Sept. 26.
telecasting will require "a great service is probably three years
FCC
to lift its VHF freeze "in
The date for filing comments and
away, and that at least two or order that additional communities
amount of work" before they can
meet the exacting standards of three years will be needed to percounter-proposals on the far-reachcan be served with television procommercial operation.
ing proposed changes in standards
fect color and provide service on
grams and this great new industry
and allocations was moved from
With respect to color, he said: any extensive scale.
canDr.grow
There are a few vocal individuals —
AllenandB. prosper."
DuMont, president
Aug. 8 to Aug. 26, and the deadHe reiterated Philco's view that
some in Washington — who, either not
line for answering these was de- knowing
of
DuMont
Labs, told Broadcastor not wanting to know the UHF "is the only way that a great
facts, make it a point to harass the many of the smaller communities
layed from Aug. 19 to Sept. 12.
ing, that he felt FCC's proposed
industry
that which
steps the
be
The postponements, considered
allocations technically would protaken in by
colorinsisting
television
will ever be able to get television
industry is not technically prepared
virtually inevitable from the beginvide "reasonably good service, if
service." On the basis of FCC's
to take. Sound heads have prevailed
ning [Broadcasting, July 18], to
the proposed spacings are held
date. Sound heads, I feel sure, proposed UHF - VHF allocation
were occasioned by requests from
will continue to prevail in color deto." But he questioned the ecovelopment as they did in radio and the he predicted that "the areas presnomic implications, and felt that
14 participants who emphasized
television service we have today.
ently
having
television
will
conthe inadequacy of the time which
The FCC and the industry must
tinue to rely almost entirely on the as a whole the plan points to
guard
against
hasty
adoption
of
a
had been allotted for appraisal and
present channels and will not need one-network service, or maybe two.
system which, passable for the moment,
comment of the proposal.
might meshackle
future
color
developNoting
FCC's provision
nt. . . . Color television for the tuners," and that "the UHF band
(Continiied
on page of
81) chanThe Commission also announced
public is a number of years away.
will be used to open new mar"editorial" changes in its original
proposals and amended the allocation table to substitute Channel 13
for Channel 12 at Shreveport, La.,
Video Experiments, Tests Flourish
and Channel 11 for Channel 10 at
Marquette, Mich., and to delete
COLOR
Channel 10 at Lawton, Okla. FCC
operating. The tests, to commence
Camden during the color television
COLOR
TELEVISION developalso sought to clear up the false
Aug. 1 for 60 days, reportedly will
hearing before FCC at that time
ments began to break with increasimpression, which it felt was given
be on parts of various mechanical
[Broadcasting,
Dec.
16,
1946,
ing
tempo
last
week
as:
in its original proposal, that the
systems of color transmission as a
March 24, 1947].
# RCA, according to reliable
VHF work of the Ad Hoc Commitcheck on similar tests made by the
sources,
was
reported
ready
to
take
WMAL-TV was given permission
tee was also used in preparing
firm several years ago. At that
out of the laboratory and begin
UHF charts.
by FCC to pick up and rebroadcast
time
ice. RCA felt the systems were
field testing of advanced color TV
the color TV experiment being
Although most industry spokesimpractical for a commercial servmethods.
staged by WMAR-TV Baltimore
ment indicated they would need
Aug. 17-19 in conjunction with
O Additional color TV experithe full time allowed for considerCBS began its color transmismental authorizations were made
Johns-Hopkins U. and Smith, Kline
ation of the UHF-VHF proposal,
sions last week via its WCBS-TV
& French Labs., pharmaceutical
to WMAL-TV Washingsome reactions already were be- by FCC
New
York.
maker.
[Broadcasting,
July
25].
ton
and
to
RCA
at
Camden.
ginning to trickle in. Elsewhere
Aired in the morning hours bethe plan remained a topmost topic
# CBS announced details of CBS is supervising the demontween 9 a.m. and noon, when no
stration
which
will
be
similar
to
of discussion and speculation, parits already approved month-long
regular
programs are scheduled,
that
at
Atlantic
City
earlier
this
color TV tests in New York.
ticularly with respect to the probthe special color telecasts are transsummer before the American Mediable dates when UHF and color
The RCA plans, closely guarded
mitted on the station's regular ascal Assn. The observation receivuntil fully complete, would call for
can be put into broad-scale use.
signment, Channel 2 (54-60 jme).
ers, which will add the color to the
ABC, one of those who peti- demonstration of the methods bemultiple
black-and-white
signals
This
marks
the network's first woric
tioned for more time, also caufore the FCC's full-dress televiwith color telecasting in the VHF
tioned the Commission that the
sion hearing to commence Sept. 26 by the CBS mechanical method,
are to be located in the National
if the tests could be properly set up
section of the spectrum since preproposed intermixing of VHF and
Guard Armory, Washington. No
UHF channels would retard de- in time (see story this page).
war days. All of the CBS previous
word
had
been
received
by
FCC
velopment of UHF and impede set Equipment is to be moved right
postwar color work was done in
sales in the communities involved.
away to Washington where the at week's end as to whether AT&T
the UHF frequencies.
would supply a 4.5 mc coaxial cable
transmitter, studios and facilities
The network contended it is posThe colored images are broadcast
as
requested
for
the
experiment
sible to allocate additional VHF
of
RCA-NBC's
WNBW
(TV)
are
via
the mechanical revolving filter
available.
[Closed Circuit, July 25]. The
channels to many mai-kets which
system
developed by CBS during
cable
would
allow
comparison
with
need them, and also requested that
It was learned that the contindirect air pickup of the colorcasts
the war years, refined and adapted
uing research on color TV at RCA
the forthcoming hearing be conducted in two parts: The first has reached the point that it is de- by WMAL-TV and direct pickup at for use with a 6 mc band instead
the
sirable to bring some laboratory
devoted to general questions, the
nals. Armory of the WMAR-TV sig- of the 16 mc band used in the netsecond to specific allocations.
work's immediate postwar experiapparatus into the field for prelimIn a speech before the Music
inary tests. It was revealed furments. CBS TV engineers and ofThe
experimental
grant
to
RCA's
W3XEP last week at Camden was
Industry Convention in New York
ther that RCA has reached a point
ficials are receiving the current
on Thursday (see story page 28), beyond that demonstrated two for investigation of 6 mc color
color broadcasts on either the color
Vice President John W. Craig of years ago by following the same
transmission on Channel 10 (192- sets built by Zenith or on blackAvco Mfg. Corp. advised his lis- basic principles shown then. The
198 mc) during periods when
teners not to expect UHF stations
electronic system was shown at WCAU-TV
(Continued on -page 81 )
Philadelphia is not
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kine- the laboratory companies involved.
TV
scope film prints and newsreels ap- Those laboratories, largest in the
peared to be in grave danger of world, also make the bulk of the
being cut off by the threatened
prints shown in moving picture
strike of 1,800 film laboratory
theatres throughout the country.
technicians in 17 New York laboraSimilar installations in Hollywood
tories when Broadcasting went to and Chicago are said to be smaller.
press.
John J. Francavilla, president
At press time no break in the and business manager of Local 702,
deadlock between union and manMotion Picture Laboratory Techniagement had taken place to head
cians, lATSE, AFL, said that if the
oflF the strike scheduled for mid- strike should occur it would be imnight yesterday (Sunday). Nego- posible for films usually processed
tiations between the two sides had in New York to be shipped to either
ended Tuesday.
Hollywood or Chicago for processAlthough Federal Conciliator
ing. He explained that since labs
J. R. Mandelbaum was making
in those cities were manned by
every effort to find a basis for get- members of lATSE, those labs
ting the two sides back around a would not be in a position to handle
conference table, this had not ma"struck" work. They would merely
terialized Friday.
handle their usual work loads.
Networks acknowledged that in
"Our quarrel is not with televithe event of a strike they would be
sion companies nor with television
unable to service stations with
networks," said Mr. Francavilla.
kinescope films. The networks
farm out the making of prints to "We know they are concerned by
telephone calls we've received. But
we feel the laboi-atories are leaving
us no alternative by their adamant
RTDG BOARD
position. We're sorry if their cusHolds Three-Day Meet
tomers, like the television networks,
THE PRACTICE by networks of
deducting a portion of commercial
union's main demand is for
getThehurt."
fees paid to directors of sponsored
a 32-hour work-week at the pay for
programs was hit by the Radio and a 40-hour week. The union claims
Television Directors Guild's nathis is necessary as a spread-thetional board at a three-day meeting
work device because technological
in New York ending July 24.
improvements in the industry have
The RTDG condemned the pracresulted in forcing many of its
tice as a "kickback." A spokesman
for the guild said the rate of de- members to work short weeks.
ductions taken by networks
amounts often to 25% of the commercial fee— equal sometimes to the
director's staff salary.
The board also took cognizance
BLACKLIST
of the radio blacklist issue which
INVESTIGATION
into the aldeveloped out of the resignation recently of Guildsman William McD.
leged blacklist firing of Radio Director William McD. Sweets was
Sweets from the Phillips H. Lord
Inc., show packagers (See story started last week by the Radio
and Television Directors Guild.
this page). The board authorized
On Tuesday a committee of the
President Lester O'Keefe to appoint a committee to meet and co- RTDG, under leadership of Lester
operate with the New York local O'Keefe, national president, called
committee investigating the re- at the Phillips H. Lord Inc. office
in New York to see what it could
ported blacklist.
do in the Sweets case. RTDG did
The guild approved contracts ne- not
announce the results of the
gotiated for directors at WPIX
meeting but a union spokesman
(TV) New York, WJZ-TV New
York, KNX Hollywood, and for said the purpose of the session was
New York directors at MBS.
to obtain the facts in the resignation of Mr. Sweets from the Lord
It elected Mel Williamson, HollyCounterspy and Gangbusters
wood, first vice president; Ernest
shows.
Ricca, New York, third vice presiThe Lord office has claimed he
dent, and Earl McGill, New York,
treasurer.
resigned for other work. He claims
he was fired for political activity
and because agencies and sponsors
brought pressure to bear on the
ASCAP Extends
Lord outfit as the aftermath of
letters from listeners and organizaASCAP board, meeting Thursday,
tions protesting his alleged Comextended for another month its TV
munist sympathies.
licenses, granting full use of all
In seeking the facts, said the
ASCAP music on video programs
guild spokesmen, the committee
through Aug. 31. Negotiations
was merely implementing two resonow in progress between NAB and
lutions of its New York local in a
ASCAP committees will determine
the rates to be paid for these resolution which called the Sweets
rights, which will be retroactive to dismissal "gross injustice" and
authorized a committee to bring the
Jan. 1, 1949.
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t
processing Labs Hi
For over a week all the laboratories affected have had strike notices posted on their bulletin boards.
The notice says:
"To all members of 702 lATSE:
"Pursuant to authority granted
by the membership, the executive
board of this local union has declared a strike in this laboratory
effective midnight July 31, 1949."
The union expects to begin picketing at the midnight hour at three
plants which have midnight shifts:
Pathe, De Luxe Labs and Paramount News. The other plants will
be manned by pickets the following
morning, said Mr. Francavilla. The
union has made arrangements for
three strike headquarters, two of
them in New York and a third atop
the fire house at Fort Lee, N. J.,
where Consolidated Film Labs, a
subsidiary of Republic Pictures, is
situated.
Steps taken after the severing
of relations Tuesday included a
meeting on Wednesday between
Conciliator Mandelbaum and the
employers group, headed by Joseph
E. McMahon of Republic Pictures.
This was followed by a meeting of
the employers Thursday afternoon.
As that meeting was going on, it
was said by the union that only a
reversal of the employers stand
could avert the strike. The union
said the employers stand was that
it would offer nothing that would
increase operating expenses.

RTDG

Committee

EXTENSIONS
Denied In Two Cases
APPLICATION for extension of
completion date of WPDQ-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., was dismissed
by FCC last week at the request
of the station. Deletion of the permit for the TV outlet now is virtually automatic.
Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp.,
which also operates AM station
WPDQ there, was given dismissal
of its TV extension bid without
prejudice. The extension request
had been set for hearing to determine if diligence had been exercised in construction of the TV
station [Broadcasting, May 9].
Meanwhile, the Commission last
week took pction also in two other
TV cases. FCC denied the extension
bid of WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.,
"on basis of apparent lack of dilipermittee."
sion setgence ofaside
its actionTheof CommisJune 29,
denying extension to KTLX (TV)
Phoenix, Ariz., and upon the station's
petition granted extension to
Nov. 27.

!
j.

;

s
I
I
WJIM-TV, owned by WJIM Inc. ;
which operates AM station WJIM
Lansing, was given 20 days in which
to
request hearing
for '
additional
time to upon
build its
its bid
facilities. Comr. George E. Sterling
voted to grant the request for
extension.
\
KTLX, owned by Phoenix Television Co., informed the Commission it has invested some $67,500 in
construction of its facilities and
that it would be on the air with test
pattern in 90 days and ready for
commercial operation within 120
days.

Starts

Investigation

resolution to the notice of the Lord
office [Broadcasting, July 18].
Since the same resolution also
mentioned contacting the sponsors
and agencies involved in the two
Sweets-directed shows, it was expected that next step of the RTDG
committee will be to attempt to
meet with representatives of those
organizations. Gangbusters is under General Foods sponsorship
through Young & Rubicam while
Counterspy is sponsored by PepsiCola through Blow Co.
New Development

VOF's executive secretary sent
networks." to RTDG and AFRA as
messages
follows:

Introduction of the Guild's national board into the blacklist inquiry was a new development. The
board met in New York for three
days ending July 24 (see story
this page) and as part of its business discussed the alleged blacklist.
The board then authorized President O'Keefe to appoint a committee to meet and cooperate with the
fact-finding committee of the New
York local. After a report by the
national committee on the facts, the
national is to take action. Commitappointments
Mr. O'Keefe
were:teeTom
Bennet,byMurray
Bolen,
Lyle Barnhart, Charles Vanda,
Mel Williamson, Hal Miller, Oliver
Nicoll.

"Radio listeners are interested in
the talent and not in the race, religion, or political beliefs of writers,
directors and performers.
vital andandimportant
a "Radio
medium isfortooeducation
culture
for the public to permit it to be
stifled by blacklists.
"You can count on the complete
support
our 2,500inmonitors
throughout the ofcountry
any action
you
undertake to oppose this new device
for censorship of the air."
In union and agency circles
there also was general disbelief
about the existence of a blacklist.
It was felt, however, that the
Sweets matter had to be investigated because of his prominence
as a radio worker and former guild
president and member of its national board.

Also supporting the inquiry into ^
the alleged blacklist are AFRA and J
National Assn. of Broadcast Un- ,
ions and Guilds.
Further support was lent the
unions last week by the Voice of
Freedom Committee, the organization under chairmanship of Author
Dorothy Parker which sets itself
up as tors"ato democratize
national network
monithe of
national
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Reported

By L. E. Parsons
E'
LIT
TEL
'SA
ATV
SATELLITE television "station" which he believes to be the answer
foreseen by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy in his "railroad system of television" speech at the NAB Convention in Chicago has been developed
by L. E. (Ed) Parsons, manager of KAST Astoria, Ore.
He has designed and installed
in the area. Astoria not only is 125
equipment which, he says, picks up
miles and a mountain range away
the signals of KRSC-TV Seattle,
from Seattle, but also is at sea
125 miles distant across a 3,000-foot
level.
mountain range, and re-sends them
Mr. Parsons said his developvia private lines to other receivers
scattered through the Astoria comment was prompted by his wife's
munity.
insistence on "pictures with her
He told Broadcasting he has
radio." The "network" to other
homes and establishments resulted
also constructed and is now confrom public demand. He said about
ducting laboratory tests on a 500mc transmitter which he plans to 30 sets are now in use.
Mr. Parsons said the equipment
employ for rebroadcasts. He said
consists of especially designed amhe would apply to FCC for authorplifiers and converters for receiving
ity to operate it as soon as the
current tests are completed.
on Channel 5, with output on Channel 2. He told Broadcasting the
Few Astoria television set ownquality of receotion is equal to that
ers can tune KRSC-TV because
there are few good reception points
ordinarily received in primary service areas "except for some slight
fade
in clear weather."
ADVERTEST PLANS
Discussing his new transmitter,
Measuring TV Spot Impact
he said he "will use three receivingunits in diversity setup to eliminate
TELEVISION section of Adverfade and heterodyne system of
test Research last week released
details of a plan for measuring the modulation of transmitter."
FCC authorities in Washington
impact of TV spot commercials.
declined
to comment on the develThe system rates spot commercials according to (1) the number
opment pending receipt of official
notificafion and details from Mr.
of persons who can recall viewing
an advertisement, (2) number of Parsons or the FCC field engineers
persons who can recall the chanin that area.
nel on which they viewed the adMr. Parsons, however, felt his
vertisement, (3) number of persystem might be the means of carsons who can recall the time when
rying television to hundreds of
they viewed the advertisement, and
towns which cannot support a reg(4) the number of persons who can
recall the content or format of the
ular TV operation or are off the
advertisement.
main coaxial lines.

Ohio Games on TV
ALL FIVE HOME football games
of Ohio State U. will be telecast
this fall by Crosley Broadcasting's
WLWC (TV) Columbus under
sponsorship of Columbus Chevrolet distributors, according to Sta-

tion Manager James Leonard.
WLWC will start with the OSU
opener with Missouri Sept. 24.
WLWC Director of Sports Joe Hill
will do descriptions. OSU will receive $1,500 each game for telecast
rights.

DIFFERENCE
and engineer's
is explained to Farbetween
Eastern monitor
visitors screen
by Commdr.
Mortimer oscillograph
W. Loewi (center),
director
TV Network.
on tour
of DuMont's
station,ofWABDDuMont
New York,
are (I to Guests
r) Shigenao
Nakamura,
chief. key
Foreign
News Div., Toyko; Jiro Nanye, chief. Program Operating Board, Toyko,
and Jun Ho Bae, Korean announcer and script writer.

Black Video Picture Tube
ZENITH

Planned

for New

Sets

BLACK TV picture tube, replacing the standard white and permitting
a hike in clarity and contrasting tone values, will be introduced by
Zenith Radio Corp. in Chicago today (Monday).
This was revealed
last week by Commdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president, as
he addressed stockholders at their
★
annual meeting Tuesday.
feature has been included in the
The new "Glare-Ban Black" tube
past models.
will appear on all new Zenith modMr. McDonald introduced the
els, and will be introduced in national markets shortly. Same sets with
first production model of "The
Miniature," hearing aid device now
white tubes sell for $10 less, Mr.
being manufactured, which will
McDonald said. Developed on the
sell for $75. He said the firm exprinciple that "you can't get proper
pects to continue expansion in this
picture contrast by drawing on a
phase of its operations.
white blackboard with white chalk,"
All 11 officers of the corporation
the new tube provides "all shades
were re-elected at the meeting,
from dead black to brilliant white."
as were the following directors:
At the same time, it "reduces
Mr. McDonald, Ralph Hubbart,
glare on a video picture that can
be viewed as comfortably in a Karl E. Hassel, Hugh Robertson,
lighted room as a picture on the Frank A. Miller, Irving Herriott
and Irving Allen.
wall," the president said. He
Zenith Radio Corp. stockholders
estimated the tube increases picture clarity in lighted rooms 60 7f. also voted approval of a contract
between the manufacturing firm
The black tube "will be even more
and Television Entertainment Corp.
widely copied in the industry than
Inc., by which the latter gets
our giant circle screen," he predicted. The commander also told exclusive rights for promotion and
stockholders that the new Zenith
licensing of Phonevision.
TECO, recently incorporated by
line will incorporate provision for
the State of Illinois, was organtuning the FCC's proposed 42
new channels in the UHF, as well
ized to handle Phonevision bookings.
as the present 12 in the VHF. This
BROADCASTING
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EXCHANGING greetings before New
York- Washington Firemen's benefit
baseball game at Griffith Stadium,
Washington, are (I to r) Eugene S.
Thomas, WOlC (TV) Washington gen.
mgr.; Washington Fire Chief J. S.
Mayhew, and Wash B. Williams,
pres., American Sales Corp., local
Schlitz beer distributor. Schlitz
sponsored telecast on WOlC.

PROUDLY displaying sign looking
toward start of KBTV (TV) Dallas by
Sept. 1 are (I to r) Lou Pett, DuMont
TV sales engineer; Tom Potter, KBTV
owner, and Fred Knieff, International Derrick & Equipment Co. sales
representative. DuMont is manufacturing and installing KBTV trans^^^^
^^^^

tion
will equipment.
be on ChannelSta-8.
mission

a
TERFIELDS
CHES
SIXTY
DAYS to 60 seconds is the more people are smoking more and
ratio between the time of preparation and the time needed to telecast more Chesterfields."
Opening with a line-up of Chesthe video film commercial based
terfield packages apparently extending back to infinity, or at least
on the selling theme: "More and
beyond the horizon [top picture],
the film shifts to a short sequence
of factories whose buildings and
chimneys alike contract and expand
in their concentrated effort to produce enough Chesterfields to meet
the growing demand [picture 2].
From the factories run tiny trains
whose cars, seen in close-up, turn
out to be built of Chesterfield packages, traveling across the country
with a varying landscape in the
background.
Suddenly the viewer beholds a
map of the U. S. completely covered
with packs of Chesterfields which
are almost immediately snatched
from the scene by dozens of hands
[picture 3]. More packs, forming
the letters ABC, are as swiftly

video

spot

U

Bom

grabbed by eager hands. A blueprint is pierced by a flag, then a
building, and a new plant modeled
on the new Chesterfield factory in
Durham, N. C. [picture 4], joins
the pulsating line of Chesterfield
production points. The picture
ends with a mound of earth rising
from a map, a giant pack of Chesterfields rising through the mound
and several cigarettes rising from
the pack [picture 5].
Ben Franklin, who produced the
film for Newell-Emmett Co., New
York, Chesterfield agency, made
scores of models and moved them
hundreds of times to get the 1,440
separate photographs which make
up the one-minute film. Using
"stop-motion" technique, he and his
assistants set up a scene, such asthe factory area, photographed it
once, moved the pieces a fraction
of an inch, photographed them
again, and repeated the process
painstakingly over and over. To

HOFFBERG PRODUCTIONS, New
New York, Mr. Gershmann will
York, has announced that it will discuss new series of nine Ford TV
shortly release 13 feature films of subjects with officials of J. Walter
from 20 to 45 minutes each for tele- Thompson Co. Series to be built
vision programming. Included in around "Dr. Suess" characters. . . .
Agencies and prospective sponsors
group is "Panic at Madame Tuswill receive eight-page brochure
saud's," thriller, in setting of London's famous waxworks, as well as from United Videogram, Minneapolis, outlining content of its TV
"Memories of Shakespeare," biogpackages. Specials offered include
raphy of Bard of Avon, and "The
Works of Chai-les Dickens," comone-minute animated "Videogram,"
bining life story of Dickens and exspot and partially animated comtracts from his works. . . . Remercials, 5,10, 15 and 20-minute
cently formed TEEVEE Inc., Holly- feature films. Same firm is offerwood, has released three television
ing The Marines'
to national
advertisers
for fall War
sponsorship,
for
trailers, two one-minute and one
five-minute, for use by movie ex$130,000. Series includes 13 chapters, with 200,000 feet of Marine
hibitors in TV cities for promotion
Corps and captured Japanese comof "Roseanna McCoy."
bat films, edited on basis of book
Alex North, composer, is preparby same name written by Fletcher
ing musical scores for three documentary films being produced on Pratt, military historian. According to Otis Carney, Videogram
location in Venezuela by Princeton
Film Center, Princeton, N. J. Re- president, series shows Pacific war
lease of productions is planned for through all stages, atomic bombings and Bikini tests. Chapters
early fall, when last of films
supplemented with Navy shots
"Transportation — Symbol of Prog- are
and newsreel clips. Based on
ress" is completed under direction
$10,000 per chapter exf^f H*>n\var Rodak'ewicz. . . . Jerry charges clusiveofof time
fees, cost per 1,000
Fairbanks Inc., HollyAvood, is setviewers (assuming 2,500,000 sets
ting up special division for handling
in use by end of year) is estimated
film
in both toNew
York ' at one cent per thousand. Over
pnd commercials
Chicago. Decision
establish
period, Mr. Carney estiproduction units in each city three-year
mates cost will drop.
springs from inferior local producJames B. Harris, president of
tion of spots, according to Mr.
Flamingo Films, New York, and
Fairbanks.
Sam
Goldwyn
is
producing.
David L. Woper, secretary, are
spending Aueust and September
Edward L. Gershmann, vice president and business manager of on tour of 85 cities to visit 100
TV stations, either operating or
United Productions of America,
under construction. Tour is in line
Hollywood, is currently on three
with company policy of personal
week trip of Chicago, New York
to boost television
and Washington to show firm's representation
latest television output. While in film sales.
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make a chimney puff required turning out on lathes a dozen models
in various stages of distension.
Photographed, assembled and
projected at normal speed, the inanimate objects come to life for the
viewer in a way that dramatically
drives home the words of the announcer about Chesterfields and the
way more and more people are
smoking more and more of them.

SPEiDEL SIGNS
Sponsors Ed Wynn Show
SPEIDEL CORP., Providence, R. I.
(watch bands), after considering
two television shows last week
[Broadcasting, July 25], has
signed a 52 week contract with
CBS for sponsorship of the network's Ed Wynn Show, Thursday,
9-9:30 p.m., on the full CBS-TV
network through its agency, Cecil
& Presbrey, New York.
The other show under consideration by the advertiser was the Ritz
Brothers, kinescoped and presented
by their other agency HirshonGarfield.
The latter agency during the
week-end of July 23-25 hired an impartial sm-vey agency. Fact Finders
Inc., to discover the television
show most preferred for fall presentation. The survey was conducted in New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia and Providence among
a total of 520 people. They were
asked, "Which of the following
seven shows wouM you prefer to
see on video in the fall?" The results were as follows: first, Joe E.
Brown (a show also under option
by Hirshon-Garfield but not submitted to Speidel) ; second, the Ritz
Brothers; third, Victor Moore;
fourth, Ed Wynn (the show Speidel
bought); fifth, Bobby Clark; sixth,
Bert Lahr, and seventh, Henny
Youngman. In Chicago and Philadelphia, Joe E. Brown was first; in
New York the Ritz Brothers came
out first, and in Providence, Victor
Moore was designated first choice.
In addition to the video show
Speidel also sponsors a segment of
St<yn the Music on ABC through
Cecil & Presbrey.
VIDEO HOOPERS
Second Network Report Out

SECOND Network TV Hooperating report was released last
Wednesday, and covers 33 video
cities, Indianapolis and San Diego
having been added since the preGodfrey's
Talent
Scouts vious
and month.
Cavalcade
of Sports
were not rated, having been off the
air for all or part of June.
The first five network Teleratings
(TV are:home-based estimates)
for June
1. Texaco S+ar Theatre
(94 NBC-TV cities 1
80.2
2. Godfrey & Friends
(96 CBS-TV cities) 42.0
3. The Go'dhergs
(11 CBS-TV cities) 41.7
4. combined
StoD the 1 Music (8-9 p.m.
(10 ABC-TV
5. Toast
of Towncities) 40.1
(17 CBS-TV cities) 40.0
BROADCASTING
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niques
Thornburgh Outlines Coverage Tech
SP^^R TS
By VERNON
(RED) THORNBURGH
cameras are set up on the same
be covered is small, and two camcamera two is the bowler's followDIRECTOR OF SPORTS
eras more than adequate.
through and his facial expression
side of the court (in order not
WLWT (TV) CINCINNATI
at the resulting shot
However, before approaching the to confuse the televiewer at home)
TELEVISION, as used at WLWT
The location of camera one on subject of televising indoor events,
a criss-cross shot at times provides
Cincinnati, provides the bowling
the bowling lane was 25 feet from
the few facts and figures on River
the best pictures.
viewer with a new look at the ex- the foul line and 12 feet above
Downs are : seating capacity is
The Xavier U. field house with
perts. Few people heretofore could the lane, facing the pit. Camera
a
capacity
seating of 5,000 was the
10,000
people
and
a
one-mile
oval
see bowlers make the approach
two is located on a stand six feet track. The location of camera
scene of our telecasting of basketand delivery down the alley since above the bowling lane and eight one is on the roof of the grandball games. Two cameras were
the stands at their best provide feet from the pit, facing the apstand 72 feet above the track
used on a platform built in the
only a side view. In televising a
and directly over the finish wire, rafters 42 feet from the floor,
proach. Four banks of five-300
bowling match, we place our watt lights were required, three
57 feet from the edge of the court
using
135 lens
andwas430mm
lenses. 50,
The" 90,
430mm
used
WLWT cameras so that every tele- banks over the approach and one
and centered over midcourt. Camera one used 50, 90, 135 and
to catch the start and back-stretch
viewer has a "pin boy" view of the over the bowling pit.
bowler: i.e., a head-on, down-the220mm lenses, while camera two
Television
of
harness
racing
folalley view of the approach and
lowed asimilar pattern, except that VIDEO coverage of sporting
used 50, 90, 135 and 330mm lenses.
delivery.
the physical layout of Carthage
In telecasting billiards, the job
events
at
WLWT
Cincinnati
is
diWLWT sets up camera one be- Fair Grounds makes a different
can be done by one camera. In
rected
by
Vernon
(Red)
Thornhind the bowling approach, which
boxing and wrestling the setup
more advantacatches a good rear view of the camera placement
the station's director of
geous. Cameras are mounted in sports. burgh,
The techniques used by the is almost identical, since the area
bowler walking into position. When
the stands, one above the other.
covered is the same and the acBroadcacting Corp.'s outthe ball leaves the bowler's hand,
tion is roughly similar. However,
The Carthage Fair Grounds is Crosley
let in telecasting football and basecamera two is switched on. Camwe usually employ two cameras.
a half-mile oval dirt track with a
ball appeared in Broadcasting,
ei-a two, mounted over the alley
Boxing matches and wrestling
right behind the pins, catches the 6,000 seating capacity. For har- July 25. This second in a two
ness racing in the afternoon no article series covers the station's are telecast from Cincinnati's
ball rolling down the alley and
techniques for telecasting harness
Music Hall Sports Arena for the
hitting the pins. Also caught by lights were used. However, eve- and
horse racing, bowling and
indoor events and the Parkway
ning shows required the use of
Arena for the outdoor events. The
other indoor events.
two banks of four 1,000 watt
Music Hall seats 5,000 people with
lamps. The camera-positions
were : camera number one is
a battery of 12 1,500 watt lamps
15 feet from the track at a 12 running while the 135nim was
over
the ring. By using safeused to catch the finish. Camera
way camera stands, 10 feet high,
foot height overlooking the track.
two
location
was
40
feet
above
the
Camera number two is 25 feet
four feet by six feet, located about
and 250 feet below the finish
from the track and sweeps the track
wire. This camera uses 50, 90, 125 feet from the ring and just
track from a vantage point 38
in front of the balcony we block
BOWLING
3S0mm lenses.
no seats. The cameras used the
feet high. Camera one shoots the 135In and
basketball
television,
WLWT
start of the race and the finish in
boxing.
same lenses for wrestling and
used two cameras set up on each
the stretch. Camera number two, side
of the center stripe, both on
with 17-inch lens, covers the backthe same side of the court. The
The Parkway Arena, where outstretch action.
cameras are mounted between 20
door events are held, has a seatSimilarly, the horse show at and 100 feet from the side lines,
ing capacity of 4,000. It has a
the Carthage Fair Grounds was
bank of nine 1,500 watt lamps.
depending upon the sizes of the We located our cameras on our
telecast by placing both cameras
court.
Cameras
range
from
10
15 feet from the track and 12 to 50 feet above the playing court, mobile unit, parked outside 75 feet
feet high, 25 feet apart on each
depending upon the size of the from the ring and from a 20 foot
side of the judges stand. The
court. Cameras range from 10 to high vantage point.
wide angle lenses are used with
Whenever possible, I have pre50 feet above the playing field de220 mm lens for close-ups. For
ceded each sporting match with
(river downs)
pending
upon
the
heights
of
the
television purposes the horse show
(Continued on page 63)
stands
from
the
floor.
Since
both
RACING
is conducted directly within that
track area at night which is lighted
by the banks of lamps.
In a pre-game warmup Mr. Thornburgh explains a basketball play to
At River Downs race track
the WLWT audience.
where we set up cameras three
times weekly during the summer
race season of 1948 the pictures
were varied and dramatic. Camera one was mounted atop the
grandstand roof, in direct line
with the finish wire. This camera
caught a "photo finish" shot of
each race just as the horses crossed
MOBIU UNIT
the wire. Camera two was mounted
in the corner of the club house
(CARTHAGE FAIRGROUND)
some 40 feet above the track and
about 250 feet below the finish
line. This camera catches a good
horse^ shows
head-on view of the horses as
they hit the stretch and I invariably switch to camera one for
harness'racing
the actual finish. Camera two
also pans straight down for the
parade of horses from the stables
into the backstretch, catching
much of the pre-race color of
the track.
Indoor events on television require only two cameras. Occasion(PARKWAY arena)
ally three are used to afford more
variety of angles and pictures.
WRESTUNG-t BOXING
Usually, however, the area to
BROADCASTING
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 18)

FOR

feminine commercials. Other dramatic talent was recruited from the

SMAUT

U. of Washington
and Penthouse
Seattle's
famous
Showboat and
Theatres.

TELEVISION

During the war, Mr. Heverly's
advertismg career was interrupted,
but not his radio experience. In
1943 he was radio engineer with
the Alaska Communications System, supervising the installation of
shortwave transmitters in underground, bomb-proof stations in
Seattle and Anchorage, Alaska.
The following year he served as
electrical instructor at Boeing's
B-29 Superfortress school in Seattle, where he instructed Air Force
officers and men in maintenance and
repair of B-29 electrical equipment.
For a time, John taught commercial script writing at the Rex
Radio
in Seattle,
and that's
when heSchool
formulated
the philosophy
he expresses today:
"It is regrettable that there are
still so many weak commercials
heard on the air, even on some network shows. Spots that fail to
hold listener interest, or are even
boring at times, cannot be expected
to do the bang-up selling job of
which
is capable."
John radio
hammers
his ideas home

COMMERCIALS

RESPONSIBILITY
o

GET PRICES
FROM
VIDEO
VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU
ORDER FILMS

VIDEO
SYMBOL OF I VARIETIES
CORPORATION

OFFICE
41 E. 50th ST.
STUDIOS
510 W. 57th ST.
NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL 8-1162

RESPONSIBILITY

with a capsule prescription: "The
perfect commexcial," he says, "is
the one that paints a word picture
of a benefit . . . and leaves a
thought and an impulse in the listener's mind. The key to a good
commercial is association, suggestion and selfish benefits for the listener, connected in a logical and
pleasant manner with the sponsor's

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
Nation's Leading TV Stations
OFFERS
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For further information and completel
list, write to
lommoniuEflLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
•

Bank of California. John is curcently examining radio and television possibilities for these and
other accounts for the fall season.
Born Jan. 3, 1911, John was educated at Waterloo High School and
Iowa State. His hobbies include
tennis and swimming. He and his
wife have an apartment in downtown Seattle.
SCHOOL EQUIPMENT
RMA Committee Includes TV
MEMBERS of the School Equipment Committee of Radio Mfrs.
Assn. to serve for 1949-50 were appointed July 22 by RMA President
Raymond C. Cosgrove. The committee has been working in cooperation with the U. S. Office of
Education on equipment for school
use. A. K. Ward, of the RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J. succeeds Lee McCanne, StrombergCarlson Co., Rochester, N. Y., as
chairman
following
Mr. chairman
McCanne'sis
resignation.
The vice
H. G. Kobick, of the Webster Electric Co., Racine Wis. Sidney Jurin,
retary.
Tele King Corp., New York, is secother members of the committee are
assigned: to three operating sections as
follows
Classroom Receiver Section: Maurice
Levi, chairman, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., New York; Lee
McCanne,
Stromberg-Carlson
Co.,
Rochester; Sydney
Jurin, Tele King
Corp., New York.
Sound Equipment Section: A. R.
Royle,
Stromberg-Carlson
Co.; H. chairman,
Scott Killgore,
Collins Radio
Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa; A. Shanes,
Talk-A-Phone Co., Chicago; A. V.
Samuelson, Operadio Mfrg. Co., St.
Charles,
George
Co., Long 111.;
Island
City,Silber,
N. Y. Rek-O-Kut
Television
Section:
John
H. Gansenhuber, chairman, Western Electric
Co.,
New York; Fred Fischer, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Baltimore; Dana Pratt,
RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.
Swift's TV

24
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Mr. Heverly must have a tight
product."
grip
on that key, because since he
joined Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner in October 1945, he has
handled most of the agency's radio
work, including the elaborate series of public service spots plugging traffic safety [Broadcasting,
March 28]. This series, produced
for Olympia Brewing Co., is one

of the heaviest spot campaigns in
the history of Washington radio,
and has evoked favorable comment
from stations, safety experts and
the client in the short time it has
been running.
Other Heverly accounts include
Bendiksen's
Oysters
and theofSeattle and Tacoma
branches
the
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WLWT
Sponsors Double
DOUBLING of advertisers in the
six months period from January to
June is reported by WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati. Greatest increase was
in local advertisers, with 50 sponsoring spot announcements, programs or participations in June as
compared to 16 in January. Ex^
eluding spots, commercial hours
during this period increased from
17 hours and 44 minutes per week
in January to 34 hours and 25 minutes per week in June, according
to an analysis by WLWT's research department. The station
averaged 5 hours and 40 minutes
daily on the air, excluding test
pattern time. Total telecast hours
during the six months period increased from 65 hours and 34 minutes to 80 hours and 3 minutes per
week, including test pattern time.

View

SWIFT & CO., Chicago, "is staying out of bigtime television for
the time being," Vernon Beatty,
advertising manager, said in commenting on the Aug. 4 cancellation
of The Swift Show with Lanny
Ross (Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m. CDT)
on NBC-TV from New York.
Asked for reasoning behind the
move,
Mr. Beatty
said you
"the get
expense
connected
with what
had
something to do with it." Swift
will continue to sponsor lowerbudget TV shows, most of which
will be local, he said. Agency is
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
PHILADELPHIA Phillies, National
League baseball club, has granted
permission to Palmer School, Philaof fans'
reaction delphia,
to to make
numbersurvey
of questions,
among them : "Do you think TV has
been harmful to baseball attendance ?"

RADOX
RATINGS
TV, Radio Reports Are Speedy
SPEED of Radox ratings has been
demonstrated twice in Philadelphia
by Sindlinger & Co. Inc.
On Tuesday evening, July 12,
within 10 minutes after the much
heralded Meehan-Dilworth debate
on local issues went off the air [see
adjacent story], ratings for each
15 minute period on the size of the
radio and television audience of
the program in Philadelphia were
released. At 10:15 the Philadelphia Inquirer was on the street
with the story — 45 minutes after
the program went off the air.
On Wednesday evening, President Truman spoke to the nation
from 10:30 until 11:00. At 11:12
the story of the minute-by-minute
ratings of the address was released to the wire services and
to the Philadelphia papers.
The midnight edition of the
Philadelphia Inquirer carried the
story which pointed out the fact
that the local Meehan-Dilworth debate had twice the radio and television audience as that of the
President.
INDUSTRIAL
Announces New TV Products
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION INC.
is ready to produce combination
VHF-UHF television receivers, according to Horace Atwood Jr., ITI
president. The all-band receiver
will cover the present 12 VHF
channels and the entire UHF range
from 470 to 890 mc with continuous tuning, he said, adding that
no increase in cabinet size will be
needed. ITI is making a converter
to permit UHF reception by present VHF sets, but Mr. Atwood emphasized that the converter system
would not give the same quality
reception
as the integrated VHFUHF receiver.
ITI also has announced a new
multivision amplifier, IT-53A, permitting use of a multivision antenna system in the largest multiple dwelling installations but requiring less than a third as many
tubes as were required by previous
antenna amplifiers. New system
does not require any tuning adjustments as all channels are covered
without use of separate channel
amplifiers, Mr. Atwood explained.
Future UHF channels will be
handled by a converter unit which
changes the frequency of the UHF
station to an unused VHF channel.
Navy Station Deleted
AFTER nearly a half-century of
operation,
Navy's
radioDiego,
station at Pointthe
Loma,
near San
was decommissioned late in June,
the Eleventh Naval District public
information office, San Diego, has
announced. Ceremonies for the decommissioning, held June 24, included the ground breaking for a
new building
at radio
the Navy
tronics Lab. The
station Elechad

been operating since 1907.
BROADCASTING
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BANK

TV SET
New Customer Service

A TELEVISION receiver is changing banking habits at the Bayside
National Bank, Jamaica, L. I.,
N. Y.
Installed as a customer convenience and featured banking service,
a 16-inch Crosley receiver is reportedly popular with young and
old alike, according to Alvan B.
Fehn, vice president of Bayside
National Bank. He also said "the
other day we had to delay the closing of the bank while a gray-haired
woman watched the ending of a
show."
Situated so it can be viewed
from all parts of the bank lobby,
the receiver has resulted in an immeasurable increase in traffic in
the bank, Mr. Fehn said. The set
is popular with children and the
parents like it too, he said, because
it gives the youngsters something
to do while bank business is being
transacted.
The set is most popular on Monday evenings when the bank is open
from 6-8 p.m., Mr. Fehn explained,
and many requests have been received to extend night banking
hours.

TV set in bank lobby keeps customers happy.
CHESSE ON TV
Noted Puppeteer Has Unit
TELEVISION field now includes
nationally prominent marionettist
Ralph Chesse who has established
Ealph Chesse's Marionettes, TV
Unit, 218 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.
In addition to complete workshop
facilities for all phases of marionette production, Mr. Chesse has a
stage set especially designed for
taking of movies for video spots
or serials.
For 10 years Mr. Chesse operated the Marionette Guild in San
Francisco producing adult plays
and shows for children.
Cinemascope Shown
NEW kinescope method, "cinemascope," developed by Television Recorders Inc., Hollywood, was shown
at KLAC-TV Los Angeles July 26.
Station has been working closely
with TRI in evolving a more acceptable version of kinescope.
Warner Bros, technical department
also has been working on project.
BROADCASTING

KTLA SIGNS
lATSE Contract On Coast
FIRST TV contract obtained in
the Los Angeles area by International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes has been signed
with KTLA, outlet of Paramount
Television Productions Inc. It
covers a year retroactive to June
18, 1949.
Wage increases affecting approximately 20 technical employes
range from 10 to 25',} with an
over-all average of approximately
20 7f. Top dollar per hour will
be paid to engineers at rate of
$2,331/2 descending to $1,371/2 per
hour applying to a 40-hour week.
Contiact was negotiated between
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice president; Klaus Landsberg,
West Coast director of Paramount
TV, and Carl Cooper, international
vice president of lATSE.
Among other Los Angeles stations, IBEW has KTTV and KTSL
and NABET has KFI-TV and
KNBH.

WOAI-TV HOME
Remodeling AM Building
REMODELING of the building
housing WOAI San Antonio to accommodate equipment and studios
for WOAI-TV is rapidly progressing, the station reports. WOAITV expects to begin operations before Christmas. The television
outlet will occupy the lower floor
of the present building. Charles
L. Jeffers, technical director for
WOAI and WOAI-TV, is supervising the construction.
Accommodations for WOAI-TV
will include two production studios,
one two stories in height for origination of live programs; centrally
located master conti-ol room; rehearsal and dressing rooms; set
construction and storage rooms;
announcers' booth; projection
room; transmitter control and
equipment rooms, and maintenance
shop. Highlight of the new housing will be a viewing room located
above and adjacent to Studio 1
where visitors may watch the production of television shows.
Construction of the 572-foot
tower and antenna adjacent to the
WOAI building is to start this
month. WOAI-TV is owned by the
Southland Industries Inc. and will
operate on Channel 4 (66-72 mc).
Hugh A. L. Halff is president and
general manager.
RTOG-WPIX PACT
Directors Get $115
RADIO and Television Directors
Guild and WPIX (TV) New York
have signed a contract calling for
$115 weekly for television directors,
$80 weekly for associates and floor
managers and $50 for program
assistants.
The agreement, which extends
to Dec. 31, 1950, also provides for
commercial fees for directors of
programs piped to a network and
an additional fee for programs
syndicated or sold to other stations.

• Telecasting

Here's your chance to get into television
at a low cost . . . with a high audience
rating.
WGN-TV has recently acquired the best feature
film package released to television to date . . .
thirteen outstanding first run fihns featiiring such
stars as Frederic March, Charles Laughton, Vivian
Leigh, Rex Harrison, Anabella, Paulette Goddard,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr . ,David Niven, Henry Fonda,
Edward G. Robinson and Raymond Massey.
Don't overlook this featiu-e film package. Check
any rating service you prefer . . . you'U find even
Class D feature films have a large share of audience.
Consequently, a class A picture is a sure bet for
high ratings. Here's your opportunity to sponsor
audience-building, star-studded first run pictxjres.
This is your chance to buy an hour and a half
of top-notch television advertising with adequate
commercials and sufiicient intermission time for
your product demonstration at an amazingly low
price ... a price you would ordinarily expect to pay
for a local half hoiu" show. These films will be
scheduled to meet your requirements and either
Uve or film commercials may be used.
So don't delay — take advantage of this low-cost,
highly rated offering by caUing WGN-TV today!
Be first wdth the best.

CBS

DUMONT

CHANNELQ^cmcjSo
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June Television Business
leUitatui

IN JUNE, television advertising
was used by 1,433 different advertisers— 90 more than in the previous month. The list of network
advertisers dropped from 57 to 54,
and spot advertising dropped off
slightly as the summer season set
in. Local advertisers increased
moderately, as six new stations
went on the air during the month.
These figures represent about 95
to 98':x of all TV accounts, as there
are two stations, WBAL-TV Baltimore and WHIO-TV Dayton
which do not report their accounts,
and are therefore not included in
the totals. The total number of
advertisers with these two stations
included would probably pass the
1,500 mark. The June figures include four new markets, Indianapolis, Lancaster, Oklahoma City
and San Diego. Data are compiled
in the Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising, published
monthly by the N. C. Rorabaugh
Co., New York.
Los Angeles moved to top rank
among all markets, gaining 43 accounts from May, as New York
dropped to second place, having
shown a net loss of 19 accounts.
The Los Angeles total for its six
stations is 212 accounts. The New
York total for the same number of
stations was 204 (Table II).
Philadelphia lost 17 accounts in
its three-station total, but was
third ranking among all markets

(Report 70)
TABLE I

and number of accounts is excellent.
The big advertisers have experimented with television's commercial possibilities — their number had grown from 14 to a peak
of 57 in May before the summer
layoffs began. There is optimism
for
fall TVthatseason,
everythechance
it willand
openthere's
with
more TV network accounts than
the May peak.

A YEAR OF TV PROGRESS
NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS
MARKETS & STATIONS
Reporting
NationalRegional
Retail
Network
280
18
Total
Markets
Stations
32
ReportJulyof
19
234
144
14
76
Spot
1948 June
Local113
153
236
2G
16
337
197
122
37
11
August
376
20
119
37
21
32
19
216
September
495
33
181
37
21
14
46
27
October
373
37
November
281
413
680
230
41
December
727
469
225
626
1949 January
21
February
918
46
258
54
30
May
59
23
711
958
50
267
55
30
March
TV's use as a spot medium, es614
291
57
April
pecially with film and slides, has
57
328
1,028
324
65
877
June
38
been exploited heavily during the
32
59
1,225 past year by advertisers of every
Note: Network figures34 listed above are based upon a period of 1,055
an entire month.
1,343 kind. Spot business has increased
1,433
National & Regional Spot and Local-Retail 54figures are based upon a sample week
out of each month, excepting for sports events which are reported, like network,
from 76 accounts in June 1948 to
for an entire month.
a figure four times that high — 324
with a total of 171 accounts.
spot advertisers using television.
in June 1949. As the number of
Los Angeles reported 13 new spot outlets increased, the number of
Markets in the over-lOO-accounts
group in June were, in addition to accounts in June, and New York
insertions of spot advertising has
Los Angeles, New York and Phila- 27.
also increased. It is now possible
delphia: Washington, Baltimore
In network accounts, the east- to reach the top trading markets of
ern markets of New York, Balti- America with television spot cam(incomplete report), Chicago, Detroit, Boston and Buffalo. Among
Philadelphia
and Washingpaigns— from Seattle to Miami,
ton hadmore,
about
50 each.
these,
market.only Buffalo is a one-station
June marks the end of the first and Erie, Pa., to San Diego, Calif.
The local advertisers have inIn the local field, Los Angeles year of TV advertiser reporting
creased 10-fold in the year. Startwas the only market with more
by
the
Rorabaugh
Co.,
and
TV's
ing
at
144
accounts in 11 markets,
than 100 accounts, leading all the growth in that time has astounded
rest by a sizeable margin. Next the doubting Thomases. Table I an average of 7.2 for each of the
ranking markets in local business
shows in solid terms what tele- 20 outlets, there are now 16.1 local
advertisers on the hypothetical
were Washington and Philadelphia
vision's growth has meant. The
with 67 and 64 local users of tele- number of markets having TV out- national average station.
vision advertising.
The list of agencies handling
lets is now 3% times last June's
New York led in spot advertis- total of 11. The number of oper- network accounts is now 37 names
ating
commercial
stations
has
ing with Philadelphia, Chicago and
long, and the list of advertising
Los Angeles next in number of tripled.
agencies handling spot business
Though TV seems even more
has reached a total of more than
TABLE II
hard hit than AM in the summer's
long, hot months, its record for its 230, including branches of the
TV ADVERTISERS BY MARKETS
Mav
first year in advertising revenue
No. of
same agency in different cities.
Gain
Markets
Reporting Net.
or
June
Loc.
Total
(Loss)
Stations
Covered
Total
121
Spot
19
6
1
2
6
Albuquerque..
503
(7)1
12659
2
28
58
Atlanta
TELEVISION MARKETING
(5)
2
133
♦Baltimore
19
30
102
2
44
37
113
Boston
32
118
24
96
Fidler Lauds Medium at Stanford U.
138
1
5253
Buffalo
109
18
4
43
52
54
149
9
Chicago
2
Cincinnati
36
83
13
53
Cleveland
2
4310
2520
2817
96
100
(4)
16
"THE question, 'Have the forces the other facets and branches of
Columbus
1
13
12
42
35
48
26
(3)13159
45
1
of marketing undertaken anything
38
♦Dayton
marketing have followed a policy
35
Detroit
3
10
38
131
134
13
post-war with confidence, vigor of waiting and wondering what
14
1
Erie
20
11
19
50
37
20
12
(7>2
1
37
10
Ft.
Worth-Dallas
and deserved success?' can be an- new and different knowledge and
Houston
1
11
7
30
27
433
swered affirmatively. The answer
1
1
9
20
Indianapolis
tools would be required by today's
169
Lancaster
1
13
8
8
29
is television." This assertion was
6
24
10
139
Los Angeles
12
made
by
Fred
H.
Fidler,
vice
40
1
1716
Louisville
12
9
38
"Our cue today," Mr. Fidler con21238
93
49
conditions."
2910
1
32
60
50
Memphis
president and Pacific Coast man174
36
tinued, "is to learn from tele(4)
294
Miami
1
32
30
ager
of
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
16
1
Milwaukee
43
89
vision's profitable use of the old
23
1
14
9
Minn. -St. Paul
3
stand-bys
of entertainment and
July 25 in his talk "Television and
1
New Haven
2112
14
58
47
11
Other
New
Tools
and
Requireshow
business
and put back to
223
11
1
15
New Orleans
13
40
5
39
(19)
New York
6
51
204
ments
in
Today's
Market"
at
the
work
the
old
stand-bys
of market18835
1003
171
1
3
Oklahoma City
11
235
eighth Stanford Business Confer3
51
64
Philadelphia
."=2
(17)
ence
held
at
Stanford
U.
48
ing
and
selling
know-how."
Sound53
28
1
10
64
Pittsburgh
2
ing an optimistic note for
our
Richmond
1
9
10
47
31
"Television is worthy of the economic future throughout his ad2
12
7
25
44
Salt Lake City
finest
traditions
and
name
of
1
1
6
25
San Diego
Fidler
". . the
. it
San Francisco
2
13
11
(5)4
1613
40
'salesman' — and is actine as if it seems dress,
to Mr.me
that,concluded:
warned by
1
32
6
Schenectady
(4)
3234
20
had
never
heard
of
anything
but
Seattle
1
7
early
symptoms,
we
can
easily
32
22
4768
2619
St. Louis
1
2
149
6474
prevent economic illness itself. The
a buyers' market in a normal,
1
6
17
16
672
1
Syracuse
31
3*;
14870
1
25
Toledo
10
remedy,
the solution is clearpeace-time
competitive
system,"
4
29
149
Washington
(1)
pointed and proved both by the
Mr. Fidler said. "The primary
39
52
Note: Those advertisers who boue-ht both network and national & regional lesson that we in marketing can
lessons of our past selling accomspot time are counted twice in the "Total" columns.
Those network
advertisers sponsoring more than one show
a given market (nare learn from television is that the
plishments and by television's curcounted once in the "Network" columns.
rent selling vigor and resourcefulpeople in television have made exness. We must stop this nightmare
* National & Regional Spot and Local-Retail figures for the Baltimore and
cellent use of existing knowledge —
Dayton markets are not complete because WBAL-TV and WHIO-TV are
of waiting and worrying and start
6'>
not included in this report. Network figures for all markets, including have
applied
methods and tech- selling and driving and tackling
Baltimore
and
Dayton,
are
complete
because
network
data
are
reported
by
3'^
the networks in New York.
niques they already knew while
the possible and the impossible . . ."
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; ; /Dayton's
Television

Station

• another
• new,

Presents

the

"first" in Dayton,

low cost service

FIRST

Ohio,

Television

• available
78 to national

advertisers
3:45

Multiscope screen offers unlimited possibilities for eye catch■eKannel

ing product displays as well as advertiser's brand name.
Features temperature, time, latest news plus your advertising.

13

10

as it appears on TV sets.
HERE

S

.ATE5T

NEV

78

YOUR

HERE

pnooua

IS THE

AovtRnsEmm

LAfc

5 f

gob

For availabilities and complete details

nm

regarding low-cost multiscope, contact
your nearest Katz representative.

htv4u

TV

Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Who

Said Summer

KEITH KERBY LTD.
Transcription Firm Formed

Is Loafing Time
For School Folk?
Everybody always figures that
school people have it pretty easy —
nine months of work and three
months of rest.
Not for "school people" at WLS.
When summer comes, Mrs. Josephine
Wetzler and the staff of the duPont
Award-winning series, "WLS School
Time," can stop writing scripts and
producing programs, but not to rest.
For immediately comes the job of
planning the entire fall semester's
curriculum and outlining each broadcast for the printed schedule which
must go to thousands of teachers
throughout Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin before school
starts.
Staff conferences to strengthen programs and develop new ideas, meeting with educators, talks before
groups, preparation of "School Time"
exhibits for three State Fairs — all
these make summer the busy time for
the folks who prepare "School Time"
as a WLS service to half a million
boys and girls in Midwest schools.
WLS
25 years of service
Chicago 7
Represented nationally by John Blair
Adv.

NEW SYSTEM of making highpriced, big-name talent available
to small, local stations and advertisers has been worked out by
Keith Kerby, who resigned early
this year as program director of
KSFO and KPIX (TV) San Francisco. First announcement of the
organization came last week after
months of organizational groundwork in Hollywood and San Francisco by Mr. Kerby.
Incorporated as Keith Kerby
Ltd. and with the trade name of
"Celebrity Commercials," Mr.
Kerby tracts
haswith more
signedthan
exclusive
a scorecon-of
big-name radio and entertainment
personalities in Hollywood to lend
their voices and talents to the production of commercial announcements at a price small stations and
advertisers can pay.
The organization is going to be
national, with offices in Hollywood,
San Francisco, Chicago, New York
and Dallas. The San Francisco
office will be the company's headquarters.
Commercial recordings will be
written and produced especially
for each individual purchaser and
sold at a price commensurate with
the rate structure of the station or
stations with which it is placed.
The personalities under contract
with Keith Kerby Ltd. will be paid
on a royalty basis, much the same
as they are now paid by commercial recording companies.

Yes

KFYR

comes

in loud and

than

any

other

550 KC
5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, NO. DAKOTA

clear in a larger area

station

in the U. S. A/
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The talent he has under contract,
Mr. Kerby said, is divided into
three categories: nationally known
radio announcers, singers and
Western entertainers.
The national sales campaign of
the organization which got under
way last week, will be directed
initially from San Francisco and
the West Coast. The Chicago and
New York offices will be opened by
fall and the Dallas office by the end
of the year, Mr. Kerby said.
Mr. Kerby served as program director of KSFO for 12 years, expanded his duties to cover TV programs when KSFO's TV sister,
KPIX, went on the air last December. He has been engaged in all
phases of radio work and also has
been a singer, musician and entertainer.

ARWOOD J. RUTTENBER, news
commentator at WBEN New
York and member of Washington
bureau of the Buffalo Evening News,
has been appointed public relations
director for the New York State Republican Committee. Mr. Ruttenber
has been conducting a weekly news
commentary on WBEN for the past
three years.
ARTHUR S. LANGLIE, son of governor of Washington, is member of
news staff at KGY Olympia, Wash.,
for summer vacation. Mr. Langlie
recently completed his freshman year
at Princeton U.
TAIT CUMMINS, sports director for
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has received first annual Citizenship Medal
from Cedar Rapids VFW.
ROBERT F. HURLEIGH, WGN Chicago news director, has been elected
treasurer of newly-organized Chicago
Press Club. WILLIAM RAY, news director at NBC's Central Division, is
member of executive committee. Each
will serve one year.
BRUCE BARRINGTON, news director
of KXOK St. Louis, has been aw^arded
Philippinetorious
Legion
of Honor
for "meri-of
conduct in
performance
outstanding service during June 1945
to December 1945."
ARNOLD SNYDER, news director for
WKDN Camden, N. J., and Joyce Herman are to be married Aug. 7.
ROGER HARRISON, farm director
for WBZ Boston, is the father of a

of Morton
Radio Productions,
MORTON
JACOBSON,
president
Chicago, is distributing 10,000
copies of This Is the Story, containing 50 stories based on the transcribed AM show of the same name.
Books are going to Sinclair gasoline
stations.
L. H. JUNKEN, H. B. FANCHER, C. M.
HEIDEN and E. W. KENEFAKE have
been appointed to supervisory engineering positions in General Electric
Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
JOHN W. EGERTON and EDGAR N.
GREENEBAUM Jr. were named to
head research division of Television
Shares Management Corp., Chicago,
of which Television Fund, Inc. is a
subsidiary. Division has been supervised by Mr. Greenebaum since November, and is now being enlarged.
DIANE WERFEL, formerly with Board
of Education, New York, has joined
Wilbur-Stark-Jerry Laytoh Inc., same
city, radio and television package
agency,
writer. as director of personnel and
GARRY J. CARTER Inc., New York,
distributor of The Happy Gang transcribed show, has moved to 366 Madison Ave. Phone: Vanderbilt 6-3417.
Branch office also is being opened in
Buffalo, at 1373 Fillmore Ave., telephone. Bailey 0520.
Equipment
RUDY POUCHER has joined field
engineering staff of Neely Enterprises,
San Francisco
nical electronic(manufacturer
equipment). of techRCA VICTOR marked 10th anniversary of commercial TV by production
of set of its class 22 tubes plus two
rectifiers to sell at $200 or less. "Special Anniversary Model" 9-T-246 offers
61-sq.-inch direct view screen and all
standard RCA Victor TV features.
New model is smallest TV receiver
ever produced by the company. Extensive promotion campaign utilizing
TV will be used.
CROSLEY DIV. Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, has published illustrated
manual designed to help dealers sell
TV by explaining how television
works in plain, non-technical language.

girl.
KSUN's New Studios
KSUN Lowell, Ariz., has held a
formal opening of new studios in
Bisbee. Some 2,200 toured the
1st In Listening
new facilities and visiting digApril 3, 1949 Conlan
nitaries took part in special programs. A CBS affiliate, KSUN
5000
is owned by Carleton W. Morris.
WATTS
Station manager is Jack Murphy,
Day and Night
formerly on sales staff at KTUC
Tucson. Ray Helgesen, former
930 K.C
program director at KCNA Tucson,
American Broadcasting Co.
recently joined staff as program
director and production manager.
WEED & COMPANY
Broadcast equipment was installed
/NATIONAL ReVKESENrATIVES
by Chief Engineer Dave Karbach.
BROADCASTING
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NEXT

BEST

THING

"Sky -hooks" being expensive and somewhat impractical, why not start from the
groxmd up with a Blaw-Knox tower to
obtain support for your high-riding FM
and TV antennas?
Blaw-Knox, having built towers since
spark-gap days, makes available to electronic engineers a degree of practical experience unequalled in this field. So, when
you want the next best thing to a skyhook, call Blaw-Knox.
Shown here is a Blaw-Knox special
417 ft. Type H-40 Heavy Duty
tower for Station WHIO, Dayton,
Ohio. This tower was designed to support an RCA combination 4-section
pylon,
plus call
a 6-section
and
station
letters. TV antenna 1
[
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING • PIHSBURGH 22, PA.

BLAW-KNOX
ANTENNA
TOWERS
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Mr. Frank E. IVhaleii
Frank
ll'halen
Kansas E.City,
.Mo. Advertising Co.
Dear Frank:
One of our fellers jest got back from
callin' on a former neighbor
yourn.
Our ofDirector
of
Public
Affairs
for
IVCHS. Harry
Brawley, went
oz'er
ter see th'
President
in
1 1 ' a shi n g ton
t'other day O'nd
he
give a Mr.
'J'rtintan
set
o'likebooks.
Seems
Harry
hecrd that was
th'
President
a collector of
items War,
on and
th'
Civil
he
thin hadthatsomewas
right up thet
alley. It was a
set o' books
called "Messages and Papers of the
Csoonfhe ederacy,"
jest hops
over
ter and
th'
Capital
gives them ter
th' President!
Mr. Truman
ll'as glad ter
git 'em, too!
Jest
tho't yon
fellers
like
ter knowud how
our WCHS
fellers
gits
around!Yrs.
Algy

Management

commerN,
ER.
er former
^ cial DALTO
manag
WNDR
Syrated
cuse, N. Y., hasofbeen
appoin
general manager of WAMS WAMSFM Wilmington, Del. Mr. Dalton also
has previously served as sales executive for WMID Atlantic City, N. J.,
and WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J.
ROBERT E. PREIBE, general manager of KRSC Seattle, Wash, for past
20 years, has been appointed opercity. ations manager for KING-TV same
RICHARD PYLES, formerly with
WCMI Ashland, Ky., has been appointed manager of WWNI Wabash,
Ind. He replaces DICK NEHER, resigned.
EDWIN DUNHAM, NBC producer,
has gone on six months leave from
network to manage China's first commercial radio station in Macao. Station is owned by Radio Enterprise of
Macao Ltd., Hor.g Kong.
CHARLES W. CURTIN, director of
promotion and merchandising for
Yankee Network in New England, has
been appointed head of station relations activities. Mr. Curtin, veteran
of 16 years in radio, is former manager of WMTW Portland, Me. In his
new post, Mr. Curtin succeeds DAVID
SHURTLEFF, who resigned to become
treasurer of Valley Trust Co., Penacook, N. H.
REAR ADMIRAL JOEL WILLIAM
BUNKLEY USN (Ret.) has been
elected to board of trustees of World

WCHS
Charleston,

W.

Va

unabridged,
CONSUMER

up-to-date

MARKET

DATA

The 1949-1950 Edition of CONSUMER MARKETS
organizes for easy use the latest and complete consumer market data available from government and
other reliable sources for every state, every county,
every city of 5000 or more ; for the U. S. Possessions
and Territories, Canada, and the Philippines.
It gives you a specially designed, large-scale map
for each state and each city of 250,000 or over. State
maps show counties, cities, other marketing centers,
and locations of daily newspapers and radio AM
FM. TV stations.
It reports 1948 county and city retail sales for 9 comiiiodify fla.ssos; retail sales potentials; retail and
.service outlets; estimated per family/per capita retail sales; farm and industrial activity data; population estimates; households per sq. mi.; radio homes;
average weekly wages; bank debits; and many
otlifr mai-kot factors.
"In use daily",
says agency exeoiJtlre,
are
relying "We
regularly
on your county
information to decxpendilurea andtermineefforts
of our clients."

Published Seplem,ber Isl. $5.00
a copy. Sent on 10-day approval, ij^desired. Only 2600
extra copies
are being printed.
Reserve •yours now.

CONSUMER
MARKETS
Published by Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc.
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
New York
• Los Angeles
• Son Francisco
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Wide Broadcasting Foundation, operator of WRUL Boston and its associated shortwave stations. Following
summer trip abroad where he will
check listener reactions to WRUL
programs, Adm. Bunkley will assist
Foundation's officers and program
staff in developing new programs to
be beamed at Central and South
America in interest of better InterAmerican understanding.
ROBERT SAUDEK, ABC vice president in charge of public affairs, has
been named chairman of session on
"The Agencies Molding Public Opinion in ForeignonPolicy,"
at first
annualat
conference
foreign
policy
Colgate U.
BUCK WITNEY has been appointed
manager of CFAR Flin Plon, Man.
IRVING E. ROGERS, president and
treasurer of Hildreth & Rogers Co.,
owner and operator of WLAW and
lilllllllllllllllliilllililllllll
ommetcia
lllillllllliiHIlI

KJBS San Francisco, joinsy' John
with
Jr., formerl
R &SMITH
HEBE
Blair
Co., radio
station representative, same city.
LEROY LAND, promotion manager
for KCBD Lubbock, Tex., has been
appointed commercial manager. He
replaces GEORGE T. DALE, who has
resigned to enter automobile business.
STUART REYNOLDS, for past five
years account executive for Don Lee
Broadcasting System, has resigned
to join Bruce Eells
& Assoc. as vice
president in charge
of station relations. Mr. Reynolds also has been
associated with
BBDO and General
Mills Inc., Minneapolis.
W I L L A R D L.
Mr. Reynolds
DOUGHERTY, former program director for WHHH
Warren, Ohio, has joined WSRS
Cleveland as account executive.
LES BERRYMAN has joined sales
staff of KXOC Chico, Calif.
REX GAY Jr., formerly with WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111., and Transradio
News in Illinois and Indiana territory,
has been appointed manager of Chicago office of Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc. Mr. Gay previously was
space salesman for Liberty and Pic
magazines in Chicago.
KSJO CAM-FM) San Jose, Calif., has
appointed Forjoe & Co., New York, as
its western representative.
ROD VANDIVERT, formerly advertising manager of Hitching Post Foods,
has joined sales staff of WTOC
Savannah, Ga. He previously had been
associated
American. with New York JournalBILL BAXLEY, account executive of
KECA Hollywood for past two years,
has joined sales staff of KHJ that city.
Previously he had been member of
American Airline sales department in
New York and Los Angeles.
BYRON McCALL, formerly of announcing and sales department of
Arizona Broadcasting System, has
joined KRHD
Duncan, Okla., as commercial manager.
BOB RUTTER has joined sales staff
of KJR Seattle.

WLAW-PM Lawrence, Mass., has been
named trustee to administer scholarship fund of Lawrence High School
Alumni Assn.
CARROLL R. HAUSER. owner-manager of KHUM Eureka, Calif., is on
Caribbean cruise, as winner of ABCGeneral Mills Jack Armstrong promotion contest. Accompanying him are
his wife and daughter.
WALTER JOHNSON, assistant general manager, for WTIC Hartford,
Conn., has been elected first vice
president of Hartford Advertising
Club.
HARRY G. BRIGHT, for six years
general manager of WGBR Goldsboro, N. C, until resigning because
of ill health, is now patient at Bowman Gray Memorial Hospital, Winston-Salem, N. C.
D. A. MATISON
SR.
Dies in Laurel, Miss.
DAVE ALEXANDER MATISON
Sr., 63, president of WAML Laurel,
Miss., died at his home July 18 following several years of ill health.
A leading Mississippi merchant
for some 36 years, Mr. Matison also
served as secretary-treasurer of
Fine Bros.-Matison Co. until his
death. He had been head of New
Laurel Radio Station Inc., operators of WAML, since its formation
in 1935. He was prominent in
many of Laurel's civic and business
organizations.
He leaves a daughter and two
sons.
New

Disc Show

Out

A NEW TYPE of dramatized disc
show designed to provide low-cost,
easily produced dramatic programs
for local origination has been created by Randel Productions, Baltimore, Md. Series
is in combining
a "storyset-to-song"
form
Randel-prepared scripts with music
from record libraries of subscribing stations. Story, as told by
local announcer, concerns trials and
triumphs of folks in the typical
"Main Street of Abbeville." Randel
says the program answers the
needs of smaller and low-budget
stations,
surveys. as expressed in recent

WEVD

W. 46 St
117119N.Y.19
HENRY GREENFIELD.
Me. Director
_
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DENNEY, former assistCHARLES
ant buyer at R. H. Macy Co.,
New York, and before that salesman for Louis De Rochemont Assoc.,
New York, has joined NBC as assistant in sales promotion division.
EUGENE B. DODSON has been appointed promotion manager for WKY
and W K Y - T V
Oklahoma City.
Mr. Dodson was
with Washington
AP Staff from 1945
to 1947 when he
joined Norman
(Okla.) Transcript
as news editor.
WILLIAM M.
SCRUGGS Jr. has
joined • promotion
department of
Mr. Dodson
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
AL WALLACE, for more than two
years with V. L P. getting prizes for
Sing It Again, Ladies Be Seated, and
other
give-away
programs,director
has' been
appointed
merchandising
for
ABC's Stop the Music AM and TV.
He succeeds MRS. BLUM GOODSON.
JOHN THOMPSON, only 16 months
in Canada from Great Britain, has
been appointed promotion manager
and publicity director of CKEY
Toronto. Previously he was with
radio department of E. W. Reynolds
Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, and
before that was announcer at CHML
Hamilton.
JOHN B. FINDLAY Jr., formerly with
Associated Press, Newark, joins WOR
New York publicity department as
television news editor. Mr. Findlay
formerly was with J. Walter Thompson Co.
BERNICE WARD has been appointed
promotion manager for CHAB Moose
Jaw, Sask.
Best Driver Gets Ford
FINALS in safe-driving contest for
women were aired on WFIL-TV Philadelphia under joint sponsorship of
Philadelphia Inquirer, Philadelphia
Phillies' National League
and Ford dealers. Four baseball
women team
competed in finals, with George Walsh,
WFIL-TV sports commentator, at
mike. Winner received new Ford.
Look Twice
LARGE PHOTOGRAPH taken of Canton, Ohio, Fire Dept. equipment and
personnel in 1913 is center of unusual
iwindow display there. Display advertises program series, Firefighters,
aired on WHBC Canton. Picture was

Roy '\hompson
25 years of radio axpariW ence and personal participation in his community's
projects and services have
made Roy Thompson a
k household word in Industrial y rich
Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
T will assure you a loyal, buying audience throughout the
listening hours.
A ABC
1240 KC
Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

JROADCASTING
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'AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN

taken against background of main
street, and window is diagonally
across from same street. Sign in
window reads "Look twice — look
across the street! Remember?" Also
in display are various pieces of modern fire extinguishing equipment and
sign reading "Times change — fire
hazards don't! Modern equipment
by Fyr-Fyters." Show is sponsored
daily by Bond Bread.
Phone-Radio Quiz
AROUSING INTEREST in fact that
it schedules both ABC and MBS programs, WCRO Johnstown, Pa., has
instituted What's on WCRO quiz show.
Listeners are called during 15-minute,
five times weekly program and asked
to tell what program is heard on
WCRO during certain time of specified day. If listener can answer
question, he receives $10. If not,
money is given to next person who.
answers correctly.
WBT's Cole
ILLUSTRATED schedule of typical
day in life of Grady Cole, farm director for WBT Charlotte, N. C,
features drawing of Mr. Cole as "Old
King Cole," holding fiddle and microphone and smoking cigar. Green and
Cream colored folder is headed "Hard
To Keep Up With" and gives Mr.
Cole's audience pull according to
Hooper survey.
Drawing Listeners
TWO WEEKS of almost continuous
airing of Vaughn Monroe's recording
of "Ghost Riders" was part of contest
conducted by Bob Bodine on his Off
the Record disc show over WIND Chicago. Listeners were asked to send
in drawings of their conception of
song and everything from note-paper
pencil sketches to 40-inch wide oil
paintings were received, station reports. Winner was awarded weekend vacation.
Date with WPEN
LATEST WPEN Philadelphia promotion piece, presented on purple card,
is titled "WPEN— Your Best Saturday Date" and has message: "When
you date WPEN, we really show you
one terrific time ... 20 hours of enjoyment, variety, good music, laughter and relaxation for your listening
pleasure. The Sky is the limit with
us, so keep your dial set at '950' and
enjoy every second that WPEN has
planned
follow. for you." Program features
Find the Jockey!
ALERT LISTENERS to Rex Dale's
daily disc program, Breakfast Time,
aired on WCKY Cincinnati, have opportunity to receive cash for being
observant. Each day Mr. Dale announces on show where he will make
appearance between 12:45 and 1 p.m.
First person to recognize him and
say, "You're
Rex Dale
five
dollars and
next of45 WCKY"
receive gets
one
dollar each. Publicity photos are
mailed on request to listeners by station.
Remote Control from Store
TWO DAYS of regularly scheduled
programs on WCON Atlanta, Ga., were
broadcast by remote control from
window of downtown drugstore. Event
celebrated re-opening of Lane-Rexall

• Telecasting

store, where broadcasts originated.
"Studio" was completely equipped
with turntables, four mikes, piano.
Western Union ticker, UP news wire,
remote console and Teleerome clock.
WCON estimates that over 40,000 people witnessed station in action.
Large Hand from KTUC
COLORFUL FOLDER with drawings
of hands illustrating statistical information concerning KTUC Tucson,
Ariz., is headed "A Quality Market in
Your Hand." Accompanying folder is
large lightweight cardboard card listing network and station produced
shows which can be heard on station.
Bi-Lingual Breaks
PROMOTING LISTENERS to both its
English and Italian programs this
summer, WOV New York is using
special station breaks, as (in English)
"WOV, with studios in New York and
transmitter in New Jersey, is proud
to serve both states,", and (in Italian)
"WOV New York — proud to serve the
Italian-Americans of New Jersey, New
York and Connecticut." Station recently featured "All Jersey Day" with
disc jockeys programming numbers
asked for by Jerseyites exclusively.
Find It Service
SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT to encourage listeners to purchase hard-toget items from local merchants is conducted thru "Let Us Help You Find
It," public service feature at WGGG
Gainesville, Fla. If prospective patrons cannot find what they want in
local stores, they are asked to call station and ask for help. Station has
helped to find items as scarce as
Christmas trees in July.
Spots Get Results
TWO WEEKS OFFER on public service spots in Washington state brought
close to 10,000 mail requests. Offer
for
Emily Post's
Motor Etiquette
Manners — was
The
Bluebooklet
of Traffic
sponsored by Olympia Brewing Co. of
Olympia, Wash, over 27 stations.
WMGM Map
NEW coverage map, indicating rise of
almost one million in guaranteed
coverage area since 1947, has been
distributed by WMGM New York.
KYW

CONSOLIDATES
Publicity and Promotion
ROBERT E. WHITE, manager of
KYW Philadelphia, has announced
the consolidation of the station's
publicity and promotion departments and expansion of the sales
staff. John P. Meagher, publicity
manager since 1946, has been promoted to the sales staff.
Publicity and promotion has
been consolidated under C. M.
(Tom) Meehan, director of public
relations for Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., which maintains national headquarters in Philadelphia. Mr. Meehan takes on the
KYW duties in addition to his
headquarters activities. Paul I.
Woodland continues in the sales
promotion department.

ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen,
and made
television, early thisradio
summer
athepersonal
appearance
tour
Midwest. They are picturedin
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
TheTurner.
Texas Rangers transcripJ.
tions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

WINNSBORO,
MORE

LA.

PROOF

KMLB
IS YOUR NO. 1 SALES VOICE IN
NORTHEASTERN LOUISIANA
The JITNEY QUIZ is whammin' 'em
on KMLB! McLemore's Jitney Jungle, WInnsboro, La. . . . 40 miles
from Monroe . . . Northeastern
Louisiana's largest independent
grocery,
renewed
the agrees
show!
Another has
satisfied
sponsor
. . . your advertising dollar buys
MORE on KMLB!
1440
1440
KMLB
KC Monroe, Louisiana KC
5000 Watts Day
1000 Watts Night
Affiliated with
American Broadcasting Company
Represented by
Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc.
KMLB-FM— 17,000 Watts— Now
Operating Full Time!
August 1, 1949

•
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Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
20c per word — $2
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted $4
minimum. No
nfinimum. All other classifications 25c per word —
per inOne inch ads, acceptable, $12.00
charge for blind box number. preceding
issue date. Send box replies to
sertion. Deadline two weeks
D. C.
4,
Broodcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
Atranscriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Top salaries for manager, 2 operatorannouncers, one announcer — PD and
copywriter. Include transcription and
tell
"all inBigfirst
letter.Texas.
Needed Sept. 1.
KTXC,
Spring.
Salesmen
Salesmen. Experienced for 250 watt
network station in top eastern market.
Drawing account and commission with
good
for right man. Reply
to Boxopportunity
940B. BROADCASTING.
Local salesman. For station established
fifteen years. NBC affiliate in competitive midwest market. Aggressive man.
No pressure boys, but good, hard sales
ability for good salary and commission
only. ity,Send
all facts,references
background,
sales record,
and abildate
available. Box 11c. BROADCASTING.
Salesman for Mutual outlet in southwestern market of 150.000. Sober, dependable, and resourceful. No one shot
specialists. Box 27c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman. Texas ABC station. Good territory, requiring good
salesman. Permanent.
compensation. Send full Equitable
sales resume.
Box 71c, BROADCASTING.
WBUY, Lexington, N. C. can use experienced, sober, hard hitting advertising salesman. Permanent, good remuneration. M9il references full particulars first letter.
Salesmen wanted. Five hundred watt,
daytime station in community of 16,000
with rich neighboring area, needs experienced radio salesmen. Salary plus
commission. Car necessary. Complete
detailster.and
photo required
first letWrite WONW.
Box 278,in Defiance,
Ohio.
Salary and commission salesman to
work with our regular man. City of
50,000. NBC 250 watts. Two other 5.000
watt stations. Must be experienced in
radio sales work and producer with
good references. KXLK, Great Falls,
Montana.
Avnouncers
Announcer. All-round man with good
background. Network outlet in eastern
market. Send discs, photo, references,
background and salary expected to
Box 965B, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey. Experienced. Must have
personality
and beGive
able full
to do
distinctive type show.
particulars
about your past experience and salary
expected.
North BROADCASTING.
central regional station. Box 988B.
Versatile experienced man specialize
In daily negro slanted DJ pgm. Must
know pop and race music, jive lingo,
southern customs. NBC stn large SE
market. Box 993B, BROADCASTING.
Morning man also capable all types
pgms and general station duties. Must
have really sincere adlib selling deModerate salary
ity joinlivery.
enthusiastic
staffbutat opportunsmall SE
NBC
stn
planning
TV. Box 996B,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcers with first class
license. Prefer all-round radio man
who can fit in small market operation.
Box 13c. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, single, with
board work, metropolitan New York
area independent. Immediate opening.
Write or wire immediately. Disc, photo,
with first letter. Must be willing to
live in our community. Box 39c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer with playby-play sports ability. No board work.
$225.00 month.
Don't write
accompanied by audition
discunless
or tape.
Permanent. KISD, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
560
per
Man
who canweek
do aannouncer-engineer.
solid job of announcing
and become responsible member of the
community. Station located in a resort
center where living conditions are
good. Address Gen. Mgr., KWFC, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Wanted. Experienced announcer must
be versatile. News important, ad-lib,
disc, commercials. Good salary. WCNT,
Centralia, Illinois.
Experienced, versatile announcer.
Single man
preferred. Contact WELM
Elmira.
N. Y.
Announcer. Prefer single man. Only
experienced men need apply. Opening
August 1. Interview necessary. Contact
Don
consin.C. Wirth, WNAM, Neenah, WisTechincal
Combination engineer-announcer with
emphasis on announcing. $50 for 48
hour week. If you are not a hard
worker do not answer. Send photo and
disc with first letter. Middle Tennessee
location.
CASTING. 250 watter. Box 60c, BROADWanted
September
Operatorannouncerby by
Kansas 1.fulltime
250
watter. Good pay, excellent conditions,
college
town.
Box
84c,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer experienced in Some
installation
maintenance.
transmitterandoperating.
No console
work
or
announcing.
Contact W. S. Bledsoe, Chief Engr., Radio
Station KFYO, Lubbock, Texas.
Wanted — Topnotch combination first
class engineer-announcer needed Imy network
ForwardL.
full detailsmediately bfirst
letterstation.
to Lester
Gould, WJNC, Jacksonville, N. C.
Combination engineer-announcer. First
class ticket.
Virginia swimming,
daytime independent. Rich fishing,
resort
area of state. Chance for baseball playby-play.
Living
available. $240.00
per accommodations
month start. WNNT,
Warsaw, Virginia.
Seeking key personnel in engineering,
program, news, sports, and Public Information Departments, for the AmericanriesForces
in Germany.
range Network
from $5,000
to $7,000Salaper
annum, with transportation paid to and
from the
US
Zone
of
Germany.
Engineers must have definite ability as
supervisors. Studio recording and
transmitter installation and maintenance
per-5
sonnelexperience
must haverequired.
minimumOther
3 to
years commercial radio experience in
respective fields. Call Mr. Adelman,
Watkins 4-1000, Ext. 95, 641 Washington St., N. Y., for personal Interview
appointment during 2 weeks beginning
August 8, 1949.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted. Topflight continuity director
for one of largest regional network
affiliates in midwest. Must be experienced all types of copy, including farm
and mail. Must be able to direct department and have knowledge
of traffic and production.
Excellent starting
salary with plenty of advancemenl
opportunity.
Give complete
details
including references
and samples
in first
letter. Box 942B, BROADCASTING.
Farm editor. 50 kw California station.
Must know California agriculture. Excellent opportunity to establish yourself in nation's
richest background
farm area. Farm
as well
as radio
and
friendly air personality essential. Give
full details in first letter. Box 957B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Topflight editor, reporter,
newscaster. Local news gathering and
writing experience essential. 5000 watt
midwestern network affiliation. Include
full details and state salary expected.
Confidential. Box 989B, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Promotion and part-time newsman. 250
watt
northeastern
Illinois.independent
Prefer man in
between
25 and
35. Salary based on experience and
education.
Send 49c,
qualifications
and references to Box
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Twenty years of experience
fully substantiated by proven record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable operation. Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING.
General manager, commercial manager
or both. No hotshot, no miracle man.
Just good solid business executive,
strong on sales, thorough knowledge of
programming and public relations. 15
years mentradio
andCannewspaper
and sales.
efficiently manageoperate
going station
or
build
one. Excellent background, best new
of references.
Write Box 515B, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman. Employed.
Experienced. Dependable. Desires
permanent
positionwithwith
station in market
goodprogressive
potential.
Box 911B, BROADCASTING.
Manager, sales manager. Experienced
in all phases of broadcasting, management and promotion. Presently employed as Minimum
sales and
promotion
manager.
salary
$6000.
midwest
or southwest.
Box Prefer
913B,
BROADCASTING.
Trade 25 years experience, engineering,
announcing, program director, sales
manager. nouncer.
Ten Strongyears
top and
network
anon sales
low cost
operation. Built five stations from
ground up, can handle station from CP
to top sales position. Trade this experience and more for position as manager— general manager network station. mission.
MinimumFurther
salary
$7800onplus
comdetails
request.
Box 933B, BROADCASTING.
Working
but available.
Top as
management echelon,
work together
team,
general manager, commercial manager,
program director. Each man has station management
experience,
also experience in all radio
phases. Capable,
industrious, dependable. One has 25
years experience, one has 20, one has
10. Available as consultant team in all
AM and FM departments except engineering. Box 9c, BROADCASTING.
Someone needs these qualifications for
management of 250 watt station. Sales,
copy, program
experience.
Good announcer. Hold 1st
phone license.
Six
years diversified work in several stations. No self -proclaimed genius but
willing newcomer with ideas and
plenty of effort to expend. Vet, 29,
family.
a cinchtwoto weeks
get together
on
salary.We're
Available
notice.
ING.
Go anywhere. Box 19c, BROADCASTDo you desire a general manager with
a 12 year ground,
highly
successfulmanagement,
radio backcareful business
highest character, community-minded,
thoroughly experienced in all phases
of network and independent station
operations, dotes on competition, one
who puts accent-plus on salesmanship,
and black-ink operation? I would like
to bring my extensive experience into a
progressive organization that will above
all, offer stability, and an opportunity
to become an integral part of a progressive community with a potential
future. An organization, whether it's
already
enjoying
broadcastingindepenactivities,
whether its operation,
anticipating
dent or network
can readily
use my 12 years of solid radio backI'm thirtymantwo with
yearsa ofcollege
age.
a stable ground.
family
education.
My
radio
career
has
consisted of pleasant association with a
very reputable organization in the
capacity of production manager for
two years, commercial manager for
three years, and general manager for
seven years. My A-1 knowledge of overall sults
station
operation,
the reof hard
work inhaseachbeenimportant
department. My managership has been
served in a top station, located in a
highlyket. I enjoyed
competitive
metropolitan
the profitable
painsmar-of
the birth from independent to network
operation. With regret and for bonafide
reasons,
seekingtheaffiliation
with
another
firm I'm
offering
same downto-earth opportunities; permanance,
security and a large potential. Box
31c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager, superior qualifications. Can
combine programming, sales and manDesireBROADCASTING.
situation in difficult
market. Boxagement.35c,
Manager-salesman.
Available Excellent
for station in east or southeast.
sales ried.
record.
Good
background.
Five years radio experience. MarWill
arrange personal interview and consider your offer. Box 48c, BROADCASTING.
General manager. Desires to make
change. 25 years experience all phases
broadcasting. Box 62c, BROADCASTING.
Manager-program director. Ten years
experience istrative
in allbackgroimd,
phases, programming,
solid adminannouncing
and
know-how.
permanent position with soundWantstation.
Veteran, married, age 33. Excellent
references. Available immediately. Box
65c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman wants small
market with good potential. Married,
sober,905B,
permanent.
Best references.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced sales manager available
immediately. Excellent record in sales.
Sold over $75,000 local sales on 250 watt
network st=(tion. Left to become manager of regional Ford Motor dealership.
Desire ried.
to return
to radioSober.
selling.AgeMarTwo children.
31.
Responsible, honest, aggressive and deSalary important
but secondary topendable.
permanent
position
and
chance for future progress. Box 50c,
BROADCASTING.
Well
experienced
salesman-salesmanager
seeks worthwhile
Good references
and record.connection.
Box 54c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesman orrecord,
commercialactive
manager, successful
desires
position,
salary-bonus
basis,
about $100 week guarantee. Married,
ambitious, reliable, best references.
Employed, available on resignation.
Box 58c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced, versatile staff announcer.
Married. Box
Excellent
references. Go anywhere.
902B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer needs that first break. 24,
single.dio school.
RecentCangraduate
leading rahandle ofcommercials,
news, disc shows, etc. Can also write
continuity. Will travel. Photo and disc
available Box 912B. BROADCASTING.
Experienced newscaster. Double sports,
sales, programming. College degree.
Permanency
desired.
All offers considered. Box 955B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,play-by-play
ability to build sports
and keep
audience, hard worker. Excellent references.
experienced
staff920B,
announcer, all Also
phases
news. Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, graduate leading radio
school. Two years experience in indetypewill
shows,
tious.pendent
Letterstation.
andAlldisc
tell ambistory.
Box 927B, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey,
hillbilly. M. C. singer,
for livewestern
jamboreeand show.
Eleven years experience. Play guitar,
bass, commercial
sing any part
trio. Fine
mail
pull
man,in sober,
reliable.
Send record, photo, go anywhere.
Box 929B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Staff, sports.
Available
immediately. Box 944B,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster with two years experience.
University degree, radio advertising.
Vet.,
24. Consider all offers. Box 954B,
BROADCASTING.
G.I., two years college experience,
major in speech. Desires position with
radio station for all-round announcing
work. Limited experience, but willing to learn. Will travel anywhere.
Salary not important. Box 986B,
BROADCASTING.
Young woman desires position as wocommentator.
3V2 years
experienceman's
air work,
all phases
educational
and
commercial
radio.
Box
7c,
BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced announcernewscaster interested in joining station offering advancement and good
pay in return for high quality work
and
dependability.
Disc available
with resume of experience.
Box along
10c,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Do you have the job that is waiting for
* 'iAnnouncer with one year experience. me
radio? 12 years experience as
|j Presently employed with an indepen- disc injockey
for dances. Announcing
dent. station
Wishes that
a position
~ -' sive
needs awith
man progreswho is school graduate. Some radio experience.
All
replies
answered. Box 75c,
- ! heavy on news and commercials. No BROADCASTING.
t !; sports. Box 12c, BROADCASTING.
musical director, sports
'• Announcer-program
director. Avail- Announcer,
editor, copy. Operate board. Married,
- able immediately. 11 years experience. 25.
Available immediately. Box 79c,
College in business administration.
Contact for full details. Box 14c, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
^ Play-by-play announcer presently employed desires change. Twenty four,
I5 . ate
Experienced
staff announcer.
opermarried. Four years experience in all
console, write
continuity, Can
program.
sports
plus
some staff. Best personal
I Age 21. Desire Dakotas or Minn. Availand business references. Details, tape
able at once. Box 17c, BROADCASTon request.
Wouldinterview.
welcome Boxoppor- ,ING.
tunity for personal
87c,
* ■ Sports announcer. Experienced high BROADCASTING.
Educated,
smart,
intelligent,
clever,
^I "" school,
college football
and employed,
basketball experienced, dependable, (are you
play-by-play.
Presently
' seeking advancement, Box 18c, BROADlucky)
with ticket.
25,
married, combo-man
best at DJ work.
References,
" CASTING^
hurry. Box 86c, BROADCASTING.
! Available
Sportscaster.for start
13 years
experience.
of football season.
Combination announcer-engineer will
- Play-by-play football, basketball, golf, consider position anywhere. Available
. tennis, baseball. Recreations football,
immediately. Wire, phone, or write
I baseball, horse racing. Top sportscast,
George Kregotis, 2701 Dodge St.,
] Prefers large market with TV future.
Omaha, Nebraska. Harney 3952.
Box 37c, BROADCASTING.
26, single, 7 years college, 6 languages,
5 .-Announcer experienced. Desires posi- fine voice, diction, wants experience.
_i tion with northeastern station. Knows brook
At present golfing
Willow-2
Club. instructor
Richard atRussell,
1,'
board. Good
Available
inter- WitbeckGolf
Dr., Schenectady, New York.
. i view.
voice. for
Box personal
38c, BROAD-V CASTING.
Sports
play-by-play,
director,10
sales, M.,
C, news, program
disc jockey.
Puerto Rico? Hawaii? South America?
years
experience.
Available
Anywhere
U. S.?disc
Sure,men,I'll available
go. One
ately. Jim Shelton, 704 East immediCarson,
of
the top in
original
U for all-night, morning or any kind San Antonio, Texas.
^f|-! of
recordNo show
top-notch
Alert, aggressive announcer, single.
ability.
less that
than requires
$175 weekly.
Now
Desires position anywhere. Available
c managing a station. Will consider comDisc jockey, newscasting,
: bination manager-disc job. Box 20c, immediately.
continuity writing ability. Extensive
I BROADCASTING.
classical music knowledge. Art Slavin,
79 Columbia St., Bridgeport, Conn.
1 Want a home, announcer, engineer.
1 i 10 months. Commercial broadcasting.
Capable, aggressive young man, mar;i Good mail null. DJ shows, newscasts
ried, college,
years exi and remote pickups. With net affiliate.
perience in background.
announcing, '5 production
29, single. Box 21c. BROADCASTING.
and programming. Desires permanent
i Announcer now teaching college speech position with network station in west
or northwest. Prefer town under 100,I wants to get back into radio. Experii j enced in every phase, including sales. 000 people. Excellent news commentary,
sports cept
play-by-play,
and adlib. program
Will ac;,|
Stations reply.
with hire
'em
fire 'emandpolicy
position as announcer,
1 do
per — month
tal- director,
or production manager. Can
ents.not Box
23c, $395
BROADCASTING.
write excellent copy, if desired. Write
Experienced announcer desires position or wire immediately. Ralph Sloan, 1055
with network outlet. Northeast or east North
Evergreen Street, Memphis,
- preferred. College graduate, 26, single. Tennessee.
:j Box 25c. BROADCASTING.
Technical
jlYoung aggressive veteran, graduate of
-(;large
midwest
university
wants
opEngineer,
16
months
also
l' portunity to show potentialities. Col- announcing. Desires experience,
midwest area.
■ lege experience in announcing, sports Married, car, 25. Available
Immedi> play-by-play, disc nockey and writing,
f Disc or references by request. Box 30c, ately. Box 731B, BROADCASTING.
Vet. First class phone. Graduate of
( BROADCASTING.
T. I. Good knowledge of radio, TV,
- Experienced all phases. Complete play- R.
music. Willing to work hard. Will
i by-play all sports. 3 years experience. travel
anywhere. Box 763B, BROAD: Box 36c, BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
On the loose. Announcer 6 years ex- Managers and station owners are in- perience staff play-by-play, news. Revited to correspond with a presently
as P.D.,
employed chief engineer of a lOOOw
lii■ signed
announcing.
No asst.
discs manager,
available want
but daytimer
with the idea in mind that
■ superior
recommendations.
Consider
said engineer might switch. Interested
all reasonable
offers. Box 43c, BROADin
Rockv
Mountain states. Box nSB,
' CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Proven record, pleasant voice, excepEngineer. Experienced, reliable, own
car. Desires position in northeast. Box
' ,: tionally
5 yearsandtopnews.
experience, versatile
emphasis with
on sports
906B, BROADCASTING.
1: Presently employed, excellent refer' ences. State salary offer. Box 45c, Engineer seeking position as engineer
within 300 mile radius of New York
-I BROADCASTING.
■ I Announcer. Young, some experience,
City. Experienced, ambitious, intelligent. Cooperative
with a pleasing
per' schooling, versatile, wants to settle
sonality. Good technical
background.
■ down. Box 47c, BROADCASTING.
Will
accept
combination
job.
Am
pres1 Announcer, experienced. Presently
ently employed as a combination man.
; employed NY 1000 watt network. All Box 917B.
BROADCASTING.
■- phases
console. stations
Strongonly.
on commercials.andNortheast
Disc
Class
A
amateur,
first phone, desires
; on request. Box 51c, BROADCASTING.
chance to show ability and ambition
on staff of progressive station in Ohio,
'i Hungry radio announcer-TV director
or eastward. Two years local network
, ! is switching back to radio 'cause radio
outlet experience. Veteran with car.
>j jj: pays
announcing-disc
jockeyoff.
workWants
in anystaffprogressive
station
Box 930B, BROADCASTING.
i ; in the states. Single, 22, college man.
i Disc and past positions on request.
Engineer 1st phone, presently employed desires position with future. Ex-;: Box 53c. BROADCASTING.
perienced remotes, transmitter oper: i Experienced staff and feature announator, maintenance. Box 934B, BROADCASTING^
; i cer. Specialize in adlib. Disc shows,
■ I audience participation, sports, etc.
engineer.
Married, position.
no chil.'1 ij Available
de- Experience
tails upon immediatelv.
request. Box Complete
55c, BROADdren. Looking
for permanent
Box 5c, BROADCASTING.
' ! CASTING.
■ j Newscaster. Staff announcer. Copy
Combination engineer - announcer • i editor. Three years experience, family.
copywriter. Presently employed. Box
; ' Will travel. Available immediately.
6c, BROADCASTING.
- I Photo,
disc,
references.
Box
72c,
BROADCASTING.
chief engineer want to
. Serious minded university graduate. Experienced
settle down permanently in ArkansasReliable, loyal. Knows console. Writes
Missouri-Oklahoma
area. Some' an. copy. Need job. Anywhere. Disc,
nouncing, also play-by-play
I ohotographs, coov ready. Write Box
and basketball.
Sober, reliable,football
hard
; ?3c, BROADCASTING.
worker. Two weeks notice to present
■ Sports announcer. Ten years all playemployer
ExcellentBoxreferences, disc,required.
photo on request.
15c,
by-plav.
Top flight sportscast. Box
BROADCASTING.
?4c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young man anxious to use brand new
first class
radiotelephone
anywhere in United
States. Haslicense
University
commerce certificate. Veteran, Box 26c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced control room
and transmitter. Presently employed.
Available on two weeks notice. Box
32c, BROADCASTING.
Combination man, single, good voice,
go anywhere. Box 34c, BROADCASTING.
Four years experience, transmitter, c-r,
remotes, recording. Young, serious.
Most locations considered. Box 44c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced up to 50 kw,
married, car, available immediately.
Box 59c, BROADCASTING.
Construction engineer. Installation,
studio design, consultants. 20 years
experience AM-FM-TV. Let us build
or re-model your station. Box 61c,
BROADCASHNG.
Chief engineer. 18 years experience.
Plenty construction experience. Desire
Florida or Arizona but will consider
any
good offer. Box 63c, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast technician now employed,
looking for position with progressive
station contemplating television. My
several years experience as motion
pcture technician would make me particularlyExperience
adaptable toin telecine'
tions.
control operaroom,
transmitter, remotes etc. In addition
to recording studio and 16mm motion
picture production work: Over a year
and a half at present location, best
of
references.
drink Box
or smoke,
consider
any Don't
location.
64c,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experienced all phases,
wants permanent position with pronow BROADCASTING.
operating or under CP. gressive
Boxstation 66c,
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING .
Combination engineer-announcer, primarily an announcer, 2 years straight
announcing. Just received 1st phone
ticket. Married, automobile. Box 70c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-RCA grad. First phone, AFRS
experience, married, will travel. Box
82c, BROADCASTING.
Radio engineer. New York experience.
Highest recommendations. First phone,
experienced studio XMTR remote live
dramatic-recording. Willing to travel.
Box 85c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer control, operating and instalYoung, Don
singleBiskup,
willing tolation
work,experience.
reference.
Orleans, Nebr.
Transmitter operator. Four years
broadcast experience. Thirty. Single.
Would like to discuss your requirements.
Location immediately.
relatively unimportant.
Available
Lewis
Sherlock, Box 1161, Plainview, Texas.
Combination engineer-announcer. First
nhone, inexperienced, willing to learn.
Single, desire
in north
central
states.
Disc, position
references
on request.
Clarence Arndorfer, Gait, Iowa.
Engineer. 22 months experience, transmitter and control, AM and FM. Graduate RCA general
Have car.
Will travel.
Married, course.
sober, dependable.
Harry Hochber^, 3280 Rochambeau
Ave., Bronx 67, N. Y.
Engineer. Experienced in FM-AM, 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph, class A amateur.
Available immediately. M. W. Johnson, 436 N. Hazel, Danville, Illinois.
Combination man, first phone, married,
car. Inexperienced but willing to learn.
Disc and references on request. Gene
Lienemann, 3815 Farnam, Omaha, Nebr.
Combination engineer-announcer. First
phone, inexperienced, willing to learn.
Single, car, desire position in north
central states. Disc, references on^ request. James Nelson, Rolfe, Iowa.
First class license. 8V2 months radio
school. Can announce, no previous
broadcasting
references sent experience.
on request. Disc
DonaldandNeumann, Route 3, Denison, Iowa.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young, dependable and efficient first
phone
man seeksorcombination
ing-transmitter
transmitter announcoperator
position in broadcast station. Free to
travel anywhere. Good announcing
voice. Disc
and Veith,
references
request, Charles
MountuponHope,
Kansas.
Production-Programming, others
Capable,
educated,
well-recommended
young woman
experienced
in traffic
and copy. Wants responsible position
in Washington D. C. station. Box 795B,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, college background,
desires change to 5000 watts in south
or
southwest.
Thirty days notice. Box
901B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio farm director, college background,
ideas. Best references.
Box 903B,goodBROADCASTING.
Experienced writer. Steady, reliable.
References. Like small market, perCASTING.manent position. Box 946B, BROADSatisfy sponsors
with thehandled
right commercial copy, properly
from
start to finish. Intelligent service for
your clients will mean high billings
for you. If you are interested in an
experienced,
radio executive who is hardworking
presently employed,
but
desires a position with a future, send
any
reasonable
pronosition
to
Box
992B, BROADCASTING.
Musicalence.assistant.
Seven years
Conduct, arrange,
sing, experiscripts,
announce.
Family
man.
Box 8c,
BROADCASTING.
News editor,
continuity
production assistant.
BJ AB,writer,
University
of Missouri.
One
year
experience
writing, directing dramatic show for ABC
pffiliate. Experience continuity, news
editinsried.same
station. Veteran,
26, marToo references.
Write Box
16c,
BROADCASTING.
If yours is a progressive radio station
in a wide-aw9ke town and you need a
women's director,
yearsradio,
experience in local my
and twelve
network
publicity, writing,
plusmay
versatile
curricular activities
qualifyextrame
for
the
position.
Only
stations
that
can
offer a good future need reply. Box 22c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced. Continuity, traffic air
work. College graduate. Woman, 23.
Desire lower Michigan. Box 24c,
BROADCASTING.
A-1 newscaster-writer-reporter, 29,
complete theoretical and practical background, newspaper and radio. Proven
record commercial newscasting-writingreporting with leading news station,
local and regional newsgathering. Best
references,
familyAugust
man, 15th,
superior
education, available
finishing
year
graduate
study
with
journalism
MA. Background shows leadership,
executive ability, willingness to work.
Community-minded. Want to settle
permanently if possible. Can help
handlelems audience
measurement
and station editorial
policy.probTV
notential, good appearance, friendly,
resonant voice, capable ad-libber. ConING. sider all offers. Box 28c, BROADCASTProducer-writer. Thirteen years experience. Beginning fourth year with
network o and o. Seeking opportunity
to advance. Music -dramatic background and all phases of program
department operation. Vacationing in
Chicago late August. Available for
interviews. Box 46c. BROADCASTING.
Experienced script writer. Creative
ability to write all types of programs.
Resume and samples upon request.
Box 56c, BROADCASTING.
Program director. 10 years experience.
Thorough ductionknowledge
of program,
proand sales. Strong
on news,
special
events.
Family.
Good
references. Box 57c, BROADCASTING.
New York state -New England. Five
years experience.
NewsAvailable
editor. after
Announcer. Script writer.
August 12. Box 67c, BROADCASTING.
Program director. College-graduated
in radio, backed by actual experience
in nearly all phases of broadcasting.
Wish position with small station, preferably employed.
new in eastAgeor 29,
southeast.
ently
Married. PresBox
69c, BROADCASTING.
News editor, announcer. Five years
experience available now. Interested
in all offers. Don Mitchell, 27 North
Columbus Avenue, Mt. Vernon, New
York.
(Continued on next page)
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Announcers
Announcer-DJ-writer trained and experienced in TVdesires
programming-production methods,
position witii TV
station. Resume, photo, references
upon
request. Write Box 80c, BROADCASTING.
Product ion -P rogramming , others
Young newsman wants TV news job
or AM job with TV future. Experienced
all phases newsgathering, reporting,
broadcasting, top news station. Newspaper reporting,
and photo
experience. Top editing
references,
married,
presentable,
ad-lib.
good
voice,
journalism MA. Box 29c, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
One kw daytime station in southeast
for sale. Network affiliated. Paying
about 76c.
20',BROADCASTING.
based on sale price. Write
Box
California 250 watt fulltime station for
sale. Reasonable price and generous
terms to the right party. Located near
San Francisco Bay area. Prosperous
and growing community. Box 786B,
BROADCASTING.
Leading network station in A-1 western market. Annual gross nearly $100,000.
Price $80,000. Box 33c, BROADCASTING.
For sale. 250 watt fulltime, local independent station in one station town.
Southeast.
CASTING. Write Box 77c. BROADFM radio station for sale. Either as
operating station or equipment separately. This stationbuilding;
has two-acre
site,
nice transmitter
equipment
has been used less than two years.
Below are listed major equipment
items: GE FM broadcast transmitter
exciter model 4BT1A. 3 kw amplifier
model. Station monitor GE type
4BM-1-A Limiting amplifier GE type
■1BA-5-A. REL FM broadcast receiver model 646. Console 25B speech
input equipment. Western Electric.
3 Western Electric 109 type reproducers,
complete. 5 spare 9A reproducer heads.
3 Robinson
turntables.
audio oscillator. Hewlett
Packard 1 model
201B.
1 distortion analyzer Hewlett Packard
model 325B. 1 vacuum tube testing
equipment
model
798 Weston.
Western Electric
remote
amplifier 1 model
22D. 6 Western Electric 639A cardioid
microphones. 5 Western Electric 633A
salt
shaker
microphones.
16-inch
recorder
model M51 Rek-O-Kut
w/Webster
head.
275'
Truscon
self-supporting
tower. 4 bay GE antenna
type BY4A
complete with baluns, matchers and
trombones. Co-axial cable. Andrew
— 51.5 ohms.
straight
2l^a"expansion
joints. 195 right
angle lengths.
bends.
1clamps,
45' bend.
Gas
inlet
couplings,
etc. Audio rack. 1 GE gauges,
utility
amplifier. 1 GE line equalizer. 1 GE
line level indicator. New tubes — unused. 2 GE GL7D21. 2 GE GL5D24,
4-250 S. 2 RCA 829B. 1 RCA 815. 1 GE
phasitron. Used tubes. GE GL7D21's.
Eimac 4-250A's. 815's. 829's. For further
particulars address Daily News Publishing Co., Beloit, Wisconsin.
For sale. Two stations. One kw daytime and one 250 watts local. Available together or separately. Write
Box 78c. BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
FM equipment
sale. WesternHewlett
Electric 1 kw FM fortransmitter.
Packard FM monitor. RCA limiter.
GE circular 4-bay FM antenna (gain
3.65). 330 feet Co-ax with elbows
and joints.
RCA speaker
monitor Cost
amplifier. WE speaker
with cabinet.
over $16,000, first check for $12,000
takes
everything. Box 796B, BROADCASTING.
For sale. Brand new Gates modulation monitor, M02639, never hooked
up.
$260. FOB. Box 973B, BROADCASTING,
Wire recorder, famous Webster 81.
brand new, complete and in original
carton. $59.95. Ninety day guarantee.
Box 42c. BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Latest model GE 10 kw FM transmitter,
GE station monitor, amplifiers, rack
cabinet, spare tubes, plugs, GE 4-bay
antenna, 380' type 300 Wincharger insulated tower, lighting equipment, dehydrator, 410'Used
3^8" less
line than
and 2year.
RCA New
70-D
turntables.
condition. Box 52c, BROADCASTING.
3 kw Federal FM transmitter, 3 BayRCA-FM
FM
monitor.antenna,
All usedHewlett-Packard
1 year. Make
offer. Box 81e, BROADCASTING.
Recording
known,$5000
profitable Timesstudio,
Square well
vicinity.
net
profit per year. One man operated, will
teach.
Required
$4000
cash-balance
terms. Box 83c, BROADCASTING.
2 Brush BK403 good working order for
71/2— 500
and out.
15" per
secondforrecording.
500
in
Suitable
broadcasting
use. Cost $385. Make best ofTer. 1
Brush BK403— 3 and 3>/4 and 71/2" per
second same as above except no 15"
per second wheel. Box 88c, BROADCASTING.
For Sale. 5 kw Western Electric modified 5-C transmitter complete with tubes
and 100% spares. In good operating
condition.
ington. First$1,000
checkFOB.
buys Tacoma,
it. Radio WashKMO,
Box 1651, Tacoma, Washington.
For sale. Here is a real buy in tape
recorders. Two Brush Sound Mirror
BK401 bridging input, 600 ohm output
recording level meter. One of these
converted for use of scotch tape.
Write KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa.
Truscon H-30 286 foot self-supporting
tower will support FM or TV antenna,
brand new, never erected, complete
with insulators,
lighting. All hardware and baseA-3reinforcement
steel.
Cost $10,500. Will consider all offers.
WHHH, 2nd Nafl Bank Bldg. Warren,
Ohio.
FM — Complete equipment to begin 250
watt FM-operation. Includes REL
model 549A-DL transmitter, 600 R frequency monitor, 600 AMPR monitor
amplifier, ^23R program amplifier, 643R
pre-emphasis unit, 641R power supply,
Andrew folded quadrupole antenna,
200 foot Lehigh self-supporting tower,
325 feet RG/20-U coax. Total cost new
over $7500. Has given completely satisfactory service for 28 months. Bargain. We are going to 3 kw approximately
October 1.separately.
Will sell either
ment or tower
WriteequipTed
Bailey, Chief Engineer, WJBC, Bloomington, Illinois.
Webster Wire recorder. Used 12 hours.
$100 FOB. Press-Radio Club, 330 Clayton Street, Montgomery, Alabama.
Truscon 350 ft. self-supported tower
dismantled, immediate delivery $5500
FOB Indianapolis, Also WE 1 kw FM
transmitter, $5000. Steve Cisler, WKYW,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Employment Service
Immediate openings in nearly every
st^te of the union. Managers through
copywriters needed. Need ?3 engineers
who will announce. RRR-Radio-TrV
Employment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.

For Sale

Employment Service

Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
Brand new GE BTIA 250 watt FM transmitter
infourfactory
cases with
97.7 mg.twocrystal,
24A packed
transmitter
mountings,
311A
plugs,ter two
9A. twotwo8B 713A
and four
llA transmitattachments,
adapters,
one 25B
speech
inputfourequipment
completeandwith
sets
of
tubes,
P2AA cords
one 2 753C
speaker.
cost BROADCASTING.
$8,846.93. Best offer
takes
it. Actual
Box 971B,
FOR SALE
RCA I kw AM transmitter
BTA — I L
To be sold for best price offered.
Includes two sets of tubes, two
crystals, instruction book. Original
cost $8,750.
BOX 41c, BROADCASTING
Schools
SCHOOLS
RADIO

CUTTING EXPENSES?
Mr. Station Manager, —
Here's your chance to save
money. Hire announcers and disc
jockies who have been trained on
the air over New York stations.
They know all phases of radio in-|
eluding commercial writing, console operation, selling, and staWe tionhave
qualified men willing
routines.'
to trade
dollars for experience in
your station. Resumes with photos
and discs available on request.
Wire collect your requirements
to America's famous radio school.
CAMBRIDGE
School of Radio Broadcasting
220 W. 42nd Street
New York 18, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-0038

TECHNIQUE

e NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved jor G.I. Training in
New York and Chicago Branches.
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bldg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL: 228 S. Wabcsh Avenue
HOILYV/OOD 38, CALIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue

WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Tell us your needs! Our graduates
Ixave thorough . . . full time technical
training in one of the nation's
RadioElectronic-Television
training finest
laboratories.
These
men
are
high
grade...
F.C.C. Licenses ami are well qualifieJhaveto
operate and equipment.
maintain Radio-Broadcast
Television
Write, phone an<lor
wire :
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE,
DeFOREST'S
2533
N. Ashland Ave.training,
Chicago 14,IncIII
Phone Lincoln 9-7260

ATLANTIC
CITY'S
HOTEL
OF DISTINCTION
Devotednatingtoclientele
the and
wishescatering
of a discrimito their
every wantvantages of aanddelightful
embracing
all thehotel.
adboardwalk
Spacious,
Colorful
Lounges
—
Sun
Tan
Decks
atop — Baths
Open and
inclosed
Soloria —on •
Salt Water
in rooms
— throughout.
Garage
premises.
Courteous atmosphere
When in Atlantic City visit the
FAMOUS FIESTA LOUNGE
RENOWNED FOR FINE FOOD
OPEN ALL YEAR
Under Ownership Management
Exclusive Penna. Ave. and Boardwalk

Help Wanted
Managerial
COMMERCIAL MANAGER needed to head
sales staff of 2.50 watt fulltime station in
mldwestern
operation
six
months, thiscits'is ofthe25,000.
onl.v Instation
in this
area. You need not appl.v if you are not over
35
years
of age, married,
sober, experienced
sales town.
management
willing
to live forinaIn small
This isanda fine
opportunity
the right man. Attractive financial arrangement. Radio
Contact "Tiny"
Jordan,
General
Manager,
Station Joe
WSAL,
Logansport,
Indiana immediately.
Production-Programming , others
SCRIPT WRITER
50 liw network alliliate in major midwest
citv
an experienced,
script
writerncc()s
for AM
and TV showsall-round
of all types,
including network originations. Emphasis on
musical
and
dramatic
shows.
Permanent
job
for person desiring to live in midwest. Send
full
details
on
experience,
salary
requirements,
references and recent photo to
BOX 40o, BROADCA,STING

CALIFORNIA

EAST

Profitable

Successful station wants
capable manager. Will
give favorable management contract and make
40% of stock available for

Independent,

$65,000.00
$12,500.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
James
W.
Blackburn
711
Construction
Bldg.
WasUngton Bldg.
RayMontgomery
V. Hamilton St.
S. Akard and Wood Sts.
235
Central 1177
SterUng 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672

CROSLEY
OPENS
Two FM Outlets in Ohio
Dayton and WLWF Columbus, FM outlets of the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. in those Ohio
areas, went on the air July 18 and
19 respectively.
Facilities of WLWB occupy the
same transmitter and antenna site
television station WLWD. Facilities of WLWF are located in the
same building housing WLWC's
video equipment.
WLWB will operate with an effective radiated power of 20 kw,
while that of WLWF will be 15
kw. Both stations will carry WLW
AM programs for a minimum of
six hours daily.

w

WLWB

DALE W. GALLIMORE, formerly
of WDVA Danville, Va., has
joined engineering staff of
WHHT Durham, N. C. Mr. Gallimore served as radar man in Navy
for three and one-half years and
studied at Danville Technical Institute.
CHARLES DOERING, until recently
at Carelton College, Ottawa, Ont., has
joined CKSF Cornwall, Ont., as engineer.
MIKE CHUCKRAY, engineer for
KXOK St. Louis, is the father of a
girl, Susan Mary.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., North
Adams, Mass., announces small 85°C.
molded capacitors in ratings as high
as 10,000 volts d-c and suitable for
high-temperature conditions met in
television, industrial electronics, and
various radio applications.
ED CONTURE, engineer at ABC
Hollywood, is the father of a boy.
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. Co.,
St. Paul, announces production of
short-playing reel of "Scotch" sound
recording tape 150 feet long, which
provides
three minutes'
playing
on conventional
recorders
andtime12
minutes on dual track. Tape is backed
by paper or plastic, and is identical
to other "Scotch" sound recording
tapes, firm reports.
ROBERT SCHREINER, engineer at
WHLI WHLI-FM Hempstead, Long
Island, is the father of a boy, Michael
Robert.

OF
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to old age in 13
FROM
weeks BIRTH
is span of We Human
Beings, educational series produced by Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council over WCOP and
WCOP-FM Boston. Show is semidocumentary, dramatizing problems
people face in course of their lives,
and features psychologists, sociologists and other specialists from nearby
colleges and universities. Series is
written and directed by R. Jarrett
Tangney, member of Council staff.
Dream Kitchen
HOME ECONOMIST, shown working
in Hotpoint-equipped kitchen set up
in studio, is format of new WBAP-TV
Fort Worth program — first studioproduced daytime show from station.
Cooking demonstrations and ideas
combine with all-round instruction
in use of home appliances. Show is
sponsored by Graybar Electric Co. and
Hotpoint.
Current Business Problems
SERIES of five special programs are
being presented by U. S. Dept. of
Commerce in cooperation with NBC.
Programs are related to President
Truman's mid-year report to Congress and broadcast on economic state
of nation. Produced weekly on University ofChicago Round Table, shows
are run under general title, "How's
Business ?" Good Earth
MAKING USE of laboratory samples
and Dept. of Agriculture films. Dr.
Edward H. Graham conducts The
Earth Can Provide series on WNACTV Boston. Dr. Graham is chief of
Biology Div., Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and
member of Harvard Summer School
faculty. Topics discussed will be:
Soils, water, land classification and
use, forests and range land, and wildlife. Show is produced by Lowell
Institute Cooperative Broadcasting
Council.
Outstanding Substitutes
TEN DISTINGUISHED Washington
ladies will substitute on Nancy Osgood program, aired on WRC Washington five times weekly, while Miss
Osgood is on vacation. Substitute
hostesses are: Mrs. Charles Brannan,
wife of Secretary of Agriculture;

Miss Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, head
of Tufty Washington news bureau;
Mrs. Claude Pepper, wife of Sen.
Pepper; Mrs. Harris Ellsworth, wife
of Oregon Congressman; Mrs. India
Edwards, executive director of women's division of Democratic National
Committee; Christine Sadler Coe,
WashingtonSonia
Bureau
Magazine;
Stein,Chief,
radio McCall's
and TV
editor for Washington Post; Hope Risings Miller, magazine writer; Mrs.
Ken Regan, wife of Texas Congressman, and Miss Drucie Snyder, daughter of Secretary of Treasury.
'Cut-Out Lady'
LARGE EASEL, three white boards,
black paper and scissors are equipment for Ciit-Out Lady program on
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio. "Cut-out
Lady" Ann Rike illustrates her children's stories with silhouettes of
Timothy Terrior and his friends. Station offers broad-scale promotion and
merchandising campaign in conjunction with program.
Rumba Lessons
WEEKLY Rhumba Club session on
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee features four
couples being taught rhumba by Lester
Mayhew Jr., dance instructor. Aired
early Saturday evenings, program is
designed to instruct young couples
before they leave for dancing dates.
More than 150 requests for charts
on rhumba lessons have been received
weekly since program started, station
reports.
'That's the Story'
ORGAN MUSIC sets mood for legend,
biography, current events, human-interest tales or poetry, any of which
may
be
on That's
the Story
WHAS heard
Louisville.
Daily
programon
features anything from poetry to
latest show-business slang, be-bop, or
interview with celebrity.
Road Games on TV
LARGE DIAGRAM BOARD of ball
grounds, with movement and position
of ball and players indicated by flashing electric lights set in board, enables WCPO-TV Cincinnati to telecast baseball games when Cincinnati
Reds' are away from home. Regular
description backs up telecast, with
moving diagram making plays easy
to follow.
Viewers Solve Mystery
AGAINST BACKGROUND of courtroom, complete with judge, bailiff and
witnesses, witness to crime reads
statement which gives clue to solution of mystery on Judge for Yourself
over WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga. Three
contestants are allowed to crossexamine witness. After three clues
have been given, if no one in studio
has found solution, home audience
may call in answer. Rewards are
offered for correct solution.
Chandler

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage
BROADCASTING

m

to

• Telecasting

* Member N-A-B-

MS!

on special ''D J'' platters*
JOHNNY

The Girl
From Jones Beach
The Shade Went Up
DJ-741
WAYNE

We'll Still Be
Honeymooning
My First Love,
Always
MyForLast
Love,
DJ-740

Only For Americans
Every Night
Is Saturday Night
DJ-738
VAUGHN

Someday
And It Still Goes
DJ-739
CLAUDE

On the 5:45
Who Do You Know
In Heaven
DJ-737
*"DJ" disks are special platters for
disk jockey and radio station use!

to CBA

GEORGE CHANDLER, owner of
CJOR Vancouver, was elected director for British Columbia to
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at mid-July meeting of British
Columbia Broadcasters Assn.
August 1, 1949
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Ustettjur tfie words 'Imnscnbed by AMPEX
ijjkr ike jmt shows in mdlo

Here's

how

Series
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"

NEW

300

Actions

of

the

FCC

JULY 22 to JULY 29
cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset f
ant.-antenna
CP-construction permit
D-day
mod.-modification
DA-directional antenna
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
aur.-aural
unL-unlimited hours
STL-studio-transmitter link
l
amplifier vis.-visua CG-conditional grant
amp.-synchronous
synch,STA-special
temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.

MAGNETIC

adds

TAPE

RECORDER

profit to your

operation

July 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WERE Cleveland — License to cover
CP new AM station.
WEHS Chicago — License to cover CP
changes in FM station.
Modification of CP
KICK Springfield, Mo.— Mod. CP rvew
AM station for extension of completion date. Shreveport, La. — Mod. CP
KRMD-FM
new FM station for extension of comWAGE-FMpletion date. Syracuse, N. Y. — Same.
WAVU-FM Albertville, Ala.— Mod.
CP change
ERP to 3.24 kw, ant. to
360
ft.
WCON-TV Atlanta— Mod. CP new
TV station to change ERP from 4.9
kw vis.
2.5 kw aur. to 50 kw vis.
26.3
kw aur.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 920 kc
WGST Atlanta— CP change from 1
kw-N 5 kw-D to 5 kw unl. DA-N.

CONSOLE MODEL 300* .. . $1,573.75
PORTABLE MODEL 300 .. . $1,594.41
RACK MOUNTED
$1,491.75
•Meter Panel Extra F. O. B. Factory, Son Corlos, Colli.
Read what Frank Marx, Vice President in charge of
Engineering, American Broadcasting Company, says:
"For the past two years A. B. C. has successfully used
magnetic tape for rebroadcast purposes . . . A. B. C.
recorded on AMPEX in Chicago ... 17 hours per day.
For 2618 hours of playback time, the air time lost was
less than three minutes : a truly remarkable record."
SPECIFICATIONS
Starting Time: Instantaneous.
Frequency Response:
starting in the Normal Play
At 15" ± 2 (lb. 50-15,000 cycles (When
mode of operation, the tape is up to
At 7.5"± 2 db. 50-7,500 cycles full speed in less than .1 second.)
Signal-To-Noiie Ratio: The overall Flutter and WOW: At 15 inches per
unweighted system noise is 70 db. second, well underO.1% r.m.s.,measbelow tape saturation, and over uring al I flutter components from 0
60 db. below 3% total harmonic to 300 cycles, using a tone of 3000
cycles. At 7.5 inches, under 0.2%.
distortion at 400 cycles.

July 25 Applicat'ions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP for Changes
WFMY Greensboro, N. C— CP change
ERP to 51.6 kw, decrease ant. to
407 ft.
License for CP
WTWN
St.
Johnsbury,
Vt.— License
to cover CP new
AM station.
Modification of CP
KROW Oakland, Calif.— Mod. CP
changes in AM station for extension
of completion date.
KMSU
Missoula, Mont.— Mod. CP
SERVICE

new AM station for extension of comKSRR pletion
Sandate. Bruno, Calif.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of comdate.
WTVJ pletionMiami,
Fla.— Mod. CP new
TV
station
for extension of completion
date.
July 26 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Jones
Felix H.
Morales, for
Houston,
— At
request
of counsel
John F.Tex.
Cooke,
Houston competing applicant, deferred
action on petition of Morales to amend
application to specify 1480 kc 1 kw
Dkc at
Tex., in lieu 1510
1 kwPasadena,
D at Houston.
West AUis Bcstg. Co., West AUis,
Wis. — Granted petition to dismiss without prejudice application for CP.
KWKW to Pasadena,
Calif.—prejudice
Granted
petition
dismiss without
application
for
assignment
of
license.
Martin L. Schulman, Plattsburg,
N. Y. — Granted petition to continue
hearing
on applications
of Schulman
and Clinton
County Bcstg.
Corp.,
Plattsburg, N. Y.; hearing continued
to Oct. 10 at Washington.
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. — Granted
petition for extension of time to file
engineering exhibit in re proceeding
upon application
tended to Aug. 19. for CP; time exSteel City Bcstg. Co., Gary, Ind.—
Granted petition for leave to amend
application for CP to submit revised
financial data; accepted amendment.
KID Idaho Falls, Ida.— Scheduled for
hearing Sept.
13 atCP. Washington application for mod.
Colonial Bcstg. Co. Inc. and WHIT
New Bern, N. C. — Granted petition for
continuance of hearing on applications;
hearing continued to Sept. 12 at Washington.(Continued on page 79)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Three-Speed * Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.
*

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will beowners
seen by
readersstation
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . facsimile
.
BROADCASTING

Manufaefured by Ampex Electric Corporation, San Carlos, Calif.
DISTRIBUTED BY
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

id a '
JKA.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P.

MAY

Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

in TVT

t tvt in

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

i.0 years of 'professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

ir^ IT f\

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604, 1757
National
WASHINGTON

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W. — Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
( a Chicago suburb )

BEN ADLER
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
Specializing in Simplified Systems Design
For Low Cost TV Operation
515 MADISON AVE. PLAZA 5-7358
N. Y. 20, N. Y.
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GEORGE

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611
Member AFCCE*

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

id c

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*
William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

• Telecasting

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
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(Continued from page U7)
a demonstration
or explanation of
Sports
the game's essentials. The football approach has already been
explained; in boxing, a pair of
fighters match gloves in the ring
demonstrating body and heajd
punches, holding the ropes and4gently
punches.
Even thetb '|
judging— illegal
of rounds,
a mystery
all save the most avid boxing fans,

J^toduction
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HIBERNIA NAT L BANK BLDG.
New Orleans, La.

PLETEng erection of
^OMsupp
orti
steel and
TV antenna — ^425 feet above
street level.

i:ki;(;tio.\ of fm and tv
am fwas

B
STEEL

and towers

D

N

ERECTING

82 W. WASHINGTON

CO.
ST.

Phone: Financial 6-3496
CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS
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been named
L hasChick
GEORGE
en Every
producer FOGE
on NBC
SioHkLij. and WILL GLICKMAN
N
and JOE STEI have been appointed
co-writers of NBC Ethel Merman
Shoiv.
MADONNA TODD, veteran ScrippsHoward newspaperwoman and former
NBC continuity editor, joins CBS
San Francisco as continuity editor.
organized
Miss Todd
first
continuity
desl< San
at Francisco's
KPO, now
KNBC, during- thS '20's. CLAIRE
MARTIN has joined script department of KCBS replacing SHIRLEY
BOROFF, resigned.
MAC McGARRY, chief announcer at
WBEC Pittsfield, Mass., is announcer
on ABC this summer for GEORGE
SOKOLSKY's news commentary show,
Sunday, 10:4.5 p.m. Program is originating at WBEC during summer.
THOMAS L. GRAEFF, new to radio,
has joined transcription department
of ABC Hollywood.
TED BOOTH, former music director
at KSOK Arkansas City, Kan., has
joined WGIG Brunswick, Ga., as program director-chief announcer.
DON BARKSDALE, Bay Area basketball professional, joins KLX Oakland,
Calif., as disc jockey on new program,
Harlem Holiday.
FRED MUXFELD has been appointed
program director for WJBC WJBCFM Bloomington, 111., succeeding JOE
GLASS, resigned. Mr. Muxfeld was
with WJBC before joining the Army.
BROOKE TAYLOR, disc jockey, has
been appointed program director of
WJMO Cleveland.
KATHERINE
KERRY,
Page
commentator for
KCBS Women's
San Francisco
since 1943, will resign Aug. 1.5,
ARTHUR HULL HAYES, CBS vice
president and KCBS general manager,
announced last week. Miss Kerry
plans to take a trip around the world.
Before joining KCBS, Miss Kerry was
associated with McClatchy newspaper
and radio chain, where she was known
to radio listeners as "Katherine
Kitchen." She also has served as
home economist for California Sugar
Growers Assn.
RUTH HOWELL, daughter of REX
HOWELL, part-owner of KFXJ Grand
Junction, Col., is working as librarian
for station this summer. Miss Howell
is on vacation from Denver U. where
she is studying radio.
BERNARD S. KRAUSE, announcer at
WGY Schenectady, N. Y., has been
appointed acting supervisor of science
programs. Succeeding him as announcer is WILLIAM H. CARPENTER.
J.\.MES BERRY, formerly announcer
with KFWB Hollywood, and DICK
TUFELD, formerly with NBC Hollywood, have joined announcing staff of
ABC Hollywood. LEA LINDA MASON, formerly with NBC Hollywood,
has joined ABC Hollywood music department.
CLARKE ALEXANDER, formerly announcer at WWL and WNOE New
Orleans, and recently doing freelance
radio dramatizations in New York and

Chicago, has joined announcing st.^vli
of WHLI and WHLI-FM Hempstead,
Long Island.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN-SMITH, production and program manager of
KFWB Hollywood, has resigned to
enter television and will announce
new affiliation upon expiration of his
contract this month. BILL RAY, assistant to HARRY MAIZLISH, KFWB
general manager, takes over Mr.
Smith's duties.
JOHN SHIELD, former radio speech
instructor at Rex Radio School,
Seattle, has been added to continunity
staff at KIRO same city.
BOB MILLER has joined announcing
staff of KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, after
working in same capacity at WGIL
Galesburg, 111.
BILL BULLINGTON, former production manager of KSGM Ste. Genevieve,
Mo., has joined KRHD Duncan, Okla.,
as
program director and sports announcer.
SEAMAN JACOBS has been added to
writing staff of projected Ed Wynn
Show to be telecast on CBS-TV.
DONN RANDOM, freelance announcer,
has joined announcing staff of KLX
Oakland, Calif.
GRANT MERRILL, member of teaching staff at U. of Washington, has
joined mentscontinuity
and traffic departat KING Seattle.
JOHN SLAGLE, disc m.c. at WXYZ
Detroit, has been elected honorary
member of Detroit Squadron Air Force
Assn. in recognition of his support of
Air Force activities. He will be guest
of honor at association air show
Aug. 6.
BILL WOOD, chief announcer at
KODY North Platte, Neb., and Marie
Gibbs have announced their marriage.
BOB FERRIS, announcer for KJR
Seattle, is the father of a girl, Kathleen Louise.
BEN A. HUDELSON, educational director for WBZ Boston, is the father
of a boy.
LAWRENCE MENKIN, associate producer at DuMont TV Network, is the
father of a boy.

is explained before the fight ovei '
WLWT by officials. This explanatory
approach
in ' most
sports
televised
over used
WLWT,
has||
system whereby each
greataispraise.
wonBy ususing
cameraman
thoroughly familiar
with the game from skull prac-,
tice to action, and pre-conceived
routine of what shots he is responsible for, depending upon the
lenses he uses, it is possible for
me to combine the commentary
and produce it at the same time.
Thus, I have announced and produced every sport telecast by
WLWT except the Red's baseball
games, where Waite Hoyt's AM
play-by-play is used for the audio.
It has been our policy to use
a television set in our mobile unit
and on some locations the television set is taken inside the arena.
So that the announcer does not
confuse the televiewer, he watches
the screen and supplies the necessary commentary from the picture
which appears. Thereby, the televiewer always sees the picture
the announcer is talking about.
However, in basketball, football
and baseball, where substitutions
are used, it is sometimes necessary
for the announcer to have a position where he can viev/ the entire
field.
For harness racing, horse racing,
auto have
racing,
devilmidget
shows we
our dareown
microphone set close to the announcer employed by the promoter
to do the public address system
announcing. Thus he is more
familiar with people traveling with
the show and terms connectec
with the sport. In this manner
the announcer acts as the "mai
who doesn't know" and thereby
questions the P. A. announcer
about the various terms used in
connection with the sport.

ished by BMI
Another BMl ^Pin Up" Hit-Publ

EV'RY NIGHT IS SATyRDAY

NIGHT

10465.
On Transcriptions: Nat B-'^''-^^^-^^^'^' y^'jl
NSC 1 he
Damone— Associated; Vincent Lopez—
saurus; Blue Barron— Langworth.
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President and Gen. Mgr
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By JAMES

P. GALLAGHER

WHAT'S in a nickname? Known
for two generations as "The Motor
City" and during World War II
as "The Arsenal of Democracy,"
Detroit prefers to be called "The
City Where Life Is Worth Living"
or "The Dynamic City."
But the clue to understanding
and selling the Detroit market lies
in the fact that the people consider
it a good place to make a good life.
The Detroit area's 2,725,000 residents are home-owners. In the city
proper there are 326,111 single and
two-family dwellings, as against
only 14,275 multiple units. So it is
plain that any sales campaign directed at the cliff-dwellers of the
East will miss the heart of Detroit.
A majority of Detroit's homes
are owner occupied, with the percentage rising each year, due
;partly to the post-war shortage
of rentals but mostly to the characj ter and ambitions of the population.
BROADCASTING

And this is only part of the market. Adjacent municipalities add
81,700 dwelling units, and unincorporated areas increase this by
41,300, with an even higher ratio
of single, owner occupied units than
the city proper.
A Detroit News estimate gives a
total of 577,000 dwelling units in
the city or a metropolitan area total of 700,000.
And they are home-staying people, too. Night clubs have rocky
going, but neighborhood taverns
are numerous. These Detroiters
must be sold in their homes, which
explains the success of the outstanding radio and television stations in the area.
The terrific Detroit market is
split among a relatively small number of stations, thus making it possible for each to show a very respectable listening public at any
given time. The AM field is covered
by eight stations: WWJ (NBC),
WJR (CBS), WXYZ (ABC),
CKLW
(MBS),
WJBK, WJLB,

• Telecasting

WEXL and WKMH. WEXL and
WKMH are located in suburbs.
All these except WKMH give simultaneous FM broadcasting. In
addition, there are four exclusive
FM operations in Detroit. Three are
commercial— WDET (FM), WJJW
(FM), WLDM (FM)— and one is
non-commercial, WDTR (FM),
operated by the Board of Education.
1948 AM Billings
Near $8 Millions
Just how big is this Detroit radio market? In 1948, time sales of
the eight AM outlets totaled $7,800,000, with the billing of the three
FM-only stations pushing the total
over $8 million. In addition, there
is a TV market that will add
up to better than a half-million
dollars this year at a very conservative estimate, based on 1948, plus
growth in 1949. Breakdowns between local and national billing
aren't quite so accurate, but a good
estimate would be that $3 million

comes from local advertisers alone.
It is hard, sometimes, to convince non-Detroiters that there is
anything else sold in the city but
automobiles, and that it is not
unique for someone to work anywhere but in the huge auto plants.
The city doesn't try to hide its dependence on, and pride in, the
sprawling factories that made it
world famous, but it likes to emphasize the hundreds of other important segments of its economic
life.
As one production man put it,
"Nobody makes nuthin' until we
make the tools for them." And he
was almost right. Tool and die
companies in the Detroit area cover
five full pages of type in the telephone directory, and are busy the
year around turning out the means
of production for industries all
over the world.
Founded in 1701 by Antoine
Laumet de la Mothe Cadillac, as
(Continued on page 66)
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(Continued from page 65)
a fort to contain the English in
the West, the city has been a center
of commerce ever since. In 1948,
the total retail sales in Wayne
County were $2,892,344,000, a gain
of 13% over 1947, which had been
the biggest year in history until
then.
Sales like this can only be made
to well-paid workers, which is what
the Detroit area specializes in. The
average hourly rate of a factory
worker in Detroit had risen to
$1.71 by the end of last year, which
gives a weekly paycheck for 40
hours of $68.40. The high takehome of the city's workers was reflected in federal bank records
which show a jump of $20 million
since last year, and a gain in savings deposits of $5 million.
The metropolitan area's market
of 2,725,000 residents tells only
part of the story. Detroit is also
the shopping center for much of
southern Oakland and Macomb
counties just to the north, well
within the effective radius of the
Detroit stations. At the turn of the
century Detroit, of the wide shady
streets and lovely homes running
out East Jefferson along the riverfront, had a population of only
285,000. But the invention of the
automobile and the circumstances
that induced Detroit to take this
new industry to its heart and make
it into the leading single industry
in the country, transformed a quiet
town into the fourth city of the
nation, and the third greatest
manufacturing center.
Detroit's 144 square miles rise
so evenly from the 11 miles of
frontage on the Detroit River that
the terrain appears level. There
is a man-made skyline though, in
the form of ranges of skyscrapers
and banks of smokestacks, culminating in the tower of the Penobscot Bldg., 557 feet from the sidewalk. This, in turn, is topped by
radio, for the WWJ-FM and TV
operations are handled from the
top of this building, with the antenna towering over the entire city.
Commercial radio came early to
Detroit. WW J, the Detroit News
station — at that time W8MK, later
Siraud Gantz
Pres. & Gen. Mgr,
WJJW (FM)

•

Scripps'
Radio
Dates From
1901Interest'
The first man to take to his idea
was William E. Scripps, now head
of all the News' enterprises. He had
been interested in radio since 1901,
when he saw a demonstration by
Thomas E. Clark, who sent a message to a point two blocks away in
downtown Detroit. Mr. Scripps
bought a small transmitter panel
for the News, and it was tucked
away in a corner of the sports department. It mounted two oscillators and two rectifier tubes, similar
to the one Dr. de Forest had been
selling to the Navy. Since Feb. 13,
1925, WWJ has been the Detroit
outlet for NBC.
CBS in Detroit is represented by
the G. A. Richards station, WJR.
Starting with an almost bankrupt
property in 1926, Mr. Richards
built it into one of the most profitable radio properties in the country. With its 50 kw, WJR attracts
a high percentage of national accounts. Harry Wismer, sportscaster, has had a rapid rise in the organization, and is now general
manager of WJR. In January
1947 Mr. Wismer also was named
assistant to the president of the

J. E. Campeau
Pres. & Gen. Mgr,
CKLW

ilka.
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WBL on Oct. 13, 1921, and finally
WWJ on March 3, 1922— began to
broadcast regular programs on
Aug. 20, 1920, and has been in continuous operation since that date.
There has been a constant dispute
over wiisther or not WWJ antedates KDKA Pittsburgh, mainly
turning on what is considered "regular programs." This was the beginning of a long line of firsts claimed
by the station, which is now under
the general managership of Harry
Bannister. They include the first
announcer, William F. Holliday, the
first news broadcast, dance orchestra, and many others.
In 1918, Dr. Lee de Forest was
in New York City, where he was
told by the government radio inspector that there was no room in
the ether for mere entertainment,
the air being needed for Navy communication. Driven from New York,
Dr. de Forest tried to convince
newspaper owners that they should
install broadcasting equipment,
pointing out that every big city had
an increasing number of owners of
those queer contraptions called
crystal sets.
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Ben Hoberman
Gen. Mgr,
WDET-fM

G. A. Richards' stations, and a
few months later was elected to the
board of directors. Worth Kramer
assists him at WJR.
The only network-owned and
operated station in Detroit is
WXYZ, bought by ABC in 1946.
ABC retained most of the personnel
of the station and raised James G.
Riddell, veteran of 18 years with
WXYZ, to general manager. Harold
S. Christian, who doubles as commercial and merchandising manager, has built both sales and a
strong merchandising reputation.
Since 1932, CKLW has been a
network outlet in the Detroit area.
With studios in both Detroit and
Windsor, and offices in both cities
CKLW is truly an "international
aff'air." J. E. (Ted) Campeau is
president of the Western Ontario
Broadcasting Co., holder of the license, and E. Wilson Wardell is
commercial manager. Outlet for
CBS until 1935, CKLW now is the
Mutual and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. outlet. Like WJR, CKLW
broadcasts with 50 kw.
There are four independents, all
showing solid financial strength in
their billings and all appealing to
large segments of the market.
WJBK has seen a phenomenal
growth since its purchase by Fort
Industry Co. in June 1947 and has
strong lineup of local favorites in
participation shows and the Detroit Tiger baseball broadcast.
George B. Storer is president of
Fort Industry, with Lee B. Wailes
vice president in charge of operations. Richard E. (Dick) Jones,
a young veteran of Detroit radio,
is vice president and general manager of WJBK and WJBK-TV.
Being antedated only by WWJ
and WJR in the state of Michigan,
WEXL, located in Royal Oak, a
northern suburb of the city, has
built up a strong following both in
the communities north of Detroit
proper and in the metropolis as
well. Under the direction of George
B. Hartrick, president, and Jacob
B. Sparks, vice president and partner, since 1929 WEXL has concentrated on music and news, with extensive coverage of church services
on Sundays, utilizing remote pickups. Calvert M. Hill is commercial
manager.
John Lord Booth, a member of
one of the state's oldest families,
is president and general manager
Fred A. Knorr
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WKMH

of WJLB. Now renewing a long
time policy of foreign language
broadcasts, WJLB is making a play
for a major share of this immense
market. In addition, this station
has been active in storecasting with
FM broadcasts, several grocery
chains having installed FM receivers topick up programs directed!
at the shopper.
Eric V. Hay is com-l \
mercial
manager.
Latest addition to the Detroit
radio family in the AM field is
WKMH, in west side Dearborn,
first station to start up in this area
since 1932. Fred A. Knorr, president and general manager, was
elected Young Man of the Year
from Dearborn this year because of
the station's efforts in behalf of
community projects. Assistant general manager and commercial manager is Walter Patterson, a veteran of 19 years in radio.
Detroit Industries
Widely Diversified
Detroit is a city of many stories.
It is the story of the gigantic auto
plants that are within its boundaries and in the cities that surround it; of the thousands of tool
and die shops; of the deep-laden
lake freighters hauling iron ore
down the river, and coal back up;
of the drug industry; the stove
works ; the deep salt mines on the
edge of the city.
But most of all it is the story of
rows of homes, each with its backyard and front lawn, where friendly families talk across back fences
and by the garages that hold the
family cars. For Detroit not only
believes in making cars, it also
believes in buying them. In 1948
there were 551,000 passenger car
registrations in Wayne County,
which means that, with a little
squeezing, the entire population
could have been car-borne. Cars
also accounted for the greatest
single retail sales total, coming to
$440 million.
A retail market the size of Detroit builds big business, and one
of the city's biggest is the mammoth J. L. Hudson Co. — now the
largest in gross sales in department
stores under one roof. Though it is
also a tremendous buyer of white
space, Hudson qualifies as one of
the oldest consistent radio time
buyers in the area.
For 15 years it has sponsored the

Harold
I. Tanner
Co-owner
WLDM (FM)

Gordon Sparks
Program Director
WEXL

Harry Bannister
John Booth
General Manager
General Manager
WWJ WWJ-FM WWJ-TV
WJLB
early morning Minute Parade on
WWJ, devoted to classical and
semi-classical music. Another program on the same station is Home
Making Highlights, devoted entirely
to
of for
the the
store's
floorpromotion
where items
home 10th
are
sold. Rounding out its AM schedule
is the Don Wattrick Sports Show
on WXYZ three times per week.
The store waited even less time
to get into television. It was one of
the first advertisers on WWJ-TV,
and its Sketchbook show is the oldest sponsored program in the area,
having celebrated its second birthday in May. Still another TV offe ing is Man's World on WXYZTV, a 15-minute show featuring
topics of masculine interest. All of
the programs are produced by
Wolfe-Jickling-Conkey with the exception of Minute Parade which is
placed direct. Jim Christensen, radio and television director for the
agency, directs them. Ralph L.
Wolfe, agency president, heads the
Michigan chapter of the AAAA.
But the first and foremost in the
Detroit picture are the automobiles,
and radio advertising budgets devoted to their sale. The use of radio by the automobile industry has
been a sporadic one, marked by fine
selection of new programs, developing them into national prominence,
and then unexplainedly dropping
them in time for some other sponsor to reap the harvest. But there
are indications that the picture is
changing, and it is perhaps worthy
of note that the agencies handling
auto accounts, both local and national, are all radio minded. Especially do the motor makers seem
intrigued by television, for their
cry has always been (even if mistakenly), "We've got to show 'em,
to sell 'em!"
One of the oldest sponsor-client
relationships in Detroit is that of
Campbell-Ewald Co. and Chevrolet. At one time this agency had the
entire General Motors billing, and
when GM decided to split up the
business, C-E chose to retain
Chevrolet. Radio activity centers
on this account, for the agency
places time for many of the dealer
BROADCASTING

Richard E. Jones
General Manager
WJBK WJBK-TV

organizations as well as the manufacturer.
Chevrolet has been sponsoring
the NBC-TV show, Chevrolet On
Broadway, a half-hour drama. In
January the auto maker had an allout spot campaign to introduce new
models, using three spots a day
on 450 outlets for three consecutive
weeks. Some 300 of these were factory buys all over the country, and
150 were dealer purchases in 14
metropolitan areas. Henry G. Little, executive vice president of the
agency, handles this account.
Local Chevrolet Dealers
Also Active in AM and TV
The Detroit Chevrolet dealers
are quite active, too, using two
spots per day on four local stations,
plus the King
Sunday
of Ziv's
Wayne
show.half-hour
To support
the
market for trucks, Chevrolet is
beginning a spot campaign of indefinite length on 350 stations.
Plans call for one spot per day on
each outlet. Henry T. Ewald,
founder of Campbell-Ewald, is
president and chairman of the
board. He is also founder of Detroit's Adcraft Club.
Another facet of the Chevrolet
story is that of individual dealers.
One, Grand River Chevrolet, is
using TV spots now, through the
W. B. Doner agency, and plans a
TV variety show in the fall. Another, P. L. Grissom, is buying the
AM broadcasts of the horse races
from Detroit's Fair Grounds,
through Luckoff , Wayburn & Frankel.
Right down the hall in the General Motors Bldg. is the D. P. Brother agency, handling the Oldsmobile
account. Olds also is using television, in addition to a steady radio
schedule promoting the 1949 Futuramic models. It sponsors the Douglas Edwards news program three
times weekly over CBS-TV, utilizing eight stations in a 52-week buy.
In addition, 160 AM stations are
sharing in a constant campaign of
musical spots, featuring the tune
that Olds must have given thanks
many times for, "In My Merry
Oldsomobile." Mr. Brother is president of the agency, w:'th Clarence
Hatch Jr. as executive vice president and account executive on Olds.
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Harry Wismer
General Manager
WJR WJR-FM

Carl Georgi Jr., also a vice president, buys all radio time.
Across the street from the General Motors Bldg. in the Fisher
Bldg., which houses WJR, is another agency that goes back more
than 30 years — MacManus, John &
Adams. The late Theodore MacManus, founder of the firm, was
voted into advertising's Hall of
Fame at the recent meeting of the
Advertising Federation of America, for his services in pioneering
in the field of automotive advertising. One
ofPontiac,
the just
agency's
accounts,
finishedauto
a spot
campaign on the 1949 model, but
future plans have not yet been revealed. Last fall Pontiac dealers
bought the AM broadcast of U. of
Michigan games on WWJ.
Principal radio buy right now is
the Champion Spark Plug sponsorship of Harry Wismer's Roll Call
on 215 ABC stations. John MacManus is account executive on
Champion. A local dealer. Packer
Pontiac, is sponsoring a 15-minute
newscast on WEXL, plus spots on
several other stations. Another
auto account is Cadillac, but is not
a rad^'o buyer. James R. Adams is
president and W. A. P. John, who
recently hit the pages of the Saturday Evening Post with an article
on his recovery from a severe
heart attack, is chairman of the
board.
Hudson Motor Car Co. has a long
history of broadcasting, including
such buys as the Paul Whiteman
Show. But the company had been
out of network shows since 1937's
Kate Smith program until it returned this April with a 513-station,
one-time buy of the entire Mutual
network to celebrate its 40th anniversary. At the same time the
Hudson Dealers of America launched a 700-station spot campaign that
is still continuing two weeks out
of each month. This cooperative
program generally cons^'sts of five
spots per week per outlet.
In addition, Hudson Dealers of
Detroit have just picked up the tab
on an across-the-board telecast of
live and filmed news over WJBKTV. The 15-minute program features Commentator Larry Ruppel.
The factory also is sponsoring five

James G. Riddell
General Manager
WXYZ WXYZ-TV

spots weekly on WJBK-TV and
three one-minute spots on WWJTV and WXYZ-TV. Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance is agency for
Hudson.
The McCann-Erickson Detroit
office is origination point for another auto account, Chrysler-Plymouth Dealers, buying Sammy
Kaye Showroom on 364 stations, one
of the largest groups ever to buy an
automotive program.
Automobile plants often use spots
to summon men back to work after
layoff's caused
by strikes
materials shortages.
A heavyor spot
program is used the day before, on
a spread of stations, listing those
who are to report back and at what
time. Briggs Body is a steady
user of this idea through McCannErickson, as is Ford Motor through
J. Walter Thompson. Chrysler Division of Chrysler Corp. right now
is using only a one-hour disc jockey
show on WJR. Paul Holder handles the C-P dealer program.
Lincoln-Mercury Using
Heavy Television Schedule
At Kenyon & Eckhardt, Don Miller is account executive on the Lincoln-Mercury business. Like Ford,
L-M has been active recently only
in TV, sponsoring Toast of the
Town on CBS-TV. This show is live
in the East, plus Detroit and Chicago, and kinescoped to the rest of
the network. K&E also has the Detroit L-M dealers who are buying
spots on all three local TV stations,
TV. weather reports over WXYZplus
Packard Motor Co. has only one
show going now, a WWJ-TV presentation ofthe George Scotti Show.
Young & Rubicam, which just celebrated its 18th year as agency for
Packard, handles the show.
Ford, in a surprise move in May,
announced that its entire effort on
the air was going to be concentrated on TV. The AM Ford Theatre was dropped as of July 1 and
the entire budget thrown to the
Fwd Television Theatre, which is
to go to every other week in October, with tentative plans for weekly
operation after the first of next
year. The Ford Dealers fell into
line with this policy by dropping
(Continued on page 68)
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the Fred Allen Show at the conclusion of this season.
The dealer TV offering, Through
the Crystal Ball, is being sponsored
by the 16 sales districts that have
TV outlets in their area. (There
are 33 Ford sales districts, with 21
of them handled by the Detroit
office of J. Walter Thompson Co.)
Eight of them are using TV spots
or short programs, including the
Detroit Dealer buy of Baseball
Scoreboard on WXYZ-TV, which
gives the results of all major
league games seven days a week.
In the AM field, however, only one
district is active in spots at present,
the Denver area using a schedule
on used cars.
This picture is subject to change
with practically no notice, however,
and in view of the dropping of the
Allen show, the budget may allow
for more in the way of spots.
Last year, when the 1949 Ford was
introduced, all 21 of the Detroithandled districts used a large
schedule of spots.
Getting a little car-sick? Let's
settle your nerves Vv'ith another
quick look at this enormous market,
big and active enough to soothe
the most ambitious salesman.

sense of the word. Last year, estimates of the value of the Wayne
County factory product value were
$7.9 billion. The highly paid workmen of the factories didn't do badly,
either, taking home $1,530,000,000
as their share of the bounty. The
high wages of the factories in the
area have had their effect on the
wages of eveiy other trade and profession. Employes of the Detroit
Street Railway, a municipally
owned transportation system, are
among the highest paid workers in
their classification in the country.
And lest the use of 1948 figures
bring the suspicion that 1949 figures haven't kept pace, the April
25 issue of the Board of Commerce
paper. The Detroiter, shows that
whatever the rest of the country
thinks of a recession, Detroit is too
busy turning out goods to worry
about it. With 498,000 factory workers employed during the first three
months of 1949 (a gain of 24,000),
they had raised their weekly average pay to $66.89, with factory
payrolls at $33 million weekly — increases over the same 1948 period
of 5.1%, 8.7%, and 14.2%, respectively.
Though department store sales
were down 5%, most of this was
attributed to the later Easter date,
and in any case, the increase of
$21 million in bank savings, and
$5.6 million in E Bond holdings, reflected that Detroiters still had the
wherewithal. With the slight downward movement of living costs, the
area's purchasing power is expected to remain on the upgrade.
The tobacco industry was one of
the brightest spots in the 1948
U. S. sales picture, producing 352
billion cigarettes, and Detroit didn't
hurt sales a bit, buying one out of
every 25 packages sold. Produce
is another item that ranks high
in big business in Detroit, for the
Produce Terminal reported the unloading of 30,248 carloads of fresh
fruits and vegetables.

Heavy Trade Comes
From Canada
Though Detroit is 1,000 miles
from the nearest ocean, it still
ranks second only to New York as
a customs district, largely because
of the city's heavy trade with Canada, the second largest customer ofthe U. S. Over the river to Windsor,
Ont., soars the Ambassador Bridge,
while the Fleetway Tunnel burrows
beneath the water.
The river forms a natural harbor, and the banks are lined with
wharves and elevators, helping
to handle the north and southbound ore, grain and automobile
shipping. Five major railroads
Large Market
service the Detroit area, plus several smaller lines and scores of Among Newly-Weds
Naturally, Detroit as a home-lovtrucking systems.
ing city, specializes in brides. The
Leading products include autocity had 26,077 marriages in 1948,
mobile bodies, parts and accessories,
and multiplying this by the national
steel and pig iron, brass products,
estimate of $4,900 in merchandise
phamiaceuticals, heavy chemicals,
paints and varnishes, stoves and
and gifts that brides are directly
or indirectly responsible for, shows
fu rnaces, electric appliances, machinery, foundry products, tools, a sub-market in Detroit of $127,777,000, and not all in silver butter
dies, gauges, jigs and fixtures, adding and calculating machines, soda
dishes! If it's baby foods or diapers
ash, salt, cleaning compounds,
you're selling, 48,148 new customers
screw machine products and cut- came to Detroit in 1948, only 2,000
ting tools.
less than the all-time high of 1947.
While Detroit has its feet in the
One of the important things to
remember about Detroit is the factories, it al.so has a place in its
heart for the arts. The Ait Center,
large foreign-speaking population,
a classification in which the city just north of downtown, includes
ranks third in the nation. Hamthe $4 million Italian Renaissance
tramck, a city completely surroundstyle In.stitute of Arts, the white
ed by Detroit, has a population of marble Public Library, and the
over 300,000, mostly of Polish ex- Rackham Memorial, center of the
traction. There are also strong nacity's engineering societies.
tionality centers of Italians, Slavs,
A mecca for toui-ists as well as
residents is the Ford Foundation
Irish, Greeks and many others,
though each year brings a more
in near-by Dearborn, where Henry
Ford recreated a replica of an age
thorough breaking-up of the old
tendency to huddle together in gone by in beautiful Greenfield
nationality groups.
Village. Detroit has the largest
Masonic Temple in the world, with
The
market is big in every
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two floors occupied by Fort Industry's WJBK and WJBK-TV.
Four major airports serve the
Detroit area. The Municipal Airport on the east side, just 10 minutes from downtown, is one of the
country's busiest, handling just air
freight and private plane traflfic.
With the increased use of fourmotored planes, all the passenger
airlines moved out to the giant Willow Run Airport, site of the Ford
B-24 building operations during the
war.
Airport Situation
To Be Remedied
The 30-mile trip from downtown
to Willow Run has been a sore point
with Detroiters and they are solving it in a typical way by making
a tentative agreement with Canada
to build an international airfield
just outside Windsor, only 12 minutes from Detroit.
Such a city was bound to develop
some outstanding advertising agencies, agencies which have been consistent radio users in both the national and the local fields. They
tend to the conservative side, with
a minimum of account shifting,
but are prominent in the creation
of new commercial programs and
ideas, and able new business departments specialize in the development of retail advertisers.
Cunningham's Promotion
Proved Outstanding
One of the most outstanding jobs
of radio promotion ever used anywhere in the country is the drug
chain sponsored Cunningham News
Ace, a series of 5, 10, and 15-minute
newscasts on every Detroit station.
These broadcasts have now passed
the 75,000 mark, and are still going
at the rate of 117 each week. The
high mark came in 1946, when the
News Ace "came zooming into your
home" 185 times every seven days.
Using a unique plan of product
manufacturer cooperation, the firm
has had unrivaled success in its
field. The chain has now expanded
to over 100 sto es in 17 Michigan
cities. It is also a consistent buyer
of programs before and after leading spoits events, including the
Paul Williams Sj^orts Ace before
Tiger home games, and Football
Panorama in the fall. Larry Michelson, of Simons-Michelson, handles
the Cunningham account personally, and is known as one of radio's
strongest boosters in the area.
Each year Cunningham puts on
?n anniversary sale backed by
saturation use of radio. One year
it bought all spots available on
every Detroit station. Another
landmark came when it brought
the Don McNeill Breakfast Club
to Detroit and broadcast the hourJonr stations.
show on all six of the city's
AM
At the same time, Cunningham
jumped into the TV picture as well,
sponsoring the area telecast of
Cavalcade of Stars in conjunction
with nine drug chains in other
cities.
Simons-Michelson will celebrate
the twentieth anniversary this year

of the Leonard N. Simons-Lawrence J. Michelson partnership.
One of the foundation stones of the
firm has been the all-out effort of
both the partners on behalf of
every community welfare and public service drive. Invariably, the
fund
raising
drives
of the
Detroit's
charities
will list
one or
other
as publicity and advertising chairman.
Marian Sanders is radio and television director for S-M, assisted
by Rudysongwriter
Simons, son
of Detroit's
famous
and band
leader,
Seymour Simons. These two were
thrown headlong into the production of filmed TV commercials when
a promised commercial for an early
TV client didn't come through.
Dragging
cameraman
with
them,
the twoa utilized
any props
they could to do the job, including
Marian's fiance and her own apartment. The agency became experts
on paste-up commercials through
clients' insistence that pi-oduction
costs be held to a minimum, one
even offering $20 for the costs on
10 jobs! They still insist that it
doesn't take a lot of money for the
small advertiser to get into television if he will only use his budget
in the smartest way.
The agency's
oldestBrewing
active radio
account
is Schmidt
Co.,
user of available spots before or
after sports events. This account
got one of the greatest bargains in
radio history last fall when it
bought a package deal of the AM
rights for the Stanley Cup hockey
games. The first game of the series,
instead of ending in one hour, went
more than two hours ove:time, and
permitted more than 100 commerNaturally,
copy part
wasn'tof written cials.
for even
a great
that
number, and partner Simons wound
up dictating new ones over the
phone to the waiting announcers
at Olympia Stadium. Schmidt is
now buying spots on each of the t
three TV stations, plus a steady
schedule of AM spots.
Simons-Michelson also placed
Benrus Watch spots before the
World Series games last fall, on
every available station on a onetime buy. It instigated the Wheaties
five-minute sports program before
leading football games all over the
country — pro, college, even high
school or semi-pro if the game had
generated enough interest in a
specific area. Unfortunately, the •
football season was just a little
too late in the year to do a good
sellingwasjobdropped.
on a cold cereal, and the
idea
Pepsi-Cola is a heavy spot buyer
in the Detroit area. Dossin Food (
Products is the local bottler, and
at present is also using the Ty
Tyson 10-minute sports show.
One of the outstanding success
stories in the food line is that of
Velvet Peanut Butter. A comparative newcomer to the field, Velvet
now ranks as the largest selling j
brand in Michigan despite the competition ofnational names. Daytime
(Continued on page 70)
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spots slanted to women and children, and good nighttime chain
breaks, are built around three childlike characters. Fresh, Pure and
Delicious. They are now being put
into visual form for TV presentation.
Something different for a "different" product was the SimonsMichelson presentation of Richer
Rich, promiLiving for Benjamin estate
dealer.
nent Detroit real
Faced with selling a large project
of homes, the five-minute programs
dealt with psychological discussions
of people's problems, with copy
okayed by leading psychologists.
The program ran until the project
was sold out.
Simmons & Clark, jeweler, is an
old-time radio user. Other radio accounts the agency handles are
Thriftee Markets, Wrigley's Super
Markets, Koepplinger Bread, Scotland Woolen and Colonial Department Stores.
Not the largest agency in the
Detroit area, Powell-Grant would
have no close rival for the title
of "Most Radio Minded." This
company, with a branch in Cleveland, places 85% of its $350,000
billing in AM and TV time purchases. Bill Gayek, secretary-treasurer of the firm, puts it this way:
"We know that radio produces
results for our clients, and as a
result we have only one non-radio
user in our list of accounts, and
that one is an industrial firm."
Floyd Rice Account
Finds Radio Profitable
This preference for radio has
been built in part by the Floyd
Rice account, local Ford dealer,
which claims to buy and sell more
used cars than any new car dealer
in the world. About 75% of its
budget is put into radio, especially
spots, with emphasis on nearness
to sports programs. Occasionally
it buy sports shows. The agency
also handles the Plymouth Dealers
of both Detroit and Cleveland. The
Detroit organization sponsors the
early morning traffic program,
Listen and Live, built around music,
with a representative of the police
department giving pertinent data
on traffic, weather and driving
conditions for the a.m. drive to
work.
During last fall's Plymouth
model changeover, the Detroit
dealers used twice as much point
of sale display as they did radio,
but -when the 1949 Plymouth was
introduced this year, the program
had swung to 100% radio. In Cleveland, asaturation schedule was put
on all stations, using over 400
spots in two weeks. Two other active auto acocunts are Park and
Jefferson Motors, Lincoln-Mercury
dealers who buy a half-hour
newscast once a week.
An instance of a product catching on with the use of radio
through Powell-Grant is MiraclePower, an engine conditioning product made by the A. P. Parts Corp.
of Toledo.
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Another "off-trail" advertiser is
the Southeastern Michigan Tourist
Assn., which uses mid-week spots
to buck up business in resorts that
are having dull times, to pull outstate residents into the Detroit area,
and Detroiters into the vacationland along the eastern shore, north
of the city. The association claims
it can see a response the next weekend to spots placed on Wednesday.
Lee & Cady, wholesale grocer, uses
retailers'
satisfy
chainbreaks
demands
for to
product
backing up.
A furniture retailer, Fenster's,
uses spot radio in three-day buys
when the store holds sales. Robert
H. Powell is head of Powell-Grant,
with Pat Freeman in charge of
radio buying.
One of the outstanding users of
radio in this area has been the
Goebel Brewing Co., which has
expanded distiibution to the point
where it now advertises as "Detroit's National Beer." Through
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Goebel sponsors the AM
broadcast of all Tiger games, at
home and away, over the Goebel
network, a regional buy of over
30 stations, including WJBK and
WKMH in suburban Dearborn. In
addition, the brewery is telecasting some 35 home games over
WWJ-TV. To round out baseball
activities, it is active in Chicago,
telecasting the Cubs' games over
WENR-TV.
Willard S. French is president of
the agency and Guy C. Smith is
secretary-treasurer. Other active
radio accounts are Iron-Rite Ironers, of Mt. Clemens, Mich., now
buying the five minute TV show.
Petticoat Lane on WJBK-TV and
using occasional AM spots, and
Youngstown Kitchens, who plan
using a TV test program in the
near future.
Hugh Hole is BSF&D radio director, vdth Clyde Vortman as time
buyer. This agency is housed in an
Italian Renaissance mansion on
East Jefferson that once belonged
to the Book family and was a landmark in Detroit's social life.
Like BSP&D, Jefferson avenue
is the home of Maxon Inc., which
is housed in two buildings, one
the lovely old Barbour family home
which contains the media and research departments, and a few
hundred feet away, the former
building of George Harrison Phelps,
a pioneer Detroit broadcaster and
adman, which now houses executive
offices and production facilities.
No. 1 radio account of this nationally known agency is the Gillette Safety Razor Co., which sponsors most of the major sports
events of the year, including the
World Series and the Triple Crown
of racing, plus the fights from
Madison Square Garden. However,
the billing of this account and purchases of time are handled through
the N. Y. office, under the direction
of Preston H. Pumphrey, and Ed
Wilhelm, time buyer. This is also
true of the recently begun spot
campaign of the H. J. Heinz Co.,
another giant Maxon account,
which is being continued. (In spite
of the recent N. Y. Times ad of the
American Newspaper Advertising

network) . Searle Hendee, vicepresident of the agency, is account
executive on Gillette.
The chief local radio account of
this agency, whose president and
founder, Lou R. Maxon, is as well
known for his unpublicized charities as he is for his meteoric rise
in the advertising world, is that of
the Pfeiffer Brewing Co. Currently, this company is using an
hour-long 1 a.m. show on WJR,
featuring records beamed at stayup-lates, plus a steady schedule of
spots on 53 Michigan stations. The
increased advertising of this
brewery is in great measure responsible for its recent vault into
first place in beer sales in the state.
On a slightly smaller scale is the
spot campaign being used nationally by Drewrys Ltd. for their beer
and ale. Both of these accounts
favor chain breaks and best available spots.
Stockwell & Marcuse is another
Detroit agency that has been quite
active in the radio and television
field. Sam's Cut Rate, a local department store client, has sponsored the Detroit Symphony and
has been a large spot buyer in the
past. The agency telecasts pictures
of actual homes for sale for Homer
Warren & Co., local realtor. It
claims a first in bringing a political
figure to the TV mike in Detroit in
a paid telecast.
Another advertising agency handling radio accounts is Howard D.
Steere Advertising with offices at
2812 Book Tower. Howard D.
Steere is owner of the firm.
Industrial National Bank
Radio User

from the Bowery night club, plus
guest stars, in a variety show.
This association, whose members
are in violent competition with each
other, joined hands two years ago
in an endeavor to publicize their
Auto Row and to win business
away from world-famed Livernois
Avenue.
One of the dealersJ
Krajenke Buick, in addition jusn
signed a 52-week contract withi
WJBK-TV for a televising of west-]
ern serials. Woody Pontiac, and
Harley Buick are TV spot buyers.
In the AM field, chief spot buyers
are Lasky Furniture, Clark Auto

1
(

Sales,
and Kowalski
Sausage.
A unique
success story
is record- '<S
ed by the Broadway Market, one
of the oldest markets in the area,
located in the heart of downtown. \
With
the rise areas,
of supermarkets
in '
neighborhood
business had
ferent falling
concessionaires
who34 dtfhad '
been
off badly. The
booths in the market held a meeting and called in Mr. Luckoff, asking his advice on the spending of
a $25,000 appropriation.
Rather than buck the heavy advertising in the Thursday after- '
noon papers, he advised them to
put their money in spots around
the Breakfast Club hour, three of
which were open. Avoiding price,
for
theirwith
quality
foods couldn't
compete
the chains
on that
basis, the spots stressed just one
special all week, with a reference
to the convenience of "shopping
where you work." Each booth was
to be featured for a week. Results
were so good that the market has
just signed to take two spots in the
fall around the Kate Smith show,

in The
addition
the regular
Twin toPines
Dairy, purchase.
a cooper- "
In the institutional field. Stockatively
owned
client
of
Luckoff,
well & Marcuse handles the IndusWayburn & Frankel, has the Dr.
trial National Bank, which sponsors the local broadcast of the Crane health program daily over
WXYZ. Lately, the dairy has
Ronald Colman half-hour drama.
Another steady user of spots is the bought TV spots.
D & C Steamship Lines uses a I
Michigan Automobile Club, AAA
heavy schedule of spots during the
representative in the state. Wiloperating season on larger stations
liam Stockwell and Philip R. Marto promote excursions and cruises.
cuse head the firm, with Mr. Stockwell handling timebuying.
WJR gets a large share of this business, aimed at tourist traffic from
One of the oldest firms handling
all over the Midwest. Another
local accounts is Luckoff, Wayburn
successful radio user is Cole & Ir& Frankel, which evolved from
win Co., buying 10 spots daily to ,
Bass-Luckoff, founded in 1928. One
sell jewelry and radios.
of the original partners, Louis
Boyer's Haunted Shacks, a chain
Bass, left Detroit and established
of auto accessory stores, embarked
a new firm, Bass-Luckoff of Hollyon a saturation spot program on
wood. Lou Luckoff, senior partner
of L-W-F, is a strong supporter of one station, WJBK, featuring an
eerie squeaking door commercial,
radio, especially spots. He says:
"We find that a consistent pro- and the copy, "High prices don't
gram of spots, properly used, can
have a ghost of a chance at Boyer's." Mr. Luckoff says the chain
go a long way in increasing volume.
has had remarkable success. Other
The
phrase hisis, statements
properly used."
And key
he backs
with leading L-W-F accounts are P. L.
time buys, too.
Grissom, local Chevrolet dealer,
Another leader in the local field who broadcasts horse races from
is the Rex Advertising Co., who
Detroit's Fair Grounds; Detroit '
estimate their radio and TV bill- Ice Assn., using TV spots to promote use of ice; Progress Bedding
ings as 70% of the agency total.
Under the direction of Fred A. Co., maker of Rest-O-Craft mattresses, using chain breaks around \
Epps, president, and Jack Trustman, v.p. in charge of radio and
high Hooper rated shows; Wolverine Potato Chips, with participaTV production, this agency has had
tion shows; and Borin Ice & Fuel,
to change locations three times in
as many years, each time doubling using TV spots.
space used. They are producing
In addition to Industrial National Bank, radio has been used
the half hour CJub HAD A TV show
for the Hamtramck Auto Dealers
by practically
the 72)
institu-1
(Continued allon ofpage
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now ranks first in the U. S., in afternoons,

Billboard Mag.) chalks up a Hooper of 8.4 against
his network competition and on Sunday afternoons, WJBK gets an amazing 44.4 of listening
audience. No wonder WJBK was selected as key
station for all Detroit Tiger baseball broadcasts
and carries more local business than any other
Detroit radio station!

among the 1110 "Independents" in cities served by
the four major networks — with an average share
of audience of 18.3!
How come! . . . WeU, WJBK's "Jack The BeUboy" (America's No. 1 Disc Jockey, according to
Ca&Ji in.
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crTY: oemoR, mcH.

TIME
WEEKDAY MORNINe
MON. THRU FRI.
S:00 A.AA.— 12.00 NOON
WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
MON. THRU FRI.
I2;00 NOON— 6:00 PJA.
EVENIN6
SUM. THRU SAT.
*<00 PJA.-I0I30 PJ*.

TOTAL* RATED
TIME PERIODS

Qcdl Jicdt^

STATION
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(Continued from page 70)
tional and utilities advertisers in
Detroit. Commonwealth Bank,
through Ted Reeves, of Toledo, is
a long-time user of spots.
Detroit Edison Co., electric power
supplier to Detroit and suburbs,
uses the H.C.L. Jackson {Detroit
News columnist) show, and was one
of the first TV sponsors in the area,
with its Kitchen Carnival show on
WWJ-TV. It has another TV show,
the Jane Durelle Storij Book, a
children's program five times a
week. This is in keeping with the
utility's policy of spending 90%
of its budget in goodwill and public
service programs. The only sales
elfort now going on is a spot
campaign throughout southeastern
Michigan on electric water heaters.
Campbell-Ewald is agency for Edison.
Fred Randall Co. places the Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. sponsorship of the Lee Smits newscast
over WXYZ. Though the bulk of
Bell Telephone time is placed in
New York, the Detroit office retains a measure of supervision over
local programs.
It is a doubtful honor in the ears
of many, but Detroit claims credit
for the origination of the singing
jingle. In 1928 Cliff MacDonald,
of the coal company bearing his
name, in looking for something different for his ads, hit upon the
idea of making up a short song to
be used in spot radio. He wrote

1
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the words to a tune composed by a
Detroit pianist, Carl Rupp, and
"MacDonald for coal, MacDonald
for coke, MacDonald for quality
fuel" was introduced by Russ Morgan's orchestra, then active in Detroit. The tune caught on, and for
years Mr. MacDonald was saluted
with it whenever he entered a club
or dance. It is still used in spots.
Neff Radio Productions is the
agency.
The position as oldest consistent
advertiser on WJR goes with no opposition to the Ohio China Co. of
Monroe, Mich. Using participations on the station's Mrs. Page
show, this company has used two
spots per week for 18 years, renewing each year, and going
through three different Mrs. Pages
in that time. Finzel Agency of
Monroe handles the billing.
Two of the largest spot buyers
in the city are Speedway Petroleum
Corp. and Federal Department
Stores. Both of these 1,000 or
more spots-per-year buyers are
handled by W. B. Doner & Co.
Though a reluctant radio user at
first. Speedway Gasoline now puts
75% of its budget into radio and
is planning a TV show for fall.
The King's Jesters' singing commercial, "Speedway's Coin' Steady
With
Ethyl,"
has aroused many
favorable comments.
Federal Dept. Stores
Big Spot User
Federal has had a 1,000 spotper-year contract for the past five
years, and formerly sponsored a
local AM amateur show for seven
years. With 12 stores in the Detroit area, Federal is planning a
super-saturation in August, preliminary to opening a new store;
150 AM spots a day will be used
and 30 TV, for two weeks. A preview, complete with columnists,
representatives of national manufacturers and Powers models for
color, will be telecast. W. B. Doner
is president of the company, with
Charles F. Rosen as executive vice
president. They handle the bulk
of the agency's radio accounts.
Another brewer with a big radio
and TV budget is E & B. This company, through the Doner agency,
has been placing a third of its
budget in air time, and is sponsoring Tuesday night wrestling
matches, with a Friday wrestling
show scheduled to start in a few
weeks. In addition, it is using 20
time report spots per day on WJBK,
and has spots running continuously
in 10 outstate markets.
Other prominent Doner accounts
are: Annis Furs, now buying eight
spots per week on major stations,
heavier during fur storage season;
Enggass Jewelers, one of the oldest
spot buyers in Detroit; Faygo Beverages, buying top spot and chain
breaks when available; Detroit Retail Druggists Assn., which has
five and 15-minute shows on four
major stations simultaneously.
Doner also prepares copy for the
Big Bear chain of super markets,
planning radio and TV shows later
in the year.
Harry Betteridge, who resigned

as general sales manager of WWJ
and WWJ-TV in April to form the
firm of Denman & Betteridge, with
Willian I. Denman, is another radio and television veteran in Detroit. In lining up sponsors for
WWJ-TV, Mr. Betteridge was selling television a year-and-a-half
before the first Detroit telecast.
Michigan Mutual Insurance Co.
is one of the agency's -principal accounts, using spots 52 weeks a year
on 25 stations in five states. Another outstanding effort was that
of the Thomas J. Doyle Co., a
Dodge-Plymouth dealer, in promoting its Glitter-Glaze, an automobile polish. Through a strong
spot campaign over 17 years, it
was able to make Glitter-Glaze a
common noun in the city, a la
Simoniz. Detroit and Toledo Philco
distributors last year used nine
half-hours per week on television,
one of the heaviest TV buys in the
U. S. Other active accounts of
Denman & Betteridge are Silvercup Bread (Gordon Baking Co.)
and New Era Potato Chips. The
agency also places the DeSoto
Dealers of Detroit business, a buy
of telecasting rights to the horse
races.
No history of Detroit radio would
be complete without recounting the
story of The Lone Ranger. This
tremendously popular program,
with two others. The Green Hornet
and Challenge of the Yukon, was
created and developed by George
W. Trendle, who is now president
of Trendle-Campbell Enterprises.
Mr. Trendle entered radio in 1930,
buying station WXYZ, and operating it with his theatre business
associate, John H. King. The firm
was then known as the KingTrendle Broadcasting Corporation.
'Lone Ranger'
Sets Record
Beginning in 1933, during the depression, the program was a hit
from the start. Gordon Baking Co.
(Silvercup Bread) began sponsorship in November
of' thatNow
year,in and
continued
until 1941.
its
seventeenth consecutive year of
broadcasting, The Lone Ranger has
established a world record for halfhour radio dramas. The show
started on a three times a week
basis in its first year, and continued
without interruption until the
death of FDR caused the first
cancellation. Since 1941, sponsorship in most areas of the country
has been by General Mills for their
Kix, Cheerios and Pyequick,
through Dancer, Fitzgerald-Sample. In the South and Southeast,
the program is sponsored by
Marita Bread, through Tucker,
Wayne & Co. Atlanta, Ga.
The other half of the partnership is H. Allen Campbell, vicepresident and general manager of
T-C Enterprises, who went to the
sales staff of WXYZ in 1930 from
a Detroit newspaper. Within six
months he was salesmanager of the
corporation. It was he who first
sold The Lone Ranger as a network
program, first with NBC Blue, then
with ABC. Made general manager

of Trendle-Campbell in 1933, he
became vice president in 1946,
when the firm began to be known
as Trendle-Campbell Enterprises.
In 1936, Trendle created The
Green Hornet, still carried weekly
by ABC as a sustaining program.
Challenge of the Yukon, latest of
the Trendle Trio, is currently being
sponsored three times weekly by
Quaker Oats Co., through Sherman
& Marquette, Chicago. The company also owns and operates
WTAC Flint, Michigan.
Jam Handy Organization
Has Detroit Headquarters
Detroit is headquarters for one
of the country's largest producers
of TV visual presentations in the
Jam Handy Organization. The TV
department of this company was
set up prior to 1941 by Jamison
Handy, president, utilizing all the
facilities which had been built up
over 30 years in the field of visual
training and commercial motion
pictures, including production facilities in New York and Hollywood, as well as Detroit. A citation for the "skilled application of
commercial techniques to television" was made by the Television
Broadcasters Association for the
TV commercials of Lucky Strike,
produced by the company. In addition, CCNY presented N. W.
Aver & Sons Inc. their 1949 award
of merit for creating the most
effective spot television announcement. This award was for the
Lucky Strike Square Dance commercial produced by Jam Handy,
Other Jam Handy TV commercial buyers are Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Curtis Publishing, Gruen
Watch, and Standard Oil of N, J.
All of the Detroit stations except
WKMH offer simultaneous FM
with AM broadcasts. WWJ-FM is
one of the earliest stations in the
country. In 1936, it began broadcasting in this medium which was
so new that a News editorial said
at the time:
"The News is happy to assist
in the revival of a craft which has
languished with the perfection of
commercial radio sets, the building
at home of receivers suited to the
new frequencies. A few of these
are now manufactured, and their
names or advice and plans for the
home construction of sets of the
same sort, we shall put at the
public's
disposal."
With FM
receivers in the Detroit
area estimated at 150,000, the three
FM-only broadcasters are working
hard at their specialized task,
using music, news, and especially
strong local programming of live
talent. WLDM(FM) was recently
appointed Detroit outlet for the
Michigan FM Network, which
give it access to a continuing series
of concerts from the U. of Michigan, plus the programming of the
other 30 FM stations in the network. The Lincoln Broadcasting
Co. owns and operates WLDM.
WDET (FM), which was established in January of this year by
the executive board of the UAWCIO, works closely with many civic
(Continued on page 7U)
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gi'oups plus the many auto worker
locals. It is especially forward in
presenting programs on controversial subjects. During the recent
Ford strike, the station offered its
facilities to both the company and
the union to present their sides of
the controversy. Ben Hoberman
is station manager.
Strauss Gantz, head of WJJW
(FM) in down-river Wyandotte,
is another avid supporter of FM,
and said this about broadcasting:
"Radio, either FM or AM, without
good local programming, serves no
public purpose, and becomes either
a glorified juke-box or merely a
relay point."
Since Detroit was hooked up to
the eastern coaxial cable in January, the growth of television in
this area has been rapid. The
latest estimate of the number of
sets by the Detroit Edison Co. is
over 60,000, and TV men confidently expect to hit 100,000 by
year-end. The three stations each
opened in a blaze of publicity, getting editorial and advertising support from the Detroit newspapers,
each of which put out a TV section
at different times. Advertisers,
especially the key auto men, have
been eager to try to do a good
selling job via the new medium.
All four TV networks are represented in Detroit. WWJ-TV is
outlet for NBC, WXYZ-TV for

Backgrounds
WW

J, WWJ-FM, WWJ-TV
622 W. Lafayette Ave.
Woodward 2-2000
950 kc 5 kw
97.1 mc 10.5 kw (FM)
Channel 4 5 kw (visual)
THE STORY of WWJ in Detroit is
pretty much the story of radio in
the U. S., for this station began
to broadcast regular programs on
Aug. 20, 1920, and since that date
has piled up an impressive group
of "firsts" to support its slogan of,
"Detroit's First Station." Not
content to rest on this distinction,
WWJ was sending out FM broadcasts as early as 1936 under the
letters WENA, and WWJ-TV went
into operation in March 1947, as
ABC, and WJBK-TV handles DuMont and CBS. There is FCC
authorization for another channel,
with several applications pending.
As expected, the auto men jumped into television with the opening
of the first station in the city. The
fact that here was a way of actually showing the product along
with a spoken sales talk caused a
rush to TV by both local dealers
and national companies. One station, WXYZ-TV, had an eightfoot opening cut into its studio
wall so automobiles could be driven
directly onto the stage for commercials.

ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN
Primary Coverage
900,860 RADIO HOMES
More than half the total radio homes in Michigan — 1,774,800 —
with a retail buying power (1948) of over 3-V2 billion dollars.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE FRIEDENBERG AGENCY, INC.
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of Areas

Stations

HISTORY
Detroit's introduction to this new
medium.
Owned and operated by the Evening News Assn., publisher of the
Detroit News, WWJ is the only
Detroit AM station with a direct
newspaper tie-up. William E.
Scripps is president of the company, but direction of the radio and
TV stations rests largely in the
hands of Harry Bannister, who
claims his greatest achievement to
date was in getting transcribed announcements and singing commercials banned at WWJ in February
1945. Mr. Bannister, who was a
director of NAB until the station's
recent resignation, jo^'ned WWJ as
a salesman, was made sales manager in April 1935, and general
manager in November 1941.
WWJ is one of the oi'iginal members of NBC, handling network
programs since 1925. It has one of
the most impressive plants in the
country, built in 1936, right across
the street from the News. But it
even outgrew this, and now the TV
and FM stud'os and transmittei's
are atop the Penobscot Bldg., highest point in Detroit.
Early in broadcasting history,
befo:'e the D'jtroit Police radio was
established, WWJ offered the use of
its facilit'es to the department in
apprehending criminals. A constant program of public service has
been carried on ever since, resulting in many awards. Thomas E.
Dewey made his radio debut in
1922 — as a baritone, not as a candidate. In Edwin Lloyd (Ty) Tyson,
WWJ has one of the most popular
personalities in radio. Ty joined
the station in 1922 and became a
favorite of Midwestern fans.
Willard Walbridge has just been
made general sales manager of
AM, FM and TV operations, with
Wendell Parmalee getting the post
of sales manager of WWJ and
WWJ-FM.
WWJ-TV was the first station
to go into operation in Detroit. It
has exclusive rights to the Red
Wings hockey games. Tiger home
games, and it also brought U. of
Michigan games to Detroit viewers
from Ann Arbor using relay points
on high ground between the two
cities.
Basic rate for the AM station is
$800 per hour, and representative
is George P. Hollingbery Co.

WJR,WJR-FM
Fisher Bldg.
Madison 4440
760 kc 50 kw
96.3 mc 24 kw
"FROM the Golden Tower of the
Fisher Bldg." is a familiar phrase
to the listeners of Detroit from its
long use by WJR, most powerful
station in the Detroit area. Started
in Pontiac in 1922 by Jewett Radio
& Phonograph Co., WJR had a
working agreement with the Detroit Free Press to share time and

wave length with the newspaper's
station, WCX. Both call letters
were used.
On April 29, 1927, WJR became
the Detroit outlet for NBC Blue
network and was assigned 680 kc.
Later in the year the channel was
cleared of all other stations except
KFSD San Diego. In September
1927, control of WJR passed from
Mr. Jewett to the present ownership, with G. A. Richards in control
of the company. In 1929 WCX was
absorbed and the station moved to
the newly-completed Fisher Bldg.
WJR became the Detroit outlet
for CBS in 1935. The station had
been granted 50 kw power, and this
went into effect the same day.
WJR has always exerted a special effort in programming for
farm regions. A custom-built mobile studio travels throughout rural areas, originating broadcasts on
farms, at county fairs, 4-H clubs
and other rural gatherings.
The station lost its president in
June, with termination of the contract of Frank E. Mullen, former
executive vice president of NBC,
who also headed the two other
Richards stations, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles.
Harry Wismer, nationally known
sportscaster, who had been serving
.IS Mr. Mullen's assistant, also
handles the gsneral managership
at WJR. Mr. Wismer has had
many citations as the nation's No.
1 sports announcer. Worth Kramer, former program director of
WGAR Cleveland and originator
of Wings Over Jordan, was made
assistant general manager in July
1948.
WJR-FM was originally slated
to take the air in 1941 but delivery
of the transmitting equipment was
delayed
and the
"freeze
order" of
April 1942
caused
postponement
until after the war. The FM antenna is located atop the Fisher
Bldg. WJR has an application in
for a television license.
Basic Class A rate is $1,000, one
of the highest in the nation. Edward Petry & Co. is sales representative.
WXYZ, WXYZ-FM
WXYZ-TV
1700 Stroh Bldg.
Woodward 3-8321
101.1 1270
mc kc30 5kwkw(FM)
Channel 7 27.9 kw (visual)
NOW a wholly owned and operated
station of ABC, WXYZ traces back
to 1923 when it began operations as
WPHG under ownership of George
Harrison Phelps, who also owned
his own successful advertising
agency. In 1930, George W. Trendle
and his partner, John H. King, who
had been operating a large chain
of Detroit theatres, bought the station and formed
Broadcasting
Corp. King-Trendle

Mr. Trendle brought into radio
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a knowledge of showmanship that
manifested itself in the creation of
new programs, including The Lone
Ranger now in its 17th consecutive
year of thrice-weekly programs.
He followed this with two other
adventure dramas, The Green Hornet, and Challenge of the Yukon,
which are still fed into the national
ABC network by WXYZ. The station joined the NBC's Blue network
Sept. 29, 1935.
On May 3, 1946, all the stock
in the station was purchased by
ABC, and it became part of the
network's operations. Selling price
was $2,800,000 in cash. James G.
Riddell, who had been with WXYZ
since 1930, was named station manager and now is general manager
of all AM, FM, and TV operations.
Harold S. Christian is commercial
manager of the station and also
directs WXYZ's active merchandising department.
WXYZ-TV went on the air Oct.
9, 1948, with 10% hours of a completely sponsored premiere program. A survey that night showed
79.8% of all Detroit sets to be
tuned to that channel. WXYZ recently installed what is called the
largest Trans-Lux sign in America atop its home in the Maccabees
Bldg.
Basic Class A rate is $660.
WXYZ is represented by ABC Spot
Sales.
WJLB, WJLB-FM
David Broderick Tower
Woodward 5-2000
1400 kc 250 w
97.9 mc 30 kw(FM)
AFTER a short time when foreign
language programs were stopped
altogether, WJLB, one of the city's
oldest stations, has returned to a
reasonable number of broadcasts
beamed at Detroit's enormous
foreign speaking population. Because of the lingual ban of several
Detroit outlets, this potential market was being neglected and John
L. Booth, owner and general manager, feels these people should
have a channel open to them.
Founded as WMBC in 1924, the
station was first established in the
Addison Hotel and in 1926 was
moved to the LaSalle Hotel. During 1928, 1929 and 1930, the station
gained national recognition
through the work of its commentator, Jerry Buckley, who
was fatally shot in the lobby of
the LaSalle in 1930. The murder
was never solved. The station
stayed in the hands of the original
owners, Michigan Broadcasting
Co., until 1939, when it was purchased by Booth Radio Stations
Inc. J. L. Booth is the son of
Ralph H. Booth, who was president
of Booth Newspapers, a Michigan
chain.
During the past few years,
WJLB has been programming
sports heavily and carried Tiger
games until this year, as well as
football games of the Detroit Lions,
Notre Dame, Michigan State, and
the U. of Detroit. A complete
schedule of wrestling and boxing
also has been presented. WJLBFM was established in May 1941
and lately has been active in store-
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casting, having signed a large
number of independent super markets for the service. Eric V. Hay
is commercial manager under Mr.
Booth, assisted by William J. Jory.
Edward H. Clark is v.p. in charge
of engineering. Represented by
the William G. Rambeau Co., the
basic AM rate is $250.
CKLW, CKLW-FM
Canada Trust Bldg., Windsor
Windsor 4-1155
Guardian Bldg., Detroit
Cadillac 7200 (Detroit)
800 kc 50 kw
93.9 mc 250 w (FM)
FOUNDED in the heart of the depression in 1932, CKLW has been
functioning in two countries ever
since and is a prime example of the
international cooperation and
amity between Canada and the
U. S. In June of this year, CKLW
quietly
observed its 17th anniversary.

Guardian Building, Detroit 16
National Rep.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
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Assigned 540 kc, the new station
was originally licensed to Essex
Broadcasters Ltd. as CKOK. This
Canadian corporation was headed
by Malcolm Campbell. In 1933 the
frequency was changed to 840 kc,
then to 1030 kc in 1934 and to its
present spot at 800 kc in 1941.
Studios were set up in the Guaranty Trust Bldg. in Windsor and
were expanded until today they
take up almost two entire floors.
In addition, executive offices and
studios occupy the 33d floor of Detroit's Guardian Bldg.
J. E. (Ted) Campeau, station
manager, was made vice president
and general manager in 1938.
During this time the call was
changed to CKLW. CKLW became
a basic station for CBS in 1932
and remained a Detroit outlet until 1935. At that time, in conjunction with WGN Chicago and WOR
New York, CKLW became one of
the original shareholders of the

Mutual Broadcasting System, a
connection it still has. In addition,
it is basic outlet
Broadcasting
Corp.for the Canadian
Following the death of Malcolm
Campbell, Ted Campeau was
elected president and general manager in 1947. Mr. Campeau also
has been a member of the board of
directors of MBS since 1938. The
corporate licensee is now known
as the Western Ontario Broadcasting Corp., Ltd.
During 1948, CKLW added a 250
w FM station. CKLW now has an
application for a television license
before the Board of Governors of
CBC.
Construction of its 50 kw transmitter has just been completed and
CKLW will be broadcasting with
this power the last week in July.
E. Wilson Ward ell is commercial
manager of the station. The U. S.
(Continued on page 76)
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WJBK, WJBK-FM,
WJBK-TV
Masonic Temple
Temple
1490
kc 3-7900
250 w
93.1 mc 33 kw (FM)
Channel 2 14.26 kw (visual)
WJBK began as a 15 w station in
Ypsilanti, Mich., Oct. 7, 1925, when
the first license was granted to
Ernest F. Goodwnn. It was sold
in 1929 to James F. Hopkins Inc.
By this time power had increased
to 50 w.
The "Detroit Story" of WJBK
began in 1930 when Mr. Hopkins
moved studios and transmitter to
Highland Park, a separate city,
completely surrounded by Detroit.
Here the station specialized in
foreign language broadcasts and
sports events, building up a large
following among the large foreignbom population of Detroit and its
suburbs.
On June 19, 1947, WJBK and
WJBK-FM were sold to Fort Industry Co., just six days after FM
broadcasts were made simultaneous
with AM. WJBK then became Detroit Broadcasting Co., a whollyowned subsidiary of The Fort
Industry Co. 0\vner and president
George B. Storer has been active
in the field of radio since 1928 when
he purchased WTAL (now WSPD)
Toledo, first of the seven-station
group.
Shortly after the change of ownership WJBK decided to concentrate on sports, rnusic and news,
entirely in English. This was accomplished through the use of both
old and new programs. Jack the
Bellboy (Ed McKenzieK rated one
of the nation's top disc jockeys,
heads the musical lineup. Mr.
McKenzie joined WJBK in 1937 as
a transmitter operator and by 1943
was chief announcer and chief engineer.
On Sept. 1, 1948, Richard E.
Jones, then commercial manager
for CKLW, joined WJBK as general manager. WJBK-TV began
regular programming Oct. 24, 1948,
and the next month Mr. Jones assumed the general managership of
all
Fort
Industry's Detroit operations.
Operating on Channel 2, WJBKTV is the Detroit outlet for two
networks, CBS and DuMont. The
pressure of TV made new quarters
imperative, and last January the
entire operation was moved to the
Masonic Temple.
WJBK is key station of the
Goebel Baseball Network, broadcasting Detroit Tiger games, feeding 27 stations, with Harry Heilmann and Van Patrick at the mike.
Another key program is that of
Joe Gentile and Ralph Binge, the
Early Morning Frolic, based on
zany commercials and utter disrespect for standard procedure.
Working closely with the Detroit Times (thoug'T no direct connection exists), WJBK broadcasts
news every hour of its 16-hour
schedule, direct from the editorial
room of the Times. Station is
represented by the Katz Agency.
The basic hourly rate is $250.
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WLDM (FM)
24750 Greenfield Rd.
Jordan 4-5835
95.5 mc 20 kw
WLDM (FM) Detroit's first independently owned and operated FMonly station is officially known as
Lincoln Broadcasting Co. It was
formed Jan. 1, 1947, by three veteran radio men — Ellis C. Thompson, Harold I. Tanner, and John A.
Ross, all strong believers in the
future of FM. A Colonial-type
building was erected just two miles
north of the city limits, containing
studios, transmitter and offices.
The general program policy is
based on good music, supplemented
by periodic news broadcasts. Live
shows are also featured, with emphasis on choral and instrumental
groups from industrial and business concerns, churches, and
schools.
Recently named Detroit outlet
for the Michigan FM network,
WLDM (FM) presents concerts
from the U. of Michigan, in Ann
Arbor, and will broadcast the
Michigan games next fall.
Though broadcasting was begun
last December, WLDM (FM) already numbers a list of 32 active
commercial accounts, and estimates
that it will have 100 by fall. The
basic rate is $140.
WJJW (FM)
3044 First St.,
Wyandotte, Mich.
Wyandotte 1166
103.1 mc 1 kw
DESIRE of communities down
river from Detroit for a station to
promote their own school, sport and
musical programs inspired founding of WJJW (FM) in September
1947. This independent FM station, located 11 miles south of Detroit, isowned and operated by the
Wyandotte News-Herald, 70-yearold local publication.
By concentrating on local programming, live shows and on-thespot broadcasts, WJJW (FM) has
attracted 75 sponsors. Strauss
Gantz, president and managing director, believes that the future of
FM lies in its ability to take advantage of local talent and ideas in
programming, and its ability to
perform public service.
Last fall 31 local high school and
semi-pro football games were carried, all with commercial sponsorship. Some weekends saw as many
as five games bx-oadcast. Wrestling
matches are being carried from
nearby Grosse Isle Naval Air Station. Basic Class A rate is $60.
Radio Representatives Inc. repre-sents WJJW (FM).
WDET (FM)
12300 Radio Place
Vermont 8-3048
101.9 mc 52 kw
"WE HAVE dedicated WDET
(FM) to a program of public service. Judging from our mail response, we're on the right track and
the listeners appreciate it." This is
a summary by General Manager
Ben Hoberman of the activities of

the only radio station owned and
operated by the UAW-CIO Broadcasting Corp. After authorization
by the executive board of the
UAW, the station took the air in
January 1949 and is now operating
59 hours a week.
Though WDET(FM) is a commercial operation, certain limitations are placed upon it by the
statement of policy. It is a nonprofit enterprise in that time is to
be sold only to cover operating
cost, depreciation and to improve
the service. In any case, not more
than 50% of the time is to be sold.
Free time is given for the presentation of controversial issues and to
political candidates.
An advisory council of community leaders meets regularly to
advise the management of policies
to be pursued in furthering Detroit's community life. Naturally,
many programs are directed to the
half-million auto workers in the
area. A nightly news commentary
is presented by the UAW, but is
purchased at regular commercial
rates.
WDET(FM) is proud of a
weekly discussion program produced in cooperation with the
Mayor's Interracial Committee
which was set up to solve problems
of inequalities due to race, color or
ancestry. The station works with
Detroit Public Library department
in presenting symphonic music
progams. It beams regular programs at foreign groups, including
Polish, Italian, and Jewish.
A strong promotional campaign
is carried out in behalf of both the
station and FM itself. Besides
using other media, WDET(FM)
has access to all UAW publications
in the area, with a 2,000,000
monthly circulation. These papers
print the station's program schedule, radio
etc. Sponsor's
names
arecolumns,
also listed.
Display
posters are in all local union halls.
Basic
rate for this FM-only station is $100.

WEXL, WEXL-FM
212 W. 6th St.,
Royal
Oak,4-6523
Mich.
Jordan
1340 kc 250 w
104.3 mc 18 kw (FM)
LOCATED in the suburb of Royal
Oak, just north of Detroit, WEXL
boasts of being the oldest independent station in Michigan, antedated only by WWJ and WJR. It
took the air in 1924, when it was
founded as WAGM by A. G. Miller
and his son, Robert. It continued
under this ownership until 1929
when Jacob B. Sparks and George
B. Hartrick purchased the station
and formed the Royal Oak Broadcasting Co., a corporation which
continues to own and operate
WEXL and WEXL-FM.
The station broadcasts music
most of the day. It is one of the
few privately owned radio stations
which does not broadcast commercial programs on Sunday. The
entire Sunday schedule is devoted
to broadcasts from churches in De-

troit and adjacent Grosse Pointe,
Lincoln Park, Highland Park,
Berkley and from the WEXL stuweekly.dios. Upward of 50 remote broadcasts are handled by the station
On April 3, 1948, WEXL erected
a 433-ft. tower just outside the
Detroit city limits in Ferndale and
put WEXL-FM on the air. Mr.
Hartrick remains as president of
the corporation, with Mr. Sparks
as general manager. Calvert M.
Hill is commercial and promotion
manager. Gordon A. Sparks, son
of the founder, has been associated
with WEXL 19 years and now acts
in the capacity of program director. He also delivers the two
major newscasts each day. Another son, Garnet G. Sparks, is chief
engineer and has been with the
station since 1926. Under his direction the new FM station was
constructed and new equipment installed in 1949. The basic Class A
rate is $100, and the station accepts no alcoholic beverage advertising. It operates on a 24-hour
schedule.
WKMH
22264 Michigan, Dearborn, Mich.
Logankc 2-4000
1310
1 kw
MARKING the first AM grant in
Detroit radio for 16 years, WKMH
went on the air Dec. 29, 1946, as a
daytime station on 1540 kc with
1000 w. Application was filed for
the present frequency, and this
change took place Aug. 16, 1948.
Fulltime operation began in October 1948.
Under direction of President and
General Manager Fred A. Knorr.
the station has a strong program
of public service and special events,
while still implementing a steady
commercial growth. WKMH
brought the voice of Babe Ruth to
Detroit fans on his last appearance
in Detroit, has broadcast Army and
U. of Michigan football games and
this year is carrying the Tiger
baseball games as part of the
Goebel network.
Bess Wright, a home economist
for 20 years, conducts a daily halfhour beamed at housewives, operates a sponsored cooking school
three days a week and is director
of a merchandising and testing
group of 100 house%vives known as
the WKMH Homemaker's Insti- '
tute.
WKMH's principal studios are ;
in Dearborn, 20 minutes from
downtown
Detroit,
has
opened Detroit
studios but
in theit Music
Hall. Programs are fed regularly
from these
studios,
as well as from
other
studios
in Wyandotte
and
Wayne. The staff of 38 is directed
by Assistant General Manager
Walter Patterson, a veteran of 19
years in radio. It includes News
Analyst Edward
Schweikardt, a
professor in philosophy and international affairs, who spent four
years with the Mutual news department. National representative
is Weed & Co., and the basic rate
is $175.
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 60)
Decisions Cont.:
By Examiner Cunningham
FCC
Acting
General
Counsel —
Granted
petition inrequesting
ance of hearing
matter of continuPetition
of Gov. Joiin J. Dempsey v. Albuquerque
(KOB),
Albuquerque, N. Bcstg.
M.; Co.
hearing
continued
to Sept. 26 at Albuquerque.
FCC Acting General Counsel —
Granted petition for continuance of
hearing berger
in Bcstg.
re Service
applications
BamInc. of(WOR),
New York et al; hearing continued to
Sept. 20.
By Examiner Resnick
Metropolitan Bcstg. Co. of Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted in part petition for
continuance of hearing on its application and that of Belle City Bcstg.
Co., Racine, Wis.; hearing continued
to Aug. 15 in Washington.
BY THE COMMISSION
Hearing Designated
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit
and WGAR Cleveland — Designated for
hearing at time and place to be specified by subsequent order, applications for consent to transfer of control of KMPC, WJR and WGAR from
G. A. Richards to Harry J. Klingler,
Lawrence P. Fisher and John A.
iHannah; to be consolidated with hearwg
fenseon ofapplication
WGAR. for renewal of liRequest Granted
WPDQ-TV
Jacksonville,
Fla. —
Granted request that application for
additional time to construct TV station be removed from hearing docket
and dismissed without prejudice.
Petition Granted
Mariannina C. deRacznyski (also
known as Mariannina C. Iraci) — Denied
apetition filed by Mariannina C. de_ ;acznyski requesting that Commission
Bconsider and set aside its report
fid
order of
adopted
9 inYork
re ap-to
ications
WNEWMayNew
iopen proceedings to permit such
xther proceedings as are proper and
accordance with law and Commism's
Rules5 toandintervene
to grantin her
petition
!d May
proceeding,
omrs. Coy, Webster and Sterling not
rticipating;
Commissioner
disiting for reason
stated in Jones
dissenting
inion to report and order adopted
ly 9.)
f
BY THE SECRETARY
WSB-TV
Atlanta, Ga.—
cense new commercial
TV Granted
station. liKSCO Santa Cruz, Calif.— Granted license increase power, etc.
WE.A.S Decatur, Ga. — Same.
KOXA Sacramento, Calif. — Same.
WRUN Utica, N. Y.— Granted license
new standard station and to specify
studio location; 1150 kw 1 kw-N 5
kw-D unl. DA.
KGFFnewShawnee,
install
trans. Okla.— Granted CP
WKNA Charleston, W. Va.— Granted
rnod. CP change type trans.
WMAC Pottstown, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP change
typeandtrans,
for approval of ant.
trans, and
location.

Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates
as shown: WBAP-TV Fort Worth,
Tex., to 2-15-50; WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, to 10-2-49; WBAP-FM
Fort Worth, Tex., to 11-15-49; KGNCFM Amarillo, Tex.; to 1-1-50; KGCH
Greenwich, Conn., to 12-8-49; KFELFM Denver, to 2-15-50; WCOA-FM
Pensacola, Fla., to 1-22-50; WXRC
Buffalo, N. Y., to 12-2-49; W6XAI
Area Los Angeles, to 2-17-50; W6XJQ
Area San Francisco, to 2-17-50; KLACTV Los Angeles, to 11-1-49; WGTM-FM
Wilson, N. C, to 2-15-50; KCRK Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, to 2-18-50; KSL-FM
Salt Lake City, to 11-15-49; WLWF
Cincinnati, to 11-19-49.
KBIO Burley, Ida. — Granted license
change frequency.
WBLE Eustis, Fla. — Granted mod.
license to change main studio and
trans, location and change call to
WBLE.
The Blue Valley Co., Area Independence, Mo. — Granted CP new remote pickup KA-3820.
WERI Westerly R. I.— Granted mod.
CP to make changes in the vertical
ant.
KTXCCP Big
Spring, ofTex.—
mod.
for approval
ant.,Granted
trans,
and studio locations and to change
type of trans.
KCKN-FM
Kan. —of
Granted
mod. Kansas
CP for City,
extension
completion date to 2-22-50.
WOSU-FM
Granted
mod.
CP for Columbus,
extension Ohio—
of completion
date to 12-1-49.
WVCN license
DeRuyter
Y.—
Granted
new Village,
FM stationN. Chan.
28f) (105.1 mc), 1.3 kw, 560 ft.
WVBT South Bristol Twp, N. Y.—
Same— Chan. 270 (101.9 mc), 1.3 kw,
990 ft
WCBN Turin Village, N. Y.— Same
—Chan. 299 (107.7 mc), 1.3 kw, 680 ft.
WVCV Cherry Valley, N. Y.— Same
—Chan. 270 (101.9 mc), 1.4 kw, 1.080 ft.
WFNF Wethersfleld Village, N. Y.—
Same— Chan. 299 (107.7 mc), 1.3 kw,
460 ft.
KPRS Olathe, Kan. — Granted assignment of CP from partnership to Johnson County Bcstg. Co. Inc. Same ownership.
WPKE Pikesville, Ky.— Granted mod.
CP to change type trans, and specify
studio location.
WADW New Orleans — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
studio locations, change type trans,
and mount FM ant. on AM tower.
WOR-FM New York- Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 12-15-49.
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 2-15-50.
WJJL-FM Niagara Falls, N. Y.—
Granted mod. CP for extension of
completion date to 10-27-49.
Bryan,station
Tex.— 1440
Granted
newKBRZ
standard
kc 1 license
kw D.
KAVE Carlsbad, N. M.— Granted CP
install new vertical ant. and change
trans, location.
Radio Station WOW. Inc., Area
Omaha, Neb. — Granted CP and license
new exo. TV relay KA-3782.
WRWR Albany, N. Y.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 1-13-50.
FCC Correction
On report dated July 19, add following: To item on KWK-FM St.
Louis, change frenuency from 99.1 mc
(Chan. 256) to 98.1 mc (Chan. ?51);
to item
WMOR
change
ERP
from on20 ' kw
to 40 Chicago,
kw.

July 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KYOS Merced, Calif. — License to
cover CP change frequency etc.
N. C— License
to WHKY-FM
cover CP FMHickory,
new station.
KRLD-FM Dallas. Tex. — License to
i
C H N S
cover CP changes in FM station.
WHSF Madison, Wis. — License to
cover CPmercial
reinstate
noncomPAUFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
educational CP
FM new
station.
\
THE
Modification of CP
SIGNBOARD
KRON-FM San Francisco— Mod. CP
new
FM
station for extension of
OF
completion date.
WBML-FM Macon, Ga. — Same.
SELLING POWER
KFEQ-FM
St. Joseph, Mo. — S^me.
WCNR-FM Bloomsburg, Pa. — Same.
IN THE
WISN-FM Milwaukee — Same.
License Renewal
MARITIME PROVINCES
ASK
WWON AMWoonsocket,
R. I.— License
renewal
station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
JOS. WEED & CO.
AM— 1460 kc
350 Madison Ave., New York
WCMB
Lemoyne,
CP kcchange
from 960 kc 1 kw D Pa.
to —1460
5 kw
He Has the Reasons Why!
unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
5000 WATTS-NOW!
WCAW
Charleston, W. Va.— DIS'ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MISSED July 22 application for CP
change from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to
790 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
July 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 920
WGST
Atlanta, Ga. — CP increase
power from Ikw-N 5kw-D to 5 kw unl.
DA-N.
AM— 1400 kc
Eastern Indiana Radio Corp., Muncie,
Ind.— CP new AM station 940 kc 250 w
D AMENDED to request 1400 kc unl.
AM— 1420 kc
WWHG Hornell, N. Y.— CP change
from 1590 kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N unl. DA-N.
CP to Reinstate
KFJIstateKlamath
Ore.— etc.
CP reinCP change Falls,
frequency
Modification of CP
KGMI Denver— Mod. CP new AM
station
for extension of completion
date.
KUOM-FM
St. Paul, educational
Minn.— Mod. FM
CP
new
noncommercial
station for extension of completion
date.
WNAC-TV Boston— Mod. CP new TV
station for extension of completion
date.
WLAV-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Mod. CP new TV station change ERP
from 20 kw vis. 10 kw aur. to 19.7 kw
vis. 9.9 kw aur.
Ephrata,
Wash.— power
Mod. CPfromnew 1
AMKULE
station
to decrease
kw to 250 w.
WAFB Baton Rouge, La.— Mod. CP
to change facilities to increase power
from 1 kw unl. to 1 kw-N 5kw-D unl.
Modification of License
KOWH Omaha — Mod. license increase
power from License
500 w for
to 1CPkw.
Kan. — License to cover
CPKPRS
new Olathe,
AM station.
KXRA Alexandria, Minn. — Same.
WWON-FM
I.— License to coverWoonsocket,
CP new FMR. station.
KTSA San Antonio — ^License to cover
CP change power etc.
July 28 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
Granted
renewal
of licenses
following stations for period
endingof Aug.
1, 1952: KFMO Flat River, Mo.; KHBG

SMALLER

KWIL newal ofAlbany,
Ore.—period
Granted
relicense for
ending
Aug. 1, 1952.Petition Granted
WJBW New Orleans — Granted joint
petition filed July 25 by Louise C. and
Charles C. Carlson for further temp,
extension of license of WJBW to Aug.
14; stipulated as final extension to
licensee to License
wind upRenewal
affairs of station.
WTWAnewal of license
Thomson,
Ga. — Granted
for regular
period. reLicense Extension
KEYY Pocatello,
Granted
extension
of licenseIda.to— Dec.
1. temp,
Extension Denied
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich. — On basis
of apparent lack of diligence of permittee, denied application for extension of completion
informed
applicant that if itdate;
requests
hearing
within 20 days, denial will be set aside
pendingvoredoutcome
(Comr. Sterling fagrant.)
(Continued on page 80)
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PROGRAM
Record
By The

Okmulgee, Okla.; KMBY Monterey,
Calif.; KWAT Watertown, S.D.; WATN
Watertown, N. Y.; WBBW Youngstown,
Ohio; WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn.;
WHAI
Mass.; Sunbury,
WJEJ Hagerstown, Greenfield,
Md.; WKOK
Pa.;
WLOK Lima, Ohio; WMFT Florence,
Ala.; WPAX Thomas ville, Ga.; WRTA
Altoona, Pa.; KVRC Arkadelphia, Ark.;
KODY idad,
North
KCRT Okla.;
TrinCol.; Platte,
KVSO Neb.;
Ardmore,
WCOU Lewiston, Me.; WULA Eufaula,
Ala.; KAKE Wichita, Kan.; KICD
Spencer, Iowa; KWJB Globe, Ariz.;
WGRM Greenwood, Miss.; WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio.
License Extension
Following
were to granted
extension of hcenses
Dec. 1, temp,
1949; KCOK
Tulare, Calif.; WINK Fort Myers, Fla.;
WWON Woonsocket, R. I., KBYR Anchorage, Alaska; WBAX Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; KTXJ Jasper, Texas; KASA Elk
City, Okla.; KAVR Havre, Mont.;
KOCA Kilgore, Tex.; KORA Bryan,
Tex.; KRAL Rawlins, Wyo.; KWEI
Weiser, Ida.; WKBR Manchester, N.H.;
WMOX
Meridian,
WSKI N.Montpelier, Vt.;
WVOSMiss.;
Liberty,
Y.;
WCHV (and aux.) Charlottesville, Va.;
WDNE Elkins, W. Va.; KXLJ Helena,
Mont.; KHOZ Harrison, Ark.; KWAK
Stuttgart, Ark.; WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.
WMRO Aurora, 111. — Granted further
temp, extension
license to Sept. 1.
Licenseof Renewal

Your

Programs

Sensational

New

COLUMBIA
MICROGROOVE

METHOD

More For Your Money!
* Substantially Lower Cost Per Record
★ More Program Time Per 12" Disc Than
On Present 16" Record
12" Record Plays 20 Minutes, each side
10" Plays 13 Minutes, each side.
Full Columbia Transcription Quality Maintained Throughout.
CALL, WRITE, WIRE FOR FULL DETAILS

A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. ®0
Trade Marks "Columbia" and S® Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Marcas Regislradas ® Trode Mark
Los Angeles: New Yorlc:
Chicago:
8723 Alden Drive 799 Seventh Avenue Wrigley Building
Michigan Ave.
North 6000
410
Whitehall
Bradthaw 2-5411 Circle 5-7300
August 1, 1949
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
Decisions Cont.:
Extension Granted
KTLX
Phoenix,
— Onof June
petition29
set aside Commission Ariz.
action
denying application for extension of
completion date and granted same to
Nov. 27.
Increase Power
WJAC-FM Johnstown, Pa. — Granted
application to increase ERP from 2.4
kw to 8.3 kw and change type trans.
Request Granted
WEST-FM Bethlehem, Pa. — Granted
request to continue using call letters
WEST-FM in Bethlehem, though WEST
is presently located in Easton, for
periodtion that
of WEST-FM
six months will,
upon onrepresentaor before
July 30,
file
application
to change
location of main studio from
Bethlehem
to Easton.
KCBS-FM San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted request to continue using call
letters KCBS-FM in San Francisco,
though KCBS is presently located in
San Jose, for period ending Nov. 24
date of KCBS CP to move
toexpiration
San Francisco.
Memorandiun Opinion
WMRO Aurora, Ul. and WGBF
Evansville, Ind. By memorandum opiniontions
and order,
reversed
action of
MoCommissioner
and granted
WMRO
30 days to file amendment to pending
application to specify new trans, site;
further ordered that record in present
consolidated
tion of WGBFproceeding
be openedwith
for applicafurther
hearing on Sept. 16 at Washington.
Hearing Designated
Rock Riv?r Valley Bcstg. Co. and
Watertown Radio Inc., Watertown, Wis.
—forDesignated
for hearing
CP new station
on 1580 application
kc 250 w
D in consolidation with mutually exclusive application of Watertown Radio
Inc. denied petition by Watertown
Radio Inc., for reconsideration and
grant without hearing of application.
Modification of CP
KGEM Boise, Idaho— Granted mod.

How station KWTO

CP to change DA for day and night
use, approval of trans, location, and
modify DA pattern; eng. cond.
Request Granted
WOPTquest thatOswego,
N. WOPT
Y,— Granted
recall letters
presently
assigned to FM station in Oswego be
changed betoassigned
WOPT-FMto standard
and call station
letters
WOPT
in Scriba. for which it holds CP; main
studio for both is in Scriba.
July 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
WCMB
Lemoyne,
from 960 kc 1 kw DPa.to— CP
1460 tokcchange
5 kw
unl. DA-N.
Modification of CP
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
WJAG
Norfolk,
renewal of license. Neb.— Request for
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WKAX-FM
Birmingham, Ala.; WWLH New Orleans.
WEBR-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to 9.5
kw, antenna height to 338 ft.
Reinstate CP
KOTA-FM
Rapid expired
City, S. July
D.— CP
reinstate CP which
18. to
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio; WBKB Chicago,
TENDERED
FOR FILING
SSA— 1460 kc
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Request for
extension SSA on 1460 kc 1 kw-D 500
w-N for period of six months beginning Aug. 15.

helps

make spot time buying easier

KWTO in Springfield, Mo., i.s one of many
radio station.s using Service-Ads* to put
additional buying information at time
buyers' finger-tips
station
.selections. when they're working out

about KWTO's
factsPromotion
u.sefuling,
Here you have
s, and
Programm
Coverage,
a direct offer of other available information.
Handbook"
The new "Spot Radio Promotion sort
of prostations do the
i.s helpingmotionmany
that keeps you up to date on the
know when you're at the
want to decisions.
farts
of making
point you
For instance, one section of the Handbook
describes how .stations can make real Service-Ad* out of the space they use in SRDS
— Service Ads* that help you elitninate
more of the gue.sswork from your decisions.
NOTE TO RADIO STATION PROMOTION MANAGERS: Extra copies of the
"Spot
Promotion
are
availableRadio
from us
at a dollarHandbook"
a copy

.Sorry we had to reduce
this
KWTO YouService-Ad*
so much.
can read
it on page 294 of the
.SRD8 Radio Section for
.June.

*SERVICE-ADS are ad.i that supplement listings in SRDS with useful
informalioTL that helps buyers buy.
STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE, Inc.
The National Authority Serving the Media-Buying Function
333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO 1, III.
NEW YORK
• SAN fRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
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New
FCC

Sox

ROUNDUP

Grants,

Changes,

it

Applications
Summary to July 28

Seote

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV *Stations
5 on air

Transfers,

Total
On Air
2,00772
736

Licensed
392
1,97914
* * *

Docket' Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
Alamo Heights, Tex. — Metropolitan
Bctsg.ing Co.,
decision
Hear-to
Examinerinitial
Elizabeth
C. by
Smith
grant application for new AM station
1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited, and to deny
bid
St. Mary's
U. Bcstg. Corp. for
sameofsion
facilities
July 25. at San Antonio. DeciOPINIONS AND ORDERS
Greensboro, N. C. — Gilbert M. Hutchison d/b as Guilford Bcstg. Co., announced order making final proposed
decision to grant bid for 1400 kc, 250
w, unlimited; Comr. Hyde dissenting.
Grantee is commercial manager of
WHIG Greensboro.
Order July 22.
KLAC-AM-TV Los Angeles and KYA
San Francisco
— By Schiff
orderThackrey
denied petitions of Dorothy
and
Warner Bros. Pictures Inc. requesting that hearing on applications for
transfer of control of KLAC-AM-TV
and KYA from Dorothy Schiff Thackrey to Warner Bros, be dispensed
with and applications be heard in
oral argument, or in alternative that
FCC reconsider its order of July 13,
remove applications from hearing and
require parties
to submit
ditional information
in such such
time ad-as
will enable Commission to grant or
deny these applications by Aug. 1.
See story page 41. Order July 26.
WMRO Aurora, 111., and WGBF
Evansville, Ind.— By memorandum
opinion and order reversed action of
Motions Commissioner and granted
WMRO 30 days to file amendment to
pending application
to ordered
specify that
new
transmitter
site; further
record in present consolidated proceeding with application of WGBF be
opened for further hearing Sept. 16 at
Washington.

470
CPs

Grants

104
214

Cond'I

Pending
cations
419
50
346
Appli-

Hearing
In
182
242
30

|.2!

ti
TRANSFER GRANTS
Albany,control
Ore. —through
Granted disposi
trans
ferKWIL
of negative
tion of 49.6% interest of W. L. Jackson,
deceased, according to his will to son
G. L. Jackson and daughter Olga
Burns.
R. R. isCronise
retains
iU' y
terest.
KWIL
250 w 50%
on 1240
12*assigned
kc. Granted
July
28.
si
WGLN Glens
Falls, N.
Granted
acquisition
of control
of Y.—
Glens
Falls
Publicity Corp., licensee, by Glens Uli
Falls Post Co., already owner of 125 of
total 230 shares, by buying remaining
IcA(til
105 shares for $11,428 from John R. and itui
Mary
WGLN July
is assigned
llai
100 w C.
on McKenna.
1230 kc. Granted
28,^
WGIV Charlotte,
N. C— ofGranted
re- [lrP
linquishment of control
Charlotte
Radio and Television Corp., licensee, Ill
by Francis M. Fitzgerald to 11 new
stockholders through issuance of new
stock. Mr. Fitzgerald's interest is reduced from 50.7% to 35.8%. WGIV is
assigned
July
28. 1 kw day on 1600 kc. Granted
WBEL
Beloit, of
Wis.—
Granted
acquisition of control
Beloit
Broadcasters
Inc., licensee, by Lloyd Burlingham,
presently one-third owner, who buys SI
one-third holding of William P. Taylor
Jr. for $20,975. WBEL is assigned 1 kw
lit I
day on 1380 kc. Granted July 28.
WLDY Ladysmith,
Granted
as onC(
signment
of license Wis.—
from O.
J. Falge
to Flambeau Broadcasting Co. in which
Mr. Falge will have 52% interest.
George E. Miner, theatre chain owner
acquires cluded.
31%.WLDY Four
others 250alsow inis assigned
on M
1340 kc. Granted July 28.
H(
KXLO Lewistown, Mont. — Granted
assignment
of
license
from
Capital
6lli
Broadcasting Co., chiefly owned by
George and Russel Bennitt, to William ta
G. Kelly and Victor J. Morgan, copartners d/b as Montana BroadcastingKV
Co.postmaster
Consideration
$50,000. Mr.
is
at Kalispell,
Mont.Kelley
Mr. "
Morgan is owner of Kalispell Daily
Inter-Lake and Dalles, Ore., Daily
Chronicle. KXLO is assigned 250 w on
1230 kc. Granted July 28.
Deletions
One AM permit and three FM per
mits
deleted by
week. reported
Total deletions
sinceFCC
firstlastof
year: tiveAMdates 26,
FM
128.
Deletions,
effecand reasons
or cancellations
follow: for withdrawals
WPKM Atlanta, Ga.— Fulton County
Bcstg. Corp.,
July10 18.
Forfeited. CP for permit,
50 kw day,
kw night
on 1550 kc, directional night, expired
without bid for extension July 1.
KRCC
Calif.—
tra Costa(FM)
Bcstg.Richmond,
Co., permit,
JulyCon16.
nomic.
Dismissed at request of owner; ecoWMFl (FM) Memphis, Tenn. — Fanny
B. Wilson, permit, July 21. Cancelled
at request of owner who told Commission zoning permit for site was not
renewed by Shelby County and no
explanation given. Miss Wilson also
told command
FCC "it will
be impossible
for me
to
sufficient
local financial
support to erect and successfully maintain an independent FM station."
WVFC
(FM) Ithaca,
N. Y.— Rural
dio Network
Inc., permit,
July Ra18.
Merger
with
Cornell
U.'s
WHCU-FM
Ithaca [BROADCASTING, May 2].

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Fort
Payne,
Ala. —station
James onL. 1290
Killian,
granted new AM
kc,
500 w daytime; estimated cost $10,875.
Granteeness.is Granted
in wholesale
grocery
busiJuly 28.
El Paso, Tex.— Claude H. Craig,
28.
granted new AM station on 860 kc, 500
w daytime; estimated cost $24,276.
«^rante8 is auto dealer. Granted July
Billings, Mont.— The Montana Network, granted new AM station on 970
kc, 5 kw, fulltime, directional night;
estimated cost $53,200. Principals: C.
L. Crist, rancher, president 50.1%; J.
Carter Johnson, assistant cashier, Midland National Bank, vice president
46.9%. Granted July 28.
KRKO Everett, Wash.— G ranted
change from 1400 kc, 250 w fulltime, to
1 kw fulltime on 1380 kc, directional
night. Granted July 28.
FM GRANTS
K N E Xpermit
- F M forMcPherson,
Kan.—
Granted
Class A FM station
on Channel 276 (103.1 mc), ERP 250 w,
antenna 270 ft., in lieu present licensed
Class B station on Channel 277 (103.3
mc), ERPJuly4.828. kw, antenna 260 ft.
Granted
Evanston, III.— Evanston Township
High School, granted noncommercial
educational station on Channel 203
(88.5 mc), power 10 w; estimated cost
STAMFORD.' CONN.
Boston — Boston U., Division of Ra$1,850.
dio, School of Public
Relations,station
grantedon
"The G"!tsway
New England"
noncommercial
educational
ABC toAJ/ilioti
Channel 215 (90.9 mc), ERP 400 w, anRcprcjentQtiTc
J
P
McKINNEY
& SON
tenna 40 ft.; estimated cost $21,450.
BROADCASTING
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New Applications . .
AM APPLICATION
I Reno, Nev. — R. and L. Co., 1110 kc,
.0 kw, day; estimated cost $66,555.
ifartnership : J. E. Riley and H. H.
iuce, who have mining and real estate
interests. Also have XV application
oending for
Filed July 22.
FM Reno.
APPLICATIONS
Lakeland, Fla. — Florida Southern
College, noncommercial, educational
FM station, Channel 201, (88.1 mc), 10
iv; estimated cost $3,233. Filed July 21.
Huntington, Ind. — School City of
illuntington, noncommercial, educationkl FM station, Channel 201 (88.1 mc),
10 w; estimated cost $1,845. Filed July
!6.
TV APPLICATIONS
Knoxville, Tenn. — Scripps-Howard
ladio Inc., Channel 6 (82-88 mc), 18 kw
,'is.,
kw aur.,
antenna
835 ft.;
nated9 cost
$331,860,
operation
cost estifor
irst year $200,000, revenue $100,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
WNOX-AM-FM
here and has radio and TV interests
n other cities. Filed July 27.
McAllen, Tex. — Max Lutz d/b as
UcAUen Television Co., Channel 12
;204-210 mc), 2.73 kw vis., 1.36 kw aur.,
intenna 415 ft.; estimated cost $109,000,
irst year operating cost $70,000, rev■nue $70,000. Applicant is buyer, seller
ind
of fresh
and vegeablesshipper
from lower
Rio fruits
Grande.
Filed
luly 27.
Moline, 111. — Tri-City Telecasting Co.,
;hannel 9 (186-192 mc), 2.5 kw vis.,
.25 kw aur., antenna 406 ft.; estimated
;ost $119,115, first year operating cost
ejji Villiam
52,500, revenue
Partners:
Dr.
Gribow, $52,500.
25%; Obby
Gribow,
t ! ice president of Chicago Watch and
ti( lewelry Co., wholesale, and Chicago
ee institute of Watchmaking, 25%; and
ej tlike Lippman, owner, Calectro Prodej lets Co., Hollywood, electrical products
{. . aanufacturer. Filed July 22.
ij
TRANSFER REQUESTS
(t, linent
WINX
Washington,
D. C—A. Asslgnof license
from William
Banks
SI- ■ 0;orp.,
Banks
Independent
new firm of whichBroadcasting
he is sole
iwner. WINX is assigned 250 w on
340 kc. Filed July 22.
WVMC Mt. Carmel, lU. — Acquisition
»j1 :o.,
f control
of Mt.byCarmel
permittee,
CharlesBroadcasting
Vandever,
'S ' 8% owner, through purchase of 51%
;i nterest of Charles F. Rodgers for
9,300. WVMC is assigned 500 w day
>i n 1360 kc. Filed July 22.
<"'' WJBO (AM) and WBRL (FM) Baton
D • louge. La. — Involuntary transfer of
M I ontrol of Baton Rouge Broadcasting
through
M i "0.
59 ofInc.,
totallicensee,
1,000 shares
fromtransfer
Leora D.of
tJ 1 lanship, executrix of estate of Charles
bJ Manship Sr., to Leora D. Manship
w I 71.95%), Charles P. Manship Jr.
0 14.02%) and Douglas L. Manship
0! 14.02%). WJBO is assigned 5 kw on
150 kc. Filed July 27.
I' WFOR-AM-FM Hattiesburg, Miss.—
11" Lssignment of license from C. J.
I' Vright, B. M. Wright and C. J. Wright
K' r. d/b as Forrest Broadcasting Co. to
I sew corporation of same name and
ll' nwnership.
is assigned
250 w
1400 kc. WFOR
Filed July
27.
KSTA Coleman, Tex. — Assignment of
f, icense from Charles L. South, H. H.
j5 < ackson, Alton Steward and Ross
J ^ohannon d/b as Coleman County
f( iroadcasting Co. to new corporation
jl f same name and ownership with adition of Billy B. Beach. Mr. Beach,
il dealer, buys half of 40% interest
eld by Mr. South for $9,000. KSTA
5 assigned 250 w day on 1000 kc. Filed
uly 27.

UHF-VHF
(Continued from page 43)
nels for many communities of 5,000
population or less, even for some
under 1,000, Dr. DuMont said he
had attempted to figure out what
kind of rates could ba charged by
TV stations in such markets.
"Assume a town with a population of 1,000 persons or ■ something less than 350 homes, with
75% of them equipped with TV
sets," he said. "Then assume a
Hooperating of 50. Applying the
New York City rates to this situation works out to a reasonable
rate of 56(^ an hour. If the station is carrying a network program, its revenue for the hour
would
be
19<f." to make 10 kw the
The proposal
minimum power adds to the economic problem, he declared. To
develop 10 kw transmitters will
take at least three or four years,
he predicted.
He felt that where UHF and
VHF channels are intermixed in
the same city, as in Philadelphia,
the UHF stations will be at least
five years behind those in the
VHF band from the standpoint
of audience and advertising.
At the receiving end, Dr. DuMont expressed belief that purchase price and installation cost
of a UHF set will be about the
same as for VHF models. The
only problem, he said, will be in
areas where service is available
from both bands. He thought satisfactory adapters could be provided for VHF sets for $35 to |45
and that the different antenna and
lead-in will cost the set owner
another $25 or so.
Elias I. Godofsky, president of
WHLI and WHLI-FM Hempstead,
Long Island, sent FCC a letter protesting its allocation plan. "To
allocate TV frequencies to 436
communities with populations between 1,000 and 5,000 and at the
same time to deprive Hempstead's
320,000 residents of a local TV
service appears to be an inefficient
and impractical allocation of TV
frequencies, let alone an inequitable distribution of these channels," he declared.
The Federal Communications Bar
Assn.'s executive committee mean-

while was slated to meet today
(Monday) to consider a protest
against
proposal
to incorporate theFCC's
allocations
table
into its
rules. The protest, drawn up by
the FCBA Practice and Procedure
Committee under the chairmanship of Leonard H. Marks, contends such a proposal is illegal
in that it does not provide for assignments in accordance with demand and does not guarantee a
hearing on applications not in
accord with the allocation table.
The executive committee of the
Assn. of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers also will
meet today, to decide its approach
toward a formulation of members'
views on the FCC plan. A proof AFCCE's
position posed
will bestatement
drafted
and circulated,

(ContinuedColor
from page A3)
and-white receivers equipped with
color converters developed by CBS
engineers. These are revolving
filters like those at the transmitting
end, installed in front of the receiver tubes.
Owners of the usual monochrome
home sets may be able to tune in
the color transmissions by manipulating the horizontal control, a network spokesman said, but he added
that they would get four small
images on their viewing screens instead of one large one and that the
picture quality would be far from
satisfactory.
Various line and frame systems
will be employed during the tests,
it was said. Last week's transmissions began with 405 lines and 144
fields per second. Monochrome
transmissions currently employ 525
lines and 60 fields. The wideband
color telecasts put on by CBS in
the late war and early postwar
years involved pictures of 525 lines
and 120 fields.
Asked whether CBS planned to
make any demonstrations of its
VHF color transmissions to the

or a membership meeting will be
called. The executive committee,
headed by Chairman Glenn D. Gillett and Vice Chairman A. D.
Ring, made a preliminary canvass
of the situation in a meeting last
Tuesday, and authorized a request
that FCC delay the comment and
hearing dates.
Others who sought extensions,
as reported by FCC, were:
press, the spokesman said "probABC; FCBA; WIP Philadelphia;
ably not." He emphasized that the
WKLO Louisville; KIOA Des Moines;
experiments Were designed purely
KQV Pittsburgh;
WAAM
(TV)
Baltimore; WTTS Bloomington, Ind.; WJAS
to get the information needed for
Pittsburgh; the Washington consult- presentation to the FCC at th^
ingnedy,
engineering
firms
of
Kear
&
KenDixie B. McKey, William L. Foss
Inc., and George P. Adair, and the bypending hearing and not to display
revolutionary advances in the
Washington
law firm of Haley, Mc- any
Kenna & Wilkinson.
art of color broadcasting.

le A
isc

'stoPrayer
a

DAVEN

It is now possible to minimize the chance for human error in program
control work. The Daven Company has once again pioneered in the field of
audio communications controls, and developed a foolproof Miniature
Switch. This type*, SW-1000, is a notably compact, low voltage, loW
current control. It is a cam operated single pole double throw switch, with
an OFF position in the center. An outstanding feature of the SW-1000 is
that it may be obtained on standard Daven attenuator without increasing
the overall dimensions.
^
This switch may be used to:
* Operate
motor. a relay which can start a turntable
* Function as a cueing control.
* Control indicator lamps.
• PAT. PEND.

This switch is rated at 1 Amp.— 48 Volts.
For further information write to Dept. BD-3

TheVDicE/^KansaS
WIBW
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CBS CLINIC TO HEAR
FALL PROMOTION PLANS
At

Deadline...

AFRA SEEKS REVOCATION
OF WATL-AM-FM LICENSES
AFRA said it would petition FCC today (Monday) for revocation of license of WATL-AMFM Atlanta on grounds that Owner J. W.
Woodruff, Columbus, Ga., has engaged in labor
law violations, has demonstrated absence of
sense of public responsibility, has permitted
station to operate under several technical
violations. Although Atlanta local of AFRA
has been on strike at WATL since Jan. 1,
AFRA said its petition would be processed to
end regardless of outcome of that dispute. A.
Frank Reel, national assistant executive secretary, who signed complaint, said AFRA is
determined to take similar action in case of
any other radio employers "who deliberately
and consistently violate the labor laws of the
land."
WATL told Broadcasting it has observed
all legal processes in dispute and awaits report
of NLRB field examiner after extensive hearing in May. Station said strike began without
notice or reason. WATL said FCC investigator studied technical setup early this year
and any citations have been complied with.
As to public interest, WATL said it airs as
many, if not more, public service shows than
any Atlanta station. WATL is assigned 5 kw
on' 1380 kc.
DECISION

CLEARS

WIBS

INITIAL decision to rescind FCC's order revoking license of WIBS Santurce, P.R., reported by Commission Friday. Failure of Jose
E. del Valle, licensee, to report promr)tly
changes in manner of financing station held
not sufficient grounds for revocation, hearing
officer Comr. Paul A. Walker ruled. Unable
to secure proposed bank loan, Mr. del Valle
borrowed funds from father-in-law and business associates, decision said. WIBS assigned
10 kw on 740 kc.
LANDON

SELLS

KTLN

TO

COE

ALF M. LANDON, 1936 Republican Presidental candidate, Friday filed application at
FCC to sell his KTLN Denver for $45,000 to
Leonard Coe, general manager and 35 '/^ owner
KVLC Little Rock, Ark. Denver is too far
from his other interests in Topeka, Mr. Landon
told Commission. He also owns KCLO Leavenworth, Kan., and 65 7r of KSCB Liberal, Kan.
KTLN is 1 kw daytimer on 990 kc.
DUMONT

SIGNS

3 IN OHIO

DuMONT TV Network signs affiliation contracts with WEWS Cleveland, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, and WTVN Columbus, Ohio. These,
plus DuMont's WDTV Pittsburgh, allows
network to blanket strategic Ohio markets, according to Director Mortimer W. Loewi.
WEWS and WCPO-TV are owned by ScrippsHoward Newspapers; WTVN by Edward
Lamb, also owner of WICU Erie. WEWS is
also affiliated with ABC and CBS; WCPO-TV
is also ABC affiliate.
ABC-TV

ADDS

TWO

ABC TV network signed by WJAC-TV
Johnstown, Pa., and WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C. WFMY-TV joins today (Aug. 1)
bringing network affiliates to 59. WJAC-TV,
also DuMont and CBS affiliate, joins Sept. 15
when operation start is planned.
Page 82
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BAB-NAB SEPARATION
TO TAKE ABOUT YEAR
SEPARATION of BAB from NAB will take
about a year because of tax and other problems
involved, NAB General Counsel Don Petty reported to BAB executive committee Friday
in New York. Committee authorized NAB
President Justin Miller, BAB Director Maurice
B. Mitchell and Mr. Petty to go ahead with
separation
plans
and organization.
' BAB committee heard
progress
of all BAB projects
and
were told success of its recently released slide
film "How to Turn People into Customers" has
caused it to plan for one in national spot field
to reach distributors, brokers, wholesalers,
manufacturers representatives and other local
business men who influence placement of national advertising. Committeemen attending:
Robert Enoch, KTOK Oklahoma City, chairman;
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington, Va.; Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago; G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha.
Representing NAB were C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer, and Messrs. Miller, Petty and Mitchell.
GENERAL MILLS AD BUDGET
AT NEW HIGH, BULLIS SAYS
GENERAL MILLS is spending more money on
advertising this year than ever before, in neighborhood of $18 million, Harry A. Bullis, chairman of board, disclosed Friday. (Its advertising reportedly is divided about 50-50 between
radio and printed media.) Despite increased
advertising budget, Mr. Bullis stated advering. tising cost per unit sale is constantly decreasMuch of new advertising is devoted to home
appliance line recently introduced by General
Mills. Company's gross sales for fiscal year
ended May 31, 1949, totaled $410,646,564 compared with $458,473,576 previous year. Earnings were $11,654,036, compared with $13,068,057 preceding year, which was company's alltime high, with year just ended ranking second
in earnings.
MILLION TV SETS PRODUCED
IN FIRST HALF OF 1949
TV RECEIVER output for first half of 1949
soared over 1,000,000, exceeding total set production for all 1948, according to estimates
of Radio Mfrs. Assn. released today. RMA
membership output totaled 913,071, more than
half of them table models. Production for
June almost equalled records for April and
May, but weekly average dropped due to plant
shutdowns for vacation periods. Secondquarter production was 490,534 compared to
first-quarter total of 422,537.
FM and FM-AM set ouput during June recovered slightly from May slump with total
of 40,512, for six-months' figure of 424,381.
AM home receivers numbered 1,220,098 for
half year, remaining at low level reached early
this year. In addition, RMA members reported 1,150,905 auto sets, 686,474 portables
during six months.
KBKI

STAFFER

SHOT

W. H. (Bill) MASON, 51, program director of
KBKI Alice, Tex., died of gunshot wounds
Friday. Deputy Sheriff Sam Smithwick surrendered after the shooting. According to reports, Mr. Mason had referred to the deputy
in a Thursday broadcast as owner of a building which houses a dime-a-dance-palace. "It
is tragic," said Frank B. Lloyd, co-owner of
KBKI, "that Bill Mason should die for using
his freedom of speech."

CBS fall program promotion plans to be outlined at network two-day program clinic opening
(Monday)
York's
WaldorfAstoria.todaySubject
will atbe New
covered
by Victor
M,
Ratner, vice president in charge of advertising
and sales promotion; Louis Hausman, director
of advertising and sales promotion; and Neal
Hathaway, director of program promotion.
CBS President Frank Stanton to welcome
150 promotion managers and other executives
from more than 125 affiliates. Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice president and director of programs, will discuss relation of promotion to
programming, and Sales Manager John Karol
to speak on program promotion in relation to
sales. Tuesday to feature promotion roundtable; Wednesday CBS open house.
Attending clinic will be CBS Affiliates Advisory Board members, also holding meeting
today and tomorrow at New York headquarters. On CAAB agenda is discussion of CBS
TV network.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 4)

|

Clark to Supreme Court would place on highest
tribunal jurist conversant with radio. Mri
Clark for past two years has made "Voice of
Democracy" presentations under auspices of
NAB, RMA and Junior Chamber of Commerce
and has worked with radio intensively on his
juvenile delinquency crusade.
SEQUEL to Clark appointment — designation
of Senator J. Howard McGrath of Rhode Island
to Attorney Generalship — would place another
public figure identified in more than cursory
way with radio in that office. As chairman of
Democratic National Committee, Sen. McGrath
had directed his party's use of radio in politics.
He's also author of pending bill to place sanctions upon stations which charge more than
card 18,
rates
political time [BROADCASTlNGi
July
Julyfor25].
j
GENERAL FOODS, New York, through its
agency. Young & Rubicam, New York, will
sponsor television version of Henry Aldrich on
NBC. Although sponsor has been using Sun»
day 8:30-9 p.m. period on NBC-TV, with
Author Meets the Critics, it is understood it
will release that time and is currently dickering
with network for another time segment to start
in early fall.
BBDO, New York, shopping for another TV
show for its client Lucky Strike Cigarettes.
MINUTES of FCC's executive session ordering full-dress hearing on G. A. Richards'
trustee plan for KMPC Los Angeles, WJR.
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland will show dissent by Comr. Rosel H. Hyde. He suggested
Mr. Richards be asked first to submit information which FCC wants. Vote to adopt hearing oi-ders was 5 to 1 (see story page 29).
DR. CHARLES SIEPMANN, one of authors
of FCC Blue Book, has been invited to appear
before Canadian Royal Commission on Arts,
Letters and Sciences late in August at Ottawa.
Recommendations of Commission will set new
pattern for Canadian broadcasting and television just as 1928 Royal Commission on Radio
Broadcasting set pattern for present Canadian
dual system of government and independentstation operation. Dr. Siepmann known to
favor Canadian and British systems over Amer-,
ican system which Canadian broadcasters want
to see followed in Canada.
BROADCASTING
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"BEST

''SOLD STAR SHOWS
FOR THREE TIMES
LIBRARY COST!"
"Programs
the first
after
we
receivedsoldourwithin
auditiori
discsfewandweeks
literature
have already paid for' the entire cost of the
Standard Program Library three times over!"
"CAME

JUST

AT

THE

RIGHT TIME!"
"The Standard Star Shows were timed just
right. They are selling time for us just when we
need spies most. .We have had the Star Show
material just a week now, and have alreody
sold two shows!"
t^^SELLIHG
TIME FOR USMOVIHG GOODS FOR THE
SPONSOR!" "Standard Star Shows are
just what we've been looking for! From the
sales angle they are terrific; from the listening
angle, they are even more so. Our sponsors for
these shows range from a hardware store to a
taxi stand— and all agree that Standard Star
Shows have a powerful selling punch!"

most

Names in our fil«s; furnished on request.

★ HOLLYWOOD
★ MUSIC
MOOD

CALLING

IN THE MODERN

i( PERSONALITY
★ MEET

TIME

THIHG

STANDARD

" 'Meet the
Bond' audition
discs arrived noon
DONE!"
EVER
HAS
today and we hove already sold the series. It's
a great show— and so are the others. This is
the best thing Standard has ever done!"
"SOLD ACROSS THE BOARD!'
"It might be of interest to you to know that
we
sold 'Personality
the have
board already
to an outomobile
dealer.Time'
Looksacross
like
we're going to do a real selling job with
• Standard Star Shows!"

THE BAND

i( 20 TH CENTURY
SERENADE

WRITE FOR FREE PRESENTATION
AND AUDITION DISC

TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES, INC.
Hollywood
• Chicago
• New York
140 N. La Brea Ave.
360 N. Michigan Ave.
1 East 54 Street

•k All Standard Star Shows are Part of the Library Service at No Additional Cost
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Ulinois
Washington. O.C.... Gales Radio Company. 13 E Street N. W

Tel. Mct-0S2}

FARM

SERVICE

Farm Bulletin Board (daily) • Farm World Today (daily) • Dinner
Bell Time (daily) • This Farming Business (daily) • Prairie
Farmer Air Edition (daily) • Daily specialist from Board
of Trade (grain markets) • Remote broadcasts direct from
Union Stock Yards (twice daily) • Weather reports
direct from U. S. Government Weather Bureau
• Temperature and hufnidity every
station break • Such special features
as "Your Land and My Land" "Visits
with Med Maxwell" "Great Stories
IMP ORTANT
REMOTE

AGRICULTURAL

BROADCASTS

FROM

GUEST

AGRICULTURAL

More reasons why farm folks all over Illinois, Indiana,

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.

SPEAKERS

AND
EVENTS

INTERVIEWS
About
CornI'

Let WINS help you with your biggesf sales problem . . .
in-fhe-store promotion. We will take your product off
the shelf and give it that necessary point-of-sale push
through one of the fastest growing, most heavily trafficked drug store chains in the New York area.
Advertisers on the Jo Halpin Show can take advantage ofa special merchandising plan, which includes inthe-store promotion as well as newspaper advertising.

Jo Halpin
has a rich and varied background. Her excellent newspaper and
radio experience makes her daily show a highly listenable, fifteen
minutes. She interviews celebrities, gives household tips to homemakers and brings a woman's view to the top news of the day.

CROSLEY

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

WINS
50KW

NEW

YORK

Pygmalion

A

Star

... Jamaica

Inn .. .

is Born...Goddard...Leigh

...Fonda

.. .Laughton

. ..Annabella

. . . are only a few of the four-starred features and internationally known
names that will appear in a new series of thirteen outstanding films . . .
on WPIX ... starting next month .. .
Obtained after negotiations that lasted many months . . . now under
an exclusive TV contract to WPIX . . . these motion pictures will be
available in New York — and all other TV markets via syndication — for
sponsorship on an exclusive basis starting next month . . . assure any
advertiser or TV station a major audience in any market . . . offer an
WINGS OF THE MORNING . . . with John
McCormack, Henry Fonda, Annabella.

unlimited opportunity for promoting prestige, creating conversation,
increasing sales! . . . are well worth investigation right now . . .
For full details, rates and availability . . . write, wire, phone . . .WPIX.

THUNDER IN THE CITY... comedy, with Edward
G. Robinson in first non-rod role.

Complete List:
Pygmalion . . .Wendy Hiller, Leslie Howard.
Major Barbara . . . Rex Harrison, Wendy Hiller.
A Star is Born . . . Janet Gaynor, Fredric March.
The Young in Heart . . . Paulette Goddard.
The Beachcomber. . .Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchester.

DARK JOURNEY ... spy thriller with Vivien Leigh,
Conrad Veidt and Joan Gardner.

Jamaica Inn .. .Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Hara.
Sidewalks of London . . . Charles Laughton, Vivien Leigh.
Wings of the Morning . . . Henry Fonda, John McCormack.
Dinner at the Ritz... David Niven, Annabella.
South Riding. .. Ralph Richardson, Edmund Gwenn.
Under the Red Robe... Raymond Massey, Conrad Veidt.
Thunder in the City .. .Edward G. Robinson.
Dark Journey .. .Vivien Leigh, Conrad Veidt.
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Aug. 8-19: Summer School of Christian Radio,
Moody Bible institute, Chicago.
LEONARD ERIKSON, vice president with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, who resigned from agency
Aug. 16: RMA Television Committee meeting,
last week, slated to join McCann-Erickson as
Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
vice president and general executive.
Aug. 19-20: Emporium, Pa., IRE Section seminar.
Emporium High School Auditorium.
QUESTION of FCC jurisdiction over prize
Aug.
25-27: Georgia Assn. of Local Stations,
giveaways has reached point of delicate balSt. Simon Island, Go.
ance in discussions during past fortnight. It
(Other Upcomings on page 60)
could go either way with some Commission
members harboring view that it might be good
idea to crack down if only to get court adjudication of issue.
Bulletins
LEXXEN & MITCHELL, New York, is lining
up spot availabilities for Tide Water Oil and
CORY CORP., Chicago, and Fresh'nd-Aire Co.
Lehn & Fink (Lysol disinfectant).
(fans) appoint Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
STUMBLING block to uniformity in magnetic
Chicago, to handle national advertising, eff'ective immediately. Radio is being considered
recording may be removed soon. Engineering
for Cory, with promotion of all-metal autoaccord believed near on standard type of hub
matic coffee brewers and a six-month breakage
for tape reels after many months of conferguarantee on all-glass line.
ences on details.
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS, division of GlidCHARLES GODWIN, who has been handling
den Co., Cleveland, to launch national AM spot
MBS sales in Southeast from Atlanta headcampaign in mid-September for its margarine.
quarters, due to return to New York shortly
Agency is C. Wendel Muench, Chicago.
with network probably closing Atlanta office.
RADIO AND TV package about to be signed
by Sealtest Inc., New York. N. W. Ayer &
Son is agency. Advertiser already has purchased time on NBC, five times weekly, 10:4511 a.m., for daytime strip. Video presentation
will not be simultaneous.
IN LATTER planning stage at NAB is careful study of stations that lost money last year.
Another survey, covering FM listening in
Oklahoma City, may be first of series of FM
audience studies.

GIL BERRY, sales manager of ABC Central
Div. in Chicago, named sales manager of
DuMont TV Network's new Midwest Div. in
Chicago. Announcement made Friday by Tom
Gallery, sales director, DuMont TV Network.
Plans for new midwest operation to be announced Aug. 15.

BENTON & BOWLES, New York, preparing
fall spot announcement campaign for Shinola.

UNION GROUP TO START
FILM NEGOTIATIONS
NEGOTIATIONS to settle dispute between
film lab technicians and 17 big New York laboratories expected to begin this week with return of Richard F. Walsh, lATSE international president, from Hollywood to New York.
Had dispute developed into strike as threatened eight days ago, almost all TV kinescoping
and newsreels would have been tied up [Broadcasting, Aug. 1].
John J. Francavilla, president and business
manager of lATSE Local 702, New York,
despite reports that some members of Local 702
resented intervention of union's national office,
said he was disposed to look upon intervention
as victory for it forced presidents of major
film companies to deal with union for first
time. New York labs, biggest in world, make
prints for bulk of Hollywood studios as well
as for TV.

QUARTET of top-drawer FCC staff executives (mostly engineers) had pvivate look-see
at CBS color telecasts on WCBS-TV New York
last week, came away looking for mo.st part
much impressed. They aren't talking officially,
but some at least are highly enthusiastic, feeling furthermore that it's color now or never.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, Chicago, expected
(Continued on page 70)

STORER BUYS NEWSPAPER
GEORGE B. STORER, president of Fort Industry stations, acquires Coral Gables (Fla.)
Riviera from Al Harum. No price disclosed
but understood to be around $200,000. Mr.
Harum goes to Florida Sun, Miami newspaper
also owned by Mr. Storer. Mr. Harum had
owned Coral Gables paper eight years, converting two years ago from weekly to daily.

THAT LONG-STANDING Justice Dept.
probe of baseball leagues' "closed corporation"
policy on play-by-play broadcasts has reached
point where department and league counsel
are discussing consent decree. Local team now
has final say-so when any station within 50
miles wants to carry games of another team.
Justice Dept. is asking protesting stations for
their views on plan to limit this control to
timesbroadcast
when local
are sentiment
being playedis
or
at team's
home. games
Station
that this is move in right direction but not
enough for leal relief, particularly in major
league cities.
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Briefly
ss• Ralston
Busine
RALSTON
BACK
St.
Purina, St
• Ralston Purina,
BACK
RALSTON
Louis, Sept. 26 returns Tom Mix and His
Straight Shooters to MBS, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
5:30-6 p.m. instead of 15 minutes across board.
Agency, Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
LIGGETT & MYERS SPONSORS • Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York (Chesterfield), Sept. 21 starts Bing Crosby Show on
CBS, Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. TV schedule is in
works. Agency, Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
PINEX PLACING • Pinex Co., Fort Wayne,
Ind., (Pinex Ready-Mixed cough remedy), begins one-minute spot and chainbreak campaign Oct. 3 in U. S. and Canada for 24 and
26 weeks in 36 U. S. and 20 to 25 Canadian
markets. Agency, Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
BONAFIDE MILLS BUYS • Bonafide Mills,
New York (floor coverings), buys TV George
Givot show from Basch Radio & Television
Productions, New York, live on 10 NBC stations and via kinescope on 26 more, Friday,
9-9:30 p.m. Agency, Gibraltar Inc., New York.
NAMED
REPRESENTATIVE
Independent'it
Metropolitan
Sales, New York,• announces
will represent WAGE Springfield, Mass., and
WNOR Norfolk, Va., effective at once, and
WARL Arlington, Va., effective Sept. 4.
POSNER BACK # Dr. A. Posner Shoes Inc.
Sept. 10 starts children's Big 'N Little Club
on WJZ New York, Sat., 10:30-11 a.m.
Agency, Hirshon-Garfield, New York.
FCC ORGANIZATIONAL MOVE
SIGNS of trend toward centralization of responsibility for FCC administrative matters
in office of chairman were seen Friday in revisions made by Commission in its official
statement of organization. Bureau of Administration becomes Office of Administration, to
operate specifically "under the supervision and
the direction of the Chairman." Officials said
this is in line with Hoover Commission recommendations and is designed to make clear that
Administration Office is staff to Chairman, not
line bureau. Duties are unchanged.
McFARLAND

BILL

DELAYED

LOGJAM of foreign-aid, appropriations and
other pressing legislation forced delay Friday
in anticipated Senate consideration of McFarland Bill to reorganize FCC procedures [Broadcasting, July 25, Aug. 1]. Bill (S 1973) is
on consent calendar, which was tentatively
slated for call Friday but could not be reached.;
Next call may come early this week.
GILLETTE

TO

SPONSOR

FIGHT

BLOW-BY-BLOW description of 15-round
Charles-Lesneyich heavyweight championship
bout will be sponsored on ABC Wednesday
night, Aug. 10, by Gillette Safety Razor Co.^
Boston, through Maxon Inc., New York, starting at 10 p.m.
BROADCASTING
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WCAU-TV is following in the footsteps of WCAU-AM, which built its
phenomenal listener response from the start on local loyalty. Philadelphians
began to say that WCAU-AM was their station . . . developed the listening
habit. . . . It's working out that way for WCAU-TV, too. In an average week,
we televise 28 local shows, with 325 people taking part. Their families,
neighbors and friends are selling for you. And this suits us to a TV, because
it's nice to see this history repeat itself. So use WCAU-TV to reach the local
buyers who count.

OADCASTING
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TV
lucnu
CBS AFFILIATE

AM
FM

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations
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BROA

THE
IS

WEVcom

OUT

MAT

AT
WFBM/

• There's an impressive list of names in the CBS lineup
this fall, and WFBM's welcome mat is out. Names like
; %|ack Benny, Bing Crosby, Bergen and McCarthy, Red
Skelton, Groucho Marx, Burns and Allen, Horace Heidt,
plus the return of many other favorites, will definitely
assure WFBM the continued number one listening preference of its central Indiana audience.
Even before these top entertainers joined the new CBS
roster, WFBM

provided its listeners with extremely

popular shows — kept WFBM first in Indiana. The immediate future promises to add a MILLION watts OF program POWER to WFBM's long established predominance
in the area comprising the heart of the Hoosier State.
Radio advertisers buying WFBM's outstanding time
and talent get plus factors, too. They get low cost per
listener, intensive promotion, consistent merchandising and dependable performance on Indiana's only basic CBS

NDIANA

ANY

WAY

station.

YOU

JUDGE!

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
Associated with: WFDF
Page 6 • August 8, 1949
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KFH

IS

TOPS

TOP

DAYTIME

HOOPERATINGS
IN CITY OF WICHITA

WINTER-SPRING
DECEMBER
Time
5:45 P.M.

13.9

w 72;30 P.M.
I0;I5 A.M.

12.5
12.4

GODFREY
B/?EAf(MSr
GODFREY
CHOW TIME

1 2; 7 5 P.M.

wise

CLUB

Outlet
KFH
KFH
KFH
ABC

12.1

KFH
KFH

12.0

10.00 A.M.
9.-45 A.M.

the

'48 THROUGH APRIL '49
Rating

Progrom

8;45 A.M.

Here

REPORT

11.9
11.3

KFH

is an opportunity for some aggressive advertiser to step into the #2 radio spot in Wichita with
noon-time news over KFH.
It won't
taining long, so if you are interested, you
to

call the

nearest

Petry

man

be suswill be

right NOW.

Our congratulations go to Studebaker
and Peter Paul Inc. for sponsoring the
TOP rated daytime show in Wichita —
the 5:45 p.m. News over KFH.

5000
Watts - ALL
the
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

time
WICHITA,

KANSAS

I
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consideration and fine co-operation.
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By GEORGE LASKER
Vice President WBMS Boston
Sales Manager Friendly Group
LATE in 1938, when I first went
to Boston to take over WORL I
had, among other equipment, a
good agreement — one that provided both the incentive to work
and the ambition to get ahead.
There was a buyers' market that
year. It was just as difficult to
sell then as it is now, although
there were not as many radio stations then as there are now. There
would not be a buyers' market in
radio today if station managers
and their sales forces had the same
kind of incentive to sell and get
ahead as I had in 1938. Stations
would make more money, and sales
would go up.
Today's commission for station
managers ought to be on an overriding basis. It should be skimmed
off the top, while the salesmen
ought to work a percentage rather
than salary basis. Fifteen percent
seems to me to be a proper commission for salesmen, while the inducement to station managers
ought to be an over-ride of 5% of
the gross business done on the
station; this in addition to a reasonable expense account and a reasonable salary. He should be a
salesman-manager, combining the
talents of both commercial manager and salesman, capable of stepping in to help his own men, capable of going along with them to
add his own weight and persuasiveness to theirs in signing up an
account.
If there were more of
No. 6
Tfie Sa/es Manager
)oth types in radio, the buyers'
narket would evaporate.
That kind of pressure in selling
ireated a remarkable record for
he late WORL.
How would you like to be able
to say that you received a letter
from a client saying that he sold
$4,000 worth of merchandise for
only $150. P. A. Starck Piano
Co. did that in Boston during the
depression. Charles C. Copeland
Co. Inc. Beverages wrote, "The
first week we were on your station,
the sales jumped 20%." "We sold
250 pieces of millinery the first
week on the air" — Tuttles Millinery
Inc., Boston; Webster Thomas Co.,
Boston, "In one week you obtained for us over 1,000 labels from
the Matchless Brand Food Products."
big success stories
tOneof the
that depression was the Sumrfield Furniture Co. which
ote, "Your station is paying
out in business greatly in excess of
our expectations. We understood
that it would take us a number of
I

BROADCASTING

GEORGE LASKER started his radio
career with WRNY New York — now
WMGM — as a salesman during the
hard selling days following the "big
crash." As a former real estate
broker he was well equipped with
an effective sales pitch, plus a sense
of showmanship needed in the radio
field which he gained at an early
age as a child movie actor. In the
latter part of 1938, Mr. Lasker
joined WORL Boston and became its
general manager. One of his first
accomplishments at WORL was to
establish the 920 C/ub. This idea
of utilizing the station frequency
soon spread throughout the area and
now is a popular feature on stations
across the country. On Jan. 10 of
this year Mr. Lasker resigned as general manager of the now-deleted
WORL [BROADCASTING, June 6],
to become sales manager of the
Friendly Group of stations. In that
position he coordinates national and
local sales for the group which includes WBMS Boston; WRIT Pittsburg, Ohio; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio;
WKNY Kingston, N. Y., and WFPG
Atlantic City, N. J. in April Mr.
months before we could hope to
achieve satisfactory results. The
fact that you produced so quickly
for
is extremely
gratifying."
Theseus letters
are on record
with
the NAB and were published some
years ago by NAB in Participating
Programs Volume 2, Number 3.
These are only a few of the successes achieved during depression
years on a small radio station until
then almost unknown in Boston.
It was the result of concentrated
effort and determination to make
radio advertising pay in spite of
a buyers' market. It made WORL
one of the greatest local radio stations for its power and size in the
country. I cite WORL because I
know about it. I took it over in
1938. I pin no orchid on my lapel
but that kind of work did it. Perhaps recalling and recounting that
experience may help the broadcasting industry and some of the men
in it. I realize that many in the
industry do not need help, but some
may find inspiration in its record.
When I took over WORL, it was
an insignificant coffee pot. It had
only a few clients. Its billing was
little less than $500 a week. It
was losing a great deal of money.
I had only one idea in mind; to get
good results for its clients. We
originated a formula that increased
its Hooper rating and enabled
sponsors to get inexpensive cost
per 1,000 listeners. It gave them
satisfactory results for the dollars
spent.
THE FORMULA: For 15 years
I have held a theory that all Boston radio stations combined is one

• Telecasting

listener would be his own stage
manager, lifting the curtain on
any act he wanted by twisting the
dial. I felt that a musical station
was an important part of this
showmanship. The listener had
music on tap when he wanted it.
My purpose was not to sell a
client just one announcement, a
"flash in the pan" type. I had an
idea that frequent announcements
or programs throughout the day
would have an impact on listeners.
Therefore, we proceeded to sell a
package of 3, 6, and 10 times per
day. The rates were low in the
beginning and were raised as the
years went by. Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co. (Super Suds) was one of
the first national accounts to use
the 10 times per day repetition
formula in a campaign with considerable success. The company
used WORL exclusively and then
went nation-wide. Among the early
advertising agencies in the 30 to
50 million dollar class who bought
WORL were Ruthrauf & Ryan, J.
Walter Thompson and BBDO.
This was on a 1 kw station that
had no national recognition at the
time. Hooper surveys recorded a
constant uphill climb in figures
through the years. The traffic
manager of the station had considerable difficulty finding availabilities sometimes. This formula
is not a magic one. There is nothing miraculous about it. A good
many stations throughout the country have as much or more pulling
power today than WORL had at
its peak. If more stations had
hungry men selling they would be
more successful. It takes hard
selling to sell radio advertising.
Every city is overstationed. Clients
are under a barrage of time salesmen. Each claims that he is better
than the next until potential time
(Continued on page 57)

Mr. LASKER

Lasker

received an additional appointment as vice president of
WBMS, where he makes his headquarters.
single radio theatre. Some stations
specialized in sports, others in
news, soap operas, serial programs
and other features. I felt this
theatre audience would like variety,
and set aside 10 hours a day for
popular music. The station became the musical act in this radio
theatre of entertainment. Those
who wanted diversity would tune
to WORL for the musical act. As
in good old fashioned vaudeville,
there was variety — Barnum &
Bailey's Three Ring Circus. The
greatest shows in America were
built on variety. There can be no
monotony in showmanship. Each

INCENTIVE

PLAN

BOOSTS

BUSINESS

STATION MANAGERS
5% OVER-RIDE

SALESMEN

15%
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A great advertising medium, such as WOR, is no more
than a reflection of its talents; of the artists who
mirror its intent and purpose minute by minute, hour
by hour and day by day.
In this advertisement WOR

shows you a selection

of its great stars when they were very young.
Aside from being an album of memories, this
advertisement is a symbol of Americana, of little
children, such as yours and ours, whose ways of life
are a reflection of a way of life.
It is people like these that make WOR

the great

American station that it is. It is people like these
A. L. Alexander, founder ol ilic
memorable show, "A. L. Alexander's
Mediation Board". Seen here as an infant, A. L. Alexander has developed
into a unique combiniilion of philosopher and social realist. His program
(Sundays, 8:00 P.M.) is listened to by
millions. The heartbreak he has salved
and the homes he bus saved have
brought him the praise and plaudits
of all sects and all soci€ty.
The power of A. L. Alexander and
his tremendous following of devoted
listeners is a formidable and forceful
one. America's most noted advertisers can testify to this.

that make WOR

the potent selling force that it is in the

lives of the majority of 36,000,000 people in 18
states and the Dominion of Canada.

VERT

YOUNG

Prescott Robinson, noted WOK
newscaster, caught facing a photograplier in a little iown called Christmas Cove, Maine. A little boy then,
Prescott stands six feet four inches
now. His authoritative impartial and
persuasive news reporting has made
his name a byword in hundreds of
thousands of homes along the Atlantic
Seaboard.
Prescott Robinson's selling for candy
manufacturer Peter Paul, Inc., and
many other noted advertisers, has
clocked up records that make great
American radio historv.

This little boy grew up to be a standout West Pointer and a loved senior
officer in World War II. His name?
Who but Bill Slater, the mellow
voice of WOR's "Luncheon at Sardi's"
"Twenty Questions"' and numerous
other popularity bulls-eyes. Bill can
take any commercial and make it
sound greater than the way it was
originally written. For Bill is not
only a great actor, bnt a persuasive
personality loved by hundreds of
thousands of people throughout the
United States.

This demure miss is WOR's Barbara
Welles, (Mon. thru Fri., 4:00 P.M.).
Slie's changed little; that is, as far
as beauty goes. The picture is one
you could find framed in any American home — a little girl, the world
waiting, raised in a liome that has
served as the frame for many a fond
memory.
Advertisers: Barbara Welles is
most recently noted for her amazing
job in reintroducing Pears' Soap to
the American public. She was the only
promotion used by the British manufacturer.

(continued)

when

they

were

very

young
(continued)

Alfred McCann (left), wife, Dora (right), of the "The McCanns At Home", a program that originates from their home in Yonkers. Son of the famous Alfred McCann,
pure food crusader, Alfred carries on the tradition valiantly. The McCnnns' comments
on what' to eat and why is a daily rite in thousands upon thousands of homes and this
devotion to what they fay is reflected in what iheir listeners buy. A powerful, entertaining, charming and devoted WOR team.

Stan Lomax, WOR's nationallynoted sports commentator (Mon. thru
Sal., 6:45 IMM.), ^vas two. The sun
shone mellowly that day on a small
town where a street photographer
snapped this shot. A boy like that
knows boys and sports and the feeling
that throbs through hearts, young and
old, when Spring prompts the cry,
"Play ball!"
Advertisers: Stan Lomax's hold on
millions of listeners is a phenomenal
one. He has sold everything from
autos to cigars. He can sell anything
for vou.

Dorothy (left) and Dick, WOR's engaging "Dorothy & Dick" (Men. thru Sat^ 8:15
A.M.; Sun., 11:15 A.M.), when they were tots. She is known today as the world-ff^mous
Dorothy KilgaUen, Hearst feature writer and columnist; noted article and story author.
He, of course, is Dick Koilmar, famed for his radio portrayal of ''Boston Blackie",
also as a Broadway hit producer.
Advertisers: Dorothy & Dick are of the many great WOR program personalities that
do phenomenal things for people who have things to sell. Ask us- about them.

Kate Smith, her parents' sweetheart
then, "America's Sweetheart" now. A
great woman whose deeds are long remembered. Every Men. thru Fri. from
12:00 to 12:30 P.M., Kate "speaks" and
"sings". Her simple philosophy of living and her beautiful interpretations
of songs that thousands love have made
her loved by millions. Incidentally, a
great saleswoman whose work for advertisers isa history of radio's power
to sell — and, of course, WOR's.

(continued)

when

they

were

very

young
(continued)

Dan McCutlough Heft) and Bruce Eliot, today's great wagsters who conduct "TelloTest", (Mon. thru Fri., 11:15 A.M.). They, too, reflect the lives of hundreds of thousands
of listeners who follow them. Dan and Bruoe have a subtle and charming attraction that
provokes thousands of letters and sends people streaming into stores for some of
America's largest — and sometimes smallest — manufacturers of almost everyihing.

Jack Barry, renowned WOR emcee
and deft program cieator, "Juvenile
Jury", et al, photographed at a tender age. Jack is a typical example of
the nimhle brains that WOR attracts
and one of .the people greatly responsible for the elasiicity of WOR's
programming. Jack Barry, by the
way, is not only a program creator,
but a shrewd and brilliant salesman
whose work for General Foods and
many other great American companies
is a well-known and respected part
of radio history.

John Gambling (Mon. thru Fri.,
6:00-8:00 A.M.), a British boy with
a love for the bounding main. A
naval combat officer and wireless officer who later became one of WOR's
most beloved and loyally-followed
personalities. Is a haaian alarm clock
for millions in the morning and a
cash register clicker foi more American advertisers than we could list in
this brief summarv.

"This is Vandeventer", the voice
says every Mon. thru Sat. at 11:00
P.M., and so Jjegins 15 minutes of
the most popular news broadcast on
WOR. And this, is the Vandeventer
whose wise and witty answers to the
posers on WOR's "Twenty Questions"
charm and inform one of the greatest listening audiences in radio.

Henry Gladstone, a little boy with
eyes westward. Today one of WOR's
most noted and respected newscasters. (Mon. thru Sat., 10:00 A.M.).
Henry is noted throughout the nation
for his precise and dependable reporting of the news; for his incisive
and charming delivery. Another great
figure in WOR's powerful array of
people who prompt people to buy
what you have to sell.

Coming

Soon! ...

in MutuaPs

WOR-TV — Channel
Growing
Watch

9 — Key Station

Television Network —
for it!

ROWLAND R. McELVARE (seated)
of Bank For Savings of New York
City, contracts on behalf of Savings
Banks of New York for Lewis Cowan's
Savings Bank Quiz Kids, to start on
WNBC New York Sept. 18. Others
are (I to r) James V. McConnell, NBC;
Thomas B. McFadden, WNBC mgr.;
George Huhn, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
O'n tka Votted

FINAL okay for sponsorship by J. W.
Allen Co., San Francisco Plymouth
dealer, of exclusive broadcast of Big
Ten-Pacific Coast Conference track
meet on KSAN San Francisco is set
by E. O. Solem (center), Allen assistant manager. Present at signing ore
Frank Arthur (I) KSAN sportscaster,
and Fred Babo, Allen sales manager.

Jlina

BROWNELL-FIELD Co., Providence, R. I. (Autocrat coffee), signs for intensive spot campaign on WORC, WNEB, WTAG Worcester, Mass.;
WPRO and WRIB Providence; WNLC New London, Conn.; WSAR Fall
River,
Mass., and WNON Woonsocket, R. I. Horton Noyes Co., Providence,
is
agency.
KYRON FOUNDATION Inc. (reducing preparation) sponsors Inside the Doctor's Office, transcribed dramatic series, on WMAQ Chicago five times weekly.
Arthur Meyerhoff Agency, Chicago, plans to put show on about four more
stations soon.
HICKOK Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., has launched campaign for its "profile
initial buckle,''
throughforKastor,
Clifford,
New York.
Promotional
portfolio
dealersFarrell,
includesChelsley
recordedandradio
commercials
for
local radio advertising.
FOREMOST DAIRIES Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., appoints Fletcher D. Richards
Inc., New York, to handle sales promotion, merchandising and advertising,
effective immediately.
RAY-O-VAC Co. (flashlight batteries) appoints McCann-Erickson's Caracas
oflice to handle local advertising. Spot radio will be used.

COMPLETING plans for bringing top
football games to Columbus, Ohio,
next fall via TV are Mortimer W.
Loewi (r), director, DuMont TV Network, and Edward Lamb, owner
WTVN (TV) Columbus, which is to
open in September.

CONTRACT for 52-week backing
of Voice of Prophecy on ABC, Sun.,
9:30-10 a.m., by Voice of Prophecy
Inc. is arranged by George Williams
(I) of General Conference of Seventh
Day Adventists, and G. T. C. Fry,
ABC sales.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO names Tim Morrow Adv., same city, as
agency.
SEARS ROEBUCK Co., Los Angeles, in August sale, will sponsor series of
one-minute film spots on Southern California TV stations. Produced by New
Worldcity.Productions, Los Angeles, series will be placed through Mayers Co.,
that
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Corp., Kansas City, Mo., appoints W. D. Lyon
Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to handle advertising. Radio will be used, and television is contemplated.
KELLEY CAR Co., Los Angeles (used cars), will spend $5,000 monthly in local
television, having contracted to use minimum of four one-minute film spots
weekly on each of following stations: KTTV KTLA KTSL KFI-TV KLAC-TV
all Los Angeles. Contracts are for 52 weeks. Agency: Tullis Co., Hollywood.
A/tturatJS: ^ccounii

• • •

ELGIN- AMERICAN, division of Illinois Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., will sponsor
The Groucho Marx Show on CBS from Hollywood starting Sept. 28 on Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m. (CST), through Weiss & Geller, Chicago.

Jr. (I), and Charles O'Neill of WNJR.

J. B. HUTCHINSON (seated), v. p.
of Aetna Oil Co., Louisville, renews
firm's Pete French and the World
News on WHAS Louisville. Kibitzing
are (I to r) L. W. Roush, L. W. Roush
Adv.; Mac Wynn, WHAS sales director, and Pete French, newscaster.

SALE of Major League game broadcasts on WMIT (FM) Chorlotte, N. C,
to Allison-Erwin Co., Zenith distributor for North and South Carolina, is
approved by (I to r) Jim Hedrick and
Joe Pleasants of Allison-Erwin, and
Johnny Dunnagan, Charlotte manager of WMIT.

CONTRACTING for 15 daytime
hours weekly on KFMB-TV San Diego
is Walter Tufford (center), San Diego
automobile and RCA dealer. Obviously pleased with deal are Jack
Gross (1), KFMB-TV owner, and
William Phillips, head of William
Phillips Agency.

RENEWING Alois Havrilla Newscast,
aired on WNJR Newark since November 1947 by Howard Savings Institution, Newark, is Jonas W. Swenson
(r),
bank's
public relations
dir.
Approving are Edward
W. Scudder

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG Co., Toledo, Ohio, signs 52-week renewal contract
with ABC effective Sept. 30, continuing its sponsorship of Champion Roll Call,
five-minute sports commentary by Harry Wismer, Friday at 9:55 p.m., EDT.
Signed through MacManus, John & Adams Inc., Detroit, renewal covers 237
stations.
CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS SERVICE, San Francisco, switches California
Caravan from ABC to 14 California Don Lee stations. At end of August, program will be carried sustaining to remainder of MBS and Don Lee stations.
Agency: Lockwood-Shakelford Adv., Los Angeles.
COCA-COLA of Canada Ltd., Toronto, Oct. 2 starts Charlie McCarthy from
CBS
on 30
Dominion Network stations, Sun. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: D'Arcy
Adv. Co.,
Toronto.

INTERNATIONAL MILLING Co., Minneapolis, Minn., announces following
changes in flour sales and advertising departments: J. H. HERLOCKER, general sales manager, formerly located at Minneapolis, is transferred to same
position at Kansas City. WILLIAM KING Jr., formerly advertising manager,
succeeds Mr. Herlocker in Minneapolis. H. W. MAIER Jr., formerly advertising and sales promotion man at Greenville, Tex., made advertising manager at Minneapolis. ROBERT E. THOMPSON, formerly assistant advertising manager at Minneapolis,
advertising manager in Kansas City
for International. Kansas Citybecomes
offices are at 903 McGee St.
BROADCASTING
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Association of American Railroads
Transportation Building
Washington 6, D. C.
WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
August 1, 1949
To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

SAFETY ON THE RAILS

Safety in railroad operations depends largely on the
efficient direction of traffic. This is accomplished, for the
most part, by an intricate system of signals that change color
or position as the train passes along. In most cases, this is
done automatically — so that the train itself, by its own movement, sets the signals which warn all other trains, approaching
or following, to keep a safe distance.

?

Where traffic
run safely without these
heavy, trains can be run
with them.
That is why

i|,

than 138,000 miles of track.

i
}>
^
!;
•*

.

is light, railroads can be — and are —
block signals, but where traffic is
both more safely and more efficiently
the railroads have installed them on more

On more than 105,000 of these miles, the block signals
are of the automatic type — that is, the signals are operated
by the train itself without necessity for any human intervention.
Incidentally, 90 per cent of these automatic block signals were
installed by the railroads before there was any legal requirement
to do so, and almost all the rest have been voluntary installations.
In these block signals,

the railroads

today have the

world's

largest, most complete and most effective system for controlling traffic. In fact, the vast majority of railroad passengers
ride trains operated under this system.

■

And these signals, which are installed and operated by
the railroads at a cost of hundreds of millions of dollars, are
just one part of the railroads' program to maintain
ing safety record and make it ever better.
Sincerely

BROADCASTING
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their outstand-

yours.
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B. LEVIN, formerly account executive of N. J. Newman Adv., Los
I RVIN
Angeles, named radio-television director of Seidel Adv., Hollywood.
KENNETH H. THOMPSON, for past five years with Buchanan & Co.. New
York, as account executive and prior to that copy chief for Tracy, Kent &
city, joins Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, as account executive
same of
Co.,charge
in
industrial advertising of Texas Co.
JEREMY GURY, former vice president and copy director of Donahue & Coe,
joins creative department of Ted Bates & Co., New York.

, former promotion manager of Collier's magazine,
ALVAN B. SOMMERFIELD
and more recently with Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, opens Alvan B. Sommerfteld
Co., advertising agency in Baltimore at 517 N. Charles St.
Mr. Sommerfield also was formerly promotion director of
WNEW New York, and group copy chief with Lord &
Thomas, also New York.
ROBERT SMALLEY, formerly copy chief at Kenyon &
Eckhardt, and Lennen & Mitchell, both New York, joins
J. M. Mathes, same city, as director of copy.
RONNIE MANDERS, formerly publicity and promotion
manager of Standard Radio Transcription Services, Inc.,
Hollywood, joins J. M. Lentz Adv., that city, as account
executive.
RICHARD JORGENSEN Adv. moves San Francisco offices Mr. Sommerfield
to 593 Market St.
TONY STANFORD, producer at Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, transferred
to New York.
DONAHUE & COE, New York, and WILLIAM KESTER & Co., Hollywood, have
worked out arrangement whereby creative and contact departments of both
agencies and facilities of their New York and Hollywood offices will be jointly
available to accounts. E. J. CHURCHILL and MARSHALL KESTER, presidents of New York and Hollywood agencies, respectively, made joint announcement.
THOMAS A. CASEY joins account staflf of Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis,
after working as radio director of Armour & Co., Chicago.
FRANK McMAHON, formerly assistant account executive of Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles, joins Erwin, Wasey & Co., that city, in similar capacity.
EDMUND H. DRIGGS, formerly assistant account executive of BBDO, New
York, joins Walter L. States Adv., Reno, Nev., as account executive.
ROBERT E. JACKSON, former general sales manager of Harlich Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, joins staff of Kauffman & Assoc., same city.
TOM LATHROP, regional sales representative for WNAX Sioux City-Yankton
for seven years, resigns to establish his own advertising agency in Sioux
City. He will handle all media.
MARJORIE ALLEN, formerly with McCann-Erickson, J. Walter Thompson
and William R. Warner (Richard Hudnut), all New York, joins copy department of Compton Adv. Inc., same city. Miss Allen will work on Duz and
Drene accounts.
THOMAS H. AXELSON of Salt Lake City, purchases C. F. Cusack Adv., Denver, from Cusack estate. Mr. Axelson will continue operation of his Salt
Lake City agency, but will make headquarters in Denver. Name of Cusack
Adv. remains same.
HERBERT W. COHEN, former account executive with Redfield-Johnstone
Inc., New York, joins Sternfield-Godley Inc., same city, in similar capacity.
LOCKWOOD-SHACKELFORD Adv., Los Angeles, effects merger with GARDNER & GIESECKE, San Francisco, and in expanded operation takes over
latter's offices in Russ Bldg. MacALAN GARDNER named vice president of
Lockwood-Shackelford, with ALBERT S. GIESECKE becoming manager of San
Francisco office. ELLIS REHN continues as account executive in San Francisco.
SEYMOUR S. KAIN named general manager of Burlingame-Grossman Adv.,
Chicago. Mr. Kain worked three years as copy chief at Helene Curtis Inc.,
Chicago, manufacturer of beauty shop supplies. M. A. HARVIS, administrative director at agency for three years, appointed account executive.
STANLEY M. CARLSON joins Daley Bros., Belmont, Calif., as sales manager,
after resigning as merchandising executive at Ewell & Thurber Assoc., Chicago. His successor has not been named.
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VINCENT TUTCHING named manager of Foote, Cone & Belding International's new office in Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Adds to Hecht Story
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
There were only two things
wrong with the lead article in
your July 11 issue:
1. I would have changed the title
of it to "Success Is a Thing
Called Joe."
2. I sure would have printed a
picture of that amazingly
modern station out in the
middle of a corn field — a station operated by an astonishingly modern guy named
Brechner.
At any rate it was a very interesting article, and I enjoyed it
immensely, having just completed
a tour of all the Washington and
surrounding community stations.
I was very much impressed with
Joe Brechner's operation [WGAY
Silver Spring, Md.], and as a consequence, was
I
not at all surprised
i to learn what a fine job he did
for Hecht.
T. J. McDermott
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York
Re: Liquor Ads
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I can think of nothing more
! detrimental to the future of radio
than abandonment of the long established practice against advertising hard liquors. I live in what
Mencken calls the Bible Belt, but
I have always taken a liberal viewpoint with reference to alcoholic
beverages. We have carried beer
advertising over our station even
though we have received protests
from a lot of listeners who feel it
is a bad policy. Our position has
I been that the advertising of beer
i as a beverage promotes temperance; and after all, that should be
the objective of every move designed to curtail the harmful effects of over-consumption of alcohol.
We in the radio business cannot
get away from the hard fact that
our medium penetrates into the
home. It is not enough to say that
a listener can cut our programs off
if he does not like them. Programs
must be heard in the homes or we
would have to go out of business.
Therefore, once we are in the home,
we have certain obligations of protection to those who let us come
into their homes. . . .
The claim of those of us who
opposed prohibition was that we
had to teach our children in the
homes the evil influence of alcohol
and we should preach temperance
rather than seek to curtail the sale
of liquor by legislation. . . .
If the networks and the stations
in their mad search for the adverBROADCASTING

tising dollar now reverse the policy
against advertising hard liquors,
I predict that it will be only a
short time before a majority of the
state legislatures will prohibit the
advertising of any alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine, over
any radio station. But beyond and
above the advertising dollar involved, Ithink it is a bad policy
from a standpoint of ethics and
public service for a radio station
to broadcast liquor advertisements.
The unfortunate victim of alcohol
is the alcoholic. When we use our
medium to go into homes to tell
children and to tell those who cannot control liquor how wonderful
it is to try this and that whiskey,
we are abusing our franchise, and
I predict dire consequences.
In making these statements, I
appreciate fully the fact that most
newspapers and magazines make
no attempt to curtail whiskey advertising. However, I think we
stand on a different footing from
that of the newspapers and magazines ... I have dictated hurriedly
this letter to you after reading
the article in the July 25 issue of
Broadcasting. I cannot conceive
that our networks will take such
a stupid step. I feel it is time for
some clear thinking on the part of
those in NAB and other agencies
which have an obligation to protect and promote radio. Certainly
there will be no advertising of
hard liquors over our stations.
Walter Brown
President and Gen. Mgr.
WORD Spartanburg, S. C.

^(fent

do anything

hear

until

you

from

Laru-M

j

[EDITOR'S a NOTE:
Walter Browncorrewas
formerly
crack Washington
spondent and served as executive aide
to Secretary of State Byrnes. Mr.
Brown was also assistant to Mr. Byrnes
when he was War Mobilizer and "Assistant President."]

'Growing Fast'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In your story of UHF-VHF
Channels, population of Port
Arthur-Fort William is shown as
only 24,000. If this figure is
meant to represent the total urban
population of both Canadian Lakehead cities it should be 65,000, at
least. That was the last count but
we're growing fast!
Not very often I find an error in
your very fine journal and I'm a
"cover to cover" man. No doubt
this particular slip was beyond your
control.
Ralph H. Parker
Owner
CFPA
Port Arthur, Ont.
FEDITOR'S toNOTE:
the
which The
Mr. figure
Parker used
.refersin
camestory
from FCC]
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Watch
Worth's

for announcement
amazing

NEW

of Lang-

transcribed

music library — a revolutionary development in the field of sound reproduction!

LMGWORTH
feature
programs,
inc.
1 13 W. 57th STREET,
NEW
YORK
19, N.Y.
J^etwork Calibre Programs

at Cocal Station Cost
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WGAL
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New York
San Francisco Chicago
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KFBC, ABC outlet in Cheyenne,
Wyo., has been selected as proving
grounds in a new unification twist
to the Army's on-the-job training
program within commercial radio
stations. Working with the Navy,
the Army has absorbed CPO Robert Stuart Ladue Jr., of the Naval
Air Arm, into the program and
arranged for him to receive 90 days
on-the-job training at KFBC.
The Army's experiment came
about when Mr. Ladue, a student
at the Armed Forces Public Information School in Pennsylvania, enI countered the Army's program and
requested
the Navy to send him
along.
William C. Grove, general manager of KFBC, has assigned Dale
Sutherland, KFBC's program director, to supervision of the training program. Purpose of the program is to prepare service personnel for the handling of military
radio shows and stations.
Every effort is being made to expose Chief Ladue to all departments and facets of broadcasting.
From selling and script-writing to
announcing and program direction,
he will receive help and instruction
from evej-y member of the staff. In-

O/i

-flu

WHAT

A

(IT WASSH
NEVER
N
IOLIKE
U BEFORE)
CTHIS

$4,567,999.00
BANK DEPOSITS 12/31/48
Mr. Sutherland 'trains CPO Ladue.
eluded in the training were recreation of the major league baseball games and remote coverage of
the "Frontier
tion in July. Days" rodeo celebraHe is also scheduled to present
and enact his own live dramatic
shows.
So, now, some three months and
many miles from salt water. Chief
Ladue is in high gear on this new
twist, courtesy U. S. Army.

-dccounts

$ VAl. SAVINGS BONDS 12/31/48
in tUe
228

WOW

COUNTIES

(BMBj

IN NEBRASKA, IOWA, SOUTH
DAKOTA, MISSOURI, AND
NORTH DAKOTA.

...READY TO BE SPENT

ing eventually as half owner in
the enterprise.
In 1929 he sold his interest and
joined Redfield-Coupe agency, as
an account man. From there he
moved to Stack-Goble as head of
the New York office.
In 1942 he organized and headed
the New York office of Roche,
Williams & Cleary, after which —
in February 1949 — he became associated with DF&S, rising there
to his present capacity.
In addition to handling

ER,r
PORT
(Dick)stock
D dent,
HARpresi
RICvice
holde
and account executive of
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, New
York, a man who is reputed never
to say "great" when he means
"good," says that radio's efforts in
behalf of his client, Spray-AWave, have been "sensational," and
I don't mean "swell."
Reduced to statistics, the superlative describes a 200 increase
in Spray-A-Wave sales over a
period of a single
month- — or since the
Spray-A-Wave,
and
Tums
for the agency,
product came under
Mr.
Porter
services
the broad custodianProcter & which
Gamble'sis
"Shasta"
ship of Arthur Godfrey on his daily
currently
using a
CBS show.
spot
announcement
Born in Philadelcampaign.
phia on May 6, 1893,
Dick Porter served
The Porters — she
successively as
is the former Lorstenographer, court
raine Paterson —
were married on
reporter, and secreNov. 23, 1921. They
tary to the New Jerhave three children,
sey Board of Education. Subsequently
Richard,
26, Lorraine Katherine,
19,
he owned his own
and Carol Dorothy,
printing and mail
15. The Porters have
order business.
their home in Boca
After a term of
DICK
Raton, Fla., to which
duty as secretary
Mr. Porter comto Gov. Walter E.
mutes on week-ends.
Edge of New Jersey, Mr. Porter
His hobbies include golf and light
joined that state official's advertackle fishing in salt water.
tising agency, Dorland Inc., emerg-

NOW
FOR

or in the FUTURE
WHATEVER

HAVE

FOR

YOU

SALE!

In
WOWAn

LAND

Always

Farm

Market

COVERED

O^iy

Rich
. • •
BY

RADIO
WOW.^>
OMAHA
5000 WATTS • 590 KC
JOHN J. GIUIN, JR., PRESIDENT
JOHN BLAIR, REPRESENTATIVE
AND BLAIR-TV, INC
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The new Portable Field-Intensity Meter,
RCA Type WX-2B shown one-third actual
size. A loop antenna is built right into the lid!

a

truly

portable

Field-Intensity

• Weighing only 12 14 pounds — including batteries, here's a small, compact field-intensity
meter of high accuracy that carries around like a
portable radio . . . and operates almost as simply.
You tune in a signal, adjust a built-in calibrating
oscillator and receiver gain . . . and read signal
intensity directly in microvolts-per-meter. No charts,
curves, or correction factors to worry about. No
computations to make.
Designed with a wide sensitivity range of 10
microvolts/meter to 10 volts/meter, Type WX-2B
enables you to make field-strength readings anywhere— from the very shadow of your transmitter, to the toughest location "down-in-theBROADCAST

noise." Plenty of front-end selectivity, too. Loop
antenna Q is approximately 100 at one megacycle; An r-f amplifier stage provides a very high
order of image rejection.
Power supply; Ordinary flashlight dry cells for
the quick-heating tube filaments — and a 67-volt
battery
of the size used in camera-type radios for
the
B supply.
A lot easier now to get the facts on your coverage, service area, and antenna efificiency . . . with
RCA's new portable WX-2B. Ask your RCA
Broadcast Sales Engineer for the facts. Or write
Department 19-HB, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey.

EQUIRMCMr

RADIO
CORPORATtOM
CMOiMEERIMO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT,

BROADCASTING

Meter

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
• Telecasting

of AMERICA
CAMDEM.M.J.
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IT*S

EASY.

IF

YOU

KNOW

how!

Spectacular stuff, sure, but it isn't just "knack";
it's the result of experience and Know-How — just as
KWKH's

Hoopers are! Here are the Share of Audi-

ence figures for March- April, '49:
MORNINGS (Mon. thru Fri.) KWKH
(70% better than next station)

39.6

AFTERNOONS (Mon. thru Fri.) KWKH
(7% better than next station)

31.7

EVENINGS (Sun. thru Sat.) KWKH
(47% better than next station)

42.5

Twenty-four years' experience in broadcasting to our
particular audience has given us at KWKH an incomparable radio Know-How.
facts, now?

How

about getting all the
KWKH

SHREVEPORT

50,000

Watts

CBS

^

LOUISIANA

The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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Seen

This

Fall

BUSINESS

ha.s been established, then increases
By FLORENCE SMALL
national scale with one station per
erage beginning in Mid-September.
its coverage in that city as distribuWITH a sudden and dramatic in- American Cranberry, through
market
selected to carry the announcements.
tion is increased among dealers.
BBDO, will buy stations in 35 marfusion of spot business, confoundkets for a spot campaign starting
Eugene Katz of the Katz Agency
Another spot announcement caming all industrial indices and gloom- in October.
Virginia Dare Wine,
revealed that he expected more
paign scheduled for fall is being
shouting, radio will look forward
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, is also
prepared by Ruthrauff & Ryan for spot business this fall compared
this fall to a total spot expendiDelaware, Lackawanna & Western
preparing a fall spot schedule.
to the immediate present but that
ture that will exceed by approxiCoal Co. (blue coal) with starting
it was not clear whether business
Schick
Electric
Razor,
the
newmately 10% last fall's near record
date in mid- September.
est spot user, through its agency,
would equal the banner period of
intake. The figure i.s expected to
last fall.
Station representatives expressed
reach about $40 million for the BBDO, is using stations in 50 marcautious
but
manifest
satisfaction
Sees Year-End Upsurge
kets, starting in September, while
four-month fall season — September
Robert D. C. Meeker, general
Lydia Pinkham, one of the oldest at the rising spot figures, and adthrough December.
vertising agencies confirmed the manager of Robert Meeker Assoc.
of spot advertisers, will sponsor
At least 20 advertisers are known
existence of the trend with the Inc., said he hoped business this
quarter-hour
participation
shows
on
currently to be preparing spot cam15 stations starting in August.
qualifying observation that this fall would equal the all-time peak
paigns through their agencies.
The agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co. year the campaigns will probably
of last fall. He said summer busiProducts range from the usual seabe briefer but more intensive.
ness was slow but indications are
sonal cold remedies to such new
Greeting Card Plan
Ralph
E.
Dennis,
ABC
Spot
Sales
for
a
good year-end upsurge.
.spot users as Schick Razor.
John E. Pearson, head of the repAn advertiser turning with rein- manager, told Broadcasting that
Among gum advertisers, consisresentative firm bearing his name,
forced emphasis to radio participatent users of spot time, American
1948 was his organization's best
said that on a dollar volume basis,
tions is Merit Greeting Card, year and that if that record were
Chicle, through its agency. Badger
equalled or exceeded, the firm his
through Louis S. Herman, Adver& Browning & Hersey, is preparing
total stations
by 20%. will exceed last fall's
tising, Newark. Originally using would be doing very well indeed.
a fall campaign with varied startCarlos
Franco, manager of radio
He was optimistic about that possiing times in September and Octo- only 17 participation shows, the bility.
time
buying
for Young & Rubicam,
agency
is
currently
increasing
its
ber, to cover more than 100 staGeorge W. Boiling, head of the
expressed
the
agencies' viewpoint
tions; while Beech - Nut Gum, coverage to between 40 to 50 stations located in the first five mail- Boiling Co. Inc., New York, re- when he told Broadcasting that
through its newly appointed agency,
"from
here
on
out
the trend toward
ing zones from East to Midwest.
ported a "terrific spot buying
Kenyon & Eckhardt, is scheduling
shorter but more intensive camOne
advertiser,
R.
J.
Reynolds
surge"
in
the
last
couple
of
weeks
an intensive drive to begin in midbut on the other hand believes that
Co. (Cavalier cigarettes), through
September.
paigns will be prevalent." One of
its agency, William Esty Co., is such buying would nevertheless be the reasons for that pattern, he
indicated,
was a move to dislodge
Tablets
4-Way Cold
^
using 250 w stations for its initial down overall when records finally
* In the pharmaceutical field, Beauprevailing
large inventories among
were
tabulated.
He
said
that
camspot
campaign,
it
was
understood.
mont 4-Way Cold Tablets, through
paigns thus far have been from 20 dealers by means of the hardHarry B. Cohen Advertising Co., is Firm sponsors spots for teaser
to 26 weeks and have been on a
hitting impact of spot radio.
campaign in city where distribution
placing spots and participation
programs in 80 markets. Contracts
are for 22 weeks on all northern
stations and 20 weeks on southern
stations, effective Oct. 3. Another
Stations Split on Revoking Radio Ban
cold remedy. Pertussin, through
ADS
Erwin, Wasey & Co., is planning a LIQUOR
campaign in 100 markets with 26FURORE over possible acceptance
Jr., general manager of WSWN
week contracts starting in Novemnecessary,
to discipline
the stage
distillers was reportedly
in the
ber.
Belle Glade, Fla., for suggesting
of hard liquor advertising by networks and stations continued to that the right rests with stations
of preparation from the office of
At the same agency, but for anTreasury Secretary John Snyder,
"to make such policy decisions
rage last week while a progress
other client, Miisterole, a campaign
under which the Internal Revenue
report indicated that about 50%
is being launched in 100 markets
ourselves" and upon the listener's
Bureau and Tax Unit operate.
of American broadcasters were
for late fall, with 26-week contracts.
"freedom of choice."
Other
developments
were
these:
# An official of New York
Duane Jones Co. is collecting
"ready and willing" to revoke
State's Women's Christian Temavailabilities for a fall campaign
radio's traditional ban on liquor
9
FCC
was
preparing
an
anfor Anacin, scheduled to start in commercials.
perance Union said 500,000 memswer to Sen. Johnson's letter askbers in 10,000 local unions would
Seotember.
Whether they would eventually
ing the Commission to give "serious
discard the ban remained a matter
consideration" to the public in- line up solidly against such radio
Hill's Cold Tablets, also through
advertising, while the national
terest phase, with particular stress
Duane Jones, is using 40 markets,
of speculation, however, in the face
on license renewals of applicants
WCTU urged speedy enactment of
starting Oct. 24, for 22 weeks. Anof growing disfavor from Capitol
who
carry
liquor
advertising.
pending
anti-liquor legislation.
other Jones client, Pierce's proprieHill, temperance groups, and other
O The Senate Interstate &
# Alcohol Tax Unit officials
taries, is starting spots in midinterested parties, including the
admitted they had no authority to Foreign Commerce Committee,
August on about 15 stations.
government's Alcohol Tax Unit.
headed by Sen. Johnson, revealed
reprimand liquor licensees who buy
In the publication field, Ladies
Once again Sen. Edwin C. Johnair time, but indicated they would
receipt of nearly 100 communicaHome Journal and- Readers Digest,
tions commending the Colorado
advise distillers such actions would
son (D-Col.), arch foe of "wet"
through BBDO, New York, are
Senator on his stand.
radio, reminded that radio broadbe inadvisable and furnish the
planning to use one-minute trancasting is an interstate business
The 50-50 balance on stations,
"dry" contingent with a potent with
scribed announcements nationally.
and that the Federal Government
returns by no means nearly
weapon.
Such food accounts as Kellogg's
has "the duty of protecting the
full,
was
revealed in a progress
Pen. through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
states in the exercise of their
#
A
reply
to
Sen.
Johnson's
report
by
Tom
Flanagan, executive
and Spry, through Ruthrauif & police powers." This time Sen.
request that the Unit use "moral
(Continued on page i9)
Johnson took to task Tom Watson
Ryan, will use saturation spot covsuasion" and "legal authority," if
BROADCASTING
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TWA

RADIO

ADVERTISING
Airline Spends $125,000 in First Half of 1

USING 36 stations in 11 cities,
Trans World Airline has spent
$125,000 in the first six months
of 1949 on spot radio advertising,
according to Sam Henry, advertising manager
for TWA's transcontinental division.
"As a year-round advertiser,"
said
Mr. Henry,
is thein most
consistent
user "TWA
of radio
the
travel and transportation field.
Traditionally, radio was not an advertising medium for transportation carriers. But, three years
ago, TWA turned to radio with a
definite philosophy in mind.
"Everybody — young and old,
rich and poor — is a prospective air
traveler," Mr. Henry explained.
"The cost is within everybody's
reach. And our idea in using radio
is to widen our wingspread and
carry our advei-tising to a mass
market."
He pointed out that the survey
of a jingle TWA used in St. Louis
in January and February of 1947
showed 46% listener rating and
was encouraged to team radio up
with more standard means of
transportation advertising — travel
folders, window displays, newspapers and magazines.
Mr. Henry went on to show that
TWA in 1947 spent $150,000 in 12
major cities after adopting radio
on a national basis. "General indications," he said, "showed that
radio was paying off in terms of
increased air travel, and, in 1948,
TWA upped its radio outlay to
INDUSTRY
DATA
New Committee Named
NEW Industry Statistics Committee to direct expanded data service has been named by R. C. Cosgrove, Avco Corp., president of
Rarlio Mfrs. Assn., Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania Electric Products,
continues as chairman. The committee supervises monthly reports
of radio and TV set output, tube
sales and quarterly reports coverin'T TV set distribution and cathode vay tube output.
Other committee members are
E. C. Anderson, RCA; Paul Eshleman, Diil^'''ont Labs; G. W. Hen"an,
General Electric Co.; George McCleary, RCA Victor Division; C.
G. Muller, Avco; Bill Rinkenbach,
PhVr.r, Co-n : A. .O. Schifino,
Stromberg - Carlson Co. ; R. C.
Sw'agua, Spra^-ue Electric Co.;
Eig-^r St^n^-on, Pelden Mfg. Co.
An eight-man member.ship committee was named, with J. .J. Kahn,
Standard Transformer Corp., as
chairman. Members are Virgil M.
Graham, Sylvania Electric Products; H. L. Hoffman, Hoffman Radio Corp.; George Lewis, Federal
Telephone & Radio Corp.; A. Liberman, Talk-a-Phone Co.; Harry
G. Sparks. Sparks-Withinerton Co.;
R. L. Triplett, Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co.; Thomas A. White,
Jensen Mfg. Co.
Page 24
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BEECH-NUT
K&E Gets $1 Million Account
BEECH-NUT PACKING Co.,
Canajoharie, N. Y., has appointed
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, to
handle its more than $1 million
advertising campaign, effective

$250,000. The same rate of expenditure has been continued
through the first six months of
In mid-1948, the airline switched
to
localized live - announcement
1949."
copy, using
station
announcers. In thelocal
first half
of 1949,
TWA's radio advertising covered
the following cities: New York
(WCBS WJZ WOR WQXR), Chicago (WGN WIND WMAQ WLS),
Los Angeles (KECA KFI KHJ
KNX), San Francisco (KJBS
KFRC KGO KNBC), Kansas City
(K M B C WDAF) , Pittsburgh
(KDKA KQV WCAE WWSW),
St. Louis (KSD KWK KXOK),
Philadelphia (KYW WFIL), Cincinnati (WCPO WKRC WSAI),
Boston (WCOP WEEI), and
Washington, D. C. (WRC WMAL
WOL WTOP).
SOAP-BOX DERBY
Chevrolet To Sponsor on CBS
TWELFTH ANNUAL Soap-Box
Derby, sponsored each year by
Chevrolet for teen-age speed demons, will be broadcast exclusively
by CBS on Sunday, Aug. 14, 4:304:45 p.m.
Airing will be paid for by the
motor car company, which also
awards a $5,000 college scholarship
to the winner. Race will be held
on Chevrolet's Derby Downs gravity track at Akron, Ohio. Top five
place winners all receive trophies
and prizes, including a 1949 Chevrolet for second place, awarded by
the sponsor. Campbell-Ewald is
the Chevrolet agency.
Telecasting of the derby will be
handled by ABC-TV, on a sustaining basis. Don Wattrick, sports director of WXYZ, ABC's owned and
operated station in Detroit, will describe the derby, which will be telecast in cooperation with Chevrolet.

Sept.
On 1.t':at day the agency takes
over the firm's chewing gum, coffee
and baby food products.
Newell-Emmett Co., New York,
formerly handled the account
[Broadcasting, Aug. 1].

4

TWA's spot radio advertising
figures are presented by Mr. Henry.
GENERAL MILLS
45% to Radio, 5%

to TV

GENERAL MILLS, with a record
advertising budget, is devoting
45% of its media dollar to audio
and 5% to television, according to
Lowry H. Crites, advertising manager. The figures apply to the
fiscal year begun June 1.
The General Mills advertising
budget is at a record level, $18
million, according to Harry A.
Bullis, chairman of the board,
despite a drop in gross and net
income [Broadcasting, Aug 1].
The company's advertising cost
per unit sale is constantly decreasing, he said.
Based on Mr. Crites' statement,
which he refused to amplify. General Mills will spend about $8,100,000 on sound broadcasting and
$900,000 on television, using the
$18 million total budget as a base.
Decca Earnings
CONSOLIDATED net earnings
for Decca Records Inc. for six
months ended June 30 were $390,647 after provision of $239,429
for income tax. This equals 50
cents per share on 776,650 shares
of capital stock and compares with
net earnings of $427,212 or 55 cents
per share in the same 1948 period.

CHALMERS
IS V. P.
Gets New Post With K&E
Vn^ILLIAM a. CHALMERS, account executive on Ford Motor
account since January 1948, has
been appointed vice president and

also
serveplan
on
the will
basic
board of K&E.
He joined the agency in the middle
of 1947 after serving as assistant
advertising
director for Richard
Tludnut.
Mr. Chalmers

Mr. Chalmers first entered the
advertising field vdth BBDO
agency. After a year with BBDO
he went to Hollywood as an actor
tions.
appearing in numerous producLater he joined Geyer, Cornell
& Newell as special radio time
buyer in behalf of Nash cars. Then
he joined Erwin Wasey & Co. in
Philadelphia. When the Philadelphia office closed, he returned
to New York and the Blow Co.
Soon he was made executive assistant to Milton Blow, head of the
agency, and remained in that capacity for four years.
Mr. Chalmers joined Free &
Peters in 1941 and remained with
the organization until early 1944
when he joined the Army.
SMITH

BROS.

Buy 'Stop the Music' Segment
SMITH BROTHERS Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., will sponsor the
second quarter-hour segment of the
ABC Stop the Music program,
over
187 Sept.
of the 18.network's stations,
starting
The 52 week contract, signed
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles Inc., New York, covers
the time period being released by
Eversharp Inc., Chicago, through
Blow Co., after the Sept. 11 broadcast.
Program is aired Sunday, 8-9
BROADCASTING
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Markbom,
NEW

ERA

AT

By J. FRANK BEATTY
NAB set out last week on a new
phase of its 26-year career, with
President Justin Miller taking over
complete and active control of the
association's management.
The new and more compact
NAB, redesigned to meet progress
of the art, appeared in its new
dress for the first time last Monday morning. Judge Miller finished the basic personnel job right
on the schedule set by the board
but the complete executive staff
will not be operating until Sept. 1.
Two top appointments wound up
the staffing operation. Judge Miller
named G. Emerson Markham, station director of General Electric's
WGY Schenectady and its TV and
FM outlets, as director of the new
NAB Video Division.
Forney A. Rankin, Judge Miller's international adviser, becomes
director of the new Dept. of Government Relations.
Hardy Heads Audio
Previously Judge Miller had
named Ralph W. Hardy, assistant
manager of KSL Salt Lake City, as
director of the new Audio Division,
paralleling the Video Division
[Broadcasting, July 25]. Arthur
C. Stringer, director of the abolished FM Dept., becomes assistant
audio director specializing in FM.
Having completed the reorganization in line with the board's directions [Broadcasting, July 18],
Judge Miller was preparing to
inform the NAB Structure Committee, headed by Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
of the actions he had taken. The
committee in turn will report to the
full board in November. It remains an active committee, at least
until that time.
While the board directed that
NAB's standing committees be cut
to five members as part of a general economy move in which the
NAB budget was cut from around
$800,000 to $701,511 for the fiscal
year started Aug. 1, no action has
been taken. It is believed the
present committees will remain active until the 1950 convention next
April. Savings may be effected by
keeping committee meetings down
to a minimum. No meetings are
scheduled at this time.
Judge Miller told Broadcasting,
just before leaving on vacation
Friday, that he considers the new
NAB organization "a highly efficient streamlined operation with a
very good team."
He will take a "working vacation," and had arranged to spend
the weekend at Salt Lake City conferring with Mr. Hardy on the
new Audio Division. He had conferred a week earlier with Mr.
Markham in New York.
"I have greater confidence in the
efficiency of NAB than I have had
at any time since I became presBROADCASTING

ident," Judge
said.or "We
have been
hurtMiller
at one
two
points, particularly in the research
area. The Research Dept. deserves
credit for many of the projects
carried out by the president's office
as well as employe-employer relations, public relations, Broadcast
Advertising Bureau and other departments. Kenneth Baker, research director,
has supervised
the department
despite the fact
that he is in New
York on loan to
BMB, devoting
evenings and
weekends to NAB
functions.
Mr. Hardy
"The new division directors will
have three immediate jobs when
they take office next month. First,
they must get in touch with their
segments of the industry and determine what the members want
NAB to do for them.
"Second, they will explore the
work of NAB's six departments.
Each department head has prepared adetailed statement on overall activities for their guidance as
well as a guide to the board. Strucoffice. ture Committee and the president's
"Third, they will be expected to
stimulate additional services from
NAB's departments and to expand
the scope of their activities.

RECRUITING
SELECTION of Gardner Advertising Co. to handle Army-Air
Force advertising contract for fiscal 1950 hit a snag last Wednesday
when the National Military Establishment announced it planned "to
re-study the entire advertising
question"
and Gardner's
contract
would
be terminated
effective
Oct.
31.
The announcement stated that
the Secretaries of the Army and
Air Force "are undertaking a study
to determine whether advertising
is necessary to .support the U. S.
Army and Air Force recruiting
service in the forthcoming fiscal
year." They commended the Gardner agency "for the program which
it hasber been
1948. conducting" since OctoNME spokesmen said the needs
of planning and recruiting were
smaller than anticipated, and that
the present $1,880,000 budget was
believed "excessive" in view of
present Army-Air Force strength.
The new contract for 1950 is retroactive to July 1, but Congress
has not yet passed the military
appropriations bill.
It was speculated that Congress
may decide to lump all recruiting ad

• Telecasting

Rankin

Posts

Complete

Staff

NAB
"The board directed that NAB
be reorganized by Aug. 1 and specified the type of structure it
wanted. That assignment has been
carried out on schedule. It has
involved the elimination of a number of staff members, reorganization of departments, and elimination of the office of executive vice
president and the
entire Program
Dept. Each job
has been done.
The division
directors have been
named and the
departments reconstituted in
line with the
board's budget
limitations.
"Member staMr. Markham
tions have been
notified that their dues have been
discounted 12V2% effective Aug. 1,
as ordered by the board."
Judge Miller already has developed a fund of information on
work of the Video Division, based
on suggestions submitted by TV
stations. Among services proposed
are means to work out problems of
receiver set distribution, development of better programs at less
cost, regulatory aids for stations,
engineering counsel with FCC, reports on station applications legislative functions, labor counsel,
public relations activities and promotion of uniformity in rates and
contracts.

ADS?

NME

funds (for Army, Air Force, Navy,
Coast Guard) under one budget,
thus paving the way for possible
review of agency bids for the contract. NME spokesmen acknowledged the possibility, but denied
there were of any "implications"
underlying the NME decision. Instead, they described it as a matter
of "military cutbacks." They emphasized the advertising program
would not necessarily end totally
Oct. 31.
The Senate Appropriations Committee, which last June held hearings on contract negotiations involving bidding agencies at the
request of Ruthrauff & Ryan, reported out the military funds bill
(HR 4146) last week. Whether
Gardner Advertising had drawn its
official approval was not known.
There were indications, however,
that the agency and Military had,
in effect, received the "go-ahead"
to sign the contract. The committee's report made no mention of
the controversy and Sen. Elmer
Thomas (D. Okla.) reportedly was
not disposed to press the matter
any further.
The Gardner agency was selected last May to handle the 1949-

Mr. Stringer is at work on a
series of FM projects. These include promotion of FM band circuits in TV receivers; better FM
receivers; simultaneous AM-FM
licenses; combination AM-FM listings in directories; studies of
storecasting and transit radio;
management surveys of individual
stations; FM success stories; facsimile studies. The EmployeEmployer Relations Dept. is to
make an overall economic study of
FM stations covering personnel
costs.
In the overall NAB budget operation, numerous cuts were made in
secretarial and clerical staffs. The
complete reorganization finds
many functions of abolished units
transferred to the remaining six
departments.
Last Monday Judge Miller called
a staff meeting at which he explained that departmental activities will be integrated with the
new Audio and Video Divisions.
The two division heads will call on
department directors for services,
though these department directors
report directly to the president.
Judge Miller instructed department directors to contact him by
telephone at Los Angeles when
problems arise that they cannot
solve.
NAB's travel allowances will be
sharply cut. A minimum crew will
make the district meeting circuit
(Continued on page U8)

To

Re-Study

Need

50 advertising contract covering
recruiting and procurement after
44 agencies were invited to submit
bids. The field eventually was
narrowed down to four, including
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. W. Ayer &
Son and The Caples Co. Gardner
Adv. Co. had handled the account
the previous fiscal year.
The dispute arose when Ruthrauff & Ryan, through its counsel, Miller & Blake, of Washington, requested a hearing before
the Senate Appropriations subcommittee for the Armed Forces,
headed by Sen. Thomas. The
agency felt the Army's decision on
the contract "was arbitrary and
unfair in principle to the adverTo that
end Roswell W. Metztising industry."
ger, vice president of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, testified as did Kenneth
Miller of the law firm; James M.
Wallace, N. W. Ayer & Son; Mark
Martin, Gardner Adv. Co. (Washington branch) ; Maj. Gen. Thomas
J. Handley Jr., chief of military
personnel procurement service division, NME. They appeared last
June 24.
Mr. Metzger felt the contem(Continued on page 69 )
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CBS
PACKAGE

Sells Shows

to 27

Sponsors

PROGRAMS

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
IN A MONTH or so, when summer
hiatuses and replacements are finished for another year and advertisers are sponsoring their regular
programs for the winter-spring
season, 27 advertisers on the CBS
line-up will be sponsoring programs owned and packaged by
CBS. The emergence of CBS as
a major program producer is the
result of nearly a decade of planning and experimentation and trial
and error testing, all based on a
single theorem. It is:
"In getting larger audiences at
lower cost, 'What program?' counts
as much as 'Which network?' "
As long ago as 1940, when a
group of new programs developed
by CBS was given summer try outs
in an evening series with the overall title Forecast the network has
been working toward the goal of
new programs at more realistic
costs. Undaunted by the failure of
any of the Forecast programs to
survive and continue as a fall and
winter commercial, CBS program
executives continued to experiment
until they had perfected what they
now proudly term "radio's largest
program-building operation."
Ideas Screened
The process begins with the ideascreening stage, with 8,000 new
ideas and personalities scanned,
probed and analyzed by the network's top program people each
year. Of the 8,000 entering the
screening procedure, some 1,500
are found worthy of discussion by
the CBS program department committee. About 500 of these pass
the second screening and proceed
to the top CBS program board,
which is headed by William S.
Paley, chairman of the board of
CBS, and includes the network's
president, executive vice president
and head of every major department except engineering.
When this top group has finished
its deliberations, about 40 programs, V2 of 17' of the original
8,000, actually go on the air on
CBS for test runs before the general public. Some of them, like
My Friend Irma, click from the
start, with good ratings, critical
acclaim, and, before very long,
sponsors who capitalize on the
spade work of the network.
CBS reports that My Friend
Irma, in its first season for Lever
Bros. — September 1947-April 1948
— delivered that advertiser more
homes per dollar than any other
comedy show then on the air.
The number, according to the Nielsen Radio Index, was 498 homes
per dollar, compared with 487,465
and 414 homes per dollai- for the
three runners-up.
Not evei*y CBS package program duplicated the success of My
Friend Irma, soon to start its
third season for the same sponsor.
Some build more slowly and acquire reasonably satisfactory auPage 26 • August 8, 1949

diences but do not seem to appeal
to advertisers. A good example
of this type is Life With Luigi
which currently attracts some 30%
of the Sunday evening listeners
in competition with Stop the Music.
Because of this following, and
because of the program's story of
an
with lifea
in immigrant's
the United experience
States carries
patriotic message that CBS believes
important in these times, Life With
Luigi has been kept on the air for
more than a year, although it
is still looking for a sponsor.
The 40 favored choices of the
CBS program board also includes
its share of flops, programs which
the listening public is able to
resist in overwhelming numbers,
programs whose chief virtue is
keeping the heads of the program
board members to normal size by
constantly reminding them that no
showman has ever been consistently right in guessing what would
please the public.
As a corollary to its stable homebuilt programs, CBS has also
embarked on a widespread campaign of purchasing radio shows
or entertainers already established
as top favorites with the American public. Amos and Andy, Jack
Benny, Bing Crosby, Lum and
Abner, Burns and Allen, and Edgar Bergen are among the new
stars so added to the CBS firmament,ecutives
which
the network's
exare sure
will this fall
and winter be the highest heaven of
all netwoi'ks.
In acquiring these top-rating
radio properties, CBS ties up all
broadcasting rights, enabling them
to network build new forms of vehicles for the old favorite performers and to use them in television as
well as radio. TV plans are already
under way for Amos and Andy,
Burns and Allen, Lum and Abner
and Jack Benny. None of the video
formats has been finally determined

CBS

as yet, but it is probable that by
midwinter most, if not all, of these
performers will be working before
the CBS video cameras as well
as the CBS microphones.
Thomas D. Connolly, manager of
CBS program sales, told Broadcasting: "The salient characteristic of the whole operation is this:
We have successful programs of
our own on the air for all types of
sponsors — soaps and soups, cigarettes and cereals, automobiles and
their accessories, and so on. The
corollary to that is that we also
have all types of shows — daytime
and evening, comedy and drama,
quiz, news, mystery and audience
participation.
"Starting as we did with creaProgram
Allan
Amos NJackson
Andy — News
Godfrey's
Talent
ScoutsPhotographer
Crime
Eric
— News
EdwardSevareld
R. Murrow
Give and Take
Jack Benny Show
Hilltop
Hit the House
Jackpot

Seeman Bros.
Sponsor
Lever Bros.
Lever Bros.
Toni Co.
Met. Life Ins. Co.
Campbell Soup
Toni Co.
American Tobacco
Miles Labs
DeSoto
Corp. Plymouth
Dealers
Let's Pretend .
Cream of Wheat
Lowell Thomas
Procter
Corp. & Gamble
My Favorite Husband General Foods
Lever Bros.
My
Sat. Friend
Sports Irma
Reviews U. S. Army
(Red Barbers
Clubhouse)
Electric Auto Lite
Suspense
Co.
Arthur Godfrey Show
Lee
Pharm.
10:15 a.m.
Gold Seal Co.
10:30 a.m.
National Biscuit
10:45 a.m.
11 a.m.
Ligget & Myers
Our Miss Brooks
Colg.-Palm.-Peet
Foods.
Wendy Warren News Gen.
Winner Take All
Leave It To Joan
Edgar Bergen
The Goldbergs
Burns and Allen

INCOME

CBS gross income from sale of
facilities, talent, lines, records, and
from other sources amounted to
$52,885,319 for the 26 weeks ending July 2.
That was $4,068,333 more than
the $48,816,986 taken in during the
same period in 1948.
The figures were made available
Wednesday when the board of directors declared a cash dividend
of 35 cents per share on its Class A
and Class B stock to holders of record as of Aug. 19.
The gross income figures, however, were offset by increased operating cost, which brought the
net income for the six-month period to .$1,709,391 as against $2,288,237 the previous year. The
net income came to $1.00 per share
during the 26 weeks of 1949 com-

Lever Bros.
American Tobacco
Coca-Cola Co.
General Foods
Block Drug Co.

tive integrity as the fundamental
criterion of our program department we could hardly fail to
achieve the commercial success
that
has been the
ours."way in which
Illustrating
the CBS package programs are
being translated into video as well
as radio features, Mr. Connolly
cited the Hooper Top 10 Teleratings for May, last month when the
full winter lineup was represented.
Six of the 10 TV network programs were CBS packages — Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Scouts, Toast of
the Town, The Goldbergs, Suspense, Arthur Godfrey and His
Friends and Winner Take All.
List of CBS package programs
under sponsorship:
Starting First
Comm.
CBS
Date onPkge.
Agency
R&R
Product
Weintraub l/?9/49 2/1/44
Air Wick
10/10/48 10/10/48 i
Rinso
Y&R
7/25/47 7/2/46
FC&B
8/8/46
1939
4/26/42 7/7/43
Y&R
6/27/42
Lucky
Wheelock
8/25/45 8/25/45
4/9/39
BBDO
Lipton's
FC&B
1/2/49 5/17/48
1/2/49
9/30/48
Strike
Wade
6/29/48 6/13/48
BBDO
9/25/43 6/8/29
Y&R
8/19/46 8/19/46
Compton
1/7/49 7/5/48
8/25/47 4/11/47
Pepsodent FC&B
7/29/49 5/8/48
Gardner
12/2/43 6/17/42
Emmett
Newell5/30/49 4/29/46
D-F-S
8/30/48 4/29/46
Wave
Campbell
Mithun
9/6/48 4/29/46
Erickson
Spray-A6/2/47 4/29/46
McCannEmmett
NewellTed Bates 10/3/48 7/19/48
Maxwell
6/23/47 6/23/47
House
B&B
Coffee
J. W.
2/28/49 6/3/46
Thompson
Rayve
L. binner
C. Gum- 9/9/49 7/3/49
Adv.
D'Arcy
10/2/49 10/2/49
Y&R
9/2/49 9/2/49
Sanka
9/49 9/49

$52,885,319

To

July 2

pared to $1.35 during the first tive expenses . . 8,947,507
Provision for de26 weeks of 1948.
7,979,098
n and
amortizationpreciatiofixed
The figures, which are subject to assets
510,420
615,478
year end audit:
TOTAL
$33,^62,509 $31,224,592
CBS AND DOMESTIC
$37,205,940 $34,763,526
SUBSIDIARIES
33,962,509 31,224,592
Consolidated Income Statement
$
3,243,431 $ 3,538,934
Six Months Ending
Miscellaneous
income, less:
July 2, 1949 July 3, 1948 Miscellaneous
(26
weeks)
(26
weeks)
deductionsbefore. .
Gross income from
184,030
Income
sale of facilities,
44,040
federal
income
talent, ords,
linesetc.rec- $52,885,319 $48,816,986 taxes
Provision for
3,199,391 3,723,237
LESS: countTime
disand agency
federal income
taxes
1,490,000
commissions, record returns,
1,435,000
lowances and alINCOME
discounts
15,679,379 14,053,460 NET
FOR PERIOD
Earnings
per
$1,709,391 $2,288,237
TOTAL
$37,205,940 $34,763,526
share (calculated
Deduct: Operating
upon
the
1,717,352
expenses and
shares of $2.50
costs of goods
sold
24,399,524 22,735,074 par
value as
stockof
outstanding
Selling, general
July 2, 1949)
and administraBROADCASTING
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$1.35

Praised
COLUMBIA
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board,
holding its second meeting of the
year last Monday and Tuesday at
the network's New York headquarters, adopted a resolution congratulating the network "for its brilliant
1949 fall program promotion campaign in support of the greatest
schedule of programs ever to be
carried by any radio network."
Adopted after a joint Monday
morning session with program executives of the CBS affiliated stations, concurrently attending the
CBS Program Promotion Clinic at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria, the
CAAB resolution continued:
"The 178 constituent independently-owned stations represented
by this board are urged to expend
all possible effort in support of the
CBS fall program promotion campaign so that the values of the Columbia fall program offerings may
be brought fully to the American
people, to the end that the widest
possible circulation for these outstanding programs may be
achieved."

The group then attended a joint
luncheon with the clinic, addressed
by Frank Stanton, CBS president;
Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice president and director of px'Ograms, and
John Karol, sales manager.
The regular CAAB meeting Monday afternoon was devoted chiefly
to television. Following an opening
talk by Mr. Stanton, Adrian
Murphy, vice president and general
executive, reported on the FCC's
proposed reallocation plan for TV
stations; William B. Lodge, vice
president and director of general
engineering, spoke on the plan's
technical aspects; Herbert V. Akerberg, vice president in charge of
station relations, discussed the
growth of the CBS-TV Network.
Earl Gammons, vice president in
charge of the CBS Washington Office, reported on Washington operations to close the afternoon session. At the dinner that evening,
Mark Ethridge, publisher of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and vice
president of WHAS Louisville, was
guest speaker.

SEHLED

New

Wage

Okay
Pact

AFTER THREE months of negotiations and after strike votes in New
York and Los Angeles, CBS and IBEW settled their wage disputes last
Wednesday and agreed to terms of a new one-year contract.
The terms provide for salary increases for technicians in New York
and Los Angeles, while the union ★
In return for its advances, IBEW
agreed in turn to certain changes
agreed to the establishment at
in working conditions and to a new
employe classification.
$52.50 weekly of the assistant technician classification for television.
James Seward, CBS vice presiSuch employes are charged with
dent in charge of operations, commenting on the negotiations, said the physical rather than the techthat the establishment of the new
nical work of handling television
assistant technician categoi-y for equipment. They push dollies and
television, and other changes, would
microphone booms around, adjust
substantially balance the costs of micro-wave parabola equipment,
the advances.
assist in receiving set maintenance,
handle cables and a variety of othei
For the union's part. Freeman
chores.
Hurd, of the IBEW's international
office, said that the advances made
It was said, however, that no one
by the union, while not up to its presently employed as a technician
original demands, kept it ahead of would be replaced by a man in the
other unions in the field.
new category. Thus, the assistant
The contract, for one year effec- technician category is to be retive May 28, 1949, anniversary date
served for new employes performing the functions outlined.
of the foi-mer agreement, applies
to all CBS technicians in Boston,
Although nothing was said by
Chicago, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,
the network or the union with
New York, St. Louis and San Franregard to a policy of hiring such
cisco.
assistants, there is considerable
In New York and Los Angeles,
speculation that the network may
it was learned, the top of the scale use the category as a means of
was increased by $3.50 while other
breaking in future technicians.
steps in the scale were increased by
The classification, however, is
$2.50 weekly. Thus the new technot
set up as an apprentice catenicians scale would be:
gory and there are no limitations
$65 starting
on the length of time a man can re$70 after three months
main in the category.
$80 after one year
$90 after two years
The
union also made concessions
$100 after three years
in its notice for schedule changes
$112.50 after four years
$128.50 after five years
and days off. Change in days off
Changes also were said to have
will now require only three days
been made in scale patterns at notice by CBS instead of five.
Chicago and San Francisco which
Schedule changes may be made up
will result in immediate salary in- to 5 p.m. two days before the
creases to some employes in San
change instead of the old notice of
Francisco.
a full 48 hours.
BROADCASTING

Members

PROMOTION

CBS And IBEW
DISPUTE

by CAAB
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Tuesday morning CAAB session
included a report on the CBS sales
picture by Mr. Karol; a report on
program plans by Mr. Robinson,
and a report on CBS public affairs
broadcasts by Davidson Taylor, vice
president in charge of public affairs programs. The two-day meeting concluded that afternoon with
a general discussion of networkstation problems.
Members of the CAAB are:
I . R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo,
chairman, representing District 2; E.
E. Hill, WTAG Worcester, Mass., sec-

retary. District 1; C. T. Lucy, WRVA
Richmond, Va., District 3; Glenn
Marshall Jr., WMBR Jacksonville.
Fla., District 4; Howard Sumerville,
WWL New Orleans, District 5; Richard
Borel,trict 6;WBNS
Ohio, Cedar
DisWilliam Columbus,
Quarton, WMT
Rapids, Iowa, District 7; Kenyon
Brown,trictKWFT
Falls, Tex,,KROY
Dis8; and Wichita
Clyde Coombs,
Sacramento, Calif., District 9.
CBS executives who attended the
CAAB meeting were:
Frank Stanton, president; Joseph H.
Ream, executive vice president; Adrian
Murphy, vice president and general
executive; Howard S. Meighan, vice
(Continued on page 50)

COMBINED luncheon meeting of the
Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
and the CBS Promotion Managers
Clinic, both meeting in New York,
offered an opportunity for informal
discussions among network executives
and affiliates personnel.
TOP PICTURE: Listening intently are
(I to r) Kenyon Brown, director of
operations, KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.; C. T. Lucy, general manager,
WRVA Richmond, Va., and Joseph H.
Ream, CBS executive vice president.
MIDDLE PICTURE: Talking things
over are (I to r) William Golden, associate director of advertising and

sales promotion for CBS; Howard S.
Meighan, CBS vice president and general executive; Howard Sumerville,
general manager, WWL New Orleans,
and Richard Borel, general manager,
WBNS Columbus, Ohio.
BOTTOM PICTURE: It looks like a
serious discussion among (I to r)
Lawrence Lowman, CBS vice president
and general executive; Glenn Marshall, general manager, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.; Herbert V. Akerberg,
CBS vice president in charge of station relations, and Clyde Coombs,
general manager, KROY Sacramento,
Calif.

Soar
As N. Y. Agenc/s Billings
UE
BL
E
AR
S
IE
SK
GREY
of a department within the agency
quaint its readers with the developvice president of packager Louis
WITH the acquisition of its newas well.
ments and promise of the new
G. Cowan Inc., functioning as
est account, Lee Hats [Broadcastmedium. Today an appreciable
ing, July 11], the radio and tele- manager of the department.
of the clients thus circularvision billing of Grey Adv., New
Grey always has been known for number
ized are on television.
York, has soared to a total of more
its strong merchandising tie-ups
than $3 million. And therein lies and for the sales promotion it has
Launched Aug. 1, 1917, by Lawrence Valenstein as a one man
rendered its clients, yet, it is not
one of the most striking current
direct by mail advertising agency
success stories in the agency field. without a radio history. The agenservicing fashion accounts, the
Within one year the agency has
cy was the first to employ Walter
Winchell on ABC for its client, agency today boasts a billing in
Wise Shoes. In those days Mr.
excess of $12 million with a staff
of 211 employes and more than
Winchell's drawing power apparently was not so strong as it is 60 accounts. Mr. Valenstein is
president and treasurer of the
today and a star performer was
used each week to bolster the firm and Arthur C. Fatt, who
show's rating.
joined Grey Adv. 28 years ago, is
Grey also introduced Phil Spi- tary.
executive vice president and secretalny and his Hour of Charm to
the radio audience in 1936 for
Grey Adv. is not named for a
Zotos Permanent.
man, but for a color — the color of
Five years ago the agency was
its walls at the time the agency
one of the first to become actively
One of a Series
was formerly organized in the
interested in video. At that time
it began publication of a house
early
1920's.the success story not
There's
organ. Television Grey Matter,
bagged three major network radio
only of an advertising agency, but
which
was circulated to account
Mr. VALENSTEIN
and television accounts. First it
executives of the agency and to
took over the two network radio
clients. It was calculated to acNew Deals Reported
programs sponsored by Ronson
Lighters: Twenty Questions and
Flooding Stations
PER INQUIRY
the Johnny Desmond Show on MuLANTRY NAMED
tual, thus instantly increasing by
PER INQUIRY projects designed to obtain broadcast time at less than
To
W-l
Network
Post
more than 18 times its radio and
card rates continue to pour into stations during the mid-summer period
television billing in a single year. HARRY LANTRY, former manjudging
by complaints filed by stations with Broadcasting and NAB's
Next Grey convinced the Gruen
Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
ager of MBS key Inland Empire
Watch Co. — hitherto an occasional
Cayton
Inc., Empire State Bldg.,
outlet, KNEW Spokane, will asNew York, has written stations
spot user — to plunge into radio
sume new post as assistant to the
nedy, general manager of KEVA
with the expensive and policy- president and director of station
that outlets are earning "at least
Shamrock,
three times their national card
breaking one hour NBC giveaway,
were mighty Tex.,
prettywrote:
ads you"Those
sent
relations for the Washington-Idaho
Hollywood Calling, of which Gruen
along
...
no
doubt
the
New York
Network, according to President
rate on every announcement" for
Times handled them on a per insponsors one-half hour, 7:30-8 p.m. Burl C. Hagadone. Mr. Lantry is Re-Clean Home Dry Cleaner. This
Sunday night.
one of radio's pioneers in the Paquiry
agency permits
is recleaner
is
described
as
"a
truly
remarkable concentrated formula
And with the signing of Lee
cific Northwest.
mindedbasis."
that P. The
I. business
"weak
sisters
to
continue
operating
Taking
over
as
KNEW
manager
that changes water into the safest,
Hats, featuring Screen Star Robwill be C. E. Rodell, manager of most effective dry cleaner ever
ert Montgomery in a weekly
andOnemilking
the was
public."
P. I. deal
proposed via
quarter-hour commentary on ABC,
KVNI Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Wayne
a
classified
ad
in
the New York
E. Olsen of the KNEW commercial
Grey Adv. has arrived as a reckonInteresting angle in the Re-Clean
able entity in the broadcast field.
Herald Tribune. According to the
offer is that different types of deals
department, will take over the manknown."
are
submitted. One station is copy, H. K. Simon, 59 Park Ave.,
The television and radio operaagership of KVNI and assistant
tion of the agency is headed by manager for the same station will offered 50 cents net for each bonaYork, has a plan, with "reJack Wyatt, formerly of Cecil & be Bernard V. Merriman, former
fide $1 order, according to a letter New sults
assured or no charge!" The
Presbrey, with Joe Bailey, former
program director for the station.
sent
by Allan Black, Cayton's radio heading on the copy says "Try 'Per
director.
Inquiry' Radio" addressed to adAnother station, however, is vertisers.
Protests have been received
offered $100 per week guaranteed
for 250 bona-fide Re-Clean orders, about a piece of commercial copy
submitted to news program direcplus a special bonus of 50 cents
tors by SC Syndicate, 230 E. Ohio
per order for all orders over 250
each week, net to the station, ac- St., Chicago 11, on behalf of Reo
Motor Co. The copy details the
cording to a letter sent by Mr.
blessings of a new gasoline truck
Black.
engine.
A P. I. offer was submitted to
stations by Broadway Adv.
UE Workers Probe
Agency, 1674 Broadway, New
HEARINGS have been scheduled
York. Enclosing copy of a newsHouse Un-American Activipaper advertisement, which is said by the
ties Committee in connection with a
to be getting results, the agency
study of Communist influences in
asks, "Could radio pull?" The the United Electrical, Radio and
proposition offered stations in- Machine Workers Union (CIO) in
cludes $1 for each $2 sale of All- Pittsburgh, Pa. The committee andead, "a new formula" said to be a
nounced last Wednesday it had requick killer of bedbugs and other
ceived information of such influinsects. The deal is offered on beences affecting vital and strategic
half of New York Insecticide Co., industrial plants, and planned to
152 W. 42d St., New York.
look into the situation. Purpose
Stations are offered 50 cents on of the hearings would be to deterJAMES W. BLACKBURN (I) and Ray V. Hamilton (r), principals in Blackmine whether legislation should be
burn-Hamilton Co., meet in Chicago with Harold R. Murphy to moke plans each order for Oculens anti-glare
glasses and $1 for each Presto fire proposed requiring plants engaged
for opening of the firm's new Chicago office at 333 N. Michigan Ave. Aug. extinguisher
in an offer from
in certain government work to set
15. Mr. Murphy, formerly vice president of Calumet Publishing Co. and
prominent in midwest publishing and broadcasting activities, will be in charge Byrde, Richard & Pound Adverup security standards for the protection of government
secrets, the
tising, 381 Fourth Ave., New York.
of the firm's midwest headquarters. Blackburn-Hamilton, exclusive media
committee
said.
broker, also has offices in Washington, D. C, and San Francisco.
Replying to the offer, John KenBROADCASTING
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WOL

TO

WWDC

FORMAL application was filed
with FCC last Thursday for consent to the $300,000-purchase of
Cowles-owned WOL Washington,
regional MBS outlet, by WWDC
Washington, local independent
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 1]. WWDC
is licensed to Capital Broadcasting
Co., owned chiefly by Joseph Katz,
Baltimore advertising agency executive.
The transaction, which also includes WOL-FM, provides that
FCC's approval must include the
provision that Capital Broadcasting be allowed up to six months to
dispose of the WWDC-AM-FM
facilities. A number of prospective bidders, including a present
Washington area daytime-only station operator, were reported last
week to be interested in the local
assignment to be relinquished by
WWDC. Asking price unofficially
is said to be around $250,000.
WOL is assigned 5 kw fuUtime
on 1260 kc while WWDC is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
Both FM outlets are 20 kw operations. Capital Broadcasting will
retain the WWDC-AM-FM calls.
It also plans to keep the WWDCFM frequency because of the Transit FM programming setup with
Washington's public transportation system, the Capital Transit
Co.
MBS Affiliation
What will happen to Mutual's
affiliation in Washington is one of
several facets of the transaction
that will not be settled until the
sale of the present WWDC facilities is completed. Capital Broadcasting informed the Commission
it will fulfill the Mutual contract,
which expires June 1, 1950, unless
otherwise terminated.
WWDC has enjoyed considerable
success with its 24-hour daily
music-news-sports format in the
crowded Washington market which
presently has some two dozen AM,
FM and TV outlets in operation.
Observers believe WWDC, under
the general managership of Ben
Strouse, would not be inclined to
take all the network programs in
preference to the proven successful
present format. WWDC also carries the baseball games of the
Washington Senators.
Mr. Strouse last week told
Broadcasting that no decision had
been made about the Mutual affiliation, aside from the position
stated in the application. It was
indicated Capital Broadcasting
might consider including the MBS
affiliation in the package of
WWDC's present facilities^ However, in other quarters there was
speculation as to whether the network would be content with a local
outlet in Washington or might
consider jumping across the Potomac to suburban WEAM Arlington, Va., a 5 kw independent
on 1390 kc. All other Washington
area stations are either affiliated
with the three other networks, or
BROADCASTING

are independent locals or daytimers.
The Cowles newspaper and radio
interests, which acquired WOL in
1944 in a swap of its WMT Cedar
Rapids, told the Commission it
"proposed to withdraw from the
Washington field at this time in
order more effectively to concentrate its efforts on the development of its radio and television
plans for the Midwest and Boston."
Cowles Broadcasting Co., WOL licensee, also is licensee of KRNT
Des Moines, WNAX Sioux CityYankton, S. D., and WCOP Boston.
Cowles is TV applicant at Des
Moines.
Also undecided and dependent
on the sale of WWDC's facilities
is whether or not WWDC will remain at its present location or
move over a couple of blocks and
take over the WOL studios. Both
are in prominent downtown locations but the WOL studios are "a
few square feet" smaller than
those of WWDC's, according to Mr.
Strouse, who said his staff is a
little cramped for space now. WOL
has an excellent newsroom setup,
however, he said.
WWDC will take over the WOL
transmitter plant which includes
both AM and FM transmitters.
WWDC presently has separate
sites for its AM and FM plants.
The application showed that the
WWDC-AM-FM staff presently includes 25 program, 17 technical, 8
sales and 6 administrative people

Application

Filed;

MBS

and that "some additional employes
may be added from the present
staff of WOL." It was explained
that the number of technical staff
members may be reduced with the
combining of AM and FM transmitters in one plant.
Mr. Strouse said no substantial
changes in staff are contemplated
at the present time. He affirmed
that WWDC will retain its allnight operation and said he is considering the addition of a 5-6 a.m.
farm program in view of the expansion of coverage into rural
areas. Mr. Strouse said he also
plans to expand the independent
operation of WWDC-FM which
now programs separately for Transit FM from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily
and duplicates AM other times.
Assets Reported
The application reported WOLAM-FM assets as of June 18 at
$534,318.48. Property value for
WOL, at depreciated figure, was
given as $325,746 for transmitter
property and $23,161 for studios
and offices. Total replacement
value was cited at $492,898. Separate depreciated value for WOLFM technical equipment was given
in addition as $65,960. Cowles
Broadcasting Co. as of Dec. 31 had
assets of $2,388,364.20.
Capital Broadcasting reported
assets of $152,484.18 as of June 30,
including $91,779.94 in fixed assets.
WWDC's net income in 1947 was
given as $30,397.57 and in 1948 as

Affiliation

in Air

$8,544.38. The 1948 figure is after
deducting losses in excess of $26,000 for FM operation, which the
application stated, will be on a
profitable basis by the time the
WOL acquisition is approved.
Capital Broadcasting estimated
the first year's operating cost of
the WOL facilities would be $420,000. Estimated revenue is $520,000.
The application said that in the
event Capital Broadcasting is unable
sellmust
WWDC's
presentthefacilitiesto and
surrender
assignment to FCC, the additional
monies needed to buy WOL will be
obtained from the Joseph Katz Co.,
the Baltimore . agency operated by
Mr. Katz. The agency cited assets
as of April 30 of $797,529.07.
Mr. Katz is president and 95%
owner of Capital Broadcasting.
Mr. Strouse is vice president and
2.5% owner and Charles M. Harrison, Baltimore, is secretary and
2.5% owner.
Luther L. Hill, general manager
of the Des Moines Register and
Tribune and head of the Cowles
radio enterprises, and Carl T.
Koester, treasurer of Cowles
Broadcasting, signed for Cowles in
the negotiations while Messrs.
Katz and Strouse represented
WWDC. WOL's legal counsel is
Segal, Smith & Hennessey,
WWDC's Pierson & Ball, both
Washington. The sale was handled by Howard E. Stark, radio
director of Smith Davis Corp.

son Hoped To Corry On
CRUSADE
KI
KB
ALTHOUGH Burt Mason, 22-year-old son of a slain Texas program
ported to be deserted. Texas
director, was ready to go on the air after the killing to continue his Rangers moved into the town to
father's crusade against a dime-a-dance palace. Station Co-owner Ed
patrol
it. Sheriff Smithwick was
Lloyd decided it was inadvisable at the time.
Deputy
removed to a jail in Corpus Christi
This came to light after W. H. *
(Bill) Mason of KBKI Alice, Tex.,
long as a situation like this is per- and later brought back to Alice.
mitted to continue, I shall blast it
was shot and killed [Broadcasting,
Mr. Mason's death came after a
every time a new fact comes to my
Aug. 1]. The slaying was ascribed
varied journalistic career. He had
to a broadcast crusade against the
worked on the New York Times,
dance hall.
The script of the final program
San Francisco Examiner and earattention."
was released last Monday by Burt
Held on a murder charge was
lier on papers in Minnesota. He
Mason.
Deputy Sheriff Sam Smithwick,
was at one time an investigator for
referred to in broadcasts as owner
Young Mason also revealed that present Gov. Earl Warren of Calihis family received a warning on
fornia, when Mr. Warren was a
of the building housing the dance
district attorney.
Friday two hours before his father
place.
was fatally shot. He was quoted
Mr. Mason, 51, who had worked
In 1936, Mr. Mason was public
on newspapers from New York to by AP Reporter William C. Bar- relations man for General Motors
San Francisco before turning to
nard : "A woman telephoned my
in Dallas at the Texas Centennial.
radio, was slain as he got out of mother and told her 'I just overLater, he became public relations
his automobile on an Alice street.
heard a conversation — your hus- director in Akron for General Tire
A bullet cut through him near the
& Rubber Co. Before going to
band is in danger.' The woman
heart.
didn't identify herself, and after Alice, in south Texas, he worked
Mr. Mason had repeatedly crit- giving that brief v/arning she said, on the San Antonio Light. He beicized conditions at the dance hall 'Someone is listening, I have to
came managing editor of the Alice
and was especially critical in his
Echo, leaving to join KBKI last
broadcast the day before he was
"Theup.'family didn't pay any at- December.
hang
tention to the warning, since daddy
killed.
His son Burt had been helping
In his last broadcast, Mr. Mason
was being threatened almost daily." his father prepare scripts for the
after the shooting, five broadcasts.
said: "I am going to take the menThein day
two automobiles rode past
gloves off today in the prostitution
Hundreds of persons attended
situation and start swinging. The the dance palace (the Rancho
funeral services for Mr. Mason at
word has been passed to me I bet- Alegro) and fired shotgun blasts
the First Presbyterian Church in
into the place. It was Saturday
ter shut up, or else. This is my
answer, this is my challenge. As midnight but the place was re- Alice July 31.
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KRMG TO ABC
50 kw Outlet Joins Oct. 1
WITH the addition of the 50 kw
KRMG Tulsa to its network Oct. 1,
ABC will have increased its total
daytime wattage this year by
14.87, to 1,158,350 watts and its
nighttime power lOV, to 882,950
watts.
The announcement was made by
Ernest Lee Jahncke, ABC vice
president in charge of stations,
who pointed out that with KRMG,
ABC will have 12 50-kw outlets
on dayt'me and nine nighttime.
Pointing out that Tulsa was the
69th retail market of the country,
the announcement also said ABC
now has 99.7'/; coverage of the top
200 retail sales markets of the
country. Mr. Jahncke said the
network has a station in each of
the first 50 retail markets; in 98
of the top 100, and 138 of the leading 150 market areas. This, he
claimed, is a larger number of
stations within these markets than
any other network.
Mr. Jahncke also cautioned
against forgetting radio as well as
television was growing. In fact,
radio is growing faster than television, he said. Speaking of
growth of radio and television so
far this year, he said :
During this same period of television growth, radio has grown even
faster than television and more radio
homes have been added than television homes during this same period.
With this in mind, ABC is continuing to encourage facilities and power
improvements among its radio station
affiliates in order to provide both intensive coverage
of the
country's
ing centers
as well
as the
widest buynational coverage possible.
KRMG, owned by the All-Oklahoma Broadcasting Co., will operate with 50 kw day and 10 kw night
on 740 kc. It will replace KOME
Tulsa, 250 w outlet, as the ABC
affiliate in Tulsa.
MCCORMICK'S NIECE
Heads New WLPO Group
PURCHASE of WLPO LaSalle, 111.,
by the LaSalle County Broadcasting Corp. under the presidency of
Mrs. Peter Miller, a minority .stockholder of the Chicac/o Tribune and
its WGN-AM-FM-TV [Broadcasting, July 11], became effective
last Monday. On the same day,
Col. Robert R. McCormick, chief
owner of the Tribune, designated
the 28-year-old Mrs. Miller, his
niece, to be operating head of the
Washington Times-Herald, which
he acquired July 20 [Broadcasting. July 251.
Mrs. Miller's husband, with
whom she publishes the LaSalle
News-Tfihune, is secretary-treasurer of the new WLPO licensee
company, which acquired the station from Louis F. Leurig and F.
F. McNaughton for .$107,000. He
was designated by Col. McCormack
to be secretary or treasurer of
the Washington newspaper. Authorities said no changes are contemplated in personnel or policies
of WLPO, which is under the general managership of William Holm.
The station is a 250 w daytimer on
1220 kc.
Page 30
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PAY

DONALD W. THORHBURGH (center), new president of WCAU Inc. who
assumed office Aug. T, gets the lowdowii on the Philadelphia radio story
from Retiring President Dr. Leon Levy (I) and William L. McLean Jr., vice
president and treasurer of the Bulletin Co., publisher of the Philadelphia
Bulletin and parent company of WCAU Inc. Mr. Thornburgh, former vice
president in charge of the Western Division of CBS, outlined his aims and
policies at an informal meeting of executives and employes.
FM OPERATIONS
FMA Urges Increased Hours
GENERAL increase in the minimum operating hours for FM stations was requested Friday by FM
Assn. in a petition filed with the
FCC. The action had been recommended by FMA's board at its
July 10 meeting [Broadcasting,
July 18].
In filing the petition, Leonard
H. Marks, FMA general counsel,
said only 50 stations were operating when the minimum hour rule
(3.261) was adopted in 1945.
About 740 FM outlets are now on
HOWARD
LBROY
Dies in N. J. Air Crash
HOWARD SANDERSON LEROY,
58, authority on radio and aerial
law, was one of 16 persons killed
July 30 in the crash of a DC-3 passenger transport and a Navy fighter plane over New Jersey. Mr.
LeRoy, member of the Washington
law firm of LeRoy & Denslow, was
a member of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. and since the
1920s had been active at various
times in both the national and international fields of communications law. He was author of
Outline and Guide to Law of Radio and Aeronautics, Aeronautical
and Radio Law and Air Law.
In 1927, while with State Dept.,
Mr. LeRoy was legal advisor to the
American delegation and member
of the secretariat for the International Radio-Telegraph Conference'
of Washington. In 1941, as delegate to the first conference of the
Inter-American Bar Assn. at Havana, he was named chairman of
the standing committee on communications (1942-45). He also was
professor of radio and aeronautical
law at National U. Law School,
Washington. A past president of
the Washington Rotary Club and
active in numerous other civic and
professional groups, Mr. LeRoy is
survived by his wife, Mrs. Emillia
Redding LeRoy.

the air, he said, "located in 450
cities and communities serving a
population both day and night of
more than 100 million persons. It
can thus be seen that FM broadcasting has now progressed to a
point where it can and is rendering
broadcast service to substantially
all parts of the United States."
Mr. Marks told the FCC many
of the stations operate a full 18hour daily schedule but added that
in some areas they adhere to the
bare minimums of six hours a day,
depriving the public of FM service.
FMA proposes FM stations operate the same hours as AM outlets
in jointly-owned FM-AM affiliations in the same area; that in
cases where AM is a daytime operation, FM operation include three
hours after 6 p.m. in addition to
the daytime AM hours; hardship
cases be recognized, with relaxation in such cases; FM stations
not associated with AM outlets
be required to operate a six-hour
minimum the first year, "eight hours
the second, 12 hours the third and
fulltime thereafter.
The petition opposes any future
FCC ruling that would require an
FM outlet to duplicate its companion AM station's programs,
contending the board felt unanimously that an FM licensee should
decide what programs it broadcasts.
Woodland

Elected

RAISE

Approved by Senate Group
THE SENATE Civil Service Committee has followed the lead of the
House and placed its stamp of approval on legislation which would
boost commissioner salaries of
FCC, FTC and other regulatory
agencies from $10,000 to $16,000
[Broadcasting, July 11, 18]. The
group last week ordered the measure favorably reported to the Senate floor.
Earlier Sen. Russell B. Long
(D-La.), head of a Civil Service
subcommittee, told Broadcasting
that for the present he had abandoned his plan to hold hearings
on so-called "Government-jumpers"
who resign independent offices to
turn up shortly as representatives
for firms having business with
their previous
associates [Broadcasting, July 18].
Sen. Long noted pressure for
speedy passage of the salaries
bill (HR 1689), as urged by President Truman, but said he still
intended to explore the matter
at length, possibly in the next Congressional session.
Meanwhile, Sen. Hugh Butler
(R-Neb.) still is working on legislation which would prohibit officials of FCC, FTC and others
offices from entering private enterprises within agency jurisdiction for two years.
With time running out on Capitol Hill, it was indicated, however,
that either Sen. Butler or Sen.
Long may still attempt to attach
a rider on agency salary legislation which would serve the same
end. Such a provision covering
FCC is contained in the McFarland
communications bill, now on the
Senate calendar [Broadcasting,
July 25]. The maneuver would
save both time and hearings, it
was pointed out. It also was
speculated that increases in Commiissioners, pay might tend to
eliminate some of the reasons advanced by those, and suggested by
the President, who leave government service for private firms.
The pay raise is expected to
pass the Senate with a minimum
of opposition, since the House
already has given its approval and
Senate leadership, it is expected,
will cater
to theenactment.
President's The
demand for early
question of $16,000 exceeding the
salary of U. S. Senators, discussed
in the House, is not expected to
be a major issue.

CECIL WOODLAND, general
'Cisco Kid' Adds 14
manager of WCSS Amsterdam,
N. Y., has been elected president
OPEN-END transcribed series
of the Community Service Broadcasting Corp., operator of the sta- Cisco Kid, produced by Frederic
tion. Ted Aber, assistant adver- W. Ziv Co., has added following
tising manager of Mohawk Carpet new outlets: WADC Akron;
Mills Inc. has been named vice KWIL Albany, N. Y.; WASN Alpresident. Atty. Ralph T. Kurl- lentown, Pa.; WCON Atlanta;
baum continues as secretary and
WLBZ Bangor, Me.; WSGN BirJudge Felix J. Aulisi as treasurer.
mingham, Ala.; WCNT Centralia,
As president of the corporation,
111.; WGN Chicago; WASI CinMr. Woodland succeeds Arthur
cinnati, WKUL Cullman, Ala.;
Carter who announced his with- KRNT Des Moines; KIEM Eureka,
drawal from active participation
Calif.; WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.;
WBIG Greensboro, N. C.
in operation of WCSS.
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FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for two new AM
outlets were authorized by
FCC last week. An initial
decision proposes renewal of
one station. One existing outlet received improved facilities. Three stations received
transfer grants. Two TV and
five FM permits were deleted.
Details of these and other
FCC actions are carried in
FCC Roundup on page 67.

TWO
NOMINATED
Clark, McGrath Appointed
NOMINATIONS of Tom C. Clark
to be an Associate Justice of the
U. S. Supreme Court and Sen. J.
Howard McGrath (D-R. I.) to succeed him as Attorney General were
received in the Senate last Tuesday. Both had indicated their
willingness to accept the new posts
in conversations earlier with President Truman. Simultaneously the
Senate Judiciary Committee announced itwould hold hearings on
Mr. Clark's appointment this Tuesday.
Atty. Gen. Clark and Sen. McGrath, chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, have made
their influences felt one way or another, on the broadcasting field in
recent years [Closed Circuit, Aug.
1]. Mr. Clark has been a staunch
supporter of the "Voice of Democracy" contests held annually by
NAB - RMA - Junior Chamber of
Commerce. He was principal
speaker at the NAB Convention in
Chicago last spring, and has
wielded jurisdiction over many
cases involving broadcast interests.
Sen. McGrath, in his capacity as
Democratic committee chairman,
has been a critic of the industry,
especially with respect to radio
commentators. In addition, he is
the author of a bill to prohibit stations from charging more than card
rates for political broadcast time
[Broadcasting, July 18, 25].

SHRIVER NAMED
Radio Director of NCCM
WILLIAM H. SHRIVER Jr. of
Baltimore has been appointed radio
director of the National Council of
Catholic Men, it was announced in
Washington by James S. Mitchell,
executive secretary of NCCM. Mr.
Shriver succeeds William C. Smith
who held the post for more than
five years and who is now managing editor of Benziger Bros.,
New York publisher. Mr. Shriver
will direct the three nation-wide
programs NCCM produces — the
Catholic Hour (NBC), Hour of
Faith (ABC) and Faith in Our
Time (MBS).
Since 1936 Mr. Shriver has been
active in the field of radio and television. Until recently he was radio
and television director of Counsel
Services Inc., Baltimore public
relations agency.
BROADCASTING

FREEDOM AWARDS
$5,000 To Go to Radio
FREEDOMS FOUNDATION last
week announced that radio would
have a $5,000 share in $84,000 set
aside for awards in 1949 to American citizens who do the most outstanding job of bringing about a
better understanding of the American way of life.
First radio prize will be $2,000,
second prize $750, third prize $600.
Other prizes will scale down to
a tenth prize of $50. Radio prizes
will go for production of the best
programs on the contest theme.
Radio will share Freedoms
Foundation awards with 12 other
major classifications.
Material submitted must have
been developed or written after
Oct. 1, 1947, and entries must be
postmarked before Oct. 1, 1949.
Headquarters of Freedoms Foundation isValley Forge. Pa.
Executive committee of FF is composed of: Don Belding, president and
acting chairman, who is also chairman
of the executive committee of Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles; Kenneth D. Wells, executive vice president and acting treasurer, who also
is director of operations of the joint
committee of the Assn. of National
Advertisers and the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies on improvement of public understanding of our
economic system; Lewis H. Brown,
vice chairman, chairman of the board
of Johns-Manville; Guy M. Rush, vice
chairman, president of Guy M. Rush
Co., Calif,; Kenneth Akers, president
of Griswald Eshleman Co., and E. F.
Hutton, of E. F. Hutton & Co.

DEFENSE SERIES
To Be Aired by CBS, NME
A SERIES of five half-hour broadcasts. The Nation's Defense, will
be presented by CBS in cooperation
with the National Military Establishment, beginning Monday, Aug.
22. The programs, to be aired
Mon.-Fri., 10:30-11 p.m., from
Washington, will be inaugurated by
Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson.
Other ranking U. S. officials and
officers will participate in the series, which will be produced by
Davidson Taylor, CBS vice president and director of public aifairs,
and Theodore F. Koop, director of
news in Washington. Both network executives have attended the
ten-day Joint Orientation Conferences of the Department of Defense. Purpose of the series is to
give the public a complete radio
version of the vital information.

Ad Council Campaign
FIRST Advertising Council programs for retailers were released
July tail
28 Advertising
through the
Council's The
ReCommittee.
release was a broadside containing
11 advertisements for publications
and also containing suggested
radio spot announcements. Purpose of the ads is to sell merchandise while selling "The American

• Telecasting
Way."

PLANNING Third Annual Voice of
Democracy contest, co-sponsored by
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce,
NAB, RMA, are (I to r) Frank Fister,
Jaycee exec. v. p.; Justin Miller, NAB
pres.; Cliff Cooper, Jaycee pres.;

ATTENDING Hollywood Ad Club
send-off for D. W. Thornburgh, CBS
wesetern v. p. who resigned to join
WCAU Philadelphia, ore (I to r)
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee board
chairman; Frank Samuels, ABC western V. p.; Mr. Thornburgh; Lewis
S. Frost, asst. to NBC western v. p.

"^^^and
VOD K.Committee
of NAB
Richards, chairman.
^^^Robert

CONGRATULATIONS on opening of
new hotel lobby entrance to KCBS
San Francisco studios are extended
to Arthur Hull Hayes (r), CBS v. p.
and KCBS gsn. mgr., by Edmond
Reider, Palace
Hotel gen. mgr.

SPONSOR relations appear to be
good, at present, as Lee Bristol (I),
Bristol-Myers pres., and Comedian
Henry Morgan enjoy a joke. Bristol-Myers sponsors The Henry Morgan Show, NBC, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m.

IN recognition of KYW Philadelphia
service to area radio servicemen,
Dave Krantz (center), Philadelphia
Radio Servicemen's Assn. pres., presents plaque to Robert E. White (r),
KYW gen. mgr. At left is Jim Begley, program manager.

MUST be a mystery plot in the
making when this trio gets together.
They are (I to r) Actor John Larkin,
who plays Perry Mason on the CBS
show; <-Erle Stanley Gardner, author who originated the character;
Ralph Butler, Benton & Bowles dir.

ORAL ARGUMENT
WHAS

Case Sef for Seph 9

ORAL ARGUMENT on an FCC
hearing- examiner's decision recommending denial of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s $l,925,000-plus
purchase of the Louisville CourierJoin-nal's WHAS Louisville and
related properties [Broadcasting,
June 27] was set by the Commission last week for Sept. 9. The
examiner's tentative denial was
based on the overlap between clearchannel WHAS (840 kc, 50 kw)
and Crosley's WLW Cincinnati,
also a clear-channel outlet (700 kc,
50 kw).
Also set for oral argument before the Commision on Sept. 9 was
an examiner's recommendation that
Raytheon Mfg. Co. be granted additional time to complete its WRTB
(TV) Waltham, Mass.; and the
850 kc controversy between WTNB
Birmingham, Ala., now on 1490 kc
with 250 w, and Johnston Broadcasting Co. (licensee of WJLD
Bessemer, Ala.), which wants 850
kc for a new station at Birmingham.
VERL

BRATTON

Named

WKTY

Manager

VERL BRATTON, formerly general manager of WREN Topeka,
Kan., has been named general
manager of WKTY La Cross,
Wis., Mutual
outlet newly acquired by the La
Crosse Tribune
for $140,000
from group
headed by Ralph
L. Atlass, president and general
manager of
WIND Chicago
[FCC Roundup,
Mr. Bratton
June 13].
Mr. Bratton,
who first joined WREN in 1926 as
a vocalist while in college, has
been manager of that station since
before the war. He was with
WREN in various capacities continuously for more than 15 years.
Prior to that he was with KFWB
Hollywood for several years. He succeeds Marvin L. Rosene
as general manager of WKTY. Mr.
Rosene, who supervised construction of the station in early 1948,
is to continue with the Ralph L.
Atlass radio interests. WKTY is
assigned 1 kw fulltime on 580 kc.
Arthur W. Chafey
ARTHUR W. CHAFEY, 51, formerly associated with WEEU and
WRAW Reading, Pa., died suddenly of a heart attack July 28 in
his home in Wyomissing Hills, Pa.
Recently he had been a salesman
for Bright Sign Co. Surviving are
his widow, two sons, a sister, and
three brothers including Clifford
Chafey, manager of WEEU.
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ENTIRE GANG on the Phillips 66 portion of the WLS National Barn Dance
(ABC, Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m. CDT) flew to Phillips, Tex., fortnight ago for
a Lions Club-sponsored appearance in the industrial town built by Phillips
Petroleum Co. for its employes. Stars included Lulu Belle and Scotty (not
pictured). Captain Stubby (behind the washboard) and his Buccaneers, and
(wearing the large hats) Arkie the Arkansaw Woodchopper (I) and Bob
Atcher. At the far left is George Biggar, WLS Chicago producer, and at
far right is George Ferguson of the WLS Artists Bureau. In the center,
holding the briefcase, is Ray Kremer, Phillips account executive with Lambert & Feasiey Agency, New York.

'MY FRIEND IRMA'
$100,000 Promotes Movie
PARAMOUNT Pictures, in what
is said to be the most extensive
radio campaign ever conducted for
a motion picture, has allocated
$100,000 for spot radio promotion
of its forthcoming "My Friend
Irma" based on the CBS radio
series. In addition, the film company has planned with CBS an
elaborate joint promotion campaign.
Max E. Youngstein, paramount
director of national advertising,
publicity and exploitation, met
last Monday with Victor Ratner,
CBS vice president in charge of
sales promotion and advertising,
at thetionNetwork's
PromoClinic (see Program
story page
27)
where plans for local tie-in campaigns were discussed with the
CBS promotion managers attending the conclave.
WJBW

Extended

W J B W New Orleans has been
granted further temporary extension of license to Aug. 14 by FCC
to wind up its affairs. Request
was filed by Louise C. Carlson, exwife of WJBW-owner Charles C.
Carlson who plans to have her
new WADW there ready to begin
program tests by that date. Mr.
Carlson, who joined in the petition,
was denied renewal of license for
WJBW on grounds of repeated
technical violations of FCC's standards and the station's facilities, 250
w on 1230 kc, were granted Mrs.
Carlson's WADW.

STAFF CHIEFS
Networks Cover Itinerary
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
was given by the four major networks to the European trip of the
U. S. Joint Chiefs of Staff who
are studying the defense program
of the Atlantic Pact nations. They
left July 29 and are slated to return early this week.
Broadcasts were aired last week
by ABC, CBS, NBC and Mutual
of the journey, findings of which
are expected to have important
bearing on the amount of money
the U. S. Congress will appropriate for arming Western Europe.
Frankfort, London, Paris and Vienna were scheduled in that order
beginning last Tuesday, and culminating yesterday (Sunday).

FTC BUDGET
Senate Restores Initial Sum
FULL restoration of the initial
sum requested in its 1950 budget
estimates has been granted the
Federal Trade Commission by the
Senate, which last week resumed
consideration of the independent
offices appropriations bill for the
coming year.
The Senate passed the measure
(HR 4177), by a voice vote, with
amendments which served to pave
the way for a joint Senate-House
conference committee. The House
disagreed to the amendments but
agreed to a conference.
A sum of $3,739,000 was voted
for FTC on the basis of an amendment by Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.) to an earlier Senate ApCommittee$189,000
amendment which hadpropriations
restored
or $100,000 less than requested by
the Commission. Actually FTC
had asked the Budget Bureau to
approve an outlay of over $5 million. In proposing the amendment. Sen. Kefauver said he felt
that otherwise anti-monopoly work
of the Commission would be "conAmend-of
ment was siderably
offeredhandicapped."
in the face
growing Senatorial sentiment for a
cut in overall funds of all agencies.
The Senate already has approved
an amendment giving FCC its full
$108,000 cut by the House but restored by the Senate Appropriations group [Broadcasting, July
11, Aug. 1]. It boosted funds from
$6,525,000 to $6,663,000.
Meanwhile, President Truman
last Monday signed a temporary
measure authorizing funds to pay
employes of independent agencies
pending passage of the regular appriations bill.
ABC DOCUMENTARY
Set for V-J Day Anniversary
ABC will commemorate the anniversaries of the Hiroshima atomic
bombing and V-J Day with a special hour-long documentary broadcast, Hiroshima and Japan, Four
Years Later, for which Norman
Cousins, Saturday Review of Literature editor and consultant on
international affairs, is gathering
material in Japan.
The broadcast, scheduled for !
Sunday, Aug. 14, will include Mr.
Cousins' report of the Japanese
people's
City of World
ter in Hiroshima.
Mr. Peace
CousinsCen-is
spending approximately two weeks
in gathering material, and interviewing witnesses to the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki bombings. His taperecorded report will be flown to the
U. S. for broadcast.

MURRAY BOLEN
Joins Benton & Bowles
MURRAY BOLEN, formerly with
CBS as a television producer and
before that with the production
departments of Young & Rubicam, Ruthrauff & Ryan and Compton Adv., all in Hollywood, effective Aug. 15 joins the radio production staff of Benton & Bowles,
Hollywood.
The appointment of Mr. Bolen
marks the expansion of B&B's
Hollywood production staff, which
on Air
includes Al Kaye, vice president in WKNA-FM
charge of West Coast radio, and
WKNA-FM became Charleston, W.
Ken Burton, producer of the RailVa's
first FM station July 21.
road Hour and the Prudential
Since that time a regular schedule
Summer Series. The Hollywood
of programs has been aired 18
operation is headed by L. T. Steele,
hours
a day. WKNA-FM broadvice president in charge of the
casts with 3.6 kw effective radiated
agency's West Coast division.
power and is heard on 97.5 me.
BROADCASTING
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WOMEN

IOWA

PER

DAY

SPEND

WITH

A. RECENT New York University Survey reveals that the average American adult listens
to the radio 12 to 14 hours a week.
Iowa women

listen to their radios an aver-

age of 5 hours and 25 minutes each weekday
— or more

than a third of their waking

hours! In the State's largest cities, the figure is 6 hours and 26 minutes; on farms,

5'A

HOURS

RADIO!

The 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must"
for every advertising, sales, or marketing man who is
interested in the Iowa sales-potential.
The 1948 Edition is the eleventh annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff,
is based on personal interview of 9,224 Iowa families,
scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and
farms. It is universally accepted as the most authoritative radio survey available on Iowa.

it's 5 hours and 40 minutes.
Throughout the State, men listen less than
women, but even they spend 3 hours and 28
minutes per day at their radios!
These and many other valuable facts about
Iowa radio listening habits are taken from
the 1948 Edition of the famed Iowa Radio
Audience Survey.'"' Write to us or Free &
Peters for your free copy. Your request will
also reserve for you a copy of the 1949 Survey, to be published this Fall.

WIKI®
*for
Iowa
PLUS
4>
Des Moines • • • 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
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REVIEW

by Tom McDermott
Of N. W. Ayer

STATIONS should begin the "painful" task of reviewing their rate
structures, according to Tom McDermott, timebuyer of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc.
Mr. McDermott made that suggestion to the more than 500 MBS
stations at closed circuit MBS
if it is not feasible to print it on
press-promotion conference call rate cards.
originating in New York recently.
Mr. Donaldson, generally agreeHe and John Donaldson, time
ing with Mr. McDermott, also sugbuyer at Harry B. Cohen agency,
gested that stations should supply
told MBS stations what they looked
for in a station when buying spot agencies with more programming
information. Such information is
time.
especially
important for timebuyMr. McDermott said he was sugers seeking to purchase adjacengesting no rate revisions at prescies for one-minute announcements,
ent, but merely study of the values
involved. A station should be he said.
He, too, emphasized the need of
armed with the facts, he emphastations to supply agencies with
sized.
He did suggest, however, that information about their merchandising services. He lamented that
changes in family habits are taking
such services were often abandoned
place in many markets which may
during the war years but said that
soon require revision of the conwith "television decreasing somecepts of A, B and C time.
what the value of radio and raising
His suggestion about the need
the
cost-per-1,000
in many marto restudy rate structures was one
kets" such services would have to
of four he offered station operators.
be rebuilt.
The other three were: Adoption of
Messrs. McDermott and Donaldstandardized measurements for
son also praised the Spot Rate
station coverage ; standardization
Finder,
listing the one-time rate for
of maps, reports, rating information and other facts presented as every station in the country, which
will appear in the Broadcasting
solicitations for business; clear exMarket Book to be published
pression of what merchandising
Aug. 15.
services a station is willing to undertake for a client.
He explained that standardized
WCMW
IS SUED
measurements of audience were
By Decker Agency Head
necessary to compare cost-per1,000 with advertising delivered
DAMAGES of $125,000 are asked
by competing media.
in a suit filed against WCMW CanHe also explained further that the
ton, Ohio, by Vic Decker, doing
business as Decker Agency, that
need for knowledge of a station's
merchandising services was in- city. Suit was filed in the local
creasing because agency clients are
Common Pleas Court.
requesting such information more
Mr. Decker, former WCMW emand more. He suggested supplying
bases the suit on a letter
such information to agencies on a alleged ploye,
to have been published by
standardized 8V2 by 11 inch sheet
WCMW in which the station is
quoted in part: "Effective immediately, Radio Station WCMW
will accept no business placed
OWEN JOINS IMN
through
the Decker
Agency."
Formerly With CBS Sales
The letter
allegedly
says the
GORDON OWEN, former national
sales manager of the Housewives
Protective League Division of CBS
and broadcast service director
of thewivesHouseProtective
League at KNX
Hollywood, has
joined
the InterMountain
Network with headquarters at Salt
Lake City, Utah.
As a member
of the 21-station
regional network,
Mr. Owen
Mr. Owen will direct and
IMN's merchandising department
will
organize and broadcast "Homemaker Club" programs similar to
those he handled in San Francisco
and Los Angeles.
A native of Salt Lake City, Mr.
Owen entered radio at KSL there.
In 1935 he joined KYA San Francisco and later managed CBS sales
office in that city until the network
transferred him to Chicago in 1941.

decision was reached "as a result
of your continued insistence upon
making 'deals' of various and sundry kinds in violation of FCC rules
and regulations to the detriment
of radio advertising business as
a whole
in the city
of Canton."
In addition,
the quoted
letter is
declared to have said the station
regretted having to make the decision but would "resume relationship with the Decker Agency whenever you are willing to pay the
full rates and operate on an open
and aboveboard basis." Mr. Decker
says he has suffered damage to
his reputation, business and standing in his profession.
Ipana on TR
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD & SHENFIELD, New York, is negotiating
with Transit Radio Inc., on behalf
of its client Bristol-Myers, for
Ipana, for a spot announcement
campaign to start in late fall. This
marks an initial experiment for the
client in FM.
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The

Johns

Baltimore

Hopkins

University

recently made

in

a survey*

of radio listening habits in grocery
stores, drug
barber
The

stores, taverns,

shops, and

beauty

parlors.

results are especially interesting
because

measuring

none

of the standard

organizations

take this big

audience

This Hopkins
in grocery

into account.

survey shows

that

stores, for instance, of all

radios playing, 42.3%
W-I-T-H.

Our

was

were

nearest

tuned

tuned

to

competitor

in on only 16.9%
of the total.

The

survey is chock-full
pelling facts about

audience
in Baltimore.
reasons
This chart shows the percentage of radios
playing in grocery stores tuned to each Baltimore Station. More than 40% were tuned
to W-I-T-H.

of com-

this big plus

that W-I-T-H
It contains

why

W-I-T-H

buy in Baltimore.

delivers

many

more

is your best

If you haven't

already received a copy of jthis survey,
we'll be happy

to send you

one.

*"A Questionnaire Survey of Radio Listening Audiences in
Commercial Establishments in Baltimore City," prepared
as a Senior Research Report, under the supervision of the
Dean and Faculty Members of the School of Business,
Johns Hopkins University.

WITH
BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President
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HOW

LONG

IS

20

ECONDSI

In

television,

twenty seconds can be loaded with a walloping,

sales-winning message that entertains and delights your potential customers.
Or, it can be a mighty long and boring blackout."^ The answer depends on the
Television commercial.

To get the right answer , many of Television's most

successful advertisers and their agencies rely upon Sarra for distinguished
commercials.

They know this dramatic medium

requires the skills and tech-

niques that can only be developed through years of experience in visual
salesmanship. May

we have the opportunity of showing you examples of

our television commercials, custom-made

for sound

and sight audiences?

New York • Chicago • Hollywood

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ILLUSTRATIONS

• MOTION

PICTURES

• SOUND SLIDE FILMS

• TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

£!(litotiaL

Microphone

&

Murder

It is tragic that Bill Mason should die
for using his freedom of speech.
IN those few words, Frank B. Lloyd, co-owner
of KBKI Alice, Tex., aptly summed up the
slaying of his 51-year-old program director by
Deputy Sheriff Sam Smithwick of Alice, a
Texas badlands town.
Mr. Mason, exercising his "editorializing"
right, had criticized the operation of a dimea-dance joint housed in a building reportedly
owned by the deputy sheriff. Mr. Mason was
no neophyte in news. He had worked on leading newspapers, and had been public relations
director of General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.
The shooting of Mr. Mason is one of the
first times a radio commentator has been
killed because he did his job. There are many
precedents in printed journalism.
The Mason case must not be handled in slipshod fashion. Unless there are circumstances
not yet disclosed, it proves beyond doubt that
the only difference between freedom of radio
and freedom of the press is the manner of
"publication."
Militant radio, like militant journalism, carries with it certain calculated risks. Mr.
Mason paid the extreme penalty as a crusader
for local betterment. The history books may
reveal him one of the first martyrs in the
cause of freedom of radio.
THOSE who lend their time to per inquiry
business should not be too surprised to discover that one of the current P. I. deals
described in this issue gives some stations
higher return than others.
Hams & Bad Eggs
BEHIND THE FCC scenes there wages a
battle which hasn't had its counterpart since
the days of the Blue Book. In some respects
it parallels the philosophy of that infamous
attempt to regulate commercial radio by
mathematical equation, and therefore control
its destinies.
The FCC has locked horns with the organized radio amateurs as represented by the
American Radio Relay League. The "hams,"
who have made greater contributions to development of radio-communications than any
other organized group, bitterly oppose proposed FCC rules looking toward "overall
planning, direction and blueprinting of the
amateur service."
Filed with the FCC in opposition to the proposed regulations is an inspired "written statement of comment." It was prepared by A. L.
Budlong, ARRL secretary, and a "ham" all his
professional life; and Paul M. Segal, Washington attorney and the League's general
counsel since his "ham" days in Denver a
quarter-century back.
It recites that it was not government direction or planning in accordance with current
scientific theories which resulted in the amateurs being first to span the Atlantic Ocean
on short waves in 1923, opening up the then
"useless" high frequencies. There evolved the
whole new concept of VHF propagation.
ARRL doesn't dispute the right of the FCC
to make appropriate regulations for amateur
service. It does question the philosophy of
government direction at this late date, and
Page 38
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expresses the conviction that it would "stifle
amateur initiative, circumscribe amateur development, and eventually result in the debilitation of amateur radio as we know it
To our untrained, professional mind, the protoday."
posed amateur regulations have all the earkind have
of "planned
certainmarksFCCof the
minions
had foreconomy"
broadcasting
and its related mass media.
It took radio time, travail and no little economic injury to inter the Blue Book and
related forays at its freedom. The amateurs
appear to be doing a professional job of meeting their crisis head on.
From our sideline vantage point, we recommend to the FCC that, in the interest of
home and country, it leave the "hams" be.
Theirs is a love of freedom that goes beyond
economic motives. They make a hobby of
being "hams." The FCC proposes to make
hash of their hobby.
WILLIAM
Beware

the

MITCHELL

GUILD

Hangover!

IF THE DRYS had planned the current imbroglio over liquor advertising on the air,
they couldn't have done more for their cause.
They oppose all alcoholic beverages — beer
and wine as well as hard liquors. Mere discussion of the lifting of the voluntary ban on
liquor advertising gives them the opening to
drive a waiting wedge against all alcoholic
beverage advertising in all media.
So, as we see it, this is no fight to keep
hard liquor off the air; it is a fight to get all
liquor off the market. In the liquor trades,
it is an open secret that the organized drys
gleefully envisage a return to prohibition in
ten theyears,
but of
hope
achieve it in five — '
on
blunders
the towets.
To us it is incomprehensible that any network will even consider liquor business — on
a network basis. They cannot commit their
affiliates. Thirteen states forbid liquor advertising by radio. Even without restrictive
laws, other local conditions obviously must
be weighed.
We do not question the legal right of stations
to accept liquor business in non-restrictive
areas. As long as it's legal to advertise in
other media, it must be presumed legal on the
air. But we do question the wisdom of an
Open Sesame to liquor, without regard to the
nature of the audience, the hours of the day,
the program vehicle, and kindred aspects
peculiar to each market.
The fact that newspapers and magazines
accept hard liquor copy is no criterion. These
printed media do not penetrate the home in a
manner even approaching radio's impact
(which, incidentally, is radio's strongest selling point).
Beer advertising, notably at the local level,
is an important breadwinner for radio. Beer
is acceptable because it tends to promote temperance and seldom produces an alcoholic.
Efforts of the drys for a ban on all alcoholic
beverage advertising have gotten nowhere.
But the mere mention of conversations looking
toward whiskey advertising on the air has
provoked a call for hearings before Congress
next January and dire predictions (which we
do not take lightly) that further restrictions
on all alcoholic beverage advertising will ensue—on the Federal as well as the state levels.
Those who argue the legal right of radio to
accept liquor business indubitably are on sound
ground. The "hangover" of such a "noble
experiment," however, could bring the ban
on all alcoholic beverage advertising, and a
black eye for radio.

Canadian
in the
the helm The
HEADS
ng industry.
YOUTH
age
average
broadcasti
of the recently elected directors of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters is under 45,
and well under that age is the new chairman
of the CAB board, Bill Guild, manager of
CJOC Lethbridge, Alberta.
When Canada's two government bodies enquiring into broadcasting early this autumn
start their hearings, they will see and hear
from the 38-year-old CAB chairman. For it
will be one of his major jobs in this important
year in Canadian broadcasting to present the
case for independent broadcasters in this
battle against more bureaucratic control by
the government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Bill Guild will face the Royal Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences, which includes
broadcasting and television, and the Parliamentary Radio Committee, with the knowledge
that the independent broadcasters want an independent regulatory body and want to see the
CBC return to its original job of public service
broadcasting and not competitive commercial
broadcasting.
Mr. Guild is tall, heavily-built and quiet.
Till a year ago he was known to only a few
Canadian broadcasters, mostly those he came
in contact with in the organization which owns
the station he manages. But in the year he has
been a director of the CAB, broadcasters
throughout Canada have learned to place confidence in this youthful executive whose serious well-thought-out talk at meetings has met
with almost unanimous approval.
Mr. Guild has risen to the top of Canadian
broadcasting, not unlike a shooting star. Two
years ago he was just another station manager, one who had never attended a national
or regional association meeting. True it is,
that he was well informed on what went on at
the conventions of the CAB and the Western
Assn. of Broadcasters, for CJOC is an AllCanada Mutually Operated Station, and the
organization holds its own management meetings. But outside of this group he was practically unknown.
Then in 1947 he went to the WAB meeting
at Minaki, Ont., and was elected a director.
He was picked as one of the four WAB directors to serve on the CAB board in 1948 at the
Quebec convention of the CAB. At last year's
WAB convention at Saskatoon, Mr. Guild was
elected president. His latest elected post as
CAB chairman came at the CAB annual meeting at St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, N.B., June 16.
Mr. Guild was born at Toronto in 1910. He
(Continued on page 51 )
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oils for daughters of devoted doting dads . . . dress designs for
demure dancers . . . deodorants for dainty dames and dapper
dandies . . . driers for damp diapers . . . demonstrations for
decreasing duffers' divots . . . decorative draperies for
domestic dwellings . . . delicatessen delicacies . . .

ucats for dramatic doings . . . dungarees for dubious draftees . . . dentists' dentifrices
for deterring decay . . . devices for duplicating descriptive data . . . detergent dirt
dissolvers . . . dye for dyers of delicate doilies . . . druggists' doses for destroying
dandruff and dermatitis . . .

^
-

iamonds for delighting dreamy damsels . . . dachshunds for dog
dealers . . . delicious dehydrated doughnut dough . . . denims for
^doddering dudes . . . dietary diagnosis for digestive disorders . . .
drafts for disbursing debts . . . Better Buy Radio . . . Better Buy WGN!

, that's been proven again and again. Likewise, WGN
has proven a result-getter for its advertisers. Advertisers know they can depend on WGN's
extensive coverage to get the most out of their advertising message. WGN reaches
3,290,000 homes each week (more than any other Chicago
mean miUions of consumers for your advertised products.

Sell them by making
♦Nielsen 1 948 Annual Report

WGN

your next buy your ^^^^j^ ^^CC
(f

station).* These

homes

0 N ^

reaches more homes each week than any other Chicago station. — 1948 Nielsen Annual Report

Chicago 11
Illinois
y^ Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West
On Your Dial
MBS
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. V.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldii.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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recommends

GraybaR

MACHLETT

For years, Graybar has made it a policy to distribute only
the finest in broadcasting equipment. It is natural, then, that
Graybar now offers the Machlett line of tried and tested
electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed up by more than 50 years
of experience, skill, and technical "know how"— you get a
bonus of extra-long life and high-quality performance in
every tube.
All types and sizes of Machlett tubes, as well as any of
your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are
quickly and conveniently available from Graybar's nationwide network of warehouses. Call your nearest Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
Yorkl7,N.Y.
4978

ELECTRON

GRAYBAR BRINGS YOU
BROADCASTING'S BEST:
Amplifiers
(1) (See key
Antenna (5)
Equipment
(1) to numbers at right)
Cabinets
Consoles (1)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1, 3)
Microphones,
Monitors (1, 4)Stands, and Accessories (1, 3, 6, 7, 8)
Recorders and Accessories (9)
Speech Input Equipment (1)
Test Equipment (4, 10)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (11)
Tower Lighting Equipment (2, 12)
Transmission Line and Accessories (13)
Transmitters, AM and FM (1)
Tubes (1, 2, 18)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (1)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (3, 8, 14,

TUBES

MANUFACTURED BY:
(1) Western Electric;
(2) General Electric; (3) Whitney Blake;
(4) General Radio; (5) Karp Metal;
(6)
(7) Meletron;
(8) Hugh
Hubbell;Lyons;
(9) Presto;
(10) Weston;
(11) Blaw-Knox; (12) Crouse-Hinds;
(13) Communication Products;
(14) General Coble;
(15) National Electric Products;
(16) Triangle; (17) Bryant; (18) Machlett

Distributor of Western Electric Broadcast Equipment
L

TO

KEEP

YOU

ON

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities.
These
Bqu'ipmenf RepresenfafWesDETROIT
in key cities:
ATLANTAore t/ie Graybar Broadcasi
CINCINNATI
J. R. Thompson, Main 0600
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
CLEVELAND
BOSTON
JACKSONVILLE
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1360 W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 5-7180
DALLAS
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY, MO.
E. H. Taylor, Canal 4104
R. B. Uhrig, Grand 0324
C. C. Ross, Central 6454

LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Trinity 3321
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000

PHILADELPHIA ay
t
G.
I.G
Jones,
Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Court 4000
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 2-2833

SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D.
Craig, Main 4635
ST. I.LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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TRANSITION
UHF
TO
VHF
By RUFUS CRATER
the failure of its intercity fa- could handle 8 mc and more.)
tion from VHF to UHF was made
cilities in this respect, and both
The Commission also announced
in
a
statement submitted by PresiPROMPT PLANNING for transiAT&T and Western Union were
that the three authorized stations
dent Dana A. Griffin.
tion from VHF to UHF television
told to submit their plans for the
whose channels would be changed
The
firm claimed "far better
was urged upon FCC last week as
future [Broadcasting, July 25]. by the new allocation — WSYR-TV
performance" can be obtained in
industry and the Commission alike
Sept. 1 was set as deadline for
Syracuse, WHAM-TV Rochester,
the UHF frequencies than in VHF,
submission of the data by TV
pushed preparations for the farWXEL Cleveland— will be per- that ultimately the public will
reaching VHF - UHF hearings
broadcast licensees, who were asked
mitted to operate on their presently
prefer UHF, and that the transiwhich open Sept. 26 [Broadcastassigned frequencies for at least
for "full details" on STL bandtion can be accomplished now with
ing, July 18, 25, Aug. 1].
viddths, a statement on whether the a year after they complete conless economic injury than in the
This course, envisioning a ban on
facilities were leased from the
future. It can be done in an orderly
struction, if they wish. WSYRfurther grants in the VHF region,
telephone company or another comTV, assigned Channel 5, would be manner in three years, the comwas recommended by the Communimon carrier, and "full details"
pany asserted, telling the Commisput on Channel 3 under FCC's
cations Measurements Laboratory
again on plans for expanding the
new allocation; WHAM-TV would
sion "it is high time to face reality
Inc., of New York, in one of the
studio-transmitter channels to 4.5 move from Channel 6 to Channel
and abandon a policy of permanent
relatively few formal comments
mc if they are presently narrower
compromise between VHF and
5, and WXEL would go from Chanthan
that.
thus far submitted on the Comnel 9 to Channel 11. But FCC
(Existing coaxial cable facilities
mission's wide-range UHF-VHF
notified
them that "public interest
proposals. Deadline for comments
'Expansion Unwise'
furnished by AT&T for intercity
would
be
served" by their operis Aug. 26.
relays accommodate a bandwidth
ating on their authorized freCML
argued that "further exThe Commission itself meanof about 2.8 mc and microwave
quencies for at least a year.
pansion of VHF television is unwhile expanded the forthcoming
Communications Measurements
relays about 4 mc, but plans have
wise"
and suggested a plan which
UHF." include:
proceedings by calling upon all been announced for channels which
immediate cesLaboratory's call for early transi- v/ould sation
of further grants in the
TV station licensees and permittees for data on bandwidths, presVHF; provision of a UHF chanZenith Asks FCC Authority
nel for ultimate use of each auent and planned, of their studiotransmitter channels.
thorized VHF station; establishFor Test in Chicago
PHONEVISION
This move was seen as a fresh
ment of Channel 12 or 13 as
indication that FCC means for
alternate standard first IF fretelevision to have the benefit of ZENITH RADIO Corp. last week petitioned FCC for blanket authority
quencies; commencement of allocato
conduct
an
extensive
Phonevision
tions from the middle of the UHF
relays that accommodate the full sometime in December or January and test in Chicago, to commence
to
last
three
months.
4.5 mc TV bandwidth at the earliband so expansion can be made in
Zenith, using its experimental television station W9XZV Chicago
est possible date. AT&T was asked
two directions; use of AM sound,
on
Channel
2
(54-60
mc),
proposes
bluntly two weeks ago to explain
to relax frequency stability reto install some 300 test receivers
perimentation, Zenith said it "dequirements and make lower priced
sires to conduct a test simulating
in sample homes at its own expense.
receivers possible.
LEVFR BROS,
actual conditions that would preThe test families, however, would
Archer S. Taylor of Missoula,
vail were Phonevision in use tohave to make a contribution simiMont.,
a consulting radio engiBuys NBC-TV Mystery
lar to the proposed commercial
day." Some 250 of the test subneer, told FCC it must relent from
scribers will be located in the LakeLEVER BROS Co., Cambridge, of- Phonevision fee in order to give
its propsed minimum-power review exchange of the Illinois Bell
ficially announced last week its practical, effect to the test. Zenith
quirements or deprive Montana
told the Commission.
Telephone Co. of Chicago, and 50
purchase of The Clock, half-hour
cities,
and
many
others, of teleothers
will
be
located
outside
of
TV mystery drama program on
Phonevision is the Zenith-invision. He suggested that the prothat
exchange.
Special
installations
NBC [Closed Circuit, July 4].
spired system of television whereposed 10 kw minimum be waived
of standard telephone lines will be
Starting date is Wednesday, Oct.
by a TV station transmits a scramor 500 w be substituted for such
made
to
these
homes
which
will
bled picture into the air and also
5, 8:30-9 p.m. The program will be
communities, or that the rule be
a Zenith controlled switchcarried by both connected and nonsends out a "key" signal via the end in board
changed to require only that Grade
adjacent to the Lakeview
connected stations, James A. Barstandard telephone lines. A PhoneA service be provided to the city
limits.
nett, vice president in charge of
vision subscriber, when wishing to exchange. The lines will be available only for the ordering of the
view a program, tells the telephone
advertising for Lever Bros., re"If television is ever going to
Phonevision service and the transvealed.
be established in such places as
operator to plug in the "key" signal
Mr. Barnett said no decision had
mission of the "key" signal.
to his telephone line, which is
Butte, Great Falls, Billings or
linked to his Phonevision TV set.
been made on brand sponsorship,
Zenith scribers
explained
that
"testto subMissoula,
it will have to be donewill
not
be
asked
pay
but that commercial might be roWhen the "key" signal is fed
in the most economical fashion
into the set, the scrambled picture
for the programs or the broadcasttated to advertise Lever's various
soap products and shortening, and
possible," hequirement declared.
unscrambles. His regular monthly
ing. They will, however, be asked
of a minimum"Theof re10
to make a contribution substanthe dentifrices and other products
phone bill would include an extra
kw
for
metropolitan
stations
in
tially
equivalent
to
the
charge
of its Pepsodent Div. The program
charge for Phonevision service.
Montana makes television economwhich would be made if Phonewill be handled by J. Walter
Zenith stated that the "key"
ically prohibitive. The difference in
vision were in commercial use.
Thompson Co.
signal does not in any way interUnless such a charge is made, a cost between a 500 w transmitter
fere with normal use of the teleThe show, which is an NBC susand a 5 kw transmitter, plus extra
tainer, has been presented on Monphone when the Phonevision set fundamental factor in determining
antenna costs to reach the 10
day nights, but effective Aug. 10 is operating. Any TV set can be the feasibility of Phonevision will
be absent, the basic theory of kw minimum, is about $70,000 for
will move to the Wednesday night made to receive Phonevision it was
Channels 2-6. This is almost as
period to build a mid-week audi- explained, by the addition of a Phonevision being that television
as required to install a very
set owners are willing to pay di- much (Continued
ence prior to Lever sponsorship in "small assembly of tubes."
on page 68)
(Continued on page 68)
October.
In conducting its television exBROADCASTING
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UNITED

DETROIT

Appeals Court Upholds
FCC in TV Case

THE ARGUMENT that a station grant is automatically "cancelled"
upon expiration of the period allotted for construction was rejected by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia last week.
The Court's ruling came Monday in a decision denying United Detroit
Theatres Corp.'s appeal from FCC
in respect of the prerefusal to consider its Detroit tele- capriciously
cedence with which it disposes of
vision application competitively
with WXYZ-TV Detroit's request
for additional construction time in
early 1948.
The Court also accepted the
Commission's explanation that its
failure to act as yet on United
Detroit's application, now five
years old, is due to the fact that
the company is owned by ParaAS its first venture in TV, Consolidated Edison Co. of New York will sponmount Pictures and that the mulsor TelePIX, daily five-minute newsreel on WPIX (TV) New York, starting
tiple-ownership question arising
Sept. 11. Looking over commercial copy are (I to r) Clarence L. Law, out of Paramount's 29% interest in
Arthur Wallander and Charles B. Delafield of Consolidated Edison; Scott Allen B. DuMont Labs has not yet
Donahue, WPIX assistant sales manager, and Len Carey, BBDO account been settled. Proposed findings
executive, agency for the account. Utility firm is planning extensive adver- have been issued holding that
tising buildup to promote the show.
Paramount controls DuMont,
which would mean Paramount now
owns the five-station maximum under the rules, but this decision has
not been made final and Paramount
has since authorized a reorganization dividing itself into two separate companies.
When United Detroit's application was filed in May 1944 there
were more channels than applicants in Detroit. Other applications were subsequently filed and
granted without hearing, however,
until the theatre company found
itself in late 1947 competing with
WJR Detroit for the lone remaining frequency in a contest not yet
TRYING
to
beat
the
heat
wave
with
THIS
"paywithas Federal
you see"
meter was
decided. The company claimed that
displayed
Television
Co. a special WOlC (TV) Washington
TV set at National Assn. of Music
show devoted to the cooling topic of permittees revert to the status of
Merchants convention in New York.
applicants when the time allotted
fishing. Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
Meter allows one hour of viewing for (D-Col.) and Eugene S. Thomas (I), for construction has expired, and
25 cents as aid to installment buying,
WOlC general manager, tell tall toles that FCC therefore should consider
for the video cameras.
but use is optional.
its own application competitively
with WXYZ-TV's request for additional time. FCC granted
WXYZ-TV's request and United
Detroit appealed. Said the Court:
, ... The statute and the regulations
"jpermit
construction
not any
onlyextended
within
'the 60 days
but within
period granted by the Commission.
[The ently
Court's
use of "60to days"
apparwas in reference
requirements
that construction start within 60 days
after a grant; it was taken to Include
also
subsequent
six-monthmust
period
withinthe which
construction
be
completed unless the time Is extended.]
With respect to FCC's delay in
acting on the United Detroit application, the Court agreed that
FCC "cannot act arbitrarily or
WELCOMING Geore White (r), newly
named director of sports for KBTV
(TV> Dallos, is Tom Potter,
KBTV owner. In background is
nearly completed studio building for
KBTV, which is to begin operations
Sept. 1. Mr. White was former
sports editor for Dallas Morning
News.

VISITING from West Coast, Charles
"Buddy" Rogers appeared as guest
m.c. on CBS-TV Toast of the Town
from New York. Gathered during
rehearsal are (I to r) John Wray, CBS
director; Mr. Rogers; Mai Boyd, Hoi-,
lywood TV Producers Assn. pres.;
^^^1
Lewis, producer; Ray
^^^"^ Mario
Bloch, music director.

applications,"
and orthatcapriciously
it "could
not arbitrarily
withhold consideration" until there
were enough applications for a
competitive hearing.

WLAV-TV
PLANS
Formal Opening Monday

DETAILS of formal opening of
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Michigan's initial TV outlet outside of
Detroit scheduled
for next Monday
[Broadcasting,
July
18] haveby
been revealed
the station.
WLAV-TV, lito Leonard censed
Versluis,
owner of WLAV
and WLAV-FM,
will operate on
Channel 7 (174Mr. Versluis
180 mc) with 20
kw visual and 10 kw aural power.
Outlet already is affiliated with
ABC and DuMont TV networks,
and negotiations reportedly are
underway with NBC to carry its
telecasts. It plans to receive programs from WBKB
(TV) WENRTV WGN-TV
and WNBQ
(TVj,
all Chicago stations.
WLAV-TV purchased its television audio and video microwave
equipment from General Electric
Co., the firm announced last
Wednesday. The intercity video
relay is one of three types recently
announced by GE. Delivery was
scheduled for last week.
GE receivers will be set up at
Stevensville, Mich., to pick up
signals from Chicago for relay to
Cedar Bluff, Mich., and then to
the station at Grand Rapids. Local
transmitter is located at 92d St.
SE, site of a 264-ft tower which
rises 1,240 feet above sea level.
WLAV-TV plans to carry only
network programs and feature
films starting Monday and will not
CBS-TV ADDS TWD
originate any local shows at presNetwork Total Now 45
ent. Tentative plans call for station to begin telecasts at 6 p.m. and
CBS-TV last week announced the
close
when network programming
addition of two more affiliates, one
ceases.
a full primary, bringing to 45 the
In addition to Mr. Versluis, Hy
network's total.
Steed
is general manager and
KRLD-TV Dallas becomes a
Stevens is chief engineer of
CBS-TV full primary affiliate Oct. Lee
WLAV-TV. There were about
1. The station, assigned Channel
1,500 receiving sets in the area
4, is owned and operated by the
July 31, with expectancy of 3,500
KRLD Radio Corp., and is managed
sets being sold by next week, staby Clyde Rembert.
tion reports. Reception of test
Effective Oct. 15, WDAF-TV
patterns has been reported from
i msas City joins the CBS-TV netcities outside the 55-mile radius,
)rk. The station, which is a pri- the station reports [BROADCASTING,
iry NBC affiliate, is owned and
( iierated by the Kansas City Star, July 25]. It hopes to serve Lansing, Kalamazoo, Holland, Musked managed by Dean Fitzer.
gon, Grand Haven and other cities.
BROADCASTING
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daytime
television

Du

Mont

If you want to reach the housewife, dayt/mo
television must occupy on increasingly important
place in your plans. Daytime television is doing a
job for many advertisers, at a very modest cost.
Surveys show thai when ielevision comes info
Ihe home, radio is neglected*— and the television
antennas are sprouting thick as corn in Kansas.
Du Mont is your logical contact on daytime television, because:
Du Mont pioneered daytime television.
Du Mont has developed the daytime programs.
Du Mont has the daytime network coverage.
*We would like to furnish you these facts.
Write or phone the Du Mont Network Research Department

America's Window
ALLEN B. OU MONT LABORATORIES. INC.
Telecasting

on the World

515 Madison Avenue, New Yofk 22, N. Y. Phone MUrray Hill 8-2600
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TV

RELAYS

More

Time

Asked

SIXTY-DAY extensions of time for vision interests [Broadcasting,
comments on FCC's proposal to July 4], a statement showing the
give permanent status to tele- results of its experimentation and
vision relay and pickup allocations
specifying minimum frequency re[Broadcasting, July 4] were re- tem.
quirements for a theatre TV sysquested last week by RCA-NBC,
ABC, and Television Broadcasters
Purpose of Report
Assn., while 20th Century-Fox
This report, the company said,
Film Corp. asked that the proceeding be delayed till it can report on "will be designed to permit the intheatre TV needs.
stitution of an appropriate rulemaking proceeding looking toward
Need to concentrate their imthe allocation of frequencies for
mediate attention upon preparation for the Sept. 26 hearing on the theatre television and a request
for such a proceeding will be made
Commission's far-reaching VHFUHF television proposals was cited simultaneously." Twentieth Century asked that the time for comby TBA, ABC, and RCA-NBC in
ments on TV relays and pickups
urging that the deadline for combe extended until this report can
ments be moved from last Monday
be submitted.
to about Oct. 1.
Meanwhile, General Electric Co.
20th Century Contends
offered general agreement with
Twentieth Century-Fox, licenFCC's proposal on TV auxiliaries,
see of an experimental theatre
television station in New York, while Westinghouse Electric Corp.
suggested amendments in definicontended that the proposed allocations and requested an easing of
tions are based on a 1948 report the proposed
requirements on use
which could not take theatre TV
identifying announcements for
needs into account; that some of of
TV auxiliary stations. American
the frequencies involved will be Telephone & Telegraph Co. asked
needed by theatre TV, and that that common carriers be allowed
final allocations should be based
to use, for TV purposes, any unon the comparative needs of the
occupied frequencies allocated to
various services, including thea- pickup and studio-transmitter link
tre TV.
services in addition to those allocated specifically for common
The film company promised to
use. AT&T also felt comsubmit by Sept. 2, in answer to carriermon carriers
as well as TV broadan FCC request to all theatre telecast licensees should be allowed
to use the sound channels specified
Jl GREAT TV ni-M BUYT

MOVIE

16

35
MM

AdditioaBlprmUat low «ortt '-^^^
Price 3ncLults
* Artful production
* Animated tricky titlot
* Effocttvo illustrationt
* Sewid on fihn (con5)m of eff-tcroon
vofco cmd music)
Quickest Mrvico from
Amorica's leading producer of spot message
Motion Pictures for
reruy
over 30 years
Write or Phone
^ifmacL trailer Co.
Vr'abc&h P"'^ ■ .- CHIC- GO
Pnone harnr.on 7
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to accompany television STL and
intercity relays.
The proposed moving television
relays and pickups from experimental to permanent status, would
assign the following bands for
use by TV licensees for pickup,
STL, and intercity relay stations:
TEST PATTERN
FCC TV Edict Further Scored
LIMITATIONS placed upon TV
test pattern operations by FCC's
rules "interpretation" in late June
were further criticized fortnight
ago in additional comments filed at
the Commission [Broadcasting,
June 27, July 4, 27].
ABC stated FCC's ban on duplication of AM or FM programs on
the aural channel without TV
presentation of the same show
was fair, but the network objected
to the too strict interpretation regarding use of slides and "printed
moving" news tapes during nonprogramming periods. Similar
view was expressed by WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee.
K P I X (TV) San Francisco
pointed out that "use of musical
compositions hardly constitutes
any less full or economical use of
the channel than the use of merely
a series of tones" as now required
by the Commission. All three
pointed out the effect the ruling
has had upon demonstration and
installation of TV receivers.

VIDEO

BY CHRISTMAS there is a possibility that commercial theatre
television will become a reality of
the Fabian Fox Theatre in Brooklyn.That was said last week by
Nathan L. Halpern, television consultant to the Fabian Theatres,
which a week before announced it
signed the first contract with RCA
for theatre-TV equipment. At that
time it was believed delivery would
be delayed for about six months.
Even before Christmas, however,
there is a possibility the Fabian
movie house may be using TV on
special events equipment
by borrowingforRCA's
experimental
such
occasions.
It was the use of RCA experimental equipment during the recent
Walcott-Charles fight which sold
S. H. Fabian, president of the
theatre chain, on the use of theatre
TV as an audience builder.
That night, his 4,100-seat Brooklyn house had to hang out the SRO
sign as patrons flocked to see the
NBC television direct from ringside.
If RCA is able to make delivery
of the equipment earlier than is expected, Fabian will begin to use it
earlier, said Mr. Halpern.
Meanwhile, he would neither con-

for Comments

Seen

1990-2110 mc; 6875-7050 mc, and
13025-13200 mc. The bands 70507125 and 12700-12875 mc would go
to common carriers for TV pickup
and STL; 12875-13025 mc, to television licensees and common carriers for the same purpose. A total
of 41 channels from 890.5-910.5
mc would be designated sound
channels accompanying the STL
and intercity relays.
TV

RATE CARDS
Set For N. Y. biscussion
STANDARDIZATION of rate card
formats and contract forms issued
by TV stations will be discussed
Wednesday at a meeting to be held
in BAB headquarters in New York.
Charles Batson, in charge of television matters at the bureau, who
has been collecting data from the
country's TV stations, will discuss
the present status and future outlook with a key group of video executives, headed by Eugene Thomas, general manager, WOIC (TV)
Washington.
Other members of the delegation
are: William Weldon, John Blair
TV; John E. Surrick, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia; James McConnell,
NBC; E. Y. Flanagan, WSPD-TV
Toledo. Group is made up of members of the TV standardization subcom it e ofthe committee on rate
card format standardization and
standard contract forms which is
itself a sub-committee of the NAB
tee.
Sales Managers Executive Commit-

by Dec,

firm nor deny trade reports that
Fabian was ordering 10 more of
the $25,000 RCA units for movie
TV nor would he confirm nor deny
that Fabian and NBC were in consultation on programming problems in connection with theatre-TV.
It had been reported in trade
circles that Fabian was especially
anxious to carry such audience
stoppers as the NBC Milton Berle
show, which played havoc with
theatre attendance Tuesday nights.
If movie goers were assured they
wouldn't miss Mr. Berle and similar shows by going to the movies,
ticket sales might not suffer on
the big TV nights, it was thought.
Scope Limited
Mr. Halpern did say that programming at first would probably
be confined to special events. The
problem of picking up entertainment from other theatres also is
being explored. Whether the theatre also will begin with a remote
crew for its own pickups has not
yet been decided, either, he said,
adding that the Brooklyn venture
would be used as a test in which
Fabian would feel its way in the
new field.
W. W. Watts, vice president in
charge of the RCA Engineering

25

in Brooklyn

Products Department, who announced the RCA-Fabian contract
jointly with Mr. Fabian, hailed
Mr. Fabian as a pioneer and said
that Mr. Fabian's test operations
would speed introduction of TV
programs in theatres throughout
TV areas in the country.
Congratulations to RCA and
Fabian also came from Gael Sullivan, executive director of the
Theatre Owners of America, who
predicted theatre TV would spread.
Donald E. Hyndman, chairman of
the committee on theatre television
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, saw the Fabian move
as "a step toward an eventual
theatre television circuit."
Special Group
of
FEATURE WESTERNS
Available to local, regional or
national stations or sponsors
8 RANGE BUSTERS
with Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune
REX
461 KEN
MAYNARD'S
GENE BELL'S
AUSTIN (Musical Western)
6 JACK HOXIE'S
M & A ALEXANDER
Productions
6040 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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GETTING acquainted -with DuMont operations are two newcomers to the TV network's sales
staff: Mr. Koblenzer (I) and Mr.
Bachem.

mm
SALES
Bachem, Koblenzer Join
ADDITION of two radio advertising veterans to the DuMont
TV Network sales force was announced last week by Tom Gallery,
sales director. Those joining the
network's time and program sales
department are John H. Bachem
and William M. Koblenzer.
Mr. Bachem, with 30 years of
experience in Manhattan's national
. advertising field, has spent the last
■ 11 with CBS. He was associated
with P & G, Campbell Soup shows,
and the Helen Hayes Electric
Theatre.
Before joining CBS, Mr. Bachem
spent five years with NBC, where
, he became eastern salesmanager
and assistant to Roy Witner, network's vice president in charge of
sales. Before that, he sold space
for national magazines, including
' Cosmopolitan, for some 14 years.
Mr. Koblenzer was recently with
the Frederick W. Ziv Co., where
! for more than two years he headed
|; the "live" radio and TV sales department. He left Ziv to open his
own office to package radio and
: video shows. Earlier, he was with
Music Corp. of America for 2%
years, for two of which he headed
its Chicago radio department.
Mr. Koblenzer entered radio in
1934, opening an office to sell proI grams and talent. He later spent
I six years with Wolf Assoc. as general sales manager.

TELEVISION IDEAS & FILMS,
new firm located at 152 W. 42d
St., New York, has been formed by
J. Franklin Viola, Ann Viola and
Jay Lewis to produce programs exclusively for TV, both live and film.
Mr. Lewis formerly headed his own
radio advertising agency. . . . Jonas
Arnold has been promoted to advertising manager of Eagle Lion
Films, New York. Mr. Arnold was
previously director of national exploitation for 1947 March of Dimes,
and picture press book editor for
Paramount Pictures
Video Varieties Corp., New York,
has completed two series of TV film
commercials for Gulf Oil Corp. . . .
Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood,
has announced signing of four additional stations to carry 15-minute
musical Paradise Island. New recruits are WBTV Charlotte, N. C;
WAPI-TV Birmingham; WTCNTV Minneapolis, WJAR-TV Providence, making total of 32 stations
now carrying program.
ESSO

ON

TV

I RCA TV SETS
8 Models Out This Month

To Back 'Tonight on Broadway'
PROGRAM Tonight on Broadway,
which telecasts actual excerpts
from Broadway shows direct from
theatres where they are currently
played, will return to CBS television network this fall under Esso
Standard Oil sponsorship [Closed
Circuit, July 18], it was announced Wednesday. Agency for
the series, which will start Oct. 2,
7-7:30 p.m. is Marschalk & Pratt.
The series is presented with cooperation of the unions and guilds
which make up the "backstage" of
legitimate theater. John Mason
Brown, president of the New York
Drama Critics Circle, is commentator; Robert Sylvester, New York
Daily News drama editor, will
write continuity, while Martin A.
Gosch, who introduced the show
last year, will be the producer.
At a recent fact-finding committee meeting of theatre crafts
people, a committee to coordinate
activities for the series was appointed, as follows :
Solly Pernick, lATSE stagehands
union; Milton Weintraub, Association
of Theatrical Press Agents and Managers; Sam Suber,Rudy
American
tion of Musicians;
Karnolt,Federascenic
designers; George Heller, 4-A's televicommittee; Angus Duncan, Actor's
EquitysionAssociation.

|lRCA VICTOR announces eight
new television receivers at new
low prices, including the first with
12%-inch tube. Eight new models
will be introduced this month and
four, incorporating the new RCAdeveloped 16-inch metal-coned picI tare tube, will be priced as much
1 as $100 below previous lowest price
for set of this type.
Three consoles with 12% -inch
picture tube will bear prices as low
as $299.50. The eighth model is
a 10-inch console with a period
cabinet and other features at list
price of $269.50.

KUDNER VIDEO
In New N. Y. Offices
RADIO and television department
of Kudner Agency, New York,
has moved to new offices at 724
Fifth Ave., New York. The new
offices, under the direction of
Myron P. Kirk, vice president in
charge of radio and television,
will have complete facilities including an audition studio.
The move was necessitated by
the growth of the agency and increased staffing of the radio and TV
department, it was announced.

BROADCASTING
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FREE TV MATS
Mfrs. Supply Stores
FREE TV mat service for stores
to encourage retailers to use television as a promotion is being
provided by a growing list of
manufacturers, according to U. S.
Chamber of Commerce committee
on advertising.
To fit the 30-second time break
that has become almost standard
in sponsored programs, the sales
aid is given by manufacturers in
the form of open end television
films on products. These are available to stores from local station
libraries, the only charge being for
actual broadcast facilities used.
"The idea is, in effect, a TV 'mat'
service and a number of representative stores are already on the
air
with
the material provided,"
it is reported.
Call letter identification takes 10
seconds, leaving 20 seconds for
commercial use. Films are 12 seconds long, leaving four seconds
each for introduction and closing
with local commercials. Additional
information may be obtained by
writing Retailers Television Film
Service Inc., 22 East 40th St., New
York, N. Y.
PHILCO TELEVISION
1950 Set Line Shown
AN ELECTRONIC built-in aerial
system is included in all 18 models
of the Philco 1950 line of TV sets,
which were previewed July 26 at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Terming this "the biggest
news since the first television
broadcast," James H. Carmine,
Philco executive vice president,
pointed out that it obviates the
need for any external antenna, indoor or outdoor, in up to 80% of
all TV reception areas. The costly
installation fee is also eliminated,
he added, noting that the list price
of the set will be the entire price
the purchaser must spend.
Another feature of the new
Philco TV sets is a "no glare"
optical system, permitting use of
the sets in lighted rooms without
reflections.
NEW

TV PANELS

Designed for RCA Console
NEW TV broadcasting studio remote control panels designed for
mounting in the upper compartment of the RCA MI-26266 studio
control console housing were announced last week by the RCA
Engineering Products Department.
Included are panels for remote
control of a monoscope camera,
power supplies, relay receiver, sync
generator and stabilizing amplifier.
The new panels are 11" wide
by 2%" high. Also available is
a mounting adapter in which these
new-size panels may be inserted
for mounting in a standard-size
rack, if and when desired. The
console housing has design flexibility to meet many station needs,
the company stated.

WHEN we say "circus" we mean it. In
in addition
otherweeks,
Big Top
acts, Circus,"
brought
"Bozo's
the pasttotwo
to the center ring a real live trained cowseal, bark and all. Needa shiny
pony lessand
to say,
the over-100 kids on stage
were bug-eyed, while lly
hundreds in the auditorium were practica all standing up.
Ask any youngster who Bozo is, and
you'll find he's far and away the top kiddie's recording star (Capitol Records).
Besides being a natural for any product
Cirset, "Bozo's
to the ofyounger
appealing
cus" has loads
tailor-made
merchandising features, ready for action today.
Radio Sales boys have all the answers.
WE haven't
beenregularly
able to find
any writers working
in television
anywhere
Hal Fimberg's
cred-it
its. Hal iswhosuchhavea modest
guy, that
wasn'tsame
until fellow
yesterday
discovered
he's
the
whowe gets
four-figure
weekly salaries in radio and movies. He
gets four figures with us, only we move
the decimal ! Actually he rates all those
clams, since he wrote three Abbott and
Costello, one Marx Brothers, and three
other screen plays, plus writing and directing "Meet Me At Parky's" on radio.
He's writing for Hawthorne, our zany
comedian. Hawthorne is a real bet for
an advertiser who wants popularity proof
. . . Hawthorne's fan club already has
6500
fide members.
Fimberg's
comedybonawriting
will bring And
in many
more,
now the show has started over KTTV.
SOUTHERN California is noted for the
extraordinary,
their
heads at TV. but
On they're
July 1, all
we shaking
jumped
to 153,581 sets.
DON'T
aboutcalltelevision
Los
Angelesworry
. . . just
us or yourinnearest Radio Sales Office for the top availabilities.
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Mat

Service for TV

Spots

(Report 71)

LOW-COST "mat service" television spots with motion for 48 hour
delivery to stations or sponsors
is announced by Spectrolux Television Corp., New York.
Utilizing an old lighting theory,
patented for television by the firm,
Spectrolux claims it answers the
need of small advertising budgets
for motion without the expense of
animation.
Various effects can be achieved
with the new process, from that of
semi-animation, with such movements as those of arms swinging
or lips moving, to that of a Broadway "spectacular" poster, where
a flashing or sparkling effect is
required, it is claimed.
It's all done with lights, not
mirrors, as demonstrated to BROADCASTING by the firm's representative, Butler Holland.
Spectrolux involves the same
principle as that used in the "magic
pictures" that kids find wrapped
around bubble gun, wherein lines
depicted in red ink are masked out
by a red filter, and lines inked in
green, previously hidden, become
visible.
According to Mr. Holland, until
Spectrolux was patented, the only
substitute for expensive live action
studio films and full animation had
been static cards or slides, or
"semi-animation" effects achieved
by moving the camera. The new
filtered lights process of Spectrolux provides motion effects at a
cost as low as $30 for a "mat
service" spot.
Explaining the "mat service"
set-up, Mr. Holland pointed out
that certain "stock scenes" are
kept on file, for use by a number
of advertisers in different markets.
Transparent overlays with the
advertiser's personal message lettered to specifications are used over
stock scenes and such individual
orders can be filled in as short a
time as 48 hours. Spectrolux "mat
service" commercials (20 seconds
in length) cost from $30 to $45.
July Network TV
DURING July 42 national
advertisers sponsored 50 TV
network programs, spending
a total of $721,336 in gross
time charges, according to
figures released last week by
N. C. Rorabaugh Co. Figure
shows a more than $200,000
drop from June when 54 advertisers sponsored 68 network TV programs with
gross time charges of $936,987. Cumulative gross time
charges for commercial programs on the TV networks
so far this year, January
through July, are $5,195,401.
Page 46
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Library is equipped with rain
scenes, weather spots, ringing telephone shots, and many others that
can be used by small local service
advertisers such as banks, taxicab companies, department stores,
etc.

Prices range from $80 for a 20
second silent spot, one scene, with
title superimposed on a stock background, to $725 for a one-minute
commercial with full sound, and
nine scenes. These are 16mm
prints made from 35mm negatives.

President of Spectrolux Television Corp., is Tom Farrell, publisher of The Woman and Everybody's Digest and president of
Farrell Publishing Corp., and Farrell Radio Magazines. David H.
Lion, vice president in charge of
production, formerly held the same
position with William H. Wells
Productions. Chief Animator is
Ernest Pittaro. Franc Roggeri,
art director, also is art director of
the Farrell Corp.
Among those using Spectrolux
video commercials are Admiral
Corp., the Texas Co. (Kudner
Agency) , Golden Guernsey Milk
Producers Assn. (Badger, Browing
& Parch er). Ford Motor Co., General Electric, American Broadcasting, and WJZ-TV New York.
Spectrolux Television Corp. is
located
at 48 East ,43 St., New
York City.

NBC-TV CHANGE
New Personnel Set-Up

EXAMINING an animating stand which is a vital part of Spectrolux,
are (I to r) Mr. Lion, Mr. Pittaro and Mr. Farrell.

TV

COSTS

DuMont Survey Shows Saving
For National Advertisers

NBC's television business department underwent a personnel realignment last week, according to
an announcement by Carleton D.
Smith, director of TV operations.
Under the new set-up, reporting
to J. Robert
Myers,
business manager:
Leslietelevision
C. Vaughan,
television cost and billing operation, including cost analysis; Joseph
Berhalter, television budget officer;
Neil Knox, television personnel supervisor, coordinating personnel
matters and office management details; J. M. Milroy, television pricing
A. Anderson, supervisor;
television costRobert
analyst.
Joseph Fuller has been appointed
production facilities cost and billing supervisor, and Harrison Weed,
film cost and billing supervisor.
■s 0)

TELEVISION is a cheaper medium of advertising for national
advertisers than newspapers or magazines, according to figures gathered
by DuMont Research Dept. and published in the Television Broadcasters
Assn. Quarterly for July.
*
The DuMont study shows that compilation of facts and figures,
the average cost per 1,000 TV
edited by Richard Ives, TBA public relations aide, and supervised
viewers in 17 big TV centers as of
April 1 was $3.48. It forecast that
by Will Baltin, secretary-treasurer.
by Dec. 31 of this year it would be It contains statistics on stations,
down to $1.94.
set production and ownership figures and audience surveys.
DuMont then took a leading
^ 1. >
newspaper in each of the TV centers, and from costs per 1,000 circulation for a page ad struck an
d 0)
average — which was $5.77.
II
It also analyzed the cost of
reaching 1,000 readers via a full
1.56
> 5
page ad in 13 national magazines
New York, WABD
2.55
23.87
5.27
6.87 Life
2.50 N. Y. Times
and found that cost per 1,000 readBuffalo, WBEN-TV
7.10
News
....
Sat. Eve. Post . 32.73
ers of the ad averaged $23.75 while
o
Z
8.77 Colliers
Schenectady, WRBG
5.52
2.97 Gazette
21.60
cost per 1,000 noters of the ad was
2.36
6.89 American Home. 23.80
Boston, WNAC-TV
3.42
1.72 Post
New
Haven,
WNHC-TV
..4.78
Register
5.38
.$4.72.
3.46 Am. Magazine. . 17.40
PhilaeJelphia, WFIUTV ..2.56
2.49
1.53 Bulletin
Thus, in summary, the compara4.06
Sun
9.25 Cosmopolitan . .25.00
tive costs of advertising in the Baltimore, WAAM
24.33
5.83 Liberty
2.77 Star
D. of C, WTTG
4.59
three media were said to be:
Nat. Geographic. 20.70
5.65
TV per 1,000 Viewers
15.08
2.45 Post Gazette . . .4.81 Redbook
Pittsburgh, WDTV
-.6.81
11.14
April 1, 1949
$3.48 Richmond, WTVR
Times Dispatch .. 8.72 Am. Weekly . . .19.80
Press
4.91
Cleveland,
WEWS
5.54
2.65
Parade
23.90
TV per 1,000 Viewers
6.21
1.87 Blade
9.39
35.50
Dec. 31, 1949
1.94 Toledo, WSPD-TV
4.17
News
4.56 Time
Detroit,
WJBK-TV
3.68
Look
24.75
Newspapers per 1,000
2.84
Globe
Democrat.
5.21
1.93
St.
Louis,
KSD-TV
5.96
circulation
5.77
Tribune
3.66
Chicago, WGN-TV
3.90
3.59 Journal
3.87
Magazines per 1,000 readers 23.72
Milwaukee, WTMJ-TV ...6.96
4.51
Los Angeles, KTSL
2.42
Magazines per 1,000 noters. . 4.72
1.32 Times
(The chart is set forth in adjaAVERAGE
3.48
1.94
5.77
cent columns.)
National magazine cost figures are based on total U. S. readership.
23.72
The TBA Quarterly is a 40-page
BROADCASTING

5.19
4.73
5.95
5.10
4.35
4.82
4.86
4.99
3.54
1.71
3.53
7.90
4.76
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(WMAR-TV)

HEADLINER

ANOTHER
ATOMIC REPORT
With Michael Amrine, William
Laurence
Producer: Edwin B. Mick
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
Sustaining:
WMAR-TV, Baltimore
CommemoratiHg the anniversary
of the atomic bomb explosion at
Alamogordo, July 16, 1945, and designed to answer the layman's
questions about the atomic bomb
and atomic energy, this is the first
of a series of half-hour shows to
be presented by WMAR-TV with
Michael Amrine, head of public

l!",l!f

WMAR-TV
education for the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the Atomic
Energy Commission's researchvcenter at Upton, L. I. Famous scientists and national authorities on the
atomic problem will be invited each
week with the first guest on this
getawayrence,show,
William
L. LauScience editor
of the
New
York Times. He' was the only journalist permitted to view the first
bomb blast at Alamogoro as well
as the subsequent explosions at
Nagasaki and Bikini.
Program is well organized and
aimed at maximum popular audience appeal via interpolated films
and stills as well as montage shots
and superimposed contrast shots to
highlight wide areas of destruction
possible by atomic bombing. Manhattan and Baltimore provided

I
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

TELEVISION
BROADCASTING

AFFILIATE
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OF

THE

COLUMBIA

strong visual possibilities. Another
effective prop on the preem, a
lump of molten sand from the desert where the first bomb was
dropped, revealed its continued
radioactivity as recorded by a
Geiger counter ar-d easily audible
to the video audience.
Laurence knows his subject, of
course, find handles himself very
well,- with Amrine pacing matters
nicely. Films and photos were effective and authentic, having been
supplied by the U. 8. Army and
Navy, the Atomic Energy Commission, the oratory,
Brookhaven
and from theNational"
morgueLab-of
TV.
the Sunpapers, owners of WMARThis should be a natural for a
network pickup.
Burm.
Reprinted from VARIETY
July 20, 1949 - . •
Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
DETROIT
. KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
.
DALLAS
.
LOS ANGELES
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New Era at NAB
(Continued from page 25)
starting Sept. 8. The entire district meeting travel allowance for
Pat Griifith, director of the Assn.
of Women Broadcasters, was eliminated. Miss Griffith had been
expected to make the circuit this
fall. The AWB now comes under
the Dept. of Public Relations.
The district meeting format will
be on a workshop basis, with Judge
Miller reporting on the new NAB
operation and NAB department
heads conducting clinics on station
sales and operating problems. In
addition they will hold local clinics
and address meetings while making
the district circuit. Specific direction of NAB district meetings is in
charge of the individual directors.
Proposed changes in NAB bylaws designed to bring them in line
with the board's July revamping
operation are being mailed to members of its By-Laws Committee by
NAB headquarters. If approved
by the committee, the changes will
be submitted to the board at its
mid-November meeting and then
go to the membership via referendum.
The nominating and electing
processes for board membership
have been re-drawn. Election of
two TV directors-at-large to the
board is proposed. This would
match the two directors representing FM stations.
Elimination of the A and B
station groupings for FM members
is suggested. Director for Class
A stations is Frank U. Fletcher,
WARL-FM Arlington, Va., which
now has a CP for a Class B station.
No special grouping of TV stations is planned at this time, from
a directorship standpoint.
Board approval was given last
April to a plan to extend the terms
of directors-at-large to two years,

just released
"MIRACLE

OF

AMERICA"
quarter hour
transcribed series

tells story of
free enterprise
INDUSTRY
WILL
SPONSOR
Write or wire for
audition record
ROBERTS RADIO PRODUCTIONS
25th Floor — David Broderick Tower
Detroit, Michigan
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thus matching the terms of district directors. This by-laws
change requires a referendum vote.
Another by-laws change is required in the case of the executive
vice presidency. This office was
abolished by the board. Technically the office still exists but lacks
an incumbent. The by-laws paragraph covering the post is to be
deleted, with membership approval
required.
Mr. Markham, new Video Division director, is a native of Binghamton, N. Y. He attended high
school in Hoosick Falls, N. Y., and
Deland, Fla., as well as John B.
Stetson U. at Deland. His first
job was at General Electric Co.
where he was employed in 1923
in the accounting and advertising
departments.
In 1925 he joined the GE station,
WGY Schenectady, starting the
Farm Forum and Farm Paper of
the Air, two of the oldest rural
programs. Prior to appointment
as WGY stations manager in May
1946 he managed WRGB (TV)
and WGFM (FM). He also had
directed scientific and farm broadcasting at WGY. Only interruption to his GE service was in 192627 when he managed WD BO Orlando, Fla., and WDAE Tampa.
Gets Coffin Award
Mr. Markham was awarded the
Charles A. Coffin award by GE in
1929 for meritorious seiwice and
outstanding achievement. It is
the company's highest employe
award. Appointment as WGFM
manager came in 1942, followed in
1945 by the WRGB post. He received the Reuben Brigham award
in 1948 from the American Assn.
of Agricultural College Editors.
Mr. Markham is a trustee of
Green Mountain Junior College,
Poultney, Vt. and member of the
NAB Standards of Practice Committee. He married the former
Laura Wing, of Glens Falls, N. Y.
They have three sons, G. Emerson
Jr., Gaynor and Bailey. He is a
past president of National Assn.
of Radio Farm Directors. At TBA
he was chairman of the TBA Commercial Operations Committee
which has been working on standard rate cards and contract forms
for television. He will continue
work on this phase of TV in his
new position.
"I know of no other man who
is better qualified by experience,
temperament and interest for our
Video Division assignment than
Mr. Markham," Judge Miller said
in announcing the appointment.
"We are grateful to the General
Electric Co., which suffers a real
loss in releasing Mr. Markham for
industry service, for their generMr. Rankin, new Government
Relations
Dept. director, has been
osity."
with NAB a year as international
advisor to Judge Miller. Before
joining NAB he was associate
chief of the Dept. of State International Broadcasting Division,
which conducts the Voice of America. Prior to that he had been in
radio and public relations for the
Office of Inter-American Affairs,

stationed in Colombia. He has had
extensive experience in radio-government matters and attended the
world high-frequency broadcast
sessions at Mexico City last fall
as an NAB observer.
He will continue
to direct
international
activities
in theNAB's
new
post and will attend the third
NARBA scheduled to start next
month in Canada.
In announcing the appointment.
Judge
Miller said
the "traditional
U. S. pattern
of broadcasting
may
be profoundly affected by what
happens at the international level
within
the next
Functions
of thetwonewyears."
department
were outlined by Judge Miller as
including legislation affecting radio in general and broadcasting in
particular; government policy in
the freedom of information field;
frequency allocation and assignment; programming services of the
government ; international conferences and international organizations concerned with radio agreements; broadcasting activities of
representatives of foreign countries in the United States, and
shortwave broadcasting services
of the United States.
David J. Farber, assistant director and research economist in the
Employe-Employer Relations
Dept., resigned from NAB last
week to accept a high post at the
National Labor Relations Board,
where he is an industrial analyst
and economist. Richard P. Doherty, department director, said he
"deeply regretted losing Mr. Farber" but declared the NLRB opportunity "is much too attractive,
in potential labor relations experifor him the
to turn
down."
added ence,that
vacancy
will He
be
filled in the near future.
As reconstituted the NAB staff
now consists of the following (excluding clerical staff) :
President's
Office —Fruth,
Justin secretary;
Miller,
president; Helen
Ruth A.sistantInglis,
editorial
resarch
as(special assignment).
Secretary-Treasurer — C. E. Arney
Jr., secretary-treasurer;
Everett
Revercomb,
assistant treasurer;
DonaldE.
S. Farver,istrative
auditor;
Ella
Nelson,
adminsecretary.
Audio Division — Ralph W. Hardy, director; Arthur C. Stringer, assistant
director in charge of FM; Lucile Griffin,
secretary.
Video Division — G. Emerson Markham, director.
Employe-Employer Relations Dept.
— Richard P. Doherty, director; Charles

Losing Self Respect
IN July 22 issue of The Catholic Review, Joseph Martin
says that radio is losing its
self-respect with jackpots and
human ills. "One by one,
writes Mr. Martin,
"normal
entertainment
broadcasts
are
yielding to loot-laden contests, bloody dramas and
mediators. Radio has lost its
self - respect and coincidentally, the respect of normal
audiences. Here is a golden
opportunity for the League of
Decency to move in and obliterate such morbidly clinical broadcasts [mediation
programs]
— and
to ask
radio
station
owners
what the
in
heaven's name they call entertainment. The Church can
help, as it has helped in
eliminating evils in moviedom, and Congress can help
by putting the pressure on
the FCC to stop abuses of the
H. Tower,
assistant to
director; Leona
Martary.
garet L. Beaulieu,
secretary;
Schalk, technical assistant.
Engineering Dept. — Neal McNaughten, director; Jessie Basnight, secreGovernment Relations Dept. — Forney
A.
Rankin,
director; Helen Del
Vecchio,
secretary.
Legal
Dept.
—
counsel; air."
RichardDonW. Petty,
Jencks, general
Vince
Wasilewski, attorneys; Barbara Bullard, Dorothy Coleman, secretaries.
Public Relations Dept. — Robert K.
Richards,sistantdirector;
Dawson,
asdirector; PatJames
Griffith,
director,
Assn. of Women Broadcasters; Joanne
Gardner, Gloria Safer, secretaries.
Research Dept. — Kenneth H. Baker,
director; C. Meryl Sullivan, assistant
director; Frederica Clough, secretary.
Broadcast
Advertising
Maurice
B. Mitchell,
director;Bureau
Charles—
A. Batson, assistant director; Lee Hart,
retail
specialist; Robert M. McGredy,
secretary.
assistant director; Virginia Rowles,
Key staff members no longer at
NAB: A. D. Willard Jr., executive
vice president, and his secretary,
Gladys Hall; Harold Fair and Ben
Miller, director and assistant director respectively of abolished
Program Dept.; Royal V. Howard,
director of Engineering Dept.;
David J. Farber, assistant to director, Employe-Employer Relations Dept., who , has returned to
National Labor Relations Board;
Katherine Holland, information
assistant.

ThEVoice^/Kansas
//7

TOREK
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Liquor Ads
(Continued from page 23)
secretary of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives. It
was stressed that this would not
indicate what the final tally would
be when stations began to line
themselves up in "dry" and "wet"
columns.
The report of Mr. Flanagan was
borne out by a check by BroadcastTNG of station representatives in
New York. That check showed
varying answers, with one representative reporting every station
he had heard from thus far going
"wet." Some reported "dry" and
others gave the "50-50" report.
The whole matter of polling stations came up when Blow Co., New
York, agency for Schenley Distillers Inc., prime mover in the negotiations for using radio for hard
liquor advertising, asked station
representatives to canvass their
outlets.
Biow-Schenley Plans Continue
Blow agency and Schenley meanwhile continued their meetings to
explore the whole matter. No contract for buying radio time was
wrapped up as yet, it was said at
press time, but the whole matter
was still being given the most
earnest study to find a way to use
the air waves for liquor commercials.
Of temperance groups Mrs. D.
Leigh Colvin, president of the national WCTU, voiced the most
vigorous objections. She urged
speedy enactment of the LangerBryson bills to "defeat a back-door
plan of radio networks and stations to break all precedent and
broadcast whisky advertising." The
bills would outlaw such advertising
over the radio.
She told Broadcasting that the
.WCTU might also take action before the FCC as a further step.
What that action would be would
be a matter which would have to
be discussed with counsel.
She further predicted that the
surest way to obtain passage of
the Langer-Bryson bills would be
for stations to accept such advertising now. The ensuing public
outcry, she told Broadcasting,
would result in passage of the bills.
Mrs. Colvin also charged that

the introduction of radio advertising even in the, late evening
hours, as has been reported to be
the Schenley plan, was just a step
in the direction to having such
commercials on at all times.
In New York, it was Helen G.
H. Estelle, president of the New
York State Union of the WCTU,
who told Broadcasting that 500,000 members in 10,000 local unions
would be lined up solidly against
such radio advertising.
She expressed the hope that
liquor advertisers would be denied
use of the air, but that if they
were allowed on the air, they
should inveigh against the evils
of drinking.
"They should show the men of
extinction as well as the men of
distinction," she said, explaining
that derelicts and down-and-outers
resulting from over-indulgence
should be portrayed.
Station operators, cognizant of
such opinions among local groups
in their own areas, were having a
difficult time making up their
minds, it was reported.
TV Most Uneasy
Television operators especially
were uneasy, not knowing what
the visual impact might be. It
was said that video executives
were lagging in answering the
station representatives' queries.
In general, station operators
were said to be huddling with local
organizations, pastors, and other
station owners, and were calling
special meetings of their boards.
Type of business also seemed
to determine what would be a
station operator's answer. Outlets
owned by newspapers with scruples
against such advertising were
turning down alcohol ads. Stations owned by public service corporations such as insurance companies or church or school stations also were, as expected,
definitely in the "no" column.
Robert D. C. Meeker, general
manager of Robert Meeker Assoc.
Inc., New York, said he had heard
from about half the stations he
represented and that about half
had indicated willingness to accept
such copy. He was advising them
when they did so to reserve the
right to screen copy.
George W. Boiling, head of the
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Boiling Co. Inc., New York, reported stations he is hearing from
indicate about a 50-50 split. He
himself is on record as opposing
acceptance of such advertising- on
the ground radio will get involved
in a big scrap which will do it
no good.
John E. Pearson, of John E.
Pearson Co., said he had heard
from 30% of the stations he lepresents and all of them agreed to
accept such commercials after 11
Jones Scovern, vice pres'dert in
charge of sales at Free & Peters,
said his company had not heard
p.m.
from enough stations to see a
trend. A few, however, which formerly did not accept such announcements were now willing to
change their policy, he said. Returns were slow in coming in not
only because of the r'eliberations
attending the query but also because vacation periods were making it difficult for stations to get
together proper executives to make
the right kind of review of the
problem.
Despite what stations were doing, many of the station representatives appeared to believe that
ahands.
very hot
in radio's
Somepotato
were was
advising
their
stations but others believed it was
entirely up to the local station
for decision — on the theory that
the local outlet knew its own locality best and would make the
right decision.
That also was the sentiment

of Mr. Watson of WSWN in letters
to Sens. Claude Pepper and Spessard L. Holland, both Florida
Democrats, carbon of which went
to Sen. Johnson. Claiming an invasion of the rights of free speech
by Chairman Johnson, Mr. Watson
explained that "it is not the policy
of WSWN to accept liquor advertising" but claimed the right
"to make such policy decisions
ourselves, basing our judgment on
an appraisal of the needs of the
area we serve and on our own
best interests in a highly competiradio market."
Mr.tiveWatson
reminded that sale
of liquor is entirely legal, so far
as the Fede' al Government is concerned, a state he compared "to a
state of pregnacy — either you are
"I am at a loss to understand
aren't."which nromnts Sen.
or you
the
reasoning
Johnson to seek this 'borderline
prohibition' unless it is born of
a political desire to remain 'both
pregnant and pure' in the eyes
of his drinking and non-drinking
constituents," Mr. Watson wrote.
"American radio typifies the
American philosophy in its freedom offense
choice.
. . The
listener's
deagainst . an
invasion
of the
privacy of his home is a simple
twist of the wrist. . . . May I urge
you to consider carefully the important principles here at stake.
Radio's most effective control lies
in the hands of the millions who
(Continued on page 50)

There's a NcwaIooR in Northeastern
IT'S A NEW LOOK BECAUSE . . .
IT SPARKLES WITH GREATER

Ohio

SALES RESULTS FROM TODAY'S
MORE CONSERVATIVE AD EXPENDITURES
IT'S A BOLD LOOK BECAUSE . . .
THE PATTERN NO LONGER CONFORMS
TO OLD FASHIONED AND OUT-MODED
TRADITIONS IN TIME-BUYING
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS
TO PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from us increased its power and therefore
a station 24 miles from us lost more tiian half its audience
in the Canton Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us lost some of its best features
and therefore lost several percentage points in its Canton
Market audience ratings.
3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000 watts . . . became an
affiliate of ABC . . . and therefore another station 24 miles
from us lost practically all its Canton Market audience.
RESULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station that completes your coveraqe
picture in NORTHEASTERN OHIO because WHBC has gained audience while listening to all other stations has split several ways.
CHECK TAYLOR-BORROFF ABOUT . . .
. Brand New Hoopera+ings
. More listeners at less cost
. Retail sales that still hold firm
. Local promotion that sells
. A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT" market
about the NEW BOLD look
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
ASK ]/\fHBC CANTON
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Liquor Ads
(Continued from page 49)
listen — or who decline to listen, according to their tastes. For those
who retain faith in the workability
of democracy, such control is
sufficient."
Mr. Watson suggested that
either Sen. Johnson does not see
newspaper and magazine liquor
advertising or "his concern for
the piivacy of the American home
springs from his knowledge of the
superior selling power of radio."
Acknowledging that radio is a
"potent" medium, Sen. Johnson, in
a letter of reply to Mr. Watson,
agreed that in many instances
newspaper and magazine liquor advertising is"extremely offensive,"
but pointed out that radio is a licensed industry while public prints
are not "because the problem of
limited frequency space is not involved."
The Commerce Chairman added:
The point you selfishly and very
conveniently overlook is that hoth
radio and liquor are licensed industries, each with its own peculiar
limitations. The license in each instance,
however, standard
requires ofadherence
to a well defined
conduct.
It is notdreds of legal
to
sell
huncounties and whiskey
in some in states.
Whiskey cannot be sold in any state
during certain hours and specified
days; neither can it be sold to minors
at any time. It is a commodity which
in the interest of good morals and
sobriety must be restricted. To argue
that the sale of whiskey is no different
from the marketing of groceries is
contrary to all of the facts. . . .
Your radio station has no more right
to invade
resid-I
ing in the the
areaprivacy
which ofit citizens
serves than
have to enter their houses at will. A
man's
is his radio
castle.broadcasting
And in vifwis
of the home
fact that
an interstate business, the Federal
Government has the duty of protecting
the states in the exercise of their police
powers.
Such an assurance
was given
in the amendment
to the Constitution
repealing the 18th Amendment.
There isinvolved
another tosidewhich
to theyou"legal"
question
have
undoubtedly given little thought. Under the public interest clause of the
Communications Act the Federal Communications Commission has a very
pointed legal duty. Please look up the
KRLD Dallas case handed down in
1946 in which the Commission makes
clear that a question of prime public
Importance is involved in liquor adveruse. tising or even public advocacy of liquor
Of course, there is a freedom of
choice in radio, the choice of the listener to turn off the receiver, which
you, and others like you, constantly
hammer on as an excuse for programno matter
how that
ob.jec-is
tionable.ming anything,
But that
is a choice

WITH THEME "Bring your regular listening habits with you on your vocation
in Maine," Maine Broadcasting System has set up this window display at
State of Maine information bureau in Rockefeller Center, New York. William
J. Rines, managing director of Maine Broadcasting System, reports considerable
recognition for this timely tie-in with state in attracting many vacationers.
premised on the theory that radio
broadcasting is not a licensed industry,
and that its standards of conduct are
the standards
set by thedoesindividual
censee. That premise
not squareliwith the facts. The people in their
wisdom, through
their Congress,
established certain minimum
standards
for radio licensees and you and every
other licensee is required as a condition of your franchise to observe those
standards. It is not an effective control
to tune out a station. . . .
The truth of the matter is, and you
apparently
don't
see it, damage
that radio
could do itself
inestimable
by
following
the
vicious
policy
you
advocate of compelling the listener to
screen your broadcasts. It indicates
laziness, jectilack
of pride
and a total
on of station
responsibility.
. . re.
Sen. Johnson noted with "some
pride and satisfaction" that "most
of the people in the liquor industry
and in radio do not . . . agree with
you"; that the Distilled Spirits
Institute "has publicly approved
my
protest";
that "many
licensees
are and
equally
opposedradioto
whiskey advertising."
"I hope the time never comes
when the advertising agencies tell
the radio licensees what to do and
they do it. It is my hope that
greed for additional revenue will
not motivate radio licensees into
prostituting themselves," he said.
He reminded Mr. Watson he will
be given
opportunity
vince ourancommittee
that toS "con1847
[authored by Sen. William Langer

(R-N. D.)]
not tobe outlaw
enacted."
Hearing
on ought
that bill
all
advertising of alcoholic beverages
is set ing,
forAug.next
1]. Jan. 20 [BroadcastSpokesmen for the Alcohol Tax
Unit said its group had more authority over liquor ads than other
products under jurisdiction of the
Revenue Bureau, but they were
restricted to advertising texts,
liquor sales, labeling, etc., and did
not extend to choice of media.
Function of the Unit is primarily
of a collective and advisory rather
than arbitrary nature, according to
Carroll Mealey deputy commissioner. His office has received no
instructions, he said.
CHRISTIAN RADIO
Summer School Begins
FIFTY laymen, pastors and missionary trainees have enrolled for
the Fourth Annual Summer School
of Christian Radio, which begins
today (Monday) at the Moody Bible
Institute, Chicago, and its station
WMBI. The clinic, conducted under supervision of WMBI Director
Robert Parsons, will stress Protestant religious programming.
During 11 days of classes and
discussion, enrolle^s will receive intensive training in station management, announcing, acting, speech
interpretation, individual microphone coaching and script writing.
Guest instructors will include Clarence W. Jones, founder and director
of HCJB Quito, Ecuador, the largest religious broadcasting station
in the world, and Storm Whaley,
manager of KUOA at John Brown
U., Arkansas.
Ben

Harrison

BEN HARRISON, who created the
stop-motion Chesterfield TV commercials described in Broadcasting, Aug. 1, was erroneously
identified as Ben Franklin. Mr.
Harrison's studio is located at 245
West 55 St., New York.
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Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention,
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics Exhibit. Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept.
8-10:
Assn.Banflof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept.
14-16:
Illinois
and
Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn. and NAB District
9 meeting, Nortliernaire Hotel, Tliree
Lakes. Wis.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
RadiodioMfrs.
Assn. Hotel
and Canadian
Ra- in
Mfrs. Assn.,
Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertisiig Federation of
America's Southwest District meeting, Biltmore Hotel. Oklahoma City.
Sent. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Sept. 26-28: National Electronics ConChicago. ference, Edge water Beach ■ Hotel,
Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Annual National Television and Electrical LivShow, Chicago
Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. ing
16-19:
Radio-TV-Motion
Picture
Clinic, American
Chamber
of
Commerce Executives national convention.
Seattle.
Oct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention. Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept.
meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, Syra iti
cuse, N.
Y.
Nov. 11-13: NARND Convention, New
York.
it
Nov. 19-20: AWB District 13, conven
tion. Tex.
Radio House, U. of Texas, Aus
tin,
New

Facilities forWJBC

WJBC Bloomington, 111., has
started construction of a 400 ft.
tower and transmitter building
The tower will improve AM reception and will increase FM broadcasting radius from the present 10
miles to 61, station reports. Sta- iJ(
tion is expected to be ready to go
on the air with the new tower
around Sept. 15. The entire tower
will be used for AM transmission
and the too 54 ft. will also be
used for FM. A space in the building is being reserved for a tele
vis'on transmitter. WJBC is
owned by Bloominerton Broadcastdent. ing Corp. Loring Merwin is presiCBS Promotion
(Continued from page 27)
president and general executive; Law
rence Lowman, vice president and
general executive; Herbert V. Akerberg, tion
vicerelations;
president
in charge
of staWilliam
C. Gittinger,
vice
president
in
charge
of
sales;
bell Robinson Jr., vice president Huband
director
programs; and
Davidson
lor, viceof president
directorTay-of
public affairs; William B. Lodge, vice
president neering;inEarl charge
general
engiGammons,of vice
president
in charge of Washington office; William A.relations;
SchudtandJr.,E. director
station
E. Hall, of
eastern
division manager, station relations.
Some 120 promotion managers
of CBS affiliates sat in a two-day
promotion clinic where the network's program promotion campaign for the fall was outlined.
The group heard addresses by
Mr. Stanton, Neal Hathaway, director of programs; Louis Hausman, director of advertising and
sales promotion, Mr. Robinson, Mr.
Karol, and others.
Plans for the fall, as outlined
at the closed clinic, will be revealed
to the public
weeks,"
according
to a"within
networka few
spokesman.
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Respects
(Continued from page 38)

practically grew up with radio, for
"by the time he was ready for his
formal education, radio had arIlia. ' rived in Toronto. The new science
made an impression on young
: Guild, and when he was through
iwith school he went shopping
i around to get a job on a radio sta' tion. He did not succeed right
Iaway, but in 1932 he had worked
ihis way to a post as continuity
writer on CKOC Hamilton, Ont.
At CKOC he found his place,
writing scripts and continuities
(morning, noon and night. Finally
ihe sold one of his scripts to a
[national advertiser, and Black
Horse Tavern became a feature not
only on CKOC but also on other
, eastern Canadian stations. The
program was one of the first successful Canadian commercial network shows.
In 1949 Mr. Guild became
1,production manager of CKOC.
b- - When the station was sold to the
j^^j Taylor-Pearson-Carson interests of
'western
Canada, station,
as their
first
eastern Canadian
he went
along. His job was so well done
that he was appointed sales man,ager of the station in 1943, arid
,then assistant manager. Three
years later in a major shift of
! officers of the TPC stations, now
called the All-Canada stations,
Mr. Guild was transferred to
CJOC Lethbridge, as manager. It
was his first contact with western
Canada. Evidently the old slogan
"Go west, young man" has held
good, for he certainly has come out
of the West as a shining example
of success to head the industry
dn Canada.
It is an interesting sidelight
on the accuracy with which Harold
Carson, president of the All-Canada organization, with headquariters at Calgary, picks his young
imen. For Mr. Guild is the third
of Mr. Carson's young men in the
Ipast three years to take over
itop post in the CAB. Jim AUard,
CAE's general manager, and Pat
Freeman, CAE's sales director,
are both graduates of All-Canada
stations — Mr. Allard from CJCA
Edmonton and Mr. Freeman of
CFAC Calgary.
Although only three years in
western Canada, Mr. Guild feels
himself a true westerner. He has
taken a very active interest in his
community, being honorary patron
of the Air Cadet League of Canada,
Lethbridge branch; a member of
iKiwanis and the Lethbridge Cham'ber of Commerce. He is active
iOn the publicity committee of both
organizations.
He is married and has three
■boys. When he finds time away
'from CJOC and now his activities
with the CAB, he likes to take his
young family fishing or to take
^their pictures with his collection
of cameras. He is also a member
of the Lethbridge Flying Club, and
hopes to have his boys take up
rthat hobby also.
•BROADCASTING
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V. DJEFENB
HENRYly sales
WCHS
with formerexecutiveACH,
Charleston, W. Va., has joined
WGKV same city, as general manager.
He succeeds JOHN S. PHILLIPS, who
has been appointed general manager
of WCAW same city, effective Aug. 15.
Mr. Phillips is serving his second
term as president of W. Va. Broadcasters Assn.
JOHN F. PATT and family have left
for vacation trip to Europe. Paris,
Rome and London are included in
itinerary. Mr. Patt is general manager of WGAR Cleveland, Ohio. The
Patts plan to return to the U. S.
Sept. 22.
L. F. PODHASKI has been promoted
from assistant manager to general
manager of KAYX Waterloo, Iowa.
Mr. Podhaski is one of the oldest
staff members in terms of service.
DALE ROBERTSON, general manager

• Telecasting

of WENT Gloversville, N. Y., since
1945, has resigned. President
GEORGE F. BISSELL will assume
acting management and ROGER ALBRIGHT, formerly associated with
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., has been appointed assistant manager. Mr. Robertson has not announced his future

WSNY

OFFICERS

Leighton Renamed President
RE-ELECTION of officers and directors of WSNY Schenectady,
N. Y., was reported last week by
Winslow Leighton, president. Mr.
Leighton was renamed president
and treasurer.
Walter Duncan was re-elected
vice president of Western Gateway
Broadcasting Corp., licensee, and
James E. O'Loughlin was renamed
secretary. The three officers also
are directors. Others renamed as
directors are Frederick G. Lippert
and Barbara Leighton.
Mr. Leighton told the board,
"Eliminating from the operating
statement the cost of recent litigation, your corporation made the
largest net profit in its entire seven
year history for the fiscal year
ending
30." over
The ownership
litigation
concernsJune
dispute
and the case was in hearing before
FCC Examiner James D. Cunningham [Broadcasting, May 30].

GENE KELLY, former sportscaster
plans.WSAZ Huntington and WCHS
for
Charleston, W. Va., and sports editor
of WIBC Indianapolis, Ind., has been
named general manager of WXLW
WXLW-FM Indianapolis.
JAMES L. STIRTON, general manager of ABC's Central Division, is the
father of a boy, James Lincoln Jr.,
born July 29 in Chicago.
LEE GORDON RASMUSSEN, manager of KAYL Storm Lake, Iowa, and
Gloria Lee Bf^denhamer have announced their marriage.
FIFTIETH anniversary of Washington State Press Club has been celebrated. Special tributes were given
old-time newspaper and radio men
from all parts of state. Stations reporting assistance in festivities by
their staffs were KIRO, KOMO and
KJR, all Seattle.

BUFFALO

Hoopers

With Columbia's new galaxy of stars
with more to come . . . WGR in Buffalo has
sky-rocketed to new highs in Hooper ratings
climaxing a sensational two-year rise under
the station's new ownership.*
5000 watts night
and day on radio's most favorable wave length
550 kc . . . gives advertisers the best reception
in Western New

York's rich market.

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
Buffalo's Columbia Network Station
National Hepresentatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
*Leo J. ("Fitz") Pitzpatrick and I. R. ("Ike") Loutisberry
August 8, 1949
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ZIV PROGRAMS
Two Stations Buy 16 Shows

on

new "DJ" couplings
from RCA VICTOR*

TEX

Bmm
Blues In The Night March
The One Who Gets You

DJ-741

DISCUSSIONS
TABLE
ROUND
congressional issues, feaabout
ia CongressPennsylvan
turing
men and college students, are aired in
series on WWSW Pittsburgh. Congressmen Harry J. Davenport, James
G. Pulton, R. J. Corbett and Frank
Buchanan participate. Congressmen
meet singly with sfour student members of Student for Democratic
Action, subsidiary organization of
Americans for Democratic Action under whose auspices series is being
presented, and discuss issues with
which Congressman is familiar.
Reversed Headlines
IN ATTEMPT to hold interest of listeners who are tempted to turn off
news cast if headlines do not sound
interesting, Russ Reardon of WTOB
Winston-Salem, N. C, has arranged
new format. Two man reporting team
works in relays with first man reading
first item, signing it off with, "The
Headline of the Minute." At this point
second man reads summary of preceding item and then first reporter reads
another item. Not more than eight
items are handled in this fashion, with
rest of news read without headlines.
AUDIENCE

MINDY

mm
Song of Surrender
Blame My Absent-Minded Heart
DJ-743

LARRY

mm
Now! Now! Now!
Give Me A Song With A
Beautiful Melody DJ-744
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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in relay. Format is used on 5:^5
Headlines of the Minute on WTOB.
Guest-Substitutes
PROMINENT STATE OFFICIALS
and business men are substituting for
Fred Fletcher on his Tempus Fugit disc
show over WRAL Raleigh, N. C, during his vacation. Among those who
spin platters and ad lib during morning show are: North Carolina Secretary of State Thad Eure; Chancellor of U. of N. C, R. B. House; Jim
Weaver, director of athletics at Wake
Forest College, and woman preacher
from most successful negro church in
Raleigh, Sister Gary.
Cooling-Ofif Period
WHILE CITY sweltered with 96 degree temperatures, Doug Arthur,
WIBG Philadelphia disc jockey, spent
his hour and one-half Danceland program playing full show of discs on
weather — cold weather. Hoping that
program was favorably received by
hot listeners, but not taking chances
anyway, Mr. Arthur signed off with
"Lay That Pistol Down," only nonrefrigerated music heard during entire
show.

ON WHEELS
Transit Listeners in New York Surveyed

A POTENTIAL audience "on
wheels" larger than the population of Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland or St. Louis, is said by WOR
New York to be available to advertisers inmetropolitan New York
during early morning and early
evening hours.
The actual car audience during
these periods ranges from 162,000
to 337,000 per quarter hour, and
the potential between 7-9 a.m.
and 5-7 p.m. on weekdays is more
than one million listeners in each
period.
Pulse Inc., New York, conducted
a special survey "to measure the
extent of more-or-less habitual
automobile listening in New York,"
for the station, whose research
director, Robert Hoffman, points
out that little attention has previously been paid to automobile
radio fans.
The survey showed 1,494,000
cars, or 72.8% of all autos in the
New York area, have radios and
almost 40% were "on the road"
sometime between the hours menMay. The
morningto '
figure tioned
wasduring591,600,
dropping
582,600 in the evening.
Each car contained approximately two persons, the survey revealed,
making the potential morning
audience 1,064,800, and 1,107,000
in the evening. Male riders accounted for 78% of the early
morning audience and 74% of the
evening audience.
Of the people using cars on
the survey day, 71% said the cars
had been in use during the hours

studied on five or more days of
the previous week revealing that
their use was not limited to a
"once a week basis." Also revealed by the study was that
automobile listeners use their radios from 61% to 115% more than
persons at home, according to
comparable Hooper figures for
sets-in-use in telephone homes in
New York.
According to Mr. Hoffman, other
factors showed by the survey
were that auto listening reached
its peak when news programs
dominated the airwaves, and that
more "listeners on wheels" tuned
to WOR than to any other network
station, with as many as 47,500
tuned to the station's News on
the Human Side from 6-6:15 p.m.

FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati and New York, has announced
the signing of 16 Ziv-produced
shows by two stations in Michigan.
WCEN Mt. Pleasant purchased
nine shows and WMDN Midland
contracted for seven.
W. C. Wester, Ziv account executive on these contracts, also
negotiated a three year pact
with Griner - Dillon Broadcasting
Co., Bay City, Mich., for The
Cisco Kid, a western series.
VFW RADIO SHOW M
Heralds Golden Jubilee
NATIONAL headquarters of Veterans of Foreign Wars reports
"unprecedented acceptance" of a
new 30-minute transcribed show
offered by the VFW as a feature
of its golden anniversary. Timed
to herald the VFW national convention to be held in Miami, Fla.,
Aug. 21-26, the show has been accepted by 1,558 AM and FM stations for broadcast between Aug.
1-21, VFW reports.
Featured on the show are Bing
and Bob Crosby, Bob's nine-year
old daughter, Cathy; Dina Shore,
Dennis Day, Jimmy Wallington,
VFW Commander-in-Chief Lyall T.
Beggs
Madison,
oi-chestra of
leaders
John Wis.,
Scott and
Trotter,
Frank DeVol and D'Artega. Producer is Ralph Durkin of Russell
Comer Agency, Kansas City, under
direction of Narney Yanofsky,
VFW public relations director.
New

Transcribed

Series

NEW 15-MINUTE transcribed
series. Miracle of America, has
been bought by sponsors in 10
markets, according to program's
producers, Roberts Radio Productions, David Broderick Tower, Detroit. Roberts says series tells
story of free enterprise in America
and is available for sponsorship in
many areas. Company will send
free audition recording on request,
to
executives or broadcasting stations.
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OUT AUGUST
REORGANIZATION
I FCC Approves Some Aspects
FCC endorsement of certain
Hoover Commission recommendations on reorganization of independent agencies was contained in
a letter released July 29 by Sen.
John L. McClellan, chairman of
j the Senate Executive Expenditures
Committee. The Commission's
stand was revealed by Comr. Rosel
Hyde, acting chairman of FCC in
the absence of Comr. Paul Walker,
who was in Paris.
Describing the Hoover report as
a "considerable contribution toward good government" in that it
recognizes the place of independent agencies in the federal system,
Comr. Hyde said the Commission:
(1) Endorses the recommendation that administrative responsibility be vested in the chairman.
He pointed out FCC has gradually
evolved a system under which the
chairman takes the initiative on
administrative matters, aided by
an executive officer who directs the
coordination on budgetary, planning and personnel work.
(2) Generally approves a recommendation pertaining to clarification of statutes to call for removal of members of FCC, SEC,
FPC "only for cause." The Hoover
Commission urged an amendment
providing that a Commissioner upon expiration of his term continue
to serve until his successor has
been appointed and shall have
qualified. This would avoid "disruptions" in FCC's regulatory
duties.
(3) Felt "not enough emphasis
is usually given to the importance
of the services and industries subject torecommendations
(FCC) regulations"
favors
for and
increases in salaries of Commissioners and top staff members.
(4) Generally endorses an
amendment of statutes so as to
permit Commissions to delegate
routine, preliminary and less important work to staff members under their supervision.
Meanwhile,
President Truman
I July 29 handed down an executive
order calling on agency heads to
review their respective pi-ograms

Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

NETWORK BOXSCORE
commercials on the four nationwide networks, June 30
network commercials starting during July
network commercials ending during July
commercials on the four nationwide networks, July 31

SPONSOR
Procter & Gamble
Evans Case Co.

July Additions
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
AGENCY
Welcome Travelers NBC Mon.-Fri. 10-10:30 D-F-S & Blow
a.m.
Evans Showcase
CBS Sat. 8:30-9 p.m. Don Horter & Co.

July Deletions
Internat'l Silver
Ozzie & Harriet
CBS Sun. 6:30-7 p.m.
Campbell Soup Co. Club 15
CBS Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45
Campbell Soup Co. Edw. R. Murrow
CBS Mon.-Fr!. 7:45-8
Electric Auto Lite
Suspense
CBS Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m.
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Theatre
CBS Fri.p.m.9-10 p.m.
General Foods
Myband
Favorite HusCBS Fri.p.m.8:30-9 p.m.
General Foods
Jock Carson
CBS Fri. 8-8:30 p.m.
Lipton's Tea
Godfrey's
Talent
CBS Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Scouts
Lever Bros.
Lux Radio Theatre CBS Mon. 9-10 p.m.
Lever Bros.
My Friend Irma
CBS Mon. 10-10:30 p.m.
Procter & Gamble
Lowell Thomas
CBS Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7
Procter & Gamble
Beulah
CBS Mon.-Fri.
7-7:15
p.m.
Procter & Gamble
Jack Smith
CBS Mon.-Fri. 7:15-7:30
p.m.
R. J. Reynolds
Bob Hawks
CBS Mon. 10:30-11 p.m.
Procter & Gamble
FBI In Peace & War CBS Thurs.
p.m. 8-8:30 p.m.
Philip Morris
Playhouse
CBS Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Toni Co.
Crime Photographer CBS Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m.
Servel Co.Co.
What's
ABC Thurs.
Sat. 12:30-1
p.m.
Orackett
Star TimeMy Name
ABC
10:45-11
a.m.
Pillsbury Mills
KaylegeKyser's
of FunCol-& ABC Mon.-Fri.
p.m. 4-4:15
Knowledge
Chesebrough Mfg.
Little Herman
ABC Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.
Procter & Gamble
Welcome Travelers ABC Mon.-Fri.
12-12:30
p.m.
General Electric
House Party
ABC Mon.-Fri.
3:30-4
P-m.
a.m. 10-10:30
American Meat Inst. Fred Waring
NBC Thurs.
Procter & Gamble
Brighter Day
NBC Mon.-Fri.
10:45-11
a.m.
Procter & Gamble
Ma Perkins
NBC Mon.-Fri. 3:15-3:30
p.m.
Sealtest
Variety Theatre
NBC Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m.
R. B. Semler
Gabriel Heatter
MBS Wed.
Fri. 7:307:45 & p.m.
General Foods
Juvenile Jury
MBS Sun. 3:30-4 p.m.
Gillette Safety
Razor Co.

July One Timers
All Star Baseball
MBS Tues., July 12 1:15
Game
p.m.-concl.

with a view to carrying them out
with "maximum effectiveness and
economy;" to provide for periodic
and systematic appraisals of operations; to schedule action to work
out and install improvements looking toward "greatest benefits in
economy or better service for the
same or less money."
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Young
cam & RubiWard-Wheelock
Ward-Wheelock
Newell-Emmett
Kenyon
Eckhardt&
Young
cam & RubiYoung
cam & RubiYoung
cam & RubiJ. Thompson
Walter
Belding
Foote, Cone &
Compton
Dancer-Fitzgerold-Sample
Doncer-Fitzgeraid-Sample
Wm. Esty Co.
BlowBelding
Biow
Foote, Cone &
BBOO & RubiYoung
cam
Leo Burnett

ESSENTIAL

McCann-Erickson
Compton
Adv. &
Benton
Bowles &
Young
cam & RubiLeo Burnett
Dancer-Fitzgeraid-Sample
Dancer-Fitzgeraid-Sample
N. W. Ayer
Erwin Wasey
Benton
Bowles &

MARKETBOOK

Maxon Inc.

WINN REQUEST
1240-1350 Proposal Refused
OPERATION of WINN Louisville
on its own 1240 kc at night and on
WLOU Louisville's 1350 kc daytime, following merger of interests
and filing of bid for fulltime on
1350 kc, would not be approved by
FCC the Commission has advised
WINN. Opinion was solicited
by WINN before continuing discussions with WLOU.
WINN, assigned 250 w fulltime
on 1240 kc, has been seeking a I'egional assignment there in order
to improve coverage and retain its
ABC affiliation. WLOU, assigned
1 kw day on 1350 kc, is an independent outlet. Initial discussion
for acquisition of WLOU by WINN
has been held but no details such
as price were mentioned. WINN
proposed to continue the split-frequency operation until fulltime on
1350 kc were approved and then relinquish the 1240 kc facilities. However FCC held such operation would
violate its duopoly rule and also
be inefficient use of 1240 kc.

MARKET
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MARKETBOOK
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FINDER
A YEAR

MARKETBOOK
SPOT

heavy with COWS?
The critters just add, multiply and divide . . .
30,000 of 'em in the KGVO-CBS Missoula area
divide a cool $6 million. Now add 55,000 farms
and ranches worth $450 million. Consider all
Montana's seven major industries (diversification
means sales stability) and you find retail sales
totalling over $100 million. (1948).
If you want sales in Montana, the Mosby stations SELU

—

249
2
29
222

75

RATE

SINGLE

FINDER

COPIES

$1.00

MARKETBOOK
SPOT

RATE

FINDER

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
MAIL

COUPON

TODAY

Send me 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK, and
1950 Yearbook in January.
NAME
STREET
CITY
I ENCLOSE

ZONE
$

STATE

PLEASE BILL ME □

I
I
|

$7.00 1 Yr.
$12.00 2 Yrs. |
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, freelance anBERNARD DUDLEY
nouncer for past ten years on
network shows from New York
and Hollywood, has joined MPO Productions Inc., New York, as director
of sales and chief of television development. MPO is currently filming
the Berkshire Music Festival for U. S.
State Dept. and Yellowstone Park for
Ford Motor Co. JOYCE MILLER,
formerly on sales and production
staff of WMAZ Macon, Ga., has joined
MPO Productions Inc., as assistant to
Mr. Dudley.
FRANK SEAVER, former member of
Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, has
rejoined sales and contact staff of
New York office. Mr. Seaver will be
responsible for New York TV producunit. tions with organization's commercial
MARK A. FORGETTE, former executive director for Harold E. Stassen
and ex-aide to Gen. Mark W. Clark,
has been appointed Northwestern
Sales Representative for United
Videograms Inc., Minneapolis.
CHICK VINCENT Co. announces sale
of Ship's Reporter, TV show now seen
on WJZ-TV New York, to WMAL-TV
Washington, WXYZ-TV Detroit,
WBEN-TV
Buffalo, and WLW-TV

Now

you

Cincinnati. Show is produced by
National Television Guild. Its m.c.
Jack Mangan, is currently collecting
material for a book based on interviews from program, to be published
in the fall.
RALPH J. ROBERTS, formerly executive of Aitkin-Kyneet Adv., Philadelphia, has been named sales promotion
and publicity director of Muzak Corp.
DON McNAMARA, television director
of Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, has
started instructing new class in television for U. of California Extension
Div. Course is listed as "Television
Survey and Workshop."
CHARLES MICHELSON, president
Charles Michelson Inc., New York
(transcription firm), is the father of
a boy, Stephen Paul.
Equipment
DIELECTRIC PRODUCTS Co., Jersey
City, N. J., announces availability of
its DPC Douband Dipole with reflectors featuring exclusive Duo-Antenna
head. Low-priced models D 72 and
D 300 will receive all channels even
in most remote fringe areas, company
claims.
MAGNAVOX Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., has
placed four new TV sets on market,
claiming for them largest picture of

can

afford

on

your

commercials

For the first time in radio history, big name
announcers and entertainers are within the
budget reach of your local advertiser.
Now you may have transcribed announcements, voiced by the nation's top talent,
written and produced especially for your
advertiser... lit a cost comparable to locally
produced spots. How do we do it?. . .Write,
wire or phone for complete information.
Celebrity

Commercials

by*^«v.,/0

Keith^

efby
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any receivers using 16-inch tube.
Area of image is 148 sq. inches as
compared with usual 128 sq. inches.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, announces
net earnings of $1,908,255.95 for six
months period ended July 2, 1949, representing peacetime sales record for
firm.
WIND TURBINE Co., West Chester,
Pa., Tower and Antenna Div., announces new Trylon TV mast made
of reinforced steel rod construction,
hot-dipped galvanized after fabrication. It can be installed with any
type antenna in short time, firm reCLARKSTAN Corp., Los Angeles, has
ports.
announced production of new recording microscope with self light source
and reticle for analysis of grooves and
surface quality of all types of disc
recordings and pressings. Light and
portable instrument, model 231, comes
complete with carrying case at consumer price of $22.50.
RADOX

OFFICERS

Named by Stockholders
STOCKHOLDERS of Sindlinger &
Co. Inc., operator of Radox, at the
annual meeting in Philadelphia,
elected the following officers :
Albert E. Sindlinger, president;
Thomas M. Searles, executive vice
president and treasurer, and Robert
Wolf, secretary.
Elected to the board of directors
were Ralph A. Bard, Chicago, chairman; .Albert E. Sindlinger, Philadelphia; Harold R. Reiss, Philadelphia;
Thomas M. Searles, Philadelphia; Dr.
Albert F. Murray, Washington; Henry
Isham, Chicago; Robert Betten, ChiRalph Raibourn,
New York, and
Robert cago;Wolf,
Philadelphia.
Mr. Sindlinger, Mr. Bard and Mr.
Searles were elected to the executive
committee. Dr. Murray, Mr. Sindlinger
and Mr. Reiss were elected to the engineering committee.
At a recent board meeting, plans
for expediting the automatic operation for Radox were put into action, making it possible for Radox
to expand to other cities at a fast
rate with a more economical operation. The board also set up a
Radio-Television Industry Advisory
Board of outstanding personalities
in the radio-TV field to advise on
expansion plans and the use of
Radox Ratings.

MUSE-ART MERGER
Planf Broadcasting Planned
MUSE-ART Corp. has been created
from a recent merger of MuseArt Corp. of Philadelphia and National Wired Music Corp. John B.
Kelly, president of National Wired
Music, will be president of the
merged company. The Muse-Art
firm, which formerly concentrated
its activities in the field of wired
music,
will expand into plant
broadcasting.
Max Ingber, president of the former Muse-Art company, will head
the plant broadcasting division.
Mr. Kelly, Mr. Ingber, Paul Harron, president of WIBG Philadelphia, and Joseph Lang, also of
WIBG, will be active participants
in the new firm. Benjamin Blu,
president, Bennett - Shelburne
Corp.; P. J. McCall, John Morgan
Davis and Bernard Eskin are directors of the merged company.

D.C. TRANSIT FM
PU Commission Sets Hearing
CIVIC groups
and other will
organizations and individuals
be
invited to air views before the
Public Utilities Commission of the
District of Columbia next September or October on whether they
think Transit FM in the nation's
capital
is operated
"consistent
with public
convenience,
comfort
was disclosed by the PU
andThis
safety."
commission after it ordered a
public
hearing based on protesting
a "number of communications"
use of radios on vehicles operated
by Capital
Transit some
Co. The
"number" comprised
75 letters
before and 50 after the announcement, mostly unfavorable to the
service, it was learned. A spokesman of the commission acknowledged that the number, 125
received up until July 20, represents a small percentage of the
total transit riders in the Washington area, and that those favorable to transit radio "generally
don't bother to express themselves."
Ben Strouse, general manager
of WWDC-AM-FM Washington,
Capital outlet for the service, said
he was conferring with attorneys
on the stations presentation before
the commission. Approximately
175 busses and street cars now
have equipment installed, with
about 50 to be added in the next
30 days, he added.

Open House
TRI-STATE Distributors Inc., L.
Richard Fried, president, Albany,
N. Y., video spot buyer over WRGB
Schenectady, will hold open house
Aug. 9-10 for 400 dealers in the
eastern New York area to show
them new radio and television
models and to explain what TV
entertainment this fall will be
likely to lure more buyers to the
set market.

The
means
in
WQUA
QUA
Service and
Audience
QU Antity
among the 225.000
People in the

DAVENPORT
ROCKMOLINE
ISLAND
UAd• •EAST
MOLINE
Q
WQUAS
RADIO
CENTER,
MOLINE, ILL.
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Announce

FOOTBALL
ommetaa

JEFFREY LYNN (r), motion picture
star, is interviewed by Program Director H. W. Maschmeier of WPTR
Albany, N. Y., in salute to the summer stock season in New York State
and the Northeast as the station
began 50 kw fulltime operation
last month.
GIVEAWAY

A HIT

Quiz Gets Heavy Write-in
AS MANY AS 10,000 write-ins
from listeners in a single day is
the boast of WCPO Cincinnati's
AM, FM and TV stations personnel,
of Keelor & Stites agency, and of
Parkview Markets, a group of affiliated independent retail grocers.
Eeason for the boast is Parkview
Dinner Winner, half-hour giveway quiz show now being aired six
days a week on the three stations.
The AM-FM format has not
been sacrificed in wedding the two
shows. Setting of telecast show
is a grocery counter with a dominating display of Parkview products on it and behrnd it, adding
to visual impact and product identification. M.C. of show is Paul
Dixon.
In addition to a standing jackpot
of $3,700 in prizes, hundreds of
pounds of Parkview coflfee, baskets
of groceries and hams given out
weekly keep listener and viewer
interest at a white heat. Keelor &
Stites says:between
"If you5:30areand
ever6:00in
Cincinnati
p.m. and your phone rings, don't
say 'hello' or your chances go. Say
'Parkview' and be a great big
dinner winner."

PETER
SOUTTER,
former with
spot
radio M.account
executive
Paul H. Raymer Co., New York,
has joined ABC as account executive
in network sales department. Previously, Mr. Soutter had been with J.
Walter Thompson Co. for seven years.
WAYNE B. GLASGOW, former eastern district traffic manager for Eastern Airlines, has joined sales department of WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
JACK JENNINGS, in ABC Hollywood
traffic department for past nine
months, has been made western division assistant sales promotion manager under NORMAN NELSON. Before coming to West Coast he was
associated with Oklahoma stations as
account executive.
KCRG KCRK (FM) Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, has appointed Burn-Smith Co.,
New York, as national representative.
JOHN PRIMM, new to radio, and
JUDITH DODSON, formerly in advertising department of Wichita
(Kan.) Eagle, have joined local sales
staff of KFH and KFH-FM Wichita.
HOMER GRIFFITH has resigned as
sales manager of KDYL-TV Salt Lake
City to become vice president in
charge of sales and merchandising
promotion for Telemount Pictures
Inc., Hollywood.
FRAN COLE, commercial manager of
KAYX Waterloo, Iowa, has been
elected executive secretary of Cedar
Falls Chamber of Commerce.
WALTER H. (Bill) STAMPER, program-traffic manager and continuity
chief at WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.,
has been added to sales staff of that
station.
NORMA J. BOSS has been appointed
executive secretary for Bulmer &
Johnson Inc., Minneapolis radio station representative. Miss Boss was
previously associated in similar capacity with Iowa Tall Corn Network,
Des Moines.
WESTERN RADIO ADV. Inc., radio
station representative, has moved San
Francisco offices to 79 Post St. Telephone is Yukon 6-4112.
FORJOE & Co., national radio and
television station representative, has
announced removal of its Atlanta office to 319 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.
BILL BREWER, NBC Chicago spot
salesman, and VIRGINIA SHERMAN,
TV
actress, have announced their marriage.

Socony Oil Co. (Wadham's
Div.), perennial sponsor for the
past 20 years of Green Bay Packers pro and U. of Wisconsin games
on WTMJ, has also signed a contract to sponsor the Packers, on
video, in addition to its regular
AM broadcasts. This will be the
second year for Packers telecasts.
Radio contract, tailing for 24
games home and away, was placed
through Compton Advertising
Agency. Broadcasts are duplicated
on WTMJ-FM, with WTMJ feeding the game to a special network
of 10 Wisconsin and Upper Michigan stations.
Larry
Clark will handle the TV

Radio

.

.

Flying Transmitters
THREEcastcomplete
broadtransmitters,RCAweighing
25,000 pounds, were flown to
Cuba July 28 from Philadelphia's Southwest Airport
for Union Radio in that island. The shipment, believed largest of this type of
equipment ever sent by air
transport, consisted of one
10 kw and two 1 kw transmitters. Rumara Y. Lastra,
RCA distributors for Cuba,
were consignees.

.

since its commercial

Television

.

.

infancy

.
since 1936

ED HENNESSY, account executive for
WCON Atlanta, Ga., and HELEN
MILLER, formerly of WRBL Columriage. bus, Ga., have announced their mar-

SEKfTCE
• 10inth78RPM.
• FULL-RANGE RECORDINGS (30-14,000
cycles - Reproduces every sound audible
to the normal ear.

HALSEY BARRETT, DuMont TV network spot sales head, is the father of
a boy, Donald Vail.

• Instrumentols only (no vocals).

CBS

• Basic library plus regular monthly releases.
for further details write or wire:

A COMPLETE handbook of market data for its 13 AM and six TV
stations has been issued by CBS
Radio Sales. Comparisons of station audiences, radio families and
cost-per-1,000 for the years 1946
and 1949 also are included.

J^mm LIBRARY SERfJCS
16 West 22nd St., New York 10
4 t>W„itn W. TMI lONDON GIUUMOmONI COIf .
BROADCASTING

Coverage Plans
TELEVISION and radio coverage of university and professional football games was announced last week by WTMJ WTMJ-TV WTMJ-FM,
the Milwaukee Journal outlets. The total cost of AM-TV-FM coverage,
including fee card rates for time service, talent, lines and miscellaneous
items will run in excess of $68,500, ^
according to Bruce Wallace, assistversion of the Wisconsin and Marant manager.
WTMJ-TV will telecast five U.
quette
Chief
Announcer contests,
Bob Heisswhile
will do
the AM
of Wisconsin home games at Madiand FM broadcasts. On the teleson and three Marquette U. home
contests at Milwaukee. Schedule
casts, WTMJ-TV will send its mobile unit and crew to Madison for
for U. of Wisconsin marks the first
time its games will be telecast.
the Wisconsin games, using two
AT&T currently is installing a cameras at a vantage point high in
relay system between Milwaukee
the stadium. Arrangements for
and Madison, 80 miles apart. All
TV rights were made through
telecasts will be sponsored by the
First Wisconsin National Bank of Harry Stuhldreher, athletic director.
Milwaukee,
kuhl
Agency.through Marvin Lem-

• Telecasting

Market

George R. Nelson,
advertising

Inc.
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FRANK SINGISER, network news
analyst, has been appointed assistant professor radio producat Boston U.'s school of public
tionons.
relati
Mr. Singiser will continue
to be heard as science reporter on
General Electric Excursions in Science series, and also will moderate
Skidmore College Open Forum series
broadcast on WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
ED A. CONDIT Jr., general staff announcer at WMTR Morristown, N. J.,
has been promoted to chief announcer.
Mr. Condit joined WMTR six months
ago.
PRANK BARTON, assistant news editor at WBBM Chicago, leaves Aug.
12 for two weeks in Europe, where
he will work on show for Army Air
Force units. He will travel to London, Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
SIGENAO NAKAMURA, chief of foreign news division of Broadcasting
Corp. of Japan, visited WHLI and
WHLI-FM Hempstead, Long Island,
to study community radio station in
operation. He is one of group of
Japanese and Korean broadcasters
visiting America under joint sponsorship of Army and Rockefeller Foundation.
GUY LEBOW, sportcaster for WPIX
(TV) New York, was asked to assist
Columbia Pictures producers with
wrestling terms and holds for their
row grappling feature now in production.
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EQUALITY SOUGHT
In Iowa Sports Coverage
CAMPAIGN to persuade Iowa
colleges and universities to accept
radio stations on the same basis
as newspapers in the coverage of
sports events is being led by Gene
Shumate, sports director of KSO
Des Moines. Mr. Shumate's chief
complaint is the permission fee
charged radio stations for sports
broadcasts.
There are no exclusives granted
but each station is charged a fee
by the U. of Iowa, the fee set up
as equivalent to a station's onetime highest daytime hourly rate.
Iowa U. is a member of the Big
Ten Conference. Iowa State College, aBig Seven member, charges
a flat fee of $100 per grid game.
Saystion hasMr.
Shumate:
always
been, "My
and contenalways
will be, that when the U. of Iowa
starts charging . . . newspapers
for space in the press box, just as
they charge KSO and other radio
stations, then I'll cease being
angry."

By The

Savings

Sensational

Costs!
New

COLUMBIA

(L^ Microgroove
See How You Save!

Method

■^Substantially Lower Cost Per Record
*More Program Time Per 12" Disc Than
On Present 16" Record
12" Record Plays 20 Minutes, each side
10" Plays 13 Minutes, each side.
Full Columbia Transcription Quality Maintained Throughout.
CALL, WRITE, WIRE FOR FULL DETAILSI

A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. Ot)
Trade Marks "Columbia" and ©t) Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Marcos Regislradas ® Trade Mark
Los Angeles: New York:
Chicago:
8723 Alden Drive
799 Seventh Avenue
Wrigley Building
410 North Michigan Ave. ■
Bradshaw 2-5411
Circle 5-7300
Whitehall 6000
f
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WITH A tape recorder in one hand
and a typewriter in the other,
WCMW Canton, Ohio, News Editor
Elwood Broadwater took off fortnight ago for a globe-circling flight
that will take him 50,000 miles,
• and into 26 countries.
Mr. Broadwater, who plans to
return recorded programs and
script features from each country
he visits, is making the fourmonth journey to report for
WCMW listeners what an American sees and feels on a post-war
visit to foreign lands. He is accompanying the owner of Salem
Engineering Co., Sam Keener, as
public relations representative on
the trip in a converted Liberator
B-24. Mr. Broadwater will report
to the people of Northern Ohio
the progress of the flight, featuringtriesspecial
interviews in the counhe visits.

THE WEATHER

General Motors' Sales
GENERAL MOTORS, one of the
nation's biggest advertisers, recorded largest dollar sales in its
history during 1949's second quarter with sales of $1,595,349,652.
Last year's second quarter sales
were $1,145,554,234. Company also
had its highest peacetime employment, having more than 400,000
people on its rolls.

Recording

ON GLOBAL HOP
Newsman To Visit 26 Lands

News Editor Broadwater gets in a
few last-minute licks at typewriter
before taking off on world tour.

lltJ
Before joining WCMW, Mr.
Broadwater served as operations
officer in the Counter Intelligence
Corps in Germany and was author
of the regional secret field report
used by occupation authorities.

FOR TODAY.
In Some Locations Only Confusion Reigns

SUGGESTION for more effective
use of weather forecasts by stations, in order to improve the service to listeners, is offered by James
C. PMdler, who is in charge of the
broadcasting-television section of
the U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington. Mr. Fidler reports that
some confusion is caused by broadcasting weather reports without
giving specific geographic locations
covered by the report. This is seldom the case when official forecasts
are announced on newscasts, but,
according to Mr. Fidler, disc jockeys and early-morning emcees frequently fail to preface the announcement with the location for
which it is intended.
The problem is greatest, he says,
on high-powered regional stations
with erratic coverage patterns. As
an example, he cited the midwest
where rural areas get a strong
signal from regional stations in the
east or south. A farmer in this
area may switch on his radio in
the morning, Mr. Fidler noted, and

hear a forecast for rain. If no
geographic location for the report
is announced, the farmer may prepare for rain, only to learn later
that he was listening to WWL New
Orleans and had received the
weather prediction for Louisiana.
The problem is not confined to
any one region, Mr. Fidler said,
but is a general nationwide trend.
He asks for the cooperation of
broadcasters in instructing air personnel to begin all weather reports
with: "This is the official weather
forecast for (i.e. Washington,
D. C, or the state of ConnectiWBEX

to ABC

WBEX
cut)." Chillicothe, Ohio, is affiliatwithnetwork.
ABC as aStation,
memberingofAug.
its 14basic
owned by Shawnee Broadcasting
Co., operates fulltime with 250 w
on
1480 kc. Manager is J. Harry
Callaway.
Mi;
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BRIGHT

AM FUTURE
Indicated by All-Time WGAR

PREDICTION of a bright future
for AM radio and emphasis on the
need for hard selling to assure
such a future are among highlights
of a business report on WGAR
Cleveland appearing in July 18
issue of The Cleveland Press.
The paper's financial editor,
Robert Seltzer, quotes WGAR Vice
President and General Manager
John F. Patt as announcing his
station's sales for the first six
months of 1949 were at an all-time
high, with total dollar volume 21%
above the first half of last year.
Mr. Patt said: "This record indicates that there is plenty of
business to be had if we will put
forth our best efforts and use ingenuity in developing new sources
and in prospecting for new programming and promotion ideas."
Stating that total dollar volume
was 21% above the first half of
last year, Mr. Patt also reported
that WGAR added 25% more new
clients in June than were signed
in the same month a year ago. He
said 98% are radio set owners in
the Cleveland area.
Mr. Patt went on to state
WGAR's favorable showing for the
first half of 1949 in the $6 billion
northern Ohio market was fairly
uniform for all classifications of
station revenue. Local and national spot announcement revenues,
local and national program revenue, talent sales and network income all were involved in the increased volume.
He said credit is due CBS for
its strengthened network program
schedule and the local sales sta^
under Vice President Carl E.
George and the national sales
force. Among large sales he mentioned as recently consummated
were
Morgan's
Inn Salute
to the
makers of Gold Musical
Bond Beer.
to Success for the Central National
Bank, Sammy Kaye's Showroom
for Chrysler dealers, Bob Neal's
sports program for Carling's, the
Bing Crosby show for Minute Maid
Orange Juice, and the Cleveland
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Inraslon of Prlracy
Placlarlnn-CopyrlBht-Plraey
INSURANCE
For tho wlso Broadeaator
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High, Patt Says

Browns' 1949 schedule for Standard Oil Co. of Ohio.
He further stated that WGAR,
except for summer baseball hours,
has lead in every time classification of Hooperatings, its margin
over the second station in Cleveland has reached approximately
30% and it has held the listening
leadership since Oct. 1.
"WGAR," Mr. Patt said, "has
adopted a consistent policy of developing local talent. Our wellestablished programs of education,
discussion, serious music and special events will continue more
strongly
than ever."
The Cleveland
Press article followed by several months an address before the 19th Annual Institute for Education by Radio in
which Mr. Patt said that even
greater opportunities lie ahead for
particular stations, for increased
listening at particular hours and
with specialized program services.
"Radio," he stated, "will always
be the only medium to entertain or
enlighten man while he works. The
household tasks of hundreds of
thousands of the nation's homemakers are immeasurably lightened by bright music or the daily

installments of radio's serial
dramas. Millions of American
working men and office workers
find time passes more quickly and
pleasantly at their benches or
desks by listening to the baseball
games or music to fit their moods.
"Is there any other medium than
AM radio (supplemented by FM,
of course) which will provide to
all members of the family such
pleasant and instantaneous and
reliable accompaniment in variety
when they work, when they read,
when they ride and when they
travel and play? I think the answer is plain."
BLACK CROW

DEAD

Last of 'Black Crows' Team
GEORGE MORAN, 67, member of
the "Two Black Crows," famous
radio team of the 1920s, died last
Thursday in a hospital charity
ward in Oakland, Calif. George
Moran, with the late Charles E.
Mack, came to radio after reaching the top in vaudeville and musical comedy and their black-face
routine also was responsible for
sale of seven million phonograph
records.
Mr. Moran was born at Elwood,
Kan., only 20 miles from White
Clbud, birthplace of Mr. Mack.
After years of small-time vaudeville, the pair hit the big-time at
New York's Winter Garden.

What

It Takes

Do

Selling

To

NEW RADIO LAB
Reported Favorably by Johnson
LEGISLATION authorizing a new
radio laboratory for the National
Bureau of Standards at an estimated cost of $4,475,000 was reported favorably July 26 by Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson, (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
The bill (S 443) has the approval
of FCC and other establishments.
The laboratory is urgently
needed primarily for studies of the
characteristics of radio wave
propagation and allied radio matters of interest to the military, according to the Dept. of Defense
and National Security Resources
Board. It would also play an important private commercial role.
Site of the laboratory has not been
determined but probably will be
outside of Washington, D. C.
Of the sum allowed for construction and equipment, $360,000
would be for cost of equipment,
the Senate Commerce Committee
said. Also included is provision
for purchase of land. Purpose of
the building is to make available
additional space for basic research
work which would permit, among
other things, expanded determinations of the effect of varying atmospheric conditions on radio reception and transmission throughout the United States. NBS now
has a radio building, built in 1918.

Make

Radio

Business for Radio
(Continued from page 9 )
buyers are immunized against radio.
An important part of the campaign to sell WORL was the use
of carefully selected radio trade
paper advertising. By the use of
ads in the leading radio journal we
built up the station's reputation
with time buyers.
Salesmen and station managers
don't work hard enough, with some
exceptions. Managers, as a rule,
do not go on the firing line with
their men where they are desperately needed at times for ideas and
help of one kind or another. Too
many managers sit on their fat
swivel chains. Poor selling makes
a poor industry and I hope that
the radio industry will not be characterized by poor selling. It is a
great industry. The surface of it
has not been scratched yet. Television will not hurt AM radio —
I believe it will help it. Fresh
money can now be seen coming into
radio. Paint, curtain companies
and gadgets are finding their way
into television as an advertising
medium. All of the advertisers
who have used network and independent stations up to now will
continue to advertise on them for
many years to come.
The buyers' market, in my opinion, will have no effect on the
industry if radio men work to build
accounts into successful advertisers.
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Showmanship...
"A" Know-How . . .

'A' Good Programming . . .
^

And. ..the enthusiasm to
follow through in detail !

^

For Ail The Facts About
WiOD's Leadership in
Miami...Call Our Rep...

George P. Hollingbery Co.

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS
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ional tie-in is preIDEAL promot
sented in sponsorship of Major
League game broadcasts over
WMIT (FM) Charlotte, N. C, by Allison-Erwin Co., Zenith distributor for
North and South Carolina (see On the
Dotted Line, page 16). Commercials
feature new Zenith "Major" FM radio.
Using an "FM only" station — WMIT —
sponsor is highlighting campaign with
slogan: "Listen to the MAJOR League
games from the MAJOR FM station in
the Southeast on a Zenith MAJOR FM
radio from your MAJOR Zenith dealer." Games are aired every afternoon,
Mon.-Sat., with Zenith dealers in area
cooperating with Allison-Erwin Co. in
campaign. According to Johnny Dunnagan Charlotte manager for WMIT,
Allison-Erwin is ordering car-load of
"Major" FM sets to back up campaign.
Front Page Mailing
REPRINTS of story on high school
news writers contest conducted by
WINS New York and Winchester
(N. Y.) Herald have been mailed to
250 agencies, sales offices and advertisers by station. Story was on front
page of Herald and reprints used regular format with stories and pictures
relative to contest and its theme,
"Know Your Community."
Questionnaire Promotion
TRUE AND FALSE questionnaire
about station's programs and rates
was format of promotion for changing frequency at WLOW Norfolk, Va.
Station sent questions to 300 of Norfolk's leading advertisers. First prize
was $1,410 in advertising, amount
corresponding with new frequency.
Next ten prizes were $14.10 in advertising. WLOW reports 60% return
on contest with many advertisers
bringing their answers to station in
person.
Hundreds Watch Recreation
WINDOW of men's store was scene
of recreation of Class B league games
over KYAK Yakima, Wash. Series

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this sunnmer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Producfions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
Page 58
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FIELD DAY
WMT Event Record Breaker
TWO HUNDRED demonstrations
of farm machinery and equipment
featured the fourth annual National Farm Field Day sponsored
by WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as
an estimated 40,000 people attended
the event
in nearby Manchester
fortnight ago.

J^tomotion

was recreated by station for fans of
Yakima Bears, Class B Western International League team, and was
watched by estimated 3,000 people.
Two late August shows are scheduled from roomier show room of
Yakima car dealer.
WHBC Hooperating
MONTHLY MAILINGS of five attractive reports of WHBC Canton, Ohio's,
Hooperating have been sent to 500
agencies and advertisers in national
field. Reports are each a different
color and feature pictures of "Good
Neighbor Mike," station's promotional
character.
Too Much Success
REX DALE, WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio, disc jockey, was scratched
and bruised when cornered by
throng eager to receive money
for identifying him at his first
appearance in scheduled six-day
identification contest. Each day,
Mr. Dalerecognizing
was to givehim,
$5 to
person
andfirst
$1 '
to each of next 45. C. H. Topmiller, station manager, received wrenched back in efforts
to rescue Mr. Dale from crowd.
Additional appearances were
cancelled as safety measure
for both Mr. Dale and his fans.
Stock-Taking
EVERY SIX MONTHS WOR New
York "takes stock" by asking listeners
for suggestions on improving programs
and services. Campaign, lasting two
weeks, this time will find out what
kind of radio programs are most interesting, and what television fare is most
in demand.
Sales Through Radio
IN CONNECTION with Norwich,
Conn., Dollar Days, WICH Norwich
has sent bulletin to merchants. Bulletin includes statistics on radio audiences, and encourages usage of radio
in year-round advertising, stating,
"For Dollar Days or any day use
RADIO." Comparative Study
SIX-PAGE LEAFLET in two colorsviolet and black — shows coverage of
newspaper, magazine and radio in area
of WOAI San Antonio, Tex. Station
has mailed leaflet to agencies and
clients under title, "Eyeing Media
Performance in South Texas." Folder
is work of Dallas P. Wyant, WOAI
promotion manager.
KGER Offering
ATTRACTIVE beige colored bulletin
highlighted with large red arrow announces offering of program, 1390
Rancho, for sponsorship on KGER
Long Beach, Calif.
Library Promotes TV
CLOSE COOPERATION between Milwaukee Public Library and WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee, Wis., is beneficial to both.
Library is featuring display highlighting books and articles on TV, television tubes and pictures of WTMJ-TV
operations. Series of public service
programs on WTMJ-TV carry theme

of public library as information center
for every need and feature library
personnel and reviews of facilities
available there. TV set has been in
library
lobby insince
1947, when tele-,
vision started
Milwaukee.
Show for Shaggy Dogs
CUPS AWARDED prettiest dog, most
unusual dog and dog with most personality were presented to proud owners of non-pedigreed shaggy dogs after
dog show sponsored by Tailwaggers
Time, weekly program
on WMAL-TVof
Washington.
After announcement
dog show, Marilynn Himes, star of
Tailwaggers Time, was surprised to receive between 300 and 400 phone calls
about it, when less than 40 entrants
were expected. Street where show was
held was roped off, loud speaker system was installed and Boy Scouts
helped keep order. Winning dogs were
featured on following week's program.
Promotion Personnel
DONALD DeGROOT, former program
manager for WWJ Detroit, has been
appointed public affairs manager for
WWJ and its FM and TV affiliates.
Mr. De Groot was previously with
WTAC Flint, Mich., as station man-

According to WMT Farm Service Director Chuck Worcester, the
field day was the largest event
sponsored by the station.
Some 500 farm leaders worked
to prepare the displays and dem-

GLENN UHLES of NBC Chicago
ager.
guest relations staff, is the father of
a boy, Gregory Arnold.

HARD WORKING quartet pauses for
rest at Fourth Annual National Farm
Field Day of WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. L to r are WMT Farm Service
Director Chuck Worcester, General
Manager William B. Quarton, Donald
M. Crooks of Douglas Fir Plywood
(one of the 50 commercial exhibitors), and Lew Van Nostrand, sales
manager of WMT.

Air Survey at Cleveland
CLEVELAND Board of Education reports that there are radios
in 98% of homes of senior high
school pupils and in 99% of homes
elementary school students. The
board made two independent surveys on percentage of AM, FM
and TV sets in senior high and
sixth grade elementary schools.
The breakdown : High school —
total interviewed 13,597, radios
98%, FM 31%, television 8%^;
elementary — total interviewed
8%. 99%, FM 26%, tele6,367, vision
radio

Advertisers
WHEN

THEIR

in

onstrations and Iowa college specialists presented 10. educational
exhibits,
well demonstrations
as kitchen storage'
and
frozenas food
for
farm homemakers.
Another feature was the WMT
farm gadget show, a contest with
$360 inmadecash
prizes for best homefarm inventions.
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Radio, TV Set Use
JUNE

LISTENING

Reported Down
iHOMES using radio or television in metropolitan New York dropped
in July to 24.2% from 26.2% in June, according to the Pulse Inc., which
said the decline is in keeping with the usual pattern for this time of
year. Increased number of TV homes and sustained interest in baseball,
however, made this year's July
Top 10 Television Shows
'figures 3.1 '7c higher than last year's
'July tally of 21.2%.
Program AverageJulyRating
OiiC2-A-Week Shows
New York's top evening radio
June
'honors were captured by Walter
Toast of Town,
45.0
Winchell with 18.0 in July. Top
40.9
WCBS-TV
Godfrey
&
Friends,
■ television place was taken by Toast
41.3
33.6
of the Town, with 40.9 rating.
TVWCBS-TV
Theatre, WNBT
Fireball Fun for All, 33.4
30.9
In Chicago and Philadelphia
WNBT
Godfrey and His Friends was the Repertory
32.1
Theatre,
WNBT
top television show, while in Cin24.1
Original Amateur
cinnati Duninnger & Winchell won
22.9
Hour, WABD
first place.
21.5
Stop the Music,
25.9
WJZ-TV
The figures:
Break the Bank,
20.3
30.8
METROPOLITAN NEW YORK
WJZ-TV
20.0
The
Clock,
WNBT
Average forQuarter-Hour
Sets-In-Use
New York vs.
Week Studied
Brooklyn, WCBS-TV 18.6
6 A.M. -12 midnight, entire week
Leading Five-A-Week
July Programs
Radio and TV
Radio
Program Average Rating
combined
June
July 1949 24.2
21.8
12.2
18.2
June 1948 26.2
23.7
Howdy Doody, WNBT
Small Fry Club,
July 1948 21.2
14.8
9.4
WABD
Top 10 Evening and Daytime
Camel
News
Caravan,
Radio Shows
10.5
8.2
WNBT
Evening
8.1
13.7
Lucky
Pup,
WCBS-TV
Program AverageJulyRating
Western Feature
7.6
June
Films, WATV
15.0
Walter Winchell
18.0
Six Gun Playhouse
12.1
Stop the Music
WBIX
10.7
!Inner
Escape Sanctum
Bob Howard Show,
7.5
9.9
10.3
10.4
6.5
12.0
WCBS-TV
iCrime Photographer
9.7
9.0
|Mr. District Attorney 9.0
Average ForQuarter
10.7
Gangbusters
Week Hour
StudiedSets-In-Use
9.0
iLoueUa Parsons
Entire Week,
12 Noon-12
8.9
The Fat Man
Television
Homes Midnight
8.9
Leave It To Joan
Combined
Radio
&
A-Week
TV
'
DaytimeAverage
5- JulyRating
TV
Program
Radio
9.3
11.2
June
20.8
31.0
July
1949
7.1
9.9
26.3
Arthur
Godfrey
June
1949
7.3
6.3
Grand Slam
34.7
10.3
July 1948
6.2
7.8
Helen Trent
31.4
7.5
22.0
CHICAGO
6.1
Rosemary
7.3
Big Sister
6.1
7.3
My True Story
JulyTelevision
5-11, 1949Shows
5.9
Top 10
5.9
Aunt Jenny
5.9
7.4
Once-A-Week July
Shows
Our
Gal
Sunday
Ma Perkins
5.8
Program Average Rating
7.2
5.7
Wendy Warren
When Girl Marries
June
5.7
Godfrey & Friends
5.7
News — Harry Clark
29.8
5.7
WGN-TVIn Europe,
News — P. Robinson
Crusade
36.7
25.4
Saturday and Sunday Daytime
WENR-TV
Program AverageJulyRating
Stop
the Music,
28.0
June
WENR-TV
23.7
30.7
New York vs.
Wrestling,
25.4
8.6
WNBQ FunWGN-TV
Fireball
for All, 22.7
Brooklyn (Sun.)
New York vs.
22.3
7.8
Brooklyn (Sat.)
TV Teen Club,
IMake Believe BallWENR-TV
6.6
6.1
22.3
room (Sat. AM)
Detroit
vs. White
News
— C. F. vs.
McCarthy 5.7
20.5
Washington
Sox,
WGN-TV
Break the Bank,
Yankees (Sat.)
5.6
WENR-TV
Bing
Crosby
(Sat.)
5.3
5.4
20.4
Toast of the Town,
Solitair Time
4.8
6.3
20.0
WGN-TV
Children's Hour
4.7
Hollywood Screen
Bing Crosby (Sun.)
4.7
CBS Symphony
Test, WENR-TV
18.7

i

COMPLETE

SCHEDULE

SIMULTANEOUS

SERVICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Leading Five-A-Week Programs
Program Average Rating
July June
Lucky Pup, WGN-TV 16.1 15.2
Small Fry, WGN-TV 15.4 15.6
Howdy
Doody, WNBQ 15.4 17.5
Film Serials,
WENR-TV
14.9 16.3
Lopez Speaking,
WGN-TV
14.1
Flanagrams,
WENR-TV
12.0
Curbstone
Cut Up,
WBKB
10.5 14.8
Judy Splinters,
WNBQ
9.3
Frontier
Theatre,
WBKB
9.1
Mary Kay &
Johnny, WNBQ
8.8
Average For
Quarter-Hour
Sets-In-Use
Week Studied
Entire Week, 12 noon-12 midnight
Television Homes
TV &
Combined
Radio
TV
Radio
June 1949
23.9
35.0
13.0
12.9
May 1949
36.0
25.9
29.0
July 1949
18.9
CINCINNATI
July 5-11, July
1949
Top 10 Television Shows
Once-A-Week Shows
Program Average Rating
June
47.5
Dunninger-Winchell,
47.5
55.0
BobWLWT
Smith Show,
WLWT
50.0
Morey Amsterdam
Show,ShowWLWT
43.5
Your
Time,
WLWT
43.5
41.1
St. Louis vs.
Cincinnati, WLWT
Hobby Show, WLWT 41.0
Godfrey & Friends,
40.3
St.WKRC-TV
Louis vs.
40.2
Cincinnati,
WLWT
Sportsman Show,
44.0
WLWT Cubs vs.
38.0
-A-Week
Chicago
Cincinnati, WLWT July
37.4
Leading Five
Program Average Rating
June
Klub-Telekitchen,
23.2
16.6
WLWT
18.5
Curtain Time, WLWT 23.0
Jamboree,
Lucky
Pup, WLWT
16.8
21.7
17.6
22.6
WKRC-TV
Western
Theatre,
17.2
WKRC-TV
Races
— River Downs,
12.5
WKRC-TV
Average For
Quarter
Sets-In-Use
Week Hour
Studied
Entire Week, 12 noon-12 midnight
Television Homes
Combined
Radio &
TV
TV
Radio
June 1949 38.6 20.9 19.8
May 1949 38.8 24.3 17.7
July 1949 37.2 23.7 17.4
PHILADELPHIA
July 5-11, 1949
JulyShows
Top 10 Television
Once-A-Week Shows
Program Average Rating
June
49.7
Godfrey & Friends,
44.5
WCAU-TV
Toast
of Town,
43.0
41.5
WCAU-TV
Yankees vs. Phila41.3
Fireball Fundelphia,
forWCAU-TV
All,
38.9
WPTZTV Theatre,
Kraft
37.6
WPTZ vs. Phillies,
Boston
34.7
WCAU-TVHour,
Children's
31.3
WCAU-TV
Stop
the Music,
WFIL-TV
Boston
vs. Phillies
29.9
WPTZ
29.3
Original Amateur
July
Hour, WFIL-TV
Leading Five-A-Week28.8 Programs
Program Average Rating
June
Lucky Pup,
Howdy
Doody, WPTZ 23.4
29.6
15.6
WCAU-TV
Small
Fry Club,
13.2
11.9
16.8
WFIL-TVNews,
Weather,
10.3
WCAU-TV
12.0

LOOKING HAPPY over "rescue" by
Navy helicopter in flood relief demonstration, George Cremeens, program director of WEEK Peoria, III.,
clutches his mike and tells listeners
how it feels to sit on something solid
after hoist through the air from a
picket boat. Navy man in earphones
helps untangle Mr. Cremeens.
On Chestnut St.,
WCAU-TV
9.4
Mohawk room,
Show- WPTZ 8.5
Camel News
Caravan,Theatre,
WPTZ 8.5
Frontier
WPTZ
8.2
CBS News, WCAU-TV 8.1
Average For
Quarter-Hour
Sets-In-Use
Vt'eek Studied
Entire Week, 12 noon-12 midnight
Television Homes
Combined
Radio &
TV
TV
June 1949
Radio
11.2
10.8
19.5
29.4
May 1949
36.5
38.1
27.4
July 1949
10.3
28.6
Miss Carolyn Titrncr
and City
Rubicam, Inc.
NYoung
ew York
Dear Carolyn :
This ain't no time fer a siree
feller! terWhy,
draw
in his horns when it comes
ter advertth'i s territory
i n' . Noof
right here in
ole IV C H S
folks is really
money
know an'
whatyuh?
tTliey're
h i n' s spendthey
n' th'
spendi
in'
it fer
th'
an'
thin's
knowsth'about
they
knows—
tilings
what !
arc a'd'L'crtised
(T bout Is th'
'spendyouit\ures
Did
know
thct personal
fer
th' time
first
th'
same
was
over
part UP
of 1949
f u t h c r , with
prices
last
An'aa
Imeans
e c tyear?
I down
ethet
tbet
whole
tliiings lot
has more
been
sold then a
Algy
yrar aiio.' Yep
right isalong,
folks
nonna
and th' feller zvho uses ll'CHS
inh ilitest
n cm' s
Virginny is th' one who'llbuybe tright
top because he'll reach th' mosfest people.''
Yr
W

C H S

Charleston,
August 8, 1949
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Actions
of the
JULY 29 to AUGUST 5

FCC

cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effectire radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unliroited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier Tis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.

July 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
WISR newalButler,
of license.Pa. — Request for reModification of License
to KOWH
increaseOmaha,
power Neb.
from— Mod.
500 w license
D to
1 kw D.
Modification of CP
WDGY toMinneapolis—
Mod. etc.
CP AM
station
increase power
for
extension of completion date.
Mod. CP new FM stations for extension of completion
date: Chicago;
WRBLFM Columbus,
Ga.; WBIK
KSO-FM Des Moines; WSPD-FM Toledo; KHWO Brownwood, Tex.; WBIRFM Knoxville.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station: WLDS-FM Jacksonville, 111.;
KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa; KDROFM Sedalia, FM—
Mo. 105.3 mc
WWHG-FM Hornell, N. Y.— CP FM
station to change ERP from 10 kw to
8.42 kw, antenna height from 580
ft.
to 558 ft. and change trans, location.
FM— 95.1 mc
WVBT South Bristol Twp., N. Y.—
CP FM station to change from Chan270 (101.9 mc) to Channel 236
(95.1 nelmc).
Modification of CP
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to 2-28-50.
August 1 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Jones
Supreme Bcstg. System Inc. and
Royal Bcstg.
Corp.,hearing
New andOrleans
Granted
continued
change—
to place of hearing on applications;
hearing continued to Oct. 3; place
changed
from Washington, D. C. to
New Orleans.
Ukiah
Bcstg.
Co., Ukiah,
At request
of counsel,
passedCalif.—
over
petition to amend application for
CP
to
change
from
partnership
to
individual.
Belleville News-Democrat, Belleville,
111., and WTMV East St. Louis, 111.—
Granted petition Belleville NewsDemocrat for leave to amend application to specify new trans, site and
to reduce height of towers for proposedment;
ant. system,
and accepted
amend-to
denied motion
of WTMV
strike above petition.
WTOC Savannah, Ga.— Granted ex-

SERVICE
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tension of time to file exceptions and
request tendedforto Aug.
oral 15.argument; time exFCC Acting
Granted
indefiniteGeneral
continuedCounsel
hearing—
now scheduled for Aug. 1 in re application of WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.
pending
action on and
pending
for reconsideration
grant. petition
FCC Acting General Counsel and
WTRR Sanford, Fla.— Granted continued hearing on application for asIndefinitely.signment of license; hearing continued
WBBB Burlington, N. C— Granted
petition for leave to amend application to make slight change in operating currents and phases of proposed
nighttime array; accepted amendment.
Granted petition to take depositions.
KRMD hearing
Shreveport,
La. 8.— Granted
continued
to Sept.
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted
petition to amend application to specify
revised DA-N and change to noridlrectional D, DA-N, in lieu present
request
provideof
detailed for
dataDA-DN,
relative and
to to
overlap
service areas of KIFI operating as proposed and petitioner's
station
KEIO
Pocatello,
amendment
and removedIdaho,
from accepted
hearing docket.
WHAtion to intervene
Madison, Wis.
— Granted upon
petiin proceeding
application of Booth Radio Stations
Inc., for CP at Grand Rapids, Mich.
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. — Granted
petition to amend application to reduce
the power requested nighttime from
5 kw to 1 kw, accepted amendment
and removed application from hearing docket.
News Publishing Co., Rome, Ga. —
Granted
continued
hearing on application to Oct.
4.
Prairie
Radio
Corp.,
Lincoln,
111. —
Granted petition to amend
application
to provide urements
certain
field
intensity
measand data relating to populations in interference areas; accepted
amendment.
Felix H. Morales, Houston, Tex
Granted petition to amend application
so as to specify 1480 kc 1 kw D at
Pasadena, Tex. in lieu of present
request for 1510 kc 1 kw D only at
Houston, Tex.; accepted amendment.
FCC Acting
Granted ex-to
tension of time Counsel
to file— opposition
petition filed by Belvedere Bcstg. Co.,
Baltimore, Md., to Aug. 8.
WTPS-TV The Times Picayune Pub.
Co., New Orleans — Granted request to
dismiss application for additional
timeTVin station.
which to complete construction
of
WJIM Inc.,
— Granted
extension
of Lansing,
time to Mich.
file opposition
to petition for reconsideration filed by
Suburban Bcstrs., Jackson, Mich., in
proceeding
on application
of
license WJIM,
to Aug.for8. renewal
(Continued on page 62)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave, Wash. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Thre«-Sp«ed * Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.

BRO ADCASTING

• Telecasting

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillara, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

DIICCCII

D

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

MAV
Kellogg Blag.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
: SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1 1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
Il

1

RA

CONSULTING

1

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
( * Chicago suburb)

!|BROADCASTING

•

DIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
CLcNN U. CILLcTT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
Nafianal 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Ingiis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L^IXie D. fVICIVGy & MSSOC.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

IvbAK & KtrMIMcUT
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
nckLAcli
wsnKosn, Wtcr
msc

C{. 'R.
3ilUr
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Ben Adier
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains
Plaza
8-3796
5-7358
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604, 1757
National
WASHINGTON

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.

Telecasting

Member AFCCE*
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 60)
Decisions Cont. :
By Commissioner Jones
WFSC Miami, Fla. — Granted continued hearing on application for mod.
of CP; to Oct. 28.
KGBS.tionHarlingen,
Tex. — Amended
applic
to make corrective
changes
in phase relationships for two towers
in proposed ant. array; accepted
amendment.
By Examiner Bond.
FCC Acting General Counsel —
Granted
continued Bcstg.
hearingCo..on Chanute.
application of Chanute
Kan. to Sept 15. By Examiner Cooper.
FCC Acting
Granted
indefiniteGeneral
continuedCounsel
hearing—
on application WLOK Lima, Ohio. By
Examiner Cooper.
WEBS Oak Park, 111.— Granted con12 on application fortinued
mod.hearingCP.to BySept.
Examiner
Cooper.
KPPC Pasadena, Calif., and Pomona
Bcstrs.,
Pomona, Calif.
— Ordered9135hearing in proceedings
in Dockets
and
9395 be continued for further hearing
to Aug. aminer
22 atCooperWashington.
(By
Exon July 28.)
FCC Acting General Counsel —
Granted in part continued hearing
on application WWST Wooster. Ohio,
to Oct. 5. By Examiner Hutchinson.
Hamtramck Radio Corp. and Atlas
Bcstg. Co., Hamtramck, Mich. — Granted
petition requesting date for filing
proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding be postponed until 30 days
after date of Commission action on
petition of Atlas for review by full
Commission of action of Motions Commissioner on March
25 denying
petition for leave
to amend
application.
By Examiner Hutchison.
International Bank for Reconstructiontional
and Development
and InternaMonetary Fund (complainants)
— Granted continued hearing in Docket
93"2 (complainants
vs. toAllOct.America
Cables
& Radio, et al);
3. By
Examiner Resnick.
Gila Bcstg. Co., Winslow, Ariz. —
Granted
continued
application to Sept.
7. By hearing
Examineron Resnick.
August 2 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted remote pickup broadcast
station licenses on regular basis, expiration date 8-1-52 subject to change
in frequency which may result from
proceedings
in WTVO)
Docket 6651:
KA3853 (formerly
Area Lima,
Ohio; KGA-372 (formerly WHMK)
Hagerstown, Md.; KA-3854 (formerly
WJEK)(formerly
Area Hagerstown,
KA3855
KRLO) Area Md.;
Colorado
Springs, Col.
WKEU Griffin, Ga.— Granted license
covering increase in power, install
trans, and change in trans, and studio
locations.
WIBX Utica, N. Y.— Granted license
install old
main trans,
trans, toat bepresent
location of main
used for
aux. purposes, "'ith power of 250
w and employing DA-I.
WHSF Madison, Wis.— Granted license covering reinstatement of CP
as
mod., for
non-commercial
educational
FM new
station;
Chan. 220
(91.9 mc) 114 kw 790 ft.
KWGS Tulsa, Okla. — Granted license

Hi
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new FM station; Chan. 213 (90.5 mc) 1.1
kw 350 ft.
KICDstall newSpencer,
trans. Iowa — Granted CP inFollowing were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: KRMD-FM Shreveport, La., to
to 2-1-50; WBML-FM Macon, Ga., to
10-21-49; KFEQ-FM St. Joseph, Mo., to
2- 25-50; WSPD-FM
Toledo. Ohio, to
3- 6-50; KRON-FM San Francisco, to
10-3-49; KUOM-FM Minneapolis, Minn.,
to 2-23-50; WKAX-FM Birmingham,
Ala., to 11-1-49; WISN-FM Milwaukee,
to 2-22-50; KDNT-FM Denton. Tex.,
to 12-4-49; KSBR (FM) San Bruno,
Calif., to 2-16-50; WAGE-FM Syracuse, N. Y., to 2-18-50.
WNAF newProvidence,
R. 1290
I. — Granted
license
AM station
kc 500
w D.
Colorado Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area
Pueblo, Col. — Granted CP new remote
pickup
WYVE KA-3845.
Wytheville, Va. — Granted
mod. CP for approval ant. and trans,
location, and specify studio location.
KICK Springfield, Mo. — Granted mod.
of CP to change type of trans, and
make changes in trans, equipment.
WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio — Granted
mod. CP for approval ant. and trans,
location, specify studio location, and
change type trans.
KREL-FM Baytown, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 11-21-49.
KICK Springfield, Mo.— Same to 819-49.
KMCM
Ore.kc— Granted
license new McMinnville,
AM station 1260
1 kw D.
Gulf Coast Bcstg. Co., Area Corpus
Christi, Tex. — Granted CP for new
remote pickup KA-3834.
Fairmont Bcstg. Co., Area Fairmont, Minn. — Granted CP for new remote pickup were
KA-3833.granted mod. CPs
Following
for extension of completion dates as
shown; WTVJ Miami, Fla., to 1-27-50;
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, to 11-14-49;
WFNS-FM Burlington, N. C, to 2-1050; WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va., to 10-28-49.
KSD St.power,
Louis, install
Mo. — Granted
license
increase
new trans,
and
DA-N and change trans, location.
WFEC
Miami,
Fla.
—
Granted
license
new AM station 1220 kc 250 w D.
KXOK St. Louis, Mo. — Granted mod.
license to make readjustments of DA-2.
WLNA thorityPeekskill,
N. Y.— ofGranted
auto reduce hours
operation
on weekdays July through October
from SR to SS 6:45 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
EST, and Sundays from SR to SS
7:15 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. EST.
Dunkirk, ofN. completion
Y.— Granteddatemod.to
CPWFCB
for extension
2-15-50.
Aug. 2 Applications ...
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
Request for license to cover CP new
AM station: WPKE Pikeville, Ky.;
KICK Springfield. Mo.
Modification of CP
Mod.sion ofCPcompletion
new AM date:
station KBKX
for extenSan
Antonio; KCHA Charles City, Iowa.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WASH Washington, D. C, to 2-3-50; WACE-FM
Chicopee, Mass. to 1-1-50; WTBO-FM
Cumberland, Md. to 3-1-50; KTOK-FM
Oklahoma City to 11-29; WSPA-FM
Spartanburg, S. C. to 12-2; WNAMFM Neenah, Wis.; KCBS-FM San Francisco to 3-1-50; WEXI St. Charles, 111.;
(Continued on page 67)
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STATIONS

Inc

/^toduction

nouncer at WPDQ. Mr. Cohn began
of WERC
formerl
joined his career with WDSR Lake City,
Pa.,y has
WIKK Erie,
BILLand BROWN,
Fla., and came to present position from
WHHH Warren, Ohio, as proWMBR Jacksonville.
gram director. He replaces WILBUD COLLYER, assistant to BERT
LARD DAUGHERTY, resigned. VIRGINIA KHOENLE has been appointed
PARKS,
ABC's during
Break
the Bank,announcer
will m.c. on
program
advertising copy writer at station.
JOHN W. RIDDER has been named
Mr. Parks' vacation.
program director of WOHI East JOHN ALLEN SMITH, former anLiverpool, Ohio.
nouncer for WLIB New York, and
Mr. Ridder has
VAN DARBY, formerly with WEPM
most recently been
Martinsburg, W. Va., have joined anassociated with
nouncing staff of WKNA Charleston,
WCSS Amsterdam,
W. Va.
N. Y., and formerANNE ELLS, formerly of CBH Halifax, has returned to that station after
ly was nouncer
staff
anat WENT
six months in production department
Gloversville, N. Y.
of WNAC-TV Boston.
and WOLF SyraJOHNNY THOMPSON, singer on
cuse. WOHI exWJZ and WJZ-TV New York, is curpects to take the
rently appearing in the Broadway
air in September.
Mr.
Ridder
show, Miss Liberty.
MILTON LEWIS,
SHELLY ROTHMAN, formerly with
former
salesmanannouncerat WSUA Bloomington, Ind., WMGM WINS and WLIB all New
has joined announcing staff of York, has joined WTTT Coral Gables,
Fla., as producer and music librarian.
WXLW AM-PM Indianapolis. During
past year, he was assistant professor
LAWRENCE PALEF has joined anof speech at Manchester College,
nouncing staff of CBO Ottawa. He is
North Manchester, Ind., where he also
a graduate of Queen's U., Kingston,
directed operations of campus station,
Ont., and Academy of Radio Arts,,
Toronto.
WMIB. C. WILLIAM HARRISON
has joined WXLW as continuity di- ELWOOD STUTZ, WIBG Philadelphia
rector and SHIRL EVANS, former
music librarian at WIBC Indianapolis,
disc jockey, has new tune, "You're
Telling Me," released on Jade label.
who has been named program direcJACK CARLYLE has been named astor. Mr. Evans has worked at WBOW
sistant traffic manager of CBL and
Terre Haute, Ind., WSOY Decatur,
CJBC Toronto.
111. and WMBD Peoria, 111. He also
was consultant for WFMU CrawDICK BARNETT, graduate of Stanfordsville, Ind.
ford U., joins KNBC San Francisco as
staff writer-producer.
MARTIN BUSH, former director-host
of WEVD New York's Sound Stage and MEL STEWART, former WHAT PhilaWGHF New York's Washington Square
delphia staff announcer and more reRadio Flayers, has joined WNYC New
cently disc m.c. at WNAR Norristown,
York as staff announcer.
Pa.,
has joined
Philadelphia's
PAT ZIMMERLE has been appointed
announcing
staff asWIP
summer
relief announcer.
program director of WWXL Peoria,
111. Miss Zimmerle formerly was
KEN WILSON, announcer at KMBC
member of continuity department of Kansas City, Mo., is the father of a
KWK St. Louis, and traffic managerboy, Don Lowell.
writer at WTMV East St. Louis, 111.
GAIL COMPTON, m.c. of Pet Shop on
JOHN E. HILL has been appointed
WNBQ
(TV) Chicago and assistant on
program manager for WWJ Detroit, farm programs
packaged by Louis G.
and MARY JO PETERSON, formerly
Cowan Inc., is the father of a boy
with NBC, will handle public service
Christopher.
programs for station.
BILL VENELL, announcer and writer
CARLISLE STEVENS, former pro- for WHO Des Moines, Iowa, is the
gram director and assistant manager
father of a boy, Gregory Grant.
at KPAC Los Angeles, has joined
WGN Chicago as director.
JOHNNY LUJACK,
starLujack
of ABC's
Adventures
of Johnny
and
TOM McDonald replaces LARRY
Chicago
Bears
quarterback,
is the
SHEPARD, resigned, on announcing
father of girl, Mary Jane^
staff at KAYX Waterloo, Iowa. Mr.
McDonald previously was announcer
MID-WEST FM Network will air seat KCBC Des Moines.
ries of four morning programs per
MARK SHEELER, formerly with
day
originating
from Indiana State
WPOE (FM) Elizabeth, N. J., has Fair, Sept. 1-9. WCSI
Columbus, Ind.,
joined WJEJ and WJEJ-FM Hagerswill originate all shows for the ten
station FM network.
town, Md., as disc jockey. He conducts Blues Chaser Club.
BOB LARSEN has joined staff of
WEMP Milwaukee, Wis., as disc jockey.
JIM HARDIN, formerly of WBHF
Cartersville, Ga., has become program
STAMFORD.' CONN.
director for WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.
TOMMY TUCKER, formerly with
WDAK Columbus, Ga., has joined
"The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAf/iliotc
WPDQ as disc jockey. HAROLD
RcprcstntatiYC J P MiKINNEY & SON
COHN, has been appointed staff anBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

-July 30
iWOW

FARM

TOUR

To Sponsor West Coast- Trip
PLANS for the West Coast farm
study tour for farmers in the area
of WOW Omaha were fast being
completed last week, according to
reports from WOW which is sponsoring the tour through nine states,
Canada and Mexico.
Governors, mayors, Chambers of
Commerce and farm and industrial
groups throughout the tour area
have planned extensive festivities
for the some 200 persons who are
expected to take the 16-day tour,
leaving Omaha by special train
Sept. 15. Itinerary also includes
visits to model farms, packing
plants, reclamation projects and
other places of interest from both
farming and sight-seeing points of
view.
WOW reported that as of Aug. 1
more than 150 farmers and their
wives had signed for the trip which
will cost a minimum of $435 each.
Special deluxe train and accommodations are to be provided
throughout.
Spokane, Wash., plans a civic
reception and 12 hours of activities, including visit to Grand
Coulee and nearby irrigation and
power projects. Similar stops
were reported for Salt Lake City,
Portland, Seattle, San Diego and
Los Angeles. At latter city the
midwest farmers have been invited
to participate in the Los Angeles
County Fair and while there will
be guests of Phil Harris and Alice
Faye, radio-movie stars. Tour includes visits to radio and TV stations there as well as to movie
studios.
WOW Farm Director Mai Hansen will present champion sow to
deserving California 4-H Club
member, gift of Nebraska Duroc
Breeders Assn.

First 15 Prog
No
Program Stat
Waher Winchell
Grig. best. 15.0
AddedHeidt
by 2nd 0.5*
Horace
This Your F.B.I.
btop tne iviusic
(8:00-9:00)6.0)
{8:00-8:15,
(3:15-8:30, 10.3}
(8:30-8:45, 12.3)
Mr. Ksen
Louslla Parsons
Our J^iss Brooks
Take It or Leave It
Crime Photographer
Mr. District Attorney
Drew Pearson
Mr. Chameleon
The Fat Man
Curtain Time
* Second broadcast on
to hear program.

ram Hooperatings—
of
ons
Sponsor & Agency Hooper
15.5
274 Kaiser-Frazer (Weintraub)
162
264
182
149
260
152
164
149
171
160
262
138
217
145
sam

Philip Morris (Biow)
in9.81^
Equitable
ciety of Life
U. S.Assurance
(W&L) SoP. Lorillard (L&M)
9.8
Eversharp,
Inc.
(Biow)
c«n:«iAi
/^0D\
bpeidel
(.o.
(C&r)
P. Lorillard (L&M)
Whitehall
Pharmacol
Andrew Jergens
(Orr) (D-F-S)
Colg.-Palm.-Peet (Bates)
Eversharp (Biow)
Toni Co.-Div. Gillette (FC&B)
Wildroot Co. (BBDO)
Bristol-Myers (DC&S)
Frank H. lee Co. (Weintraub)
Sterling
binner) Drug (D-F-S)
Norwich Pharmacol (GumMars Inc. (Grant)

8.1
8.4
8.0
8.0
7.9
8.0
7.8
7.6
7.5

-r ' -o
YEAR AGO )rt
Pos.
Hooper
1^ o
_L-l-or10.5A— 1
9.6
-1-1.2
4
8.6
8
3
10.3
—0.2
+ 0.9
—2.8
-1-2.2
—0.2
6.9
8.7
—
10.9
6.6
8.2
8.5
4.9
5.2

—0.5
—
—1.1

+ 1.4

15
7
2
10
18
9
37
74
44
6

WPAY

HONORED

By Soup Firm for Promotion
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, has been
honored by the Campbell Soup Co.
for promotional activities in connection with two CBS Campbellsponsored programs. Club 15 and
Edward R. Murrow's news show.
WPAY won a contest in which it
did not know it was entered, according to Gerald F. Boyd, station
manager. There was no knowledge of an award as a special incentive.
John G. Hoagland, supervisor of
radio programs for Campbell,
writing to Mr. Boyd, said in part:
"Of course, we appreciate the cooperation we receive from all sta-

3.2
8.7

+ 2.7
+ 2.9
e day in some cities provides more than one opportunity
+ 4.3
FCC

WATL

9.1
8.5

Repc

VS. AFRA

To Call For Station
Answer

to Union

FCC WAS PREPARING last week to call upon WATL Atlanta, Ga. for
its answer to the American Federation of Radio Artists' claim that
its AM and FM licenses should be revoked for alleged violations of
labor laws and FCC rules and regulations [Broadcasting, Aug. 1].
This is customary FCC procedure *
on complaints.
[its] directional pattern";
The union, whose Atlanta local off
"puts out spurious emissions"; has
has been on strike at WATL since lacked
adequate plumbing facilities
Jan. 1, filed its petition Monday
at the transmitter, and has failed
charging that WATL Owner J. W. to meet FCC programming "standWoodruff, doing business as Atlanta Broadcasting Co., "has maniSigned by A. Frank Reel, nafested a flagrant disregard for
tional assistant executive secretary
government regulations designed
of AFRA, the complaint said the
ards." for revocation is not "an
forAFRA
public told
protection."
request
FCC that the Naattempt
to use the offices of the
tional Labor Relations Board had
Commission to obtain a strike setto go to court to force WATL to
tlement" but will be pressed recomply with a labor board order
gardless of the outcome of the
in a case involving Announcer
labor dispute.
Lawrence J. Mellert; that the staAlthough counsel for the station
tion refused to bargain with AFRA
reserved
formal comment pendingfollowing expiration of its contract
in May 1948 and has refused also receipt of a copy of the complaint,
spokesmen had told Broadcasting
to bargain with International
that
WATL has observed all legal
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and that these matters are processes in the labor dispute and
now awaiting an NLRB field ex- that, with respect to technical
aminer's report following hearings
operations, the station had complied with any citations received
in May; that WATL is "frequently
from FCC.

WOV'S HARTLEY
Speaks at N.Y.U. Workshop
IF RADIO is experiencing some
troubles at the moment, it is not
on account of television. ". . . It
is on account of radio," declared
ArnoM Hartley, vice president and
program director of WOV New
York, speaking at the New York
U. Summer Radio Workshop July
Plans 'Hall of Fame'
27. Mr. Hartley recalled his workRADIO PIONEERS Club, whose
shop lecture of five years ago.
members have all worked in radio
Then, he said, "Everybody was
for 20 years or more, is considerrolling in revenue, and, in any case,
ing the establishment of a "Radio
there were only 800-odd radio staHall of Fame" with annual citations to lure the audience instead
tions to individuals making outof almost 3,000. Today, the averstanding contributions to broadage broadcaster must make up
casting. William S. Hedges, NBC
his mind about what particular
vice president and RPC president,
kind of audience he wants if he is has appointed a committee on
to survive."
awards to formulate recommendaThe independent stations that
tions for the project. Committee
are progressing today, he pointed
comprises: Mark Woods, ABC
out, are those that specialize.
president, chairman ; H. V. KaltenSpecialization, he added, will be born, NBC commentator, vice
radio's salvation. "No one will
chairman; Walter Evans, presiwant to predict that television
dent, Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc.; William S. Paley, CBS
can't touch the specialized audience— but it's going to be a lot board chairman; 0. B. Hanson,
harder to touch, and take a lot NBC vice president; Lowell
Thomas, CBS commentator.
more time," Mr. Hartley concluded.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

for

L to r : Franklin Torrence, of
Campbell and
SoupMr.Co.,Boyd.
Miss Evans
tions, but we felt we'd somehow
like
say a special
to theto stations
whose 'thank-you'
promotions
were really outstanding. So 'Thank
you very much,' Mr. Boyd, and
please express our thanks to your
Ann Evans [WPAY promotion
and merchandising] for her splenThe
soup firm sent WPAY one
did support."
of its new Campbell Counter Kitchens with two cups for heating
ready-to-serve soups and two cases
of Campbell's
new individual service soups.
FORMER PRESIDENT Herbert
Hoover's 75th birthday speech will be
aired on KNBC San Francisco, Aug.
10, from Stanford U. campus.

a

better-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,0001390 w
AM
50,000
KC
105.1 MC w

FM

WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager for long established
New England organization, experienced
in personnel
supervision and1st technical end of broadcasting.
phone
license and teaching ability preferred,
mature, responsible. Send details,
references and interview availability.
Box 92c. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman for 5 kw network outlet in
prosperous midwest market. Must be
experienced, civic-minded and willing
to
settle in oneSend
of America's
communities.
particulars finest
and
photo to Box 801B, BROADCASTING.
Replies held confidential.
Local salesman. For station established
fifteen years. NBC affiliate in competitive midwest market. Aggressive man.
No pressure boys, but good, hard sales
ability for good salary and commission
only. ity,Send
all facts,
background,
sales record,
references
and abildate
avaUable. Box 11c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesman
for southeastern
10 year old
250
watt NBC
affihate
city, approximately 150 thousand population. 30 to 40 years old with complete
knowledge of sales and servicing, must
be neat and sober. Salary plus basis.
Send photograph complete information
and references in first letter. Confidential. Box 108c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, salesman. Experienced for
250 watt fulltime independent going
on air in September. Ohio market
with good opportunity for right man.
Drawing account and commission.
Reply to Box 110c. BROADCASTING.
Management potential for salesman that
can demonstrate ability. Four station
chain in southwestern market. Sobriety
prime requisite. Box 126c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Experienced in sales and
programming. Excellent opportunity
for sincere person in new 1 kw station
with metropolitan of 196,000. Box 135c,
BROADCASTING.
Sales representative looking for right
man with executive qualifications. Salaried position offers excellent future
with top organization, NBC affiliated, in
nice-sized, prosperous eastern community. State background, experience,
references. Box 140c, BROADCASTING.
KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri, 5000 kw on
1070 kilocycles, has an opening in sales
department for an aggressive salesman.
No get-rich-quickers wanted. If you
are
floater job.
don'tWeapply.
sound,a steady
want a This
man is
whoa
will stay and grow with the station and
the billings. Write complete information, present employment, experience,
earnings for past three years and how
soon available to Wayne W. Cribb, General Manager, Radio Station KHMO.
Radio time salesman. We need man
with experience, proven sales record
small station in vicinity who wants
to advance. Salary and commission.
Contact Herbert Peterson, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Salary and commission salesman to
work with our regular man. City of
50,000. NBC 250 watts. Two other 5,000
watt stations. Must be experienced in
radio sales work and producer with
good
references. KXLK, Great Falls,
Montana.
WBUY, Lexington, N. C. can use experienced, sober, hard hitting advertising salesman. Permanent, good remuneration. Mail references full particulars first letter.
Announcers
Need thoroughly experienced sports
man. Must have heavy football playby-play experience
straight Disc
announcing. Excellentandposition.
of
play-by-play,
photo,
resume
must
accompany first letter. Box 90c,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced personality announcer.
Must have thorough knowledge latest
recordings, etc. Good on adlib. Send
disc and full particulars first letter. Box
SBc, BROADCASTING.
Oklahoma small market independent
wants experienced announcer with first
class ticket. Permanent. Starting
salary $250. Box 109c, BROADCASTING.
Immediately
— CombinationWill
man.
Emphasis on announcing.
consider
someone with little experience, but
good voice and willingness to learn.
Send disc, background, salary expected
to Box 111c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. nouncer
Versatile,
anwith adlib experienced
ability. Prefer
Carolinas
man.
Write
Box
67,
Hickory,
N. C.
Combination
announcer-engineer.
Must
have
clear listenable
voice and definite
ability with commercial copy. If you
are a capable announcer with a first
class ticket send disc and letter stating
experience and salary demands to
KHIT, Lampasas, Texas.
Wanted — a paragon. WAIM, Anderson,
S. C, wants experienced combination
man who has a good voice and knows
how to do first class announcing job
and well grounded in engineering, not
just somebody with a ticket. Station
demands topflight work and is able
and willing to pay for it. Up to $70
starting pay with insurance and bonus.
Write or call WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
Technical
Wanted by September 1. Operatorannouncer by Kansas fulltime 250
watter. Good pay, excellent conditions,
college town. Box 84c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Chief engineer for 250 watt
station in Georgia. Must be able to
announce. Write or wire with comING. plete data to Box 105c, BROADCASTCombination chief engineer-announcer.
Attractive proposition for thoroughly
experienced, dependable man. Must be
qualified both engineering and announcing fields. North Carolina network station. Disc, snapshot full details
first
CASTING. letter. Box 121c, BROADChief engineer and control engineer for
eastern Pennsylvania network affiliate.
Forward full details and salary requirements to Box 154c, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted. Topflight continuity director
for one of largest regional network
affiliates in midwest. Must be experienced all types of copy, including farm
and mail. Must be able to direct department and have knowledge
of traffic and production.
Excellent starting
salary with plenty of advancement
opportunity.
Give complete
details
including references
and samples
in first
letter. Box 942B, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Experienced copywriter qualialso forWrite
handling
shows on
the fiedair.
Hal woman's
King, Manager,
KHBG, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sales manager-salesman. Employed.
Experienced. Dependable. Desires
permanent
positionwithwith
station in market
goodprogressive
potential.
Box 911B, BROADCASTING.
Someone needs these qualifications for
management of 250 watt station. Sales,
copy, program
experience.
Good announcer. Hold 1st
phone license.
Six
years diversified
work
in
several
tions. No self -proclaimed genius stabut
willing newcomer with ideas and
plenty of effort to expend. Vet, 29,
family.
a cinchtwoto weeks
get together
on
salary.We're
Available
notice.
ING.
Go anywhere. Box 19c, BROADCASTManager, superior qualifications. Can
combine programming,
sales inanddifficult
management. Desire situation
market. Box 35c, BROADCASTING.
Manager, program manager. Will you
exchange opportunity build productive
future in your organization for 12
years experience affiliates, agencies,
network manent
program
executive?
situation with
challenge, Pernot
location, only prerequisite. Box 102c,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager. Young, aggressive, four years proven sales record.
Best references. College education.
Available immediately. All inquiries
answered by telephone immediately.
Wire Box 122c, BROADCASTING.
Manager.
If you midwestem
own a 250 watter
small
or medium
town andin
you want your station to make money
and beman.
a factorSeveral
in community
life, I'm
your
years successful
sales and management experience. Can
combine station and sales management
and sell local as well as national. Now
employed. Box 157c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Three years of sales experience. Former announcer, network trained. Colman, also twoinitiative,
years of law
school.
Has legenecessary
personality
and knowhow. Capable of handling
publicity ences.
and Available
promotion.
Finest referimmediately.
Box
95c, BROADCASTING.
High caliber man, 17 years experience in management, sales, programming. Will accept traveling job for
transcription or other company which
sells able
to September
broadcasting
stations. Avail1st. Dependable,
sober,
excellent references. Box 99c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Disc jockey,
hillbilly. M. C. singer,
for livewestern
jamboreeand show.
Eleven years exi»erience. Play guitar,
bass, sing any part in trio. Fine mail
pull commercial man, sober, reliable.
Send record, photo, go anywhere.
Box 929B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Staff, sports.
Available immediately. Box 944B,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster with two years experience.
University degree, radio advertising.
Vet., 24. Consider all offers. Box 954B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced newscaster. Double sports,
sales, programming. College degree.
Permanency
desired.
All offers considered. Box 955B,
BROADCASTING.
G.I., two years experience, major in
speech. Desires position with radio
station for all-round announcing work.
Limited experience, but willing to
learn. Will travel anywhere. Salary
not
important. Box 986B, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Sports announcer. Experienced high
school, college football and basketball
play-by-play. Presently employed,
seeking
CASTING.advancement, Box 18c, BROAD-

Managerial
Manager
—
Twenty
of experience
fully substantiated years
by proven
record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable operation. Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster. 13 years experience.
Available for start of football season.
Play-by-play football, basketball, golf,
tennis, baseball. Recreations football,
baseball, horse racing. Top sDortscast.
Prefers large market with TV future.
Box 37c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced. Desires position with northeastern station. Knows
board. Available for personal interview. Good voice. Box 38c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
On the loose. Announcer 6 years exstaff play-by-play,
news. want
Resignedperience
as P.D.,
asst. manager,
announcing. No discs available but
superior recommendations. Consider
all reasonable offers. Box 43c, BROADCASTING.
Serious minded university graduate.
Reliable, loyal. Knows console. Writes
copy. Need job. Anywhere. Disc,
photographs, copy ready. Write Box
73c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Sports and
news work preferred, well qualified
for disc or other adlib features. Married, dependable,
sports
writing Box
experience. Presently
employed.
91c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster. Presently
employed.
Desire
chance sportsminded
at play-byplay with
progressive
station.
Experienced
staff announcer,
D.J., musical director, operate board,
married, 27. Vet, hard worker. All
offers carefully considered. Box 93c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, radio training 2 years.
Excellent deep voice, pleasing style
and selling power. Want initial
break to get needed experience. Excelling in commercial copy, newscasting. Can
handleWill
all sports.
control board.
travel Know
anywhere.
Available immediately. Disc and background on request.
Answer all offers.
Box 94c,
BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster and special events
announcer, AM and TV, in New York
City. Seeks good playrby-play spot.
Box 96c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone now employed desires locatio n near NYC as
armouncer or combo man. Diversified
experience.
Present
salary satisfactory. Box 100c,
BROADCASTING.
A really competent newscaster is looking ahead to quality AM or TV. Newspaperman. Five years.voice,
Radiodelivery,
newsman, four. Distinctive
rewrite. Family, nondrinker, college
graduate, highly recommended, disc,
picture,
CASTING.resume. Box lOSc, BROADAnnouncer, young, single. Good selling voice. Graduate leading announcschool. commercials,
Radio City. Can
full er'sstint
news,handle
etc.
Strong on DJ shows. Will travel,
disc
available.
Box
107c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires middle Atlantic
states
location. Some
erator experience.
Box aruiouncer-op114c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, two years experience.
Graduate NBC, N.U., Summer Radio
Institute. Box 116c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2 years experience, all
phases. Writes continuity. University
graduate. Anywhere. Box 119c,
BROADCASTING.
Five years
experience
as ratedNotcommercial announcer
and DJ.
of the
zany
ING. variety. Box 123c, BROADCASTSports announcer. Ten years play-byplay, outstanding
Hooper sportscasts.
Box 128c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced armouncer, sportscaster,
23, single, college background. Desires
position some
with progressive
Have
handled
traffic, copy station.
books, music,
servicing. Bonafide reason for leaving
present job. Have letter of recommenlation.
Box 129c, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly
jockey de-in
sires to and
makewestern
changediscpreferably
southeast or southwest. Five years experience as staff announcer and disc
jockey. Box 131c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play sportscaster,
hockey,ball.football,
basketball
and baseAvailable after
September
1st.
Box 124c, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious
director,
experienced bothprogram
rural and
metropolitan
areas, wants real opportunity west or
southwest. Experience all types announcing, selling. Now eager for position offering professional and financial
advancement, possibly program director
position combined with assistant manager.
coiscientious,
reliable. Considered
Best personnel
relations staff
and sponsors. Well-liked in community. Can produce. Prefer some airtime for specialty programs and newsemployed.
Disc, Box
details,casts.
copiesPresently
references
on request.
133c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced sports and news announcer
wishing to change markets. Now with
5000 watt network station. Will send
disc. Box 136c. BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Stations looking for miracles, need look no further. Stations
looking for announcer who is hard
working with pleasing voice, are the
stations I am interested in. Who will
offer experience plus a chance to break
into radio. Highly recommended
leading
Will travel anywhere. radio
Box school.
139c. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 22, two years extensivelege.
training
leading
Chicago radio
colVersatile,
conscientious,
desires
connection with progressive station.
Prefer eastern territory. Box 143c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, strong on news
and play-by-play. Sports. No floater.
Available Aug. 15. Box 144c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, musical director, sports editor, copy. Operate board, married, 25.
Available immediately. Box 145c,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent announcer, experienced, production-wise, former program director.
Box 146c. BROADCASTING.
Graduate School Radio Technique,
practical training in announcing DJ
shows, interpretation,
all types
commercial copy, newscasting.
Goodof voice.
Box 148c, BROADCASTING.
Young, married veteran, college graduate. Announcer, AFRS, FM, experience. Can write copy and run board.
TV or radio. No old dog. Prefer New
England or east of Chicago. Box 149c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, merchandisable
personality plus solid background.
Excellent recommendations. Box 151c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer thoroughly trained, partially experienced, personality voice.
Will work as record librarian to study
fulltime operation and get a chance.
Disc, photo. Will answer all replies.
Box 298, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

' Staff announcer, 24. Single, reliable,
I'll college BA in speech. IV2 years inde:"i pendent and network experience, operate console.
Will travel
H'^j Excellent
references.
Jack anywhere.
lidwards,
11402 Superior Avenue, Cleveland 6,
Ohio.
Combination announcer-engineer will
consider position anywhere. Available
Immediately. Wire, phone, or write
'■ George
Kregotis. Harney
2701 Dodge
St..
Omaha. Nebraska.
3952.

^ ' Experienced free lance and staff an1° nouncing, continuity writing, acting.
training.
U 'I Northwestern
immediately. U.Will
travel.Available
Single.
, I Chuck Jacobson, 3346 W. Berteau,
jj: Chicago 18.
Two announcers available immediately,
f' ! ; Experience in all phases of broadcastit > ing, 21/2 years at sportscasting, sales.
[■! continuity, newscasting, all special
J events coverage, dj shows, chief announcer and program directing. Music
> f directors, anything and everything in
-|
broadcasting.
station.
_ Send all renlies Desire
to Jamessame
M. Martinij!' son. Box 248, Anaconda, Montana.
^It Excellent
experience. voice.
SingleKnow
and console.
sober and Some
definitely reliable. Audition and photo pre- Delivery,
Dared. Wire
or
write
Tyrea.
General
Reno, Nevada.
I Victim of circumstances. Top announcer six years experience commercial, sports, news, disc shows. Not
radio school amateur. Lost out when
KWGD, St. Louis sold. Available immediately, anywhere. Jack Warnick.
7201 Northmoor, St. Loius, Mo.
Technical
I: announcing.
Engineer, 16 months
also
Desires experience,
midwest area.
Married, car, 25. Available immediately. Box 731B, BROADCASTING.
' Vet. First class phone. Graduate o£
i R. T. I. Good knowledge of radio, TV,
music. Willing to work hard. Will
travel anywhere. Box 763B, BROADCASTING^
■ Managers and station owners are invited to correspond with a presently
employed chief engineer of a lOOOw
dajrtimer with the idea in mind that
said engineer might switch. Interested
in Rocky Mountain states. Box 775B,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced chief engineer want to
settle down permanently in ArkansasMissouri-Oklahoma area. Some announcing, also play-by-play
and basketball.
Sober, reliable,football
hard
worker. Two weeks notice to present
employer required. Excellent references, disc, photo on request. Box 15c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced control room
and transmitter. Presently employed.
Available on two weeks notice. Box
32c, BROADCASTING.
Four years experience, transmitter, c-r,
remotes, recording. Young, serious.
Most locations considered. Box 44c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced up to 50 kw,
married, car, available immediately.
Box 59c, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast technician now employed,
looking for position with progressive
station contemplating television. My
several years experience as motion
picture technician would make me particularlyExperience
adaptable toin telecine'
tions.
control operaroom,
transmitter, remotes etc. In addition
to recording studio and 16mm motion
picture production work. Over a year
and a half at present location, best
of
references.
drink Box
or smoke,
consider
any Don't
location.
64c,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
Recent CREI TV graduate, 6 years
broadcast transmitter experience, AMFM, 250 w to 50 kw. Age, early
thirties, own car. Have small family.
Settle, sober, hardworking. Associate
IRE and willing to accept considerable responsibility. Presently employed southeastern USA. Desire
change
CASTING.same area. Box 97c, BROADEngineer degree license 10 years exCASTING. perience, 7as chief. Box 101c, BROADFive years engineer, first class. WithING. out car. Box 104c, BROADCASTEngineer with $5000 to invest station
in Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas,
Oklahoma or Texas. Twenty years
experience
AM. FM.
TV. Box 117c,
BROADCASTING
.
Does your station have a ladder for
me to climb? How many steps? B.S.
Degree in engineering, first phone,
young and single, definite announcing
potential, best of scholastic and employment references. Long on theory,
short on experience. You help me
up
the
first
steptoand
do the rest.
Strong aversion
shortI'llladders.
Box
118c, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, midwest 1000 or 250 watt
station. College graduate, wide experience, presently employed. $85. Box
127c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. First phone, RCA training,
two years experience. Most locations
considered. Box 130c. BROADCASTING.
Eneineer-announcer. Accent on announcing. 25 years, married, vet, experienced. Best on DJ shows. Educated,
currently
Best references. Box 138c,employed.
BROADCASTING.
First phone, first telegraph, A amateur,
DeForest graduate, Maritime radar
electronics graduate. Shipboard and
airline experience desires settle in
broadcast work. Have car, will travel
but prefer midwest. Reliable and industrious. Box 141c, BROADCASTING.
First class phone license. Vet, 25, married. No children. Willing to travel.
Box 150c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, installation,
maintenance, control, recording. Graduate
Radioschool.
Engineering
Institute, Capitol
one other
AV licenses,
ham. Permanent position. East. Box
153c, BROADCASTING.
Young, Inexperienced 1st phone man
desires
in midwest
central U. position
S. broadcast
station. orVernon
Heman, Stacyville, la.
Engineer, experience in FM-AM, 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph, class A amateur.
Available
immediately.
M. W. Illinois.
Johnson, 436 N.
Hazel, IJanville,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone man desires position as
engineer-announcer.
References
and
disc will be forwarded
on request.
Albert C. Konecny, 559 S. 26th St.,
Omaha, Nebr. Phone JA 3122.
Engineer. Experienced transmitter,
remotes, control,
maintenance
instal ation, 27, married,
car. Willandtravel
ifnan,position
warrants.
Duncan
Mackier188 Main Street, Rocky Hill, Conn.
Tel. 9-5735.
Engineer 1st phone. Radio school
graduate. Inexperienced. Single. Any
location or will travel. Gary Marco,
Wesley, Iowa.
Have first phone. Just completed SV2
months of school. Young and ambitious, willing to work hard for start
in
broadcasting. L. E. Parman, Elgin,
Kansas.
Engineers available. All with first
phone. Complete training in operating
a fully equipped broadcast studio, disc
training and all phases of broadcast engineering,
includingtransmitters.
building and Any
repairing
broadcast
location considered. Station managers
are well
with Cook'sfullgraduates.
Wire
or pleased
write furnishing
information. Jackson,
Cook's RadioMississippi.
School, 2933 N.
State St.,
Transmitter operator. Four years
broadcast experience. Thirty. Single.
Would like to discuss your requirements. Location relatively unimportant. Available immediately. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 1161, Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Capable, mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington. D. C. station.
Box 795B, BROADCASTING.
Musical assistant. Seven years experience. Conduct, arrange, sing, scripts,
announce. Family man. Box 8c,
BROADCASTING.
For hire.For The
man's
Morgan.
disc poor
or tape
writeHenry
Box
112c, BROADCASTING.
A-1 newscaster-writer-reporter, 29,
complete theoretical and practical background, newspaper and radio. Proven
record commercial newscasting-writingreporting with leading news station,
local and regional newsgathering. Best
references, family man, superior education, available August 15th, finishing
year graduate study with journalism
MA. Background shows leadership,
executive ability, willingness to work.
Community-minded. Want to settle
permanently if possible. Can help
handlelems and
audience
measurement
station editorial
policy.probTV
potential, good appearance, friendly,
resonant voice, capable ad-libber. ConING. sider all offers. Box 28c, BROADCASTNew York state-New England. Five
years experience. News editor. Announcer. Script writer. Available after
August 12. Box 67c, BROADCASTTNG.
Top program director and production
man, proven results in previous stations.
Prefer new station. Will work on
.■=hort trial b^sis to prove my ability
to you. Box 125c, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience as program director, newsman, disc jockey and special
events. Excellent knowledge of classical music, both operatic and symphonic.
Read German, French, Italian and
Spanish with varying degrees of fluency. Best of references. Box 132c,
BROADCASTING.
Women's editor. Thoroughly experienced in copy, continuity, broadcasting.
University journalism graduate. Have
written
woman's
program.well-known
Presently network
employed.
Disc
available. Box 134c, BROADCASTING.
Need loyalty? Devotion and talent?
Presently
ensconced
a metropolitan
N. Y. station.
One topinmail
pull, solidly
selling
D.
J.
who's
versatility
his
pride. From church program to aisband
remote in one minute. Married, 3 children, college grad. Console operation
as fast as anyone. New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, fans galore. Like the
big town. Want to stay in vicinity.
Mentions in all top columns and trade
papers. Box 137c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man. Writer, programING^
ming, production, general versatility.
TV and radio. Box 142c, BROADCASTProducer-director for radio and/or TV.
Six years experience in commercial
and educational radio. Four years
producer-director
for MA
the inOhio
of the Air. BA and
radioschool
and
theatre. Some network experience.
Produced and directed movies for "TV.
Have
actedperiencedprofessionally.
Also and
exin continuity writing
ING^
announcing. Box 147c, BROADCASTProgram director, experienced in construction,
reorganization,
trainingeastern
personnel.
Presently
employed
metropolitan
fulltime
independent.
152c, BROADCASTING. Box
College graduate, two years experience
all phases
withposition
networkwith
and production
independents desires
minded aggressive station. Have announced and produced all types of programs. Operate console. Pleasing
voice
and
style that 200sells.
Personal
interview
milesReferences.
radius of
ING^
New York. Box 156c, BROADCASTWanted. Position in broadcasting field,
have had no experience. Age 19. Write
or wire Elmore Haney, Bureau, 111.
Station
enthusiastic
tells my manager's
story. Journalism
grad,letter
250
experience, report, write, edit, broadcast
news.
Box
617B,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Harvard man, infinitely discreet, ultimately restrained, fantastically gentlemanly, wants job
as a an
on-the-job
trainee tion.salesman
television
staBox 113c, with
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Young newsman wants TV news job
or AM job with TV future. Experienced
all phases newsgathering, reporting,
broadcasting, top news station. Newspaper reporting,
and photo
experience. Top editing
references,
married,
presentable,
ad-lib,
good
voice,
journalism MA. Box 29c, BROADCASTING.
Assistant director, mid-twenties, with
New York summer theatre seeks fall
position television production staff.
Four years AM experience. Degree
from major university. NBC television
training. Familiar various areas of
country.
Opportunity
to apply
ence and ability
and learn
from experiothers
more important than glamorous salary
or
title.
References.
Box
155c,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
FM radio station for sale. Either as
operating station or equipment separately. This stationbuilding;
has two-acre
site,
nice transmitter
equipment
has been used less than two years.
Below are listed major equipment
items: GE FM broadcast transmitter
exciter model 4BT1A, 3 kw amplifier
model. Station monitor GE type
4BM-1-A. Limiting amplifier GE type
4BA-5-A. REL FM broadcast receiver model 646. Con«ole 353 speech
Electric.
3input
Westernequipment.
Electric 109Western
type reproducers,
complete. 5 spare 9A reproducer heads.
3 Robinson turntables. 1 audio oscillator, Hewlett Packard model 201B.
1 distortion analyzer Hewlett Packard
model 325B. 1 vacuum tube testing
equipment
model
798 Weston.
Western Electric
remote
amplifier 1 model
22D. 6 Western Electric 639A cardioid
microphones. 5 Western Electric 633A
salt
shaker
microphones.
16-inch
recorder
model M51 Rek-O-Kut
w/Webster
head.
275'
Truscon
self-supporting
tower. 4 bay GE amtenna
type BY4A
complete with baluns, matchers and
trombones. Co-axial cable. Andrew
1%" — 51.5 ohms. 19 straight lengths.
2 expansion joints. 5 right angle bends.
1 45° bend. Gas inlet couplings, gauges,
clamps, etc. Audio rack. 1 GE utility
amplifier. 1 GE line equalizer. 1 GE
line level
— unused. 2 GEindicator.
GL7D21. New
2 GEtubes
GL5D24.
4-250's. 2 RCA 829B. 1 RCA 815. 1 GE
phasltron.
Used 815's.
tubes.829's.
GE ForGL7D21's.
Eimac
4-250A's.
further
particulars address Daily News Publishing Co., Beloit, Wisconsin.
(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
California 250 watt fulltime station for
sale. Reasonable price and generous
terms to the right party. Located near
San Francisco Bay area. Prosperous
and growing community. Box 786B,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Truscon H-30 285 foot self -supporting
tower will support FM or TV antenna,
brand new, never erected, complete
with insulators,
lighting. All hardware and baseA-3reinforcement
steel.
Cost
$10,500.
Will
consider
offers.
WHHH, 2nd Nafl Bank Bldg.allWarren,
Ohio.

One k\v daytime station in southeast
for sale. Network affiliated. Paying
about 76c,
20',BROADCASTING.
based on s?,le price. Write
Box

We't?rn Electric 310-B. 550 watt transmitter, P15' self-supporting
Bethlehem
steel tower,
WE tuning unit.
Very
reasonable.
McClung
Broadcasting
Stations, Merced, California.

For sale. 250 watt fulltime. local independent station in one station town.
Southeast.
CASTING. Write Box 77c, BROADFor sale. Two stations. One kw daytime and one 250 watts local. Available together
or separ-'tely. Write
Box 78c.
BROADCASTING.
New Mexico network outlet in town
of 10,000.
$10,000
real estate
included. Sales
price. in$45,000.
Box 103c,
BROADCASTING.
C-Permit; no station in industrialagricultural citv 20,000: retail area
radius 30 miles 400,000 population.
James Costoa. 748 Nellie Avenue.
Florence. Alabama.
Equipment, etc.
For sale.
BrandM02639,
new Gates
tion monitor.
never modulahooked
up.
$260
FOB.
Box
973B,
BROADCASTING.
Recording
known,$5000
profitable Times studio,
Square well
vicinity.
net
profit per year. One man operated, will
teach.
Required
$4000
cash—
balance
terms. Box 83c, BROADCASTING.
2 Brush BK403 good working order for
7V2— 500
and out.
15" per
secondforrecording.
500
in
Suitable
broadcasting
use. Cost 8385. Make best offer. 1
Brush BK403— 3 and 31,4 and 71/2" per
second same as above except no 15"
per second wheel. Box 88c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Approved monitor. State
make, ardprice
condition; Box
also standlimiterandamplifier.
120c,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale. 5 kw Western Electric modified 5-C transmitter complete with tubes
and 100*^^ spares. In good operating
condition. SI. 000 FOB. Tacoma, Washington. First check buys it. Radio KMO,
Box 1651. Tacoma, Washington.
FM — Complete equipment to begin 250
watt FM operation. Includes REL
model 549A-DL transmitter, ROO R frequency monitor, 600 AMPR monitor
amplifier, 623R program amplifier, 643R
pre-emphasis
unit,quadrupole
641 R power antenna,
supply,
Andrew folded
200 foot Lehigh self-supporting tower.
325 feet RG/20-U coax. Total cost new
over $7500. Has given completely satisfactory service for 28 months. Bargain. We are going to 3 kw approximately
October 1.separately.
Will sell either
ment or tower
WriteequipTed
Bailey, Chief Engineer, WJBC, Bloomington, Illinois.

Southern

Employment Service
Immediate openings 56 positions all
types inwith
every
state also
for tomenwomen
i^t phone
willing
announce. RRR-Radio-TV Employment
Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
COifMERCIAL
MANAGEK
neededstation
to headin
sales staff of 250
watt fulltime
midwestern
city
of
25,000.
In
operation
six
months, this is the only station in this
area.
You
need
not
apply
if
you
are
not
over
35
years
of age, married,
sober, experienced
in
sales town.
management
willing
to live forin
a small
This is anda fine
opportunity
the right man. Attractive financial arrangement. Radio
Contact "Tiny"
Jordan,
General
Manager,
Station Joe
WSAL,
Logansport,
Indiana immediately.
Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
Capable assuming full charge. Also
transmitter
engineer.
Kilowatt Best
station. Raytheon
equipment.
working conditions. Excellent opportunities. Send full
details
including experience,
salary
desired
and references. Bill Humbert, Gen.
Mgr. Radio
Station KVMA, Magnolia, Arkansas.
Production-Programming, others
SCRIPT WRITER
50 kw network affiliate in major midwest
city
needs
an experienced,
script
writer for AM
and TV showsall-round
of all types,
including
network
originations.
Emphasis
musical and dramatic shows. Permanent jobon
for person desiring to live in midwest. Send
full
details and
on experience,
references
recent photosalary
to requirements,
BOX 40c, BRO.\DC.A.STIN'G
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, others
PKOCR AM
-PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR
Efficient su|)pr\'i.sion of all creative
departments.
Will buikl profitable
programs, organize
compact prrKlciction and promotion unit,
fii^'e clients effective agency ser\'ice.
.■^oher,
reliable, hard worker. Excellent
I nck^TOiind.
BOX 1,58C, BRO.^DCA.STING

Aetwork

Station

$90,000.00
.\ very profitable, well e.stablished network operation located
in an important southern market. This station has outstanding phyhical properties and an unusually favorable lease arrangement. Earnings are excellent and both gross and net
are showing a consistent increase. This is one of the most
realistically priced network operations we have handled and
is available at a very low ratio of earnings to sales price.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
Junes W. Blxckburn
V. Hamilton St.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Wuhinston BideExbrook
2-5672
SterUne 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
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fCC

HIT

By Howell on Editorializing
RELAXATION by the FCC of the
ban on editorializing is "a weak
step in the direction of freedom of
expression," Rex Howell, ownermanager of KPXJ Grand Junction,
Col., toldRadio
the U.Clinic.
of Denver's
third
annual
Mr. Hov/sll
is a member of the NAB Legislative Committee.
The FCC's ruling is "interwoven
with gobbledygook" and leaves
broadcasters' rights still in a muddle, he added. The FCC has
placed
in the
"unenviable
position itself
of having
to pass
on the
'fairness' of any station's editorial policy," he said.
"In doing so the Commission
again demonstrates the danger of
establishing policy through the use
of dicta. The difference in viewpoint that exists within the Commission itself proves' the futility
of expecting unanimity in all policy
Long a bitter foe of the Maydecisions."
flower decision's ban on editorializing, Mr. Howell questioned the
basis for fairness v/hich could be
used against a broadcaster. "In
the last analysis it is the licensee's
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE
Brand new GE BTIA 250 watt FM transmitter
in factory packed cases with 97.7 mg. crystal,
four 24A transmitter mountings, two 311A
plugs,ter two
9A, twotwo8B 713A
and four
llA transmitattachments,
adapters,
one 25B
speech
inputfourequipment
completeandwith
2 7530
sets
of
tubes,
P2AA
cords
one
speaker.
Actual
cost
$8,846.93.
Best
offer
takes it. Box 971B, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
RCA I kw AM transmitter
BTA — I L
To be sold for best price offered.
Includes two sets of tubes, two
crystals, instruction book. Original
cost $8,750.
BOX 41c, BROADCASTING

responsibility to determine whose
views are considered sufficiently
significant to be broadcast," he
said. "Yet the licensee places himself in jeopardy should the Commission be unsympathetic v/ith his
Mr. Howell claimed Comr. Robert
Jones was the only FCC member
who
grasped the whole problem in
decision."
stating that the First Amendment applies v/ith equal effect to
press and radio.
FTCS

CHAIR

Appointment vs. Election
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
now feels that its chairman should
be appointed by the President, in
line with Hoover Commission recom endations on regulatory agencies, rather than be elected annually by members of the Commission under present procedure.
FTC's position was disclosed,
after Commission study of the proposal, by Acting Chairman Lowell
Mason in a 94-page report to the
Senate Executive Expenditures
Committee released by Committee
Chairman John L. McClellan
(D-Ark.). The Hoover group had
recommended that the plan apply
to all agencies as it affects FCC
and others. FTC felt it should be
included, and that while election of
its own chairman has worked "satisfactorily," the procedure of Presappointment wasuniformity
in "the
interest idential
of efficiency,
and coordination." To effect the
change, the FTC Act would have
to be amended. Comr. Mason favored the Presidential plan.
Comr. Mason has been serving
as acting chairman since Jan. 1,
when Robert Freer resigned to reenter private law practice. John
Carson, research director of the
U. S. Cooperative League, current18].ly is being considered for the chairmanship [Broadcasting, July 11,

NBS LEGISLATION
Would Give Statute Power
NATIONAL
Bureau of Standards,
ELECTRIC GEXERATIXG SET— Not Surplus
International diesel 100 h.p., oOkw, Elecwhich deals with radio propagation
tric Machinery generator — 3 phase 60 cycle,
volt — all self-contained and mounted on
matters, will be given a new set
.skids. Two heavy-duty external mufflers and
of legislative teeth if the Senate
connecting pipe. Needs only external fuel
tank to operate. In A-1 condition. Price
acts favorably on a measure in$3. .500 FOB our transmitter.
troduced and reported out of comKGLO. Mason City, Iowa
mittee without amendment by Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-CoL). Purpose of the bill (S 2046) is to give
School
the bureau basic legislative authority for certain activities previously
writtentions act.in each annual appropriang D for
WELL
TRAINE
MEN? *
Looki
.
The Senate Commerce Committee, headed by Sen. Johnson, felt
Tell OS your needs! Our gra.lua
continuing
need for erecting exliave thorough . . . full time technical
perimental structures in connectrainir]g
in
one
of
the
nation's
finest
RadioElectronic-Television training laboratories.
tion with research and developmental work in radio, electronics
These men are high grade. .. have
F.C.C. Licenses and are well qualified to
and radar, which should be imojierate
and
maintain
Radio-Broadcast
and
Television
equipment. Write, phone or
plemented with legislation. Spewire :
cific items provided for include reemployment service,
pair and alteration of buildings,
appointment of employes, rental of
DeFOREST'S
training,
Inc
I 2533 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 14, 111
laboratories and office space, and
Phone Lincoln 9-7260
improvements on present buildings
and plants.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 62)
Applications Cont.:
to 11-21; WLWB Dayton, Ohio to 12-6.
KBON-FM San Francisco— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
57 kw to 250 kw and ant. to 1,200 ft.
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
WOIC Washington, D. C. to 11-30-49;
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del. to 2-23-50.
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1280 kc
KSOK Arkansas City, Kan. — Request
for SSA on 1280 kc 1 kw-D 100 w-N.
Reinstatement of CP
WONO Saratoga Springs, N. Y.— Re,quest for reinstatement CP new AM
station 900 kc 250 w D.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Boonville Bcstg Co., Boonville, Ind.
—RETURNED July 26 request for CP
new AM station 1540 kc 250 w D.
lAug. 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
SSA— 1460 kc
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Request for
extension SSA on 1460 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N.
License for CP
WDKD
Kingstree,
CP new AM station. S. C. — License for
License Renewal
WSOU
Columbus,
Ohio— Request for
license renewal.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WSGN-FM
Birmingham to 2-12-50; KOWN Conway, Ark.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
WAER1490 Pensacola,
from
kc to 1230 Fla—
kc. CP to change
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1320
WDMJ from
Marquette,
Mich.w — CP
change
1340 kc 250
unl. to
to
1320 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
lAugust 4 Decisions ...
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KTVU Portland, Ore. — On request set
aside tionaction
of July time
6 denying
applicafor additional
to construct,
and designated same for hearing Sept.
29 at Washington on issues relating to
diligence.
KEYL San Antonio, Tex. — On request
set aside action of June 29 denying
application for additional time to construct, and designated same for hearing Sept. 1 at Washington on issues
relating to diligence.
Waiver Granted
National
Bcstg.
Co. 4.183
New ofYork
Granted
waiver
of Sect.
rules—
to permit oral identification of UHF
satellite station KC2XAK at Bridgeport, Conn., provided such announcementsunder
state an
thatexperimental
"This stationauthorizais operating
tion for the purpose of conducting research and experimentation in television broadcasting."
WSYR-TV
Syracuse, N. Y., WHAMTV Rochester, N. Y., WXEL Cleveland, Ohio — With reference to TV rulemaking notice July 11, which proposed
changes affecting channels assigned to
these three permittees (Chan. 3 to be
substituted for Chan. 5 for WSYR-TV;
Chan. 5 for Chan. 6 for WHAM-TV, and
Chan. 11 for Chan. 9 for WXEL), the
Commission addressed a letter to each
indicating that public interest would
be served by operation of station, when
constructed, on channel proposed for
deletion for period of at least a year
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
The oldest and recognized as one of
the leading Radio Schools In America
offers
Its specially
and
Tplevlslon
technicianstrained
to theRadio
Broadcast
Industry.
(Our
graduates
have
1st
Clau
Telephone License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Addreas: Placement Manaeer
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 Wet! 4th St.. New York 14, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

and, accordingly, the Commission will,
upon request, grant each STA for that
purpose.
STA Granted
KSBR
San
Bruno,and Calif
.—Waived
Sect. 3.261 of rules
granted
STA
to operate six hours per day five days
per week Modification
for period ending
Dec.
31.
of CP
KSFO San Francisco — Granted mod.
CP to make changes in DA arrays;
eng. cond.
Hearing Designated
KCNC Forth Worth and James H.
Sligar, Wichita Falls, Tex. — Ordered
consolidated hearing on applications
of KCNC to 870 kc, to change from 250
w D to 1 kw D and of SUgar for CP
for new station on 860 kc 250 w D;
further ordered that Hereford Bcstg.
Co. KPAN Hereford, Tex. and Loyola
University, WWL New Orleans, be
made parties to proceedings; further
ordered: "That,
if, asitresult
consolidated proceeding,
appearsof that,
were it not for issues pending in hearing regarding clear channels and in
hearing regarding daytime skywave
transmissionthereto
and Commission's
policy9,
pertaining
announced Aug.
1946 and May 8, 1947, public interest
would be plicbest
grant ofCorp.,
apation of Blueserved
Bonnetby Bcstg.
then said application shall be returned
to pending file until after conclusion
of said hearings regarding clear channels and daytime skywave transmisOrder Amended
Chanute Bcstg. Co. Chanute, Kan.
—sion."
Commission on own motion amended
order ingof application
April 29 for
designating
for hearnew station
on
940 kc 250 w D to show deletion of
those portions of issue No. 1, relating
to qualifications of applicant other than
financial, also issue No. 3.
Extension Granted
WTNB Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
request for extension of authority to
remain silent for a period of 30 days
from Aug. 4. WTNB ceased operation
July 2, at 10 a.m. as result of walkout
by engineers (BROADCASTING, July
11. page 26.)
Scheduled Oral Argument on Sept. 9
on following
CourierJournal
and
Louisville cases:
Times Co.
(transferor)
and Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (transferee)
for transfer of control of WHAS Inc.,
Louisville, Ky.; Johnston Bcstg. Co.,
Birmingham. Ala. and Thomas N.
Beach, WTNB Birmingham, Ala.; Raytheon Manufacturing Co., WRTB
Waltham, Mass.
August 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WMBD Peoria, 111.— Mod. CP new AM
station to increase power etc. for extension of completion date.
KJFJ Webster City, Iowa— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date. AM— 1320 kc
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.— CP to
change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to
1320 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
Modification of CP
WEST-FM Bethlehem, Pa.— Mod. CP
new tion
FM fromstation
to change
studioPa.locaBethlehem
to Easton,
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
KTLA Hollywood; WLWT Cincinnati,
WTVR Richmond, Va.

New
FCC

Sox

ROUNDUP

Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications
Summary to Aug. 4

ScotQ

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
CPs
Grants Pending
210
424 241
466 11* 50
30
102 . .
346 182
Appli- '
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KAFP Petaluma, Calif. (Petaluma Bcstrs., 1490 kc, 250 w,
unlimited); KIFN Phoenix, Ariz. (Western Bcstg. Co., 860 kc, 250 w daytime),
KEDO Ontario, Calif., changed from KOCS-FM, (The Daily Report Co.)
KSDO-FM San Diego, changed from KSDO (San Diego Bcstg. Co.); KSDO San
Diego, changed from KUSN and KYOR (San Diego Bcstg. Co.) KYOR Blythe,
Calif., changed from KUCB (Bcstg. Corp. of America); WATM Atmore, Ala.,
(Southland Bcstg, Co., 1080 kc, 250 w daytime); WFRO Fremont, Ohio (Robert
F. Wolfe Co., 900 kc, 500 w daytime); WFRO-FM Fremont, Ohio changed from
WFRO (Robert F. Wolfe Co.); WHGR Greensboro, N. C. (Guilford Bcstg. Co.,
1400 w kc,daytime),
250 w unUmited); WRJW Picayune, Miss. (Moseley Brothers 1320 kc,
250
* * *
from forJames
L^utiivcr
System
Broadcasting
. . .
nc
Rivers
A#>fin
to Myron
nt\t-lro¥ MCTiuna
A. Reck
a con-S.
INITIAL DECISIONS
sideration of $50,000. Mr. Reck is general manager of WTRR. mApplication
WIBS Santurce, P. R.— Jose E. del was
an order
designated f9r hearing
Valle, initial decision by Comr. Paul issued
by Commission on June 22, the
rescinding
toward
A. Walker looking
not being fully satisfied
order Nov. 3, 1948 revoking license of Commission
full inforwas in possession ofCommunicathat itAct.
July 29. See tions
WIBS. Initial Decisionue.
Granted byAug.
the 4.
mation as required
story this iss
IMOn-UOCK
er
inGranted from
ACnonS
. . .
KNGS Hanford,
voluntary
Arfionc
assignmentCalif—
Klnn-Dnrlcfsf
of license
S.
Stanley
of
composed
partnership
^
S
GRANT
AM
WNAH
<i7„.TAT> Nashville,
,..T I, -,1 Tenn.—
rr. Hermit
XI
Beaubaire Hanford
and Samuel
M. Beaubaire
age
Publishing
Co to
Broadcasting
station gamuel
and Harriet
S. Beaub'aire,
on 1360 kc, 1 Co.,
kw granted
daytime- newEstimated
^^^^^ M.executors
of the
estate of
??^*r.,''^'=*">^*''i'*^*"'?
Stanley
S.
Beaubaire
deceased.
V.
T Irwin Jr statistician Principals:
President
money involved. Granted Aug. 3. No
and treasurer 55%; W. W. Lanier Jr.,
wWNY Massena, N. Y.— Granted inanalyst, vice president 25%; Hazel Gidvoluntary transfer of control in The
dens Morton, farm owner and operator
Brockway
Co., from Harold B. Johnvice president 20%
WNAH was first
jgggjg r johnson and John
granted Sept. 1 1948 for 1350 kc 1 kw
3
co-executors
in the estate of transdaytime only. WKRM Columbia, Tenn.,
jg^j,^ deceased. No money involved,
operating on 1340 kc filed petition
rranteri a hpcause FCC
interference
Deletions
^"sbedecision and
to reconsider
with of objectionable
» . . .
«
aside.
set
was
grant
subsequentlyfiled petition to amend orig- Two TV permits
Hermitage
inal
application to specify 1360 kc and zations were deletedandby five
FCCFMlastauthoriweek,
was granted. Granted Aug. 4.
Total deletions since first of year:
Holyoke, Mass. — Valley Broadcasting 133^ tV 7. Deletions, effective
Co., granted 930 kc, 500 w daytime. dates and reasons for withdrawals
Principals in Valley Broadcasting Co., follow:
include: Russel E. Bassett, radio en- WCHS-FM Charleston, W. Va.—
gineer with F. W. Sickles Co., president Charleston Broadcasting Co., CG, Aug.
25%; Henry N. Giraux, Jr. radio 2. Applicant has entered agreement
engineer with Sickles; Anthony De for sale of WCHS AM outlet in CharlesMarco, vice president Dairy Center ton.
Inc., W.
Springfield,
25%;Sickles
Sig- Broadcasting
KTOP-FM Topeka,
Kan.— 2.CoUinson
ward
O. Holmes,
radio Mass.,
engineer
Co., CP, Aug.
AppliCo., 25%. Grant is subject to condition cant states that conditions in broadthat applicant accept such interfer- casting and business in general have
ence as may exist in event of grant changed so much since application
of pending application of Lester filed in 1947, that it must revaluate
Gavitt, Southbridge, Mass. Granted the future of AM, FM and TV temAug. 4.
porarily at least.
WERC Erie, Pa.— Presque Isle BroadWNOX-FM Cincinnati— Scripps-Howcasting
Co.
granted
change
in
faciJiard
Radio Inc.,
ties from 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited to construction
of CP,
TV Aug.
station.2. Plans for
1260
kc,
5
kw-D,
1
kw-N,
DA-DN.
WJMJ
Philadelphia—
Patrick Joseph
Granted Aug. 4.
Stanton, CP, Aug. 4. Applicant
states
it is unwise to continue construction at
TRANSFER GRANTS
WTRR
Sanford, Fla.— Granted as,. ,
signment of license in Southeastern (Continued on page 68 J
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
5 on air
TV * Stations

OnTotal
Air Licensed
2,011 1,982
725
391
72
14

KNBC-FM
Building New FM Facilities
NEW 133-foot FM antenna tower
has been completed by KNBC San
Francisco
and the
station's tone-w
FM transmitter
is scheduled
be
in operation before Oct. 1. The
tower is located on the highest
point in the San Bruno Mountains,
just south of San Francisco, and
rises 1,448 feet above sea level.
The new transmitter will operate
with an eifective radiated power of
45 kw on Channel 257 (99.7 mc).
KNBC also is building a new
vertical radiator type AM antenna
at Belmont, Calif., to replace the
present radiator, in use since 1933.
Transmission over the new facilities is expected to start before the
first of the year.

• Telecasting

THE 'pre^ /4. ^cUmm
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

CO.

Consaltants

Management on
and Operation
(20 years experience)
NEXT RADIO SALES TRAINING SCHOOL HELD
IN COLUMBUS, OHIO, AUGUST 29, 30, 31.
Wire or write for reservation
Post Office — Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone^ — -Worthington 2-7.^46
August 8, 1949
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 67)
Deletions Cont.:
WGAN-FM Portland, Me.— Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services, license,
Aug. 2.
JackV Jacksonvi
WPDQ-Tsonville
Broadcasting lle,
CP, July
Corp.,Fla.—
22. To avoid expense of hearing applicant states it will at this time relinquish its CP but will continue with
property for erection
purchase
plans
and buildings and will
of TV to tower
reapply at earliest feasible date.
WTPS-TV New Orleans — Times Picayune Pub. Co., CP, Aug. 1. Granted
"request teto
dismiss application
for exnsion of completion
date.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.— Gulf
Beaches Broadcasting Co., 1300 kc, 1
kw daytime; estimated cost $19,500.
Principals include: William R. Gunby,
retired U. S. Army Major, president
60%; Harnold Falconnier, announcer,
program director and salesman, vice
president of10%;
John Tweed
member
McMuUen
& Goza McMuUen,
law firm,
secretary 10%; John D. Callan, radio
engineer WCLE Clearwater, Fla.,
treasurer 10%; C. B. Thacher, citrus
grower and real estate business, 10%.
Filed July 28.
Poplar Bluff, Mo. — Butler County
Broadcasting Co., 930 kc, 1 kw daytime; estimated cost: 524,950. Principals each physician,
holding I3 owns
interestandare:operates
W. L.
Brandon
Brandon
Hospital;
E.
K.
Porter,
president and stockholder Porter-De Witt
Construction Co.; O. A. Tedrick,
lawyer. Filed July 28.
Grand Coulee, Wash. — Carl F.
Knierim, 1240 kc, 250 w limited hours;
estimated cost §10,260. Mr. Knierim
sole owner is powerhouse operator at
Coulee Dam Powerhouse. Filed July 28.
Marion, Ind. — Chronicle Pub. Co.
Inc., 1400 kc 250 w unl., estimated cost
820,600. Applicant is licensee of WMRI
(FM) same city. Filed Aug. 2.
Farmineton, N. M. — Farmington
Broadcasting Co., 1240 kc, 250 w unestimatedpartners
cost $7,614.54.
Principalslimited;
and equal
are: Frank
P. Stoklas, engineer KOB Albuquerque
and Rex Chamber Jr., sturlent at University of New Mexico. Filed July 28.
Orange, Calif. — Southwest Broadcasting Co.,
kc. 1 Principals:
kw daytime;
estimated 1560
cost $42,000.
Bernard
Corren, physician, 25%; Sidney Kerner,
physician 25%; Saul Levine, social
worker, 25%; A. Milton Miller, attorney, 25%. Filed July 28.
Glenwood Sorings, Co). — Western
Slope Broadcasting Co., 1340 kc. 250 w
unlimited;partnersestimated
$24,000.
Coare R. G. andcost
Charles
Howell.
The Howells are co-oweners of KFXJ
Grand Junction, Col. Filed Aug. 2.
Pullman, Wash. — Bayton & Hicks.
1150 kc, 1 kw daytime; estimated cost
$22,682.60, Principals: John Ronald
Bayton. Grayport Construction Co.,
50%; Maynard Hicks, director college
news
bureau and
ass't professor of
radio writing,
iournalism
tising, 50%. Filed
Aug. 4. and adverTV APPLICATIONS
Lincoln, Neb. — Inland Broadcastin"?
Co., Channel 10 (192-198) ERP 2.3 kw
vis., 1.1 kw aur., antenna 320 ft. above
average terrain. Estimated cost of
construction $102,000, estimated operating
«7fi..5'>n.
Annlicant
is licensee ofco-^i"
KOLN
AM outlet
in Lincoln.
Filed Au?. 4.
TR.'^^NSFER REQUESTS
KTLN D-nver. Col. — Asfienment of
license from A)f M. Landon tr/3 =
Landon Broadcasting Co. to Leonard
Coe. Mr. Coe who is ceneral managfr
an-l 2-^<^own»r
LittleMr.Rock
will
pay
845.000
for KVLC
station.
Lan'?on
is with''r'xvin>» h°raii<:e of other bu''ipocs
j-tfr^-t^.
KTLN opTates
on 99t
kc. with
1 k'v daytime.
Filed July
29.
WOSC Fulton, N. v.- Assignment of
construction permit from Don J. Kesterke to Osweeo County Broadcastin>;
Co. Inc. Transfer is requested to utilize full benefits of corporate form and
to permit a nominal investment bv
others in aggregate not to exceed ?1<?'^
in ••on'-'rn. Tt has not been decided
fnlly who will purchase 25%. WOSC is
assigned 1300 kc, 1 kw daytime. Filed
Aug. 2.
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. — Transfer of
50% Stock in Frontier Broadcasting
Co., from Ben Sno'v, MTri" C. Sneidel
Jr., Fdna M. Sneidel. M^rritt C.
Speidel Sr., "vtariorie Snei'lel Edy,
Robert M. Spe'd-^l and Harry S.
Page 68 • August 8, 1949

NEWS

STAFFS

TOO SMALL
Iowa Survey Gives Station Data, Opinion

MOST news directors of Iowa staplicants and many preferred newstions feel their news staffs are too
men with a college education.
small, according to a statewide sur- About three-fourths favored college journalism training and a bare
vey conducted by Robert E. Widmark in preparation of a thesis. majority preferred radio news exMr. Widmark is a student of U. of
perience at college. Half of the
Iowa, Iowa City.
stations give no weight to newsBased on replies from 34 of the
paper experience.
Average Pay
41 Iowa stations contacted, the
sui-vey showed two-thirds of stations feel they need more personnel
Pay of experienced newsman averaged $58 a week, ranging from
for news service, particularly per$42.50 to $90. The average was
sons devoting full time to news.
Three-fourths of the stations said $62.67 for those who both prepare
persons who read newscasts on the and air news compared to $52.91
for those who prepare news for
air also help in their preparation.
others to read. Minimum average
A majority reported they had full- starting salary for those who could
time news directors, with many
prepare and air news was $45.62,
supervising special events and-or
about $5 more than the average for
farm and sports shows.
In general, it was found that the beginners who did not go on the
larger the stations the more spe- air. Salary increases at two-thirds
of the stations were based on indicialized were its news personnel.
vidual agreements, with merit and
Staffs ranged from an average of
4% newsmen at stations of 5 kw experience as factors.
and over; 3^4 at 1 kw stations, and
Announcers who read news preSVs at 250-500 w stations. Age ex- * pared for them did not receive a
talent fee at any of the stations
perience ranged from four to seven
surveyed. One person at one local
years average, with 587' having
outlet was paid a $1 fee for each
college degrees.
Commercial radio experience was
newscast at a sponsor's request.
the main requirement for job ap- All but one station had non-union
Phonevision
(Continned from page Ul)
rectly a reasonable sum in order
to view programs of outstanding
interest or entertainment value
not otherwise available to them."
Zenith went on to explain,
"Such programs would include
first-run motion pictures, current
stage productions running on
Broadway or in other parts of the
country, outstanding sporting
events,
etc."
The petition
said that all segments of the television industry
have evidenced an interest in
Phonevision and a recent West
Coast poll revealed a majority
of present set owners would welcome the opportunity to make a
direct payment for outstanding
programs. It further pointed out
that Phonevision "may afford the
public substantially greater use
of television, as well as affording
to the broadcasters, and in particular those located in small communities, additional revenue which
will increase the feasibility of a
television operation."
Hunker to Tracy S. McCraken, Lillian
D. McCraken, Robert S. McCraken and
William D. McCraken for a consideration of $406,857. The McCrakens are
f'irectors
Cheyenne66%Ve\"-T»apers
Inc.,
which ofis presently
owner of
Frontier.
KFBC isFiled
a^fifrnod
250
w unlimited.
Aug. ?..'''40 kc
KTKR Taft, Calif .-As-^ignme'^t of )icen'-p from Kenneth Aitken and '^-"or?'>
J. Tschumy, partnership d/b a': Taft
Rroadcastine Co., to Kenneth Aitkin,
George T. Tschumy Jr., and Ralph B.
Smith,
ne"'Tschumy
comnanysellsofhis"sr^"
George J.
25% n^"-"f>.
interest
to
his
?o»i
George
Jr
.
operator at KTKR for $6,200 pr"''ent,Iv
and 24%
to Mr. Smith for $10,000. Mr. Smith
is a rancher. Mr. Aitken. president of
KTKR is 51% owner. KTKR is assiened 1310 kc, 500 w daytime. Filed
July 28.

FCC Proposes To Fix Ratios
PROPOSED changes were announced by FCC last week in its
FM engineering standards to
specify the ratio of desired to
undesired signals for FM stations
with 400 and 600 kc separation.
The Commission would specify
tively.
ratios of 1:10 and 1:100 respec-

news staffs, though some newsmen
belong to AFRA.
Sixty-five percent of the stations
had only one news wire. Over
three-fourths checked local news
sources, either by use of legmen or
telephone. A few stations had at
least one fulltime reporter, with
newspaper-owned outlets depending somewhat on the papers for
local news. Lower-powered stations use local news sources more
extensively. About a third had
special arrangements to get news
from the state capital or Washingington, beyond the wire services.
Half of the stations use regional
correspondents, either their own
or those of the affiliated newspaper.
Monthly guarantees to correspondents ranged from $1 to $10, with
most stations providing bonuses.
Payments totaled from $45 to $350
a month.
Though the telephone recorder
was relatively new, 41% of the
stations used the device, with 74%
having tape and 67% wire recorders.
Newscasts of five and 15-minutes
duration predominated, with 38%
having at least one regular newsnews. cast devoted exclusively to local
Porter Confirmed
CONFIRMATION of Paul Porter,
former FCC Chairman and now
practicing attorney, as U. S. Representative on the UN Palestine
Conciliation Commission, was voted
by the Senate July 29. He was
approved without objection after
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had favorably reported his
nomination. Mr. Porter succeeds
Mark Ethridge, publisher of the
Louisville Courier-Journal which
owns WHAS Louisville. He was
appointed by President Truman
July 17 [Broadcasting, July 25].

The proposed ratios are based
upon the results of comprehensive
selectivity tests of various FM receivers by the Commission's engi- VHP to UHF Transition
neering laboratory, FCC said, and
(Continued from page il )
are compatible with those recommended by the Joint Technical Advisory Committee in its report to simple but complete 500 w stathe FCC-industry en.gineering conference on FM and TV last winter
He said that "any city in Montana can be provided with Grade
[Broadcasting, Dee. 6, 1948].
Comments are invited by Sept. 6.
A service with 500 w or less" and
that the same is true of many
Co-channel ratio would remain
cities in such other states as
10:1 and the adjacent channel
Wyoming,
Nevada, and Idaho.
tion."
ratio 2:1 in the proposal. No reIn Washington, meanwhile, the
striction isgiven for separation of executive
committee of the Fed800 kc and above. FCC indicated
eral Communications Bar Assn.
stations normally will not be auauthorized its Committee on Practhorized in the same city with
tice and Procedure to complete a
separation less than 800 kc. Under
certain circumstances stations
brief maintaining that FCC's plan
to incorporate the allocations table
might be permitted in nearby cities
into its rules is contrary to law
with separation of 400 kc.
in that it denies applicants a right
As a result of interference
to hearing [Broadcasting, July
caused by stations operating on
25, Aug.mittee1].
executive
comalternate channels (400 kc sepof the The
Assn.
of Federal
aration), FCC in June 1947 reCommunications Consulting Engivised its rules and standards to
neers appointed A. D. Ring, George
Lohnes, and Robert L. Kennedy
provide gi'eater separation of FM
outlets in the same area. Sufficient
to draft a statement of AFCCE's
data was not available at that
views on the FCC plan for circulatime to fix the ratios of signal
tion to all members of the association and, with their approval, for
strengths for stations separated
submission to the Commission.
by 400 and 600 kc.
BROADCASTING
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KSOK PLEA
Requests SSA for 100 w Night

Recruiting Ads?
(Continued from page 25)

COMPLAINING that its application for fulltime operation is
moving backward instead of forward on FCC's processing lines,
KSOK Arkansas City, Kans., asked
the Commission last week for a
special
'^rate atservice
night. authorization to op-

plated
(of Gardner)
in the selection
public interest,
nor to "not
the
best interests of the Army and
Air Forces." It was a matter, he
said, of whether the government
would be getting as much for the
money as possible and whether the
specifications stipulated by the
services had been "completely fulfilled." A statement for the record showed R&R's 1948 gross billings as $33,265,440.28.
In its presentation to the National Military Establishment,
R&R pointed out it was well
equipped with specialists in all
media, and out of 2,300 agencies
operating, "we are among the
first 10 in size." It listed 35 personnel in its New York, Hollywood
and Chicago radio departments.
Citing personnel in its vaiious
offices,ject ofitfree
continued:
subradio time"On. .the
. there

The station, a 1-kw daytimer on
1280 kc, applied last April for authority to operate at night with
100 w. Between May 6 and July
21, KSOK told FCC, the application moved from 77th place on
Processing Line No. 2 to 84th
SPECIAL PROGRAMS marked formal opening of new studios and transmitter of KEN I Anchorage, Alaska, last month. Here is building housing
KENI's 5 kw RCA BTA-5F transmitter southwest of city. Building is
of reinforced concrete 30 by 72 ft. Some 150 attended first official
broadcast in new studios. Station is owned by Midnight Sun Broadcasting
Co. and is affiliated with MBS and ABC. A. E. (Cap) Lathrop is president.
Firm also owns KFAR Fairbanks.
RIDERS RADIO
Drops FM in 2 Markets
EIDERS RADIO Inc. of Minneapolis has ceased broadcasts to its
37 radio-equipped busses in Duluth
and Superior, Minn., according to
Jay Murray, president of the transit PM company. Opei-ation, set
up as a test by the car card advertising fraternity in connection
with WEBC-FM, had been on the
air continuously since July 14,
1948.
Decision to curtail operations in
the Twin Ports market was based
on "the fact that even an entire
installation is not large enough
to gross a billing which would meet
operating costs," Mr. Murray said.
"We feel that such marginal markets as Duluth
must wait
for "theis
day when
a national
network
established and acceptance is
created for the medium with the
national and regional advertiser."
He felt a city should have 250
vehicles suitable for installation
and a gross billing potential of
I $10,000 to $12,000 monthly. Duluth
has between 125 and 150, it is reported.
Mr. Murray said public reaction,
as attested by the Alfred Politz
study last December, showed little
opposition, and weekly store audits
on branded grocery items indicated
a "selling force directly attributable to the new medium." Riders
Radio Inc. is not connected with
Transit Radio Inc.

WIDE Joins MBS Aug. 1
WIDE Biddeford, Me., joined the
Yankee Network and MBS Aug.
1. Attended by almost 1,000 people,
occasion was marked with speeches
by dignitaries from the Biddeford
area. Also heard from were James
Powers, representing Yankee Network and MBS; Albert Warner,
MBS news chief in Washington,
General Manager Abbott Smith
of WMTW Portland and John
Hogan, WIDE's Washington correspondent.
BROADCASTING

AD CONTEST
For Father's Day Sought
FATHERS DAY Council in New
York is seeking means to hold a
Father's Day radio advertising and
publicity contest among stations
and advertisers in 1950, Broadcasting was told last week by
Alvin Austin, spokesman for the
council.
He said the council would be
happy to receive suggestions as
to how such a contest might be
organized, administered and
judged. The council already operates contests to mark the day
among newspapers and magazines.
Best advertisements using the
Father's Day theme win awards.
Mr. Austin said the council was
puzzled as how to judge radio
efforts on Father's Day via submissions rather than by listening
to the actual programs. He is
asking that suggestions be sent
to him at his office, 50 E. 42 St.,
N. Y.
CAB Requests Denied
BOARD of governors of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. at July 30 sitting denied presentations of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for use
of spot announcements during evening hours and on chainbreaks, and
direct access for approval of commercial continuity on food and drug
items to the Dept. of National
Health. CAB made presentations
on ground of dropping revenues of
independent stations.
WTMV-FM
Starts
WTMV-FM East St. Louis, 111., began operations July 28, Frank J.
Prendergast, general manager of
WTMV-AM-FM, has announced.
WTMV-FM, assigned Channel 273
(102.5 mc) with effective radiated
power of 33 kw, is operating from
4-10 p.m. daily. WTMV is a fulltime outlet on 1490 kc with 250 w.

• Telecasting

"Ordinary methods of predicplace.
tion lead to the ridiculous result
that the longer the application is
on file the less chance there is of
a grant of in
the aapplication,"
KSOKby
observed
petition filed
Arthur
W.
Scharfeld,
Washington
attorney.
While the application is awaiting
action, KSOK requested a special
service authorization as the only
means whereby FCC might "substantially" comply with the Administrative Procedure Act's requirement ofaction on applications
"with reasonable dispatch." There
are "no serious problems" involved
in the 100-w nighttime operation
and an SSA appears to be the only
method to provide, in the "reasonable or foreseeable future," the
"first nighttime broadcasting service from Arkansas City," KSOK
contended.

FM IN SCHOOLS
Audio- Visual Directors Meet
MAJOR interest of 30 educational
leaders from 20 states at a threeday conference of State Directors
of Audio-Visual Education in Chicago last week was the increasingpotential of 10 w FM stations.
Meeting was held at the Sherman
Hotel, Aug. 1-3.
Session was called by U. S. Education Commissioner Earl J. McGrath at request of state education officials working with public
schools in audio, visual and radio
training. Each of the persons attending discussed his own experiences with radio and other media
at round-table sessions.
All directors showed interest in
construction of 10 w FM stations
because of the low cost (from
$3,000 to $6,000), the operational
outlet for student radio workshop
groups, and the 14-to-20 mile coverage area. An estimated 30 educational institutions were reported
to have filed applications with the
FCC for this type of station during
the past three months.
Radio manufacturing firms
which sponsored exhibits at the
meeting included :
Allied Radio Corp., Chicago; Audio
Master Co.,
New York;N. Brush
Development Co., Franklin,
H.; Columbia
Records Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.; Eicor
Inc., Chicago; Hamilton Electronics,
Chicago;
Magn
acor d N.-REL,
Chicago;
RCA Victor,
Camden,
J.; Wisconsin
Sound Equipment Co., Milwaukee, and
Webster Electric Co., Racine.

is probably no agency in the country that gets more free time on
the air or space in the press than
Ruthrauff & Ryan, not only because of our size but also because
the personal element is a big factor
NME's Program
in free publicity."
program,
also admitted
to NME's
the record
on request
of Mr.
Miller, called for a series of network football games each season;
spot announcements;
live and recorded shows and television.
Mr. Wallace testified that N. W.
Ayer & Son neither filed nor intended to file a protest. He pointed
out that the 44 agencies invited to
submit presentations were specified
to have gross commercial billings
of $10 million or more annually,
and wondered why only four of
the 44 exhibited enough interest to
make presentations. "90% of the
biggest agencies in the country
turned their back on you," he said.
"That is a very curious circumstance, one not to be matched in
commercial advertising practice."
He suggested that "what had the
appearance of a competition was
not in for
factan aexamination
competition,"of and
called
the
findings of a Board of Officers.
An advisory committee, including Victor Ratner, CBS vice president, had previously been asked
by the Army to serve as a board
on the choice of an agency. It
heard the proposals of various
agencies preparatory to making
recommendations to the secretaries
of the Depts. of Army and Air
Force as to the best qualified.
The board noted that "all four
agencies are equipped and competent to handle
the account"
but
narrowed
the choice
to Gardner
Adv. and N. W. Ayer & Son. It
recommended Gardner be retained
for fiscal 1950 and that no change
in agencies be effected oftener than
every two years.
Mr. Martin
placed
commercial
billing
for Gardner's
1948 at
$10,076,597.04, plus $1,060,730.17
from the National Guard and
$1,394,265.87
from the Army— a
total
of $12,531,593.08.
August 8, 1949
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At
FOREIGN

Dea

TONGUE

SESSION

FOREIGN LANGUAGE Quality Group will
hold first meeting today (Aug. 8) at offices of
WOV New York. Station president, Ralph
Weil, is chairman of committee. Organized
last month as a cooperative association of U. S.
foreign language stations, FLQG aims at combining individual stations facilities and services into a nationwide market available to advertisers as a group purchase. Meeting is to
be devoted to basic plans and organizational
work.
SWEETS PROTEST MEET
PROTEST meeting on William McD. Sweets
resignation as director of Phillips H. Lord organization called by Voice of Freedom Committee and radio-television division of Arts,
Sciences and Professions for Thursday evening in Hotel Shelton, New York. Mr. Sweets
listed as principal speaker. Resignation from
Lord company's Gangbusters and Counter Spy
programs gave rise to reports blacklist existed
in radio. Matter is now under investigation
by various radio unions [Broadcasting, July
18, Aug. 1].
TV

BASEBALL

RIGHTS

WORLD SERIES television rights details may
be decided at meeting of organized baseball
Aug. 11 in Chicago. Meanwhile, Comr. Chandler's baseball office told Broadcasting Friday
no fee for rights had been set, scotching New
York report that a TV network other than
MBS, which had TV rights in 1948 and is
said to have first refusal rights this year, knew
the fee and had received bid. MBS has AM
rights to series through 1951 under contract
to Gillette, which is reported strong contender
for video sponsorship.
MOTOROLA

EXPANSION

MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, hires 1,000 additional workers, bringing total to 4,500, greatest number of people in firm's history, according to President Paul V. Galvin. Hiring necessitated to achieve full production on firm's
new 1950 line of television and radio sets.
WMBR-TV

JOINS

ABC

WMBR-TV Jacksonville affiliating Oct. 2 with
ABC-TV, bringing network's total to 40. Station owned by Florida Broadcasting Co., to
operate on Channel 4 as metropolitan class
station. Glenn Marshall Jr. is manager.
WMBR-TV also CBS, NBC affiliate.
WCTC PLANS UHF TESTS
EXPERIMENTAL UHF TV outlet sought by
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., in application
filed at FCC. Pulsed emission, 20 kw visual
power on 660-680 and 700-720 me sought.

CANADIAN

HEARING

SET

CANADIAN BROADCASTERS to present
briefs on all phases of broadcasting and television to Royal Commission on Arts, Letters
and Sciences at Ottawa Sept. 6. Both CBC
and Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters will present briefs to Royal Commission. One commissioner. Father Levesque, has been in Europe
this summer studying TV development. Regional meetings also are to be held on further
briefs to meet local situations.
Page 70
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3 FROM NAB TO ATTEND
ALL DISTRICT MEETINGS
THREE-MAN headquarters squadron to make
entire NAB district meeting tour this fall,
starting with District 7 meeting at Terrace
Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati, Sept. 8-9. Staff participation kept to minimum in line with general NAB economy move.
Covering
circuit sessions
for "shirtsleeve"
tion in district
will be participaPresident
Justin Miller; Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and Richard P.
Doherty,
tions Dept.director, Employe-Employer RelaDon Petty, general counsel, will attend
meetings in areas where he has not held meetings with station attorneys. Robert K. Richards, director. Dept. of Public Relations, will
visit number of districts in advance of meetings.
Grass-roots technique to dominate all meetings,, with Judge Miller discussing industry
and NAB matters as well as asking members
what they want from NAB.
Mr. Mitchell will tell BAB story, describe
sales tools and their use, review retail radio
field and discuss means of meeting competition
from other media.
Mr. Doherty will emphasize problem of
meeting rising station costs. He will have
data based on figures from 900 stations showing how to cut operating costs without impairing service to listeners. Wages and hours,
labor trends and related matters will be taken
up.
Usual "flea circus" troupe to make trip
along with spokesmen for BMB and BMI, it's
understood.
Judge Miller and other members of headquarters group will be available for special
clinics and meetings. Full district meeting
schedule permits them to get back to Washington frequently so headquarters activity can
proceed as usual.
TV

TALENT

FORMULA

FORMULA for division of jurisdiction over
television talent appeared Friday to have been
evolved in Hollywood conferences of Screen
Actors Guild and several eastern talent unions
of Associated Actors & Artistes of America
[Broadcasting, July 25]. SAG is understood
to be given 50% voice in negotiations in TV
film field, with other unions having total of
50%. In live television, each union will have
one vote. Question whether kinescope recordings which may be used more than once would
come under SAG reportedly threatened to
break up meetings and finally was put aside
until points on which there was unanimity
could be incorporated into partnership agreement. No official progress reports issued, but
drafting of agreement was expected over weekend.
WOR BASEBALL AWARDS
SECOND annual Stan Lomax Baseball
Awards, sponsored by WOR New York, will
go to outstanding players on teams sponsored
by Police Conference on Youth Activities in
New York City and 13 other communities, according to Theodore C. Streibert, WOR president. Fourteen players, forming all-star
squad, will be selected by judges in home communities. They will be feted at dinner and
receive awards on Stan Lomax's Sept. 8 broadcast.

DUMONT
DRAFTS SCHEDULE
FOR COLLEGE GRID TELECASTS
FOLLOWING meetings last vv^eek of TV net,
works on coaxial cable allocations for football
games, DuMont reported its schedule as fol]
lovvTS :
I
24, Indiana
Dame;at Wisconsin;
Oct. 1, Wiscon-'
sinSept.
at Illinois;
Oct. at8, Notre
California
Oct. j.
15, Tulane at
Notre
Dame; Oct.at 22,
Ohio State
at '■
Wisconsin;
Oct.
29,
Michigan
Illinois;
Nov.
Wisconsin at Northwestern; Nov. 12, Notre Dame vs.5, \
North
Carolina
York; California
Nov. 19, atIowa
Notre Dame;
Nov.at 26,NewSouthern
Notreat ;i
Dame.
All games will be fed to network on West-toEast cable except Nov. 12, when feed will be
from East to West. Chevrolet Division of
General Motors will sponsor Notre Dame game
telecasts. Rest of schedule will be sponsored
by Chevrolet dealers in Chicago and offered
to Chevrolet dealer groups in other cities for
similar local sponsorship.
In New York, local gridiron contest will
be substituted for network games on Oct. 22
and Nov. 5, at request of dealers in that city.
VIDEOVEX

TO

EXPAND

JAN & GRAHAM Inc., TV research firm which
issues monthly Videovex report on Chicago and
New York, to extend to 13 markets in October,
it was disclosed Friday. Los Angeles report
already has been launched.

'

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
to add soon two more Consolidated Royal
Chemical Corp. products, Kolor Bak and
Peruna. Firm became agency for Krank's
Shave Kreem and Mar-O-Oil about two months
ago and at that time tried for all four products but Consolidated was reluctant to move
all from O'Neil Larson & McMahon, Chicago,
at that time.
FCC SEEMS RESIGNED to failure to get
out long-pending clear-channel decision before
scheduled opening of NARBA treaty negotiations at Montreal Sept. 13, though it's still
working. Delegation to conference not yet
selected, but Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who has
been directing preparations for FCC and State
Dept., seems good bet to head FCC contingent.
Others likely to include Engineers James Barr,
Ralph Renton, Underwood Graham, and Edgar
Vandivere, and Attorney Joseph Kittner.
BBDO NEW YORK readying campaign of j
woman's programs for duPont Nylon. , |
RECENT "get tough" policy at FCC, as indicated in exhaustive hearing order on G. A.
Richards stations, can be traced in some measure to beating Commissioner E. M. Webster
took at confirmation hearings at hands of Sen.
Tobey (R-N.H.). Webster v/as lambasted because of FCC failure to hold further public
hearings in Arde Bulova station ownership \ \
case and disposition now seems to be on part
of several Commissioners to order hearings
when there's any semblance of doubt.
ORTHO PRODUCTS, New York (Dr. Baron's
foot cushion), through its agency Metropolitan
Adv., ment
NewradioYork,
contemplating spot announcecampaign.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, New York, planning
TV spot announcement campaigns for both
Chrysler(Silver
Corp. Star
(Dodge)
and American Safety !
Razor
blades).
UNITED AIRLINES, through N. W. Ayer &
Son, planning TV spot campaign to start in
September.
BROADCASTING
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NEW
TO

THE

WORDS

HAVE

BROADCASTING

New words and new terms are easy to coin, but it takes
popular acceptance to give them life. That's why you're
hearing so much about "MAGNECORDER," "MAGNECORDED," and "MAGNECORDING." That's why
they've become a part of everyday broadcasting speech.
Reasons for the popular acceptance of the MAGNECORDER are many.
MAGNECORDER — THE ONLY TAPE RECORDER
FEATURING UNIT CONSTRUCTION. The several
elements that make up the Magnecorder are available
as individual units. Buy only those units you need.

BEEN

ADDED

DICTIONARY

Combine them or carry them where you need them as
you need them.
MAGNECORDED— PROVEN HIGHEST BROADCAST
QUALITY. Thousands of hours of unexcelled performance in radio stations and recording studios throughout
the world have proved Magnecord portable and studio
equipment to be the finest.
As a professional you owe it to yourself to see and hear
actual proof of Magnecord equipment's superiority now.
Don't delay. Learn how a Magnecorder can improve
your recordings today!

ANOTHER

MAGNECORD

The
new, completely portFIRST—
able Magnecorder PT6-JA
produces truly amazing professional recordings. Write
for specifications.

Copyright 1949

$499.50

^

Chicago

Office — 360 N. Michigan Ave.

Plant — 222 West Ohio Street

World's Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Professional Magnetic Recorders.

RCA Laboratories developed a copper
mesh with 2,250,000 tiny openings to the
square inch for tlie television camera "eye."

In RCA

Image Orthicon

television

cameras you will find a super-fine copper mesh. Until a new technique for
making such screen was discovered at
RCA

Laboratories, only coarse and ir-

regular mesh — which obstructed 60%
of the picture — was available.
Today, through RCA research, such
mesli can be made with 1500 gossamer

wires to the linear inch. A pinhead will
cover 7000 of its tiny openings.

electronic television, is another RCA Laboratories first. Continued leadership in

By RCA's technique— now producing commercial quantities of 200- and 500-mesh screens
—the mesh is so fine, so regular, that it is invisible on television receivers . . , and as much
as 85% more picture passes through.

science and engineering adds vAue be-

You benefit — many times
This new type of super-fine wire mesh,
like most major developments in all-

M/or/c/ Lecfc/er

RCA

yond priceRCA
to any
product or service oi
and
Victor.

The neivest developments in radio, television, and
electronics may he seen in action at RCA Exhibition
Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y. Admission is free, and
you are cordially invited. Radio C orporation of America,
Radio City, N. Y. 20.
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newspapers, department stores, news reels — everywhere
UARE DANCING! Today's favorite! WLS takes special
iiiucicsi uccause we have been known for 2 5 years as the home of
square dancing and folk music— the originator of the WLS
National Barn Dance. For more facts about the quarter-century-old
^

h > !

' ' , Reproduction courtesy
i', ^ / ' 1' ( " Chicago
Spadea, Doily
Inc., News
ond

or any of the friendly programs on "the square dance
your John Blair man or Sales Manager, WLS, Chicago 7.
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Bri
ss
ine
Bus
Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.ng
Upcomi
Sht:
flock Holmes on approximately 60 ABC
FCC'S
VIEWS
its ownq;
role in:^
liquor-adver^^on^J
"C
Aug. 25-27: Georgia Assn. of Local Stations,
tising question (story page 25) are due to be
stations, Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. Contract,
St. Simon Island, Ga.
revealed early this week. Asked by Sen. Ed C.
52 weeks. Agency, Young & Rubicam, San
Francisco.
Aug. 29: Government-industry NARBA preparaJohnson (D-Col.) to join fight against hard
tory committee. Departmental Auditorium,
liquor commercials, Commission has prepared
SPOT TEST • New Products Co., South
Washington.
reply which reportedly points out that it has
Bend, Ind., starting spot test campaign this
Sept. 13: Third NARBA conference convenes,
no federal law under which to operate speWindsor Hotel, Montreal.
cifically in this field, though in many cases
week on corn
WPTR
Albany
for Jack's
cheese(Other Upcomings on page 69)
flavored
twists.
One-minute
commercials
there are state prohibitions against such radio
will
be
used
through
east
if
sales
results
are
advertising. FCC ruled three years ago that
favorable.
Agency,
MacDonald-Cook,
Chicago.
alcoholic beverage advertising can be "controversial" and warrant reply time for drys.
Bulletins
REDDI-WIP PLANS • Reddi-Wip, St. Louis
NBC TOP level realignment, launched with
(canned whipping cream), readying AM rerecent appointment of Sylvester (Pat) Weaver
HOUSE of Representatives Friday voted ungional spot campaign. TV commercials have
animously
to
authorize
Select
Committee
to
as vice president in charge of television, will
been submitted by agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
include not only AM opposite number for Mr.
probe lobbying activities of government agenChicago, but no decision made.
cies and private industries. Chairman Adolph
Weaver, but also executive head for ownedSEALY NEWS • Sealy Mattress Co., Los
Sabath (D-Ill.) termed investigation "very
and-operated stations (AM and TV). It's
understood this post some months ago had
Angeles, starts Chet Huntley news Tues.,
necessary," citing $2 million expenditure by
158 lobbyists during first three months of
been offered Hugh L. Terry, general manager
Thurs., on 8 CBS Pacific California stations
of KLZ Denver, who declined in order to
1949. Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) will
and renews Sat., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST), 52
appoint group. House previously adopted joint
participate in ownership of that outlet.
weeks. Agency, Alvin Wilder, Los Angeles.
Senate-House resolution last May, but measure
ALTHOUGH FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and
was bottled up in Senate Rules Committee
SEALTEST SIGNS • National Dairy Prodentourage will return to United States from
until last week.
ucts (Sealtest) Sept. 27 starts sponsorship of
prolonged European conference mission this
Kukla,
Fran & Ollie on NBC-TV, Tues.,
SHOTWELL
MFG.
Co.,
St.
Louis,
will
expand
week, Mr. Coy is not expected to pick up FCC
Thurs.,
7-7:30
p.m. [Closed Circuit, Aug. 8].
gavel for another several weeks to enable him
one-minute participations there to more marRCA continues Mon., Wed., Fri. sponsorship.
to take vacation. Talk of his likely retirekets in early fall on behalf of Puritan marshSealtest also buys 10:45-11 a.m. strip on
mallows. Areas being chosen now by agency.
ment from FCC has all but evaporated now
NBC. Sealtest agency, N. W. Ayer & Son,
Wade
Adv.,
Chicago.
that prospect for increase in FCC pay from
New York.
S10,000 to $15,000 or $16,000 appears almost
O-CEDAR Corp., Chicago, introduces new mop
certain.
NEWS RENEWAL • Christian Science
line on Chicago TV stations with test spots
Monitor renews news commentaries by Erwin
early next month. Expansion planned to naN. W. AYER & SON, New York, recommendD. Canham on ABC Tuesday, 9:30-9:45 p.m.,
tional markets if response meets expectations.
ing radio spot announcement campaign to its
52 weeks, effective Aug. 30 on 75 ABC stations.
Agency,
Young
&
Rubicam,
Chicago.
client. Charms Co., Asbury Park, N. J.
Agency, H. B. Humphrey Co., New York.
PROSPECTS BRIGHTEN
IT'S FOREGONE conclusion that U. S. deleOIL SERIES RETURNS # American Oil
gation to NARBA conference which gets under
FOR ASCAP-TV ACCORD
Co., Baltimore, renews Carnegie Hall on 107
way in Montreal Sept. 13 will insist upon obABC stations. Program, now heard Sun., 7:30servance of U. S. engineering standards by
PROSPECTS for early settlement of ASCAP
8 p.m., will move to Tues., 8-8:30 p.rn., effectNARBA signatories to bring about uniform
fee scales for television believed brighter as
ive Sept. 27. Agency, Joseph Katz Co.,
results and minimize interference.
result of meetings last week at which officials
Baltimore.
of several stations joined Robert P. Myers,
DON'T LOOK for comments on color TV from
NBC assistant general attorney and key neQUAKER CONTINUES # Quaker Oats Co.,
either of principal antagonists, RCA-NBC
gotiator for broadcasters, in arguing their case
Chicago, renews Talk Your Way Out of It on
and CBS, before Aug. 26 deadline for submiswith ASCAP executives.
sion of data to FCC in preparation for VHFABC Mon., Wed., Fri., 3-3:30 p.m. effective
Agreement reported to be nearly reached
Sept. 12. Agency, C. J. LaRoche & Co., New
UHF-color hearing which starts Sept. 26.
York.
on some points in dispute, but one participant
They're both working hard, saying nothing.
cautioned against too optimistic conclusions although he said progress had been made. PresCONVERSATIONS under way looking toward
THREE RENEW ON MBS
ent at meetings were G. Richard Shafto, WIS
retention by Daytime Petitioners Assn. of
Columbia, S. C; Clair R. McCollough, WGALRoyal V. Howard, former engineering director
R. B. SEMLER Co., through Erwin Wasey &
TV Lancaster, Pa., and G. Emerson Markham,
of NAB, to represent it at NARBA sessions in
Co., Friday renewed Gabriel Heater newscasts
WRGB
(TV)
Schenectady
and
newly
appointed
Montreal next month. Daytime group seeks
over MBS for two years, effective Jan. 5.
television chief of NAB. For ASCAP negotiafulltime on Mexican clear channels and topic
Network spokesman said fact renewal signed
falls within purview of NARBA sessions.
tors were Fi'ed E. Ahlert, president, and Hersix months before expiration of present conman Finkelstein, counsel.
tract indicates sponsor satisfaction with
REPRESENTATIVES have been assked for
Heater program. Also renewed at MBS:
TWO NAMED VICE PRESIDENTS
availabilities for 26-week campaign of 15-minWilliamson Candy Co. (O'Henry Candy Bars)
ute and half-hour hillbilly shows in 35 markets
KASTOR, FARRELL, CHESLEY & CLIFthrough Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, True
for Consolidated Royal Chemical products
FORD has appointed two vice presidents.
Detective Mysteries, Sun., 5:30 to 6 p.m., effectPeruna and Kolor-Bak. Agency is Harry
They are Jack Peters, New York media direcive Sept. 4, and Wander Co. (Ovaltine) through
O'Neil Inc.
Hill Blackett & Co., Captain Midnite, 5:30 to
tor, and David D. Brown, manager of Chicago
office and account executive on Blatz Brewing
620.p.m., Tuesday and Thursday, effective Sept.
"^■JTUAL reportedly was approached by highCo. account.
(Continued on ]>age 70)
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'^Today's

Woman"

Recommends

Springerle

• • •

ANNE HAYES— mother, homemaker, and popular
Mid -America radio personality.

at

a

Very

Low

Cost

per

1000

Coverage!

Ever tried Springerle? It's a little white cookie. You beat the mixture by
hand for an hour , . . and the cookies are delicious! (They should be!)
50,000

WATTS

10,000 WATTS

DAY

NIGHT-

810 Kc.

Out Mid-America way, you might have picked up this recipe from
"Today's Woman" (Anne Hayes, director of KCMO's women's activi«
ties). For on her Monday- thru-Friday "Today's Woman" show, she
gives many a recipe, homemaking tip, and (ah, yes) plug for
Sponsored products.
If you have a story to tell to "better-halves" of Mid- America families,
let Anne Hayes give them the word. It will be well-told . . . and told at
a low, very low, cost per 1000 coverage. Kansas City's most powerful
station, KCMO, serves 213 Mid- America counties with a potential
listenership of over 5,435,000 inside its 50,000 watt measured M mv.
coverage area.

station

c
one sp
set
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KCMO
and KCMO-FM...94.9 Megacycles
KANSAS
CITY,
MISSOURI
Basic ABC for M. id- America
National Representative: John E. Pearson Company
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FRANK

SILVERNAIL

Chief Time Buyer, BBDO
Frank, with only the supervision of all of
BBDO's tremendous spot and network radio
buying to occupy his days,
has been given the additional responsibility of
master-nninding all BBDO TV buying as well.
When things get too rough, Frank,
make use of the Patroon membership you received
today from the Rambeau rep . . . come to
Patroonland for rest and relaxation.

FACT

OF

THE

WEEK

Adyertisers' success stories
are proof posit-ive that
WPTR delivers:
* Sales, not tales

* Orders, not oratory
* Customers, not claims

50,000

Watts

Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
Page 6
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PATROON
Aristocratic Landholder
of the Hudson Valley
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N.Y.

At Washington Headquarters
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Frank
Rufus News
Crater,
Associate
tors; FredBeatty,
Fitzgerald,
Editor;
RobertEdi-B
Luce, Research Editor; Tyler Nourse, Jo
Hailey, Assistants to the News Editor. STAFF:
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Hynes, John Osbon, Ardinelle Williamson.
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Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New
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Betty Editor;
R. Stone.Florence Small, Gloria Berlin,
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*— The News Magazine of
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Meeting
WRVB,

FM

and

TV

Richmond,

Needs

for

Virginia

• Rising high above the Tideland, this Truscoa SelfSupporting Steel Radio Tower helps flash the cream
of FM and TV entertainment to a great circle of
Virginia audiences. The business end of this slender
steel beauty mounts both an R.C.A. 2-section pylon
FM antenna, and an R.C.A. 6-section TV antenna.
This outstanding installation emphasizes again the fact
that every Truscon Steel Radio Tower is fitted exactly
to its specific location. Truscon Radio Towers today are
operating faithfully under world-wide extremes of
weather . . . under almost every possible combination

TRUSCON
tower

of strength

485

ft

HIGH
OVERALL

of temperature, humidity and wind conditions .
mountains, deserts, plains and coastal areas.

in

Truscon engineers are ready now to put their vast
experience at your service— ready to design and erect
just the tower you need for AM, FM and TV broadcasting .. . tall or small, guyed or self-supporting, of
uniform or tapered cross-section. Call the Truscon
office nearest you or write our home office in
Youngstown. There is no obligation.
TRUSCON
STEEL
COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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Exclusive
Representatives:
Radio
KOB
Albuquerque
KFDM
Beaumont
KDSH
Boise
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
WGR
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
KRIS
Corpus Christi
woe
Davenport
WHO
Des Moines
Denver
KVOD
WDSM
Duluth
WDAY
Fargo
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
WBAP
Ft. Wortb-DaUas
KGMB-KHBC
Honolulu-Hilo
KXYZ
Houston
Indianapolis
WISH
KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
WMCA
Norfolk
WGH
KFAB
Omaha
Peoria-Tuscola
WMBD-WDZ
KYW
Philadelphia
KDKA
Pittsburgh
KEX
Portland, Ore.
WPTF
Raleigh
WDBJ
Roanoke
St. Louis
KSD
KIRO
Seattle
WFBL
Syracuse
Television
Baltimore
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
St. Louis
San Francisco

WAAM
WBAP-TV
WAVE-TV
WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV
KRON-TV

Although Old Colonel F&P had 318
years of varied and successful business experience under his belt before
joining Free & Peters, his average
age is actually just under 40 years!

1
I

IP OR 12 years before joining Free & Peters,

cessful experience that would be hard for any

this versatile old boy ran the darndest combination of businesses you ever heard of. He
worked for radio stations and newspapers,
managed the radio department of a fine

organization to match!

agency, headed up a successful travel company, manufactured automatic vending machines, was associated with the FBI, and did
a lot of other things, to boot!
Old Colonel F&P
Peters.

With this backlog of experience, all us
F&P Colonels know how to make business
sense to business men

we talk about

national spot radio and television. We know
how to help make "national spot" more profitable for our customers.

is all the men at Free &

He represents a cross-section of sue-

when

Ask us for whatever you need.

We

will

give you the right answers, in a hurry!

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
F'ree
& Pe
Sincete
1932 rs,
inc.
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

ki

illlllllllillllllllll '

Cori
BLOCK DRUG Co., through its agency Redfield-Johnstone, New York
preparing spot announcement campaign in radio for Sterakleen, Posla
Allenru, Omega oil and rub. Approximately 60 markets will be us( Ft*
Contracts are for 26 weeks.
TRACING
NBC's
paign which
will fall
carrypublicity
these campress
members into every state are (I to r)
Jack Slocum, Josef Dine, Jack Ryan,
Les Raddatz, Sydney Eiges, v. p.
charge of press; Sam Kaufman, Warren Cromwell, Ursula Halloran,
Michael Dann.

ATTENDING WSJS Winston-Salem
luncheon meeting on farm problems
are (I to r) Wallace Carroll of Winston-Salem Journal and Sentinel
(WSJS owner); O. F. McCrary, farm
agent; Robert C. Estes, WSJS prog,
mgr.; hiarvey Dinkins, WSJS
farm service dir.

A. E. STALEY Mfgs. Co., Decatur, 111., names Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago
handle national advertising for its Sweetose syrups. Cream Corn star
Cube starch and Sta-Plo starch. Radio is expected to be used.
INDUSTRIAL FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., Denver, appoints ArtH
G. Rippey & Co., that city, as agency. Radio will be used with other med
HARRY A. LAZIER is account executive.
Pw

JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago, subsidiary of Lever Bros., starts extens IC
radio campaign in Southern California to introduce its margarine and sal
dressing. Participations have been placed on six shows, five five-a-week a
a quarter-hour on Meet the Missus, and on three Lever programs, Aunt Jenv
Big Town and Winner Takes All. One-minute spots are being aired in f d ii^"
other markets. Agency is Tatham-Laird, also Chicago. National AM-'
.schedules not expected to be drawn before fall.
Df!!
lie
THE 6TH ARMY, San Francisco, re-appoints Russell, Harris & Wood, tf{oi
city. Radio will continue to be used along with other media.
)f In
ra
loiit
R. GERBER Co., Chicago, will use TV and radio in promotion of new produ,
package containing pop corn and popping oil. Newby & Peron Inc., sa
city, is agency.

NATIONAL
BARGAIN
BUYERSorganization
CLUB OF AMERICA
Inc., mass
Los Angeles
chandising and
distributing
for releasing
quantities(m|'
liquidated merchandise direct to consumer via mail), appoints Dav m
Harrison Simmonds, Hollywood, as agency.
Advertising appropriation
fra;
$100,000, which includes radio and television, has been approved. NORMj^; i:ity.
G. TYRE is agency account executive.
Ccif
mil
ffalt
hi
PERMA-FIT Co., Chicago, will use radio in promotion of Perma-Fit (plas im
strip for permanent denture fit). Agency is Newby & Peron Inc., same city
;raiis
ALJOHN Co., Oakland, Calif. (Enduv, new product for prevention of runs
women's
hosiery),
Elliott,GATES
Daly &is Schnitzer,
that city, as agenc|FEEl
Radio is to
be used. appoints
BLAISDELL
account executive.

ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, names Kudner Agency Inc., New York, to han (exeti
radio, television advertising and public relations.

TWO
Arthur
(r) and funsters,
Clellan CBS'
Card of
WCCOGodfrey
Minneapolis,
test
gags
from
Card's
Cracks, jokebook being offered to
listeners on Mr. Card's WCCO show.

TOMMY

REYNOLDS (r), sports announcer for KCOR San Antonio, Tex.,
interviews Monty Stratton, famed
one-legged baseball pitcher, during
warm-up broadcast on KCOR.

LISTENERS get behind-the-scenes
stories as Harmon Hyde (r), program
director of WPJB (FM) Providence,
R. i., interviews Arthur Fiedler, conductor of Boston
Esplanade
Orchestra,
during "Pops"
broadcast
from
Hatch Memorial Shell in Boston.

OPENING night of Mae West's "Diamond 'Lil" at U. of Denver Opera
House brought out this KOA Denver
crew (I to r): Evadna Hammersley,
Earl Ferguson, Martha Chapman
(dir. Rocky Mountain Radio Council),
Bob Petre and Don Allen.

Meturotk Accounti

joiis
lOE
Phi
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. Co. renews National Farm and Home Hour ffeul
fifth year on full NBC network for 52 weeks from Sept. 10 through Bert
Gittins Agency, Milwaukee. Program aired Saturday, 12 to 12:30 p.m. Cl^aiiio
GEORGE DIEFENDERFER is NBC Chicago account executive.
m
vECl
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia, through Hutchins Adv. Co., same city, sig
52-week renewal contract with ABC for continued sponsorship of 9:45-10 a. ceb:
segment of Mon.-Fri. Breakfast Club. Contract covers 271 ABC stations, a
is effective Aug. 29. This is Philco's fifth year with program.

ELGIN AMERICAN Co., Elgin, 111. will start Groucho Marx Show on CI PR.t
Oct. 5, one week later than originally announced.
£ • • •
NORBERT NOLAN, formerly partner in Avery & Nolan, San Francis
agency, appointed copy chief in advertising department of Golden State Co. Lt
that city (dairy products).
TOM VINNEDGE becomes promotion manager for farm feeds division
Centennial Flouring Mills Co., Seattle.

ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

4

l

f

enciei

AE. MORGAN, vice president of Richard A. Foley Adv., Philadelphia,
^elected to board of directors. Mr. Morgan has been member of organization since 1930.
;Il
-FRANK N. RIGGIO, with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, since 1944,
lamed vice president of company.
[. C. (Red) HARBOUR appointed account executive for Tim Morrow Adv.,
Chicago. Mr. Harbour formerly was assistant sales manager for Whiting
'3orp., Harvey, 111., and most recently director and sales manager of Comfort
Products Corp., Dallas.
|[)0N
TOMKENS
and JOHN
TV section
of Campbell-Ewald
Co.,
Detroit.
Mr. Tomkins,
who COLEMAN
has written, join
directed
and produced
shows for stage,
radio and television, becomes TV production supervisor. Mr. Coleman joins
)roduction staff.
jEDNA HOEY, formerly media director of Carter Products Inc., joins New
iTork office of Wilhelm-Laughlin Wilson & Assoc., as account executive.
jjLdICK DONALD Adv., Los Angeles, elected member of Southern California
f(|)iAdvertising Agencies Assn.
JOBERT R. BURTON, account supervisor at Young & Rubicam, Chicago, superrising the agency's preparation of copy for Advertising Council kit on traffic
iccidents. National Safety Council is cooperating. Volunteer coordinator
or campaign is WESLEY I. NUNN, advertising manager. Standard Oil Co.
if Indiana.
iVILLIAM A. YOELL, formerly head of his own research organization, ap)ointed director of research and marketing at Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co.,
"Jew York.
Z. W. FRANKLIN, for eight years with business department of Puget Sound
Power & Light Co., Seattle, elected treasurer of Pacific National Adv., same
ity.

THE EVALYN TYNER SHOW — every Friday evening at 10 — a half hour of delightful music by "The First Lady of the Piano" and her trio from the beautiful
Embassy Room of The Hotel Statler. It's the first regular remote TV show from
a hotel and The Washington Post says, "there couldn't have been a happier
choice of subject, for Evalyn's style is strictly from her to you, personally."
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
AT 7:00 P.M. IS SERIAL
TIME
WASHINGTON!
WMAL-TV's
serialsIN are
tops in entertainment,
tops in ratings, and tops in advertising impact. The serial thriller is
reaching more men, more women,
and more children than any other
show seen in Washington at that
hour! isLike
"Frontier
Theater",
the
serial
breaking
all early
evening
viewing records in Washington!

iON BELDING, chairman, executive committee of Foote, Cone & Belding,
"Jew York, named one of ten conference leaders at Merchants and ManuConferencefacturers
to Assn.be(Los
heldAngeles)
in Palm Seventh
Springs,Annual
Calif., Employer-Employe
next October. Mr.Relations
Belding
vill be assisted by JACK SMOCK, vice president of FC&B.
FRANCES H. VAN DEVENTER, formerly with Day, Duke & Tarlton and J.
Walter Thompson Co., joins Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as account
!xecutive. All are New York agencies.
IWard
'FREDERICK
RHODE, joins
formercreative
retail appliance
sales manager
and Co.,R. Chicago,
staff of Fuller
& Smith at& Montgomery
Ross, same
lity. He works on Fiberglass account.
'NNES HARRIS, commercial supervisor at Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
iransferred to New York office in same capacity.
5AMUEL WIEDER, former copy chief of Paul Klemter & Co., Newark, N. J.,
oins copy department of Lewis & Oilman Inc., Philadelphia.
JILL LIPSEY, who supervised his own accounts for past four years at S. K.
jcnby Adv., Chicago, resigns to open his own agency. Bill Lipsey & Assoc., at
14 E. Lake St. Telephone STate 1-0687. Mr. Lipsey is handling prospective
■adio and television accounts.
LAUGHTER, C.happens
O. D. —on
Everything
"Laughter, C.O.D." (Thursdays, 10
p.m.) from goat milking to house
painting contests. Zany Gil Hodges
(above) engineers the antics and
awards handsome prizes to his
"victims."

^TILLIAM R. DUGGY, freelance art director in television for more than two
rears and staff artist with McCann-Erickson, New York, prior to that, returns
' o agency as television art director.
:LARA PRENDERGAST, formerly with Time Inc., New York, joins staff of
*
Associated Adv., Los Angeles.
li'RANCES KEITH, vice president and executive merchandising counsel of
ibbott Kimball Co. of California, San Francisco, has resigned.
»)HN T. LYONS of public relations-publicity staff of Gray & Rogers, Adv.,
' liladelphia, named publicity director of Junior Chamber of Commerce.
CEDRIC W. TARR resigns as copy director of Buchanan & Co., San Francisco.
LECHE & LECHE Inc., Dallas, Tex., moves to new offices at 1008 Mercantile
{ank Bldg., Dallas.
'. J. MULGREW named assistant account executive on Pepsodent at Foote,
lone & Belding, Chicago, where he has worked a year as trainee.
5ROADCASTING
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A
SHIP'S REPORTER— (Tues., Wed., 7:30 p.m.; Thurs. 10 p.m.) Jack
Mangan introduces televiewers to some of the world's great luminaries
as they arrive and depart by liner or plane from New York. Mangan presents
casual, "off guard glimpses" — his interviews are friendly, informative, and
personal.
(One
minute announcements available within each program.)
W M A L

WMAL-TV
THE EVENING STAR STATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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KSL — the only 50,000-watt station between
Denver and the Pacific Coast — is the first
choice throughout 74 county units of Interinountain America.*

Has the most Hsteners

during 68.1% of the total 532 quarter-hours
of the week. Gets the biggest audience during
more than twice as many quarter-hours as all
Salt Lake City stations and regional networks
combined !

That's what the listeners told Benson and Benson,
Inc., when this independent research organization conducted the most far-reaching and
thorough study ever made in Intermountain
America.

This Listener Diary proves KSL is the

favorite throughout a quarter-million-square mile
market where one million of your customers
spend one billion dollars a year.
To make your product the favorite of Intermountain America, buy the listeners' favorite — KSL.
You'll find KSL costs less per customer than
any other Salt Lake City station or regional
network.
*50-100% BMB Audience Area
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By EDGAR KOBAK
Business Consultant
THE CURRENT series of articles
in Broadcasting on the general
subject "How the Buyers' Market
Can Mean Business for Broadcastto me.ing" has been of extreme interest
I have been loolcing after grandchildren while vacationing. Grandchildren and salesmen have a lot
in common — they usually are inclined to do what is fun and what
might irritate parents and bosses
— not sticking to the main job of
being good boys. But they all want
to be good.
So on this hot and humid Sunday
afternoon back in New York where
we are keeping out of crowds and
traffic, I take my Hermes on my
lap and will knock out a few points
that may help those who are held
responsible for getting business.
There is nothing new in the list
— some have been written by
others, I am sure, and some points
will be recognized by many of the
men and women who have had to
work with me in recent years while
we were driving for business.
What would I do if I were a
salesman fighting for business —
now that the transom business has
slowed up to a slight breeze and it
takes selling?
'What I Would Do'
Well, I would do some of the
following. I would look on my
job as though I were in business
for myself. Being in business for
yourself is a real challenge these
days. You have to set up some
pretty high goals. You have to
plan ahead, so that you can make
ends meet at the end of the month,
in a business way. In a personal
way, you have to think of such
things as taking care of your family, stepping up your income, getting ahead financially, and, of
course, proving to yourself that
you can do a good job.
I would tell myself that regardless of the cooperation I get from
my associates and the industry
activities such as BAB, that in the
end my success depends on my own
efforts and how well I ran my
All seven of the "How the
Buyers' Market Can Mean
Business for Broadcasting"
series are being printed in
booklet form. Send for your
free copy. Additional copies
may be obtained at a nominal charge. Address
BROADCASTING, "B u s i ness for Broadcasting" Series, 870 National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
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16 — I would write my own presentations, at least outline them
get my facts marshalled together,
and then if we have a promotion
department let them finish the job.
I know that in preparing my own
presentation,
better, and this I'll
will understand
help me to itmake
a sales impression.
17 — I would take lessons in public speaking. This is important.
Even though you may never be
called upon to make a speech, you
are called on to talk to small
groups in advertisers offices and
in agencies. I wouldn't try to be a
salesman if I couldn't get up and
tell my story. I'd learn to speak
clearly without putting my hands
in front of my face and without
stuttering.
18 — I would get started early,
waste as little time as possible
and stop wasting the time of my
associates. (They don't buy time.)
19 — I'd make each lunch hour
count, and I would arrange my
evenings to be with clients and

THERE'S nothing Ed Kobok
would rather do than develop
sales plans and help others
carry
much them
of his out.
life inHe's
thatspent
role
and those who have competed
with him in the pursuit of
sponsorial contracts can tescess. tify eloquently as to his sucMr. Kobak is a believer in
careful planning, hard work
asDd some 25 assorted variations on these themes. They
carried him from high posts at
McGraw-Hill to an ABC sales
vice presidency in 1934; a vice
presidency at Lord & Thomas;
then back to NBC as Blue executive v.p.; and finally in
1944 to MBS where he served
as president until last spring.
He now operates a business
consultant's office at 341 Park
Ave., New York.
This is the last of a series
of seven articles by a representative list of industry execu-

business. Here are a few things
I would want to do to insure the
success of this business of mine:
1 — I would go over my prospect
list, revise and organize it, and
check with the mailing list to make
sure that all the right people are
included. I would analyze each
prospect, get to know him and his
business,
and I'd work to serve
him.
2 — I would find a reason (or
even an excuse) to write each prospect about once a week — about new
programs, coverage improvements,
cost data, comparative data with
competition and other media. I'd
keep him posted on my organization and build myself into his confidence by sending him sound and
honest material. I know that if
I owned my own business, I would
do just that.
3 — I would make it my business
to call regularly on all important
people in the companies which are
my prospects. (My clients, too.)
Particularly I'd cultivate the men
who can say "Yes."
Listen to Programs
4 — I would to listen to all programs, sustaining and commercial,
and get to know just what is on
the air.
5 — I would listen to as many
recordings as possible of shows
that we have for sale, but are not
on the air.
6 — I would use all of the people
in the organization to help me in
my sales work. And be ready to

Mr. KOBAK

tives familiar with the problems of selling and how to go
about solving them.

help.
thank and praise them for their
7 — I would sell time by selling
programs.
8 — I would plan each day's work
the night before.
9 — Iduring
wouldthe plan
each week's
work
weekend.
10 — I would set for myself definite goals and then check up on
myself to make sure that I was
meeting the challenge.
11 — I would make it a point to
visit with the people in all departments of my company — network or
station — to find out what goes on
that is new — looking always for
ideas and information that would
help me in my selling.
Read Trade Press
12 — I would read the trade press
— not only the radio but the advertising books — and other trade pa13 — pers,Itoo. would read the financial
pages of at least one metropolitan
daily every day.
14 — I would make a check of
most of the general magazines and
women's magazines to get a line on
the advertising done by my prospects, or concerns that I would
want as my prospects. If I were
a local salesman, I would study advertising done in all local media —
even the Red Book.
15 — I would make it a point to
go over my work with my sales
executive as often as possible, and
get the benefit of his advice and
help. I would get him to make
calls with me.

20 — I would make it a point to
prospects.
give presentations to prospects and
advertisers as often as possible,
just to make sure that they get our
story, and to keep in practice. The
buyer's memory is short — keep telling him to repeat his story to your
audience.
21 — I would make sure that I believe in advertising, in broadcasting, and particularly in the particular network or station that I am
representing.
No. 7

Tfie Consultant

22 — And I would be relaxed at
all times. Relax your prospect —
they can't buy when they, or you,
are tense.
— I would accounts.
stop hanging
the23 friendly
You around
waste '
the time of the man already sold
as well as your own.
24 — I would put my heart in my
job the way you do when you work
at golf, gin rummy or even red
heads.
25 — I would use ideas, imagination and strategy in selling. The
real inside secret of selling is making calls. No matter how smart
you
know
what are
you the
knowprospect
unless won't
you call
on
him and write regularly.
Readers, there are many more
items that can be added to this list!
You go
to work
add This
a fewwill
—
then
make
them and
work.
help you to enjoy the rewards and
satisfaction that come from doing
a good job.
There can be a recession, but a
good hard working and hard hitting salesman can make his territory just the opposite of recession.
When
buyer says "No," the
selling the
begins.

BROADCASTING
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WKZO-WJEF

NEED

LAND

BUSINESS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!
just as impressive as its urban.

WKZO and WJEF catch the biggest audience, the best list of advertisers and the
Michigan. Both

But, best of all, WKZO-WJEF are available at a combination rate that costs less

in their respective cities.

than the next-best two-station selection in

greatest results in Western
get top Hoopers
WKZO

gets a 58.4%

Kalamazoo,

Share of Audience

and WJEF

gets 26.8%

in

(Total

Write us or Avery-Knodel,
the proof of how

Rated Periods, Mar.-Apr. '49).
Furthermore,

BMB

figures show

this strong combination's

our two markets.
Inc. for all

we deliver about 40^c

more Western Michigan listeners, for 20%

that

rural coverage is

less cost!

* Dick Miller of Huntington Beach, California, holds this world's record.

WKZO

WJEF

IN KALAMAZOO
&
^A4
and
GREATER WESTERN MICHIGANN

RAPIDS
GRAND
KENT
(CBS)COUNTY

H
^^tx
AND

(CBS)
BOTH
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

^

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

BETH

I

SN

ZIV

Radio's Most
Entertaining

Quarter. .-Ho
Show.
AT ur
A
SURPRISINGLY
LOW

PRICE!

N. y

S
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...AND MANY MORE!
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SMASH-HIT,i^-HOUR

IT'S THE SENSATIONALLY SUCCESSFUL ANSWER TO YOUR DEMAND
FOR A HARDER-SELLING PROGRAM!
Here's today's most refreshing, most informal,
most informative show! Here's today's new
listening habit — "Meet The Menjous." It's
paying off for sponsors with bigger audiences,
faster sales, greater profits — at lower cost! That
the public prefers the new and exciting "Meet
The Menjous" technique is evidenced by the
instant and sensational success of this powerpacked program wherever it is running!
There's magic in the MENJOU name— sales
magic that enables your sponsors to capitalize
on their fame. The readily-recognized Menjou
faces— publicized by powerful promotion on
iiundreds of great Hollywood movies— lend
themselves perfectly to hard-selling, localized
campaigns that are hitting the jackpot for
result-minded sponsors!

OF

SHOW!

"MENJOU" NAME IS OPEN SESAME TO
BIGGER AUDIENCES AT LOWER COST!
The combination of the increasingly popular
"Meet The Menjous" programming technique,
plus the terrific nation-wide acceptance for the
big, box-office "Menjou" name accounts for
the instant success of this sensational program!
Listeners are impressed with the glamour and
magic of Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale
Menjou — regard them as America's most
happily married Hollywood couple — consistently tune in to them because they represent today's most vital and charming sounding
board of American folk, fact, and fancy.

fitittf, their 12-yeor old son,
compJetei fh« family group.
Their' chorm and pertonoJifV/
4h«ir k<t«n and humorous <!!<
cuttions, keep a«di<(nce intw*
af « boiling point
BROADCASTING
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(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

'Real Industry Job'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your series on "How This Buyers' Market Can Mean Business
for Broadcasting" is one of the
most outstanding things ever done
by any trade publication. I sinable.cerely
. . . hope that reprints are availEvery article seems to get better and better. I svi^ear as I read
each particular one, I say, "This is
the
best when
yet," the
onlynextto issue
revisecomes
my
estimate
out.It's a real industry job. . . .
Frank E. Pellegrin,
National Sales Manager
Transit Radio Inc.
Chicago
[EDITOR'SwillNOTE:
Thanks.
hope allA
readers
find this
seriesWe useful.
reprint
in
booklet
form
is
available
free to those interested. Extra copies
may be obtained for a nominal charge.
Address
BROADCASTING,
for Broadcasting"
series, 870D."Business
National
Press
Building, Washington,
C]
*
Consistent

"The

Pay-Off"

is PEOPLE!

WMBD's consistently high Hoopers . . . 22-year experience in the rich Peoria marl<et . . . increased power . . .
FM at no extra cost — they're all important, but it takes
PEOPLE to put a station 'way out in front and keep it
there!
PEOPLE at WMBD make up a winning team that has
established WMBD as the biggest attraction in Peoriarea
despite five-station competition.
These WMBD stafF members are specialists. With years
of broad radio experience, special training and individual skills. The result: PEOPLE who know how to interest, entertain and SELL Peoriarea.
In the twenty years in which WMBD was the only Peoria
station, they developed the listening and buying habits
of this rich area!
WMBD

DOMINATES

Peoriarea

See Free & Peters
CBS AFFILIATE
AM 5,000 waHs
FM 20,000 waHs
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* *
Reader

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Since entering the radio industry in 1935, I have been a consistent reader of your fine publication and consider it to be a primary source of information on
progress and developments in radio,
television and allied fields.
Bill Welsh
General Manager
Allied Adv. Agencies Inc.
Los Angeles

ing ritual with me to read Broadcasting as one of my first dutiesi
to keep up with the activities in
the industry. . . .
Thomas Velotta
Vice President
American Broadcasting Co.
New York

'Ham'

Praises Stand

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Let me congratulate you on another fine editorial!
Of course I am referring to
"Hams & Bad Eggs" in the Aug. 8
issue of your fine magazme. As
one of the more than 60,000
"Hams" in the United States, let
me thank you for the stand you
have taken.
Amateur radio, as a hobby, will
fast disappear if the federal govtries to "blueprint"
existence. ernmentAmateur
radio is our
far
too important to the life blood of
the nation to have some ill-advised
government
employe throw the
"monkey wrench" into the "works."
Gerald D. Coleman
Chief Engineer
Butler,
Pa.
WBUT-AM-FM
* * *

Face Competition
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The question is asked over and
over, will television hurt AM broadcasting and if so, how soon?
Personally, I think it will hurt
some markets very soon and others
perhaps later. One of the surest
ways of letting television dig into
Story Gets Results
the AM revenue is for a station
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
to
have poor enough sales manage'
I want to thank you for the ment
to get afraid of competition
wonderful story you gave me in or declining business and cut rates.
your magazine. Just about the
When AM cuts rates, advertisers
same time that this story appeared
underestimate the value of the
we sent out a circular letter to all finest advertising medium. Psy
television stations telling them
chologically speaking, if it is not
about our plan. You may be in- worth contract then there must
terested to know that more televi- be a better medium.
sion stations wrote in as a result
Every time a salesman cuts under
of your story than because of our
his rate for anyone, it encourages
circular letter.
the advertiser to bargain with the
station at every opportunity. Then
By Friday following the Monday the story appeared I had over
as soon as there are enough ad20 letters from television stations
vertisers looking for bargains, the
referring to the story in Broadstation finds that they have to
casting and asking for preferential
take anything that they can get
positionSamuel
on keyH.station
Cuff status. . . . for their time. Consequently, they
find themselves losing money very
Retailers Television Film
fast. This is when production beService Inc.
gins to drop. After production
New York
drops, circulation drops, the listen
* * *
ing public vdll decide that they need
something more entertaining — the
clue to the question will be a televi
A Monday Ritual
sion set. So you can plainly see that
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
television would be the successor
... I know it is a Monday mornto AM broadcasting unless sales
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

management becomes better than
it is today in many markets.
Don't let competition of any description make you cut rates, instead Ithink it is wiser for competitive stations to agree on a
new rate card even if the rates
fall far below present rate card
terms.
Sales management plus promotion management will have a great
bearing on whether AM will last
or television will take over.
Jas. B. Childress
General Manager
WOXF Oxford, N. C.

Removing Barriers
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have noticed several news articles in Broadcasting recently on
the subject of discrimination
against Negroes in radio.
WDIA in the past eight months
has done a great deal toward removing the barriers which have
traditionally confronted members
of the Negro race, particularly in
the southern sections of the country. . . .
We have three Negroes as full
time members of our staff, and devote approximately 75% of our

► This month marks the silver
anniversary of WFBG Altoona,
Pa., owned and operated by the
Gable Broadcasting Co. Going on
the air 25 years ago, with 100 w
power from the second floor of the
Gable store, WFBG today is affili^ ated with NBC and has modern
headquaiters on the fourth floor

Mr. Gable
Mr. Snyder
of the Gable Arcade. In 1947, an
FM station, WFBG-FM, was
added. During the war activities
WFBG was cited by the U.S.
Navy, V.F.W., American Legion
and Disabled Veterans of the
World War for outstanding service to community and nation. The
station also has been given awards
by the American Cancer Society
and the Treasury Dept. Jack
Snyder has been manager of
WFBG and WFBG-FM since 1947.
On a special anniversary program,
George P. Gable, president of
Gable Broadcasting Co., expressed
pride
in the
confidence
in itsstation's
future. past and
BROADCASTING

time to programs particularly appealing to Negroes. . . .
Bert Ferguson
Partner-Manager
WDIA Memphis
More On Liquor Ads
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I was very pleased with
your editorial entitled "Beware
The Hangover !" It is a very timely
and sound warning, which I hope
will be heeded by both network
and station executives. In my
opinion, even the discussion about
taking hard liquor ads certainly
is sowing the wind, and sure to
reap the whirlwind, if the networks
on their owned and operated stations should break the ice and
accept hard liquor advertising.
Perhaps in the big cities broadcasting officials may be misled by
a more "liberal" viewpoint on hard
liquor advertising; but in the rest
of the country, it would stir up an
avalanche of criticism and action
that would make radio feel like
it had been hit in the face with a
bulldozer. Certainly, business is
not so bad that v/e have to compromise our standards to that
extent.
Campbell Arnoux
President
WTAR Norfolk, Va.

► Russell Naughton, chief announcer of WDRC Hartford, Conn.,
is celebrating his seventh anniversary with the station this month.
Mr. Naughton joined WDRC in
1942, and later served with the
Air Force for several years.
► Grace Jean Beck, traffic manager for KWK St. Louis, has celebrated her 20th anniversary with
that station. Miss Beck started
working with KWK as a pianist
for auditions and secretary to the
program director. Since 1942 she
has been in traffic exclusively.
► Elsanor Nickerson, secretary to
Franklin M. Doolittle, president
of WDRC Hartford, Conn., is observing her 13th anniversary with
the station. Miss Nickerson, who
also is chief bookkeeper of WDRC,
joined the CBS outlet in 1936.
► Singing of hit numbers of 1924
was one feature of the celebration
of 25th anniversary in radio by
Walter Preston, m.c. on Show Shop
program for WOR New York. Mr.
Preston has been with Show Shop
for past six years.
► Eddie Edwards has marked his
20th anniversary with KMBC
Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Edwards
does character roles and produces
Brush Creek Follies, Rhymaline
Time, and Of Health and Happiness. A fourth show. Lucky Corners, is produced by Mr. Edwards
over tion
KFRM,
KMBC's affiliate stafor Kansas.
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^Pttnt

do anything

until

you

from

land-IHIbrth!

Watch
Worth^s

hear

for announcement
amazing

NEW

of Lang'

transcribed

music library — a revolutionary development in the field of sound reproduction!

LilfiWORTH
feature
programs,
inc.
1 13 W. 57th STREET,
NEW
YORK
19, N.Y.
J^etwork Calibre Programs

at Cocal Station Cost
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The aSHREG/ST£R'S

ike

7eatute
MEANING money for the winner
and considered an extremely successful promotion idea is a weekly
contest now being
used at WBTM
(AM-FM) Danville, Va.
Contest is based
on the statement,
"I buy and save
in Danville be-

WINNSBORO,

LA.

The JITNEY QUIZ is whammin' 'em
on KMIB! McLemore's Jitney Jungle, Winnsboro, la. . . . 40 miles
from Monroe . . . Northeastern
Louisiana's largest independent
grocery, has renewed the show!
Another satisfied sponsor agrees
KMIB is the No. 1 sales voice of
Northeastern Louisiana
1440
1440
KC
KC KMLB
Monroe, Louisiana
5000 Watts Day
1000 Walts Night
Affiliated with
American Broadcasting Company
Represented by
Taylor-BorrofF & Co., Inc.
KMLB-FM— 17,000 Wafts— Now
Operating Full Time!
Mr. Max Tendrich
IVeiss and Geller, Inc.
New York City, M. Y.
Dear Max:
I'm a doggoned good janitor, but
there's some thin's I jist cain't git through
my head! I've
beennewsnoticin'
th'
chines herema-at
iV CHS and
some of th'
thin's jist don't
add
up. t'other
F'rinstance,
day ler
some
felsaid thet
nnem ploym ent
was ongradeth'and thet
upfolks
was
agit-.
tin'
jittery
Then I reads
a little further
noticesan'thetIwore
people is awork
in' year!
now
than last
I hears a lot
'bout a recession er stimpin'
an' thenthetI
notices
our department
stores in Charleston is asellin' more'n
last
year!
ter meLooks
like
folks has got
money in their
pockets and
' h e t they'll
spend
when Sounds
someone like
tellsa 'em
what job
he
has terit sell.
nacheral
fer
don't
it
Algy
Ma.r?WCIIS in West Virginny,
Yrs.
W

C H S

Charleston,
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Va.

answered in 25cause "
words or less.
Mr. Guyer
Fifty dollars in
savings bonds is
being given away every week for
four weeks.
Pointing out that contest is not
a lottery, WBTM General Manager
R. Sanford Guyer says the program
is offered only to present or past
clients o^ WBTM.
He says: "We sell the merchant
a packaged deal. Merchants get
four 75-word spots to run on a
given day for four weeks. These
four broadcasts for each merchant

IVcek

will be presented at the same time
each week for four weeks. Their
commercials will be read, and they
will be mentioned in the closing of
the program as a business establishment where contest forms may
be obtained.
"Programs will be presented by
WBTM every day Monday through
Friday at 10:45 to 11:15 a.m. and
4 to 4:30 p.m. — one hour per day
for four weeks.
Mr. Guyer says that the merchant also will be mentioned in
large newspaper ads which will
precede opening of the contest. And
there will be a continuous ad in the
local newspapers every day promoting the theme, "Buy and save
in Danville."
Another point Mr. Guyer mentions is that all commercials for
the various merchants will tend to
show why people can buy and save
in Danville.
"Every commercial will be directed toward this theme," Mr.
Guyer said.

WHERE

THERE'si

■
ST
OJ
M
DX
W
NBC affiliate!

IN Jackson
iM
I ^^
s s ^^
Is s I p p r
^^
30

Tries
he p ♦»P" J^i' „„„d
vastlyWJD^.
creased
population w..h^». buj.ng

5000 - DAY
1000 - NIGHT
'19 YEARS' leadership]
[R«prettnted Nationally]

On

-flu

-flccounti
In 1932 he cemented relations
le-with Canada when he married
uponal comp
LE, form
tion of their
educa
MOST PEOP
tion, feel that they need at Ursula Smythe. She had been in
the United States about three
least a few weeks to rest up from
the rigors of enforced learning years when they met. Sharing the
board at their home on the outbefore launching out into a career.
skirts of Glendale are Kathleen
Not Arthur William Gudelman.
(Pinky),
16; and Arthur William
Two days after graduation from
Hollywood High School in 1927, Jr., 10.
The location of his home — within
Art, complete with the knowledge
niblick shot of Oakmont Country
of an advertising course he had
Club — accounts for his chief hobby,
taken, took a chance and applied
for a job with Logan & Stebbins
golf. Recent winner of a 4A touragency (now Barton
Art's a 14
handicap nament,
golfer.
A. Stebbins Adv.),
In
the
realm
of
Los Angeles. It was
clubs, Art
is curawith
goodthetry.agency
He's been
rently chairman
of
ever
Southern Calif.
since.
Starting in the
dio Time
Chapter,
4A'sBuyer
Raproduction departCommittee; and past
ment, and later advancing to space and
member
Chapter's
board ofof governors.
time buyer, Art toHe
chairmaned
the
day is assistant to
first of the annual
Barton Stebbins,
4A examinations for
present agency owning.
those wanting to
er, and account executive on Signal Oil
break into advertisCo., Los Ahgeles,
Extracurricularly,
account. Sponsor of
high - rating CBS
Alt is business manager for an group,
active
The Whistler prolittle
theatre
ART
gram, the oil firm
which lets him turn
spends in excess of
actor every once in a while. The
$200,000 yearly on radio.
group usually puts on two or
Now a loyal Californian, Art
three plays a year for the public,
was born in Quincy, III., in 1907.
in addition to monthly workshops
He had little time to absorb the at
his home.
cultures of the Midwest, however,
And on Tuesday nites. Art can
for when he was two years old,
the Gudelmans moved to Los be found "swinging his partner"
in the weekly square dances held
Angeles, where he has been ever
since.
on his badminton court.

1George P. byHollingbory
Co. I
th*

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN

ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen,
and made
television, early thisradio
summer
athepersonal
appearance
tour
Midwest. They are picturedin
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
TheTurner.
Texas Rangers transcripJ.
tions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved
as
27.4. Hooperatings as high
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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memo:

to

radio

stations

anywhere

in the

united

states:

We offer rights in your area to broadcast
f

play-by-play all games of Philadelphia
Eagles, champions of the National Football
League.
field.

Famous announcer, direct from
For all information, call at once:

Jack Rensel, Locust 4-3526, Philadelphia.
SPORTS BROADCAST

NETWORK,

Room 701-702,

Weightman Building, Phialdelphia 2, Penna.

sports broadcast network, room 701-702 weightman bidg.
Philadelphia 2, pa.
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in

your

sales

WDEL-TV,

picture

an effective new voice.

The only television station located
in this important market area. The
WDEL-TV

audience

is growing

rapidly thanks to NBC,
and other network

DuMont

shows, local

programming and a clearer picture.
Scores of advertisers are now finding this a profitable sales medium.
Operated by WDEL, Inc., established 1922

WGAL-TV,
television's initial
service in this prosperous market. It
offers advertisers their first opportunity to show their products, to talk
about them to the residents of this
thriving area. WGAL-TV

is serving

an amazingly large audience with
local shows and NBC, CBS, ABC
and DuMont

programs.

Operated by WGAL, Inc., established 1922

Represented

by
ROBERT
New York
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By RUFUS CRATER
A SHOW DOWN LOOMS in the
Justice Dept.'s probe of organized
baseball's broadcasting policies
which may drastically open up the
field for play-by-play broadcasts of
both major and minor league
games throughout the country.
This prospect was seen last week
on the evidence of Justice Dept.
negotiations with both baseball
spokesmen and the radio stat'ons
which have protested baseball's
tight control over the airing of
games [Closed Circuit, Aug. 8].
The tenor of the negotiations
makes clear that high department
officials consider some of baseball s
fundamental practices on broadcasting and telecasting rights to
be obvious violations of the antitrust laws, including the policy of
awarding World Series rights to
a single network and perhaps also
the arrangements for Western
Union play-by-play service. It also
indicates that baseball spokesmen
are prepared to relent, though not
to abandon existing policies completely.
Probe in Second Year

WASHINGTON,

D. C, AUGUST

BROADCASTS
ity represented at the conferences.
Justice participants at one or both
of the sessions included Assistant
Attorney General Herbert A. Bergson, head of the Anti-Trust Division; Holmes Balbridge, chief of
the Litigation Section; George B.
Haddock, Mr. Balbridge's assistant, and James Browning, another
assistant who has been detailed
to baseball work. Counsel for the
baseball commissioner included
John Lord O'Brian of the Washington law firm of Covington, Burling, Rublee & Schorb, of which
Secretary of State Dean Acheson
is a former member.
Another indication of early developments was seen in letters sent
by the department early this month
to stations which have filed protests. Implying that a consent
decree may be in the offing, the
letters ask the complainants' views
on a plan limiting the extent of
various clubs' control over the
broadcast of games of other clubs.
Despite this evidence of the department's view that existing practices
are restrictive, leaders of the opposition feel the suggested plan
itself would have no practical value
and are preparing to fight it.
It appeared almost certain that

The investigation initiated on
complaints of which that of Radio
Attorney Frank U. Fletcher, coowner of WARL Arlingtion, Va.,
was among the first, has been in
McFARLAND
progress within the department
for almost two years [BroadcastHOPES for adoption of the Mcing, Oct. 6, 1947; Aug. 2, Dec. 13, Farland Bill (S 1973) at this ses1948; Feb. 14, May 23]. Other
sion of Congress were boosted last
stations which have reported diffi- week as House Interstate Commerce Committee leaders promised
culties in securing play-by-play
rights, and in at least some in- early study of the FCC reorganizastances have filed complaints,
tion measure following unanimous
include WISR Butler, Pa.; KHMO
Senate approval on Tuesday.
Hannibal, Mo.; WSAY Rochester;
"If the bill proves to be merely
WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.; WDIA
procedural and non-controversial,
Memphis; KLIF Dallas; WATL
ComAtlanta, and WSOY Decatur, 111. as I have
mitteebeen
Chairmaninformed,"
Robert Grosser
The views reached by Justice
(D-Ohio) aretoldthat
Broadcasting,
"the
officials were revealed in two conchances
a hearing would
ferences a short time ago with
not be necessary and we could reattorneys for Baseball Commisout in one
meeting." may
Thatport itmeeting,
he reported,
sioner A. B. Chandler. The department has maintained its customary
be held early this week. He said
official secrecy on progress of its he would assign the bill to staff
studies, but details of these sesmembers "to sound out their sentisions were learned by Broadcastment" on it and get a report before
the meeting.
ing on high authority last week.
There were several indications
He thought it may not be necesaside from the tone of the consary to refer the measure to the
ferences which indicated the case
Commerce Subcommittee on Comis nearing the final stages.
munications, headed by Rep. George
One was the high level of authorSadowski
(D-Mich.), though he
BROADCASTING
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the first two Justice-baseball conferences would be followed by another, or perhaps several others.
Counsel for Commissioner Chandler
reportedly were assured that the
department would respect an
"understanding" between Mr.
Chandler and Attorney General
Tom Clark to the effect that no
suit would be filed until the Commissioner had been notified and
given a chance to be heard. It was
understood this is customary procedure in such cases.
Exploratory Session
The first conferences, on April
7, was an "exploratory" session
from
the baseball
representatives'
standpoint.
They made
clear then
that they represented not the
leagues or clubs but the commissioner, and that their interest was
in helping him administer the
affairs of baseball. The follow-up
meeting, on June 2, canvassed the
problem in greater detail. At that
time. Broadcasting learned, department officials pointedly challenged the legality of several
practices of the clubs and leagues.
The chief of these, and apparently the source of most of the

Showdown

Looms

other practices which have aroused
complaints,
was This
the major
leagues'
Rule 1 (d).
prohibits
the
broadcast or telecast of any major
league game in any city without
the consent of all major and minor
league clubs in that city and within
50 miles.
Said to Be Restraint
Justice officials branded this a
clear restraint of interstate broadcasts and telecasts — and therefore
a restraint of interstate commerce
and in violation of the anti-trust
laws. They were adamant in their
view that some amendment of this
rule is essential, despite the baseball lawyers' attempt to break
down the department's legal theory
and their insistence, also, that
many and perhaps most minor
league clubs would go out of business if major league games could
be broadcast and telecast — especially telecast — in their home communities while they themselves
were playing.
The plan subsequently circulated by the department to protesting stations reflects an attempt
to compromise on this point. The
(Continued on page 67)

Apjoroved by Senate
BILL
said this question has not been
majority
decided.
The billofisitstheprovisions."
first major com-/
If a hearing is held, authorities
munications legislation to pass the /
Senate since the Communications <
thought it might be a brief session,
possibly consuming no more than
ActButwas even
adopted
1934.
within prompt
House '
a day. The Senate Commerce
Committee heard witnesses for twol committee action, final passage at
days before evolving and approv-' this session would depend, in the
ing the revised version which the view of observers, upon (1) the
Senate adopted without change last time element, and (2) the absence
Tuesday [BROADCASTING, June 20, of major opposition.
July 25].
Time Element
Sen. E. W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
wrote the bill as a non-policy, nonCongress is hopeful of adjourncontroversial measure in hopes of
ment by early or mid-September
enactment at this session to speed / at the latest. But the House has
got
its
affairs into relatively good
FCC action on its workload, procondition,
so that observers felt
mote personnel stability by increasthe time element need not be too
ing the salaries of Commissioners
great a deterrent once the measure
and key executives, and clarify the
reaches the floor.
respective rights and responsibiliRep. Grosser, however, noted
ties of FCC and applicants. The
Senate Committee, reporting it out, that his committee is "oversaid that as revised it had the jammed," which could mean that a
hearing, if one is deemed necessary
"unanimous approval" of broadand particularly if opposition decasters who participated in the
(Continued on page 69)
hearings and FCC approval of "the
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Economic

By ROBERT LUCE
MOST people who watch the business situation are pleased and
surprised by the definite improvement in our domestic economic
health.
We've been out on a limb on this
point — generally hopeful that the
scare headlines weren't the whole
truth about our economic position.
Though the nation is certainly undergoing some vital economic
changes, we'll still hold to our
belief that a disastrous depression
won't
ture. occur in any immediate fuFor the first time in many
months, some of the important
business measures have stopped
dropping — and have risen slightly.
This in itself is enough to distinguish our current business dip
from any former depression.
Personal income was reported
last week at a level 2.6% above the
first six months of 1948 — the nation's best-ever business year!
Included in the increase of income was the total paycheck of
factory workers — the first time
since last September that this has
happened.
The stock market has climbed
steadily in recent weeks — a possible indication that businessmen
are casting off some of the early
pessimism of 1949.
Employment Up
Production is no longer dropping
off, although it is still moderately
below the level of last year. Employment in manufacturing industry has increased.
Although unemployment has
reached a high level — employment,
too, has reached its highpoint for
1949. This apparent paradox results from the fact that many
more people are in the labor force
than ever before.
Total employment in June was
59.6 million compared to 61.2 million in June of 1948. Of this total,
about 50 million was non-agricultural, and the rest agricultural.
Total number of persons out of
work was 3,778,000 — the highest
number of unemployed since early
1942.
This is a cloud on an otherwise
bright business sky. It cannot be
permitted to continue for long —
not only because of the privation
it causes among untold numbers
of families — but also because such
a large number of persons out of
work is a considerable drag on
the total vitality of the economy.
It's an economic loss.
The other major dark spot in the
economic picture is in a foreign
sky — but might travel fast to our
Page 24 • August 15, 1949

own. There are indications that
in spite of ERP, the recovery of
Europe and reconstruction and expansion of other parts of the world
is not going ahead as well as we
had hoped. Britain's crisis is not
a singular one — other nations of
Europe are finding it more difficult
to buy from us at the rate necessary to sustain our own economy
and theirs.
Wage Controversy
At home, the controversy about
wage increases has not yet been
resolved.
At this stage in the readjustment of the economy there are two
proposals — one by the CIO through
its Nathan Report, another by the
Chamber of Commerce — through
its president, Herman W. Steinkraus.
Very briefly, Mr. Nathan argues
that the best way to sustain prosperity is to increase purchasing

AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS
NO HIGHER

Health

power by maintaining and increasing wage rates, while holding the
price level steady. He says the
worker's real income hasn't
changed since 1946 — and that it
must increase in order to maintain full production and full employment. (See Chart.)
Sees Continued Sales
In this way Mr. Nathan believes
business will profit in continued
sales, a possibly lower profit margin, and the economy will continue
to prosper.
Business says wage raises increase prices; that some industries
can't pay higher wages; and that
wage raises by those industries
that can pay are unfair, because
they give some workers an advantage over others.
Mr. Steinkraus and Mr. Nathan
do agree on one point — that the
most desirable way to increase the
buying power of most people is to
lower prices. The only difference
is that Mr. Steinkraus thinks busi-
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Improvement

ness will move quickly to adjust
its prices to meet the market, while
Mr. Nathan argues that it won't.
Mr. Nathan:
Interestingly enough, many of those
who urge price cuts rather than wage
increase do not practice what they
preach. . . . Wage raises can raise the
buying power
workers
substantially and of
quickly
thanmore
creeping
price
declines.
Mr. Steinkraus:
Higher wages for a few and higher
prices for the rest is not the answer.
While prices were going up, wages had
a hard job keeping up with them.
While prices are falling, wages are not
taking corresponding reductions, and
purchasing power is thus increasing.
What it amounts to is that both
seem to accept the necessity for
a better ratio of wages to prices
to keep the economy going — but
Mr. Steinkraus says it will come as
prices adjust themselves, and Mr.
Nathan says labor will have to go
out and fight for wage increases to
improve its position.
We've heard both present their
arguments, and both are sincere
in their positions. Each has a
sense of responsibility to the public. They differ in fundamental
approach to economics.
The truth of the matter is that
some industries will grant wage
increases, other industries will cut
prices — and a lot of industries will
go along on a stable basis for the
remainder of the year.
Buying Still Heavy
Meanwhile, the people who buy
goods and support all economic
activity are still buying heavily.
Retailers who have rushed to get
rid of inventories now find they are
having to stock up again to satisfy
consumer demand. As they do, it
raises the level of industrial production.
The level of retail sales is below
that of 1948, of course, but moderately below. Retail trade in independent stores is only 1% below
last June. Department store sales
are off about 10%.
We're still of the opinion that
this economy is, on the whole,
healthy. True, it's supported heavily by ERP and military aid, and
by veteran's payments, unemployment insurance and other payments
to the public. True also that there
is a need for a lower price level
to increase purchasing power all
along the line. In the absence of
a major drop in the cost of living,
some wage adjustments may have
to be made.
Yet we've been through about
nine months of decline — and longer
than that in some industries — and
it hasn't crashed into a depression.
Business sentiment is more hopeful. We think its optimism is

FROM: "A National Economic Policy for 1949" by Robert R. Nathan Assoc.
justified.
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Dark
THIRD
By J. FRANK

BEATTY

THE FATE of billions in broadcast and other electronic investment will be at stake this autumn
when envoys for North American
nations convene in Montreal Sept.
13 to draw up a third NARBA.
Prospect of a quick and congenial
settlement of inter-nation broadcast problems is not too bright,
judging by views of industry and
government spokesman who will
handle Uncle Sam's end of the
diplomatic foray.
The concluding meeting of the
joint U. S. preparatory committee
has been called for Aug. 29 by the
committee chairman, Rosel H.
Hyde, member of the FCC. The
committee was formed last Dec. 7
to aid in preparing the U. S. proposals and to advise the U. S. delegation.
Those close to the NARBA situation are worried. They see a series
of danger points as they scan the
southern horizon and wonder what
Cuba and Mexico are going to ask.
They know the two nations will ask
a lot because
but they the
haven't
any definite
data
countries
failed
to submit their demands last May,
as requested by Canada, the host
nation. The U. S. position was
made clear, as far as possible, in
time for the mid-May deadline, but
other countries have preferred to
act coy and not let the U. S. know
their plans.
A complete upsetting of the
broadcast band can occvir if the two
Latin nations come in with heavy
demands, and play hard-to-get
when the actual dickering gets under way.
Should the conference end in an
impasse, the end result would be
an electronic battle royal, including split frequencies, with Uncle
Sam standing to suffer brutally because of the heavy investment in
broadcast operations and related
industries.
Cost Could Be High
And should Uncle Sam's delegates yield any of the present channels or agree to a juggling of
channels in reaching an agreement,
the end result would be a fabulously expensive rebuilding of the
vast U. S. transmitting plant.
Two of broadcasting's newer developments— FM and television —
may get into the Montreal spotlight before the delegates start
back home.
First, other nations conceivably
can tell the U. S. it has the advantage of the coverage provided by
hundreds of FM stations (see FM
coverage story page 32).
Second, they can suggest that an
important share of the U. S. audience now has TV reception.
Progress in FM and TV is slow
in other countries, with TV just
getting under way in Mexico and
Cuba.
The U. S. delegation may insist
that an article recognizing FM and
BROADCASTING

Clouds

Seen

on

Southern

Horizon

NARBA
year-and-a-half ago at the preparatory
engineering conference
held NARBA
at Havana.
What Mexico's new demands will
be is a Washington mystery. The
nation is known to favor high
pov/er on clear channels and all of
its clear channel stations operate
with power of 100 kw and upward,
whereas U. S. stations are prevented from using more than 50 kw

TV be inserted in the treaty, with
provision for machinery to negotiate technical standards. For some
time the FCC and Latin regulatory
officials have been discussing TV
transmitter location.
Pre-conference fears have been
expressed that the U. S. once again
will lose a substantial swatch from
its electronic shirt but fortunately
our envoys have been showing their
muscles in recent months.
A number of unfavorable factors
darken the pre-NARBA air. Most
critical, many feel, is the FCC's
failure to hand down its clear channel decision. Prospect of a decision
prior to convening of the Montreal
NARBA is considered dim.
Sound Position Hard
Without such a decision the U. S.
delegation is unable to draw up a
sound position in advance of the
conference. Its bargaining position will be difficult when the horse
trading starts, especially if Latin
delegates happen to remind that
FCC called the clear channel hearing in April 1945. The proceedings
have dragged on and on, with no
decision yet in sight.
The present American position,
drafted with the handicap of regulatory blinders, is to insist on the
status quo in North American
broadcasting plus the right for daytime stations on six channels to
operate at night just as Canada
and Cuba are permitted to do on
these channels. The daytime con-

HARD

cession was a sop to Mexico when
that country pouted after the first
NARBA was adopted in the late
'30s. It now is argued some stations on these channels — 730, 800,
900, 1050, 1220 and 1570— could
operate
Mexico. at night without hurting
Mexico will enter the conference
with a series of demands that may
include two additional clear channels, moving of two of its present
six clears to the lower part of the
broadcast band, and the grouping
of clears below 1140 kc, regionals
from 1150 to 1540 kc and locals to
a 1550-1600 kc block. These are
Mexico's demands as submitted a

LIQUOR

STATIONS were divided about 6040 against acceptance of hard liquor
advertising in a survey conducted
by Broadcasting among station
representative firms in New York
last week as the controversy over
possible
lifting of radio's voluntary
ban
continued.
Of 12 firms checked, few reported complete returns from their
client stations. But it was generally agreed that enough replies had
been received to indicate a substantial segment of the broadcasting
industry is ready to take the plunge
into their new advertising revenue
field.
Conflict With Blow Reports
The findings diverged slightly
from reports of the Biow Co.,
agency for Schenley Industries Inc.,
which is leading the move to buy
time for its hard liquor products
despite opposition of the Distilled
Spirits Institute, Congressional dry
leaders, and private anti-liquor
forces. Biow Co. reported about
half of the stations heard from
were willing to break their traditional policy against hard liquor
commercials.
Of the 12 representative firms

• Telecasting

Mr. HYDE

Tempest

Cuba, like Mexico, has maneuvered itself into a good position for
power.
Montreal jockeying. It refused to
sign the extension of the second
(1946) NARBA last March 28, with
the result that the continent has
operated since that time without
benefit of a broadcast treaty.
Cuba advocated "national channels" instead of clear channels at
the Havana engineering conference,
drawing quick U. S. opposition. It
asked for additional frequency assignments on the ground that its
present assignments were inadequate but other nations are in the
same hole and can't provide the
service they feel their people should
have. Cuba had asked for 12
clears at the second NARBA in
1946. Conceivably Cuba is in a position to get tough and upset the
channel cart by asking for a completely new North American allocation.
All the separate problems that
face the third NARBA boil down
to one basic issue: Can we get an
agreement?
Then: Can we get an
(Continued on page 50)

Continues

reporting in Broadcasting's checkup, six said 50% of their client
stations would accept hard liquor
advertising; one said 47.3% would
accept; two said 20% would and
80% wouldn't; one said six out of
seven stations would; another said
two out of 29 would, and another
said none would.
Firms' Reports
By firms, the reports were:
Avery-Knodel Inc.— With 97V2% of its
stations heard from. 47.3% voted to accept and 52.7% to reject liquor advertising. Those voting to accept did so
with qualifications on time of broadcast and right to script review, with
many stating copy selling liquor drinking as a pastime in Itself would be
clearly unacceptable.
The Branham Co. — With all stations
heard from, all were against accepting
liquor advertising, mainly because of
local law prohibitions.
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. — Out of
seven replies, six stations were for and
one against liquor advertising.
Donald Cooke Inc.— More than 50%
vertising.
of its stations will accept liquor adEverett McKinney Inc. — Twenty percent of its stations thus far heard
from are for and 80% against liquor
advertising. Those accepting had not
carried such advertising before.
Free & Peters inc.— With some sta-

on

Ad

Question

tions still to be heard from, returns
were 20% for and 80% against liquor
advertising. Stations accepting retain
right to review copy scrupulously.
With were
30%
of George
returns P.in,Hollingbery
50% of itsCo.—
stations
for and 50% against liquor advertising.
Headley-Reed
Co. — With
all
stations
heard from,
50% almost
were for
and 50% against hard liquor advertising. Those
against oftook
position mainly
because
localthatstatutes
or ordinances.
Robert
almost all Meeker
stations Assoc.
heard Inc.
from— With
50% for
and 50% against liquor advertising.
The Walker Co.— Out of 29 replies,
only two definitely were for liquor
advertising,
some might
of the be"No's"
statedif
that their policy
changed
the
networks were to accept such
commercials.
Weedtions&heardCo.—
its stafrom,With50%25%wereof for
and
50% against liquor advertising.
Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. — Replies
running 50-50 with stations accepting
all wanting to retain right to review
copy. Company also represents Liberty
Network, which has 53 stations in
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi dandicated itLouisiana.
That commercials
network inwill accept such
as a network although its affiliates in
dry areas will not or could not carry
such announcements.
Vice President Walter E. Benoit
meanwhile asserted that the radio
and television stations of the Westinghouse
gi'oup will
(Continued
on not
page alter
i9) their
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SPAULDING
Sponsors Tennis Airing
A. G. SPAULDING & Bros., New
York, for the second successive
year will sponsor the broadcasts of
the Davis Cup tennis matches at
Forest Hills, L. I., over a special
seven station tie-up.
The tennis matches will be
played Aug. 26, 27, 28 and will be
fed by WQXR New York to the
following stations: WPAT Patterson, N. J.; WCFL Chicago, KMPC
Los Angeles, WCOP Boston, KYA
San Francisco and WPI Philadelphia. All stations will carry the
broadcasts at 3 p.m. except WQXR
in New York which will start at
3:05 p.m.
Hanley, Hicks & Montgomery,
New York, is the agency.
MBS

CHANGES
Vacancy Also Is Filled
REORGANIZATION of the MBS
program department last week resulted in the streamlining of its
functions, and the filling of the vacancy created by the death of Elsie
Dick July 12 [Broadcasting, July
18], according to William H. Fineshriber Jr., vice president in charge
of programs.
Divisions of religious and educational programs have been consolidated under Dorothy Kemble, continuity acceptance department director. Joan MacGowan, script
editor, has been appointed assistant
director of religious and educational programs, reporting to Miss
Kemble.
Miss Kemble joined MBS in May
1945 to establish and head its continuity acceptance department. She
had headed the same department
at ABC, and was formerly with
the Red and Blue Networks of
NBC.
Miss MacGowan joined MBS last
January, after six years with the
story department of 20th CenturyFox in Hollywood. Previously she
had been assistant fiction editor of
McCall's magazine.

FOREIGN

GROUP

Network Plans
Formulated

FIRST regular meeting of the Foreign Language Quality Group was
held at WOV New York last Monday and the organization voted to
set itself up as a network offering its individual stations' facilities and
services as a group purchase.
At an all-day meeting, the group
also decided:
gram representative, is to be permanent secretary of the organiza# To change its name to Foreign Language Quality Network.
tion. He will send out questionnaire-requests to stations in 19
9 To operate as a non-profit
states to obtain statistics on listenorganization.
% To limit participation at ership, coverage, rate cards and
such data essential to building
first to Italian and Polish broadcasting.
standards for the network.
The next meeting of the network
WOV President Ralph Weil,
chairman of the group, said that was scheduled for Sept. 12.
Members, in addition to Mr.
he hoped the network would be in
operation by the end of this year Weil, are, Frank Blair, WSCR
Scranton; George Lasker, WBMS
and possibly as early as October.
He also indicated that when the Boston; William Jory, WHLB Detroit, and Samuel Sague, WSRS
network machinery is tested and
Cleveland.
functioning well, other language
broadcasts will be added. Spanish
broadcasts probably will be the
Firms Plan Campaign
first to be added.
Claude Barrere, New York pro- AMERICAN Gas Assn. and Gas
Appliance Mfg. Assn., through
their
agency McCann-Erickson, are
SPOTS OKAYED
planning a $1 million promotion
campaign this fall. The agency
ABC Permits Co-op Sales
will back the promotion of local gas
ABC last week announced it would utilities
and dealers with radio,
permit affiliated stations to sell
newspapers
and direct mail adverspot announcements to be broadtising. Records of programs are
cast within network cooperative available to local dealers for their
programs. The new plan, effective use on local stations.
today (Aug. 15), will let stations
sell to either local or national advertisers. Two or three spots per
Sterling Drug Reports
program will be allowed. All but
STERLING DRUG INC., one of
two currently scheduled ABC cooperative programs will be open to radio's biggest advertisers, rethe spots. The two exceptions are
ported $7,259,322 net profit for first
six months of 1949 compared with
the hour-long America's Town
$7,534,573 for 1948. Earnings per
Meeting and the half-hour, acrossthe-board Breakfast in Hollywood.
share for the six-months period
Explaining the adoption of the were $1.85 as against $1.94 for the
new policy, Murray Grabhorn,
like period in 1948. Second quarter
ABC vice president in charge of earnings amounted to 74«J per share
owned and operated stations and
with The
87^ board
for 1948's
seccooperative program sales, said the compared
ond quarter.
declared
network had recognized an increas50(^ per common share regular diviing interest by advertisers in spot
dend payable Sept. 1 to holders of
radio.
record Aug. 18.

ACME BEER
FC&B Gets $1 Million Account
ACME BREWERIES (Acme Beer)
San Francisco, an approximate $1
million account, has appointed
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco and Los Angeles office, to
handle its advertising. Acme Beer
was serviced by Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, for past
18 years.
The firm is a heavy user of spot
and regional radio.
The switch in agencies represents one of the largest West Coast
accounts to do so in recent years.
It was understood that approximately eleven other agencies had
presented bids in recent months to
the advertiser.
Don Belding, chairman, executive committee, of FC&B, and Ford
Sibley, account executive, are the
two key personnel involved in the
supervision of FC&B's newest account.
TRANSIT RADIO
In Baltimore Busses
BALTIMORE, Md., last Wednesday joined the ranks of cities
whose transit riders enjoy Transit
Radio Inc.'s "music-while-youride" fare. The service was extended to 60 Baltimore Transit Co.
busses by WMAR-FM, the Sunpapers FM outlet, on a daily 12hour basis, according to the Baltimore Sunday Sun which Aug. 7
featured a two-column spread explaining the operation.
Public reaction previously had
been tested in that city in March
1948 when WMAR-FM polled riders in conjunction with the Transit Co. This time the first 120
days of broadcasting will be conducted as an experiment to determine the type of music most suitable to riders at various hours, it
was said. Independent surveys will
ascertain preferences, to be used
as a guide in future programming.
The Baltimore Transit Co. is keeping the Public Service Commission
abreast of developments.
PhiIco Earnings
PHILCO Corp., understood to have
geared its TV production to 500,000 sets for the next 12 months,
is estimated by Dow Jones to have
earned in the June quarter more
than the $915,000, or 49 cents a
common share, reported for the
March quarter, although less than
$2,256,000 or $1.44 a share, in the
second quarter of 1948.

■CISCO KID'
ADDS To Series
Six Outlets
THE

Frederic W. Ziv Co., Cincinnati and New York, announced
last week that its Cisco Kid western series is now heard on these
outlets in addition to WOR New
York:
WGCM Gulf port. Miss.; WHBS
Huntsville, Ala.; KCMO Kansas
City, Mo.; WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.;
WLAM Lewiston, Me., and KFYO
Lubbock, Tex.
WINS Revenues Up 10%
ELDON A. PARK, vice president
of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
reported last week that WINS New
York July revenues are up 10%
over those of 1948.
Page 25
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

MacGregor Plans Branch
C. p. MacGREGOR Electrical
Transcriptions, Los Angeles, will
open a Chicago branch office at
612 N. Michigan Ave. shortly.
William Mertz Jr., formerly with
Transcription Sales Inc., has been
named midwest representative, according to Eastern Manager Nat V.
Donate of New York.

"Joe Blow tipped the ball, It's going back into the stand . . . glug!"
BROADCASTING
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Sells Goodwill
'STAR
TIME'
At 12 noon, Harry Barnam,
By CARL MARK
Executive Vice President & General
WTTM account executive, drives
Manager WTTM Trenton, N. J.
to Princeton, 11 miles away, picks
THE WEEKLY broadcast of Star up the star and returns to the
Time over WTTM Trenton, N. J., store. There the star huddles with
sponsored by the Hurley-Tobin Co., Announcer Wes Hopkins in roughing out the ad-lib interview. By
one of Central New Jersey's largest department stores, is unusual
1:30 p.m. every seat on the floor
in many respects. Chief among
is filled. By 2:15 p.m. standees
them is the fact that it is guarare jammed back to the walls. The
anteed not only not to bring in any elevators and the upper selling
direct business, but also in that it floors are shut down. The entire
paralyzes activity so not a sale store personnel drops everything
can be made in the store while it
is on the air. Nevertheless it is
an unqualified success.
The program originated in the
imaginative brain of Joseph Tobin,
vice president and general manager of the store. Looking for a
summer series to replace his heavy
in - season radio advertising, he
noted that nearby Princeton is host
to straw-hat productions which
features top-rank Hollywood and
Broadway personalities during the
One of a Series
12-week summer season.
Arrangements Set
In 1947 WTTM and Mr. Tobin
worked out an arrangement with
the McCarter Theatre in Princeton
by which the stars would appear
in a 15-minute interview program
every Tuesday afternoon from the
main floor of the store. We're now
in our third year of the Star Time
broadcasts and all hands are delighted with the results.
Activity begins early on Tuesday
morning. The entire main selling
floor is cleared of all merchandise
and fixtures right back to the
counters lining the walls. Five
hundred camp chairs are set up,
theatre style. A stage is erected
at the back of the store. Until
after the
broadcast, notcana be
penny's
worth
of merchandise
sold.
ALTHOUGH bearing the impressive
title of WTTM executive vice president and general manager, Carl
Mark takes a more than administrative interest in the programming of
his station. Mr. Mark is no novice
in the programming field. During
his radio career he has been announcer, director, producer, writer,
special events director and account
executive. His early announcing
and producing jobs were with WHK
Cleveland, WBNX New York and
WHN New York (now WMGM). In
1943 he joined the Al Paul Lefton
Co. in New York as director of radio
and television. While with that
agency he appeared as narrator and
personality on some 30 television
shows in one year over WABD (TV)
New York. He also created, wrote
and produced numerous shows on
WABD for Al Paul Lefton accounts.
Late in 1947, Mr. Mark purchased
half interest in WTTM and took over
its active management in 1948.
With this background Mr. Mark is
well-equipped to give a thorough
analysis and explanation of HurleyTobin Co.'s successful use of radio
via WTTM.
BROADCASTING

and repairs to the main floor to see
the show. The broadcast takes
place from 2:45 to 3:00 p.m. and
during the last three minutes members of the audience form a single
line at one side of the stage.
They're permitted to ask the star
one question, and the question period continues until time's up. Following the broadcast, the star
signs autographs until everybody's
had a copy of the coveted signature. By the time all is cleared
out, the camp chairs removed, and
the merchandise and fixtures returned to normal, the business day
is practically over.
Galaxy of Personalities
Stars who have appeared on the
broadcasts represent a galaxy of
the topmost personalities in show
business. They include Jeffrey
Lynn, Sarah Churchill, Joan Blondell, Lizabeth Scott, Lucille Ball,
Miriam Hopkins, Gloria Swanson,
Edward Everett Horton, Zasu
Pitts, John Payne, Joan Caulfield,
Larry Parks, Guy Madison, Cesar
Romero, Louise Rainer, Nancy
Carroll, Neil Hamilton, William
Eythe, Doris Bowling, Kay Francis, Bert Lahr, Jean Pierre Aumont. Ilka Chase, Alfred Drake,
Marsha Hunt, Sylvia Sidney, Signe
Hasso, Brian Aherne and Dane
Clark.
Artistic temperament? Practically unheard of. We have had
exactly two last-minute cancellations. Last year Nancy Walker
was hurriedly called to New York
late Tuesday morning and cancelled out. This year Tallulah
Bankhead became "indisposed"
and couldn't make it. At the last
minute we grabbed Jeffrey Lynn
off the train from New York,
whence he was going to rehearse
the following
rushed
him to week's
Trenton show,
where and
he

pinch-hit in yeoman fashion. The
following week he came down for
his regularly scheduled appearance
• Telecasting

for Hurley-Tobin

Co.

with Sarah Churchill, with whom
he starred in "The Philadelphia
Story" at the McCarter Theatre.
Most of the stars are overwhelmed by the turnout of their
fans and are delighted to sign
autographs to the point of numbness. They are grateful for the
opportunity to meet the public
face-to-face and learn their likes
and dislikes.
The Hurley-Tobin Co. promotes
Star Time to the hilt. Large-space
ads are run in Monday newspapers
inviting Trentonians to see the
show. Extensive window displays
herald the appearance beginning
several days in advance. Radio
announcements carry the good
word
homes. over WTTM into listeners'
ANNOUNCER Hopkins (I) calls
time out for autographs during a
WTTM Star Time broadcast featuring movie star Jeffrey Lynn.

Traffic Builder
What does the Hurley-Tobin Co.
get out of the broadcast? Certainly not the direct sales results
which so many retailers demand of
their radio advertising. First,
they get store traffic — that vital
prerequisite to any successful retail enterprise. Over the course of
a 12-week summer series over 5,000
persons make direct, personal contact with the Hurley-Tobin Co. by
going into the store. Few of them
buy immediately, but over the
years Mr. Tobin knows that a large
percentage of the people who have
made the acquaintance of the store
through the Star Time broadcasts
have come back as customers.
Incidentally, the air shows contain absolutely no commercials
whatever. The store takes an opening and closing identification as
the site of the broadcast and that
is all.
An important point of value in
the broadcasts is the identification
of the Hurley-Tobin Co. with the
glamour and style inherent in big
Hollywood names. Trentonians
know the Hurley-Tobin Co. as the

Star Time store and that when the
big names go to Trenton they go
to Hurley-Tobin.
Most importantly, the broadcasts
help to create that indefinable
something
called
character."
Hurley-Tobin
Co. "store
is a place
where
things happen in Trenton — it has
become a focal point of community
activity.
Show Pays Off
All of these things are intangibles— the sort of things that
most retailers shy away from in
the ceaseless quest for direct sales
returns for every nickel spent on
advertising. Yet they have paid
off — and paid off well for Mr.
Tobin — in the growth of his store
to a position among the top few
in the Trenton area.
Actually, Star Time is only a
portion of the Hurley-Tobin radio
effort. The same philosophy per(Continued on page 4.8)
*

RELAXING after a WTTM Star Time broadcast, Actress Sarah Churchill, daughter of Britain's war-time minister, lights a cigarette for Joseph
Tobin, vice president and general manager of Hurley-Tobin Co. Jeffrey
Lynn, with whom Miss Churchill co-starred in "The Philadelphia Story"
at the McCarter Theatre, is at left.
August 15, 1949
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WAR
DISC
THE BATTLE of the rpm's between Columbia Records Inc. and
RCA-Victor last week appeared to
be settling down to a long war in
which customers voting with dollars will determine the winner.
That conclusion could be drawn
from a review of a record forum
held as pai-t of the 1949 convention
of the National Assn. of Music
Merchants. There, Edward Wallerstein, president of Columbia, and
J. B. Elliott, vice pi-esident in
charge of RCA-Victor consumer
products, expressed determination
of their companies to stick to their
respective positions.
Mr. Elliott said his company
would continue to promote its 45
rpm record "indefinitely," adding
that a sales job "is not done in 30
days or in five years."

MEYER

TO

WPOR

Succeeds Carpenter
HAROLD H. MEYER, general
manager of WXKW Albany, N. Y.,
last week was appointed station
manager of WPOR Portland, Me.,
succeeding Murray Carpenter, who
resigned. Mr. Carpenter continues
as a board member and important
stockholder.
Mr. Meyer, a radio veteran of
21 years, has moved to Portland.
He said present WPOR policies
will be maintained, with all employes remaining in their present
jobs. He previously had been at
WSTC (formerly WSRR) Stamford, Conn., and at Florida and
California stations.
Mr. Carpenter said he hadn't
made up his mind whether to sell

Mr. Meyer Mr. Carpenter
his 20% interest in WPOR. At
present he is planning the first
vacation in a decade, he added.
He said the resignation resulted
from disagreement with the company's directors about WPOR policies. "Differences of opinion come
up in the best of families," he
said. "When the president of a
company disagrees with his majority stockholders, it's time to
quit."
Before joining WPOR in 1946
Mr. Carpenter was timebuyer at
Compton Inc., New York agency.
He became WPOR president in
1947.
Chai rman of the WPOR executive committee is Chester J. LaRoche, president of C. J. LaRoche
& Co. It was understood Mr.
Carpenter's differences centered on
the station's TV policies.
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To Let Public Decide
Co/umfcio, RCA
built on classical records, that the
Mr. Wallerstein, whose company
is on the market with the 33 Vs LP rebirth of the record business durrecord, said he was content to let
ing the '30s was due to classical
the decision rest with the public records and that Columbia was
but that he could not agree with
basing its confidence in the future
Mr. Elliott "that it was the right on the importance of classical recor the smart thing for him to take
ords. He said that although classical records might represent only
the attitude that he would go on
20% of Columbia's unit volume it
indefinitely with
product."
Wallerstein
said the
Columbia,
for Mr.
its was 35 to 45% of its dollar volume

part, would "bow out" if it found
its 331/3 rpm was not finding public
acceptance.
He indicated that Columbia did
not intend to enter the 45 rpm field
because it had received no demand
from either dealers or the public
for such a disc. He offered to expose his company's files on the subject "if anybody else is willing to
expose
their files."
The position
of Messrs. Elliott
and Wallerstein was diametrically
opposed at several other points.
Mr. Elliott said the 45 rpm disc
was aimed at the popular record
market, which he claimed represented more than 80% of the record
market.
Mr. Wallerstein denied that the
"Pop" records were so important,
asserting that when the record
business is on a sound basis, it is
"strictly a classical business."
He asserted that the original
Victor company's own success was

and that for lots of dealers it represented 60% of the total volume.
The meeting itself was not chary
about putting the two executives
on the spot. Dealers attending
even went so far as to take a vote
as which record, the RCA 45 rpm
or the Columbia 33% rpm disc,
has met with the best consumer
acceptance to date.
The Columbia discs won the balloting on a show of hands by a
large majority.
President Ben Chodash of the
Chicago Record Dealers Assn. said
that a survey of association dealers
in Chicago showed that sales of the
45 rpm machine "has been a failure" and that the Columbia 33%
discs, on the market 14 months as
against the Victor four months,
are a success. He said that the
Columbia LP record sales were "increasing right along." He called
upon the manufacturers to end "the
confusion" in the record industry.
Network

NBC

PROMOTION

Sets

Fall Plans

A FALL promotion and publicity campaign, described by the network as
"the largest and costliest in [radio] history," was announced last week
by NBC.
The network and its stations will use radio, newspapers and national
magazines in promotional phases *■
of the campaign. A flood of pub- campaign would use radio primarily at the outset and then build
licity material also will be unloosed.
up with newspaper and magazine
Actual cost of the proposed camspace. Two "kick-off" newspaper
paign was difficult to appraise. The ads will be run by stations in coordination with the opening of the
network will buy 21 full pages in
leading national magazines, an in- network's magazine campaign.
Identities of the magazines were
vestment which, it was thought,
might approximate $200,000. Affil- not revealed.
iated stations will buy newspaper
Sydney H. Eiges, NBC vice presispace in which they will run adverdent in charge of press, said the
tisements prepared by the network.
publicity phase of the campaign
Total cost of the newspaper adverinvolved the distribution of pubtising was incalculable and would
licity material and personal visits
depend on the degree of cooperathroughout the country of NBC
tion oflfered by the stations.
talent and press representatives.
On-the-air promotion will include
Personal tours of stars and pubtrailers on sustaining programs,
licity representatives have already
cross-reference announcements on begun, Mr. Eiges said, and will concommercial shows, announcements
tinue through the next two months.
in chime cue-time and live and re- A publicity kit has been sent to
corded chainbreak, commentator
stations covering "every major fall
and disc jockey announcements, the
program,
or sponsored,"
network said. An all-star Show
Mr. Eiges sustaining
said.
case program will be broadcast
The ambitious promotion-publiciearly in the fall, and two "reguty campaign was undertaken in
larly scheduled promotional pro- response
to demands by affiliates,
grams will continue throughout
at a meeting of NBC stations in
the season," according to the anChicago last February. Detailed
nouncement. None of these pro- discussion of the campaign plans
grams has been completed yet.
occupies a high place on the agenda
Charles E. Hammond, vice presi- of the forthcoming NBC affiliates
dent and assistant to the president, meeting at White Sulphur Springs
said the promotional phase of the
Sept. 7-11. (See story page 31.)

FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for one new FM
and five new AM outlets were
authorized by FCC last week.
A final decision would delete
an AM station. Five existing
outlets received improved facilities. Thirteen stations received transfer grants. Details of these and other FCC
actions are carried in FCC
Roundup on page 68.

COURTROOiyi BAN
Law Bars Broadcasts
DIRECT or recorded broadcasts of
proceedings in a courtroom are prohibited in Wisconsin under a bill
which became law when Gov. Oscar
Rennebohm last Monday signed
legislation that has been pending
several years. The law becomes
effective next July 1.
Gov. Rennebohm indicated he
would have vetoed the anti-radio
bill had it come up as separate
legislation, according to Robert
Lindsay, news editor of WKOW
Madison. However, the radio ban
was part of an omnibus crime code
bill and Gov. Rennebohm felt he
could not veto the entire code because of the discriminatory radio
feature. Many of the code provisions are badly needed, he exOpposition had been voiced by
plained.
NAB and the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors to the Wisconsin ban, which many broadcasters termed a violation of the state
constitution.
In a broadcast on WKOW, Mr.
Lindsay said the bill "is close to
being
downright silly"
as well
as
unconstitutional
because
radio
newsmen will not be allowed to
"inform the public by way of a
direct or transcribed broadcast
what might go on at a Wisconsin
courtroom proceeding." He added
that "those same newsmen can attend the proceeding along with
other newsmen, and — on a newscast or other program — recite those
same proceedings word for word."
ERIKSON

/S VP

Gets New Post With M-E
LEONARD F. ERIKSON, who resigned from Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, as vice president and
radio director [Broadcasting, Aug.
1], was officially appointed to the
post of vice president and general
executive of McCann - Erickson,
New York [Closed Circuit, Aug.
8], last week by Marion Harper
Jr., president of McCann-Erickson.
Before his association with K &
E, Mr. Erikson was business manager with BBDO and prior to that
general sales manager with CBS
in New York and western sales
manager in Chicago.
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IncI usion
RADIO

SET

THE 1950 decennial census of population, agriculture and housing
will include a count of radio sets —
provided Congress approves the
Census Bureau's budget request.
Unlike the complete counts in
1930 and 1940, next year's census
will ask the radio question in one
of every five dwellings. The question will be included in the housing
portion of the census.
In tentatively approving the
radio set question, the Census
Bureau rejected requests that the
question be broken down to show
ownership of FM and television
receivers.
The FM question was rejected on
the ground that enumerators would
not be able to ask the question properly and receive accurate answers
from respondents. The bureau's
position is that the average person
does not know the difference between an AM and an FM set, particularly in view of the fact that
so many stations use combination
AM-FM identification.
No TV Count
The bureau considered the suggestion that a count of TV sets be
made. It noted that Radio Mfrs.
Assn. and other groups provide
considerable data on TV set distribution and ownership. A practical
objection from the bureau's standpoint is the
eff'ect
of ais TV
in areas
where
there
no question
primary
service.
Enumerators would be subject
to ridicule in many instances, it
was explained, since occupants
would wonder why the government
asks such a question when there
aren't any stations around. The
bureau said it would be costly to
confine a TV question to areas
where service is available.
The radio set question, as now
tentatively approved, follows: "Is
there a radio in this unit?" The
wording was adopted after a series
of trial runs conducted earlier in
the year.
In 1940 the question was: "Radio
in Dwelling, Yes — ; No — ."
Taking of the housing portion
of the 1950 census was authorized
by Congress in the general housing
law enacted last month. The housing count now becomes a permanent feature of the decennial
census.
The 20 9(- sample will provide
just as useful results as a 100%
count in most cases, according to
the bureau. The sample basis was
adopted as an economy technique.
Actually, the bureau had been
chilly toward inclusion of a radio
question in 1950 until advertiser,
agency and broadcasting groups
heard of the attitude [Broadcasting, May 3, 1948]. Since that time
the bureau has received hundreds
of requests from organizations for
a 1950 radio count. NAB, Radio
Mfrs. Assn., FM Assn. and many
other groups adopted resolutions
calling for a 1950 set tabulation.
BROADCASTING

in 1950

Census

Likely

COUNT
It was explained that the sampling error in a 20% sample is
smaller than the normal response
error in taking a census, in the
case of large areas. Actually the
sampling error is insignificant
except in small areas.
A bureau official • said that the
chance of sampling error in a
"census tract" of 3,000 to 4,000
persons might run as high as 2%
in making a radio nose count. In
an average county of 20,000 persons, where 1,200 of the 6,000
dwelling units would be asked the
radio question, the average expected error is 1%. This is based
on a 20% sample where 85% of
homes have radios.
Small Error Seen
In an area of 100,000 persons,
the expected error would be less
than 0.5% and in larger areas it
would be even less.
Thus, at the county level the
20% sample will provide just as
good a radio set count as a 100%
sample, it was stated.
An interesting feature of this
sample, it was explained, is that
the sampling error and response
error tend to offset each other.
The bureau says it has been able
to retain the 1940 questions and
add new ones by use of sampling,
increasing the overall value of the

W/BfC

1950 census. Because of budget
problems it otherwise would have
been forced to eliminate a number
of questions, besides trimming the
organizational setup and deteriorating the quality of the tabulation.
Total cost of taking the 1950
census is estimated at a little
over $88 million. This is based on
a $70 million budget for the population and farm half of the census
and $18.5 million for the housing
questions. An expanded series of
mortgage questions will require $3.3
million of the housing budget.
Population Increases
The 1940 census showed a population of 131,660,000 in continental
United States. An increase of 19
million is expected in 1950, bringing the total to over 150 million.
The following data vnll be collected in the 1950 population
census :
100% —ship,Name,
age, race,
sex, state
relation-or
and marital
status;
country of birth; employment status:
occupation; industry, and class of
worker.
20%try ofSample
counbirth —ofMigration
parents status;
and mother
tongue; citizenship; school attendance
and attainment; weeks worked last
year and hours worked last week;
individual
and family income; veteran
status of males.
31/3% Sample — Occupation, industry,
and class of worker for persons who
worked last year but not last week;
times married and years in present

DENIED

WIBK KNOXVILLE, the station of Radio Evangelist J. Harold Smith,
was refused a license by FCC last week and given 90 days to wind up
its affairs. WIBK is assigned 1 kw daytime on 800 kc.
In a final decision which also denied WIBK's bid for a new FM outlet
and dismissed Rev. Smith's re- *
holdings among the principals and
quest to sell his interest in WIBK
the method of station financing in
to two local businessmen, the Commission supported the findings of applications filed at later dates
an initial ruling by ex-Comr. Clif- with the Commission. Initially Mr.
Thompson was to own 50% of
ford J. Durr that the evangelist
WIBK and Rev. Smith and his wife,
was unqualified to be a broadcast
licensee [Broadcasting, July 5, Myrtice Rhodes Smith, the other
1948]. The conclusions of the final 50%, the decision said. At present
each of the three holds equal
decision repeated virtually verbatim those of Comr. Durr.
amounts of voting stock and Rev.
FCC's rulings were made by Smith holds 100% of the preferred
Comrs. Paul A. Walker, Rosel H. stock, FCC reported.
Conclusions
Hyde, E. M. Webster and Frieda B.
Hennock. Chairman Wayne Coy
Concerning
the changes it said
and Comrs. Robert F. Jones and
were not properly reported, FCC
George E. Sterling did not particisaid "we can only conclude that the
misi-epresentations
contained in
Marvin I. Thompson, part-owner
pate.
these statements were the result of
and general manager of WIBK, redeliberation or carelessness and
affirmed to Broadcasting that the
recklessness of so gross a nature
case would be appealed and pursued through to the Supreme Court
as to approximate deliberation."
pointed out that much of
if necessary. In event of an ap- theFCCinformation
in the record,
peal, the Commission would grant
continued authority to operate the which "is replete with confusing
station until completion of the liti- and contradictory statements," was
not voluntarily submitted but was
gation. WIBK has been operating
under program test authority since
obtained
through the and
Commission's
own investigation
through
July 1947. The permit was granted
cross-examination at the hearing
in October 1946.
[Broadcasting, Oct. 27, Nov. 24,
FCC found that the permittee,
Independent Broadcasting Co., 1947]. Further difficulty was found
in "the lack of books and other recfailed to report changes in stock• Telecasting

marital
status; number of children
ever borne.
The census of housing will include :
100% — Type of living quarters and
type of structure; number of rooms;
occupancy and tenure; vacancy status;
bathing, toilet, and water facilities;
kitchen sink; contract rent for tenants; gross rentmortgage
for tenant-occupied
units; condition;
status; value
of owned home; year built.
20% Sample — Heating, cooking, lighting and refrigeration equipment; cooking andlist
heating
fuels;theradio.
This
excludes
1940 items on
exterior material, conversion, and
estimated rent of owner-occupied
dwelling units.
It is proposed that mortgage data be
obtained in 1950 in a supplementary
sample survey, to be conducted after
the regular census enumeration has
been completed. It is planned in the
supplementary survey to secure the
information from the owner or person who is best acquainted with the
characteristics of the mortgage debt
and to make as many call-backs as
necessarycurate
to information.
obtain complete
and ac-is
This survey
being designed to provide current
data for the United States, 5 regions,
and 30 metropolitan districts.
Preliminary drafts have been
prepared of the schedules for the
Territories
and Possessions as
follows
:
Alaska — Population and Housing.
American
Samoa — Population.
Guam — Population.
Hawaii — Population and Housing
(same as for continental U. S.).
Panama Canal Zone — Population.
Puerto Rico — Population and Housing
(pretest
in English and Spanish);
ing.
Infant
U. S.). Card (same as for continental
Virgin Islands — Population and Hous-

FCC

Upholds

Durr

ords of tivities
the and Reverend
Smith's
the confusion
of achis
personal affairs and religious activHere the Commission referred to
the intermixture of Rev. Smith's
personal accounts and records with
those of his Radio Bible Hour
ities."
programs
on which he solicited
"free-will offerings," the Southern
Bible Institute and The Carolina
Watchman, religious newspaper.
Regarding the financial reports
filed by Rev. Smith, FCC declared
them incomplete and cited omissions revealed during the hearing
relating to personal notes, oil properties and other real estate, insurance, the Carolina Watchman and
contracts with XERF Villa Acuna,
Mexico. FCC said it "should be
able to and does rely upon information set forth in applications and
reports which applicants, permittees and licensees file. In view of
the foregoing circumstances which
we believe indicate this applicant's
lack of candor, the Commission
could not have confidence in reports
or applications it may be required
to or would file."
The Commission declai'ed that
Rev. Smith's loans of some $100,000 to XERF to finance its construction, in return for program
time and other considerations, did
(Continued on page 50)
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mand'
charged With Ignoring 'De
S
R
E
K
A
A
A
T most set Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
SEthat
FM
Set dealers
are unhappy,
he' said,
In the south, Mr. Sellers added,
TWO-PLY
charge
because
of slow
demand for
AM
manufacturers are ignoring the Louisiana, Arkansas, Nevada, Wis- the public must have FM to get any
and the phonograph mixup ; they're
consin, Michigan, Maine, Vermont,
dependable day and night service
public's
demand" was
for
more and "need
better and
FM receivers
interested
and the by
public's
because of skywave interference,
New Hampshire and Ohio.
TV desirein isFM,tempered
talk
made last week.
States receiving complete and terrain and soil conductivity fac- about color, UHF, TV eye strain,
First, FM Assn. accused set equal FM and AM coverage, he
tors as well as high static level.
more stations and high prices.
makers of a "public be damned"
said, are Illinois, Indiana, DelHe observed AM and FM signals
Having
dropped
the
"Don't
Buy
aware, New Jersey, Rhode Island, a Radio Without FM" slogan at all over the nation during the tour j
attitude toward FM's development.
It submitted an FM coverage map
Connecticut and Massachusetts.
RMA's request, FMA is consider- and found FM as good or better
to support its service claims.
ing a new slogan, he said. This than AM in major population and
Within the four-year postwar
Second, Millard C. Faught, econ- period FM has developed almost would be, "Don't Buy Half a Radio
marketing areas, with FM even
omist, president of the Faught
coverage as AM, he con- — Be Sure Your Next Set, Whether
better at night and much better at
Co., New York, asked NAB and as much tended,
doing the job with 740 It Be TV or AM, Has FM."
all times in the south.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. why they are
In his letter to the presidents of
Mr. Faught contends advertisers
stations as compared to AM's
failing to promote FM.
NAB
and
RMA,
Mr.
Faught
said
2,000-plus outlets. In many popuare questioning AM coverage
Edward L. Sellers, FMA execulous areas the only reception avail- he had just completed a 9,000-mile
claims, asking lower and more
tive director, pointed to a Caldable is FM, AM being unable to "grassroots" tour of the country
realistic rates. He deplored the
well-Clements map comparing AM
where,
incidentally,
he
found
no
a reliable, non-fading signal
and FM coverage in the U. S. He put
evidence of a business depression. tendency to look on FM as "someinto the areas, he claimed.
thing for nothing," and wondered i
said the map — compiled from files
why advertisers divert money from
of Clear Channel Broadcasting
AM to TV pioneering yet fail to
Service, FCC, FMA and other
take advantage of FM. Manufacsources — showed that over three- STATIONS LAUDED
turers should provide good lowfourths of the total U. S. populaSolons Cite Public Service Programming
priced FM sets to meet the public
tion is within the primary range of
demand, he argued.
one or more FM stations both day
Several hundred independent
PUBLIC SERVICE programming
and night.
farm policy plus a list of awards
and citations won by the station. FM stations are starving to death
He added that already 22 states of individual clear channel stations
Accolades for WLS were in- because of manufacturer, broadare getting better receiDtion from has elicited tributes and annivercluded in remarks by Rep. Sidney
caster and advertiser apathy, he
FM than AM outlets. These states
sary messages from Senators and
Congressmen alike on Capitol Hill R. Yates (D-Ill.) and Sen. Scott indicated.
are New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, within the past fortnight. Stations
Lucas (D-Ill.). The Senate majority floor leader inserted into the
Tennessee, California, North Caro- cited were WCAU Philadelphia,
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, WGN and WLS Chicago, WHO
record the address of the station's
RMA Committees Set
Des Moines. In addition, one 250 Arthur Page before the NAB Program Clinic at Northwestern U. TWO new committees — Excise Tax
w network station — WCTM Trav(Chicago Division) last June. Mr. and Cathode Ray Safety — have
erse City, Mich. — drew warm
praise for distinguishing itself on Page talked on the importance of been named by Raymond C. CosAFRA MEET
the local level. WGN and WLS
farm broadcasting and noted that grove, Avco Corp., president of
Opens Aug. 25 in S. F. are celebrating 25th birthdays.
"any radio station has a right to Radio Mfrs. Assn. S. Insull Jr.,
A tribute to the public service be proud if it has earned their of the Stewart- Warner Electric DiPLACE of the radio actor in tele- programming of WCAU was
(farm and city folk) trust and
vision, was named chairman of the
vision and numerous other prob- voiced Aug. 4 by Rep. William
confidence by giving them genuine tax group. The cathode ray safety
lems are on the agenda of the 1949
Green Jr. (D-Pa.) along with tacit and thorough service."
AFRA national convention to be endorsement
group was reappointed in its enof clear channel servRep.
Yates
cited WLS'
pioneertirety, with R. E. Carlson, Tungheld Aug. 25-28 at the Palace
ing service
to farmers
and observed
ice,
a
rising
issue
under
CongresSol
Lamp
Works, continuing as
Hotel, San Francisco.
sional scrutiny. He extended his
"has achieved a posi- chairman.
At that time, the whole plan of remarks in Congressional Record. the station
tion of great esteem in the broadthe 4-A's Television Authority is
casting industry" with its clear Petrillo, and John S. Boyle, States
Noting
that
WCAU's
signal
expected to be brought before the
"a the
signal
which is channel signal. He listed press Attorney of Cook County.
convent'on for its vote. Under the gives
free oflisteners
much of
interference
comments about WLS and its longAuthority plan, a new union with
time favorite, the WLS National
Maintaining that "it is not the
so
common
in
broadcasting
today,"
Barn
Dance.
jurisdiction over television, is to
distant, powerful station that
Congressman
Green
said
WCAU's
be created with AFRA support
solves local problems — it is the
Distributes Reprints
experience "proves that a large city
local station that meets the local
and the support of other unions,
station can be more than an outlike AFRA, which are branches of
let for network programming
challenge for quick help," Sen.
Reprints
Rep.distributed
Yates' statethe Associated Actors and Artistes
ment haveofbeen
by Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), arch
when it has a purposeful underfoe of super power, Aug. 3
standing of the usefulness of radio WLS to over 2,000 agencies, clients
of America (4-A's).
Among other problems listed for
and
potential
sponsors.
The
leaflet
inserted in the Congressional Recconsideration of the convention is in service to the community."
was accompanied by a letter from
ord a copy of a telegram from Les
His
tribute
cited
the
station's
Glenn Snyder, general manager,
that of regional transcription rates.
Biederman, president and general
28 years of operation, the needs
AFRA locals can nov/ set up a of its community, public service outlining the station's activities in manager of WCTM. He pointed
lower rate for transcription per- programming, awards, and letters providing weather, markets, news, up a local incident in which his
formances restricted to one city <)f commendation received by the music and advertising information.
station distinguished itself.
Mr. Biederman recounted how a
Its 50 kw signal fans out into four
than the national rate. The quesstation.
tion to be raised at the convention
dog had died of rabies after it had
WHO drew the praise of Rep. states — Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
bitten an unidentified child, and the
is whether, in accord with the de- Paul Cunningham (R-Iowa) for its and Wisconsin — he reminded.
Saluting 25th anniversary of local county health oflficer gave
sires of some transcription com- public service policies and "highly
panies, such a liberalization of fees valued service" to farmers. His WGN, Chicago Tribune outlet. Sen. WCTM the job of locating the vicis to be extended to whole regions. floor remarks were extended in the Paul Douglas (D-Ill.) paid tribute
tim. Station dropped all programto its "commendable balance in
Congressional Record Aug. 1.
Also up for discussion are such
ming for a number of announcematters as the rates to be charged
Pointing out that most of the . . . programs," including musical,
mentscontact
designed
to establish
diate
with
the child.immeTwo
educational, and discussion feanetworks for taping shows for farmer's daily source of agricultures,
and
to
its
leadership
in
the
hours
later
the
announcements
tural information derives from rarepeat broadcasts; whether andio. Congressman Cunningham said new fields of TV and FM.
turned up the victim, who was
nouncers can also perform "engiHe also inserted in the Record
that
"WHO with its clear chanplaced in a hospital, Mr. Biederman
neering" work such as handling
nel is able to reach from . . . appendix copies of congratulatory
said. Three other victims also
controls, and whether there should
Des Moines ... to serve vast messages to General Manager
be extra fees where there is simulwere located. Mr. Biederman had
taneous AM and FM Broadcasting.
wired the data to Sen. Johnson
farm regions which would other- Frank Schreiber of WGN from
Discussion also will be held on
wise have little or no radio serv- Illinois Governor Adlai Stevenson,
upon
request
data
on the the
needlatter's
for more
local for
stations
Chicago Mayor Martin H. Kenpolitical activity for the Taftice . . ." The statement included
nelly,
AFM
President
James
C.
Hartley repeal.
an eight-point review of WHO
and fewer clear-channel outlets.
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TOM

KBKVf

MOORE

Quits 'Ladies Be Seated'
TOM MOORE, emcee of Ladies Be
Seated (ABC sustaining, five-aweek, 2-2:30 p.m., CDT) has resigned from the show effective
Aug. 19. His final broadcast will
originate at the Illinois State Fair
instead of Chicago.
Mr. Moore also announced withdrawal of his firm, Tom Moore
Production, as the Ladies Be
Seated producing agency. Phil
Patten, his partner, worked for the
network as show producer. Interference from New York network
executives was given as the main
reason for the move by Mr. Moore,
who asserted that eastern officials
"continue to think of Chicago as a
hitching post." He announced no
future plans.
It was understood in Chicago
that the program will originate in
New York if ABC plans to carry
it after Aug. 19. Buddy Rogers,
orchestra leader and screen actor,
was reported to have been auditioned last week as a possible replacement.
JAMES STIRTON
Heads ABC Central Sales
JAMES L. STIRTON, general
manager of ABC's Central Division
in Chicago, was
appointed last
week to work also
as AM and TV
network sales
manager of the
division. John H.
Norton Jr., division vice president, announced
that the appointment becomes efMr. Stirton
fective today
(Monday).
Mr. Stirton replaced Gil Berry,
who resigns Sept. 1 to become sales
manager of the DuMont network
Midwest Division [Broadcasting,
Aug. 8]. Mr. Stirton will work
closely with Mr. Norton in supervising the sales and general operations of the division.
The new sales manager has been
in radio for 20 years, having
started in the NBC mail department in July 1929. Transferring
to the network's artists department
shortly after, he left NBC in 1937
to form his own talent management firm. When the Blue Network, ABC's predecessor, was
formed in Januai-y 1942, Mr.
Stirton became program director
for its Central Division.
He was made general manager
following his discharge from the
Marine Corps in November 1945.
Walker

Named

Richards

BRADLEY A. WALKER, account
executive for Eastern Air Lines at
the Fletcher D. Richards Inc.
agency. New York, was elected
first vice president of the agency
last week. Mr. Walker is also a
member
directors. of the agency's board of
BROADCASTING

OUTSIDE view of new $15,000 studios at WCSI Columbus, ind., showing
offices and newsroom. Completely air conditioned and soundproof, the
WCSI building contains four studios, program offices and observation lounges.
WYNN
ANA MEETING
40th Session Oct. 10-12
THE 40th annual meeting of the
Assn. of National Advertisers will
be held at the Waldorf Astoria in
New York Oct. 10 through Oct. 12,
William Connolly, chairman of the
ANA's board of directors and advertising manager of S. C. Johnson
& Son, announced last week.
Howard Chapin, director of advertising of General Foods Corp.,
has been elected as chairman of
the Program Committee for that
meeting.
The first two days of the session
will be restricted to association
members and invited advertiser
guests as in the past. On the third
day, representatives of advertising
media and agencies also will be
guests of ANA.
GOODMAN
NAMED
Heads Gumbinner Agency
MILTON GOODMAN, executive
vice president of the Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Advertising Agency
Inc., New York, was last week
elected to the presidency of the
firm. He has been with the agency
for more than 20 years. Lawrence
C. Gumbinner, relinquishing his
presidency, became chairman of
the board.
Gumbinner radio and /or television accounts include The Odell Co.,
Newark, using radio and television
spots for Trol Hair Tonic; S. A.
Schonbrunn Co., New York, radio
spots for Savarin Coffee; Loft
Candy Corp., Long Island City,
radio; Chap Stick Co., Lynchburg,
Va., radio participations; American Tobacco, who for Roi-Tan
cigars recently purchased the CBS
package Leave It To Joan expected
to start Friday at 9 p.m. in September; Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
sponsor of The Fat Man on ABC,
Friday at 8 p.m. for Pepto-Bismol.
Paul Gumbinner is radio and
television director of the agency.

• Telecasting

NAMED

'Atlanta Journal' Ad Director
RESIGNATION of J. Mac Wynn
sales manager of WHAS Louisville, to become advertising director of the Atlanta Journal, effective Aug. 22, was
• announced last
week. Victor A.
Sholis, WHAS
director, said Mr.
Wynn's successor
has not yet been
selected and that
Rodney Will of
the sales department will supervise sales until
Mr. Wynn
a n appointment
is made.
Mr. Wynn
joined WHAS in
November 1947, from the parent
Courier- Journal and Louisville
Times, where he had served since
1944 as promotion and public relations director of the Bingham
properties.
He had joined the
Courier-Journal in 1929 as a classified advertising solicitor and in
1937 was promoted to national advertising manager.
As advertising director of the
Atlanta Journal, Mr. Wynn will
succeed John Ottley Jr., who has
resigned to enter private business.
The newspaper owns and operates
WSB and WSB-TV Atlanta.
ITALIAN MARKET
Pulse Plans Sample Study
PULSE Inc. announced last week
it is establishing a standardized
sample for Italian-language studies
in the New Yoi-k metropolitan
area.
Its sample will be basad on
distribution of Italian-language
population in the area and will be
identical on all such studies. Studies
themselves will be available jointly
to all radio stations on a participations-of-cost basis.

OPENS

Independent Starts Aug. 76
KBKW ABERDEEN, WASH.,
took the air Aug. 16. Independent
station is owned and operated by
Ben K. Weatherwax, veteran newscaster and sports announcer in
Pacific Northwest.
Station was designed by Mr.
Weatherwax as a combined operation with three studios and control
and transmitter rooms. Combined
unit is located at 701 East Heron
Street, Aberdeen, with an additional studio and office in the Emerson Hotel, Hoquiam, twin city to
Aberdeen.
Dick Crombie, former manager
KBRO Bremerton, has been named
manager. John Bradshaw, formerly with KVOS Bellingham, will direct the Hoquiam studios. Personnel also includes News Editor
Bill Fox, formerly with KGY
Olympia; Chief Engineer Dick
Pooley, from WGRC Pendleton,
Ore.; Combination Man Will Miller, formerly at KXLA Pasadena>
Calif.
Other staff members include Bill
Bloom, combination; Sam Whitacre, sales; Rosemary Welsh, women's programs; Bill Kalenius, continuity and production, and Frank
Petty, sales.
AFFILIATES
NBC To Hold Convention
MOST of NBC's 170 stations will
be
represented
the network's
annual
aflSliates at
convention
at the
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, said
W. last
Va., week.
Sept. 7-11, the
network
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
will head a group of key network
executives who will meet with representatives ofthe affiliates. The
agenda, although incomplete last
week, will include discussions on
fall program, promotion and publicity plans.
The network does not intend to
schedule discussion of its administrative and operational reorganization [Broadcasting, July 18], but
the matter is of such interest that
it was believed a i-eference to it
would be difficult to avoid.
CASE HISTORIES
To Be Discussed by CFAC
AGENCY radio and video executives will discuss their work and
give case histories in specialized
clinics during the 13th annual fall
educational series of the Chicago
Federated Advertising Club.
Radio and TV sessions will be
planned by a media chairman and
his committee, as yet unselected.
More than 300 persons are expected to enroll for the series, tentatively planned to start Sept. 19.
Ten to 12 sessions will begin with
four preliminary lectures, which
all enrollees will attend, preceding
five specialized clinics stressing
media, production, copy and merchandising, and two open meetings
in conclusion.
August 15, 1949
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WHOM
MOVE
Oral Argument Requested
CONTENDING it renders a specialized service in foreign programming to the entire New York
metropolitan area and not Jersey
City alone, WHOM Jersey City
last week took exception to the
FCC's initial decision which would
deny
the station's
its main
studio request
to Newto move
York
[Broadcasting, July 25].
WHOM requested oral argument
on the ruling of Hearing Examiner
J. D. Bond. The station explained
that a denial of its request, in the
light of the examiner's reasoning
that WHOM has a responsibility
to program for local Jersey City
needs, "would be a decision by the
Commission that WHOM programming is not in fulfillment of the
licensee's responsibility to operate
in the public interest."
On the other hand, WHOM said,
"a grant . . . would be consistent
with the Commission's previous actions approving [WHOM's] proposals for programming ... as a
New York metropolitan area foreign language station and would
enable it to better fulfill its representations to the Commission."
WHOM presently devotes 95%
of its time to foreign language
shows. Only 15 minutes per week
are aired from Jersey City, the
petition said. WHOM claims its
foreign language audience includes
some 5 million persons throughout
the metropolitan area.
HOWARD MEIGHAN
On Hollywood Assignment
HOWARD MEIGHAN, CBS vice
president and general executive, arrived in Hollywood last week to
fill in for three weeks (alternating
with J. Kelly Smith, vice president
in charge of station administration), pending selection of a Westem Division vice president.
He was understood, however, to
have several additional assignments, including recommendations
with respect to the appointment of
a successor to Donald W. Thornburgh, now president of WCAU
Philadelphia, in the Western Division vice presidency. He also is
expected to negotiate for network
television studio space, possibly including atheatre site, and explore
the television film field.
'70-32-14-5'
WSB Atlanta has been running a series of ads in The
Atlanta Journal depicting a
human ear on part of which
is written, "70 to 32 to 14 to
5." Figures are results of
a Hooper survey of 123
broadcast periods checked
during three months (April,
May, June). "Of the periods
checked," the ad states,
"WSB was first in number
of listeners 70 times, second
station was first 32 times,
third station was first 14
times and the fourth station,
first 5 times. 70 to 32 to 14
to 5."
Page 32
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Lowering of Requirements
FM

COVERAGE

Proposed

by FCC

RECOGNIZING the "economic problems affecting FM broadcasting,"
last Thursday to lower its minimum coverage requireFCC proposed
ments for both Class A and Class B stations.
The Commission also proposed to repeal its present prohibition against
assignment of Class A FM stations *
ling.
in central cities of metropolitan
munity would be largely controldistricts having four or more AM
stations. "There appears to be no
further
FCC said.need for this restriction,"
Authoriti3s predicted that the
minimum-coverage changes, which
to accomplish via reFCC proposed
visions of its FM Rules, would
mean little relaxation of requirements in the larger metropolitan
' areas but would allow a substantial
reduction in total area covered by
outlets in smaller communities.
The minimum standard would be
the existing engineering requirements with respect to minimum
field intensities over the community, city, or mstropolitan district
to be served. The size of the comMONOPOLY
Further Hearings Slated
HOUSE Judiciary Subcommittee on
Monopoly Power confirmed last
week it will hold further hearings
in October to re-examine antitrust laws and propose specific
curative bills for introduction in
the second session of the 81st Congress. Present series of hearings
ended Aug. 5.
Chairman Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) already has indicated that
NAB will be invited to appear on
behalf of the industry to trace developments in the radio industry
[Broadcasting, July 18, 25].
NAB's general counsel, Don Petty,
turned down an invitation to appear last month.
In a re-examination of previous
testimony, Rep. Celler noted that
witnesses had brought up the question of "concentration of power" in
many
sometimes or"asfree
an
obstacleindustries,
to new enterprise
experimentation" and noted the
fall hearings wil serve to clarify
"the American policy on these vital
questions."
EXTENSION DENIED
By FCC in Two Cases
KJAN Opelousas, La., "on basis
or apparent lack of diligence of
permittee," last week was denied
further extension of completion
date by FCC. KJAN Broadcasting Co. Inc., permittee, had been
assigned 1 kw fulltime on 910 kc,
directional night. FCC said that
if a hearing were requested within
20 days, the denial would be set
aside pending outcome of the proceeding.
Meanwhile, the Commission last
week also denied further time to
Redlands Broadcasting Co. for
completion of its Class A FM station at Redlands, Calif. Lack of
diligence also was cited.

The change would be accomplished by removing the present
minimum value of equivalent radiated power and antenna height.
Heretofore, Class A stations have
been required to meet minimum
standards providing for coverage
over a radius of approximately 23
miles. For Class B stations in
Area 1 (Northeast U.S.), those in
cities of more than 250,000 population have had to serve over an
approximately 27% -mile radius,
while those in Area 2 (rest of the

FM SURVEY
Chicago Assn. Seeks Data
DOOR-TO-DOOR survey of Chicago-area FM listening habits, including data as to why specific programs are heard and why FM
sets are purchased, will be conducted in September by the FM
Assn. of Chicagoland.
This was decided Tuesday morning at a regular board meeting,
according to President Ralph J.
Wood Jr., president and general
manager of WMOR. The survey,
which supersedes original plans to
gain opinion on FM problems in
monthly projects, will be participated in cooperatively by personnel
of association member stations. A
small sample of about 400 homes
will be used because of high costs
in this method of research, Mr.
Wood explained.
Members of the group moved to
keep confidential results of a similar telephone coincidental check on
FM program preferences which
was made a fortnight ago. "Results did, however, confirm our
original statistics," the president
said. Among them was the claim
that 20% of radio homes in the
area have FM.
In an effort to promote frequency
modulation as an advertising medium, the association this fall will
prepare an elaborate brochure for
agencies and advertisers which will
point-up with factual information
product success stories involving
local stations.
The FAC will follow its recent
"letter to FCC Commissioners on
the low number of FM hours programmed by network stations in
Chicago with letters reporting the
same in formation for all stations,
including independent FM outlets.
"Our ultimate aim," Mr. Wood said,
"is to have all of the network stations duplicate
Directors
on entirely."
the board went on
record as being opposed to paid
program logs, which the four Chicago dailies are instigating in September. (See separate story.)

U.S.) have had to meet requirements equivalent to coverage over
a 17-mile radius.
The Commission proposed no
change as to maximum powers. It
would retain minimum transmitter
sizes of 250 w for Class A stations
and 1 kw for Class B outlets.
FCC invited comments on its proposal until Sept. 16 and said oral
argument would then be called if
the comments warrant.
WIFM
ON AIR
FM Station In Elkin, N. C.
WIFM (FM) Elkin, N. C, owned
and operated by the Yadkin Valley
Broadcasting Co., went on the air
last week on frequency of 100.9
mc with power of 350 w.
WIFM will operate 12 hours
daily with 15 hours on Sunday and
will serve three counties, Surry,
Wilkes and Yadkin, which cover
a large industrial and agricultural
section of the Yadkin Valley. Station employs UP news service and
Capitol transcription service.
Equipment is R. E. L. transmitter,
Raytheon console with Gates turntables and Andrews antenna.
Sole owner of WIFM is John A.
Hinshaw. George C. Yarbrough,
formerly with stations in North
Wilkesboro and Lenoir, is general
manager. Program director is
Charles W. Whipple III, formerly
with WIRC Hickory, WMAP Monroe, WIST Charlotte and WGTL
Kannapolis. Other members of
staff include Clay Watts, announcer-salesman; Harry Johnson Jr.,
announcer; Hassel Bailey and
John Maines, engineers, and Miss
Vicky Alexander, receptioniststenographer.
KMAC

STUDIOS

Open Formally With 5 kw
POWER increase from 250 w to
5 kw marked the formal opening
of a new building housmg the facilities of KMAC San Antonio, Tex.
The station, licensed to The Walmac Co., operates on 630 kc. Howard W. Davis is owner and general
manager. KMAC is an affiliate
of MBS and Texas State Network.
The building, which also houses
KISS, KMAC's FM outlet, it at
222-224 W. Commerce St., San
Antonio.
air-conditioned Twenty-seven
studios and offices
occupy
the entire third floor, with all
rooms completely remodeled and
refurnished with the latest equipment. Plans and construction of
new facilities took over two and
a half years.

Katherine Sorensen
MRS. KATHERINE SORENSEN,
45, wife of Roy A. Sorensen, owner
of Sorensen & Co. agency, Chicago,
died Aug. 8, apparently as a result
of suffocation. Survivors, in addition to Mr. Sorensen, are two sons,
Robert, 12, and Randall, 10.
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The

Johns

Baltimore

Hopkins

University

recently made

in

a survey*

of radio listening habits in grocery
stores, drug
barber
The

stores, taverns,

shops, and

beauty

parlors.

results are especially interesting
because

measuring

none

of the standard

organizations

take this big

audience

This Hopkins
in barber

into account.

survey shows

that

shops, for instance, o/ all

radios playing, 49.3%
W-I-T-H.

Our

was

were

nearest

tuned

tuned

to

competitor

in on only 16.2%
of the total.

The

survey is chock-full
pelling facts about

audience
in Baltimore.
reasons

this big plus

that W-I-T-H
It contains

why

W-I-T-H

buy in Baltimore.
BARBER SHOPS -This chart shows the
percentage of radios playing in barber shops
tuned to each Baltimore Station. 49.3% were
tuned to W-I-T-H.

of com-

delivers

many

more

is your best

If you haven't

already received a copy of this survey,
we'll be happy

to send you

one.

*"A Questionnaire Survey of Radio Listening Audiences in
Commercial Establishments in Baltimore City," prepared
as a Senior Research Report, under the supervision of the
Dean and Faculty Members of the School of Business,
Johns Hopkins University.

WITH
BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President
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CHICAGO

LOGS

Fee for Extra Listings
TWO CHICAGO dailies have
jumped on the Chicago Tribune
bandwagon and will charge stations and sponsors for extra newspaper program listings starting
next month [Broadcasting, July
25]. They are the Daily Neivs,
which made an official announcement last week, and the HeraldAmerican, a Hearst paper. The
fourth major Chicago daily, the
Sun-Times, is expected to follow
suit shortly.
Although unpaid listings on popular AM, FM and TV features will
continue to be printed, the three
papers ai'e conducting an all-out
drive for advertisers. Coordinated
log formats and rate schedules
were pre-determined at a general
meeting of advertising executives
from the four papers which was

called by Chesser Campbell, Tribune Co. treasurer. The Tribune,
owner of WGN, WGNB and WGNTV, was first to go into action
after this discussion. It recently
announced sale of from three to 14
lines at a daily line cost of |2,
with $2.50 for Sunday listings, effective Sept. 6.
The News, which starts the system Sept. 12, and the HeraldAmerican, which begins its listings
Sept. 6, will charge $1.25 per line
per day, with no frequency discounts. Unpaid listings will be
printed "as a public service," representatives of the papers report.
Sponsors or stations buying the
most lineage will be given top position in each time bracket. An
asterisk will denote a paid listing
in all the papers.
Both the Tribune and News last
week circulated a press proof of a
sample log. In the unsigned letter
from the News, which accompanied
the proof, it was stated "We feel

TO
Kansas farmers are selling the third largest
wheat crop on record. And they're spending
this staggering cash income. They're building, remodeling, refurnishing. They're buying both staples and luxuries. Yes, luxuries —
just take a look at the latest Level of Living
figures for Kansas farm homes.

there is no reason for radio and
television advertisers to be
alarmed. In fact, it should help
both the station and the advertiser,
through this medium, to be of
greater service to the reading and
listening
audience."
Opposition
seems to be unanimous among station executives
queried by Broadcasting. One of
the first organized groups to voice
its
disapproval is the FM Assn.
story.)
of
Chicagoland. (See separate
Hardy Feted
RALPH W. HARDY, assistant
manager of KSL Salt Lake City
and recently appointed director of
the new NAB Audio Division, was
honored at a luncheon given by the
Salt Lake Executives Club. Mr.
Hardy has been feted by other civic
and church groups in Salt Lake
City. He assumes his new office
Sept. 1.

BUY

YOUR

PRODUCT!

But here's what's important to you! These
families are buying more W IBW -advertised
goods than any others. That's the final proof
of WIBWs acceptance and sales influence
among the farm families of Kansas and adjoining states. Let us prove it for you, too —
by INCREASED SALES.

SERVING AND SELLING
#/

CIRCLE''
THE MAGIC
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Rep:
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GIVING LAST MINUTE instructions
on use of "Minitape" recorder to
Morjorie Cooney,
director ofTenn.,
women's
activities,
WSM Nashville,
are
George Reynolds, WSM chief engineer and Aaron Shelton (r), studio su*
pervisor. Miss Cooney sailed for six
week tour in Ireland, England, France,
Switzerland and Italy on lie de
France, July 30.
'AUDIO FAIR'
AES Will Sponsor Event
AUDIO ENGINEERING Society
is sponsoring what it claims to be
the Nation's first "Audio Fair" to
be held Oct. 27-29 at the Hotel New
Yorker.
At a meeting Tuesday in New
York to explain the purpose of the
fair, Charles J. LeBel, president
of the society, said technical papers
on the latest advances in the audio
field would be presented along with
the exhibits. A report made at
the meeting indicated that 50% of
the exhibit space has already been
contracted for. Microphones, loudspeakers, amplifying equipment,
recording and reproduction equipment will be among the items demonstrated.
Mr. LeBel also explained that
it was decided to hold the fair in
a hotel rather than a big exhibit
hall so that each exhibitor might
have a private room in which to
show his sound effects. He pointed
out that equipment exhibits for
audio products in the past have
hampered such demonstrations in
the interests of preventing bedlam.
The Audio Society is adopting
as its convention theme the principle— "If it doesn't sound good, it
isn't good," said Mr. LeBel.

LANG-WORTH INC.
Board Changes Announced
REALIGNMENT of the board of
directors of Lang- Worth Feature
Programsnounced byInc.
has C.been
anPresident
0. (Cy)
Langlois in line with conversion
of the Lang- Worth library to the
new eight-inch transcription.
John D. Langlois becomes secretary of the corporation, in addition
to his duties as eastern sales representative and advertising agency
contact. Cy Langlois Jr. is named
treasurer and will be in charge of
plant and studio operations in
Manhattan, Long Island City, and
Maspeth, L. I. Pierre Weis continues as vice, president in charge
of
national
sales,president
while W. inO'Keefe
remains as vice
charge
of artists and repertoire.
BROADCASTING
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WKJG
PURCHASE
Set by WFTW Ft. Wayne
NEGOTIATIONS for purchase of
WKJG-AM-FM Fort Wayne, Ind.,
by WFTW, Fort Wayne daytimer,
were completed last week subject
to FCC approval.
The owners of WFTW plan to
use the 1380 kc, 5 kw facilities of
WKJG along with WKJG's transmitter and Mutual affiliation, while
retaining WFTW's studios. The
license of WFTW (1090 kc, 1 kw,
day) and permit for WFTW-FM
will be returned to the Commission.
The merger is being accomplished through H. L. Popp and
Clarence Schust, minority stockholders of WFTW's licensee firm,
Fort Wayne Broadcasting Inc.
They will acquire all the stock of
Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting
Co. Inc., operator of WKJG and
WKJG-FM. Fort Wayne Broadcasting will then be merged with
Northeastern, which will be the
surviving corporation.
The sale involves a total of approximately $162,000 in money and
obligations assumed by Fort Wayne
Broadcasting and Messrs. Popp and
Schust.
After the merger, Messrs. Popp
and Schust will each own 28% of
Northeastern, the surviving firm,
as compared with their present
combined holdings of 21% in Fort
Wayne Broadcasting. President
and General Manager E. G. Thorns,
and Walter Thorns, Indianapolis
drug store owner, who have had
33.75% each, will have 18.56%
each. The remaining interests will
be held by present minority stockholders of WFTW: Earl Groth Jr.,
whose family owns a Fort Wayne
department store; President John
A. Toothill of Burns-Smith Co., station representative, and Herbert
Willis, Fort Wayne attorney.
Present owners of WKJG are
William A. Kundel 3d, who controls
62.5% as administrator of the estate of William A. Kundel Jr., and
Gilmore S. Haynie.
The two stations are continuing
their respective operations pending
FCC approval of the transfer. Applications for Commission consent

are being prepared by the Washington law firms of Pierson & Ball
representing WFTW and Dempsey
& Koplivitz representing WKJG.
WFTW went on the air Aug. 10,
1947, and WKJG commenced operations three months later, Nov. 15,
1947.

CAPT RESIGNS
Directed Census Bureau
JAMES C. CAPT, 60, director of
the Census Bureau since April
19 4 1, resigned
Tuesday because
of ill health.
Philip M. Hauser,
professor of sociology at U. of
Chicago and a
member of the
United Nations
Population
mission, Comwas
named
to
fill
the
Mr. Capt
post temporarily.
Mr. Capt. had been in ill health
following a kidney operation some
months ago, but had remained in
active charge of the bureau during
preparations for the 1950 decennial
census. He joined the bureau in
1939 as assistant to director
William L. Austin in assembling
the staff" for the 1940 census.
IBEW-CBS TALKS
Seek New Sound Men Contract
IBEW's Local 1212 in New York
began bargaining Tuesday with
CBS for a new contract covering
20 sound effects men in the New
York area, it was announced by
Charles Calame, business agent of
the local.
The union is seeking for the
sound effects men parity in wages
with technicians who the week before closed a CBS contract calling
for a top of $128.50 [Broadcasting,
Aug. 8]. Top for sound effects men
presently is said to be $120 weekly.
The union is also seeking an 8-hour
day, 40-hour week instead of the
present 40-hour week which permits a 10-hour day.
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His Feet

Manicuring the lawn with a mechanized mower or trimming the ears off a "shilly-shallying fuzzy-duzzy," he is
a tireless worker who cuts through grass and the complexities of big government with equal facility.
As a widely listened-to network news commentator, he
brings his intense energy to bear nightly on "the top
of the news as it looks from Washington." His aggressive
reporting has built a weekly audience estimated at
13,500,000, great numbers of whom regard him with
esteem akin to religious fervor.
i

Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
A DAY

be an opening in your city. If you want a ready-made
audience for a client (or yourself), investigate now.
Check your local Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 ( or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11) .

WCKY
CINCINNATI
50,000

Under

Let It Grow

Currently sponsored on more than 300 stations, his
broadcast — the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program — is the original
"news co-op." It offers local advertisers network prestige
■at local time cost, with pro-rated talent cost.
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RATINGS

Sta D
RATES

STORY

Average Rating 5.30-7.00 PM Mon-Fri=i
WCKY
Sta A
Sta B
Sta C

LOW

WCKY

8.1
4.8
5.7
6.1
4.5

Open 34 hour rate 6.00-8.00 PM
WCKY
Sta A
Sta B
Sta C
Sta D

Cincinnati Stations

$120.00
100.00
136.00
479.00
120.00

POWER
WCKY

50.000

Sta A

250 watts

Watts

Sta B
Sta C
Sta D

5,000/1,000 watts
50,000 watts
5,000 watts

RESULTS
"Since using WCKY . . . our sales in Cincinnati have increased better
than 30% and our sales in the Southern States had an increase even
Mel A. Block, President
BLOCK DRUG COMPAISY

higher."

"Announcements on WCKY . . . proved successful beyond our expectations ... we were completely sold out of Hot Point washers in less
than 3 weeks."

Ray Worrell, Sales Promotion Manager
G-E Supply Co., Cincinnati.

C* — Cincinnati Pulse, May-June 1949)
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Call collect Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St.
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Cincinnati : Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci-281
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The Rating Season
ONE OF these days radio is going to do
something about regaining control of its own
business. It should do this voluntarily, but
if it doesn't, the decision will be forced upon it.
We refer, of course, to program ratings. A
few hundred telephone calls in a few dozen
cities, or a few thousand recording devices in
a handful of metropolitan areas now more or
less govern a half-billion dollar business.
There are no standards. Yet time is bought
and sold on them, without regard to the
soundness of the techniques.
It is because of these surveys — call them
Hoopers or Nielsens or Conlans — that radio in
recent years has gone giveaway berserk. A
giveaway is a sure-fire rating builder. Advertisers generally buy the ratings.
It may be sheer coincidence that newspaper
advertising has made great gains in these
post-war years when the radio giveway has
taken over. The newspapers learned their
giveaway lesson long ago. So did the movies.
The ratings are applauded by those networks and stations which, for the nonce, may
be on top. They are damned by all others.
You really can't blame the rating services
(despite incredible disparities). They deliver
what the traffic will bear, and they'll continue
to operate on the same bases as long as there
are customers to pay the freight.
There are those who take this situation
lightly. The giveways, they say, will run their
course. But they forget the free rides of the
manufacturers who give things away like mad
for the air credits, and who therefore buy no
time of their own. They forget also, that the
competitive media are making deeper inroads
and that when, inevitably, the change must
be made, radio will start not at scratch, but
behind it.
Everyone deprecates "buying" of audiences.
The NAB Standards of Practice, which in these
buyers' market days appears to be a voice in
the radio wilderness, states:
"Any broadcasting designed to 'buy' the
radio audience, by requiring it to listen in
hope of reward, rather than for the quality
of its entertainment should be avoided."
Voluntary adherence to that principle would
bring an end to the giveaway. And it would
end the artificial stimulation of audiences,
which in turn would take a big nick out of the
ratings. But to think that giveaways will be
terminated overnight short of an official edict
from Uncle Sam is illusory.
The answer will come in the establishment
of survey standards. A year ago it was proposed that Broadcast Measurement Bureau
broaden its scope to include an overall measurement operation. But there was timidity
in radio ranks. And then BMB itself was
confronted with a survival fight. Today there's
lip service to radio's own ABC of audience
surveys — but it's practically an inaudible
whisper.
Where's the leadership ? Is NAB the logical
source? President Justin Miller, in his new
role of executive manager as well as inspirational leader, should initiate action — before
the NAB (or some other organization) is
forced to undertake it. We have our misgivings about association committees. They're
usually about as good as the men who serve.
There are qualified men in the NAB if Judge
Miller will reach out. There's no job more
jasic for the economic welfare of radio.
^ase 38
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One Down; One to Go
MANY RADIO observers are still rubbing their
eyes in amazement over the passage last week
by the Senate of the revised McFarland Bill
(S 1973). There wasn't a murmur of opposition.
The surprise was engendered because it is
the first major legislation dealing with radio
to pass either House of Congress in the last
15 years. The fact that the measure passed by
unanimous consent certainly is indicative of
the feeling that reforms are needed in the
regulation of radio. It is a tribute to the leadership of Chairman Ernest W. McFarland, who
ram-rodded the measure through his Communications Subcommittee, the Interstate Commerce
Committee and now the Senate.
The bill goes to the House. It is still confronted with a race against adjournment —
which both sides covet in these sweltering days.
The McFarland Bill may not be perfect;
legislation rarely is. But it's the closest approach "to reasonable legislation designed to fit
modern communications problems we've yet
encountered. We hope the House, with its
eye on the clock and its mind on the taxpayer,
will follow through in tempo with the Senate.
We have no doubt that the President will sign
the measure forthwith with gusto.
A BRITISH Government Commission is
studying the BBC to determine whether
the state monopoly system, underwritten
by a $i annual license fee on receivers,
should be continued. As always we assume consider-ation will be given to the
"American Plan" of commercial sponsorship, ifa change is to be made when
the BBC charter expires in 1951. Instead of restricting its study to BBC
bureaucrats, intereseted in perpetuating
themselves in office, the Beveridge Commission would be well advised to get the
"American Plan" story at first hand —
from Americans. Why not invite our
network heads or representatives of the
FCC to testify? And why not turn to
the commercial broadcasters of their
oivn Dominion of Canada?
Double-Talk in Red
WHERE THERE'S red smoke there's usually
Communist fire. That applies to the creative
and artistic end of radio as it does to the other
arts and professions.
Therefore, efforts to gloss over talk of possible Communist infiltration of radio is dangerous. And that's why the current discussion
in New York radio and talent circles about the
existence of a "blacklist" barring performers
from programs because of Communist sympathies shouldn't blandly be disregarded.
Communists and Communist sympathizers
have no place on our air. It is the duty of
the station licensee (and the network to which
a portion of that responsibility necessarily is
delegated) to ascertain that those who harbor
views contrary to our form of government be
denied access to our microphones.
Union small-talk about unions assuming responsibility ismagnanimous but meaningless.
It is not their job.
Radio memories would be short indeed to
forget the performances of the Lord Haw
Haws, the Axis Sallys and the Tokyo Roses.
Or the armed guards around station transmitters and the "no admittance" signs at studios;
the bans on audience participations and Manon-the-Street pickups.
Can you conceive of anyone more potent
when an emergency strikes than the man at
the mike — the network mike? That should be
sufficient to guide broadcast management in
the screening of personnel.

CHARLES

MICHAEL

MICHELSON

to coast call
coast Michelson
PEOPLE
RADIO
on manfrom
transcripti
Charles
one
of the friendliest men in radio. As
president of Charles Michelson Inc., his name
has become a synonym for goodwill.
It is a well established fact that the success
of any business depends in large part on the
goodwill existing between customer and supplier. In the radio programming business this
fact takes on even added significance and Mr.
Michelson recognized it early in his career.
He holds firmly to the belief that there is no
effective substitute for personal contact and
his own unique success as a radio producer
bears him out.
Station men from practically every town and
city in the country know Mr. Michelson personally and feel free to call on him any time
to discuss their problems and ask his advice
about programs. His New York office is regarded by station men as a clearing house for
transcribed programs. Here, he often arranges group meetings for program discussions and he is frequently consulted about personnel problems. More than a few production
men have found good jobs in small stations
through him.
Records show that a large proportion of
approximately 2,000 radio stations in this
country use Mr. Michelson's transcribed programs or his sound effects records. He knows
the needs of the smaller stations because he
has visited most of them and studied their
problems and requirements first hand.
Charles Michael Michelson is a native New
Yorker. He was born Aug. 26, 1909, and was
educated at De Witt Clinton High School and
Columbia U., where he served as manager of
the baseball team. He studied economics and
his first job was with the New York Stock
Exchange. After a brief apprenticeship there,
he entered the exporting field as manager of
the electrical division of Michelson & Sternberg Inc., an exporting firm that handles a
number of international accounts and is presided over by his father.
In 1934, Michelson & Sternberg Inc. received
an inquiry from one of its accounts in Australia that was to change the whole course of
young Charles' life. Could Michelson & Sternberg, the client wanted to know, find some
transcribed American radio programs for their
market? This was at the time when commercial radio was just getting started in
Australia. The job was handed over to the
young electrical manager and he found himself
scouting about in an unfamiliar field looking
• (Continued on page UO)
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Respects
(Continued from page S8)
for a program guaranteed to entertain the Australians. It wasn't
an easy assignment and before he
had finished with it, he had made
an important discovery — namely,
that the transcription business was
still largely in the trial and error
stage.
Mr. Michelson saw it was an unexplored field with great possibilities not only for export business
but also for local domestic development and decided to do a little investigating. He started on a cross
country tour to find out what small
stations wanted in the way of
transcriptions and how much they
could pay for them. He soon discovered that they all wanted network quality shows at low local
rates. This sounded like a tall order, but Mr. Michelson decided that
it probably could be done if he
could find some programs that had
wide enough appeal.
He went back to New York and
organized Charles Michelson Radio
Productions, one of the first independent producing firms to specialize in open-end transcriptions. Not
forgetting his earlier experience,
he also made a thorough study of
the Australian market and questioned visting businessmen regarding the radio tastes of their countrymen. Omar, the Wizard of
Persia enjoyed the distinction of
being the first transcribed show

Gifts From WNAR
WNAR Norristown, Pa., is
celebrating its third birthday
this week and, in so doing, is
reversing the usual procedure. During the week, between the hours of 6:15 and
8 p.m., WNAR will present
its advertisers with a gift in
the form of free air time.
Howard W. Kriebel, WNAR
commercial manager, says
the gift is in appreciation of
time bought by advertisers in
the past.
Mr. Michelson sent to his waiting
listeners Down Under and it
proved so popular that several
hundred others of Mr. Michelson's
choosing have followed during the
intervening years.
The open-end transcription business got a big push from Mr.
Michelson in 1939 when he negotiated arrangements with Street &
Smith Publications to transcribe
The Shadow. Within a short time,
that program was heard live or
transcribed in French, Spanish and
Portuguese for export. Special recordings also were made for the
Australian market.
As the years passed, Mr. Michelson added more and more programs
to his transcribed repertoire. The
Avenger, Count of Monte Cristo,
Smiling Ed McConnell, Chanbu,
the Magician, Blackstone, Magic

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
© 1919. SUMMIT RADIO CORPORATION

Detective, and The Sealed Book are
just a few of the varied types of
programs he has to offer. In
all, he's been responsible for the
national distribution of more than
125 program series.
An amusing incident occurred
during one of his trips when a wire
from Mrs. Michelson announcing
birth of their boy in New York
reached the former high Democratic party official of the same
name in Washington. The baby
was three days old when Papa
Michelson got back to New York
and heard the news.
On his visits to small stations
he was displeased with their playback equipment. To get better
reproduction of his programs he
built his own portable playback and
found a good market for the device.
Starts Sound Effects
Mr. Michelson entered the sound
effects record business in much the
same way. Station managers often
complained to him about how limited in type the available sound
effects records were. After making certain that this feeling was
practically universal among small
station men, he approached Harry
Gennett Jr. and relayed these suggestions about enlarging his sound
library. The result was he became
one of the largest distributors of
sound records in the country. His
firm distributes both the Gennett
and Speedy-Q sound effects libraries. Now the small stations
just tell him what they need and
he locates the proper record — or
has one made.
Many of these specialized sound
records did service during the war.
Recordings of gunfire, airplane motors, etc., were used in training
troops and his recordings of the
U.S.A. 16-inch naval guns which
he made during the war at the
Naval Proving Grounds in Dahlgrin, Va., were used by Montgomery at El Alamein to confuse the
Germans.
He believes that transcribed
shows, to be successful, must be
one step ahead of live shows,
pioneering in the field of cooperative transcribed program development. His method is to sell
a sponsor the idea of making the
records, then go out and sell the
distributors, in cooperation with
the stations, the program and time
on local stations. The unique success of Blackstone, the Magic Detective on 150 stations proves that
the ET cooperative idea is a natural for some sponsors.
Mr. Michelson also introduced
Canada's popular program The
Happy Gang to U.S. audiences via
-transcriptions and Musical Comedy
Theatre from Australia.
Some six years ago, the Michelson firm branched out to include
live package shows and such programs as Nick Carter, and Chick
Carter and Frank Merriwell were
offered and placed under the Michelson banner. His current live
package shows include Horatio
Alger, The Witches' Tale and The
Avenger.
Looking at TV, Mr. Michelson
again demonstrates his interest in
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THOMAS

BEECH

AM

WQXR Fall Series Planned
A SERIES of weekly programs.
Sir Thomas Beecham Turns the
Tables, featuring the internationally known conductor, will be presented by WQXR New York starting
in
the fall. for the programs,
Arrangements
for which Sir Thomas will act as

Sir Thomas Beecham records the
commentary for his new program
to be heard on WQXR.
musical commentator, were concluded in New York between Towers of London Ltd., represented by
Oliver W. Nicoll, vice president,
and the New York station.
The first 26 programs will be
produced in London and will be 55
minutes in length. The conductor
is currently transcribing the commentary for the programs, music
for which will be provided by records, for the most part by orchestras conducted by him.
the
smalltalent
station.
network
for They'll
TV at want
local
rates and the only answer to that
at present is special TV films
which he hopes to be able to offer
in the near future.
Though he's on the road a lot,
Mr. Michelson finds time in summer to enjoy his country home in
Connecticut with his wife, Vivian
(nee Worth), and their sons, Bobby,
6, and Stephen Paul, born this July
28. This leisure time is largely
devoted to boating, an enthusiasm
shared by all the Michelsons. Mr.
Michelson is a member of Templar
Knights Club and a Beta Iota Phi.

WICH
Norwich, Conn.
In Eastern Connecticut it's
WICH — the station for complete
coverage in New London County.
Norwich — the Shopping Center of Eastern
Conn. $38,000,000 retail sales in 1948.
250 WATTS - 1400 KC
(FULL TIME)
JOHN DEME, GEN. MGR.
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AT&T

INTER-CITY
FURTHER expansion of AT&T's
inter-city television relay facilities
was approved by FCC last week
through granting of construction
permits for new microwave circuits between several cities.
New circuits approved for both
television and telephone use, are
between Pittsburgh and Chicago,
Chicago and Des Moines, Albany
and Syracuse, Richmond and Norfolk, and Madison, Wis., and Milwaukee. Total estimated cost is
$17,800,000.
The authorizations support the
telephone company's announcement
last December that it planned to
triple its existing facilities within
the next two years to keep pace
"with
the ever
demand
for more
TV increasing
network channels
[Telestatus, Dec. G, 1948; May
30 and June 6, 1949].
The Pittsburgh-Chicago radio

WORLD

SERIES

TV
RELAY
S
link, involving
20 intermediate
stations, will parallel existing
coaxial cable facilities which have
been in use for some months between New York and Chicago. Two
new TV channels in each direction
will be provided. Radio link already is installed from Pittsburgh
to New York. Some 1,900 channel miles are involved. Total cost
of the microwave chain is estimated at $12 million.
Chicago-Des Moines Link
From Chicago to Des Moines will
be built 14 intermediate stations
covering 1,000 channel miles. Two
TV channels to Des Moines and
one channel in the opposite direction will be provided. The link includes Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Coaxial facilities already are available from Des Moines to Minneapolis. The Chicago-Des Moines raTelevision Rights
Still Undecided

"WORLD
SERIES
telecast
moreBaseball
than last
year, but
final decision
on price
will rights
not be will
madecostuntil
Commissioner
A. B. (Happy) Chandler returns to Cincinnati this week from a road-trip.
He is empowered to set the final figure.
This was reported to Broadcasting late Thursday by Walter W. dier Field Friday night. MBS
President Frank White was also
Mulbry, secretary-treasurer of in
town.
baseball, after a closed session
conducted early that morning by
Mr. Jonas outlined the arrangement by which MBS has exclusive
the commissioner. He talked with
AM rights through 1951. Mutual
members of the major and minor
had exclusive television rights last
leagues executive council, including William DeWitt of the St. year, and has first and last refusal
as specified in a renewal clause of
Louis Browns and Frank McKinney
the contract, he explained.
of the Pittsburgh Pirates.
There was speculation that the
Although "no specific discussion
series telecasts would be carried on
concerned television," Mr. Mulbry
said a Brooklyn theatre-owner sub- a single network, rather than on a
mitted to the group a proposal for pooled basis as last year. In that
adapting the series to large-screen
event, in view of Mutual's option
on TV rights and Mutual President
TV. Decision on his presentation
■will be made later, according to White's former association with
Mr. Mulbry.
CBS, it was felt CBS-TV holds the
preferred position.
Cost Will Be More
Queried about expected price,
He said the cost for Series rights Mr. Jonas said several figures have
"will certainly be more than last been speculated about but none
year," which was $140,000 paid by has been set. He explained the
Mutual. Some provision will prob- original cost set by the commisably be made for post-game theatre
sioner ]ast year was $175,000, but
and television showings also. Iden- that this was lowered to $140,000
tity of the purchaser will not be because of delay in installation of
announced for a month, he said.
the coaxial cable which prevented
Paul Jonas, Mutual sports di- games being shown in the Midwest.
Both men agreed the games
rector, was in Chicago at the same
time to confer with the commiswould "very definitely" be telecast.
Gillette will again sponsor the
sioner Thursday afternoon. He
also helped with production on AM broadcasts on Mutual. Gillette
also sponsored the telecasts last
Mutual's broadcast of the All-Star
Football Game from the city's Solyear.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Expansion

Plan

Approved

dio link will cost $4 million, FCC
reported.
Five intermediate stations will
provide two TV channels between
Albany and Syracuse. Branches

also are to be provided to Schenectady and Utica, FCC said. Cost
of this installation, covering some
290 channel miles, is estimated at
$1,055,000. Coaxial service already
Albany.
is provided between New York and

VIDEO CO-OPS
BAB Releases List
FIRST BAB dealer co-operative
advertising releases produced especially for television stations are
currently being mailed to member
stations.
Seven manufacturers are named
who share time costs with their
dealers for local video advertising,
and one advertiser is listed who
produces filmed commercials complete with tie-in identification for
local merchants. The TV service
is identical to the five-year old AMFM format. The services for TV
and AM-FM operate on a continuing basis. Details on advertisers
who have cooperative policies are
released as rapidly as verified by
BAB.

One TV channel is to be provided
from Richmond to Norfolk, involving four relay stations, at
estimated cost of $635,000. Distance is 85 channel miles. Richmond already receives network TV
service via Washington.
Ready for Grid Season
The Madison, Wis., to Milwaukee
link is expected to be completed
in time to relay U. of Wisconsin
football games from Madison during the coming season. Four relay
stations are to be used and construction cost is $110,000. No estimate has been given as to when
the other relay projects would be
completed.

ELLEN STERN, promotion manager of KPIX and KSFO San Francisco,
came out in top spot in the national contest sponsored by Crosley Division
of Avco Mfg. Co. for "outstanding audience promotion" of the NBC TV
quiz show. Who Said That? Here she receives first-place award, a Crosley
9-403 TV set, from Earl Germaine (r). Pacific Coast regional manager for
Crosley. Aiding in presentation are (I to r) Ralph Stoddard, advertising and
sales manager of California Electric Supply Co., and Lou Simon, commercial
manager of KP!X (TV) San Francisco.
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Briefs Flow Into FCC
PROPOSALS
TV
the Patent Office board of examinCOMMENTS on FCC's proposed
ered, as "service" is not provided
changes in TV allocations and
ers, Dr. Geer said, he was unanimerely by channel allocation. He
standards began to flow into the
mously awarded priority of inven- recommended temporary operation
tion on all counts in September
Commission last week as preparabe permitted powers less than 10
tions were made to handle the large
1948 and a patent is due to be kw where good service would be
volume expected by deadline Aug. issued in September.
afl'oi'ded. Mr. Higgins also asked
The 40 claims of the patent. Dr. Geer
26. Briefs so far range from comthat
proposed Channel 28 be asinformed the FCC, cover methods of
ments on color TV to experimental
signed the LaPorte-Michigan City,
producing
the
three
primary
colors
for
reports and requests for specific direct viewing within the cathode ray
Ind., area, his home town, because
allocation.
tube. Using a serrated screen of var- of terrain and coverage problems.
ious design and cross-section, he explained, phosphors are deposited upon
FCC a fortnight ago postponed
KFEL-AM-PM Denver reported
these serrated facets in such a way
its comprehensive hearing on tele- that the gun receiving the blue color on the operation of its experimental TV station WIOXEL in 500 mc
vision from Aug. 29 to Sept. 26 at signals plays only upon the blue phosphor, etc.byThean screen's
shape stamping
may be band. Station has been using pulsed
the demand of industry for suffi- produced
inexpensive
operation, he said.
emission, 200 kw peak, on 493 mc.
cient time to prepare for the complex proceeding which will fix the
Pulses have been received at maxiKPRS Olathe, Kan., cited several
mum distance of 23 niiles, KFEL
future pattern of the visual mereasons why it thought the prodium [Broadcasting, Aug. 1].
said,
with
the transmitting antenna
posed TV allocations are unsatisDeadline for comments was moved
only a few feet from the ground.
factory. These included: The minifrom Aug. 8 to Aug. 26 and that
Other tests showed that pulse ammum power requirements eliminate
for filing replies from Aug. 19 to small community stations because
plitudes did not diminish to noise
Sept. 12.
levels until either a major land barof prohibitive construction cost;
rier intervened or until a distance
the allocation plan assumes that
Geer Requests Appearance
VHF television is an accomapproximating the theoretical horizon was reached. Clear pulses were
plished fact while it yet is to be
Dr. Charles Willard Geer, proobserved up to 65 miles with the
fessor of physics at the U. of Southproved commercially and engineertransmitter about 2,000 ft. above
ern California, requested permisingwise; it's doubtful the public
local terrain, the station said.
sion to appear and testify at the will pay $75-100 for UHF converters while VHF service is available;
hearing concerning his system of
Since no UHF channels are prosimultaneous electronic color tele- directional antennas should be alposed for Denver, KFEL said it
vision. He described the design of
lowed to permit for stations in was undecided about further exareas that can use the service.
the receiving system as "rugged,
perimentation. Its WIOXEL project has cost $26,900 to date, station
Likewise, W. H. C. Higgins,
simple and inexpensive" and which
said. KFEL suggested that color
"promises
bring color
N. J., suggested ecoat
a small tofraction
of thereception
cost of West Orange,
television may have great potential
nomic factors also must be considcompeting systems."
Dr. Geer's petition outlined filing
of his patent application for the
Aid Promised
system in July 1944 and its conflict
with a similar patent application
To Fabian
reported filed in August of that
NBC-MOVIE
TV
year by Dr. Alfred Goldsmith
NBC will aid Fabian Theatres in its theatre television programming
through Samuel B. Smith, RCA at- problems, according to Charles R. Denny, executive vice president of
torney. Following investigation by NBC, in a letter to S. H. Fabian, president of Fabian Theatres.
Mr. Denny promised that NBC would do what it could to make programs
available to Fabian "on a reasonsuch NBC television programs as we
may requesteffort
and toalso
makesponsors,
every
FREMD NAMED
able basis."
Announcement
of the cooperation
reasonable
obtain
promoters and legal clearances, where
To Crosley TV Sales in N. Y. between the network and theatre
necessary and possible."
chain was made last week although
In answer, Mr. Denny wrote that
THEODORE FREMD, recently only the week before reports that
although clearance of rights to promerchandising manager of G. M. such a relationship was in the makgrams for television would be very
Basford Co., New York, has been
ing were neither confirmed nor de- complicated
in many instances and
nied [Broadcasting, Aug. 8].
appointed fulleven impossible or impracticable in
time New York
The reports of such cooperation
others,
to
help. NBC would do what it could
sales representagrew after it became known three
tive of Crosley
that Mr. Fabian's comMr. Denny said NBC also had
B r o a d c a sting weeks panyago
signed the first contract with
Corp. TV sta- RCA for the purchase of theatregiven thought to creation of spetions. He will TV equipment. Fabian hopes to
cial y-built TV programs for use in
the Fabian theatre. On this matheadquarter at have the $25,000 worth of gear conat WLW sales ofter, he said NBC could not proceed
tracted for, installed by Christmas
further until it got more complete
fices, 630 Fifth in its Fabian Fox Theatre, BrookAve.
specifications but that when such
Mr. Fremd
A former cap- lyn.NBC made public an exchange of information was furnished, NBC
tain of Marine in- letters between Messrs. Denny and would be pleased "to give you quotations on the production of spefanti-y, Mr. Fremd is a graduate of Fabian. The latter sought proFordham U. He has been sales
cific programs to fit your specific
gramming help in the interests of
promotion manager for GE in theatre television and as an aid to
Pittsburgh, district sales manager
Despite the problems involved,
telecasting itself. Mr.
for Armour & Co., Cincinnati, and promoting
Mr. Denny made this commitment:
needs."
Fabian's
letter
said:
advertising and merchandising
"Nevertheless, we will do what we
a priorof meeting
with Mr. weCarlecan to obtain or assist you
manager of Yale & Towne Co., ton"AtSmith
NBC television,
ex- reasonably
in
obtaining appropriate rights in
N. Y.
pressed our desire to reach some operaorder
that
such of our programs as
understanding
with NBCto whereyou may request us to clear for use
Last week, Mr. Fremd conferred
byting
it would
be possible
obtain
in
your
Fox
Theatre, Brooklyn, may
broadcast and specially designed NBC
in Cincinnati with Marshall Terry,
be made available to you for that purtelevision programs
for our theatre
television.
.
.
.
vice president of Crosley Broadpose on a reasonable basis."
He closed with the statement
"In view of the imminence of our
casting Corp. in charge of tele- programming
problem however, we
that NBC felt "much good" can
would like to have a general undervision. He also visited Crosley's
standing of whether NBC will do come from cooperation with Fabian
video installations in Dayton and
everything
reasonably
possible
to
make
Columbus.
available to us at a reasonable fee in the theatre-TV field.
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in the long range picture but that
its consideration at present will
only serve to delay reallocation almost indefinitely to the economic
advantage of operating TV stations
and manufacturers.
Sen. Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.)
has written Acting Chairman Paul
A. Walker in opposition to the proposed reduction from four to three
of channels allocated Philadelphia.
He indicated the plan does not
measure favorable with assignments to other big cities.
WHBY Green Bay, Wis., filed for
allocation there of Channels 11 and
either 9 or 13. Several alternative
plans for providing the channels
were submitted.
Sets Up Special Files
FCC has taken special steps to
handle the volume of comments
and briefs due to be filed. The
public reference dockets have been
separated into two major parts.
Part I contains all material up to
the Commission's notice of further
proposed rule making issued in
July [Broadcasting, July 18]. All
material since that notice will go
into Part II and will be filed according to state. General comfolder. ments also will be given a separate
Thomas E. Corbett, author of
New Destinies for Television, has
filed copies of his booklet with the
Commission. It contains proposals
for a system of "metered television" whereby set owners would be
billed for program service. It Is
claimed the system would allow reduction
"objectionable"
commercials onofthe
air since sponsors
could use advertisements in a magazine that customers would have
to buy in order to know which
"ticket" to place in their meter to
unscramble the picture. The booklet further considers the economic
and social factors of TV.
TWO

N. Y. FIRMS
Get Video Opera Rights

TEL-AIR Assoc., New York package producer, and Popular Artists
Corp., also New York, have acquired the video rights to New
York's city opera company. They
are seeking to place weekly onehour programs on the air this fall.
Seymour Kaplan and Mort
Singer of Tel- Air and Paul Kapp
of Popular Artists, are also pitching the show to possible sponsors.
Paul Moss, former license commissioner of New York, represented
the opera company in the negotiations.

WOR-TV Leases Theatre
WOR-TV New York last week
leased for three years the New
Amsterdam Roof Theatre, 42nd St.,
west of Broadway, for use as a
video theatre and studio. The theatre will undergo extensive alterations before its use by the new
station,
scheduled to start operations soon.
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Finds TV

Viewers

Use

ADVERTEST
Sponsor's Product
TELEVISION viewers who regularly tune in a sponsored program use
more of the sponsor's product than those not regularly viewing the
program or those who live in non-video homes. This finding is reached
in a study of advertising effectiveness conducted in the New York area
by Advertest Research, New Brunsof non-viewing homes use tea and
wick, N. J.
66.7% have tea in home.
The results are based on 596
Of all TV homes, 35.6% had
early July contacts in the New
York area. They show that regLipton's tea in the home compared
to 26.2% having the next brand;
ular viewers of Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts on WCBS-TV, Mon.,
40.5% of viewing homes had Lipton's tea compared to 25.9% for
8tea.p.m., are buying more Lipton's
the next brand; 18.2% of nonIn its survey, Advertest Re- viewing homes had Lipton's comsearch interviewers thoroughly
pared to 27.3% for the next brand.
questioned housewives in TV homes
The study showed that 21.5% of
on use, brands and purchases of all TV families bought tea during
tea, dentifrices and cigarettes. No
the week preceding the interview;
indication was given that the inter- 24.1% of all TV families who view
view was connected with television
Talent Scouts regularly bought tea
until this questioning was comduring the week; 12.1% of all TV
pleted. The product groups were
families who do not view the propicked because of frequency of
gram regularly bought tea during
purchase and because the house- the week.
wife could be expected to have
Brands bought during the week
full knowledge of brands used and
follow :
6.1%
planned purchases.
9.4%
2.3%
6.9%
1.7%
.6% Viewing
10.3%
The data for tea show that the Brand
All TV Viewing
12.1%
1.8% Homes
Homes
Homes
1.5%
8.1%
2.3%
Godfrey program has had a con1.7%
Liptons
Non1.0%
Brand A
sistently high rating since it went
Brand
B
on the air less than a year ago Brand C
and could be expected to reach the BrandALLD
1%.
greatest number of TV families
OTHERS LESS THAN
over the longest period of time for
Planned purchases of tea by TV
this product category. Of the 596
families
follow:
TV families contacted, 464 regularly view the program, with 132
All TV Viewing Viewing
Brand Homes Homes Homes
not regular viewers.
Liptons
22.8% 25.0% Non15.2%
Of all TV homes, 85.2% were
Brand A
17.4% 16.4% 21.2%
found to use tea with 82.6% havBrand B
6.9% 6.9% 6.8%
5.4% 5.2% 6.1%
ing tea in the home; 89.7% of Brand D
ALL OTHERS LESS THAN 4%.
viewing homes use tea compared to
87.1% having tea in home; 69.7%
Length of ownership is a factor
in determining brand of tea used,
it was found. It was felt by AdTV RATE CARDS
vertest Research that if the proBAB Hopes for Uniformity
gram is doing a successful job of
selling the product, there should be
FIRST STEPS toward hoped-for
higher percentage of users among
standardization of television sta- athose
having their sets during the
tion rate cards were taken by BAB
full time (seven months) the prolast week.
gram had been presented.
Following a meeting of a unit
The length of TV set ownership
of the television standardization
43.8%
group, a subcommittee of the Sales data follows:
3.8%
1-6 33.3%
montlis Over 25.0%
7 months
10.0%
Managers Executive Committee of
27.8%
11.1%
Liptons
NAB, the BAB staff began an anal5.0%
Brand A
16.7%
5.6%
Brand
ysis of present television rate pracBrand BC
tices with a view to presenting a Brand D
comprehensive report to the unit's
Advertest Research said it is the
next meeting, which will be held
sometime next month.
company's belief "that the greater
Present at the unit meeting in the correlation between the sponsored program that is viewed regBAB's New York headquarters
ularly and used by the respondent
were Eugene Thomas, WOIC (TV)
Washington, chairman; John E. of the sponsoring product, the
more effective is the advertising
Surrick, WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
William Weldon, Blair TV Inc.; of the sponsored program."
James V. McConnell, NBC director
of Spot Sales, and E. Y. Flanigan,
WSPD-TV Toledo. George L. MosNEW WDTV CARD
covics, CBS manager of television
Class A Hour Rate Upped
sales development, represented the
networks at the meeting in Mr.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, outlet of
the DuMont Television Network,
McConnell's place. Jacob Evans,
NBC promotion director of national
will issue Rate Card No. 3, effective Oct. 1, Donald A. Stewart,
Spot Sales, appeared as an observer.
general manager, has announced.
New rate card boosts the one
The meeting last Wednesday was
exploratory. Actual work on the hour Class A rate to $350 from
design of rate cards and standard
the old rate of $300. Present concontract forms will be begun at the
tracts are protected for a 26-week
next meeting.
period, Mr. Stewart said.
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SAD STORY of Sidney S. Snickelgrass Jr., who got his wish that
all Americans of foreign descent
"be sent right back where they
came from," has been made into a
one-minute musical cartoon sequence by the Advertising Council
and will be distributed to all U. S.
TV stations before the end of the
month.
The film short, first venture into
video by the council, was announced
by Lee H. Bristol, president of
Bristol-Myers Co. and coordinator
of the United America campaign to
combat religious and racial discrimination. The pictures, drawn
in crisp black and white against a
gray background,
mated by a technique are
that semi-aniprovides
adequate motion without undue expense. A guitar-strumming vocalist sings the story in ballad fashion.
The TV spot opens with Snickelgrass rubbing a magic lamp [top
photo] and telling the genie who
appears that he'd like all people
of foreign heritage sent back home.
The genie explains that if that
wish is granted . . all exiles may
take
created."
"I what
don't they've
care what
they take.
You just do what I stated," answers
Snickelgrass. But his hat flies off
and his jaw drops in amazement
[second photo] as he watched huge
ships loaded with:
"Roads built by Slovaks and
farms plowed by Swedes [third
photo], mills run by workers of
hundreds of creeds.
"Skyscraper cities were loaded
and stored [fourth photo] as Protestants, Catholics and Jews climbed
Frank Sinatra, Marian Anderson, The Marx Brothers, Jimmy
aboard."
Durante and Jack Benny wave
goodbye [fifth photo] and poor
Snickelgrass finds himself alone on
the empty shore [bottom photo].
Even . . .
"The genie was doing what Snicklegrassthebade.
Like
rest of the foreigners,
he'd gone back to Bagdad."
The story material was developed
by Lynn Rhodes, copywriter, with
Milton Krentz and Leonard Weil of
the American Jewish Committee as
programming consultants. Fred
Arnott provided the art. Oscar
Bryant arranged and sang the ballad. Edward Royal of the Advertising Council directed and produced the one-minute sequence.
Garod Prices
CURRENT factory list prices on
Garod "Tele-Zoom" receivers and
its low-price TV sets were guaranteed last week for all distributors
and dealers, according to an announcement by Louis Silver, vice
president and general manager.
The new price protection plan guarantees Garod list prices for a 120day period.

Commerce
leleitatui

AN ENTHUSIASTIC report, TeleI'ision o-s an Advertising Medium,
was released today by the Dept. of
Commerce. It is a thoroughgoing
sui-vey of commercial use of television as a sales and advertising
medium in the United States, and
includes valuable reference material and maps.
The report was written by
Philip A. Bennett, industrial economist in the General Products Div.
of the Office of Domestic Commerce.
It was learned that Secretary of
Commerce Charles A. Sawyer had
a personal interest in the report,
and urged its rapid completion. A
Commerce Dept. official said the
Secretary feels that TV will be one
of America's major industries in
the near future and that the department should continue its work
in TV analysis.
Another repoi't on the effectiveness of TV is planned for December
publication, Mr. Bennett said. It
will contain information of sponsors' experiences with television
and the types of commercials and
programs used.
In the current report, Mr. Bennett predicts a short-run drop in
radio listenership, but "in the long
run, television will stimulate larger
advertising budgets in which newspapers and magazines and outdoor
media will benefit, and in which
radio, as it becomes a more specialized medium, will participate in
proportion to its more restricted
use."
Ad budgets should increase, Mr.
Bennett says, as TV creates new
desires, and "together with all advertising media helps industry

T NET UP
120% Increase Revealed
A 120
increase in net income for
the first 24 weeks of 1949 as compared with a similar period last
year was reported last week by
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.
Net income after taxes in the 24
week period ending last June 19
was $1,779,587, equal to 83 cents
a share on common stock after
preferred dividends. In a similar
period last year the income was
$807,246, equal to 40 cents per common share.
Sales in the 24-week 1949 period
were $18,486,856, an 87% gain over
the .S9,827,192 sales in the same
period of 1948.
The report covered all DuMont
activities, including the DuMont
Television Network and DuMont
stations. Figures were not broken
down by divisions of the company.
Working capital on June 19 was
$7,971,189, compared with $4,541,241 on June 20, 1948.
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Dept. Reports on TV
(Report 72)

move a far greater volume of goods
than ever before."
The fact that advertising budgets have not increased as rapidly
as the national income indicates to
Mr. Bennett that TV can aid in
increasing overall advertising revenue. And he urges more advertising "to stimulate consumer demand
if industrial and commercial activities are to return to their 1948
Advertising Expenditures
levels."
Advertising expenditures are
now 2.1% of the national income,
but in 1935-39 the figure was 2.8
to 3.0%. If ad budgets would
reach this level again, the total
would be $1.2 billion above the
1948 peak of $4.8 billion.
"Many advertisers will have to
review the position of advertising
agencies," Mr. Bennett says. "In
some cases the advertiser's increased activities may replace
some of the functions normally performed by agencies."
His reasoning is that TV's effectiveness as a selling tool approaches that of the intimate relationship of salesman to customer.
"Because of the special nature of
television advertising, many companies will have to decide whether
it will be under the control of their
sales department or advertising departments.
"In some companies, particularly
durable goods manufacturers, the
control may properly belong in the
advertising department. In other

companies, particularly the consumer goods field, the control may
be placed under the sales department to make for a unified and coordinated sales and merchandising
"It's no news to advertising men
that "at present television is not
aeffort."
very profitable field for advertising agencies." But Mr. Bennett
says this is "an opportune time for
agencies to engage more strenuously in television activities, to obtain
experience and create a reputaHe

advises agencies to get

enough experience in TV to "inspire confidence" in their ability to
handle the medium for prospective
tion."
sponsors.
TV Market Information
The report contains a lengthy appendix which gives latest market
information for all television markets, including the number of stations operating, their one-time
rates, sets installed, population,
housing characteristics for 1947,
census of manufacturers data for
1947, and estimates of retail sales.
There is a separate table for
each of the 38 TV markets, and for
the complete metropolitan districts
included with each of these markets.
Appended to the report is a
three-color map — large size — showing all operating TV stations, stations under construction, proposed
stations in every market, and the
status of the coaxial cables linking

INDEX, 1936 = 100
380 -I COMPARISON OF ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES
WITH NATIONAL INCOME, 1936 TO 1948
340 -

the various cities in the United
States. The map is available separately for S54.
The report includes a section on
TV's technical status, discussion of
program types used by advertisers,
types of commercials used, and
other general information about
commercial TV.
The author of the report is a
graduate of the Harvard Business
School and was an instructor there,
before entering the government as
an industrial economist.
Copies of the report may be
obtained from the Superintendent
of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington 25,
D. C, or from the Dept. of Commerce field offices. The price is 60^.
NEW
TECHNIQUE
Cuts Movie-Filming Time
CLAIMING "A revolutionary new
technique of motion picture filming," Jerry Fairbanks announced
in Hollywood Aug. 10 that he could
make it possible to film some half
hour programs in 30 minutes as
against previous schedules of a
day or more.
Cost-wise, the new system — immediately available to advertising
agencies and their clients — vnll add
only a thousand dollars to the overall cost of the average six to seven
thousand dollar show, Mr. Fairbanks estimates. When an entire
series is filmed on a mass production basis, he feels that the cost per
unit may even be less than the cost
of live production.
According to Mr. Fairbanks, his
method which has been perfected
after 26 months of research, permits a picture to be photographed
in continuous action, including cuts
from one camera to another.
Multiple 16mm Mitchell cameras
equipped with newly perfected
1,200-foot magazines are used and
focus is maintained at all times by
all cameras as result of a new
equipment development.
Admiral

ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURES
N.

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, OFFICE OF DOMESTIC COMMERCE

1947 1948
^o.,^.

Protection Plan

A 120-Day price protection plan on
television sets has been announced
by Admiral Corp. The plan states
that refunds will be paid distributors if recommended list, suggested dealer and distributor prices
are reduced, and to dealers if recommended list and dealers' prices
are reduced. These funds, company pointed out, will equal the
prices actually paid and the reduced prices on current radio and
TV models in inventory and
shipped between July 1 and Nov.

30.
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WSB,

first

Atlanta

in

number

of

listeners

more times than all other stations combined
THE RELATIVE

SIZE of each ear is based on the

latest Hooper Report covering metropolitan Atlanta's
listening habits. During the 3 months (April, May,
June) covered by this report there were 123 broadcast
periods checked. This included all broadcasts of all
metropolitan Atlanta stations, Sunday through Saturday, from 8:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. WSB's big statewide audience was not included.
Of the 123 periods checked, WSB was first in number of listeners 70 times. The second station was first
32 times. The third station was first 14 times, and the
fourth station, first 5 times.
70 to 32 to 14 to 5.
History thus repeats. WSB has ranked first in every
overall radio survey ever made in Atlanta by any ac-

WSB
IN TELEVISION,
WSB,
AM AND
FM, AND
WSB-TVARE
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

cepted authority. For this latest report — of the 9 radio
stations broadcasting in metropolitan Atlanta — W^B
was iiTst in number of listeners more times than all
others combined !
Because of this overwhelming listener preference,
WSB sponsors have always received unusual returns
on their investment. A Petry man can give you case
after case. Ask him.

The Voice of The South

by the same authority, it is WSB-TV
AFFILIATES

OF

THE

by more than 5 to 1.

ATLANTA

JOURNAL,

ATLANTA,

GEORGIA
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RESPONSIBILITY
O

GET PRICES
FROM
VIDEO
VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU
ORDER FILMS

SYMBOL OF

RESPONSIBILITY

VIDEO
VARIETIES
CORPORATION
OFFICE
41 E. 50th sr.
STUDIOS
510 W. 57lh ST.
NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL 8-1162

DEMONSTRATION
TV To Show Form Setup
WHAT IS described as the first
continuous day-long television show
by a single station will originate
Aug. 16 from a farm in Adams,
Mass.
From 8:45 in the morning until
5 p.m. television cameras of General Electric Station WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y., will be trained
cn various phases of a "unique"
farm improvement demonstration
program at the Walter N. Hadala
farm in Adams.
During the day, as much of the
work as can be accomplished to
change the present farm field layout into a modern soil conservation
field system will be done by both
heavy equipment and farm machinery. Equipment will be donated from throughout the county
and adjacent areas.
WRGB's recently acquired eightton mobile unit will pick up the
various demonstrations and transmit them from the Adams farm to
a temporary relay tower atop
Mount Greylock. The program
will then be beamed to the station's
permanent tower atop the Helderberg Mts. west of the state capital
of Albany.
Farm Supervisor Bill Givens of
WGY Schenectady will handle program operations and Control Room
and Remote Supervisor Richard E.
Putnam is in charge of technical
arrangements.

ONCINNAm K„ TV STATION
T(MES-STAt tUllDINC
CINCINNATI J. OHIO
CBS
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TRANS-VIDEO
Paul White Lists Staff
PAUL WHITE, president of International Trans - Video, producers
and distributors of live and film
programs, last week announced his
staff set-up.
Lawrence L. Wynn, a radio and
television producer, will be vice
president in charge of programs.
Dogores Pallet, musical consultant
at Radio City Music Hall, will serve
as executive consultant on music
and choreography. Other executives include T. Newman Lawler,
member of the law firm of
O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler, secretary of the corporation,
and Walter Keane, comptroller.
Mr. White said Robert M. Savini,
president of Astor Pictures and the
head of 27 film exchanges, also will
be associated in ITV.
ITV's home office is at 61 East
52 Street, New York City.

TV

UNDER construction in Dallas, Tex.,
is new tower for KRLD-TV, the
Times-Herald station. Construction
has attracted a great deal of attention and has been subject of speculation as to its height. Totol height
above ground, including building,
tower and antenna, when completed,
will be 560 ft.

AUTHORITY
Organization Continues
DESPITE numerous conferences
relative to possible organization of TV RECEIVERS
a Television Authority, the several .
Altec-Lansing In Market
talent unions comprising the AssoALTEC LANSING Corp., Hollyciated Actors & Artistes of America and the Screen Actors Guild,
wood, professional sound reproducfailed after eight days of meeting
tion equipment manufacturer, has
in Hollywood to reach the final entered the television receiver
market.
draft of an agreement.
Although little doubt exists
The firm's line of Altec Lansing
about the definition of "live" and sets was announced by A. A.
Ward, vice president. He stressed
"film" in the accepted sense, much
remains in what has come to be that the company has "aimed at
the high end of the high quality
referred to as the grey area which
includes "kinescope" produced for market" and that only 200 sets a
month are being produced.
more than one showing. Compromise and further discussion will
Specifications include what the
follow in new conferences, as yet firm describes as an easy tuning
unscheduled, but expected to be channel selector for positive staheld in New York.
tion tuning; a television circuit design for which Altec claims an
increase of 40% in picture quality;
BRIEFS FILED
I2V2 inch picture tube, and an 8inch 400B dia-cone speaker which
in TV Censorship Case
is said to produce audio quality
comparable to receivers costing
EARL G. HARRISON, Philadelphia, counsel for the plaintiffs, more than $2,000.
filed his briefs, about 100 pages in
Selling prices are $367, $408 and
printed matter, Aug. 9 with Chief $308 for table, consolette and
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, of chassis respectively.
U. S. District Circuit Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
in the Pennsylvania TV censorship
case, which was heard last May
[Broadcasting, May 16].
Mr. Harrison is representing
Allen B. DuMont Labs, operating
WDTV Pittsburgh; the Philco Television Broadcasting Corp., operating WPTZ Philadelphia; Triangle
Publications Inc., operating WFILTV Philadelphia; WCAU Inc., operating WCAU-TV Philadelphia, and
WGAL Inc., operating WGAL-TV
Lancaster, who brought suit against
the Pennsylvania State Board of
Censors comprising Edna R. CarTV
FILM SPOTS
roll, John Clyde Fisher and
Beatrice Z. Miller, seeking to restrain them from censoring motion
*TELEVIS[ON CARTOONS, INC.
pictures used by the stations.
361 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Judge Kirkpatrick is expected to
give his opinion in mid-September.
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I TPS

I

ORGANIZED
Video Aid For Agencies

I TO PROVIDE national and local
I advertising agencies and their
' clients with a complete television
■ department, minus the expense,
Television Production Service has
been organized in Los Angeles.
Headed by Elbert L. Walker,
Norman D. Jolley and Charles Brohammer, firm aims to provide the
diversified television experience for
those who seek to appropriate
money for television but who lack
trained personnel. Mr. Walker has
been with the Don Lee television
station KTSL Hollywood for the
past 10 years as writer producer,
director and supervisor of production. Mr. Jolley has had experience
in radio, motion pictures and stage.
' Mr. Brohammer, former sales man' ager of Personal Indoor Advertis' ing Co., Los Angeles, will direct
sales and research for TPS.
I Firm intends to handle program
production for eastern and mid• western advertising agencies as
' well as personal representation in
the production of film commercials.
Mr. Walker is currently on a
tour of the nation's television
cities to study local operations and
orientate local and national advertising agencies on the services
which TPS can render.

TV REMOTES
New Deadline Set for Oct. 3
SPECIFICALLY excluding proposals for a theatre television allocation, FCC last week granted
a 60-day delay in time for filing
comments on its plan to give
permanent status to TV relay and
pickup allocations [Broadcasting,
July 4, Aug. 8].
The new deadline, Oct. 3, had
been requested by R C A - N B C,
ABC, and Television Broadcasters
Assn. on grounds that preparations for the UHF-VHF hearing
which starts Sept. 26 made it impossible to complete comments on
the TV auxiliary service proposal
by Aug. 1, the deadline originally
set.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp. also had asked for delay
to permit it to file a proposal
with respect to theatre television.
FCC noted, however, that such
proposals had been excluded at
the outset, and reiterated that
"comments which propose an allocation of frequencies for a theatre television service, or for any
service other than the television
auxiliary broadcast service, will
not be accepted in this proceeding."
The subject of theatre television,
its frequency needs and related
questions are being canvassed in
another proceeding, with Sept. 2
set by FCC as deadline for the
submission of reports and other
data [Broadcasting, July 4].
BROADCASTING

JUNIOR
JAMBOREE

HALF-HOUR television package,
Face the Music, has been kinescoped
by Mini-Films Inc., Los Angeles,
and Robert Oakley Television Productions, same city, aimed towards
national and local sponsorship.
Mini-Films has also recently completed first half -hour Jerry Colonna
Show series. Show scheduled to
go live on KLAC-TV Hollywood,
and kinescoped for other showings.
Firm in addition planning production of two other TV shows,
quarter-hour Lucile Norman Show
starring opera singer; and halfhour dramatic Queenie Smith Show.
Both
ship. for national or local sponsorSherman Plan Inc., Washington,
D. C, planning production of 15minute TV film travelogue "Holiday Time." Al Sherman will do
production and Van Beuren W.
De Vries will handle television
techniques. Film will highlight
spots of interest in different states
and nations. Interest in show has
been indicated by 28 stations from
New York to San Francisco. Production to start in early September.
Same firm doing series of TV spots
for Washington Variety Club for
Welfare Fund.
Five Star Productions, Hollywood, has been signed by Dan B.
Miner Co., for Interstate Bakeries
(Log Cabin bread), same city, to
produce five 20-second animated
STANDARD DIL
Enters Video In Fall
STANDARD OIL CO. (Indiana)
enters television for the first time
this fall with sponsorship of a
Wayne King program on an NBCTV five-station midwest network.
The show, to be aired Thursday,
9:30 to 10 p.m. (CDT), starting
Sept. 19, will originate at WNBQ
Chicago.
Program will be carried by
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, WWJTV Detroit, KSD-TV St. Louis and
KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and the
firm are negotiating for a time
period.
Richfield Video
RICHFIELD OIL Co., Los Angeles,
will make its first program entry
into television when it sponsors the
Los Angeles Times charity football game between the Washington
Redskins and the Los Angeles
Rams Aug. 26 via KTTV Los Angeles. To date firm has only used
television spots in major West
Coast markets. Move is dictated
by current Richfield push of its
rust-proof gasoline. Agency is
Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., Los An-

geles.
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spots and by Walter Johnson
Candy Co., Chicago, for series of
commercials. . . . Eclipse Productions, Los Angeles, producing 26
half-hour comedy films featuring
James Gleason. Tentatively titled
"Derby's Ringside Dive." . . .
Twelve full-length British motion
pictures will be telecast over WBKB
(TV) Chicago, scheduled for Aug.
13 and each Saturday evening
thereafter. Series includes such
films as "The Night Has Eyes,"
"Poison Pen," Farmer's Wife,"
"High Command" and "Spring
Produced by United Inc., Los
Meeting."
Angeles, CBS distributing nationally through its stations series of
nine three-minute musical shorts
"Musical Moods." . . . Otis Carney,
president. United Videogram, Minneapolis, plans trade showing in
Chicago, within next month of
The Marines War, production now
in final stages at Atlas Film Co.
studios in Oak Park, 111. . . . Centaur Productions, Los Angeles, has
completed first series of six aniship. mated TV film commercials available for local or national sponsorIMPPRO Inc., Los Angeles, and
Cascade Pictures, Culver City,
Calif., will jointly produce four
half-hour television shows to be
shown locally and kinescoped for
eastern telecasting. . . . Film
Equities Corp., New York, has
moved to new quarters at 10 E.
49th St. New offices give firm
approximately twice as much space
as previously occupied. Irvin
Shapiro, that company, has departed for six weeks business trip
on Continent. He will attend
various film festivals now in progres . . . . Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, has completed
last of series of 26 ten-minute
TV films for NBC Going Places
With Uncle George.
NME APPROVES
Commercial TV Movies
NATIONAL

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT has authorized cooperation in the commercial production of motion pictures for TV
as "a vitally important, far reaching means of sustaining broad
public
understanding"
of NME.
In extending
its cooperation,
NME lists provisions for extending
cooperation, one that the finished
product benefits NME, the best interests of national defense and
the public good.
NME has published "A Guide
For Obtaining National Military
Establishment Cooperation In the
Production of Motion Pictures for
Television." Copies may be obtained by writing the National
Military Establishment, Office of
Public Information, Washington.

Cincinnati's second mosf-popular
multi-weelcly TV feature ('). A full
hour of fun for the small fry, "Junior
Jamboree" is telecast over WLW-T,
WLW-D and WIW-C from 5 to 6 PM,
Monday thru Friday . . . has a combined three-city rating of 27.0.
Here's an ideal vehicle to reach
the Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus TV markets at a cost of only
$1.24 per-fhousand-viewers. Participations now available.
WLW-T, CHANNEL 4, CINCINNATI
WLW-D, CHANNEL 5, DAYTON
WLW-G, CHANNEL 3, COLUMBUS
('Cincinnati Telepulse, June, '491

justLEreleased
"MIRAC
OF

quarter hour
transcribed
series .
AMERICA"
tells story of
free enterprise
INDUSTRY
WILL

SPONSOR

V/rite or wire for
audition record
ROBERTS RADIO PRODUCTIONS
25th Floor — David Broderick Tower
Detroit, Michigan
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'Star Time'
(Continued from page 27)
vades all of the store's broadcast
activity. For 43 weeks of the year
the store sponsors the Meet Mary
broadcasts, 9:30-10 a.m. daily,
Monday through Friday over
WTTM. Mary Wilson conducts
this informal half-hour women's
show, weaving her commercials into the texture of her program.
During the other nine weeks of
the year, when she is on vacation,
she does spot broadcasts from
wherever she may be. Last year
she took a flying trip through the
Scandinavian countries. WTTM
made arrangements through the
BBC and the other government
broadcasting agencies to shortwave her programs back to Trenton where they were sponsored by
the Hurley-Tobin Co. The costs of
the relaying were practically nil
inasmuch as the foreign countries
were anxious to get the publicity
and cooperated 100%.
Merchandising
The Hurley-Tobin Co. represents
the ideal utilization of radio by a
department store. There is no
"testing" of merchandising among
competitive media. Mary Wilson
promotes items over the air and
urges listeners to see the ads in
the same day's newspapers, giving
page and position. Conversely,
Hurley-Tobin radio programs are
extensively cross-plugged in the
newspaper ads.
How effective is the Meet Mary
program?
In actual dollars and
SOUTHWEST

cents return to the store few figures are available. But the store
knows that her broadcasts bring
in business. The test is when
buyers and merchandise men fight
for time to advertise their lines on
the show.
Actually, Mary has almost complete free-rein on the program.
She shops the store daily, looking
for items that she thinks will be
attractive to her listeners. Her
commercials are completely ad lib.
Furthermore, she devotes a good
portion of her commercials to talking about the buyers and salespeople. This helps to personalize
the store to the prospective customer and to give the customer
somebody specific to ask for, by
name, when she comes in. In addition, it's a valuable morale booster
to store personnel.
On specific merchandising testing the following are recent samples of the effectiveness of the program:
Men's item,
nylon priced
undershirts
Luxury
at $2.95andand shorts:
$3.50.
Never handled by store before. Not
sold anywhere else in city. Mary sold
out entire
one weekMEDIUM.
WITHOUT HELP stock
OF ANYin OTHER
Store has sold out two subsequent
reorders
as the result
Mary's
program.entirely
Incidentally,
90% of of
the
sales were to women, according to Mr.
Dougherty, the buyer.
House dresses: Mary plugged Fruitof-the-Loom dresses for $2.95. Almost
entirely sold out the stock the same
day. NEWSPAPER AD DID NOT
BREAK UNTIL NEXT DAY.
Furnishings: Mr. Mathuse of rug and
drapery department credits selling of
slip covers and floral window shades
almost cententirely
to radio.
Ninetyhaving
perof customers
mention
heard
about
them
on
Mary's
program.
Still selling and Mary is still being

VIRGINIA'S lyUUtee/l RADIO STATION

OF THE

Because Local advertisers know that WDBJ

excels

credited even though Mary has discontinued advertising this merchandise
for some weeks.
In addition to Meet Mary, Hurley-Tobin Co. sponsors half-hour
transcribed programs in Class A
time adjacent to our top-rated
NBC shows.
Radio can pay off for the department store advertiser. All it
takes is the application of the few
simple principles set forth so well
by the NAB and NRDGA. It also
helps if the advertiser is a man
who has the intelligence, the imagination and the willingness to
approach radio as a mature, fullfledged advertising medium with
its own standards and methods,
and not try to apply the time-worn
principles of space advertising.
Look around. Maybe there's a
Joseph Tobin in your town.
SPORTS STORY
Show Draws $20,000 Pledge
JIM CARROLL and Don Tannehill
recently received FCC consent to
purchase KWYO Sheridan, Wyo.,
and as owners of the station,
story. already had their first big
they've
On July 30, Mr. Carroll had his
regular "man on the street" program at 10:45 a.m. It's called
Over the Coffee Cups, and is presented from a drug store fountain
and is an interview show talking
to men as they have their morning
coffee. During the interview, several men interested in promoting
a new soft ball field and baseball
field said that $20,000 would start
the ball rolling.
"Immediately after the broadcast," Mr. Tannehill says, "one of
our listeners, a Mr. Frederic
Thorne-Rider, phoned the city clerk
and told him that he had heard the
broadcast and, if the city would
supervise the project and use land
already owned by the city, he would
donate the $20,000. He wrote a
letter to that effect to the city
clerk," Mr. Tannehill continues,
"and the letter was read to the
city council. . . . They went on
record as accepting the offer and
will seek permission from the
donors of the land, the heirs of the
late Sen. John B. Kendrick."

JOINT

FACILITY
House Starts Action

LEGISLATIVE status for the
Joint Senate and House Recording Facility took form on Capitol
Hill last Thursday when the House
voted to remove the project from
the questionable realm of appropriations and establish it on a
statutory basis [Broadcasting,
July 11]. The measure (H J Res.
332) now goes to the Senate.
The project, under which recordings are prepared for members
of Congress and shipped to their
constituent areas, is under the
supervision of the Clerk of the
House and Secretary of the Senate.
It has operated solely by appropriations set aside annually for
that purpose since 1947 when the
government leased the facilities
from Robert Coar and his wife,
who maintained a private practice.
Mr. Coar holds the title of coordinator at a salary of $9,538.
He would be designated superintendent.
The current resolution provides:
(1) Facilities
shall be offorthe the
exclusive use of members
Senate
and the House.
(2) jectThe
shall,Senate
subto thesuperintendent
approval of the
Secretary and House Clerk, set the
price of each recording and collect
all moneys owed the facility.
(3) A revolving fund in the U. S.
Treasury is established for administering duties of the facility.
(4) All purchase orders shall, previous to being
issued byjointly
the superintendent, be approved
by the
Senate Secretary and House Clerk.
(5) The thorizedSecretary
and
Clerk
are
auto appoint and fix the compensation of the superintendent and
other employes of the facility. A
limitationsalary.
of $10,000 is placed on the
latter's
(6) tain
Thedetailed
superintendent
mainrecords of shall
all moneys
collected and expended.
SESAC

Issues New

Series

SESAC INC. has recorded several
hundred new selections for its transcription library subscribers. Included are over a hundred numbers
recorded by the Philharmonic Orchestra under Rosario Bourdon,
Gospel songs by Stamps-Baxter
Quartets, barber shop selections
and additional listings by the AilAmerican Symphonic Band.

in coverage, distribution and RESULTS in Roanoke and
Southwestern Virginia*, 34 LOCAL

accounts have

maintained continuous advertising schedules from 5
to 15 years on WDBJ.
*Ask your Free & Peters Colonel for survey material.

CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES- WOULD CORPORATION
WDBJ
ROANOKE,
VA
FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives
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YfAAF FULLTfME
FCC Reverses Proposal
I FULLTIME operations with 5 kw
on 950 kc were authorized for
WAAF Chicago last Thursday in
an FCC order reversing a 14month-old proposal to deny the
fulltime bid.
WAAF, Drover's Journal station, currently operates as a daytimer on 950 kc with 1 kw. Its
application for fulltime operation
with 5 kw was given a proposed
denial last June on grounds that its
proposed directional array would
not adequately protect WWJ Detroit [Broadcasting, June 21,
1948].
Reversing this proposal, FCC
noted that WAAF's proposed array was designed to protect a WWJ
radiation pattern and antenna site
which had been authorized at that
time but which were not put into
effect. WAAF accordingly submitted a modification of its proposed nighttime array.
FCC's grant was made subject to
several conditions including (1)
use of a phase monitor which must
be submitted for advance FCC approval as to precision and workability; (2) advance FCC acceptance
of a non-directional as well as a
directional survey; (3) the making
of weekly field strength checks at
specified monitoring points.
KIBE OPENING
Sepf. 1 at Palo Alto
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif., now In
process of construction, is expected
to begin operation Sept. 1, according to Ben Ott, assistant manager and production head.
An independent, KIBE will operate on 1220 kc with 250 w.
Offices and studios will be located
at Palo Alto Airport. Station is
owned and operated by Millard
Kibbe and Donald K. Deming.
Station will have AP news
service, transcription service by
Standard.
Mr. Kibbe is general and commercial manager. John Daniels
will serve as chief announcer and
musical director. Women's activities are in charge of Virginia
Teal and Dave Wortman is chief
engineer.

Bid

your

sales

Hard Liquor
(Continued from page 25)
policy against hard liquor advertising, but will continue to accept
beer and wine copy subject to
their usual supervision.
"We believe that the basic question is one of real public service
and honest good
taste," Mr. Benoit explained.
"It is the same
question which
has been confronting us from
time to time — in
its various guises
— ever since the
beginnings of
broadcasting at
Benoit
KDKA Pittsburgh in 1920.
"It seems to me," he pointed
out, "that there is good capital for
all broadcasters in the fact that
this proposal — that hard liquor
copy be accepted by radio — should
stir up such a controversy, while
few complain about page after
page of similar copy used each
day in many newspapers and
magazines.
"The inescapable conclusion
seems to be that radio delivers
its message with a far more telling
effect than the printed word.
Perhaps all of us would do well
to bear this fact in mind and include it in every sales presentaBut a spokesman for the Schention."company said at week's end
ley
that "no insurmountable obstacle"
had arisen to bar Schenley from the
air or to cause it to change its

products have distribution.
It also was learned that Schenley
is interested in attaching an institutional message on the Duffy's
Tavern program, which its affiliate,
Blatz Brewing Co., may sponsor
this fall through Kastor, Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford. It was further
learned at press time that Schenley was to talk with Ed Gardner,
owner of Duffy's Tavern, about
an agreement to that effect.
Meanwhile, the Distilled Spirits
Institute (Schenley is not a member) last week publicly condemned
the distillers and categorically
denied the industry is behind the
movement to use radio facilities
for hard liquor aJs.
"If certain distillers who are
not members of the Institute have
made overtures in that direction,
our organization as such has no direct control over their actions, but
we definitely are not in accord with
this attempt to upset a long standing precedent,"
executive secretaryHoward
of the Jones,
Institute,
stated.
Referring to Sen. Ed Johnson's
(D-Col.) letter to Treasury Secretary John Snyder, under whose
office the Internal Revenue Bureau
and Alcohol Tax Unit operate, Mr.
Jones added:
"While Sen. Johnson and our industry do not alv/ays see eye to
eye, nevertheless in his letter he
raises a number of valid points in
which we casting
heartily
Aug. 1]. concur" [BroadOn another front, Tom Watson

MORE

mmamm

Planning Shows
Meanwhile, the company and its
agency were discussing ideas for
programs and announcements, it
was said by an agency spokesman.
Under consideration were a 15minute show after 11 p.m. across
the board, a five-minute show in
the same period and a pattern of
one-minute announcements.
It was said that Schenley would
take as many stations on a network as it could get and additionally would buy time on independents in areas where Schenley

troubles

farewell

BROADCASTING

"In imposing additional, and perhaps unnecesssary, limitations upon
broadcasters, the federal government is opening wider the door to
further legislation which eventually could transform the industry
into something far less desirable
than it is now, with all its faults.
the 'camel's nose'
Havingintoseen
poked
other tents, I am compelled to resist this invasion of
radio's
domain."also asked why the
Mr. Watson
problem of police power seemed
to be "more pressing in the case
of radio than it is in the case of
unlicensed media."
FOR PAST FOUR months, KCBQ San
Diego has placed in "best local program of month" contest conducted by
San Diego Daily Journal. Station won
first place in June and July; was
runner-up in May, and tied in April
for first place.
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'Error of Philosophy'
"Interpreting" Sen. Johnson's
revenue."
position as an "error of philosophy," he scored him for "hasty
ing:
denunciation" of broadcasters, add-

plans.

WSCN
A
B
in

Jr., general manager, WSWN Belle
Glade, Fla., once again took issue
with
Sen. Johnson's
[Broadcasting,
Aug. 8].premises
In a
second letter to the Colorado
Senator clarifying his position, he
argued that "those stations which
broadcast objectionable material
will, through a competitive process,
find themselves eventually sans
listeners, sans advertisers and sans

INC.
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Third NARBA
(Continued from page 25)
agreement that won't take untold
millions for reconstruction. If not,
should we sign a treaty that would
wreck the valuable goodwill and
service built up by American
broadcasters ?
Those familiar with international
negotiations recall that the U. S.
look the lead at the first NARBA
in 1937 because of technical superiority and overall broadcast development. Through use of these
standards, other nations have
started to catch up to us technically
and economically. They have
grown with rapid strides as a result of war-inspired developments
and are demanding more broadcast
if cilities to match their growth.
U. S. broadcasts needs are not
properly serviced by our present
limited facilities, our delegates will
point out.
A technical complication in the
third NARBA arises from the fact
that existing skywave curves fail
to show the impact on the southern
U. S. of Mexican and Cuban signals
traveling across salt water.
On the other hand, there is an
encouraging factor that may aid
negotiators. This is the overall
adherence to second NARBA provisions by Cuba and Mexico despite
the fact that no treaty now exists.
Machinery for arbitration of interference disputes was provided in
NARBA but it has never been used.
Frequency investigations are in the

There's a New^Loofc
in Northeastern Ohio
IT'S A NEW LOOK because . . .
It sparkles with greater sales results
from
today's more conservative ad expenditures.
IT'S A BOLD LOOK because . . .
The pattern no longer conforms to oldfashioned and outmoded traditions in
time-buying.
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO
PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN
NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from us increased
its power and therefore a station
24 miles from us lost more than
half its audience in the Canton
Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us
lost some of Its best features and
therefore lost several percentage
points in its Canton Market audience ratings.
3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000
watts . . . became an afTiliate of
ABC . . . and therefore another
station 24 miles from us lost pracaudience. tically all its Canton Market
RESULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station
that completes your coverage picture in
NORTHEASTERN OHIO because WHBC
has gained audience while listening to
all other stations has split seven ways.
Check Taylor Borroft About . . .
. . . Brand New Hooperatings
. . . More listeners at less cost
. . . Retail sales that still hold firm
. . . Local promotion that sells
... market
A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT"
AS^
WHBC
CANTON
about the NEW BOLD LOOK
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
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hands of an agency known as
NARBEC, an engineering body
supervising treaty adherence, but
it has no police powers. Recently
NARBEC investigated three complaints of Cuban interference on
630, 640 and 590 kc but the cases
were closed on the ground that the
stations were not violating NARBA
provisions.
FCC is understood to have
learned that CMQ Havana, 640 kc,
and CMHQ Santa Clara, 630 kc,
have exchanged frequencies within
the last month.
Frequency changes are supposed
to be submitted by nations to OIR
(Inter- American Radio Org.) in
Havana, but all nations say that
OIR is not functioning efficiently.
This has brought suggestions that
the third NARBA include a strong
registry and enforcement agency.
While the U. S. submitted its proposals in May, they were not translated and distributed by OIR until
a week ago.
Hope of solving the 540 kc problem at Montreal is not bright. The
recent inter-American conference
in Washington shackled the channel with interference rules that
destroy most of its value to broadcasters. These roughly follow
kc.
FCC's proposed limitations on 540
Present guesses as to the length
of the Montreal conference range
from six weeks to six months or
more. All participating nations
have indicated they will be at Montreal. If a complete re-make is
demanded the job of reassignment
might take years.
As usual the U. S. delegation will
include government and industry
delegates. Nominations are beingsubmitted to the State Dept. and
make-up of the delegation should
be known in advance of the Aug. 29
preparatory meeting of the government-industry committee.
Reports Set for Aug. 29
Much of the committee's work
has been done by subcommittees,
and the main committee processed
a number of reports at its April
session. The rest of the subcommittee reports will come up Aug. 29.
The committee includes members
from industry groups who represent NAB, networks, regionals,
clear channel stations. Daytime Petitioners Assn. and manufacturers.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service plans to name Louis G.
Caldwell, legal counsel, and John
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville,
engineering counsel, along with
others as its representatives.
NAB's delegation will include
Forney A. Rankin, director. Government Relations Dept., and Neal
McNaug-hten, director. Engineering
Dept. As in the case of the CCBS
group, they have had extensive experience atinternational radio conferences.
Leonard H. Marks, counsel for
Daytime Petitioners Assn., will
represent that group.
CCBS advocates retention of all
existing clear channels (24 lA
used by 26 stations and 22 IB
channels). It opposes any limitation of station power and feels that

all U. S. residents are entitled to
four good broadcasting services.
Clear channel stations have pioneered in FM development, CCBS
points out.
The daytime group argues that
the original gentlemen's agreement
with Mexico covering the six-frequency nighttime ban died in 1946
when the original NARBA expired
and the second or interim NARBA
was adopted. This interim pact,
DPA claims, said nothing about
the six-frequency agreement. DPA
argues it isn't logical for Canada
and Cuba to have nighttime rights
on these channels when U. S. stations a few miles away, for example, are restricted to daytime
operation.
Position Supported
DPA's position was supported by
the joint government-industry committee last April and carries NAB
support, as well. The nighttime
ban affects 106 stations, many of
which DPA contends are in towns
with no local service at night. (Two
exceptions to the ban are WGAR
Cleveland, 1220 kc, and WMGM
New York, 1050 kc.)
Summing it up, one U. S. observer reminded that every nation
is a sovereign power and can split
channels, ignore power assignments and forget all about geographical limitations. The whole
AM broadcasting system faces such
ato threat,
it did in the '30s prior
the firstas NARBA.
"There must be a NARBA," he
concluded.
Seeks Radio Specialist
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICER, U. S. Military Academy,
West Point, N. Y., announces vacancy for radio information specialist CAF-7 at $3,727.20 per year.
Duties include announcing variety
of programs, script writing, operation control panel and remote control equipment, ability to localize
trouble in equipment and maintaining script and music files. Applications (Standard Form 57 for
Federal employment), will be
received at West Point until needs
of service have been met.

WIBK Denied
(Continued from page 29)
constitute an interest in that station which was not reported. Rev.
Smith testified he valued his XERF
time contract at over "a million
As to Rev. Smith's personal
qualifications, FCC said it had dealt
"at
some length with the language
dollars."
contained in Smith's writings, sermons and broadcasts, his attempted
boycotts,vidualsand
his attacks
indiand other
religiousupongroups,
because we feel that a man can
be more fairly judged only by the
general pattern of his behavior
than
isolated incidents."
The byCommission
continued that
it wasn't necessary to determine
whether Rev. Smith's language on
the air was obscene or indecent
within the prohibition of Sec. 1464
of the Criminal Code, but rather to
anticipate his behavior as a
licensee. This, FCC said, could be
done only by using his past behavior as an individual as a guide.
On this basis, the Commission said,
"we cannot conclude that the public
interest would be served by vesting
in Smith the public responsibility
of This
a broadcast
conclusion licensee."
was confirmed by
Rev. Smith's use of the Carolina
Watchman to solicit funds for religious work "on the ground of desperate need at times when his bank
balances were substantial," FCC
declared. It continued, "The sincerity or worthiness of his objectives does not justify the methods
which
used." however, that the
FCC hefound,
"programs offered by applicant
over its AM facilities, though not
completely developed, and its FM
programous." Theproposals
are also
meritoriCommission
noted
that WIBK gave free time to all
three major religious faiths and
reviewed public service programs
WIBK has presented.
Meanwhile, the radio history of
Rev. Smith and his skirmishes with
station operators and FCC are detailed in the August issue of
Harper's magazine by James
Rorty. Author Rorty relates how
the evangelist founded WIBK after
being refused further time on existing stations.
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SPECIAL SERIES
NBC Joins With UN Radio
NBC will broadcast six special
documentaries in cooperation with
United Nations Radio beginning
Sept. 11 as part of the fourth
annual UN observance co-sponsored
by NBC and the American Assn.
for the United Nations.
The programs will be prepared
j by a group of leading writers,
! directors and producers including
! Norman Corwin, now head of spei cial projects for UN Radio; Millard
i Lampell, Allen Sloane, W. GibsonParker, chief of production for
United Nations Radio; Jerome
Lawrence, Robert E. Lee, Gerald
Kean, supervisor of the English
language section of the radio division of the UN Dept. of Public
Information, and Len Peterson and
Badrew Allen, both of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Exact times of the special series,
to be presented weekly, have not
been set.
KFDA Yarn Club
YARNS heard in his childhood have resulted in formation of a novel club by News
Editor Pat Flynn of KFDAFM Amarillo, Tex. Mr.
Flynn got the idea for his
"Storm Cellar Sitters Club"
after the destructive Amarillo tornado last May. On
the Farm Exchange program
he also conducts, he told of
yarns he heard as a child
while sitting out a cyclone
in a neighbor's cellar. As an
afterthought, he said he
would organize a club with
himself as "Chief Sitter."
Response was so great that
the club now has more than
3,000 members in 300 Texas
cities and towns.
Eva C. Moore
EVA C. MOORE, in charge of
continuity and traffic at WFHG
Bristol, Va.-Tenn., died Aug. 1 at
Kingsport, Tenn., hospital. In
radio for the last six years, Miss
Moore had worked at WKPT
Kingsport, Tenn., and WWNC
Asheville, N. C, before joining
WFHG.

D OF QUESTIONS about
INSTEA
science or history, listeners to Double Dividend telephone quiz show on
WHBC Canton, Ohio, are asked for
name and phone number of friend.
Then friend is called and asked if she
knows who suggested her name. If
correct answer is given, first person
called is given prize of groceries. Show
is sponsored by Minerva Wax Paper
Co. and emcee is Bill Karrenbauer.
Post card describing series and bearheadline,
has
station.
storestheby air"
local thru
to 500"Sales
been ingsent
Mock Inauguration Aired
MOCK INAUGURATION of "mayor"
and five "councilmen" was broadcast
as highlight of Shop Silver Spring
(Md.) Week over WGAY Silver Spring.
Station cooperated closely with retail
merchants by selling spot announcement packages and airing taperecorded talks with shoppers.
Pyramid Prizes
STARTING with small prizes, through
larger prizes up to jackpot prize of
valuable electrical equipment, KTHT
Houston is carrying new telephone
quiz show titled Number Please. If
contestant can answer first question
sent in by listener, he wins small prize
and can try again. If he answers second question correctly, he wins again
and has chance at last question. If
he is again successful he will win
kitchen range or TV set.
Tobacco Talk
AIRING REPORTS on changes in tobacco prices on daily show is proving
popular with both listeners and sponsors, Chesterfield cigarettes. Average
tobacco prices and news from principal
markets are regular feature on Grady
Cole Time over WBT Charlotte, N. C,
in addition to music and casual talk.
Good Advice
SIX BOYS from Waukesha, Wis.,
School for boys, state correctional institute, were featured in panel discussion Your Question, Please advising
teenagers and parents on how to
avoid family conflicts. Unrehearsed
program was transcribed at institution
and aired over WISN Milwaukee. Boys
were given fictitious first names and
discussed such topics as: gangster

stories, smoking, gambling, use of cars,
high school cliques, nagging, drinking,
bad example of parents, general parental attitudes and family conflict.
Show for Negroes
NEWS and sports round-up, club and
fraternal information as well as mirroring daily cultural, educational, artistic and community life of Philadelphia's colored population is planned
for new program on WDAS Philadelphia. Show will feature George
Tunnell, professionally known as "Bon
Bon," who will interview celebrities,
make presentation to "Mother of the
Day" and tell success stories of "little
Christmas in August
HELPING Christmas spirit to reign
all year round is aim of Disc Jockey
people."
Stan
Burns on his show over WTTT
Coral Gables, Fla. Part of daily program is devoted to playing of Christmas
music. Many requests for favorite
songs have been received, station reports, as well as cards wishing Mr.
Burns a merry Christmas. Young listeners are urged to write Santa early
and their letters are read over progam.
Fighters Draw for Opponents
PAIRINGS for championship prize
fight were made over Strictly Sports
on WTIC Hartford, Conn., when four
contendors for Connecticut welterweight crown failed to agree on promoter's plan for elimination matches.
Sportscaster Bob Steele suggested that
they appear on his show and draw
numbers for their opponents. Fighters
agreed and after drawing gave spontaneous reactions to results.
Seeing-Eyes on TV
TRAINING OF BLIND PERSONS
and their dogs was illustrated recently
on special telecast over WXYZ-TV Detroit, Mich. Trainer Fred Maynord
worked with corps of dogs to show
what their qualifications must be, commands they learn and how they bypass
traffic hazards. Paul Knowles, blind
field director of Leader Dog League,
explained adjustments of blind trainee.
Safety lecture regarding blind pedestrians was given with slides by member
of Detroit Police Dept.
Mayor Reports
PROGRAM featuring mayor in 15minute weekly talk is aired on WCSI
(FM) Columbus, Ind. Mayor inforphases of city
nity. mally discusses various
administration
problems, explaining
his policies and decisions to commuGadgets Sell on TV
INTERESTING ITEMS and gadgets
are shown on Gadget Gazette program
on WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis. Show
is sponsored by The Boston Stoi'e,
department store, and sales increases
of 100 and 250% were reported on two
items shown on early show.

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage
BROADCASTING
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★ Member N-A-B'

EVERY MAJOR EVENT at Chilton
County (Ala.) Peach Festival was covered by WKLF Clanton, Ala. Station's entire staff was utilized in
picking up everything from selection
of queen to addresses by Gov. James
E. Folsom and visiting dignitaries.

DENNIS
Pancho Is A Fool
That I Do
DJ-748
SPIKE

Dance of the Hours
None But The
Lonely
DJ-746Heart

ERSKINE
lt'« Divine
So Divine
Nickel dJ-^^s
The Buffalo
DON

and LAURA

A Friend Of Mine
I Don't
UEFrom
ESKnow
l
DJ-747
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the RCA Victor
hits (or your convenience !
RCA Victor
Nothin'
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The only PORTABLE
you

tliat gives

organization. Other WSAZ staffers
associated with Players are BERT
SHIMP, production manager, and BOB
HOWARD, announcer.
TOM FRANKLIN, former general program manager of KYA San Francisco,
has joined KXYZ Houston, Tex., as
program manager. Mr. Franklin is
author of book on radio news which
has been tentatively accepted for
erly
form
MPS
t ON,
THO
iden
AN pres
vice
and executive
HARL
publication by U. of California Press.
producer of IMPRO Inc. (Inde- PAUL KANE, formerly of program
Motion Picture Producers
pendent
department of WAAM (TV) BaltiReleasing Organization), joins CBS
more, has been appointed production
as associate producer of Ed, Wynn
manager for station.
netision
telev
CBSr.
ing Sept
on embe
Show workstart
in late
JOHN LARGENT has joined announcing staff of KENI Anchorage,
PETER JAMERSON, formerly of
Alaska.
WCKY Cincinnati, has joined WNEB
ETHEL OWEN has joined cast of
Worcester, Mass., as disc jockey.
NBC's Hogan's Daughter.
DEANE LONG, former production
manager and chief announcer at CARL WEBSTER PIERCE, producer
of ABC Breakfast in Hollywood, has
, announces resignaKCBQ tionSan
ve Sept.
effectiDiego
1. Mr. Long was
shifted to newly-created post of proformerly production manager of
gram director. RALPH HUNTER reans
WWL New Orle
and now plans to
places him as producer.
ons
Ra
ucti
nize
orga
TelProd
in
San
.
Diego
HELEN CLAIR has joined cast of
NBC serial Young Widder Brown.
NORM BOBROW has joined announcDAVE NOWINSON has resigned as
ing staff at KVI Seattle.
head script writer of KFI Los Angeles,
to enter freelance radio writing field.
SID DORFMAN and JACK CRUTCHER have joined writing staff of CBS
DIRK COURTENAY, Chicago disc
Burns and Allen Show.
m.c. is the father of a boy, Douglas.
JOHN D. METZGER has been ap- ALLEN LUDDEN, m.c. at WTIC
pointed junior producer and continuity
Hartford, Conn., is the father of a
writer for WLWC (TV) Columbus,
Ohio. Mr. Metzger was program direc- girl, Martha Ann.
tor for AFN station in Arabia during LOU TEICHER, assistant to CBS director of program operations, is the
war and later served at WCOL Columfather of a girl.
bus as continuity director,, writer and
MARSHALL KENT, WGN Chicago anproducer.
nouncer, is the father of a boy, Joe
STAN TORGERSON, formerly with
KGLO Mason City, Iowa, has joined Frederick.
WLCX La Crosse, Wis., as program
BILL WELLS, staff member of KCOH
director.
Houston, Tex., is the father of a girl,
ARVENE V. BORTLES, JOHN R. Kathleen Louise.
SEDGWICK and ROBERT W. BRAUN
boy. ABRAMSON, music librarian at
LES
have joined ABC Hollywood staff. WMGM New York, is the father of a
Messrs. Bortles and Braun in mail and
messenger department and Mr. Sedg- DON BRINKLEY, assistant program
wick in protective service of network
Television Center.
director at WBBM Chicago, is the
father of a boy, Jeffery.
TED EILAND, program director of
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., has been
PETER POTTER, KFWB Los Angeles
re-elected president of Huntington
disc m.c, is the father of a boy, William Bell.
Community Players, local little theatre

amplifier

all this-

• One sturdy, single unit, containing amplifier, A-C
power supply, and batteries—
• Four pre-amplifier channels with high-level mixing—
• Light weight-only 35 pounds including batteries• "Battery-saver" filament switch—
ALL IN ONE PACKAGE!

COMPARE

THEM

POINT BY POINT!
No
Yes
B
* Manufacturer
case includes
Single power
supply AC and battery
Yes
29
lbs.
40 lbs.
Weight
35 lbs.
Number of Mixers
4
4
Number of pre-amps
4
Fair
No0
No3
Poor
Excellent
Accessibility
Yes
No
Test tone
Yes
Yes
No
PA Connections
Yes
Both normal and high headphone levels
No
Rated power output (dbm)
Max. power output
Line isolation pad (db)
6
2
+18
2.5
+10
+18
+24
+20
+17
[3

SERVICE

Custom-Butit Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Waih. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

C ">X /
PERFOR^I^(5t-lEJNe»!lEERED
^
AT

Box 69 ■ Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200

Please send me free bulletin containing specifications, plus price information, on the G-E single unit Portable Amplifier.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
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CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Three-Speed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.
*

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning • Design - Acoustics

General Electric Company
Electronics Park— BIdg. 1,
Syracuse, New York

^-GENERAL

DIRECTORY

O

STATION
STATE. .
ELECTRIC-

I
I
I
I
I
I

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will beowners
seen by
readersstation
and 15^00
managers,
ohiaf
engineen and technicians— ap|>licants
for
AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . facstmile
.
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
lO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PI^SS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpubtic 3984
AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryraan & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & IngHs

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D . C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverside 3611
Member

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM,
JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Nerthgate Road
Riverside, Illinois
(* Chicago suburb)

Ben Adier
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains
Plaza
8-3796
5-7358
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

BROADCASTING
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NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

William E. Benns,
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Jr.

w.

C{. H.
fitter
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers Bldg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

ROTHROCK

& BAIREY
ST., N. W.
SUITE 604. 1757 K0196
National
WASHINGTON
6, D. C.
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WrrM
SERVICE
For National Advertisers

WHY
CHOOSES

WOR'TV
FAIRCHiLD

The month of September sees another great landmark in the advance
of television. WOR-TV goes on the air. Taking its cue from over a
dozen years of operating Fairchild equipment at WOR, key station
of the Mutual Broadcasting System, WOR-TV, one of the most
modern installations, again selects Fairchild.
They know, as do many of the AM, FM and TV stations in the
United States and abroad, that Fairchild recording and' playback
equipment is professional equipment. They know that a 14:25 transcribed show, spinning on Fairchild Synchronous Turntables will
sign at exactly 14:25 on the nose. Not 14:29 or 14:21. Exactly 14:25!
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
On the right is shown a unit
familiar to WOR-TV, to recording studios, radio stations
and film companies.
• Direct to (enter gear drive.
• Instant speed change during
operation.
• No slippage coupling.
• Highest signal to noise.
• No tattletale wow or flutter.
'#
•
•
•

Lip Synchronous.
Removable front access panel.
Adjustable feet for levelling.
Knee and toe space for
operator.
• Increased operating efficiency.
• Reduced operating costs.

AUTO
FAIRCHILD UNIT 524
CUING AMPLIFIER
Unit 635 was selected by WORTV to be installed inside the Turntable cabinets. It is a compact 2
stage push-pull power amplifier. It
supplies a local audio signal to a
loudspeaker or to a number of
headsets in order to monitor or
cue a disk. It bridges across any
low impedance line. Specifications:
± ^Vl db, 70-r5,000 cps.
Gain Control. Tone Control.
Three watts output to a loudspeaker.

PREAMPLIFIER-EQUALIZER
Unit 622 obviates the expensive multiplicity of
equalizers literally forced upon the owner of
sound equipment by the ever increasing number and types of pickups. Operates independent of source impedance; provides equalized
line level output from the turntable; Fairchild
Unit 622 is in use with all modern pickups in
professional services. Vertical; lateral; standard and microgroove pickups — high impedance and low impedance — ONE EQUALIZER
FOR ALL. WOR-TV uses it.
Write for complete details and descriptions.

~faiAjcAl
LjL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
154TH ST. AND 7TH AVE.
WHITESTONE, I. I., N. Y.
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WT'^M Trenton, N. J., has launched
a complete merchandising service
available to national advertisers,
according to General Manager Carl
Mark. Alfred J. Barker, formerly
with Vick Chemical Co., joins the
NBC affiliate as merchandising director.
Under the WTTM plan, called
"Certified Merchandising," advertisers in all categories are offered
service including guaranteed distribution in retail outlets, wholesaler and jobber cooperation; personal calls by WTTM merchandising personnel on retailers to assist
in point-of-sale promotion and display, letters to retailers, periodical
inventory reports to determine radio's effectiveness, use of the 500seat WTTM auditorium and other
merchandising support tailored to
the advertiser's needs.
In conjunction with the merchandising plan, Mr. Mark states,
WTTM has made an arrangement
with Mercer Wholesale Drug Co.
whereby WTTM-advertised drug
store items will receive special merchandising and promotional attention in the 117 independent outlets
serviced by Mercer, representing
93% of all drug stores in the Trenton area. Mr. Mark also said similar merchandising assistance is
available in grocery, clothing, appliance, furniture and other fields.

WING

SELLOUT
Sponsor Praises Radio

SALES SUCCESS story for radio
was told to listeners via WING Detroit fortnight ago by the satisfied
sponsor, WING reported.
Ray Simons Inc., local Cadillac
dealer, for seven months has been
using a half-hour Sunday afternoon program on WING titled
Cadillac Music Hall on the Air to
boost sales of used cars. But radio
sold the firm out of its used cars,
the station said, and the following
commercial was aired :
For over six months Ray Simons
Inc. has been telling you about their
used cars in this weekly spot. This
Sunday however, they do not have
any used cars which they can call
to your attention. Apparently this
is the result of action by you in the
radio
It's advantage
proof that ofmany
of youaudience.
have taken
the
particular
used
car
values
Simons'at
have offered in the past. that
Business
Simons has been going along at a
merry pace,
...thanks.
to you . . .
Simons
extendand,their

of Real
Assn. director
National
of radioH. forKNOX,
formerly
JAMES
Estate Boards, Washington, has
been named general manager of
WDLF DeLand, Fla. Mr. Knox is veteran of 14 years experience in radio
and has served on staffs of Young &
Rubicam, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Blow
Adv., all New York; N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia, and D'Arcy Co.,
St. Louis.
DAVE BUTTON, former program director for KTLN Denver, has been
appointed
manager of KSVP Artesia,
N.
M.
GORDON R. PHILLIPS, who had resigned as program director of WROV
and WROV-FM Roanoke, Va., will remain with Radio Roanoke Inc., stations' operator, and has been named
to newly-created post of assistant
manager. Mr. Phillips was formerly
with Don Lee Network.
CONRAD C. RICE, who has been associated with WEMP and WFOX Milwaukee for past 12 years, has joined
WMIL Milwaukee as assistant general
manager.
JIM FLETCHER, for past two years
manager of KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska,
has joined KERB Fairbanks in same
capacity. He is succeeded at KTKN
by TOM
DURANT, former news editor for station.
S. S. FOX, president and general
manager of KDYL-AM-TV Salt Lake
City, and nouncedZelda
McQuarrle have antheir marriage.
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager
of KNBC San Francisco, has been appointed Northern California Chairman
of Citizen's Committee for Hoover
Report.
WALTER HAASE, station manager of
WDRC Hartford, Conn., has been
named member of public relations committee of 1949 Greater Hartford Community Chest Campaign Committee.
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general manager of WEEI Boston, has been named
member of Aviation Committee of Boston Chamber of Commerce.

Constant service
Tive
Years
■A
"Five
Years And
and Over'
Over" club
was founded Aug. 5 at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, with 63
members of the agency staff as
charter members. Six of the nine
people who opened the firm's first
offices in Chicago's London Guaranty Bldg. in August 1935 are currently active in the company and
make up the "founder" class in the
newly-formed club. These are Leo
Burnett, Mary Keating, DeWitt
O'Kieffe, F. Strother Gary Jr., Margaret Stevens and John Olson.

OF Highest type
WILL Net SPONSORS
INCREASED SaLES IN
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
(Rep.)
5000 WATTS-NOW!
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TRANSIT FM
Hits Chicago Problem
I
TRANSIT PM in Chicago last
week appeared to have been roadblocked, with companies competing
for advertising and equipment
franchises hesitant to invest venture capital heavily at this time.
"An unrest on the part of capital," with money going into television, was cited as the main reason
for delay. This reluctance follows
extensive investment in transit experimentation and the study of
estimated operating expense. Cost
of initial equipment installation in
Chicago's 3,000 streamlined streetcars and rubber-tired public transportation vehicles is placed between
one-half million and $1 million,
with an additional million yearly
for operation. This includes an
estimated $6,000 monthly minimum
for station maintenance — salaries
for announcers, engineers and music librarian, upkeep of a library
and taxes.
A spokesman for the Chicago
Advertising Co., which handles advertising in Chicago Motor Coach
busses, said a $4 or $5 million business, amortized over a period of
years, would be needed to justify
such a set-up. Equipment tests
have proved expensive, and thus
, far unsatisfactory. Sample public
reaction has been tabbed on short
test runs only.
Leading contenders for the
equipment franchise are believed
to be Stromberg-Carlson, affiliated
with Transit Radio Inc., national
sales representative of FM stations using the medium in vehicles,
•and General Electric, with its subsidiary, Omnibus Inc. [Broadcasting, July 4]. The latter group is
understood to be represented legally by Dwight H. Green, former Illinois governor.
Chicago Motor Coach, a private
firm which operates about 8% of
the city's busses, and the Chicago
Transit Authority, publicly-owned
body running the remainder
(streetcars, elevated, subways and
WRNl AT POLLS
Covers Virginia Primary
FOR THE FIRST time in Virginia,
coverage of the Democratic primary for the gubernatorial election
was fed to a state-wide network of
11 stations when WRNL Richmond
planned and produced a minute-byminute report of the proceedings
Aug. 2.
Eight origination points were
used for the broadcast and pick-up
points included campaign headquarters and homes of the four
candidates. When final returns
came in, WRNL reportedly was on
the air first with concession
speeches by Candidates Arnold,
Edwards and Miller and with victory speech of Sen. John Battle.
Eleven-station coverage was sponsore by Virginia Chevrolet Dealers
Assn.
BROADCASTING

trolley busses) , have assumed a
mutual watch-and-wait role. Their
primary consideration is what public reaction will be. Until tests
prove more satisfactorily that the
entertainment and commercial medium will be accepted, members of
each group are studying reactions
in other cities and analyzing all
presentations.
Inasmuch as the CTA is publiclyowned, it is generally believed
franchise rights will go to the
highest bidder, probably with minimum guarantees and a sliding
scale of returns. An estimated $8
million in advertising revenue
would accrue yearly to the franchise holder. At least five stations
are interested in getting broadcast
rights, either individually or cooperatively. They are WGNB (Chicago Tribune), WMOR-FM, WBIK
(Balaban & Katz), WFMF (Marshall Field) and WCFL-FM (Chicago Federation of Labor).

department
Beaumont. of the corporation's KFDM
HERB STEWART, graduate of U. of
Ohio in radio, has joined commercial
staff of WTVN (TV) Columbus, which
is scheduled
Labor
Day. to begin operations on

ommetciai

formerly
D. WARD,
D manager
RICHAR
sales
for WHSC Hartsville, S. C, and WJMX Florence,
S. C, has been appointed to same
position with WFEC Miami, Fla.
MRS. ASYA ZUCKER, formerly with
WEVD and WLIB, both New York,
has joined sales staff of WFDR (FM)
New York.
MERRILL W. FUGIT has joined sales
staff of WISN Milwaukee.
FRANK PARTON, formerly commercial manager at WBBB Burlington,
N. C, has joined WAFB Baton Rouge,
La., in same capacity.
HOWARD H. FRY, formerly of WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio, has moved to Beaumont, Tex. as director in Beaumont
Broadcasting Corp., in which he holds
stock, and as member of commercial

FORD WARNER, commercial manager
of KMBY Monterey, Calif., is the
father of a boy, Dennis Craig.
ED HIMMER, Transit Radio salesman
at KXOK-FM St. Louis, and Florence
Dieckmann have announced their
marriage.
RAY CROWL, sales representative at
WHBC Canton, Ohio, is the father of
a boy, Jeffrey Wright.
DORA C. DODSON AGENCY announces removal of offices to 319 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Agency represents Forjoe & Co. and
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
RCA Communications has opened direct radiophoto circuit between New
York and Capetown for transmission
of letters, official documents, news
pictures, etc.

db
Response

+2.5

db, 40 cps to 15 kc; Output

-46

You've wanted High Fidelity Broadcast
Dynamic Microphones like these! Performance meets
the highest FM and AM broadcast standards. The bass
end is smooth and flat. The highs are particularly clean and
peak- free. Construction is extremely rugged and shock-resistant
Has E-V Acoustalloy diaphragm. Omni-directional.
Each microphone individually laboratory calibrated and
certified. Try one. Compare it with any mike in your own studios.
Write for full facts today!
Response +2.5
New db,"650'
40 cps to 15 kc.
Output -46db.
External Shock Mount.
Impedance Selector
List Price $150
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INC, BUCHANAN, MICH,
Export: 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A. Cables: Arlab

Response +2.5 db, 5"
40 cps to IS Ne
kc.w "64
Output
External -50
Shockdb. Mount.
Impedance Selector.
List Price $100

Response +2.5 db,
60 cps to 13 kc.
Output
35
"6 " -53 db.
TheImpedance
Selector.
For Hand or Stand.
List Price $60
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FEDERAL'S TV
MICROWAVE LINKS
Reliable and economical TV relay system
for studio-transmitter, inter-city, and portable remote pick-up links . . . designed
and built by a world leader in microwave
relay equipment. Long antenna lead-in
permits installation in any convenient location suitable
.
for unattended operation . . , built-in facilities for complete
monitoring and calibration.

FEDERAL'S TV
TRANSMITTER MONITORING
CONTROL CONSOLE

AND

Complete facilities for checking the characteristics
aural and picture signals at each stage from microphone or video input to the RF output ... all In one
compact, convenient unit. No external equipment required.
FEDERAL'S

TV MONITOR

Backed by more than a year's highly successful operation in TV stations. Self-contained facilities for precision testing and checking of
aural and picture signals. Features internal calibration, pre-tuned to
station frequency, optional "flash" overmodulation indicator.

FEDERAL'S
TRIANGULAR LOOP
LOW-COST. HIGH-GAIN TV
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA
Highest gain in the field results in greatly
reduced initial investment cost and substantial savings in day-to-day operation.
Stackable in bays of two elements each.
Four bays gives gain of 8.3. Cost-reducing,
efficiency-increasing features include single transmission line feed, factory pretuning, simple design and construction.
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rOMES

TV

A

GREAT

TRANSMITTER

id-Level

. . . Entirely

Modulated

A major
—

sets

Final, air-cooled power
stage inTransmitter.
Federal's new TV

v//e

advance

new

Air Cooled

in television

standards

transmitter

of simplicity

and

design

economy

Here's Tomorrow's Television Transmitter Today!
The finest in TV operation— maximum performance, economy and reliability— now
is yours with Federal's new 5 KW Transmitter for high band and low band service.
Federal's exclusive Mid-Level Modulation combines the simplicity of high
level modulation with the economy of low level modulation. This ingenious balanced design permits the use of standard, less expensive air-cooled tubes in every
stage . . . fewer, non-critical tuned circuits.
The lack of complex and expensive cooling systems . . . the assurance of
long service, life through conservative rating of components . . . the flexibility of
layout arrangement— the six bays may be arranged in straight line, "U" or "L"
shape. These and other important advantages are provided by this latest addition to the Federal line of quality broadcast equipment. For details on Federal
TV, write to Department B-909.

MID-LEVEL MODULATION
. . . for overall simp/icify
COMPLETE AIR COOLING
. . . for efficiency and economy
ALL PROVEN STANDARD TUBES
. . . for reliabiHty
CONSERVATIVE COMPONENT RATING
. . . for long service life
COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY
. . . for simple layout

and

Radio

Corporation

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.
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RT BENSON, staff engineer
ROBE
with KTXL San Angelo, Tex., has
been promoted to chief engineer.
He replaces JACK R. PROCTOR, who
has resigned to enter television school
in Chicago.
EDWARD W. WILLIAMS has joined
WTWA Thomson, Ga., as chief engineer and announcer. LEONARD S.
ZEPP has joined station as engineer-announcer.
BOB MEEKER has been appointed
chief engineer for KSVP Artesia,
N. M. He will be assisted by KAY
PALMER and CLOYDE WOOLEY.
DON HORNE has been appointed
studio supervisor, engineering division, for CBC Vancouver. BASIL
HILTON has been made regional engineer for CBC British Columbia division. Mr. Horne started with
CKMO Vancouver in 1936 and joined
GBR Vancouver in 1939 as operator.
WILLIAM KUSACK has been promoted
to chief engineer at WBKB (TV) Chicago. He formerly was associated with
RCA Victor Div., joining WBKB in
1940 as project engineer and assistant
chief engineer.
TONY GELUCH has been appointed
chief operator of CBR Vancouver,
B. C.
EDWARD A. BRLNLEY and LEO
TRUMBLE have joined WOAI-TV San
Antonio as cameramen. Mr. Brinley
was color photographer for agency in
New Haven, Conn., and has finished
three-month course at Television
Workshop, New York. Mr. Trumble
spent two years at WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y. BLANE M. BOL-

Up
on

to 42%

your

LINGER is final addition to engineering staff of WOAI-TV, which is scheduled to begin operations late this year.
Mr. Bollinger was with WFRC Reidsville, N. C, following completion of
15-month course at Central Radio and
Television School, Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN C. PRICE, member of Gautney,
Ray & Price, consulting radio engiboy. neers, Washington, is the father of a
BOB MEYER, member of WBBM Chicago engineering staff, is the father
of a boy, James Craig.
DELONEY HULL, cameraman for
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., and BARBARA
SMITH, Atlanta Journal TV feature
writer, have announced their marriage.
ELECTRO-VOICE Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., has published four-page illustrated booklet containing concise information and listing prices on E-V
line of microphones and stands for all
types applications. Copy of bulletin.
No. 104, may be had by writing company.
RADIO DIV. of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., New York, has announced publication of 72-page booklet, "How to Service Radios with an
Oscilloscope." Book is designed as
reference for radio, TV and apiplifier
servicemen, and may be obtained from
the division at 500 5th Ave., New
York, 18.
PERMOFLUX Corp., Chicago, has announced production of new distortion
free hi-fidelity speakers. Instruments
are low distortion wide range single
direct radiating speakers, covering
from 40 to 12,000 cycles.
PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS
INC., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has produced
new instrument. Panoramic Ultrasonic Analyzer, model SB-7, which company claims to be fastest, simplest
and most direct means of ultrasonic
spectrum analysis. Many ultrasonic
signals'
frequency
be observed
at one time
on new may
instrument.

Recording

By The
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Savings

Sensational

Costs!
New

COLUMBIA

@ Microgroove Method
See How You Save!
^Substantially Lower Cost Per Record
*More Program Time Per 12" Disc Than
On Present 16" Record
12" Record Plays 20 Minutes, each side
10" Plays 13 Minutes, each side.
Full Columbia Transcription Quality Maintained Throughout.
CALL, WRITE, WIRE FOR FULL DETAILSI

A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. 9ti
Trade Marks "Columbia" and Ot) '?»9- S. Pat. Off. Marcas Registradas (5) Trade Mark
Los Angeles: New York:
Chicago:
8723 Alden Drive
799 Seventh Avenue
Wrigley Building
410 North Michigan Ave,
Bradthaw 2-541 1
Circle 5-7300
I.
Whitehall 6000
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SUCCESS of the WLS Chicago-Sun Times joint square dance promotion contest
was witnessed by station and newspaper executives. They are (I to r) G. A.
Holt, Praifie Fornier-WLS vice president; James E. Edwards, president; Harold
Safford, progrom director; R. J. Finnegan, executive vice president and editor,
Sun-Times; George Biggar, director, WLS National Barn Dance; Mr Snyder,
and Marshall Field, president and publisher of the Sun Times and owner of
four rodio stations. In the background are WLS entertainers, who performed
between dances.
v

SQOARE

DANCING

WLS

ROLLICKING square dance
rhythms are as danceable alongChicago's exclusive Boul Mich as
in the village square, WLS Chicago
staffers proved last week after a
quarter-century of suspecting
same. With proof came the decision of General Manager Glenn
Snyder to conduct a nation-wide
promotion campaign — almost unheard of for an individual station
— with coast-to-coast competitions
for square dancers.
This idea, first considered several months ago, crystallized into
action after Mr. Snyder and his
stalf checked response to a Chicago-area square dance competition conducted as a joint promotion
with the daily Sun-Times. More
than 20,000 city-dwellers flocked
to a Grant Park pavilion adjacent
to Michigan Blvd. on the city's
lakefront to see champions of three
preliminaries compete in the finals
Aug. 3.
Thirty sets — 240 dancers —
donned bright costumes and whirled

Sponsors Nationwide Promotion
partners to dos-a-dos calls. One
set of eight dancers was chosen
Windy City champion after swinging to tunes of a WLS hay loft
band. Station officials, pleased
with results which exceeded even
their high expectations, are completing details for a national
square dance contest next summer,
in which preliminary heats would
precede finals in urban as well as
rural areas. Cooperation will be
invited from civic, youth and parent-teacher groups.
WLS and its publication, The
Prairie Farmer, have fostered
popular demand for this type of
dancing and its music for 25 years
via the WLS National Barn Dance,
radio's oldest continuous commercial broadcast and stage show. It
is aired Saturday nights from
St. Theatre,
aChicago's
half-hourEighth
segment
sponsoredwith
by
Phillipswest,66West gasoline
on ABC's
Midand Southern
stations.
A televersion also is seen Mondays
on ABC.

BMI
Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit— Published by Fremart

NOW, NOW, NOW IS THE TIME
On Records: Russ Morgan — Andrews Sisters — Dec.
24648; Gordon MacCrae — Cap. 57-679; Teddy
Phillips — Tower 1460; Larry Green — Vic. 203505; The Riddlers — Hi-Tone*; The Pepperettes
— Horace Heidt 1011; Rex Koury — Castle 1405.
On Transcriptions: Alan Homes — Associated; Russ
Morgan — World.

J
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iE frying pan, approx
MINIATURmately
2V2 inches in diameter, is
ion
novel promot
item for WEBR
Buffalo, N. Y. Pasted in center of pan
is red and white disc reading, "What's
Cookin'— Chuck Cook— WEBR-970 6-10
a.m. — Give a Listen." Mr. Cook conduets morning disc show.
FM Contest
FIVE FM and AM radios were prizes
in four week contest sponsored by
WCAL-FM Northfield, Minn., in effort
to promote listeners to new station.
Listeners could send in any number
of 50 word or less completions of
sentence, "I like to listen to FM
because . . ." Best letter of each
week received radio with fifth instrument going to best letter of entire
contest. Contest was plugged over
music programs on both WCAL-AM
and FM.
KTSM Has Wishbone
GLUED to bright blue folder sent
to trade by KTSM El Paso, Tex., is
white plastic wishbone. Folder begins, "Wishing won't do it — BUT
KTSM Will!" Promotion item urges
readers to send for information on
station.
WSJS Trophy
1 LARGE GOLF TROPHY has been do1 nated by WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
to Forsyth County Golf Tournament
I as civic gesture to promote interest in
, tournament. Cup must be won three
successive years for permanent possession, but medal is given yearly win; ner by station for personal momento
■ of victory.
'
Market Data
I POINTING HANDS illustrate colored
folder sent by KCKN and KCKN-FM
Kansas City to members of trade.
' Folder shows map of stations' day and
night coverage and statistics emphasizI lists
ing Kansas
buying
power
and
number City's
of radio
homes
in sta, tions' area.
Visiting Viewers Pay Off
FIVE TV set owners with greatest
number of viewers per set were given
prizes by WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh in
cooperation with Kep's Electric Co.,
same city. One brief pre-announce1 ment made over station encouraged
set owners to send in names and adI dresses of friends who watched their
i sets. Over 19,000 names were received
with winner having 137 persons at his
set. Each listener was sent small green
. card certifying that he belonged to
WDTV Pioneer Television Club.
Recruiting Babies
IN SEARCH for attractive child to be
"Storecast Baby" for world premier of

STORECAST CORP.
Promotes WMMW-FM

J^tomotion

Yes, Chicago,
Sir, That's
My isBaby
WEHSFM
station
usingonStorecast
Music to Buy By program. Mothers
listening at home or shopping in stores
with Storecasting hear about savings
bond and grocery products offered as
prize to child chosen as "Storecast
KSAL Maps
Bab'y." showing increase of almost half
MAP
a million population and nearly 150,000
new radio homes is being distributed
by KSAL Salina, Kan. New coverage
is result of station's increase to 5 kw
power.
Network Uranium
UNIQUE PROMOTIONAL mailing has been made by Northern
Network, comprising WSOO
Sault Ste. Marie, WDMJ Marquette and WMIQ Iron Mountain, Mich. Calling themselves
"The Three
Prospectors,"
network officials
Stanley Pratt,
president and general manager
of WSOO; Russel Staifeld, commercial manager, and Dick Burnett, station manager, have sent
letter to trade reading in part:
"The Northern Network is small
... so is the atom. The atom
packs a terrific wallop . . . and
so does our Northern Network,
for advertisers who want to
reach Northern Michigan." Pur"stock"havein been
Soo-Tomic
Uraniumchases ofmines
made
for trade-members and bulletin
containing information on mine
is inclosed, as well as small map
showing relative positions of
mine and stations. Letter says,
"Any comparisons between this
information and our coverage
claims
will be readers
frownedareupon."
In conclusion,
told,
"Please remember . . . send no
money . . . and don't pay the
postman when he delivers the
certificate ... a wire or phone
call collect will get you all the
information you need on the
Northern Network, if that is
what you are really interested

W

PORTLAND,
OREGON
FM
W
^4G

KGW
COMPLETE

Ever

need

FIRST NATIONAL Stores and
Storecast Corp. is conducting an
extensive promotion campaign in
southern New England this month
to announce the change of Storecast instore
ments servicemusic
from and'
wireannouncelines to
broadcast service from WMMWFM Meriden, Conn. Theme of
the promotion is a contest for
"Your Majesty, Mrs. Homemaker,"
who is asked to tell, in 50 words
or less, why she believes her family is a "Royal Family" or tops.
Announcements on WMMW-FM,
posters in 359 stores, 1,000,000 bag
stuffers, window displays and newspaper space in 18 New England
cities are being used to promote
the new type of Storecast and the
contest. John C. Dowd Inc., Boston, is the First National agency.

FD Increases

Power

WMFD, ABC outlet in Wilmington, N. C, is now on air with increased power of 1 kw on 630 kc.
Formerly 250 w, 1400 kc, use of the
new AM frequency coincided with
start of operation of WMFD-FM
on Channel 242 (96.3 mc) with 11
kw. Last Monday, WFLB Fayetteville became a bonus station to
WMFD which is owned and operated by Richard A. Dunlea.

"sudden

service"
Sometimes you've just gof to get your
spots recorded and pressed in a hurry.
Yet
mustskill
haveandquality
That's
whereyouRCA
RCA too.
equipment
make all the difference.

• The most modern equipment and facilities
in the trade, plus 50 years' accumulated
"know-how."
• High-fidelity phonograph records of all
kinds. All types of Vinylite transcriptions.
• Complete facilities for turning out slide
film and home phonograph type records.
• Fast handling and delivery.

SCHEDULE

SIMULTANEOUS

on

SPOTS?

When —youwhycantake
get anything
RCA "knowhow"
less?
Send your masters to your
nearest RCA Victor Custom Record
Sales Studio:
I 55 East 24th Street
New York I 0, New York
MUrray Hill 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago 1 1, Illinois
Whitehall 4-2900
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
You'll find useful facts
in our Custom Record Brochure.
Send for it today!

SERVICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY & CO.

BROADCASTING

MEMORIAL PLAQUE honoring Margaret Wylie, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, timebuyer who died last
October, has been dedicated at Mark
Twain Adventure Camp by members
of Chicago Radio Management Club.

Asthey do in every recording and pressing requirement! At RCA Victor you get
the benefit of:
in."

W

Promotion Personnel
MARIE KUKMAN, formerly of WBBM
Chicago, has joined KOOL Phoenix,
Ariz., as director of sales promotion. ■
JANE O. FLAHERTY has been appointed manager of promotion and
publicity for WLWD (TV) Dayton,
Ohio. Miss Flaherty held similar
position with WIBC Indianapolis for
past three years. Prior to that, she
was member of Chicago staffs of
Robert Meeker Assoc. and CBS station relations department.
HARRIETT GEORGE, formerly in
program operations at WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, has been appointed director of publicity.
JIM PARSONS, director of publicity
for Don Lee Broadcasting System, is
recovering from a nasal operation.
GEORGE A. DeGRACE, promotion director for WISN Milwaukee, is the
father of a girl, Kathleen Ann.
ALAN D. COURTNEY, NBC assistant
manager of guest relations and station
relations, and Mary Curtin have announced their marriage.

Service
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CUSTOM

RECORD SALES
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All ather classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
chorge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 Notional Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
He'.p Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman for 5 kw network outlet in
prosperous midwest market. Must be
experienced, civic-minded and willing
to
settle in oneSend
of America's
communities.
particulars finest
and
photo to Box 801B, BROADCASTING.
Replies held confidential.
Wanted, salesman. Experienced for
250 watt fulltime independent going
on air in September. Ohio market
with good opportunity for right man.
Drawing account and commission.
Reply to Box 110c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer
to build
show
6:30 to 8:30 and
sell inmorning
Rocky
Mountaininality city
Initiative,Photo,
origand car,15.000.
prerequisites.
disc and references expected. Box
186c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. One of largest transcription
firms in America. Good territory open.
Straight commission. Box 200c,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for men or women radio
promotion
sales.
Splendid
tion. Steady.
Travel.
Wirecompensaor write
2511 Mansard Street, Vernon, Texas.
KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri, 5000 kw on
1070 kilocycles, has an opening in sales
department for an aggressive salesman.
No get-rich-quickers wanted. If you
are a steady
floater job.
don'tWeapply.
sound,
want a This
man is
whoa
will stay and grow with the station and
the billings. Write complete information, present employment, experience,
earnings for past three years and how
soon available to Wayne W. Cribb, General Manager, Radio Station KHMO.
Salary and commission salesman to
work with our regular man. Citv of
50,000. NBC 250 watts. Two other 5.000
watt stations. Must be experienced in
radio sales work and producer with
good
references. KXLK, Great Falls.
.Montana.
250 watt station in prosperous community wants experienced salesman
who can produce. Offer substantial
guarantee and top commissions to right
party. KXLO, Lewistown, Montana.
Chicago's
north shore.
FM
for
three years.
Can youWe've
sell sold
it now?
47,000 watts, most independent station in the Chicago area. Have storecasting. Transit Rsdio underway. Are
you young and aggressive with proven
sales ability? Car. Adequate draw,
generous commission. Grow with
station. Full details immediately to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
WVOM, Boston, 5.000 watt independent
on 1600 kilocycles can use good experienced radio salesmen. Opportunity
advancement to commercial manager.
WVOM has good regular programming and also foreign laneuaee. Send
full details
Manager. Mass.
WVOM, Harvard Street, toBrookline,
Announcers
Immediately — Combination man. Emphasis on announcing. Will consider
someone with litt'e experience, but
good voice and willingness to learn.
SendBoxdisc,
sa'ary expected
to
111c,back<?ronnd.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with fir.st class license. Anability mo=tKDWT,
imoortant.
Networknouncing
affiliate.
Stamford,
Texas.
Experienced announcer with disc
jockey experience. Radio Station
KMLB,P. O.
Liner's
Broadcasting
Station,
Inc.,
Box 1723,
Monroe, La.
Cor»bination, experienced announcer,
first class operator,
salary and
advancement. Mattfair
Gettings,
WAYN,
Rockingham, N. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
experienced,
for all-round
work. Midwest
man preferred
for
five-day week job. Send disc and full
particulars. WBCM, Bay City, MichiSportscaster who must be able to
gan.
write and manent.
report
Our firstlocal
staffsports.
vacancyPer-in
14 months.cationsPosition
now
open
to applifrom Illinois and adjoining
states only.
Personal
interview
necessary. Station WLOP, La Salle,
111.
Technical
Wanted by September 1. Operatorannouncer by Kansas fulltime 250
watter. Good pay, excellent conditions,
college town. Box 84c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Chief engineer for 250 watt
station in Georgia. Must be able to
announce. Write or wire with comING. plete data to Box 105c, BROADCASTWanted — First class operator for
WFNC, Fayetteville, N. C.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted. Topflight continuity director
for one of largest regional network
affiliates in midwest. Must be experienced all types of copy, including farm
and mail. Must be able to direct department and have knowledge of traffic and production. Excellent starting
salary with plenty of advancement
opportunity. Give complete details including references and samples in first
letter. Box 942B, BROADCASTING.
Fifty thousand watt network affiliate,
established more than twenty five
years, wants morning man. Market
over a million. Need Hooper story
for at least one year. Reply, letter
only, references, salary, to Box 165c,
BROADCASTING.
Graduate home economist to write
and broadcast daily kitchen type program and daily extemporaneous report from the Municipal Food Terminal.
Important established position. Brisht
future.
Address replies to Box 202c,
BROADCASTING.
Tel e vision
Production-Programming, others
Experienced television producer,
writer, announcer and emcee. Preferably combination of two or more.
New midwest station. State whether
willing to make trip for personal interview. References. Minimum salary
requirements. Box 201c, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
General manager and part-owner of
regional, fulltime, network station
looking for the right deal in midwest,
Rocky Mountain or Pacific Coast areas.
In radio since 1927. Complete production,
and titles.
management
experience sales
with all
Four years
an army operating officer with surating.CBS,
TopWLW,
industry
encesperior
covering
KMOX referand
two small market regionals experience.
Know national, regional and local sales
methods. Solid business salesman.
Have trained dozen successful radio
salesmen. Careful personnel manager.
Recently
biggest grosserearner in established
midwest small-market
field.
Have stock control troubles. Want
managementportunity in medium
deal withor investment
opsmall market.
Excellent civic leadership history.
Capable public speaker. Fine family of
four. Top erences.character
and financial refBox 195c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman wants position
in upper midwest. Five years experience in sales,
and good
announcing.continuity,
Dependable, sober,
references.
Box
185c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer, looking for position with progressive station. Neat,
personable, versatile. Willing to travel.
Jack 111.
Fisher, 909 W. Main St., Hoopeston,
Announcers
G.I., two years experience, major in
speech. Desires position with radio
station for all-round announcing work.
Limited experience, but willing to
learn. Will travel anywhere. Salary
not
important. Box 983B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced. Desires position with northeastern station. Knows
board. Available for personal interview. Good voice. Box 38c, BROADC^ STING.
A really competent newscaster is looking ahead to quality AM or TV. Newspaperman. Five years.voice,
Radiodelivery,
newsman, four. Distinctive
rewrite. Family, nondrinker, college
graduate, highly recommended, disc,
picture,
CASTING.resume. Box 106c, BROADHillbilly and western disc jockey desires to make change preferably in
southeast or southwest. Five years experience as staff announcer and disc
jockey. Box 131c, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious program director, experienced both rural and metropolitan
areas, wants real opportunity west or
southwest. Experience all types announcing, selling. Now eager for position offering professional and financial
ad -ancement, possibly program director
position combined with assistant manager.
co --screlations
e irio is. staff
reliable. Considered
Best personnel
and sponsors. Well-liked in community. Can produce. Prefer some airtime for specialty programs and newscasts. Presently employed. Disc, decopies references on request. Box
133c. tails,
BROADCASTING.
Cooperative, conscientious, congenial,
dependable,
announcer.
teen months sober
experience,
all facets,Six-in
two major markets. Strong news,
sports. Independent, network, handle
bo^rd. Mature selling voice. University graduate, 23, single. Presently
employed, references. Prefer midwest.
Box 166c, BROADCASTING .
Experienced, play-by-play sports announcer. Seven years experience all
sports. Also experienced staff man
heavy news and news editing. College graduate desires permanency
with future. Box 168c, BROADCAST-

Managerial
Sales manager-salesman. Employed
Experienced.
Dependable. Desires
Experienced announcer - copywriter
permanent position with progressive seeks
position with station in or west
station
in
market
withTING.
eood potential ■ of
Box 911B, BROADCAS
ING.Rockies. Box 171c, ING^ ' BROADCASTAttention. Florida owners. Married
Announcer now summer replacement
couple with fifteen years combined
York. Ten years experiradio experience in all phases of CBS stafffromNew
250 to 5 kw. News, special
station operation wish to settle in events,ence record,
morning and audience
Florida and assume duties of station
Warm, human selling style. Have
management and as many other posi- shows.
been
program
director, production
tions as effort permits. $8,500.00 commanager, continuity chief and news
bined
yearly
income
must
be
guareditor. During
war w-^s
radio corresanteed first year. Excellent business
pondent after State
Deoartment
reand character references. Wr'te if
quested release from Army Intelligence.
interested.
Box
189c,
BROADCASTING.
.Aft^r war, narrated "Transatlantic
Call"London.
and "Radio
Newsreel"
for BBC
in
Excellent
references.
Age
Let me furnish details on capable thirty, married, two children. Available
manager, program director with good now or in October. Bill Bradley, Netbackground commercial radio. Box
work Onerations,
Ave., New
York, CBS, 485 Madison
192c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Regional or larger. Announcer presently employed small N. Y. market
indie. Employer knows of desire to
seek more advantageous position. Preparing three years for larger station.
News, interview, and commercials my
forte. Classical and pop music no
strangers. Many solo hours on sports
and remotes. Operate board. Program
ideas.
in radio. If in NE pefer
CAB.F.A.
ST
IN
personal
interview.
Resume
G.and airchecks on request. Box 169c, BROADSportscaster.
Not the
or
most
experienced
but nation's
can do best
a job
for you. Presently employed sports
director, AFRS sportscasting experiBRO
ADC
ence.
Married, AST
dependable.
INGBox
. 178c,
Sports director. Experienced playby-play.minded
Presently
employed.
Wants
sports
station
with baseball,
football, basketball. High references.
Box 187c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 25. Four years
experience. Presently employed at
1000 watt station. Midwest, southwest
and Rocky Mountain areas preferred.
Box 188c. BROADCASTING.
Sports-news announcer, Seven years
experience. All types of play-byplay. Know sports from player angle
with letters in three college sports
and coached all sports high school two
years. Background includes news and
sports editor for high production 5
kw. Excellent news commentary, adlib
and disc shows. Experience in programming, promotion and professional
theater.
job asarea
sportsor orFlorida,
newsman in Desire
St. Louis
but will consider anywhere. Want
change byfor all
Sept. 15. Discs
and referPresently
anBROencesADC
nouncing Classabove.
B baseball.
Box
AST
ING
. 197c,
At liberty, comedian and MC. Network barn dance experience. Write
own material. Capable of producing
barn dance. Radio ten years. Photos
and write-ups upon request. Box
198c, BROADCAS'TING.
Announcer. Young, single, some exCAST
IN
perience.
Versatile G.
schooling. Willing to travel.
Box 199c, BROADAnnouncer experienced staff and playby-play.politanPresently
employed
metroNew York area
station
not
CASTING^
broadcasting
sports. No disc available,
top reference. Box 206c, BROADAnnouncer-program director. Sports,
news hillbilly, DJ. Long proven record. Sober, married, reliable. Studying for FM-TV
Available
imING^^
mediately. Tell ticket.
everything
first letter.
Veteran. Box 208c, BROADCASTAnnouncer, age 25, unmarried, vetCASTING^
eran, 18 months exjaerience. Ambitious, desire change. Disc and particulars on request. Box 209c, BROADExperienced announcer desires position with network outlet. Midwest preferred. Experience in all phases of behind-mike work. University graduate.
Journalism BS. Friendly voice, good
on adlib, two years experience, presently employed. Need change. Single
and 58. Will travel. Box 210c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter
position for reING^
cent radio school graduate. Some experience. Box 213c, BROADCASTExperienced combination man available. DC
Matured,AS
educated
family man.
BROA
TING
Engineering
secondary.
Box. 214c,
Sportscaster wants football games.
ING
Experienced,
capable, good sports reputation. Prefer.
season, will take
single games. Box 216c, BROADCASTSports announcer. Ten years play-byplay. High Hoooer
218c. BROA
DCASsportscast.
TING. Box
Attention metropolitan station managers. Presently employed announcer
with license available. Completely experienced in small station operation.
Take
me industrious,
under your wing
and vet
you'll25
find
an
married
ING.
years old. How about it? Data sheet
awaits at Box 215c, BROADCASTDisc .iockey-singer,
national
tion. Recordings available
mostreputaU. S.
radio stations, with one disc reaching
million
mark 1948-49. Eight years exING^
perience. Also spot, news and MC
exnerience. Box 220c, BROADCASTExperienced newsman, play-by-play
announcer desires position that will
guarantee security. Married with
family. Good background in all phases
of broadcasting. Box 221c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
tl; Top-flight announcer.
Former prooli gram director. Looking for a square
shooting outfit.
Single,
best
of references. Disc available.
Box
225c,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer wants change to
New England. Has experience, ambir tion, personality. Will audition in per• son if necessary. Box 227c, BROAD• CASTING..
Hillbilly
disc jockey,
yearsemployed.
experib ence,
musician,
sober, 3now
Box 230c, BROADCASTING.
Hold it! Young, single, experienced
announcer, top DJ and newscasting.
Operate tinuity.
console,
selling
conPrefer N.E.write
but will
consider
all. Salary secondary to opportunity.
Details. Arnold Brooks, 70 Sherman St.,
Passaic, N. J.
Staff announcer, 24. Single, reliable,
college BA in speech. years indeand network
experience,
operatependent
console.
Will travel
anywhere.
Excellent references. Jack Edwards,
11402 Superior Avenue, Cleveland 6,
Ohio.
Sports tions
director,
highest
from station
and recommendabest advertising agencies, sports authorities, news
services. Play-by-play baseball, direct
or replay, basketball, football, other
sports. Staff announcing, top early
morning record show and specialty
show. News and special events. Steady,
married and veteran. Available September 1st. Lee George, 714 S. Florence,
Springfield, Mo.
Sports announcer. Play-by-play in
major sports. Several years experience
I at high school and college sports. Well
phased. Desire opportunity to do or
ass'st on collp<!e spo^-ts in football and
basketball. Have TV training. Anywhere in U. S. Disc and tane on request. Write or wire Stan Kotel, 416
' N.
FortY. Washington Ave., New York,
Job wanted by college graduate as announcer-copywriter, singer. Some experience. Lanfiston, Hawthorne Drive,
Danville, Virginia.
Station going CBS, no time for sports.
Topflight ba"5eball ANNR available,
also college
football,
nationalTwotournament basketball
experience.
daily
snorts shows. Best of references, including manager of this station. Disc
and photo or personal interview if
desired. Bill Snyder. Snorts Director,
WTHI, Terre Haute, Ind.
Technical
First class phone, vet, inexperieced
wants jr. engineer position. Willing
to travel. Box 984B, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast technician now employed,
looking for position with progressive
station contemplating television. My
several years experience as motion
picture technician would make me particularly
adaptable to
tions.
Experience
in telecine
control operaroom,
transmitter, remotes etc. In addition
to recording studio and 16mm motion
picture production work. Over a year
and a half at present location, best
of
references.
drink Box
or smoke,
consider
any Don't
location.
64c,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
where
bitious man can
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
Ensrineer degree license 10 years exCASTING. perience, 7as chief. Box 101c, BROADEngineer with $5000 to invest station
in Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas,
Oklahoma or Texas. Twenty years
experience AM. FM, TV. Box 117c,
BROADCASTING.
First phone man. Inexperienced.
Single. 22. Wants junior engineer
position. Ambitious and sober. WillING.ing to travel. Box 170c, BROADCASTFirst class phone. Vet., neat, ambitious, hardworker. Experienced xmtr
operator. Remotes, recording and
console work. Married. Will travel
anywhere. Box 172c BROADCASTING.
Experienced AM-FM engineer. Single,
29. First phone, second telegraph,
class A amateur. Excellent references. Will go anywhere. Available
immediately. Box 173c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer first phone, two years experience 250 and kw directional. Installation, remote turntable, recording,
maintenance experience. Northeast
only.
Box 180c, BROADCASTING.
Immediately available. Radio-television technician with first class license will travel anywhere if given
chance to break into engineer-anCASTING. nouncer field. Box 181c, BROADExperienced chief engineer in AM and
FM constructional
'TV
training
looking foroperation,
permanentandposition with growing concern. Very best
of references. Box 182c, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experience includes
installation of five transmitters and two
studios.
as transmitter Now
engineer atemployed
50 kw directional.
Reason
for
change,
desire
chief's
job.
Box 183c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced transmitter and
control room desires position in south
or
southwest.
do notnotice.
have
car.
Available Single,
two weeks
Box 190c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer available immediately. First
phone, single, veteran, 32 years old.
Four months experience 250 watt FM
transmitter, control board, announcing,
Interestedsome
same program
type work directing.
with progressive
AM, FM station. Preferably eastern
seaboard. Box 191c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, now chief, experienced all
phases ence.plus
man experiDesire combination
permanent position
with
progressive staff. Sober, reliable, can
furnish excellent references. Box 203c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced installation, remote, maintenance, control. Graduate
two tech. schools. Ham. Permanent
position,
east. Box 217c, BROADCASTING.
First class phone license. Willing to
travel. Vet, single. Box 219c, BROADCASTING.
First phone transmitter operator and
control room. 22 months experience.
250 watt station, single, 24. Box 222c,
BROADCASTING.
Young man, single, willing to travel,
has first class radio telephone license.
Box 223c, BROADCASTING.
Combination man will be available
September first, eight years chief.
Married, prefer west coast states. Box
231c, BROADCASTING.
Two young men, free to travel. Both
with first class telephone licenses. Box
224c, BROADCASTING.
Vet, first phone, age 23, New York
Tech. grad. Limited experience, but
anxious to learn. Salary not important.
Any
location. 433 East 50th, Savannah,
Ga.
Engineer, 24, single, first class ticket,
some experience as staff announcer o i
board smaU Texas station. Have car,
will travel anywhere. W. K. Berry,
Lampasas, Texas.
Engineers available. All with first
phone. Complete training in operating
a fully equipped broadcast studio, disc
training and all phases of broadcast engineering,
includingtransmitters.
building and Any
repairing
broadcast
location considered. Station managers
are well
with Cook'sfullgraduates.
\vire
or pleased
write furnishing
information.
Cook's
Radio
School, 2933 N.
State St., Jackson, Mississippi.
Combination man or transmitter engineer. Single, 21 years old, vet, recent
graduate radio school. Inexperienced
and willing to learn. Go anywhere,
prefer Minnesota or vicinity. Available
immediately. William Farhart, 1661
First Ave., Jackson, Miss.
First class Institute.
phone. Graduate
Television
Veteran, Radiosingle,
27, musician,
will
travel,
prefer
northeast.
Franklin
Graham,
Jr.,
Bennington,
Vermont.
Radio engineer holds 1st phone. Employed as broadcast engineer for 9
years. 4 years in 5 kw station. 14
years amateur radio. Radio school
graduate. Some college radio. Have
references. Paul P. Graves, 73 Court
St., Augusta, Maine.
Combination man has first phone with
six months experience, desires permaposition
preferably
in the middlewest. nent
Will
consider
all replies.
Details
upon request. Don Ponec, 5421 S. 20
St., Omaha, Nebraska.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer fully experienced AM and
FM including high power equipment.
Good background and reference. Box
184c, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator. Available immediately. Four years broadcast experience. Thirty. Single. Consider anything, go anywhere. Lewis Sherlock,
Box 1161, Plainview, Texas.
First class phone license. Vet, 25,
married. No children. Willing to travel.
James Turner, 6609 Avenue T, Brooklyn
34, New York.
Engineer-announcer wishes position.
Will consider
location.First
Justphone.
completed 34 weeksanytraining.
wick, Kansas.
Inexperienced.
Philip Schneider, SedgProduction-Programming, others
Excellent morning man for regional
or 50 kw station. Veteran, college
graduate,
8 years experience
ing and programming.
Alsoannounccapable
salesman.
Excellent record.
Excellent
references. Desire to make change
to greater opportunities before or
shortly after January 1, 1950. Box
177c, BROADCASTING.
Station
enthusiastic
tells
my manager's
story. Journalism
grad,letter
250
experience, report, write, edit, broadcast
news.
Box
617B,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington, D. C. station.
Box 795B, BROADCASTING.
New York state-New England. Five
years experience.
NewsAvailable
editor. after
Announcer. Script writer.
August 12. Box 67c, BROADCASTING.
For hire.For The
man's
Morgan.
disc poor
or tape
writeHenry
Box
112c, BROADCASTING.
Need loyalty? Devotion and talent?
Presently
ensconceri
a nieirooo
' n
N. Y. station.
One topj.imail
pull, solidly
selling D. J. who's versatility is his
pride. From church program to a- band
remote dren,in college
one. grad.
minute.Console
Married,operation
3 chilas fastticut,asNew anyone.
New
York,
ConnecJersey, fans galore. Like the
big town. Want to stay in vicinity.
Mentions in all top columns and trade
papers. Box 137c, BROADCASTING.
News editor, announcer. Experienced
play-by-play
sports College
announcer.
Excellent newscaster.
graduate,
married.nection Desire
permanent
conwith
future.
Box
167c,
BROADCASTING.
Reliable, loyal university graduate.
Serious-minded. Write copy. Knows
board. Need job. Anywhere. Disc,
copy,
photograph ready. Write Box
176c, BROADCASTING.
Program and production manager,
33, seeking small city situation. Three
years AFRS as general manager and
program
director. Veteran. Married,
CASTING^
college
graduate. Box 179c, BROADContinuity writer, director for Texas
area. Degree, experienced. Young
woman,
worth your highest salary.
CAST
IN
Personal
interview.
BoxG.
193c, BROADA reliable young woman, radio school
graduate,
college
graduate,
wants to
serve your
station
as copywriter,
preferably with some air work. Opportunity for advancement
more imCA ST
G.
portant thanIN
pay. Box
194c, BROADCopywriter. Wants position. Over one
year with network affiliate as announcer-copywriter. SamDle=! ur>on request. Box 196c, BROADCASTING.
Women's program director, presently
employed, desires similar position in
established station. Pleasing mike
personality. Writes commercials that
sell. Background of oroducer, continuity editor, traffic. CoUeee graduate.
Box 204c, BROADCASnN(5.
Women's newscaster, disc .iockey, control grams,
board operator,
children'swriter.
procommercial continuity
Ambitious young lady. Will travel.
Excellent
CASTING. training. Box 229c, BROADTelevision
Salesmen
Harvard mately
man,
infinitely
discreet,gentleultirestrained,
fantastically
manly,
wants
job
as
an
on-the-job
trainee salesman with a television station. Box 113c, BROADCASTING.

Television (Cont'd)
Produc tion-Pro grammin g, others
Women's director of AM-FM station
wishes to enter TV to develop and
produce topflight shows. Theatre and
movie background. Box 205c, BROADCASTING.
Assistant director, trained by network
TV directors in New York, seeks chance
to put television knowhow to work.
Opportunity ranks higher than salary.
Full particulars, references on request.
Box 233c, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Wyoming network outlet with annual
gross of $85,000. Price $110,000; terms.
Box 174c, BROADCASTING.
Illinois exclusive daytimer grossing
$50,000. For quick sale at $38,000.
Terms.
Box 175c, BROADCASTING.
For sale. Only independent in urban
market of 150,000. 250 watts, fulltime.
North central. Box 207c, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
FM equipment for sale. GE 3 kw transmitter with little use. FM monitor. 4bay antenna and 800 feet of coax. Will
sell all cellent
or transmitter
separately.
Excondition. Save money
on your
ING.
installation. Box 228c, BROADCAST2 Presto
recorders.
1 90-A
fier. 6-N
Excellent
condition.
Box ampli232c,
BROADCASTING.
For sale. Hammond Novachord, walnut finish case and instrument in
excellent condition, model H, serial
96, late model sneaker. Little used.
Price $795. WREN, Topeka, Kansas.
FM — Complete equipment to begin 250
watt FM operation. Includes REL
model 549A-DL transmitter, 600 R frequency monitor, 600 AMPR monitor
amplifier, 623R program amplifier, 643R
pre-emphasis unit, 641 R power supply,
Andrew folded quadrupole antenna,
200 foot Lehigh self-supporting tower,
325 feet RG/20-U coax. Total cost new
over -$7500.isfactoryHas
satservice given
for 28completely
months. Bargain. We are going to 3 kw approxiOctober 1.separately.
Will sell either
mentmately
or tower
WriteequipTed
Bailey, Chief Engineer, WJBC, Bloom ington, Illinois.
For sale. Towers.baseTwoinsulated
200' B^aw-Knox
self-supporting
towers,
Ka
nsa
less
lighting
equipment.
Dismantled
s.
ready
to
ship.
Both
for
$1775
F.O.B.
Tonganoxie, Kansas. WREN, Topeka,
C-Permit; nocitystat'o-i
i*^Hnstrialagricultural
20.000;in retail
area
radius 30 miles 400,000 population.
Florenc
James e,Coston,
Nellie
Avenue,
Ala748bam
a.
For
sale.
FM
transmitter.
GE 250
Kansas.
watt
FM transmitter, GE station monitor, GE 2 doughnut antenna system,
less pole. Make offer. WREN, Topeka,
For sale. Comparatively new complete
RCA equipment for 250 watt radio
station.
GoodLeesburg,
price for
Paul Hunter,
Fla. quick sale.
Wanted to Buy
ING^
Fulltime
station Stations
or CP, New En eland
or New York. Box 226c, BROADCASTEmployment Service
Immediate openings. 23 western and
midwest stations. 33 southern. 12 northeastern stations. For managers thru
women copywriters. Ur?e"t for 25
more announcers/engineers. RRR-Radio
TV Employment Bureau, Box 413,
Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, others
SCRIPT WRITER
50 tw network affiliate In major midwest
fity
an experienced,
script
writerneeds
for network
AM
andoriginations.
TV showsall-iound
ofEmphasis
all tsDes.
Including
on
musical and dramatic shows. Permanent Job
for
person
desiring
to
live
in
midwest.
Send
full
details and
on experience,
references
recent photosalar.v
to requirements,
BOX 40c, BROADCASTING
(Continued on next page)
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Help Wanted (Cont'd)

Schools

NEWSMAN WANTED
A top-rated, Ohio regional station,
operating a livewire news department,
is looking for a topflight newsman.
He must be able to prepare and present network calibre newscasts, be
aggressive and have executive ability.
Preference will be given to the applicant with local news reporting experience and a newspaper backgroimd or
journalism training will be helpful.
Five years similar experience neoessar>'. Excellent compensation and
bright future available to proper
party. Personal interviews arranged
in New York City August 16-20, inclusive. Bring audition transcription,
references, etc. Contact Weed and
Company, 350 Madison Avenue, New
York — \'anderbilt 6-4542, for appointment.

7^ SCHOOLS
RADIO

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest
Devoted
Exclusively
to RadioSchool
<t Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.I. Training in
New York and Chicago Branches.
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.: 228 S. Wabosh Avenue
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
For Sale

Announcers

Equipment

ANNOUNCER
50 kw network-owned station— top middlewest metropolitan market. Send complete
biography, disc and references
to
BOX 212c
BROADCASTING
School

WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Exclusive

TECHNIQUE

FOR SALE
RCA MI-4875G
combination picl<up and
transcription turntable chassis,
BOTH for $265 FOB Fresno.
New,
ns.
Only
QRK-17
in original factory carlo
6 available.
' P.O. Box 407, Fresno, Calif.
Employment Service
CUTTING EXPENSES?
Mr. Station Manager, —
Here's your chance to save
money. Hire announcers and disc
jockies who have been trained on
the air over New York stations.
They know all phases of radio including commercial writing, console operation, selling, and station routines.
We have qualified men willing
to trade dollars for experience in
your station. Resumes with photos
and discs available on request.
Wire collect your requirements
to America's famous radio school.
CAMBRIDGE
School of Radio Broadcasting
220 W. 42nd Street
New York 18, N. Y.
Wisconsin 7-0038

Market

Midwest
A very profitable independent that dominates a most desirable secondary market in
one of tbe midwest's best radio
areas.

Stati®ii®

South Cesitral
A network outlet that has
shown consistent profits. The
only station in a small city
that is the hub of a rich agricultural territory.

865,000.00
$37,500.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
RayMontgomery
V. Hamilton St.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
235
Wasliington Bide.
Exbrook 2-5672
SterUng 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
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CAMPUS STATIONS
Proposed Ban Opposed
PROPOSED rules changes relating to carrier current and other
presently
radio
tions haveunlicensed
been divided
intooperafour
parts by FCC in an effort to simplify its consideration of the complex
problem. was believed encourThe action
aged by the scores of complaints
received at the Commission to the
proposed limitation or ban of college "wired - wireless" broadcast
stations which now operate all over
the country without FCC authorization. FCC's proposal, first announced in April, concerned classification and restriction of carrier
current systems, radio control devices and other apparatus which
generate radio frequency waves
[Broadcasting, April 25].
The Commission divided the
case into four categories: Incidental radiation devices, such as laboratory signal generators, beat frequency audio oscillators and other
oscillators; carrier current communications systems, such as power
companies, mines, telephone companies and railroads employ for
internal communications ; devices
which operate above 1605 kc, such
as garage
door openers,
model
aircraft controls
and other
remote
controls ; college campus broadcasting systems and radio phonograph
oscillators.
FCC indicated it could consider
each category separately when
data and comments were processed
without awaiting completion of the
other groupings. If hearings or
further investigations in any classification were necessary, FCC said,
AMATEUR
RULES
FCC Sets Oct. 70 Conference
INFORMAL conference has been
ordered by FCC for Oct. 10 on
its proposals to amend the rules
governing amateur radio operation.
FCC indicated extensive comments
have been received, ranging from
full approval to full disapproval of
the proposals.
American Radio Relay League,
official spokesman for ham operators, however, has vigorously opposed the FCC proposals and in an
extensive brief filed through its
Washington counsel, Paul M. Segal,
attacked what it termed the "new
philosophy of Government planning" for 75,000 American hams.
The brief alleged such planning
"will operate to stifle amateur
initiative, circumscribe amateur development, and eventually result in
the debilitation of amateur radio
as it exists today."
The "brilliant history of development of the amateur service"
through free enterprise and resultant contributions to technical
progress was noted. Such advancement "cannot be successfully
planned or directed or blueprinted
—thebybrief
Government
or jJnyone else,"
said.

this would not delay action on
other groups.
The scores of comments on college campus stations were received
from all types of educational institutions aswell as from students,
parents and even commercial
broadcasters. Many of the complaints were forwarded to FCC
by Congressmen, Senators and state
governors. Principal objections
to any limitations on campus stations were based on the views that
these institutions provide a training ground for commercial broadcasting; most institutions could not
afford low-power FM outlets now
authorized for educational use;
way.
most students don't have and
couldn't afford FM receivers anyRADSO

NEWS

Clinic at Minn. U. Sept. 2
CLINIC for university teachers
of radio news courses will be a
follow-feature of the annual convention of three journalism teachers' associations at U. of Minnesota Sept. 2.
Clinic, arranged by the Council
on Radio Journalism, will be an
alli-day session devoted to discussions of the problems of training university students for work
in radio and television news rooms.
Chairman of arrangements committee is Baskett Mosse of Medill
School
ern U. of Journalism, NorthwestProf. Mitchell V. Charnley of
Minnesota school of journalism,
CRJ chairman, says the clinic has
been planned becaupe of rapid
expansion of radio news training
and the need of teachers new to
the field gaining know-how through
experience-sharing.
Program includes three roundtables: laboratory and teaching
facilities, Mr. Mosse, chairman,
Edward Lambert of Missouri U.
and Olaf Blue of Montana State
U.; curricula-planning, Floyd Baskette of Emory U., chairman,
Kenneth Bartlett of Syracuse U.,
Don Brown of U. of Illinois and
Harry Heath, Iowa State; teaching methods, Paul Wagner of Ohio
State U., chairman, and Mr.
Charnley and Arthur M. Barnes,
U. of Iowa.
Arthur Stringer of NAB will
be a luncheon speaker and Dr.
Wilbur Schramm, director of Institute of Communications Research, U. of Illinois, will speak on
research in radio news.
The clinic follows annual threeday conventions of American Assn.
of Teachers of Journalism, Assn.
of Accredited
Schools and and
Departments of Journalism
the
American Society of Journalism
School of Administrators.
WFDR,

AFRA

Sign

WFDR

(FM) New York, International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union station, has signed a contract for staff announcers with
AFRA providing for $70 base salary. AFRA said terms of contract
were excellent for the FM field.

BROADCASTING
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CONTROL CONSOLE
RCA Builds Unif for WPJB

National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAl U. S., INCL. SMALl-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JULY 3-9
NIELSEN-RATINGt
Current Previous
Rank Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1
2
3

25
5
7
6
5022
3
19
21
13
20
39
30
8
24
29
34
47
35

1
2
3
7
21
4
5
14
9
12
11
24
20
8
23
2
1
5

Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Big Story
Mr.
Keen
Mr. District Attorney
Crime Photographer
This Is Your F.B.I
Curtain Time
Walter Winchell
Dr. Christian
HenryChameleon
Morgan Show
Mr.
First Nighter
Fat Man
Gene Autry Show
Mystery Theatre
Our Miss Brooks
A Life in Your Hand
Your Hit Parade
Stop the Music (4th Qtr.) .
Vaughn Monroe
Philip Morris-Horace Heidt
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
Counter-Spy
Lone Ranger
Supper Club
WEEKDAY
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers)
Pepper toYoung's
Family
Right
Happiness
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco)
Rosemary
Young Widcfter Brown
Backstage Wife
Wendy Warren
Our Gal, Sunday
Guiding Light
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Aunt Jenny
Perry Mason
Stella Dallas
Ma Perkins (NBC)
DAY, SATURDAY
Grand Central Station
Armstrong Theatre
Stars Over Hollywood
DAY, SUNDAY
House of Mystery
Symphonette
Radio Bible Class

■ Current Rating —
Homes
%
(000)
4,477
4,360
4,320
4,242
3,456
3 378
3,456
3,338
3,338
3,299
3,260
3,221
3,142
2,985
2,906
2,828
2,710
2,631
2,631
2,631
2,357
2,199
1,689
3,456
3,063
2,946
2.710
2,671
2,631
2,592
2,514
2,435
2,396
2.357
7.357
2,357
2,357
2,317
3,535
3,299
3,181

NEW SERIES of transcribed public service programs, The Baedeker
of the Air, has been announced by
Ted Hudes Radio Productions, New
York. The 15-minute programs will
be presented over 900 stations from
coast to coast, giving information,
suggestions and advice relative to

-f-0.4
—0.32 9
+ 3.2
-1-2.9
—0.1
—0.9
—0.5
+0.5
+0.1
+0.4
—2.9
—1.1
—0.6
—0.3

6.0
5.6
4.3

+0.5
—0.4
—1.0
—1.2
—0.6
+0.1
—1.4
—1.5
—0.4
—0.8
—0.8
—0.9
—0.3
—0.5
+0.4
—1.4
—0.5

8.8
7.5
7.8
6.8
6.7
6.6
6.9
6.4
6.2
6.1
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.9
6.0
9.0
8.1
8.4

—0.3
+ 1.2
+0.3
—1.0
—0.1

—0.8
—0.4
+0.5
+0.5
+ 1.3
(%) TO
+0.7
HOMES

winter and summer travel in some
of the Western Europe countries,
the firm announced.
Program will be presented as
public service, free of charge to
the stations, but open for local
sponsorship. They will be ready
before start of the 1950 vacation
season. For further information,
write firm at 17 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, or call Ted Hudes,
Murray Hill 9-2440.

ng

BROADCASTING

Change
Points

1 1 .4
11.1
1 1 .0
10.8
8.8
8.8
8.6
8.5
8.4
8.5
8.3
8.2
8.0
7.6
7.4
7.2
6.9
6.7
6.7
6.7

3.2
1
4.9
8
1,924
12
825
1,257
2.1
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
NOTE:
NUMBER
OF
HOMES
IS
OBTAINED
BY
APPLYING
THE
"NIELSEN-RATING"
39,275,000— THE 1948 ESTIMATE (REVISED) OF TOTAL U. S. RADIO HOMES,
(t)
HOMES REACHED
ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR
LISTENING
ONLY 1 DURING
to 5 MINUTES.

'AIR BAEDEKER'
Travel Series Planned

■(iUied-Otti

• Telecast

Fort gWorth,
S,
WRITER
RADIO
zation
comofferin
Tex., organi
plete radio writing service,
has been formed with VIRGINIA
FENWICK as executive director.
ELSIE KEOLEIAN, formerly copy director for Hershey-Paxton, Detroit,
and industrial editor for Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, same city,
has joined editorial department of Jam
Handy Organization, Detroit producer
of filmed commercials.
DONALD ZAHNER, son of OSCAR
ZAHNER, senior vice president of
Ruthrauff & Rvan, New York, named
account executive of Harry S. Goodman Productions, St. Louis. He will
represent the concern in Missouri,
Iowa and Kansas.
Equipment
JOHN J. DOYLE has been appointed
manager of electronic tube sales for
Westinghouse Lamp Div., Bloomfield,
N. J. Mr. Doyle joined Westinghouse
in 1926 and acted as manager of electronic tube sales to distributors for
past six years.
CHARLES VAN MAANEN has been
appointed vice president of J. J. Golumbo Co., Boston, distributor for
Andrea sharp-focus TV sets. Mr. Van
Maanen was previously sales manager
for J. H. Burke Co., Boston and Eastern Co., Cambridge, Mass. He also
was vice president of R. U. Lynch Co.,
Providence, R. I., Columbia Records
distributor in that area.
SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS Co., South River, N. J., announces availability of three new products which are used in installation of
TV and FM receivers: Antenna mast
stand-offs fitting all size masts up to
two inches; nail-ins in three and threequarters inch lengths with wing -tips
to prevent turning after installation,
and screw type insulators designed to
accommodate both round and flat 300
ohm lines.
TECHNICAL SERVICE Inc., Plymouth, Mich., announces its latest model
movie suitcase-projector which contains
integral screen, magazine, amplifier
and speaker, yet weighs only 40 lbs.
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
Corp. has introduced three additions to
its 1950 TV receiver line: seven-inch
set priced at $129.95, lowest priced set
in company's video line; 10-inch set at
$199.50, and 12y2-inch set at $249.50.
Company claims 10-inch set is only TV
set with wood cabinet to retail for less
than $200.
TRANSVISION Inc., New Rochelle,
N. Y., announces master amplified antenna system for apartment houses,
hotels, hospitals and other establishments where large numbers of sets are
desired. Master antenna serves all sets
in building.
SPECIAL TRIBUTE was paid to KMC
KTBI and KTNT (FM) all Tacoma;
KIRO KJR KOMO Seattle, and KPUG
Bellingham, Wash., in vote of aption to Washington's
tions madepreciaby
Washington radio
Assn. stafor
Social Welfare. Tribute was due to
stations'
spotlighting
of association's
43rd
annual
conference
in Tacoma
this spring.

FIRST all-steel master control
room console for broadcast studios
to be built by RCA soon, will be
delivered to the Providence (R.I.)
Journal's FM station, WPJB. The
equipment, custom built, contains
three sections, forming a wide
"U," and is of especially low construction, affording the operator a
clear view of the studio, according
to RCA. The left section supports
equipment for Studio B, a ringdown panel, and remote lines; the
right section controls the announcer
booth and Studios C and D; and
the center section contains facilities for master control switching
and the network relays.
Studio A has its own special console with self-contained racks of
equipment. There are provisions
for feeding four outgoing channels
and the console controls 10 input
circuits, with facilities for remote
and network lines. Complete monitoring facilities for all 10 inputs
and 4 outputs are provided. The
new, all-steel desk measures 119
inches long, 55% inches deep and
39 inches high.

In
Altoona,
Ws

Pa.,

ROY F. and
THOMPSON

A. prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

1st In Listening
April 3, 1949 Conlan
5000
WATTS
Day and Night
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Actions
of the
AUGUST 5 to AUGUST 12

FCC

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-eflfective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authoi-izing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.
August 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1060 kc
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho— CP to
change frequency from 1400 kc 250 w
unl. to 1060 kc 10 kw unl. DA-DN
AMENDED to request DA-N.
AM— 1480 kc
FelixAMH. station
Morales,on Houston,
new
1510 kc Tex.
1 kw— CPD
AMENDED to request 1480 kc and
change studio location to Pasadena,
Tex.
AM— 710 kc
KFBC1240Cheyenne,
from
kc 250 wWyo.
unl.— CPto to710change
kc 5
kw-N 10 kw-D DA-DN AMENDED to
request 10 kw-D 1 kw-N.
Reinstatement of CP
WCAW Charleston, W. Va. — CP to
change from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to 790
kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion
date: WAAJ'-FM
Chicago;
WHNC-FM Tex.
Henderson,
N. C;
KBMA
Beaumont,
August 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WEEU Reading, Pa.— Mod. CP new
AM station to change hours of operadate. tion etc. for extension of completion
License Renewal
WCTW
New
license renewal.Castle, Ind.— Request for
License for CP
WDUQ Pittsburgh, Pa.— License for
CP alnew
station.FTVI noncommercial educationTENDERED FOR FILING
KXOC Chico. CaUf.— Mod. CP to
change from 1150 kc 1 kw-N 5 kw-D
to 5 kw unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Pul)lic Service Bcstg. Co., Seattle,
Wash.—
Aug. kc4 Application
new AM DISMISSED
station on 1250
1 kw ST.

August 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WABB-FM
Mobile,
Ala.—Channel
Granted 271
license new FM
station;
(102.1 mc) 51 kw; 285 ft.
WRFS-FM Alexander City, Ala.—
Granted mod. CP change type of trans.
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted
mod. CP to change type trans, and
specify studio location.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WL.AA Columbus, Ga. to 9-149; WSGN-FM Birmingham, Ala. to
2-12-50; KOWN Conway, Ark. to 10-2249; WEXI St. Charles, 111. to 11-21-49;
KCBS-FM San Francisco, Calif, to 3-150; WLWB Dayton, Ohio to 12-6-49;
KCHA Charles City, Iowa to 11-27-49;
WBIR Knoxville, Tenn. to 11-1-49;
KNBC San Francisco, Calif, to 12WDEL-TV WUmington, Del. to 2-2350;
WBIK Chicago
12-1-49 onprejudice
express
condition
that it isto without
to any action Commission may take
with respect
to outstanding
tions or applications
of granteeauthorizain light
of
Supreme
Court's
decision
Unitedet
States V. Paramount Pictures,in Inc.,
al., 334 U.S. 131; WASH Washington,
D. C. to 2-3-50; WTBO-FM Cumberland, Md. to 3-1-50; WACE-FM Chicopee, Mass. to 1-1-50; WNAM-FM,
Neenah, Wis. to 10-1-49; WBIR-FM
Knoxville, Tenn. to 11-1-49; KSO-FM
Des Moines, Iowa to 11-27-49; WSPAFM Spartanburg, S. C. to 12-2-49;
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. to 9-1-49,
KTOK-FM
Oklahoma City, Okla. to
11- 29-49; KGMI Denver, Col. to 11-30-49.
WBKB Chicago— Granted mod. CP for
extension
of completion
date to
12- 1-49 on express condition that it
is without prejudice to any action
Commission may take with respect to
outstanding authorizations or applications of grantee in light of decision of
Supreme Court in United States v.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., et al., 334
U.S. 131. WOIC Washington, D. C. to
11-30-49; KCUL Fort Worth, Tex. to
9-30-49: KROW Oakland, Calif, to 224-50; W5XRW Fort Worth, Tex. to
2-2-50; WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio to 3-950. WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. to 2-28-50;
WNAC-TV Boston, Mass. to 12-1-49.
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KYOS Merced, Calif.— Granted license covering change frequency, increase power, etc.
WSUA Bloomington, Ind. — Granted
CP to stallreinstate
CP, top
as modified
to inFM ant. on
of AM tower.
KERN
Bakersfield,
Calif.—
Granted
CP make changes in vertical ant. and
mount FM ant. on AM tower.
KENE Belen, N. M.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and change
studio location.
Granted
CPWSDR
to makeSterling,
changes111.—
vertical
ant. mod.
and
change type trans.
KLVTcense Levelland,
Tex.1230
— Granted
new AM station
kc 250 li-w
unl.
KNUJ forNewnewUlm,AMMinn.Granted
li-cense
station
860 kc
1 kw D.
WERIcense AMWesterly,
R. kcI.— 250
Granted
station 1230
w unl. liWBGR
Jesup,
Ga.
—
Granted
new AM station 1370 kc 1 kw D.license
WNERcense newLive
AM Oak,
stationFla.—
1450Granted
kc 250 li-w
unl.WWHG Hornell, N. Y.— Granted license new AM station 1590 kc 1 kw D
(BL-3745).
WKMA Quitman, Ga. — Granted liunl. cense new AM station 1490 kc 250 w
WTOD FMToledo,
license
install.
ant. onOhio—
side Granted
of present
AM
tower.
WPARCP Parkersburg,
W. Va.—
Granted
mod.
to make changes
in presently
licensed vertical ant. and mount FM
ant. on side of AM tower.
KBFY Snyder, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP forlocations
approvalandofchange
ant., type
trans,trans.
and
studio
KPIX San Francisco — Granted license
for new commercial TV station.
Kansas City Star Co., Area Kansas
City, Mo. — Granted license for new
experimental television relay KA-3486.
Colorado Bcstg Co. Inc., Area Pueblo,
Col. — Granted license new remote pickup KA-3o97.
Brownsville Bcstg. Co., Brownsville,
Tex. — Granted licenses for new remote
pickups KA-3540 and KKA-796.
KTOK Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.
—Granted CP for new STL KXA-79.
Blue Valley Co., Independence, Mo.
— Granted CPs for new remote pickups KAA-546, and KAA-547.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Hennock
WGBG Greensboro, N. C— Granted
continued hearing on applications of
WGBG and WBBB Burlington, N. C.
to Sept. 6.
WPEN Philadelphia— Granted leave
to intervene in aoove proceeding.
FM Association — Dismissed petition
which sought legislative hearing for
promulgation of rule regarding duplication of network shows on FM stations.
Spartanburg Radio Co., Spartanburg,
S. C. — Dismissed appUcation for new
station.
Mrs. Jane Rascoe, Corpus Christi,
Tex. — Granted request to amend application to specify isao kc in lieu of loBO
kc 2a0 w D; accepted amendment and
removed application from hearing docket; dismissed petition insofar as it
requests grant of application.
Prairie Radio Corp., Lincoln, 111. —
Granted continuance indefinitely of
hearing on application, pending action
on petition for reconsideration and
St. Mary's University Bcstg. Corp.^
grant.
San
Antonio, Tex. — Granted extension
of time cisiontoin proceeding
file exceptions
initial deuponto application
and that of Metropolitan Bcstg. Co.,
Alamo Heights, Tex. to Sept. la.
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— Granted continued hearing on application and that
of WISE Asheville, N. C. to Sept. 29;
dismissed motion to take depositions.
Eastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastland,
Tex. — Granted continued hearing from
Aug. 8 to Sept. 9.
By Examiner Resnick
New Rochelle Bcstg. Service Inc.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. — Granted petition
in part, requesting continuance of
hearing on its application and that of
Suburban Bcstg. Corp., New Rochelle,
N. Y.; hearing continued to Sept. 26.
By Examiner Cooper
WMAW Milwaukee — Granted petition
to continue hearing on applications for

KAPLOW IN EUROPE
Will Interview AAF Units
STAFF ANNOUNCER Herb Kaplow of WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J., left Aug. 2 for Washington, D. C, on first stop enroute
to Europe to make a series of
recorded interviews with U. S.
Army Airforce personnel from
New Jersey, now stationed with
AAF triesunits
in the occupied counof Europe.
Recorded interviews will be used
for a series of programs being prepared and broadcast in cooperation
with the New Jersey Assn. of
Broadcasters and US AAF. Series
will be broadcast sometime in the
fall over WCTC and the other 17
member stations of the New Jersey
Radio Network.
Mr. Kaplow's itinerary includes
Newfoundland, Paris, and return
to New Brunswick via southern
route about Sept. 1 after visiting
AAF installations in occupied
countries.
license and for consent to involuntary
transfer of control; hearing continued
indefinitely.
By Examiner Johnson
Terrell Broadcast Corp., Terrell, Tex.
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application to change ant. array.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Continued
hearing19. on application from Aug. 10 to
Aug.
By Examiner Hutchison
Ukiah Bcstg. Co., Ukiah, Calif.—
Granted petition for continuance of
hearing on its application and that of
Mendocino Bcstg. Co., Ukiah, Calif.;
hearing continued from Aug. 17 to
Sept. 19.
August 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WABA Aquadilla, P. R.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WPRA Mayaguez, P. R.— Mod. CP
new AM station to increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extenPa. sion of completion date: KOIN-FM
Portland, Ore.; WLYC Williamsport,
WKFM
Sandusky, Ohio— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to
28 kw, ant. to 205 ft.
WISC-FM Madison, Wis.— Mod. CP
mc).
new FM station to change from Channel 255 (98.9 mc) to Channel 251 (98.1
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to 3-16-50.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Reinstatement of CP
WOST Sparta, Tenn.— Request to rekc 1 kw instateD.CP for new AM station 1050
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Orange Belt Station, Redlands, Calif.
—DISMISSED
AM station on Aug.
1410 kc5 application
500 w D. for
(Continued on page 66)
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TUBES
MCiMAKfRS

IN DESIGN

SERVICE-PROVED
AVAILABLE

IN A WIDE

RANGE

CAPACITIES

MODULATION, amplification, final
output, all need d-c power . .
us, dependable if ofF-the-air
inuo
cont
periods are to be avoided. Your rectifier tubes are basic; good rectifier
tubes make for good broadcasting.
So buy Genera! Electric— buy the
best!

by new G-E designs, such as the
GL-5630 ignitron for a-c to d-c conversion. With this high -capacity tube

Design improvement is constant,
with G-E rectifier types ever-new in
their efficiency. For example, the
new straight-side bulbs of Types
GL-8008 and GL-673 give an
increased temperature margin of
safety; their slim contour also makes
the tubes easier to handle, better to
install.

phone your nearby G-E electronics
office for expert assistance in selecting the right G-E rectifier types.
There are more than a dozen from

Future AM-FM-TV power-requirement possibilities are matched

it is possible to supply— economically, reliably — direct current in
large amounts to broadcast transmitters.
If you build or design equipment,

which to choose. If a station operator needing tubes for replacement,
your local G-E tube distributor will
be glad to serve you promptly, efficiently, out of ample stocks on hand.
ElectronicsDepartmentfGeneralElectric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL
FIRST AND

GREATEST

Type

Cathode
voltage

Cathode
current
5 amp

GL-866-A
GL-8008
GL-673
GL-869-B

2.5 V
5 V

7.5 amp
10 amp
19 amp

GL-857-B

ROADCASTING

OF

5V
5V
5V

• Telecasting

30 amp

ELECTRIC
NAME

IN ELECTRONICS

voltagepeak
Anode
10,000
10,000
15,000
20,000

V
V
V
V

22,000 V

Anode
1 amppeak
current
5 amp
6 amp
10 amp
(*20 amp)
40 amp

Anode avg
current
0.25 amp
1.25 amp
1 .5 amp
2.5
(*5 amp
amp)
1 0 amp

{*Quadrafure operation)
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JUDGES PICKED
To Rule on NARND Contest
FOUR EXPERTS in the field of radio news have been selected to judge
entries in the 1949 awards program
set up by National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, according to an announcement by NARND Director
Sig Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolis.
The four are General Manager
E. R. Vadeboncoeur of WSYR
Syracuse, N. Y. ; Wilton Cobb, general manager WMAZ Macon, Ga. ;
Prof. Mitchell V. Charnley of U. of
Minnesota school of journalism,
and NAB Public Rela(tions Director
Robert K. Richards. Mr. Cobb is
now chairman of NAB's radio news
committee and Mr. Vadeboncoeur
is a former chairman. Mr. Richards is a former working radio
newsman and Mr. Charnley is author of a book on radio news entitled News by Radio.
Awards will be made in three
classifications — to the single individual who through his broadcasting or allied radio activities has
made the gi'eatest contribution to
the progress of radio news during
the past year; to the station whose
news department has achieved the
greatest record of community service, and to the TV station whose
community service record through
its news presentation is judged to
be most outstanding.
Deadline for entries is Sept. 1
and contest is open to NARND
members and non-members alike.
Entries should be addressed to
Erie Smith, KMBC Kansas City,
Mo., and be postmarked not later
than Aug. 31.

TODAY

Send me 52 weekly issues,
1949 MARKETBOOK, and
1950 Yearbook in January.
NAME

AIDS IN FIRE
KXRO Gets Identification
IMPORTANT ROLE of public
service was played by KXRO Aberdeen, Wash., after a spectacular
early morning fire swept the local
Lafayette Hotel, killing seven.
At the police chief's request,
Fred Goddard, KXRO manager,
started the broadcast day requesting listeners to call police department and supply information leading to identification of bodies
because records were destroyed
and the owner was killed in the
blaze. Within a half hour, five
guests were identified, the remaining two later. Station continued
to cover developments with special
news bulletins.
Program Director Art Lindsay's
transcribed on-the-spot account led
off the Alka-Seltzer Newspaper of
the Air that day over Mutual-Don
Lee from Hollywood.

STREET
Special WXYZ Studio
SPECIAL studio for tape-recordCITY
ZONE STATE
ing of shows and handling of
$7.00 1 Yr.
$12.00 2 Yrs.
delayed broadcasts has been completed at WXYZ (ABC) Detroit.
I ENCLOSE $
Known as Studio F, the room has a
PLEASE BILL ME □
variety of modern eouipment. Each
show is recorded and played-back
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
; Naf I Press Bidg., Wash., D. C. | twice, it was reported by Chief
Engineer Charles Kotcher.
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NARBA CHANGES
Listed For Mexico By FCC

ly
Jr., former
EWnewsF. HICKE
ANDR
Provistaff ofY WPJB
with
dence, R. I., has been appointed
chief of news room at WNEB Worcester, Mass.
JIMMIE WILLISON, formerly of
WSMB New Orleans, La., has joined
WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla., as news
assistant.
CHUCK BURR, formerly staff announcer with WHLD Niagara Falls,
N. Y., has joined WXRA Buffalo as
sportscaster. Previously, Mr. Burr
was announcer at KMUS Muskogee,
Okla.
NICK CAMPOFREDA, for five years
radio and TV sportscaster and m.c. on
several Baltimore stations, has joined
WAAM (TV) Baltimore as sportscaster on Sports Room program.
WALTER TROHAN, chief of Washington bureau of Chicago Tribune, will
substitute for Fulton Lewis, Jr. on
MBS during latter's vacation through
Aug. 19.
CLIFTON UTLEY, NBC Chicago news
commentator, is on six-week European tour. ELMER PETERSON,
NBC Hollywood, replaces him.
CHARLES SHAW replaces Newscaster BILL HENRY on MBS, Mon.Fri., 8:55-9 p.m., until Aug. 26,
while latter takes vacation. Program
sponsored by Johns-Manville through
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
WAYNE GRIFFIN, ABC Chicago
sportscaster, has been chosen favorite
wrestling announcer of 1949 by east
and midwest viewers in poll conducted
by Wrestling As You Like It magazine.
BILL NEWELL, director of radio, Public Information Office, Port Ord., Calif.,
has been awarded Army Certificate of
Achievement for his work in organizing and supervising radio section of
Fort Ord's PIO. Mr. Newell was formerly head of Vancouver (B.C.) Sun
radio department and also was on
staff of KOMO Seattle as news announcer and writer.
MILWAUKEE Common Council has
cited WTMJ and WTMJ-FM for assisting "the cause of civic betterment" by donating time for Mr.
Milwaukee
every other Saturday.

CHANGES in assignment of existing stations and provisions for
new outlets in Mexico were reported by FCC last week upon
notification from that country under the provisions of the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement. Changes and new
stations include following:
XEON switch
TuxtlafromGutierrez,
Granted
1330 kc toChis.—
1 kw
day
on
920
kc.
XEDS
Mazatlan,
Sin.—
Granted power boost from 500 w to
1 kw day, 500 w night, on 1420 kc.
XEGS
Sahuayo,
power
boost from
100 w Mich.
to 250— Granted
w, on 1450
kc.
New station grants — Agua Prieta, Son.,
1 kw on 1010 kc; La Barca, Jal., 250 w
day on 1090 kc; Queretaro, Qro., 1 kw
day on 1570 kc.
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 6i)

August 10 Applications . . .
ite.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WORM Easton, Md. — Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion jsel
date.
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station: iiSS
WCEN
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.; WCBA
Corning, N. Y.; KTFY Brownfield, Tex.
Reinstatement of CP
last
WONO
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y.— CP
to reinstate
CP new
AM station
on
900 kc 250 w D.
Iri
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KBTM-FM
Jonesboro, Ark.; WDBO-FM Orlando, le
Fla.; KVOB-FM Alexandria, La,;
WDSU-FM New Orleans; WCUM-FM
Cumberland, Md.; WKFM Sandusky,
Ohio; WKBN-FM
Youngstown, Ohio;
WHP-FM
Pittsburgh. Harrisburg, Pa.; WMOT
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y. — Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1470
WMBD
Peoria, 111. — ^Mod. CP to
change from 1470 kc 5 kw unl. DA-N
to 1470 kc 5 kw unl. DA-DN.
AMENDMENT RETURNED
Pinellas Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla.— RETURNED Aug. 2 request to
amend application to specify Channel
7 (174-180 mc) in lieu of Channel 5
(76-82 mc), if relinquished by WSEE
be
(TV) with alternative, consideration
6 (82-88 mc) if
Channel
given for7 does
not become available.
Channel
order with proout ofprocedure).
(Returned
posed rule asmaking
(Continued on page 68)
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Baseball
*

(Continued from page 23)
compromise would give a local
club veto power over local broad,casts of other games only at times
when the local club is playing at
| home or having an away-fromj^.home game broadcast or telecast at
„ ^home.
This idea was broached by the
baseball attorneys in the conference. They felt it would remove
most of the legal objections to
c.| Rule 1(d) as it now stands and that
I the degree of "restraint" which
would remain would be upheld by
the courts as "reasonable." Justice
authorities apparently agreed, at
■ least
in partof— itas toindicated
by their
submission
the stations
for
comment. They reportedly reserved opinion on the "reasonableness" of the remaining restraint.
There was nothing reserved
labout WISR Butler's comments on
the plan, however. In a letter by
Seymour
Krieger of Courtney,
\Krieger & Jorgensen, Washington
counsel, the station replied that
"it would be just as sensible to
put a condition on the operating
authority of the Pennsylvania
Railroad to operate trains between
, Washington and New York so that
the Pennsylvania Railroad could
not carry passengers on those days
when any given bus line desired
to haul passengers between those
two points."
Mr. Krieger's Feeling
Mr. Krieger in his letter, dated
Aug. 1, maintained that "a consent
decree which grants 2% relief is
worse than no consent decree at
all, because it will give baseball's
private government
a basis of
authority that it lacks today and
will make it practically impossible
for any individual station ... to
; attack baseball's restrictive and
i illegal practices in a private antiI trust suit."
He urged the department to
t' start suit if it cannot strike down
' "the completely restrictive prac' tices" by consent decree.
The Justice spokesmen made
plain in their session with Commissioner Chandler's representatives that they regard baseball
broadcast and telecasts as interstate commerce, irrespective of
the 1922 Supreme Court decision
which held that baseball itself is
not.
Counsel for the commissioner
argued that baseball is essentially
a sport, not a business. On this
ground they contended that the
legal analogies drawn by the
Justice officials — such as their
claim that Rule 1(d) effects a
pooling of the control of news
comparable to the pooling of
patents in other fields — were
largely inapplicable and improper.
The baseball representatives insisted it is in the public interest
as well as baseball's to protect
minor league clubs against the
competition of major league broadcasts and telecasts. Accordingly
BROADCASTING

permission to Station WISR it
granted
permission
to the
compet-to
ing station
in Butler,
WBUT,
broadcast the games of the Pittsburgh Pirates," Mr. Krieger wrote.
Commissioner Chandler's subsequent ruling which denied the
Butler Tigers' right to choose between stations, the attorney declared, came as "small comfort"
halfway through the baseball season after WISR had lost the
broadcast rights which it had
enjoyed for the past seven seasons^

PACIFIC HOOPERS— July 1949 Year Ago
No. of
Program
Cities
Sponsor Agency Hooper
Walter Winchell (2 mos) t 6 Kaiser-Frazer (Weintraub) 22.2 Hooper
22.5 -|-or — Pos.
Adv. of Sam Spade 6 Wildroot Co. (BBDO) 17.2 12.9
Horace Heidt
6
Morris (Biow) 14.3 13.8
26
The Whistler 6 Philip
Signal OilTobacco
(Stebbins)
12.1
Hit Parade on Parade 6 American
(BBDO) 11.3
17
Let George Do It
6 Standard Oil (BBDO) 10.4
8.6
+1.8
5
Inner Sanctum 6 Emerson Drug (BBDO) 10.0
+ 4.3
7.8 —2.8
+1.9
Mystery Theatre 6 Sterling Drug (D-F-S) 9.7 12.8
Big Story
6 Am. Cig. & Cig. (SSC&B) 9.6
+0.5
Mr. District Attorney 6 Bristol-Myers (DC&S)
9.3
Count of Monte Cristo
Golden
State
Dairy
(BBDO)
9.0
(2
mos)
3
6
Take It Or Leave It 6 Eversharp (Biow)
8.9 12.4 —3.5
9
Break the Bank
6 Bristol Myers (DC&S) 8.9
9.8 —0.9
Mr. Keen
6
+0.3 18
(Murray) 8.9 8.6
A Life In Your Hands 6 Whitehall
B&W Tobacco (Seeds) 8.8
t Second broadcast on same day provides more than one opportunity to hear program.

they contend the courts would uphold Rule 1(d) if its elimination
would seriously threaten the existence of smaller clubs.
An offshoot of Rule 1(d) which
the department representatives
criticized was clubs' refusal to
consent to broadcasts of "outside"
games within
their "home"
tories. They indicated
they terriwere
more concerned with the practices
of the major league clubs in this
respect than with those of minor
league organizations, and that they
had been informed at least two
clubs in the majors are opposed
to any restrictive broadcasting
practices.
The baseball attorneys reiterated
that an enforced policy of "freefor-all" broadcasts or telecasts
would be contrary to law; that it
would invite if not compel disaster
for many minor league teams; and
that a modification of present practices under the controverted Rule
1(d) could be achieved to protect
the "home" teams, major and
minor, against competition with
telecasts and broadcasts of outside
games without endangering free
dissemination of news.
'Exclusives' Questioned
The department also questioned
the leagues'
arrangements with "exclusive"
Western Union
for
transmission of play-by-play material,notandtoWestern
agreement
furnishUnion's
such service
without the consent of the club
where the game originated. The
baseball attorneys countered that
such arrangements were necessary
for protection of the home club's
property rights in the news of the
game.
Another point raised by Justice
authorities was Commissioner
Chandler's exclusive right to
award the broadcast and telecast
rights to World Series and All
Star games. Their chief concern
appeared to be with the commissioner's practice of granting such
rights to a single network. They
felt such games should be available to stations throughout the
country.
The commissioner's counsel denied that this practice is improper.
They argued that the owner of any
property may legally dispose of
it on an exclusive basis to whatever purchaser he wishes. The
department officials did not appear

• Telecasting

'Object Strenuously'
Mr. Krieger said "we object
strenuously to any veto power
whatsoever on the part of the local
ball club to interfere with the
broadcast of games in which [it]
has absolutely no property interest." The Butler Tigers' veto
power under the compromise plan
circulated by the Justice Dept., he
declared, "would be just as effective as the veto power it has under
the present restrictive major

to be persuaded, however.
Attorneys for Mr. Chandler conceded that certain practices had
grown up which were not contemplated by Rule 1(d). Accordingly,
they told the department, Commissioner Chandler earlier this year
issued a ruling interpreting Rule
1(d) and ordering that specific
practices be discontinued.
May Ruling
This ruling apparently was the
one circulated during May, holding
that a minor league team has the
final word on whether major league
games may be broadcast in its
home territory but, having agreed
to such broadcasts, has nothing
to say about which station may
carry them [Broadcasting, May
23]. The interpretation is applicable to telecasts as well as broadcasts, and also to major league
teams with respect to local broadcasts and telecasts of games in
which they are not engaged.
It was this point which provoked WISR's complaint. The
Butler station wanted to broadcast
the games of the Pittsburgh
Pirates. But, Attorney Krieger
told the Justice Dept., the station
was unable to secure the permission of the local Butler Tigers.
"This local club had absolutely
no property interest in the ball
games sought to be broadcast, nor
did it even have any legitimate
interest in preventing their broadcast, since at the same time that
the local club refused to grant

Both listeners and advertisers,
league
he
said,rule."
would object to a plan
whereby the Pirates games could
be carried in Butler only when the
Butler Tigers are not playing at
home or having their away games
broadcast or telecast at home. He
continued :
The ouslylisteners
object strenuto such anwould
arrangement,
since
they would never be sure when they
could hear the broadcasts, and the
advertising
sponsors
pay for thein
broadcasts would
not who
be interested
this kind of partial service. . . .
... It is said that baseball is a
sport and that therefore restrictive
rules in the field of baseball are unjustified. This argument is completely
untenable, since we are here concerned
with the exclusively commercial
aspects of baseball. . . .
The only conceivable justification
[of the proposed modification] is that
the local club wants protection from
competition. By the same token the
local club
arrangements with might
motion enter
pictureinto
distributors,
motion picture theatres, operators of
sporting arenas, and the operators of
amusement parks for them to cease
operations during these same periods in
order to drive patrons to the ball park
to see the local club. To prove that
such arrangements would violate the
Sherman Act requires no extensive
argument.
It is respectfully requested that the
department
all possible speed to move
strikeahead
down with
the elaborate
private government which baseball
interests have set up, in order that
there might be some possibility for
relief before the next baseball season
gets under way. . . .
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 66)
August 1 1 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Lakewood Bcstg. Co. Dallas, Tex. —
Designated
foi- hearing
for
CP new station
on 1480 application
kc 1 kw unl.,
DA-DN. on consolidated proceedings
with applications KVOL Lafayette, La.,
and KRMD Shreveport, La. now
scheduled Sept. 8.
Change Granted
WPRA in Mayaguez,
P. R.— Granted
changes
trans, and DA.
Hearing Designated
Wake Bcstg. Co. Raleigh, N. C. and
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C— Designated
for consolidated hearing application of
Wake Bcstg. Co. for new station on
1390 kc 1 kw D and application to
change WFNC from 1450 kc 250 w unl.
to 1390 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
Extension Denied
KJAN Opelousas, La. — On basis apparent lack of diligence denied applicompletioncationdatefor further
of KJANextension
910 kc of1 kw
unl.
DA-Ninginformed
applicant
that
hearrequested within 20 days,if denial
wiU be set aside pending outcome.
Waiver Granted
WABB Worcester, Mass., and WMTW
Portland,
Me. —andGranted
Sec.
1.363 of rules
acceptedwaiver
for filing
amended applications for assignment of
license from Yankee Network to Radio
Enterprises. Original applications were
denied and Yankee petitioned to amend
to show new method of flat rental
instead of rental based on gross profits
[BROADCASTING, May 30]
Modification of CP
WHHH
CP
(granted Dec.Warren,
i2, 1948, Ohio—
for 1440Mod.
kc 5 kw
unl.) so as to specify directional pattern for day and night operation in
accordance with WHHH agreement
with WBCM Bay City, Mich.
Request Granted
KSET
El
Paso, Tex.—until
Granted
to cease operation
Aug. request
31, to
permit refinancing of corp.
SSA— Granted
WOKO tensionAlbany,
SSA on 1460N. kcY.—1 Granted
kw D 500ex-w
night; also extension of SSA to use
WE
trans15,for1950.
aux. purposes with
500 w106-B
to Feb.
Oral Argument Scheduled
Commission scheduled for oral argu17 proposed
rule-making
May 19ment Oct.
which
would amend
Parts ofO
and 1 of rules to authorize licensees
and permittees of standard broadcast
stations, upon informal application,
to locate, maintain and use studios or
apparatus for production of programs
to be transmitted or delivered to
foreign radio stations in cases where
such programs will be or have been
broadcast by domestic station.
Extension Denied
Redlands Bcstg. Co. Redlands, Calif.
—denied
On basis
apparent for
lack extension
of diligenceof
application
completion date of Class A FM station
informed applicant if hearing requested
within 20 days, denial will be set aside
pending outcome.
Request Denied
WQXR-FM
New York, N.Y.—
Denied
request for authorization
to transmit
weather maps or charts by multiplex
facsimile with transmission standards
other than those specified by Commission.
Following granted mod. of terms of
present authorizations:
Chicago—
ERP 500fromft.
40 WGNB
kw to 35
kw andChange
ant. from
to 530 ft.
WUOA330 Tuscaloosa,
— Change
ant.
from
ft. to 80 ft.Ala.and
ERP from
14.2 kw to 4.8 kw.
WHLD-FM
Niagara
Change
ERP from
20 kw Falls,
to 46 kwN.Y.—
and
ant. from 415 ft. to 420 ft.
WCBC-FM
Anderson,
Ind.—
Change
ERP from 320 w to 350 w.
WILM-FM Wilmington, Del.— Change
trans, power output from 9.4 kw to
7.7 kw, ant. from 440 ft. to 330 ft.,
subject to approval of application
which
provides
mounting
of FM ant.
on
vertical
radiator
of WILM.
WDHN New Brunswick, N. J.—
Change ERP from 580 w to 1 kw and
ant. from 120 ft. to 80 ft.
WRC-FM
trans,
power Washington,
output from D.3.7C—kwChange
to 4.1
kw subject to condition that permittee
shall satisfy legitimate complaints of
blanketing; prior to commencement of
Page 68
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Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Class
AM Stations
Stations
FM Stations
TV
* 5 on air

In
cations
Pending Hearing
375
Appli346
241
182
59
30
kw unlimited. DA-2. Request previously set aside by Commission in
proposed decision of June 17, 1948.
Grant subject
to engineering
conditions. Order Aug.
11.

al
OnTot
Air Licensed
2,028 1,977
394
739
74
17

Docket Actions ...
FINAL DECISIONS
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Final decision
granting
Broadcasting Co., bid
for ofnewCommunity
AM station
on 1400
kc, 100 w unlimited. Principals in
company include: Leslie C. Smith,
loan company, 43%%; B. G. Moffett,
attorney, 43%%; J. H. Mayberry, radio
engineer, 12y>%.
Decision Aug. 11.
Valdosta, Ga. — Valdosta Broadcasting
Co., in final decision granted new AM
station 910 kc, 5 kw unlimited DA-N.
Principals in Valdosta are: George
B. Cook, Insurance, president 300
shares stock; A. Julian Strickland,
cotton mills, vice president 300 shares;
L. O. Smith, automobile business,
secretary-treasurer
shares;
remain-B.
ing ten shares are 330held
by Tom
Smith, retail druggist. Completing application of Okefenokee Broadcasting
Co. at Waycross, Ga. on 910 kc, 1
kw unlimited
sion Aug. 11. DA-N, denied. DeciWIBK Knoxville,
Tenn. denied
— Independent
Broadcasting
Co. Inc.,
license
to cover CP for new AM station on
800 kc, 1 kw daytime. Denied CP
for new FM station Channel 258 (99.5
mc).ity toIndependent
is grantedoperation
authorcontinue temporary
for ninety days to wind up affairs.
See story this issue. Decision Aug. 11.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Dayton,
Ohio — Dismissed
moot
petition of Skyland
Broadcastingas Corp.,
requesting
waiver
of
conditions
imposed on grant of applications for AM
and FM
CPs
which
required
disposition by Ronald B. Woodyard of his
interest in Radio Voice of Springfield
Inc., Springfield, Ohio. Order Aug. 11.
WAAF andChicago,
111. — Memorandum
opinion
order granting
petitions
of Corn Belt Publishers to change from
950 kc, 1 kw daytime to 950 kc 5
program test data shall be submitted
to Commission showing that trans, is
capable of meeting the performance
requirements
set forth under Sections
8 and IIB of Standards.
WTAM-FM
Change
ERP from 11.5Cleveland.
kw to 14 Ohio
kw —and
ant.
from 620 ft. to 575 ft.
KRIC-FM
Beaumont,
Tex.
—
Change
ERP from 19 kw to 14 kw, ant. from
465 ft. to 360 ft,, site subject to approval
by CAA;strued as approval
this grantforis use
not ofto tower
be con-as
radiator by standard station, merits of
which will be determined from application.
WRVC
Va.—and
Change
ERP
from
7 kwNorfolk,
to 8.2 kw
ant. from
250 ft. to 230 ft., site subject to approval
by CAA.
August 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KFGT Fremont, Neb. — Mod. license
to increase
250
w unl. power from 100 w unl. toKTLWcense to change
Texas City,
Tex.—
from 920
kc Mod.
1 kw li-D
to 920 kc 1 kw-D 250 w-N.
AM— 1560 kc
Mrs. Jane Rascoe, Corpus Christi,
Tex.— CP new AM station 1580 kc 250
w D AMENDED to request 1560 kc
250 w D.
Modification of CP
WVMI Biloxi, Miss. — Mod. CP new
AM tion
station
date. for extension of compleLicense for CP
License to cover CP new FM station: WLWF Columbus, Ohio; WLWB
Dayton, Ohio; KCLE-FM Cleburne,
Tex.

Cond'l
Grants
CPs
211
449 13*
101

Non-Docket Actions . . .
FM GRANT
Asheboro, N. C. — Asheboro BroadCo. Inc., granted
FM ERP
station oncastingChannel
222 (92.3newmc),
10 kw, antenna height above average
terrain 650 ft. Estimated cost of construction $23,262.
ApplicantGranted
is licensee of WGWR
Asheboro.
Aug. 11.
AM GRANTS
Broken Bow, Neb. — Custer County
Broadcasting Co., granted new AM
station on 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited.
Estimated cost $14,364. Principals:
Bud Crawford, radio repairman and
engineer, president and 25% owner;
Georgia Crawford, secretary-treasurer,
30%; dent,
Clyde George
Losh, T.rancher,
presiBacke,by vice
accountant
who has 10%;been
employed
New York
Stock Exchange, 2.5%; Gerald Thurman, county superintendent of schools,
2.5%; Carl R. Swanson, engineer at
WCFL Chicago, 5%. Granted Aug. 11.
Roanoke, Ala. — Roanoke Broadcastnew AM
station cost
on
1360 ing
kc,Co.,1 granted
kw daytime.
Estimated
$18,300. Equal partners in company are
E. L. Roberts, owner of WGAD Gadsden, Ala., and J. W. Buttram, general
manager of WGAD and 5% owner
WFEB
Sylacauga, Ala. Granted Aug.
11.
Fort
Payne,
Ala. —AMFortstation
Payne onon 1250
the
Air, granted new
kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated cost
$14,800. Principals include: Glenn
A. Gravitt, cashier State National
Bank, Fyffe, Ala.; J. C. Vessels, chief
engineer WGAD Gadsden, Ala., H.
V. Roberts, Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Co.
Granted Aug. 11.
WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss.— Hub City
Broadcasting Co. Inc. granted switch
in frequency from 1220 kc to 1230
kc and change in hours of operation
from
daytime
Granted250 wAug.
11. to 250 w unlimited.
WWSC Radio
Glens Inc.,
Falls,granted
N. Y.— svrltcb
Great
Northern
in facilities from 1450 kc, 250 w unto 1410 kc,Aug.
1 kw-D,
DA-N. limitedGranted
11. 500 w-N
WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C— The
Advance cilities
Inc.,
granted
change
in fa-to
from 560
kc, 500
daytime
560 kc,tionalIkw-D,
500
w-N
using
direcday and night. Granted Aug.
11.
KGVO
Missoula,
Mont.
—
Mosby's
granted increase in power fromInc.5
kw-D, 1 kw-N to 5 kw unlimilted
DA-DN on 1290 kc. Granted Aug. 11.
KGCX Sidney, Mont.— E. E. Krebsbach granted increase in nighttime
power from 1 kw to 5 kw DA-DN on
1480 kc. Granted Aug. 11.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WAYN Rockingham, N. C— Granted
assignment of license from Wayne
M. Nelson to Radio Station WAYN
Inc., of which Mr. Nelson is sole
OAvner. WAYN is assigned 1 kw day
on 900 kc. Granted Aug. 9.
WFOR-AM-FM Hattiesburg, Miss.—
Granted assignment of license from
C. J. Wright, B. M. Wright and C.
J. WrightcastingJr
as Forrest
Broad-of
Co. tod/bnew
corporation
same name and ownership. WFOR
is
assigned
250 w on 1400 kc. Granted
Aug.
9.
WBAT
Marion,
fer of 150 sharesInd.in— Granted
Marion transRadio
Corp., from Dr. Ed. E. Schons and
William E. Schons to H. G. Hipps,
K. A. Botkin and Dr. G. E. Botkin.
Dr. Edward Schons and William
E. Schons jointly held 50% of stock,
which
HarryandHipp
on behalf
of himself
Dr. acquired
G. E. Botkin
and
Kermit A. Botkin. Present holdings:

Dr. Botkkin 10%; K. A. Botkin 10%
and Mr. Hipp 30%. John H. Bone,
president
and 50%Consideration
owner retains$22,000.
original interest.
WBAT time.
is assigned
1600
kc,
500
w
dayGranted Aug. 11.
KNET ofPalestine,
Tex. —Gordon
GrantedB.
transfer
control from
McLendon tr/as Palestine Broadcasting
Co. to a corporation consisting of Billy
Averitte sonville,
Laurie,
KEBE Laurie,
JackTex., 50% owner
Leita Moye
employe KEBE, 49%; Jo Ann Laurie
Spencer, employe
1%.time Mr.to
McLendon
withdraws KNET,
to devote
management
of
business
outside
Pales-is
tine and sells for $32,500. KNET
assigned 1450 kc, 250 w daytime.
Granted Aug. 11.
WGNI of
Wilmington,
N. C— in
Granted
transfer
negative control
New
Hanover Broadcasting Co., from J.
S. Brody to Suffolk Broadcasting Corp.
100 shares of new voting stock are
issued and sold to Suffolk for $300
per share. Ownership is now: J. S.
Brody 30%; Leo Brody 15.20%; Charles
Brody 14.80% and Suffolk Broadcasting
Co 40%. WGNI is assigned 1340 kc,
250 w unlimited.
Granted Aug. 11.
KRIC-AM-FM Beaumont, Tex. —
Granted assignment of license and CP
from KRIC Inc., to The Enterprise
Co. for a consideration of $50,000.
Stockholder,
directorstheandsame.
officersKRIC
remain substantially
is
assigned
1450
kc,
250
w
unlimited.
Granted Aug. 11.
WVIM Vicksburg,
assignment of license Miss.
from — P.Granted
K. Ewing
Jr., F. C. Ewing and Myrtle r,I. Ewing
d/b as Ewing Broadcasting Co. to
Radio Mississippi Inc., new corporation headed by James T. Ownby who
has 16%%
interest
WCTA Andalusia, Ala., and
WJXNin Jackson,
Miss.,
and
20%
interest
in
WULA
Eufaula,
Ala.,
president
and
16%%
owner.
Jefferson Dige Bishop, secretary 16%%,
has same radio interests as Mr. Ownby.
M. D. Taylor, 60% owner of Taylor
Auto Parts, Andalusia and Panama
City, Fla., vice president 16%%.
Others with 16%% interest include,
R. B. Anderson, owner Anderson Peanut Co.; Tracy Wilder, Nehi Bottling
Co.; Charles Dixon, real estate dealer.
Consideration
operates with 250is w$30,000.
unlimitedWVIM
on 1490
kc. Granted Aug. 11.
WEDR Birmingham,
— Granted
assignment
of constructionAla.permit
from
E. M. McElroy and J. E. Reynolds d/b
as Magic City Broadcasting Co., to
new corporation
composed
of following: J. E. Reynolds,
manager
WJRD
Tuscaloosa, Ala., president 33}^%; Leah
L. Doss 40% owner Howard Finance Co.,
Birmingham, Ala., vice president 33]/3%;
John A.caturThompson,
SZYsVc33%%.
owner DeDevelopment Co.,
Mr.
McElroy sells his interest for $1,000.
WEDR istime.assigned
1220
kc,
1
kw
dayGranted Aug. 11.
KCOI Coalinga,
Calif. D.
— Granted
assignment of CP from
O. Kiimie,
sole owner, to a partnership of Albert
F. Blain, 45%, Forrest W. Hughes
10%, and Richard E. Newman Jr.,
45%
d/b as stated
KCOI heBroadcasting
Co.
Mr. Kinnie
needed capital
for other business and sells for $500.
Mr. Blain is sales manager and part,
owner KKIN Visalia, Calif. Mr. Hughes
is
chief owns
engineer
and Taft,
Mr.
Newman
SanitaryKKIN
Laundry,
Calif. KCOI is authorized 500 w day
on 1470 kc. Granted Aug. 11.
WWSO ofSpringfield,
transfer
control of Ohio.—
Radio Granted
Springfield Inc. through sale of 50% of stock
by Gus Sun, Phil Chakeres, Robert
Shaw and Gus Sun Jr. to Bradley
Kincaid and S. A. Sisler Jr. for a
consideration of $36,500. Mr. Sisler
has a part
interest
in WKYWVa.,Louisville, WXGI
Richmond,
and
WXLW
Indianapolis
and
prior
to
transfer already had 25% interest in WWSO.
Mr. Shaw is general manager and
40% owner Gus Sun Booking Agency,
as well as 25% owner WWSO. WWSO
is assigned 1210 kc, 250 w daytime.
Granted Aug. 11.
WPGHto transfer
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — ofGranted
consent
of control
55.33%
of voting stock to Henry A. Bergstrom,
W. A. Turner, George C. Harton and
F. Garratt Richter. WPGH is assigned 1080 kc, 1 kw daytime. Granted
Aug. 11.
WQQW toWashington,
C— Granted
consent
transfer ofD. control
from
about 200 present stockholders to 10
voting stockholders, Morris Rodman,
Irwin Gieger, Pierson Underwood, M.
Robert Rogers, Jesse I. Miller, Wallace
M.
Cohen, Marcus
Goldman,
Ackerman
and Samuel
and Leonard
Teresa
Liss, all present stockholders with the
exception of Mr. Miller. This is a
corporate reoreanization and stock
transaction. WQQW is assigned 570
kc, 1 kw daytime.
Granted Aug. 11.
KXLW-AM-FM
Granted
transfer Clayton,
of control inMo.—
St.
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Louis County Broadcasting Co., from
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Runnion to Lee
J., Silas E. and T. Virgil Sloan, brothers, by sale of 52.2% of stock for
§25,000. KXLW is assigned 1320 kc,
1 kw daytime. Granted Aug. 11.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Manitowoc, Wis. — Manitowoc Broadcasting Co., 980 kc, 500 w daytime.
Estimated cost $33,600. Principals:
Edward Allen Jr., 52.09% owner Door
County Broadcasting Co., Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., president 50%; Edward W.
Jacker, consulting radio engineer and
chief engineer WAIT Chicago, 50%.
Filed Aug. 11.
Torrington, Wyo. — Joseph P. Ernst,
Tj
1490 kc,
250 w Mr.
unlimited.
Estimated
I, cost
$19,450.
Ernst sole
owner
'P.) is
also
owner
KWOR
Worland,
and KWRL
Riverton, Wyo. Wyo.,
Filed
Aug. 11.
S j Fall River, Mass. — Bay State Broad's casting Co., 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited.
"Si Estimated cost $61,795.
Applicant is
licensee of WSBM-FM New Bedfoj-d,
"■ in
Mass.,
and
CP
holder
for
station
New Bedford. Facilities AM
sought
are
those
vacated by WALE.
Filed Aug.
10.
Pcinceton, Ind. — M. R. Lankford,
910 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated cost
$15,500. Mr. Lankford is owner of
Lankford Mammoth Hatcheries. Filed
Aug. 10.
TV APPLICATION
Galveston, Tex. — Galveston Television Co., Channel 9 (186-192 mc), ERP
2.64 kw vis., 1.32 kw aur., antenna
height 470.36 ft. Estimated construction cost $109,000, estimated operating
cost first year $70,000, revenue $70,000.
R. Lee Kempner, sole owner owns
15% interest in United States National
Bank of Galveston.
Filed Aug. 11.

WEAS
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STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
11516
FCC as of July 31 follows:
AM
FM
TV
856
Total authorized
739
Total on the air
449
2,183
Licensed (All on air)
10316
2,020
Construction permits
39413
1,977
346
Conditional grants
203
399
251
74
Total applications pending
59
Requests for new stations
1,030
45
Requests to change existing facilities
3742
1
Deletion of licensed stations in July
2938
2
10
Deletion of construction permits

however, could still revoke as an
additional anti -trust penalty).
• The number of assistant general
counsels, assistant chief engineers, and
assistant chief accountants would be
reduced in each case from three to
two; this was deemed practical in
view of another provision allotting
each Commissioner a $10,000-a-year
legal aide.
• A "buffer" staff also would be
created to stand between the Commission and the regular staff, to be
responsible directly to the Commission
for the preparation and review of
decisions, orders, rules and other
memoranda upon assignment by the
Commission.
• FCC action on renewals would
be conditioned
on a finding
that public interest would
be served;
the
rnewal applicant no longer would be
required to make the same complete
showing required of original applicants.
• A Commissioner who resigns could
not, for the remainder of the term
for which he was appointed, represent
any interest within FCC jurisdiction.
Bureau heads and their assistants, and
the Commissioners' personal legal assistants,munications
could not
represent
cominterests before
the Commission for one year after leaving
FCC
job-jumping
bans
wouldemploy.
become These
effective
one year after
enactment of the measure.
• A radio fraud law would be established comparable to the postal
fraud statute.
• Judicial review of all cases involving FCC's
wouldof
be limited
to licensing
the U. power
S. Court
Appeals for the District of Columbia;
provision would be made for appeal
from the Court of Appeals direct to
the Supreme Court on revocations and
non-renewals,
Supreme
view on otherwithcases
upon Court
writ re-of
certiorari as under present procedure.
Senate adoption of the bill came
on a call of the consent calendar.
On its first call, Sen. Andrew F.
Schoeppel (R.-Kans.) relayed an
unspecified objection of Sen. Owen
Brewster (R-Me.), who was absent,
and the measure was passed over.
On its second call a short time later
it was adopted without objection.
Sen. McFarland entered the Senate
Committee report, explaining the
bill [Broadcasting, July 25], into
the record.
The measure's job-jumping ban
won special commendation from
Sen. Hugh Butler (R-Neb.), who a
few weeks ago joined in a demand
for investigation of government
officials who resign and "quickly
turn up as spokesmen and lobbyists for special
interests" [Broadcasting, July 18],

McFarland Bill
(Continued from page 23)
velops, might have to await the
next session of Congress.
There appears to be little or no
; opposition among industry leaders,
but it is known that FCC is doubtful of some of the bill's provisions.
It is openly dismayed over others
— particularly the section which
sets "deadlines" for FCC action on
applications.
This section would establish a
statutory "objective" of action on
original application, renewal and
transfer cases within three months
of filing, and on all hearing cases
within six months after completion
of hearing. Whenever it failed to
meet these deadlines, FCC would
be required to submit an explanation to Congress.
The bill would reorganize the
' Commission staff along functional
lines — presumably into Broadcasting, Common Carrier, and Safety
and Special Services divisions, each
of which would be composed of legal, engineering and accounting
personnel. Salaries of Commissioners would be raised from
$10,000 a year to $15,000, and increases also would be provided for
the bureau chiefs.
In the reorganiaztion of procedure, FCC would be required to
notify applicants before setting
their applications for hsaring, and
He told his colleagues the bill
grants issued without hearing
would remain subject to protest for would help limit "the practice of
30 days. FCC would be required to selling influence by former New
act on such protests within 15 Deal officials," and urged adoption
of "similar legislation applying to
days.
all the other agencies." He said
Other highlights of the measure:
FCC officials "have provided us
• FCC would be empowered for the with a particularly notorious case
fir-st time to issue cease-and-desist
of
this sort of thing, but the FCC is
orders against violators of its rules
and regulations.
not the only agency where the
• FCC's
authority in anti -trust
cases
would be
limited by removal
has been common."
Its present power of revocation overof practice
Sen. Butler noted that in his
licensees which the courts find guilty
earlier statement he had named
of anti-trust violations (the courts.
BROADCASTING
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former FCC Chairmen Paul A.
Porter and Charles R. Denny
among officials who left the Commission and became identified with
communications interests. He said
that since then the name of former
Chairman James Lawrence Fly had
been called to his attention as one
who left FCC "and very shortly
began to represent clients before
the Commission."

NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept.
8-9: Dist. 7, Terrace Plaza, Cincinnati.
Sept.
Dist.Wis.
9, The Northernaire.
Three15-16:
Lakes,
Sept.
19-20:
Dist.
11, Raddisson, Minneapolis.
Sept. 26-27: Dist. 10, Savery, Des
Moines.
Kan.
Sept.
29-30: Dist. 12, AUis, Witchita,
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla. Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct. 17-18: Dist. 4, Carolina Inn, Plnehurst, N. C.
Oct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop,
Pa. Dist. 2, Berkeley-Cartret,
Oct.
27-28:
Ashbury
Park, N. J.
Oct.Boston.
31-Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Nov. 21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac.
Detroit.
Nov. 28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec.
1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14. Utah, Salt Lake City.
Dec. 14-15, Dist 17, Benson, Portland,
Ore.
Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention,
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San P^ancisco.
Sept. 8-10:
Western
Assn.Banffof Springs
Broadcasters annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept.
14-16: Illinois
Broadcasters
Assn. andandNABWisconsin
District
9 meeting, Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes. Wis.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Petition Dismissed
WITH divestment of Ronald B.
Woodyard's interest in WIZE
Springfield, Ohio, FCC last week
dismissed as moot the petition of
WONE-AM-FM there to waive the
condition attached to the grant of
its facilities. Mr. Woodyard, who
is president and 17% owner of
WONE, had been unable to sell his
45% holding in WIZE and asked
the FCC to waive the condition
which required him to do so
[Broadcasting, Nov. 1, 1948]. In
June he sold the WIZE stock for
about $60,000 to five local businessmen, it was reported last week.

INCREASES

Now Operotes with lOkw
WEAS. DECATUR, Ga., has increased power from 1 kw daytime
to 10 kw daytime through new
RCA-type BTA 10-F transmitter
installed under supervision of Chief
Engineer W. H. Keller. Assisting
in the work were Engineers Bill
Parris and Elmo Lee.
Station, now listed as second
most powerful in Atlanta area, is
owned by E. D. Rivers Jr. and
maintains studios at 217 Ponce de
Leon Ave., Decatur.
'PRO FORMA' CASES
FCC Secretary To Handle
IN A NEW MOVE to speed action
on its workload, FCC last Thursday relieved itself of the burden
of
passing
upon and
so-called
"pro
forma" transfer
assignment
cases by empowering the Secretary
to pass upon them.
These are cases involving no
substantial changes in ownership,
as established by the Commission
a few weeks ago [Broadcasting,
July 11]. To this earlier list of
"pro forma" cases — in which the
new single-sheet Form 316 may be
used — the Commission last week
added assignments involving less
than a controlling interest in a
partnership.
FARICY NAMED
Will Head Policy Board
WILLIAM T. FARICY, president
of the Assn. of American Railroads, large buyer of time from
ABC, was named Aug. 3 as chairman of the New Civilian Components Policy Board by Defense
Secretary Louis Johnson.
Mr. Farley's appointment came
soon after President Truman signed
legislation creating the new Department ofDefense. Mr. Faricy is
a 56-year-old veteran of World
War I.
Plans 'Ham' Week
A NATIONAL Amateur Radio
Week, designed to stimulate interest in "ham" operations in the
U. S., would be set aside each year
under provisions of a Senate Joint
Resolution proposed last Monday
by Sen. Raymond E. Baldwin (RConn.). The President would be
authorized to designate a certain
week each year, and to issue a proclamation inviting the American
people to observe it with appropriate exercises. The resolution
(S. J. Res. 123) was referred to
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Don Logan
DON LOGAN, 36, formerly photo
editor of ABC Hollywood publicity
department, died Aug. 5 in Los
Angeles. Prior to joining ABC he
worked in KROW Oakland, Calif.,
publicity department and with
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco. Besides his wife Leora, he
leaves a five-year-old daughter.
August 15, 1949
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At
WGBG

Deadline...

GREENSBORO,

N. C.

TO ACQUIRE WHGR FACILITY
PLANS announced Friday for acquisition of
Guilford Broadcasting Co., grantee for WHGR
Greensboro, N. C. (1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime),
by WGBG, 1-kw Greensboro daytimer on 980
kc. Transfer, subject to FCC approval, stems
from decision of Gilbert M. Hutchinson, owner
of WHGR, grantee firm, to remain in present
post as general manager of WBIG Greensboro.
WGBG, owned and headed by Ralph M.
Lambeth, would use WHGR fulltime facilities
with WGBG call letters, and also would drop
out of current fight with WBBB Burlington,
N. C, for 950 kc with 1 kw fulltime. WGBG
motion to withdraw 950 kc bid was filed with
FCC Friday. Mr. Hutchinson, who won
grant for WHGR in late July [Broadcasting,
Aug. 1], would be reimbursed by WGBG for
out-of-pocket expenses in prosecuting application.
'NEW WJBW TO OPEN
FIVE-YEAR-OLD FCC case involving WJBW
New Orleans finally terminated. Operation
by Charles C. Carlson, who founded station in
1926, slated to cease at midnight last night
order, with "new WJBW"
FCC morning
(Sunday)
to
take airby this
operated by Mr.
Carlson's former wife, Louise C. Carlson. She
won grant for facilities (1230 kc, 250 w, fulltime) when he was denied renewal on grounds
of repeated engineering violations [Broadcasting, May 3, 1948].
Mrs. Carlson, one of South's first women
announcers, will be general manager of new
WJBW, which has entirely new plant and
will have new studios. She helped Mr. Carlson
establish WJBW, served as announcer and
program director prior to their divorce in 1942.
When FCC denied his renewal bid following
extended hearings dating to 1944, he went
to U. S. Court of Appeals and Supreme Court
in unsuccessful attempt to get reversal.
UHF TV OUTLET TO WCTC
EXPERIMENTAL UHF TV outlet granted
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., FCC reported
Friday. Station will use pulsed emission with
power of 20 kw, peak visual, on 660-680 and
700-720 mc bands. Same experimental facilities also are sought in new application filed
by Home News Pub. Co., New Brunswick, AM
applicant and operator of WDHN (FM)
there. Chanticleer Broadcasting Co., WCTC
licensee, applied for facilities fortnight ago
[Broadcasting, Aug. 8].
PETITIONS DENIED BY FCC
PETITIONS of Berachah Church, Philadelphia,
and Rev. J. Frank Norris, Fort Worth, Tex.,
seeking rehearing
of FCC's ofnewtime
rulesin limiting
contracts
for reservation
station
sales, were denied by Commission Friday. No
new evidence or arguments presented, FCC
said. Berachah Church had pact with WPEN
Philadelphia; Rev. Norris, KFJZ Fort Worth.
JUNE TUBE SALES UP
SALES of radio receiver tubes in June totaled
13,923,885 units compared to 13,488,121 in May,
according to Radio Mfrs. Assn. Six-month
output sales this year were 81,663,213 tubes
compared to 100,005,963 same period last year.
June's sales consisted of 9,994,999 tubes for
new sets, 2,695,287 for replacements, 1,087,296
for export and 146,303 for government.
Page 70
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ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
COMPLETED BY NAB
1949 EDITION of NAB Engineering Handbook has gone to press and will be sent to
engineers about Sept. 5, according to Neal
McNaughten, director, NAB Engineering Dept.
Revised and enlarged, handbook has 675
pages and contains FCC rules and regulations,
standards of good engineering practice, design
data, material on television, FM, AM, audio
engineering and a "wealth of information of
constant
will for
be
sent free daily
to all usefulness."
NAB membersHandbook
and offered
sale at $17.50 in limited edition.
NAB has again asked all operating TV stations for comments on FCC's proposed rule
making for TV auxiliary broadcast stations,
consequent
to FCC's
extension of comment
deadline to Oct.
3.
KECA-TV LOS ANGELES
PLANS SEPT. 16 DEBUT
KECA-TV Los Angeles which debuts Sept. 16
with first of UCLA-USC home games, will
operate initially with 17 hours of programming weekly, Frank Samuels, ABC Western
Division vice president, announced.
Mr. Samuels said ABC Board Chairman
Edward J. Noble, President Mark Woods and
Executive Vice President Robert E. Kintner
would be on hand for station's debut. Station's key personnel includes Phil Booth, program director, formerly with KTLA Hollywood, and Richard J. Goggin, senior television
director.
ALLEN BROWN JOINS WLOF
J. ALLEN BROWN, sales director of WPIK
Alexandria, Va., Sept. 1 becomes executive vice
president and general manager of WLOF, 5
kw MBS outlet on 950 kc in Orlando, Fla., succeeding Victor Buissett, resigned. Mr. Brown
has bought one-third stock interest in WLOF
from co-owners, William Joe Sears Jr., president, and Walter C. Shea, secretary-treasurer.
Prior to joining WPIK early in 1949 Mr. Brown
was head of NAB Small Markets Stations Division and before that at WFOY St. Augustine,
Fla., and other southern stations.
BALLANTINE TO AIR FIGHT
p. BALLANTINE & SONS (beer and ale)
through J. Walter Thompson, New York, will
sponsor CBS broadcast of Ray Robinson-Steve
Belloise fight at Yankee Stadium, New York,
Aug. 24. Fight will not be telecast.
HOPE LOSES TAPE FIGHT
BOB HOPE lost arbitration fight for right
to broadcast via tape, in decision handed down
in Los Angeles. Decision supports Lever Bros,
claim contract calls fof live performance.
RITTER

APPOINTS

LORE

BOB LORE, newly appointed sales manager
of P. J. Ritter Co., sponsor of Betty Clark
Sivfjs Sundays on ABC, has taken over supervision of firm's radio activities.
Y&R PROMOTES
.ROLAND GILLETTE,
and Fred S. Sergenian,
ment, for Young &
presidents.

TWO

television supervisor,
manager of art departRubicam, named vice

TONY PROVOST NAMED
WBAL BUSINESS MANAGER
D. L. (Tony) PROVOST, program manager of
WNBC New York, named business manager of
WBAL and WBAL-TV Baltimore, effective
Sept. 6, Comdr. Tom A. Brooks, vice president
of Hearst Radio Inc., announced.
New post necessitated by operation of three
plants in widely separated buildings — mid-city
studios, outskirts TV transmitter and suburban
AM transmitter — will place Mr. Provost in
charge of day-to-day operations of both radio i
and television stations, thus freeing Harold
Burke, manager, for important development
and planning projects. Scope of new expansion
program
designed to outlet
make will
WBALbe country's
leading independent
disclosed
soon by Comdr. Burke, he revealed.
Mr. Provost has been with WNBC since 1942.
His successor has not been appointed but decision is expected early this week.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

.

■

power Mexican "border station" for regular
affiliation. XELO, assigned to 800 kc and
listed at 150,000 w, located at Juarez across
border from El Paso, Tex., raised point when
KSET, El Paso local, ceased operation July 30
for economic reasons. MBS station relations
people talked matter over informally with FCC
v/here it was frowned upon on ground it would
deprive U. S. station of network affiliation.

I
'

P. LORILLARD
CO.,Lennen
New York
(Old Golds),
through
its agency
& Mitchell,
New
York, deciding early this week whether to
switch their radio version of Amateur Hour
from ABC to NBC.

'
i
l
j

I
|
i
j

JOHNSON
York,announcethrough' i
N. W. Ayer && JOHNSON,
Son preparingNewa spot
ment campaign on foreign language stations
only to start in mid-Sept.
HELBROS WATCH Co., through newly appointed agency, Dorland Inc., has decided to
sponsor Quick as a Flash again this year.
Agency is negotiating for fall presentation of
program on either MBS or ABC.
SATURDAY EVENING POST soon to carry'
article by Ken Crawford, assistant chief of
Washington bureau of Newsweek, on Drew
Pearson's unsuccessful crusade against FCC
Commissioner Robert F. Jones. Commentator
opposed confirmation of former Ohio Congressman for appointment to FCC two years ago
and Crawford analysis lays bare what he sees
as underlying reasons for crusade.
A. G. SPAULDING
& BROS., New York,
through Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery, are preparing to use 35 independent stations on a
custom-tailored network to sponsor national
Island. matches Sept. 3-4 at Forest Hills, Long
tennis

|
}
i
'
^

'
'

LEWIS P. HOWE Co., St. Louis, through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, planning video spot announcement campaign starting in mid-September.

CARNATION Co., Los Angeles (evaporated i
milk), currently conducting television spot !
test campaign on three Los Angeles stations,
considering
expansio
national
campaign. ' '
Agency,
Erwin,
Waseyn &to Co.,
Los Angeles.

ADMIRAL
Corp., Chicago, through Kudner
Agency, New York, eyeing NBC-TV sustainers
Lights Out (Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. EDT) from i
New York, and GarToway at Large (Sunday,
10-10:30 p.m. EDT) for fall. Firm studying 1
all types of shows, but favors variety.
BROADCASTING
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SOLD

BY MORE

THAN

600

during 7 thrill - packed

with

Sam

LOCAL

STATIONS

.

seasons

Hayes
available

now

for

the Fall of '49

TOUCHDOWN TIPS - now in its 8th great
season — features Sam Hayes, one of America's
outstanding sports commentators, and his
amazingly accurate score predictions for 30 to 40 major college and
professional football contests each week . . . based on the tried
and tested AU-American Gridiron Index.
Sam Hayes records TOUCHDOWN TIPS weekly at nbc's Hollywood
studios . . . and the transcriptions are air- expressed to subscribers in
time for local broadcast before the following week's games.
TOUCHDOWN TIPS, rapidly paced with sound effects and Hayes'
brisk authoritative delivery, has met with overwhelming listener and
advertiser success.
Cheers:
. . show well received here, particularly since
Hayes predicted on-the-nose score of Denver U's
first game of the season with Colorado Mines.
Every body — sponsor,
etc. —happy."
KLZ listeners,
. . . Denver,
Colo.
. . certainly have enjoyed carrying this
program, which has met with splendid reception
in the Central Florida area. . . considered an
outstanding program by the sponsor ... feel sure
the coming football season ivill bring a
highly successful presentation
by Sam Fla.
Hayes."
WDBO . . . Orlando,
. . sold program few hours after signing
contract ivith you . . .present client wanted this
show all through this past season. It is a
real pleasure to haveKFPW
this .feature
our station."
. . Fort onSmith,
Ark.

TOUCHDOWN TIPS '49 line-up . . .
In ihe backfield:
"k
ir
*
ir

concise, inside facts about rival squads
exciting sectional highlights across the nation
salute to a "team of the week" on every program
"Gridiron Grins" — the week's zaniest pigskin tale
On the line:
13 action -crammed quarter-hours
Two big bonus programs
One complete emergency program
Local college prediction service
Advance listing of score forecasts
Merchandising and Promotion Kit
Specially produced preview program

FIRST BROADCAST: SEPTEMBER
Wire, phone or write for audition today!

A Service of
Radio Corporation
of America

16...

Radio-Recording Division
RCA Building, Radio C'liy, New York • Chicago • Hollywood

you

CAN

6E 5UR£..

if it^

Wfestinghouse

All*metal rectifiers — no arc-backs, no
tube replacement, virtually unlimited life.

Every major operating cost, plus installation cost, is
significantly reduced with the "SYMMETRON", the
new Westinghouse 50-kw FM amplifier.
1. TUBES: Lightweight, plug-in triodes identical with
those in Westinghouse 10-kw driver. Save better
than 50% on initial tube cost and replacements!
2. POWER: High efficiency "SYMMETRON" reduces
your power bill. Saves you up to $1,000 a year.
3. INSTALLATION: Low-voltage, air-cooled components eliminate need for fireproof vault and highvoltage enclosure. Reduce transmitter building
costs.
4. RECTIFIER: Dependable, long-life, metallic main
rectifier eliminates high-voltage, mercury-vapor
tubes. Saves on tube replacement and outages.

with

the

Revolutionary

Get all the facts if you are going to 50-kw operation.
Call your local Westinghouse representative today, or
write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J.02168
*Trademark

"SYMMETRON"'^'

^tinghouse
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PRICE $1.00 PER a

BROADCAST

The

News

week

ljy>tSf

Radio

and

LEG

SUCCESS

STORY:

distributor of phonograph

A Richmond
records started

advertising with two half-hour programs
a week over WLEE. Six weeks later he
increased his schedule to five half-hours a
week. And six weeks after that, he signed
up for five jull hours a week for 13 weeks.
Just recently, he renewed this schedule of
five full hours a week for 52 weeks!
"Every recording," he says, "heavily
featured on these shows has shown highly
satisfactory sales. The sales reaction to
every record played is immediate."
Richmond merchants know they can get
results like this from WLEE. More and
more national advertisers are following
their lead and using WLEE. If you want
sales action in Richmond, let your Forjoe
man

give you the whole WLEE

story.

WLEE
MUTUAL

IN
RICHMOND
Tom Tinsley, President
trvin G. Abeloff, General Manager • Forjoe & Co., Kepresentalives

1949

MARKETBOOK

wiflRlfe

SPOT

Television

I F you judge Westinghouse radio stations by the
population and purchasing power of their home
metropohtan districts alone, you'll come up with a
table like this:
METROPOLI ITAN

AREA

ONLY
EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME

STATION

NUMBER OF
FAMILIES

KDKA Pittsburgh

646,300

$3,495,680,000

WBZ Boston

846,200

4,333,775,000

KYW Philadelphia

959,700

5,458,149,000
312,146,000

WOWO

Fort Wayne

KEX Portland, Ore.

But

that's

50,300
245,100

only part

1,176,704,000

of the story!

THINK OF
KDKA
THINK OF
WBZ
THINK OF
KYW
THINK OF
WOWO

as the dominant voice in a rich tri-state area embracing 117 BMB daytime counties. In 50^-100^ counties alone, you can count 1,410,500 families, with an effective buying income of $6,'^ billion., almost double the figure for the Pittsburgh
metropolitan market.
(synchronized withWBZA, Springfield) as the medium that covers all New England.
In 50%-100% BMB counties alone, the WBZ and WBZA market includes
1,424,200 families, with a net effective buying income of more than $6' 2 billion.
And this station reaches many more customers in the under-50% counties !

When

program on a Westinghouse station, ex-

as the favorite station of the nation's third market. KYW programs, in 50%-100%
daytime counties alone, reach an area in which 1,109,800 families live. Net effective income, almost $6 '4 billion.
as the key to a market of two million
counties centering in Fort Wayne. Net
the metropolitan figure! And WOWO's
a.ssures a tremendous audience at any

pect plenty., in coverage and in results!

Midwestern customers, living in 5.9 BMB
effective income, $1' 3 billion, or four times
consistent leadership in Hooper ratings
time of day or evening.

You won't be dissappointed. For availabilities and details,

THINK OF
KEX

KDKA

National

consult Free & Peters.

as the 50,000-watt station that gives you unequalled coverage in the spectacular
Pacific Northwest market. This station alone reaches all of populated Oregon, plus
a subst antial slice of southern Washington. . an area far greater than the Portland
metropolitan market.

WESTINGHOUSE
•

KYW

•

Representatives,

RADIO

KEX

Free

•

&

WBZ

Peters,

•

except

you put your

STATIONS
WBZA

for

•

WOWO

WBZ-T V; for

•

WBZ-T V, NBC

In
WBZ-T

Spot Sole

The
With
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the

SPOT

Marketbook
RATE
of

FINDER

IE present this volume as a service to the Business of
Broadcasting.
Included for the first time is the
Spot Rate Finder, a copyrighted feature, setting

i
I

forth individual and group station rates for every
market and county in the nation — and for all classes of stations.

'

Innumerable calculations vv^ere made to compute these
averaged rates to enable buyers of radio time to outline a spot
campaign in selected markets as rapidly as the space buyer can

'

do it for nevi^spapers, magazines or billboards.

'

The Spot Rate Finder becomes a permanent feature of
the Broadcasting Marketbook, to be published annually. In
addition, this volume supplies in accessible form, uniform data
on the radio markets of the nation. The advertiser or agency
buyer who has four<d it necessary to consult a number of source
books, now finds his basic needs for market and station selection
served by this single volume.

;

Station rate data, for the most part, were supplied by the
stations in response to questionnaires. Other rate data were procured from sources regarded as reliable, but the Editors cannot
assume responsibility for changes effected following the July 1
deadline.
or3

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

;
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Maybe

it isn't as tough as it looks.

For example : A manufacturer
of facial tissues faced a price war
from competitors and buying
resistance from inventory-conscious
retailers in St. Louis.*
He thought he had a formidable
problem . . . until his agency called in
Radio Sales.
The Radio Sales Account

Executive

(just back from a see-for-himself
trip to St. Louis) drew on his
vast fund of first-hand experience to
give the manufacturer

inside

information

on exactly how "The

Housewives'

Protective League"

on 50,000-watt KMOX

could func-

tion as his sales weapon.
The manufacturer

bought.

And the HPL

sold. In six weeks,

sales jumped

222 7^ !

If you think you have a tough
nut to crack in any — or all — of
thirteen of your best markets,
call in your Radio Sales Account
Executive. H4s regular visits
to each station he represents give
you face-to-face facts on how to
lick your competition ... /asf.
*Another real life story.
RADIO

SALES

Radio and Television Stations
Representative . . . CBS
Radio Sales represents the Columbia Pacific Network
and CBS stations in thirteen of the country's richest
cities - ranking first*, second, third*, fifth*, seventh, eighth,
tenth, twelfth, fifteenth, thirty-second*, fortieth, fiftysecond*, and seventy-fourth* in total annual retail
sales. (*And the best TV station, too, in these markets.)

Kin

VVT

"D

is the first independent

tion

in the

nation's

sta-

second

largest market.

'TZ'

"C
-L

\Y7
W

R
-LJ

programming policies have
Z>///7/ the large and loyal
audiences
and

that produce

move

sales

merchandise.

KFWB

Hollywood

Owned

and operated

by Warner

Brothers

Harry Maizlish
Station Manager

Represented
Wm.

by

G. Rambeau

I
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THIS ISSUE of BroadcastNG
USI
ing is designed
toTHE
answer
questions quickly. It's for the
high-speed, high-pressure
work that goes on in the executive and planning offices
of radio stations, advertising
agencies and advertisers using
radio and television.
If an advertiser is ready to
use radio to sell his goods, and
he couldn't do better than that,
he or his agency will be able to
get all the essential facts from
this one source.
For instance :
The advertiser is likely to
want to know what the statewide economic picture is in
Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio,
where he'll introduce a new
product. A glance at the State
Market Indicators will give
him most recent information
on that state's market possibilities.
Best Prospects
He would want to know
what counties contain the best
sales prospects. He would find
out by consulting the Radio
Market Data by Counties table
in each of the state directories.
He'll want to know where
the big concentration of radio
set ownership is located — and
he'll find it in the county lists
where the BMB figures are
placed right along side other
pertinent radio market data.
The Spot Rate Finder will
fill in the information he needs
to find his best radio buys.
Details on every station in
every market are at his fingertips in the Spot Rate Finder.
Arranged in easy alphabetical
order by cities, he'll find each
station, its power, its frequency, its representative, and
audience surveys which will
tell him the listenership habits
in these areas.
Cost Calculation

WASHINGTON,

D. C, AUGUST

15, 1949

N
l.OO A COPY

oukkiyor
ing work over rate cards. In rates. It is a planning ^^l^
time, ^ttZ
13-time mplacements,
tool. lTQu
MARKETBOOK
any other frequency, he can
To illustrate: In a twinkthe simplest manner ever preuse the formula on this page
sented anywhere, he will have
ling this hypothetical adverto
estimate his final cost for
rates for every AM, FM and
tiser can know what the comthe
whole campaign.
TV station that sells time in
parative costs of network stathe United States.
He
might want to compare
tions in all major cities in the
this with the rates of indeThe spot rate finder is for
three states will be. By conpendent stations in the same
sulting the average rates for
the planning operation that
markets. Those rates are
network stations he can know
goes into every major adveraveraged for him too, so that
tising campaign. It does not
with simple addition, the apthe
same quick calculation will
pretend to be a complete referproximate cost of one-time
ence and rate book, to be used
provide him with the infornetwork placements in the mamation he needs.
in computing detailed costs
jor markets.
and availabilities and special
If he's interested in 52All Sizes of Markets

FREQUENCY

DISCOUNT

FORMULA

All rates in the Spot Rate Finder section of the 1949
MARKETBOOK

are one-time rates. For quick calculation of

frequency discounts, BROADCASTING

hos found that the

average for all classes of stations is as follows:
13 times — roughly 5% of one-time rate
26 times — roughly 10% of one-time rate
52 times — roughly 15% of one-time rate
104 times — roughly 20% of one-time rate
156 times — roughly 24% of one-time rate
312 times — roughly 30% of one-time rate
For more accurate estimate of frequency discounts the following percentages of one-time rotes should be used:
13 times, 4.72%; 26 times, 9.33%; 52 times, 14.32%; 104

times, 19.43%; 156 times, 23.62%; 312 times, 31.02%.
More than that — he'll have
the means to calculate costs in
a hurry. No more laborious,
time-consuming, business-losBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

With little effort he can
shoot cross-country into the
over-250,000 population markets, or try a list of 100 local
stations in a selective test of
product sales in scattered
areas of the country.
If he's anxious to buy in a
group, the Regional and Group
Rate Finders are available —
giving the combination rates
necessary to this kind of radio
buying.
He may want to try TV in
Los Angeles or Albuquerque
— the TV rate information is
there in the same quick reference form. FM rates, too, are
included — and every bonus
FM broadcast station is listed
beneath its AM affiliate.
Transit FM rates are also
given for cities in which this
newest broadcast advertising
service is available.
Foreign Language
To round out the picture,
he'll even have a list of the
foreign language broadcast
stations in the major cities of
the United States, with estimates of foreign language
group
populations.
In short,
everything that
the editors believed would help
in planning for the use of
radio and television has been
included. Everything that,
might complicate the process
has been left out.
August 15, 1949
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Marketbook

Designed

for Easy

Use

CONTENTS
ON THE PAGES that follow you
will find columns of data — each
figure carefully checked and rechecked to give you the most accurate and recent market and rate
information available.
To use this information most
effectively you will need to know
exactly how the Broadcasting 1949
Marketbook is planned and what
information it contains.
Here, in brief
THE
outline, is what
CONTENTS you will find as
you go through this special issue
of Broadcasting.
1) Netivork Rate Finders — For
each major network there is a list
of all affiliated stations, arranged
by states, and alphabetically by
cities within states.
2) RegioTial and State Network
Rate Finder — Many of broadcasting's regional and state combinations are listed alphabetically, for
quick group time-buying. This listing includes Transit FM and other
special time-buying groups.
3) State Directories — There are
four parts to these directories.
First you will find a table of Market Indicators for the state as a
whole. The Spot Rate Finder for
each state includes rates for all
AM, FM and TV stations within
the state. There is a map of the
state showing all broadcasting outlets, and all counties. Finally,
there is a table of Radio Market
data by counties.
4) A listing of foreign language
broadcasters in major U. S. cities
— with potential audience figures
included.
All information is complete as
.July 1.
of theseis
SOURCES AND Each
sections
DEFINITIONS valuable in
its own right, but you will find
that best use can be made of the
data if you know how all sections
can be used, and how they complement each other.
NETWORK RATE FINDERS—
If you want a quick check on any
network's stations within a state
or region — you'll find it in this list.
Or if you want to find a network's
outlet in a specific town, you can
find it quickly in the Network Rate
Finders. The one-time day and
night rates for all stations are included in this list.
This information has been obtained from individual stations in
the networks. As in the case of
other station information, where
stations have not supplied information directly to Broadcasting,
data has been obtained from other
soui'ces. Where this is true.
Broadcasting assumes no responsibility for its completeness or accuracy.
GROUP & REGIONAL RATE
FINDERS — Time-buyers seeking
information on regional networks.
Page 8
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ROADCASTING'S 1949 MARKETBOOK is designed to
give its users the most information in the least amount
of time. Every page, every table, has been worked over
with this in mind.
Between these covers is the market information AND

the

time-buying information essential to quick and easy use of
spot radio. The editors hope that the users of broadcast advertising will find it a valuable aid in meeting the needs of
a buyer's market.
We hope, too, that broadcasters everywhere will benefit
by the publication of the 1949 BROADCASTING MARKETBOOK, that it will be a sales stimulant for all facets of broadcasting— AM, FM and TV.

Keystone network, FM groups, including Transit FM, will find it in
this section. The listing includes
the names, addresses, and principal officer of each regional or state
group, a list of all stations, and the
combination rates for the group.
The source of this information
is, in most cases, the group or network itself. Again, where it was
not supplied, it has been obtained
from other sources.
The bulk of this
STATE
DIRECTORIES
is
Marketbook
the
f^.m-^-r^n.r-c- 1949 within
state directory sections. Here, for
each state, you will find complete
market and rate information.
1) State Market Indicators — In
this table you will find comparative
information on the economic wellbeing of each state. In all cases,
you will find the most recent information compared with previous
years, to show you the economic
progress of the state as a whole
within the past few years.
Population figures are from the
Bureau of Census, Department of
Commerce. The percent of U. S.
figure is calculated by the Research Co. of America, New York.
Family figures are from Sales
Management, as are state Retail
Sales figures. Further reproduction is unlicensed. Percent Radio
and Radio Families data are calculated by BMB.
Business Concerns and Non-agricultural Employment figures are
from the Old Age and Survivors
Insurance division of the Federal
Security Administration. Data
include only those establishments
and workers covered by the Social
Security Act. It is estimated that
about 75% of establishments and
workers are covered in these figures.
Data on Manufacturing estab-

lishments. Manufacturing Employment and Value Added by Manufacture are from the recently
completed Census of Manufactures.
Value Added by Manufacture is
computed by subtracting the cost
of materials and supplies from the
total value of shipments of manufactured products. It is not the
total value of goods produced within the state. The source is the
Bureau of the Census.
Income figures are from the Department of Commerce, and are
the latest estimates available. Percent increase figures have been
calculated by the Market Research
Co. of America.
Construction figures are from
Construction and Construction
Materials, June 1949, a publication of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department
of Commerce.

FIN
sectionsn
TV statio
RATE and ^^^^
SPQT DER
FM
AM,
the
are
D listed by cities.
ciki
for
eachnc
state,
First you will find the city name,
the county, and the number of families in the city, the per cent radio,
and the number of radio families.
Family figures are from Sales
Management. Per cent radio and
radio families were calculated by
BMB.
Each station is listed as follows:
By call letter, power frequency
(and channel if FM or TV), network affiliation, national and regional representative, and audience
measurement surveys available.
FM affiliates follow the AM stations with which they are affiliated
and then TV affiliates are listed.
Independent FM and TV stations
are listed at the end of each city.
Rates are day and night rates —
generally before 6 p.m. and after
6 p.m. All rates are one-time, for
the six major time segments, sta-

tion break (SB), one minute (IM),
five minutes (5M), 15 minutes
(15M), 30 minutes (30M) and one
hour (IHR). To calculate frequency discounts, use the general
formula given on page seven.
Where there is incomplete rate
information, the station has supplied no information on those time
segments.
Average rates in major markets
are calculated wherever there is
more than one network station, or
one non-affiliated sta' more
tion inthan
the city.
To calculate quickly the cost of
using non-affiliated or affiliated
stations in several major markets,
check the average rates for those
cities.
In no case are the rates of network— affiliated and non-affiliated
stations averaged.
As in the case of other data from
stations. Broadcasting does not
assume responsibility for the accuracy of any data except that supplied directly from the station.
The State Maps — These maps
have been brought up to date to
include all AM markets. For key
to map symbols see page three.
Radio Market Data by Counties
—Total Families figures for each
county are used by permission of
Sales Management. To determine
a rough measurement of total population, multiply this figure by 3.6,
which is the national average family size. Percent Radio and Radio
Families are from BMB. Retail
Sales figures are also from Sales
Management 19^9 Survey of Buying Power. Further reproduction
unlicensed.
Employment and dollar total of
taxable payrolls are from Federal
Security Administration, Old Age
and Survivors Insurance records,
and cover only those payrolls included in the Social Security Program of the U. S. Government.
The final column. Manufacturing
Value Added, is a measurement of
the total value of all manfactured
products made in the county, less
the cost of materials and supplies.
This figure is from the Census of '
Manufactures, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce.
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
BROADCASTERS IN MAJOR
U. S. CITIES— This list includes
the major foreign population
groups in U. S. cities, and the total
estimated population of each, with
the stations that specialize in programs in that language. The maing. terial was compiled by BroadcastA complete index to information
contained in the 1949 Marketbook
will be found on page three and
an index to advertisers will be
found on page 208. For additional data on stations, consult their
advertisements where they occur.
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GEORGIA
ABC

Network

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALABAMA
ANNISTON, WHMA
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
BIRMINGHAM, WSGN
D
16.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
27.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
DOTHAN, WDIC
D
3.50 7.00 14.40 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 10.00 21.60 36.00 60.00
FLORENCE, WJOI
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
GADSDEN, WGNH
D
3.60 6.00 13.00
N
6.00 9.00 22.00
HUNTSVILLE, WHBS
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 12.00
N 6.00 9.00 16.00 24.00
MOBILE, WABB
D 9.00 9.00 11.00 22.00
N 12.00 12.00 22.00 44.00
MONTGOMERY, WAPX
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00

24.00 42.00
40.00 70.00
18.00 30.00
36.00 60.00
33.00 55.00
66.00 110.00
36.00 60.00
60.00 100.00

ARIZONA
PHOENIX, KPHO
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
TUCSON, KOPO
D 5.00 7.50 6.75 11.00 16.50 27.50
N 8.00 12.00 11.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO, KELD
D 2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00
N 3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50
FORT SMITH, KFSA
D 6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00
HOT SPRINGS, KTHS
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00
LITTLE ROCK, KGHI
D
6.00 7.00 14.00
N
8.00 14.00 28.00

22.50 37.50
33.75 56.00
30.00 50.00
48.00 80.00
36.00 60.00
72.00 120.00
21.00 42.00
42.00 84.00

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD, KPMC
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
BRAWLEY, KROP
D 3.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N 4.50 6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
EUREKA, KHUM
D 6.00 6.00 8.80 14.70 23.00 35.00
N 9.00 9.00 13.20 22.00 31.50 52.50
FRESNO, KARM
D 9.50 11.00 16.90 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 20.00 22.50 34.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
LOS ANGELES, KECA
D 42.20 42.20 72.00 108.00 162.00 270.00
N 82,40 82.40 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
SACRAMENTO, KFBK
D 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 35.00 35.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
SAN BERNARDINO, KITO
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12,00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
SAN DIEGO, KFMB
D 10,80 14.40 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 18.00 24,00 36,00 72.00 108.00 180.00

SAN FRANCISCO, KGO
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 40.50 40.50 72.00 108.00 162,00 270.00
N 67.50 67.50 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
SANTA BARBARA, KTMS
D 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 14.00 14.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
SANTA MARIA, KCOY
D 3.50 3.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 7.00 7.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
STOCKTON, KWG
D 4.00 4.00 6.10 10.80 18.00 30.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.20 21.60 36.00 60.00

DENVER,
D
N
PUEBLO,
D 6,00
N 10.00

COLORADO
KVOD
12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
24.00 40.00 70.00 120.00 200.00
KGHF
6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT, WNAB
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
HARTFORD, WTHT
D 9.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 14.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
NEW HAVEN, WELI
D 7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 14.00 20.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
STAMFORD, WSTC
D 6.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WATERBURY, WATR
D 5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON, WILM
D
6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N
12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
DISTRICT
WASHINGTON,
D 15.00 22.00
N 30.00 45.00

OF COLUMBIA
WMAL
30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACH, WMFJ
D 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
75.00
N 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
JACKSONVILLE, WPDQ
D 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 108.00
N 17.00 17.00 36.00 60.00 100.00 180,00
MIAMI, WQAM
D 14.50 14.50 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
ORLANDO, WHOO
D 7.50 7.50 11.70 22.75 39.00 65.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
PALM BEACH, WWPG
D 5.40 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
PENSACOLA, WBSR
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 25.00 42.00 70.00
ST. PETERSBURG, WSUN
D 4.50 7.50 12,50 25.00 42.00 70.00
N 8.00 10.75 17.50 37.50 72.00 120.00
TALLAHASSEE, WRHP
D 3.16 4,30 7,50 16,00 24,00 40.00
Note:
All
rates
one-time.
For
complete
explanation see Foreword.
N 4.05 5.18 9.00 18.00 30.00 50,00
BROADCASTING
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ATLANTA, WCON
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 18.40 21.70 30.25 50.40 86.40 144.00
N 30.60 36.00 50.40 84.00 144.00 240.00

INDIANA
ANDERSON, WHBU
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00

AUGUSTA, WGAC
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

EVANSVILLE, WJPS
D 9.50 11.50 20.00 34.00 60.00 100.00
N 11.50 14.50 29.00 48.50 87.00 145.00

CEDARTOWN, WGHA
D
N 2.00 3.50 5.00 12.00 18.00 30.00

FORT WAYNE, WOWO
D 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00

COLUMBUS, WDAK
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

INDIANAPOLIS, WISH
D 10.00 12.00 22.00 42.00 70.00 120.00
N 16.00 18.00 35.00 75.00 125.00 200.00

MACON, WBML
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

SOUTH BEND, WHOT
D 7.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

SAVANNAH, WDAR
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 55.00
N 6.00 8.50 15.00 27.00 45.00 75.00

TERRE HAUTE, WTHI
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

WEST POINT, WRLD
D
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

IOWA
BURLINGTON, KBUR
D 2.24 3.36 4.48 7.84 14.00 22.40
N 4.48 5.60 11.20 19.60 33.60 56.00

IDAHO
BOISE, KGEM
D 5.20 5.20 8.00 16.00 24,00 40.00
N 6.50 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
BURLEY, KBIO
D 4,00 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
IDAHO FALLS, KIFI
D
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
5.20 8.00 16,00 24.00 40.00
POCATELLO, KEIO
D 5.20 5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00

DES MOINES, KRNT
D 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 16.00 24.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 200.00
DEBUQUE, WKBB
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.40 6.40 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
SHENANDOAH, KMA
D 10.00 15.00 19.20 32.00 55.00 90.00
N 15.00 20.00 33.00 55.00 105.00 175.00
WATERLOO, KXEL
D 12.50 12.50 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
N 25.00 25.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00

TWIN FALLS, KLIX
D 4.50 5.00 7.20 12.60 21.60 36.00
N 6.50 7.00 8.55 15.00 25.65 42.75

KANSAS
COFFEYVILLE, KGGF
D 4.00 5.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45,00
N 5.00 6.00 12.50 25.00 40.00 75.00

ILLINOIS

TOPEKA, WREN
D 9.60 9.60 15.60 34.66 62.40 104.00
N 12.00 12.00 19.50 43.30 78.00 130.00

BLOOMINGTON, WJBC
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 14.00 27.00 42.00 70.00
CHICAGO, WCFL
D 13.50 20.00 59.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 20.00 30.00 78.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

WICHITA, KFBI
D 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 16.00 21.00 38.00 74.00 120.00 200.00
KENTUCKY

CHICAGO, WENR
D 54.00 90.00 144.00 216.00 324.00 540.00
N 90.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 540.00 900.00

LEXINGTON, WLAP
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 28.00 45.00 75.00
N 9.50 9.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

CHICAGO, WLS
D 54.00 90.00 162.00 216.00 324.00 540.00
N 90.00 150.00 270.00 360.00 540.00 900.00

LOUISVILLE, WINN
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

PEORIA, WIRL
D 9.00 9.00 12.50 25.00 42.00 70.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 84.00 140.00

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA, KALB
D 6.25 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

QUINCY, WGEM
D 8.00 8.00 12.50 22.50 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
ROCKFORD, WROK
D 10.00 10.00 17.00 35.00 55.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 22.00 50.00 76.00 120.00

BATON ROUGE, WLCS
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MONROE, KMLB
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

ROCK ISLAND, WHBF
D 10.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00

NEW ORLEANS, WDSU
D 14 00 14.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180,00

SPRINGFIELD, WCVS
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

SHREVEPORT, KRMD
50.00
D 7.50 8.75 12.50 20.00 30.00
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
August 15, 1949
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MAINE
BANGOR, WGUV
SB
IM
5M 15M
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
LEWISTON, WLAM
D 7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00
PORTLAND, WPOR
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00
WATERVILLE, WTVL
D 3.00 5.00 8.10 14.40
N 5.00 7.00 13.50 24.00

30M 1 Hr
30.00 50.00
60.00 100.00
42.00 70.00
72.00 120.00
36.00 60.00
72.00 120.00
21.60 36.00
36.00 60.00

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE, WFBR
D 25.00 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 42.00 50.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
HAGERSTOWN, WARK
D 6.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON, WCOP
D 37.50 37.50 60.00 120.00 180.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 160.00 240.00
LAWRENCE, WLAW
D 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 160.00 240.00
NEW BEDFORD, WNBH
D 7.50 7.50 14.40 48.00
28.00 43.20
72.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00
PITTSFIELD, WBEC
D 4.80 4.80 9.60 19.20 28.80
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
SPRINGFIELD, WSPR
D 7.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
WEST YARMOUTH, WOCB
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
WORCESTER, WORC
D 7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N 15.00 18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00

300.00
400.00
200.00
400.00
72.00
120.00
48.00
80.00
80.00
160.00
40.00
60.00
90.00
180.00

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, WHRV
D 6.40 8.00 14.40 28.80 38.40 48.00
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 48.00 60.00
BATTLE CREEK, WELL
D 4.50
8.50 20.00 32.00 52.00
N 5.50 10.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
BAY CITY, WBCM
D 8.50 8.50 16.00 30.00 44.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
DETROIT, WXYZ
D
(ABC Spot Sales)
N
FLINT, WFDF
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00 110.00
N 22.00 22.00 45.00 75.00 110.00 180.00
GRAND RAPIDS, WLAV
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 36.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
explanation see Foreword.

JACKSON, WIBM
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 22.50 37.50
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 22.50 37.50
KALAMAZOO, WGFG
D 6.00 6.00 17.50 28.00 42.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
LANSING, WJIM
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 8.00 8.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
LUDINGTON, WKLA 8.00 12.00
D 2.00 2.00 4.00
24.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00
MUSKEGON, WKBZ 16.00
36.00
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
40.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00
SAULT STE. MARIE, WSOO
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00

1 Hr
75.00
75.00
70.00
100.00
60.00
90.00
40.00
20.00
60.00
100.00
40.00
60.00

MINNESOTA
ALBERT LEA, KATE
D 6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
EVELETH, WEVE
D 3.15 5.20 10.40 19.50 36.40
N 5.20 10.40 19.50 36.40 65.00
MINNEAPOLIS, WTCN
D 15.00 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
ROCHESTER, KLER
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24,00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WILMAR, KWLM
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WINONA, KWNO
D 4.20 6.00 10.20 20.40 30.60 51.00
N 6.00 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXI, (Gulfport), WGCM
D 3.50 3.50 7.00 24.00
14.00 21.00
36.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00
JACKSON, WSLI
36.00
D 10.00 12.00 15.00 24.00
N 12.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
MERIDIAN, WTOK 12.75 21.00
D 3.50 3.50 7.50 21.00
36.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00
MISSOURI
COLUMBIA, KFRU 16.00
D 2.50 3.50 8.00 24.00
N 3.50 5.00 12.00
KANSAS CITY, KCMO
D 39.00 60.00 64.80 108.00
N 52.00 80.00 86.40 144.00
ST. LOUIS, KXOK
D 24.00 36.00 56.00 80.00
N 45.00 70.00 98.00 140.00
SPRINGFIELD, KWTO
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 37.50
N 18.00 18.00 35.00 50.00

35.00
60.00
60.00
100.00
40.00
60.00

24.00
36.00 40.00
60.00
180.00 300.00
240.00 400.00
120.00 200.00
225.00 400.00
70.00 120.00
90.00 150.00

MONTANA
BUTTE, KOPR
22.10 51.00
33.15 55.25
7.18 11.05 34.00
DN 11.05
7.18 11.05
85.00
17.00

CHECK

LIST

FOR

NEBRASKA
GRAND ISLAND, KMMJ
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
LINCOLN, KFOR
65.00
D 7.25 7.25 10.50 15.75 32.50
N. 12.50 12.50 20.00 31.25 62.50 125.00
OMAHA, KOIL
D 12.50 12.50 21.88 31.25 62.50 125.00
N 21.00 21.00 36.75 52.50 105.00 210.00
NEVADA
LAS VEGAS, KENO 16.00 24.00
D 4.00 6.00 10.00
15.00 24.00 36.00 40.00
N 6.00 9.00
60.00
RENO, KWRN 6.00 12.00 18.00
D 3.00 3.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 5.00 5.00
30.00
30.00
NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER, WMUR
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY, WFPG
D 3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00
N 5.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
50.00
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, KOAT
30.00
D 5.00 8.50 12.50 20.00 48.00
N 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00
12.00
GALLUP, KGAK
D 2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00
8.00
12.00
N 2.00 2.00 4.00
LAS VEGAS, KFUN
18.00
D 4.50 4.50 7.50
N 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00
ROSWELL, KSWS
D 3.00 3.75 5.25 15.00 30.00
N 4.50 5.25 8.25 9.50 18.75
18.00
SANTA FE, KTRC
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 27.00
N 4.50 6.75 11.25 18.00

50.00
80.00
20.00
20.00
30.00
30.00
37.50
52.50
45.00
30.00

NEW YORK
ALBANY, WXKW
D 14.00 18.00 27.00 54.00 81.00 135.00
N 24.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
BINGHAMTON, WENE
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 36.00
60.00 100.00
BUFFALO, WKBW
D 18.00 32.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
N 37.00 58.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
ELMIRA, WELM
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
24.00 40.00
GLENS FALLS, WGLN
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 36.00
60.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00

NEW

JAMESTOWN, WJTN 15M 30M 1 xir
IM
5M 24.00
36.00 60.00
D 5.00 7.00 12.00 36.00
18.00
9.00
N
24.00 90.00
14.00 54.00
4.00
SB
MASSENA,
WMSA
30.00 40.00
7.00 5.00
D 2.00
50.00
10.00
N
7.00 20.00
NEW 2.50YORK CITY, WJZ
D 108.00 108.00 144.00 288.00 432.00 720.00
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
OLEAN, WHDL
50.00
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 30.00
PLATTSBUBG, WEAV
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 45.00 50.00
75.00
N 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
POUGHKEEPSIE, WHIP
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
ROCHESTER, WARC
D 17.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 35.00 46.00 92.00 138.00 230.00
SARANAC LAKE, WNBZ
30.00 45.00
30.00 50.00
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
N 6.00 8.00 15.00
75.00
SYRACUSE, WAGE
72.00 240.00
120.00
D 8.80 13.75 20.90 48.00 144.00
N 17.60 27.50 41.80
96.00
UTICA, WRUN
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
60.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20.00 35.00
90.00 150.00
NORTH CAROLINA
108.00
CHARLOTTE, WAYS
D 14.40 14.40 21.60 43.20 64.80 180.00
N 14.40 14.40 36.00 72.00 108.00
CLINTON, WRRZ
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
30.00
DARHAN, WDUK
18.00 45.00 45.00
D 7.00 7.00
75.00
30.00
N 10.00 10.00
45.00
GASTONIA, WGNC 15.00
25.00
D 3.50 3.50 5.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 4.00 6.50
GREENSBORO, WCOG
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 48.00
30.00 45.00
72.00 120.00
75.00
N 14.00 14.00 24.00
HICKORY, WHKY
40.20
67.00
D 5.00 6.80 13.40 26.80
N 5.00 6.00 13.40 26.80 40.20
HIGH POINT, WMFR
D 4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
65.00
37.35
KINSTON, WFTC
20.00
65.00
D 4.20 4.20 8.75 20.00
37.35
N 4.20 4.20 8.75
RALEIGH, WNAO
42.00 100.00
D 8.75 8.75 14.00 28.00
N 12.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 70.00
54.00
4.00
ROCKY MOUNT, WEED
32.00 54.00
D 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00
N 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00
45.00
WASHINGTON, WRRF
D 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
75.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
63.00
WILMINGTON, WMFD
42.00
35.00
D 6.00 6.00 14.00 28.00
70.00
N 9.10 9.10 16.80 33.60
WINSTON-SALEM, WAIR
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 45.00 70.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 40.00
80.00
(Continued on page 12)
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follow-through on Mer-

STATION

Exclusive Boston ABC Outlet

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

On

or

About

November

1

WFMJ

Youngstown^

will

move

from

five

250

Ohio

watts

kilowatts

on

on

1440

to

1390

WFMJ's new transmitter building is completed, the six 400ft. towers are up, the ground wires are in, and now all that
is necessary

is for the engineers to tune up the array and

WFMJ

will extend its audience

to the more

than 1,800,000

persons

who will hear it in northeastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania.

ABC

Network

Headley-Reed

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Associated

Co., National

and

United

Press

Representatives
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ABC
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 11)
NORTH DAKOTA
ARGO, KFGO
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
I 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
r 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
OHIO
•KRON, W.\KR
' 15.00 15.00 27.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
.\NTON, WHBC
I 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
■ 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
INCINNATI, WSAI
20.00 23.80 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
30.00 35.50 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
LEVELAND. WJW
' 33.75 33.75 54.00 108.00 162.00 270.00
45.00 45.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
OLUMBUS, WCOL
12.60 12.60 18.90 29.40 50.40 84.00
21.00 21.00 31.50 49.00 84.00 140.00
AYTON, WING
20.00 60.00 80.00 150.00
25.00 75.00 120.00 200.00
ANSFIELD, WMAN
5.75 5.75 9.75 19.50 29.25 48.75
7.75 7.75 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
ARION, WMRN
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PRINGFIELD, WIZE
30.00 40.00 75.00
7.00
37.50 60.00 100.00
OLEDO, WTOL
7.50 7.50 15.00 29.00 43.00 72.00
15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
OUNGSTOWN, WFMJ
12.00 12.00 19.20 38.40 57.60 96.00
16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
OKLAHOMA
DA, KADA
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
KDMORE, KVSO
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
NID, KCRC
6.00 6.00 12.50 20.00
9.00 9.00 18.75 30.00
AWTON, KSWO
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
IC ALESTER, KTMC
I 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
lUSKOGEE, KBIX
I 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
iKLAHOMA CITY, KTOK
I 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00
HAWNEE, KGFF
I 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00
ULSA, KOME
' 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00

18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
30.00 50.00
45.00 75.00
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
24.00 40.00
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
48.00 80.00
18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
36.00 60.00
72.00 120.00

OREGON
UGENE, KUGN
3.00 3.50 6.90 11.00 16.50 27.50
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
.LAMATH FALLS, KFLW
' 5.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 35.00
5.70 6.85 11.75 17.50 30.00 40.00
lEDFORD, KYJC
5.00 5.00 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ORTLAND, KEX
20.00 25.00 40.00 67.00 112.00
40.00 50.00 80.00 135.00 225.00
Ae:
All rates
planation
see one-time.
Foreword. For complete
age 12
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PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN, WAEB
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
ALTOONA, WRTA
D 6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
ERIE, WIKK
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
HARRISBURG, WHGB
D 7.50 7.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N 9.50 9.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
JOHNSTOWN, WCRO
D 6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
LANCASTER, WLAN
D 7.00 8.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 130.00
PHILADELPHIA, WFIL
D 30.00 30.00 50.00 99.00 149.00 248.00
N 44.00 44.00 66.00 132.00 198.00 330.00
PITTSBURGH, WCAE
D 19.00 27.50 47.50 95.00 150.00 237.50
N 38.00 55.00 95.00 190.00 300.00 475.00
READING, WEEU
D 8.00 8.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
SCRANTON, WARM
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WILKES-BARRE, WILK
D 7.00 7.00 12.50 25.00 38.00 63.00
N 9.00 ■ 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
YORK, WSBA
D 7.00 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N 8.00 9.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
RHODE ISLAND
PAWTUCKET, WFCI
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON, WHAN
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
COLUMBIA, WCOS
D 5.00 5.00 12.50 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
FLORENCE, WOLS
D 3.60 4.80 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GREENVILLE, WMRC
D 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
SPARTANBURG, WORD
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
SOUTH DAKOTA
YANKTON, WNAX
D 14.00 21.00 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
N 18.00 27.00 37.50 75.00 140.00 275.00
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA, WDEF
D 7.50 10.00 12.50 28.00
N 12.50 14.00 25.00 56.00
JACKSON, WTJS
4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00
JOHNSON CITY, WJHL
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00
KNOXVILLE, WBIR
7.00 10.00 24.00
9.00 15.00 30.00
MEMPHIS, WMPS
D 23.00 28.00 34.00 68.00
N 33.00 38.00 48.00 96.00
NASHVILLE, WSIX
D 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00
N 17.00 20.00 40.00 80.00

42.00 70.00
84.00 140.00
24.00 40.00
48.00 80.00
50.00 100.00
60.00 120.00
36.00 60.00
60.00 120.00
102.00 170.00
144.00 240.00
72.00 120.00
120.00 200.00

TEXAS
ABILENE, KRBC
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
AMARILLO, KFDA
D
10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00 95.00
N
18.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 140.00
AUSTIN, KNOW
D 5.25 6.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
N 9.00 10.50 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
BEAUMONT, KFDM
D 8.00 10.00 18.75 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 18.00 37.50 56.00 84.00 140.00
BIG SPRING, KBST
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
BROWNSVILLE, KVAL
D 5.00 6.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
COLLEGE STATION, WTAW
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CORPUS CHRISTI, KSIX
D 7.00 7.00 11.00 18.80 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
DALLAS, WFAA, 570 kc 5 kw
D 13.50 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
EL PASO, KEPO
D 6.00 6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
FORT WORTH, WBAP, 570 kc, 5 kw
D 13.50 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
HOUSTON, KXYZ
D 14.00 17.50 28.00 48.00 84.00 140.00
N 28.00 35.00 56.00 96.00 168.00 280.00
LONGVIEW, KFRO
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.50 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
LUBBOCK, KFYO
D 5.62 7.50 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 11.25 15.00 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
MIDLAND, KCRS
D 10.00 10.00 16.00 28.00 48.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 28.00 48.00 70.00
PARIS, KPLT
16.00 24.00 40.00
D 2.40 2.75 8.00
N 2.40 2.75 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
SAN ANGELO, KGKL
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
SAN ANTONIO, KABC
D 21.42 25.20 35.00 56.00 84.00 140,00
N 42.84 50.40 70.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
TEXARKANA, KCMC
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WICHITA FALLS, KFDX
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, KUTA
D 8.50 8.25 11.00 21.00 35.00 57.50
N 13.00 12.75 17.50 30.00 52.50 87.50
VERMONT
BURLINGTON, WJOY
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, WCHV
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
COVINGTON, WKEY
D 3.00 5.00 7.00 15.00 20.00 30.00
N 5.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 45.00
DANVILLE, WBTM
D 6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
FREDERICKSBURG, WFVA
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00
LYNCHBURG, WLVA
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

NEWPORT NEWS, WGH
SB
IM
5M 15M
D 8.00 12.00 16.00 32.00
N 16.00 24.00 32.00 64.00
RICHMOND, WRNL
D 8.00 14.00 19.00 38.00
N 14.00 24.00 32.00 64.00
ROANOKE, WSLS
D 7.75 8.50 14.00 28.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00
STAUNTON, WTON
D 2.52 3.15 6.30 12.60
N 3.60 4.50 9.00 18.00
SUFFOLK, WLPM
D 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.50
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.50
WINCHESTER, WINC
10.00 17.00
3.50 3.50
ND 3.50
3.50 10.00 17.00

30M 1 Hr
48.00 80.00
96.00 160.00
57.00 96.00
96.00 160.00
42.00 70.00
72.00 120.00
18.90
27.00
25.00
25.00
22.50
22.50

45.00
31.50
50.00
50.00
30.00
30.00

WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM, KVOS
D 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
SEATTLE, KJR
D 18.00 25.00 35.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
N 35.00 60.00 70.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
SPOKANE, KGA
D 12.50 17.50 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 25.00 35.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WALLA WALLA, KWWB
D 5.00
7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WENATCHEE, KPQ
D 8.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
YAKIMA, KIT
D 7.25 7.25 12.00 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON, WKNA
D 9.00 9.75 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 12.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
HUNTINGTON, WSAZ
D 8.00 10.00 18.98 34.50 51.75 86.25
N 12.50 14.50 31.63 57.50 82.80 143.75
PARKERSBURG, WCOM
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N 7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WHEELING, WKWK
D 8.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY, WDUZ
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
LA CROSSE, WLCX
D 4.95 6.60 8.50 17.00 25.50 42.50
N 8.00 10.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
MADISON, Wise
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MILWAUKEE, WMAW
D 15.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 70.00 100.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
OSHKOSH, WOSH
D 6.00 6.00 13.00 22.00 35.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
RACINE, WRJN
D 10.00 13.00 20.00 37.00 55.00 92.00
N' 10.00 13.00 20.00 37.00 55.00 92.00
SHEBOYGAN, WHBL
D 6.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
SUPERIOR, WDSM
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WYOMING
CASPER, KVOC
D 3.50 3.50 6.80 11.00
N 5.00 5.00 11.00 18.00
CHEYENNE, KFBC
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.50 18.75
RAWLINS, KRAL
D 2.75 2.75 6.00 12.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00

BROADCASTING

18.00 30.00
30.00 50.00
26.25 45.00
35.00 60.00
18.00 30.00
24.00 40.00
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ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM, WAPI
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 14.00 16.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 28.00 32.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
MOBILE, WKRG
D
9.00 11.25 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
12.00 22.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
MONTGOMERY, WCOV
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
SELMA, WGWC
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ARIZONA
BISBEE, KSUN
D 4.75 6.10 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 6.30 8.10 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PHOENIX, KOY
D 10.50 10.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 21.00 21.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
TUCSON, KTUC
D 6.00 6.00 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 12.00 12,00 17.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, KLRA
D 8.00 11.00 15.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 13.00 16.00 28.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD, KERN
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00

HARTFORD, WDRC
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 12.50 17.50 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00
N 25.00 35.00 42.00 48.00 126.00 210.00
WATERBURY, WBRY
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WTOP
D 30.00
37.50 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 60.00
52.50 150.00 225.00 375.00

FLORIDA
FT. MYERS, WINK
D 4.75 5.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.75 6.50 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00

WICHITA, KFH
D 15.00 15,00 28.15 45.00 67.50 112.!
N 30.00 30.00 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.(

CHAMPAIGN, WDWS
D 3.50 5.00 6.66 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CHICAGO, WBBM
D 115.00 132.00 264.00 439.00 733.00
N 175.00
396.00 660.00 1100.00
DANVILLE, WDAN
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
DECATUR, WSOY
D 4.50 5.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 8.00 13.00 26.00 45.00 75.00
PEORIA, WMBD
D 10.00 13.00 16.25 32,50 53.00 88.00
N 20.00 26.00 32.00 65.00 105.00 175.00

ASHLAND, WCMI
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 22.00 32.00 60.(
N 6.50 6.50 12.00 30.00 35.00 100.(
HOPKINSVILLE, WHOP
D 6.00 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.1
N 6.00 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.1
LOUISVILLE, WHAS
D 37.50 37.50 62.50 100.00 150.00 250.1
N 75.00 75.00 200.00 300.00 500.1
PADUCAH, WPAD
D 6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.1
N 6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.1

LOUISIANA

ORLANDO, WDBO
D 8.50 8.50 13.75 27.50 44.00 71.50
N 12.00 12.00 19.25 38.50 66.00 110.00

INDIANA

LAKE CHARLES, KLOU
D 6.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.i
N 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 lOO.i

ST. AUGUSTINE, WFOY
D 4.50 4.50 12.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
N 9.00 9.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 54.00

EVANSVILLE, WEOA
D 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 9.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

SARASOTA, WSPB
D 3.75 3.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

FORT WAYNE, WANE
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

GEORGIA
ALBANY, WGPC
D 2.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ATHENS, WGAU
D 3 00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ATLANTA, WAGA
D 21.00 24.00 33.00 54.00 90.00 150.00
N 34.00 40.00 54.00 90.00 156.00.260 00
AUGUSTA, WRDW
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
COLUMBUS, WRBL
D 6 00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

INDIANAPOLIS, WFBM
D 13.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 135.00
N 25.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 270.00
KOKOMO, WIDU
D
9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
MUNCIE, WLBC
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
SOUTH BEND, WSBT
D 13.00 13.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 115.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS, WMT
D 13.00 19.50 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 20.00 30.00 37.50 75.00 140.00 250.00
DES MOINES, KSO
D 10.00 14.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 16.00 24.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 200.00

MACON, WMAZ
D 9.50 11.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 14.00 16.00 37.50 60 00 90.00 150.00

MASON CITY, KGLO
D 10.50 10.50 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
N 14.00 14.00 28,00 56.00 84.00 140.00

SAVANNAH, WTOC
D 9.50 12.50 21.50 37.50 56.00 94.00
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
N 14.50 19.00 32.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
explanation see Foreword.
BROADCASTING
Telecastini

SIOUX CITY, KSC
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

DENVER, KLZ
D 16.50 16.50 24.25 42,00 73.50 115.00
N 33.00 33.00 44.75 78.75 134.00 225.00

KENTUCKY

SPRINGFIELD, WTAX
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 13.00 26.00 45.00 75.00

PALM SPRINGS, KCMJ
D 4.20 4.20 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS, KBOR
D 4.00 4.00 7.25 16.75 27.25 44.50
N 6.00 6.00 12.25 27.75 46.25 72.50

ILLINOIS

MIAMI, WGBS
D 15.00 15.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

WEST PALM BEACH, WJNO
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

STOCKTON, KGDM
D 9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

TOPEKA, WIBW
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 E
D 20.00 24.00 46.67 66.67 120.00 200.(
N 24.00 36.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.(

QUINCY, WTAD
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

LOS ANGELES, KNX
D 60.00 75.00 65.00 130.00 195.00 325.00
N 120.00 150.00
260.00 390.00 650.00

SAN FRANCISCO, KCBS
D 28.00 35.00 50.00 93.33 140.00 233.33
N 56.00 70.00
140.00 210.00 350.00

BOISE, KDSH
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

JACKSONVILLE, WMBR
D 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 20.00 20.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00

TAMPA, WDAE
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00

SAN DIEGO, KCBQ
D 10.55 13.20 22.00 35.00 53.00 88.00
N 21.00 26.25 43.75 70.00 105.00 175.00

KANSAS

CONNECTICUT

FRESNO, KFRE
D 15.00 16.50 27.50 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 30.00 33.00 55.00 88.00 132.00 220.00

SACRAMENTO, KROY
D 9.00 9.00 12.50 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 16.50 16.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 110.00

IDAHO

NEW ORLEANS, WWL
D 30.00 30.00 50.00 84.00 146.00 225.1
N 60.00 60.00 101.00 169.00 292.00 450.1
SHREVEPORT, KWKH
D 13.75 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.1
N 27.50 36.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.(

MAINE
BANGOR, WABI
D 9.00 12.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.(
N 12.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.(
PORTLAND, WGAN
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90, (
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180, (

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE, WCAO
D 22.50 27.50 37.50 75.00 112.50 187. E
N 45.00 55.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.C
CUMBERLAND, WCUM
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.(
N 7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.(
FREDERICK, WFMD
D 6,00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.C
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.(
(Continued on page lU )
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MASSACHUSETTS
JOSTON, WEEl
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
l) 42.00 50.00 52.50 105.00 157.50 262.50
84.00 70.00 70.00 210.00 315.00 525.00
iPRINGFIELD, WMAS
} 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
J 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
VORCESTER, WTAG
J 17.00 17.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
i>r 34.00 34.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
MICHIGAN
)ETROIT, WJR
3 62,50 62.50 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
< 125.00 125.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 1,000
JRAND RAPIDS, WJEF
3 8.50 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
11.50 13.50 25.00 45.00 65.00 110.00
'lALAMAZOO, WKZO
i')
12.00 30.00
18.00 36.00
54.00 150.00
90.00
k 10.00
17.00 20.00
60.00 90.00
[i
MINNESOTA
KDAL 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
b'>ULUTH,
7.20 7.20
i 14.40 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
tllNNEAPOLIS, WCCO
0 47.50 60.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
1 95.00
240.00 360.00 600.00
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson, wjqs
"5V 3.40
7.50 12.75
21.25
5.00 3.40
5.00 10.00
/lERIDIAN,
WCOC
b 3.40 3.40 7.50 12.75
■f 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.25

21.25
36.00
21.25
36.00

42.50
60.00
42.50
60.00

MISSOURI
rOPLlN, KSWM
3 8.50 8.50 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
< 10.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
5ANSAS CITY, KMBC
3 30.00 48.00 43.20 72.00 144.00 288.00
■•I 50.00 70.00 72.00 120.00 240.00 480.00
:5T. LOUIS, KMOX
3 54.00 78.00 69.00 138.00 207.00 345.00
fi 90.00
230.00 345.00 575.00
IPRINGFIELD, KTTS
[a 5.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 30.00 50.00
•I 6.00 6.00 15.00 26.25 45.00 75.00
]
MONTANA
f
BUTTE, KBOW
O 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
'SREAT
KFBB 30.00 45.00 70.00
3 10.00 FALLS,
13.00 15.00
N 10.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
'WISSOULA, KGVO
31.50 52.50
!rD 7.88 10.50 10.50 21.00
'I
M 10.50 14.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
JNote: All rates one-time. For complete
'explanation see Foreword.

NEBRASKA
OMAHA, KFAB
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 40.00 40.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
SCOTTSBLUFF, KOLT
D 9.00 9.00 16.50 30,00 50.00 90.00
N 9,00 9.00 16.50 30.00 50.00 90.00
NEVADA
LAS VEGAS, KLAS 16.50 25.50
D 6.00 6.00 14.00
8.40
28.00 42.00
N 10.00 10.00
RENO, KOLO
12.00
D 3.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 24.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENE, WKNE
D 6.70 8.00 13.40 26.80 40.20
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
MANCHESTER, WFEA
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00

42.00
70.00
20.00
40.00

67.00
100.00
60.00
120.00

NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY, WBAB
D 3.75 5.00 12.50 25.00 45.00 75.00
N 7.00 9.50 18.75 45.00 75.00 125.00
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, KGGM
D 7.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 14.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
CARLSBAD, KAVE
24.00 40.00
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 16.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SANTE FE, KVSF
D 6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
SILVER CITY, KSIL
18.00 30.00
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00
N 5.00 5.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
NEW YORK
BINGHAMTON, WNBF
D 10.80 10.80 19.80 36.00 54.00
N 18.00 18.00 33.00 60.00 90.00
BUFFALO, WGR
D 15.00 22.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
N 42.50 56.00 70.00 140.00 210.00
GLOVERSVILLE, WENT
D 3.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 24.00
N 6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
ITHACA, WHCU
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 6.00 9.00 25.00 50.00 75.00
NEW YORK CITY, WCBS
D 100.00 135.00 270.00 405.00
N
540.00 810.00
ROCHESTER. WHEC
D 17.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
90.00
N 30.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 140.00
SYRACUSE, WFBL
70,00
D 10.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
N 20.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 140,00
TROY, WTRY
50.00 75.00
D 12.75 16.00 45.00
N 24.00 30.00 25.00 90.00 135.00
UTICA, WIBX
D 12.75 15.00 25.00 40.00
N 18.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 50.00
75.00
WATERTOWN, WWNY
D 4.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 48.00
N 6.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00

90.00
150.00
140.00
350.00
40.00
60.00
75.00
125.00
675.00
1,350.
140.00
225.00
110.00
225.00
125.00
225.00
80.00
125.00
80.00
120.00

not one, but SEVEN
Seven major industries, we mean. Mining, cattle,
lumbering, electric power, farming, sugar beets,
meat packing. Diversification which means sales
stability all year around.
Add 'em together. They tote
a Montana
per
the nacapita income of $1641 — $318up above
tional overage. KGVO-CBS for 85 thousand
Montanians adds to sales, too. For you?
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NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE, WWNC 15M
SB
IM 5M
30M 1 Hr
75.00
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 27.50 45.00
N 13.50 13.50 20.00 45.00 75.00 125.00
CHARLOTTE, WBT
D 35.00 40.00 63.75 85.00 127.50 212.50
N 70.00 80.00 127.50 170.00 255.00 425.00
DURHAM, WDNC
75.00
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
GREENSBORO, WBIG
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 35.00 50.00 85.00
N 14.00 14.00 27.00 55.00 85.00 140.00

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY, KOTA
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
9.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA, WDOD
42.00 70.00
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 84.00 140.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00
DCOOKEVILLE,
3.00 3.00 WHUB
6.0O 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
KNOXVILLE, WNOX
75.00 125.00
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 150.00
250.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00
MEMPHIS, WREC
100.00
150.00
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 56.00 150.00 280.00
N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00
NASHVILLE, WLAC
90.00 150.00
D 12.50 15.00 30.00 60.00 180.00
300.00
N 25.00 30.00 60.00 120.00
TEXAS
24.00
AMARILLO, KLYN
12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D 8.00
N 14.00
40.00 60.00 100.00
26.00
AUSTIN KTBC
42.00 70.00
9.00 15.00
D
9.00 13.50
N 13.50
30.00
75.00 125.00
50.00 36.00 60.00
CORPUS CHRISTI, KEYS
D 6.00 7.40 12.00 24.00 72.00 120.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00
DALLAS, KRLD
D 25.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 50.00 60.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
EL PASO, KROD
48.00 80.00
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
24.00 40.00
HARLINGEN, KGBS
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
N 6.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
HOUSTON, KTRH
105.00 175.00
D 20.00 25.00 42.00 70.00 210.00
350.00
N 40.00 50.00 84.00 140.00
45.00
ODESSA, KOSA
27.00
36.00
DN 6.75
6.75
11.25
18.00
60.00
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
SAN ANTONIO, KTSA
67.50 112.50
DN 38.00
19.00 38.00
19.00 28.20
56.30 45.00
90.00 135.00 225.00
WICHITA FALLS, KWFT
D 10.00 13.00 22.00 39.00 65.00 115.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 100.00 175.00

NORTH DAKOTA
GRAND FORKS, KILO
62.50
D 6.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 80.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00
48.00
JAMESTOWN, KSJB
70.35 117.25
D 10.00 13.00 23.45 46.90
N 12.00 15.00 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
OHIO
AKRON, WADC
D 12.50 12.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
CINCINNATI, WKRC
102.00 170.00
DN 30.00
68.00 204.00
60.00 30.00
60.00 42.50
85.00 136.00
340.00
CLEVELAND, WGAR
375.00
D 56.25 56.25 75.00 150.00 225.00
N 75.00 75.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
COLUMBUS,
WBNS
D 20.00 20.00 33.37 49.87 70.87 105.00
N 40.00 40.00 66.75 99.75 141.75 210.00
DAYTON, WHIO
D
16.00 28.00 45.00 65,00 100.00
N
26.00 45.00 90.00 130.00 200.00
PORTSMOUTH, WPAY
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
YOUNGSTOWN,
WKBN38.00 57.00 95.00
D 12.00 15.00 19.00
N 18.00 20.00 38.00 76.00 114.00 190.00
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY, KOMA
D 15.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 150.00
N 30.00 40.00 50.00 90.00 160.00 275.00
TULSA, KTUL
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
OREGON
UTAH
PORTLAND, KOIN
CITY,
KSUB
D 15.00 30.00 32.50 37.50 75.00 150.00 DCEDAR
5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
N 30.00 60.00 65.00 75.00 150.00 300.00 N 4.00
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
SALT
LAKE
CITY, KSL
PENNSYLVANIA
D 25.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00 150.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 130.00 200.00 300.00
ALLENTOWN, WHOL
D 7.00 8.50 15.00 30.00 51.00 85.00
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
VERMONT
56.00
DUBOIS, WCED
D 5.00 6.25 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00 BURLINGTON, WCAX
D 6.75 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 5.00 6.25 12.90 22.40 36.40
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
HARRISBURG, WHP
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
VIRGINIA
INDIANA, WDAD
WRVA
D 5.00 6.00 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00 RICHMOND,
28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00 DN 22.50
45.00 55.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
JOHNSTOWN, WARD
WDBJ
D 5.00 6.00 18.50 28.00 42.50 70.00 ROANOKE,
7.50 9.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 6.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 ND 11.00
14.00
25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
PHILADELPHIA, WCAU
D
55.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
WASHINGTON
N
70.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
PITTSBURGH, WJAS
SEATTLE, KIRO
D 19.00 27.50 45.00 75.00 120.00 192.00
26.00 41.00 50.00 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 38.00 55.00 90.00 150.00 240.00 384.00 ND 55.00
78.00 92.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
READING, WHUM
KXLY
30.00 50.00 75.00 DSPOKANE,
D 6.50 7.50 17.00 48.00
12.50
12.50
27.50 42.50 85.00
82.00 120.00 N 25.00 25.00 17.50
N 12.00 12.00 24.00
35.00 55.00 85.00 170.00
SCRANTON, WGBI
KIMA
D 13.00 13.00 21.00 35.00 53.00 88.00 YAKIMA, 10.00
12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 20.00 20.00 42.00 70.00 105.00 175.00 DN 8.00
9.00 11.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
UNIONTOWN, WMBS
75.00
D 4.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
WEST VIRGINIA
N 7.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
BECKLEY, WJLS
WILLIAMSPORT, WWPA
65.00
D 5.00 5.00 7.50 14.00 22.50 37.50
D 7.50 7.50 13.50 27.50 40.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00 N 7.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
CHARLESTON, WCHS
48.40 72.61 108.90
RHODE ISLAND
ND 12.10
16.94 14.52
19.36 24.20
36.30 72.60
108.90 181.50
PROVIDENCE, WPRO
FAIRMONT,
WMMN
D 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 D 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 30.00 34.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00 N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
00
PARKERSBURG, WPAR
SOUTH CAROLINA 90.00 D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N 7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
ANDERSON, WAIN
D 7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54 00 90.00 WHEELING, WWVA
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
N 7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54 00
WCSC 20.00
CHARLESTON, 12.00
62.50 N 50.00 50.00 90.00 144.00 240.00
00 400.00
23
125.00
D 6.00 6.00
32
50
40.00
45
WISCONSIN
N 12.00 12.00 25.00
65
75
COLUMBIA, WKIX 15.00
38.00 GREEN BAY, WBAY
DN 5.00
5.00
00
70.00
D
9.00
9.00
10.00
25.00
7.00 7.00 8.00 30.00 75 00 75.00 N 17.50 17.50 21.00 50.00 85 140.00
187
SPARTANBURG, 15.00
WSPA
MILWAUKEE, WISN
D 8.50 8.50 25.00
150.00
17.00 34.00
00 125.00
85.00 D 23.25 23.25 45.00 60.00 93
N 12.50 12.50
50.00
300.00
42 00
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WHEC
been

is Rochester's most-lisfened-to station and has
ever since Rochester

Note WHEC's

Monday through Fri.
EVENING
6:00-10:30 P.M.
Sunday through Sat.

BUY

WHERE

THEY'RE

been

Hooperated!

leadership morning, afternoon, evening:
STATION
WHEC

MORNING
8:00-12:00 Noon
Monday through Fri.
AFTERNOON
12:00-6:00 P.M.

has

40.4
32.9

STATION
B
22.6

STATION

STATION

c
8.2

D

STATION
E
15.1

STATION
F
5.5

14.0

2.8
Only
Station
Broadcasts
till Sunset

6.5
27.3

8.5

14.0

36.8
30.3
7.2
9.8 14.5
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MBS

Network

SPOT RATE FINDER
TALLADEGA, WHTB
ALABAMA
SB 2.50
IM
15M
7.50
D
2.50
5M 15.00
ANDALUSIA, WCTA
15.00
N
2.50 2.50 7.50
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
18.00
30.00
10.00
D 2.00 3.75 6.00 20.00
WTBF 3.00 5.00 10.00
2.50 5.00 10.00
30.00 50.00 TROY,
0
3.00
7.50 15.00
ANNISTON, WOOB
N
6.00
6.00
3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00 TUSCALOOSA, WTBC
6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00 D
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00
■,N
6.00 WJLD
:bes5emer
N
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00
38.00
12.00
20.00
O 8.00 8.00
75.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 38.00 75.00
BIRMINGHAM, WTNB
75.00
ARIZONA
30.00 45.00 100.00
J)N 10.00
7.50 10.00
7.50 25.00
18.75 40.00
60.00
COOLIDGE KCKY
4.00
DECATUR, WMSl
12.00
4.00 8.00 12.00
D
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 D
6.00 24.00
8.00
N
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 N
NOGALES, KNOG 5.00 7.00
DEMOPOLIS, WXAL
2.80
10.00 16.00 30.00 D 2.30 4.00
D
1.50 1.50
10.00 16.00 30.00 N 3.00
tg 1.50 15.0
6.00 10.00
PHOENIX, KOOL
"OOTHAN,
WAGE
9.00 13.00 26.00
D
3,00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 D 9.00 18.00
N
6.00 6.00
N 18.00
26.00 52.00
14.40
<GADSDEN, WGAD 5.25 12.00
TUCSON,
KCNA
21.00
36.00
3.60
P+J
3.60
7.20
D
4.32
20.00 35.00 60.00 N 7.00
6.00
12.00 24.00
>1UNTSVILLE WBHP 8.75 15.00
6.00
0 3.00 3.00 5.00
28.00 50.00
,N 3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 28.00 50.00
ARKANSAS
JASPER, WWWB
15.00
30.00 42.00 ARKADELPHIA, KVRC
D
4.00
15.00 30.00
4.00
42.00 D
15.00
4.00 4.50
5.50 7.50
9.00 19.00
iWOBILE. WABB
4.50 KAMD
CAMDEN,
22.00 33.00 55.00 N
O
9.00 9.00 11.00 44.00
7.50 15.00
12.00 12.00 22.00
66.00 110.00 D 2.50 3.75
N 3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50
.MONTGOMERY, WJJJ
J)
7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
KGRH
H
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 DFAYETTEVILLE,
14.00
2.50 3.50 7.50 20.00
N
3.25
4.50
10.00
'muscle
3 5.00 shoals,
5.00 wlay
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 FORT SMITH, KFPW
D
4.55 7.80
6.50 15.60
7.80 15.60
I•J 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N
5.20
31.20
(OPELIKA, WJHO
KHOZ
HARRISON
2.50
.0
1 .50 4.00
7.50 14.00
D
3.50 10.00 20.00
I^^ 1.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00 N
3ELMA, WHBB
HELENA,
KFFA
O
3.50 6.00 12.00 20.00
D
4.50 5.00 8.00 16.00
N
5.00 8.00 17.50 30.00
N
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00
HOPE,
KXAR 3.75 7.50 14.00
D
3.00
jiNote: All rates one-time. For complete
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
'^explanation see Foreword.

HOW
THE

30M
25.00
25.00
18.00
27.00
36.00
36.00
18.00
36.00
10.00
15.00

1 Hr
50.00
50.00
30.00
45.00
60.00
60.00

30.00
60.00
17.00
25.00

39.00 65.00
78.00 130.00
21.60 36.00
36.00
60.00
22.50
30.00
22.50
33.75
21.00
30.00
23.40
46.80
21.00
30.00
24.00
48.00
21.00
30.00

38.00
48.00
37.50
56.00
35.00
50.00
39.00
78.00
35.00
50.00
40.00
80.00
35.00
50.00

HIGH

HOOPER!

. . . and he ain't jest callin' the hawgs, for this audiencebuikling phenomenon (12:30 to 2 p.m., Monday thru
Saturday) has made history with his Hooperatings in
Columbus, Georgia.
Lookie here:
STATION AUDIENCE RATINGS SUMMER 1949
Station ' 1.4
Station
Station
Hour
B
C
D
WGBA
2.0
4.8
8.6
12:30
9.4
12:45

11.3

1:00

9.8

1:15
1:30
1:45
12:30
to
2 P.M.

4.8
4.5

6.8
6.8
8.5

13.2
10.1
12.8

3.9
4.5
3.8

9.1

11.1

5.0

7.0

6.2

1.7
1.8
0.6
0.6
1.4

LET "COUNTRY BOY" OR SOME ONE Ot WGBA'S OTHER
TOP-HOOPER PERSONALITIES SELL FOR YOU!
1 KW Dt 620
Q
COLUMBUS,

B
Soon— Full Time!
GEORGIA

Represented Nationally by the Branham Connpony
Page 16
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HOT SPRINGS, KWFC
SB
IM
5M 15M
D
3.50 4.00 10.00 20.00
N 5.00 6.00 16.00 32.00
KBTM 7.50 14.00
DJONESBORO,
2.50 3.50
N 3.25 4.50 10.00 20.00
DNORTH LITTLE5.00ROCK,7.00KXLR14.00
N
8.00 14.00 28.00
PINE BLUFF, KOTN
D
3.50 3.50 8.00 14.00
N 3.50 3.50 8.00 14.00
RUSSELLVILLE, KXRJ
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 8.00
N 3.50 4.50 6.75 11.00
SILOAM SPRINGS, KUOA
D
3.75 5.25 9.00 18.00
N 5.00 7.00 12.50 25.00
KWAK 6.50 13.00
DSTUTTGART,
3.50 4.25
N
5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD,
D
4.00 4.00KAFY 6.00 12.00
24.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00
CHICO,
KHSL
D 5.40 5.40 9.65 19.25
N 6.50 6.50 11.60 23.15
EL CENTRO, KXO 9.25 15.70
D
4.00 5.50
N 8.00 11.00 18.50 31.40
EUREKA, KIEM
D
7.00 7.00 9.60 16.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.40 24.00
FRESNO, KYNO
D
7.50 7.50 10.80 21.60
N 15.00 15.00 21.60 43.20
ANGELES,
DLOS 32.50
46.00 KHJ
180.00
90.00
N 65.00 92.00
MARYSVILIE, KMYC
D
4.20 4.20 9.00 13.50
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00
MERCED, KYOS
D
7.50 7.50 10.05 20.35
N 9.00 9.00 12.20 24.40
PASO ROBLES, KPRL
D
4.00 4.00 7.00 12.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00
REDDING, KVCV
D 10.65 10.65 15.50 26.00
N 12.75 12.75 18.65 31.00
SACRAMENTO, KXOA
D
7.50 7.50 11.20 22.40
N 15.00 15.00 22.40 44.80
SALINAS, KSBW 13.00 24.00
D
4.50 6.00 16.50 30.00
N
6.00 8.00
SAN BERNARDINO, KFXM
D
9.00 9.00 11.20 22.40
N 14.00 14.00 17.00 34.00
28.00
SAN DIEGO, KGB
D
7.50 10.00 16.80
N 15.00 23.60 56.00
SAN FRANCISCO, KFRC
D 22.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
N 44.00 96.00 160.00
SAN LUIS OBISPO, KVEC
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00
N 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00
SANTA ANA, KVOE
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
SANTA BARBARA, KDB
D
4.00 4.00 8.40 14.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.80 28.00
STOCKTON, KXOB
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00
TULARE. KCOK
D
3.50 4.25 6.00 12.00
N
4.25 5.00 10.00 20.00
COLORADO
DENVER, KFEl
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N 17.50 17.50 40.00 80.00
GRAND4.00JUNCTION, 8.00
KFXJ 16.00
D
12.00 24.00
N 6.00 4.00
6.00
4.50 8.00 16.00
PUEBLO,
D
3.50 KCSJ8.00 12.00 24.00
N
6.00
TRINIDAD,
10.00 16.00
D 6.00 KSFT
24.00
9.00 15.00
N 9.00 6.00

1 Hr
50.00
30.00
30M
48.00 80.00
21.00
30.00
21.00
42.00
32.40
32.40
14.00
19.00
27.00
37.50
19.50
30.00

35.00
50.00
40.00
80.00
54.00
54.00
25.00
34.50
45.00
62.50
32.50
50.00

18.00 30.00
36.00 60.00
32.10 53.45
38.50 64.15
22.00 30.00
44.00 60.00
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
32.40 54.00
64.80 108.00
135.00 225.00
270.00 450.00
22.50 37.50
30.00 50.00
33.85 56.45
40.70 67.70
16.00 25.00
24.00 40.00
43.10
78.65
51.75 65.50
33.60 56.00
67.20 112.00
36.00 60.00
45.00 75.00
33.60 56.00
51.00 85.00
42.00
70.00
84.00 140.00
120.00 200.00
240.00 400.00
21.00 35.00
36.00 60.00
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
21.00 35.00
42.00 70.00
24.00 40.00
48.00 80.00
18.00 30.00
30.00 50.00

60.00
120.00
24.00
36.00
24.00
36.00

100.00
200.00
40.00
60.00
40.00
60.00
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT, WICC
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
HARTFORD, WONS
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20,00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
NEW LONDON, WNLC
D 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WATERBURY, WWCO
D 4.00 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON,
D
8.40 8.40WAMS
16.80 33.60 50.40 84.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
DISTRICT OF
WASHINGTON, WOL
SB
IM
5M
D 15.00 15.00 24.00
N 30.00 30.00 48.00

COLUMBIA
15M 30M
1 Hr
48.00 72.00 120.00
96.00 144.00 240.00

FLORIDA
DAYTONA
BEACH,
D
4.50 WROD
8.00 16.00 24.00
N
6.50 12.00 24.00 36.00
PIERCE, 4.50WIRA 8.00 16.00 24.00
DFORT 3.75
N 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
GAINESVILLE, WRUF
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00
JACKSONVILLE,
D
10.00 WJHP
18.00 35.00 53.00
N
15.00 35.00 70.00 105.00
KEY WEST, WKWF
D
5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 10.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
MIAMI BEACH, WKAT
D 13.92 11.39 17.71 35.42 53.13
N 21.51 18.97 35.42 70.84 106.26
DOCALA,4.50 WTMC4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
ORLANDO, WLOF
D
8.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
PANAMA CITY, WDLP
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
PENSACOLA, WEAR
D 4.00 5:60 8.50 17.50 28.50
N 5.65 7.50 8.50 17.50 28.50
ST. PETERSBURG, WTSP
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 42.00
N 8.00 10.00 19.00 40.00 72.00
36.00
TALLAHASSEE, WTAL
54.00
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00
WEST PALM BEACH, WIRK
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 36.00
WINTER HAVEN, WSIR
32.16
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
5.36 5.36 10.72 21.44
GEORGIA
ALBANY, WALB
D 3.50 3.50 6.00 22.00
12.00
N 4.50 4.50 11.00 9.00
3.00 5.00 9.00
AMERICUS, WDEC
D 3.00 3.00 5.00
N 3.00
ATLANTA, WGST
D 15.00 20.00 30.00 48.00
N 25.00 34.00 50.00 80.00
AUGUSTA, WBBQ
D
2.90 2.90 5.40 10.80
N
2.90 2.90 5.40 10.80
BAINBRIDGE, WMGR
N
3.25 3.25 15.00 20.00
BRUNSWICK, WMOG
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00
N
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00
CARTERSVILLE,
N
5.00WBHF10.00 20.00
COLUMBUS, WSAC
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N
7.00 9.00 16.00 32.00
CORDELE, WMJM
D
No rates available
N
15.00 20.00
COVINGTON, WMOC
D
No rotes available
N
5.00 10.00 20.00
DALTON, WBLJ
5.50
D
2.00 2.25 4.00
N
2.00 2.50 5.00 8.00
DUBLIN. WMLT
D
3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00
20.00
NELBERTON,
3.85 WSGC
2.85
N
1.75 4.00 8.00
FITZGERALD, WBHB
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00
GAINESVILLE. WGGA
13.60
D
3.50 3.50 6.80
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
GRIFFIN, WKEU
12.50
DN(No rates 4.00
ovoiloble)
6.00
LA GRANGE_ WLAG
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
MACON, WNEX
D
5.00 5.00 10.00
15.00 20.00
30.00
N
7.50 7.50

BROADCASTING

40.00
60.00
40.00
50.00
50.00
75.00
88.00
175.00
50.00
100.00
88.65
177.10
40.00
50.00
65.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
72.00
120.00
60.00
90.00
100.00
60.00
53.60
40.00

18.00 30.00
36.00
60.00
16.50 26.50
16.50 26.50
72.00 120.00
120.00 200.00
16.20
16.20 27.00
27.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
30.00
30.00
48.00

50.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
50.00
80.00

35.00 50.00
30.00 50.00
10.00
15.00 17.50
30.00
37.50 42.00
14.00 42.00
37.50
20.00
18.00 30.00
24.00 40.00
34.00
20.40
30.00 50.00

22.50 40.00
36.00
60.00
60.00
36.00
30.00 50.00
45.00 75.00
• Telecasting

OTTUMWA, KBIZ
1 Hr
IM
5M 15M
9.00
4.50 16.00
30M 50.00
D
20.80 30.00
80.00
SB
6.00
N
36.40 48.00
55.00 90.00
DSHENANDOAH,
10.00 15.00 KMA19.20 32.00
55.00 105.00
175.00
N 15.00 20.00 33.00
9.00
SIOUX
CITY,
KTRI
60,00
D 7.00 15.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 125.00
25.00 50.00 75.00
NSPENCER,
12.00
30.00 50.00
D 5.00 KICD
6.00 10.00 20.00 48.00
80.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00
KANSAS
50.00
EMPORIA,
KTSW
D 5.00 6.00 10.00
50.00
N 5.00 6.00 10.00
GARDEN CITY, KlUL
45.00
D
4.30 6.50 9.50
N 4.30 6.50 9.50
45.00
GREAT BEND, KVGB
45.00
D
5.00 5.00 9.00
75.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00
SALINA, KSAL
72.00
D
7.20 7.20 15.00
75.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00
TOPEKA, KTOP
75.00
D 7.50 7.50 15.00
100.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00
WICHITA, KAKE
60.00
D
7.50 1.0.00 12.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00
100.00
KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN, WLBJ
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
CORBIN, WCTT
35.00 60,00
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60,00
FRANKFORT, WFKY
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60,00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00
60,00
HARLAN, WHLN
D
3.50 5.00 20.00
35.00
60.00
N
3.50 5.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
HAZARD, WKIC
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
HENDERSON, WSON
D
8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
LOUISVILLE, WGRC
D
6.55 6.55 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
OWENSBORO, WOMI
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 35.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
60.00
PADUCAH, WKYB
D
6.50 6,50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
SOMERSET, WSFC
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
35.00
N
5.00 5 00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
VERSAILLES, WVLK
D 5.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
8.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA, KVOB
32.00
D
3.15 4.00 6.40
N
5.50 7.50 12.00
60.00
BATON ROUGE, WAFB
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BOGULUSA, WIKC
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36,00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
HOUMA, KCIL
35.00 63.25
D
6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25
N
6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25 35.00 63.25
LAKE CHARLES, KWSL
25.00
D
2.50 2.50 4.90 9.80 14.75 45 00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 14.75 24.75
NATCHITOCHES, KWCJ 12.00 18.00 30.00
D
3.00 4.50 7.50
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
NEW IBERIA, KANE
32.00 60,00
D 5.60 5.05 9..50 20.00 48.00
80.00
N
8.40 7.50 1450 30.00
NEW ORLEANS, WNOE 35.00
D 10.00 10.00 21,00 50,00 59.50
85.00 105.00
150.00
N 15,00 15,00 30,00
OPELOUSAS, KSIO
16,50
D
4,65 4,20 7.95 25,00 40.00
26.50 53.00
80.00
NRUSTON,
6.95 KRUS6.20 11,90
30.00
18.00
50.00
D
3,00 4.50 7.50 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50
50.00
SHREVE^ORT. KENT
D 7.00 8.00 12.50 20,00 30.00 100,00
N 14.00 16.00 25.00 40,00 60.00 50,00
MAINE
AUGUSTA, WFAU
16.00 24.00 40.00
D
3,00 6,00 8,00 24,00
36.00 60.00
N
3,00 6,00 12,00
BANGOR, WJOR
D
2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.00 6.00 12.00 24,00 36,00 60.00
LEWISTON, WCOU
D
3.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
3.00 6,00 12,00 24,00 36.00 60.00
PORTLAND, WMTW
D
5,00 5,00 10,00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE, WCBM
D 10.50 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 21.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
(Continued on page 18)
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MILLEDGEVILLE, WMVG
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00 37.50 42.00
NEWNAN, WCOH
D
5.00 5.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
N
5.00 5.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
ROME, WRGA
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
SAVANNAH, WCCP
50.00
D
5.50 5.50 10.00 18.00 30.00 70.00
N
8.00 18.00 25.00 25.00 40.00
STATESBORO, WWNS
D
2.50 2.50 5.50 11.00 18.00 30.00
N
2.50 2.50 5.50 11.00 18.00 30.00
THOMASTON, WSFT
D
2.00 2.00 3.80 8.00 15.00 25.00
THOMSON, WTWA
D
3.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
N
3.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
TIFTON, WWGS
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
TOCCOA. WLET
20.00 33.50
D
3.00 3.00 6.70 13.40
N
3.00 3.00 6.70 13.40 20.00 33.50
VALDOSTA, WGOV
D
8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N
8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
VIDALIA. WRQN
D
3.10 8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
N
3.10 8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
WAYCROSS, WAYX
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00
60.00
N
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
IDAHO
COEUR
D'ALENE.
D
6.00 KVNI
10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
N
9.00 15.00 24.00
IDAHO FALLS, KID
24.00
D
6.00 7.50 13.50
36.00 60.00
N
9.00 11.00 21.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
LEWISTON, KRIC
D
6.00 7.20 12 00 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 8.00 9.60 16.00 25.60 38.00 64.00
NAMPA. KFXD
D 10.00 10.00 12.00 24 on 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
POCATELLO, KEYY
D
4.23 6 50 13.00 19..5n 32.50
N
6.50 20.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
TWIN FALLS, 5.40
KVMV 8.70
D
27.00
16.20 22.00
N
7 20 10.80 14.40
WALlArE, KWAl
D 3.00 1(1 no 25.00
15.00 25.00
35.00
N
4.00 15.00
ILLINOIS
CAIRO, WKRO
D
6.00 12.nn 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CHICAGO, WGN
D 45.00 75.00
180.00 270.00 450.00
N 90.00
360.00 540.00 900.00
HERRIN. WJPF
D
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
6 00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
A10LINE. WQWA
D
6.50 8.00 10.00 2000 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12,00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
PEORIA, WMMJ
D
7.50 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
INDIANA
FORT WAYNE, WKJG
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 140.00
INDIANAPOLIS, WIBC
D 15.00 15.00 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
N 20.00 22.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
LAFAYETTE, WASK
D
6.00 7.50 16.00 27.00 41.00 68.00
N 7.50 9.00 18.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
RICHMOND, WKBV
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 22.50 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 12.00 26.00 36.00 60.00
VINCENNES, WAOV
D
3.60 3.60 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N
4.50 4.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS, KCRG
D
6.00 10.00 13.00 26 00 39.00 65.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
CLINTON, KROS
D 5.50 6.60 9.90 19.80 33.00 55.00
N
682 8.25 15.54 31.68 52.80 88.00
DAVENPORT, KSTT
D
8.00 12.00 24.00 3600 60.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
DECORAH, KDEC
24 00 40,00
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 14.00
N
6.00 7.00 9.00 18.00 28.00 48,00
DES MOINES, KCBC
D 5.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 26,00 40. on
N 10,00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60,00 100,00
DUBUQUE, KDTH
36,00 60,00
D 6.00 7.00 12,00 24.00
N 7.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60,00 100,00
FORT DODGE, KVFD
28.00 48.00
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MARSHALITOWN. KFJB 18.00 28.00 48.00
D 4.00 5.00 9.00 28.00
48.00 80.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00
MASON CITY, KICM
30.00 50.00
D 4.50 5.25 9.00 20,80 48,00
80.00
N 5.25 6.00 16.00 36.40
Note:
All rates
explanation
see one-time.
Foreword. For complete
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MBS Network
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Co)iti)iii('d from page 17)
HAGERSTOWN, WJEJ
5M 15M 30M
SB
IM 12.60
25.20 37.80
D 5.04 9.00
6.30 18.00
36.00 54.00
N 7.20
SALISBURY, WBOC
D 6.00 7.50 14.00 28.00 42.00
N 7.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00

1 Hr
63.00
90.00
70.00
80.00

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON, WNAC
D
33.00 66.00 132.00 198.00 330.00
N
44.00 88.00 176.00 264.00 440.00
FALL RIVER, WSAR
D
8.00 8.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 12.00 12.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
FITCH8URG, WEIM
D
6.25 6.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
GREENFIELD, WHAI
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
HOLYOKE, WHYN
D
6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
LOWELL, WLLH
36.00 60.00
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00
N 16.00 16.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
PITTSFIELD, WBRK
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WORCESTER, WAAB
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 1 60.00
i
MICHIGAN
I ALPENA, WATZ
/D
3.35 3.35 6.40 13.60 20.00 33.00
, N 4.00 4.00 8.00 19.20 32.00 48.00
'; DBATTLE7.00CREEK,7.00WBCK17.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
: CADILLAC, WATT
; D 3.35 3.35 6.40 13.60 20.00 33.00
;> N 4.00 4.00 8.00 19.20 32.00 48.00
\'|I explanation
Note: All rates
see one-time.
Foreword. For complete

DETROIT, CKLW
5M
D 17.50
IM 45.00
SB 22.50
31.66
N 27.66
63.33
ESCANABA WDBC
D 4.50 4.50 11.25
N 6.00 6.00 15.00
WBBC 8.50 16.00
DFLINT,8.50
N 13.00 13.00 28.00
HOUGHTON,
WHDF 8.00
D 3.50 3.50
N 5.00 5.00 12.00
WIKB
9.00
MOUNTAIN
DIRON 4.50
4.50
N
6.00 6.00 15.00
IRONWOOD, WJMS
D
6.00 6.00 12.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00
LANSING, WILS 15.00
D 7.00 7.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00
MARQUETTE, WDMJ
D 6.00 6.00 10.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00
DPETOSKEY,
3.35 WMBN
3.35 6.40
N 4.00 4.00 8.00
PORT HURON, WHLS
D 4.00 6.00 12.00
N 4.00 6.00 12,00
TRAVERSE CITY, WTCM
D 10.50 10.50 20.00
N 12.50 12.50 25.00

15M
90.00
126.66
22.50
30.00
32,00
56.00
15.00
24.00
18.00
30.00
24.00
36.00
24.00
36.00
16.00
24.00
13.60
19.20
24.00
24.00
42.50
60.00

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN,
KAUS
D 7.20 7.20 12.00 24.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
BEMiDJI, KBUN
D
2.50 3.00 6.00 12.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00
BRAINERD, KHZ
D 4.00 5.00 9.00 14.00
DULUTH, WREX
D
5.25 5.25 9.45 15.75
N 10.50 10.50 18.90 31.50
FERGUS FALLS, KGDE
D
2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00
N 3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00
GRAND RAPIDS. KBZY 10.00
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 14.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.00
MARSHALL, KMHL
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00

135.00
30M
190.00
33.75
45.00
50.00
84.00
22.00
36.00
27.00
45.00
36.00
54.00
36.00
56.00
24.00
36.00
20.00
32.00
36.00
36.00
62.50
100.00
36.00
60.00
18.00
36.00
30.00
31.50
63.00
27.00
36.00
15.00
21.00
36.00
48.00

• Let folks see your station and staff through
/ these colorful, beautifully-prepared albums
• — "tailor-made" to be distributed through• out your broadcast area ... at no cost to you
or your listeners. Available to only one station in any city. Proven to build listeners . . .
new accounts . . . added revenue.

Write for
full details
or
phone us now
4-3262

'age 18

•

1

August 15, 1949

m

B I i t » "

1 Hr
225.00
316.66
56.25
75.00
80.00
140.00
36.00
60.00
45.00
75.00
60.00
90.00
60.00
90.00
40.00
60.00
33.00
48.00
60.00
60.00
105.00
150.00

100.00
60.00
30.00
60.00
50.00
52.50
105.00
45.00
60.00
25.00
35.00
60.00
80.00

MINNEAPOLIS, WLOL
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
9.00 12.00 30.94 49.50 74.25 123.75
N 15.00 20.00 68.75 110.00 165.00 275.00
MOORHEAD,
KVOX 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D 3.95 5.25
N 5.25 7.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXI, WLOX
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CLARKSDALE, WROX
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
COLUMBIA,
WCJU
D
2.89 5.51 10.71 16.32 27.88
N
4.48 8.02 15.92 25.71 42.85
COLUMBUS,
WCBI 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
5.00
N
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CORINTH, WCMA
D
4.00 5.00 8.00 13.00 24.00 45.00
N
5.00 6.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
GREENVILLE, WJPR
D 5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
GRENADA, WNAG
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
JACKSON, WRBC
D
8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
LAUREL, WLAU
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MERIDIAN, WMOX
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
TUPELO, WELO
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
VICKSBURG, WQBC
D
4.00 4.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 90.00
WEST POINT, WROB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU, KFVS 35.00 50.00 80.00
D
8.50 17.50
N
8.50 17.50 35.00 50.00 80.00
HANNIBAL, KHMO
70.00 120.00
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 37.50
N 18.00 18.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
JEFFERSON CITY, KWOS 20.00
30.00 50.00
D
4.00 5.50 10.00 25.00 45.00
75.00
N
5.00 7.00 15.00 20.00
JOPLIN, WMBH
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
NKANSAS
7.00 CITY,
10.00WHB15.00 53.00 45.00 75.00
D 16.00 26.60 37.20 06.60 93.00 155.00
186.00 310.00
N 31.80 53.00 74.60 1
LEBANON, KLWT
43.75
D
4.40 5.65 9.40 18.75
18.75 31.25
31.25 43.75
NMEXICO,
4.40 KXEO
5.65 9.40
D
9.00 9.00 12.00 24.00
24.00 36.00
36.00 60.00
60.00
NPOPLAR9.00 BLUFF,
9.00KWOC
12.00
D
4.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.50 12.00
30.00 50.00
ST. JOSEPH, KFEQ
36.00 54.00 90.00
DN 10.00
10.00
18.00
56.00
84.00 140.00
15.00 15.00 28.00
ST. LOUIS, KWK
80.00
120.00
200.00
D 24.00 36.00
N 45.00 70.00 1 40.00 225.00 380.00
SEDALIA, KDRO
17.50 30.00 55.00
D
4.00 10.00 17.50
30.00 55.00
N
4.00 10.00
SPRINGFIELD, KICK
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 16.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.25 5.25 13.00 23.50 39.00 65.00
MONTANA
BILLINGS, KBMY
D
2.75 4.15 7.00 11.00 16.50 27.50
NGREAT4.50FALLS,6.00
KMON10.00 1 6.00 24.00 40.00
D
8.45 8.45 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
NMILES13.00
CITY,13.00
KRJF 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
D
2.50 3.75 7.00 10.50 20.00 37.50
NSIDNEY,
3.00 KGCX4.50 8.50 12.50 23.75 45.00
D
3.50 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.50 6.00 13.00 26.00 40.00 65.00
NEBRASKA
FREMONT, KFGT 10.00
D 5.00 5.00 13.00 18.33 30.00 50.00
19.50 37.50 65.00
N
6.00 KHAS
6.00
HASTINGS,
D 2.65 5.00 10.00
20.00
30.00 50.00
N 4.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KEARNEY, KGFW
D 4.00 5.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
N 4.00 5.00
LINCOLN, KOLN 10.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
D
5.00
15.00 30.00 50.00
N
10.00 20.00
McCOOK, KBRL 10.00 30.00 60.00 100.00
O 3.30 5.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 8.00
25.00 45.00 80.00
OMAHA, KBON
D 6.50 6.50 13.00 19.50 39.00 65.00
N 13.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 78.00 130.00

NEVADA
RENO, SBKATO IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CLAREMONT, WTSV
30.00 50.00
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
DCONCORD,
5.00 WKXL
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
LACONIA, WLNH
D
4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MANCHESTER, WKBR
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
PORTSMOUTH, WHEB
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY, WMID
D 3.30 4.25 8.55 17.00 28.50 50.00
N 5.25 8.00 14.00 28.50 45.00 80.00
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, KOB
D
8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 40.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
ALBUQUERQUE, KVER
D
4.50 6.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
NARTESIA,
4.50 KSVP6.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
D
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00 35.00
N
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00 35.00
CLOVIS,
D 11.25 KICA
13.50 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 11.25 13.50 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
HOBBS, KWEW5.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
D
N
8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
LAS CRUCES, KOBE
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 25.00 45.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
ROSWELL, KGFL
D
3.00 3.75 5.25 9.50 18.75 37.50
N
4.50 5.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 52.50
TUCUMCARI, KTNM
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 10.00 35.00 60.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 10.00 35.00 60.00
NEW YORK
ALBANY, WROW
D 10.00 16.00 21.60 43.20 72.00 120.00
N 17.00 26.00 36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
AUBURN, WMBO
D
5.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.10 16.00 32.00 54.00 90.00
BATAVIA, WBTA
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 14.60 21.00 35.00
N
5.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 25.00 45.00
BIN6HAMTON, WKOP
D
8.00 10.20 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
NBUFFALO.
10.00 WEBR
16.80 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
D 17.50 35.00 41.25 55.00 82.50 137.50
N 30.00 50.00 82.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
ELMIRA, WENY8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
D
N
9.00 18.00 27.00 36.00 90.00
GENEVA,
D
5.00 WGVA
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GLENS
FALLS,
WWSC10.00 21.25 37.50 62.50
D
7.00 8.75
N
8.00 10.00 12.00 26.25 45.00 75.00
GLOVERSVILLE, WENT
D
3.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DKINGSTON,
3.00 WKNY
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
36.00 60.00
MALONE, WICY
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 15.00
NEW YORK CITY, WOR 30.00 45.00 75.00
D 75.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
N 150.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1,200
OGDENSBURG,5.00WSLB10.00
D
20.00 30.00 40.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00
30.00 40.00
ONEONTA, WDOS
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
ROCHESTER, WVET
D 17.00 20.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 30.00 35.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
SYRACUSE, WNDR
D
8.00 8.00 20.00
60.00 100.00
N 18.00 16.00 40.00 40.00
80.00 120.00 200.00
UTICA-ROME. WKAL
24.00 36.00 60.00
DN
6.00
8.00 12.00
8.00 10.00
18.00 27.00 54.00 90.00
WATERTOWN, WATN
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
60.00 100.00
NORTH CAROLINA
WBBB14.00
DBURLINGTON,
5.25 7.00
28.00 43.00 70.00
CHARLOTTE, WAYS
D 14.40 14.40 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
N 14.40 14.40 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
DURHAM, WHHT
D
4.50 4.50 13.50 27.00 40.50 67.50
NELIZABETH
7.50 CITY,
7.50 WCNC
22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
D
4.20 5.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
N
4.20 5.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FAYETTEVlllE, WFNC
SB
IM 5M
D
4.50 4.50 10.00
N
4.50 4.50 10.00
GREENVILLE, WGTC
D
3.50 5.94
N
4.00 7.92
HENDERSON, WHNC
D
5.25 6.25 12.50
HENDERSONVILLE, WHPK
D
3.96 3.96 7.20
N
3.96 3.96 7.20
JACKSONVILLE, WJNC
0
2.75 2.75 9.00
N 2.75 2.75 9.00
LEAKSVILLE WLOE 1.00
D 3.00 4.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00
LENOIR, WJRI
D
4.00 4.00 9.00
N
4.00 4.00 9.00
lUMBERTON, WTSB
D
5.00 5.00 11.00
N
5.00 5.00 11.00
MORGANTON. WMNC
D
3.00 4.00 6.00
N 3.00 4.00 6.00
NEW BERN WHIT
D 5.50 5.50 18.00
N 5.50 5.50 18.00
NEWTON, WNNC
D 2.00 3.60 5.50
N 2.50 4.00 6.50
RALEIGH. WRAL
D 5.00 5.00 10.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00
ROANOKE RAPIDS , WCBT
D
4.20 8.75
N
4.20 8.75
SALISBURY, WSTP
D
5.00 5.00 10.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00
SHELBY, WOHS
D
5.00 5.00 10.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00
SOUTHERN PINES, WEEB
D
4.00 4.00 12.00
STATESVILLE, WSIC
D
5.00 5.00 10.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00
WHITEVILLE, WENC
D
4.50 7.50
N
4.50 7.50
WILMINGTON, WGNI
D
4.50 4.50 9.00
N
4.50 4.50 9.00
WILSON. WGTM
D
8.50 8.50 15.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00
DWINSTON-SALEM,
7.50 7.50 WTOB
15.00

15M
25.00
25.00
16.20
21.60
25.00
14.40
14.40
18.00
18.00
16.00
16.00
18.00
18.00
22.00
22.00
12.00
12.00

30M
48.50
48.50
27.00
36.00
37.50
21.60
21.60

36.00
36.00
15.00
20.00
20.00
27.00

54.00
54.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
45.00

27.00
27.00
24.00
24.00
30.00
30.00
33.00
33.00
18.00
18.00

1 Hr
72.00
72.00
45.00
60.00
56.25
36.00
36.00
45.00
45.00
40.00
40.00
50.00
50.00
55.00
55.00
30.00
30.00
90.00
90.00
45.00
50.00
45.00
72.00
65.00
65.00
50.00
60.00

BARTLESVILLE, KWON
SB
IM
5M 15M
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 20.00
N 4.00 4.00 9.00 20.00
CHICKASHA, KWCO
D
4.00 4.50 9.00 18.00
N 4.00 4.50 9.00 18.00
DDUNCAN,
3.00 KRHD
3.00 6.00 11.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 11.00
ELK
D CITY,
3.50 KASA
4.50 9.00 16.00
N 3.50 4.50 9.00 16.00
MUSKOGEE, KMUS
D
4.00 6.50 11.00 18.00
N 5.00 8.00 13.00 21.00
OKLAHOMA CITY, KOCY
D
7.00 12.50 25.00
N
10.00 20.00 45.00
KHBG 9.60 16.00
DOKMULGEE,
4.80 6.00
N 5.60 8.00 12.00 20.00
PONCA CITY, WBBZ
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
N 6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
SEMINOLE, KSMI
D
3.00 4.00 7.00 11.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 11.00
STILLWATER, KSPI
D
4.00 6.00 9.00 15.00
N 6.00 9.00 12.00 20.00
TULSA. KOME
D
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00
DWOODWARD,
3.50 5.25 KSIW8.00 16.00
N
3.50 5.25 8.00 16.00

20.00 37.35
20.00 37.35
20.00 30 00
24.00 36.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
12.50 20.00 35.00
12.50 20.00 35.00
18.00 27.00 40.50
18.00 27.00 40.50
30.00 45.00 75.00
50.00 75.00 100.00
30.00 45.00 75.00
NORTH DAKOTA
DEVILS LAKE, KDLR
D
5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
GRAND FORKS, KNOX 19.50
D
5.20 5.20 8.50
29.25 48.75
N
7.00 7.00 11.70 26.00 39.00 65.00
MANDAN, KGCU
D
6.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 6.75 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
MINOT, KLPM
D 4.20 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
VALLEY CITY, KOVC
D
2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
OHIO
AKRON, WHKK
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 11.25 11.25 22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
BELLAIRE, WTRF
D
9.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
N 10.00 12.50 18.00 36.00 60.00 110.00
CINCINNATI, WCPO
D 15.25 17.75 40.00 70.00 100.00 175.00
N 23.00 27.50 50.00 100.00 160.00 300.00
CLEVELAND, WHK
D 21.00 21.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
N 42.00 42.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
COLUMBUS, WHKC
D
6.70 6.70 13.25 26.70 40.00 66.70
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
DAYTON, WONE
D 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 80.00 120.00
N 18.00 18.00 40.00 75.00 120.00 180.00
HAMILTON, WMOH
D
4.75 6.80 11.55 23.10 34.65 57.75
N
6.00 8.50 17.00 34.00 51 .00 85.00
LIMA, WIMA
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
iMARIETTA, WMOA
D
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SANDUSKY, WLEC
D
5.40 5.40 8.10 12.60 21.60 36.00
N
9.00 9.00 13.50 21.00 36,00 60.00
STEUBENVILLE, WSTV
D
4.75 5.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WARREN. WHHH
D
6.00 6.00 9.75 19.50 2<'.25 48.75
N 8.50 8.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
OKLAHOMA
ALTUS. KWHW
12.00 18.00 30.00
D 3.00 4.50
20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 7.50
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
explanation see Foreword.
BROADCASTING
• Telec a s t i n g

30M
36.00
36.00
27.00
27.00

1 Hr
60.00
60.00
45.00
45.00

18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
24.00 40.00
24.00 40.00
27.00 45.00
36.00 60.00
35.00 60.00
70.00 120.00
28.00 48.00
36.00 60.00
45.00 75.00
45.00 75.00
20.00 35.00
20.00 35.00
25.00 40.00
30.00 50.00
36.00 60.00
72.00 120.00
24.00 40.00
24.00 40.00

OREGON
ALBANY, KWIL
SB
IM 5M
D
4.12 4.12 6.00
N
5.50 5.50 8.50
ASTORIA, KAST
D
4.12 6.00
N
5.50 8.50
BEND, KBND
D
3.45 3.45 6.00
N
4.50 4.50 8.50
COOS BAY, KOOS
D
3.50 5.25 7.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00
EUGENE, KORE
D
4.15 4.15 6.90
N
6.00 6.00 10.00
GRANTS PASS, KlUN
DN 4.32
6.40 4.32
6.40 6.48
9.60
KLAMATH FALLS, KFJI
D
4.00 4.00 9.00
N
4.00 4.00 9.00
PORTLAND, KPOJ
D 10.00 15.00 20.00
N 20.00 30.00 40.00
ROSEBURG, KRNR
D
3.25 4.65 9.50
N
5.00 6.25 11.50
SALEM, KSLM
D 5.00 6.00 10.00
N
7.50 9.00 15.00

1 Hr
15M
10.00 15.00
25.00
30M
14.00 21.00 35.00
10.00 15.00 25.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
10.00 15.00 25.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
16.00 24.00 40.00
11.00 16.50 27.50
16.00 24.00 40.00
10.80
16.00
15.00
15.00

16.20
24.00
21.00
21.00

27.00
40.00
35.00
35.00

30.00 45.00 90.00
60.00 90.00 180.00
12.00 16.00 25.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
18.00 24.00 40.00
24.00 36.00 60.00

Deep

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA, WJSW
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
D 6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N 9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
BRADFORD, WESB
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
EASTON, WEST
D 5.00 6.50 12.25 27.50 40.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00
WLEU 7.00 13.00
DERIE, 7.00
22,00 63.00
40.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 43.00
HAZELTON, WAZL
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
5.90 14.00 30.00 46.00 70.00
HUNTINGDON, WHUN
D
3.00 4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50
N 5.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
JOHNSTOWN,
WCRO20.00
D
6.00 6.00
40.00 45.00
65.00
N
9.00 9.00 25.00 30.00
LOCK HAVEN, WBPZ
D
4.50 4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
NEW CASTLE, WKST
D
4.60 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
PHILADELPHIA, WIP
84.00 126.00
DN 40.00
16.00 50.00
20.00 42.00
82.00 156.00 247.00
PITTSBURGH. KQV
D 14.00 20.00 35.00 70.00 105.00
N 28.00 40.00 70.00 140.00 210.00
(Continued on page 20)

1 Hr
75.00
100.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
90.00
115.00
70.00
45.50
40.00
60.00
75.00
100.00
40.00
60.00
70.00
100.00
390.00
196.00
175.00
350.00

in the South... WSB -TV

Reaches

495

feet above

Atlanta

Television arrived down Georgia way . . . with strong signals
stemming from Atlanta ... thanks to the 495 -foot ideco Television Tower of WSB-TV, operated by WSB and the Atlanta
Journal, ideco was chosen to design and build the tower for two
very important reason.?:
Triangular-Section Safety — provides extra rigidity and assurance offreedom from distortion, ideco's triangular design, based
on accepted aerodynamic principles, substantially reduces the
effect of wind pressures — a recognized factor in the 100% safety
record of ideco radio and television towers.
Complete Engineering — ideco engineering covers the entire job,
ncluding service ladders, platforms, transmission lines . . . even
the installation of the 10- foot call letters ... and any special
accessories required.
From coast to coast, for every type of radio and television
tower requirement, ideco is prepared to handle all details of
your tower needs. For more information, wiite for Bulletins
RT.46 and SSRT-1.
International Derrick and Equipment Company
Torrance, California •
Columbus, Ohio

7
Ideco engineering covers
the pnfrVfjob, fromfoundation
specifications to antenna
arrav, including erection and
inspection after erection. /Vo

ideco
TRIAIil»UtftR SECTION
towers

L—j

AM

♦ FM

« TV"
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MBS Network
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Covf>)iiicd ffODi page 19)
POTTSVILLE, WPAM
15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM
5M 19.60
28.00 40.00
D 2.80 4.00 9.60
24.50
35.00 50.00
N 4.20 6.00 12.01
READING, WRAW
D
6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
SHAMOKIN, WISL
D
5.00 6.50 20.00 35.00 50.00 80.00
N
6.50 10.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 110.00
STATE COLLEGE, WMAJ
D 4.50 3.45 11.50 15.00 25.00 46.00
N
5.00 4.75 14.00 23.00 40.00 69.00
WARREN, WNAE
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WASHINGTON, WJPA
D
3.60 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 5.40 7.20 14.40 28.80 43.20 72.00
WILKES-BARRE,
D
6.50WBAX
13.00 26.00 38.00 62.00
N
9.50 17.00 37.00 55.00 90.00
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE, WEAN
D 11.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 22.00 22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
explanation see Foreword.

Lower

SOUTH CAROLINA
BENNETTSVILLE, WBSC
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
CHARLESTON, WFAK
D 4.50 4.50 8.00 15.00 24.00
N
(Only Daytime Rotes Given)
CHARLESTON, WUSN
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 23.00
N
700 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
CHESTER, WGCD 8.00
16.00 24.00
D 4.00 4.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
COLUMBIA, WNOK
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 36.00
N 7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
CONWAY, WLAT
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
DILLON, WDSC
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
GREENVILLE, WESC
D
7.00 7.00 1500 28.00 42.00
N
(Only Daytime Rates Given)
HARTSVILLE, WHSC
24.00
D 3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00
N 3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
NEWBERRY, WKDK
D 2.30 3.16 5.06 11.50 21.95
N 2.30 3.16 5.06 11.50 21.95
ORANGEBURG, WRNO
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 13.00 25.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00

ROCK HILL, WRHI
5M
SB IM
D 4.00 4.50 9.00
N 4.00 4.50 9.00
SUMTER, WFIG
D 5.00 5.00 10.00
N
6.00 6.00 14.00
DWALTERBORO,5.00WALD15.00
N
5.00 15.00

1 Hr
40.00
40.00
45.00
38.00
75.00
40.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
40.00
40.00
50.00
50.00
70.00
40.00
40.00
41.40
41.40
35.00
50.00

15M
17.00
17.00
18.00
24.00
25.00
25.00

30M
30.00
30.00
28.00
30.00
40.00
40.00

SOUTH DAKOTA
ABERDEEN, KSDN
D
6.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
MITCHELL,
D
3.75 KORN
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
SIOUX FALLS, KIHO
D 5.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
YANKTON, WNAX
D 14.00 21.00 26.00 52.00 78.00
N 18.00 27.00 37.50 75.00 140.00
TENNESSEE
ATHENS,
WLAR
D 2.50 3.00 5.00 9.00
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00
CHATTANOOGA, WAGC
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 40.00

Maintenance

1 Hr
50.00
50.00
40.00
50.00
60.00
60.00

62.50
80.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
90.00
130.00
275.00

16.00 30.00
32.00 60.00
30.00 50.00
60.00 100.00

Costs

with;

TOWER

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT!
Specialized tower lighting equip- costs, and dependable operation
ment, developed and produced by under all climatic conditions.
Hughey & Phillips, has many ex- Write or wire today for our comclusive features designed for easier plete catalog giving detailed
installation, lower maintenance specifications and information.

300 MM CODE BEACON
Rain-proof ventilator
"circulates" the air, reduces internal temperature and prolongs lamp
life. Concave base with
drainage port at lovy^est
point dissipates condensation moisture. Spunglass shielding on colorscreen supports. CAA
approved.

AUTOMATIC TOWER LIGHT
CONTROL — "PEC" SERIES
Specifically designed for radio
tower use. Turns lights on at
35 f.c; off at 58 f.c. as recommended by CAA.

H & P LIGHTING KITS FOR A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5 TOWERS INCLUDE EVERY
ITEM ESSENTIAL FOR COMPLETE TOWER INSTALLATION.
SF-75
MERCURY FLASHER
Only four moving
parts,
in lifetimelubricated
ball
bearings. No contact points to wear
out. Speed adjustment: 14 to 52
flashes per minute.

/•age 20

•

SINGLE and DOUBLE OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Precision machined for proper light center.
Heavy aluminum alloy castings. Prismatic
globes meet CAA specifications. Drainage ports
for
A-21 condensation.
signal lamps. Mounting base for standard
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WRITE ON YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY
& PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N. LA CIENEGA BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 43, CALIF.
60 EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
BRO A

CLARKSVILLE, WJZM
15M 30M 1 Hr
IM
5M 12.50
24.00 40.00
D 4.00 4.00 7.00 12.50 24.00 40.00
NCLEVELAND,
4.00 4.00
7.00
WBAC
D
2.50
SB 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
N
2.50 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
COLUMBIA, WKRM
8.40 14.40 24.00
D
2.40 3.00 4.20 11.20
19.20 32.00
NDYERSBURG,
3.20 4.00
5.60
WDSG
36.00 60.00
D
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00
N
5.50 6.50WBEJ
10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
ELIZABETHTON,
31.25 50.00
D
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50
17.50 31.25 50.00
NGREENVILLE,
3.75 3.75
9.38
WGRU
17.50 31.25 50.00
D
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50
31.25 50.00
NHARRIMAN,
3.75 3.75
WHBT 9.38
24.00 40.00
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00
N
5.00 WDXI
5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
JACKSON,
18.00 30.00 50.00
D
3.00 6.00 8.00 30.00
45.00 75.00
NKNOXVILLE,
4.00 8.00
WKGN 12.00
30.00 50.00
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 20.00
25.00 50.00 100.00
N
8.00 8.00
MARYVILLE,
WGAP 13.00
23.60 39.60
D
5.00 5.00 8.90 14.70
N
6.00 6.00WMMT
11.90 19.80 35.60 59.20
McMINNVIlLE,
30.00 50.00
D
1.65 3.50 7.50 15.00
N
1.65 WHBQ
3.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00
MEMPHIS,
64.00 106.00
D 13.50 16.50 21.50 42.70
NMORRISTOWN.
18.00 24.00WCRK
34.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
36.00 60.00
D
4 00 6 00 16.00 24.00
N 4.00 6.00 WGNS
16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MURFPEESBORO.
30.00 50.00
D
5.00 6.00 9.00 28.80
36.40 48.00 80.00
NNASHVILLE,
6.00 8.00
WMAK 16.00 38.40 57.60 96.00
DN 16.00
9.60 9.60 32.00
19.20 64.00 96.00 160.00
OAK RIDGE,16.00
WATO
D
6.00 6 00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
NPULASKI,
8.50 WKSR
8.50 14.40 26.00 39.00 65.00
12.50 Given)
21.88 37.50
D
2.50 2.50 7.50 Rates
N
(Only Daytime
SHELBYVILLE, WHAL
25.00 40.00
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 13.00
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 13.00 25.00 40.00
UNION CITY, WENK
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 30.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
WINCHESTER, WCDT
25.00 40.00
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 40.00
TEXAS
ABILENE, KWKC 12.00
D
6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.50
AUSTIN, KVET
12.00
36.00 60.00
D
6.00 7.50 24.00 24.00
48.00 72.00 120.00
N 11.00 14.00
BALLINGER, KRUN
14.40 24.00 40.00
D
3.10 5.18 8.64
8.64 14.40 24.00 40.00
N
3.10 5.18 8.00
BAY CITY, KlOX
18.00 30.00 50.00
D 4.00 5.50
N
4.00 5.50 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
DBORGER,
2.50KHUZ
4.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.50 5.00 12.00 18.00 27.00 48.00
BROWNWOOD, KBWD
D
3.25 6.25 13.50
9.00 18.00 27.00 43.00
N
5.00 10.00
20.00 38.50 65.00
BRYAN,
KORA
D
1.78 3.90 8.32 13.65 20.48 32.50
N 2.30 7.15 7.00 19.11 27.30 44.83
CHILDRESS,
10.93
7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
D 2.50 KCTX
3.50
N 2.50 3.50
14.00 21.00 35.00
DALLAS, WRR
DN 12.00
7.20 16.00
9.60 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
EL PASO,
8.00
D 5.00 KSET
9.00 32.00
18.00 48.00
27.00 45.00
N 6.00 6.00 16.00
80.00
FORT WORTH, KFJZ
D 7.20 9.60 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 12.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
31.00
FREDERICKSBURG, KNAF
18.00
D
2.00 3.00 7.00 11.00
11.00
18.00
31.00
N
2.00 3.00 7.00
GALVESTON, KLUF
D
4.15 4.25 6.50 13.00 19.50 32.50
N
8.30 8.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
GREENVILLE, KGVL 9.00
D
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
3.50 4.50
18.00 27.00 45.00
HOUSTON, KTHT
D 10.00 12.00 24.00 42.00 72.00 120.00
N 20.00 24.00
HUNTSVILLE, KSAM 48.00 84.00 144.00 240.00
DN 4.50
3.00 4.50
7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
6.00 10.00
7.50 16.00 24.00 40.00
LAREDO, KPAB
15.00
DLUBBOCK,
3.40
5.25
10.25
15.00 22.50 37.50
N 6.75
30.00 45.00 75.00
D 6.00 KCBD
13.50 20.00
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00
40.00 60.00 100.00
6.75
LUFKINS,
KTRE
D 5.00 5.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
10.00
N 7.50 7.50
30.00 45.00 75.00
DCASTING
• Telecasting

MARSHALL, KMHT
5M
IM
SB
D 4.00 6.00 10.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00
McALLEN, KRIO
D 5.00 6.00 12.00
N 6.00 10.00 20.00
ODESSA, KRIG
D
6.00 9.00 15.00
N
8.00 12.00 20.00
PALESTINE, KNET
D
4.50 6.00 10.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00
PAMPA, KPDN
D
4.50 6.65 9.25
N
4.50 6.65 9.25
PLAINVIEW, KVOP
D
3.00 4.50 7.50
N
3.00 4.50 7.50
PORT ARTHUR, KPAC
D
8.00 15.00
N
13.00 25.00
SAN ANGELO, KTXL
D
6.50 6.50 12.00
N 6.50 6.50 12.00
SAN ANTONIO, KMAC
D
9.00 12.00 20.00
N 18.00 24.00 40.00
SHERMAN, KRRV
D
7.50 7.50 12.50
N 10.00 10.00 15.00
STAMFORD, KDWT
D
2.50 4.00 9.00
N 2.50 4.00 9.00
SULPHUR SPRINGS, KSST
D
1.95 2.93 6.24
N
1.95 2.93 6.24
SWEETWATER, KXOX
D
2.50 4.00 9.00
N
2.50 4.00 9.00
TEMPLE, KTEM
D
3.08 4.40 6.60
N 4.62 6.60 9.90
TEXARKANA, KTFS
D
4.00 4.00 10.00
N 4.00 4.00 10.00
TYLER, KGKB
D 4.00 4.00 10.00
N 4.00 4.00 10.00
UVALDE, KVOU
D 2.50 3.50 8.00
N 2.50 3.50 8.00
VERNON, KVWC
D 3.60 4.50 7.50
N 3.60 4.50 7.50
VICTORIA, KVIC
D 3.83 5.10 8.50
N 5.10 7.65 12.75
WACO, KWTX
D 4.50 6.00 10.00
N 6.00 9.00 1 5.00
WICHITA FALLS, KTRN
D 5.20 5.20 12.00
N 7.80 7.80 18.00

15M 30M 1 Hr
20.00 30.00 50.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
16.00 24.00 40.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
18.50 28.00 46.50
18.50 28.00 46.50
12.00 18.00 30.00
12.00 18.00 30.00
25.00 40.00 65.00
45.00 65.00 110.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
40.00 60.00 100.00
80.00 120.00 200.00
18.00 30.00 50.00
21.60 36.00 60.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
12.48 18.72 31.20
12.48 18.72 31.20
18.00 27.00 45.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
11.20 19.80 33.00
19.80 29.70 49.50
20.00 35.00 60.00
20.00 35.00 60.00
20.00 40.00 70.00
20.00 40.00 70.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
14.00 21.00 35.00

VERMONT
RUTLAND, WSYB
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 2.00 3.00 6.00
N 4.00 5.00 12.00
WATERBURY, WDEV
6.00 6.00 12,00 24.00 36.00 60.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
VIRGINIA
BLACKSTONE, WKLV
D
2.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
2.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
BRISTOL, WFHG
D 1.85 3.05 7.60 12.00 18.00 36.00
N
(Add 20% to D Rate)
DANVILLE, WDVA
D
5.50 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.50 24.00 40.00 75.00
FRONT ROYAL, WFTR
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
N
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
GALAX, WBOB
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
N
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
LEXINGTON, WREL
D
2.25 3.25 7.25 14.40 24.00 40.00
N
2.40 4.00 8.50 16.20 27.00 45.00
LYNCHBURG, WWOD
D
6.00 8.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
NORTON, WNVA
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
PETERSBURG, WSSV
D
4.20 7.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00
N
4.20 7.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00
PORTSMOUTH, WSAP
D
4.50 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 11.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
PULASKI, WPUV
D 2.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
2.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
RICHMOND, WLEE
D 6.50 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 16.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
ROANOKE, WROV
D 4.25 5.25 10.50 21.00 32.00 54.00
N
6.50 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WAYNESBORO, WAYB
D 1.60 2.25 4.00 8.00 12.50 25.00
N
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00

WASHINGTON
15.00 26.25 45.00
15.00 26.25 45.00
ABERDEEN, KXRO
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
13.60 20.40 34.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
20.40 30.60 51.00 BELLINGHAM, KPUG
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 36.00
16.00 24.00 40.00 N 10.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
24.00 36.00 60.00 CENTRALIA, KELA
D 5.50 5.50 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
24.00 36.00 60.00 N
EVEREn, KRKO
36.00 54.00 90.00
D 5.50 5.50 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
UTAH
LONGVIEW, KWLK
LOGAN, KVNU
D
5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
0 4.50 5.00 8.00 13.50 21.50 32.50
N
7.50 7.50 14.25 19.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 6.00 9.50 14.50 23.00 40.00 OLYMPIA, KGY
OGDEN, KLO
D
5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
8.45 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N
13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
SEATTLE, KVI
D 12.50 20.00 23.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
PRICE, KOAL
N 25.00 40.00 46.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
D 3.00 3.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 3.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 SPOKANE, KNEW
D
8.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
PROVO, KOVO
N 16.00 20.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
D 3.31 3.31 5.52 11.04 17.66 27.60
WALLA WALLA, KUJ
N 5.00 5.00 7.60 14.80 23.20 40.00
D
7.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
RICHFIELD, KSVC
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
D 3.90 3.90 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WENATCHEE, KWNW
SALT LAKE CITY, KALL
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 34.00 40.00
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 34.00 40.00
D 8.50 8.50 17.50 30.00 50.00 80.00 N
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 125.00
YAKIMA, KYAK
D
5.50 5.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
explanation see Foreword.
a
s
t
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n
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BROADCASTING
• Telec

WEST VIRGINIA
BECKIEY, WWNR
15M
SB IM
30M
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
5M 20.00 30.00
5.00 5.00 10.00
24.00
DELUEFIELD,
3.00 WKOY
4.00 8.00 24.00
16.00
36.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00.
20.00
CHARLESTON, WTIP
D 5.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
5.50 6.50 10.00 8.00 30.00
CLARKSBURG,
WHAR 4.00
12.00
D 1.75 2.00
N
2.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 19.00
15.00 24.00
ELKINS, WDNE
D 3.25 4.50 8.00
N
4.50 7.00 12,00 20.00 32.00
PAIRMONT, WWW
18.00 30.00
D
4.50 6.00 11.00 25.00
45.00
N
6.00' 9.00 15.00
HUNTINGTON,
WPLH
15.00 30.00
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 32.00
48.00
N
6.40 8.00 16.00
MONTGOMERY, WMON 15.00 24.00
D 5.00 6.00 8.00
N
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00
MORGANTOWN, WAJR 16.00 24.00
D 4.50 6.00 10.00
N
6.00 9.00 . 15.00 24.00 36.00
RONCEVERTE, WRON
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 1600 24.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
WELCH, WBRW
18.00
27.00
D
3.00 3.75 7.50
N
4.50 6.00 12.75 28.50 42.75
WESTON. WHAW
D 2.50 3.50 10.00 25.00
20.00 30.00
35.00
N
3.00 4.50 15.00
WILLIAMSON. WBTH
24
00
D 5.00 5.00 12.00
3600
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00

1 Hr
40.00
50.00
40.00
60.00
50.00
20.00
35.00

OLESEN
CAN
TV

40.00
55.00
45.00

SOLVE
LIGHTING

FOR

YOU!

70.00
50.00
80.00
40.00
60.00
40.00
60.00
40.00
60.00
45.00
67.50
40.00
50.00
60.00
60.00

WISCONSIN
APPLETON,
5.75 9.00
D
4.00 WHBY
N
5.25 8.75 16.00
ASHLAND,
WATW
9.00
4.50 15.00
D
6.00
N
PELOIT, WGEZ
D
4.80 12.00
N
6.00 15.00
EAU CLAIRE,
WBIZ 8.25
5.35 9.65
D
2.80 2.80
N 4.25
FOND DU LAC,
4.25 10.00
D
6.00 KFIZ14.00
N
7.00
■ ANESVILLE, 5.60
WCLO 14.00
D 5.60
N 7.00 7.00 17.50
la CROSSE, WKTY
D 5.50 12.00
7.00 10.00
20.00
N
9.00
MADISON,
18.00
WKOW
9.00
D 9.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00
MANITOWOC, WOMT15.00
D 5.50
11.00
6.50
N
6.50 7.50
MEDFORD,
WIGN
10.80 12.00
15.00
0
13.50 15.00 25.00
N
4.00
RHINELANDER, WOBT
D 4.00
6.00
N 6.00
10.00
6.00
2.93
RICE LAKE, WJMC
D
5.70
N
3.91 7.59
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WFHR
D 6.00 6.00 9.00 17.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 21.00
WYOMING
CASPER, KSPR
6.50 10.80
D
3.50 3.50 11.00
18.00
N
5.00 5.00
4.00 8.00
CODY, KODI
D
5.00 10.00
N
LARAMIE, KOWB
D 4.50 6.00 8.00 16.00
N
6.00 7.50 11.00 22.00
POWELL, KPOW
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00
15.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.50
"^OCK SPRINGS, KVRS
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.50
N
7.50 7.50 12.50 25.00
SHERIDAN, KWYO
D
3.75 3.75 7.50 15.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00

25.00
48.00
27.00
45.00
28.80
36.00
19.25
35.00

40.00
80.00
45.00
75.00
48.00
60.00
33.00
60.00

30.00 50.00
42.00 70.00
33.60 56.00
42.00 70.00
30.00 50.00
60.00 100.00
54.00 90.00
90.00 150.00
31.00 52.00
43.00 72.00
30.00
45.00
18.00
30.00
24.15
32.20
25.00
28.00

60.00
90.00
30.00
50.00
39.78
55.20
42.00
70.00

18.00
30.00
12.00
15.00

30.00
50.00
20.00
25.00

24.00 40.00
33.00 55.00
26.00 45.00
26.00 45.00
27.50 45.00
37.50 60.00
26.25 45.00
35.00 60.00

Good TV reception starts in your
studio. It can be helped or harmed by
the quality of your studio lighting.
TV lighting poses special problems, a
fact more and more, engineers learn
every day. It is significant, also, that
more and more TV studios are turning to Otto K. Olesen in Hollywood
for solution of their lighting. Olesen
has led in specialized lighting techniques for 35 years, and is now applythis know-how to the solution of;i
TV inglighting.
No
matteryouwhat
requirements—'
whether
want your
in-stock
fixtures or
need special designing and construction—cal on Otto K. Olesen in Hollywood. You can be confident your
lighting problems will be expertly
diagnosed and cleared up.
Stop Worrying!
W:RE- PHONE
OR MAIL COUPON
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION!
OTTO K. OLESEN CO.
1534 Cahuenga
Blvd.
'I
Hollywood
28, Calif.
Phone: Gladstone 5194
Gentlemen: Send me complete data
lighting, ." *
on TV studio
Name
' .
Firm .
.— . .
.
Address.
Title
NOTE: Use margin of page or address
letter ij you wish data on special TV
lighting problem.
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NBC

AUGUSTA, WTNT
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00

Network

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM,
SB
IM
D 17.00 17.00
N 30.00 30.00

WBRC
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
30.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
60.00 88.00 132.00 220.00

MOBILE, WALA
D 10.00 10.00 11.25 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 22.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
MONTGOMERY, WSFA
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 6.00
N 10.00 10,00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

SAN FRANCISCO, KNBC
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 36.00 36.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 72.00 72.00 96.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
SANTA BARBARA, KIST
D 4.00 4.00 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.80 28.00 42.00 70.00

COLORADO
DENVER, KOA
D 24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 48.00 48.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00

ARIZONA
DOUGLAS, KAWT
D 4.00 4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GLOBE, KWJB
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
PHOENIX, KTAR
D
11.50 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
23.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
PRESCOTT, KYCA
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAFFORD, KGLU
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.0O 60.00
TUCSON, KVOA
D 6.50 6.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 13.00 13.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
YUMA, KYUM
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, KARK
D 9.00 12.00 16.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 18.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD, KERO
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
FRESNO, KMJ
D
15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
LOS ANGELES, KFI
D 62.50 62.50 84.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
N 125.00 125.00 168.00 280.00 420.00 700.00
SACRAMENTO, KCRA
D 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
X 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
SAN DIEGO, KFSD
D 19.00 24.00 32.00 53.00 80.00 133.00
\ 28.00 36.00 48.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
A'ote:
All rates
explanation
see one-time.
Foreword, For complete
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CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD, WTIC
D 22.50 38.50 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 77.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00

SAVANNAH, WSAV
D 9.50 12.00 20.00 37.50 56.00 94.00
N 14.50 18.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

IDAHO
BOISE, KIDO
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

KANSAS
HUTCHISON, KWBW
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.00 lO.OO 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
PITTSBURG, KOAM
D 11.40 11.40 22.80 38.00 68.40 114.00
N 15.20 15.20 28.50 47.50 85.50 142.50
WICHITA, KANS
D 9.00 11.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00 50.00 100.00

KENTUCKY

POCATELLO, KSEI
D 10.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
TWIN FALLS, KTFI
D 6.40 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 11.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

LOUISVILLE, WAVE
D 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 30.00 37.50 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00

LOUISIANA

ILLINOIS
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON, WDEL
D 8.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 16.00 16.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON, WRC
D 22.50 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 45.00 34.00 50.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE, WJAX
D
10.00 18.50 37.00 60.00 95.00
N
20.00 37.00 74.00 120.00 190.00
LAKELAND, WLAK
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.00 30.00 45.00
N 7.00 7.00 14.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
LAKE WORTH, WEAT
D 6.50 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 11.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
MIAMI, WIOD
D 11.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 22.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
ORLANDO, WORZ
D 7.00 7,00 10,50 21.00 31.50 52.50
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
PENSACOLA, WCOA
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
TAMPA, WFLA
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 50,00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 35,00 60.00 90.00 160.00

GEORGIA
ATLANTA, WSB
D 39.00 45.00 63.00 97.20 162.00 270.00
N 65.00 75.00 105.00 162.00 270.00 450.00

CHICAGO, WMAQ
D 75.00 75.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
N 150.00 150.00 180.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
PEORIA, WEEK
D 9.00 9.00 13.50 27.00 45.00 75.00
N 16.00 16.00 27.00 54.00 90.00 150.00

ALEXANDRIA, KSYL
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 22.00 35.00
N 6.00 8.00 12.00 26.00 40.00 65.00
BATON ROUGE, WJBO
D 7.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.50 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
LAFAYETTE, KVOL
D 4.50 5.05 9.50 16.00 30.00
N 6.75 7.50 14.50 18.00 36.00

INDIANA
ELKHART, WTRC
D 6.00 6.00 15.00 22.00 33.00 54.00
N 7.50 7.50 18.00 36.00 48.00 80.00
EVANSVILLE, WGBF
D
12.00 24.00 48.00
N
15.00 30.00 60.00

72.00 120.00
90.00 150.00

FORT WAYNE, WGL
D 9.40 9.40 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
INDIANAPOLIS, WIRE
D 17.00 17.00 48.00 75.00 135.00
N 25.00 25.00 85.00 145.00 280.00
TERRE HAUTE, WBOW
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40,00 60,00 100,00

IOWA
DAVENPORT, WOC
D 12,00 12,00 15,00 40.00 72.00 120.00
N 18.00 30.00 60.00 108.00 180.00
DES MOINES^ WHO
D 30.00 45.00 60.00 110.00 170.00 280.00
N 70.00 90.00 104.00 218.00 312.00 520.00

LAKE CHARLES, KPLC
D 4.50 9.00 12.75 17.00 27.50 45.00
N 9.00 18.00 25.50 34.00 55.00 90.00
MONROE, KNOE
D 4.75 4.75 8.25 23.00 34.00 56.00
N 6.25 6.25 11.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
NEW ORLEANS, WSMB
D 14.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
SHREVEPORT, KTBS
D 7.50 9.00 17.50 27.50 45.00 75.00
N 15.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00 150.00

MAINE
AUGUSTA, WRDO
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 8,00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BANGOR, WLBZ
D 9.00 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 22,00 56,00 84.00 140.00
PORTLAND, WCSH
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
(Continued on page 2i)
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SPOT RATE FINDER
(Co)itinucd from page 22)
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE, WBAL,
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 35.00 35.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 70.00 70.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
CUMBERLAND, WTBO
D 5.50 5.50 10.80 21.60 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.20 32.40 54.00 90.00

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON, WBZ
D 35.00 35.00 56.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
N 70.00 70.00 112.00 224.00 336.00 560.00
SPRINGFIELD, WBZA
(See WBZ Boston)

MICHIGAN
DETROIT, WWJ
D 48.00 48.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
N 96.00 96.00 160.00 320.00 480.00 800.00
FLINT, WTAC
D 10.50 10.50 16.80 33.60 50.40 84.00
N 17.50 17.50 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
GRAND RAPIDS, WOOD
D 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
SAGINAW, WSAM
D 8.40 8.40 15.60 30.00 48.00 72.00
N 12.00 12.00 21.60 42.00 72.00 120.00

MINNESOTA
DULUTH, WEBC
D 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
N 12.00 12.00 18.00 37.50 75.00 140.00
HIBBING, WMFG
(Sold nationally in combination
with WHLB Virginia at these rates)
D 5.40 5.40 8.10 16.20 29.70 54.00
N 7.20 7.20 10.80 21.60 39.00 72.00
MANKATO, KVSM
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.0O 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MINNEAPOLIS, KSTP
D 40.00 50.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 80.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
•
ROCHESTER, KROC
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 9.00 16.00 -32.00 48.00 80.00
ST. CLOUD, KFAM
D 4.50 6.75 10.90 27.75 40.80 68.00
N 6.75 9.00 13.60 34.00 51.00 85.00
VIRGINIA, WHLB
(Sold nationally in combination
with WMFG Hibbing)
(Continued on page 25)

Selecting the advertising medium that will produce the greatest sales
results for your clients' products is particularly easy in New York's
Capital District. Of the two major media available, radio reaches four
times
the potential audience with six times the frequency for the
same money.
In order to reach newspaper readers in Schenectady and Albany and
Troy you must buy three newspapers. In order to reach the same people plus 398,000 additional families whom you cant reach with all three
-newspapers, you need buy only one radio station— WGY.
WGY is typical of the nation's major stations represented by NBC Spot

NBC

. 'ote:
AU rates
>;pIanation
see one-time.
Foreword. For complete
Page 24
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NBC

Network

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 2U)
MISSISSIPPI
Schenectady's Largest Newspaper

GREENWOOD,
SB
IM
D 6.00 6.00
N 3.50 3.50

Albany's Largest Newspaper
Troy's Largest Newspaper

WGRM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00

9 full pages

HATTIESBURG, WFOR
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00

35 quarter pages
Total Circulation (ABC)

JACKSON, WJDX
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

131,768

LAUREL, WAML
D 4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
NATCHEZ, WMIS
D 6100 6.00 9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00

r

WGY — Schenectady - Albany - T i-< > \ 's
Leading Station
SL

* w *

-.y^
MISSOURI

55

daytime

hours

KANSAS CITY, WDAF
D 30.00 66.00 58.40 73.00 133.00 266.00
N 60.00 132.00 117.60 147.00 266.00 532.00

138 daytime quarter liours
Total BMB Daytime Audience Families
^

f^,'"/m

ST. LOUIS, KSD
D 32.50 46.50
N 65.00 93.50

100.00 170.00 250.00
200.00 340.00 500.00

530,653

SPRINGFIELD, KGBX
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 45.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 25.00 40.00 70.00 120.00

■

MONTANA

Sales. Most time buyers consult their NBC Spot Salesman first when
planning campaigns in any of these major markets:
New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
San Francisco
Denver
Schenectady- Albany-Troy

WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
WRC
KNBC
KOA
WGY

BILLINGS, KGHL
D 13.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 13.00 13.00 15.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
BOZEMAN, KXLQ
(See KXLF Butte)
BUTTE, KXLF (*)
D 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
N 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
(*) Includes
bonusGreat
stations
Bozeman, asKXLK
Falls. KXLQ
KXLJ
Helena and KXLL Missoula in Z
Bar Network.
GREAT FALLS, KXLK
(See KXLF Butte)
HELENA, KXLJ
(See KXLF Butte)

SPOT

SALES

New York • Chicago ■ Cleveland • Hoi I/wood • San Francisco - Washington ■ Denver

BROADCASTING

• Telecastim

MISSOULA, KXLL
(See KXLF Butte)
(Continued on page 26)
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
explanation see Foreword.
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NBC

Network

(Continued from page 25)
SPOT RATE FINDER
NEBRASKA
NORTH PLATTE, KODY
SB IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.80 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 80.00
OMAHA, WOW
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 75.00 125.00 200.00
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 150.00 275.00 400.00
NEVADA
RENO, KOH
D 4.00 4.00 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
NEW JERSEY
TRENTON, WTTM
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 16.00 16.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, KOB
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 40.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
NEW YORK
BINGHAMTON, WINR
D 8.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
BUFFALO, WBEN
D 18.00 27.50
53.00 80.00 133.00
64.00 106.00
N 20.00 50.00
i ELMIRA, WENY
' D
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
' N
9.00 18.00 27.00 36.00 90.00
NEW YORK, WNBC
D
180.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
N
240.00 480.00 720.00 1,200.
Note: All rates one-time. For complete
explanation see Foreword.

ROCHESTER, WHAM
SB
IM
5M
15M
D 30.00 30.00 44.00 88.00
N 55.00 55.00 88.00 176.00
SCHENECTADY, WGY
D 35.00 35.00 44.00 88.00
N 70.00 70.00 88.00 176.00
SYRACUSE, WSYR
D 10.00 15.00 26.00 52.00
N 20.00 40.00 52.00 104.00

30M 1 Hr
132.00 220.00
264.00 440.00
132.00 220.00
264.00 440.00
78.00 130.00
156.00 260.00

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE, WISE
D
6.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 47.00
N
8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
CHARLOTTE, WSOC
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 77.00 120.00
RALEIGH, WPTF
D 20.00 25.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 40.00 50.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00
WINSTON-SALEM, WSJS
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 35.00 50.00 85.00
N 14.00 14.00 27.00 55.00 85.00 140.00
NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK, KFYR
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 34.00 80.00 120.00
FARGO, WDAY
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
N 16.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00

ROBERT

S.

WLW
119.75 239.50
239.50 479.00
WTAM
52.00 104.00
104.00 208.00

15M 30M 1 Hr
48.00 72.00 120.00
96.00 144.00 240.00
22.00 33.00 55.00
32.00 48.00 80.00

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY, WHY
D 25.00 25.00
64.00
N 33.00
120.00
TULSA, KVOO
D 20.00 20.00 42.50 60.00
N 40.00 40.00 85.00 120.00

108.00 170.00
180.00 300.00
90.00 150.00
180.00 300.00

OREGON
MEDFORD, KMED
D 9.00 9.00 8.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00
PORTLAND, KGW
D 20.00 27.50 32.50
N 40.00 55.00 65.00

100.00
200.00
100.00
200.00

360.00 540.00
720.00 1,080.
156.00 260.00
312.00 520.00

14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

ALLENTOWN, WSAN
D 10.00 15.00 18.00
N 16.00 24.00 32.00
ALTOONA, WFBG
D 8.00 8.00 16.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00
EASTON, WEST
D 5.00 6.50 12.25
N 9.00 9.00 18.00
ERIE, WERC
D 7.00 8.00
N 9.00 13.00
HARRISBURG,
D 6.50 7.50
N 12.00 12.00

CONLAN

1 Hr
46.00
45.00
30M 70.00
30.00
48.00

80.00
72.00 120.00
55.00 85.00
75.00
125.00
22.50
35.00 40.00
60.00
150.00 250.00
300.00 500.00

PITTSBURGH, KDKA
D 40.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 80.00 80.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00

40.00 66.00 110.00
80.00 132.00 220.00

READING, WRAW
D 6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.00 - 47.50 75.00 125.00

36.00 54.00 90.00
64.00 96.00 160.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
48.00 72.00 120.00
27.50 40.00 60.00
35.00 55.00 90.00

15.00 30.00
25.00 50.00
WKBO
17.50 35.00
27.50 47.50

AND

HAZLETON, WAZL
SB IM 10.00 15M
D 4.00 4.00 14.00 20.00
N 5.90 • 5.90 5M 30.00
JOHNSTOWN,
16.00 32.00
D 8.00 8.00 WJAC
48.00
72.00
N 12.00 24.00
LANCASTER,
WGAL
17.50 35.00
D 6.50 7.50 27.50
N 12.00 12.00
47.50
LEWISTOWN,
ID .00 20.00
13.00
D 4.50 4.50 WMRF
12.00
N 6.00 6.00
PHILADELPHIA, KYW
D 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00
N 60.00 60.00 100.00 200.00

16.00 24.00 40.00
32.00 48.00 80.00

PENNSYLVANIA

OHIO
CINCINNATI,
D 65.00 110.00
N 110.00 150.00
CLEVELAND,
D 39.00 39.00
N 78.00 78.00
LIMA, WLOK
D
7.00
N
10.00

TOLEDO, WSPD
SB
IM
5M
D 15.00 15.00 27.00
N 30.00 30.00 48.00
ZANESVILLE. WHIZ
D ■ 6.50 8.00 11.00
N 9.50 11.00 16.00

50.00 70.00
75.00 125.00
55.00 85.00
75.00 125.00

WILKES-BARRE, WBRE
D 9.00 9.00 13.75 27.50
N 11.00 11.00 20.00 39.00
WILLIAMSPORT, WRAK
D 4.80 7.80 14.40 28.80
N 7.20 10.80 21.60 43.20
YORK, WORK
D 6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50

39.00 63.00
52.00 95^.00
43.20 72.00
64.80 108.00
55.00 85.00
75.00 125.00

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE, WJAR
D 9.00 12.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 18.00 25.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
(Continued on page 32)
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• Telecasting

Regionals and Other
SPOT RATE FINDER
Airline Network

Columbia Pacific Network

Radio Park, P. O. Box 2553, Birmingham, Ala.,
Rep. Headley-Reed Co., Sales Mgr. Julian A.
Flint. Ala.
WSGN Birmingham, WHBS Huntsville,
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 20.00 20.00 36.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
32.00 32.00 72.00 94.00 144.00 240.00

Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28, Calif.,
Rep. Radio Sales, Pacific Coast Sales Manager Wayne R. Steffner, KNX Los Angeles,
KCBS San Francisco, KCBQ San Diego, KFRE
Fresno, KGDM Stockton (bonus), KROY Sacramento, KCMJ Palm Springs (bonus), KOIN
Portland, KIRO Seattle, KXLY Spokane.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
211.00 422.00 635.00 1,057.00
N
422.00 844.00 1,266.00 2,110.00

Alabama State Group
Executive offices c/o WWWB, Bankhead-Long
BIdg. Jasper, Ala. Rep. Friedenberg Agency,
Dir. of Operations James E. Reese. WOOB
Anniston, WVOK Birmingham, WEBJ Brewton, WKUL Cullman, WXAL Demopolis,
WDIG Dothan, WMFT Florence WGAD Gadsden, WFUN Huntsville, WWWB Jasper,
WKAB Mobile, WMGY Montgomery, WJHO
Opelika, WTBF Troy, WTBC Tuscaloosa.
D
59.87 118.25 231.50 369.50 510.00
Arizona Broadcasting System
Heard BIdg., Phoenix, Ariz., Rep. Paul H.
Raymer Co., Mgr. Dick Lewis.
KTAR Phoenix, KVOA Tucson, KYUM Yuma,
KAWT Douglas-Bisbee, KYCA Prescott, KGLU
Safford, KWJB Globe-Miami
32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
D 24.00
N 48.00
64.00 128.00 192 00 320.00
Arizona Network
836-838
N. &Central
Ave. Albert
Phoenix,D. Ariz.,
John Blair
Co., Mgr.
Johnson.Rep.
KOY Phoenrx, KSUN Bisbee, KTUC Tucson
17.25
23.00 46.00 69.00 115.00
34.50
46.00 92.00 138.00 230.00
Arrowhead

Network

WEBC BIdg., Duluth 2, Minn., Rep. Geo. P.
Hollingbery Co., General Mgr. Walter C.
Bridges. WEBC Duluth-Superior, WMFG Nibbing, Minn., WHLB Virginia, Minn., WEAU
Eau Claire, Wis., WJMC Rica Lake, Wis.,
Wise Madison, Wis.
D
14.38 25.18 58.25 100.50 170.00
N
24.50 42.10 99.00 166.00 280.00
Broadcasting Corp.
of America's
Rural Network
P. O. Box 987, Riverside, Calif., Manager
Forrest Wallace. KPRO and KPRO-FM Riverside and San Bernardino, KROP Brawley and
El Centro, KREO Indio and Palm Springs,
KUCB BIythe.
36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
45.00 71.00 124.00 230.00

Georgia Association of
Local Stations

Guy Gannett Broadcasting

Box 403, Decatur, Ga., Rep. Friedenberg
Agency, Director Tom Carr. WDEC Americus, WGAU Athens. WGLS Atlanta-Decatur,
WBB9 Augusta, WLBB Carrollton, WBHF
Cartersville, WGAA Cedartown, WMJM Cordele, WMOC Covington, WBLJ Dalton,
WDWD Dawson, WMLT Dublin, WBHB Fitzgerald, WDUN Gainesville, WKEU Griffin,
WIBB Macon, WFOM Marietta, WMVG Milledgeville, WMGA Moultrie, WROM Tome,
WFRP Savannah, WWNS Statesboro, WSFT
Thomaston, WKTG Thomasville, WWGS Tifton, WLET Toccoa, WRQN Vidalia, WAYX
Waycross, WRLD West Point.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D or N
70.00 150.00 282.00 420.00 696.00

Gannett BIdg. 390System
Congress St., P. O. Box
1731, Rep. Paul H. Raymer Co., President
Guy P. Gannett.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
33.60 67.20 100.80 168.00
N
50.40 100.80 151.20 252.00

Groups

Columbine Network
1626 Stout St., Denver 2, Colo., Rep. Don
Donahue, Sales Mgr. E. E. Koepke. KMYR
Denver, KCOL Ft. Collins, KYOU Greeley,
KBOL Boulder, KRDO Colorado Springs, KCSJ
Pueblo, KEXO Grand Junction.
D 24.00 28.00 35.00 70.00 140.00 200.00
N
40.00 46.00 60.00 120.00 210.00 300.00
Connecticut State Network
555 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn., President
C. Glover DeLaney
D
81.00 156.00 234.00 390.00
N
136.00 272.00 411.00 660.00

Georgia Quartet
Whitehead BIdg., 223 Peachtree St., Atlanta
3, Ga., Rep. Geo. P. Hollingbery Co. WGST
Atlanta, WRBL Columbus, WRDW Augusta,
WSAV Savannah.
D
N

32.35 40.95 62.90 113.47 170.00 283.90
53.55 67.05 102.00 183.60 275.40 459.00

Dairyland Network

Georgia Trio

Radio City, Minneapolis, Minn., Rep. Free
& Peters. KWLM Willmar, Minn., KWNO
Winona, Minn.. WTCN Minneapolis, Minn.
D 23.20 34.50 52.20 104.40 156.60 261.00
N 42.00 61.00 93.00 186.00 279.00 465.00

Rep. Katz Agency. WAGA Atlanta, WMAZ
Macon, WTOC Savannah.
D 34.00 40.38 67.58 111.78 175.10 292.40
N
53.13 63.75 104.98 175.10 280.50 467.50

Dixie Network

Granite State fretwork

412 Main St., Houston, Tex., Gen. Mgr. King
H. Robinson. KATL Houston, KREL Baytown,
KRfC
Orange.Beaemont, KOLE Port Arthur, KOGT
D
36.00 54.00 96.00 180.00
N
60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

155 Front St., Manchester, N. H., Rep. Boiling Co., President Arthur Newcomb. WKBR
Manchester. WOTW Nashua. WWNH Rochester, WTSV Claremont, WLNH Laconia.
D
25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N
40.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00

Don Lee Broadcasting System

Don Lee BIdg., 1313 N. Vine St., Hollywood
28, Calif., Rep. John Blair & Co., President
Lewis Allen Weiss; Exec. Vice-Pres. Willet H.
Brown; Director of Adv. Ward D. Ingrim.
KHJ Los Angeles, KGB San Diego, KDB
Central Valley Group
Santa Barbara, KFXM San Bernardino, KFRC
1617 80th St., Sacramento, Calif., Rep. John San Francisco, KMYC Marysville, KYNO
E. Pearson Co. and (West Coast) Western
Fresno, KSBW Salinas Monterey, KVOE Santa
Radio Adv. Inc. Basic four stations: KXOA
Sacramento,
KXOB Stockton, KYNO Fresno, Ana, KCOK Tulare Visalia, KXO El Centre,
KAFY
Bakersfield.
KAFY Bakersfield, KVEC San Louis Obispo,
19.78 30.18 60.35 90.53 150.88 KPRL Paso Robles, KIEM Eureka, KHSL
39.58 60.35 120.70 181.06 301.76 Chico, KVCV Redding, KYOS Merced, KXOA
Sacramento, KXOB Stockton (all in Calif.);
tlRNR Roseburg, KPOJ Portland, KFJI KlaNote: All prates
one-time.
For
complete
exmath Falls, KORE Eugene, KBND Bend,
lanation se Foreword.
KOOS Coos Bay, KWIL Albany, KAST Astoria, KUIN Grants Pass, KSLM Selena (all
for the facts on
in Oregon); KATO Reno, Nev., KVI SeattleTacoma, KYAK Yakima, KNEW Spokane,
The Arizona Network
KXRO Aberdeen, KGY Olympia, KELA Centralia, KRKO Everett, KWLK Longview,
ASK
KUJ
Wala Wala, KPUG Bellingham, KWNW
JOHN
YOUR
Wenatchee (all in Washington); KRLC LewisBLAIR
JOHN
ton, KWAL Wallace-Kellogg, KVNI Coeur d'
Alene.
E. COMPANY
BLAIR
800.00 1,200.00 2,000.00
MAN!
1,200.00 1,800.00 3,000.00
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

Great Northern
Broadcasting System
200 3rd Ave. N.W., Mandan, N. D., Rep.
Orville Lawson and Assoc., Sec. & Treas. M.
J. Reichert. KDLR Devils Lake, N. D., KGDE
Fergus Falls, Minn.. KNOX Grand Forks. N.
D., KGCU Mismarck-Mandan, N. D., KLPM
Minot, N. D., KVOX Moorhead, Minn. KGCX
Sidney, Mont. KOVC Valley City, N. D..
KWHL Marshall, Minn., KDHL Fairbault,
Minn., KWLM Wilmar, Minn.
0
N

55.60 74.25 163.99 318.00 476.75 795.25
77.40 103.50 249.00 473.25 710.25 1,184.00
Great West Network

Rep. Forjoe and Co., Gen. Mgr. William T.
Kemp. KVER Albuquerque, KSVP Artesia,
N. M.
D
7.65
10.00

Intermountain Network
146 South Main, Salt Lake City, Utah, Rep.
Avery-Knodel. Inc., Vice-President in charge
of Sales, Lynn L. Meyer. KALI Salt Lake
City, KLO Ogden, KOVO Provo, KOAL Price,
KVNU Logan, KSUB Cedar City, KSVC Richfield (all in Utah); KEYY Pocatello, KVMV
Twin Falls, KID Idaho Falls, KFXD Nampa
(all in Idaho); KVRS Rock Springs, KSPR
Casper, KPOW Powell. KWYO Sheridan,
KOWB Laramie (all in Wyoming); KOPR
Butte. KRJF Miles City, KBMY Billings,
KMON Great Falls (all in Montana); KRAM
Las Vegas, Nev.
D 64.60 64.60 105.80 211.60 322.76 529.03
N
98.92 98.92 158.47 215.00 477.34 802.00
Keystone Network

580 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Eastern sales mgr.,
Noel Rhys. Ala.: WCTA Anniston, WJLD
Bessemer, WEBJ Brewton. WKLF Clanton.
WKUL Cullman, WMSL Decatur, WXAL
Demopolis, WOOF Dothan, WULA Eufaula,
WMFT Florence, WBHP Huntsville, WWWB
Jasper, WLAY Muscle Shoals, WJHO Opelika,
WHTB Talladega, WTBF Troy, WTBC Tuscaloosa. Alaska: KFQD Anchorage, KFRB Fairbanks, KINY Juneau, KTKN Ketchikan, KIBh
Seward. Ariz.: KTYL Mesa. Ark.: KVRC Arkadelphia, KAMD Camden. KXJK Forrest City.
KFFA Helena, KWFC Hot Springs, KBTM
Jonesboro. KDRS Paragould, KOTN Pine Bluff.
KXRJ Russellville, KUOA Siloam Springs.
Calif.: KUCB BIythe, KROP Brawley, KGFN
Grass Valley, KREO Indio, KCVR Lodi, KPRL
Paso Robles, KTIP Porterville, KBLF Red Bluff,
KPRO Riverside, KSON San Diego, KVEC San
Luis Obispo, KVVC Ventura, KSYC Yreka,
KUBA Yuba City. Col.: KGIW Alamosa,
KRLN Canon City, KFXJ Grand Junction,
KUBC Montrose, KVRH Salida, KGEK Sterling, KCRT Trinidad. Conn.: WNOC Norwich.
Fla.: WSWN Belle Glade, WDHL Bradenton.
WTAN Clearwater, WCNU Crestview, WEUS
Eustis, WINK Fort Myers, WJVB Jacksonville
Beach, WKWF Key West. WLBF Leesburg.
WTMC Ocala, WDLP Panama City, WTRR
Sanford, WRHP Tallahassee. Ga.: WGAU
Athens, WMGR Bainbridge, WMOG Brunswick, WLBB Carrollton, WBHF Cartersville,
WGAA Cedartown, WMJM Cordele, WMOC
Covington, WBLJ Dalton, WMLT Dublin,
WSGC Elberton, WGGA Gainesville, WKEU
(Continued on page 206)
for the facts on the
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ARE

YOU

WHERE
ON

THE

SELLING
THEY

PACIFIC

'EM

LIVE
COAST?

Don lee and only don lee can give you local
network radio sales coverage on the Pacific Coast . . . because only Don Lee is designed especially
for the Pacific Coast, where markets are big but mighty far apart.
Think we're kidding? Take a look at a map; compare the Pacific Coast with the East Coast. The
Pacific Coast is just as big, but there's also a big difference. The Pacific Coast is covered with mountains —high ones — many of them over 14,000 feet. Nearly every worthwhile market is surrounded
by mountain ranges.
Look how many stations the networks use to cover the East Coast. Well, long range broadcasting
is even more unreliable on the West Coast. If you need complete coverage, complete local penetration
of this big, rugged, 1,352-mile-long Pacific Coast, you need the network that has enough stations (45) to
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Chairman of the Board • willet h. brown, President • ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1313 NORTH vine street. HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • Represented Nationally by JOH^ blair & company

Of 45 Major
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Pacific Coast

BROADCASTING

Cities

• Telecast

release your sales message locally from within the 45 important buying markets . . . that's Don Lee.
To completely cover the Pacific Coast's 15/2 billion dollar sales markets — locally — buy the Pacific
Coast's own point of sale network: Don Lee . . . and sell the people where they live.
Don Lee Sfations on Parade: KUIN-GRANTS

PASS, OREGON

The only station in Josephine County, KUIN is depended upon by residents for its particular local radio needs as well
as Mutual-Don Lee network programming. As a measure of its value as a market. Sales Management's 1949 Survey of
Buying Power shows Josephine County with 32,100 population and retail sales totalling $17,662,000. 32% of this county
population and 87% of its retail sales were credited to Grants Pass, KUIN's home city. This is one of 45 examples of
the Don Lee policy of rendering network service where the people live — tvhere they spend their money!

The

Nation's

BROADCASTING

Greatest

• Telecasting

Regional

Network
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Spenk Spanish?
KYNO
KGST
KSGN
<fo ...
... to nearly a half million
listeners with S3 million purchasing power. Since 1934
these 1000 w stations— KYNO
and KGST. Fresno and KSGN,
Sanger, California — have led in
Spanish-speaking listeners. And
sales.
.luan Meroado, Mgrr., Owner
KYNO
• KGST
• KSGN
REPRESENTED BY W. S. GRANT

Language

Foreign

NEW YORK
Language
Group
Italian
WBNX, WEVD, WHOM, WOV,
WWRL
Jewish
WEVD, WBNX, WHOM
German
WWRL, WBNX
Spanish
WWRL
Polish
WHOM, WWRL
Russian
WWRL
Hungarian
WWRL
Greek
WWRL

EST. POP.
1,095,400

Czech
WWRL

24,520

WHOM

BLANKETS
THE
FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

889,600
421,540
309,000
159,940
148,300
63,680
47,640

MARKET

U. S. Cities
in Major
Broadcasting
Group
Group
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
Language
Language
EST. POP.
EST. POP.
300,000
WDAS, WHAT, WTEL, WJAU .
WGES, WSBC
220,000
WAXX, WDAS, WHAT, WTEL
WSBC, WGES
150,000
70,000
WTEL
WGES, WSBC
110,00 Polish
WTEL
WGES, WSBC
12,000
Swedish
75,000
WTEL
WGES, WSBC
9,000
Czech
60,000
WTEL
WGES, WSBC
45,000 Hungarian
WTEL
Lithanian
WGES
7,500
WGES
20,000
WTEL
7,000
22,000
Greek
WSBC
DETROIT
22,000 Polish
Ukranian
WSBC
WJLB
15,000 Italian
55,000
WGES
.
Spanish
WJLB
36,000
NOTE: The figures herein compiled were
WJLB
taken from the 1940 census. In some coses, Jewish
they have been adiusted where there has
been a large influx of a foreign language
BUFFALO
group such os Puerto Ricon (Spanish) in New
m
York and Mexican (Spanish) in Los Angeles.
74,000
In each case the figures are below station Polish
WBNX WWOL, WHLD (Niagara Falls)
estimates, since the figures given are for
metropolitan areas, whereas station esti- Italian
41,000
mates are for the coverage area of the
WWOL
station.
32,000
German .
WWOL

IN

NEW

CLEVELAND
Polish
WGAR
German
WGAR, WSRS

YORK

WFAR, WSRS, WJMO
More

ITALIAN BROADCAST

HOURS

THAN

ANY

OTHER STATION IN THE UNITED STATES— AND PLENTY
IN POLISH, JEWISH, GERMAN,

SPANISH, RUSSIAN-

U
6HS ^O

(1) ENGLISH
Entire English
PopulaOUR
tion.
fSpeaking

SESSION."

(2) YIDDISH
2,350,000
Jewish Speaking Persons.

Sell YOUR PRODUCT

TO THIS DOLLAR-WISE GROUP

OVER

COUNTRY'S

(3) GERMAN
1,236,000 German Speaking Persons.

PLUS THE "AFTER HOURS SWING

WHOM— THE
LINGUAL STATION.

LEADING

MULTI-

(4) ITALIAN
2,103,737 Italian Speaking PerThus, WBNX, New York's four-star
station, fits the needs of all listeners
. . . reaches all the people you want
to sell in this nnulti-language area.

Wf

/£ PROORESSO

1480

ON YOUR
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STATION
• 5000

WATTS

60,000
54,000
45,000
40,000

WGAR, WJMO
12,000

WGAR, WJMO
WSRS, WJMO

6.000

WJMO

EXCLUSIVE
IN
SAN FRANCISCO!!
FOREIGN AUDIENCE PROGRAMS
IN
ITALIAN
SPANISH
GREEK
FRENCH
CHINESE
KSAX
-SAN

BROADCASTING

FRANCISCO • Telecasting

Foreign

Language

PITTSBURGH
^°5?„"„r
Polish
WWSW, WMCK (McKeesport)
Italian
WWSW, WMCK
Slovak
WWSW, WMCK
SAN

EST.28,000
POP.
' 40,000

Italian
KSAN

50,000

Spanish
KSAN
Chinese
KSAN
Greek
KSAN
French
KSAN

42,000
28,000
14,000
10,000

LOS ANGELES
150,000

25,000

U. S. Cities

German
WEXT
Polish .
WEXT

95,000

Hungarian
WEXT
Czech
WEXT

30,000

PROVIDENCE — Continued
Language
Group
EST. POP.
Italian
100,000
WRIB
Portuguese
50,000
WRIB
Polish
30,000
WRIB
Jewish
30,000
WRIB
Armenian
10,000
WRIB
Swedish
8,000
WRIB
German
8,000
WRIB
Greek
4,000
WRIB

20,000

FRESNO

Yugoslavian
WEXT
Italian
WEXT
Croat . .
WEXT
Greek
WEXT

15,000

MILWAUKEE
52,000

10,000
9,000
5,000
BOSTON
75,000

Italian
WMEX

45,000

Jewish
WVOM
PROVIDENCE

18,000

Group
Language

12,000

French . . .
WRIB

AAexican
KYNO

(no available)
census data

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 SL
HENRY GREENFIELD. Me. Director N.y.19

12,000

Serbian
WEXT

35,000
30,000

in Major

LOS ANGELES— Continued
Group
Language
EST. POP.
Norwegian
6,000
KOWL
Portuguese
5,000
KWKW

10,000

FRANCISCO

Spanish
KWKW
Jewish . .
KWKW
Italian
KOWL, KWKW
Japanese
KWKW
Greek
KWKW
Danish
KOWL

Broadcasting

WWRL
NEW YORK'S FOREMOST FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION
Entertaining and selling millions of New Yorkers efFectively
and inexpensively in more foreign languages than any
Other New York station.
SPANISH
IRISH
HUNGARIAN
POLISH

EST. POP.
. 125,000

GERMAN
GREEK
FRENCH
SYRIAN
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN

RUSSIAN
LITHUANIAN
UKRANIAN

Note: Soon — 5,000 Watts

SPECIFIC
MARKET
INFORMATION
Direct your advertising to known individuals. Get the facts
upon which you can plan future sales. .WOV's Audited
Audiences give you specific market information upon which
sales expectancy may be anticipated to a degree of accuracy not heretofore possible in radio broadcast advertising. Ask for the facts — known proven tested facts — today.
Consult with WOV where . . .
RESULTS
IS THE
BUY
WORD
Italian language market (2,100,000 individuals) larger than
Cleveland and Cincinnati combined.

Originators of

RALPH N. WEIL. Gen. Mgr.
The 8o//ing Company
National Rcpresc.ntolivcs
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NEW

YORK
August 15, 1949
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CHATTANOOGA, WAPO
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

FORT WORTH, WBAP 820kc, 50kw
SB
IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 27.50 36.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 55.00 72.00 120.00 192.00 238.00 480.00

KINGSPORT, WKPT
D 5.00 5.00 9.30 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 13.75 27.00 45.00 75.00

HOUSTON, KPRC
D 20.00 20.00 37.50 54.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 40.00 75.00 108.00 180.00 300.00

KNOXVILLE, WROL
D 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

SAN ANTONIO, WOAI
D 27.50 32.50 40.80 54.40 81.50 136.00
N 55.00 65.00 102.00 136.00 204.00 340.00

COLUMBIA, WIS
D 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 17.00 17.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

MEMPHIS, WMC
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 56.00 100.00 150.00
N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00 150.00 280.00

WESLACO, KRGV
D 6.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12 CO 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

GREENVILLE, WFBC
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

NASHVILLE, WSM
D 32.50 37.50 57.50 90.00 137.50 210.00
N 65.00 75.00 115.00 180.00 275.00 420.00

NBC

Network

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Co)tti)itied fyo))t page 26)
SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON,
SB
IM
D 6.00 6.00
N 12.00 12.00

WTMA
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

GREENWOOD, WCRS
D 4.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

SALT LAKE CITY, KDYL
D 18.50 18.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 110.00
N 36.00 36.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 220.00

SOUTH DAKOTA

AMARDLLO, KGNC
D 13.50 13.50 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 27.00 27.00 45.00 72.00 108.00 180.00

SIOUX FALLS, KELO
D 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00

CORPUS CHRISTI, KRIS
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

VIRGINIA

TENNESSEE

DALLAS, WFAA 820kc, 50kw
D 27.50 36.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 55.00 72.00 120.00 192.00 288.00 480.00

HARRISONBURG, WSVA
D 5.50 5.50
16.00 24.00 48.00
N

BRISTOL, WOPI
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

EL PASO, KTSM
D 8.50 8.50 12.50 25.00 40.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 72.00 120.00

MARTINSVILLE, WMVA
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

Served

by One

Big City

BLUEFIELD, WHIS
SB
IM
5M
15M
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
CHARLESTON, WGKV
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 30.00
N 11.50 11.50 21.50 40.00
CLARKSBURG, WBLK
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
N 7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00

30M 1 Hr
45.00 75.00
60.00 100.00
40.00 60.00
60.00 100.00
30.00 45.00
45.00 75.00

WISCONSIN
UTAH

TEXAS

WEST VIRGINIA

EAU CLAIRE, WEAU
D 4.25 4.25 8.25 17.50 35.00 60.00
N 8.50 8.50 16.50 35.00 70.00 120.00
LA CROSSE, WKBH
D 5.60 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MADISON, WIBA
D 9.00 9.00 18.00 31.50 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 52.50 90.00 150.00
MARINETTE, WMAM
D 6.00 6.00 13.00 22.00 35.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MILWAUKEE, WTMJ
D 30.30 49..50
88.00 132.00 220.00
N 60.60 99.00
176.00 264.00 440.00
D'
6.00 6.75
WAUSAU,
WSAU
14.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 9.00
24.00 36.00 60.00

. . .

fl IFELINES of South Texas blossom out into these 65 counties from
Son Antonio , . . bustling supply center for food, drugs, general
merchondtse, furniture . . for the thousand needs of over a million
people.
Tied closely together as they are through constant common
search for better living . . . these 1,337,500 neighbors* represent a
geographical oreo larger than all New England (plus Maryland)!
Just OS Son Antonio is the principal city of these 65 counties, so
is WOAI the principal stotlon of its 317,070 BMB Radio Families. For,
in these same three-score ond five counties, WOAI provides intense
Primary Coverage of 50 to 100%— both DAY AND NIGHT!
C.of E.FallHooper's
Area WOAI
Coveragehas Index"
1948 "Listening
revealed that
more
listening families here by 2 to 1 in Daytime
... 3 to 1 at Night , . . over the second more
popular station!
Retail Sales in 1948 were up 13.8% over the previous year; Net
Effective Buying Income soored 18.7% higher!* More late facts ore
contained in this issue of MARKETBOOK. They, along with other reliable data, reveal a story as tasty os a Texas steer! For all the WOAI
story, have a pow-wow with Retry!

•Copf. 1949, S«Iei Management Survey
of Buying Power; further reproduction
not licensed.
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ALBERTVILIE, Marshall, 1,500 fam., 77.2%
WEBJ, 250w, 1240kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
radio, 1,160 radio fam.
D
2.50 6.75 12.25 24.00 45.00
WAVU, SB500w-D,
630
kc
N
2.50 6.75 12.25 24.00 45.00
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.00 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
CLANTON, Chilton, 1,400 fam., 79.5% radio,
ALEXANDRIA CITY, Alabama, 1,900 fam.,
1,110 radio fam.
72.1% radio, 1,560 radio fam.
WKLF,
D 2.00Ikw-D,4.00980kc,7.50Clark 15.00 22.50 37.50
WRFS,
Ikw-D,
1050kc,
Sears
&
Ayer
D 4.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 CULLMAN, Cullman, 2,500 fam., 88.3% radio,
WRFS-FM, Chan 291, 106.1 mc, 4.6kw, Sears
2,210 radio fam.
N & Ayer,
2.00 Bonus,
2.50 days
6.00 only12.00 18.00 30.00 WKUL.
D
2.00250w,2.001340kw5.00 7.20 12.60 22.50
N 2.00 2.00 5.00 7.20 12.60 22.50
ANDALUSIA, Covington, 2,100 fam., 77.4%
radio, 1,630 radio fam.
DECATUR, Morgan, 7,300 fam., 87.6% radio,
WCTA, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
6,390 radio fam.
D 2.00 3.75 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
WHOS,
Ikw-D,3.00
800kc8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D 1.00
ANNISTON,
Calhoun,
11,100
fam.,
82.5%
raWMSL,
250w,
1400kc,
Conlan15.00 30.00
dio, 9,160 radio fam.
D 2.00 3.00 5.00MBS,10.00
N 2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
WHMA, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Sears & Ayer
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
Marengo, 1,100 fam., 70% radio,
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00 DEMOPOLIS,
770 radio fam.
WHMA-FM, Chan 263, 100.3 mc, 4.5kw, Sears WXAL, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
& Ayer, Bonus
D
1.50 1.50 10.00 16.00 30.00
WOOB, 250w, 1490kc
1.50 1.50 10.00 16.00 30.00
D 1.25 2.30 5.00 8.00 14.00 25.00 N
N 1.25 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 DOTHAN, Houston, 6,800 fam., 88.5% radio,
6,020 radio fam.
AUBURN, Alabama, 1,900 fam., 83.9% radio,
1,590 radio fom.
2
AM 3.00
affiliates,
WAUD, 250w, 1230kc
3.25 average
6.0O 1-time
12.20 rate
21.00 35.00
D
2.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00 DN 6.00
6.00
N 2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
Ikw, 1320kc, MBS, McGillvra
BESSEMER, Jefferson, 7,600 fam., 83.5% radio, WAGE,
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
6,350 radio fam.
N
6.00
WJLD,
1400kc,12.00MBS,20.00
Hooper38.00 75.00 WDIG, 250w, 6.00
1450kc,7.00
ABC, 14.40
Harry 24.00
E. Cummings
D 8.00250w, 8.00
3.50
40.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 38.00 75.00 D
N
6.00
10.00
21.60
36.00
60.00
WJLN-FM,
Ikw-D,
560kc,
Sears
&
Ayer,
BMB
D 5.00 Chan
5.00 284,9.00 104.7mc,
12.00 40kw
25.00 45.00 WOOF,
D
1.28
2.00
3.50
6.50
9.50
15.50
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 12.00 25.00 45.00
EUFAULA, Barbour (no city figures available)
BIRMINGHAM, Jefferson, 90,200 fam., 89.7%
WULA. 250w, 1240kc
radio, 80,910 radio families
D 2.00 3.75 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N
2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
4D AM 12.83
affiliates,
14.12 average
25.93 1-time
38.50 rates
57.75 96.25
Lauderdale, 6,200 fam., 83.3%
N 21.66 24.75 43.75 72.00 108.00 180.00 FLORENCE,
radio, 5,160 radio fam.
2D AM 8.50
non-affiliates,
average
1-time
rates
250 w, 1340kc, ABC, Conlan
11.75 23.50 51.00 75.00 107.00 WJOl,
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
1070kc,20.00
CBS, 40.00
Radio Sales,
DWAPI,14.005kw, 16.00
60.00 BMB
100.00 WMFT,2.50250w,2.501240kc,5.00Freidenberg
10.00 17.50 30.00
N 28.00 32.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 DN 5.00
5.00 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
WAFM, chan. 258, 99.5mc, Ikv/, Radio Sales
D 7.00 8.00 9.00 13.50 30.00 50.00 GADSDEN, Etowah, 15,300 fam., 88.77<, radio,
13,570 radio fam.
N 14.00 16.00 18.00 22.50 50.00 80.00
WBRC,
960kc, 30.00
NBC, Raymer,
BMB 110.00 2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 17.005kv/, 17.00
44.00 66.00
3.60 5.62 12.50 22.50 39.00
N 30.00 30.00 60.00 88.00 132.00 220.00 D
N
6.00 8.87 21.00 37.50 65.00
273, 102.5mc,
AM non-affiliates,
average15.20one-time
DWBRC-FM,
6.00 Chan
6.00
20.00 50kw,
30.00Raymer
50.00 2D
3.80 7.25
24.60 rates
41.60
N
6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WKAX,
kc, McGilvra
D
8.50Ikw-D,
11.50 90017.00
28.00 50.00 84.00 WGAD,
Ikw,
1350kc,
MBS,
McGillvra
D
3.60 5.25 12.00 21.00 '36.00
WSGN,
N
6.00 8.75 20.00 35.00 60.00
Reed 5kw-D, 1kv/-N, 610kc, ABC, HeadleyD
16.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 WGNH, 250w,3.60 1400kc,
6.00 ABC,
13.00 Ra-Tel,
24.00 Conlan
42.00
N
27.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 D
N
6.00
9.00
22.00
40.00 70.00
WSGN-FM, Chan 229, 93.7mc, SlOljw.
WGWD,
Ikw-D.
570kc,
Taylor-Borroff
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WTNB,
Taylor45.00
BorrofF75.00 D
WJBY, 250w 1240kc, Sears & Ayer
D 7.50250w,7.501490kc,
18.75MBS,30.00
3.60 6.50 14.40 25.20 43.20
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 D
N
6.00 10.40 24.00 42.00 72.00
WVOK,
chan.
D lOkw-D.
12.00 690kc,
30.00 Conlan
74.00 100.00 130.00 WJBY-FM,
No data available.279, 103.7mc, 1 .5kw
BREWTON,
Escambia,
1,100
fam.,
76.8%
raGREENVILLE, Butler, 1,900 fam., 76.0% radio,
dio, 840 radio fam.
1,440 radio fam.
WGYV, 250w, 1400kc, Continental
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total D
1.50 3.00 3.50 6.30 18.00 30.00
N
1.10 2.00 2.50 5.00 12.00 18.00
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
(Continued on page 3U )
For complete
see foreword.

WGNH
CONLAN RADIO REPORT

dominates

Population
Increase over 1940

'48
ALABAMA
1 Ix.
1.95% '47
YR
YR
71.6%
2,833,000

742,500

719,000

614,360
31,300
211%
3 334

515,000
22,270

IOC
AAA
212%
lob.OOO

47

$2,371,000,000
$

$S 143,900,000
60 700 000
$ 46,400,000
$1,794,000,000
$ 877,000,000
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GADSDEN

33,100,000
16 300 000
8,900,000
1,696,223,000
246,000,000

NIGHT

TOTAL

2,672
33.1%
885

8,446
24.1%
2,036

39.3
2.1%

41.4
1.6
35.3
4.6
1.9
11.1
4.1

MARKET
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RATINGS

WGNH is the first station in Gadsden in all time
periods (see Conlan) .
GADSDEN is the hub of a thriving metropolitan
area of approximately 150,000 population having an
annual retail sales nudging $99,000,000.
To cover this solid southern market, WGNH is your
best value, listeners per dollar.
Represented by Ra-Tel
yA B C

ABA

Affiliated with the GADSDEN
BROADCASTING

116,000
1 1 rf? AAA
qOQ AAA
763,000,000

'on

Eufala

WITH

37.7.4
12.8
2.5
5.2

FOR

2,848,000
82.7%
ft f^Of
2.15%

% ofFamilies
U.S.
BMB
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
1W OTiiif di.
Q /*i'llt*ln
llllGrl m ATli'G .
ITXallUi
LUA '11^IT THrGf*!)
JLial.alUlli3llllldlt,o
Non-Agricultural Employment .
Manufacturing Employment . . .
Income
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
P CI H ATI f 1 a 1
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture . . .

APRIL 17-23, 1949

AFTERNOON
MORNING
BASIC CALLS
2,075
3,699
LISTENING HOMES
416
735
19.9%
% OF POTENTIAL AUDIENCE 20.0%
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING HOMES AMONG STATIONS:
38.4
WGNH
50.7
1 .0%
Station A
1 .7%
Station B
27.4
Station C
10.1
36.9
11.6
6.7
Station D
6.7
1.8
Station E
1.0
Station F
2.4
3.6

INDICATORS

TIMES
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(Continued front page 33)
HUNTSVIILE, Madison, 5,600 fam., 82.5% radio, 4,620 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, overage 1-time rate
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.50 4.00 6.50 13.50 23.00 29.00
N 4.50 6.00 5.50 19.50 32.00 44.00
WBHP, 250w, 1230I(C, MBS
0
3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 28.00 28.00
N 3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 28.00 28.00
WFUN, 250w, 1450kc, Sears & Ayer
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
WHBS, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Heodley Reed,
DN °"4°00
5.00 16.00
8.00 24.00
12.00 36.00
18.00 30.00
6.00 9.00
60.00
WHBS-FM,
chon. 236, 95.1m?, 16kw, HeadleyReed
Bonus
JASPER,
Walker,fam. 2,300 fam., 83.0' c radio,
1,910 radio
WWW8, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Friedenberg
D
4.00 15.00 30.00 42.00
N
4.00 15.00 30.00 42.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

MOBILE, Mobile, 48,200 fam., 83.5% radio,
40,250 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
DN 8.66 9.00 10.87
12.00 12.00 20.50

1-time rates
15M 30M 1 Hr
22.50 33.75
42.00 66.25 112.50
56.25

WABB, 5kN 1480kc, MBS, Taylor-BorrofF,
Hooper
D 9.00 9.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 12.00 12.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
Vi/AEB-FM,
chon. 271, 102. Imc, 50kw, TaylorBorroff
Bonus
WALA,
1410kc,11.25
NBC, 24.00
Headley-Reed
D 10.005kw,10.00
36.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 22.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
WKRG,
Young,Ikw-D,
Jr. 250W-N, 710kc, CBS, Adam J.
D
9.00 11.25 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
12.00 22.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
WKRG-FM, chan. 260, 99.9mc, 3kw
No data available.
WKAB,
D Ikw-D.6.00840kc,
10.80Donald
24.00 Cooke
36.00 60.00
MONTGOMERY, Montgomery, 33,600 fam.,
80.7^f radio, 27,120 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
11.50 20.00 34.50
D
6.66 9.50
6.87 19.00
N
9.33
38.80 95.00

ALABAMA

RADIO

WAPX, SB
Ikw, IM
1600kc,5M.
ABC, 15M
Walker,30MConlan1 Hr
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WCOV,
250w,5.001240kc,
D 5.00
10.00CBS20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WCOV-FM,
Bonus 94.5mc, 4.1 kw
WJJJ,
D 10kv/-D,7.50Ikw-N,
12.00 1170kc,
20.00 MBS,
36.00Weed
60.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WMGY,
800kc,12.00
Meeker20.00 36.00 60.00
D 7.50 Ikw, 7.50
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WMGY-FM,
107.5mc, 3kw, Meeker
Bonus
WSFA,
Ikw,
144kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
Conlan
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 10;00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MUSCIE SHOALS, Colbert, 33 fam., 87.9%
radio, 260 radio fam.MBS, Branham
WLAY,
D 5.00250w,5.001450kc,
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
OPELIKA,
Lee,
3,000
fam., 73.4% radio, 2,200
radio fam.
WJHO,
250w-D,
lOOw-N,
1400kc, MBS
D
1 .50 4.00
N
1.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
SELMA,
radio Dallas,
fam. 8,000 fam., 74.6% radio, 5,970
2D AM 4.00
affiliates,
3.75average
7.00 1-time
14.00 rates
22.00 40.00
N 6.00 5.50 10.00 20.75 33.00 60.00

MARKET

DATA

WGWC,SB 250w,IM 1340kc,5M CBS,15MToylor-Borroff
30M
1 Hr
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHBB,
Sears 20.00
& Ayer
D 250w,3.501490kc,6.00MBS,12.00
N
5.00 8.00 17.50 30.00
SYLACAUGA, Talladega, 2,700 fam., 85.3%
radio, 2,300 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates,
average9.251-time17.00
rates 31.00
D
3.37 5.00
WFEB, 250w, 3.75
1340kc 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
D
N
5.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WMLS,
D Ikw-D,3.001290kc4.00 8.50 16.00 32.00
TALLADEGA, Talladega, 3,600 fam., 82.1%
radio, 250w,
2,960 1230kc,
radio fam.
WHfB.
MBS, BMB
D
2.50 2.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
N
2.50 2.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
TROY, Pike, 2,500 fam., 76.1% radio, 1,900
radio fam.
WTBF,
Sales,250w,
BMB 1490kc, MBS, Continental Radio
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 6.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
TUSCALOOSA, Tuscaloosa, 10,300 fam., 81.0%
radio, 8,340 radio fam.
WJRD,
D
3.005kw-D,4.501150kc.
12.50 Walker
25.00 42.00 70.00
N 5.00 7.00 16.00 32.50 54.00 90.00
WTBC,
250w,
1230kc,
MBS,
Sears 36.00
& Ayer 60.00
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00
N 3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

BY COUNTIES

Taxable
Pay1947
1947rol s— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
Mfg. ($000)
Value
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Employment
Added
County
Families
Radio
Families 1948 ($000) 1st Qtr. 1947
633
Autouga
4,200
77.4
3,250
5,311
1,732
Baldwin
9,400
83.7
7,870
18,215
2,794
Barbour
6,900
74.8
5,160
11,219
2,989
856
1,013
Bibb
4,000
84.7
3,390
7,087
2,278
347
1,081
Blount
5,700
81.5
4,650
8,609
975
419
Bullock
4,600
73.2
3.370
6,089
1,210
Butler
6,400
77.2
4,940
11,762
3,346
Calhoun
19,600
83.5
16,370
48,984
16,711
D
1,128
Chambers
9,300
84.0
7,810
11,400
9,792
36,702
8,182
D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual counties.
4,777
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
(Continued on page 36)
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RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
ALABAMA
1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value
119
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
1949 Total
Retail ($000)
Sales
Per Cent
Employment
Radio
1948
Families
Families
Isl
Qtr.
1947
Radio
County
377
Cherokee
3,700
86.1
80.5
Chilton ...
11,020
518
3,190
75.7
5,600
Choctow
4,767
789
1,946
4,000
78.0
4,510
609
Clarke . .
4,603
215
841
12,687
3,030
1,997
5,700
80.8
4,450
Cloy
191
3,300
79.4
2,670
Ctbume
2,500
2,671
Coffee
5,039
1,990
5,074
713
78.4
7,000
29,362
5,490
10,259
Colbert
9,000
383
83.3
592
18,724
1,695
Conecoh
4,600
224
813
77.9
7,500
4,148
3,580
Coosa
7,854
1,153
80.1
2,600
706
77.8
22,812
10,008
2,754
Covington
281
2,080
6,887
8,700
Crenshaw
10,080
848
79.4
4,800
21,117
84.7
1,077
1,977
1 1 ,900
Cullman .
78.5
6,031
6,770
Dale
3,810
2,567
5,700
83.6
11,710
Dallas ..
794
74.1
7,285
15,800
4,470
2,223 ' 629
33,709
5,654
DeKolb .
D
7,332
81.0
12,995
12,362
8,700
7,270
8,103
Elmore . .
78.4
7,400
2,060
2,239
2,422
Escambia
5,990
18,723
87.4
11,196
6,700
Etowah
21,700
5,250
4,469
18,970
21,512
68,831
81.4
662
Fjayette
67,031
3,765
4,000
1,309
Franklin . .
3,260
941
81.3
78.9
2,124
7,975
5,400
4,390
722
8,936
Geneva
245
73.8
5,900
4,660
Greene . .
9,787
75.3
2,593
3,170
4,300
1,841
flale
292
999
952
78.9
5,782
5,400
4,070
Henry
.
.
.
84.0
901
11,840
4,200
206
3,310
214
5,775
Houston .
82.3
14,100
6,096
275,326
32,359
Jackson
80,855
89.2
7,900
12,234
132,640
151,035
2,265
543,888
5,610
Jefferson
148,700
783
'
2,090
2,191
6,500
690
Lamar
3,700
82,2
82.6
3,040
10,490
Laucferdole
256
71
12,700
31,259
Lawrence . . .
5,900
5,854
80.3
4,017
1,692
4,740
77.2
lee
5,148
11,894
8,700
322
15,425
80.5
LiroesSone
151
7,500
5,876
73.7
11,564
6,720
Lowndes . .
348
4,700
75.4
3,460
6,040
Macon ....
4,967
1,023
6,700
84.8
9.732
5,050
16,880
18,686
Madison . . .
19,900
48,386
73.5
11,474
1,148
Marengo . .
676
7,300
9,582
5,370
Marion ....
83.1
3,880
5,000
84.3
4,160
772
19,593
Marshall
9,300
83.5
58,705
7,840
54,280
Mobile ....
2,722
28,587
65,000
7,558
187,425
702
2,976
1,638'
1,178
91,312
Monroe ....
78.1
5,600
10,385
132,852
31,680
25,124
A\ontgon3ery
39,500
80.2
4,370
85.3
2,132
10,515
Morgan
12,300
10,490
15,074
76.5
24,942
32,879
Perry
5,000
579
7,881
3,830
Pickens
5,800
79.5
962
77.3
1,980
Pike
679
3,498
15,933
4,610
7,300
928
1,952
7,921
5,640
81.2
Randolph
5,100
589
8,011
2,848
4.900
Russell ....
11,437
7,849
4,140
10,000
76.4
2,570
10.838
St. Clair . . .
84.5
5,800
7,640
84.3
2,005
1,488
5.650
Shelby
6,700
4.460
506
75.6
2,708
Sumter ....
783
5,900
9,879
2,286
80.5
11,190
Talladega
908
13,900
83.3
1,838
10,098
7,700
Tallapoosa
7,503
26,225
24,214
21,417
Tuscaloosa
20,000
16,584
52,374
16,420
82.1
85.8
5,287
6,033
Walker . . .
12,629
11,840
6,410
13,800
3,099
77.8
30,682
V/a
jhington
3,100
26,915
455
74.3
9,197
Wilcox
2,410
5,882
5,700
3,553
463
4,722
V/inston . . .
3,500
4,240
231
83.2
1>840
6,379
2,910
1,320
5,692
D— Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual counties.
, , „Payrolls,,, .Federal
, , Security. Admmistration.
. , . . . Mtg.
,,r ,,Value, Added,
l , , , r,
rFamilies,
■.■ Retail
r, -,
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable
Dept. ofr ^
Commerce.
unlicensed.
reproduction
Further
Management."
"Sales
1949
Soles, copyright
NOGAIES. Santa Cruz, 1,900 fam., 90.4% ra- PHOENIX, Maricopa, 30,200 fam., 94.8% radio, 1,720 radio fam.
dio, 28,630 radio fam.
ARIZONA
KNOG,
250w,
1340kc,
Mutual,
Gene
Grant,
4
AM
affiliates,
rates 1 Hr
BMB
SB IMaverage
5M one-time
15M 30M
dio,
D
8.50
10.00
14.50
27.50
43.75
68.75
FINDER
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
SPOT RATE
N 17.00 20.00 29.00 55.00 82.50 137.50
BISBEE Cochise, 1,700 fam., 95.0%,
FLAGSTAFF,
Coconino,
2,800
fam.,
91.6%
raD
2.30
2.80
5.00
7.00
10.00
17.00
(Continued on page 38)
1,620 radio fam.
dio, 2,560 radio fam.
N
3.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
KSUN, SB
250w, IM
1230kc,5MCBS, 15M
Blair, 30M
BMB 1 Hr
KWRZ, 250w, 1340kc, Ariz. Net.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.75 6.10 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 D
3.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
60.00 N
6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.30 8.10 12.00 24.00 36.00 radio,
COOLIDGE, Pinal, 1,000 fom., 93.4%
GLENDALE,
Maricopa,
2,600 fam., 89.7% ra930 radio fom.
dio, 2,330 radio fam.
KRUX,
250w,
1340kc
KCKY, Ikw, 11 soke, MBS
D
4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D 3.50 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
'adio.
'40
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 radio.
60.00 N 7.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
GLOBE,
Gila,
2,100
fam.,
94.7%
radio,
1,990
DOUGLAS, Cochise, 3,000 fam., 93.5%
radio fam.
2,810 radio fam.
1240kc,5.00NBC, 10.00
Raymer15.00 25.00
Raymer15.00 25.00 KWJB,
'40 '46
D 250w, 4.00
DKAWT,4.00250w, 4.001450kc,5.00NBC,10.00
'48 30.00 50.00
8.00 10.00 20.00
N 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
'46
MESA, Maricopa, 3,500 fam., 92.2%
'46
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
3,230
radio
fam.
^
'3'93
KTYL, 2.00
250w, 3.00
1490kc 4.00 '4'9.00
849 13.00 22.00
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageD
9
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
N
2.00 3.00 6.00 11.00 20.00 36.00
For completement". explanation
see foreword.
'3'9
'49
3'940
'4,9 ''447
MARKET INDICATORS FOR ARIZONA
7
YR.
YR.
FIGURES
'40
'47
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
'47
32.9%
499,000
'.:?9
664,000
Population
0.38%
'
4
7
0.4.5%
Increa.se over 1940
82.4%
% of U.S
'47
'39'39
93.7%
169,800
BMB Families
184,100
'47
Percent Radio
'47'39
'47139,900
172,.580
iiadio
Families
.
.
.'.
'
4
Busmes.s Concerns
7
11,572
313
545
Manufacturing Establishments
'48 6,174
'47 89,000
112,.380
Won- Agricultural Employment
11,000
Manufacturing Employment
204%
Income
6,000
$ 721,000,000
237,000,000
Increase over 1940
137%
Per Capita Income
a
$
1,120
473
Increase over 1940
12,900,000
Construction (Private)
$ 49,500,000
Residential
$ 20,900,000
7,000,000
X on-Residential
2,600,000
§ 18,000,000
562,158,000
fall Sales
% 652,050,000
See page 3 for key to map.
a^ue Added by Manufacture
32,000,000
$ 104,000,000
fe^E 36
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BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KSUN

You

the

get

3

for 2

with

the

Arizona
Network
o
et^
4
»
t
<
on
Covering more than 80% of the Arizona Market
-. . . ask any John Blair man
KOY

in Phoenix

'

KTUC

5,000 watts on 550 Kc
(1,000 night)

Represented

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

nationally

by John

Blair

&
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•

Page 37

ARIZONA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued front page 36)
KOOl, 5k 960kc, MBS,
5M Hollingbery,
15M 30M Hooper
1 Hr
SB IM
D 9.00 9.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 18.00 18.00 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
KOY, 5kw-D, 1k\ N, 550kc, CBS, John Blair,
D Hooper
10.50 10.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 21.00 21.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
Note; All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Fomilies, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

ARIZONA RADIO
PerRadio
Cent
1949 Total
Families
87.8
5,100
94.9
9,600
90.7
6,100
94.0
6,800
93.8
3,000
94.0
3,000
94.2
80,000
93.6
3,600
90.3
6,300
94.9
33,600
7,300
92.2
92.0
2,700
9,100
94.3
93.4
7,900

County
Apache
Cochise
Coconino
Gila
Graham
Greenlee
Maricopa
Mohave
Navajo
Pima
Pinal
Santa Cruz
Yavapai
Yuma

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
'Sources; Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further

MARKET
Radio
Families

for the facts on KOY

t COMPANY
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ASK
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JOHN
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August 15, 1949

DATA

4,480
9,110
5,530
6,390
2,810
2,820
75,320
3,370
5,690
31,890
6,730
2,480
8,580
7,380

FINDER
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.40 6.75 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 9.00 10.80 18.00 28.80 43.20 72.00
HARRISON, Boone, 1,800 fam., 91.8% radio
1,650 radio vam.
KHOZ, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
2.50 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
3.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
HELENA, Phillips, 3,500 fam., 73.2% radio,
2,560 radio fam.
KFFA,
BMB Ikw, 1360kc, MBS, Continental, Conlan,
D
4.50 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
HOPE, Hempstead, 2,500 fam., 80.8% radio
2,020 radio fam.
KXAR, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.75 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
HOT SPRINGS, Garland, 11,100 fam., 86.37o
radio, 9,580 radio fam.
2D AM 4.25
affiliates,
1-time33.00
rates 55.00
5.00 averages
11.00 22.00
N 7.50 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KTHS,
lOkw-D,
Conlan,
BMB Ikw-N, 1090kc, ABC, Branham,
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KWFC,
250w,4.001340kc,
D 3.50
10.00MBS,
20.00Sears-Ayer
30.00 50.00
N 5.00 6.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
JONESBORO, Craighead, 5,300 fam., 89.8%
radio, 4,760 radio fam.
KBTM, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, BMB
D
2.50 3.50 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
3.25 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KBTM-FM, chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 8. Ikw
D
2.00 2.50 5.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
N
2.00 2.50 5.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
LITTLE
31,700 fam., 90.2%
radio, ROCK,
28,590 Pulaski,
radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
11.00 16.66 22.66 34.00 59.00
N
18.00 24.00 45.33 68.00 118.00
KARK, 5kw, 920kc, NBC, Petry Co
D
12.00 16.00 23.00 42.00 70.00
N
18.30 30.00 56.00 84.00 140 00
KGHI,
Ikw-D,
5kw-N, 1250kc, Hollingbery,
Hooper
D
6.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 42.00
N
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 84 00
KLRA,
BorrofFlOkw-D, 5kw-N, lOlOkc, CBS, TaylorD
8.00 11.00 15.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
NKVLC,13.00
28.00Forjoe52.00 78.00 130 00
Ikw-D,16.001050kc,
P..^'*-^"
7.00 14.00 21,00 35.00
MAGNOLIA
,
radio, 1,450 Columbia,
radio fam.1,700 fam., 85 1%
KVMA, Ikw-D, 630kc
?.^^J-^°
22.00 11,800
33.00 fam
55.00
NORTH LITTLE ROCK,'100 Pulaski,
86.6';; radio, 10,220 radio fam.
KXLR, 250w, 145kc, MBS, Ra-Tel,
Hooper
40.00
21.00 80.00
14.00 42.00
7.00 28.00
5.00 14.00
?,
N
8.00
(Continued on 2^age 39)

YUMA,
radio Yuma,
fam. 3,500 fam., 93.1% radio,
KYUM, SB
250w, IM
1240kc,5MNBC,15M
Raymer30M
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00

31,512
21,927
5,121
18,711
10,175
311,366
7,420
10,569
16,084
128,370
24,554
12,670
24,750
28,821

MARKET

3,260
1 Hr
25.00
50.00

for the facts on KTUC
JOHN
BLABR
t COMPANY

BY COUNTIES
Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
reproduction unlicensed.

ARKANSAS
SPOT RATE
ARKADELPHIA, Clark, 1,700 fam., 85.1%
radio, 1,450 radio fam.
KVRC, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 4.50 7.50 15.00 22.50 38.00
N 4.50 5.50 9.00 19.00 30.00 48.00
BLYTHEVILLE, Mississippi, 5,500 fam., 80.6%
radio, 4,430 radio fam.
DKLCN,5.00Ikw-D,5.00900kc,
10.00Pearson
20.00 30.00 50.00
KICN-FM, chon. 241, 96.1mc, 6.2kw, Pearson
• CAMDEN,
N (only) 2.50
2.50
5.00
10.0080.3%
15.00 radio,
25.00
Ouachita, 2,900 fam.,
2,330 radio fam.
KRMD, 250w, 1450kc, MBS,
D
2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
N
3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50 33.75 56.00
EL DORADO,
Union, 6,400 fam., 87.9%,
radio, 5,630 radio fam.
KELD, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Continental Radio
D
2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
N
3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50 33.75 56.00
FAYETTEVILIE, Washington, 4,100 fom., 90.6%
radio, 3,710 radio fam.
DKGRH, 2.50250w, 3.501450kc,7.50 MBS,
14.00 RA-TEL
21.00 35.00
N
3.25 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
FORREST CITY, St. Francis (no city figures
available)
KXJK, Ikw-D,2.50950kc 5.00 11.00 20.00 35.00
D
FORT
16,200 fam., 90.5';
radio,SMITH,
14,660Sebastian,
radio fam.
2D AM 5.27affiliates,
1-time 26.70
rates 44.50
7.00 average
10.15 17.80
N 7.60 9.90 17.80 31.60 47.40 79.00
KFPW, 250w, UOOkc, MBS, Walker
D
4.55 6.50 7.80 15.60 23.40 39.00
N 5.20 7.80 15.60 31.20 46.80 78.00
KFPW-FM,
Bonus Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 14kc, Walker
KFSA,
500w-N,
BorrofF,Ikw-D,
Conlon,
BMB 950kc, ABC, TaylorD
6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KSFA-FM,
Bonus chan. 298, 107.7mc, 3kw
KWHN, 5kw, 1320kc, Pearson, Conlan
Note; All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Fomilies, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

TUCSON, Pima, 14,400 fam., 95.4% radio,
13,740 radio fam.
4 AM SBaffiliates,
IM average
5M 1-time
15M rates
30M 1 Hr
D
5.45 5.90 7.61 13.85 20.77 34.62
N 10.00 10.75 14.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
KCNA, 250v/, 1340kc , MBS, Hollingbery,
Hooper 3.60 7
.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
D 7.00
4.32
N
.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KOPO, 250w, 6.00
1450kc,12
D 5.00 7.50 6,,75ABC,11.00
16.50
Forjoe,30.00
Hooper27.50
50.00'
N 8.00 12.00 11 ,00 20.00
Blair, Hooper
KTUC, 250w, 1400kc, ,50CBS,14.00
21.00 35.00
D 6.00 6.00 8
N 12.00 12.00 17 00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KVOA, Ikw, 1290kc, NBC, Raymer, Hooper
D 6.50 6.50 8 00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 13.00 13.00 16. 00 32.00 48.00 80.00

KPHO, SB250' ,IM1230kc,5M ABC,15MTaylor-BorrofF
30M
1 Hr
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KRUX, 250 M, 1340kc
9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
D
18.00
NKTAR, 5kw,
36.00 60.00 100.00
620kc,
NBC 32.00
Raymer 48.00 80.00
11.50 16.00
D
radio.
N
23.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
PSESCOTT, Yavapai, 3,700 fam., 93.6^^
3,460 radio fam.
KYCA, 250w, 1490kc, NBC, Raymer
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAFFORD, Graham, 1,400 fam., 94.9% radio,
1,330 radio fam.
KGLU, Ikw, 1480kc, NBC, Raymer
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

YOUR
ASK
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

Taxable.
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

803
544 ,
1,335
3,548
3,184

D
D
15,475
41,425

2,873
Mfg. Value Added,

29,572
614
2,177
909
10,620
701
2,118
2,306
1,392
Dept. of Commerce.

INDICATORS

FOR

1,526
5,873
4,749
2,985
1,215
51,916
2,852
1,202
19,703
2,035
3,783
1,861
4,130

6,015
Families, Retail

ARKANSAS

CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Population
1,925,000
Increase over 1940
— 1.3%
% of U.S
1.32%
BMB Families
531,100
Percent Radio
83.9%
Radio Families
445,600
Business Concerns
20,694
Manufacturing Establishments
1,924
Non-Agricultural Employment
199,420
Manufacturing Employment
.*
58,000
Increase over 1940
175%
PerIncrease
Capita Income
$
710
over 1940
182%
Construction (Private)
$ 120,800,000
Residential
$ 51,500,000
Non-Residential
$ 20,100,000
Retail Sales
$1,177,688,000
Value Added by Manufacture
$ 266,000,000

YR. FIGURES
'48 1,949,000
'48
'49
'49
'49
'47
'47
'47
'47
'47

YR.

1.48%
487,000
72.5%
353,000
21,684
1,115
193,000
36,000
252

'47 23,100,000
'47 7,600,000
'47 6,300,000
'48 1,076,657,000
'47 66,000,000

$1

,3
58
,0
.ysiloaftf
Springs
I Haiitison
00 leA°"
' -..JS"
ngcia
A, ASpri
,0
0'04
7
493
,00
0,0
00

Texarkana

See page 3 for key to map.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KDRS, 250w, 1490kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.50 3.25 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
2.50 3.25 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
PINE BLUFF, Jefferson, 13,300 fam., 85.9%
radio, 11,420 radio fam.
KCLA, 250w, 1400kc
D
4.00 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 4.00 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
KOTN, 250w-D, 1490kc, MBS
D
3.50 3.50 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
N
3.50 3.50 8.00 14.00 24.00 86.8%
40.00
RUSSELLVILLE, Pope, 2,100 fam.,
radio, 1,820 radio fam.

ARKANSAS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from imge 38)
PARAGOULD, Greene, 2,900 fam.,
radio, 2,660 radio fam.

91.6%

Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

ARKANSAS
County
Arkansas
Ashley . . . .
Baxter ....
Benton . . . .
Boone
Bradiey
Calhoun
Carroll ....
Chicot
Clark
Clay
Cleburne
Cleveland
Columbia
Conway
Craighead
Crawford
Crittenden
Cross
,
Dallas
Desha
Drew
Faulkner
Franklin
Fulton
,
Garland . . . .
Grant
Greene . . . . ,
Hempstead
Hot Spring . .
Howard . . . .
Independence
Izard
Jackson . . . .
JefFerson . . . .
Johnson
Lafayette
Lawrence
Lee
.
Lincoln
Little River . .
Logan
Lonoke
Madison . . . .
Marion
Miller
Mississippi
Monroe
Montgomery .
Nevada
Newton . . . .
Ouachita . . . .
Perry
Phillips
Pike
Poinsett
Polk
Pope
Prairie
Pulaski
Randolph
St. Francis . .
Saline
Scott
Searcy
Sebastian
Sevier
Sharp
Stone
Union
Von Buren
Washington
White
Woodruff . . .
Yell
Sources: Radio
Sales,

1949 Total
Families
6,500
6,800
2,900
9,800
3,800
4,100
1,800
3,500
7,900
6,100
6,400
2,600
2,500
7,600
4,500
12,700
5,000
13,700

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
84.4
81.3
87.8
87.0
87.1
85.6
81.8
88.0
77.3
83.9
87.2
84.6
82.5
82.5
82.8
88.5
84.6
80.6
77.2
79.4
79.2
79,1
85.7
86.4
82.9
86.8
85.2
88.2
80.7
83.5
83.2
85.8
84.0
82.0
81.2
85.3
82.1
86.8
75.5
77.8
81.9
86.2
84.5
80.6
83.8
83.5
82.9
74.0
82.7
82.8
79.3
82.1
81.6
75.6
84.7
83.4
82.2
84.2
84.9
88.6
82.8
77.8
86.3
85.9
81.1
89.9
80.5
83.9
81.3
86.8

KXRJ, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 8.00 14.00 25.00
N
3.50 4.50 6.75 11.00 19.00 34.50
SILOAM SPRINGS, Benton, 2,300 fam., 88.3%
radio, 2,030 radio fam.
KUOA, 5kw-D, 1290kc, MBS, Conlan
D
3.75 5.25 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
KUOA-FM, chan. 289, 1057mc, 2.6kw
D
.75 1.05 2.25 3.60 5.60 9.00
N
1.00 1.40 2.50 5.00 7.50 12.50
STUTTGART, Arkansas, 2,100 fam., 83.4%
radio, 1,750 radio fam.

MARKET
Families
Radio
5,940
2,550
5,530
8,530
3,310
3,510
1,470
3,080
6,110
5,120
5,580
2,200
2,060
6,270
11,240
3,730
4,230
10,580

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
16,643
12,497
3,267
18,159
11,288
10,556
2,119
11,031
5,802
12,675
9,328
3,545
15,705
2,831

I1947
vl O ($00
Ic Pr
Tnvnhio
rolls
— 1st

1stEmployment
Qtr. 1947

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value

965
2,424
3,019
246
2,181
! 2,626
1,709
391
545
868
1,276
2,151
530
461

104
1,443
744
544
163
1,179
44868
661
257
132
151
593
1,198
236
1,666
878
650
259
512
577
428
178

3,300
1,656
716
720
4,112

8,793
30,165

9,446
21,678
10,377
5,640
2,300
10,970
8,972
4,430
7,130
1
1 ,980
5,230
8,892
2,510
1,410
11,630
47,750
1,783
5,308
2,220
13,268
3,584
6,090
16,237
5,970
7,783
• 4,510
5,330
2,830
12,238
8,615
4,380
1,850
13,089
2,377
20,540
57,208
2,810
7,130
7,031
3,280
4,770
8,356
10,200
4,980
4,050
2,950
4,278
6,138
10,001
4,910
14,396
5,750
2,580
2,160
1,930
29,635
1,387
8,350
18,320
58,150
8,277
4,070
1,410
2,218
3,970
8,278
1,510
18,792
1,157
8,130
26,265
1,407
1,220
10,510
3,861
2,370
16,614
7,260
8,715
3,530
12,376
5,640
4,416
223,101
55,110
3,140
3,810
16,614
6,297
7,940
6,000
5,180
7,664
3,000
2,580
5,168
2,600
2,110
2,258
18,700
16,810
69,552
3,700
2,980
5,683
2,600
2,180
1,800
1,526
1,460
2,199
15,400
53,961
13,370
82.3
2,500
86.9
2,060
32,460
12,200
10,600
1,919
86.0
10,000
8,600
15,960
84.0
5,400
4,540
4,900
86.5
4,240
9,108
Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. E
6,991
Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
copyright 1949 "Sales Management.' mployment.
Further reproduction unlicensed.
Tel ecasting
BROADCASTING
7,000
2,900
9,000
5,600
6,100
2,900
1,700
13,400
2,600
6,900
7,400
5,400
3,400
5,100
2,200
6,500
25,300
3,300
4,000
5,500
6,600
5,200
3,600
5,700
6,800
3,200
2,300
10,000
22,100
5,500
1,700
4,800
1,900
9,900
1,500
13,900
2,800
8,700
4,300
6,700
3,700
62,200
4,600
10,200

KWAK, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.50 4.23 6.50 13.00 19.50 32.50
N
5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
TEXARKANA, Miller (also Bowie, Tex.), 6,300
fam., 84.9% radio, 5,350 radio fam.
KCMC, KTFS (see Texarkana, Tex.)
WEST MEMPHIS, Crittenden, 4,500 fam.,
74.2% radio, 3,340 radio fam.
KWEM, Ikw-D, 990kc, Ra-Tel
D 14.00 17.50 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

2,067
1,825
1,642
1,644
275
1,250
499

42079

9,001
1,189
2,116
2,384

3,476
905
654
505
- 3,920
544
1,238
546
92

2,749
1,447
1,433
338
786
1,584
9,053
1,948
2,365
591
890
481
266
1,503
1,017
3,149
189
271
829
5,157
138
1,437
202
5,995
935
5,421
2,300
325
1,540
2,273
39,037
880
1,368
1,929
429
2,104
799
14,083
140
235
186
9,432
5,386
696
1,833

Mfg. Value

678
Added,

232
1,014
187
934
227
626
J 79
365
e

59
264
1,213
2,170
52865
77
38
301
2,692
2,217
44484
850
696
38

18,792
10,007

17,986
514
870
719
108
279

36,991

21,737
236
7,18528
58
44
4,648
1,937
608
188
188
Dept. of Com merce.
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BAKERSFIELD, Kern, 10,000 fam., 98.4%
BERKELEY, Alameda, 36,000 fam., 99.4%
radio, 9,840 radio fam.
radio, 35,780 radio fam.
KRE,
250w, 1400 kc, BMB
4 AM SBaffiliates,
one-time
rates
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr D
3.00
4.00 8.55 14.25 26.25 47.00
D
4.50 4.50 8.12 15.25 23.50 38.75 N 3.00 4.00
14.25 26.25 47.00
N
8.50 8.50 15.50 29.00 43.50 72.50 KRE-FM, Chan. 275, 8.55
102.9mc, 6.8kw
Bonus
KAFY, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Western Radio,
John Pearson
Riverside, 1,400 fam., 96.3% radio,
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 BLYTHE,
1,350 radio fam.
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 KUCB,
KERN, Ikw, UlOkc, CBS, Raymer
3.00250w, 3.501400kc,6.00Pearson8.00 12.00 20.00
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 DN 4.00
5.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
KERN-FM,
Chan.
231,
94.1
mc
BRAWLEY,
Imperial,
3,300 fam., 89.8% radio,
Bonus
2,960 radio fam.
KERO,
250w,
1230kc,
NBC,
Avery-Knodel,
KROP,
1
kw,
1300kc,
BMB
Hooper
3.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D
N
4.50
6.00
9.00
15.00 30.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KPMC, Ikw, 1560kc, ABC, W. S. Grant
BURBANK,
Los
Angeles,
22,300
fam., 99.4%
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
radio, 22,170 radio fam.
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 KWtK,
250 w, 1490kc
BANNING,
Riverside, 2,300 fam., 98.8% D 2.75 4.00 8.75 19.50 25.50 40.00
radio, 2,270 radio fam.
N 2.75 4.00 8.75 19.50 25.50 40.00
KPAS, 250w, 1490kc, Cooke, Gene Grant
D 2.50 3.00 9.00 14.40 21.60 36.00 CALEXICO, Imperial, 1,800 fam., 91.2%
N 2.50 3.00 9.00 14.40 21.60 36.00
radio, 1,640 radio fam.
BARSTOW,
San Bernardino, 1,600 fam., KICO,
250w, 4.00
1490kc,7.00
Continental,
Gene Grant
D
3.00
11.00 16.50
27.50
97.5'
o
radio,
1,560
radio
fam.
N
5.00
6.00
10.00
16.00
24.00
40.00
KWTC, 250w, 1230 kc, Cooke, Gene Grant
D
4.00 6.00 9.55 15.90 26.50 CHICO, Butte, 3,800 fam., 97.8% radio, 3,720
,N
5.00 10.00 15.00 26.50 44.00
radio fam.
Grant,
5kw, 1290kc, MBS, W. S.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total KHSL,
Conlan, Hooper
5.40 9.65 19.25 32.10 53.45
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageD
5.40
N
6.50
38.50 64.15
ment".
Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
KVCI
(FM) Chan.
6.50 11.60 23.15Grant
For complete explanation see foreword.
24.00
D 2.50 2.50 101.2, 3kw,
11.00 17.00 24.00
12.00 18.00
N 3.70 3.70
for the facts on KGB
KXOC,
Radio, 5kw-D,
Pearson Ikw-N, 1150kc, Western
D 6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
ASK
JOHN
CORONA,
Riverside, 33,000 fam., 97.1%
YOUR
radio, 3,200 radio fam.
BLAIR
JOHN
KBUC, 500w, 1370kc, W. S. Grant
D
6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
E. COMPANY
N
6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
BLAIR
DINUBA, Tulare, 1,400 fam., 96.1% radio,
MAN!
1,350 radio fam.

THROUGH

THE

F

V

D

THE

•

OF EASE!

POWER5000 watts! Blanketing the nation's thircJ market, PLUS a
substantial bonus area including seven Southern California counties in the daytime primary coverage area.

—POSITION—
1020 kilocycles! Center dial position catches listeners
(and buyers) coming and going for consistently high returns per advertising dollar spent. That's important!
—PERSONALITIES
Yes! Bill Stewart with his "Three Alarm" giveaways!
Cliffie Stone, top Western star! George Sanders and "Spade
Cooley Time," and a big bonus night-time Western audience! Violet Schram and the housewives' "Shopping
Hilites!"
— NEXT
TIME
CHECK
KFVD FIRST!
LOS
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% of U.S
6.87% '48
5.23%
BMB Families
3,222,600 '49 2,784,000
Percent Radio
98.2% '49
96%
Radio Families
3,164,500 '49 2,673,000
Business Concerns
191,962 '47
133,024
Manufacturing Establishments.
17,645 '47
11,558
Non- Agricultural Employment,
2,340,333 '47 1,769,000
Manufacturing Employment
.
530,000 '47
272,000
Income
'47 5,606,000,000
Increase over 1940 $16,121,000,000
188%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
1,643 '47
805
1940 $
104%
Construction (Private)
$ 1,545,400,000 '47 468,800,000
Residential
$ 953,700,000 '47 324,900,000
Non-Residential
$ 415,800,000 '47 93,900,000
Retail Sales
$11,724,388,000 '48 11,117,517,000
Value Added by Manufacture . $ 3,996,000,000 '47 1,123,000,000
9? % fg.

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40
'40
'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

KFRE,
Avery-Knodel,
Hooper50kw, 940kc,
15M 30M
1 Hr
SB IM 5M 44.00
66.00 110.00
D 15.00 16.50 27.50
132.00
220.00
N Knodel
30.00 33.00 55.00 88.00
4.00
KRFM (FM), Chan. 229, 20kw,
4.00 93.7mc, Avery6.00 10.00
D 2.00 2.00
6.00 10.00
NKGST, 2.00
2.00
Ikw, 3.25
1600kc 8.75 14.25 21.50 36.00
D 2.75
N 2.75 3.25 8.75 14.25 21.50 36.00
5kw, 580kc,
DKMJ, 15.00
15.00 NBC,
25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 Raymer
80.00 120.00 200.00

AIR

K
WITH

MARKET INDICATORS FOR CALIFORNIA
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
Population
10,031,000
'48 6,907,000 '40
Increase over 1940
45.2%

ANGELES
Represented by:
DONALD COOKE, INC.

KRDU, SB250w, IM
1130kc 5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.40 4.40 10.25 16.35 24.55 40.95
N 3.40 4.40 10.25 16.35 24.55 40.95
EL CENTRO, Imperial, 3,700 fam., 94.9%
radio, 3,510 radio fam.
KXO, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Raymer, Hooper
D 4.00 5.50 9.25 15.70 22.00 30.00
N
8.00 11.00 18.50 31.40 44.00 60.00
EUREKA, Humboldt, 7,500 fam., 96.0% radio,
7,200 radio fam.
2D AM 6.50
affiliates,
6.50 average
9.20 1-time
15.35 rates
23.50 37.50
N
9.50 9.50 13.80 23.00 33.75 56.25
KHUM, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Western Radio
D
6.00 6.00 8.80 14.70 23.00 35.00
N 9.00 9.00 13.20 22.00 31.50 52.50
KIEM, Ikw, 1480kc, MBS, Blair, Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 9.60 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.40 24.00 36.00 60.00
KRED-FM,
Bonus Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 4.6kw
FORT BRAGG, Mendocino (no figures on city)
KDAC, 250w, 1230kc, Forjoe
D 2.75 3.45 7.00 11.00 16.50 27.50
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
FRESNO, Fresno, 26,700 fam., 97.7% radio,
26,090 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 10.66 11.66 18.73 31.86 47.80 79.69
N 21.66 26.83 36.86 63.73 95.60 122.66
KARM, 500w, 1430kc, ABC, Retry
D 9.50 11.00 16.90 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 20.00 22.50 34.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
KARM-FM, Chan. 270, 101.9mc, 9kw
Bonus

KYNO, Ikw, 1300kc, MBS, Pearson, Hooper
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 7.50 7.50 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 15.00 15.00 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
GLENDALE,
Los Angeles, 32,600, 99.4%
radio, 32,400 radio fam.
KIEV, 250w-D, 870 kc
D 4.00 6.00
18.00 32.00 60.00
GRASS VALLEY, Nevada, 2,200 fam., 98.3%
radio, 2.160 radio fam.
DKGFN,3.00250w,3.001400kc,
5.00 Tracy
10.00Moore
12.50 20.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 20.00 35.00
HAN FORD, Kings, 3,500 fam., 95.4% radio,
3,340 radio fam.
620kc,10.00
W. S.20.00
Grant 30.00 50.00
DKINGS,5.00Ikw, 9.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
(Continued on page 42)
for the facts on KFXM
/JOHN
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(Coiitiuncd from page iO)
HOLLYWOOD, Los Angeles, 688,300 fam.,
98.4' ; rodio, 677,290 radio fom. See
Los Angeles listing
KFMV (FM) (see Los Angeles)
KTLA (TV) (see Los Angeles)
KTSL (TV) (see Los Angeles)
KNBH (TV) (see Los Angeles)
KGFS (see Los Angeles)
KFWB (see Los Angeles)
KLAC (see Los Angeles)
KMPC (see Los Angeles)
INDIO,
Riverside,
960 radio
fom. 1,000 fom., 96.2'/ radio,
KREO, 250w, 1400 kc, Pearson, BMB
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.00 3.50 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
,N 4.00 5.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
LACUNA BEACH, Orange (no city figures
available)
KTED,
Grant 1000kv/-D, 250kw-N, 1520kc, Gene
D 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
LCDI,
Joaquin,
4,380Sanradio
fom. 4,500 fom., 97.3't radio,
KCVR, 1 kw-D, 1570kc
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
LONG BEACH, Los Angeles, 93,900 fom.,
99.0'- radio, 92,960 radio fam.
2D AM 5.50
independents,
average23.50 1-time
5.75 12.00
38.50rates62.50
N 9.25 10.00 19.50 37.50 62.50 107.50
KFOX,
1280kc,9.00
Burn-Smith
D
5.001 kw, 5.00
17.00 32.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 14.00 25.00 50.00 90.00
KGER, 5kw, 1390kc
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KNOB (FM), Chan. 276, 103. Imc, 320w
D
1.50
2.90 4.30 7.20
N
1.50
4.80 7.20 12.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

and

SELL

Southern California's
TOP
QUARTER
MILLION
with KFMV
(FM)
58,000 Walts
94.7 mc.

SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
NAPA, Nopo, 4,900 fam., 98.2% radio,
4,810 500w,
radio fam.
KVON,
1440kc, Forjoe
D
3.90 4.65 7.25 13.20 21.85 37.50
N 3.90 4.65 7.25 13.20 21.85 37.50
NEEDLES, Son Bernardino, 2,000 fam., 93.6%
radio, 1,870 radio fam.
DKSFE, 250w, 1340kc
8.00 12.00 20.00
KECA,
5kw,
790kc,
ABC,
ABC,
Spot
Soles,
N
8.00 12.00 20.00
Hooper
D 42.20 42.20 72.00 103.00 162.00 270.00 OAKLAND, Alameda, 142,400 fam., 98.7%
radio, 140,550 radio fam.
N 82.40 82.40 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
KECA-FM, Chan 238, 95.5mc, 200kw, Bonus
overage
KECA-TV Chan 7, 14.8kw aur., 29.8kv/, vis., 3D AM 8.87non-ofFiliates,
9.66 14.93
24.83 1-time
43.75rates70.25
ABC. ABC Spot
N
11.50
13.50
25.00
48.33
74.00 125.00
D 75.00 75.00 100.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
N 100.00 100.00 133.33 200.00 300.00 500.00
KlX, 9.50
Ikw, 910kc,
KFI, 50kw, 640kc, NBC, Retry
10.50 Burn-Smith,
17.50 30.00 Hooper
45.00 70.00
D 62.50 62.50 84.00 140.00 210.00 350.00 DN 12.00
75.00 130.00
N 125.00 125.00 168.00 2S0.O0 420.00 700.00 KLX-FM, chan14.00 267,27.50101. 50.00
3mc,
20kw,
BurnKFI-FM,
640mc,
105.9kc,
Retry,
Bonus
Retry
Smith
Bonus
KFI-TV, Chan 9, 15kw our., 30 kw vis..
960kc, Hooper
D
20.00 30.00 52.50 90.00 150.00 DKROW,8.25Ikw,11.00
13.75 27.50 41.25 68.75
KFVD, 5kw, 1020kc, Cooke
N
11.00
14.00
D 6.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00 KWBR, Ikw, ISlOkc25.00 50.00 75.00 130.00
N 6.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00 D
7.50 13.50 27.00 45.00 72.00
KFWB, 5kw, 900kc, Rambeau
N
12.50 22.50 45.00 72.00 120.00
D 15.00 25.00 36.00 72.00 103.00 180.00 KWBR-FM,
chan.
247, 97.3mc, lOkw
N 25.00 40 00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
(Rates on request)
KGFJ, 250w, 1230kc
ONTARIO,
Son
Bernardino,
7,000 fam., 98.0%
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 6,860 radio fam.
N 6.00 6 00 12.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 KOCS,
KHJ, 5kw, 930kc, MBS, Blair, Hooper
2.90250w, 2.901510kc,6.25Cooke11.25 17.50 30.00
D 32.50 46.00
90.00 135.00 225.00 D
chan. only
228, 93.5mc, 310w, Cooke
N 65.00 92.00
180.00 270.00 450.00 KOCS-FM,
Bonus, days
KHJ-FM, Chan 266, 101. Imc, 2kw, Blair
OROVILLE, Butte, 2,100 fam., 96.4% radio,
Bonus
KTSL (TV) Chan 2, 59.75mc aur., 55.25mc KDAN,
2,020 250w,
radio fom.
1340kc
Inc. 180.00 300.00 D 5.75
5.75 8.75 17.50 25.00 40.00
N vis.,35.00DuMont,
60.00 Blair-TV
75.00 120.00
N
5.75
5.75
8.75 17.50 25.00 40.00
KLAC, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 570kc, Young
mins PAIM SPRINGS, Riverside, 2,500 fom., 95.7%
D 12.50 15.00 20.75 41.25 62 00 50103.00
radio, 2,390 radio fom.
N 18.75 23.75 41.50 82.50 124.00 206.00 KCMJ,
CBS, W.12.00S. Grant
D 4.20250w, 4.201340, 6.00
18.00 30.00
KMPC,
50kw-D,
lOkw
N,
710
kc,
Roymer
D 20.00 25.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00 N 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 40.00 50.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00 PASADENA, Los Angeles, 37,200 fam., 98.7%
KMPC-FM, Chan 262, 100. 3mc, 460kw, Raymer
radio, 36,720 radio fam.
Bonus
KMX, 50kw, 1070kc, CBS, Radio Sales, 3 AM non-ofFiliotes, average 1-time rates
, D 3.00 3.16 11.46 24.46 39.46 68.80
D Hooper,
60 00 Nielsen
75.00 65.00 130.00 195.00 325.00
1300kc, 8.50
W. S.21.00
Grant 34.00 60.00
N 120.00
260.00 390.00 650.00 KAGH,
D 3.00Ikw, 5.00
KNX-FM. Chan 226, 93. Imc, lOkw, Bonus
N
3.00 5.00 8.50 21.00 34.00 60.00
KRKD,
5kw-4,
Ikw-N,
llSOkc
Forioe
D 10.00 10.00 16 75 33.75 49.50 82.50 DKWKW,3.00 IkwD,5.00 1430kc,
N 10.00 10.00 16.75 33.75 49.50 82.50 KXLA, lOkw, lllOkc 8.50 20.00 34.00 60.00
KRKD-FM. Chan 242. 96.3 mc, 15kw. Bonus
D
9.00 17.40 32.40 50.40 86.40
KNBH
16.00 26.00 43.00 72.00 130.00
NBC, (TV),
NBC Chan
Spot 4, 13.5kw aur., 27kw vis., N
D 75.00 75.00
225.00 375.00 PASO ROBIES, San Luis Obispo, 2,100 fam.,
N 100.00 100.00
300.00 500.00
96.1% radio, 2,020 radio fam.
KTLA (TV), Chan 5, 15kw aur.,30kw, vis.
KPRl,
Hooper250w, 1230kc, MBS, V/. S. Grant,
D 20.00 22.30 33.00 51.00 76.50 137.50
4.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 16.00 25.00
N 30.00 42.50 62.50 100.00 150.00 250.00 D
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KTTV (TV) Chan 11, 16.6kw, our., 31.5kw
vis., CBS, Radio Sales
POMONA,
Los Angeles, 10,100 fam., 99.0%
D 45.00 60.00 85.50 120.00 180.00 300.00
radio, 10,000 radio fam.
N 75.00 100.00 142.50 200.00 300.00 500.00 KPMO,
500w,
D
3.001600 kc5.00 9.00 16.00 25.00
KKLA (FM), Chan 246, 97.1mc, 58kw
D
1.00 3.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 PORTERVILLE, Tulare, 2,700 fam., 95.7%, radio,
N
1.00 4.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
2,580 radio fom.
KFMV (FM) Chan 234, 94.7mc, 58kw
250w, 1450kc, 6.00
Cooke,12.00
Gene 18.00
Grant 30.00
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20 00 35.00 60.00 DKTIP, 4.00
N 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 N 6.00 4.00
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
M4.RYSVILLE, Yugo, 3,100 fom., 96.0^7 radio, RED BLUFF, Tehama, 1,600 fam., 95.6%, radio,
2,930 250w,
radio fam.
1,530 radio fam.
KMYC.
1450kc, MBS
250w, 4.00
1490kc, 7.00
Tracy-Moore
D 4.20 4.20 9.00 13.50 22.50 37.50 DKBLF, 4.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
REDDING, Shasta, 3,200 fam., 96.9%o radio,
KMYC-FM,
Chan
260,
99.9mc,
4.7kw
fno rates listed)
3,100 radio fam.
KVCV,10.65Ikw, 10.65
600kc, 15.50
MBS, W.
26.00S. Grant
43.10 65.50
MERCED,
Merced,
4 3;0 radio
fam. 5,200 fam., 84.3'c radio, DN 12.75
12.75
18.65
31.00 51.75 78.65
KYOS. 5 kw, 1480kc, MBS. W. S. Grant
KVRE-FM,
103.9mc,
Ikw,
W.
S.
Grant
Bonus
D
7.50 7.50 10.15 20.35 33.85 56.45
N 9.00 9.00 12.20 24.40 40.70 67.70 RICHMOND, Contra Costa
KVME (FM) Chan 97.5, 97.5mc, 8.9kw, W. S. KRCC (FM) chan. 104.5mc, Ikw
Grant, Bonus
D
3.00 5.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00
MODESTO, Stanislaus, 6,900 fam., 98.0% ra- RIVERSIDE, Riverside, 16,000 fam., 98.7% radio, 6,760 radio fam.
dio, 15,790 radio fam.
KTRB, Ikw, 860kc, W. S. Grant
Pearson
D
8.04 10.50 21.00 35.00 63.00 DKPRO, 6.00Ikw, 1440kc,
12.00 20.00 40.00
N
9.26 13.13 26.25 45.90 78.75 N 6.00 8.00
8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
KTRB-FM,
Chan
281,
104.
Imc,
16kw,
Grant
available)
KPOR
(FM), chan. 248, 97.5mc, 20kw (no rotes
Bonus
KBEE
(FM),
Chan
277,
103.3mc,
4kw,
Raymer
SACRAMENTO,
Sacramento, 41,600 fom.,
D 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.60 6.00 10 00
98.1% radio, 40,810 radio fom.
N 1.50 1.50 3.00 5.40 9.00 15 00
MONTEREY, Monterey, 4,600 fom., 96.3%
4D AM 10.87
affiliates,
radio, 4,430 radio fom
10.87average
17.17 1-time
29.10rate43.65 75.25
KMBY, 250w, 1240kc
N
21.12
21.12
34.35
58.20 87.55 145.50
D 1.75 3.00 4.50 9 00 13.50 22.50
N 3.00 4.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 KCRA, Ikw, 1320kc, NBC, Weed, BMB, ConIan, Hooper
MOUNT
D 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
radio, SHASTA,
680 radio Siskiyou,
fom. 700 fom., 97.5'v
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KWSD, 250, 1340kc, Griffith, BMB
LOS ANGELES, Los Angeles, 688,300 fom.,
98.4^7 radio, 677,290 radio fam.
4 AM ofFiliates,
SB IMoverage
5M 1-time
15M rates
30M 1 Hr
D 49 30 56.42 73.66 117.00 175.50 292.50
N 98.10 99.80 144.00 225.00 337.50 562.50
6 AM non-offiliotes, overage 1-time rotes
D 10.66 15.16 21.76 42.16 63.08 105.92
N 17.11 23.29 34.37 67.04 83.75 168.08
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KCRA-FM,
Bonus chan. 241, 96.1 mc, 15kw, Weed
KFBK,
BMB 50kw, 1530kc, ABC, Raymer, Hooper,
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 35.00 35.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
KFBK-FM, chan. 245, 96.9mc, Ikw, Raymer
Bonus
KROY, 250w, 1240kc, CBS, Avery-Knodell,
D( Hooper
9.00 9.00 12.50 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 16.50 16.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
KXOA,
Ikw, 7.50
1470kc,11.20
MBS, 22.40
Pearson,33.60
Conlan56.00
D 7.50
N 15.00 15.00 22.40 44.80 67.20 112.00
KXOA-FM, 102.9mc, 9.3kw, Pearson
Bonus
SALINAS, Monterey, 4,400 fam., 98.2% radio,
4,320 radio fom.
KSBW, Ikw, 1380kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
D
4.50 6.00 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.50 30.00 45.00 75.00
SAN BERNARDINO, San Bernardino, 22,800
fom., 97.1% radio, 22,140 radio fom,
2D AM 8.25
affiliates,
8.25 overage
11.60 1-time
23.20 rates
34.80 58.00
N 13.00 13.00 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rote
D
4.30 6.50 10.75 16.70 25.80 43.00
KCSB, 500w, 1350kc, Forjoe
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KFXM, Ikw, 590kc, MBS, Blair, Hooper
D
9.00 9.00 11.20 22.40 33.60 56.00
N 14.00 14.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
KFXM-FM, chan. 236, 95.1mc, lOkw, Blair
Bonus
KITO, 7.50
5kw, 1290kc,
ABC, 24.00
Hollingbery,
D
7.50 12.00
36.00 Conlan
60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KRNO, 250w, 1240kc, Gene Grant, Hooper
D 3.60 6.00 11.50 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 5.40 9.00 13.00 21.60 32.40 54.00
KBMT (FM), chan. 260, 99.9mc, 6.4kw
D 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.75 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
SAN BRUNO, San Mateo, 4,700 fam., 97.7%
radio,(FM),4,590
KSBR
chan.radio
263,fam.
100.5mc, 250w
D
2.88 4.32 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
N 4.80 7.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
SAN DIEGO, Son Diego, 123,000 fam., 98.4%
radio, 121,030 radio fam.
4D AM11.96
affiliates,
15.40 average
22.20 1-time
38.00 rote
57.25 95.25
N 20.50 28.75 37.83 69.50 104.25 173.75
2 AM non-affiliates, overage 1-time rates
D
5.25 10.00 18.75 32.75 47.50
N
7.50 18.25 34.50 48.00 80.00
KCBQ, 5kw-d, Ikw-N, 1170kc, CBS, HollingD 10.55bery, Hooper
13.20 22.00 35.00 53.00 88.00
N 21.00 26.25 43.75 70.00 105.00 175.00
550kc, 18.00
ABC, Branham,
Hooper90.00
DKFMB,10.80Ikw, 14.40
36.00 54.00
N 18.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
Bonus chan. 268, lOI.Smc, 250w
KFMF-FM,
KFSD,
5kw, 24.00
600kc, 32.00
NBC 53.00 80.00 133.00
D 19.00
N available)
28.00 36.00 48.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KFSD-FM, chan. 231, 94.1mc, 33kw (no data
Ikw, 1360kc,
MBS, Bloir
DKGB, 7.50
10.00 16.80
28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 23.60 56.00 84.00 140.00
KSON, 250w, 1240kc, Burn-Smith, Hooper,
Conlan
D
3.00 14.00
8.50 24.00
15.00' 25.00
N
5.00
36.00 35.00
60.00
KWFM (FM), chan. 284, 104.7mc, 16kw
lOOOkw-n,
DKUSN, 5.005kw, 7.50
11.50 ISlOkc,
22.50 Forjoe
40.00 60.00
N 7.50 10.00 22.50 45.00 60.00 100.00
KSDO (FM), 96.5mc, 3kw
Bonus
KYOR,
S. Grant
D
1.50250w-D,
2.00 1130kc,
5.00 W.10.00
18.00 30.00
SAN FERNANDO, Los Angeles, 3,600 fam.,
97.2% radio, 3,500 radio fam.
KGIL, Ikw, 1260kc
(Day rotes on request)
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAN FRANCISCO, San Francisco, 279,200 fam.,
98.0% radio, 273,620 radio fom.
4D AM31.62
affiliates,
34.87 average
54.50 1-time
94.33 rates
141.50 235.83
N 59.87 69.83 104.00 168.00 252.00 420.00
4D AM10.62
non-affiliates,
average
rotes 94.50
11.25 19.06
35.311-time
56.75
N 18.93 20.18 34.00 63.62 101.00 169.00
Hooper5kw, 740kc, CBS, Radio Sales, BMB,
KCBS,
D 28.00 35.00 50.00 93.33 140.00 233.33
N 56.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
KCBS-FM,
Soles chan. 279, 103.7mc, Ikw, Radio
Bonus
(Continued on page UU)
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.LL ROADS ON THE COAST lead to ABC markets.

Y FAR THE EASIEST ROUTE tO StOcktOn is via ABC.

Olympia, capitol of Washington, is just one of 42 Coast
towns where ABC has 50% or better BMB penetration
(73% of its radio famihes are regular ABC fans).

For BMB proves that 78% of the radio families in this
California canning center are consistent ABC listeners.
Inside and outside, you get all the towns on ABC.

On

you

cant

the

get

coast

away

from

ABC
FOR COVERAGE . . . ABC's booming Pacific network
delivers 228,000 watts of power— 49,250 more than the
second-place network. This power spells coverage —
ABC primary service area (BMB 50% or better) covers
96.7% of all Pacific Coast radio homes. And ABC's
Coast Hooper for 1948 was up 9% or better both day
and night.

C
Ian't MISS THE WAY to Ventura on your sales map
if you study BMB figures. They show 72% of this seaside oil center's radio families are regular ABC tunerinners. So if you're mapping a Coast campaign, let an
ABC representative help you find the right road.

ABC

FOR COST... a half hour on ABC's full 22-station Pacific
network costs only $1,228.50. Yet you can buy as few
as 5 stations for testing or concentration. And ABC
is famous for the kind of audience-building promotion
that helps slice the cost-per-listener.
Whether you're on a coast network
or intend to be— talk to ABC

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York: 7 West 66th St. • TRafalgar 3-7000 — Detroit: 1700 Stroh Bldg. ■ CHerry 8321 — Chicago: 20 N. Wacker Dr.
DElaware 1900— Los Angeles : 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141— San Francisco : 155 Montgomery St. • EXbrook 2-6544
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SANTA BARBARA, Santa Barbara, 14,000 fam.,
98.1% radio, 13,730 radio fom.
3 AM SB
affiliates,
IMaverage
5M 1-time
15M rates
30M 1 Hr
D 5.16 5.16 9.13 16.83 25.00 41.33
N 10.33 10.33 15.93 29.00 44.00 73.33
250w, 4.00
1490kc, 8.40
MBS, 14.00
Blair 21.00 35.00
DKDB, 4.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.80 28.00 42.00 70.00
KIST, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Conlan
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 16.50 24.00 39.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 27.00 42.00 70.00
KTMS, Ikw, 1250kc, ABC, Roymer, Hooper
D 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 14.00 14.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Above
Maria rates in combination with KCOY Santa
SANTA CRUZ, Sonfo Cruz, 9,000 fam., 97.8%
radio, 8,800 radio fom.
DKSCO, 5.00Ikw-d,5.00500w-n.,
10.00 lOSOkc,
20.00 BMB30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SANTA MARIA, Santo Barbara, 3,500 fam.,
97.8% radio, 3,420 radio fam.
KCOY,
1400kc,5.00ABC, 10.00
Roymer,15.00
Hooper
D
3.50250iv,3.50
25.00
N 7.00 7.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KSMA, 250w, 1450kc (req.), Forjoe
D
2.70 3.42 5.40 8.10 16.20 27.00
N 2.70 3.42 5.40 8.10 16.20 27.00
SANTA MONICA, Los Angeles, 25,700 fam.,
99.0% radio, 25,440 radio fom.
DKSA°N,"250w,
7.50 7.501450kc,
13.50Rambeau
27.00 45.00 72.00 KOWl, 5kw-D, 1580kc, daytime only
N 12.50 12.50 22.50 45.00 72.00 120.00 D 4.50 7.00 9.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
SANTA PAULA, Ventura, 3,900 fam., 97.1%
KSFO,
radio, 3,790 radio fom.
Hooper5kw-d, Ikw-n, 560kc, Boiling, BMB,
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 KSPA, 250w, 1400kc, Grant
3.00 4.50 6.75 13.50 22.50 37.50
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00 D
KPIX, 15.4kw our., 29.9kw vis., chan 5, N 3.00 4.50 6.75 13.50 22.50 37.50
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma, 6,000 fam., 98.4%
CBS-DuMont, Boiling
D 19.00 19.00 31.50 50.00 75.00 125.00
radio, 5,900 radio fam.
N 37.50 37.50 67.50 100.00 150.00 250.00 KSRO, Ikw, 1350kc, Western Radio, Grant
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
KYA, 5kwd, Ikwn, 1260kc, Adam Young, Jr.
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
Min. NSTOCKTON,
Son Joaquin, 22,300 fam., 97.4%
D
9.50 12.00 20.75 41.25 62.00 50103.00
N 18.75 23.75 41.50 82.50 124.00 206.00
radio, 21,720 radio fam.
(5*^KLAC,
discount
when
used
in
combination
v/ith
L.A.)
3 AM 6.00
affiliates,
6.00 average
10.70 1-time
18.93 rotes
29.00 48.33
KRON-TV,
our., 14.5kw vis., chan. 4, DN 11.00
11.00 17.73 33.86 52.00 86.66
NBC, Free7.7kw
& Peters.
Not published.
KGDM, 5kw, 1140kc, CBS, Blair
KRON (FM), chan. 243, 96.5mc, 3kw
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 2.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KDFC
(FM),
chan.
271,
102.1mc,
33kv/
D
3.50 12.00 18.00 30.00 KGDM-FM,
chan. 8, 92.9mc, Ikw, Blair
Bonus
N
5.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
SANGER, Fresno, 1,600 fam., 94.7% radio, KWG, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Roymer, Hooper
D 4.00 4.00 6.10 10.80 18.00 30.00
1,520 radio fam.
N 8.00 8.00 12.20 21.60 36.00 60.00
900kc, 10.00
Tracy-Moore
DKSGN,4.00Ikw, 5.00
16.00 24.00 40.00 KXOB, Ikw, 1280kc, MBS, Pearson, Western
Radio, Conlan
SAN JOSE, Santa Clara, 29,300 fam., 98.4%
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 28,830 radio fam.
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
SUSANVIILE,
Lassen, 1,600 fom., 97.8% ra4D AM 5.86
affiliates,
7.55 overage
12.65 1-time
24.25 rates
35.25 58.77
dio, 1,560 radio fam.
KSUE,
250w,
1240kc,
Tracy-Moore
3 AM affiliates, overage 1-time rotes
4.00 7.00
14.00 21.00 35.00
N
14.16 27.00 37.00 46.25 DN 4.00
4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
TAFT,
Kern,
1,200
fom.,
96.1%
radio, 1,150
KEEN, Ikw, 1370kc, W. S. Grant, Hooper
radio fom.
D
5.60 8.00 18.00 34.00 42.00 70.00
500w-D, 1310kc, GrIflFrth
N 5.60 8.00 18.00 34.00 42.00 70.00 KTKR,
D
4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KLOK, 5kw-D, 1170kc, BMB, Conlon, Hooper
Tulare,fom. 3,400 fom., 96.1% radio,
D 7.00Ik 10.00 15.00 25.00 42.00 70.00 TULARE,
3,270
radio
KSJO,
Conlan d, 500w-n., 1590kc, Friedenberg,
KCOK,
Ikw,Conlan
1270kc, MBS, Western Radio,
Pearson,
D
7.20 10.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
3.50 4.25 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
7.20 17.00 27.00 39.00 65.00 D
4.25 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KSJO-FM,
Bonus chan. 237, 95.3mc, Ikw, Friedenberg NVALLEJO,
Solano, 13,700 fam., 98.6% radio,
29,720 radio fom.
KXRX, Ikw, 1500kc, Western Radio, Conlan
1190kc, Moore, Hooper, Conlan
D 5.00 5.00 7.50 20.00 30.00 50.00 DKGYW,7.50250w,7.50
30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 7.50 20.00 30.00 50.00 VENTURA-OXNARD, 7,000 20.00
fam., 94.6% radio,
SAN LUIS OBISPO, San Luis Obispo, 4,400
6,620 radio fom.
fam., 98.1% radio, 4,320 radio fam.
KPIK, 250w, 1340kc
D 5.00 6.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
13.00 21.00 35.00
N 5.00 6.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D
N
13.00 21.00 35.00
KVEC,
Grant, Ikw-d,
Hooper 500w-n, 920kc, MBS, W. S.
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 21.00 35.00 KVEN, 250kw, 1450kc
10.00 18.00 30.00
N 7.00 7.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D
10.00 18.00 30.00
N
KVEC-FM,
chan.
260,
99.9mc,
16,800kw,
W.
S.
Grant, Co.
KVVC, Ikw, 1590kc
radio.
Bonus
D
3.00 5.00 9.00 1 6.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.00 Tulore,
5.00 3,600
9.00 fom.,
16.00 97.3%
24.00 40.00
SAN MATEO, San Mateo, 10,300 fam., 99.4% VISALIA,
radio, 10,240 radio fam.
3,500 radio fom.
KSMO, Ikw, 1550kc, Gront
97.3%
D 7.90 9.00 16.67 33.33 50.00 83.33 KKIN, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe
40.00
30.00
D
3.00
3.45
7.00
J
1.00
18.00
N 11.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KVSM, 250w, 1050kc, Ge ne Grant
NWATSONVILLE,
4.00 5.00Santo10.00Cruz,16.00
25.00
4,100
fom.,
D 6.50 7.50 14.40 24.00 36.00 65.00
radio, 3,990 radio fam.
SAN4,950RAFAEL,
48.00
radio Marin,
fom. 5,000 fam., 98.9% radio, KHUB, 250w, 1340kc, W. S. Grant
KTIM, Ikw, 1510kc
D
4.80 8.40 17.00 33.00 radio.
4.80 8.40 17.00 33.00 48.00
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 19.00 30.00 50.00 N
SANTA ANA, Orange, 14,800 fam., 98.1% YREKA, Siskiyou, 1,00 fam., 97.6%
rodio, 14,520 radio fam.
. 980 radio fom.
35.00
KVOE, Ikw, MBS, 1480kc, W. S. Grant BMB KSYC, 250w, 1490kc, Moore, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40 00 D
4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 radio.
N
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N
21.00 35.00
YUBA CITY, 4.00
Sutter, 7.00
2,000 14.00
fam., 97.6%
1,950 radio fam.
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total KUBA,
500w, 1600kc
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Sales ManageFurther
reproduction
unlicensed.
D
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
For complete explanation see foreword.
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page i2)
KFRC, SB
5kw, 610kc,
IM MBS,
5M Blair,
15M Hooper
30M 1 Hr
D 22.00 28.00 48.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 44.00 96.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
KGO, 50kw, 810kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales,
BMB 108.00 162.00 270.00
D Hooper,
40.50 Neilsen,
40.50 72.00
N 67.50 67.50 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
KGO-FM,
Soles chan. 291, 106.1mc, 50kw, ABC Spot
Bonus
KGO-TV, 13kw, our., 27kw vis. Chan. 7,
ABC, ABC Spot Sales
D 42.00 42.00 56.00 84.00 126.00 210.00
N 70.00 70.00 93.33 140.00 210.00 350.00
Ikw, 13.50
IlOOkc, 24.00
Heodley-Reed,
Hooper
DKJBS,13.50
37.00 66.00
113.00
N 20.50 20.50 36.00 55.00 100.00 170.00
KJBS-FM, chan. 255, 98.9mc, 35kw
680kc,48.00
NBC, 96.00
NBC Spot,
DKNBC,36.0050kw,36.00
144.00 BMB
240.00
N 72.00 72.00 96.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
KNBC-FM,
chan.
259,
99.7mc,
45kw,
NBC
Spot
Soles
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for the facts on KGDM
JOHN
BLAIR
E. COMPANY

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CALIFORNIA
County
Butte
Contra Cos!a
Del Norte
Eldorado

Lake

Placer

1949 Total
Families
229,100
1,000
3,000
20,600
3,800
3,700
85,100
2,200
6,300
79,800
4,900
21,200
13,300
3,500
60,700
14,400
4,700
6,100
1,254,500
8,700
26,100
2,400
13,500
17,100
3,300
35,800 7,800
54,200
11,300
80,800
4,100
83,900
187,200
279,200
67,000
19,900
60,000
27,300
82,800
23,300
11,400
1,200
9,900
37,900
30,200
37,100
5,700
4,000

Yolo
Sources:

Radio
Sales,

Families,
copyright

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
98.9
93.8
97.2
96.9
97.8
96.5
98.7
95.4
95.7
97.4
97.7
96.8
93.2
95.4
97.1
96.8
97.8
98.7
95.6
99.2
95.5
96.5
94.7
96.7
95.0
97.5
98.3
97.4
98.5
97.3
96.9
97.0
97.9
97.6
97.4
98.2
98.0
97.5
97.1
98.9
97.9
98.5
97.8
95.9
96.3
97.4
98.7
98.4
97.8
96.8
97.2
94.7
96.5
97.2
97.7
97.3
95.9

Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
1949 "Sales Management."
Further

MARKET

8,291
63,021
13,818
215,582
8,291
17,964
303,042
6,910
19,348
65,534
73,658
14,583
226,345
51,131
11,818
19,348
4,836.534
28,826
68,611
33,311
4,910
63,583
13,819
120,593
1,382
43,053
199,709
21,389
37,640
15,201
161,423
308,755
248,196
16,582
515,657
1,277,860
227,485
188,836
52,990
115,767
293,847
71,574
37,715

83,990
3,670
3,620
2,100
77,730
6,030
4,790
20,520
12,400
58,930
3,340
13,940
4,600
1,238,190
5,970
8,320
25,890
13,030
2,290
16,190
480
3,190
34,910
16,220
7,600
53,390
10,990
45,700
5,330
79,100
4,000
81,730
183,830
273,620
65,330
19,320
59,340
26,730
81,560
22,790
10,930
1,160
9,640
37,410
29,720
36,280
8,130
5,540
1,700
43,040
3,890
27,550
11,290
8,060

1,383
37,311
103,102
95,998
131,278
17,964
18,730
134,889
4,145
93,166
13,201
36,580
36,886

Taxable Payrolls, Federal
reproduction unlicensed.

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALAMOSA, Alamosa, 2,200 fam., 95.8%
KRLN, SB250w, IM
1400kc 5M
radio, 2.110 radio fam.
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
KGIW, 250w, 1450kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
D
2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 COLORADO SPRINGS, El Paso, 17,600 fam.,
N 2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
97.6%, radio, 17,180 ra dio fam.
98.5% radio, DKRDO,4.00250w, 4.50
1240kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
BOULDER,
Boulder,
5,400
fam.,
5,320 radio fam.
N
4.00 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
KVOR, Ikw, 1300kc, CBS, , Katz
KBOl, 250w, 1490kc, Donahue, Conlan
4.00 4.00 7.25 16.75 27.25 44.50
D 3.50 4.50 7.00 10.50 18.00 30.00 DN
6.00 12.25 27.75 46.25 72.50
N 3.50 4.50 7.00 10.50 18.00 30.00 CRAIG,6.00Moffat,
600 fam , 97.1% radio, 580
radio
fam.
fam.,
96.1%
CANON CITY, Fremont, 2,500
radio, 2,400 radio fam.
KRAI, 250w, 1230kc
D
3.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
DENVER, Denver, 131,300 fam., 98.0%, radio,
for the facts on KFEL
128,670 radio fam.
ASK
4 AM affiliates overage 1-time rates
D 16.83 11.12 24.06 45.25 72.36 113.60
JOHN
N 32.50 30.62 47.19 89.19 141.50 236.25
YOUR
2
non-afFiliates
average41.651-time71.40
rates 109.50
D AM 5.25
8.13 20.82
BLAIR
JOHN
£. COMPANY
BLAIR
KFEL, 5kw, 950kc, MBS, Blair, Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MAN!
N 17.50 17.50 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

BY

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
180
875,643

Radio
Families
940
226,580
2,920
19,960

COLORADO

DATA

Security Administration.

COUNTIES
Employment
1st
Qtr.1051947
173,514
1,157
823
8,710
1,317
40,679
1,197
39,158
2,394
1,366
13,399
6,096
24,609
2,289
908
3,236
1,070,729
5,042
882
2,527
8,078
3,959
1,22875
15,731
6,315
2,514
27,664
5,014
4,560
30,555
2,280
44,609
1,312
33,426
78,088
372,392
30,966
28,529
4,862
13,644
44,467
9,207
5,070
616
10,189
6,035
12,979
14,424
293
1,719
3,202
13,797
1,912
9,991
Mfg. Value

Taxable
Pay1947— 1st
($000)
rolls
Qtr.
116,909
59

409,201

738
4,996
635
399
28,202
777
1 210

155,14:

24,289
774

57,26f

8,427
3,455
15,639
1,198
445
3,094
765,742
2,220
1,275
486
4,922
741
2,24434
9,046
3,601
2,796
1,332
17,097
2,746
18,475
1,283
27,459
741
21,853
277,568
50,132
19,403
19,045
2,578
7,920
29,114
■ 348
1,
5,217
2,904986
3,723
7,196
123
8,460
922
6,273

27,607
34,15;
14,05<
2,021,513

20,165
31,158
27,62(!
52,512
75,795
101,548
410,32<
63,949
117,701
60,228
21,118
19,146
31,727

1,995
7,776
1,179

3,381
1,683
Added,

KFEL-FM, chan. 247, 97.3mc, Blair
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.40 3.00 3.00 6.00 11.00 20.00
N 4.00 5.00 6.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
5kw, 560kc,
Hooper,
DKLZ, 16.50
16.50 CBS,
24.25Katz,
42.00
73.50 BMB
115.00
N 33.00 33.00 44.75 78.75 134.00 225.00
KIZ-FM,
chan.
231,
94.1mc,
5.3kw,
Non-commercial
KOA,
BMB 50kw, 850kc, NBC, NBC Spot Sales,
D 24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 48.00 48.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00
KOA-FM, chan. 239, 95.7mc, 28kw, NBC spot
sales
Bonus
KVOD,
630kc,20.00
ABC, 35.00
Free &60.00
Peters100.00
D 5kw,12.00
N
24.00 40.00 70.00 120.00 200.00

15,02;
Mfg. Valu<
1947Added
($000

22,358

2,875
6,028
Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

KTLN, Ikw, 990kc, Cooke
D(only) 5.25 7.20 24.15 48.30 82.80 129.00
KMYR, 250w, 1340kc, Rambeau
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
9.00 17.50 35.00 60.00 90.00
N
9.00 17.50 35.00 60.00 90.00
DURANGO, LoPlata, 2,500 fam., 94.9%, radio,
2,370 radio fern.
KlUP, 250w, 1400kc, Thomas F. Clark
D
3.50 5.25 8.25 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Solesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanation see foreword.
(Continued on ^Sterling
page A6)

A f-ori Morya

MARKET INDICATORS FOR COLORADO
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Population
1,165,000
'48 1,123,000
Increase over 1940
3.7%
% of U.S
.85%
BMB Families
363,100
Percent Radio
96.9%
Radio Families
351,920
Business Concerns
24,572
Manufacturing Establishments 1,603
Non-Agricultural
Employment 239,233
Manufacturing Employment
44,000
Income
$1,695,000,000
Increase over 1940
188%
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

'48
.80%
'49
332,100
'49
91.4%
'49
303,600
'47
20,834
'47
1,219
'47
228,000
'47
24,000
'47 589,000,000

.aJunta
BENT
LAS 4N1MAS
^Lamar
• Trinidad
See page 3 for key to map.
August 15, 1949

•

Page 45

'

COLORADO
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Conti)iued froDi page 45)
3RT COLLINS, Larimer, 6,500 fam., 97.8%
radio, 6,360 radio fam.
Conlan
COL, 250w, 1400kc, Donahue, BMB,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
6.75 6.75 9.00 18.00 28.00 45.00
6.75 6.75 9.00 18.00 28.00 45.00
r. MORGAN, Morgan (no figs. on city)
FTM, 1.25
500w-D,
2.00 1260kw
7.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
RAND JUNCTION, Mesa, 5,200 fam., 96.7'c
radio, 5,030 radio fam.
EXO, 250w, 3.001230kc,
6.00 Cakes
12.00 18.00 30.00
V 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ote: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
jmilies,
copyrightreproduction
1949 "Salesunlicensed,
Managelent". Further
jr complete explanation see foreword.

KFXJ, IkwN, 500wD, 920kc, MBS, Holme
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
GREELEY, Weld, 6,200 fom., 96.7%
6,020 radio fom.
KFKA, Ikw, 1310kc
D
3.00 4.50 14.00 28.00 42.00
N
3.00 4.50 14.00 28.00 42.00
KYOU,
D 250w, 3.601450kc,7.50Donahue
15.00 25.00
N
3.60 7.50 15.00 95.2%
25.00
LA JUNTA, Otero, 2,600 fam.
2,480 radio fam.
KCKO, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe, Grant
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 14.40 95.9%
21.60
N
5.00 5.00 9.00 14.40 21.60
LAMAR, Prowers, 2,100 fom.
2,010 radio fam.
KLMR, 250w, 1340kc
D
2.60 3.90 8.50 15.50 26.00
N
2.60 3.90 8.50 15.50 26.00

COLORADO
RADIO
1949 Total
Per Cent
Families
Radio
96.0
95.5
6,2,900
1 00
yo.u
1 0,700
92.6
OA 1
OA Q
21 ,oUU
200
97.8
1 Z,oUU
95.2
800
97.0
900
97.6
92.1
2,100
1 ,300
95.9
1 ,300
500
93.4
95.6 •
90.9
1 1 3,800
1 'inn
93.4
96.7
600
800
97.3 98.0
1,300
95.8
1,200
97.6
21,800
96.0
5,400
96.0
2,900
400
96.5
'
96.4
1,000
100
96.7
1,300
91.0
3,000
500
96.6
10 600
98.4
700
95.7
1,800
97.5
2,400
94.0
4,200
97.5
11,300
91.8
8,700
96.4
96.6
1,500
4,800
96.2
10,000
200
96.4
96.5
1,400
94.3
2,200
95.3
3,600
95.9
95.1
4,400
98.4
7,000
500
95.6
600
97.4
1,300
500
96.8
96.9
96.5
5,100
25,100
800
97.6
94.3
97.0
3,300
94.6
2,500
400
1,300
97.6
600
94.3
1,200
97.1
97.2
500
900
97.1
96.3
1,800
17,700
96.9
96.9
2,600

lounty
dams . . . ■
lamosa
ropahoe
rchuleto . .
□ CO
ent
oulder . . . .
hafFee
heyenne
leor Creek
onejos . . . .
ostilio
row ley
usfer
elta
enver . . . .
olores . . . ■
ouglas
ogle
Iberf
Paso
remont
orfield
'ilpin. . . .
7rand
unnison
insdole
uerfono
ackson
efferson
iowa
it Carson
oke
,
Plata . . .
arimer . . . .
Animas
incoln . . . .
ogan
\esa. . . . ,
Mineral
\offat
\ontezuma
Aontrose
Aorgan . . .
)tero
^uray
ork ....
hilllps . . . .
tkin
rowers . . .
ueblo
Blanco
io Grande
Eoutt
kiguache . .
>an Juan . .
kin Miguel
yedgwick
iummit . . .. ..
eller
Vashington
Veld
'uma
lources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Soles Management."
Further

MONTROSE, Montrose, 1,700 fam., 94.5% SALIDA, Chaffee, 2,000 fam., 95.0%
radio, 1,610 radio fom.
1,900 radio fam.
KVRH, SB
250w, IM
1340kc.5MClark,
KUBC, SB
250w, IM
1240kc,5MGene15M
Grant 30M 1 Hr
15MBMB 30M
2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
D 2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00 D
N 2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00 N 2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
PUEBLO,
Pueblo,fam.
23,500 fam, 96.7% radio, STERLING, Logan, 2,700 fam., 96.9%
22,720 radio
2,620 radio fam.
70.00 2 AM affiliates average 1-time rates
KGEK, 250w, 1230kc, Clark
16.00
D
4.75 5.15 9.40 18.80 28.20 47.00 D 2.00 3.00 4.50 8.50 MBS,
TRINDAD,
Las
■
Animas,
5,000
fam.
N
8.00
8.50
15.00
30.00
45.00
75.00
45.00
radio, 4,560 radio fam.
12.50
radio. KCSJ, Ikw, 590kc, MBS, Taylor-Borroff, Con- KCRT,
1240kc 4.00 7.00 12.50
*250w,
170 2.00
D
1.00
15M
30M
1
Hr
SB
IM
5M
N
1.00 2.00 4.00 7.00
D lan 3.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 KSFT, Ikw-d, 500w-n, 1280kc,
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D Conlan
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
36.00 KDZA, 250w, 1230kc
radio.
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 N
Huerfano, 1,900 fam.,
N
3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 1*26WALSENBURG,
9 radio, 1,690 radio fam.
KGHF, 5kw-d, 1 kw-n, 1350kc, ABC, McGillvra,
KPHC,
250w,
1450kc
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
D Hooper,
6.00 Conlan
6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00 D
39.00
24.00
39.00 N 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 N 3.00 4.00 * 8.00* 16.00
*
2*340
2'770

1 Hr
40.00
radio.
60.00

MARKET
Radio
Families
5 860
10 490
650
1 700 ■
2*090
1 2,520
780
2,280
880

DATA BY COUNTIES
Retail
Sales
194816*677
($000)
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

1,930
470
1,180
1,250
128,670
3,630
560
770
1,260
21,280
1,150
5,180
390
2,780
960
1,260
480
2,730
1 0,430
670
1,720
2,340
3,950
11,020
7,990
1,450
190
4,640
9,620
1,350
2,070
3,430
4,220
490
6,660
570
480
1,270
4,940
24,220
780

13,638
28^845
424,198
047
6^152
10893
2 243
0,0/
□ ,4/ oJ
2,091
1,103
3,928
14,218
81 21
613,61

2,515
4,605
89,328
2,399
17,391
1 1 ,453
155
1,180
6,560
4,301
12,690
1,798
22,21
1,7601
5,980
10,505
17,470
44,057
26,483
5,824
20,255
854
40,181
5,784
15,766
8,048
18,881
24,253
1,993
890
2,953
4,954
12,303
88,935
14,123
3,076
3,110
10,814
2,430
390
1,230
3,791
570
490
1,625
870
1,170
2,612
5,707
1,238
1,730
4,141
17,150
4,271
55,504
2,520
9,904
Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
reproduction unlicensed.

1,317
380
896
493
4,032
148
5 512

Taxable
PoyrollsQtr
1947 1st($000)
* 2 495
554
147
61856
2,091
178oo
^0
52
148
0^
i Aoo1
1 83
KnK
26
123
73,932
365

ooo
zoo
1 fM
oQ 1
1 32,044
1 ,264
321
208
626
12,357

256
1,369
2,58692
519
1,978
4,366
1,716
348
3,476
1,951
4,266
790
839
72
1,185
1,676
310
2,885
195
422
238
1,556
15,936
610
790
386
235
332
1,636
169
460
676
239
574
5,778
Mfg. Value Added,

Forjoe,
25.00
25.00
88.8%
60.00
40.00
40.00
40.00

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

4,632

162,391

461
6,051
1,06521
557
125
209
797

58
2,188
1,26388
503
823

1 Hr
radio,
50.00
50.00
91.2%

5,563

1,196
165
1,195
32
692
125
1,875
866
1,989
476
1,866
445
307
42
153
767
178
1,159
103
96
87
685
307
234
9,160
325
1,000
269
74
220
219
88
285

38,536

Dept. of Commerce.
2,937

9,569
Families, Retail

CONNECTICUT
WICH
Norwich, Conn. »
n Eastern Connecticut it's
iS/ICH — the station for complete
:overage in New London County.
>Jorwich — the Shopping Center of Eastern
^onn. 838,000,000 retail sales in 1948.
250 WATTS - 1400 KC
(FULL TIME)
JOHN
46

DEME, GEN. MGR.
•

August 15, 1949

SPOT RATE FINDER
BRIDGEPORT, Fairfield, 51,000 fam., 99.0%
radio, 50,490 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.56 8.00 15.50 31.00 46.50 77.50
N 11.00 15.50 31.00 62.00 93.00 155.00
WNAB, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Rambeau
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WICC. 500w-N Ikw-D, 600kc, MBS, Retry
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WLIZ,
Taylor-Borroff
D 3.00Ikw, 1300kc,
8.00 15.00
30.00 45.00 75.00
N 6.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
Note; All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
(Continued on page US)

See page 3 for key to map.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

*347

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres.— Gen, Mgr.
*
Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr. — Sales Mgr.
WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & CO.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
August 15, 1949

•

Page 47

'48'49 '49
'49
'47
'
RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
CONNECTICUT
47'47
Taxable. PayMfg.
Value
'47
1947
($000)
rolls—
1st
Qtr.
Added
1949 Total
1947
($000)
Per Cent
Retail Sales
Radio
Employment
Families
1948 ($000)
Radio
Families
1st
Qtr.
1947
' County
178,790
560,746
117,344
517,836
.Fairfield ...
141,300
'47
98.8
139,600
131,212
99.3
151,930
153,000
85,360
202,884
553,601
'Hartford . . .
525,907
'47
25,305
30,600
14,951
^Litchfield
...
85,533
29,900
97.9
18,700
Middlesex . .
97.7
42,791
16,054
114,312
530,834
98.9
18,310
181,671
157,000
New Haven
538,284
57,381
155,270
96.9
New London
9,738
'47
42,200
18,973
128,194
32,348
79,354
.Holland ....
40,890
10,970
11,400
96.5
22,671
48,883
24,289
'47
96.2
Windham
17,560
18,200
59,567
16,193
3,345
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration. Mfg. Value5,571Added, Dept. of Commerce.
'4
9,030
Families, Retail
'47 8
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
'47
■ 17.7%
MARKET INDICATORS FOR CONNECTICUT
1.30% YR.
YR.
CONNECTICUT
1.38%
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
97.5%
SPOT RATE FINDER
Population
1,709,000
2,011,000
98.6%
Increase over 1940
(Continued from page 46)
% of
U.S
DANBURY, Fairfield, 8,600, 98.1% radio, BMB
516,600
Families
572,400
8,440 radio fam.
Percent Radio
WLAD, SB250w, IM800kc, 5MRA-TEL,
Radio Families
503,900
564,430
15M Hooper
30M
1 Hr
D 4.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 Business Concerns
133%
39,150
31,626
N 6.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 Manufacturing Establishments
WLAD-FM, Chan. 252, 93.3mc, 250kw, Bonus
548,000
Non-Agricultural Employment .
682,628
233,000
BRISTOL, Hartford, 10,900 fam., 99.5% radio, Manufacturing Employment . . .
2,809
3,938
331,000
10,850 radio fam.
Income
1,417,000,000
123.7%
WBIS, 500w D, 1440kc
$3,299,000,000
Increase over 1940
D 5.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
827
HARTFORD, Hartford, 53,600 fam., 99.9%
Per Capita Income
radio, 53,550 radio fam.
Increase over 1940
$
1,671
Construction (Private)
64,200,000
4 AM affiliates average rates
$ 133,500,000
Residential
35,100,000
D 13.75 18.75 25.75 46.50 69.75 116.50
Non-Residential
18,500,000
$ 50,500,000
N 26.00 36.50 51.50 84.00 139.50 232.50
Retail Sales
$ 55,100,000
1,837,034,000
99.1%
$1,964,685,000
WDRC, 5kw, 1360kc, CBS, Raymer, Hooper
690,000,000
D 12.50 17.50 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00 Value Added by Manufacture . .* $1,893,000,000
*
N 25.00 35.00 42.00 48.00 126.00 210.00
fam.
NORWALK, Fairfield, 15,000
WDRC-FM. chan.229, 93.7mc, 7kw Bonus
WSTC, SB250w, IM1400kc,5M ABC,15MEverett-McKinney
30M
1 Hr
radio, 14,870 radio fam.
WONS, 5kw, 1410 kc. Mutual, Petry
D 6.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 WNLK, SB500w, IM1350kc,5MMcGilvra
1 Hr
15M 42.00 97.0%
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 D 6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00
60.00 WSTC-FM, Chan. 244, 96.7mc, 650w, Everett36.00 70.00
McKinney
McKinney, Bonus
DWTHT,9.00250w,9.001230kc,
12.00ABC,24.00Everett36.00
60.00 N 7.00 9.00 14.00 28.00 30M
TORRINGTON, Litchfield, 8,700 fam., 99.4%
N 14.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 NORWICH, New London, 10,200 fam.,
radio, 9,890 fam.
WTHT-FM, chan.291, 106.1mc, 5.6kw, Bonus
radio, 8,650 radio fam.
99.0%
lOBOkc,
Weed120.00 200.00 WNOC, 250w, 1400 kc
DWTIC,22.50SOkw,38.50
50.00NBC,80.00
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
80.00 2D AM 5.55
non-affiliate
rates 33.00 55.00
7.50 average
11.00 22.00
N 45.00 77.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00 N
7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
N 7.00 10.00 16.50 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTIC-FM, chan.243, 96.5mc, 20kw, Weed, STAMFORD, Fairfield, 19,000 fam.,
(Continued on page 50)
Bonus
radio, 18,810 radio fam.
WCCC, 500w, 1290kc, Rambeau
D
5.50
7.00
11.00
22.00
40.00
55.00
1^
'^O'i'
MERIDEN, New Haven, 13,200 fam., 99.0%
radio, 13,070 radio fam.
WMMW, Ikw, 1470kc
D 5.85 7.20 12.00 24.00 48.00 60.00
WMMW-FM, chan.239, 95.7mc, 20kw
Rates not published.
MIDDLETOWN, Middlesex, 7,800 fam., 98.9%
radio, 7,710 radio fam.
DWCNX,5.00500w,5.001150kc,
12.00 Friedenberg
21.00 38.00 60.00
NEW BRITAIN, Hartford, 21,000 fam., 99.7%
radio, 20,940 radio fam.
2D AM 10.00
non-affiliates
average42.50rates 63.50 106.25
12.75 21.25

WATTS

FULL TIME
in the
|nEW BRITAIN - HARTFORb
'

MAJOR
MARKET
1>%

WHAY

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
Coll Radio Representatives
I'ork, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles
48
August 15, 1949

WHAY, 5kw, 910kc, Radio Reps
D 14.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 18.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WKNB, 1 kw, 840kc, Forjoe, Hooper, Conlan
D
6.00 7.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
WFHA-FM,
103.7mc,
D
3.00 chan.279,
4.00 6.25
10.00 20kw,
18.75Forjoe
31.25
N 6.00 7.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
NEW HAVEN, New Haven, 50,400 fam.,
99.0% radio, 49,900 radio fam.
2D AM 6.00
non-affiliate
average22.50
rates 33.00 55.00
7.00 12.50
WAVZ, Ikw, 1260kc, Donald Cooke
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WAVZ-FM,
available Chan. 236, 95.1 mc, 20kw, no data
WELI, Ikw, 960kc, ABC, Headley Reed, Conlan
D 7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 14.00 20.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WELI-FM, Chan. 300, 107.9mc, 30kw, HeadleyReed, Bonus
WNHC, 250w, 1340kc, Katz, Conlan
D 6.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WNHC-FM, Chan. 242, 99.1mc, 20kw, Katz
WNHC-TV, Chan. 6, 18.2kw aur., 5kw vis.
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WBIB-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 3kw
D
1.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
NEW LONDON, New London, 10,900 fam.,
97.5% radio, 10,630 radio fam.
WNLC, 250w, 1490kc, Mutual, BMB
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WNLC-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 250w, Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanation
see foreword.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONNECTICUT

3 AM affiliate average rates
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.33 6.19 10.66 21.33 32.00 53.33
N 8.00 11.33 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page ^8)
WLCR, Ikw, 990kc, Sears & Ayer, Hooper
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ti 6.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTOR, 250w, 1490kc, Continental, Con
D 5.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 7.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
WATERBURY,
New Haven, 30,100
99.0% radio, 29,800 radio fam.

WWCO, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Forjoe
D
4.00 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WBRY, 5kw, 1590kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
Conlan
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WATR, Ikw, 1320kc, ABC, Rambeau, Hooper
D
5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

Ion
50.00
80.00
fam.,

DISTRICT

OF

SPOT RATE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Washington, 238,800
Fam., 96.8% radio, 231,160 radio Fam.
3 AM daytime non-affiliates, average one
time rotes
Note; All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.
* *

FINDER
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 11.65 14.53 28.16 49.06 73.60 122.66
4 AM affiliates average one time rates
D 20.62 16.50 30.36 65.60 91.12 151.87
N 31.25 40.00 55.12 121.50 182.25 337.50
8 AM non-affiliates average one time rotes
D 9.00 10.26 19.26 31.43 49.80 83.28
N 10.60 15.18 27.17 53.26 80.40 160.00
*

DISTRICT

OF

WBCCHooper (Bethesda, Md), 250kw-D, n20kc
D Young
6.50 10.00 20.00 44.00 66.00 112.00
WEAM, (Arlington, Va.) 5kw, 1390kc, Adorn
D
9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 19.00 30.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WFAX
Church,10.80Va.) 16.80
250kw-D,
D 3.60(Falls 4.80
28.801220kc
48.00
N 3.60 4.80 10.80 16.80 28,80 48.00
WGAY
D 13.50(Sliver
15.00Sprirg,
25.00 Md.),
40.00Ikw-D,
60.001050
100.00kc
WGAY-FM, Ch. 272, 102.3mc, 440w
(25% of AM Rates)
WINX, 250kw, 1340kc, King
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WMAL, 5kw, 630kc, ABC Spot Sales, Hooper
D 15.00 22.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WMAL-FM,
Ch. 297, 107.3mc, lOkw
Bonus
WMAL-TV, Ch. 7, 27.7kw-a; 13.9kw-v, ABC,
ABC Spot Soles
D 45.00 45.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 45.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WOL, 5kw, 1260kc, MBS, Katz, Hooper
D 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 30.00 30.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00

Per Cent
Radio
96.8

SPORTS^

-

WOL-FM,
Ch. 254, 98.7mc, 20kw, Kotz
Bonus
WOOK, Ikw-D, 1590kc
SB IM 5M
D 12.00 15.00 30.00
WPIK,
Vo.)
D 7.00(Alexandria,
10.50 14.00

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

Radio
Families
231,160

NEWS

FOR

SALES

BY

&

* *

COUNTIES
Taxable.
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
127,200

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
214,462

976,790

15M 30M 1 Hr
60.00 90.00 150.00
Ikw-D, 42.00
730kc 70.00
28.00

WQQW, Ikw-D, 570kc, Rambeau
D 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
(Continued on page 50)
*

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

FOR

See page 3 for key to map.

* *

COLUMBIA

1949 Total
Families
238,800

County
Washington
Sources:

COLUMBIA

WARL,
Smith, (Arlington,
Hooper Va.) Ikw-D, 780kc, BurnSB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 9.45 14.15 29.50 47.20 70.80 118.00
WARL-FM,
Bonus Ch. 288, 105.5mc, Ikw, Burn-Smith

Mfg. Value

Added,

Dept. of Commerce.

SWEET

IMPACT!

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

Families, Retail

MUSIC!

-

IK

A

CLEAR

CHANNEL

INDEPENDENT

WASHINGTON.
AND
BUSINESS OFFICE:
VIRGINIA THEATER BLDG.
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
TELEPHONE: OVERLOOK 3000

ALEXANDRIA,

STATION
D.

ON

730

KC

C

VIRGINIA
FOURTH
YEAR OF PLAY-BY-PLAY
OF
WASHINGTON
SENATORS BASEBALL GAMES
NOW

SPONSORED

BY CHESTERFIELD

CIGARETTES
Page 49
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District of Columbia

MARKET

INDICATORS

FOR

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA

SPOT RATE FINDER
Don't miss the bus!

(Coyitiniied from Page 49)

Get in on the new
wonder

medium—

TRANSIT

RADIO
No

wonder

the wonder

WRC, 5kw,
SB
D 22.50
N 45.00

980kc,
IM
22.50
45.00

NBC
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

WRC-FM, Ch. 230, 93.9mc, 20kw
Bonus

FIGURES

Population

YR.

FIGURES

898,000 '48

Increase over 1940

35.5%

% of U.S

0.62%

BMB Families

663,000 '40

'48

0.50%

238,800 '49

Percent Radio .

96.8%

Radio Families

YR.

'40

234,000 '46

'49

96.2%

231,160 '49

'46

225,000 '46

we call it
medium!

Results from WWDCFM'S

WQQW-FM, Ch. 278, 103.5mc, 20kw
Bonus

CLASSIFICATIONS

Transit

WTOP, 50kw, ISOOkc, CBS, Radio Sales
D 30.00
37.50 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 60.00
52.50 150.00 225.00 375.00

Radio

sound like fairy tales.
It's because your message reaches a counted
audience — buyers on
their way to buy. Rates

WTOP-FM, Ch. 242, 96.3mc, 20kw
Bonus

WWDC, 250kw, 1450kc, Forjoe
D 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 12.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

audience. Every penny
you spend goes for just

Employment

Manufacturing Employment

..

Income

430

9,717 '39

'47

214,463 '47

452

'39

321,000 '39

10,000 '47

8,000 '39

$1,795,000,000 '47 905,000,000 '40

Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income

WWDC-FM, Ch. 266, 101. Imc, 20kw, Transit
Radio
Bonus nights
(See Transit Radio Listing)

16,956 '47

Manufacturing Establishments
r
Non-Agricultural

are low, based on the
audited nimiber in the

Business Concerns

98%
$

1,624 '48

Increase over 1940

1,080 '40

50%

Construction (Private)

$

64,600,000 '47

58,000,000 '39

Residential

$

27,900,000 '47

34,000,000 '39

Non-Residential

$

18,400,000 '47

20,900,000 '39

one thing — listeners.
Call in Transit Radio,
Inc., for all the facts.
WWW
Today's Transit Buy!
RUSH HOUR

SPOTS

WOlC (TV), Ch. 9, 14.4kw-a, 27.3kw-v, MBS
& CBS, WOR Sales
D 25.00 25.00 27.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 50.00 50.00 55.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

WASH-FM, Ch. 246, 97.1mc, 15kw
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00

Retail Sales

$ 976,790,000 '48 904,435,000 '47

Value Added by Manufacture . $

99,000,000 '47

43,000,000 '39

Six Days Weekly

There
As low as $81 a week
Mi
Mi

WCFM, Ch. 258, 99.5mc, 20kw, Continental
N 6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

WQQW
that

WWDC-FM
The D. C. Independent
TRANSIT

ge 50

•

RADIO, INC.
August 15, 1949

listeners

is on WQQW
AVERAGE

in WASHINGTON—
The

Good

WQQW LISTENER

OF DAYTIME
10% LISTEN

to reach

LISTENING

Music

Station

SPENDS 71%
WITH WQQW

TO WQQW 100% OF TIME

57% HAVE INCOMES OVER S5000

RADIO

Represented Nationally by

TRANSIT

WNBW, Ch. 4, 20.5kw-v; 10.5kw-a, NBC,
Spot Sales
D 30.00 30.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 60.00 60.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

is only ONE way

WTTG, Ch. 5, 17.5kw-v, 10.5kw-a, DuMont,
DuMont
D 50.00 50.00 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 50.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

WQQW 1000 WATTS ON AM -'20,000 ON FM
EFFECTIVE COVERAGE: 11,000 SQUARE MILES
PERRY WALDERS, SALES MGR.
RAMBEAU, NATIONAL REP.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Business

is

always

better

in

Washingtonjr

D.C

Population of the Nation's Capital and its immediate suburbs has
more than 100,000 during the past three years and today exceeds

Example:
jumped

1 ,380,000. Thafs why the new Washington
Thafs why more listeners to WTOP

phone book is the fattest in history.

than ever before.

THE WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON'S
ONLY
50,000
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WATT

STATION

REPRESENTED

BY

RADIO

POST- CBS | | STATION
SALES

August 15, 1949
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DELAWARE
DOVER,
Kent,
2,300 fam., 93.0% radio, 2,140
fam.
WDOV, Ikw-D, 1410 kc, McGIIIvra
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.50 5.00 15.00 30.00 55.00 90.00
WILMINGTON, New Castle, 36,900 fam.,
96.2% radio, 35,500 rodio fam.
3 AM affiliates, < verage 1-time rates
D 8.45 8.21 16.49 32.86 49.16 82.16
N 15.00 14.16 27.66 55.33 83.00 141.66
WDEL, 5kw, llSOkc, NBC, Meeker, Conlan.
D 8.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 16.00 16.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00
WAMS-FM,
kc, 20kw,
D 8.40 Chon.
8.40 241,
16.80 96.133.60
50.49Weed
84.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WAMS-FM,
96.1 kc, 20kw, Weed
No rates available.
WILM, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Boiling
D
6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N
12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WTUX,
D 5.00500w-D,
6.00 1290kc,
12.00 Forjoe
24.00 36.00 60.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
DELAWARE

MARKET

INDICATORS

FOR
11.5%
FIGURES
oQT nun

Increase over 1940
% of U.S.
BMB Families

'40
'47
DELAWARE
YR.
oca AAA
FIGURES
'A487 '47'47
4y
f^.U /o
48 '47
'ftftft
ft OACtC
47
K1
'48
7"^ ftftft
'47
'A4i/
44577/
4 850
44 ii
'A 7
41410A
7fi ftftft
'A 7
?n ftftft
OQQ ftftft
ftftft
4t

8o,oUU
<XK AO/

Radio Families
Business Concerns
Q7D,Ut>v
7C7
Manufacturing Establishments
Non-Agricultural Employment
Manufacturing Employment . . . 4! A 7Q Ann
oq Ann
t\nn
84%)
1 (\(\CL
Per Capita Income
<p
1,040
Increase over 1940
9Q
9AA
AAA
Construction (Private)
$
7 QAA AAA
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture..
* * *
RADIO

'qq>qq

41

fiQA

4/
4*

1 9 ^ftft Ann
7 ftftft ftftft

YR.

'39
'4ft

>qQ
OJ
'4 ft

'qq
OJ

ICASTLE '

4U
'on

KENT

Dover ^

oil

3,700,000
248,043,000
54,000,000

$ 9,000,000
$ 267,763,000
$ 182,000,000

DELAWARE

MARKET

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Radio
Families
County
Families
91.6
Kent
10,800
New Castle
9,890
96.9
58,200
56,400
92.6
Sussex . . . .
16,480
17,800
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable
Dept. of Commerce. Families, Retail Sales, copyright 1949

DATA BY COUNTIES
Taxable
PayAdded
Retail
Sales
Qtr.
Mfg.
Value
1947 ($000)
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
1948 ($000)
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
25,687
121,236
13,932
193,881
60,343
39,915
5,601
2,471
11,519
46,562
48,195
Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.5,548 Mfg. Value Added,
"Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

5000

wpa

'47'
See 39page 3 for key to map.

NEW

WATTS

The

DAY

SUSSEX

AND

NIGHT

overwhelming favorite in this prosperous

WILMINGTON
DE

trading area made up of Delaware, southern New

L AWARE

Jersey, parts of Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Skillful local programming,

NBC

Network

shows are deUvering to advertisers a loyal, responsive
audience.

Present your product to this market

which ranks fifth as the highest per capita income
area in the country.
you — profitably.

STEINM AN
STATIONS

can sell for

Write for information.

Represented by
ROBERT
New York

—
ANT)
• August 15, 1949

WDEL

NOW

/

WDEL-

MEEKER
San Francisco

TV

Chicago
ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles

• CH ANNEl
7BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MARKET
FLORIDA
r
SPOT RATE
BELLE GLADE, Palm Beach, 4,200 fam., 65.3%
radio, 2,740 radio fam.
WSWN,SBIkw-D,
IM900kc,
5M Ashcroft-Banninger
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.75 4.50 7.00 14.50 21.50 36.00
N 4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
BRADENTON, Manatee, 4,300 fam., 87.1%
radio, 3,750 radio fam.
WOHL, 250w, 1490kc
N
2.40 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
2.40 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
CLEARWATER, Pinellas, 5,700 fam., 89.3%
radio, 5,090 radio fam.
2D AM 4.25
non-affiliates,
average
4.25 6.00
12.001-time
20.50rate 37.50
N 4.50 4.50 6.50 13.75 25.00 42.50
WCLE,
D 5.00Ikw-D,5.00680kc.5.00Holman,
10.00 Conlan
20.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00

FINDER
WIRA, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 3.75 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GAINESVILLE, Alachua, 5,400 fam., 84.1%
radio, 4,540 radio fam.
WGGG, 250w, 1230kc
D 2.70 3.60 8.75 16.00 26.00 45.00
N 2.70 3.60 8.75 16.00 26.00 45.00
WRUF,
BMB 5kw-D, 100-N, 850kc, Burn-Smith,
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
WRUF-FM, Ch. 281, 104.1mc, 3kw, Burn-Smith
(no rates avail.)
HOLLYWOOD, Broward
No figures on city listed.

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS

for the facts on WQAM
JOHN
\ BLAiR
£. COMPANY

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

BROADCASTING

FLORIDA

FIGURES

YR.

FIGURES

'48
1.44%
'49
614,000
'49
79.5%
'49
488,000
'47
30,670
'47
1,976
'47
361,000
'47
51,000
'47 900,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

471

'40

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
■"""'"e Beach
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

'47 88,800,000
'47 69,500,000
'47 11,000,000
'48 1,993,008,000
'47 162,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

$ 384,000,000
$ 276,400,000
$ 64,500,000
$2,191,922,000
$ 352,000,000

'48

YR.

Population
2,356,000
Increase over 1940
24.2%
% of U.S
1.61% •
BMB Families
728,600
Percent Radio
87.4%
Radio Families
636,600
Business Concerns
47,501
Manufacturing Establishments 2,807
Non-Agricultural Employment 507,843
Manufacturing Employment . . .
67,000
Income
$2,571,000,000
Increase over 1940
86%
PerIncrease
Capita Income
$
1,104
over 1940
134%

^"9ustine

WTAN, 250w, 1340kc, McGillvra
D 3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 17.50 30.00 45.00
CORAL GABLES, Dade, 4.900 fom., 98.0%
radio, 4,800 radio fam.
2D AM 7.00
non-affiliates,
9.25 1 3.25overage
25.25 1-time
41.00rate67.50
N 7.00 9.25 13.25 25.25 41.00 67.50
WTTT, 250w, 1490kc
D 6.50 8.50 12.50 22.50 40.00 65.00
N 6.50 8.50 12.50 22.50 40.00 65.00
WVCG,
Ashcroft
Banninger
D 7.50Ikw-D,
10.001070,
14.00
28.00& 42.00
70.00
N 7.50 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
CRESTVIEW, Okaloosa, 1500 fam., 84.3%
radio, 1,260 radio fam.
WCNU,
Ikw-D,
D
5.00 lOlOkc
8.00 14.00 20.00 40.00
DAYTONA BEACH, Volusia, 10,300 fam.,
86.0% radio, 8,860 radio fam.
2DAM affiliates,
5.50 average
9.00 1-time
18.00 rate
27.00 45.00
N
8.25 13.50 27.00 40.50 67.50
WMFJ, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, McGillvra
D
6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
< DWNDB,7.20Ikw-D,
8.00 1150kc,
12.00 Perry
24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.20 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WNDB-FM, Ch. 233, 94.5mc, 8.5kc, Perry
Bonus 1.25
— Days 2.50
only 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
WROD,
250w,
D
4.501340kc,8.00MBS 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DELAND, Volusia, 2.700 fam., 84.9% radio,,
2,290 radio fom.
WOLF,
MBS 250w, 1490kc, Ashcroft & Banninger,
D 6.00 6.00 9.50 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.50 24.00 36.00 60.00
EUSTIS, Lake, 1,600 fam., 84.0% radio, 1,340
radio fam.
WEUS, Ikw, 790kc, Rural Radio
D 5.00 6.00 12.50 21.60 38.00 60.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.50 21.60 38.00 60.00
FT. LAUDERDALE, Brow/ard, 10,200 fam. 87.6%
radio, 8,940 radio fam.
WFTl, 250v/, 1400kc, Hooper
D 6.00 7.50 10.00 27.00 45.00 80.00
N 6.00 7.50 10.00 27.00 45.00 80.00
WGOR-FM,
Ch. 293, 106.5mc, 3kw
Bonus
FT. MYERS, Lee, 5,100 fam., 85.1% radio,
4.340 radio fam.
WINK, 250w, 1240kc, Cooke, CBS
D 4.75 5.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.75 6.50 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
FT. PIERCE, Saint Lucie, 4,000 fom., 78.7%
radio, 3,150 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

FOR

1,897,000 '40

3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 13.50 14.00 21.33 42.66 62.00 106.66
N 23.33 24.33 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
2 AM non-affiliates, overage 1-time rate
D 9.25 8.96 13.55 22.41 41.96 61.15
N 10.50 ; 17.00 34.50 53.00 80.00
WFEC,
D 4.75250w-D,
5.901220kc
11.45 22.85 34.30 57.45
WGBS, 50,000-D, 710kc, CBS, Katz, BMB
66.00 200.00
110.00
D 15.001 0,00015.00
22.00 44.00
80.00 120.00
N 40.00
N 24.00 24.00
WGBS-FM, Ch. 242, 96.3mc Ikw, Katz
Bonus
(Continued on Page 5U)
for the facts on WJAX
ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
JOHN
E. COMPANY
BLAIR
MAN!

WMFJ
WINZ, Ikw, 940kc, Perry
D
22.00 35.00 55.00
N
15.00 55.00 80.00
JACKSONVILLE, Duval, 72,500 fam., 88.8%
radio, 64,380 radio fam.
4D AM10.00
affiliates,
1-time rate
10.00 average
18.12 36.00
56.75 100.00
N 18.50 18.00 36.00 54.00 108.25 181.25
D2 AM 6.20non-affiliates,
6.80 9.60overage
21.701-time
29.80 rote
N 7.20 7.80 11.60 23.20 33.80
WIVY,
1050kc 7.20 14.40 21.60
D 2.40Ikw, 3.60
N 2.40 3.60 7.20 14.40 21.60
WJAX,
5kw,10.00
930kc,18.50
NBC, 37.00
Blair 60.00 95.00
D
N
20.00 37.00 74.00 120.00 190.00
WJAX-FM, Ch. 236, 95.1mc, 1 1 .5kw
(no rates avail.)
WJHP,
5kw, 10.00
1320kc,18.00
MBS, 35.00
Perry 53.00 88.00
D
N
15.00 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
WJHP-FM, Ch. 245, 96.9mc, 34kw
DN 15.00
10.00 — See Transit Radio Listing
WMBR, Hooper
5kw, 1460kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D BMB,
10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 20.00 20.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WMBR-FM,
Knodel (AllCh. FM 241,rates96.1mc,
25% of 67kw,
AM) AveryWMBR-TV, Ch. 4, 7.4kw-a; 14.8kw-v, CBS,
D Avery-Knodel
22.50 22.50 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WOBS,
Ikw,10.00
1360kc,12.00
Forjoe,
D 10.00
29.00Hooper
38.00 78.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 46.00 90.00
WPDQ,
5kw,
600kc,
ABC,
Katz,
Hooper,
BMB
D 10.00 1 0.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 108.00
N 17.00 17.00 36.00 60.00 100.00 180.00
WPDQ-TV, Ch. 6, 19.4kw-v; lOkw-a, ABC,
Katz
10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 108.00
DN 10.00
17.00 17.00 36.00 60.00 100.00 180.00
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, Duval, 2,200 fam.,
87.9% radio, 1,930 radio fam.
WJVB,
250w-D,
D
6.50 lOlOkc
11.75 25.50 28.00 51.00
N
7.50 14.50 27.00 45.00 77.00
KEY WEST, Monroe, 5,000 fam., 83.1% radio,
4,160 radio fam.

• Telecasting

Coral Gables «• Miami Beach

Radio
WKWF, SB
500w,IM
1600kc,5MMBS,15M
BMB 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
LAKE CITY, Columbia, 2,400 fam., 78.7%
radio, 1.890 radio fam..
WDSR,
250w,5.00
1340kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D 3.75
N 3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LAKELAND,
9.380 radioPolk,
fam. 10,900 fam., 86.1% radio,
WLAK, Ikw, 1430kc, NBC, Pearson, Conlan
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.00 30.00 45.00
N 7.00 7.00 14.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
LAKE WORTH, Palm Beach, 3,700 fam., 90.3%
radio, 3,340 radio fam.
WEAT,
son 250w, 1490kc, NBC, Lorenzen & ThompD 6.50 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 11.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
LEESBURG, Lake, 2,200 fam., 81.4% radio,
1,790 radio fam.
WLBF,
250w, 7.50
1250kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D 6.00
N 6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LIVE OAK, Suwanee
(No figures on city)
WNER,
250w,3.00
1450kc4.00 8.00 14.00 20.00
D 2.00
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 14.00 20.00
MARIANNA, Jackson, 2,400 fam., 76.6%
radio, 1,840 radio fam.
DWTYS,4.00250w,4.001340kc,8.00Cummings
16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MIAMI, Dade, 69,000 fam., 93.3% radio,
64,380 radio fam.

Station

Daytona

Beach,

Florida

.

ABC

Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
National Representatives
Robert S. Keller,
Agency Coordinator
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RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY

Retail Soles
1949 Total
Per Cent
1948 ($000)
County
Families
Radio
Families
Alachua
11,400
83.3
9,500
28,397
Baker
.•
1,400
80.1
1,120
Boy
12,500
83.5
10,440
2,141
Bradford
2,500
84.6
2,120
31,365
Brevard
6,100
86.5
5,280
15,313
3,987
Broward
17,400
85.1
14,810
Calhoun
1,900
80.2
1,520
59,474
Charlotte
1,300
88.7
1,150
Citrus
1,600
84.0
1,340.
2,762
2,997
Clay
3,000
85.1
2,550
Collier
1,700
82.0
/ 1,390
2,186
2,967
Columbia
4,500
75.9
,„M?S
3,336
517,808
Dade
129,700
93.3
121,010
Oe Soto
1,900
81.5
1,550
9,037
Dixie
1,200
82.5
990
294,365
Duval
83,500
89.1
74,400
5,744
Escambia
30,300
86.3
26,150
3,647
Flagler
900
82.1
740
74,621
Franklin
2,200
77.8
1,710
1,359
Gadsden
7,500
78.2
5,870
14,602
Gilchrist
900
78.3
700
2,936
Glades
700
84.0
590
1,447
Gulf
1,800
86.0
1,550
1,092
Hamilton
2,100
79.2
1,660
Hardee
2,200
81.9
,800
3,072
Hendry
1,700
86.4
1,470
3,073
5,758
Hernando
1,700
86.1
1,460
Highlands
4,400
82.8
3,640
3,839
3,839
194,392
Hillsborough
65,800
88.9
58,500
Holmes ..
3,100
78.9
2,450
Indian River
2j500
85.8
2,230
6,735
Jackson
8^00
76.8
6,220
12,403
2,081
JefFerson
2,800
78.7
2,200
7,132
3,146
Lafayette
900
82.0
740
Lake
8,300
86.2
7,150
19,994
Lee
7,600
86.9
6,600
1,091
17,794
Leon
11,100
82.9
9,200
29,795
Levy
2,600
81.1
2,110
Liberty
800
78.3
630
Madison
3,700
76.5
2,830
4,503
605
Manatee
8,500
85.6
7,280
20,185
Marion
10,400
82.8
8,610
22,046
5,861
Martin
2,200
86.2
1,900
Monroe
5,300
83.4
4,420
4,607
Nassau
2,700
83.1
*
2,240
7,870
Okaloosa
3,700
83.2
3,080
Okeechobee
800
84.5
680
5,109
4,932
119,139
Orange
30,500
89.8
27,390
2,171
143,764
Palm Beach
41,700
85.1
35,490
Pasco
4,300
85.2
3,660
6,114
Pinelios
50,700
91.8
46,540
166,987
6,378
Polk
34,500
85.8
29,600
102,828
Putnam
5,200
80.4
4,180
12,035
St. Johns
6,400
81.8
5,240
17,159
St. Lucie
5,000
79.9
4,000
Santo Rosa
3,900
81.3
3,170
13,114
21,721
Sarasota
7,000
88.1
6,170
4,134
Seminole
7,700
83.5
6,430
14,810
Sumter
2,700
83.6
2,260
Suv/onnee
4,000
79.0
3,160
3,589
Taylor
2,900
76.7
2,220
5,700
Union
1,300
80.0
1,040
7,309
Volusia
21,100
86.4
18,230
1,240
62,507
Wakulla
1,200
81.3
980
Walton
3,100
79.3
2,460
1,920
Washington
2,800
79.4
2,220
4,786
2,967
Sources; Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede-al Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
3
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0(Continued from page 53)
8
WIOD,
7 610kc, NBC,, Hollingbery, Hooper,
BMB 5kw,
SB .IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 11.00 12.50
40.00 60.00 100.00
7 20.00
N 22.00 25.00
40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WIOD-FM,
Ch.
247,
97.3mc,
54kv/, Hollingbery
3
,16
Bonus
0 Forjoe
WMIE, 10,000-D, 1140kc,
D 15.00 5,000-N
15.00 22.00 45,00 70.00 100.00
N 15.00 15.00 22.00 45.00 70.00 100.00
WQAM, 5,000-D, 560kc, ABC, Blair, BMB
D 14.501,000-N
14.50 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WQAM-FM,
Ch. 235, 94.9mc, 60kw, Blair
Bonus
WWPB, 250v/, 14S0kc, Cooke
D 6.00 6.00 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTVJ-TV,
Forioe Ch. 4, l.lkv/v; 2.2kw-a, DuMont,
N 30.00 30.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
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MIAMI BEACH, Dade, 13,800 fam., 96.4%
radio, 13,300 radio fam.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
WKAT, 5,000-D 1360kc, MBS, Weed
D 13.921,000-N
11.39 17.71 35.42 53.13 88.55
N 21.51 18.97 35.42 70.84 106.26 177.10
WKAT-FM,
Ch. 226, 93.1 mc, Ikw
Bonus
WMBM,
Tel 40.00 50.00
D 7.50 Ikw-D,
7.50 BOOkc,
12.00 Ra 24.00
N 9.35 9.35 15.00 30.00 50.00 62.50
WLRD(FM) Ch. 230, 93.9mc, 13kw
D 2.00 2.00 4.00 9.00 13.50 22.50
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
OCAIA, Marion, 3,400 fam., 82.3% radio,
2,800 radio fam.
WTMC, Ikw, 1290kc, MBS, Perry, Conlan
D 4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ORLANDO, Orange, 18,700 fam., 90.2% radio,
16,870 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, overage 1-time rate
D 7.75 7.75 12.23 24.31 38.62 69.12
N 10.50 10.50 18.31 37.00 70.00 96.23
WDBO, 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Blair, Hooper
D 8.50 8.50 13.75 27.50 44.00 71.50
N 12.00 12.00 19.25 38.50 66.00 110.00
WDBO-FM,
Ch. 222, 92.3mc, 35kw, Blair
Bonus
Ro-Tel,39.00
Conlan 65.00
DWHOO,7.50 lOkw,7.50990kc,11.70ABC, 22.75
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 35.00 60,00 100.00
WHOO-FM,
Ch, 243, 93,2mc, 59kw, RoTel
Bonus
WLOF, 5kw, 950kc, MBS, Raymer
D 8.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 40.00 65.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WORZ, Ikw, 740kc, NBC, Weed, Hooper,
Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 10.50 21.00 31,50 52.50
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
PAIATKA, Putnam, 3,800 fam., 75.9% radio,
2,880 radio fam.

COUNTIES
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
440
6,021
5,003
684
15,536
519
880
2,514
356
611
1,670
859
125,279
360
1,250
197
71,669
15,644
415
227
121
3,176
1,566
543
842
684
360
1,262
2,041
56,104
119
808
1,314
2,465
4,128
927
3,120
248
5,624
1,284
949
4,217
5,418
2,306
1,880
19,888
371
1,121
1,349
22,274
23,566
26,413
3,417

45,528

36,21570
125
7,076
94
48
1,187
802
207
278
776
231

66,736
21,039

27,138
112
745
608
807
388
39
296
1,670
2,306
1,349
104
380
440

59,796

922
1,913
968
2,241
388
232

2,598
3,080
494
2,554
5,220
2,284
691
161
1,317
1,743
10,867
798
532
269
Mfg. Value Added,

WWPF, SB 250w-D,
IM 800kc,
5M Cont.15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.25 4.50 7.00 12.50 23.00 40.00
PALM BEACH, Palm Beach, 2,200 fam., 93.0%
radio, 2,050 radio fam.
WWPG,
Conlan
D 5.40 250w,5.401340kc,
10.80 ABC,
21.60Perry,
32.40
54.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WWPG-FM, Ch. 250, 97.9mc, 22kw, Perry
Bonus
PANAMA CITY, Bay, 8,100 fam., 81.5% radio,
6,600 radio fam.
WDLP, Ikw, 590kc, MBS
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
PENSACOLA, Escambia, 13,100 fam., 84.7%
radio, 11,100 radio fam.

Added
1947
Mfg. ($000)
Value

Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
142
234
2,354
2,325
1,017
130
149
223
423
8,545
351
616
478
73,538
112

9,528
11,998
12,769
507
1,435
11,712
165
1,052
1,150
1,229
978
218
2,259
425
180
759
112
266
4,848
57
Dept. of Commerce.

10,888
22,603

Families, Retail,

for the facts on WTAL
JOHN
BLAIR
t COMPANY

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

ST. PETERSBURG, Pinellas, 38,500 fam., 92.3%
radio, 35,540 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rote
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 5.25 7.70 12.25 24.00 42.00 71.00
N
8.00 10.35 18.25 38.75 72.00 1-20.00
WSUN,
620kc,12.50
ABC, 25.00
Weed 42.00 70.00
D 4.505kw, 7.50
N 8.00 10.75 17.50 37.50 72.00 120.00
WTSP,
Conlan5kw, 1380kc, MBS, Pearson, Hooper,
D 6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 42.00 72.00
N 8.00 10.00 19.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
WST-FM, Ch. 273, 102.5mc, 37kw, Pearson
D 1.50 2.00 3.00 6.00 12.50 20.00
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 24.00
SANFORD, Seminole, 4,000 fam., 81.5% radio,
3,260 radio fam.

1-time 29.50
rote 50.00
D3 AM 5.33affiliates,
5.86 average
6.15 12.50
N 7.21 7.66 12.16 23.50 37.50 63.33
WBSR, 550w, 1450kc, ABC
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 25.00 42.00 70.00
WCOA,
D 6.00 5kw, 6.001370kc,
10.00 NBC,20.00Meeker
30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WEAR, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson
D 4.00 5.60 8.50 17.50 28.50 50.00
N 5.65 7.50 8.50 17.50 28,50 50.00
PLANT CITY, Hillsborough
(No figures on city)
WPLA, 250w-D, 1570kc,
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 36.00
for the facts on WFLA
QUINCY, Florida, 2,100 fam., 80.0% radio,
1,680 radio fam.
YOUR
WCNH, 250w, 1230kc
ASK
D 2.70 2.70 5.00 9.00 15.00 25.00
N 2.70 2.70 5.00 9.00 , 15.00 25.00
BLAIR
ST. AUGUSTINE, St. Johns, 4,800 fam., 81.7%
JOHN
radio, 3,920 radio fam.
t COMPANY
BLAIR
WFOY,
250w,
1240kc,
CBS,
Avery-Knodel
D 4.50 4.50 12.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
N 9.00 9.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 54.00
MAN!
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 5U)
WTRR, 250w, 1400kc, Clark
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.60 3.60 6.48 12.96 21.60 36.00
1.4%
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
SARASOTA, Sarasota, 5,700 fam.
radio, 5,040 radio fam.
WSPB, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Pearson
D 3.75 3.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WKXY, Ikw, 1540kc
D 3.90 3.90 6.50 14.50 23.00 39.00
N 6.50 6.50 9.10 19.50 32.50 52.00
SULPHUR SPRINGS, Hillsborough, 3,000 fam.,
85.0% radio, 2,550 radio fam.
WHBO, 250w, 1050kc
D 3.35 4.50 7.50 13.50 26.25 45.00
N 3.35 4.50 7.50 13.50 26.25 45.00
TALLAHASSEE, Leon, 7,400 fam., 81.2% radio,
6,010 radio fam.
WRHP, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Clark
D 3.16 4.30 7.50 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.05 5.18 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WTAL, 5kw, 1270kc, MBS, Blair, Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WTAL-FM,
Ch. 280, 103.9mc, 710kw, Blair
Bonus
TAMPA, Hillsborough, 39,200 fam., 88.7%
radio, 34.770 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.50 60.00 90.00 160.00
WALT,
D 5.00Ikw-D,6.00lllOkc,
12.00 Perry
21.60 38.00 60.00
WDAE, 5kw, 1250kc, CBS, Katz
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00
WFLA, 5kw, 970kc, NBC, Blair, Cummings,
Hooper
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 35.00 60.00 90.00 160.00
WFLA-FM, Ch. 227, 93.3mc, lOkw, Blair
Bonus
WEST PALM BEACH, Palm Beach, 14,900 fam.,
89.2% radio, 13,290 radio fam.
2 AM . affiliates, average one time rote
D 6.00 6.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N n.OO 11.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WIRK, Ikw, 1290kc, MBS, McGillvra
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WJNO, 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Meeker
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WJNO-FM,
Ch. 254, 98.7mc, 49kw, Meeker
Bonus
WINTER HAVEN, Polk, 3,000 fam., 88.4%
radio, 2,650 radio fam.
WSIR, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Conlan
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.36 5.36 10.72 21.44 32.16 53.60

$

, t«

You get your money's
worth
when
you buy
listeners over

WRFC
Athens, Ga.

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALBANY, Dougherty, 9,400 fam., 78.0% radio, AUGUSTA, Richmond, 23,900 fam., 81.1%
radio, 19,380 radio fam.
7,330 radio fam.
WALB, Ikv/, 1590kc, MBS, Burn-Smith
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
4 AM affiliate average 1-time rate
D 3.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N 4.50 4.50 11.00 22.00 36.00 60.00 D 5.22 5.22 10.60 21.20 31.80 53.00
WGPC,
250w,
1450kc,
CBS,
Hollingberry,
BMB
D 2.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 N 7.47 7.47 15.72 29.70 47.50 74.25
N 4.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
250w, 1340kc, MBS, Walker
AMERICUS, Sumter, 3,600 fam., 75.0% radio, WBBQ,
D 2.90 2.90 5.40 10.80 16.20 27.00
2,700 radio fam.
N 2.90 2.90 5.40 10.80 16.20 27.00
WDEC, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.50 26.50 WGAC,
Knodel,5kw-D,
Hooper Ikw-N, 580kc, ABC, AveryN 3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.50 26.50 D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
ATHENS, Clarke, 8,200 fam., 84.3% radio, N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WRDW,
6,910 radio fam.
Hooper 5kw, 1480kc, CBS, Hollingbery,
WGAU, 250w, 1340kc, CBS, BMB
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 N 10.00
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WGAU-FM, chan. 258, 99.5mc, 4.4kw
WTNT,
1230kc,
Taylor-BorrofF
Bonus
D 5.00250w, 5.00
10.00NBC,20.00
30.00 50.00
N 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WRFC,
kv/-D,
960kc,
Dodson
D 3.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 BAINBRIDGE, Decatur, 2,500 fam., 72.8%
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
radio, 1,820 radio fam.
ATLANTA, Fulton, 84,700 fam., 88.0% radio, WMGR, 250w, 1490kc, MBS,
83,340 radio fam.
D
3.25 3.25 15.00 20.00 35.lj0 50.00
N 3.25 3.25 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
4D AM23.25off Mate
average
1-time
rates
Glynn, 8,600 fam., 81.2%
25.17 39.06 62.40 102.60 171.00 BRUNSWICK,
6,980 radio fam.
N 38.65 46.25 64.85 104.00 172.50 287.50
WMOG,
250,
1490kc,
MBS, Conlan
4D AM 6.31non-affiliate
average26.751-time
10.00 13.37
44.62rates74.37 D 3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
N 10.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 75.00 125.00 N 3.00 4.00 10.00 '25.00 35.00 60.00
WGIG, Ikw, 1440kc,
30.00 45.00 75.00
4.85
WAGA, 5kw, 590kc, CBS, Kotz, Hooper, BMB DN 4.15
3.85 4.00
17.50 30.00 60.00
D 21.00 24.00 33.00 54.00 90.00 150.00
N 34.00 40.00 54.00 90.00 156.00 260.00 CARROLLTON, Carroll, 2,400 fam., 87.6%
WAGA-FM,
chan. 277, 103.3mc, 5kv/, Katz
radio, 2,100 radio fam.
Bonus
WLBB, 250w, day only, llOOkc
3.20 10.00 12.00 25.00 42.50
WAGA-TV,
9kw aur., 18kw vis., chan. 5, D
Katz
N
30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 CARTERSVILLE, Bartow, 2,500 fam., 84.8%
radio, 2,120 radio fam.
DWBGE,5.00250v/,7.001340kc,
10.00 Burn-Smith
20.00 36.00 60.00 WPHF, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WBGE-FM,
chan. 238, 95.5mc, 14kw, Burn- CEDARTOWN, Polk (no city figures)
Smith
Bonus
WGAA, 250w, 1340kc, ABC
N 2.00 3.50 5.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WCON,
Hooper 5kw, 550kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
chan. 241, 96.1 mc, 5.5kw
D 18.40 21.70 30.25 50.40 86.40 144.00 WGAA-FM,
N 30.60 36.00 50.40 84.00 144.00 240.00 (no rates available)
COLUMBUS, Muscogee, 22,300 fam., 83.2%
WCON-FM,
Reed Co. chan. 253, 98.5mc, 3kw, Headleyradio, 18,550 radio fam.
Bonus
WERD,
Ikw,
860kc,
Jos.
H.
McGillvra
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 3D AM 5.33affiliate
6.50 average
10.66 1-time
21.33 rates
32.00 53.33
WGST, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 920kc, MBS, Holling- N 8.66 10.16
17.33
34.66
52.00 83.33
bery.
D bery
15.00Hooper
20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 25.00 34.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 WDAK, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
WGST-FM, chan. 231, 94.1 mc, Ikw, Holling- D BMB,6.00 Conlan6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Bonus
WDAK-FM, chan. 100, 107.9mc, 3kw
WSB, 50kw, 750kc, NBC, Petry
D 39.00 45.00 63.00 97.20 162.00 270.00 Bonus
N 65.00 75.00 105.00 162.00 270.00 450.00 WGBA, Ikw, 620kc, Branham, Hooper
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSB-FM, chan. 283, 104.5mc, lOkw,
Bonus
WGBA-FM,
ham, Bonuschan.days236, 95.1 mc, 9kw, BranWATL, 5kw, 1380kc, Forjoe
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 48.00 80.00 N
1.25 1.50 3.00 6.00 9.00 15.00
N 12.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 96.00 160.00 WRBl, 5kw, 1420kc, CBS, Hollingbery, BMB
D
6.00
7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTAl-FM,
chan. 248, 97.5mc, 44kw, Forjoe
Bonus
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WQXI, Ikw, 790kc, day only
lingbery chan. 227, 93.3mc, 46.2kw, HolWRBL-FM,
D 6.75 9.00 13.50 27.00 49.50 82.50
Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total WSAC,
Hooper Ikw, 1460kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan,
Families, ment".
copyright
1949
"Sales
ManageD
4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
N 7.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
For complete explanation
see foreword.
MARKET INDICATORS FOR GEORGIA
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
Population
3,128,000
'48 3,124,000 '40
Increase over 1940
0.1%
% of U.S
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments
Non-Agricultural Employment
Manufacturing Employment
Income
Increase over 1940
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
1940

Construction (Private)
Residential
1000 watts — 960 kc
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture .
a
BROADCASTING
• Telcc s t i n g

2.14%
855,900
83.4%
713,600
40,231
4,752
590,397
225,000
$2,778,000,000
182%
$
885
181%

'48
2.36%
'49
792,000
'49
72.7%
'49
576,000
'47
29,693
'47
3,054
'47
498,000
'47
156,000
'47 986,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39,
'39
'40

'47

315

'40

$ 177,000,000
$ 78,300,000
$ 53,600,000
$2,104,951,000
$1,011,000,000

'47 51,600,000
'47 29,200,000
'47 12,500,000
'48 1,913,937,000
'47 280,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

CORDELE, Crisp, 2,800 fam., 73.8% radio,
2,040 radio fam.
WMJM, 250wd, lOOwn, 1490 kc, MBS, Clorke
(no day rates available)
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
N
15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
COVINGTON, Newton, 1,100 fam., 82.9%
radio, 910 radio fam.
WMOC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
N(no day rates5.00available)
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
DALTON, Whitfield, 5,000 fam., 93.1% radio,
4,660 radio fam.
WBLJ,
D 2.00250w, 2.251230kc,4.00MBS 5.50 10.00 17.50
N 2.00 2.50 5.00 8.00 15.50 30.00
DAWSON,
1,080 radioTerrell,
fam. 1,500 fam., 71.9% radio*
radio.
WDWD, Ikw, 990kc, daytime only
D 2.00 3.00 6.00 8.75 15.00 25.00
DECATUR, DeKalb, 6,500 fam., 92.8%
6,030 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliate average 1-time rate
D 5.40 7.97 11.97 26.75 43.95 73.25
1 Hr.
WEAS,SB Ikw-D,IM lOlOkc5M 15M 30M 76.50
D 6.40 8.95 12.75 25.50 45.90 51.00
WEAS-FM, chan. 244, 96.7mc, Ikw
D 4.25 5.95 8.50 17.00 30.60
70.00
70.00
DWGIS, 4.20lOOw,7.00970kc,
11.20Friedenberg
28.00 42.00
N 4.20 7.00 11.20 28.00 42.00
DOUGLAS, Coffee, 2,000 fom., 76.6% radio,
1,530 radio fam.
DWDMG,3.50 Ikw-D,
5.25 860kc
9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
DUBLIN, Laurens, 3,300 fam., 77.6% radio,
2,500 radio fam.
WMLT, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Contiental, BMB
D 3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00 37.50 42.00
N 3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00 37.50 42.00
ELBERTON, Elbert, 2,400 fam., 79.2% radio,
1,900 radio fam.
Radio
WSGC,
fan 81.3%
Sales 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Continfenal
N
... 1.75 4.00 8.00 14.00 20.00
FITZGERALD, Ben Hill, 2,300
radio, 1,870 radio fam.
WBHB, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
(Continued on page 56)

Concentrated Coverage
CTS'
FAWell
Fine,
Established
Local Programs
Most Complete
Production Facilities
Complete Promotion Department (with artists)
Owns Its Own Baseball
Club (Tigers)
Low, Low Rates to All
Advertisers
Many More Listeners
Per Dollar!
WBB
Q

AUGUSTA
Ask Walker —
NOT FICTION
August 15, 1949

•
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(Continued from page 55)
GAINESVILLE, Hall, 3,900 fam., 85.2% radio,
3,320 radio fam.
WDUN, SB 250w,
IM UOOkc
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr.
D 3.50 3.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WDUN-FM,
Chan. 280, 103. 9mc, 300w
Bonus
WGGA,
250w,
D 3.50 3.50 1240kc,
6.80 MBS,
13.60 Hooper
20.40 34.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GRIFFIN, Spalding, 4,300 fam., 83.8% radio,
3,600 radio fam.
WKEU, 250w,4.001450kc,
& Ayer
N
6.00 MBS,12.50Sears22.50
40.00
HARTWEIL, Hart, 700 fam., 92.6% radio,
650 radio fam.
WKLY, Ikw, 5.00
980kc,10.00
Dodson20.00 30.00 50.00
D
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

•

Highest

Percentage

increase

in Hooper

Hooper
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 9.50 11.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 14.00 16.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
WMAZ-FM,
Chan. 256, 99.1 mc, 44kw, Katz
Bonus
WNEX,
250w,
D 5.00 5.00UOOkc,
10.00MBS,20.00Forjoe30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WNEX-FM, chan. 245, 96.9mc, 41 kw, Forjoe
Bonus
MARIETTA, Cobb, 7,100 fam., 87.8% radio,
6,230 radio fam.
WFOM,
D 2.00 250w,
2.00 1230kc
4.00 7.00 10.00 17.00
N 2.00 2.00 4.00 7.00 10.00 17.00
MILLEDGEVILLE, Baldwin, 2,700 fam, 77.9%
radio, 2,100 radio fam.
WMVG, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Homer Griffith
DN 3.85
3.85 2.85
2.85 15.00
15.00 -20.00
20.00 37.50
37.50 42.00
42.00
MOULTRIE, Colquitt, 3,700 fam., 77.0% radio,
2,850 radio fam.
WMGA,
D 2.40 250 w,3.20UOOkc,
4.80 Clark9.60 14.40 24.00
N 2.40 3.20 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
NEWNAN, Coweta, 2,900 fam., 81.9% radio,
2,380 radio fam.

WCOH-FM,
chan. 222, 92.3mc, 250w
Bonus
QUITMAN, Brooks, 1,700 fam., 76.0% radio,
1,290 250w,
radio fam.
WKMA,
SB
IM U90kc5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00 40.00
ROME, Floyd, 10,000 fam., 86.7% radio,
8,670 radio fam.
2D AM 3.00
non-affiliate
rate 50.00
4.50 average
9.00 18.001-time30.00
WLAQ,
670kc, 9.00
McGillvra
D 3.00Ikw, 4.50
18.00 30.00 50.00
WROM,
Ikw,
710kc,
D 3.00 4.50 9.00Everett-McKinney
18.00 30.00 50.00
N 3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WRGA,
5kw,
1470kc,
MBS,
Walker36.00 60.00
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WRGA-FM,
chan. 293, 106.5mc, 1.4 erp. Walker
Bonus
SAVANNAH, Chatham, 38,800 fam., 83.2%
radio, 32,280 radio fam.
4D AM 7.25
affiliates
10.57 average
17.87 1-time
27.75 rates
43.00 73.25
N 10.75 13.37 23.30 41.00 84.50 108.25
WDAR, 250w, 1400 kc, ABC, Young, Hooper
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 55.00
N 6.00 8.50 15.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
WCCP, 250w, 1450kc„ MBS, Walker, Hooper
D 5.50 5.50 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
WSAV,
Hooper5kw, 630kc, NBC, Hollingbery, BMB,
D 9.50 12.00 20.00 37.50 56.00 94.00
N lingbery
14.50 18.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 UO.OO
WSAV-FM, chan. 262, 100.3mc, 15.5kc, HolBonus
WCOH,
UOOkc,20.00MBS 40.00 60.00 90.00
D 5.00250, 5.00
N 5.00 5.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
(Continued on page 58)

Ratings*
Augusta
\%

Lowest cost per
thousand Radio Homes

Carroll\
ton
la Grange

Serving 90% of the
market at 50% of
regional

Savannah

rates.

On/y Savonna/i skaWon to
show an increase in all
rated iime periods.
(Hooper Station Audience
Index -Fall 1948)

Ask any Adam J. Young
office for all details.

ABC
AFFILIATE
Winner 1948 George Foster Peobody
Award for Outstanding Public
Service by a local station.
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LA 5,320
GRANGE,
radio Troup,
fam. 6,600 fam., 80.6% radio,
WLAG, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, McGillvra, ConD Ian 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
WLAG-FM,
Gillvra chan. 238, 104.1mc, 5kw, McD 2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N 2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
MACON, Bibb, 27,400 fam., 78.6% radio,
21,540 radio fam.
3 AM affiliate average 1-time rate
D 6.83 7.33 15.00 26.66 40.00 66.66
N 10.16 10.83 22.83 40.66 61.00 101.66
WBML,
■ BMB, 250w,
Hooper 1240kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff,
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WBML-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 16kw, TaylorBorroff
(no rotes available)
WIBB,6.60
Ikw, 6.60
1280kc11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
D
WMAZ,
lOkw, 940kc, CBS, Kotz, BMB,
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Solesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanation see foreword.

See page 3 for key to map.

FOR

COVERAGE
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
— 3V2
timesmarket.
more people than any other station
in this
-A $557,206,000 retail sales area.

MOkc.
5,000 mm
in Savannah WSAV
Repreiented by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

X
i

TheGEDrginTriD

^^

^^

I The

C.B.S.

Affiliates in

Georgia's First, 3 Markets

1

THE

TRIO

OFFERS

Concentrated

ADVERTISERS
coverage

•

AT

Merchandising

Listener loyalty built by local programming
IN GEORGIA'S

ONE

LOW

COST:

assistance

• Dealer loyalties

FIRST THREE MARKETS

The Genrgia Trio

Represented, individually

and as a group, by"

THE
KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta • Kansas City • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Dallas
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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STATESBORO, Bulloch, 1,600 fam., 78.5%
radio, 1,260 radio fam.
WWNS, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 2.50 2.50 5.50 11.00 18.00 30.00
N 2.50 2.50 5.50 11.00 18.00 30.00
THOMASTON,
Upson, 2,300 fam., 79.3%
radio, 1,820 radio fam.
DWSFT, 2.00250w-D,
2.00 1220kc
3.80 8.00 15.00 25.00
THOMASVILLE, Thomas, 4,900 fam., 79.0%
radio, 3,870 radio fam.
2 AM SBnon-affiliate
IM
5Maverage15M1-time30Mrate 1 Hr.
D 3.50 4.87
18.80 33.75 57.50
WPAX,
D 3.50250w,4.501240kc
20.00 37.50 60.00
N 3.50 4.50
20.00 37.50 60.00
WKTG,
Ikw-D,
730kc,
Clark
0 3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
THOMSON, McDuffie, 1,300 fam., 80.2%
radio, 1,040 radio fam.

GEORGIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(CoutiiiHcd from page 56)
WTOC, 5kw, 1290kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB IM
D 9.50 12.50 21.50 37.50 56.00 94.00
N 14.50 19.00 32.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WTOC-FM,
chon. 247, 97.3mc, 5kw, Katz
Bonus
WFRP, 250w, 1230kc, Clark
D 3.75 5.00 9.00 16.00 28.00 48.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.50 21.60 38.00 60.00
INote: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales t^anage'I ;j ment".
Furtherexplanation
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
I i'

GEORGIA

RADIO

WTWA,SB 250w,IM 1240kc,
5M Taylor-Borroff,
15M 30M Conlan
1 Hr.
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
TIFTON, Tift, 2,100 fam., 80.0% radio, 1,680
radio fam.
DWWGS,3.00 250w,4.50 1340kc,
7.50 MBS12.00 18.00 radio.
30.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
TOCCOA, Stephens, 1,900 fam., 83.9%
1,590 radio fam.
WLET,
D 3.00250w,3.001450kc,6.70MBS,13.40Clark 20.00 33.50
N 3.00 3.00 6.70 13.40 20.00 33.50
WLET-FM,
chan. 290, 102.9mc, lOkw, Clark
Bonus
VAIDOSTA, Lowndes, 6,400 fam., 78.0%
radio,, 4,990 radio fam.
WGOV,
son 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 950 kc, MBS, PearD 8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00

MARKET

DATA BY COUNTIES
Retail
Soles
1948 ($000)
Employment
....(1)
1st
Qtr.
1947
515(11)
2,855(1)
678(2)
835
3,785
3,548(3)
1,334
3,384
147
600
5,787
3,367(4)
1,442(12)
5,268
9,485
2,413
4,200
8,486
352(5)
103,039
1,598(33)
4,518
2,3441
324
3,351
1,100
1,550
....(2)
1,109
14,071
2,924(6)
6,352
1,364
1,460
2,815(7)
7,802
3,952
6,736(8)
3,201
2,667
1,155
4,119
360
135,536
12,420
2,001
1,750 ■
3,899
467
129
36,013

999(1)
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
176(11)
183(2)
....(1)
28

Mfg. Value 5,762
Added,

Dept. of Commerce.
2,797

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
County
Families
Radio
Families
Appling
2,900
77.9
2,260
Atkinson
1,400
82.6
1,160
Bacon
1,600
82.4
1,320
Baker
1,500
77.1
1,160
Baldwin
6,500
80.6
5,240
Banks
1,500
82.4
1,240
Barrow
3,400
89.8
3,050
Bartow
5,900
86.1
5,080
Ben Hill
3,500
81.3
2,850
Berrien
3,100
81.4
2,520
Bibb
33,600
81.3
27,320
Bleckley
2,400
81.6
1,960
Brantley
1,400
78.4
1,100
Brooks
4,600
77.1
3,550
Bryan
1,400
78.4
1,100
Bulloch
5,400
79.3
4,280
Burke
6,600
74.1
4,890
Butts
2,300
84.6
1,950
Calhoun
2,600
2,020
Camden
1,700 " 77.5
80.4
1,370
Condler
1,700
81.6
1,390
Carroll
7,500
85.2
6,390
Catoosa
2,900
90.7
2,630
Charlton
1,100
80.7
890
Chatham
46,000
84.0
38,640
Chattahoochee
400
82.6
330
Chattooga
4,400
89.4
3,930
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
8,435
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

To
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market,
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to market
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than

ever
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of all will

Atlanta

'Hhe

WGOV-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 7kw, Pearson
(Bonus,
on FM only — then
at 1/3 unless
of AM purchase
rate)
VIDALIA, Toombs, 1,100 fam., 77.0% radio,
850 fam.
WRQN, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.10
8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
N
3.10
8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
WAYCROSS, Ware, 6,000 fam., 82.7% radio,
4,960 radio fam.
WAYX, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Holman, BMB
D 3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
N 3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
WEST POINT, Troup, 1,300 fam., 76.9% radio,
1,000 radio fam.
WRLD, 250 w, 1490kc, ABC
D
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WRID-FM, chan. 275, 102.9mc, 10,000kw
Bonus
*

station

on

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

1,274(3)
805
416(12)
1,183(4)
543(33)
109(5)
1,928
10,366
108
349
488 (2)
1,146(6)
518
908(7)

34,532
8,602

3,067(8)
111
1,347
47 .
16,909
509

75,177
Families, 16,719
Retail

Atlanta!

he on

CBS

this

Fall

WAGA

for good

programs

wada

WAGA-TV .... Channel 5
. . . Columbia and DuMont TV

WAGA - AM and FM . . . 5000 Watts . . .
590 K.C. . . . Columbia Broadcasting System

CALL

io

•

August 15, 1949

YOUR

LOCAL

KATZ

AGENCY

MAN

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

GEORGIA
1949 Total
Fomi lies
4 300
9 600
1 700
3 000
1 400
1 3 200
4 700
8 100
2 000
2 600
A Tnn
1 ';nn
4 300
1 200
1 000
5 700
24 500
4 000
3 600
10 600
2 200
4 300
600
2 100
4 300
4 600
1 500
2 900
1 800
15 400
2 500
500
lA'i3 Afin

County
Clarke
Clay
Clinch
Cobb

Cook

Dade
De Kalb
DocIq6

Echols
Effingham
Elbert
Eman ue 1

Floyd

Gilmer

2 100
800
15 200
3 800
4 300
3 300
6 500
3 400
8 800
2 600
3 100
2 600
3 100
1 800
3 500
4 300
2 600
4 500
1 9Q0
1 800
4 600
2 700
2 500
1 800
2 400
1 400
7 200
1 900
2 900
1 500
800
8 700
1,400
2,800
1,700
3,800
2,800
1,500

GoGrad
^rdon
Greene
Gwinnett
Habersham
Hall
Hancock
Hara Ison

Hart
Henry
Houston
Jackson
Jeff Davis
Jenkins
Joh n son
Lamar
Loni r
Laurens
Lee
Libert
Lincoln
Lon
McDuffie
Mcintosh

Sources:

Radio Families,
Sales, copyright

BROADCASTING

RADIO
Per Cent
84.9
85.0
77.9
87.1
82.8
89.6
77.9
79.4
81.4
82.9
82 2
78.9
74.7
85.1
80.2
75.8
93.4
77.2
79.5
79.2
81 .5
76.2
80.7
81 .3
79.7
80.9
81 .6
85.8
80. d
89.0
82.8
84 3
88.3
81 .5
83,2
83.3
88.5
79.0
81 .9
84.5
86.5
86 1
77.0
86.3
81 .0
84 6
78.1
82 4
79 7
80 6
83.2
82 8
81 .8
82.0
74.7
78.4
81.8
81 .4
81 .5
78.4
75.1
78.8
80.4
78
70/y. 51
80.3
79.0
80.1
80.5
83.2
77.8

MARKET

Telecasting

BY

COUNTIES

RadioliG$
Foini
3 650
8 160
1 320
21 610
160

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)

Employment
1st Qtr. 1947

7,285
36,152
2 183
2,301

3,170
1,719(9)

1 1 830
3 660
6 430
1 630
2 160
5 510
1 1 80
3 210

262,184
580
9 935
15,972
41,316
819
1 2 354
1 100
13,054
1 051
250

1,110

10.053
39,836

4,320
22,880
800 •
23,090
860
8 400
1 790
3 480
280

6,368
4,201
43,912
7 286
3,301
283

1 710
3 480
3 670
1 220
2 490
1 440
13710
2 070
2 950
1 zo,o\ju
1 710

82,301
153
8,970
23,450
434
1 516
47,805
51,749
819
653,959
2 018
917
30 753
7 870
7 435
4 618
7 618
6 469
23 530
3 467
5 502

12 660
670
3 360
3 400
2 700
5 490
2 940
7 580
2 000
2 680
2 110
2 620
1 410
2 880
3 430
2 100
3 740
1 570
1 470
3 770
21 020
960
1 470
1 950
1 140
5 640
1 430
2 290
1 210
OoU
6,880
1,120
2,210
1,360
3,060
2,330
1,170

Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
•

DATA

2,284
2 617
1 184
3 700
4,268
63,351
536
2 968
2 617
6 618
4 085
1 285
3,767
4 201
1 617
1 1 937
1 417
1 ,o/ou1 o
21,391
1,133
3,985
2,001
4,952
1,968
2,551
Security Administration.

•

1,547(10)
6,794
.... V ■ I ;
(11 1
6 • 466
■ • ■\ '/
3,950
. . . . \ i ^)
698
5 582
317 ^o;
....
2,937(13)

Taxable. Payrolls—
Qtr.
1947 1st
($000)
1 564(9)
475
552(10)
2,773

Mfg. Value
Added
1947 (iinnni
10 211

fll 1

1 0 278

2 659 M 1
1 615
. . . . I. izj
188
1 A 919

2 278
....80 (O)
1 \ I^ /
11 , 782(14)
imm^

2,171 (14)
2 527
.... V 1 o;
7,227
1,383 (13)
7 943
1 016
193(16)
9 ....
'i'i9(l^ "i)
(51
4 914(171
^71
1,3241(18)
2,41
noi
.... 1 If ;
15,896
n4i
162,628
.. . .^1
2,611(19)
1 869
6,172
1 285 (20)
2,851
2 270

933

1 fJO'ty I / )
433
00%J\ {7\1 O 1
. . . . ^ 1 u;
7 460
...

862

....
....
• • • [ZA)
u/
2 - 679

1....
098 [ZZ)
.... 1 1 J
f99\

1 517
1 447(24)
098
753 ^o;
....

449
126(24)
315

22 872

1 21
....
. . . . I(4J1
1 ,^oO^ ZO ^

2 952(25)
479

^ 1. 82. . [O)
.... 1 1
n A^
851

I 30\£0}
^iz'ifOAy
21I ,435(27)
.... \£0}
C9A1
....(14)
....(19)
.... (26)

573(27)
.... [ZOJ
^9A^
....(14)
....(19)
9 11'?
(26)

Mfg. Value Added,

21 6 966

2 876
694
937(20)
476

795(22)
3 541
1 208
.... 1 1 /;
201

279
862
1,325(28)

46 948

07)
86 354
. 805(19)
. . .^1

6,495(21
8 606 )
2,618(22)
790
2,853
• • • ■\ '' J
. 353
. . . V 1 UJ

. . . .{lO)

9 768

526
3,085 (12)
3 373
434
1 ....
,^o// 1 \t^j}1I

256
381(28)
74
Dept. of Commerce. Families, Retail
(Continued on page 60)
August 15, 1949

•

Page 59

GEORGIA

1949 Total
Families
A ftnn
2 200
A OAn

County

1 800
3 100
on ^fin
4 600
1 Ann

Pike

Schley
c
Stewart

TottnaH
Telfair
Terrell
Thomos
Tift
Toombs
Treutlen . .
...

Turner
Twiggs
Union
Upson
Wolker
Wolton
Ware

Webster
Wheeler
White
Whitfield
Wilcox
Wilkes
Worth

2 600
2 900
1 800
2 600
2 200
6 500
2 600
2 000
700
1 600
3 800
28 100
1 700
1 200
4 300
1 900
7 700
3 500
2 500
6700
1 700
1 100
3 600
2 400
3 200
4 400
9 800
4 700
3 600
900
1,300
11 900
2 500
2 200
1,500
5,700
7,500
4 700
7,500
2,500
5,500
3,000
900
1,500
1,300
7,500
2,500
3,600
2,500
4,600

RADIO

MARKET

Per Cent
Radio
81 .0
78.8
75.1
81 .5
79.1
80.7
86.4
84.7
85.4
81 .5
80.5
83.6
72.4
86.5
81.0
81.4
87.9
75.4
81.5
74.1
82.5
75.4
82.1
84.6
63.0
75.6
79.8
86.4
84.0
78.2
75.9
77.0
78.5
82.5
80.4
80.9
73.7
80.2
79.9
79.2
83.1
78.9
80.0
81.7
76.2
78.5
84.1
90.1
84.7
82.7
84.4
76.7
79.4
76.7
81.3
81.4
90.9
80.5
74.6
81.5
79.3

Radio
Families
3,890
1,730
3,680
2,040
1,420
2,500
1,900
25,750
3,930
1,300
2,010
2,170
2,100
1,560
2,110
1,790
5,710
1,960

DATA

BY

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)

COUNTIES

(Continued from page 59)
Taxable. Payrolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)

Employment
1st Qtr. 1947
(15)

989 (15)

2,497

5,701
2,484
7,536
4,435

404(29)
485
742 (20)
(18)

1,967
1,298(29)
(20)
1,358
(18)

2,002
3,951
100,914
2,385
718
7,435

15,247
356(31)
2,547(30)

5,639(30)
33,170
1,080(31)
(31)
742

2,284
2,550

553
7,365 (9)
(22)
(9)
(21)

(9)
3,273 (22)
... .(9)
.(21)

1,320
2,870
23,070
1,440
760

3,151
91,312
5,302

(30)
22,147
. . . . (28)

3,084
1,334

3,250
1,520
6,650
2,940
1,960

....
982 (15)

(30)
(28)
9,585
.... (15)
294

5,918
19,106
3,335

(21)
9,004 (28)

.... (21)
3,890

5,090
860
1,310
2,970
1,930
2,590
3,240
7,860
3,760
750
2,850
1,030
9,520
2,040
1,680
1,180
4,790
6,760
3,980
6,200
2,1 10
4,220
2,380
690
1,220
1,060
6,820
2,010
2,690.
2,040
3,650

6,586
1 3,467
1,605

4,669
3,351
5,119
15,586
7,772
13,171
8,436
467

1,248(32)
.... \A/
V/ ; ]
3,134
(77)
.... yo^j
....(7) )
(37)
(29)
....
3 ....
915 1/ ;
2 710
. . . . (7) 1 ;
.... [A^l

402,366
257
4 202
1 284

14 980
.... (A)
UJ)
. . . . ( lo)

1,683
1,133

1....
070 (28) ....
345(32)
....
1/ ; 1
....
....
....

5,418
2,886

37,137

24,447
10,120

(7)
(32)
\Z7I
\A3}
(29)
(251

....
.... (7)
\ZA)1 J
.... (241
(4)
6 811
.... (A)
. . . . ( IB)

28 760

20 253

1\ 37IZO
Z.,01....
441
(.ZB)
.... (zy)
....(21)
....(4)

IR)
0,04B
1 ....
^19 (19)
1,083
1 ,ooz
/AO
.... {AO}
.... [AV)
DUO
....(21)
....(4)

....(27)
....(»)
7,321

....(27)
....(3)
3,057

21,721

3 663

2,933

16,806

11 038
518

, . , .{0)
7 ^AA
/, J40 (R)

10 717
720
9 852
8 469
27 868
2 749
7 637
5 535
785
1 250
834
18,489

86,953
D

234 (23)
....(14)
160 (6)

(14)
(6)

5,701
2,934

-

(31)

(23)

4,702
13,620
2,001
4,585
450
3,584

1,630
520

Mfg. Value
1947Added
($000)

M o^

871

240

4,618
(1) Includes Appling, Bocon, Coffee, Jefferson Davis. (2) Includes Baker & Calhoun. (3) Includes Baldwin 8. Wilkinson. (4) Includes Ben Hill, Irwin, Turner & Wilcox. (5) Includes Bryan
& Effingham. (6) Includes Butts, Lamar & Pike. (7) Includes Candler, Evans, Tattnall & Toombs. (8) Includes Catoosa, Dade & Walker. (9) Includes Clay, Quitman & Randolph. (10) Includes
Clayton, Fayette & Henry. (11) Includes Atkinson & Clinch. (12) Includes Berrien & Cook. (13) Includes Crisp & Dooly. (14) Includes Dawson, Forsyth, Lumpkin & Pickens. (15) Includes
Miller & Seminole. (16) Includes Echols & Lanier. (17) Includes Elbert, Franklin & Hart. (18) Includes Fannin, Gilmer, Murroy & Union. (19) Includes Glascock, McDuflfie & Warren. (20)Early,
Includes Greene & Morgan. (21) Includes Habersham, Robun, Stephens, Towns & White. (22) Includes Hancock, Jasper & Putnam. (23) Includes Houston, Peach & Twiggs. (24) Includes Johnson
& Treutlen. (25) Includes Lee & Terrell. (26) Includes Liberty, Long & Mcintosh. , (27) Includes Lincoln, Taliaferro & Wilkes. (28) Includes Marion, Schley, Stewart
& Webster. (29) Includes
Montgomery, Telfair & Wheeler. (30) Incfudes Newton & Rockdale. (31) Includes Oconee & Oglethorpe. (32) Includes Talbot & Taylor. (33) Includes Bleckley & Pulaski.
D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.

Sources:
Page 60

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede al Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
•
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Mfg. Value

Added,

Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

'46
'46 '39
'39
'39
'39
'40

IDAHO
MARKET INDICATORS FOR IDAHO
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Population
530,000
'48
525,000
Increase over 1940
1.0%
% of U.S
0.36%
BMB Families
156,000
Percent Radio
97.3%
Radio Families
151,820
Business Concerns
10,091
Manufacturing Establishments. 664
Non-Agricultural Employment 80,324
Manufacturing Employment . . .
15,000
Income
$ 677,000,000
Increase over 1940
192%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
$
1,290
1940
193%
Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture .

YR.

'48
0.40%
'49
141,700
'49
92.4%
'49
131,000
'47
8,043
'47
498
'47
87,000
'47
10,000
'47 232,000,000
'47

440

$ 43,700,000 '47 13,600,000
$ 14,800,000 '47 4,900,000
$
8,400,000 '47 1,200,000
$ 548,632,000 '48 508,000,000
$ 110,000,000 '47 30,000,000

SPOT RATE FINDER
LEWISTON, Nez Perce, 4,700 fam., 96.4%,
BOISE, Ada, 12,500 fam., 97.4% radio,
12,180 radio fam.
radio, 4,530 radio fam.
KRIC, 1 kw, 1350kc, MBS, Grant
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
3 AM affiliates, average one-time rates
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 19.20 58.80 48.00
8.00 9.60 16.00 25.60 38.00 64.00
D 5.90 6.40 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
N 10.50 11.83 19.33 38.66 58.00 36.66 MOSCOW, Latah, 2,800 fam., 98.5%, radio,
2,760 radio fam.
KDSH, 5.00
5kw, 950kc,
CBS, Free
& Peters,
250-w, 1400kc, Continental Radio, BidD
6.50 10.00
20.00
30.00 Hooper
50.00 KRPL,
Conlan 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 D dick,2.50BMB, 3.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 22.00 35.00
KGEM,
250w,
1340kc,
ABC,
Hollingbery
D 5.20 5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
Canyon, 6,000 fam., 96.9% radio,
N 6.50 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 NAMPA,
5,810 radio fam.
KIDO, 2.5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1380kc, NBC, Blair, KFXD,
Ikw,
580kc, 12.00
Avery-Knodel,
Hooper60.00
Hooper, BMB
10.00 10.00
24.00 36.00
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 DN 12.00
12.00
16.00
32.00
48.00
80.00
N 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 KFXD-FM
Bonus
KIDO-FM,
Bonus chan. 291, 106.1mc, 7kw, Blair
POCATELLO, Bannock, 7,300 fam., 98.1% raBURLEY, Cassia, 1,900 fam., 96.1% radio,
dio, 7,160 radio fam.
1,830 radio fam.
KBIO, 250w, 1230 kc, ABC, W. S. Grant
D
4.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 3DAM affiliates,
6.48 average
8.83 1-time
17.66 rates
26.50 44.16
N
6.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 N
8.83 13.33 26.66 40.00 66.66
CALDWELL, Canyon, 4,600 fam., 96.2% radio,
4,430 radio fam.
KEIO, Ikw, 1440kc, ABC, Conlan
D
5.20 5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KCID, 250w, 1490kc
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
D
3.00 4.00 6.75 9.00 17.00 30.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.50 17.00 30.00 50.00 KEYY,
1240kc,6.50MBS,13.00
Avery-Knodel
D 250w, 4.23
19.50 32.50
N
6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
COEUR
D'ALENE,
Kootenai,
4,500
fam.,
97.0%
radio, 4,370 radio fam.
KSEI, 5kv/, 930kc, NBC, Walker, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
KVNI, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Hollingbery
D
6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D 10.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KSEI-FM,
IDAHO FALLS, Bonneville, 6,100 fam., 96.3%
Bonus chan. 243, 96.5mc, 1.8kw, Walker
radio, 5,870 radio fam.
PRESTON, Franklin,
KID,
500w-n,13.501350kc,
fam. 1,200 fam., 98.7% radio,
D 5kw-d,
6.00 7.50
24.00Avery,
36.00Conlan
60.00 1,180 radio
250w, 1340kc
N 9.00 11.00 21.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 KSPT,
D
2.40 3.00 6.00 12.00 15.00 30.00
KIFI, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Hollingbery
4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 NKSPT-FM,
N
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
Bonus chan. 223, 92.5mc, Ikw
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see forev/ord.

SANDPOINT,
KSPT, 250w,
D 2.40
N
3.60
IDAHO

Bonner (No figures for city)
1400kc
3.60 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
5.40 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
RADIO

MARKET

^"Sandpoint

'40
'39
'39
'39 A Coeur d' Alene
'47'39

LewistonA
See page 3 for key to map.

Caldwell ▲'

TWIN FALLS, Twin Falls, 4,900 fam., 96.9%
radio, 4,750 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.13 9.30 16.66 26.53
N
8.40 11.78 21.06 33.88 37.55
KLIX, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Hollingbery, ConD ""4.50
5.00 7.20 12.60 21.60 36.00
N
6.50 7.00 8.55 15.00 25.65 42.75
KTFI, 5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1270kc, NBC, Weed,
D Conlan
6.40 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 11.00 16.00 32.00 48.0080.00
KTFI-FM,
chan. 259, 99.3mc, 3kw, Weed
Bonus
DATA

BY

• Telecasting

for the facts on KIDO

/JOHN

^YOUR

BLAIR
£. COMPANY

JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

COUNTIES

Retail
Sales
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1948 ($000)
County
Families
Radio
Families
Ada
20,100
97.8
19,660
83,494
Adams
1,000
96.4
960
1,811
Bannock
10,500
97.8
10,270
47,704
Bear Lake
1,800
98.5
1,770
Benewah
1,900
97.2
1,850
Bingham
5,000
97.7
4,890
14,085
6,361
4,553
Blaine
1,300
97.8
1,270
Boise
500
95.4
480
6,505
Bonner
4,100
95.5
3,920
1,164
9,986
Bonneville
11,100
97.1
10,780
36,470
Boundary
1,500
- 96.9
1,450
Butte
400
98.1
390
4,982
896
Comas
400
96 R
390
1,164
Canyon
14,000
97.3
13,620
Caribou
500
98.2
490
Cassia
3,200
97.0
3,100
555
Clark
300
96.7
290
13,007
Clearwater
2,200
96.9
2,130
2,419
Custer
700
96.7
680
47.0.'»5
Elmore
2,200
92.2
2,030
6,291
2,634
Franklin
2,100
98.7
2,070
5,161
Fremont
2,000
97.0
1,940
7,651
Gem
2,200
96.8
2,130
7,114
8,440
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede.'ol Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
BROADCASTING

KVMV, 250 w, 1450 kc, MBS
SB IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.40 8.70 14.40 22.00
N
7.20 10.80 16.20 27.00
WALLACE, Shoshone, 1,400 fam., 98.4% radio, 1,360 radio fam.
KWAL, 1 kw, MBS, 620 kc
D 3.00
10.00 15.00 25.00
N 4.00
15.00 25.00 35.00
WEISER,
1,300
fam.,
96.4% 7.30
radio, 1,250 radio
fam.
17.50
KWEI, 250 w, 1240 kc 7.30 10.70 17.50
D 2.10 2.60 3.90
N 2.50 3.00 3.90
10.70

Taxable
PayMfg.
Value
Qtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
1947Added
($000)
Employment
1st
Otr. 1947
145
265
13,589
7,705
143
7,792
329
737
6,326
573
3,131
372
417
90
189
1,346
864
648
238
584
1,828
77
2,1883519
57
4,608
129
235
772
13,692
3,264
9
36
6,390
572
162
479
1,522
390
1,214
270
544
369
847
672
24371
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
(Continued on page 62)
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1 n A uo
ILJAnU
1949*> Ortn
Total
Families
aUU

KAUlU

Kit A Pl^ FT

Per Cent
97.3
97 1
97 9
97.2
96 9
98.2
95.6
97 6
97.5
97.4
97.5
96.8
98.4
95.0
97.1
97.2
98.4
97.5
97.9
96.9
97.0

Radiolies
County
Fami
Gooding
Idaho
2,140
2,720
Jefferson
inn
2,350
Jerome
Q Ann
Kootenai
4,960
8,140
Lotah
*
Lemhi
1,660
1 ,ouu
1
onn
6,090
1,430
Lewis
1,170
1
100
Lincoln
1 700
Madison
1,070
1 onn
Minidoka
Nez Perce
6 500
2,150
980
1 000
Oneida ..."
1
400
6,290
Owyhee
1,330
2 400
Payette
900
870
Power
2,330
5 900
Shoshone
800
780
Titon
5,810
10,100
Twin Falls
Valley
1,300
9,890
1,260
Washington
2,200
Yellowstone National Park.
2,130
D — Withheld to ovoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources; Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

Retail Sales
8 258
9 551
5 520
8 424
18 081
17 919
6 292
23 957
888
7 240
7 832
282 228
687
2 743
8 493
3 352
25,799
1,613
46,079
4,553
9,641
Security Administration.

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
749
904
390
772

(Continued
/'
Taxable1 Sf Payrolls
UTr*
1st Qtr.
1947
390
309
173
460
1,392
223
2,794
293

462
2,704
170
4,574
497
675
570

26&258
2,114
12271
84
477
82

298
222
3,901
223
1,016
7,014
718
909
6,21084
Mfg. Value

Added,

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

11,138

D

31
4,885
379
3,113
367

8,382

Dept. of Commerce.

ILLINOIS

Families, Retail

Evanston

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALTON, Madison, 11,600 fom., 97.0% radio,
11,250 radio fam.
WOKZ,SB Ikw-D,
Ayer 1 Hr.
IM 1570kc,
5M Sears
15M & 30M
D 3.00 4.50 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
WOKZ-FM, ch. 260, 99.9mc, 9.1 kv/. Sears &
Ayer
Bonus
AURORA, Kane, 17,000 fom., 98.7% radio,
16,780 radio fam.
WMRO,
250w-D,
D
5.18 1280kc
8.63 17.25 27.60 46.00
WBNU (FM), ch. 280, 103.9mc, Ikw, Sears &
D Ayer
2.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N
2.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
BELLEVILLE, St. Clair, 11,000 fam., 97.4%
radio, 10,710 radio fam.
WIBV,
D 6.00250w-D,
7.50 1060kc,
15.00 Holman
30.00 45.00 75.00
BLOOMINGTON, McLeon, 11,000 fam., 97.9%
radio, 10,770 radio fam.
WJBC,
1230kc,9.00ABC,18.00
Pearson30.00 50.00
D 5.00250v/,5.00
N 6.50 6.50 14.00 27.00 42.00 70.00
WJBC-FM,
ch. 268, 101. 5mc, 32.7kv/, Pearson
Bonus
BROOKFIELD, Cook, 3,900 Fam., 99.7% radio,
3,890 radio fom.
WRGK(FM) ch. 276, 103.1mc, 250kw
D 1.60 2.00 3.50 5.00 9.00 15.00
N 2.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 12.00 20.00
CAIRO, Alexander, 5,900 fom., 85.2% radio,
5,030 radio fom.
Note; All rotes one-time. Sources; Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see forev/ord.

I Chicago
WKRO, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D
... 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CANTON, Fulton, 4,500 fam., 97.4% radio,
4,380 radio fam.
WBYS, 250w, 1560kc, Sears & Ayer, Conlan
D
2.00 3.50 7.00 14.00 26.00 35.00
N
2.60 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WBYS-FM,
& Ayer ch. 265, 100.9mc, 650kw, Sears
Bonus — days only
N 2.00 3.50 7.00 14.00 26.00 35.00
CARBONDAIE, Jackson, 3,600 fam., 93.7%
radio, 3,370 radio fam.
WCIL,
1020kc,12.00Conlan24.00 36.00 60.00
D 5.00Ikw, 9.00
N 6.00 11.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WCIL-FM,
ch. 264, 100.7mc, 5.9kw
Bonus
CARMI, White
(no figures on city listed)
WROY,
Ikw-D,
D 3.75
5.551460kc
11.25 19.50 29.35 52.50
CARTHAGE, Hancock, 1,000 fam., 95.7% radio,
960 radio fam.
WCAZ,
Ikw-D,8.40 990kc,
D
24.00 Holman
43.20 60.00 96.00
CENTRAIIA, Marion, 6,800 fam., 94.0% radio,
6,390 radio fam.
WCNT,
D
3.60Ikw-D,6.001210kc,
10.00 Sears
20.00& Ayer
30.00 50.00
CHAMPAIGN,
Champaign,
10,800 fam.,
98.1% radio, 10,590 radio fam.
WDWS, 250w, 1400kc, CBS, Conlan
D 3.50 5.00 6.66 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WDWS-FM,
ch. 248, 97.5mc, lOkw
Bonus
(Continued on page 63)
MARKET

IN CHAMPAIGN
OF COURSE . . .
W
•
•
•
•
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•
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W
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Over 50,000 city zone CBS affiliate
Buying income 131 million
Per family Income $5,886
Market index 134
1949 Conlan 43.6%
of listening homes

Represented by
Robt. Meeker & Assoc.
New Yorl'
Hollywood Chicago
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INDICATORS

'40
'40 '46

'48

'46
'46 '39
'39 '39
'39
'40
'40

'48 '49
'49'4

9
'47'4
7
'47
'47
'47

FOR

CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Population
8,670,000
Increase over 1940
9.8%
% of U.S
5.93%
BMB Families
2,584,700
Percent Radio
- 97.5%
Radio Families
2,519,830
Business Concerns
174,370
Manufacturing Establishments 15,982
Non-Agricultural Employment 2,624,340
Manufacturing Employment
953,000
Income
$13,636,000,000
Increase over 1940
138%
Per Capita Income
$
1,624
Increase over 1940
124%
Construction (Private)
$ 672,700,000
Residential
$ 272,100,000
Non-Residential
$ 197,700,000
Retail Sales
$ 8,585,778,000
Value Added by Manufacture
$ 6,674,000,000

ILLINOIS
YR.

'470%
6.

FIGURES
'47
'
47
7,897,000
95.7%
'47'4
8
'47
2,330,000

fififil CarmeJ

'39
'39
'39

YR.

'47
Cairo '39

See page 3 for key to map.

2,230,000
146,731
11,983
2,207,000
591,000
5,740,000,000
726
224,800,000
102,300,000
48,300,000
7,756,483,000
2,187,000,000
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ILLINOIS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 62)
CHICAGO, Cook, 1,099,300 fam., 98.3%
, radio, 1,080,610 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
SB.- IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 72.25 80.00 125.00 210.00 325.75 543.25
N 126.25 150.00 217.50 369.00 570.00 950.00
non-affiliates,
average
time 136.90
rote
D10 AM14.70
18.00 37.85
61.60one 96.65
N 26.00, 22.00 38.20 58.86 90.72 198.66
WAAF,
D 12.00Ikw-D,
20.00 950kc,
35.00 Hollingbery
60.00 100.00 1 75.00
WAIT,
5kw-D,
820kc,
Hooper
D 12.00 20.00 45.00Radio72.50Reps,120.00
200.00
N 12.00 20.00 60.00 87.00 144.00 240.00
WBBM, 50kw, 780kc, CBS, radio sales
D 115.00 .... 132.00 264.00 439.00 733.00
N 175.00
396.00 660.00 1100.00
WBBM-FM, ch. 246, 97.1mc, 13kw
(no data available)
WCBD,
ST 87.00 144.00 240.00
D 5kw, 820kc,60.00
(time sold only to churches!
WCFL, 50kw, lOOOkc, Boiling, Pulse
D 13.50 20.00 59.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 20.00 30.00 78.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WCFl-FM,
ch. 282, 104.3mc, 22kw, Boiling
Bonus
WCRW, lOOw, 1240kc, ST
D
5.00
25.00 50.00 40.00
N
6.00
30.00 60.00 50.00
WEDC, 250w, 1240kc, ST
D
10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
14.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
WENR, SOkw, 890kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales,
Hooper,
Pulse
D 54.00 90.00 144.00 216.00 324.00 540.00
N 90.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
WENR-FM,
ch. 234, 94.7mc, 40kw
Bonus
WENR (TV), ch. 7, 7kw-A; 13.1kw-V, ABC,
Soles45.00 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
D Spot
45.00
N 60.00 60.00 160.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
WGES, 5kw,10.00
1390kc23.62 47.25 73.50 126.00
D
N
12.50 30.00 60.00 105.00 175.00
WGN, SOkw, 720kc, MBS, Nielsen, Keenon &
Eickleberg
D 45.00 75.00
180.00 270.00 450.00
N 90.00
360.00 540.00 900.00
WGNB, ch. 254, 98.7mc, 36kw
Bonus
9, 15kv/-A,
30kw-V,
CBS 275.00
DWGN-TV,
35.00 ch.35.00
67.75 110.00
165.00
N 70.00 70.00 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
WIND, 5kw, 560kc, Katz, Hooper, Pulse
D 16.00 22.00 37.50 63.00 105.00 175.00
N 22.00 30.00 54.00 90.00 150.00 250.00
WJJD,
BMB SOkw, 1160kc, Avery-Knodel, Pulse,
D 20.00 30.00 52.00 85.00 143.00 228.00
N 50.00 50.00 72.00 124.00 208.00 338.00
100.3mc, 33kw,
DWFMF,10.00ch. 262,
10.00
20.00 Avery-Knodel
30.00 50.00
N 15.00 15.00
30.00 40.00 75.00
WIS,
BMB 50kw, 890kc, ST, ABC, Blair, Hooper,
D 54.00 90.00 162.00 216.00 324.00 540.00
N 90.00 150.00 270.00 SdO.OO 540.00 900.00
WMAQ, 50kw, 670kc, NBC, Hooper, Pulse
D 75.00 75.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
N 150.00 150.00 180.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
WMAQ-FM,
ch. 266, 101. Imc, 24kv/
Bonus
WNBQ-TV, ch. 5, 11.8kw-A, 21.8kw-V, NBC,
Spot Sales
D 75.00 75.00 95.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
N 100.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

WSBC, 250w, 1240kc, ST, Forjoe, Pulse
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
10.00 16.50 36.00 60.00 100.00
N
13.50 19.25 43.50 72.00 120.00
WXRT-FM,
101. 9mc,
D 5.10 ch.8.50270,14.00
31.0030kw51.00 85.00
N 6.00 10.00 16.50 36.00 60.00 100.00
WBKB
ch. 4, 95.50
7.5kw-A,
D (TV), 64.80
151.0013kw-V,
226.50 Weed
387.50
N
85.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
WBIK-FM, ch. 242, 96.3mc, 19kw
(until further notice, time not available for
commercial programs)
WMOR-FM,
D
5.35 ch.
7.15 274,10.75102.7mc,
21.50 20kw
32.00 54.00
N
8.00 10.65 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
CICERO, Cook, 19,600 fam., 99.1% radio,
19,420 radio fam.
WHFC,
250w,8.001450kc15.00 25.00 43.75 75.00
D
N
10.00 21.00 37.50 62.50 100.00
WEHS-FM, ch. 250, 97.9mc, 16kw
(no data available)
CLINTON, DeWitt, 2,000 fam., 97.0% radio,
1,940 radio fam.
DWHOW,6.50 Ikw-D,
8.00 1520kc
16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
DANVILLE, Vermilion, 14,900 fam., 96.6%
radio, 14,390 radio fam.
WDAN,
Conlan 250w, 1490kc, CBS, Everett-McKinney,
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
DECATUR, Macon, 20,900 fam., 97.9% radio,
20,460 radio fam.
WSOY,
V/eed,30.00
Conlan50.00
D 4.50250w,5.501340kc,9.00CBS,18.00
N 6.50 8.00 13.00 26.00 45.00 75.00
WSOY-FM,
ch. 271, 102. Imc, 32kw, Weed
Bonus
DEKALB, DeKalb, 4,000 Fam., 96.2% radio,
3,850 radio fam.
WLBK,
500w-D,
D
5.54 1360kc,
9.65 Ro-Tel
19.34 33.16 55.20
EAST ST. LOUIS, St. Clair, 25,300 fam., 95.6%
radio, 24,090 radio fam.
WTMV, 250w, 1490kc, Weed
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 12.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
EFFINGHAM, Effingham, 2,400 fam., 96.3%
radio, 2,310 radio fam.
WCRA,
D 3.00250w-D,
3.85 1090kc
7.66 16.00 25.70 45.00
EVANSTON, Cook, 21,500 fam., 99.1% radio,
21,310 radio fam.
WNMP, Ikw, 1590kc, Hooper
D 10.00 12.50 15.00 22.50 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 12.50 15.00 22.50 45.00 75.00
WEAW (FM) ch. 286, lOS.Imc, 36kw
D 4.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
FREEPORT, Stephenson, 8,100 fam., 98.0%
radio, 7,940 radio fam.
WFRI, Ikw, 1570kc, Sears & Ayers, Conlan
D
5.90 9.00 19.00 33.00 55.00
N
8.50 13.00 28.00 50.00 80.00
WFJS-FM, ch. 273, 102.5mc, 9kw
D
.85 1.70 5.10 8.50 10.20 17.00
N
1.00 2.00 6.00 10.00 12.00 20.00
(Continued on page 6U )
for the facts on WLS
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The Best Buy
for

%EMBRACINGus
The "Big Middle"
of Illinois

Quality

fhfs Important

+

fadorl

WCFL — The Voice of Labor — offers an unequalled plus factor in audience loyalty. There
is a union member in 2 out of 3 families in the
greater Chicago area, a foundation upon which
WCFL is building one of the most responsive
product-buying markets in radio today.

Advertisers

WSOY
DECATUR
(Since 1924)
tt

WNMP

CBS

a {Plus the Biggest FM Sta^ tion in Downstate Illinois)
^
tS National Representatives:
S
Weed & Company
«
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EVANSTON
AND
GREATER
1000 WATTS

• Telecasting

CHICAGO
DAYTIME

WCFL
50,000 watts • 1 000 on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.
An ABC Affiliate
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ILLINOIS

<

QUAD-CITrES
Rock Island, Moline, E. Moline, III.
Davenport, Iowa
Reaches
Homes

231,000
Metropolitan Population

More

Radio

at a Lower

Cost!

A quick glance at the chart below
shows why WHBF deserves first consideration inthe Quad-Cities. When it
comes to sales impact, WHBF is by far
the best buy ... as confirmed by
Hooper. Compare the cost on WHBF
with its local competition, and you will
see why WHBF deserves a placement
on any schedule.

COST PER 1,000 RADIO

Morning, Mon. thru Fri.
WHBF
Station "B"
Station "C"
Afternoon, Mon. thru Fri.
WHBF
Station "B"
Station "C"
Evening, Mon. thru Fri.
WHBF
Station "B"
Station "C"

HOMES

IN THE QUAD-CITIES*

15-minute
Program

1 -minute
Announcement

$ 11.65.
6.30.
19.96.

. 4.66
.$2.10
7.98

$ 8.47.
8.84.
18.94.

.$2.82
. 3.53
. 7.58

$13.06.
10.03 .
19.08 .

.$3.27
. 3.01
. 5.74

*Cost per 1000 radio homes listening to the three fiill-time stations in the
Quad-Cities is based on the Hooper Station Listening Index for MarchApril, 1949. Rates are based on the 1-time quarter-hour and one-minute
rate as published in Standard Rate and Data.

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 63)
GALESBURG, Knox, 10,500 fam., 97.3% radio,
10,220 radio fam.
WGIL, SB 250w,IM UOOkc,5MRa-Tel
15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 7.15 7.15 11.20 22.40 33.60 56.00
N 8.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 45.00 94.5%
75.00
HARRISBURG, Saline, 3,800 fam
radio, 3,590 radio fam.
WEBQ,
250w,5.00
1240kc10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
D 4.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WEBQ-FM, ch. 260, 99.9mc, 4.2kw
D 2.75 3.50 6.75 13.50 23.50 40.00
N 2.75 3.50 6.75 13.50 23.50 40.00
HERRIN, Williamson, 2,980 fam., 94.6%
radio, 2,820 radio fam.
DWJPF,6.00250w,7.501340kc,
10.00MBS,20.00Pearson
35.00 60.00
N 6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WJPF-FM, ch. 253, 98.5mc, 500w, Pearson
D 2.00 2.50 3.33 6.67 11.67 20.00
N 2.00 2.50 3.33 6.67 11.67 20.00
JACKSONVILLE, Morgan, 7,200 fam., 96.2%
radio, 6,930 radio fam.
DWLDS,2.50Ikw-D,2.50 llBOkc,
6.00 Holman
12.00 18.00 30.00
WLDS-FM,
ch.
263,
100.5mc,
7kc, Holman
Bonus
JOLIET,
Will, fam.
15,800 fam., -97.9% radio, 15,470 radio
WJOL,
Conlan 60.00
D 5.40250w,5.401340kc,9.70McGillvro,
21.60 36.00
N 3.60 3.60 6.50 14.40 24.00 40.00
KANKAKEE, Kankakee, 8,400 fam., 98.2%
radio, 8,250 radio fam.
WKAN,
D 3.00 Ikw-D,
6.00 1320kc,
9.00 Holman
20.00 38.00 70.00
N 4.00 8.00 12.00 25.00 48.00 90.00
WKIl-FM, ch. 264, 100.7mc, 73.7kw, Holman
D
1.00 2.20 3.40 9.00 16.00 30.00
LASALLE, LaSalle, 3,900 fam., 97.5% radio,
3,800 radio fam.
WlPO,
D 4.80250w-D,
6.00 1220kc
10.80 21.60 36.00 60.00
MCCOMB, McDonough, 3,400 fam., 96.6%
radio, 3,280 radio fam.
WKAI,
Conlan 30.00 50.00
D 5.00250w-D,
5.00 ISlOkc,
10.00 20.00
N 6.50 6.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
MATTOON, Coles, 6,700 fam., 9,6.2% radio,
6,450 radio fam.
WLBH,
Conlan 55.00
D 4.00250w-D,
6.50 1170kc,
9.00 Holman,
18.00 33.00
WLBH-FM, ch. 245, 96 9mc, 23kw, Holman
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 7.50 13.00 22.00
MCLINE, Rock Island, 13,100 fam., 98.3%
radio, 12,880 radio fam.
WQUA,
D 6.50 250w,8.001230kc,
10.00 MBS,
20.00Rambeau
30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MT. CARMEL, Wabash
(no figures on city)
WVMC,
D 1.00500w-D,
3.00 1360kc,
6.00 BMB
12.00 18.00 30.00
1340

^=S=^

MOUNT VERNON, JefFerson, 6,100 fam.,
94.8% radio, 5,780 radio fam.
WMIX,SBIkw-D,
Conlan 1 Hr.
IM 940kc,
5M Pearson,
15M 30M
D
9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WMIX-FM, ch. 231, 94.1mc, 15.2kw, Pearson
N
2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
OAK PARK, Cook, 22,000 fam., 99.6% radio,
21,910 radio fam.
WOAK-FM, ch. 252, 98.3mc, 7kw
D 4.00
16.00 25.00 40.00
N 6.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
OLNEY, Richland, 3,500 fam., 96.1% radio,
3,360 radio fam.
WVLN, 250W-D, 740kc, Holman, Conlan
D 3.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 27.00 45.00
PEKIN, Tazewell, 6,900 fam., 97.8% radio,
6,750 radio fam.
WSIV, Ikw-D, 1140kc, Holman, Hooper, BMB
D 3.75 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
PEORIA, Peoria, 37,800 fam., 97.4% radio,
36,820 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average one time rate.
D 9.33 10.33 14.08 28.16 46.66 77.66
N 16.66 18.66 28.16 56.33 93.00 121.66
2DAM non-affiliates,
time 68.75
rate
6.87 13.12average
23.75 one41.25
Hooper Ikw, 1350kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
WEEK,
D 9.00 9.00 13.50 27.00 45.00 75.00
N 16.00 16.00 27.00 54.00 90.00 150.00
WIRL, 5kw, 1290kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D Hooper,
9.00 BMB
9.00 12.50 25.00 42.00 70.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 84.00 140.00
WMBD, 5kv/, 1470kc, CBS, Free & Peter,
D Hooper,
10.00 BMB
13.00 16.25 32.50 53.00 88.00
N 20.00 26.00 32.50 65.00 105.00 175.00
WMBD-FM,
ch. 223, 92.5mc, 20kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
WMMJ,
D

Ikw-D,
7.50 1020kc,
15.00 MBS,
25.00 Pearson
45.00 75.00

WWXL,
1590kc,11.25Burn-Smith
D Ikw, 6.25
22.50 37.50 62.50
N
12.50 22.50 45.00 75.00 125.00
QUINCY, Adams, 14,300 fam., 95.7% radio,
13,690 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 10.00 10.00 16.25 31.25 48.00 80.00
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WGEM, Ikw, 1440kc, ABC, Walker
D 8.00 8.00 12.50 22.50 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WQDI, ch. 286, 105. Imc, 3kw, Walker
Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanation see foreword.
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WKAN

WJOL
JOLIET, ILLINOIS

KANKAKEE,
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Only County
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(Established in 1926)
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Write for Our May, 1949
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the rich
dio homes in ,37
G 738 2 raIN
RV
SEust
l
ind ria and agricultural
areas of Northeastern Illinois and Northwest Indiana.
1,000 w

BROADCASTING

1320 kc
• Telecasting

ILLINOIS
1 747 1 OYa 1
Families
21,200
7,300

County

5,100
2,600
12,100
2,300
5,900
5,200
23,900
12,000
Clay

Sources:

MARKET

Por Cent
Radio
95.0
86.2
93.5
98.5
94.0
97.6
• 93.8
97.4
95.1
98.1
96.1
94.6
94.9
94.9

6,000

96.3
98.3
95.0

1,338,500
6,900
3,700
12,000
5,400
5,700

De Kalb
De Witt

RADIO

95.7
98.3
96.8
96.9

Radio
Families
20,140

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
The Woods

are Full of

Successful Advertisers
using

to crack PEORIA at Low Cost

Won't You Join Them?
5000 Watts
ABC

BROADCASTING

BY

5,352
29,436
3,568
16,055
12,486

5,770

6,106
1,419
2,047
7,560.
2,500

6,023
500
3,991
782

1,750,821

1,189,774
3,178

2,799
873

1,362
309
437
4,675

41,031
5,001269
15,164

6,560
3,540
11,800

4,459
44,599
16,055

5,230

Security Administration.

The

You

• Telecasting

Families, Retail

prove

can't cover

with

55.00
55.00

Dept. of Commerce.

FACTS

WCVS, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Sears & Ayer,
6.00 10.00 19.00 * 30.00 50.00
D 6.00 op
15.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
10.00 10.00 er
N Ho
WCVS-FM, ch. 275, 102.9mc, 25kw, Sears &
Ayer
Bonus
WTAX,
BMB lOOw, 1240kc, CBS, Weed, Conlan,
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 13.00 26.00 45.00 75.00
WTAX-FM,
ch. 279, 103.7mc, 6.7kw, Weed
Bonus

radio,

28,084

(Continued on page 66)

ROCKFORD,

WAUKEGAN, lake, 11,500 fam., 98.7%
11,350 radio fam.
WKRS, ch. 294, 106.7mc
D 4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 27.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 27.00
WOODSTOCK, McHenry
WILA-FM, ch. 221, 92.1mc, Ikw
D 3.50 4.50 7.50 15.00 22.00
N 5.75 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00

12,947
4,548,453

658

1,583
Mfg. Value Added,

2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 5.25 5.25 9.50 18.50 30.00 50.00
N 8.25 8.25 14.00 29.00 46.50 77.50

TUSCOLA,
970 radioDouglas,
fam. 1,000 fam., 96.8% radio,
Ikw-D,9.00lOSOkc,
& Peters,
DWDZ, 7.50
12.00Free24.00
36.00BMB60.00
N 9.50 11.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
URBANA, Champaign, 5,900 fam., 98.7%
radio, 5,820 radio fam.
WKID,
D 2.75250w-D,
4.50 1580kc
7.50 18.00 27.50 45.00
N 2.50 4.00 6.00 14.40 21.60 36.00
WKID-FM,
Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 2.4kw
Bonus

1,025

8,809
1,309

14,271

5,520

868
552

2,068
13,195

14,271
12,489

5,030
5,690
13,000
1,315,750

43,116

377
1,644
120
1,938

1,358

91,205
33,004
11,595

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

7,108
1,568
505

3,737
1,176
2,917
1,167
349
4,083

8,919
16,055

5,750
4,950
23,450
11,530

Taxable1st Payfolts
Qtr.
1947 ($000)

Em pQtr.
toy inG1947
nt
Isf
14,921

56,684
17,840

2,160

ROCK ISLAND, Rock Island, 17,200 fan
98.3% radio, 16,910 radio fam.
WHBF, 5kw, 1270kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel
IM 5M 15M 30M IHr
D 10.00
18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
SB 12.00
N 15.00
18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WHBF-FM, ch. 255, 98.9mc, lOkw, AveryKnodel
Bonus
WHBF-TV, ch. 4, 13.6kw-A, 7.6kw-V, ABC,
D Avery-Knodel
10.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
SPRINGFIELD, Sangamon, 28,300 fam., 97.5%
radio, 27,590 radio fam.

COUNTIES

1948 ($000)

6,290
4,580
5,020
2,440
11,810

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

ILLINOIS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 6i)
WTAD, Ikw, 930kc, CBS, Weed
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 12.00 1 2.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1 00.00
N 15.00 1 5.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 1 50.00
WTAD-FM, ch. 258, 99.5mc, 53kw, Weed
Bonus
KHMO, Ikw, 1440kc, Walker
D 8.00 8.00 12.50 22.50 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
ROCKFORD,
Winnebago, 41,600 fam., 98.3%
radio
(no figures on city)
WROK, 1,000-D, 500-N, 1440-kc, ABC, HeadConlan 17.00 35.00 55.00 80.00
D ley-Reed,
10.00 10.00
N 12.00 12.00 22.00 50.00 76.00 120.00

DATA

ILLINOIS
an outside

station!

WROK
AM

Rockford's

leads

outside

MORNING

-

ONLY

Station

FM

stations

in listening*

AFTERNOON

- EVENING

*Conlan Survey - May, 1949

An ABC Affiliate - Headley-Reed Company, Nat'l Reps.

36.00
60.00
August 15, 1949
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RADIO

ILLINOIS
1949 Total
Families
34.900
7,800
3,000
5,900
7,800
4 700
15,500
15,500
3,000
6,500
5,700
4,200
9,100
2,100
2,700
13,200
10,100
11,100
4,200
11,000
4,400
6,200
3,100
44,000
20,700
3,400
17,300
39,200
32,500
A Ann
1 1 ,700
11,800
9,300

County

Sources: Radio Families,
Soles, copyright

MARKET

Per Cent
Radio
99.2
96.0
94.2
95.3
94.5
98.4
93.8
96.5
92.9
93.8
98.1
92.5
95.4
92.7
95.6
97.5
93.4
94.5
94.1
92.4
96.1
92.1
98.0
98.2
98.0
97.0

COUNTIES

BY

DATA

Retail Soles
1948 ($000)

Radio

99, 1 1 2
20,515
4,460
1619,624
055
15,165
35,679
36,572
12,487
5,352
18,732

34,620
7,490
2,830
5,620
/,o/U
14,540
4,620
14,960
2,790
6,100
5,590
3,890
8,680
1,950
12,870
2,580

16,948
6,244
3,567
4,460
41,592
25,867
28,544
5,352
28,544

9,850
10,370
3,970
10,350
4,070
5,960
2,860
43,120
20,330

16,055
9,811
4,460
161,916
63,546
53,920 .
7,135
148,159
101,056
1 3 380
29,436
32,112
25,868

3,330
16,780
38,690
98.7
97.8
31,790
6 240
94.6
11,510
98.4
97.7
11,530
97.2
9,040
Federal Security Administration.
Per Cent Radio, BMB. Em ployment. Taxable Payrolls censed.
Further reproduction unl
1949 "Soles Management."

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
10,868
2,902
634
2 760
3,41 0

1,040
1 ,030
543
671
7,872
4,885
454

1,591
10,529
1,336
7,741
1,388
3,004
603
(2)
2,036
543

190
1,707
704
193
(2)
18,356
4,220

7,737
2,945
5,607
657
7,005
1,946
1,479
506
42,872
12,568

1,243
196
2,361
145
3,686
889
614

12,309

26,729

136,832
37,461

7,127
5,328
602
20,874
15,666
1 225

1,109
10,483
34,793
28,061
2 387

5,180
2,807
3,828
1,535
3,237
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
1,351
( Continued

21,943
139,396
100,279

Families, Retail
on page 68)

WKRS

AM

FMWatts,
12,000
at 106.7

1000 Watts, Daytime,
at 1 220 Kilocycles

Lake

(Continued from page es)
Added
Mfa
1947 ValuA
($000)
rolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)
5 808
15 554
230
1 214

County's

Only

Broadcasting

THE AVERAGE INCOME PER FAMILY IN WAUKEGAN,

THE COUNTY

Station

SEAT OF LAKE COUNTY, FOR THE

YEAR 1948 WAS $1,641 BETTER THAN THAT OF MOST FAMILIES IN THE UNITED STATES. RETAIL
SALES IN WAUKEGAN

WERE $8,000,000 OVER 1947. WAUKEGAN

THE AVERAGE CITY IN THE COUNTRY IN PURCHASING

POWER.

RATES 35 PER CENT HIGHER THAN
SALES MANAGEMENT

FIGURES.

Call or Write:

WKRS
POST

Page 66
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500

WAUKEGAN,

ILLNOIS

Telephone . . . ONTARIO

BROADCASTING

9000

• Telecasting

Would

you

like to reach

the

with just one

equivalent

radio

Fort Wayne.

Indxarva

^^^^^^^^^

,„„„,ee

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

^

station

Tennessee

,1

of all these

?

Erie, Pennsylvania

^^^^

f^^"*'

^^^s^,^

^v^^-^^^'

^
^tCHlTA, KA^
'"'"^^oo, Oe,,^^^
J,
Cambridge,
J,
INDIANA
GARY, INDIANA
^
^o^
lARY^

foil

cities

He
Massachusetts

Mi

SPOKANE,

WASHINGTON

Obviously yovoc answer would be affirmative.
While it is true WGN
which reaches more
of 3,271,911.
WGN

reaches

radio homes
3!/3 milHon

IlHnois . . . and WGN
network

does not reach all the above 29 cities, WGN
each week
radio homes

deHvers these homes

station . . . 1,000 homes

than these cities' combined
in Wisconsin,

Indiana

and

at a lower cost than any other Chicago

advertisers have been making

Best Buy in Chicago ... 25 years serving the Middlewest.

WGN

their

*Nielsen Radio Index

reaches more homes each week than any other Chicago station. — 1948 Nielsen Annual Report

j4 Clear Channel

Station . . .

Serving the Middle
MBS

BROADCASTING

Michigan,

population

for only $1.08.*

This is just one of the reasons why

WGN

is the station

• Telecasting

West

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720

OnYour Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
Wilshire Blvd., Los AngelesS
• 2978
Francisco
San Bldg..
235 Montgomery710St.,
Lewis
333 SW4 Oak
St.. Portland 4

August 15, 1949

•
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ILLINOIS
1949 Total
Famine*

County
McDonough
McHenry . . . .
McLean
Macon
Macoupin
Madison , . . .
Marlon . . . .
Marshall ...
Mason
Massac . . . ,
Menard . . . ,
Mercer
Monroe . . . .
Montgomery
Morgan . . . .
Moultrie . . . ,
Ogle
Peoria . . , . ,
Perry
,
Pratt
Pike
Pope ,
Pulaski
Putnam ....
Randolph
Sources:

9,500
11,200
23,300
29,600
14,300
54,500
14,100
4,200
5,000
4,700
3,400
5,800
3,800
10,200
10,900
4,300
9,900
52,200
6,800
4,600
7,400
2,300
4,100
1,600
9,800

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
96.4
98.6
97.9
97.8
95.0

Radio
Families

93.9
.96.6
98.8

1Employment
sr uTi ■ 1 ytf

26,760

3,867

45,491
78,119
101,759
29,436

7,792
16,713
23,914

148,851

6,296
51,033

95.3
91.2
95.3
96.8
93.6
95.3
95.8

46,382
10,704
13,380

4,770
4,290
3,240
5,610
3,560
9,720
10,440

95.1
97.7
97.6

8,028
27,651
31,917

4,090
9,670
50,950

93.4
97.3

25,868
9,812
201,151
16,054

6,350
4,480
6,970
2,120
3,710
1,540
9,260

94.2
92.3
90.4
96.4
94.5

1,631
4,180
13,511

6,243
2,676
19,624

696
319
439
540

4,631
4,880
1,469

2,327
2,209
563

4,674
48,329

2,679
27,971
415
2,095
(3)
711

Security Administration.

5,206
Mfg. Value Added,

199,632

3,516
30,757
3,010
544
490

1,806
1,045
(3)
995
191

2,676

22,248
26,335
82,512

7,588

3,510

9,812
15,165

Added
Mfg. Value

Taxable1 siPayrolls—
Qtr.

6,649
1,307
1,514
1,973
769
1,147
1,274

7,135
7,136
11,595

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

Here's

Retail Sales
lV4o ($OUU;

9,160
11,040
22,810
28,950
13,590
52,650
13,240
4,150

(Continued from page 66)

COUNTIES

BY

DATA

MARKET

16,726
158,056

302
70
2,796
Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

Proof
that WQ1IA
is the OXLY
Q1J Ad-City
Station!
A recent study of several hundred mail orders received this 1949 season for Cubs Year Books
(offered
annually
in connection
with an"WQUA's
of the received
Chicago and
Cubs the
—
National
League
baseball
games) shows
amazingexclusive
parallel broadcasts
between orders
relative population of the four cities comprising the QUAd-City metropolitan market; as follows:

% of QUAd-City
Population (100%)
% of Mail Orders
received from
QUAd-Cities (100%)

DAVENPORT
40%

ROCK ISLAND
28%

36%

27%

MOLINE
23%

EAST MOLINE
9%

24%

13%

QUAd-City local advertisers confirm in their local advertising appropriations, this fact of truly
QUAd-City audience in almost equal proportion to the population of the four cities. A study
of WQUA's revenue for May 1949 from QUAd-City advertisers reveals the following proportions
of total QUAd-City revenue:
DAVENPORT
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE
37%
15%
42%
6%
THESE analyses confirm the results of WQUA's original plan to build, program and promote this station as a
Station"
WQUA's
standto the
for QUAd-City
the "QUAD"Metropolitan
in "QUAd-Clties"
. . Programwise:"QUAd-City
our consistent
policy. .la. toEven
direct
all of call-letters
our activities
Area In .approximately
the same proportion as the relative population of the four cities. WQUA IS THE ONLY QUAD-CITY STATION
TO
FOLLOWwithCONSISTENTLY
SUCH A POLICY! . . . Promotion-wise: WQUA's exclaslve promotion-exchange
agreement
the only Davenport
all other QUAd-City stations combined!newspaper allows our use of more newspaper space in Davenport papers than
WQUA is your 'best-Huy' for truly four-city
coverage of this otherwise highly divided
QUAdrCity market of over 225,000 population
6 6 The

Station"

QUAd-Cities'
—WQ

BRUFF W. OLIN, Jr.
President & Gen'l. Mgr.
Page 68
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It^mO
CENTER
Moline, 111.

A

Represented by Rambeau
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Counfy
Pi/-U Irinrl
Pnrt Iclnnri
St Clair

1949 Total
Families

Per Cent
Radio

Radio
Families

Retail Sales
1948 ($000)

Employment
1st Qtr. 1947

6 100
41 400

94.7
98.2
96.1
94.1
97.3
96.6
94.3

5,780
40,650
55,350

13,379
126,714
150,320

4,534
45,040

9,880
37,460

25,868
135,250

3,480

7,136

2,450
8,220
2,720

4,459
14,271

57,600
10,500
38 500
3 600
2 600
8,600
2 800

Schuy ter
Scott
Shelby
Stork

95.6
97.2
y/.o
07 A
97.8
93.3
96.3
95 2
96.8

6 100
27 800

Vormi limn

6 500
6 200
13 800
38 900
15 500

White
Will

97.5
98.2
94.4

41,600
5,700

Woodford

1,777
27,066
27,144

127,945
122,503

2,780
17,753
(1)

54,976

1,237
787
1 429
1*; nAO
146

25 703
0/0X3
0,00/
52,220

166,321
16,055

33 377

9,313
2,1 03

2,799
2 746
1,719
2 420

14,132
42 815
109 111

18,846
122,614

17,836
2 038

17,951

128,028
487

40,890

98.3
97.8

621
2,055
ft "iAA
27,677
3 408

21,408

38,200
14 630

Added
1947 ($000)

182
296
842

83,824
1 9 Ann

7,070
4,570
6,060
5,830
13 460

93.3.
93.3
94.0

46,071
4,824
33,791
(1)
556

6,244
^o,/u/
46,206
11 595

18,780
5 690
26,770
4 190

Taxable Payrolls— 1st Qtr.
1947 ($000)

^7
0/,3/0
im AAQ

1 0,4^Z
3,569
36,187
711

1,837

188,520

(1) Included in Brown County. (2) Included in Gallatin County.
(3) Included in Johnson County.

1460

KC

1000

WATTS

By Critical Approval
•

• By Public Indorsement
• By Performance

WROY
CARMI, ILLINOIS
— SERVING —

WHITE

Requests

COUNTY
AND

11 ADDITIONAL

Chicago's

quality

FM

station

cision programming for the discriminating audience. Programs

TRI-STATE
COUNTIES
OF THE WABASH AND OHIO VALLEYS
TOTAL PRIMARY POPULATION
368,696
ANNUAL RETAIL SALES
$289,248,818
LAST

YEAR

PRODUCED:

Has won recognition of its pre-

good will and sales. Become one
of the select groups of business
institutions who choose Chicago's
leading FM Station.
Radio Station
101.9 Megacycles — Channel 270
SHERATON HOTEL — 505 N. MICHIGAN AVE. — CHICAGO

• Telecasting

OIL

COUNTY

worth
worth...
worth

SOYBEANS

worth

ALONE
$25,000,000
5,000,000
1,500,000
900,000

$32,400,000
TOTAL
Over 2,200 Oil Wells in White County produce Petroleum
Worth:
^
70,000 per day
^^25,000,000
490,000 per
per year
week
Since Oil was discovered in White County in 1939, the value
of Oil produced totals:
$250,000,000
THE MONEY IS HERE— GET YOUR
' BUY

BROADCASTING

WHITE
CORN
WHEAT

0

of dignity and character build

WEALTHY

WROY

SHARE

SLEY '
J'.ugust 15, 1949
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Michigan
INDIANA

City <?c^^ Elkhart
Hammondf ^ a'^^ ' ^
\ '-^ J

SPOT RATE FINDER
ANDERSON, Madison, 17,600
radio, 17,230 radio fam.
fam., 97.9'-c
WCBC, 1 l<w, 1470 Itc, Holman, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 5.60 8.00 16.00 36.00 48.00 72.00
N 5.60 8.00 16.00 36.00 48.00 72.00
chon. 292, 106.3 mc, 380 kw,
WCBC-FM,
Holman
3.75 8.85 15.00 27.50
D 1.33 1.90
N 1.33 1.90 3.75 8.85 15.00 27.50
WHBU, 250 w, 1 10.00 18.00 Ra-Tel, Conlan
25.00 40.00
D 6.00 6.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
BEDFORD, Lawrence, 4,400 fam., 95.2%
rodio, 4,190 radio fam.
WBIW,
w, 13408.00kc, Ra-Tel,
Conlan 40.00
D
5.00250 4.00
15.00 25.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
BLOOMINGTON, Monroe, 7,600 fam., 94.9%
radio, 7,210 radio fam
3D AM 3.50
non-offiliotes,
overage18.331-time29.66
rotes 30.33
5.33 9.33
N 3.75 6.66 12.33 23.33 30.00 50.00
WSUA, 1 kw, 1010 kc. McGillvro
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 34.00 56.00
N
9.00 15.00 30.00
WTOM, 250 w, 1490 kc. Sears & Ayer
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WTTS,
Conlan1 kw-D, 500-w-N, 1370 kc, Rambeau,
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
COLUMBUS, Bartholomew (no figures for city)
WCSI-FM,
93.7 24.00
mc, 7136.00
kw, Ra-Tel
D
8.00 chan.
8.0022912.00
60.00
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CONNERSVILLE, Foyette, 5,400 fam., 96.97r
radio, 5,230 radio fam.
WCNB, 250 w, 1580 kc, Campbell
D
3.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCNB-FM,
chon. 262, 100.3 mc, 10 kw, Campbell
Bonus days only
N 4.55 6.82 9.10 18.20 27.30 45.50
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

In

BLOOMINGTON
INDIANA

MOST

People

Ij.S-E" -UL.i., •I'LTO. 1
\ 1 r-J
lINDIAN.AlTj^
!. ! \ K>1 C>FnrtWaynP
1. <m
WMiTt I C*1

in the

LateyettE
[c*BBOl.L I

ELKHART -SOUTH BEND
Area
WTRC
ELKHART
(Established 1931)
AM

—

if.

FM

NBC
National Representatives:
Burn-Smith Co., Inc.
CRAWFORDSVILLE, Montgomery, no figures
WFMU-FM, chan. 275, 102.9 mc, 13 kw,
Campbell
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 4.50 5.50 8.00 16.00 26.00 42.00
N 5.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
ELKHART, Elkhart, 12,000 fam., 98.3% radio,
11,800 radio fam.
WTRC,
1340kc,15.00NBC, 22.00
Burn-Smith
D
6.00250w, 6.00
33.00 54.00
N 7.50 7.50 18.00 36.00 48.00 80.00
WTRC-FM, chan. 264, 100.7 mc, 33 kw.
13.50
1.50 4.00 5.50
D Smith1.50 2.00
8.25 fam..
4.50 9.00 12.00
N 2.00
20.00
BurnEVANSVILLE,
Venderburgh, 38,900
95.6% radio, 37,190 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
8.37 9.87 19.00 36.50 57.00 95.00
N 11.12 12.37 24.75 47.12 74.20 123.75
WEOA, 250 w, 1400 kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper
D 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 9.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WGBF,
5 kw-d,
Conlan,
Hooper1 kw-n, 1280 kc, NBC, Weed,
D 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 15.00 15.00 ||0.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WJPS,
Meeker5 kw-d, 1 kw-n, 1330 kc, ABC, Robt.
D 9.50 11.50 20.00 34.00 60.00 100.00
N 11.50 14.50 29.00 48.50 87.00 145.00
i WIKY, 250 w, 820 kc, IMS, Hooper, Conlan
D 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WIKY-FM,
Bonus chan. 281, 104.1 mc, 20 kw, IMS
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WMLL,
Radio,chon.
Inc. 233, 94.5 mc, 20 kw. Transit
D 2.80 2.80 5.60 11.20 16.80 28.00
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
FORTradio,WAYNE,
Allen, fom.39,900 fam., 98.6%
39,340 radio
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 12.10 12.10 .18.62 34.75 55.87 90.62
N 13.12 13.12 31.25 62.50 93.75 153.75

listen

IN THE PROSPEROUS

MOST
to

T

T

S

1370 kc
1.000
\^ alts (d)

500
Watts (n)

5 KW

•

See page 3 for key to map.
Evansville

WANE, 250 w, 1450 kc, CBS, Boiling Co.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WFTW,7.50
1 kw, 7.50
1090 10.00
kc, Ind.20.00
Metropolitan
Sales
D
30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WFTW-FM,
Bonus chan. 279, 137 mc, 1 kw
WGL, 1 kw, 1250 kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
D Hooper
9.40& Conlan
9.40 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WKJG, 5 kw, 1380 kc, MBS, Raymer
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 140.00
WKJG-FM,
106.1 mc, 30 kw
Bonus
WOWO,
10
Hooper kw, 1190 kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WOWO-FM,
chan. 241, 96.1 mc, 10 kw
Bonus
HAMMOND, Lake, 23,200 fam., 98.7% radio,
22,900 radio fom.
WJOB, 250 w, 1230 kc, McGillvro, Conlan
D
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WJIZ,
Bonus chan. 222, 92.3 mc, 10 kw, McGillvro
INDIANAPOLIS, Marion, 139,400
radio, 135,780 radio fom.
4 AM affiliates, averoge 1-time
D 13.75 14.75 22.86 45.80
N 21.50 23.87 40.33 83.00

EVANSVILLE

MARKET

fam., 97.4%,
rotes
71.20 124.50
132.00 227.50

ITS
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(D)

1 KW

(N)

NBC Affiliate

WGBF SHARE OF AUDIENCE
HOOPER STATION AUDIENCE INDEX
Evansville, Ind. City Zone
Oct. I, 1948 thru Feb. 1949

8:00 AM-12 NOON
12 Noon-6:00 PM
6:00 PM-10:30 PM
WEED & COMPANY
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WGBF

1280 KC
W

m

—

Mon. thru FrI. 41.3
Mon. thru Fri. 47.8
Sun. thru Sat. 48.0
National Representatives

for the facts on WIBC
ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
JOHN
BLAIR
E. COMPANY
MAN!
WFBM, 5kw, 1260kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 13.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 135.00
N 25.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 270.00
WFBM-TV, chan. 6, 18.1 kw our. 28.2 kw,
vis., CBS, Katz
D
25.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N
40.00 62.50 100.00 150.00 250.00
WIBC, 5 kw, 1070 kc, MBS
D 15.00 15.00 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
N 20.00 22.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WIRE, 5 kw, 1430 kc, NBC, Pearson, Hooper
D 17.00 17.00
48.00 75.00 135.00
N 25.00 25.00
85.00 145.00 260.00
WISH,
5
kw-d,
1
kw-n,
1310
kc, ABC, Free
& Peters, Hooper
D 10.00 12.00 22.00 42.00 70.00 120.00
N 16.00 18.00 35.00 75.00 125.00 200.00
(Continued on page 71 )
SALES RESULTS
AT LOW
COST
Indiana's Second Largest
Wholesale and Retail Market

WIKY

EVANSVILLE

AM-820 kc
—
WIKY-FM
FM- 104.1 mc
Represented by:
Independent Metropolitan Sales
Member of:
Associated Independent
Metropolitan Stations
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

INDIANA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 70)
WXIW, 1 kw, 1590 kc, Ind. Metropolitan
Sales, Hooper
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 8.00 11.50 23.00 34.00 59.50
N 5.00 8.00 11.50 23.00 34.00 59.50
WXLW-FM,
chan. 234, 94.7 mc, 12 kw. IMS
Bonus
JASPER, DuBois, 1,700 fam., 96.8% radio,
1,650 radio fam.
WITZ, 1 kw-D, 990 kc
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.50 30.00 50.00
KOKOMO,
Howard, 12,300 fam., 97.3%
radio, 11,970 radio fam.
W10U, 1 kw, 1350 kc, CBS, Weed
D
9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WKMO, 250 w, 1400 kc. Meeker
D
7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
LA FAYETTE, Tippecanoe, 11,300 fam., 97.4%
radio, 11,010 radio fam.
WASK,
Conlan 250 w, 1450 kc, MBS, McGillvra,
D
6.00 7.50 16.00 27.00 41.00 68.00
N 7.50 9.00 18.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
WFAM
Gillvra(FM), chan. 236, 95.1 mc, 12 kw, McD
2.50
6.00 8.80 11.80 21.80
N
2.50
6.00 8.80 11.80 21.80
LA PORTE, LaPorte, 6,400 fam., 98.8% radio,
6,320 radio fam.
WLOl,
D 250w-D, 1540kc
7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
lOGANSPORT, Cass (no city figures avail.)
WSAl, 250 kw, 1230 kc
D 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MARION, Grant, 10,600 fam., 97.4% radio,
10,320 fam.
WBAT, 500 w-D, 1600 kc, Conlan
D 9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
WMR1, chan. 295, 106.9mc, 34kw, Campbell
0
2.40
6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.20
8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
MICHIGAN CITY, Laporte, 8,700 fam., 98.6%
radio, 8,580 radio fam.
WIMS, 1 kw, 1420 kc, Cooke
D
8.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
8.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WIMS (FM), chan. 228, 93.5 mc, 1 kw. Cooke
Bonus, daytime
20.00
N
1.50
5.00 10.00 97.3%
MUNCIE, Delaware, 18,700 fam.,
radio, 18,200 radio fam.
WLBC, 250 w, 1340 kc, CBS, Walker Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WMUN, chan. 281, 104.1mc, 8.6kw, Walker
Bonus
95.6%
NEW ALBANY, Floyd, 10,100 fam
radio, 9660 radio fam.
WLRP,
kc 16.00 24.00 40.00
D 3.501 kw-D,
5.00 15708.00
97.9%
NEW CASTLE, Henry, 6,800 fam.,
radio, 6,660 radio fam.
4 kw,
WCTW
Scheerer(FM) chan. 273, 102.5 mc,
D 3.00 5.00 8.97 17.96 26.93 44.89
68.00
N 5.00 8.00 13.60 27.20 40.80 97.9%
RICHMOND, Wayne, 14,500 fam.,
radio, 14,200 radio fam.
WKBV, 250 w, 1490 kc, MBS Meeker, Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 22.50 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 7.00 12.00 26.00 36.00 60.00
SHEIBYVILLE, Shelby, (no city figures avail.)
WSRK-FM
chan. 267, 101.3 mc, 5 kw, Campbell
Rotes on request.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
(.--3— ^ (^'v-^ — ^^^^ — — ^^r^ —

MARKET INDICATORS FOR INDIANA
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
Population
3,909,000
'48 3,428,000 '40
Increase over 1940
14.1%
% of U.S.
2.68%
BMB Families
1,170,000
Percent Radio
96.5%
Radio Families
1,129,530
Business Concerns
63,968
Manufacturing Establishments 5,407
Non-Agricultural Employment 991,901
Manufacturing Employment
457,000
Income
$4,936,000,000
Increase over 1940
166%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
1,287
1940 $
138%

'48
2.61%
'49 1,048,000
'49
93.4%
'49
979,000
'47
58,476
'47
4,192
'47
773,000
'47
275,000
'47 1,858,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

541

'40

Construction (Private)
$ 279,200,000 '47 90,400,000
Residential
$ 104,100,000 '47 38,700,000
Non-Residential
$ 85,300,000 '47 19,800,000
Retail Sales
$3,406,659,000 '48 3,199,643,000
Value Added by Manufacture $2,979,000,000 '47 965,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

SOUTH BEND, St. Joseph, 36,000 fam.,
97.9% radio, 35,240 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D 10.00 10.00 20.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.00

1-time
15M
35.00
50.00

rates
30M 1 Hr
55.00 87.50
75.00 125.00

kc, ABC,
DWHAT,7.00250 w,7.00149015.00
25.00 Boiling,
40.00 Hooper
60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

Greatest

Buy

in the
Rich Wabash

Valley

WTHI
TERRE HAUTE
(Now CBS)
AM

and

1480 kc

WJVA, SB250 w-D,
Burn Smith
IM 15805M kc. 15M
30M
1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00
25.00 34.50 57.50
WSBT,
5
kw,
960
kc,
CBS,
Raymer,
Hooper
D 13.00 13.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 115.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WSBT-FM,
chan. 267, 101.3 mc, 20 kw, Raymer
Bonus
TELL CITY, Perry, 1,600 fam., 93.7%o radio,
1,500 radio fam.
(Continued on page 72)

FM
1000 watts

Represented by
The Boiling Co., Inc.

SURE,

some

Chicago

stations

can "reach" South
. . . but

Bend

the audience

LISTENS
to WSBT]

You want listeners, not merely signal strength,
for your radio dollars. Listeners are what
you get on WSBT. This station is the overwhelming choice of listeners in the South
Bend market. No other station — Chicago,
local, or elsewhere — even comes close in
Share of Audience. Want proof? See Hooper.

— ^ V — ^ f— 3--^

WXLW
\S THE BEST BUY
Dollar Per Listener
in
INDIANAPOLIS
Look at these rates:
5 minutes: 1X-$11.50, 13X-$10.90
26X-$10.30, 39X-$10.00, 52X-$9.15
GENE

BROADCASTING

BE N D

SOUTH

KELLY, Manager
Mennber
IM S

"the nation's popular station"

1

m

5000
PAUL

• Telecasting

RAYMER

COMPANY

WATTS

• 960

NATIONAL

KC

• CBS

REPRESENTATIVE
August 15, 1949

•
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INDIANA

2 AM affiliates,
SB
IM
D
8.00 8.00
N 11.00 11.00

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 71)
WTCJ, 250 w-D, 1230 kc
SB )M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.50 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
TERRE HAUTE, Vigo, 24,800 fam., 95.3%
radio, 23,630 radio fam.

w, 1230
DWBOW,8.00 250 8.00
16.00kc, NBC,
32.00 Weed,
48.00 Conlan
80.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WBOW-FM,
chan.
266,
101.
Imc,
20kw
Bonus
WTHI, 1 kw, 1480 kc, ABC, Boiling, Conlan
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

INDIANA
County
Adams
Allen
Bartholomew
Benton
Blackford
Boone
Brown
Carroll
Cass
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crawford
Daviess
Dearborn
Decatur
De Kalb
Delaware
Dubois
Elkthart
Fayette
Floyd
Fountain
Franklin
Fulton
Gibson
Grant
Green
Greene
Hancock
Harrison
Hendricks
Henry
Howard
Huntington
Jockson
Jasper
Joy
Jefferson
Jennings
Johnson
Knox
Koscuicks
Lagrange
,
Lakt
la Porte
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Newton
Noble
Ohio
Orange
Owen
, Parke
Perry
Pike
Porter
Posey
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Ripley
Rush
St. Joseph
Scott
Shelby
Spencer
Starke
Steuben
Sullivan
Switzerland
Tippecanoe
Tipton
Union
Vanderburgh
Vermillion
Vigo
Wabash
Warren
Warrick
Washington
Wayne
Wells
White
Vhitley

average 1-time rates
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00

1949 Tofal
Families
6,100
50,300
10,600
3,600
4,400
8,200
1,900
5,000
13,500
12,900
6,800
9,700
2,800
8,100
7,100
6,000
8,400
28,600
6,200
26,100
7,400
13,400
5,900
4,400
5,000
9,400
20,400
9,300
9,300
6,500
4,800
7,100
14,800
17,000
9,500
8,700
4,300
8,300
7,100
4,300
8,400
13,500
9,800
4,500
94,900
22,700
10,000
33,200
170,200
8,700
2,900
10,000
11,600
9,800
6,900
3,300
7,500
1,300
4,800
3,500
5,500
4,800
4,900
10,000
6,600
3,700
7,000
8,900
5,600
6,500
55,300
3,200
9,400
4,800
4,700
4,500
7,800
2,700
19,400
4,800
2,000
47,300
6,500
33,800
8,500
2,800
6,200
5,000
20,300
6,200
5,200
5,900

RADIO
PerRadio
Cent
96.7
98.3
96.2
97.6
97.1
97.2
90.4
96.2
97.3
92.8
94.4
97.1
90.9
94.0
95.3
97.0
93.7
97.6
93.3
97.2
96.6
95.2
93.8
96.1
96.9
94.8
97.6
93.8
96.9
96.5
92.0
96.6
97.7
97.4
97.4
94.6
96.5
96.7
93.4
92.4
95.6
94.9
96.7
96.6
97.8
98.0
94.1
97.9
97.5
96.6
92.5
97.2
94.2
96.6
94.2
96.6
96.9
93.8
93.7
92.1
94.4
91.6
92.4
97.7
92.8
95.9
94.8
96.7
93.5
96.4
97.7
94.1
95.8
92.3
94.3
96.3
94.2
93.6
97.5
97.2
96.5
95.8
95.5
95.3
97.1
95.9
93.3
92.5
97.8
97.0

WTHI-FM, chan. 260, 99.9 mc, 3 kw, Boiling
Bonus
VINCENNES, Knox, 6,700 fam., 95.3% radio,
6,390 250
radiow, fam.
WAOV,
1450 kc, MBS, Pearson
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.60 3.60 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 4.50 4.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WABASH, Wabash, 3,600 fam., 94.0%, 3,380
radio fam.
WWNI
(FM), 12.00
chan. 248,
mc, 7136.00
kw, Ra-Tel
D 8.00
18.0097.524.00
60.00
N
8.00 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

MARKET
Radio
Families
5,900
49,440
10,200
4,270
3,510
7,970
1,720
13,140
4,810
11,970
6,420
9,420
2,550
7,610
6,770
5,620
8,150
27,910
25,370
5,780
12,760
7,150
5,670
4,130
4,850
8,910
19,910
8,720
8,720
4,420
6,270
14,460
6,860
16,560
9,250
8,230
4,150
8,030
6,630
3,970
12,810
8,030
4,350
9,480
92,810
22,250
9,410
32,500
165,950
8,400
2,680
10,930
9,720
9,470
6,500
3,190
7,270
1,220
4,500
3,220
5,190
4,400
4,530
9,770
6,120
3,510
6,710
8,610
5,240
54,030
6,270
3,010
9,010
4,430
4,430
4,330
2,530 .
7,350
18,920
1,930
4,670
45,310
6,210
32,210
8,250
2,690
5,780
4,630
19,850

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
189,840
15,812
27,210
9,561
17,650
9,193
1,471
10,294
36,199
23,535
13,605
24,636
2,575
16,915
15,076
12,134
18,754
84,215
12,869
80,787
17,650
30,189
12,501
11,399
16,914
6,619
55,601
16,913
19,121
12,869
11,766
6,251
35,383
26,107
27,947
1 1 ,399
16,916
13,973
20,592
52,682 "
5,883
36,962
26,106
8,457
345,590
73,119
22,063
94,676
655,978
20,591
25,004
5,883
34,526
24,636
15,076
17,649
8,457
2,207
9,928
5,884
8,456
7,355
26,107
6,986
10,663
10,296
7,723
22,063
10,296
13,237
205,036
6,251
20,951
11,400
5,883
10,663
11,766
2,575
74,036
10,296
165,582
3,310
15,443
107,370
19,121
2,942
9,193
64,904
6,987
20,960
12,501
12,869

WARSAW, Kosciusko (no city figures avail.)
WRSW,
bell chan. 297, 107.3 mc, 34 kw, CampSB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WASHINGTON, Daviess, 3,800 fam., 95.7%
radio, 3,640 radio fam.
WFML (FM), chan. 293, 106.5 mc, 14 kw,
Campbell
D 3.00 5.00. 8.00 17.00 25.00 42.00
N 4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

6,010
96.3
5,010
96.9
5,720
Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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1stEmployment
Qtr. 1947

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
316
42,635
1,556
5,428
30
1,449
1,112
608
3,652
3,007
1,852
218
2,038
1,063
4,229
2,140
16,585
635
13,472
2,171
5,563
1,189
252
3,932
710

69,984
2,955
2,852
778
9,621
87
2,248
1,428
5,716
7,171
606
3,524
3,973
2,589
1,583
6,839
26,849
4,112
4,745
23,011
8,307
8,443
670
2,553
1,625
16,732
4,532
894
2,216
4,218
1,640
1,029
14,444
7,365
5,068
1,049
5,091
2,482
4,814
1,326
7,852
3,189
673
126,703
5,549
20,545
35,738
204,143
6,552
3,812

15,202
53,969
71,661
106,004
13,180
83,167
39,594
15,132

796
2,581
366
9,066
695
2,409
359

54,615

442
3,617
8,169
2,633
2,200
956
2,519
536
1,475
259
4,182
2,489
11,466
86,984

9,844
25,233
17.671
51,022
13,584
14,346
587,378
125,395
484,860.
12,314
70,778
12,499
14,150
10,923

11,763

257
428
2,018
307
944
2,442
648
732

13,080
234,908

2,805
1,148
49,561
584

11,346

239
2,163
334

1,402
1,612
204
16,627
2,034
450
48,690
1,592
26,493

60755
612
166
985
9,184
28,554
14,898
658
98
3,573
1,545
945
598
11,516

291
6,967
2,370
1,579
19,255
1,961
1,793
2,442
Mfg. Value Added,

224,377
32,374

21,555
125,397
3,097
340
1,911
3,664
2,508
961
2,663
717
47589
1,728
295

1,028
8,380
5,420
4,992
1,132
2,191
826
261
3,578
2,510
1,084
733
4,304
4,666
806
1,623
1,623
2,532
5,086
1,976
70,147
1,500
875
876
4,574

37,936
145,136
62,213
17,517
72,065

748
1,102
Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

FRANK EDWARDS
News Commentator #

Personality pays off, we've found, in selling
by radio just as it does in selling in person.
LUKE WALTON

Actually, we're just like the salesmen in your
own organization . . , trying to do the same thing they aresell more and MORE of your goods or service.

Sports Announcer

Our staff of locally famous "personalities"—
each widely known individually— teams up with our sales
and programming executives to give WISH a collective

CATHERINE DANIELS
Home Economist

personality that gets amazing results for each advertiser.
Listeners like WISH. There's warmth, feeling,
persuasive friendliness in our handling of local shows.

'CHUCKLES" CHAPMAN
Entertainer

There's close co-operation between station and advertisers,
a continuous driving effort— backed by a flood of extra media
promotion— to boost your sales curve higher and higher.
Yes— we repeat: if you WISH more sales,

BILL FROSCH

concentrate on "the Personality Station" of Indianapolis—
WISH.

Program Director

GENE ALLISON
News Commentator

WISH

D

I A

N

A

FREE & PETERS, Natioridl Representatives
George J. Higgins, General Manager

P

0

L

I S

BILL FAULKNER
Disc Jockey
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COUNCIL
BLUFFS, Pottawattamie, 14,100
fam., 96.6% radio, 13,620 radio fam.

IOWA
SPOT RATE FINDER
radio, 4,860 CLINTON, Clinton, 9,700 fam., 97.9% radio,
AMES,
radio Story,
fom. 4,900 fom., 99.2"
9,500 radio fom.
KROS, 250 w, 1340 kc, MBS, Everett-McKASI, Uw-D, 1430kc
Kinney, Conlan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D 5.50
6.60 9.90 19.80 33.00 55.00
N 6.82 8.25 15.84 31.68 52.80 88.00
BURLINGTON,
Des Moines, 11,900 fam., KROS-FM, chon. 241, 96.1 mc, 14 kw, Everett
96.5' r radio, 11,480 radio fam.
McKinney
KBUR, 250 w, 1490 kc, ABC, Taylor-BorofF Bonus
D 2.24 3.36 4.48 7.84 14.00 22.40
N 4.48 5.60 11.20 19.60 33.60 56.00
KBUR-FM,
Borroff chon 225, 92.9 mc, 53 kw, Howe
Bonus

KSWI, 500 w-D, 1560 kc, Everett-McKinney,
Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
McKinney
KFMX,
chan. 241, 96.1 mc, 580 kw, Everett(Storecast service)
CRESTON, Union, 2,900 fam., 96.1% radio,
2,790 radio fam.
KSIB, 1 kw-D, 1520 kc, Everett-McKinney,
Conlan
5.00 6.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00

DAVENPORT,
Scott, 25,100
radio, 24,570 radio fam.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
IM average
5M
D
10.00
13.50
N
25.00

fam., 97.9%

1-time
15M
32.00
50.00

rates
30M 1 Hr
54.00 150.00
90.00
90.00

KSTT, 250 w-D, 750 kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney
DWebber 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
woe, 5 kw, 1420 kc, NBC, Free & Peters
D 12.00 12.00 15.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
N 18.00
30.00 60.00 108.00 180.00

CEDAR RAPIDS, Linn, 23,000 fom., 97.9%
radio, 22,520 radio fam.
2 AM offlliotes, overage 1-time rates
D 9.50 14.75 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
N 15.00 22.50 31.25 62.50 107.50 187.50
KCRG, 5 kw, 1600 kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlon
D 6.00 10.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KCRK,
Bonuschon. 245, 96.9 mc, 48 kw, Pearson
WMT,
kw, 600 kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper, ConIon, 5BMB
D 13.00 19.50 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 20.00 30.00 37.50 75.00 140.00 250.00
CENTERVILLE, Appanoose (no city figures
ovoii.) »
KCOG, 100 w, 1400 kc
D
3.00 7.20 14.40 24.00 40.00
N
3.00 7.20 14.40 24.00 40.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

" ^Foft Madison
See page 3 for key to map.
WOC-FM, chan. 279, 103.7 mc, 47 kw
Bonus
DECORAH, Winneschick, 1,500 fam., 97.0%
radio, 1,460 radio fam.

FIRST

IN

THE
KDEC,
D
N

DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND. MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
47 Kw.
CP. 22.9 Kw. visual
5,000 W
FM 103.7 Mc TV and aurol« Channel
AM 1420 Kc.
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
AVOC is the FIRST individual station . . . the only Quad-Cities station ... to offer its clients commercial cupy analym. On request
WOC's Hesearch Department tests
woe advertisers'
for sales effectiveness throughcopy
li.stening
ea.se and
human interest . . . according
to a
proved formula developed hy reno«Tied analyst Dr. Rudolpli Fleseh.
All VVOC-written copv is sfj evaluatefl. Another in WOC's lone list
of "FIR.ST'5;"!
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,

IOWA

FREE A PETERS, INC., National Representatives
Page 74
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250 w, 1240 kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney, Conlan
4.00 5.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
6.00 7.00 9.00 18.00 28.00 48.00

KSO, 5kw, 1460kc, CBS
D 10.00 14.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 16.00 24.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 200.00
KSO-FM, Ch. 247, 97.3mc, 254kw
(Rates not listed)
KWDM, Ikw, 1150kc, McKinney, Conlan
D 7.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
WHO, 50kw, 1040kc, NBC, Free & Peters
D 30.00 45.00 60.00 110.00 170.00 280.00
N 70.00 90.00 104.00 218.00 312.00 520.00
WHO-FM, Ch. 262, 100.3mc, 5kw
Bonus
(Continued on page 76)

DES MOINES, Polk, 57,900 fam., 97.9% radio, 56,680 radio fam.

4 AM oflFiliotes, average one time rate
D 17.33 22.75 31.00 56.50 86.00 142.50
N 34.00 39.00 47.25 90.00 153.00 280.00

KlOA, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 940kc, MBS, Raymer,
BMB
14.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
18.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 200.00

AM ''liucJtU.
e<Mt. StU" 140M
FM
2»
RADIO tUe
STATION
KROS
Siivlng Eail.rn b»i inW W.«.fn llllnoli
CLINTON. IDWA
^« "yie ^taU ^tlaiMat /4%€A ^ "Tic
Highest PointSitein Clinton County
% New Transmitter
More
Ttran Twice
Old Tower Height
I New Wincharger
Tower
I New Modern
Ground
Five Times Sire ofSystem
Former System
1 1,680 George
SquareC. Miles
Added
Devis EngineeringCoverage
Estimate
^ 107,000ConlanAdded
Survey Potential
— March Ig^gListeners
44.1%

KRNT, 5kw, 1350kc, ABC, Katz, Hooper
D 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 16.00 24.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 200.00
KRNT-FM, Ch. 283, 104.5mc, 8.5kw, Katz
Bonus

39.7% 34.9%

Mutual Broadcasting System
Iowa Tall Corn Network
United PrcM Baseball,
Full LeasedFootball.
Wire • Complete• Local
New, C
Play-by-Play
Farm News • Ten LocalBasketball
Newt BroadcastsComplete
Each DayMar

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

Big

Time-Buyers

know

that

land
600 Kc, 5000 WATTS

is

CEDAR RAPIDS
Basic Columbia Network

full

day and night

of

Big-Time

Buyers

WMT's
Avithinwith
people
tremarket
a balanced
line ...1,121,782
2.5
WMTmv land:
mendous agricultural income . . . and industrial
income nearly equaling the farm income. WMT
has greater population coverage mthin its 2.5 mv
line than any other station in Iowa. WMT offers
exclusive CBS programming in Eastern Iowa. WMT
is on Iowa's best frequency — 600 kc. WMT commands loyal listening, with outstanding CBS entertainment coupled with complete news coverage (AP,
UP, and INS).
**
y

WMT
BROADCASTING

is represented
• Telecasting

by the Katz

Agency.

Complete

data

from

them— or us.
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2*074
IOWA

RADIO
PerRadio
Cent
96.7
95.6
97.1
94.6
97.1
97.3
98.1
97.6
96.9
96.6
98.4
96.9
97.9 \
98.1
97.0
96.9
97.5
97.9
OA95.3K
* y/.o
0"7
OA98.4A1
t OVTO. A
07 n
y/oi .4o
yj.yfi
OAy4.o
OA O
yo.y
OAy/yo.4.yA
OT O
0
y/OTyo./
OA .A7
OA O
yo.y
97.5
yo.o
OA97 4A
97
98 76
96!6
98.0
97.7
95.0

MARKET
Radio
Families

DATA

' 936

2*681
BY COUNTIES 2* 020
1*475
Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
Employment
1st
Qtr.4631947
9 988
17*734
2*267
14 635
624
21*158
1
071
0,A oo^
AA*;
855
1 0049
28*313
1 455
29
583
1 30772
1
1 6*9*833
1 02
i' AI.41*919
7*196
23*991
17*224
1* 26
25*
1
54
14 350
21 267
588 2

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)
Taxable
Payrolls
Qti
1947— 1st
($000)
1949 Total
Familios
County
21'1171
Adair
793
3,700
149
Adorns
3,580
2,800
389
Allamakee ..
T
nnn
A,/
aU
4,700
Appanoose . .
1 mn
4,490
314
7,400
Audubon , , .
3,100
Benton
6,600
16 725
Black Hawk
A Ai^n
A'jn
29,200
90
0,4zU
64,547
1 883
051
Boone
'i\A
9,700
505
Bremer
y,4/u
A non
5,200
Buchanan
'
817
A onn
6,300
Buena Vista .
y3x
o,uyv
00 1
Butler
6,300
5
'
12
A
flnn
0
Oa4
<;
70n
5,000
Calhoun . . . .
A ofln
4,900
Carroll
6,400
/34
Cass
a'
64*192
a^
18*712
22789
h
1162*759
A Tin
5*
5,900
1 951
Cedar
550
6*9*35399
18,475
101 4,/
07n3U240
07A
4,900
9
638
1 3,300
Cerro Gordo
6
*,y/u
A n7n
4,y/
0
Cherokee . . .
917
42 050
3*700
Chickasaw . .
6,200
4,200
17*285
950
Clarke
51*224
1 Anni14
3,100
2
273
Clay
25295
17*123
5,200
1
0
*582
Clayton ....
602
23*930
1*
C
fli030
15
14 540
2
Clinton
1 4,900
6,900
31,059
l/U1
556
3*
48
4(5/
0
Crawford . . .
o,
oo
8*
u
'48
5,400
3
30
2
380
Dallas
7310
8*
7,500
d,oi7nu
214
5*950
3000
Davis
3,200
101
13*106
577
Decatur
'4
14 187
3'4*73700
1 non
82*326
3,900
4 650
Delaware . . .
19,254 8
>4 AO^
0 001
48031
141
70 0
16*226
1 4,800
4,700
Des Moines .
1
8
'270
1 110
3 130
Dickinson . . .
y4o
4,oy4
4*830
1 Ar ,AA01 1\
'49 '49
3,200
1 8,800
37,585
27*313
Dubuque ...
19*671
11 , 7on
o,ooO
io,yi
/OO
Emmet
1 ly1
'49
15*471
0.40
3,600
Fayette
8,600
14' 574
3i6,430
668
A inn
Floyd
4
380
j4CO
0
.<4ii;s
1
2*536
4DJ
Franklin . . . .
001
An7
ou/
'47
Fremont . . . .
276
l,/4296
1
1
jyo
Greene
'47
1 onn
007
3 850
OZ/
Grundy
ZZ 1
874
Guthrie
5,000
926
1l!885
Hamilton ...
19,689
430
5,500
'47'47 '47
841
Hancock . . . .
13,493
4,200
1,010
5,390
Hardin
2,272
7,000
16.368
4,120
27,027
729
Harrison
1,246
6,300
867
12,680
5,990
499
6,840
Henry
2,248
96.1
95.8
6,200
Howard . . . .
232
3,600
5,960
10,822
'47
97.8
Humboldt . . .
360
1,342
3,450
3,520
12,047
3,600
D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
'47
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federol Security Administration.
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
'47'47
Sales, ***
copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
3.4%
* * *
(Continued on 'page 78) '
KinneyCh. 274, 102.7mc, 7.2kw, Everett-Mc48
KFMY,
IOWA
MARKET
INDICATORS
FOR IOWA 1.93% '
Bonus
4
YR.
7
1.80%
SPOT RATE FINDER
FIGURES YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
FORT
MADISON,
Lee,
5,300
fam.,
97.1%
ra(Continued from page 7U)
dio, 5,150 radio fam.
94.5%
Population
2,538,000
2,625,000
97.1%
Increase over 1940
500W-D, 1360kc, Ro-Tel, Conlan
DUBUQUE, Dubuque, 15,000 fam., 97.4% ra- KXGI, SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
dio, 14,610 radio fam.
% of U.S
D 4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 BMB
682,200
Families
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
780,100
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
IOWA
CITY,
Johnson,
6,800
fam.,
98.0%
raPercent
Radio
D 5.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.0T
dio, 6,660 radio fam.
644,700
N
6.70 7.20 18.00 33.50 54.00 90.00
757,340
KXIC,
Ikw-D,7.00800kc,10.50Conlan21.00 35.00 56.00 Radio Families
47,833
D
7.00
Business
Concerns
KDTH,
ConlanIkw, 1370kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
48,712
140%
Lee, 6,500 fam., 95.3% radio, 6,190 Manufacturing Establishments
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 KEOKUK,
radio fam.
406,000
N
7.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
420,213
Non-Agricultural
Employment
2,541
2,965
KOKX,
250w-D,
1310kc,
Webber,
Conlan
KDTH-FM,
Ch.
263,
lOO.Smc,
50kw,
Everett136%
112,000
D
6.00
7.00
9.00
18.00
28.00
48.00
McKinney
Manufacturing Employment .
65,000
(No rates listed)
KOKX-FM,
Ch.
274,
102.7mc,
3kw,
Webber
1,233,000,000
Income
Bonus daytime only
WKBB, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Meeker
$2,963,000,000
485
3.00 4.00 10.00 17.50 30.00 50.00
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 N
Increase over 1940
N 6.40 6,40 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MARSHALLTOWN, Marshall, 7,800 fam., 97.6% Per Capita Income
WDBQ,
Ch.
277,
103.3mc,
15kw,
Meeker
Bonus
Increase over 1940
radio, 7,610 radio fam.
$
1,144
FORT DODGE, Webster, 8,500 fam., 97.3%
KFJB, 4.00
250w, 5.00
1230kc, 9.00
MBS 18.00 28.00 48.00 Construction (Private)
D
radio, 8,270 radio fam.
70,400,000
$ 213,900,000
Residential
23,700,000
N
6.00 7.00 16.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
KVFD,
Conlan250w, 1400kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
12,700,000
$
49,900,000
Non-Residential
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 28.00 48.00 MASON CITY, Cerro Gordo, 8,700 fam., 97.4%
$ 67,500,000
N
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Retail Sales
2,339,618,000
radio, 8,470 radio fam.
$2,774,819,000
243,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture . $ 673,000,000
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total 2 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D
7.50
7.87
13.75
28.90
42.50
71.25
Fomilies, copyright 1949 "Sales Manage9.52 10.00 22.00 46.20 66.00 110.00
ment". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed. N
For complete
see foreword.
KICM,
Webber250w, 1490kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 5.25 9.00 20.80 30.00 50.00
N 5.25 6.00 16.00 36.40 48.00 80.00
SERVING
250,000
KGLO, 5kw, 1300kc, CBS, Weed, Conlan
0 10.50 10.50 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
KDTH
of
N
14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
in
KGLO-FM,
Ch.
266,
101.
Imc,
160kw,
Weed
Bonus
Dubuque, Iowa
KSMN,
Ikw-D, lOlOkc, McGillvra
The Prosperous Farm and
D
5.00 6.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
has
MUSCATINE, Muscatine, 8,400 fam., 96.4%
radio, 8,100 radio fam.
Allied Industrial Area
# More coverage
KWPC,
lan 250w-D, 860kc, Everett-McKinney, ConD McKinney
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
# more listeners
KWPC-FM, Ch. 259, 99.7mc, 0.8kw, EverettBonus daytime only
SOUTHEASTERN
IOWA
# more acceptance
N 3.20 4.00 7.84 11.52 19.20 .32.00
and
OTTUMWA, Wapello, 13,000 fam., 97.0% rathan any other station
dio, 12,6101240kc,
radio fam.
KBIZ, 250w,
MBS
serving the area.
NORTH WESTERN MISSOURI
D
4.50 9.00 20.80 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 16.00 36.40 48.00 80.00
Ask Everrett-McKinney, Inc. or
K. S. Gordon, Manager.
SHENANDOAH, Page, 2,700 fam., 96.2% radio, 2,600 radio fam.
1240 KC
1370 kc
1000 watts
KBIZ
2 AM non-offillates, average one time rates
MUTUAL
250 W
D 8.00 11.50 17.60 32.00 51.50 85.00
Mutual
Tali
Corn
Network
N
10.50
15.00
24.50
43.50
76.50
127.50
O T T U M W A
(Continued on page 80)
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A brand new approach to market analysis
— putting food sales and other data side by
side with BMB figures, to present a true
picture of merchandising possibilities . . .
Setting forth the modern cpnception of concentrating where the wealth and population
and buying are concentrated.

WRITE FOR THIS USEFUL
68-PACE BOOKLET . . ,
PACE 30 ALONE CAN BE
WORTH THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS TO YOU!

AMAZING

FIND
AND

OUT

PROFITABLY

GREAT

DATA

QUICKLY,

DES

EASILY,

ABOUT

MOINES

THE

MARKET

Learn how KRNT saturate-sells this rich Iowa
area at the lowest cost per
listener in its history.

BOOKLET

WfM^^

^0^^

J|%

BIGGEST

^LWM^M
m^MMm^
^^^^^r
^^^^
^^K^^^
^H^^^
^^^k
^^^^M
^^^^^^f
^^^^^r

BUDGET

^^^^^v
^^H^^

DES

ON

KRNT

MOINES

GIVES

AUDIENCE,

YOU

THE

BECAUSE

STATIONS'^
ALL OTHER
OUT-HOOPERS
KRNT
Business transactions in Des Moines hit an all-time high last year — $3,476,322,000. $ $
$ $ Iowa income reached an all-time peak last year — estimated at $3,159,300,000.
Polk County (Des Moines) ranks among the nation's top in effective buying income per family.
^ ^ ^^^^
Moines' biggest construction year, but 1949 will be even greater.
While Iowa is the largest agricultural producing area in the world, its gain in industrial
expansion is phenomenal, and Des Moines' factory employment is larger than any other Iowa
city.
$ $ Iowa leads
states state.
in farm income.
$ looks
Des Moines
capital)
is the entertainment
center allforother
the entire
$ $ All$ Iowa
to KRNT(Iowa's
and its
huge
KRNT Theater for entertainment — radio, stage, concert. $ $ 98% of Iowa's homes have
radios. A big percentage are equipped with additional sets. Des Moines' tune-in is above
national average. KRNT is among the top-Hooperated stations in the nation. $ $
CLIP THIS COUPON

KRNT
DES MOINES
THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STATION

♦

For a Free Market Data Booklet, Fill Out and
Mail to KRNT, Des Moines 4, Iowa
OR — ASK A KATZ MAN

4^
\
■
2

Name
^
Business
*See any C. E. Hooper Share-of-Audi- Address
City
ence Report For Des Moines City Zone
^ * #
* # ^
For the Past Year and a Half,
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IOWA

RADIO

MARKET DATA
Radio
Families

BY

COUNTIES

1949 Total
Retail
Sales
PerRadio
Cent
1948 ($000)
Families
County
98.0
Ida
10,293
2,800
towa
2,740
4,700
97.1
16,449
Jackson
96.1
5,800
4,560
97.3
18,121
5,570
Jasper
9,900
Jefferson . . . .
96.0
26,150
14,045
9,630
4,800
11,100
Johnson
96.8
46,604
10,740
Jones
4,610
96.6
16,613
Keokuk
, 6,000
5,700
15,532
Kossuth
5,800
5,510
24,970
95.7
Lee
97.4
6,800
97.5
14,360
15,000
Linn
6,620
137,536
31,700
39,178
Louisa
30,910
96.2
3,400
Lucas
11,639
3,270
97.1
96.2
3,900
Lyon
3,750
3,700
10,681
9,824
11,436
95.5
MacJison
3,590
4,200
96.2
Mahaska ....
8,100
4,010
Marion
25,071
7,790
22,829
97.8
7,900
96.9
Marshall
11,500
7,660
45,571
11,250
Mills
96.0
10,395
4,200
4,030
Mitchell
12,536
96.4
3,800
Monona
95.2
13,902
3,660
4,600
95.5
Monroe
4,380
3,700
Montgomery
.
16,694
97.5
4,700
Muscatine
11,200
3,530
35,359
96.7
4,580
10,830
O'Brien
9,069
98.1
4,800
21,605
97.4
Osceola
4,710
96.6
9,886
2,700
Page
2,630
34,937
7,900
Polo
Alto . . . .
15,084
7,630
97.4
4,200
98.3
Plymouth ....
19,608
4,090
97.1
Pocahontas
97.8
6,000
5,830
13,901
4,200
Polk
.
309,096
4,130
66,900
68,400
Pottawattamie
97.6
96.6
20,300
19,610
Poweshiek . . .
63,214
18,162
5,600
95.6
Ringgold
....
5,470
97.8
3,200
Sac
3,060
16,755
4,800
97.8
Scott
29,830
125,689
4,690
6,012
30,500
97.1
Shelby
4,300
14,512
Sioux
96.7
4,180
7,000
97.4
20,261
Story
11,400
6,770
11,220
98.4
43,804
Tama
6,300
18,874
Taylor
4,300
95.9
96.4
6,140
4,120
Union
16,165
4,800
8,132
Van Buren . . .
4,630
4,000
95.8
15,500
96.6
Wapello
12,046
3,830
14,970
45,196
Warren
95.8
96.4
5,200
6,665
4,980
21,076
Washington . .
5,590
5,800
96.1
97.5
Wayne
Webster
4,100
13,200
3,940
12,870
8,011
58,798
96.7
Winnebago
15,185
3,500
Winneshiek
96.5
3,380
18,221
5,800
141,956
96.8
Woodbury . . . .
30,800
29,810
5,600
97.3
Worth
3,000
2,920
Wright
18,773
8,254
98.1
5,500
5,400
DSources;
— Data withheld
to
avoid
disclosing
figures
for
individual
companies.
Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

AVERAGE, 5-YEAR CASH INCOME
PER FARM, 1944-48
National
Rank
1. IOWA
2. NORTH DAKOTA
3. NEBRASKA
4. SOUTH DAKOTA
7. MINNESOTA
1948 RETAIL SALES PER FAMILY
National
Rank
1. NORTH DAKOTA
2. SOUTH DAKOTA
5. MINNESOTA
6. IOWA
8. NEBRASKA
U.S.D.A. BUREAU OF AG. EC.
1949 Soles Management Survey of
Buying Power

48
IOWA
Counties Served

Employment
1st Qtr.7751947
1,594
1,308
6,500
2,259
1,626
4,668
11,268
1,032
1,875
29,708
865
792
752
778
3,046
2,378
7,012
1,151
1,148
1,133
712
7,163
1,651
771
1,786

(Continued from page 76)
M(g.Added
Value
1947
($000)
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
295
670
472
20,569
1,875
596
3,478
370
1,052
736
306
39,610
16,974
81,303
6,432
302
263
874
331
406
1,241
3,804
16,641
437
273
703
361
307
3,191
644
379
1,370
468
148
604
36,696

1,596
1,089
3,387
1,314
66,763
7,239
1,717
441
24,894
1,419
1,128
1,867
590
3,657
1,651
512
10,846
1,419
936
578
765
1,914
8,836
461
1,754
29,371
Mfg. Value

1,707
Added,

533
3,365
13,466
647
447
514
1,464
157
695
201
637
170
288
801
6,169
352
4,439
614
15,352
145
705
Dept. of Commerce.

15,499

86,907
43,148

19,857
44,756
Families, Retail

By

WNAX

When you tKink of IOWA
BIG AGGIE LAND.

think of

Not a series of

BMB COUNTIES SHAD
ED

isolated markets, but a unified MAJOR
MARKET served only by WNAX.

308

counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas,
Nebraska and IOWA — the v^orld's
richest agricultural area.

A Go-ude^. EtcUitm
SIOUX
Am\\M*6 With CITY
The 4m • YANKTON
5000 WATTS— 570KC
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AMERICA'S

PRETTIEST

"RADIO

]\lGHT and day, WHO is the most "listened-to" station in Iowa. The 1948 Iowa
Radio Audience Survey* gives "listened-tomost" figures for each of Iowa's 99 counties. WHO gets the highest nighttime
rating in 68 of these counties, the secondhighest in 14, third-highest in 6.
Daytime figures of course follow the
same general pattern.
Outside Iowa, WHO

PICTURE

The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a
"must" for every advertising, sales, or marketing
man who is interested in the Iowa sales-potential.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted
by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his
staff, is based on personal interview of 9,116 Iowa
families, scientifically selected from the city, town,
village and farm audience.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research
professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the
1949 Survey to anyone interested in the Iowa radio
audience and its listening habits.

scores a remarkable

"Plus" — has a daytime BMB audience in
130 additional counties in 8 states and
pulls year-'round mail from listeners in 46
states.
This overwhelming

listener-acceptance

is proof of who's inspired and publicspirited programming. Ask us or Free &
Peters for all the facts.

+/or
Iowa
PU3%
•IDes Moines . • . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
p. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

WHO

says/there

ARE

NO

PsakS.

KANSAS"?

IN

WREN

ISTHE^^a^

IOWA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 76)
KFNF,
BorrofflOOOkw-D, SOOkw-N, 920kc, TaylorSB
IM 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
5kv/, 15.00
960kc, 19.20
Avery-Knodel
DKMA, 10.00
32.00 55.00 90.00
N 15.00 20.00 33.00 55.00 105.00 175.00
SIOUX CITY, Woodbury, 27,900 fam., 97.0%
radio, 27,060 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D
8.50 9.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 15.00 16.50 28.50 57.00 85.50 142.50

KCOM,SBIkv/, IM
620kc 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D 6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
5kw, 10.00
1360kc, 14.00
CBS, Hollingbery
DKSCJ,10.00
28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
KSCJ-FM, Ch. 235, 94.9mc, 12kw, Hollingbery
D 1.80 1.80 2.40 4.80 7.20 12.00
N 3.60 3.60 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
KTRI, 5kw, 1470kc, MBS, Toylor-Borroff, Con
D '""7.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
SPENCER, Clay, 2,900 fam., 99.0% radio
2,870 radio fam.
KICD, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
D Webber
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
STORM LAKE, Buena Vista (No city figures

KAYl, SB250W-D,IM 990kc5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 3.90 4.85 9.35 18.70 31.20 52.00
WATERLOO, Black Hawk, 23,300 fam., 98.3%
radio, 22,900 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average one time rate
D
6.50 7.50 12.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
KAYX,
1 kw-D, 1090kc, Everett-McKinney,
D Webber
8.00 9.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DKWWL,5.00Ikw-D,6.001320kc
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KXEL, 50kv/, 1540kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D BMB,
12.50Conlan
12.50 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
NKXEL-FM,
25.00 25.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
AveryKnodel Ch. 289, 105.7mc,4.00 IBkw,
6.00
D
4.00 6.00
N

available*

The City of Topeka is
TENTH in the United States
in per family effective
buying income!*
86% of the population of
Kansas live within the
WREN

listening area!*

MORE

PEOPLE

LISTEN
MORE

HOURS
See page 3 for key to map.

TO

KANSAS

WREN
THAN
TO

ANY

OTHER

STATION

IN

TOPEKA!
/n i'trst place
quarter-hours . .
STATION WREN, 30!
Station A,

8.

Station B,

0.

Station C,

0.

All day, every day!**
Soles Management Survey of Buying
Power, 1949.
* Conlan Survey, Moy 1949.

WREN
1250 kc 5000.watts
merican Broadcasting Gmpany
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
WEED & COMPANY
l ie;? 30

•
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SPOT RATE FINDER
ARKANSAS CITY, Cov/ley, 4,400 fam., 96.1%
KVGB, SB 5kw, IM1590kc,5M MBS, 15MPearson,
30MConlan
1 Hr.
radio, 4,230 radio fam.
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
KSOK, SB
Ikw, IM
1280kc 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
D 3.50 3.50 8.40 13.45 20.15 34.00 HAYS, Ellis, 1,800 fam., 96.2% radio, 1,730
radio fam.
N 3.50 3.50 8.40 13.45 20.15 34.00
1400kc10.00 25.00 25.00 40.00
ATCHISON, Atchison, 4,100 fam., 96.2% ra- KAYS,
D
2.50250w, 3.00
dio, 3,940 radio fam.
N
3.00
4.00
12.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
KVAK,5.00
Ikv/, 5.00
1470kc 1 0.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
D
Reno, 10,000 fam., 96.0% raN 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00 HUTCHISON,
dio, 9,600 radio fam. NBC, Conlan
COFFEYVILLE, Montgomery, 5,500 fam., 95.0%
DKWBW,5.00250w,6.001450kc,
10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
radio', 5,230 radio fam.
7.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
KGGF, Ikw-D, 500-N, 690kc, ABC, Weed, NKWBW-FM,
Ch.
226,
93.1 mc
BMB, Conlan
Bonus
D
4.00 5.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 KWHK,
Ikw-D,6.00 1190kc,
N
5.00 6.00 12.50 25.00 40.00 75.00
10.00 McKinney
16.00 24.00 40.00
COLBY, Thomas, 1,100 fam., 96.5% radio, DKIMV, 4.00
Ch.
289,
94.5mc,
40kw
1,060 radio fam.
D 4.00
7.50 15.00 21.00 35.00
Radio,90.00
Conlan150.00 INDEPENDENCE,
Montgomery, 3,900 fam.,
DKXXX,10.005kw-D,15.00790kc,
30.00Rural60.00
93.9% radio, 3,660 radio fam.
CONCORDIA, Cloud, 2,100 fam., 95.7% ra- KIND,
250w-D,2.25lOIOkc,
D
1.50
3.00 Conlan
6.00 9.00 15.00
dio, 2,010 radio fam.
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
KFRM,
5kw-D,
550kc,
Free
&
Peters
D 20.00 28.00 48.00
KANSAS
CITY, Wyandotte, 44,700 fam.,
DODGE CITY, Ford, 3,600 fam., 95.6% ra- KCKN,
96.5%250w,
radio,1340kc,
43,140Capper
radio fam.
dio, 3,440 radio fam.
D 10.00 14.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KGNO,
Ikw-D,
250w-N,
1370kc,
Haag
D
1.50 3.00 6.00 14.00 23.00 40.00 N 10.00 14.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
1.50 3.00 6.00 14.00 23.00 40.00 KCKN-FM, Ch. 294, 106.7mc, 190w
3.50 8.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
EMPORIA, Lyon, 4,500 fam., 96.6% radio, DN 2.00
2.00 3.50 8.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
4,350
radio
fam.
•KSBS(FM),
Ch.
5kw 11.00 20.00
1400kc,10.00MBS,20.00
Conlan30.00 50.00 D
1.25290, 105.9mc, 5.10
DKTSW, 5.00250w, 6.00
1.75
5.50 12.00 22.00
N
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
Leavenworth, 6,700 fam.,
GARDEN CITY, Finney, 2,700 fam., 93.6% ra- LEAVENWORTH,
95.5% radio, 6,400 radio fam.
dio, 2,530 radio fam.
KCLO, 500w-D, 1410kc
KGAR
Ikw-D,
lOSOkc
2.75 4.00 7.00 12.50 22.00 40.00
D
7.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00 D
KGAR-FM, Ch. 257, 99.3mc, 250w
LIBERAL, Kansas (No figures for city listed)
KlUL,
250w,
1240kc,
MBS
KSCB,
Ikw-D, 1270kc
D
4.30 6.50 9.50 17.00 26.50 45.00 D
4.25 6.00 10.50 18.75 33.00 60.00
N
4.30 6.50 9.50 17.00 26.50 45.00 McPHERSON. McPherson, 2,500 fam., 96.7%
radio 2,420 radio fam.
GOODLAND, Sherman, 1,200 fam., 92.7% raKNEX, 250W-D, 1540kc
dio, 1,110 radio fam.
KWGB, Ikw D, 730kc
D
3.25 4.35 9.10 15.60 27.30 45.50
D
4.00 5.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 KNEX-FM, Ch. 277, 103.3mc, 250w
GREAT BEND, Barton, 3,500 fam., 96.2% ra- Bonus
dio, 3,370 radio fam.
PARSONS, Labette, 5,400 fam., 95.3% radio,
5,150 radio fam.
Note; All rates one-time. Sources: Total KIKC, 250w-D, 1540kc
D
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 22.75 40.00
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
(Continued on page 82)
For complete
explanation
see foreword.

In

K

Wichita

F

B

I

• FIRST on the dial
(1070 kc)
• FIRST in power
(lOkw day; Ikw night)
• FIRST in listenership
One of the fastest growing markets in America,
WICHITA stands at the
west.
gateway to the great south-

K

F

B

I

WICHITA
(Established 1923)
f-^ioneey \Joice ^^amai
National Representative
Avery-Knodel
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Important

Facts

For

Executives

and

Sales

Managers

KANSi^.S: Predominantly agricultural. One
of America's highest ranking farm income
states. Already showing a 5% increase over
last year's $1 billion, 200 million farm paycheck. Government estimates predict 1949
will be the ninth consecutive year of record
crops and income for these already-wealthy
Kansas farmers.

A

Short

Cut

to

Sales

in

Kansas

Market

the big-buying farm families are quick to stock and

It's WIBW — and here's why! Sales in this area begin with the farm family. We're THE farm station
for Kansas and adjoining states . . . have been for 25
years. We make friends and influence sales right at
the source of the state's income. Dealers in adjoining small towns whose business comes largely from
Modem

the

push WIBW advertised lines. They've found from
experience that such support means volume demand
and steady turnover. We'll show you current case
histories to prove it!

farming is Big Business.

l/2mv area. They
make up
responsive,a big-buying
market . . . eager

The "by-heck" comic strip farmer
has been replaced
by a scientific
minded agriculturist. This kind
of farming pays off BIG. Last

and able to purchase up to the
minute home furnishings, conveniences and clothing
as well as machinery and farm
equipment. The dollar value of this
year's crops may easily go down as
the greatest ever produced.

year's corn and wheat crop, for example, showed up in retail sales of
a billion and a half dollars. During
the short month of February, the
Kansas farmer bought $6 million
worth of implements and mechanical equipment. These are the folks
who listen to WIBW regularly —
1,202,612 of them in our daytime

THIS YEAR, Kansas harvests an even larger wheat crop
than the near-record one of 1947. This means real buying power because wheat is the highest priced small
grain crop raised.
EQUALLY IMPORTANT is the overwhelming preference of Kansas farmers to WIBW for service, entertainment and buying guidance ... a fact that is demonstrated
year after year by independent surveys and by sales record
of WIBW advertisers.

SEEMS

LIKE

WE

OUGHT

TO

GET

TOGETHER

— DOESN'T

IT?

SERVING AND SELLING
II

WIBW
Rep:
BROADCASTING

•

THE MAGIC
CIRCLE''
• TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM

CAPPER

PUBLICATIONS,

Telecasting

INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW
^

• KCKN
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KANSAS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 80)
PITTSBURG, Crawford, 8,900 fam., 96.2%
radio, 8,560 radio fam.
KOAM, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 860kc, NBC, Pearson, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 11.40 11.40 22.80 38.00 68.40 114.00
N 15.20 15.20 28.50 47.50 85.50 142.50
KSEK, 250w, 1340kc, Cooke, Conlan
D
4.20 4.20 10.50 16.80 25.20 42.00
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SALINA, Saline, 8,000 fam., 97.4% radio,
7,790 radio fam.
KSAl, 5kw, 1150kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
D
7.20 7.20 15.00 24.00 40.00 72.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
TOPEKA, Shawnee, 28,200 fam., 96.9% radio, 27,350 radio fam.
3D AM12.36
afTiliates,
rote 126.33
13.70 average
27.75 one
43.77 time75.80
N 15.33 19.33 29.16 57.76 94.00 156.66
KJAY, 6.60
5kw-D,6.60
Ikw-N,
Con.
D
13.501440kc,
24.50Rambeao,
39.50 65.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

KTOP, SB
250w, 1M
1490kc,5M
MBS, 15M
Ra-Tel 30M 1 Hr
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WIBW, 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Capper, Whan
D 20.00 24.00 46.67 66.67 120.00 200.00
N 24.00 36.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WIBW-FM, Ch. 273, 102.5mc. 2.9kw, Capper
D 1.50 2.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 1.50 2.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WREN, 5kw, 1250kc, ABC, Weed, Conlan
D 9.60 9.60 15.60 34.66 62.40 104.00
N 12.00 12.00 19.50 43.30 78.00 130.00
WICHITA, Sedgwick, 55,200 fam., 96.5%
radio, 53,270 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates average one time rate
D 10.37 12.50 20.03 35.75 53.62 89.37
N 17.75 20.25 34.81 61.00 93.75 131.25
KAKE, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Walker Hooper
D 7.50 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KANS,
5kw-D,
Ikw-N,
Borroff,
Hooper,
BMB 1480kc, NBC, TaylorD 9.00 11.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KFBI, lOkw-d,
Ikw-n, 1070kc,
ABC, AveryD Knodel,
10.00 BMB,
15.00Hooper,
25.00 Conlan
50.00 75.00 125.00
N 16.00 21.00 38.00 74.00 120.00 200.00
KFH, 5kw, 1330ke, CBS, Petry
D 15.00 15.00 28.15 45.00 67.50 112.50
N 30.00 30.00 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.00
KFH-FM,
Bonus Ch. 266, 100.3mc, Petry
KANSAS

County
Allen
Anderson
Atchison
Berber
Barton
Bourbon
Brown
Butler
Chase
Chautauqua
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Clark
Sources: Radio
Sales,

RADIO

MARKET

INDICATORS

1.35%
FIGURES
1 95.3%
000

CLASSIFICATIONS
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments .
Non-Agricultural Employment .
Manufacturing Employment . . .
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income

DATA

BY

KANSAS
1.36%
FIGURES
1 801 000
90.6%

YR.

600,500

523,000

572,000

474,500
37,500 - '39

35,220
234%
289,136
1,946
59,000
$2,531,000,000

287,000
1,418
47

31,000
757 000
000
422
fO
11,000,000
6,100,000
1,697,306,000
117,000,000

$ 45,100,000
$ 29,100,000
$1,926,650,000
$ 461,000,000

COUNTIES

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Employment
Families
Radio
Families 1948 ($000) 1st Qlr. 1947
6,200
93.0
5,770
16,524
2,683
258
1,154
3,300
91.8
3,030
8,356
749
6,500
95.3
6,190
20,135
3,467
31193
2,600
95.4
2,480
10,049
774
8,200
96.2
7,890
32,966
4,638
1,699
947
6,800
92.6
6,300
19,370
2,427
5,200
95.3
4,960
14,942
1,603
2,316
175
10,400
95.0
9,880
36,069
4,889
1,600
93.7
1,500
4,093
278
126
590
2,300
92.4
2,130
7,182
523
2,535
8,900
92.1
8,200
18,255
4,072
1,500
94.3
1,410
5,340
344
1,200
94.4
1,130
4,447
418
2,242
Fomilres, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
207
copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

KANSAS

This Conlan Survey* tells our story! KANS's V2
MV/V Daytime coverage represents 32.21 per cent
of the entire population of Kansas and 3.68 per
cent of Oklahoma. Effective buying income per
family — over $6,000 for Wichita; over $4,000
average for entire coverage area. Population —
705,000.
Radio families — 177,936.
• Moy 22 through 28, 1947
1480kc

5000 WATTS

DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
Affiliated with
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented by
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., INC.

Periods
Responses
Listening Homes
% of Potential Audience

5.8UO
1.158

Added
1947 ($000)
Mfg.
Value

Families, Retail

Evening

Morning

WICHITA,

'47
'47'47
YR.
'48
'47

^
1,315
% 1 6.S SOO 000

Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

MARKET

9.3%
FOR

Afternoon
Periods
S.OliO

Period

1.55619.W

2.256
7.200

19.8^

31.3^

21.080
I4.97O
23.6?

DISTRIBUTION OF LISTEWMG HOMES AMONG STATIC^B:
MN5 Wichita
station B Wichita
Station C Wichita
Station D Wichita
Other
Survey Period:

13.7.9

23.5
31.2%

19.9

21.3

11.2

15.7
28.9
23.7

22.2
3U.5
Sunday
33.2
1.3
Monday through Saturday

31.3
2.2

7;00 Nam
12:00
* An analysis of the entire survey shows KAIIS leading in 89 Sunday
rated periods, vhereas station B leads in U, station C in 29 .^nd

11:001.8pm
11:00 pm

to
to
through Saturday
station D in 39.

This Conlan Survey was ordered and paid for by all four Wichita stations — KAKE, KFBI
KFH, and KANS. Survey made of period May 22 through May 28, 1949.
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1949 Total
Families
3,600
4,900
3,600
1,100
11,600
17,000
1,900
6,800
3,700
9,500
1,800
2,300
4,300
2,900
3,600
6,100
6,700
4,800
1,100
1,600
800
1,300
500
4,400
800
3,300 .
6,500
MOO
900
3,700
3,600
3,300
16,100
700
3,100
1,500
10,800
800
10,300
2,100
4,000
1,000
7,800
7,100
5,200
6,100
1,600
5,900
3,300
15,700
3,000
1,000
4,600
7,600
1,900
2,700
4,400
2,700
2,600
2,600

County
Clay
Cloud
Coffey
Comanche
Cowley
Crawford
Decatur
Dickinson
Doniphan
Douglas
Edwards
Elk
Ellis
Ellsworth
Finney
Ford
Franklin
Geary
Gove
Graham
Grant
Gray
Greeley
Greenwood
Hamilton
Harper
Harvey
Haskell
Hodgeman
Jackson
Jefferson
Jewell
Johnson
Kearney
Kingman
Kiowa
Labette
Lane
Leavenworth
Lincoln
Linn
Logan
Lyon
Mcpherson
Marion
Marshall
Meade
Miami
Mitchell
Montgomery
Morris
Morton
Nemaha
Neosho
Ness
Norton
Osage
Osborne
Ottawa
Pawnee

the

richest

Per Cent
Radio
96.2
95.1
93.2
95.6
95.3
94.4
94.3
96.4
93.6
95.2
94.9
93.3
94.7
96.0
93.5
95.9
94.5
96.7
92.2
91.7
92.3
94.8
93.3
94.4
93.2
95.6
96.2
94.9
94.5
93.0
92.7
93.5
96.8
95.3
96.0

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)

Radio
Families

14,030
17,529

3,460
4,660
3,360
1,050
11,050
16,050
1,790
6,560
3,460
9,040
1,710
2,150
4,070
2,780
5.850
3,370

9,825
42,662
4,137
49,772
22,050
4,709
38,590
6,028
5,229
5,045
16,748
21,634
7,555
24,154
19,986
14,068
?,755
2,865
1,545
875
14,607
2,979
11,892
2,257
23,670

6,330
4,640
1,010
740
1,470
470
1,230
750
4,110
3,150
850
1,330
6,250

1,396
1,508
8,094
5,676
22,349
6,327
1,470
9,750
27,987
3,647
2,364
27,024
4,708
7,295
2,940
29,420
24,228
14,981
16,636

3,440
3,340
3,090
15,580
670
2,950
770
1,440
10,160

96.1
94.1
96.4
95.3
95.2
91.0
93.8
95.2
95.9
95.2
95.4
94.2
93.6
95.0
93.5
94.8
92.0
95.0
93.6
94.2
92.0
93.9
95.3
96.1
95.7

9,810
2,000
940
3,640
7,430
6,810
4,950
5,820
1,510
5,520
14,680
3,140
920
2,840
4,370
7,110
1,790
2,480
4,130
2,570
2,500
2,490

rural

13,994
5,378
11,593
54,408
7,407
1,953
10,569
20,171
4,206
6,996
9,564
7,368
10,160
5,937

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
1 112
607
306
4 978
6973

Taxable
Pay*
rolls
1947— 1st
($000)Qtr.
337
809
185
97
2 370
1 003
1 929
700
171
124
345
1 484
979

317
368
42,409
565
476
400
1 770
822
1991
153
225
1836
3,242
2,518
343(2)
790(1 1
529(3)
213
1 114

1 5216(2)
'230
701 1 (4)
477(1
84
36776
' 190
40467
1 072 (11
151
203 ^o;
....
144
1 077
(31
98
1 282
139(5)
116
238
1 568

21,064
448
583 (11
191
473
484
2,590
....
625 (41
521
400(5)
3,176
3 592
398
421
276
3 578
3^282
1,184
1^572
392
351 (6)
975
1,261
592
8,581
1,019
281
2,291
805
975
443
642
61 1

Added
Mfg.
Value
1947
($000)

122
1 288
1537
421
573
147(6)
143
420
319
87
3 893

23,460

332
969
189
232
134
248
394
(Continued on page 84 )

^

^
market in the world'
They start young to become big business men farmers in the HIGH PLAINS. One high
school vocational agriculture class of seventeen students began last year with a net v*^orth
of $29,710.05 and ended the year v/ith a net v/orth of $61,773.87. The average net v/orth
per student is $3,663.75 in land, livestock, equipment, etc. in addition to the increase in
net worth, the return for management averaged $1,361.40 per student. Multiply this by
hundreds of high schools and project it to thousands of farms under good management and
you have the reason for "the richest rural market in the world."
KXXX

790

is the only one purchase medium

that covers the entire High Plains area.

KC

5000

watts

KXXX
Colby,
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Kansas
August 15, 1949

•
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KANSAS RADIO MARKET
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Familio»
Families Radio
3,400
93.9
3,190
3,800
94.6
3,590
3,700
96.5
3,570
1,600
95.0
1,520
16,100
95.9
15,440
3,700
93.9
3,470
4,900
96.6
4,730
6,920
96.1
7,200
2,500
94.4
2,360
2,200
94.7
2,080
3,800
95.3
3,620
10,800
97.1
10,490
1,200
95.8
1,150
72,700
96.5
70,160
3,200
94.8
3,030
37,400
96.7
36,170
1,200
93.2
1,120
1,900
92.8
1,760
3,000
93.2
2,800
2,700
96.4
2,600
400
92.2
370
1,000
94.1
940
7,700
95.6
7,360
2,000
96.1
1,920
1,500
93.9
1,410
2,700
93.6
2,530
600
93.3
560
4,200
94.1
3,950
1,200
93.5
1,120
5,500
93.8
5,160
2,300
93.1
2,140
55,800
96.5
53,850

DATA

(Continued from page 83)
Taxable Pay- Mfg. Value
Mils — 1st Qtr. Added
1947 ($000) 1947 ($000)
210
249
620
267
119
817
17,952
195
5,345
190
1,168
....(4)
94
673
646
3,676
30,964
85,367
170
12,365
29,317
....(6)
258
282
147
674
315
....
(5)
...(2)
129
60
946
207
103

BY COUNTIES

Retail
Sales
Employment
1948 ($000)
1st
Qtr.650 1947
County
Phillips
Pottawatomie
10,942
7,760
Pratt
15,500
Rawlins
1,461
Reno
801
398
4,094
628
70,665
10,488
Republic
18,479
Rice
30,016
Riley
1,790
9,247
Rooks
Rush
13,436
615 (4)
3,129
5,677
6,141
Russell
....
535
Saline
47,634
Scott
1,484
284,794
Sedgwicic
3,870
Seward
11,369
7,818
54,473
706
Shawnee
23,589
218
150,801
1,439
Sheridan
Sherman
....
Smith
2,568
630 (6)
Stafford
7,368
511
Stanton
6,290
9,489
339
Stevens
1,359
Sumner
22,088
2,289
Thomas
1;799
335
Trego
....(5)
230
Wobaunsel
741
7,798
....(2)
Wallace
3,945
Washington
5,304
Wichita
1,432
9,098
Wilson
618
12,448
Woodson
371
2,215
165,168
Wyandotte
22,902
4,893
35,876
1,904
(1) Includes Grant & Haskell.
(4) Includes Lane 8< Scott.
(2) Includes Greeley & Wichita.
Security
(5) Includes Logan 8i Wallace.
(3) Includes Hamilton & Krarney.
(6) Includes
Morton Added,
& Stanton.Dept.
Administration.
Mfg. Value
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
of Commerce.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
KENTUCKY
SPOT RATE
ASHLAND, Boyd, 8,500 fam., 94.9% radio,
8,070 radio fom.
WCMI, 250 w, 1340kc, CBS, Pearson, BMB
SB
1M
5M , 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 22.00 32.00 60.00
N
6.50 6.50 12.00 30.00 55.00 100.00
WCMI-FM,
93.7 ch., 93.7mc, 3kw
Bonus
BOWLING GREEN, Warren, 6,200 fam., 85.9%
radio, 5,330 radio fam.
WKCT, Ikw, 930kc, Holman
D 9.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 54.00 90.00
WLBJ,
1340kc,
Burn-Smith
D 250w, 5.00
10.00MBS,20.00
35.00 60.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WBON
Bonus (FM) 266 ch., 101. Imc, 8.3kw
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Todd, 1,200 fam., 91.2%
radio, 1,090 radio fam.
WTCO, Ikw, llSOkc
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
CORBIN, Whitley, 1,700 fam., 91.0% radio,
1,550 radio fom.
WCTT, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, BMB
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
COVINGTON, Kenton, 20,500 fam., 97.7%
radio, 20,030 radio fam.
250w,12.00
lOSOkc,15.00Pulse,25.00
Hooper,44.00
Conlon
DWZIP,12.00
75.00
DANVILLE,
Boyle,
2,900
fom.,
92.9%,
2,690
radio fam.
WHIR, 250w, 1230kc, Holman, Conlon
D
4,50 4.50 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
FRANKFORT, Franklin, 5,000 fom., 92.0%,
4,600 radio fom.
WFKY, 250 w, 1490kc, MBS, Wood
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
GLASGOW, Barren, 2,000 fam., 88.4%, 1,770
rodio fam.
WKAY,5,00
250w,5.00
1490kc
D
10.00 20.00 35.00 60,00
N 5,00 5,00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
HARLAN, Horlon, 1,300 fom., 87.0% radio,
1,130 rodio fom.
WHLN, 250w,3.50I230kc,
BMB
D
5.00 MBS,20.00Burn-Smith,
35 00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
HAZARD, Perry, 1,900 fom., 91.3% radio,
1,730 radio fam.
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

FINDER
WKIC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Clark, BMB
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
HENDERSON, Henderson, 6,700 fam., 89.6%
radio, 6,000 radio fam.
WSON, 500w, 860kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D
8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WSON-FM, 258 ch., 99.5mc, 3kw
(no rates available)
HOPKINSVILLE, Christian, 4,600 fam. 83.4%,
3,840 radio fam.
WHOP,
Hooper 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Sears 8, Ayer,
WHOP-FM,
254 ch., 98.7 freq., 22kw
Bonus
D 6.00 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.00
N 6.00 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.00
LEXINGTON,
18,000 fam., 90.6%,
16,310 radio Fayette,
fam.
3 AM non-affiliates average one time rote
D 6.50 7.16 15.83 29.33 4666 78.33
N
683 7.83 17.50 33.33 51.66 86.66
WKIX, Ikw, 1300kc, Walker
D
5.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
N
5.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
WlAP, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Pearson
D
8.50 8.50 15.00 28.00 45.00 75.00
N
9.50 9.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WIEX, 250w, 1340, Ra-Tel, Conlon
D
6,00 6,00 12.50 25.00 40.00 70.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.50 25.00 40.00 70.00
LOUISVILLE, Jefferson, 110,700 fam., 94.8%
radio, 104,940 radio fom.

MARKET

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS

FOR

136,421
Families, Retail

KENTUCKY

FIGURES

Population
2,819,000
Increase over 1940
—0.9%
% of U.S
1.93%
BMB Families
734,400
Percent Radio
89.3%
Radio Families
655,460
Business Concerns
31,730
Manufacturing Establishments 2,244
Non-Agricultural Employment 420,287
Manufacturing Employment
111,000
Income
$2,364,000,000
Increase over 1940
169%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
1940

$

850
176%

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
,
Value Added by Manufacture

$ 133,800,000
$ 39,500,000
$ 35,700,000
$1,721,011,000
$ 745,000,000

YR.

FIGURES

'48

YR.

2,845,000 '40

'48
2.16%
'49
688,000
'49
81%
'49
557,000
'47
33,677
'47
1,582
'47
372,000
'47
62,000
'47 880,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

308

'40

'47 44,300,000
'47 19,300,000
'47 9,700,000
'48 1,579,242,000
'47 186,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

See page 3 for key to map.

4 AM affiliate overage one time rotes
D 16.75 18,01 30.25 51.75 77.82 129.37
N 32.37 34.25 37.67 101.50 152.25 253.75
3 AM non-affiliate overage one time rates
D 7.50 10.33 11.80 31.26 49.40 80.66
(Continued on page 86)
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A

17.1%

INCREASE

IN

RADIO

HOMES

January 1947 — 588,740 Radio Homes
January 1 949 — 689,580 Radio Homes

WHAS
MORNING

33%

''^m^^
WHAS
tPii^i£:A MORNING 56%

HOOPER
— AFTERNOON

INCREASES
31%

— EVENING

AUDIENCE
INCREASES
— AFTERNOON 60% — EVENING

8%

26%

SOURCES: BMB Radio Homes, 1947-8 and 1948-9 Winter-Spring Hooper Reports.
KENTUCKIANA is made up of those counties in which WHAS gives 50%-orbetter BMB Daytime Coverage. Louisville Hooperatings were used to project
RADIO HOMES to AUDIENCE INCREASES. Since WHAS is the dommating
station throughout most of rural Kentuckiana where the WHAS share of audience
is larger and where the great increase in Radio Homes has taken place, the real
WHAS AUDIENCE INCREASES are considerably more than indicated.

50,000 WATTS

^

1 A CLEAR CHANNEL

Tfie only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

840 KILOCYCLES

and

selling

Market

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • J. MAC WYNN, Sales Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND COMPANY
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

August IS, 1949

•
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WINN, SB
250w,IM
1240kc,5MABC,15M
Taylor-Borroff
30M 1 Hr
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
5kw-D,
DWKIO,12.50
15.00Ikw-N,
22.50lOSOkc,
45.00 Blair
75.00 120.00
N 25.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 150.00 240.00
WKYW/,
Ikw,
900kc,
Burn-Smith,
Hooper 57.50
D
5.00 8.00 23.00 34.50
N
5.00 8.00 23.00 34.50 57.50
WLOU, Ikw, 1350kc, Cook
D 5.00 8.00 12.90 25.80 38.70 64.50
MADISONVILLE, Hopkins, 3,800 fam., 88.8%
radio, 3,370 radio fam.
250w, 5.00
730kc, 8.00
Sears 12.00
& Ayer 22.00 40.00
DWCIF, 5.00
N
5.00 5.00 8.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
kw 20.00
DW/CIF-FM,
2.50 Ch.2.50285 (104.9
4.00 mc)
6.00420 11.00
N
2.50 2.50 4.00 6.00 11.00 20.00
MAYFIELD, Graves, 3,300 fam., 89.4% radio,
2,950 radio fam.
2D
AM non-ofTiliate
4.50 average
9.00 20.00one time
35.00rates
60.00

KENTUCKY
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 84)
WAVE, 5kw, 970kc, NBC, Free & Peters
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
3 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
30.00 37.50 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WRXW-FM,
Ch. 236 (95.1mc) 16.7kw, Free &
Peters
9 7.50 10.00 12.00 16.00 26.00 38.00
M 10.00 15.00 18.00 22.00 35.00 50.00
WAVE-TV,
Chan 5, 24.1kw vis, 12.1kw aur.
Free & Peters
J 30.00 30.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
"J 40.00 40.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WGRC, 250 w, 1400kc, MBS, Walker, Hooper
J 6.55 6.55 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
>4 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WBOX-FM, Ch. 264, {100.7mc), 30kw
Sonus
WHAS,
50kw,37.50
840kc,62.50
CBS, 100.00
Petry, 150.00
Hooper,250.00
BMB
J 37.50
^ 75.00 75.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
MHAS-FM,
Ch. 259, 99.7mc, 24kw
}onus

WNGO,
Ikw,4.001320kc,8.00Friedenberg
D
20.00 35.00 60.00
WKTM, Ikw, 1050kc, Sears & Ayer
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
MAYSVILLE, Mason, 3,500 fam., 90.77c radio,
3,170 radio fam.
WFTM, 250w, 1240kc, Grant
D
2.95 3.60 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
MIDDLESBORO, Bell, 3,200 fam., 84.5% radio, 2,700 radio fam.

*4ote; AH rates one-time. Sources: Total
•amilies, copyright 1949 "Soles Monogej nent".
Further reproduction unlicensed.
j'
.-or complete explanation see foreword.
* * *

KENTUCKY
1949 Total
Families
4,100
3,600
2,400
2,400
7,000
2,700
9,100
3,400
5,000
12,100
4,900
2,600
3,800
4 J 00
2,600
2,900
4,000
5,000
22,500
1,700
2,400
4,700
3,600
11,600
5^400
sisoo
2'300
2,100
2^900
2^200
15^500
3'400
'600
1 9,500
26'500
3,400

County
\dair . . .
Mien ...
Anderson
iollord
Jorren
Jolh . . .
Jell
ioone
bourbon . . .
ioyd
Joyle
bracken
Jreothitt . . .
Breckinridge
Sullett ....
Sutler
laldwell ..
Zallowoy . .
'ampbell . .
Carlisle
Carroll ....
Carter
jlasey
"hristian
:iark
ay
"l"l
Irinittotennden
Cumb
)aviesers land
dmonson
Uiott
still
■oyette
leming ....
.,.
loyd
-ranklin
ulton . .. .. ..
Gallatin . . .
^arrad . . . .
5rant . . .
graves
jrayson
5reen
jreenup
iancock . .
lardin . . ,
larlin . . .
larrison
(art
^enderson
lenry . . .. ..
lickman
-fopkins
ackson
efFerson
es'amine
ohnson .
enton
nott ...
nox ...
arue . . . ,
ourel . . . .
awrence
ee
estie . . . .
etcher
ewls . . . .
incoln . .
ivingston
ogan
yon . . . .
AcCracken
AcCreary
McLean
,\ad'son
i\agoffin . .
rtarion
Marshall . .
Aartin
Aoson
Aeaf^e
\enifee . .. ..
>age 86

6,800
4,200
1,100
2,800
2,700
9,200
4,200
2,800
4,900
1,500
9,000
13,500
3,900
4,000
9,400
3,600
2,000
10,800
2,700
142,800
3,200
4,700
30,600
3,300
5,100
4,800
2,600
3,000
1,800
1,800
7,200
34 400
100
2 200
5,700
2 200
16,200
3,500
2.600
7,900
2,500
3,800
3,800
5.400
1,610
2 200
1,000
•

August 15, 1949

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
82.1
83.4
91.2
88.1
86.5
87.0
85.0
92.8
90.9
93.5
91.2
91.2
75.2
85.2
87.8
80.7
85.5
86.7
97.6
88.5
89.8
85.0
80.4
83.8
89.3
79.1
81.5
88.9
81.6
91.0
82.6
81.0
82.6
92.4
88.4
86 6
92.4
88.0
87.8
88.5
89.1
87.3
81.9
84.5
89.1
85.8
87.5
89.7
90.5
88.6
84.2
90.7
87.8
87.3
79.1
94.9
88.2
85.1
97.6
79.4
83.1
85.9
82.8
82.8
82.1
75.5
86.4
84.4
86.3
86.2
87.6
85.2
87.7
84.4
89.3
86.2
77.9
86.3
87.8
79.0
90.3
88.1
79.1

WMIK, SB250w, IM1490 kc,5M MBS 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 24.00 36.00 48.00 60.00
MURRAY
DWNBS,3.60250w,3.601340kc,
10.00Burn-Smith
18.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 4.00 12.00 28.00 36.00 60.00
NEWPORT, Campbell, 10,300 fam., 97.1%
radio, 10,000 radio fam.
WNOP, Ikw-D, 740kc, Forjoe
D
6.75 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
OWENSBORO, Daviess, 9,500 fom., 92.7%
radio, 8,810 radio fam.
Burn-Smith
DWOMI,4.00250w,4.001490kc,
8.00 MBS,
20.00
35.00 60.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
Bonus
W/OMI-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 60kw
1420 kc,8.00Rombeau
DWVJS,4.50Ikw, 6.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WVJS-FM,
Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 45kw, Rambeau
Bonus
PADUCAH, McCracken, 12,200 fam., 87.0%
radio, 10,610 radio fom.
2D AM 6.50
affiliates,
rotes 62.50
6.50 overage
11.50 one-time
23.00 37.00
DWKYB,6.50Ikw-D,6.50SOOkc,
13.00 MBS,26.00Ra-Tel39.00 65.00

MARKET
Radio
Families
3,370
3,000
2,190
2,120
2,350
6,060
7,740
3,160
11,310
4,550
4,470
2,860
2,370
3,490
2,280
2,340
3,420
21,960
4,340
1,500
2,160
4,000
2,890
9,720
4,820
3,010
1,710
2,580
1,800
14^110
1,900
6',280
1 ,220
2,810
24,490
8 310
3,010
3,700
970
2,480
2,410
8,030
3,440
2,370
4,370
1,290
7,880
12,110
3,530
3,370
8,330
3,270
1,750
2,140
9,480
135,520
2,820
29,870
4,000
2,620
2,230
3,970
4 240 1,480
2,480
1,360
6,220
2,870
3,540
1,900
4,860
1,930
14,210
2,950
2,320
6,810
1,950
3,280
3,340
1,260
4,880
1,940
790

DATA

BY

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
4,098
5,573
4,305
2,907
13,744
2,858
20,327
3,637
10,513
41,038
13,222
4,065
2,858
4,621
2,671
2,207
6,860
65,356
8,878
2,367
6,353
6,542
17,661
2,81 1
13,133
3,335
2,127
4^430
46^365
2^605
2,048
l!286
125,154
5,622
19',549
15960
5^273
11,958
1,891
4,875
17,532
5,352
5,065
2,811
6099
2,283
16,977
11,562
38,375
19,021
5,065
20,773
5,479
3,097
2,398
491,434
10,386
6,893
91,991
2.084
6.200
6,686
3,534
3,335
2367
1,715
12.244
2,701
6,146
1,922
9,846
2,509
53,497
5,114
17,008
6,987
1,270
14.309
5,019
2,764
1,9'!4
3,3-'' "i
1,032

WKYC(FM), Chan 227, 93.3mc, 32kw
(No rates available)
WPAD, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N 6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WPAD-FM, Chan 245, 96.9, IBkw, Sears &
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00
PIKEVILLE, Pike (no city figures)
WLSI, Ikw-D, 900ke
D 7.00 8.50 16.50 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPKE, 250w, 1245kc, MBS
(No rates available)
SOMERSET, Pulaski, 2,000 fom., 90.1%, radio,
1,800 radio fom.
WSFC, 250 w, 1240kc, MBS, Conlan
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
VANCLEVE, Breathitt, no figures on city
WMTC, Ikw-D, 730kc
D
3.75 6.70 13.35 23.35 40.00
VERSAILLES, V/oodford, 800 fam., 92.6% radio, 740 radio fam.
WVIK, Ikw, 590kc, MBS, Burn-Smith
D 5.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
8.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

COUNTIES
1st
Qtr.1,049(1)
1947
Employment
1,237(2)
335 (3)
171
1,011

294(1)
Taxable
PayiTrl/ 1ST
(.9UUD;
rolls—
\i|tr.
573(2)
297

1,510(4)
2,213
6,821
11,232
1,638
570
388
(6)
625
338 (5)
2,744
558
.... (4)
2,150(7)
1,816
1,358
10,693
170
777 (8)
1,701
886
975
2,125
4,853
.... vw;
(81
.... (61
11,816
1,026(9)
788(10)
444 (11)
22,838
....
(4)
....(7)
8,468
832(12)
6,444
....(1)
361
473
4,658
109
2,186(13)
608
944
16,307
847
....17)
365
4,903
6 652
249
149,740
477
2,050
12,007
448
698
948
458(14)
1,424
329
239
2,551
230 (15)
605
9,262
448
724
379
8,957
238
2,037
....
(3)
....(13)
1,477
3,970
20'!
727
BROADCASTING

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
(SOOO)

740
126(3)
47
625(4)
3,588
154
639
6,489
194
1,096
107
313(5)
106(6)
570
401
....
(4)
678(7)
6,091
791
797
291
1,823
23141 (8)
355 (8)
5,452
386(9)
....<6)
239(10)
9,926
141 (11)
5,112
116 (7)
3,076
....
....
(4)
144
1,900
268(12)
....(1)
242
804(13)
435
9,748
251
31
no
.... (7)
2,217
153
77
83,467
3,671
414
6,366
593
104
1,031
158
302
170
114(14)
. 104
140
6,459
785(15)
116
3,860
263
95
6169
489
740
333

35,763

20,795

42,092
12,855
39,036

11,107

419,855
24,248

11,736

....
(3)
..,.fl3)
113
1,782
• Telecasting

County
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenberg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
^
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford
Sources:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

1949 Total
Fomiliet
3,800
2,600
3,400
3,300
2,800
7,900
4,600
2,100
5,200
3,200
2,400
1,500
2,700
8,400
13,500
1,300
8,000
800
3,600
2,400
3,000
4,000
5,100
3,000
1,400
3,600
3,700
2,600
1,300
5,000
10,300
3,100
3,500
5,000
6,700
1,600
3,100

Per Cent
Radio
89.3
82.7
83.9
86.3
79.4
86.0
87.7
91.4
94.0
88.9
90.5
78.1
90.4
86.4
84.7
80.1
90.0
84.2
79.8
85.4
89.2
90.4
90.2
89.0
84.9
87.1
83.9
83.1
89.3
89.7
85.5
88.7
81.1
85.3
83.1
78.2
91.9

Radio
Families
1 ion2*900
0 1 <;n
if \ 0\3
4b/0
JU
64 030
790
1 oon
4 890
2 130
1 , f /u
1 71 '430
260
6 720
740
2 870
050
2^160
22 680
4*490
34 620
600
2 550
1 250
3 140
3 100
1 160

n'oi7*6A86
Retail Sales
1948 ($000) 'fion
7 734
3 027
2 510
1 O,^
5 3561 o
1 AHA
6 305
43287
130
24*422
24A1,1110
233
«o
o
y
111 1P1
1 0u 1
1 970
7fl1
39A 332
'WX
1 1 n9i
RA9
9*\ mo
A Aft'^
yoo
1 9nR
4,/
10
27',175
8 01A
258

sisio
2,750
1J75 ,
5,447
4,106
2,840
8,559
15,262
5,570
1,250
2,850
6,337
Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede a 1 Security Administration.
reproduction
unlicensed,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management." Further
Includes Adair, Green & Metcalfe.
(6) Includes Butler & Edmonson.
Includes Anderson & Washington.
(7) Includes Carlisle, Fulton & Hickman.
(8) Includes Clinton, Cumberland & Russell.
Includes Bath & Menifee.
Includes Boone, Carroll & Gallatin.
(9) Includes, Elliott, Morgan & Rowan.
Includes Bullitt & Spencer.
(10) Includes Estill & Powell.

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value

(1)Qtr.
Taxable
Payroll»—
1947 4IU1st
($000)

Employment
1st
Qtr.
. . . 1947
. (IJ
1 1O0
.... lyj

Aytx
. . . 6*. 58
(yj
(17
(J/ 5
4T9
2 195
yzX93
....(14;
. 190
.1 73
zy. . (I2J
. . . I lUJ
5. 497
yyo
....
OOA ito;1 1 J
....
AO
^o^
....
w;
260
. OUv
. . . \ 1 □;
1307fift
480
71
oy10
126 (2)
....
2,550/ 1
oy
....(14)
703
367

l,«S30
4 ^ou
133
1 864
yo4
' 9 AtS.'k
649
262 U^J
....
Oa4 1 14;
10 . 663
. . ,\\\})
. cxcw
U 1;
9 256
010
, . . . (yj
•. •. •. •. p;
. 804
..,V
896
ooy
901
mn
1 060
(2)
520
6^609
....(14)
802
1,924

359
Mfg. Value 647
Added, Dept. of Commerce.
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Includes
Includes
Includes
Includes
Includes

Families, Retail

Fleming & Robertson.
Grant & Pendleton.
Hardin & Meade.
Lee, Owsley & Wolfe.
Logan & Simpson.

LOUISIANA
SPOT RATE FINDER
ABBEVILLE, Vermilion, 2,500 fam., 80.0% ra- WJBO, SB5kw, IM1150kc,5M NBC,15MHollingbery
30M 1 Hr
dio, 2,000 radio fam.
D bery7.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N 10.50 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
KROF,
Ikw-D,
960kc
D
6.15 5.55 4.95 22.00 35.25 65.50 WBRL(FM) Ch. 251, 98.1mc, 7.56kw, HollingBonus
ALEXANDRIA, Rapides, 13,300 fam., 82.6%
radio, 10,990 radio fam.
WLCS,
Hooper250w, 1400kc, ABC, Ra-Tel, Conlan,
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
3 AM affiliates average one time rate
D 4.36 5.50 8.96 16.26 23.33 38.34 N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
8.00 10.16 16.33 30.00 45.33 75.00 WLCS-FM,
Bonus Ch. 266, 101. Imc, 3kw
BOGULUSA,
Washington, 4,900 fam., 83.6%
KALB,
5kw-D,
Ikw-N,
580kc,
ABC,
Weed,
Conlan
radio, 4,100 radio fam.
D
6.25 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00 WIKL,
250w,
1490kc, MBS
N 12.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
4.00
6.00
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KALB-FM,
Ch.
245,
96.9mc,
llkw.
Weed
Bonus
CROWLEY, Acadia, 3,500 fam., 79.0%, 2,770
radio
fam.
250w, 5.00
1400kc, 8.00
NBC, 16.00
Ra-Tel, 22.00
Conlan 35.00 KSIG, 250w, 1450kc, McGillvra, BMB
DKSYL, 4.00
4.65 4.20 6.00 12.50 20.00 32.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 26.00 40.00 65.00 D
6.95 6.20 9.00 18.75 30.00 48.00
KVOB, Ikw, 970kc, MBS, Continental, Conlan, NHAMMOND,
Tangipahoa, 2,800 fam., 80.1%
Hooper
radio,
2,240 radio fam.
KVOB-FM,
Chan.
259,
99.7mc,
Ikw
WIHL,
250w,
730kc
Bonus
4.50 9.00 15.00 27.00 45.00
D 3.15 4.00 6.40 12.80 19.20 32.00 DHOUMA,4.00 Terrebonne,
3,100 fam., 84.5%
N
5.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
radio, 2,620 radio fam.
KCIL,
250w,
1490kc,
MBS
BASTROP, Morehouse, 3,100 fam., 80.4% ra- D
6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25 35.00 63.25
dio, 2,490 radio fam.
N
6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25 35.00 63.25
KTRY,
250w-D,
730kc,
Friedenberg
LAFAYETTE,
Lafayette, 7,600 fam., 82.1%
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 6,240 radio fam.
BATON ROUGE, E. Baton Rouge, 34,100 fam., DKVOL,5.60250w, 5.051340kc 9.50 16.00 30.00
89.8% radio, 30,620 radio fam.
N
8.40 7.50 14.50 18.00 36.00
KVOL-FM,
Ch. 241, 96.1mc, 15kw
3 AM affiliates average one time rate
Bonus
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 LAKE CHARLES, Calcasieu, 9,900 fam., 86.0%,
N
9.25 9.66 18.66 37.37 56.00 93.33
radio, 8,510 radio fam.
WAFB, Ikw-D, 1460kc, MBS, Walker
3
AM
affiliates6.50average
time 24.08
rate 40.00
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D
4.33
9.88 one14.93
N
7.33
11.33
19.00
28.25
41.58
78.33
WAFB-FM,
Ch.
282,
104.3mc,
3kw,
Walker
Bonus
KLOU, 6.00Ikw, 1580kc,
CBS, Walker,
BMB 50.00
WCLA, 250w-D, 1220kc
8.00 12.00
18.00 30.00
D 6.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 DN
9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
Note: AN rates one-time. Sources: Total KPLC, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1470kc, NBC, Weed,
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageD °"4°50
9.00 25.50
12.75 34.00
17.00 55.00
27.50 45.00
ment". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed. N
9.00 18.00
90.00
For complete
see foreword.
DKWSL, 2.50250w,2.501400kc,4.90MBS 9.80 14.75 25.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.50 14.75 24.75 45.00
MONROE,
Ouachita, 13,100 fam., 84.1%
radio, 11,020 radio fam.
rote 58.00
D2 AM 4.35affiliates
4.35 average
10.13 one
23.50 time35.00
N
8.13 8.13 15.00 35.00 52.50 87.50
1440kc,12.00ABC, 24.00
Taylor-BorrofF
DKMLB, 6.00Ikw, 6.00
36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

See page 3 for key to map

KMFM,
Bonus Ch. 201, 104. Imc, Ikw, Taylor-Borroff
KNOE, SB
5kw, IM
1390kc,5MNBC,15M
Ra-Tel30M 1 Hr
D 4.75 4.75 8.25 23.00 34.00 56.00
N
6.25 6.25 11.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
NATCHITOCHES, Natchitoches, 2,900 fam.,
78.3% radio, 2,270 radio fam.
DKWCJ,3.00250w,4.501450kc,7.50MBS12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
NEW IBERIA, Iberia, 5,100 fam., 81.6% radio,
4,160 250w,
radio 1240kc,
fam. MBS
KANE,
D
5.60 5.05 9.50 20.00 32.00 60.00
N
8.40 7.50 14.50 30.00 48.00 80.00
NEW ORLEANS, Orleans, 167,500 fam., 88.3%
radio, 147,900 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates average one time rate
D 17.00 17.00 26.75 47.75 79.87 130.00
N 31.25 31.25 50.75 78.25 106.25 245.00
4D AM 6.56
non-affiliates
average
time 58.33
rate
7.31 11.65
22.80one38.00
N 10.00 10.50 18.63 34.75 58.75
WDSU,
BMB 5kw, 1280kc, ABC, Blair, Hooper,
D 14.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72,00 108.00 180.00

Bonus
WDSU-FM,
Ch. 287, 105.3mc, 17.5kw, Blair
WDSU-TV,
Ch.
31kw-v,30M
Blair 1 Hr
SB IM6, 15kw-a;
5M 15M
N 25.00 25.00 30,00 40,00 60,00 100.00
WJBW,8.75
250w,7.00
1230kc,
D
12,00Rambeau
22,00 40,00 60.00
N 12.50 10.00 20.00 35,00 60,00 90,00
WJMR,
D 7,00250w-D,990kc
7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 55.00
(Continued on page 88)
for the facts on WDSU
ASK
JOHN
YOUR
BLAIR
JOHN
fc COMPANY
BLAIR
MAN!
August 15, 1949
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LOUISIANA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 87)
WRCM, Ch. 246, 97.1mc, Forjoe
Bonus daytime only
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
N 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 55.00
DWNOE,
10.00250w,
10.001450kc,
21.00 MBS,
35.00Ra-Tel
59.50 105.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 85.00 150.00
WSMB, 5kw, 1350kc, NBC, Retry
D 14.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
WSMB-FM,
Bonus Ch. 274, 102.7mc, 56kw, Retry
WTPS,
D 4.50Ikw-D,6.25940kc,
10.80Walker,
21.60 Hooper
36.00 60.00
WTRS-FM,
Ch.
239,
95.7mc,
55kw,
Walker
Bonus
WWEZ,
Ikw-D,
690kc,
Hollingbery
D 6.00 9.00 13.80 27.60 46.00
N 7.50 11.00 17.25 34.50 57.50
870kc,50.00
CBS, 84.00
Kotz, 146.00
Hooper 225.00
DWWt,30.0050kw,30.00
N 60.00 60.00 101.00 169.00 292.00 450.00
WWIH,
Bonus Ch. 262, 100.3mc
■ Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
I 1 Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Manage1L /\ ment".
Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
'
* ♦ *

OPELOUSAS, St. Landry, 3,900 fam., 83.5%
radio, 3,260 radio fam.
KSIO, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Sears-Ayer
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.65 4.20 7.95 16.50 26.50 53.00
N
6.95 6.20 11.90 25.00 40.00 80.00
RUSTON, Lincoln, 3,100 fam., 82.3% radio,
2,550 radio fam.
KRUS,
250w, 4.50
1490ke,7.50MBS,18.00
Conlan30.00 50.00
D
3.00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50 18.00 30.00 50.00
SHREVEPORT, Caddo, 37,900 fam., 87.7%
radio, 33,280 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates average one time rate
D 8.93 10.93 18.12 31.87 48.75 81.25
N 17.87 21.87 36.25 63.75 97.50 162.50

MARKET

CLASSIFICATIONS

KENT, Ikw-D, 500W-N, 1550kc, MBS, Walker
D 7.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 14.00 16.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KRMD,7.50
250w,8.75
1340kc,
Taylor-Borroff
D
12.50ABC,20.00
30.00 50.00
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KTBS, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 710kc, NBC, Retry,
D Hooper,
7.50 Conlan
9.00 17.50 27.50 45.00 75.00
N 15.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00 150.00
KWKH, 50w, 1130kc, CBS, Branham, Hooper,
D BMB,
13.75Conlan
18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 27.50 36.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
KWKH-FM, Ch. 233, 94.5mc, 13.5kw, Branham
Bonus
* * *
LOUISIANA

RADIO

INDICATORS

FOR

LOUISIANA

FIGURES

YR.

FIGURES

Population
2,576,000
Increase over 1940
9%
% of U.S
1.76%
BMB Families
700,400
Percent Radio
84.1%
Radio Families
588,750
Business Concerns
28,131
Manufacturing Establishments 2,387
Non-Agricultural Employment 407,889
Manufacturing Employment . .
111,000
Income
$2,270,000,000
Increase over 1940
168%

'48
1.80%
'49
651,000
'49
73.4%
'49
478,000
'47
26,726
'47
1,779
'47
378,000
'47
70,000
'47 847,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

PerIncrease
Capita Income
over 1940

$

'47

357

'40

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

$ 165,800,000
$ 60,900,000
$ 40,900,000
$1,719,557,000
$ 692,000,000

'47 44,800,000
'47 24,300,000
'47 9,900,000
'48 1,495,839,000
'47 199,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

MARKET

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)
C County
Families Radio
Families
i Acadia
10,900
77.9
8,490
22,365
t Allen
4,700
81.4
3,830
I Ascension
5,300
80.8
4,280
5,909
8,901
3 Assumption
4,600
80.2
3,690
13,120
! Aroyelles
9,400
80.1
7,530
7,315
J Beauregard
4,200
79.1
3,320
J Bienville
5,300
82.7
4,380
6,343
3 Bossir
9,500
84.2
8,000
8,034
13,299
186,176
J Caddo
49,200
87.2
42,900
3 Calcasieu
22,400
86.1
19,290
68,332
3 Caldwell
2,900
84.6
2,450
3 Cameron
1,500
84.5
1,270
4,100
1,525
3 Catahoula
3,500
78.7
2,750
5 Claiborne
6,800
80.8
5,490
11,041
3,471
J Concordia
4,500
75.2
3,380
3
5,519
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede-ol Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

Hdjor Mropolildn

1,297
362
248
620
342
743
17,590
1.049
467
38
9,014
693
• 224
127
Dept. of Commerce.

3,382
1,159
1,006
1,661
751
2,229
33,870
1,015
2,027
15,590
161
735
1,032
385
1,677
Mfg. Value Added,

BATON

am/ig the ktions

2,364,000 '40

Taxable.
PayTolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)
400

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

DOMINATES

Baton Rouge is m

892
150%

'48

YR.

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

30,981
53,195

Families, Retail

ROUGE

Top 2llt

Hsrkels

Population
Retail Sales
Drug Store Sales
Food Store Sales

AFFILIATE
1150
ON
YOUR DIAL WBRL
WJBO
7,600 Watts (FM)
5,000 Watts (AM)
444 Florida Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Representatives: George P. Hollingbery Company
Affiliated with State-Times and Morning Advocate
WJBO RANKS 2nd AT NIGHT - 5tH DURING MORNING - ^i^TH DURING AFTERNOON AMONG
\
, Page 8«
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65 NBC HOOPERATED STATIONS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

County
De Soto
East Baton Rouge
East Carroll
East Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
T
Jackson
JefFerson
Jefferson Davis
Lafayette
Lafourche
La Salle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Pointe Coupee
Rapides
Red River
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St. John the Baptist
St. Landry
St. Martin
St. Mary
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Vermillion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
West Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn

Families
1949 Total
7,700
35,100
5,300
4,900
8,400
8,100
4,400
10,500
8,000
4,200
18,300
6,600
12,200
9,100
3,400
5,800
4,200
5,100
7,700
10,200
167,500
21,200
3,000
3,800
26,400
3,800
7,300
5,500
2,100
3,300
2,100
4,000
3,600
17,000
5,600
9,100
6,800
12,200
4,500
10,100
5,000
10,400
7,300
10,200
9,900
3,400
4,400
3,000
4,000

Per Cent
Radio
79.4
89.8
74.1
76.8
75.6
79.0
81.9
81.6
80.4
91.0
85.4
81.2
79.8
81.4
84.9
82.2
82.5
74.7
78.6
79.1
88.3
85.8
86.1
79.1
82.7
80.1
81.3
81.3
89.2
85.9
78.1
81.5
83.6
77.8
77.7
82.0
84.2
81.3
77.8
82.5
84.3
79.0
81.1
82.5
84.2
82.9
83.6
80.3
77.1

Retail
Sales
1948 ($000)

Radio
Families

10,935
141,258
3,297
6,434
7,989
9,619
22,336
5,072
11,219

6,110
31,520
3,930
3,760
6,350
6,400
3,600
8,570
6,430
16,650
3,590
5,360
9,740
7,410
2,890
4,770
3,470
3,810
6,050
147,900
8,070
18,190
2,580
21,830
3,010
3,040
5,930
4,470
1,870
2,830
1,640
3,260
3,010
13,230
4,350
7,460
5,730
9,920
3,500
8,330
8,220
4,220
5,920
8,420
8,340
2,820
3,680
2,310
3,210

9,096
30,728
29,080
16,033
22,635
11,141
6,253
4,818
11,384
8,228
13,539
584,742
74,324
2,872
61,670
8,228
9,200
4,159
7,839
2,125
4,727
1,002
5,102
31,406
15,243
5,221
1,854
11,219
23,652
4,413
24,250
14,751
5,909
6,880
18,595
16,980
4,400
7,542
2,095
6,433

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
(2) — New Orleans is coextensive with Orleans Parish.
MAINE
SPOT RATE
AUGUSTA, Kennebec, 6,100 fam., 98.0%
radio, 5,980 radio fam.
2 AM SB
affiliates,
1-time 30M
rates 1 Hr
IM average
5M 15M
D 3.50 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 5.50 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WFAU, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, For joe
D 3.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WRDO, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Weed
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BANGOR, Penobscot, 9,600 fam., 99.9%
radio, 9,590 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 6.66 8.00 12.33 21.33 37.00 61.66
N 11.33 13.00 11.66 43.33 65.00 108.33
WABI,
Carter 5kw, 910kc, CBS, Young, KettellD 9.00 12.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N 12.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

4,468
1,760
10,160
2,624
1,913
6,009
4,042
1,589
1,746
798
1,754
1,817
164,208
3,951
12,251
365
11,316
1,298
711
1,127
1,569
2,496
99
620
1,602
1,149
659
336
3,922
3,962
976
2,342
983
4,374
5,290
1,752
437
4,971
424
5,610
367

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
817
174
12,486
516
229
294

132,820

289
652
1,839
1,245
748
4,762
593
2,658
683
1,246
279
714
578
87,353
1,994

50,676

163,585(2)
25,646

237
5,651
779
119
395
554
4,683
1,159
21

13,643

523
1,073
254
201
1,440
849
1,413
118
1,553
668
1,376
346
328
173
194
2,546
118
417
2,717

1,118

See page 3 for key to map

FINDER
WGUY, 250w, 1450ke, Raymer
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WGUY-FM,
Chan 226, 93.1 mc, 10,800w,
Raymer
Bonus
WJOR. 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Forjoe
D 2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 6,00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WLBZ,
D 9.005kw, 9.00620kc,14.00NBC,28.00Weed42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
BIDDEFORD, York, 5,800 fam., 98.2% radio,
5,700 radio fam.
WIDE, 250w, 1400kc, Friedenberg
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 50.00
N 7.50 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
LEWISTON, Androscoggin, 11,000 fam., 99.9%
radio, 10,990 radio fam.
2D AM 5.00affiliates,
1-time rates55.00
6.50 average
11.00 22.00
'48 33.00
N 7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00
54.00 90.00
WCOU, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Bannan, Forjoe,
Hooper
D 3.00 6.00 8.00 '416.00
24.00 40.00
'949 36.00 60.00
N 3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00

'49
'47
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MAINE
'47
YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
'47
FIGURES
6.2%
'47 847,000
900,000
Population
6.2%
'47
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
92.2%
'47 224,100
95.3%
251,000
BMB Families
Percent Radio
'47 206,600
Radio Families
239,320
'
Business Concerns
4
17,687
''477 15,048
Manufacturing Establishments
48 211,000
1,636
1,118
204,754
Non- Agricultural Employment
'47
Manufacturing Employment .
90,000
74,000
132%
Income
998,000,000
431,000,000
Increase over 1940
122%
509
Per Capita Income
1,128
Increase over 1940
12,200,000
32,900,000
Construction (Private)
Residential
10,900,000
4,200,000
Non-Residential
2,700,000
9,700,000
717,049,000
Retail Sales
752,743,000
151,000,000
432,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
23,688
2,088
866
619
900
698
1,239

YR.

'40

'46
'46
'46 '39
'39
'3'93
'490
'40
'39
'39 '39
'47
'39

WCOU-FM
Chan 230, 93.9mc, 20kw
Bonus
WIAM,
5kw,
1470kc, ABC, Everett-McKinney,
Conlon
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
PORTLAND, Cumberland, 25,600 fam., 99.8%
radio, 25,550 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 8.75 9.05 14.50 29.00 43.50 73.00
N 17.50 18.10 29.00 58.00 87.00 145.00
(Continued on page 90)
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MAINE

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Rad^o
Retail Sales
County
Families
Radio
Families
1948 ($000)
Androscoggin
20,800
98.6
20,510
77,960
Aroostook
20,500
89.8
18,400
59,367
Cumberland
50,300
98.5
49,550
189,718
Fronklin
5,700
93.3
5,320
13,312
Hancock
9,700
93.0
9,020
25,387
Kennebec
22,400
94.9
21,260
69,772
Knox
8,500
93.7
7,960
23,194
Lincoln
5,900
93.7
5,530
13,361
Oxford
11,500
93.9
10,800
29,460
Penobscot
27,900
96.3
26,890
92,492
Piscotquis
5,700
93.9
5,350
10,538
Sogodohoc
7,700
94.8
7,300
14,726
in Somerset
10,500
94.0
9,870
23,701
Waldo
5,600
91.5
5,120
11,997
Washington
10,100
92.2
9,310
22,142
York
28,200
96.2
27,130
75,618
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
MAINE
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 89)
5kw, 970kc, NBC, Weed, Hooper,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WGAN, 5kw, 560kc, CBS, Raymer
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WGAN-FM,
Chan 270, 101.9mc, 3500w
Bonus
WCSH,
BMB

WMTW, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Petty
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement".explanation
see forward.

AM 250W

FM lOOOW

Cumberland, Maryland

laid
cdwcujA
in the Cumberland
area . . . WTBO, for
21 years, has been the
preference with advertisers and listeners

— the most listened to
station*' in the leading market between
Pittsburgh and Baltimore.
* Survey data on request.
Page 90
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WPOR;
Hooper 250w, 1450, Kettell-Carter, Young,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
PRESQUE
ISLE, Aroostook, 2,700 fam.,
95.3% radio, 2,570 radio fam.
WAGM 250w, 1450kc, Continental, Concan
D
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WATERVILLE, Kennebec, 5,600 fam., 91.2%
radio, 5,100 radio fam.
WTVL,
Carter,250w,
Conlan1490kc, ABC, Meeker, KettellD 3.00 5.00 8.10 14.40 21.60 36.00
N
5.00 7.00 13.50 24.00 36.00 60.00
MARYLAND
SPOT RATE FINDER
ANNAPOLIS, Anne, Arundel, 4,400 fam.,
93.9% radio, 4,130 radio fam.
3 AM non-affiliates average 1-time rates
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.33 10.16 17.00 28.00 46.66
WANN, Ikw, 1190kc, Ashcroft 8. Banninger
D
6.00 13.50 21.00
21.00 36.00
36.00 60.00
60.00
N
6.00 13.50
WASL,
250w,
810kc
D
4.00 9.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
WNAV, 500w, 1430kc
24.00 40.00
D
2.80 4.00 8.00 16.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.00 6.00 9.00 99.1mc,
16.6kc
WNAV-F/W,
Chan. 256,
Bonus
BALTIMORE, Baltimeye, 286,200 fam., 96.9%
radio, 277,330 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 23.25 26.37 36.87 76.25 101.87 184.37
N 49.50 51.25 72.50 145.00 217.50 362.50
3 non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
7.00 8.75 18.87 34.62 50.38 82.50
WBAL, 50kv/, 1090kc, NBC, Petry
D 35.00 35.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 70.00 70.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
WBAL-TV,
vis., NBC,chan.
Petry 11, 17.2kw, aur., 32.6kw,
D 32.50 32.50 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 65.00 65.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
26,969
5,698
21,054
5,344

MARKET INDICATORS FOR MARYLAND
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
Population
'48 1,821,000 '40
Increase over 1940
- 2,148,000
17.9%

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

$ 166,500,000
$ 84,600,000
$ 51,000,000
$1,876,479,000
$1,140,000,000

'48
1.38%
'49
563,000
'49
93.3%
'49
525,000
'47
29,185
'47
2,712
'47
486,000
'47
141,000
'47 1,222,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

'40

713

76,536
64,204
14,329

2,229
10,961
3,031
584
2,200
13,476
5,852
1,736

5,007
1,470
10,819
24,543
3,784
5,432
8,615
2,530
22,885
5,462
Mfg. Value Added,

Added
fMg.
1947 Value
($000)

13,482
3,743
21,797

40,859
8,053

WBMD, Ikw-D, 750kc, McGillvra
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
D
6.00 7.50 19.75 33.25 46.75
WCAO,
Hooper 5kw, 600kc, CBS, Raymer,
D 22.50 27.50 37.50 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 45.00 55.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
WCAO-FM, chan. 274, 102.7mc, 20kw, Raymer
Bonus
lOkw,15.00
LS, 5kv/,
680kc, 60.00
MBS, 100.00
Weed
DWCBM,10.50
20.00 N,40.00
N 21.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
D 25.00
WFBR,
5kw, 28.00
1300kc,40.00
ABC, 80.00
Blair, 120.00
Hooper200.00'
N 42.00 50.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
WFBR, chan. 270, 101.9mc, 20kw, Blair
Bonus
250v/,11.00
1230kc,23.00Heodley-Reed,
Hooper
DWITH, 9.00
40.00 57.50
98.00
N 14.00 16.00 46.00 80.00 115.00 195.00
WITH (FM), chan. 282, 104.3mc, 20kw, Headley-Reed
Bonus
WSID, IkwD, 1570kc, Forjoe
D
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WAAM (TV), Chan. 13, 26.1kw, vis., 13.8kw,
D
46.00 52.50 105.00 157.50 262.50
N
61.25 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
WMAR-TV, chan. 2, 17.1 kw our., 17.1 kw vis.,
CBS, Katz
D 27.50 27.50 32.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
NWMAR-FM,
55.00 55.00 65.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
250, 97.9, 20kw
D 2.00 chan.
5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 2.50
3.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WMCP (FM), chan. 234, 94.7mc, 20kw
D 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 25.00 42.00
N .28.00 28.00 28.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
BETHESDA, Montgomery, 11,500 fam., 98.3%
radio, 250v/,
11,3001120kc,
radio Hooper
fam.
WBCC,
D
6.50 10.00 20.00 44.00 66.00 112.00
N 13.50 20.00 40.00 88.00 132.00 224.00
WBCC-FM,
chan. 103.1, 276mc, 500w
Bonus

% of U.S
1.47%
BMB Families
596,400
Percent Radio
95.7%
Radio Families
570,650
Business Concerns
33,360
Manufacturing Establishments
2,825
Non-Agricultural Employment
535,176
Manufacturing Employment
189,000
Income
$2,934,000,000
Increase over 1940
140%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
%
1,465
1940
105%

Taxable
Payroils
— 1st($000)
Qtr.
1947

51,566
26,481
47,314
15,201
8,792

2,657
1,046
4,168
11,791
2,101
Dept. of Commerce.

75,361
15,788
Families, Retail

See page 3 for key to map.
CAMBRIDGE, Dorchester no figures available)
WCMD, lOOw, 1240kc
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.90 10.75 17.75 31.75 53.00
N
5.00 5.90 10.75 17.75 31.75 53.00
CUMBERLAND, Allegany, 13,300 fam., 96.4%
radio, 12,820 radio fam.
2D AM 5.25affiliates,
1-time 33.00
rate 55.00
5.25 -overage
10.40 20.80
N
7.50 7.50 15.10 30.20 48.00 80.00
DWCUM,5.00lOOw,5.001490kc,
10.00 CBS20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WCUM-FM,
Young, Jr.chan. 275, 102.9mc, Ikw, Adam J.
Bonus
1450kc„
DWTBO,5.50250w, 5.50
10.80NBC21.60 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.20 32.40 54.00 90.00
WTBO-FM, chan. 295 106.9mc, Ikw
Bonus
FREDERICK, Frederick, 6,600 fam., 94.9%
268, fam.
radio, 500w,
5,690 930kc,
radio
WFMD,
BMB 36.00 60.00
10.00
.60
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 CBS,24.00
NWFMD-FM,
10.00
20.00
1.20 40.00 60.00 100.00
2kw
D .60 chan. 2.00 101.5mc,
2.40 3.60 6.00
N 1.00 1.00
4.00 6.00 10.00
HAGERSTOWN,
Washington, 11,900 fam.,
96.4% radio, 11,470 radio fam.
2D AM 5.52affiliates,
1-time 36.90
rotes 61.50
5.65 overage
12.30 24.60
N
7.60 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
DWARK,6.00250w,5.001490kc,
12.00 ABC,
24.00BMB 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
250w, 6.30
1240kc,12.60MBS 25.20 37.80 63.00
DWJEJ, 5.04
N 7.20 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
(Continued on page 92)
for the facts on WFBR
ASK
YOUR
JOHN
JOHN
BLAIR
t. COMPANr
BLAIR
MAN!

'47 61,400,000 '39
'47 39,100,000 '39
'47 13,400,000 '39
'48 1,753,631,000 '47
'47 421,000,000 '39
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WCAO

Km

WCAO-FM

Greater penetration than ever in America's 6th market!
600kc.-5000 watts • BASIC CBS • 102.7mc.-20,000 watts
PE^N.
HARRISBURG

iRICHMOKD
CAPE
CHARLES

AM
FM

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

COVERAGE
COVERAGE
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MARYLAND

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY

Retail ($000)
Sales
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1948
County
Families Radio
Families
79,886
Allegany
27,300
96.0
26,210
48,053
Ann Arundel
23,300
95.0
22,140
Baltimore
325,100
97.1
315,670
1,222,323
Calvert
3,000
85.7
2,570
5,766
Caroline
5,800
92.2
5,350
1 1 ,855
26,983
Carroll
13,200
95.5
12,610
17,894
Cecil
8,400
94.3
7,920
Charles
5,000
86.0
4,300
9,390
Dorchester
8,700
89.1
7,750
15,762
Frederick
17,200
94.1
16,190
48,532
Garrett
5,900
89.9
5,300
12,017
Harford
12,100
94.4
11,420
26,623
Howard
4,900
94.2
4,620
13,201
Kent
4,600
90.4
4,160
12,352
Montgomery
34,500
97.6
33,670
89,671
Prince Georges
34,200
96.1
32,870
67
559
Queen Annes
4,700
89.9
4,230
St. Marys
5,300
82.7
4,380
8,541
6,911
Somerset
6,500
88.1
5,730
19,850
8,990
Talbot
6,000
90.9
5,450
Washington
21,500
95.3
20,490
60 972
36,997
Wicomico
12,20092.3
11,260
Worcester
7,000
90.9
6,360 "
22,351
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
MARYLAND
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 90)
WJEJ-FM,
burg chan. 284, 104.7mc, Ikw, FriedenBonus
HAVRE DE GRACE, Hartford, 2,400 fam.,
94.7% radio, 2,270 radio fam.
WASA, SB
500w-D,
IM 1600kc,
5M Continental
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SALISBURY, Wicomico, 5,300 fam., 92.8%
radio, 4,920 radio fam.
WBOC,
960kc,14.00
MBS, 28.00
B-S Co.,42.00
BMB 70.00
D
6.00Ikw, 7.50
N 7.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WBOC-FM,
chan. 248, 97.5mc, 3kw, BurnSmith
Bonus
SILVER SPRING, Montgomery, 17,200 fam.,
98.3% radio, 16,910 radio fam.
WGAY, Ikw, 1080 kc (see D.C. listing)

NEW

SPOT RATE
BOSTON, Suffolk, 224,000 fam., 98.8% radio,
221,610 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 38.16 38.87 58.62 117.25 175.87 293.13
N 68.00 58.00 87.50 172.50 288.75 481.25
5D AM12.15
non-affiliates,
average
time124.50
rate
14.05 19.80
47.80one74.70
3N AM20.83non-affiliates,
time233.33
rate
21.50 46.66average
93.33 one
140.00
WBMS.
D
5.00lkw-D,1090kc
11.00 16.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

ENGLAND'S
LEADING

in

england's
new
third
largest
market!
Never less than No. 2 station in Worcester in competition with 4 network stations.
■Hooper Unaffiliated Indexes . . . May 1948 thru April 1949
Check With Our Reps For More Facts and Figures

MASSACHUSETTS

WORCESTER

Represented By

Page 92

J. YOUNG
•

JR., INC. AND
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KETTELL-CARTER

Taxable
1947— ($000)
rolls
IstPayQtr.

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
23,133
6,676
39^782
798
4,096
3,424
1,299
6,267
4,986
1,915
7,494
2,859
11,045
4^229
1^552
940
9,055
889
2,421
21,753
3,085
9,691
Mfg. Value 3,661
Added,

14,376

Mfg. Value
1947Added
($000)
87 562
225 799

24^004
3|038
328
1,908
1 674
563
803

17 601
12130
13,352

2,062
559
3^245
1,972
341
l!658
4768
280
5,880
882
1,214
10,452
4,200
Dept. of Commerce.
1,344

46,320
Families, 13,129
Retail

CHICOPEE, Hampden, 12,200 fam., 99.4%
radio, 12,130 fam.
WACE, SB Ikw-D,IM 730kc,
5M Ra-Tel,
15M Conlan
30M 1 Hr
D 7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WACE-FM,
Ch.
262,
lOO.Smc,
3.2kw,
Ra-Tel
Bonus
FALL RIVER, Bristol, 31,800 fam., 98.5%
radio, 31,320 radio fam.
WALE, 250w, 1400kc
D
5.00 6.00 12.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00

MASSACHUSETTS

INDEPENDENT*

ADAM

COUNTIES

FINDER
WBMS-FM, Ch. 281, 104.1mc, 3kw
Bonus — daytime only
Nights — 20% of AM rates
WBZ,Hooper,
50kw,BMB 1030kc, NBC, Free & Peter,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 35.00 35.00 56.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
N 70.00 70.00 112.00
336.00 560.00
FKAMKL224.00
IN |
▲Greenfield
North h
^ A ''^^,rg
ntchburg
Gardner
Adams
'Hi" WtPSHIHE
\^ Lowell^

Ho\vo'''=«*MPoeH
A , ^Springfield
uoWokeA^.ChicoTee
NBC,
WBZ-FM, Ch. 225, 92.9mc, 20kw
Bonus
WBZ-TV, Ch. 4, 7.13kw-a; 14.3kw-v,
D ^TaO^O "o.OO 85.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
N 50.00 50.00 85.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
5kw,37.50
1150kc,60.00
ABC,120.00
Katz, 180.00
Hooper,300.00
BMB
DWCOP,37.50
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
WCOP-FM, Ch. 264, 100.7mc, 20kw, ABC,
Katz, Bonus
WEEI,
5kw, 50.00
590kc,52.50
CBS, 105.00
Radio 157.50
Sales, 262.50
Pulse
D 42.00
N 84.00 70.00 70.00 210.00 315.00 525.00
WEEI-FM, Ch. 277, 103.3mc, 20mc, 20kw,
Radio Sales, Bonus
WHDH, 50kw, 850kc. Blair, Hooper, Pulse
D 27.50 27.50 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 37.50 37.50 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WHDH-FM,
Ch. 233, 94.5mc, lOkw, Blair
Bonus
WNAC, 5kw. 1260kc, MBS, Petry
D
33.00 66.00 132.00 198.00 330.00
N
44.00 88 00 176.00 264.00 440.00
WNAC-TV, Ch. 7. 32.7kw-a; 32.7kw-v, ABC,
CBS, DuMont, Petry
D
33.75 45,00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N
45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WMEX. 5kw, ISlOkc, Rambeau
D
9.00 10.00 25.00 .50.00 75.00 125,00
N 10,00 12,00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WORL,
D
9.00Ikw-D,
11.00 950kc,
16.00 Forjoe
35.00 60.00 100,00
DWVOM,
10,755kw,10.751600kc,
2200 McGillvra
39,50 58,50 97.50
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
BROCKTON, Plymouth, 20,700 fam., 97.6%
radio, 20,200 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average one time rate
D
6.75 13.50 27.00 40.50 67.50
WBET,
250w, 7.50
990kc,15.00
Bannan30.00 45.00 75.00
D
N
7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WBET-FM,
Ch. 249, 97.9mc, Bannan
Bonus — Daytime
Night rates on request
DWBKA.6 00250w,6.001450kc,
12.00Kettell-Carter
24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
BROOKLINE, Norfolk, 15,700 fam., 99.9%
radio, 15,680 radio fam.
WVOM (See Boston)
CAMBRIDGE, Middlesex, 33,200 fam., 99.9%
radio, 33,170 radio fam,
WTAO. 250w, 740 kc. Cook
D
8,00 8,00 20,00 35.00 60.00 100.00
N
8.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
WXHR, Ch. 245, 96.9mc, 20kw Bonus

Seekeypage
3 for
to map.

Boston
am^7V„^ |
Frammgh
_\
NORFOLK'
Framingham
^^Quincy
l. A
. ^ ^«o«.o
^•l»l»TOL
WCFR,
228,
Mon-93.5% radio, 250w
BonusiBL-Ch.Broc
1480, MBS,
DWSAR, 8.005kw, 8.00
24.00 Kettell-Carter
48.00 72.00 120.00
N 12.00 12.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
FITCHBURG, Worcester, 12,700 fam., 98.9%
radio, 12,550
radio
ord fam.
df1340kc,
Npvg Be6.25
WEIM,
D
6.25250w,
10.00Kettell-Carter
20.00 30.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WEIM-FM,
Ch.
284,
104.7mc,
250w, KettellCarter, Bonus
FRAMINGHAM, Middlesex, 7,300 fam., 99.7%
radio, 7,280 radio fam.
WKOX,
D Ikw,6.001190kc12.00 24.00 36,00 60.00
N
9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
GARDNER, Worcester, 6,200 fam., 96.0%
radio, 5,950 radio fam.Rambeau, BMB
DWHOB,4.00250w,6.001490kc„
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
GREENFIELD, Franklin, 5,300 fam., 97.6%
radio fam.
WHAI,
BMB 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Walker, Bannan,
D berg5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHAI-FM, Ch. 252, 98.3mc, Walker, Bannan
Bonus
HAVERHILL, Essex, 14,200, 98.1% radio,
13,930 radio fam.
WHAV, 250w, 1490kw, Kettell-Carter, FriedenD
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
HOLYOKE, Hampden, 16,100 fam., 99.2%
radio, 15,970 radio fam.
(Continued on page 9^.)
for the facts on WHDH
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BLArR
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MASSACHUSETTS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 92)
WHYN, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Walker
I
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
■■t DN
6.00
8.00 32.00
16.00 48.00
24.00 40.00
8.00 6.00
8.00 16.00
80.00
'' WHYN-FM,
Ch. 226, 93.1mc, 3.1kw, Walker
Bonus
I
'
I
:
I'
j
1.
••I
:
'
I
j,•

LAWRENCE, Essex, 24,800 fom., 98.4% radio,
24,400 radio fam.
WCCM,
Ikw-D,9.00800kc,
D 9.00
18.00Wood36.00 54.00 90.00
WLAW, 50kw, 680kc, ABC, Raymer, Conlan
D
25.00 80.00
40.00 160.00
80.00 240.00
120.00 200.00
N 25.00
5.00 50.00
400.00
WLAW-FM,
Ch. 229, 93.7mc, 20kw, Raymer
Bonus

lOWELl,
Middlesex,
28,700 fam., 99.9%
radio, 28,670
radio fam.
WLLH. 250w, UOOkc, MBS, Retry
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 16.00 16.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WILH-FM,
Ch. 258, 99.5mc, Retry
Bonus
' LYNN,
33,000 fam., 98.0% radio,
32,630 Essex,
radio fam.

WLYN, SB
500w-D,
Noonan 1 Hr
IM 1360kc,
5M Bonnan,
15M 30M
D 5.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WLYN-FM, Ch. 288, 105.5mc, 0.6kw, Bannan
(See transit FM listing) *
NEW BEDFORD, Bristol, 33,300 fam., 98.2%
radio, 32,700 radio fam.
WNBH,
Conlan 250w, 1340k<:, ABC, Walker, BMB,
D
7.50 7.50 14.40 28.00 43.20 72.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WFMR,
Bonus Ch. 251, 98.1mc, 20kw, Walker
WBSM. Ch. 247, 97.3mc, 20kw
D
2.38 3.15 6.30 12.60 18.90 31.50
N
3.98 5.25 11.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
NORTH ADAMS, Berkshire, 6,400 fam., 98.4%
radio, 6,300 radio fam.
DWMNB,3.00 lOOw,4.001230kc,
8.00 Kettell-Carter
16.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PITTSFIEID, Berkshire, 15,100 fam., 98.8%
radio, 14.930 fam.
2D AM 5.40affiliates,
rate 54.00
5.40 overge
10.80 one
21.60 time32.40
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

1949 Total
Families
13,000
36,900
109,400
1,600
150,500
15,700
100,600
21,600
286,600
900
100,300
57,000
251,800
148,800

Sources:

Per Cent
Radio
96.2
98.0
98.4
95.6
98.6
97.4
99.3
99.8
98.1
99.1
99.7
98.2
98.8
98.4

Radio Families, Per Cent Rc dio, BMB. Em ployment.
Sales,
Further
copyright 1949 "Sales
Management."

148,330
1,530
15,290
99,900
21,190
286,030
890
100,000
55,970
248,780
146,420

Federa
Taxable Payroll 5,icensed.
reproduction un
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DATA

YR.

FIGURES

4,718,000 '48
9.3%

YR.

4,317,000 '40

'48
3.28%
'49 1,183,400
'49
97.9%
'49 1,158,900
'47
79,204
'47
8,445
'47 1,347,000
'47
459,000
'47 3,309,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

766

'40

'47 98,800,000
'47 49,300,000
'47 26,600,000
'48 3,905,862,000
'47 1,181,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

BY COUNTIES

Retail($000)
Soles
1948

Radio
Families
12,510
36,160
107,650

1stEmployment
Qtr. 1947
122,353
41,257
5,546
692
156,622
14,068
123,679
15,247
214,901
439
65,049
40,419
401,903
174,176

119,734
52,984
288,070
416,716
7,943
46,130
388,895
61,426
746,077
305,447
168,452
3,475
1,173,295
450,374
Security Administration.

50,000

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

•

FIGURES

% of U.S
3.23%
BMB Families
1,294,700
Percent Radio
98.9%
Radio Families
1,280,650
Business Concerns
86,571
Manufacturing Establishments 10,516
Non-Agricultural Employment 425,192
Manufacturing Employment
601,000
Income
$6,718,000,000
Increase over 1940
103%
Per Capita Income
$
1,449
Increase over 1940
89%
Construction (Private) $ 311,100,000
Residential
$ 139,700,000
Non-Residential
$ 114,500,000
Retail Sales
$4,229,018,000
Value Added by Manufacture $3,333,000,000

MARKET

STUDIOS IN LAWRENCE,
BOSTON, LOWELL
Boston Sales Office:
216 Tremont St.
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MASSACHUSETTS

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

Taxable
rolls
1st PayQtr.
1947— ($000)
24,024
2,597
315
66,843
89,465
204
77,638
8,115
124,468
8,160

136,878
361,489
468,362
7,161
37,047
346,414
41,533
635,588
139,294
89,236
572,645

37,391
21,959
248,329
105,994

Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.

534,227
Families, Retail

4,357,300 people live in 20 of New England's richest counties which WLAW serves . . .
from Portland, Maine, to Newport, Rhode Island . . . folks who last year spent 160,643,000.00
for FOOD . . . $110,602,000.00 in DRUG STORES . . . $194,437,000.00 for HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS AND RADIOS . . . $514,930,000.00 FOR GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
We're telling you, it's really so . . . you'll get results on 6-8-0.

^Special Market Analysis prepared by Sales Management,
based on 0.5 MV/M Listening
Area — 1948.

ABC

FOR

Population
Increase over 1940

(Continued on page 96)

RADIO

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS

DWBEC,4.80250w,4.801490kc,9.60ABC,19.20Evere't-McKinnev
28.80 48.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WBEC-FM,
Ch.
232,
94.3mc,
Ikw
Bonus

MASSACHUSETTS
County
Barnstable
Berkshire .
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin ....
Hampden .
Hampshire
Middlesex
Nantucket
Norfolk ....
Plymouth .
Worcester

MARKET

NEW

KILOCYCLES

UJLAUl
ENGLAND'S MOST POWERFUL RADIO
WLAW-FM

BASIC

680

WATTS

STATION,

20,000

WATTS

LAWRENCE,

- 93.7

STATION

MEG.

MASS.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

inM

mniiiw

^

ismrm

smsiin

Number

of

Greater

Reached

for

Boston

Each

Radio

Dollar

Homes

Spent

1300
1200
1100
1000

NETWORK
STATION 0

NETWORK
STATION A

900
800

NETWORK
STATION B

700

NETWORK
STATION C

600
500
400
300
200
100
*Based on fhe lafest 72 months Hooper "Share of AudierKe" Reports April-May 1948 —
April-May 1949 and average cosf per spot on the four network stations and WHDH.

w,hen you buy WHDH
50%

more Greater

than on Network
than Network

you will reach

Station A; 77%

WATTS

more

more than

Network

Station Q and 54%

more than

Network

Station D. Ask your John Blair

for the complete

information

on

how to get more for your radio dollar
in Boston.
Represented

BROADCASTING

50,000

Boston radio homes

Station B; 78%

man

NOW

• Telecasting

Nationally
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MASSACHUSETTS

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 9i)
I WBRK, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Walker
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
' D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
' N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
[
• QUINCY, Norfolk, 23,400 fam., 98.8%
' 23,350 radio fam.
: WJDA, Ikw-D, 1300kc
) D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
i SALEM, Essex, 12,100 fam., 97.6%
I 11,810 radio fam.

1 Hr
60.00
100.00
radio,
60.00
radio,

' WESX, 250w, 1230kc
' D 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 27.00 50.00
' N
3.50 5.00 15.00 30.00 40.00 75.00

SPRINGFIELD, Hampden, 47,800 fam., 99.5% |I WBZA, Ikw, 1030kc, NBC
(See WBZ, Boston)
radio, 47,560 radio fam.
WALTHAM, Middlesex, 11,900 fam., 99.99%
radio, 11,890 radio fam.
2 AM afTrliates, average one time rate
WCRB, 500w-D 1330kc, Brannan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 8.75 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 D city 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Hampshire, 7,400 fam., 97.6% radio,
N 17.50 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 155.00 WARE,
7,220 radio fam.
WARE, Ikw-D,6.00 1250kc,
D
10,00 Noonan
20.00 30.00 50.00
WMAS, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Retry, Hooper
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 W. SPRINGFIELD, Hampden— No figures on
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
1490kc,
DWTXL, 6.00250w, 6.00
12.00Walker
24.00 36.00 60.00
WMAS-FM, Ch. 234, 94.7mc, 3.2kw, Petry
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Bonus
WSPR, Ikw, 1270kc, ABC, Bannan, Hollingbery. Hooper
D 7.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00
WSPR-FM, Ch. 250, 97.9mc, 13kw
Bonus

WEST
YARMOUTH, Barnstable (no city figures
available)
WOCB,
Walker,24.00
Bannan
D 4.00250w,4.001240kc,8.00ABC,16.00
40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WOCB-FM,
Bannan Ch. 232, 94.3mc, Ikw, Walker,
Bonus

WORCESTER, Worcester, 57,600 fam., 98.0%
radio, 56,450 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average
SB IM 5M
D 10.83 11.33 19.66
N 21.66 22.66 39.33

one time rate
15M 30M 1 Hr
39.33 59.00 98.33
78.66 118.00 196.66

WAAB, 5kw, 1440kc, MBS, Petry
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WNEB, 250w, 1230kc, Kettell-Carter
D 7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WORC, Ikw, 1310kc, ABC, Weed, Hooper
D 7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WTAG, 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Raymer
D 17.00 17.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 34.00 34.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WTAG-FM, Ch. 274, 96.1mc, Ikw, Raymer
Bonus

MICHIGAN
SPOT RATE FINDER
ADRIAN, Lenawee, 6,400 fam., 98.4% radio,
6,300 radio fam.
WABJ, 250w, 1500kc, Ra-Tel, Conlan, day
only
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ALMA, Gratiot (no figures on city)

WELL, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Burn-Smith, Conlan
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50
8.50 20.00 32.00 52.00
N 5.50 10.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
WELL-FM, chan. 271, 102.1mc, 45kw
D 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 14.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

WFYC, Ikw, 1280kc,
D 5.25 7.00 13.00 27.00 45.00 70.00
N 5.77 7.70 14.30 29.70 49.50 77.00

BAY CITY, Bay, 15,500
15,240 radio fam.
WBCM, Ikw-D, 500w-N,
lingbery. Hooper
D
8.50 8.50 16.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00

ALPENA, Alpena, 4,100 fam., 96.3% radio,
3,950 radio fam.

WBCM-FM,
lingbery Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 41kw, HolBonus

WATZ, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Holman
D 3.35 3.35 6.40 13.60 20.00 33.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 19.20 32.00 48.00

fam., 98.3% radio,

Muske|on
BENTON HARBOR, Berrien, 6,600 fam., 97.4%
radio, 6,430 radio fam.

ANN ARBOR, Washtenaw, 12,900 fam., 98.9%
radio, 12,760 radio fam.

WHFB, Ikw, 1060kc, Holman, Conlan
D
6.00 7.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00

WHRV, Ikw, 1600kc, ABC, Forjoe, Hooper
D
6.40 8.00 14.40 28.80 38.40 48.00
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 48.00 60.00

WHFB-FM,
rate) Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 9.2kw, Holman
D (Simultaneous broadcast, 10% of AM
N
2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00

WPAG, Ikw, lOSOkc, Holman, Conlan
D 7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WPAG-FM, chan. 254, 98.7mc, 2.2kw, Holman,
Bonus, daytime only
N 4.00 4.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
BATTLE CREEK, Calhoun, 16,300 fam., 98.3%
rodio, 16,020 radio fam.

WBCK, Ikw, 930kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.
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WKMH-FM,
Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 25.5kw
Bonus

.ansind 9ii<;^,^

"^1" M L
1
», Cre
1^
Kalai

JRoyal Oak
! 0...
i Ann

tazoo- to map.
See page 3 for key

DETROIT, Wayne, 532,100 fam., 98.7% radio, 525,180 radio fom.

WTVB, Ikw-D, 1590kc
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
DEARBORN, Wayne, 22,400 fam., 99.1% radio, 22,200 radio fam.
WKMH, Ikw, 1310kc, Weed
D 11.00 13.50 27.00 48.00 80.00 135.00
N 15.00 17.50 35.00 60.00 100.00 175.00

| u«
Battle

1 Jackson^

CADILLAC, Wexford, 3,700 fam., 96.9% radio
3,590 radio fam.
WATT, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Holman
D 3.35 3.35 6.40 13.60 20.00 33.00
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 19.20 32.00 48.00
COLDWATER (no city figures avail.)

2 AM affiliates average 1-time rotes
D
5.75 13.00 24.00 37.00 161.00
N 7.75 17.50 33.00 49.50 82.50

■tro
'Winditso

1440kc, ABC, Hol30.00 44.00 75.00
44.00 66.00 110.00

3 AM affiliates average
SB
IM
5M
D 53.33 63.33 86.40
N 101.16 101.16 164.00

1-time
15M
172.80
328.00

rotes
30M
1 Hr
259.20 432.00
492.00 820.00

3 AM non-affiliate overage 1-tIme rates
D 20.00 21.33 43.33 76.66 115.00 191.33
N 27.66 31.66 63.33 126.66 190.00 316.66

CKLW, 5kw, BOOkc, MBS, Young
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 17.50 22.50 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 35.00 45.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
WJBK, 250kw, 1490kc, Kotz
D 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WJBK-FM, Chan. 226, 93.1mc, Ikw
D 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
(Continued on page 98)
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MICHIGAN
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Contimted from page 96)
WJBK-TV, Chan. 2, 7.51kw our., 14.26kw vis.,
I CBS, DuMont, Katz
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
:f N 50.00 50.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
I WJLB, 250w, 1400kc, Rambeau
D 17.50 17.50 35.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
, N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WJLB-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 30kw
:D
6.00 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
I
I WJR, 50kw, 760kc, CBS, Petry, Hooper
;D 62.50 62.50 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
| N 125.00 125.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 1,000
i WJR-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 24kw, Petry
' Bonus
I WWJ, 5kw, 950kc, NBC, Hollingbery, Hooper
■ D 96.00 96.00 160.00 320.00 480.00 800.00
:N 48.00 48.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
\ VIVIi-m. Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 10.5kw, Hollingbery
Bonus
WWJ-TV, Chan. 4, 8.55kw our., 17.1 kw vis.,
NBC, Hollingbery
D 50.00 50.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
N 60.00 60.00 84.00 168.00 252.00 420.00
I
I WXYZ, 5kw, 1270kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales
' D 49.50 49.50 79.20 158.40 237.60 396.00
N 82.50 82.50 132.00 264.00 396.00 660.00
WXYZ, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 30kw
Bonus
Note: All rates one-iime. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.

SB

IM

5M

52kv/
1 Hr
30M 67.00
40.20
100.00
60.00

WWOK, Ikw, 1470kc, Burn-Smith
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.50 13.50 27.50 45.00 70.00
N
11.00 22.50 45.00 70.00 115.00

20kv/
70.00 120.00
80.00 140.00
97.1%
radio.

GRAND RAPIDS, Kent, 54,800 fam., 98.3%
radio, 53,870 radio fam.

4,660 radio fam.
WDBC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Walker
D
4.50 4.50 11.25 22.50 33.75 56.25
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
FLINT, Genesee, 46,600 fam., 98.3% radio,
45,810 radio fam.

3 AM ofFiliate average 1-time rates
D 11.33 11.33 19.26 36.70 58.46 91.33
N 17.50 17.50 33.33 62.33 92.66 153.33
2 AM non-affiliate average 1-time rotes
D
6.64 11.75 23.75 37.50 60.00

WBBC, Ikw, 1330kc, MBS, Forjoe
D 8.50 8.50 16.00 32.00 50.00
N 13.00 13.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
Katz, BMB,
WFDF, Ikw 910kc , ABC,
25.00 45.00 75.00
D 15.00 ,15.00
N 22.00 22.00 45.00 75.00 110.00

80.00
140.00
Hooper
110.00
180.00

3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
8.93 10.16 17.00 33.66 49.36 81.66
N 14.50 16.83 29.66 57.66 85.66 110.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.00 5.50 11.25 24.08 36.13 60.00

IRON MOUNTAIN, Dickinson, 3,800 fam.
96.7% radio, 3,670 radio fam.
WIKB, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Walker
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45:00 75.00
WMIQ, 250w, 1450kc
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
IRONWOOD, Gogebic, 3,800 fam., 97.4%
radio, 3,700 radio fam.
WJMS, Ikw, 630kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

WFUR, Ikw-D, 1570kc
D 5.00 5.00 10.50 24.15 36.25 60.40

WGRD, Ikw-D, 1410kc, MvGillvra
D
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

WMRP, 250W-D, 1510kc
D
5.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WTAC, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 600kc, NBC, Raymer
D 10.50 10.50 16.80 33.60 50.40 84.00
N 17.50 17.50 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

WHDF, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.50 3.50 8.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

WJEF, 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
Hooper
D 8.50 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
N 11.50 13.50 25.00 45.00 65.00 110.00

Pllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllll^
WLAV, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Pearson, Hooper
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 36.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WILS
WLAV-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 3kw, Pearson
Bonus

ISHPEMING, Marquette, 3,200 fam., 97.3%
radio, 3,110 radio fam.
WJPD, 250w, 1240kc
N 2.25 3.50 8.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
D
3.25 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
JACKSON, Jackson, 18,400
radio, 18,090 radio fam.

WIBM, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Forios
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 22.50 37.50 75.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 22.50 37.50 75.00
KALAMAZOO, Kalamazoo, 18,500 fam, 98.3%
radio, 18,190 radio fam.
WGF6, Ikw, 1360kc, Meeker, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 17.50 * 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WKZO,
Hooper 5kw,

WIAV-TV, chan. 7, lOkw our., 20kw vis,
ABC, Pearson
N
30.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00

I

jyi

THE

LANSING

MARKET

Cover Michigan's Capital City and
all its trading area with the only
station giving blanket primary
service to this entire bustling market

1
|
1
1

I
I
1

from within. Use WILS . . . the station serving more than half a million
people in the heart of Michigan!

|
|
|

I

I

Tnidjujcd

Represented

diilUah

by William 6. Rambeau

Co.

LANSING
BROADCASTING
CO.
W. A. POMEROY, General Manager
^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllli^
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|

590kc,

CBS, Avery-Knodel,

D 10.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 17.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
(Continued on page 100)

|

1
i
1
1

fam., 98.3%

WOOD, 5kw, 1300kc, NBC, Katz, Hooper
D 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WHFBs
WFRS (FM), chan. 223, 92.5mc, 10.5kw
D
3.00 4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
HOLLAND, Ottawa, 4,900 fam., 99.1% radio,
4,860 radio fam.

I

WHTC, 250w, 1450kc, W. S. Grant, Conlan
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
| N
|

PRIMARY
AREA
Sells
Michigan's
Market:
(Berrien,Richest
Cass, Rural
Van
Buren, Allegan Counties)
212,000 PEOPLE
$250,000,000 NET INCOME
62,000 RADIO HOMES
$164,000,000 RETAIL SALES
FM
WHFB
AM
BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

HOUGHTON, Houghton (no city figures avail.)
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Gives
The First
Primary
Television
Reception
To
The Rich
WESTERN
MICHIGAN
MARKET.

UILHU-TU
With Its
55 Mile Radius
Embraces
Over
One Milhon
Population
From Its
Antenna
1240 Feet Above
Sea-level.

uiinu-TU
Gives The
First and Only
Primary TV
Coverage
To . . .
Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Battle CreekSouth Haven
Saugatuck
Holland
Zeeland
Muskegon
Grand Haven
Newaygo
Greenville
Ionia
Portland
Hastings

smnRT
American

PROGRnms

Broadcasting Co.
Dumont Television

Network
Local News

and

Events

uuLnu-TU-nm-Fm
Grand

Rapids

2, Michigan

Leonard A. Versluis, Owner

Hy M. Steed, Manager

Lee G. Stevens, Chief Engineer
Represented by The John E. Pearson Company

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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MOUNT CLEMENS, Macomb, 5,200 fam.,
98.2% radio, 5,110 radio fam.

MICHIGAN
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 98)

Ingham, 27,500
lANSING,
radio, 27,140 radio fam.

WJIM, 250w, 1240kc, Hooper
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
O
8.00 8.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N

Mason, 2,900 fam., 97.0%
lUDINGTON,
radio, 2,810 radio fam.

WKLA, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Burn-Smith
2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
MARQUETTE, Marquette, 4,800 fam., 97.8%
radio, 4,690 radio fam.

WDMJ, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, BMB, Conlan
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
D
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
MIDLAND, Midland, 4,700 fam., 98.6% radio,
4,630 radio fam.
WMDN, 250w, 1490kc
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.

23

292, 106.3mc, 34kw
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
9.80 14.80 23.20 40.00
14.70 22.30 34.80 60.00

fam., 98.7%

■WILS, 500w-D, 1430kc, MBS
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
IM
SB
7.00 7.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D

FOR

WMLN (FM), chan.
SB
IM
D
4.17
6.25
N

YEARS

MARKET

INDICATORS

FIGURES

CLASSIFICATIONS

4.24%

Percent Radio

WKBZ-FM, chan. 293, 106.5mc, Ikw, BurnSmith
Bonus

Business Concerns

98.1%

.-

Manufacturing Establishments.
Non- Agricultural Employment.

WMUS-FM, Chan. 263, lOO.Smc, 3.2kw
Bonus

Manufacturing Employment . . .

chan. 276, 103. Imc, Ikw, Mc-

WOAP-FM,
Gillvra
Bonus

PONTIAC, Oakland, 22,900
radio, 22,510 radio fam.

fam., 98.3%
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96.4%

'49

'46

1,538,000 '46

101,602 '47

74,321 '39

9,889 '47

5,961 '39
1,308,000 '39

520,000 '39

152%

1,424 '47
119%

649 '40

Construction (Private)
Residential
$8,
Non-Residential
641

$ 557,400,000 '47 191,900,000 '39
$ 300,600,000 '47 118,000,000 '39
$ 144,500,000 '47 35,800,000 '39
0,0

00 '
57,000 '48 5,605,338,000 '47
47
$6,520,2
3,4
25,
000
,00 '47 1,794,000,000 '39
$5,187,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture
0 '4
0
*
* *

WCAR, Ikw-D, 1130kc, Pearson
SB IM 5M ISM BOM IHR
D
15.60 45.00 65.00 95.00 130.00
WCAR-FM, chan. 258, 99.5mc, 25kw
Bonus
PORT HURON, Saint Clair, 11,900 fam., 98.3%
radio, 11,700 radio fam.
WHLS, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Grant
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTTH, Ikw, 1360kc
D 2.88 6.72 9.60 19.60 28.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.01 24.50 35.00 50.00
available)
ROGERS
CITY, Presque Isle (no city figures

MUSKEGON
Represented by Burn-Smith Co., Inc.

1,596,000 '46

822,000 '47

^

WKBZ

'40

$

Retail Sales

WMBN, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Holman
D
3.35 3.35 6.40 13.60 20.00 33.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 19.20 32.00 48.00

4.0%

Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940

,00

PETOSKEY,, Emmet, 2,200 fam., 96.2% radio,
2,120 radio fam.

YR.

5,256,000 '40

'48

1,769,739 '47

Increase over 1940

WOAP, 250w, lOSOkc
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

FIGURES

1,740,560 '49

Radio Families

WMUS, Ikw-D, 1090kc
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

OWOSSO, Shiawassee, 5,300 fam., 98.3%
radio, 5,210 radio fam.

YR.

1,774,800 '49

BMB Families

WKBZ, Ikw, 850kc, ABC, Burn-Smith
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

MICHIGAN

6,195,000 '48
17.9%

Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S

MUSKEGON, Muskegon, 23,300 fam., 98.3%
radio, 22,900 radio fam.

FOR

WKNX, Ikw-D, 1210kc, Holman, Conlan
SB IM 5M ISM 30M IHR
D
8.00 10.00 12.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
WSAM, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Headley-Reed
D
8.40 8.40 15.60 30.00 48.00 72.00
N 12.00 12.00 21.60 42.00 72.00 120.00
WSAM-FM, chan. 251, 98.1 mc, 1.7kw
Bonus
SAULT ST. MARIE, Chippewa, 4,600 fam.,
97.4% radio, 4,480 radio fam.
WSOO,
250w-D, lOOw-N, 1230kc, ABC
Northern Network, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

WHAK, Ikw-D, 960kc, BMB
D 3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 23.50 35.25

TRAVERSE CITY, Grand Traverse, 6,000 fam.,
96.4% radio, 5,780 radio fam.

ROYAL OAK, Oakland, 9,800 fam., 99.6%
radio, 9,760 radio fam.
WEXL, 250w, 1340kc, Friedenberg.
D
8.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
8.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WEXL-FM, chan. 282, 104.3mc, 18kw
Bonus

WTCM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Holman
D 10.50 10.50 20.00 42.50 62.50 105.00
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 60.00 100.00 150.00
WYANDOTTE, Wayne, 10,300 fam., 99.1%
radio, 10,210 radio fam.

Reps. (FM), chan. 276, 103. Imc, Ikw, Radio
WJJW
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
D
SAGINAW, Saginaw, 28,400 fam., 97.9%
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
radio, 27,800 radio fam.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ROYAL

OAK,

Primary

900,860

More
with

than
a

half

retail

the

buying

REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

•

total

MICHIGAN

Coverage

RADIO

radio

power

NATIONALLY

homes

(1948)
BY

THE

HOMES

in Michigan— 1,774^800—
of over

3V2

FRIEDENBERG

billion

AGENCY,

Telecasting

dollars

INC
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MICHIGAN

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

i74y lotal
Ketaii ($000)
bales
PerRadio
Cent
1948
Families
Radio
County
Families
Alcona
1,400
95.4
1,340
93.3
Alger
2,554
2,600
12,200
2,430
Allegany
7,023
94.9
97.1
1
1
,850
28,091
Alpena
5,900
20,430
Antrim
94.1
5,600
3,000
Arenac
93.8
2,820
2,500
6,384
2,350
Baraga
95.2
7,061
1,800
97.2
1,710
Barry
7,500
15,961
5,107
23,500
Bay
97.9
7,290
23,010
86,788
Benzie
95.9
97.6
2,000
Berrien
1,920
34,200
115,675
5,746
33,380
Branch
97.2
21,069
9,400
121,967
Calhoun
98.3
9,140
34,000
96.6
33,420
Cass
8,100
17,237
Charlevoix
94.9
7,820
10,216
3,600
Cheboygan
10,854
3,420
3,500
93.2
3,260
95.8
Chippewa
24,899
8,300
95.4
Clare
7,950
2,600
97.7
Clinton
2,840
15,323
8,938
9,000
900
860
CrawforcJ
95.8
8,790
95.8
Delta
10,200
3,023
28,739
Dickinson
9,770
96.9
8,800
21,070
8,530
97.4
Eaton
11,900
11,590
94.4
25,537
Emmit
4,500
18,514
71,560
98.3
Genesee
4,250
287,914
72,800
Gladwin
96.0
2,300
2,210
96.6
Gogebic
23,623
95.8
8,200
5,746
Grand Traverse
7,920
8,240
33,554
8,600
Gratiot
10,000
30,007
96.7
Hillsdale
10,100
96.9
9,670
21,707
11,300
9,790
97.4
11,600
Houghton
33,199
Huron
96.9
98.6
24,261
8,600
8,330
45,850
205,456
Ingham
46,500
97.0
11,640
Ionia
12,000
27,453
losoc
96.2
2,500
Iron
2,410
95.8
14,046
8,938
4,980
5,200
Isabella
96.1
7,700
98.2
19,792
7,400
118,483
Jackson
33,800
33,190
98.5
Kalamazoo
141,876
35,070
35,600
Kalkoska
93.0
1,100
1,020
1,916
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, SMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

BATTLE

IS
CREEK'S

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
199

Taxable
Payroils—
Qtr.
1947 1st
($C00)
845
82

1,634
5,296
405
4,281
556
889

139
3,110
2,197
263

19,340
3,597
29,052
549
4,843
31,527
3,526
1,486
1,374
842
363
6,174

388
2,081
11,051
201
18,131
19,702
2,548
1,908
613
701
816
305
3,471
142
2,660

1,824

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value
16,760

50,767
89,819
12,268
126,630

5,412
4,010
6,481
81,333
2,372
527

3,806
1,859
1,206
53,801
273

4,51 r
5,818
5,623
4,296
8,217
964
49,695
3,087
5,446

3,177
2,288
4,892

14,285

2,341
1,496
31,943
3,991
434
2,784

155,054
17,159

1,950
20,017
1,810
22,260
80

87>913
150,412

3,648
30,405
3,402
35,179
Mfg. Value 201
Added,

BEST

Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
(Continued on page lOU)

BUY

WELL
Conlan survey made May 8-14, 1949, shov/s WELL with an average (day & night) rating
of

43.7
WELL dominates the Calhoun Metropolitan County Market of 112,200
population, v/hich spent $121,967,000. in retail sales (1948). The effective
buying income is $162,241,000 (net). Per capita income is $1,446. Per
family income is $4,772.00.
ABC

WELL

WELL-FM
250 watts — 1400 kc

Michigan Radio Network

Represented
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by

The

Boiling

45,000 watts — 102.1 me
Company
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M©k sling

Afternoon

Sun. Afternoon

-A
WFDF
Static nout of Town StationStationStationOut of Town StationStation -

19 it?

-B
-C 1

-D ■
-E 1

I

-F 1

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

• As usual, the most listened-to station in Flint is
WFDF! That's what Mr. Hooper's figures show in
the Winter-Spring Report, 1949. A glance at the
chart above, will give you a quick idea of WFDF's
popularity with the Flint audience. And, just for
the record:
WF D F — registered more listeners than the other jour
local stations combined in every time period.
910

WFDF — had two to five times as many listeners
throughout the day as any local station.
WFDF's quarter of a million audience spends over
$288,000,000 retail annually in Flint. Get your share
the way Flint's own merchants and national advertisers do by presenting your sales story over Flint's
consistent audience dominator — WFDF. It's a natural,
because it's a favorite with Flint folks.

Kilocycles
AMERICAN
FLINT,

REPRESENTED
Associated with: WOOD

BY

THE

Grand Rapids— WFBM

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

MICHIGAN
KATZ

AGENCY

Indianapolis— WEOA

Evansville

MICHIGAN

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES
C 1
letcmp Otrloy ment
1 9d7
175
325
93,884

9a ie»
1Kcia
7*rO IIV<4>UW/
19dft
ftflOO^
342,639
1,277
2,553
21,069

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
County
Families Radio
Familie:
Cent
78,900
98.3
77,560
I (eweenow
800
95.1
760
^ake
1,500
90.5
1,360
iLopees
9,900
97.7
9,670
; .oelona
2,100
94.0
1,970
I .enowee
19,100
97.9
18,700
.ivingston
6,900
98.0
6,7<0
j.uce
2,000
93.1
1,860
I Mackinac
2,000
93.2
1,860
.Vtacomb
43,700
98.8
43,180
'vlanistee
5,500
96.4
5,300
,(Aarquette„
12,900
96.7
12,470
; V\ason
5,700
96.3
5,490
Aecosta
4,900
94.9
4,650
' lAenominee
6,600
97.0
6,400
'■Aidland
9,700
97.0
9,410
'I Aissavkee
2,000
93.5
1,870
Aonroe
18,600
97.8
1 8,190
: Aontcolm
9,200
96.5
8,880
I Montmorency
800
92.2
740
; Muskegon
36,000
98.2
35,350
'I Newaygo
6,000
95.3
5,720
3akland
93,400
99.0
92,470
I 3ceana
4,600
95.4
4,390
Ogemaw
2,100
93.5
1,960
■ Jntonagon
2,800
95.9
2,690
• Jsceola
4,100
95.6
3,920
Jscoda
700
92.9
650
■ 3Hawa
Jtsego
1,500
93.4
1,400
19,300
98.7
19,050
•resque Isle
2,800
93.5
2,620
'.oscommon
1,300
94.5
1,230
iaginaw
43,000
97.8
42,050
it. Clair
26,400
98.1
25,900
,,»t. Joseph
10,700
97.3
10,410
ianilac
8,700
97.0
8,440
'I Ihiawassee
ichoolcroft „
2,300
94.8
2,180
13,100
97.8
12,810
, uscola
10,900
96.5
10,520
7an Buren
11,800
97.1
11,460
Vashtenaw
34,600
98.7
34,150
. Voyno
702,200
98.7
693,070
'■■Vexford
5,700
96.2
5,480
■ iources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede-(
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

Administration.

Taxable1 St PayrOIIS—
Ulr.
120
56,851
14048

335
2,535
13,986

57,134
17,876
3,193
5,108
120,027
14,684
6,384
38,306
16,600
12,130
12,769
26,177
53,092
3,192
22,346
124,037
13,407
3,193
358,144
10,215
7,023
8,299
1,916
9,577
56,183
5,107
7,661
156,824
4,320
95,327
32,561
21,707
32,560
7,023
25,537
29,368
140,311
2,948,128
18,516

(Co7itinued from page 102)

820
2,989
12,526
1,110

1,226
296
8,421
1,615
524
7,204
1,397
5,282
928
1,279
2,240
9,97374

9,793
3,070
2,762
2,078
11,248
235
4,597
10,687
214
102
7,679
2,640
43,658
5,037
31,921
45,758
1,846
69,200
493
919
625
223
103
1,369
581
1,534
85735
231
1,179
744
15,240
491
128
359
9,104
1,341
40,234
25,548
12,212
20,208
8,589
1,566
12,206
632
4,799
1,921
861
1,306
8,327
2,705
32,854
906,465
5,133
2,412
20,594
643,290
4,028
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
1,994

1947
(SOOO)
mtg.Added
Value
255,255

50,005
104,792
10,318
12,376
44,630
22,041
142,616
261/462

55,873
113,885
53,504
33,028
20,209
12,206
120,298
2,544,396
Families, Retail
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PAUL

BUNYAN-LAND

SERVED

BY

THE
call or write

PAUL
WTCM
WATT
WATZ
WMBN
WJPO
WDBC

BUNYAN

Traverse
Cadillac
Alpena
PeTOSKEY
ISHPEMING
ESCANABA

NETWORK
WHDF
WJMS
watjw

City
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MINNESOTA
IKFAM-FMI
\ St.

Cloud

I

i"THE VOICE OF CENTRaJ
MINNESOTA" E

Central Minnesota's
Dominant Radio Station
is heard in over 70,000
homes in this rich agricultural district — the Garden Spot of the Northwest.
An affiliate of the National Broadcasting Company and Northwest
Network, KFAM's programs are broadcast
from 6:00 a.m. to midnight on both standard
and its FM station with
50,000 radiated power.
In these eleven counties
in the heart of Minnesota's beautiful lake region there live 295,743
people, but Radio Station KFAM-FM ' is heard
even far beyond St.
Cloud's trading area.
The 3,212 farms in
Stearns County alone produce more dairy products
than any other county in
the United States.
St. Cloud is the second
greatest granite producing center in the United
States. No nationally distributed product can afford to overlook this
market.
* For Availabilities, wire or write

KFAM-FM
ST. CLOUD,
MINNESOTA

The NBC Affiliate for
Central Minnesota
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'47
MARKET INDICATORS FOR
MINNESOTA
5.3%
'47'47
2.12%
IK.
LLAoslJ:' IL A 1 lOJN S
b ItrUKJib
b IGUKriilb
2.01%
'47
'48
95.2%
2,940,000
2,792,000
Increase over 1940
'47
97.7%
% of U.S
829,300
BMB Families
723,500
Percent Radio
Radio Families
810,010
689,000
Business Concerns
52,329
50,286
Manufacturing Establishments .
522,000
142%
Non-Agricultural Employment .
4,567
571,749
78,000
145,000
3,735
'i AOA AAA
AAA
Manufacturing Employment . . .
135%
AK{\
AAA
Increase over 1940
509
Per Capita Income
$
1,195
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
76,400,000
$ 213,000,000
Residential
38,700,000
$ 104,200,000
12,000,000
Non-Residential
$ 41,400,000
Retail Sales
2,741,469,000
$2,988,947,000
307,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture . $1,024,000,000

SPOT RATE FINDER
ALBERT LEA, Freeborn, 4,900 fam., 98;1%
radio, 4,810 radio fam.
KATE, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Pearson, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
AUSTIN, Mower, 8,200 fam., 98.7% radio,
8,090 radio fam.
1480kc,12.00MBS, 24.00
Conlan 36.00 60.00
DKAUS, 7.20Ikw, 7.20
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
BEMIDJI, Beltrami, 4,300 fam., 95.1% radio,
4.090 radio fam.
KBUN. 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
2.50 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BRAINERD, Crow Wing, 4,700 fam., 96.9%
radio, 4,550 radio fam.
250w-D.5.001400kc9.00 14.00 30.00 50.00
DKLIZ, 4.00
BRECKENRIDGE. Wilkin (no city figures avail.)
KBMW, 250w, 1450kc
D
2.55 2.55 5.00 10.50 21.00 36.00
N
3.40 3.40 6.60 14.00 28.00 48.00
CROOKSTON, Polk, 2,300 fam., 97.5% radio,
2,240 radio fam.
KROX, Ikw, 1050kc
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
DULUTH, St. Louis (South), 32,800 fam., 98.3%
radio, 32,240 radio fam.
3D AM 6.15affiliates
6.15 average
10.15 1-time
17.50 rotes
35.00 60.79
N 12.30 12.30 20.30 39.00 70.00 121.66
KDAL,
Hooper 5kw, 610kc CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D
7.20 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 14.40 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WDSM, 250kw, 1230kc, Free & Peters
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WEBC, 5kw, 1320kc, NBC
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
N 12.00 12.00 18.00 37.50 75.00 140.00
WPEX.
Conlan,Ikw-D,
Hooper500w-N, lOBOkc, MBS, Weed,
D
5.25 5.25 9.45 15.75 31.50 52.50
N 10.50 10.50 18.90 31.50 63.00 105.00
ELY, St. Ln.M.; (Central), 1,900 fam., 97.3%
radio, 1,850 radio fam.
WXLT. 250w, 1450kc
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
EVEIETH, St. Louis, 2,200 fam., 97.1% radio,
2,140 radio fam.
WEVE.
Conlan 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D
3.15 5.20 10 40 19.50 36.40
N
5.20 10.40 19.50 36.40 65.00
FARIBAULT, Rice, 4,700 fam., 97.3% radio,
4.570 radio fam.
KDHL, Ikw, 920kc, Walker, Conlan
D
5.00 7.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
FERGUS FALLS, Otter Tail, 3,900 fam., 97.4%
radio, 3,800 radio fam.
KGDE, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GRAND RAPIDS, Itasca, 2,000 fam., 97.9%
radio, 1,960 radio fam.
KBZY, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
3,00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
HIBBING, St. Louis, 5,500 fam., 98.3% radio,
5.410 radio fam.
WMFG. 250w, 1240kc, NBC
D
5.40 5.40 8.10 16.20 29.70 54.00
N
7.20 7.20 10.80 21.60 39.00 72.00
MANKATO, Blue Earth, 6,100 fam., 97.5%
radio, 5,950 radio fam.
KYSM.
BMB 250w, 1230kc, NBC, Pearson, Conlan,

I K.

SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KYSM-FM,
chan. 278, 103.5mc, 47kw, Pearson
Bonus
MARSHALL, Lyon, 1,600 fam., 97.8% radio,
1,560 radio fam.
DKMHL,4.00250w,6.001400kc,
12.00MBS,24.00Pearson
36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

'40
WCCO, 50kw, 830kc,
CBS, Radio Sales, CBS
SB IM
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
'39'39 '60.00
D 47.50 60.00
39 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 95.00
240.00 360.00 600.00
WDGY, 5kw, 1130kc,
Avery-Knodel, BMB
D
7.50 10.00'47 30.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.50 14.00
42.00
56.00 84.00 140.00
'39
WLOl, 5kw, 1330kc,
MBS, Blair, Hooper
D
9.00 12.00 30.94 49.50 74.25 123.75
N 15.00 20.00 68.75 110.00 165.00 275.00
WMIN, 250w, 1400kc, Radio Reps
D 7.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 120.00
N 10.00 1 2.00 27.00 55.00 80.00 1 60.00
WMIN-FM, 99.5mc, 6.5kw, Radio Reps
Bonus
WTCN,
Peters,5w-D,
HooperIkw-N, 1280kc ABC, Free &
D 15.00 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WTCN-FM,
Peters chan. 246, 97.1 mc, 12kw, Free &
Bonus
KBTR
chan. 253, 98.5mc, 4.7kw
(rates (FM),
on request)
MOORHEAD, Clay, 4,100 fam., 98.2% radio,
4.030 radio fam.
KVOX, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
D
3.95 5.25 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.25 7.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
NORTHFIELD, Rice, 1,500 fam., 98.3% radio,
1,470 radiochan.
fam.239, 95.7mc, 49kw
WCAL-FWl,
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
RED WING. Goodhue, 3,500 fam., 97.7%
radio, Ikw,
3,4201250kc
radio fam.
KAAA.
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ROCHESTER. Olmstead, 10,100 fam., 98.7%
radio, 9,970 radio fam.
2D AM 4.50
affiliates
rates 60.00
6.00averaae
12.00 one-time
24.00 36.00
N 5.50 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

See page 3 for key to map.

MINNEAPOLIS,
Hennepin,
174,100 fam.,
98.7% radio, 171,840 radio fam.
4 AM affiliate overage 1-time rates
D 25.37 36.12 45.23 82.37 123.56 205.93
N 55.00 55.00 64.37 167.50 251.25 418.75
3 AM non-affiliates average 1-time rates
D
6.83 9.00 21.33 36.00 56.00 100.00
N 10.25 13.00 34.50 55.50 82.50 150.00
KEYD, 5kw-D, 1440kc, Adam Young
D 6.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
KSTP, 50k w, 1500kc, NBC, Petry
D 40.00 50.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 80.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
KSTP-FM,
chan. 271, 102.1mc, 2kw
Bonus
KSTP-TV,
chan. 5, 17.3kw-aur., 24.7kw-vis.,
NBC, Petry
D 20 00 30.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 60.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
for the facts on WLOL
ASK
YOUR
\ & COMPANY /

JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

KLER, 500w LS, Ikw-N,
D
4.00 6.00 12.00
N
6 00 8.00 16.00
(Continued on
K

W

970kc, ABC, Young
24.00 36.00 60.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
page 108)
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WORTHINGTON,

A
MINN.

Delivers
Most economical, effective coverage
of one of the nation's consistently
wealthy farm areas.
Primary (0.5mv/m) area population,
1940 census 1,336,949; Minn: 26 counties; Iowa: 21 counties; S. Dak: 22
counties; Nebr: 3 counties.
Total (O/lmv/m) area excluding Twin
Cities & Des Moines 103 counties:
3,204,779 population.
For proof of KWOA's rural coverage
& penetration ask
BULMER & JOHNSON, INC.
Exclusive Nat'l. Rejiresentatives
326 WCCO BIdg. Minneapolis, Minn.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

The

Twin

Cities

Radio

Picture

is Changing!

Big developments . . . some already completed, some
still in progress . . . are raising long-established WDGY

to a position

of far greater prominence. Look what WDGY

offers:

POWER— Our new 50,000- watt, 9-tower transmit er isthe only one of its kind.
FREQUENCY- Desirable channel-1130 K.C.
PROGRAMMING — Far-reaching plans for fulltime operation, now being carried out, will continue
to attract more listeners month after month.
PROMOTION — Aggressive campaign in 1949-50
to let the public know about the good things WDGY
is bringing them.
/t'.s smart to tie up with a station that''s on the ti ay UP!

on . . .
Your Eye
KeepRepresented
Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WDGY
PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS • ST.

ST. CLOUD, Stearns, 7,800 fam., 98.0% radio,
7,640 radio fam.
KFAM, 250w, 1450kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.50 4.50 10.90 27.75 40.80 68.00
N
6.75 6.75 13.60 34.00 51.00 85.00
KFAM-FM,
chan. 284, 104.7mc, lOkw
Bonus
avail.)
STILIWATER, Washington (no city figures
WSHB, 250w, 1220kc
D
2.75 2.75 9.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
THIEF RIVER FAllS, Pennington, 2,200 fam.,
96.07o radio, 2,110 radio fam.

MINNESOTA
SPOT RATE FINDER '
(Continued from page 106)
KROC, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Pearson
'; D
SB
IM 1 2.00
5M 24.00
15M 36.00
30M 60.00
1 Hr
5.00
6.00
i'N
6.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
I KROC-FM, chan. 234, 94.6mc, 250w
' , Bonus

MINNESOTA

RADIO

KTRF, SB250w, IM1230kc, 5MBulmer15M Johnson,
30M Conlan
1 Hr
D 2.00 3.00 8.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
N
2.70 4.00 9.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
VIRGINIA, St. Louis, 4,000 fam., 98.7% radio,
3,950 radio fam.
WHLB, mer250w,
1370kc,
NBC, Hollingbery, Bul& Johnson
combination
rate) (see WMFG, Hibbing, for
WADENA, Wadena (no city figs, avail.)
920kc., 9.50
Bulmer21.00& Johnson
DKWAD,5.75Ikw, 5.75
31.00 52.00
N
6.75 6.75 13.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WILLMAR, Kandiyohi, 3,000 fam., 97.8% radio, 2,930 radio fam.

MARKET

DATA

KWLM,
Conlan 250w, 1340kc, ABC, John Pearson,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WINONA, Winona, 8,300 fam., 96.7% radio,
8,030 250w,
radio fam.
KWNO,
Pearson,
D 4.20
6.001230kc,
10.20ABC,
20.40
30.60 Conlan
51.00
N 6.00 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
KWNO-FM, chan. 248, 97.5mc, 55kw, Pearson
Bonus
WORTHINGTON,
Nobles, 2,400 fam., 98.3%
radio, 2,360 radio fam.
KWOA, Ikw, 730kc, Bulmer, Johnson
D 4.30 6.75 10.80 21.60 31.40 54.00
N 5.00 8.50 16.00 31.40 48.60 81.00

BY COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1948 fSOOOt
County
Families Radio
Families
Aitken
4,100
95.7
3,920
Anoka
7,600
97.6
7,420
11,911
9,051
Becker
6,300
96.7
6,090
15,014
21,030
Beltrami
6,900
94.3
6,510
10,506
Benton
3,800
96.1
3,650
10,351
Big Stone
2,700
98.3
2,650
Blue Earth
10,600
97.7
10,360
46,036
24 861
Brown
7,200
97.5
7,020
17>89
Carlton
6,600
97.0
6,400
Carnes
4,600
97.8
4,500
12,846
Cass
4,500
94.9
4,270
Chippewa
4,400
97.9
4,310
17,163
9,657
Chisago .„
3,700
96.9
3,590
22,054
Clay
7,200
97.9
7,050
8,374
Clearwater
2,700
95.1
2,570
Cook
_
600
94.4
570
Cottonwood
3,900
98.1
3,830
13,228
5,478
2,358
Crown Wing
9,100
96.7
8,800
27,704
Dakota
12,700
98.4
12,500
30,583
Dodge
3,400
97.6
3,320
16,955
Douglas
5,600
96.7
5,420
7,698
Faribault
6,500
98.1
6,380
21,949
17,163
Fillmore
7,200
97.0
6,980
Freeborn
9,600
97.9
9,400
30,133
Goodhue
9,000
97.7
8,790
29,421
Grant
2,600
97.8
2,540
874,434
Hennepin _
198,600
98.7
196,020
7,819
Houston _
3,900
96.9
3,780
Hubbard ._
2,700
93.9
2,540
9,222
Isante
3,400
96.5
3,280
Itasca
8,900
96.3
8,570
7,507
23,683
6,657
Jackson
4,100
97.9
4,010
11,582
Kanabec
2,600
95.8
2,490
Kondiyohi
7,600
97.9
7,440
5,618
23,127
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

1STemployment
urr. I7*t/
771
1,559
734
1,612
2,545
1,012
6,889
0,^00
4,653
1,227
1,222
795
645
1,724
593
3,036
1,086
4,102
7,102
593
1,831
1,922
1,613
526
6,609
5,083
219,184
815
978
993
4,844
695
1,145
Mfg. Value Added,
2,281

Taxable
rolls
— 1st PayQtr
735
279
420
646
293

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value

1,038
16,719

1,454
3,339
708
533
295
2,363
379
200
259
1,431
364
1,819
705
191
4,430
546
679
3,450
174
2,564
130,790
406
283
289
416

32,567
17,026
386,144

291
939
2,430
Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

IN MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL

or

NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS

by
^Y^^I^OL
is presently
handling an
unsurpassed
number of Local
Accounts. And more of these accounts are renewing on WLOL
everyday.

''J^hat means National
gratifying results.
see, hear

5000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT

and

Accounts
on
WLOL
Proof rests with those

feel, day by day, results produced

WLOL
C. T. HAGMAN,
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*

are enjoying the same
local accounts who can
by WLOL.

Represented
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting!
i,

County
Kittson
Koochiching
Lacqui Parle
Lake
Lal<e of the Woods
Le Sueur
Lincoln
Lyon
McLeod
Mohnomen
Marshall
Martin
Meeker
Mille Lacs
Morrison
Mower
Murray
Nicollet
Nobles
Norman
Olmstead
Otter Tail
Pennington
Pine
Pipestone
Polk
Pope
Ramsey
Red Lake
Redwood
Renville
Rice
Rock
Roseau
St. Louis
Scott
Sherburne
Sibley
Stearns
Steele
Stevens
Swift
Todd
Traverse
Wabasha
Wadena
Waseca
Washington
Watonwan
Wlikin
Winona
Wright
Yellow Medicine

1949 Total
Families
2,700
4,700
3,800
2,400
1,200
5,400
2,600
5,800
5,800
1,700
4,000
6,900
5,000
4,200
6,600
11,900
3,600
5,100
6,100
3,200
13,000
14,000
3,400
5,300
3,800
9,200
3,400
109,900
1,700
5,800
6,100
9,400
2,600
3,700
62,200
4,100
2,600
3,900
16,000
5,800
2,900
3,600
6,500
2,200
4,800
3,500
4,100
8,400
3,800
2,600
11,200
7,700
4,400

Per Cent
Radio
96.4
92.5
98.6
91.7
95.5
97.5
75.2
94.1
94.8
94.8
97.1
98.2
97.2
95.8
95.8
98.3
98.3
98.2
98.6
97.1
98.0
96.6
95.9
95.8
98.3
97.1
97.6
98.7
96.5
98.1
98.3
97.2
97.9
95.6
97.8
97.0
96.0
97.7
97.6
97.1
97.0
97.7
96.4
98.7
95.6
97.1
97.3
98.0
98.5
97.8
96.9
96.6
98.6

Radio
Families

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

Employment
1st
Qtr.4301947

2,600
4,350
3,750
2,200
1,150
1,960
5,270
5,460
5,500
1,610
3,880
6,780
4,860
4,020
11,700
6,320
3,540
5,010
6,010
12,740
3,110
13,620
3,260
5,080
3,740
8,930
108,470
3,320
1,640
5,690
6,000
9,140
2,550
3,540
«0,840
3,980
2,500
3,810
15,540
5,660
2,810
3,520
6,270
2,170
4,660
3,350
3,990
8,230
3,740
10,850
2,540
4,340
7,440

14,494
8,409
10,091
6,206
2,491
13,143
23,301
6,206
18,984
9,605
3,692
24,272
13,921
11,910
15,846
41,991
9,275
9,795
21,862

526
3,878
1,033
339
246
1,974
2,494
537
2,030
2,880
633
838
1,579
1,021
1,735
■ 1,498
7,357
576
1,150
2,025
9,317
1,515
4,161
1,048
780
112,552
3,037

9,258
53,397
32,160
13,143
11,668
15,170
28,849
7,991
18,482
4,385
18,742
18,742
25,850

332
1,802
1,486
898
782
3,731
49,111
409
1,293
7,576
1,049
923
2,993
1,185

9,067
237,723
8,443
11,304
5,860
10,350
52,705
19,522
9,675
12,397
14,355
12,812
6,276
10,819
11,962
20,753
12,639
38,696
7,075
18,152
12,500

1,317
1,462
574
1,293
1,407
3,163
596
1,616
7,594
994
1,979

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
148 Qtr,
437
190
108
16179
2,174
968
875
1,034
238
653
1,300
379
298
206
4,902
504
798
695
5,372
1,761
408
283
606
654
136
1,347
66,035

281,832

688
348
547
1,759
280
555
26,771
157
452
523
1,455
3,518
438
361
216
636
583
216
554
1,639
598

24,127

6,3H
5,98(1

3,841
821
344

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.

KDAL-EVATOR
DULUTH,

MINN — "Nothing surprising about it," shrugs
Otto Mattick, whose empensnoot and
prop-boscis help him keep track of the
KDAL soaring Hooper Ratings whereof he speaks. Otto says, "KDAL's
Hoopers — always way on top in Duluth-Superior — come Otto Mattickally,
but not automatically. They're a
result of KDAL and CBS personalities, plus continuing long-range promotoion. That's why KDAL is the
buy for you in the Duluth-Superior
Market."

Aldtion

1,007 LETTERS FROM ONE
ANNOUNCEMENT ON ONE PROGRAM
pullaed"mystery tune" on his regular
KEYD's popular Slim Jim played
12 to 12:30 noon program of January 19, 1949. In response to
his request for the title of the number, 1,007 listeners sent in letters.
Mail came from 54 counties in Minn., S. Dak., Iowa and
Wisconsin.
keyd

—YOUR

KEY TO FAMILY LISTENING IN
THIS GREAT MARKET

Get greater advertising results with KEYD, because KEYD gives
more listeners and better coverage per dollar invested. KEYD's
family interest programming produces loyal audience response
from all age groups in both farm and city homes. Take advantage of this natural key to family listening. Reach a profitable
market for your product in these rich metropolitan and rural
counties by using KEYD.
LEE WHITING, General Manager
HAROLD A. WINTHER, Com'l Mgr.
kc
1440
WATTS (d)
5,000
KEYD
Avery-Knodel, Inc., will be glad to tell you
about current availabilities that can sell for
you in Duluth-Superior.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FAMILY
BROADCASTING
CORP.
NINTH AND HENNENPIN
• MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINN.
August 15, 1949
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•*rCorinth

MISSISSIPPI
SPOT RATE FINDER
BILOXI, Harrison, 10,600 fam., 84.1% radio, WCMA, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Burn-Smith
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8,910 radio fam.
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 13.00 24.00 45.00
N
5.00 6.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
GREENVIILE, Washington, 10,800 fam., 75.8%
radio, 8,190 radio fam.
WGVM, Ikw, 1260kc, Friedenberg
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
4.50 6.00 12.50 20.00 35.00
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Sears 36.00
& Ayer60.00
D 3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 DWJPR, 5.50250w, 6.501340kc,
10.00MBS,18.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
WJPR-FM, chan. 270, 101.9mc, 20kw, Sears &
Bonus
Ayer
'WGCM, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Sears & Ayers, GREENWOOD, Leflore, 7,200 fam., 80.5%
, Conlan
radio, 4,990 radio fam.
.D 3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
'NI
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 DWORM,6.00250w,6.001240kc,9.00NBC22.50 40.00 75.00
N
3.50 3.50 9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
IWGCM-FM, Cli. 268, 101.5mc, 3kw, Sears & GRENADA, Grenada, 2,300 fam., 78.3% raAyers Bonus
dio, 1,800 radio fam.
r' WNAG, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D
4.00
4.00 8.00 20.00 30.00 79.0%
50.00
WLOX, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Rambeau
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 HATTIESBURG, Forrest, 12,800 fam., BMB,
;N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
radio, 10,110 radio fam.
WFOR, 250w, 1400, NBC, Hollingbery,
IWVMI, Ikw, 570kc
D Conlan
bery4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
;(no rates available)
WFOR-FM, chan. 250, 97.9mc, 2kw, H
olling30.00
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 50.00
■BROOKHAVEN, Lincoln, 2,300 fam., 81.6% D
N
5.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
I radio, 1,880 radio fam.
WHSY, 250w day, 1220kc, BMB
43.00
D
2.70 8.15 16.50 24.00
WJMB, 250w, 1340 kc. Continental
JACKSON, Hinds, 27,300 fam., 36.2% radio,
|o 2.70 3.50 6.15 14.50 24.25 45.50 23,530
radio fam.
IM 2.70 3.50 6.15 14.50 24.25 45.50
4 AM affiliate average 1-time rate
D
7.85 8.35 11.87 20.18 30.81 53.12
N bery11.12 12.62 20.00 37.31 57.00 95.00
':iARKSDALE, Coahoma, 6,100 fam., 76.4%
radio, 4,660 radio fam.
WJDX, 5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1300kc, NBC, HollingD
10.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WROX, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
72.00 120.00
) 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 15.00 15.00 25.00 48.00 50kw
chan. 275, 102.9mc, 10.00 15.00
4 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WJDX~FM,
D
1.50 3.00 5.00
N
1.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00
:OLUMBIA, Marion, 2,700 fam., 76.3% radio, DWJQS,3.40250w,3.401400kc,7.50CBS 12.75 21.25 42.50
2,060 radio fam.
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00
25.00 85.00
WJXN, 250w, 1450kc
15.00 50.00 40.00
D
5.00 6.00 8.00 30.00
VCJU, 25Qw, 1450kc, MBS, BMB
8.20 10.00 15.00
>
2.89 5.51 10.71 16.32 27.88 N
■4
4.48 8.02 15.92 25.71 42.85 WRBC,
Conlan5kw-d, Ikw-n, 620kc, MBS, Branham,
50.00
D 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 12.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
;OLUMBUS, Lowndes, 5,800 fam., 77.6%
WSLI, 5kw, 930kc, ABC, Weed
D 10.00 12.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
radio, 4,500 radio fam.
60.00 100.00
N 12.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 80.5%
radio.
KOSCIUSKO, Attala, 2,000 fam.
VCBI, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
1,610 radio fam.
I
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WKOZ,
I
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D 250w,2.001340kc5.00 7.20 12.60 22.50
N
2.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
Jones, 10,100 fam., 79.9% radio,
iORINTH, Alcorn, 3,400 fam., 84.1% radio, LAUREL,
8,070 radio fam.
2,860 radio fam.
2 AM affrliate average 1-time rates
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Jote: All rates one-time. Sources: Total WAML, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Hollingbery
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
amilies, copyright 1949 "Sales Manage- D
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
lent". Further reproduction unlicensed, NWLAU, 6.00250w,6.001490kc,
MBS
or complete explanation see foreword.
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MACON,
Noxubee,
740 radio
fam. 900 fam., 82.4% radio
WMBC, 250w, 1400kc
D 3.40 3.40 7.50 12.75 21.25 42.50
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00
Proud to be local,
McCOMB, Pike, 3,300 fam., 86.1% radio,
2,840 radio fam.
Fulltime voice of
2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rates
D
5.50 5.50 13.75 25.00 42.50 65.00
A progressive
WAPF, 250w, lOlOkc
Community.
D
3.00 4.00 12.50 20.00 35.00 50.00
WSKB,
BMB 5kw-d, 500w-n, 1250kc, Gene, Grant,
D
8.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
N 10.00 7.50 20.00 40.00 70.00 120.00
/WERipiAN,
Lauderdale,
15,700 fam., 78.5%
radio, 12,320
radio fam.
WJMB
3D AM 3.96
affiliates,
3.96average
11.66 1-time
16.50 rate
26.08 47.33
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 26.08 36.00 60.00
Brookhaven's own station
WCOC,
D 3.405kw-D,3.40Ikw-N,
7.50 910kc,
12.75 CBS21.25 42.50
1340 KC — 250 Watts
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00
WMOX, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Brookhaven, Mississippi
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WMOX-FM,
Ch. 253, 98.5mc, 5kw
Bonus
»age .110
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MARKET INDICATORS FOR MISSISSIPPI
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Population
2,121,000
Increase over 1940
—2.9%
% of U.S.
1.45%
BMB Families
569,600
Percent Radio
79.8%
Radio Families
454,760
Business Concerns
20,403
Manufacturing Establishments 1,981
Non-Agricultural Employment. 220,909
Manufacturing Employment . .
70,000
Income
$1,382,000,000
Increase over 1940
211%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
$
659
1940
226%

'48
1.66%
'49
541,000
'49
66.2%
'49 .
358,000
'47
19,139
'47
1,235
'47
205,000
'47
46,000
'47 444,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

202

'40

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture . .

'47 22,600,000
'47 9,500,000
'47 2,300,000
'48 1,008,419,000
'47 73,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

$ 88,100,000
$ 31,700,000
$ 17,200,000
$1,086,286,000
$ 300,000,000

WTOK, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.50 3.50 7.50 12.75 21.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
NATCHEZ, Adams, 8,100 fam., 74.8% radio,
6,060 radio fam.
WMIS, 250w, 1240kc, NBC
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
PHILADELPHIA, Neshoka, 1400 fam., 77.9%
radio, 1,090 radio fam.
WHOC, 250w, 1490kc
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 40.00
STARKVILIE (no city figures avail.)
WSSO, 250w, 1230kc
D 3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
TUPELO, Lee, 4,000 fam., 83.1% radio, 3,320
radio fam.

'48

YR.

2,184,000 '40

WELO, SB 250w,IM 1490kc,
5M MBS,
15M Sears30M Ayer
1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
VICKSBURG, Warren, 11,400 fam., 78.5%
radio, 8,950 radio fam.
WQBC, Ikw-d, 500w-n, 1420kc, MBS, Sears
D & Ayer,
4.00 Conlan
4.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 90.00
WVIM,
250w,3.501490kc
D 3.50
7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WEST POINT, Clay, 2,000 fam., 76.3%
radio, 1,530 radio fam.
WROB, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
YAZOO CITY, Yazoo, 2,800 fam., 67.6%
radio, 1,890 radio fam.
WAZF, 250w, 1230kc
D 3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

MISSISSIPPI

Countv
Adams
Alcorn
Am!le
Affala
Benton
Bolivar
Calhoun
Carroll
Chickasaw .
Choctaw
Claiborne
Clarke
Clay
Coahoma
Copiah
Covington ....
De Soto
Forrest ,
Franklin
George
Greene ,
Grenada
Hancock
Harrison
Hinds ,
Holmes
Humphreys
Issaquina
Itawamba ...
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jeff Davis .
Jones
Kemper
Lafayette ...
Lamar
Louderdale .
Lawrence
Leake
Lie
Leflore
Lincoln
Lowndes
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Monroe
Montgomery
Neshoba
Newton
Noxubee
Oktibbeha
Panola „
Pearl River .
Perry
Pike
Pontotoc
Prentiss
Quitman
Rankin
Scott
Sharkey
Simpson
Smith
Stone
Sunflower ...
Tallahatchie .
Tate
Tippoh
Tishomingo
Tunica
Union
Walthall
Warren ......
Washington .
Wayne
Webster
Wilknison
Winston
Yalobusha ...
Yazoo
Sources:

RADIO

1949 Tolal
FcillllliGS

rtsr
Paf f^Otlt

9,000
6,400
4,500
6,400
2,000
18,700
4,500
4,000
4,900
2,600
3,400
4,600
4,800
15,600
7,800
3,700
6,600
15,000
2,700
2,100
1,800
5,100
2,800
20,200
35,400
9,800
6,800
1,600
3,900
10,900
4,300
3,400
3,500
13,400
4,400
4,800
3,100
18,800
3,000
4,900
10,500
14,600
6,100
10,200

75.0
85.1
79.7
78.0
79.2
77.8
84.2
79.4
81.9
81.1
73.7
81.4
76.7
75.8
82.2
78.8
75.8
80.6
83.4
81.2
79.6
78.5
81.8
84.1
84.0
75.4
75.0
74.4
80.3

9,100
5,800
6,100
8,600
4,000
6,400
5,000
5,600
4,900
8,100
4,400
1,900
8,800
4,600
4,700
6,900
6,400
5,200
4,300 4,500
3,500
1,500
15,700
8,700
4,700
4,200
3,700
6,700
5,000
3,600
13,300
21,200
3,500
2,800
4,600
4,600
4,500
9,900

86.3
79.0
75.5
77.9
81.5
77.8
80.6
81.9
78.7
78.9
79.5
83.0
78.4
80.1
85.0
76.5
77.7
75.0
79.9
80.4
79.1
81.3
74.9
78.4
80.4
83.0
80.8
83.6
83.2
83.4
81.3
81.6
82.7
80.3
82.4
81.6
83.2
78.3
79.6
79.3
83.6
83.9
75.9
82.7
79.3
78.7
79.0
75.7
83.1
80.4
78.5
77.1
73.7

MARKET

DATA

BY

Employment
151
Viirr. 10y17
iv*/
let
ntv

Radio
■ Qllll Il6 S
6,750
5,450
3,590
4,990
1,580
14,550
3,790
3,180
4,010
2,110
2,510
3,740
3,680
11,820
6,150
3,040
5,000
12,090
- 2,250
4,000
1,710
1,430
2,290
16,990
29,740
• 5,100
7,390
1,190
3,130
9,410
3,400
2,570
2,730
10,920
3,420
3,870
14,800
2,540
2,370
3,900
11,450
8,720
4,890
8,670
6,960
4,510
4,580
6,870
3,220
5,060
4,070
4,190
3,840
6,510
3,650
1,540
7,360
3,830
3,920
5,610
5,220
4,300
3,450
3,710
2,860
1,250
12,290
6,930
3,730
3,510
3,100
5,090
4,140
2,850
10,470
16,050
2,770
2,330
3,700
3,610
3,470
7,300

22,440
16,359
4,076
12,147
30,128
1,222
5,182
3,609
6,053
3,047
5,141
5,976
8,150
14,127
5,201
7,024
43,080
27,497 ■
3,222
3,726
2,698
9,393
4,734
57,263
131,950
15,194
1,069
9,061
11,197
2,698
5,141
4,114
34,288
4,579
4,191
8,713
52,163
2,699
4,191
22,315
8,150
34,852
13,720
21,171
12,187
11,896
16,766
6,890
6,228
9,431
8,402
7,955
9,218
14,788
10,749
2,347
22,083
5,841
6,986
8,267
5,977
10,905
7,043
6,385
3,513
3,085
20,473
9,217
6,016
5,395
3,376
8,849
7,414
' 7,606
32,345
6,889
47,129
4,891
5,956
7,143
7,025
16,669

Radio Families, Per Cent Raidio, SMB. Er nployment. Taxable Pay rolls. Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales
Further reproduction unlicensed.
Management."

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
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COUNTIES

6,850
3,289
1,202
152
2,479
849
780
279
2,557
494
1,202
2,356
1,736
776
3,151
2,531
408
9,680
487
1,011
883
2,392
12,709
1,016
32,503
1,323
81
1,337
583
10,008
640
847
10,310
793
382
544

Taxable Pay1947— 1st
($000)
rolls
Qtr.

Mfg. Value
1947Added
($000)

335
3,121
1,180
877
922

9,106

287
116
224
31
656
343
69
586
734
216
1,312
164
128
279
3,888
297

1 6,489

949
25
14,230
251
4,169
416
502

30,373
7,778

16096
146
234
5,718
121
4,650

33,930

791
12,559
593
668

225
252
156
4,888
200

18,561

4,299

1,607
1,923
888
1,900
911
898
876
152

4,682
2,606
5,500
2,625
2,836
570
2,841
1,090
1,505
1,949
989
1,048
1,353
527
2,689
459
4,043
505
1,063
828
290
1,562
988
364
881
1,744
419
667
511
503
307
383
1,448
934
6,995
495
6,459
1,795
526
1,818
2,137
Mfg. Value Added,

297
580
432
466
280
294
165
1,239
159
168
1,333
298
236
120
452
295
202
128
204
130
623
128
80
188
477
97
257
3,071
2,790
131
150
OZ4
650
836
Dept. of Commerce.
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MISSOURI
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fo include St. Louis' largest
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independent
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INDICATORS FOR MISSOURI
FIGURES YR. FIGURES

YR.

Population
3,947,000
'48 3,785,000
Increase over 1940
4.3%
% of U.S
2.70% '48
2.88%
BMB Families
1,194,200 '49 1,089,400
Percent Radio
94.4% '49
89%
Radio Families
1,127,530 '49
969,100
Business Concerns
70,526 '47
66,264
Manufacturing Establishments .
5,724 '47
4,487
Non-Agricultural Employment.
901,012 '47
777,000
Manufacturing Employment
..
270,000 '47
176,000
Income
$4,671,000,000
'47 1,914,000,000
Increase over 1940
144%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
$
1,197 '47
505
1940
137%
Construction (Private)
$ 235,500,000 '47 78,200,000
Residential
$ 73,800,000 '47 37,000,000
Non-Residential
$ 72,300,000 '47 15,700,000
Retail Sales
$3,528,304,000 '48 3,262,467,000
Value Added by Manufacture $1,623,000,000
'47 58,000,000
Hs 4:
SPOT RATE FINDER
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Cape Girardeau, 6,500 JEFFERSON CITY, Cole, 7,700 fam., 96.9%
radio, 7,460 radio fam.
fam., 94.8% radio, 6,160 radio fam.
KWOS, 250w 1240kc, MBS, Sears-Ayer,
KFVS, Ikw-d, 5C0w-n, 960kc, MBS, Pearson
Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
5.50
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
8.50 17.50 35.00 50.00 80.00
10.00 20.00 30.00
N
8.50 17.50 35.00 50.00 80.00 D 4.00
50.00
N 5.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
KFVS-FM, Ch. 239, 95.7mc, 20kw
KWOS-FM,
SB
20% of AM rate
Ch. 253, 98.5mc, 9.2kw, SearsCARTHAGE, Jasper, 4,800 fam., 94.5% radio,
Bonus
4,540 radio fam.
Ayer
KDAAO, 250w, 1490kc, KBS, Conlan
D 2.75 3.45 6.00 10.00 16.50 30.00 JOPLIN, Jasper, Newton, 15,700 fam., 92.9%
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 14,630 radio fam.
CLAYTON,
St. Louis — See listing under
St. Louis
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
KXLW-FM, Ch. 266, 101. Imc, llkw, Forjoe D 7.25 8.00 13.50 20.00 35.00 55.00
(See St. Louis listing)
N 8.50 10.00 16.50 27.50 45.00 75.00
COLUMBIA, Boone, 8,500 fam., 94.5% radio,
8,030 radio fam.
KFRU, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Blair, Conlan
D 2.50 3.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.50 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

\

FARMINGTON,
St. Francois, 1,500 fam.,
88.4% radio, 1,330 radio fam.
KREI-FM, 100.1mc,290w
D
3.75 4.50 7.50 18.75 37.50 60.00
KREI-FM,
Bonus 100.1 mc, 290w
FLAT RIVER, St. Francois, 1,800 fam., 95.6%
radio, 1,720 radio fam.
KFMO,
250w-d,
D
6.00 1240kc
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

^'1

HANNIBAL, Marion, 72,000 fam., 94.4%
radio, 6,800 radio fam.
KHMO,
Conlan5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1070kc, MBS, Pearson,
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 37.50 70.00 120.00
N 18.00 18.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 96.9%
150.00
INDEPENDENCE, Jackson, 8,100 fam.
radio, 7,850 radio fam.
KIMO,
D
8.00Ikw-d,
12.001510kc
20.00 35.00
90.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 55.00
75.00 125.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyriglit
1949 "Solesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanation
see foreword.

KFSB, 5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1310kc, Walker, Conlan,
BMB
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 30.00 50.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 110.00
MBS,
KSWM, 250w, 1230kc, CBS Rambeau, Conlan
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 20.00
30.00 35.00 50.00
45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00
Sears-Ayer,
WMBH, 250 w, 1450kc,
D Conlan
6.00 7.50 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N 7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
WMBH-FM,
Ch. 241, 96. Imc, 740kc, SearsBonus
Ayer

KSTL
ST.

LOUIS

1000 WATTS (d) — 690 KC
HARD HITTING
COVERAGE
of the
8th Largest Retail
Trading Center

for the facts on KXOK
JOHN
W
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BLAIR
X t COMPANY /'

ASK
YOUR

LOW "cost
Represented by:

Independent Metropolitan Sales
CHICAGO NEW YORK
JOHN
75E.WackerDr.
55 W. 42 St.
BLAIR
AN. 3-7169
Longacre 3-6741
MAN!
BRO A DCASTING
• Telecasting

KANSAS CITY, Jackson, 152,900 fxim,r-96.9%
radio, 148,160 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 28.75 50.15 50.90 76.50 137.50 252.25
N 48.45 83.75 87.55 129.40 233.00 430.50
KCKN, 250w, 1340kc
D 10.00 14.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 14.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KCKN-FM, Ch. 294, 106.7mc, 250w
D 2.00 3.50 8.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
N 2.00 3.50 8.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
KCAAO, 50kw-d, lOkw-n, 810kc, ABC, Pearson
D 39.00 60.00 64.80 108.00 180.00 300.00
N 52.00 80.00 86.40 144.00 240.00 400.00
KCMO-FM, Ch. 235, 94.9mc, 54kw, Transit
Radio
(Rotes not available)
KMBC, 5kw, 980kc, CBS, Free & Peters,
Conlan
D 30.00 48.00 43.20 72.00 144.00 288.00
N 50.00 70.00 72.00 120.00 240.00 480.00
KMBC-FM, Ch. 263, lOO.Smc, 40kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
WDAF, 5kw, 610kc, NBC, Petry
D 30.00 66.00 58.40 73.00 133.00 266.00
N 60.00 132.00 117.60 147.00 266.00 532.00
WDAE-TV, Ch. 4, llkw-a, 22kw-v, Petry
D 18.00 25.00 33.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 35.00 50.00 65.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WHB, lOkw-d, 5kw-n, 710kc, MBS, Blair
D 16.00 26.60 37.20 53.00 93.00 155.00
N 31.80 53.00 74.60 106.60 186.00 310.00
KOZY (FM), Ch. 251, 98.1mc, lOkw
D 2.40 3.60 6.25 9.60 14.40 24.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.40 16.00 24.00 40.00
KENNETT, Dunklin, 2,700 fam., 87.3% radio,
2,360 radio fam.
KBOA, Ikw-D, 830kc
D
6.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
KBOA-FM, Ch. 255, 98.9mc, 6.9 kw
Bonus
KIRKSVILIE, Adair, 4,900 fam., 94.8% radio,
4,650 radio fam.
KIRX, 250v/, 1450kc, Seors-Ayer, Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 18.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 18.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
lEBANON, Coclede, 2,400 fam., 90.1% radio,
2,160 radio fam.
KIWT, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D 4.40 5.65 9.40 18.75 31.25 43.75
N 4.40 5.65 9.40 18.75 31.25 43.75
MEXICO, Audrain, 3,600 fam., 94.7% radio,
3,410 radio fam.
KXEO, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D 9.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36..00 60.00
POPLAR BLUFF, Butler, 5,300 fam., 93.3%
radio, 4,940 radio fam.
KWOC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Pearson
0
4.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
for the facts on WHB
JOHN
BLAIR
& COMPANY

BROADCASTING

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

KWOC-FM, Ch. 233, 94.5mc, 16kw, Pearson
Bonus
ROLLA, Phelps, 3,900 fam., 91.8% radio,
3,580 radio fam.
KTTR, 250w, 1490kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.20 3.20 7.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.20 3.20 7.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
KXLW
STE. GENEVIEVE, Ste. Genevieve, 1,100 fam.,
97.3% radio, 1,070 radio fam.
KSGM, 250w, 1450kc
D 2.00 4.25 8.10 15.30 27.00 45.00
N
2.00 4.25 8.10 15.30 27.00 45.00
ST. JOSEPH, Buchanan, 27,600 fam., 94.8%
radio, 26,160 radio fam.
KFEQ, 5kw, 680kc, MBS, Headley-Reed
D 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
KFEQ-FM, Ch. 222, 92.3mc, 250w, HeadleyReed
(No time sold)
KRES, 250w, 1230kc, Ra-Tel
D 4.89 4.89 8.05 17.25 31.63 57.50
N 4.89 4.89 8.05 17.25 31.63 57.50

Buys

3 L^wOl

Audience

and only

1st

Negro Disc Jockey
in St. Louis . . . Spider

Burks

does a terrific

sell job seven days a week ... so terrific that
ST. LOUIS, St. Louis, 292,500 fam., 97.0%
radio, 283,730 radio fam.

after three years he has no local competition,
Today delivers top Hoopers & specific results !

4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 33.62 49.12 62.50 99.50 152.75 248.75
N 61.25 77.83
177.50 283.75 463.75
1st

4 AM non-afFrliotes overage one-time rate
D
8.77 12.83 20.17 35.30 56.15 96.50
KMOX, 50kw, n20kc, CBS, Radio Sales,
Hooper, CBS Diary
D 54.00 78.00 69.00 138.00 207.00 345.00
N 90.00
230.00 345.00 575.00
KSD, 5kw, 550kc, NBC, Free & Peters
D 32.50 46.50
100.00 170.00 250.00
N 65.00 93.50
200.00 340.00 500.00
KSD-FM, Ch. 241, 96.1 mc, lO.Skw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
KSD-TV, Ch. 5, 10kv/-a; 20kv/-v, NBC, Free
& Peters
D 30.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
KSTL, Ikw-D, 690kc
D
8.00 12.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
KWK, 5kw, 1380kc, MBS, Raymer, Hooper
D 24.00 36.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 70.00 140.00 225.00 380.00
KWK-FM,
Ch. 256, 99.1mc, 70kv^
No rate listing
KXLW, Ikw-D, 1320kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D
7.50 15.00 22.50 30.00 55.00 100.00
KXLW-FM, Ch. 266, 101. Imc, 11.2kw, Forjoe
D
1.50 3.00 4.50 6.00 11.00 20.00
N
1.50 3.00 4.50 6.00 11.00 20.00
KXOK, 5kw, 630kc, ABC, Blair, Hooper
D 24.00 36.00 56.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 70.00 98.00 140.00 225.00 400.00
KXOK-FM,
Ch. 229, 83.7mc,
Radio
(See Transit FM listing)

16kw, Transit

WEW, lkv/-D, 770kc, Pearson
D
7.50 9.40 22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
WEW-FM, Ch. 236, 95.1 mc, 68kw, Pearson
D
3.00 5.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WIL, 5kw, 1430kc, Rambeau
D 12.08 14.95 20.70 36.23 62.10 103.50
N 17.83 22.43 27.60 48.30 82.00 138.00
(Continued on page 114)

• Telecasting

and only
Hillbilly Disc

Jockey

in St. Louis

been playing and emceeing in
Queen
these parts for 19 years. For the last 3 years

Roy

as the first and only Hillbilly D. J.
he has been selling furniture, autos,
fried chicken and such daily 6 am to 8 am.

1st

and only

Children's Disc Jockey program in St. Louis
Janet Dailey's Musical Storybook
at 4 every afternoon for 3 years
. has presented the best children's albums,
kept kids busy while mom cooked supper, and sold
milk, photos, cakes, clothing, cabbages and kings.
National Rep
FORJOE
1320

1 000

Kilocycles

Watts

AM

KXLW
Phone Delmar 1320
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MISSOURI
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 113)
SEDALIA, Pettis, 8,200 fam., 93.5% radio,
7,670 radio fom.
I KDRO, 250w, 1490kc, Forjoe, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
; D
4.00 10.00 17.50 30.00 55.00
' N
4.00 10.00 17.50 30.00 55.00
,. SIKESTON, Scott, 3,000 fam., 90.0% radio,
, ' 2,700 radio fam.
,'' DKSIM, 6.00
250w, 6.00
1400kc12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
.|N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

See page 3 for key to map.

■)Ij\ SPRINGFIELD,
radio, 22,560 Greene,
radio fam.23,800 fam., 94.8%
j] ( 4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
••'D
8.50 8.50 14.75 24.75 43.00 73.75
.'I'N 11.31 11.31 22.00 34.93 61.00 102.50
KGBX, 5lcw, 1260kc, NBC, Hollingbery
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 45.00 80.00
N . 16.00 16.00 25.00 40.00 70.00 120.00
KICK, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D 4.00 4.00 9.00 16.00 27.00 45.00
N 5.25 5.25 13.00 23.50 39.00 65.00
KTTS, 250w 1400kc ,CBS, Sears-Ayer
5.00 10.00 17.50 30.00 50.00
,D
N 5.00
6.00 6.00 15.00 26.25 45.00 75.00
\ KTTS-FM,
Bonus Ch. 234, 94.7mc, 11.3kw, Sears-Ayer
KWTO,
Conlan5kw-D, Ikw-N, 560kw, ABC, Pearson,
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 37.50 70.00 120.00
N 18.00 18.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
WARRENTON, Warren (No Data on City)
KWRE, 250w-D, 730kc
D
1.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 45.00
WEST PLAINS, Howell, 2,200 fam., 91.2% radio, 2,010 radio fam.
KWPM, 250w, 1450kc
D 1.50 3.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 42.00
N
1.50 3.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 42.00

St. Louis

Ste. Genevieve

Kennett
MISSOURI
1949 Total
Families
6,000
3,500
3,200
7,800
6/400
3,800
5,700
3,000
2,700
12,600
35,000
9,400
3,500
6,900
2,000
10,800
4,100
1,400
6,600
3,200
4,600
3,200
3,100
12,700
3,800
10,300

, County
, Adair
Andrew
Atchison _
Audrain
,
Barry
^ Barton
Bates
Benton
Bollinger
Boone
Buchanan
.Butler
'Caldwell
', Callaway
Camden ....
Cape Girardian
Carroll
Carter
iCass
, Cedar
Chariton
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Cole
, Cooper
Crawford
Dade
Dallas
Daviess
DeKalb
Dent
Douglas
Dunklin
Sources:
Page 114

5,100
3,000
2,900
2,900
3,600
2,600
3,100
3,000
11,700

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
93.7
95.5
96.0
94.1
92.5
92.2
92.1
90.4
85.5
89.3
94.9
86.1
94.0
91.4
90.3
93.9
94.1
86.4
92.9
90.0
93.9
91.7
92.5
95.5
93.7
95.1
91.7
87.5
92.0
90.6
92.8
94.4
89.8
89.0
89.9

MARKET
Radio
Families
5,620
3,340
3,070
7,340
5,920
3,500
5,250
2,710
2,310
11,250
33,220
8,090
3,290
6,310
1,810
10,140
3,860
1,210
6,130
2,880
2,87Q
4,320
2,930
12,130
3,560
9,800
4,680
2,630
2,670
2,630
3,340
2/450
2,780
10,520
2,670

DATA

BY

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
15,359
4,508
7,662
15,637
9,441
5,991
9,090
4,358
2,431
42,892
112,364
16,713
6,252
10,369
2,300
38,674
9,052
1,688
10,740
3,932
7,586
3,728
29,308
4,488
8,960
37,040
10,740
5,231
3,412
2,783
4,822
3,727
5,713
23,520
3,579

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
•
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* *

COUNTIES
1st
Qtr. 1947
Employment

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.

474
2,564

1,030
151

896
5,719
1,393

93
444
2,673
461
348

1,2721
1,156
333
228
27,039
6,149
500
3,271
2,099
925
8,117
409 =
1,471
774
9233
11,485
999
1,053 =
•
683 846*
1,062«
6,663
2,088

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value

14,129

4071
15,143
2,449
87350
1,160
129

52,734

3,486
281

11,183

525
125 =
274

304

51,712

816 3093
6,770
2,853
227
229 «

310"
159
3708
262
61
1,01367
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
(Continued on page 116)
361'
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
3748
1238
559
233
841
281
1,187'
2,986

re at

and

growing

span

St.

Loui

4,837
in

Advertisers bought 4,837 hours of time on KXOK

in 1948. This is a lot of

KXOK's consistent share-of-audience gains reported hy Hooper month after
month . . . they value KXOK's BMB "plus" coverage in 115 counties daytime,
98 counties night time . . . they are gratified by KXOK's low-in-St. Louis rates
which means more coverage . . . more Hooper . . . per dollar of advertising
money! KXOK's list of renewals and the growing number of new advertisers
attest this fact! KXOK saturates the greater St. Louis market . . . economically!
IS ALERT

TO

ITS

COMMUNITY

BROADCASTING

WAT TS*FULL

• Telecasting

time

In cooperation with the St. Louis Public
Service Company, KXOK-FM is installing receiving equipment on 1000 buses
and 300 streamliner street cars. Over
40,000,000 rides a month is the guaranteed passenger count. Here is a new
medium with unexcelled sales potential.
Riders hear the advertising message
while in transit to points of purchase.
For further information on rates and
schedules on KXOK-FM consult
our Transit Radio Sales offices in
New York, Chicago, or Cincinnati . . .
or KXOK-FM direct.

KXOK-FM

Billboard's award for News Commentary and Variety's
award for "Responsibility to the Community" are evidences ofKXOK's progressive ideas on programming!
KC '5000

sponsored

RESPONSIBILITY

Since opening day KXOK has demonstrated its alertness to community and area service ... a requirement of
a successful radio station. Many air hours are devoted
to programs with educational, religious, agricultural and
social import. We have learned through experience how
to balance program types in the interest of the listener.

630

of

1948

TIME — 3023^ days of 16 hours each in one year. Excellent testimonial to
the effectiveness of KXOK as a selling force! Alert advertisers are aware of

KXOK

t with

TIME*CHESTNUT

3700

Is Affiliated with
Transit Radio

St. Louis'" ABC Affiliate
Owned and operated by the
St. Louis Star-Times
Represented by John Blair & Co.

August 15, 1949
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RADIO

MISSOURI
County
Franklin
Gasconade
Gentry
Greene
Grundy
Harrison
Henry
Hickory
Holt
Howard
Howell
Iron
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Knox
Laclede
Lafayette
Lawrence
Lewis
Lincoln
Linn
Livingston
McDonald
Macon
Madison
Maries
Marion
Mercer
Miller
Mississippi
Moniteau
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
New Madrid
Newton
Nodaway
Oregon :
Osage
Ozark
Pemiscot
Perry
Pettis
Phelps
Pike
Platte
Polk
Pulaski
Putnam
Ralls
Randolph
Ray
Reynolds
Ripley
St. Charles
A
St. Clair
St. Francois
St. Louis
Ste. Genevieve
Saline
Schuyler
Scotland
Scott
Shannon
Shelby
Stoddard
Stone
Sullivan
Taney
Texas
Vernon
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Worth
Wright
' Includes
2 Includes
" Includes
* Includes
Includes
Sources:

Atchison & Holt.
Camden & Hickory.
Carter, Reynolds & Wayne.
Sedar & St. Clair.
Christian, Stone & Taney.

1949 Total
Families
10,300
3,600
3,300
30,700
4,700
4,800
6,500
1,500
3,000
3,600
6,100
2,600
183,900
27,000
9,400
6,700
2,600
5,800
8,400
7,500
3,600
4,600
6,000
5,100
4,100
5,500
2,800
1,700
10,200
2,400
4,000
7,200
3,400
4,000
3,700
3,200
11,000
9,600
7,600
2,900
2,900
2,300
13,100
3,800
10,300
7,100
5,600
4,200
4,900
3,400
3,000
2,900
7,800
5,100
1,800
3,000
8,400
3,400
9,900
363,900
2,800
8,700
1,800
2,400
8,300
2,200
3,300
8,700
3,000
3,400
2,600
5,600
7,700
2,300
3,900
2,800
4,200
1,500
4,400

Per Cent
Radio
92.7
89.9
95.8
94.5
93.6
93.6
92.9
91.1
94.6
92.2
87.0
86.5
97.0
93.3
94.7
92.3
93.5
89.3
92.9
92.3
94.6
93.1
93.6
94.2
90.2
92.9
87.2
94.6
84.7
94.0
90.2
85.1
91.9
93.6
93.0
90.7
89.6
92.0
94.6
86.6
86.4
83.0
85.4
88.7
93.1
87.5
93.0
94.2
91.2
92.4
92.9
93.8
93.7
93.5
84.3
86.2
94.7
90.6
94.3
97.4
91.9
93.0
94.8
94.7
92.2
85.6
94.3
90.4
86.6
92.9
86.6
89.2
91.7
91.7
84.6
86.1
92.1
94.7
89.9
° Includes
Includes
^ Includes
0 Includes
1° Includes

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further
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MARKET
Radio
Families
9,550
3,240
3,160
29,010
4,400
4,490
5,990
1,370
2,840
3,320
5,310
178,380
2,250
25,190
8,900
6,180
2,430
5,180
7,800
6,920
3,410
4,280
5,620
4,800
3,700
5,110
2,440
1,440
9,650
2,260
3,610
6,130
3,120
3,740
3,440
2,900
9,860
8,830
7,190
2,510
2,510
1,910
11,190
3,370
9,590
6,210
5,210
3,960
4,470
3,140
2,790
2,720
7,310
4,770
1,520
2,590
7,950
3,080
9,340
354,440
2,570
8,090
1,710
2,270
7,650
1,880
3,110
7,860
2,600
3,160
2,250
7,060
5,000
2,110
3,300
2,410
3,870
1,420
3,960

DATA

BY

Retail ($000)
Soles
1948

(Contmued from page lU)
Taxablerolls—1stPayQtr.
1947 ($000)

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

21,146
6,456
106,613
6,158

5,657
10,740
6,029
^08,854
3,414
92,447
17,752
11,520
3,321
16,305
8,626
10,368

18,992

437
8,563
1,193
252
713
491 »
107,236

1,0111"
2,303
188,848
17,718

8,590 3071"
2,993
662

5,337
1,855
2,18011
2,023
2,673 6
1,616
1,186
1,939
571
2,118
212
1163
1,402
292

5,214
7,457
13,471
12,206
5,899
13,557
4,470
1,094
31,541

794
668
485
189 1118512
86

6,537
1,117
870
1,885

6,066
6,939
14,692
5,547
5,211
12,261
15,934

947 10
1,122

2,920
419
714
278
150
293 10
384

4,469
1,881
705
2,487
1,707

677
254
1,026
605

8

10,389 .
6,528
7,271
4,712
3,524
2,652
16,732

190
820
793
2,018

1,526
329

5

6
640
117
5 14

5

328
6246
41

3

183

590
057181"
1,2,

n Includes
12 Includes
" Includes
1* Includes

Mfg. Value

58,596

65
1,599 12

7264
1,83

3,339
4,693
3,981
7,328
2,930
7,569

389"
7

11,473
484
3,970

3,901 12
14
3,788
889
1,874
409

8

1,353 3
368
85
59
i
1,832

23,389
7,207
190
1,183

3,190
4,100
16,454
2,597
10,112
6,252
2,896
4,025
3,324
13,005
7,474

Iron & Madison.
Knox & Scotland.
Texas & Wright.
Oregon & Shannon

Added,

9,566

210
106

966
3,370 3
312
3,790 4

7,755
1,723
17,065
3,673
23,244
3,691
1,385,426
16,435
4,934

Security Administration.

968
767

2,649
1,024"
1,882
4,956
2,353
718 7
2,348
550
220
392

7,419
28,109
10,665

280,146
25,216
30,560

6811,00511
6
1,004
565
365

3,487
10,462
6,456

3,951
3,006
1,503
20,998

1947
(.SCOO)
Mfg.Added
Value
10,238

796
2,864

1,998
6,451
18,807
1,271
806
1,344°
2,578

9,312
12,873
8,700
1,280

Clark & Lewis.
Dade & Polk.
Douglas & Ozark.
Gentry & Worth.
Harrison & Mercer,

Taxable Payrolls, Federal
reproduction unlicensed.

COUNTIES

3

64713

Dept. of Commerce.
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'K

S
D-T
V
Station
Television
Louis Post-Dispatch

St.

The

5000

THE

DELIVERS

WATTS

ENTIRE
ON

550

TELEVISION
KILOCYCLES

AUDIENCE
AMERICA'S

IN

TH
IN

AMERICA'S

LARGEST

NBC
and

9

TH

LARGEST

MARKET

9

MARKET

CBS

ABC

DUMONT

NETWORKS

The

NBC

St.

Louis

Post-Dispatch

PROGRAMS

•

"AM"

AP

Station

NEWS

A
National

Advertising

BROADCASTING

• Telecastini

Representative:

FREE

&

PETERS.
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MARKET

8.6% MONTANA'47
INDICATORS —FOR

MONTANA
SPOT RATE FINDER
LEWISTON, Fergus, 2,300 fam., 96.9% radio,
ANACONDA, Deer Lodge, 4,400 fom ., 98.0%
radio, 4,310 radio fam.
2,230 radio fam.
KANA, 250w, 1230ltc, W S. Grant, Donahue KXLO, SB
250w, IM
1230kc, 5M
Freidenberg
15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
25.00
D
4.50 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D 2.50 4.00 5.50 9.00 15.00 radio.
N
6.00 8.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 N 2.50 4.00 5.50 9.00 15.00
LIVINGSTON, Park, 2,700 fam
BILLINGS, Yellowstone, 9,900 fam., 97.5%
radio, 9,650 radio fam.
2,620 radio fam.
97.2
250w, 4.50
1340kc,7.50
Griffith12.00 , 18.00
30.00
DKPRK, 3.00
2D AM 7.87
affiliate,7.02average
one-time
rate
30.00
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 radio.
13.50 20.50 30.75 51.25 N
N
8.75 9.50 12.50 28.00 42.00 70.00 MILES CITY, Custer, 3,200 fam.
96.9
3,100 radio fam.
KBMY, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Avery Knodel
250w, 3.75
1340kc, 7.00
BMB, 10.50
Avery-Knode
D
2.75 4.15 7.00 11.00 16.50 27.50 KRJF,
D
2.50
20.00 37.50
45.00
3.00 4.50 8.50 12.50 23.75 radio,
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 -24.00 40.00 N
KGHL, 5kw. 790l<c, NBC, Katz 45.00 75.00 MISSOULA, Missoula, 7,700 fam., 97.1 nahue,
D 13.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
7,480 radio fam.
N 13.00 13.00 15.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 KGVO,
5kw-D,
Conlan Ikw-N, 1290kc, CBS, Do
BUTTE, Silver Bow, 17,100 fam., 96.9% radio. D Grant,
7.88 10.50 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
16,650 radio fam.
N 10.50 14.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
3 AM affiliate, average one time rate
KXLL, 250w, 1450kc, Walker
(See Z Bar Network)
D 10.72 10.72 17,01 20.52 47.71 88.41
N 12.01 12.01 19.00 31.33 53.66 98.33 SHELBY,
Toole, 1,100 fam., 96.2 radio, 1,060
radio fam.
KBOW, 250w, 1490kc, CBS. Cooke, Conlan
250w, 3.25
1230kc, 4.90
W. S. 8.75
Grant 17.50 radio,
35.00
D 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 DKIYI, 2.75
2.75 3.25 4.90 8.75 17.50 35.00
N 8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
SIDNEY, Richland, 1,500 fam., 96.6%
KOPR. Ikw, 550kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Conlan
1 .450 radio fam.
Biddick,
D 7.18 7.18 11.05 22.10 33.15 55.25
N 11.05 11.05 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00 KGCX, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1480kc, MBS,
BMB
KXIF, 5kw, 1370kc, NBC, Pacific Northwest, D 3.50 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Walker
4.50 6.00 13.00 26.00 40.00 65.00
D 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00 N
N 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
GIENDIVE, Dawson (No city figure available)
KXGN, 250w, 1400kc
.D
5.40 6.00 9.00 16.00 24.00
N
6.00 6.60 9.90 17.60 26.40
GREAT FALLS, Cascade, 13,400 fam., 97.8%
radio, 13,110 radio fam.
2D AM 9.22
afTiliate,9.22averaqe
rate 67.50
13.00 one-time
20.50 42.00
N 11.50 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KFBB. 5kw, 1310kc, CBS, Weed Co., Conlan
D 10.00 13.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 70.00
N 10.00 13,00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KMON,8.45
5kw, 8.45
560kc,13 MBS,
Avery Knodel
D
00 26.00
39.00 65.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KXLK, 250kw, 1400kc, NBC
(See Z Bar Net or KXLF Butte)
HAVRE, Hill, 3,200 fam., 98.4% radio, 3,150
radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliate, average one-time rate
D
4.:'7 5.12 7.45 13.37 22.75 40.00
KAVR. 250w, 1240kc, Grant
D
2.75 3.25 4.90 8.75 17.50 35.00
N
2.75 3.25 4.90 8.75 17.50 35.00
KOJM, Ikw-D. 730kc. Friedenbura. Griffith
D
6.00 7.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00
HELENA, Lewis & Clark, 6,500 fam., 96.9%
radio, 6,300 radio fam.
KXLJ, 250w, 1240kc, NBC, Walker
(See Z Bar Network)
KALISPELL,
4,480 radioFlathead,
fam. 4,600 fom., 97.4 radio,
KGEZ, 250w, 1340kc, Conlan
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 15.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

0.35%
511,000

Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments .
Non-Agricultural Employment .
TVl 51TI11T Sl/*'f'llT*l'n O* Ti^TO nlrtlTTM Ani*
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
RcsidcntiEl

VT?

97.2%
155,600

0.42%
560,000
92.3%
148,400
'4
137,000 7
-1 -1 O AAA

151,260
11,683
745

1 K.

O0,/Zt>

47
4/

11^,000
9,589
Q nan

$ ^idi 000lob%
000

47

091 AAA AAA

'47
'An
''QQ
48

Oi)

'OA

574
^

1,d41

$ 40,100,000

Retail Sales
$ 614,274,000
Value Added by Manufacture . . $ 108,000,000
❖ ❖ *

A QAA AAA
14,300,000

ou

4(
553,493,000
*

* 39,000,000
*

See page 3 for key to map.

MONTANA
RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1947 ($000)
Taxable.
PayRetail
Sales
1949 Total
Per Cent
Mfg. Value
Qtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
1948 ($000)
Radio
Families
Radio
County
Families
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
94.7
Added
252
683
Beaverhead
2,000
1,890
9,268
610
217
Big Horn
2,200
96.4
96.6
7,362
266
Blaine
2,000
95.6
2,120
570
Broadwater
600
231
1,930
9,217
405
732
Carbon
2,500
96.8
96.6
659
2,982
680
Carter
700
17
97.6
6,774
2,420
Cascade
13,900
13,570
1,028
98.2
15,792
127
350
Chouteau
1,600
10,714
67,789
1,570
Custer
4,200
96.5
4,050
11,677
98
98.4
4,818
97
Daniels
1,100
6,035
97.9
1,080
375
Dawson
2,000
97365
1,686
3,421
1,960
870
15,120
805
97.8
D
Deer Lodge
4,500
247
7,648
96.6
Fallon
900
279
138
4,400
13,565
97.4
2,679
976
822
Fergus
3,700
3,600
Flathead
7,900
3,927
580
2,347
26,414
Gallatin
5,400
1,825
7,710
24,979
96.9
Garfield
600
910
22
96.4
3,71074
5,230
Glacier
2,200
1,654
970
1,1875
95.3
100.0
400
2,100
Golden Valley
400
18
6,985
2,573
10,009
181
Granite
1,000
96.7
564
97.7
523
Hill
4,100
1,150
3,303
97.2
970
218
16.433
65
Jefferson
1,000
3.135
97.3
780
Judith Basin
800
34
108
1,643
4,010
744
97.3
Lake
2,800
453
97.0
2,359
2,720
lewis & Clarke
7,800
36,551
580
75
28
96.8
Liberty
600
1,094
7,570
96.9
Lincoln
1,900
1,840
8,4.S7
5,554
4,969
1,61R
I Sources: Radio FamiPes. Per Cent Radio. BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value 1,308
Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
769
[J
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
' j D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
(Continued on page 120)
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BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
3,074 •

POWER

+

FREQUENCY

^^^^

No

POWER

5000

W.

790

kc.

FREQUENCY

+

station in Montana

urc?Vllt?l

KGHL

IJv/ttCI

iVV^I Ik*

with a frequency under 1200 kc.

The KGHL
FAVORABLE

has

is the only NBC station in Montana and

Wyoming

CONDUCTIVITY

IIIUII

or Wyoming

signal encounters

ance than any

other

less soil resist-

regional

channel

station in Montana.

COVERAGE

MAXIMUM

No other station can match
age* of Montana

KGHL's

and Northern Wyoming.

KGHL Primary Area
♦Population
226,777
Retail Sales
$ 224,033,000
Radio Homes _ _

79,641

Source: Katz Research Bureau

AFflll&TfD STATION

KGHL
THE

in MONTANA

DOMINANT

and

Represented

STATION

NORTHERN

by THE

KATZ

cover-

WYOMING

AGENCY

MONTANA

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY

Retail
Sales
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
8 ($000)
County
Families Radio
Families
McCone
700
96.6
680
Madison
1,700
97.0
1,650
2,528
Meagher
600
96.9
580
3,656
Mineral
600
96.7
580
2,189
Missoula
9,300
97.3
9,050
44,883
1,197
Musselshell
1,400
97.3
1,360
4,853
11,713
Pork
3,000
96.6
2,900
573
Petroleum
300
97.3
290
Phillips
1,800
96.9
1,740
Pondera
1,400
97.2
1,360
6,234
Powder River
700
96.0
670
6,470
Powell
2,000
97.1
1,940
1,095
Prairie
500
96.1
480
1,(502
5,409
Ravalli
3,000
97.0
2,910
Richland
;
2,200
97.1
2,140
8,189
8
509
8,979
Roosevelt
2,200
97.4
2,140
Rosebud
1,500
96.0
1,440
4>04
Sanders
1,900
96.0
1,820
Sheridan
1,500
97.8
1,470
3,724
Silver Bow
17,500
97.4
17,050
4,145
Stillwater
1,400
97.5
1,370
2,863
Sweet Grass
900
96.8
870
3,943
Teton
1,900
97.7
1,860
5,425
Toole
1,600
97.5
1,560
7,616
960
Treasure
400
94.7
380
14,820
Valley
2,700
97.7
2,640
926
Wheatland
800
97.8
780
3,488
Wibaux
500
100.0
500
64,016
Yellowstone
13,200
97.6
12,880
ral
Security
Administration,
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed,

COUNTIES
1stEmployment
Qtr. 1947
80
414
209
197
968
406
6,401
87
1,334
470
137
82
636
710
901
1,147
455
564
378
215
1 0,o3o

(Continued from page~118)
28
1947
($000)
Mfg. Value
Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
Added
187
86
95
692
171
3,244
568
54
208
370
45
447
392
31
277
258
116
160
o,o4z
149
472
37
39562
105
32

272
428
928
73
219
929
75
Mfg. Value

9,594
Added,

9,639

5,046
Dept. of Commerce.

14,068
Families, Retail

NEBRASKA
ALLIANCE, Box Butte (No city
able)
KCOW, 250w, 1400kc
SB IM 5M 15M
D
5.00 10.00 20.00
N
4.00 8.00 15.00

SPOT RATE FINDER
figures avail-

See page 3 tor key to map.

30M 1 Hr
30.00 50.00
25.00 45.00

COLUMBUS, Platte, 2,700 fam., 96.1% radio,
2,590 radio fam.
KJSK, Ikw-D, 900kc, Davis
D
2.80 4.90 10.50 24.85 38.85 59.50

Alliance v

X

A—

.T

Tc'c^ttsbiuff

FREMONT, Dodge, 5,300 fam., 96.8% radio,
5,130 radio fam.
KFGT, lOOw, 1340kc, MBS, Conlan
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.33 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 6.00 13.00 19.50 37.50 65.00
GRAND ISLAND, Hall, 7,800 fam., 96.5% radio, 7,530 radio fam.
KMMJ, Ikw, 750kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
BMB, Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
HASTINGS, Adams, 6,900 fam., 97.2% radio,
6,710 radio fam.
KHAS, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Pearson
D
2.65 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
I KEARNEY,
2,730 radioBufFalo,
fam. 2,900 fam., 94.2% radio,
KGFW, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
I N
4.00 6.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
for the facts on WOW
JOHN
BLAIR
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LINCOLN, Lancaster, 32,200 fam., 97.8% radio, 31,490 radio fam.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
IM average
5M one-time
15M 30Mrates 1 Hr
D
6.13 10.25 15.38 31.25 57.50
N
11.25 20.00 30.62 61.25 112.50

NORFOLK, Madison, 3,800 fam., 96.3% radio, 3,660 radio fam.
WJAG, SB Ikw-D,IM 780kc,
5M Walker,
15M BMB,
30M Conlan
1 Hr
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

KFOR, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Retry, Hooper
D
7.25 7.25 10.50 15.75 32.50 65.00
N 12.50 12.50 20.00 31.25 62.50 125.00
KFOR, Ch. 275, 102.9mc, 22kw
Bonus
KOLN,
1400kc,10.00MBS, 15.00
Ra-Tel 30.00 50.00
D 250w, 5.00
N
10.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 100.00
McCOOK,
Red radio
Willow,fam. 2,600 fam., 96.0%"
radio. 2,500
KBRL, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Conlan
D
3.30 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 80.00

NORTH PLATTE, Lincoln, 5,200 fam., 96.4%
radio, 5,010 radio fam.
KODY,
1240kc,
Blair, 30.00
Conlan 50.00
D
5.00250w, 5.00
10.80NBC,18.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 80.00

for the facts on KODY
ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
tC
OMPAHT/ BLAI
j JOHN R
MAN!

OMAHA, Douglas, 81,400 fam., 97.3% radio,
79,200 radio fam.
4D AM16.00
affiliates,
rates 147.50
16.00 average
29.27 one-time
51.43 86.62
N 31.00 31.00 58.18 100.38 174.50 285.00
1490kc,
Ra-Tel,39.00
Conlan65.00
DKBON,6.50250w, 6.50
13.00MBS,19.50
N 13.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 78.00 130.00
KBON-FM,
Ch.
Bonus
224, 98.7mc, 8.7kw

KOWH, 500w-D, 660kc, Hollingbery
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 25.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
DKOAD 2.00(FM) Ch.
2.00 225,4.5092.9mc,6.0068kw 9.00 15.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.75 9.00 13.50 22.50
NBC, 45.00
590kc, Blair,
DWOW,25.005kw, 25.00
75.00 Hooper
125.00 200.00
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 150.00 275.00 400.00
WOW, 5kw, 590kc, NBC, Blair, Hooper
NBC, Blair
D 30.00 30.00 38.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 40.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
SCOTTSBLUFF, Scotts Bluff, 4,600 fam., 94.5%
radio, 4,350 radio fam.
Ikw-D,7.00970kc,16.00Holman
DKNEB, 7.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
KOLT, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1320kc, CBS, Donahue,
D 9.00 9.00 16.50 30.00 50.00 90.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.50 30.00 50.00 90.00

KFAB, 50kw, lllOkc, CBS, Free & Peters
D 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 40.00 40.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
KOIL,
5kw, 12.50
1290kc, 21.88
ABC, 31.25
Retry, Hooper,
BMB
D 12.50
62.50 125.00
N 21.00 21.00 36.75 52.50 105.00 210.00
BROADCASTING

MARKET
CLASSIFICATIONS

FIGURES

Population
1,301,000
Increase over 1940
—1.1%
% of U.S
0.89%
BMB Families
384,200
Percent Radio
95.8%
Radio Families
368,180
Business Concerns
24,937
Manufacturing Establishments 1,343
Non-Agricultural Employment 200,548
* * *
i

YR.

County
I Adams . .
I Antelope
I Arthur . .
Banner
Blaine . .
Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo . . .
Burt
Butler . . .
Cass
Cedar . . . .
Chase
Cherry . . .
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax . . .
Cuming
Custer . . .
Dakota . .

2,900
3,300
5,300
2,500
adio, BMB.

YR.

1,316,000 '40

'48
'49
'49
'49
'47
'47
'47
* * *

1.%
350,800
91.6%
321,200
27,008
1,093
203,000

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
96.0
94.8
92.0
97.6

400
500
2,800
3,800
1,500
1,500
7,800
3,300
3,400
4,800
3,600
1,300
2,000
2,700
3,300

FIGURES

'48

NEBRASKA
1949 Total
Families
9,100
3,300
200

INDICATORS

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39

BY

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

8,740
3,130
180

28,290
7,963
244
155
662

2,660

93.5
94.3

3,660
1,400
1,410

94.2
96.8
93.6
95.3

7,350
3,190
3,180
4,570
3,470
1,230
1,890
2,590
3,130

94.8
94.6
96.4

DATA

Radio
Families

390
480

96.1

NEBRASKA

CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Manufacturing Employment . . .
37,000
Income
$1,589,000,000
Increase over 1940
179%
Per Capita Income
$
1,238
Increase over 1940
186%
Construction (Private)
$ 87,300,000
Residential
$ 30,900,000
Non-Residential
$ 15,200,000
Retail Sales
$1,276,204,000
Value Added by Manufacture . $ 260,000,000
1
* ❖

MARKET

95.1
94.9
96.2

96.4
94.4
94.5

FOR

In ning
Nebraska's No. 1 Market
^Win

433
'47 30,200,000
'47 10,400,000
'47 3,900,000
'48 1,170,892,000
'47 68,000,000

'40
'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

COUNTIES
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
52715
4,617

Taxable.
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)

4,033
4,849
24,195
9,196
6,121
8,814
9,144
5,425

1,561
183

153
50
633

472
2,376
760
495
934

852
167
302

481
1,065
460
815

288
200
354

624
511
1,204
Mfg. Value

3,886

352
173
163
167
145
432
233

421
607

10,535
7,632

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

2,182
161
3
6
7
148

15
48630

7,406
13,473

4,937
2,740
8,414
10,413
3,180
94.3
15,837
5,000
94.4
2,360
5,059
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Further reproduction unlicensed.

YR. FIGURES YR.
'47
18,000 '39
'47
569,000,000 '40

Added, Dept. of Commerce. Families, Retail
(Continued on page 122)

^
In Nebraska's ion'
No. 2 Market
Combinat

Omaha
KOIL is loaded with loyal listeners and always at
the tip top in promotion and merchandising helps.
More advertisers use KOIL than any other radio
station in Omaha . . . Nebraska's No. 1 market.
Buy wisely, buy economically, buy KOIL.

Lincoln
Hooperwise and otherwise, KFOR is the dominant
station
in Nebraska's Capital City . . , Nebraska's
No.
2 market.
Serving the central Nebraska urban and farm sections, KFOR presents an excellent midwestern test
market. In combination with KOIL, Omaha, it's
even a better buy. Petry will tell you.

Combinati on Rates Available

AM
FM

5000 W

KOIL
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ABC
250 w
Represented by Edward Petry & Co

KFOR
August 15, 1949
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NEBRASKA
County
Dawes ....
Dawson . . .
Deuel
Dixon
Dodge ....
Douglas . . .
Dundy ....
Fillmore
Franklin , . .
Frontier
Furnas ....
Gage
Garden . . .
Garfield . . .
Gosper ....
Grant
Greeley . . .
Hall
Hamilton .
Harlan ....
Hayes ....
Hitchcock . .
Holt
Hooper ...
Howard
Jefferson
Johnson . . .
Kearney
Keith •
Keya Paha
Kimball . . .
Knox
Lancaster . .
Lincoln ....
Logan ....
Loup
McPherson .
Madison ...
Merrick . . . .
Morrill ....
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls . . .
Otoe
,
Pawnee . . . ,
Perkins . . . .
Phelps ,
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders . . .
Scofts Bluff ,
Seward . . . . .
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton . . . .
Thayer
Thomas . . . ,
Thurston
Valley
Washington
Wayne
Webster . . . .
Wheeler
York

1949 Total
Families
•3 inn
4,oUU
Qnn
oUU
2,600
7,900
87,900
11 ,zUU
onn
3,300
2,100
1 ,ouu
2,700
p onn
1 inn
OUU
7nn
Ton
/uu
1 mn
1o ,JUU
Ann
y,ouu
o Tnn
.^,/UU
11 ,/uu
700
Ann
OUU
1 Ann
31 ,ouu
800
Ann
2 000
A inn
A,1 finn
OUU
1 ,OUU
1 onn
Ann
11 , OUU
11 nnuu
onn
A onn
y cnn
/,oUU
*inn
Tnn
/UU
xnn
oUU
*5UU
T nnn
/,uuu
o*5 Ann
inn
Tnn
*}11 ,/uu
nnn
oo,UUU
Tnn
A onn
4,yuu
2,000
1l,oUU
'inn
o nnn
o inn
5,200
2,300
3,500
4,800
oUU
ann
4,600
3,400
5,300
10,000
3,600
2,600
1 ,700
800
1 ,500
3,300
1 ,000
2,1 00
2,200
2,900
2,500
2,100
400
4,230

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
OA
OCVO.D
yo.o
OA R
OAyo.oT
OAyo.oK
OTy/ .J1
93 0
94 5
93 1
93.2
94 2
95 8
95.2
93.4
93 3
95 3
93.6
95.8
94 2
94 7
9492 45
9394.99
94.0
95 2
95.5
96.3
94.1
94 9
97 3
94 0
97.3
95 4
93 3
93 5
90 9
96 1
950'^ 9A
94 8
96 1
93 1
95 8
95 3
95 9
95 4
95 4
94 9
95 8
94 7
95 6
94 3
93 8
97 2
95 5
94 8
94 51
95
92 0
93.9
95 2
94 9
95 2
92 9
94 4
96.2
97.3
93.4
93.8
95.6

MARKET
Radio
Families
0 oon
^,yyu
//u
9 <inn
DCT con
Aon
/,OaU
1 120
1 1 on
0,1 960
1 zu
1 400
2 540
8 530
1 050
750
650 ®
o/u
1 400
9 200
j^An
2 540
1 610
sou
1 510
3 610
iRn
JoU
1 880
>^ non
4,uyu
0Z,ZUU
onn
1 730
1 790
K7n
11 ,u/u
n7n
1 c^n
70 flon
T A*5n
AAn
oou
cAn
Z/U
OTn
A Tin
O,/
0 ><onJU
o nnn
1 Ai n
01 ,oRfin1 u
o mn
Aon
4,oyu
11 ,yoinlu
O'ln
01 ion
0z, 11 onyu
y* om
0 onn
1 nn
0,07501 u
4,oyu
1 .4 nn
3 3001 u
4,0
K nAn
93,UOU
480
o,4UU
2 470
1 560
750
1 430
3 1 30
1 950
950
2 080
2,790
2,430
380
1,960
4,020

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
in fiAfi
on AtiA
ZU,4J4
1*i TOn
im
o, 1 U 1
oo "inn
TAAzy,oUo
on
oOO,yo
3 4251

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
1 044
31 1
A nAK
o/ 4
86 509
314
376
DO 1
213

O'iT
4A 346
3 320
7 320
24 070
2 469

4 436
681
1 82
/4
177

21 312
1 721
3 459

3 895
1 o0,o04
O,/ 40
mou,you
om
973
ZOU
437
OAn
25,567
6,466
6,694
3,999
8,623
14,934
6,450

8,483
10,935
869
3,424
2,764
8,328
1 ,008
A5,198
ono
6.919
6,571
5,355
504
12,464

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Fede ral Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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5 984
AOO
38600ox
ozy

1404
4/AT
Al
47
2 786
1 *JA
onT
AU/
IzUOl401 n
286
1 on

884
1 no
331
400
AKA
1 ,D\JD
411
o 1 4A
1Qoo
040
AAQ
OOU
on Ano
zU,4Uo

lU 1
ini
An>*
oU4
114/A713
1 00
lAO
04a
1A 1
1 A"!
in
206
1 A,4yo

2,956
37
47
7

1 ,2538
10
1923

3,065
370
524
644

1 ,245
130
229

2,116
344
1,466
163
1 ,513
1,451
390
920
2,045
4,285
29
260
669

76
2,040
389
221

23
201
902

11
63
317
186
6

500
482
929
658
437
12
1,395
Mfg. Value Added,

159,867

5,248

34,658

97
639
103
471
165
890
46
t03
568
560
146
614
890

1,148716

'

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

245
337

732
854
1,566
273
328

4,537
4,903
8,622
6,362
1 6,655

46, 144

1947— 1st
($0(
rolls
414
hao
04Z
93
1 uyno
1 AQA
48 795
ZuO97
1 ,004
1 uo
1m
1 y4
1 OA
1 912
oo55

96
74
214

385 421
198
3 633
557
3 999
10 535
2 487
4 033
12 622
4 729
547
OUU
103 483
dnn

14,986
4,207
15,751
2,764
10,344
4,1 37
12,256

(Continued from page 121)

9,318

151
344
243
115
2
534
Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

It's

only

a

few

Billion

Ool/ars..but

$2,995,897,000.00...
1948 Retail Sales* in WOW-LAND

counties (BMB)

All authorities agree this year's retail sales may be slightly
lower . . . BUT . . . they also say . . .
of 1949 retail sales will be made in the
third quarter — July, August, September;
of 1949 retail sales will be made in the
fourth quarter — October, November, December.

GET YOUR
22
6
30
4

%
%
%
%

Spent
Spent
Spent
Spent

in
in
in
in

food stores;
apparel stores;
general merchandise stores;
furniture stores;

share
11 %
10 %

18 %

of the . . .
Spent in stores selling motor vehicles & parts;
Spent in lumber and building material retail outlets;
Spent in other retail outlets.
RADIO

STATION

lOBOOQOOOOOC ^^^H
You WILL

get Your share if you use the

advertising facilities of Radio WOW — the
ONLY

single advertising medium

that covers

the vast territory within 150 miles of Omaha

in

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of

every direction — 450,000 families who listen to
WOW

(BMB

figures)— who spent $4,000.00

per family in 1948, and will, in the most pessimistic view, spend only a little less in 1949.
For availabilities see your John Blair man,
or telephone Omaha, Webster 3400.

KODY

AT NORTH

PLATTf

John J. Glllin, Jr., President & Gen'i Mgr.
John Blair & Co., Representatives

* (Based on SALES MANAGEMENT'S figures— May 10,
Survey of Buying Power — except for Iowa, which is based
on state tax receipts.)

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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'40
'46
'46
'4'63 '
9 39
'39
'39
'40

'48
NEVADA
MARKET

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments
Non-Agricultural Employment
Manufacturing Employment . . .
Income
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

FOR

FIGURES
28.4%
142
000
0 1 0%
JO.O /c
45,300
125
36,805
178%
2,000
256,000,000
120%
1,842
25,800,000
16,900,000
4,800,000
171,124,000
28,000,000

'48
'49
'49
'4'9
47
NEVADA'47
YR.
'47
FIGURES
'4'7
47110,000
0.08%

YR.

'47 89.3%
45,800
'4'7
47 40 900
'47 2 170
'48
94
'47 34,000
1,000
92,000,000

MUMKH.OT

'40
'39
'39
'39
'4'1
39

4 Elko

Reno "arson Cif

CMUMCMLL

LTOK

WMITI AHKtEly

NEVADA

836
7,300,000
4,000,000
1,800,000
166,051,000
11,000,000

SPOT RATE FINDER
EIKO,
1,900
1,810 Elko,
radio fam.
KEIK, 250 w, 1340kc
SB
IM
0
4.40 5.65
N
4.40 5.65
IAS VEGAS, Clark,
6,800 radio fam.

families, 95.3'~c radio,
5M
9.40
9.40
7,200

15M
15.00
15.00
fam.,

30M
22.50
22.50
94.9%

1 Hr
37.50
37.50
radio,

KLAS, 250w, IM1230kc, CBS, Cooke, Scott, Con5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Ian SB
6.00 6.00 8.40 16.50 25.50 42.00
10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KRAM,
D Ikw-D,3.38920kc,5.20Avery-Knodel
10.40 15.60 26.00
N
5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

affiliates,
rotes 41.00
D2 AM 5.00
6.00 average
9.20 one-time
16.25 24.75
N
8.00 9.50 14.50 26.00 39.00 65.00

RENO. Washoe, 11,800 fam., 97.7% radio.
1 1 ,530 radio fam.

KENO, 250w, UOOkc, ABC, W.
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
KENO-FM,
Grant Chan. 260, 103.9mc,
Bonus

4D AM 3.33
affiliates,
average
rates 27.50
3.33
6.75 one-time
11.00 16.50
N
5.25 5.25 11.00 20.50 31.50 52.50

S. Grant
24.00 40.00
36.00 60.00
250kw, W. S.

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

KATO. 250v/, 1340kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
D
3.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KOH, Ikv/, 630kc, NBC, Roymer
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
NEVADA

RADIO
Per Cent
1949 Total
Families
County
Radio
Churchill
96.3
1 ,500
95.6
12,200
Clark
600
95.7
Douglas
Elko
95.7
2,800
500
95.2
95.6
1,300900
94.7
98.0
1,000
96.7
1,100
95.1
2,500
1,200
94.2
Nye
98.4
1,500
95.0
1 ,000
400
97.6
98.1
13,400
96.2
3,400
D— Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individuo companies.

MARKET
Radio
Families
570
1 1,440
1 ,660
480
2,680
980
1,240
850
1,060
1,130
2,380
390
1,480
950
13,080
3,270

Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payroll ;, Fedeol
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction un icensed.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

SPOT RATE FINDER
BERLIN, Coos, 5,400 fom., 97.3% radio, 5,250
radio fom.
WMOU, 250w, 1230kc, Kettell-Carter
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

WTSV, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Boiling, Noonan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTSV-FM, Ch. 291, 106.1mc, 12kw, Boiling
Bonus

CLAREMONT,
Sullivan,
dio, 4,640 radio
fom. 4,800 fam., 96.7% ra-

CONCORD, Merrimack, 9,000 fam., 99.7% radio, 8,970 radio fam.

Page 124
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See page 3 for key to map.

KOLO, Ikv/,
SB
D
3.00
N
4.00

920kc,
IM
3.00
4.00

CBS,
5M
4.00
8.00

Hollingbery
15M 30M 1 Hr
8.00 12.00 20.00
16.00 24.00 40.00

KWRN, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Walker, Conlan
3.00
5.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
DATA

BY

COUNTIES

Retail Sales
1948 ($000)
6,190
38,200
11,316
1,823

733
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
1 1 ,032
224
1,648
177
251
736
529
59

1,217
1,888
3,096
5,674
1,924
>1,961
2,791
3,752
808
2,626
68,532
15,518
Security Administration.

504
554
678
38953
13,798
2,783
Mfg. Value

Taxable. Payrolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)
420
122
961
7,461
33
310
135
500
230
23
77
288
318
337
8,556

1,864
Added, Dept. of Commerce.

VVKXl, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Walker
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
KEENE, Cheshire, 4,400 fam., 98.9% radio,
4,350 radio fam.
WKNE,
Young, 5kw,
BMB 1290kc, CBS, Kettell-Carter,
D
6.70 8.00 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

Added Value
1947 Mfg.
(SOOO)
D
D
6,616

D
6,015
Families, Retail

MANCHESTER, Hillsboro, 24,100 fam., 97.4%
radio, 23,470 radio fom.
3 AM affiliates, average
SB IM 5M
D 5.66 5.66 10.66
N 10.66 10.66 20.00

one-time rate
15M 30M 1 Hr
21.33 32.00 53.33
40.00 60.00 100.00

WFEA, 5kw, 1370kc, CBS, Young, Kettell-Carter, Hooper6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D 6.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
1240kc, MBS, Boiling, Noonan,
LACONIA. Belknap, 5,300 fam., 98.9% ra- WKBR,
Conlan,250w,
Hooper
dio, 5,240 radio fam.
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WLNH,
Carter,250w,
Noonan1340kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Kettell- N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
D
4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 WKBR-FM, Ch. 261, lO.lmc, Ikw, Boiling
Bonus
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'/IQ
WMUR, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 610kc, ABC, Weed,
Hooper, BMB
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WMUR-FM, Ch. 239, 95.7mc, 3.3kw, Weed
D
1.50 1.50 2.50 5.00 7.50 12.50
N
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
NASHUA, Hillsboro, 9,200, 98.7% radio, 9,080
radio fam.
WOTW, Ikw-D, 900kc, Bannan, Walker
D 5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WOTW-FM, Ch. 292, 106.3mc, Ikw, Bannan,
Walker
Bonus
PORTSMOUTH, Rockingham, 6,600 fam., 96.8%
radio, 6,390 radio fam.
WHEB, Ikw, 750kc, Bannan
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WFMt, Ch. 297, 107.3mc, 20kw
Bonus
ROCHESTER, Strafford, 4,200 fam., 97.7% radio, 4,100 radio fam.
WWNH, Ikw-D, 930kc, Boiling
0
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 27.00 46.00

MARKET

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS
Seekeypage
3 for g ^^^^
to map.

Population
Increase over 1940
nf TT S

Vi Q /1 14^
NEW^
CANMOLL
lAMPSHlREl
jTCy^ / Laconia A .
\ )^°nt
'''^Rochester^'
^Manchester
KeeneAV nqsWa,

'/I A
'47

NEW HAMPSHIRE YR.
YR.
'OQ
11.6%
FIGURES
FIGURES
U.o / yo
'47
492,000 '4 '
548,000
7 47
'48
ft Q7£y
1 Qt^ 9ftft
1 /inn
'47
3D. I "70

Tin 1 1 1 AC;

FOR

1 K± nun
10 960

IVTariiifUl €LK,
a<*tiiriTnr
TTeitfifilichiinpnf
ITJLCill
LUX lllg Xlio
LdUllOI.llll.dll'S^ .
128%
Non-Agricultural Employment.
1,124
141,401
Manufacturing Employment
..
110%
66,000
Income
$ 613,000,000
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales

to

1 97 Iftft
10,077
141,000
772

oo
OU

55,000
269,000,000
546

%

1,148

%% V 26,200,000
10,700,000
% 7,200,000
% 470,789,000

Value Added by Manufacture .
% 307,000,000
*
*

12,000,000
4,600,000
2,700,000
404,018,000
104,000,000

NEW HAMPSHIRE RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
Added
Taxable.
PayMfg. Value
rolls
Qtr.
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1947 ($000)
1947— 1st
($000)
Retail ($000)
Sales
Employment
1948
Families
County
Radio
1st
Qtr. 1947
Families
19,186
Belknap . . .
96.2
8,200
7,890
23,848
Carroll ....
94.2
968
4,600
1 4,330
1 ,660
i 1,994
12,100
24 001
7,531
Cheshire
2,355
96.4
96.3
3,955
10,785
Coos
D
10,100
30,193
9,730
30,973
Grafton . . . .
5,793
13,900
95,2
13,230
97.5
8,494
43,728
55,336
4,465
46,800
132,176
15,932
Hillsborough
45,630
4,518
146 269
17,330
29,482
Merrimack . .
17,900
96.8
9,092
12,057
21,500
14 995
Rockingham
50,943
20,790
96.7
11,197
26,135
14,650
15,100
97.0
Strafford . . .
5,465
47,707
35,727
60,821
Sullivan
17,293
5,201
96.1
14,562
9,200
8,840
24,313
7,443
D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
3,252
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value 5,862
Added, Dept. of Commerce. Families, Retail
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
1 Hr
WPAT, SB
Ikw-D,IM930kc,5MCooke,
WCAM, SB250w,IM
1310kc5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
15MPulse30M 140.00
D
18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
NEW JERSEY
D 6.00 9.00 13.00 27.50 40.00 65.00 WPAT-FM,
N 9.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Bonus Ch. 278, 103.5mc, lOkw
Union, 11,700 fam.,96.1%
96.8
SPOT RATE FINDER
DWKDN,10.00Ikw-D,
14.00800kc25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00 PLAINFIELD,
dio, 11,330
radio103.9mc,
fam. Ikw 15.60 radio.
ELIZABETH,
Union
(No
figures
for
city)
WXNJ,
Ch.
280,
ASBURY PARK, Monmouth, 6,400 fam., 92.9%
CAMDEN, Camden, 36,800 fam., 94.5% raradio, 5,950 radio fam.
dio, 34,780 radio fam.
D
2.60 3.90 5.20 10.40 19.50 26.00
WPOE{FM), Ch. 244, 96.7mc, Ikw
32.50
Rates not available
N
3.90 Mercer,
5.20 33,400
6.50 13.00
WCAP, 250w, 1310kc
TRENTON,
fam.,
2 AM SB
non-afffliates,
average
one-time
rate
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
JERSEY CITY, Hudson, 89,500 fam., 97.6%
IM
5M
15M
30M
1
Hr
32,100
radio
fam.
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 22.50 45.00 75.00
radio, 87,350 radio fam.
8.00 11.50 19.00 38.75 57.50 95.00 WHOM,
500w, niOkc
25.00 42.00
N 6.00 8.00 15.00 22.50 45.00 75.00 D
1480kc57.50 75.00 137.50 250.00 WTNJ,
D
4.50 9.75 16.75
D
10.005kw,12.50
72.50
N
6
75
13.75
27.50
WCAP-FM,
Ch.
296,
107.1mc,
7.7kw
N 15.00 25.00 63.00 105.00 192.50 350.80 WTTM, Ikw, 920kc, NBC, Forjoe 42.50 60.00
Bonus
ra36.00 %120.00
MORRISTOWN, Morris, 1,949 fam., 96.8% D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 72.00
WJIK, Ch. 232, 94.3mc, Ikw
96.3%
NWTOA-FM,
16.00 Ch.
16.00248,24.00
48.00
radio, 4,740 radio fam.
D
2.50 4.00 7.50 14.50 21.50 36.00
97.5mc, 13.7kw
WMTR,5.75500w-D,
N 3.00 4.80 10.00 19.00 28.00 48.00
No rates available
6.75 1250kc
16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 VINELAND,
■ rsey City D
Cumberland,
2,300 fam.,
NEWARK,
Essex,
127,000
fam.,
95.3%
radio,
ATLANTIC CITY, Atlantic, 22,700 fam., 94.5%
radio, 2,210 radio fam.
121,030 radio fam.
radio, 21,450 radio fam.
WWBZ, Ikw-D, 1360kc, McGillvra
80.0C
non-affiliates,
overage64.31one-time
5.00 8.00 15.00 35.00 55.00
affiliates,
rate 58.33
D4 AM 14.42
20.12 42.88
118.62 rate
221.00 D
D3 AM 3.51
4.58 average
9.85 one-time
18.33 34.50
N 17.12 23.25 53.20 71.23 144.25 264.75
N
5.91 8.33 15.91 34.33 56.00 95.00
Headley-Reed
DWAAT,17.505kw-D,
25.00 Ikw-N,
52.80 970kc,
66.00 Weed
132 00 264.00
DWBAB,3.75250w,5.001490kc,
12.50CBS,25.00
45.00 75.00
N
17.50
25.00
52.80
66.00
132.00 264.00
N
7.00 9.50 18.75 45.00 75.00 125.00
WAAT-FM, Ch. 234, 94.7mc, 13.5kw, Weed
WBAB-FM,
Ch. 264, 100.7mc, 3kw, HeadleyReed
WHBl',"2.5kw-D.
(ST-WOV),
Bonus
D 15.00 15.00I,000kw-N
50.00 80.00
120.00 1280kc
200.00
N 25.00 25.00 81.50 140.00 210.00 350.00
sold!
monmoutmI
WFPG,
250w,
1450kc,
ABC,
Ra-Tel,
Conlan,
BMB
WNJR. 5kw. 1430kc, Averv-Knodel, Pulse
D
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
D 16.20 22.50 33.75 56.25 112.50 225.00
N
5.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
N 18.00 25.00 37.50 62.50 125.00 250.00
12 SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
WFPG-FM,
WNJR-FM,
Knodel Ch. 274, 102.7mc, 3kw, AveryBonus Ch. 253, 98.5mc, 15.6kc, Ra-Tel
Bonus
SOLD 17 $8,000 HOMES FOR
WMID, 250w/, 1340kc, MBS, Forjoe
WVNJ. 5kw, 620kc, Hollingbery
D
3.30 4.25 8.55 17.00 28.50 50.00
D
9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 110.00 195.00
N 5.25 8.00 14.00 28.50 45.00 80.00
ONE REALTOR* . . . PROOF
N
9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 110.00 195.00
City
WATV, Ch. 13, 25kw-a, 50kw-v, Weed
BRIDGETON, Cumberland, 7,200 fam., 94.6%
THAT
WWBZ CAN SELL!
D 70.00 85.00 102.00 170.00 250.00 360.00
radio, 6,810 radio fam.
N 80.00 100.00 120.00 200.00 300.00 450.00
WSNJ, 250v/, 1240kc, Clark
NEW BRUNSWICK, Middlesex, 12,000 fam.,
D 4.80 8.00 12.00 18.00 15.00 50.00
WWBZ 1000 WATTS VINELAND,N.J.
96.1% radio, 11,530 radio fam.
N 4.80 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WCTC, 250w.7.001450kc,
Conlan
Atlantic.
D
11.55
17.35
31.50
57.75
WSNJ-FM,
Ch.
255,
98.9mc,
9.25kw,
Clark
Represented by:
Bonus
N
7.00 11.55 17.35 31.50 57.75
WCTC-FM, Ch. 252, 98.0mc, Ikw
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, INC.
Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
WDHN3.00(FM),4.00Ch. 228.
93.5mc,
Ikw
neland- See page 3 for
^Vi
*
We'll
gladly send you his name.
D
8.50
13.50
22.50
35.00
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Manogekey to map.
N
3.00 4.00 8.50 13.50 22.50 35.00
ment". Further reproduction unlicensed.
PATERSON,
Passaic,
43,800
fam.,
96.1%
raFor complete explanation see foreword.
dio, 42,090 radio fam.
BROADCASTING
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'39
'49
'39
'49
'39
'49
115%
MARKET INDICATORS FOR' NEW JERSEY
39
'47
I R.
CLASSIFICATIONS
iK.
'47
FIGURES
Income
13.7%
'
4
Population
$6
740
000 000
7
4,729,000
t>.±U /Q
3.24%
'44,160,000
Increase over 1940
Increase over 1940
7
% of U.S.
PpT* Canita Tncomi*
1 329
900
$
1 "142
96.5%
BMB Families
Increase over 1940
97 Wr,
Percent Radio
Construction (Private)
$ 401,100,000
1 283 770
1 186 000
Radio Families
Residential
$ 188,000,000
Business Concerns
91,457
82,529
Non-Residential
$ 159,500,000/o
Manufacturing Establishments
10,751
Retail Sales
7,438
$4,395,971,000
Non- Agricultural Employment.
1,362,348
1,198,000
432,000
Value Added by Manufacture. . $4,174,000,000
602,000
Manufacturing Employment . .
* * *
* * *
* *
NEW JERSEY RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
Retail($000)
Sales
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1948
County
Families Radio
Families
158,303
Atlantic
42,300
94.2
39,850
360,093
Bergen
130,100
97.9
127,370
Burlington
29,000
97.0
28,130
69,153
224,456
Camden
78,300
96.0
75,170
Cape May
11,400
95.4
10,880
47,311
78,646
Cumberland
25,900
95.0
24,610
Essex
260,200
96.2
250,310
1,052,399
Gloucester
24,300
96.5
23,450
48,833
Hudson
206,700
96.9
200,290
597,644
Hunterdon
12,000
96.8
11,620
235,866
31,730
Mercer
60,800
96.5
58,670
Middlesex
67,800
96.5
65,430
223,595
211,770
Monmouth ....„
59,900
95.4
57,140
122,648
Morris
40,200
97.7
39,280
Ocean
13,400
96.6
12,940
53,761
357,902
Passaic
99,500
96.3
95,820
Salem
13,600
94.8
12,890
39,355
Somerset
:
24,200
97.5
23,600
Sussex
9,400
96.0
9,020
63,835
34,600
342,345
Union
104,300
97.1
101,280
'40
41,726
Warren
' 16,600
96.5
"
16,020
'
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security
'40 46 Administration.
'
4
8
'46
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
'46
'48
'
'
3
'49
9 '339
9
NEW MEXICO
'49
'3'9
'49
40
'47
MARKET INDICATORS FOR NEW MEXICO
'47
'40
'FIGURES
YR.
YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
4'74
FIGURES
7.4%
7 532,000
'39
0.40%
571,000
1 Population
'39
'
47
0.39%
Increase over 1940
'
3
•
9
47 73.5%
% of U.S
90.9%
133,400
'47
BMB Families
168,000
Percent Radio
'39
'47
Radio Families
152,740
98,000
'
4
Business Concerns
'74'7
48 7,406
432
Manufacturing Establishments .
9,569
262
'47 72,000
Non-Agricultural Employment .
79,506
203%
Manufacturing Employment . .
6,000
190,000,000
Income
3,000
$ 576,000,000
Increase over 1940
196%
356
Per Capita Income
$
1,053
Increase over 1940
14,400,000
Construction (Private)
$ 68,900,000
Residential
5,100,000
$ 20,300,000
1,800,000
Non-Residential
$
10,200,000
Retail Sales
361,775,000
$ 493,876,000
Value Added by Manufacture . . i 55,000,000
9,000,000
SPOT RATE FINDER
ALBUPUERQUE, Bernilo, 21,500 fam., 95.7%
KSVP, 250w, I450kc, MBS
1 Mr
radio. 20,580 radio fam.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 35.00
D
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00
! AM affiliate, average l-time rates
N
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00 35.00
SB ' 5.91
IM 8.08
5M 10.83
ISM 21.33
BOM 38.33
IHR CARLSBAD, Eddy, 4,400 fam., 93.8% radio,
0
3.98
4,130 radio fam.
N
4.98 7.08 10.58 17.50 27.6i 48.33
KAVE,
250w. 5.00
I240kc, 12.00
CBS, Taylor-Boroff
D
5.00
16.00 24.00 40.00
6l0kc,15.00
Taylor-Boroff
8.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
0KGGM, 7.005kw, 10.00
24.00 34.00 60.00 N
M
14.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 ClOVIS, Curry, 6,600 fam., 94.1% radio,
«OAT, 250w I450kc, ABC, Donahue
6,210 radio fam.
B
5.00 8.50 12.50 20 00 30.00 50.00
250w, 13.50
I240kc,22.50
MBS 36.00 54.00 90.00
ft
8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 KICA,
D
11.25
N
11.25
13.50
22.50
36.00 54.00 90.00
<OB, 50kw,-D, 26kd-N, 770kc, NBC, MBS
, ^J
2.45
3.25 6.75
2.45 3.25
6.75 12.50
12.50 20.00
20.00 35.00
35.00 DEMING, Luna, no cify figs, avail.
250w, 3.25
I230kc 8.00 14,00 24.00 40.00
Skw.aur., 2.5lkw-vis.. Chan. 4, Du- KOTS,
D
2.00
i COB-TV,
mont, NBC
2.00 3.25 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
in 12.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 150.00 N
GALLUP, McKinley, 2,800 fam., 93.0% radio,
' WER,
250w, 6.00
I340kc, 5.00
MBS, Forjoo
>
4.50
8.00 15.00 30.00
2,600 radio fam.
:«l
4.50 6.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 KGAK, 250v/, I230kc, ABC, Donahue
D
2.00
4.00 8.00
8.00 12.00
20.00
\RTESIA, Eddy, 1,200 fam., 92.7% radio, N
2.00 - 2.00
2.00 4.00
12.00 20.00
1,110 radio fam.
HOBBS,
Lea, 6,600 fam., 91.8% radio, 6,060
radio fam.
^lote: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
K^NEW,
lOOkw,
•amilies, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageD
5.00I490kc,
12.00 MBS,16.00Taylor-Boroff
24.00 40.00
nent". Further reoroduction unlicensed,
N
8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
•or complete explanation see foreword.
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1stEmployment
Qtr. 1947
32,711
84,459
16,752
72,213
25,883
5,530
309,822
11,362
244,698
6,116
69,723
76,435
31,735
25,336
122,264
13,180
6,401
21,899
112,464
5,075
13,641
Mfg. Value Added,

YR. Q 1FIGURES
9Q non nnn
O, J.OO,\IUU,WU
OVO

40
YR,

114 100 000
70,200,000
25,400,000
4,034,374,000
1,518,000,000
* * *
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)

17,164
54,190
45,805
9,341
13,059
206,260
2,687
167,727
7,077
3,453
43,262
51,332
17,078
15,945
81,364
3,108
14,873
9,089
77,296
2,662
Dept. of Commerce.
8,128

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value
324,458
23,212
227,997
58,388
71,069
804,594
24,056
49,037
883,325
208,485
331,348
56,589
82,167
376,137
85,660
80,117
434,282
41,066
Families, Retail

See page 3 for key to map.

HOT SPRINGS, Sierra, 1,300 fam., 85.3% LAS VEGAS, San Miguel, 4,100 fam., 78.9%
radio,, 1,110 radio fam.
radio, SB
3,230 IM
radio 5M
fam. IBM 30M IHR
KCHS, 250v/, I400kc, MBS
D 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr N
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
D
2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 RATON, 4.50Colfax,
2,800 fam., 91.5% radio,
N
2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 14.00 24.00
2,560 radio fam.
LAS CRUCES, Dona Ana, 3,600 fam., 87.7% KRTN,
250vf,
I490kc,
BMB
radio, 3,160 radio fam.
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 9.60 14.40 24.00
KOBE. 250w, I450kc, MBS
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 9.60 14.40 24.00
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 25.00 45.00 ROSWELL. Chaves, 7,200 fam., 91.3% radio,
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
6,570 radio fam.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

i

NEW

MEXICO

SPOT RATE FINDER

KSWS, 250w, I230kc, ABC, Donahue
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D
3.00 3.75 5.25 9.50 18.75 37.50
N
4.50 5.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 52.50
*

KGFl, 250w, 1400kc, Taylor-BorrofF
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr.
D
6.75 6.76 12.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SANTE FE, Sante Fe, 7,600 fam., 89.5%
radio, 6,800 radio fam.
2D AM 4.50
affiliates,
6.00 average
10.00 1-time
16.00 rates
24.00 40.00
N
5.25 7.13 11.87 19.03 28.50 47.50

KTRC, 250w, I400kc, ABC,15MDonahue
IM 5M
18.00 18.00
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00
30M
27.00
N SB4.50 6.75 11.25
KVSF, Ikw, 1260kc, CBS, Taylor-Borroff
20.00
fam.,
D 6.00 7.50 12.50
30.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00

1 Hr
30.00
45.00
88.9%
50.00
OU.UU

SILVER CITr. Grant,
radio, 1,870 radio fam. 2,100

KSIL,
D
N

250w,
SB
4.00
5.00

1340kc,
CBS,
IM
5M
4.00 7.50
5.00 12.00

TUCUMCARI.
2,680 radio
KTNM, 250w,
D
4.50
N
4.50

Taylor-Borroff
15M
30M 1 Hr
12.00 18.00 30.00
16.00 24.00 40.00

Quay, 2,900 fam., 92.4% radio.
fam.
I400kc, MBS, BMB
6.00 12.00 10.00 35.00 60.00
6.00 12.00 10.00 35.00 60.00

*
NEW

MEXICO

Per Cent
Radio
OA
y4. 1
oi n
OO 1
O'i 7oI
COy£,

1949 Total
Families

County
Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
De Baca ....
Dona Ana .
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley ....
Mora
Otero
Quay _..
Rio Arriba...
Roosevelt ....
Sandoval ....
San Juan ....
San Miguel
Sante Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

on1 onrt*
100
*\ 100
7 AOO
1 Kf\f\
Q ono
in0,0\J\J
Qoo

OO 0
flfl 0
on
yu.oK
onO'i A
yu.o

o0/tSUU
mn
1 Ann
0 ion
0 Ann
1 ion
A Af\f\
0 ono
AfZxnJ
3,900
3,300
5,800
4,400
3,400
3,000
7,000
10,700
1,900
2,700
4,200
2,900
2,100

RADIO

OO o
onyu.z0
Qfl
DO./7
QA n
oo.u
89.5
92.3
86.8
91.9
87.8
89.5

*

85.7
89.3
87.8
87.2
86.7
93.5
92.1

MARKET
Radio
Families
00 ORO
1 000
T ITO
/,o/u
7 lAn
1 100
71 ,oyu
A7n
o/ ,o/ooou
A 070
1 n<;o
mo
70 7*50
oin
0 flOO
1 flon
0,0OU
3,050
3,490
5,030
4,040
2,990
2,690
6,000
9,560
1,670
2,340
3,660

2,710
1,930
88.2
5,100
4,500
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

Albuquerque

DATA

BY

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
'i.K OCO

COUNTIES

17 fl.40
■S^1l/,04x
1 ,A00
*iKK
O 71 1
1ftA,/701 A1
OOIO«/44
Ofifi
17 AQO
K ^on
O AAt
A inc

4,267

K 1^o
Q0,1ni I A1
OA AKA
^4,434
0 1 10
Af I OA
12,646
8,321

447
4,026

8,743

6,972
1 19
381
4,542

1,008
3,759
658
1,854
614
4,839
697
594
393
394
Mfg. Value

1,137
Added,

4,336
116

13,242

424
187
402
268

513
1,105

5,257
6,252

2,567

948
493
49

1,020
2,308
IDC
962

4,119

2,057
142
1,307
863
1,360

2,714
39
318
153
463
1,978

690

3,105
7,473
15,607
35,645

4,511
7,202
8,548
Security Administration.

9,008

330
3,349
^,15/

6,292
10,889

Added
1947
($000)
Mfg. Value

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
73 Qtr.

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
loly, 11 niu 1
lo/

2,333

2,516
650
2,200
199
213
222
142
122

459
Dept. of Commerce.

1,787

Families, Retail

a. ^eco^fU^e^

-^Population 109,600
Vl^I^mimwm
market
★ Retail Soles $118,802,000
Vk* Effective Buying income
$169,385,000
Sales Management Estimates, January 1, 1949

"

^

5000 WATTS
610 K C
n,.f.i>ri and
QnH ODcrated
nno»4oi< byhv the
tho NEW
MFW MEXICO
MFIIRfl BROADCASTING
RROinniSTING CO.
Owned
CSS

And in SANTA

FE, State Capitol and New Mexico's Second Major Market It's ...
—
\ KVSF - 1000 WATTS
- 1260 KC • CBS
National Representative, Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc. Affilialed with KGGM; operated by the SANTA FE BROADCASTING CO.
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NEW

YORK

SPOT RATE
ALBANY, Albany, 45,100 Urn., 96.8% radio,
43,660 radio fam.
3 AM non-affiliates,
averageISMl-tinne
SB IM 5M
30Mrates IHR
D 8.00 8.33 16.00 31.66 53.00 80.33
N 13.83 14.66 27.00 54.00 97.00 143.00
I-time rates
2D AM 12.00
affiliates,
17.00average
24.30 48.70 46.50 127.50
N
20.50 28.00 43.00 81.00 127.50 200.12
WABY. 250w, 1400kc, Everett-McKinney,
DHooper5.00 6 00 15.00 30.00 60.00 75.00
N 7.50 10 00 20.00 40.00 75.00 100.00
500w-N. 1460kc Cooke
WOKO,
D lkv/-D,9 00 13.00 25.00 39.00 66.00
N
16 00 26.00 52.00 78.00 131.00
WPTR, 50kw, I540kc, Rambeau 60.00 100.00
D 10.00 10. 00 20.00 40.00
N 18.00 18 00 35.00 70.00 118.00 195.00
3.5kw
WBCA-FM,
beau Bonus ch an. 266, 101. Imc,
RamWROW, 5kw-d Ikw-n, 590kc, MBS, Boiling,
Hooper
21.60 43.20 72.00 120.00
D
10.00 16.
36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
N
17.00 26.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949- "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

FINDER
WROW-FM, chan.230, 93.9mc, Ikw, Boiling
WXKW. lOkw, 850kc, ABC, Kati
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
14.00 18.00 27.00 54.00 81.00 135.00
N
24.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
WRWR. Chan. 238, 95.5mc, SOOw.
(no data avail)
fam..
AMSTERDAM,
Montgomery, 10,000
97.6% radio, 9,760 radio fam.
50.00
WCSS,
250w, 1490kc
D
3.60
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
5.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
AUBURN, Cayuga, 11,100 fam., 96.3%, radio,
10,690 radio fam.
"'MBO,
Clark 36.00 60.00
D 250w, 5.50i'^40kr.
12.00MBS.24.00
N
8.10 16.00 32.00 54.00 90.00
BATAVIA, Genesee, 5,600 fam., 98.7% radio,
5,470 radio fam.
WBTA, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Wood & Colton
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 14.60 21.00 35.00
N
5.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 25.00 45.00
BINGHAMTON, Broome, 26,300 fam., 96.1%,
radio, 25,270 radio fam.
4D AM 8.20
affiliates,
l-time 45.75
rates 76.25
9.25 average
15.70 30.50
N
12.00 14.95 26.25 51.00 76.50 127.50

WENE, 250vr, MSOkc, ABC, Walker, BMB
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WENE-FM,
chan.269, I0l.7mc, 540kw. Walker
Bonus

WINR, 250v/.
ConlanSB IM 5M ISM 30M
D 8.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00
N 10.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
WKOP,
Ikw, 10.20
750kc, 17.00
MBS, 34.00
Burns-SmiWi
D 8.00
51.00
N 10.00 16.80 28.00 56.00 84.00
WNBF, 5kw, I290kc, CBS, Boiling
D 10.80 10.80 19.80 36.00 54.00
N
18.00 18.00 33.00 60.00 90.00

IHR
70.00
120.00
85.00
140.00
90.00
150.00

lACffSf
the Only
COMPLETE

Institution
in
Central

^^^^

^

New

York

ing)
WNBF-FM, chon. 263, lOO.Smc, 12kw, Boiling
avail.) chan.l2, 12kw-aur., Ilkw-vis. BoilWNb"fA"V,
ing. No rates available
BRISTOL CENTER, Ontario (no city fig.
I
WVBT-FM, Ch. 270, 101 .9mc, 13kw, Rural
Radio, Inc. (for rates see Rural Radio listBUFFALO, Erie, 171,900 fam., 98.4% radio, iii
169,150 radio fam.
4 AM affiliate,
SB
IM average
5M l-time
ISM rates
30M IHR
NBC, 54.87 68.25 138.62
D
15.25 26.75 24.50
N
32.37 53.50 81.33 114.50 174.25 246.25
Petry
3D AM 9.10
non-affiliate
l-time78.33
rates 118.33
3kv^,
15.83 average
33.33 43.33
64.00 Hooper
Petry,
WBEN,
Skw, 27.50
930kc
53.00 106.00
80.00 133.00
I06.5mc,
DN
18.00
20.00 50.00
WBEN-FM,
chan.293,
SOkw,
Bonus
110.00 105.00
WBNY,
250w.
1400kc,
Younq
D
7.50 15.00 35.00 45.00 56.00 190.00
N
7.50 15.00 40.00 80.00
WBNY-FM, chan.225. 92.9mc,
Adam
Young, Bkyt,
Jr. Bonus
WEBR,
970kc, MBS, Katz,
DHooper
17.50 35.00 41.25 55.00 82.50 137.50
N 30.00 50.00 82.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
WEBR-FM,
Conlanchan.245, 96.9mc, I8kw, Katz
Bonus
WGR, Skw, SSOkr, CBS. Free & Peters
D
15.00 22.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
N
42.50 56.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
WKBW,
Hooper SOkw. I520kc. ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D
18.00 32.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
N 37.00 58.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
WWOL, Ikw-D, Il20kc, Forjoe
D 10.00 20.00 45.00 85.00 110.00 150.00
WXRA. Ikw-D. lOBOkc, Cooke
D
10.40 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
10.40 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Bonus chan.277, I03.3mc, 4.3kw, Cooke
WXRC,
(Continued on page 129)

NBC Affiliate in Central New York
Headley-Reed, National Representotives
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f
WENY 250w,
I230kc,
MBS, 30M
McKinneyIHR
SB
IM
5MNBC, ISM
D
.... 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
.... 9.00 18.00 27.00 36.00 90.00
WENY-FM,
chan.295, I06.9mc. S.lkw
Bonus

CHERRY VALLEY, Otsego County, (no
figures avail.)
WVCM-FM,
Chan. 270, 101.9mc, 13l<w, Rural
Radio
(See Rural Radio for rates)
CORNING,
Steuben, 5,600 fam., 96.0%
radio, 5,380 radio fam.
WKNP-FM,
chan.291, 106. 1mc, 4.2kw, Walker
Co.
SB 1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
5.75 5.75 7.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
'N
8.00 8.00 12.80 25.60 38.40 64.00
CORTLAND, Cortland, 5,800 fam., 96.7%
radio, 5,610 radio fam.
;I WKRT,
0
6.00Ikw-d,9.00500w-n,
12.00 920kc,
24.00 Hooper
36.00 60.00
>N
6.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
I WKRT-FM
chan.260, 99.9mc, !5kw, McGillvra
Bonus

ENDICOTT, Broome, (no city figures]
WENE, (see Binghamton, N. Y.)
FLORAL PARK, Nassau, (no city figures)
WSHS-FM,
available) chan.212, 90.3mc, 3kw, (No data
FREEPORT,
6.060 radio Nassau,
fam. 6,200 fam., 97.7% radio,
WGBB,
lOOw, I240kc 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
D
N
12.50 25.00 45.00 85.00
GENEVA, Ontario, 6,300 fam., 96.8% radio,
6,100 radio fam.
WGVA.
D
5.00250w, 5.00I240kc,
10.00 MBS,20.00Cooke,
30.00BMB50.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

I DE RUYTER, Kdadison, (no city figures avail.)
I WVCN-FM,
Chan. 286, 105. Imc, 13kw, Rural
Radio
See Rural Radio for rates.

GLENS FALLS, Warren, 6,000 fam., 96.3%
radio, 5,780 radio fam.

! ELMIRA, Chemung, 16,500 fam., 96.1%
radio, 15,860 radio fam.
\ 2 AM affiliates, averaae one-time rates
;D
.... 7.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
IN
.... 8.50 17.00 29.50 42.00 85.00
I WELM, 2S0w, I400kc, ABC, Walker, Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

2D AM 6.00
affiliate6.85average
9.00 l-time
18.62 rates
38.50 51.25
N
7.75 8.75 12.00 25.13 40.50 67.50
Kinney lOOw, I230kc, ABC, Everett-McWGLN,
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WWSC, 250v^, I450kc, MBS, Cooke, Conlan
D
7.00 8.75 10.00 21.25 37.50 62.50
N
8.00 10.00 12.00 26.25 45.00 75.00

Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

MARKET

mmCATORS

FOR

FIGURES

e CLASSIFICATIONS

6.7%
14,386,000

I Population
I Increase over 1940 . .
5 % of u.s

YR.

FIGURES

'48

13,479,000 '40

'48
4,205,700
96.8%

I Percent Radio

10.24%

'49

YR.

! Radio Families
I
i Business Concerns
n Manufacturing Establishments
1
' Non-Agricultural Employment
!
I Manufacturing Employment . . .

97.6%

'46

4,069,840

'49

341,215

'47

253,623 '39

47,701

'47

32,672 '39

4,590,015

'47

1,426,000

'47

Income
$25,624,000,000
Increase over 1940
117%
Per Capita Income
$
Increase over 1940

'40

3,759,000 '46

'49

3,667,000 '46

4,006,000
'39
'47
949,000 '39

1,781
106%

863

'40

$ 676,200,000
$ 300,600,000

'47
'47

495,400,000 '39
320,100,000 '39

Non-Residential

$ 222,200,000

'48

113,000,000 '39

< Retail Sales

$13,695,420,000

'48 11,931,236,000 '47

f Value Added by Manufacture

$ 9,636,000,000

'47 3,314,000,000 '39

• Telecastim

HORNELL, Steuben, 5,300 fam.,
5,100 radio fam.
WLEA, lkv/-D, 1320kc, Forjoe
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00
WWHG-FM, Chan. 287, 105.3mc,
D
7.50 15.00
N
10.00 20.00

We're

36.00 60.00
lOkw
20.00 35.00
30.00 50.00

HUDSON,
Columbia, 3,500 fam., 94.7%
radio, 3,310 radio fam.
WHUC, 250w, I230kc.
D
1.75 3.45 8.65 17.25 28.75 51.75
N
3.45 5.20 11.50 20.15 31.00 57.50
ITHACA, Tompkins, 6,900 fam., 97.0% radio,
6,690 radio fam.
WHCU,
lan Ikw, 870kc, CBS, Kettell-Carter, ConD
6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
6.00 9.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WHCU-FM,
chan.247. 97.3mc, 40kw
Rates on request

JAMESTOWN,
Chautauqua, 14,000 fam.,
96.1% radio, 13,450 radio fam.
WJOC, Ikw, I470kc. Friedenberg
D
4.50 6.00 11.00 .22.00 33.00 55.00
N
4.50 6.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
WJTN, 250w, I240kc, ABC, Rambeau, Conlan
D
5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WJTN-FM,beau Bonuschan. 227, 93.3mc, 9.5kw, RamKENMORE, Erie, 7,500 fam.. 99.8% radio,
7,490 radio fam.
WXRA, Ikw-d, lOSOkc, Cooke
D
12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KINGSTON,
9,150 radio
WKNY, 250w,
D
3.00
N
4.00

Ulster. 9.600
fam.
I490kc. MBS.
4.00 8.00
6.00 12.00

fam., 95.3% radio,
McGillvra. Conlan
16.00 24.00 40.00
24.00 36.00 60.00

LACKAWANNA, Erie, 7,300 fam, 96.7% radio, 7,060 radio fam.
WWOL, Ikw— D. Il20kc, Forioe
D
10.00 20.00 45.00 85.00 110.00 150.00
LIBERTY, Sullivan. 1.400 fam.. 95.2% radio.
1.33 radio fam.
WVOS, 250w. I240kc, Cooke
D
5.00 6.25 8.25 15.50 30.00
N
6.00 7.25 9.25 17.50 34.00
LOCKPORT,
Niagara. 7.900 fam., 97.6%
radio. 7.710 radio fam.
WUSJ, 250w, 1340kc
D
6.00 7.00 14.00 29.00 41.00 69.00
52.00
N
8.00 10.00 18.00 33.00 46.00
WUSJ-FM,
chan. 257. 99.3mc, SlOkw
Bonus
MALONE, Franklin. 3,400 fam.,
3,210 radio fam.
WICY, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
N
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00
(Continued on page

back to

selling.

96.2% radio,

'47 11,830,000,000 '40

Construction (Private)
Residential

BROADCASTING

HEMPSTEAD, Nassau, 7,300 fam., 97.6%
radio, 7,120 radio fam.
WHLI, 250w, llOOkc, Conlan
D
8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WHLI-FM, Chan. 252, 98.3% radio, Ikw
Bonus

YOUR

94.4% radio.
30.00 50.00
45.00 75.00
130)

BEST

BET

TO IS
SELL

960
ABC Plat
tsburg, N. Y.
Nat.
Rep.
Joseph Hershey McGilvra

WVFC-FM, chan.236, 95lmc, l.3kw
D
10.50 15.75 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00
N
14.00 21.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

YORK

9.85%

BMB Families

?

NEW

GLOVERSVILLE. Fulton, 8.400 fam., 96.1%
radio, 8,070 radio fam.
WENT, 250w,
CBS, ISM
Young, 30M
Conlan IHR
SB 1340kc,
IM 5M
D 3.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

-AND-

J0HNST0WN-6L0VERSVILLE
Nat. Rep.
Adam J. Young,
Jr.
1340

CBS
Remember when a man
had to plead and argue to
buy more than one shirt?
In most consumers items
today
it's a BUYERS MARKET.
Today — selling assumes
majorADVERTISING.
importance — so
does
WEAV — WENT offers airtested program ready for
immediate and profitable
sponsorship at costs that
carry out the theme of
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY.
You owe it to yourself to
find out why WEAV —
WENT is a good buy for
the BUYERS MARKET.

250
WATTS
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NEW

YORK

SPOT RATE FINDER
WFBL
SyracusC/N-Y.

(Continued from page 129)
MASSENA, St. Lawrence, 3,500 fam., 96.7%
radio, 3,380 radio fam.

WINS. 50kw-D, lOkw-N, lOIOkc, Pulse
D
18.00 25.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N
11.25 15.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

WMSA. 250w, I340kc. ABC, Weed
SB
IM
5M
IBM 30M IHR
D
2.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
N
2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WMSA-FM, Chan. 287, I05.6mc, I3kw, Weed
(no data available)

WJZ, 50kw. 770kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales,
Pulse, BBM
D 108.00 108.00 144.00 288.00 432.00 720.00
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1 200.00

MIDDLETOWN, Orange, 7.200 fam.. 96.8%
radio, 6,870 radio fam.

The Musical Clock
7:30 to 9:30 A.M. Monday
thru Saturday

WJZ-TV.
chan. 7, I4.8kw aur., 29.5kw-vis..
ABC
D 1 20.00 1 50.00 300.00 450.00 675.00 1 1 1 1 .25
N 1 50.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 900.00 1 500.00

NEWBURGH. Orange, 10,600 fam., 96.1%
radio. 10,190 radio fam.

WLIB, Ikw-D, 1190kc, Young (L-WOWO)
D
16.00 38.00 76.00 114.00 190.00

NEW ROCHELLE. Westchester, 15,900 fam..
97.6% radio, 15,520 radio fam.
WGNR-FM, Chan. 228, 93.5mc. Ikw
D
2.50 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
2.50 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
NEW YORK CITY, New York, 2,331.500 fam.,
96.9% radio, 614,490 radio fam.

Coffee with Curtis

4 AM affiliates, l-time rates
D 94.33 104.00 144,75 289.50 398.20 723.75
N 175.00 213.33 240.00 495.00 742.50 1237.50

9:35 to 10:00 A.M. Monday
thru Friday
10:00 to 10:30 A.M. Saturday

II AM non-affiliate average l-time rates
D 18.44 25.79 47.66 98.73 154.23 261.07
N
25.53 35.50 70.50 124.75 197.43 331.23

Jim DeLine Show
4:45 to 5:30 P.M. Monday
thru Friday
4:30 to 5:00 P.M. Saturday

WABD, TV DuMont. 5kc
D 100.00 100.00 187.50 300.00 450.00 750.00
200.00 200.00 275.00 600.00 900.00 1500.00

Dote with Decker
6:15 to 6:45 P.M. Monday
thru Friday
Save

Money

by calling

WABF (FM), Chan. 258. 99.5mc, 20kw
D
llSo.OO
N
150.00
WBNX, 5kw, 1380kc, King, Pulse
D
18.00 32.00 45.00 80.00 141.75
N
24.00 45.00 80.00 141.75 257.25
WCBS. 50kw. 880kc. CBS, Radio Sales. Pulse,
Nielsen
D 100.00 135.00 270.00 405.00 675.00
N
540.00 810.00 1350.00
WCBS-FM. chan. 266, 101. Imc, 5.8kw, Radio
Sales
Bonus

W
F B L
^^1
IN SYRACUSE , . , THE NO 1 STATION
WITH THE TOP SHARE OF AUDIENCE
MORNING, AFTERNOON OR EVENING

WCBS-TV, chan. 2, 6.9kw our., 13.8kw-vis.,
CBS, Radio Sales
D 150.00 195.00 270.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
N 250.00 320.00 450.00 600.00 900.00 1500.00
WEVD. 5kw, I330kc
D
15.00 35.00 75.00 125.00 215.00
N
25.00 65.00 115.00 200.00 300.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete explanalion see foreword.
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WJZ-FM, chan. 238, 95.5mc, 6kw, Bonus

WALL. 250w. I340kc, McGillvra, Conlan
D
4.00 4.00 7.20 16.80 28.80 48.00
N
5.00 5.00 9.00 21.00 36.00 60.00

WGNY. Ikw— D. I220kc, BMB
D
6.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
4 outstanding participating shows with readymade audiences — emceed
by 3 of the most popular
radio personalities in
Central New York.

WHOM, 5kw, I480kc
(Jersey City, N. J.)
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
10.00- 17.50 45.00 75.00 127.50 250.00
N
15.00 25.00 63.00 105.00 192.50 350.00

WMCA, 5kw, 570kc, Free & Peters
D 24.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N
24.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WMCA-FM, chan. 222. 92.3mc. I8kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
Reps
WMGM,
D
N

50kw, lOSOkc, Gene Grant, Radio

30.00 50.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
45.00 75.00 150.00 300.00 450.00 750.00

Reps
WMGM-FM,
Chan. 262, lOO.Omc, 19kw, Radio
5.00
30.00 45.00 75.00
5.00
40.00 60.00 100.00
WNBC, 50kw, 660kc, NBC. NBC Spot Sales
D
180.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
N
240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
WNBC-FM, chan. 246, 97. Imc, l.6kw
(no data available)
WNBT (TV), chan. 4, 5.75kw aur., 18.5 kwvis., NBC
D 175.00 200.00
400.00 600.00 1000.00
N 250.00 250.00
600.00 900.00 1500.00
WNEW, lOkw, 1130kc, Blair
D
N
200.00 300.00 500.00
WOR. 50kw, 7IOkc, MBS, BMB, Hooper, Pulse
D 75.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
N 150.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
WOR-FM. chan. 254, 98.7mc, I5kw
20.00 30.00 50.00
3.00 10.00
6.00 10.00
5.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WOR--TV, chan. 9, llkw, aur., 9.5kw,
MBS
Rates not available.
WOV. 5kw, 1280kc, Boiling
25.00 40.00
25.00 45.00 90.00 150.00 250.00
40.00
45.00 90.00 150.00 250.00

WPXR. lOkw, I560kc, Raymer
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
10.00 25.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N
20.00 40.00 120.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
WQXR-FM, chan. 242, 96.3mc, 20kw, Raymer
Bonus
WWRL. 250w, 1600kc
D
14.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
N
16.00 27.50 45.00 80.00
WGHF (FM), chan. 270, I0l.9mc, 20kw
D
7.50 11.25 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
10.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WGYN (FM), chan. 250, 97.9 mc, 20kw
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 36.00
WPIX (TV), chan. II. 9.25kw, aur., I8.5kw.
vis., Free & Peters, Inc.
D
75.00 150.00 200.00 290.00 430.00 720.00
N 125.00 250.00 340.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
WYNE (FM), chan. 218, 9l.5mc, 20kw
(no rates available)
WFUV (FM), chan. 214, 90.7mc, 3.5kw
(no rates available)
NIAGARA FALLS. Niagara.
97.6% radio, radio fam.

24,500 fam.,

2 AM non-affiliating average l-time rates
D
5.00 6.00 6.25 24.00 40.00 75.00
WHLD.
I290kc,12.50
Headley-Reed
D
6.00Ikw, 6.00
24.00 40.00 75.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 75.00
WHLD-FM, chan. 2S3, 98.5mc, 487kw. HeadD ley-Reed
3.00 4.00 7.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
3.00 4.00 7.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WJJL, Ikw-D, 1440kc, McGillvra, Conlan
D
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 75.00
OGDENSBURG, St. Lawrence, 4,800 fam.,
96.0% radio. 4,610 radio fam.
WSLB, 250w, MOOkc, MBS, Walker
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
WSLB-FM, chan. 291, I06.lmc, 3kw. Walker
(see Rural Radio Network)
Co.
OLEAN, Cattaraugus, 7,000 fam., 96.1%
radio, 6,730 radio fam.
WHDL,
250w, 5.00
I450kc,10.00
ABC,20.00
Everett-McKinney
D 5.00
30.00 50.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
McKinney
WHDL-FM, chan. 239, 95.7mc, 43kw. EverettBonus
ONEONTA, Otsego, 4,600 fam.. 96.2% radio.
4,430 radio fam.
WDOS, 250w, I400kc, MBS, Walker
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8^00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WDOS-FM, chan. 256, 99. Imc, 3kw, Walker
Bonus
OSWEGO, Oswego, 6,700 fam., 95.9% radio,
6,430 radio fam.
WOPT-FM, chan. 284, I04.7mc, 3kw
D
7.50 15.00 20.00 35.00
N
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
OYSTER BAY, Nassau, 2,600 fam., 98.8%
radio, 2,570 radio fam.
WKBS,
250W-D,9.00I520kc16.00 32.00 42.00 80.00
D
PEEKSKILL, Westchester (no city figures)
WLNA, 500w, I420kc
D
5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00
N
5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00

36.00 60.00
36.00 60.00

(Continued on page 132)
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WHAM

COVERS
SAME

i.

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y

THE

BUYING

POWER
OTHER
STATION

AS

f

ANY

LOCAL
. . .

Upstate New York is not just "big city" territory. The counties surrounding Rochester
house a rural population whose net annual
Income is one of the highest in America!
WHAM — the 50,000-watt,

clear-channel

Effective buying income in WHAM . mf\r% r^r^r^
15-county primary (0.5 m.v.) area $1j4 #2^7/3^000
Effective buying income in "5-county
area" (wliich actually is not entirely
covered by the 0.5 m.v. night-time . t\mm f%0%m
contour of any other Rochester station) «p #3I/a03/UUU
WHAM

BONUS

station — has primary coverage in 1 5 New
York counties whose

$ 541,688,000

net effective buying

income totals nearly one-and-a-half billion
dollars — almost fwice the spending power
reached by any other Rochester station!
* Based on Sales Managemenf's survey
of buying power for 1 947 . . . this year's figures
will be even higher !

ROCHESTER

RADIO

CITY

"The Stromberg- Carlson Station"
AM-FM-and TV in '49!
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

mim

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

*
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McKinney Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 65kw, EverettWHEC-FM,
Bonus
WRNY, 250w-D, 680kc, Forjoe
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WRNY-FM, chan. 250, 97.9mc, 7.9kv^, Forjoe
WSAY. Ikw, 1370kc, Walker, Hooper
D 15.00- 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WVET. 5kw, I280kc, MBS, Weed, Hooper
D 17.00 20.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
30.00 35.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
ROME UTICA, Oneida, 42,900 fam., 96.1%
radio,
41,23 radio fam.
See Utica
SARANAC LAKE,, Essex and Franklin, 2,600
fam., 95.6% radio, 2,480 radio fam.
WNBZ. 250w, I450kc, ABC, Clarke, Inc.
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 fam..
75.00
SCHENECTADY. Schenectady, 30,000 Sales,
97.6% radio, 29,280 radio fam.
WGY,
Hooper50kw, aiOkc, NBC, NBC Spot 220.00
D 35.00 35.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 440.00
N 70.00 70.00 88.00 176.00 264.00
WGFM (FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 6kw
(No time sold or offered for sale.)
WSNY, 250w, 1240kc, Young
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 3.5kw,
75.00
N
9.00 12.00 22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
WBCA (FM). chan. 266, 101. Imc, 97.6%
Rambeau
D 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SYRACUSE, Onondaga, 66,600 fam..
of radio. 65,000 radio fam.
4D AM 9.20
affiliates,
12.93average
22.97 l-time
46.25 rates
71.62 115.00
N
18.40 28.37 45.95 92.50 140.00 231.25

YORK

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 130)
PLATTSBURG. Clinton. 5.400 fam., 95.4%
radio, 5,340 radio fam.
WEAV. Ikw, 960kc, ABC, McGillvra
SB
IM
5M
I5M 30M IHR
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
POUGHKEEPSIE,
Dutchess, 13,500 fam.,
95.3% radio, 12,870 radio fam.
WKIP, 250w, I450kc, ABC, Conlan
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WHVA (FM), Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 2300kw
Bonus
ROCHESTER. Monroe, lOliOOO fam., 97.6%
radio, 98,580 radio fam.
4D AM 20.25
affiliates,
22.25 average
32.00 l-time
61.50 rate
96.00 157.50
N
36.25 40.00 56.00 109.50 165.50 273.75
2D AM 9.50
non-affiliates,
average
l-time
rates 85.00
10.50 17.00 34.00 51.00
WARC, Ikw, 950kc, ABC, Kat7, Hooper
D
17.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N
30.00 35.00 46.00 92.00 138.00 230.00
NBC, Hollingbery,
WHAM.
Hooper 50kv,', llSOkc,
D
30.00 30.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
N
55.00 55.00 88.00 176.00 264.00 440.00
WHFM (FM). Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 20kw, HolD lingbery
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHEC. 5kv<, I460kc, CBS, McKinney, Hooper,
BMB
D 17.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
90.00 140.00
N
30.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 140.00 225.00

NEW

PAYS

TO

RADIO

3 AM affiliates, average l-time rates
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
11.25 12.66 20.66 34.66 48.68 80.00
N
15.33 16.66 27.66 45.66 73.00 121.66
WGAT,
D IkwLS,9.50500w-N,
18.00 1310kc,
25.00 Meeker
35.00 65.00
N
12.00 25.00 40.00 70.00 125.00
WIBX,
Hooper5kw, 950kc, CBS, Wood & Colton,
D
12.75 15.00 25.00 40.00 50.00 80.00
N Bonus18.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WIBX-FM,
chan. 245, 96.9mc, 9kw
WKAL, 250w, 1450, MBS, Cooke
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.002 36.00 60.00
N Hooper8.00 10.00 18.00 27.00 54.00 90.00
WRUN, 5kw-D, Ikw-N. llSOkc. Avery-Knodel,
D
15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
20.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
Knodel
WRUN-FM,
chan. 289, I05.7mc, 4.3kw. AveryWATERTOWN. Jefferson. 11,200 fam., 95.3%
radio, 250w,
10,670 1240kc,
radio fam.
WATN.
MBS, Wood & Colton
D 3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WWNY. Ikw, 790kc, CBS, Weed. BMB
D 4.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
N 6.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WWNY-FM, chan. 263, lOO.Smc. I4.4kc, Weed
D
2.50 5.00 8.00 15.00
N
3.75 7.50 12.00 20.00
available)
WETHERSFIELD,
Wyoming (no city figures
WFNF(FM). chan. 299, I07.7mc. Ikw. Rural
Radio
(See Rural Radio listing.)
WHITE PLAINS, Westchester. 12.800 fam..
98.4% radio, 12,600 radio fam.
WFAS. 250w, I230kc, Headley Reed. Conlan
D
8.50 11.00 22.00 49.00 65.50 93.00
N
8.50 11.00 22.00 49.00 65.50 93.00
WFAS-FM^
Reed Bonuschan. 280. I03.9mc. Ikw, Headley.

DATA BY COUNTIES
Taxable
Pay1947rolls— Isl
($000)
1947
($000)
Retail ($000)
Sales
Mfg.Added
Value
Qtr.
1949 Total
1948
PerRadio
Cent
Radio
UtEmployment
Qtr. 1947
2 185,659
Families
County
Families
111,726
284,036
12,092,606
96.8
Albany
71,600
69,310
12,953,972
12,150
58,439
34,482
96.4
Allegany
12,600
14,334
886,367
25,424
97.8
413,890
Bronx
423,200
49,860
97.0
160,543
Broome
51,400
3,103
159,879
96.7
16,006
6,377
59,571
36,716
Cattaraugus
23,000
22,240
66,639
45,334
19,980
Cayuga
20,600
97.0
15,220
61,767
109,776
Chautauqua
39,100
19,568
100,218
8,972
97.1
34,523
37,970
48,081
8,913
28,086
24,390
83,273
96.4
Chemung
25,300
11,580
97.3
Chenango
11,900
31,556
17,417
20,525
19,664
Clinton
13,300
95.0
96.6
74,571
34,708
12,640
13,520
Columbia
14,000
3,209
96.9
23,302
31,319
6,424
Cortland
11,800
11,430
32,810
Delaware
13,000
7,381
96.0
27,357
117,236
12,480
3,981
3,451
34,725
14,762
Dutchess
31,800
8,690
6,642
772,602
30,560
4,501
98.0
3,470
96.1
25,522
15,649
Erie
245,100
753,534
240,200
256,915
163,579
70,248
6,204
26,136
95.4
Essex
9,700
Franklin
11,700
34,538
93.8
9,250
10,970
14,860
2,667
95.9
Fulton
15,500
2,335
15,088
37,506
48,123
96.1
Genesee
13,700
5,022
10,516
13,170
35,436
33,795
21,174
Greene
8,800
5,532
7,358
747
95.1
Hamilton
1,300
8,370
5,896
1,210
93.1
96.0
2,952
Herkimer
19,000
19,433
=
1,169,293
42,737
18,240
1,427
3,116
11,928
94.5
75,844
Jefferson
26,600
15,636
25,140
7,089
1
1
31,782
97.1
61,178
750,680
Kings
773,100
1,905,701
1,111
lev/is
6,500
93.2
95.0
12,349
Livingston
10,400
6,060
24,612
8,737
12,760
94.5
12,103
32,726
Madison
13,500
9,880
2,520
97.3
133,300
121,809
Monroe
137,000
463,754
1,431
4,721
180,428
510,225
17,760
96.5
5,610
Montgomery
18,400
2,897
2,429
19,729
51,102
9,993
10,768
74,023
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
Soles, copyright 1949 "Soles Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
(Continued on page 13^)

IT

YORK

620kc, ABC, Petry.
WAGE.
Hooper 5kw-D, Ikw-N,
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
8.80 13.75 20.90 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
17.60 27.50 41.80 86.00 144.00 240.00
WAGE-FM.
chan. 253, 98.5mc, Ikw
Bonus
WFBL,
5kw,
CBS, Free
D
10.00 1390kc,
15.00 25.00
45.00& Peters
70.00 110.00
N 20.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 140.00 225.00
WNDR,
I260kc,20.00
MBS, 40.00
Raymer,
D
8.005kw, 8.00
60.00Hooper
100.00
N
16.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WNDR-FM,
chan.
273,
I02.5mc,
8.5kw,
Raymer
Bonus
WOLF,
I490kc,12.00
Walker24.00 45.00 75.00
D
6.00250w, 6.00
N
12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WSYR.
5kw, 570kc, NBC, Headley-Reed, Kettell-Carter
D
10.00 15.00 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
N
20.00 40.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
WSYR-FM, chan. 233, 94.5mc, 9kw
Bonus
WSYR-TV, 12.5kw, aur., 23.0kv/ vis., chan. 5,
Headley-Reed
D NBC,21.00
27.00 36.00 51.00 75.00 120.00
N
35.00 45.00 55.00 85.00 125.00 200.00
WHEN(TV), 7.5kw aur., I5kw vis., chan. 8
N
40.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
TROY, Rensselaer, 22,500 fam., 96.8% radio,
21,780 radio fam.
WTRY, 5kw. 980kc, CBS, Headley Reed,
Hooper
D
12.75 16.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N
24.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
WTRKFM),
chan. 274. I02.7mc. 3.5kw,
Headly-Reed
Bonus
WFLY. chan. 222, 92.3mc, 5.4kw
D
1.88 2.81 3.75 7.50 11.25 18.75
N
2.50 3.75 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
UTICA, Oneida, 11,600 fam., 96.1% radio,
11,150 radio
fam. N.Y.)
(includes
Rome,

MARKET
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Street

County — 1948

^5,375 for Elmira
115 Quality of Market Index
130 for Elmira
* Sales Management

American Broadcasling Company

East

Y.

^83,273,000 Retail Sales
83,400 Population
^5,182 Buying Income per Family

Your Best Buy in Elmira —
Reaching a 250 million area

222

N.

Represented

by

The

Walker

BROADCASTING

Company
• Telecasting

sells

in

the

merchandise

world^s

richest

market

WINS
WINS
Primary Secondary
Mail Area Mail Area
POPULATION
13,791,600 1,286,500
RADIO FAMILIES
3,840,200 349,170
TOTAL RETAIL SALES
$12,158,549,000 $1,079,767,000
FOOD SALES
$ 3,836,082,000 $ 338,079,000
DRUG SALES
$ 317,209,000 $ 30,616,000
GEN'L MDSE. SALES
$ 1,402,865,000 $ 113,958,000
From 20,489 pieces of mail for client sales received
during four weeks of day and night operation,
WINS has designed a mail map. Base is ratio of
mail response to 1948 BMB radio families in the
five boroughs of New York City. Counties with mail
ratio 25% of New York City or better are shown
as primary; those with ratio of 10% or better as
secondary.

CROSLEY

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

WINS
50KW N E W Y 0 R: K
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NEW
County
No s SOU

■^
TUlster
^ L*

RADIO

1949 Total
FoniiliGS
131 400

Per Cent
98
94 48

51 400
AA nnn
94 700
17 600
42 400
9 300
22 000
15 900
4 900

95
96.86
97.0
95.7
95.7
94.1
94.8
93.6
96.4
98.6
96.3
97.1
96.7
92.6
95.5
97.4
92.2
93.2
94.2
94.2
97.2
94.2
92.6
95.7
94.6
95.5
93.3
94.9
98.0
94.6

37 000
51 700
19 800
26 200
22 300
42 200
7 200
4 000
7 600
27 400
6211 900
000
9 300
14 200
27 300
12 200
12,900
18 100
167,300
9,500
5,600

C,,<X-|L

YORK

94.1

MARKET
Radiolies
Faml
129 300
614 490
49 760
61 180
91,860
16 840
40 580
8,750
20,860
14,880
4,720
429,210
35,630
1950,200
150
24,260
21,300
41,100
6 640
3,730
7,160
25,810
60,260
1 1,210
13,590
8,610
25,830
112,040
1 ,650
17 180
163,950
8,990
5,270

1 Includes Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens and Richmond.
2 A borough of New York City.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Retail ($000)
Soles
1948
485,121
3,767,124
161,346
174,225
303,624
1 43,279
34,838
17,581
50,41
40,6031
18,073
1,205,754
99,979
137,913
52,493
61,318
46,071
131,201
14,162

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
76,065
1

1 7,673
2,433
59,524
1 79,229
41,686
18,073
44,581
73,094
48,101
24,393
37 417

1 ,820
19,197
3,702
24,030

(Continued from page 132)
Taxable
rolls — 1stPayQtr.
194747 fSOOO^
930
1
45 070
35 483
65 143
872
145 453

63,590
58,420
106,347
10,151
26,905
1 3,925
3,396

54,184
1 863

Mfg. Value

Added,

96CO 951
860
41
oce '!'1
77 099
O0,o34
1 0«j,o4/

11131,970
009
269
'2 3841,097
2 247
5 942
6 364
7,507
3 905
3,503
66,916
2,246

4,781
2,276

Security Administration.

2 904,
liHA 1I4ZAO '

089
3668,854
068
1 853
030

4,830
1 0,706
4,714
15,418
11,422
7 308
108,538
6,747

674,104
19,294
10,131

OZfO 1 v

27,502
652
1,802
859
1
15 470
1
7 490

5,847
1
1,604
27,704
1
1 2,799
15,602
1 1,663

269,697
Mfg. Value 1
Added
lo^7 fcnnn^
1 1 C 1 CO
21 AOA ATI
1 69,831
07 K OCT
^0,0/ /
KQ AAK

Dept. of Commerce.

10 798
49 1 15
21 827
760 1
5524 447

Families, Retail

stotV
rr Inland
^
LsLont^^
the Long

3 out of every 4 homes in Nassau County listen regularly daytime to WHLj's
programs of Familiar Music and Long Island news. Among the top 50 counties
of the United States, Nassau County is 42nd in population, 35th in total net
income, 12th in net income per family, 45th in retail sales, 29th in food store
sales, 49th in drug store sales (Sales Management
Power.)

1949 Survey of Buying

# More listeners per dollar in Nassau
County than any other station — including the New York City 50,000 watters.
# Of course WHLI has Hooper, Conlan and
L. i. Radio Survey.
9 Long Island's top local retailers use
WHLI regularly.
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They

may

come

hut

they

than

BIGGER..*.
doWt

WFAS

come
in

BETTER

Westchester

The April, 1949 Conlan Radio Report in Westchester shows WFAS out in front against all comers with the highest share of tune-ins straight
through from noon to 6 P. M.; and doing nicely, thank you, in morning and evening periods, too, against perhaps the mightiest concentration of
radio watts and where-with-all in the nation.
CONLAN RADIO REPORT '
Page 2
SUMMARY

Basic Calls
Listening Homes
% of Potential Audience

MORNING
PERIODS

AFTERNOON
PERIODS

EVENING
PERIODS

ENTIRE
SURVEY

4,106
838

7,166

5,015

16,287

1,370
19.1%

1,638

20.4%

32.7%

3,846
23.6%

Distribution of Listening Homes Among Stations

"A" Network 50,000 w.
WFAS

23.9%
16.9

Independent

.7

"B" Independent— 50,000 w.
"C" Network— 50,000 w.

1.3
19.1

"D" Independent— 5,000 w.

1.7

"E" Independent— 50,000 w.
"F" Network— 50,000 w.
"G" Independent— 10,000 w.
"H" Network— 50,000 w.

13.7

Survey Periods:

21.7%
.5
15.3

.4

15.5
1.9

12.3
2.8

16.2
1.5

3.1
18.5
2.3

1.7
21.6
2.8

13.2

11.7

.1

.1

.8
7.9

.7

2.2

.6
13.4
.4

18.8
2.5
12.6

6.0

Other— FM— TV

22.7%
11.1

2.3

"I" Independent — 5,000 w.
"J" Independent— 10,000 w.

19.1%
19.4
.5

9.5

.6
.2
8.2

Monday through Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.
Sunday 12:00 M. to 10:00 P.M.

For selected concert and classical music — news — and attention to local happenings, Westchester listeners have been tuning to WFAS for upwards
of 18 years; and more of them are doing so now than ever before.

WESTCHESTER

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

OFFICES and STUDIOS in \he Reporter Dispatch Building, WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
Represented by HEADLEY-REED CO., New York, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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NORTH

CAROLINA

SPOT RATE FINDER
AHOSKIE, Hertford, 900 fam., 89.4% radio,
800 rodio fam.
WRCS, Ikw-D, 970kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ALBEMARLE, Stanly, 4,100 fam., 95.8% radio,
3,930 radio fam.
WABZ, Ikw-D, lOIOkc
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ASHEBORO, Randolpli, 2,500 fam., 91.2% radio, 2,280 radio fam.
WGWR, Ikw-D, 1260kc, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ASHEVILIE, Buncombe, 16,900 fam., 90.0%
radio, 15,210 radio fam.

CHARLOTTE, Mechlenberg, 36,800 fam., 88.1%
radio, 32,420 radio fam.
3 AM SB
affiliates,
IMaverage
5M
D 18.96 20.63 33.45
N 32.13 35.47 62.34

one-time
rate 1 Hr
15M 30M
52.74 79.10 131.84
96.67 146.67 241.67

WAYS, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 610kc, ABC, MBS,
D Avery-Knodel
14.40 14.40 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
N 14.40 14.40 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WAYS-FAA,
Bonus Ch. 299, 107.7mc, 7.7kw
WBT,
BMB 50kw, inOkc, CBS, Radio Sales, Hooper,
D 35.00 40.00 63.75 85.00 127.50 212.50
N 70.00 80.00 127.50 170.00 255.00 425.00
WBT-FM,
260, 99.9mc,
Radio 36.00
Sales
D
2.50Ch. 4.00
7.50 54.6kw,
14.50 21.50
N 3.00 4.80 10.00 19.00 28.00 48.00

CLINTON, Sampson, 1,500 fam., 83.0% radio,
1,250 radio fam.
WRRZ, Ikw-D, 880kc, ABC, Forjoe, BMB
SB IM 5M ISM BOM IHR
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CONCORD, Cabarrus, 4,800 fam., 92.9% radio, 4,460 radio fam.
DWEGO,4.00Ikw-D,
6.00 780kc,
7.50 Clarke
17.50 30.00 50.00
DUNN, Harnett, 1,800 fam., 85.2% radio,
1,530 radio fam.
DWCKB,4.00Ikw-D,5.00780kc10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
DURHAM, Durham, 20,000 fam., 90.2% radio,
18,580 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D 7.16 7.16 14.25 25.00 38.50
N 10.86 10.86 23.75 41.67 62.50
2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time
D 4.87 5.38 10.00 21.25 38.00

62.50
104.17
rate
67.50

Raymer
DWDNC,10.005kw-D,
10.00Ikw-N,
15.00 620kc,
30.00 CBS,45.00
75.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

WGAI, SB500-D,IM 560kc,5MSears-Ayer
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 5.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
FAYETTEVILLE, Cumberland, 13,900 fam.,
81.6% radio, 11,340 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D
4.25 5.00 7.25 16.25 27.00 38.00
N 4.25 4.75 7.75 16.75 30.00 52.00
250w, 4.00
1490kc,7.00Continental
DWFLB, 3.00
15.00 24.00 26.00
N 4.50 5.50 8.00 16.00 30.00 54.00
WFNC, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Walker
D 4.50 4.50 10.00 25.00 48.50 72.00
N 4.50 4.50 10.00 25.00 48.50 72.00
WFNC-FM, Ch. 251, 98.1mc, 12kw
Bonus
WWNF, 250w, 1230kc, Friedenberg
D 4.00 6.00 7.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 6.00 7.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
FOREST CITY, Rutherford, 1,500 fam., 85.0%
radio, 1,280 radio fam.

3 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D
7.16 7.15 12.34 19.15 36.34 60.35
N 10.50 10.50 18.00 39.00 61.00 101.67
WISE, 250w, 1230kc, NBC, Avery-Knodel
D
6.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 47.00
N
8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WLOS, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1380kc, MBS, TaylorBorrofF, Keenan & Eickelberg
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WSKY, 250w, 1490kc, Friedenberg
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 20.00 32.50
N
5.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WWNC, 5kw, 570kc, CBS, Headley-Reed,
Hooper
D
8.50 8.50 15.00 27.50 45.00 75.00
N 13.50 13.50 20.00 45.00 75.00 125.00
BURLINGTON, Alamance, 7,300 fam., 94.8%
radio, 6,920 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D 4.13 5.50 11.00 21.75 35.25 53.75
WBBB, Ikwr-D, 920kc, MBS, McGillvra, Gene
Grant
D
5.25 7.00 14.00 28.00 43.00 70.00
WBBB-FM, Ch. 267, 101. Imc, 34kw, McGillvra
Bonus, days only
N 3.00 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
WFNS, 1kv/-D, 1150kc
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.50 27.50 37.50
WFNS-FM, Ch. 230, 93.9mc, 2kw
Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
THE VOICE OF
68,000 PEOPLE
NIGHT
53.3%
MORNING AFTERNOON
58.8%
62.5%
THE BEST BUY IN
EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
-

WGBR
$5.00 Per Spot Announcement
YOUR ABC STATION

EASTERN CAROLINA
BROADCASTING CO., INC.
P.O. Box 1024
Goldsboro, North Carolina
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CBS Ch. 3, 8.2kw-a; 16.3kw-v, Radio Sales,
WBTV,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 15.00 18.00 27.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 25.00 30.00 45.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
DWGIV,6.00Ikw-D,6.001600kc,
12.00 Forjoe,
24.00 Conlan,
36.00 Hooper
60.00
WSOC,
BMB 250w, 1240kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 77.00 120.00
WSOC-FM,
Ch. 276, 103.5mc, 38kw, HeadleyReed
Bonus
WMIT
Reed (FM), Ch. 295, 106.9mc, 75kw, HeadleyD 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WIST(FM), Ch. 284, 104.7mc, 50kw
D
7.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 9.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
* * *
MARKET INDICATORS
CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
Increase over 1940

WDNC-FM,
Ch. 286, 105. Imc, 36kw, Raymer
Bonus
WDUK,
Knodel,Ikw-D,
Conlan,500W-N,
Hooper 1310kc, ABC, AverySB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 7.00 7.00 18.00 30.00 45.00
N 10.00 10.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
1590kc,13.50MBS, 27.00
Burn-Smith
DWHHT,4.50Ikw, 4.50
40.50 67.50
N 7.50 7.50 22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
WSSB, 250w, 1490kc, Friedenberg, Hooper
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WTIK, Ikw-D, 730kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D
5.75 5.75 10.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
ELIZABETH CITY, Pasquotank, 4,000 fam.,
86.6% radio, 3,460 radio fam.
WCNC, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Burn-Smith, ConD 4.20 5.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
N 4.20 5.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00

FOR NORTH CAROLINA
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
3,715,000
'48 3,572,000 '40
4.0%

% of U.S
2.55%
BMB Families
'
898,500
Percent Radio
87.1%
Radio Families
782,830
Business Concerns
40,104
Manufacturing Establishments 5,320
Non-Agricultural Employment 681,047
Manufacturing Employment .
350,000
Income
$3,290,000,000
Increase over 1940 . . .191%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
890
1940 $
182%
Construction (Private)
$ 215,400,000
Residential
$ 188,500,000
Non-Residential
$ 61,000,000
Retail Sales
$2,294,535,000
Value Added by Manufacture . $1,646,000,000

'48
2.71%
'49
817,000
'49
78.3%
'49
640,000
'47
33,852
'47
3,158
'47
616,000
'47
270,000
'47 1,131,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

'47

'40

316

'47 67,700,000 '39
'47 35,900,000 '39
'47 15,700,000 '39
'48 2,171,729,000 '47
'47 544,000,000
BRO'39 A

WBBO, SB
Ikw-D,IM780kc5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 10.00 22.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.00 10.00 22.00 36.00 60.00
WBBO-FM,
Ch. only
227, 93.3mc, 1.5kw
Bonus, days
N
2.50 5.00 11.00 18.00 30.00
GASTON lA, Gaston, 6,000 fam., 90.2% radio
5,410 radio fam.
WGNC,
D
3.50250w,3.501450kc,
5.50ABC,15.00Continental
25.00 45.00
N 4.00 4.00 6.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
Bonus
WGNC-FM,
Ch. 270, 101.9mc, 11. Ikw
WLTC,
Ikw-D,
D
3.50 5.201370kc,
10.40 Clark
20.80 31.20 52.00
GOLDSBORO, Wayne, 7,000 fam., 84.2% ra5,890 radio
fam.Forjoe
WGBR, dio,250w,
1400kc,
D 5.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 5.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
WEOR-FM, Ch. 277, 93.3mc, 35kw, Forjoe
D 3.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.50 3.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
(Continued on page 137)
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THE VOICE OF
EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
35,000 WAHS
Where 60,000 Radio Homes Can Be
Reached For A $5.00 Spot Announcement.
— The Farmers Media —
THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Owned and Operated by
EASTERN CAROLINA
BROADCASTING CO., INC.
P.O. Box 1024
Goldsboro, North Carolina
DCASTING

• Telecasting

GREENSBORO, Guilford, 21,400 fam., 91.1%
radio, 19,500 radio fam.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
IM average
5M
D 8.50 8.50 16.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.50

one-time
15M 30Mrate 1 Hr
32.50 47.50 80.00
51.50 78.50 130.00

WBIG, 5kw, 1470kc, CBS, Hollingbery, BMB,
Hooper
It D 8.50 8.50 17.00 35.00 50.00 85.00
N 14.00 14.00 27.00 55.00 85.00 140.00
WCOG, Ikw, 1320kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D Hooper
8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 14.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
DWGB6,6.00Ikw-D,6.00980kc,
15.00 Burn-Smith
30.00 45.00 75.00
N 6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
« WGBG-FM, Ch. 262, 100.3mc,
Smith
Bonus
WFMY, Ch. 247, 97.3mc, 23kw
D
1.50 1.50 3.10 6.25
N 2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00
GREENVILLE, Pitt, 4,700 fam.,
4,020 radio fam.
WGTC, 250w, 1490kc
D
3.50 5.94 16.20
N
4.00 7.92 21.60

37kw, Burn-

8.75 13.75
12.00 20.00
85.5% radio,
27.00 45.00
36.00 60.00

HENDERSON, Vance, 4,100 fam., 85.8% radio, 3,520 radio fam.
WHNC, Ikw-D, 890kc, MBS, Griffith
D 5.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 56.25
HENDERSONVILLE, Henderson, 2,200 fam.,
89.4% radio, 1,970 radio fam.
WHKD, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Continental
D 3.96 3.96 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 3.96 3.96 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00

HICKORY, Catawba, 4,700 fam., 91.9% radio,
4,320 radio fam.
WHKY, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1290kc, ABC, Dodson,
BMB,SBHooperIM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.80 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
N 5.00 6.80 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
WHKY-FM, Ch. 275, 102.9mc, 180kw, Dodson
Bonus
WIRC,
D 3.50Ikw-D,5.00630kc,10.00McGillvra
20.00 30.00 50.00

WEWO,SB Ikw-D,
IM lOSOkc,
5M BMB15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
LEAKSVILLE, Rockingham, 1,200 fam., 92.9%
radio, 1,110 radio fam.
WLOE, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
LENOIR, Caldwell, 2,700 fam., 88.1% radio,
2,380SB radioIMfam. 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr

HIGH POINT, Guilford, 12,800 fam., 88.7%
radio, 11,350 radio fam.
WHPE, Ikw-d, 1070kc
D 3.75 4.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHPE-FM, Ch. 238, 95.5mc, 37 kw
Bonus — Days only
N
1.88 2.25 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WMFR, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Burn-Smith, ConDN ""4.00
4.00 4.00
4.00 12.00
12.00 24.00
24.00 36.00
36.00 60.00
60.00

WJRI,
250w, 4.00
1340kc,9.00MBS 18.00 30.00 50.00
D 4.00
N 4.00 4.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
LEXINGTON, Davidson, 3,900 fam., 90.0%
radio, 3,510 radio fam.
WBUY,
D 2.80250w,4.001450kc,8.00Continental
16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LUMBERTON, Robeson, 1,500 fam., 86.7%
radio, 1,300 radio fam.
WTSB,
250w, 5.00
1340kc,11.00MBS,22.00
Continental
D 5.00
33.00 55.00
N 5.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
MONROE, Union, 2,500 fam., 83.9% radio,
2,100 radio fam.
WMAP, 250- w-D, 1060kc
D 2.50 3.35 8.35 16.65 30.00 50.00

WMFR-FM,
Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 38kw, BumSmith
Bonus
JACKSONVILLE, Onslow, 900 fam., 86.7%
radio, 780 radio fam.
WJNC, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Forjoe* Conlan
D 2.75 2.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 2.75 2.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
KANNAPOLIS, Cabarrus, 8,100 fam., 95.7%
radio, 7,760 radio fam.
WGTL, Ikw-D, 870kc
D 2.94 4.20 8.40 16.80 29.40 42.00
N 4.20 6.00 12.00 24.00 42.00 60.00
KINSTON, Lenoir, 5,500 fam., 85.5% radio,
4,700 radio fam.
WFTC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Burn-Smith
D 4.20 4.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
N 4.20 4.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
LAURINBURG, Scotland, 2,000 fam., 80.5%
radio, 1,610 radio fam.

MOREHEAD
CITY, Carteret, 1,900 fam.,
81.1% radio, 1,540 radio fam.
WMBL, Ikw-D, 740kc, McGillvra
D 4.50 4.50 15.35 28.10 42.45 70.40
MORGANTON, Burke, 2,500 fam., 91.7%
radio, 2,290 radio fam.
WMNC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00
N 3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00
MT. AIRY, Surry, 1,800 fam.,
1,660 radio fam.
WPAQ, Ikw-D, 740kc, Clark
D
1.50 3.45 12.00 24.00

18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00
92.4% radio,

NEW BERN, Craven, 5,500 fam., 79.4% radio,
4,370 radio fam.
WHIT, SB250w, IM1450kc,5MMBS, 15MForjoe 30M 1 Hr
D
5.50 5.50 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 5.50 5.50 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
NEWTON, Catawba, 1,900 fam., 94.1% radio,
1,790 radio fam.
WNNC,
D 2.00250w,3.601230kc,
5.50 MBS,15.00Continental
25.00 45.00
N 2.50 4.00 6.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
NORTH WILKESBORO, Wilkes, 1,700 fam.,
88.8% radio, 1,510 radio fam.
WKBC, Ikw-D, 810kc, BMB
D
6.40 14.00 22.00 36.00 60.00
OXFORD, Granville (No data on city)
WOXF, 250w, 1340kc
D
.75 3.50 8.00 15.00 20.00 32.00
N
.75 6.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00
RALEIGH, Wake, 15,300 fam., 93.4% radio,
14,290 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 11.18 12.92 18.67 37.34 56.00 91.67
N 20.16 23.50 32.67 65.00 99.00 164.00
WNAO,
850kc,14.00
ABC, 28.00
Avery-Knodel
D 8.755kw, 8.75
42.00 70.00
N 12.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Knodel
WNAO-FM,
Ch. 241, 96.1mc, 25k w, AveryBonus
WPTF,
BMB, 50kw,
Hooper 680kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
D 20.00 25.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 40.00 50.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00
WPTF-FM,
Ch. 233, 94.5mc, 12kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
WRAL, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Weed
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 27.00 45.00 72.00
(Continued on page 138)

36.00 60.00

WBIG

■The

Prest/'ge

Station

HOOPER

of

STATION AUDIENCE

WINTER, 1949

CITY ZONE

the

INDEX
Greensboro, N. C.
WBIG

Monday thru Friday
8:00 AM— 12 N
Monday thru Friday
12:00 N— 6:00 PM
Sunday thru Saturday
6:00 PM— 10:00 PM

Columbia

represented

BROADCASTING
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NORTH CAROLINA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 137)
REfDSVILLE, Rockingham, 3,700 fam., 88.9%
radio, 3,290 radio fam.
WFRC, SBIkv/, 1M1600kc 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
(FM), 1.50
Ch. 271,2.50102.1mc,
kw 18.00
DWREV 1.00
5.001.69.50
N
1.00 1.50 2.50 5.00 9.00 18.00
ROANOKE RAPIDS, Halifax, 2,800 fam.,
89.1% radio, 2,490 radio fam.
WCBT,
250w, 4.20
1230kc,8.75MBS,20.00
Bum-Smith
D
37.35 65.00
N
4.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
WCBT-FM,
Bonus Ch. 254, 98.5mc, 15kw, Burn-Smith

WSJS

•

1ST IN LISTENING

• 1ST IN NETWORK

(NBC)

•

1ST IN POWER

•

1ST ON

THE DIAL (600)

• 1ST ON

THE AIR (1930)

Naturally,FIRST

(Hooper)

it

follows

(5000 wotts)

that

WSJS

is

in Advertising! -Local-General-Network

Your

First

PROOF

MORNING: 8 to 12 Noon
(Monday thru Friday)
AFTERNOON: 12 to 6 PM
(Monday thru Friday)
EVENING: 6 to 10:30 PM
(Sunday thru Saturday)

and

Best

POSITIVE!:
KnofisJijcdinqA
Station
WSJS
B
7.3
5.4
9.9

5.2

16.4

9.9

AFTERNOON

ChidiGms.
Station
WSJS
B
45.2
33.1
27.3
50.6

EVENING

58.0

MORNING

Buy!

34.7

Station
C
2.0
1.9
No evening

Station
C
12.5
9.7
No evening
by

City Hooperatlngs, Fall-V/inter, 1948-1949

Represented

Affiliated
with

HEADLEYREED

NBC

STON-SALEM
^THE WIN
JOURNAL-SENTINEL STATIONS
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COMPANY

ROCKINGHAM, Richmond, 1,110 radio fam.,
85.0% radio, 940 radio fam.
DWAYN,4.00Ikw-D,
6.00 900kc7.50 15.00 27.50 50.00
ROCKY MOUNT, Nash, 8,700 fam., 88.5%
radio, 7,700 radio fam.
WCEC,4.50
Ikw-D,6.00810kc,
D
12.00Ra-Tel
27.00 45.00 75.00
WCEC-FM,
Ch.
264,
100.7mc,
Ra-Tel50.00
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 18.0033kw,30.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WEED, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, BMB
D 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
N 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
WEED-FM, Ch. 221, 92.1 mc, 250v/
Bonus
ROXBORO, Person (no city figures)
WRXD, Ikw-D, 1430kc
(no rates available)
SALISBURY, Rowan, 7,400 fam., 92.3% radio,
6,830 radio fam.
DWSAT,7.50Ikw-D,7.501280kc,
15.00 Dodson
30.00 45.00 75.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WSTP,
250w, 5.00
1490kc,
Burn-Smith
D 5.00
10.00MBS,20.00
30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSTP-FM, Ch. 293, 106.5mc, 27kw, Burn-Smith
D 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
SANFORD, Lee, 2,000 fam., 92.2% radio,
1,840 radio fam.
WWGP, Ikw, 1050kc
D 4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SHELBY, Cleveland, 4,600 fam., 87.7% radio,
4,030 radio fam.
WOHS, 250V/-D, 730kc, MBS
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WOHS-FM,
Ch. 241,
Bonus — Days
only 96.1mc, 2.6kv/
N 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
SOUTHERN PINES, Moore, 1,200 fam., 84.2%
radio, 1,010 radio fam.
WEEB, Ikw-D, 1360kc. MBS, Forjoe
D 4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSTS, Ikw-D, 990kc, Cooke
D
4.00 10.00 21.00 32.50 50.00
STATESVILLE, Iredell, 5,400 fam., 88.1%
radio, 4,760 radio fam.
WSIC, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Continental
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
TARBORO, Edgecombe, 2,200 fam., 82.0%
radio, 1,800 radio fam.
WCPS, Ikw-D, 760kc
D 5.25 6.00 12.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
THOMASVILLE, Davidson, 3,500 fam., 91.6%
radio, 3,210 radio fam.
WTNC, Ikw-D, 790kc
D 3.00 4.00 6.00 17.00 35.00 60.00
WTNC-FM,
Ch. 252,only98.3mc, 450w
Bonus — Daytime
N
1.50 1.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 36.00
WADESBORO,
Anson,fam. 1,100 fam., 85.3%
radio, 940 radio
WADE, Ikw-D, 1210kc
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 27.50 50.00
WASHINGTON, Beaufort, 2,800 fam., 81.8%
radio, 2,290 radio fam.
WHED, 250w, 1340kc, Continental
D 5.00 6.00 9.50 18.00 35.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
WRRF, 5kw-D, 930kc, ABC, Forjoe
D 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Solesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For complete
explanation
see foreword.

WAYNESVILLE, Haywood, 900
radio, 780 radio fam.
WHCC, 250w, 1400kc
SB
IM
5M 15M
D
1.75 2.25 4.00 9.00
N
1.75 2.25 4.00 9.00

fam., 87.1%
30M 1 Hr
17.00 30.00
17.00 30.00

WHITEVILLE, Columbus, 1,200 fam., 88.0%
radio, 1,060 radio fam.
WENC, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Clark
D
4.50 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
N
4.50 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00

WILMINGTON, New Hanover, 14,900 fam.,
84.6% radio, 12,610 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 5.25 5.25 11.50 23.00 31.00 51.75
N 6.80 6.80 12.90 25.80 34.50 55.25
WGNI, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, McGillvra, Conlan
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 40.50
N 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 40.50
Hooper 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Burn-Smith,
WMFD,
D
6.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 35.00 63.00
N 9.10 9.10 16.80 33.60 42.00 70.00
WMFD,
Bonus Ch. 242, 96.3mc, llkw, Burn-Smith

WILSON, Wilson, 6,700 fam., 83.4% radio,
5,590 radio fam.
WGTM, 5kw, 590kc MBS, Weed, Conlan
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 100.00
WGTM-FM,
Bonus Ch. 294, 106.7mc, 8.6kw, Weed

WINSTON-SALEM,
Forsyth, 28,500 fam.,
88.3% radio, 25,170 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, overage one time rate
D
7.33 7.33 14.00 26.34 45.00 76.67
N 11.00 11.00 21.00 42.50 65.00 110.00
Hooper250w, 1340kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
WAIR,
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 70.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00
WAIR-FM,
Knodel Ch. 226, 93.1mc, 32kw, AveryBonus
WSJS, 5kw, 600kc, NBC, Headley-Reed
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 35.00 50.00 85.00
N 14.00 14.00 27.00 55.00 85.00 140.00
WSJS-FM,
Ch. 281, 104.1mc, 48kw, HeadleyReed
Bonus
WTOB,
Conlan Ikw-d, 710kc, MBS, Taylor-Borroff,
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00

AM- WSTP-FM
SALISBURY, NORTH CAROLINA
Established 1938
250 Watts
Full Time
NAB Member

27,000 Watts
Full Time
FMA Member

Serving N. Carolina's
highest per capita retail sales market.
"Where the Ad-

» -f $ vertiser Meets
National Rep:
Burn-Smith
the Buyer"
ems

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NORTH

CAROLINA

1949 Total
Families
16,500
2,900
1,900
6,100
4,600
2,600
8,100
5,400
5,800
4,100
31,700
8,700
16,700
7,900
1,400
4,500
4,000
13,200
5,500
3,900
2,600
1,100
14,200
10,300
10,000
17,400
1,600
1,200
14,600
3,100
8,800
25,800
10,600
36,600
j

County
Alamance
Alexander
Alleghany
Anson
Ashe
Avery
Beaufort
Bertie '
Bladen
Brunswick
Buncombe
Burlce
Cabarrus
Caldwell
Camden
Carteret
Caswell
Catawba
Chatham
Cherokee
Chowan
Clay
Cleveland
Columbus
Craven
Cumberland
Currituck
Dare
Davidson
Davis „
Duplin
Durham
Edgecombe
Forsyth

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
92.4
86.0
82.3
83.8
83.2
83.3
82.2
82.6
82.5
81.9
89.8
90.0
93.7
88.1
86.2
83.8
83.0
92.0
86.6
84.4
81.1
83.6
87.6
82.6
81.2
83.4
82.7
90.2 ,
91.0
89.0
82.6
90.1
84.5
89.8

MARKET

BY COUNTIES

Radio
Retail Sales
Families 1948 ($000)
15,250
52,914
2,490
3,727
1,560
1,990
5,110
10,314
3,830
4,161
2,170
1,881
6,660
• 19,035
4,460
8,937
4,790
9,609
3,360
3,547
28,470
110,054
7,830
18,365
15,650
48,504
6,960
18,457
1,210
705
3,770
10,096
3,320
3,509
12,140
36,802
4,760
9,193
3,290
5,736
2,110
5,862
920
579
12,440
30,905
8,510
22,164
8,120
22,486
14,510
41,538
1,320
1,647
1,080
2,697
13,290
27,846
2,760
5,447
7,270
13,117
23,250
101,350
8,960
30,146
32,870
120,379

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

In

DATA

Eastern

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
22,666
248
1,076
2,489
365
602
1386
3,078
1,223
2,686
27,896
637
8,154
26,382
9,240
1,997
19,022
542
2,421
1,160
512
1,324
10,385

North

Tobacco

11,379
367
953
72
170
91
1,098
354
899
197
13,160
1 1 ,670
3,330
4,026
700
n21
239
423
876
8,382
135
481

56,697
106,016
25,041
29,766

40,966

37,118

4,745
1,000
1,681
1
3,958

12,382

5,806

42,629

1,513
1,571
26,780

530
68157
13,341

7,193
40,597

3,016
20,961

Added,

177,425

Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
(Continued on page HO)

Carolina

fs

76,454

2,847
4,262
1
9,637
108
13,990

Mfg. Value

Security Administration.

1947Added
(SOOO)
Mfg.
Value

1947rolls— 1st
(SOOO)
Taxable
PayQtr.

.

.

Kmgl

WGTM

Covers
WGTM

a

this

rich

King

Size

market
Voice

(Mutual Exclusive in this area)

Wilson.N.C.
The

Voice

of the

Golden

Plain

5000

Represented
• Telecasting

Nationally

by

Watts

Full Time

Serving 1,125,000 People

BROADCASTING

with

Weed

&

Co.

590kc
August 15, 1949
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NORTH
County

1949 Total
Families
fyi inn
o onA

■ Greene
Harnett
Henderson
nycie

1 AA
' AArf)nu/olt

Nash
t
'' Northampton
Orange

Percfuimans
' ' Pitt
' Polk
-Randolph
1 : Richmond
1 • Robeson
Rockingham
Rowan
Rutherford

' Sampson
Stokes

'Transylvania
1
IWake
1
:l Warren

' Wilkes
'Wilson
bodkin

A cnn
3 500
45 000
1 2 000
9 700
7 500
7 inn
3 900
3 200
1 600
14 400
3 600
13 500
2 100
4 500
10 200
5 400
5 000
3 400
4 200
5 400
46 200
3 100
3 900
7 800
13 900
23 700
5 900
6 700
5 600
2 200
6 400
3 900
2 400
5 300
1 4 000
2 600
10,000
8,900
17,700
14,500
18,700
9,600
9,900
5,200
8,500
4,600

3,100
1,300
8,800
6,900
29,000
4,700
2,800
3,700
14,700
8,700
12,700
4,400
3,100

CAROLINA
Per Cent
Radio
y011 .on
OO 1
Oo. 1
86 8
90 8
83 4
85.9
86.6
88.6
84.8
82.9
83.1
88.8
82.1
84.9
82.0
89.5
85.5
89.1
87.0
82.0
82.0
82.2
89.2
87.3
87.3
86.3
84.5
86.4
82.5
84.0
90.1
81.8
86.0
81.2
83.6
84.2
84.2
87.7
90.1
86.6
82.6
90.1
92.9
88.7
81.6
81.8
91.9
85.9
88.4
82.7
87.4
84.5
86.5
84.5
89.9
79.2
85.6
85.0
84.2
82.8
84.1
87.1
81.9

RADIO

MARKET

Radio
Families
5 530
22 120
1 810
2 140
5 400
3 040
10,010
8 330
6 500
6 290
3 310
21 330
650
12 790
2 960
1 1 460
1 720
4 030
8 720
4,810
4,350
2 790
43,440
440
41 200
2 710
3 400
6 730
1 1 750
20 480
4 870
5 630
5 050
1 800
5 500
3 170
2 010
4 460
1]
2 280
9,010
7,710
14,620
13,060
17,370
8,520
8,080
4,250
7,810
3,950
8,840
2,230
2,710
.1,100
7,610
5,830
26,070
3,720
2,400
3,150
12,380
7,200
10,680
3,830
2,540

DATA
Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

BY COUNTIES
Employment
1st
Qlr. 1947

9,246
63,513
2,225
1,248
12,214
173,623
5,076
27,303
1 8,709
18,456
18,618

(Commued from page ub)
1947
($000)
Taxable
PayMfg. Value
rolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)
Added
96

1,557
289
35,213
263
205

18,306
66266
71

120,617

1,998

688
27,847

126,578
21,930

57,023
8,286

3,475
1,830
713
3,697
1,406
152
55
465
5 773
1 481

4,471
5,836
3,513
478
2,090
227
12,550

8,576
4,596
1,429
31,092

22,221

34 605

6,858
25,475

1,060
3,922
391

12,648
2,1 17
3 1 ,968
10,260

3,580

137
1 402
2 023

5,184
376
4,619
713
4,195
2 113

1,777
1,646
231
1 12
650
29 577

31 763
187
928
53 981
386

572
1 053
2 089
1 357

12 009
1 All
1 ,o lO
170
x,30Z

5 125
279
yo
7^7
1 ni7
OK
l,UI/

^ n79

l,4/o
on A
zU4
A'iA
1 OXl
1 AO A

1 072
10,773

I,0o4

31 577

4,718
3,511
2,594
7,045
5,442
700
3,827

14,372
11,879
72,658
33,757
30,980

1,570
3,750
173
134

21,544

9,717
45 627
396
13 444
1 96 974
5 446
7 763
1 5 994
32 781
69 325
5 483
5 175
1 1 762
1 574
1 6 864
4 505
4 018
10 294
39 705
3 51 1
19,234
20,211
37,343
35,138
56,225
18,004
17,515
11,182
20,627

'

7,722
13,569
6,378
12,272
8,295
2,111
3,629
525
8,372

4,940
24,100
2,660
6,170
1,429
16,609
18,565
115,169
7,743
4,307
6,206
40,027
15,199

4,030

2,943
21,153
4,819

1,208
2,109
10,120

1,124
2,069

357
1,066

144
1,823

562
7,033
4,267
363
5,022
290

36,192
4,126
2,316

: Includes Camden and Currituck.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management.
Further reproduction unlicensed
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463
9,495
454
3,257

Mfg. Value

Added,

10 397
11,213
on AAii

1013 366
649

21,592
16,016

10,747
15,499

152
2,920
9,006
1,522
108
2,185
79
Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

7,529

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

I
I

The

No*

1 Salesman

The

South's

In

No.

WPTF 50-100% BMB
DAYTIME COUNTIES

North

1 State

WPTF 10-50% BMB
DAYTIME COUNTIES

2,705,600

Population
Families

633,700
*$1,516,145,000

Retail Sales

Carolina

TOTAL

1,896,500
451,900

4,602,100
$2,534,062,000
510,655,000

1,085,600

Food Sales

298,537,000

$1,017,917,000
212,118,000

Gen. Mdse. Sales

192,427,000

128,164,000

320,591,000

42,122,000

27,315,000

69,437,000

89,304,000

59,636,000
1,524,140,000

148,940,000

Drug Sales
Furn. House Radio Sales
Eff. Buying

ncome

12,279,852,000

3,803,992,000

*$45,000,000

Increase

Over

Last Year

t$75,000,000

Increase

Over

Last Year

WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE
>7::VII 111
Raleigh. .1
North
(
1110
50
, North Carolina
T PRaleigh
^
P
W
L
^^^FREE & PETERS, INC., mational representatives

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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-12.8%
FOR NORTH DAKOTA
YR.
93.5%
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
97.0%
642,000
Population
560,000
Increase over 1940
137,700
145,900
BMB Families
283%
128,800
141,480
Radio Families
Business Concerns
10,755
Non- Agricultural Employment .
55,066
68,000
Manufacturing Employment . . .
237,000,000
9,461
4,000
$9,800,000,000
Increase over 1940
3,000
368
Per Capita Income
^$ ?s Rnn1,678
non
564,675,000
Retail Sales
$ 598,487,000
11,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture . . $ 29,000,000
WILLISTON. Williams, 2,100 fam.,
KOVC, SB
250w, IM
I490kc,5MMBS,15M
Conlon30M T Hr
radios, 2,020 radio fam.
D 2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 KWBM, 250w, 1450kc, Holman
WAHPErON, Richland (no city figures avail.)
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
KBMW, 250w, 1450kc. Bulmer & Johnson, BMB
3.60 6.00 9.00 12.00 18.00
D 2.55 2.55 5.00 10.50 21.00 36.00 DN 4.80
8.40 12.60 16.80 25.20
N
3.40 3.40 6.60 14.00 28.00 48.00

MARKET

NORTH
SPOT RATE FINDER
BISMARCK,
Burleigh, 5,800 fam., 97.8%
radio, 5,670 radio fam.
KFYR, Skw,
SSOkc,
SB IM NBC,
5M Blair,
ISM BMB,
30MConlon
IHR
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 15.00 15.00 34.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
DEVILS LAKE, Ramsey, 2,400 fam., 97.2%
radio, 2,330 ladio fam.
KDLR, Ikw, I240l(c, MBS, BMB. Conlon
D
5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
DICKINSON, Stark, 2,100 fam., 96.1% radio,
2,020 radio fam.
KDIX, 250w, 1230kc, Lowson
D
7.50 7.50 13.50 22.50 37.50 57.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 27.00 45.00 68.40
FARGO, Cass, 11,600 fam., 98.5% radio.
11,430 radio fam.
2D AM 7.75
affiliates,
l-time 52.50
rates 87.50
9.75average
17.50 35.00
N
15.50 19.50 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
KFGO, 5k\ 790kc, ABC, Raymer
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
KVNJ,
Ikw-D, 8.00
900kc24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
D
8.00
120.00
N
8.00 8.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 Peters,
WDAY, Skw, 970kc. NBC, Free &
Hooper, Conlan
D
8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
16.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
GRAND FORKS, Grand Forks, 7,700 fam..
97.8% radio, 7,530 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rates
D
2.73 5.73 10.50 22.25 33.38 55.63
N
7.50 7.50 13.85 29.00 43.50 72.50
KIIO, Ikw-D, SOOw-N, 1440kc, CBS, AveryKnodel, BMB, Conlan
D
6.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KNOX, 250v^, I400kc, MBS, Walker
D
5.20 5.20 8.50 19.50 29.25 48.75
N
7.00 7.00 11.70 26.00 39.00 65.00
JAMESTOWN, Stutsman, 3,200 fam., 98.1%
radio, 3,140 radio fam.
KSJB, Skw, 600kc CBS, Hollingbery, BMB,
0
10.00 13.00 23.45 46.90 70.35 117.25
N
12.00 15.00 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
MANDAN, Morton, 2,100 fam., 98.2% radio,
2,060 radio fam.
KGCU, Ikw-D, 250V/-N, MBS, 1270kc, Walker
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

DAKOTA
SB
IM
SM
ISM 30M IHR
D
6.75 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
6.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
MINOT.
Ward, 6,300 fam., 97.6% radio, 6,170
radio fam.
KIPM, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1390kc, MBS, Walker,
DN °" 4"20
7.00 20.00
14.00 28.00
70.00
6.00 10.00
40.00 42.00
60.00 100.00
VALLEY CITY. Barnes, 2,000 fam., 97.4%
radio, 1,950 radio fam.
for the facts on KFYR
JOHN
BLAIR
t COMPANY

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

INDICATORS

YR.

96.4%
1 Hr
30.00
42.00

Seekeypage
3 for
to map.

NORTH DAKOTA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
Employment
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
1st
Qtr.
1947
295
County
Families
Radio
Familie*
132
Adams
1,100
93.8
1,030
522
17,997
196
Barnes
3,900
97.0
3,780
1,255
309
Benson
2,400
96.8
2,320
3,789
29413
3
393
Billings
400
92.0
370
542
6,515
Bottineau
3,100
97.0
3,010
117
101
Bowman
1,000
95.8
960
244
112
9,610
120
Burke
1,800
96.1
1,730
1,626
228
36,996
Burleigh
7,100
97.4
6,920
4,112
4,437
13,320
Cass
14,500
98.5
14,280
156
3,886
338
6,826
83,431
1,906
Cavalier
2,900
96.7
2,800
145
123
Dickey
2,000
97.0
1,940
8,392
355
9,312
Divide
1,700
97.7
1,660
664
134
Dunn
1,500
95.3
1,430
309
7,809
4,690
,
Eddy
1,300
98.3
1,280
2,956
355
123
Emmons
1,900
95.0
1,810
Foster
1,100
96.1
1,060
5,754
177
228
Golden Valley
800
93.8
750
3,326
5,198
421
39
149
Grand Forks
9,000
97.8
8,800
5,868
55,726
Grant
1,700
94.2
1,600
86
5,920
Griggs
1,100
97.2
1,070
6,970
387
2,790
Hettinger
1,700
95.7
1,630
2,957
152
241
81
Kidder
1,200
96.9
1,160
4,251
142
5,475
la Moure
2,200
97.1
2,140
3,466
169
57
Logan
1,400
95.6
1,340
220
397
McHenry
3,200
96.5
3,090
. 3,188
108
338
6,123
Mcintosh
1,800
94.6
1,700
8,157
187
68
50
528
McKenzie
1,700
96.2
1,640
4,460
233
McLean
3,700
96.2
3,560
428
100
302
54
Mercer
1,700
94.5
1,610
615
3,927
538
Morton
4,500
97.4
4,380
8,547
131
16,889
Mountrail
2,600
96.9
2,520
5,199
427
Nelson
1,900
97.0
1,840
9
36
Oliver
600
96.6
580
7,161
215
1,477
151
Pembina
3,200
97.6
3,120
12,383
428
161
854
6,471
Pierce
1,800
96.3
1,730
604
21,533
140
Ramsey"
4,100
97.5
4,000
2,050
97.8
2,100
Ransom
189
8,756
7,092
1,580
62474
98.6
1,501
1,600
Renville
4,120
98.0
4,200
RfcMand
112
3,858
20,746
1,950
92.8
2 100
Rolette
194
1,760
684
97.5
1 800
Saqent
41
7,463
1,769
33250
1,250
95.9
1 300
Ihe^fdon
14
2,865
640
92.0
700
4,551
7
liooT
10728
570
94.9
600
1,965
i ooe
3,170
96.0
3,300
14,186
276
|
50
130
531
60
970
97.3
1,000
Seele
, 653
3,188
105
1,634
1,540
24,377
96.4
1,600
Towner
258
871
2,840
98.1
2,013
2,900
378
S
924
11,989
19,392
'^-^
Walsh 8,700
666
8,490
97.6
6,192
174
Wa d
471
44,861
2,420
96.9
2,500
We Is
4,881
8,987
18,528
3,960
96.7
4,100
:..
:;::::::::;:::::::;::.
wMnami-:::::;:::::::::
1,523
2,287
3,528
D— Withheld to avoid disclosing Cent
figuresRadio,
for individuol
companies.
ii nFedej ali Security
c -.
Taxable Payrolls,
Employment,
BMB.
Families, Retail
Sources- Radio Families, Per
Administration. Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Further reproduction unlicensed.
642
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
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"Let's

have

pheasant

breakpast,el

per

mirey/

S hayseeds in the Red River Valley really love
our native pheasant, but we've also got the dough
for lots of "boughten"
pan't afford!
When

it comes

luxuries that most city folks

to choosing a brand, or deciding

what to buy, persuasive, 26-year-old WD AY gets to
most of us, the most often! This fabulous station
now

gets more

Weekday

than a 66.0%

Mornings,

Share of Audience

Afternoons

and

Evenings

against a 16.8%

"tops" for Station B, C or D

(Fargo-Moorhead

Hoopers,

Dec. '48 — Apr. '49).

And WDAY's coverage of the whole
Valley is just as impressive.
HERE

ARE

THE

66.2

flGGERSf
"D"
"C"
"B"
4.2
16.8
7.7

66.1

11.4

11.9

67.5

14.1

9.2

WDAY
WEEKDAY
MORNINGS
WEEKDAY
AFTERNOONS
EVENINGS
(SUN. THRU SAT.)
Whatever
more!
facts.

Red

you sell, WDAY

River

3.7
7.2

FARGO,

N. D.

NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES

o 5000 WATTS

will help you sell

Write to us, or ask Free & Peters for all the

FREE & PETERS, INC.,
Exclusive National Representatives

^

OHIO
.Toledo

SPOT RATE FINDER
AKRON, Summit, 88,600 fam., 98.3% radio,
82,090 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rates.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
11.17 11.17 21.50 38.67 58.00 96.67
N
18.75 18.75 37.50 73.67 110.50 185.50
WADC, 5kw, 1350kc, CBS, Hollingbery
D
12.50 12.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N
22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
WAKR, 5kw. I5901<c, ABC, Weed, Hooper
D
15.00 15.00 27.50 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
WHKK, Ikw, 640kc, MBS, Roymer
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
11.25 11.25 22.50 45.00 67.50 112.50
ALLIANCE, Stark, 9,300 fam.. 97.4% radio,
9,060 radio fam.
WFAH, Chan. 269, IOI.7mc, I kw
D
1.55 3.10 4.30 8.60 15.00 21.50
N
2.15 4.30 7.20 14.40 25.20 36.00
ASHLAND, Ashland. 5,000 fam., 98.3% radio,
4,920 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

WATG (FM), Chan. 267, I0l.3mc. 10.2kw N
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
0
3.10 3.10 4.30 8.60 15.00 21.50
N
4.30 4.30 7.20 14.40 25.20 36.00
ASHTABULA, Ashtabula, 8,900 fam., 97.9%
radio, 8,710 radio fam.
WICA,
D
9.005kw-D,9.00Ikw-N,15.00970kc,
26.00Conlan
26.00 70.00
N
15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
BELLAIRE, Belmont, 4,000 fam., 95.3% radio,
3,810 radio fam.
WTRF.Ikw, I290kc, Walker, Conlan
D
9.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
N
10.00 12.50 18.00 36.00 60.00 110.00
WTRF-FM, Chan. 263, lOO.Smc, 20k, Walker
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
CAMBRIDGE, Guernsey, 6.600 fam.. 95.3%
radio. 6,290 radio fam.
WILE.
D Ikw-D.8.00I270kc 15.30 23.80 40.80 68.00
CANTON, Stark, 37,500 fam.. 98.1% radio,
36,790 radio fam.
2D AM 7.00
non-affiliates,
average
7.00 12.50
28.00l-time
44.00rates70.00

Clevelandi

Sa nd usky^52'^'aX7^

Ashtabula'

lAWobster t
Rl^*d
r\
^jWffmw^j -..o.-vJ
V.
.uoi.«.zt r««"io» V J *o I— hrHOLMES fr'^ube
c
S rtoie]
r- A

■UTLC*
Hamilton^

WAND,
D
8.00500w-D,
8.00 900kc,
12.00 Continental
30.00 45.00 75.00

WCMW, Ikw-D, 1060kc, Burn-Smith, Conlan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N
6.00 6.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00

Sell

WHBC, 5kw, I480kc, Taylor-Borroff, Hooper
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

COLUMBUSideal

test

CHILLICOTHE, Ross. 8,400. 97.0% radio,
8.150 radio fam.

city

Columbus, Ohio, and WBNS offer you all of the
elements forasuccessful test of your advertising.
1. Columbus and the rich surrounding area, both
effectively covered by WBNS, have an above average
buying power that quickly rings cash registers when
a new product is introduced.
2. Columbus is the capital of Ohio with diversified
industry plus a prosperous agriculture in the trading
zone. This assures a consistent, predictable economy.
3. Columbus, in the center of Ohio, with a network of
railroads and highways to all parts of the state and
nation. The city is the distributive outlet for 32
counties.
4. The most consistently listened to station in the
Columbus area is WBNS with its 163,550 families who
have the money to buy and BUY WBNS ENDORSED
PRODUCTS. (During 1948-49 period WBNS has been
successfully used by five advertisers for test campaigns).
IN COLUMBUS

COVERS

0H\0

ITS

T

Page 144
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CBS

BLAIR

Big

Industrial Market

WBEX, 250w. I490kc, W. S. Grant, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

with

CINCINNATI,
radio, 160,540Hamilton, 165,000 fam., 97.0%
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rates
D
26.05 45.39 S6.46 109.38 163.00 258.75
N
55.75 68.25 108.63 208.75 316.00 505.00
WCKY, SOkw, I530kc, Pulse
D
20.00 25.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N
30.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WCPO,
Hooper250w, 1230kc, MBS, Branham
D
15.25 17.75 40.00 70.00 100.00 175.00
N
23.00 27.50 50.00 100.00 160.00 300.00
WCPO-FM,chan. 286. lOS.Imc. 20kv/
Bonus
WCPO-TV,
Chan 7. 2l.0kw vis, I2.0kw aur..
ABC, Branham
D
20.00 20.00 50.00 85.00 130.00 210.00
N
35.00 35.00 90.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
WKRC,
Hooper,5kw-D,
BMB Ikw-N, 550kc, CBS, Katz,
D
30.00 30.00 42.50 68.00 102.00 170.00
N
60.00 60.00 85.00 136.00 204.00 340.00
WLW. 50kv<. 700kc. NBC, Hooper
D
65.00 110.00 119.75 239.50 360.00 540.00
N 110.00 150.00 239.50 479.00 720.00 1080.00

POWER

Cleveland's

WSAI.
5kw. I360kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel.
BMB, Pulse
D
20.00 23.80 30.00 60.00 90.00 I50.0P
N
30.00 35.50 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
BRO A

WCUO-FM

Ohio's
Labor

Now

First
Station

on the Air

103.3 MEGACYCLES
15,000 WATTS
Serving Cleveland

and

Northeastern Ohio

Owned and Operated by
UAW-CIO Broadcasting Corporation of Oiiio
1025 Chester Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

DCASTING

• Telecasting

RURAL

WRFD,
OHIO'S ONLY
STATE-WIDE
STATION

An impressive list of national advertisers has recognized that WRFD consistently DELIVERS MORE OHIO
RURAL LISTENERS PER DOLLAR THAN ANY OTHER OHIO
RADIO STATION.
Highly specialized RURAL programming does the
trick. A recent rural survey of all 88 Ohio counties
shows that WRFD is in second place (11.1) in share
of audience. First place (24.1) is a 50-kw station
with a rate EIGHT TIMES ours. Third (8.8) and
fourth (6.7) places are high-rate fifty-killowatters.
Trailing along in fifth, sixth and seventh places are
5-kw stations.
A little simple arithmetic proves that WRFD delivers
more Ohio rural listeners per dollar THAN ANY OTHER
OHIO RADIO STATION. Another rural survey of oil
88 Ohio counties is now in progress. Complete results will be ready soon and will be furnished on request.

For availabilities and information, write or call
J. D. Bradshaw,
Commercial Manager
Robert L. Burns,
National Sales Manager
Edgar Parsons,
Station Manager
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Peoples

Broadcasting

WORTHINGTON,
5000

WATTS

ON

Corporation
OHIO
880
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AKRON

25t

h

NORTHEASTERN

YEAR

OHIO

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

OLDEST

STATIONS

NEW

CO..

MAIN

Owned and opeaed

National

BROADCASTING

WADC

&

STS.,

by ALLEN

Representa.ive,

• Telecasting

MILL

BUILDING

GEORGE

P.

AKRON,

T.

OHIO

SIMMONS

HOLLINGBERY

CO.

'47

OHIO
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page IH)
CLEVELAND.
272,200 fam., 97.9%
radio, 246,480Cuyahoga,
fam.
4 AM affiliates, l-time rates
SB
IM
5M
ISM 30M IHR
D
37.S0 37.50 S4.2S 108.50 142.75 271.25
N
40.00 40.00 87.00 174.00 241.00 435.00
WGAR, SOkw, I220kc, CBS, Petry
D
74.25 54.25 75.00 150.00 225.00
N
75.00 75.00 100.00 200.00 300.00
WHK, 5kw, I420kc, MBS, Raymer
D
21.00 21.00 34.00 72.00 108.00
N
42.00 42.00 72.00 144.00 214.00
DWJMO.10.50Ikw-D,10.501540kc,
17.00 Young,
44.00 Hooper
44.00

375.00
500.00
180.00
340.00
110.00

WJW. 5kw, 850kc, ABC, Headley-Reed
D 33.75 33.75 54.00 108.00 162.00 270.00
N 45.00 45.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
WTAM,
ttooper,50kw,
BMB llOOkc, NBC, NBC Spot Sales,
D
39.00 39.00 52.00 104.00 154.00 240.00
N
78.00 78.00 104.00 208.00 312.00 520.00
WTAM.FM,
Chan 289, I05.7mc., lOkw
Bonus
WCUO-FM,
D
3.00 Chan
4.00 277,
4.00 I03.3bc,
10.00 iSkw
20.00 40.00
N
4.50 4.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 40.00
WNBK-TV.
I9.8kw 40.00
vis, Skw40.00
aur, 100.00
NBC
D 25.00 Chan
25.004. 25.00
N
50.00 50.00 EO.OO 80.00 120.00 200.00
WEWS-TV.
CBS, ABC, Chan
DuMont5, I4.3kw vis. 8.l5kw aur.
' DN
20.00
24.00
42.80 140.00
44.00 240.00
94.00 400.00
140.00
50.00 40.00 107.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.
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CLEVELAND HEIGHTS. Cuyahoga,
fam,. 99.4% radio, 19,020 radio fam.
WSRS, 250w, I490kc, Forjoe
SB
IM
5M
ISM 30M
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
N
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 40.00

19.100
IHR
75.00
100.00

COLUMBUS. Franklin, 19,400 fam., 98.1%
radio, 107,320 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rates
D
13.70 13.70 41.88 49.72 104.03 144.47
N
27.00 27.00 44.08 74.25 115.25 183.33
WBNS.
D
20.005kw-D,20.00Ikw-N,
33.37I440kc,
49.87 CBS,70.87Blair105.00
N
40.00 40.00 44.75 99.75 141.75 210.00
WELD-FM.
0
3.00 Chan
3.00 244,5.9397.lmc,
10.31 35kw18.75 30.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 17.19 31.25 50.00
WBNS-TV. Chan 10, 28.4kw vis, I4kw aur,
Blair 40.00
TV
D ABC,20.00CBS, 20.00
40.00 95.00 120.00
N
30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WCOL, 250w, I230kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
Hooper, BMB
D
12.40 12.40 18.90 29.40 50.40 84.00
N
21.00 21.00 31.50 49.00 84.00 140.00
WCOL-FM.
Chan 222, 92.3mc, 33kw HeadleyRead
Bonus
WHKC,
Hooper Skw, 4l0kc, MBS, Raymer, BMB,
D
4.70 4.70 13.25 24.70 40.00 44.70
N
20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WHKC-FM,
Chan 254, 98.7mc, ISkw, Raymer
Bonus
WVKO-FM. Chan
D
1.49 1.49
N
4.50 4.50
WLW-C-TV, Chan
D
15.00 15.00
N
20.00 20.00

THE

234, 94.7mc. 52kw
4.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
12.00 24.00 34.00 40.00
3, I5.2kw vis, I2.8kw aur
30.00 50.00 75.00 120.00
50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

NATION'S

O - C L E V E L A N D 'S

MARKET

INDICATORS FOR OHIO
12.9%
5.26% YR.
FIGURES
5.34%
YR.
FIGURES
'47
7,799,000
6,908,000 '40
97.4%
95.4%
2,311,300
2,085,000

CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S.
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Radio Families

2,251,560
1,989,000 '46

Business Concerns
128,654 '47

Manufacturing Establishments .

113,527 '39

12,299 '47
9,543
1,744,000
2,218,359
'47
596,000 '39
Manufacturing Employment. . .
989,000
Income
$11,061,000,000
'47 4,448,000,000 '40
Increase over 1940
149%
Nob- Agricultural Employment

Per Capita Income
$
Increase over 1940

1,441
124%

643

'40

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential

$ 555,000,000
$ 279,500,000
$ 170,300,000

'47 213,900,000 '39
'47 125,400,000 '39
'47 42,100,000 '39

Retail Sales

$ 7,372,726,000

'48 6,372,210,000 '47

Value Added by Manufacture

$ 6,379,000,000

'47 2,116,000,000 '39

6th
MUSIC

MARKET
AND

AS

COVERED

NEWS

STATION

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

U.S.A.

CROSSROADS,

ing men. Before advertising
effective, many
be right. And

can be

other

factors must

because

of adequate

manpower, coupled with a "knowhow" peculiar to this territory. The
Where

is Crossroads,

there were

a town

U.S.A.?

If

so named,

it un-

doubtedly would be located

in the

heart of WLW-land.

For here is an

area that presents a cross-section
America.

of

Nation's

Station is in a position to

help solve problems

tributing, packaging, product
attitudes.

consumer
Many

success

of products
Nearly

fourteen

live in this area
parts of seven
covers

which

people

embraces

states. And

WLW

covers

a

the

selling

nation.

theme

Thus,

works

in

WLW-land, it's pretty certain to be
sound for the entire U.S.A.

WLW's
And

make

Area.

of the nahave

knowledge

campaigns

in

also

which

successful

elsewhere.

a new

for new

Nation's

advertising

selling 10%

gained invaluable
helped

cam-

launched

tion, these advertisers

Yet, The Nation's Station offers
more than the ideal proving ground
and

advertising

Merchandise-Able

while

When

products

and

and

stories can be told

paigns that were

this vast territory just as a

network
when

million

relating to dis-

you are ready to introduce
product

or launch

paign, talk it over

a cam-

first with

The

Station.

campaigns.
WLW

also provides

facilities un-

equalled byany other radio station.
Providing "air-time" is not the start,
nor the finish, of services WLW
can
render

manufacturers

and

advertisTHE NATION S MOST MERCHANDtSE-ABlE STATION
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DEFIANCE. Defiance, 3,600 fam., 97.8% radio,
3,520 radio fam.
WONW, 500w-D, 1260kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.50 6.75 12.00 24.00 45.00 75.00

OHIO
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page li)
COSHOCTON. Coshocton, 4,300 fam., 97.3%,
4,180 radio fam.
WINS, Ikw-D, 1560kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
DAYTON, Montgomery, 78,300 fam., 98.0%
radio, 76,730
2 AM affiliates, average I-time rates
D
14.00 26.00 55.00 78.33 123.33
22.00 36.67 60.00 156.67 160.00
N
WHIO,
5I(W, I290kc, CBS, Hollingbery,
Hooper
D
16.00 28.00 45.00 65.00 100.00
N
26.00 45.00 90.00 130.00 200.00
WHIO-FM, Chan 256, 22.lmc, Hollingbery
D
3.00 15.00
N
3.00 15.00
WHIO-TV, Chan 13, 26.6kw vis, I2.6kw aur,
NBC, Katz
N
30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WING, 5kw, I4l0kc, ABC, Weed
D
20.00 60.00 80.00
25.00 75.00 120.00
N
I
WONE, 5kw, 980kc, MBS, Headley-Reed
' D
21.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 80.00
N
18.00 18.00 40.00 75.00 120.00

150.00
200.00
120.00
180.00

WTWO-FM,
Chan 284, I04.7mc, HeadleyReed
D
12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 80.00 120.00
■i N
18.00 18.00 40.00 75.00 120.00 180.00

EAST LIVERPOOL. Columbiana,
97.4^0 radio, 7,600 radio fam.
WHO, Ikw, 1570
D
8.40 9.50 15.40 30.80
N
8.40 9.50 15.40 30.80
WEOL. Ikw, 930kc, BMB
D
10.00 11.50 16.00 32.00
N
12.00 14.00 25.00 50.00

LIMA,
radio Allen,
fam. 16,900 fam., 98.3% radio, 16,610

7,800 fam.,

2 AM affiliates, average I-time rates
SB IM 5M I5M 30M IHR
7.25 14.50 29.00 43.50 72.00
ND
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

46.20 77.00
46.20 77.00

WIMA, Ikw, llSOkc, MBS, Weed, Conlan
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

48.00 80.00
75.00 125.00

WLOK.
I240kc,14.00
NBC, 28.00
Avery-Knodel
D 250w, 7.00
42.00 70.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

FINDLAY, Hancock, 8,200 fam.. 98.4% radio,
8,070 radio fam.
WFIN, Ikw, I330kc, BMB
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00
FOSTORIA, Senca, 4,400 fam., 97.8% radio,
4,300 radio fam.
WFOB-FM, Chan 288, I05.5mc, 250
D
1.00 4.00 4.00 7.50 13.50 22.50
N
2.00 4.00 5.00 10.00 17.00 30.00
FREMONT, Sandusky, 5,600 fam., 97.9% radio,
5,480 radio fam.
WFRO-FM, Chan 257, 99.3mc, Ikw
D
3.00 4.80 9.00 16.20 27.00
N
3.00 6.00 12.00 21.00 36.00
HAMILTON. Butler, 18,100 fam.. 97.0% radio,
17,560 radio fam.
WMOH, 250w^ I450kc, MBS, Conlan
D
4.75 6.80 11.55 23.10 34.65 57.75
N
6.00 6.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
LANCASTER, Fairfield, 7,700 fam., 97.3%
radio, 7,490 radio fam.
WHOK, 500w, I320kc
D (only)
4.50 8.00 16.00 30.00 50.00

MANSFIELD, Ricliland, 14,100 fam., 98.3%
radio, 13,860 radio fam.
WMAN,
BMB 250w, |400kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff,
D 5.75 5.75 9.75 19.50 29.25 48.75
N
7.75 7.75 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
MARIETTA, Washington. 6,300., fam 96.2%,
6,060 radio fam.
WMOA, 250w, I490kc, MBS
D
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MARION, Marion, 11,000 fam., 97.3% radio,
10,700 radio fam.
WMRN,
BMB 250w-D, 1490kc, ABC, Stovin, Hooper,
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MIDDLETOWN, Butler, 12,800 fam., 97.9%
97.9% radio, 12,530 radio fam.
WPFB,
Ikw-D,9.00
lOOw-N.
D 7.00
20.009l0kc,
43.00Cooke,
66.00 Conlan
110.00
N
10.00 12.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
NEWARK, Licking, 12,600 fam., 97.3%, 12,260
radio fam.
WCLT,
500w, 7.90
I430kc 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
6.55
N
9.00 10.80 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WCLT-FM,
Bonus (days Chan
only) 262, I00.3mc, 3kw

WLW-D, Chan 5, i6kv/, vis, 8kw aur. DuMont-NBC
D
15.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 120.00
I N
20.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
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SPRINGFIELD. Clark, 29,400 fam., 97.4% radio, 28,640 radio fam.
2 AM independents, average I-time rates
D
6.25 7.00 15.00 24.00 37.25 53.75
WIZE, 250w, I340kc, ABC, Weed
D
30.00 40.00 75.00
N
7.00 37.50 60.00 100.00
WJEL, SOOw-D, 1600kc, Friedenberg
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 50.00
Bonus (day
WJEM,
Chanonly)
280, I03.9mc, Ikw
N
2.00 6.75 10.50 18.00 30.00
WWSO, 250W-D, 1210kc, Independent MetroD
5.00politan Sales4.50 23.00 34.50 57.50
STEUBENVILLE, Jefferson, 11,700 fam., 97.0%
radio, 11,350 radio fam.
WSTV, 250w, I340kc, MBS, McSillvra
D
4.75 5.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Bonus
WSTV-FM, Chan 278, I03.5mc, 2kw, McGillvra

TOLEDO, Lucas, 96,500 fam., 98.7% radio,
92,250 radio fam.

WSPD, 5kw, 1370kc, NBC, Katz
D
15.00 15.00 27.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
30.00 30.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
Bonus
WSPD-FM,
Chan 268, I0l.5mc, 3kw
WTOD, Ikw, 1560kc, Headley-Reed
D
6.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WTRT-FM,
Chan 260, 99.9mc, 23kw, HeadleyReed
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 17.00 23.00 30.00

AM&FM

AFFILIATE—

SANDUSKY, Erie, 9,900 fam., 98.2% radio,
9,720 radio fam.
WIEC'.
Griffith250w, 1450kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
D 5.40 5.40 8.10 12.60 21.60 36.00
N
9.00 9.00 13.50 21.00 36.00 60.00

2 AM affiliates, average I-time rates
D
11.25 11.25 21.00 38.50 57.50 96.00
N
22.50 22.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00

HAMILTON— OHIO
Serving Southwestern Ohio
— and a tri-state area —
Ohio's 9th largest market —
billion dollar retail sales in
1948 — a fast growing market
for any product or service!
WMOH—

PORTSMOUTH, Scioto, 13,500 fam., 96.2%
radio, 12,990 radio fam.
WPAY,
Conlan250w, 1400kc CBS, Taylor-Borroff, BMB
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPAY-FM,
Chan 281, I04.1mc, 7kw, TaylorBorroff
Bonus

TIFFIN, Seneca, 6,200 fam., 97.9% radio,
6,070 radio fam.
WTFM-FM. Chan 252, 98.3mc, 450w
D
1.00 1.50 4.00 7.50 13.50 22.50
N
1.00 1.50 5.00 10.00 17.50 30.00

It's
For

AM

PIPUA, Miami, 6,600 fam., 98.8% radio,
6,520 radio fam.
WPTW, 250w-D, 1570kc, W. S. Grant, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00

Zonesville is the ninth largest trading area in the State of Ohio with
a total population of 273,000 and retail sales in excess of $182,000,000.
Four cities alone in the primary service area of WHIZ hove in
excess of 120,000 population.
WHIZ dominates in this rich industrial agricultural trading area with
a 60% share of audience according to latest Hooper reports. See
John E. Pearson.

NBC

ZANESVILLE,
OHIO

WTOL, 250w, I230kc, ABC, Raymer, Hooper
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 29.00 43.00 72.00
N
15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
(Continued on page 152)

BLAIR

INC.

for the facts on WBNS-TV
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Your Advertising

Dollars work

together in Perfect Harmony

over WSPD-AM & WSPD-TV. For over 27 years WSPD has
been the favorite broadcast medium in the Toledo Market . . .
now WSPD-TV
buy WSPD-AM

joins the team. For the BEST
or WSPD-TV, OR BOTH.

coverage

value,

NationaUy
Representedby
KATZ
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WOOSTER, Wayne, 4,400 fam., 98.3% radio,
4,330 radio fam.

YOUNGSTOWN, Mahoning, 45,400 fam., 97.4%
radio, 44,410 radio fam.

(Continued from -page 150)
WARREN, Trumbull, 18,100 fam., 98.3% radio,
17,790 radio fam.

WWST, SOOw-D, 940kc
4,330 radio fam.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.54 4.45 9.35 18.75 31.25 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.05 28.15 44.85 75.00

WHHH, 250w, i400kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Conlan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 4.00 9.75 19.50 29.50 48.75
N
8.50 8.50 13.00 24.00 39.00 45.00

2 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D
12.00 13.50 19.10
N
17.00 18.00 35.00

WWST-FM, Chan 283, I04.5mc, I3l<w
Bonus (FM alone, 50% AM rates)

OHIO
SPOT RATE FINDER

Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.
^

*

County
Adams
Allen
Ashland
Ashtabula
Athens
Auglaize
Belmont
Brown
Butler
Champaign
Clark „
Clermont

1949 Total
Families
5,900
27,400
9,600
22,600
13,100
9,100
26,100
6,700
41,700
4,900
8,900
36,200
11,200
o cnn

Columbiana
Crawford
Cuyahoga
Darke
Defiance
Delaware
Erie
Fairfield
Fayette
Franklin
Fulton
Gallia
Geauga
Greene
Hancock
Hardin
Harrison
Henry
Highland
Hocking
Jackson
Lake
Lawrence

Sources:

^(\ OAft
Iz,jUU
4zU,zUU
13,000
o,zUU
8,500
15,200
15,000
6,800
137,900
8,000
7,200
5,300
15,300
12,700
230,300
12,500
9,200
5,900
7,400
9,200
5,200
5,100
10,400
7,500
26,000
10,300
18,100
12,600
22,300
10,100
37,300
115,600
7,000

MARKET

PerRadio
Cent
92.5
98.0
97.2
97.6
95.1
97.4
95.8

Radio
Families

94.1
97.4
95.9
96.8
97.5
95.9
yo.o
y/.z
yo.u
97.5
98.3
96.6
97.0
96.7
97.9
96.6
94.6
98.2
97.1

6,300
40,620

91.9
96.1
96.3
95.4
97.4
97.9
96.4
95.7
97.3
95.1
94.5
92.1
97.8
93.8
96.6
97.1
98.8
93.8
96.9
97.1
98.2
98.3
95.0

WKBN, 5kw, 570kc, CBS, Raymer
D
12.00 15.00 19.00 38.00 57.00 95.00
N
18.00 20.00 38.00 74.00 114.00 190.00

I-time rate
15M 30M 1 Hr
38.20 57.30 95.50
70.00 105.00 175.00

WBBW, 250w, I240kc, Forjoe, Conlan
D
4.00 8.00 12.00 25.00 35.00 55.00
N
8.00 11.00 22.00 45.00 45.00 100.00
WFMJ, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
Hooper

^ ^

RADIO

SB IM 5M ISM 30M IHR
12.00 12.00 19.20 38.40 57.40 94.00
14.00 14.00 32.00 44.00 94.00 140.00

ZANESVILLE, Muskingum, 97.0 radio, 12,900
radio fam.

WORTHINGTON, Franklin, 1,700, 98.1% radio,
1,470 radio fam.
WRFD, 5kw, 880kc, Hooper
D
10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 53.00 88.00
N
20.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 105.00 175.00

OHIO

D
N

DATA

61,627
11,261
125,095

4,700
8,620
35,300
10,740

20,195
9,048
104,050
21,106
22,148
86,998
24,539
34,468
1 ,550,676
30,757
21,171
20,912
48,235

9,1801 0
27,3
19,790
1 ,990
413,060
12,560
7,950
8,220
14,880
14,490

36,429
21,122
542,792
21,465
12,954
13,181
26,868
25,627
788,167
34,823
19,772
10,530
17,592
21,887
12,581
10,562
33,604
19,139
88,170
27,861
52,970
22,383
57,718
25,533
114,551
423,960
17,559

135,420
6,430
7,770
6,620
5,090
14,730
12,120
224,310
12,240
8,870
5,650
7,200
8,750
4,910
4,700
10,170
25,1?0
7,040
10,000
17,880
11,820
21,610
9,810
36,630
113,630
6,650

* *

COUNTIES

8,805
86,443
30,936
69,526
34,191
21,415

8,860
25,000

*

* *

RAtnl 1($000)lea
loc
ivciaii
1948

5,460
26,850
9,330
22,060
12,460

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

BY

WHIZ, 250w, I240kc, NBC, Pearson, Hooper,
BMB
D 4.50. 8.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N
9.50 11.00 14.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

Security Administration.

cmp Qtr.
loymGnt
1st
1947
920
24,929

Taxable
rolls
StPayQtr.
1947— 1($000)
350

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value
73,106

14,907

12,793
6,121

28,086
37,151

3,988
6,573
3,120
2,791
9,270
937
25,920
1,083

6,015
15,457
5,489
2,138
39,451
1,784
32,383
3,122

16,729
19,037
137,406
^514

1,605
18,957
1,046
1 1 ,901
1,473

2,470
3,103
20,954

22,351
59,129
33,018
1,488,276

3,417
343,363
5,388
1,806

6,109
9,152
503,528
3,985

12,936
43,834
24,487
277,809

2,437
1,361
8,455
5,116
1,346
78,635
1,646

14,242
3,010
4,437
9,333
137,669
2,937
3,550
1,361
2,125
4,569
4,857
262,162

1,227
2,310
2,266
164,032

8,871
2,994
2,237

4,774
1,184
1,261
982

2,225
3,200
2,163
878

113,247

732,158
21,495

1,293
404
1,060

13,853

5,799
21,241
3,882

2,922
1,808
12,809

53,652
23,045

12,359
7,129

4,270

8,203
3,372
1,802
26,007
89,063

1,994

782

Mfg. Value

Added,

30,046
57,841

7,354

6,193
14,821
41,096
3,846
135,548

31,571
131,638
390,032

Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

(Continued on page 15i)
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age

r
cove

facts

important

to

you?

.
ners

liste

.

r?
v/eclevel»n<'
00
po
50,0

•'"'To'nVm Canto-

Whatever you want in a sales
medium . . . WGAR delivers . . .
Coverage, Power,

ket

mar
more

Listeners, Pro-

grams, Market . . . and results!
Be critical. Buy carefully. Compare!
Ask any Petry man for all the facts.

Represented Nationally
by EDWARD PETRY
& COMPANY
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OHIO

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

(Continued from page 152)
Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)

1949 Total
Familiec

Per Cent
Radio

Radio
Families

Retail Sales
1948 ($000)

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

Mahoning

66,100

97.2

64,250

259,979

79,797

50,261

Marion

15,700

97.2

15,260

43,900

12,227

Medina

11,300

98.0

11,070

32,987

Meigs

6,800

93.4

6,350

14,712

7,120
746
3,624

Mercer

7,500

97.2

7,290

20,293

Miami

17,800

98.2

17,480

Monroe

4,900

92.5

4,530

Montgomery

109,600

98.0

Morgan

3,700

94.8

3,510

Morrow

5,200

96.1

5,000

22,800

96.7

22,050

Noble .'
Ottawa

3,600
8,400

92.5
97.8

3,330
8,220

Paulding

4,600

96.5

4,440

Perry

8,400

95.6

8,030

9,862
17,494

Pickaway

9,200

94.5

8,690

16,533

Pike

3,700

91.1

3,370

Portage

16,200

97.4

15,780

6,119
37,120

Preble

8,200

96.8

7,940

18,031

Putnam

6,700

97.3

6,520

16,713

Richland

24,600

97.7

24,030

82,147

Ross

15,800

95.0

15,010

County

Muskingum

_

107,410

Sandusky

14,100

97.7

13,780

Scioto

23,400

95.2

22,280

Seneca

14,600

97.4

14,220

Shelby

8,000

97.6

7,810

6,841
1,801

50,584

44,606

6,347
385,595

147,726
750

98,813

487,755

300
676

7,112
7,860

1,255

68,524

18,518
787

5,793
21,920

364
9,572

3,787
1,239

816
2,249
145

10,900

6,486
727

1,765
1,792
28,000

16,376
6,783

39,390

3,501

9,779
. 18,661
11,748

20,488

Summit

120,200

98.3

118,160

420,278

148,161

101,515

Trumbull

42,100

97.6

41,090

116,682

46,005

Tuscarawas

20,900

96.5

20,170

6,700

97.1

6,510

91.9

2,390

V/arren

10,700

96.7

10,350

Washington

13,500

94.3

12,730

Wayne

15,600

96.5

1 5,050

Williams

8,800

97.6

8,590

Wood

15,700

97.7

15,340

Wyandot

5,800

96.6

5,600

280,241
460,327
213,734
41,296

875
1,830

21,514

4,350
732

2,084
352

4,802

2,761

6,446
11,205

2,931

3,629
21,969
28,829

24,312
37,413

4,607

16,941

4,822

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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Sources:

21,933

7,449 _
28,617

13,909

60,277
17,445

48,593

49,819

6,330
6,231
87,189

2,600

35,549
40,023

5,547
9,998

275,070

Vinton

118,465

17,896

79,610

7,420

32,896

672

97.8

97.6

15,508

2,167
561

4,419
1,805
454

38,578

65,094
43,197

44,687

81,400

7,600 ^

36,837
18,652

1,888
193
7,132

Stark

Van Wert

232,043

3,723
12,274
725

3,671
52,280

Union

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

Mfg. Value

1,957
Added,

20,422
14,961
32,856

6,253
2,355
43,581

2,340
844
Dept. of Commerce.
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programming
^WKBN

HOOPERS
Radio

33.6
31.5

Scouts

Mr. Keen

30.2
28.8

FBI

27.4
27.2

in Peace

& War

Suspense
Jacks mith
Mr. and Mrs. North

26.3
26.0

Mystery Theater
Amos 'n' Andy
Lowell Thomas

26.0
25.4
24.7

Crime Photographer
Club 15

24.5

OF

W K B N
NETWORK STATION B
1
STATION C

repr
R A Y M E R
BROADCASTING

NETWORK

STATION D

NETWORK

STATION E

NETWORK

STATION F

Source:
• Telecasting

evening

AUDIENCE
morning
40.3

WMMM

Omc:

Theater

Godfrey Talent
Jack Benny

31.0

SHARE

U/ic

9.6
35.1
7.3

atternoon
41.7
27.1
50.1

29.0
13.2

14.2
4.6

9.7
2.8
1.2

2.3

0.8

1.4
Youngstown, Ohio, Fall-Winter Report, October
1948 through February 1949 of C. E. Hooper. Inc.
August 15, 1949

•
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OKLAHOMA
SPOT RATE FINDER
ADA, Pontotoc, 5,600 fam., 92.3% radio, El RENO, Canadian, 3,600 fam., 92.9% radio,
5,170 radio fam.
3,340 radio fam.
KADA,
KCHE, 500w-d, 1590kc
Conian,250w,
BMB 1230kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff,
1 Hr
IM 5M 15M 30M
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
4,00 7.00 12.50 22.00 40.00
D
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00 D
SB
Garfield, 12,200 fam., 93.4% radio.
N 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00 ENID,
11,390 radio fam.
KADA-FM,
Bonus Ch. 244, 96.7mc, 44kw
Conian1 kw, 1390kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff,
ALIUS, Jackson, 3,900 fam., 88.9% radio, KCRC,
3,470 radio fam.
D
6.00 6.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
KWHW, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.50
12.00 18.00 30.00 N 9.00 9.00 18.75 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
5.00 7.50
20.00 30.00 50.00
ARDAAORE, Carter, 6,200 fam., 88.2% radio,
5,470 radio fam.
KVSO,
Taylor-Borroff
D 4.50250w,4.501240kc,7.50ABC,12.00
18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
KVSO-FM,
Ch.
229,
93.7mc,
8.2kw
Bonus
BARTIESVILLE,
Washington, 6,900 fan
KCRC-FM, Ch. 274, 102.7mc, 5.2kw
95.5 radio, 6,590 radio fijm.
{Do not sell time on FM)
KWON, 250w, UOOkc, MBS
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00 FREDERICK, Tillman (no city figures avail.
N 4.00 4.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00 KTAT, 250w-d, 1570kc
2.25 5.00 9.00 18.00
CHICKASHA, Grady, 6,300 fam., 89.3% radio, DGUYMON,
Texas, (no data on
5,630 radio fam.
KWCO, 250w, 1560kc, MBS, Continental
KGYN,3.95Ikw-d,5.701220kc
10.00 18.00
D
4.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 D
N
4.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 HOBART, Kiowa, 2,000 fam.,
1,790 radio fam.
DUNCAN, Stephens, 5,000 fam., 92.4% radio,
4,620 radio fam.
KTJS,
250w-d,6.101420kc11.00 17.50
D 4.60
DKRHD,3.00250w-d,
3.00 1350kc,
6.00 MBS,
11.00 BMB18.00 30.00 HUGO, Choctaw, 2,000 fam.,
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 11.00 18.00 30.00
1,670 radio fam.
1340kc
DURANT,
Bryan,fam. 4,100 fam., 90.1% radio, DKIHN, 3.00250w, 3.75
6.30 12.60
3,690 radio
N 3.00 3.75 6.30 12.60
KSEO,
250w-d,
750kc,
Conian
D 3.00 4.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 lAWTON, Comanche, 10,700
radio, 9,490 radio fam.
KSEO-FM,
Bonus Ch. 296, 107.3mc, Ikw
KSWO,
Conian Ikw, 1380kc, ABC,
ELK CITY, Beckham, 2,500 fam., 95.3% radio,
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00
2,380 radio fam.
N
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00
KASA, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Friedenburg
D
3.50 4.50 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 McALESTER, Pittsburg,
N
3.50 4.50 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 5,890 radio fam.6,600
KTMC, 250w,4.501400kc,7.50ABC,12.00Taylor-Borroff
18.00 30.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total DN 4.50
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Manage- MIAMI,4.50 Ottawa,
4,900
fam.,
90.8%
radio,
reproduction
unlicensed.
4,450 radio fam.
For completement". Further
explanation
see foreword.

WeVe
Mighty
. . . RINGING
ALL

YOURS

KGLC, SBIkw, 910kc,
Young
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00 11.25 18,00 27.00 45.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MUSKOGEE, Muskogee, 14,200 fam., 88.8%
radio, 12,610 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rates
D
4.00 6.25 10.50 17.00 25.50 42.50
N 4.50 7.00 11.50 18.50 30.00
MBS, 50.00
24.00
16.00
250w, 6.00
1490kc,10.00ABC, 16.00
Taylor-Borroff
24.00 40.00
DKBIX, 4.00
40.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 1380kc,
KMUS,
Ikw-d,
500w-n,
nental
18.00 27.00 45.00
D
N 4.00
5.00 6.50
8.00 11.00
13.00 21.00 36.00 Conti60.00

Bonus Ch. 268, 101. 5kc, 8.5kw
KMUS-FAA,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Oklahoma, 74,500 fam.,
93.3% radio, 69,510 radio fam.
4 AM SBaffiliates,
IM average
5M one-time
15M 30Mrotes 1 Hr
D 16.66 15.25 19.00 38.25 64.75 110.00
N 25.00 23.75 30.00 71.75 114.50 193.75
3D AM 6.00
non affiliates,
average23.67one-time
9.67 14.33
41.67rates
67.50
KBYE, Ikw-d, 890kc, Radio Reps
D 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
KLPR, Ikw-d, lUOkc
D
10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
KOCY, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Walker
D
7.00 12.50 25.00 35.00 60.00
N
10.00 20.00 45.00 70.00 120.00

Busy These
Days
KINDS OF DOOR
BELLS

:
HERS:
To be sure . . . we're ringing door-

Yes, YOURS to be sure! We aren't
kidding anybody . . . we have time

bells in thousands of "able-to-buy"
homes in this big, fine, rich Okla-

for sale and we'd like mighty well to
let you have some, so your cash
register will ring in Oklahoma. So, if

homa market of ours. With top-rated
shows from ABC and local features

one of us, or somebody from Taylor-

that folks want to hear, why say —

Borroff rings your door bell — give

we've got an audience that Mr.

us a listen, won't you?

Hooper says is a honey.

TAYLOR-BORROFF
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KOCY-FM,
Bonus Ch. 234, 94,7mc, 70kw, Walker
KOMA,
Conlan,50kw,
Hooper 1520kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 15.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 150.00
N 30.00 40.00 50.00 90.00 160.00 275.00
KOMA-FM, Ch. 290, 105.9mc, 2.10kw
KTOK,
250w, 9.00
1400kc,
Taylor-Borroff
D 9.00
15.00ABC,24.00
36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KTOK-FM, Ch. 282, 104.3mc, 43kw
(no rates available)
DKTOW,6.00250w-D,
10.00 800kc
16.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
WKY, 5kw, 930kc, NBC, Katz
D 25.00 25.00 64.00 108.00 170.00
N 33.00
120.00 180.00 300.00
Ch. 4,300.00
Katz
NWKY-TV,
45.006.2kw
45.00aur.,
75.0012.1kw
120.00viz.,180.00
OKMULGEE, Okmulgee, 6,500 fam., 87.7%
radio, 5,700 radio fam.
KHBG, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Walker
D 4.80 6.00 9.60 16.00 28.00 48.00
N 5.60 8.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
PAULS VALLEY, Garvin, 2,700 fam., 87.6%
radio, 2,370 radio fam.
KVLH, 250v/-d,3.001470kc,
D
9.00 Conlan
12.00 24.00 40.00
PONCA CITY, Kay, 6,600 fam., 94.3%
radio, 6,220 radio fam.
WBBZ, 250w, 1230, MBS
D 6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
SEMINOLE, Seminole, 4,700 fam., 90.6%
radio, 4,260 radio fam.
500v/-d,4.001260kc,
DKSMI, 3.00
7.00 MBS11.00 20.00 35.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 11.00 20.00 35.00

SHAWNEE, Pottawatomie, 8,800 fam., 91.3%
radio, 8030 radio fam.
KGFF, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
STILLWATER, Payne, 5,100 fam., 94.9%
radio, 4,840 radio fam.
KSPI,
250w, 6.00
780kc, 9.00
MBS, 15.00
Ra-Tel 25.00 40.00
D
4,00
N 6.00 9.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KSPI-FM,
Bonus Ch. 230, 93.9mc, llkw, Ra-Tel
TULSA, Tulsa, 61,400 fam., 94.9% radio,
58,270 radio fam.
3D AM13.66
affiliates,
one-time62.00
rates103.33
13.67 average
25.67 41.33
N 25.33 25.33 49.67 82.67 124.00 206.67
2D AM 5.50
affiliates,
rates 70.00
10.50 average
16.00 one-time
26.50 42.00
KAKC,
D
6.00lkv/-d9.001570kc,
12.00Walkfer
21.00 36.00 60.00
KFMJ,
Ikw-d,
1050kc,
D
8.00 12.00 20.00Forjoe
32.00 48.00 80.00
KOME,
250w,
1340kc,
ABC-MBS, TaylorD Borroff
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KTUL,
BMB, 5kw,
Hooper 1430kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KVOO,
Hooper 50kw, 1170kc, NBC, Petry, BMB,
D 20.00 20 00 42.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 40.00 85.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
OKLAHOMA

RRdio Families
Susiness Concerns
XTJ.U'llUI.
uVl/UJLiirirKT
AXIg "P!^tahli«ihmpnt^
_1_J O l/ClIU i^omiL It .
IVFjtTiiif a<*f
IVftTi- A p eri cultural l^^tnnlovment
Tn/>OTin
Manufacturing Employment.
Increase over 1940
P*»t* (^Ei til t n Tn/Tiin P
Tn^*T'P5i
ckVf^ir 1140
r^nTi s:tt*ii/*tirtTi { Pt*i vn tp^
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture

602,930
34,415
156%
318,780
1,740
44,000
$2,124,000,000
$

930
161%

472,000
34,816
315,000
1,530
28,000
829,000,000
356

44,400,000
$ 177,600,000
22,600,000
$ 75,200,000
4,600,000
$ 25,300,000
1,454,679,000
$1,681,429,000
102,000,000
$ 341,000,000
KSIW, SB250w, IM1450kc,5MMBS 15M 30M 1 Hr
WOODWARD, Woodward, 2,200 fam., 91.0%
D
3.50 5.25 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
3.50 5.25 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 2,000 radio fam.

DATA BY COUNTIES
Taxable
Value
Retail ($000)
Sales
115Payrolls — 1st
Qtr. Mfg.Added
1949 Total
Per Cent
1948
Radio
Employment
1947 ($000) 1947 ($000)
1st
Qtr. 1947
Families
County
Families
Radio
450
Adair
3,700
93.0
81.3
687
227
Alfalfa
3,700
3,286
7,923
997
81.0
3,010
Atoka
4,300
3,440
271
110
1,908
Beaver
2,300
3,480
90.1
Beckham
5,800
15,933
11,315
88.4
5,187
2,070
Blaine
4,500
88.5
930
3,073
87.9
5,130
1,880
18,652
Bryan
9,700
3,980
88.4
1,451
Caddo
10,300
8,530
667
22,150
92.6
1,901
Canadian
7,100
2,043
9,110
647
19,397
697
817
2,069
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, 6,570
Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
Federal
Security
Administration,
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
(Continued on page 158)

RETAIL SALES
FOOD SALES
DRUG SALES
FARM INCOME

RADIO

MARKET INDICATORS FOR OKLAHOMA
YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
FIGURES
Prtlllll 51 ATI
2,336,000
1
1%
2,362,000
89.5%
TniTPasip ovf»r 1^40
% nf TT S
1 61%
1 77%
673 300
571
000
RMR l^^nmilipQ
82.7%

'47
'47
'YR.
47
'48
'47

$682,310,000
156,427,000
24,420,000
199,710,000

Estimai-es from SRDS
Consumer Markets, 1949-50

MARKET

POPULATION

984,500

RADIO

242,044

HOMES

TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
,
Radio Station Representatives ;
JOHN

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr}.
• Page 157
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MARKET
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BY

COUNTIES

(Continued from page 157)
1947 ($000)
Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
Mfg.Added
Value
170

1949 Total
Retail ($000)
Sales
Per Cent
1948
Employment
1st
Qtr.4881947
Radio
Radio
County
Families
Families
87.8
Carter
11,200
80.0
26,782
230
Cherokee
5,300
990
82.1
9,830
4,822
Choctaw
6,900
367
4,240
2,171
5,951
9,236
89.7
5,660
Cimarron
1,100
92.0
17,727
84.5
Cleveland
8,200
207
2,568
2,630
213
Coal
3,100
88.3
1,042
7,540
458
1,031
Comanche
15,900
14,040
2,620
36,609
4,494
1,983
89.7
597
8,206
75
4,790
Cotton
2,900
Craig _
5,700
86.7
89
2,600
201
1,777
88.3
28,707
Creek
12,400
4,450
10,950
4,940
17,514
1,192
89.9
95463
Custer
6,100
2,088
83.6
Delaware
4,500
70
2,455
297
5,400
Dewey
2,900
90.4
89.3
3,760
3,641
5,276
132
Ellis
1,900
93.6
Garfield .
15,500
57,528
1,720
14,510
2,590
216
14,085
88.1
85.8
8,430
1,739
504
17,732
Garvin
7,500
5,310
361
253
743
9.870
Grady
11,200
24,732
116
95.0
581
6,440
Grant
3,500
2,837
1,153
3,978
87.4
Greer
3,900
7,852
119
3,330
89.4
8,578
315
Harmon
2,600
90.3
3,410
3,820
240
81
2,320
Harper
1,500
76
1,350
85.5
409
Haskell
4,100
3,287
87.3
12,611
516
Hughes
6.800
3,510
5,098
253
13,624
5,940
598
Jackson
5,900
1,368
73
89.2
87.8
434
5,260
141
JefFerson
3,500
1,624
Johnston
3,700
3,070
6,483
4,103
86.4
Kay
14,800
93.2
3,200
90.8
13,790
238
24,612
819
45,982
318
Kingfisher
4,000
11,102
736
Kiowa
6,100
8,353
89.8
3,630
14,210
4,339
Latimer
2,900
84.0
84.6
14,833
2,440
Le Flore
10.500
1,746
1,467
5,480
532
87.7
Lincoln
7.000
5^8
8,880
145
1 3,607
1 ,492
475
18,935
1,413
Logan
7,900
89.4
6,140
172
87.0
57
Love
2,700
7,060
1,710
489
3,161
86.8
McClain
4,000
2,350
3,470
671
80.7
760
McCurtain
10,500
10,941
448
147
Mcintosh
5,200
89.3
84.8
8,470
4,410
6,501
2,142
Major
3,100
205
2,770
6,394
87.2
147
Marshall
3,000
5,488
85.5
4,903
279
Mayes
6,000
561
9,183
2,620
333
770
303
Murray
3,500
87.7
86.6
5,130
49,246
Muskogee
19,200
84«
16,630
91.5
6,786
250
3,070
889
Noble
3,900
8,064
87.1
805
Nowata
4,600
284
9,282
4,143
9,894
85.0
761
3,570
Okfuskee
5,900
4,010
347,000
95,430
9,183
Oklahoma
102,500
71 ,998
87.0
93.1
40,712
5,020
Okmulgee
12,600
76,228
91.3
10,960
32,303
733
732
Osage
9,800
25,402
13,743
88.7
Ottawa
10,900
8,950
7,042
22,238
314
3,576
1,882' 409
Pawnee
4,200
88.6
8,188
9,670
40
4,064
91.6
10,080
Payne
11,000
3,720
87.3
26,892
4,346
6,909
Pittsburg
13,100
1,865
11,440
25,347
90.1
Pontotoc
9,100
1,968
160
90.0
27,399
Pottawatomie
13,400
12,060
8,200
37,857
1,209
78.3
111
Pushmataha
4,400
4,342
3,450
5,666
Roger Mills
2,200
3,347
1,964
1,910
4,792
86.9
403
86.7
Rogers
5,700
383
89.3
Seminole
12,100
3,678
4,940
10,810
81.7
131
373
1,050
33,045
Sequoyah
5,700
9,841
4,660
88.7
19,646
4,617
Stephens
8,900
3,977
91.3
7,890
1,697
Texas
3,800
1,906
411
89.6
Tillman
5,500
1,203
3,470
10,142
4,930
9,308
4,027
93.9
257,062
70,800
Tulsa
_
75,400
1,143
599
81.5
131
Wagoner
5,000
62,335
495
4,080
93.2
96,462
35,999
Washington
9,600
30,346
5,862
90.5
243
Washita
5,600
92.6
8,950
9,716
Woods
4,300
7,504
5,070
90.1
12,522
Woodward
4,500
666
14,868
3,980
4,050
5,605
1,193
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio. BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration. Mfg. Value 1,267
Added,
Dept.
of
Commerce.
Families, Retail
531
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
KBND, 250w^
1340kc, MBS, W. S. Grant, KOOS, 250w,
SB
IM1230kc,5M MBS, ISMKeating30M IHR
Con Ian
OREGON
D
3.50
5.25
7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
3.45
SB
IM
5M
15M
25.00
15.00
6.00 10.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
D 3.45
35.00
1 Hr
4.50
14.00
30M
COQUILLE,
Coos,
1,600
fam., 97.9% radio,
N
4.50
21.00
8.50
SPOT RATE FINDER
1,570
fam.
(Continued
on
page 160)
COOS
BAY,
Coos
—
(No
data
on
city)
ALBANY, Linn. 5,300 fam., 97.3% radio
5,160 radio fam.
KWIl, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Keating
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.12 4.12 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 5.50 5.50 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
KWIl-FM,
3dio,
Bonus Ch. 269, 101 .7mc, 710kw
See page 3 for
ASHLAND, Jackson, 2,700 fam., 96.8%
key to map.
2,610 radio fam.
KWIN, 250w, 1400kc, Grant
D 3.09 4.12 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.12 5.50 8.50 16.00 24.00 40.00
ASTORIA, Clatsop, 6,300 fam., 97.1% radio.
6,120 radio fam.
KAST,
1230 kc,
Keating
D 250w, 4.12
6.00 MBS,10.00
15.00 25.00
35.00
N
5.50 8.50 fan14.00 95.9%
21.00 radio.
BAKER, Baker. 3,800
3,640 radio fam.
KBKR, 250w, 1490kc
D 3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00
N
3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00
BEND, Deschutes, 4,300 fam., 97.3% radio.
4,180 radio fam.
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Fomilies, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.
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IS MOffE

GET

IMPOKTANT

THAN

MAR

THESE

POWER

Actual engineering tests prove that KGW's 620 frequency provides a greater coverage area than any other Portland radio stolon, regardless of power.
This is. due to a basic rule of radio engineering: lower frequencies ^re more
efficient than higher frequencies— under equal conditions. This official contour map also shows that KGW is beamed to cover the population concentration inOregon's rich Willamette Valley southward from Portland . . .
clinching, visual proof of KGW's area -wide coverage superiority.
August 15, 1949
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OREGON

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES
• 4,410
1947Added
($000,
Taxable
PayMfg.
Value
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Employment
Families
Families
1948
($000)
County
Radio
1st Qtr. 1947
Baker
5,200
24,029
5,400
96.3
Benton
97.8
8,220
26,178
8,400
2,290
1,292
26,800
Clackamas .
26,320
43,765
98.2
23,315
97.4
17,673
12,370
38,175
2,441
Clatsop
12,700
97.9
Columbia ...
4,371
7,713
8,030
17,663
7,116
8,200
22,115
97.0
Coos
11,540
39,023
4,080
1
1
,900
26,631
789
2,639
4,102
2,240
4,945
Crook
432
97.5
2,300
8,694
1 ,540
2,765
96.3
120
Curry
1,600
97.0
7,180
28,584
Deschutes
1,146
7,400
6,157
14,940
26,001
97.0
179
Douglas
15,400
258
780
4,427
97.4
Gilliam
2,612
38,162
800
2,250
6,431
Grand
4,022
870
97.7
1,720
5,530
95.6
2,300
Harney
8,602
1,800
1,023
4,110
12,572
Hood River
617
4,200
1,015
1,585
97.9
16,430
46,388
97.2
5,574
Jackson
16,900
22,604
970
1
,843
353
96.8
Jefferson ...
869
95.6
1,000
11,090
17,662
8,420
11,600
Josephine
...
13,660
67,246
97.6
Klamath
5,080
232
14,000
838
2,300
8,419
Lake
97.6
95.8
2,245
20,232
32,700
96,392
2,400
3,869
Lane
17,090
33,500
21,703
6,110
14,106
97.0
Lincoln
59,346
9,091
531
5,858
13,830
27,842
6,300
Linn
14,300
32,799
5,190
17,049
96.7
Malheur
26,730
75,571
5,400
96.1
4,073
Marion
2,452
27,300
1,470
4,024
97.9
5,726
379
1,004
98.2
1,923
Marrow
225,966
179,030
679,812
14,379
1,500
Multnomah
184,000
148,561
8,000
12 297
8,425
97.3
97.6
30,257
Polk
232
9,045
•
690
2,069
130
98.9
97,218
700
8,200
Sherman
5,160
1 2,863
Tillamook ...
11,650
33,011
97.4
2,982
97.1
5,300
Umatilla
3,260
5,250
20,860
12,000
97.2
Union
'48
1,831
2,150
7,481
400
761
1,917
5,400
Wallowa - -.
4,847
4,850
21,555 ,
97.8
95268
2,200
1,473
96.9
'
Wasco
18,310
30,718
'48 49
2,550
5,000
97.9
960
2,148
Washington
18,700
2,687
Wheeler
1,000
10,860
27,131
96.0
Yamhill
11,100
1,840
4,743
97.8
'49
537
361
'49
2,670
4,709
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration. Mfg.
Sources- Radio' Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Retail
Families,
2,515
Commerce.
of
Dept.
Added,
Value
unlicensed.
Further reproduction
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
'47
'47 '47
Hugh 250w, 1230kc, ABC, W. S. Grant, Mc- ROSEBURG, Douglas, 6,100 fam., 97.7%, ra
KYJC,
96.8%
fam.,
2,900
OREGON
THE DALLES, Wasco,
'4'7
dio, 5,960 radio fam.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hi
radio, 2,810 fam.
47
250w, IM
1490kc,5MMBS,15M
Keating
D 5.00 5.00 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00 KRNR, SB
SPOT RATE FINDER
30M
25.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D 3.25 4.65 9.50 12.00 16.00 1 Hr
^'^''s'b 250w-d,IM lOOw-n,
1230kc,
5M 15M
KODL,
30M Keating,
1' Hr
35.00
NEWPORT,
Lincoln,
1,800
fam.,
97.7%
radio,
(Continued from page 158)
N 5.00 6.25 11.50 14.00 21.00
47
1,760 radio fam.
SALEM, Marion, 17,500 fam., 98.1%, radio
KWRO, 250w, 1450kc, Gene Grant
35.00
KNPT, 250w, 1230kc, Keating
7.50 12.00 20.00 35.00
2.50
75
1
D
17,170
radio
fam.
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Mr
3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 KOCO, 250w, 1490kc, Rambeau
1.75 2.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 *47
D 3.00 4.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 DN 4.00
40.00 N
6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D
5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 Grant,
N 3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 ONTARIO, Malheur,
1,700
fam.,
95.7%
radio,
Tillamook, 1,500 fam., '496.6%
TILLAMOOK,
N
6.00 12.00 20.00 30.00
CORVALLIS, Benton, 4,900 fam., 98.1%
7
1,630 radio fam.
McHughIkw, 1390kc, MBS, W. S. 50.00
radio, 1,450 radio fam.
radio, 4,810 radio fam.
KSLM,
'47
KSRV,
250w,
1450kc,
Conlan
KRUL, 250w, 1340kc, W. S. Grant, Keating
D
3.75
3.75
5.50
10.75
18.00
30.00
'
5.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 24.00 40.00 KTIL, 250w, 1590kc, Keating10.55 16.50' 4826.40
D
4.50 4.50 6.50 14.00 21.00 35.00 N
3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00 D
47
N 7.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D 2 20 2.65 5.60
'I NEUGENE,3.60 Lane,
3.60 11,900
5.20 fam.,
11.20 98.1%
16.80 radio,
28.00 OREGON CITY, Clackamas, 3,100 fam., 97.8%
N silO 3.55 6.60 13.20 19.80 33.00
radio, 3.030 radio fam.
11,670 radio fom.
KGON,
D 7.00250w,7.001230kc12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MARKET INDICATORS FOR OREGON 0.83% YR.
2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
YR.
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
3.58 3.83 6.90 11.00 16.50 27.50 NPENDLETON,
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Umatilla,
5,300
fam.,
96.6%
FIGURES
iN
5.50 5.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 250w.
5,120 1240kc
radio fam.
Population
1,626,000
KWRC,
93.7%
1,090,000
'D
KASH, Ikw, 7.50
1600kc,15.00
Gene 22.00
Grant, 38.00
Cooke 60.00 D
2.00 2.90 8.65 13.80 23.00 40.25
Increase over 1940
49.2%
N
2.00
2.90
8.65
13.80
23.00
40.25
1-11%
N
10.00 21.30 32.00 48.00 80.00 PORTLAND, Multnomah, 150,300 fam., 98.0%,
% of U.S
497,000
KORE,
BMB Families
radio, 147,290 radio fam.
412,000
Conlan250w, 1450kc, MBS, Everett-McKinney,
Percent Radio
97.4%
D
4.15 4.15 6.90 11.00 16.50 27.50 3 AM affiliates, average one time rate
483,830
,N
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D 18.33 27.50 32.50 39.17 69.33 124.00 Radio Families
386,000
KUGN, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, W. S. Grant, N 36.67 55.00 65.00 78.33 139.00 248.33 Business Concerns
29,587
22,863
! Conlan
3,075
shments
5
AM
non-affiliates,
average
one
time
rote
11.00
Establi
ng
Manufacturi
: D 3.00 3.50 6.90
16.50 27.50
7.30 15.80 27.85 46.92 87.95 Non-Agricultural Employment 314,015
252,000
1 ,903
I N 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D3 AM 7.68
time 141.67
rate
Ch. 256, 99.1mc, 54kw, W. S. N 12.00non-affiliates,
; KUGN-FM,
92,000
16.17 26.67average
46.67 one75.00
Manufacturing Employment .
Grant
$1,936,000,000
633,000,000
Income
57,000
Forjoe,
Hooper
Increase over 1940
206%
579
GRANTS PASS, Josephine, 3,700 fam., 95.2% DKBKO,6.00Ikw-d,7.501290kc,
15.00
24.00
39.60
66.00
' radio, 3,520 radio fam.
Per
Capita
Income
$
^'^^^
KEX, 50kw, 1190kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
KUIN,
250w,
1340kc,
MBS,
W.
S.
Grant
116%
Increase over 1940
D 4.32 4.32 6.48 10.80 16.20 27.00 D Hooper,
20.00 BMB
25.00 40.00 67.00 112.00
30,000,000
N
6.40 6.40 9.60 16.00 24.00 40.00 N 40.00
$ 154,000,000
Construction (Private)
50.00
80.00
135.00
225.00
: KGPO, Ch. 245, 96.9mc, 3.1kw
$ 76,400,000
Residential
14,400,000
KEX-FM,
Ch.
222,
92.3mc,
56kw,
Free
&
Peters
Non-Residential
$ 49,000,000
6,800,000
Bonus
$1,506,575,000
KLA°MATH
FALLS,radio
Klamath,
radio, 6,400
fam. 6,600 fam., 97.0% KGW, 5kw, 620ke, NBC, Petry, BMB
Retail Sales
1,408,103,000
157,000,000
D 20.00 27.50 32.50 40.00 66.00 110.00 Value Added by Manufacture $ 673.000,000
2 AM afFlliotes, average one time rate
40.00 55.00 65.00 80.00 132.00 220.00
D
4.50 5.00 9.50 15.00 23.00 35.00 NKGW-FM,
N 4.85 5.43 10.38 16.25 25.50 37.50
Bonus Ch. 262, 100.3mc, lOkw, Petry
97.4%
PENNSYLVANIA
KOIN,
5kw, 970kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
KFJI, lOOw, 1240kc, MBS, W. S. Grant
BMB
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 15.00 21.00 35.00 D Hooper,
15.00 30.00 32.50 37.50 75.00 150.00
: N 4.00 4.00 9.00 15.00 21.00 35.00 N 30.00
60.00 65.00 75.00 150.00 300.00
SPOT RATE FINDER
, KFIW, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Everett-McKinney, KOIN-FM, Ch.
266, lOl.lmc, 3kw
ALLENTOWN. Lehigh, 29,900 fam.,
Bonus
I Hooper, Conlan
I470kc, NBC, Headley-Reed
ID
5.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 35.00
radio,
2?,
180
radio fam.
WSAN,
Hooper 5kw IM 5M 15M 30M
N 5.70 6.85 11.75 17.50 30.00 40.00 KPDQ, Ikw-d,8.00800kc,
1 Hr
14.00Rambeau
24.00 40.00 70.00
I LAGRANDE, Union, 3,000 fam., 96.8% radio, D
D 10.00 15.00 18.00 34.00 54.00 90.00
3 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
I 2,900 radio fam.
N
14.00
KPOJ,
5kw,
1330kc,
MBS,
Blair,
Hooper,
Con24.00
32.00
44.00
94.00
160.00
SB
IM 5M
Reed
I KLBM, 250w, 1450kc
30M
1 Hr
9.00 11.17 17.47 15M
D 3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00 D 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 DN
18.00
35.33 55.00 91.67 WSAN-FM
Chan. 240 , 99.9mc, 8kw, Headley14.50 17.19 29.00 58.00
N
3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00 N 20.00 30.00 40.00 60.00 90.00 180.00
87.00 145.00 D SB2.00 3.00 3.40 7.20 10.80
I MCMINNVILLE, Yamhill, (No data on city)
KPOJ-FM,
Ch.
254,
98.7mc,
50kw,
Blair
N 3.20 4.80 4.40 12.80 19.20 32.00
KMCM, Ikw-d, 1260kc
Bonus
WAEB, 500w-D. Ikw-N,
:D
3.75 4.13 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
WFMZ,
Chan. FM
244, listing)
I00.7mc, 20kw
100.00
790kc,
ABC,
Hollingbery,
Conlan
(See Transit
KWJJ,
lOkw,
lOBOkc,
Burn-Smith
; MEDFORD,
Jackson,
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 150.00
6.25 7.50 15.00 31.25 50.00 93.75 ND
5,650 radio
fam. 5,800 fam., 97.4% radio, DN 7.50
15.00
15.00
30.00
40.00
90.00
10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
ALTOONA, Blair, 24,300 fam., 94.1% radio,
23,350 radio fam.
WHOL,
Meeker51.00 125.00
85.00
2 AM afRliates, average one lime rate
D
7.00250w, 8.50I230kc,15.00CBS,30.00
Bonus Ch. 235, 95.5mc, 3kw, Burn-Smith
D
7.00 7.00 7.60 15.20 22.80 38.00 KWJJ-FM,
N
12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00
3 AM affiliates, average one time rate
1' N 7.50 7.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 KXL, lOkw, 750kc, Walker
4.44 4.67 18.47 30.47 44.00 74.47
34.00 40.00 D
Forjoe
D
8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 WKAP, 4.00Ikw-D,3.00I580kc,
N
10.00 10.00 24.47 42.47 47.33 104.47
12.00 24.00
N 8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 ND
' KMED, 5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1440kc, NBC
4.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
l' ND 9.00 9.00 16.00
8.00 32.00
16.00 48.00
24.00 80.00
40.00 D
KPFM, Ch. 246,
97.1mc,'1.6kw
Chan. 292, 106. 3mc, Forjoe
4.00
10.00 15.00 25.00 WKAP-FM,
WFBG,
Conlan 250vr, I340kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
Bonus
N
8.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total REEDSPORT, Douglas — (No data on city)
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
KWGN,
250w,
1340kc
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles ManageWFBG-FM,
Chan. 279, I03.7mc, Ikw. HeadleyReed
Families, ment".
copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
Manage3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00
ment". Further
reproduction
unlicensed. DN 4.00
Further reproduction
Bonus
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
For complete explanation see foreword.
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WJSW,
Conlan Ikw-D, 500w-N, MBS, Burn-Smith,
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
9.00 ?.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
WJSW-FM,
Chan. 243, 96.5 mc
Bonus
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WRTA, 250w, I240kc, ABC, Meeker
D
6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
WVAM. Ikw, I430kc, Weed
D
6.90 6.90 21.25 32.20 48.90 80.50
N
10.35 10.35 28.75 46.00 69.00 115.00

BRAOrjOCK, Allegheny, 5,400 fam., 94.5%
radio, 5,100 radio fam.
WLOA, Ikw-D, I550kc, Friedenbarg
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
BRADFORD,
McKean, 5,900 fam., 96.1%
radio, 5,670 radio fam.
WESB.
250w, 5.00
I490kc,10.00
MBS, 20.00
Ra-Tel,30.00
Conlan50.00
D
4.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WESB-FM,
Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 2.8kw
Bonus

APOLLO,
Armstrong, 1,000 fam., 96.9%
radio, 970 radio fam.
WAVL.
Radio 34.00 56.00
D
4.50Ikw-D,6.009l0kc,10.00Rural20.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 34.00 56.00
BEAVER FALLS, Beaver, 5,900 fam., 96.8%
radio, 5,710 radio fam.
WBVP. 250w, I230kc
D
5.25 5.25 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00

2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D
4.00 17.25 21.00 42.50 72.50

CLEARFIELD, Clearfield, 3,800 fam., 96.6% | 4><$><^^^<^^^^^^^^<$>^^^^<^^(^<^#.
radio, 3,670 radio fam.
WCPA,SB Ikw-D,IM 900kc5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
WERC
CONNELLSVILLE, Fayette, 4,300 fam., 95.4%
radio, 4,100 radio fam.
AM'
FM
WCVI, 250w, I340kc
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Something
N
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
DOYLESTOWN, Bucks, 1,800 fam., 97.6%
radio, 1,760 radio fam.
to Crow
WBUX, 250W-D, I570kc
About
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DUBOIS, Clearfield, 4,000 fam., 95.4% radio,
N HOOPER— December '48— April '49 ^
3,820 radio fam.
WERC
36.9
WCED, 250w, 1230kc, CBS, McGillvra
D
5.00 6.25 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
Station
B
29.5
N
5.00 6.25 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
Station C
16.6
WCED-FM, Chan. 271, 102. Imc, 9.5kw, McGillvra
Bonus
CONLAN— May 15, 1949
EASTON, Northampton, 12,100 fam., 96.8%
WERC
35.3
radio, 11,710 radio fam.
WEST, 250w, I400kc, NBC, Meeker, Conlan
Station B
27.1
D
5.00 6.00 12.25 27.50 40.00 60.00
Station C
24.6
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
WEST-FM,
Chan.
300,
I07.9mc,
16kw,
Meeker
Bonus
Yes . . . we are crowing
WEEX, Chan. 252, 98.3mc, Ikw
because we did this with
D
3.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.00 16.00 25.00 25.00
250 watts.
ERIE.
Erie,
39,000
fam.,
96.8%
radio,
37,750
Soon we will move up
radio fam.

BUTLER, Butler, 7,400 fam., 95.8% radio,
7,090 radio fam.

BETHLEHEM,
Northampton, 19,600 fam.,
99.2% radio, 19,150 radio fam.
WGPA,
D
5.75250-D,8.75llOOkc17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WGPA-FM, Chan. 236, 95.lmc, lOkw
— Days 2.50only 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N Bonus 2.00
BLOOMSBURG, Columbia, 3,400 fam., 95.5%
3,250 radio fam.
2D AM 6.75
non-affiliates,
rate
7.25 11.70average
19.90 one-time
31.35 53.50
WCNR.
500v^-D,
D 3.50
4.50930kc10.00 13.00 22.50 40.00
WLTR. Ikv^, 690kc
D
10.00 10.00 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
N
15.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Soles ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

WBUT,
D
2.50500W-D,
4.00 I580kc
12.00 17.00 35.00 60.00
N 2.50 4.00 12.00 17.00 35.00 60.00
WBUT-FM,
Chan.
280,
I03.9mc
Bonus — Days only.
N
.83 1.33 4.00 5.67 11.67 20.00
WISR,
250-w-D,
BMB
D
10.00680kc,
22.50 Forjoe,
25.00 Hooper,
50.00 85.00
N
10.00 22.50 25.00 50.00 85.00
WISR-FM.
Chan. 249, 97.7mc, 0.56kw, Forjoe
Bonus
CHAMBERSBURG, Franklin, 5,700 fam., 95.2%
radio, 5,430 radio fam.
V/CHA.
D
7.50Ikw-D,7.50"OOkc.14.40Forjo",
28.80Con'an
43.20 72.00
WCHA-FM,
Chan.
240,
95.9mc,
Forjoe
Bonus — Days only.
N— % of AM rates.
CHARLEROI, Washington, 3,500 fam., 96.9%
radio, 3,390 radio fam.
WESA.
D
5.75250W-D,6.75940kc,
10.00Friedenberg
20.00 30.00 50.00

30 AM 7.33
affiliates,
rate 73.33
7.67 average
14.67 one-time
26.00 46.00
N
12.00 13.33 24.33 49.67 75.67 126.67

CHESTER, Delaware, 19,900 fam., 95.3%
radio, 18,960 radio fam.
2D AM 8.70
non-affiliates,
average38.00one-time
10.00 19.00
57.00 rate
95.00
WPWA,
D
7.50Ikw-D,
10.00 I590kc,
18.00 Conlan
36.00
WVCH,
250W-D,
740kc
D
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00

WERC,
Hooper 250w, 1230kc, NBC, Weed, Conlan,
D
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 70.00
N
9.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WERC-FM,
Chan. 260, 99.9mc
Bonus

54.00 90.00
60.00 100.00

(Continued

to 5M00 watts.

■Jbrie,
WERC

on page 162)

Allentown,

a<

Pennsylvania

Hub of the Keystone State's 3rd Ranking Industrial Area
Huh of the Keystone State's 3rd Ranking Population Area
if Hub of the Keystone State's 3rd Ranking Market Area
250 Watts —

Day and Night —

1230 Kc

Established in 1948
The Allentown Broadcasting Corporation
842 Hamilton St.
Allentown, Penna.

The
ONLY
CBS

Represented Nationally by: Robert Meeker Associates, Inc.
Primary

Coverage
serving the

122,555

Allentown

RADIO
in the

Bethlehem- Easton

HOMES

Metropolitan

Area

which ranks
41st Nationally in Population
42ncl Nationally in Retail Sales
49th Nationally in Effective Buying Power
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'48
'47
7.54% YR,
MARKET INDICATORS FOR PENNSYLVANIA
7.31%
FIGURES
YR.
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATIONS
95.7%
95.5%
Population
10,689,000
9,900,000
Increase over 1940
% ofFamilies
U.S
2,624,000
BMB
2,898,500
Percent Radio
Radio Families
2,512,000
2,767,200
166,602
132% • '47
159,481
Business Concerns
13,116
116,787
Manufacturing Establishments
118%
Non-Agricultural Employment
2,580,000
2,903,465
853,000
Manufacturing Employment. .
1,221,000
6,225,000,000
$14,426,000,000
Increase over 1940
628
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
$
1,372
220,100,000
Construction (Private)
128,700,000
$ 559,900,000
Residential
$ 238,400,000
Non-Residential
44,600,000
$ 198,600,000
Retail Sales
7,825,805,000
8,807,421,000
2,477,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture. $$ 6,950,000,000
LEBANON, Lebanon, 8,600 fam., 96.2% radio, McKEESPORT, Allegheny, 16,900 fam., 96.1%
8,270 radio fam.
radio, 16,240 radio fam.
WLBR, SB
Ikw, I270kc,
5MRambeau,
ISM Conlan
30M IHR 2 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
IM
D
6.50 7.50 18.00 35.00 55.00 85.00
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N
7.50 9.50 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
D
7.50 10.50 20.50 45.00 67.50 107.50
WLBR-FM,
Chan.
261, lOO.Imc, Rambeau
Bonus
"fLAB,
Chan.
281,
4.4kw 18.00 40.00
D
9.00Ikw-D,13.00BlOkc,
I 25.00Ra-Tel50.00 75.00 125.00
30.00 WEDO,
D
4.00 4.00 104.
8.001mc, 12.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 24.00
WMCK, Ikw, 1360kc
6.00 8.00 16.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
LEMOYNE, Cumberland, 1,600 fam., 98.7% DN
6.00 8.00 16.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
radio, 1,580 radio fam.
Bonus
90.00
WMKC-FM, Ch. 285, I04.9mc, SOOw
WCMB,
D
9.00Ikw-D,9.00960kc,18.00Cooke37.50 55.00 90.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 37.50 55.00
MEADVILLE. Crawford, 7,100 fam., 96.2%
LEWISTOWN, Miffin, 4,500 fam., 95.3% radio,
radio, 6,830 radio fam.
WMGVtr, 250w, !490kc
4,290 radio fam.
27.50
90.00
WMRF,
250w, I490kc, NBC, Burn-Smith,
D
4.15 5.00 12.25
40.00 60.00
N
6.75
18.00
Hooper,
Conlan,
BMB
D
4.50 4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50 40.00
35.00 fam.,
55.00 98.1%
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 MORRISVILLE, Bucks, 1,900
WLTN-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, Burn-Smith
radio, 1,860 radio fam.
40% of AM rates
WBUD, 6.00
250w, 10.00
1490kc,24.00McGillvra
40.00 70.00 120.00
LOCK HAVEN, Clinton, 4,100 fam., 94.6%, D
WMGW-FM, Chan. 262, I00.3mc, lOkw
radio, 3,380 radio fam.
(No
data
available.)
Z'iOw, 4.50
1230kc,10.00
MBS, 13.00
McGillvra,
DWBPZ, 4.50
22.50Hooper
40.00
(Continued on page 16U)
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
8.0%

WHOD, 250w, 860kc, Ortale
SB IM 5M ISM 30M IHR
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N 8.50 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
HUNTINGDON, Huntingdon, 2,700 fam.,
97.0% radio, 2,620 radio fam.
WHUN, 250w, I400kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50 40.00
N
5.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
INDIANA, Indiana, 3,800 fam., 97.7% radio,
3,710 radio fam.
WDAD,
I450kc,12.90
CBS, 22.40
McGi llvra, Conlan
D
5.00250w, 6.00
36.40 56.00
N
5.00 6.00 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
JOHNSTOWN, Cambria, 17,900 fam., 94.5%
radio, 16,920 radio fam.
3D AM 6.33
affiliates,
rate 75.00
6.67 average
18.17 one-time
30.00 45.17
N
9.00 10.67 32.67 50.67 65.67 106.67
WARD, 250w, I490kc, CBS, Weed
D
5.00 6.00 18.50 28.00 42.50 70.00
N
6.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WCRO, 250w, I230kc, ABC, MBS, Young
D
6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
WJAC, 250w, I400kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
8"oO 24.00
8.00 48.00
16.00 72.00
32.00 72.00
48.00 120.00
80.00
ND °" 12.00
WJAC-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 2.4kw, Headley-Reed
Bonus
KITTANING, Armstrong, No data on City
2D AM non-affiliates,
average19.00
one-time
2.75 4.70 10.50
31.00rate52.50

PENNSYLVANIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
( Continued from page 161)
5kw, 1330kc,
ABC, Taylor-Borroff
DWIKK, 8.00
8.00 16.00
32.00 48.00 80.00
N
14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WLEU, 250w, I450kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.00 7.00 13.00 22.00 40.00 70.00
N
13.00 13.00 20.00 43.00 &8.00 115.00
WLEU-FM.Chan,
?7.9mc,
9kw 30.00 50.00
D
S.OO 5.00 250,10.00
20.00
N
7.00 7.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
WICU,
Reed Chan. 12, 4kw-vis., 2kw-aur., Headley
D
22.50 22.50 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N
30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
GREENSBURG, Westmoreland, 5,500 fann.,
96.8% radio, 5,320 radio fam.
WHJB,
D
5.60Ikw-D,7.00SOOw-N,
17.00 620kc,
34.00 Cooke
51.00 85.00
N
8.00 10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
HANOVER, York (No city data avail.)
WHVR,
D
7.00Ikw-D,7.00I280kc14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
HARRISBURG, Daupiiin, 28,300 fam., 97.6%
radio, 27,620 radio fam.
3D AM 8.66
affiliates,
rate 90.00
9.00 average
18.00 one-time
36.33 55.33
N
13.00 13.17 27.50 52.50 80.00 133.33
WHGB,
Weed,51.00
Conlan85.00
D
7.50250w, 7.50I400kc,17.00ABC,34.00
N
9.50 9.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WHP, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I460kc, CBS, Boiling
5kw dov
580kcl100.00
D(EfF. Sept.
12.00 1, 12.00
20.00& niqht,
40.00 on60.00
N
18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WKBO,
I230kc,17.50NBC,35.00
Meeker,
D
6.50250w, 7.50
55.00Conlan
85.00
N
12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
HAZLETON, Luzerne, 10,500 fam., 96.8%
radio, 10,160 radio fam.
WAZL, 250w, I490kc, NBC, Meeker
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.50
N
5.90 5.90 14.00 30.00 46.00 70.00
WAZL-FM, Clian. 250, 97.7mc, 3kw, Meeker
(No rates avail.)
HOMESTEAD, Allegheny, 4,000 fam., 94.5%
radio, 3,780 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.

WACB,
D
1.50SOOw, 4.00laSOkc 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 1.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
WKIN, SBIkw-D, IMI600kc5M ISM 30M IHR
D
4.00 5.40 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
LANCASTER, Lancaster, 20,600 fam.. 95.3%
radio, 19,630 radio fam.
2D AM 6.75
affiliates,
rate 87.50
7.75 average
13.75 one-time
37.50 57.50
N
12.00 12.00 28.75 48.75 77.50 127.50
WGAL,
D
6.50250w,7.50I490kc,
17.50NBC,35.00Meeker,
55.00Conlan
85.00
N
12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
WGAL-FM,
Chan. 257, I0l.3mc, Meeker
Bonus
WLAN,
Ikw,
I390kc,20.00ABC,40.00
Headley-Reed
D
7.00 8.00
60.00 90.00
N
12.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 130.00
WLAN-FM,
Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 20kw, HeadleyReed
Bonus

nnounc
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greater,

WHP
on 580 kc

improved

^OON
takes the air with 5,000 watts day and night
in industrially-rich South-Central Pennsylvania.

'JpHE station that has consistently
Harrisburg radio listening, will
the
ever

25 YEARS

IN

HARRISBURG
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same

high

quality

programs

to

scored high in
continue to bring
a wider

area

than

before.
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NATIONAL

COMPANY
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mm
Esfabtisbed 1922
HARRIsaURG, PENNAS

fJlSl
established 1936
EASTON, PENNA.

Consistent

Performers

in

sales

producing

These five Pennsylvania Stations can present your sales
message directly in the homes of people who have
money to spend . . . can create business for you.
Farsighted local programming and NBC network shows
have developed steady listener popularity for each of these
stations. Many srnart advertisers depend on them for
profitable selling. Write for sales success stories and rates.
Represented individually and as a unit by

1111

Established 1922
A.
REAOmG, PENN

S T E I N M

ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
Chicago
San Francisco
New York lo$ Angeles

A N

STATIONS
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WRST
Newcastle,

Penna.

DOMINATES
THE
$400,000,000 MARKET
IN
Western

Pennsylvania
AND

Eastern Ohio
According to Conlan Radio Report:
MORNING 51.9
AFTERNOON 49.6
EVENING 37.2
Averaging for
entire survey:
AA.7

WKST
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY

PENNSYLVANIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 162)
NANTICOKE,
Luzerne, 6,iOO fam., 95.3%
radio, raaio fam.
WHWL, Ikw-D, 730kc, Forjoe
SB
IM 5M
ISM 30M IHR
D
5.00 4.50 8.21 22.78 37.80 63.00
N ' 7.50 10.00 14.00 36.00 60.00 96.00
NEW CASTLE, Lawrence, 14,800 fam., 93.8%
radio, 13,800 radio fam.
WKST. Ikw, I280kc, Kati, Conlan
D
5.60 7.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
8.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WKST-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 3kw, Katz
D
1.40 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
2.00 1.75 3.50 7.00 10.50 17.50
NEW KENSINGTON, Westmoreland, 7,800
fam., 96.1% radio, 7,500 radio fam.
WKPA, 250W-D, Il50kc, Continental
D
6.00 12.00 25.00 38.00 68.00
NORRISTOWN,
Montgomery, 11,100 fam.,
97.6% radio, 10,830 radio am.
WNAR,
S. Grant
D
6.50500W-D,
7.50 IllOkc,
21.00 W.42.00
63.00 105.00
OIL CITY, Venango, 6,400 fam., 95.3% radio,
6,100 radio fam.
WKRZ, 250w, 1340kc, McGrllvrc, Conlan
D
2.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 26.50 48.00
N
2.00 5.25 11.00 22.50 33.00 60.00
PHILADELPHIA, Philadelphia, 596,100 fam.,
96.1% radio, 572,850 radio fi^m.
4 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D
25.33 41.25 66.75 133.25 200.00 329.75
N
48.00 56.00 87.00 172.00 261.25 430.00
6 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D
10.80 12.42 20.33 39.17 61.17 101.67
N
15.50 16.63 31.25 60.25 97.50 153.75
Note: All rotes one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright
1949 "Salesunlicensed.
ManageFurther reproduction
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

Newcastle^ . .,m„
Sh:
Beaver Falls ;^tlerA

'hlladelphia

NKensi
ianoyer r Chester
icast»(^i^JJ'

Rochester 'i'

,,v/lestown

Connell'sville
*
KYW. 50kw, 1060kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
BMB, Hooper
SB
IM
5M
ISM 30M IHR
D
30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N
60.00 60.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
KYW-FM. Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 20kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
WCAU, 50kw, I2l0kc, CBS, Radio Sales
D
55.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
N
70.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
WCAU-FM,
Chan. 251, 98. Imc, I Ikw
Bonus
WDAS, 250w, I400kc, Forjoe
D
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WDAS-FM,
Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 20kw, Forjoe
Bonus
WFIL, 5kw, 560i<c, ABC, Katz, Pulse
D
30.00 30.00 50.00 99.00 149.00 248.00
N
44.00 44.00 66.00 132.00 198.00 330.00
WFIL-FM,
Bonus Chan. 271, 102. Imc, 4.4kw, Katz
WFIL-TV, Chan. 6, 25kw-aur., 50kw-vis., ABC,
Katz
D
60.00 60.00 112.50 180.00 270.00 450.00
N
70.00 70.00 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
WHAT,
L. King.51.00
Pulse90.00
D
4.50lOOOv/ 4.501340k-12.00 A. 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 12.00 30.00 51.00 90.00
WHAT-FM, Chan. 287, I05.3mc, 20kw
(No rates.)
WIBG, lOkw, 990kc, Young, Pulse
D
9.50 15.00 32.00 68.00 105.00 180.00
N
15.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 185.00 285.00
Bonus
WIBG-FM.
Chan. 231, 94.lmc
WIP, 5kv/, 6IOkc, MBS, Petry, BMB
D
16.00 20.00 42.00 84.00 126.00 196.00
N
40.00 50.00 82.00 156.00 247.00 390.00
WIP-FM,
Bonus Chan. 227, 93.3mc, lOkw, Petry

7</e

Va

lAu

At KQV, it's a 24-hour-a-day job aggressively
promoting in the right places for its advertisers.
Carefully planned promotion — billboard, newspaper,
and special theater tie-ins — is one reason why our
ratings are consistently good. And spot revenuewise, KQV is among the top five Mutual stations
of the nation.

PITTSBURGH'S
AGGRESSIVE
RADIO
STATION
KQV
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WJMJ, lkv/-D, I540kc, McGillvra
D
10.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WPEN, 5kw, 950kc, Rambeau
D
25.00 25.00 35.00 50.00 75.00 100.00
N
35.00 35.00 45.00 75.00 100.00 150.00
WPEN-FM.
Chan. 275, I02.9mc, 20kw, Rambeau
Bonus
WTEL, 250v/, I340kc
D
9.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 80.00
N
9.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 80.00
WPTZ,
Chan. Sales
3, 9kw-aur., I8kw-vis., NBC,
NBC Spot
D
60.00 60.00 112.50 180.00 270.00 450.00
N
70.00 70.00 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
PITTSBURGH, Allegheny, 202,400 fam., 96.1%
radio, 194,510 raa.o vam.
4 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
■ D
23.00 28.75 46.75 90.00 138.75
I N
46.00 57.50 93.75 180.00 277.50
4 non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D
7.66 11.88 20.13 41.25 62.50
N
7.83 12.50 35.00 46.33 75.00

226.30
452.25
105.00
125.00

* *

See page 3 for key to map.

KDKA,
BMB, 50kw,
Hooper I020kc, NBC, Free & Peters.
SB IM 5M ISM 30M IHR
D 40.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N
80.00 80.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
Bonus
KDKA-FM. Chan. 225, 92.9mc, Free & Peters
KQV. Skv/, I4l0kc, MBS, Weed, Hooper
D
14.00 20.00 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
N
28.00 40.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
Bonus Chan. 251, 98.lmc, 20kw, Weed
KQV-FM.
WCAE.
Hooper Skv^, l2S0kc, ABC,
D 19.00 27.50 47.50 95.00
N
38.00 55.00 95.00 190.00
WCAE-FM,
Chan. 241, 96. Imc,
Bonus
bery

Katz, BMB.
150.00 237.50
300.00 475.00
I2kw

WJAS,
Hooper5kw, 1320kc, CBS, Hollingbery, BMB,
D 19.00 27.50 45.00 75.00 120.00 192.00
N
38.00 55.00' 90.00 150.00 240.00 384.00
WJAS-FM. Chan. 259, 99.7mc, 20kw, HollingBonus
WPGH. Ikw-D. lOSOkc. Radio Reps
D
8.00 12.50 18.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WPIT. Ikv/-D, 730kc, McGillvra, Hooper
D
7.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WPIT-FM.
Chan. 268. lOI.Smc, I9kw. McBonus
Gillvra
WWSW. 250w, 1490kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D
7.50 10.00 12.50 25.00 40.00 70.00
N
8.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00 125.00
WMOT, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, Ikw, Forjoe
Bonus
WKJF, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 20kw
D
5.00 6.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WDTV,
Chan.24.00
3, 2.5kw-aur.,
5kw-vis.,
D 20.70
37.50 60.00
90.00DuMont
150.00
N
40.00 48.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
POTTSVILLE, Schuylkill, 6,800 fam.. 96.0%
radio, 6,530 radio fam.
WPAM, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Everett-McKinSB IM 5M ISM 30M IHR
Conlan
Dney, 2.80
4.00 9.60 19.60 28.00 40.00
N
4.20 6.00 12.01 24.50 35.00 50.00
WPAM-FM,
Chan. 238, 9S.5mc, S.lkw,
Everett-McKinney
Bonus
WPPA,
D Ikw-D,5.80SOOw-N,
16.00 I360kc
32.00
N
7.25 20.00 40.00
WPPA-FM, Chan. 270, 101. 9mc
D
2.55 9.60
N
3.40 12.00
(Continued cn ^page

48.00 80.00
60.00 100.00
19.20 38.40
24.00 48.00
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for the facts on WGBI
JOHN
YOUR
BLAIR
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The answer: all four! Pittsburgh is one of America's great cities. And Pittsburgh's greatness extends far beyond the city limits., into extensive suburban
areas, into hundreds of rural communities, throughout millions of acres of
farmland.
Pittsburgh, notes the National Geographic Magazine, is "more than the center of
a metropolitan area; it is a regional capital."
And the unusual fact to remember about this vast Pittsburgh market-area is that
it can be reached through one medium: KDKA. With a daytime coverage of 117
BMB counties, KDKA reaches an area with more than seven million people. In
KDKA's

194 BMB

nighttime counties, the population exceeds nine million!

KDKA's record for salesmanship matches its phenomenal coverage, too. Not
just at normal listening hours, as might be expected, but in the early-morning
hours (3 announcements recently pulled 3,000 orders) and late at night (6 aftermidnight announcements pulled 1,800 one-dollar orders from 105 counties).
For further proof, check KDKA

or Free & Peters.

ii|iniiili|in|ll«l

PITTSBURGH
50,000 WATTS
KBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ
• WBZA
• WOWO
National
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Representatives,

Free

•

RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KEX
• KYW
• KDKA
• WBZ-TV

& Peters, except

(or WBZ-TV;

for W8Z-TV,
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PENNSYLVANIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Covt^niied from page 164)
READING, Berks, 34,500 fam., ?6.8% radio,
33,400 radio fam.

WSCR
SCRANTON,

PA.

WEEU, Ikw, 850kc, ABC, Headley-Reed.
8.00 12.00
8.00 30.00
20.00 40.00
60.00 150.00
100.00
ND ' 12.00
60.00 ?0.00
WEEU-FM,
Chan.
225,
92.9mc,
9kw
Bonus

Statioii
WSCR covers a market of
1 ,1 90,1 56 population which
annually sfiends 850 million in retail sales.
Programming is especially
attuned to large Slav and
other foreign populations
in Lackawanna (Scranton)
and Luzerne (Wilkes-Barre)
counties. Slav population
alone totals 286,735; Italian 59,706.
1000
on

WATTS
1,000

3 AM SBaffiliates,
1M average
5M one-time
15M 30Mrate 1 Hr
D
7.00 8.33 18.17 35.00 55.00 8i.67
N
12.00 12.00 27.17 51.67 79.00 131.47

(d)

WHUM. 250w, I240kc, CBS, Hollingbery
0
6.50 7.50 17.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 82.00 120.00
WRAW,6.50
250w,7.50
I340kc,
Meeker,
0
17.50NBC,35.00
55.00Conlan
85.00
N
12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
ROCHESTER, Beaver (No city figures avail.)
WRYO,
I050kc 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
5.00250w, 5.00
SCRANTON, Lackawanna, 38,400 fam., 96.1%
radio, 36,900 radio fam.
2D AM 9.50
affiliates,
rate 69.00
9.50 average
15.50 one-time
27.50 41.50
N
15.00 15.00 31.00 55.00 82.50 137.50
2D AM 10.00
non-affiliates,
average36.00one-time
10.00 18.00
56.00 rate
90.00
WARM, 250w, I400kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WARM-FM,
Chan. 229, I05.7mc, Hollingbery
Bonus

kc

FRANK BLAIR,
General Manager
THE WALKER CO.
Nat'l. Representatives
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllj

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

W-'Bl.
Hooper Ikw-D, 500W-N, 9IOkc, CBS, Blair,
D
13.00 13.00 21.00 35.00 53.00 88.00
N
20.00 20.00 42.00 70.00 105.00 175.00

WBAX. 250w, I240kc, MBS
SB
IM 5M
ISM 30M IHR
D
6.50 13.00 26.00 38.00 62.00
N
9.50 17.00 37.00 55.00 90.00

WGBI, Chan. 267, 101. 3mc, l.8kw, Blair
Bonus

WBRE, 250w, I340kc, NBC, Hooper, Conlan
D
9.00 9.00 13.75 27.50 39.00 63.00
N
11.00 11.00 20.00 39.00 52.00 95.00
WBRE-FM,
Chan. 253, 98.5mc
Bonus

WSCR, Ikw-D, lOOOkc, Walker
D
10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 56.00 90.00
SHAMOKIN,
Northumberland, 5,100 fam.,
96.8% radio, 4,940 radio fam.
WISL, Ikw, I480kc, MBS, Forjoe. Conlan
D
5.00 6.50 20.00 35.00 50.00 80.00
N
6.50 10.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 110.00
SHARON, Mercer, 7,900 fam., 97.6% radio,
7,710 radio fam.
WPIC, Ikw-D, 790kc, Young, Hooper
D
7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

WPIC-FM. Chan. 275, I02.9mc. 26kw, Young
D
3.00 6.25 12.50 20.00 30.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
STATE COLLEGE, Centre, 2,600 fam., 97.6%
radio, 2,540 radio fam.
WMAJ, 250w, I450kc, MBS
D
4.50 3.45 11.50 15.00 25.00 46.00
N
5.00 4.75 14.00 23.00 40.00 69.00

STROUDSBURG, Monroe, 2,600 fam. 97 0%
radio, 2,520 radio fam.
WVPO, 250W-D, 840kc. Walker
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SUNBURY, Northumberland, 5,600 fam., 97.5%
radio, 5,470 radio fam.
WKOK, 250w, I240kc, Continental
0
4.50 4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50 40.00
■>
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00

ONE
.BUY

MARKET

WMBS, Ikw. 590kc. CBS, Meeker
D
4.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
7.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

WMBS-FM.
Chan. 289, I05.7mc, Meeker
Bonus
-

THE

-

A Lnthracit

WNIQ,Chan. 293, I06.5mc, 2.2kw
D
1.30 1.46 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
N
1.46 1.63 5.60 12.80 20.00 32.00
e

covers

WARREN, Warren, 4,800 fam., 95.5% radio
4,580 radio fam.

'VNAE. Ikw-D, 1310kc, MBS, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

Group

WNAE, Chan. 221, 92.1mc
D
1.50 1.50 2.50 4.00

the

6.00 10.00

WJPA.250W, I450kc, MBS, McGlllvra, Conlan
D 3.60 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
5.40 7.20 14.40 28.80 43.20 72.00
N

Anthracite

WJPA-FM
Bonus , Chan. 282, I04.3mc, McGillvra
Market

WILKES-BARRE, Luzerne, 22,600 fam., 96.1%
radio, 21,720 radio fam.

For group rates inquire:
WPAM

Shamokin

i^gge 166
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Pottsville

2 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D
6.15 7.65 13.95 28.15 41.60 68.50
N
8.50 9.90 19.80 39.10 59.90 99.00

WRAK. 250w, MOOkc, NBC, Everett-McKinney
Hooper, Conlan
D
4.80 7.80 14.40 28.80 43.20 72 00
N
7.20 10.80 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
WRAK-FM, Chan. 262, I00.3mc, 3 2kw
Bonus
Everett-McKinney '
WWPA. 250w, I340kc, CBS, Burn-Smith
7.50
NP.
9.00 7.50
9.00 13.50
18.00 27.50
35.00 40.00
55.00 65.00
90 00
YORK,
radio York,
fam. 18,700 fam., 96.1% radio, 17 970

2 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
pN
6.75 10.75
7.75 26.25
17.25 48.75
34.50 53.00
55.00
10.00
75.00 125.00

•VNOW. Ikw-D 1250kr. Younq,
PN
4.00
7.50 26.50
19.75 44.50
33.25
8.00 10.00
WNOW-F
Bonus M. Chan. 289, I05.7mc,

Conlan
46.75
75.00
62.50 100.00
I8kw, Young

WORK, Ikw, I350kc, NBC, Meeker, Conlan
D
6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N
12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
WSBA. Ikw-D, 900kc, ABC
D
7.00 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85 00
N
8.00 9.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WRZE, Chan. 253. 98.5mc, 3kw
D
1.25 2.00 5.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
iJ
1.25 2.00 5.00 15.00 30.00 60 00

Serving

WASHINGTON.
Washington, 7,300 fam.,
95.3% radio, 6,960 radio fam.

Pennsylvania

WISL

WIZZ,
Radio Chan. 277, I03.3mc, 20kw. Transit
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60 00
N
2.00 2.00 4.80 9.60 14.40 24 00
WILLIAMSPORT,
Lycoming, 15,500 fam.
95.3%, radio, 14,770 radio fam.

WKOK-FM,
Chan. 231, 94.lmc, 4.4kw, Continental
Bonus

UNIONTOWN, Fayette, 6,800 fam., 94.4%
radio, 6,420 radio fam.
ONE

WILK. 250w, I450kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel
D
7.00 7.00 12.50 25.00 38.00 63.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Bonus Chan. 297, I07.3mc, Avery-Knodel
WILK-FM,

WHWL
Nanticoke

Pennsylvania

's

Market
with
an average
67.4
(Conlan)

3 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
D
7.50 7.50 13.08 26.17 38.33 62.67
N
9.83 9.83 18.67 37.33 55.33 91.67

WISL
Shamokin, tPa.
h
8
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PENNSYLVANIA
County
Adorns
Allegheny
Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford
Berks
Blair
Bradford
Bucks
Butler
_ ..
Cambria
Cameron
Carbon
Centre
Chester
Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton
Columbia
Crawford
Cumberland
Dauphin
Delaware
Elk
Erie
Fayette
Forest
Franklin
Fuiton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Juniata
Lackawonna
Lancaster
Lawrence
Lebanon
Lehigh
Luzerne
Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Monroe
Montgomery
Montour
Northampton
Northumberland
Perry
Philadelphia
Pike
Potter
Schuylkill
Snyder
Somerset
Sullivan
Susquehanna
Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Westmoreland
Wyoming
York

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Families Radio
Families 1948 ($000)
12,800
93.7
11,990
20,370
411,700
96.3
396,470
1,468,537
21,500
94.4
20,300
45,462
45,300
94.6
42,850
123,120
10,800
90.8
9,810
21,324
72,000
96.2
69,260
223,472
42,600
94.9
40,430
121,821
15,500
93.2
14,450
34,671
35,000
97.5
34,130
71,758
25,100
95.0
23,850
68,723
57,100
94.1
53,730
171,766
2,300
92.5
2,130
5,435
16,900
96.5
16,310
32,351
14,900
94.5
14,080
40,423
40,200
95.2
38,270
112,692
10,900
93.0
10,140
23,295
23,200
93.9
21,780
51,483
10,200
94.3
9,620
23,978
14,900
94.3
14,050
32,081
24,400
94.3
23,010
62,484
24,900
94.8
23,610
55,090
59,200
96.1
56,890
192,693
107,000
97.8
104,650
296,427
9,800
94.8
9,290
20,339
60,100
95.4
57,340
178,243
51,800
93.9
48,640
130,390
1,700
93.4
1,590
2,463
21,800
92.8
20,230
46,939
3,200
91.6
2,930
3,384
12,500
92.6
11,580
20,768
11,600
91.9
10,660
23,660
21,300
94.0
20,020
46,335
13,400
93.4
12,520
34,322
4,400
91.3
4,020
7,135
68,500
94.6
64,800
204,432
64,800
93.5
60,590
200,461
27,700
95.1
26,340
82,292
24,000
95.4
22,900
65,372
56,100
96.5
54,140
188,572
105,900
95.5
101,150
300,216
30,300
94.1
28,510
82,250
16,500
95.7
15,790
49,599
29,500
95.3
28,110
88,721
11,800
93.1
10,990
31,732
8,700
94.9
8,260
29,508
90,000
97.3
87,570
303,048
4,500
91.9
4,140
7,405
52,600
96.3
50,650
159,376
34,400
94.7
32,580
80,402
6,600
93.9
6,200
10,424
596,100
96.1
- 572,850
2,207,063
2,500
94.6
2,370
4,307
5,200
91.9
4,780
12,854
54,200
94.8
51,380
136,067
5,900
92.3
5,450
7,406
21,200
92.6
19,630
50,244
2,100
91.7
1,930
2,606
9,700
93.3
9,050
17,384
10,300
93.5
9,630
21,912
6,100
94.3
5,750
10,822
18,500
94.2
17,430
45,898
12,100
94.2
11,400
45,445
56,500
94.8
53,560
149,947
8,500
^
93.7
7,960
19,528
81,000
'
95.3
77,190
205,982
4,900
93.7
4,590
11,901
61,800
95.3
58,900
160,811

- Philadelphia city is co-extensive with Philadelphia county.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
7,550
472,869
20,919
52,603

1,469
9,953
15,523
7,510
3,109
8,790
5,148
8,830
7,618
28,513
45,602
5 506
6,881
38)767
22,511
210
494
6,612
4,116
7,750

9,907
7,992
7,942
8,622
1,648
67,291
63,931
24,881
20,501
60,086
106,952

13,44&
83,654

3,884
36,536
4,202
32,900
607
15,061
31,898
9,935
60,514
12,893
1 1 ,083
19,056

18,646
30,663

177,087
77,733
148,402
49,441
126,075
58,645
121,530
33,089
32,055
16,937
283,815

4,676
50,353
3,583
804
775
34,400
16,208
245
461,685

9,263
7,833
84,113
1,725,430'
62,280
25
30,127
727,923
2,004

170,846
51,416
21,759,264

709
20,973
823

611
1,704
39,697
1 2,229
1 ,607

49,863

956
362
6,312

901
2,362
5,292
15,473
2,614
IZ7
AO A
10,556

20,223

1,070
2,724
8,508
00,4 1 0
5,777
42,463
1,508
724

71,384
3,688
62,406
1,510
Added,

33,152
73,685
17,937
45,466
95,796
17,816
34,515
93,100
20,350
26,452
45,428
114,307
50,083
257,820
30,278
Zo,OU/
224,906
48,939
34,856

1,421
9,134
13,615
10,351
3,357
30,155

66)572
34,944
852
1 3,896
436

Mfg. Value

17,229
1,139,168
74,448
233,149
230,962

302,434
13,766
3,334
34,136
45,065

81,891
3,367
20,651
24,244
17,597
6,854
51,960
17,657
2,657
16,086
27,372
16,535
5,547
14,605
9,807
16,055
14,402
52,587
70,051
9 835

Security Administration.

Added
1947
($000)
Mfg. Value

Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rol s— 1st
($000)

24,540
49,414
101 574
234,027
189,358

32,676
Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

AM-FM

FIRST

in

WYOMING

PENNSYLVANIA'S

THIRD

VALLEY

LARGEST

9 of the 1st 10, 36 of the 1st 50 DAYTIME
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•

NBC

22 and 46 of the 1st 50 NIGHTTIME
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SHOWS

SHOWS

ARE

P

[

MARKET

The April, 1949 Conlan Shows:

The FIRST

WR

ON

Basic Supplementary

Affiliate

and

WBRE

WILKES-BARRE,
BROADCASTING

PENNA.
• Telecasting

WIP

55

Produced

FOOD

Products

Months

and

in

These

STORE

the

First

A & P Stores

Fisher Dairy & Cheese

J. W. Beardsley

Fleischmann's Bread
Food Fair Stores

Best Foods

J. Frank & Son

Booth Bottling

General

Foods

General

Mills

Bon Ami

Girard Packing

Breyer Ice Cream

B. E. Glick & Son
Soup
I. J. Grass Noodle

H. C. Brill

Minot Food Products
Modern
Wm.

Food Sales

Montgomery

California Lima Bean

Mrs. Paul's Kitchen
Nestle's
Pepsi Cola
Plantation Chocolate
Porto Rico
Proctor & Gamble

California
Packing Co.

Hoyt Brothers

California Prune

Hygrade Foods
Illinois Canning

Quaker Oats
Ralston-Purina
Co.

Carr-Consolidated

Ivins' Bakeries

Mrs. Schlorer's
Simoniz

Chunk-E-Nut

S. C. Johnson

Standard

Colgate

Kellogg Co.

J. Stromeyer

Lament, Corliss & Co.

Wm.

Doyle Packing

Lever Brothers

Wander

Durkee-Mower

Marcalus

Wise Potato Chip

Packing

Co

National Biscuit Co.

Borden's Cheese

Cudahy

Six

19491

Allied Foods

& Apricot

for

GROCERY

Advertisers

of

Sales

Paper Co.

Brands

Underwood
Company

WIP
Philadelphia's

Basic

Mutual

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Station

PETRY

CO.
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'47
MARKET
RHODE

INDICATORS

SPOT RATE FINDER
fam.,

4 AM affiliates, average one-time rate
SB
IM
5M
\SM 30M IHR
D
11.25 12.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N
22.50 25.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
3 AM non-affiliates, average one-time rate
D
5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 46.00 60.00

Population

t
ke''
ucet
wtck
Poso
Woon
Providences]

36.00 60.00 90.00

Note: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

205,100

Radio Families

211,970

200,300

Business Concerns

14,709

Manufacturing

Employment . .

WPJB-FM, Chan. 286, lOS.Imc, 20kw, Walker
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WIIV-FM Chan. 299, 107.7mc, 20kw
D
1.80 3.00 5.00 15.00 20.00 30.00
N
4.80 6.00 10.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
WESTERLY, Washington, 3,700 fam., 98.5%
radio, 3,640 radio fam.
WERI,
D
3.50250w,4.501230kc9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
WOONSOCKET.
Providence, 15,700 fam.,
98.5% radio, 15,460 radio fam.
DWWON,5.85 250w,7.20I240kc,
14.40 Ra-Tel.
25.92 43.20 72.00
N
6.50 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

1949 Total
Families
6,600
18,500
15,900
161,600
12,000

Sources:

ISLAND

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
99.2
98.7
98.7
98.9
97.1

in New

England's

UttEST

K'lt AAA AAA
Oll,UUU,UUU

2nd

Largest

/ 15

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales

19,200,000
10,300,000

$ 54,900,000
$ 30,400,000
$ 12,600,000

5,000,000
700,802,000

$ 735,869,000

238,000,000

Value Added by Manufacture . $ 657,000,000
* *

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Radio
Families

Retail($000)
Sales
1948

6,550
18,260
15,690
159,820
11,650

15,887
47,197
49,645
582,158
40,982
Security Administration.

Taxable
PayQfr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)

IsfEmployment
Qtr. 1947

27,181

7,542
12,138

4,888

35,112

216,557
5,531

123,442
2,539
.6,589

575,385
2,719
18,022

Mfg. Value 7,613
Added,

Dept. of Commerce.
4,192

USTEH

HOOPER STATION AUDIENCE INDEX*
CITY: Providence, Powtucket, R.I. MONTHS: Dec, 1948 thru Apr., 1949
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
TIME
WPRO Sta. B Sta. C Sta. D Sta. E Sta. F Sta.1.8G
MON. ttiru FRI.
17.5 20.9 11.8
2.0
8 A.M. -NOON
38.5 20.0 18.8 13.5
MON. thru FRI.
31.8
11.2
1.6
4.5
NOON-6 P.M.
18.3
SUN.
6-10:30 thru
P.M. SAT. 35.4 26.9 14.8
(Off Local5.7 Sunset;

TO

*All latest seasonal reports (available on request) show WPRO
•

August 15, 1949

Families, Retail

WPRO

PROVIDENCE
BASIC
AM

CBS

5000

& FM

Represented
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1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value

Market

AUDIENCES

WPRO

40

Increase over 1940

MARKET

Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Further reproduction unlicensed.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management.'

'47

106,000

t|>l,ioo,UUU,UUU

RHODE

Providence
Washington

1,399
244,000

4/

See page 3 for key to map.

*

County
Bristol
Kent

2,213
257,323
122%
128,000

Non-Agricultural Employment

'47
'47

12,509 '
47
40
'48

Manufacturing Establishments .

WHIM, Ikv^, IllOkc, Young, Ketell-Carter
D
5.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WJAR, 5kw, 920kc, NBC. Weed
D
9.00 12.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N
18.00 24.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00

Friedenberg
24.00 36.00 60.00
Raymer, Hooper
48.00 72.00 120.00
96.00 144.00 240.00

97.7%

Percent Radio

WFCI,
I420I(C, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
Hooper5kw,(Powtucket)
D
10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

YR.'47

FIGURES
0.54%
'
713,000 47

98.8%
214,600

BMB Families

WEAN. Skw. 790kc, MBS, Retry, Hooper
D
11.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N
22.00 22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00

WJAR-TV,
NBC, Weed I5kw-aur.. 30kw-vis., Chan. II,
N
40.00 40.00 65.00 100.00 150.00 250.00

ISLAND

FIGURES
0.51%
748,000

% of U.S

WNAF, 500V/-D, I290kc,
D
4.00 6.00 12.00
WPRO, 5kw, 630kc, CBS,
D
15.00 15.00 24.00
N
30.00 34.00 48.00
WRIB. 250w, I220kc
D
6.00 9.00 18.00

RHODE
YR.

CLASSIFICATIONS

PROVIDENCE,
Providence, 74,400
99.1% radio, 73,730 radio fam.

FOR

ISLAND

630

WATTS
KC.

by Raymer

FIRST in Share of Audience.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SOUTH

CAROLINA
S

WFBC

Seneca

TOANEH/HIGH

IN...
The rich, Carolina
Piedmont Area!
WHERE.

Myrtle Beach

. .

The largest, eager-tobuy audiences* are
ready with more than
$596,485,000**
to spend!

WFBC

See page 3 for key to map.

Serves
SPOT RATE FINDER

JUST...
ANDERSON, Anderson,
radio, 6,470 fam.

7.600 fam., 85.1%

WAIM, SB250w. IMI230kc,5M CBS, ISMBurn-Sm!th,
30M
D
7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N
7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54.00

BMB
IHR
90.00
90.00

WCAC-FM, Chan 109, lOl.lnnc, 4II(W, BurnSmith
Bonus
The Dominant Station With The
Only CBS Coverage For South
Carolina's Primary Market Spartanburg-Greenville!
*HOOPER RATING - Winter 1949
63.2
8:00 AM - 12:00 N Fri.)
(Mon. thru
53.6
12:00 N -- 6:00 PM Fri.)
(Mon. fhru
67.6
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
(Sun. fhru Saf.)

Represented By:
John Blair & Company
Harry E. Cummings
Southeastern Representative
Roger A. Shaffer
Managing Director
Guy Vaughan, Jr., Sales Manager
CBS Station for The
Spartanburg-Greenville Market
5,000 Watts 950 On Your Dial
WSPA-AM and WSPA-FM
Are Sold As A Single Service
* Check BMB and Hooper!
** Sales Management's 1949
Survey of Buying Power.
BROADCASTING

WANS, Ikw, I280l<c.
D
2.00 9.00 22.00 44.00
BENNETTSVILLE,
Marlboro,
1,600
80.1% radio ,1,280 radio fam.
WBSC, 250w, I400kc, MBS, McGillvra
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00

COLUMBIA, Richland, 21,400 fam., 86.0%
radio, 18,400 radio fam.

whose
4 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D
6.25 6.25 12.13
N
9.50 9.50 14.75

I-time
ISM
21.75
35.00

rate
30M IHR
35.75 57.75
56.25 93.7b

65.00
fam.,

WCOS, 250w, I400kc, ABC, Taylor-Boroff,
Hooper, Conlan
D
5.00 5.00 12.50 20.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

40.00
40.00

WIS, 5kw, 560kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
D Hooper,
10.00 BMB10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
17.00 17.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

CAMDEN, Kershaw, (no cify data available)
WACA, Ikw-D, 1590kc
D
3.00 8.40 14.40 24.20 38.40
CHARLESTON,
Charleston, 25,500 fam.,
80.6% radio, 20.550 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.00 5.13 10.00 18.75 19.13 51.88
N
10.66 10.67 21.67 40.00 61.67 108.27
WCSC, 5kw, 1390, CBS, Free & Peters, BMB,
Hooper
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 32.50 62.50
N
12.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 125.00
WFAK, Ikw-D, 730kc, MBS, Forjoe
D
4.50 4.50 8.00 15.00 24.00 45.00
WMAN, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Young, BMB,
Hooper
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N bery 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTMA, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1250kc, NBC, HollingD
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WUSN, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Cooke, Hooper
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 23.00 38.00
N
7.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
CHESTER. Chester, 2,700 fam., 83.1% radio,
2,240 radio fam.
WGCD, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, McGillvro
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
• Telecasting

People
853,700^

WKIX, Ikw-D, SOOw-N, I320kc, CBS, AveryKnodel, BMB, Hooper
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 23.00 38.00
N
7.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WNOK, 250w, I230kc, MBS. Forioe, Hooper
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
CONWAY, Horry, 2,100,
radio fam.
WLAT,
250w. I490kc,
Conlan
D
3.00 4.00 8.00
N
3.00 4.00 8.00

79.0% radio, 1,660
MBS, McSillvra.
16.00 24.00 40.00
16.00 24.00 40.00

purchases
in 1948
were

MARKET

,"Yc.
$507,606,000'

I
*U.
S. Census
N. C.14
Counties,
5 Ga. Figures
Counties,6 and
S. C. Counties where WFBC enjoys greater listening popularity
than any other station!
'Sales Management 1949 Survey
of Buying
Power,
tail Sales in
aboveEstimated
counties. Re-

DILLON, Dillon, 1.300 fam., 81.0% radio,
1,050 radio fam.
WDSC, Ikw. BOOkc, MBS. McGillvra. BMB
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
FLORENCE,
Florence. 7.300 fam. 82.0%
radio. 5,990 radio fam.

NBC

THREE

WJMX, 5kw-D, 970kc, Walker, BMB
D
5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 35.00 65.00
WOLS,
2S0w, I230kc, ABC, McGillvra,
Conlan
D
3.60 4.80 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GAFFNEY, Cherokee, 2.300 fam.. 86.7%
radio. 1,990 radio fam.
WFGN, 250w. IS70kc
D 1.80 1.80 3.35 6.65 13.25 26.50
N
1.95 1.95 3.70 7.25 14.50 " 29.00
(Continued on page 172)

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
and WFBC- FM
93.7 Channel • 60,000 Watts
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS-PIEDMONf STATION
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNOOEL, INC.
August 15, 1949

•

Page 171

4.8%

CLEAR
CHANNEL
•
Charleston's
only station
below 1200 kc
Coastal Carolina's
Strongest Voice

W

F

A

Radiating From
CHARLESTON
730 kc
One

of America's
GREAT

MAIL-PULL
Stations
-•
Ask Forjoe

K

SOUTH CAROLINA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 171)
GREENVILLE, Greenville, 20,000 fam, 83.8%
radio, 16,760 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
SB
IM
5M
IBM 30M IHR
D
7.07 7.07 13.33 28.00 38.00 63.33
N
12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
MBS. McGillvra, Conlan
WESC, 7.00
.Skw 6601'c,
D
7.00 15.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WESC-FM,
Chan.
223, 92.5mc, I2|!C, McGillvra
Bonus — Days only
N
3.50 3.50 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
WFBC,
Conlan 5kw, I330kc, NBC, Avery-Knodei,
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
50.00
WMRC,
Bkw, 7.00
I440kc,10.00
ABC,20.00
Burn-Smith
D 7.00
30.00 fam.,
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
GREENWOOD.
Greenwood, 5,000
83.5y„ radio, 4,180 radio fam.
NBC,
WCRS.
250w,
I450kc,
McGillvra
D
4.00 4.00 7.00NBC,15.00
25.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCRS-FM, Chan. 237, 95.7mc, 8.6kw,
McGillvra 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 76.7%
40.00
fam.,
D 4.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
HARTSVILLE, Darlington,
radio, 1,380 radio fam. 1,800
WHSC,
MBS 16.00 24.00 40.00
40.00
D
3.00250w, 3.00I450kc,8.00
N
3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00
LAURENS. Laurens, 2,700 fam., 84.0% radio,
2,270 radio fam.
WLBG.
250w, 5.00
860kc 6.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
D
5.00
MYRTLE
avail.) BEACH. Horry, (No city
data
30.00
WMRA,
1450kc,6.00McGillvra
D
3.00250v/, 3.00
12.00 21.00 30.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 21.00
MULLINS, Marion, (No city data avail.)
WJAY, Ikw, I280kc
D
3.00 3.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
NEWBERRY, Newberry, 2,700 fam., 84.2%
radio, 2,270 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyriglit 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

RADIO

'47 40
46
^9 40
AC
lo
1.44%
At\
MARKET INDICATORS FOR SOUTHYR.
CAROLINA
9
AO
46
1.
36
%
FTCTTRFS
YR.
48
X"
X
VJT
U
IV
JJj
O
CLASSIFICATIONS
46
1 OAA71.2%
AAA
'/I 7
^i An
83.2%
Population
An
Increase over 1940
1 A A frf
455,000
AOS\ A S\t\
J
C
AAA
'/I
A
% of U.S
47
49
BMB Families
^
An
49
Percent Radio
OO/f AAA
324,000
47
49
40
4UD,y50
Radio Families
1 C A AO
178%
15,44o
Business Concerns
1 9 AA
44 //
Manufacturing Establishments
OAO AAA
292,000
Non-Agricultural Employment .
1 OA AAA
172%
9 At\
Manufacturing Employment .
Ctn 1AAArrc AAA
KAK AAA AAA
545,000,000
Income
Jt>l,Dl7,0UU,UU0
Increase over 1940
47
286
Per Capita Income
$
778
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Residential
16,500,000
Non-Residential
$ 33,100,000
6,900,000
Retail Sales
$ 33,100,000
1,095,071,000
169,000,000
$1,101,783,000
Value Added by Manufacture .
*
$ 795,000,000
WSPA. 5kw, 950kc, CBS, Blair, BMB, Hooper
WKDK, 250w, I240kc, MBS, Conlan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
D
2.30 3.16 5.06 11.50 21.95 fam.,
41.40 N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N
2.30 3.16 5.06 11.50 21.95 41.40 SENECA, Oconee, (No city data avail.)
WSNW,
Ikw, 5.00
llSOkc.10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
ORANGEBURG,
Orangeburg, 5,200
D
SUMTER, Sumter, 8,600 fam., 80.1% radio,
78.0% radio, 4,060 radio fam.
35.00
WRNO, 250w, I450kc, MBS
6,890 radio fam.
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 25.00 50.00 WFIG,
250w, I340kc, MBS, McGillvra, Conlan
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 14.00 24.00 30.00 50.00
WTND,
Ikw-D,
1270kc,
Continental
D
4.50 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 WATERBORO, Colleton, 1,500 fam., 80.8%
radio, 1,210 radio fam.
ROCK HILL, York. 6,500 fam., 89.3% radio, WALD,
250w, 5.00
I490kc,15.00MBS 25.00 40.00 60.00
D
5,800 radio fam.
N
5.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
WRHI, 250w, I340kc, MBS
D
4.00 4.50 9.00 17.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 4.50 9.00 17.00 30.00 50.00
for the facts on WSPA
WTYC,
Il50kc 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
6.00Ikw, 8.00
SPARTANBURG. Spartanburg, 12,200 fam.,
ASK
86.1% radio, 10,500 radio am.
YOUR
5 AM affiliates, averaae 1-t'me rates
D
6.75 6.75 13.50 27.00 40.50 67.50
JOHN
N
9.75 9.75 21.25 39.00 58.50 97.50
BLAIR
t COMPA.NY
MAN!
WORD.
D
5.00250w,5.00I400kc,10.00ABC,20.00Taylor-Boroff
30.00 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00

MARKET

DATA

1949 Total
Per Cent
Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
Radio
County
Families
Radio
Families
80.2
Abbeville
4,800
84.0
7,947
Aiken
13,100
78.1
3,850
11,000
19,884
Allendale
2,800
19,070
Anderson
22,100
86.3
2,190
48,144
3,990 .
Bamberg
3,900
77.7
Barnwell
4,200
76.6
3,030
8,143
3,260
78.8
Berkeley
5,800
5,060
77.6
6,622
7,996
Calhoun ..
3,300
4,570
42,560
2,560
82.0
Charleston
51,900
6,148
116,756
86.3
13,964
84.2
Chester
6,900
5,673
81.5
6,040
16,057
77.2
Chesterfield
7,100
5,810
13,391
Clarendon
5,800
77.3
5,790
4,480
Colleton
6,300
9,336
Darlington
10,700
80.7
4,870
22,779
3,630
80.7
Dillion
6,000
4,840
12,152
Dorchester
5,100
80.0
80.0
Edgefield
3,900
4,080
79.7
7,684
81.5
Fairfield
5,000
14,100
3,120
79.1
Florence
17,300
3,990
46,387
Georgetown
6,500
6,181
12,459
89.2
Greenville
41,500
8,371
37,020
130,923
5,140
85.4
Greenwood
11,400
29,985
9,740
78.0
Hampton
4,100
79.6
3,200
Horry
1 1 ,300
78.4
4,562
Jasper
2,200
8,990
25,916
1,720
79.0
Kershaw
8,500
86.8
12,148
Lancaster
5,400
4,690
15,517
Laurens
9,300
6,720
75.8
2,027
84.2
7,830
Lee
4,400
20,801
3,340
85.1
Lexington
9,200
12,756
9,124
1,560
77.8
McCormick
2,000
7,830
79.1
Marion
6,600
79.4
16,332
2,763
Marlboro
6,900
13,685
5,220
82.8
5,480
Newberry
7,800
17,512
84.8
78.3
Oconee
7,600
6,460
13,000
W.5
13,555
Orangeburg 16,600
8 OSO
30,568
6,440
Pickens
9,100
15,468
86.4
31,620
Richland
36,600
80.6
121, 518
Saluda
3,500
88.5
31,150
78.6
Spartanburg
35,200
2,820
10,450
3,646
94,680
Sumter
13,300
84.4
Union
6,000
34,140
16,923
76.2
Williamsburg
8,100
5,060
14,350
85.9
York
16,700
6,170
12,133
34,523
D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
Payrolls,
Fede.-al Security Administration.
Further TaxabI
reproduction
unlicensed.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
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BY COUNTIES
Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
756
2,442
8,631
20,091
749
1,607
1,329
838
1,550
27,849

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.

3,329
7,705
45,544
6,513
16,303
2,138
911
3,737
3,482
6,860
8,349
621
3,443
1,013
2,615
2,869
6,860
2,974
5,096
7,094
28,783
669
33,175
6,946
12,581
1,644
6,571
Mfg. Value Added,

12,479
19,499
64,476

264
1,199
265
3,822
421
8,673
584
486
241
12,560

5,219
5,965
1,197
2,819
6,760
1,805
1,538
1,253

17,568
39,617
15,701

441
2,044
967
2,682

18,367

3,222
537
432
622
1,400
2,890
2,895
22,251
784
7,426
1,291
277
1,408
3,253
4,059
184
1,231
261
977
3,000
1,128
1,091
2,946
182
12,907
2,015
15,814
2,820
3,156
494
5,890

D
128,045
48,723
26,128
30,590
18,349
14,920
17,629
8,975
113,225
28,01 1
28,660
9,546
41,665

Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

SOUTH

KELO, 5kw,
SB
D 10.00
N 15.00
KIHO, Ikv/,
D 5.00
N 8.00
KISD, 250w,
D 4.00
N 6.00
KSOO, Skw,
D 5.00
N 6.00

DAKOTA

SPOT RATE FINDER
ABERDEEN, Brown, 6,400 fam., 98.5% radio
SIOUX FALLS, Minnehaha, 14,800 fan
97.5% radio, 14,430 radio fam.
6,300 radio fam.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
one-time30M rate 1 Hr
KSDN. Ikw, 930kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
IM average
5M 15M
SB
IM 5M ISM BOM IHR D
7.50
8.00
15.00
30.00 45.00 75.00
D
6.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50 N 10.15 12.50 22.00 44.00
66.00 110.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 2 AM non-affiliates average one-time rates
D
4.50 5.75 11.50 23.00 34.00 75.00
6.00 8.20 17.75 32.00 48.00 80.00
DEADWOOD, Lawrence, 1,400 fam., 94.4% ra- N
dio, 1,320 radio fam.
KDSJ, 250w, 1450kc, Clark
D
5.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
HURON, Beadle, 3,900 fam., 97.3% radio,
3,790 radio fam.
KIJV, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
3.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MITCHELL, Davison, 3,100 fam., 96.8% radio,
3,000 radio fam.
HORN, 250w, I490kc, MBS
D 3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

I320kc
IM
10.00
15.00
1270kc,
6.00
10.00

Pearson, Conlan
90.00
1 Hr
54.00 i3o!oo
5MMBS,
NBC 15M
36.00 30M
78.00
18.00
26.00 52.00
24.00
12.00 Raymer
36.00 90.00
60.00
18.00 36.00 54.00
40.00
16.00
Con Ian28.00
1230kc 8.00
42.00
5.00 17.50
24.00 70.00
18.40
I40kc,
>l, Conlan90.00
Avery-Knod<
30.00 45.00 75.00
6.50 15.00
8.00 18.00 36.00
54.00

WATERTOWN, Codington, 3,800 fam., 97.0%
radio, 3,690 radio fam.
KWAT, 250w, I240kc, Lawson
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
N
3.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
YANKTON, Yankton, 2700 fam.. 96.9% radio,
2620 radio fam.
WNAX, Skw, 570kc, ABC, Katz, BMB.
D
14.00 21.00 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
N
18.00 27.00 37.50 75.00 140.00 275.00

PIERRE, Hughes, 1,700 fam., 96.7% radio,
1,640 radio fam.
KGFX, 200w-D, 630kc, Continental, BMB
D
2.00 2.50 10.00 25.00 36.00 60.00
RAPID CITr. Pennington. 7,700 fam., 95.8
radio, 7,380 radio fam.
KOTA, 5kw, I380kc, CBS, Donahue, Hooper
D
7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N
9.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

Sioux Falls

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.
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'49

Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families
Percent Radio
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments .
Non-Agricultural Employment .

'47

170,700
95.9%,
163,660
10,806
494
67,606
SOUTH

County
Aurora
Beadle
Bennett
Bon Homme .
Brookings
Brown
Brule
Buffalo
Butte
Campbell
Charles Mix .
Clark
Clay
^odington
Corson ...
Custer
Davison
pay
Deuel
,
Pewey
Douglas
Edmunds
fall River
Faulk
Grant
Gregory
Haakon
Hamlin
Hand
Hanson
Harding
Hughes
Hutchinson ....
Hyde
Jackson
Jerauld
Jones
Kingsbury
lake
lawrence
Lincoln
Lyman
McCook
McPherson ...
iMarshall
Meade
Mellette
Miner
Minnehaha
Moody
Pennington
Perkins
Potter
Roberts
Sanborn
Shannon
Spink
Stanley
Sully
Todd
"Tripp
Turner
njnion
Walworth ....
V/ashabaugh
Washington .
"Yorkton
Zieback

'49
INDICATORS
'49
YR
'47
'4a49
7 0.49%
AAA

MARKET
YR
FTCTTRES
± l\J( —\J IVXUiJ
3.2%
0.43%

1949 Total
Families
J,300
5,600
800
2,700
4,000
8,300
1,600
600
2,200
1,100
3,100
2,200
2,900
4,700
1,700
1,400
4,800
3,400
1,800
1,300
1,500
1,700
1,900
1,300
2,600
2,300
1,000
1,800
1,700
1,300
800
2,000
2,800
800
1,000
1,100
600
2,700
3,100
4,100
3,500
1,200
2,300
1,800
2,000
800
2,500
1,700
19,400
2,500
9,100
1,500
1,200
4,100
1,400
1,600
3,300
500
600
1,700
2,400
3,500
2,800
400
1,900
500
4,900
900

nA%
150,600
137,700
12,057
450

* *

DAKOTA
Per Cent
Radio
94.1
96.3
89.4
95.1
97.1
97.9
95.1
91.7
96.0
94.7
93.3
96.5
96.8
96.8
96.0
93.2
96.4
96.3
96.7
93.3
94.7
95.6
94.5
96.7
97.7
93.9
95.8
96.3
96.8
95.6
93.5
96.0
95.0
96.3
94.1
96.2
95.2
96.0
96.9
96.4
97.1
94.9
95.8
93.4
93.8
96.1
90.3
95.9
97.5
97.2
95.5
94.8
96.4
95.8
94.7
87.0
97.5
96.2
95.6

80,000
RADIO

'46
'39
'39
FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
'39
CLASSIFICATIONS

222%
FTGTTRFS
259%

Manufacturing Employment .
Income
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture.

I XV.
VR

X XV*
YR
242,000,000
5,000
376

8,000
779,000,000
1,348
39,400,000
12,100,000
4,000,000
663,370,000
51,000,000

9,000,000
2,500,000
1,300,000
554,577,000
20,000,000
* *

*
MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Radio
Families

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

1,220
720
5,390

26,672
3,143
1,847
20,217
6,990
44,704
396

2,570
3,880
8,130
1,520
550
2,1 10
1,040
2,890
2,120
2,810
4,550
1,630
1,300
4,630
3,270
1,740
1,210
1,420
1,630
1,800
1,260
2,540
960
2,160
1,730
1,650
750
1,240
1,920
770
2,660
940
1,060
570
2,590
3,000
3,950
3,400
1,140
2,200
1,680
1,920
720
2,350
1,630
18,920
2,430
8,690
1,420
1,l(fO
3,930
1,330
1,390
570
480
3,220

88.7
94.8
96.4
96.5
96.9
86.8

1,510
2,280
3,370
2,700
1,840
350

95.3
92.3

830
4,670

D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies. ^
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management.'
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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Employment
1st
Qtr.1681947

Taxable
Pay194/rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr
1,66845
43
141
159
522
2,342
361
5
150
22
105
233
1 356
268
36
1 30162
250
40

109
3,408
488
44015
1,400
5,077
919
65
523
334
719
122
760
2,917
654
228
123
3,077
167

6,507
12,817
1,847
6,638
5,803
30,818
8,663
3,144
28,185
11,783
6,002
4,617
3,120
3,694
4,331
7,826
3,605

304
10164
11557
101
2167

114
846
66

4333
185
324
75

125
557
129
258
566
94

38
34
181
384
1 935

967

9,014
3,276
6,002
3,890
7,936
7,936
1,340
110,903
4,068
7,322
50,004

639
3,692
108
431
408
270

198
32
I AO
I 95
ou

480
38
257
16,716
415

138
160
8,809
74
2,382
84
87
21219
26
5
283

452
5,382
255
694
259
29
774

5,409
4,463
11,432
3,561
1,165
10,376
1,230
1,452
10,047
1,583
8,618
8,575
307
7,431
2 5

87
776
12
59
567
524
614
9

174
220
173

15.257
835

1,76140

8
747

Security Administration.

Mfg. Value

Added,

3,749

261

345
312

3,034
1,957
3,957
2,155
13,125
8,926
22,277

2,958

140

733
334
710
207
186
332

8,178
6,178
3,561
4,947
5,320
1,430
2,264
10,729
8,266

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

27,462

4,499

278
3

4

Dept. of Commerce.

BROADCASTING

Families, Retail

• Telecasting

MARKET
TENNESSEE

CLASSIFICATIONS

SPOT RATE FINDER
ATHENS,
McMrnn,
2.670 radio
fam. 3,000 fam., 89.1% radio,
WUR, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 30.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
BRISTOL, Sullivan, 9,100
radio, 8,330 radio fam.

fam., 91.2%

WOPI, 250w, 1490kc, NBC, Burn-Smith
D 5.46 5.46 13.65 21.84 32.76 54.60
N 7.80 7.80 17.55 27.30 46.80 78.00
WOPI-FM,
Ch. 245, 10.4kw, 96.9mc„ BornSmith
D 2.00 2.00
6.00 12.00 24.00
N 2.50 2.50
7.50 15.00 30.00
CHATTANOOGA
Hamilton, 40,600 fam.,
89.7% radio, 36,420 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 8.12 9.00 12.63 22.00 38.00 65.00
N 14.12 15.00 24.75 52.00 79.00 130.00
WAGC,
250w, 1450kc, MBS, Rambeau,
Hooper
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 10.00 18.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WAPO,
Reed, 5kw-d,
Hooper, Ikw-n,
Conlan 1150kc, NBC, Headley0 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WDEF,
ham, 5kw-d,
Hooper, Ikw-n,
Conlan 1370kc, ABC,
D 7.50 10.00 12.50 28.00 42.00
N 12.50 14.00 25.00 56.00 84.00
WOOD, 5kw, 1310kc, CBS, Roymer
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
WDXB, 250v/, 1490k<:, Forjoe, Hooper
D 5.00 6.00 11.05 21.45 35.75
N 5.00 6.00 11.05 21.45 35.75

Bran70.00
140.00
70.00
140.00
61.75
61.75

WVUN-FM, Ch. 251, 4.2kw, 98.1mc
D 1.25 1.25 2.00 5.50 10.00 15.00
N 2.00 2.00 3.25 8.50 15.00 25.00
CLARKSVILLE,
Montgomery,
5,100 fam.,
85.4% radio, 4,360 radio fam.
^JZM,
lan 250v/, 1400kc, MBS, Rural Radio, ConD 4.00 4.00 7.00 12.50 24.00 40.00
•N 4.00 4.00 7.00 12.50 24.00 40.00
91.0%
CLEVELAND, Bradley, 4,900 fam.,
radio, 4,460 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.

WBAC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
2.50 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
N 2.50 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
COLUMBIA, Maury, 4,700 fam., 87.0% radio,
4,090 radio fam.
WKRM, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D 2.40 3.00 4.20 8.40 14.40 24.00
N 3.20 4.00 5.60 11.20 19.20 32.00
COOKEVILLE. Putnam, 1,800 fom., 92.0%
radio, 1,660 radio fam.
WHUB, 250w, 1400kc, CBS, Continental
D 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
DYERSBURG, Dyer, 4,300 fam., 85.7% radio,
3,690 radio fom.
WDSG, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D 5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
ELIZABETHTON, Carter, 3,600 fam., 91.9%
radio, 3,310 radio fam.
WBEJ, 250v/, 1240kc, MBS
D
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00
N 3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00
FAYETTEVILLE, Lincoln, 1,900 fam., 88.2%
radio, 1,680 radio fam.
WEKR, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
3.25 3.25 7.50 14.50 26.00 40.00
N
3.25 3.25 7.50 14.50 26.00 40.00
GALLATIN, Sumner, 2,000 fam., 86.1% radio,
1,720 radio fam.
WHIN, Ikw-d, lOIOkc
D
3.00 6.50 13.00 25.00 40.00
GREENVILLE. Greene, 2,600 fam., 87.1%
radio, 2,260 radio fam.
WGRV, 250v^, 1340kc, MBS
D 3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00
N 3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00
HARRIMAN, Roane, 1,900 fam., 87.8% radio,
1,670 radio fam.
WHBT, 250w, 1230kc, Continental
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
JACKSON,
Madison, 11,200
radio, 9,450 radio fam.

INDICATORS

fam., 84.4%

2 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D
3.50 5.50 8.00 17.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.00 7.50 14.00 31.00 46.50 77.50

FOR

TENNESSEE

FIGURES

YR.

FIGURES

YR.

Population
3,149,000
Increase over 1940
0.8%
% of U.S
2.16%
BMB Families
830,800
Percent Radio
87.0%
Radio Families
722,520
Business Concerns
38,822
Manufacturing Establishments 3,345
Non-Agricultural Employment 561,633
Manufacturing Employment . ,
192,000
Income
$2,830,000,000
Increase over 1940
205%

'48

'48
2.22%
'49
770,000
'49
79.2%
'49
610,000
'47
30,090
'47
2,225
'47
447,000
'47
131,000
'47 927,000,000

'40
'46
'46
'46
'39
'39
'39
'39
'40

Per Capita Income
$
Increase over 1940

'47

317

'40

'47 42,000,000
'47 20,900,000
'47 9,300,000
'48 1,845,698,000
'47 318,000,000

'39
'39
'39
'47
'39

Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture .

916
189%

$ 149,200,000
$ 59,100,000
$ 53,900,000
$2,011,7618,000
$ 956,000,000

WDXI, 5kw-d, Ikw-n, 1310kc, MBS, BurnSmithSB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPLI,
250v/, 5.00
1490kc,9.00McGillvra
D
3.50
18.00 30.00 52.00
N
3.50 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 52.00
W/TJS,
ABC, 16.00
Branham,24.00
Conlan
D
4.00Ikw, 1390kc,
5.00 8.00
40.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Branham
WTJS-FAA,
Bonus Ch. 264, 100.1 mc, 50kv
JOHNSON CITY, Washington, 8,300 fam.,
89.6% radio, 7,440 radio fam.
WETB,
D
3.50lOOw-D,5.00 790kc9.40 18.90 29.60 50.00
WJHL, 5kv/-d, Ikw-n, 910kc, ABC, Pearson,
D Conlan
10.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 120.00
WJHL-FM,
Bonus Ch. 264, 100.7mc
KINGSPORT, Sullivan, 5,000 fam., 93.1%
radio, 4,660 radio fom.
WKPT, 250w, 1400kc NBC, Cooke, Dobson
D
5.00 5.00 9.30 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 13.75 27.00 45.00 75.00
WKPT-FM,
Ch. 253, 98.5mc, 44kw, Lorenzen
& Thompson
KNOXVILLE,
Knox, 40,700 fam., 91.1%
radio, 37,080 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 11.00 10.00 15.00 31.50 47.25 91.25
N 20.66 17.75 27.50 54.75 89.00 145.00

2,916,000 '40

WBIR, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Boiling
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 120.00
WIBK,
ner Ikw-d, 800kc, Cooke, Hooper, O'ConD
5.30 10.20 18.70 29.80 51.00
N
7.19 13.80 22.00 40.00 69.00
WKGN, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Forjoe, Hooper
D 6.00 6.00 9.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
WNOX, lOkw, 990kc, CBS, Branham, Hooper
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WROL, 5kw, 620kc, NBC, Blair, Cummings
D 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WROL-FM,
Ch. 247, 76kw, 97.8mc, Blair
Bonus
LEWISBURG, Marshall, 2,400 fam., 88.9%
radio, 2,130 radio fom.
WJJM, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Continentol,
BMB
D
3.00 3.00 6.50 11.50 22.50 35.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.50 11.50 22.50 35.00
MARYV I LIE, Blount, 3,000 fom., 92.5% radio,
2,780 radio fom.
WGAP, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D
5.00 5.00 8.90 14.70 23.60 39.60
N 6.00 6.00 11.90 19.80 35.60 59.20

Bristol

jonnson City

MCMINNVILLE, Warren, 1,800 fam., 87.4%
radio, 1,570 radio fom.
WMMT, 250v/, 1230kc, MBS
D
1.65 3.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00
N
1.65 3.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00
(Continued on page 176)
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(Continued from page 175)
MEMPHIS, Shelby, 104,900 fam., 86.9% radio,
I 91,160 radio fam.
I
I 4 AM affiliates, overage one time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
' D 19.12 27.38 33.88 55.68 91.50 144.00
[ N 30.25 35.50 45.50 87.50 135.00 240.00
I
3 AM non-affiliates, average one time rote
D 7.50 8.43 13.27 22.48 35.93 60.67
N 8.50 11.10 19.40 31.00 50.00 84.50

WDIA, 250w-D, 730kc, Pearson, Conlan
D 7.00 8.00 9.60 16.80 30.00 51.00
WHBQ, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 560kc, MBS, Walker,
Hooper
D 13.50 16.50 21.50 42.70 64.00 106.00
N 18.00 24.00 34.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WHHM, 250v/, 1340kc, Hooper
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 »100.00
WHHM-FM, Ch. 295, 106.9mc, lOkw
Bonus
WMC, 5kw, 790kc, NBC, Branham, BMB
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 56.00 100.00 150.00
N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00 150.00 280.00

WMCF, Ch. 259, 99.7mc, 260kw, Branham
Bonus
Rep.
WMPS, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 680kc, ABC, Radio
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 23.00 28.00 34.00 68.00 102.00 170.00
N 33.00 38.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WREC, 5kw, 600kc, CBS, Katz
D 20.00 25.00 40,00 56.00 100.00 150.00
N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00 150.00 280.00
WMCT, Ch. 4, 13.6kv/ vis.; 7,12kw-aur., NBC,
Branham
N 25.00 30.00 38.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
MORRISTOWN, Hamblen, 3,400 fam., 85.7%
radio, 2,910 radio fam.
WCRK, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Holman
D 4.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MURFREESBORO,
Rutherford, 3,900 fam.,
86.0% radio, 3,350 radio fam.
WGNS, 250w, 1450 kc, MBS, Holman, Conlan
D 5.00 6.00 9.00 28.80 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 36.40 48.00 80.00
NASHVILLE, Davidson, 54,300 fam., 90.0%
radio, 48,870 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average one time rate
D 16.15 18.53 32.68 57.35 89.25 144.00
N 30.75 35.25 61.75 111.00 167.75 270.00

TENNESSEE
County
Anderson
Bedford .
Benton ....
Bledsoe .
Blount
Bradley ...
Campbell .
Cannon ...
Carroll
Carter
. Cheatham
II Chester .
Claiborne ....
Clay
Cocke
Coffee
Crockett
Cumberland
Davidson ....
Decatur
De Kalb
Dickson
Dyer
Fayette _
Fentress
Franklin
Gibson
Giles
Grainger ....
Greene
Grundy
Hamblen
Hamilton ....
Hancock
Hardeman .
Hardin
Hawkins
Haywood
Henderson ...
Henry

1949 Total
Families
13,000
6,900
3,300
1,900
12,000
8,900
7,300
2,500
7,700
8,900
2,300
2,700
5,600
1,900
5,300
7,400
4,600
3,800
83,300
2,500
3,200
4,800
10,100
7,100
2,800
6,100
13,200
7,300
2,900
10,000
2,700
5,000
55,300
2,400
5,900
3,700
7,000
6,900
4,300

RADIO

PerRadio
Cent
88.0
88.3
82.3
81.5
90.7
88.7
86.1
81.1
85.4
88.8
85.6
84.0
84.2
81.2
83.8
85.5
82.5
85.0
91.8
85.5
82.8
84.9
86.8
75.5
80.2
87.1
84.3
84.4
80.2
85.8
86.0
84.9
90.1
81.5
79.1
84.4
85.6
76.6
84.1
84.4

WKDA, 250w, 1240kc, Forjoe, Hooper
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WLAC, 50kw, 1510kc, CBS, Raymer, BMB
D 12.50 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 25.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00

WSIX, 5kw, 980kc, ABC, Katz, Conlan,
Hooper
D 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 17.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

1,550 .
10,880
7,890
6,290
2,030
6,580
7,900
1,970
2,270
4,720
1,540
4,440
6,330
3,910
3,140
76,470
2,140
2,650
4,080
8,770
5,360
2,250
11,130
5,310
6,160
2,330
8,580
2,320
4,250
49,830
1,900
4,810
3,120
5,990
5,290
3,620
6,410

WKSR, 250W-D, 730ke, MBS
D
2.50 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
SHELBYVILLE, Bedford, 3,900 fam., 86.3% radio, 3,370 radio fam.
WHAL, 250w, UOOkc, MBS
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 13.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 13.00 25.00 40.00

WSIX-FM, Ch. 248, 97.5mc, Katz
(No rates available)
WSM,
Hooper50kw, 650kc, NBC, Retry, BMB,
D 32.50 37.50 57.50 90.00 137.50 210.00
N 65.00 75.00 115.00 180.0 275.00 420.00

UNION CITY, Obion, 2,800 fam., 86.3% radio, 2,420 radio fam.
WENK, 250v/, 1240kc, MBS, Burn-Smith
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 30.00
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
WINCHESTER, Franklin, 800 fam., 87.5% radio, 700 radio fam.

WSM-FM, Ch. 277, 103.3mc, Petry
D 2.50 2.50 7.50 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 5.00 5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
WSM-TV, Ch. 4, 14.4kw,-vis; 7.2kv/-aur.
(No rates available)
OAK RIDGE, Anderson, 9,800 fam., 90.6%
radio, 8,880 radio fam.

DATA

Burn-Smith,
30M 1 Hr
27.00 45.00
39.00 65.00
radio, 2,770

WPTR, 250W-D, 710kc, Holman
D
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.50 22.50 40.00
PULASKI, Giles, 1,700 fam., 85.2% radio,
1,450 radio fam.

WMAK, 5kw, 1300kc, MBS, Weed, Hooper
D 9.60 9.60 19.20 38.40 57.60 96.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

MARKET
Radio
Families
11,440
6,090
2,720

O'Conner
WATO, 250w, 1490kc, MBS,
SB
IM
5M 15M
D 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.00
N 8.50 8.50 14.40 26.00
PARIS,
radio Henry,
fam. 3,200 fam., 86.7%

WCDT, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 40.00

BY COUNTIES

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
73

26,012
11,405

280
24,729

17,526

3,419
510
11,620

1,449
129
70
7,459
2,478
1,693
484

3,443
20,904
13,720
1,697
12,088

5,901
259
3,310

8,565
1,714
14,324

1,777
7,370
202
773

2,577
2,870
4,471
1,370

1,604
412
3,276
841
776
83,064

2,333
3,280
7,620
21,284
5,564
3,361
18,433
8,369
10,980

442

40,840
133
249

134,030

320
1,312
3,639
753
612
2,735
4,528
172
2,169

2,381
14,782

1,345
201
239
977
910
1,644
48
636
1,266

3,318
1,125
60,506
3,42093

10,947
205,006
2,202
1,174
6,199
3,768
6,803
8,304
11,568
5,384

7,600
D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources; Radio Families, Per Cent Radio. BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Soles Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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D
14,788

3,886
44
225
1,040
12327
596
249
1,162

1,747
163

6,151
7,472
4,780
4,226
313,470

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

1,321
29,764
16
175
495
282
263
298

947
821
1,299
1,073
822
1,983
Mfg. Value

Added,

679
Dept. of Commerce.
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More

of Those

Hoopers

Happy
More

and

Repeat

WHHM
INDEPENDENT

- - BUT

Memphis,

Patt McDonald,
BROADCASTING

NOT

ALOOF

Happy,

More

Business

NATIONAL

REPS:

INDIE

SALES

Tennessee
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YOU

two

pages

BUY-

This Marketbook is crammed with market data. We'll be glad to elaborate on it for the WSM coverage area at your convenience. We'll be talking
about more than just Nashville or Tennessee, though, when we discuss WSM.
^

jyij^l^l^g

jyi ^ 9

P 1^ ^ ^ 1^
entertainment

Programs are one of the secrets of the WSM success story. We produce
175 live shows each week. These WSM
shows offer all types of radio

and service, and musically they range from the finest in the classical repertoire to

the tops in the folk fields. It would take most of the space in this Marketbook
Write us.

P jg Q P 1^ jg f

to tell you about them.

People are everywhere. They may or may not buy
your goods, depending on whether or not they know

about your product . . . and have been convinced of its worth. We'll
be glad to tell you how WSM makes buyers out of people.

LISTENERS?

^^^teners are fine — if they are listening to
your programs. The 24 year record of WSM

and its service to its coverage area demonstrates
alty of its listeners. We'll be glad to show

the consistent loy-

you the record.

I

HARRY

i-age 178

STONE, GEN. MGR.

•
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IRVING WAUGH,

COMMERCIAL

MGR.

EDWARD

BROADCASTING

PETRY & CO.,

• Telecasting

the

■HP*

DO

BUY-

YOU

^ Where are the WSM listeners? How many listen and when do they listen?
Write for one of our BMB daytime and nighttime coverage maps for this part
of the WSM

story.

II ^ ^ P g 1^ ^

We now have available the results of a recent Hooper Area Coverage
Index for part of the WSM coverage area. A survey of 100 counties

in 4 states, it will give you an indication of the loyalty and interest of listeners — and
buyers — under our big 50,000 watt WSM

1^ jg ^ U ^ Y $ ^
over WSM.

NAT'L REPRESENTATIVES

BROADCASTING

Results are, of course, what pay off. For 24 years hundreds of advertisers have been more than pleased with the results of programs

Results show

•

up in mail pull and in sales. Query us on this part of the story.

50/000 WATTS

• Telecasting

umbrella. Like to see it?

•

650 KILOCYCLES

•

CLEAR-CHANNEL

•

NBC AFFILIATE
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(Continued frow. page 176)
TENNESSEE RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
Taxa!^le
Pay1947Added
($000)
Qtr.
Mfg.
Value
1947rolls— Ist
($000)
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Employment
306
1st
Qtr.
1947
County
Families Radio
Families 1948 ($000)
685
275
Hickman
3,200
85.0
2,720
2,888
266
72
Houston
1,500
86.1
1,290
1,370
238
Humphreys
2,700
84.3
2,280
3,525
194
40
Joclison
3,000
81.6
2,450
2,773
512
Jefferson
4,600
88.8
4,080
4,748
821
1,356
59
Johnson
2,700
82.2
2,220
1,974
74,962
Knox
58,700
91.1
53,480
217,622
52,183
26,018
421
Lake
3,700
82.0
3,030
4,633
400
Lauderdale
6,900
82.0
5,660
10,328
743
1,047
567
Lawrence
6,700
83.9
5,620
10,458
817
1,815
1,317
325
Lewis
1,200
86.8
1,040
1,959
Lincoln
6,900
86.7
5,980
*
10,735
920
Loudon
5,700
87.9
5,010
7,962
2,039
453
McMinn
7,600
87.1
6,620
14,031
2,768
McNairy
4,300
83.0
3,570
4,795
15,166
98
1,048
4,234
Macon
3,600
84.0
3,020
2,758
Madison
17,000
85.5
14,540
42,215
307
1,487
764
Marion
4,700
88.0
4,140
6,770
3,788
9,244
Marshall
4,800
88.1
4,230
8,469
15,113
2,014
Maury
11,600
87.4
10,140
24,513
1,215
2,959
5,956
203
63
Meigs
1,300
84.3
1,100
587
514
Monroe
5,600
83.9
4,700
6,020
253
2,508
798
43
Montgomery
9,900
85.1
8,420
16,463
44
1,602
Moore
900
85.6
770
506
Morgan
3,300
85.3
2,810
2,692
5,857
2,202
236
167
Obion
8,400
88.0
7,390
15,271
155
853
Overton
3,800
78.5
2,980
3,280
Perry
1,500
85.9
1,290
1,811
1,192
3,323
Pickett
1,200
79.5
950
914
199
Polk
3,300
87.9
2,900
6,655
Putnam
5,800
83.6
4,850
8,877
795
549
2,596
Rhea
3,700
87.3
3,230
6,705
1,420
1,708
Roane
8,000
85.9
6,870
9,969
804
2,799
Robertson
6,500
84.3
5,480
10,522
31
4,325
Rutherford
11,600
85.8
9,950
20,144
7,620
1,647
2,648
422
Scott
3,500
82.8
2,900
4,241
119
3,185
Sequatchie
1,200
84.2
1,010
947
1,219
302
928
Sevier
_
5,300
83.9
4,450
6,265
198,873
1,297
205
324
Shelby
127,100
86.7
110,200
498,972
115,312
615
Smith
3,700
86.6
3,200
4,992
Stewart
2,500
86.6
2,170
2,219
58,88137
13
Sullivan
21,200
91.2
19,330
63,694
197
16,364
Sumner
8,400
85.6
7,190
9,904
96,089
23,310
Tipton
7,800
82.0
6,400 .
9,935
237
1,516
3,412
Trousdale
1,500
87.3
1,310
1,811
1,136
873
Unicoi
3,300
86.6
2,860
4 585
580
44
Union
1,900
81.2
1,540
1,273
10
53
Van Buren
900
83.0
750
342
2,094
Warren
5,000
84.2
4,210
7 554
12,085
69
Washington
13,500
88.7
11,970
432 561
810
Woyne
3,100
82.2
2,550'
2,061
642
10,041
4,484
773
Weakley
7,600
85.4
6,490
10'849
265
924
1,033
340
White
3,800
82.0
3,120
3'916
556
Williamson
6,300
85.5
5,390
8762
589
Wilson
7,200
86.2
6,210
9J86
1,894
1,467
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration. Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
2,432
KNOW, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson, Hooper
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.25 6.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
N 9.00 10.50 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

TEXAS
KFDA
— [AMARILLO]—
is the station the
farmers

and

the

"city folks " listen
to in the fast growing Amarillo market. Ask a John E.
Pearson

representative for
Hooper statistics
and other facts
about

this " sales-

producer'^
5000Watts(D)
lOOOWatts(N)
OUR lOTH YEAR IN AMARILLO
KFDA
-A

NUNN STATIONABC AFFILIATE

Howard P. Roberson, Mgr
Page 180
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SPOT RATE
ABILENE, Taylor, 16,000 fam., 93.2% radio,
14,910 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KRBC, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1470kc, ABC, Peorson,
Hooper, Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KRBG-FM,
chan. 245, 96.9mc, 46kw, JEP Co.
Bonus
KWKC, lan,
250w,
Hooper 1340kc, MBS, Taylor-Boroff, ConD
6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ALICE, Jim Wells, 5,100 fam., 80.5% radio,
4,1 10 radio fam.
KBKI, Ikw-D, 1070kc, Cooke, G. Grant
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
ALPINE,
Brewster,
960 radio
fam. 1,200 fam., 79.8% radio,
250w, 4.00
1240kc, 7.50
Taylor-BorrofF
DKVLF, 4.00
12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
AMARILLO,
Potter, 22,700 fam., 98.5%
radio, 21,780 radio fam.
3D AM10.12
affiliates,
1-time 44.75
rates 78.75
10.38 average
18.13 28.50
N 19.66 19.67 33.00 54.00 82.50 140.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

FINDER
KAMQ, Ikw-D, lOlOkc, Forjoe
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 9.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
Hooper5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1440kc, ABC, Pearson,
KFDA,
D
10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00 95.00
N
18.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 140.00
Bonus
KFDA-FM, chan. 262, 100.3mc, 3.4 kw, Pearson
KGNC,
D 13.50lOkw,
13.50710kc,
22.50NBC,36.00Taylor-BorrofF
54.00 90.00
N 27.00 27.00 45.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
Ikw, 940kc, 12.00
CBS, Blair,
DKLYN,8.00
20.00 Girard
30.00 50.00
N 14.00
24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

KTBC,
rofF 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 590kc, CBS, Taylor-BorD 9.00 9.00 15.00 26.00 42.00 70.00
N 13.50 13.50 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
=3F
KTXN, Ikw-D, 1370kc
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

KVET,
HooperIkw, 1300kc, MBS, Forjoe, Conlan,
D 6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 11.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

ATHENS,
Henderson,
1,700 radio
fam. 2,000 fam., 85.2% radio,
KBUD, 250w-D, 1410kc
D 3.50 4.00 6.00 12.50 20.00 35.00
AUSTIN, Travis, 40.900 fam., 89.6% radio,
36,650 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, overage 1-time rates
D 6.75 7.83 13.00 23.33 36.00 56.67
N 11.16 12.67 24.66 43.33 65.00 108.33
for the facts on KLYN
JOHN
BLAIR
t COMPANY i

KTBC
Austin, Texas
5000
590
KC
Watts-Is
CBS

Network

Lone Star Chain
O

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

National Representative
Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

»/i ft
'/IQ
'/IQ
BALLINGER, Runnels, 1,800 fam., 85.3% radio,
1,540 radio fam.
KRUN, 250w, UOOIcc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.10 5.18 8.64 14.40 24.00 40.00
N 3.10 5.18 8.64 14.40 24.00 40.00
BAY CITY, Matagorda, 3,700 fam., 81.5%
radio, 3,020 radio fam.
KlOX, llcw, 1270kc, MBS, Girard
D 4.00 5.50 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 5.50 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
BAYTOWN, Harris, 7,600 fam., 94.2% radio,
7,160 radio fam.
(Formerly Goosecreek)
2 non-affiliates,
D
4.75 5.70average
11.40 1-time
22.80 rates
33.25 57.00
N
7.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
250w-D,6.00650kc,
DKRCT, 5.00
12.00McGillvra
24.00 35.00 60.00
KREl,
Ikw, 1360kc,
Conlan21.60 31.50 54.00
D 4.50
5.40 10.80
N 6.00 7.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
, KREL-FM, chan. 221, 92.1mc, 250w
f Bonus
BEAUMONT, Jefferson, 32,000 fam., 88.8%
radio, 28,420 radio fam.
3D AM 4.33
non-affiliates,
rates 29.00 40.00
6.33 10.501-time18.17
KFDM, 5kw, 560kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
Hooper, BMB
D 8.00 10.00 18.75 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 18.00 37.50 56.00 84.00 140.00
DKPBX,5.50Ikw-D,9.001380kc,
15.00Forjoe
24.00 40.00
N 5.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
KRIC,
1450kc,9.00Branham
D 5.00250w, 6.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
N 6.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

KTRM, SB250w-D,IM 990kc,5M Hooper
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.50 4.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
N 3.00 5.00 12.50 17.50 25.00 45.00

MARKET
CLASSIFICATIONS

BIG SPRING, Howard, 5,700 fam., 90.0%
radio, 5,130 radio fam.
KBST, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson, BMB,
D Conlan
5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00

Increase over 1940
of
TT C
70 orr amines
U.o.
liiviri

BONHAM, Fannin, 3,000 fam., 91.0% radio,
2,730 radio fam.
KFYN, 250 w, 1420kc
D 3.05 3.90 6.50 14.30 21.45 35.75
BORGER, Hutchinson, 6,700 fam., 93.7% radio,
6,280 radio fam.
Girard,
Conlan
DKHUZ,2.50250w,4.001490kc,
10.00MBS,15.00
25.00
40.00
N 3.50 5.00 12.00 18.00 27.00 48.00
BRADY, McCulloch, 2,300 fam., 86.6% radio,
1,990 radio fam.
KNEl,
1490kc 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
D 3.00250w, 3.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
BRECKENRIDGE, Stephens, 2,200 fam., 88.9%
radio, 1,960 radio fam.
500w-D,5.001430kc
DKSTB, 4.20
15.00 25.20 42.00 70.00
BRENHAM, Washington, 2,500 fam., 82.2%
radio, 2,060 radio fam.
DKWHI,4.20Ikw-D,5.001280kc15.00 25.20 42.00 70.00
BROWNSVILLE, Cameron, 8,800 fam., 73.7%
radio, 6,490 radio fam.
DKBOR,6.50Ikw-D,8.501600kc12.50 25.00 37.50 62.00

Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

BROADCASTING

& Peters50.00
DKVAL,5.00250w, 6.251490kc,
10.00ABC,20.00Free 30.00
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

• Telecasting

INDICATORS FOR
FIGURES
o1. 1 70
ft/I 70/

Business Concerns
7 1 OA
Manufacturing Establishments .
1 9/1
Q/l 116%
7 *>7C
Non-Agricultural Employment .
Manufacturing Employment . . . <iQ A1 A {\{\(\9 (\(\{\
S\f\f\
5>o,U14,UUU,UUU
Increase over 1940
<&
11 9ft
1 T>€rf
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
$ 889,500,000
Residential
$ 429,900,000
Non-Residential
$ 232,300,000
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture . . $6,231,784,000
$1,716,000,000
BROWNWOOD,
Brown, 7,600 fam., 89.2%
radio, 6,780 radio fam.
DKBWD,3.25Ikw-D,6.25500W-N,
9.00 1380kc,
18.00 MBS,
27.00 Walker
43.00
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
N 5.00 10.00 13.50 20.00 38.50 65.00
BRYAN, Brazos, 6,200 fam., 84.7% radio,
5,250 radio fam.
KBRZ,
Ikw-D,3.001440kc7.00 11.00 16.50 28.50
D 2.00
DKORA,1.78250w,3.901240kc,8.32MBS 13.65 20.48 32.50
N 2.30 7.15 10.93 19.11 27.30 44.83
CENTER, Shelby (No city figures available)
Ikw-D,6.00930kc12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DKDET, 6.00
CHILDRESS, Childress, 2,600 fam., 88.7%
radio, 2,310 radio fam.
KCTX,
250w, 3.50
1510kc,7.00MBS, 14.00
Girard 21.00 35.00
D 2.50
N 2.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00

TEXAS 4.Sb7o
'/I'/I'.1777
FIGURES
H At AAA
YR.
'/I437
'/I 7
48
43
1 QAd AAA
ftl QO/
11, 040,
C^AA UUU
AAA
'/I4/7
Aft 91 CT
44 /(
K AftC
4/
4/
1 OX AAA
4/ 9 aiZO AAA
0,U80
AAA
^,D9i2, UUU, UUU
AtO

'4'/I8 c
'4'/I7 A
4U
'9a
'9a
40
YR.
'QQ
4U
4dA
'/I'on
4D
'/I A
4D
40

199,400,000
96,200,000
41,300,000
5,417,949,000
449,000,000
radio,

CLEBURNE, Johnson, 5,700 fam., 89.2%
5,080 radio fam.
250W-D,5.201120kc8.45 16.25 22.75
DKCIE, 3.90
KCLE-FM,
Ch. 232,
Bonus days
only 94.3mc, 330kw
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
N 3.00 4.00 6.50 12.50 17.50
COLEMAN, Coleman, 2,700 fam., 88.2%
2,380250w-D,
radio fam.
KSTA,
D 3.00
5.00lOOOkc9.00 18.00 30.00
COLLEGE STATION, Brazos, 1,300 fam.,
radio, 1,190 radio fam.
KTAW,
D 6.00Ikw-D,
9.00 1150kc,
15.00 ABC24.00 36.00
CORPUS CHRISTI, Nueces, 36,500 fam.,
radio, 31,430 radio fam.

39.00
radio,
1 Hr
30.00
91.4%
50.00
86.1%
60.00

3D AM 6.33affiliates,
1-time 34.00
rates 56.67
7.20 average
11.33 22.00
N 11.33 12.60 33.00 42.00 64.00 106.67
(Continued on page 182)
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TEXAS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 181)
KEYS,
Ikw-D,
Borroff,
Hooper500W-N, 1440kc, CBS, TaylorSB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 6.00 7.40 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KRIS, Ikw, 1360kc, MBS, NBC, Free & Peters
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KSIX, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Forjoe
D
7.00 7.00 10.00 18.80 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
KWBU,
Bronhom,75.00Hooper
D 15.0050kw-D,
15.00 1030kc,
25.00 50.00
125.00
CORSICANA, Navarro, 6,000 fam., 86.0%
radio, 5,160 radio fam.
KAND, 250w, 1340kc, Bronham, BMB
D 2.50 3.10 10.90 17.65 29.40 49.00
N 2.50 3.10 10.90 17.65 29.40 49.00
CUERO (No city figures available)
KCFH, 500w, 1600kc
D
1.70 3.42 6.84 10.25 20.50 34.00
N
1.70 3.42 6.84 10.25 20.50 34.00
DALHART, Hartley, Dallam, 2,000
91.7% radio, 1,830 radio fam.
500w-D,3.301410kc7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
DKXIT, 2.70

KFAA-FM,
Chon. 250, 97.8mc, 43kw, Petry
Bonus
WRR, SB5kw, 1310kc,
IM
5MMBS, Blair
15M 30M
1 Hr
D 7.20 9.60 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 12.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KIXL,FM, 104.5mc, 34kw, Forjoe
(Rates on request)
KBTV,
chan. 45.00
8, 13.5kw-aur.,
27kw-vis.,
D 45.00
45.00 90.00
135.00 Young
225.00
nas
N 45.00
45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
lart

KRLD-FM,
Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 46kw, Branham
Co.
Bonus
KSKY, SBIkw-D,IM 660kc 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
0 5.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 40.00
KFAA, 5kw, 570kc, ABC, Petry
D 13.50 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
KFAA, SOkvf, 820kc, NBC, Petry
D 27.50 36.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 55.00 72.00 120.00 192.00 288.00 480.00

AA ParrPe rylon

Cany
BfOfd

Amarjll( Shamr ock
aBoi

KUIP, SB500w-D,IM 1390kc
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 7.50 13.35 20.00 36.00 50.00
ELECTRA, No city figures available
250W-D,4.10lOSOkc7.95 15.90 23.85 37.25
DKELT, 2.65
EL PASO, El Paso, 39,500 fam., 88.6% radio,
35,00 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 7.87 8.13 10.56 24.15 36.85 63.50
N 10.75 11.25 21.00 39.00 61.50 102.50
Ikw-D, 6.00
920kc,10.00
Pearson20.00 30.00
DKELP, 3.60
KEPO,
5kw,
690kc,
ABC,
D 6.00 6.00 10.80 Blair
21.60 32.40
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
600kc, 20.00
CBS, Taylor-Borroff
DKROD,12.005kw, 12.00
32.00 48.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00
KSET, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D 5.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 27.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00

50.00
54.00
90.00
80.00
120.00
45.00
80.00

[er

DALLAS, Dallas, 142,900 fam., 93.3% radio,
133,330 radio fam.-Park
Does cities
not include
the Highland
& University
with populations
of 12.6
and 24.1
thousand respectively, which, though separately
incorporated,
lie
within
the
Dallas
city
limits.
1-time 83.67
rates 195.00
D3 AM26.25affiliates,
28.00 average
43.33 78.00
N 52.50 56.00 86.67 156.00 234.00 390.00
non-affiliates,
D3 AM 6.50
9.15 16.50average
33.00 1-time
53.00rates97.50
N
16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Ikw-D,12.001040kc,
DKIXL, 9.00
18.00Forjoe36.00 60.00
Ikw-D, 7.50
1190kc,12.00Ra-Tel,
DKLIF, 5.00
24.00Hooper
40.00 75.00
KRLD, 50kw, lOBOkc, CBS, Branham, Hooper
D 25.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 50.00 60.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources; Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

pa

fPort Artliur

See page 3 for key to map.
1230 Kc
TEXARKANA
bery

ABC
and
KCMC-FM
98.1 Mcs. • 40,000 W.
Texarkana is a major
distributing point to
359,000 people in
the Four States Area
of Northeast Texas,
Southwest Artcansas,
Southeast Oklahoma
and Northwest Louistana.

KCMC
HAS More listeners
Jaytime or night) in
jna than all other

DEL RIO, Vol Verde, 4,100 fam., 76.6%
3,140 radio fam.
KDIK, 250w, 1230kc
D 2.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 18.00
N 2.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 18.00
DENISON, Grayson, 6,800 fam., 90.8%
6,170
radio fam.
"SonusIkw-D,
KDSX,
1220kc8.00 16.00 24.00
D 5.00
5.00
DENTON, Denton, 5,100 fam., 92.9%
4,740 radio fam.
KDNT,
250w, 6.00
1450kc
D 4.00
N 4.00 6.00
KDNT-FM, Chan. 291, 106.1 mc, 766 kw
DUMAS, Moore, 1,600 fam., 97.2%
1,560 radio fam.
KDDD, 250W-D, 800kc
D 3.00 4.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
EDINBURG,
2.240 radioHidalgo,
fam. 3,100 fam., 72.3%
KURV,
250w-D,
D
5.00 710kc
10.00 20.00 30.00
KURV-FM,
Ch.
285, 104.9mc, Ikw
Bonus
EL CAMPO, Warton, 2,700 fam., 91.4%
2,470 radio fam.

radio,
30.00
30.00
radio,
40.00
radio,

radio,
40.00
radio,
50.00
radio,

KTSM, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 1380kc, NBC, HollingD 8.50 8.50 12.50 25.00 40.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
FORT WORTH, Tarrant,, 84,600 fam., 92.8%
radio, 78.510 radio fam.
3D AM13.85affiliates,
1-time 96.00
rates 160.00
21.20 average
36.33 64.00
N 26.50 74.67 70.00 122.67 184.00 306.67
4D AM 4.94
non-affiliates,
average
6.59 13.20
27.40 1-time
43.80rates71.00
N 7.00 9.45 18.00 36.00 59.00 94.00
KCNC,
250-D,8.00
870kc16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
D 6.40
DKCUL,5.005kw-D,6.30Ikw-N,
12.00 1540kc
28.00 52.00 80.00
N 6.00 8.90 16.00 32.00 58.00 88.00
5kw, 1270kc,
MBS, Blair,
DKFJZ, 7.20
9.60 24.00
48.00 Hooper
72.00 120.00
N 12.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
970kc, 10.80
Rambeau
DKWBC,3.37Ikw, 5.04
21.60 32.40 54.00
N 3.37 5.04 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
(Continued on page 184)

1949 MARKET DATA
Greater Retail Market .

52,000
239,330
61,103
34,385
36,835,000
2,302

FRANK O. MYERS, MGR.
REP. Taylor-BorrofF & Co., Inc.
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JOHN
COMPANY ,
[\ £.BLAIR

YOUR
ASK
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

for the facts on WRR
ASK
JOHN
YOUR
BLAIR
JOHN
, t COMPANY.
BLAIR
MAN!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

DELIVERS

THE

STAR-TELEGRAM

STATION
AREA

1922

SINCE

Southwest's

The

WBAP-570
5,000 watts ABC
Lone Star Chain
(0.5 mvjm area)
Population
4,528,200
Retail Sales . $3,722,862,000
Radio Homes
1,123,538
WBAP-820
50,000 watts NBC
Lone Star Chain
(0.5 mv/m area )
Population
5,435.500
Retail Sales
$4,329,307,000
Radio Homes
.
1,253.162
WBAP-FM
50,000 watts E.R.P.
ABC & NBC
WBAP-570 and WBAP-820 programs
duplicated as a bonus to advertisers.
WBAP-TV
17,600 watts E.R.P.
ABC & NBC
Population
1,035.571
Retail Sales
$1,288,703,550
Television Homes
I 1.500 sets (as
of July I, 1949, increase steady over
1 ,000 per month)
'^Population and retail sales from
SALES MANAGEMENT, IfU'/.
Radio homes from SRDS 19^9-50
CONSUMER MARKETS.

AMON CARTER
President
HAROLD HOUGH
Director
BROADCASTING

THE

3900 Barnett St.
Telephones— Fort Worth, LOckwood 1981
Free
Fort Worth
• Telecasting

a

r k

e t

With radio since 1922 and with television since Sept. 29, 1948, WBAP
continues to deliver the Fort WorthDallas area, the Southwest's
Market.

FIRST

Compare the statistics at the left.
More coverage, more listeners and
more sure-fire results with WBAP
radio or television.
Complete

recording and film commercial production facilities are

now available in WBAP's recently
completed Radio and Television center. In addition there are nine spacious studios (6 AM, 3 TV) to serve
you in this 70,000 square foot Center.
Rate cards and coverage

maps fur-

nished on request. Contact the station or Free & Peters.

Fort Worth

GEORGEManager
CRANSTON

Dallas Tremont 7-9757

& Peters, inc. Exclusive National Representatives
Detroit
Atlanta
San Francisco
Chicago
New York Hollywood

ROY BACUS
Commercial Manager
August 15, 1949
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KXOl, SBIkw, 1360,
Hooper30M
IM Pearson,
5M 15M
1 Hr
D 5.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WBAP,
820kc,25.00
NBC, 48.00
ABC, Free
Peters
D 13.5050kw,18.00
72.00& 120.00
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WBAP, 5kw, 570kc, NBC, ABC, Free & Peters
D 27.50 36.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 55.00 72.00 120.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
WBAP-FM,
Peters Chan. 263, 100.5kc, 50kw, Free &
Bonus
fam.,
FREDERICKSBURG,
Gillespie, 1,200
84.6% radio, 1,020 radio fam.
KNAF, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D 2.00 3.00 7.00 11.00 18.00 31.00
31.00
N 2.00 3.00 7.00 11.00 18.00 89.2%
GAINESVILLE, Cooke, 3,700 fam.,
radio, 3,300 radio fam.
KGAF,
D 3.60250W-D,
5.00 1580kc,
10.00 Holman
1 5.00 22.00 40.00
GALVESTON, Galveston, 25,200 fam., 92.3%
radio, 23,330 radio fam.
KGBC, Ikw, 1540kc, Con Ian
D 6.00 8.00 8.00 16.00 34.00 40.00
1 N 6.00 8.00 8.00 16.00 34.00 40.00
1 KlUF, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Rambeau
D 4.15 4.25 6.50 13.00 19.50 32.50
I N 8.30 8.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
KLUF-FM,
chan.254, 98.7mc, 3kw
Bonus
GLADEWATER, Gregge Upshur (No city figures
available)
Ikw-D, 3.50
1430kc 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
DKSIJ, 5.25
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.
for the facts on KTRH
ASK
YOUR
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BLAIR
t, COMPAHY

GONZALES, Gonzales, 1,800 fam., 80.0%
radio, 1,440 radio fam.
KCTI, 250w, 1450kc, Gene Grant, Cooke
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
N
1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
GRAHAM, Young, 2,200 fam., 91.8% radio,
2,020 radio fam.
KSWA, 500w, 1330kc
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 20.00 34.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 20.00 34.00
GREENVILLE, Hunt, 5,900 fam., 90.7% radio,
5,350 radio fam.
KGVL, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D 3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
HAMILTON, Hamilton, 1,600 fam., 91.0%
radio, 1,460 radio fam.
KCLW,
D 2.50250W-D,
3.50 900kc7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00

KCOH, Ikw, 1430kc, Hooper
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.62 9.90 16.57 28.08 47.40 79.80
N 4.85 10.40 17.40 29.48 49.77 83.79
KIEE, 9.60
5kw, 16.00
610kc, 28.00
Walker 40.00 60.00 100.00
D
N 9.60 16.00 28.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KNUZ, 250w, 1230kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D 8.00 11.60 19.20 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 8.00 11.60 19.20 32.00 48.00 80.00
KPRC,
5kw, 20.00
950kc, 37.50
NBC, Retry,
BMB
D 20.00
54.00 Hooper,
90.00 150.00
N 40.00 40.00 75.00 108.00 180.00 300.00
KPRC-FM, Chan. 275, 102.9mc, 57kw, Transit
D Radio9.50
N 14.50
KTHT, 5kw, 790kc, MBS, Avery-Knodel, Hooper
Conlan 12.00 24.00 42.00 72.00 120.00
D & 10.00
N 20.00 24.00 48.00 84.00 144.00 240.00
KOPY
Knodel(FM), Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 2kw, AveryBonus
740kc,42.00
CBS, 70.00
Blair, 105.00
Hooper,175.00
BMB
DKTRH,20.0050kw,25.00
N 40.00 50.00 84.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
KTRH-FM,
Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 33kw
Bonus
KXYZ, 5kw, 1320kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D Hooper
14.00 17.50 28.00 48.00 84.00 140.00
N 28.00 35.00 56.00 96.00 168.00 280.00
KXYZ, Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 15kw, Free &
Peters
Bonus
HUNTSVILLE, Walker, 2,200 fam., 90.2%
radio, 1,980 radio fam.
DKSAM,3.00250w,4.501490kc,7.50MBS 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
JACKSONVILLE, Cherokee, 3,000 fam., 84.4%
radio, 2,530 radio fam.
KEBE,
250w, 6.00
1400kc,12.00Ra-Tel,
D 3.00
1 8.00BMB 36.00 60.00
N 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
JASPER, Jasper, 1,600 fam., 80.1% radio,
1,280 radio fam.
250w, 3.00
1240kc 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
DKTXJ, 3.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KILGORE, Gregg, 4,400 fam., 89.5% radio,
3,940 radio fam.
KOCA,
D 2.50250w,3.001240kc6.00 17.50 28.75 55.00
N 2.50 3.00 6.00 17.50 28.75 55.00

HARLINGEN, Cameron, 7,400 fam., 82.6%
radio, 6,110 radio fam.
1240kc,10.00CBS, 16.00
Ra-Tel, 24.00
Conlan 40.00
DRGBS, 4.00250w, 6.00
N 6.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KGBS-FM, Ch. 243, 94.7mc, 3kw
Bonus
HENDERSON,
2,500 radio Rusk,
fam. 3,000 fam., 83.3% -radio,
KGRI,
250W-D,
D 3.00 4.50lOOOkc8.50 15.00 26.00 40.00
HEREFORD,
Deaf Smith. No city figures available
KPAN,
250w-D,
D 5.00 7.50860kc
12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
HILLSBORO, 3,000 fam., 85.1% radio, 2,550
radio fam.
KHBR,
250w-D,
D 3.00
3.501560kc
5.00 10.50 18.00 29.00
HOUSTON, Harris, 182,500 fam., 92.8% radio,
fam.^
^169,360
Includesradio
all annexations
to corporate city
limits as of January 1, 1949.
4D AM16.00affiliates,
1-time87.78
rates 146.25
18.63 average
32.93 53.50
N 32.00 37.25 65.76 107.50 175.50 292.50
4D AM 6.96
non-affiliates,
11.73 19.86average
31.55 1-time
49.75rates60.58
N 9.63 14.20 23.73 38.42 61.19 102.20
KATL, 5.64
Ikw, 1590kc,
Weed 26.10 43.50 72.50
D
9.40 15.66
N 11.27 18.79 31.32 52.20 87.00 145.00

KINGSVILLE, Kleberg, 3,700 fam., 83.8%
radio, 3,100 radio fam.
KINE, Ikw-D, 1330kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
LAMESA, Dawson, 3,100 fam., 85.2% radio,
2,640 radio fam.
KPET, 250W-D, 690kc
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
LAMPASAS, Lampasas, 1,900 fam., 84.0%
radio, 1,600 radio fam.
KNIT, 250w, 1450kc
D 3.10 5.18 8.64 14.40 24.00 40.00
N 3.10 5.18 8.64 14.40 24.00 40.00
LAREDO,
Webb,fam.13,000 fam., 72.2% radio,
9.390 radio
KPAB, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson
D 3.40 5.25 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
N 6.75 10.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
LITTLEFIELD, Lamb, 2,300 fam., 83.3% radio,
1,920 radio fam.
KVOW,
250w,4.501490kc7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
,D
N
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
LONGVIEW, Gregg, 8,800 fam., 86.6% radio,
7,620 radio fam.
KFRO, Ikw, 1370kc, ABC, Cooke, BMB,
Conlan
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.50 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KLTI,
Ikw-D,6.601280kc,
D 4.50
11.25 Girard
22.50 35.00 56.00
KLTI-FM, Chan. 290, 105.9, lOkw
Bonus
LUBBOCK, Lubbock, 17,800 fam., 92.3% radio,
16,430 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 5.81 7.13 10.63 19.00 28.50 47.50
N 11.62 14.25 21.25 38.00 57.00 95.00
1590kc,10.00
MBS, 20.00
Pearson,30.00
Conlan50.00
DKCBD,6.00Ikw, 6.75
N 12.00 13.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KFYO, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Taylor-Borroff,
D Conlan
5.62 7.50 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 11.25 15.00 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
KFYO-FM,
99.5mc, 3kw, Taylor-Borroff
Bonus
KSEL,
Ikw-D,9.00500w-N,
D
14.00 950kc,
25.00 Holman
40.00 75.00
N
9.00 14.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
(Continued on page 186)
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IN THE

COUNTIES

WHERE

BMB

SURVEY

LUBBOCK,
HAS

A TOTAL

POPULATION

NO.

LISTENERS

TEXAS

AND

OF

1 INDICATES

RETAIL

SALES

TOTALING

288,200

$217722,000
LUBBOCK — the seat of all this area has $82,020,000 in Retail
Sales — Almost 1/3 of the total!
250 Watts

Day &

1340

AMERICAN
^

Night

KC

AFFILIATED WITH
BROADCASTING CO. & LONE STAR CHAIN

REPRESENTED BY
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., INC.

* As set forth in Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1949.
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(Continued from page 18i)
LUFKIN, Angelina, 6,100 fam., 86.5% radio,
5,280 radio fam.
KRBA, SB
250w, IM
1340kc,5MContinental
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.00 8.00 17.50 27.00 45.00
N 6.60 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KBRA-FM,nentalChan.
238, . 95.5mc, Ikw, ContiSales
Bonus
KTRE, Ikw, 1420kc, MBS, Taylor-Borroff, ConDN ""s.OO
5.00 10.00
20.00 45.00
30.00 75.00
50.00
7.50 7.50
15.00 30.00
MARSHALL, Harrison, 7,600 fam., 83.3% radio,
6,330 radio fam.
DKMHT,4.00250w,6.001450kc,
10.00MBS 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
McALLEN, Hidalgo, 6,000 fam., 79.0% radio,
4,740 radio fam.
KRIO,
D 5.00Ikw, 910kc,
6.00 1MBS,
2.00 Weed,
24.00 Conlan
36.00 60.00
N 6.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
McKINNEY, Colin, 5,000 fam., 88.7% radio,
4,440 radio fam.
KMAE,
D 5.50Ikw-D,8.001600kc,
11.00 BMB20.00 30.00 50.00
MIDLAND, Midland, 8,100 fam., 88.6% radio,
7,180 radio fam.
5kw-D,10.00Ikw-N,
Pearson
DKCRS,10.00
16.00550kc,
28.00ABC,48.00
70.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 28.00 48.00 70.00
MINERAL WELLS, Palo Pinto, 3,100 fam.,
94.3% radio, 2,920 radio fam.
0KORC,2.20250w-D,
3.70 lUOkc
6.15 14.40 24.00 40.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.
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MONAHANS, Ward, 2,500 fam., 89.6%
2,240 radio fam.
KVKM, 250w, 1340kc, Taylor-BorrofF
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00
MT.able)
PLEASANT, Titus, (No city figures
KIMP, Ikw-D, 960kc
D 5.00 6.00 15.00 20.00 35.00
NACOGDOCHES, Nacogdoches, 4,000
87.7% radio, 3,510 radio fam.

radio,
1 Hr
30.00
30.00
avail60.00
fam.,

non-affiliates,
overage
rates58.50
D2 AM 3.62
4.13 10.13
20.001 -time
32.10
250w, 4.50
1230kc 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
DKOSF, 3.50
N 3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
DKSFA,3.75Ikw-D,3.75860kc,
11.25Girard22.00 43.20 72.00
ODESSA, Ector, 13,000 fam., 90.5% radio,,
11,900 fam.
2D AM 6.37
affiliates,
7.88 average
13.13 1-time
21.00 rates
31.50 52.50
N 8.50 10.50 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
KECK,
Ikw-D,5.00920kc,10.00Girard,
D 4.00
20.00Conlan
30.00 50.00
KOSA,
250w,
1230kc,.
CBS,
Taylor-Borroff
D 6.75 6.75 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Ikw, 9.00
1410kc,15.00
MBS, 24.00
Conlan 36.00 60.00
DKRIG, 6.00
N 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
ORANGE, Orange, 7,200 fam., 84.2% radio,
6,060 radio fam.
KOGT,
1600kc 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
D 2.00Ikw, 2.00
N 2.00 2.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
PALESTINE, Anderson, 5,700 fam., 85.9%
radio, 4,900 radio fam.
KNET,
250w, 6.00
1450kc,
Ra-Tel24.00 40.00
D 4.50
10.00MBS,16.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PAMPA, Gray, 5,700 fam., 93.8% radio,
5,350 radio fam.
Girard28.00 46.50
DKPDN,4.50250w, 6.651340kc,9.25MBS,18.50
N 4.50 6.65 9.25 18 JO 28.00 46.50

PARIS, Lamar, 7,100 fam., 87.1% radio,
6,180 radio fam.
KPLT, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 2.40 2.75 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 2.40 2.75 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
PECOS, Reeves, 2,500 fam., 82.6% radio,
2,070 radio fam.
KlUN,
D 4.00250w, 4.001400kc,7.50Taylor-BorrofF
12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
PERRYTON, Ochitree
(No city figures available)
KEYE,
250W-D,
D 3.00
4.00 1400kc,
10.00 MBS15.00 25.00 40.00
PLAINVIEW, Hale, 5,400 fam., 91.7% radio,
4,950 radio fam.
KVOP, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
PORT ARTHUR, 21,000 fam., 91.8% radio,
19,280 radio fam.
KOLE,
Conlan250w, 1340kc, Friedenberg, Hooper,
D 3.42 3.60 6.00 14.76 25.20 38.40
N 3.95 4.15 7.00 17.00 29.00 45.00
KPAC, 5kw-D, 100-N, 1250kc, MBS, Hooper
D
8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
Nable)
13.00 25.00 45.00 65.00 110.00
ROSENBERG, Fort Bend (No city figures availKFRD,
500w-D,4.00980kc9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
D 3.00
SAN ANGELO, Tom Green, 15,500 fam., 89.7%
radio, 13,900 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 8.25 8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.25 8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KGKL,
5kw-D,
Conlan,
BMB Ikw-N, 960kc, ABC, Pearson,
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KTXL, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Taylor-Borroff
D 6.50 6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

SAN ANTONIO, Bexar, 113,800 fam., 88.2%
radio, 100,370 radio fam.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 19.23 22.18 31.00 48.85 73.28 122.13
N 38.46 44.35 67.08 104.50 156.75 261.25
4D AM 4.75
non-affiliates,
average
rates54.50
7.06 14.00
28.381-time
44.50
N 4.15 13.00 25.00 49.50 80.50 60.00
KABC,
Hooper50kw-D, lOkw-N, 680kc, ABC, Blair,
D Kinney
21.42 25.20 35.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
N 42.84 50.40 70.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
KCOR, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1350kc, Everett-McD 5.55 9.00 24.00 48.00 75.00
N 11.00 18.00 38.00 75.00 125.00
KITE,
Ikw-D, 930kc, Independent Metropolitan
Hooper
D 4.50 7.00 11.00 22.50 35.00 50.00
KIWW, 250W-D, 1540kc, McGillvro, Hooper
D 3.25 4.25 9.00 19.00 32.00 54.00
630kc,20.00
MBS, 40.00
Pearson60.00 100.00
DKMAC,9.005kw,12.00
N 18.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KONO, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe, Hooper, BMB
D 5.60 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.60 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KONO-FM, 92.9mc, 3kw, Forjoe
Bonus
KISS (FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 3kw, Pearson
Bonus
KTSA, 5kw, 550kc, CBS, Taylor-Borroff, Hooper,
D Conlan
19.00 19.00 28.20 45.00 67.50 112.50
N 38.00 38.00 56.30 90.00 135.00 225.00
KTSA-FM,
BorrofF chan. 281, 104.1mc, 18kw, TaylorBonus
WOAI,
Hooper 50kw, 1200kc, NBC, Petry, BMB,
D 27.50 32.50 40.80 54.40 81.60 136.00
N 55.00 65.00 102.00 136.00 204.00 340.00
WOAI-FM, chan. 273, 102.5mc, 3kw
(No FM time sold)
KYFM
(FM), chan.
D 3.00
4.00 268, lOI.Smc,
15.00 72kw
28.00 40.00
N 4.00 7.00
30.00 45.00 75.00

K.C.
50,000

ABC^s
in

Watts

Strongest Voice
the Southwest

on

680

Yes, in Texas when you think of "ABC" you
naturally think of "KABC" and it's not
merely the call letter similarity. For the
combination of this powerful voice and a
fine network makes a strong selling tool
for network and spot advertisers alike.
Hundreds of thousands of Texans welcome
ABC into their homes via KABC and buy
merchandise accordingly.- If you're thinking of ABC and KABC in pre-war terms for
Texas, we suggest you take a look at the
map at left. We've both come a long way
together.

IKABC
SAN ANTONIO
NATIONAL
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REPRESENTATIVES:
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JOHN

BLAIR

AND COMPANY

SOiOOO WATTS DAY

- - - 10,000 WATTS NIGHT

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SAN MARCOS, Hays, Guadalupe
{No city figures available) *
KCNY, 250w-D, 1470kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
SEGUIN, Guadalupe, 3,300 fam., 82.5% radio,
2,720 radio fam.
KWED, 250w, 1580kc
D 1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
N 1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
SHAMROCK, Wheeler
(No city figures available)
KEVA, 250v/, 1580kc
D 2.70 3.75 6.00 12.00 22.50 45.00
N 2.70 3.75 6.00 12.00 22.50 45.00
SHERMAN, Grayson, 8,300 fam., 91.6%
radio, 7,600 radio fam.
non-affiliates,
average
D2 AM 5.75
6.25 9.75
16.001-time
25.50rates43.00
WrV, Ikw, 910kc, Pearson
D 7.50 7.50 12.50 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 21.60 36.00 60.00
KTAN,4.00250w-D,
5.00 1500kc
7.00 14.00 21.00 36.00
TAMFORO, Jones, 2,000 fam., 88.6% radio,
1,770 radio fam.
KDWT, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Con Ian
D 2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
STEPHENVlllE, Erath, 2,900 fam., 90.5%
radio, 2,620 radio fam.
KSTV,
250V/-D,
D 3.50
4.50 ISlOkc
9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
for the facts on KEPO
JOHN
{ BLAIR
\ fc COMPAKY

ASK
YOUR
JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

HAVE
000

SULPHUR SPRINGS, Hopkins, 3,500 fam.,
86.6% radio, 3,030 radio fam.
KSST, 250w, 1230kc
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
1.95 2.93 6.24 12.48 18.72 31.20
N
1.95 2.93 6.24 12.48 18.72 31.20
SWEETWATER, Nolan, 4,500 fam., 88.4%
radio, 3,980 radio fam.
KXOX, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D 2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
TAYLOR, Williamson, 2,800 fam., 85.3% radio,
2,390 radio fam.
KTAE, Ikw-D, 1260kc
D 5.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
TEMPLE, Bell
(No city figures available)
KTEM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, BMB
33.00
D 3.08 4.40 6.60 11.20 19.80 49.50
N 4.62 6.60 9.90 19.80 29.70
KTEM-FM, Chan. 298, 107.5mc, 1.9kw
Bonus

TYLER, Smith, 13,200 fam., 90.6% radio,
11,960 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 38.00 65.00
KGKB, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Gene Grant, PearD son 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 70.00
N 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 70.00
KTBB, 500w-D, 600kc, Taylor-Borroff Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
UVALDE, Uvalde, 2,900 fam., 79.0% radio,
2,290 radio fam.
KVOU, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Griffith
D 2.50 3.50 8.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 2.50 3.50 8.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
VERNON, Wilbarger, 4,700 fam., 88.6% radio,
4,160 radio fam.
KVWC, 250w, 1490kc, Clark
D 3.60 4.50 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
N 3.60 4.50 7.50 1 5.00 26.25 45.00

TEXARKANA, Bowie, 9,700 fam., 86.2% radio,
8,360 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 4.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 35.50 60.00
N 5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

VICTORIA, Victoria, 6,800 fam., 92.4% radio,
6,280 radio fam.
KNAL,
D 5.00500w-D,
7.50 1410kc
13.35 20.00 36.00 50.00
KVIC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Griffith, Conlan
D 3.83 5.10 8.50 13.60 20.40 34.00
N 5.10 7.65 12.75 20.40 30.60 51.00

KCMC, 250w 1230kc, ABC, Taylor-BorrofF,
Con Ian 6.00 12.00 24.00
36.00 60.00
D 4.00 8.00
16.00 32.00 48.00
80.00
N 6.00
KCMC-FM,
Borroff chan. 251, 98.1mc, 40kw, TaylorBonus
KTFS, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer,
Conlan
D 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00

WACO, McLennan, 24,200 fam., 89.2% radio,
21,590 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, overage 1-time rates
D 5.25 6.50 10.00 17.00 27.00 45.00
N 7.50 9.50 15.00 29.50 48.00 80.00

TEXAS CITY, Galveston, 7,500 fam., 91.5%
radio, 6,860 radio fam.
KTLW, Ikw-D, 920kc
D 3.00 5.00 6.50 12.00 20.00 40.00

YOU
B/iL

EVER
es

KWTX,
Everett-McKinney
D 4.50250w, 6.001230kc,
10.00MBS,16.00
24.00 40.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WACO, Ikw, 1460kc, Weed
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 6.00 7.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 10.00 15.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
WESLACO, Hidalgo, 2,400 fam., 73.7% radio,
1,770 radio fam.
KRGV,
1290kc,15.00Taylor-BorrofF
D 6.00Ikw,10.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WICHITA FALLS, Wichita, 20,600 fam., 92.3%
radio, 19,010 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 7.06 8.06 15.33 29.00 45.67 78.33
N 10.93 12.60 22.66 45.33 71.33 121.66
KFDX,
BorrofF,5kw-D,
ConlanIkw-N, 990kc, ABC, TaylorD 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KTRN, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1290kc, MBS, Pearson,
D Conlan
5.20 5.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.80 7.80 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
KTRN-FM, chan. 247, 97.3mc, lOkw, Pearson
Bonus
KWFT, 5kw, 620kc, CBS, Blair
D 10.00 13.00 22.00 39.00 65.00 115.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 100.00 175.00
KWFT-FM, chan. 260, 99.9mc, lOkw, Blair
Bonus

for the facts on KWFT
ASK
JOHN
YOUR
BLAIR
JOHN
& COMPANY
BLAIR
MAN!

SEEN

or

corro/¥

IN A FIELD THAT'S A COTTON PATCH A LITTLE LARGER THAN THE STATE OF
RHODE ISLAND! IF LAID END TO END THE BALES WOULD REACH FROM NEW
YORK TO CLEVELAND . . . OR . . . CHICAGO TO PITTSBURGH . . . OR . . . DALLAS
TO KANSAS CITYII!
CONVERTED

TO

MONEY,

THAT

MEANS,

$7S,000M0.00

★

In KRGV's Primary Coverage area it
means that the Valley's population is ofF
on the dangdest SPENDING SPREE Texas
has ever seen!!

1290
KC

You don't have to live here to cash in on
this BONANZA!
Just call your nearest
TAYLOR-BORROFF Representative . . .
HE'LL CUT YOU IN!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KRGV
WESLACO, TEXAS
Affiliated with Notional Broadcasting Co.
and the Lone Star Chain
REPRESENTED BY
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., INC.

★

SOON

1000
WATTS

5,000

WATTS

I
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TEXAS
County
Anderson
Andrews
Angelina
Aransas
Archer
Armstrong ...
Atascosa
Austin
Bailey
Bandera
Bastrop
Baylor
Bee
Bell
Bexar
Blanco
Borden
Bosque
Bowie
Brazoria
Brazos
Brewster
Briscoe
Brooks
Brown
Burleson
Burnet
Caldwell
Calhoun
Callahan
Cameron
Camp
Carson
Cass
Castro
Chambers
Cherokee
Childress
Clay
Cochran
Coke
Coleman
Collin
Collinsworth
Colorado
Comal
Comanche ...
Concho
Cooke
Coryell
Cottle
Crane
Crockett
Crosby
Culberson ...
Dallom
Dallas
Dawson
Deaf Smith .
Delta
Denton
De Witt
Dickens
Dimmit
Donley
Duval
Eastland
Ector
Edwards
Ellis
El Paso
Erath
Falls
Fannin
Fayette
Fisher
Floyd
Foard
Fort Bend . .
Franklin
Freestone
Frio
Gaines
Galveston ...
Garza
Gillespie
Glasscock

1949 Total
Families
10,300
400
10,400
800
1,600
600
3,900
4,200
1,900
1,100
5,800
1,800
3,800
19,500
124,000
1,000
400
3,500
19,600
12,900
10,300
2,100
1,000
1,400
10,400
4,000
2,500
4,900
1,600
2,600
25,200
2,400
1,500
7,500
800
2,000
9,600
3,800
2,600
1,400
700
4,600
13,700
2,500
4,400
3,500
4,200
1,200
7,000
5,600
2,400
500
500
3,200
600
2,400
169,700
6,000
4,000
2,700
10,800

RADIO
PerRadio
Cent
84.3
93.3
86.2
87.0
92.9
93.2
82.4
82.7
89.0
88.1
81.5
87.6
83.4
87.7
88.8
88.4
87.8
90.6
85.9
88.6
84.7
80.6
89.9
80.5
88.8
81.9
89.2
83.0
87.5
90.0
78.6
80.5
96.2
84.0
92.6
89.5
83.3
88.6
89.8
89.1
86.9
88.8
90.0
86.7
84.2
86.0
88.4
89.6
89.9
81.9
86.4
95.2
89.3
91.5
86.0
91.1
93.5

MARKET
Radio
Families
370
8,680
700
8,960
1,490
560
3,210
3,470
970
1,690
4,730
1,580
17,100
3,170
110,110
880
350
3,170
16,840
11,430
8,720
900
1,690
9.240
1,130
3,280
2,230
4,070
1,400
2,340
19,810
1,930
1,440
740
6,300
1,790
8,000
3,370
2,330
1,250
610
4,080
12,330
2,170
3,700
3,010
3,710
1,080
6,290
4,590
480
2,070
450
2,930
520

DATA

BY

COUNTIES

Retail Sales
928
17,957
17,807
1,828
3,493
1,304
6,325
7,675
3,627
1,544
8,020
13,026
5,41 1
35,916
402,750
2,458
6,43159
38,830
18,705
22,168
5,501
2,204
29,301
3,957
5,981
15,963
5,216
2,938
61,937
5,471
3,658
4,886
13,505
2,503
5,306
19,096
10,656
5,457
1,783
10,507
1,694
22,393
11,482
6,234
10,267
6,280
3,298
15,978

15 862
7,522
"" \j|Tr.
3,060 IvH/
151Employment
19,891
18 2,208
= 6,623
1' 7,561
5,099
6,022
1819 3 2,519
4,298
20 5,154
21 7 282
22 4 292
23 4,673
1
24 3,132
85,786
26 3,801
4 9,740
8,565
27 1,761
9,783
28 5,927

i
22
29= 13,275
4,223
10
1

158,670
2,190
5,230
87.2
92.1
3,680
89.6
2,420
91.0
4,242
23,216
81.7
6,500
16,938
90.1
2,400
5,310
2,1^0
1,800
1,470
81.9
9,830 93.1
6,130
1,800
1,680
83.8
4,961
2,833
10,178
3,600
3,020
7,000
19,291
88.1
12,650
13,800
43,654
6,170
91.7
500
450
1 2,440
89.7
87.6
14,200
25,825
88.4
1,304
156,156
48,900
43,230
86.7
10,342
4,500
82.3
3,900
13,984
7,200
89.9
5,930
9,000
8,090
16,173
81.8
6,700
13,040
89.2
5,480
2,800
2,500
91.0
4,766
2,730
3,000
89.8
7,179
1,400
1,260
82.7
8,100
19,830
88.8
2,909
6,700
3,657 .
1,510
1,700
82.5
2,833
76.6
4,300
3,550
1,900
1,460
89.1
8,169
1,870
2,100
92.3
30,740
112,595
33,300
8,588
92.4
1,850
286
2,000
84.4
4,452
200
2,110
2,500
190
7,434
94.1
D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Erriployment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
August
15,
1949
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2 3,574
2,547
"10 1,998
201,391
2,046
21 2,738

Mfg.Added
Value
1947 ($000)'

23,553;

22 1 ,348
23 2,01 1
24 1,
1 166

27735
39,142
43,268
20 1,490
28 2,158
3,140
6,346
2

68,931
D
8,719

55,745
4
20 221,4
30 66786
19
I 219835277

2013,595
1 ,984
2
22 263
31 2,627
2,595
486
13
22 3,277
24 175,534
28
1531
25 2,862
3
28
0 '6,266
12,620
20 713
8 10,071
21

2
5,619
862
204
13
22 1,210
16
35993
24 2,098
2131
85,181
173
2820375
28
'2,672

26
7
8 11,074
25 2,370
195,428
142,935
10 2-7,504
30

26 932
0 6,313
7
84,850*
37949
10109,500
2,481
li
26

28 6,010
T
20 4,697
3,672
2
40 3,227

28 2,616
30 1,917
7 41591
1,334
40 1,134
302

8
41 1,852
42 3,154

8
42 1,048

4230,191
4,128
3,920

43 1,862
746
44394
14,747
1,424
4

7,150
5,366
2,458
3,223
5,396
7,134
1,889
7,150
799,204
12,065

12 2,911
14 1,3
15 76316
0
Taxable1070Payrolls14,025
— 1st
fin
23,173
18 957

204
1
44 2,044
1,285
20
2,509
45-4
ifi ,934
7
34,442
22
14
Mfg. Value

Added,

238,995

35,175

7
20
20
1,059
16
45 2,775
7
17,288

73,580

14

Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
22
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

County
Goliad
Gonzales ....
Gray
Grayson
Gregg
Grimes
Guadalupe.. .Hale
Hall
Hamilton
Hansford
Hardeman . .
Hardin
Harris
Harrison
Hartley
Haskell
Hays
Hemphill
Henderson ...
Hidalgo
Hill
Hockley
Hood
Hopkins
Houston
Howard
Hudspeth
Hunt
Hutchinson ...
Irion
Jack
Jackson
Jasper
Jeff Davis ...
Jefferson
Jim Hogg
Jim Wells
Johnson
Jones
Karnes
Kaufman
Kendall
Kenedy
Kent
Kerr
Kimble
King
Kinney
Kleberg
Knox
Lamar
lamb
lampasas
la Salle
lavaca
lee
leon
Liberty
Limestone
Lipscomb
Live Oak
Llano
Loving
Lubbock
Lynn
McCulloch ...
McLennan
McMullen
Madison
Marion
Martin
Mason
Matagorda . .
Maverick
Medina
Menard
Midland
Milam
Mills
Mitchell
Montague
Montgomery
Moore
Morris
Motley
(footnotes on page 190)
BROADCASTING

1949 Total
Families
1,700
5,300
7,600
22,600
18,300
4,300
6,000
6,300
3,400
3,100
700
3,000
4,600
220,900
14,200
500
3,700
4,000
1,000
5,500
27,100
9,000
5,700
1,500
7,600
6,100
8,600
1,500
14,300
7,900
400
2,200
3,200
4,400
500
63,800
1,200
6,300
9,800
5,900
3,700
8,900
200
1,500
700
3,000
1,200
400
1,200
4,000
2,700
14,800
5,600
2,600
1,500
5,900
2 700
3,500
6,100
6,700
800
1,900
1,500
23,300
5,600
3,600
35,600
300
2,500
2,600
1,700
1,200
7,400
2,500
4,400
1,000
8,700
6,600
1,700
43,200
400
5,600
2,600
2,400
1,400
Telecasting

Per Cent
Radio
82.0
81.8
94.6
91.0
89.0
78.4
82.7
91.7
86.8
87.8
94.2
89.9
85.6
92.5
81.4
93.1
87.8
84.0
91.5
86.4
76.6
87.3
89.8
86.2
87.2
79.7
90.7
84.5
90.3
94.4
88.4
88.9
84.0
82.2
83.5
91.1
85.1
81.6
89.3
89.5
81.3
85.5
86.9
87.5
88.4
89.1
89.5
92.3
76.5
84.2
89.1
86.6
88.4
86.9
71 .3
82.2
81.8
81.7
84.9
84.2
94.5
87.2
86.3
92.3
92.0
91.8
87.5
88.6
84.1
82.0
77.9
90.2
90.2
82.4
73.9
86.1
89.6
88.4
83.4
88.3
86.3
88.5
84.1
97.0
83.9
89.0

Radio
Families
1,390
4,340
7,190
20,570
16,290
3,370
4,960
5,780
2,950
660
2,720
2,700
3,940
204,330
11,560
470
3,250
3,360
920

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
1
10
" « 17,926
2 8
7,61
6

10,792
3,282
28,029
58,406
72,094
11,526
8,439
20,12?

34
7
2
*S
802 762
9
« 7,562
1,348
224.736

8,259
7,525
3,431
7,585
859,844
8,393
28,552
540

0
20
« 4,893
IS
9
41

7,134
8,259
4,017
12,951
54,005
17,117
7,344
2,412
15,004
10,373
27,039

4,750
20,760
7,860
5,120
1,290
6,630
4,860
7,800
1,270
12,910
7,460
350

30,548
1,319
26,020
854

23
2-t30
61 3,254
62 252,0 778
3253 588
3,947

1,960

5,156

1

2,690
420
3,620
58,120

5,831
720
8,409
208,733

1,020
5,140
8,750
5,280
3,010
180
7,610
1,300
620
2,670
370
1,070
920
3,370
2,410
12,820
4,950
2,260
1,070
4,850
2,210
2,860
5,180
760
5,640
1,660
1,290
21,440
5,140
3,150
31,540
250
2,050
2,030
1,530
1,080
6,100
1,850
900
3,790
7,690
5,500
1,500
3 890
2,760
4,710
2,520
2,010
1,250

4,107
15,843
17,806
15,783
17,387
8,978
59
3,688
1,260
12,650
540
3,626
1,873
9,848
29,099
5,741
12,365
6,310
3,133
9,368
4,317
1 6,100
6,863
13,159
105
2,833
4,062
4,017
89,934
10,402
8,678
104,532
300
6,626
4,481
3,028
3,912
1 4,869
5,741
6,040
3,747
38,354
12,260
3,808
8 259
10 597
12,516
3,852
3,387
3,178

6013,701
3,568
17

'

26
"5,198
54,731
38
275
18
10
662,275
1,034
384S
1820
40
37
17
5,228
60 795
10
4
4422
46
42
9
8
60
14,392
17
35
60
22,162
17
14
2245
2 37504
10
55
i
22
23
1 640
40
0
20
7

1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value

Taxable
PayQtr.
1947rolls— 1st
($000)
1
7,377
10
2,821
2
/ 6
"
«

23,182

3420
724348 24
7
2
9
« 2,61 1
19
130,702
49 2,509025
9

385,549
7,977

9
. 17
«o 1,176
24
5,297
41
25 52 92
8
61 231,113
38
63 225
9
1,433
32

10,303

69,171

1
6^ 1,974
26

177,508

34,296
38 65 370
5
10829
18
40sn
43
18
7
38
2 20069
60
1740 366
22
37
10
4
44
42
9
56228
6 686
4717
35
9 970

32,621

60
14
oo
1 020
37
55
45
29224
/d 1
1623
46
9
(Continued on page 190)
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TEXAS
County
Nacogdoches
Navarro
Newton
Nolan
Nueces
Ochiltree
Oldham
Orange
Palo Pinto
Panola
_
Parker
Parmer
Pecos
_
Polk
Potter
Presidio
Rains
Randall
Reagan
Real
Red River
Reeves
Refugio
Roberts
Robertson
Rockwall
Runnels
Rusk
Sabine
San Augustine
San Jacinto
San Patricio
Son Saba
Schleicher „
Scurry
Shackelford
Shelby
Sherman
Smith
Somervell
Starr
Stephens
Sterling
Stonewall
Sutton
Swisher
Tarrant
Taylor
Terrell
Terry
Throckmorton
„
Titus
Tom Green
Travis
_
Trinity
Tyler
Upshur
Upton
Uvalde
Vol Verde
Van Zandt
Victoria
Walker
Waller
Ward
.Washington
Webb
Wharton
Wheeler
Wichita
Wilbarger
Willacy
Williamson
Wilson
Winkler
Wise
<
Wood
Yoakum
Young
Zapata
Zavala

1949 Total
Families
9,500
13,600
2,700
5,500
46,000
1,200
400
13,200
5,600
4,400
5,500
1,300
2,300
4,200
26,500
2,000
1,300
2,100
500
600
6,100
2,700
2,100
200
5,300
1,700
5,100
11,800
2,300
2,500
1,600
6,300
2,300
600
3,000
1,400
6,100
500
21,800
700
2,300
2,600
600
1,000
800
1,700
107,500
19,800
700
3,400
900
4,600
17,600
44,600
2,500
2,400
5,500
1,100
3,500
4,300
6,000
9,300
4,800
3,000
2,900
5,800
14,100
8,900
2,900
25,500
6,900
3,100
10,100
3,300
1,400
4,400
6,000
800
4,400
800
1,900

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
84.5
86.0
81.1
89.6
85.2
95.8
95.9
86.8
91.8
82.4
87.0
93.9
86.7
84.7
95.9
77.6
86.0
94.8
96.0
85.5
83.7
83.2
87.1
95.2
82.1
88.7
89.3
86.5
82.6
79.7
76.4
85.2
86.2
89.7
87.7
93.3
82.1
95.8
87.9
85.5
77.4
89.5
93.5
88.7
94.0
94.7
92.6
92.4
86.0
87.8
90.3
85.1
89.7
89.0
76.6
84.7
84.7
92.6
80.6
77.0
89.4
89.0
83.6
81.6
89.5
73.6
78.2
85.0
90.1
91.9
90.4
79.0
86.0
82.2
90.6
88.5
91.0
86.5
90.1
76.2
69.4

MARKET
Radio
Families
1 8,030
1 ,700
2,190
4,930
39,190
380
1,150
1 1,460
5,140
3,630
4,790
1 ,220
1,990
253,560
410
1,550
480
1,120
510
1,990
5,110
2,250
1,830
190
4,350
1,510
10.210
4,550
1,900
1,990
1,220
5,370
1,980
540
2,630
480
1,310
5,010
19,160
600
1,780
560
2,330
890
750
99,550
1,610
18,300
600
810
2,990
15,790
3,910
39,690
1,920
2,030
4,660
1,020
2,820
5,360
3,310
8,280
4,010
2,450
2,600
10,380
4,540
7,570
23,430
2,610
2,450
6,240
8,690
2,710
1,270
730
3,890
5,190
3,960
610
1,320

DATA

BY COUNTIES
Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
1 8,346

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
1 3,466

25,91 5
3,357
16,173
1 24,254
1 1d
5,396

5,107
43
47
30,021
30

119,757
,4Q 1
1 1 ,400011
O TIIQ
y,/oiJ
3,866
7,704
109,092
9,983

58 6,663
5,347
B4
12 19,148

5,785
825
1,110
4,107
10,476
1,589
10,147
8,724
1,214
9,368
12,876
2,803
27,789
3,297
4,347
21,344
1,589
5,260
7,525
1,544
11,002
3,762
1,679
68,095
1,065
3,282
10,282
1,454
3,866
1,589
4,961
430,999
59,197
2,368
8,694
10,328
1,844
60,028
152,330
6,026
4,871
6,130
8,978
9,936
10,972
12,215
23,712
9,713
10,461
5,350
11,932
39,802
23,412
103,849
9,113
17,327
23,786
6,220
•17,686
5,890
8,214
7,675
10,477
2,263
330

(Continued from page 189)
" 8,207
1947Added
($000)
Taxable
PayMfg.
Value
rolls
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)
2,132
14,866

41,599

26
69 591
68 1,840
12 13,399
0 290

16,598

69 1,852
26
30 .
20
26
40
29
8
1
129i
33
35
131167
57
22
65
2,704
5
67
94868
41
11,958
39408
32
55
8» 2,755
30
■90,301
175
26
20
25,702
8,191
11
26
40
49
5860581
3
840
4
3
31
7,362
20
19,289
27
34
8
3,658
59
00
53
37302

26
12
3540
2957
5718
9
4
3326
11
67
4168
22
66
1,105
4339
6
9
131
5,795
32
48
60 1,060
30
6
48,981
26
17
29
11,183
3,683
68
11
26
40
40
49
581
3
8
4
3
31
2,502
6020
9,798
3734
1,404
8
54
69
108
27

146,501

11,793

55 ' *

21,648

^ Includes Aransas, Bee, Calhoun, Goliad, Jackson, Refugio & Victoria.
31 Includes Childress, 3,537
Collingsworth & Wheeler.
3^ Includes Coke, Irion & Sterling.
^ Includes Armstrong, Briscoe, Carson, Donley, Gray & Hall.
^3 Includes Collin & Rockwall.
6053
^ Includes Austin, Colorado, Waller & Wharton.
* Includes Brazos, Burleson, Fayette, Lee, Milam, Robertson & Washington.
2* Includes Comal, Guadalupe & Wilson.
'> Includes Callahan, Jones, Shackelford & Taylor.
35 Includes Concho, McCulloch & Runnels.
™ Includes Culberson & Hudspeth.
" Includes Cooke & Grayson.
Dickens,Reeves,
Floyd,Word
Garza,& Winkler.
Hale, King & Motley.
Includes Dimmit,
8" Includes
Includes Cottle,
Crone, Crosby,
Ector, Loving,
=83" Includes
Duval, JimLoSalle,
Wells Maverick
& Kleberg,& Zavala.
9 Includes
Dallam,
Hansford, Hartley, Hemphill, Hutchinson, Lipscomb, Moore, Ochil tree, 89 Includes Eastland & Stephens.
Roberts
& Sherman.
*" Includes Edwards, Kinney, Real, Uvalde & Vol Verde.
1° Includes DeWitt, Gonzales, Karnes & Lavaca,
Includes Falls
Erath,& Hood
& Somervell.
- *^ Includes
Limestone.
n Includes Gregg, Rusk & Upshur.
■■8 Includes Fisher, Nolan & Scurry.
12 Includes Potter & Randall.
*^ Includes Freestone & Leon.
1^ Includes Anderson & Cherokee.
*^ Includes Glasscock & Midland,
1^ Includes Andrews, Dawson, Gaines & Martin.
I'' Includes Archer & Clay.
^ Includes Grimes, Liberty & Montgomery.
1' Includes Atascosa, Frio & Medina.
^" Includes Harrison, Marion & Panola.
*8*9 Includes
& Stonewall.
1' Includes Bailey, Cochran, Hockley, Lamb, Lynn & Terry.
Includes Haskell,
HendersonKent& Van
Zandt.
" Includes Bandera, Kendall & Kerr.
™f'l Includes
Includes Jack
Houston,
Madison
& Walker,
1° Includes Bastrop, Caldwell & Hoys.
&
Palo
Pinto.
^' Includes Baylor, Foard, Hardeman, Knox & Wilbarger.
62 Includes Jasper & Newton,
21 Includes Bell & Coryell.
68 Includes Jim Hogg & Zapata.
'2 Includes Blanco, Burnet, Gillespie, Lampasas, Llano, Mason, Mills & San Saba.
6* Includes Johnson, Parker & Wise.
''^
Includes
Borden,
Howard
&
Mitchell.
6668 Includes
Schleicher & Sutton.
2< Includes Bosque & Hill.
Includes Kimble,
Live Oak Menard,
& McMullen.
Includes Brewster,
Delta & Hopkins.
^^' Includes
Crockett, Jeff Davis, Pecos, Presidio, Reagan, Terrell & Upton.
6"
Includes
Nacogdoches,
Sabine,
& Shelby.
Includes Brooks, Kenedy & Willacy.
6869 Includes
Polk, San
Jacinto, TrinitySan & Augustine
Tyler.
Includes Rains
& Wood.
^ Includes Brown, Coleman & Comanche.
89 Includes Throckmorton & Young.
Includes Camp, Franklin, Morris, Red River A Titus.
^" Includes Castro, Deaf Smith, Oldham, Parmer & Swisher.
Sources: Radio Fomilies, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Pa /rolls,
unlicensed.
Fede al Security Administration. Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction
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UTAH

'646

'48
'49
'49
'49

MARKET INDICATORS FOR UTAH
19%
YR.
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
550,000
Population
0.42%
655,000
0.45%
Increase over 1940
95.9%
% of U.S
98.5%
166,700
BMB Families
175,200
Percent Radio
159,800
172,500
Radio Families

County
Beaver
Box Elder .
Cache
Carbon
Daggett
Davis
Duchesne ....
Emery
Garfield
Grand
Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgan
Piute
Rich
Salt Lake ....
San Juan ....
Sanpete
Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber

UTAH
1949 Total
Families
1,300
4,800
7,800
100
6,000
6,200
1,800
1,400
700
500
2,300
1,700
500
4,000
700
900
500
74,000
600

RADIO
Per Cent
Radio
96.6
98.8
99.0
96.9
87.5
99.2
96.2
97.9

YR.

MARKE
Radio
Families
1,260
4,740
7,72090
5,810
6,150
1,730
470
670
1,370

CLASSIFICATIONS
Business Concerns
Non-Agricultural Employment .
Manufacturing Employment . . .
Income
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture . .
DATA

FIGURES
192%
152%
10,461
113,334
20,000
$ 773,000,000

■ 8,332
1,646
3,975
2,063
11,443
1,413
5,006
1,546
1,463
6,587
548
321,955
1,149
1,365

FIGURES

YR.

112,000
7,965
11,000
265,000,000
480

$

1,208
$ C 52,200,000
"t ^ fieri
$ 617,251,000
$ 129,000,000

BY COUNTIES
Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
Employment
1st
Qtr.376 1947
13,553
3,377
26,571
22,113
183

YR.

18,200,000
516,666,000
43,000,000
roll:
Qtr.
1947— 1st
($000)

1947 Value
($000)
Mfg.
Added

145
1,306
714
150
584
9583
3,594
154

1,358
2,9257
4,809
394
1,563
165
285
1,353
174
541
200
1,002
438

6,902
4,440

95.7
94.7
59
464
98.1
165
184
2,260
123
490
98.1
98.0
1,670
98.2
680
97.4
3,930
490
880
97.4
17
97.5
36
12
335
98.8
5214
73,110
57,827
91.7
550
48
63,949
306
88352
36,677
986
3,650
98.7
98.3
841
309
3,700
305
2,500
576
2,460
2,000
95.1
9,696
2,100
98.1
24
8,017
5,057
3,700
662
3,630
96.4
6,820
2,100
11,236
19,460
98.8
19,700
2,020
54,986
1,591
30,632
674
5,672
1,480
1,500
95.4
98.4
290
708
6,143
1,900
4,142
390
97.4
400
415
1,810
14,943
387
98.7
83,084
22,010
22,300
11,811
5,672
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration. Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
Families, Retail
6,111
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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«*•
*«*
96.6% radio.
KDYL. 5kw,
VERNAL, Uintah, 1,100 fam
SPOT RATE FINDER
1 Hr
IM CBS,
5M Radio
15M Sales 150.00
SB I320kc,
IM NBC,
5M Blair,
ISM BMB,
30MHooper
IHR KSL, 50kw, Il60kc,
40.00
BRIGHAM CITY, Box Elder, 1,700 fam., D
65.00
100.00
1,060 radio I340kc,
fam. W. S. Grant
25.00 50.00 80.00
18.50 18.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 110.00 D
30M 300.00 KJAM, SB250w, IM
98.7% radio, 1,480 radio fam.
N 36.00 36.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 220.00 N 50.00 25.00
200.00
5M4.50 15M 30M 1 Hr
130.00
KBUH, SB250W-D, IMSOOkc,5M Gillham
SB
21.00
D
3.50
7.50 18.00 30.00
KNAK.
Ikw-D,
SOOw-N,
I280kc,
W.
S.
Grant
Hollingbery, Hooper
ISM BOM IHR
5kw. 57kc,
ABC,
SB
IM
SM
ISM 30M IHR KUTA.
87.50
N
3.50
4.50 7.50 18.00 30.00
8.25
11.00
35.00
D
8.50
D
2.05 5.75 9.50 13.75 21.50 D
12.75
8.00
12.00
20.00
32.00
48.00
80.00
13.00
57.50
17.50 30.00
CEDAR CITY. Iron, 1,900 fam., 97.9% radio, N
12.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 N
52.50
1,860 radio fam.
KSUB, 250w, I340kc. CBS
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
N
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
LOGAN, Cache, 4,400 fam., 98.5% radio,
4,330 radio fam.
KVNU,
Ikw, ilOkc,
MBS, 13.50
Avery-Knodel
D
4.50
5.00 8.00
21.50 32.50
See page 3 for key to map.
N
5.00 i.OO 9.50 14.50 23.00 40.00
OGDEN, Weber, 17,300 fam., 98.4% radio,
17,020 radio fam.
2D AM 4.45
non-affiliates,
average17.35one-time
5.77 9.46
32.50 rate
52.50
KLO.
5kw, I430kc,
D
8.45 MBS,
13.00 Avery-Knodel
2&.00 39.00 65.00
N
13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Ikw-D, 6.15730kc,10.10Friedenberg
DKOPP. 4.70
18.04 33.60 56.00
KVOG, 250w, I490kc
D
4.20 5.39 8.82 16.66 29.40 49.00
N
4.90 6.16 10.08 19.04 34.00 56.00
PRICE, Carbon, 2,300 fam., 96.2% radio,
2,210 radio fam.
KOAL,
250w, 3.75
I230kc,6.00MBS, 12.00
Avery-Knodel
D
3.00
18.00 30.00
N 3.00 3.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
PROVO,
Utah,
7,600
fam,
98.6%
radio,
7,490
radio fam.
KCSU, 250w, I490kc, Biddick
D
2.00 2.50 4.60 9.20 13.80 23.00
N 3.00 3.60 7.20 14.50 21.50 36.00
KOVO,
D
3.31\kw. 960kc,
3.31 MBS,
5.52 Avery-Knodel
11.04 17.66 27.60
N
5.00 5.00 7.60 14.80 23.20 40.00
RICHFIELD. Sevier, 1,300 fam., 97.8% radio,
1,270 radio fam.
KSVC,
l-kw-D,3.90960kc,6.00MBS, 12.00
Avery-Knodel
D
3.90
18.00 30.00
SALT LAKE CITY. Salt Lake, 54,000 fam.,
98.7% radio, 53,300 radio fam.
4D AM 15.12
affiliates
rates 99.38
15.06average
23.08 one-time
41.50 85.00
N
28.50 28.63 43.10 76.22 118.62 188.12

bonus when
comes tothat's
summer
radios,
you itknow,
all
time buying — when he heard a
KDYL mid-morning program
advertising just what he wanted
at a better price. Result: That
program sp)onsor picked up a
new and substantial customer
— a bonus customer!
In Salt Lake City, KDYL
and KDYL-TV provide plenty
of bonuses when it comes to
describing and sljowing your

KALL,
Ikw, 9l0kc,
D
8.50
8.50 MBS,
17.50 Avery-Knodel
30.00 50.00 80.00
N
15.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 125.00

'Abbreviated from one of the many
products.
KDYL success stories satisfied clients

The case of the

Seems the man was starting
down town in his car with a
customer!"^
certain
purchase
in mind. Had
bonus
his
radio
turned
on — youin can't
measure the listening
car

give us.

Salt Lake City, Utah
National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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4.1%
MARKET

FOR
0.25%
T('TPTTRTi'<S

VERMONT

2 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D
5.87 7.00 13.50
N
11.25 11.25 17.50

one-time rates
15M 30M
1 Hr
30.00 45.00 75.00
35.00 52.50 87.50

'47

'47
'17

97,550

Radio Families

88,600

'47
82,900

Business Concerns

'39 5

659

Manufacturing Establishments .

7,156
830

Non-Agricultural Employment .
Manufacturing Employment . . .

132%
75,974

'IS

6,957
77,000
20,000
Xo t ,vuU,UvU

30,000
ono
onn

%
Increase over 1940
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
Non-Residential
ivetaii oaies
See page 3 for key to map.

VERMONT

RADIO

Value Added by Manufacture

MARKET

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Radio
Families
County
Families
93.6
Addison
4,700
96.7
Bennington
4,400
7,100
Caledonia
95.4
7,300
97.6
6,870
Chittenden .
14,900
14,540
6,960
Essex
1,600
93.7
1,500
Franklin
96.0
7,800
7,490
Grand Isle
95.3
950
1,000
94.6
2 900
Lamoille
2,740
92.7
Orange
5,500
Orleans
5,100
95.4
95.7
5,500
Rutland
1 5,250
1 ,770
12,300
10,540
Washington
11,000
95.8
95.6
Windham ....
11,120
8,320
1 8,700
1 ,600
Windsor
95.9
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB. Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
VIRGINIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
BLACKSTONE, Nottoway, 1,200 fam 83.8% CULPEPER, Culpeper (No city data available)
WCVA, 250w, 1490kc
radio, 1,010 radio fam.
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
WKIV, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.25 4.00 10.00 22.50 27.50 35.00
D 2.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 N 3.25 4.00 10.00 22.50 27.50 35.00
N 2.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 DANVILLE, Pittsylvania, 10,700 fam., 86.0%
radio, 9,200 radio fam.
BRISTOL, Washington, 3,700 fam., 87.87o
radio, 3370 radio fam.
2
AM
affiliates, average 1-time rate
WCYB,
lOkw-D,
D 11.25
11.25690l<c,
17.25BMB33.25 53.00 92.50 D 5.75 6.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
N bery9.25 10.00 16.25 32.00 50.00 87.50
WFHG,
O'Connor
D
1.85Ikw-D,3.05860kc,7.60MBS,1 2.00
1 8.00 36.00
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Albemarle, 7,400 fam., WBTM, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1330kc, ABC, Holling89.6% radio, 6,630 radio fam.
D 6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 lOO.Oa
WCHV,
BMB 250w, 1240kc, ABC, McGillvra, Conlan- NWBTM-FM,
Ch. 250, 97.9mc, 32kw
D 4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 Bonus
N 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 WDVA, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1250kc, MBS, McConlan
COVINGTON, Alleghany, 1,900 fam., 94.1% D 5.50 Gillvra,
5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
radio, 1,790 radio fam.
N
7.50
7.50
12.50 24.00 40.00 75.00
WKEY, 250w, 1340kc, ABC
D 3.00 5.00 7.00 15.00 20.00 30.00
N 5.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 45.00
CREWE, Nottoway, 900 fan 91.8% radio.
830 radio fam.
WSVS,
D 4.50Ikw-D.6.00650kc,
12.75Conlan
24.00 37.50 69.00
WSVS-FM, Ch. 284, 104.7mc, 14kw
Bonus-D
N 4.50 6.00 12.75 24.00 37.50 69.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.
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95.7%
101,900

Percent Radio

WCAX, 5kw, 620kc, CBS, Weed
D i.75 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WJOY. 5.00
250w, 5.00
I230kc,12.00
ABC, 30.00
Rambeau,
D
45.00Conlan
50.00
N 7.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 75.00
MONTPELIER, Washington, 2,400 fam., 94.9%
radio, 2,330 radio fam.
WSKI.
Carter 250w, ]240kc, W. S. Grant, KettellD 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
RUTLAND, Rutland, 5,000 fam., 98.3% radio,
4,920 radio fam.
WSYB,
Ikw, 1380kc,
AAi^S, 12.00
A^cG;llv-M
D
2.00
3.00 6.00
18.00BaP"ai
30.00
N
4.00 5.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
WHWB,
Ikw-D,
lOOOkc
34.50
D
4.50 5.60 6.90 13.80 20.70 99.5%
ST. ALBANS, Franklin, 2,500 fam.,
radio, 2,490 radio fam.
"VWS.i,
Bannan 60.00
D Ikw-D 6.00 1421I"12.00 Walker,
24.00 36.00
WATERBURY, Washington, 1,300 fam., 95.9%
radio, 1,250 radio fam.
WDEV,
Ikw, 550kc,
MBS, Walker,
Bannan60.00
D
6.00
6.00 12.00
24.00 36.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

YR.

0.27%
rTTTP
lljr ITRTTC!
U IvxliO
OCA AAA
oDy,ouo
'17 93.6%

X £v.

o <4,UUU

Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families

SPOT RATE FINDER
BUS'-INGTON,
Chittenden,
radio, 9,100 radio
fam. 9,200 fam., 98.?%

VERMONT

INDICATORS

DATA

t
>

47

1x,xoo
1 8^1

1 cr l?AA AAA
9 15,bU0,U00
$ 4,900,000
$ 3,400,000
* ^±1 R'^R nnrt

6,600,000
2,300,000
1,800,000
qoQ 1 aa nnn
O^O, Al7D,vUU

$ 150,000,000

50,000,000

BY COUNTIES

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948
13,141
20,975
25,085
61 ,467
2,646
22,591
1,683
12,087
6,985
18,691
47,976
41,904
31,796
37,629
Security Administration.

Employment
1st Otr. 1947
1,801
12,910
5,847
4,311
1,858
3,860
167
1,469
1,705
10,168
2,664
7,055
9,112
10,587
Mfg. Value Added,

FARMVILLE, Prince Edward, 1,100 fam., 87.8%
radio, 970 radio fam.
WFLO, Ikw-D, 870kc, Clark
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 6.00 14.00 24.00 30.00 50.00

Taxable
Pay1947— 1st
(5000)
rolls
Qtr,

Added
Mfg. Value
1947 ($000)

772
2,871
2,037
991
6,449
1,726
896
656
69
1,112
5,099
4,735
3,405
Dept. of Commerce.
6,227

11,719
23,708

13,743
14,801
16,887
26,662
Families, Retail

FREDERICKSBURG, Spotsylvania, 3,200 fam.,
96.5% radio, 3,090 radio fam.
WrVA, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Burn-Smith, Conlan
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00
4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00

See page 3 for key to map
Alexandria

Hampton

Portsmouth
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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FRONT ROYAl, Warren, 2,300 fam., 90.1%
radio, 2,070 radio fam.
WFTR, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
N 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
GALAX, Carroll, 1,200 fam., 91.8% radio,
1,100 radio fam.
WBOB, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D 4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
N 4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
HAMPTON, Elizabeth City, 2,100 fam., 90.9%
radio, 1,910 radio fam.
WVEC,
D 3.00250w-D,
4.00 1050kc
6.00 11.00 18.00 30.00
HARRISONBURG, Rockingham, 2,800 fam.,
93.5% radio, 2,620 radio fom.
WSVA. lOOOw-D, 550kc, NBC, BMB
0 5.50 5.50
16.00 24.00 48.00
WSVA-FM,
Ch. 264, 100.7mc, 6kw
Bonus
HOPEWELL, Prince George (no city figures
available)
WHAP, 250w, 1340kc
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
LEXINGTON, Rockingham (no data on city)
WREL, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D 2.25 3.25 7.25 14.40 24.00 40.00
N 2.40 4.00 8.50 16.20 27.00 45.00
LYNCHBURG, Campbell, 13,800 fom., 89.7%
radio, 12,380 radio fam.
2D AM 6.75
affiliates,
1-time 36.00
rate 60.00
7.75 average
11.00 24.00
N 8.75 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WLVA, Ikv/, 590kc, ABC, Hollingbery, BMB
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WLVA-FM,
Ch. 248, 97.5mc, 3.7kw, Hollingbery
Bonus
WWOD, Ikv/, 1390kc, MBS, Walker
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WWOD-FM,
Ch. 300, 107 .9mc, 250w, Walker
Bonus
MARION, Smyth (no data on city)
WMEV,
D 5.00Ikw-D,6.00 lOlOkc
12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
MARTINSVILLE, Henry, 4,500 tam., 86.4%
radio, 3,890 radio fam.
DWMVA,3.00250 w,4.001450kc,
8.00 NBC16.00 24.00 40.00
N 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

Mr.

NEWPORT NEWS, Warwick, 14,000 fam.,
89.1% radio, 12,470 radio fam.
WGH, 5kw, 1310kc, ABC, Free & Peters
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WGH-FM,
Ch. 243, 96.5mc, 38kw, Free & Peters
Bonus
WHYU,
D 5.00Ikw-D,
9.00 1270kc,
12.00 Friedenberg,
26.00 40.00 Conlan
65.00
NORFOLK, Norfolk, 57,600 fom., 91.3% radio,
52,590 radio fam.
3D AM 5.00
non-affiliates,
average
8.33 12.00
22.33 1-time
34.00rate58.88
N 9.33 12.00 19.00 38.00 58.00 98.88
WCAV,
D 7.50Ikw-D,
10.00 860kc,
14.00 Burn-Smith
28.00 42.00 70.00
N 12.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WLOW, Ikw, 1410kc, Forjoe
D 4.00 4.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WLOW-FM,
Ch. 255, 98.9mc, 500w, Forjoe
Bonus
WNOR,
250w,
D 3.50 5.001230kc,
7.00 Conlan
15.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
WTAR, 5kw, 790kc, NBC, Petry, BMB
D 11.25 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 22.50 30.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WTAR-FM, Ch. 247, 97.3mc, 50kw, Petry
Bonus
NORTON, Wise, 1,100 fam., 88.0% radio,
970 radio fam.
DWNVA,3.50 250w,5.001450kc,
10.00 MBS,20.00BMB 35.00 60.00
N 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
PETERSBURG, Dinwiddle, 10,500 fam., 85.0%
radio, 8,930 radio fam.
WSSV,
D 4.20250w,7.001240kc,
12.00 MBS,20.00Burn-Smith
45.00 75.00
N 4.20 7.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00
PORTSMOUTH, Norfolk, 24,400 fam., 89.7%
radio, 21,890 radio fam.
WSAP,
D 450 250w,7.501490kc,
12.00 MBS,
24.00 Ra-Tel,
36.00 Hooper
60 00
N 7.00 11.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WSAP-FM,
Ch. 259, 99.7mc, lOOkw, Ra-Tel
Bonus
PULASKI, Pulaski, 3,000 fam., 89.6% radio,
2,690 radio fam.
WPUV, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D 2.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 2.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
RICHMOND, Henrico, 70,700 fam., 93.2%
radio, 65,890 radio fam.
4D AM13.75
affiliates,
17.50 average
24.50 1-time
49.00 rate
72.25 116.50
N 26.25 35.25 45.00 90.00 132.50 212.50
WLEE, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Forjoe, Hooper
D 650 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 16.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WLEE-FM,
Ch. 275, 102.9mc, Ikw, Forjoe
Bonus
WMBG,
5kw,
Conlan100.00
D 18.00 18.001380kc,
25.00NBC,50.00Blair,70.00
N 36.00 36.00 50.00 100.00 140.00 200.00
WCOD (FM), Ch. 251, 98.1mc, 47kw, Blair
Bonos

Hooper PERIOD:
Proves
Winter 1948
TIME
8:00 AM — 12:00 N
Mon. thru Fri.
12:00 N — 6:00 PM
Mon. thru Fri.
6:00 PM
8:00 PM
Sun.
thru— Sat.
8:00
PM
—
10:00
Sun. thru Sat. PM
6:00 PM
Sun.
thru— 10:00
Sat. PM

MARKET

INDICATORS 13.1%
FOR VIRGINIA
2.01%
YR.
2.07%
89.5%
81.4%
Population
2,678,000
3,029,000
Increase over 1940
% ofFamilies
U.S
724,000
BMB
770,300
CT Ofk AAA
689,070
Radio Families
589,000
165%
Business Concerns
41,211
31,273
Manufacturing Establishments
Non-Agricultural Employment
1132,000
O fk AAA
515,000
136%
3,643
554,251
Manufacturing Employment
191, OOO
2,494
Income
450
1,127,000,000
$2,992,000,000
Increase over 1940
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
$
1.064
86,900,000
Construction (Private)
i?<t 90fl noo
5^ qOfl 000
$<!: 242,300,000
Non-Residential
16,000,000
$ 487,500,000
Retail Sales
1,921,520,000
376,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture
$2,075,573,000
$1,052,000,000

YR.

WRNL, 5kw, 910kc, ABC, Petry, Hooper, BMB
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.00 14.00 19.00 38.00 57.00 96.00
N 14.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WRNL-FM,
Ch. 271, 102.1mc, 50kw
Bonus

WHLF, SB250w, IM1400kc 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.68 3.57 7.14 14.28 21.42 35.70
N 2.68 3.57 7.14 14.28 21.42 35.70

WRVA,
Hoooer 50kw, 1140kc, CBS, Radio Sales,
D 22 50 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 55.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
WRVB
Sales (FM), Ch. 233, 94.5mc, 25.5kw, Radio
Bonus
WRVC
Radio(FM)
Sales(Norfolk), Ch. 273, 102.5mc, 7kw,
Bonus (both stations bonus with WRVA)
WXGI.
950kc, Burn-Smith
D 5.00Ikw-D.8.00
23.00 34.50 57.50
WTVR-TV, Ch. 6, 6.4kw-aur, 12.16kw-vis, NBC,
D Blair
25.00 30.00 45.00 75,00 105.00 150.00
N 50.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 160.00 220.00
ROANOKE, Roanoke, 25,900 fam., 93.8%
radio, 24,290 radio fam.

STAUNTON,
radio, 4,580 Augusta,
radio fam. 4,900 fam., 93.4%WTON,
250w,
D 2,52 3.151400kc,
6.30 ABC12.60 18.90 31.50
N 3,60 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00

3D AM 6.17affiliates,
1-time43.00
rate 66.33
7.75 average
13.17 26.33
N 9.17 11.33 21.67 43.33 65.00 108.33
WDBJ,
960kc, 15.00
CBS, 30.00
Free & 45.00
Peters 75,00
D 7.505kw, 9.50
N 11.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WDBJ-FM,
Peters Ch. 235, 94.9mc, 41 kw. Free &
Bonus
WROV-FM,
MBS, Burn-Smith
D 4.25 250w,
5 25 1240kc,
10.50 21.00
32.00 54.00
N 6,50 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WROV-FM,
Ch. 279, 103.7mc, Ikw
Bonus
WSLS,
Ikw,
ABC, Weed
D 7.75 610kc,
8.50 14.00
28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WSLS-FM, Ch. 256, 99.1mc, 4.7kw
Bonus
SOUTH BOSTON, Halifax, 1,600 fam., 83.2%
radio, 1,330 radio fam.

SUFFOLK, Nansemond, 3,800 fam., 88.0%
radio, 3,340 radio fam.
WLPM,
& Ayer50.00
D 4.00250w,6,001450kc,8.00ABC,12.50Sears25.00
N 4.00 6 00 8.00 12,50 25.00 50.00
WLPM-FM, Chan. 299, 107.7mc, 3kw
(No rates available)
WAYNESBORO, Augusta,
radio, 2,710 radio fam.
WAYB,
Thompson250w, 1490kc,
D 1 60 2.25 4.00
N 2.00 3.00 5.00

3,000 fam., 90.2%
MBS, Lorenzen &
8.00 12.50 25.00
10.00 15.00 30.00

WINCHESTER, Frederick, 4,400 fam., 94.7%
radio, 4,170 radio fam.
WINC,
BMB, 22.50
Conlan 30.00
D 3,50250w,3501400kc,
10,00ABC,17.00
N 3.50 3.50 10.00 17.00 22.50 30.00
WRFL (FM), Ch. 223, 92.5mc, 14kw
D 3.50 3.50 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
N 3.50 3.50 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
for the facts on WMBG
JOHN
YOUR
Ic. COMPANY

INDEX
HOOPER STATION LISTENING
WBTM
is Danville's
First
CITY: Danville,
Va.
City Zone
Share Of Audience
STATION
STATION
STATION
WBTM
OTHERS
D
B
C
42.5
0.3
10.0
3.3
43.9
17.7
29.0
8.5
1.1
7.0
45.2
3.2
3.7
46.0
38.6
34.5
8.6
5.6
44.8
4.8
45.4
36.3
6.2
7.3

JOHN
BLAIR
MAN!

Station!

Danville, Virginia is one of the best test markets in the South Atlantic States. Home of the world's Best
Tobacco Market and the World's Biggest Textile Mill, (Danville's diversified industry makes it an outstanding
distribution center). 1948 per capita retail sales is 43% above the national average. Total retail sales in
1948 surpassed 48 million.
R. SANFORD GUYER
6.5 •
WBTM
WBTM-FM
General Manager
Established 1947
Established 1930
1330 kc
98 on your FM dial
Ask George Hollinbery & Co., or any ABC salesman
5,000 watts (d)
1,000 (n)
32,000 watts
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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VIRGINIA

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
County
Families Radio
Families
Accomack
8,200
88.4
7,250
Albermarle
10,700
87.3
9,340
Alleghany
6,200
92.2
5,720
Amelia
1,800
78.9
1,420
Amherst
4,300
85.7
3,690
Appomattox
1,900
84.4
1,600
Arlington
59,900
97.3
58,280
Augusta
15,500
91.0
14,110
Bath
1,600
90.4
1,450
Bedford
5,900
84.0
4,960
Bland
1,400
87.5
1,230
Botetourt
3,500
89.1
3,120
Brunswick
3,900
81.6
3,180
Buchanan
6,600
85.0
5,610
Buckingham
2,700
79.9
2,160
Campbell
17,200
88.2
15,170
Caroline
2,800
83.9
2,350
Carroll
5,600
83.7
4,690
Charles City
1,000
81.1
810
Charlotte
3,000
79.5
2,390
Chesterfield
9,100
92.8
8,440
Clarke
1,700
90.3
1,540
Craig
800
89.7
720
Colpeper
3,400
86.7
2,950
Cumberland
1,700
79.5
1,350
Dickenson
4,100
86.2
3,530
Dinwiddle
12,300
84.0
10,330
Elizabeth City
16,700
93.8
15,660
Essex
1,500
82.4
1,240
Fairfax
16,800
94.7
15,910
Fauquier
4,600
79.0
3,630
Floyd
2,500
83.3
2,080
Fluvanna
1,600
77.4
1,240
Franklin
5,200
83.8
4,360
Frederick
7,600
92.3
7,010
Giles
3,600
90.1
3,240
Gloucester
2,700
85.7
2,310
Goochland
1,900
81.4
1,550
Grayson
4,600
86.2
3,970
Greene
1,200
77.4
930
Greensville
3,500
82.3
2,880
Halifax
8,400
80.2
6,740
Hanover
3,900
84.7
3,300
Henrico
78,000
93.7
73,090
Henry
9,800
87.6
8,580
Highland
900
89.0
800
Isle of Wight
3,300
82.5
2,720
James City
3,000
89.7
2,690
King and Queen
1,600
80.1
1,280
King George
1,800
82.9
1,490
King William
1,800
84.9
1,530
Lancaster
2,000
85.7
1,710
Lee
8,100
85.0
6,890
Loudoun
4,700
90.1
4,230
Louisa
3,200
82.6
2,640
Lunenburg
3,200
82.6
2,640
Madison
;
1,800
82.6
1,490
Mathews
1,600
86.4
1,380
Mecklenburg
7,000
83.1
5,820
Middlesex
1,500
83.2
1,250
Montgomery
8,600
90.6
7,790
Nansemond
9,200
85.3
7,850
Nelson
3,100
84.1
2,610
New Kent
800
82.4
660
Norfolk
103,200
90.8
93,710
Northampton
4,700
87.9
4,130
Northumberland
2,400
86.2
2,070
Nottoway
3,600
85.0
3,060
Orange
3,100
87.0
2,700
Page
3,500
88.1
3,080
Patrick
3,600
80.8
2,910
Pittsylvania
20,800
86.0
17,890
Powhatan
1,300
81.2
1,060
Prince Edward
3,500
82.0
2,870
Prince George
5,600
90.6
5,070
Prince William
4,800
88.7
4,260
Princess Anne
6,900
90.4
6,240
Pulaski
6,300
89.1
5,610
D — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
1 Included Charles City and New Kent.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federa
Soles, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

The ECONOMY
NORFOLK

BY COUNTIES
Taxable
Pay1947Added
($ooo;
Mfg.
Value
rolls
Qtr.
194/— 1st
($000)
Retail Sales
1 Employment
St utr. 1 74/
1 1 ,058
47,645
1,074
183
3,037
24,763
3,886
23,593
464
88
8,919
6,176
3,168
2,036
70
177
22,905
4,734
12,812
580
1153
4,145
950
114,778
13,436
44,763
632
1530
365
975
33,779
6,828
1,159
260
2,380
2,481
227
8,922
459
4,474
1,526
597
346
6,725
717
221
2,492
11,258
8,692
2,639
3,599
15,999
24,231
69,034
167
1,193
330
12,761
1,108
4,059
210
711
55
2,772
559
5,178
3,284
7,918
524
1,085
204
4,215
130
1,105
256
521
1,416
8,433
1,779
836
49,533
11,774
2,380
1,454
4,912
31
5,464
28,449
115
4,546
1,821
949
104
11,660
12,277
2,126
3,343
492
654
1,836
709
1,581
2,883
509
24,754
122
82
1,699
6,253
736
279
2,784
6,361
5,951
3,041
4,404
4,691
1,405
703
17
391
2,780
8,605
663
1,119
12,789
7,071
450
1,771
15,102
1,406
102,614
1,552
392,802
3,789
7,171
55,814
27,144
162
27
109
11,679
47,187
764
817
725
5,441
5,852
466
1,770
8,045
300
1,005
1,680
587
1,304
392
549
1,425
4,561
1,111
4,331
10,743
308
2,998
181
9,537
1,863
323
1,105
407
4,374
58
1,276
480
1,138
4,963
1,863
931
219
2,898
128
424
12,478
2,832
2,697
15,217
25,664
1629
1
5,528
2,610
1,465
6,893
335,170
2,877
31,150
9'l80
4,001
1,964
742
10,886
16,461
368
64,419
1,823
718
1,116
3,442
777
9,294
425
5,923
9,064
218
844
2,132
1,849
1,148
261
62,842
23,158
11,186
800
73,041
831
2 209
1,520
382
9,036
66
5^409
10,734
3,130
1,615
1,038
11,532
4,882
2,057
7,337
administration. Mfg. Value Added, Dept. of Commerce.
(Continued on page 196)

buy in
. . .

WSAP-WSAP-FM
Portsmouth, Virginia
We Solve
Advertising Problems

* Norfolk Metropolitgn Area:
1948: Retail Sales
$449,957,000
Per Family Buying Power
4,926
POPULATION: 567,400
'Sales Management 1949 Survey of Buying Power.
MUTUAL
PORTSMOUTH
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serving
NETWORK
NORFOLK

Get the FULL Story from
Ra-Tel Representatives, Inc.!
AFFILIATES
NEWPORT

BROADCASTING

NEWS

• Telecasting

FIRST

J UST as Virginia is synonymous with historical firsts,
so considered are the Havens and Martin Stations as Pioneers in the Old Dominion.
And rightfully so. In 1926, 5000 watt AM Station WMBG
was established. Loyal Virginia listeners for 23 years have
grown accustomed to the finest in radio programming and
public service ... a heritage sister station WCOD(FM) is
proudly upholding. The first FM station in Virginia,
WCOD's

50,000 watt voice penetrates Virginia with a

BROADCASTING

WMBG

AM

WTVR
WCOD

TV

• Telecastin,

signal unequalled anywhere. WMBG-WCOD
al advertisers a truly great service area.

offers nation-

Traditionally, Havens and Martin erected the first television station in the South, and its WTVR is truly one of
the Pioneer TV properties in America.
Be it AM-FM-TV, the First Stations of Virginia are
your logical media in the economic-stable Richmond
market . . . which has seen the manufacturing increase
in value by 76% in eight years; where effective buying
income is near a half billion.

Havens and Martfn Stations, Richmond 20, Vo.
John Blair & Company, National Representative
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
August 15, 1949
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VIRGINIA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Employment
Radio
Families
1st
Qtr. 1947
Families
1948 ($000)
130
81.0
1
,050
1
,563
1,300
866
83.7
1,340
2,725
1,600
93.8
31,200
29,270
134,503
32,291
89.3
5,450
14,629
569
6,100
89.8
10,200
9,160
39,391
86.6
2,735
83.6
5,300
4,590
6,225
8,062
5,300
4,430
5,565
1,445
91.4
4,570
10,096
5,000
86.9
5,650
10,613
6,500
1,722
92.0
4,620
11,073
5,700
151
81.1
5,580
5,000
4,600
25,213
209
89.6
2,330
1
,478
3,318
2,600
83.5
6,136
1,170
1,807
1,400
80.8
2,180
4,661
2,035
2,700
91.1
8,470
26,062
9,300
89.7
7,706
3,400
3,050
9,093
23,300
24,427
20,990
75,595
90.1
87.8
5,079
11,400
10,010
27,652
82.8
2,600
2,150
3,557
87.4
9,124
11,100
89.5
9,700
28,250
4.740
1 1 ,488
697
8,374
5,300
88.9
2,310
2,482
2,829
2,600
517
Virginia (Independent Cities) 151
1
95.9
22
22
91.2
89.6
S
183
86.0
20
2120
96.5
7
7
93.5
1915
19

Alexandria
Bristol
Buena Vista
Charlottesville
Clifton
Forge
Danville
Fredericksburg
Hampton
Harrisonburg
Hopewell
5
5
89.7
Lynchburg
86.4
Martinsville
'
6
2118 3 '
Newport News
91.3
14
89.1
Norfolk City
85.0
0
Petersburg
16
89.7
Portsmouth
1310
Radford
9
9
93.2
Richmond City
93.8
171412
Roanoke City
14
South Norfolk
4
4
93.4
Staunton
1314
88.0
14
Suffolk
Williamsburg
94.7
138
Winchester
178
" Included in Dinwiddle County.
Included
in
Montgomery
14 County.
' Included in Arlington County.
in
Included Elizabeth City.
Included in Nonsemond County.
- Included in Albermarle County.
^ Included
Frederick
County.
in
" Included in Norfolk County.
" Included in Alleghany County.
County.
1°^'^^ Included
Included
Included inin Henrico
included in Pittsylvania County.
* Included in Augusta County.
Henry
County.
in James City County.
1° Included in Prince George County.
'> Included in Campbell County.
D — Data withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration.
Mfg. Value
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.

KYAK
THE
"THOROUGH"
PENETRATION
OF THE
* WEALTHY
YAKIMA VALLEY

"The FRUIT BOWL of the
nation"
YAKIMA COUNTY RANKS:
1ST IN APPLES, PEARS AND HOPS
5 th in Cherries
6th in all frtiits and nuts
6th in Total Agricultural production
8th in Peach production
* * ★
KYAK maintains TWO remote Valley
studios in Sunnysidc and Toppenish
staffed with full-time personnel to better serve this area and Valley advertisers invest MORE on KYAK than with
any other area station.
KYAK — with MBS listened to for 15
years in the Valley.
• Per-capita
arerage. income $200.00 above Nat'l
•

August 15, 1949

11,054
D

2,490
618
1,528
725
39
2,902
4,840
186
14,793
2,781
3,899
214
4,497
1,187

11,042
58,043

205,130
22,077

1^ included
in Roanoke County.
"212" Included
County.
Included Rockbridge
in
22 Included Rockingham County.
Spotsylvania
County*
in Warwick County.
in Washington County.
Added,

Dept. of Commerce.

Families, Retail

KVOS. Ikw, 790kc, ABC,
Conlan
SB IM 5M
D 8.00 8.00 12.50
N 10.00 10.00 15.00

McGillvra, Keating,
15M 30M 1 Hr
20.00 30.00 50.00
25.00 40.00 60.00

BREMERTON, Kitsap, 11,200, 98.9% radio,
11,080 radio fam.

ABERDEEN, Grays Harbor, 6,600 fam., 96.8%
radio, 6,390 radio fam.

BELLINGHAM, Whatcom, 10,900 fam., 97.9%
radio, 10,670 radio fam.

8,474

in

SPOT RATE FINDER

KXRO, 250w, 1340kc, W. S. Grant, Keating,
BMB
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

27,515

27,670
29,703
10,560
48,159
54,080
16,071

WASHINGTON
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327
15,531
185
1,029
877
55
3,114

^2

County
Rappahannock
Richmond
Roanoke
Rockbridge
Rockingham .
Russell
Scott
Shenandoah ...
Smyth
Southampton
Spotsylvania ,,.
Stafford
Surry
Sussex
Tazewell
Warren
Warwick
WasKington
Westmoreland
Wise
Wythe
York

(Continued
36 from oage 19
17*1/— 1st
^^UUO)
Taxable
Pay1947Added
($000)
Mfg.
Value
rolls
Qtr.

2 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D 8.00 8.00 12.25
N 10.00 10.00 15.50

1-time
15M
18.00
24.50

rates
30M 1 Hr
27.00 43.00
38.00 60.00

KPUG, Ikw, 1170kc, MBS, W. S. Grant
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 36.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

KBRO, 250w, 1490kc, Keating
D
6.00 6.55 10.80 18.00 30.00
N
7.20 7.90 13.00 21.60 36.00
CENTRALIA-CHEHALIS, Lewis, 2,800 fam.,
97.6% radio, 2,730 radio fam. (Chehalis,
1,900 fam., 98.7% radio, 1,880 radio fam.)
KELA, Ikw, 1470kc, MBS, W. S. Grant, Keating, Hooper5.50 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
D 5.50
N 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
(Continued on page 198)

I Since 1922 . . .
I serving Washington's Capital
I City and the lower Puget Sound
I country ...
KGY

OLYMPIA
I
I ... a listening "must" in this
I HIGHEST PER CAPITA INj COME Area.
i MUTUAL — DON LEE Network
II
with that PLUS *of Local Audience
s1 Appeal Programming.
iiimuumiMiimamiiimiijauiniijHiiniiiumiirrnilujiliuiItiinuimitODiinilullinuiu^

See page 3 for key to map.
BRO A DCASTING

• Telecasting

No

(sob) KJR
KJR

"

doesn't

reach

'

everybody!

But KJR does blanket the rich western Washington market,
where 1,321,100 radio listeners enjoy one of the world's
richest-per-capita incomes.
Best of all, KJR's 5000 watts at 950 kc. cover the importBMB).ant area that any 50,000 watts would reach (check your
And "the beauty of it is"-it costs YOU so much LESS!
Talk with AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., about KJR!
for Western Washington... An Affiliate of the
American Broadcasting Company
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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•
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K

I

M

A

YAKIMA
Covering

the

Central

Washington

Market

People Representing Retail
Sales of ... .

126,400

45,000'
In the city and county Yakima,
Wash.,
$127,6
ranks among the leading 200 markets
of the nation and KIMA, "listened to
most, by most people," is the economical, most efficient contact with this rich,
responsive market.
Any WEED & Company representative will gladly
supply complete KIMA station data. Hooper ratings
and market information.

KIMA-CBS
Yakima,
1000

Watts

Wash.
day

500

night

* Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power" May 1949

50,000
of Protected*

WATTS
Persuasive

Power that Completely Covers

iheSnUONDOUAH
Spokane

^^^^^^

Market

1
1—
— 1
RADIO SPOKANE

\
Page 198

•

American Broadcasting Co. Affiliate
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.
National Representatives: Edward Petry A Co., In«.

August 15, 1949

WASHINGTON
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 196)
ELLENSBURG, Kittitas, 2,200 fam., 97.3%
radio, 2,140 radio fam.
KXLE, 250w, 1240l<c, Tracy-Moore
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N 5.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
EVERETT, Snohomish, 11,300 fam., 97.7%
radio, 11,040 radio fam.
KRKO, 250w, 1400l<c, MBS, McGillvra, KeatD 5.50ing, BMB 5.00 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KENNEWICK, Benton, 3,200 fam., 98.0% radio,
3,140 radio fam.
KWIE, 250 w, 1230kc
D 2.40 3.25 10.00 16.00 25.50 46.00
N 2.40 3.25 10.00 16.00 25.50 46.00
KIRKLAND, King, 1,500 fam., 98.9% radio,
1,480 radio fam.
KRKL,
250w-D,6.00lOSOkc
D 4.00
12.00 18.00 24.00 42.00
LONGVIEW, Cowlitz, 5,800 fam., 98.7% radio,
5,720 250w,
radio fam.
KWIK,
1400kw, MBS, Keating, W. S.
Grant
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 7.50 7.50 14.25 19.00 30.00 50.00
KWLK,
Grant 250w, UOOkw, MBS, Keating, W. S.
MOSES LAKE, Grant, 800 fam., 97.4% radio,
780 radio fam.
1450kc,6.75W. S.12.00
Grant 18.00 30.00
DKSEM,4.05250w, 4.50
N 4.05 4.50 6.75 12.00 18.00 30.00
MOUNT VERNON, Skagit, 1,600 fam., 98.7%
radio, 1,580 radio fam.
KBRC, 500W-D, 1430kc, Keating
D 3.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
OLYMPIA, Thurston, 5,800 fam., 98.4% radio,
5,710 radio fam.
250w, 1240kc,
MBS, W.
Ian
DKGY, 5.25
5.25 10.50
14.00S. Grant,
21.00 Con35.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
OMAK, Okanogan, 1,200 fam., 96.2% radio,
1,150 radio fam.
KOMW, Ikw-D, 680kc, Keating
D
(rates on request)
PASCO, Franklin, 3,200 fam., 95.7% radio,
3,060 radio fam.
KPKW, 250w, 1340kc, Griffith, Keating
D 2.00 2.90 8.65 13.80 23.00 40.25
N 2.00 2.90 8.65 13.80 23.00 40.25
PORT ANGEIES, Clallam, 3,400 fam., 97.3%
radio, 3,310 radio fam.
KONP, 250w, 1450kc, Keating
D 3.00 4.00 5.00 9.00 15.00 25.00
N 4.00 5.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
RENTON,
King,fam.6,000 fam., 98.2% radio,
5,890 radio
KXRN,
250W-D,
D
7.20 1220kc
12.00 24.00 38.40 72.00
SEATTLE, King, 165,500 fam., 97.4% radio,
161,200 radio fam.
4D AM20.37
affiliates,
1-time rates
30.25 average
36.37 60.75
91.12 142.50
N 43.75 62.00 70.75 121.50 182.25 285.00
4D AM 8.12
non-affiliates,
average
1-time
10.06 14.50 25.75 39.25rates67.50
N 13.12 16.37 22.75 41.25 62.50 106.25
KING,
Hooper50kw, 1090kc, Walker, Tracy-Moore,
D 9.50 11.25 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 17.50 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
KING-FM,
Ch. 235, 94.9mc, Ikw, Walker
Bonus
KIRO,
50kw,
710kc,50.00
CBS, 75.00
Free & 112.50
Peters 187.50
D 26.00 41.00
N 55.00 78.00 92.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
KIRO-FM,
Peters Ch. 264, 100.7mc, 5.7kw, Free &
Bonus
KJR,Hooper
5kv/, 950kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel, BMB,
D 18.00 25.00 35.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
N 35.00 60.00 70.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
KOL, 5kw, 1300kc, Headley-Reed, Hooper,
D BMB10.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 18.00 18.00 26.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KOMO, 50kv/, lOOOkc, NBC, Petry, Hooper,
D BMB25.00 35.00 37.50 72.00 108.00
N 60.00 70.00 75.00 144.00 216.00
KOMO-FM,
Ch. 225, 98.9mc, 14.4kw, Petry
Bonus
KRSC, Ikw/, llSOkc, Young, Hooper
D 6.00 9.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KRSC-FM,
Ch. 251, 98.1mc, 15kw, Young
Bonus
KTW,
D Ikw-D, 1250kc, ST-KWSC
16.00 24.00 40.00
N
(time sold only to religious broadcasters)
KVI, 5kw, 570kc, MBS, Hollingbery, Hooper
D 12.50 20.00 23.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 25.00 40.00 46.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KXA, Ikw, 770kc, Forjoe
D 7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
N 7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
SPOKANE,
Spokane,
50,500 fam., 97.6%
radio, 49,290
radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
explanation
see foreword.

4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 12.37 16.87 21.25 36.87 55.62 96.25
N 22.25 30.00 42.50 68.75 111.75 192.50
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 4.50 5.50 9.50 15.50 24.50 36.25
N 8.00 9.00 16.00 26.00 39.00 60.00
KFIO, 250w, 1230kc
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 32.50
N 6.00 8.00 14.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
KGA, 50kw, 1510kc, ABC, Petry, Conlan
D 12.50 17.50 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 25.00 35.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
KHQ, 5kw, 590kc, NBC, Katz, BMB
D 16.50 20.00 27.50 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 33.00 40.00 55.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
KNEW, 5kw, 1430kc, MBS, Hollingbery, Hooper
D 8.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 16.00 20.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
KREM, 250w, 1340kc, Forjoe, Conlan, Hooper
D 5.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KXLY, 5kw, 920kc, CBS, Walker
D 12.50 12.50 17.50 27.50 42.50 85.00
N 25.00 25.00 35.00 55.00 85.00 170.00
TACOMA, Pierce, 47,200 fam., 98.1% radio
46,300 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
D 7.35 7.35 14.70 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 11.00 11.00 22.00 37.50 55.00 95.00
KMO, 5kw, 1360kc, McGIIIvra, Scott, Keating,
D Hooper,
7.20 Conlan
7.20 14.40 24.00 36.00 60.00
N Eickleberg
12.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KTBI, Ikw, 810kc, Taylor-Borroff, Keenan,
D 7.50 7.50 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 50.00 90.00
KVI, 5kw, 570kc, MBS (See Seattle)
VANCOUVER, Clark, 9,500 fam., 98.1% radio
9,320 radio fam.
KVAN, Ikw, 910kc, Keating
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.25 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WALLA WALLA, Walla Walla, 7,200 fam
97.6% radio, 7,030 radio fam.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rotes
D 5.25 9.00 11.10 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 8.00 12.00 16.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KUJ, 5kw, 1420kc, MBS, W. S. Grant, Keating,
BMB
D 7.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KWWB. 250w, 1490kc. ABC, McHuqh
D 5.00
7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 6.00
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WENATCHEE, Chelan, 4,700 fam., 97.3%
radio, 4,570 radio fam.
2D AM 6.50affiliates,
1-time32.00
rates 45.00
6.50 average
11.25 18.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.50 20.50 37.00 50.00
KPO, Ikw, 560kc, ABC, McGillvra, Keating,
D Conlan
8.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
KWNW,5.00250w,5.001340kc,
D
10.00MBS,
16.00Biddick
34.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 34.00 40.00
YAKIMA, Yakima, 11,800 fam., 97.4% radio
11,490 radio fam.
3D AM 6.91affiliates,
1-fime 29.60
rate 49.33
7 58 average
12.33 19.73
N 9.66 10.33 16.66 27.33 42.66 66.66
KIMA,
HooperIkw-D, 500W-N, 1460kc, CBS, Weed
D 8.00 10.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 11.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
KIT, Ikw (5kw CP), 1280kc, ABC, McGillvra
Scott, Keating, Conlan, Hooper
D 7.25 7.25 12.00 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Hooper250w, 1400kc, MBS, W. S. Grant,
KYAK,
D 5.50 5.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
.(TW^

(rW<r^

(TW^

"KPQ-VILLE"
WENATCHEE, WASH.
CHELAN
DOUGLAS
GRANT
KITTITAS
OKANOGAN
Past 4 years retail sales
up 236% . . . and growing
ABC

5«0kc

(L*>4fc^^ <Li^4^^ <i^*^^^ <!^>4&^
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'39
'49
'39
'49
MARKET INDICATORS FOR WASHINGTON
YR.
'FIGURES
FIGURES
4'7
CLASSIFICATIONS
YR.
47
43.3%
Manufacturing Employment .
1.31%
2,487,000
1,736,000
1.70%
46 Income
iy
Increase over 1940
94.5%
97.8%
OD / ,UUO
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
630,000
713,720
Residential
47
35,663
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
3,407
2,858
485,040
* * 415,000
Value Added by Manufacture
*

CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
Increase over 1940
% of U.S.
ijiTir> r amines
Percent Radio
Radio Families
Business Concerns
Manufacturing Establishments .
Non-Agricultural
* * Employment
*

WASHINGTON

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

VIRGINIA

SPOT RATE
BECKLEY, Raleigh, 5,300 fam. 93.8% radio.
4,970 radio fam.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
1-time 30M
rate 1 Hr
IM average
5M 15M
D
4.50 4.50 7.75 15.00 23.25 38.75
N 6.25 6.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Ikw-D,5.00500W-N,
Weed 37.50
DWJLS, 5.00
7.50 560kc,
14.00 CBS,22.50
N 7.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WJIS-FM,
Ch. 258, 99.5mc, 31.7kw
Bonus
WWNR, 250w„ 1450kc, MBS, McGillvra
DN 4.00
8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
5.00 4.00
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCFC (FM), Chan. 267, 101.3mc, 35.75kw
D 3.00 4.20 5.80 11.55 17.50 28.90
N 5.25 6.00 8.25 16.50 24.75 41.25
BLUEFIELD, Mercer, 5,800 fam., 94.4% radio,
5,480 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rates
D
5.25 5.75 11.50 23.00 34.50 57.50
N 7.25 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WHIS, 5kw, 1440kc, NBC, Katz
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WHIS-FM,
Ch. 283, 104.5mc, lOOkw, Katz
Bonus
WKOY, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CHARLESTON,
22,400, 94.9% radio,
21,260 radio Kanawha,
fam.
4 AM affiliates, averaqe 1-time rates
D 8.65 9.57 15.30 32.10 46.90 73.47
N 11.48 12.59 23.20 45.65 68.67 114.12
WCAW, 250w, 1400kc. McGillvra
D
3.75 5.-^0 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 3.75 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCHS,
BMB 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Branham, Hooper,
D 12.10 14.52 24.20 48.40 72.60 108.90
N 16.94 19.36 36.30 72.60 108.90 181.50
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copvright 1949 "Sales Management". explanation
Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For complete
see foreword.
BROADCASTING

FINDER
WGKV, 250w, 1490kc. NBC, Meeker, Hooper
SB
IM
SM
ISM BOM IHR
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
N 11.50 11.50 21.50 40.00 60.00 100.00
WKNA, Ikw, 950kc, ABC, Weed, BMB, Hooper, Conlan 9.75 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
D 9.00
N 12.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WKNA-FM,
Chan. 248, 97.5mc, Ikw, Weed
Bonus
WTIP, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Forjoe, Hooper
D 5.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
CLARKSBURG, Harrison, 10,000 fam., 96.0%
radio, 9,600 radio fam.
2D AM 3.37affiliates,
1-time 21.00
rates 32.50
4.00 average
7.00 14.00
N
4.75 5.75 11.00 22.00 32.00 55.00
See page 3
for key to map

V/illiamson

• Telecasting

Bluefield

199%
FIGURES
121%
123,000
$3,289,000,000

YR.

$
1,395
$ 222,300,000
$ 124,800,000
$
50,700,000
$2,479,910,000
$ 817,000,000

'39 i

FIGURES
82,000
1,100,000,000
632

1

42,600,000
24,900,000
11,400,000
2,324,453,000
*268,000,000
*

*

'47 ^

BY COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
County
Families Radio
Families 1948 ($000)
Adams
1,900
98.2
1,870
7,239
Asotin
2,700
98.0
2,650
3,671
Benton
12,600
97.7
12,310
42,014
Chelan
11,800
97.9
11,550
47,069
Clallam
8,000
97.1
7,770
22,294
Clark
34,300
98.3
33,720
61,953
Columbia
1,900
97.1
1,840
4,605
Cowlitz
15,500
98.0
15,190
48,881
Douglas
2,900
98.4
2,850
4,350
Ferry
1,400
95.3
1,330
2,328
Franklin
6,100
96.1
5,860
17,396
. Gayfield
1,100
98.4
1,080
3,837
Grant
4,900
97.0
4,750
12,025
Grays Harbor
17,400
96.9
16,860
61,334
. Island
3,000
97.9
2,940
3,339
» Jefferson
3,400
97.0
3,300
6,766
Kittitas
6,800
97.5
6,630
956,762
, King
235,400
97.7
229,990
61,864
Kitsap
26,900
98.7
26,550
22,959
Klickitat
3,800
96.7
3,670
9 554
f, . Lewis
13,700
•
97.7
13,380
39,025
f Mason
Lincoln
'
3,700
98.2
3,630
13,992
4,800
97.2
4,670
10,654
Okanogan
8,900
96.6
8,600
20,260
Pacific
5,400
97.2
5,250
14,685
Pend Oreille
2,500
96.6
2,420
5,371
; Pierce
73,000
98.1
71,610
248,096
I San Juan
1,300
97.1
1,260
1,944
', Skamania
Skagit
14,100
98.1
13,830
37,835
1,600
97.1
1,550
2,379
32,900
98.0
32,240
95,724
(■ Snohomish
Spokane
69,300
97.7
67,710
260,199
J Stevens
6,000
96.6
5,800
11,320
Thurston
13,800
98.2
13,550
41,439
) Wahkiakum
1,300
98.2
1,280
2 264
( Walla Walla
11,400
97.7
11,140
51,967
Whatcom
19,700
98.3
19,370
63 112
Whitman
9,400
98.6
9,270
31,759
Yakima
35,300
97.6
34,450
127,645
{ Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal Security Administration,
j
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
WEST

'39 1

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
376
1,004
6,506
6,285
5,455
12,570
659
13,870
^34
217
243
1,631
383
2,027
15,490
201,600
1,187
6,757
790
3,142
1,512
6,972
2,712
2,452
3,228
47,492
399
1,231
448
19,039
6,894
46,519
1,606
662
8,642
13,026
5,509
2,893
Mfg. Value16,744
Added,

Mfg.
Value
1947Added
($000)

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
145
619
5,221
3,649
8,890
3,587
8,526
113
332
92
767
111

52,746
69,781
48,463
265,458

149
1,111
809
134,726
9,239
1,796
3,762
428
828
3,768
1,319
1,630
29,929
1,916
156
654
234
1 1 ,609
27,006
793
3,929

106,426
18,951
71,833
71 ,995

353
4,901
2,964
1,308
8,007
9,090
Dept. of Commerce.

22^226
22,919
Families, Retail

MARKET INDICATORS FOR WEST VIRGINIA
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Population
1,915,000
'48 1,902,000
Increase over 1940
0.7%
1.45%
1.31% '48
% of U.S
BMB Families
473,300 '49
451,000
Percent Radio
92.0% '49
85.8%
Radio Families
435,430 ^49
387,000
Business Concerns
25,073 '47
21,351
Manufacturing Establishments 1,602 '47
1,094
Non-Agricultural Employment 416,620 '47
365,000
Manufacturing Employment .
109,000 '47
74,000
Income
$1,940,000,000
'47 760,000,000
Increase over 1940
155%
PerIncrease
Capita over
Income
$
1,031 '47
1940
159%
Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Retail Sales
Value Added by Manufacture .

WBIK, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Branham
SB IM 5M 15M 30M
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
WHAR,1.75
250w,2.00
1340kc,4.00
MBS, 8.00
McGillvra
D
12.00
N 2.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 19.00
WPDX. Ikw-D, 750kc
D 6.00 7.50 12.00 25.00 45.00
ELKINS, Randoloh, 2,800 fam., 94.8%
2,650 radio fam.

$ 112,700,000
$ 38,600,000
$ 31,000,000
$1,197,456,000
$ 664,000,000

1 Hr
45.00
75.00
20.00
35.00
radio,
75.00

'47 40,800,000
398
'47 18,800,000
'47 8,400,000
'48 1,057,161,000
'47 213,000,000

YR.

'40

WDNE, SB250w, IM1240kc,5M MBS 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.25 4.50 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.50 7.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 55.00
FAIRMONT, Marion, 9,200, 95.4% radio,
8,780 radio fam.
2D AM 6.75affiliates,
1-time 42.00
rates 67.50
7.50 average
14.50 27.00
N 10.50 12.00 22.50 42.50 67.50 110.00
920kc,18.00
CBS, 36.00
Katz, BMB
DWMMN,9.005kw,9.00
54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WWW,
250w,
1490kc,
MBS,
Bollinq,
D
4.50 6.00 11.00 18.00 30.00Conlan
45.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 70.00
WVVW-FM, Ch. 222, 92.3mc
No rates available
HUNTINGTON,
Cabell, Wayne, 23,900 fam.,
96.3% radio, 22,350 radio fam.
1-time 40.87
rates 68.12
D2 AM 6.00affiliates,
7.50 average
14.49 23.75
N
9.45 11.25 23.81 44.75 65.40 111.67
WHTN,
Conlan40.00
D
4.00Ikw-D,5.00SOOkc,8.00Freldenburg,
15.00 25.00
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(Continued from page 199)
WPIH, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Conlan
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.40 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WIH-FM,
Radio Chan. 273, 102.5mc, 41 kw, Transil
Bonus
WSAZ,
BMB, 5kw-D,
Conlan Ikw-N, 930kc, ABC, Bronham,
D
8.00 10.00 18.98 34.50 51.75 86.25
N 12.50 14.50 31.63 57.50 82.80 143.75
LOGAN, Logan, 1,700 fam., 95.1% radio,
1,620 radio fam.
WLOG, 250w, 1230kc
D
6 00 6.00 9.60 12.00 21.60 36.00
N
6.00 6.00 9.60 12.00 21.60 36.00
WIOG-FM,
Chan. 277, 103.3mc, Ikw
Bonus
MARTINSBURG, Berkley, 4,700 fam., 94.6%
radio, 4,450 radio fam.
BMB 45.00
DWEPM,3.15250w,4.501340kc,9.00Burn-Smith,
18.00 27.00
N
5.25 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
Note: AH rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales ManageFurther reproduction
unlicensed.
For completement". explanation
see foreword.

WEPM-FM, Ch. 232, 94.3mc, 250w, BurnSmith
Bonus
MONTGOMERY, Fayette, 1,300 fom., 93.3%
radio, 1,220 radio fam.
WMON, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Conlan
SB
IM
5M
ISM 30M IHR
D
5.00 6.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
MORGANTOWN,
Monongalia, 6,500 fam.,
95.7% radio, 6,220 radio fam.
WAJR,
250w,
1230kc,
D
4.50 6.00 10.00MBS,16.00Conlan,
24.00BMB40.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WAJR-FM, Ch. 257, 99.3 Ikw
Bonus
OAK Hill, Fayette, 1,200 fam., 95.1% radio,
1,140 radio fam.
WOAY, Ikw, 860kc, BMB
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WOAY-FM, Ch. 231, 94.1mc, 20kw
Bonus (60% of AM rotes after AM sign-off)
PARKERSBURG, Wood, 10,500 fam., 95.4%
radio, 10,020 radio fam.
affiliates,
D2 AM 5.00
6.00average
10.00 1-time
20.00 rates
30.00 45.00
N
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WCOM, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, McGillvra
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00

WEST
County
Barbour
Berkeley
Boone
Braxton
Brooke
Cabell
Calhoun
Cloy
Doddridge
Fayette
Gilmer
Grant
Greenbrier
Hampshire
Hancock
Hardy
Harrison
Jackson
Jefferson
Kanawha
Lewis
Lincoln
Logon
McDowell
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Mercer
Mineral
Mingo
Monongalia
Monroe
Morgan
Nicholas
Ohio
Pendleton
Pleasants
Pocahontas
Preston
Putnam
Raleigh
Randolph
Ritchie
Roane
Summers
Taylor
Tucker
Tyler
Upshur
Wayne
Webster
Wetzel
West
Wood
Wyoming

1949 Total
Families
4,500
8,200
5,900
3,800
5,900
29,200
1,900
2,900
2,200
17,500
2,200
1,800
8,300
3,000
7,600
2,000
22,100
3,500
4,000
63,300
4,900
4,100
14,900
22,300
20,000
10,100
5,400
18,300
5,200
9,800
15,600
2,800
2,100
4,500
21,500
1,900
1,500
2,800
6,700
4,000
20,300
7,000
3,300
3,800
4,300
4,700
2,600
2,600
4,400
7,200
3,300
4,900
1,300
18,700
6,700

VIRGINIA
Per Cent
Radio
88.9
93.1
90.2
84.0
95.9
92.4
85.7
84.7
88.4
93.1
86.0
88.1
90.7
89.1
97.7
86.1
93.4
89.3
92.6
93.6
91.2
82.0
91.3
92.9
93.0
94.1
92.7
86.5
92.8
87.7
93.2
89.2
93.4
86.2
96.3
87.3
94.5
88.1
89.9
88.7
93.4
91.1
89.6
86.5
88.1
91.1
91.4
90.0
88.3
87.0
87.5
89.3
85.7
94.6
90.6

RADIO

WPAR, SB
250w, IM1450kc,
5M CBS,15MBronham
30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N 7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPAR-FM,
Ch. 293, 106.5mc, 4kw, Bronham
Bonus
PINEVILLE,
radio fam.Wyoming, 500 fam., 93.1 mc, 470
WWYO,5.00Ikw-D
D
8.00970kc
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PRINCETON,
Mercer, 2,400 fam., 94.1%
radio, 2,260 radio fam.
WLOH, 250 w, 1490kc
D
3.50 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N *3.50 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
* Night, smaller
discount
WLOH-FM,
Chan. volume
227, 93.3,
3.6kw
Bonus
RONCEVERTE, Greenbrier, 800f am., 92.7%
radio, 740 radio fam.
McGillvra,
DWRON,4.00250w,4.001400kc,8.00MBS,16.00
24.00 BMB
40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WEIGH, McDowell, 2,200 fam., 93.2% radio,
2,050 radio fam.
WBRW, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Forjoe, BMB
D
3.00 3.75 7.50 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.75 28.50 42.75 67.50
WESTON, Lewis, 2,400 fam., 94.2% radio,
2,260 radio fam.
DWHAW,2.50 250w,3.50 1450kc,
10.00 MBS,
20.00 Cooke
30.00 40.00
N
3.00 4.50 15.00 25.00 35.00 50.00

MARKET

DATA

WHEELING, Ohio, 19,000 fam., 96.4% radio,
18,320 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D 14.00 15.00 25.00
N 30.00 31.25 57.00

WKWK, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Weed, BMB
D
8.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WTRF, Ikw-D, 1290kc, MBS, Petry, BMB
D
9.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
WTRF-FM, Chan. 263, 100.5mc, 20kw
(35% of AM rotes)
WWVA, 50k w, 1170kc, CBS, Petry, BMB
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 144.00 240.00 400.00
WWVA-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 30kw, Petry
Bonus
WILLIAMSON, Mingo, 2,700 fam., 88.0%
radio, 2,380 radio fam.
WBTH, 250w, UOOkc, MBS, Gene Grant, BMB
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

BY COUNTIES

Radio
Families

Retail ($000)
Sales
1948

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947

4,000
7,630
5,320
3,190
26,980
5,660
1,630
2,460
1,940
16,290
1,890
1,590
7,530
2,670
7,430
1,720
20,640

18,649
6,074
12,410
5,289
12,099
104,189

1,330
6,759
709
6,021
6,776
27,277
225

3,130
3,700
59,250
4,470
13,600
3,360
20,720
18,820
9,390
4,670
16,960
4,830
8,590
14,540
2,500
1,960
3,880
20,700
1,660
1,420
2,470
6,020
3,550
18,960
6,380
2,960
3,790
4,280
2,380
3,2'90
2,340
3,890
6,260
2,890
4,380
1,110
17,690
6,070

0 — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
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2,768
3,979
47,636
2,963
2,653
18,190
3,127
4,192
18,747

402
1,447
19,543
609
517
506
754
5,706
19,727
25,248
838

3,078
60,815
5,011
190,082
7,237
10,414
42,816
4,372
62,214
53,254
16,061

59,463
1,979
893
2,623
20,200
24,747
19,198
6,575
1,736
12,799

50,178
10,822
5,699
22,823
41,271

1,600
13,224
7,900
448

3,128
2,717
99,042
6,412
2,718
3,421
5,075
9,448
58,196
16,667
5,993

1,338
26,195
372
2,910
999
1,185
3,886
1,945
17,853

5,174
9,136
6,222
7,711
4,814
5,403
7,089
6,090
5,551
9,462
1,262
53,657
13,966

4,271
1,032
1,097
1,214
2,440
1,183
693
1,375
2,506
187
2,378
18,171
3,299
5,719

Security Administration.

1-time rates
ISM 30M IHR
33.66 65.33 110.00
92.00 150.00 250.00

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)
Qtr.
503
2,786
202
4,299
14,761
4,050
56
116
762

1947
($000)
Mfg.Added
Value
13,181
24,217
56,103

13,891
332
164
207
243
3,447
12,657
296
14,823
946
39,904
1,150
262
14,894
18,088
10,893
805
3,347
696
7,193
112
5,212
7,828
542
1,635
14,247
86
511
532

92,471
36,335
178,158

35,037
29,164

40,968

1,935
12,416
295
1,173
2,157
399
370
228
1,199
615
491
1,089
1,626
1,456
39
42,277
9,153

3,880
Dept. of Commerce
Families, Retail
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Mfg. Value

Added,

It Took
Rich

Market

More
Is

CENTURIES

Than

Produced

in

for

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

the

of

This

WWVA

50,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED

Make

Alert

Half

Nature endowed this four-state area of Western
Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio, West Virginia and
Virginia with untold riches in the coal that
turns the wheels of industry — that furnishes
heat, power and light for countless millions.
Day and 'night thousands of men are busily
engaged in mining these Black Diamonds, in
hauling them by river, rail and highway. The
weekly earnings in the mining and its dependent industries are at an all-time high — which
means plenty of spendable dollars for alert
advertisers.

NATIONALLY

to

This

a

Advertisers

Nation's

Coal*

Coverage

Area

With one station, one cost, one billing —
with WWVA you can reach this four-state heart
of the soft coal industry; with WWVA's friendly
programming you can make sure your advertising message reaches into the homes and
hearts of the people who make this mining
industry great.
For there are more than eight million people
in this area, and they spend Four and OneHalf Billion Dollars Annually in retail sales
outlets. Ask an EDWARD PETRY Man about
this great WWVA area.
* Bituminous, that is I

••CBS ••WHEELING,
BY
EDWARD
PETRY

W. VA.
& CO.
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WISCONSIN

iVe'd

Lay

Egg

An

Egg

H

in

ARBOR

When we started this radio station a couple of years
ago, we decided to develop a unique program formula
that would fit the peculiarities of this unique market,
even though it might flop anywhere else. So we threw
away the book and went to work.
The result? For the last six months only one station
in this vast market ever has consistently equalled
or exceeded WMIL's* afternoon audiences ! And
no Milwaukee station has successfully duplicated
WMIL's programming!
It seems that there is an old Sales Manager's copybook maxim that "Milwaukee is tough". But it isn't.
It's just different. As a matter of fact, the blue book
roster of national and local advertisers who tell their
stories over WMIL . . . week after week, all year
long . . . testifies to the fact that Milwaukee likes
folks who do things Milwaukee's way. And when
they like you, they buy from you!

'Formerly WMLO

SPOT RATE FINDER
LACROSSE, Lacrosse, 15,000 fam., 98.5% raANTIGO,
radio fam.3,400 fam., 98.9% radio, 3,360
dio, 14,780 radio fam.
WATK, SB
250W-D,
3 AM afTiliates, average one-time rate
IM 900kc5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.25 5.50 12.00 20.00 35.00 D
5.35 7.03 9.50 19.00 28.50 47.50
APPLETON, Outagamie, 9,200 fam., 98.7%
N
8.66
11.33
19.00
38.00 57.00 95.00
radio, 9,080 radio fam.
Taylor-BorrofF,
WHBY,
250w,
1230i<c,
MBS,
Everett-McKinney
WKBH,
5kw,
1410kc,
NBC,
D 4.00 5.75 9.00 17.00 25.00 40.00
N
5.25 8.75 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 D Conlan
5.60 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ASHLAND, Ashland, 3,400 fam., 96.9% ra- N 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
dio, 3,290 radio fam. MBS, Walker
WKTY,5.50
Ikw, 7.00
580kc, 10.00
MBS, Blair
WATW,
20.00 30.00 50.00
D 250w,4.501400l<c,
9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 D
N
9.00
12.00
20.00
N
6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 WLCX, 250w, 1490kc, ABC 40.00 60.00 100.00
BELOIT,
Rock, 9,800 fam., 98.3% radio, 9,630 D 4.95 6.60 8.50 17.00 25.60
radio fam.
51.00 42.50
85.00
N 8.00 10.00 17.00 34.00 97.2%
radio.
WBEL,
Ikw,
1380kc
LADYSMITH,
Rusk,
1,200
fam.,
D
3.50 5.00 9.50 15.50 31.00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 9.50 15.50 31.00 60.00 WLDY,
1,170 250w,
radio 1340
fam. kc, Clark
WGEZ,
Rambeau
16.80 28.00
3.60 3.60 5.20 11.20 21.00
D lOOw,4.801490kc,
12.00MBS,19.20
28.80 48.00 DN
35.00
4.50 Dane,
4.50 26,300
6.50 , fam.,
14.00 99.2% radio.
N
6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 MADISON,
WBNB
(FM),
Ch.
297,
107.3mc,
8.7kw
D
1.72 4.31 6.90 12.94 21.56 34.50
26,090 radio fam.
EAU CLAIRE, Eau Claire, 13,600 fam., 98.1%
3
AM affiliates, average one-time rate
radio, 13,340 radio fam.
D
7.66 7.66 15.25 27.16 46.00 76.66
N
13.33 13.33 26.66 47.50 80.00 133.33
2D AM 3.57
affiliates,
average
one-time
rate
3.57 6.80 13.36 27,12 46.50
N
6.37 6.37 12.37 26.25 57.50 90.00 WIBA,
Conlan 5kw, 1310kc, NBC, Avery-Knodel,
D
9.00 9.00 18.00 31.50 54.00 90.00
WBIZ, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
15.00 15.00 30.00 52.50 90.00 150.00
D 2.80 2.80 5.35 9.65 19.25 33.00 NWIBA-FM,
N 4.25 4.25 8.25 17.50 35.00 60.00
Knodel Ch. 268, 101.5mc, 45kw, AveryWEAU, 5kw, 790kc, NBC, Hollingbery, Bulmer
& Johnson
Ikw, 1480kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D 4.25 4.25 8.25 17.50 35.00 60.00 DWise, 5.00
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.50 8.50 16.50 35.00 70.00 120.00 N 10.00 10.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WEAU-FM, Ch. 231, 94.1mc, 60kw, Holling- WISC-FM,
Ch.
255, 98.9mc, Ikw, Hollingbery
Bonus
& Johnson 6.00 12.00 24.00
D
1.00bery, Bulmer
1.00
N
1.25 1.25 7.50 15.00 30.00 WKOW, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 1070kc, MBS, Headley- Reed 9.00 18.00 30.00 54.00 90.00
WRFW,
D 4.90Ikw-D,
4.90 1050kc,
10.35 Forjoe
18.45 37.10 63.00 D 9.00 15.00
30.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
N
3.50 3.50 7.50 13.55 26.95 46.25 NWFOW15.00
(FM), Ch. 285, 104.9mc, 930w
FOND DU LAC, Fond du Lac, 8,900 fam., D .75
1.00
1.50 3.00 6.00 12.00
98.3% radio, 8,780 radio fam. o
1.00 1.50 2.00 3.50 7.00 14.00
KFIZ, 250w, 6.00
1450kc,10.00
MBS, 20.00
Conlan 30.00 50.00 N
MANITOWOC. Manitowoc, 8,700 fam., 98.9%
D
radio, 8,600 fam.
N
7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
MBS, Ra-Tel. Conlan
GREEN BAY, Brown, 16,500 fam., 98.3% ra- DWOMT.5.50250w,6.501240kc,
11.00 18.50 31.00 52.00
dio, 16,220 radio fam.
N
6.50 7.50 15.00 2A 00 43.00 72.00
MARINETTE, Marinette, 4,700 fam., 97.9%
2 AM affiliates, averaqe one-time rate
radio, 4,600 fam.
D
7.50 8.50 10.00 22.50 36.00 60.00
250W-D, lOOw-N, 570kc, NBC,
N 13.25 14.75 18.50 41.00 66.50 110.00 WMAM,
Meeker
D 6,00 6.00 13.00 22.00 35 00 60.00
WBAY. 5kw, 1360kc, CBS, Weed, Hooper
D
9.00 9.00 10.00 25.00 42.00 70.00 N 800 8,00 16.no 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 17.50 17.50 21.00 50.00 85.00 140.00 MAReHFfELD. Wood, 3,400 fam., 97.2% radio,
3,300 radio fam.
WBAY-FM,
Bonus Ch. 273, 102.5mc, 5kw, Weed
WDLB, 250w, 1450kc
D 3.60 6.00 9.00 17.00 25.00 42.00
WDUZ,
250w,
1400kc,
ABC,
Taylor-Borroff,
BMB
N 4.20 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 9.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 WDIB-FM, Ch. 280, 103.9mc, 250w
WJPG.
Ikw-D,4.00
810kc,10.00
Ra-Tel20.00 30.00 40.00 MEDFORD.
Taylor, 800 fam., 97.3% radio, i'
Bonus
D 5.00
780 radio fam.
N 5.00 5.00 12.50 25.00 37.50 50.00 WIGM,
250
w, 1490kc MBS, Continental
WJPG-FM,
Ch. 266, only
101. Imc, 14.4kw, Ra-Tel
D
1.50 4.25 6.00 10.50 18.50 28.50
Bonus — Daytime
N
1.50
4.25
6.00 10.50 18.50 28.50
N
5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
Lincoln, 2,900 fam., 97.0% radio,
JANESVILLE, Rock, 7,800 fam., 98.7% radio, MERRILL,
2,810 radio fam.
3,700 radio fam.
fam..
WLIN,
WCLO. 250w, 1230kc, MBS. Rambeau
D Ikw-D,6.00730kc,12.50Walker
25.00 40.00 70.00
D
5.60 5.60 14.00 22.40 33.60 56.00 WLIN-FM,
Bonus
Ch.
264,
107.3mc,
Walker
N
7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WCLO-FM,
MILWAUKEE,
Milwaukee, 192,800
Bonus Ch. 260, 99.9mc, 15kw, Rambeau
98.7% radio, 190,290 radio fam.
KENOSHA, Kenosha, 15,400 fam., 99.1% radio, 51 260 radio fam.
3 AM affiliates, averaae one-time rate
WLIP, 250W-D, 1050kc, Everett-McKinney
22.85 29.25 37.50 64.33 98.58 156.66
D
8.75 8.75 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00 D*
N 45.70 58.50 70.00 125.33 190.50 313.33
MORE COVERAGE
of
Southern Wisconsin
for
LESS MONEY
and
(Here's Your Bonus)
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin's
Largest City, IS INCLUDED

means

REPRESENTED
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FORJOE

BEST

BUY
in

Western
Wisconsin's

WLIP
KENOSHA
Primary
area population:
•
1,126,189
• Kenosha County payroll:
1050
$41,000,000
kc
•
250 w!
National Representatives
EVERETT-MeKINNEY
New
York, Chicago, San Francisco '

Bulge

WBIZ
EAU CLAIRE
Mutual
1400 kc

BROADCASTING

•

250 w

• Telecasting

See page 3 for key to map.

WEMP, SB250w, IM1340kc,5M Headley-Reed,
15M 30M Hooper
1 Hr
D 10.80 12.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
N 13.50 15.00 25.00 45.00 90.00
WEMP-FM,
Ch. 231, 94.1mc, 35kw, HeadleyReed
Bonus
DWEXT,12.00Ikw-D,
12.001430kc,
24.00 Holman
48.00 72.00 120.00
WFOX,
250w,
860kc,
Ra-Tel32.00 48.00 80.00
D
8.00 16.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WISN, 5kw, llSOkc, CBS, Katz
D 23.25 23.25 45.00 60.00 93.75 150.00
N 46.50 46.50 90.00 120.00 187.50 300.00
WISN-FM,
Bonus Ch. 275, 102.9mc, 3kw, Katz
WMAW,
D 15.00 5kw,15.001250kc,
30.00 ABC,45.00Avery-Knodel
70.00 100.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WMIl,
Ikw-D,
1290kc,
Forioe,
Hooper
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
620kc, NBC, 88.00
Petry 132.00 220.00
DWTMJ,30.305kw,49.50
N 60.60 99.00 176.00 264.00 440.00
WTMJ-FM,
Bonus Ch. 227, 93.3mc, 50kw
WTMJ-TV, Ch. 3, 10.2kw-a, 16.1kw-a, NBC,
ABC, CBS, DuMont, Petry
D 20.00 25.00 37.50 60,00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
NEENAH, Winnebago, 3,600 fom., 99.1% radio, 3,570 radio fom.
WNAM,
D
4.50Ikw-D,
6 00 1280kc,
10.00 Conlan
30.00 50.00 70.00
WNAM-FM, Ch. 253, 98.5mc, 3.2kw
(Storecasts)
OSHKOSH, Winnebago, 14,500 fam., 98.0%
radio, 14,210 radio fam.
WOSH, 250w, 1490kc. ABC, Cooke, Conlan
D
6,00 6.00 13.00 22 00 35.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16 00 32,00 48.00 80.00
WOSH-FM,
Bonus Ch. 225, 92.9mc, 3.5kw, Cooke
POYNETTE,
Columbia,
dio, 360 radio
fam. 400 fam., 90.3% raWIBU,
250w,
1240kc,
D
6.00 6.00 7.00Burn-Smith
14.00 21.00 35.00
N
7.00 7.00 14 00 28.00 42.00 70.00
RACINE. Racine. 21,600 fam., 99.1% radio,
21,410 radio fam.
WRJN. 250w. 1400kc, ABC, Walker, BMB
D 10.00 13.00 20.no 37.00 55.00 92.00
N 10.00 13.00 2000 37.00 55.00 92.00
WRJN-FM,
Bonus Ch. 264, 100.7mc, 15kw, Walker
RHINELANDER, Oneida, 2,800 fom., 96.9%
radio, 2,710 radio fam.

MORE
for your
MONEY
at the
Wisconsi n-Min nesota-lowa
CROSSif youX buyROADS
WLCX
LA CROSSE
(Wisconsin)
ABC
1490 kc

IManitowoc
^^Racin
e
Cheboygan

'40

'48
WOBT, SB250w, IM1240kc,5M MBS'15M
30M
48
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 '12.00
18.00
49
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00
30.00
9
RICE lAKE, Barrow, 2,100''44fam.,
9 96.6%
2,030 radio fam.
'4'7
47
MARKET INDICATORS FOR WISCONSIN
'
YR.
4
7
CLASSIFICATIONS
5.5%
FIGURES
'FIGURES
2.39%
Population
3,309,000
'4473,137,000
7
2.26%
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
'47 95.5%
97.7%
BMB Families
852,000
936,400
Percent Radio
'47
Radio Families
914,710
'47 814,000
Business Concerns
'47 62,167
60,928
Manufacturing Establishments
'48
6,980
6,334
791,486
Non-Agricultural Employment .
'47 620,000
199,000
Manufacturing Employment . . .
343,000
168%
Income
1,622,000,000
$4,341,000,000
Increase over 1940
159%
516
Per Capita Income
$
1,337
Increase over 1940
Construction (Private)
$ 235,600,000
81,700,000
Residential
40,400,000
$ 99,000,000
14,700,000
Non- Residential
$ 72,400,000
Retail Sales
$3,454,816,000
3,127,073,000
682,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture . . $2,262,000,000

SELL
WISCONSm'S

4TII

MARKET

with
W€LO
WGEZ
JANESVILLE
BELOIT
Mutual
network
Mutual
169,469
population
113,653
46,133
radio families
30,939
$201,839,000
retail sales
$135,360,732
$1,191
per capita sales
$1,191
$1,554*
per cap. EflF. Buy'g. Inc
$1,554
Vern Williams
manager
Stan Gardner
Janesville's and Beloit's Ketail PtirohR«insr Power
Rated as 32% above average cityt*
Sidney H. Bliss, President & General Manager
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
* Sales Mgm. Survey of Buying Power
BROADCASTING

250 w

• Telecasting

'40
1 Hr
30.00
50.00
radio,
YR.

West "Allis*^
.tNoi~»4g Kenosha
>.;]5^^^'iJj^Viilwaukee

'46
'46
'46
'3
WJMC,
1240kc,
MBS, Hollingbery, Bul9 Johnson,
mer '9&3'250w,
Conlan
SB39 IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.93 5.70 12.08 24.15 39.78
N '3'9
3.91 7.59 16.10 32.20 55.20
40
WJMC-FM, Ch. 242, 96.3mc, 4.4kw, HollingBonus'40bery, Blumer & Johnson
'39
'39 Shawano, 1,900 fam., 97.6% raSHAWANO,
dio,'31,850
9 radio fam.
WTCH,
Ikw-D,
960kc
'
4
7
D
5.00
'39 6.25 13.50 26.50 42.00 58.00
SHEBOYGAN, Sheboygan, 13,100 fam., 98.7%
radio, 12,930 radio fam.
WHBL, Ikw-D, 250W-N, 1330kc, ABC, Meeker,
Conlan, BMB
D
6.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WHBL.FM, Ch. 262, lOO.Smc, 15kw
Bonus

-WSBRDelivers More
listeners Per Dollar
in the Great
Duluth-Superior Market
WSBR's 250 watt signal carries
exceptionally
due to connecting
tower location in a far,
swamp,
with Lake
Superior.
primary includes
169,554 WSBR's
population
which annually spends $122,547,602. Secondary coverage includes
35,396
population
million retail
soles. with over 13
Clifford J. Lue, Manager
The Only Independent
in Duluth-Superior

STEVENS POINT, Portage, 4,700 fam., 97.2%
radio, 4,570 radio fam.
WTWT,
D
5.70250W-D,
5.70 lOlOkc,
11.45 Holman
22.85 34.30 57.45
SUPERIOR, Douglas, 11,900 fam., 97.9% radio, 11,650 radio fam.
WDSM,
Hooper 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WSBR, 250 w, 1490kc
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
WAUKESHA, Waukesha, 6,800 fam., 99.1%
radio, 6,740 radio fam.
WAUX,
D 250W-D,
6.00 1510kc,
11.00 Ra-Tel
18.00 36.00 70.00
WAUX-FM,
Ch.
231,
95.3mc,
lOOw, Ra-Tel
Bonus
WAUSAU, Marathon, 8,900 fam., 98.3% radio, 8,750 radio fam.
WSAU, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Petry
D
6.00 6.75 14.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 9.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSAU-FM, Ch. 238, 95.5mc, 46kw, Petry
Bonus
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wood, 4,300 fam.,
98.0% radio, 4,210 radio fam.
WFHR,
Conlan25.00 42.00
D
6.00250w,6.001340kc,9.00MBS,17.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 28.00 70.00
WFHR-FM,
Bonus Ch. 277, 103.3mc, 2.1kw

HIGHEST WAGES
IN THE NATION
ARE PAID IN
RACINE,

WISCONSIN

the average
weekly
earnFOR
more than
ten years
ings of Racine production
workers have exceeded the
average
tion earnings
workers in of
theproducentire
United States. In 1948 Racine
earnings were $10.11 a week
more than the United States
average.
WRJN

• WRJN-FM
ABC In RACINE
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WISCONSIN
County
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown
Buffalo
Burneff
Calumet
Chippewa .-Clark
Columbia
Crawford
Dane
Dodge
Door
Douglas
Dunn
Eou Claire
Florence
Fond du Lac
Forest
Grant
Green
Green Lake
Iowa
Iron
Jackson
Jefferson
Juneau
Kenosha
Kewannee
Lo Crosse
Lafayette
Langlade
Lincoln
Manitowoc
Marathon
AAarinette
Marquette
Milwaukee
Monroe
Oneida
Outagamie
Ozaukee
Polk
Racine
Richland
Rock
Rusk
St. Croix
Souk
Sawyer
Shawano
Sheboygan
Taylor
Trempealeau
Vernon
Vilas
Walworth
Washburn
Washington
Waukesha
Waupaca
Waushara
Winnebago
Wood
Sources:

Radio
Sales,

1 747 1 Of a 1
Families
2,100
6,300
8,800
3,700
27,500
4,100
2,600
4.200
10,700
8.300
10,500
4,300
44,100
14,300
6.500
15.300
7,000
17,ino
1,000
19 200
2,300
11 ,600
7,100
4.200
5,300
2.400
3.900
13.100
5,100
20.500
4.300
18.000
5,000
6,400
5,700
19.200
1019,300
200
2,500
248.700
8,300
6 5,700
100
21,100
5 400
1 800
5 300
6 600
8 400
4 200
29,000
5,500
26,700
4,000
6,300
10,700
2,600
7,900
22,300
4,500
6.600
7,500
2,000
10,600
2,900
8,100
21,400
10,000
3,600
25,900
13,000

RADIO

Per Cent
Radio
94.0
95.8
96.4
95.5
97.9
96.4
95.2
97.9
94.9
96.1
97.4
96.2
98.7
97.9
97.0
96.7
96.3
97.1
95.7
97,9
95.2
96.2
96.5
97.4
96.4
96.6
94,4
98,1
95.3
99.0
96.5
98.0
96.8
97.2
95.1
98.4
9696.66

Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment,
copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further

5,420
6,220
18,890
1 8 ,640
9 850
2452,390
470
7,860
5,870
5.450
20,720
5,300
1,730
6,380
5,110
8 060
3
980
28710
26,190
5,270
3,810
6,150
10,330
2,440
217,580
,970
4,240
6.330

96.5
94.0
95.9
98.5
94.2
95.9
95.3
95.2
98.1
96.0
98.0
99.0
96.6
95.8
98.2
97.0

7,150
1,900
10,400
2,780
7,940
21,190
9,660
3,450
25,430
12,610

Taxable Payrolls, Federal
reproduction unlicensed.

May-June Index rates WEMP 3rd in overall
average of measured periods.

Gen. Mgr. Hugh Boice
Page 204
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8,6541
24,01
66,765
29,028
97,925
8,541
43,312
Security Administration,

BEST

EM
becouse

RADIO

and LOWEST COST per 1000 RADIO HOMES
1 ti

night
1 ti

49,582
31,576
47,256
38,410

28,614

499
14,826
4,314
1,256
409
9,496

99,694
51,813
61 .499
47,763

1,526
1,160
87,326
3 6I5
194
197,740
878
oon
1 762
9,703
2 ^283id

973,935
52.712
18,456

ODU
684
712
526
19,719 .
16,567
662
215
492
1,495
11,916

124,664
91,738

71,410

799
1,207
643
604
455
283
3,059
3,628
7,356
223
2,585
16,530
Dept. of Commerce.
6,810

10,935
21,396
40,929
17,807
36,586
85,397
Families, Retail

BUY

P

day
(2) LOWEST
RATES
1 min.
260 ti

•

1,266
515
6,819
891
408
401
1,249
559

1,673
895
1,610
1,940
840
6,108
710
6,899
12,614
5,515
28,483
11,618
Mfg. Value Added,

54,556

1,185
2,192
1,133
19,146
776
1,711
632
4,260
11,000
3,129
1,31142

1,092
16.536
2,681
3,327
1 3,379
6 -537
317.474
2 552
302
2,366
17,536
3,254
13,921
729
1 552
831
5 408
1 471
31^944
1,354
26,494
1,099
1,671
710
3,582
21,052
2,958

8,311
22,249
83,578
10,301
15,911
16,832
10,493
42,871

1947Added
Mfg.($000)
Value

375
1,220
1,36074
182
11,551
349

2,515
4,437
2,624
4,179
1,659
36,344
8,320
1,720
132
6,437
15,612
2,481
13,327
1,052
3,189
2,045
2,994
1,130
1,148
1,157
8,315
24.026
1,221
18,251
2,542

59,673
1,973
68,819
6,626
33,299
25,103
13,480
12,025
11,106
7,085
44,596
12.434
75,892
10,608
74,868
13,059
20,545
17,571
70,256
2965,033
775
1,116,013
22,326
5,629
14,265
22^863
84,780
18,516
6 013
1 6 984
17 999
27 190
13 136
115,009
12,667
107,160
11,833
19,320
31,459

5.110
2.320
3,680
4.860
20,300
12.4,150
8=0
4 840
17,640

roll*
Qtr.
Taxable
Pay174/— Itt
(^000/

E i
1employment
SI WTr. 1 74/
266
2,755
920
3,449
21,312
982
519

20,698
28,031
119,565
3,179
8,482
1 9,229
2,676
32,665
21,866
5,477
31,939
10,225
1'8,323
197,392
40,267
17,061
51,925

3,950
4,110
2,480
10,280
7,880
10,230
43,530
4,140
14.000
14.840
6,290
960
6,740
16,600
18,800
2,190
11,160
46.920
O.SO

98.7
94.7
96.2
95.6
98.2
98.2
96 295.'7
96.4
96.7
95.9
90.0
94.7
95.9
98.1
9795.26

BY COUNTIES

Kcia
9a i6»
i 7HO II\^W\/J

1,970
6,040
8,480
3,530
26,920

W

Since January 1, 1949 WEMP's share of
audience has consistently gone up. 1949

DATA

Kaaio
Families

MILWAUKEE'S

(1) HIGH HOOPERS

MARKET

1 min.
260 ti

FM
$7.20
$15
AM
WE MP
112
Milv\/aukee, Wisconsin
$9

CASH REGISTER RESULTS
RETAIL
Retail . . . major media for Shusters, Gimbels, Kosciusko Furniture Stores, Robert
Hall,
Mid-Hudson Dealers, etc.
NATIONAL
Miller Brewing Co., Canada Dry, Kool
Cigarettes,
Sinclair
Refining Co.,Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
etc.

Nat'l Reps : Headley-Reed
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

'1

-ASherid
WYOMING
SPOT RATE FINDER
CASPER, Natrona, 8,100 fam., 96.7% radio,
7,830 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average
SB
IM
5M
D
3.50 3.50 6.65
N
5.00 5.00 11.00

one-time rate
15M 30M 1 Hr
10.90 18.00 30.00
18.00 30.00 50.00

KSPR, Ikw, 1470kc, MBS, Sears-Ayer, Conlan
D 3.50 3.50 6.50 10.80 18.00 30.00
N 5.00 5.00 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
KVOC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Donahue
D
3.50 3.50 6.80 11.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 5.00 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
CHEYENNE, Laramie, 10,400 fam., 98.3% radio, 10,220 radio fam.
KFBC, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Donohue, Conlan
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.50 18.75 35.00 60.00
CODY, Park, 1,800 fam., 96.1% radio, 1,730
radio fam.
KODI, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, BMB
D
4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
LANDER, Fremont {No city figures avail.)
KOVE, 250w, 1230kc
D 3.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 27.50
N
4.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
LARAMIE, Albany, 4,300 fam.,
4,190 radio fam.
KOWB, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, W.
D 4.50 6.00 8.00 16.00
N
6.00 7.50 11.00 22.00

97.5% radio,
S. Grant
24.00 40.00
33.00 55.00

POWELL, Park, 1,300 fam., 98.5% radio,
1,280 radio fam.
Note: All rates one-time. Sources: Total
Families, copyright 1949 "Sales Management". Further reproduction unlicensed.
For complete explanation see foreword.
* * *

KPOW, Ikw, 1260kc, MBS, Avery-Knodel
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 26.00 45.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 26.00 45.00
Casper <

RIVERTON, Fremont, 1,300 fam., 96.1% radio, 1,250 radio fam.
KWRL, 250w, 1450kc
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00

ROCK SPRINGS, Sweetwater, 3,600 fam.,
96.7% radio, 3,480 radio fam.
KVRS, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 1360kc, MBS, AveryKnodel, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.50 27.50 45.00
N
7.50 7.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00

SHERIDAN, Sheridan, 4,600 fam., 97.6% radio, 4,490 radio fam.
KWYO, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 1410kc, MBS, AveryKnodel, BMB
D
3.75 3.75 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00

WORIAND, Washakie, 1,000 fam., 96.0% radio, 960 radio fam.
KWOR, 250w, 1490kc
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00

WYOMING
County
Albany
Big Horn
Campbell
Carbon
Converse
Crook
Fremont
Goshen
Hot Springs
Johnson
laramie
Lincoln
Natrona
Niobrara
Park
Platte
Sheridan
Sublette
Sweetwater
Teton
Uinta
Washakie
Weston
Yellowstone National Park

'48

RAWLINS, Carbon, 2,400 fam., 95.6% radio,
2,290 radio fam.
KRAL, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Donahue
D
2.75 2.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00

RADIO

PLATTE

'47 '47

'47
'47 '47
JdeyenneB
Taramie^
See page 3 for key to map.
'47
* * *
'47
'47
9.6%
'47
'48'
MARKET INDICATORS FOR WYOMING
47
0.19% YR.
0.19%
YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
FIGURES
251,000
275,000
91.4%
Population
97.1%
Increase over 1940
% of U.S
BMB Families
73,100
81,900
Percent Radio
Radio Families
66,800
400
79,510
Business Concerns
158%
255
Manufacturing Establishments
4,521
5,554
44,363
Non-Agricultural Employment
54,000
143%
Manufacturing Employment
151,000,000
Income
3,000
4,000
$ 390,000,000
Increase over 1940
605
Per Capita Income
Increase over 1940
$
1,472
13,100,000
Construction (Private)
Residential
$ 17,800,000
3,600,000
Non-Residential ...
$ 6,000,000
1,800,000
254,542,000
$ 2,300,000
Retail Sales
$ 320,238,000
15,000,000
Value Added by Manufacture
*$ *31,000,000
*

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1949 Total
Per Cent
Radio
Retail Sales
Families Radio
Families 1948 ($000)
5,400
96.9
5,230
20,41 1
2,800
97.3
2,720
10,802
1,500
97.5
1,460
5,132
4,300
95.8
4,120 '
18,391
1,600
97.5
1,560
6,957
1,200
95.4
1,140
2,642
3,800
95.0
3,610
14,384
3,000
97.6
2,930
9,155
1,200
97.1
1,170
4,519
1,300
96.7
1,260
4,655
13,500
98.2
13,260
54,312
2,100
98.1
2,060
8,645
10,700
97.0
10,380
46,831
1,400
97.4
1,360
6,463
6,200
96.6
5,990
17,932
2,100
96.6
2,030
7,860
7,200
97.3
7,010
26,715
700
96.7
680
2,353
6,700
97.1
6,510
27,441
500
96.1
480
3,188
2,100
96.9
2,030
8,014
1,300
96.6
1,260
6,940
1,300
96.8
1,260
4,910
100
1,586

^ — Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.
Sources: Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, BMB.
Employment, Taxable Payrolls, Federal
Sales, copyright 1949 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'48
'49
GOSHEN'4H9 '4
9

Security Administration.

Employment
1st
Qtr. 1947
2,989
335
1,327
251
652
1,984
948
758
1,258
382
874
7,731
1,065
5,338
753
1,693
133
2,872
252
4,542
570
58221
652
Mfg. Value

Added,

Taxable
Pay1947rolls— 1st
($000)Qtr.

Mfg.Added
Value
1947
($000)

95
1,509
134
296
634
1,062

2,177

536
374
379
131
478
4,192
2,902
956
711
390

4,953
7,363
2,601

1,347
111
3,260
249
28657
11
272
Dept. of Commerce.
August 15, 1949
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Regionals and Other

Groups

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 27)
Griffin, WLAG La Grange, WMVG Milledge- Forest City, WGNC Gastonia, WHNC Henville, WMGA Moultrie. WRGA Rome, WWNS
derson, WHKP Hendersonville, WHKY Hickory, WMFR High Point, WLOE Leaksville,
Statesboro, WLET Toccoa, WRQN Vidalia,
WAYX Waycross, WRLD West Point. Ida.: WJRI Lenoir. WBUY Lexington, WTSB LumKGEM Boise, KBIO Burley, KIFI Idaho Falls, berton, WMAP Monroe, WFRC Reidsville,
KEIO Pocatello, KPST Preston, KLIX Twin WCBT Roanoke Rapids. WCEC Rocky Mount,
WSTS Southern Pines. N. D.: KDIX Dickinson,
Falls, KWAL Wallace, KWEI Weiser. III.:
KOVC Valley City. Ohio.: WFIN FIndlay,
WMRO Aurora, WDWS Champaign, WEBQ
WMOA Marietta. WMRN Marion, WJEL
Harrisburg, WJPF Herrin, WJOL Joliet, WKAI
Springfield. Okla.: KWHW Altus. KVOS ArdMacomb. Ind.: WTOM Bloomington, WTRC Elk- more. KWCO Chickasha. KSEO Durant. KASA
hart, WFTW Fort Wayne, WKMO Kokomo, Elk City, KTJS Hobart, KTMC McAlester,
WIBC Muncie, WTCJ Tell City. Iowa: KSIB KHBG Okmulgee, KVLH Pauls Valley, WBBZ
Creston. Kan.: KVAK Atchison, KGNO Dodge Ponca City. Ore.: KWIN Ashland, KAST
Astoria, KBKR Baker, KBND Bend, KWRO
City, KTSW Emporia, KlUL Garden City, KWHK
Hutchinson, KIND Independence. Ky.s WIBJ Coquille. KRUL Corvallis, KASH Eugene,
Bowling Green, WCTT Corbin, WZIP Covington, KLBM La Grande, KRNR Roseburg, KOCO
' WHIR Danville, WHLN Harlan, WHOP Hop- Salem, KODL The Dalles, KTIL Tillamook. Pa.:
kinsville, WOMI Owensboro. La.: KPDR Alex- WKAP Allentown, WISR Butler, WCED Duandria, WIHL Hammond, KWCJ Natchito- Bois, WHUN Huntingdon, WDAD Indiana,
(
ches, KSLO Opelousas. Me.: WJOR Bangor, WMCK McKeesporf, WKRZ Oil City, WMAJ
, WAGM Presque Isle. Md.: WASA Havre State College. S. C: WOLS Florence, WFGN
I de Grace. Mass.: WOCB Cape Cod-W. Yar- Gaffney, WLBG Laurens-Clinton, WMRA Myrtle Beach, WKDK Newberry, WRHI Rock Hill.
'mouth. Mich.: WATZ Alpena, WATT CadilS. D.: KDSJ Deadwood, KGFX Pierre, KWAT
I lac, WHDF Calumet, WDBC Escanaba. WMRP
I Flint, WIKB Iron Mountain, WJMS Ironwood, Watertown. Tenn.: WLAR Athens, WOPI Bristol, WJZM Clarksville, WKRM Columbia,
\WKLA Ludington, WDMJ Marquette, WMBN
' Petoskey, WHLS Port Huron, WTCM Traverse WHUB Cookeville, WDSG Dyersburg, WHBT
City. Minn.: WXLT Ely, KBZY Grand Rapids, Harriman, WDXI Jackson, WETB Johnson
KTRF Thief River Falls. Miss.: WGCM Biloxi- City. WIBK Knoxville, WGAP Maryville,
Gulfport, WROX Clarksdale, WCJU Colum- WMMT McMinnville, WTPR Paris, WENK
1 bia, WCBI Columbus, WCMA Corinth, WJPR
Union City. Tex.: KVLF Alpine, KRUN Ball] Greenville, WGRM Greenwood, WNAG Gre- inger, KlOX Bay City, KRCT Baytown, KTRM
Beaumont, KNEL Brady, KSTB Breckenridge,
' nada, WFOR Hattiesburg, WKOZ Koscuisko,
, WAML Laurel, WAPF McComb, WMOX Meri- KWHI Brenham, KBWD Brownwood, KAND
' dian, WMIS Natchez, WHOC Philadelphia, Corsicana, KDNT Denton, KELP El Paso,
' WELO Tupelo, WQBC Vicksburg, WROB West KGAF Gainsville, KLUF Galveston, KGVL
^ Point, WAZF Yazoo City. Mo.: KDMO Carth- Greenville, KSAM Huntsville, KEBE Jacksonville, KOCA Kilgore. KPET Lamesa, KPAB
> age, KREI Farmington, KWOS Jefferson City,
Laredo, KFRO Longview, KRBA Lufkin, KMHT
; KWOC Poplar Bluff, KTTR Rolla, KSGM Ste
Marshall, KORC Mineral Wells, KVKM MonaGenevieve, KDRO Sedalia, KWPM West
hans, KOSF Nacogdoches, KNET Palestine.
Plains. Mont.: KBMY Billings, KBOW Butte, KPDN Pampa. KlUN Pecos, KVOP Plainview,
KAVR Havre, KXLO Lewiston, KPRK Livings- KDWT Stamford, KSTV Stephenville, KSST
ton, KRFJ Miles City, KIYI Shelby, KGCX
Sulphur Springs, KXOX Sweetwater, KTEM
Temple,
KTFS Texarkana, KTLW Texas City,
Sidney. Neb.: KORN Fremont, KHAS HasKVOU
Uvalde,
KVWC Vernon, KVIC Victroia.
tings, KGFW Kearney, KPRL McCook, KODY
Utah: KSUB Cedar City, KVNU Logan, KOPP
North Platte, KOLT Scottsbluff. Nev.: KRAM
Odgen, KOAL Price, KJAM Vernal. Vt.:
Las Vegas. N, H.: WMOU Berlin, WLNH
WSYB Rutland, WWSR St. Albans, WDEV
Laconia. N. J.: WSNJ Bridgeton. N. M.: Waterbury. Va.: WCHV Charlottesville, WKEY
KSVP Artesia. KWEW Hobbs, KCHS Hot Covington, WSVS Crewe, WCVA Culpeper,
Springs, KGFL Roswell, KTNM Tucumcari, WFVA Fredericksburg, WVEC Hampton,
N. Y.: WMBO Auburn, WWSC Glens Falls, WMVA Martinsville, WNVA Norton, WPUV
WHUC Hudson, WICY Malone, WALL Mid- Pulaski, WHLF South Boston, WLPM Suffolk,
dletown, WSLB Ogdensburg, WHDL Clean, WAYB Waynesboro, WING Winchester.
WNBZ Saranac Lake. N. C: WBAZ Albe- Wash.: KXRO Aberdeen, KVOS Bellingham,
marle, WBBB Burlington, WEGO Concord,
KELA Centralia-Chehalies, KRKO Everett,
WCK6 Dunn, WCNC Elizabeth City, WBBO
KWLK Longview, KSEM Moses Lake, KGY
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Olympia, KONP Port Angeles, KTBI Tacoma,
KWWB Walla Walla. W. Va.: WHAR Clarksburg, WDNE Elkins. WLOG Logan, WAJR
Morgantown, WLOH Princeton, WRON Ronceverte, WBRW Welch. Wis.: WHBY Appleton,
WATW Ashland, WSBR Duluth-Superior,
WDLY Ladsmith, WOMT Manitowoc, WDLB
Marshfield, WIGM Medford, WIBU Poynette,
WRJN Racine, WOBT Rhinelander. Wyo.:
KSPR Casper, KPOW Powell, KRA Rawlins,
KVRS Rock Springs, KWYO Sheridan, KWOR
Worland.
D
741 .00 1,495.00 2,288.00 3,432.00 5,720.00
N
741 .00 1,495.00 2,704.00 4,056.00 i,7i0.00
Lone Star Chain Inc.
1714 M & W Tower, Dallas, Tex., Manager,
Howard H. Dunavan. WBAP Fort Worth,
KOSA Odessa, KFDM Beaumont, KGNC Amarillo, KTBC Austin, KEYS Corpus Christi,
KTRE Lufkin, KFYO Lubbock, KTSA San Antonio, KTBB Tyler, KWKC Abilene, KXYZ
Houston, KRGV Weslaco, KFDX Wichita Falls,
KTXL San Angelo, KROD El Paso.
D 144.78 144.17 275.95 442.76 707.94 1,179.90
N 247.71 284.57 484.28 800.38 1,214.48 2,039.80

Northern Network
p. O. Box 17, Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Manager Stanley R. Pratt. WMIQ Iron Mountain,
WDMJ Marquette, WSOO' Sault Ste Marie.
D
13.50 13.50 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
N
18.00 18.00 31.50 54.00 81.00 135.00
Oklahoma Group Broadcasters
Plaza Court, Oklahoma City, Okla., Rep.
Walker, Manager M. H. Bonebrake. KVSO
Ardmore, KWOE Clinton, KCRC Enid, KSWO
Lawton, KTMC McAlester, KMUS Muskogee,
KOCY Oklahoma City, KHBG Okmulgee,
WBBZ Ponca City, KGFF Shawnee, KAKC
Tulsa.
D
134.30 232.48 379.00
N
149.25 257.33 429.00
Oklahoma Network
2004 Apco Tower, Oklahoma City, Okla., Rep.
Taylor-Borroff, Manager Robert D. Enoch.
KADA Ada, KVSO Ardmore, KCRC Enid,
KSWO Lawton, KTMC McAlester, KBIX Muskogee, KGFF Shawnee.
D
36.00 42.50 100.00 150.00 250.00
N
42.00 73.45 118.00 117.00 295.00

Long Radio Enterprises
P. O. Box 1391, Bay City, Tex., Managing Director J. G. Long. KlOX Bay City, KVIC Victoria, KSAM Huntsville, KTLW Texas City,
Tex.
D 18.00 25.00 42.50 48.00 102.00 170.00
N
24.50 34.00 40.00 94.00 144.00 240.00

Oregon Trail Network
p. O. Box 1 10, Baker, Ore., Manager Lee W.
Jacobs. KBKR Baker, KSRV Ontario, KLBM La
Grande.
D 9.54 9.54 14.03 27.41 45.90 74.50
N
9.54 9.54 14.03 27.41 45.90 74.50

Maine Broadcasting System

Palmetto Association
of Local Stations

157 High St., Portland, Me. Rep. Weed,
Bannan, Manager William H. Rines. WCSH
Portland, WRDO Augusta, WLBZ Bangor.
D
23.75 23.75 34.10 72.20 108.30 180.50
N
47.50 47.50 72,20 144.40 214.40 361.00

McClatbliy Beeiine
911 Seventh St., Sacramento , Calif., Rep. Raymer. Director of Sales Leo O. Ricketts. KFBK
Sacramento, KWG Stockton, KMJ Fresno,
KERN Bakersfield, KOH Reno.
D 38.25 38.25 45.95 110.33 149.15 280.50
N
75.45 75.65 131.92 220.66 334.05 556.75

New England
Regional Network
26 Grove St., Hartford, Conn., Weed,
Chairman Paul W. Morency. WBZ Boston,
WTIC Hartford, Conn., WJAR Providence,
R. I., WCSH Portland, Me., WLBZ Bangor,
Me., WRDO Augusta, Me.
D
164.00 308.00 462.00 770.00
N
328.00 616.00 924.00 1,540.00
BRO A

Atlantan Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., Rep. Tom Carr.
WANS Anderson, WBSC Bennettsville, WACA
Camden, WUSN Charlotte, WGCD Chester,
WDSC Dillon, WESC Greenville, WHSC
Hartsville, WMRA Myrtle Beach, WKDK Newberry, WRNO Orangeburg, WRHI Rock Hill,
WFIG Sumter, WALD Walterboro, all South
Carolina, and Augusta, Ga.
N (only)

32.00 44.00 128.00 192.00 320.00

Paul Bunyan Network
Paul Bunyan BIdg., Traverse City, Mich., Rep.
Holman, Manager R. E. Detwiler.
D
10.50 10.50 20.00 42.50 42.50 105.00
N
12.50 12.50 25.00 40.00 100.00 150.00
Radio Network of Arizona
Adams Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz., Rep. Hollingbery, Asst. Manager Miles Reed. KOOL
Phoenix, KCKY Coolidge, KCNA Tucson,
KNOG Nogales.
D
17.10 17.10 29.00 50.00 76.00 122.00
N
31.75 31.75 40.10 79.00 118.00 200.00
DCASTING
• Telecasting

Rebel Network
p. O. Box 2171, Jackson, Miss., Rep. HoKingbery. Business Manager Frank Gentry. WJDX
Jackson, WAML Laurel, WGCM Gulfport,
WFOR HaHiesburg, WTOK Meridian.
D
23.60 40.92 74.40 112.80 191.20
N
36.10 62.75 122.88 192.96 321.60

Worth, KGVL Greenville. KTHT Houston,
KFRO Longview, KMHT Marshall. KCRS Midland, KRIO McAllen. KPLT Paris, KGKL San
Angelo, KMAC San Antonio, KRRV Sherman,
KCMC Texarkana, WACO Waco.
D
312.97 494.03 831.27
N
480.64 752.45 1,261.17
Tobacco Network inc.

The Southwest Network
201-205 Radio BIdg., El Paso, Tex., Rep. TaylorBorroff, President Dorrance D. Rodererick.
KROD El Paso, Tex., KAVE Carlsbad, N. M.,
KSIL Silver City, N. M., KOSA Odessa, Tex.,
KlUN Pecos, Tex., KVKM Monahans, Tex.,
KVLF Alpine, Tex., KWEW Hobbs., N. M.,
Roswell, N. M.
D
51.50 97.25 148.00 222.00 370.00
N
69.00 124.50 196.00 294.00 490.00
Texas Broadcasting System
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, Tex., Gen'l Manager
Clyde W. Rembert. KRLD Dallas, KABC San
Antonio, KTRH (Basic Group).
D
241.00 361.50 600.00
N
457.00 685.50 1,140.00
t

Texas Quality Network

Correspondence or orders may be addressed
to any of stations listed. Rep. Petry. WFAA
Dallas-Fort Worth, WOAI San Antonio, KPRC
Houston, KRIS Corpus Christi, KVAL Brownsville, KTBS Shreveport, La.
D
234.40 360.00 601.00
N
466.00 717.00 1,195.00
Texas State Network Inc.
1201 W. Lancaster Ave.,
.Weed, President Gene
Abilene, KNOW Austin,
KBWD Brov<nwood, WRR

Fort Worth, Rep.
L. Cagle. KRBC
KBST Big Spring,
Dallas, KFJZ Fort

p. O. Box 1988, Raleigh, N. C, Rep. Forjoe,
Sales Manager R. K. Scott. WRAL Raleigh,
WTIK Durham, WFNC Fayetteville, KGNI
Wilmington, WHIT New Bern, WGTC Greenville. WGBR Goldsboro. WJNC Jacksonville.
D* 25.00 25.02 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
• (Class A)
West Texas Packaged Stations
p. O. Box 850, San Angelo, Tex., Rep. Pearson, Manager Lewis O. Seibert. KRBC Abilene, KGKL San Angelo, KBST Big Spring,
KTRN Wichita Falls.
D 24.16 24.16 39.20 78.40 117.60 196.00
N
26.24 26.24 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00

Class A
(rush hrs.l

Transit Radio Inc.
250 Park Ave., N.Y. Frank Pellegrin, Natl.
Sales Mgr.
Allentown,

14.50
$22.00
1.44
16.20
20.00

Pa., WFMZ

Baltimore, Md., WMAR-FM
Bradbury Heights, Md., WBUZ-FM
Cincinnati. Ohio. WCTS

Class B

6.40
22.00

Houston. Tex.. KPRC-FM
Huntington, W.Va., WPLH-FM
St. Louis. Mo., KXOK-FM
Tacoma. Wash.. KTNT
Topeka. Kans., WIBW-FM
Washington. DC, WWDC-FM
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.. WIZZ

70,916
900,000

$14.00
1.25
10.00
9.00

5.00
14.50

Des Moines, Iowa, KCBC-FM
Evansvillfe, Ind., WMLL

No. riders

(shop'g9.50hrs.)*

21,957
383,383
137,648

9.50
3.80
4.00
14.00

62.387
419,059
75,906

5.00

1,342,402
77,058

7.00

1.25

2.50
18.00

10.80

40.627
736,800

3.50

110,136

5.00
12.00

8.00
127,269

*l-time announcement rate.

Worcester. Mass.. WGTR-FM

West Virginia Group
c/o Radio Station WOAY. Oak Hill, W. Va.,
Rep. Friedenburg, Traffic Manager Harold B.
Shaw. WKOY Bluefield, WCAW Charleston,
www Fairmount, WHTN Huntington, WOAY
Oak Hill.
D
29.00 49.00 96.00 148.00 245.00
N
40.80 84.40 123.05 211.00
Wisconsin Network inc.
Nash Block, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., President
William F. Huffman, WIBU Madison-Poynette,
WGLO Janesville, WRJN Racine, KFIZ Fond
du Lac, WHBL Sheboygan, WHBY Appleton,
WJPG Green 'Bay, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids,
WGEZ Beloit.
D
44.88 69.00 127.80 194.40 324.00
N
56.10 86.25 159.75 243.00 405.00

Telefilm's
"ROVING

CAMERAS"

52 completed episodes
and another
52 now in production

AN

outstanding, low-cost, SV2 minute
TV show available to stations for
sustaining or sponsored programming.
— SUBSCRIBING STATIONS —

VISUALIZE
AGENCIES*

YOUR

ADVERTISERS

MARKETS
• STATIONS

WBKB— Chicago

WTMJ-TV— Milwaukee WDSU-TV— New Orleans

KDYL-TV— Salt Lake

WWJ-TV— Detroit

KSTP-TV— Minneapolis

WNBT— New York

WSPD-TV— Toledo

WAVE-TV— Louisville

WDTV— Pittsburgh

KSD-TV— St. Louis

KTLA— Los Angeles

WKRC-TV— Cincinnati

KFMB-TV— San Diego WFBM-TV— Indianapolis

WNAC-TV— Boston

WNBK— Cleveland WOW-TV— Omaha

FULL INFORMATION ON REQUEST; WRITE OR WIRE

C

INCORPORATED
S in c e

6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

50/
60c ea. \40c :in7lots
f ^ of
7;^
]
Please include payment with order.
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KMBC

KFRM

HEARTiiBEATS
Kansas City,
Special
Trade Paper Edition

Follies

Breaks

Late Summer, 1949

Attendance

Records
as Mercury
Soars
Despite a summer heat wave, the KMBC-KFRM
Brush Creek Follies recently topped all previous attendance records when 3,100 enthusiastic fans
jammed Memorial Hall
in Kansas City, Kansas.
Cronkite Decorated
The successful radioBy French President
stage show is now conWalter Cronkite, KMBCcluding its twelfth big
KFRM Washington correseason.
spondent, recently was decorated by President Vincent
On June 11, The FolAuriol of France.
lies moved to its new loCronkite was one of a secation and The Texas
lect group of American corRangers, stars of stage,
respondents invited by the
French Government to comscreen, radio and telememorate the fifth annivervision returned from
sary of D-Day on the Normandy beaches.
Hollywood for two sucCronkite covered the incessive Saturday night
vasion in 1944 while with the
appearances.
United Press, and on this
Brush Creek Follies
recent trip visited many of
the places along the French
stars the complete linecoast that were in the war
headlines five years ago.
up of KMBC-KFRM talent. Hiram Higsby is feaCronkite's trip, in addition
to his decoration by Presitured emcee and comedident Auriol, included conan of the Follies, and is
ferences with other imporably supported by other
tant government officials in
Paris, Luxembourg, Frankstars including such perfurt, Berlin and London. He
formers asColorado Pete
also interviewed numerous
American soldiers, European
(who has been a regular
businessmen, laborers and
since the first program
farmers.
12 years ago) Rhythm
As a result of this EuroRiders, Tune Chasers,
tour Cronkite's
radio pean
programs,
heard weekly
in the
Tiny Tillman, Lazy RivKansas City Primary Trade
er Boys, Millie & Sue,
area exclusively on KMBC
and KFRM, have gained
Jed Starkey, Sunny Daye,
added impact, and his progHarry Jenks, David Anress reports on the cold war
drews and George Washin Europe, together with his
outstanding reporting of the
ington White.
Washington scene are of
Brush Creek Follies is great
interest to millions of
Midwesterners living within
sponsored over The
the area served by The
KMBC-KFRM Team in
KMBC-KFRM Team.
15-minute segments by
Rothschild's Clothiers sponKent Products Company
of Cronkite's
hoursor oneprograms
on quarterKMBC,
for Richmade Margarine,
and there is currently anFranklin Ice Cream Comother availability on this outstanding authority. Contact
pany, and Maurer-Neuer
any KMBC or KFRM man,
Corporation for Rodeo
or call a Free & Peters
Meat products.
Colonel !

KMBC-KFRM
In

Trade

Radio Stations KMBC

Tops

Area
and KFRM

are tops

among listeners in Kansas City's vast Primary
Trade area, as determined by recent surveys. In
fact, KFRM leads its
competition by even a and evenings, with the
ratgreater margin than in most ings spectacular
in the morning, as
KMBC
led
its
nearest
1948, and KMBC continues to be the most
competitor by 34 per
listened -to station in cent.
Greater Kansas City,
This popularity of
according to results of
The KMBC-KFRM
two Conlan radio surTeam with area listenveys conducted this
ers is a tribute to prospring.
gramming specifically
These coincidental
designed for Kansas
surveys involved 62,000
City Primary Trade
telephone calls within
area listeners. ToKFRM's half-millivolt
gether,advertisers
The Team with
provides
contour, and more than
70,000 basic calls in the most complete, efGreater Kansas City
fective and economical
coverage of the huge
for the KMBC study.
Kansas City Primary
KFRM
leads all
Trade area.
broadcasters for the
For information on
morning periods and is
first in the afternoons.
these recent surveys,
(KFRM is a daytime,
togetherbilitieswith
on The availaTeam,
5,000 watt independent
station.)
call any KMBC-KFRM
KMBC rated first
man or any Free & Petmornings, afternoons
ers "Colonel".

NEBRASKA

^lOWA

Ml sscyuR r

ARK

The vast coverage of The KMBC-KFRM Team is shown in white
on this map. The heavy black lines indicate the half-millivolt coverage contour serving nearly four million Midwestern residents.
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PROCESSED and PRESSED by ALLIED, th» MUSIC of the composer cannot be squandered by POSTERITY!

A

99
IOWA
HELP
(The New

"BARN
WITH
Iowa

Radio

RADIOS
MHLKINGI

Audience

^ HE Iowa Radio Audience Survey ^ is a complete study of radio listening habits in Iowa. The
new 1949 Edition even tells how many Iowa barns
are equipped with radio — how many Iowa men
and women feel that radio helps with their milking
— how many think that radio makes their cows
produce more milk!
In addition to much new data, the Twelfth Edition gives up-to-date information on station and
program preferences, time of most listening,
amount of listening outside the home, multipleset ownership, etc. The Survey gives the complete
radio picture for Iowa as a whole, as well as for
each of the State's 99 counties.
This important and authoritative Survey is now
on the presses. Write today to reserve your free
copy!

Survey

Proves

It!)

•J^
1949 IowasalesRadio
Audience man
Surveywho is isa interested
"must" forin
everyTheadvertising,
or marketing
Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University — is based on personal interviews with over
9,000 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities, towns,
villages and farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949 Survey to
anyone interested in the subjects covered.

4-

far

IOWA

PLUS

DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

+

Even

now

before

we're

"G.

M."

packing

'em

■A

YES, SUH, even before Mrs. Marx' Grouchiest boy starts
wiggling his eyebrows at a CBS mike, WHAS Hoopers
have been steadily climbing. Fact of the matter . . .
during the same two years that Kentuckiana radio
homes increased a whopping 17.1% . . . WHAS captured alarger share of this growing audience.

For Autumn booking take note of the WHAS audience before Groucho . . . add the world's fastest adlibber . . . then figure in the balance of the great CBS
Fall Lineup. That makes WHAS the gilt-edged, rocksolid buy of the '49 Kentuckiana Fall Season.
Source: 47-48 and 48-49 Winter-Spring Reports.

Average morning Hooper increased 33%.'
Average afternoon Hooper increased 3i%.'
Average evening Hooper increased 8%.'
In the last year WHAS was the only Kentuckiana
station to increase its roster of top Hooperated programs morning, afternoon and evening.
Orchids for this go to the CBS Schedule along with
a bow to such WHAS produced shows as "The Abbott
Habit", which tops more than its share of the day's
first Hoopers.

BUD ABBOTT, nabob of "The Abbott Habit,"
holds nothing sacred — except showmanship.
From one end of his hectic hour to the other Abbot pokes
fun, claws his enemies, plays records (except Vaughn
Monroe) and guides an audience that buys heavily. The
biggest advertisers buy Bud, hold on to their hats, and
collect big dividends. Sponsors: participating.

Come This Fall, choice seats
(''availabilities" to you J for the Great WHAS-CBS
will be hard to find. Reserve yours now!
Call your PETRy

Show

man!
50,000 WATTS
.
1A CLEAR CHANNEL
•
840 KILOCYCLES
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director .
J. MAC WYNN, Sales Director

THE

ONLY

RADIO

STATION

SERVING

AND

S£LL/NG

ALL THE RICH KENTUCKIANA

MARKET

in!

PROVES

KVOO

DOMINANCE

IN
The map at right shows the 43 County Area
DOMINANTLY served by KVOO. It covers the
30 county Tulsa Market Area Pius rich bonus
counties in Oklahoma, Kansas and Arkansas.
According to the 1948 BMB estimate 372,980
radio homss are in the 43 county area. Following
are the stations and percent of mentions, Sunday thru Saturday for the period. Spring, 1949.
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FIRST BLUSH reaction to FCC's ban on giveaways, which it describes as "lotteries," in
quarters most vitally affected was that it constitutes "Blue Book in action." General view
was that few programs immediately would be
affected and that almost all concerned would
be disposed to await outcome of reargument
before FCC, if any, and court interpretation
which inevitably will be sought.
FCC vote on giveaway ban would have been
3-2 — instead of 3-1 — if Commissioner Robert
F. Jones hadn't been absent because of illness.
Comr. Jones, it's understood, had detailed dissent written. Its release was precluded, however, by his inability to vote.
NATIONAL GUARD, through Gardner Adv.
Co., Washington branch, quietly pinpointing
areas with AM-FM-TV stations throughout
the country looking toward fall recruitingcampaign. Program will utilize radio-video
time in sections with NG units, with budget as
yet undetermined.
WHILE RCA-NBC has said nothing publicly,
reports are current in TV circles that it will
pop real surprise in all-electronic color development at upcoming FCC allocations hearings.
One nuarter said that analysis of color patents
on file indicates RCA has in process of development new 6-mc system.
FEELING between FCC and McFarland subcommittee of Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee was no better last week. It's reported Sen. Edward W. McFarland advised
FCC Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker that he
felt certain members of FCC were seeking to
block House action on his Senate-passed bill
(S 1973) in manner which he regarded as contrary to anti-lobbying statutes. It wouldn't
surprise observers to see another investigation
develop.
LEVER BROTHERS, J. Walter Thompson,
CBS and 20th Century-Fox preparing nationwide contest to celebrate 15th anniversary of
Lux Radio Theatre this fall
WHEN SENATE last week turned thumbs
down on President Truman's project for creation of new Dept. of Welfare, it also snuffed
out whispered reports affecting Commissioner
Frieda B. Hennock, First Lady of regulatory
radio. Story was that she would be named
second in command of new department, thus
having distinction of being first woman Junior
Cabinet member. It was regarded as certain
that Oscar Ewing, Federal Security Administrator, would be named to Welfare Secretaryship.
LEVER BROTHERS (Silver Dust) preparing
spot announcement campaign to start Sept. 6.
SSC&B, New York, is agency.
DEPT. OF JUSTICE is quietly pressing for
(Continued on page 66)
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Business

Aug. IS-TI : Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, St.
Simon Islond, Ga.
Aug. 29: Government-industry NARBA preparatory committee. Departmental Auditorium,
Washington.
Sept. 13: Third NARBA conference convenes,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
Sept. 14-16: Illinois and Wisconsin Broadcasters
Assn. and NAB District 9 meeting, Northernaire
Hotel, Three Lakes, Wis.
(Other Upcomings on page 30)
Bulletins
KEITH KIGGINS, onetime ABC vice president, and since 1947 consultant to television
industry, Friday appointed manager of television sales at Edward Petry & Co. Inc., station representative. Concurrently, firm said
that replacement for Irvin Gross, sales promotion director who resigned last month, would
be announced within 30 days.
NORWICH Pharmacal Co., Norwich, appoints Benton & Bowles, New York, to handle
advertising for all its consumer products.
Agency early last week had resigned its other
drug account, McKesson and Robbins (see
page 20).
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, for its cleanser, starts
national spots in six or eight markets in November through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago. Agency also plans use of AM spots
in New England for Morton salt, starting in
November.
ABC,

NAB

Call

TOM MIX BACK • Ralston-Purina Co., St
Louis, returns Tom Mix and His Ralsto?
Straight Shooters to MBS for 39 weeks fron
Sept. 26, M-W-F, 5:30-6 p.m. (CDT). Agency
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis
FARM SERIES • Quaker Oats Co., Chicago
Aug. 27 starts Man on the Farm on MBS foi
39 weeks. Sat., 12-12:30 p.m. (CDT). Agency
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
SALTINE TEST # National Biscuit Co.
(Premium Saltines) has started test campaign
in 10 markets using one-minute discs and
chainbreaks.
started daytime
Aug. 15only.
foi''
eight
weeks. Campaign
Announcements
Agency, McCann-Erickson, New York. i
MOTT'S VIDEO • Duffy-Mott Co., New York,
(Mott's
apple juice)
Sept. 19on starts
For
Garroway
five-weekly
WNBQReserved
(TV)
Chicago 10:30-10:45 p.m. (CDT). Agency,
Young & Rublicam, N. Y.
SPOTS EXTENDED
Corp., Buffalo, extending
paign of spots promoting
on two New York TV
WABD.
Agency, BBDO,

# Febders-Quigan
three weeks its camhome air conditioners
stations, WPIX and
Buffalo.

DICKMAN APPOINTED
JOHN J. DICKMAN, former program mai
ager of WBAL Baltimore, named director of
National Conference of Christians & Jews Inc.
He will develop program to improve intergroup
relations among Catholics, Protestants and
Jews in Baltimore area and lead local drive
in connection with $3,500,000 nationwide fund.

Lottery

FCC's giveaway decision will meet early test
in court. ABC, describing FCC rule as "an
invalid attempt to extend existing law," announced Friday it would file injunction proceedings (early story, page 17).
FCC action "is inconsistent with the system
of private broadcasting . . . and is a first step
by the federal government into actual program planning," ABC statement said. Network flatly challenged authority of FCC with
statement it would make no changes in its
programs as result of FCC ruling.
Although ABC did not specify when or in
what court it would file suit, network announced itwould seek injunctive relief "immeOther networks withheld comment, pending
diately."
closer study of FCC definitions of lottery.
Mark Goodson, co-producer of Stop the
Music and half-a-dozen other giveaway shows,
told Broadcasting he believed lottery question
should be reserved for courts to decide. He
said lawyers were in disagreement over what
constituted lottery, that lottery laws were
subject to varied interpretation, but that in
his belief his shows would stand up in court.
Lou Cowan, co-producer of Stop the Music

Briefly

Rule

Invalid

and comment.
producer of NBC's Hollywood Calling, had
no
Taking no position on merit of giveaways,
NAB President Justin Miller trounced FCC
for intruding into administration of criminal
law and violating Section 326 of the Communications Act, dealing with power over programs.
Giveaways
designed
to "buy" audience
NAB Standards
of Practice,
he said. violate
FCC cannot decide licensee has violated
criminal law, in advance of conviction, and
impose sanctions for such violation, unless
matters are "clearly prohibited," he said. He
claimed programs of type classified as lotteries
are not in fact illegal. Judge Miller agreed
with Commissioner Hennock's dissent in which
she said administrative agency should not
broaden interpretation of criminal statute any
further than has been done by courts. He said
NAB hopes those affected by decision will
start court test of legality of rules.
Fred Allen, wh.o had consistently razzed
giveaway shows on his NBC program, said
FCC has "taken
radio on
awaypagefrom66) the scaven(Continued
BROADCASTING
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DALLAS

According
May

and

fo
18

June

your

best
buy!
KRLD

has more listeners

in Dallas than any other
radio station between:
6:00 p. M. to 10:30 P. M.
8:00 A. H. to 12 NOON
SUNDAY, 12 KOON to 6:00 P. M.
SATURDAY (All Day) 8:00 A. M, to 6:00 P. M.

50.000 WATTS.
TOTAL BMB rUGHJ
492 670 Radio Families

Day and Night
TOTAL BM8 DAY
842.560 Radio Families

KRLD-TV

The

Now Under Construction
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Early birds, up with the chickens, get a lot more than
worms in Morning Sun. They get the chores done
. . . and by 5 :30 a.m. they're able to tune in on WMT's
Sunrise Hour.
Programming to suit Morning Sun and hundreds of
other Eastern Iowa communities is a specialty of
WMT. Day and night, with exclusive CBS stars
backing up strong local and regional features, WMT
plays to its prosperous audience of workers on farms
— and in Iowa's equally important industries. Rise
and shine with WMT ! The Katz man has full details
and an alarm clock.
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To INCREASE the size of their sales
That

^oes

Pori/oncf,

for

Oregon,

area in the big Oregon Country. .
and to keep eash registers tinWing
in Portland proper. . more and more
Portland advertisers are using KEX,
Oregon's most powerful voice!
Follow the home-towners' lead!
To get better results in a bigger
portion of the fast-growing, heavyspending Pacific Northwest. . put
your program on KEX. For coverage
information and availabilities check
KEX or Free & Peters.

r n U U r . Portland's alert "home
P R O ^ F I ■'^'"'^"'S approximately 60
town advertisers" now
using KEX are The Bedell
Store, Benjamin Franklin
Savings & Loan Co., BradHollywood Furnir),
Co. (see lette
tureford's,
Lipman Wolfe & Co.,
Lowensons, Tommy Luke,
Meier & Frank Co., Oregon Mutual Savings Bank,
M & H. H. Sichel, Star
Furniture Co., Tonkin
Motors.

PORTLAND^ORE.

50,000
ABC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

STATIONS INC
RADIO
WESTINGHOUSE
• KEX .WBZ-TV
-WOWO
KYW • KDKA .WBZ -WBZA
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ TV, NBC Spot Sales
p
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'TV

New

Qmum

Super-Gain

• To give your radiated TV signals
the right pattern for the area you want
to cover,
RCA'sis the
custom-built
SuperGain
antenna
answer.
This antenna can be set up to radiate in one or more directions — or in
all directions. It can be arranged to
lay down a stronger signal in the
service area most vital to you. And, if
you wish, it can be arranged in such
a way as to reduce your signal in
other areas where it is important to
protect near-by TV stations.
RCA's Super-Gain TV antenna is
made up of pre-tuned dipoles— each
backed by a reflecting screen. The
units are stacked one above the other
— on one or more sides of a rectangular or triangular tower. A stack of four
dipoles can deliver gains of 4 to 5 —
and the bigger the stack the higher

JiJSim

TV

Antenna

the gain. (For example, a stack of
twelve dipoles and screens on four
sides of a tower tvzll deliver a power
gain of 12 in all directions.) In many
cases, existing towers which have
uniform cross-section can be used
for mounting the antenna.
The new RCA Super-Gain TV
antpnna will find application for
TV stations having specific coverage
or interference problems. It does not,
of course, take the place oj the generalcoverage Super-Turnstile.

KEITH BABCOCK, formerly with Biow Co., San Francisco, opens own agencj
Keith Babcock Adv., at 46 Kearney St., San Francisco. Telephone: YUko
2-1839. Associated with him in new agency are: H. H. HINDLEY, forme
manager of Roy S. Durstine, San Francisco, and TERRY CARPENTER, forme
staff writer and promotion manager of KYA San Francisco. Agency will spe
cialize in package goods and automotive field. Mr. Babcock expects to be activ
in radio. Accounts will be announced at later date.

GLENN, JORDAN, STOETZEL Inc., Chicago (formerly Evans Assoc.), con
tinues internal expansion and plans for additional client services, as super [Oka
vised by President W. D. JORDAN. Other new officers are K. V. REEE
executive vice president, R. R. GLENN and H. W. STOETZEL, vice presidents
and J. F. SELBY, secretary and treasurer.
ANDREW JAY DAVIS Jr. joins Gray & Rogers Adv., Philadelphia, assignei
to special accounts division.
Don't

do

hear

the

you

ARTHUR POPPENBERG joins Philbin, Brandon & Sargent
Inc., New York, television advertising agency, as account
executive. He will specialize in accounts interested in using
television on a spot basis.

Lang-Worth

WALTER MONROE resigns as industrial and market recity. search specialist of Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco,
to establish his own agency. The Walter Monroe Co., same

anything

NEW

Transcribed

Music

until

Library...

SIDNEY B. GORCHOV Adv. established at 350 Lincoln Rd.,
Miami Beach, Fla. under direction of Mr. Gorchov. Agency
had been doing business as Florida office of S. S. Cantor Adv. Agency
PEYTON KANE, formerly director of advertising and sales promotion foi
S and W Fine Foods Inc., joins Biow Co., San Francisco, as head of agency's
merchandising and field service department.

a

revolutionary

ment insound

develop-

reproduction.

FRANCIS TODHUNTER, art director of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
retires after 33-years service.
STREET & FINNEY Adv., New York, opens Chicago office at 120 South LaSalle
St. under direction of FRANK E. DUGGAN.
GEORGE BROMBERG, former account man at Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
joins creative staff of William Hart Adler Inc., Chicago.
BERNARD E. HOWARD, former copy chief at BBDO, Los Angeles, appoin
creative chief at Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.

ANNOUNCEMENT
SOON

MELVIN BRORBY and ERWIN A. MEISSLER, vice presidents of Needham^i
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, will supervise advertising section in trades and indus^
tries division of Chicago's 1949 Community Fund Campaign
ROBERT CREECH MYERS, vice president of Fries & Schuela Co., Cleveland
for past four years and with Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, prior to that;
joins Smith, Smalley & Tester Inc., New York, as director of copy and merV,
chandising, effective Sept. 1.
BILL CALAHAN, formerly with Ley & Livingston, San Francisco, joins BeaU'
mont & Hohman, same city, as account executive.
ROGER F. HILL appointed manager of Toronto offire of International SurveySi
Ltd., Montreal. Mr. Hill will be in charge of Toronto district operation of|
Consumer Panel of Canada, radio research and general marketing research
WALTER MARTO Adv., Pasadena, Calif., accepted as member of Southern
Advertising Agencies Assn.
MRS. LAURA OMAN, assistant treasurer and secretary of J. R. Pershall Co.
Chicago. begins duties in fall as treasurer of Women's Advertising Club of
Chicago,
WILLIAM R. DUFFY returns to McCann-Erickson, New York, as television
art R.director.
W.
Duggy. Mr. Duffy was incorrectly identified in this column last week as
PHIL KALECH Co., Chicago, moves to larger offices at 300 E. Illinois St. from
540 N. Michigan Ave. Phone number remains MOhawk 4-4755
GENE GOLDSMITH, San Francisco advertising man formerly with Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, has written a book. Layout for a Corpse, in which an adver
tising campaign turns into murder. Book has been published by William Mor
row & Co., New York.
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big prosperous La Crosse
State market land.
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. .

Drug Sales, 1948

.

^ Now the La Crosse Tribune station, of
the progressive LEE syndicate of top
rated

18,000

Retail Sales, 1948 . . .
Food Sales, 1948

Data

62,900

Families

$74,868,000
$1,584,000

Effective Buying Income .

$84,663,000

Per Capita
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Per Family
Market Index
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Watch

New

WDSU

No Other
Develops
And

Such

the

So

New

Orleans

Many

New

Economic

Station
Personalities

AM-TV

Packages!

CALIFORNIA PACKING Corp., San Francisco, si^s for sponsorship of Tfet
Adventures of Rocky Jordan over CBS Pacific and Mountain network. Ac
count placed through McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, represents corporation's first major radio campaign since before war.
BRADSON Co., North Hollywood (garden sprays, plant ties), appoints Jordar
Co., Los Angeles, to handle advertising. Television will be used.
FORT PITT BREWING Co., Pittsburgh, through its agency BBDO, New Yorkj
adds WICU Erie, Pa., to stations on which it is sponsoring telecasts of amateui
fights. Others are WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., and WDTV Pittsburgh. Contracll
with latter station was recently renewed through Jan. 10, 1950.

RADIO

BALIAN ICE CREAM Co., South Gate, Calif., (Franilla Ice Cream), starts fo
week test spot campaign on eight Los Angeles area stations. Spots to r i
seven days
following
stations:
KMPCPasade;
KF'N^
KLAC
KFVDa week,
KFAC totalling
KRKD 200
Los weekly
Angeles;on KIEV
Glendale;
KXLA
Agency: Tullis Co., Los Angeles.

"1280 Matinee"
Dick Bruce (shown with
Spike Jones) dispenses
90 minutes of records,
guest stars and wit.

CHRISTIE BISCUITS Ltd., Toronto (bread and biscuits), today starts fifth]
season of Listen Ladies on CKEY Toronto and CHML Hamilton, five day^
weekly. Agency: MacLaren Adv., Toronto.

(Spot or Segment
Participation Available)

A/etwotk -Accounti

VIDEO

PILLSBURY MILLS, Minneapolis, signs for House Party with Art Linkletter
on full ABC network starting Sept. 19 on five-a-week schedule, 11-11:25 a.m.
(CDT), with Hollywood origination. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.

"The Claire Nunn Show"
Claire Nunn, New Orleans'
favorite chanteuse, now
lends her champagne
personality to television.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS. Inc., New York, receiver division, renews Morey,
Amsterdam Show for 13 additional weeks. Contract covers 30 DuMont station!
affiliates, nine of which air program live, and 21 by teletranscription. Show is
viewed Thursday, 9-9:30 p.m.

{Sponsored by
D. H. Holmes Co. Ltd.)

GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, and DERBY FOODS, Chicago, will sponsor
The Adventures of Jack Armstrong and Sky King on alternate days 5:30-6 p.^
(CDT) via ABC starting Sept. 5 and 6. Agencies are Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis
and Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
|
QUAKER OATS CO., Chicago, renews Challenge of the Yukon on 206 ABC sta
tions for 52 weeks starting Sept. 12, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 5-5:30
p.m. (CDT). Agency: Sherman-Marquette, Chicago.
|

See your JOHN

BLAIR Man

MESSING BAKERIES Inc., New York, renews PHze Party on CBS-TV, Tuesday, 7-7:30 p.m. for 39 weeks.
Agency: Blaine-Thompson Adv., same city.
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee (High-Life Beer), renews Lawrence Welk
and High-Life Revue, Wednesday, 8:30 to 9 p.m. (CDT) on ABC for 13 weeks
from Aug. 31 through Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlop Assoc., Milwaukee.

AM

- TV

SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, Mo. (petroleum products), Sept. 5 renews for
52 weeks each The Alex Drier Commentary, five-a-week, and This Farming
Business, Saturday, both from 7 to 7:15 a.m. (CDT), on NBC split network of 24
stations from Chicago. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. George
Diefeaderfer is NBC Chicago account executive.

- F**

PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis, moves Pet Milk Show from Saturday 6:30
p.m. (CDT) to Sunday, 9:30-10 p.m. (CDT) Sept. 4 on full NBC network.
Agency: Gardner Adv., same city.

EDGAR B. STERN, JR.
PreiidenI

ROBERT D. SWEZEY
Executive Vice-President

LOUIS READ
Commercial Manager

MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., moves Quiz Kids on NBC-TV from Wednesday to
Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. (CDT) starting Sept. 12. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
e • • •
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EDWARD E. MUHS, formerly sales representative of Spreckels Sugar Co.,
San Francisco, appointed sales promotion manager of Leslie Salt Co., same city.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

everybody

reads

(rol^t^'dt^.^)

BROADC

Monday morning is a
bad time for a meeting
at any important
agency that places radio

NG

. . .

people is one of the most valuable readership
segments in the entire field of publishing, trade
or otherwise.

business. It's the day
the postman brings
BROADCASTING ... and the very same day that
top radio and television people read it from
cover to cover.
Small wonder, then, that the gentlemen seated
in this picture are paying scant attention to the
gentleman who is standing. The conclusions they
draw, the decisions they make while reading
BROADCASTING are what really count.
Here's why . . .
broadcasting's

ASTI

circulation among agency

In 1948, for example, advertisers spent over 130
million dollars for network time. Among agencies
placing 92^0 of this fine amount, BROADCASTING averages 3.5 subscriptions each. In the same
year, almost 100 million was spent on spot (a new
record). BROADCASTING has at least one paid
subscription per office among 87% of the agencies
and advertisers who did the placing.
Yessir . . . Monday is an important day at the
agencies . . . good for radio, good for television,
and very good indeed for BROADCASTING'S
advertisers.

A HALF A YEAR after the birth
of Prince Charles of England it
now can be told how the British
newsreels' exclusive on the first
film of the child was nipped in the
bud.
NBC was supposed to have
been supplied
through BBC, but
the British newsreels were alleged
to have made
them sign for
British distribution only on TV.
Mr. Mueller
With that as a
lever, the British
newsreel combine passed over a
copy to the American Newsreel
Assn. saying they could distribute
as they say fit. They planned to
boycott TV with the film and did
refuse to sell it.
This is told by Merrill Mueller
of
say: NBC London who goes on to
"I protested to the palace press

officer about this and got nowhere
because it was supposed to have
been a decision made by Princess Elizabeth. I finally contacted
her by telegram, explaining that
millions of American viewers would
be denied the pleasure of seeing her
son in motion on their screens and
that one industry was using a
method of commercialization of a
member of the royal family (supposedly forbidden) to squeeze out
another industry.
"Something happened as a result
of that telegram, because the next
time I saw the palace officials they
were suddenly cooperative and in a
matter of a couple of hours had
broken the newsreel exclusive to
general distribution on the excuse
of a 'misunderstanding.' The newsreels here are not so concerned
about it, . . . but I have been
tipped that the American outfits
figure me as public enemy number
one for doing them out of what was
called a million-dollar exclusive."

N
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WHAT'S

HAPPENING

O'n

Was
Hooper
AprilMay,
1948
Index

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

Now
Hoojjer
May,
April1949
Index

K-NUZ Morning
15.5
6.6 8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
K-NUZ Afternoon
10.2
4.7 12:00 Noon-6:00 p.m.
K-NUZ Evening
10.7
5.6
6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
MORNING 135% INCREASE
AFTERNOON 117% INCREASE
EVENING 91% INCREASE
NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
Dove Morris, Gen. Mgr.
'Tour Good News Station*'

nuz
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.

HOUSTON
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Grocery Co., established new
brands of coffee and syrup named
readsbut"JoTHEseph P. DOO
to for
HiddRlestiton,"
the show.
every one in Seattle advertising the president of Hiddleston,
In January 1941, Joe joined Pacific National Advertising Agency
Evans and Merrill is "Joe." And
ce
rien
ety
of his expe
from the vari
as vice president, account executive
during his fifteen years, he might
and radio director. In addition to
continuing supervision of the Wyde
also be called "Mr. Radio."
Born in Modale, Iowa, January
A. Wake show, a PNAA account,
13, 1901, Joe Hiddleston was raised
he developed a program with ex"AMERICA'S FINEST
tensive merchandising angles for
and schooled in Omaha, where, in
the Washington Cooperative Egg
1923, he married Dorothy Shepard.
and Poultry Assn.,
The same year, he
WESTERN ACT"!
started to learn sella farm producers'
organization.
ing, traveling for a
shoe company. His
With Marge McPherson, then also
first three jobs were
with the agency, Joe
for shoe firms, covHiddleston built
ering the Middle
West and South.
Punch
and Judy's
Cash Carnival.
Then, in 1934, he
Basic purpose of the
went to Seattle as
account executive
show was to merfor the then - comchandise the Co-op'sto
The Texas Rangers, stars of
bined KOMO-KJR.
dairy products
families in their own
During his six and
stage, screen,
and made
television,
early thisradio
summer
one-half years with
neighborhoods. Usa
personal
appearance
tour
the stations, he built
the Midwest. They are picturedin
ing specially designed
puppets
built
up the Bon Marche
here in Oklahoma City, when
into the largest raby the U. of Washthey
were commissioned honington, the program
dio account of any
orary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
was put on for a live
department store in
audience in neighthe country at that
JOE
borhood theatres.
TheTurner.
Texas Rangers transcripJ.
time, with a budget
tions, used on scores of stations
Later, the show was taken
of over $50,000 a year during
from coast to coast, have
around the state, with considerable
the difficult thirties.
achieved
as
27.4. Hooperatings as high
Also while at the stations, Joe fanfare wherever it went. In Tacoma,
for
example,
Mayor
(now
Advertisers and stations — ask
developed a show called Mr. Wyde
about our new sales plan!
U. S. Senator) Harry Cain welA. Wake — quiz format based on
comed Punch to the city.
Wire, write or phone
current news events — which soon
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Produoions
After a spell with Pacific Nastood among the top five rated
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
tional, Joe Hiddleston received a
shows in Seattle. The program
call from KIRO, which had recently
proved such a strong audience(Continued on page 62)
puller that the sponsor, National
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
ON

K-NUZ is the only station in the big
Houston market that has a gain in
shore of audience in all three periods
(morning, afternoon and evening).
Hooper index April-May, 194S,
against Hooper index ApriUMay,
1949.

-flu
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?
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Continuing the parade of new modern 1949 broadcasting equipment —
IMatched CoHtrol — for studio installations is offered to the progressive
broadcasting station as the last word in engineering convenience, eye appeal
and functional

results for split-second operations.

JMatched Control is unification of control equipment where all apparatus
is operator convenient and where more facilities can be handled in less time
and confusion. Matched Control is impressive in its clean-cut modern
business-like design. In short, Matched Control is the modern way. We
at Gates have an attractive 12-page brochure on Matched Control —
yours for the asking.
Keep

modern — go Gates'— all new

Gates CB-60 Deak with Gates SA-SO Dual
Console therein. Desired for alert operation by eliminating fatigue. Attractive
in gray stainless steel and linoleum top.

for ^49»

This is the CB-60 Deak with console
tilteding.upConsole
providing
finger-tip
is exactly
balancedservicand
may be tilted back with the little finger.

£^ ATri7€l
'^'^"^ OFFICE
AND WARNER
FACTORY—
QIIINCY,
ILLINOIS
^•Xml
Ki9 EASTER^
ZONE OFFICE—
BUILDING,
WASHINGTON,
D.C.
RADIO COMPANY EXPORT — ROCKE INTERNATIONAL, 13 E. 40th, NEW YORK, 16
Among waist
the many
matched'
control
items inareanythe mulnew
Gates
high rack
cabinets,
available
tiple and with or without linoleum covered work tops.
Illustrated are two cabinets with work top attached.

you

these

rich

two

markets

WGAL-TV,

Lancaster,

Penna.

The only TV station located in this
vital market. A clearer picture for
viewers — ^NBC, DuMont

and other

network shows, plus local programming assure advertisers a fast growing audience. Too important to
overlook in your TV sales plans.
Operated by WGAL, Inc., Established 1922

WDEL-TV,

Wilmington,

Del.

Initial TV service in this area. Your
first opportunity to present your
product with combined eye and ear
appeal to these listeners. Audience
amazingly large and growing hecause of local shows and NBC, ABC
CBS and DuMont
this sales impact.

programs. Use

Operated by WDEL, Inc., Established 1922

Represented

by

ROBERT
New York
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Issues

FCC
BANS
A FRONTAL attack upon radio's fabulous multi-million
dollar program giveaways
was loosed by the FCC last
Friday with the promulgation
of regulations effective Oct. 1,
which would in effect ban virtually all such programs from
the networks and stations as
in violation of the criminal
lottery statutes.
Action came by a 3-1 vote, with
Comr. Freida B. Hennock dissenting. She opposed the majority
conclusion that the FCC has the
authority to interpret the Criminal
Code, and proposed that Congress
or the Dept. of Justice should be
called upon for appropriate action.
It was doubted whether the regulations will become effective Oct.
1, because of the virtual certainty
(1) that reargument will be sought
before the FCC; (2) stations, networks or program owners in opposition will ask the courts to enjoin
the FCC from making the rules
effective pending a judicial determination of their validity.
ABC, most vitally affected
among the networks, lost no time
in hurling defiance at the FCC.
In a formal statement Friday,
branding the definition as "stigmatizing many radio and television
programs as lotteries," ABC said
it would make no changes in its
programs as a result of the decision and proposed immediately "to
Itest the legality of the FCC regulations."
Original Rules Similar
The rules, issued on the eve of
the new fall radio season, were
practically identical with those
originally proposed by the Commission just a year ago (See Text
on page 18). Voting for the action were Acting Chairman Paul
A. Walker, and Comrs. George
Sterling and E. M. Webster. Chairman Wayne Coy, who returned
from Europe Friday, a day after
the action was taken, and Comrs.
Rosel Hyde and Robert F. Jones
did not vote.
Because of the 3-1 split, it was
deemed almost certain the reargument would be asked. If all members voted, the decision conceivably
could be 4-3 against promulgation.
It is expected that no time will
be lost in seeking court relief,
when that course of action is available. Such a move was inferenBROADCASTING

GIVEAWAYS
tially invited by the FCC, which
for weeks has been practically
deadlocked.
It was freely stated that the
rules are aimed at termination of
most all of the big network money
and merchandise giveaways except
those which may depend upon studio audience participation alone.
And even these would not be entirely free from the test of lottery
law violation.
Also affected are the scores of
syndicated giveaways and local
originations which, in the FCC's
judgment, do not meet the antilottery law test. Under the rules
any giveaway program would be
considered in violation of the antilottery law (Section 1304 of the
U. S. Criminal Code) if the winner's selection "is dependent in any
manner upon lot or chance." Certain other conditions are specified.
The FCC, of course, holds the
licensee responsible. The rules
state that an application for construction permit, license, license
renewal or "any other authorization" for the operation of a broad-

JACKPOT

cast station "will not be granted"
where the applicant proposes to
follow or continue to follow a policy
of broadcasting or permitting the
broadcasting of any type of program covered in the rules. While
it states that the determination of whether a particular program comes within the rules depends on the facts of each case, the
definitions are sufficiently broad to
cover practically the whole range
of giveaways.
The mere act of listening to or
viewing the program is construed
as constituting the necessary element of "consideration".
'Nature of Radio'
The majority cited the "unique
nature of the medium of radio" in
establishing the element of "consideration" as something different
than the theatre admission price or
the purchase of newspapers and
magazines.
"When considered in its entirety", the FCC said, "a scheme involving award of prizes designed

ERA

THE FCC ruled on giveaways at a
time when the four netwoi'ks alone
were carrying a total of 38 giveaways which occupied approximately $650,000 worth of air time
per week and offei-ed, by conservative estimate, some $185,000 worth
of money and merchandise every
seven days.
The $650,000 estimate pertained
only to the value of the time devoted to the programs and did not
cover talent and production costs
which, impossible to obtain with
any accuracy, would unquestionably amount to an impressive
figure, perhaps equalling a third
of the value of the time.
A rapid rundown of these
mournful statistics divided the
number of philanthropies as follows: ABC— 13, CBS— 8, NBC— 7,
MBS— 10.
The most generous bait dangled
by any single program is the
$50,000 jackpot on CBS Sing It
Again. Half of that small fortune
is in cash, the other half in assorted refrigerators, automobiles,
• Telecasting

Rules

$6S0fl00

Effective

Oct.

1

to induce persons to listen to
particular program, certainly
volves consideration furnished
rectly or indirectly by members
the public who are induced

the
indiof
to

The majority points out that
Section 1304 of the Criminal Code
makes the broadcast of any lottei-y,
gift
enterprise or similar scheme
listen."
by any broadcast licensee punishable by fine, imprisonment or both.
This provision, formerly Section
316 of the Communications Act,
specified a fine of not more than
$1,000 or imprisonment for not
more than one year, or both, with
each day's broadcast construed as
constituting a separate offense.
At the FCC's oral arguments on
the then proposed rules last fall,
attorneys representing networks
and licensees alike argued that the
FCC lacked authority to issue such
rules, and that they do not properly interpret the anti-lottery law.
It is presumed that these points
(Continued on page 18)

in Air

and other expensive baubles.
NBC, which a year ago officially
shuddered at the mention of the
word, has a giveway that is the
second most heavily endowed. It
is called Hollywood Calliyig and
its prize is an alleged $27,500
worth of merchandise.
ABC Show Pioneer
ABC's Stop the Music, a pioneer
in hand-out programming which in
its early days was one of the most
popular programs on the air, is
offering merchandise worth roughly $20,000. Although Stop The
Music was unchanged in time or
format, it had fallen out of the
top 15 Hooperatings last week.
Nor was any other giveaway
among that select company.
Mutual's reliable Queen for a
Day is doling out an average of
$12,500 worth of merchandise each
week and is the biggest cornucopia on that network.
Giveaway programs offered a
wide range of loot, ranging from
as little as 1,000 pennies awarded
in something called a "Pennypincher" contest on ABC's Shop-

Time

Affected

pers Special to the $50,000 in
money and goods on CBS Sing It
Again.
By networks, the giveaways
are :
ABC : Add a Line, Betty Crocker
Magazine of the Air, Breakfast
in Hollywood, Break the Bank,
Bride anrf Groom, Chance of a
Lifetijne, Jay Stewart's Fun Fair,
Johnny Olsen's Get-Together, Kate
Smith Calls, Ladies Be Seated,
Name The Movie, Shoppers Special, Stop The Music.
CBS: Si)ig It Again, Spin to
Win, Grand Slayn, Hit the Jackpot,
Beat the Clock, Winner Take All,
Bob Hawk's Show, Give and Take.
MBS: Queen for a Day, Tell
Your Neighbor, Can You Top This,
Fishing and Hunting Club of the
Air, Meet Your Match, Sing for
Your Supjyer, Man on The Farm,
True or False, Take a Number,
Twenty Questions.
NBC: Hollywood Calling, Take
It or Leave It, Quiz Kids, Welcome
Travelers, Mind Your Manners,
Dr. I. Q., Double or Nothing.
August 22, 1949
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FCC Bans Giveaways
(Continued from page 17)
will be raised in the upcoming allout legal attack.
The position of Comr. Hennock
in general coincided with the opposition at the arguments. Miss
Hennock felt that the courts should
be called upon to interpret the lottery statutes on the facts in each
particular case. Or, she held, there
should be a specific mandate from
Congress. .
It was generally believed that
Comr. Jones, at home ill when the
final vote came last Thursday,
would have dissented from the majority view.
The FCC majority, in voting- the
crack-down after weeks of intermittent discussion, is understood
to have concluded that it took the
most desirable and least drastic
course since it has opened the way
for court adjudication of the highly controverted issue.
An alternative course, it was
pointed out, would have been to
cite stations on license renewal.
This would have placed the burden
of proof upon the stations, and
their licenses in jeopardy. The
result probably would have been
wholesale cancellation of giveaway
programs by affiliates loath to run
the regulatory risk. The networks
would be hit through their ownedand-operated stations.
Dismisses Objections
In its 2500-word opinion, the
FCC majority first dismissed the
"two major objections" to the
rules — (1) that it lacked authority
to promulgate regulations, and (2)
that if it possessed such rulemaking authority, the rules proposed do not legally set forth violations of the anti-lottery law.
Answering contentions that the
Commission could not adopt general rules setting out in advance
for the information of licensees
the course of action it intends to
pursue, the majority held that the
determiniation to issue "interpretative rules rather that to enunciate its views from case-to-case
is not only proper but, under the
circumstances, the only reasonable
course for us to have taken." It
added :
It should be made clear that these
rules are not intended to require any
licensee to refrain from taking any
action which is not already forbidden
liy statute. They merely set forth, to
the extent that any general statement
is possible,
the Commission's
interpretation of th2
existing Congressional
mandate with respect to broadcasts
of lotteries, gift enterprises, and similar schemes. As such, they will provide licensees with information by
which they may better determine, in
advance of Commission action in lithe Commission
interpretation of thecensing
lawproceedings,
which the
will follow in determining the legality
of particular programs in licensing
proceedings.
Further supporting its contention of authority to promulgate
interpretive rules, the majority
continued:
In view of the almost infinite variety
of program format details possible in
connection with "give away" schemes,
interpretation of the statute solely on
Page 18 ® Augu t 22, 194 J

Text of Ruling Governing Giveaways
Following is the text of the
FCC's Public Notice on "Lotteries
and Give-Away Programs" :
Rules governing the broadcast of
lotteries and give-away programs,
to become effective October 1, 1949,
were announced Aug. 19 by the
Federal Communications Commission in a Report and Order in Docket 911.3. They are incorporated as
Sections 3.192, 3.292 and 3.692 of
Part 3 of its Rules and Regulations
Governing the Radio Broadcast
Services and read as follows:
"Lotteries and Give-Away Programs— (a) An application for
construction permit, license, renewal of license, or any other authorization for the operation of a
broadcast station, will not be
granted where the applicant proposes to follow or continue to follow a policy or practice of broadcastingof any
or permitting
'the broadcasting
advertisement
of or
information concerning any lottery,
gift enterprise, or similar scheme,
offering prizes dependent in whole
or in part upon lot or chance, or
any list of the prizes drawn or
awarded by means of any such lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme,
whether said list contains any part
or
all of such prizes.' (See U.S.C.
S 1304)

program broadcast on the station
in question; or
"(2) such winner or winners are
required to be listening to or viewing the program in question on a
radio or television receiver; or
"(3) such winner or winners are
required to answer correctly a
question, the answer to which is
given on a program broadcast over
the station in question or where
aid to answei'ing the question correctly isgiven on a program broadcast over the station in question.
For the purposes of this provision
the broadcasting of the question to
be answered over the radio station
on a previous program will be considered as an aid in answering the
question correctly; or
"(4) such winner or winners are
required to answer the phone in a
prescribed manner or with a prescribed phrase, or are required to
write a letter in a prescribed manner or containing a prescribed
phrase, if the prescribed manner of
answering the phone or writing
the letter or the prescribed phrase
to be used over the phone or in the
letter (or an aid in ascertaining
the prescribed phrase or the prescribed manner of answering the
phone or writing the letter) is, or
has been, broadcast over the sta-

"(b) The determination whether
a particular program comes within
the provisions of subsection (a) depends on the facts of each case.
However, the Commission will in
any event consider that a program
comes within the provisions of
subsection (a) if in connection with
such program a prize consisting of
money or thing of value is awarded
to any person whose selection is
dependent in whole or in part upon
lot or chance, if as a condition of
winning or competing for such

tion in question."
These
new rules are for the
guidance of all broadcast licensees
and other interested persons as the
stated policy which the Commission will follow in licensing or renev/ing the licenses of AM, FM and
TV broadcast stations on the basis
of its interpretation of Section
1304 of the U. S. Criminal Code
which pi'ohibits the broadcast of
any lottery,
ilar scheme. gift, enterprise or simThey are the result of the Commission's rule-making proprosal of
August 5, 1948, as supplemented
on August 27, 1948, and subsequent
filings with oral arguments before
the Commission en banc on October 19, 1948.
Commissioner Hennock dissented.

(1): such winner or winners are
prize
required to furnish any money or
thing of value or are required to
have in their possession any product sold, manufactured, furnished
or disti-ibuted by a sponsor of a
a case-to-case basis may readily leave
licensees in deep confusion as to the
applicability of the statute in situations
other than the precise scheme involved
in a particular case. But despite the
variety of possible details, a number
of common recurrent features, which
embody the elements at which the
statute is aimed, can be identified in
order to clarify the application of the
statute in particular situations. Announcement of interpretative rules in
an area where the details may obscure
the more general principles which are
readily identified, thus serves both to
diminish the perils of uncertainty and
to remove the refuge of the opinion
of counsel, which may vary not only
with different cases, but with different
counsel. Just as the licensee is entitled
to come before the Commission and
state that he relied on the opinion of
counsel in determining what was illegal
and contrary to the public interest, so
the Commission may afford the licensee
guidance by stating what it believes
the law to be in the form of interpretative rules.

licensee jeopardy which would
involved if the Commission's ir
terpretation of the law were to b
developed and disclosed only in th
course of such proceedings."
The majority held that conterf^'
tions that the Commission can ar
r.ounce principles of law only o
a case-to-case basis had repeatedl
been rejected by the courts in
long series of radio cases. In an
swering the challenge that th
regulations are invalid becaus
they lay down general condition RO
for the grant of licenses instea^
of reserving decision until th
issues arise upon application, th isci
le
Commission said that such a doc
trine "would go far to destroy th
power to make any regulation

The majority said it was con
vinced, after examination of th
arguments presented, that th
at all." of the programs coverei
features
by the rules come within the scop
of the language "lotteries, gif
enterprises or similar schemes de
pendent in whole or in part oit^
chance" set forth in the Crimina.^^
Code.
9.1
lOPi
It said it was unnecessary to re^7.6,3;i.ii;J ,
jji
solve the question of the exten' vll
to which the statutory terms "gif
enterprises
or similar
scheme"
maj
include more
than the
statutor;
term "lotteries." It said it hac
mi
concluded more
that the
includes
thanterm
the "lottery'
popula Wiil
conception of "lottery."

.

mz
111
Elementof of"prize"
'Prize' was con jay
The element
strued as raising no substantia Adve
;ial
problem, since the Commissioi read
1 ne
contended that all of the progran|iiiisi
"schemes" described in the rule; impl
involve the distribution of monej
or other valuable prizes. Similarljijespi
the
oniata1
it said there was no "serious ques-|t)i,
tion" concerning the element ol
chance. While there are many bon
lidei
fi.de contests in which the elemeni 3ei
of skill is primarily determinative isii
nto
the Commission said that in each oi ichei
the cases set forth in the rules raca

the element of chance "determine
in whole or in part the identity ol
the persons to whom the prize ii
s lion
to The
be awarded."
only "substantial issue" pre
sen ted is whether such programs lew
also involve the element of "con loun
sideration" assuming it to be
necessary element of schemes for
bidden by the statute. "We think,'
the majority
concluded,
"that bjir: iron
each
of the instances
specified
leat
rear
the rules, consideration of somf !ole

The FCC emphasized that any
person having property interests
adversely affected by the rules has
an immediate opportunity for court
adjudication.
"Since any such interpretive
rules are controlling in any court
is present."
review only to the extent that they form
It was in that
connection
"conJ f\
are found by a review court to sideration"
the FCCwith
launche(J
into
a
lengthy
and
complicatec
embody a proper interpretation
dissertation. Simply stated, th^ jjg
of the law they purport to interCommission concluded that thers fj^j
pret," said the decision, "adoption
of the rules may make available to was "consideration" when a scheme ip,
persons who may have property
is designed to induce the public
to stay at home and listen in ordei: ij,^
interests directly and immediately
to win. This was described as
effected adversely by their adoption
an opportunity to secure a judi- "detriment" to those induced t(J||,
listen and as a benefit to the li- jfp^
cial determination of the validity
of any such application of the rules
censee
the timeand
and to"circulationwhoto sells
the sponsor
the l^, _
in advance of Commission action
sponsor
as
well,
who
presents
his IP.JI
in licensing proceedings and with(Continued on page 28)
out the expense, delay in time and
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Figures Show
STEADY
SALES
1SlET\NORK
ROSS network time sales for the were $100,838,725. They were
were an inconsequential 0.9% be- February, but the latest PIB figlow those of June last year.
,347 in the same period of
•st half of this year failed to $102,092
ures, bringing the record up
1948.
iflect, in any significant degree,
The slight dip in gross network
through June, show the comparison
The total sales for June 1949
le recession which was widely
time sales has been evident since
between this year and last is imifiscussed in that period.
Table I I
proving.
According to the latest figures
Total sales in May this year
GROSS NETWORK TIME SALES
ijrepared by Publishers Informawere
1.5% below those for May
JAN.-JUNE
JAN.-JUNE
1949
JUNE
1948
JUNE
;;ion Bureau and released last week,
1948 [Broadcasting, July 25],
1948
1949
i?ross network time sales for Janu145,749
600,968
Agriculture & Farming
62,205
740,189 whereas the June differential was
750,213
104,624
700,594
iry through June 1949 were only Apparel, Footwear & Accessories 75,162
only 0.9%. At the end of the first
Automotive,
Automotive
Equipment
A. 2% below sales in the comparable
five months of this year total sales
&
Supplies
662,587
538,034
4,252,114
Aviation, Aviation Accessories
oeriod last year.
4,019,556 were off 1.3%, compared with 1.2%
&
Supplies
In dollars, the total gross time
456,438
100,989
Beer, Wine & Liquor
92,487
633,346 at the end of six months.
Building Materials, Equipment
isales for the first half of this year
57,161
The biggest buyer of network
& Fixtures
102,754
667,415
561,007 time
539,570
Confectionary & Soft Drinks 466,091
3,736,866
in June was Procter &
I
870,065
164,994
Consumer
Service
81,217
3,825,757
TABLE I
Gamble Co., which spent $1,407,639
10,481,778
Drugs & Remedies
1,742,748
1,338,549
11,710,856
1,903,766
& Amusements
(see Table I). Its total includes
rOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS JUNE 1949 Entertainment
24,995,604
23,955,357
Food & Food Products 3,660,734
3,644,468
444,398
expenditures under Food and ToiGasoline,
Lubricants
& other Fuels 408,066
3,224,148
{ 1. Procter & Gamble
$1,407,639
Horticulture
3,001,135
91,968
letries categories as well as under
2. Sterling Drug Co
630,423
98,946
3. General Foods
610 080 Household Equipment & Supplies 706,590
703,578
654,801
4,333,850
Soaps, in which it was the leading
100,018
623,773
4,197,447
Household Furnishings 95,214
4. Campbell Soups
547,215
63,996
Industrial Materials
174,593
5. Miles Labs Inc
545,845
1,171,573
1,004,600 advertiser.
Insurance
328,578
328,339
6. General Mills
513,155
2,019,956
2,119,574
Sterling Drug Co. was the next
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras 147,874
385,383
1,118,656
7. Liggett & Myers
494,710
91,020
Office Equipment, Stationery &
8. Lever Bros. Inc
479,945
heaviest investor, spending $630,187,596
Writing Supplies
149,406
862,374
9. R. J. Reynolds
284,589
1,331,290
491,581
Publishing & Media
37,520
129,219
835,250 423, and General Foods was third,
10. General Electric Co
248,664
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
with $610,080.
731,545
Musical
Instruments
&
Access.
16,182
966,058
iource — Publishers Information Bureau
64,495
Advertisers in the Food & Food
Retail Stores
6,870
34,350
Smoking Materials
1,961,159
1,710,733
10,338,055
11,855,945
Products category have led all
10,719,231
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 1,697,559
1,755,498
Sporting Goods & Toys
9,931,942
others by far in network time exASH, AD GROUP
17,211,072
15,821,813
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
2,542,270
2,640,836
penditures for the first half of the
Transportation, Travel & Resorts 71,232
622,652
Miscellaneous
198,095
1,393,715
209,765
1,356,422
year (see Table II). Those in
* 102,092,347
To Spend $100,000 in 'SO
Toiletries & Toilet Goods were
TOTAL
15,487,193 100,838,725
15,631,141
"WITH $40,000 spent this season in
In
June
1948
there
was
a
political
category
amounting
to
2,295.
second,
and Tobacco advertisers
'radio, newspapers
and outdoor
were third.
Source— PUBLISHERS INFORMATION BUREAU
(promotion by the recently formed
Washnigton
State Advertising
TABLE III
[Commission, plans are being forTOP NETWORK ADVERTISER FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN JUNE
nulated to expend $100,000 next
109,973
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co. $ 33
Agriculture & Farming
U.
S. Steel Insurance Co.
161,410
15?
Industrial
Materials
Prudential
Apparel Footwear & Accessories Frank H. Lee Co.
Insurance
I /ear.
This was reported Tues33,172
'
Cameras
Automotive,
Automotive
Acces.
65,
iiiay (Aug. 16) by Loren Stone, genFord Motor Co.
& Equipment
102,
eral manager of KIRO Seattle and
Aviation, Aviation Access. &
& & Speidel Co.
Optical Goods
Jewelry,Equipment,
39,744
124 720 Offi'e
Stationery
181,
Equip.
Hall Bros. Inc.
1 member of the non-salaried comPabst Sales Co.
53
Beer, Wine & Liquor
82,986
630,
25,008
Christian
Science
Pub.
Co.
Publishing
&
Media
Building
Materials,
Equip.
&
inission, at a meeting of the Seattle
,308
WritingTV Supplies
Johns
Manville
Corp.
Fixtures
754
Radios,
Sets,
Phonographs,
Phiico
Corp.
dvertising and Sales Club.
090
Musical
Coca Cola Co.
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
124
Retail
StoresInstruments & Access. First National Stores
16,182
Bell Telephone Co.
Mr. Stone also reported that Consumer Services
Sterling
Drug
Co.
Drugs & Remedies
Smoking
Materials
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
494,710
[despite the late start this year for Entertainment
6,870
& Amusements
Procter & Gamble
he tourist season, radio had been
General Foods
Food & Food Products
1,001,662
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Polishes
416,673
&
Cleansers
ound particularly effective to
613 7io Soaps,
Fuels
Lever Bros. Inc.
Sun Oil Co.
88,832
Toiletries
& ToiletTravel
Goods& Resorts Assn. of American Raileach travelers and residents in Horticulture
Transportation,
General
Electric
Co.
roads
248,664
Household Equip. & Supplies
69,600
;he high-temperature
areas of Household
International Silver Co.
Furnishings
59,804 Miscellaneous
Lutheran Laymen's League 32,517
alifornia, Idaho and Montana.
A series of 26 announcements
Sourre— PUBLISHERS INFORMATION BUREAU
_ i)n 18 stations in 16 markets was
Kcheduled by the commission, with
mphasis on the family aspect of
/acation travel. Mr. Stone indi200 Stations Said Ready for Ads
cated that the commission is con- SCHENLEY
sidering expansion of its efforts
r nto additional markets next year.
COMMITMENTS to carry hard liquor advertising have been received
Duffy program and that efforts
to reach that conclusion have gotten
from more than 200 radio stations by Schenley Distillers Inc., according
He also disclosed that the commisto the point where only contract
sion has invited bids from adverto S. D. Hesse, Schenley advertising coordinator.
language has to be straightened
;ising agencies to handle next
He made that known to Broadcasting last Thursday through a comout.
gear's campaign. This year, the
pany spokeman, adding that staMeanwhile FCC told Sen. Edwin
sromotion was placed with the
tions so changing their policies contract signings would be in process at least until after the first Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Seattle agency of Mac Wilkins,
were in part independents and in
:!ole & Weber.
week in September.
Senate Interstate & Foreign Compart network affiliates.
merce Committee, that its judgAt the same time, he let it be
Duffy's
Tavern,
a
show
on
which
it was reported Schenley might
ment on license renewal applicaknown that the Schenley plans are
attach a hard liquor commercial,
tions "is one related to overall
by no means in their final stages.
Cisco' Adds Nine
was signed on the NBC network
program service and the extent
Schenley advertising agencies are
on Thursdays, 9:30 to 10 p.m. on to which a particular licensee is
readying at least six shows for an
fS'REDERIC W. ZIV Co., New
rendering a well-balanced program
behalf of beer products of Blatz
ifork and Cincinnati, producer of audition early in September.
service in the public interest in
These shows, and possibly others,
Brewing Co., Milwaukee, a Schen)pen-end transcribed shows, anley subsidiary. A spokesman for the
will have to run the gauntlet of
lounced last week the following
community
he serves"
[Closed
Circuit, which
Aug. 15].
lew outlets for its Cisco Kid series:
a Schenley review which will con- the agency on this account, Kastor,
In
a
tongue-in-cheek
reply reFarrell,
Chesley
&
Clifford
Inc.,
sider them from the standpoint
iOSA Odessa, Tex.; WIRL, Peoria,
said a wine hitchhike would also
leased last Monday, the Commis11.; WAGM Presque Isle, Me.; of audience appeal and approprision conceded limited authority,
ateness.
ride along with the beer commerA^PUV Pulaski, Va.; KRNR Rosecial.
but
added
it is aware of the "seri)urg, Ore.; KM A Shenandoah,
Up to last weekend, too, no netA report further persisted, too,
ousness of the matter" and promworks had signed with Schenley
owa; WCVS Springfield, 111;
ised to "exercise whatever authorvVJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala., and WGNI
nor was it expected that any fur- that Schenley still wishes to at(Confined on page 39 )
tach a hard liquor hitchhike to the
ther developments looking toward
A^ilmington, N. C.
August 22, 1949 • Page 19
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HOUSEHOLD
GOODS
Market Up 7 Millions
ADVERTISERS of household
goods and products have gained a
potential buying market of approximately seven million new customers since 1940, according to a
preliminary report of the number
of households in the United States
released last week by the Bureau
of the Census. This is the largest
increase in the history of the
country for a comparable period,
according to Philip M. Hauser,
acting director of the Census
Bureau.
There were about 42,107,000
households in April 1949, as compared to 34,949,000 enumerated in
April 1940. These figures show a
gain of about 20.5% in the number
of households from 1940 to 1949.
Married couples who had not
established a household yet this
year totaled approximately 2,156,000 — these couples sharing living
quarters with ■ other persons or
living in hotels, rooming houses or
other quasi households.
The 1949 figures were obtained
from a sample survey of the population. Figures for 1940 came
from 1940 census reports.

GE

GENERAL Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn., has advised its dealers
they can buy shows produced by
Frederic W. Ziv Inc., New York
and Cincinnati, at a price 25%
below usual local rates, as a result of a .special arrangement between the appliance manufacturer
and the program company.
GE has sent a bulletin to its
major distributors, advising themi
that they can use Ziv programs and
place them locally on the regular
GE "major appliance cooperative
plan." According" to the Ziv company, this is the first time GE has
recommended the use of independently-produced programs to its
dealers.

Brings Affiliates to T71|
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Psst! Stick around, Bud, this is a takeaway — not an illegal giveaway !"
Lebhar
HEY

'NAMES' SERIES
To Be Launched by BPS
FEATURING interviews with
"names", and known as Hollyivood
Brown Derby, Broadcasters Program Syndicate, cooperative station transcription group, will
shortly launch production of five
weekly, quarter hour series for
which $150,000 has been allocated,
according to Bruce Eells, head of
the firm.
BPS, which currently has a
total of 196 member-stations, already has three programs being
carried by member stat'ons, including Pat O'Brien
Hollywood,
Frontier
Towv andFrom
The Adventures
of Frank Race.

HELBROS

WATCH

Renews 'Quick As a Flash'
HELBROS WATCH Co., New
York, will sponsor Quick As a
Flash [Closed Cip.cuit, Aug. 15]
starting Sept. 24, Saturday, 7:308 p.m. on the full MBS network.
Helbros has sponsored the program on Mutual since September
1944. This marks the sixth consecutive year for the advertiser on
the show. Dorland Inc., New York,
is the agency.
WFAK

To Be WPAL

WEAK Charleston, S. C, changes
its call letters to WPAL Sept. 1.
General Manager Laurens P. Moore
says move was made in order to
designate better Palmetto Broadcasters, name under which firm
operates, as a partnership of
George G. Weiss and Mr. Moore.
WFAK is a daytime independent
with 1 kw, on 730 kc.
Page 20
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OFFERS
Ziv Shows at Reduction

RESIGNS

WMGM

Seen As
Head

RESIGNATION of Herbert L. Pettey, for the past 13 years executive
director of WMGM New York, to enable him to devote himself to private
business interests, was announced today (Aug. 22) by Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's Inc. Mr. Pettey will continue with Loew's
in an advisory radio capacity upon
*
—
termination of his executive direc- interests include part ownership
of WEMP Milwaukee and KJBS
torship Aug. 31.
While no announcement was
San Francisco. He also is identified with the ownership of the Cenmade as to Mr. Pettey's successor,
it was understood that Bertram
tral Alarm Systems de Mexico,
S.A., a burglar alarm operating
Lebhar Jr., sales director for the company.
past ten years, will be named manOne of his associates in these
aging director. Frank Roehrenventures is William B. Dolph, exbeck is general manager.
ecutive vice president of WMT
Mr. Pettey will assume the presCedar
Rapids,
Iowa, and head of
idency of Parx Products Inc., manRadio Productions Inc. of Washufacturer of a cosmetic product
ington.
shortly to be placed on the market,
Mr. Pettey joined WMGM (forand for the present will headquarmer WHN) in 1936. Prior to that,
ter in New York. Other business
he was radio director of the Democratic National Committee and also
had served as Secretary of the
Federal Radio Commission and of
the FCC. A native of Kansas City,
he was in the film distribution business prior to assuming public
office in Washington.
Mr. Lebhar, who has been identified with commercial radio in New
York for more than two decades,
joined the sales staff of WOR New
York in 1931 and remained for five
years. He joined WHN in 1939 as
sales head, relieving Mr. Pettey,
who had been acting in the dual
capacity of station director and
commercial manager. He was born
in New York City in 1907 and is a
Cornell graduate, class of 1926.

Messrs.

Petteii (I) and
chat informally.

Lebhar

NBC
NBC
weekNSannounced
the alB-j '
JOI
WDAKlast
liation
with its network of WDAKj
Columbus, Ga., a .station previously:
affiliated with ABC. WDAK jaj
owned and operated by Radiol
Columbus Inc., and operates withj
250 w, fulltime on 1340 kc. AUeni
W. Woodall is general manager ot
the station, whose addition brings}
to 171 the total of NBC affiliates™
ABC meanwhile has also picked'
up WSAC Columbus as a secondary affiliate. That station is currently an MBS basic affiliate, and
operates on 1 kw, full time on
1460 kc. WSAC was recently
purchased by the Columbus LedgerEnquirer Co., subject to FCC ap-

proval.
BENTON & BOWLES
Drops McKesson & Robbins
BENTON & BOWLES Inc., New
York, last week resigned its McKesson & Robbins Inc. accounts,
which represented approximately
$500,000 in yearly billings.
The drugs and cosmetics concern
consequently announced that efSept. handled
1, Tawn bymen's
toiletriesfective
will be
Ellington
& Co., and J. D. Tacher & Co. willf
handle Tartan suntan lotion. The
latter account has been in the.
past,
and will probably continue|
radio.
to be, a fairly heavy user of spot]

Denies

FTC

Charges

CHARGES of false radio advertising lodged against William LaTrade Omaha,
Commission
been Federa'
deniec
Rue,
Neb., have
by the
by Mr. LaRue in an answer filec
with the Commission.
The complaint charged that certain claims
for his product. Master Scali Jt,
Treasury Cites SCBA
Treatment, aired on KOWH Omah£ _
SPECIAL citation has been given
and KFNF
Shenandoah, Iowa
Southern California Broadcasters
were
"false
and misleading'
Assn. by U. S. Treasury Dept. for
[Broadcasting,
July 25]. Hdl'
denied certain representations anc
"major influence in putting recent
admitted others.
Hearings wil
Savings Bonds drive over the top
be held, FTC said.
in every county in the area." BROADCASTING
Telecastin

Cheyyy,
IFOOTBALL
SPONSORSHIP of the major gridiron games of the 1949 season began to take tangible form with
reports starting to come last week
^on completed contracts. Both
Iradio and television are on the
agenda of advertisers which include Chevrolet, Standard Oil of
Indiana, Tidewater-Associated Oil
Co., Eichfield and others.
A roundup
ities shows: of last week's activ.Chevrolet, Standard

Oil

of Ind. Buy Big 9,
Notre Dame Video
SIXTEEN Big 9 and Notre Dame
games will be telecast alternately
on WGN-TV and WBKB Chicago
starting Sept. 24 under sponsorship of Chevrolet Motor Division,
General Motors, and Standard Oil
of Indiana.
Chevrolet has bought five Notre
Dame games to be telecast exclu-,
sively on the DuMont network.
It has also signed for those between
Wisconsin and Illinois, Michigan
and Illinois, Wisconsin and Northwestern and Indiana and Illinois.
The entire Northwestern schedule
from Evanston, 111. [five games]
will be sponsored by Standard Oil
on the two Chicago stations.
Stations will also carry the six
Illinois home games from Champaign.
Exact division of games between
WGN-TV and WBKB has not been
decided because of date conflicts,
which also involve Notre Dame
play. Notre Dame series of five
includes — Sept. 24, Indiana at
Notre Dame; Nov. 12, Tulane at
Notre Dame; Nov. 12, North Carolina at Yankee Stadium; Nov. 19,
Iowa at Notre Dame; Nov. 26,
Southern California at Notre
Dame.
Neither station would release a
confirmation or details of the Illinois and Northwestern arrangements, although a formal announcement of the Notre Dame
pickups was made two weeks ago.
All Notre Dame games will be fed
from Chicago to the DuMont network except for that in Yankee
Stadium, to be originated by
WABD New York.
Northwestern originally asked
$20,000 for the home series, while
Illinois was reported to have set a
$2,000 per-game figure for its series of six. Line charges of about
$1,100 for each Illinois game are
believed to have brought the package price to around $45,000, including agency commission. The
Notre Dame price, also unconfirmed, has been reported as high

Esse

Sign

SPONSORS
as $10,000 per game.
Local Chevrolet dealers in Columbus are backing Ohio State
football on WLWC. Lineup includes five home games.
Five U. of Minnesota home
games have been bought by Standard Oil of Indiana on KSTP-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee will telecast five U. of Wisconsin games
from Madison.
Although the sale of Big 9 television rights is an institutional
rather than a conference matter,
with each school setting its own
fee, members delegated authority
to the conference for sale of postgame film rights. Ford Dealers
Advertising Committees, New
York, will sponsor a film version
of Big 9 and Notre Dame games
in Chicago through J. Walter
Thompson Agency. Replays may
be telecast on a partial network.
Outlets have not been decided upon.
Campbell - Ewald, Detroit, is
agency for Chevrolet, and McCannErickson for Standard Oil.
Colorado

Slate Again

By Standard Oil of Ind.
STANDARD OIL of Indiana for
the third consecutive year has contracted for the entire 10-game
slate of the U. of Colorado on
KOA Denver. Station has broadcast the Buffaloes' games for past
12 years.
Announcement by KOA General
Manager Lloyd Yoder stated that
the station's sports crew will be
headed by Special Events Director
Bill Day and Announcer Starr
Yelland.
Eagle Pro Game Slate
To 40 Independents
WEIGHTMAN, Inc., Advertising,
Philadelphia, has acquired the
rights to broadcast the 1949 games
of the Philadelphia Eagles, National Football League champions,
it was announced on Aug. 15 by
the Eagles and Weightman.
In its successful bid for Eagles
rights, the young Philadelphia
agency acted on behalf of its client,
Sports Broadcast Network, new
organization for airing championship sporting events of all varieties
over a wide network of independent stations.
Starting with WPEN Philadelphia as key station outlet. Sports
Broadcast already has signed 40
stations to carry its attractions.
General manager of the network is
Jack Rensel, on loan from Weight-

' PROCTER & Gamble Radio Director W. M. Ramsey and Mrs. Ramsey lunch
on the fly before leaving by plane with NBC's We/come Travelers cast for
a two-week tour of American airlift bases in Europe. Tommy Bartlett, who
emcee's the five-a-week Chicago-originated show, took his complete talent
and production crew along for guest appearances.
BROADCASTING
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man where he is a vice president
and account executive.
Play-by-play announcer for the
Eagles games will be Franny Murray, former Eagles star.
In addition to the Eagles' full
league schedule of six home and
six away games, the network is
carrying four exhibition clashes
which began with Green Bay at
Green Bay, Wis., Aug. 20.
Along with the live play-by-play
coverage. Sports Broadcast is furnishing a one-hour Eagles' personalities show to be supplied both
live and transcribed.
Tidewater

for Stanford;

Signs Others in West
EXCLUSIVE TV rights have been
granted Tidewater-Associated Oil
Co. to Stanford U.'s 1949 home
games. Stanford is considered
key policy maker in the Pacific
Coast Conference, which, heretofore, has maintained fear of TV
eff'ects on gate receipts.
Although cost of the games was
undisclosed, it was understood
KPIX (TV) San Francisco bid
"more than $17,000." In all, three
bids were made, with Tidewater's
offer the highest, Al Masters, Stanford's director of athletics said.
Still to be negotiated was which
of San Francisco's two TV stations, KPIX or KGO-TV, would
telecast the games.
Stanford plays eight games this
season, beginning with San Jose
State on Sept. 17 and including
Michigan, California, UCLA, Oregon State, Santa Clara and Idaho.
Mr. Masters said PCC members
California, Oregon State and
UCLA only will share in TV payments, the division of which is
unknown. Expected to spur TV
thinking
of other conference

Buyers'
Series
THE SEVEN-ARTICLE
series,
"How the Buyers' Market- Can
Mean Business for Broadcasting/' concluded Aug. 15 in
BROADCASTING, is being reprinted in booklet form and will
be ready for subscribers in
about two weeks. The series
includes advice and selling
tips from some
of Radio's
successful
executives.
The most
Editors of Bkoadlasiing believe
that every salesman of radio
time can benefit by reading
these articles. We hope each
advertiser, agency or station
subscribing to the magazine
will send for a free copy. Additional copies may be obtained
for 15c each. Address Broadcasting, "Business for Broadcasting
870 National
Press BIdg., Series,"
Washington,
D. C.
schools
is Mr. Masters'
—
he
is convinced
TV, in theattitude
long run
at least, will boost game attendance.
This marks a second season of
football TV for Tidewater which
last fall sponsored home games of
Loyola U. in Los Angeles. It also
sponsored
Shrine
East-West
football tiltthe
at San
Francisco
last
New Year's Day and the national
collegiate tennis tournament in Los
Angeles the spring of 1948. The
company, which has signed radio
rights for football games of most
Western colleges, has not yet decided the stations it will place.
Speculation has the most important games going to CBS Western
Network. In the past, Mutual-Don
Lee Network received them.

Esso on 20-Stations
For U. of Arkansas
MARSCHALK and Pratt Co., New
York, are setting up a regional
(Continued on page 39)

Hauser

Would

Include

TV

Set

Count

CENSUS
By J. FRANK BEATTY
NATIONWIDE count of television
sets will be taken in connection
with the 1950 U. S. Census, if the
Census Bureau's new director,
Philip M. Hauser, can arrange it.
Mr. Hauser, radiating confidence
in television's potentialities, told
Broadcasting last week just after
assuming his
new office that he
believes a count
of radio homes
"would not make
sense unless it
includes television receivers."
Though the
tentatively approved list of
1950 census quesMr. Hauser
tions merely
asks if there is a
radio in the dwelling [BROADCASTING, Aug. 15], there still is time
for revision of the questions. Actually, final decision on census
questions may not be made until
Congress decides how much money
to appropriate for the project.
Mr. Hauser had his first look at
the census questions last Tuesday.
Wording of the radio question in
the housing portion of the census
caught his eye and he asked why
television wasn't included.
What clinched his belief that a
radio homes count should include
the visual medium was a recent
motor trip. Everywhere he went,
Mr. Hauser said, he saw television
antennas. He was surprised to
find them a hundred and more
miles from a TV transmitter.
Farmers have large numbers of
receivers, he obsei-ved.
"I'm rooting for a television
A. G. SPAULDING
Set For Forest- Hills
A. G. SPAULDING & BROS., New
York, has completed lining up its
custom-made network [Closed
Circuit, Aug. 15] to sponsor the
broadcasts of the national tennis
matches on Sept. 4 and 5 in Forest
Hills, L. I. from 3 to 5 p.m.
(EDST).
The broadcast will be fed to the
network by WQXR in New York,
as will also be done when the firm
sponsors the Davis Cup tennis
matches Aug. 26-28 on a seven station hookup [Broadcasting, Aug.
15]. Agency for Spaulding is
Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery, New
York. The 32 stations to carry
the national tennis match under
Spaulding sponsorship are:
WGST Atlanta, WARL Arlington,
KTBC Austin, WCOP Boston, WBNY
Buffalo, cinnati,
WCFL
Chicago, WRR
WKRC Dallas.
CinWERE Cleveland,
KFEL Denver, WKMH Detroit, KTRH
Houston, WPDQ Jacksonville. WBCC
Bethesda-Chevy Chase, WMPS Memphis, WAAT Newark, WMIN St. Paul,
WV^^L New Orleans, KROW Oakland,
KWKW Pasadena, WPAT Paterson,
WIP Philadelphia, KQV Pittsburgh,
KXLW St. Louis, KUTA Salt Lake
City, KYA San Francisco, KXA Seattle,
WSPR Springfield and WQXR.
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question if I can get it in under
the budget," Mr. Hauser said. "I'm
reasonably confident it will be in.
The final decision will be made in
the near future."
The tentative video question
wou d follow the radio question
in the housing segment of the
census enumerator's questionnaire.
It would read as follows: "Is there
a TV (or television) set in this
unit?
As inYes;
the No."
case of the radio set
question, it would be asked in 20%
of U. S. homes. Mr. Hauser said
the bureau's protests of the census
have led to new sampling techniques by which it will be possible
to ask more questions. A rotating
RONZONI PLACES
More Time Through Mogul
PyONZONI MARCONI Co. Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y. through
its agency, Emil Mogul Co., New
York, is preparing an expanded
radio campaign for fall and winter.
In areas where Ronzoni products
are sold, the radio schedule will
include station breaks, spots and
quarter and half hour programs.
The bulk of the radio promotion
will be on Italian-language programs.

system of questions will be set up
for enumerators, with results
described as highly accurate.
Asked if an FM question might
be added, Mr. Hauser said the
bureau has studied the problem
carefully and feels it will be difficult to get a,ccurate FM data because many listeners cannot distinguish the AM and FM techniques.
LIQUOR ADS

BAB ForSUB-GROUP
Small Market Sales

Script Firm Queries Clients
RADIO SCRIPT SERVICES of
Lancaster, Pa., is sending to broadcasters a questionnaire on radio
liquor advertising. In a form letter to clients, RSS states that it
"is, in a mild way, as are most of
the stations we serve weekly, interested in the present confusion
over whether liquor should be airspotted. If the dollar means more
than the influence of such advertising, we will be forced to bow to
your
collective decision."
Broadcasters
are requested to

NEW subcommittee to direct sales
development work of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau on behalf of
stations in small markets (under
50,000) by
has Simon
been
named
R. Goldman,

answer "We want liquor ads" with
yes or no. RSS points out that
only the total yes and no answers
will be reported and call letters will
not be revealed.

BORDER BATRE ON UQUOR ADS
Studios in Wash., Transmitter in Ore. Cause Problem
OREGON STATE liquor regulations are causing a 1 kw Washington station an estimated loss
of $2,000 a year in advertising
revenue. Broadcasting has learned.
The station affected is KVAN Vancouver, Wash., and the facts, as
reported by Fred F. Chitty, KVAN
general manager, are these :
When the station went from 500
w daytime to 1 kw fulltime in November 1947, FCC regulations required the removal of the transmitter to a new site outside a highly
populated area. KVAN found a
suitable site in Multnomah County,
just across the Oregon state line.
Subsequently, with FCC approval,
the station moved its main studios
to Portland, though continuing to
identify itself on the air as "KVAN
Vancouver, serving the PortlandVancouver area." Moreover, the
Vancouver Radio Corp., licensee,
remains a Washington corporation, paying the Washington State
business tax, and the transmitter
staff' are considered Washington
employes.
When a brewery located in
Washington decided to launch a
spot radio campaign recently, however, it learned that the Oregon Liquor Control Commission
claimed jurisdiction over KVAN,
because the transmitter was located within Oregon. It was therefore indicated that the proscription against advertising of liquor.

WGAY Liquor Poll
THE AUDIENCE of WGAY
Silver Spring, Md., Washington suburb, is split 50-50 on
the question of advertising
liquor on the air. Ernie Tannen, WGAY program direc- 1
tor, found this out by inviting listeners to his sunrise
show to vote on the matter.
Mr. Tannen said the poll
drew a heavy vote, along
with assorted comments.

wine and beer before 10 p.m. applied to the station, and the brewery's advertising agency therefore
did not place any spots on KVAN.
"The Liquor Control Commission's decision is discriminatory
and, we feel, very unjust," Mr.
Chitty told Broadcasting. He observed that a number of Washington and California stations, though
heard in Oregon, do not come under
the ban. Mr. Chitty observed further that Oregon newspapers may
run liquor ads near the comics or
any other portion of the paper,
while Oregon radio stations must
lose advertising revenue because
of the commission's ruling.
The commission's action in the
KVAN case, he added, was taken
in view of the fact that the transmitter is on the Oregon side of the
line, although no physical change
accompanied the shift of the "main
studios" and KVAN continues to
broadcast live programs from Vancouver.
Mr. Chitty did not comment directly on the proposed changes in
network policy considering acceptance of hard liquor advertising
[Broadcasting, Aug. 1, 8, 15].
KVAN is an independent station,
established in 1939. Sheldon F.
Sackett is president. Mr. Chitty is
also vice president and general
manager of KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.,
an affiliate of Mutual.

W J T N Jamestown, N. Y. The
subcommittee rethe Small
Market placesStations
Executive
mittee,Comabolished
with formation of,
BAB.
'\
Mr. Goldman
Mr. Goldman
had been named subcommittee
chairman by John J. Gillin Jr.,
chairman of the top NAB Sales
Managers Executive Committee.
Serving with him on the subcommittee will be A. E. Spokes, WJOY
Burlington, Vt., and Hugh M. P.
Higgins, WMOA Marietta, Ohio.
Mr. Spokes had been a member
of the original small markets committee for some time. Mr. Higgins
had been assistant director of the
NAB Dept. of Broadcast Advertising prior to the time that unit
was abolished in favor of the ne
BAB.
The small markets subcommitti
serves as an advisory agency to
the top sales managers committee,
which in turn advises the NAB
board's own five-man BAB committee, of which Mr. Gillin is 8
member.

Mr. Spokes

Mr. Higgins

Gray Named
GORDON GRAY, Secretary of the
Army, has been appointed to serve
on a newly-appointed National
Defense Management Committee
which has been set up by Defense
Secretary Louis Johnson to effect
atures.
reduction of defense expendi-
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Passage

This

certain provisions in the communiBy JOHN OSBON
from openly advocating legislation.
BILL'S
McFARLAND
cations bill not forcefully FATE
manifest
Aside from the general belief
WHETHER the hitherto unopposed on the Senate side during hearings
that Congress is moving more and
more into the communications doMcFarland bill [S-1973] to re- by the Senate Commerce Committee and on the floor. Certain
organize FCC will languish in
main, FCC is known to disprove
Commission officials are known to that section which places deadlines
the waning days of the 81st Conhave professed their displeasure in on its actions involving license
gress' first session, or be adopted
with a minimum of opposition,
House Commerce circles, a fact applications. Failure to meet them
ai'oused speculation on Capitol Hill which reportedly has not set well would require explanation to Conlast week as the House Commerce
with Sen. McFarland. The Arizona
gress. Another tender spot of
Committee indicated it planned to Senator is believed to have conirritation is the ban on job-jumpdefer action on the Senate-passed
strued these eff'orts as akin to
ing by Commissioners, their asversion until next month.
sistants, the Secretary and other
lobbying on the part of the Commembers of FCC. The Commission
mission, and reportedly has advised
This disclosure came on the
also is believed not to be too conActing Chairman Paul Walker
heels of a House proposal to recess
cerned about the pay raise provibeginning possibly this week and that there are statutes which prosion (increasing Commissioner
hibit government agency officials
reconvene immediately after the
Labor Day holiday. Authorities
felt action on the bill would deRayburn Expected
velop into a race against time, emTo Name Group
bracing anumber of factors, prin- LOBBY
PROBE
cipally the expected adjournment
of Congress sometime next month.
HOUSE SPEAKER Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) is expected this week to apAside from the time element, the
point a seven-man Select group which will undertake a study of lobbying
question of opposition began to activities of government agencies and private firms including possibly
take form for the first time looking
broadcast interests and FCC. The House passed legislation Aug. 12
toward possibility of hearings, if calling for the probe and authoriznot in this session, then possibly
ing $50,000 for that purpose
launches its proposed probe, broadnext January. There was evidence
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
casters appear to be slated for inthat FCC itself and certain memWith possibility of a ten - day
quiry
if only
as Sabath
a matterevidenced
of roubers of Congress might combine
House recess hanging fire, it was
tine.
Chairman
forces to thwart any hopes of believed, however, that any actual
concern over a reported $2 million
passage this year.
investigation may be deferred until
expenditure by over 150 lobbyists
Acting Chairman George Sadownext January, or entail only ab- during the first quarter of 1949,
ski (D-Mich.) of the House Combreviated hearings in this session
and told House colleagues that a
merce communications subcommitif time permits. Chairman Adolph
"real and impartial" investigation
tee, to which the procedural measSabath of the House Rules Commitwas in prospect, "not only of busiure was assigned last week, told
ness lobbyists, but also . . . Federal
tee has termed the probe "very
Broadcasting that he plans to necessary,"
but
no
further
action
departments
and independent agendiscuss the legislation with his will be forthcoming until after the
cies that devote a great deal of their
members before taking action. He
committee is formed, it was pointed
time to lobbying for their legislaout. The resolution (H Res 298)
said the group would decide "how
far to go in the communications
was introduced by Rep. Frank
field — as far as the McFarland bill Buchanan (D-Pa.) author of a joint
Lists Evasions
or open up the whole Communicaproposal passed by the House last
He listed as evasion of the LobbyMay [Broadcasting, May 23] and
tions Act for general review." He
tion."
ing Act registrants who claim to
tentatively has set Sept. 7 or 8 for now awaiting Senate floor action.
act as consultants and yet plead
a meeting.
Rep. Buchanan is expected to serve
the law does not apply to them;
as chairman of the Select comPassed Earlier
receive
expenses (hotel, entertainThe measure was written by mittee.
ment,
etc.) from two or more cliProbe Funds
ents; fail to list their compensaSen. Ertiest D. McFarland (Dtion in full. He also noted that
Meanwhile funds to finance a
Ariz.) and passed by the Senate
earlier this month [Broadcasting,
pressure groups interpret the act
joint investigation (H Con Res 62)
in many ways, and that lobbying
Aug. 15].
by House and Senate Judiciary
If the subcommittee decides to committees, and providing for a provisions do not cover activities
before regulatory agencies.
five-man group, have been approved
hold hearings. Rep. Sadowski said,
Meanwhile, the Senate Secretary
they could be slated for next month
finally by the Senate Rules & Administration Committee. Resoludepending on whether Congress
and House Clerk have released registrations for the second calendar
remains in session long enough to
tion had been bottled up in committee for more than two months after
warrant action. They might, on
quarter. A form C contains these
the other hand, be deferred. In being favorably reported by the provisions: (1) A detailed report of
all money received and expended;
that event, the measure would lay Senate Judiciary group.
over for action in the second ses(2) to whom paid; (3) for what
In its report the Rules commitsion. Whether the non-controvertee, which approves funds for the purposes; (4) names of any pesial nature of the McFarland bill,
riodicals, papers, magazines, etc.,
probe, said it was "in entire symconsidered one of the strongest
in which the registrant has caused
pathy"
with
the
aim
to
provide
inarguments for its enactment, is
formation regarding lobbying ac- publication of articles; (5) prosufficient to ease it through this
tivities and unanimously favored
posed legislation he is employed to
year was a matter of speculation.
support or oppose.
the investigation. It added it was
Rep. Sadowski also noted that
disturbed over disagreement beAmong those listed were Earl
most members of the Commerce
tween the House and Senate Ju- Gammons, CBS vice president in
committee are slated to leave for
diciary Committee on selection of charge of Washington offices; Ward
Europe late next month, which
but despite the "uncermembers
Quaal, director, Clear Channel
might prove another factor in the
tainty," itreported "this misgiving
Broadcasting Service; Frank Russubcommittee's decision. The Michwas overcome only by the realizasell, NBC vice president in charge
tion of the urgent need for the
igan Democrat, who will not acoffice; A. D. WilWashington
of
company them, wondered aloud if study and investigation as prolard, NAB (now resigned and rehe could muster a quorum.
Rankin). Schenplaced by Forney also
If the Senate concurs on the joint ley Industries,
Meanwhile, there appeared to be
was heavily
growing opposition within FCC to lobbying committee and the House
represented.
posed."
BROADCASTING
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Session

In Doubt

salaries from $10,000 to $15,00Q)
now that prospects seem more promising for passage of general
legislation to effect the same purpose. Under another bill (HR
1689), they would be raised to
$16,000 anyway. It opposed a ceiling of $4,000 on salaries of Commissioners' secretaries.
FCC's Sentiments
FCC, through Comr. Rosel Hyde,
had expressed itself during Senate
Commerce hearings as opposed to
the job-jumping restriction on the
ground
appears
to go too/
far and that
can "it
result
in unnecessary^
hardship." Under that section a
Comm.issioner would be prohibited
from resigning and accepting employment, during the remainder of
his tenure, with any firm coming
within FCC jurisdiction. It would
be eff^ective one year after passage.
Likewise bureau heads and assistants could not serve for one year
after leaving the Commission.
FCC cited its own regulations
which forbid members, officers and
employes, within two years after
service with the Commission, from
appearing as attorneys before it
"in snv cause or application which
he has handled or passed upon
. . ." The Commission also pointed
out that "the use of radio is so
extensive that it might be difficult
to find any business that does not
use radio for some purpose." It
cited police and fire departments
among other occupations, and held
that a revision of Sec. 4 (a) is
"necessary."
Comr. Robert Jones told the
Committee that the amendment is
directed against Commissioners
and key personnel "using their
positions to become valuable employes in the industry because of
their former associates remaining
in the Commission," but "this is a
hardship which is not required of
In reviewing
Conagencies." theon situation,
other
(Continued
page 30)

SALUTING KGO San Francisco "for
to safety"
al service
exception
area,
Renolds
J. Barbieri
(I), vicein
president of San Francisco chapter.
National Safety Council, presents
General Manager Gayle V. Grubb
with council's public interest award.
KGO's Hap Kaufman, producer of
the award-winning accident-prevention broadcast. Green Cross Searchlight, isat right. Award was made in
California for the first time.
August 22, 1949
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FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for one new AM
and a new educational FM
outlet were authorized by
FCC last week. One existing
outlet received improved facilities. Nine stations received transfer grants. Two
AM and three FM stations
were deleted. Details of these
and other FCC actions are
carried in FCC Roundup on

Increaseis
s AUrge
Official
AN
URGENT
request for
addi-U
hot
war"
andS
felt added funds
D
others.
large transmitter
N
F
'
ICE
'VO
tional
funds to improve and conslated to begin operation in Gerposed "the same kind of question
here that you have in determining
facilities for
State Dept.'s
many shortly to help alleviate jamVoice ofstruct
America
was recommended
appropriations for the military
ming, it waswillreporte'd.
Anotherin
transmitter
be completed
by the House Appropriations Comoperation and economic operation."
mittee and embodied in legislation
Tangiers
sometime
next
month.
Asked whether taxpayers would
considered by the House last week.
Mr. Thayer also revealed that the
be better off if facilities were
An added sum of $11,320,000 will be
State Dept. had conferred with
made available to State's Office of wholly government-owned and govFCC, the Research and DevelopInternational Information if the
ernment-operated, he said there
ment Board, National Bureau of
Senate concurs in the supplemental
would be arguments both ways.
Standards, and the Military. In
page 63.
appropriations bill for fiscal 1950.
addition, a special NAB committee
". . . So long as it is privately
FCC, FTC FUNDS
The committee took action after
operated, you get the advantage of also meets periodically with State
Head Toward Compromise
subcommittee hearings earlier this
Dept.'s Voice officials. Standards
private know-how. If it were govmonth during which George V.
bureau has been working on propaA COMPROMISE on funds for
ernment-owned and controlled and
Allen, assistant secretary for pubgation studies with a view to de- FCC and FTC was indicated last
operated,
you
would
have
a
conlic affairs, apprised the group of
termining whether use of certain
week as conferees agreed to file a
three urgent factors: (1) the imobserved.stantly increasing expense. . ." he characteristics will help overcome
conference report reconciling difmediate problem of Soviet jamjamming. Problem of using these
ferences between House and SenSecretary Allen testified that
ming of American broadcasts to
characteristics is handled jointly
ate-passed versions of the indeSoviet
jamming
efforts
represent
Russia; (2) the information and
by the bureau, FCC and IBD, with
pendent offices bill for fiscal 1950.
"not
a
provisional
activity"
but
a
the
bureau
furnishing
daily
inpropaganda aspects of the "cold
The bill (HR 4177) was slated for
formation to IBD.
"long-range plan," and that while
war" in general; and (3) the necesthe Voice has taken every step to
Mr. Thayer said that about $5 early action by Congress and apsities of psychological warfare "in
combat it, "the jamming has been
proval by President Truman.
the event of woi-ld emergency."
million of the requested $12 milConferees agreed to appropriate
remarkably successful."
Mr. Allen is charged with responsilion would be set aside for 15 for salaries and expenses for FCC
Mr. Allen also told the subcombility for the Voice.
curtain-type antennas if allowed.
mittee his office had accepted
a sum of $6,600,000— $75,000 more
Others who lent their support to
He testified that $460,000 is transthan proposed by the House but
NAB's
offer
to
survey
Voice
faciliState Dept.'s plea for more money
ferred annually to CBS, $444,749
$33,000 under that passed by the
ties
with
a
view
to
more
effective
included Justin Miller, NAB presiSenate. FCC previously had been
to
NBC
and
$283,752
to
General
operation,
and
that
conversations
dent; Erwin D. Canham, editor.
Electric for operating costs on voted restoration of a $108,000 cut,
been held the past seven or
Christian Science Monitor'; Lt. have
transmitters leased to State Dept.
giving it $6,633,000 for the coming
Gen. Albert Wedemeyer, U. S. eight months. He said it would
have to come from Voice funds.
Meanwhile, Secretary of State year [Broadcasting, Aug. 8].
Army, and certain officials of OH,
Gen. Wedemeyer stressed the Dean Acheson last week also put Also deleted was a House proand International Broadcasting
posal to increase Commissioner
importance
of psychological warDivision, which supervises Voice
his weight behind extra appropriafare.
salaries from $10,000 to $12,000.
broadcasts. Judge Miller and Mr.
tions for the Voice, voicing his
The pay provision also was
Charles Thayer, IBD chief, told
Canham are members of the Adbelief
new facilities "will go a stricken in amendments covering
visory Commission on Information,
the group that since last April
FTC, which would receive $3,650,appointed by President Truman to Russia has increased number of long way toward combating and
000 for salaries and expenses. The
jammers as the U. S. stepped up its overcoming the current jamming."
keep a watchful eye on Voice operSenate had recommended a total
ations.
Simultaneously he revealed that
counter-measures, and that initially
State Dept. contacted experts for an American protest had been de- of $3,739,000 as compared to
State Dept. had asked the Budget
counsel in and out of government
livered to Premier Stalin by U. S. $3,450,000 passed by the House.
Bureau for a supplemental outlay
engineers from RCA, CBS, Bell Ambassador Alan G. Kirk in a Overall the measure would approof $20,983,112. The bureau recompriate for all agencies $514,232,808
Laboratories,
ABC,
NBC and
mended $12,830,000, which was
visit to the Kremlin last Monday.
over
the
House figure, and $45,pared down $1,330,000 by the com689,962 under the Senate-passed
mittee. Of the total $11,500,000,
version. Total is $7,617,739,361,
all but $180,000 (covering 1950 pay
ating
which
falls short of budget estiincreases) would be available for
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Drug(R&R)
(D-F-S)
Voting was directed to be held
Young
Widder Brown 146 Sterling
4
Aunt Jenny
Lever Bros.
5.9
79 Continental
+ 0.3
9.5 15
within the thirty day period from
with
apprehension
State's
proposal
Grand
Slam
Baking
(Bates)
48
5.7
4.7
to install some facilities on land
6.2
(Spic & Span, Blow;
5.7
the date of the order. The deci93 P&GIvory,
Big Sister
5.7
Compton)
+ +1.1or— 119
privately owned by licensees who
sion rendered by the board found
When Girl Marries
General Mills (Diamond Salt,
77
7.3
1
now operate transmitters under
5.7
B&B; Calumet & Swonsdown^ , Y&R)
the
Nebraska
Broadcasting ComOur Gal Sunday
5.7
84 Whitehall Pharmacol (D-F-S)
5.3
pany
Inc.,
which
operates KHAS,
13
contract with the department.
Right to Happiness
152 Procter & Gamble (Compton) 5.7
+0.0
5.7
+0.5
0.0
to be engaged in commerce within
Backstage Wife
146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
Judge Miller noted the possibility
5.7
0.0 12
the meaning of the National
Labor Relations Act.
of "the cold war turning into a
+
0.4
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Radio

TEXTILES
TEXTILE mills in a half dozen
different areas, all working independently, have developed folksy,
homespun radio shows which are
proving effective in promoting
closer plant-city relationships.
In fact, the shows offer such
promise that the industry's Textile
Committee on Public Relations,
through its public relations counsel,
Dudley, Anderson & Yutzy, is actively encouraging other mills to
develop such programs. In Community Relations, a booklet published by the firm, considerable attention is given these shows as a
technique to win good will.
Thomas D. Yutzy, program director for the textile industry, in a recent clinic on community relations
attended by several score top ranking textile executives in Georgia,
described accomplishments of the
shows now being given and praised
these as "a particularly intimate
and friendly way to reach the local
community."
Some mills, such as Dan River
Mills at Danville, Va., regard radio
so highly they have developed a
number of different local shows. In
Lewiston, Me., the Bates Mfg. Co.
has developed a show with local
talent that ranks above network
shows in listening audience. Others
include outright purchase of time
for local organizations, "fireside
chats" by a company president, and
"man in the street" interviews.
Shows Vary
The shows studied all varied
widely but each seemed to fit the
local community well. For instance,
plant activities of the Dan River
Mills, with approximately 12,000
employes in a city of 36,000, are
of news interest to the city. For
that reason, the mills sponsor the
Dan River Story over WDVA Danville at 6 p.m. each evening, Monday through Friday. The program
is devoted to plant news.
However, most talked about of
the Dan River shows is the Dan
River Kid Show over WBTM Danville on Saturday morning during
summer vacations. A selected panel
of seven grade school students,
changed weekly, competes in a quiz
down for prizes. The boy and girl
winners are crowned queen and
king for the week. The programs,
held at the Capitol Theatre, precede a Saturday morning movie
showing.
J. D. MacLauchlan, of the Dan
River public relations staff, reports
the cost is "very nominal" and that
"we believe they are worthwhile
in establishing and maintaining
rapport with the community. Because of the many media we are using in our community relations
program, it is difficult to evaluate
one particular medium from the
whole. We do believe, however, that

Highly

Rated

as Public

radio programs of various types
are essential to an integrated pro-

many people participate as is practical. We think it is well worth-

Textile mills, frequently located
in smaller communities where mangram." agement isclose to the people, have

Among the most resultful of The
Russell Mfg. Co.'s broadcasts was a
"fireside chat" by President Ruswhile."
sell in which he frankly discussed
the mill's policies, position and
practices.
Another program in the same
area of a somewhat similar type is
thj Friendly Half Hour of the West
Point Mfg. Co., West Point, Ga.,
which has been offered on Sunday
afternoon for eight years over
WRLD West Point.
Musicians, drawn from employes
and the community at large, are
frequent participants. Names of
residents who have reached 70 during the past week are announced.
At times, mill products are awarded
to contestants in quiz programs.
The programs draw about 350 letters weekly. Cost is $200 a month.

earned the reputation of being "the
most humanized industry" because
of assumption of unusual social

IItoaJ.ca6tin^

One of a Series
obligations, development of health,
recreational and cultural programs,
and interest in promoting broader
educational facilities.
In line with this tradition.
Pacific Mills sponsor a 15-minute
community service program at 7:15
p.m. each Thursday over WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
Local civic, fraternal, and social
organizations and groups are presented with this time in which to
tell the story of their work to the
community. Some 50 organizations
such as the YWCA, Kiwanis Club,
Care, Lawrence Community
Chest, Essex County Training
School and Rotary Club have made
use of the mill's offer, and files of
the company are crammed with appreciative letters from these groups
and members of the audience they
reached. Cost to the mill is $250
weekly. Chief Announcer Fred Laffey of WLAW and WLAW-FM directs and produces the shows with
the cooperation of Emil J. Dea
Roche,tionsthe
plant's industrial reladirector.
Promotes Local Talent
In smaller communities, the cost
runs far less. For instance. The
Russell Mfg. Co., Alexander City,
Ala., puts on a program each Sunday afternoon between 1:30 and 2
p.m. over WRFS Alexander City
at a cost of about $100 a month.
"We bring out various phases of
our
operation
from time
to time,"of
Thomas
D. Russell,
president
the company, reports, "but we are
primarily concerned with giving
local talent and organizations a
chance to appear on the radio and
thus promote good will throughout the surrounding area. We have
been conducting this program almost two years and find it very
popular. It creates a lot of interest
and, of course, we try to keep it as
diversified as possible and have as

Florence M. Furfey, Bates radio director, presents the recording library
of "Do You Know Names?" to Harlan A. Laudd, head of Maine Dept.
of Education.
BROADCASTING
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Standing inresults
'45
Most measurable
of all
attained by any of the textile shows
have probably been obtained by the
Bates Mfg. Co., with plant offices
at Lewiston, Me.
In December 1945, Bates was
something less than the most popular industry in Maine. The company, just reorganized, had been
controlled by the Insull interests.
It was no stranger to labor troubles
and employes remained on an average of two weeks.
The new company president, H.
D. Ruhm Jr., a former textile
salesman, appreciated he had a selling job to do to win support of
his employes, his stockholders and
the community. Among other techniques employed was a radio show
— a show which has since won statewide attention.
The first experimental show —
Look to the Future with Bates —
featured a singer, Jeannie McKean,
daughter of John Collins, Bates
Mill manager, and the unusual experiences of Bates employes, most-

Relations

Medium

ly war veterans. The show aroused
interest. It provided a forum for
discussion of improved working
conditions in textile mills, vocational opportunities and how the
textile industry, long the "poor relations" of American industry, was
using profits to benefit employes,
carry on long overdue plant modernization and promote research.
People began to remark that Bates
was a good place to work but the
plant management felt need for a
broader job.
Facts About Maine
In the fall of 1947, the show Do
You Know Maine? made its bow.
Interesting incidents in Maine's
history were unearthed and dramatized by college students and members of local theatre groups. Players were paid $5 a show and talent
costs ran about $26 a week.
Florence Furfey, a recent graduate of Bates College and a member of the plant's public relations
staff, wrote and directed the shows.
The program was an instantaneous success. Mail queries and phone
surveys indicated 150,000 of
Maine's 850,000 population were
listeners. Fan clubs were organized in schools. Teachers asked
for bulletins to post in the schools
and students were assigned to
listen as a part of their school
work. The Maine State Dept. of
Public Instruction asked that the
program material be permanently
In response to interest, booklets
preserved.
containing the program material
had to be published.
The show is presented each Sunday afternoon from October to
May from 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. It
was started on WCOU Lewiston,
WGAN Portland and WFAU Augusta. The budget for the first
year was approximately $7,500, exclusive of salaries of the public
relations staff.
For 1948, the show's cost rose to
(Continued on page 39)

Marketbook

Kudos

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Please tell station reps and commercial managers to come to my
office and they will see Broadcasting's 1949 Marketbook on the
top right hand side of my desk
along with the Year Book. The
1949 issue is better than ever.'
George M. Burbach Jr.
Assistant Director of Radio
and Television
Federal Advertising Agency
Neiv York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The
1949
Marketbook and
Spot Rate Finder is a masterfullydesigned
one-volume reference
source for blueprinting network
spot and
television campaigns
quickly
and
intelligently; the
greatest possible help when it is
necessary, to — "get this out fast."
Stanley Pulver, Time Buyer
Daiicer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Neiv York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I think the Marketbook is a
very good job. It will be very useful. The information is all compiled within its covers.
John Kucera, Time Buyer
Biow Co.
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The Marketbook and spot rate
finder is an interesting piece of
work. Looks like it will save us a
bit of time on some quick estimate.
Gordon Mills,
Kudner Agency
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The spot rate finder is a terrific
job. It is an invaluable working
tool for anyone in radio.
Bob Buckley, Business Mgr.
Benton & Bowles
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The new Broadcasting Marketbook arrived yesterday. It's not
a gold mine, it's pure uranium, and
the Spot Rate Finder is terrific.
If you could make the type used
for the city names just a bit larger
than the call letters, or move them
out into the margin, it would permit even greater speed in estimating preliminary budgets. Congratulations again are due Broadcasting for their intelligent approach
to the industry's problems.
Lillian Selb
Business Mgr.
Foote, Cone & Belding
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I should like to add my very enthusiastic voice to the others which
must have complimented you on
the 1949 Marketbook, which I
have just received.
I fully appreciate the herculean
task it must have been to accumulate the facts and figures contained
in the issue.
This is just another invaluable
Page 26
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service Broadcasting provides for
the industry with such amazing
regularity.
Joe Ganz
Vice President
Charge of Radio. & TV
Thwing & Altnvan Inc.
New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU
AND YOUR STAFF ON MARKETBOOK AND SPOT RATE
FINDER. FEEL MINIMUM
OF ERRORS CANNOT BE
AVOIDED SUCH AS FAILURE
OF YOUR SOURCES TO INCLUDE FIGURES FROM CAMP
LEJEUNE, WORLD'S
LARGEST
AMPHIBIOUS
TRAINING
BASE,
ON SALES POPULATION PAYROLL ALL LOCATED IN INSLOW COUNTY. REGARD.
Lester L. Gould
WJNC Jacksonville
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The 1949 Marketbook is an exceptionally practical publication.
. . . Please send us ten copies. . . .
Michael M Alexandroff
Administrative Assistant
Columbia College
JflO South Michigan Blvd.
Chicago

'Strikes Sour Note'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In his Sales Manager's appraisal
of "How Buyers' Market Can
Mean
Business for
[Broadcasting,
Aug.Broadcasting"
8], George
Lasker strikes, in our opinion, a
sour note.
Sound advertising, we believe,
has not been built on the type of
sales or salesmanship he advocates.
Beyond that, his article, we feel
and hope, is not indicative of the
thinking of most representative
executives in American radio. It
is noteworthy, however, that his
conclusions seem to be based upon
his
funct.operation at WORL, now deMr. Lasker would take good care
of the Sales Manager, provide him
with a reasonable salary and expense account, plus a five percent
over-ride. Well and good, under
conditions where the added incentive is needed.

But he holds that "if more stations had hungry men selling they
would be more successful." We
submit that a hungry salesman is
poor advertising and poor customer relations for any radio station
or any other responsible business
enterprise.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
A hungry salesman sells acReceived the 1949 Marketbook
counts that never should be sold,
. . . spent the next two hours giving or sells to clients advertising that
it the once-over lightly. Need I is easiest to sell, regardless of its
say I was very impressed at the merits or its application to their
concise layout of the material con- needs, just so long as it produces
tained and the amplitude of same.
the maximum take in his 15'"r
Hungry salesmen selThe
industry
sure, commission.
for the effortsis grateful,
extended I'm
on their
dom sell repeat business, year in
and year out. We strongly doubt
behalf by the research department
of Broadcasting. ... It was a that WEEI and WBZ, to cite just
tremendous job. Well planned and two substantial Boston stations if
well executed! Congratulations!
Hoopers and financial responsibility mean anything, have hungry
Raymond G. Ulbrich
salesmen soliciting business for
Studio Manager
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.
them.
partif of
Lasker's
article, That
at least,
it isMr.
to be
taken
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
literally, seems to be spun out of
the kind of thinking that breeds
Spending a few days in Knoxville, John Hart and I have been communism in this country.
looking over your August 15th
In many radio stations, salesmen
Market Data edition.
working on straight commission
We think this is one of the best are, in effect, one-man advertising
we have seen for many years.
agencies. In addition to soliciting
Congratulations to you and your sales, they often write the bulk of
fine staff.
the copy their clients use, act in
John Ballard, Gen. Mgr.
an advisory capacity to the clients
WLAP Lexington, Ky.
and tion
conduct
considerable promo* * *
work.
But an advertising agency col'Most Informative'
lects retainer fees from its clients
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
in addition to 15% commission
I think the magazine is most in- from the stations on which it places
formative and the addition of business. A radio station salesman in the average market, then,
"Telecasting" really brings the
is entitled to the equivalent; in
publication up to date.
Marvin Young
other words, to more than a 15%
Business Manager
commission. If he's worth keeping
Ruthrauff & Ryan
on the staff, he has something more
Hollywood
than just his time invested in his

job and he becomes one of the
station's real assets.
But, apparently, under Mr. Lasker's plan, a salesman would have
to burn himself out while still s
young man in order to survive anc
support the
a family.
We and
just newsdon't
believe
best radio
paper advertising operations are
conducted that way.
Linewood T. Pitman
Executive Manager
WCSH Portland, Me.
Rudolph O. Marcoux
National Sales Representative
Maine
PortlandBroadcasting Systeir

ARB REPORTS
Seller Announces Expansion
FIRST STEP in expanding its television and audience reports nationwide was announced last week bji
James W. Seller, Director of the
American
Research Bureau,
Washington, specializing in radio
and TV audience
mea s u r e m e n t.
The initial
advance covers two
cities — Philadelmore—phia
to andadd
Balti-to
ARB's regular
Mr. Seller
Washington TV
service
supported by the four loca'
TV
stations.
Mr. Seller, resigning this montl
after 10 years as director of research for NBC in Washington, will
devote fulltime to the new service.
He was responsible for the development of various new sampling and
audience measurement techniques
to determine the number of persons
actually listening to every program
broadcast in the area surveyed
Main
emphasis
ARB's audience studios
is on anofimproved
form
of
the
listener
or
"viewer
diary."
Because it measures all listening
and viewing regardless of where it
takes place, Mr. Seller believes his
process can supply more complete
and useful information than other
methods.
A high degree of accuracy is
claimed when diaries are properly
placed and followed up by expertly
trained interviewers. Coincidental
checks on diary reports are made.
ARB's radio audience measurements are to be produced at three
month intervals from area samples
of 1,000 persons for each support.
Results are given in both ratings
and actual number of persons lis^
tening to each program with all
listening outside the home included
in its proper proportion. At thg
survey'scharacteristics
close, Mr. Seller
dience
and said,
flow au^
by
program and station with completi^
days.
results
are delivered within ten
By ples ofusing
true inprobability
samTV homes
cities surveyed,
ARB reports
indicate
the distribution of TValsosets
by make.
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The

Johns

Baltimore

Hopkins

University

recently made

in

a survey*

of radio listening habits in grocery
stores, drug stores, taverns,
barber
The

shops, and

beauty

parlors.

results are especially interesting
because

measuring

none

of the standard

organizations

take this big

audience

This Hopkins

into account.

survey shov^^s that

in drug stores for instance, of all
radios playing, 34.6%
W-I-T-H.

Our

were

nearest

was tuned

tuned

to

competitor

in on only 24.1%
of the total.

The

survey is chock-full
pelling facts about

audience
in Baltimore.
reasons

It contains
W-I-T-H

buy in Baltimore.
DRUG STORES —This chart shows the
percentage of radios playing in drug stores
tuned to each Baltimore Station. 34.6% were
tuned to W-I-T-H.

this big plus

that W-I-T-H

why

of com-

delivers

many

more

is your best

If you haven't

already received a copy of this survey,
we'll be happy

to send you

one.

*"A Questionnaire Survey of Radio Listening Audiences in
Commercial Establishments in Baltimore City," prepared
as a Senior Research Report, under the supervision of the
Dean and Faculty Members of the School of Business,
Johns Hopkins University.
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PARTICIPATING in formal signing by Gunther Brewing Co. for daily, one
hour Gunther's TV Sports Special on WAAM (TV) Baltimore are (I to r)
Armand Grant, WAAM commercial mgr.; Nick Campofreda, Gunther's TV
sportscaster; David Nyren, Ruthrauff & Ryan radio-TV dir.; Audrey Strouse,
Gunther adv. mgr.

SMILES are in order as sponsorship
of Ziv's Cisco Kid on WSYR Syracuse
by Durkee's Domestic Bakery Inc. is
set
(I to r)Ziv;
P. Williams,
Durkee's;
Fred byGeiger,
A. I. Marshall
Jr.,
WSYR; W. R. Alford Jr., WSYR;
Mike Sntil,forDurkee's.
one year. Contract is

LOCAL show. Talent House, aired on
KRCT Baytown, Tex., from stage of
local Bay Theatre, is purchased for
13 weeks by W. M. House Jewelry
for $1,300. Setting deal are (I to r)
Rufus Honeycutt, theatre mgr.; W.
M. House Jr. of jewelry firm; E. H.
Keown, KRCT gen. mgr.

CONTRACTING for sponsorship of
Cinderella Weekend on WWJ-TV Detroit each Friday by Big Bear Markets,
Detroit, are (I to r) Charles Rosen,
W. B. Doner Inc., Detroit agency;
R. T. Schlinkert of WWJ-TV sales;
Ben Greenspoon, Big Bear pres.
PLANS for telecasting U. of Houston football games on KLEE-TV
Houston are okayed by (I to r):
Seated — Guy Savage, KLEE-TV sports
dir.; Dr. E. E. Oberholtzer, university
pres.; standing — Sid Balkin, KLEETV gen. mgr.; Harry Fouke of U. of H.

FINAL okay for backing of Fort
Worth Cats remaining home games
on WBAP-TV Fort Worth by Nicolson-Jones Motor Co. is given by (I to
r) W. J. Jones of motor firm; James
.McBride, McBride Adv.; Jack Holmes,
WBAP-TV; G. D. Nicolson of N-J.
EXCLUSIVE broadcast rights to Buffalo Bills football games go to
WKBW Buffalo as plans are okayed
by (I to r) Dr. Clinton H. Churchill,WKBW head; Bill Mazer, WKBW
sportscaster;
Jim Breuil,
Wells, team
team's owner.
busines mgr.; James

FCC Bans Giveaways
(Continued from page 18)
listen to the particular program, ceradvertising to the audience secured
tainly involves consideration furnished
directly or indirectly by members of
by Following
means of the
scheme."
the
public
who are induced to listen.
is that portion of the Any supposition
that form
there ofmust
be a
direct
sale
or other
contract
majority's opinion dealing with
before
a
scheme
involving
some
form
"consideration":
of consideration is presented does not
In determinig whether the element of take into account the nature of the
consideration is present in any radio
medium of broadcasting and its economics. We do not believe that Con"giveaway"
we of
mustthe consider
gress in announcing a public policy
the
problem schemes,
in context
unique
nature of the medium of radio. Unlike
particularly applicable to the field of
the motion pictures and theatre, no
broadcasting intended only to proscribe schemes designed far other
chargebers isof the
madepublic
by theforlicensee
media such as direct solicitation or
access totomemany
publications,
and intended that the
programs.and Nor,
as in themust
case a ofcopy
news-,
papers
magazines,
of media such as direct solicitation or
a publication be purchased to secure
publications, and intended that the
the information, entertainment and
relevant legal analysis should not take
advertising presented. Section 3(o) of into account the; nature of the medium
the Communications Act defines
of radio.
"Broadcasting"
as "the dissemination
of radio communications
intended to
Commissioner Hennock's dis^^
be
received
by
the
public.
. . ." Most
licensees support their
operations
by senting views follow in text:
the sale of time to advertisers who seek
I believe that the Proposed Rules
to
reachof the
the fact
public'
should not be adopted. These rules
notice
that We
one take
of theofficial
most
purport
interpret Section
for the 1304
benefit
important factors in securing sponsors
broadcastto licensees
of theof
for radio time is the number of people
Criminal
Code
which
prohibits,
with
who probably or actually listen to the
criminal sanction, the broadcast of
station's
programs,
as
determined
by
"any advertisement
of or
listener surveys and other means.
concerning
any lottery,
gift,information
enterptise
Therefore, especially when the listener
or similar scheme offering prizes dehas available a choice of services, the
pendent in whole or in part upon lot
licensee seeks to attract the listener
to create "circulation" as a basis for
the sale of radio time, and the sponsor
concept of "lottery" has a long
or The
chance."
seeks to attract the listener so that legal
history. This provision, or ones
the
sponsor's
advertising
message
may
similar
thereto, appear in the statutes
be delivered and the listener induced
of
virtually
state,byandbothhavefederal
frequently
beenevery
applied
to
purchase
the
sponsor's
product
or
and state courts. It is quite evident
service.- In this context, preoccupation
from the report of the majority in this
with such forms
furnishing byof such
consideration to the ofadvertiser,
proceeding that the Commission's intermeans as the purchase of his product
pretation
the oneterm
"lottery"
or the furnishing of box tops as a novel
in atofleast
respect.
This isis
condition precedent to participation in the first instance in which a scheme has
a scheme may obscure the valuable
been
called
a
lottery
when
the
sole
benefit furnished to the licensee in the consideration supporting it is nominal
form of "circulation" when the listener
or other than the payment of someis induced by a scheme for the awardof value.
Even
in the "Bankv.
ing of prizes based on chance to Night" thingcases,
e. g..
Commonwealth
listen togram.aCf. particular
and pro-v. I.und, 15 A. (2d)
839, although particuBrooklyn station
Daily Eagle
lar individuals were allowed to particiVoorhies, 181 Fed. 579, 581-582 (C. C.
without the purchase of a ticket
E.D. N.Y.). Where such a scheme is or thepatepayment
of any valuable
designed to induce members of the
such consideration
was conpaid
T ublic to listen to the program and be bj' the greatsideration,mass
of
the
participants.
at home available for selection as a Our Proposed Rules would comprehend
winnersultsordetriment
possible
winner,whothere
which none of the partito those
are re-so situationscipantsin risked
anything of value.
induced to listen when they are under
I
do
not
believe
it proper for an
no duty to do so. And this detriment to
the members of the public results in a administrative agency to broaden the
interpretation of a criminal statute any
benefit to the licensee who sells the
further than has been done by the
radio time and "circulation" to the
sponsor, and to the sponsor as well,
courts.
so-called
these "giveaway"
Rules are
who presents his advertising to the programs,If atthewhich
audience secured by means of the ostensibly
directed
are,
in violation of Section 1304, inI fact,
believe
this
scheme. When considered in its entirety, a scheme involving award of should be determined by a court after
proper
evaluation
in
a
particular
case.
prizes designed to induce persons to
Since the lottery prohibition which was
formerly cationsSection
316 of
CommuniAct of 1934,
as the
amended,
has
been deleted from the Act which sets
WGRO BAY CITY
forth the duties and powers of this
agency. I feel that, without a specific
To Stress Local Format
mandate from Congress for us to curb
the
prevalence of this type of program,
DEDICATION ceremonies were
our action today is unwarranted. For
held Sunday (Aug. 14) for WGRO
this reason, I suggest that the matter
Bay City,
w day-to be brought to the attention of the
time outletMich.,
on 1260newkc 500
licensed
Congressfor and
the which
Department
Justice
any of
action
they mayof
Gail D. Griner, president, and
deem
appropriate
to
have
taken.
Edward T. Dillon, vice president,
of Griner-Dillon Broadcasting Co.
Special emphasis, Gerry Lansing,
program director, said, will be RMA Names Committees
placed on local news and special
MEMBERSHIP of two committees,
events coverage with music-news
covering
industrial relations and
format the general program policy.
Mr. Dillon said, "We shall be service, was announced Wednesday
primarily interested in covering all by Raymond C. Cosgrove, president of Radio Mfrs. Assn. Mr.
local activities, with on-the-spot
Cosgrove named G. W. Thompson,
coverage, local 'live' programs, and
emphasis on public service." Both
Noblitt-Sparks Industries, as chairMessrs. Dillon and Griner, the latman of the Industrial Relations
ter until recently co-owner of Committee, with Leslie E. Woods,
WABJ Adrian, Mich.,, worked on
radar during the war and previous
Raytheon
Co., aswillviceplanchairman. TheMfg.
committee
the
to that time were with Westingannual fall labor seminar under
house Electric Corp.'s radio divichairmanship of Harvey Stephens,
sion at Baltimore. Staff positions
International Resistance Co. A. T.
announced were Marjean McLean,
continuity editor; Robert Busse
Alexander, Motorola, again will
and Lewie Short, announcers; Ly- head the RMA Service Committee,
man Anson and Harry Sutton,
with F. L. Granger, Strombergsales.
Carlson Co., as vice chairman.
Telecasting
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WBEN-TV

WTMJ-TV

BUFFALO

Owned
The

and

Buffalo

MILWAUKEE

operated
Evening

the

News

announce

Harrington,

Owned

by

the

appointment

Righter

as exclusive

national

&

and

operated

Journal

Company

of

Parsons,

television

by

Inc

representatives

• These stations recognize the necessity of using
the services of an aggressive able representative
who can devote full time to television in the national field. The newest medium demands such
services. It is that important. With such a sales
force the television station gets complete and proper
attention to many new advertising problems arising
in television.

Harrington,

Righter

270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
WBEN-TV
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IT'S a pleasant assignment' as WIBW
Topeka Announcers Homer Cunningham (I) and Art Holbrook interview
Marilyn Albers, chosen "Queen of the
Curves" at Kansas State Plowing
Terracing Contest sponsored by
WIBW and Capper Publications Inc.

OBSERVING farm practices at Ithaca
farm of H. E. Babcock, farmer-writer,
are (I to r) Phil Alampi, WJZ New
York farm director; Mr. Babcock;
Louis Bromfield, writer-farmer, and
William Ward, extension editor. New
York College of Agriculture,
"^^P^
Ithaca.

9

NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept.
8-9: Dist. 7, Terrace Plaza, Cincinnati.
Sept.
Dist.Wis.
9, The Northernaire,
Three15-16:
Lakes,
Sept.
19-10; Dist. 11. Raddison, Minneapolis.
Sept. 26-27: Dist. 10, Savery, Des
Moines.
Sept.
Kan. 29-30: Dist. 12, Allis, Wichita,
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla. Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct.
17-18:
hurst, N. Dist.
C. 4, Carolina Inn, PlneOct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop, Pa.
Oct. 27-28: Dist. 2, Berkeley-Cartret,
Asbury Park, N. J.
Oct. 31 -Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Boston.
Nov.
21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac,
Detroit.
Nov.
28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec.
1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14, Utah, Salt Lake City.
Dec. 14-15, Dist. 17, Benson, Portland,
Ore.
Aug.
25-28:
AFRA
convention.
Palace
Hotel,
San annual
Francisco.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Sept. 8-10:
Assn.Banffof Springs
BroadcastersWestern
annual meeting,
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26 : FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Sept. 26-28: National Electronics ConChicago. ference, Edgewater Beach Hotel,

THIS group of 51 boys and girls, all co-owners of WTIC Hartford calves,
pause for cameraman during Farm Youth Program picnic held by the station
at its transmitter grounds on Avon Mountain. Welcoming the youths are
Paul W. Morency (back row center at left of mike), WTIC vice president
and general manager, and Frank Atwood (at right of mike), farm program
director. Weekly program, Tfie Connecticut Farm Forum, originated at picnic.
GOLDEN Guernsey Silver Service (in
shape of milk buckets used on Isle
of Guernsey) is presented to John
Merrifield (I), WWJ Detroit farm
editor, by Alden P. Cole of Michigan
Guernseyices Breeders'
Assn. industry.
for servrendered to dairy

WINNERS of KDKA Pittsburgh Agricultural Scholarships are congratulated by J. E. Baudino, KDKA station
manager. Award recipients for 194950 academic year are Ted Allen (I),
Pennsylvania State College; Clarence
Fields, West Virginia U.

Sept. 30-Oct.
9: Second
Annual LivNational Television
and Electrical
ing Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 10-12: Assn. of National Advertisers convention, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV-Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.
Oct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention. Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct. 27-29: Audio Engineering Society
"AudioYork.Fair," Hotel New Yorker,
New
Oct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,
meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. Y.
Nov.
11-13:
NARND
Convention, New
York.
Nov. 19-20: AWB District 13, conventin,tion.
Tex. Radio House, U. of Texas, AusABC NET LOSS
TV Absorbs Sales Increase
DESPITE a 7% increase in sales
above those of the same period last
year, ABC has reported a net loss
of 146,141 for the first six months
of 1949. Sales in the first half of
1949 were $20,656,956, compared
with riod$19,324,553
for the same pelast year.
Costs of television, hovi^ever, more
than absorbed the sales increase.
Compared with an estimated loss of
$46,141 in the first half of 1949,
the network reported net income of
$846,475 in the same period last
year.

McFarland Bill
(Continued from page 23)
gressman Sadowski reminded that
it has been four or five years since
the Commerce committee last took
up communications legislation.
"Since that time, controversial
things have come up. We have let
the Commission iron some of them
out, but there's still room for
analysis
certain elaborating.
aspects," he
commented,of without
He added that certain members
of Congress not on the committee
have expressed concern over phases
of chain broadcasting dealing with
network-affiliates relations during
that period. He didn't identify the
legislators and, when pressed for
details, couldn't remember the nature of the complaints. He conceded, however, that if his group
does undertake a review of the
Communications Act, a host of
radio matters might be included.
Conceivably that might entail
discussion of many provision incorporated in a measure introduced
in the Hou-e last February by Rep.
Harry R. Sheppard (D-Calif.) and
referred to the House Commerce
Committee. The bill (HR 2410),
never acted upon, would modify
certain concepts of present network-affiliate operation. Among
other things it would prohibit ownership of stations by either networks or equipment manufacturers; forbid stations to devote
any two consecutive hours to network programs, limiting them to
alternate hours; and define a network as two or more stations linked
for simultaneous broadcast. That
legislation would force roughly
$150 million of properties on the
market. A similar measure had
been urged by Rep. Sheppard in
the second session of the 80th Congress last year.
Other phases of network-station
relations, such as time options,
sales representation, certain network rules and regulations, etc.,
could also come in for scrutiny.
Many of the complaints emanated
from affiliates dissatisfied with the
present structure, according to
Rep. Sadowski.
A common complaint among
many affiliates, it was believed, is
that networks allegedly act in restraint of trade and should be
regulated more stringently by FCC
in line with comparable operations
in interstate commerce. FCC is
known to have received complaints
from a number of stations through
the years, and legislators reportedly have been so apprised by station
operators
in their constituent

Senate Okays Radio Lab
THE SENATE has approved
legislation which would provide a
new radio laboratory for the National Bureau of Standards at a
cost of $4,475,000, thus clearing it
for action by the House.
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Western Electric transmitters — designed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories — are famous for their conservative design, excellent frequency response, and low distortion and noise level.

T

These 250 watt and IKW transmitters are low in operating
and maintenance cost as well as in initial cost. Power requirements are moderate. Tubes give long, dependable service.
Accessibility of components simplifies maintenance.

cost

The compactness of these attractive Western Electric transSmall

Modern styling
is still another
advantage of the
250wattandIKW
transmitters.

size

3.

mitters permits substantial savings in floor space— and hence
in building costs. In many cases, transmitter can be located
in studio building — eliminating need for separate structure
to house transmitter.

High efficiency amplifier circuit is one
of the important
factors contributing
to compactness of
the IKW unit at left,
which measures
only44"wide, by 42"
deep, by 85" high.

BEFORE you buy a transmitter, be sure to get
story on these low-cost, high-quality, compact
Electric units which are available for immediate
from stock. For complete information, call your

the full
Western
delivery
Graybar

Broadcast Representative — or write Graybar Electric
Company, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
-QUALITY

COUNTS-

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U.S.A.—
Graybar
ElectricElectric
Co. IN Co.,
CANADA
— Northera
Ltd,
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Input Console
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This equipment provides complete high
quality ampUfying and control facilities
in two compact, easily portable units —
Amplifier -Control unit (upper illustration), and separate carrying case with
space for rectifier, batteries and cords
(lower illustration). Order now and be
adequately equipped for the fall sports

performance

requirements for audio equipment— wide frequency range, high signal-to-noise ratio
and
two
easy
and

. .

22E Portable Speech Input Equipment

The 25B provides highest
quality studio control for AM,
FM and TV audio. It more
than meets FM

give

exceptionally low distortion. It's flexible — handles
programs simultaneously without interference. It's
to install — supplied complete with junction boxes
plug-in connectors.

programs.

23C Speech Input Equipment
639 Type Microphones
These Western Electric Cardioids,
well known for quaHty performance in AM and FM, are serving
The 23C is a complete, compact amplifier and control
assembly combining the advantages of high quality and
minimum cost. It will serve either one or two studio layouts in AM or FM stations— and because of its low cost ,it's
ideal for semi -permanent remote pick-up installations.

THE

equally well as TV mikes. They
provide excellent front -to -back
discrimination, wide frequency
response, high signal-to-noise ratio. The 639 A provides a
choice of three pick-up patterns, the 639B a choice of six.

above items are available for immediate

further

information

nearest Graybar Broadcast
Electric Company,

delivery. For

or prices get in touch
Representative.

with your

Or write Graybar

420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
-QUALITY

Western

COUNTS-

Electric

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A. Graybar
ElectricElectric
Co. IN Co.,
CANADA
— Northern
Ltd.

NARND
SURVEY
WIRE
Summarized, their complaints
THE FOUR radio news wires give
are:
good service but there's plenty of
room for improvement, judging by
# Writing generally is clear
the combined gripes of those who but sometimes dull.
process news at
# Important facts are sometimes omitted.
the nation's broadcast stations.
# Errors of fact occur, though
this is not serious; canons of good
The press assotaste are observed as a rule.
ciations have been
9 Time lag sometimes happens
carefully dissected and their inner
before trunk wire bulletins appear
on radio wires.
workings bared
# All services file old stories
by the National
Assn. of Radio
as new ones; follow-up on others'
News Directors.
scoops can be improved.
# Bulletin slugs often are not
Results of a surMr. Mickelson
vey based on an
justified.
# Washington and foreign news
extensive member study were announced today are over-emphasized.
(Monday) by NARND in a 12,000# Radio wires are "canned,"
with
ing. room for more colorful writword five-section report.
Oberlin, Peterson Co-Chairmen
Heading the project were the cochairman of a special NARND
committee named by President Sig
''fickelson, WCCO Minneapolis.
The co-chairmen are Richard Oberlin, WHAS Louisville, and Sheldon
Peterson, KLZ Denver.
In general, they found that inferior writing and failure to dejvelop local and regional cities are
the chief shortcomings of the four
I press associations (Associated
Press, United Press, International
News Service, Transradio Press).
kadio

clinic

News Course By NAB
I
ARTHUR C. STRINGER, NAB FM
and special services director, is
teaching a course in "Profitable
News Operation" at the U. of
Denver's professional radio clinic
■ through the week of Aug. 22. Mr.
Stringer has directed NAB news
, >. ICS and internships. He is to
be guest tonight (Monday) at a
mer given in his honor by Denver radio newsmen. Mr. Stringer,
active in the Council on Radio
Journalism,
secretary to NAB's
Radio News isCommittee.

9 Regional writing is inferior
to that at central filing points;
charge being made that radio
circuits are used to break in green
men.
Mr. Mickelson said it was the
first survey of its kind ever conducted by an independent organization to evaluate, by one set of
standards, the degree to which the
wire services were meeting the
needs of radio stations for news.
He termed it a fact-finding rather
than a fault-finding project.
The NARND president stated
that "radio newsmen have leveled
many charges against the press
associations in the past but they
were seldom able to supply proof
of their charges when asked to do
so. This study represents an objective and impartial attempt to
determine, with full documentary
evidence,
not services
only what's
wrongin
with
the wire
but also

Usts

shortcomings

what areas they are doing a good
the standpoin
fromthere
job,
t of radio."
on the
was no intent
He said
part of NARND to single any one
service out as being better or worse
than the others.
Revealing that press association
officials had shown friendly interest in the project and had cooperated with the committee in every
way possible, Mr. Mickelson added:
"We believe our findings will be
of value both to the industry and
the wire services themselves."
The report is divided into five
sections. The first is an overall
appraisal of the wire services and
the other four are devoted to detailed analyses of AP, UP, INS
and Transradio Press.
Although the committee found
little to criticize from the standpoint of clarity of writing, the
"overall lack of good writing" was
criticized. "In many cases news
stories were handled in a dull,
hum-drum routine fashion when
they readily adapted themselves to
lighter and more interesting treatment," the report noted.
Regional Writing Inferior
Majority
of the committee was thatopinion
the regional
writing
was inferior to that which originated at the central filing points
of the wire services. Two members, however, said they could detect little difference in quality of
writing between regional bureaus
and central filing points. One
labeled the quality of writing on
the radio wires as inferior to that
of newspaper wires of the two
services which have both and
charged that both services use
their radio circuits to break in

Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau, opened the three-week clinic
,with a course on "Tools and Techniques for Radio Sales." He included a showing of BAB's new
strip film on radio selling along
h other BAB sales aids. Mr.
Micchell said, "Radio is selling
only a small percentage of what
there is to be sold. Salesmen must
know all the tools, all the techniques, all the available methods of
selling radio as the best advertising
medium."
, While teaching at the clinic,
Mitchell also addressed the
Denver Ad Club and directed an
PRESENTATION of Broadcast Advertising Bureau's new slide film, "How
evening roundtable of station sales- to
Turn People Into Customers," was witnessed Aug. 9 by over 250 radio,
men on problems met in their advertising
and newspaper members of the Denver Advertising Club. Film
field.
was prepared by BAB Director Maurice Mitchell, who also addressed U. of
/vard Abrahams, director of Denver's third annual Radio Clinic during week. Discussing the radio-adverpromotion. National Retail
tising messages are (I to r) Mr. Mitchell; Kent Thomas, first vice president.
7 Goods Assn., directed last Advertising Club; W. Lee Knous, governor of Colorado, and R. Russell Porter,
radio director, U. of Denver.
= -k's classes.
3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

green men and then transfer them
to the newspaper wire when they
improve.
The reports showed that, generally, the news stories contained the
essential facts, there were few
glaring errors, no damaging evidence of editorial slanting and, for
the most part, services abided by
the canons of good taste.
Filing "old" stories, putting bulletin slugs on .stories not rating
them, failure to freshen up repeatedly used material, and too
much emphasis on national and
international affairs and not sufficient development of local and regional news, also were charged
against all four organizations.
The report
"We which
have
learned
that declared:
the newscast
contains news about things which
affect listeners in our primary
areas, or which they know about,
are the newscasts which are listened to. We are, generally speaking, more interested in a tragic
fire, landslide or mine disaster in
this nation than we are in a similar
event in Lower Slobovia. This
appears to be a basic concept of
news which has been forgotten, or
packed away in a dark closet, by
the wire services.
"Is it possible," the study comthe wire
services mittee
have asked,
been"that
so busy
gathering
news and distributing it that they
have completely lost sight of what
news is? Has the . . . apparent
urgency of happenings in Washington, Moscow or Tokyo misled
them into believing that this is
news at the expense of all but the
most dramatic, sensational or remarkable happenings in Ohio,
Texas
or
Colorado?
time for INS, TP, AP Maybe
and UP it's
to
sit down and do a little soul searching to reassess the yardstick by
which
news."
The they
reportevaluate
also called
for more
light, human interest ("quirks,
chuckles") stories, more spot news
on Sundays and a better system of
handling pronunciations.
Commended for Features
The services are commended for
their efforts to supply specialized
types of news such as interpretative and analytical features, commentaries, women's activities, agriculture, Hollywood, science, finance
and sports.
The report will be distributed
to officials of the four press associations, members of NARND and
schools of journalism. Mr. Mickelson said the committee already has
launch ed a second study of the wire
services and that a supplementary
report will be issued later.
Participants in the study included: Wayne Kearl, KSL Salt
Lake City; Bruce Barrington,
KXOK St. Louis; John Murphy,
WCKY Cincinnati; Gene Martin,
WLW Cincinnati; Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon, Ga.; Tom Eaton,
WTIC Hartford, Conn.; Robert
Lyle and Joan Collins, WLS Chicago; Donald Brown, assistant professor, U. of Illinois school of journalism; and the news rooms of
WCCO Minneapolis, WHAS Louisville and KLZ Denver.
August 22, 1949
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SALE

ASKED
On KTSA-KRGV
PETITION for reconsideration and
grant of applications looking toward the sale of KSTA San Antonio to the Express Pub. Co. of
that city and of KRGV Inc., Weslaco, Tex., to the Taylor Radio and
Television Corp., headed by O. L.
(Ted) Taylor, was filed with FCC
last week. The Commission previously had designated the transfers for hearing [Broadcasting,
July 18] to determine the nature of
the contractual arrangements.
The petition sets out in detail the
scope of the transactions whereby
Mr. Taylor first would acquire
the two properties and dispose of
KTSA to the San Antonio newspaper organization. KRGV would
become the property of the Taylor
corporation in which Mr. Taylor
would hold 75% of the stock.
KSTA would be sold for $450,000
and KRGV for $320,000.
The petition is supplemented by
affidavits of Mr. Taylor and Gene
Howe, Texas publisher and a principal stockholder in Taylor-HoweSnowden. Mr. Howe explained
that he and his associate, Mr.
Snowden, desired to retire from the
radio business as well as their
other businesses and had made the
arrangements with Mr. Taylor with
respect to the two stations. He
pointed out that Mr. Taylor had
been identified with his enterprises
for a quarter of a century.

RADIO

Joseph

The surveyors found half of the
stores using radio let the station
handle
ing." all their commercial writing. Program promotion was used
by 13% of the advertisers and
ideas for promotions were taken

T RADIO PROBLEM

nearbst

Hershey

RADIO AM-FM-TV

officc

McGillvra,

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVES

Executive Office! — 366 Madison Avenue, New York 17, Murray Hill 2-8755
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO
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AID

RADIO sailesmen should "push
radio as a real selling aid," judging by results of a study of retailers and media just completed
at State U. of Iowa. On the whole,
radio was highly regarded by the
retailers and they were, in the
main, satisfied with results, the
survey showed.
In charge of the study were
Prof. Philip Ward Burton and
Marjorie Schmidt, of the State U.
of Iowa School of Journalism.
Findings are based on 100 questions asked each of 100 small to
medium-sized retailers in Iowa
towns. The retailers use more
than one form of advertising and
each town studied was served both
by local daily newspaper and
radio.
Small-Town Problem
Small-town stations should realize that retailers still view radio
as supplementary, it was found,
and the medium would feel the
knife first in the event of a cut
in media expenditures.
The surveys suggest, "If radio
continues to be viewed by the retailers simply as means for presenting some innocuous prestige
advertising, it will be harder for
the medium to hold its position
if the business situation calls for
some sort of choice between newspapers and radio.
"Generally, radio seems less
understood than newspapers. Retailers were more unsure of results
and felt that costs, compared to
newspapers, were relatively high.
The small retailer, with a limited
advertising budget, gets alarmed
rather quickly about promotional
costs. The time salesman has a
real job in selling radio as a lowcost medium. Retailers checked
still weren't convinced that radio
wasn't a luxury form of advertis-

IF YOU HAVE A SP

OUR

SELLING

Retailers' Use of Medium

KSET SILENT
Refinancing Sought
KSET, Mutual outlet in El Paso,
Tex., has been granted permission
by FCC to remain off the air until
Aug. 31 to permit refinancing and
reorganization of the corporation.
Licensee is Sunland Broadcasting
Co.
Assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340
kc, KSET ceased operation earlier
in the month and filed notice with
FCC of its situation. KSET, which
began operations in 1947, is the
second station this year to receive
Commission approval to cease
operation pending reorganization.
The other was WERD Atlanta,
Ga. [Broadcasting, July 18].

CONrACr

AS

•

LOS ANGELES

* ATLANTA

Studied

from stations by 8%. Radio services were sufficient, 61% felt, with
the remaining 39% wanting better
announcers, better programming,
women
announcers
for programs,
women's
shows, more
transcribed
specified time for announcements,
or "gimmick" ideas.
Definite results were usually due
to special offers, though only 33%
checked results. The cheeks were
through sale items. Half of stores
used institutional copy, running
percentage-wise up to 80% of the
total radio budget, yet they exshare ofpected
totalday-by-day
budgetssales.
rangedRadio's
from
5% to 90%, averaging 29%. Program users did not report better
results than those who used announcements. Over 60% of stores
using programs had been on the
air over a year.
Store owners or part-owners
were responsible for advertising
in 40% of cases, with manager or
co-manager in 36% and advertising manager in 24% of cases.

KSTP

RATES
Station Breaks Cut

COST of daytime station breaks,
which it finds are in less demand
as advertisers turn toward longer
hard-sell copy, has been reduced
25% by KSTP, Minneapolis- St.
Paul outlet, according to Miller C.
Robertson, vice president in charge
of sales.
In issuing Rate Card No. 36, effective Sept. 15, Mr. Robertson
said agencies are asking in increasing number for one-minute availabilities rather than breaks. He
traced this to a desire on the part
of both agencies and advertisers
for a heavier selling argument to
meet increasing buyer reluctance to
relinquish the dollar. He noted
that purchasing power continues at
a high level.
"Despite
KSTP anticipated this the
trendfactandthatprepared
for it
by developing several good one-minute
participating programs, headed by top
personalities, the entire demand cannot
be met,"to Mr.
Robertson
said. Thisso led20
KSTP
expand
copy limitation
seconds are allowed, instead of 15, he
said, or 50 words live instead of 30.
The new card reduces the cost of day"in order
a given
budgettime breaks
can 25%
achieve
four that
impacts
instead of three," he said.
"Thus,
with
longer
copy
allowed
and
the greater frequency of impact for
the same money, we feel that station
breaks will again retain their position
of
popularity
of our
facilities.
Rateamong
Card the
No. users
36 does
not
reflect a general reduction in rates for
other types of service, although a new
and additional bolt discount for 624
times per year has been added.
"At the beginning of the war there
were 254,000 radio homes in the greater
Twin Cities. That figure is now 294,000.
The increase in radio homes in the
greater Twin Cities area is greater than
the total number of television homes
in our entire coverage area."

KNBC San Francisco has started work
on a new vertical radiator type AM
antenna at Belmont, Calif. Transmission is expected to begin before
first of year. Transmitter will be
550 feet high on completion and, according to General Manager John
Elwood, will add 10,000 square miles
to KNBC's primary coverage area.
TIME DEAL BAN
Compliance Date Delayed
FCC has extended to Nov. 15
the deadline for modification of
station sale contracts in which
the seller reserved time on the station, or similar rights, as whole or
partial consideration in the sale
[Broadcasting, Jan. 10]. Such
contracts are banned under FCC's
current rules, but those which FCC
had approved prior to last Feb. 15
were permitted to continue on condition that they be modified to
meet FCC specifications by Aug.
15.
The three-month delay in the
Aug. 15 deadline was authorized
on petition of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture & Mechanical Arts, former owner of KOBi
Albuquerque, and KARK Little
Rock, Ark. The extension is valid
only if the licensees whose contracts are subject to modification
request the delay and submit to
FCC, by Sept. 15, a complete,
sworn statement concerning the
status of their negotiations looking
toward the required modifications.
FCC ful"authorities
say "only
of such contracts
exists.a handPriorities Set

RADIO STATIONS, along with
newspapers and press associations,
have been placed by FCC in
the third priority category —
"Quasi Public Service" — among
subscribers to mobile telephone
service. Seven categories were established, inthe following order of
priority: Public safety and health;
CKTB-FM St. Catherine, Ont., is now
public service; quasi public servon air with 250 w on 97.7 me, accordice; physically handicapped; indusing to report issued by Radio Div.,
trial; traveling public, and all
Dept. of Transport, Ottawa.
others.
BROADCASTING
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Spree's About Over
UNLESS WE miss our guess, all concerned
can forget network liquor advertising and begin talking up the giveaway crisis provoked
by the FCC's new rules.
There just isn't going to be any brand
name liquor advertising accepted by any of
the four networks, morning, noon or after
midnight. The reason is obvious — bad radio
no matter how denatured the commercials.
The FCC has told the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee the only thing it could
say in candor — there is "no existing Federal
law prohibiting advertising of alcoholic beverages by means of radio." And the FCC admits
it can't censor programs, including advertising
copy. But, as had to be expected, the FCC
trotted out that old catch-all — the license renewal, and whether the station has operated in
the public interest in its comunity.
Thus, the legal right of stations to accept
hard liquor advertising is not questioned by
the FCC (though it has been by Chairman
Johnson of the Senate Committee, and the professional drys). That is as it should be. There
should be no discrimination against radio as
a medium — as long as liquor is legal.
Who knows? A year from now the situation
may change. Medical science might find certain types of liquors, in proper dosage, to be
an elixir for young and old. Certainly there
would be none opposed to extolling the virtues
of particular brands far and wide — as radio
alone can do it.
Meanwhile, we think radio, by adhering to
standards of good taste and good judgment,
can forego hard liquor revenues, and voluntarily draw the line.
TV

Realism

THE OTHER DAY there issued from the
Dept. of Commerce the most intelligent analysis of television as an advertising medium
we've yet seen. It was the work of Philip A.
Bennett, industrial economist in the Office
of Domestic Commerce, and was digested last
week in Telestatus [Broadcasting Aug. 15].
The report was a refreshing departure from
the customary line of Government studies,
which usually are outdated and which more
often than not are interlarded with economic
philosophies foreign to free enterprise.
Pardonably, we like the report because the
conclusions to a surprising degree coincide
with the views expressed in these columns as
to the ultimate status of TV and its relationship to radio and to other media. Mr. Bennett
concludes that TV will broaden the advertising base and stimulate larger budgets. He
envisages TV as a sales and demonstrating
medium, as well as an advertising medium.
And he cites reasons.
The report is reassuring because it does
not deal in superlatives. Mr. Bennett suspects
that as TV circulation increases there may
be a short-range adverse effect on other media.
He foresees some readjustment in radio in
those areas exposed to TV.
In reviewing trends and prospects in advert'sing, Mr. Bennett implements the observations made some months ago by Richard P.
Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations
head, that advertising during the postwar
years has failed to keep pace with the growth
in national income. Therefore, he concludes,
more advertising is needed to stimulate conPage 34 • August 22, 1949

sumer demands. And, if advertisers in 1949
were to spend 2.8% of the national income
(as they did in 1936-1939), advertising expenditures would exceed the estimated 1948
peak of $4.8 billion by $1.2 billion.
Mr. Bennett is working on another report on
TV dealing wit'i results and effectiveness of
the medium. His first report is a valid contribution to the whole realm of advertising
and merchandising. We have no doubt that
Report #2 will be a worthy sequel. Such
basic studies are reassuring to industry — a
proper function of the Dept. of Commerce.
By force of fact and logic they tend to dispel
the wild-eyed flights of the hell-in-a-hack lads
v/ho, since the advent of TV, have had naught
but forebodings for all existing media.
Preachers

of Hate

THE SUPREME COURT may get another
chance to decide whether a preacher of the
Gospel may become the licensee of a station
over which he expounds his philosophies.
It had the opportunity nearly 20 years ago —
in the now famed Rev. Robert P. (Fighting
Bob) Shuler case wherein the old Radio Commission deleted his KGEF Los Angeles because of his violent preachments. The Court
of Appeals upheld the FCC, saying freedom
of speech wasn't involved since the preacher
used the station as his "private mouthpiece."
The Supreme Court refused certiorari, either
because it felt the court below and the FCC
v/ere right or because it didn't regard the
issue sufficiently important.
The opportunity may arise again by virtue
of the refusal of the FCC, within the last
fortnight, to grant a license to Fundamentalist
Preacher J. Harold Smith, who since July 1947
has operated WIBK in Knoxville under program test authority. Preacher Smith has
indicated he will appeal, first to the lower
court and thence to the Supreme Court if
necessary. It is equally certain that the FCC
will go to the highest tribunal should it lose.
The WIBK case is a glaring example of the
inefficiency and ineptitude of the FCC of 194647. Preacher Smith had been granted the construction permit for the 1,000 w daytime station on 800 kc. in October 1946 without a hearing. It was then known that he was in cahoots
with Gerald L. K. Smith and Gerald Winrod
and other rabble-rousers. He had been thrown
off reputable stations which wouldn't accept
his brand of commercial religion. He had
vilified these broadcasters, referring to one,
and its associated newspaper, as "gutter rats
from the sewers of Hell."
The FCC did not hold a hearing on the
qualifications of Preacher Smith until October
1947 — a year after the construction permit had
been issued. It was then developed that Smith
had invested about $100,000 in XERF Villa
Acuna, across the border from Del Rio, Tex.,
and had acquired rights to desirable hours.
But he had not reported his ownership interest
or his connections with the Mexican border
station in his Knoxville application. In refusing alicense the FCC found many things
wrong with the accounts and records of
Preacher Smith, although it cited his program
service as "meritorious."
The FCC appears to have an open-shut case.
What mystifies us is how any FCC could have
authorized the construction permit in the first
instance, and without a hearing.
There's another lesson. With the overcrowding of the spectrum, many fringe stations are
on the block. There will be other questionable
characters seeking to move in on stations in
distress. We know of one such situation now
pending in an overcrowded Southern market
wherein a preacher has advanced money to the
founders and now has applied for the transfer.
The FCC should be on the qui vive.

ABRAM

KLINE REDMOND

rare
and WHP
showmanshi
TION
COMBINA
helped pmake
acumenof has
business
Harrisburg one of America's better stations and the talents of General and Commercial Manager Abram Kline Redmond have
figured largely in the outstanding success of
the Pennsylvania capital's first station.
Today, Abe Redmond's name and that of his
equally talented brother Dick, are synonymous
with quality radio presentation the length and
breadth of America.
A native of Harrisburg, Mr. Redmond was
born July 5, 1903. He probably inherited much
of his talent and certainly his enterprising
spirit from his father, a native of Ireland, who
sold the first phonograph in Harrisburg and
subsequently became its first auto dealer.
As intrancemany
Abe Redmond's
eninto radioinstances,
was a modest
one. It was
25 years ago that a young minstrel man walked
into WMBS (long since changed to WHP) and
hopefully
be given a suggested
try on the that
air. his "Melody Trio"
The going proved to be anything but smooth
for a while but Mr. Redmond showed himself
to be the businessman and showman needed to
click in the new medium.
For some time the "Melody Trio" remained
a sustainer but before it broke up, its minstrel
melodies were interspersed with commercial
messages for a local cornmeal manufacturer.
From then on, Mr. Redmond found himself
doing a variety of jobs such as solos on commercial and sustaining periods and acting as
part-time announcer. He applied himself
to
and ittask
wasn't
long before
took
overannouncing
the additional
of selling
time. heThen,
he created the program, sold it, wrote the
commercials, serviced the account and did the
announcing. In his spare time, he would handle the controls or help rebuild an ailing trans- mit er. ;
Still in sales in 1931, Abe Redmond also be- \
came program director and two years later
was appointed station manager.
It was not
until several years later that he was given
full sway and with it showed his flair for show- i
manship and initiative. In developing local ■
audience building features, his work began to
stir the community.
Every civic event was
covered regardless of importance — from a
parade to a public meeting to a fire. The
idea was to get as many people WHP conscious as possible and thus create a steadily
growing listening audience.
Special emphasis on public service programs
was a Redmond strong point, and he demon(Continued on page 36)
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"There is sweet music here that softer
falls than petals from blown roses on
the grass." Thus wrote the poet Tennyson, almost as though he had been
listening to WQXR and WQXR-FM.
For sweet music from these stations
falls constantly upon the ears of more
than half a million New York families.
So constantly, indeed, no other stations
can reach them so effectively. Sweet
families these are to advertisers, too . . .
families who love good things and can
afford to buy them. That's why advertisers seek them out as the most profitable
part of this biggest and most profitable
market. May we blow some rose petals
your way?

AND WQXR-FM
RADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Respects
(Co)i,finued from page 3^)
strated over the years that they
help to build and maintain loyal
listenership, thereby creating business opportunities which the astute
station manager can profitably exploit.
This was accomplished by the
brother team of Abe and Dick Redmond shortly after they took over
active management of WHP in
1935. At that time the station had
only two quarter hour periods sold
per week, one locally and the other

LAWSON has been named
JAMES er
of KWNW Wenatchee,
manag
Wash., replacing TONY STERNLING, resigned.
R. B. HANNA Jr., manager of advertising
publicity
hibits,andlectures
and department's exservices division,
General Electric,
Schenectady, N. Y.,
has been appointed
stations manager
of General Electric
Co. stations WGY,
WGFM (FM) and
W R G B (TV)
Schenectady, effective Sept. 1. Mr.
Hanna succeeds G.
Mr. Hanna
EMERSON MARKHAM who has resigned to become television director
for NAB.
SID S. LANCASTER, for past five
years with Radio Representative Ltd.,
Toronto, has been appointed manager
of CJIB Vernon, B. C. He started
with CKUA Edmonton, Alberta, in
1927, later moving to CFRN same city
to become assistant manager. Mr.
Lancaster is president of Radio Executives Club of Toronto, and member of
faculty of Academy of Radio Arts,
same city.
ROBERT M. BAIRD, manager of
KTXL San Angelo, Tex., is the father
of a girl, Barbara Bobbin.
ROBERT E. KITNER, executive vice
president of ABC, is the father of a
boy, born Aug. 14 in New York.

Detroit's

Most

from CBS, with a smattering of
spots. Before long the sales curve
began to go up and WHP began to
receive national recognition.
A bachelor, Mr. Redmond participates in the activities of countless
civic, fraternal and business organizations in the community. He is a
member of Grocery Mfrs. Assn. of
Central Pennsylvania, the Exchange Club, the Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce and others. But
his real love and hobby is radio.
One of his greatest pleasures is
to step before the microphone on
a special assignment such as he did
when broadcasting from a B-17
Flying Fortress participating in air
maneuvers over the New York skyline in 1939. One of his more recent assignments was a broadcast
from a lion's cage at the ShrineHamid-Morton Circus in Harrisburg.
Reflects BBiCkground
The tastes and rich historical
background of Harrisburg have
been reflected in a number of
shows, originating locally, which
he wrote, produced and announced
for the CBS network.
Not only locally, but wherever
Mr. Redmond believes there is a
local angle, he takes WHP. A
typical public service was the station's coverage of the return of
vaudeville to the Palace Theatre
in New York, as described by his
brother Dick.
In its May 29 issue this year, the
New York Times reported that
WHP was the only station to "provide spot coverage of the event on
radio." Said the Times: "Dick
Redmond of station WHP, the alert
outlet in Harrisburg, Pa., arranged
for a pick-up from the theatre and
then broadcast the details to its
listeners. Mr. Redmond's interest
in distant theatrical events" is not
new, his station once having picked
up by short wave representative
variety shows in foreign counWHP also took a leading radio
tries."
role
in the war. Cooperating with
BBC, it brought its listeners much
of the historic chronology that was
not carried by any other station or
network to Harrisburg listeners.
Direct from points of origin, came
such events as the Eisenhower talk

Effective

o,r»- Jf Jos wbsh—

Selling

Team!

WEXL
1340 KC

250 Warn

WEXL-FM
104.3 MC.
18,000 Watts
Royal Oak, Michigan
PRIMARY COVERAGE
900,860
Homes
— Homes
More than
half Radio
the total
Radio
in Michigan, with a retail buying
power (1948) of over $3V2 billion.
OPERATING 24 HOURS DAILY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE FRIEDENBERG AGENCY, INC.
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Member N.A.B. — M.A.B.

after American troops entered
Paris and Gen. MacArthur's talk at
the landing on Leyte in the Philippines. Dick Redmond, incidentally,
acted as correspondent overseas for
WHP during the hostilities.
Since the war's end, WHP has
presented an outstanding series,
The World's a Stage, dedicated to
showpeople and showing how the
entertainment industry .can make a
vital contribution toward securing
the friendship of the people of the
world. Despite limited facilities
necessitating transcription of various portions of the show in advance, the program achieved widespread appeal and also received
nationwide acclaim including mention in the New York Times of
Feb. 23, 1947.
Since those early years with
WHP, Mr. Redmond has seen the
staiF grow from 13 employes to 41.
Though he sets a rigid standard
for his staff, Mr. Redmond expects
a man to stay
he's attractive
hired, as
conditions
are once
made
enough for him to remain. As examples, seven persons have been
with WHP for over 20 years and
most others have been with the station for at least five years.
Mr. Redmond is a stockholder
and a member of the board of directors of WHP Inc. The station
soon begins operating on its newly
granted facilities of 580 kc with
5 kw power day and night.
Although WHP has a television
application and Mr. Redmond expects to follow the same formula of
providing outstanding public service features to the viewing audience, he is of the school that believes that AM radio is going to
stay with us a long, long time.
GAB

MEETS
Session Opens Thursday

ADVANCE registration indicates
that more than 40 Georgia stations
will be represented at the Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters summer
meeting at St. Simons Island, Ga.,
Aug. 25-27.
Association plans to deal with
present day operating problems
and will also reveal plans for expanded activities by GAB. First
day will be devoted to registration and informal gatherings, the
next two to business sessions.
Speakers will include Allen M.
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
Melvin Purvis of WOLS Florence,
S. C; W. Wright Esch, WMFJ
Daytona Beach, Fla., president of
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, and
Channing Cope, farm director of
WCON Atlanta.
Group will attend a shore dinner Friday evening, Aug. 26, tour
Jekyll Island on Saturday and
close meeting v/ith a banquet in
the evening.
Officials of GAB are Edwin Mullinax of WLAG La Grange, president; Tom Carr of WGLS Decatur,
vice president, and Ben Williams
of WTOC Savannah, secretarytreasurer. Directors are Wilton
Cobb, WMAZ Macon, and Fred
Scott Jr., WKTG Thomasville.

ommetaa

named
manager has
of WLOL
been
N. NEMER
EL sales
SAMU
Minneapolis. Mr. Nemer previously was sales manager of WMIN St.
Paul, secretary of Corning Adv.
Agency, ecutivesame
city,Adv.,
and Minneapo
account lis.
exfor Frizzel
Since 1948 he has been on WLOL
sales staff.
JAMES CAMPBELL, former manager
of WPTC Kinston, N. C, has resigned
effective Sept. 5 to join WLOW Norfolk, Va., as local sales manager.
Prior to his association with WFTC,
Mr. Campbell was southern sales representative for United Press.
WILLIAM K. McDANIEL, formerly
account executive with KMPC Hollywood, has joined
KECA-TV Hollywood
in similar
capacity.
ROBERT Z. MORRISON Jr., formerly
in charge of new business for WFIL
Philadelphia, has joined sales department of World Broadcasting Co., New
York.
HUGH J. STUMP, formerly with
WKRC Cincinnati, joins sales department of KCBS San Francisco.
ROBERT D. THOMAS, national sales
manager for WBNS Columbus, Ohio,
has resigned to become sales manager
for WBNS-TV, scheduled to go on the
air Oct. 1. Mr. Thomas started at
WBNS as merchandising manager in
1936, and he was appointed national
sales manager in 1939.
DANIEL ELPERS of CBS Radio Sales,
Detroit, has been transferred to Hollywood as manager of Radio Sales. He
replacesferredHENRY
FLYNN
who transto New York
as Radio
Sales
account executive.
D. L. PROVOST, manager of programs
for WNBC New York since 1942, has
been appointed business manager for
WBAL fective
and Sept.WBAL-TV
Baltimore, ef6.
JACK GALLOWAY, formerly on advertising staff of Stubenville, Ohio,
Herald Star, haa been appointed sales
representative for WSTV Stubenville.
JAMES ALSPAUGH, former salesman
at KJBS and KYA San Francisco appointed account executive in San
Francisco office of John Blair & Co.
Mr. Alspaugh will assist LINDSEY
SPIGHT, vice president and office
manager.
ROBERT McCLELLAN, member of
sales staff of KTXL San Angelo, Tex.,
is the father of a girl, Tibbie Lee.
Brown

To

New

Post

HARROLIESE BROWN, with the
Treasury Dept.'s War Finance and
Savings Bond Divisions since 1942,
has been named traffic supervisor
for the radio and television section
of Savings Bond Division. She
succeeds Mrs. Betty Shipe. Miss
Brown will be in charge of the distribution ofthe transcribed Treasury Guest Star Parade series, now
heard weekly on more than 2,750
AM and FM stations and including
the Armed Forces Radio Service.
She also will handle all clearance
for the 15 weekly Savings Bond
programs now on the four major
networks.
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TV Start, FM Switch

ONE

STATION

SEATTLE

CHANGE

director, George Freeman, chief
engineer, and Al P. Hunter, sales
manager. The TV sales force will
be maintained separately from
KING'S AM operation.
Mr. Friebe reports directly to

Set by KING
of KRSC Seattle to
properties
FM
and
television
the
of
TRANSFER
with King Broad22,
Aug.
Saturday,
effective
became
there
KING
in Houston
casting Co. scheduled to start TV operations and switch over to the new
Mr. Feltis,with
who responsibility
becomes stations'
manager,
for
FM frequency on that date. Transfer, involving $375,000, was approved
the
management
of the three out*
ing,
[Broadcast
July
in
FCC
by
July 25].
lets now owned by King BroadAbout Oct. 1, as commercial comleads all <>^
casting. Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt is
King Broadcasting last week
mitments warrant, Mr. Feltis said,
principal owner of the firm.
requested FCC to switch the call the station will add six extra hours
of KRSC-TV to KING-TV and
weekly in the 10-11 p.m. period.
Mr. Feltis also confirmed that
also asked approval for KING-FM
to take over the KRSC-FM assignFLEISHER DIES
virtually
the entire staff of KRSCment of 15 kw on Channel 251
TV will be taken into the KING
RWG Counsel for 10 Years
(98.1 mc). The prasent KING-FM
organization. Robert E. Friebe,
equipment for Channel 235 (94.9 KRSC manager for two decades,
SIDNEY R. FLEISHER, counsel
mc) with power of 48 kw is to be will be manager of operations for for
the Radio Writers Guild since
sold, according to Hugh M. Feltis,
KING-TV [Broadcasting, Aug. 1] its beginning ten years ago, died
station manager for the three
wnth Lee Schulman as program
Aug. 10 at his home in Brewster,
KING operations.
N. Y. He negotiated the minimum
KRSC-TV is assigned Channel
basic
agreement now in effect beJOHN
CARSON
5 (76-82 mc) with power of 22.5 kw
tween RWG and the networks.
visual and 11.25 kw aural. The
Nomination Awaits O. K.
station has been operating since
An expert on authors' rights
and copyright laws, Mr. Fleisher
last Nov. 25 and is the only TV
SUBJECT
of
John
Carson's
nomihad the title of Negotiator for the
outlet on the air in the state. King
nation to the Federal Trade ComDramatists Guild of the Authors
Broadcasting has been a television
mission will be explored by the
League indramatists
the Guild's and
bargaining
applicant there but will drop its Senate Interstate & Foreign Combetween
motion
pending request.
merce committee in its next execupicture
companies.
Many
radio
tive
session,
scheduled
for
Aug.
24,
Mr. Feltis stated that the present KRSC-TV schedule of 24 committee spokesmen have indipeople attended the memorial services for him held Aug. 12. Howard
hours weekly will be continued in cated.
addition to afternoon test patterns.
Lindsay, actor of "Life with
Mr. Carson's confirmation as
Four hours are programmed
Commissioner has been pending in Father" fame, delivered a eulogy
as pai't of the services.
nightly, except Wednesday, in- committee since last April. HearIN BMB
cluding about 18 hours of netings
were
held
last
month
[Broadwork kinescope recordings from the
casting, July 11, 18], and among
four TV networks and six hours
those who testified was Fulton
Foreign Broadcasts
of local programming weekly.
Lewis jr., MBS commentator. A ORAL ARGUMENT has been
research director of the U.S. Cooperative League, Mr. Carson is scheduled by FCC for Oct.
IN HOOPER
17 on its proposed rules changes
President Truman's choice to sucrelating
to transmission of proceed
Robert
Freer,
resigned,
for
LOG CHARGE
the remainder of his term which
grams
intended for foreign broadTwo Refuse to Pay Papers
cast. Relaxation of the rules would
runs to Sept. 26, 1952.
REFUSAL of WOW Omaha, Neb.,
The committee has not acted upon allow informal applications rather
and WNAX Yankton, S. D., to the nomination in its past two bi- than formal requests to be made
IN THE
for authority to transmit programs
pay for program listings in the
weekly meetings. The Commission
abroad provided the programs are
Sioux
City,
Iowa,
Journal,
has
has been operating short-handedly
SOUTH'S
brought
statements
from
officials
of
since early January, with only also aired
FIRST
ing, May in
30].the U.S. [Broadcastboth stations explaining reasons
three of the five members sitting
for refusing.
MARKET
what with Mr. Freer's unfilled
WOW Promotion Manager Bill in,
vacancy and the absence of Comr.
Wiseman says that when the paper
Ewin Davis, who is hospitalized.
Canadian Radio Week
suggested payment three months
In addition, the term of Comr.
A CANADIAN RADIO WEEK iS
ago, "we promptly refused as our
Lowell Mason, FTC acting chairpolicy has always opposed paying
man, expires this Sept. 25, it is plannedturers
by Association
the Radio
Manufacof Canada
for
To sell Houston
for editorial space in any publicapointed out. He is expected to seek
tion. Question of rates was never
Oct. 10-15. Advertising of National
renomination, however. Comr.
Radio Week is to be done through
and the great
Garland Ferguson's term expired
discussed."
General M a na g e r Robert R. last
September, but he still is independent Canadian stations.
Tincher of WNAX points out that servino- under FTC rules which
Gulf Coast area
the Sioux City Journal charge is permit extension of duty beyond
.$150.00 per month for complete
date of expiration. President Trustation program log.
man is said to be awaiting action
"HO45.0
OPER
on Mr. Carson before submitting
"Very condensed NBC and ABC
schedules
are
run
free
from
flack
Buy KPRC
Mr. Ferguson's name for renomination. Partly because of that
furnished by networks," Mr.
FIRST
* (average 5 periods.
situation and despite opposition,
Tincher said. Newspaper inauguWinter, 1948)
rated this plan May 1 when new
Mr. Carson's confirmation is ex9? *
station KCOM hit the air in Sioux
in Everything
pected to be favorably reported
the best buy
City. KSCJ, the local CBS out- this week.
that Counts
let is owned and operated by the
newspaper. KTRI Sioux City is
closely associated with them, hence
CKLW to 50 kw
DANVILLE,
VA
proves
they get full treatment.
in
CKLW
Windsor-Detroit
is
sched"Our position," he stated, "was
uled to go formally to 50 kw on
refusal to submit to this charge
HOUSTON
and WOW Omaha, when ap- 800 kc Sept. 1. Special progiams
WBTM
are to inaugurate the second inproached, took same attitude.
950 KILOCYCLES. 5000 WATTS
dependently-owned
station
in
CanSioux
City
Jownal
(is)
still
re5kw
ABC
l*'^
NBC and TON on the Gulf Cooit
ada to go to 50 kw. Equipment
ceiving complaints from subscrib(d)
(n)
Jack Harris, General Manager
has
been
built
by
RCA
Victor,
ers on inadequacy of present
Montreal.
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
Represented Notionally by Edward Retry & Co.
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Schenley
(Continued from page 19)

stations themselves, and due to
committee policy.
One station operator told Sen.
Johnson he was not advocating
liquor ad acceptance but explained
that the difference between beer
and hard liquor commercials is, in
some cases, a matter of degree.
If a station accepts advertising
from brewers of the more potent
alcoholic beverages, why not liquor
commercials too, he asked. The
premise in those cases actually is
faulty, he added.

ity may be vested in us. . . ."
With respect to state laws
governing liquor advertising, the
Commission observed:
In those localities and states where
the sale of alcoholic beverages is
prohibited by local or state statutes,
such advertising by radio in those
areas would, of course, not be in the
public
sincein adherence
to the
laws ofinterest,
the state
which a station
is located, especially laws expressive
of the public policy of the state or
locality on subjects relative to health,
safety, and morals, is an important
aspect of operation in the public interest. Obviously, the same is true
with respect to those areas where adFootball Sponsors
alcoholic
beverages
is prohibitedvertisinbyg oflaw.
Where
there are
no
(Continued from page 21 )
laws prohibiting such sale or advertising, the problems raised by such
programs and advertising are the same network of 20 stations in Arkansas
as those raised by any other programs
which may have limited appeal to the to carry the play-by-play of all
radio audience. As the Commission
pointed out In Re Application of Capi- U. of Arkansas games to be sponsored again by Esso Standard Oil
tal newalBroadcasting
Co. in(WWDC)
for reof license ...
which questions
were raised with respect to the broad- Co.
casting of horse racing information,
R. M. Gray, manager advertising
the basic criteria which must be ap- sales promotion department of
plied in determining whether that or
any type of specialized program service Esso said that "last year, surveys
is innature
the public
'What byis showed that more than 6 out of
the
of theinterest
interestareserved
the particular
type
of
program
serv- every 10 Arkansans who had their
ice? What is the place of that interest
in the life of the community? What radio turned on Saturday afterare the affirmative values to be realized
noons were listening to the broadby the satisfaction of that interest?
cast. This local public service has
What are the possible detrimental effects ofterest?
the What
satisfaction
of that are
in- proved a highly successful suppleother interests
ment to the year-round service of
excluded and to what extent, by the
particular specialized program service? the Esso Reporter.
These are not questions to be resolved
in terms
of the private
moral
judg-of
ments or esthetic
and other
values
either individual licensees or the men
Redskin-Ram Exhibition
who compose the Commission. They
must rather be resolved in terms of
that open-minded, well informed,
judgment, sensitive to all aspects of Bought by Richfield
the life of the community, without FIRST FOOTBALL telecast of
which the
criterion
public in- the season on the West Coast will
terest must
becomeof athemeaningless
cinher, utterly devoid of the power to be sponsored on KTTV Los Angive guidance
and to makecontribution
radio broad-to
casting an affirmative
geles Friday (Aug. 26) by Richthe life of the nation, as Congress infield Oil Corp. when the Los
tended it to be.' . . .
Angeles Rams play the WashingCites Morris Decision
ton Redskins. Announcer Bill
FCC reminded that alcoholic Welch will handle play-by-play and
Johncommercials.
("Richfield Reporter") Wald
beverage advertising by radio "may the
be highly controversial," as stated
Richfield
inaugurated TV earlier
in its famed Sam Morris-KRLD
this summer with two Los Angeles
decision, and that "the fact the
occasion for the controversy hap- TV programs and one-minute spots
pens to be the advertising of a in all West Coast TV cities schedproduct cannot serve to diminish
uled by Richfield's advertising
the duty of a broadcaster to treat agency, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.
A special survey to determine total
it as such an issue."
Therefore if "serious, social and audience will be conducted.
political issues" are raised through
i
liquor advertising in some cases,
the Commission noted, an obliga- Ethyl Network
tion is thereby imposed upon the For LSU Games
station "to make available time,
if desired, to individuals or groups A POWERFUL regional network
desiring to promote temperance will air ten Louisiana State U.
and abstinence."
football games this fall, with
Commerce Committee spokesmen WJBO Baton Rouge serving as the
acknowledged receipt of half- originating station. The announcedozen letters from stations genment was made jointly by the
erally commending Sen. Johnson's sponsors. Ethyl Corp. of Baton
initiative and conceding the gravity
Rouge, and the station and uniof the whole problem if networks versity.
and stations decide to accept hard
WWL New Orleans and KWKH
liquor advertising. The communiShreveport
— two 50 kw clear chancations were not released for
nel outlets — have been added to
"ethical" reasons harking back to five other stations comprising the
network, which will beam broadcasts to every section of the country except the far west and far
east coasts. (See On the Dotted
4,000,000 PEOPLE
Line page 28.) Stations are
KWKW
KLOU Lake Charles, KMLB Monroe, KALB Alexandria, KVOL LaPasadena - Los Angeles
fayette and WJBO. All are 5 kw
NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
outlets, save KLOU, which is 1 kw.
BROADCASTING
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John Fulton, general manager of
WGST Atlanta and veteran sportscaster, has been chosen by the
Ethyl agency. Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, to announce
the games play-by-play, most of
which are slated for evening. Bob
Scearce, production manager and
sports director of WJBO and its
affiliate, WBRL-FM, will handle
color description and commercial
announcements.
* * *
Norfolk High Sponsor
MARK'S Shoe Stores, Norfolk, has
signed with WLOW in that city to
carry the full schedule of the local
Booker T. Washington High
School.
Textiles
(Continued from page 25)
$18,722.79, exclusive of staff salaries but including booklets and
similar supplementary material.
Two new stations — WGUY Bangor
and WIDE Biddeford — were added.
The company has five, plants in
Lewiston, Saco and Augusta and
normally employs upward of 7,500
"Our radio program has poured
people.
out in lively style the human interest story of our state," President
Ruhm reports. "It has one of the
largest listening audiences in
Maine. People talk about it. We
employes are proud of it. When
a friend says — '.I heard your program last night — it was good,'
you're proud, no matter what your
job may be. Pride and morale are
much the same thing. When we
all get a kick out of saying 'I work

for Bates,' then we're beginning to
Public relations problems of the
textile industry are out of the ordinary. It is the most decentralized of major industries w.t.i some
go places."
1,200 plants scattered through 34
states. In years past, it has struggled under the handicap of low
profits with generous sprinklings
of red ink. Under such conditions,
wages were often low. Naturally,
industry public relations were not
of the best.
However, profits since 1940 have
been sufficient to permit the industry to catch up with other more
favored businesses and it has established living standards for its
workers which compare favorably
with any in the nation. Working
conditions, housing, recreational
and cultural facilities have similarly been markedly improved. The
mills now face the problem of
eradicating beliefs based on conditions long since past. Success of
radio programs so far developed
give evidence of their value in this
task.
Canadian Billings
CANADIAN NETWORK billings
for autumn and winter months will
show few major changes, according
to compilation of Trans-Canada
and Dominion network bookings
released to stations. A number of
important advertisers have decided to drop their shows, but a
larger number of options are shown
being discussed by unnamed adveit'sers. There are no changes
shown on daytime bookings on
either network.

FIRST

IN

THE

DAVENPORT, FM
ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
47 Kw.
CP. 22.9 Kw. visuol
103.7 Me.
1420 WKc
TV and aural, Channel
5,000
AM
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
woe is the FIRST individual statition
on . . ...
. the
-Cities comstato 071/2/
offer Quad
its clients
mercial ccrpy analysis. On request
WOC's Research Department tests
woe advertisers'
for sales
effectiveness throughcopy
listening
ease and
human interest . . . according to a
proved nowned
formula
reanalyst Dr.de\'eloped
Rudolph by
Flesch.
All WOC-written copy is so evaluated. Another in WOC's long list
of "FIRST'S"!
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,
^EEE

IOWA

& PETERS, INC., Nationol

Representatives^
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COLOR
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VIDEO

INTENSIVE negotiations were
quietly under way last week looking toward formation of a new
company to foster development of
color TV in which CBS would be
a participant through its ownership of the sequential color system
developed by its engineering research director, Dr. Peter Goldmark.
While CBS had a stock "no comment" retort to all inquiries, there
was no denial that something is
afoot. Conversations are understood
to be in progress with organizations interested in furtherance of
color TV. Presumably the effort
is to complete the organization before the start of the FCC's fulldress TV allocation hearings on
Sept. 26.
Predicted Stockholders
There was no inkling as to participants aside from the evident
position of CBS. It was deduced
however, that the stockholders
might include the three companies
which have collaborated with CBS
in the color transmissions at the
Atlantic City convention of the
American Medical Assn. last June
and in the demonstrations in Washington and Baltimore last week (see
story, this page).
These companies are Smith, Kline
& French Inc., pharmaceutical
manufacturer, which sponsored the
medical demonstrations ; Zenith
Radio Corp., and Webster-Chicago
Corp., which manufactured the
color TV equipment to CBS specifications and sold it to SK&F.
SK&F, however, advised Broadcasting officially last Friday that
it was in no way interested in the
manufacture or development of
color-TV for public use and that
its collaboration with CBS was
wholly in the interest of advancement of medical science.
Because of the enthusiastic response to the Atlantic City demonstrations, it was thought that a
ready market exists for the color
equipment for teaching of surgery
and medicine, wholly aside from its
potential as a mass public medium.
If the organization plans are
carried to fruition, it was thought
likely that there would be several
to a dozen participants, with no
control held by a single entity. The
company would seek to develop all
phases of color from transmitter to
receiver and including subsidiary
fields, such as color film for both
TV and motion picture projection.
August 22, 1949
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CBS, it appeared, would be a
stockholder along with other participants and also would be in a
position to contribute its patent
structure and its know-how. It is
assumed the company would license
its patents to other manufacturers
consistent with lecognized practices.
Ever since the Atlantic City
demonstrations CBS has maintained strict silence in connection
with its color position. It is disposed to rest on its color TV fight
of two years ago, when it lost out
to black-and-white.
It is known that in recent months
a number of companies have talked
with CBS officials about its entry
into the set manufacturing field,
but nothing has jelled. CBS consistently has indicated a willingness to make its color patent system available to others.
Some months ago CBS had conversations with both Bendix and
Magnavox looking toward its entry
of the home radio equipment field.
There also had been preliminary
conversations with Westinghouse,
and it is understood that the latter
company now is conducting an investigation of the entire color
patent structure.
The color TV field also is being
investigated by the so-called Condon Committee, headed by Dr.
Edward U. Condon, director of the
National Bureau of Standards, at
the behest of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.

TERCITY
IN
CBS
color television was successfully telecast last week from
Baltimore to Washington where it
was picked up on modified TV receivers. In addition, the color
service was picked up off-the-air in
Washington and rebroadcast.
This 35-mile airline transmission was staged by Smith, Kline &
French Labs., Philadelphia.
WMAR-TV Baltimore originated
the programs, with receiving sets
located in the National Guard
Armory, Washington, as well as in
the Mathieson Bldg., Baltimore.
WMAL-TV Washington, operating on Channel 7, received WMARTV's Channel 2 signals and rebroadcast them. Tests were con-

Firm

To

Develop

CBS

System

Is Planned

proposals make provision for 6 me
color channels and exhaustive testimony is being sought.
RCA-NBC has remained silent
on results of its color experimentations, but reports were current
last week that an entirely new and
hitherto unrevealed 6 mc system of
all-slectronic transmission has been
developed and will be described at
the FCC hearings.
Color TV developments of George
Sleeper of San Francisco, formerly
an assistant to CBS Inventor Goldmark, also may be presented at the
FCC hearings. Said to use a "line
sequential" standard, the system
shortly will be field-tested, the FCC
has been told, and the results may
be
before the hearings
are presented
closed.

Dr. GOLDMARK
This study was instigated after allegations had been made by committee members that color TV had
been suppressed.
At the FCC allocation hearings
next month, RCA will present
testimony on its developments in
color TV, as will CBS and possibly
others. RCA has been conducting
experiments at its Princeton laboratories, and in the field at Washington and Brigeport. The FCC

The CBS surgical demonstrations, which will be continued by
SK&F at other medical conventions, used a 6 mc channel. It has
explained that the system is the
sequential type which operates on
the same principle as black-andwhite. Literature distributed at
the AMA convention stated that
there are two types of receivers in,
the CBS sequential system — a projection all-electronic type using a
single tube on which three color
images are producted, and a direct
view type utilizing a color disc
which rotates in synchronism with
the color disc at the camera. Th0
receivers used at the demonstrations were of the rotating color
disc type.

CBS system Tested
saw the color demonstrations in
Baltimore.
The pharmaceutical firm owns
The CBS showing of sequential
the equipment and will use it in scanning-wheel color was said to
a series of nationwide medical
be similar to that planned in conconvention color TV programs.
with the FCC's
television
allocationnectionhearings
starting
Sept.
Earlier in the summer Smith,
Kline & French demonstrated the 26. Latest version of CBS sequential color is much improved over
color equipment over closed circuits in Philadelphia and Atlantic
past showings, it was stated on
City [Broadcasting, June 6].
behalf of the network. Engineer
observers agreed much progress
Official Washington was reprehad been made.
sented at the armory showings,
Pictures were shown in Washincluding FCC members, the two
ington on two TV receivers. First
interstate commerce committees of
picture was received on a specially
Congress, Bureau of Standards
built Zenith model, with a 22-inch
officials, and others. Technical
scanning wheel inside the cabinet.
observers from Radio Mfrs. Assn.
The attractive Zenith cabinet con(Continued on page U9)
and Institute of Radio Engineers
Telecasting
BJRO ADG ASTING
COLOR
Friday. ducted Wednesday, Thursday and

when

to radio?

Do television owners turn on the radio when there are no
television programs? Do they continue to listen to top radio programs?
Do women stop their housework to look at television?
You will get a quick picture of what has happened to the radio -TV
picture in New York — and is happening fast all over the country —
from an analysis just prepared by the Du Mont Research Department.
You ought to know the facts before you make up next year's advertising
budget. A note or a phone call will bring them.
Remember — DuMont is the one television network that cares to
release these facts, because Du Mont is exclusively in television.

America's Window on the World

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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Phone MUrray Hill 8-2600

•

Copyright 1949, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
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discern the degree of liking or disliking for specific program seTV

Cuts

RESEARCH

QUALITATIVE research can minimize the gamble of an advertisers
entrance into television, Horace
Schwerin, president of Schwerin
Research Corp., New York, said
last week.
Mr. Schwerin summarized television findings of his company in
studying a variety of TV programs
and explained how he believed program testing could reduce the risk
of television ventures taken now
by advertisers.
Four considerations were listed
by Mr. Schwerin, who spoke at a
news conference in New York, as
deterring many advertisers from
using television now:
1. The great time and production expense needed to learn if an
idea is good.
2. The lack of knowledge of how
to keep good programs well-liked
and how to develop new ideas.
3. The fear that changes in television and its audiences will make
present "know-how" worthless.
4. The lack of knowledge of relative sales effectiveness of television versus radio.
Quality, he pointed out, is even
more important in television programming than in radio. Utilizing
slides, Mr. Schwerin illustrated his
thesis that in radio, programs may
be assisted to impressive ratings
by the adjacency of a popular
show. Those shows which precede
or follow top-ranking programs on
radio usually get high ratings, too.
In television, however, popularity does not rub off on programs
next to one which is a leader. TV
viewers are quicker to turn their
dial than are radio listeners.
The Schwerin technique worked
out to test television programs and
to discover what parts of them are
liked or disliked involves testing

Messrs.

Beville

Sponsors

(left) and Schwerin examine
display machine.

audiences at home as well as at a
studio. The Schwerin firm has
conducted at-home audience tests
in Chicago on NBC's Quiz Kids,
sponsored by Miles Labs and is
about to undertake similar tests on
other NBC shows in New York.
Mr. Schwerin said a very close
correlation had been noted between
the scores achieved by a program
tested by the at-home audience and
those obtained in studio audience
tests (see graph on Quiz Kids).

Solid line represents average profile of Schwerin home tests in Chicago, Detroit
and Cleveland
Dotted line shows profile of studio test in New York
Studio

vs

Home

Matched

100

QUIZ

KIDS

Gamble — Schwerin

—

the television profile

He sa'd that Schwerin test
scores bore a "direct relationship"
with the number of viewers attracted by the tested programs. "A high
Schwerin score generally means a
high rating, while a low score
means a low rating," he said.
He showed several parts of
various programs to illustrate how
test audiences reacted. The only
program of the several displayed
that could be identified was Quiz
Kids. Mr. Schwerin said that as yet
his company had not accumulated
enough information to indulge in
generalities about audience response to various types of programming, but it was possible to

Set

Owners

Mr. Schwerin said his test had
quences.
shown that there was little difference between television set owners
and non-owners in their reactions
to television shows (see graph).
Further, he said, the size of the
screen upon which viewers saw the
program did not influence their
reactions, nor was there an appreciable difference in the reactions to
a given program of persons who
had owned sets a long time or those
who had owned them a short while.
These factors, he thought,
tended to dispel the common fear
that changes in the television audience would make present programming "know-how" worthless.
One important factor that influences audience liking for a show
is the socio-economic status of the
viewer, he said. It can be stated
generally, he said, that those in
low income brackets like more
about most shows than do those in
high brackets.
Introducing Mr. Schwerin at the
news conference, Hugh M. Beville
Jr., NBC director of research, announced that the Schwerin firm,
which has tested NBC radio programs since 1946, would begin
widespread testing of its TV shows.
The first at-home Schwerin testing will take place Aug. 24 on the
NBC-TV Believe It or Not program. Ballots have already been
mailed to a selected sample of 2,000
New York viewers.
The home-testing system uses
"cue numbers" that appear at intervals in the picture. At the flash
of a number on the screen, the
viewer marks, in a place on the
ballot, whether he thinks that
moment in the program is good,
fair or poor.
Bolen RTDG Head
MURRAY BOLEN, vice president
of Radio and Television Directors
Guild, has been named president to
replace John Guedel who resigned.
Helen Mack, secretary, becomes
vice president; and Sterling Tracy,
treasurer, is secretary-treasurer.

vs Non-Owners

Audiences

(edition

of May

17j

80

60
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Response Favorable
On Telecast

WOR-TV
TESTS
TELEPHONE calls from more than 1,000 televiewers swamped the WORTV New York switchboards last Tuesday night in response to the
station's request for comments on the reception in fringe areas of its
unexpected telecast of the Brooklyn Dodgers-Philadelphia Phillies baseball game from Ebbets Field, ^
Brooklyn.
people who believed their receivers
According to J. R. Poppele,
improperly adjusted because other
WOR-TV vice president in charge
stations were coming in poorly.
of engineering, the majority of
Calls were received from as far
the calls congratulated the station
north as Schenectady, N. Y., 140
on the clarity of the reception, as miles away; as far southwest as
was the case last Sunday night, Philadelphia, 80 miles distant;
when equipment tests on an unEast as far as Patchogue,
scheduled basis were started by the fiL.'omI., the
54 miles av/ay, and from the
station.
west, Stroudsburg, Pa., 80 miles
distant.
First test signals were transmitted from 9:10 p.m. until 12:30
The remaining eight Brooklyn
a.m. Sunday, Aug. 14, shortly
Dodgers night games will be carafter connection of the coaxial
ried by WOR-TV. Games will be
cable between the transmitter and
telecast
from 8:25 p.m. to conthe 760 foot antenna in North
clusion, but the station will take to
Bergen, N. J.
the air at 7:45 p.m. on those eveTrial transmissions were made
nings with its equipment test patfor WOR-TV engineers to ob- tern.
The scheduled games are on
serve the station's signal and to
adjust their equipment, but more
Aug. 23, 26, 29, 31 and Sept. 6, 7,
than 1,300 telephone calls were
8 and 24. WOR-TV is using CBS
received Sunday night from viewers
pick-up
equipment for the telewho had picked up the signal. All
casts, with games being carried
reports were favorable except two, via micro-wave from Ebbets Field
Mr. Poppele said; these from
to the WOR-TV tower.
Primary television rights to the
games are held by WCBS-TV New
York and Shaefer Beer. WOR-TV
telecasts are by special arrangement and are considered equipment
test programming.
FILM SERIES developed by TeleIt was also announced by Mr.
vision Productions Inc., Chicago,
Poppele that regularly scheduled
will show Chicago Cardinals protest patterns are to start shortly,
fessional football games played
the date to be announced this
previous Sunday. Scheduled to with
week.
start Aug. 30 on WBKB(TV) Chicago, series sponsored by Peter Fox
Brewing Co. of Illinois will run 13
weeks. Cardinals star, Marshall
Goldberg, and Sportscaster Bob
WLAV-TV
OPENS
Elson will appear at open, break
Is NBC, ABC, DTN Affiliate
and close with narration over game
FORMAL OPENING of WLAVshots. Agency: Carroll Dean MurTV Grand Rapids, the initial Michphy, Chicago.
igan TV outlet outside of Detroit,
Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, has anwas held last Monday (Aug. 15).
nounced renewal of its Roving Camera series on WWJ-TV Detroit for WLAV-TV, licensed to Leonard
Versluis, owner of WLAV and
52 weeks. . . . WABD (TV) New
York, currently carrying weekly
WLAV-FM, operates on Channel 7
one-minute film announcement for
(174-180 mc) with 20 kw visual
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, on and 10 kw aural power [Broadcasting, Aug. 8].
behalf of Tide (detergent). ConThe station announced last week
tract placed through Benton and
Bowles Inc., New York, is for 52 that it had signed an affiliation
weeks. Other contracts signed by agreement with NBC, effective
WABD include Inkograph Co. Inc. Aug. 21, and is now an interconnected affiliate of the network. It
(writing materials) through S. R.
Leon Co., both New York. Initial also is affiliated with ABC and
15-week contract covers two oneDuMont. Plans are to receive prominute spots weekly. Chevrolet
grams from WBKB (TV), WERNTV, WGN-TV and WNBQ (TV),
Dealers Assn. Inc., through Campbell Ewald Co., New York has re- all Chicago stations.
Guests were invited to witness
newed contract for additional 13
weeks, thrice-weekly film announceWLAV- TV's first program telecast
ments.
from the stage of the Midtown
Theatre in Grand Rapids. The
Apex Films, Hollywood, producing series of film commercials for station is to carry only network
General Mills and American Bakprograms and feature films and at
present will not originate local
eries Corp., Atlanta. . . . Nat Winecolf has been named West Coast
shows. It hopes to serve Lansing,
Kalamazoo, Holland, Muskegon,
director of sales for Jerry FairGrand Haven and other nearby
banks Inc., Hollywood. Mr. Winecities. In addition to Mr. Versluis,
coff will handle all agency-client
relations in west. He was for- other station officials include Hy
merly head of Fairbanks Music
Steed general manager and Lee
Publishing Co.
Stevens chief engineer.
BROADCASTING
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The
That

Best

MONEY

Can

Buy/

. . . And that's just what
WGN-TV's new, ultra-modem
antenna and transmitter are —
the finest and newest equipment made.
WGN-TV's new General
Electric television transmitter
combines every modern improvement for producing the
finest pictures and sound
known to man.
WGN-TV is the only Chicago station that can boast
of transmitting
having "the equipment.
last word"
in
In addition, the completely
new RCA turnstUe TV antenna
reaching 610 feet into the sky
atop Tribune Tower insures
uniformly bright, clear reception throughout Chicagoland.
These new technical advances, which can be found
only at WGN-TV,
services:

provide 2

a. The finest picture in all
Chicago.
b. Equipment excelled by
none for your advertising message.

CBS

DUMONT
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Analysis of Sponsors June 5-11
(Report 73)

leleitatui

FOOD

and food product advertisers continued to be the nation's
leading users of television time in
June. Total accounts in this field
jumped from 182 in May to 210
for June. The increase was reflected all along the line, through
netwoi-k, spot and local business,
according to the N. C. Rorabaugh
Co., publisher of the Rorahangh
Report 011 Television Advertising.
Spot and local figures for the
report week of June 5-11 are incomplete because WBAL-TV Baltimore and WHIO-TV Dayton do
not report to the Rorabaugh firm.
Network figures are obtained from
the networks and, therefore, include all 65 stations.
Second highest product group
for June was Automotive, Automotive Equipment and Accessories
with 162 accounts (table I). In
the local field, advertisers jumped
from 121 in May to 143 in June,

JULY

TELEVISION

making this the leading user of
local television time.
Radios, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments and Accessories moved
from fourth place in May to third
place in June, gaining nine accounts for a June total of 142. In
the local field the category also
was in third place with 127 accounts, a gain of 11 over May.
One account was lost in both network and spot business.
Although 10 accounts dropped
in the category of Household
Equipment and Supplies, this
group moved from fifth place in
May to fourth place in June. The
decreases came in the spot and local
field but still gave the category
117 accounts for the month.
Despite the losses in some categories total television advertisers
in the test week of June increased
by 90. Network and spot business
dropped slightly for the month.

TIME

Slight Drop in Month's Advertising Noted
COMMERCIAL television time in
July, running into that good old
business term, "the summer slump,"
dropped slightly from the preceding month on the four national networks. The number of advertisers
dropped from 54 in June to 42 last
month. Dollar-wise, the decline
was from $936,087 in June to $721,336 for July, according to figures
compiled by the N. C. Rorabaugh
Co. and released in the Rorabaugh
Revort on Television Advertising.
(Network advertisers by month
and network are shown in Table A;
gross time billings by network appear in Table B.)
During July Admiral Corp. made

with the over all increase in advertisers made up in the local
field. There were four new markets reporting for the month —
Indianapolis, Lancaster, Pa., Oklahoma City and San Diego. The
number of advertisers using these

Table 1
Number of Advertisers by Product Groups
Metwork
2
1. Agricultural & Farming
Spot
2
2.3. Apparel,
& Accessories
Automotive,Footwear
Automotive
Accessories &
9
10
23
^ Equipment
4. Aviation, Aviation Accessories &
15
Equipment
1
5. Beer,
Wine & Liquor
4
6. Building Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
3
7.
Confectionary
&
Soft
Drinks
8. Consumer Services
1
2
9
9. Drugs & Remedies
85
10. Entertainment & Amusements
11. Food & Food Products
9
72
2
7
12. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
13. Horticulture
14. Household Equipment & Supplies
4
19
15. Household Furnishings
2
7
16. Industrial Materials
17. Insurance & Banks
3
1
9
18. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
19. OfFice Equipment, Stationery & Writing
2
Supplies & Media
20. Publishing
1
4
21. Radios,
Phonographs,
Musical
Instruments & Accessories
4
11
22. Retail Stores & Shops
5
23. Smoking Materials
12
24.
Polishes
1
10
25. Soaps,
SportingCleansers
Goods & & Toys
54
1
1
26. Toiletries
11
7
27. Transportation, Travel & Resorts
2
28. Miscellaneous
5
TOTAL
324

the largest expenditures for network TV time, spending $67,652
in its backing of Stop the Music
(ABC-TV) and Hopalong Cassidy
(NBC-TV). The Buick Div. of
General Motors Corp. was second
with $47,400 worth of business on
NBC-TV. The company's hourlong, Tuesday evening program.
Fireball Fun-For-All, is on behalf
Aud. Part.
of Buick cars. A quarter-hour,
Monday through Friday strip, Mohawk Showroom, on NBC-TV, put Dramatic
Educational
Children's
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc. in the Musical
News
third place position for total netWoman's
work expenditures in July. The
program was presented on 11 sta- Variety
Quiz
tions and cost the rug and carpet
Miscellaneous
Sports
firm $41,160. Fourth and fifth Total
Table A
places were taken by two tobacco
NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN JULY
firms, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
ABC
CBS
13
DTN NBC
Month
(Camels) and P. Lorillard Co. Aud. Port
4
1
June 1948
(Old Gold), respectively. ReynDramatic
July
3
2
13
Educational
Children's
olds spent $40,152 for its Camel
5
3
13
Aug.
4
5
15
Sept.
Musical
News
Cara,van,
a
quarter-hour,
five
5
3
6
24
Oct.
News
a week strip seen on 18 NBC-TV
6
5
29
3
Nov.
Woman's
Variety
2
9
6
28
Dec.
stations during July. A half-hour
4
24
2
9
Jan. 1949
Quiz
29
Sports
15
6
3
Feb.
of
Stop the Music once weekly on - Weather
6
26
4
20
Marrh
Announcements
ABC-TV and the hour-long Orig- Miscellaneous
7
7
30
April
May
6
15
21
Total
inal
Amateur
Hour
on
DuMont
23
14
2123
6
June
2518
5
11
13
July
brought the Lorillard Co. expendiWhen
an
Note:
advertiser sponsors two or
tures for TV time in July to
more shows on one given netv/ork, he is
counted once
the totals for that network.
Aud. Part.
$37,868.
July
Dramatic
Table B
Educational
May
Children's
1949 GROSS TIME BILLINGS BY NETWORKS
Jan. -July
Musical
June
*Jan.-April
News
140,908
ABC-TV
$135,720
$132,738
S
98,000
$ 1,267,000
507,366 Woman's
123,090
277,840
251,070
CBS-TV
615,000
604,070 Variety
113,520
292,000
DTN
101,230
97,320
Sports
Sp. Events
448,067
505,710
NBC-TV
368,188
1,495,000
2,816,965 Quiz
Weather
Announcements
TOTAL
$2,500,000
$1,037,978 $936,087 $721,336 $5,195,401
Miscellaneous
*through
FiguresApril.
in this column are estimated pending adjustment of actual figures for January Total
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markets appeared in Telestatus,
Aug. 1.
The predominant production
method on the networks in June
was live, with the majority of programs falling in onthepage
variety
(Continued
U7) clas-

Local
Retail
98
143
11
12
20
66
129
37
10
4
72
2119
40
21
7
< 9414
12743
19
6
45
33

2
Total
115
162
98
46
22
21
210
41194
67
81
11743
31
9
24
142
21
14
21
24
16
45
38

1,055
1,433
Table 11
SPONSORED COMMERCIAL TV TIME
BY PROGRAM TYPE AND PRODUCTION METHOD
(Hrs.-Mins.)
Network
Live &
Live
Total
Film
Film
21:30
Slide
Remote
124:00
124:00
21:30
84:45
13:30
37:15
84:45
23:45
2:45
2:45
54:15
29:30
54:15
29:30
17:30
17:30
10:45
7:00
270:30
270:30
3:45
654:00
1:15
1:15
7:00
600:15
46:45
Live
&
Film
Live
Slide
Remote
Film
Total
4:07
1:18
1:05
3:02
1:20
Spot
:02
1:39
:59
1:26
:27
1:41
8:02
9:46
:05
1:38
2:33
4:16
:02
:50
1:00
:50
:47
4:55
6:32
1:36
14:46
:02
:16
10:37
3:25
210:38
180:50
15:16
1:02
:30
12:52
:44
5:00
:20
:40
:04
1:46
:36
:36
:03
20:02
45:34
:02
23:03
9:02
5:59
181:43
5:45
42:37
284:41
Live &
:15
:18
:02
Local
Live
Total
Film
Slide
Remote
2:20
1:15
3:20
1:00
12:50
6:38
2:02
:35
1:15
1:45
Fi'm:31
1:02
:02
:22
1:35
2:19
23:51
1:23
5:50
15:03
:30
2:33
:02
25:55
1:50
1:34
5:01
9:30
1:00
1:27
1:00
18:27
:19
:07
5:44
5:32
3:26
:17
10:25
:30
5:13
24:03
1:42
:02
:16
1:20
2:29
1:45
2:30
143:26
135:57
:50
14:20
17:31
:31
1:52
:33
1:35
:05
4:15
2:14
8:25
26:45
14:43
14:11
3:26
2:52
14:37
6:18
145:31
67:37
302:17
60:15
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THE
THE

A. S. ABEIL

SUNPAPERS

STATIONS
BALTIMORE

COMPANY

3, MARYLAND

TV
Success
Still

Submitted by

more

results

on

WMAR-TV

in

MONUMENTAL
STORAGE & RUG
CLEANING COMPANY
1110 Park Avenue
This year,
to try out
television as a wenewdecided
advertising
medium
. . . and so ran a series of oneminute TV spots, which in effect,
took televiewers through our immense rug cleaning and storage
plant. According to our National
Association,
the aruggeneral
cleaning
ness has taken
10% busidip
throughout the country. In contrast,
■ our business has shown a substantial increase. Since TV was the
only laraddition
made certainly
to our reguadvertisingwe media,
we
can attribute much of this increase
to the new medium . . . and WMARLawrence P. Naylor, Jr.
The television
referred
to above advertising
was placed by
EMERY ADVERTISING
CORPORATION
2 East North Avenue
TV."

Maryland!
SERIES NUMBER 6

TV

TV

TV

Success
Submitted by
FREE

STATE

Submitted by

Submitted by

Comsolnlaifcejl
1108 Hillen St.
The "Weather Report Cartoon
Slides" which we televise over
WMAR-TV are in a large measure
responsible for the ever increasing
popularity of Free State Beer. These
service announcements in the public
interest have been telecast daily for
the past few months. During this
time our sales figures show that
more and more people have been
asking for Free State Beer. Our
dealers, too, have expressed their
approval, which is further indication thatbeen
our advei-tising
on WMARTV has
most effective.
Harry B. Wolf, Jr.
The television advertising referred
to above tvas placed by
I. A. Goldman & Company
Advertising Agency
7 St. Paul St.

DUNLOGGIN

Gas Electric Ligtif: sinA
Power CoHupaiiiy

We know that WMAR-TV belongs
right up in the front row of our
sales force. Our advertising agency
produced several television films for
us and we have used these on your
station for six months.
This advertising has produced exgood results
. . . Here's
a renewal ofceptionallyour
contract.
ROBERT W. BAKER

of Baltimore
During the past three months that
the HOMEMAKERS' ROUNDUP
has been telecast direct from the
Home
Service AFTERNOON
Bureau's kitchenATeach3
TUESDAY
O'CLOCK we have found that many
Baltimore housewives are interested
in seeing and hearing about new
cooking ideas and seasonal suggestions. The many letters and telephone calls requesting the menus
and recipes used on the program
indicate an increasing audience.
Television is cex-tainly a direct
method of showing the ease with
which excellent meals can be

The television advertising referred
to above zvas placed by
ALFRED ADVERTISING
INC.
516 North Charles St.

prepared.
These advertisements originally
appeared in the Sunpapers,
Baltimore, Md.

Represented by
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

.

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
DETROIT
. KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
.
DALLAS
.
LOS ANGELES
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vealed, however, since the special
32-man team engaged in preparing
the exhaustive presentation was
still completing portions of its
work. The study has been in progress for two years, it was stated,
and constitutes maturation of DuMont's many years of inquiry as to
what should constitute a workable,
competitive nation-wide television
system. Tentative VHF and VHFUHF plans were submitted by DuMont during the TV proceedings
last summer.
DuMont's plan would use 65
UHF channels in addition to the 12
existing VHF channels while FCC
proposes to assign only 42 UHF
channels in addition to the present
VHF facilities. In summary, the
DuMont plan is based upon the following factors:
1. The 12 present VHF channels are
utilizedmum oftofourthechannels
fullest extent
per cityforin minimost
of
the
140
metropolitan
districts.
FCC's
proposal provides four VHF channels
in only 20 of the first 50 cities in the
U.S. vide
while
plan50 would
proahout 35DuMont's
of the first
cities with
four or more VHF channels.
2. 48 UHF 6-mc channels are used to
assure adequate service to other communities.
3. An additional 10 UHF channels are
reserved for community channels to
protect smaller towns not yet ready for
TV and which are not prescribed in
the general
plan.to When
such thecommunities arewould
ready
enter TV,
chan-of
nels
he available
on basis
flrst-come, first serve.
4. Seven further UHF channels arte
(Continued on page 6i)

ced
DuMont Plan Announ
S
L
A
S
O
P
O
PR
TV
allocation [Broadcasting, July 18] ment to any area not covered in the
• By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
plan, it was explained.
MAGNITUDE and complexity of to: (1) delete Channel 13 at Alexandria, La.; (2) substitute Channel
Exactly what position the
FCC's pi-oposals to revise its tele- 31 for 41 at Winifred, Mont.; (3)
vision allocations and TV engineer- substitute Channel 44 for 45 at AFCCE has taken will not be revealed publicly until it files its
ing- standards became more apparstatement this week. However, it
Woodward, Okla.; (4) delete Chanent last week as industry briefs
was indicated resolutions adopted
nel 18 at Orange, Tex.; (5) suband comments continued to flow into
stitute Channel 35 for 34 at Montlast Wednesday hold that engineerthe Commission amid developments
gomery, W. Va., and (6) allocate
that included:
ingwise
the allocation
shouldn't
be
an
unchangeable
part of
the rules.
# Announcement by Allen B. Channel 42 to Festus, Mo. FCC
It
further
is
expected
they
will
said the changes corrected omisDuMont Labs, that it will present
sions or errors in the earlier ancontest
assumpat the TV hearing commencing
tion thattheUHFCommission's
service is available
Sept. 26 its new national alloca- nouncement.
on a comparable basis to existing
tions plan which would minimize
FCBA Contention
VHF service, or will be in the near
the VHF-UHF channel intermixIt is contended by FCBA, as future. AFCCE's position also is
ture contained in FCC's proposal,
expected to be that allocation must
provide multiple VHF services in resolved by its executive commitfollow a practical, flexible pattern
tee at a special meeting held Tuesmost of the 140 major markets and
which is amenable to evolution,
day, that the proposed TV allocaprovide TV service in other comrather than rigid government plan.
munities through UHF channels.
tion procedure "serves to deprive
The new DuMont allocation plan
applicants
of
an
opportunity
for
a
# Petition by the Federal Comwas outlined last Tuesday by Dr.
munications Bar Assn. contesting hearing and, accordingly, is contrary to the law; and that as an al- Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., DuMont's
legality of the TV allocation ruleternative the Commission consider
director of research, who developed
making procedure and requesting
program, before a meeting of
oral argument before start of the the TV allocation as a guide in the
the Radio Mfrs. Assn. Television
order that applicants may be guarSept. 26 proceeding.
Committee at the Roosevelt Hotel,
anteed a hearing." Under the New
0 Report that the Assn. of FedYork. Simultaneously, the
eral Communications Consulting
FCC's proposed rule-making method,
the
Commission
arbitrarily
plan
was
reported in a letter to all
Engineers has approved a draft
report challenging certain basic could decide for itself whether it DuMont affiliates by Comdr. Morwished to grant a hearing on any
timer W. Loewi, director of the
concepts and philosophies contained
DuMont TV network.
request to modify the allocation
in the Commission's
proposed
alDetails of the plan were not relocation and standards revision.
plan so as to provide for an assign# Presentation by CBS, in reply to FCC's July 20 request for
full data on color TV progress and
experimentation, outlining refineReadying Foreign Films
ments in the network's disc-type
UBBELL
TV
INC.
sequential color system which appeared to meet the Commission's
WITHIN a few days, 600 film
in England, such a company alproposed specifications in many
shorts adapted to television and 70
ready has been established, under
respects.
the
name,
Richardson-Hubbell
full-length
features
will
be
made
Additional briefs were received
Television Networks Ltd. That
available to American video netconcerning specific allocations, exorganization is owned by W. T.
works, stations and advertising
perimentation inthe UHF band and
(Bob) Richardson, a director of 17
agencies
by
a
new
company,
Hubcolor tests, but the big load is seen
bell Television Inc.
English corporations, a television
hitting the Commission this week
enthusiast and a man of great
That was made known to Broadand climaxing Friday, Aug. 26, the
wealth, according to Mr. Hubbell.
casting by Richard W. Hubbell,
deadline set by FCC. Deadline for
The English company has enfiling replies to these comments is president of the company, on his
tered into contracts with AssoSept. 12. Both dates had been post- return last week from Europe,
ciated British-Pathe, England's
poned by the Commission a fort- where he made elaborate arrangesecond largest film producer, and
ments with British, French and
night ago upon demands of the
with Ealing studios. In turn, the make British films available to
Italian film companies to purchase
industry for sufficient time to preboth their products and services
English company is bound to give American TV audiences is formed
pare for the comprehensive proto the Hubbell Teleceeding [Broadcasting, Aug. 1]. for TV film making. Some $62,- all film visionrights
Inc. for ten years in U. S., by (I to r): Richard W. Hubbell,
000,000 worth of pictures imMeanwhile, last week the Compresident- of Hubbell Television Inc.,
mediately will become available to Canada, Mexico and Cuba.
mission further amended its proNew York; his wife, Kyra, vice presiTV
stations,
he
said.
Mr.
Hubbell
said
that
50
per
cent
dent and secretary of the company,
posed rule-making proceeding on
The bulk of the British films is of all English film producing facil- and W. T. (Bob) Richardson, head of
scheduled to arrive in September.
ities were in the process of being- Richardson-Hubbell Television NetNew films, produced especially for made available to Hubbell Televiworks Ltd., London.
sion
Inc.
Hubbell, are then expected to arrive
Nine Ready Soon
as completed. Some Italian pictures contracted for already have
the daughter and the son of a
Those
facilities already have
reached New York.
household.
been
producing
for
Hubbell,
with
As Mr. Hubbell told BroadcastA 26-week series, called Pathe
the result that nine difl^erent film
ing of his film plans, he revealed
series will be ready very soon, Looks at Life, is among the others
something of the organization he with most of the films arriving in
initially to be available. That
has quietly been building since Jan.
this country this month.
series and the review series will be
1947 to produce, sell and distribute
Among these is a series of 260 sharply timed so each issue will
TV programs, primarily on motion
films called Pathe Pictorial Review,
run nine minutes and 50 seconds,
picture film. Mr. Hubbell also is which
he said Terry Ashwood,
chairman of the television, radio
including
the time allowed for inchief producer for associated
sertions of commercials. The
and motion picture management
British-Pathe, has been adapting
consultant firm of Richard W.
extra ten seconds is for station
for American TV audiences. Each
Hubbell and Assoc., New York.
identification. Also available imTV
FILM^SPOTS
issue of that series contains one
mediately will be several series of
He explained that Hubbell Tele*TELEVISION CARTOONS, INC.
subject of appeal to the entire five-minute shorts which can be
vision Inc. will operate through
361 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK
contracts with companies to be family and one of special appeal re- run independently or with either
(Continued on page 65)
set up in foreign countries.
spectively tothe wife, the husband,
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LAW

CANVASS

Radio Attorney Probes
Problems for Book

view of property rights; (2) its
common law and statutory development; (3) limitations imposed
in matters of public interest, and
(4) an analysis of radio, motion
picture and newsreel cases.
Mr. Warner is associated with
the Washington firm of Segal,
Smith & Hennessey. He has devoted more than four years to the
research for and writing of his
book and this supplement, and he
plans additional supplements as
developments warrant. The book is
published by Matthew Bender &
Co., Albany, N. Y.

INTO
LOOKING

TELEVI

SION

LOS ANGELES :-Everything
grows bigger in Southern California
(even if that is Chamber of Commerce talk!) Television is no exception. We now have more TV
advertisers than New York. And
more local advertisers than any
other city, as of June.
When local advertisers invest advertising money, you know television has proved itself here. Take
another look at your selling strategy in this area — smart money is
going into TV TODAY. Radio
Sales can show you KTTV's record.
what's the factual story behind
''television in Los Angeles? We
have just completed a 12-month
survey, based on the Los Angeles
Times Home Audit. Things like
home ownership-rental figures,
set distribution, number of children in TV homes, occupation and
other basic material are included.
Survey cost several thousand
dollars to dig out, and worth every
penny. This is the only largesample TV survey available for
Greater Los Angeles. Radio Sales
will have copies. Or write us direct.
FRANK KING, our sales manager,
is winging Eastward August 12th
for several weeks. Frank has an
up-to-the-minute story on television, so give him your kind attention, please.
MORE studio space for KTTV. We
leased two more studios, with
over 10,000 square feet. Fall will
see more big-time shows originating here, along with top-flight CBS'
TV programs scheduled.

I

THE LAW on some of the most difficult problems confronting television
broadcasters — property rights, film contracts and the right of privacy
—is canvassed at length by Harry P. Warner, Washington radio
attorney, in the 1949 supplement for his book. Radio and Television Law
[Broadcasting, Oct. 4, 1948]. ★
■
viewpoint of the station and adThe 115-page supplement, pubvertiser.
lished fortnight ago, deals largely
with law that has not yet had a
Aside from the three chapters
chance to become clearly defined.
relating primarily to legal problems
Thus it not only is timely but is in the television field, there is a
of especial value as a guide to section on facsimile, the principles
wise handling of knotty legal probof its operation, its uses and proslems which will face television oppects, and the FCC rules and
erators. Where no clear body of regulations governing it.
law has been developed, it is
In his study of television film
AUGUST TELEPULSE
helpful to know the problems, the
contracts Mr. Warner discusses
the warranties which a television
background, and the law on related cases. This Mr. Warner has
'Toast of the Town' Tops
user should seek from a producer;
provided in detail.
the common law and statutory
LEADING the top ten video proThe worth of the study is further
copyright of film; restrictions imgrams again is Toast of the Town,
posed
by
the
American
Federation
enhanced
by Mr. It
Warner's
methodin
according to the New York Teleof
treatment.
is written
of Musicians upon the use of the pulse listing for Aug. 1-7, while
unlegalistic language and the probmusic track on films; music clear- Godfrey and His Friends dropped
ances and licenses which should be
lems are approached
from the
to fourth place since the -July reobtained; the role of the Ameriport. Crusade in Europe, the ABC
can Society of Composers, AuEisenhower documentary, made
thors and Publishers and other
its first appearance in the top
societies; the use of old film, and
CORNELL FILMS
ten lists in the Aug. 1-7 report,
various union and guild problems.
in ninth place.
Hanna Heads New Firm
The station's rights in dramatic,
Complete report follows:
musical, news and sports programs
NEW
YORK TELEPULSE
TOP TEN
CORNELL FILMS has been organare studied in the chapter on propSHOWS
ized at Ithaca, N. Y., to produce
erty rights, together with methods
36.0
commercial and public service profor their protection: statutory
August 1-7WCBS-TV
Toast of the Town
grams for television stations and
31.1
Original
Amateur
Hour
WABD
copyright, common law copyright,
Kraft TV Theatre WNBT
29.6
industry in genand unfair competition. In his Godfrey and Friends WCBS-TV 27.8
eral. Michael R.
25.9
analysis of the right of privacy
Fireball Fun-For-AU WNBT
25.0
Stop Louis
The vsMusic
WABD
Hanna, general
on television Mr. Warner outlines
24.2
St.
Yankees WJZ-TV
19.8
Break
The
Bank
manager of
20.3
the principles which the courts
♦Crusade in Europe
18.9
WJZ-TV
W H C U and
WJZ-TV
WNBT
may be expected to follow in this Summer Playhouse
WHCU-FM Ithafield, based on (1) the historical
* Last 14 Hour includes Pal Headliner
ca and NAB District 2director, is
head of the new
Telestatus
concern which be(Continued from page UU)
I comes a unit of
I the Cornell radio
Mr. Hanna
sification. Although a great deal remote telecasts with studio live
I properties.
The company will produce film of music was presented on these and filmed sports playing a relatively unimportant role.
] programs of an educational and in- programs, unless they were
Announcements were second
straight music, such as the Fred
: formational type, utilizing the exchoice in the time purchases of
Waring Show, they were classified
t tensive technical and research
as variety (Table II). The same
local
and spot advertisers, accountfacilities of the university's photo
ing for 23 hours and 3 minutes in
science laboratory. Offices are in holds true of classifying live
programs which might use film or the spot field and 26 hours and 45
I Savings Bank Bldg., Ithaca.
slides in the presentation. If the minutes locally. Naturally no an"The programs will emphasize
show is predominantly live it is
nouncements were used on a netI the showmanship of commercial
telecasting rather than the dry, placed in this classification even
work basis and children's programs were in second place with
though film and slide may have
pedagogical side but still be highly
been used to some extent. Quiz 124 hours.
authoritative," Mr. Hanna said. programs which feature audience
For network and local adverIthaca has unparalleled resources
tisers, dramatic programs were
participation
are
placed
in
the
in education, agriculture, drama,
another high source of revenue
audience participation classificamusic, sports, engineering, nuclear
tion.
to the telecaster. Although drama
physics, homemaking and nutrition,
on the networks accounted for only
Network sponsorship of sports
with
many of
the world's foremost
events was very low in June. In 84 hours and 45 minutes (13%),
authorities
available.
and locally for 25 hours and 55
the spot and local fields, however,
"Cornell Films will be a completely
minutes (9%), this was still the
it was the predominant commercial
professional operation. Productionthird ranking classification in both
program fare. Remote baseball
al personnel will be drawn from
the station. We will tie up the telecasts, of course, took the lead, categories. Drama on the network
but horse racing, fights and other was predominantly, live while for
art of taking motion pictures with
local advertiser, film was his
the art of visual broadcasting so sports also were included. Spot the
chief
source of supply. The spot
advertisers
bought
14
hours
and
46
the viewer will learn something and
minutes of filmed sports and 10 advertiser made variety programs
be entertained at the same time.
his third choice, relying mostly
hours and 37 minutes of live studio
"All facilities are now ready.
on
live productions.
sports.
Locally
the
money
was
on
A sample film is going into producTABLE III
tion and will be ready in the near
future. We have commitments
TV PRODUCTION METHODSLive(Hrs.-M!n.)
&
from several stations already. All
Live
Total
Remote
Fibn
Film
7:00
Slide
films will be open-end."
654:00
46:45
Networks
Cornell U., operating WHCU and
181:43
9:02
600:15
45:34
42:37
284:41
14:43
5:45
WHCU-FM, is an applicant for a Spot
14:11
145:31
67:37
Local
302:17
152:34
60:15
TV station.
23:45
1240:58
710:29
Total
19:56
334:14
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COLOR VIDEO
RMA Members To Testify
THE factories that make nearly
nine-tenths of the nation's television sets will tell what they think
about present progress of color
video when FCCs TV hearings
open Sept. 26.
Manufacturer ideas of polychrome TV will be presented to the
FCC by Raymond C. Cosgrove, Avco
Corp., president of Radio Mfrs.
Assn. Mr. Cosgrove was designated
last week by the RMA Television
Committee to serve as his industry's spokesman. He will present the overall industry position.
W. R. G. Baker, General Electric
Co., will present major technical
recommendations and findings of
RMA with the aid of the chairman
of four .subcommittees now engaged in a thorough study of the
current status and the future prospects of color TV.
The RMA Television Committee
apd a special color TV committee
of RMA's Engineering Dept. will
report their findings Sept. 16 to
the RMA board meeting at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. A joint
RMA and Canadian RMA board
conference will be held Sept. 15-16.
Extensive study of color video
systems is under way by the four
RMA special subcommittees. They
are going into equipment availability, estimated costs, adaptability of receivers and related
matters.
Their findings will be

OXYDOL
with

submitted to the full RMA Television Committee.
Members of the full committee,
which veltmet
Roose-F.
Hotel,last
NewTuesday
York, atare:the Max
Balcom, Sylvania Electric Products,
chairman; Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co.; Dr. Baker;
W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Co.; H. C.
Bonflg, Zenith Radio Corp.; Allen B.
DuMont, DuMont Labs.; J. B. Elliott,
RCA Victor; Paul V. Galvin, Motorola
Inc.; W. J. Halligan, Hallicrafters Co.;
L. F. Hardy, Philco Corp.; George M.
Gardner, Wells-Gardner.
WFMY-TY
STARTS
Emphasis on Live Video
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, took
the air Thursday evening, using
the slogan, "The first station in the
Carolinas with live television."
The interim operation uses 1670 w
radiated video power and 835 w
sound on Channel 2.
Reliable reception reports came
from points up to a hundred miles
away, according to Gaines Kelley,
general manager, who also manages WFMY. Live programs will
be an important phase of the operation, he said. Network service
via film includes NBC, ABC, CBS
and DuMont. The transmitter is
DuMont, with 3-bay RCA pylon
atop the 400-foot FM tower. Construction was started last May.
Chief engineer is James F. Winecoff, assisted by Maynard M.
Cummings, TV technical director.
Other officials include L. 0. Hutchins, commercial manager; Norman
Gittleson, promotion manager;
Ted W. Austin, program director;
Robert Currie, producer.

Saves

Columbia

Microgroove

money

@

Transcriptions

MA PERKINS

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., producers of
" Ma Perkins," report a saving of $2500.00 on just lone series of programs
covering 25 spot stations. A saving that amounts to 75ff per pressing
— savings over and above economies in packaging and shipping!
Newest advance in radio transcription
NEW BANDING
recording— possible only by the Columbia LP
Microgroove method.
TECHNIQUE
Columbia LP Transcriptions permit up to
20 minutes of program per side. This
allows
the "Banding"
separating
15 minute
transcriptionor into
sectionsof —a
— for example:
Bond 1 Billboard
Band 2 Opening Commercial
Band 3 Body of Show
Band 4 Closing Commercial
Band 5 Tag
Each section stands out — but
is connected by spirals.
COLUMBIA
TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. ®0
Trade-Marks '^Columbia" and @D Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Marcos Registrodas
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
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STARCH

To Survey TV Commercials
Audier)ce Reaction

A NEW service called the "Starch Report on Television Commercials"
will be offered to the television industry on a monthly basis starting
Sept.
That20. was announced Thursday afternoon at a news conference in
New York called by the Daniel
shown the previous month.
Starch & Staff Research Organizato be set for-th in the report
tion to explain how its new service willDatainclude
a list of ail the comwill operate.
mercials
investigated, the reaction
In brief, the service will be a of the 200 women
interviewees and
continuing consumer research pro- of the 200 new interviewees. The
ject covering audience reaction to remembrance and acceptability of
TV commercials. It also will measure the brand preference of the the commercial, in percentage
terms, will be recorded for each
viewers.
commercial in one big table. In
The new project, according to the
same table will be shown the
Dr. Starch, is an outgrowth of his
bran^ preferences of men and
organization's 18 years of experi- women. This one master table will
ence in measuring the effectiveness
of visual advertising, primarily in thus show what commercial won
the magazine and newspaper field. the highest percentage of viewer
The service has been under test in acclaim.
In addition to that master table,
New York for several months, but
a separate report will be made on
will start out with viewer reaccommercial, showtions recorded by personal inter- each ingindividual
its score month by month.
view of a total of 400 set owners
That report on each individual
in four cities — New York, Chicago,
history.
Boston and Philadelphia. As the commercial will thus become a case
service develops, it will be spread
Jack Boyle, who will direct the
to other cities, it was said.
Trained interviewers will go to television program, stated that the
charges will be based on activity
TV set owners, selected to included
in TV. There will, however, be
a cross-section of income groups
one basic subscription price and
and occupations. The investigaan additional charge for each nettors will be armed with two main
and spot commercial
tools — an album containing still coveredworkonshow order.
pictures of 50 different commerThe plans are to keep the service
cials, and questions to be asked
as low as possible, Mr. Boyle said.
about them.
No effort to sell the service was
Six separate still pictures of made prior to the news conference.
each commercial to be investigated
It now will be available to the
will be shown the viewer. The
trade, it was said.
viewer will be asked if he has
ever seen the commercial. If he
has, he is then asked five attitude
AFM TV FILM BAN
i
questions and asked to indicate
Extended for Two Years
which attitude most approximates
his feeling toward it. The five
attitudes :
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians and the big movie makers
1. I like it so much that I look
have extended for two more years
forward to seeing it.
their- current contract barring
2. I enjoy it whenever I happen
film sound tracks with AFM per- ,
to see it.
formers
from television, it was '
3. I have no feeling one way or learned last
week.
.
the other.
The agreement was renewed byl
see4. it.I don't particularly like to an exchange of letters between the'
AFM and the big Hollywood stu-'
5. I definitely dislike it or object
dios. The old expiration date was
to it.
to have been a v/eek from this
Wednesday (Aug. 31).
Before any questions are asked
on a particular commercial, the
interviewer is shown a series of
cards listing brand names of prodLIBEL
and
ucts and he is asked, "Which one
would you buy?" By his answer it
SLAIVDER
later will be possible to compare
Invasion of Privacy
his preferences with his viewing.
Tests thus far have shown that
Plagrlarlsm-Copyrlght-Plracjr
INSURANCE
the
percentage
of
"viewers"
who
For
the wise Broadcaster
would buy a particular brand is
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICT
higher among persons who have
provides adequate protection.
seen a commercial portraying it, it
Surprisingly Inexpensive
was said.
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
All information gathered will be
write
tabulated in book form, 8% inches,
by 11 inches, offset printed and
Employers
saddle-stitched. It will be in the
Reinsnrance
mails about the 20th of each month,
Corporation
two weeks after interviewing is
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
completed. Interviewing will take
Kansas City, Missonri
place the first seven days of each
month and will cover commercials
BROADCASTING
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Intercity Color
(Continued from page UO)
tained a 10-inch picture tube, aluminum coated, with a magnifying
lens in front of the tube.
A standard RCA table model was
used to show how a receiver can
be adapted to color service. This
set contained an adapter inside
the cabinet to change the frame
rate, with a combined 18-inch color
wheel and magnifier placed in front
of the cabinet.
The Thursday demonstration in
Washington was in charge of John
Christianson, chief engineer of
CBS Engineering Research Dept.,
aided by Wilbur Clade and Herbert
Foster, technicians. James Reeves,
engineer, was in charge of the
Baltimore pickup. Earl Hilburn,
assistant chief engineer of WMAL,
represented that station.
Programs originated in a room
at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, where normal studio fluorescent side lighting was used. The
signal was beamed via RCA 7000
mc relay to the WMAR-TV Channel 2 transmitter atop the Mathieson Bldg. Tests were conducted
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Pictures consisted of 144 frames
interlaced 2 to 1, or a rate of 24
complete series of frames per second. This compares to the 60
half pictures or 30 series of frames
per second in normal black-white
service.
The Thursday demonstration
opened with Bailey Goss, WMARTV sports announcer, describing
the procedure. He wore an animated sports shirt, whose colors
were easily discernible as was his
sandy hair.
Effect of their first look at
color on the large Zenith set was
obviously startling to many observers, lay and technical. The
colors were brilliant though marred
by picture jumping and a background flicker. The jumping and
flicker were ascribed to nearby
government transmitters and industrial equipment, though some
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technical observers contended they
could see background flicker when
interference was low.
The images were coming from
WMAR-TV's Channel 2 transmitter, 35 miles away. The armory
is beyond the WMAR-TV fringe
area, Mr. Christianson said, and
below the line-of -sight. A small
booster was used between receivers
and receiving antenna. This antenna was a twin standard lowfrequency TV array made by
Workshop Associates. It was installed atop the armory, though
below the top of the vast metal
roof.
Pictures were brilliant and contrasty despite full daylight augmented by bright ceiling fixtures.
Some of the daylight was kept off
the screen by an open door of the
receiver cabinet.
Later draperies were drawn over
windows, and some of the room
lighting diffused.
Mr. Christianson showed the
brilliance of the pictures by turning a spotlight on the RCA receiver.
The colored picture stood up well,
but the black-and-white picture on
the same set almost disappeared
under the spotlight. Some observers suggested effect of the spotlight
on the colored image was lessened
by passage through the scanning
disc. Mr. Christianson said contrast is more important than
brightness, citing his spotlight
test as proof.
Improved camera and receiver
tubes are responsible for some of
the brightness, according to Mr.
Christianson. Observers recalled
that the CBS tests two years ago
were marked by lack of brightness.
Last week's pictures were estimated
to be of 15 to 20 foot-lambert quality, with 25 easily attainable.

tion CBS has used in past tests.
Miss Painter held up four packages of cigarettes. Their familiar
colors were reproduced, and the
brand names — Lucky Strike, Old
Gold, Pall Mall and Camel — were
identifiable.
Picture jumping and kaleidoscopic efforts appeared from time to
time, causing one viewer to state,
"That's the first time I ever saw
pretty static." The picture marring was ascribed to interference
and it was explained an effort was
being made to track down the
source. The armory area has persistently poor TV reception, it was
stated, because of government and
industrial apparatus.
Though CBS did not use a resolution chart at the Thursday showing, some technical viewers thought
the resolution, while rated at 405
lines, was equivalent to about 200
lines. Miss Goss' hands and arms
often assumed a reddish hue as she
moved them.
All Closeup Scenes
All of the interior scenes Thursday consisted of closeups. The
camera then was trained out the
hospital window to another building, the psychiatric ward, estimated
to be 500 feet away. Despite a
drizzle and haze, the red brick
building appeared in brilliant color.
Trees and shrubbery, however, had
a decided grayish cast. Miss
Painter could be seen in the extreme
background, walking up and down
steps in a brilliant red dress, though
she could not be identified at that
distance. Others persons could be

seen walking across the background.
Only WMAR-TV's signal was
shown Thursday. WMAL-TV was
picking
up miles
the W^MAR-TV
signal
some eight
from the armory
at least 40 air miles from Baltimore. WMAL-TV's pickup was
via an antenna on its TV mast,
with line-of-sight to the Mathieson
Bldg. in Baltimore. Its broadcast
signal was very strong at the
armory but i-esolution was described
as inferior to that of WMAR-TV.
This was ascribed to a long lead-in
to the WMAL-TV receiving set and
to other factors.
The four-hour tests in Washington and Baltimore provided moving
horizontal bars on standard TV receivers in the areas but these could
not be resolved on most sets.
Special
experiments wereThursday
conducted night
to refine
the
demonstrations. It was planned to
show WMAL-TV's rebroadcasts
Friday. Dr. Peter Goldmark, who
developed the CBS system, was to
appear at the Washington armory
for the showings to government
officials and for a special press
demonstration.
KNBH.KTTV

To Expand

KNBH (TV) Hollywood outlet of
NBC will expand its program
schedule from five to seven nights
weekly on Oct. 2, increasing its
hours "of operation to 26 hours
weekly. On Sept. 15 KTTV (TV),
Los goAngeles
station,
will
from fiveTi'mes-CBS
to six days weekly,
being dark only on Saturday nights.

Seek Cost Data
Only color pictures could be seen
on the Zenith receiver because of
its built-in scanning wheel. The
RCA model was equipped with a
smaller scanning wheel and lens.
This installation on the front of
the RCA set was mounted on a
track to permit quick change from
color to black-and-white service.
The RCA set was tuned to produce
a 7-inch contrasty image on the 10inch tube. This image was magnified to about 10 inches by the color
converter.
Several manufacturers are working out cost data on converters, it
was stated. Judging by preliminary
estimates it would cost about 10%
of the price of a set to install a
converter producing black-andwhite pictures from color telecasts.
A complete color converter might
cost about 25% of the price of a
TV receiver.

Following Mr. Goss' introduction, Patty Painter, New York
model who has participated in many
CBS tests, appeared in closeups.
She wore a brilliant blouse with
vertical inch-wide stripes. Miss
Painter has titian tresses, judging
by the TV picture. She held a number of vari-colored scarves close to
the camera, a type of demonstra• Telecasting

BOOMERANG!
I'm sorry I ever heard of KXOK. My life is miserable. You see, I bragged to
the boss about our program's low-cost-per-Hooper point on KXOK, like you
said: "That proves what
grinned
justreally
suggested,
you
can do and
whenhe you
try. like
Nowa Cheshire
go into alland
our markets and get as good
a buycanas Iyou
did ontheKXOK."
to do . . . but
how
convince
Boss? You and I know that's toughOn-The-Spot
Dear On-The-Spot:

Your Boss situation is going to be much worse. Wait till he finds out KXOK's
are balanced
KXOK's
1949. isWhen
duringthe March,
Hooper
high its
the base
I know,
You andrates
terrific.
combination
of audience,
share position
with
has
"B"
Station
and
KXOK's,
than
higher
57%
is
"A"
Station
on
rate
hourly
a base rate 32% higher ... yet they delivered only 15% and 2.4% more audience during March. Better not mention KXOK's powerful signal at 630 on
the dial, reaches 115 counties in six states, daytime, in mid- America.

Basic ABC

KXOK, St. Louis
630 on the dial
A "John Blair" station
5,000 Watfs
August 22, 1949
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Horseshoers Rare —
But WLS Finds one
For Princeton

AT&T,
INTERCITY

Glenn C. Gilbert of Princeton,
Illinois, was perturbed over the lack
of a blacksmith and horseshoer in
that community, when the Bureau
County Saddle Club, of which he is
President, has over 50 members,
with 200 riding horses in the area.
He wrote to Arthur C. Page and
WLS Dinner Bell. Mr. Page (himself the son of a blacksmith) read
Mr. Gilbert's letter to WLS listeners. And before the week ended, a
horseshoer had come to Princeton
to locate. Mr. Gilbert also received
several phone calls and letters inquiring about the ,horseshoer "vacancy". The new resident is now
located and keeping busy.
And WLS demonstrates once
again how the people of this rich
Midwest region turn to "their radio
station" when they need any kind
of help — and how WLS delivers
results for them, as it does for
advertisers.
WLS

EXISTING and proposed intercity
television network facilities, both
coaxial cable and radio relay, were
outlined to the FCC last week by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Western Union Co.
The data was supplied at the
request of the Commission for inclusion in the forthcoming comprehensive television reallocation
heai-ing to begin Sept. 26 [Broadcasting, July 18, 25; Aug. 1].
AT&T pointed out the extensive
and successful present use of its
facilities for TV network operations and assured FCC it was
keeping close contact with the industry so that development of additional facilities would match the
growth in demand for such links.
AT&T stated that all but its
pre-war coaxial cable routes were
transmitting the full frequency
rangeards for
required
FCC'sandstandthe videobysignal
that
the sound signal is conveyed by
separate channels. FCC has specifically inquired whether AT&T's
network links were providing full
4.5 mc transmission as required
for combined video-audio signals.

Chicago 7
1924
1949
Represented nitienaliy by John Blair

Adv.

Miss Dorothy Ayres
Morris F. Swaney, Inc.
Chicago, III.
Dear Dottie:
Noticed a magazecn on th' boss' desk
t'other day and it yivc me an idy 'bout
advertisin'
IV CHS. onIt
said,
of
Slump "End
Seen by
B u s i n e s s ."
JV eel, inthere
th'
first
ain't place
been mnch
of a slump here
in
ValleyKa-o'
th'th'Great
naivhy
River
where WCHS
is
th' peepul's
choice.
Folks
'round here has
got money and
they's
in' it.aspcndBu t
whatever slump
they is will
soon be over,
th' magazeen
said. So, it jest
seemed ter me
thet this is a
mighty good
time ier e.rpand a leetle
in
sosen advertisin'
folks will
be athinkin' o'
when stuff.
yer An'
do,
your
remember thet
WCHS is
smack dab in
th'
middle
o'
one
o'
the
best
markets in
America.'
Yrs. Algy
WCHS
Charleston,
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KECA-TV
DEBUT
Number 7 for Los Angeles
WITH debut of KECA-TV, Los
Angeles station of ABC, on Sept.
16 via Channel 7, Los Angeles will
become the nation's first city with
its allocated total of seven stations
in operation.
Telecasting on a Wednesday
through Saturday schedule, KECATV will air approximately 17
hours weekly. Broken down, the
schedule will consist of about two
hours weekly of kinescope from
the east, about two hours of feature
pictures weekly and the remainder
live. In addition, approximately
two hours of the programming
aired live in Los Angeles will be
kinescoped for showing by other
ABC stations.
Among the sponsored programs
already set are: USC-UCLA home
football games, co-sponsored by
Hoffman Television & Radio Corp.
and the L.A. Dodge Dealers Assn.;
weekly quarter hour football preview telecast sponsored by Hoffman
Television; Crusade In Europe,
sponsored by Life and Time magazines; Kieran's Kaleidoscope, sponsored by the Bank of America;
Pal Headliner, five-minute news
show sponsored by Pal Blade Co.
Inc.
Aside from remotes, the bulk of
programming will originate from
the network's Television Center,
20-acre site which has been converted to TV from its former motion picture studio status. Two
mammoth sound stages plus considerable other space combine to
provide ABC with the largest network television facility in Hollywood.

WU

Outline

Facilities

TV
Regarding color television, AT&T
told the Commission that it already had demonstrated in April
1946 and January 1947 that its
existing 2.7 mc coaxial cables
could handle color transmissions.
Further demonstrations would be
set up, AT&T
mission wished. said, if the Com-

mc from the carrier and to be
substantially non-existent at 4.5
mc in order to avoid interference
to the sound portion of the signal.
The phone company explained that
since the audio and video signals
are separated on its network facilities, the full bandwidth of the
carrier is available for the picture

Equipment Ready
Western Union, whose facilities
are limited to microwave radio relays in the 6000 mc common carrier band, told the Commission
that equipment for such relays was
developed and ready for factory
production. Already said to be
commercially available upon order, the radio relay equipment
was described as technically efficient and more economical than
coaxial cable facilities. Western
Union said it could modify the radio relays, providing 5.0 mc transmission, to provide for wider band
color TV when necessary.
The AT&T presentation, signed
by F. G. Macarow, assistant vice
president, stated that at the end
of 1948 the Bell System television
network "comprised about 3,500
channel miles and was available to
television broadcasting stations in
13 cities." The rapid progress being made to keep pace with the
needs of the industry "is indicated
by the fact that by the end of
1949 the
be aboutof 2'V2
times
thatmileage
at the will
beginning
the

signal.
Bell Telephone Labs., it was reported, now has under development
a system for use with coaxial
cables which will increase the
available bandwidth up to about
8 mc. AT&T said it is planned
to divide this band between telephone and television service, allotting to the latter as wide a
band as may be required.
The intercity radio relay facilities of the Bell System provide
about a 4 mc band for the picture
portion of the TV signal, the report
indicated. New designs were said
to make possible transmissions up
to bandwidths of about 8 me if
needed.

year," the report said. AT&T
indicated that by the end of 1950
the network will have grown to
some 15,000 channel miles serving
43 cities.
By the end of 1950 the AT&T
facilities are to extend as far
west as Omaha and engineering
studies are underway, it was reported, looking toward the provision of transcontinental service.
In replying to the Commission's
inquiry whether full 4.5 mc transmission was being provided, AT&T
explained that the FCC standards
call for the video signal to taper
off at frenquencies more than 4

for

Added UHF Issue
To FCC's query whether AT&T
can provide intercity video facilities in view of the proposed allocation of an additional 42 UHF
6-mc channels, the phone company
indicated it could but pointed out
that the needs for such service will
depend upon the number and extent
of TV networks rather than the
number of channels allocated for
stations.
Regarding intracity facilities,
AT&T reported its local companies
have made offering of local channels having bandwidths of 4 mc
for the picture signals. Local service includes studio - transmitter
links and portable pickup stations,
the report said.
Western Union, submitting its
statement over the signature of
H. P. Corwith, vice president in
charge of development and research, stated it has one video
transmission channel available for
service between New York and
Philadelphia with a second circuit provided for if needed. The

a

hetter-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,000
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1«W KC

50,000
w
^
105.1 MC
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WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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Section
New York-Philadelphia
New York-Chicago
nl.*l
-1 1 /"U*
Philadelphia-Chicago

Bell Sytiem Intercity Television
Existing and Proposed
Number of
Facilityof
Type
Channels and
(Note 1)
Direction
Coaxial
4-3 south
1 north
Coaxial
3-2 south
1 north
Radio Relay
2-1 west
1 east
4-3 west
1 east
(Note 3)

4-3
1
1
1
1
PhiladelphiaWilmington
1
Washington2
Richmond
1
Richmond-Norfolk
Richmond-Charlotte 2
1
CharlotteBirmingham
2
New York-Boston
1
Boston-Providence
New York-Albany 3-21
2
Albany-Syracuse
1
Cleveland-Erie
1
1
Erie-Buffalo
PhiladelphiaWashington

south
north
south
south
south
south
south
(Note
east
south
(No»e
south
(Note
east
(Note
south
north
south
west
east
east
east

4)
4)
4)
5)

Coaxial

Coaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial
Radio Relay
Coaxial
Coaxial
Radio Relay
Coaxial
Coaxial
Radio Relay
Radio Relay
Coaxial
Radio Relay
Coaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial

bandwidth of the radio relay is
5 mc.
Western Union said it is now
operating radio relays for telegraphy between New York and Washington. New York and Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh and Washington as well
as New York and Philadelphia and
that these facilities are adaptable
to TV networking. Intermediate
points such as Wilmington, Baltimore, Harrisburg and Lancaster
also could be served.
In addition, Western Union
pointed out that sites have been
purchased or leased in anticipation
of extending the telegraph circuits
southward and westward. Channels could be included on these
relays to serve such cities as
Richmond, Atlanta, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Cleveland, Syracuse, Albany, Minneapolis, St. Louis and
Kansas City, it was declared.
Other cities such as Detroit, Columbus, Indianapolis and Charlotte, as well as many smaller
towns along the routes, could be
served and in some cases with no
added construction, FCC was told.
The relay equipment now available for 6000 mc operation, West-

Keep
by

your

advertising

in

Intermediate
Estimated Date
Service Points
of Service
in Service
Sept. 1949
Johnstown
Summer 19
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Toledo
(Note 2)
Lancaster
In Service
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Toledo
South
Bend
(Pickup)
Baltimore
In Service
Baltimore
Sept. 1949
Baltimore
Sept.
1950
In Service
tn . Service
Sept. 1950
April
1950
Sept. 1950

Greensboro
Jacksonville
Atlanta

Sept. 1 950
In Service
?ept. 1945
Dec. 1949
Dec. 1949
In Servire
Jan.
1950
In Service

Schenectady
Utica

ern Union said, is capable of very
flexible operation and the design
contemplates reversible systems for
maximum usage. Phase distortion is extremely small and the
transmitted power is sufficient to
maintain a high signal-to-noise
ratio on long distance circuits, the
report said.
Western Union contended that it
is well qualified to provide television channels, "having had experience in the design, operation
and maintenance of microwave
circuits for both television and
telegraph." It also has the advantage of being able to share
certain physical facilities and maintenance personnel between the
two types of service, the firm
stated.
No completion dates for additional intercity channels can be
given, Western Union said, since
the extent to which such service
will be offered will depend upon
such factors as the question of
interconnection with other carriers.
FCC presently has this problem
under study and has held hearing [Broadcasting, March 7, May

sales

16]. Other factors include industry requirements and economic
conditions.
Western Union said it had no
provisions at the present for intracity facilities.
Above is the table presented
by AT&T showing its existing and
proposed intercity television network facilities.

GE atCNE
MOTION PICTURE and slide projection equipment for television
stations, manufactured by the General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,
will be one of several exhibits at
the Canadian National Exhibition
at Toronto, Aug. 26 through Sept.
10.

WELL

going
well

Radio
Radio Relay
Relay
1 east
Oct.
1949
In Service
3
4-3 north
Oct. 1949
north
Coaxial
south
1
Radio Relay
3 east
Dayton-Columbus
Oct. 1949
(Note 4)
Radio Relay
Oct. 1949
Daylon-Cincinnati
3 south
(Note
(Note 7)
Radio Relay
Oct. 1950
2 west
Indianapolis
I
south
IndianapolisDaytonOct. 1950
Coaxial
Louisville
(Pickup)
Chicago-St. Louis 2-1 north
Danville
In Service
Coaxial
1
south
St. Louis-Memphis 1 (Note
March 1950
Coaxial
Radio Relay
In Service
2
north
ChicagoMilwaukee
$ou*h
Radio Relay
1 east
Milwaukee
Sept. 1949
Davenport
Madison(No«e
Radio Relay
Oct. 1950
2 west
Des Moines
cnicagoRock Island
Oct. 1950
2 north
DesMinneapolis
MoinesCoaxial
Radio
Relay
Oct. 1950
Des Moines-Omaho
1 west
1
Oct. 1950
Kansas City
Coaxial
Omahasouth
San(Note
Francisco
8)
OmahaRadio Relay
(Note
2 north
LosSanAngelesFrancisco
Spring 1950
Note 1 — Coaxial facilities shown provide a bandwidth of about 2.7 mc. Radio relay
facilities provide a band width of about 4 mc.
Note 2 — Temporarily not available for connections )at usePhiladelphia.
for maintenance purposes during
Note 3—hours.
One channel
each direction
subject
certain
Eastboundin channel
to be discontinued
in 1950.
Note 4— One channel subject to use for maintenance purposes during certain hours.
Note
Occasional
available
notice.
Note 56——hours.
One channelwestbound
in each service
direction
subject ontooneuseweek's
for maintenance
purposes during
certain
Note 7 — One channel reversible upon 24 hours notice.
Note 8— Engineering work is underway west of Omaha looking toward the extension of
radio relay channels to San Francisco.
Buffalo-Rochester
Toledo-Detroit
Toledo-Dayton

Facilities

DONE

Memphis
over
10,000 WATTS

WMPS
AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN
RADIO

DAY

5,000 WATTS NIGHT
680 KILOCYCLES
BROADCASTING COMPANY

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

Here's a chance to buy a show with an average daily rating of 7.4.
A net weekly rating of 20.9. It's "The Intermountain News Edition"
(5:15 to 5:30 p.m. Men. thru Sat.) on 50,000-watt KSL. Available
3 or 6 times a week. It's yours if you call Radio Sales— fast.

scene of
n" htwas trip
"Dolphi
ERhour
CRUIS
three
moonlig
given
to 250 listeners to Million Dollar
Ball Room over WRIT Pittsburgh.
Evening featured music and dancing
and received such enthusiastic reception that square dance party is being
planned aboard cruiser in near future.
s program
Russell rectorOffhaus,
diand m.c. ofstation'
Million
Dollar Ball
Room, felt that unusual affair was fine
means of building good will towards
station.
KNX Mailing
CARD mailed by KNX Los Angeles to
trade features drawing of chef cooking roast and is headed "Over 5,000,000
people listen to one station every week
. . . KNX." Card then explains that
more money is spent on food in Los
Angeles county than any other county
in nation.
WREN Float
FLOAT mounted on 16-foot boat, designed and constructed by staff of
WREN Topeka, Kan., won first prize in
Fourth Annual All-Sports Day Festival sponsored by Topeka Chamber of
Commerce. Float was made of red,
white and blue crepe paper and was
highlighted by large birdhouse with
wren standing in entrance. Written
on birdhouse was "WREN" and printed
against background were words,
"Sports & News."
Shopping Stimuli
FIGHTING summer slump in buying
power, WDVA Danville, Va., and local
merchants formulated "Shop and Buy
— Danville" campaign. Station produced two half-shows daily called.
Your Town and Mine, featuring interviews with owners or managers of
store saluted on each program. Local
merchants contributed articles of merchandise, worth between $10 and $500

J^lomotion

for auction. For each dollar's purchase
in store, customer received $5 certificate which could be used to purchase donated merchandise at Merchant's Auction. In third week of
campaign, printing bill for certificates
was nearly $700.
WSRS Jackpot
PLASTIC JAR filled with exactly
1,490 pennies was donated by WSRS
Cleveland Heights,
Ohio, as prize at
Cleveland Adouting.
Club's
Annual
Various media donated prizes and
WSRS's was among
the best. On top
of cap of jar was
slogan,
"1490
nies make
a lotpen-of

(cents),
good
senseandto it's
let
WSRS make a profit for you." Numof pennies
was tie-in with station's
1490 ber kc
frequency.
Covering TV
POURTEEN-page illustrated brochure
titled Television Facts is being sent
to local advertisers by WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C. Booklet includes
map of station's coverage, statistics
on TV as selling medium, pictures of
staff members and station in action.
Also included are articles taken from
Broadcasting, and facts about sales
of TV sets. Brochure is aimed at
local advertisers to point up progress of television in other cities and
aid in signing advanced contracts.
Hotel News
DAILY mimeographed news digest is
<^
FREE
^
distributed
to patrons
of Albany's
Hotel Ten Eyck
by WPTR
Albany,
To
New
Subscribers
N. Y. Material is furnished by station's news bureau and format of
212-Page Fact-Packed
bulletin is dominated by WPTR call
letters and map of station's coverage.
Telegraphed Announcements
MARKETBOOK
BEFORE issuing new rate cards,
SPOT RATE FINDER
WICH Norwich, Conn., sent following
telegrams to trade: "Sending new
rate card by mail — most distinctive —
ESSENTIAL MARKET FACTS
with streamlined rates — first of its
kind in Connecticut." Rate cards
themselves have covers printed in
MAIL COUPON TODAY
script, and backs on which coverage
of station is mapped.
Send me 52 weekly issues,
Ad Series
1949 MARKETBOOK, and
THREE CONSECUTIVE Sunday ads
in Atlanta, Ga., newspaper were used
1950 Yearbook in January.
as promotion for WCON Atlanta dur"dog days."
Ads featured
largeing August
drawings
from Uncle
Remus
NAME
stories with apt remarks and facts
about station. For example, one cut
shows Bre'r Rabbit watching Bre'r
STREET
Fox suffering in bed. Caption is, "R
for Concernitis — A 1949 malaise affecting businessmen. Its symptoms:
pessimism, sales curve pressure low,
CITY
ZONE STATE
hardening of advertising and promotion arteries." Recommended treat$7.00 1 Yr.
$12.00 2 Yrs.
ment is, ". . . liberal doses of soothing
I ENCLOSE $
WCON sponsorship."
PLEASE BILL ME □
Mystery Voice
FM SET OWNER who can identify
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
voice of "Friendly Mike" in Who Is
NafI Press BIdg., Wash., D. C. | Friendly
Mike? contest on WCSI (FM)
Columbus, Ind., will win over $1,.500 in
Page 52
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prizes. Contest is aired exclusively
over FM on two five-minute shows per
day for 14 strdays.
speaks
and are
inuctions on how Voice
to enter
contest
given during each show. Only owners
of FM sets may enter competition.
Cards Promote
PACKAGE of playing cards are being
mailed to trade by WFBG and WFBGFM Altoona, Pa., calling attention to
station's 25th anniversary. Backs of
cards show picture of NBC microphone with large block letters announcing anniversary. Station information is also given. WFBG is an
NBC affiliate.
Happy Wedding
REPRINT of full-page spread which
appeared in trade publication is being
mailed to trade by WRVA RichmondNorfolk, Va., and WBT Charlotte,
N. C. Spread features picture of large
wedding cake illustrating marriage of
stations in combined broadcast of Old
Dominion Barn Dance.
Newman Popularity
BRIGHT YELLOW, red and black
folder has been mailed to trade by
WPEN Philadelphia giving information on Eddie Newman Show. Back of
folder has map of United States with
drawings of types of people who hear
show all over the country. Inside has
snapshots taken at shows pointing up
program'scerningpopular
appeal.
Facts conselling power
of program
are
given and folder concludes, "This is
the show that is keeping all Philadelphia awake every nite — 11 p.m. to 2
File Folder
MANILA FOLDER containing information about WBOW Terre Haute,
Ind., is currently being mailed to trade
by a.m."
station. Printed on separate sheets
are facts about station's history, extent of network affiliation, Conlan survey, BMB maps with revised data as
of 1949, list of national and local advertisers who have used station for
extended periods of time, summary of
market data, and report on promotion
aids.
Lobster Promotes Program
ELABORATE promotion of station
and Daily Matinee Program was
staged by CKCW Moncton, N. B., at

First Annual Shediac Lobster Festival
there. Place mats advertising program
were used at all places serving lobster
dinners during festival. Pastry shells
made of Five Roses Flour, program's
sponsor, filled with lobster and salad
dressing, also made with Five Roses,
were distributed from portable booth.
Copies of recipes for lobster patties
were
given out booth.
by festival
accompanying
Boxes"princesses"
of patties
were flown to sponsor's agency men
and company directors in Montreal and
Toronto.
Personnel
WILLIAM GEORGE, formerly with
KUOA Siloam Springs, Ark., and
Southern Agency, same city, has
joined KGER Long Beach, Calif., as
promotion manager. Mr. George was
most recently with State Dept. in
Washington.
GEORGE DEAN, public relations representative ofKOMO Seattle, has been
named co-chairman of the fourth annual United Nations Week, to be observed in Seattle in the fall.

FARM FAMILY DAY
Thousands At WHO

Event

WHO

DES MOINES, Iowa, sponsored a WHO "Farm Family Day"
Aug. 7 at Riverview Park in Des
Moines. Attendance records at the
park fell as some 15,000 people
passed through the free-admission
gate. Farm families reportedly
came from 96 of Iowa's 99 counties.
WHO artists entertained
throughout the day and two hours
of programs were broadcast from
the park. Attendance prizes,
limited to farm guests, included a
two-bottom plow, drill press and
welding outfit, spinet piano, deep,
freeze and 12-gauge shotgun.
Red Feather

Campaign

THREE members of the Poor Richard Club, Philadelphia, have been
appointed to important posts in the
1950 Red Feather campaign of the
Community Chest. They are RoberttorN. forPryor,
relations direcWCAUpublic
Philadelphia,
who
will serve as chairman of the campaign opening rally in Convention
Hall in October; E. A. Roberts,
president of the Fidelity-Mutual
ing.
Life Insurance Co., and Jerome B.
Gray, of Gray & Rogers, advertis-

KGW
KGW-FM^

,

PORTLAND, OREGON
AFFILIATED WITH^f
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

^
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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New Birmingham Daytimer
WEDR

Birmingham, Ala., commenced operations yesterday (Aug.
21) and will have its formal opening Sept. 4.
WEDR is staffed entirely with
Negro personnel, including announcers, program and production
departments. "We believe," says
President and General Manager J.
(Ed) station
Reynolds,of "that
this in
is the
first
its kind
the
Southland."
WEDR operates daytime on 1220
kc with power of 1 kw and is owned
and operated by the Magic City
Broadcasting Co.
EXCISE ON RADIO
$50,000,000 in Fiscal Year
NEARLY $50 million in excise
taxes were collected by the Internal
Revenue Bureau on radio sets,
phonographs and component parts
during the past fiscal year ended
June 30, 1949. This figure was
inserted in the Congressional Record by Rep. Philip J. Philbin
(D-Mass.) in support of repeal or
reduction of certain taxes now being considered by Congress.
Actual total on sets, etc. was
$49,159,550.23, which fell about
$18 million under the previous
fiscal period from July 1947 to
July 1948. Current collections,
based on last June's figure, run
between $2 million and $2% million per month, compared to over
$4% million per month for June
1947. Excise taxes on phonograph
records for July 1948-July 1949
ran nearly $6% million. Total
taxes for all manufacturers during
the 12-month period were listed as
•$1,771,532,722.50.
PBC Appoints Media
MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES
INC., Philadelphia, has been appointed U. S. representative for
Philippines Broadcasting Corp.,
owner and operator of DZPI
Manila, DZAB Manila and DYBU
Cebu City. Announcement was
made in Manila by PBC President
Antonio Prieto.

lllliilllillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll^

IN TOKEN of the beginning (Aug. 2)
of his seventh year of broadcasting
in the public interest, L. T. Shoemaker (I), known to WBIR Knoxvilie, Tenn., audience as "Mr. Civic
Pride," receives a gold cup from
Station Manager John Hart. Mr..
Shoemaker's weekly program has
been devoted solely to improving
some civic condition in Knoxville.
ZENITH IN SUIT
Conspiracy Charges Filed
ZENITH Radio Corp., of Chicago,
filed a patent suit in the U. S. District Court at Wilmington, Del.,
Aug. 8 against RCA, General Electric Co., Western Electric Co.,
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., the Bell Telephone Labs Inc.
and the Westinghouse Electric Co.,
charging "conspiracy to dominate
and monopolize the radio, phonoalliedthefields."
Zenithgraph and
asked
court for a declaratory judgment declaring 170
radio and TV patents invalid and
unenforceable. The petition asked
for an injunction restraining the
respondent companies from suing
for any infringement. The complaint charges that 170 patents are
part of a pool of patents being used
against Zenith and others by RCA
and its co-respondents. It was
alleged that the pool was formed
as part of a conspiracy to dominate
and monoDolize the field and to restrict trade and competition in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Law. It was also charged that the
patents were being improperly used
in violation of the federal patent
laws.

THE ^'tecC ^. 'P^Utft&l CO,
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

Consultants
on

Management

and Operation

(20 years experience)
HOLDING SALES CLINIC FOR GROUP OF STATIONS— CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE—ROYAL YORK HOTEL— SEPTEMBER 5, 6, 7.
Get your group of stations together and arrange a dote
Wire or write for reservation
Post Office — Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone — Worthington 2-7346
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student at HAGARTY
Capitol Radio
Institute,
, former
JOHN T.
Washington, has joined WHLI
and WHLI-F.M Hempstead, L. I., as
engineer.
KATHERINE IGLEHART, formerly
secretary to chief engineer at WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, has been named
operations assistant at station.
EDWIN MILLER, assistant supervisor
of technical crew; A. J. CUNNINGHAM, television cameraman; SPENCER COLVIN and JAMES BRADY,
television control engineers, have been
transferred from CBS Nevf York to
network's Hollywood TV department.
MEL NOE of CBS Hollywood engineering staff, has been made audio engineer
of video staff.
MILDRED E. HATRY, photographic
pictorialist and lighting consultant to
RCA, has been appointed lighting consultant to RCA's subsidiary, NBC.
Mrs. Hatry, a fellow of Royal Photographic Society and associate in
Photographic Society of America, has
been assigned to work with NBC television program department in the improvement of television lighting.
STEVE BRICKLEY, engineer for
WCOP Boston, and PEGGY GALLAGHER, studio secretary, have announced their marriage. Another
WCOP engineer, RONALD MITCHEL , is the father of a girl. Donna.
O. VICTOR BLACKETER, engineer
for WHO Des Moines, is the father of
a girl, Rebecca Sue.
KENNETH BAGWELL, assistant chief
engineer for KTAT Frederick, Okla., is
the father of a girl.
SOUND APPARATUS Co., Stirling,
N. J., has re-designed its graphic twin
recorder Model RZ, resulting in extended frequency range, improved mechanical construction, and complete
mechanical enclosure of instrument.
Recorder is dual frequency response
and can record simultaneously two different signals on 10 inch wide double
track chart.
ELECTRO-VOICE Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., has issued illustrated bulletin
No.
150 on itsStand.
new E-V
Touch-to-Talk
Stand"Break-in"
fits any
microphone with standard % inch-27
thread and is applicable for communications, paging, dispatching and public address. Bulletin may be obtained
by writing Electro-Voice.
Army Outlet Proposed
PLANS for construction of a radio
station in Virginia to serve as a
communications link for the U. S.
Army throughout the world are
currently being studied by Congress. The project, costing $1,285,500, would include power facilities,
telephone cable, powerhouse and
garage, and would call for installation of four multi-channels and
20 single circuits, with provision
for a total of 12 multi-channel circuits in the event of an emergency.
The Army also has proposed construction of a receiving station at
La Plata, Md., at a cost of nearly
$350,000.

CONVERTORS
Manual Aids Engineers
AMERICAN STANDARD FOR POOLCATHODE MERCURY-ARC POWER
CONVERTORS, ASA C34.1-1949. By C.
H. Willis.
New York:
American
tute of Electrical
Engineers.
$1.20.InstiTHIS MANUAL is of value to
those dealing with rectifiers and
other electronic equipment used for
power conversion purposes. It will
serve both as a source of information and as a gu'de to terminology,
circuits, test methods, and usual
operating practices and conditions.
Sponsored by AIEE and recently
approved by American Standards
Assn., manual replaces the AIEE
Number Six Report on Standards
for Acceptance Tests for Metal
Tank Mercury-Arc Rectifiers, dated
1934. Five sections include: (I)
definitions, (II) standards, (III)
test code, (IV) recommended practice and operating guide, and (V)
rectifier transformers.
CBS

Realigns

REALIGNING its technical operations, CBS Western Div. has split
its TV and AM-FM operations, according to Les Bowman, Western
technical head. Herbert W. Pangborn, former Western Div. facilities
engineer, becomes engineer in
charge of CBS Hollywood television and television recording,
•lerome A. Baranek, formerly supervisor ofCBS installations on Mt.
Wilson, will be engineer in charge
of AM and FM for Western Div.

There's a New^look
in Northeastern Ohio
IT S A NEW LOOK because . . .
It sparlties with greater sales results
from today's more conservative ad exIT'S A BOLD LOOK because . . .
penditures.
The
patternandno longer
to old-in
time-buying.
fashioned
outmodedconforms
traditions
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO
PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN
NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from us increased
its power
and therefore
a station
24
miles from
us lost more
than
half its audience in the Canton
Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us
lost some of its best features and
therefore lost several percentage
points dience
In ratings.
its Canton Market au3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000
watts . . . became an afliliate of
ABC . . . and therefore another
station 24 miles from us lost pracaudience. tically all its Canton Market
RESULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station
that
completes your
picture
NORTHEASTERN
OHIOcoverage
because
WHBCin
has gained audience while listening to
all other stations has split seven ways.
Check Taylor Borrotf About . . .
. . . Brand New Hooperatings
. . . More listeners at less cost
. . . Retail sales that still hold firm
. . . Local promotion that sells
... market
A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT"
ASK
WHBC
CANTON
about the NEW BOLD LOOK
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
August 22, 1949
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NFL
Television Sets by Cities
Based on Broadcasting Survey
City
AlbuquerquB
Atlonta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Charlotte
Cincinnoti
Cleveland
Columbus
Davenport
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
R. Worth,
Dallas
Grand
Houston Ropicfts
Huntington
Indianapolis
Johnstown
Lancaster
Los Angeles
Louisville
JMenfiphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.-St. Paul
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Newa rk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence
Richmond
Rochester
San Diego
San Francisco
Schenectady
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
Seattle
Syracuse
Toledo *
Utica-Rome
Washington
Wilmington

Outlets
On Air

KOB-TV
U/AAM
W A Ain, U/BAI
WDAL- T\J1 V, UiUAD
WmAK» TU1 V
\A/ACU
TV/
UUDD^
T\J
WArm-IV, WbKI--IV
WBZ-TV, WN At-T V
WBEN-TV
WdKd, WcNK-TV, W(jN-iV, WNbtl-l V
WBTV
WCPO-TV, WKKC-TV, WLWT
WcWs, WNdK
WLWC
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WBAP-TV
WLA V-TV
KLEE-TV
WGAL-TV
l/l
A T\f l/UDU l^TI A I^TCI l^CI TV/
KLAC-TV, KNbrt, KILA, Kt'l-IV,
KTTV
VAIAUC
W A V t- TU1 V
WMCT
WTVJ
WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
\A'ABn
IT TUiV, VA/klDT
WAbU, VAf^DC
WvBd-IV,T\/ VA/W JiWribl, VAfDIV
WrlA
WATV
WKY-TV
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WDTV
WJAR-TV
WTVR
WHTM
KFMB-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX
WRGB
KSD-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
KRSC-TV
WHEN
WSPD-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOlC, WTTG
WDEL-TV

Source of
Nunvbe
700 r Sets Estimate
Station
1 2 500
RMA
AO AOO
1 V ^irc. \>omm.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
1 27,1
1 3,800
2.,\j\S\j
D..a CI.
CI Co.
butt.
30
1 75,000
Elec. Assn.
Distributors
3,500
Deal.
30,000
wesT. &Kes.Sta.u.
o/,<Ki 1
Distributors
22
Distributors
8,000
Distributors
175,000
1 ,400
Det. Edi. Co.
Distributors
6,200
Dist.
& Dea 1.
12,300
Distributors
A1,200
cnn
Distributors
194
Distributors
0,3UU
Die* fit
SL L/eai.
uisT.
/,UUU
Distributors
72,800
AAA
Station
1 AQ9,600
CfiO
'"4,95 Rod. & Appl. Assn.
5 Dist. & Dea 1.
8 063
Distributors
Station
8,100
Distributors
30,043
Station
^^300
Distributors
23,650
34,970
Elec. Co.
5,278
/ 3U,UUU
uufVionT
^Y estimate
Okie. El. Co.
Distributors
1,162
Elec. Assn.
191,048
Dist. & Sta.
20,000
606
Eng. est.
7 500
Station
Station
131681
Elec. Assn.
3,139
Dealers
5,500
N. Cal. El. Assn.
8,214
Distributors
28,500
Elec. Co.
36,800
Station
6,000
Distributors
7,800
Distributors
7,238
Distributors
18,500
Dealers
1,472
TV Circ. Comm.
55,700
Dealers
8,864
Approx, Total

TOTAL
76 2,103,847
* Also claims coverage UtIca-Rome area.
Editor's Note:
Sources ofapproximate
set estimates
eachoverlap
city. Total
in all cities
surveyed
is necessarily
sincearetwolisted
areasformay
in somesetsinstances.
To
offset this there are many scattered sets in areas not in the primary area of a television station
and not included in the survey.
CBS TV SALES
Opens Chicago Office
CBS has opened a TV network sales
cfRce in Chicago, headed by George
Arkedis, formerly of the network
sales staff in New York. Mr. Arkedis is occupying CBS space in the
Wrigley Bldg., where WBBM, O&O

outlet, is located.
National sales for WBKB (TV)
Chicago, Balaban & Katz station
which becomes affiliated with the
network officially in October, are
expected to be handled still by
Paramount Pictures in New York
and by Weed & Co. for the rest of
the country. Jim Brown heads
WBKB's local sales staff.

ThEVolce^/Kansas
WIBW
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To ABC, Ail-American
Still Negotiating

FOOTBALL
TV
SEVERAL sponsors were reported interested in buying telecasts of
picked National Football League games this fall over the ABC television network, but at week's end it was reported no deal had been closed.
That ABC won the right to carry the NFL games at all was something of a surprise since the pro ^
football teams had let it be known
The games to be telecast are to
they were chary about permitting
be
selected on a "game of
telecasts of the games lest ticket the contests
week" idea. In all 14 are to
sales be affected.
be telecast from Sept. 25 to Dee.
11, some of them night games,
Therefore, the ABC agreement
with NFL Commissioner Bert Bell
some on holidays, but most on
fOI
Sunday afternoons.
contains several gate-protecting
At
the
same
time,
it
became
provisions, including one that the
telecast not be made available to known that the other big pro gridteleviewers in the city where the
iron league, the All-America Football Conference, was open to the
game originates.
same sort of deal. Although two
networks had negotiated with AllAmerica, no deal had been closed
MACY-DuMONT
with Commissioner 0. 0. Kessing.
Store Files Counterclaim
It was said that what blocked the
R. H. MACY & Co., New York de- All-America Conference was a condition that the games not be telepartment store, last week struck
cast in New York. Networks were
back in its legal battle with Allen
B. DuMont Labs Inc., charging
said to have countered that selling
a sponsor under such a limitation
the manufacturer's dealer setup
would be impossible.
violated federal and New York
anti-trust laws.
It also was believed, that unless
Macy made the charge by way of such a league-wide agreement were
counterclaim in injunction proceedto be concluded by the All-Amei-ica
Conference, teams in its league
ings initiated by DuMont in New
York Supreme Court. DuMont is would not close separate deals for
television rights. All teams in the
seeking to stop Macy from holding
itself out as a DuMont dealer and
conference are on record as agreefrom selling DuMont sets at cut
ing to turn down football telecasts
because a few teams in the loop
prices.
The Macy counterclaim im- requested such a stand. The position, however, is looked on as a
pleaded several DuMont dealers
and charged that the DuMont deal- temporary expedient which might
er arrangement was in restraint of be changed if the box-office situation warranted it or if a deal with
trade, attempting to control both
prices and the persons to whom sets proper protections could be reached
could be sold. Macy further
between Mr. Kessing and telecasters.
charged that the dealers brought
pressure on DuMont to revoke the
Macy dealership and that DuMont
and its dealers had arranged to ac- TV SPORTS REEL
complish such revocation.
Sheaffer Plans Sponsorship
DuMont started the legal action
Aug. 3, after Macy continued to
advertise the sale of DuMont receivers at reduced prices although
Macy's dealer franchise was under
notice of revocation, effective two
days later.
FILM DISTRIBUTOR
ARC Announces New Clients
AMERICAN Releasing Corp., recently organized Los Angeles television film distribution firm
[Broadcasting, June 20] last week
announced its first two clients —
Five Star Productions and HayesParnell, both of Hollywood.
ARC will handle four Five Star
packages including three fiveweekly, five minute children's programs— Colt McKeen, QiiiZoo and
Adventures of Adeline — plus a
weekly 15-minute mystery. Artists In Crime. Hayes-Parnell packages are Family Quiz, weekly 10minute stanza and series of fiveminute shows explaining football
for placement preceding local
games.

SPONSORSHIP of the TelenewsINS This Week in Sports, a weekly
15-minute reel, will be undertaken
by the Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort
Madison, Iowa, effective Sept. 21.
The firm, buying time through
the W. Biggies Levin Agency, acting as atractorradio
television
confor the and
Russel
M. Seeds
Co., both Chicago, is attempting
to line up a nine-station basic netv/ork out of New York for the
weekly telecasts. Cities to be
covered are New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit
and Chicago, with additional markets to be added during the life
of the contract.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
The oMest and recognized h3 one of
the leading
Radio Schools inRadio
Amerlct
oPers
li-i i^pecially
and
T''lpvi~|f»n
fpr^hnlHanstrained
tn the Broadragt
Tndnfitn.
graduates have 1st Glass
Telpphpne (Our
License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Address: Placement Manaeer
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St.. New York 14, N. Y,
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iCANADIAN RATINGS
Top Programs Listed
NLY SIX national evening netork programs are listed in July
ational ratings released by El''*iott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto on Aug.
0. Leading program was The
•King's Men with rating 13.6, followed by Mystery Theatre 11.5,
iTwenty Questions 11.2, Album of
I Familiar Music 10.9, Music Hall
9.5, and Contended Hour 7.4.
, Daytime first five of ten network
J programs were Big Sister 11.9, Ma
Perkins 11.5, Pepper Young's Family 11.1, Aunt Lucy 10.4, and Right
Ito Happiness 10.4.
, Only one French-language evening
' program during July as listed, and it
was a summer replacement, "Librairie
Metropole,"
rating
of 11.2. Daytime there with
were a 10
French-language
programs rated, with first five being
"Rue Principale" 19.6, "Jeunesse
Doree" 18.4, "Grande Soeur" 17.3,
; "Tante Lucie" 15.9, and "Maman
Jeanne" 15.7.
Tate Radio Shows
" FIVE transcribed shows have been
"added to the library of Hal Tate
Radio Productions, Chicago, and
^ will be sold at a minimum rate
' without consideration of market
* size or station wattage. This new
'policy has been announced by Mr.
- Tate along with plans for de■ velopment of the shows — Smiley
Bumette, featuring the Republic
' Pictures cowboy star ; Alexander
' McQueen's Nothing But the Truth;
Frann Weigel's When
Day Is
'Done; Tom, Dick and Harry, and
'an AM-TV series starring "Yellow
■Kid". Weil, author of The Auto' biography of a Master Swindler.
I George Roesler, veteran radio representative and former salesman
at WHFC Cicero, 111., has been appointed vice president in charge
of sales, with headquarters in
Chicago.

iSara Langman
i SARA LANGMAN, 46, KFWB
i Hollywood director of public servI ice, died Aug. 8 in a Los Angeles
Ihospital. She had been with the
station for the past 16 years, the
, last seven as public service direc; tor. She leaves a sister, Anna
Rosenbloom.

THINKING he could stump his listeners by playing "Der Fuehrer's
Face" backwards, Disc Jockey Robert Swartz of KHQ Spokane, Wash., offered to do any odd jobs around the
house for everyone who could identify
song. Much to his amazement, 18 people came throug'h with correct answer
and Mr. Swartz since has been busy
getting a job for an unemployed man,
fixing leaking fishponds, picking strawberries, putting on new roof and helping bride struggle with her ironing.
Best job offer came from man who
ordered Mr. Swartz to take day off and
go fishing with him.
Guessing Games
ONE MAN SHOW telecasting cryptograms and parlor puzzles is seen on
Gordy's Guessing Game via WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee. M.C. Gordon Thomas offers home audience drawings and clues
suggesting familiar quotation or slogan
to which viewers can send in answers.
Only award offered is mention of names
on next program of those who found
correct solution. Guessing games
utilizing films, sound effects, photographs and live objects. Trick camera
work is also used.
Senator Reports to Voters
Reports are transcribed on Capitol
Hill each week by Sen. Scott Lucas
(D-Ill.), Senate majority leader, and
sent to 23 Illinois stations for presentation over weekend. Following stations carry programs: WJBC Bloomington, WKRO Cairo, WCNT Centralia,
WBBM Chicago, WLBK De Kalb,
WTMV East St. Louis, WCRA Effingham, WGIL Galesburg, WEBQ Harrisburg, WKAI Macomb, WLBH Mattoon, WQUA Moline, WEEK Peoria,
WTAD Quincy, WROK Rockford,
WHBF Rock Island, WTAX Springfield, WLPO La Salle, WDWS Champaign, WVLN Olney, WROY Carmi,
WFRL Freeport and WDAN Danville.
News Behind the Scene
QUESTION, "How do you film news
events as late as 5 p.m. and have them
on the air at 6:55?" was answered on
WNBW (TV) Washington in special
telecast of Washington Newsreel.
Story was 2,001st aired by program
and featured behind-the-scenes approach to production of show. News

room and other sources for information, editing and processing, cameras
and eouipment were shown. Viewers
were
given of
opportunity
"how"
and "why"
Washingtonto learn
Newsreel.
Teen-Agers Show
FEATURING TALENT from local
Teen Age Club, one of largest in
country, WRZE(FM) York, Pa., airs
two shows weekly. One program,
called Teen Age Theatre of the Air,
is broadcast on Sunday; another utilizes club's orchestra and "Personality
of the Week" who is chosen from club,
interviewed and given prizes donated
by local merchants.
TV in Action
UNIQUE FORMAT of Audition Time
on WAAM (TV) Baltimore features
producer, stage-manager, cameramen
and hopeful
amateurs.
of producer at studio
controlsShotintroduces
show, with view of busy studio operations in background. Scene switches to
studio where stage-manager, following directions through loudspeaker
system, handles parade of talent. Keynote of show is informality. Talent
winners, as judged by mail pull, will
star in new shows on station in fall.
VARIED

93 Buy Public Service Show
NUMBER of stations now carrying Americans, Speak Up! has
reached 101 and 93 of them have
sold the program.
That unusual record for what is
essentially a public service type
of show has been revealed by
Laurence Hammond, head of
Laurence Hammond Productions Oodles Of Noodles
Inc., show packager, who produces
Deep Purple
DJ-752
the 15-minute transcribed series
under
of theTheAmerica's
Future auspices
organization.
show is
made available to stations at $5
per program.
Sponsors range all the way from
Chambers of Commerce and citizens groups through hard-selling
organizations like department
stores.
The program also has drawn to
radio sponsorship many types of
business unusual on the airwaves,
such as brokerage houses, piped
Is It True What
music concerns, heavy construction
and heavy industrial concerns and
They Say
SilasAbout
Lee Dixie
textile mills.
DJ-751
Canadian

Shows with a Hollywood 'rferltage
BROADCASTING
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-k Member N-A-B-

SPONSORS

Bond Sales

<"'DJ" records are special pressings —
for radio station use only!

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT,
through Dept. of Finance, Ottawa,
is to start spot announcement and
special program campaign for
Canada savings bond drive which
starts in October. Practically all
Canadian stations will be used and
a number of agencies will place
account.
August 22, 1949
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Actions
of the
AUGUST 12 to AUGUST 19

FCC

cond.-conditionaI
LS-local sunset
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
mod.-modification
DA-directional antenna
D-day
trans.-transmitter
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
unl.-unlimited hours
STL-stndio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
synch,STA-special
amp.-synchronous
amplifier
Tis.-Tisual
temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.
August 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WTIM Taylorville, ni.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
Reinstatement of CP
Tenn. — onCP 1050
to reinstate
CPWOST
for newSparta,
AM station
kc 1 kw
D.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WJNO-FM
West Palm Beach, Fla.; WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis.; WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.
License for CP
KARM-FM
Calif. — License to
cover CP newFresno,
FM station.
August 15 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WCSI Columbus, Ind.— Granted mod.
of license to change studio location.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
dates CPas for
shown:
KVOB-FM Alexandria, La. to 11-15-49;
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. to 2-26-50;
WKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio to 12-1549; WDSU-FM New Orleans to 3-28-50;
WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla. to 3-14-50;
WMBD Peoria, 111. to 11-15-49; KJFJ
Webster City, La. to 2-1-50; WSYR-TV
Syracuse,
Y. toto3-12-50;
St. Paul, N.Minn,
3-16-50;KSTP-TV
WMOT
Pittsburgh, Pa. to 2-22-50; KBTM-FM
Jonesboro, Ark. to 2-1-50; WKFM Sandusky, Ohio to 2-29-50; WCUM-FM
Cumberland, Md. to 3-13-50; WLYC
Williamsport, Pa. to 12-7-49; KOIN-FM
Portland, Ore. to 11-15-49; WHEN
Syracuse, N. Y. to 12-12-49; WHNC
Henderson, N. C. to 12-18-49; WAAFFMIowa
Chicago
10-15-49.
State toCollege
of Agriculture &
Mechanical Arts, Ames, Iowa — Granted
KAHL).
license for new STL KAA-61 (formerly
Olathe,
Kan.—
forKPRS
new AM
station
1590Granted
kc 500 wlicense
D.
WHWB
Rutland,
Vt.—
Granted
for new AM station 1000 kc 1 kw license
D.
Colorado Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area of
Pueblo, Col. — Granted license for new
remote pickup KA-3845.
The Jack Gross Bcstg. Co., Area San
Diego, Calif. — Granted license for new
experimental TV relay KA-2739.
WEAM
Arlington,
license increase
power, Va.—
installGranted
new trans,
and DA-DN, change trans, location.
WGAAnewCedartown,
Ga.— Granted CP
install
trans.
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.— Granted
mod.
ment. CP to make changes in equipWEST-FM Bethlehem, Pa.— Granted
mod CP to change studio location.
WWNI Wabash, Ind.— Granted mod.
CP to change studio location.

SERVICE
TUB£ DCPARTMEMT
RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA
HARRISON,
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M. J.

WDUQcense newPittsburgh,
Pa.— Granted
non-commercial
educationalliFM
station;
Chan.
207
(89.3
mc) 10 w
146 ft.
Chanticleer Bcstg. Co., Area New
Brunswick, N. J.— Granted CP new
experimental TV station KE2XEK.
KTLA Hollywood, Calif.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to dition
12-1-49,
express con-to
that it issubject
withoutto prejudice
any action Commission may take with
respect to outstanding authorizations
or applications of grantee in light of
decision of Supreme Court in United
States V. Paramount Pictures Inc. et
al, 334 U. S. 131.
The Scranton Times, Scranton, Pa.—
Granted
license
for new experimental
TV
station
KG2XAF.
WTVR Richmond, Va.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date to
11-3-49.
WLWT Cincinnati— Same to 3-4-50
August 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 770
KFEL Denver, Col.— CP make changes
in ant. and mount FM ant. on new
tower AMENDED to omit amendment
and request change from 950 kc 5 kw
kc DA-DN.
unl. to 770 kcAM—
50 1310
kw unl.
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho— CP change
from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to 1380 kc 1
kw unl. DA-N AMENDED to request
1310 kc 1Modification
kw unl. DA-N.
j
of CP
Calif.—
Mod.fromCP 5 new
AMKXOC
stationChico,
increase
power
kw
D 1 kw-N toLicense
5 kw unl.,
on
for CP 1150 kc.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— License for
CP new AM station.
KFPW-FM
Fort FMSmith,
cense for CP new
station.Ark.— LiModification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date; WJBC-FM
Bloomington, 111.; WBAB-FM Atlantic
City, N. J.; WMFD-FM Wilmington.
N. C; WRVC Norfolk, Va.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Tobacco Land Radio Co., Lumberton,
N. C—
tion newDISMISSED
AM station Aug.
860 kc 101 kwapplicaD.
Northampton Bsctg. Co., Northampton,cationMass.—
DISMISSED
Aug.kc 10
new AM
station 1570
250 appliw D.
August 16 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Hennock
Easley Bcstg.
Scheduled
hearing Co.,
Oct. Easley,
4 Easley,S. S.C—
C,
on application
(Continuednew on station.
page 63)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wath. 5, D. C
STerling 3626

CALIFONE
10 pound * Professional Quality
Three-Speed • Lowest Price
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYERS
CALIFONE CORPORATION
1041 N. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio
Everett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

RAYMOND

Equip. Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl.
1319
D. C.
LO. 8821
MO.

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P . MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Ertgineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

ENGINEERS

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & IngMs

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryraan & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY.
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 Nev/ Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
Telephone Riverside 2795
114 Northgate Rood
Riverside, Illinois
( m Chicago suburb)

Ben Adier
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

BROADCASTING
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NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawlc 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
6f. RADIO
3ittrr
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

& BAIREY
SUITE 604. 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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IMPORT DUTY
Bill Would Exempt U. S. Tape
$3.19

Air

Express

wildcatter

cost

strike

helped

this

it rich!

with pubformerl
E LANDIS, ent
10UIS
San
of yKNBC
j licity
o, and NOEL
CORBETT,
Franciscdepartm
formerly NBC and freelance publicity
man in Hollywood, have formed new
public relations firm specializing in
radio accounts. Office is located at
205 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco.
TELEVISION FUND Inc., Chicago, announces net assets of $2,242,612 with
investments at market value, compared
with $1,243,890 six months previously.
Common stocks added to portfolio July
29 were Aerovox Corp., Capitol Records Inc., E. I. duPont de Nemours &
Co. (since sold), Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., Owens-Illinois Glass Co. and
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. Convertible bonds of A T & T were added
also.
When a pump valve goes while drilling for oil, it's costly. Idle men and
equipment make profits evaporate. It happened to a wildcatter at 4 p.m.
Phoned 800 miles away for parts — delivered 11 p.m. that night by^Air
Express. 12 lbs. cost only $3.19. {Regular use of Air Express keeps any
business moving at a profitable clip.)

$3.19 was complete cost. Air Express charges include speedy pickup and delivery service. Receipt
for shipment, too. Makes the
world's fastest
shipping service
exceptionally
convenient.

Air Express goes on all Scheduled
Airline flights. Frequent schedules
— coast-to-coast overnight deliveries. Direct by air to 1300 cities,
fastest air-rail to 22,000 off-airline
oflSces. Use it regularly !

Facts on low Air Express rates
Special dies (28 lbs.) go 500 miles for $4.30.
6-lb. carton of vacuum tubes goes 900 miles for $2.10.
(Same day delivery if you ship early.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up
and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment
and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier
responsibihty.
valuation oncoverage
up to
$50 without extraAssured
charge.protection,
Practically too
no —limitation
size or weight.
For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

Rotes include pick-up and delivery door
to door in oil principol towns and citiet

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE
SCHEDULED
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Equipment
JEROME J. KAHN, president of Standard Transformer Corp., Chicago, has
been elected president of Radio Parts
and Electronics Equipment Conference
and Shows by board of directors. Show
will
Hotel take
next place
May. at Chicago's Stevens
MARTIN R. KING, formerly assistant
manager of news bureau for General
Electric Apparatus Dept., Schenectady,
N. Y., has been appointed manager of
department. W. C. JAEGER has been
named sales engineer for Transmitter
TV sales section of company, and
T. F. BOST and A. F. WILD have been
appointed district representatives for
electronics department with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga., and Boston, respectively.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, introduced
its 20th anniversary line TV sets to
more than 400 distributors and salesmen at meeting in Chicago Aug. 11 and
12. Innovations attracting special attention were "Bilt-in-Tenna," double loop TV antenna built into set
chassis; 8% -inch receiver weighing 30
pounds and selling for $149.95, and
deluxe Masterpiece series. AM and
phonograph consoles were shown also.
WALCO PRODUCTS Inc., East
Orange, N. J., announces new product
which, when applied to surface of
vinylite record, frees disc from static
electricity. Liquid, known as Walco
Static Eliminator, prevents record
from attracting dust particles, source
of groove damage. Product is expected to be distributed in September
at price of $1 an ounce.
SCOTT RADIO LABS, has purchased
Bissell & Weissert retail store in Chicago, to use as laboratory to study
methods and changes in TV and radiophonograph merchandising.

A BILL which would exempt from
import duty American made tape
recordings of news and special
events transcribed abroad is currently being considered by Congress. Proposed act, on which
NAB's Legal Dept. and Arnold
Hartley of WOV New York collab- :
orated, would give broadcasters
treatment comparable to favorable
terms extended to motion picture
producers.
The legislation (HR 5887), introduced by Rep. Arthur Klein
(D-N. Y.), would amend the 1930
Tariff Act to the advantage of such
American foreign language stations as WOV, which use such
broadcasts. It would impose a duty
equal to lO^* per minute of running
time on other program material.
Present import duty on tape recordings is20% of production cost,
with a temporary alternative provision requiring destruction or
exportation within six months. The
measure was referred to the House
Ways & Means Committee.

NEC CONFERENCE
i|
In Chicago Sept. 26-28
NATIONAL Electronics Conference will be held Sept. 26-28 at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,
under sponsorship of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Illinois Institute of Technology,
Institute of Radio Engineers,
Northwestern U. and U. of Illinois.
Designated "a national forum on
electronic research, development
and application," the three-day
program includes papers on electronic instrumentation, solid state
studies, computers, television, antennas, measurements, magnetic
amplifiers, theory of communications, vacuum tubes, electromagnetics, supersonics, circuits and
audio frequency. President of the
conference is G. H. Fett, U. of
Illinois, with A. W. Graf as board
chairman.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
To Hold Sales Conference
STROMBERG-CARLSON will hold
its first postwar national sales conference in Rochester, N. Y., tomorrow and Wednesday. C. J. Hunt,
general sales manager of radiotelevision division, announced last
week that distributors, their salesmen and service managers have
been invited to Rochester for the
Radox Expanding
two-day program.
Speakers will include Robert C.
ALBERT E. SINDLINGER, presTait, president; Sidney R. Curtis,
ident of Sindlinger & Co., Philavice president and general manager
delphia, announced Aug. 10 that
of radio-television division; Wilhis company's operations of Radox,
liam Fay, vice president in charge
the instantaneous electronic radioTV audience measurement service,
of broadcasting and general manager of WHAM, WHFM and
will shortly take in New York and WHAM-TV;
Gordon C. Hoit, vice
Chicago. Mr. Sindlinger's firm is president in charge of finance, and
now at work on this project
Stanley H. Manson, manager of ad[Broadcasting, Aug. 8].
vertising and public relations.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

With the control panel door open as shown above, the
738A 10 watt FM transmitter is ready for operation.

When not in use the 738A transmitter
may be completely closed and locked.

When

your

school

about

educational

pops

the

question

broadcasting,

"Find
out first
Here is a complete 10 watt FM

your

best

answer

is • • •

about
Collins
738A
transmitter"
No special installation provisions are necessary.
transmitter with

built-in audio equipment and monitoring receiver.

The 73 8 A will sit on the average desk or table and

Just connect it to your 115 volt AC power source,

the antenna can be mounted

plug in the microphone

lightweight antenna, and you have a complete

Go ahead with your school's broadcasting plans
now by writing for full information on the 738A

broadcast station for your school's exclusive use.

transmitter. Address Dept. EB-1, Collins Radio

or turntable, connect the

Authorization to use the 73 8 A is easy to get. Frequencies are already allocated in the FM

Company,

on top of a building.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

broadcast

band. Operator license requirements are relaxed.
FOR BROADCAST QUALITY IT'S

COLLINS
11 Wetl 42nd SI.
NEW YORK IS
BROADCASTING

RADIO
C O M PA N Y, Cedar
M & W Tower
2700 Wed Olive Ave.
DALLAS 1
BURBANK

• Telecasting

Rapids, Iowa
Tolbol Building
DAYTON 2

Fbuntain Cily Bank BMffi
KNOXVILLE
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• ClASSIFtED AdVERTISEMENTSi
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager, capable of boosting
local sales and qualifying later for
station manager. Detail sales accomearnings,Angeles,
minimumWash.
expected. plishments,
KONP, Port
Salesmen
Salesman for 5 kw network outlet in
prosperous midwest market. Must be
experienced, civic-minded and willing
to
settle in oneSend
of America's
communities.
particulars finest
and
photo to Box 801B, BROADCASTING.
Replies held confidential.
Salesman-announcer to build morning
show 6r30 to 8:30 and sell in RockyMountaininality city
Initiative,Photo,
origand car,15,000.
prerequisites.
disc and references expected. Box
186c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Advertising salesman for regional daytime station on Texas gulf
coast. Must be Texan with at least
three years radio experience. Guarantee plus commission. Box 244c, BROADCASTING.
Here's a real
opportunity
for time
the
thoroughly
experienced
aggressive
and program salesman to make a
desirable change. A 50,000 watt Chicago
station will add one man to its present
staff, preferably a man with both retail
and national experience between 30
and 40 years of age. Send complete
information, salary requirements, and
photo if possible, in first letter. This
is a top position. Box 278c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen — If you can sell radio inteland aren't inafraid
of work,
progressiveligently station
a pleasant,
pros-a
perous New England city can use you.
A good living for a man who can
produce. Full details and picture to
Box 295c, BROADCASTING.
Maine radio station has opening for
one more topnotch salesman. Must be
a live wire with good character and a
desire to work with a progressive organization. Permanent. Box 299c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced. steady and
productive
whoandcancommission.
do play-by-play
sports.
Salary
Location
south
Atlantic
seaboard.
Box 306c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for independent
250 watttion station
Tennessee
city populatwo hundred
thousand.
Send
complete information experience, education, picture, references, statement
your run business past three years.
Application confidential. Box 312c
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports man for Virginia station. High
school football. Class D baseball in
summer, staff announcing. Excellent
advancement opportunity for man who
can deliver. Immediate opening. Box
252c, BROADCASTING.
WAIM wants topflight announcer at
once. Must have far more than average
ability and be able to do sports.
Splendid salary for man who can fill
the job and is willing to work. No
place for temperment. Apply at once
WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
Wanted. Announcer with first class
engineering license. Send complete
details first letter. WHTC, Holland,
Michigan.
Sportscaster who must be able to
write and manent.
report
Our firstlocal
staffsports.
vacancyPer-in
14 months. Position now open to applicants from Illinois and adjoining
states only. Personal interview necessary. Station WLOP, La Salle. 111.
New station needs announcers or comconsin. bos. WRCO, Richland Center, Wis-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Wanted — First class operator for WFNC,
Fayetteville, N. C.
Production-Pro gramvfiing , others
Graduate home economist to write
and broadcast daily kitchen type proextemporaneous
reportgram
from andthedaily
Municipal
Food Terminal.
Important established position. Bright
future. Address replies to Box 202c,
BROADCASTING.
Programenced,director-announcer,
experiwilling to work Connecticut
Mutual affiliate. First letter, snapshot,
complete education and experience,
salary required and availability. Box
301c, BROADCASTING.
Wisconsin regional station wants newsman-announcer. Would like young man
who has
good toon move
a smaller
tion andmade
is ready
up staone
step. Should be college graduate, and
able to gather, write and broadcast
news with occasional editorial comment. Prefer someone living in or
near ture
Wisconsin.
good and spot
funews plans Salary
mean excellent
for
the
right
man.
Box
311c,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
12 years experience all facets radio
broadcasting. Prefer tough situation.
Box 622B, BROADCASTING.
Let me furnish details on capable
manager, program director with good
background commercial radio. Box
192c, BROADCASTING.
Thorough experience. Program director,
morning man, chief announcer, sales.
Ready small outlet management. Trial
basis proves ability. Efficient. Consider
modest
investment. Box 240c, BROADCASTING^
Employed station manager with twelve
highly successful years experience
contemplating
for background
good personal reasons.change
Excellent
includes management, sales, public relations, promotion, programming, writing, etc. Married, business administration graduate, ambitious, aggressive,
dependable. Station construction experience. Every organization can use
a man with the desire and ability
to put in more than he takes out.
What isADC
your AST
proposition? Box 255c,
BRO
ING.
Manager desires managers job in small
market or sales managers job in
medium market. Good background,
excellent sales. Box 260c, BROADCASTING^
General manager, or assistant manager
and chief engineer. Knows how to trim
operating expenses and show good
operation on a limited budget. California only. Have proven formula for
highly competitive independent. Salary, percentage or combination. Excellent references. Box 300c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Need loyalty? Devotion and talent?
Presently ensconced in a metropolitan
N. Y. station. One top mail pull, solidly
selling
D. J. church
who's program
versatility
his
pride. From
to aisband
remote in one minute. Married, 3 children, college grad. Console operation
as fast as anyone. New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, fans galore. Like the
big town. Want to stay in vicinity.
Mentions in all top columns and trade
papers. Box 137c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,nouncer.play-by-play
sports anSeven years experience
all
sports. Also experienced staff man
heavy news and news editing. College graduate desires permanency
with future. Box 168c. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
At liberty,
comedian
and MC. Write
Network barn dance
experience.
own material. Capable of producing
barn dance. Radio ten years. Photos
and write-ups upon request. Box
198c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced staff and playby-play.politanPresently
employed
metroNew York area
station
not
broadcasting sports. No disc available,
top
reference.
Box
206c,
BROADCASTING.
Topflight
announcer.
program director.
Looking Former
for a square
shooting outfit.
Single,
best
of
references. Disc available. Box 225c,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man. Smooth comedy, good
selling style. Sell own show. Builds
top audience,
years experience.
erences. Want6 permanency.
Disc. RefBox
242c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Staff, sports
play-by-play.
Available immediately.
Box 245c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter, two years experience, live, resonant voice. Single,
sober,
25. Will travel. Box 246c,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, experienced, play-byplay. Also handle promotion, publicity.
College grad. Single. Will travel. Let
disc and background tell story. Box
248c, BROADCASTING.
Must eat! Loyal, reliable announcercopywriter. Go anywhere. Operates
console. Write Box 249c, BROADCASTING.
Announcing-sales. Experienced. Best
references. Progressive station desired.
Photo, disc on request. Box 253c,
BROADCASTING .
Four years experience as announcer
and program director, family man
seeking position in either or both capacities. Box 257c, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster and experienced staff announcer, ready for almost immediate
delivery. Anxious to get with a sportsminded station. Play-by-play tape
available. Presently employed as sports
director. Box 258c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, ambitious,
desires change. Disc and particulars
ING.
upon request. Box 263c, BROADCASTGraduate of leading state university
with experience as staff announcer at
AM-FM network station wants announcing job at progressive station.
Training and experience in continuity
writing, scriptwriting and news writing
in addition to all types announcing.
Thorough background for sports and
music broadcasts. Prefer MarylandVirginia-North Carolina area. Can
provide references, recommendations,
audition disc and photo. Box 265c,
BROADCASTTNG.
Announcer— Single, 25. Four years experience. Presently employed. Desire
work in one of the following cities:
Cincinnati, Fort Wayne, Phoenix, Indianapolis, Louisville, Peoria, Denver
or
ING.Milwaukee. Box 266c, BROADCAST-

Announcer-engineer. Experienced,
good DJ and good voice. Will travel,
single.BROADC
29, presently employed. Box
267c,
ASTING.
Ability, tunity.
littleAnnouncer.
accountLotwithout
on theopporball.
Box 277c, BROADCASTING.
Hardworking announcer with 14 months
experience, emphasis on news and
commercials, is dissatisfied with the
don't-care attitude of the station with
which presently employed and desires
a position with a conscientious station.
Am willing to travel anywhere. Box
279c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, currently employed network station. Thorough
knowledge newscasting, DJ, traffic,
writing. Operate board. Married, veteran, 24. Reliable, intelligent. Box 281c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. College voice major, sell,
write, sports, 23, excellent speaking,
singing voice. Midwest station where
all talent can be utilized. Box 282c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, emphasis on
news. Wants position with progressive
station Rocky Mountain area or west.
Box 284c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Available immediately, versatile, experienced announcer, single, desires
position with progressive organization.
News, commercials, disc jockey, continuity writer, control board. Box
288c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer thoroughly experienced all
phases tious,
broadcasting,
conscienreferences. Discsober,
supplied
upon
request. Also wife, if needed, thoroughly experienced all phases radio
writing. BOX 289c, BROADCASTING
Experienced announcer now employed
with CBS affiliate wants a station with
a future. West coast preferred.
Southern
please don't inquire.
Box
293c, stations
BROADCASTING.
Florida Stations only, thoroughly exInterviewperienced
possible.announcer
Hearwith
my license.
story. Box
296c, BROAD
CASTI
NG.
Sports cially
announcer-news
reporter. sports.
Espeinterested in television
College journalism degree. Four years
sports editor and columnist for daily
newspaper. Four years professional
baseball play-by-play. Major college
football and basketball experience.
Also high
school, boxing,
junior college
ball, basketball,
track, footgolf.
Now with 5000 watt network station in
far west. Go anywhere in US or
Hawaii. College minor in coaching.
Will do Job sponsors will be proud of.
Averaged
200 play-by-plays per year
CASTING^
past
three years. Top references, disc,
photo, available. Box 290c, BROADExperienced feature announcer. Specialize in sports, news and adlib disc
shows. Complete details upon request.
Box 291c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wants to locate in east or
northeast. Strong news. Programming director
and special
events.southern
Now program
progressive
250
watter. Married. Fertile imagination.
No
rover
boy.
What
have
you?
Box
298c, BROADCASTING.
Night
disc jockey-announcer.
Proven
versatility.
Three years in competitive
market.sionalGood
personal
and
profesreferences. Midwest preferred,
but all offers considered. Now employed, but seeking advancement. Box
303c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
with ticket. Proven selling
CASTING^
voice,
any style. Desire any Flordia
offer. Make one. Box 297c, BROADExperienced announcer, presently employed. Newcasting, editing, commercials, disc shows etc. Baseball playby-play. Reliable, married, vet wants
permanent
position. Best references.
Box 304c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Single, 23. Handle all
type ent
shows.
Network
independoperation.
Consoleandwork.
Disc
jockey and gram ingnewscaster.
Know
. 16 months experience. proBox
305c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Presently unsatisfactorily
employed.
pleasant
Liveable wage.Desire
University
radiowork.
graduate.
Newspaper experience. Year general
announcing.
sports, news.
classical music, Emphasis
editing andon airing
Box 307c, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — Age 30, veteran, unencumbered. 3years experience. Desire
change. quest.Disc
and BROADCASTING.
particulars on reBox 308c,
Want
to settle.
Announcer-engineer.
Experienced.
Familiar
with all types
of record programs, capable newscaster, good voice. Willing to travel.
29, presently
employed.
Good references. Box 310c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
single,
versatile,
able. Graduate
leading
Chicagodependradio
college. Box 314c, BROADCASTING.
Who will give a married veteran his
first radio job? Hard working, dependable, intelligent. Sports, play-by-play,
specialty, news, copy, adlib. Graduate
radio school, references, disc. Box
316c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, control board
operator. Graduate of radio school.
Willing to exchange dollars for more
experience. Dependable, conscientious,
resume and disc sent on request. Box
317c. BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Ten years topflight
play-by-play,
outstanding sportscast.
Box
319c, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer. Accent announcing. Experienced, educated, erences.
willing Married,
worker.
Excellent
refveteran,
25. Currently
employed.
No
floater.
Box
321c, BROADCASTING.

W
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-newsman experienced.
3-ood adlib ability. Operate console,
svrite continuity. Presently working in
east but will travel any^'here for
oermanent position with future. Exbellent
references. Box 323c, BROAD:;asting.
^.nnouncer, radio school graduate. Very
'little practical experience. Good voice.
Versatile. Prefer night turn. Go anywhere. Immediately. Salary no object.
Box 324c, BROADCASTING.

Frankly, mercial
gentlemen,
a terrific waits.
comannouncer. I'm
Information
Write. Box 325c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-operator. Graduate NY
School Radio Technique. Armed forces,
commercial experience. Will travel.
Box 326c BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, age
19, single, 8^2 months radio school, no
. , experience, available immediately.
Darrell Bloore, Maquoketa, Iowa. RR
:rl.
Announcer. Veteran, 22. Married, have
■- had
trainingschool.
in a Noleading
southern
announcing
commercial
ex'■:
perience.
Would
like
to
learn
the
busi■ ' ness in small southwestern station,
i For disc write Lsrry Bowen, Box +rll3,
- i Hartford, Arkansas.
• I Combination man, first phone license,
'i Six months annoimcing experience at
_j
CBS affiliate,
Will 24travel
any=4 where.
Warrensingle.
Franklin,
Avondale
;c|St.. Valley Stream, New York.
.^omouncer formerly New York City
station. News, disc shows, theatre,
M.C. trained in TV production. Welcome inquiries AM-TV. Single, will
■,); Holmes.
travel. Photo,
disc Rd.,
on request.
.\
76 Araca
Babylon,Robert
New
York. Telephone, Babylon 2361.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. Recent
radio school graduate. Inexperienced.
Single. Any location will be accepted.
C. H. McAfoos, Rexford. Kansas.
Announcers — Early morning men. Well
trained In all-round announcing. Starting S40.00 to S50.00. Pathfinder School
of Radio. 1222A Oak St., Kansas City,
Mo. Ha-0473.
Announcer, staff — 26, single, experienced; newscasts, console, will copywrite: prefer midwest. Gene Roman,
5360 Wabada, St. Louis. Mo.
Station going CBS, no time for sports.
Topflight baseball ANNR available,
also college
football,
nationalTwotournament basketball
experience.
daily
sports shows.
Best
of
including manager of thisreferences,
station. Disc
and photo or personal interview if
desired. Bill Snyder, Sports Director,
WTHI. Terre Haute, Ind.
Technical
Broadcast technician now employed,
looking for position with progressive
station contemplating television. My
several years experience as motion
picture technician would make me particularly
adaptable to
tions.
Experience
in telecine
control operaroom,
transmitter, remotes etc. In addition
to recording studio and 16mm motion
pictiu-e
production
work. location,
Over a year
and a half
at present
best
of
references.
Don't
drink
or smoke,
consider
any location.
Box
64c,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
First phone man. Inexperienced.
Single. 22. Wants junior engineer
position. Ambitious and sober. Willing to travel. Box 170c, BROADCASTING.
First class phone. Vet., neat, ambitious, hardworker. Experienced xmtr
operator. Remotes, recording and
console work. Married. Will travel
anywhere. Box 172c BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer, experience includes
installation of five transmitters and two
studios. Now employed as transmitter engineer at 50 kw directional.
Reason
for BROADCASTING.
change, desire chief's job.
Box 183c,
Engineer fully experienced AM and
FM including high power equipment.
Good background and reference. Box
184c. BROADCASTING.
,.. , Combination man will be available
^, Married,
September prefer
first,westeightcoastyears
states.chief.
Box
231c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer available immediately. First
phone, single, veteran, 32 years old.
Four months experience 250 watt FM
transmitter, control board, announcing,
Interestedsome
same program
type work directing.
with progressive
AM, FM station. Preferably eastern
seaboard.
Box 191c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years experience 250 to
5 kw, 26 years old, single, car, make
offer. Box 243c, BROADCASTING.
Vet 1st class phone. Inexperienced.
Married. WUling to travel. Box 250c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 10 years experience, license
degree. Box 261c, BROADCASTING.
Chief of local for past two years desires
permanent position with progressive
station. Any offer considered. Box
262c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced five kilowatt,
reliable,east. car.
Desires
position in northBox 285c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires position. Experienced
in control, transmitter and remote
operation, etc. Also hold telegraph
and amateur tickets. Will go anywhere
but prefer Texas area. Box 286c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, staff consultant or technical
administrative
Consulting experience. Box work.
287c, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, two years at
present AM-FM
Remotes,
recordings. Graduatestation.
RCA general
course.
Amateur.
Married.
Box
309c,
BROADCASTING.
Is there an opportionity for a married
veteran in your station? Intelligent,
dependable, conscientious. Control
board operator-aimouncer. Specialty.
Play-by-play. Resume, disc on request. Box 315c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Some experience, veteran,
23. car, presently employed, travel.
Box 320c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 20perience.
months
exGraduate transmitter
RCA Institute.
Available two weeks notice. Box 322c,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, first telegraph, 9 years
experience aeronautical radio. Desire
broadcast job. Available immediately.
Married, two children. W. H. Bradford,
RFD #1,
ville, McCrory
Tenn. Phone Creek
45974. Road, NashEngineers available. All with first
phone. Complete training in operating
a fully equipped broadcast studio, disc
training and all phases of broadcast engineering,
includingtransmitters.
building and Any
repairing
broadcast
location considered. Station managers
are well
with Cook'sfullgraduates.
Wire
or pleased
write furnishing
information. Jackson,
Cook's RadioMississippi.
School, 2933 N.
State St.,
1st phone, experienced. FM, AM. South
preferable. W. H. Davis, Glenwood,
Ala.
Engineer-announcer. Recently completed 34 weeks schooling. Inexperienced.
position
anywhere.Single.
MelfordConsider
Flynn, 416
W. Willis,
Perry. Iowa.
Immediately, experienced, married,
young engineer. Eddie Howell, Dillon.
S. C. Ph. 525-J.
First ingclass
phone James
license. Turner,
Vet 25, willto travel.
6609
Avenue T. Brooklyn 34, N. Y.
Transmitter operator. Available immediately. Four years broadcast experience. Thirty. Single. Consider anything, go anywhere. Lewis Sherlock,
Box 1161, Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Station
enthusiastic
tells
my manager's
story. Journalism
grad,letter
250
experience, report, write, edit, broadcast
news.
Box
617B,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington, D. C. station.
Box 795B, BROADCASTING.
New York state-New England. Five
years experience.
NewsAvailable
editor. after
Announcer. Script writer.
August 12. Box 67c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Ambitious
director,
experienced bothprogram
rural and
metropolitan
areas, wants real opportunity west or
southwest. Experience all types announcing, selling. Now eager for position offering professional and financial
advancement, possibly program director
position combined with assistant manreconscientious,
ager.
liable. Considered
Best personnel
relations staff
and sponsors. WeU-liked in commuPrefer some airCan produce.
time fornity. specialty
programs and newscasts. Presently employed. Disc, details, copies references on request. Box
133c, BROADCASTING.
News editor, announcer. Experienced
Exannouncer.
sports College
play-by-play
cellent newscaster.
graduate,
conpermanent
married.nectionDesire
with future. Box 167c,
BROADCASTING.
Check this. Program director, morning
man, salesman, announcer. Prove on
trial basis. 6 years experience. Good
references. Any size market. Box 241c,
BROADCASTING.
15 years all phases of music experience,count
3 years
advertising
agency live,
acexecutive.
Can produce
record or transcribed music programs.
Will write continuity. Can do direct
contact work and promotion on the
sale of these programs. Will consider
any location. Available immediately.
Box 247c, BROADCASTING.
Three top men, news editor 8V2 years,
A-1 play-by-play sportscaster, production-wise announcer, - 6^,2 years,
offer alert,
duction forinformed
appropriateintelligent
salaries proand
working
conditions.
Box
251c,
BROADCASTING.
Bubblingbition.
over
amYoung with
lady, talent,
collegeideas,
graduate
desires continuity position. Will travel.
Box 256c, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, high
standardsonnel5 man;
kw ideas.
experience.
perAge 27,Good
married.
Box 259c, BROADCASTING.
Newsman university graduate. Journalism major,
experience onradio
school minor.
station.OneCanyear
handle
announcing,
disc
shows,
board,
continuity. Desire to grow with station.
Will travel. Disc and picture on request.
Write Box 264c, BROADCASTING.
Personable woman with excellent background in newspaper,
relations
and advertising
desirespublic
program
and
continuity
setup.
Has
authored
book
on Palestine published by Knopf,
written
magazine
articles on Alaska
and and
Amishnewspaper
communities.
Good radio voice. Has written and
delivered radio programs for large
social work organization. Has program
format
ready
for woman's program.
Box 269c,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
experienced in newsgathering,
special
events.newscasting,
Both radio editing,
and newspaper
experience. Young, marled. U. of Minn.
Journalism graduate. Box 275c,
BROADCASTING.
Programming, production, administration, all aresibilities. Iprogram
director
can deliver
the responaforementioned plus plenty of air ability.
Write
immediately.
Box
276c,
BROADCASTING.
Can your station use a woman veteran,
college graduate, who has a good voice
and can write good copy, who is short
on experience but long on denendability
and talent? Box 280c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
continuity writer.script
Creativewriter
abilityand
to write
commercals and all types of programs.
Sample and resume unon request. Box
292c, BROADCASTING.
Need a program director? Several
years experience in radio. Excellent
references, single, will travel. Prefer
small city. Am presently employed.
Write Box 313c. BROADCASTING.
Hooper
minded?on Icommercials,
am. Let's talk
over. Strong
news,it
DJ, sports, know board, can write,
familiar all aspects station routine.
2 yrs. Radio
City, BROADCASTING.
N. Y. Family will
travel.
Box 318c.
Program director available immediately desires
with years
southwestern
station. work
Single, two
commercial
experience,pendable.
university
graduate,
deExperience writing copy and
board operation. Write Box 1017, or
phone 1358, Greenville, Texas.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newsman-announcer, DJ, run panel.
Single, 24, state
university
AB station
in radio-speech,
all-round training,
small
background. Long
term
short
term
Can first
do month
job I free
was
trainedexperience.
for. Will work
of six month trial to prove it. Fred
Baker,
Pearl 5932.
Rd., StrongsviUe, Ohio.
Phone Stro.
Singer, encedyoung,
gal. ExperiNew Yorkambitious
radio station.
Popular music. Would like to start on sustaining program. Salary not of prime
importance.
experience. Sally AnnSales
Foote,and16 office
Pine Avenue,
Stop 25, Albany Schenectady Rd., Albany, N. Y.
Television
Annoimcers
Play-by-play sportscaster thoroughly
experienced. College graduate, married, family. Desire to enter and learn
television in sports. Presently employed. Box 273c, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Newsman wants TV news job or AM
job with TV future. Experienced all
phases reporting, broadcasting, editing,
special events, interviews. Newspaper
reporting, editing and photography.
Young, married, presentable. U. of
Minn, journalism graduate. Box 274c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Position with progressive TV
station. Radio and TV experience.
Permanent. Contact Joe Maggio, 410
Bannock St., Boise, Idaho.
For Sale
Stations
For sale. Only independent in urban
market of 150,000. 250 watts, fuUtime.
North central. Box 207c, BROADCASTING.
Net. $25,000;
$95,000.
network affiliateprice
in good
city. Texas
Box 254c,
BROADCASTING.
Well established radio station. Central
USA. Rich, heavily populated area.
Coverage
one Station
hundredmaking
twenty $50.00
five
miles
radius.
per
day
profit.
Priced
to
sell
—
terms.
Write Box 268c. BROADCASTING.
For sale.
5000 inw,primary
pioneer,metropolitan
basic network affiliate,
market, midsouth section. Owners
want to sell to settle estate. Profit
over $100,000 annually. Equipment
excellent. Some terms possible, but at
least $20,000 initial cash investment
necessary. Harvey Malott Co., Scarritt
Building. Kansas City, Missouri.
Equipment, etc.
FM equipment for sale. GE 3 kw transmitter with little use. FM monitor. 4bay antenna and 800 feet of coax. Will
sell all cellent
or transmitter
separately.
Excondition. Save money
on your
installation.
Box
228c,
BROADCASTING.
Presto EU-7 portable recording outfit.
2 tables, 1-C cutters. ERA-2 preamps.
Best oflFer. Box 272c, BROADCASTING.
For sale — General Electric FM frequency-modulation monitor type BM1-A. Excellent condition. Radio Station KWK. St. Louis, Mo.
Two Crystal units, 1340 kcs. for RCA
250L or 1-L transmitter. $125.00 for
the two. Eraser Valley Broadcasters
Ltd.. Chilliwack. B. C.
For sale. Comparatively new complete
RCA equipment for 250 watt radio
station. Good price for quick sale.
Paul Hunter, Leesburg, Fla.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted. Used 5 kw transmitter. State
condition and cost. Reply Box 283c,
BROADCASTING.
FM or AM station. Send all Information, data, coverage maps, etc., first
letter.cial Not
in present
positioninterested
of station,
if your finanprice
BROADCASTING.
and
terms are reasonable. Box 294c,
Presto 6N or 6D or equivalent recorder.
Guyedinsulated.
or self-support
tower 175'
275',
WTNT, Augusta,
Ga. to
(Continued on next page)

On All Accounts
(Cmitinued from page H)
gone to 50 kw and was in the market for a sales manager. Joe took
the job for over four years, until
he launched the agency of Hiddleston, Evans and Merrill on May
1, 1946.
Among the HEM accounts currently using or planning to use
radio are Frederick and Nelson, a
division of Marshall Field and
Company; Smith-Gandy Ford dealer; Clark's Restaurant Enterprises, and Speed-Tatoes Products
Co.
On the basis of the Frederick and
Nelson experience in recent
months, Joe observes: "Television
Employment Service
18 jobs filled this week. May we place
you next?nouncers, 9Need
3 managers,
12 an-15
engineers,
18 salesmen,
women copywriters, 27 announcer/
technicians. RRR-Radio-TV Employment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelpiia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALESMAN:
Man Hewe wants
want has
outstanding sales record.
greater
sales
opportunities than present job affords.
Is
sales
producer
and
expects
to
be
paid
cummensurate with increased earnings.
Must be of caliber and capable of earning
$7500-$10,00n
yearly.
Old Ifestablished
midwest
250 watt
station.
you can
prove
these
qualitications,
we'll
pay top
money for them.
Married
man
with
responsibility desired. Full details first
letter. Box 302c BROADCASTING.
School

WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Controlling

is going to be a major medium for
department stores — and a very
powerful one." As the audience
and the industry grow, he predicts,
Frederick's will be using substantial amounts. The store was one
of the first in Seattle on KRSC-TV,
sponsoring the daily INS Newsreel.
Smith-Gandy recently finished a
long and large spot campaign, exover fivetime
months;
uses radiotendingfrom
to timeClark's
both
in Seattle and Olympia, and a fall
schedule is now in preparation;
Speed-Tatoes is currently testing
market reactions with Portland
radio, and will later go into California and eventually the eastern
markets.
"When we build an advertising
budget," Joe Hiddleston summarizes, "radio is considered of
major
importance."
But his interest in radio does
not stop with his past experience
at KOMO KJR and KIRO, nor
with his present accounts using air
time. KJR is one of the Hiddleston
accounts; KJR now relies principally on ads in the trade press.
When Fisher's Blend Station
opened the new KOMO studios last
year, KOMO engaged the agency
on a one-shot basis, to promote the
studio launching. Joe and his staff
built an unprecedented — for Seattle radio — ten-page section in the
Seattle Times, including a fullpage message from all the local
stations, blazoning the theme:
"Radio Belongs to You . . . and
more people listen to radio in this
area than in any comparable one."
Mr. and Mrs. Hiddleston live in
Mt. Baker Park, a residential district of Seattle, and most of their
interests center around his business and the home.
There's one exception, though.
Joe speaks casually of his community service, but takes it seriously
nevertheless. He has been active
in virtually every major Seattle
enterprise of the past decade, including the Community Chest, the
Mass X-Ray Campaign, the War
Bond drives, etc. He is vice-president of the 101 Club, member of the
Washington Athletic Club, and recently completed three years as a
board member of the Washington
State Press Club.

Interest

in Midwest
Regional
This attractive large market station needs capable management
and the owners are willing to pay a sizable premium in order
to attract the right man. They will sell 51% of the common
stock for $35,000.00. Investment in the property exceeds
$100,000.00 and includes valuable real estate. Equipment and
technical position is excellent. Station is well established and
the present situation offers an unusual opportunity to a good
operator who can act quickly.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MEDIA BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
Jamei W. BUckkoin
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
235
WasUnfton Bide.
Exbrook
2-5C72
StarUne 434I-Z
Randolph 6-4550
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J^toductlon

producer
has beenk named
GAY Hallmar
BILLof CBS
se for
Playhou
coming season starting Sept. 8.
He replaces DEE ENGELBACH.
BOB GENTRY, formerly of KOMO
Seattle announcing staff, has joined
KPVD Los Angeles as summer relief
announcer.
RICHARD SANVILLB has been named
director of NBC Richard Diamond,
Private Detective replacing WILLIAM
P. ROUSSEAU.
L. J. RONDER Jr., former production
chief at Eadio Institute of Chicago,
joins WCFL Chicago as assistant program director in charge of production.
J. GORDON WRIGHT, production
supervisor of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles,
has been named production coordinator
of station. In new capacity Mr.
Wright will be in charge of production personnel assignments and scheduling. Prior to joining KTLA in 1945
he was with Paramount Pictures' commercial film division, New York. GORDON MINTNER, director for station,
has been appointed senior director to
replace PHILIP BOOTH, resigned.
ED COOPER has left announcing staff
at WGN Chicago, where he worked
five and one-half years, to freelance
in same city. Now on vacation, Mr.
Cooper returns Sept. 5 to continue with
station's Telephone Quiz.
THELMA BENNINGTON, recently
with NBC Hollywood traffic department, and before that with KCRA
Sacramento, joins traffic department of
KFWB Los Angeles.
YUL BRYNNER has joined CBS-TV
as producer-director in network's programTV indepartment.
tered
1944 as Mr.
m.c. Brynner
and star enon
network shows. Recently he has written, produced and starred in TV "Mr.
and Mrs."
GINIAseries
GILMORE. with his wife, VIR.lOHN HARLAND, former KYNO
Fresno, Calif., announcer, has joined
announcing staff of KGO San Francisco. LORAINE BAKER, formerly
with Capitol Records, has joined KGO
as music librarian. She replaces BOB
ADAIR, who has been transferred to
KGO-TV.
EDWIN HINKLE, formerly with
WIBC Indianapolis and most recently
with WTOM Bloomington, Ind., has
joined KBOL Boulder, Col., as program
director.
DICK CUTTING has rejoined announcing and production staff of
KCBQ San Diego. Mr. Cutting was
formerly with CBS Hollywood and
KFAC Los Angeles.
AL MANN has been appointed program director for KVER Albuquerque,
N. M. Mr. Mann formerly was with
KRRV Sherman-Denison, KTXL San
Angelo and KIXL Dallas, Tex.
IRENE POTVIN has joined production
staff of KXOB Stockton, Calif., succeeding BETH WINTER who recently
married Hugh Gallagher.
MURIEL ABRAMS, of script and continuity departments at WHLI and
WHLI-FM Hempstead, L. I., and
Lawrence L. Washer have announced
their engagement.

CHARLES HENSON, chief announcerprogram director for KTAT Fred- lecil
erick, Okla., is the father of a boy.
GEORGE LORENZ, m.c. for WXRA
Kenmore, N. Y., is the father of twin
sons. Franklin and Frederick.
GEORGE SANDERS, m.c. of KFVD
Los Angeles Spade Cooley Time, and
Helen Doolittle have announced their
marriage.
GEORGE WATSON, star of Gold Coast
on WBBM Chicago, is the father of a
boy, William G. Watson 2d.
ROBERT M. HOFFMAN, research director of WOK New York, is the father
of a girl, Steffi Wyn.
BEN GAGE, announcer, is the father
of a boy, Benjamin Stanton. Mother
is actress ESTHER WILLIAMS.
KTED STAFF
Laguna Beach Outlet Plans
STAFF thus far named for KTED
Laguna Beach, Calif., scheduled to
go on air in near future, is announced by Owner-General Manager Tom E. Danson, as follows:
Alyse Ayres, executive secretary; James M. Matheny, sales
manager; Dick Morgan, chief announcer; Ted Owen and Don
Mayer, announcers; Late Williams,
news and sports editor; Judy Herrick,
of women's
A. L.director
Campbell,
chief activities;
engineer;
Gaye Stone and Bob Hayes, engineers.
KTED will operate 1 kw daytime
and 250 w night on 1520 kc.

KIDO STUDIOS
Expected Ready Sept. 15
KIDO, NBC affiliate in Boise, Idaho,
and KIDO-FM, expect to be operating from new studios on or
about Sept. 15, according to General Manager Walter E. Wagstaff.
Construction of studios and offices
in Boise Chamber of Commerce
Bldg. is almost completed.
Boise's oldest station, KIDO will
have three modern studios of the
latest acoustical design and office
space to accommodate a large
staff.
Now operating on 660 kc with
power of 2.5 kw-D, Ikw-N, KIDO
also has an application pending
before the FCC for increased power
to 5 kw on a new frequency, 630
kc.
DUE TO REQUESTS for additional
service on FM in area, WBEN-FM
Buffalo is now on air from 1 p.m. to
midnight every day. This represents
addition schedule.
of four hours to station's
former

BROADCASTING
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FCC

Actions

:
(Continued from page 56)
Decisions Cont.:

Jacksonville, Fla.; KXEL-FM Waterloo,
Iowa; WRR-FM Dallas, Tex,; KTSAFM San Antonio.
WMBR-FM Jacksonville, Fla.— Mod.
CP change ant. to 382 ft.

August 8 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
Felix
H.
Morales,
Pasadena,
TCx.
—
Granted petition to take depositions
Hearing Designated
in re application.
KXXL Reno. Nev.— Designated for
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted
consolidated hearing at Reno Oct. 3,
request to voluntary
dismiss
application
transfer of
control. for in- applications for renewal of license and
consent to assignment of same to Chet
Northeast Iowa Radio Corp., Oelwein,
Gonce.
Iowa — Granted request to dismiss pe- L. WCPM
Middlesboro, Ky. — Designated
'tition
for
rule
making
procedure
and
for hearing application for mod. CP
other relief re application for TV
station.
to change from D to unl. with 100 w-N
and make changes in trans, equipment;
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted
made WIS Columbia, S. C. and WIND
petition to dismiss application for CP
Chicago parties to proceeding.
to change to 930 kc 5 kw-D 2.5 kw-N
KSWS, McEvoy Bcstg. Co., Roswell,
DA-1. change trans, etc.
N. Mex. — Designated for hearing appliWSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.—
cation to change facilities from 1230 kc
Granted request to dismiss petition
w unl.
for postponement
of hearing
appli- 250
DA-N,
unl. to 580 kc 1 kw-N, 5 kw-D,
cation for additional
time to on
complete
construction of TV station.
Waycross Bcstg. Co. and Teletronics
1 WGBG Greensboro, N. C— Granted
Inc.,Waycross,Ga. — Designated for conpetition for leave to amend applicasolidated hearing applications of Waytion to revise percentage figures re- cross Bcstg. Co. for new station on 570
lating to program proposal.
kc
1
kw
DA-1,
unl. and
of kc
Teleti'onics
Inc. for new station
on 570
1 kw D.
Associates Bcstg. Corp., New Bedford,
Mass.
—
Granted
petition
to
disKOJM
and
KAVR
Havre,
miss application.
Designated for consolidated Mont.—
hearing
KYA San Francisco — Granted conapplications seeking change of facilitinued hearing on applications from
ties
to
910
kc
1
kw
unl.
DA-N.
Aug. 24 to Nov. 23.
Petition Denied
WMCP Baltimore, Md.— Granted exWestern Massachusetts Bcstg. Co.,
tension of time to Aug. 29 in which to
Great Barrington, Mass. — Denied petifile reply to
acting general
counsel's
tion for reconsideration and grant withopposition
to petition
for relief
under
Sec. 1.852.
outtion hearing
on 1240 ofkc application
100 w unl. for new staOneonta Bcstg. Co., Oneonta, Ala. —
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.— Denied
Grantedcationcontinued
from Aug. 15 hearing
to Nov. on15. appli- petition KWBW for reconsideration
and grant
of applicaFCC
Acting
General
Counsel
—
tion for CP without
to installhearing
new vertical
ant.
Granted extension of time in which
to file exceptions to initial decision in with FM ant. mounted on top and
change trans, location; on Commisproceeding upon applications of KGKB
sion's make
own motion
Tyler,KELD
Tex.."El KGGF
to
KWBEamended
Beatricehearing
Neb.
and
Dorado, Coffeyville,
Ark. to Aug.Kan.
22. order
party to proceeding.
KMPC Los Angeles, Calif., WJR
William
and
Lee
A.
Odessky,
Los
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, Ohio —
Angeles — Denied petition requesting
Granted tension
joint
petition
requesting
of time
to file
motion ex-to reconsideration and grant without
of application CP new station
change issues
in proceedings
re appli- hearing
on 900 kc 250 w D, now in consolidated
cations of G. A.
Richards (transferor)
proceedings
with 13 other muand Harry J. Klingler, Lawrence P, hearingtually
Fisher and John A. Hannah (trans6737 et al. exclusive applications in Dockets
ferees) for consent to transfer of control, extended to Sept. 19.
August 18 Applications . . .
By Hearing Examiners
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Metropolitan Bcstg. Co., Milwaukee,
License for CP
Wis. — Denied petition for change in
License to cover CP new AM staplace of hearing from Washington to
Milwaukee re application and that of
tion: KXOC Chico, Calif.; WSDR Sterling, 111,; WADW New Orleans.
Belle City Bcstg. Co., Racine, Wis.
(Examiner Resnick).
License Renewal
WSPD Toledo, Ohio, and WKJG Fort
Request for license renewal new
Wayne, Ind. — Granted joint motion for AM station: KFI Los Angeles; KSPI
continued hearing to Oct, 17 (Examiner
Stillwater, Okla.; KTRH Houston;
Resnick).
WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111.; WOR New
Watertown Radio Inc. and Rock
York; WPTF Raleigh, N. C; WHOD
Homestead, Pa.; WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.
1 River Valley Bcstg. Co., Watertown,
Modification of CP
Wis. — Granted continued hearing on
from
Aug.
29
to
Oct.
27.
line ,1applications
KYES
Butte,
Mont.— Mod. CP new
(Examiner Resnick).
AM station for extension of comKTYL Mesa, Ariz. — Granted in part
pletion
date.
continued hearing until further notice.
WMBD Peoria, 111.— Mod. CP new
(Examiner Hutchison).
AM station to increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
Lake County Bcstg. Corp., Chicago —
Granted continued hearing to Nov. 15
WHYN Holyoke, Mass. — Mod. CP
on application for CP to be held on new AM station to change frequency
etc. for extension of completion date.
Nov. 15 at Chicago (Examiner Litvin).
WWSW Pittsburgh— Same.
( WKNX Saginaw, Mich. — Granted conAM— 920 kc
tinued hearing re application and that
, of Booth Radio Stations Inc., Grand
KFNF
Shenandoah,
Iowa— CP to
Rapids, Mich, from Aug. 31 to Nov. 1, change power from 1 kw-D
500 w-Nto
- 1949. (Examiner Blume).
to 5 kw unl. DA-DN AMENDED
I Booth Radio Stations Inc., Grand
request
1
kw-D
500
w-N
and
to Lincoln. Neb. change
Rapids, Mich. — Granted petition to studio location
Modification
of CP
■,: take
depositions
Mod. CP new FM station for ex(Examiner
Blume). in re application.
tension
of
completion
date: WGOR
; WALT Tampa, Fla. — Granted conFla.; WHB-FM Kantinued hearing on application indefi- Fort sasLauderdale,
City, Mo.; WDOD-FM Chattanooga,
9 nitely. (Examiner Cooper).
Tenn.; KGKB-FM Tyler, Tex.; WHMB
Bessemermotion
Bcstg.forCo.,
Bessemer,
Washington, D. C: WLAN-FM Lan( Granted
waiver
of Sec.Ala.
1.745—
caster, Pa.; WJAR-FM Providence,
of rules with respect to time for filing
Parkersburg, W. Va.
"I motions and for continued hearing on R. I.; WPAR-FM
License for CP
, application;
hearing
continued
from
License
to
cover
CP new FM station:
Aug. 15 to Oct. 14. (Examiner Johnson).
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind.; WTAM-FM
' Jose Ramon Quinones, San Juan,
Cleveland;
WCBT-FM Roanoke Rapids,
R., and
WPTF hearing
Raleigh,(re N.
C—
N. C.
, P.Granted
continued
petition
License Renewal
of Quinones for reconsideration of
I action granting CP to WPTF) to Sept.
WFUVcense renewal
New new
York—
for li23. (Examiner Johnson).
FM Request
noncommercial
station.
wer
Modification of CP
[August 16 Applications . . .
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.— Mod.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP new commercial TV station for
extension of completion date.
License for CP
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Mod
CP newto TV
station to change ant.
Request for license to cover CP new
height
438 ft.
AM station: WNAW North Adams,
Mass.; WGRO Bay City, Mich.; KBKW
TENDERED FOR FILING
Aberdeen, Wash.
AM— 1260 kc
Modification of CP
WERC Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP to request
change from 1260 kc 1 kw unl. to 1280
Mod. CP new FM station for extenkc 5 kw unl. DA-D
sion of completion date: WMBR-FM
BROADCASTING
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Grants,

Changes,
SUMMARY

Transfers,

Applications
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Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
AM Stations
2,031 1,979 219
375 243
FM Stations
739
394 448 12*
59
30
TV * Stations
75
17
101
346 182
5 on air
AppliCALL ASSIGNMENTS: KOOK Billings, Mont. (Montana Network 970 kc, 5 kw
unlimited); KTOE Mankato, Minn., changed from KELW (Minnesota Valley
Bcstg. Co.); WJBW New Orleans changed from WADW (LQuise C. Carlson);
WJBW-FM New Orleans changed from WADW-FM (Louise C. Carlson); WDOK
Cleveland, Ohio (Civic Bcstrs. Inc., 1260 kc, 5 kw unlimited); WPAL Charleston,
S. C. changed
(Charleston
Bcstrs.);Scriba,
WOPT N.Scriba,
N. Y. from
(PalladiumTimes
Inc., 840from
kc, 1WFAK
kw daytime);
WOPT-FM
Y. changed
WOPT
(Palladium-Times); WREB Holyoke, Mass. (Valley Bcstg. Corp. 930 kc, 500 w
daytime);
WTJH
East
Point,
Ga.
changed
from
WLNX
(Southeastern
Bcstg.
System).
Docket Actions . . .
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
KWKH International Bcstg. Corp.
Shreveport, La., WNEW Greater New
York Bcstg. Corp., New York, N. Y.,
WDGY Twin Cities Bcstg. Corp., Minneapolis, Minn. —(1)
In denied
memorandum
opin-of
ion and order
petitions
KWKH and
WNEW
requesting
reconsideration of Commission action Feb. 27,
1948 granting application Twin Cities
Bcstg. Corp. to increase power from
5 kw-D and 500 w between sunset at
Minneapolis and sunset at Albuquerque
to 50 kw-D and 25 kw-N and to install
new 9-element DA-DN and upon such
reconsideration application be set for
hearing, (2) denied petition of KWKH
requesting
Commission
final
show cause order
of June 3,make
1947 which
afforded WDGY opportunity to show
cause why license should not be so
modified asformancetowith Standards;
protect KWKH
in convacated
and
set aside said show cause order (3)
granted motion of WDGY to dismiss
amendment filed March 15 by KWKH
to petition of March 17, 1948; and (4)
authorized WDGY to begin program
tests on Aug, 24.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Jacksonville,
— Radio
granted new AMFla.station
on 1400South
kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost
$25,050. Radio South is licensee of
WKMA
Bartlett Quitman,
is ownerGa.of John
RadioRaymond
South.
Granted Aug. 18.
KWWL Waterloo,
Iowa— Blackhawk
Broadcasting
Co., granted
switch in
facilities from 1320 kc, 1 kw daytime to
1330 kc, 5 kw daytime, 1 kw night
DA-2.
Granted Aug. 18.
FM GRANTS
Greensboro, N. C. — Board of Trustees
Greensboro City Administrative Unit
grantedtionalnew
station noncommercial
on Channel 210educa(89.9
mc), power 10 watts. Granted Aug. 18.

TRANSFER GRANTS
KSPA
Paula,
Calif.— Granted
transfer ofSanta
control
in Ventura
County
Radio ing Center
to
family
consistof Neal Van Sooy,group
editor
and
publisher Ventura County Publishing
Co., daily paper, 20%, Martha Van
Sooy,estate
20%; salesman
M. McDonald
Seymour,
real
for Davis-Baker
Co., 20%; and Katherine Van Sooy,
20%. Consideration is $42,500. KSPA
is
assigned
Granted
Aug.140018. kc, ?50 w unlimited.
KPIK
San Luis Obispo,
Granted assignment
of licenseCalif.—
from
S. H. Frowein, Aram S. Rejebian and
Emma Widman d/b as San Luis Obispo
Broadcasting
to Pacific Broadcasting Co. for Co.
consideration
of $20,000.
Principals in Pacific Broadcasting are:
Marc H. Spinelli, presently on faculty
Woodbury College, Los Angeles, 25%;
Mary Di Priter, 25%; Richard R. and
Stanley Primanti, brothers and joint
owners Primanti Brothers Restaurant,
Pittsburgh, 25% each. KPIK operates
on 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted
Aug. 18.
WJRM Newport,
R.
Granted Malassignment of license
fromI.—John
loy and Irene
A. Malloy
d/b asE. Voice
of Little Rhody to Aquidneck Broadcasting Corp. in which Columbus
O'Donnell owns 100% of stock. Mr.
O'Donnell is 83.5% owner of National
Recording Corp.
(tapeWJRM
recording).
Consideration $21,000.
is assigned
1540 kc, 1 kw daytime. Granted
Aug. 18.
KDRS Paragould,
Ark.—
Granted
assignment of license
from
Thomas
Maxie Self, Ead Douglas and Gordon
Theodore Rand d/b as Progressive
Broadcasting Co., to a new partnership
composed of Mr. Self and Mr. Rand.
Mr. Douglas withdraws to enter special
training and sells his interest for
$20,000.
New name.
partnershipKDRS
will continue
under same
operates
with
250
w
unlimited
on
1490 kc.
Granted Aug. 18.
KROY-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.—
Granted acquisition of negative control
of Harmco Inc., by Hattie Harm and
(Continued on page 6U)
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Clyde F. Coombs through sale by
Harold B. Frasher estate of Ys Interest.
No profit involved. KROY is assigned 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited.
Granted Aug. 18.
WACO Waco, Tex., KRIO Mc Allen,
Tex., KNOW Austin, Tex.— Granted
transfer of control of Frontier Broadcasting Co. Inc., and of WACO and
KRIO, to Texas State Network. Texas
State presently owns 50% in Frontier.
C. C. Woodson and Wendell Mayes
surrender their joint 45% interest in
Frontier for a consideration $106,476
and assignment of license of KNOW to
them. Another stockholder in Frontier,
H. S. Fentress sells his 5% interest to
Texas State for $20,000. Mr. Woodson
and Mr. Mayes in turn assign license
of KNOW to Pioneer Broadcasting Co.,
which is wholly owned by them. In
transaction Mr. Woodson and Mr. Mayes
are released from note for $62,500
given in purchase of KRIO. KNOW
is assigned 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited;
KRIO is limited;
assigned
910 kc,on1 1460
kw unWACO operates
kc,
1 kw unlimited. Granted Aug. 11.
KPLT Paris, Tex. — Granted transfer
of control of North Texas Broadcasting Co. from Bernard Hanks deceased
and Eva May Hanks to T. J. McMahon,
Bruce B. Meador and Conway Craig,
executors of estate of M. Bernard
Hanks.
Granted Aug. 15.
Deletions . . .
Two AM and three FM authorizations were
FCC. are:
TotalAMwithdrawalsdeleted
since first by
of year
28,
FM 136. Deletions, effective dates and
reasons for v-fithdrawal follow:
KXCL San Angelo, Tex.— Sanan
Broadcasting Co., CP July 28. Request
of applicant.
WKNS Kinston, N. C— Kinston
Broadcasting Co., license Aug. 2. Station deleted contingent on grant of assignment of licenseCo.of WFTC to Kinston Broadcasting
WEAM-FM Arlington, Va.— Arlington-Fairfax Broadcasting Co. Inc. Conditional grant Aug. 9. Request of
applicant.
WSUN-FM St. Petersburg, Fla.— City
of St. Petersburg, CP Aug. 15. Applicant
states plans were to combine AM and
FM operations and AM application has
not been favorably acted upon. Since
public funds are involved applicant
feels itceediswitheconomically
unsound to proFM construction.
WJPJ Escanaba, Mich. — Delta Broadcastingcreased
Co., CG
15. Due to and
incost ofAug.construction
changed economic factors applicant
believes it is advisable to abandon
plans at this time.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Inglewood, Calif. — MuUer Brothers,
830 kc, 10 kw daytime. Estimated cost
$71,800. Walter and Frank MuUer have
owned and operated automobile agency
and super service station for past 25
years. Filed Aug. 18.
BoonviUe, Ind. — Boonville Broadcasting Co., 1540 kc, 250 w unlimited. Henry
C. Sanders owner of Boonville Broadcasting Co. previously filed application
May now
19. resubmitted
Application and
was amended
returned
and
to request
change
in
hours
of
operation. Filed Aug. 12.
FM APPLICATION
Atlanta,
— Druid 201
Hills
Church Inc.Ga.Channel
(88.1Baptist
mc),
power 10 w. Estimated cost $1,668.51.
H. W. Stephenson is chairman of board
of trustees. Filed Aug. 16.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KFRE
KFRM Fresno,
Calif. —of
Voluntaryandacquisition
of control
California Inland Broadcasting Co., by
J. E. Rodman who purchases 3,750
shares
by Morley
Maddox andof stock
Mary held
Elizabeth
and M.Richard
Whitmore, executors of estate of
■Charles Whitmore for a consideration
of $60,000. KFRE is assigned 1340 kc,
250 w unlimited. Filed Aug. 15.
KPOA
Honolulu,
HawaiiC. —Putnam,
Assignment of license
from Henry
-John D. Keating and J. Elroy McCaw
d/b as Island Broadcasting Co., to a
partnership of same name and composed of John D. Keating and J. Elroy
McCaw. Henry C. Putnam withdrew
ifrom partnership July 31, 1947 and Mr.
Keating and Mr. McCaw purchased
his interest for $5,000. KPOA is assigned 630 kc, 5 kw unlimited. Filed
Aug. 15.
— Assignment
ofWJBB
license Haleyville,
from Roy Ala.
Mayhall,
M. E.
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Buttram and H. E. Ray d/b as Haleyville Broadcasting Co. to H. E. Ray,
Guy L. Ray and Roy Mayhall a new
company of same name. Mr. Buttram
resides in Hollywood, Calif., and since
he is unable to look after the business
properlytweenan
agreement
bepartners
and Guy was
L. Raymade
to take
over the assignment. WJBB is assigned
1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Filed Aug. 18.
WERD
Atlanta,Atlanta
Ga. — Transfer
trol of Radio
Inc. to ofJ.con-B.
Blayton. Mr. Blayton acquires 960
shares of common stock for $96.00 and
will run station for 1 year without
salary during which time all profits by
station shall be used to pay debts
which station has incurred. At end of
one year Mr. Blayton will have option
of purchasing rest of stock at $100.00
per share. WERD operates on 860 kc
with 1 kw daytime. Filed Aug. 18.
KIVY Crockett,
Tex. from
— Assignment
construction
permit
David W.of
Ratliif and Guy C. Hutcheson d/b as
Houston County Broadcasting Co., to
Hamilton H. Callen and James H.
Gibbs d/b as Pioneer Broadcasting Co.
Consideration is $500.00. Mr. Callen is
chief engineer KWED Seguin, Tex.
and Mr. Gibbs is announcer with same
station. They are equal partners.
KIVY is
time. assigned
Filed Aug. 5.1570 kc 500 w dayKEVA
Shamrock,
Tex.Howell,
— Assignment
of license from J. C.
Arval
Montgomery and Lester Campbell to
Albert Cooper tr/as Shamrock Texas
Broadcasting Co. Due to economic
conditions Messrs. Howell, Montgomery
and Campbell
were tounable
to con-of
veniently contribute
construction
station and Mr. Cooper buys their interests as follows: from Mr. Montgomery $484.97; Mr. Howell $,200.00;
Mr. Campbell $200.00. KEVA is assigned 1580 kc, 250 w daytime. FUed
Aug. 5.
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C—
Assignment of license from Cowles
Broadcasting
to Capital ofBroadcasting Co. for a Co.
consideration
$300,000.
Principals in Capital include: Joseph
Katz, Joseph Katz Agency, Baltimore,
95% owner WWDC Washington; Ben
Strouse, vice president and 2.5% owner
WWDC; Charles M. Harrison, secretary
2.5%. WOL is assigned 1260 kc, 5 kw
unl. See story Broadcasting, Aug. 8,
page 29. Filed Aug. 5.
WINK Fort
Voluntary
acquisition
of Myers,
control Fla.
of —Fort
Myers
Broadcasting Co. by Daniel Sherby.
Daniel Sherby purchases 250 shares of
stock from
Harry Sherby
for consideration of $150,000.
All stock
in Fort
Myers Broadcasting Co. is held by
United Garage & Service Corp. Principals in United Garage & Service Corp.,
are Daniel Sherby, Arthur McBride,
and Arthur McBride Jr. WINK is asAu?. 18.signed 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Filed
WSBCment of AM
and license
WXRT and
Chicago—
AssignFM construction permit from Julius Miller, Oscar
Miller, Bertha L. Miller and Arnold B.
Miller d/b as Radio Station WSBC to
same
with withdraws
exception to
of
Arnold co-partners
B. Miller who
devote time to his musical career and
sells his interest for $8,000 plus. Four
remaining partners will have equal
interests. WSBC operates with 250 w,
sharing time on 1240 kc. Filed Aug. 18.
WIHL Hammond, La. — Assignment
of license from Joseph A. Sims and
Henry A. Mentz Jr. partnership d/b as
Superior Enterprises to Joseph A. Sims.
Mr. Mentz who is retiring to devote
full time to his law practice sells for
$2,750. WIHL is assigned 730 kc, 250 w
daytime. Filed Aug. 18.
KAMQ Amarillo, Tex. — Assignment
of license from Hoyt Houck, Robert D.
Houck, Walter G. Russell and W. J.
Dickerson a partnership d/b as Top
of Texas Broadcasting Co., to a new
corporation composed of same individuals with same interests. KAMQ is
assigned 1010 kc, 1 kw daytime. Filed
Aug. 18.
KBTV Dallas, Tex.— Assignment of
CP from Lawson Lacy, executrix of
estate of Rogers Lacy and Tom Potter
d/b
Lacy-Potter
Co. toasPotter
TelevisionTelevision
Bcstg. Co.Bcstg.
Mrs.
Lacy relinquishes her one half interest
in the estate of Rogers Lacy to Mr.
Potterthe"inestate
consideration
of your saving
both
and me harmless
from
any liabilities or obligations whatsoever that have heretofore been incurred or will be incurred in the television station." KBTV is assigned
Channel
mc),3. 18.5 kw aur.,
35 kw vis.8 (180-186
Filed Aug.
KPHC Walsenburg, Col.— Transfer of
two shares of stock in Walsenburg
Broadcasting Corp., from James 3.
Tesitor to Luclle E. Banks for a consideration of $?00. Mrs. Banks is wife
of Tom G. Banks major stockholder in
corporation. She was elected secretary-treasurer atrecent board meeting.
KPHC Aug.
is assigned
1450 kc, 250 w unl.
Filed
3.
KSUM Fairmont, Minn. — Acquisition
of control in Fairmont Broadcasting

TELEVISION is on the way to San Antonio and surrounding areas of South
Texas as workmen rush remodeling of WOAI building . into radio and TV
center visualized in architect's drawing. The building, fitted with latest TV
facilities, will serve as home of both WOAI and WOAi-TV. Television service
is planned for December [Broadcasting, Aug. 1].
'
TV Proposals
(Continued from page 46)
proposed
a first-come, educational
first-serve
basis
for on
noncommercial,
stations. These would use full metropolitan power.
Without specifying details, an
announcement by DuMont said
that its plan "proposes allocation
of VHF and UHF frequencies in
such a manner as to provide a
minimum of four channels in most
metropolitan communities to assure
competitive operation and a wide
choice of programs."
The plan "minimizes the intermixture of VHF and UHF assignments to reduce, or eliminate, the
need for set owners to buy converters or for station owners to utilize
transmitters for two supplementary
frequencies,"
the announcement
said.
'Best Long Term Plan'
"It provides for the best long
term operating plan for television,
in that it designates certain cities,
now having a limited VHF service,
as future UHF cities in the long
term plan. It is proposed that existing licensed and constructionpermit-holding stations in such
cities continue in operation for a
specified period of time until the
transition from VHF to UHF has
been completed. An orderly conversion schedule, designed to protect station operator and set
owTier, mentwould
stated. follow," the announceThe UHF allocation proposed by
DuMont takes cognizance of interference factors not previously used,
it was said, such as protection
against local oscillator radiation of
receivers and protection against
image interference. DuMont indicated the image condition promises to be a serious problem on
television receivers operating over
such a broad frequency spectrum.
Customary factors of co-channel
and adjacent channel interference
also are incorporated.
Co. by Leo J. Seifert through purchase
of 20 shares of stock from each Charles
Potter, George Wilson, Harold Westby
and L. C. Meyer. Mr. Seifert pays
$2,000 for each 20 shares. Purchase
of this stock gives Mr. Seifert 56.7%
interest in permittee corp. KSUM is
assigned
Aug.
5. 1370 kc, 1 kw unlimited. Filed

In replying to FCC's July 20
letter, Julius F. Brauner, CBS at-!
torney, presented information on
the network's color television tests.
Details of its tests, starting back
in 1940, were submitted, along with
descriptions of progress made since
the FCC's color hearings over twoj
years ago. Cost of research now ton
exceeds $3,500,000, it was stated.
CBS' disc system is substantially necei
identical, from camera to viewed
image, with the present standard
system, the network said, except
for the color disc in the camera, tkr
higher camera scanning rate, color
mixer, color sequence phasing pulse,
higher scanning rate in receiver
and color disc or three-phospher
single-gun tube in the receiver.
Enthusiastic comments from the otl
30,000 who saw the American Medi-|^'^
cal Assn. convention demonstrations at Atlantic City in June
[Broadcasting, June 6] were cited,
with 83% having considered it an,
excellent method of medical instruction and 13% a good method. tat

tentative
final conclusions
.jVre
CBSIn said
the lossandin definition
betweenjcovej
10 mc and 4.5 mc video bandwidth!
terns
but is notcanreadily
on
color pictures
be seendiscernible
on testsharp
pat-|™"'<
normal
program material
when
ening circuits are used at the trans
mitter; crispness in the picture is a;
important as reproduction of minute
detail atwidth normal
mc bandwill work distances;
with RCA 6 relay
and »llal
broadcast transmitters and telephone net
Staiii
company 4000 mc transmitters without «sts
modification; standard receivers can,
be modified for color or black-andwhite; both
direct and
receivers can receive
discprojection
pictures but
direct view color
sets cannot
yetthey
receive
allHin
electronic
though
may
the future.
David B. Smith, vice president! Joj
in charge of research and engi- aper
neering for Philco Corp. and di- I-oiig
rector of Philco Television Broad- 'P^'a
casting Corp., submitted a review
of Philco's color TV research pro
gram. Although he concluded that
studies have not yet reached the jjjj.
point where any optimum set oi
standards could be selected, a table ^
of possible standards was offered an],
on the basis of present data. Foifn
comparison, the present mono
chrome and conventional trichromatic 6mc color systems are listed
The Philco report stated that the iaotoi
two basic color system problems
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> (are bandwidth and compatibility
with the present TV broadcasting
structure. A compatible system, the
report stated, "requires the selecting of the color coordinate and
color balance point (i.e. the color
corresponding to equal degrees of
modulation of the three color signal) so that the resulting signal
will produce a satisfactory color
signal, from the point of view of
color rendition, flicker etc., and a
saiJisfactory monochrome picture,
[I from the point of view of picture
jL^detail,
shading etc."
these
two requirements
are While
essentially
different, Philco indicated it believed a suitable compromise can
be made.
The report pointed out that
TV'/ bandwidth is determined by the
7i(ei; product of the amount of detail
transmitted (total number of equiv— alent dots of different brightness
possible in a static picture) and
the rate at which this patter must
ibe repeated "to fool the eye into
thinking it sees a continuous piclaciilture including the effect of motion
ritSiif the picture changes."
In order to transmit the addi^'^tional information necessary for a
™ 'trichromatic color system, "it is
necessary to either (a) increase
allij;!the video bandwidth, (b) reduce
wee the geometric detail of the picture
arnor (c) reduce the rate of pattern
eptt(transmission," it was said. If
wider channels are not available,
Hthe third item was said to have
ithe most "interesting possibilities."
RCA Information
RCA submitted supplemental inllf^iformation to the material on UHF
tests in conjunction with WNBW
I(TV) Washington which it had
presented at the hearing last fall.
'Report of G. H. Brown, research
lengineer with RCA Labs. Division,
^"Fon the Washington tests was inuc-rfeluded. In general, RCA found
I that excessive powers would he rejjjjLquired on UHF channels to match
(e«if:overage performance
of VHF
*bperations. RCA said that no inf oi; foi-mation was yet available on its
Ei'idgeport, Conn., UHF experii I mental outlet because of problems
^'J^ljjncountered in construction,
jn'pj Analysis of the Washington
J™JUHF test performance in accordi4,ir\ce with FCC's VHF standards
""(If
submitted
by Russel
w vvas
consulting
engineer,
who P.
wasMay,
re;ained by RCA for the project last
?all.
John H. Poole, licensee of UHF
:3xperimental station KM2XAZ
iLong Beach, Calif., and under
pperation as Pacific Video Pio^leers, presented an elaborate reyiew of operations on 530 mc.
"Stanford Research Institute is
collaborating on developmental
tbe^'Arork.
Mr. Poole said that propagation
:ableB;ests indicate "satisfactory service
);an be given to large metropolitan
iireas in the lower portion of the
lOllO-(LJHF band using current techniques" and that Stanford Research
institute findings indicate satisjjliffiifactory convertors and receivers
;an be produced economically. He
BROADCASTING

said the "outphasing" system of
transmission offers promise of an
economical UHF transmitter which
can be expended in power without
altering the modulator, "ultimately
giving high power at high efficiency."
Mr. Poole said KM2XAZ plans
to have effective radiated power of
2 kw video and 1 kw audio by
early 1950 and continued power
increases are planned thereafter.
Report on the 600-mc experimental operation of Television
California's W6XJD San Francisco
also was filed. In operation since
May 1948, the station now is on
the air about 57 hours weekly. Details of work were presented to the
FCC previously and the report indicated that present tests on tropospheric propagation are insufficient so far for conclusions but it
appears characteristics are very
similar to VHF.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, which
has been operating since early 1948
under special authority via experimental station W6XIS on Channel
4 (66-72 mc) while its regular facilities are under construction, reviewed its technical findings on
propagation. One recent observation is that good reception found
at the base of a mountain which
lies between the ' reception point
and the transmitting antenna has
been by direct wave rather than re-

flected wave. It was found that,
especially over sharp mountains,
the signal in passing over the
mountain top is bent abruptly
downward.
Experience of State U. of Iowa
in television research and experimental operation since 1932 is related in material filed by Dr. E.
B. Kurtz,
of the
school's electricalhead
engineering
department.
Interest in reservation of educational TV channels has been expressed by Frederick L. Hovde,
president of Purdue U., Lafayette,
Ind., and the Assn. for Education
by Radio, Chicago.
In addition to CBS, DuMont and
Philco, the Commission also has
requested color information from
Color Television Inc., San Francisco; Thomascolor Corp., Hollywood; Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., and General Electric.
DuMont last week was given additional time until Aug. 31 to submit reports on its five experimental
stations.
High School FM
FIRST Chicago-area high school
FM station will be erected by suburban Evanston Township High
School on the city's north shore.
Plans for the 5 w station are being
formulated by Supt. Lloyd S.
Michael and a faculty committee.

JKlU±tonQ±

► Tomorrow

Mr. Lackey

(Aug. 23) marks
the beginning of
its 20th year of
operation for
WPAD Paducah, Ky. Date
also will mark
six full years of
CBS affiliation
for station which
was the first radio venture of
WPAD President
Pierce Lackey.

► Sam Hayes, newscaster for
NBC, celebrated his 10th anniversary with General Mills on his
Aug. 15 broadcast of Breakfast
News over NBC Western Network.
Program was his 5,750th newscast
since he started with NBC San
Francisco 20 years ago.
► Celebrating its second anniversary is Cinderella Weekend program on WTIC Hartford, Conn.
The popular quiz show offers contestants opportunity to spend
glamorous expense-paid weekend
in New York as well as smaller
prizes. Floyd Richards and Bob
Tyrol, who conduct show, have
been with program since its inception. Show is aired Monday thru
Friday, 9-9:30 a.m.

• Telecasting

ANNIVERSARY candles are lit by
Wisconsin Gov. Oscar A. Rennebohm
at a dinner party honoring WISN
Milwaukee and its seven years of
broadcasting the program Know Your
Druggist Better. Among the 500
guests of the Milwaukee County
Pharmacists' Assn. ore (I to r) Frank
Kuskowski, chairman of the association's radio committee; WISN Manager Gaston W. Grignon; the governor; James Roenitz, president of
the Wisconsin Pharmaceutical Assn.,
and Arthur H. Hackendahl, president of the Milwaukee association.

Hubbell TV Inc.
(Continued from page i6)
of the two longer series to make
a 15-minute show.
Mr. Hubbell said also that among
the first films to be available will
be a mystery series made in England specially for Hubbell Television Inc. French sports and animated cartoons subjects are also
among the initial offerings.
Thus far, no French or Italian
firm, which is the equivalent of the
Richardson-Hubbell Television Networks Ltd., has been formed. But
such firms, to obtain exclusive U. S.
TV distribution to desirable stockpiles of films in their respective
countries and to initiate new production of TV films, are to be
formed, Mr. Hubbell said.
Prices to be charged TV buyers
of the films have not yet been
set, said Mr. Hubbell, because cost
breakdowns have not yet been received from the British producing
companies. He said, however, that
because of the mass production
methods being used, prices would
be lower than those commanded by
comparable films. The company
intends to set up a price schedule
which will put some certainty on an
enduring basis in television programming via its films, Mr. Hubbell
said.
Other officers of Hubbell Television Inc., are: Treasurer, Thomas
H. Josten, a sales executive of
Sylvania
formei'lyof
head
of Electric
market and
research
Marshall Field and Co., Chicago;
vice president and secretary, Kyra
D. Hubbell, wife of Mr. Hubbell,
former actress and department
head of College of Music of Cincinnati, specializing in stage and
camera deportment.
Members of the board, besides
Messrs. Hubbell and Josten: Edwin M. Martin, chairman of the
board, lawyer of Washington, D. C,
who formerly was board chairman
of American Bosch Corp. and vice
president, secretary and director
of Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp.; Raymond L. Bebhardt,
trustee of New York, Ontario and
Western Railway.; J. P. Rogers,
vice president and general sales
manager of Rutenber Electric Co.
of Marion, Ind.; Richard P. Schulze,
patent lawyer of Washington, D.
C; Josef Somlo, owner of Somlo
Films Ltd., and Corona Films Ltd.,
of London, England, and of Savoy
Films, S. A. of Paris.
Hubbell Television Inc., is making its offices temporarily at 118
East 40 Street, New York.
Pharmacy Award
A TROPHY is to be awarded each
year by the Southeast Florida
Pharmaceutical Assn. to the national radio program best protray-ing the American pharmacist. A
resolution
passed'
last week toat that
the effect
regularwas monthly
meeting of the association at McAllister Hotel in Miami.
August 22, 1949
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KWRZ FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.,
ORDERED TO LEAVE AIR
KWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz., ordered off air by
Sept. 15 on basis of "unlawful" transfer, FCC
reported Friday. Usual revocation procedure
not followed as Commission considers continued operation "constitutes unlicensed and illegal broadcasting."
FCC found James L. Stapleton, Duard K.
Nowlin and Jesse M. Neil Jr. on Feb. 1 physically left operation in hands of Selwyn Kirby
and Agnes McGillvra who had contract to buy
KWRZ for $17,000-plus. No application for
approval was filed although letter in March
related sale. Commission said. Mrs. McGillvra,
ex-wife of station representative Joseph
Hershey McGillvra, told Commission in July
that Selwyn Kirby had withdrawn and she was
unable to get prospects for part interest because all expressed doubt that sale would be
approved, FCC reported. KWRZ assigned 250
w on 1340 kc, founded 1947.
RICHARDS GRANTED DELAY
EXTENSION of time to Sept. 19 granted by
FCC to KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland to file motion to change issues in Commission's hearing on G. A. (Dick)
Richards' trusteeship plan [Broadcasting,
Aug. 1]. Mr. Richards proposes to transfer
his interests in three properties to Harry J.
Klingler, Lawrence P. Fisher and John A.
Hannah. Hearing also includes the renewal
application for WGAR.
No date set.
OFFICIALS SEE COLOR TV
HIGH government officials showed interest in
progress of CBS color TV Friday noon at
National Guard Armory, Washington (early
story page 40). CBS represented by Frank
Stanton, president; Adrian Murphy, vice president and general executive; Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, engineering research director. Officials
saw WMAR-TV Baltimore broadcast on special
Zenith color receiver, 35 miles from transmitter. Black - and - white RCA receiver
equipped with adapter showed both black-andwhite and color to permit comparison, picking
up rebroadcast by WMAL-TV Washington.
Friday picture declared better than Thursday
test, FCC having traced interference to Treasury Dept. annex adding machines in nearby
building.
CHICAGO OFFICE OPENED
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & Parsons Inc.,
television station i-epresentative, last week
opened a Chicago office in Tribune Tower
Bldg., 435 N. Michigan Ave. Carroll Layman,
former ABC Central Division salesman, is
midwest representative. He was formerly on
Grant Adv. account staff.
SPONSOR STARTING ON ABC
RADIO OFFERS Co., New York, through
Huber Hoge & Sons, also New York, sponsoring Hovisewives Money Mo.ker, weekly quarterhour on 60 ABC stations. Programs to be aired
starting Thursday, Sept. 8, 10:45-11 a.m., on
initial 13-week contract.
COULTER LEAVES AGENCY
LLOYD 0. COULTER, vice president of radio
and television, McCann-Erickson Inc., has resigned. Expects to take extended vacation
and will announce plans about Jan. 1.
Page 66
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TWO-PHASE TV HEARING
PLANNED BY FCC
HEARING on television reallocation and
standards, scheduled to begin Sept. 26 (see
story page 46), to be divided into two parts,
FCC said Friday upon considering suggestions
favoring such separation. Part I to include
general subjects such as technical standards,
allocation formulas and procedures, with Part
II devoted to specific allocation proposals
city-by-city.
Following July 11 notice of further proposed
rule-making [Broadcasting, July 18], Part I
to cover Appendices A and B of that notice,
plus paragraphs 6 to 13. Part II to concern
Appendices C and D. Order of appearances to
be announced reasonable time before hearing,
FCC said, after Aug. 26 and Sept. 12 comment
deadlines pass.
HOOPER TO CONSOLIDATE
NEW YORK TV RATINGS
C. E. HOOPER Inc. will consolidate its New
York TV-home-sample based Teleratings and
its random-home-sample based New York City
TV-Hooperatings into one report which will
be published monthly beginning Oct. 15, 1949.
Consolidation expected to result in substantial
savings to subscribers.
Move to consolidate was prompted by observing parallel nature of two studies, Mr. Hooper
said, explaining that resultant ratings are two
different expressions of same thing.
Y&R

NAMES

ERICKSON

RODNEY ERICKSON, with Young & Rubicam. New York, since March 1948 as producer-director ofWe the People, named supervisor of operations for radio and television.
Lottery Rule
(Continued from page U )
gers and given it back to the entertainers."
He felt ruling probably would be upset, however. Mr. Allen said he was not against giveaways "up to a certain point, but when they
dominate the networks, they chase listeners
away and cheapen the whole medium." He
added: "In the beginning radio was static.
Out of the static came words and then entertainment. When the shyster element got in,
theyText
gaveof away
entertainment."
ABC everything
statement but
follows:
ABC believes that the new definitions announced
today by the FCC, stigmatizing many radio and
television giveaway programs as lotteries, are not
in the public interest, and are an invalid attempt
to extend existing law. All of the programs broadlottery.cast over ABC facilities are legal and none is a
In issuing its regulations, which constitute a new
definition of what is a lottery, the FCC, as a result
of the action of only three of its seven members,
has taken action that is inconsistent with the system
of private broadcasting which has flourished in this
country, and is first step by the Federal Government
into actual program planning.
As Comr. Hennock stated in her dissent, the Commission's
action istfieunwarranted.
immediately to test
legality of theABCFCCproposes
regulations
in the courts. This action is in accord with the
position ABC announced a year ago when the FCC
first disclosed its proposed regulations.
No changes will be made in ABC programs as a
result of the FCC regulations. We feel certain that
appropriate injunctive relief will be granted to the
radio industry and to the many interested advertisers as a result of the litigation which ABC will
begin immediately.
We do not believe that a government agency
should set itself up to decide what radio and television programs the public should or should not hear
and like. Let competition take care of that. The
programs on the radio and television networks and
stations, against which the FCC regulations apparently are directed, are extremely popular.
have high entertainment value and are listenedTheyto
with enjoyment by millions of people daily.

OF U. S.

NEAR 150-MILLION MARK
U. S. POPULATION as of July 1 estimated at
149,215,000, according to Philip M. Hauser,
acting director of Census Bureau. About 148
million are civilians living here and balance are
in armed forces at home or abroad.
Increase in population since April 1, 1940,
estimated at 17% million or over 13%. Rate
of
population
increase
1.2 million
a year'
prior
to war, rose
to 1.6was
million
in war and
m:
up to 2.7 million after war. Birth rate since
July
1, 1946, has risen with death rate de-^j
creasing.
|j|

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
action by organized baseball looking toward
relaxation of restrictions on play-by-plaj
broadcasts. Asst. Atty. General Bergson coni
ferred last week with attorneys interested ir
broadcasters' complaint and assured thenr
every effort would be made for voluntar;
agreement in advance of possible anti-trus >
law prosecution [Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
LEWIS HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, studying present
radio show Me and Janie, Tuesday, 8:30-9
p.m. on NBC to decide whether to continue
summer replacement through fall. Final decision Labor Day.
i
AVCO CORP., Crosley division. New York]
preparing second video show on another netn
work (probably CBS-TV) for fall presentatioij
in addition to Who Said That? on NBC-TV
starting in October, which sponsor has renewed. Benton & Bowles,' New York, agency.
PROSPECTS for NARBA, and all other world
radio pacts, growing dimmer as high-frequency
broadcast committee at Paris shows little
progress after two months of parleying on
Mexico City treaty provisions. U. S. and Russia, not signatories to Mexico City pact, sitting
as observers. Canada only western nation sitting on committee.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., (Lucky Strike
cigarettes) through BBDO New York, almoslj
set with new TV show. Agency executive hack
from London where plans for part of show
were consummated.
BECAUSE of recognition given FM undei'
NAB reorganization, key figures in FM Assn.
are carefully planning move to integrate func-!
tions with NAB and ultimately wind up FMA.
Project is premised both on economy and
efficiency. FMA members — about 250 strong
— would be given opportunity to transfer membership with full rights and privileges. Before
fusion can become fait accompli, however, vote
of FMA membership is required.
NEW weapon in NAB's membership drive to
appear soon. It will be graphic story of
association's services. Entire executive staff,
including several no longer at NAB, contributed to document which was conceived as
answer to member who asked why he should
continue to pay dues.
TV BLACK INK DEPT.: "We have averaged $25 a month profit for April, May, June
and July television operation, not counting
depreciation. With the business we have
booked, starting in October we will be in the
black including depreciation and all charges
against TV." A communication from Stanley
E. Huhhard, president-general manager,
KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING
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CJCTRAS

Standard

There's a good reason why so many
advertisers select WLW first as the vehicle
to carry new selling appeals.
For here is a radio station with un-

are

equipment

If you are planning to launch a new
advertising campaign or introduce a new
product, talk it over first with The
Nation's Station.

equalled facilities — a great station that is
equipped to provide many extra services
far beyond simply selling time on the air.
And here, in WLW-Land, are 330
counties comprising parts of seven states
— an area that presents a true cross section of the nation.
Yes, you'll find that WLWs Merchandise-Able Area is an ideal proving ground
for new advertising campaigns, new
techniques, new products. And
"know-how"

with a

peculiar to its territory —

'EXTRAS"
E WLW Council
SOMAdvisory
People's
to determine program preferences and
for general consumer market studies.

Consumer's Foundation
to determine consumer reaction to products and packaging.
Merchandising Departments
to stimulate dealer cooperation, check
distribution, report attitudes, etc.
Test Stores

plus adequate manpower — The Nation's
Station is in a position to help you study
this market of nearly fourteen million

to check potential buying responses,
effect of new packaging, displays, etc.
Buy Way

people. It can smooth the way in securing distribution . . . gaining dealer cooperation .. . getting consumer reactions.

monthly merchandising newspaper for
retailers and wholesalers.

You

cant

without

cover

California

on-the-spot

s Bonanza

Beeline

radio

rhe Bona)i/.,i i)«.f,iin.' i.- a oig area lu lcalt, luu - .u
of California's rich inland plus western Nevada. Its
\cceds Maryland's . . . and its drug sales
'lisappointment if you count on
uuwu iv-i >-o\ti' the Beeline — because its well
i>ved from the Coast. And Beeliner*: naturally listen
most to their o\vn Ivml statior>

y, < , - over thf • ''-o you lictci uic five BEELINE
stati
)gether. -lanket the whole market.
IndivuluaiJx . f-ach
a 6ti<
" 1 favorite. Take
[OH Reno, for example. .
;ng to a recent r'onlan
survey, KOH leads all other stations in Reno
station-' ('.'■.' - p- '; • f
outside
and
of the
audienci
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Radio

SUCCESS

STORY:

and

This summer

WLEE

promoted the

Result: "a substantial increase in the sale of portable radios this summer
The only difference in promotion this year was the campaign on WLEE.
Richmond

over last."

merchants are used to results like
More and more national adver-

tisers are following their lead. If WLEE isn't
on your list, call in your Forjoe man and get
the whole story.
TOM TINSLEY, President

WLEE
MUTUAL

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manager

IN THIS ISSUE:

MONTHLY

TELECASTING

CENTS

Television

sale of portable radios with jingles like: "So easy to pack— have it going and coming backtake a portable with you." All the major radio distributors bought spots plugging their
individual brands.

this on WLEE.
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that you can buy any

mry variations
Magazines, newspapers, , department
-I stores, , news reels— everywhere
lay's favorite!
favorite!
WLS takes
tak
G! Today's
you see SQUARE DANCIN
DANCING!
favo
WLS
special
ave been
been known
known for
for 22 55 years
interest because we have
years as
as the
the home
of
...
square dancing and folk music— the originator of the WLS
Dance. For more
more facts
facts about
about the
the quarter-ce
quarte ntury-old
Barn Dan ce or
any of the friendly programs
programs on
on "the
"the square
square dance
d
station
see your John Blaiair man or Sales Manager, WLS, Chicago 7.
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
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Hollywood's most g,o
oos stars-including Mor„„„,.
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D.e.nch Debora
h Ker
Garf.eld, Fredric Mar, John
rch,
Margaret Sullavon, and
Ahe,„e Thrilling adapta Brian
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fl|„k.,s. A full hour show

"GOOD NEWS
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s
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.
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'LIONEL BARRYMORE
One of the world's most
famous and best-loved stars
reminiscing...telling fascinating stories about Hollywood,
Broadway and Show Business
and its famous personalities.
15 Mnuf»s ... 3 T/mei A Week

ly L"*
onishing
t
PRODUCTIO
(Available Soon)

"The
Adventures
of BARRYMORE—
Dr. Kildare"
Starring LEW
AYRES and LIONEL
as Dr.
Kildare and Dr. Gillespie — more exciting than ever! On
the air for the first time in these famous film stories.
A Half Hour, once a week

"JUDGE
HARDY'S
Starring MICKEY ROONEY
as ANDY
STONE as JUDGE HARDY— America's
and FAY HOLDEN as "MA" HARDY.
the wonderful Hardy stories millions
on the airl
A Half

FAMILY"
HARDY. .. LEWIS
favorite father...
Together again in
love. Never before
Hour, once a week

DOES
NOTon thePAY"
A"CRIIVIE
tense, thrilling dramatic
series based
outstanding M-G-M short subjects that won an Academy Award.
Featuring popularA Half
"name"
Hour, players.
once a week

"MAISIE"
Starring ANN SOTHERN in brand new and hilarious
adaptations of the gay and giddy adventures that won
Maisie millions of friends.
A Half Hour, once a week

WMCM
50,000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL
1050 ON YOUR DIAL-100.3 MEG.-F.M.

711 Fifth Avenue, New York

FIRST COME-FIRST
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NOWI-MU

SERVEDl
8-1000
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Brieflyj

AGENCY NAMED # Devoe & Reynolds
Upcoming
NARBA preparaCircuit |Aug. 29: Government-industry
New York, appoints J. Walter Thompson, Ne-w
osed
Cl
tory committee, Departmental Auditorium,
SUMMARY FCC action banning giveaways
York, to handle advertising for its following
Washington.
caught Dept. of Justice by surprise. Criminal
subsidiary divisions: Wadsworth, Howlanc
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 : Institute of Radio Engineers
Co., Boston; Peaslee-Gaulbert Paint and Var
Division, it's learned, was poised to sue unwestern
regional
meeting,
and
Pacific
Elecidentified midwest station for alleged violation
nish Co., Louisville; Jones-Dabhey Co., Louis^
tronics Exhibit, Civic Aud., San Francisco.
of Criminal Code anti-lottery provision. While
ville; Truscon Labs, Detroit, and BeckwithSept. 7-1 1 : NBC Affiliates Convention, Greenbrier
Chandler Co., Newark, effective Dec. 1, 1949.
it's now inferred Department hadn't made up
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
its mind on suit, question naturally arose
BAKER
Y TEST # California Nut Breaa
Sept. 8-9: First of series of NAB district meetings
whether FCC acted precipitately (with only
Inc., Los Angeles, considering expansioi
(district 7), Terrace Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
four of seven members present) to get drop
throughout country following test campaigi
on DOJ.
Sept. 13: Third NARBA conference convenes,
in San Francisco, Oakland and Fresno. Agency
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
WHILE ABC Vice President Robert H. HinckJ. B. Kiefer Inc., Los Angeles.
(Other Upcomings on page 31)
LORILLARD SWITCH • P. Lorillard Co.
ley observed "no quote" rule after his halfhour conference with President Truman last
New York, switching telecast of Original Ama
Bulletins
teur Hour for Old Gold cigarettes from Du
Wednesday, it's reasoned he at least broached
FCC's anti-lottery crackdown which would
Mont
to NBC-TV, effective Oct. 4. Progran
CHARLES C. BARRY, ABC vice president in
strike innermost reaches of ABC money pocket.
to be aired Tuesday, 10-11 p.m., thereby sell
charge
of
television,
Friday
appointed
vice
As a member of public advisory board of EC A,
president in charge of programs for both radio
ing out network's 7 to 11 p.m. line-up for that
he left Saturday for one-month tour of Europe
night. Agency, Lennen & Mitchell,
N. Y.
and television, and J. Donald Wilson, formerly
and his Presidential date was for primary
FOOTBALL RIGHTS • Tidewater-Assopurpose of discussing that trip.
vice president in charge of network's radio prociated Oil Co., with exclusive right to telecast
grams, appointed vice president and national
director of network programs. Mr. Wilson
Stanford's eight home football games, to
EX-U.S. SENATOR W. Lee O'Daniel's interest
will report to Mr. Barry, and both will work
in hillbilly talent and inquiries at WBAP
place them on KGO-TV San Francisco. Agency,
Buchanan & Co., San Francisco
on radio and television.
Fort Worth's new radio-TV center have lent
strength to reports he will run for Texas
governorship. "Pappy" O'Daniel was launched
FCC,
originally into state and national politics by
CBS
Session;
Color
Speed
Urq
ed
TTOT T nwTMn
11/- 1 r confere
J nce Friday
T7, . ,
_
.
way of his Lightcrust Doughboys program.
Participa
ting in session for FCC,
FOLLO
WING l^i-hou
inwadditioii
with CBS officials, headed by President Frank
to Messrs. Walker and Jones were
VIRGINIA DARE Wine through Ruthrauff
Stanton, FCC decided to call on all manuComrs. Frieda B. Hennock
M. Webster,!
& Ryan, New York, currently preparing exGeneral Counsel Ben CottoneandandE. Acting
facturers or experimenters equipped to proChief
Engineer
tensive announcement campaign for fall placeJohn
Willoughb
y;
Joe
Nelson,
acting chief
duce color TV receivers or adaptors to get
ment.
Law Bureau TV branch; Curtis B. PlummerT
chief.
Engineering Bureau TV broadcast division; Edward
them out with greatest possible speed to
assist in field-testing of color systems preWITHIN HOURS of RCA's announcement of
For
CBS in chief
if^
laborator
Laurel, were
Md.
addition
y division,Stanton,
to President
paratory to Sept. 26 all-inclusive TV allocaAdrian Murphy, vice president and general
new 6-mc color TV system, WMAR-TV Baltiexecutive;
Earl
H.
tions
Gammons,
proceedings.
Washington vice president;
more Sitnpapers station, through its director,
ur Peter Goldmark, director
research and deIt was understood that such companies as
former FCC Comr. E. K. Jett, offered its
velopment and inventor of CBSof color
Richard
Salant,
New York attorney. system, and
transmitter to demonstrate system over 35-mile
RCA, CBS, Color Television Inc., and other
In letter written Friday to FCC Comr.
manufacturers had been given invitations to
transmission path to Washington. RCA will
Robert F. Jones, Mr. Stanton asked Commission
cooperate to make tests as conclusive as posuse NBC's Washington TV outlet, WNBW, for
color demonstrations next month. Jett offer
to specify kind of field tests it will accept as
sible. RCA previously had announced it will
would parallel highly successful test of CBS
publicly demonstrate its electronic color system
adequate for approval of CBS color TV sysnext month in Washington via NBC's WNBW
color preceding week. Baltimore-to-Washington
tem. Noting that "under one set of specifications test could be quite simple,
(TV) as one that it claims will eliminate all
test, Mr. Jett advised, would reveal quality
but under
of color transmission within normal contour
of major technical and economic problems
another gargantuan," Mr. Stanton stated : "Our
past experience has convinced us that we are
that have
(35-50 miles) of VHF TV stations.
changeover from black-andwhite (see beset
page 18).
simply not able to decide on commitments for
YOU CAN still jot down as "shrouded in
Conference with CBS, called by Acting
field testing until we have some official specifimystery" plans of FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
Chairman Paul Walker following release by
cation of what will be considered adequate.
who returned to Washington ten days ago
Chairman Johnson (D-Col.) of Senate Interafter three-month assignment in Europe on
"As a matter of fact," he declared, "the
state Commerce Committee of correspondence
design
and construction of equipment for the
communications matters. He hasn't reassumed
kind of field test I assume you are seeking
on CBS color status, 'was for primary purpose
chairmanship and is noncommittal as to
of exploring availability of receivers and
could not, in any event, be accomplished bewhether (1) he'll stay or (2) he'll resign to
adapters to test CBS system, since CBS itself
tween the time of the Commission's notice of
return to private enterprise.
has no set manufacturing facilities.
hearing of July 11, 1949 (or the public notice
WHATEVER HAPPENS to now moribund
Comr. Robert F. Jones, who had spear-headed
of May 26, 1949), and the hearing originally
McFarland Bill (S-1973) to reorganize FCC,
color TV speed-up, Friday night answered Mr.
set for Aug. 29."
Stanton on matter of field-testing of its equipit's regarded as certain that House-passed
Implications made by Comr. Jones during
ment.
measure (HR-1689) to increase
salary of FCC
his talk with Mr. Stanton and his letter Aug.
members from $10,000 to $16,000 per annum
Comr. Jones in sharp letter sent last Friday
19 'that CBS has not done
proper part in
and that of chairman to $18,000 v/ill be pushed
color television" are "entirelits
to Mr. Stanton, said he was "amazed" CBS
y unfounded and
by Senate Democratic leadership prior to
had
not
ordere
d
color
unfair,"
receive
rs or convertersMr. Stanton wrote. "The contrary is
adjournment. Its passage might result in desuggested that while CBS "is anxious to transthe fact." He said CBS had created "virtually
cision of Chairman Wayne Coy to remain.
mit color television it is reluctant to permit
the entire art of color television," had conothers to operate color television receivers to
LARGE-SCALE
tributed
promotion campaign cur"more to ued
color ontelevisi
(Contin
pag^ on78)than all the
(Continued on page 78)
appraise what you have transmitted."
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you

liced

these

rich

two

markets

LAIMC/\STEfl
^NQxk\--l"^, Lancaster,

Penna.

Initial TV service in this area. Your
first opportunity to present your
product with combined eye and ear
appeal to these listeners. Audience
amazingly large and growing because of local shows and NBC, ABC
CBS and DuMont
this sales impact.

programs. Use

Operated by WGAL, Inc., Established 1922

WDEL-TV,

Wilmington,

Del.

The only TV station located in this
vital market. A clearer picture for
viewers — ^NBC, DuMont

and other

network shows, plus local programming assure advertisers a fast growing audience. Too important to
overlook in your TV sales plans.
Operated by WDEL, Inc., Established 1922

Represented

ROBERT
New York

OADCASTING

STEINMAN
STATIONS

by

• Telecasting

MEEKER
San Francisco

ASSOCIATES
Chicago

Los Angeles
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Ad
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in
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THE

CASE

OF

THE

(A MELLOW-DRAMA

PURLOINED

PLANE

IN ONE QUICK ACT)

• Of all things, a private passenger airplane was stolen
from the Flint airport the other day! Slick job, too. The
thief merely rolled the plane onto the field, got help in
starting the engine and took off before anyone realized
he was a thief. Soon, though, the theft was reported to
WFDF and the story was carried on the station's
8:45 A.M. newscast, including the registration number
and description of the plane. Then

things began to

happen! Before the news program was ofj the air (it's on
for ten minutes) WFDF got a long distance call from
Clio, Michigan, reporting that the missing plane was
parked near Clio's airfield. The police were notified,
the owner got his plane back, and WFDF's case
of the Purloined Plane was closed.

WFDF's

extensive and exclusive local news
coverage accounts, in part, for the station's unusual domination of Flint's listening audience.
FLINT
910

MICH.

Kilocycles
AMERICAN

REPRESENTED
^Associated with: WOOD
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to

has

new

something

radio

and

been

added

television

research

a number of the men who buy and use radio and teleRECENTLY
vision audience surveys were asked to name the qualities they
most desired in such reports.
The answers

ran Hke this:

1. ACCURATE
side the home.
2. COMPLETE
3. FAST

records

information

on all program

inside and out-

audiences.

delivery of reports to subscribers.

4. ECONOMICAL
This month

of all listening or viewing

operation to reduce excessive costs.
Radio

. . .

the American Research Bureau has introduced a new and
different approach to audience research in Washington,
Baltimore, and Philadelphia offering for the first time a
service delivering all of the elements noted above. Reports
for these cities are now in the hands of subscribers and
studies in several additional cities are to follow. Operations
are under the supervision of James Seller, former Director
of Research for NBC in Washington, who leaves the network to manage the Bureau.

Improvements of real significance in listener diary studies
which report all listening of all members of a population
both inside and outside the home. Surveys based on area
samples of advanced design which permit results to be
given in actual number of persons listening in addition to
conventional ratings. Program audiences shown for each
quarter hour around the clock by income, sex, race, age, and
other factors, with complete audience flow data. (Sample
data sheets available from completed studies.) Coincidental
telephone and roster-type surveys also available by special
contract.
Television

At present . . .
the following radio and television studies are available.
All of them employ our newly developed techniques which
produce detailed and highly accurate audience measurements with unusual swiftness and economy.

TV Viewer Diary studies conducted using methods which
make the diary one of the most accurate television measurements available. Complete results furnished within ten
days based on nearly 500 television homes per quarter hour.
Probability samples, newly made for each study, eliminate
bias inherent in most industry lists.

Naturally no radio or television program should be bought or sold on the basis of
listener data alone. However, we believe that today, up-to-date, complete information on program audiences is an absolute essential to intelligent and profitable
time-buying. It is the aim of the American Research Bureau to set a new standard for accuracy, speed and economy in conducting broadcast audience studies. We
invite you to compare.

American

Research

Broadcast

920

L

Street,

Audience

Northwest

Bureau

Division

Washington

1,

D.

C.

PROMOTER of public service, Bob
Jones, WBIG Greensboro, N. C,
who spins an early morning show
Tuesday through Saturday, added
another feather
to his cap early
this month. He
turned the tables
on a proposed
public hearing on
rent control in

Don't

do

hear

the

anything

NEW

Transcribed

until

you!

Lang-Worth

Music

.1

his city by broadcasting his own
viewpoints and
askingence for
response.audiMr. Jones
Reaction, reported by WBIG,
5 kw CBS outlet, was overwhelming. The hearing, ordered by
Greensboro Mayor Benjamin Cone
and scheduled for Aug. 18, was
called off ten days in advance. A
Greensboro newspaper credited Mr.
Jones with the prodding that did
the trick.
Bob Jones is the announcer who
raised over $55,000 last year to
help build a hospital in Greensboro
for victims of poliomyelitis and
conducted that city's "most hand-

Library...:
On

a

revolutionary

ment

in sound

develop-i

reproduction.1

ANNOUNCEMENT
SOON

LMIi-WORTH
PE.4TIRR PROGRAMS,
Inc.
113 W. 57th

STREET,

NEW YORK

J^etwork Calibre Programs
at Cocal Station Cost

Page 3
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some man" contest which resulted
in more than 300,000 pieces of mail.
However, his rent control battle
was unique in that, unlike the
other service features, this onei
centered about a controversial
issue.
j
Hearing that the Greensboro i
Real Estate Board planned to appear before the City Council to j
ask for the removal of rent con-;
trols, Mr. Jones obtained permis- j
sion from WBIG management to ;
air his personal views on his early- 1
bird show (6:30-8:30 a.m.).
Result was a deluge of letters
and telephone calls from listeners
asking for the retention of rent
control. Mr. Jones, following the
station's policy of offering free
time to each side of all controversial public issues, invited anyone
in favor of decontrol to come to
WBIG and promised to turn the
mike over to any individual who
wished to give his side of the pic-i
ture. Nobody appeared.
Sentiment expressed by the listeners against lifting of controls,
because of an existing lack of hous(Continued on page i8)

19. N.Y.

-Oil

e logicmanto
d warfar
rn Army
a Southe
was reduce
ITwho
the provincial admonition to
get there "fustest with the mostest"; but it remained for a
Northern Navy man to apply the
prescription in a latter day to
television selling.
Halsey Barrett, cooperative spot
sales manager for DuMont Television Network, was the first man to
sell a daytime television show —
the Kathi Norris program for Aumatic Mop Wringer. He brought the
Great Atlantic and
Pacific Tea Co. into
the medium for its
initial venture,

-ficcounti
as promotion manager, and in 1940
joined Tide magazine in its sales
department.
On the fateful Dec. 7, 1941, Mr.
Barrett joined the Navy where he
served as a lieutenant. On D-Day,
during the channel crossing for
the Normandy invasion, Lt. Barrett's ship was the first to be sunk
by the Germans. When the shell
struck, he was navigating with the
aid of a cathode-ray tube which
blew up in his face. Obviously,
however,sisted
he sucessfully
has re-

sponsoring
television participations,
and Mr. Barrett was
the salesman who
convinced Cushman
Bakeries to enter
video, using $39,000
worth of weather

this German attempt to discourage
his interest in television.
After a period in
the hospital and
service with the
Army - tions
NavyBoard
Muniin
Washington, Mr,
Barrett left the
service to join the
staff of the Armed
Forces Magazine in
Washington. In 1947
he
joined promotion
CBS-TV
as sales

Acknow ledgedly
spots.
one of television's
foremost
salesmen,
Mr. Barrett was
born on Jan. 17,
HALSEY
1915, and was eduhe movedand toin his
manager,
'48
cated at Hamilton
Business
present
affiliation.
College and Harvard
The Barrett's have been married
School.
for seven years. She is the former Janet McDonald, daughter of
Upon departure from Harvard
and after a few months in Wall
James
G. McDonald, first and curStreet with a brokerage firm, Mr.
rent ambassador to Israel. They
Barrett turned to radio, joining have one child, Donald Vail Barrett, born July 25.
WOR New York in its sales promotion department. Two years later
The family lives in Bronxsville,
New York.
he moved to WNEW New York
BROADCASTING
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Every

day

is

Labor

Day

for

Jamison

. . . and

he

. . .

loves

it.

According to our man Jamison, a good radio and television representative
is a fellow who makes things easier, more efficient and more
profitable for other people. And, of course, the types of other people
he is particularly interested in are:
1 ) broadcast advertisers . . . and
2 ) broadcasting stations.

"We representatives," he often says, "are in business for just one thing
. . .TO GIVE SERVICE. National Spot Broadcasting is an
exceedingly complex medium . . . often involving hundreds of different
stations, each on a separate contract. Few advertisers, and even
fewer stations, are equipped to make all their own arrangements. But
firms like Weed and Company, with offices in every major time
buying center across the nation, are in a position to render a
unique and valuable two-way service.
"Performing this service expertly requires hard work and plenty of
it . . .which undoubtedly accounts for
my own personal success, as well
as the outstanding position of
Weed and Company in the field."

radio

Weed
and

ROADCASTING

company

• Telecasting

and

television

station
representatives
boston
• Chicago
new york •
san francisc
•
atlanta
•

•

d e c r o it

Hollywood
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WBIG

o

f

'The

Prestige

Carolinas"

the

HOOPER

Station

STATION AUDIENCE

WINTER, 1949

CITY ZONE

INDEX

Greensboro, N. C.
WBIG

Monday
8:00
Monday
12:00
Sunday
6:00

thru Friday
AM— 12 N
thru Friday
N— 6:00 PM
thru Saturday
PM— 10:00 PM

46.0
41.2
59.8

PETER J. McKENNA elected a vice president of Deutsch & Shea Inc., Ne\|
York, effective Sept. 1. He has been in real estate merchandising anil
advertising for more than 25 years.
i
FRANK A. KEARNEY, executive staff member of W. Earl Bothwell Inc., Nevt\
York, elected a vice president of agency. Before joining Bothwell in 194(1
Mr. Kearney was with Calkins & Holden and Dancer-Fit&
g3rald-Sample Inc., both New York, in contact and executivi
capacities.
J. T. DAWSON, art director for Doyne Adv., Nashville, Tenn
named vice president in charge of production. Mr. Dawson
has been with firm since 1946. M. C. SMITH, formerly mem.
ber Katz Co., New York, and advertising department oj
Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution, joins Doyne as account executive
ROGER JOHNSTONE, formerly with Don Harway & Co
San Francisco, appointed San Francisco manager of Ralpl
Mr. Kearney
Harker & Assoc., effective Sept. 15.
j
HERBERT L. BALDWIN, director of research and merchandising for Fletcher
D. Richards Inc., New York, appointed a vice president of agency.
ROBERT L. GARVER, formerly of Alley & Richards Inc., New York, as account
executive, joins Lynn Baker, same city, in similar capacity. Mr. Garver wai
sales manager of WJZ New York prior to association with agency, and is author
of Successful Radio Advertising with Sponsor Participation Programs, whici
will be published Aug. 29 by Prentice-Hall Inc.
(
W. E. BENEDICT, formerly head of his own agency, appointed to creativl
staff of Alfred J. Silberstein, Bert Goldsmith Inc., New York. Mr. Benedic
also has been advertisirg manager of Nashua division of Textron Inc. an(
Callaway Mills Inc., both New York.
PAUL V. JOHNSON has opened his own ageicy, Johnson & Johnson Adver;
tising, 636 Church St., Evanston, 111. He was formerly with Montgomeryj
Ward and Co., Chicago. His brother, N. L. JOHNSON, is partner. '
W. B. STUART-BULLOCK, for past nine years with Young & Rubicam, New
York, as copy supervisor, joins Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York.
GENE FRANKE, formerly head of Advertising and Sales Consultants Agency!
Los Angeles, joins Western Adv., same city, as director of marketing. !
BARRETT
F. WELCH,
tor of research
for New with
YorkFoote,
office. Cone & Belding since 1947, appointed direc-

Columbia

affiliate
A/eiv

5000

u). day

§

nfte

J2u5inQ65

MPIRE TRADE SCHOOL, New York, appoints Arthur Pine Assoc., same
E city, to handle publicity. Radio will be used.
DURLACQUE Mfg. Co., St. Louis (household cleaner), appoints Warner
Shulenburg,
Todd & markets.
Assoc., same city, to handle advertising. Radio will be:
used
in midwestern

Greensboro,

North

Carolina

MORTON Mfg. Co., Chicago (Snow White Products), appoints Warren Wade
Agency, New York, to handle its advertising. Radio spot campaign will be
used starting in September.
PERFEX Co., Shenandoah, Iowa (Perfex Super Cleaner, starch and Shina Dish),
announces addition of KSAL Salina, Kan., and WLS Chicago to stations
carrying Edith Hansen Kitchen Club program. Total of 20 stations are now
carrying show. Agency: Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Omaha.
GRIESEDIECK BROS. BREWERY, St. Louis, plans use of 30-second and one
minute transcriptions to run regionally in the Midwest after the baseball
season for an indefinite period. Main purpose is to teach public pronunciation
of firm's name. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.

represented

by

hollingbery

MONARCH BREWING Co., Chicago, which recently named C. Weidel Muench,
same city, to handle account, planning to use radio in the near future for
Monarch beer. WELDON O. YOCUM is account executive.

PONTIAC DEALERS of Southern California through Taggart & Young, Los
Angeles, planning television campaign in Los Angeles area about Sept. 1. Both
programs and spots will be used. Budget not disclosed.
(Continued on page Jt8)
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Scores
Polsky's
EDITOR, at
Broadcasting:
Congratulations to BROADCASTING for the series on ' This Business
of Broadcasting." Please send me
a reprint of the Kobak article, Aug.
15 issue. It was a humdinger that
hit the nail on the head.
Meg Zahrt
Radio & Pub. Rel. Dir.
Polsky's of Akron
Akron, Ohio

book. Again Broadcasting has
done an excellent job.
Charles E. Seiferd, Mgr.
KICK Springfield, Mo.

Laud Marketbook
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Just want to let you know we
think your 1949 Marketbook is
the finest thing we've ever seen.
Mutually yours in Tucson.
Wayne Sanders
General Manager
KCNA Tucson, Ariz.

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your 1949
Marketbook! Once again Broadcasting rates tops for a job well
done.
H. W. Maschmeier,
Prog. Dir.
WPTR Albany, N. Y.

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Received copy of the Market-

'Hungry
Salesman'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Had no idea that when I wrote
the "Buyers' Market"
story I

have to give to my brother broadcasters a definition of a "hungry
salesman.". . . A hungry salesman
is a man who is extremely ambitious and desirous to get ahead in
life, looking forward to being a
day.
manager or owner some future
Jack Dempsey, when youthful,
had a hunger and an ambition to
become heavyweight champion of
the world; Gene Tunney likewise. . . . Harold Fellows, now
manager of New England operations of CBS and general manager
of V/EEI (in my estimation one of
the best broadcasters in the busi-

ness), is still another example
Likewise, Linus Travers, genera]
manager of the Yankee Network
another topnotcher, started out
with the same burning desire. . . ,
I cannot understand Mr. Pitman's part [Open Mike, Aug. 22]
part of the story when he states
that hungry men breed commiunism. This great Republic was
built by hungry, ambitious Ameri^
cans and America would not h%
what it is today had it not been foij!
them.
George Lasker
Vice President
WBMS Boston
^ ^ ^
Cites Diamond Ads
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just read where the Dia-j
mend Match Co. will start it's firsj
substantial consumer advertising
in 7 years next month using:
Newspapers in 101 cities
Life
Trademagazine
Publications
Since radio was completely ig
nored, I am sure this will come ai
good news to the hundreds of radi(
stations (of which WHHM is one)
that have bought millions of book
of Diamond Matches in the pas
several years! PHOOEY!!
Patt McDonald
General Manager
WHHM Memphis
* * *
Series Proves Asset
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . The seven articles on "Ho'b
the Buyers' Market Can Meaji
Business for Broadcasting" . . <
have been of great help to me ir^
selling; not only radio selling, bulj
in all advertising media. . . .
Frank S. Wilson
4-20 North St.
Portsmouth, Va.
❖ * *
More on Ratings
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your editorial, "The Rating!
Season," vividly points to the
greatest weakness in radio today —
program "ratings." Hoopsr-happy
broadcasters and rating-rabid timebuyers have combined to reduce
broadcasting from a great advertising and entertainment medium
to
a
cheapof "bunco
game" —telefor
the benefit
few thousand
phone calls in some 30-odd cities.
No wonder advertisers who are in-|
terested in selling merchandise are
turning to other media. What lis
tener, intent on guessing the name
of a movie or the title of a song,]
knows — or cares — who is sponsor
ing this wonderful game of chance.
None!

JOHN

ESAU

- Vice

A4je^-K*todelf 9hc.
AFFILIATED
Pase 12
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WITH

K

O

M

Pres. % Gen.

radio

Mgr.

STATION REPRESENTATIVES

A , OKLAHOMA

CITY

I can't agree with you that a
committee of broadcasters, even of
the good men you mention, is the
answer. The problem can be
solved by such editorials as "The
Rating
Season" ofand
in
the columns
the news
trade articles
papers
pointing out the utterly fallacious
concept of most rating systems,
and then a committee of broad(Continued on page Si)
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WASHINGTON,

Vol. 37, No. 9

RCA

COLOR

AGITATION over color television
culminated last week in a transcendental announcement by RCA
that it is ready to go with a completely compatible electronic color
system that can be integrated into
the existing black-and-white lowband allocations.
RCA's revelation climaxed a
week of unparalleled activity, both
at the FCC and at the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, relating to the emergence of color, intermingled with
charges and counter-charges of
suppression of color. RCA said it
would demonstrate its system in
Washington next month.
RCA advised the FCC that its
system requires no change in transmission standards; that it operates
on the prescribed 6mc channel;
that existing black-and-white receivers can pick up color programs
in monochrome without modification of existing sets, which, however, can be adapted to color. Only
slight changes would be entailed in
transmitters to convert to color.
CBS, which for several years has
been in the forefront of color research and development, welcomed
the RCA announcement, expressing
greater interest in the progress of
color TV than in any technique.
It was evident that Chairman Ed
C. Johnson of the Senate Committee, who had ripped into FCC and
all concerned on the color issue,
felt that his committee and FCC
Comr. Robert F. Jones, had smoked
out the leading radio entities on
the status of color.
There was concern that the developments might result in a "waitand-see" approach by consumers.
The Radio Mfrs. Assn. — prior to
Also see: RCA Color Plan, page
18; CBS Color System, page 53.

TV

D. C, AUGUST

READY

29, 1949

Predicts

No

$7.00 A YEAR— 2.5?^ A COPY

Upheaval;

All in all, it was a big week for
proponents of color television in
general. And it adds up to one
or more exciting weeks when all
industry elements come before the
FCC Sept. 26 for hearings on both
VHF and UHF television allocations. Friday was the final day
for filing of briefs preparatory to
the hearings.
Last week's developments follow:
# RCA said it is ready for
mass production of all-electronic
color.
# CBS announced a color converter and charged setmakers won't
turn out equipment for FCC field
tests.
9 Sen. Johnson lauded CBS
color system, after having viewed
a demonstration the preceding
week.

0 Color Television Inc., California, claims to have a compatible
plan of electronic color. This is one
of a half-dozen techniques being
studied by RMA committees.
# Sen. Johnson lauded RCA
color announcement Thursday.
# Sen. Johnson wrote FCC
Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker
about Comr. Robert Jones' letter to
CBS on alleged inability to get
sets manufactured.
0 Finally, RMA, NAB, private
companies, legal groups and others
filed briefs preparatory to hearings.
RCA is ready to start immediate
mass production of its color TV
system, as soon as the FCC gives
the go-ahead, it was learned
[Closed. Circuit, Aug. 22]. The
plan is officially described as com-

GIVEAWAY

FIGHT

Three
By EDWIN

H. JAMES

THREE of the four major networks will challenge FCC's anti-giveaway
ruling in Federal court suits, Broadcasting learned last week.
Although acting independently, ABC, CBS and NBC will file injunction actions charging the FCC was without authority to invoke its proposed rules and that even if the *
Also see: Chronology of Radio
Commission were acting within its
Giveaways, page 20; Press Relegal rights its anti-giveaway defiaction, page 21; Roundup of Legal
nitions were a misinterpretation
Views, page 21; Editorial, page 28,
of the lottery laws.
Later
developments,
page UABC and NBC will take their
suits to the Special Statutory
haps as early as the end of the
Court, a three-judge bench in New
year. The Statutory Court is deYork's southern district of the
signed to function rapidly in issues
Federal Court, Manhattan. Alof this kind and is not encumbered
though CBS had not definitely
with the crowded calendars that
chosen the court in which it would
prevail in other courts.
sue, it was believed likely that network too would file in the Statutory
If the restraining order is deCourt.
nied, it was understood ABC was
Three Courses Likely
■prepared to take an appeal to the
U. S. Supreme Court. Appeals
the RCA announcement — had inIt was considered probable that
from decisions of the Statutory
formed the FCC it will take sevthe three actions would ultimately
eral years to develop and distribute
Court circumvent the usual chanbe consolidated for trial, although
color TV equipment.
nels through the U. S. District
each would be brought individually.
CBS and RCA-NBC thus again
Coui't of Appeals and proceed diABC, whose preparations for
rect to the highest court.
will become the principal participants in the FCC hearings to get legal action were nearest compleCBS to File
tion, will file its complaint early
under way Sept. 26. CBS had been
this week, it was learned. The
CBS also will file its action this
turned down two-and-one-half
years ago on its then existing color network will seek a restraining
week, according to Julius P.
system, which would have required
order to prevent the FCC regulaBrauner, CBS secretary and gentions
from
becoming
effective
Oct.
a 16mc band. Details of its new and
eral attorney. The CBS suit, it
1, the date set by the Commission.
vastly improved 6mc system, along
was learned, will be similar to
with that of RCA and other reIf the restraining order is ABC's. Mr. Brauner said the court
in which the action would be
searchers, will be unfolded to the granted, it was believed likely that
FCC.
the case would come to trial perbrought had not been decided, alBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CBS

Welcomes

It

present are
FCCproposed.
standards andpatible
no withchanges
Estimates of the cost of adapters
or converters so black-and-white
sets can receive color could not be
obtained but it was indicated costs
would be "nominal." Only slight
changes would be required in existing TV transmitters to permit
color transmission, it was indicated, and these would not be exRCA sources say the system is
pensive.
"RCA all the way" and was developed in its own laboratories, without acquisition of patents from
others working on electronic color.
The new system diff'ers materially,
it was indicated, from that deat the over
FCC'stwocolor
sion scribed
hearings
yearsteleviago.
(Continued on page 18)

Networks

Challenge

though probably the Statutory
Court would be the one.
NBC had elected to file in the
Statutory Court, but Gustav B.
Margraf, vice president and general attorney, said he was not certain when the complaint would be
finished.
The network attacks on the FCC
ruling will be brought under Section 402A of the Federal Communications Act, which provides the
legal machinery to set aside orders
of the FCC.
If precedent is followed, the
three suits will be tried together,
it was believed. It was surmised
by network counsel that FCC attorneys would petition the court to
consolidate the actions.
Basic Points
The basic points which all three
networks intended to press in their
court actions were:
(1) The FCC is without authority to invoke rulings based on the
anti-lottery provisions of the U. S.
Criminal Code.
(2) Even if the Commission were
acting within proper authority, it
had rendered an improper interpretation of Section 1304 of the
U, S. Criminal Code, the anti-lottery section.
The provisions in Section 1304
of the Criminal Code were formerly
(Continued on page 20)
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INCOMES
N
STATIO
to such factors as size of broadcast
classes of stations consisted of
THREE-FOURTHS
of NAB member stations showed a profit last income, areas, affiliation or nonwages and salaries, the study
affiliation with networks, time on showed. About half (47.36%) of
year but rising operating costs continued to cut down industry profits, the air, and metropolitan or nonthe average outlet's income dollar
according to an analysis completed
was paid out to staff and adminismetropolitan areas, he said. Breaktrative personnel among all types
downs will be made available to
last week by NAB [Broadcasting,
those who attend the NAB district of stations, adding up to 58% of
May 30].
total operaing expenses.
Ratio of operating expenses to meetings.
All stations tended to shov/ lower
station revenue was 82% in 1948,
Mr. Doherty said the solution
ratios of operating expenses to to the problem of many stations
rising fi-om 79% in 1947 and 73.5%
revenues as the volume of income
in 1946, the nationwide survey
"is clearly that of obtaining added
increased, taking the nation as a sales income while maintaining the
showed. The Employe-Employer
and Research Depts. of NAB
whole, the survey shows. In the normal breakeven point. However,
case of stations doing less than
in a great many stations, the need
jointly conducted the study. Extensive data breaking down costs
goes even deeper and requires care$50,000 worth of business, operating ratios were highest, or 88.7%.
by regions and types of station will
ful analysis of all items of cost."
At the district meetings, openbe ready for the annual series of Stations billing over $1 million enjoyed the lowest operating costs.
NAB district meetings starting
ing Sept. 8 in Cincinnati when District 7 convenes at the Terrace
Sept. 8.
Average-per-station income rose
Plaza Hotel, and continuing to
progressively from small stations
Richard P. Doherty, NAB emmid-December, Mr. Doherty will
ploye-employer relations director, to medium or large stations. Lowest relative cost of doing business
discuss the survey with special atwho analyzed the Research Dept.
tention to the needs of each area.
figures, said that station profit on was in large stations with powers
from 10 kw to 50 kw, located in He will stress methods of analyzsale of time, before taxes, dwindled
ing and controlling the operating
from 26.5% of station revenue in cities under 50,000.
1946 to 21% in 1947 and 18% in
Largest single cost item in all costs of stations.
1948.
This does not represent actual
frye Initiates Study
profit to station operators since
federal excess profit taxes run 38%
Of Ad Budget
ARMED
FORCES
in the case of high-income stations.
On top of this must be added the A STUDY of the advertising picture for the joint armed forces — Army,
state and other local taxes of the
Air Force, Navy and Coast Guard — in view of unification and recruiting
same type.
needs wais initiated last week by William Frye, director of the Defense
Applies to Sale of Time
Dept.'s Office of Public Information, with a view to re-allotment of
Mr. Doherty said the profit data ad expenditures for the remainder
of the current fiscal year. Outlays
apply to sale of time and are not to for
radio are included in the sum.
FATIMA SALES UP
be confused with the profit on inThe present contract, which will
vestment, which would be lower in
Rise Coincidenf With Show
be terminated effective Oct. 31 by
most cases.
the
National
Military
EstablishGREATEST increase in Fatima
All the profit figures in the study
ment [Broadcasting, Aug. 8], is cigarette sales was in the comrelate to the 75% of stations that
operated in the black last year, he handled by Gardner Adv. Co.,
pany's St. Louis Div. — 548% in
said. Inclusion of figures from sta- through its Washington office. the first six months of this year
Actually,
signing
of
the
contract
compared to the corresponding
tions losing money would bring
for the period from July 1, begin- period a year ago, Basil Rathbone,
down the profit ratios.
ning of the new fiscal year, to movie and radio star, reported
A separate study of stations that
Oct. 31 has been deferred pending
lost money in 1948 is not yet comSaturday (Aug. 27). The firm's
clearance by Congress of the mili- weekly
plete, according to Mr. Doherty.
mystery and adventure
tary appropiations bill. The measshow, Tales of Fatima, starring
Definite cost-income patterns
ure (HE 4146), passed by the Mr. Rathbone, first went on the
vary through the nation according
House, was scheduled for action
air, on CBS, Jan. 8.
by the Senate last week, but had
Mr. Rathbone pointed up the
not been taken up late Thursday.
figures showing increased Fatima
The Army-Air Force ad contract sales on the Saturday broadcast of
is valued in excess of $1,880,000, Tales of Fatima. His figures
with a considerable portion allo- showed the Los Angeles Div. with
cated in the past to radio programs
a reported climb of 545% crowdand spots. When the current study
ing St. Louis for first place. The
is completed, recommendations will Chicago Div. was third with 453%,
be made as to type of media to be followed by the Detroit Div. showused — if the Defense Dept. decides
ing 348% New Orleans Div. 300%
to advertise its recruiting cam- and the New York Div. 132%.
paign.

BEST WISHES are given Herbert
Hoover (I) by John W. Elwood, general manager of KNBC San Francisco, in offices at Stanford U.
following the KNBC coverage and
all-networks feed of the former President's 75th birthday celebration.
Mr. Elwood is the newly appointed
Northern California Chairman of the
National Citizens Committee on the
Hoover Report.
Page 16
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Rhodes Signs Heatter
RHODES PHARMACAL Co.,
Cleveland, maker of Emdrimy tablets for the relief of rheumatism
and arthritis, will sponsor Gabriel
Heatter over 150 Mutual stations
Tuesday and Thursday for 52
weeks effective Sept. 20. The company has never before used radio.
Show will be heard 7:30-7:45 p.m.
EDT in Eastern and Central time
zones and 6-6:15 p.m. in the Mountain and Pacific time zones. O'Neil,
Larson & McMahon, Chicago, is
the agency.

LORILLARD

RENEWS

Signs 'Amateur Hour' on ABC
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), has signed
with ABC for renewal of the
Original Amateur Hour, effective
Sept. 29, the network announced
last week.
The program, aired Thursday
9-9:45 p.m., on 188 ABC stations,
was contracted for through Lennen
& Mitchell Inc., New York, the
Old Gold agency.

CITATION from U. S. Treasury for
radio's special effort in putting the
Savings Bond drive over the top in
southern California is received by
William J. Beaton (I), manager,
KWKW Pasadena, and president of
Southern California Broadcasters'
Assn. J. B. Messick, California state
director of Treasury Savings Bonds
Div., makes the presentation.

JOHN SANDBERG
Named Pepsodent Ad Head
JOHN V. SANDBERG joins the
Pepsodent Div. of Lever Bros.
Sept. 15 as vice president in charge
of advertising, president Henry F.
Woulfe announced in Chicago last
week. Mr. Sandberg currently is
advertising and sales promotion
manager
Chicago. for Kraft Foods, also
He joined Kraft as assistant
director of advertising in 1946,
assuming his present post in September of 1948. Mr. Sandberg
was associated from 1931 to 1937
with the Chicago Tribune, The
Stack-Globe Advertising Agency,
Chicago and NBC. He joined the
advertising staff of Swift & Co. in
1937, becoming assistant advertising manager in 1940.
Leaving Swift in 1941 to enter
the Marine Corp, he held the commission of major, was liaison and
public information officer on the
staff of Admiral Chester W. Nimitz,
and was aboard the battleship
Missouri
at the Japanese surrender signing.
LANE

PROMOTED

Succeeds Coulter at M-E
THOMAS H. LANE, vice president of McCann-Erickson, New
York, effective immediately will be
responsible for all
of theandagency's
radio
television activities,
succeeding Lloyd

0. Coulter,
former vice president
in charge
of radio and television,
who has resigned
Mr. Lane
[Broadcasting,
Aug.
22].
Mr. Lane, prior
to joining McCann-Erickson on
June 1, 1949, was with Rexall
Drug Co., Los Angeles, as a vice
president.
BROADCASTING
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MROWER

CHANNEL

THREAT

Latins

May

Ask

NARBA

The interference problem from
By J. FRANK BEATTY
improved engineering and closer
adherence to standards that mark
a 9 kc channel worries those who
THE 10 kc broadcast channel, standard for a quarter century, will be
deal with technical aspects of
our broadcasting. Listeners south
in peril when the third NARBA convenes in Montreal next month.
of the border, like those in Europe,
broadcasting. They especially fear
Narrow^ing of the channel to 9 kc, or even as little as 6 kc, is being
are said to be accustomed to sig- the type of interference known as
discussed among Latin broadcasters. The subject is expected to come
nals far inferior to those delivered
"monkey
on the lower
up today (Monday) when the joint ^
side of thechattering"
band.
the American audience. Therefore
U. S. preparatory NARBA comAgreement seems rather general they would not suffer noticeably
Stalemate Possible
mittee meets in Washington
that if there must be channel-narfrom any degradation that might
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
In
any
case, the channel-width
rowing, it should be done in the ing.
occur because of channel-narrowproblem will be a knotty one at
lower half of the band where there
The implications of band narMontreal. Some observers fear the
rowing are so serious, with re- are fewer stations and fewer diEngineering views on channel
meeting may reach an impasse
rectional antenna arrays, and also
quirement for wholesale reallocawidth are apparent from results of after several months of wrangling
tion of station assignments, that it because of receiver characteristics.
the pre-NARBA technical sessions
over the problem. Certainly, some
may become the main issue at the
The present 10 kc channel permits
held at Havana in late 1947 and
Montreal treaty session, which
S. delegation can be ex5000-cycle reproduction, which is the high-frequency conference at of the U.
pected to demand a careful study
opens Sept. 13.
considered capable of handling netMexico
City
last
winter.
The
techof European narrow-channel
work service as delivered over teleMoreover, the subject conceivnical group recommended a 10 broadcasting
by experienced engi, ably could lead to an impasse, or
phone lines. Some engineers fear kc separation after careful study.
neers should the problem stall the
at best a long delay while the a 9 kc channel would cut reproducA U. S. subcommittee of the whole treaty-making procedure.
qualities of narrow-band broadcast
tion 10%, with corresponding deg- joint government-industry group
American engineers say costs of
radation
in
the
case
of
channel
signals in Europe are investigated.
that meets today has gone into all channel juggling would be tremenwidths down to 6 kc. Others conJudging by reports from south
aspects of the problem and will
dous, despite the belief that many
tend the public would hardly know
of the border, Latin broadcasters
have a report ready to submit to stations would only move from perthe difference if channels were
have several versions of channel
FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde,
haps 4 kc to 8 kc. Transmitter
narrowing they are planning to squeezed into 9 kc width. It is chairman of the full U. S. preparaand crystal problems are cited, with
further argued that most stations
^ throw into the Montreal convention
tory committee.
the antenna difficulties almost stagnow spill over the 10 kc channel and
in an effort to obtain more changering when directional array
While opposition of U. S. engiif
the
width
were
cut
to
9
kc,
they
nels. They have carefully reneers to channel-narrowing seems
changes are considered.
frained from submitting their de- could trim signals and get about
The FCC could expect a flood of
rather general, judging by inforthe same protection.
mands in advance, though Canada
mal expressions, it might be better
applications
for new and improved
as host nation had requested this
facilities unless it set up some sort
than
having
150
kw
Mexican
staWould
Deter
FCC's
Aim
material by early May to permit
tions scattered all over the low
The FCC had counted on FM to
of a barrier to prevent the onorderly study of proposals prior to draw enough stations out of the half of the broadcast band.
slaught. Push-button receivers
the treaty sessions.
The first NARBA adopted a would require adjustment, and it is
standard
band
to
permit
a
channel
The Latins are believed to be
decade ago, and the 1946 extension
suggested cheap sets might not
wider than 10 kc, but the narrowconfident they can get the United
ing of channels would be a step which expired last March 28, speci- work as well with 9 kc channels.
States delegation to accept a narAll who have thought about the
in the other direction.
fied 10 kc channel width, with 2-1
rower channel. Uncle Sam's deleratio of desired-to-uhdesired sig- subject concede that it involves enImpact
of
narrow
channels
would
gation will head northward fully be worse in the United States than
nal on adjacent channels. The
gineering and allocation headaches
determined to fight the project
in Latin nations because of the FCC's interference ratio is 1-1.
frightening to contemplate.
right to the finish, but some Washington radio figures fear it may
be the price this country has to
! pay to avoid loss of channels in the
lower half of the broadcast band.
e
$15 Million in Free Tim
Mexican, Cuban Aims
UNCIL
CO
AD
Mexico and Cuba are known to MORE than 141/2 billion listener
during its first half year. Each of 871,380,000 were secured by the
council for the Joint Armed Forces
be desirous of obtaining more fa- impressions representing an esti- the four major networks pledged
Prestige campaign, conducted to
half-hour special programs on ecomated $15 million in time and
' cilities, particularly under 1000 kc.
nomic education. Total value of raise the prestige of men and wom' Loss of even a single channel to talent were contributed by the all contributed time plus space,
en in uniform and to inform the
-the United States would cause seri- radio industry to the campaigns of
public of their contribution to
the Advertising Council Inc. for amounted to $2 million.
' ous upheavals in the industry. And
peacetime living.
loss of several channels would lead
The American Heritage camthe year ending March 1949, acThe Better Schools campaign,
to industry nightmares horrible to
paign was conducted to raise the
cording
to
the
group's
seventh
ancontemplate.
nual report, issued last week.
level of active citizenship, in co- which stimulated local participation in public school problems, was
A number of channel-narrowing
During the 12 months covered
operation with The American Herconducted in cooperation with U. S.
plans are being discussed by
itage
Foundation,
sponsor,
with
the
by
report, most campaigns
of the council's
Office of Education and the CitiLatins. One plan, to cite an exmassthe information
were
zens' Federal Committee. It
ample, would narrow the channels
said to be directly or indirectly
between 700 kc and 900 kc to 9 kc
gleaned an estimated 849,595,000
connected
with
the
"cold
war,"
and
listener impressions.
width, and the channels under 700
with the Marshall Plan.
kc to 8 kc width. This would open
CARE Campaign
Stuart Peabody, assistant Vice
four new channels in the broadcast
President
of
The
Borden
Co.,
is
The
campaign
to promote sales
band.
chairman of the Radio and Televiof CARE packages, continued
Other ideas are more extreme.
sion Committee, and Gordon C.
through 1948-1949 as a result of
Some Cuban broadcasters are unstatements by government officials
Kinney
is
the
Ad
Council's
director
I derstood to favor 6 kc separation,
of radio.
that the packages constitute a
arguing that it works in Europe.
diplomatic and political weapon, as
Broken down, the major camI Just what would come of chanMr. Kinney
Mr. Peabody
well as needed European aid,
and radio's part in them,
nel-nar owing in this country is were as paigns,
follows:
reaped more than 985,385,000 lisa question difficult to answer pendtener impressions.
U. S. Attorney General, of the
ing an actual reallocation, judging
The campaign for the better unThe campaign for $185 million
derstanding of the U. S. economic
by comments of engineers. The
Freedom Train Tour. Listener imidea has been discussed within the
system, conducted at the request
pressions secured through the Ad for the nation's community chests
of the Joint Committee of the Assn.
FCC from time to time, but always
Council's radio allocations plan was handled by the Community
of National Advertisers, and the and through local stations particithe Commission has felt the beneChests of America woi'king directAmerican Assn. of Advertising
pating in rededication activities,
fits received from addition of chanly with the Ad Council's volunteer
agency, BBDO. The Council gave
Agencies, produced a total of totaled more than six billion.
nels would be outweighed by de(Continued on page 31)
Listener
impressions totaling
terioration of service.
1,134,000,000 listener impressions
BROADCASTING
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RCA Color TV Ready
(Continued from page 15)
CBS kept in the color foreground
last week, as it had the week before
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22], by formally announcing that it had a
practical converter for its scanning system; by becoming embroiled in a Washington argument
involving merits of its system and
the attitude of other industry elements; by commenting on RCA's
newly announced color system, and
by appearing at an informal FCC
conference Friday afternoon.
CBS executives, led by Pi-esident
Frank Stanton, were called in by
Acting Chairman Paul Walker for
an FCC discussion growing out of
a statement by Comr. Jones attributing to CBS the claim that
manufacturers would not produce
receivers or converters for its system.
After reading RCA's announcement, CBS President Stanton said
his network was more interested in
the progress of color TV than any
special technique. His statement
follows :
"We have read with interest of
the RCA announcement. Columbia's position on color television
has always been very clear. We
have consistently favored color as
the ultimate service in television,
and it is more important to us as
broadcasters to have color tele-

RCA

PLAN

COMPLETELY compatible color
TV system, entirely electronic, was
announced Thursday by RCA in a
written statement to the FCC.
Based on years of research, the
plan requires no change in transmission standards of present blackand-white, RCA claimed, and enables present sets to receive color
programs in monochrome without
any change.
The letter, signed by C. B.
Jolliffe, executive vice president in
charge of RCA Labs Div., was addressed to T. J. Slowie, FCC secretary, in advance of the FCC's Sept.
26 allocation hearings.
Full text of the letter follows:
In compliance with paragraph
14(a) of the Notice of the Commission in the above proceedings
issued July 11, 1949, Radio Corporation of America hereby submits the following comments:
1. CHANGES IN TRANSMISSION STANDARDS LOOKING
TOWARD COLOR TELEVISION.
RCA has developed a new color
television system which does not
require any changes in present
transmission standards.
This new color system is allelectronic, has high-definition and
operates entirely within a 6 megacycle channel.
The system has standards of
performance equivalent to the present black-and-white standards both
for color and for reproduction of
the color signals in black-and-white.
Page 18 • August 29, 1949

a great deal of time and a vast
fortune" in necessary research. He
told Senate colleagues that "free
d again"
triumphe
e has
enterpris
d that
TV is
color
contende
and
"over the hill now." His remarks
were inserted in the Congressional
Record.

EITHER WAY the count is eight in
the number of years Hahn Shoe Stores
of Washington has sponsored WTOP
Washington's The World Tonight,
11:00-11.15 p.m. news show. Mrs.
Hazel Kenyon Markel, WTOP director of programs, and Gilbert Hahn,
president of the shoe chain and son
of the founder, flank the microphone.
vision come quickly by the best
available system than that the
CBS system be adopted. CBS color
television has been proved through
numerous tests and demonstrations
in the past, and we will look forward to studying similar tests and
demonstrations of the latest RCA
Sen. Johnson, who has steadsystem."fastly pressed FCC and other
quarters for action looking toward
early commercialization of color
television, commended RCA for a
"tremendous forward stride in the
TV art" and noted it had "spent

No

Change

anby RCA's
Obviously gratifie
n told
nouncement, Sen.d Johnso
Broadcasting he is especially
that the company's new allpleased
blackelectro
te system
up
to pick
receiversenables
and-whinic
color programs in monochrome
without modification of present sets
and any adapters.
"This has been a source of worry
to many of us and those in industry," he noted. "We thought
present sets might be outmoded
with the advent of color. The impact of such a situation is less
now that color can come in on
standard black-and-white sets without change in transmission standEarlier in the week Sen. Johnson had charged in a letter to
FCC Acting Chairman Walker that
the
interests most active in adards."
vancing color television "suddenly
have become very cold to further
efforts in this direction" (see story,
page 53).
Radio Mfrs. Assn. filed a statement warning that it will take
manufacturers several years to develop and distribute color television

in Transmission

It accomplishes this in a 6 mc
channel without any degradation of
picture quality.
Our new system is a completely
compatible system. It enables
present television sets to receive
color programs in monochrome
without any modification whatever
and without any converter or
adapter.
Demonstrations will show that
when a television transmitter
shifts from black-and-white transmission to color transmission on
this system, the viewer of an existing black-and-white receiver will
be unaware of the shift. On the
otherhand, by means of this new
system, a viewer of a color set
receiving programs in color will,
when the station changes from color
to black-and-white transmission,
see black-and-white pictures without making any changes in his
receiver.
Thus, with this new RCA colorsystem, the transmitting station
can change at will, either from
color to black-and-white or the reverse, without disturbing the viewers of either the existing receivers
or color receivers, without requiring adjustments to either type of
receiver and, therefore, without
any loss of audience.
Our new color system is also an
adaptable system. Color programs
can be viewed either on new color
receivers or on existing receivers
equipped with a color adapter.

Standards

This new RCA color system is
the fruit of years of research and
development. During the last
decade RCA has carried on much
research and development work
looking toward a practical system
of color television. During this
period our engineers have investigated many systems and studied
their advantages and disadvantages. It has been our objective to
develop a high-definition color system which could be integrated into
the existing black-and-white system without obsoleting present
transmitters and receivers.
During the hearing in Docket
No. 7896 held in 1946-1947, RCA
demonstrated a simultaneous color
system which the Federal Communications Commission recognized
FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for two new AM
and a new FM outlet were
authorized by FCC last week.
Eight stations received transfer grants, including $675,000-sale of WDSU-AM-FMTV New Orleans to Stern
family, and sales of KVOR
Colorado Springs, Col., and
WSAC Columbus, Ga. Two
AM and five FM stations
were deleted. Details of these
and other FCC actions are
carried in FCC Roundup on
page 75.

equipment and urging the FCC to
protect 2,000,000 TV set owners so
they can get the service at a reasonable additional cost [Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
RMA reminded that manufacturers have spent millions in research but the association wants,
introduction of color "to be orderly
and to carry the assurance of satisfactory technical quality at a reasonable cost." Considerable tech-,
nical data on color will bei
introduced at the FCC hearing.
RMA President Raymond C.
Cosgrove,
Avco Mfg.
Corp., will
be'
chief association
spokesman
at the
FCC TV hearing. Supporting him
will be Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric Co., RMA Engineering
Dept. director, and other technical
witnesses.
As to UHF allocation, RMA said
the plan to add 42 6-mc channels
is substantially in accord with a
recommendation it made to the
FCC last February. At that time
the association urged that the TV
freeze be lifted as promptly as possible and that there be minimum
overlap of UHF and VHF stations
in any given area. RMA concurs
with the FCC objective of creating
a "truly nationwide TV service on
a competitive
basis"
but befeels
detailed allocations
should
worked
out
cerned.with the broadcasters con"RMA's chief interest in alloca(Continued on page 40)

Needed,

Firm

Says

as having considerable merit. This
system, however, needed further development, and the Commission has
been informed at intervals of our
The simultaneous system which
progress.
we first demonstrated in 1946 requires a minimum of 12 mc for
transmission and, because of problems of frequency allocation, it was
necessary that that system be
proposed for operation only at
ultra-high frequencies.
In 1947 and 1948, RCA conducted extensive transmission tests
at UHF, among which were the
UHF tests in Washington, D. C,
during the fall of 1948. Full information on these tests is in the
files of the Commission. The results of the UHF propagation
tests showed that much more work
was needed in the UHF band before reliable public service could
be given in that band.
This necessarily involved delay
in bringing high-definition color
television service to the public in
the UHF band, not for reasons
connected with color, but because of
propagation difficulties. At that
time we were also concerned because the VHF 6 mc channel did
not provide color television without degrading the quality of the
picture.
Therefore, even before our Wash(Continued on page 39)
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Whan

Survey

Shows

MULTIPLE-SET
HOMES
riods from 6 a.m. to midnight in
IMPORTANT radio audience not shown in usual surveys is available
to advertisers in multiple-set homes.
two-set, three-set and four-or-moreset families.
Ext^t of this audience, described as a matter of deep concern in the
Location of sets in radio homes
field of radio research, is revealed m the 1949 Iowa Radio Audience
Study directed by Dr. Forest L. *
is
analyzed by Dr. Whan. The livthan farm homes (see chart
Whan, U. of Wichita. It is the 12th sets
ing room, as expected, is the most
below) .
frequently radio-equipped portion
consecutive study of Iowa listening
of the home. Location of sets in
conducted for WHO Des Moines.
Dr. Whan adds: "This additional
hour
of
listening
on
the
part
of
the
living room: All homes Q8%;
Extra listening of more than
45.7 %c of Iowa homes owning more
urban, 78.6% ; village 70.1% ; farm
54.2%.
an hour a day was found in
than one set represents 'extra lishomes having more than one
Kitchen: All homes 36.2%,;
tening' not usually measured by
radio set (45.7% of all Iowa
radio audience research limited to urban,
32%c; village 31.7%; farm,
43.7%.
homes).
analysis of use of the 'family set'.
Equally important is the disBedroom: All homes 21.2 %f ;
It represents a sizable audience
covery that two-thirds of the
which should not be ignored in the urban, 28.3% ; village 17.3 %c ; farm,
15.2%.
time the receivers in multiplefuture, an audience which increases
set homes are tuned to competDining room: All homes 20.8%©;
in direct proportion to the increase
ing programs.
urban,
16A% ; village 19.6%c ; farm,
26.6%.
in
number
of
sets
in
the
home."
For the first time the Iowa study
Having shown the extent of
also gives data on radio ownership
Between 2%: and Z% move the
for trucks and tractors as well as multiple-set listening, the survey
barns, use of radio in milking and
amount of time auto sets are used.
Set ownership in the state is near
AVERAGE
FAMILY
LISTENING
saturation, the study shows. In
1940 96.59c of urban homes had
USING TWO SETS SIMULTANEOUSLY
one or more radios compared to
98.9% in 1949; 89.9% of village
homes had sets compared to 97.8 %c
this year; farm homes, 86%, to
98.6%.
Along with this trend has come a
sharp rise in number of homes with
WEEKDAY
two or more sets. In 1940, 81.8%
4.08 QUARTER
HOURS
of radio homes had only one set,
13.8% two sets, and 4.4% three or
more. In 1949, 54.3 %f had only
EVENING
one set, 33.3% had two, and 12.4%;
had three or more.
Location of Multiple-Set Homes
Breaking down the multiple-set
homes, the survey comes up with
these relative figures: 47.5%: of
urban homes have only one set,
60.4% in villages, 58.8% on farms;
35.8 %c of urban homes have two
sets, 29.5% in villages, 32.6% on
farms; 12.2%: of urban homes have
three sets, 7.6%c in villages, 6.8%c
on farms; 4.5% of urban homes
have four or more sets; 2.5% in
villages, 1.8%c on farms.
Having shown the extent of
multiple-set ownership. Dr. Whan's
Iowa study describes just what
happens in these homes. He had
found in 1948 that one of four
homes reported simultaneous use
quite often in the evening, with one
of 14 using the sets nearly every
day or quite often in the daytime.
Going deeper into this subject,
the 1949 survey shows that the
greater the number of sets owned,
the greater the probability of the
family using sets simultaneously
on an average weekday. For example, 26.4% of two-set homes use
both sets simultaneously on an average weekday compared to 44.3%
using two sets at once in a three-set
home and 67.7% using two sets at
once in a four-or-more-set home.
Urban Use Higher
The average Iowa home with
more than one set, daily uses two
sets simultaneously more than four
quarter-hours, it was shown, with
urban homes making greater use of
BROADCASTING

AFTERNOON
MORNING

0.48 QUARTER
HOURS

0.75 QUARTER
HOURS

takes up the question of programs
heard.
Dr. than
Whan's
that better
two study
times "shows
out of

three the sets are tuned to competing programs — of grave concern
to When
research."
used simultaneously, sets
usually tuned by all families questioned carry the same program in
29 %c of cases and in 71% have
different programs. In two-set
homes, 30.7% are tuned to the same
program, 69.3% to different programs; three-set homes, 25A%
same program, 74.6 %<: different;
four-or-more, 23.7 %c same program,
76.3% different.
In urban homes, 29.8% hear the
same program, 70.2% different
programs; village homes, 31.6%
same program, 68.4 %c different;
farm homes, 26.2% same program,
73.8% different.
Listening habits in multiple-set
homes are shown by half-hour pe• Telecasting

2.85 HOURS
QUARTER

radio about the house and 3.6%
have sets in other rooms.
42% Have Car Radios
Going into auto radios, the survey shows that 42% of all Iowa
families have cars equipped with
radios (38.7% of urban families,
34.9% village, 52% farm). It discloses that 51.9 %c of car owners
have auto radios (54.3''^ of urban
farm)
.
families,
46.7 "^i village, 50.1 %c
For truck owners, 9.7 % are radio
equipped (13.7% urban families,
15.29^ village, 7.8% farm). In the
case of tractors, 0.4% are radio
equipped.
It was found that 12.5% of barns
are radio equipped.
The survey measured FM sets in
Iowa homes, finding 7.7 %r of all
families have sets capable of receiving FM (8.9%: of urban families, 6.9 %c village, 6.8% farm) . In-

Added

Listeners

terviewers asked to see the set in
each case to avoid confusion of
duplicated
programs over AM-FM
stations.
Out-of-home listening is increasing in Iowa,
Whan's
survey
shows.
In 1948,Dr.13.4%c
of families
reported
regularly
using
sets outside
the home,
but non-auto
in 1949
the figure rose to 15.5%.
Detailed findings are presented
on the use of auto radios by the
51.9% of car owners having receivers, with increased daily listening shown in comparison to prewar years when relatively few
Iowa families had radio-equipped
cars.
The findings are summarized as
follows:
Better than half of the women and
approximately
of the
men (in families three-fourths
owning cars equipped
with radios) ride in those cars each
weekday.
Men are more likely to ride than
women; farm owners more likely to
ride than urban owners.
Approximately
both each
men and
women
riders usehalf
the ofradio
day
while driving, with younger riders
more likely than older to use the car
radio.
About one-third of all riders use the
car radio within the first five miles.
More than half of all riders use the
car radio within the first 25 miles.
Better than two of three riders use
the acargiven
radioday.
within the fitrst 100 miles
on
Comparing data on stations to
which the family listens most to
figures in heard-regularly ratings,
the survey shows that the latter
provide "an excellent check" on
the area covered by a station's
programs but do not give a reliable
index to amount of listening. In
general, listeners were found to
spend about six hours of listening
to their "listened to most" station
in Iowa for every hour they spend
with another station "heard reguMultiple-set ownership increases
the amount of listening per adult,
it was found, amounting to a
larly."
21.4
%f increase in listening-time in
all homes (10.8% in urban homes,
40.6% village, 25. 97^ farm). Taking
the four-hour period just preceding
the time of intei'view as a basis, a
9.1'^'( increase in amount of adult
listening is caused by multiple-set
ownership (1.9% in urban homes,
18.4% village, 3.9% farm).
Builds Audience Total
Furthermore, it was found that
the number who listen is increased
by multiple-set ownership. Taking
the same four-hour test, 60.8% of
respondents had listened during the
period in one-set homes compared
to 68.2 %(- in multiple-set homes.
Broken down, the increase in number of listeners is shown as follows: Urban homes, 58%<: listened
in four-hour test period in one-set
homes compared to 63.2% in multiple-set homes; village, 59.2%
listened in one-set homes compared
to 70 "^f in multiple-set homes;
farm, 64.5 in one-set homes,
74.2 '' r in multiple-set homes.
Audience-flow data disclose that
after 8 a.m. the greatest amount
(Continued on page 22)
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Giveaway Fight
(Continued from page 15)
contained in Section 316 of the
Communications Act, but removed
from the latter by Congressional
action a year or so ago, it was
pointed out.
In an official statement announcing that CBS would seek court relief from the FCC's ruling, Frank
Stanton, CBS president, charged
that the FCC exceeded its authority
in the giveaway action.
"Xot only do the rules go far beyond the Federal statutes relating
to lotteries and fight enterprises,"'
Mr. Stanton said, "but the authority and jurisdiction of the Commission to impose an absolute prohibition upon a particular type of program is open to serious question
under the law which contemplates
that broadcasters themselves shall
determine what programs will be
broadcast, consistent with the
needs and desires of listeners."
CBS, said Mr. Stanton, "has
only two sponsored network programs which appear to be affected
by the recent FCC rules relating to
giveaway programs." (Although
Mr. Stanton did not identify the
two commercial shows to which he
referred, it was understood he had
in mind Hit the Jackpot^ sponsored
by De Soto-Plymouth Dealers, and
Si7ig It Again, which has been
bought by Carter's Products to
advertise Arrid, an underarm deoderant.)
Mr. Stanton, in his statement,
omitted mention of other CBS e-iveaways which do not embrace either
telephone or letter-writing contests
and which, by his inference, he did
not believe subject to the FCC
i-ules.
The only network which intendpd to take no action acainst
the FCC ruling was Mutual. Frank
White, MBS president, said: "It
appears Mutual has no programs
in that category."
Mr. White did not amplify his
statement. It was assumed, howGIVEAWAY

VIRTUE

Jackpot' Aids ABC's Maupin
HERE'S the tale of one giveaway
show that has its virtues, the FCC
notwithstanding.
■^Tien Rex Maupin, ABC's musical director in Chicago, started
shopping last week for musiol
instruments to outfit a new TV
studio in the Civic Opera Bldg.
(see separate story), he struck a
snag.
Nonea celeste
of (i;hicago's
stores had
in stock. music
In need of the instrument without delay, Maestro Maupin recalled that a woman in sul^ini^sn
Cicero recently had won a $15,000
Stop the Music jackpot, complete
with celeste.
^'Can we make a deal?" he
•queried over the phone.
"Heaven knows, I have no use
for it," the prize-winner replied.
Meeting her price, Mr. Maupin
"had
•day. the instrument picked up next
Page 20
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By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
RADIO giveaways are not new.
In fact this type of program has
been
ades. used for more than two dec-

UP TO his ears in letters is Wilson
Edwards, m.c. of KSDO San Diego
Time to Win. KSDO Account Executives Norman Kay (I) and Fred
Stubbins assist him. Eighteen months
old, the five weekly giveaway program has been constant sell-out for
participating sponsors.
ever, that he believed MBS giveaways were safe from the FCC actions because none currently contains a telephone element.
So far as could be learned, no
sponsor of a giveaway on any network had indicated a desire to cancel his show. Netwoi-ks had given
agencies and sponsors private assurances, itwas learned, that they
intended to prosecute to the hilt
legal action against the ruling and
that perhaps as long as a year
might pass before final adjudication.
Advise Clients
In the meantime, the networks
were said to have advised their
clients, giveaways were virtually
assured of remaining untouched.
One result of the FCC ruling,
however, was the sudden abatement of sponsor interest in new
giveaways. In at least one instance, itbecame known, an advertiser who had been on the brink
of buying a giveaway quit the negotiations with the explanation he
would wait for the dust to settle
in the tiff between the networks
and the FCC.
Of the .39 total giveaways on the
four networks, 21 are sponsored,
two of them cooperatively. By
networks they are:
ABC: Betty Crocker Magazine
of the Air — General Mills; Break
the Bank — Bristol-Myers; Bride
& Groom — Sterling Drug Co.;
Chance of a Lifetime — BrunerRitter Co.; Name the Mnvie — Revere Camera Co., and Stop the
Music — P. Lorillard, Eversharp
Inc., and and Spiedel Corp.
CBS: Hit the Jackpot — DeSotoPlymouth Dealers; Sing It Again
— Carter's Products (after Oct.
1) ; Grand Slam — Continental Bak''ng Co.; Boh Hawk's Show — R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., and Give &
Take—Tom Co.
MBS: Oveen for a Day — Philip
Morris Co. and Miles Labs Inc.;
Fishing & Hunting Club of the Air
— cooperative; Tell Your Neighbor
— cooperative; Man on the Farm —
Quaker Oats, and Twenty Questions — Ronson Art Metal Works.
NBC: HoUyivood Calling —
Gruen Watch Co.; Take It or
L^ave It — Eversharp; Ouiz Kids —
Miles Labs; Welcome Travelers —

The FCC's rule banning virtually
all giveaway shows effective Oct.
1 (see stories pages 15 and 21),
follows an upsurge of such programs since the end of the war.
Here, in chronological order, are
some of the highlights of the giveaway radio program.

first
ies bills
prohibofit the
lotter
on theto
IQoq to One
air was filed Oct. 3, 1929, as HR
4499. The bill was not passed but
would have amended the Radio Act
of 1927 to forbid broadcasting of
lotteries and to prohibit the use of
profane language.
1930

The Federal Radio Commission, in a letter made
public Dec. 15, 1930, announced
that any
use of its
facilities forstation's
lottery purposes
would
"weigh heavily" against it at renewal time in view of the 'legislative policy of Congress against
the dissemination of lottery information (as expressed in the Federal statutes prohibiting the inProcter & Gamble; Dr. I. Q.— Mars
Inc.; Double or Nothing — Campbell Soup Co.; Truth or Consequences— Procter & Gamble.
Each of these programs distributes prizes in cash or merchandise
or both to listeners or participants,
although not all involve telephone
calls or letter writing.
As lawyers were drawing their
tactical plans for attacking the
FCC's ruling, the man who started
it all was taking the cataclysm in
stride. Ralph Edwards, presiding
buffoon on Trxdh or Coyisequences
and the inventor of the fabulous
jackpot, was readying a new method of throwing money to the
winds.
Mr. monstrous
Edwards, who
offered
radio'sin
first
booty
jackpot
his "Miss Hush" contest several
years ago, had a new idea which
was to be introduced on his broadcast over NBC last Saturday night,
when Trtith or Consequences returned after summer vacation.
It seems Mr. Edwards was going
to have a celebrity, dressed as a
deliveryman, talk with a common
citizen "somewhere in the United
States" a few days before the program. This momentous conversation was to be secretly recorded
and played back on the show. The
common citizen was then to be
telephoned by Mr. Edwards and
given $2,500 cash if he could
identify the disguised celebrity
who had conversed with him.
"The emphasis will be on the
stunt rather than on the prize,"
Mr. Edwards was quoted bv his
oress agent as exnlainino-. Somehow he expected that to be legal.

terstate transportation of lottery
tickets, advertising, etc.)." The
letter replied to a request that
Chicago stations be warned their
licenses might be in jeopardy
should they proceed with rumored
plans to air lottery information
The Radio Commission refused to
issue the warning, on the ground
that to do so would constitute a censorship in advance of any actual
misconduct by the stations. The
request had been made by Col.
Robert Isham Randolph, president
of the Chicago Assn. of Commerce
and resulted in a libel suit against
Col. Randolph by Mayor William
Hale Thompson of Chicago, who
alleged that the request charged
him with operating a lottery and
recited the rumor that Chicago
stations were to be used in furtherance of the lottery.
Several bills were intro-|
duced in Congress on lottery programs without ultimate,
success, including the Dill-White
bill which sought multiple revisions of the 1927 law. The American Newspaper Publishers Assn.,
at its annual convention in New
York on April 23, 1931, adopted a
resolution endorsing government
regulation of radio lotteries. It
endorsed efforts of its committee!
on Federal laws to impose on radio
the same restrictions on lottery advertising which apply to newspapers. It also endorsed in prin-l
ciple an amendment to a pending
radio bill which would make broadcasting of lottery information or
similar schemes a Federal offense
and
May place
4, station licenses in position for possible revocation. On
banning 1931, the FRC denied
petition for an order
"lottery and gift proFRC took the position
that
the question of prohibiting
ANPA's
lottery advertising by radio was a
matter for legislation. At the
time an FRC Law Division memorandum on the subject was quoted
asgrams."
stating:
While Congress can and does confer
upon administrative bodies of its creation the power
enactarerules
lations, these torules
notandforreguthe
government of such bodies but for
administering the laws that do govern.
When Congress has indicated its will
by those
appropriate
legislation
it canto give
to
who are
authorized
act
under such general legislative pro"Power to the
fill scope
up theanddetails"
but not vision:
to further
effect
of such legislation to cover matters
not included therein.
In spite of this position, FRC
on May 7, 1931, issued the following public notice:
Upon
freouent
occasions
thereofhave
been brought
to the
attention
the
Commission complaints against radio
stations broadcasting fortune telling,
lotteries, prises,games
of chance,
enteror similar
schemesgiftoffering
prizes dependent in whole or in part
iipon lot or chance. On that subject
the Commission has to say: There
exists a doubt that such broadcasts
are ina the
public interest.
from
substantial
number ofComplaints
listeners
against
any
broadcasting
station
senting such programs will resultnre-in
(Coyitinued on page 32)
1931
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FCC overstepped in Ban
REACTION
PRESS
sion, which was beginning to be men telling millions of Americans
Or go down to Radio City to get in
A MAJORITY of newspapers feel
saddled with giveaways right in what they may hear on their
the FCC overstepped its authority
the chips. Washington will be the
best giveaway left. Do you want
infancy and might have been cripin handing down a decision defining certain types of giveaway proThe Rochester (N. Y.) Timesa deep-freeze
it
from radio. unit?
Find aDon't
friendexpect
of a
life."
Thepled forWashington
News, Scrippsgrams as violating the criminal
radios." (WHEC) commented, "The
Union
friend
of
a
5
per
center
who knows
lottery laws and in effect banning
FCC has banned giveaway shows
Howard, hit hard at FCC. "We
such programs from the air don't have a police state — yet" it on the radio. This just about
where there are some factory re[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
asserted. "We do have bureaueliminates
competition
with
govcrats who write their own laws
The Roanoke (Va.) World-News
Perusal of editorials indicates
ernment in the giveaway business.
To renew its license every radio
(WDBJ) sympathized with the
over two-thirds of newspapers are when the laws passed by Congress
fail to satisfy their thirst for station is going to have to compete
FCC's horror of giveaways but concritical of the FCC action though
tended it overstepped authority.
power. That is moving toward dic- with the government grab-bag. So
many are also critical of giveaway
The
paper
said giveaways have
tatorship
through
a
back
door.
.
.
.
programs.
you won't have to shoo away all
visitors on Sunday evening now.
That's censorship by fiat — three
gone a long tertainment
wayon thetoward
realhave
enSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
air and
chairman of the Senate Interstate
jects."
cut audiences of good educational
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
shows almost to zero. It concludes:
ROUNDUP OF LEGAL VIEWS ON ElVEAWAY RULING
agreed with an editorial in the
"This is a sad commentary on
Aug. 23 Washington Post (WTOP)
which contended the FCC had
the
it's trueis
LOUIS G. CALDWELL
and American
there you mind,
are. Ifbutanybody
ample power for its action. In
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis
to do anything about it. Congress
comment accompanying his inser(First General Counsel, Federal Radio Commission)
and the courts, rather than FCC,
tion of the editorial in the ConI agree with the dissenting opinion of Comr. Hennock.
appear to be the proper authorities.
gressional Record, Sen. Johnson
FCC probably is due for a slappraised the three members who
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-COL.)
voted for a halt "on the insane
The Baltimore S^in fWMAR)
Chairman, Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
giveaway
fad," regrettinghad
that not
all
seven Commissioners
pointed
out that
Broadcasting,
the "only
weekly last
organweekof
Certainly I want to pat on the back the three members of the Commission for their courageous action in calling a halt on the insane
joined "as a unit in abolishing this
the industry, carried a strong edicheap clap-trap which lowers the
"giveaway" fad which has swept radio. The chance to
down."torial protesting against the whole
win on these programs is said to be less than one in idea
standing of radio."
of giveaways and calling on
eight
million
so
only
an
infinitesimal
number
can
take
Sen. Johnson said "Radio licenses
the leaders to adhere to better
much of a financial loss in their elimination.
were not granted to cultivate and
standards." The Sun calls the
Only the advertiser gets something for nothing out
appeal to base emotions. Radio
of these medicine men radio shows. I regret . . . that form"
broadcasting has a finer service to
giveaway
in its appeal
"most toextreme
a "vulgar
cupidoffer than that. Pyramid clubs,
all seven Commissioners did not find it possible to join
ity,"
but
says
some
of
the
progiveaway programs and lotteries
as a unit in abolishing this cheap clap-trap which lowers
grams "are delightful to see or
the standing of radio. Radio licenses were not granted
may have strong audience appeal,
to cultivate and appeal to the base emotions. Radio
but it is not an appeal worthy of
Concluding, the Siin says: "It
broadcasting has a finer service to offer than that.
our greatest entertainer and inlisten
would to."
be far better to persuade instructor— the radio."
dividuals who control the various
Sen. Johnson Pyramid clubs, "Giveaway" programs and lotteries
may have strong appeal but it is not an appeal worthy
chains
and
stations to make their
'Should Welcome' Ruling
of our greatest entertainer and *instructor
own selections between the accept* * — the radio.
The Post suggested broadcasters
able and the reprehensible than to
PHILIP G. LOUCKS
'"ought to welcome this ruling as
leave the policing to a government
a salutary policing measure that
(Continued on page 26)
Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky
will protect them from the com(Former Managing Director, NAB)
petitive pressure of a debasing
Broadcasting of a lottery, gift enterprise or similar scheme is a crime
form of entertainment appealing
by fine or imprisonment. Either the sponsor or the licensee,
to the cupidity and gambling in- punishable
or both, may be prosecuted for such broadcasts under the statute. Each
stincts of mass humanity." It said is entitled to a trial by jury.
that if broadcasters don't justify
Under the new regulations it is conceivable that the Commission
belief in the American system of
private ownership, an aroused pub- might refuse to renew a license for a broadcast whi'ch a jury, after trial,
might find not to be in violation of the statute. • Under such circvimlic will demand "increasingly drasstances the acquitted licensee probably will not feel very happy about
tic regulatory action and possibly
being forced out of business because of his innocence.
Government suppression of private
Congress intended that criminal punishment and not exercise of the
companies."
Commission's licensing power should be the deterrent against the wrongOn the other hand the New York
doing proscribed by Sec. 1304 of the U. S. Criminal Code.
Herald Tribune holds that Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock "quite properly"
W. THEODORE PIERSON
questioned whether FCC is usurpPierson & Ball
ing powers of the Dept. of Justice
and Congress. It adds, "TechnicThe Commission's report and order in my opinion offends both legal
ally a quorum was present, but in and constitutional principles. It seeks to restrain programs that are
a case of this sort, the Commission
not proscribed by the statute. It ignores judicial specifications of the
owes it to the public to act with
element of consideration and completely reverses previous legal concepts
assurance or not at all."
in this regard.
The Herald Tribune argues that
In the last paragraph of its report the Commission, in effect, states
that consideration sufficient to support condemnation as a lottery is conquestioning of the FCC's powers
clusively presumed in any case where a giveaway program is designed
"does not relieve radio people of the
duty of examining for themselves
to attract listeners and benefit the broadcaster and the sponsor, which
whether the giveaway programs
merely describes all giveaway programs.
constitute a thoroughly desirable
By paraphrasing the statute's proscription of the element of lot or
form of broadcasting."
chance, the Commission's order ambiguously broadens the prohibitions
Columnist John Crosby, in the of the statute. Since the report by administrative fiat previously restrains programs which under present judicial authority are not consame paper, commented, "If the
FCC is upheld, a national lunacy
demned by the Criminal
Commission's
is censorship
and
an
interference
with theCode,
rightthe
of free
speech by action
radio and,
therefore,
like midget golf and marathon
beyond its statutory and constitutional authority.
dancing will have passed into folklore. . . . The ruling will have an
It is hoped that the general and broad statements of principles made
especially happy effect on televi(Continued on page 38)'
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ANALYZING chemicals while on a
personal tour of Phillips Petroleum
Co. is Erie Smith, KMBC-KFRM Kansas City news editor, subject of a
four-page
spread in the
national magazine.
Thiscompany's
summer
marks the 10th anniversary of Phillips sponsorship
of Mr.a Smith's
evening
newscasts,
record latefor
KMBC of more than 2,000 consecutive broadcasts of uninterrupted sponsorship. Phillips has renewed its
contract to enter its 11th year in
news programming.
August 29, 1949
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NABET POLLS
Members on CWA Merger

GRID SPONSORS
Sinclair on WKOW; Others
REPORTS

of more football sponsorships [Broadcasting, Aug. 22]
last week included signing of Sinclair Gasoline's Southern Wisconsin dealers with U. of Wisconsin
for games to be aired by WKOW
Madison. Twenty-one Sinclair
dealers banded together to make
possible broadcasts of the complete
nine-game schedule.
Also in the Midwest, WNBK
(TV) Cleveland will telecast via
film all 15 Cleveland Browns' football games sponsored by Leisy
Brewing Co. of Cleveland. WNBK
will show previous weeks' games
on Saturday, thus designed to
avoid an adverse effect on attendance. Series started Aug. 20 with
the Browns-Chicago Hornets contest.
James P. Clark, president of the
Philadelphia Eagles, National Pro
League champions, announced Aug.
23 that several of the games his
team will play in other cities will
be telecast to Philadelphia. As was
previously reported, none of the
Eagles' home games in Philadelphia will be telecast.
Run-dowTi of others include: WLW
(TV) Columbus will present two additional football programs to the Ohio
State U. home schedule already contracted. The programs are Football
Previews and Football Scoreboard.
WSB Atlanta will cover the annual
Atlanta Journal all-star high school
football game. Again this year, WSBTV cameras will focus on the action
for televiewers.
WKID Urbana, 111., will carry U. of
Illinois games ?nd feed to Illinois and
out-of-state station^. G. Max Kimbrel.
manager
of the The
Illinois
Sports
work has stated.
network
also Netwill
broadcast
all ofhome
the university's
ball games,
pnd away. basketThree
stations. WAAF Chicago, WTAX
Springfield and WKID. had signed for
the basketball games early last week
with seven other Illmois stations giving
te"tat"-e
authorizations.
In Indiana.
WCSI TFM) Columbus
ha'= signed Westinghouse Dealers of
southern Indiana for sponsorship of
the Chicago Cardinal games, home and
av'-'v
WTM.I-'TV
five
of U. ofMilwaukee
Wisconsinwill
andtelecast
three
Marnuette U. home games sponsored
bv First Wisconsin National Bank of
Milwaukee. While this will be thf
first vear for the bank sponsor.ship of
U. of Wisconsin games. First National
contracted last year for Marquette
co"te=t=.
Play-by-play
descriptions
of Notre
Dame
eames during
the season
will
v,e n-rri-d bv WFRE-AM-FM Cleve'a<-.d. j^He'ie^nent 5 k"' outlet in
that city th^ station announced last
week. Sched"l runs from Sept. 24
through Dec. 3.
CHEST APPEALS
WHOM Issues Translations
WHOM New York has specially
transcribed Community Chests of
America fund appeals in Spanish,
Italian, German and Polish for
distribution to foreign-language
stations all over the country by the
Community Chest's radio committee.
Transcriptions are based on
material supplied by the organization, and are expected to be heard
by about four million listeners in
the Greater New York area alone,
according to Fortune Pope, executive vice president and general
manager of WHOM.
Page 22
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BREAKING ground for WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y., new transmitter are (I to r):
Raymond Bentley, director; Roger Waite, secretary; Thomas Tobin, President,
all of Dunkirk Chamber of Commerce; Walter Murray, Dunkirk Mayor; Paul
Renckens, director; Gerald Dash, treasurer; Alois A. Schmidt, president, Paul
Fischler, chief engineer, ail of the Dunkirk Broadcasting Corp., WCFB owner,
and Roman Waite, Industrial Commissioner of the city of Dunkirk. Formal
opening of WFCB, operating on 1410 kc with 500 w day and night, is
scheduled for Oct. 15. Mr. Schmidt will be station manager. Consulting
engineer is Russell P. Moy and the attorney is Charles F. Duvall, both of
Washington, D. C.

'COMPARISON
NETWORK'
Promotion, Program
Exchange Formed by Five Outlets
BELIEF that two heads can do a
better job than one has spurred a
broadcasting group to operate a
cooperative venture, called "Comparison Network," to boost sales
and promotion.
Idea of the "network," a nonprofit organization boasting five
members, is to inter-change individual initiative and creative ability on programs, sales and promotion.
Leading the movement is Bill
Sinor, sales manager of KGVO
Missoula, Mont., 5 kw affiliate of
CBS. Participating stations in
addition to KGVO include, with
more expected: KXO El Centro,
Calif. 250 w MBS; KOLT ScottsblufF, Neb. 5 kw CBS affiliate;
KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif. 1 kw
ABC outlet and KOAT Albuquerque, N. M. 250 w affiliate of
ABC.
The "network" tapes those shows
in which each station has particular pride and shuttles them among
the participating stations, so that
by comparison, each outlet can improve its programming structure
and utilize new ideas. Thus thebenefit is two-fold to the sponsor:
He receives the best program produced by the station's sales and
programming departments and he
gains the finished result of the
combined network eff'ort.
When a participating station
needs a farm program, sports
show, or a new twist on a weather
forecast, a request is sent to Mr.
Sinor's office. From there a memo
is sent out to all members.
Each station takes an air check
of its quality show in the particular
category and bundles it off to the

requesting station. With all of
the member shows on tap, the requesting station then can pick the
good ideas from each and produce
its own, polished for the pitch of
its sales department.

Multiple-Set Homes
(Continued from page 19)
of switching from station to station takes place on the hour; no
more than 10%- to 15% of the audience at any period has come from
other stations; the great majority
of listeners at any given quarterhour had been listening to the same
station during the preceding quarter-hour; the greatest number of
"new listeners" tune in during the
first quarter-hour of each clockhour, with second largest group
tuning-in on the half-hour.
About IQ'/r of Iowa farmers use
the radio in the barn while milking,
it was found, with two-thirds of the
women and three-fourths of the
men believing radio is "a help" at
milking time. Seventeen per cent
of those with radio in the barn believe use of radio at milking time
results in an increased amount of
milk.
Extensive data on program and
station preferences are given In the
Iowa study, which is based on 9,169
families questioned in late March
and early April. These were carefully selected and response weighted. The random sample reached
1 in 76 homes in the state. Prof.
W. R. Underbill, of Iowa State College, personally supervised the interviewers.

NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians, an independent union, announced last
week it had submitted to its membership aproposal to affiliate with
the Communications Workers of
America (CIO), an international
union with 300,000 members.
Current membership of NABET
is about 2,000.
In a statement sent to chapter
chairmen, Clarence Westover,
NABET executive secretary, said
the independent union "feels the
need of affiliation" and that "after
a survey was made of the various
unions in the field, we have concluded that the Communications
Workers of America are the logical union to affiliate with."
NABET was originally an association of engineers and technicians employed by NBC. It became
an independent union in 1942,
negotiating its first non-NBC contract with WOR New York.
It currently holds contracts with
ABC, NBC and with a large number of stations as well as with
RCA-Victor, Muzak and NBC Recording in the record field.
Both NABET and CWA officials
emphasized that the affiliation was
not yet a fact. Details of the joining of NABET to the larger union
were still under discussion.
NABET executives, however,
were preparing explanatory material to be sent to the membership.
A national referendum on the
question of affiliation will be held.
One practical result of an affiliation of NABET with the powerful
CIO communications workers would
be a strengthening of the broadcast union's hand in future negotiations with broadcasters.
VAIL PISCHKE
Opens New Radio Law Firm
VAIL W. PISCHKE, radio attorney, has opened athis724own
Ninthoffices
St.
NW, Washington.
He resigned recently from
the
NAB Legal
Dept.
to re-enter private practice.
Mr. Pischke
was with Louis
G. Caldwell, of
Mr. Pischke

the firmFleming,
of Kirkland,

Green, Martin &
Ellis, from 1944 to 1946, leaving
to become associated with former
Assistant Attorney General Norman M. Littell. He joined NAB
last year. Before graduating from
Notre Dame with B.A. and L.L.B.
degrees, he was active in radio production. In 1944 he won the annual ASCAP award for a paper
on radio copyright law. He is a
member of the Indiana, District of
Columbia and Supreme Court bar
as well as the D. C. and Federal
Communications Bar Assns.
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MR. McTIGHE here describes an
Stations
unusual but simple survey techHer
Smo
Aid
uM
Wq
THEORY
COST
nique by which he believes the
Station
A
is
actually
a
better
buy
Average
Share
of
Audience
By JAMES D. McTIGHE
smaller station can compete ratingStation
at
this
particular
hour
than
any
«
RADIO DIRECTOR
A
B
C
D
E Other
wise with "power-houses" of the
t
Olmsted & Foley, Minneapolis
other station in the line-up. This
industry. It is an interesting de13.5% 27.1% 31.4% 10.3% 17.5% .2%
formula can also be applied to any
parture from the traditional anali AT LAST. A simple method by
Now, by dividing the share of unit of time with any reliable
which the radio station consistently
ysis method, and may prove helpaudience figure into the cost per
ful
to
timebuyers.
Mr. McTighe
rating method that gives a sharelocated at the bottom of the Hooper
of -audience figure since all the fac- has been radio director at Olmstead
ratings (or Conlan's or diaries or
tors used in the arithmetic are
& Foley, Minneapolis, since August
any recognized rating methods)
1946. He was named an associate
constant and none of them is absocan argue effectively against the
agency partner last September.
lute
.
.
.
that
is,
they
show
com"power-houses," by showing its
Previously he had served with
parisons only. The final cost percomparative cost per listener.
KDAL Duluth and Campbellone-per
cent
of
share
of
audience
Here's the way I did it.
must not be construed as cost per Mithun, Minneapolis, as copywriter.
I was convinced that my client
hundred or thousand listeners.
could use the lowest-rated station
in the market because this station
know about it. And if anyone has
Explains to Others
used
this over
methodandbefore,
glad
' has adiserecord
of
selling
merchanSince
I
first
used
this
analysis
to a small, loyal audience.
to move
share I'll
thebecredit
several weeks ago (and it convinced
Also, this station had proved that
for what I consider a new and valuOne of a Series
the client, by the way) I have exit could pull a rating, though
able technique for timebuyers.
plained
it
to
time
salesmen,
radio
' rarely, if the programming were
representatives and other timestrong enough. I felt that I had a hour figure, I arrived at the costbuyers, and all of them feel it is
strong program.
per-one per cent of share of audience. Like this :
i
Period Studied
station
District Meets Data
rnt'priJt'^'''
NAB Gives
MAILING
If any readers can point out an
A
B
C
D
E
^ The period I was considering $7.47
$11.07
$7.96
$12.13
$8.57
error in the reasoning or limita■ was a weekday full hour, Class B.
THE NAB is sending information
As you can see from the above,
' The cost for that particular hour
tions of the theory itself, I'd like to to members and non-members in 17
on each of five stations was the first
districts throughout the country on
I! Constant. (This constant could also
details of the series of NAB district meetings which begin early
I consist of the cost of a chainbreak,
Committee
Approves
' minute, quarter-hour or any comnext month and continue through
Script
mid-December.
< parable period.)
FILM
The second constant in my anal- ALL-RADIO
First mailing to the District 7,
- ysis was the average share of audiwhich meets Sept. 8-9 at Cincinnati,
ALL-RADIO
Presentation
Committee
on
Thursday
gave
final
approval
ence for the four consecutive quarto the shooting script of the industry-wide promotion film which will was devoted to sales sessions to
be conducted by Maurice B.
"ter hours according to the latest
dramatize actual radio result stories proving that at all levels, radio
Hooper ratings. Instead of workadvertising
can
produce
maximum
results
for
advertisers
most
economMitchell, director
of the Bureau.
NAB's
ing for cost-per-Hooper point or
Broadcasting
Advertising
*
ically and quickly.
cost-per-thousand listeners, I took
features dealer cooperScript will be submitted to film — who jointly added another $50,- The folder
a left turn and calculated the costative advertising, national spot
000. Script was written by Mr.
producers
for
bids
this
week.
Comper-one per cent of share of audimittee hopes to have filming under
ence.
Gradus and Victor M. Ratner, CBS- business, BAB sales aids, retail advertising, sales techniques of other
vice president in charge of promoway
by
September,
with
completed
Here's the arithmetic. Station A picture ready for use by Jan. 1,
tion. Mr. Ratner also will act as media and other sales department
is the one I recommended. Round
1950.
subjects. Later mailings will cover
producer, with the filming of the
figures are used to simplify the
details of operating costs control
picture
to
be
done
under
his
guidFilm will run 40 to 50 minutes,
example.
sessions to be conducted by Richard
ance.
with black-and-white prints of both
Cost Per Class "B" hour, One Time
Mr. Ratner presided at ThursP. Doherty, director of the NAB's
35mm and 16mm available. FilmEmploye-Employer Relations
Station
ing
will
be
done
documentary
fashday's
meeting,
held
at
BAB
headDept., and broader aspects of
A
B
C
D
E
quarters in New York, in the ab- broadcasting
ion, shot on location in various
to be covered by NAB
sence of Chairman Gordon Gray,
$300 $125
parts of the country. Ben Gradus,
$100
$250
President Justin Miller.
WIP Philadelphia. Others present
$150
film consultant, whose report also
were: Ivor Kenway, ABC; Lewis
was approved by the committee, has
completed an inspection tour of a Avery, Avery-Knodel; Herbert L. Radio Presentation Committee was
Krueger, WTAG Worcester; W. B. formed after the NAB Los Angeles
half-dozen sites offering dramatic
McGill, Westinghouse Radio Sta- convention in May 1948 broadened
evidence of radio's potent resulttions; Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB.
producing power and has already
the project to permit all segments
roughed out shooting schedules for
Beginning as a joint network
of the industry to participate. Comthis part of the picture.
mittee was incorporated under New
project for an industry-wide proYork State laws on April 27, 1949.
motion in December 1947, the AUWill Show Effects
In addition to the commercial
story of radio, the film also will
ABOUT to take off from Peoria, III., for a week's fishing trip at Jackson Hole,
show the effect of broadcasting on
Wye, are entourage of New York advertising executives and their host.
the lives of the American people
Fred Mueller of WEEK Peoria. They are (I to r): Standing — Bill
Manager
and its effect throughout the nation. These two aspects will be Kerr, Oklahoma City; Charles Hotchkiss and Gordon Johnson of DancerFitzgerald-Sample; C. C. Slaybaugh, Morse International; Frank Silvernail,
segregated in shorter — 20 minute —
BBDO; Brownie Akers, Oklahoma City; Edward Hitz, NBC; Harry Hobbs,
films, one dealing with radio's
Ted Bates Inc.; Frank Headley, Headley-Reed Co.; Carlos Franco, Young &
commercial impact for use in showRubicam; front row — Mr. Mueller; Raymond C. Simms, Erwin, Wasey & Co.;
ings to advertisers, the other sumW. Doty Edouarde, Badger & Browning & Hersey; Edward Whitley, McCannradio's roleservice
as a clubs,
social
Erickson; J. D. McCarty, Oklahoma City; Tom McDermott, N. W. Ayer & Son.
force for marizing
showing
PTA groups and similar organizations.
Approval of the script marks the
close of the second phase of the
All-Radio Presentation project.
First was the financing campaign,
which enlisted the support of 510
stations, contributing $79,120 and
Mr. McTIGHE
three networks— ABC, CBS, NBC
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powerless to keep whiskey off the
LIQUOR

ADS

By JOHN OSBON
HOPES of the "dry" contingent,
who are bent on keeping all liquor
advertising from the nation's airwaves and extending- the ban to
wines and beers, received another
shot in the arm on Capitol Hill last
Wednesday when Rep. Fred L.
Crawford (R-Mich.) , avowed foe of
"wet" radio, urged legislation expressly forbidding use of either
radio or television facilities for
such advertisements.
He told House colleagues he was
pushing for "early consideration,"
but at week's end spokesmen for
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, to which the
bill was referred, indicated it had
not been discussed.
Rep. Crawford's measure (HR
6111) varies in certain respects
from other legislation introduced
earlier this year in Congress in
that it specifically singles out the
radio and television mediums. And
whereas other legislators in the
past have tried to spur action
through the Federal Trade ComSPIRITS ADS
Bishop, Congressman Oppose
FURTHER remonstrations against
the liquor and alcoholic beverage
industries for their exploration of
radio and television as advertising
media were voiced on other fronts
last week — by a prominent Congressman and a high official of the
Methodist Church.
In Philadelphia Rep. Joseph
Bryson (D-S. C), author of one of
three bills to outlaw all such advertising in interstate commerce
(see story this page), told the
Women's Christian Temperance
Union, at its 75th anniversary convention, that networks and stations
frequently have "declined to give
the 'dry' forces radio time, although they do not hesitate to
carry programs sponsored by
breweries and distilleries." The
latter industries have gone "far
beyond good taste," he added.
Meanwhile, Bishop Wilbur Hammaker, executive, vice president of
the board of temperance of the
Methodist Church, said that whisky
advertisers, headed by Schenley
Distillers Inc., are hewing to a
policy of "get the business," despite the Distilled Spirits Institute's 13-year self-imposed ban on
radio ads. He termed it "an arrogant procedure" and said the practice involves "jeopardy" for radio
and television broadcasters.
"It would be as unseemly for the
broadcasters to take the money
as it would for the distillers to give
it. . . . Distillers and broadcasters
had better 'stop, look, listen'," he
warned. Bishop Hammaker sunported Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DCol.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee in his stand
against liquor advertising.
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Crawford

mission, the FCC and by "moral
suasion" through the Internal
Revenue Bureau's Alcohol Tax
Unit, Crawford's proposal would
modify the Federal Alcobasically
hol Administration Act to attain
that end.
Specifically, but in different
ways, it is directed at .some 200
stations contemplating acceptance
of the ads, and at Schenley Distillers Inc., which cui-rently is
studying the possibility of using
radio and video [Broadcasting,
Aug. 1, 8, 15]. In his statement.
Rep. Crawford .scored Schenley for
intent to "flaunt established policy
of the majority of distillers" and
stations who "are sufficiently hungry that they are willing to grab
the revenue from whisky programs." The measure would put
the burden of initiative on advertisers, not stations, however, within
the Alcohol Act.
Would Amend Act
Essentially, Congressman Crawford would amend the Act to prohibit use of such ads on radio or
TV whereas the present law
broadly permits advertisements in
all media if they conform to certain provisions of the Act. In
effect, then, the proposed bill discriminates wholly against the two
licensed media without comparable
allusion to printed media. It would
embrace not only hard liquor, but
wines and beers as well. Rep.
Crawford said.
Furthermore, it would bring the
Schenley firm to account for violation of the Federal Alcohol Act
as amended, should the company go
ahead with its plan to invade the
radio field. Schenley is not a member of the Distilled Spirits Insti-

Urges

Rodio-TV

Ban

tute, which comprises about 70%
of the distilling industry membership and which already has taken
a stand against a voluntary and
long-standing
[Broadcasting, Aug. 1,precedent
8].
Rep. Crawford pointed out that
the Alcohol Tax Unit already has
admitted "its hands are tied" and
that FCC "has only a weak crutch
in the form of 'license renewal.' "
He warned that once "the booze
barons break the precedent and
get onto the airwaves . . . they
will then inch their way onto the
television screens . . ."
With respect to Schenley he
added:
The fact that it is now a lawful
industry does not mean it can do as
it pleases. In approving repeal the
citizens of the country never had in
mind that this industry would operate
uncontrolled by appropriate restrictions. Schenley's may claim discrimidefense.
If Schenley's
officials nation
areas a unwise
enough
to overlook
the
fact
that
this
"discrimination"
is backed up by public opinion, that
will be bad for Schenley. For example,
liquor dispensing establishments are
properly
respect to"discriminated
their location.against"
Except with
for
zoning restrictions, grocers, druggists
and others
open aasbusiness
without much may
difficulty
to location.
However, our citizens have seen fat
to provide legal controls governing
location of whiskey sales places with
respect to their proximity to schools
and churches.
are othermight
restrictions whichThere
the industry
claim are "discriminatory."
The legislator said that "both
Schenley and these 200 or more
broadcasting stations appear to be
ignoring the considered judgment
of the minds of the two industries.
He included quotes by Howard T.
Jones, executive secretary of Distilled Spirits In.stitute, and editorial comment by Broadcasting,
and said he would press for action
since FCC and the Tax Unit "are

Congressman Crawford has been I
an
active
of the tenure
"dry"
forces
in hismember
Congressional
during which he has enjoyed the
support of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union and prohibitionist groups. In April 1948 before
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee he testified on
air."of anti-liquor ad measures.
behalf
Other Bills Pending
Two other bills currently are
pending in Congress — one in each
house — to prohibit liquor ads in all
media, including the broadcasting
field. Identical in their provisions,
each would make it unlawful for
.station operators to accept such
advertising, where Rep. Crawford's
bill extends only to distillers subject to Tax Unit jurisdiction. The
measures (HR 2428 and S 1847)
were instroduced by Rep. Joseph
Bryson (D-S. C.) and Sen. William
Langer (R-N. D.).
Hearings on the Langer bill
have been slated for next January by the Senate Commerce Committee under the chairmanship of
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson, primemover behind the "dry" movement
to ban liquor ads. Sen. Johnson
previously had communicated with
FCC, asking it to consider the
question at license renewal time,
and Treasury Secretary Snyder's
Tax Unit, urging it to use "moral
suasion" on liquor licensees who
break the voluntary ban. FCC
agreed while acknowledging its
lack of authority [BROADCASTING,
Aug. 22].
LIQUOR & LAWS
Can't Stop Ads — Capehart
LIQUOR advertising frequently
has exceeded the bounds of good
judgment, but no legislation can be
enacted to prohibit sale through
radio or press as long as the product is legal and conforms to fair
trade regulations. Sen. Homer E.
Capehart (R-Ind.) has informed a
segment of the "dry" forces.
The tained
legislator's
viewsto were
conin a letter sent
the Grant
County Woman's Christian Temperance Unit of Marion, Ind., and
inserted in the Congressional Record. The county organization previously had filed a petition signed
by 2,521 citizens remonstrating
against advertising of alcoholic
beverages by radio and transportation of all other liquor advertising
within interstate commerce.
A member of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee which will hold hearings on
the liquor question next January,
Sen. Capehart pointed out in reply
to the Grant County director,
Anna Nancy Thomas, that a subcommittee of the 80th Congress
last year conducted hearings, and
that it was advised Congress had
no constitutional power to deny advertisement of any legal product.
Question of compliance with fair
trade regulations also was studied,
he noted, with no violations detected.

House Delay Indicated
Due to Recess
McFARLAND
BILL
FURTHER delay in consideration of the McFarland communications
bill was indicated last week as the House voted to take continuance
three-day recesses until Sept. 21.
Spokesmen for the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee,
to which the FCC reorganizational
bill was referred, said that the adjournment of both House and
Senate until Sept. 30, but his resoFCC-FTC-SEC subcommittee,
lution was rejected.
headed by Rep. George Sadowski
Rep. Sadowski had noted that he
(D-Mich.), may defer its proposed
set the initial meeting date after
meeting to discuss the measure unthe Labor Day recess, originally
til Sept. 21, date the House reconscheduled to last 10 days. With
venes en masse. Congressman
Sadowski originally had slated the re-convention set back another two
weeks there appeared to be little
measure, authored by Sen. Ernest
hope his subcommittee would take
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), for conaction before Sept. 21.
sideration Sept. 7 or 8 [BroadcastMeanwhile the House Commerce
ing, Aug. 22] Beginning this week
Committee
has invited FCC to submost of the group's members probmit comments on the McFarland
ably will be absent, it was pointed
out.The House action came after the legislation preparatory to the subcommittee meeting. The CommisSenate had turned down its bid to
sion has discussed the measure in
part particularly those provisions
adjourn wholly without "any
strings
attached"
that convene
period. which it does not favor, it was
The lower
chamberfor will
learned [Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
twice daily — on Tuesday and FriThe request was contained in a
day— but no business will be
transacted. In the Senate, Sen. "form" letter from the House Commerce group on Aug. 19.
Homer Capehart (R-Ind.) urged
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RADIOS"

"BARN

OWA

HELP
(The

New

WITH

Iowa

Radio

Audience

JL he Iowa Radio Audience Survey*
is a complete study of radio listening
habits in Iowa. The new 1949 Edition
even tells how

many

Iowa barns are

equipped with radio — how many Iowa
men and women feel that radio helps
with their milking — how many think
that radio makes their cows produce
more milk !
In addition to much

MILKING!
Survey

Proves

It!)

The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is
a "must" for every advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study
of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University — is based
on personal interviews with over 9,000 Iowa
families, scientifically selected from cities, towns,
villages and farms all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research professions, WHO will gladly send a copy
of the 1949 Survey to anyone interested in the
subjects covered.

new data, the

Twelfth Edition gives up-to-date information on station and program preferences, time of most listening, amount
of listening outside the home, multiple-set ownership, etc. The Survey
gives the complete radio picture for
Iowa as a whole, as well as for each of
the State's 99 counties.
This important and authoritative
Survey is now on the presses. Write
today to reserve your free copy!

WIKI®
* for Iowa
PLUS
4h
Des Moines • . . 50,000 WaHs
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National RepresentatiTes

Press Reaction
(Continued from page 21)
agency. The free system has
worked pretty well with other
American activities. It will probably work with the ether waves,
too,"What
in the long
will run."
detract from the
wide gratification which an end of
the giveaway era might cause is
the manner in which it is being
attempted," writes the New York
Sun, which carried a photo of a
Stoqy the Music winner on the first
page of the same edition.
"It is not the job of any Federal
bureau to write law," the Sun
contends,
"But legal
few
will
grieve concluding,
if, after proper
formalities, the giveaway madness
is The
brought
to an end."
Washington
Star (WMAL)
joshes the giveaway trend, and
then whimsically asks, "If that is
to be stopped in America, whither,
indeed, are we heading ? What
about our culture? What about
our future? What about our social security? Where are our civil
rights? Up
'em,ole
radio
industry! Letand
notatdat
debbil
Communications take the bread
right
out ditch!
of our Give
mouths
Fight 'til
the last
us !giveaways,
or give us 'Times'
death!" Views
The New York Times (WQXR)
finds most thoughtful listeners
would welcome "a respite" from
giveaways, and says broadcasters
"long ago should have halted the
debasement of their facilities and
recognized that a high Hooper
rating is not a substitute for adult
judgment
in radio
programming."
Nevertheless,
because
only three
commission members approved the
ban, it continues, "broadcasters
have a right to know where the
full commission stands."
On the lighter side, the Chicago
Daily T7'ibune (WGN) broke out
with: "The radio hucksters found
that the get rich quick appeal, even
at one chance in a million, outweighed not only bum comedians
but good ones too. Fred Allen and
Mrs. Nussbaum found themselves
sunk to 27th in the Hooperatings
when someone moved in across the
the street from them offering free
washing machines, tonsillectomies
and trips to Ruanda-Urandi. . . ."
The Chicago Sun-Times (WJJD)
has this to say, "The FCC could
have saved itself a lot of trouble
by just standing aloof and letting
the giveaway programs expire of
their own inherent weaknesses
... if the fickleness of the public
taste doesn't sweep them into the
ashcan before long, other things
will . . . electric brains are being
invented almost as fast as new
radio
schemes."
Holding
that the FCC is doing
what radio "should have done voluntarily," the Catholic Review
said: "The NAB has issued a
statement charging the FCC with
overstepping its authority. Evidently the NAB forgot that less
than two years ago its president,
Justin Miller, called on radio to
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clean its ovm backyard or face
stricter Government control. Well,
here it is!" Radio, it went on,
thinks "in terms of cash dividends
rather than human equations. The
industry wants freedom, but has
little to suggested
protect thatthefreedom."
Adonesolution,
Review,
perhaps would be "a Legion of
Decency for Radio" and until that
is done "we can expect more and
more Government control over
what should be a free enterprise."
Embarrassed in "defending anything so obnoxious as the radio
giveaway programs," the Chicago
Daily News (part-owner WIND),
comments: "As an occasional dial
twister, we would applaud any constitutional device that would relegate
Stupid' todoubt
oblivion. .. .'People
But Are
we seriously
that any appointed commission of
seven bureaucrats has authority to
tell the radio audience and the
radio
industry
be stupid
if they that
enjoy people
it. We can't
are
reasonably certain that three members . . . haven't that power."
j
SCHOOL

STATIONS

Tyler, Humphrey Hit Limits
FCC should abandon its present
policy of limiting educational radio
stations to daytime operation and
provide unlimited time in the interest of state education, according to Tracy F. Tyler, president
of the Minnesota Radio Council
and associate professor of education at the U. of Minnesota.
Mr. Tyler's views were expressed
in the September issue of the Assn.
for Education by Radio Journal of
which he is editor. The editorial
was inserted in the Congressional
Record Aug. 23 by Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey (D-Minn.).
Many state educational institutions which desire radio facilities
have "generally been pushed aside
in favor of others who use publicly
owned radio frequencies for private profit," Mr. Tyler noted.
WOI, Iowa State College, and
KUOM, U. of Minnesota, are two
stations which share clear channel
assignments with commercial stations, and engineering studies show
they do not interfere but yet are
required to leave the air at sunset
"when the largest potential audiences are available," he stated.
Many states need AM coverage
particularly, he added.
FCC, Mr. Tyler noted, went the
old Federal Radio Commission one
better when it allocated educational
channels in the FM band, but there
is danger . .now
some these
FCC
members
. may"that
reassign
frequencies to commercial uses
merely because they think the
states have been too slow in using
them." He said that in time most
states will be ready also to enter
the TV field and asked if FCC
would set aside UHF TV frequencies for education as advocated
by
Frieda ofB.theHennock.
"So
far Comr.
the majority
Commission

does not agree with her," he said.
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WJAC-TV
Johnstown,

announces

Pennsylvania

the

appointment

HEADLEY-REED

as

National

COMPANY

Its

Representative

effective
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Three

Men

On

A

Hearse

THREE MEMBERS of the seven-man FCC have indulged in the biggest gamble in radio
history by attempting to outlaw giveaway programs as lotteries.
They yielded to the touting of the FCC's lawyers. And thus, perhaps unbeknownst to
themselves, they trifled with the Constitution, the courts, the Dept. of Justice, the Post
Office Dept., and the Avill of the people. Two of the Commissioners — Sterling and Webster
— are engineers. The third. Acting Chairman Walker, has a regulatory background in Oklahoma related almost exclusively to common carriers. This Threesome promulgated rules closer
to "thought control" than anything that's ever emanated from a U. S. Government agency in
peacetime.
The rules invoke program censorship. The ^
rules say one thing; the accompanying malacked authority to interpret the criminal
jority opinion another. The tortured definistatutes. She proposed the matter be referred
tion of "consideration," as a necessary ingreto Congress and the Dept. of Justice.
dient in establishing lottery, is sufficiently
And, we wonder, why all the rush? The
lottery question had languished for more than
a year from the date the proposed rules were
released. Only three members of the FCC
were in Washington the week of Aug. 15.
Acting Chairman Walker insisted upon action that week. This despite the fact that
broad to cover all giveaways. The majority says
Chairman Coy was en route from Europe,
where he had headed U. S. delegations to two
anything inducing listening is "consideration."
international conferences, and was to land
We have opposed money and prize givethe following day. Comr. Hyde, a former
aways as parasitic. We shall continue to oppose them as undesirable programming which
general counsel, who had tackled many a giveartificially stimulates listening and ratings.
away and lottery problem in his score of years
We have criticized them, moreover, because
with the FCC and its predecessor, FRC, was
we believe that as long as advertisers can
in Idaho because of illness in his family.
donate merchandise and get the air credits
Calls went out for Comr. Sterling, vacationing in Maine, and Comr. Jones, on leave in
gratis, they won't buy radio time. We have
urged broadcasters to discourage giveaways
Ohio. A quorum of four was essential. The
meeting scheduled for Thursday, Aug. 18, was
for their own economic well-being.
But no matter how abominable the programheld up several hours because Comr. Sterling's
ming, the predilections of three Commissioners,
plane was unable to land. Comr. Jones was
or all seven, would not be the answer.
confined to his home by ailment.
What the Threesome has ordained extends
How would the FCC have voted if all seven
even beyond program control. It proposes to
members had been present? Comr. Jones had
usurp the functions of the courts and of the
prepared a strong dissent. That would have
Dept. of Justice. It overrules the Post Office
made the vote 3-2. How Chairman Coy
Dept., which has cleared as not in violation of
and Comr. Hyde would have voted we don't
the anti-lottery statutes some of the very proprofess to know.
Simple mathematics, however, show that the
grams that would be outlawed efi'ective Oct. 1
decision could have gone 4-3 against that which
(but won't be). It has flouted Congress, which
has been perpetrated.
in its original consideration of the anti-lottery
provision of the Communications Act of 1934
Certainly public and broadcaster alike are
provided merely for fine or imprisonment or
entitled to a clear-cut determination by an
both. The FCC (the rules say) will refuse to
actual voting majority of the entire Commisrenew a station license or construction permit,
sion. This is particularly so since the FCC,
or any authorization, if programs falling withwhich also is under mandate to serve "in the
in the purview of its ludicrous definition of
public interest," hasn't been besieged with
lotteries are broadcast. That's sudden death.
complaints from listeners over giveaways. The
The FCC lawyers who wrote the majority
only griping has emanated from within proopinion apparently became entangled in their
fessional radio and advertising ranks. It's
own mischief-making. As to existing stations,
a family fight, in the interest of good radio
and good business. No one has called a cop.
the rules specify that a renewal "will not be
Programming provides the editorial content
granted" where the applicant proposes to follow or continues to follow a policy of carrying
of radio. It is forbidden territory. To tresprograms which the FCC has defined as lotpass is to censor. That is in contravention of
teries or similar schemes. The FCC renews
the First Amendment.
licenses on a staggered schedule. Thus an
If there are lotteries on the air, let the Dept.
audio station which has just received a renewal
of Justice move. The courts will decide and
presumably could go merrily along for three
the FCC can have its lust appeased IF there
years with its giveaways, while its competitor
are convictions and IF the courts concur.
with a license renewal upcoming would face
We have no doubt that a federal circuit
immediate and automatic extinction.
court upon appropriate petition from network,
station or program producer, will grant inIt's hard to fathom why the Threesome permitted itself to be duped. Earlier in the same
junctive relief and restrain the FCC from inweek the FCC had notified Chairman Johnson
yoking its vicious rules. Even the Threesome
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
must have sensed that, because the language
Committee that it could not ban hard liquor
of the opinion finally ladled out by the bright
advertising on the air.
young legal lights falls just short of being an
"The Commission has no authority to censor
invitation to test the FCC's authority.
any program or programs, including advertisABC, within hours of the FCC's pronunciamento, served notice that it will fight to the
ing copy," Chairman Johnson was advised.
The FCC members present were unanimous.
finish. It promptly won other networks over,
Could this be the same FCC? Or did difbecause it is clear the issue extends beyond
ferent lawyers serve up the recommendations?
giveaways and goes to program control. Beyond that lies oblivion for a free radio.
Four of the FCC's seven members participated in the lottery decision. It is significant
But before court action becomes necessary
that Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, who had been
it behooves the full FCC, in the interests of
actively engaged in private law practice in
fairness and equity, to set aside the action of
New York prior to assuming office 1.3 months
the Threesome, vacate the rules and set down
ago, was the lone dissenter. She held the FCC
the proceeding for reargument.
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WILLIAM

HAROLD

ESSEX

RAPID
for has
Harold
top
radio RISE
executive
only Essex
served asto awhet
his appetite for what is new in the industry. Proof of the pudding will be the celebration next month of his 10th anniversary with
Piedmont Publishing Co. in Winston- Salem,
N. C.
Vice president in charge of radio for Piedmont, which operates WSJS and WSJS-FM
Winston-Salem, Mr. Essex will turn into his
second decade with the company ready for the
city.
arrival and development of TV in his home
It is widely held that a successful man must
win his spurs at the bottom of the ladder.
This radio executive can look back at 24 years
of high pressure work and promotional vigor.
William Harold Essex was born Sept. 26,
1904, in Stokes County, N. C. He lived there
only a short time, moving with, his family when
he was about four years old to Madison, N. C,
where his father operated a jewelry store.
When Young Harold was 11 years old, his
father made another move which this time took
the family to Hickory, N. C, v/here he finished
high
In school.
1924-25 he attended the U. of North
Carolina, taking a course aimed at electrical
engineering. Another member of this same
class who also was later to receive recognition
in radio was Bandleader Kay Kyser.
Returning to Hickory, Mr. Essex became
the entire news department of a local semiweekly newspaper. After a six-month indoctiination in printers ink, he joined the new
staff of the Hickory Daily Record and a year
later traveled about the country promoting
circulation for a number of newspapers.
Editorial work beckoned him to Greensboro,
N. C, where he worked as telegraph editor
of the Record, his performance winning him
the position of managing editor.
Greensboro can be considered the marker in
Mr. Essex's career. In that metropolis he first
became acquainted with radio. Greensboro
p.lso itis was
important
Mr. heEssex's
personal
life
for
there inthat
married
Margaret
Teague of Lenoir, N. C, on Oct. 18, 1927.
The jump into radio came about when
Wayne Nelson started WNRC (now WBIG
Greensboro) and it was Mr. Essex who pioneered with presenting news via the air waves.
In 1927 radio had growing pains and this
capable newsman decided to nurse them along.
His first chance to meet the mike and an
audience, too, occurred when he stood by a
chattering teletype in the Record newsroom
(Continued on page 30)
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lertly,. day and night, programs of 50,000-watt WOAI
cascade through the great Southwest! Music, news, drama,
quiz, market reports, public interest features ... all and
more provide entertainment, information and relaxation to
western millions!
Blanketing 67 primary counties in South Texas alone
while the sun is shining . . . the dominant appeal of "The
DAy even more intense when the
Famous Brand Station" *grows
TOTALS
PRIMARY
SECONDARY TERTIARY
POPULATION
5.848,500
783,200
1,377,700
3,687,600
Texas Only
1,377,700
737,500
1,559,800
3,675,000
TOTAL FAMILIES
220,600
381,500
1,002
400
500
11,604
022,600
433,600
207,500
381,500
Texas Only
794
448
331.310
RADIO FAMILIES
161,100
955,548
331,310
152,130
364,630
Texas Only
516,760
BMB Estimate 1948
RETAIL SALES
51,064,072,000 $562,306,000 $2,297,944 000 $3,924,322,000
Texas Only
1,064,072,000 520,716,000 1,114,582,000 2,699,370,000
877,766,000
509,863,000
FOOD SALES
240,168,000 127,735,000
624,601,000
240,168,000 119,206,000
Texas Only
265,227.000
111,292,000
418,332,000
257,866,000
GEN. MDSE SALES
49,174,000
283,555,000
46,190,000
126,073 000
111,292,000
■ Texas Only
134,342,000
DRUG SALES
33,462,000
19,457,000
81,423,000
95,612,000
Texas Only
43,872,000
18,278,000
33,462,000
146,341,000
37,177,000
85,708,000
H-HOLD-FURN-RADIO
23,456,000
103,292,000
22,298,000
37,177,000
Texas Only
43,817,000
1.519,788,000 747,455,000 3.037.609,000 5,304,852.000
NET E. B. I.
Texas Only
1,519,788,000 704,246,000 1,493,320,000 3,717,354 000
NET AVG. INCOME
3,374
3,173
3,110
3,219
PER FAMILY
3.223
3,374
3,305
Texas Only
3,318

moon rises . . . showering service into 142 primary counties
in 6 states — Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Texas! (Based on BMB Study No. 1)
Sales Management has compiled late facts on the
people who make up this vast WOAI market . . . how many
there are, what they earn, what they do with their $$$.
Boiled down from 33 full-sized ledger pages, the total
figures tell this astounding story:

TOTALS
PRIMARY
SECONDARY TERTIARY
POPULATION
2,386,200 2,344,500 6,086,400 10,817,000
Texas Only
1,960,800 988,900 1,454,900 4,404,600
TOTAL FAMILIES
660,200 626,700 1,664,900 2,951,800
Texas Only
546,900 269,700 409,600 1,226,200
RADIO FAMILIES
536,440 513,760 1,367,350 2,417,550
TexasBMB
Only
456,530 56, 221,420 334,600 1,012,550
Estimate 1948
RETAIL
SALES
Texas Only
n 888,087,000 SI 454,287,000
$4,048,304,000 $7,390,678,000
22:
28,
1,577,671,000
637,429,000
1,063,820,000 3,278,920,000
FOOD
SALES
902,397,000
,945,000
Texas Only
411,514,000
244,244,000 1,636,856,000
750,110,000
351,959,000
907,000
430,865,000
GEN.
322.
150
TexasMDSE.
Only SALES
193,548,000
708,000
755,121.000
165,299,000
137,532,000
359,072,000
153. 241,000
128
005,000
237,772,000
DRUG
SALES
919,000
Texas Only
63,848,000
118,000
116,707,000
55,079,000
39,510,000
Only
45. 057,000
H-HOLD-FURN-RADIO
307,017,000
185,841,000
64.119,000
876,
Texas Only
141,465,000
56,774,000
813,000
55,878,000
2,503,198,000
NET E. B. I.
9,821,629,000
,819,000 5.352,612.000 4,510,443,000
2,133,602,000
Texas
57. 768,000 1,500,073,000
3,218
NET AVG. INCOME
1,965.
PERTexas
FAMILY
3,231
Only
3,461
3,185
3,238
3,185
3,198
3,281

" Power;
Copr. 1949
Management
furtherSales
reproduction
not Survey
licensed. of Buying

NBC
Represented by EDWARD
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Management

T. SNOWDEN Jr., program director of WEED-AM-FM Rocky
J.Mount, N. C, has been named
general manager of Costal Plains
Broadcasting Co., operator of WCPS
Tarboro, N. C. He has been with
WEED for past 10 years. At WCPS
he succeeds JACK HANNER, resigned.
WALTER T. BRUZEK, formerly sales
and promotion manager of KROC
Rochester, Minn., has been appointed
general manager
of KLER Rochester. He was with
KROC
for 10
years, first in Owatonna studios, and
moving to Rochester in 1946.
LIONEL F. GUELLETTE, with
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., since
1946 as director of
news, public rela- Mr. Bruzek
tions and sales
promotion, has
been appointed assistant to manager.
DAVID DA VIES, program manager
for WMGW WMGW-FM Meadville,
Pa., has been appointed manager of
stations. Mr. Davies has been with
station since beginning of year when
he resigned from WAZL Hazleton,
Pa.
M. M. (Don) SEYMOUR has been
named general manager of KSPA
Santa Paula, Calif., by its new ownership, headed by NEAL VAN SOOY,
president and publisher of Santa
Paula Chronicle.
HARRY E. SNOOK, program director
and assistant manager of WIRC
Hickory, N. C, has resigned to enter
law school at U. of North Carolina.
He formerly was with WBT Charlotte, N. C.
GUY RUNNION, major stockholder,
president and manager of KXLW
Clayton, Mo., has resigned following
sale of his controlling interest in
station which he founded in 1946.
He has not formulated future plans
as yet but will probably continue
his study of television after extended
vacation.

NAB DIST. 16
Meets in Phoenix Nov. 28-29
ANNUAL district meeting of
Southern California-Arizona stations of NAB (District 16) will be
held Nov. 28-29 at Paradise Inn,
Phoenix. Scheduled to speak at
the two day sessions are NAB executives including President Justin
Miller; C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer; Richard P. Dougherty,
labor relations director; Don Petty, general counsel, and Maurice B.
Mitchell, Broadcast Advertising
Bureau director.
Calvin Smith, manager, KFAC
Hollywood, and NAB district chairman, is heading up plans for the
meeting. Sessions will be open to
both members and non-members
of NAB.
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Respects
(Continued from page 28)
and broadcast a play-by-play of
the World Series to a crowd outside of the building as well as to
his radio audience.
But the pendulum of circumstance whisked Mr. Essex out of
North Carolina in 1930 and into
Chicago where he helped to sell the
Chicago Times, newly established
by the Greensboro News Co., which
also had owned the Record.
Presented with the task of circulation, editorial and advertising
promotion,
Carolinian wasthe
out young
to sellNorth
the Timea
to the public. As he puts it, "we
contested that town to death."
In the Windy City, Mr. Essex
was more formally introduced to
radio when the Times secured an
affiliation with WBBM Chicago to
promote its interests and to serve
the public with news programs.
The venture turned into a mammoth promotion job. There were
spelling bees, shows for the kiddies
and a program called Hell-Box, a
"March of Time" type of show giving the news of the day in capsule
form.
Spearheads Shows
Spearheading these shows was
Harold Essex whose voice became
so well-known that a fan wrote in
his favorite newscasters as Mr.
Essex and Lowell Thomas. Mr.
Essex always signed his newscasts
"thirty," the familiar news symbol.
The practice stirred a deluge of letters asking what it meant. Mr.
Essex, recognizing the power of
the man with the mike made up a
leaflet giving eight accepted versions of the "thirty" symbol and
mailed it to thousands of interested listeners. Result of his enterprise was prominent notice in
the Chicago newspapers.
In the summer of 1939 the Tar
Heel state called its wandering son
home. W. K. Hoyt, general manager of the Piedmont Publishing
Co., whom Mr. Essex met while in
Greensboro, asked him to join the
company as sales manager of
WSJS.
This was the start of a climb
to the top. On April 16, 1942,
Harold Essex was named manager
of WSJS. When WSJS-FM came
into being in 1947, he supervised
its development and inauguration.
He had already gained valuable
finger-tip knowledge of frequencymodulation through his work with
WMIT (FM) Winston-Salem, a
pioneer FM station. He was appointed manager of WMIT, owned
by Secretary of the Army Gordon
Gray, who also is president and
publisher of Piedmont Publishing
Co., in 1942, a position he still
holds.
In January 1946, Mr. Essex was
promoted to vice president in
charge of radio and last October
was elected to the board of directors of the company.
The word now is "We're eagerly
looking forward to serving our
public with television." He recent-

ly supervised the filing of an application for TV by Piedmont.
A home-towner by instinct and
interest, Mr. Essex is a community
supporter. He is first vice president of the Lions Club; president
of the Ardmore Community Club,
and a member of the board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce for his third year. He also
is a member of both the Forsyth
Country Club and the Twin City
Club.
As a radio executive, his affiliations score this way: Serving his
second consecutive term as president of the North Carolina Assn.
of Broadcasters, member of the
Employer-Employe Relations Executive Committee of the NAB, and
secretary of the Stations' Planning
and Advisory Committee of NBC.
WSJS is an NBC affiliate.
Among his favorite leisure-time
activities is golf. Mr. and Mrs.
Essex have no children. They make
their home on Fairway Drive in
Winston- Salem.

LEBHAR

NAMED

Appointed WMGM Director
BERTRAM LEBHAR Jr., director
of sales for the past 10 years at
WMGM New York (formerly
WHN), has been appointed director of the station.
Announcement came last Thursday from Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's Inc., parent
company of the station. Mr.
Lehbar, who will remain director
of sales and v/hose contract has
been extended for a five year term
effective
L. Pettey.Sept. 1, succeeds Herbert
Mr. Pettey's resignation as director after 13 years in the post
was announced a fortnight ago
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Mr. Lebhar, known as sportscaster Bert Lee on the air, attended
Cornell U. and New York Law
School. He trained in radio sales
at CBS, joined WOR New York
for four years and later served as
vice president of WMCA New
York for four years.

CLEVELAND POLL
Lists WGAR

at Top

TOP honors held by the Cleveland
Press of local shows and talent,
went to WGAR Cleveland (CBS)
for the third year in a row, according to results announced Aug. 18.
WGAR compiled 117 points with the
runnerup, WSRS Cleveland, an independent, totalling
46. were:
The WTAM
other
Cleveland outlets
scores
(NBC) 40; WHK (Mutual) 271/2; WJW
(ABC)
25V2 placed
and WJMO
(independent)
8.
WGAR
in every
category
and WSRS placed in all but four.
WJW took first place in 1946.
The newspaper said next year
your television will not be separated from radio in the poll thus
allowing "video to fight it out with

ommetciai

formerly general advertising
iN ^'
ntinel
JOHNSO
representative
of News-Se
C. (Ban)
MERRIL
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointee
commercial manager of News-Sentine
station WGI there.
(
CHARLES
RAMSEY,
formerly con
tinuity director for WMGW WMGWFM Meadville, Pa., has been appointed 1 (
commercial manager for station. BARNEY F. RICK and BOB TRACE, re
spectively disc jockey and sports-:
caster for WMGW WMGW-FM, have
joined sales staff of station.
SHERRILL E. EDWARDS has been
appointed commercial manager of
KBTV (TV) Dallas, due to start
operations Sept. 17. He formerly was
with NBC in Chicago and also with
Howard H. Wilson Inc., Chicago.
More recently he was regional sales
manager in Dallas for KWFT Wichita
Falls and KEPO El Paso.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., New York,
has been appointed to handle sales
and promotion for KRIO McAllen.
Tex. Station is represented nationally by Weed & Co., New York.
WILLIAM McCLUSKEY, former manager of WLW Cincinnati Promotions
Inc. and salesman for WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, has
been appointed
sales manager for
WLWT (TV). Prior
to joining WLW,
he was m.c. and ;
vocalist for WLS
Chicago. ;
ER has been apsales- '
ROBERT pointedT. localSTON
manager for
KNEM
Nevada,
Mo.
Mr. McCluskey
He was formerly
with KGLC Miami,
Okla.
RANKLYN
J. (Rudy) RUDOLPH,
formerly sales manager of C. P. MacGregor Co., Hollywood transcription
firm, has joined KECA-TV that city as
account executive.
BENNET
KORN,at former
seniorYork,
account executive
WQXR New
has joined sales department of
WNEW New York as an account
executive.
E. W. (Bill) MALONE, former manager of KTYL Mesa, Ariz., has joined
sales staff of KWBR Oakland.
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla., has appointed John Blair & Co., Chicago, as
national representative.
DON L. KEARNEY, television sales
executive of Katz Agency, New York,
is the father of a boy, James Edward,
born Aug. 20 in New York.
WHLF

To ABC

WHLF South Boston, Va., has
signed an affiliation contract with
ABC, effective Sept. 1. The station, operating full time with
Among television programs, the 250 w on 1400 kc, is owned by the
Cleveland Indians telecasts of Halifax Broadcasting Co. John L.
WEWS
radio." (TV) was selected first.
Cole Jr. is WHLF manager.
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NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept.
8-9: Dist. 7, Terrace Plaza, Cincinnati.
Sept.
15-16:
Dist.Wis.
9, The Northernaire,
Three Lakes,
Sept.
19-20:
Dist.
11, Raddison, Minneapolis.
Sept.
26-27:
Dist.
10, Savery, Des
Moines.
Sept.
29-30:
Dist.
12,
Allis, Wichita,
Kan.
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla.Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct.
17-18:
hurst, N. Dist.
C. 4, Carolina Inn, PineOct.
25-26:
Dist.
3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop, Pa.
Oct. 27-28: Dist. 2, Berkeley-Cartret,
Asbury Park, N. J.
fIOct.Boston.
31 -Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Nov. 21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac,
Detroit.
Nov. 28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec.
1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14, Utah, Salt Lake City.
Dec.
Ore. 14-15, Dist. 17, Benson, Portland,
J Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Fifth Annual Pacific
Electronics
Exhibit, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco.
;Sept. 2: Clinic for teachers of radio
' journalism,
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
iSept. 8-10:
Western
Assn.Banffof Springs
Broadcasters annual meeting,
Hotel. Banff, Alta.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
•Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
ConEdgewaterElectronics
Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
'Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Annual National Television and Electrical Living Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 10-12: Assn. of National Advertisers convention, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV-Motlon Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.
Oct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention. Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct. 27-29: Audio Engineering Society
"AudioYork.Fair," Hotel New Yorker,
New
Oct. 28-29: Kansas City Section of
Institute
of Kansas
Radio Engineers,
dent Hotel,
City, Mo. Presict. 31 -Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,
meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. Y.
Nov.
11-13:
NARND
Convention, New
York.
N'ov. 19-20:
AWB District 13, conventin,tion.
Tex. Radio House, U. of Texas. AusFM PREFERRED
WHA Surveys Set Owners
DWNERS of FM receivers in
Madison, Wis., have "a definite
oreference for this new system of
broadcasting and four out of five
Afho do not now own FM receivers
iay that they will insist on FM
A^hen they buy new sets," according
0 a study just completed in the
irea by WHA Madison.
Supervised by Assistant Station
director H. A. Engel, the survey
vas made in late July and early
August on basis of 1,000 completed
elephone interviews. Of the thou;and, 991, or 99%, had radio reeivers of one kind or another.
Nearly one in five homes (18.4%)
eported owning FM sets.
JROADCASTING

Ad Council
(Continued from page 17)
direct support only in radio, which
industry contributed 808,650,000
listener impressions during the
month of October, and, in addition
to network shows, local stations
cooperated from coast to coast.
The U. S. Forest Service and
other conservation groups cooperated in the campaign for forest
fire prevention, which drew 537,605,000 listener impressions. In
addition, 1,200 radio transcriptions
were supplied to independent stations.
More than 1,350,940,000 listener
impressions were secured by the
council's radio allocations plan for
the American Red Cross campaign.
The third annual Stop Accidents
campaign, conducted in cooperation with the National Safety
Council, reaped a total of 1,550,000,000 listener impressions.
A total of 916,415,000 listener
impressions were obtained for the
1948 Student Nurse Recruitment
campaign, conducted in cooperation
with the American Hospital Assn.
The Council's radio allocations
plan resulted in more than 942,650,000 listener impressions for the
United America Campaign, conducted to combat group prejudice.
Many national and local groups
cooperated in this drive.
The U. S. Savings Bond drive,
estimated by the Treasury Dept.
to represent a donation of $45 million, was the biggest advertising
program of all time, according to
the Ad Council report, and resulted
in 1,436,000,000 listener impressions.
The report mentioned that television started experimenting with
Ad Council material during the
year, but video's contributions to
the campaigns were not reported.
DECCA
Plans 33 1/3 r.p.m. Albums
DECCA Records Inc., one of the
four largest recording firms, announced last week that it will produce record albums at 33% r.p.m.
The first such recording is due to
appear Sept. 5.
Decca's action completed the
lineup of the record-speed battle
of the leading manufacturers. Columbia introduced the 33% speed
records in June 1948 and the 45
r.p.m. was released by RCAVictor last April. Capitol Records
previously has offered the 45 r.p.m.
and then added 33% for its classical recordings.
Milton Rackmil, Decca president,
stated Decca albums would be produced on both 78 and 33% r.p.m.
and that shorter records will be 78
r.p.m. only. It was further declared
by Decca that the current decision
does not rule out the possibility of
that company producing 45 r.p.m.
recordings.
All of the big four companies
have continued to produce standard
discs at 78 r.p.m. along with the
other speeds.
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themselves on Bingo-like cards
specially provided, on ground it
violated Sec. 316 of the Communications Act.
The suit was brought against
WMBD by Clef Inc., owner of the
show, to test legality of the program. The court ruled that
Mu$ico did not involve consideration, directly or indirectly, and was
a game of skill and not chance.

Two Decades
(Continued from page 20)
the
station's
for renewal of
license
being application
set for hearing
Renewed Congressional
effort to provide a specific
statute forbidding lottery programs. The Dill-Davis bill of 1932,
like the Dill-White bill of 1931,
sought to. amend the 1927 Act in a
number of vfays. It was not enacted.
1932

Reportedly moved by
1940 complaints from Congress,
theatre owners and others over the
growth of radio prize contest pro- ;oii
grams, FCC on Feb. 8, transmitted
to the Dept. of Justice for possible
action detained information on the
NBC eral
PototherO' similar
Gold program
sevshows. and
Justice

With approval of the
Communications Act of
1934 on June 19, establishing the
present FCC the law was made
explicit on lottery programs. Sec.
316 of the Act stated in substance
that:
No person shall broadcast by means
of any radio station for which a license is required . . . any advertisement of or information concerning any
lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme,
offering prizes dependent in whole or
in part upon lot or chance. . . . Any
person violating any provision of this
section shall, upon conviction thereof
be fined not
or im-or
prisoned not more
more than
than $1,000
one year,
both for each and every day during
which such offense occurs."
No rules or regulations interpreting this provision of the law
were promulgated at the time.
1934

IT'S a birthday party for Peter Paul (candy bars), marking the 11th
year of the Peter Paul News on CBS West Coast network. Celebrating the
event are (I to r) Emil Brisacher, president of Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff;
Clarence H. Flint, national soles manager for Peter Paul; George Shamlian,
president of Peter Paul, and Bob Garred, CBS news reporter who presented
the birthday cake on behalf of the network.
The programs cited as involving
lottery included advertisement of
a used car deal- in which the purchasers of used cars from a certain
dealer would receive chances on
a drawing. The winner was to
be fully reimbursed for his purchase. Another involved airing
of a promotion in which a firm
awarded chances, one for each dollar purchase, on a miniature racer
drawing. A third involved airing
of information about a local better
housing exposition at which admission ticket stubs were drawn
for grocei'y basket awards.

First interpretation of
1936
Sec. 316 of the Communications Act of 1934 by FCC came
June 12, 1936, when the Commission granted license renewal to
WRBL Columbus, Ga., after finding
that certain programs had violated
the lottery statute of the Act. The
renewal was granted on the finding
that despite the violations the station's programs in general were
"meritorious" and that reorganization of the WRBL management had
been effected.
FCC's decision
out that
heretofore
neither pointed
the Commission

1QQ7 wasRenewal
license
grantedof by
FCC also
to
KXL Portland, Ore., along with
transfer of control, on May 11,
1937, after finding that advertisements about "Prosperity Clubs"
similar to the recent wave of Pyramid Clubs had been carried for
only a few days. These were held
to violate Sec. 316 of the Act. The
decision indicated the station had
cancelled the announcements upon
learning the questionable nature of

nor the courts had rendered any
opinion construing Sec. 316. The
ruling found that the essential
elements of a lottery are chance,
prize and consideration, and that
consideration exists when a chance
on a prize drawing is given with
the purchase of legitimate goods
even though the goods are in fact
priced no higher because of the
issuance of the prize chance.
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the so-called "Prosperity Clubs."
1938

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WMBQ Brooklyn, then a parttime
outlet on 1500 kc, w^as denied license renewal by the Commission
on a number of grounds including
violation of Sec. 316. FCC found
that a local merchants' association
had been giving tickets with purchases and that the winners and
winning numbers of the drawings
were aired by WMBQ.
On June 22 of the same yaar,
WMBC Detroit (now WJLB) was
set for renewal hearing by the
Commission on issues relating to
whether a prize contest program
it had been airing was a violation
of Sec. 316. The station challenged
the Commission's jurisdiction in its
petition to grant the renewal without hearing and pointed out that
the show had been dropped. Subsequently in early 1939 the hearing was cancelled and the renewal
grantsd.
1939

Decree Nov. 22, in a test
case in Illinois which was
felt to give a green light to prize
contest programs. The Post Office
Dept. advised the postmaster in St.
Louis that newspapers and mail
bearing information and advertising about the Pot 0' Gold program,
sponsored on NBC's Red Network
by Lewis Howe Co. for Turns,
would be acceptable since no violadenced.tion of lottery statutes was eviThe court decree was that of
Federal Judge Joseph E. Daily of
Peoria, 111. It instructed WMBD
Peoria to continue carrying a program titled Mu$ico, in accord with
the terms of its contract with the
Kroger Grocery and Baking Co.
Show also was sponsored on WGN
Chicago by National Tea Co.
WMBD had declined to continue
the program, which involved song
identification with listeners scoring

Dept. later refused to bring suit in
any of the cases on the ground
that they were borderline cases and
therefore unprosecutable. The
Pot 0' Gold show featured a spinning wheel which gave numbers for
the selection of a city, phone book
page and phone subscriber who was
called for cash prize award. Show
was dropped in 1941.
The extent of FCC's concern with
the lottery situation was evidenced
in reports that the majority of the
Commission had favored the immediate setting for renewal hearing
all stations involved. The reference of the cases to the Dept. of
Justice was said to be a compromise. The action was seen as the
beginning
of a new at
"crackdown"
era on programming
the Commission, under the chairmanship of
James Lawrence Fly.
The lottery question
came to the fore in the
complex Washington, D. C, FM
proceeding. FCC at first proposed
to deny one of the nine available
FM channels to WWDC Washington because the station planned to
duplicate its AM programs which
included a show called Tello-Test.
On Aug. 9, 1946, in issuing its final
decision, the Commission ruled to
give WWDC the facility since the
station had promised to drop the
program should the courts or FCC
find it to violate Sec. 316.
FCC also indicated the WWDC
grant should not be withheld because of Tello-Test since "this is a
problem generally applicable to a
number of stations which are carrying the same program as WWDC
. . ." The Commission said it was
"engaged in a study to determine
the legality of programs of this
type."
This was of
saidthe
to have
come
about because
mounting
number of such postwar shows.
The announcem^ent was interpreted that FCC proposed handling
the problem on a general rather
than individual case basis and
17,
therefore would also decline to give
4946

advisory opinion on the Pot o' Gold
program to be resumed in the fall
on ABC for Tums. The show was
resumed but withdrawn again in
early 1947.

In the first action of
1947-48 its kind, FCC on Oct.
1947, ordered WARL ArBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ington, Va., suburban Washingi bon daytimer partly owned by
ijradio attorney Frank U. Fletcher, to show cause why its radio
luiz program did not violate Sec.
316. The program, heard repeatedly during the day and sponsored
by Washington's Zlotnick the Furrier, was titled Dollars for Answers. It featured giving of information on varied subjects with
listeners telephoned for answers.
Prizes built up when contestants
failed.
Following a brief hearing, a
hearing examiner's report was is■ sued as a proposed decision by the
Commission on Aug. 5, 1948, de] daring the program to be in vioj lation of Sec. 316 of the Act. No
final decision has yet been issued.
At the same time the Commission
: also announced its proposed rules
interpreting Sec. 316 and which
would ban virtually all giveaway
and prize contest programs on stations and networks alike [Broadcasting, Aug. 9, 1948]. The proposed rules were issued when the
network giveaway programs were
renorted to have reached their
height.
!
Legality Protested
However, within a fortnight of
the issuance of the proposed rules,
their legality was forcefully protested. It was discovered that Congress had removed Sec. 316 from
the Communications Act and rewrit en it in the Criminal Code as
Sec. 1304 in a new law passed prior
to the FCC's issuance of its proposed rules [Broadcasting, Aug.
23, 1948]. The Commission promptly responded by indicating it still
had jurisdicition in spite of the
transfer of the law to the Criminal Code [Broadcasting, Aug. 30,
1948] and thereafter continued
with the formalities of the proceeding involving the proposed
rules.

1Q4Q FCC adopted its rules
^^^^ as final on Aug. 19, following in substance its earlier
proposals and banning virtually
all giveaway programs effective
Oct. 1 [Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
■For current developments, see
stories on pages 15 and 21.
The
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WIKK's Lion Tamer
RELIGIOUS
RADIO
Networks, Stations
GEORGE P. ADAIR, consultEXCELLENCE of religious broadcasts last week earned merit citations
ing engineer, kept hearing a
for NBC, ABC and CBS and 21 individual stations from the U. of
strange hissing sound several days ago as he tuned the
Chicago's fourth annual workshop in religious radio.
directional array of WIKK
Networks were commended tor the following: NBC, Living 1949
Erie, Pa., about 3:30 a.m.
series, "which presented the imGetting off his hunkers, he
portance of religion in the life of Council of Churches.
turned his flashlight beam
WJAR Providence, R. I., won the
the nation"; CBS, Lamp Unto My
around the barren field and
Feet on TV, "originality in making
only citation among young people's
a religious program entertaining
caught
programs for Bible Baseball, spontain lionain good-sized
the beam. mounHe let
sored by Rhode Island Council of
and educational"; ABC, for co- Churches.
out
a
war
whoop,
and
the
big
First
award
in
the
operation with religious groups in
cat
darted
into
the
trees
just
Christian family category went to
special events coverage.
as frightened as his intended
KGFW Kearney, Neb., which aired
First prize in the news division
went to WTRY Troy, N. Y., for Lexington Family Vesper for the
Lexington (Neb.) First Presbythe second time in the workshop's
prey.to WAJR Morgantown, W.
went
terian Church. Second choice was
three-years of operation. It aired
WPAM-FM St. Clair, Pa., for Va., The Kids Talk Back, produced
Religion Views the News, produced
by The Shack in Pursglove, W. Va.,
Life Can Be Beautiful, produced
by the Albany (N.Y.) Federation
by the First Methodist Church.
and to WHAM Rochester, Childof Churches and Troy and Scheren's Worship Hour, Lake Avenue
Same station earned the only biognectady Council of Churches.
Baptist Church. The only award
raphy citation for The Thief Was
Second and third places went to
in religious education was given
There, also sponsored by the First
Religion at the News Desk on
to the Massachusetts Council of
WELI New Haven, produced by Methodist Church. Single agency
the New Haven Council of cited for special events was the Churches, which aired The Christian Answer on WCOP Boston.
Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Churches, and to Religious News
Central New York, which produced
Faith for Tomorrow on NBC
on WJOY Butlington, Vt., Vermont
Council of Churches.
on WSYR Syracuse, N. Y. a bish- brought a special mention to the
op's consecration.
In the sermon class, Easter and
First Congregational Church, HolThree mentions in the church-inChristmas mesasges on WFBL
lywood, Calif.
action
class
were:
WNHC
New
Winning programs were chosen
Syracuse, N. Y., took first for the
Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Haven, Gra-Y Documentary, Yale
at the close of the four-week workDivinity School; WICD Miami,
shop, which brought together 40
Central New York; Affirmative
religious broadcasters from the
Pastor's Study, Greater Miami
Living on WBAA West Lafayette,
U. S. and three foreign countries.
Council of Churches, and WBIBInd., second for University Church,
FM New Haven, Toivard the Cross,
Workshop sessions included classes
and Church Hour on WELI New
New Haven Council of Churches.
in writing and production and
Haven, third for the New Haven
First choice was not made among
discussion of problems and policies
Council.
in religious broadcasting. These
children's programs, but second
For religious music, WKJG Fort
and third positions, respectively,
awards are made annually.
Wayne, Ind., was first with Organ
Reveries, sponsored by Associated
Churches of Fort Wayne; WAVZ
New Haven, second. Music of
DIRECT
MALE
Faith and Povjer, New Haven
Council; WBMS Boston, third.
DULUTH, MINN.— "It's still higher Hoopers I want," doggedly
Music of Faith, Massachusetts
asserts Otto Mattick as he speeds along on his
bipedacycular Hooper-scooter. "And it's still higher
Hoopers I'm gonna get!" He will, too. KDAL's
WSPC CHARIOT
Hoopers have been tops for a long time in the DuluthSuperior Market. But they didn't get that way via ,
Buys Choir for Cripple Boy
inertia. At KDAL, "programming" and "promotion"
aren't just words to be bandied about in puff copy.
A SUGGESTION that listeners
They're with
the creed
by which
KDAL
lives. That's
KDAL
its own
and CBS
personalities,
pluswhy
its
contribute enough money to purlong-range promotion plan has captured the bulk of
chase a "motorized wheel-chair"
for a 14-year-old amputee brought
the radio audience. And that's why KDAL does the
most effective selling job for you in the Duluth$467.80 in one day, WSPC AnnisSuperior
for
you. area. We'll be glad to prove it profitably
ton, Ala., reports. Ganus C. Scarborough, manager of the eightweeks old, 1 kw outlet, says it was
"a radio success story that didn't
sell any merchandise, but renewed
my faith in listener loyalty and
The plea was made Aug. 17 by
response."
Ross Charles, m.c. of WSPC Top
of the Morning show, aired daily
6-8 a.m. Mr. Charles said it would
be a good idea if listeners would
contribute enough money for the
wheel-chair purchase for 14-yearold Benny Hollingsworth, who had
lost his left leg at the hip through
a necessary amputation.
During the program, $140 was
pledged by phone, bringing a statement from Manager Scarborough
"that approximately 40 9o of this
will come in." But at the day's
end, listeners had brought in
$467.80, enough money to buy the
wheel-chair and to give the boy's
family about $300 for hospital and
medical expenses.
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The detailed story is as close to you as your
nearest Avery-Knodel office. Why not get it now.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
casters, advertisers and agency
representatives together working
on the problem may bring broadcasting back to its rightful place
in the advertising world. You
are right,
job moreof
basic
tor the"There's
economicno welfare
radio."

Martin Campbell
General Manager
WFAA Dallas

Any Ideas?
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I see that Broadcasting has
quit the editorial's about the
"P.I." accounts, but I believe that
it should, or the engineers should,
take
men. up the matter of "Combo"
That, to a qualified engineer,
leaves a much worse taste in the
mouth than any P. I. could to a
broadcaster. It simply means that
the stations in question are trying
to get something for nothing, or
put another way, one salary for
two jobs.
Any station that can't afford to
pay a living wage for either engineering or announcing, should, in
my opinion, be forced to surrender
their license.
I would like to hear someone
else's ideas on this matter.
C. D. Chandler
WCPS Tarboro, N. C.
Wants

Sober

Heroes

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am no little alarmed over a
situation that is becoming more
and more noticeable and especially
on our network shows.
It seems that every "Detective"
and Wild West transcription for a
network show is obliged to have at
least one sequence in a bar room
or a cocktail lounge, and even our
heroes are beginning to imbibe
very frequently on the air. It
would seem to me that with the
liquor situation being what it is
on the radio that these producers
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and writers would take into consideration that these shows usually
have family appeal. I noticed even
on the Sam Spade programs that
Mr. Spade is obliged to take a drink
before giving his report of his
latest caper to his secretary, and
my kids are beginning to notice it —
and if they notice it I am sure
other kids in other families are
making a mental note that Mr.
Spade is depending on whiskey for
his stimulation. Not that these detective heroes are without their
soft-speaking, cooing heroines who
make love to them in every episode, and between the sex angle
and the liquor angle, I am afraid
we are beginning to kill the goose
that is laying the golden egg, or
we are at least getting her a little
nauseated.
Now don't get me wrong; I like
a cocktail as well as any other
man, but I don't drink it on the
air and neither do I allow my staff.
I accept beer and wine advertising
and probably if my state became
wet I would accept liquor advertising, but I am not going to force
it on to my listeners who tune in
to be entertained and not to be
taken on a visit to a cocktail
lounge by some inspired writer who
evidently writes by the word.
E. Z. Jones
General Manager
WBBB Burlington, N. C.
Add: 'Mike & Murder'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Can it be that radio too soon forgets its heroes? In your editorial
of Aug. 8, entitled "Microphone &
Murder" you mentioned that the
murder of Mr. Mason, program director of the Alice, Tex., radio
station, is one of the first times
a radio commentator has been
killed because he did his job.
In 1931 the now defunct Radio
Digest featured a two-page illustrated article covering the murder
and court trial of Jerry Buckley,
a radio anouncer at WMBC Detroit. Buckley was shot and
killed on the morning of July 23rd,
1930 when three men entered the
lobby of the hotel where WMBC
was located. Three men were later
indicted and testimony in the case
was completed April 13, 1931. This

"that Britains do little listening
to My
other work
than BBC
takesstations."
me into the

POLIO VICTIM, George Edwards,
candidate for mayor of Detroit and
president
of thehiscity's
Common
Coun-to
cil, continues
weekly
reports
the public over WDET (FM) Detroit
despite his illness contracted this
month. Mr. Edwards records the
program, a WDET public service feature, from his sickroom at home.
trial was most unusual inasmuch
as it was perhaps the first time
a murder trial was broadcast word
for word over a radio station. The
station being of course, WMBC
Detroit. The facts developed and
broadcast showed that over a
period of months, Jerry Buckley
in his series of broadcasts had
been giving a daily report of news
in the form of a crusade to rid
Detroit of vice, racketeering etc.
Many listeners termed this campaign in words of praise as fearlessness. Buckley received many
threats by mail and over the phone
but still blasted and- exposed
gambling establishments which resulted in police raids.
The microphone used at the trial
was the same used by Buckley during his broadcasts but in the end
the accused were acquitted after
33 hours and 5 minutes deliberation of the jury consisting of eight
men and four women. As far as I
can determine the mystery of the
murder
unsolved. of Jerry Buckley remains
Dan Hyland
General Manager
WFAW Pawtiicket, R. I.

homes
of a inwide
cross section
homes here
South-East
Englandof '
and I can state that a large number
of my clients do listen to Radio
Luxembourg especially on Sundays
when the BBC stations air a large
number of recorded repeat shows.
Radio Luxembourg is not an
easy station to receive, particularly
after dark, it being on the longwave and sharing a channel with
one of the Soviet high-power stations, also it is approximately 250
miles from London and double and
triple that distance from the heavily populated Midlands and North
of England.
Set customers of mine are constantly questioning me to send radio service engineers to improve
their aerial antenna systems so as
to receive Luxembourg more clearly and when a listener is willing
to spend up to 3 to 4 pounds on
anti-static equipment that means
they want to listen to Luxembourg. . . .
Commercial radio can never become a great advertising force in
this country until commercial stations are allowed to operate here,
free of control by government and
BBC alike.
Until then it should be the aim
of the British national advertiser,
especially those with American
connections who know what a selling job radio can do, to support
Radio Luxembourg with consistent
time-lagging and to air programs
of a quality. . . .
R. E. Edwards
9 Park Trees
Road
Apple
Wallington Surey
England* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Radox 'Rates'
After reading the editorial "The
Rating Season" in the Aug. 15
issue
of Broadcasting,
I can't help
but comment
on it.
Whoever wrote the editorial
apparently hasn't heard about Radox.
Albert E. Sindlinger
President
Sindlinger & Co.
Teldox, Radox, Recordox
Hopewell, N. J.

Roy Thompson
Begs To Disagree
25 years of radio «xp«riEDITOR, Broadcasting:
ence and personal particiW
As one of your keenest British
in hisservices
community's
projects pationand
have
subscribers and having been one
made Roy Thompson a
since leaving the RAF in 1946 may
household
word
in
industriR
I put pen to paper regarding your
al y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
July 10 interview with Mr. Alan
the Roy Thompson Station,
will assure you a loyal, buyWhitworth, on the effectiveness of
T
Radio Luxembourg, and Mr. Guy
ing audience throughout the
listening hours.
Bolan's letter in your July 25 issue.
ABC
May I as a humble representaA
1240 KC
tive of the British radio sales and
servicing industry heartily endorse
Mr. Bolan's remarks regarding the
Altoona,
Pa
'big-name' programs now being
heard over Radio Luxembourg and
Represented by
at the same time beg to disagree
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
with Mr. Whitworth's remarks
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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HANNA
ELOISE SMITH HANNA had the
assurance of some of the best
brains in radio that what she was
trying to do wouldn't work.
They didn't put it as politely as
that.
They just said she was crazy.
She went ahead anyway and now
she believes a lot of big brains are
going to be lodged in heads with
very red faces.
Her unique set-up of an FM
station being the mother to an
AM network is definitely working
— and has been since Feb. 14 under
the name Associated Broadcasting
Service.
And soon, her calculations tell
her, the operation will pass the
break-even point.
What Mrs. Hanna has in her
native Alabama, where she also is
owner of the 5 kw NBC AM station, WBRC Birmingham, is a new
(idea in network radio.
1 Its focal point is WBRC-FM,
: which at 546 kw is said to be the
imost powerful radio station in the
world. From it, she radiates programs to her network, a brood of
24 AM stations in Alabama and
Tennessee. These AM stations are
mostly 250 watters but there are
six 1 kw and one 5 kw outlets
among them.
Without Land Lines
They can pick up the network
programs without benefit of land
lines, get credit by rebroadcasting
the network's own commercials or
insert their own for local sponsors.
When Mrs. Hanna first started
her network operation she was
running $9,000 a month in the red.
Her very profitable AM operation
was carrying the load. As of the
end of May, the commercial business reached the point where the
loss was $3,000.
Very soon she said, "I expect
the network to be paying for itself.
Incidentally it already is giving
AM affiliates a very respectable
income."
Mrs. Hanna does not take credit
for the network idea.
"All the credit belongs to G. P.
(Jerry) Hamann, our technical di-

FM

NETWORK
rector and manager," she said.
It was Mr. Hamann, 37, who
conceived the idea of an FM station of high power serving as the
hub of an AM network without
lines.
"I let
him lead. I followed," said
Mbs.
Hanna.
Following, however, wasn't so
easy. Radiomen, bankers and associates of hers tried to sell her
off the idea.
"I had to decide whether to follow a young man with a vision or
listen to all the people who said
'don't.' "
Mrs. Hanna, a blue-eyed, brownhaired lady of the South, is 56,
born in the same 12 hours in 1893
as her friend, Mary Pickford. She
felt she must lean over to be receptive to young ideas.
Mr. Hamann argued that no one
had ever tried to do FM properly.
No one had ever given it the chance
it deserved. Mrs. Hanna decided
to back him.
"Money never did mean as much
to me as building something, anyway," said Mrs. Hanna.
So she put down over onequarter of a million dollars for
her FM facilities. She built a 558
foot tower atop Birmingham's Red
Mountain. She ordered unprecedented kinds of equipment from
RCA to build her high-powered
voice.

counties in Georgia, Mississippi
and Tennessee, with 518,840 AM
radio homes according to BMB
figures of September 1946.
Second, the primary coverage of
WBRC-FM, the mother station,
based on a mail pattern, of 67 Alabama counties plus half of Georgia,
Mississippi, Tennessee and West
Florida. In Alabama alone, 48,306
FM sets were sold in the past two
Rates were worked out to give
years.
advertisers all 24 stations plus
WBRC-FM at $1,011.20 per hour,
or $87.43 per spot, at all hours
except between 6 to 10:30 p.m. At
the later hours, when WBRC-FM
and 15 of the stations are on the
air, an hour's time sells for $824
and a spot for $72.83.
"We think that plan put FM into
national business in a big way,"
said Mrs. Hanna. "Advertisers
Stations
thought
so, in
too."the area also were
receptive to the idea. Seven tried
it for three weeks, dropped it for
two, and then all came back and
are still affiliates. Eight more stations in Mississippi are soon to be
added plus some in Georgia.
With the network in operation,
Mrs. Hanna and her son, M. D.
Smith, III, who is her program
director, went to New York to attend to details of starting her Birmingham television station, WBRCTV.

Feeds

AM

Outlets

She has a target date set for
making the television station show
a profit. The date isn't for publication, because
she doesn't
the big brains
rattling
away atwant
her
again. But actually, the number
of months she has projected for
break-even is very few.
Mrs. Hanna intends to achieve
TV profits by letting station
growth follow sales, instead of vice
versa.
When the network and TV operations both begin to make a profit,
she intends to quit for a while
and go fishing.
"I'm going, too," said her son.
"I only hope we won't be too mentally fatigued. Takes brains to
catch fish."
Study FCC Pay Hike
PAY RAISE legislation affecting
Commissioners of FCC and other
agencies may be taken up sometime
this week by the Senate. The bill
(HR ers'1689),
pay fromboosting
$10,000 Commissionto $16,000,
has been reported out by Sen.
Russell Long (D-La.), head of the
Senate Civil Service Committee,
with provisions as previously listed
[Broadcasting, Aug. 8]. The group
unanimously felt that its limitation
of the bill should cover only top
executives "whose responsibilities
included the making of policy de-

cisions."

4-

As the building progressed,
many big brains came to look the
Hanna situation over. They shook
their heads and predicted that she
would have so much power and be
up so high that her FM station
would miss Birmingham completely— end it was part of the plan
that she operate an FM station
for Birminghamites.
Consulted Armstrong
A bit troubled by this possibility,
she took the matter up with Prof.
Edwin H. Armstrong, the inventor
of FM. He opined that the drip
of her power would give her Birmingham coverage.
When she put WBRC-FM on the
air in November 1948, that proved
to be the case. Its power, however, also gives an efficient signal
at a 200-mile radius, she claims.
But it actually has been heard as
far away as Guam and the Azores,
GOOD NEWS ! !
according to letters from listeners.
Shortly after WBRC-FM went
on the air, Mrs. Hanna and her
FOUND
staff turned a big part of their
attentions to launching the netA NEW rate card — with new
work. They offered reception, via
streamline rates and complete
market data. The first of its
FM, of such volume and clarity
kind in Connecticut.
that it was suitable for rebroadcast
Write or tvire today, we
by affiliates.
will send you one.
Advantages were these: Expense
of lines eliminated; good talent,
programming and news made
available to small independents
WICH
cheaply, some billing and sales
NORWICH, CONN.
efforts by affiliates eliminated.
Advertisers were offered two
1400 KC FULLTIME
things :
First, the 24 affiliates, covering
John Deme, Gen. Mgr.
all of Alabama
plus bordering
Telelecasting
BROADCASTING

Station

KFYR s coverage IS terrific — but that's only
part of our sales-making impact. KFYR is the
Number One station ... in the Number One
agricultural state In the union. North

Dakota

leads ALL other states in increase in per capita
income

since 1940 ... a juicy 356%

the national average

KFYR
Bismarck,

as against

of 130%.
550 KC 5000 WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE
REP. JOHN
BLAIR
North

Dakota
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MORRISON Jr., forROBERT merlyZ.in charge
of new business
for WFIL WFIL-TV Philadelphia, has joined sales department
asting Co.'s New
World
of
York office. Broadc
E. RALPH HAINES is representing
The House of Television, New York,
in Illinois and Wisconsin.
BERNIE ROBERTS, most recently
program director of WNDR Syracuse,
N. Y., has joined Inter-America Television Inc., New York, as executive
assistant in charge of production.
CHARLES MORIN, former Columbia
Pacific Network sales manager, has
been appointed vice president and
national sales director for Keith
Kerby Ltd., San Francisco celebrity
commercial spot firm.
MYRTLE LAYTON, former administrative assistant at Crawford Clothes
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., has
joined Wilbur-Stark-Jerry Layton Inc.,
New York, radio and TV package
agency, as merchandising director of
Kathi Norris Television Shopper video
program viewed daily on WABD (TV)
New York.
CHARLES A. KENNEDY, formerly
vice president and director of sales
for Teleways Radio Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, has been named president
rAe C/fSH REOiSTER'S

to replace CARL KRAATZ, resigned.
HOWARD HUDSON, radio information specialist for National Planning
Assn., Washington, and his wife sailed
on Queen inMaryEngland,
Aug. 27Scotland
for month's
vacation
and
Ireland.

J

JAMES BAYLESS, formerly manufacturing manager for RCA Victor,
has joined Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, as production engineer.
NOCTURNE PRODUCTIONS, Hawthorne, N. J., is currently producing
custom-built disc jockey shows on magnetic tape. Shows are air-expressed
to subscribers, at cost fixed at 10% of
air time used, with no minimum rate.
Programs include music, announcer,
continuity, interviews designed for
sponsor, contests and other audience
pull features.
MUSIC CORP. of AMERICA announces opening of radio-television department in its San Francisco office.
KENNETH MORTON will supervise
production activities and sales in
Northern California area.
HOWARD
RADIO PRODUCTIONS,
Chicago, is mailing two-fold black
and white brochure with trade press
reprints to advertising agencies,
promoting its radio and television
services. Firm, owned by BERNARD
HOWARD, is a year old.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON Co., Washington, has opened Chicago office at
333 N. Michigan Ave., phone RAndolph
6-4550. HAROLD R. MURPHY is
branch director.
DECCA RECORDS Inc., New York,
has announced its catalog of albums
will be available on 33% LP Microgroove, unbreakable vinylite recordings beginning Sept. 5. Firm will
continue to produce 78 rpm discs
also.
ATLANTA MUZAK and WORLD
WIRED MUSIC SERVICES have been
merged following purchase of Muzak
assets by Dixie Melody Inc., owner of
World franchise in Atlanta, Ga.
J. T. FULWILER and C. W. CHAPMAN are principals in corporation.

IT'S a happy reunion, after 1 1 years,
as singing star Dennis Day (I) greets
James T. Mahoney, program director
of WLAW Lawrence, Mass. The reunion took place in Cambridge where
Mr. Day's native city held a testimonial dinner to start the singer on
his personal appearance tour which
opened in Boston. WLAW broadcast
the dinner program. Messrs. Day and
Mahoney met for the first time in
May 1938, when Mr. Day (then Gene
McNulty), a senior at Manhattan
Collegs, reported for an audition on
RCA-Victor's Campus Club. Mr.
Mahoney was producer of the show
for NBC.

KRAM'S QUARTERS
New Studios in Las Vegas
KRAM Las Vegas announces new
housing by late September at the
Hotel Flamingo fronting the resort
strip.
move, and
KRAM's
coowners, InEdtheJansen
Truman
Hinkle said the station will drop
its makeshift headquarters in a
partially constructed hotel.
Now daytime only, KRAM decided on the shift following the
FCC's decision to allow it 24 hours
a day programming and a simultaneous announcement that KRAM
would become a Mutual outlet. It
is planned to have KRAM a focal
point between the Pacific Coast's
Don Lee-Mutual network and the
Eastern Inter-Mountain Mutual
cha'n, station reports.

ATi/frm^MmE
WINNSBORO, LA.
The JITNEY QUIZ ib whammin' 'em
on KMLBI McLemore's Jitney Jungle, Winnsboro, La. ... 40 miles
f f-m Monroe . . . Northeastern
Louisiana's largest independent
grocery, has renewed the show!
Another satisfied sponsor agrees
KMLB is the No. 1 sales voice of
Northeastern Louisiana
1440
1440
KC
KC KMLB
Monroe, Louisiana
5000 Watts Day
1000 Watts Night
Affiliated with
American Broadcasting Company
Represented by
Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc.
KMLB-FM— 17,000 Wafts— Now
Operoting Full Time!
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KGW-

control HOWARD
room staffJr.,
of has
WHOjoined
Des
GEORGE
Moines, Iowa.
W. J. GEMULLA has joined staff of
Consulting Radio Engineers, River-i
side, 111. He will help with expansion j
of firm's AM-FM-TV allocation and '
field measurement work for midwest,!
broadcasters. WALTER
F. KEAN, !
owner of firm, has announced opening
of executive offices at 40 East Ave.,
Riverside. Former offices and laboratory will be maintained.
EDWARD SARROW has been named
nighttime technical director for
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. He formerly
was in program department.
GILBERT VOYLES, new to radio, has
joined engineering department of
WJPS Evansville, Ind.
ARNE LASSILA, crewman at WBKB
(TV) Chicago, and MONA HALL, of
station's accounting department, were
married Aug. 20.
BILL SANBURN, engineer at WHO
Des Moines, is the father of a boy
Bruce Arthur.
RCA VICTOR has distributed booklet, "Have You Thought of RCA for
These Products?" in which 15 types
of equipment are described. Among
items included are illustrations of
how various industries use mobile
radio equipment, tape recorders, and
industrial TV.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
Inc. announces its 16 inch metal
direct view television tubes, type
ized distributors.
16AP4, are now available for authorTELEVISION PROJECTS Inc., Newark, N. J., has distributed white
folder explaining its monoscope television signal generator, type 213.
RCA Engineering Products Dept. has
installed new super-gain antenna
developed to meet television requirements for higher power, greater
power gain and directional effects at
WBNT (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Antenna is designed in units which
can be used for directional mounting
on face of any standard radio tower.
GRAY RESEARCH and Development
Co., Hartford, Conn., announces
availability of Gray Sound effects
console, type #352C. Console consists of three turntables, continuously variable for 10 to 130 rpm and
four special tone arms. Precision
high fidelity amplifiers and equalizers
are controlled on panel permitting
fading, lapping, VU regulation and
gain control.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Syracuse, N;
Y., announces its new television film
camera. Model 4PC2B2, featuring
video pre-amplifier and other improvements, is now available for commercial use. Video pre-amplifier also
can be obtained for modernization of
existing G-E film cameras.

FM^

PORTLAND,

OREGON

AFFILIATED
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

gf
■ yu<0
WITH^t
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.

Burger Beer
DOUBLES SALES in 3 weeks
with "directed" advertising on . .
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Walking Clerk
AN ACTIVE postmaster and
WHOL Allentown, Pa., CBS
affiliate, combined to put a
retired postal clerk on the
map — and before the microphones and cameras of We,
the People Aug. 9. It all
happened when John "Iron
Legs" Stahl, who retired in
1936 after 30 years of sorting
mail, walked into Henry Bauman's dispatch office and recounted how he had walked
over 10,000 miles in the past
ten years, numbering in his
logbook as many friends. Mr.
Bauman, also a director of
WHOL, referred him to Lew
Windmuller, WHOL president and general manager,
who in turn called CBS New
York, Young & Rubicam
(Gulf agency) and producers
of the show. Mr. Stahl
walked from Allentown to
New York, where he greeted
listeners and televiewers.

AFRA

Allegations False
WATL Tells FCC

ANTIC

ALLEGATIONS of American Federation of Radio Artists against
WATL Atlanta, Ga., made in a complaint filed with FCC fortnight ago,
"are completely false and contrary to all facts," the station advised the
Commission last week [Broadcasting, Aug. 1, 8].
AFRA petitioned the Commission for revocation of the WATL
the National Labor Relations
license on grounds that J. W. WoodBoard, WATL emphasized "that
ruff, owner of the station, "has at no time in the proceeding has
manifest a flagrant disregard for the licensee deliberately ignored
government regulations designed
or attempted to evade the Board's
order" and that compliance with
for public protection." AFRA
charged that the station has the order "has occurred as rapidly
"chronically violated" the labor re- as the circumstances permit and
lations laws and the rules and
compliance
is out
nowfurther
complete."
regulations of FCC.
WATL pointed
that
the
current
labor
dispute
involving
Regarding a case involving Announcer Lawrence J. Mellert before
AFRA and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers is still
to be decided by NLRB. WATL
POLITICAL RATE
contended that the AFRA-IBEW
strike, which began Jan 1, is imLegislation Appears Doomed
proper since no notice was given
LEGISLATION which would pro- according to law. Charge of secondary boycotting also was made.
hibit stations from charging "exWATL indicated it believed that
cessive" rates for political broadcasts appears to be earmarked for AFRA filed the complaint at FCC
oblivion in this session of Congress
"solely for the purpose of using the
following the appointment of good offices of this Commission to
MULTIPLEXING
William M. Boyle Jr. as chairman
compel settlement by the licensee
of his differences with AFRA and
of the Democratic National ComFCC to Review Advances
mittee.
IBEW" and that AFRA "obviHEARING before the Commission
ously attempts through unilateral
Mr. Boyle succeeds Sen. J. Howpressure to accomplish favorable
en banc was designated by FCC
ard McGrath, Attorney Generalelect and trouble-shooter of the setlement of the WATL labor
last week for Dec. 12 to review
Democratic Party. Sen. McGrath
technical advances in multiplexing
is the author of the measure
of facsimile and FM broadcasting.
Theno reply
alsodisregard
held "there
flagrant
by J. has
W.
Present rules allow multiplexing
(S 2254), which would impose been
dispute."
penalties on stations ranging from
for three hours during the period
Woodruff of government regulasuspension of licenses for 30 days
7 a.m. to midnight and no limit
tions, nor has there been any knowing violations of federal law by
to indefinite, suspension or possible
other hours provided there is no
impairment of the FM aural sig- revocation for levying charges in him." The reply outlined the program service rendered by WATL
excess of standard card rates. The
nal below 10,000 cycles.
in the public interest since 1935
bill drew protests from individual
The Commission indicated it has
broadcasters and NAB, which ex- and the many other public service
received information from Radio
activities of the station. Technical
Inventions Inc. on its experimenpressed itself opposed "to the prin- progress and improvements over
tation and wishes to obtain full
ciple of Congress
the years also were detailed.
[Broadcasting,
July setting
25, 18].rates"
data on all aspects of the matter
Following early opposition, the
at the December hearing. The sysSenate Interstate & Foreign Comtem developed by Radio Inventions
merce Committee has show no in- HORSE ARRIVES
is claimed to cause no impairment
dication to consider the proposal,
of the aural spectrum below 15,000
So An nouncer Eats Words
cycles. Notices of appearances and
and its spokesman said no "prescomments are invited by Nov. 28,
sure" was evident to effect its
FCC said.
passage. Two other factors — Mr. MORE THAN ONCE announcers
Boyle's appointment and lack of have had to eat their words and
time in the remaining days of the
TWO current Broadway hits, "Miss
here's a case in point. Announcer
Liberty" and "South Pacific," will be 81st Congressional session — are Jerry Allen of WKAN Kankakee,
presented
RCA Bluebird
Victor's label.
initial presumed to militate against con111., happened to remark on the air
release of in
revived
sideration atthis time.
that George "Cowpoke" Wells, who
goes "Ridin' the Trail" daily with
Western music, was the only cowboy in radio not having a horse.
e city
About half an hour later. BusiDon't ask for the KEYS
to
ness Agent Oren Floyd of the
Kankakee Teamsters union came
to open up sales
to the defense of "Cowpoke" Wells.
Mr. Floyd appeared at the studio
and offered his mount "Rosemary"
as a horse which "Cowboy" could
in Memphis
ride.
Simply Buy
10,000 WATTS

DAY

5,000 WATTS NIGHT
wmm
680 KILOCYCLES
AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN BROAbCASTING COMPANY
RADIO
(BROADCASTING

REPRESENTATIVES,
♦ Telecasting

INC.

Then, "Rosemary" was led right
into the studio, stomped over to the
microphone and whinnied right into
the face of startled and somewhat
frightened Announcer Allen, making him eat his words.
WHAI, Greenfield, Mass., received
second prize for its county agent
broadcasts in recent competition held
at Cornell U.

OPERATORS
Regrouping of Classes Propose
EDITORIAL regrouping of all
classes of commercial radio operator licenses, and provision for
new radiotelephone third class
operator permit, was proposed by
FCC last week. Changes would
conform to the basic provisions of
the radio regulations attached to
the Atlantic City International
Telecommunication Convention
(1947).
The new third class permit
would be issued to eligible applicants found qualified by an examination consisting of the revised
non-technical Elements 1 and 2 of
FCC's written test for commercial
operator licenses. The permit
would be classified between the
present restricted radiotelephone
operator permit and the second
class license. Third class permittees could operate 10 w low power
FM educational stations among
other things, FCC said.
WDXB Vote Ordered
AN ELECTION to determine collective bargaining representatives
for employes of WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn., has been directed by
the National Labor Relations
Board in a decision released last
Tuesday. WDXB, a- 250-w nonnetwork affiliate, is licensed to Joe
V. Williams Jr.

There's a NeWyvLook
in Northeastern Ohio
IT'S A NEW LOOK because . . .
It sparkles with greater sales results
from today's more conservative ad exIT'S A BOLD LOOK because . . .
penditures.
The
pattern no longer conforms to oldfashioned
time-buying.and outmoded traditions in
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO
PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN
NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from us increased
its pow«r
and therefore
a station
24
miles from
us lost more
than
half its audience in the Canton
Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us
lost some of its best features and
therefore lost seTerol percentage
points dience
in ratings.
its Canton Market au3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000
watts . . . became an affiliate of
ABC . . . and therefore another
station 24 miles from us lost practically all its Canton Market
audience.
RESULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station
that completes your coverage picture in
NORTHEASTERN OHIO because WHBC
has gained audience while listening to
all other stations has split seven ways.
Check Taylor Borroff About . . .
. . Brand New Hooperatings
. . More listeners at less cost
. . Retail sales that still hold firm
. . Local promotion that sells
. . market
A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT"
ASK
WHBC
CANTON
about the NEW BOLD LOOK
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
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Roundup of Legal Views
(Continued from page 21)
by the Commission in its report will be within the scope of judicial
review as well as the particular proscriptions contained in its final order.
GEORGE
S. SMITH
Segal, Smith & Hennessey
In my opinion the new FCC rules on "giveaway programs" constitute
censorship in direct violation of Sec. 326 of the Communications Act.
As the Commission said in a letter dated Aug. 11, 1949, to Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson (D-Col.) . . . "the Commission has no authority to censor
any program or programs" and further, "The judgment (on renewal
applications) which the Commission must make (with regard to liquor
advertising) is one related to overall program service and the extent to
which a particular licensee is rendering a well-balanced program service
in the public interest in the community which he serves."
If the Commission has correctly informed Sen. Johnson (and I believe
it has) then the Commission cannot undertake by regulation to censor
programs which are enjoyed by millions of Americans residing, throughout the United States, more especially programs that are not illegal
in character.
❖ * *
PAUL D. P. SPEARMAN
Spearman & Roberson
(Former General Counsel FCC)
Holding no brief for so-called "giveaway" programs and having no
disposition or desire to defend them, I do not believe that the FCC
was called upon or has legal authority to promulgate its recent order
interpreting the criminal statute banning lotteries, etc., and threatening
the destruction of radio stations that violate that interpretation.
If the Commission ever was charged with the duty or responsibility
to try and punish violators of the anti-lottery statute, which I have
never believed it had, it was relieved of such duty or responsibility when
the Congress took that section of the law out of the Communications
Act and placed it in the Criminal Code. It would indeed be hard to find
more conclusive evidence of the intent of Congress. The intention of
Congress was to preclude the Commission from doing exactly what it
threatens in the order interpreting Sec. 1304 of the Criminal Code.
It is the responsibility of the Dept. of Justice and not of the FCC
to enforce criminal statutes.
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution guarantees the right to a
trial by jury in all criminal prosecutions. To say that the punishing

another radio station helps Time Buyers buy
BUY WHO

FOR:

You, too, probably
Servfind that such adice-Ad" illustrated here gives
ditional, on - the WHO
concise informaspot information
tion on Primary
in the Radio Section of SRDS
and Secondary
saves your time
Coverage, Pro. . . makes easier
gram Service, This Service Ad* appears
Audience, Dealer
WHO listing
your job of deopposite
the
Influence — infor- on Da<?e 183 of the May
ciding which staSDKS Rad io Section.
mation not covered in the regu(NOTE
TO STATION
MANAGERS:
The
ular SRDS listings; information that's often unavailnew
"Spot
Radio
Promotion
able or inacessible at the
Handbook" reports and interprets the buying experitimes when you're weighing
ences of many radio users.
radio advertising opportunities.
It translates them into effective time selling and proThe Service-Ads* of many
other stations, too, are
motion ideas. Copies are
matching the suggestion
available from us at a dolone Radio Director made
lar each.
when he said: "When radio
stations tell me something
about themselves in their
• SERVICE ADS are ads that
ads — something their SRDS
supplement listings in SRDS
listings do not tell — I welwith useful information that
helps buyers buy.
come it, and I use it."

The WHO

STANDARD
RATE
Tin National Authority
Walter E.
333 NORTH MICHIGAN
NEW YORK • SAN
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of offenders under this statute is not a punishment for violating a criminal law cannot be successfully argued in the instant situation for the
simple reason that the Commission bases its action upon the criminal
anti-lottery law.
This means that in addition to the fine and imprisonment the Congress provided, the Commission now threatens to destroy valuable
property rights as additional punishment, and these property values,
in almost every instance, would exceed by far the maximum fine a court
of competent jurisdiction would have authority to impose upon one
convicted of violating Sec. 1304.
Assuming that the Commission has the right to take into account
the past conduct of an applicant in arriving at a conclusion as to whether
"public interest, convenience or necessity" would be served by the granting of such application or the operation of the station in question, it
appears to me that the consideration of such fact of violation should
be after and never before a conviction in a proper U. S. District Court.
Moreover, if the Dept. of Justice is not convinced that such a violation does not warrant criminal prosecution, it is absurd to claim that
the crime was so bad as to warrant the destruction of a valuable station.
The Commission promulgated its "order" under the guise of rulemaking, but the fact is that the order is not a rule. It is nothing more
nor less than a complex interpretation of an involved criminal statute.
The interpretation apparently by-passes the well-settled principle that
in interpreting a criminal statute any doubt as to its meaning or applicability to a given set of facts must be resolved against the applicability
of the statute. The Commission's interpretation not only overlooks this
elementary rule of statutory construction, but went all the way in asserting that certain acts violate this law which ... is most doubtful.
The Congress has spoken and in speaking has clearly and conclusively
indicated that it intended that the Dept. of Justice and not the FCC
should assume the responsibility and duty of enforcing Sec. 1304. I agree
completely with the dissenting opinion of Comr. Hennock.
* * *
REP. RICHARD B. WIGGLESWORTH (R-MASS.)
The action of the FCC Aug. 19 in ordering giveaway programs off the
air appears to be another attempt by the FCC to censor radio. Once
again the Commission is apparently using its power
to license stations as a life-or-death club toward control of what the people will be permitted to hear.
I hold no brief for or against giveaway shows as
worthwhile programs. But I do protest this effort by
the FCC to decide whether these programs shall or
shall not be broadcast, and I hope it will be stoutly
resisted. Congress expressly prohibited the FCC from
acting as a dictator over radio programs. Sec. 326 of
the Communications Act ... is crystal clear:
"Nothing in this act shall be understood to give the Commission
power transmitted
of censorshipby over
the radio
communiR. Wlgglesworth
cations orthesignals
any radio
station,
and no
regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by
the commission which shall interfere with the right of free speech by means
of radio communication."
If giveaway programs are lotteries, they are a matter for the Justice
Dept. and the courts. For the FCC arrogantly to assume the role of a
court, through perverted use of its licensing power, amounts to government by license, not government by law. It is all the more shocking
when done on the affirmative vote of only three members of the sevenmember Commission. Do 150,000,000 people wish to have their programs
controlled by three people?
In the past many subtle attempts by the FCC to censor radio have
been unearthed. It is by such continual chipping away that liberty is
destroyed. Radio is one of our great means of communication, and
television will probably become even more important. They are a rich
prize for those who seek to control the people through control of what
they may be told and what they may think.
ANAN

QUITS
After 5 Year Operation

AMERICAN Newspaper Advertising Network, formed in 1945, will
be dissolved at the end of the year.
The dissolution of the organization, which was intended to sell
newspaper advertising on a group
basis, was voted by stockholders at
aTuesday.
special meeting in New York last

45.0
HOOPER
* (average 5 periods.
Winter, 1948)

9? *

the best buy

DAIWILLE,
VA.
oves
pris
in
In explaining the reasons for the
5kw AB
C
end of the ANAN, Thomas Cochrane, president and board chairman, said that the increases in
WBTM
costs of newspaper publishing imposed difficulties "in making a
(d)
(n)
network package that would be
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
acceptable to advertisers."
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(Continued from page 18)
ington UHF tests were finished,
" we began a concerted attack upon
the widely accepted conclusion that
high definition color television could
not be provided in a 6 mc channel.
The objective of this attack was to
develop a method of transmitting
color in a 6 mc channel without
any degradation of the quality of
the received picture. At the same
time we retained our previous requirement that the system must
be completely compatible, that is,
i present receiving sets would need
no modification for reception of
color transmission in monochrome
and existing transmitters would
continue to be useful.
We are now glad to report the
accomplishment of our objectives.
We have created a new color television system which has the characteristics described above.
For the studio we utilize the
same equipment as we have in previous hearings for our wide band
simultaneous system. This equipment provides three signals, one for
each primary color. Following this
and preceding the transmitter
modulator, the signals are rapidly
sampled electronically in time order
for each color and then combined.
The resulting single channel sigiiial is transmitted in time multiplex fashion requiring a total mod-ulation bandwidth of only 4 mc.
i, The head-end radio and inter: mediate frequency circuits of the
receiver are the same as for a
!current black-and-white receiver.
'The video signal is then fed to an
jlectronic arrangement which is the
inverse of the signal sampler at
the transmitter. This results in
restoring the three-color signal
channels of green, red and blue,
land these are fed in simultaneous.system fashion to a three-color piccure reproducing system to be
/iewed in a single picture.
This RCA color system has the
; following characteristics:
(1) 6 megacycle
|( (2) Fully compatible
^ (3) 525 lines
(4) 60 fields per second
(5) Field interlaced

(6) Picture dot interlaced
(7) 15 color pictures per second
(8) Time multiplex transmission
(9) All-electronic
The same transmitters as are
presently used by television stations can be used for the transmission of the RCA color system.
The changes required for transmission of the new system are in
studio equipment to produce color
pictures and the addition of the
small amount of electronic equipment required to perform the sampling and time multiplexing.
It is our belief that this new system provides for the first time
a sound basis for the bringing of
color television service to the public, as well as full scope for the
continuing development of color as
the art progresses, without involving obsolescence of present-day
black-and-white receivers.
During the month of September
we will transfer the equipment
from our Princeton laboratories to
Washington, D. C, where it will
be installed in the NBC station
(WNBW) at the Wardman Park
Hotel. RCA will submit testimony and demonstrations to the
Commission regarding this RCA
color television system.
This system is entirely consistent with the "Standards of Good
Engineering Practice Concerning
Television
and
can Broadcasting
be broadcast Stations"
without
modification of these standards.
Therefore, RCA does not propose
any modification of existing transmission standards.
2. FIELD INTENSITIES, PROPAGATION, STATION SEPARATION AND SERVICE AREAS.
RCA will present evidence at
the hearing regarding its experimental work on these subjects.
This evidence will include the results of our work on carrier synchronization and offset carrier
methods of reducing co-channel interference. Exhibits containing
this information will be submitted
prior to the hearing. RCA believes
that these methods can be effectively used in the public interest
for increasing the number of television stations as well as enlarging
and improving the service areas
of those which the Commission
proposes to allocate.

I
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Wealth
from
copper, dairy cows, lumbering,
farming, hydro-electric power, sugar beets, meat
packing. Seven major industries in all add up
to better than $100 million in retail sales (1948).
Pan for wealth if you like. But for sales in a
hurry, use the Mosby stations.
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Follows Local Fighter
A FIRST in local broadcasting is claimed by WINR
Binghamton, N. Y., in sending a complete radio crew to
Yankee Stadium Aug. 17 to
broadcast a blow-by-blow account of the semi-final bout
between a local fighter, middleweight Joe Taylor of
Binghamton, and Artie
Towne. Line facilities were
ordered direct from the stadium, which is 200 miles
from Binghamton. Sponsor of
the broadcast was a local
Ballantine beer and ale distributor. Ballantine, which
sponsored the main bout
(Robinson-Belloise) on CBS,
cleared the local bout for
WINR.

WRTV
CASE
Additional Time Not Favored
FCC DOES NOT "earmark" facilities for applicants pending their
decision to proceed. Commission
Hearing Examiner J. Fred Johnson Jr. stated last week in his
initial decision denying the bid
of Maison Blanche Co. for additional time to construct its television station WRTV New Orleans.
The ruling will become final in
40 days and effect deletion of the
facility unless WRTV files exceptions and seeks oral argument.
WRTV is assigned Channel 4
(66-72 mc).
The decision found that Maison
Blanche still had not decided to
begin construction of the station,
although it originally had been requested by application filed in 1944
and granted in 1947, because it was
concerned over the future economic
and technical aspects of television.
The ruling said "we can understand applicant's difficulty in trying to resolve the uncertainties
with which television faces the
future" but noted that "these problems are not peculiar to the applicant" since they "are common to
theExaminer
industry." Johnson pointed out
that many indefinite factors "must
be weighed by all who would venture capital in such an enterprise.
The radio pioneer does not see
beyond the mountains, but before
commencing the journey he must
decide whether or not he will risk
the hazards on the other side."
He explained "it is not the policy
of the Commission to earmark radio facilities for any applicant
pending his determination as to
whether or not such facilities will
be used, even though it may appear
that at the moment the supply of
facilities in the community may be
somewhat greater than the deUncertainty as to the future of
TV was reaffirmed as "not a satismand." factory explanation of failure to
proceed diligently in accordance
with the terms of the construction

• Telecasting

GRID RIGHTS
Protest U. of S. C. Action
PROTESTING broadcasters met in
Columbia, S. C, fortnight ago to
discuss the new policy of the U.
of South Carolina in granting
exclusive broadcast rights to the
Gamecock's football games to
WCOS Columbia. They decided to
further a reconciliation over the
policy with Rear Admiral Norman
M. Smith, university president.
Also thrashed out was the possibility of legal action against the
school but no steps were taken.
The legal angle reportedly involves
an existing statute which states
that "no charges shall be made
for the privilege of broadcasting
said games and that at least three
broadcasting companies shall be
extended said privileges of broadcasting if desired."
An attempt
in the state legislature to amend the law so as to permit state Institutions to grant
exclusive rights died in the state
senate following vigorous opposition from broadcasters.
The meeting, attended by station representatives from Columbia, Charleston, Greenville, Spartanburg, Florence and other cities,
was
touched
by Admiral
announcementoff that
WCOS, Smith's
which
was not invited to the meeting,
was the "high bidder" for use of
broadcasting facilities at the university's stadium. The three other
Columbia stations, WIS, WKIK
and WNOK, protested the policy
but declined to bid.
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RCA Color TV Ready
(Continued from page 18)
tion of television channels is that
satisfactory television service shall
be available to as many areas and
homes in the United States as is
technically and geographically possible," the association said.
The RMA statement was submitted by its Television Committee, headed by Max F. Balcom,
Sylvania Electric Products, a past
RMA president.
Color Television Inc., which has
been experimenting for several
years at its San Francisco laboratory, claimed, in its brief filed with
FCC, that its system of allelectronic, high-fidelity color television is "fully compatible with
existing black-and-white standards,
and which, if adopted, will avoid
immediate obsolescence of existing black-and-white television receivers." Described as a "linesequential" method, the system allows color images to be telecast
over existing TV channels allocated
for 6-mc monochrome using operational and engineering standards practically identical with
those now in force for monochrome.
The system would also work on
higher frequencies, it was said.
Monochrome receivers would receive the color signals as blackand-white without any modification,
it was claimed, while the color set
would reproduce in color the same
signals.
Developed by George E. Sleeper
Jr., vice president and chief engineer of Color Television, the
system uses successively traced
image lines which appear in the
receiver in different colors, following a selected sequence such as

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Produoions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
Page 40
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'NATIONAL

AD

INVESTMENTS'
LNA Book Summarizes

EXPENDITURES of some 1,500
national advertisers for network
radio and TV time and for space
in magazines and newspaper Sunday magazine sections are summarized in a book. National Advertising Investments in 19^9 —
First Six Months, published last
week by
tisers Inc.Leading National AdverBased on the full reports of Publishers Information Bureau, which
are summarized in Broadcasting
as they appear — monthly for network radio, quarterly for network
TV — the volume lists all companies
spending $20,000 or more during
the half-year in all these media.
The half yearly media totals
show little change from those of
the same period of 1948. Network
radio gross time sales were $100,838,725 for the first half of this
year, down slightly from the $102,red, green, blue, etc. The color
receiver, which has no moving
parts, is so developed that a raster
is traced in each of the three colors
upon the target of a cathode ray
tube, different sections of which
produce luminous effects in each
color.
In its scanning operations, the
brief said, "the receiver operates
substantially identically with the
transmitter, the different image
rasters being traced in sequence,
and at the receiver the separately
produced visual images are optically combined for viewing
through the use of suitable optical
Only very slight modification of
equipment."
existing transmission standards
would be required, it was said,
and this only in respect of the
television synchronizing waveform.
Readied for Field Tests
Although confined so far to
closed circuit laboratory testing,
the system is now being readied
for field testing using radio transmission and reception, it was said.
Color Television requested that it
be allowed reasonable time to prepare an appropriate demonstration. The firm suggested that at
the conclusion of the color hearing, the matter be left open in
such a way that further hearings
"may be assured as of the time
that Color Television Inc. may find
itself prepared to ask for final
standardization in accord with such
principles as the Commission may
wish to declare herein."
NAB's brief proposed "a coordinated and systematic schedule
of investigations" to determine
correctness of TV rules and engineering standards. These should
be done with the cooperation of
the Bureau of Standards, NAB
told FCC, and offered its "full
cooperation."
NAB said there is "a serious
question as to the legality of parts
of the FCC's proposal for rules,
standards
and
allocations. It

First Half of '49

010,052 for the same six months of
last year. Magazines were up
slightly, $231,644,593 this year
compared to $229,928,099 last.
Sunday
newspaper
tions were
$25,378,556magazine
this year, secup
from $23,467,159 in the first half
of 1948. TV networks billed $4,224,220 in the first six months of
1949, with no comparable figures
available for last year.
The new volume, covering all
major media but newspapers, company by company and product by
product, marks the first such publication of these data on a semiannual basis. It is being distributed
to all companies listed and to
agency subscribers of LNA's bound
volume of PIB reports. An extremely limited supply of copies is
available for national advertiser
and agency executives, LNA reported.
agreed TV must be allowed to
grow even though information is
now insufficient to develop truly
scientific allocations.
In the association's view, the
systematic study should be continuous in matters of propagation
and service of new stations "as
they
go on the air," analyses
with necessary
measurements,
and
changes in rules based on such
information.
FCC's TV allocation policy is
similar in many ways to the FM
method and to the old AM zoning
plan, NAB charged, adding that in
the case of FM there "is a serious
question as to whether the intended
results of a specific national allocation plan have been accomplished.
If a similar situation were to occur
under the proposed TV allocation
plan, a serious doubt is raised as
to the benefits to be gained from
the establishment of such a plan
as that proposed by the Commission at this date."
Comments
of the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers, filed also last week,
touched on a variety of points
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22]. AFCCE

contended that the allocations plan
should not be made part of the
Commission's rules if the maximum use of facilities and the rapid
inclusion of technical advances are
W
to be achieved.
The association also affirmed the
k
belief
that VHF
"is andof
will continue
to beoperation
the backbone
television
years not
to come"
and that for
FCCmanyshould
place
VHF and UHF services on a par
in its allocation plan. It also was
pointed out that the engineering
standards proposed indicate that
VHF and UHF channels are )or
equally satisfactory.
ial
Suggests Adjustments
It also was suggested that power
and antenna height should be adjusted to the value necessary for
adequate coverage which in most
cases should cover the metropolitan
district, or urban areas of smaller
cities. AFCCE said FCC has
given undue weight to those factors
which tend to increase separation
between stations although some
safety factors are desirable.
The association indicated that
full use "should be made of all
technical advancements, including
directional antennas, off-set carrier operation, and any other
means of more efficiently using
VHF channels for maximum sei-vice." Rather than provide three
"grades" of service, purpose of
which is not clear, the AFCCE
urged an allocation plan protecting stations to their natural area
as the more logical.
AFCCE contended the UHF
propagation curves of the Commission "reflect a more favorable
service condition than will acbe encountered
in practice"
becausetually of
terrain irregularities.
Mixing of UHF and VHF assignments in some cities because of the
demand was considered an unavoidable situation even though it was
undesirable.
The Federal Communciations
Bar Assn., which fortnight ago
petitioned FCC for oral argument
on its contention the proposed allocation procedure is illegal
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22], last
week filed its detailed brief in the
matter. FCBA held that the procedural aspects of the proposed
allocation Rule 3.606 violate the
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Communications Act in that they:
^'ail to recognize the right of apjlicants to an equal and fair op)ortunity to be heard on the merits
)f their applications; impede and
)bstruct orderly expeditious judi;ial review of FCC action; prevent
;he Commission from fully complying with the Congressional manjdate that FCC distribute facilities
among the states so as to provide
"a fair, efficient and equitable distribution" of services (Sec. 307,
Communications Act).
FCBA pointed out the rule would
make the allocation a firm and
"relatively inflexible determination
of the distribution to be made"
and that no applicant in the future
could invoke a hearing procedure
as a matter of right to challenge
the manner in which the rule meets
the requirements of Sec. 307(b)
of the Act. The proposed procedure would "substitute adminstrative
said. fiat for adjudication," FCBA
The association's petition requests oral argument on the problem before commencement of the
Sept. 26 hearing. Although the
Commission has not yet taken up
the request, it was indicated that
even though argument were
granted and the point won it need
not delay in any respect the forthcoming TV proceeding.
Geer Files
Dr. Charles Willard Geer, professor of physics at U. of Southern
California, last week filed his summary of proposals to be advanced
concerning his system of all-electronic color TV [Brjadcasting,
Aug. 15]. He indicated he will
request standards which will: Allow any colorcast to be received on black-and-white sets;
allow color sets to receive blackand-white transmissions; never
prevent low - priced direct - viewing receivers, such as his system, from operation; select the
three primary colors best fitted for
the present available phosphors,
with a view to improving such
standards as research and industry
progress in the production of better phosphors.
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
which has been operating W6XA0
(KTSL)
Hollywood on Channel

G
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The Shortest Route
To Results in
This Area Is Via
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
Marltimes Busiest Station
Contact
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
5000 WATTS
NOW!
BROADCASTING

WAGES-HOUHS
Amendment on OYertime
RESORT'S

BREAKFAST

SHOW
Draws Business to N. H. Spot

DESPITE recession talk, radio promotion has been paying dividends
for Allen "A", flourishing New
Hampshire mountain resort. Future prospects are even greater
although neighbor competitors report a 25% seasonal decline this

Lawrence,
50 kw
filiate Mass.,
and picked
up ABC
live afby
WWNH Rochester, N. H.
Patterned after ABC's Breakfast Club, also carried by WLAW,
the program has proven to be an
overwhelming success in entertainment and in dollars and cents
for Mr. Albee. A test of response
showed a single $7.50 spot purchased by Mr. Albee returned him
$300. He noted that during the
past winter when guests wrote in
for reservations and information,
250 letters asked if the radio program was slated again to be part
of the entertainment schedule for
the season.
The initial broadcast of the program found 20 couples calling at
the resort for reservations, an unheard of thing at the time. This
season, the figures have not
changed. The resort has been
booked completely and Mr. Albee,
sold on radio advertising, is looking to 1950 and 1951.

Boost to the scenic spot operated
year.
by Allen H. Albee, has generated
from sponsorship of Breakfast at
Allen "A", now in its second season
and a favorite to New England listeners. The program, in its second year over WLNH Laconia,
N. H., is rebroadcast by WLAW
2 (54-60 mc) in addition to experimental color station W9XN0,
indicated its detailed experimentation report was not complete and
requested extension of the filing
deadline to Aug. 29 for its material.
RCA, in a report on its Princeton, N. J., TV transmitter
KE2XAY, stated that tests show
little significant differences between vertical, circular and horizontal polarization.
Conestoga Television Assn.,
which for several years has been
relaying television programs from
Philadelphia stations into Lancaster, Pa., reported on its experimentatioii in satellite operations.
Conestoga has been operating a
UHF transmitter (KG2XBI, formerly W3XBR) on top of Welsh
Mt. with ERP of 860 w on 600 mc.
Philadelphia is 45 miles from the
site, Lancaster 15. Comparisons
have been made between direct
pickup and the UHF rebroadcast.
It was concluded that UHF satellites appear practical for service
to near areas only.
Requests for reservation of at
least 10 UHF channels for educational stations were made by both
the Assn. for Education by Radio
and the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. Similar proposal also was made by the American Council on Education.
Numerous comments on individual allocations proposed by the FCC
in various cities also were filed last
week. These included statements by
the following: 220 North Kingshighway Inc., St. Louis, which operates the Park Plaza Hotel and
Chase Hotel there and indicated
it had been preparing its TV apwhen the "freeze"
was instituteplication
d ; Television
Broadcasting
Co., San Diego; McClatchy Broadcasting Co., multiple-AM station
operator, concerning San Francisco-Oakland, Sacramento, Fresno,
Bakersfield, and Chico, Calif., and
Reno, Nev. ; East Texas Television
Co., Longview, Tex.; Harlingen,
(Tex.) Television Co.; Mc Allen
(Tex.) Television Co.; Brownsville,
(Tex.) Television Co.; Fall River
(Mass.) Herald News Pub. Co.;
KGCU
Mandan,
N. D.; KVOS
Bellingham, Wash.; KGY Olympia,
Wash.; WSGN Birmingham, Ala.
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PARTIAL inventory filed in estate of
John Ballantyne, chairman of the
board and former president of Philco
Corp., who died on June 11 in Rydal,
Pa., showed he held 19,371 shares of
corporation's common stock, worth
$508,488.75.

CERTAIN premiums paid by employers for work on Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays, etc., need not be
added to an employe's straight
time larpayrate"infor
determining
overtime his
pay,"reguand
may be credited toward overtime
compensation due in excess of 40
hours in any week.
This provision was contained in
the recent Congressional amendment to the Fair Labor Standards
Act signed by President Truman.
Thus the amendment (HR 858),
according to Labor Secretary
Maurice J. Tobin, makes it lawful to treat as overtime premiums
certain payments previously held
to be not "true overtime" by a Supreme Court decision last year.
The Labor Dept. said that principles established under the amendment are applicable to all industries but emphasized, however, that
they are limited to premiums actually based on rates and work
periods "established in good faith."
Mitchell To Speak
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, BAB
director, will address the Advertising Club of Syracuse today
(Aug. 29) on "Effective Radio Advertising for Retailers." His talk
is
part oflocal
the advertisers
group's campaign
to
convince
that they
should use I'adio as a medium.

noiii available

The most complste, useful up-to-date compilation
of ccnsumer market data between two covers In . . .
CONSUMER MARKETS
1949-1950 Edition
Based on the known needs of national advertisers and agencies for
the latest reliable state, county, and
city market facts and figures.
Provides a range of information
you would otherwise have to
gather and organize from 12
different sources.
Reports only government and
other authoritative figures; 1948
estimates of population, families,
retail sales, farm and industrial
activity, effective buying income,
and other important market indices prepared by Walter P.
Burn,ketnationally
marstatistician recognized
and consultant.
Clear, easy-to-use maps for each
state show all counties, all incorporated cities of 5,000 and
over, all county seats, all daily
newspaper and radio towns with
population and other data. Separate maps for 39 cities of over
250,000 and their vicinities.

"I keep CM handy
for use all through
the year," says
Manager
of Markets
and Media
in a
large 4- A agency.
All data organized for most efficient use, alphabetically state
by state,
county states,
by county,
in
their
respective
city by
city in their respective counties,
covering the whole U.S.A., the
U. S. Possessions and Territories, Canada, Philippines.
You'll have to see and use the
1949-1950 CONSUMER MARKETS to appreciate its great
utility as a market research tool.
It was mailed to all SRDS subscribers with the September 1
issues of the Newspaper and
Radio Sections. Additional copies
$5.00
each.a copy of COSUMER
Send for
MARKETS today. Use it for
10 days free. Then, if you keep
it, send us $5.00.
A 5«ction of Standard Rale & Oata Service
Waiter E. Botthof, Publisher
333 Norlh Michigan Avenoe, Chicago 1, III.
New York • 5an;Froncisco • Los Angeles
August 29, 1949
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National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JULY 17-23
NIELSEN-RATINGf
Current Previous
— Current Rating —
Rank
Rank
Program
Homes
Homes
(000) %
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
(AVERAGE FOR ALL PROGRAMS) 2,160 5.5
1
5
Walter
Winchell
4,674 11.4
11.9
2
3
Mr. Keen
4,478
3
1
Crime Photographer
4,125 10.5
4
2
Mr. District Attorney
4,007 10.2
5
7
First Nighter
3,850 9.8
6
4
Big
Story
3,732
7
11
Fat Man
3,732 9.5
9.5
8
15
Our Miss Brooks
3,496 8.9
9
6
This Is Your F.B.I
3,496 8.9
10
20
Stop The Music (4th Qtr.)
3,457 8.8
11
37
Inner Sanctum
3,300 8.4
12
19
Philip Morris-Horace Heidt
3,260 8.3
13
29
Break the Bank
3,182 8.1
14
27
Stop the Music (3rd Qtr.)
3,142 8.0
15
9
Curtain Time
3,142 8.0
16
18
Mr. & Mrs. North
3,142 8.0
17
16
Mystery Theater
3,103 7.9
18
39
Call The Police
3,025 7.7
19
25
Adventures of Sam Spade
2,985 7.6
20
12
Mr. Chameleon
2,946 7.5
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(AVERAGE FOR ALL PROGRAMS) 1,178 3.0
1
2
Lone Ranger
2,475 6.3
2
1
Counter-Spy
2,121 5.4
3
3
Supper Club
1,532 3.9
WEEKDAY
(AVERAGE FOR ALL PROGRAMS) 1,964 5.0
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers). . 3,653 9.3
2
8
Wendy Warren
2,985 7.6
3
3
Right to Happiness
2,985 7.6
4
4
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco)
2,946 7.5
5
18
Aunt Jenny
2,868 7.3
6
12
My True Story (Libby)
2,868 7.3
7
5
Backstage Wife
2,789 7.1
8
Pepper Widder
Young's Brown
Family
2,789 7.0
7.1
9
62
Young
2,750
10
19
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal)
2,750 7.0
11
14
Stella Dallas
2,750 7.0
12
22
My True Story (Sterling)
2,750 7.0
13
10
Ma Perkins (CBS)
2,710 6.9
14
20
When A Girl Marries
2,632 6.7
15
9
Our Gal Sunday
2,593 6.6
DAY, SATURDAY
(AVERAGE FOR ALL PROGRAMS) 2,160 5.5
1
1
Armstrong Theater
3,103 7.9
2
2
Grand Central Station
2,946 7.5
3
3
Stars Over Hollywood
2,750 7.0
DAY, SUNDAY
(AVERAGE FOR ALL PROGRAMS) 1,061 2.7
1
1
House of Mystery
2,868 7.3
2
3
Choraliers
1,493 3.8
3
8
Mr. Fix-It
1,453 3.7
NOTE: NUMBER
OF HOMES
OBTAINED
BY APPLYING
THE "NIELSEN-RATING"
39,281,000—
THE 1949
ESTIMATEIS OF
TOTAL UNITED
STATES RADIO
HOMES.
(t) HOMES REACHED DURING ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR
LISTENING ONLY 1 TO 5 MINUTES.
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
CANADIAN

AM

Changes Granted by CAB

LINGO
Vertical Tubular Steel
RADIATORS
Write for Factual Data
JOHN E. LINGO & SON
CAMDEN 5, N. J.
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POWER INCREASES were allowed a number of Canadian AM stations at recent meeting of CBC
board of governors at Montreal,
CBC has announced at Ottawa.
CBC board deferred power increases and requests for new stations in Newfoundland and denied
a number of applications for new
stations in other parts of Canada.
Power increases allowed were to
CJGX Yorkton, from 1 kw on 940
kc to 5 kw day and 1 kw night on
940 kc; to CKY Winnipeg, from.
1 kw on 1080 kc to 5 kw on same
frequency with directional antenna; to CKNW New Westminster, from 1 kw day and 250 w
night on 1320 kc to 1 kw day and
night, with nighttime directional
antenna on same frequency.
A change in frequency was allowed CHWK Chilliwack, from 1340
kc to 1230 kc with 250 w, and to
CFPL-FM from Channel 228 (93.5
mc) to Channel 240 (95.9 mc).
CKRD Red Deer was recommended for a public commercial

AFRA MEETS
Convention Held in S. F.

Points
Change
+0.5
-t-3.0
+0.7
— 0.2
— 0.5
+1.2
—1.0
+1.5
+1.6
+0.2
+2.3
+3.1
+1.7
+2.2
+2.0
— 0.3
+1.4
+0.7
+2.7
+1.3
—0.5
+0.2
+0.6
—0.3
—0.3
+0.4
+1.1
+1.5
+0.1
+0.9
+1.6
+1.3
+0.5
—+0.4
0.8
+1.3
+1.1
+1.4
+0.9
+1.0
+0.5
+0.2
— 0.4
— 0.6
—0.7
+0.6
+2.5
+1.8
+2.2
(%) TO
HOMES

license to allow the station to
handle messages for isolated areas
to which no other means of electrical communication is available,
from midnight to noon local time,
with minimum disturbance to its
broadcasting schedule.

GROWING movement toward
closer affiliation among entertainment unions developed last week
among the 175 delegates attending
the 10th annual convention of
AFRA at the Palace Hotel, San
Francisco.
As the four-day convention
opened Thursday, a wide split on
the question of television unionizing had developed with some delegates favoring creation of a new
union supported by AFRA. It
would have jurisdiction over the
video field. Others, especially those
in favor of closer union relationship, urged expansion of AFRA
into the TV field. Talent working
exclusively in TV advocated the
latter idea and traced low pay in
TV at least partially to lack of
interest by other AFRA members.
Answering this stand, those favoring broadening of AFRA into
TV replied that the union always
has been interested in raising the
wage scales of television but so far
the union has been powerless in
attempting to organize the TV
field.
Bill Thompson, character actor
and AFRA board member, said in
a pre-convention interview that he
is forced to belong to several
unions. These include the Amei'ican Federation of Musicians because he sometimes does a bagpipe
gag routine. "I pay dues to all
these unions," he said. "It would
seem to be to the advantage of all
entertainers if these various entertainment unions could come to an
agreement whereby membership in
oneThecarried
privileges
in all."
convention
agenda
included
such topics as regional transcription rates and tape recording rates,
dual control jurisdiction and political activity for Taft-Hartley reAn evening session Thursday,
following a dinner meeting of the
national board, was devoted to appeal.
pointment of convention officers
and committees and a report of the
Credentials Committee.

/

SPARTANBURG
MORE FOR YOUR
DOLLAR WITH
WORD in Spartanburg
*
?^ee TAYLOR-BORROFF
WDYX-FM
12,000 V^ATTS
DUPLICATION

-WORDOF
SPARTANBURG
BROADCASTING

SERVING
ABC THE
HEART OF THE
CAROLINAS
PIEDMONT
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S'
PERKINon
A Aired
<iow
Columbia LPs
!BS network soap opera, Ma Perins, sponsored by Procter & Gamle for Oxydol, is now aired via
Jolumbia LP microgroove trancriptions on 25 non-CBS stations
n addition to its live network
broadcast sc::edule.
The transcriptions permit up to
20 minutes of program per side
Dn a 12-inch disc as against 15
minutes per side on a 16-inch
standard broadcast transcription.
Ma Perkins is said to be the first
radio series to be made available
in this form.
MUSICAL SALUTE
For Stations' Air Debuts
ASSOCIATED Program Service,
New York, is providing an hourlong musical salute to station and
community for station subscribers
going on the air for the first time.
Congratulatory wires from APS
talent are incorporated into the
script and signed glossies are forwarded for display purposes.
The firm's initial salute was
for the opening Aug. 16 of KBKW
Aberdeen, Wash., and was recorded
in cooperation with Ben K. Weatherwax, station president and general manager [Broadcasting, Aug.
15].
iErnie on the Spot
A COMPARATIVELY routine assignment turned out
to be anything but routine
for Special Events Chief
Ernie Kovacs of WTTM,
NBC outlet in Trenton, N. J.
Mr. Kovacs arrived at the
Diamond Brothers Furniture
Co. in nearby Hightstown,
N. J., to tape record a de.1 scription of the ms and outs
" of furniture making. As he
was setting up his equipment
the factory caught fire. Mr.
Kovacs recorded flame by
flame description of the halfmillion dollar disaster and
raced back to the WTTM
studios where it was put on
the air v/hile the flames were
still raging.

New

artists,
Mexican
pressed
DISCS
rsed bywith
interspe
information
on Mexico's tourist attractions
and interviews with people who have
visited country, form format of Let's
Go to Mexico, aired over WJXN Jackson, Miss. Program is sponsored by
VFW, Jackson and Tourist Commission of Mexican Government. Show
or"
l
also
features
contest in which"Goodwil
listeners Ambassad
write short
essays on "Why I would likedor
Mexico as Goodwill Ambassa to gofromto
Jackson and the VFW." Winner will
be sent to Mexico by VFW as guest of
Mexican Tourist Div.
It's Done With Mirrors
HOW to make small rooms look larger
or give spacious homes an air of elegance through the use of mirrored
furniture was explained and demonstrated Tuesday night (Aug. 23) on
Meet Mrs. Markel, featuring Hazel
Kenyon Markel, over WTTG (TV)
Washington. Bedroom and living room
mirrored furnishings, designed and
manufactured by I. Schwartz Glass &
Mirror Co., New York, were featured
on show through cooperation of Mayer
& Co., Washington furniture firm,
local Schwartz dealer. John Ellis of
Mayer & Co. appeared with Mrs. Markel on video show and explained design and use of furniture.
Medical Discussions
PANEL DISCUSSION given by specialists in specific disease is weekly
feature on WTTT Coral Gables, Fla.
Moderator for series is Irving Bernstein, Ph.D., and doctors are chosen
from Dade County Medical Assn. No
curative advice is offered on program
and content is kept in language
easily understood by laymen. Topics
such as allergies, polio, cancer, tuberculosis and common colds are discussed.
Historical Series
LETTERS written by Benedict Arnold
and George Washington, reports from
Columbus and Nathanael Greene, and
journal of exploration through Ohio
and Southern Michigan are some of
the documents to be used as basis of
new series, Treasures off the Shelf, on

D J. McCOLLISTER
Regional Representatives
T0660 BEUAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705
Shows with a Hollywood "rferitage
BROADCASTING
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WUOM(FM), U. of Michigan station,
Ann Arbor. Shows have dramatic
format built around historical significance of documents and educational
objective aiming to recreate total
historical picture at time manuscripts
were written. Series will begin second
week in October and will be suppleby exhibits in university's
Clements mented
Library.
Unique Quiz Format
USING hand painted background of
Churchill Downs, Sweepstakes Quiz
has been added tJ program roster of
WAVE-TV Louisville. Show incorporates moving miniature horses on
scoreboard giving relative positions
of six studio contestants. Home viewers have opportunity to win prizes by
identifying personality from portions
of jigsaw picture shown on screen.
Farm Calendar
AGRICULTURAL authorities, county
agents and farm personalities are
featured on Monday through Friday
Farm Calendar show over WJPS Evansville, Ind. Guests offer vital information concerning weather and
crop conditions to Indiana, Illinois
and Kentucky farmers, enhancing
station's coverage of Tri-State farm
activities on regular noontime daily
Farm Hour. Farm Calendar is presented in cooperation with local dealers of International Harvester Co.
Selling Homes
TIME on Kathi Norris Show over
WABD (TV) New York has been
purchased by Elberon Village, Elberon, N. J., for advertisement of
low-priced homes. Commercials urge
viewers to go out to houses and receive free tickets good for one day
at beach for entire family offered to
prospective buyers.- Supplementing
TV effort are spot announcements on
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J. and WVNJ
Newark.
Choosing Bands
FOUR WEEK CONTEST, during
which listeners will write letters explaining why a certain popular band
is their favorite, is being planned by
WTIC Hartford, Conn. First week
of daily half-hour programs will be
"showcase" presentations through
which audience may sample recorded
wares of 30 difrerent aggregations.
Following weeks will feature one band
each day on basis of votes received in
letters after first week's airing. "New
England's choice for No. 1 spot"
among top 15 bands will be announced
on final day. Prizes are planned for
listeners who write most convincing
letters. Contest will begin Sept. 5.
Explaining TV
IN EFFORT to stimulate educational
interest in television, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla., has inaugurated feature
called TV Forum. Program will be
headed by Dr. Sydney Head, radio and
television director of U. of Miami.
Panel will include two WTVJ officials,
one representative of television dealers
and one viewer. Portion of program is
spent in answering letters and phone
calls from set owners.

RCA

Victor

hits

s'^

turntable
Lfor

A

your

i

Lingering Down The Lane
Mexican
DJ-753 Hot Foot

VAUGHN

onroe
Make Believe
That Lucky OldDJ-754
Sun
111

CLAUDE

Through A Longfho
And Sleepless
Night l
rnfiil
DJ-755
Moonlight And Roses
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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Augusf 22 Decisions . . ..
BY THE SECRETARY
WCOV & WCOV-FM Montgomery,
Ala., WGWD Gadsden, Ala., WGWC
Selma, Ala. — Granted consent to inActions
of the FCC
volutary assignment of CP and license to First National Bank of MontAUGUST
19 to AUGUST 26
gomery
and
Margaret
Covington
Milwee as executors of estate of G. W.
Covington Jr., deceased.
cond.-conditional
LS-local sunset
WEVRFM Troy,
N. Y. — Granted
license
ant.-antenna
CP-construction permit
new
noncommercial
educational
D-day
mod.-modification
DA-directional antenna
station;
(91.3
mc)
Channel
217
400
w
minus 240 ft.
trans.-transmitter
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
unl.-unlimited hours
WMBR-TV
aur.-aural
Fla.
—
STL-studio-transmitter link
Granted
mod Jacksonville,
CP
change
type
trans.;
ant. to 440 ft
vis.-visual
r
amplifie
amp.-synchronous
synch,STA-special
temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
WDAS
CP FM
install newPhiladelphia—
vertical ant. Granted
and mount
ant.
on
AM
tower
and
change
trans,
location.
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
Following of
were completion
granted mod. dates
CP's foras
extension
appear
at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newshown: WVMI Biloxi, Miss, to 3-14-50;
station and transfer applications.
to 10-15-49;
Taylorville,
WTIM Chico.
KHSL
Calif, to111.,
3-21-50; WPRA
WEEU
Mavaguez, P.R. to 11-19-49;
main studio from Morrisville, Pa, to
10-1-49; WLIN-FM
Reading, Pa., toto 11-18-49;
WAUX-FM
Trenton, N. J. continued hearing re
Merrill, Wis.,
August 23 Decisions . . .
Waukesha, Wis., to 4-1-50; WMFD-FM
application
WBUD
TrenWBAB12-1-49;
ton, N. J. of
from
Aug. and30 WTNJ
to Sept.
14.
C, to
N.City,
Wilmington,
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
N. J., to 3-15-50;
FM Atlantic
By Examiner Cunningham.
KTSA3-15-50;
to
Va.,
WRVC Norfolk,
WGBG
Greensboro,
N.
C.
—
Dismissed
WMBRFM San Antonio, Tex. to 3-9-50; 11-15-49
without prejudice application for CP
Fla., to
FM Jacksonville,
August 23 Applications . . .
to change to 950 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
WGOR
Ft Lauderdale, Fla. to 1-15-50
WISE Asheville, N. C— Amended
WHB-FM Kansas City, Mo. to 3-13-50
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
application
power
KGKB-FM Tyler, Tex. to 3-14-50
from 10 kw to
to reduce
1 kw anddaytime
show revised
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa, to 2-22-50
License for CP
financial data.
WWLH New Orleans, La. to 3-16-50
WOSC CP Fulton,
Y.— License to
WJBC-FM
Bloomington,
111.,
to
3-14-50
KTSM
San
Antonio,
Tex.
—
Granted
cover
new
AM N. station.
WJNO-FM
West Palm Beach, ^ Fla.,
to leave to intervene in hearing on appli12-6-49.
^
Modification
of
CP
cations of KPAS Banning, Calif., and
WJFR Caguas, P. R. — Granted mod.
Indio, Calif.
Mod. CP new AM station for extenCP to change type trans, approval of KREO
WMMW Meriden, Conn. — Dismissed
ant. and trans, location and change
sion of completion date: KBRS Springwithout prejudice application for CP
dale, Ark.; KERG Eugene, Ore,
studio location.
to change hours of operation from D to
WKAM Warsaw, Ind.— Granted mod.
WERC Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP new AM
of CP to change type trans.
unl. DA-N.
station
power from 5 kw-D
1 kw-N toto increase
5 AM—
kw unl.
WGIGcense new
Brunswick,
Ga. 1440
— Granted
FCC petition
Acting for
General
—
630 kc
AM station;
kc 1 kwli- Granted
extendedCounsel
time to
unl. DA-N.
file reply
to exceptions
to Initial
sion in re
Atlantic Bcstg.
Co. DeciInc.
KROGcense newSonora,
Calif. —1450
Granted
WQAN Scranton, Pa. — CP to change
AM station;
kc 250 liw WHOM Jersey City, N. J.; to Aug. 29.
from 910 kc 250 w ST to 1240 kc 1 kw-D
unl.
500 w-N AMENDED to request 630 kc
Gila
Bcstg.
Co.,
Winslow,
Ariz.
—
WKRT Cortland, N. Y.— Granted li- Amended application to change designs 500 w D.
AM— 1190 kc
cense covering change in hours of of DA proposed and other technical
operation, change in power and in- data; removed application from hearKLIF
Oak
Cliff, Tex.— CP to change
ing docket. By Examiner Resnick.
stall DA-N.Kingstree, S. C. — Granted lifrom 1190 kc 1 kw D to 1190 kc 10
WDKD
WJOC Jamestown,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
cense new AM station; 1300 kc 1 kw D. continued
kw-D
1
kw-N
AMENDED to request
hearing on application for 1190 kc 1 kw unl.
WCOR Lebanon, Tenn. — Granted
CP
from
Aug.
22
to
Sept.
14.
By
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans, Examiner Resnick.
Modification of CP
location and specify studio location.
Mod.
CP
new FM station for extenWPCF Panama City, Fla.— Granted
FCC
Acting
General
Counsel
—
Granted extension of time to submit
mod. CP to change type trans, approval
of completion
date: WFMZ
Allenof ant. and trans, location, and specify proposed findings of fact re Port
town, sionPa.;
WMRI Marion,
Ind.; WKAP
studio location.
FM Allentown, Pa.
Frere ton,Bcstg.
Co.,
Inc.
WTUX
WilmingDel. to and including Sept. 19.
The Blue Valley Co. Area IndependLicense for CP
ence, Mo. — Granted license for remote By Examiner Blume.
WSNJ
Bridgeton,
N. 3. — License for
KPMO
Pomona,
Calif.
—
Extended
pickup
KA-3820.
WTNJ Trenton, N. J. — Granted CP time in which proposed findings in CP new FM station.
matter of renewal of license of KPMO
make changes in trans, equipment.
License Renewal
WOR-TV New York — Granted mod.
voluntary assignment of license
WEEI-FM
Boston, Mass. — Request for
CP for extension of completion date and
may be filed, to and including Oct, 1. license
renewal.
to 2-15-50.
By Examiner Blume.
WIND
Chicago—
Granted
CP
to
inModification
of CP
stall alternate main trans, at present
Pomona Bcstrs. Pomona, Calif. —
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
site of main trans, to be operated on Granted continued hearing re applifor extension of completion date:
cation andChurch,
that KPPC
of Pasadena,
560Lamar
kc 5 kwA. DA-DN.
terian
Pasadena,PresbyCalif, WMAL-TV Washington, D. C; WAVENewcomb Area Falls
Aug. 22 to Sept. 22. By Examiner
TV Louisville, Ky,; KNBH Los Angeles;
Church, Va. — Granted CP and license from
Cooper.
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
for new remote pickup KA-3939.
Radio Modesto
Inc., toModesto,
Calif. —to
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
Granted
amendment
application
August 22 Applications . . .
AM— 1300
specify a trans, site on Adams Ave.
northeast
Modesto
city
limits.
By
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KMMO1300 Marshall,
to change
Examiner Cunningham.
from
500 w Mo.—
D toCP1300
kc 500
License Renewal
w-D
lOOw-Nkc unl.
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. — Amended
application
from
1260
kc
5
kw
to
1260
WWL newalNew
Orleans
—
Request
for
reof license.
(Continued on page 75)
kc 1 kw unl. and change location of
Modification of CP
Indianapolis,
Ind.—power
Mod. etc.
CP
newWIBC
AM station
to increase
for extension of completion date.
SERVICE
Mod CP new FM station for extenDIRECTORY
sion of completion date: WRGK Brookfield. 111.; WROK-FM Rockford, 111.
WSPA-FM Spartanburg, S. C— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP to
4.9 kw, ant. to 515 ft.
License for CP
CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Custom-Built Equipment
KWK-FM
Louis,station.
Mo. — License toco ver CP newSt. FM
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash 5, D. C.
SRE Unit To Meet
STerting 3626
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
A TECHNICAL conference on antennas will be held by t'le Kansas
* VACANCY
City Section of the Institute of
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Radio Engineers Oct. 28-29 at the
President Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.,
OURS EARN MORE PROFITS — WRITE
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vaconcy"
it was announced last week. Pawill beowners
seen by
readersstation
and 15,500
manogers,
chief
HOFFMAN
RECOHD
CO.
pers by noted engineers will be
engineers ond technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . facsimile
.
offered, followed by discussion pep. O. Box 151
riods on AM, FM, TV and microLawndale, California
BROADCASTING
wave antennas.
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CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W. — Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawlc 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Ben AdIer
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.
Tel ecasting

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Executive offices: 40 East Ave.
Laboratory: 114 Northgate Rd.
Riverside, III. —
Riverside 6652
(A Chicago suburb)
BROADCASTING

JOHN

GEORGE

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604. 1757
National
WASHINGTON

Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.
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•Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newscaster — Age 30. veteran, unencumbered. 3years experience. Desire
change. Box
Disc308c,
and BROADCASTING.
particulars on request.
Announcer,
single,
versatile,
able. Graduate
leading
Chicagodependradio
college. Box 314c, BROADCASTING.
Who will give a married veteran his
first radio job? Hard working, dependable, intelligent. Sports, play-by-play,
specialty,
news, references,
copy, adUb.disc.
Graduate
radio
school,
Box
316c. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Commercial manager and salesman for
major net affiliate in eastern Pennsylvania metropolitan market. Box 392c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman for 5 kw network outlet in
prosperous midwest market. Must be
experienced, civic-minded and willing
to
settle in oneSend
of America's
communities.
oarticulars finest
and
photo to Box 801B, BROADCASTING,
Replies held confidential.
Wanted gional
— Advertising
redaytime stationsalesman
on Texasfor gulf
coast. Must be Texan with at least
three years radio experience. Guarantee plus commission. Box 244c, BROADCASTING;
Salesmen — If you can sell radio intelligently and aren't inafraid
of work, a
progressive
a pleasant,
perous Newstation
England city
can use prosyou.
A good living for a man who can
produce. Full details and picture to
Box 295c. BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced, steady and
productive who can do play-by-play
sports.
Salary
and seaboard.
commission.
tion south
Atlantic
Box Loca306c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Wanted — Morning man with a personality. If you have the know how to
get an early
audience,
appreciate goodmorning
music, have
a keen
sense of humor without being a comedianesting
and news
theandability
to dig upyouinterinformation,
can
qualify for an opening on a large
eastern station. Write immediately.
Box 400c, BROADCASTING.
Helena, Montana requires combination
men at newificationstation.
qual-to
s and disc in$250,
firstSend
letter
KFDW. Box 592, Helena,
Wanted — Announcer, experienced, adlib and reading news. Fifty dollars per
week. ence,
Send
photo,fulleducation,
references,
information,experifirst
letter, Adkisson, KOKX, Keokuk,
Iowa,
Technical
Jimior partner wanted with about
$2000 to invest for filing for CP in
east-midwest area 250 local. Engineers
onlv answer. Box 377c, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Frankly, mercial
gentlemen,
a terrific waits.
comannouncer. I'm
Information
Write. Box 325c. BROADCASTING.
Ice hockey play-by-play sportscaster,
experienced in news, commercials,
platter shows, control board, desires
position
sportsminded
Available with
for coming
hockey station.
season.
Box 333c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — available Labor Day. Some
experience. Friendly, resonant voice.
Will
Capable
writer. Disc, details.travel.
Box 338c,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch announcer, versatile, five
years
production-wdse,
former experience,
program director.
Interested in
large network station only. Box 339c,
BROADCASTING.

Managerial
Manager — Twenty years of experience
fully substantiated by proven record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers, Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable oneration.
Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING,
Independent station owners cut your
operating expenses, increase your income by hiring one man to fill position
of general manager, commercial manager, and program director. Educated,
aggressive,
12 years radio.
of practical
ence all Dhases
Boxexperi337c,
BROADCASTING,
What good station would like well seasoned manager, who knows sales, programming, continuity and announcing
and who has a pleasing personality
that builds business and is community
conscious? Sober, reliable. Excellent
reason for leaving present managerial
position. Box 347c, BROADCASTING.
Radio exec terminating seven years
association-twelve years in radio sales
and management. Desires permanent
position with eventual ownership participation as manager or managersales-manager combination. Willing
to go anywhere. Replies in strictest
confidence. Box 399c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
4 in 1— Manager, salesman, program
director, announcer — 4 jobs — 1 salary.
Seven years experience. Box 371c,
BROADCASTING,
Manager experienced in all phases of
radio. Hold
first phone chief
license,engineer,
experienced as announcer,
program director, at present working
as assistant manager, H, T, Duke,
WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Salesmen
Interested southwest. Available two
weeks. No bragging build up of self.
Just
good hard
worker — sales,
remotes,
interviews,
announcing,
programming,
kiddie show and general all-round man.
Married, Salary must be good. Come
well recommended from present job.
Box 365c, BROADCASTING,
Program-production
director
extensive sales experience
and with
national
reputation in programming. Must be
progressive, big-market station willing
to pay $150 weekly or more for top
Hoopers and original sell-able programsusedandonideas.
grams
betterCopyrighted
stations coastpro-to
coast.
If youyoung
want radio
one of executives.
America's
outstanding
Box 374c, BROADCASTING.

Young, 19,nouncing
graduate
of reputable
anschool. Anxious
to connect
with station in east, preferably western
Pennsylvania.
Good references. Box
342c, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer. Good
voice, 16 months experience in 1 kw
station. Prefer midwest. Employed at
present. Box 343c, BROADCASTING,
Announcer. Single, 25, veteran, college, sober and cooperative. Radio
school graduate only, but eager to
learn. Needs opportunity and not just
for
the paycheck. Travel anywhere.
CASTING,
Can you help me? Box 344c, BROADAnnouncer, two years experience.
Married, sober, 25. Prefer Florida or
Announcers
coastal city. Will consider other locations.mercial
Board,delivery,
news, adlib
disc. orGoodstraight.
comNeed loyalty? Devotion and talent? 346c,
Now BROADCASTING.
employed, 2. weeks notice. Box
Presently ensconced in a metropolitan
N. Y. station. One top mail pull, solidly First class annovmcer desires staff posiselling
D. J. church
who's program
versatility
his
tion in Florida. Three years experipride. From
to aisband
ence. Can write copy if necessary.
remote in one minute. Married, 3 chil- BROADCASTING.
Married. Disc on request. Box 353c,
dren, college grad. Console operation
as fastticut,asNew anyone.
New galore.
'York, Like
Connecmarried, wants
Jersey, fans
the Announcer-engineer,
combo work. Experienced. Prefer
big town. Want to stay in vicinity. southwest.
All
considered.
Box 354c,
Mentions in all top columns and trade BROADCASTING.
papers. Box 137c, BROADCASTING.
versatile
cellent script
writer.announcer?
Married, Ex25.
Experienced, play-by-play sports an- Need a good,
nouncer. Seven years experience all Sports authority and my specialty is
sports. Also experienced staff man
describing fast moving action. Tops in
heavy news and news editing. Col- football. Would like to learn selling.
lege graduate desires permanency
Box 357c, BROADCASTING.
with future. Box 168c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Young. Heavy experience in sports, play-by-play, news,
Reliable, loyal university graduate. disc shows and general production.
College. Box 358c, BROADCASTING.
Serious-minded. Write copy. Knows
console. Need job. Anywhere, Disc,
announcer -writer, 24, marcopy,
photograph ready. Write Box Experienced
ried,
176c, BROADCASTING.
workveteran.
station.Presently
Operate employed
board. netTop
Dependable, educated. Box
Sportscaster wants football games. references.
Experienced,utation.capable,
good sports
rep- 360c, BROADCASTING,
Prefer season,
will take
Newsman with three years metropoliING^
single
games. Box 216c, BROADCASTtan newspaper and radio experience
seeking newscasting and reporting
Experienced announcer. Staff, sports berth. Twenty six, single, can travel.
play-by-play.
Available immediately. Write Box 355c, BROADCASTING",
Box 245c, BROADCASTING,
Play-by-play sportscaster available for
Announcer-copywriter, two years ex- start of football season. Thoroughly
perience, live, resonant voice. Single,
experienced in college football and
sober, 25, Will travel. Box 246c, basketball. Be glad to forward air
BROADCASTING.
checks of play-by-play if interested.
in radio.
Presently
emAnnouncing-sales. Experienced. Best Seven years
ployed. College
graduate.
Box 364c,
references. Progressive station desired. BROADCASTING,
Photo, disc on request. Box 253c,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Ten years play-byplay,BROADCASTING.
sportscasting, major markets.
Announcer,
experienced.
ambitious, • Box 370c,
desires change. Disc and narticulars
Announcer,perience.single,
22, Oneat year
exupon
ING. request. Box 263c, BROADCASTWell employed
250 watt
Mutual affiliate but desire change.
Announcer. College voice major, sell, College education, best references. Box
378c, BROADCASTING.
write, sports, 23, excellent speaking,
singing voice. Midwest station where
all talent can be utilized. Box 282c, Don't look further. Announcer, single,
BROADCASTING.
24. thoroughly trained both announcing
and writing, car, travel anywhere.
Experienced announcer, emphasis on Box 380c, BROADCASTING,
news. Wants position with progressive
station Rocky Mountain area or west. Announcer. Radio school graduate.
Box 284c, BROADCASTING.
Limited experience on small station.
Disc and particulars on request. Box
382c, ROADCASTING.
Announcer — Presently unsatisfactorily
employed. Desire pleasant work. LiveAnnounceer — IM years experience.
able wage. University radio graduate.
Newspaper experience. Year general Married veteran, college graduate.
announcing. Emphasis on sports, clas- Seeking permanent location. Good
references. Disc, nhoto on request.
sical music,BROADCASTING.
editing a'-'H airing news.
Box 307c,
Box 384c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — 26, single, graduate of
leading announcers school. Radio City.
Handle classical music, news, etc.
Former salesman, willing to sell time.
Knows console, disc, photo available.
Box 386c. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer; good straight
announcing, news record shows, all
type shows, musician, operate console,
single, willing to travel, available
immediately.
Box 389c, BROADCASTING.
Network announcer-producer desires
position on metropolitan station in
northeast. 7 years experience AM and
BROADC
TV.
Available
ASTING October
. 1. Box 391c,
Announcer — Must relocate. Moderate
BRO
ADC
experience,
can AST
write copy.
Box
ING
. 393c,
Aimouncer — One year in the industry,
good references,
conditions
require
reBRO
ADC
AST
locating in northeast.
Box
ING
. 395c,
Radio -television graduate announcerleading radio school; 5 months training program
direction-production
for
television.
Desires
permanent position
livewire station in south. Preferably
Florida. Married. Will consider onthe-job
training. Disc on request. Box
396c, BROADCASTING.
Football — Looking for a sports man?
Experienced college, high school playby-play.
references.Sober,
Write dependable,
12 Mira Mar excellent
Avenue,
Long Beach, California.
Announcer now summer replacement
CBS staff
York.
Ten News,
years experience fromNew
250 to
50 kw.
special
events, record, morning and audience
shows. Warm, human selling style. Have
been program director, production
manager, continuity chief and news
editor. During war was radio correspondentrelease
afterfrom
StateArmv
Department
requested
Intelligence,
After
war,
narrated
"Transatlantic
Call"London.
and "Radio
Newsreel"
for BBC
in
Excellent
references.
Age
thirty, married, two children. Available
now
or
in
October.
Bill
Bradlev,
NetAve., New
work Operations,
CBS. 485
York
.Madison
Announcers, newscasters, copywriters,
all thoroughly trained graduates of
topflight radio school. Available at
once. Write Columbia Institute, 9th &
Chestnut, Philadelphia, Pa.
Combination announcer-engineer.
Twenty-one months announcing and
technical
school, year
one-half station experience.
Preferand midwest.
$60.
Hoesly, 1222-A Oak, K. C, Mo.
Announcers — Early morning men. Well
trained in all-round announcing. StartingHa
$40.00 1222A
to-0
$50.00.
Pathfinder
Mo.
of Radio,
Oak47
St., 3.
Kansas School
City,
Announcer, 29, single, 2V2 years experience. AB Degree in Speech. David
Shelley, 514 W. 6th St., Bloomington,
Indiana.
Station going CBS, no time for sports.
Topflight baseball ANNR available,
also college
football,
nationalTwotournament basketball
experience.
daily
sports shows. Best of references, including manager of this station. Disc
and photo or personal interview if
desired. Bill Snyder. Soorts Director,
WTHI, Terre Haute, Ind.
Technical
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 10 years experience, license
degree. Box 261c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced five kilowatt,
reliable,east. car.
Desires
position in northBox 285c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires position. Experienced
in control, transmitter and remote
operation, etc. Also hold telegraph
and amateur tickets. Will go anywhere
but prefer Texas area. Box 286c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, staff consultant or technical
administrative
Consulting experience. Box work.
287c, BROADCASTING.
Is there an opportunity for a married
veteran in your station? Intelligent,
dependable, conscientious. Control
board operator-announcer. Specialty.
Play-by-play.
disc on request. Box 315c,Resume,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 20perience.
months
exGraduate transmitter
RCA Institute.
Available
two
weeks
notice.
Box
322c,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination engineer-announcer. First
phone. 9 months experience. MBS affiliate.
Experience
phases
announcing.
Availableallupon
two ofweeks
notice to present employer. All offers
considered. Box 34«c, BROADCASTING^
First phone vet desires position in
station. Technical courses in radio
maintenance, communications, television. Single, have car. Box 349c,
BROADCASTING.
Xcpnotch combination man. All-round
ability. First class license, first class
announcer. Best on sports. Two seasons baseball, one season football experience. Would be an asset to progressive sportsminded station. Box
356c, BROADCASTING.
Must leave
damp in
climate
health's
sake.
Interested
RockyforMountain
and western states. Presently employed as chief engineer in 1000 watt
daytimer. Box 361c, BROADCASTING.
. Florida stations attention. Chief engineer, now employed as chief in
J Florida desires change to bus nesslike,
financially
stablestation
station;
buildExceland
." put
your new
on orair.
f lent all-round man, A-1 technically
and familiareration. allPersonalphases
station Box
opinterview.
362c. BROADCASTING.
First class radio telephone opsrator
desires position with radio station.
Willing
CASTING.to learn. Box 381c, BROAD-

Wanted —cense.
Position.
1st class
Graduate leading
rad phone
o school.liMarried, veteran. Will travel. Box
383c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone,console,
33 monthsrecording
broadcast transmitter,
and remotes plus year of mobile FM.
Desire tion
DAplanning
or high
powerSober,
FM with
staTV.
reliable
veteran, age 31, car. Box 388c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Experienced, available imwants permanent position.
Box 394c, mediately
BROADCASTING.
First phone — 2 years radio and TV
schooling, experienced sc^'iceman. 2V2
months commercial exnpi-ience on 250
watt AM, 1000 watt FM, recording,
playbacks. Age 32. car, married, fine
voice and diction. Can operate as
combination man with little practice.
Will
answer all replies. Box 398c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineers available. All with first
phone. Complete training in operating
a fully equipped broadcast studio, disc
training and all phases of broadcast engineering, including building and repairing broadcast transmitters. Any
location considered. Station managers
' are
with Cook'sfullgraduates.
Wirewell
or pleased
write furnishine
infoimation.
Cook's
Radio
School. 2933 N.
State St., Jackson. Mississippi.
( Enginefr. 2 years exD°ri"nce. Experienced transmitter, control room and
! remotes. Single, age 23. Desires posii tion anywhere in south. Availabl'? immediatf>iv. James Ellzey, Rt. 4, Tylerjj town. Miss.
[' Ens'ineer
with experience
first nhone license emand
eight months
1. plovment
in northeastern desires
nart of the
i United States. Contact Edward Gere,
337 St. Jarr!e<= Ave., Wood^-ridge, N. J.
Youns; man, 1st phone, married, reliable, sober, desires permanent nosition
with future. Experienced remotes,
transmitter operator, maintenance,
^^■"ailable 1802
end ofWoodside
September.
Kitchen.
Ave.,Kenneth
Baltimore 2'7. Maryland.
First class phone license. Vet, 25 willing to travel. Have r^r. .Tames Turner. 6609 Avenue T, Brooklyn 23, New
York.
Productiov-Programmina. othem
Station
enthusiastic
tells
my manager's
story. Journalism
grad.letter
250
experience, report, write, edit, broadcast
news.
Box
617B,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington. D. C. station.
Box 795B, BROADCASTING.
News editor, announcer. Experienced
play-by-play
sports announcer.
Excellent newscaster.
College graduate,
! married.nectionDesire
permanent
conwith future. Box 167c,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
15 years all phases of music experience,count
3 years
advertising
agency live,
acexecutive.
Can produce
record or transcribed music programs.
Will write continuity. Can do direct
contact work and promotion on the
sale of these programs. Will consider
any location. Available immediately.
Box 247c, BROADCASTING.
Programming, production, administration, all are program director responsibilities. I can deliver the aforementioned plus plenty of air ability.
Write
immediately.
Box 276c, BROADCASTING.
Young family man, presently employed
at five thousand watter. Experienced
in commercial copy, script writing, dramatic production
and promotion
— both
AM and
TV. Willing
to announce.
Desire position having bright future
with progressive station. Excellent
references. Detailed information on request. Box 330c, BROADCASTING.
Program director, fifteen years all
phases tion.
radioBox 352c,
both BROADCASTING.
business and produc-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
Experienced studio manager. Ten years
theatre, radio, television. Continuous
night club
performer
Produced, wrote
own TV bookings.
show, authored
two musical comedies. TV production
lecturer large midwest college. TV
network expirience in large metropolitan city. B.S.C. Degree in advertising.
Seeking responsible position with TV
station or agency. Refeiences, resume,
photo upon request. Writ3 Box 340q,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
staging and set-building position
wanted. Young college man with both
radio and general construction experiING. ence. Write Box 3o0c, BROADCASTAssistant director
— Apprenticeship
with
network
TV directors
in New York.
Qualified ences.for Boxassociated
duties. Refer385c, BROADCASTING.

Newsman
nowassociation.
state radio editorexperienced,
leading press
Trained and experienced in gathering,
writing, editing and voicing news. College,
and editing
good recommendations.veteran
Wants news
and casting
in city Over 50 thousand population.
Also writes selliig ad copy, continuity.
Some announcing. Write Box 335c,
BROADCASTING.

Producer-director — Over two years experienceStudio,
in network
originating
station.
remote,
film, traffic,
network coordination. ' All sports proAbility toPaying
train inexperienced ductions.
personnel.
program
ideas. Married. College. Presently
employed. Full particulars, references on request. Box 397c, BROADCASTING.

Looking for the opening. Continuity,
copy with a twist. Some announcing.
Looking for a career. Salary secondary but wifeEager.
has to College
eat. Young.
Personaole.
graduate.
Will work anywhere. Box 336c,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Stations
Excli7slve network affiliate in midwest
county seat of 20,000 population. Price,
$75,000. Box 331c, BROADCASTING.
Carolina fuUtime 250 watt independent
exclusive in good market. Making
money. $70,000. Box 332c, BROADCASTING.
Daytime station in major southwest
market with great possibilities for
profitable development, $115,000. Box
334c, BROADCASTING.
For sale — A 250 watt Mutual station
located in the southwest; the only
station inmate.a Priced
growing
area; Box
ideal 366c,
clito sell.
BROADCASTING.
For sale — A 250 watt fuUtime independent earning more than $30,000.00
net annually. Replacement cost of
physical
properties
excess ofreceiv$75,000.00. Will
retain inaccounts
able and prepaid accounts and sell
this station to the first person who will
pay
cash There
and give
note $40,000.00
for balance.
is no$60,000.00
reason
wliy this station should not pay itself
out in less than 3 years. Box 367c,
BROADCASTING.
CORRECTION
For Sale.
5000 inw,primary
pioneer,metropolitan
basic network sffiliate
market, midsouth section. Owners
want to sell to settle estate. Profit
over $100, rOO annually. Equipment
excellent. Some terms possible, but at
least $200,000 initial cash investment
necessary. Harvey Malott Co., Scarritt
Building, Kansas City, Missouri.

Program director, experienced. Wants
job withBox progressive
station. Will
travel.
351c, BROADCASTING.
Young mingman
experiencedwriting
in programand continuity
desires
position with good station. Prefer
west, but will go anywhere. Presently
employed, erences.
seeking
RefBox 369c,advancement.
BROADCASTING.
Northeastern stations — Are you willing
to pay for initiative and intelligence
I'm
Thencopyexperience?
practical
plus girl
the
for you.
Ambitious
writer,
employed,
23,
college
graduate, can do airwork, write news,
supervise.ploymentHighest
need not be references.
immediate. EmBox
372c, BROADCASTING.
Program-production director with extensive sales experience and national
reputation in programming. Must be
progressive, big-market station willing
to pay $150 weekly or more for top
Hoopers and original sell-able programsusedand on
ideas.
grams
better Copyrighted
stations coastpro-to
coast.
If
you
want
one
America's
outstanding young radioof executives.
Box 373c, BROADCASTING.
Seeking sales promoting commercial
copy? enceCheck
experiwith 250 this.
and Two
1000 years
watt stations
as continuity writer, receptionist,
music and airtime. Best references.
Upper midwest
not necessary. Box 375c,preferred,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced copywriter who can also
gather local news and has good air
voice wants position in progressive
station. Prefer upper midwest. Good
references.
Box 379c, BROADCASTING.
Program director available immediately desires work with southwestern station. Single, two years commercial
experience, university graduate, dependable. Experience writing conv and
board operation. Write Box 1017, or
phone 1358, Greenville, Texas.
Newsman-announcer, DJ. run panel.
Single, 24, state
AB station
in radio-speech,university
all-iround small
background. Long term training, short
term experience. Can do job I was
trained for. Will work first month free
of six month trial to prove it. Fred
Baker, Pearl Rd., Strongsville, Ohio.
Phone Stro. 5932.
Program director, 11 years in radio.
Knows all phases. Finishing up .iob
at the end of August. Ready to tackle
good job, what have you to offer?
All letters answered. Contact Ray
Starr, 316 Martha St., Waterloo, Iowa.

Equipment, etc.
FM equipment for sale. GE 3 kw transmitter with little use. FM monitor. 4bay antenna and 800 feet of coax. Will
sell all cellent
or transmitter
Excondition. Save separately.
money on your
installation.
Box
228c,
BROADCASTING.
Crouse-Hinds type FOB-12. Cat. 41257C
code
beacon,
with C-H
motor
flasher,
two complete
sets lamps,
practically
new, excellent condition. Best offer
takes.
Box 368c, BROADCASTING.
For sale — One RCA type 250E transmitter employing type 203A tubes operatingwithClassspare
C. 250tubes
watt output
plete
and a comfew
spare parts. Also one sectionalizing
insulator for top-loading. For type
150 Wincharger
used in
conjunction with choketower,
to increase
heighth
of tower to V2 wave length. Best
offer takes one or both. Write or
wire KVCV, Redding, Calif.
For sale — General Electric FM frequency-modulation monitor type BM1-A. Excellent condition. Radio Station KWK, St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale (Cont'd)
One, new Stainless 267 foot guyed tower
designed to support RCA FM antenna.
One. used Blaw-Knox 179 foot selfsupporting tower. One used A-3 lighting equipment.
One antenna.
used RCAContact
FM2A super
turnstile
Beecher Hayford,
Radio ida.
Station WJHP,
Jacksonvil
le, Flor
Will trade single channel amplifier and
Presto disc recorder for three or four
channel amplifier, or will sell recorder
and single channel amplifier. Write.
Jas.
Childress,
Manager,
WOXF,B. Oxford,
N. Gen'ral
C.
For sale. Hammond Novachord, walnut finish case and instrument in
excellent condition, model H, serial
96, late model speaker. Little used.
Price $795. WREN, Topeka, Kansas.
For
sale.
FM transmitter"
250
Kansas.
watt
FM transmitter,
GE stationGEmonitor, GE 2. doughnut antenna system,
less pole. Make offer. WREN, Topeka,
For sale. Towers.baseTwoinsulated
200' Blaw-Knox
self-supporting
towers,
less lighting equipment. Dismantled
ready
to ship.
Both fo$1775 Topeka,
F.O.B.
Tonganoxie,
Kansas.
WREN,
Kansas.
FM
low band-2bay.
Used Pylon-standard
two ye?rs.
Birmingham,
Alabama.$1,800.00. WSGN,
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Want necessary equipment for 250 watt.
FM interim operation. Price must be
low
with terms. Box 341c, BROADCASTING.
Second-hand 1000 watt transmitter, also
frequency monitor, console and auxiliary equipment. Will pay cash, but
price
must be realistic. Box 363c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Used 5, 10 or 50 kw AM
transmitter. State make, model, condition and price. Box 387c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Complete 250 watt FM broadcast station equipment and a 175 ft.
self-supporting antenna with insulators. Box 390c, BROADCASTING.
Want RCA 70c turntable, good condition. WGGA, Gainesville, Ga.
Employment Service
Bsby "It'sfilling
not our
cold manv
here."openings
We're
sweat'ng
for female copywriters. TV (experienced) engineers, dee-jays, newscastered'+ors.
P-dio-TVannouncer-technicians.
Employment Bureau, RRRBox
413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Announcers
ANNOUNCER •

|

50 kw network affiliate in major
midwest city needs topnotch commercial announcer for AM and TV, Including network originations. Send
background, photo and 10 or 15 minute recording with samples of news,
commercial copy and adiib to Box
359c, BROADCASTING.
Productioii-P rog ramming , others
National Representative
Wanted
For two .iointly o%™e<l Missouri stations.
Third application now on file. Give list
of stations you represent and. what you
IvAxe to offer.
Radio Station KREI
Farmington, Missouri
Situations Wanted
NEWS SPECIALIST
Gathering
— editing
broadcasting.
years
in radio
and —newspapers.
3 years11
Texas
network
experient-e.
Capable
managing a Age
news35.andPresently
public employed.
relationsof
department.
Contact for particulars
BOX 345c. BROADCASTING
(Continued on next page)

For Sale

New

Equipment, etc.
TRA KSFORMERS—
3 each: Plates;
Federal220,Telephone
#F- '
21055-1:
Ipri. 200,
240. 293V,
50-60 cycles; Secondary 4, 250V @
3 5 amps; oil impregnated; metal case
27" Ig. X 15-»4" \VDX26-%" high; 2
mtg. holes: centers 14" x 17-^4"; twelve
^8-32 screw sec. terra ^" Ig. 4 pri
term I-V2" Ig. W/bushing.
Brand new. Original price $450.00
each. Make cffer.
FIELD TELPHONE—
ARMY SIG.VAL COBPS. EE-8 with
carrying case. Good for installations,
etc.. Requires only two flashlight batteries for each phone and two wires
between each phone. Like new. Price
$8.50 each.
M.4SPETH TELPHONE &
RADIO CORPORATION
142 Ashland Place
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
TEL. MAin 4-2982
Miscellaneous
TIME department,
... to re-program,
re-organize
sales
review management
details. TIME to increase gross incut operating
you come—consulted
radio expenses.
experts forTIME
the
solution ficient,
to economical.
your radio problems. EfSTATION SALES & SERVICE
Post Office Box 954 Sanford, N. C.
Schools
7^ SCHOOL ^
RADIO TECHNIQUE
• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest
Devoted
Exclusively
to RadioSchool
& Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Avvoved for G.I. Training in
New York and Chicago Branches.
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.: 228 S. Wabosh Avenue
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.: 5926 Melrose Avenue

Eastern

(Continued from page 10)
L. W. RAMSEY Co., Chicago, newly-appointed agency for The Kosto Co.,
same city, (prepared desserts), is researching radio and television for possible
use in promoting Kosto puddings and lemon pie filling.
HEET GAS LINE ANTI-FREEZE, Chicago, plans TV spots for cold-weather
cities starting November. Agency is Kuthrauff & Ryan, same city.

M & M Ltd., Newark, N. J. (candies), will sponsor Joe DiMaggio Show starting Sept. 17, 10 to 10:30 a.m. (EST) on CBS. Agency: Lynn Baker Inc., New
York.
PHILIP MORRIS Ltd, for its cigarettes, will sponsor Allen Funt Candid Camera
video show, replacing Tex and Jinx preview on CBS-TV network, starting Sept.
12. Show placed through Biow Co., New York, is to be telecast Monday
9-9:30 p.m.
F. B. WASHBURN CANDY Corp., Brockton, Mass., to sponsor one-minute
participations on 8 a.m. Yankee Network News Service, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for 52 weeks ovei^ WNAC Boston and 26 Yankee stations. Agency
is Jerome O'Leary Adv., Boston.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co. (Vaseline hair tonic) will sponsor telecasts of
Roller Derby starting with fall season Oct. 13 or 20, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m. on
ABC-TV. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York.
SEECK & KADE Inc., for Pertussin (cough syrup) to sponsor participations
on Nine O'clock News, Monday, Wednesday and Friday over entire Yankee
Network for 30 weeks. Agency, Erwin Wasey & Co., New York.
SIMONIZ Co., Chicago, to sponsor World Digest on 20 Yankee Network stations, 7:50-7:55 a.m., daily.
REGAL AMBER Brewing Co., San Francisco, Sept. 9 starts five minute weekly
sports program featuring Hank Weaver on 11 ABC California stations for
39 weeks. Agency: Abbott Kimball Adv., San Francisco.
Schools (Cont'd)
WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Tell us your needs! Our graduates
have thorougli . . . full time technical
training in one of the nation's
RadioElectronic-Television
training finest
laboratories.
These men are high grade-.. have
F.C.C. Licenses and are well qualified to
operate and maintain Radio-Broadcast and
Television equipment. Write, phone or
wire :
employment service,
DeFOREST'S
2533 N. Ashland Ave.training,
Chicago 14,Inc111,
Phone Lincoln 9-7260

Regional

A dominant fulltime facility with primary coverage in excess
of 500,000. This property is located in a choice single station
eastern market. It is showing consistent gains in gross and profits
and present prospects indicate a very high return based on a
sales price of $125,000.00. Station is very well equipped and
technical position is excellent.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
235
333 N. Mich. Ave.
Wachlncton BldcExbrook 2-5672
SterUng 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Page 48
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Business

RMA

FALL

MEET

Syracuse Agenda Set
TECHNICAL developments in radio and television engineering and
manufacturing will dominate the
annual Radio Fall Meeting of the
Engineering Dept., Radio Mfrs.
Assn., and the Institute of Radio
Engineers. The meeting will be
held Oct. 31-Nov. 2 at the Hotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Morning and afternoon technical meetings will be held, with the
annual staff dinner Nov. 1. Toastmaster at the dinner will be Leslie
J. Woods, Philco Corp. Speaker
will be Kenneth W. Jarvis, who has
the intriguing topic, "The Engineering Aspects of Sin."
Speakers on the opening day will be
J. Van Duyne, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;
Jerry Minter, Measurements Corp.;
K. S. Geiges, Underwriters Labs.; A. B.
Mundel, Sonotone Corp.; L. Lutzger,
Allen B. DuMont Labs. A joint meeting of RMA and IRE committee will
be held.
In the energy
evening and
a joint
session on atomic
national
security
will
be
held
with
the
Syracuse
Section of IRE.
Tuesday's
WalterB.
Stroh.
Zenithspeakers
Radio include
Corp.; W.
Whalley,
Sylvania
Electric
Products;
Dorman D. Israel, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp.; C. E. Torsch, Gener-^1 Electric Co., and O, H. Schade.
RCA. Committee meetings in the late
afternoon, followed by a banquet,
complete that day's schedule.
On Wednesday's agenda are H. E.
Roys, RCA Victor; Frank H. Macintosh, consultant; R. A. York, General Electric Co.; Harry F. Olson, John
Preston, D. H. Cunningham, Robert M.
Cohen and George F. Elston, RCA;
Leonard A. Mayberry, Hallicrafters
Co.; H. W. Lamson, General Radio Co.

Does Alright
MURRAY ARNOLD, WIP
Philadelphia program director, is a chronic whistler.
While attending the recent
NAB program clinic in Chicago, he was seated in the
lounge of a restaurant whistling awayRight?"
on "WhyA Don't
You Do
girl
seated next to him, a stranger, joined in on the whistling
after a few bars. At the end,
they introduced themselves.
She turned out to be Peggy
Lee, vocalist who recorded
"Why Don't You Do Right?"
Feature
(Continued f rom page 8)
ing for both white and colored low
income groups, prompted a public
meeting of property owners who
organized themselves as the Property Owners' Association. WBIG
broadcast the 45-minute meeting as
a public service feature. The association proposed that its members appear at a regular City
Council meeting on Aug. 9 to ask
for rent control removal.
With the battle lines drawn,
control or decontrol became a highly controversial issue in the city of
Greensboro. Keeping abreast of
the dispute, made clear by Mr.
Jones' leadership, WBIG offered
free use of its facilities to the
North Carolina Assn. of Realtors,
the Greensboro Real Estate Board
and the
Propertytheir
Owners'
tion to present
point Associaof view
to the public. Invitations, however, were not accepted.
On the day of the Aug. 9 council
meeting. Bob Jones asked his listeners to attend or, if unable to
be there, send a telegram expressing their views. Again his plea
was heeded. More than 225 telegrams were received along with
a number of petitions asking that
controls be retained.
The largest attendance at any
Council meeting in the history of
Greensboro was registered on the
day of the hearing. Mayor Cone,
finding the council chamber inadequate to accommodate the huge
throng, then called the hearing for
Aug. 18 in larger quarters at Guilford County Court House.
The ranks of the protestors
swelled. Finally, the day after the
poftponement, the Property Owners' Association agreed to call off
the public hearing at Mayor Cone's
request.
Greensboro "This Week" had
this to say: "The property owners
hoped that the Council might take
necessary steps to remove all
(rent) controls. Opposition to the
move came from persons who lived
in rental homes who feared rental
increases. . . . Leader of this group
is Bob Jones, WBIG announcer,
who solicited letters and telegrams
from his listeners to submit to the

City Council . .•." Telecasting
BROADCASTING

PHILLIP ROLL, most recently in
radio department of Casper Pins-,
ker Agency, New York, has been
appointed director of traffic and continuity at WVNJ Newark. Mr. Roll
■,\ ;is formerly continuity chief at
^\ WDC Washington, program director for XERF Villa Acuna, Mexico,
^nd with copy and TV section of Kal
Ehrlic ch & Merrick, Washington, D. C.
rETE
'ETE SMYTHE, former program director for KLZ Denver, has returned
to station from Hollywood as disc
jockey.
ESTEL D. FREEMAN, member of
continuity department for WIBC
Indianapolis, Ind., since 1946, has
been named continuity editor. Mr.
Freeman has 15 years experience in
radio and newspaper writing, pub' licity and promotion work.
MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE, former
Chicago radio actress heard on WBBM
Chicago, has joined cast of CBS
Perry Mason show.
ROBERT C. CURRIE, formerly assistant program director for WFMZ
Allentown, Pa., has been appointed
head of television production for
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
TED McKAY, former program director for WCSI (FM) Columbus, Ind.,
has joined announcing staff of
WKNA-AM-FM Charleston, W. Va.
Mr. McKay also has been associated
with WTIP Charleston, and WSUA
Bloomington, Ind.
DICK JEWELL, chief announcer for
■ WCSI (FM) Columbus, Ind., for past
'two years, has been named station's
I program director. Mr. Jewell replaces TED McKAY, resigned. BOB
; WESTERMEIER, staff announcer, has
, been appointed chief announcer.
MRS. DOROTHY
lerly with WJZ
has joined staff
Mass., as traffic

W. LARSON, formand ABC New York,
of WNEB Worcester,
manager.

PAUL KANE, has been appointed assistant to production manager at
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. Production manager is ANTHONY FARI RAR. Mr. Kane was incorrectly
identified as production manager in
.this column Aug. 15.

•I

•JALAN NEWCOMB has joined announcing staff of WIS Columbia, S.
C. Mr. Newcomb is author of book,
Vacation With Pay.
WANDA RAMEY has been promoted
to program director of KWBR Oakland, Calif, replacing EVELYN DEWSNUP, resigned. Miss Ramey will
continue her mid-morning, five-weekly

planned to be married Aug. 25.
DALE BABCOCK, KFI Los Angeles
music librarian, and MARTY WALL,
formerly
station's
music staff, have
announcedof their
marriage.

J^toduction

program, Cojfee With Wanda on
KWBR.
MARTIN MUSKET, former Atlar.tic
sports announcer and previously with
WEEU and WRAW Reading, Pa., has
been appointed assistant program director of WAEB Allentown, Pa.
CLIFF BAKER, formerly staff announcer for WPFB Middletown,
Ohio, and WNOP Newport, Ky., has
joined WCKY Cincinnati as disc
jockey.
.TAMES FERGUSON, former announcer-engineer with WZIP Covington, Ky., before joining WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati as floor manager,
has been named a producer for
WLWT.
CHARLES DARGAN, summer relief
announcer for WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
has returned to Northwestern U. to
resume studies in radio department.
FRAN RICHMOND, formerly assistant continuity director for WMGW
WMGW-FM Meadville, Pa., has been
named continuity director. PAUL
BROWN, formerly with WAZL Hazleton, Pa., has joined station as librarian-announcer.
JOHN A. DE MOS, ARCHIBALD W.
(Arch) GRIFFIN and AUSTIN (Ted)
HURLEY have joined KECA-TV Los
Angeles as cameramen. Messers De
Mos and Griffin were formerly with
KLAC-TV Los Angeles. Mr. Hurley
was with KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
from 1947 until taking present position.
WALTER RUBENS Jr., former time
salesman and program director at
WJBC Bloomington, 111., has been
named assistant program director^at
WIND Chicago.
BARBARA JONES, transcription supervisor of WTAG and WTAG-FM
Worcester, Mass., for four years,
has joined WMUU Greenville, S. C.
SANDY KNOX, formerly continuity
director of KVVC Ventura, Calif., has
joined KWBR Oakland in same capacity.
ROBERT VESEL, formerly with
WHWL Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and
WESA
Pittsburgh as general staff

^""
//7 TOREK
A^
'""^'^
"
^
^
^
'
^
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man, and more recently assistant director for J. M. Seifereth Productions for Television, New York, has
joined WMTR Morristown, N. J. Mr.
Vesel was director and alternate
m.c. for WJZ New York between
1945 and 1947.
HAROLD HELVENSTON, scenic designer, joins KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as art director. He formerly
was story director for Walt Disney
Studios, director of dramatics, Stanford U., and taught drama and art
at U. of Southern California.
MIKE CROFT has joined announcing
staff of WPGH Pittsburgh. LEN
PRICE, announcer for station, has
returned to U. of Pittsburgh to resume his studies. Mr. Price will
return to radio at end of school year.
DAN SCHUFFMAN has been added
to continuity staff at ABC-TV Chicago.
ALBERT WALKER, announcer for
year and a half at WCAW Charleston, W. Va., has been named program
director, succeeding JAMES FLENNKIEN, resigned. MRS. JEAN R.
HORN, formerly of WJPF Herrin,
111., has been appointed traffic manager. Mrs. HELEN EADS has succeeded RUTH HEARN as continuity
director.

NELSON M. GRIGGS, member of production staff of WASH (FM) Washington and Continental FM Network
production staff, and Sarah Allison
Lance have announced their egagement.
EV NEILL, staff producer for KDKA
Pittsburgh, is the father of a boy.
DON HERMAN, staff announcer and
disc jockey at WPAG Ann Arbor,
Mich., and
Mary
Morley have announced their
marriage.
WILLIAM K. MULVEY, producer at
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., has
received his Master of Arts degree
from Notre Dame U.
DICK DIESPECKER, program manager of CJOR Vancouver, is resigning from station due to ill health, but
will remain with station on part-time
basis.
RONNY TAYLOR, director of Memory Time show for KDKA Pittsburgh,
is the father of a boy.
Copyright Law Course
NEW COURSE on copyright law
problems, covering the practical
problems in securing and protecting copyright and transactions involving copyright, will be given
beginning Sept. 29 by the Practicing Law Institute in cooperation
with Assn. of the Bar of City of
New York. Lectures will be given
on 12 successive Monday evenings
at Bar Assn. Bldg., 42 West 44
St., New York.

Mr. Gannon
HARVEY J. GANNON, WNBC New
York service and traffic supervisor,
has been named program manager,
effective Sept. 1, succeeding D. L.
PROVOST, resigned. CLAY B. DANIEL, production supervisor for station, has been appointed production
manager, a newly created position.
Mr. Gannon joined NBC in 1930 as
page and WNBC in 1946, having held
his present position since last January. Mr. Daniel formerly was program director of WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, and has been with
WNBC for three years.
GEORGE M. CAHAN, KECA-TV Hollywood studio director, has been
named senior producer of station.
LEO FORTIN, former musician with
Lawrence Welk's orchestra, has
joined WNAX
hemian Band. Yankton, S. D., BoLEN ALTMAN, announcer at WSAR
Fall River, Mass., and Myra Ruth
Marcus
ment. have announced their engageJOHN BAIRD, program supervisor at
KMPC Hollywood, has been elected to
U. of Minnesota board of directors of
the International Platform Assn.
(lecturer honor society).
CHESTER STRATTON of CBS Crime
Photographer
and Marion Smith

The Case of the
High Priced Watches
A local jeweler featured four
diamond watches in a KDYLTV program one night in
early August.
Regular prices ranged from
J5200
$925, atbutspecial
the watches
were to
offered
prices
of S79.50 to S472 . . . and
that is still a lot of money.
By 9:30 the following morning all four watches were sola
— to people who had seen
them on their television
screens the night before.
That's the kind of action
KDYL-TV is getting for its
advertisers. And in AM, too,
KDYL is famous for results.

_
Salt lake City, Ufoh
National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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TWENTY-FOUR page offset folder,
with pictures containing facts
about market for grocery-store
sold products in and around Chicago,
wholesale tradi g areas, population,
retail food sales and importance of
Feature Poods program in selling in
market, has been mailed by WLS Chicago to food trade. Cover of booklet
shows colored map of WLS' four state
listening area.
Survey Mailing
BLACK and white sheet, featuring
page of Conlan Radio Report on WFAS
White Plains, N. Y., is being mailed
by station to advertisers and agencies.
Report summarizes listener pull of all
stations in area and page is headed,
"They may come BIGGER ... but they
don't come BETTER than WFAS in
Westchester."
WJR Penetration
RED six-page booklet, attractively
illustrated with pictures of "Free
SpeechDetroit
Mike,"
has been
by
WJR
to trade.
Bookletmailed
contains
graphs pointing out station's leadership in proportion to other stations
in cities covered by WJR. Also included are Hooperatings, coverage
maps, and primary area listening
index by population groups of more
than 10 nearby stations. Booklet is
entitled "WJR Penetration."
Schenectady Viewing-Habits
MULTI-COLORED booklet has been
mailed to local agencies and advertisers by WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
N. Y. Included are results of viewing-h".bits survey taken last March.
Booklet claims total of 49,618 men,
26,301 women and 11,962 children
viewers for combined 17,700 sets in
both public and private residences.

Miss Genevieve Lemper
Foote, Cone, and Belding
Chicago, III.
Dear Jenny :
Seems as how ever'one 'round here is
atalkin' 'bout pertnotin' thin's
fall. AllI
overthisIVCHS
sees
stuff
in' 'round alaycallin' folks'
tion terattenthis
program, er
thet, er offerin'
sumpthin'
fer
a jingle. Fact
is,
just 'bout
all
in'smylastszveepfew
weeks has had
ter do with
what's
onsoon.
th' airagoin'
purty
Looks
like IVCHS is
gain' ter have
even biggerdiencesauafter
all this here
stuff
gits inon th'
air an'
th'
\on
know
ivhat,
An'
papers!With
'Jenny?
all these new
lisseners comin' our zvay on
these big fall
pseems
c r m o like
t i o n ans ,
a zvf u I good
time ter buy
on IVCHS
It'll
an even
betterdo job
fer
a feller now then ever before! An'Algy
thet's
sumpthin' , believe me!
Yrs.

W

C H S

Charleston,
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BEAUTY CONTEST
WWDC Holds Annual Ever
COMPLETING its eighth year T
sponsor of the "Miss Washingtc
beauty - talent contest, WW i '
Washington
crowned, judj;,,
w 'i
the
help of a has
distinguished
Blimp Commercials
BLIMP, displaying message on mo\ring electric tape, is low cost commercial with motion seen over WPIX
(TV) New York. Blimp is used by
R & H Brewing Co., Staten Island,
on its telecast of Coney Island boxing matches Monday nights. Commercial shows blimp hovering over
open-air velodrome, scene of bouts.
Standing Room Only
NEW
promotion''
designed"package
for conventions
and service
trade
or amusement exhibits being, held
in coverage area of WFIL WFIL-TV
Philadelphia has been announced.
SRO (Standing Room Only) plan
aims to boost public attendance at
scheduled events such as rural fairs,
smaller-city celebrations and other
affairs by use of spot announcements, concerned
guest appearances
taries
in affairs ofon digniradio
and television programs, and program
origination at scene of activities.
Service is presented individually to
planning- committees of proposed conventions sufficiently in advance to
permit build-up over station.
Birthday Promotion
MINIATURE MAILBAG with tiny
photostats of listener mail and testimonial letters from participating
sponsors formed "John Harvey's Mailbag" sent out as promotion for Home
Digest and Home Institute on KGO
San Francisco. Twin home discussion
shows are presented daily with John
Harvey as m.c. Mailbag was sent to
station's complete spot sales list and
followed by brochure detailing commercial success of programs.
Baseball School
PLAYERS JACKETS and gold baseballs were awarded to members of
all-star teams chosen from free baseball school sponsored by McClatchy
Broadcasting Co. California stations
and newspapers.
Some 1,500 boys
'Umbrella Man'
WCAU Philadelphia has
loaned out its familiar "umbrella man" trademark to the
Canadian government for advertising purposes in Canada's savings bond drive.
Since the Bulletin station
gave its ready permission,
the smiling silhouette has
been appearing throughout
Canada as the "picture of a
man who has bought his Canada Savings Bonds." WCAU
waived all credit rights to
the silhouette, which it uses
to stress coverage in the
Philadelphia market area.
Hubert Richardson, deputy
secretary of the Bank of
Canada, spotted the campaign in trade publications
and negotiated with the station for rights.

between ages of 12 and 17 were given
instructions by former big league
stars and regional players. Session
was climaxed by play-offs between
all-star teams in each of three age
groups.
Pattern Reproductions
REPLICAS of test pattern of WOCTV Davenport, Iowa, have been furnished by station to set dealers in
area. Patterns are pasted on screens
of receivers giving sets appearance
of being "alive" and station added
promotion. WOC-TV is scheduled
to begin local programming Oct. 1.
Tie-in With Network
UTILIZING newspapers, billboards,
car cards, direct mail and radio itself
KIRO Seattle will call attention to
its affiliation with CBS network this
fall. Sixteen newspaper ads in western Washington dailies will run Aug.
29 through Nov. 4 promoting each
night's programs, Monday-Friday
shows and Sunday programs separately. Local campaign is to be
synchronized with network promotion
but will emphasize KIRO and 710 kc
as "The Northwest's Number One
Station and the Number One Dial

Chevrolet Opens Center
RUBY
Spot." CHEVROLET, Chicago,
opened "the world's largest Chevrolet service center" fortnight ago
with a heavy barrage of 72
commercials
eig'.it Schedule
AM and two
TV
stations onthere.
for
remainder of week called for 59
Tuesday, 44 Wednesday, 43 Thursday, 42 Friday and 40 Saturday.
Commercials included half and oneminute spots, 15-second station
breaks and time signals and participations, with singing jingle and
straight copy. Aug. 15 maximum
was built up slowly from starting
on one station Aug 1. August
spot total will be 617. Agency is
W. B. Doner & Co., also Chicago.

m

panel, this year's winner. She
19-year-old Jane Hayes who wij
compete in the Miss AmericI
pageant at Atlantic City Sept. 5-1 f
With the title, WWDC arrang
for the awarding of $5,000
prizes, including a 1949 Nash ai
RCA-Victor TV set, donated

'Miss Washington" surrounded b,
::: * *
a healthy sample of her -prizes.
Washington merchants. Judge
were U. S. Senator Matthew M
Neely (D-W. Va.) ; Representativ
John L. McMillan (D-S. C.)
Elenore Scanlan, local radio man
ager for BBDO, New York; Jeat
Lawler, timebuyer, Sullivan, Stauf
fer, Colwell & Bayles, New York
Mort Heineman, executive vie
president, Franklin Bruck, Adver
t sing Club of Washington; Henrj
M. Voss, sales promotion manage]
of Lansburgh & Bros., Washing
ton; Arnold Fine, Washingtoi
Daily News columnist, and Bol
Feerick, Washington Capitals bas
ketball team coach.
The contest, was supervised b:,
Ben Strouse, WWDC vice pres)
dent and general manager; Nor
man Reed, program director; Her
man Paris, commercial manager
and Irving Lichtenstein, public re
lations director.
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Call it instinct... sixth sense... second nature. It's
basically the ability to deliver the most popular
entertainment, and it has made NBC Television

programs shown here as the most likely fea-

tops in everything from drama to world news.
That same instinct led NBC to choose the six

on the network with the largest number of

NBC—

Americans

No.

tures to capture a nation-wide video audience
. . . and to work wonders for six new advertisers

sponsored hours in television.

1 Television
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' '8,046

JUNE

TV

BILLINGS

THE FOUR TV networks had
gross facilities billings of
$764,406 during June, according to data released last week
to Broadcasting by Publishers Information Bureau. June
gross is 13% below the May
figure of $882,526, peak for
the year, according to PIB
statistics. Total gross video
network time sales for the sixmonth period, January-June 1949,
was $4,224,220.
Admiral Corp. was the leading
network TV sponsor in June, PIB
shows, with gross time purchases
of $50,206. Young & Rubicam was
the top agency, buying $107,853
worth of video network time for its
clients' programs that month.
Smokers' supplies, chiefly cigarettes, was the leading class of
video network advertising in June,
accounting for gross time sales of
$146,930 on the TV networks.
The accompanying tables show
the top advertisers and agencies in
June from the standpoint of expenditures for TV network time,
as well as the top advertiser in

four

411.944
""""- 79;7i9
Fo^d&'FTodProd.
Gasoline,
lubricants
& Other Fuels
37,360
292,495
Horticulture
Household Equip.
53,650
186,680
Household FurnSsh.
38.100
174,270
11,643
951,000
Materials
Industrial
Insurance
10,880
4,352
a" Cameras
■"Xod;
Office Equip.,
Stationery

CBS

COLOR

FCC Comr.
Jones C.and,
on
Capitol
Hill, Robert
Sen. Edwin
JohnSOU (D-Col.),TV.militant advocate of
Commercial
. Dr.. Stanton
. was asked
, . tot,tappear
ii ,
m vice chairman Paul A. Walker s
(see late
Friday15) afternoon
office page
story
to discuss the net^Qrk's Stand on Certain facets of
the color Controversy embracing
rT3<3'.
^""^ •
9 Contention that manufacat this time
not disposed
turers
to buildare color
TV Converters
for

d-white sets or construct
black-an
•45,017 Color
25,158
Radios,
TV Sets,
Phonos.
receivers.
Media
PubliSs.
costs
prohibitive
• Feeling
961,214would
92,727
ontAcclT""
Retail
Stores
obviate that
its ability
to provide
loa°pi"ci"nsVrs''
& Polishes

Gross

$764,406,

PI B

Shows

TOP NETWORK ADVERTISER FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP
AGENCIES WITH NETWORK BILLINGS
Agriculture & Farming
June 1949
1.
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
U. S. Rubber Co. (Keds)
Automotive, Automotive Equipment & Supplies
2. J.Young
&
Rubicam
General Motors Corp.
WalterAgency
Thompson
Kudner
Aviation, Aviation Equipment & Supplies
$107,853
$ 39,570
3,588' 4,352 4.3.
64,106
Beer, Wine & liquor
Wine Advisory Board
74,815
52,750
Building Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
Newell-Emmett
5.
4,200
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
McCann-Erickson
William
Esty
42,626
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Co.
Consumer Service
40,904
16,266
7. Buchanan Co.
Drugs & Remedies
Drug Store Television Prod.
35,941
8. Abbott Kimball Co.
Entertainment & Amusements
30,800
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp.
9. N. W. Ayer
25,785
30,288
Gulf
Oil
Corp.
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
27,180
10.
D.
P.
Brothers
23,460
Horticulture
951
6.
Household Equipment
The Admiral Corp.
28,766
Household Furnishings
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
Bigelow-Sanford
22,200
Industrial Materials
Rockwell Mfg. Co.Carpet Co.
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Bell & Howell Inc.
Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies
Publishing & Media
Time Inc.
25,158
Radios,
TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Admiral Corp.
& Accessories
50,206
Retail Stores
June 1949
Smoking Materials
Liggett
43,636
1. The Admiral Corp.
Procter && Myers
Gamble
Soaps, Polishes & Cleansers
2.
Sporting
Unique Art Mfg. Co.
& Myers
43,630
Toiletries Goods
& Toilet& Toys
Goods
3. R.Liggett
4,580
$50,206
23,190
J. Reynolds
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
40,940
9.4. General
Transportation & Travel
5,760
Motors Co.Corp.
Miscellaneous
National Biscuit Co. (dog food) 5,680
5. Allen B. DuMont Labs inc.
6. Radio Corp. of America
39,570
35,941
35,280
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
7. General Foods Corp
* * *
25,785
Time Inc.
25,158
National Dairy Products Corp.
each product category and the total shows the total for each category
24,100
10.
Gulf
Oil
Co.
expenditures of all advertisers in for the six-month period as well as
23,460
each category.
The final table for June alone.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
8.

CONCERN over CBS' reported
reluctance to furnish a large numconverte
°f vision
receiversrsforand
GROSS NETWORK TV TIME
in
teststelefieldcolor
June
connection with FCC's Sept. 26
1 949January-June
1 949
hearings was evidenced by the
Agric. & Farming
Apparel, Footwear
Commission last week in an exinvolved
which Stanton,
of views Frank
Automotive* 95,955 ^
AuUXe,
Equip. & Supp.
397,775 change
CBS
President
*Beer,
A«ess.
Winea^Supp"
& Liquor
4,200
93,898
res
^'squip.T fixtu
Confectionery
& Soft
-Consumer Services
. .
'3'°'*
Kil^
18,280
Drugs & Remedies
16,200
24,000

Networks

^"''"^
Converters
or color receivers
for
37,440 any
color transmission
demonstraparticularly FCC's Septemtions,hearing.
z^t.lu ber
vt.lli
L'ne^He^i°?oiMG7ods
Transportation,
Travel
5,760

'9,680 • Proposal to submit to the
Mifcelra'^eous
analysis for concost sets.
Commission
220 verters
$4 '224'
^**'''
and acolor
s
Source: Publishers Information Bureau. • Failure to provide a SuffiTELECASTING

Stanton

Appears

ciently large number of converters
and color sets in time to be used
for observation by FCC of the recent color demonstration staged by
Smith, Kline & French Inc.
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22]. CBS
made available only a few of its
converters, it was noted.
Comr. Jones' communication with
Dr. Stanton evoked queries from
Sen. Johnson, chaii'man of the
Senate Commerce Committee, to
the Commission and the CBS Presquestioning
the network's
positionidentand
expressing
regret
"that the very interests which have
been most active in pushing color
television suddenly have become
very coldStanton's
. . ."
Decision
Dr. Stanton abandoned his intention of replying personally to
Sen. Johnson, preferi'ing to air his
reply before the Commission.
Meanwhile, observers were
weighing
the significance
of CBS'of
newest stand
against reports
negotiations linking the network to
the formation of a new company
to further development of color TV
in which it would be a participant.
CBS has been discussing the possibility of entering the receiver
manufacturing field for months. It

at FCC

Friday

would become a manufacturing
partner
virtue color
of system
ownership of thebysequential
developed by Dr. Peter Goldmark,
engineering research director
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Still another avenue of thought
was opened up last week when CBS
confirmed formally that it had perfected an adapter enabling conversion of black-and-white sets to
color TV. The adaptors or converters presumably would be manufactured in time, just as TV
transmitters and receivers are
now constructed, under CBS
patents, although the network feels
that manufacturers are not so
inclined at present.
Despite that belief, it is known,
however, that a number of manufacturers currently are compiling
data on cost of converters, with
estimates for complete converters
running about 25% of an ordinary
black-and-white set [Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Dr. Stanton and Earl Gammons,
vice president in charge of CBS
Washington
conversations with operations,
Comr. JonesinAug.
19,
reportedly advised him that no
manufacturing firm would build
(Continued on page 71)
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YfENR-TV STUDIO
Will Expand in September
THIRD television studio for
WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago will be
put into operation early in September, according to John H. Norton
Jr., vice president in charge of the
network's Central Division.
The new studio will be housed
on the 42d floor of the Chicago
Opera Bldg., where extensive construction has been under way several months. Called Studio A, the
section will occupy 4,000 square
feet, and will be equipped with "the
latest types of studio, motion picand field
cameras," TVMr.control
Nortonturesaid.
The adjacent
room will have picture monitors,
camera controls and audio-equipment, along with TV switching and
film cameras operated by pushbutton controls.
"Designed for maximum flexibility, Studio A will be used for
telecasts of the greatest majority
of local and network-originated
programs,"
Mr. will
Norton
explained.
Audience shows
continue
to be
TV XhAAS SHOW
Five Star, ARC Set Package
AVAILABILITY of television's
first retail Christmas program promotion package, Stubby Ntibbin,
the Christmas Donkey, a 20 episode
film series, was announced jointly
in Hollywood over the week-end by
Five Star Production, producer,
and American Releasing Corp.,
distributor.
Providing a "Christmas theme"
for merchandising purposes, along
with the program series, a sponsoring department store also will
be able to sell "Stubby" products
including record albums, books,
ceramics. "Exclusive tie-ups are
being offered in each trading area,"
according to Glenn Beaver, president and general manager of ARC.
Five Star is producing the fiveminute films in comic strip technique, working with a color original, from which black-and-white
prints will be made. In addition
there are plans to promote the
package radio'-wise, in markets
where there are no television stations, Mr. Beaver said.

WDAF-TV OPENING
Commercial Start Oct. 16
REGULAR commercial program
operations will begin Oct. 16 for
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., licensed to the Kansas City Star,
with a program schedule set four
hours nightly, seven nights a
week, according to Dean Fitzer,
the outlet's general manager.
Kinescope programs will be carried from all four TV networks,
Mr. Fitzer said. Regular test
pattern operations will begin on
the station Sept. 11, the opening
date also for a three-day closed
circuit dealer exhibition at Kansas
City's municipal auditorium.
WDAF-TV will operate on Channel
4 (66-72 mc).
Page 54
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NEW Starch Report on Television Commercials [Broadcasting, Aug. 22J
includes use of six still shots of a particular commercial, according to Dr.
Daniel Starch (left). The pictures, such as the Adam's Chiclets series (right),
will comprise the "Story Board" which will be used by field interviewers to
ask viewers whether or not they have seen the commercial, and five subsequent questions on the reactions to the commercial. Other information will
also be sought.

produced at ground level in the
Civic Studio, the former Chicago
Civic Theatre, which seats 900 persons. Studio A is expected to help
expansion of present production
and engineering facilities and to
make possible more program activity, the executive said.

BOSTON

WOl-TV PLANS
Start Next January Is Goal

BANK
Indian Points Up Shawmut TV Films

EFFECTIVE trade-mark identification being an integral part of
television programming, President
Walter S. Bucklin and Vice President John J. Barry of The National
Shawmut Bank of Boston naturally
thought
the bank's
Shawmut ofIndian
as a familiar
starting
point.
But the problem of making the
Indian do anything on TV was a
difficult one. Previous experiments
with using a live actor made up
as an Indian were not too encouraging, for in a close-up shot, the makeup on the Indian's face was poor.
The bank, through Charles W.
Morse, vice president of Doremus
Agency, consulted Sarra Inc., commercial film maker in New York.
Sarra recommended using an animated smoke signal which spells
out "National Shawmut Bank."
This smoke signal appears behind
a medium shot of an Indian who
is raising his arm in a majestic
greeting.
Sarra also had a special theme
written. Theme is used in both the
opening and closing of Shawmut's
TV shows, the music being carefully synchronized with the action.
The closing commercial uses another animated trick shot in which
coins (actually chocolate peppermints covered with gold paper)
cascade down in a pile in front of
an open-swinging vault door. The
coins then spell out National Shawmut Bank.

Both films take 20 seconds projection time using sound on film.
There is no spoken audio on either
sound track since the music is
powerful enough, bank officials
point out.
ABC HOLLYWOOD
Moves to New TV Center
of all ABC Hollywood offices from 6363 Sunset Blvd. to
network's 20-acre site at Prospect
and Talmadge Sts., was completed
last week.
Included in transfer to the Television Center building were executive offices of Frank Samuels, vice
president in charge of ABC Western Div., and Clyde Scott, manager
of network affiliate KECA Hollywood. Network's AM production,
programming and traffic departments still remain at Sunset and
Vine Sts.

IOWA STATE COLLEGE is aiming for January 1950 as the earliest
date for the opening of WOI-TV
Ames, according to Richard B.
Hull, college director of radio.
Transmitter, equipment, purchased from General Electric Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y., is scheduled for
delivery early next month. The
TV station will operate on Channel
4 (66-72 mc) supplementing existing AM and FM facilities.

MOVE

Orders Projectall
WNBT (TV) New York last week
ordered installation of the INS
Projectall programming equipment at its 106 St. studios. The
station is the second NBC video
outlet to use the facilities, WNBQ
Chicago having been telecasting
with Projectall news programming
since last April under sponsorship
of Miller High Life Beer.

New

TV

Publication

DEBUT of TV Forecast magazine
is slated for Boston Sept. 10, Television Forecast Inc., Chicago publishing firm, announced last week.
The weekly video magazine, circulating in Boston and Providence
markets, will make its bid to more
than 100,000 set owners in the New
England area. Providing daily
program schedules, news about TV
stars and photos of entertainers,
TV Forecast's entrance will offer
a six-city package to advertisers.
Other cities: Chicago, New York,
Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia.
NBC VIDEO network facilities are
being used to teach Naval Reserve
pilots in TV-equipped classrooms in
research experiment of U. S. Navy
Special Devices to run in eight week
series. Set owners in areas of Bennett Field, N. Y., Philadelphia and
Washington
be able to view telecasts on theirwillreceivers.
TELECASTING

ROY FLYNN, chief engineer for
KRLD and KRLD-TV, stands beside
new mobile television unit which he
brought back from Syracuse, N. Y.
On top the truck are Assistant Engineer John Klutz (I) and Hal Hunt,
cameraman, shooting some pictures.

MORRIS BARTON (r), chief engineer
of KBTV Dallas, checks on some
insulation material in the newly built
station studio with J. B. Thorpe, sales
manager for Allen B. DuMont Laboratories' television transmitter division. New York. Mr. Barton was
formerly with DuMont Labs and later
with DuMont Network station
WABD.

VIDEO

Given by 'Walkie Talkie'

UNITED VIDEOGRAM
Prevues New TV Film Series
A TELEVISION series of 13 27minute films, The Marines' War,
was introduced at a news conference Thursday, Aug. 18, in New
York by United Videogram Inc.,
which showed two of its episodes
for the first time. The scripts
were wi-itten under supervision of
Fletcher Pratt and were based on
his book bearing the same title as
the series. More than 9,000,000
feet of Marine Corps combat film,
as well as captured Jap films, were
available for the series.
Series is being offered on a threeyear basis, with unlimited showings in the markets where sold.
It is on 16mm black and white film
and is being completed for United
Videogram by Atlas Film Corp.,
Oak Park, 111. United Videogram
Inc. was recently organized in
Minneapolis for the purpose of
creating TV shows on small
budgets.
Dubin Named
PAUL

J. FENNELL Co., Hollywood and New York, last week
announced the appointment of M.
R. (Mickey) Dubin as eastern representative, incharge of the New
York office. The firm produces
television films. Mr. Dubin, who
was with the Fennell Co. before
last April when he left to join
J. Armstrong Co., New York, producer of syndicated video commercials, has been a television
writer for some years.
TELECASTING

CUES

DIRECTOR Harold Hough of WBAP-TV Fort Worth tells Fort Worth Ad
Club luncheon meeting of plans for further studio enlargement. At speaker's
table are (I to r) Albert Evans Jr., Albert Evans Advertising; William Holden,
executive vice president of Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce; Web Maddox,
president of Fort Worth C. of C; Manager George Cranston of WBAP; Cliff
Calloway, Ad Club president; Lyman Brown, WBAP continuity director, and
Mr. Hough.

KBTV,

KRLD-TV

Will Give

TEXAS
TV
City Three TV Outlets
DALLAS and Fort Worth are humming with television talk. WBAP-TV
Fort Worth-Dallas, the pioneer Texas video station, is nearing its first
anniversary. KRLD-TV and KBTV Dallas have completed their towers.
KBTV went on the patterns Aug. 21, with official opening date set for
Sept. 17. KRLD-TV plans an early
fall start.
With these two stations the
DuMont's
Laf-est-TV transDallas-Fort Worth area will be one
A NEW TYPE
of the liveliest TV markets for its
mitter has been delivered to
size in the nation.
KBTV Dallas by DuMont
Labs. DuMont said it has
KBTV is an independent station, owned by Tom Potter, Dallas
been under close wraps and
oilman. KRLD, the Dallas Times
is the much-heralded power
Herald station, will use CBS-TV
amplifier designed to go with
material as it does in standard
the
previously-sold DuMont
broadcasting as a CBS affiliate.
"Acorn" transmitter. Power
WBAP is the Fort Worth Staramplifiers consist of one pair
Telegram station, of which Pubof air-cooled tubes with their
lisher Amon Carter is president and
associated power supply for
Harold V. Hough, director.
both aural and visual transmitters. The company claims
RCA INSTITUTES has graduated 129
main features to be low
students from its radio and television technical training courses in
initial cost and "impressive"
tube life. In addition, DuNew York. Largest group of gradMont said, the complete
uates, 62, completed course in radio
transmitter is considerably
and video broadcasting, qualifying as
smaller than any other yet
radio laboratory aides or as maintenance personnel for all types of transplaced on the market.
mitters or receivers.

Aset,MINIATURE
"Walkieto Talkie"
to enable directors
prompt
video actors without being seen or
heard by studio or home audiences,
has been patented by John Arch
(Nick) Carter, New York advertising man.
The device consists of a tiny radio receiving set which can be
concealed
on the actor's
and a transmitter.
Actors person,
can be
cued individually or as a gi-oup,
and each receiver can be equipped
with its own wave length, if required, Mr. Carter says.
Mr. Carter was formei'ly with
J. Walter Thompson, Pedlar &
Ryan and Benton & Bowles, all
New York.
Crosley TV Show
CROSLEY Div., Cincinnati, of
AVCO Mfg. Corp., New York, will
sponsor This Is Broadway on CBSTV starting Oct. 6 [Closed Circuit, Aug. 22]. The program,
heard previously on both AM and
TV for a full hour, has been cut to
a half-hour, and will be telecast
only. To be aired on alternate
Thursdays, alternating with Inside
USA, sponsored by Chevrolet Dealers through Campbell-Ewald, 8:309 p.m., the program was placed
through Benton & Bowles, New
York.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, has announced production "of the first" SV2inch screen TV set, which will sell
for $149.95 and is slated for September release.
August 29, 1949
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t Way
O" TV Means Right Product in Righ
HIT
TO
demonstrating the many possible
By FRANK RYHLICK
uses of a good salad dressing.
Radio and TV Director of Ross, Gardner & White, Los Angeles
The opening of the campaign was
A tale of two local television sponsors:
timed for the beginning of warm
After eight week's sponsorship of a one-half hour weekly television
weather and the salad season. For
program, sponsor A, an appliance dealer in a small middle-class com60 consecutive days the film community to the south of Los Angeles, reported:
mercials were alternated nightly
"By the beginning of the sixth ★
on
Los
Angeles
television stations
week I was breaking even on the ket was loaded with refrigerators,
before programs selected for their
program. Now I am definitely
and to a clientele whose comfortappeal to women.
After
showing a profit in the terms of
able homes had been furnished with
nouncements had been
on the
the anair
leads opened and sales closed."
the best in refrigeration even dura
few
nights,
women
shoppers
beA retail store in the exclusive
ing the scarce period. Also, as if
Westwood Village section of Los to make certain that lower income
gan
the dressing.
Ralph's Marketscoming
for theinto
salad
In
Angeles sponsored a seriels of customers immediately outside of
some of the markets there were
weekly television commercials over
this shopping area did not come
special demonstration booths to
a period of several weeks. After into his store, he advertised the
help launch the new product. But
five weeks, sponsor B summarized
after the first week, a typical
refrigerators "straight" with no
his experiences in four short words:
payment plan, easy terms or specomment
was "never mind demoncial merchandising tactics.
"No leads ... no sales."
strating —it I saw it on television
Sponsor B is now telling his
Investigation of both cases prolast night." Sales results during
friends that television advertising
duced some conclusions that throw
this period were phenomenal and
is
terrible
and
that
from
now
on
he
succeeded in solidly establishing
an important light on the problems
is going to stick to black and white.
of the local or regional advertiser
the product. In dollars and cents
in television.
terms, the advertising campaign
Retailers Rally to TV
Mr. RYHLICK
on
television more than paid for
Fundamentals for Impact
The case histories of sponsors A
itself.
One conclusion is so obvious that and B point up some fundamentals
The results can be attributed to
1949, to 140,000 at the end of May.
it should not be stated except for that sheer common sense would require
potential
local
and
regional
In
other
words,
over
400
sets
per
proper product, market and media
the fact that it is so often overtelevision advertisers to keep in day were installed during this analysis before the start of the
looked by an advertiser approachmind.
The
excellent
CBS
film
on
month — most of them in the homes
campaign — the same time-honored
ing television. The conclusion is
advertising tools that would have
television advertising highlights
income families. Oversimply this: "There is no magic in the fact that retailers are now the of middle
to be used in any type of campaign
all national statistics show some
television advertising. Its impact is
to introduce a new product.
largest group of video sponsors
78% of the sets in middle income
always potentially terrific but the and
as such are a testimonial to families, with 12% in the upper
potential is seldom realized unless
Experiences in Daytime
the commercial soundness of the brackets and 10% in the lower.
the fundamental principles of prodSome
of the first users of dayHere
is
the
market
to
which
new medium. Of some 1,500 teleuct, market and media analysis
time television in New York and
vision
advertisers
at
the
beginning
local
and
regional
television
adare followed."
Los Angeles reported disappointing
of May, nearly 500 were retail
vertisers will direct their mesresultis, but the majority soo.u
It is amazing to behold the ap- outlets. The proportion of resages with increasing frequency
found
that by adapting product and
proach of some normally hardtailers in video will necessarily in- during the next few years. In view
headed advertisers to television.
commercials to a predominately
crease with the number of viewers
of these facts, the experiences of
Men who do not buy a line of newsvery marked reduring the next few years. In some advertisers who have pio- womansultsaudience
could be achieved. A watch
paper space without developing
some areas television circulation
neered
in
television
during
the
eyestrain over circulation reports
strap, manufactured by the Ziploc
will rush into television with the is already directly competitive to past two years become extremely
Co., and having special eye appeal
the
retailers'
traditional
newspaper
sublime confidence of a small boy
important.
for women, was advertised on one* * *
medium. By the end of the year
diving into a strange swimming
minute participations during the
the number of receivers in use will
hole.
Ted Steele show over DuMont's
be approximately 3,000,000, and
recentes and
The cases of sponsor A and sponthe most
ONEmostof signifi
cant exampl
television will then have a regular
of Station WABD. After five 1-minute participations, the company had
sor B parallel each other only as audience of about 12,000,000.
effective television advertising on a received
more than 400 orders. In
to surface appearances.
Wayne Coy, Chairman of the
local scale is that of King's Tropi- Los Angeles, Hotpoint dealers reThe Locations of Sponsors
cal Inn French Dressing. For 25FCC, predicts that by 1954 "most
ported significant sales results
Sponsor A is located in the heart Americans will be getting most of years King's Tropical Inn has been
after demonstrating the Hotpoint
ant,
a
popular
Los
Angeles
restaur
their
broadcast
information,
eduof a booming television area which
cation and entertainment from tele- noted among other things for its kitchen appliances in 1-minute comaccounts for nearly 11% of the
mercials over KFI-TV. Daylight
unique salad dressing. This year
168,000 television sets served by
television, often referred to as the
All
surveys
agree
that
the
mained
King's
determ
to
market
its
the six Los Angeles television sta- vision."
dressing. After a thorough study advertisers' last frontier, seems
jority of sets to be sold during
tions. In these communities are
likely to become of primary imthe coming years will go to people
of the potential market, the comaircraft, petroleum and harbor
portance to retail advertisers durwhose
annual
income
ranges
from
decided
pany
to
make
a test teleworkers who bring home comforting the next year. Recognizing
tion
campaign
$2,000
to
$4,999.
The
rate
of
sales
vision
in
conjunc
able weekly pay checks. They are
E. Kintner, ABC execuwith Ralph's chain of some 32 this, Robert
people to whom television opens in the Los Angeles market alone
tive vice president, inaugurated
markets located throughout the
is indicated by the fact that the
up for the first time a new world total
number of sets in circulation
daytime programming for WJZ-TV
Los Angeles area. Four 1-minute
of entertainment. To this market
in New York during May and angrew
from 126,249 on April 30, film commercials were prepared
nounced that it would be extended
sponsor A advertised low-cost television sets, with small down payto all other ABC owned and
ments and minimum weekly terms.
operated stations as quickly as
He also featured free home demonstrations. The result is that in a THE right product at the right time and with the proper ap^ ^ ^
possible.
period of approximately two
proach isthe combination that makes the sponsor's television
months he became one of the ten advertising program successful. Here Mr. Ryhlick cites the
any
much assmart
, ,as needs
medium
other
ISION
leading television dealers, by dol- case of two appliance dealers. One did observe these adverTELEV
lar volume, in Southern California.
merchandising in its advertising
tising fundamentals and was amply repaid for his video dollar.
Sponsor B is located in a comappeals. The General Electric SupThe
other
did not, with the result his expenditure was almost
munity that has less than 2% of
ply Corp. in Detroit produced
the television sets in the Los a complete loss. To further illustrate his point, the radio
$10,000 worth of special business
Angeles area. The product he and television director of Ross, Gardner & White relates case
in January by clever use of particichose to advertise on television
pation spots on the Charm Kitchen
histories
of
a
few
television
sponsors.
was a refrigerator. He began to
on WXYZ-TV. Viewers were told
that they could write in requesting
advertise at a time when the marTELECASTING
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■a General Electric dealer to visit
their homes and help plan their
kitchen. Mail responses produced
$10,000 worth of new business.
After experinaenting with television right in its own store, Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia, began
sponsorship in May, 1947 of the
now famous Handy Man show. The
52-week contract was renewed in
1948 and again in 1949 adding up
to the longest-running television
success story to date.
When KGO-TV began telecasting
in Santure Co.Francisco,
Furniof OaklandJackson's
made a careful
study of television results in other
cities and decided to pioneer in television advertising just as it had
years before in AM radio advertising. The company undertook sponsorship of the San Francisco wrestling matches. Harry Jackson, manager of the furniture company, said
"we consider television in this early
stage of the game even more important than radio in its earlier
days. We are definitely convinced
that television will prove to be a
tremendously effective medium of
advertising for us."
This is a perfect example of an
experienced advertiser drawing
upon the lessons of experience before embarking upon a new medium.
Countless examples of good and
bad results from use of television
by local and regional television advertisers could be cited. But they
would add up to the same conclusion: Television opens up tremendous new vistas of advertising and
merchandising for the local and
regional advertisers, but it must be
approached wisely — particularly
during these first few years of
spotty circulation.
OPERA VIDEO
Adier To Direct NBC Shows
AT LEAST four operas, sung in
English and adapted to one-hour
television presentaion, will be telecast by NBC-TV this fall and
winter, the network announced last
week.
At the same time it was announced that Peter Herman Adler,
who directed experimental operatic
productions at NBC-TV last season, has been retained as director
of opera for NBC television. No
schedule for the opera presentations has been set, although the
network said four would be telecast before the end of the year,
and others presented later.

TIPS

ON

VIDEO

RECEIVERS

Consumers Research Reporfs on TV Market'
IN AN ARTICLE entitled "Obsolescence of Television Receivers,"
which appears in July issue of Consumers' Research Bulletin, Murray
G. Crosby says a question foremost in the mind of the prospective
television receiver customer is, "If
I buy a television receiver now, will
it quickly become obsolete?"
"The general answer, as nearly
as can be predicted," Mr. Crosby
writes, "is that receivers marketed
now will continue to be usable for
a considerable time. Improvements
in design are of course to be expected. Simpler tuning systems
and improvements in quality of reproduction ofvoice and music will
undoubtedly be made available to
consumers."
The article points out that many
of the receivers offered thus far

are apparently in the same stage
of development as radios were before the one-control tuning aid
appeared. Sets often are needlessly complex.
Mr. Crosby says the new intercarrier circuit simplifies the user's
problem in that the number of
tubes is materially reduced and
three-spot tuning of FM system
(sound) is eliminated.
"In general," he goes on to say,
"the consumer is advised to buy
a television receiver on the basis
of picture tube diameter instead
of square inches of area. In
other words, determine whether
the tube is 10-inch, 12-inch, etc.,
and disregard claims of advertisers
and salesmen regarding picture
Mr. Crosby concludes:

"It will

be best, too, all things considered,
to buy a television receiver alone
rather than a television-radio-phonograph combination, since with
the TV receiver alone, the monetary loss due to the obsolescence
will be a minimum; the buyer will
not have to throw away, so to
speak, an AM-FM radio-phonograph
in order
get a televisionunitreceiver
of a to
different
type
or make which changing circumstances may make him want to own
a few
fromsaid
now."the article is
Mr. years
Crosby
largely based on results of tests
by Crosby Laboratories of Mineola,
N. Y., on television receivers for
Consumers' Research Inc. The
latter, located in Washington, N. J.,
is an educational, non-profit organization.
TELEVISION PROJECTS Inc., Newark, N. J., has produced type 213 monoscope TV signal generator, providing
standard RMA monoscope test signal
at net price of

area."

KMTV

Brings

Television

to OMAHA
On

Sept. h KMTV

Top-Flight Programs
GREAT TELEVISION

CBS-The

Brings Omaha
from THREE
NETWORKS!

Columbia Broadcasting System

ABC-The American Broadcasting Company
The DuMont Television Network
With the basically sound program schedule of KMTV
(only tested and proved shows), with 3000 sets in
homes, with TV installations averaging over 400 per
week. . . .
THE FUTURE OF OMAHA TELEVISION
IS BRIGHT!
For the first time, TV advertisers can now reach into
the heart of Roger Babson's Magic Circle — "the riches
and safest area in the United States."

Sets Radio, TV Classes
THREE courses in television and
two in radio are being offered for
fall term at U. of California Ex^- tension, Los Angeles. Classes include television writing, Marvin
Young, radio director, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Hollywood, instructor; television-survey &workshop, James
Vandiveer, in charge of special
events, KECA-TV Hollywood, instructor; television acting and
radio dramatics, Norman Field;
writing for school radio, Verne B.
Brown.
TELECASTING
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In many areas, a car with the
motor running parked near
your house can ruin a television program. OrcJinary spark
plugs broadcast a signal
which interferes with television reception, tears and distorts the Image. A switch to
Auto-Lite Resistor Spark Plugs
will check this annoyance.

Few people realize tlmt a major cause of faulty television
reception, particularly in areas where the television signal is
weak, originates not in the set itself but from ordinary spark
plugs in nearby automobiles. This poor reception, jumping
and wobbling in the image, comes from the radiation of the
electrical discharge in passing vehicles — your car, your

It can
happen
heref

neighbor's, or delivery cars or traffic on your street. The
ordinary automobile spark plug acts as a miniature broadcasting station that frequently spoils what would otherwise
be clear, sharp television images.

to

pet

READ WHAT

TELEVISION

EXPERTS SAY FRANK STANTON, President, COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM: "There is no
question in my mind that ignition interference is a contributory cause to poor
television reception. The resistor type
spark plug appears to be the answer/'
J. R. POPPELE, President, TELEVISION BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA:
by automobile
ignition"Interference
systems to
television is quite common and is
often very severe in outlying areas.
I hove witnessed tests in which
the new Auto-Lite
Resistor Spark Plug
was very effective in
reducing interference
to television receivers under such conW. R. MACDONALD, President,
ditions." RADIOTELEVISION
sooner every
cor and truck INSTITUTE:
in America "The
is equipped
with
the new Auto-Lite Resistor Spark Plug, the
better it will be for the television industry
and everyone who owns a television set.'

f,om »h«
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The effect of ordinary spark plugs on the TV Image is shown in this scene from
Auto-Lite's "Suspensel" show, "The Creeper," starring Nina Foch and Anthony Ross.

"S U S P E N S E!" . . . C B S RADIO

T H U R S D A Y S . . . C B S T E L E V I S I O N TUESDAYS

TELECASTING

AOIO-IITE;;®^

The new Auto^XTite Resistor Spark Plugs check television interference normally caused by ordinary spark
plugs. Blurred, flipping and distorted images, due to
this type of interference, become clear pictures like the
one at right below. So install Auto-Lite Resistor Spark
Plugs in your car — urge your neighbors and neighborhood delivery service to use this better plug too. This

Spark

,

Plugs

from
lo help

does

7^'"' i-odlo ^"'^or
>Or/t PI

U.SA

"good neighbor" policy will help everyone in your
community enjoy television at its best. It's easy to do
. . . switch to Auto-Lite Resistor Spark Plugs!

-J

SPARK

PLUGS

Now Standard Equipment on Many
Leading Makes of Cars and Trucks
This clear image shows how better television is possible when Auto-Lite Resistor
Spark Plugs check interference. The scene is the same as that shown at the left

THE

ELECTRIC
AUTO-LITE COMPANY
Toronto, Ontario
• Toledo 1, Ohio

This advertisement appeared in The Saturday Evening Post September 3, and in other leading publications.
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TV

LOOKING
INTO
TELEV

ISION

LOS ANGELES : — How close are
television techniques to motion pictures? Ask Frank Woodruff, one
of our directors, about it. He should
know ... he has directed 8 movies,
as well as Lux Radio Theater. On
our show, "Mystery Is My Hobby, "
he says the number of "cuts" and
"inserts" is equal to first-class
movie cutting. 75 to 80 cuts and
10 to 15 inserts in a half-hour.
"Mystery Is My Hobby" uses
these techniques to perfect advantage. We think it s one of the best
buys in television anywhere. Call
us or Radio Sales.
THINGS pile up on us so fast that
we were surprised to count 10
live cameras at KTTV. These are
backed up by 3 film camera chains,
a couple of 16 mm. projectors. 3
slide projectors and a balopticon.
two with
new studios.
45 by
75 KTTV's
each (one
300 audience
seats), will be in use by the time
you read this. These, plus our original 40 by 40 studio and perma-'
nent kitchen set. give a flexible
staging space for any type show.
And we do have a variety.
"UARIETY" looked over the field
in its Showmanagement issue
. . . and gave us a nice boost (only
West Coast TV station, at that).
Talked about our "firsts." like the
Rose Bowl. Jack Benny. Edgar Bergen.
Quiz. " andVariety.
Pasadena "Pantomime
Playhouse. Thanks.
We're
regularly
other
live,
bright
shows, scheduling
too. Ask Radio
Sales . . . they know.

KTTV
OWNED lY
lOS ANGEIES TIMES -CBS
LOS
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WRITERS

League Sets Steering Group
NATIONAL COUNCIL of the
Authors League has approved a
recommendation that a national
television committee be appointed
to steer bargaining betw^een the
television industry and writers.
The recommendation that such a
committee be formed -was made at
a recent conference on television
attended by members of all
branches of the Authors League,
including the Radio Wiiters Guild,
Television Writers Guild, Dramatists Guild, Authors Guild and
Screen Writers Guild. When members to such a committee are appointed, it is expected that contract negotiations will be started.
Establishment of the committee
was regarded as a device to overcome jurisdictional squabbles between the Screen Writers Guild on
the West Coast and the other
guilds, whose main strength is on
the East Coast. The committee
will be divided into two sections of
equal strength. East and West
Coast sections, but it is expected
that any definitive action taken by
the committee will require approval of both sections.
Creation of such a committee
means that the Television Writers
Guild, newest branch of the
Authors League, will not start its
union life as the sole bargaining
agent for television, as was at
first projected. TWG, however, is
expected to take an active part in
East Coast negotiations of the
committee.
RADOX

REPORTS

INFORMAL
Comment

TYPE
OK'd in TV Polt

MAJORITY of TV listeners and
viewers favor the informal type

PERCHED on the grandstand roof of
River Downs Race Track, Cincinnati,
Gsne Schmidt gets prepared to call
one of the daily races telecast by
WKRC-TV Cincinnati as Cameraman
Tom Gruber -focuses his camera.
Mr. Schmidt also has called the Kentucky Derby for the last five years.
TV SET OWNERS
Few in Apartmeni-s — Mautner
TELEVISION SET OWNERS
among apartment house dwellers
are extremely few in number, according to Leonard Mautner, president of Television Equipment
Corp., New York. Mr. Mautner
points out that of the approximate
700,000 television sets owned by
New York metropolitan area residents, an estimated 40% belong to
families in multiple dwellings. This
percentage, says Mr. Mautner, is
a comparative drop in the bucket
when in New York City alone there
are about 2,300,000 families, of
which only some 330,000 live in
one-family homes.
Mr. Mautner, whose firm manufactures the Telecoupler, a low cost
multiple antenna installation setup, feels that the 40% figure will
possibly decrease unless more landlords start erecting master antenna
systems.

Issues Daily 'Box Scores'
RADOX, the electronic radio-TV
measurement device operated by
Sindlinger & Co. Inc., Philadelphia,
now makes available its daily "box
scores" on the activity of radio and
TV sets within a cross-section of
homes in a given area. Reports
show in late July, 16% of "Radox
UHF TV Grants
homes" had TV sets. Increase, Mr.
Sindlinger says, has been at the
EXPERIMENTAL UHF TV outrate of about 1% a month.
let was granted to Home News
The Radox Daily Report is in
Pub. Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
two parts differentiated by color —
FCC reported last week. Station
green for TV and white for radio.
From comparing the two, it is pos- will use pulsed emission with power
of 20 kw peak visual on 660-680
sible to determine TV viewing with
and 700-720 mc bands. Purpose is
radio listening by stations for each
to obtain propagation data in that
15 minute broadcasting period. As
vicinity. Home News Pub. Co. is
more and homes within a sampling
area become TV homes, Radox will licensee of WDHN (FM) New
record listening and viewing habits . Brunswick. License for UHF TV
outlet was previously granted
in the ratings.
Scranton Times, Scranton, Pa., using pulsed emission, 5 kw peak
visual, on 510-520 mc band. Initial
Plans Name Change
tests will determine by field intensity measurements coverage to
PROPOSAL, to change the name of
be expected in UHF TV band at
the Society of Motion Picture EnScranton. Earlier grant was made
gineers to Society of Motion PicWCTC for New Brunswick area
ture and Television Engineers will to
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
come before the 66th semi-annual
convention of SMPE Oct. 10-14 at
the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
ACADEMY of Radio Arts, Toronto,
The name change recommendation
Ont., will offer its second television
was first disclosed at the SMPE
study course, consisting of 20 lectures, this October.
spring meeting in New' York.

commentary
for according
"on the spot'
sports telecasts,
to
recent nationwide poll by Genera.
Manager Bob Venn of WTVJ
(TV), Miami's lone video outlet.
Mr. Venn, who also manage WMIE, 10 kw Miami AM station,
checked the opinions of program
directors, sports directors and executives of 28 TV stations covering the nation from the West Coast
to New England.
He summed up his survey as
follows: (1) listeners in new TV
station markets are at first critical
of informal sports audio presentation to the point where they are
prone to tune in an AM station for
simultaneous oral comment; (2)
this attitude changes as listeners
become more experienced viewers
and they then put approval on an
informal oral delivery; (3) "small
area" sports (boxing, wrestling,
etc.) require less description and
antagonism is created by AM oration; (4) sports such as baseball
and football, which strain the camera capacity for complete coverage, do better with a type delivery
more nearly like an AM presentation, and (5) the necessary amount
of close description of the commentator varies in inverse proportion to the skill the camera crew
develops in obtaining video details.
ARTICLE ON TV
Gives Home

Fitting Ideas

AN ARTICLE on television — containing ideas to help the home
owner fit a TV set into his home —
is featured in the September issue
of Better Homes & Gardens magazine.
Written by Walter Adams, Better Homes & Gardens staff writer,
and E. A. Hungerford Jr., director
of research and development for
the U. S. Navy Special Devices
Center, Sand Point, L. I., N. Y.,
the article gives answers to problems of where to put the receiver,
what size screen to use, what kind
of lighting to have and many
other questions.
Detailed information and advice
is given on comparing sets before
buying, the kind of antenna to
choose and the checking of reception possibilities in your home. A
discussion of present TV and its
future possibilities is included.
DuMont

Offers Boxing

DUMONT TV Network is offering
Teletranscriptions of weekly boxing
bouts telecast by WABD (TV) New
York, for use by affiliated stations
across the country. Complete blowby-blow descriptions are included,
with deletions made only of such
remarks as those that date the
broadcast. Dennis James is the
sportscaster.
TELECASTING

and
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practical,
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE JUNE
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Martin
Private Kane
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Break
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Morey Amsterdam Show
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The

Pulse

PULSE INCORPORATED
ONE TEN FULTON STREET
NEW YORK SEVEN

Small wonder

advertisers

are plunging into CBS-TV.
Just the other day

CBS -TV won

top honors for

programming,

production

and showmanship

in

Variety's showmanagement
awards. New

shows

like

Ed Wynn, Paul Winchell,

Inside U.S.A., Ken Murray's
Blackouts — established
ones like The Goldbergs,
Godfrey, Suspense

and

Studio One give CBS-TV
its compelling

power

as a medium.

iNOW OPERATING

IN 40 MAJOR

MARKETS

DAYTIME

TV

I Good Selling Media — Gallery
I "DAYTIME television's pioneerI ing days are over; it's definitely
I got to be counted among effective
selling media," Tom Gallery, sales
director of the Du Mont TV Network, said Wednesday in telegrams
informing advertisers and agencies
of the New York Hooper-telerating of 5.2 achieved by Okay
Mother.
Telecast Monday-Friday, 1-1:30
p.m., on WABD (TV) New York,
key station of the Du Mont network. Okay Mother is sponsored
by Sterling Drug Inc. Program is
part of the station's three-hour
Mid-Day Matinee and Mr. Gallery
attributes its high rating largely
to the effects of this block-program
sequence which was established
the month before.
"Okay Mother was given full
advantage of audience flow possibilities in this sequence," Mr. Gallery said, "and its rating sustains
our belief that the proper type
of program would guarantee a
satisfactory daytime rating." He
< added that the 5.2 rating is remarkable not only for occurring
in August when most ratings are
low, but for comparing favorably
with the nighttime August ratings
of many sponsored TV shows.
"In view of these comparative
ratings, daytime TV is obviously a
far less expensive buy than nighttime TV," he said. "Generally
speaking, time and talent on five
daytime half-hours can be purchased for approximately the same
amount as an average once-a-week
' nighttime l alf-hour on a full network basis. These ratings justify
the resources, the confidence and
the planning that Du Mont has put
into the daytime hours, for they
show that daytime TV, like daytime radio, can become the backtbone of selling campaigns of many
major advertisers.
TV SYMPOSIUM
Sef For IRE Meeting
TWO - HOUR symposium on television will be held during the
Western Regional meeting of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, Aug.
30-Sept. 1, at Civic Auditorium,
San Francisco. The meeting will
be held jointly with the Pacific
Electronic Exhibition.
Presiding at the TV symposium
will be Royal V. Howard, consultant, who recently resigned as director of the NAB Engineering
Dept. On the panel will be a group
of San Francisco engineers, including Al Towne, KSFO and
KPIX; Harry Jacobs, KGO-TV;
Harold See, KRON-TV; Al Hyne,
RCA; Alvin MacMahon, Pacific
T&T; R. Al Isberg, KRON-TV.
THE Television Arts Institute of
Philadelphia has purchased two iconoscope TV camera chains from Philco
Corporation Equipment, formerly installed at Philco TV station WPTZ
Philadelphia, will be used for traini ing students at the Institute in TV
P program production.
TELECASTING

TULSA VIDEO
Forum Starts Controversy

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"/ don't care for television but I understand you serve delicious sandwiches and beer."
DAY-LONG SHOW
WRGB Telecasts Farm Feature
DAY-LONG telecast by WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y., of the
Berkshire County Farmers' Field
Day at Adams, Mass., on Aug. 16
proved so effective a New York
state woman shut off her receiver,
climbed into her ear and drove to
Adams to watch the operations.
The GE outlet brought the all
day feature to its viewers beginning at 9 a.m. Because Adams is
outside the 50 mile radius usually
allowed for satisfactory coverage,
WRGB had to transmit the program by means of a two-hop relay.
The outlet's mobile unit picked up
the various demonstrations on soil
and water conservation and good
farming and transmitted them
from a farm to a temporary relay
tower on Mount Greylock. Prom
Greylock, the program was beamed
to the station's tower on top the
Helderberg mountains, west of Albany, N. Y.
The program, featuring interviews by Farm Editor Bill Givens,
included construction of a farm
pond, farm equipment demonstration, moving and burying boulders,
tearing up of stone walls and felling of giant timber.

AGENCY

CONTEST
Offers $250 in Prizes
KUDNER AGENCY, for its client
U. S. Tobacco Co., New York, is
running a contest with prizes totaling $250 for the most unusual
spot announcements about the
Martin Kane, Private Eye television series. Contestants are the 21
NBC stations carrying the series.
The live spots must be limited
to 20 seconds each. Several suggested spot dramatizations were
included with the letter which announced afirst prize of $150, second prize $75, and a $25 third
prize. The show starts Sept. 1,
Thursday, 10 p.m. on NBC-TV.
The contest closing date is Aug. 31.
It was decided to hold the contest
rather than pay the $250 for a
spot announcement film which was
to have been sent to the stations
with promotional material.
Vehicle-TV Banned
LATEST state to ban motor vehicles equipped with television sets
from the highways is Massachusetts. Legislation to that effect
was signed into law Aug. 22 by
Gov. Paul A. Dever.
TV

ZOOMAR LENS
Six More TV Outlets Buy
SIX MORE television stations have
purchased the Zoomar lens, bringing to 31 the total of stations currently using the lens for remote
and studio productions. The new
purchasers are WXYZ-TV Detroit
WFBM-TV Indianapolis WTCNTV Minneapolis KSTP-TV St. Paul
KECA-TV Los Angeles and WOWTV Omaha.
According to Jack Pegler, general manager of Television Zoomar
Corp., New York, a new group of
six Zoomar lenses, several of which
have been spoken for, will be run
in September.

NO MORE
THAT industry habit of
reading TV as television recently cost John Melville,
radio director of Landell Co.,
Philadelphia, $18.50. Thinking a piece of pink paper,
headed with TV and placed
on his car was an advertisement for television, Mr. Melville dutifully tucked it into
his pocket. Mr. Melville later
was given a sharp reminder
of paper in a notice from
police court about an unpaid
traffic fine. In Philadelphia,
TV means Traffic Violation.
Court fine is $18.50. Mr. Melville says he now refers to
television as video.

TELEVISION has become a controversial issue in Tusla, Okla. It
developed following a TV forum
conducted Aug. 11 by the Tulsa
Chamber of Commerce which was
presided over by William B. Way,
vice president and general manager
of KVOO Tulsa and president of
the chamber.
Published reports of the meeting
said Mr. Way adjourned the session when the point was raised
that no local TV station representative had been asked to take part
in the panel.
According to one report Mr.
Way, who has been quizzical about
TV's future, predicted first TV
showings in the city would be
disappointing because of lack of
coaxial cable. He was quoted as
saying he didn't want to talk down
TV but couldn't make it jell in his
mind because of high costs.
The Tulsa Tribune said Marie
Helen Albarez, president of KOTV
Tulsa, which expects to take the
air in October, was not present and
was not invited to speak. In subsequent issues reader letters to the
paper criticized the chamber.
An editorial called the chamber
session "one of the strangest programs ever"Perhaps
presented."
It concluded:
it will be possible
for the Chamber of Commerce to
arrange other snappy programs by
disinterested experts. Let's have
local railroad representatives discuss the safety of air travel, or the
president of the county medical
society give a dissertation on
Christian Science."
Agency For Businessmen
BUSINESSMEN seeking contracts
with the military services now
have a central directing service
with the opening of a military procurement office at the Pentagon in
Washington, D. C. New center is
located in Room 3-D-773 near the
River entrance. Phone number is
REpublic 6700, Ext. 75321. Established at direction of Secretary of
Defense Louis Johnson, office's
chief function will be to direct businessmen to appropriate offices in
Army, Navy or Air Force which
may be in market for their products
or services. Center will not assist
in obtaining contracts, officials said.

Gesiesroi Manager
WANTED for
TV Station
ATUST have highly successful
managerial AM record with
emphasis on sales management
and organizational abilities.
Only top caliber executives to
be considered. All applications
confidential.
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WICU

MARSHALL GOLDBERG (I), star of the Chicago Cardinals professional football team, gives explanation of the format of Cardinal Quarterback Club,
to be telecast on WBKB Chicago starting Sept. 27, to (I to r) Charles McCartney, television director, Carroll Dean Murphy agency; James F. Brown,
station account executive; John Mitchell, station manager, and Kenneth
Fox, advertising manager of Peter Fox Brewing Co., sponsor.

(TV) TOUR
Staff Conducts Viewers

SOME TRICKY camera work was
in order when the staff of WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., took television
viewers on a tour of the studio.
Although the control rooms, projection and transmitter facilities
could not be shown. Manager Roger
Underhill said an effort was made
to show the audience what goes
on behind the scene in the studio.
The event took place during the
show, I Hear- Music, featuring
Milt Munn and Don Lick. Coline
Male, master of ceremonies, had
Camerman Nick Lupino take the
viewers through various phases of
studio operation. Then staff members were shown operating lights,
microphone booms, sound effects
and other phases of TV production.
In the opinion of Stanley Hess,
director of the show, this was first
attempt in television history to
show the various studio employes
at work.
NIGHT
VIDEO
Audience Potential Shown

EXECUTIVES of the Roberts-Johnson
Rand Division of International Shoe
Co., St. Louis (Poll Parrot Shoes for
children), meet in studios of KSDTV to discuss
plansDoody.
for firm'sL sponsorship of Howdy
to r:
S. Bland, J. T. Pettus, A. H. White,
Frank Friend, E. Quigley and H. Donahune.

HOLDING the strings on new TV
marionette serial Adventures of Cyclone Malone on KN6H (TV) Los
Angeles are (I to r) Mgr. Harold J.
Bock of NBC Western Div. TV,
Pres. Ervin Hawkins of Curries Ice
Cream Stores, sponsor; T. C. Gundel^_^a finger Jr. of Curries and
""^^^
Agency head J. G. Stevens.

ALBERT E. SINDLINGER, president of Sindlinger & Co., Inc., operator of Radox, electronic listening measuring device, Philadelphia, reveals from a survey that
Philadelphia TV stations are going
off the air too soon during the hot
summery weather, and are missing
between 65 and 70% of the video
audience.
Mr. Sindlinger discovered that
from 7 to 8 p.m. not over 20% of
the Philadelphia listening public
have their TV sets turned on. From
8 to 10 p.m. the audience keeps
building until from 60 to 65% are
watching TV. But around 10:30
p.m., two of the three TV stations
go off the air, only the one carrying night baseball remaining. The
three stations are WFIL-TV,
WCAU-TV and WPTZ. The Sindlinger survey started with the advent of Daylight Saving Time.
Mr. Sindlinger concluded that
advertisers are missing a "gold
mine" by not buying the late TV
hours.
Phila TV

NEW remote truck of WWJ-TV Detroit, custom made to WWJ's specifications bythe Ketels Mfg. Co., was
delivered last month and used day
following receipt at a baseball telecast from Briggs Stadium. Painted
a fire engine red, the truck is 25 ft.
long, 9 ft. 6 in. high and 8 ft wide.

KAY MULVIHILL (I), assistant promotion manager of KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, and Shirley Wullschleger,
of the sales department, tabulate
mail received in response to currycomb offer by Dr. Ross Dog Food,
sponsor of Telenews program. Sponsor renewed contract on strength of
mail pull.

Meet

PHILADELPHIA Assn. for Education by Radio will hold a television education conference April
20-21, 1950, at Philadelphia. Con.ference, the city's first, will be
presented in conjunction with
Schoolman's Week of the U. of
Pennsylvania. Samuel Serota of
WIP Philadelphia is committee
president. Others include Ruth
Weir Miller (WCAU-AM-TV) ,
Armand L. Hunter (WFIL-AMTV), Frederick Gruber (U. of
Pennsylvania), William Galleher
(KYW), R. V. Tooke (WPTZ),
Margaret Mary Kearney (Philadelphia Public Schools), Martha
A. Gable (Philadelphia Public
Schools), Allen H. Wetter (Philadelphia Public Schools).

TV

ADVERTISING
Meredith Reviews Studies

TV WILL impinge on all advertising but will benefit rather than
harm other media, in the opinion
of the Meredith Publishing Co.
Research Div.
In a 36-page brochure reviewing
the findings of many TV studies,
the company foresees a "healthy
development" in the use of television to complement magazine and
newspaper advertising.
TV will make much heavier inroads on the time people in preTV days gave to other forms of
entertainment than on their reading of service content such as appears in its own magazines, the
publishing firm believes.
Conceding television will change
the pattern of the American family as it takes the place of "outside
distractions," the survey says consumers will continue to go to the
old services for "how to" information. It adds that technical, educational and other "must-read"
publications will not be affected as
much as fiction, pulp magazines
and comic books. "Television,
alone, cannot meet all the needs
of the American family," the survey concludes.
WMBR-TV

PLANS

Buys GE 5 kw Equipment
SHIPMENT of 5 kw low channel
television transmitter, its operating
console and studio equipment has
been made to WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., according to Paul
L. Chamberlain, sales manager for
General Electric Co.'s transmitter
division.
WMBR-TV, owned by the Florida Broadcasting Co., will broadcast test patterns beginning Sept.
15 and the station plans to open
officially Oct. 2 with local programs on Channel 4. Complete
transmitter and studio equipment
were purchased from GE.
Dry-Gulched
TV REJUVENATION
caused Bill (Hopalong Cassidy)
veteran
of
the Boyd,
screen,30-year
to be trapped
in an Oklahoma City department store Aug. 15 by 35,000
boisterous youngsters when a
crowd of only 300 to 400
youngsters was expected.
Scheduled for a two-hour appearance at John A. Brown
Co.'s auditorium, Hopalong
was to pass out lucky pieces
to his little idols. But the
weekly showing of the Hopalong Cassidy films over
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
took its toll when the youngsters outmaneuvered the police guard and overturned
showcases in the rush to
greet the silver-haired western star. Result was "Hopalong" made his getaway in a
police car.
TELECASTING

'TOAST

OF THE

TOWN' Tops in ARB Three-City Survey

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, Washington radio and television audience measurement firm,
has released a list of the 10 TV
programs most popular during the
week Aug. 8-15. Toast of the Town
led all other shows in the threecity survey covering Washington,
Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Information was secured by placing especially designed "viewer
diaries" in a cross-section of 450
homes in each city. Interviewers
instructed each family how to keep
accurate records of their TV viewing and 80% recovery was reported
by the bureau.
Top shows for the week for the
three cities measured :
WASHINGTON
1. Toasi of Town
2. Summer Playhouse
3. Olson and Johnson
4. Stop the Music
5. Break the Bank
6. Frontier Theatre
7. Blind Dote
8. Hopalong Cassidy
9. Crusade in Europe
j Baseball (Tues.)
/Amateur Hour

38.6
36.5
31.0
30.8
29.3
27.5
25.3
25.0
23.1
22.2
22.2

BALTIMORE
Toast of the Town
Olson and Johnson
Stop the Music
Wrestling— WMAR— Tues.

48.7
43.6
35.5
35.5

1.
2.
3.
4.

WFMY-TV PROMOTES
New Outlet Lists Services
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, is
j distributing a pamphlet entitled
' Television Comes to Our Town, in
which are listed the various types
of programs presented over the new
video station.
List includes entertainment,
drama, news, variety, education,
music, puppet shows, comedy and
local events.
Using
"The with
first station in the
the slogan,
Carolinas
live
television," WFMY-TV took the
air Aug. 18 [Broadcasting, Aug.
22]. Operation uses 1670 w radiated video power and 835 w sound
on Channel 2 and its network service via film includes NBC, ABC,
CBS and DuMont.
Cornish To Retry
WILLIAM A. CORNISH, formerly with the DuMont TV Network
and WABD (TV) New York, its
key outlet, has joined the television
sales staff of Edward Petry & Co.
Inc., station representative. He will
headquarter in New York.
PRODUCTION of ten-inch tube television receivers has been discontinued
by Magravox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
because of its conviction that 12%
inch tube sets can no'w be manufactured at comparable cost.
TELECASTING

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Summer Playhouse
Break the Bank
Godfrey and Friends
Super Circus
Amateur Hour
Cavalcade of Stars

33.8
32.2
32.0
29.6
28.6
27.7

PHILADELPHIA
Toast of the Town
45.1
Olson and Johnson
37.6
Stop the Music
33.7
Amateur Hour
31.2
Children'^ Hour
30.1
Summer Playhouse
29.8
Baseball— WFIL— Tues.
29.4
& 9. Frontier Playhouse 29.2
Band at Sunset Beach
29.2
10. Miss Philadelphia Contest 28.9
NOTE: In many cases, different competition
greatly changed the rating of programs
seen in more than one city.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

NEW TRANSMITTER
Nears Completion at WFIL-TV
NEW WFIL-TV Philadelphia
transmitter building, scheduled for
completion in early September, is
expected to improve TV service to
an estimated four and one-quarter
million persons in the metropolitan
area. A 75-foot, three and onehalf ton antenna was erected Aug.
22 in the Roxborough section of the
city atop a 570-foot steel tower,
with the total mean rise above sea
level at 909 feet.
The five-section, super-turnstile
antenna, appreciably strengthening
WFIL-TV's video signal, contains
de-icing equipment, a feature designed to guarantee clear picture
for viewers during winter months.
Another technical advance is the
transmitter tower's newly-designed
micro-wave mounts which lend
themselves to remote control for
wider telecast pickup. It is believed WFIL-TV is the first station
nationwide to apply this process.
The station, in its second year of
telecasting, serves as a Philadelphia outlet for ABC and DuMont
and originates for the former network, the Paul Whiteman TV
Teen Club.

What

Chicago Television station . . .

...has more local programming?
...has more local commercial

business?

...is on the air more than any other?

Who

else but WGN-TV

In June only 12% of WGN-TV's
programming was network. At the
same time 67% of all programming
was commercial. These figures indicate
our strength locally and nationally.
WGN-TV is first in number of hours
of programming
hold that lead.
WGN-TV

. . . and intends to

is increasing its great

audience-building sports coverage this
fall in addition to originating a great
array of local commercials.

This,

together with a line-up of Dumont
originated programs, means WGN-TV
will have more to off^er an advertiser
than any other station.
So, Mr. Advertiser, don't buy less
than the best in Chicago. Buy the station
that's TOPS

... in local programming

... in technical equipment ... in commercial time ... in sports coverage —
WGN-TV in Chicago where Channel 9
is more than a number — it's a habit.

Agencies Enfranchised
SIXTY-THREE advertising agencies in the radio and television
field have been enfranchised by the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for
1949-50. The list includes 11 United
States agencies with offices in Canada and one British agency with an
office in Canada. The U. S. advertising agencies now represented in
Canada are:
Atherton & Currier, Toronto; Benton & Bowles, Toronto; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample (Canada) Ltd., Toronto;
D'Arcy
Agency,
Wasey ofAdv.
Canada
Ltd., Toronto;
Toronto: Erwin
Grant
Adv. (of Canada) Ltd., Toronto;
Hutchins Adv. of Canada Ltd., Toronto; Kenyon & Eckhardt Ltd., Montreal;
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto; J. Walter
Thompson & Co.. Toronto and Montreal; Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto
and Montreal.
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Types of Sponsors During July
(Report 74)

TELEVISION advertising in July,
running head on into the usual barrage of summer layoffs, took a
downward turn in the number of
advertisers using network, spot and
local time. The number of network
advertisers dropped from 54 in
June to 42 for July, with dollar
volume going down from $936,087
to $721,336 [Broadcasting, Aug.
22].
The number of spot users declined from the near record high
of 324 in June to 299 for July. Local advertisers went down 27 to
1,028 for July, according to figures
supplied to Broadcasting by the
N. C. Rorabaugh Co., publisher of
the monthly Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising. Network
figures are complete for the entire
month of July, information being
supplied by the networks. Spot and
local figures do not include two
stations and cover the test week of
July 3-9.
Only six of the 38 television
markets showed an increase in the
total number of advertisers for
July. Rochester, a new market, is
included in this six and started
with 23 accounts. San Francisco
added eight new advertisers for a
July total of 48. Columbus, Indianapolis and Minneapolis-St.
Paul each added a total of four
new accounts and Oklahoma City
had three more accounts in July
than it did in June (Table II).
The greatest loss in the total
number of advertisers was recorded
in Los Angeles. The six station
market dropped 42 accounts from
June for a total of 170 in July — still retaining its lead, however,
with the largest number of advertisers. New York remained in
second place with 167 advertisers
although it lost 37 from June. The
144 advertisers using the three stations in Philadelphia put this market in third place followed by Chicago which had 133 advertisers in
July on its four television outlets.
Three other cities also were in
the over-lOO-advertisers category.
Washington had 123 accounts, having lost 25 from the 148 recorded
in June. Detroit recorded 114 advertisers for the month and Baltimore, on the basis of incomplete
reports in the spot and local field,
also had 114 accounts. These seven
cities with over 100 advertisers in
July are compared to nine cities in
June.
Despite the general dropoff of
television business in July, there
are several encouraging factors to
be considered. There is still more
business overall than there was
several months ago — more business
than would be indicated for the few
stations that have come on the air
in that time. In the network field
age 68
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUP
1.
Network
Agricultural & Fanning
9028
Spot
2. Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
3. Automotive, Automotive Accessories &
7
9
5. Equipment
1
4. Beer, Wine & Liquor
—
Equipment & Fixtures
2
20
6. Building Materials,
& Soft Drinks
2
Consumer Services
7. Confectionary
4
8. Drugs & Remedies
1
10.9. Entertainment & Amusements
7
64
Food & Food Products
11. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
7
1
13. Horticulture
12.
3
21
14. Household Furnishings, Equipment & Supplies
1
Industrial Materials
15. Insurance & Banking
4
16. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
9
10
17. OfHce Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies —
18.
1
1
19. Publishing & Media
Radios,
Phonographs, Musical Instruments &
10
Accessories
4
20. Retail Stores & Shops
21. Smoking Materials
5
11
22. Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
2
23.
1
24. Toiletries
7
Sporting Goods & Toys'
25.
3
26. Transportation,
Miscellaneous Travel & Resorts
7
TOTAL
42
29916
many shows are merely on a summer hiatus, a condition which is
expected in the industry. Despite
this usual trend, Philco Corp.
started its Philco Summer Playhouse July 17. For three broadcasts on 21 stations during the
month the radio and TV firm expended $22,800.
In the spot field, despite the drop
in the number of advertisers from

Local
1
63
30
149
9
20
91
5
23
150
1488
2
52
2
19
2163
125102
3
15
4
13
1,028

Total
3
30
71
10010
16520
93
45
56
16
2
221
172
1
30
2
21
139
63
18
15
16
13
20
27
1,369

June, there were 45 newly active
accounts. Although most of these
were one and two station deals,
Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors
started a schedule on 30 stations.
It is wise also to remember that
the number of advertisers is not
indicative of the amount of business they place. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., for instance,
placed business on only two sta-

July
TABLE II
59
NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY MARKETS
Gain
51
Total
Markets
Local
June
or
(Loss)
Total
tions
ReportCovered
Net.
ing StaSpot
Albuquerque
1
3
Atlanta
2
12
11
28
18
2
41
54
22
51
114
126
(22)
Boston
(16)
2
24
35
98
113
(15)
Baltimore*
13386
Buffalo
(16)
1
26
42
102
Chicago
4
46
53
149
39
Cincinnati
2
12
30
3018
72
96
(24)
Cleveland
(5)
2
34
24
22
80
96
(16)
50
336
Columbus
1
20
13
39
35
(17)4
1
12
16
48
Detroit
3
34
35
45
114
13120
Erie
1
20
9
3313
62
12
29
on*
1
DaytWorth-Dallas
Ft.
8
9
29
37
13
(8)
Houston
1
8
9
4
21
30
(9)4
(12)
Indianapolis
1
3
8
24
60
108
54
Lancaster
12108
1
20
26
6
Los
Anqeles
15
47
170
212
78
(42)
Louisville
1
10
8
9
27
38
24
(11)
1
Memphis
31
58
49
Miami
(6)
1
6
5
37
40
41
(3)
Milwaukee
11
1
(11)
16
38
89
13
(8)4
46
2
Minn.-St. Paul
10
18
15
43
39
14
New Haven
1
18
11
(9)
55
New Orleans
(37)
1
9
12
5132
20
New Yor^
6
42
79
167
204
38
Oklahoma City
204
(27)3
1
3
7
11
48 .
Philadelphia
3
41
144
(9)
171
PiHsburgh
1
24
7
64
32
24
1
Richmond
24
5
9
47
(13)
227
1
12
Rocheiter
4
23
23
50
2
8
Salt
6
27
4128
44
(3)
San Lake
Diego City
12
1
1
7
70
32
10
(6)
2
7
San
Francisco
19
48
40
8
18
Schenectady
1
6
74
(1)
64
(14)
(13)
1
Seattle
6
34
10
5814
St. Louis
1
17
57
1
7
4
7
17
Toledo
Syracuse
(25)
1
38
68
1^.
(6)
26
4
24
Washington
123
2«
148
20
Note: Those advertisers who 41bought both network and national-regional spot time are
counted
the market
"Total"arecolumns.
Thosein Network
advertisers
sponsoring more than
one show twice
in a ingiven
counted once
the "Network"
columns.
*notNational-Regional
Spot
and
Local-Retail
figures
for
the
Baltimore
and
markets
are
complete because one station in each market is not included in thisDayton
report.
Network
figures for all markets, including Baltimore and Dayton, are complete because network
data are reported by the networks in New York — all four of which are cooperating with
the report.

tions in June. In July this schedule
was increased to 23 stations. In
the number of spot advertisers this
firm is counted only once for both
months.
Local business, in general, moved
along in July at a fairly steady
pace. counts
Although
a total of
acwere lost between
June27 and
July, this averages less than one
account per market. Considering
66 reporting stations for July, the
drop in local business is not serious
in general.
Food and Food Products advertisers continued to be the leading
user of television time in July
(Table I). On an overall basis, the
number of accounts rose from 210
in June to 221 in July. Network
and spot business dropped slightly "(8)
in this field but locally there were
21 new firms placing business.
In the category of Household
Furnishings, Equipment & Supplies there were 172 active accounts
in July, making this classification
the second largest for the month.
Although there were slight declines
in network, spot and local business,
the number of accounts compared
favorably with the month before.
Automotive, Automotive Accessories & Equipment, in third place
in the number of accounts in June,
picked up three accounts for the
month and retained its third place
rating in July. There were 165
such advertisers for July with the
biggest increase in the local field.
A small decline in the overall
number of radio advertisers was
recorded for July. Network users
held steady with four while spot
dropped
and local
business lostone
two account
accounts.
The total,
however, was 139 advertisers to
keep the classification in fourth
Although there were only four
network advertisers in this classifiplace. cation during July they spent
slightly over 20 % of the entire sum
for network telecasting. Spot business was not very prominent but
local dealers backed this classification heavily, most of them extending their effort to the sale of television sets. Almost every market
had at least one local advertiser
backing the sale of TV sets and in
New Haven, Conn., 6 of the 11
local accounts were in this field.
Definite trends in the types of
advertisers also are evidenced in
several other markets. Detroit, for
instance, has 15 of its 45 local advertisers promoting the sale of automobiles, either new or used. Erie,
Pa., is a restaurant advertising
town with 14 of the 33 local TV
advertisers backing eating establishments. In Salt Lake City the
emphasis is on furniture, home appliances and other high-priced,
durable goods.
TELECASTING
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WHIO-TV
Dayton's

FIRST

Television

Station

presenting

• Children are ever fascinated with birthdays . . . their own,
and everyone's else. This fascination, plus "Uncle" Bob
Campbell's showmanship, account for the steadily mounting popularity of "Uncle Bob'S" Birthday Party," the f/rsf
children's television studio participation show in Dayton.
"Uncle Bob's Birthday Party" is a real life party for children having their birthday during the week of the show.

"Uncle" Bob interviews the celebrants, plays musical
chairs, pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey, and other birthday party
games, then as a grand finale he slices a delicious birthday
cake for the youngsters.
If you have a product which appeals to children, a good
TV-time-buy for you is "Uncle Bob's Birthday Party." Contact your nearest Katz representative for details.

WHJ2

TELECASTING

Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.
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MOV/f
REDS' TELECAST
Not Opposed by Ball Club
THE CINCINNATI REDS baseball club disclaimed the report that
it opposes the telecasting of baseball and reiterated its position of
watchful waiting.
That position, Gabriel Paul, assistant to Warren Giles, club president, told WCPO Cincinnati Manager Mortimer C. Watters, was to
accept TV as a "promotional vehicle" rather than as a competitor.
Mr.
Paul last
pointed
statement
winter tothatMr.the Giles'
Reds
would permit the telecasting of
every game at Crosley Field. In
contrast, he said, only 34 games
were permitted over TV with home
Sunday games and half the night
games not telecast.
Mr. Paul, who noted writers of
the circulated
"had other
Cincinnati confusedreports
with some
team," declared : "Television has
not become our whipping boy. We
have no complaints. Considering
the performance of the team, the
attendance has been very satisfacLast winter,
Mr. Paul
said,
Presidenttory."Giles
announced
he would
agree to telecasting on a yearly
basis.
LARGE-SCREEN TV is drawing Sunday evening audiences as high as 2,300
at Woodside Park, Philadelphia, reportedly first amusement park to inaugurate life-size TV programs as free
attraction to patrons.

UNIQUE

FILM

BOOKING
US Rubber Offering Gets 34 TV Outlets

BOOKING by 34 television stations of a film produced by Emerson Yorke Studio, New York, and
released to U. S. Rubber Co., has
been announced by its studio
president, Emerson Yorke, who is
acting in the unique capacity of
booking agent for the rubber firm.
The two-reel sound film, "International Airport," a documentary
on New York's 5,000-acre air
transport center, was offered to
television stations free of charge
in one "invitational mailing." As
requests for the film were received,
Mr. Yorke referred them to U.S.
Rubber, which sent photostat copies of Mr. Yorke's release as its
release to the video bookers. U.S.
Rubber pays for any extra prints
required for distribution of the
film.
Raytheon TV Sets
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., New York,
has announced that it will introduce its 1950 line of television receivers on a national basis. The
1949 sets have been distributed
only in selected test markets. Nine
basic models constitute the new
line, and range in price from
$129.95 to $339.95 for tube sizes
from seven to 16 inches.

Charles Durbin (I), advertising
manager of U.S. Rubber Co., New
York, and Mr. Yorke inspect the
film "International Airport."
NEW RATE CARD
Released by WTMJ-TV
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal
video outlet, has released Rate Card
No. 5, effective Oct. 1, 1949. Advertising charges range from $45
for a 20-second slide or film to $350
for a full hour, with studio, transmitter and film facilities included
in rates.
One-minute category is broken
down into $55 for slide, film or
card and $65 for live, both including facilities, excepting two proNew. grams— Grenadiers and What's
other classifications: 5 minutes,
$87.50; 10 minutes, $122.50; 15 minutes,
$140; 20 minutes, $175; 30 minutes, $210;
40 minutes, $262.50; 45 minutes, $280,
and 60 minutes, $350. On its previous
rate card the station listed daytime
advertising charges ranging from $25
for one minute to $150 for the full
hour, and from $50 for one minute to
$300 for a full hour at night.
New base rates cover Monday
through Friday, from 6 to 11 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 1 to 11 p.m.,
and Monday through Friday, 5 to
6 p.m., at three-fourths the base
charges, with all other periods at
one-half the base charge.
N. Y. TV SURVEY

ONCINNAtn K,r IV STATION
TIMES-STAR lUllDING
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
CBS
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Most Sets Used 8-9 p.m.
SURVEY conducted among TV set
owners in New York who have
owned sets for six months or longer
reveals that heaviest use of sets
is between evening hours of 8 and
9 with 95%. Next highest is 90%
9-10 p.m., followed by 75% tune-in
between 6 and 7 p.m. Greatest daytime tune-in is 65% 4-6 p.m.
Favorite days for viewing are
Saturday (13.5%), Sunday
(12.5%) and Wednesday (9.9%).
Tuesday is most popular evening
with 35%,, followed by Sunday
(26.6%) and Wednesday (8.1%).
Results of survey were announced by Hugo Wagenseil &
Assoc. of Dayton, Ohio.

TV

I

FCC Hearing Plans i
THE FILM industry as a whole
will be represented in presenting
FCC.
theatre television's case to the
That became a certainty when
the Motion Picture Assn. of
America's board of directors instructed its organization to petition the FCC for hearings to reserve channels for large-screen
video service. Head of the MPAA
is Eric Johnston.
Already the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers has taken considerable leadership in theatre
television allocation problems. On
Sept. 2, it, together with 20th
Century-Fox and Paramount Pictures, is to file with FCC answers
to six allocation problems [Broadcasting, July 4]. Working with
SMPE are the Theatre Owners of
America and a good part of various
phases of the moving picture industry. With MPAA joining in,
virtually all important segments of
the industry will be represented at
allocations hearings.
The MPAA board asked a subcommittee of its video committee
to prepare whatever briefs and
papers are necessary for presenta^^,
tion at the FCC hearings. On the
subcommittee: Edward T. Cheyfitz,
secretaryandof chief
MPAA'saidetelevision
committee
to Mr.
Johnston; Frank Cahill, Warner
Bros.; Theodore Black, Republic
Pictures, and, as ex-officio members, Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures and Sidney Schreiber, MPAA
general counsel.
VIDEO MANUAL
For Arerage Viewer
TELEVISION WORKS LIKE THIS. By
Jeanne and Robert Bendick. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. 62 pp. $1.75.
JEANNE and Robert Bendick's
new book, Television Works Like
This, is a volume for the nontechnical people who just want to
know what television is all about.
In it, the Bendicks combine full
knowledge and long experience in
television with the ability to illustrate factual material in simple
drawings that are readily understandable.
Television Works Like This presents the entire behind-the-scene
story of this magic new medium of
communication.
SRDS

Section

BEGINNING Oct. 1, Standard
Rate & Data Service will publish a
monthly section for television buyers,bined
separate
fromTVtherate
present
radio and
and comdate
listings, according to Publisher
Walter E. Botthof. Mr. Botthof
says the new section will include
enlarged rate and data listings of
all commercially operating TV stations, together with listings of
those soon to go on the air, and also
will provide all regular subscriber
service features of other SRDS
sections.
TELECASTING

CBS Color
(Continued . Tom page 53)
Neither I nor other members of this
;olor TV converters for black-andcommittee who have discussed the
vhite sets, or color receivers.
Comr. Jones requested from Dr. subject with them can comprehend
Stanton details of rejection includtheir stated reasons."
ing dates when orders were placed
Stressing his concern over the
by CBS, and the number of units
CBS-Comr. Jones communications,
ordered.
Sen. Johnson felt the "plain" impliRadio Mfrs. Assn. withheld comcations are that "the people who
ment pending completion of studies
know most about color, who have
of the problem by various subcomaided greatly in its development
mittees comprising engineers and
and whose equipment has produced
manufacturing factory personnel.
remarkable demonstrations of the
Comr. Jones also sought full practicality of color, are reluctant
to make the kind of showing at the
data on licensing agreements neforthcoming television hearings
gotiated bythe network and manufacturers licensed to construct or which will prove conclusively that
, manufacture TV transmitters and
color is here now and that standards can be promulgated for its
. receivers pursuant to CBS patents,
: including financial considerations,
commercial operation."
I names of firms, terms of agreement
The radio-minded legislator charand a copy of standard provisions
acterized the recent CBS-Smith
contained in the contracts.
Kline & French color demonHe continued:
tration [Broadcasting, Aug. 22],
j ... bilityWeof having
also discussed
the
advisawhich
he attended, as a "tremenbetween 25 and 100
dous advance in television." He
(depending upon the diflBculties of getalso noted that the National Bureau
ting them
in the time within
S1 which
this produced
may be accomplished)
color of Standards color TV committee,
F television converters for black-andI white television sets available at vari- working with the Senate ComI ous and sundry locations to simulate
merce group, will issue a report
! as many of the conditions as are present for color television reception in that "will make impossible again
private homes with the sets operated
by the ordinary layman and receiver the action taken by the Commisowner rather than CBS, FCC or other
last television hearing
engineers. Although 28 days have when sionitat the
shut the door on television
elapsed since the Commission requested
you by telegram to have available for
I Commission and staff observation as
In his letter to Dr. Stanton, Sen.
jI I as
manypossible,
converters
color none
receiving
sets
progress."
there orwere
available
to my knowledge on the 17th, 18th and Johnson noted the large sums in19th of August for the color television
vested by CBS in color TV research
demonstrations in Washington, D. C.
j and Baltimore, Maryland.
There is and for the network's progress in
II the
still Sept.
over 26a hearing
month remaining
beforeto the art, but added pointedly: "The
with reference
reluctance to show (FCC) the
I 1 television standards, black-and-white
facts by those who know most
' ?j mence.
and color You
on UHF
and
VHF,
will
comstated this morning that
and who can most effecI it was not the intention of CBS to about color
tively demonstrate its development
furnish sets
any for
converters
or color
teleII vision
any color
television
t transmission demonstration because of
me."
i the prohibitive cost. I assume you disturbs
He told the CBS president that
meant even in New York. We discolor video is "certain" to eliminate
agreed as to the cost for such convertors and/or color television re- financial loss on the part of televiceivers, and you proposed to send a
i cost analysis. When you send such
pioneers and that "no one who
cost analysis, will you please break it sees sion
color is ever going to be satisdown into cost by units and parts,
I respectively.
fied with ordinary black-and-white
My inquiry as an individual Comtelevision
again."commended Comr.
mceirstaiionnienrg itshefor
the
purpose
of
asSen. Johnson
relative economic cost of
the experimenting the Commission has Jones for his position and said he
requested as compared with the finan- is certain FCC Commissioners will
cial ability of thewithindustry
to supply
the Commission
the information
launch the September TV hearings
it desires in the public interest.
open mind, not only anxSen. Johnson called upon the "with iousanto hear
and see all the facts
Commission anew to "brook neither
but they will insist that all the
delay nor interference" in its facts be presented to them."
efforts to obtain "every available
With respect to the economic
and ascertainable
fact"
looking to- feasibility of color television. Sen.
ward a fair and full
demonstration
of the progress and practicality of Johnson observed:
. . . Based on known demonstration,
color at its forthcoming hearings.
the plain facts are television licensees
can
broadcast color signals for com^ He cited FCC's duty under Sec.
parativelyoverlittlepresent
additional
capital for
in303(g) of the Communications Act.
vestment
equipment
He told FCC Vice Chairman Paul
black-and-white and with no additional operating cost; every television
receiving set now in the hands of the
Walker that Comr. Jones' questions
public
can be equipped at a relatively
are "vital" and the data requested
modest cost with a convertor or adapof CBS is information the Commistor to pick up color signals. Moreover,
sion "should have." The chairman
if the Commission were to give the goof the Senate Interstate & Foreign
ahead signal for color, receiving-set
Commerce Committee further ob- manufacturers would know with cerserved:
tainty that receivers hereafter manufactured should be equipped for color
"It is tragic that so gi'eat a television reception and an additional
market for sale of convertors would
development as color television —
be immediately created. To stall, to
far superior to black-and-white —
procrastinate, to wait merely means
should be blocked arbitrarily by that
the great buying public of America
selfish interests. I regret that the would be required to continue to buy
I
very interests which have been
black-and-white receiving sets which
eventually will require convertors.
most active in pushing [it] sudThe Commission knows that one day it
. denly have become very cold to will
authorize color; why wait? Who
further efforts in this direction.
is going to be harmed by authorizing
TELECASTING

it if after your September hearings
you have actual evidence that color
art.
television is a workable and practical
. . . The Commission, I am sure, is
not going to allow itself to be swayed
by a few selfish interests, regardless of
how powerful they may appear to be.
The radio manufacturers who are seeking to slow up the advance of science,
and throw road blocks in the way of
progress, appear to be motivated by
selfish financial
'reasons.
Moreover,
compared
to the millions
of people
who
will benefit from and enjoy this new
development radio manufacurers are
few indeed.
the television
Commission overlook Nor
the should
fact that
licensees themselves will find color
television an economic boon; those who
are pioneering television are taking
heavy losses in its installation and
operation deserve your sympathetic
consideration. All of them agree that
the use of color will expand advertising
revenues so rapidly for them that the
red-ink days of television will quickly
disappear.

H R & P EXPANDS
Dickinson, Layman Added
CURRENT rapid expansion in
New York and Chicago activities
by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Inc. highlights plans for larger
headquarters and additional staff
members, the television advertising
firm announced last week.
The firm has contracted for more
space at 270 Park Avenue, New
York and an office has been opened
in the Tribune Tower in Chicago
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
New members of the firm are
John F. Dickinson and Carroll R.
Layman. Mr. Dickinson resigned
as eastern sales representative of
Paramount Television Productions
Inc. to join Harrington, Righter &
Parsons as an account executive.
Since discharged from the Navy
in 1946 with the rank of lieutenant,
Mr. Dickinson has sold television in
the national field for KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles and WBKB (TV) Chicago under the supervision of
George Shupert, director of commercial operations at Paramount.
Mr. Layman is the newly-appointed sales representative of the
firm in Chicago. He formerly was
associated with ABC as a TV salesman and was with Grant Advertising Inc. in Miami as an account
executive.
A

BIG

And Where

to Find It

in
Los Angeles TV
The big stars, the big shows, the
big national advertisers will be
on KNBH this fall. The list of
programs
already scheduled
is a
veritable television
blue book:
•
American
& Cigarelle's
THE Cigar
BIG STORY
Buick's FIREBALL FUN FOR ALL
with Olsen & Johnson
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
CHEVROLET ON BROADWAY
Crosley's WHO SAID THAT?
Firestone's AMERICANA
KRAFT TELEVISION THEATRE
Lever Brothers' THE CLOCK
Mohawk's MORTON DOWNEY
and ROBERTA QUINLAN
ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR
Pabst's Old
LIFEGold's
OF RILEY
PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
KUKLA, FRAN AND OLLIE
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
with Millon Berle
U.S. Tobacco's PRIVATE EYE
RCA's
•
Good company— great entertainment—and solid assurance that
Southern California TV viewers
will be with KNBH! Take advantage of this ready-made audience
...your nearest NBC Sales office
will tell you how!

DEMAND
TV Sells Beer Cooler

AFTER demonstration of a $3.95
portable beer cooler on two wrestling telecasts via WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, A. Gettelman Brewing Co.
reports sales totalling 650. The
coolers, used mainly on picnics and
for outings, previously had a
limited distribution in the area.
After the first TV commercial,
however, response swamped the
firm and it started selling coolers
in the brewery lobby. Gettelman
also added many new distributors.
No other advertising was used.
Business was placed through Scott
Inc., same city. The brewery has
sponsored wrestling on WTMJ-TV
since the station took the air in
December 1947.

The National
Broadcasting Company
Sunset and AVine,
28
ServiceHollywood
of
Radio Corporation of America
4ugust 29, 1949
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LARRY
FIN LEY Productions,
Hollywood, begins production immediately of series of 13 quarterhour television films entitled "I
Was Born in Texas," for Lynn
Starr Sportswear, Beverly Hills.
Films feature satirist Hope Emerson. . . . Kling Studios, Chicago,
has started production on three
one-minute film commercials for
Reddi-Wip, canned whipping cream,
for Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city.
. . . Warren Best of Tressel Television Productions, Chicago, will
be puppeteer for The Adventures
of Uncle Mistletoe, which returns
to WENR-TV Chicago Sept. 5.
Uncle Mistletoe puppet was made
by that firm.
IMPPRO Inc., Los Angeles, producing series of 26 half-hour combination live and film TV shows.
Understanding Inc., based on
stories of that name by Lee J.
Hewitt. Series to be kinescoped
for eastern telecasting. . . . Roche,
Williams & Cleary, Chicago, preparing series of TV film commercials for Studebaker Corp. and
Revere Camera Co. Spots will be
telecast in national markets. Production firms not yet chosen. . . .
Ford Dealers Advertising Committees, New York, will sponsor TV
film version of Big Ten football
games in Chicago. Partial network may be used. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson.
Vance Van Dine joins F. W.
Gabourie & Assoc., Los Angeles,
marketer and distributor of television film. Follovdng two months
in Los Angeles ofiice, Mr. Van
Dine will open branch office in
New York. . . . Telenews — INS
daily and weekly newsreel to be
shown on WBEN-TV Buffalo and
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla. This
brings to more than 30 number of
TV market areas using reels.
Weekly newsreel telecasts on
WBEN-TV Buffalo will be sponsored by Manufacturers and Trad-

ONE

MINUTE

T. V. FILM
COMMERCIALS

PRICE INCLUDES
Artful Production Animated tricky
titlesEffective
Illustrations-*
With Off-screen
voice and music.
Write For Circular Or Phone
FILMACK
1328 S. Wabash, Chicago, III.
Phone HArrison 7-3395
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ers Trust Co., that city. WMBRTV to start operations this month
will use both weekly and daily
reels.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, producing series of
animated TV film commercials for
ill!
C. H. Masland
& Sons, Carlisle, Pa.
(rug firm.). Agency, Anderson,
Davis & Platte Inc., Chicago. . . .
Courtesy Motors Co., Chicago,
Hudson dealer, will sponsor 13
WPIX New York feature films on
WGN-TV Chicago starting Aug.
28. Agency: Malcolm-Howard,
Chicago. Station has exclusive
telecasting rights in that city.
. . . Bruce Ellison joins writing
staff of Jam Handy Organization,
Detroit. He will aid in preparation of film scripts and printed
matter. . . . Mini-Films Inc., Los
Angeles, making series of six oneminute TV film spots for Wine
Growers Guild (Guild Wines),
San Francisco. Agency: HonigCooper Co., same city.
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.,
has started TV spot test campaign
on all four Chicago stations,
with sales results to determine future expansion. Twenty-second
and one-minute spots are telecast
twice weekly on each station for
26 weeks. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago. Films produced by Wilding Pictures, same
city. . . . Telenews-INS daily newsreel aired by KSD-TV St. Louis
now sponsored by Stag Beer in that
city, Monday through Friday, under
52-week contract.
The Wool Bureau Inc., organization of domestic and foreign wool
growers, and McCall Corp., New
York, publisher and manufacturer
of sewing patterns, have produced
ten television spot announcements
for local department store promotion. Films open-end commercials,
on use of wool and McCall patterns,
are 40-seconds each in length, with
two ten-second open-ends for local
store announcements. Films supplied free to stores who request
them and who purchase time on
TV stations.
Five Star Productions, Hollywood, isreadying special Christmas
film series consisting of 20 installments, aimed at juvenile audience.

Rogcrs Show Set
ABC has signed Buddy Rogers
for a five-a-week daytime series,
either 25 minutes or a half-hour
each, and a weekly TV program,
either an hour or a half-hour, to
start sometime this fall. Program
format not set, but it will probably
be an audience participation program with winner having an evening with Buddy as her prize.
Video show expected to follow the
same general plan as the radio
series.

ON LOCATION deep in desert country at Phoenix, Ariz., American Film
Producers' camera crew puts finishing touches on a Pepsi-Cola TV spot film<
prepared by George R. Nelson Inc., Schenectady, N. Y. Natural setting was
selected to record on film varied series of outdoor action by Louise Hyde,
"The Pepsi-Cola Girl." L to r are Julian Townsend, James Faichney and
Max Glen, of American Film Producers; Edward F. Flynn, Nelson's TV director,,
and Miss Hyde, a Thorton model. Original package of ten spots is beingi
prepared on a trial basis by Nelson Inc. with Pepsi-Cola ready to purchase
more after studying results.
NAVY VIDEO
Admirals Lose Sets
THE EFFECT of television sets
in the offices of Navy admirals is
not exactly admirable, according
to a recent article titled "Washington Background" appearing
in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Edited served :by John C. O'Brien, it ob"Have
to buy a
thought
when he

you resisted the impulse
television set because you
it would distract Junior
should be doing his homework? If you have, and you find
it necessary to justify your decision to Junior, just cite this action
by Undersecretary of Navy Dan
H. Kimball.
"Seems the Navy bought a lot
of nice television sets and installed
them in the offices of the admirals.
Well, after a trial period, Mr. Kimball decided that the admirals could
not keep their minds on their work.
So he took all the television sets
and sent them around to Navy

Sen. Ralph E. Flanders (R-Vt.)
hospitals."
liked
the item so well he inserted
it in the Congressional Record
Aug. 8.
KPHO-TV

Plans

REX SCHEPP, president and general manager of KPHO Phoenix,
Ariz., announces that starting date
for KPHO's television outlet has
been moved forward to Nov. 27.
Mr. Schepp's announcement followed receipt of word from FCC
that construction permit has been
reinstated. Under direction of
Walter Stiles, director of engineering for KPHO, a crew is reinforcing the Westward Ho Hotel
preparatory to erection of a 280 ft.
antenna which will be completed
around Oct. 1.

CANADA

DRY

Cites Video's Selling'
TELEVISION is "doing a good
job" in selling Canada Dry Beverages, W. S. Brown, Canada Dry
advertising manager, said after a
recent visit to the company's
weekly video show Super Circus
which originates in the Chicago
ABC studios.
Commercials on the show are
constantly being studied and improved, Mr. Brown said. They take
several forms and all are integrated into the show rather than
canned on film. "The kids in the
audience are reached by a scene
of a youngster buying a bottle
from Charlie Flynn's store
counter," Mr. Brown points out.
"Flynn is supported at another
point by an apron-clad male quartet who sing the virtues of Canada
Dry Beverages. Again, he appears
in the aisles dispensing drinks like
a drink butcher at a ball game."
In referring to Canada Dry as
the first beverage company to enter
network television (last April), Mr.
Brown said, "We entered somewhat
experimentally, as a small part of
an overall campaign, but TV advertising proved to be so popular
with retailers that we soon extended our original 13 week contract." The company's decision to
stay mer,
on whenthemany
air through
sponsors the
drop sumout,
was prompted by the fact that this
is the biggest season for beverages.
"We also had in mind the constant,
rapid increase in set ownership,
bringing us a new audience every
week, making up for those we
would
lose said.
to baseball telecasts,"
Mr. Brown
ENLISTING in war against polio, Bob
Emery, "Big Brother" on DuMont TV
Network's Small Fry Club, describes
recommended anti-infantile precautions to youthful listeners to his
WABD New York program.
TELECASTING
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ABT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

&
TELESCRIPTIONS

PRODUCTI
O N
SERVICES

SPOTS. COMMERCIALS, ENTERTAINMENT
MOTION PICTURES FOR TELEVISION
SHORTS, FEATURETTES. FEATURES

ANIMATED TV SPOTS
20-8ECOND AND I MINUTE

PRODUCERS OF THE FAMOUS
ALBUM OF SONG SERIES
460 WEST 54lti STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
COLUMBUS 5-7200

823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
STERLING 46SO
GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL SPOTS

RKO PATHE, INC.
625 MADISON

AVE.

FOR TELEVISION
AMERICAN TELEVISION, INC.
VIDEO COMIC STRIPS
''Bob Sterling, American Ranger"
13 HALF-HOUR EPISODES NOW READY
□ PEN END FILM AND TRANSCRIPTION
LOW COST

NEW YORK, N. Y.
480 LEXINGTON AVE.

PLAZA 9-3600

NEW YORK
PLAZA 3-1531

WRITE TODAY

5050 BROADWAY, CHICAGO, 40
SARRA,

INC.

TELEVIBIDN COMMERCIALS
MARTIN
V. S. BECKER PRODUCTIONS
Producers of Television, radio package
shows and spot commercials.
Representing Talent of Distinction
562 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
LUXEMBERG 2-1040

37 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
MAKING HIT MOVIES
Vi^DRLD'S TOP TECHNICAL AND
CREATIVE TALENT!
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES FDR
LIVE
AND
STDP MOTION
PHOTOGRAPHY!
Sparkling film com- Complete film programs
mercials, tailored available; features, novto your cost needs elties, sports, science
WRITE . . . WIRE . • . PHONE . . .
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT HT
445 PARK AVENUE
lEW YORK 22, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURES
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

SOUND SLIDE FILMS

MEAN THE BEST
NEW YORK - CHICAGO

IN
TOP PRODUCTION METHODS
TOP FILMING TECHNICIANS
TOP SHOW MATERIAL

HOLLYWOOD

501 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
PLAZA 5-Z4DD
BRAY STUDIOS, INC.

SHERMAN PLAN, INC.

EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF

CONSULTANTS ON
FILMS FOR TELEVISION

FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)

PRODUCERS - DISTRIBUTORS

Available for television
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

420 VICTOR BLDG. WASHINGTON, 0. C.
OFFICIAL TELEVISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF OF-FICIAL FILMS. INC.

- STERLING GVBG -

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
610 W. 5TH STREET. N, Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19
COMPLETE

VIDEO

PROGRAM
JULIEN BRYAN PRODUCTIONS

SERVICE

BROADCASTING - TELECASTING
TELEFILM, INC.

NEW SHOWS READY SDDN.
CONTACT IRVING LEOS.

COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

25 WEST 45TH STREET,

SERVICES FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS

International Film Foundation

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

1600 BROADWAY, SUITE 1000, N. Y.

LU Z-IVDQ

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

AVAILABLE FOR TELEVISION

CIRCLE 6-9438
TELECASTING

HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

FILM

& PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST
ISSUE OF
EACH

MONTH

GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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Kansas

City will receive

test pattern

The

BEST

starting September

in programming

Represented Nationally
PETRY

& GO.

Owned
THE
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KANSAS

11th...

October

l6th

# Simultaneously with the broadcast of the
first test pattern in Kansas City, The
Kansas City Star, in co-operation with the
Electrical Association and TV manufacturers and distributors, opens a gigantic
three-day TV demonstration in the
Municipal Auditorhim. This closed-circuit
demonstration will show actual television pictures and acquaint the public
with the latest and best in TV
development and reception.

by

EDW.

its first television

and
CITY

Operated

by

STAR

COMPANY
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page UU)
^ug. 24 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
License Renewal
WOPT of Oswego,
— Granted
relewal
license N.for Y. period
ending
ec. 1.
Hearing Set
Commission scheduled en banc hearing for Dec. 12 for purpose of obtaining
information
regarding
multiplex fac-to
simile and FM
aural broadcasting
determine whether suitable multiplex
system has been developed which will
not cause any degradation to full tone
range of which FM is capable and
thereby permit Commission to amend
Section 3.266(b) of rules pertaining to
multiplex facsimile on FM channels.
"Multiplexing"
simultaneous
broadcasting ofconcerns
facsimile
and FM
aural programs on same channel.
STA Granted
Louis G. Baltimore, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— Granted STA to re-broadcast TV
network programs originating in New
York or Philadelphia for viewing by
general public at Parade of Progress
Exposition at Wilkes-Barre for period
Sept. 12 to Sept. 24.
Renewal Granted
WIRCnewal ofHickory,
C— Granted
relicense forN.period
ending May
1, 1952.
WDEC
Americus,
Ga. — Same for
period ending Feb. 1, 1952.
Hearing Designated
WTRF Bellaire, Ohio — Designated for
hearing CP change hours of operation
from D to unl., install new trans, and
DA-N and change trans, location; made
WHIO Dayton party to proceeding.
Modification of CP
WOKO
Albany,
N. Y.—
CP to make changes
in DAGranted
arrays mod.
and
change trans, location; eng. cond.
Extension Granted
WNYC New York — Granted extension of SSA to operate additional hours
6 a.m. EST to local sunrise at New
York and from local sunset at Minneapolis toSept.
10 p.m.2 EST
beginningthereafter.
and using
endingDA-2,
six
months
Hearing Designated
WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA Dallas, Tex. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for CPs install
new trans.,
change trans,
from DA-N
to DADN
and change
location
for
share time 5 kw operation on 570 kc of
WBAP and WFAA; made WNAX Yankton, S. D. party to proceeding.
Record Reopened
Erie Bcstg. Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., and
Concord Bcstg. Corp., Niagara Falls,
N. Y. — On Commission's motion reopenedplicatrecord
in proceedings
on apions for new
stations for further
hearing
to
determine
whether
operation of proposed stations would involve
objectionable interference with CKBB
Barrie, Ont. or with any other existing
foreign broadcast stations, and, if so,
whether such interference would be in
contravention of any international
agreement
standards. or Commission's rules and
Extension Granted
KFAR
extension Fairbanks,
of SSA on 660Alaska
kc 10— Granted
kw unl.
for period of 90 days.

WCBS New York; WPDX Clarksburg,
W. Va.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WNOI Oak
Park, 111.; WNAC-FM Boston, Mass.;
WSLB-FM Ogdensburg, N. Y.; KRICFM Beaumont,
Tex.; WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station:
WRNY-FM Rochester; WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C; WCFC Beckley, W. Va.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
KDAC Fort Bragg, N. C— DISMISSED Aug. 24 application for assignment of CP from Tony R. Amarante,
John A. Brush, Mathew Thomson and
Edward Mertle a partnership d/b as
Mendocino Coast Bcstg. Co. to Tony
Amarante, John A. Brush and Edward
Mertle,
partnership
d/b as Mendocino
Coast Bcstg
Co
Los 'Angeles—
DISMISSED
Aug.
24 KLAC
application
for transfer
of control
of licensee corp. from Warner Brothers
Pictures Inc. to KLAC Inc.
J. A. Brooks,
Louis, Mo.new— DISMISSED kc
Aug. 24250St.
application
AM
station 1230
w unl.
Aug. 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new AM
station: KCBS San Francisco; WGBS
Miami, Fla.; WCBD Chicago; WIHL
Hammond, La.; KWOA Worthington,
Minn.; KCMO Kansas City, Mo.; KSKY
Dallas, Tex.; KCLW Hamilton, Tex.
Modification of CP
KMPC Los Angeles — Mod. CP new
AM station to increase power etc., for
extension of completion date.
WCON Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
License for CP
WFMH
Cullman,
CP new FM station. Ala.— License for
FM— 96.9 mc
WOPI-FM
Bristol, Tenn.— CP to
change ERP from 10.4 kw to 17.476 kw.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1390 kc
WSPC Anniston, Ala.— CP to change
from 1390 kc 1 kw unl. DA-1 to 1390
kc 5 kw unl. DA-D.
AM— 1370 kc
WTTS
Bloomington,
Ind. — CP to
change from 1370 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N
to 1370 kc 5 kw-D 500 w-N DA-DN.
AM— 1340 kc
KELP
El
Paso,
from 920 kc 1 kw Tex.
D to— CP
1340 tokc change
250 w
unlimited.

CARSON TO FTC
Confirmation Expected
CONFIRMATION of John Carson
to succeed Robert Freer as FTC
Commissioner seemed assured last
Friday after the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
favorably reported his nomination
to the Senate by an 8-4 vote. His
name had been passed over late
Thursday by the Senate, which was
Aug. 24 Applications . . .
slated to take up the executive calendar again last Saturday, Aug.
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
27.
Modification of License
Mr. Carson's bid for the FTC
KMMO Marshall, Mo. — Mod. license
to change from 1300 kc 500 w D to chair was expected to draw a min1300 kc 500 w-D 100 w-N.
imum of opposition, despite his
Extension of Authority
alleged Socialist leanings and conNBC New York — Extension of authorparty affiliation, since
ity to transmit programs to stations committee troversial
approval is usually
CBL and CBM and other stations under
control of Canadian Broadcasting Cor- tantamount to confirmation. It
poration for period beginning Sept. 15.
and authority to transmit recorded was conceded, however, that it
programs to all broadcast stations might evoke some questions on the
under Canadian authorities that may
be heard consistently in United States Senate floor and thus delay asfor period beginning Sept. 15.
sumption of his post. The FTC
License Renewal
nominee would fill the unexpired
Request for license renewal of AM term of Mr. Freer, who resigned
station: WKNB New Britain, Conn.;
Dec. 31, 1948, which began Sept.
KGU Honolulu, Hawaii; WBBM Chi26, 1945.
cago; WCCO Minneapolis, Minn;
BROADCASTING
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ROUNDUP
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Grants,

Changes,

Transfers,

Applications

SUMMARY

TO AUGUST

25

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
AM Stations
2,031 1,978 220
372 243
FM
Stations
738
394
445
58
TV *Stations
75
17
10111* 346
18230
5 on air
AppliCALL ASSIGNMENTS: KCNI Broken Bow, Neb. (Custer County Broadcasting Co., 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited); KING-FM Seattle, Wash., changed from
KRSC-FM (King Broadcasting Co.); KING-TV Seattle, Wash., changed from
KRSC-TV (King Broadcasting Co.); KRMG Tulsa, Okla., changed from KERR
(All Oklahoma Broadcasting Co.); WABW Lawrence, Mass. (Northeast Radio
Inc., 980 kc, 1 kw unlimited); WJER Dover, Ohio, changed from WDVR
(Mrs. Agnes Jane Reeves); WGAF Valdosta, Ga., (Valdosta Broadcasting Co.,
910 kc, 5 kw unlimited DA-N); WGEY Gettysburg, Pa. (Times & News Pub.
Co., 1450castingkc,
250 Channel
w unlimited);
WGWR-FM
C. (Asheboro
Co. Inc.,
222 (92.3mc);
WUTA Asheboro,
Utica, N. N.
Y. (U.
T. K. Radio BroadCorp,
1230 kc, 250 w unlimited).
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
WRTV cision(TV)
New Orleans—
deby Hearing
ExaminerInitial
J. Fred
Johnson
Jr.,
to
deny
application
Maison Blanche Co. to extend date of
of
completion
of
TV
station.
.
Initial
decision Aug. 23. See story this issue.
OPINION AND ORDER
WGBS Miami, Fla. — Denied motion of
Fort Industry
enlargement of issue Co.,
No. requesting
4 of Commission
order of June
15
designating
consolidated hearing on applications.
Order Aug. 4.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
FM GRANTS
Garden
City,
Kan.granted
— Ark new
- Valley
Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
FM
station on Channel 257 (99.3 mc), ERP
800 w; antenna 240 ft. Estimated cost
$37,000. Principals: Dr. H. C. Sartorius,
physician,
president;
Dale E.Leopold
Kern,
vice president;
V. A. Leopold,
Hospital Inc., treasurer. Applicant is
corporation of 33 stockholders all with
minor interests. Granted Aug. 24.
AM GRANTS
Cleveland, Miss. — Cleveland Broadcasting Co., granted new AM station
on 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
cost
$10,830.
of C. W. Capps,Co-partnership
cotton broker; consists
Lowry
Tims, owner firm which retails butane
gas and appliances, and Cy N. Bahakel
owner WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. Granted
Aug. 24.
Radford, Va. — Rollins Broadcasting
Inc., granted new AM station 1340 kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost $25,930.
Firm is applicant
for AM-FM
Georgetown,
Del. Principals:
John W.in
Rollins, general manager, president
Rollins Motors Inc., Ford agency operators, Lewes, Del., president and owner
of 175tary 1 share;
shares; Katherine
Jack C. Gardner
E. Rollins,secrewife
of John W., treasurer 24 shares; Rollins
Motors Inc., 200 shares. Granted Aug.
24.
Jacksonville,
— Radio
granted
new AMFla.station
on 1400South
kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost $25,050.
Principals in Radio South include
Harold S. Cohn, presently engaged in
public relations and Bert Richmond,
merchandising manager Darling Stores
Corp., New
York,
Radio
South
also is
partchain
ownerstores.
of WERD
Atlanta, Ga.
Aug. affiliated
18. ErroneouslyGranted
reoorted as being
with
Radio
South,
Quitman,
Ga.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 22).
TRANSFER GRANTS
WOSC Fulton,
N. Y.— Granted
assignment of construction
permit from
Don J. Kesterke to Oswego County
Broadcasting Co. Inc. Transfer was
requested to utilize full benefits of
corporate form and to permit nominal
investment by others in aggregate not
to exceed 25% in venture. It has not
been fully decided who will purchase
25%. WOSC is assigned 1300 kc, 1 kw
daytime. Granted Aug. 22.
KTKRment of license
Taft, Calif.
from— Granted
Kenneth assignAitken
and George J. Tschumy, partnership
d/b asnethTaft
Broadcasting
Co.
to
Aitken, George T. Tschumy KenJr.,
and Ralph B. Smith, new company of

same name. Mr. Aitken sells 15%
of his interest to George J. Tschumy
Jr.
$6,200;
24% for
of his
interest
Mr. for
Smith,
rancher,
$10,000.
Georgeto
Tschumy Sr. sells his 10% interest to
his son George Jr. for $10,000. Holdings
in new corporation are now: Mr. Aitken
51%: George Tschumy Jr., 25%; Mr.
Smith 24%. KTKR is assigned 1310 kc,
500 w daytime. Granted Aug. 22.
KLTI - AM - FM Longview, Tex. —
Granted assignment of license from
R. G. LeTourneau to Le Tourneau
Radio Corp. Principals in LeTourneau
Radio Corp. include Mr. LeTourneau
and his wife who each hold 1% and
Clifton W. Brannon who has 1%. 97%
of corporation is held by LeTourneau
Technical volved.
Institute.
No money
KLTI is assigned
1280 iskc,in-1
kw
daytime.
KLTI-FM
operates
on
Channel 290 (105.9 mc). Granted Aug.
KGA Spokane,
Granted
assignment of license Wash.
from —Louis
Wasmer
24.
to Corp.
of
Gonzaga
U.
for
consideration of $425,000. Gonzaga U. is a
non profit organization. Francis E.
Corkery, S. J., is president and John
F. Gubbins, S. J., is vice president.
KGA operates with 50 kw unlimited
on 1510 kc. Granted Aug. 24.
KTOE Mankato,
Minn.of— stock
Grantedin
transfer
391?^ Broadcasting
shares
Minnesota ofValley
Co. to
H. Willard Linder, D. O. Linder and
Lakeland Broadcasting Co. Lakeland
Broadcasting Co. is licensee of KWLM
Willmar,
D. O.Broadcasting
Linder is 50%
owner of Minn;
St. Cloud
Co.,
St. Cloud, Minn.; H. W. Linder is
owner KMHL Marshall, Minn. Lakeland
agrees to
advanceBroadcasting
up to $10,000Co.,working
capital
to Minnesota Valley if necessary.
WTOE
Granted 1420
Aug.kc, 24.1 kw unlimited DA-N.
(Continued on page 76)
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Transfer Grants Cont.:
WFIN - AM - FM Findlay, OhioGranted assignment of licenses from
Helen F. Hover administratrix of estate
of Fred R. Hover to The Findlay Pub.
Co., for a consideration of $135,000.
Findlay Pub. Co. is publisher of the
Republican Courier, daily newspaper,
as well as printing firm. R. L. Heminger is president of assignee corporation, which is principally owned by
Heminger family. WFIN is assigned
1330 kc, 1 kw daytime. WFIN-FM is
assigned Channel 263 (100.5 mc).
Granted Aug. 24.
WSAC Columbus, Ga. — Granted assignment of license from Chattahoochee
Broadcasting Co. to Georgia-Alabama
Broadcasting Corp. for a consideration
of $107,363.
Georgia-Alabama
censee of WGBA
same city and ismustlidivest itself of this interest before
transfer is consummated. Principal
stockholders in WSAC have extensive
moving picture interests and for next
few years wish to devote their energies
to working out complex problems
which are direct outgrowth of Supreme
Court decision in Paramount case.
WSAC operates with 1 kw unlimited on
1460 kc. Granted Aug. 24.
KVOR assignment
Colorado of
Springs,
Granted
license Col.—
from
Aladdin Radio & Television Inc., to
Voice of the Rockies Inc., for consideration of $101,000. Principals in Voice
of the Rockies are James D. Russell,
38.2% owner WHIR Danville, Ky.,
president 75%; Betty Z. Russell, 25%
and non
Logan
Haycraft,Aladdin
vice president
and
stockholder.
Radio &
Television withdraws to devote its
full time to AM-FM-TV interest in
Denver, Col. KVOR operates on 1300
kc, 1 kw unlimited. Granted Aug. 24.
KWSD of
Mount
Shasta,
Calif. — Granted
transfer
control
in Shasta
Cascade
Broadcasting
Corp.
from
berry and Charles S. AdairLeoto CoffenDavid
H. Reessentlyand
who They
preown 25%Arthur
each Adler
of stock.
acquire
50%
interest
of
Mr.
Coffenberry and Mr. Adair for $30,000.
KWSD islimited.
assigned
1340 24.
kc, 250 w unGranted Aug.
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New OrleansGranted assignment of license and CPs
for FM and TV stations to Edgar B.
Stern and Edgar B. Stern Jr., d/b as
WDSU Broadcasting Services. Edgar B.
Stern Jr., nreviously held 51% stock
interest, Philip Stern, 15%, Edith
Stern 19%, Audrey Hess 15%. Edgar
B. Stern senior held no stock interest
but under new partnership he will
acquire 90% and Edgar B. Stern Jr.
will hold 10%. Consideration involved
is $675,000. Edgar B. Stern Sr. is diSears, Roebuck
presidentrector
and ofdirector
MermentauCo.,Mineral
& Land rector
Co.and stockholder
and was previously
diTimes-Picayune Pub. Co. Edgar B. Stern Jr. is
also director of Mermentau Mineral &
Land Co., as well as director Royal St.
Louis Realty Co. Inc. WDSU is assigned 1280 kc. 5 kw unlimited. WDSUFM is assigned Channel 287 (105.3 mc).
WDSU-TV
is assigned
88
mc). Granted
Aug. 24.Channel 6 (82KTLX Phoenix,
Ariz. — Granted
assignment of TV construction
permit
from ship
Phoenix
Television
Co.
a
partnercomposed of R. L. Wheelock, W.
L. Pickens, H. H. Coffield and John B.
Mills to a new corporation Phoenix
Television Co. Inc. New corporation
consists of Rex Shepp, 12V4%; John B.
Mills, 25%: J. N. Harber, 6i^%; H. H.
Coffield, 15%; W. L. Pickens, 20%; R.
L. Wheelock, 15% and John MuUins,
6%. No cost involved. KTLX is asAug. 24.signed Channel 5 (76-82 mc). Granted
Deletions . . .
Two AM and five FM authorizations
were reported deleted last week by
FCC. Total since first of year: AM
30,
141. for
Deletions,
effective
dates
and FMreasons
withdrawals
if stated
follow:
WJBW New Orleans — C. Carlson, license, Aug. 17. Denial of renewal of
license
litieation.by FCC and following court
KTMP El Dorado. Kan.— El Dorado
Broadcasting
Co., CP Aug. 17. Request of applicant.
WCNR-FM Bloomsburg, Pa. — Columbia-Montour Bcstg. Co., CP Aug. 25.
Request of applicant
WTBC-FM Tuscaloosa, Ala. — TusBcstg. Co., CGeconomic.
Aug. 25. Requestcaloosa
of anDlicant,
WFMI-FM Portsmouth, N. H.— WHEB
Inc., CP Aug. 25. Request of applicant.
WDUK-FM Durham, N. C— WDUK
Inc.. CP Aug. 18. Economic.
KOMB Los Aneeles — John Brown
Schools of Calif., CP Aug. 16. Study
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BRAND

CHOICE

Survey Shows Preference

STRONG PREFERENCES fo
specific brands of toothbrushes an(
toothpastes were expressed by ai
overwelming majority of 1,80{
high school and college studenti
interviewed on buying habits. Ii
the survey, conducted by the Stu
dent Marketing Institute of Nev
York for Brand Names Founda
tion Inc., New York, it was re
vealed that 87.3% of the boys ani
91% of the girls have brand loyal
ties in toothpaste and 67.6% ol|
the boys and 80% of the girh
prefer specified toothbrush brands
Of all the students interviewee
98.7% use toothbrushes and 98.5 9^
use dentifrices, the report showed
The survey was conducted in 44
schools across the country, anc AI
covered 86 types of products
Henry E. Abt, president of Brand
Names Foundation, revealed the
progress made in mouth care in
35 years. The first comprehensive
survey of oral hygiene habits
among school children was made
in 1914, and indicated that 309; mi
brushed their teeth "occasionally,' le
60% "never used toothbrushes,'
and 10% had abscesses at the
fOI
roots of decayed teeth.
The time intervening since the lid
original survey corresponds leit
roughly to the period in which idi
national advertising and house
hold knowledge of brand names became widespread, Mr. Abt pointed
out, and the foundation advances in
as the first factor responsible for
America's high oral hygiene stand lod10
ards, "the educational advertising
of America's manufacturers of
well-known brands of toothbrushes
and dentifrices in major media

GETTING acquainted at a Southern California Broadcasters' Assn. luncheon
are these station managers and California state legislators. They are (I to r):
seated — Stanley Tomlinson, Santa Barbara assemblyman; Thelma Kirchner,
manager, KGFJ Los Angeles; standing — Bruce Reagan, Pasadena assemblyman; hiarry Butcher, president, KIST Santa Barbara, and Charles Conrad,
Hollywood assemblyman.
of FM service now being rendered in 'VOICE' HOME
area shows it would not be feasible
to construct and operate station as
Move to D. C. Proposed
planned, states applicant.
New Applications . . .
TRANSFER of Voice of America's
AM APPLICATIONS
operation headquarters from New
Jefferson City, Mo. — Missouri Centraltime.
Broadcasters,
900 $14,000.
kc, 250 General
w day- York, hub of commercial broadEstimated cost
casting, to Washington, D. C, was
partnership composed of Robert W. urged by Rep. Edith Nourse Rogers
Nickles and Roger P. Fox. Mr. Nickles
is staff consultant for Globe Democrat
(R-Mass.) Aug. 18 as the House
Pub. Co. and transmitter engineer for passed
a supplemental appropriaKWK St. Louis. Mr. Fox is musical
director and entertainer employed with
tions bill covering State Dept. for
Ray Floerke Buffet. Filed Aug. 23.
the new fiscal year and sent it to
FM APPLICATIONS
the Senate.
Columbia, Mo. — Stephens College,
new noncommercial educational staRep. Rogers said she was
tion to be operated on frequency as- anxious to introduce legislation including radio."
signed by Commission, power 10 w.
which would effect such a transfer
Estimated cost $2,795. Dr. Hale Aarnes,
chairman.
KVOE MOVES
in line with the setup in other
ment. Filed Radio
Aug. 23.Education Departcountries, and called upon Rep.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Leases Larger Quarters
Louis Rebault (D-Mich.) to help
WHOS from
Decatur,
— Assignment
license
H. H.Ala.
Kinney
and D. T.of
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., has
her draft it. "It ought to be Radio
Kinney, partnership d/b as North
Alabama Broadcasting Co., to D. T. Washington, just as Russia has moved its offices to larger quarters
Kinney and Claudia E. Kinney, part- Radio Moscow . . . France has Ra- leased in Commercial National
nership of same name. Claudia E.
Kinney is sole heir of H. H. Kinney
dio Paris . . . Italy has Radio
Bank Bldg., at 5th and Main Sts.
deceased, who held 50% interest. No
Rome . . . and the Baltic States
Station has leased entire second
money involved. WHOS is assigned
800 kc, 1 kw daytime. Filed Aug. 23. have Radio Riga," she felt. The floor, involving 5,500 square feet
KFDA - of
AM 200
- FMshares
Amarillo,
Tex. —in woman legislator also praised the
Transfer
of stock
for 15 years, at cost of over $50,000. li
Amarillo Broadcasting Co. from J. Voice for its "very fine piece of
Studios also will be moved from
Lindsey Nunn to Gilmore H. Nunn,
son. Previously J. L. Nunn had held
present
to the new one early
51% interest in company and transVoice operations currently are in 1950, site
with
plans for spending
fer makes father and son equal part- handled
out of New York under
ners. No money involved. KFDA
of
additional
$25,000
for alterathe supervision of Charles Thayer,
is assigned
Filed
Aug. 1440
23. kc, 5 kw-D 1 kw-N.
tions at that time, according to
work."
chief^ International Broadcasting
Ernest Spencer, president of
Div. The office maintains complete
KVOE. Changes will include
Broadcast Excerpts
technical, programming and lan- building of audience participation
ANDY CLARKE AND HIS NEIGHguage facilities at 224 W. 57th
BORLY NEWS. By Andy Clarke.
studio, two additional studios with
St. Washington studios are in the control
Toronto: Ryerson Press.
Interior Dept. Bldg.
offices. rooms, newsroom and staff
THIS BOOK is a collection of excerpts of radio broadcasts by the
Additional funds totaling $11,late Andy Clarke. These were a 320,000 would be placed at the
series of Sunday morning broadprimary disposal of International
casts made up of news items from
'Railroad Hour' to NBC
Broadcasting Div., which supervises Voice operations, for imweekly papers which Andy Clarke
provement and construction of AMERICAN ASSN. of Railroads,
did from Toronto on Canadian netthrough Benton & Bowles, New
works for seven years. The book
shortwave facilities [Broadcasthas been cut from a million words
York, from
is switching
its Railroad
ing, Aug 22]. Best evidence in- Hour
ABC to NBC,
Monday,
dicates
that
the
Voice
"is
getting
to 60,000 by the late Mr. Clarke's
8-8:30 p.m. tentative starting date
broadcasting friends. It will be re- through and is having its effects"
leased in October.
is Oct. 3.
overseas, the House was told.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

DEMOCRAT

FINCH TESTIFIES
Army Threatens Default

iij CAPT. W. G. H. FINCH, pioneer in
the developlTient of facsimile and
president of the Finch Telecomg|)|nunications Co., Passaic, N. J., testified before a
Senate Armed
Services subcommittee last Monday that the
Army Signal
Corps threatens
to put him in default for failingto comply with
terms of a contract calling for
construction of a
facsimile machine.
Capt. FincTi, a former assistant
chief engineer of FCC and present
FM licensee (WGHF New York),
told the group his firm, which
lolds a contract valued at $250,000,
ould not fulfill certain specificaions unless modified, and described
'present terms as "unreasonable
and very difficult of performance."
The subcommittee was called into
he picture when the Signal Corps
ndicated it would initiate default
)roceedings. The General Accountng Office will make the decision.
J. M. Chambers of the subcommittee epitomized the problem as
one of government interest as to
Svhether the contract should be
nodified, cancelled outright or relegotiated. A Signal Corps repreentative said "they cannot coninue with their present design and
!ver deliver a piece of equipment
hat will be acceptable to us." He
idded that the Signal Corps can
(do nothing "but to put them in default providing the Army Secretary directs it." Radio Inventions,
: affiliate of the New York Times,
was mentioned as being able to
^eet the specifications.
Capt. Finch stated the contract
' s a research and developmental
igreement and argued for renegoiation. The company already has
ost $60,000 on the contract and
vould have to go out of business if
he Signal Corps goes through with
ts plan to prosecute, he testified.
JN Day Group Named
COMMITTEE of broadcast execuives to coordinate radio activity
luring United Nations Day, Oct.
24, was named Aug. 18 by Robert
|C. Richards, NAB public relations
and publications director, who is
chairman of the group. The committee, which held its first meeting at 2 p.m. Aug. 23 at the State
Dept., Washington, consists of Ted
Cott, WNEW New York; William
Fineshriber, MBS; Earl Gammons,
CBS; Arnold Hartley, WOV New
Vork; George Jennings, WBEZ
Chicago, director of Chicago Radio
Council; Jack R. Poppele, WOR
'New York, president of Television
: Bioadcisters Assn.; Robert Saudek, ABC; James D. Secrest, Radio
Mfrs. Assn.; William E. Ware,
KSWI Council Bluffs, Iowa, presi'dent of FM Assn.
IBROADCASTING

FLYING HIGH in t-he Hiller Helicopter, Paul Bunyon Network's General
Manager Les Biederman does a selling job to Traverse City, Mich., townspeople with the new RCA radio mike. From his lofty perch Mr. Biederman
found good coverage over a two-mile area while the plane hovered 200 feet
above ground. He claims to be the only person to have kicked the ball on
top the town's tallest building flag pole. Michigan's WTOM Traverse City,
WATT Cadillac and WMBN Petoskey are Bunyon stations.

SEARCH

FOR

LUX

GIRL

Lever, CBS, 20th Century-Fox Combine Efforts
LEVER BROTHERS, CBS and
20th Century-Fox are combining
their promotional resources for a
Lux Girl Contest [Closed Circuit,
Aug. 22] to run nationally during
a four-month period which started
Aug. 25 and ends Dec. 5.
The contest is being run to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the
Lux Radio Theatre via a national
search to find the nation's most
beautiful 15-year-old girl. The
contest will be tied in with the
forthcoming 20th Century-Fox musical "Oh, You Beautiful Doll,"
starring June Haver and Mark
Stevens.
Local CBS stations are carrying
spot announcements giving details
of the beauty hunt. Station invites
listeners to send in photographs of
their entries during the three-week
period ending Sept. 12. From the
entries received in each of the 149
CBS cities, 894 local winners will
be selected — six to each city. The
public will then vote to select the
local winner in each city. The pictures of the 149 local winners will
then be sent to Hollywood for the
final selection of the 15-year-old
T/iix girl.
In each city, the mayor, presidents of local women's clubs, chairmen of Boards of Education, representatives of Parent - Teachers
Assn., and other civic leaders will
be invited to serve as judges. The
public will then vote on the six
finalists in their area for the girl
who will enter the national finals.
The 15th anniversary of Tjvx
Radio Theatre broadcast on CBS

• Telecasting

on Oct. 17, will make special mention of the contest.
Voting will continue through
Nov. 14, with grocers. Lever Brothers representatives and local theatres participating in an intensive
exploitation campaign for the contest and the picture.
The local winner in each of the
149 areas will be announced on the
network broadcast of Nov. 21. The
winners and the runners-up will receive valuable prizes, with the
finalists' photos being sent to
Hollywood for the national judging.
The national winner will be announced on the Dec. 5 broadcast.
The grand-prize winner will receive: An all-expense 10 day trip
to Hollywood during the Christmas
vacation, an apparel wardrobe, a
screen test, a television test by
CBS in Hollywood and a personal
appearance on the Lux Radio
Theatre.

FCC

Funds Now

Law

PRESIDENT TRUMAN last week
signed into law legislation providing funds for FCC, FTC, SEC
and a host of other regulatory
agencies covering the new fiscal
year. The measure (HR 4177)
gives FCC $6,600,000 for salaries
and expenses in fiscal 1950 which
ends next June 30. FCC's allotment is $33,000 less than the
the amount passed by the Senate
but $75,000 over the figure passed
by the House [Broadcasting, Aug.
22]. FTC will receive $3,650,000.

POST

Boyie Succeeds McGrath
REALIGNMENT of the Democratic Party's higher echelon took
place last week as J. Howard
McGrath (D-R. I.) resigned as
U. S. Senator and chairman of the
Democratic National Committee to
take the oath as U. S. Attorney
General, succeeding Tom Clark,
who moved up to Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court. Both had
won overwhelming approval of the
Senate.
Simultaneously William M. Boyle
Jr., executive vice chairman of the
Committee, assumed former Sen.
McGrath's chores as chief troubleshooter for the Administration. He
is expected to hew closely to the
path cleared by the New Attorney
General, who had been a frequent
critic of radio and press, and in
particular radio commentators who
have incurred the displeasure of
the Democratic Party.
In his acceptance speech last
Wednesday, Mr. Boyle, a 46-year
old lawryer, stated his belief that
"victory in American politics now
depends on propaganda or advertising, not a winning voice or a
movie personality . . . but purely
and simply on having a program
for the good of the people."
It was the new Committee chairman who strongly urged President
Truman to face farmers, workers,
etc., at the whistle-stops rather
than devote his time, as his advisers suggested, "in the big cities
and to making nightly radio broadcasts," according to the Democratic
National Committee. His suggestion was adopted.
The Democratic Committee
lauded Mr. McGrath for his service
and loyalty in the party cause
despite "almost unanimous opinions
by . . . the political experts of the
press and radio that his cause
was hopeless. . ." He assumed the
chairmanship in 1947.

KICK'S DEBUT
MBS Outlet in Operation
KICK Springfield, Mo., 250 w outlet on 1340 kc, began fulltime operation Aug. 1, Charles E. Seiferd,
general manager, has announced.
MBS.
On Aug. 17 KICK affiliated with
Mr. Seiferd said the studios in
downtown Springfield at 610 College St. "far exceed the average
250 watter. The entire plant is
air conditioned, and the latest
Gates equipment was used in conthe a.m.
station."
Operatingstruction
untilof one
daily with
24-hour broadcasting over the
weekend, KICK expects to give
resort areas near Springfield allnight programming during heavy
weekend activity.
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
is kick's national representative
and Lee Baker, consulting engineer
formerly with RCA, has been appointed chief engineer.
August 29, 1949
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TV BRIEFS SWAMP FCC
ON DEADLINE DAY
FLOOD of briefs and comments on FCC's
proposed TV reallocation proceeding hit Commission all day Friday with majority unavailable topublic because of resulting jam in
intra-Commission machinery (see early story).
ABC supported plan to open UHF band as
soon as standards are adopted, generally agreeing with FCC's allocation but urging there be
no intermixture of UHF and VHF except in
cities where VHF stations are on air or under
construction. CBS likewise supported plan
in general, urged no intermixture and supported FCC's proposals on reasonably compatible color TV. CBS also urged reducing
co-channel separation to about 175 miles in
view of offset carrier method.
Television Broadcasters Assn. urged lifting
of "paralyzing" freeze; favored prompt allocation plan; supported principles of master allocation plan ; asked four channels in main cities
and minimum mixing of VHF and UHF; wants
entire UHF band assigned to commercial TV;
endorsed use of offset carrier.
Allen B. DuMont Labs opposed intermixing
of UHF and VHF as economic fallacy and referred to its own allocation plan [Broadcasting, Aug. 22]. DuMont asked right to examine
RCA and CBS color apparatus and to transmit
high-quality black-and-white for comparison
with monochrome pictures provided bv adapters. Color demonstrations should be based on
show material similar to that in daily use by
TV stations.
Deadline briefs included:
Allen B. DuMont Labs; CBS: ABC; Television
Broadcasters Assn.; Paramount Television Productions Inc.; 20th Century-Fox of California; Philco
Corp.; Raymond M. Wilmotte Inc., Washington;
WAMS Wilmington, Del.; Pacific Bcstg. Co.. San
Diego; Charlottesville (Va.) Bcstg. Corp.; WPAT
Paterson, N, J.; WGBI, WQAN Scranton, Pa.; WSAM
Saginaw, Mich.; WJAS Pittsburgh; Mayor David L.
Lawrence, Pittsburgh; WHYN Holyoke, Mass.; WHIZ
Zanesville,
WCAOWFILBaltimore;
WPRO WROW
Providence, R. Ohio:
I.: WIP.
PhiladelDhia;
Albany, N. Y.; KSJB Jamestown, N. D.; WGNE
Greenville. N. C; KVEC San Luis Obispo, Calif.:
WBRK Pittsfield. Mass.: WWJ-TV Detroit; KFSA
Fort Smith, Ark.: WHCU Ithaca. N. Y.; United
Detroit Theatres Inc.; WBEN Buffalo; Greensboro
(N. C.) News Co.; WXEL-TV Cleveland; WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.; Fort Industry Co.; Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce; WJHL Johnson City. Tenn.;
WTSV Claremont, N. H.; WINC Winchester, Va.;
WCYB Bristol, Va.; National Education Assn.; John
Deering Danielson, Charlottesville. Va.; Standard
Radio & Television Co., San Jose; WHUM Reading,
Pa.; WVNJ Newark; Technical Appliance Corp.,
Sherbourne,
N. Y.; Co.,
WKPT Austin,
Kingsport,
Morri-S.
son Construction
Tex.;Tenn,;
Archer
Taylor. Missoula, Mont.: Communication Meas. Lab.,
New York; Hostetler Radio Sales & Service, Fort
Wayne, Ind.; WLOI LaPorte, Ind.; WTAG Worcester,
Mass.: WLOW Norfolk, Va.; Television Research,
Washington; Daily News Television Co., Philadelphia.
DON LEE ORDERS LUBCKE
TO CONCENTRATE ON COLOR
HARRY R. LUBCKE, director of TV research
for Don Lee, will concentrate on development
of color and stereopticon TV effective immediately. Willet H. Brown, president of Don
Lee said, "With the coming of the coaxial cable
to the West we feel that Don Lee must retain
its position of leadership in the industry by
now concentrating heavily on the development
of color, with emphasis on the simultaneous
system."
Mr. Lubcke helped Philo T. Farnsworth develop electronic scanning tube and put KTSL
on air for Don Lee in 19.31. He will investigate possibilities of linking simultaneous color
system with stereopticon vision in new research laboratories set up by Don Lee in Hollywood.
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dline...
BALDWIN BECOMES V-P
HERBERT L. BALDWIN, director of research and merchandising of Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York, appointed vice president
of agency.
DUANE JONES NAMES TWO
EUGENE HULSHIZER and Paul Werner,
account executives at Duane Jones Co., New
York, since
March 1942, appointed to agency's
board
of directors.
AGENCY

TO

NAME

LONG

FREDERICK (Ted) LONG, acting as chief
of radio and television department of Geyer,
Newell & Ganger since resignation of Don
Shaw, will be officially appointed director of
department this week. George Zachary will be
named associate director.
Color Television
(Continued from page U)
rest of the industry combined," and listed
significant developments in 6 mc sequential
color made by CBS since denial of its color
petition in 1947, including:
Construction and operation of all-electronic refor sequential
systemgun;employing single cathode rayceivertube
with single
Development of methods and apparatus for modifying standard commercial receivers to receive
sequential 6 mc color signals in black and white;
Development of methods and apparatus for receiving, on standard commercial sets so modified,
sequential color signals in color;
Use of standard commercial VHF transmitters for
sequential color transmissions.
Mr. Stanton also reported CBS is cooperating
with British engineers on CBS-type color television equipment now being constructed in
Great Britain for demonstration this fall.
Reviewing reports and demonstrations made
by CBS during past year on its video color
developments — to FCC and others, including
25 manufacturing companies — Mr. Stanton
revealed that ten of these companies already
have started work on "development of production designs and pre-production models or
components for scanning adapters, color converters, color assemblies for complete color
sets, and new black-and-white sets to receive
both color and standard black-and-white signals in black-and-white."
He listed these companies as:
Air King Products Co., Alliance Mfg. & Supply
Co., Astatic Corp., Birtman Electric Co., Crosley
Division (Avco Mfg. Corp.), Eastern Air Devices,
Eastman Kodak Co., Monsanto Chemical Co.. Teletone Radio Co., Webster-Chicago Corp. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Bendix Aviation Corp., Federal Telecommunications Labs and North Jersey
Broadcasting Co. are licensed to construct color
video
of colortransmitters
transmission.and studios utilizing CBS system
CBS has asked cooperating manufacturers
for cost analyses of color equipment, together
with estimated delivery dates, for submission to
FCC when received, Mr. Stanton said. He
added, however, that "we have not ordered any
color converters or receivers from manufacturers."
Copies of reply to Comr. Jones were sent
to other FCC members and to Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson, who had written Mr. Stanton praising CBS for "its courage in investing large
sums in research" on color television. Sen.
Johnson said, however, he was disturbed "by
reluctance to show FCC the facts by those
who must know about color" (see page 15).
Mr. Stanton told Sen. Johnson that "CBS
has not been reluctant to show the full facts
to the FCC or other interested parties."

SET PRODUCTION
DROPS LOW IN MONTH
OUTPUT of television sets dropped to 79,531
units in July, lowest point of year, due to industry-wide vacation shutdowns at factories,
according to Radio Mfrs. Assn. July output
only half monthly average for second quarter;
of 1949, with seven-month figure being 992,602 TV sets.
Output of AM sets dropped to 318,104 in
July, with 3,375,581 turned out in sevem
months. FM-AM and FM production dropped
to 23,843 bringing seven-month total to 448,224
sets. Added to this are 17,991 TV sets with;
reception facilities for FM. July production
of receivers tuning FM band totaled 41,834.
WOR JOINS
WOR New York
Order Network,
today (Aug.
29)
change, 2-5 a.m.,

MAIL HOOKUP
is first station to join Mail
with 15 advertisers to start
on Big
Happiness Exsix
timesJoe's
weekly.

y/oyz-TV OPENS in omaha
WOW-TV scheduled to start regular service
today (Monday) with 3,879 TV sets in area.
Inaugural program includes filmed greetings
from celebrities in Washington, New York,
Chicago, Hollywood and special Truth or Consequences greeting.
DuMONT SPOT SETUP
CREATION of DuMont spot sales department,
to handle New York sales of time on company's
owned and operated TV stations, announced
Friday by Tom Gallery, sales director of DuMont TV Network. Halsey V. Barrett and
Martin P. Harrison, of network staff, appointed to head operation. DuMont stations
are WABD (TV) New York, WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, WTTG (TV) Washington.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
rently being prepared by Ruthrauff & Ryan
New York for Lever Bros. Rinso.
WITH NAB Standards of Practice assuming
new importance due to lottery developments,
job of promoting industry adherence is earmarked for Ralph Hardy, who takes over new
NAB Audio Division this week.
1
ALTHOUGH no formal appointment has been
made, A. A. Schechter, MBS vice president in
charge of news, special events and publicity,
has been assigned television coordination responsibilities formerly performed at network
by E. P. H. James, who resigned month ago.
COUNT

of TV sets in 1950 census now considered certainty, along with radio set tabulation. Only miracle can keep TV question out
of
1950
project, according to highest Census
Bureau authority.
COMPLAINTS alleging that Rev. William Ti
Watson of St. Petersburg, who has applican
tion pending for acquisition of WCLE Clear-j
water, Fla. [Broadcasting, July 11] is not
qualified as licensee because of past utterances,
are being investigated by FCC.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., (Birds-Eye products) planning spot television campaign.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is agency.
PHILIP MORRIS cigarettes through its agency, Cecil & Presbrey, New York, negotiating
withSeated.
ABC for possible sponsorship of Ladies
Be
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KMBC

KFRM

HEART

Kansas City,

Special
Trade Paper Edition

Tollies"

Breaks

Late Summer, 1949

Attendance

Records
as Mercury
Soars
Despite a summer heat wave, the KMBC-KFRM
Brush Creek FoHies recently topped all previous attendance records when 3,100 enthusiastic fans
jammed Memorial Hall
in Kansas City, Kansas.
Cronkite Decorated
The successful radioBy French President
stage show is now conWalter Cronkite, KMBCcluding its twelfth big
KFRM Washington coi'reseason.
spondent, recently was decorated by President Vincent
On June 11, The FolAuriol of France.
lies moved to its new loCronkite was one of a secation and The Texas
lect group of American correspondents invited by the
Rangers, stars of stage,
French
Government
to comscreen, radio and telememorate the fifth annivervision returned from
sary of D-Day on the Normandy beaches.
Hollywood for two sucCronkite covered the incessive Saturday night
vasion in 1944 while with the
appearances.
United Press, and on this
Brush Creek Follies
recent trip visited many of
the
places along the French
stars the complete linecoast that were in the war
headlines five years ago.
up of KMBC-KFRM talent. Hiram Higsby is feaCronkite's trip, in addition
to his decoration by Presitured emcee and comedident Auriol, included conan of the Follies, and is
ferences with other imporably supported by other
tant government officials in
Paris, Luxembourg, Frankstars including such perfurt, Berlin and London. He
formers asColorado Pete
also interviewed numerous
American soldiers, European
(who has been a regular
businessmen, laborers and
since the first program
farmers.
12 years ago) Rhythm
As a result of this EuroRiders, Tune Chasers,
tour Cronkite's
radio pean
programs,
heard weekly
in the
Tiny Tillman, Lazy RivKansas City Primary Trade
er Boys, Millie & Sue,
area exclusively on KMBC
and KFRM, have gained
Jed Starkey, Sunny Daye,
added impact, and his progHarry Jenks, David Anress reports on the cold war
in Europe, together with his
drews and George Washoutstanding reporting of the
ington White.
Washington scene are of
Brush Creek Follies is great
interest to millions of
Midwesterners living within
sponsored over The
the area served by The
KMBC-KFRM Team in
KMBC-KFRM Team.
15-minute segments by
Rothschild's Clothiers sponKent Products Company
of Cronkite's
hoursor oneprograms
on quarterKMBC,
for Richmade Margarine,
and
there
is
currently
anFranklin Ice Cream Comother availability on this outstanding authority. Contact
pany, and Maurer-Neuer
any KMBC or KFRM man,
Corporation for Rodeo
or call a Free & Peters
Colonel !
Meat products.

KMBC-KFRM
In

Trade

Radio Stations KMBC

Tops

Area
and KFRM

are tops

among listeners in Kansas City's vast Primary
Trade area, as determined by recent surveys. In
fact,
KFRM byleads
competition
even its
a
greater margin than in
1948, and KMBC continues to be the most
listened -to station in
Greater Kansas City,
according to results of
two Conlan radio surveys conducted this
spring.
These coincidental
surveys involved 62,000
telephone calls within
KFRM's half-millivolt
contour, and more than
70,000 basic calls in
Greater Kansas City
for the KMBC study.
KFRM
leads all
broadcasters for the
morning periods and is
first in the afternoons.
(KFRM is a daytime,
5,000 watt independent
station.)
KMBC rated first
mornings, afternoons

; with ^,the
and;evenings,
most ings spectacular
in the morning, ratas
KMBC led its nearest
competitor by 34 per
cent.
This popularity of
The KMBC-KFRM
Team with area listeners is a tribute to programming specifically
designed for Kansas
City Primary Trade
area listeners. Together,advertisers
The Team with
provides
the most complete, effective and economical
coverage of the huge
Kansas City Primary
Trade area.
For information on
these recent surveys,
togetherbilitieswith
on The availaTeam,
call any KMBC-KFRM
man or any Free & Peters "Colonel".

ARK

The vast coverage of The KMBC-KFRM Team is shown in white
on this map. The heavy black lines indicate the half-millivolt coverage contour serving nearly four million Midwestern residents.

KANS

Makes

NEWS

in

George

Wichita,

Gow

Kansas

Makes

NEWS

urvey Period:

at

KAN

Si

^^,^„„gh Saturday

" and station D .n 39.
"^^^'"^c'.n
KANS stat.
. u « survey shows
on C
4,
In
leads
,
o^
An
as
rated periods, where

KANS is making NEWS in Wichita — this Conlan Survey*
tells the story! KANS's 1/2 MV/V Daytime coverage represents 32.2! per cent of the entire population of Kansas
and 3.68 per cent of Oklahoma. Effective annual buying
income per family — over $6,000 for Wichita; over
$4,000 average for entire coverage area. Population
705,000. Radio families — 177,936.

5000 WAHS

George Gow, veteran newscaster, now KANS News
Director, is making NEWS at KANS! Conlan* shows
KANS leading in news popularity NOON, EVENING,
and 10 P. M.
*This Conlan Survey, May 22 through 28, 1949, was
ordered and paid for by all four Wichita stations —
KAKE, KFBI, KFH, and KANS,

DAY

1480 KC.

1000 WAHS

★KANS*
WICHITA.
KANSAS

NIGHT

1480 KC.
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Vision

NewsweeMjy^

Whwr

25

new

teeys

Gotden

Gate

!

The new KCBS is setting the pace in San Francisco.
Or as Variety* put it, is "hringing to San Francisco
a brand-new concept about radio."
Now, this brand-new concept has produced four
brand-new KCBS local programs keyed
to open up new profits for you in the
San Francisco Bay Area . . .
the nation's seventh-largest market.
For full details, call KCBS or Radio Sales.

8-8:15 am, Mon.-Fri.
7:45-8 am Sat.
Reporter Jim Grady
captures the color and spirit
of a magnificent city.

r

San Francisco
"Columbia's Key to the Golden Gate"
5,000 watts • 740 kc • Columbia Owned
Represented by Radio Sales
*Jul> 27, 1949
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FALL

BUSINESS

ROUNDUP

>

Even

now

"H.

before

we

YES, even before Horace Heidt gives the downbeat on
his first CBShow this autumn, WHAS has been delivering an ever increasing audience for its advertisers.

re

H."

packing

'em

programming as the morning and noontime WHAS
Farm shows (example: Frank Cooley's "Farm News").
For Fall booking jot down the WHAS audience
prior to Heidt . . . add Horace . . . then figure in the
rest of the great CBS Fall Lineup. It definitely makes

With a fabulous 17.1% increase in Kentuckiana
Radio Homes and rising Hooperatings over the past
two years, the WHAS audience has increased . . .
morning 56% (amazing) . . . afternoon 60% (oh,
come, come, fellows) . . . and evening 26% (without
Horace? Yes, without Horace).

WHAS

the
tuckiana gilt-edged,
Fall Season. rock-solid buy of the '49 KenSource: 47-48 and 48-49 Winter-Spring Reports.

In the past year WHAS was the only Kentuckiana
station to increase its roster of top Hooperated programs morning, afernoon and evening.

^£:i^'^C\
FRANK
has a farm
audience
that Last
has
''^— -1
grown COOLEY
like a Luther
Burbank
tomato.
year Frank ticked off 1 5,000 miles to appear before a
million and three quarter listeners. He's a household word
ia this 600 million dollar farm market. Sponsors: B. F.
Avery & Sons Co. and Aubrey Feeds.

Credit this rapid rise in advertising value to the winning corhbination of the CBS schedule and such local

Come This fall, choice seats
(''amiabilities" to you) for the Great WHAS-CdS
will be hard to find. Reserve yours now!
Call your PETRY

Show

man!
50,000 WATTS

•

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
THE

ONLY

RADIO

STATION

SERVING

AND

SELLING

•

•

840 KILOCYCLES

J. MAC WYNN, Sales Director

ALL THE RICH KENTUCKIANA

MARKET

in!

PULL

28

ENGLAND

NEW

Ad

MARKETS

IN

For all-inclusive coverage

6

of New

land, there is nothing to match
28 home-town stations.
When

we

penetration

say coverage,

we

and

Every Yankee

impact in that market
mean

or enlarge a volume

U

home-town

station covers

an important market — gives you the local

and consumer

the

There

to influence dealer

buying.

are 28 of these Yankee

town stations whose

you can

buying power

;4ccefuUutce

The

Eng-

Yankee's

every retail trading area where

to create

STA'TES

of every nook and corner of

reach the population

OUT

local acceptance

provides a ready vehicle

for your

market.

occeptance

in 28 top markets

the Yankee

network's

'pocatcUitioH,

Yankee

home-

Network,

own

in six states.

Inc.

hAemher of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

RETRY & CO., INC,

Published every Monday, 53rd
issue as(Year
Bookclass
Number)
February
BroadcastingPublications,
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPress3, 1879.

Closed

Circuit

MONTGOMERY- WARD, which left radio with
flourish some months ago, believed warming up
to iTiedium once more. Analysis of big mailorder house's defection is one of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau's new projects.
ALTHOUGH it hasn't been reported, FCC
Chairman Coy's mission to Europe was 100%
successful in breaking British grip on world
communications. Loose ends of so-called Bermuda telecommunications conference of four
years ago were tied up with maximum benefits,
it's reported. He told President Truman
story last Wednesday.
WHILE RCA continues strict silence on circuit that makes possible its "compatible" color
TV system, observers believe it centers upon
new method of multiplexing TV signals and
compressing them within 6-mc channel. System
will be demonstrated during second week of
FCC TV hearings getting under way Sept. 26
and arrangements being completed for demonstration at Hotel Washington, within few
blocks of FCC headquarters.
TORRENTS of invective from set manufacturers and dealers — expected in wake of RCA's
all-electronic color TV development — didn't
materialize. Reason: RCA had notified all set
manufacturing licensees using its patents of
development in advance of public announcement.
MARLIN FIREARMS (blades). New Haven,
through Duane Jones & Co., New York, lining
up spot announcement series.
WCFL, 50 kw Chicago Federation of Labor
station, has set Sept. 26 for kickoff on 24hour-a-day operation. WIND Chicago, managed by Ralph Atlass, now only Chicago station broadcasting around clock.
BBDO NEW YORK preparing special oneminute spot for all NBC stations, promoting
CARE soap campaign. Format includes child
speaking in one of five languages, Norwegian,
Italian, Greek, French and German, thanking
Bob Hope for soap. Plan to place individual
spots (Norwegian e. t. in Minneapolis) in
proper territory.
REPRESENTATIVES of four stations on outer
rim of Chicago had closed session in Joliet, 111.,
Wednesday to draft plans for new Chicago
Perimeter Broadcasting Assn. Charter stations, each of whom has power to blackball
applicants for membership if competitors,
are WJOB Hammond, Ind., and WJOL Joliet,
WRMN Elgin and WKRS Waukegan. Elgin
station scheduled to take air this week.
FRANK E. MULLEN, whose appointment as
consultant for WPIX (TV) New Yoi'k was announced last week, shortly may acquire substantial interest in one of the larger TV mo(Continued on page 90)
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Upcoming
Sept. 7-11: NBC Affiliates Convention, Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 8-9: First of series of NAB district meetings
(district 7), Terrace Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
Sept. 8-10: Western Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting, Banff Springs, Alta.
Sept. 13: Third NARBA conference convenes,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U. S. Radio
Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn.,
Hotel Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
(Other Upcomings on page 34)
Bulletins
ERNEST B. GORIN, budget director of RCA
since April, elected treasurer of corporation
at Friday's board meeting. He succeeds
Arthur B. Tuttle, appointed director of Forcing Investments, associated with RCA International Division, which handles sales of RCA
products throughout world. Mr. Tuttle joined
RCA in 1921, became treasurer in 1946. Mr.
Gorin joined RCA in 1944. Board declared
third-quarter dividened of 87% cents a share
on $3.50 cumulative first preferred stock.
MARK MARTIN, vice president of Gardner
Advertising Co., named special assistant to
Gordon Gray, Secretary of the Army, to study
advertising needs of the Army and Air Force.
Mr. Martin said Gardner agency would not
compete for armed services advertising accounts. Agency winds up its current Army
advertising program Oct. 31.
COLLEGE INN Food Products Co., Chicago,
names Weiss & Geller, same city, as agency,
effective Oct. 1. Extensive radio and TV spots
will be used for soup, juices, chicken a la king,
canned chicken and specialty items.
THIS IS LAST EXTENSION,
ASCAP TELLS TV STATIONS
ASCAP has extended permission for use of
its music on television for another month,
until Sept. 30, pending final agreement with
TV broadcasters as to rates of compensation.
Although new agreement will be retroactive
to Jan. 1, 1949, ASCAP statement noted that
its members "have not received any compensation thus far for the use of their works in
television, and that further extension of the
license on the present basis should not be
expected beyond Sept. 30."
NAB TV Music Committee, headed by Robert P. Myers, NBC assistant general attorney,
reportedly in practical agreement with ASCAP
committee on license terms, subject to approval
of TV broadcasters and ASCAP membership.
NAB Legal Dept. understood to be analyzing
proposed terms of license with disclosure of
details expected this week from Washington
headquarters.

Business
Briefly
CARNATION PROJECT • Carnation Co.,;
Los Angeles,
Sept.CBS24 starts
Party
on full
westernCarnation
network,Family'
Sat.,,
12:30-1 p.m. (PST) with plans to go transcontinental at later date. Agency, Erwin,,
Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
CARTER RENEWS • Carter Products Inc.,!
New York, renewing Jimmy Fidler on ABC
Sunday, 10-10:15 p.m. in 52-week contract on
behalf of Carter's Little Liver Pills and Arrid.,
Agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York.
FINANCE VIDEO • Household Finance
Corp., Chicago, Oct. 7 starts People's Platform
on CBS-TV, Fri., 10-10:30 p. m. Agency, LeVally Agency, Chicago.
BIRDS EYE FROSTED FOODS
STARTS LARGEST CAMPAIGN
GENERAL FOODS Corp., (Birds Eye-Snider
Division) will launch its largest and most extensive advertising campaign this month
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29]. Budget represents
increase of 10% over last year.
Television spots will be used on 27 stations
in as many cities. Both TV and outdoor advertising are expected to increase substantially
consumer identification of Birds Eye Frosted
Foods as best in quality and value, Howard
F. Lochrie, director of marketing, indicated.
Company's sales story will be fanned out
further on local level through Birds Eye's
intensive use of spot radio announcements
over 99 stations in 51 cities. Young & Rubicam. New York, is agency.

j
j
(
i

CBS TO SHOW TV COLOR
TO FCC IN WASHINGTON
CBS will conduct color television tests in series
of broadcasts on WOIC (TV) Washington,
beginning about Sept. 26, with results made
available to FCC for its color TV hearings
starting on that date. Plans for test were
revealed in letter sent Friday by Frank StanFCC ton,
chairman.
CBS president, to Paul A. Walker, acting'
Camera equipment and several color re-i
ceivers built by CBS for Smith, Kline & French
Labs will be used in tests, as well as additional,
receiving equipment now being rushed to com-|
pletion by Air King Products Co., Astatic
Corp., Virtman Electric Co. and Telephone
Radio Co. Approximately 30 sets of different
types will be used, 25 receiving color signals
in color, color signals in black-and-white, and
black-and-white
in black-and-white, ||
other five receivingsignals
color only.
NARSR SENDS DIRECTORY
FIRST directory of members and stations they
represent has been sent to timebuyers by National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives.
T. F. Flanagan, managing director, said directory, which lists 626 AM stations and 63 television stations, is available at offices of national spot representatives.
BROADCASTING
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IDENTIFICATION

The

Conestoga

perpetual
pioneering
When

America

Wagon

Wagon...

symbol
and

was

progress

young, the Conestoga

carried progress wherever

WGAL-TV

of

it went.

is the pioneer television station in

Lancaster, Pennsylvania and uses the Conestoga Wagon as a visual pledge of continuing
enterprise, progress and service.
WGAL-TV is the only TV station located in
the thriving Lancaster region. Its audience is
large and growing every day because of local
programs and the best of NBC, ABC, CBS, and
DuMont

network shows. Many

advertisers are

enjoying profits from this new, effective coverage. Consider the importance of including this
rich market in your TV sales -planning.
Conestoga Wagons tvere first made in and

A STEINMAN

around Lancaster^ Pennsylvania. Broadwheeled and heavy, they were used to

STATION

carry the household goods of the pioneers.

sm

Represenfed

by ROBERT
CHICAGO
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• WFBM-TV

claims only Central Indiana regular view-

ing coverage, but mail reports give us practically the
entire state. And, there's a gold mine in the sky in the
heart of Indiana!
Counties w^ithin the black lines deliver to television advertiserspotential
a
market of 1,850,000 people; 525,000
families; $1,500,000,000

in retail sales: Food, 370 mil-

lion; General Merchandise,

2 30 million; Drugs, 105

million. Buying income totals more than 2'/2 billion, with
farm income more than 300 million.
WFBM-TV claims the "heart of Indiana" as its market;
gives the coverage of other parts of the state as bonus. In
the "heart" were 7,000 television installations (distributor
and dealer estimate) as of August 1.
Now
^^^/

it's "sellavision" on Indiana's first and

only television station— with Rate Card No. 1
still available.

NDIANA

ANY

WAY

YOU

JUDGE!

lASiC ^FFIil
WFBMTV
JNDIANAFOLIS
Associated with: WFDF
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At Washington Headquarters
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Franktors; Beatty,
Rufus Crater,
EdiFred Fitzgerald,
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Editor; Tyler
Nourse, Jo Halley, Assistants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn, Lawrence Christopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, John Osbon,
Ardinelle Williamson. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Audrey Boyd, Kathryn Ann Jones,
Pat Kowalczyk, Estelle Markowitz, Wilson D.
McCarthy, Jean D. Statz; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant to the Publisher.
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Harry L.
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KFH

IS

FOR

THE

SALE

HOTTEST

LOCAL

N

TOPS

SHOW

WICHITA

CHOW TIME, announcement participating show, now
broadcast over KFH for a full hour 11 :30 a.m, to 12:30 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday, has been winning new listeners week
after week. Its rating of 11.3 at 12:15 p.m. is only exceeded
(in the Wichita daytime segments of the Hooper WinterSpring Report) by 5 other KFH periods and one 15 minute
network segment on another station.
Chow Time is only one example of local production on KFH
that is keeping pace with the accelerated tempo of CBS
network programming.
KFH carries the TOP CBS shows; listeners tune in to get
their favorite network programs and stay for the masterfully
produced KFH shows that supplement CBS programming.
Such personalities as Jack Benny, Red Skelton, Bing Crosby,
Burns & Allen, Bergen & McCarthy, Horace Heidt, Amos &
Andy, Groucho Marx and many others are scheduled over
KFH for listeners in Kansas and Oklahoma this fall.

-FM

KFH

5000
Watts -ALL
the
SIPRISINTIO NATIONAllY IT lOWARD PITRY A CO., INC.
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Making

dates

for

the

WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC

"88"!

The Oldsmobile Division of General Motors Corporation
uses Spot Radio to tell the world that the Futuramic Fleet
is now complete —
"Rocket" Engine!
Oldsmobile

that it's powered by the revolutionary

has been

using Spot Radio consistently

since 1946.
So many

SPOT

WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
WJR
KARM
WONS
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ

families have heard and accepted the invi-

tation to "make a date with the 88" that Oldsmobile and
their dealers are as thrilled with radio's performance in
sales as they are with the performance of their cars on
the highway.
If you have a product or a service to sell, make a date
with these radio stations.

They'll take you places —

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

fast!

KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL

RADIO

NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WSAU
WWVA
KFH
WAAB

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wausau, Wise.
Wichita
Worcester

YANKEE

QUALITY

11

MBS
NBC

Detroit
Fresno
Hartford
Houston
Kansas City

WOAI
KOMO
KTBS

THE

NBC
MBS

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Dallas I
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
Ft. Worth i

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

WIP
WMTW
KGW
WEAN
WRNL

LIST

AND

NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
CBS
NBC

MBS
CBS

TEXAS

NETWORKS

TELEVISION
L

JU
NEW YORK
DETROIT

• CHICAGO
• ST. LOUIS

DALLAS

BROADCASTING

y

U

• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO

• ATLANTA

• Telecasting

Lli

• BOSTON

ATLANTA
WSB-TV
BALTIMORE
WBAL-TV
BOSTON
WNAC-TV
LOS ANGELES
KFI-TV
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL . . KSTP-TV
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JOHN H. KELLY, former copy director and account executive at Rochej
Williams and Cleary, Chicago, appointed a vice president of agency.
ROBERT EDWARDS WILSON, formerly copy chief of Professional Div. of
Doherty, Clifford & Schenfield, New York, joins copy staff of C. J. LaRoche
& Co., same city. Prior to his aflSliation with DC&S he was advertising manager
of G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago.
LLOYD (Bucky) HARRIS, vice president and international director. Grant
Advertising, S.A., headquartering in Mexico City, shortly will leave for trip toi
South Africa in interests of agency. In past several months he has been to
Manila, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Tokio.
MARGUERITE LEONARDI, formerly with Duane Jones Co., Federal Advertising Agency and Cowan & Dengler, all New York, joins Peter Hilton Inc.,|
same city, as account executive.
MARY ANN RAMSEY, formerly editor of Philadelphia Magazine, Chamber of
Commerce publication, joins public relations department of John LaCerda
Agency, Philadelphia.
GERTRUDE MICHALOVE, director of women's activities for Theodore E.
Sills & Co., New York, made a vice president of firm.
CHARLES ALSOP, formerly in charge of West Coast office of Roy S. Durstine
Inc., and before that account executive with Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles,
joins William Kester & Co., that city, as account executive.
TUCKER SCOTT, formerly with Compton Adv., New York, joins BBDO,
New York, as television timebuyer.
ALBERT WARD, most recently with CBS, joins BBDO New York, to direct
Theatre of Today on Saturday, over CBS, sponsored by Armstrong Cork Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.
CHET BROUWER, in charge of radio publicity and television for N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., Hollywood, transfers to agency's Chicago office Sept. 19 as
contact man in Kukla, Fran & Ollie show.
HILDRED SANDERS, director of radio and television for Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles, elected vice president and director of agency. RICHARD
GLOVER, production manager, elected to board of directors, and J. C. MORSE,
vice president, made executive vice president and general manager for agency.
DECORA Inc., Chicago, changes name to JOHN H. SAMPSON Co. with offices
at 221 N. LaSalle St., same city.
DAVID G. LYON, vice president of Cecil & Presbrey Inc., New York, is in
Hollywood for month's conferences.
WENDELL WILLIAMS, formerly with Norman Wright Productions, Hollywood, named West Coast radio director of Leo Burnett Co., Los Angeles.
Previously he was with NBC offices in New York, Hollywood and San Francisco.
BEN DUFFY, president of BBDO, New York, is author of book to be published,
by Prentice-Hall sometime in October entitled Advertising Media <fe Markets
(second edition).
CRAIG G. MAUDSLEY opens Craig Maudsley Adv. at 720 Vance Bldg., Seattle,
specializing in clients planning to use radio. He was former partner in LunkeMaudsley
R. LUNKE,
other member of partnership, continues and
businessAssoc.
as JamesJAMES
R. Lunke
and Assoc.
DONALD A. BREYER, in charge of plans for Los Angeles office of Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, named vice president and manager of office, replacing
HERBERT BEAVEN, resigned. Mr. Breyer joined agency in 1946 as account
executive and in 1948 was placed in charge of plans. SELMA SCHONFIELD,
media director for agency, and JAMES CHROSTOPHER, account executive,
have resigned.

I
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NEW ADDRESSES: GOODWIN Co., Houston, Tex., moves to 207 Rich Bldg.,
2405 San Jacinto, same city, phone PReston 6246; MELAMED-HOBBS Inc.,
Minneapolis, to 1050 Builders Exchange, 609 Second Ave. S., same city, phone
Bridgeport 1225, and KELLY & LAMB, Columbus, Ohio, to 85 E. Gay St.,
same city, phone ADams 2261. HENRY VON MORPURGO Inc., expands to
larger quarters at 256 Sutter Street, San Francisco. Art and production departments will take over entire suite formerly occupied by agency at
406 Sutter. E. H. BROWN Adv., Chicago, to larger quarters on 18th floor of
Opera Bldg., 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago. Telephone: FRanklin 2-9494.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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WMAR-FM

BALTIMORE

^

New.

A new service to Baltimore's transit riders is offered by
WMAR-FM, with a tastefully chosen program of melodic
music, and frequent reports of late news and sports resvilts.
With Transit Radio in operation, Baltimore's bus riders
are in touch with the world . . . and the audience grows to
depend more and more on this service every day.

IWEATHER,

Transit Radio reaches an audience that is receptive, an
audience that has both purchasing power and the will to
buy goods and services offered. Transit riders are workers
and shoppers — active people — and alert advertisers are
asking every day to share the dwindling availabilities on
WMAR-FM's fruitful Transit Radio schedule.

TIME

I I I I I I

BALTIMORE

SPORTS

NEWARK

Represented Nationally by Transit Radio, lnc»
Chicago, 35 E. Wacker Drive
New York, 250 Park Ave.

OTA/l

97.9
BROADCASTING
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Baltimore,

IViaryland

- Channel
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WHEN

and

IT COMES

CommunitY

TO

Servici

JACK WOODFORD PRESS Inc., New York, appoints Levy Adv., Newark,
N. J., to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York, renews three time signals per night,
five times weekly on WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn. Firm also sponsors time
signals
on York.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia and WMAL-TV Washington. Agency,
BBDO New
COLE PRODUCTS Corp., Cole-Spa (hermetic beverage cup dispenser), names
Kaufman & Assoc., Chicago, to handle advertising. TV expected to be used
after Christmas. Account executive is President REUBEN R. KAUFMAN.
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New York, (Pepto-Mangan) appoints Borland Inc.,
New York, to handle its advertising. Spot radio will be used.
REENTERING radio after 10 year absence in San Francisco is Call-Bulletin
with
sponsorship Placed
of Jollydirect.
Bill, 15-minute, five-weekly children's show on KNBC
San Francisco.
THE SECOND ARMY, Fort Meade, Md., reappoints J. N. Hickerson Inc.,
Washington, tQ handle its recruiting and advertising campaign.
AMERICAN FRUIT GROWERS, Los Angeles (Blue Goose fresh and processed
foods), starts concerted fall-winter radio campaign with participations on
women's programs in 20 markets Sept. 12. Agency: Davis & Co., same city.
PASSAIC-CLIFTON NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO., Passaic, N. J., appoints
Samuel Crott Co., New York, to handle advertising for its New Jersey banks.
Radio schedule covers WPAT Paterson, with Sunday 3:45 to 4 p.m. musical
show, one-minute spots daily, Mon.-Sat., and two five-minute news shows
daily, Mon.-Sat.
AWFUL FRESH MAC FARLANE, Oakland, Calif, (candies), Sept. 8 will start
initial 13-week intensive radio and television spot campaign on Los Angeles
and San Francisco stations. Agency: Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
A/ctwotk /iccountA

Another important WISH "Personality"
featured in our long string of successful
shows programmed locally.

Frank EDWARDS commands a tremendous listener audienceloyal and responsive— not only because of his fearless and direct
approach to controversial nem issues but for his driving efforts
to help the unfortunate. In promoting adequate donors for the
blood-bank, in soliciting help following the disastrous Coatesville
tornado, and in securing a television radio for the Marion County
Crippled Children's Home— to mention a fevif— Frank Edwards has
demonstrated his surprising ability to bring about all-out community
cooperation. No wonder his audience grows daily. He gets results.

MJJSIJ

1310
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INDIANAPOLIS. A-B-C NETWORK
FREE & PETERS, Ndtiondl Representatives
George J. Higgins, General Manager
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MILES LABS. Inc., Elkhart, Ind., renews two CBS programs, Curt Massey Time
Mon.-Fri., 5:45-6 p.m., and Hilltop House, Mon.-Fri., 3:15-5:30 p.m., effective
Sept. 26 for 52 weeks. Agency: Wade Advertising Co., Chicago
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lancaster, Pa, renews CBS Armstrong Theatre
of Today, effective Sept. 24 for 52 weeks. Program aired Saturdays, 12 noon
to 12:30 p.m., through BBDO.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los Angeles, Sept. 25 renews Richfield Reporter on
19 ABC Pacific Coast stations for 52 weeks. Agency: Hixson & Jorgensen,
Los Angeles.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, renews Wendy Warren and the News
on CBS, effective Sept. 19 for 52 weeks. Program aired Mon.-Fri., 12 noon
to 12:15 p.m., placed through Benton & Bowles, New York.
ALBERTS PRODUCTS Co., Portland Ore. (Portland Punch), starts sponsorship
of 11:30-11:45 a.m. (PST) segment of CBS Meet the Missus on 13 Columbia
Pacific network stations. Agency: H. C. Morris & Co., Los Angeles.
le 9 • 9
LOUIS F. WATERMULDER named administrative vice president of Lever Bros.
Co. He will supervise personnel, public relations, treasury, secretary and general counsel activities. For seven years he was treasurer of Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago, and begins new duties Sept. 20. Before joining Quaker Oats, he was
with Northern Trust Co. of Chicago.
SAM OWEN resigns as publicity manager at Behel, Waldie & Briggs to work
as account service manager for Mills, Lund and Mann, both Chicago.
MAUREEN E. BLACKMON appointed national advertising manager for Alexarder Smith & Sons Carpet Co., Yonkers, N. Y. Miss Blackmon was formerly
advertising director for John Shillito Co., Cincinnati, and replaces HARRY
WATSON, who assumes special duties in connection with coordination of
production and distribution.
OSCAR COE, merchandising director for Leaf Brands Inc., Chicago Leaf Gum
division, for past two and one-half years, named director of Leaf Gum sales.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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WKY
930 KILOCYCLES-NBC
OKLAHOMA
CITY

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

CITY TIMES • THE FARMER STOCKMAN
OWNED AND OPIMTtOEY THE OKIAHOMAPUBIISHING COMPANY • WKY. OKIAHOMA CITY • THE DAIIY OKIAHOMAN, OKIAHOMA
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(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

Don't

do

hear

the

anything

NEW

Transcribed

a

Music

ment insound

FOR

you

Library...

develop-

reproduction.

ANNOUNCEMENT

NEXT

R. C. Grahl
William Esty Co.
New York

Lang-Worth

revolutionary

WATCH

until

Wants City and Call
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
While this may seem a small
matter, it occurs to us that you can
have the stations help in handling
programs promotional material,
maps, etc., if they will put the
name of their good city on such
material.
We get hundreds of pieces of
mail with no address after the call
letters and while the station knows
(or ought to know) what city they
are located in, our file girls could
handle incoming mail faster if they
didn't
have to stop and look up
addresses.

WEEK

Required Reading
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As you must know, I just could
not keep up to the minute, without
reading your publication.
R. A. Porter
Vice Pres. & Account Exec.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Inc.
New York
Senator Thanks
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It is with sincerest thanks that I
acknowledge the receipt of the Sid
Hix masterpiece — it now adorns
Col.)
my office.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DWashington
[Editor's
This was the cartoon
in the JuneNote:
27 issue.]

\mmm
PEitTURE

PROGRAMS,

Inc.

113 W. 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Network Calibre Programs
at Cecal Station Cost
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"Another Letter from the Senator
from Colorado."
Minister Is DJ

he's pastor of the Twin Cities Baptist Tabernacle in Mishawaka. He
takes his place behind the turntables every morning from 6 to 7
a.m. and has one of the largest listening audiences in this part of the
country. Honestly, I'm wondering
if there is another disc jockey minister in the country.
V. T. Doyle
Program Director
WJVA
Mishawaka, Ind.
Laud

Marketbook

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have thoroughly examined the
Marketbook. It's so complete it's
truly the "Bible" for a time buyer
and advertiser and a guide for all
advertising directors in fixing his
rates.
Al Haugner
Dir. of News and Special
Everits
WITH,
Huron, WTTH-FM
Mich.

Port

Differs on Opinions
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The unanimity of legal opinion
expressed in the Roundup of Legal
Views On Giveaway Ruling which
appeared in the Aug. 29 issue was,
to one who spent two years on the
FCC's network report and regulations and resulting litigation, little
less than startling. One and all
took the position that the FCC Report and Order on Giveaway programs clearly offended legal and
constitutional principles.
As a matter of fact, the Supreme
Court decision in NBC v. U.S., 319
U.S. 190 (1943) is the strongest
kind of authority in support of the
FCC action on giveaways. In that
case, the Supreme Court upheld
the FCC's network rules which
were also general rules interpreting "public
in that
case
in terms
of interest,"
the existing
antitrust
laws. . . .
The Supreme Court thus disposed of the network contention
that the Commission did not have
the legal authority to make general rules with respect to licensing
policy which incorporated into the
public interest concept the principles of the antitrust laws. By a
parity of reason, I believe that
this Court will also hold that the
FCC has the legal authority ...
on the subject of lotteries over the

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I'm wondering if there are two
ministers in this country who are
air.The only legal question of any
disc jockeys? I know there's one
because we've got one here at moment on the giveaway problem ... is whether the court will
WJVA. His name is the Rev. Vic(Continued on page 15)
tor Sears, he's 30 years of age and
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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open Mike
(Continued from page H)
agree with the Commission's interpretation ofa lottery program.
This question is not so clear as
the Commission's authority to issue general rules on the subject;
but the Court will surely give great
weight to the Commission's carefully reasoned Memorandum Opinion and Order and, I believe, also
uphold the Commission's definitions
on this point.
... I am discussing only the
legal question of FCC authority,
and not the policy question whether
the Commission should have
adopted the order it did or in the
manner it did, on both of which
points I have reservations.
Seymour Krieger
Courtney, Krieger and
Jorgensen
Washington.
^ ^
Rapid Rate Calculation
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Broadcasting is to be congratulated for initiating a much
needed service in the radio and
television industry. The Spot Rate
Finder is already being used religiously by us at NBC. I would
guess that through using your book
we can estimate rates on combination of stations in about one-tenth
it would take by using rate cards
or Standard Rate & Data. I, for
one, hope that Spot Radio Finder is a permanent service of
Broadcasting . . .
Jacob A. Evans, Mgr., Adv.
& Prom.
NBC, New York
H« ^ %

Votes 'No' on Ads
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Since the issue seems to have
been voted on by practically every
other broadcaster in America, let
me add one emphatic ballot against
removing radio's traditional ban on
liquor advertising. I do not feel
that this is the time for us to
lessen in any way our close attention to serving the basic needs of
our listeners. Because this ban is
traditional in itself, is reason
enough for us to think long and
hard before lifting it.
Bert Ferguson
General Manager
WDIA Memphis.

Cheer to Giilin
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
When Ralph Edwards heard that
John Giilin (president and general
manager, WOW Omaha) was ill.

on
the program
Hollywood
studios. made in NBC's
Who says there's no sentiment
left in business?
Bill
Prom.Wiseman
Mgr.
WOW

Omaha

'Tops' in Trade

Mr.

Edwards

and "Contestant"
Miller.

he wanted to do something to make
him feel better, so he called his
cast together and made up a special television salute program on
kinescope, which was aired on
WOW-TV at its grand opening
Aug. 29.
Among the "contestants" was
none other than Justin Miller, president of NAB, who came in from
his Palisade Home to participate

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have carefully and critically read through issues of all the
publications which you might possibly feel are competitive, and
Broadcasting is tops for my money.
Richard C. Arbuckle
210 Martine Ave., Apt. 3M
White Plains, N. Y.
SIX BROADCASTING stations have
been added to membership of Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters bringing total
number of CAB stations to 95. New
member stations are CKBB Barrie,
Ont.; VOCM St. John's Newfoundland;
CKRS Jonquiere, Que.; CKX Brandon,
Man.; CHUB Manaimo, B. C, and
CKY Winnipeg, Man.

Realism'
Lauds TV
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
I have just read your editorial
"TV Realism" and the very flatering statements you made with respect to "Television as an Advertising Medium" which was prepared in this division.
Your recognition of our efforts
is a very satisfying thing.
Charles P. Redick, Chief
General Products Division
Dept. of Commerce
Washington
[Editor's
Note: Aug.
The 22,editorial
BROADCASTING
referred in
to
the TELESTATUS digest of the Commerce report in BROADCASTING Aug.
15.]
* * *
'Radiotorial'
SuggestsBroadcasting:
EDITOR,
During recent months there has
been much discussion about the
presentation of editorials by radio
stations. Let's be original and
think up our own terminology instead of using the word editorial.
Here is my suggestion:
RADIOTORIAL. What's yours?
L. Herschel Graves
General Manager
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla.
[Editor's Note: "Radiotorial" is oltay
with us. AsCASTINGa usedmatter
of fact,
the word
moreBROADthan a
decade
ago
as
a
stock
guest-editorial
headline.]
BROADCASTING
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RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
Buffalo's Columbia Network Station
National Representatives: Free S, Peters, Inc.
*Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrkk and I. R. ("Ike") Loiimberry
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Call Saves Life
WHILE Mrs. Ruby Skelly was
dying of an internal hemorrhage in
Janesville, Wise, the hospital had
only one pint of her blood type
available. Forty-five minutes after
an emergency call to WCLO Janesville, six donors w^ith the correct
blood type were at the hospital to
help. The patient is on the road to
recovery, and radio is One of the
reasons.
Stations Search for Child
WHEN two and one-half year old
Kathy Brayden disappeared in the
woods at Pike Lake, Minn., Duluth
radio stations were among the first
on the scene to help in the search.
During the 17 hours in which the
child was lost, KDAL and WREX
broadcast appeals for searchers
and aided in every possible way.
WREX had a mobile unit on the
scene throughout the night and
broadcast interviews with various
people concerned in the search.
KDAL supplied its public address
system for organization of searching parties, and covered the area
from its amphibious SeaBee. When
child was found, virtually unhurt,
both stations aired special features
about the incident.
* * *
All Out for Safety
SERIES of specially created
shows dramatically illustrating the
tragic effects of carelessness, is beaired WAMS
on SafetyWilmington,
is Everybody's
Job, ingvia
Del.
The eight weekly shows are designed to hit at the more common
causes of accidents, and are supplemented bynearly 1,500 spot announcements, sponsored by merchants and businessmen in the
area.
* * -fi
Saving Trees
TWO midwest stations, KGGF
Coffeyyille, Kan., and KRES St.
Josephll Mo., were largely responsible for raising the funds to spray
the city trees in order to eliminate
disease-carrying insects and save
the trees. KGGF devoted two two
and one-half hour programs, highlighting a week long promotion
drive with plugs for funds at every
station break, in a successful campaign which netted $1750 in cash
and pledges. Additional features
were pick-ups of the cash by
KGGF Ballad Singer Rogers Buckley astride a Palomino pony, and
free airplane rides to large subscribers. Top donor received a ride
on the pony, during which he solicited another subscription. At
KRES, the entire Saturday schedule of programs was cancelled as
station staff members sang songs,
read poetry, played records and reconstructed prize fights — all for a
price. By Saturday night $3200
of the $4000 goal had been received. A final Sunday afternoon
program resulted in success, with

Sfntete5t

$500 to spare. A special broadcast
from one of the spray planes took
il: * *
place during the operation.
Comics for Children
DURING a broadcast of a local
baseball game over KFDX Wichita
Falls, Tex., mention was twice
made of the fact that the children
in the polio ward of the Wichita
Falls General Hospital had exhausted their supply of comic
books and had nothing more to
read. The response was immediate, and within a week further announcements over the station had
drawn enough boxloads of books
to keep the children in reading
matter for a long time.
Personal Greetings
FOUR-YEAR old Bobby Byers,
fatally ill with cancer, found his
only amusement in having his
mother read to him from the 3,000
letters he received daily. His mother was given relief from her task,
however, when WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., sent a special transcribed
program to the boy's home in
Phoenix, Ariz. The station's staff
prepared a personal jingle of
greetings which they sang, and
then told Bobby about their New
England homes and children. A
copy of the recording was sent also
to KPHO Phoenix.
* *
Recordings for Blind
CONTRIBUTIONS amounting to
$2,669 for recording apparatus for
the library of the blind were received following a ten-day appeal
on The McCanns at Home on
WOR New York. Sums ranged
from one dollar to $100, and will
purchase "soundscriber" machine,
discs and sound-proofing equipment
to make previously inaccessible
text book references available.

WITH pie in face. Tommy Moyhew
(r), disc m. c. on WKGN Knoxville,
Tenn., carries on during that city's
Savings Bonds drive, in which WKGN
and the four other local stations gave
time and talent. Jack Britton, nriorning man on WKGN, who has been
carrying on year-long feud with Mr.
Mayhew, is the pie hurier.
BROADCASTING
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STORY

Out of raw materials and labels in less than
a month! That's what happened when Red Arrow
Laboratories chose WFAA's

"Early Birds"

to introduce its new insect repellent to
the Southwest. Moreover, sales of all Red Arrow
products jumped beyond expectation, while
sales outside WFAA's

area were normal.

Perfect proof of the effectiveness of "The Early Birds,"
radio's oldest breakfast-time variety show.
This 45 minutes of fun every weekday morning"
has for nearly 20 years been the Southwest's
most ambitious radio production ... its most
consistent sales-getter. Quarter-hours available.

SS

DALLAS

(wfaa)

820 KC* NBC • 570 KC* ABC
TEXAS
QUALITY NETWORK
^
Radio Service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS

f oncf\

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY and COMPANY
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LONE STAR radio newsman, Bill
Whitmore
of KPRC (AM-FM)
Houston, Tex., was first to unscramble the battle Aug.
between17Houston
and Pasadena,
Tex., sionmodern
verof the Alamo,
to the outlet's
listeners.
Controversy between the cities
centered
Houston'son"annexation

Mr. Whitmore

program,"
al- to relegate sevlegedly designed
eral neighboring cities to the status of "Island Cities." One of
these smaller communities, Pasadena, an industrial center, was
determined to retain its independent status.
For several months, Houston
Mayor Oscar Holcombe and Pasadena Mayor Sam Hoover had been
conferring privately on plans designed to work out a compromise.
But on Aug. 17 negotiations were
broken off, with Mayor Holcombe
charging Mayor Hoover with break-
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THE
t,
-3-inch
is grea
bridged it
has 6-ft.
Chandlerbut
MacLean
.
tant
thly
to the vice
As assis
smoo
president of radio and television at
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, Mac
brings into play the precise mind
of an engineer, his schoolboy ambition. This ability is tempered,
however, with perspective and
imagination required of him as a
timebuyer on large national accounts.
Except for war
service,
Chandler has Mr.
worked
at
the Burnett agency
10 years, moving upward from office boy.
He was hired by the
agency,
ly after immediategraduation
from the U. of Illinois,terviewduring
an inin which
he
asserted: "I can do

ing the the
"gentleman's
agreement"
between
two city executives.
Taking its cue, the Houston City
Council immediately swung into a
special session and proceeded to
streamline the city's annexation
program. But the fly in the ointment was a Pasadena City Council
maneuver. The Pasadena council
had been meeting secretly, twentyfour hours previous, thus leaving
Houston's governing body in the
dark as to what Pasadena had
decided along the annexing line.
A complex but important situation— the fate of many oil refineries, chemical plants and other
industrial installations hinged upon
the outcome — was. thus presented
to the newsmen. Bill Whitmore,
on top of this rapidly developing
news story, immediately recognized the dream potentiality.
It was vation.
Bill's
story without
reserThe afternoon
newspapers
were
was
dog"
He

past their deadline and it
five hours before the "bull
edition of the morning newspaper would hit the streets.
moved fast. Bill contacted
(Continued on page 83)

-flccounts
Chi Psi, he cut down his sports
activities to intramural competition. Interest in engineering
dwindled also, and Mac became engrossed in market analysis and research. A natural aptitude for
statistics (his father was chief
auditor of the Audit Bureau of
Circulation) got him numerous
tutoring assignments.
He also taught in the Navy,
after enlisting in the reserve before the war. Leaving the agency
in January 1942 he
was assigned to active duty at Ft.
Schuyler, N. Y. He
bivouacked on the
East River in the
Bronx two months,
and after recruit
training elected to
remain there as an
instructor rather
than to take duty at
the Bureau of OrdWashington.nanceAn inensign,
he
taught a variety of
subjects, including
communic a t i o n s,

anything."
A astsports
enthusifrom childhood,
Mac took up golf
when he was 12 in
navigation
nance. He and
also ordwas
the yard behind the
athletics
officer.
MAC
Chandler's 10-room
Assigned to Naval
home
Chicago's
South on
shore.
At Hyde Park High
gunnery school a year later, he
School he was captain of the swim
shipped aboard the aircraft carrier
U.S.S. Wasp, traveling to Trinidad
team,
president
of
the
Lettermen's
on a shakedown cruise and to the
Society and a basketball player.
He campaigned vigorously for stu- Pacific for action with Third and
dent offices, being elected senior
Fifth fleets. Except for a sevenclass commissioner and student
week
layover for repairs at Bremcouncil president.
erton, Wash., Lt. (jg) Chandler
(Continued on page 80)
At Illinois U., after pledging
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There's
need of
to worry
about the present
or
the nofuture
this tremendous
farm
market served ONLY by Radio WOW
Invest your advertising dollars HERE for

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

John J. Gillin, Jr., President & Gen'l Mgr.
Represented By John Blair & Co. and Btair-TV, Inc.
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\ A /E CAN'T distribute your avoirdupois over your
frame, but we can help distribute your product
and build up your sales. In the sound and growing
market of the Central South there are thousands of
merchants with millions of loyal customers, who move
merchandise when WSM

supplies the buying impulse.

This great area is a good cross-section of the USAfarms, towns, cities. And it becomes richer and more
potent as a market every year.
You can work it economically via WSM, where a staff
of 200 is ready to produce network-quality shows, and
to help point up your commercials for this exceptionally
responsive audience. WSM

delivers a package of power

(50,000 watts, clear channel), audience (many millions),
confidence (23 years in the building), trade cooperation
(they know WSM

moves goods), and network-quality

shows (we've built many shows for the network for
many years).
Perhaps this is the answer to keeping your business on
the road to the volume you want. Worth looking into,
anyhow.

SO/XM) WATTS
BROADCASTING

• CLEAR-CHANNEL
• Telecasting

• 650 KILOCYCLES

•

NBC AFFILIATE
September 5, 1949
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TfS
IF

KNOW

EASY.
YOU

how!

H.
Lero or flop, success or failure — it's plain old-fashioned Know-How that usually makes the difference!
Take KWKH's Hoopers, for example. Our latest
Share of Audience figures (Mar.-Apr., '49) show these
results:
MORNINGS . . . 70% Better Than Next Station (B)
(Mon. thru Fri.)
AFTERNOONS . . 7% Better Than Next Station (C)
(Mon. thru Fri.)
EVENINGS

47% Better Than Next Station (B)
(Sun. thru Sat.)

In addition, BMB figures and paid-attendance at "live" shows
give further proof of KWKH's superiority in this rich Southern market. May we send you all the proof, today?
KWKH

SHREVEPORT

50,000

Watts

CBS

The Branham

Company

Representatives

€

LOUISIANA

mm
Mississil

Henry Clay, General Manager

D

©

T
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Though Under '48
FALL business on the nationwide networks is lagging behind that of a year ago, a
survey made last week by
Broadcasting reveals. A comparison of business signed for
this fall by the networks with
that on the air in the fall of
1948 shows 132 advertisers
sponsoring 234 network shows
this year as against 146 advertisers with 269 programs a year
ago.
Timewise, the combined sales of
the four networks add up to 174
hours and five minutes, compared
to 201% network hours sponsored
last fall, a drop of 13.9%. All networks are below the 1948 level:
ABC has signed 41 hours and 50
minutes, a drop of 6.5% from the
44% commercial programs it had
in the fall of 1948; CBS has 58
hours and 20 minutes this year,
6.7% below the 62V2 hours a year
ago; MBS has 17 hours and 10
minutes this year, off 39.0% from
the 28V2 hours of commercial business it had in the fall of 1948;
NBC has 56% hours this fall,
13.7% below last fall's total of
65% hours.

'48 and '49 Compared
The table on page 24 outlines,
advertiser by advertiser and program by program, the commercial
network picture for this fall and
for the fall of 1948. It is as complete as possible at this time, but
it must not be taken as absolute.
Network salesmen are still on the
job and the commercial program
lineup for this fall may be appreciably longer by the time October arrives. Nor does the list include business signed to start later
than October, such as Texas Co.
sponsorship of Metropolitan Opera
on ABC beginning in December.
To make the comparison as accurate as possible, political business on the networks last October,
immediately before the Presidential election, has been omitted from
the table. Advertisers using only
regional hookups have also been
left out of the table for both 1948
Iand 1949. And, of course, the dolIlar figures for time sales this October are not yet available.
Presidents of the four major

FALL

BUSINESS

AUTUMN RADIO time sales will equal, and bid to surpass, the national
volume one year ago.
Spot business is brisk after a slack summer and promises to run at least
10% ahead of the last four months.
The composite picture of the four AM networks follows more closely
general business indicators and actual business signed as of last week is
below sales at the same time a year ago.
13.9%
Local business looks good for fall after a summer which followed the
general leveling off of business.
Broadcasting's annual nationwide fall survey shows that television has
not cut into the radio dollar as seriously as was anticipated
. While a
portion of the network reduction may be traced to TV, unusually good
business in selective radio more than offsets this cut in gross.
This development indicates that television is bringing new money and
money which was formerly spent in other media into the radio-television
picture rather than cutting into radio
* *budgets.
*

The national-regional spot and network forecasts are based on actual
contracts signed and not on "general" statements by executives in the
field. Checks among agencies, advertisers, representatives, stations
and networks throughout the nation give authority to reports included here.
Most regions show the impact of the spring-summer letdown which was
reflected generally in business and industry. Media have not suffered the
same relative loss for they are the means through which sales effort has
been increased. The results have been especially good in old-line radio
ranks as more and more businesses have been sold on radio's effectiveness
by dint of stronger salesmanship.
While spot business is up, it was evident from the Broadcasting canvass
that it will be spread over a far greater number of stations. While many
of the post-war licensed outlets, both AM and FM, are still in financial
straits and have not been able to crash the national market, there are nevertheless quite a number which have become entrenched in their markets.
When the war ended there were 950 AM stations. Now there are 2,032 AM
and 738 FM, plus the 76 operating TV outlets in 46 markets.
The network picture was somewhat obscured by the FCC ruling on giveaways. Many sponsors, ready to sign for that type of show, are now debating whether to select a new program format or use giveaways pending
decision of network suits filed last week.
>l< * H<

Summaries of the fall outlook are published in full in this issue. They show:
New England — Best in history (page 24)
New York — Spot is up; network off (this page)
Philadelphia — Making quick recovery after summer easing; outlook now
good (page 24)
Chicago — Gathering momentum after slow start; high for spot (page 25)
Southwest — Spot inquiries numerous; availabilities scarce; general business
conditions tightening (page 25)
tos Angeles — Bad summer for spot; networks up; fall prospects improving
(page 26)
Son Francisco — Optimistic; spot increasing despite business slowdown (page26)
Seattle — As good or better than last year (page 27)
Canada — Little change; few good availabilities; expected slump failed to
develop (page 27)

networks had this to say of the
upcoming season:
MARK WOODS,
ABC PRESIDENT

Dollar figures for last October from "AT the start of a new season of
broadcasting, a close look at
Publisher's Information Bureau.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
t

5, 1949

ABC's AM and TV operations reveals both advertising media to be
in a healthy condition.
"The ABC picture as we go into
the fall shows that the network
has 41 hours and 35 minutes of
(Continued on page 38)

$7.00 A YEAR— 25^ A COPY

Spot Lag Disappears;
Record Looms
SPOT RADIO business,
which faltered perceptibly in
the early summer, last week
had not only recovered its
former levels but also seemed
destined to exceed dollar volume records for the fall.
Authoritative sources stuck
by their forecasts of a month
ago [Broadcasting, Aug. 8]
that national and regional nonnetwork radio advertising would
reach $40 million in the September-December period, about a 10%
gain over the same four months
last year.
Station representatives generally
reported that business was booming, although little of it was coming in over the transom. Hard
selling was the order of the day,
but it was paying off.
T. F. Flanagan, managing director of the National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives, said members had "been so busy that many
of them haven't had time for vaMr. Flanagan characterized the
spot advertising condition as "very
cations."
"There have been some defections," he said, "but new business
has more than made up for them."
Budgets Retained in Full
solid."
Many major advertisers, surveyed by Broadcasting, reported
they intended to maintain or expand spot schedules.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., for
example, will increase its spot expenditures although it has decreased its network billing.
General Mills said its spot campaigns this fall would equal those
of last year.
Procter & Gamble, the biggest
network advertiser, will maintain
its heavy spot schedule.
A random sample of spot broadcasters surveyed by Broadcasting
showed that many were intensifying their campaigns this fall, in
comparison with those of
the same
season last year.
Virginia Dare Wines, through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, will
use 194 stations this fall, compared
to 159 last year.
Chrysler Dealers, through McCann-Erickson, New York, used
114 stations last year, are now
on 376 stations. Present contracts
(Continued on page 36)
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1/2

The

Hub

and

Quaker

City

PUUadelaJua
1/2
PHILADELPHIA radio and TV stations view fall business prospects
A BRIGHT outlook for fall radio business is seen by station, agency,
with genuine enthusiasm. Consensus is that the general business lag
and other industry leaders contacted in the Boston area. Although some
of the past several months is about to be superseded by a very good
expect a "status quo" as compared to last fall, which was generally one
1/4
spurt of buying.
of the best, others were optimistic that the coming season would show
TV prospects are regarded as
even greater gains.
excellent. It is the prevailing
While it was conceded that teleopinion that TV is just coming of
vision would gradually affect the
Network
Clients
for
October
1949
overall radio picture, there was
age, that it is a baby that can't
stop growing. Outlook for local and
practically unanimous agreement
With Comparison Against Placements in October 1948
network spot points to a general
that it had not as yet materially
increase of business. There is a
cut into the radio dollar. Some
Gross
Time
definite increase in listener interHours
Charges
Network &
even felt that video would be a
est, which will be whetted all the
1948
October
Week
more by exciting new programs
1948
1948No. Stations1949
factor in improving the position of
1949
Program
Sponsor
Adam Hat Stores
Drew
Pearson&
scheduled for the fall. Indications
V4.
ABC-265
many stations.
Nat'l Farm
Allis-Chalmers
are for a concentration of new
NBC-164
Home Hour
Vz
NBC-164
Explanations for this seeming
Lone Ranger
American Bakeries
programs, with a much better susAmerican Cigarette &
ABC-35
$41,063 NBC-163
paradox were varied. ' One view
tained series of programs than
NBC-163
Vz
Big
Story
Cigar
Co.
held that appropriations taken
NBC-162
1
American Meat Institut Fred Waring
anything
to date.
$65,676
per
American Oil Co.
from network night-time radio
ABC-108
Vz WzVz 11
Carnegie Hall $65,464 ABC-106
American Tobacco Co.
NBC-163
/4 Radio-wise, too, indications1/a are
NBC-164
Vz
Hit Parade
would be transferred to spots on
CBS-173
$37,149
American
Tobacco
Co.
of a definite increase in listener
$64,836— NBC-163
Leave Benny
it to Joan
local stations in selected areas.
Jack
American Tobacco Co.
Vz
CBS-176
American Tobacco Co.
interest.
Buyers of time were on
NBC-163 11/4
Still another was that advertisers,
ABC-250
Light
Up
Time
— 5 min.*
Sam Pettengill $79,160
America'sFoundation
Future Inc.
News
the short
side during the summer
Animal
faced with making a more discrim1
/
VA
4
CBS-62
CBS-158
2 hrs.
biat now look forward to a very
Hint Hunt
inating choice in spending their Armour & Co.
$144,988
$7,551
5 min. Vz
good fall. Some stations are find
radio budget, would select the Armour & Co.
day Over HollyStars
ing their local spot billings running
Vz
wood $15,341 CBS-32
stronger stations.
CBS-167
Theatre of To
Armstrong Cork Co.
CBS-166
ahead of
last year's. Independent
Vz
Among
network advertisers,
Assn. of American
stations1/4 in particular are much
$42,047 CBS-164
Lever Brothers Co., Cambridge,
Railroads
Railroad Hour
NBC-164 % Vz
encouraged by the
1/2 upward trend
$91,520 ABC-254
m
through James A. Barnett, vice B. T. Babbitt Inc.
David Harum
CBS-55
NBC-135
B. T. Babbitt Inc.
Lora Lawton
in local spot buying. Political
m Vz
$69,485 CBS -55
president in charge of advertising,
Renfro
Valley
Ballard & Ballard
Vz
$95,037 NBC-98
election campaigns are expected
Folks
reported that its radio shows would
Vz
to add to the coffers of local
Vz
Inside of
1/2 radio
be the same as last winter and that Bayuk Cigars
$6,485 CBS-29
stations,
while
five
of
them
will
its expenditures would be about the Paul F. Beich Co.
*
Whiz
Quiz
Vz
Vz* 1/4
Sports
Bell Telephone System
same.
-153 Vz
get a 1/distinct
lift from the AtMJBS-101 NBC
$30,504
,360 ABC-43
Telephone Hour $107
$48,231
NBC-152
NBC-160
Blatz Brewing Co.
4 Refining Co., which is buying
lantic
Vz
Duffy's &Tavern
— ——
Block Drug Co.
First Use of TV
CBS-147
Burns
—
Borden Co.
Your
SongAllen
&
time for simultaneous broadcasts
Vz
The Clock, a mystery-drama on
of the U. of Pennsylvania football
Mine
$67,170 CBS-164
Borden Co.
Vz Vz
CBS-166
County the
Fair $41,967 CBS-163
Break
games. Broadcasts of the World
NBC-TV, Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. Bristol Myers
Vz
Series baseball games, leading
(EST), starting Oct. 5 will mark
Bank
$74,355 ABC-196
NBC-160
Bristol Myers
Mr. D. A.
$40,374 NBC-160
** football contests and the usual fall
NBC-160
Bristol Myers
Vz
Vz
the
company's
entry
into
network
Duffy's Tavern
11/4
TV. Products will be Lux toilet Brotherhood
Fuld- $40,374 NBC-160
holiday campaigns should work to
Trainmen of Railroad Dorothy
heim
the benefit of radio.
Brown Shoe Co.
soap, Pepsodent toothpaste and
iVi
Vz
Ed
McConnell
NBC-161
$19,fi65
ABC-121
Brown & Williamson
Spry.
$40,885 NBC-161
Some Cry Blues
NBC-163 2VzVz ZVzVz
Funny of a Life-$65,556 NBC-162
Chance
Radio programs are Amos 'n' Bruner-Ritter Inc.
ABC-187
Vz
Robert Dome, Philadelphia mantime
——
Andy (Rinso), Lux Radio Theatre
Vz
Campana Sales Co.
CBS-60
ager of Forjoe & Co., (station repCampana Sales Co.
Vi
First
Nighter
$30,663
CBS-62
(Lux and Lux toilet soap). My
NBC-19
Solitaire
Time
$9,660
NBC-19
CBS-153
Campbell Soup Co.
VA VA
resentatives)"The
:
outlook is po**
Friend Irma (Pepsodent toothClub 15
$171,675 CBS-153
z
V
Campbell Soup Co.
tentially good. Some agencies are
CBS-153
Edward B. Murpaste). Aunt Jenny (Spry), and
row
$158,333 CBS-152
Campbell Soup Co.
crying the blues and have been
Junior Miss (Rayve and Pepsodent
Double or NothNBC-131
scared off by the hidden costs of
Carnation Co.
products), all on CBS. NBC will
$155,705 NBC-130
Contented Pro- ing
CBS-173
television. The large percentage
Vz
carry the Bob Hope Show (Swan)
gram
$68,064 NBC-156
CBS-173
Carter Products
Sing
It Again
— MBS-325
—
of people who will advertise will be
Carter Products
and Big Town (Lifebuoy).
Vz
Gabriel
Heatter
$66,284
Carter Products
very careful and try to get as much
Jimmy Fidler $35,460 MBS-210
Carter Products
Gillette Safety Razor Co., BosV4,
Jimmy
Fidler
$34,300
ABC-79
Vz**
as possible
for the dollar spent.
Champion Spark
ABC-238 5
ton, is laying out its radio and TV
Roll Call
$15,699 ABC-226
Manufacturers
are looking for
Plug
Co.
min.
mm.
plans and expects them to be the Chesebrough Mfg Co.
Vz
CBS-157
Dr. Christian
$64,503 CBS-157
merchandising ideas and in the
ABCsame as last year. "Expenditures
V4,
(Continued on page 63)
past two months have been changwill be as great or greater," said
ing advertising agencies because
Craig Smith, vice president in
z**
V
charge of advertising. He attribthey felt the other agencies hadn't
5 ** given the'm merchandising plans.
uted the possible increase in exRETAIL SALES TRENDS
"We are hopeful of a big spot
penses to new television stations
FIRST 6. MONTHS OF 1949 AS COMPARED WITH FIRST 6 MONTHS OF 1948
and rate increases. Gillette has
campaign this fall. Business is al-20
-15
-10
-5
0
5
10 15
already contracted for the World
ways better in the fall, but we
Series, Army-Navy game, Orange
don't expect too great an upturn.
Bowl, Sugar Bowl, and Rose Bowl
Most stations are going in for
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
games.
merchandising programs as well as
The Christian Science Monitor,
FOOD STORES
products. We represent indeBoston, only daily newspaper sponpendent stations and feature shows
soring a coast-to-coast commenDEPARTMENT STORES
are things we try to sell. Little
tary, will again present The Monistations have enhanced their positor Views the News, with Erwin D.
RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIAS
tion greatly by slanting their proCanham, editor, on about 100 ABC
LUNCHROOMS
grams to the listening habits of
stations, according to H. Phelps
Gates, circulation manager.
APPAREL STORES
their particular people and locale."
The Christian Science ComRuth Butche, manager of Contimittee on Publication said
FURNITURE STORES
nental Radio Sales (station reprethe transcribed program.
Philadelphia: has
"Trend
The Healing Ministry
LUMBER
in the last sentatives),
three months
reof Christian Science,
vealed awide gap in the network
(Continued on
(Continued on page 70)
page 68)
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In Optimistic

Tenor

'On-Your-Toes' Advice
In Texas Circles

Chicago
MID

&

SOUTHWEST

Rapid

Sees
Rise

OPTIMISM, as well as autumn, is definitely in the air in the SouthCHICAGO radio and television advertisers, who have been purwest so far as radio business is concerned, with here and there a slight
suing astrategy of delayed action, are expected to do a fast aboutface in the next two weeks. After a summer of cautious watching
trace of that got-to-be-on-your-toes-now feeling.
and waiting, clients are readying a barrage of AM and TV business
Clyde W. Eembert, managing director of KRLD Dallas, and NAB District 13 director, said business
whichyear.
will equal or better that of
last
"looks great.
We're practically
Southwesterners Voice Views .
Although a lot of time orders
sold out already. We've already
have been placed since the slump in
gotOther
the orders."
June and July, Chicago agency
station executives struck
timebuyers waited expectantly last
a similar note. "We think the outweek for go-aheads on schedules
look is exceptionally good," said
and campaigns which have long
George Cranston, manager of
been "in the works." They — and
WBAP Fort Worth. "We're quite
other business executives queried
optimistic." Martin Campbell,
by Broadcasting — ^believe billings
manager of WFAA Dallas, said,
will soar after a three-month hi"We're very encouraged. Our reatus because: Personal income is
gional advertisers who contribute
still high and steady; consumer
a considerable part of the volume
demands stockpiled during the war
of our business are continuing or
Mr. Cranston Mr. Campbell Mr. Melville Mr. Dunavan Mr. Rembert
remain unsatisfied; stock market
expanding their advertising schedOne noteworthy case of an ad- by its West Coast subsidiary, Con- quotations are climbing; competiules. We have several excellent
vertiser betting heavily on radio
tinental-Santa Fe.
tion is developing in a buyers'
program sales in prospect."
in the months ahead is that of Air"Out there," said George Lan- market, and Congressional elecPrivately, at least, some station
maid Hosiery Mills, Dallas, which
tions are coming up next year.
nan,
of
Lannan
&
Sanders,
Dallas,
people must be sounding pessi- has about doubled its budget over
Manufacturers
are developing
mistic in their conversation, even if
the agency, "they're using less
last year. Airmaid is using 12 sta- newspaper and more radio, 15-mincampaigns to encourage re-orders
the facts don't warrant it.
tions in Southwest, Southern and
from retailers whose stocks, in
ute platter shows, etc., in Oakland,
Witness this observation from
Los Angeles and other markets,
Monty Mann, vice president of the one West Coast (Los Angeles)
many cases, are reported at a minmarket for a Sunday morning
imum for healthy business. Other
Dallas office of Glenn Advertising,
and evidently getting results."
show.
Chicago firms that have never
Viewing the Southwestern scene
president of the Southwest Assn.
cautiously, as a newcomer from
bought time have decided to set
Lillian Clark, advertising manof Advertising Agencies and
aside money for radio after getting
another region, H. H. (Pat) Dunaager of Airmaid, which sells stockSouthwest ' chairman of 4-As:
consumer response from plugs on
van, formerly with the Arrowhead
ings
through
drugstores,
said,
Bad Business Talk
"We're doing a fence-mending Job Network, Duluth, and now general
giveaways. New money will comein our sales picture as well as manager of the 16-station Lone in also when networks open evening
"There are few more choice
Star Chain, commented:
time to spot users, much of which
stronger forward-looking selling.
availabilities nowadays than we
has been unavailable for a decade
"While I haven't been in Texas
had at this time last year, but the We're trying to reach our market
too long, it seems to me that busi- except to time-franchise holders.
station boys are crying and talk- in the most economical way. We
ness down here is perhaps off just
ing bad business conditions and all think radio does a more efficient
Incentive for Spot
a little bit dollarwise. Just a rethat
kind
of
thing,
which
wouldn't
f
l
e
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
overall
tightening
of
Apart from point-of-sale. Airtally up very well.
Loosening of evening network
picture, but not a re- periods appears to be a major in"They're all out beating the maid's budget is going almost en- the economic
cession, or alarming.
centive for spot buying, whiich
tirely into radio this season.
bushes for business, but when you
"Radio is going to have to get to Chicago observers predict will hit
get right down to brass tacks, they
Continental
Bus System, Dallas,
job."
haven't much to sell. Maybe they a newly created organization said work and sell. We're out of the a new high this fall. Spot billings
just feel like singing the blues.
to be the largest independent bus lush days, and it's finally hitting are expected to soar above dollars
"We were interested in buying
spent on other phases of broadcastSouthwest."
representatives detected
something for some clients but line in the country, while never a theStation
ing because clients are looking for
heavy
user
of
radio,
plans
susfavorable indications. Clyde Mel- the greatest return on the dollar.
have had a hard time finding anytained use of the medium, but
ville, manager of the Dallas office AM spot enthusiasts point out that
thing worth buying.
doesn't
look points to a noticeable increased use
(Continued on page 65)
like business
is as Itbad
as some
selective coverage eliminates high
is."
sayMr.it Mann
cited the fact that one
of his agency's larger clients is Midwest Opinions on Fall Business . . .
increasing its purchase of time
considerably in a number of individual markets. A sampling of
advertisers indicated a sustained
scheduling, and in some cases a
marked increase, planned in radio.
R. B. Moreland, vice-president
of Grant Advertising, Dallas, and
consultant on radio and television,
found a strong radio picture among
his accounts. "Skillern's 31-drugstore chain in Dallas, Fort Worth,
Mr. Davis
Mr. Crites
Mr. Atlass
Arlington, Grand Prairie and Cor- Mr. Bloomquist Mr. Norton
sicana, Tex., is continuing its heavy
scheduling, with an effort to
strengthen its shows," Mr. Moreland pointed out. "Conro Mfg. Co.
is using radio on a sharply upward
curve, buying time on the 131station Liberty Broadcasting Network to sell work and play clothes.
Bluebonnet Beer, a regional advertiser, has increased its budget.
It's a very favorable prospect."
Mr. Moreland noted increased inMr. Rambeau
Mr. Blair
Mr. Falknor Mr. Showerman Mr. Harre
terest in television.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

talent and program fees as well as.
wasted fringe reception. The national spot swing, described as being toward major markets and one
station in each market, will be^
hypoed also by increased popularity of dealer and distributor cooperatives.
Clients interviewed agree that
radio is still a good buy when sales
results are analyzed. Recognizing
video's gradual but steady growth,
maniifacturers are waiting for
proof that it is a basic rather than
a supplemental medium. Some
sponsors and would-bes, with executives of agencies, stations and
representative firms, consider television too costly for the coverage
it offers.
National firms interested in
coast-to-coast penetration are nevertheless encouraged by reduction
in TV receiver prices, the growing
circulation and the quality of program fare scheduled for fall. TV
sponsors seem to be using the medium to gain experience, to reserve
(Continued on page iO)
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Bay
M8

Area Sees
Exceeded

Wed

Caa4i

LA.

Reports

Definite

WEST COAST radio advertising picture begins
to take on a brighter
FALL business prospects for radio and television in this Bay Area
Upturn
should make 1949 an even better year than the peak year of 1948.
hue as general western business conditions manifest a definite upturn with the approach of fall.
Just how rosy the fall picture looks depends to a great extent on to
This is predicated on Chamber of Commerce report that more than
whom you're talking. But a survey by Broadcasting found the attitude
of industry people generally one of
$72 million was invested in manuundiluted optimism.
facturing facilities during the first
half of 1949 in Los Angeles alone,
The most activity is seen in naCalifornians Voice Views
' • ■
plus the more tempered opinions
tional spot. However, several new
radio and TV users have come on
"
gathered from key executives of
the local scene with substantial acadvertising agencies, networks, stations and station representatives.
counts and some past radio users,
They all are in agreement that
dormant for years, are re-entering
the level of business throughout
the field. Almost all of the larger,
the remainder of 1949 and early
long-established radio users are
maintaining radio budgets equal to
1950 should be generally satisfactory in comparison with any
last year's and some of them are
year other than 1948. (Last six
increasing their budgets.
dio.)
months of 1948 represents a reThe extra radio money is coming
from a number of sources. Some
ported alltime high for a sixmonth period in Los Angeles raindustry leaders feel advertisers
Mr. Ingram
Mr. Berend Mr. Buckalew
Mr. Laws
Mr. Rhylick
are cutting back on national adverFactors contributing to stability
tising, such as magazines, and devoting more of their budget to
despite the change from a seller's
to a buyer's market are the backregional advertising, of which ralog of need for goods, well disdio is getting the largest share.
tributed buying power and govOthers feel advertisers are increasernment aid in keeping the econing their overall advertising budget
omy on its feet.
and no other medium is suffering
as a result of the increased radio
Agency
andthat
advertiser
tives declare
business execumust
spending.
increase advertising, push sales,
Most industry people agree that
shave costs of producing and distelevision in San Francisco is not
tributing,withpriceoriginality
realistically,
Mr. Lasky
Mr. Elwood Mr. Cottington Mr. Welsh Mr. McCreery
cutting into radio revenue. Telechandise
and mertry
vision here is drawing on new adto serve customers better than in
the past.
vertisers or on new money by old
radio advertisers.
Sales and advertising prospects
Do It on NBC and its daily news
has expanded its fall usage confor the immediate future are far
In one respect television may
siderably.
broadcasts over four Alaskan sta- brighter than anyone would have
have helped the fall radio business
tions.
Standard School Broadcast,
outlook. Some advertisers who
dared predict in the shaky days
scheduled to return to the air next
have never used radio but confined
Safeway Stores, once active in of late spring and early summer.
month, will be carried this year by radio but out of the field for three Individual manufacturers see fall
their ads to the visual media —
a third more stations than in the
newspapers, billboards, magazines
years, has returned with a sub- business introducing an upswing
past. In addition to the 23 NBC
— have gone into television where
stantial radio schedule plus a se- that will carry well into the new
outlets
usually
airing
the
program.
Some predict a 15 to 20%
their sales message has been supries
of
TV
spots in western region- year.
Standard has placed it with 12
rise for 1950 over 1949. Behind
plemented by audio and are now
al markets. J. Walter Thompson,
other stations on a spot basis outtheir sales drives will be record
considering radio more favorably
side of the NBC network in the agency for Safeway, reports that advertising budgets covering all
than ever before.
seven Western States. Some of in this case TV money is coming
media. And a goodly portion is
Causes for Increase
the stations are unaffiliated, some
from
the
company's
radio
budget.
earmarked for radio, with televiaffiliated with other networks and
There are several possible exExamples of two new radio slice. sion in some instances getting a
one or two are school system sta- users are the San Francisco Chronplanations for increased advertistions.
ing budgets. The price question
Survey today shows that a
icle and the Call-Bulletin. The
The weekly Standard Hour
has kept inventories low during
Chronicle, handled also by J. majority of last season's adverbroadcast
has
been
placed
on
tisers will be back on the air
most of the year. Now, with prices
KASH Eugene, Ore., in addition to Walter Thompson, is conducting come fall and early winter. With
leveling off and steadying, most adone
of
the
most
extensive
radio
the NBC network usually used.
vertisers are bringing in new stock
them will be old-line advertisers
The oil company is maintaining its campaigns the agency has ever who have been out of radio over
that they want to tell the public
regular schedule with Let George
(Continued on page 66)
about. Also there still is the una period of years.
California Packing Corp. (Del
easy feeling among most businessmen here that business generally
Monte), out of regional network
radio for about 12 years, on Aug
GENERAL BUSINESS INDICATORS
is slowing down and needs a shot
in the arm of some kind. Adver7 started the weekly 30-minute
Rocky Jordan on 6 CBS California
1948
tising will help.
stations; Petri Wine Co., after an
AUG. 13 1949 AUG. 20
But most important of all, probAUG 21
AUG 14
absence of 2% years, Sept. 21
1696
ably, is the change from a buyers'
starts Adventures of Sherlock
1527
ALL COMMODITIES
169.9
to a sellers' market. To move
151.9
1926 EQUAL 100
Holmes on ABC; Hunt Foods Inc
goods you have to sell. And adver(canned food products), out of
tising is selling. That's the opinregional network radio 2% years
DEPARTMENT STORE SALES
2S8
ion of most people surveyed by
1935-39 EQUAL 100
is considering a return to the
271
Broadcasting.
medium "if the right kind of a
27,423
transcontinental show can be
CURRENCY IN CIRCULATION
Whatever the reason, the happy
27,987
?7,982
217
MIL, Of DOL,
found." Another major food dis
fact remains: Money is be27,394
tributor whose name cannot be
123.3
ing spent.
1229
12S.3
disclosed at this time and formerly
STOCK PRICES
"'andard Oil of Califor127.0
416 STOCKS
a heavy user of regional network
nia, the oldest continu72«
ous radio user on the
time, returns to use of radio this
month.
West Coast and one
FREIGHT CARLOAOINGS
THOUS. OF CARS
891
Many
new advertisers
will be
901
^
of the largest in
(Continued
on page 7U)
San Francisco,
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Tempered Optimism
In Seattle

Northwest

&

Canada

'Status Quo' Bodes
Well For Domirtion

CANADIAN broadcasting business, not yet beset with TV worries,
FOR Seattle and the Puget Sound area of the Pacific Northwest, the
attitude of advertisers, agencies, stations and representatives is one
appears to go into the fall and winter season with little or no change
of tempered optimism. Because the. business picture has been slow in from last year's and the spring season's overall business.
Advertising agencies, advertisers and station representatives inrecent months, key figures are reluctant to make lavish prognosticaterviewed in Toronto seem to agree
tions. The consensus, however, inthat there is little change in busidicates that the situation this fall
ness, some programs have been
and winter will be as good as last Fall Forecasts Voiced in Seattle
dropped, others have taken their
year, if not somewhat better.
place, some network advertisers
The keynote of most comment
have switched in part to selective
was sounded by Trevor Evans, raor spot business, some have
dio director for Pacific National
changed from Dominion to TransAdvertising Agency, who told
Canada network or vice-versa, and
Broadcasting :
there is no particular new trend in
programming. Overall Canadian
"It appears at this juncture that
most of our clients are approaching
radio billings are estimated to total $13,000,000 for 1949.
the season with 'careful optimism':
This consensus of a now-consid'care' to avoid over-expenditures
ered normal business differs someor unwise commitments . . . 'optimwhat from earlier expectations. In
ism'
expressed
by
aggressive
drive
some quarters there had been a
for increased sales. Much of this Mr.
Sandiford Mr. Morton
Mr. Evans
Mr. Baker
Mr. Feltis
aggressive promotion combines the
drop expected, due to talk of a
recession in the United States.
use of radio with other media."
Economic developments south of
Fisher Flouring Mills, a major
radio budgets is anticipated for the border as a rule follow in CanPNAA account, is planning exten- Cole & Weber, Seattle and Port- the coming
year by Advertising
land advertising agency, are deada by three to six months, but
sive Fun With Flour Time promoCounselors, Inc., Noel Schram revoting
a
major
portion
of
their
judging by bookings on national
tion on KOMO for Fisher's Blend fall and winter budgets to radio
and local business for the fall seaFlour. The campaign, built around
according to William H. ports.
"Although no major changes in
son, the short-lived recession in the
a new baking book, will be sup- time,
ported with trade advertising, Sandiford, director of radio. He allocations have been planned," he United States is not showing any
reported that a typical client is
signs of having entered the radio
field.
point-of-sale displays, a consumer
"our approach to 'results'
said, gh
increasing his radio budget 35%,
throu
radio advertising has
contest and a dealer contest.
It can be expected that the DoFall business in Seattle will be and another, who has done no ad- changed radically. No longer do
past six months, we expect to produce results with
minion's radio business picture,
appreciably better than in the past is planningvertisinganfor the
institutional type copy. More and
exclusive radio camaccordingly, will follow the same
three or four months, in the judgpaign. As reason for this type of more, content is becoming just as pattern as the States and hold its
ment of Loren Stone, general mandevelopment, Mr. Sandiford cited impor
own during the fall and winter
ager of KIRO. A slowing down of the
tant as the Hooperating."
fact that consumers are becomRadio campaigns projected for months that are ahead.
buying enthusiasm, he believes, will
ing more and more exacting and next year by Advertising Counsemean the need for more advertisLaw of Demand Prevails
examining competiing to sell goods and services. A are carefully
call for little or no "live"
tive products, so that adver- copy, lors
Canadian
demand for many lines
Mr.
Schram
d, adding
harder-selling job is needed to
tisers are finding it necessary to that transcribed indicate
of
merchandise
have not yet been
campai
gns
with
overcome "buying inertia."
strengthen their sales story with either music, sound effects or fully met, especially in the durable
stepped-up advertising in all me- drama are now in preparation to goods field. There is still a shortTV's Impact
dia, including radio.
insure the attention of the listenage of automobiles, refrigerators,
Television represents a new ele"The
buyers' market spreads
some
electrical appliances, homes
ment in the Seattle picture since
ing
followe
by
"a
peraudience,
d
from consumer to client," he obsuasive presentation of selling and some household articles.
last fall, inasmuch as KRSC-TV
served. "Perhaps it could be called
(now KING-TV) introduced the
Despite the shortages in autoa shoppers' market. Now that the
first video images in the State of consume
mobiles, for example, only Ford is
is
shoppin
around
for
r
g
Spot
Improves
Washington last November. KING
using radio this fall, with a Canabetter values, our clients must be
Spot business is going to imexpects to add six hours to its pres- more and more exacting. Every
Fo7-d Theatre one
copy." prove, in the opinion of Jim Mc- hour Dominion dian-produced
ent weekly TV schedule of 24 dollar spent on advertis
network show, and
ing must
Laughlin,
manager
of
the
Seattle
a French version for the French
hours, by mid-October. Hugh M. bring results.
office of John Keating Co., radio
Feltis, stations manager for KING
network. There will be no net"What
seems
to be happening is station representative with 41 stawork show from the Ford Dealers
(AM-FM-TV) indicated that he a return to normal
cy. Just any
tions in Oregon, Washington and
to
replace
the Fred Allen Show.
expects
the
same
"terrific
spurt"
in
Seattle television as occurred in advertising won't do. Advertisers Idaho. He forecast that national
There h ave been a few network
are carefully watching the effect and regional spot placements out
the East two years ago.
shows dropped, including RCA
of their campaigns on dollar vol- of the Northwest will be better for
Major news from Seattle agenVictor, and Imperial Tobacco
ume. There's no room for adver- the next year, and added that from
cies regarding television plans
(which has bought a renewal of
tising white elephants in a buyers' every indication, more accounts are
came from John P. Heverly, acthe Guy Lombardo transcribed
becoming active.
count executive in the Seattle office market."
show, and a show for rural marSaying "I've been an optimist
Keene
Keene, Seattle agency
of Botsford, Constantine & Gard- since the first of the year," Joe handling &both
kets). A number of United States
regional
and
retail
ner. He disclosed preparation of Maguire, president of Strang & accounts,
shows which were piped into Canreports budget increases
one-minute television spots for Prosser Adv. Agency, forecast a averagin 10% to 15% in both
ada, such as Fred Allen and Ozzie
g
& Harriett (International Silver)
generally favorable situation.
Bendiksen's Crab apple- Smoked
fields.
Friedman
's
Surplus
Center,
Oysters in San Francisco, Los "Clients who pulled in their
have been discontinued in Canada
horns
for example, recently added five as well as in the United States, and
Angeles and Chicago, to be used
last
year,"
he
noted,
"are
beginspots a day over KXA Seattle to other American network shows off
during November and December of
ning to see that that's not the way
their consistent newspaper schedthe air for some time as Charlie
this year. Budget for the placeule. Another Keene & Keene acment will be a little under $10,000, to Specifically,
McCarthy (Coca Cola) will be
Mr. Maguire indisell."
count, Thompson's Freeze chain of piped65)into Canada again this time
Mr. Heverly reported. The account
cated that the Puget Sound Power
fall.
drive-ins is using transcribed onis new to radio.
There is little change in daytime
tiada A
& Light Company and other Norththe-spots
to
build
against
the
losnetwork radio on the Trans-Canada
west public utility firms anticipate
"Generally speaking," Mr. Heving winter months; and Montana
network, and no additions to
a shortage of power this fall, and
erly
added,
"the
business
outlook
Trading
Post,
out-of-st
retail
ate
for fall 1949 as far as our clients will again depend heavily on radio
Dominion network daytime
chain, is planning sharp increases
are concerned is about equal to last to urge conservation, "because we
business, so that Dominfor the fall trading season.
ion network is not likely
year. The portion of our expendi- were so successful last year with
Network-afl51iated
stations
servtures going into radio will be up spot radio" [Broadcasting, Jan.
to
be
this year a full
ing Seattle are slow to predict the
(Continued on page
24, March 7].
about 5% over last year."
(Continued on page 6^)
Twelve clients of Mac Wilkins,
A cautious expansion of present
BROADCASTING
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ABC,
GIVEAWAY

RELIEF

A FEDERAL court test of the legality of the FCC's anti-giveaway
ruling was begun by three networks last week in New York.
ABC, CBS and NBC filed injunction proceedings in the U. S.
District Court, southern district
of New York, to prohibit the commission from enforcing its rules.
Although the networks filed
suit independently, as had been
expected [Broadcasting, Aug. 29],
all sought relief on similar
grounds. They alleged that the
FCC did not have the authority
to apply rules interpreting Sec.
1304 of the U. S. Criminal Code
(the anti-lottery section) and further that the FCC's rules did not
properly interpret the lottery provisions of the code.
Ask Special Court
The suits asked that a specially constituted court of three
judges be convened "as soon as
practicable" to hear the issue. Each
of the networks sought a temporary injunction restraining the
commission from applying its rules
Oct. 1 and, after final court hearing, a permanent injunction.
Although diifering in some detail
in language, the suits made common points.
All the networks admitted that
some programs they now broadcast
appeared to be in violation of the
FCC's rules although not, in the
opinion of the networks, illegal
by the standards of the Criminal
Code if properly interpreted.
All made the point that the
threatened enforcement of the
FCC rules would "immediately,
adversely and irreparably affect
the business of plaintiff."
The three networks asserted that
if the rules were applied the broadcasters would be unable to perform existing contracts with sponsors, and certainly would be prevented from entering new contracts for giveaway shows.
The ABC complaint, first to be
filed, serves to outline points made
by those of CBS and NBC as well,
although all the actions differed
somewhat in construction.
If the FCC were allowed to invoke its rules, the ABC complaint
read, "plaintiff's revenues from
the sale of time on its own and
affiliated stations will be substantially reduced. Programs developed
by it and furnished to its affiliates
will be destroyed.
"Plaintiff's property rights and
the good will of the public, other
broadcasting stations and advertisers for plaintiff will be substantially, adversely and irreparably affected.
"Stations affiliated with plaintiff have, since the date of the
Commission's order, advised plaintiff that they will refuse to broadcast certain of plaintiff's programs
after Oct. 1, 1949, unless the
Commission's order be set aside
or its enforcement be enjoined or

stayed pending determination by a
court of the validity of the rules
adopted
by such
The ABC
suit order."
alleged that the
FCC had no jurisdiction to apply
rules which interpreted Sec. 1304
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CBS,

NBC

of the Criminal Code, which imposed or threatened to impose
sanctions or penalities for unadjudicated violations of Sec. 1304;
or v/hich
yond thoseimposed
expresslysanctions
provided"Beby

Drawn for Broadcasting b-" Sid Hix
'Now that lotteries are settled, heads it's Clears, tails it's Regionals!"

COY

STAYS

Hennock

File Similar

Suits

Congress for violations of Sec.
Further, it was charged, the
FCC was without authority to invoke rules denying station licenses
on the basis of violations, adjudicated or otherwise, of Sec.
1304
or on the basis of violations
1304."
of the
Commission's
interpretation of Sec.
1304.
ABC characterized the rules as
"arbitrary, capricious and an abuse
of discretion." They were described
as "contrary to the First Amendment to the Constitution."
The rules would deprive broadcasters of property without due
process, of law in violation of the
Fifth Amendment, it was further
charged.
"Under the guise of interpreting a statute enacted by Congress
the Commission has usurped the
power of Congress to determine
what may and what may not be
broadcast by means of radio communication and what sanctions and
other penalties shall be imposed
alleged.
for
violation of a statute," ABC
All the suits referred to earlier
actions of the FCC in first announcing proposed anti-giveaway
rules (Continued
Aug. 5, 1948on v/hen
page the
62) Com-

Visits

Truman

Too

WAYNE COY will remain as chairman of the FCC for the foreseeable
Chairman Coy said simply that
future, it was learned authoritatively last week.
he reported on the recent international telephone-telegraph conThis became known following Mr. Coy's conference with President
ferences. He would not answer
Truman last Wednesday, at which time he reported on two-month
sojourn in Europe as chairman of ★
questions explaining
about the FCC's
lottery
American delegations in Paris and term expires in June, 1951.
decision,
he had
not
London on telecommunications
Mr. Coy's decision to remain in taken part in the action.
government, it is believed, also was
matters. It sets at rest widespread
Miss Hennock said that with only
reports that he would return to premised upon his avid interest in 70-odd TV stations on the air, the
private business — probably as the television. He is desirous of hav- commission should encourage deing the FCC develop a national
paid executive head of the Televivelopment of a nationwide service
sion Broadcasters Assn.
policy on TV including color.
for the public. "If the evidence
Mr. Coy's visit to the White
Moreover, Mr. Coy's mission to shows both black-and-white and
House was followed Thursday by Europe brought to him the realizaa call on the President from Comr.
tion that there are important mat- color service can be provided, I'm
Frieda B. Hennock. It is undershe said.
ters in international communicafor
giving the public the latest,'
tions which should be resolved and
stood that Mr. Coy advised the
Chief Executive he would return
it is expected that he will devote
Must Develop Stations
more time to these pursuits.
to his FCC post as soon as he comwe must develop hundreds
pleted his report on the European
Development of the television . and"But
hundreds of stations. If they
conferences. He returned from industry
should not be hampered
Europe on Aug. 19, but has re- by overemphasis on color, FCC
show us color that's compatible,
mained on leave and has not par- Commissioner Hennock said after let's have color. First we must
ticipated in FCC activities. It is her noon call on President Tru- have evidence. RCA has not yet
expected he will resume the chairman. Miss Hennock made it plain demonstrated its system.
manship later this month — prob- that she was speaking merely for
"Most of all we must encourage
ably about Sept. 12 or 19.
herself, and gave no indication of the development of hundreds of
what topics she discussed with the television stations and not go off
Considered Resigning
President.
on tangents. If the housewife is
It is known that Mr. Coy has
considered resigning because of the
Color is just one phase of tele- worried about color, she will not
vision's growth, though an impor- black-and-white
low FCC pay— $10,000 per year.
the home.
We
buy any set. Shein won't
even have
tant phase, she said in response
Assurances that the House apmust keep TV going. Color is just
proved bill (H. R.-1689) which to reporters' questions.
Like Chairman Coy, Miss Hen- an incident in TV's development,
would increase commissioners' pay
nock was mum about the visit ex- although an important incident.
to $16,000 and the chairman's stipend to $18,000 will also pass the
cept to say that she had talked Perhaps it will parallel the growth
about her work. Answering a ques- of color in the motion picture inSenate, is believed to have motidustry. But most of all we all
tion, she said a New York judgevated Mr. Coy's decision to remain
in government, at least until his
ship had not been discussed.
want to help develop television."
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The

Johns

Baltimore

Hopkins

University

recently made

in

a survey*

of radio listening habits in grocery
stores, drug stores, taverns,
barber
The

shops, and

beauty

parlors.

results are especially interesting
because

measuring

none

of the standard

organizations

take this big

audience

This Hopkins
in taverns
radios playing,
W-I-T-H.

survey shows

that

for instance, of all
67.3%

Our

was

into account.

were

nearest

tuned

tuned

to

competitor

in on only 12.3%
of the total.

The

survey is chock-full
pelling facts about

audience
in Baltimore.
reasons

It contains
W-I-T-H

buy in Baltimore.
TAVERNS —This chart shows the percentage of radios playing in taverns tuned
to each Baltimore Station. 67.3% were tuned
to W-I-T-H.

this big plus

that W-I-T-H

why

of com-

delivers

many

more

is your best

If you haven't

already received a copy of this survey,
we'll be happy

to send you

one.

*"A Questionnaire Survey of Radio Listening Audiences in
Commercial Establishments in Baltimore City," prepared
as a Senior Research Report, under the supervision of the
Dean and Faculty Members of the School of Business,
Johns Hopkins University.

WITH
BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President
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Pald Campoign Considered
RADIO
MULLS
NAM
By J. FRANK BEATTY
ABC sustainer, Tues., 10:45-11
That letter brought a quick re- lie relations advertising committee,
tort from Mr. Williams, who asked representing 12 member companies,
PROSPECT that National Assn.
considering a broadof Manufacturers may go into ra- p.m.Mr. Williams continued, "It cer- Mr. Kern to re-read his original is seriously
cast somewhat along the lines of
tainly seems incongruous to us to Aug. 23 protest.
dio on a paid basis developed last
"There is only one newspaper in the Railroad Hour. Recalling Mr.
week following appearance of a see a competitor of ours carry paid
space publicizing a program for Johnson City — ^the Press-ChronWoods' original invitation to take
paid spotlight ad in newspapers on which
we do not receive revenue.
part
in the Tuesday night sustainicle,"
Mr.
Williams
wrote.
"We
behalf of NAM's It's Your Busiare not in the newspaper business.
ing series, Mr. Johnstone said
ness, asustaining series carried by Further, although we have continuHowever, if we were, as manager
ously carried the NAM program
NAM is "indebted to ABC for this
about 175 ABC stations.
sustaining we are of the opinion of WJHL I would still resent the opportunity to present the views
Suggestion by several sources
placing of paid newspaper space of our association. I feel certain
that the powerful trade association that it is actually a commercial
on
behalf of a radio program for that the other three organizations,
feature
and
as
such
should
be
paid
pay for its time was met by official
which
the time is furnished for if questioned, would say the same
for
by
the
NAM
along
with
the
NAM indication that it is seriously
paid space used by free. In all fairness, if radio is
considering sponsorship of a pro- black-and-white
them from time to time in various
While the NAM- WJHL controdoing the job for you at no cost
gram along the lines of the Railversy was stirring. Broadcasting
road Hour.
publications.
for
program
time,
don't
you
feel
and BAB were in receipt of large
Mark Woods, ABC president,
"Should the NAM continue their that radio could also do a job in numbers
of letters covering per
promoting the program via spot
whose network has donated a week- policy of buying paid space from
thing."
inquiry
business
projects that have
competitors
of
the
ABC
affiliates
ly half-hour to the NAM, U. S.
announcements
developed with approach of the
Closed ?"March 31
Chamber of Commerce, CIO and who carry It's Your Business on a
sustaining basis, WJHL will be
NAM closed its advertising last autumn season.
AFL, called for paid sponsorship
Branded Unethical
of network radio by NAM in a left with no alternative but that March 31, according to Mr. JohnBAB
has notified many comstone,
whose
department
operates
letter to Ray D. Williams, manager
of discontinuing the program." Mr.
Williams sent copies of this letter in the Public Relations Division.
of WJHL Johnson City, Tenn.
panies proposing to use radio on
to Mr. Woods and the NAM.
NAM and the C. of C. alternate this basis that NAB brands such
Stirred Up Controversy
methods as unethical. BAB also
Judging by Mr. Kern's reply, the in use of the second quarter-hour reminds that daily newspapers and
Mr. Williams' protest about agency
of the ABC period, set aside by
and
NAM
both
misunderNAM spotlight space stirred up the
Mr. Woods in 1945 for a labor- most magazines long ago banned
stood Mr. Williams' letter. Mr.
whole controversy, in which NAB's
of business.
management series. NAM had the thisIn type
Kern wrote that "through error"
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
one of the new P. I. projects,
period the first three months of
the tune-in ad "was not scheduled
joined.
Advertising Golf Ball Corp., 841
1949, C. of C. the second quarter,
to run in your paper." He added
Writing to Mr. Williams, Pres- that
Grand Central Palace, New York
and
now
NAM
has
the
time
until
the
agency
had
checked
the
ident Woods said:
17, is offering stations a golf ball
newspaper-radio affiliation list in the end of September.
(Continued on pag4 62)
"Let me say that I agree with the Broadcasting Yearbook.
Mr. Johnstone said NAM's pubyou completely, and we have approached the NAM on several occasions indicating to them that we
think it is time that they went on
a commercial basis in network radio. We believe we are beginning
to make some progress."
Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
participate
^g^'^^o
BAB, told Broadcasting he had
N
OW
TD
ANVIRTUAL
BOYCOTT
SIby session as planned, or to seek a in favor of proceeding with the
ARBA
Mexico last week raised a "reasonable" postponement in conference without delay was
protested NAM's failure to buy
its network time after receiving
hopes that Mexico would then join reached late Thursday and comcomplaints from a number of sta- grave threat over the interthe negotiations. They reportedly
municated tothe Canadian governnational
conference
opening
tions charging that NAM was
ment.
kept in touch with officials of Canin
Montreal
next
Tuesday
—
"chiseling." Mr. Mitchell said BAB
ada, the host nation, through which
Two Months of Sessions
objected to the use of free radio
Sept. 13 — to negotiate a new
Mexico's
decision
was
relayed.
Estimates
of the duration of the
time by NAM when it should be North American Regional
U.S. authorities for the most
conference range around two
using radio on a paid basis, es- Broadcasting Agreement
part appeared inclined from the months.
pecially in view of the fact that
(NARBA).
first to go ahead with the session.
the association had paid for its
The U.S. delegation, it was disIn what was taken as a Canada apparently had the same
(Continued on page 70)
spotlight advertising.
inclination.
The
final
U.S.
decision
thinly-veiled
move
to
preserve
or
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone,
improve her present broadcasting
nam's director of radio and tele- position, Mexico made a last-minvision, said the Aug. 23 insertion
ute bid for postponement of the
of small paid newspaper advertiseTo Head U. S. Delegation to NARBA
conference and finally cast prepments "was the first time the NAM
arations into turmoil by announchad occasion to do this." He deing she would participate only in
scribed itas a 2-inch 56-line tunein ad and added that Benton & token fashion.
Mexico was quoted as saying
Bowles, nam's
been
that instead of negotiating on equal
instructed
to run agency
the ad inhad
all cities
footing with other NARBA powers
where ABC affiliates were located
she might send a political observer .
and to be sure that newspapers
to the sessions, or — most surprising
having ABC station affiliations
carrying the broadcast were in- of all to U. S. radio authorities —
might give her proxy to Cuba.
cluded in the schedule.
Later reports, however, said she
Chain of Letters
had no intention of designating a
This set in motion a chain of
correspondence in which NAM and proxy.
The non-participation announceBenton & Bowles apparently misment came dramatically during
construed the original protest by
a government-industry conference
Mr. Williams.
last Monday at which final U.S.
Writing Aug. 23 to George Kern,
preparations were being made.
of Benton & Bowles, Mr. Williams
U.S. authorities immediately
noted that "our competitor, the
launched a series of conferences
Johnson City Press-Chronicle, has
to determine their course in the
contacted us relative to a paid adface
of this sudden development —
vertisement" publicizing the NAM
Mr. HYDE
Mr. WARREN
whether to push for convening the
It's Your Business carried as an
Page 30
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7airotite

^e/ei/idian

SuQ±tion:

WHICH

IS YOUR

WCPO-TV
%

the

ALL 3 STATIONS
WHICH

CHANNEL

WCPO-TV
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FAVORITE

TELEVISION

TV-STATION
36.8%

ARE TELEVISING

'B'

THE FOOTBALL

ARE YOU LOOKING

AT NOW?

TV-STATION
36.3%

STATION?

'B'

GAME**

TONIGHT.

"

TV-STATION

C"

♦♦Night of August 20.
1949

•Complete data, including affidavit on file at
WCPO-TV. Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Represented by the
BRANHAM COMPANY

^Station!

A Scripps-Howard
Radio Station
Affiliated with the
CINCINNATI POST

P. S.: August PULSE just
released also shows
WCPO-TV in First Place.
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Mr. McCray

Mr. Kopf

Mr, Weaver

Mr. Trammell

Mr. Denny

Mr. Smith

Mr. Hammond

. . . Top NBC Executives Slated to Address Affiliates at White Sulphur Spriitgs

NBC

AFFILIATES

NBC executives last week put a
final pplish on presentations and
talks intended to convince affiliated
stations, at their convention beginning Sept. 7, that the network
has fulfilled promises it made last
winter at the height of the internetwork program tug-of-war.
The affiliates will be advised that
NBC program, promotion and sales
plans projected at a special meeting of stations held in Chicago
last February are now in effect
and showing good results.
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
will open the third annual affiliated
convention, Sept. 7-11 at Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., with an address
outlining the network's general
operations and aspirations. Charles
R. Denny, executive vice president,
will also speak at the opening session.
Although the complete agenda
of the meeting had not been set
last week, it was known that business sessions would be held Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday mornings, Sept. 7-10. One
of the sessions, probably lasting
through an entire morning, will be
restricted to affiliates. The others
will be joint meetings of network
officials and the stations.
Information Scant
Little advance information as to
the nature of the scheduled talks
by NBC executives was available,
but it was known that Harry
Kopf, administrative vice president
in charge of sales, would deliver
a comprehensive report on current
and anticipated network business;
that Hugh M. Beville Jr., director of research, would present
the results of a recent study showing that radio was a more effective advertising medium than
any other, except television; that
Sylvester L. "Pat" Weaver Jr.,
vice president in charge of television, would reveal new TV program"
operation plans,
and Prothat
Thomas and McCray,
National
gram Director, would discuss
NBC's radio program policy.
It was also understood the network would disclose, during the
convention, a new affiliation contract form for TV stations. DePage 32
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tails of the new form were not
known, but it was said to embrace
significant departures from past
contracts.
The fall promotion campaign, already announced by the network,
will be presented to the convention by Charles Hammond, vice
president and assistant to the
president, and Fall publicity plans
will be outlined by Sydney H. Eiges,
vice president in charge of press.
The tentative agenda had set
the affiliates meeting for Thursday morning, it was understood,
to be followed that afternoon by
discussion with network executives.
Although no formal provisions for
reference to impending reorganization of the network were included in the agenda, it was believed probable the subject would
arise during the Thursday after-

Report

Readied

noon session by affiliates directing
the question to NBC executives.
The Wednesday sessions, and a
morning meeting Friday were believed to have been tentatively
reserved for talks and presentations by the network. Under present plans Friday afternoon would
be left free. A business session
will probslbly be held Saturday
morning, tKe convention officially
closing
luncheon. Saturday noon with a
Following is a list of officials of
NBC affiliates expected to attend
the convention:
WTIC Hartford, Paul W. Morency;
WBZ Boston, Wilmer C. Swartley;
WGY Schenectady, Bart Rowan, R. B.
Hanna Jr., Roy Willpott Jr.; WSYR
Syracuse,
J; C. Rochester,
Wilder, E. William
R. Vadeboncouer;
WHAM
Fay;
WBEN Buffalo, A. H. Kirchofer, Robert
Thompson; KDKA Pittsburgh, J. E.
Baudino; WBAL Baltimore, J. C.
Burke; KYW Philadelphia, J. B. Con-

for W. Va. Meet

ley, R. E. White, Walter E. Benoit;
WWJ Detroit, W. J. Scripps, Harry
Bannister, E. K. Wheeler; WSPD Toledo, George Storer, Lee B. Wailes;
WIRE Indianapolis, Daniel C. Park,
Wayland FuUington; WLW Cincinnati,
William P. Robinson; WLW — T Cincinnati, Marshall N. Terry; WLW-C
Columbus, James Leonard; WLW — D
Dayton,ville,J. George
T. Murphy;
WAVE . LouisNorton, Nathan
Lord;
WSM Nashville, Harry Stone, J. H.
De Witt; WTMJ Milwaukee, Walter
Damm, Russ Winnie; KSD St. Louis,
George Burbach; WOC Davenport,
Ernie Sanders, Ralph Evans, William
Wagner; WHO Des Moines, Paul Loyet,
W. W. Woods, Harold Fulton^ Jack
Kerrigan; KSTP St. Paul, Stanley
Hubbard; WOW Omaha, Lyle De Moss,
M. M. Meyers; WINR Binghamton, C.
Allen Bengtson; WENY Elmira, Dale
L. Taylor; WERC Erie, B. Walker
Sennett, Jacob A. Young, Charles E.
Denny; WGKV Charleston, Henry
Diefenbach, A. Davis, R. M. Venable;
WHIS Bluefield, Pat T. Flanagan, Hugh
I. Shott Jr.; WJAC Johnstown, Walter
W. Krebs; WFBG Altoona, George C.
Gable; WMRF Lewistown, T. W. Metzger, James
S. Woods;
WTBO Cumberland, Aurelia
S. Becker;
WMBG
Richmond, Wilbur M. Havens, Walter
(Continued on page 88)

Cincinnati
NAB

FALL

By J. FRANK BEATTY
NAB will make its bow to the
membership in new and
streamlined form when the
autumn series of 17 district
meetings opens Thursday at
the Terrace Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati (full schedule on page
34).
The new NAB emphasis on
sales aids and operating costs
will be reflected in the two-day
programs at the district conven-.
tions. Competitive selling and cost
efficiency will dominate the meetings, with shirt-sleeve discussions
emphasized instead of formal
speeches.
Drive for new members, already
under way, will feature the entire Sept. 8-Dec. 13 series. The
drive is hinged on the effectiveness
of the sales and cost discussions.
NAB headquarters officials believe
large numbers of non-members
will be drawn into the association
when they see what NAB is doing
along these lines.
NAB is making certain they
have the opportunity to observe

First

SESSIONS
its functions by inviting non-members to attend. In most districts,
the district directors are sending
invitations to stations not members
of NAB. In one or two cases the
non-members will be allowed to
participate in only a portion of the
program.
By-Laws Changes Readied
With approach of the district
meetings, NAB is taking steps to
bring its by-laws up to date in
line with board action at its July
meeting in Portsmouth, N. H.
[Broadcasting, July 18]. The
board's by-laws committee, headed
by Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver,
has cleared a group of proposed
changes which are being sent to
the full board for action.
These by-laws changes would
eliminate the office of executive
vice president, abolished by the
board; delete the provision for
board meetings during convention
week; provide for two television
directors and eliminate the A and
B station classifications for the
two FM directors.
If the board members approve
the proposed changes by mail.

referendum ballots can go out to
the membership by Oct. 1 and be
counted by Oct. 20.
Present by-laws provide for one
TV director if there are 25 TV
station members. Letters sent out
during the summer by President
Justin Miller and Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
chairman
of thebrought
board's
Structure Committee,
television
membership from six to 29.
All types of members — AM, FM
and TV — will be sought during the
district meetings. Augmenting the
sales and cost sessions will be a
general roundup talk by Judge
Miller, who will explain just what
NAB is doing and what it plans
to do now that two new divisions
have been installed. Heading the
Audio Division is Ralph W. Hardy,
KSL Salt Lake City, with G. Emerson Markham, WGY Schenectady,
in charge of the Video Division.
They will be operating at Washington headquarters this week.
Judge Miller's talk is expected
to show non-members just what
NAB is doing for the industry.
He will be heard the afternoon of
(Continued on page 89)
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Morning
Afternoon
44.2

42.4

Sunday

Evening

Afternoon

32.2

36.2

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
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HOOPER
STATION LISTENING INDEX
FORT WAYNE, IND., CITY ZONE
• MARCH-APRIL, 1949
WOWO
in-use
A
B
C
D
E
4.2
11.8
Weekday
21.1
44.2
6.3
Mornings
19.1
9.4
Sets4.8
2.0
7.0
Weekday
21.7
21.5
15.9
42.4
Afternoons
Weekday
15.3
35.9
6.7
31.1
9.7
Evenings
32.2
Sunday
20.0
27.2
25.3
5.3
1.2
6.2
36.2
Afternoons

F

3.1
5.6
4.1
4.1

First in all four!

Morning, afternoon, evening, Sunday.. WOWO wins
undisputed first place in the Fort Wayne city zone.
You can sell your product to this growing audience
any time of day, through WOWO!
And

that's

only

part

off the

story!

In addition to giving you top-drawer coverage in Fort
FORT
WAYN

Wayne, WOWO
E

ABC
NETWORK
AFFILIATE

Westinghouse Radio
KYW . KDKA . KEX . WBZ

Stations Inc
• WBZA . WOWO

National Representatives, Free
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

& Peters,

delivers a dominant signal through-

out a59 -county BMB area., in the heart of the rich,
rewarding Midwest market. Your program on WOWO
reaches a territory in which more than 2 million people
live. Gross income exceeds $2.6 billion., and keeps
going up! For availabilities and program ideas, check
WOWO or Free & Peters.

except

for WBZ-TV;

for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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HURRICANE
EADIO was at its traditional best
during this season's initial Florida
hurricane, one of history's worst.
While expensive, the roaring storm
left few deaths in its wake — a testimonial to the public warning system aired over industry's facilities.
Radio stations hardest hit included WJNO West Palm Beach,
directly in the line of fire. Its
196 foot tower buckled under 155
mile-an-hour winds and toppled
into Lake Worth. Steve Willis of
WJNO reported its FM station
flattened and the total loss of its
529 foot antenna at a cost of
$40,000. Also felled by the storm's
fury was WSWN Belle Glade's
tower. Winds there reached an intensity of 122 miles-an-hour.
Three Palm Beach County radio
stations in the Delray Beach area
reported towers down. At Fort
Pierce, where millions of gallons of
water poured on the city, seven
persons at WIRA, including Douglas Silver, president of Indian
River Broadcasting Co., and Chief
Engineer James Sowinski, were
stranded by high water when the
emergency antenna collapsed onto
the station's roof ripping it open.
They were evacuated by National
Guardsmen. Up to that time WIRA
broadcast storm advisories and
emergency messages. Station was
on the air for 40 hours straight
from 6:30 a.m. Aug. 25 to 10:40
p.m. Aug. 26, returning to the air
at 9:30 a.m. Aug. 27 by using a
temporary antenna and emergency
power. Station reported its 200
foot guyed tower was left standing
on its platform 150 feet out in the
Indian River although the connecting dock was blown off its pilings.
Mr. Silver said the dock would be
rebuilt by the end of this month.
Among many stations sounding
colors at the hurricane's onslaught
was WIOD Miami which covered
the big blow in 42 hours of continuous broadcasting. Staffers kept
watch by telephone, wrote and
broadcast emergency announcements and half-hourly weather reports. Station recorded telephone
reports from news announcer
Harry Munyan.
Minutes after reception, WIOD
broadcast recordings giving firsthand accounts of conditions in
those areas feeling the full brunt
of the storm. NBC was fed reports twice during the storm and
used on the network's Pro & Con
10:45 p.m. Aug. 26 and Voices &
FCC ACTIONS
GRANTS for two new AM
and two new FM outlets were
authorized by FCC last week.
Grants were proposed for two
other AM stations in initial
decisions. Twelve stations received transfer grants. Details of these and other FCC
actions are carried in FCC
Roundup on page 87.
Page 34
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Radio
Events 5:30 p.m. Aug. 26.
WGBS Miami, on the air through
both nights of the storm, served
Puerto Rico residents with Spanish
translations of warnings and then
the Bahamas as gales veered northward. When local stations in the
storm's path lost towers, phones
and power,
WYCS
information from Red
Crossrelayed
disaster
relief
headquarters, Weather Bureau and
highway patrol headquarters.
The station, on the air 56 hours
straight, was first to broadcast a
report from U. S. Engineers at

Plays

Life-Saver

Role

Lake Okeechobee, scene of the 1928
disaster which snuffed out lives of
1,800 persons, that the dikes
around the lake would hold. WGBS
fed three networks on storm coverage. Reports were carried on
CBS News of America 9 a.m. Aug.
25, 26 and 27.
WTMC Ocala was on the air
around the clock although power,
telephone and telegraph facilities
were cut in the area for many
hours. Station's double-guyed
towers had been re-worked the
(Continued on page 89)
Reps to Push Campaign

HURRICANE hunters Ken Muller,
WDSU-TV New Orleans cameraman
(I) and Fred Paul, station's announcer,
flew through the heart of the storm
recording experiences on film. As
passengers
of theMessrs.
Navy's Muller
Hurricane
Search Squadron,
and
Paul took first-hand shots of damage
over Tampa, Okeechobee, West Palm
Beach and other devastated areas.
Shown locally the evening of Aug.
28, films said to be first telecast of
Florida disaster.

SCHICK
PLAN
For Radio-TV
STATION REPRESENTATIVES in New York were invited last
Thursday afternoon to a special meeting at BBDO wherein they were
informed of and asked to assist in the promotion and merchandising
campaign being launched to spark the approximately $200,000 spot
radio and television schedule of *
Schick Electric Shaver.
paign will count heavily in determining future Schick advertising
The campaign marks the first
use of radio and television for the
sponsor [Broadcasting, Aug. 8] policy.
Each representative was given a
and involves a concentrated 90-day sheet of prepared copy for subeffort starting this month on over
mission to individual stations out100 radio stations and 14 television
lining Schick's merchandising
stations in 39 markets.
cooperation plan for AM and television as well as for newspapers.
Kent Dennan, BBDO account exPM SWITCHES
The three radio or television staecutive, explained to the representatives that the agency is doing all
Daytime Plans to ABC
tions and the three newspapers doit can to prove to the sponsor that
ing the best all around job of merTHE entire daytime network radio
radio and television can do a selling
chandising for Schick will receive operations of Philip Morris Ltd.,
job on its product and that the end prizes just before Christmas. Top
executives at Schick will act as New York, (Philip Morris cigarsales results of the current camettes) will switch from MBS to
judges. BBDO has prepared an ABC, effective in mid-October.
individual folder for each radio
The company is taking over sponand television station and newsof Ladies Be Seated with
paper to serve as a file for every Johnny sorship
Olsen, five times weekly,
bit
of
merchandising
and
promoNAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
3:30-3:55 p.m. [Closed Circuit,
tion evidence.
Sept.
8-9:
Dist.
7,
Terrace
Plaza,
Cincinnati.
Aug.
29] andOpinion,
Walter five
Kiernan's
The merchandising cooperation
One Man's
times
Sept.
Dist.Wis.
9, The Northernalre,
Three15-16:
Lakes,
plan for stations — as described in weekly, 12:25-12:30, both on ABC.
The above programs will replace
Sept. 19-20: Dist 11, Radisson, Min- the Schick instruction sheet — is
neapolis.
the current Philip Morris sponcomposed of four parts:
Sept.
26-27:
Dist.
10,
Savery,
Des
sored shows on MBS: Against The
Moines.
Sept.
29-30:
Dist.
12,
AUis,
Wichita,
Storm
and Queen For A Day.
(1)
Local
tie-in
advertising
—
"The
size,
Kan.
impact and frequency of the Schick
Cecil & Presbrey, New York, is
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas. schedule in your medium," the sheet
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
reads, "provides a ready-made oppor- the agency for Philip Morris's dayOct. 13-14:
tunity for the local advertising departtime radio.
ville, Fla.Dist. 5, Roosevelt, Jacksonment to sell tie-in Advertising;" (2)
Oct.
17-18:
Dist.
4,
Carolina
Inn,
Pinehurst, N. C.
mailing retailers — "We are requesting
Oct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Sky- that you make a mailing to the Schick
retailers in your coverage area during are made upon key Schick Shaver retop, Pa.
Oct.
27-28:Park,
Dist.N. 2,J. Berkeley-Cartret,
tailers;" (4) miscellaneous including
Asbury
September;"
"We
lobby displays, display windows, taxi
are requesting (3)thatpersonal
at least calls
five— calls
Oct.Boston.
31-Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
signs, etc.
Nov.
21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac,
Detroit.
Nov. 28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Rotating Sponsorship
Dec.
1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14, Utah, Salt Lake City. NBC TEST SHOW
Base of Experiment
Dec. 14-15, Dist. 17, Benson, Portland,
NBC-TV is offering for participating sponsorship a new type of program,
Ore.
called Saturday Night, and scheduled for the 8 to 11 p.m. slot weekly.
The program, called experimental by the network, is open to 12 nonSept. 8-10: Western Assn. of Broadcompetitive advertisers who will buy, not a time period, but rotating
casters annual meeting, Banff Springs
Hotel, Banff, Alta.
participation in the entire threeSept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S. hour presentation.
houses, hotel dances, night clubs
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Greenbrier,
Format of the show, while still and other Saturday festivities.
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
indefinite, is planned to present the
The experiment, announced last
Sept. 16-17: Advertising Federation of activities
of American families on week by S. L. Weaver, NBC vice
America's
Southern
District,
Hotel
Heidelberg, Baton Rouge, La.
typical Saturday nights out. Name
president in charge of television,
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of talent
is expected to be employed
is designed to make it possible for
America's
Southwest
District
meeting, Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. as the program presents bands,
small-budget advertisers to enter
Sept. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations theatre
"attraction" television.
groups, stage shows, movie
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
BROADCASTING
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SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!

From a small ordinary Drug Store to the leading Pharmacy — That's the story of King's —
one of KRNT's biggest and oldest local accounts. They buy Al Couppee's daily Sportscasts; a 10-minute segment of "Gene Emerald
Show" (afternoon disc jockey) ; good spot announcement schedule; weekly "Doctor's Orders" show. . . . General Electric Supply Corp.
sponsors all Couppee play-by-play broadcasts
year-around.

A Bakery has sponsored the "Sunday Funnies"
(Chuck Miller's hour) for 14 years. ... A
Packing Company has. presented Saturday amateur talent show for 8 years. ... A Supermarket has had participation in "Betty Wells
Show" for 1 8 months. Betty has produced
wonderful results, too, for an Ice Cream retailer, aDry Cleaner, an Appliance Store.

SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!

A Bank has obtained excellent results for 10
years from a spot schedule (21 a week) . . .
A Savings & Loan Assn. is realizing gratifying
results from 3 Chas. McCuen Newscasts a
week. ... A KRNT noon Newscast has produced wonderfully for an Automobile dealer
for over a year. ... A Dairy is selling effectively with a quarter-hour strip (local show),
while two others get desired results from
KRNT disc shows.

advertising done was on KRNT — That's the
report of a Men's Store sponsoring a Commentator's re-broadcast Sundays.
SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!
Amaintained
Dry Cleaner
swears schedule
by Bill Riley.
a heavy
of his They've
Money
Man calls for 13 months . . . even made their
own survey and found it corresponded with
Hooper. ... A Utility firm sponsoring a Commentary co-op was using it as public relations
^9 vehicle until
finding it produced excellent
direct-selling results.

DRY CLEANING, ^

UTILITIES

LOOK

SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!

Most successful medium ever used — That's
what a Building Materials concern said about
the Chas. McCuen 8 a. m. Newscast they sponsor 3 days a week. . . . Department Store has
had Russ Van Dyke 10 p. m. Newscast for 8
years
and upwouldn't
thinkweekof year
jgivingagoit and
up. only
...
Business
36% over

BUILDING
MATERIALS

YOU

SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!
APPLIANCES01^ Sales jumped tremendously since buying a
quarter-hour
pre-noonStore
stripreports.
on KRNTExtra
— That's
what an Appliance
help
required. Rush continues after 1 3 weeks.
Concern also has used first hour of the 6-8
a.sales
m. curve
"Don Bell
high.Show" for over a year to keep

FOOD

SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!

SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!

BANKING

HEATING

A 5-minute mystery strip is getting heating
contracts. . . . The first hour of the 6-8 a. m.
"Don Bell Show" is pulling orders for another
heating contractor. . . . The half-hour Saturday
quiz show of Bill Riley has produced remarkable results for a third heating firm. ... A
late-evening platter show gets great results
for an out-of-the-loop firm selling washers,
plumbing, etc.
SALES RESULTS! . . SALES RESULTS!
Resultful radio advertising through KRNT personalities prompted Furniture Store to concentrate more on this selling system. Their spot
announcements on "Bill Riley Show" have
quickly sold out items of merchandise on several occasions, necessitating immediate copy
revisions.

,1 FUllNITUPE

V-J

KRNT
DES MOINES
THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STATION

ADCASTING

• Telecasting

WE COULD GO ON AND ON . . STORY AFTER STORY . . RESULTS! . . RESULTS! . . RESULTS!
What Does It All Boil Down To? Just This: KRNT IS THE STATION WITH
THE FABULOUS PERSONALITIES AND THE ASTRONOMICAL HOOPERS.
KRNT PERSONALITIES HAVE THE SHOWMANSHIP KNOW-HOW ....
THE SALESMANSHIP KNOW-HOW .... THE COMMAND OF THE
AUDIENCE ON THE STATION THAT COMMANDS THE AUDIENCE.
What Does This Mean to You, Mr. Advertiser? YOUR ADVERTISING ON
KRNT GETS RESULTS! Ask o Katz Man, or Write Us, for Availabilities.
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Spot
(Continued from page 23)
on these stations expire Nov. 11.
Meanwhile, dealers are being
polled for renewal contracts, and
the plans for the post-Nov. 11
period will be announced within
six weeks.
Grand Union Food Stores,
through French & Preston, have
doubled the number of stations
used in their spot campaign since
last fall. Grand Union this year
is using 27 stations, compared to
11 a year ago.
Two companies which last year
used no radio are preparing extensive spot campaigns this fall
through Nelson Chesman, Chattanooga. They are Capital Nurseries and Tennessee Nurseries,
each'*
buy fall
timewith
on
50 to of
60 which
stationswill
in the
the probability of expanding to
120 stations next spring.

Oldsmobile Co., through D. P.
Brothers Inc., Detroit, will continue to place spots on 149 stations, the same number used last
fall.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
through Young & Rubicam, used
29 stations last fall, now has
scheduled time on 30 stations.
Pilot Brand Oyster Shells,
through Cecil & Presbrey, will use
38 stations this fall, an increase
of one over its schedule last year.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., for
its show products, is placing time
on 89 stations this year as against
83 last fall, through Compton Advertising.
Paramount Pictures (Buchanan
& Co.) which used 36 stations last
fall to promote one of its pictures,
will use more this fall to promote
its new film, "My Friend Irma,"
although its exact schedule has
not been set.
Advertisers reporting they will
use about the same spot time this

CHICAGO^
^SAN

year as last were:
Atlantic Refining Co., through
N. W. Ayer & Son, using 111 stations (although perhaps more) ;
Milk Shake Bars, through D'Arcy
Advertising, using 24 stations;
Hostess Cakes, through Ted Bates,
65 stations ; Wonder Bread, through
Ted Bates, 117 stations; Oakite,
through Calkins & Holden, 16 stations; Unicorn Press, through
Leonard Advertising, 119 stations.
Three of the surveyed advertisers have reduced the number of
stations they will use in the fall.
Black-Draught, Cardui and Zyrone,
all handled by Nelson Chesman,
Chattanooga, are using a dozen
stations each. Last fall each had
schedules on 108 stations.
Pertussin, through Erwin, Wasey
Co., has reduced its schedule by
15%. It used 179 stations last fall.
Nu-Maid Margarine, through
Ralph H. Jones Co., which was on
80 stations last fall, will buy time
on 20 to 30 this year.

r\
DETROIT

NEW YORK

FRANCISCO
*

^LOS

^

ANGELES

★
DALLAS

mW
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Branham offices representing Radio and Television
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Little Bit Late
WWDC Washington, D. C,
ran a contest entitled "Who
Is Mr. FM?" Prizes totaled
approximately $5,000 and the
gimmick was to promote
WWDC's new FM station.
So, the other day, the station
received a letter giving the
right answer. The only thing
wrong was that the contest
was held a year and a half
ago. "It must have taken
the guy a year and a half to
figure out the correct answer," commented WWDC
Publicity Director Irving M.
Lichtenstein.

Birds-Eye Frosted Foods,
through Young & Rubicam, has reduced its list of stations to 65
this fall. Last year the company
used 102 stations.
Three of the surveyed companies
have eliminated spot advertising.
They were: Instant Postum (Foote,
Cone & Belding), which had a copy
test campaign on nine stations
last fall ; Rockwood Chocolate Bars
(Fletcher D. Richards), which used
41 stations last year, and Minute
Rice (Young & Rubicam), which
used 71 stations to introduce its
product nationally last year.
Collier's magazine, which was
using 113 stations last fall through
Kudner Agency, has temporarily
discontinued its radio campaign,
but
the magazine*
was reported
to
be thinking
of resuming
a spot
schedule after October. More than
113 stations will be used if the
spot campaign is undertaken, an
executive
casting. of Collier's told BroadReasons for Cutdowns
Reasons for reductions or cancel ation of spot radio varied with
advertisers. Some charged the
action to general reduction of advertising budgets. Others said they
were intensifying expenditures in
magazines, and still others reported theycommercials.
were investing in television
Other spot campaigns now underwayclude : or in the planning stage inAmerican Chicle, through Badger
& Browning & Hersey, is placing
business on more than 100 stations.
Beaumont 4-Way Cold Tablets,
through Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co.,
is placing announcements and participating programs in 80 markets.
Musterole, through Erwin,
Wasey & Co., is planning to buy
time in 100 markets for late fall.
Hill's Cold Tablets, through Duane
Jones Co., has bought time in 40
markets starting Oct. 24.
Two publications. Ladies Home
Journal and Reader's Digest,
through BBDO, are preparing
nation ment
wide
transcribed announcecampaigns.
Merit Greeting Card Co., through
Louis S. Herman Adv., Newark, |
N. J., has expanded its schedule i
from 17 stations to 40 and 50 in
the East and Midwest.
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''More

mors
please,

d'oeuvres
matilda/

OU betcha, us rich Red River Valley plow-jockies
indulge in some mighty nice livin' . . . We actually
have an Average Effective Buying Income that's
higher than Iowa, Oregon or Texas, for example.
Wise advertisers get more than their
share of our lavish spending by using WDAY,
Fargo's 27-year-old pioneer. For the period
Dec. '48 thru Apr. '49, WDAY had the highest Hooperatings in the entire nation, morning, afternoon, and evening! In other words,
WDAY

is now America's

No. 1 Station!

Write us or ask Free & Peters for all the proof
of WDAY's overwhelming superiority — urban and
rural — in the Red River Valley.
HERE

ARE THE fIGGERS/
"D"
"B"
WDAY
"C"
4.2
16.8
7.7
66.2

WEEKDAY
MORNINGS
WEEKDAY
AFTERNOONS
EVENINGS
(SUN. THRU SAT.)

66.1

11.4

11.9

67.5

14.1

9.2

3.7
7.2

FARGO, N. D.
NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WAHS

FREE & PETERS, INC.,
Exclusive National Representatives

Network

Outlook

(Continued from page 23)

HOW

YOUR
CAN
FIGHT

STATION
HELP
POLIO

POLIO has struck harder this summer than in
many previous years. Your station can
contribute to the commxanity's welfare by
helping to create a calm, informed attitude
about the disease.
Facts about polio are dramatized in a 15-minute
transcribed program offered to radio stations
FREE OF CHARGE as an educational public service
by The Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York. The program is based on authentic
information from the company's Medical
Department.
The script is written by Gretta Baker and
produced by Chick Vincent. Richard Stark is
the narrator. Written scripts are also available
to stations that would prefer to do a "live"
broadcast. You may obtain a transcription or
a script promptly by filling out and mailing
the convenient order blank below.

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
34 NASSAU STREET

•

NEW YORK 5, N. Y.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
34 Nassau Street, New York City 5, New York
Gentlemen:
Please send me, free of charge, for broadcast as a public service:
□ a transcription □ a script
of the 15-minute program on infantile paralysis entitled "These
Are My Jewels."
PLEASE PRINT
NAME
STATIONADDRESS-STATE-

CITY
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commercial programming already
scheduled as compared with 44
hours and 45 minutes of commercial daytime and
nighttime sponsored programming on the air
for the corresponding 1948
In viewing
period.
ABC-TV's
rent status, curwe
Mr. Woods
are proud of the
fact that although it was just a
year ago that ABC entered video,
we commence the new season with
six hours and 15 minutes of commercial time on the schedule — all
written during 1949 and still on
the air, or coming on in September or October.
"This very reassuring picture is,
we believe, indicative of a sound,
healthy state of business in general, and refutes pessimistic predictions of an economic depression
facing us, made six months ago by
the prophets of gloom. Thus, as
in the past, ABC regards the future
with optimism."

ing job to do it, we are confident
that the fall and winter commercial
schedules on Mutual will compare
favorably with those of past
FRANK STANTON,
CBS PRESIDENT
"THE Columbia Broadcasting Sysyears."
tem begins the 1949-50 season
with the richest and most abundant program schedule any network
has ever presented — a balanced line-up of
great established
shows, recentlydeveloped package programs
and the
famous
"Wifairs
thbroadcasts.
the
CBS
public
afgreatest wattage
Mr. Stanton
today tory in
the
hisof network radio, CBS and its
affiliated stations will carry these
programs to the largest audiences
any medium has ever delivered.
"Because of this, and the swift
growth of our television operations,
and our increasing activities in the
creation of new programs for both
media, we look forward this fall
to an operation of scope and vigor

unprecedented in our history."

FRANK K. WHITE,
PRESIDENT OF MBS.
"THE recent drop in temperature
seems to have broken the log jam
in network sales as well as the
heat wave. It has been a long, dry
summer for radio
and Mutual has
been no exception to the general rule. Overall
business conditions, television, and perhaps
the weather itself, may all have
been contributMr. White
ing factors, but
the end result
has been that many prospective
advertisers have been unusually
late this year in firming-up their
radio commitments.
The past week, however, seems
to have been the turning point in
the sales curve. Two advertisers
have placed a full hour of new business on Mutual. Two additional
long-time Mutual sponsors, whose
programs were suspended for the
summer, have advised us that they
are returning to the network this
fall. Perhaps even more important
from a long-term viewpoint is the
surprising increase in the number
of inquiries which we are receiving
from both agencies and advertisers
regarding available shows and
time periods.
"With a buyers' market definitely in prospect, it now seems
more than probable that advertisers will again use network radio
as one of their most effective media
for moving goods from the factories to the consumers. And even
though it will take a tougher sell-

NILES TRAMMELL,
NBC PRESIDENT
"TODAY'S market conditions are
extremely healthy, offering a
great opportunity to American
business. Business competition is
sharper than
ever before in the
ulatingstimstronger
past decade,
forts all the way
promotional
efdown the line.
This new
tum momengiven to
selling and
vertising adpresent
tremendous possibilities for

Mr. Trammell
radio and television. It is up to all
of us to make the most of them.
No medium can begin to approach
in massive coverage, technique
and economy the job radio can do
for the advertiser. Certainly for
the next few years, radio will continue to be the best buy for most
advertisers. As for television, no
medium was ever launched with so
much public
advertiserenthusiasm
support. Despiteandmany
problems we are emerging from
the pioneering stages of television
and I have every confidence that
it will continue to make great
strides as an effective advertising
medium during the months ahead.

FOUR stations recently joined SouthAssn.
They ern
are:California
KTTV Broadcasters'
(TV) Los Angeles;
KWIK Burbank; KCSB San Bernardino; KSPA Santa Paula. Total
membership of association is 41 AM
stations and networks and 16 FM
stations.
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Chicago
(Continued from page 25)
a time franchise or to
test specific reaction — all
from an experimental approach. Agency buying groups,
prompted by intense interest of
clients, are spending a greater proportion of their time studying TV
than billings would indicate.
In general, a survey of Chicago
shows a return to the air of advertisers who have used radio as
a basic medium. Although the reentry is more cautious, investments remain about the same.
Manufacturers are' demanding a
harder "sell" in commercials, rather than reminders and a prestige
or goodwill build-up. They are
more money conscious because of
their lower margin of profit in the
current buyers' market.
One of the heaviest users of daytime radio, Pillsbury Mills, will
continue with Grand Central Station (CBS), return House Party
with Art Linkletter (ABC) Sept.
19, and Galen Drake (ABC) and
retain AM spots on 10 major-market stations. It is airing TV commercials on the Cincinnati-DaytonColumbus hookup. Although "basic
costs in TV are too high," Pillsbury is watching the medium
closely after measuring "outstanding results," according to R. J.
Keith, director of advertising.
Voices Apprehension
"Television may be the greatest
thing since the printing press as
an advertising and sales medium,
and I look with alarm on the future of nighttime radio because of
its inroads." Because costs are
the same in covering a large audience via AM as a small one via
TV, "the best work is not being
done in television," Mr. Keith said.
"One of our best buys has been
high-rating spots on strategic stations. In this selling era, radio is
particularly suitable to Pillsbury,
and because of its flexibility it suits
our multiple-product advertising."
Leo Burnett Co., Pillsbury's
agency, has placed the following
fall business: Club Aluminum,
Club Time (ABC) ; Minnesota Valley Canning Co., Fred Waring
Show (NBC); Pure Oil Co., Pure
Oil News Time (NBC); AM spots
for Brewing Corp. of America
(Carling's Ale), Horlick's Corp.
(Bedtime); Pure Oil; Minnesota
Valley (County Kist peas); TV
spots for Minnesota Valley (Green
Giant peas and Niblets corn) ; Bedtime and Carling's Ale. Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway begins
a 15-minute, once-a-week Burton
Holmes film Oct. 2 in New York,
Chicago and Boston, with further
expansion planned.
Brown Shoe Co., which sponsors
Smilin' Ed McC'onnell on NBC and
Baseball Fanfare on WABD (TV)
New York, may use 13 weeks of
video spots for its children's shoe
line next year. Robert Stolz, advertising manager, predicts "it
will be three or four years before
Page 40
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the expense of television will make
it worthwhile." The firm may sign
for Football Fanfare on WABD
preceding the New York All-America Conference play.
Mr. Burnett, president and
treasurer of the agency, said, "The
whole tone of advertising is optimistic, and our volume of radio
advertising will equal that of last
Standard Oil of Indiana,
through
McCann - Erickson, is
fall."
spending
almost $1 million on radio
and television this year, according
to Advertising Manager Wesley I.
Nunn. It has contracted- for The
Quarterback Show on WENR-TV
Chicago starting Sept. 27, the
Wayne King Show on five NBCTV stations starting Sept. 29, and
five U. of Minnesota home football
games on KSTP-TV Minneapolis.
Standard plans also to buy the
Bears-Giants football game Sept.
10 and the Lions-Bears game from
Detroit Nov. 24 on WNBQ (TV)
Chicago. Continuing schedule includes regular spots in a 15-state
coverage area with 130 national
news shows weekly, Chicago Bears
football on WIND Chicago and
college football broadcasts in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Colorado and Michigan.
Mr. Nunn explained that the increased use of radio this year was
provided in a plan developed five
years ago "to enlarge and add more
programs and stations in secondary markets and to strengthen
activities in primary markets."
Standard is entering TV for the
first time this fall, "and hopes results will make it possible to continue for some time to come," Mr.
Nunn said. "Radio is still the
major medium, but TV — radio's
first cousin — is coming along. We
are experimenting with it in the
belief that it is fundamentally
sound."International Harvester
An International Harvester
spokesman, reporting the return of
Harvest of Stars (NBC) Sept. 25,
said no plans are contemplated for
more network radio. Sporadic
spots will probably be used for
farm equipment, farm tractor and
refrigeration "with a lot of dealer
and distributor cooperation in the
last named divisions." Television
is not being considered because
Harvester produces semi-industrial goods and "television is more
suited to across-the-counter merchandise which can be sold to every
home," he said.
Bell & Howell, another McCannErickson account, returns next
week with Action Autographs on
WENR-TV Chicago. Mrs. Margaret Ostrom, advertising manager, will analyze results of various media early next year and
make any TV and AM recommendations at that time.
McCann expects to buy more spot

radio on Brookfleld products for
Swift & Co. A Swift TV show may
be picked up in New York.
More television is anticipated
also by Pepsodent, division of
Lever Bros. Additional TV funds
are expected next year ^ecause
only three Lever products (Spry,
Lux and Pepsodent toothpaste) are
plugged on The Clock (NBC-TV),
it was reported by Frank R. Brodsky, director of advertising. "This
is Pepsodent's TV debut, and we
realize the importance of carrying
over our tremendous AM activity.
We are especially interested in networking, and— although the present TV network is usable — it's far
from what we want. We're in
video now because we want the
time franchise." Mr. Brodsky said
about 50% of $2,750,000 of Pepsocasting.dent's 1949 ad budget is for broadPepsodent Spots
Pepsodent may use some network
spot after Christmas, according to
the agency, J. Walter Thompson.
The agency's fall line-up includes
— Swift & Co., half-hour segment
of Breakfast Club (ABC) ; Libby,
McNeill & Libby, My True Story
(ABC) and Auction-Aire (ABCTV) starting Sept. 30; Kraft
Foods, Marriage for Two (NBC)
starting Oct. 3 and Kraft Television Theatre (NBC-TV) ; Pepsodent, Junior Miss (CBS) ; Northern Trust Co., The Northerners
(WGN Chicago). The Chicago
office produces Kukla, Fran & Ollie
for RCA Victor on NBC-TV.
AM spot sponsors — International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
(Ac'cent) ; Indiana Bell Telephone
Co. TV spots include Ac'cent and
Parker Pen Co. Bowman Dairy Co.
may use Chicago TV programming
this fall.
Agency clients "don't seem to be
reducing substantially their advertising investments, but are more

conscious of money spent," according to Radio Director Hal Rorke.
"There's a general churning and
turnover, but nothing depressive
about
the picture."
Optimism
is seen at Foote, Cone
& Belding, which has five CBS network programs — Hallmark Playhouse, Hall Bros. ; My Friend Irma,
Pepsodent; This Is Nora Drake,
Toni Co.; Stars Over Hollywood,
Armour, and Give and Take, Toni.
International Cellucotton (Kleenex) is sponsoring Fun for the
Money on ABC-TV, and Marshall,
Field & Co. has The Adventures of
Uncle Mistletoe on WENR-TV
Chicago.
Speaking for the Toni Co., Advertising Manager Howard Bloomquist said "television is too rich for
our blood. Sales returns just now
wouldn't justify a switch of funds
from radio or other media. We
would, of course, like to afford a
good nighttime show with a broad
coverage." Toni will probably not
use television next year "unless
the medium develops faster than
we think it is going to," Mr. Bloomquist
said. E. Davis, executive vice
J. Hugh
president, FC & B, said "prospects
are equally as good as last spring."
S. C. Johnson & Son, whose agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby,
will not use TV for at least six
months, according to Advertising
Manager more
W. N. ofConnolly.
thinking
a program"We're
than
commercials for next year. We
want a better chance to get our
money back, and TV still has weak
coverage compared with standard
broadcasting." Johnson may start
an AM participation venture in
New England this month. It brings
hack Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
tomorrow (Sept. 6).
Needham, Louis & Brorby is
(Continued on page i2)

CIRCLED by ABC executives, Nancy Craig, network commentator, is greeted
upon return from a two-week European tour. She was honored by the executives with an informal news luncheon in New York. L to r are Harold Day,
ABC's co-op program sales manager; Chic Doty, sales manager of WJZ and
WJZ-TV New York; Miss Craig; Murray Grabhorn, ABC vice president in
charge of owned and operated stations and co-operative programs, and Ralph
Dennis, national spot sales manager for ABC
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Chicago
(Continued from page UO)
continuing Jimior Miss for Pepsodent (CBS), Super Circus (ABCTV) for Derby Foods (Peter Pan
peanut butter), and Your Neighbor
and Melody Lane for Wieboldt's
Department Stores (WMAQ and
WBBM Chicago). Returns include
The Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
Sept. 21 for Kraft Foods, and Sky
King (ABC) for Peter Pan peanut
butter. Pepsodent, for Rayve
shampoo, continues national AM
spots.
Roche, Williams & Cleary reports seven active AM and TV accounts. Revere Camera Co. has
renewed Name the Movie (ABC),
and will continue AM announcements in 51 major markets; Milwaukee Railroad continues Milwaukee News in 26 markets along
the road's right-of-way; Histex
Corp. (Histeen hay fever remedy)
is testing AM spots in two markets
preparatory to expansion. Stewart
& Ashby Coffee Co. (Stewart's
coflfee) is sponsoring Paul Harvey
and the News (WENR Chicago)
and thinking of backing him on
WENR-TV; Revere is preparing a
series of six one-minute TV commercials for market testing; John
Puhl Products (Fleecy White
bleach and Little Bo Peep ammonia) has Chicago spots and participations, and the Hardware
Mutual Casualty Co. airs regional
spots and public service programs
in northern Wisconsin.
Studebaker Corp., which uses
ace commentators in 70 markets
on Studebaker News, is studying
a string of TV commercials just
completed. K. B. Elliott, vice
president in charge of sales and
advertising, says Studebaker is
watching TV develop from the
angles of coverage, programming
and cost.
Phil Stewart, RW&C radio director, is "encouraged" by the increased circulation of video sets
this fall and by its improved programming and transmission.
"These are some of the more promising, forward steps in the advent
of the greatest demonstration medium of them all."
Six fall network shows were renewed by Miles Labs. (Alka
Seltzer, One-A-Day vitamins)
through Wade Advertising. They
are Hilltop House (CBS), News of
the World (NBC), Quiz Kids (NBC
AM and TV), Queen for a Day
(MBS) and Curt Massey Time
(CBS).
H. S. Thompson, Miles advertising manager, said, "we are radiominded, and 75% of our advertising budget is for radio. We are
not 100 9f sold on television, and
won't go into any more until we
see results." He said no TV spots
are contemplated.
Other Wade
accounts are
^ Murphy Products Co. (livestock
and poultry feeds), wh'c^
airs barn dance shows or
market reports on 10
Midwest stations and
is expanding to two
more, and Shotwell Mfg. Co.

(Puritan and Hostess marshmallows, candies), which has a St.
Louis participation. Client and
agency are discussing further use
of spot radio.
Five percent of the General Mills
advertising budget is for TV, it
was reported by Lowry H. Crites,
advertising manager. From the
fiscal year starting June 1, the
company does not plan to reduce
any AM buying. "We're still getting our feet wet in television, although we've signed for the Lone
Ranger on ABC-TV for two years
and have dabbled in Chicago and
New York shows and with selective announcements," Mr. Crites
said. "General Mills likes and uses
all kinds of radio, depending on the
product and the job that has to be
The firm's agency is Tathamdone." which continues GM's segLaird,
ment of ABC's Breakfast Club.
Seasonal, product and introductory
radio campaigns have been used
for John F. Jelke margarine and
mayonnaise, Bear Brand hosiery
and Bendix Home Appliances. "We
will undoubtedly have as much
radio for these as in the past, and
probably more," according to
George Bolas, supervisor of radio
and television.
Calls for Review
"It is becoming increasingly
clear that spot radio rates have
reached the point of diminishing
returns, and it may be necessary
for station operators to re-examine
their rates from the advertiser's
viewpoint. We also believe that
the current buyers' market and low
margin of profit for manufacturers
will create an increased need for
harder selling and less reminder
advertising," he said.
This, Mr. Bolas believes, "would
result in a greater demand for oneminute spots, and would have the
effect of reducing interest in chainbreaks." Regarding video, he said
Tatham-Laird believes "the public's reaction to programming fare
that will be sampled this fall will
do much to sharpen the focus of
the TV timetable and give everybody a better idea of when it will
become a basic, rather than a supplementary, national medium."
This is the first season when viewers will have a choice of averageto-good TV programming, he asserted.
Broadcasting and telecasting accounts handled by Henri, Hurst &
McDonald are International Shoe
Co. (Poll Parrot shoes), TV spots,
with dealer tie-ins, 15-minute
Wednesday segment of Howdy
Doody (NBC-TV); Skelly Oil Co.,
Alex Drier and the News (NBC)
and continuing spots in four cities;
Ballard & Ballard, AM spots on
110 south and southeast stations
starting today (Sept. 5); John
Morrell & Co. (Red Heart dog
food). The Lassie Show (NBC);
Carolene Products (Milnot), expected to continue AM spots in
Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma, plus
participations and daytime shows
in five markets; Kroehler Manufacturing Co. (furniture), which
used national TV spots last month

Midwest

Leaders Who

Mr. Schreiber Mr. Connolly

Look to Fall 1949

Mr. Breslin
* *

and may continue. Cooper's Inc.
(men's underwear), football preview (WBBM Chicago).
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. returns with Art Linkletter's People Are Funny (NBC)
Sept. 20, and has ordered repeat
broadcasts on 17 NBC eastern stations. Its agency, Russel M. Seeds,
also placed This Week in Sports
for Parker Pen Co. on nine TV
stations starting this month; oneminute spots and chainbreaks on
36 U.S. and 20 Canadian stations
for Pinex Co. (cough remedy)
starting Oct. 3, and AM spots on
73 stations in 35 markets for
Brown & Williamson's Raleigh
cigarettes, slated to run indefinitely. Wings, another B&W product, continues with AM spots in
nine test markets. Princeton
Farms (popcorn) starts AM spots
in a few midwest markets late this
month.
Expansion Planned
Continental Pharmaceutical
Corp. (Kyron reducer), an Arthur
MeyerhofF account, sponsors Inside
the Doctor's Office in five markets
and has okayed expansion to other
areas this fall. Firm continues
with musical programs in Los Angeles and Detroit and with Martin
Block in New York. Tentative
plans are to expand TV from spots
in Detroit. Emanuel Kolkey, president of the firm, is waiting to use
video until there is coast-to-coast
saturation. "Locally and in the
West, there's not enough of an audience to pay off a sponsor. TV
will be the thing, but it'll take a
few years. Radio, however, is a
very good set-up for any kind of a
sales
problem."also has Illinois Meat
Meyerhoff
Co. (Broadcast brand canned
meats) and Patricia Stevens Inc.
(modeling: school). Illinois Meat
uses local programs in three cities,
end has scheduled a fall campaign
to include all major markets and,
possibly, video announcements.
C. E. Martin, advertising manager, said his company attributes
much of its success to radio. "We
plan to use AM, both nationally
and locally, indefinitely." He added
that TV will develop as a good advertising medium, "but costs are
still pretty high considering the
coverage. All of our television
buying is experimental, as is the

Mr. Hull

..

.

Mr. Bolas

hours after football on WGN and
WBBM Chicago, and will sponsor a
TV show immediately after football matic
on WGN-TV.
courses will beChildren's
advertiseddrain
Chicago and Philadelphia. Stevens
has a schedule of quarter-hour
musicals in Philadelphia and Indianapolis.
Reuben R. Kaufman, president
of Kaufman & Assoc., said his fall
business "represents the heaviest
volume in my 15 years of agency
work. It is double our radio and
TV billings last fall." One major
radio client is Special Foods Co.
(Jays potato chips).
Representatives of management
also outlined signs of good business. I. E. Showerman, NBC Central Division vice president, reported "no appreciable fall-off",
despite earlier indications of a recession. "There has been a slow
but nevertheless certain rise after
a low point in July." Pointing up
the paradox that advertising expenditures increase with production and sales, Mr. Showerman
went on to say that personal incomes are still high, demands built
up during the war are still unsatisfied, and manufacturers will
continue to produce and advertise.
"Business in Chicago is good and
will continue to be good at least
until next summer," he said.
"Many of our television advertisers
are new to us, and are largely
manufacturers who have not employed radio." He added that not
one NBC Chicago account "is in
TV at the expense of radio."
concluded
willMr.haveShowerman
radio for many
years"weto
come, and, at the moment, it appears to be a very healthy part of
our social and economic system."
Norton's Views
John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Division vice president, contrasted the slow pace of business
during the spring and summer with
the normal network flow of activity
in June and July. "Since the first
of August, however, the business
situation has exploded wide open
and we are hip-deep in potential
accounts. The situation has
changed completely from the general talk of recession, and we seem
to have a much happier and
sounder opinion of the future. By
Oct. 1, we'll be in good shape, both

in Business
AM and TV."
"turned the corner
medium
Patriciaitself."
Stevens extends a quarafter (Continued
the first week
in August,"
on page
86)
ter-hour strip to include quarter
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To bring the theatre's best to America's radio audience, United States Steel
presents distinguished stars of stage and screen. . .in full-hour performances
of Broadway's hit plays . . . produced by The Theatre Gvuld. For its 5th
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GQinQnt

rcomme
former(TV)
TER,
ROSSI
manager
Erie,
of WICU
JOHN cial
Pa., named general manager of
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Both
stations are owned by EDWARD
Mr. Rossiter was also with
LAMB.
WIKK Erie. WTVN (TV) is scheduled to begin operations this month.
GENE TIBBETT, general manager of
WLOX Biloxi, Miss., elected district
commander of
American Legion of
Mississippi. His
district covers four
encounties along
tire Mississippi
Gulf Coast and
places him on state
executive committee of American
Legion. A veteran
of World War II,
he was formerly
Mr. Tibbett
manager of WMOX
Meridian, Miss., and
WELO Tupelo, Miss.
C. EVANS, president of
WALTER
Westinghouse Radio Stations and vice
president of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, is in Jefferson HosDENVER

AGENCY

Opened by Mark Schreiber
MARK SCHREIBER, for the past
four years vice president and member of the board of Ball & Davidson Inc., Denver
and Los Angeles
agency, has resignedhis
to establish
own
agency, Mark
Schreiber AdverNo. 1 Market
tising. Offices are
in the United
IN THE
States National
Bank
ver. Bldg., DenMr. Schreiber
A veteran of
SOUTH'S No. 1 STATE
Rocky Mountain radio for 20 years,
Mr. Schreiber took with him a
number of accounts which he serviced at Ball & Davidson. These include Denver Dry Goods, Fred
• WINSTON-SALEM
Ward Inc., Hudson Dealers of
• GREENSBORO
Colorado, Crockett Bit & Spur Co.,
• HIGH POINT
Arthur Murray Studios, Bech Milk
Co., and Retail Florists Assn. of
Colorado. In addition, his agency,
has taken over radio for Duplers,
specialty store, which reportedly
spends over |100,000 in the medium in nearly 50 markets, and all
advertising for Vance Oil Co. of
WSJS
Chicago, and Vibrated Cinder
Blox, of Denver and Kansas City,
© WINSTON-SALEM (JJ) Mo.
THE JOURNAL-SENTINEL STATIONS
Mr. Schreiber has been appointed
general manager of Denver Chevrolet basketball activities, including advertising and promotion for
NBC
Chevrolet dealers. He also handles
AFFILIATE
transcribed one-minute spots for
Raprascntad by
Hudson Dealers on 25 stations.
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
He already has augmented his
staff with TV specialists.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
December, 1948
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pital, Philadelphia, convalescing from
surgery to correct an old back injury,
performed Aug. 26.
PHIL RUBIN, former sales manager
of Lowell office of WCCM Lawrence,
Mass., appointed station manager of
WERI Westerly, R. I.
NORMAN S. CASE and FRANK W.
WOZENCRAFT, attorneys, dissolve
their partnership, remaining in their
respective offices in Southern Bldg.,
Washington. Mr. Case's phone is NAtional
18415360.
and Mr. Wozencraft's is
Executive
LARRY NUSS named general manager
of KAYX Waterloo, la. He was formerly with WDGY Minneapolis.
FRANK WHITE, MBS president and
WILLIAM FINESHRIBER, vice president in charge of network programming, will arrive in Los Angeles
September 15 for few weeks conferences.
ROBERT S. McCAW, president of Interlake Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KXRN Renton, Wash., takes over full
management duties at station replacing SCOTT SEIFERT, resigned to join
Romig C. Fuller & Assoc. [see Agency
column] .
GOAR MESTRE, president and director general of Cuba's CMQ Network,
has contributed $1,000 to aid victims
of Ecuador earthquake.
JAMES W. FUSON Jr., general manager of WDZ Tuscola, 111., announces
his resignation, effective Sept. 30. He
was formerly with WMBD Peoria and
KWTO Springfield, Mo. His future
plans have not been announced.
MAURICE C. COLEMAN named general manager of WATL WATL-FM
Atlanta, Ga. He is veteran of 20
years
radio having
work
in
Atlanta,
been with commercial departments of
WGST and WJTL
(later WATL).
After being
com-of
mercial manager
WAGA for two and
one-half years, he
resigned toagency
form
advertising
still bearing his
Mr. Coleman
name. Last March,
he resigned as general manager of WBGE, to return to
agency.
DONALD S. FABVER, NAB auditor at
Washington headquarters, is the father
of twin boys born Aug. 28.
ROBERT L. ODSON, general manager
of WBYS WBYS-FM Canton, 111., is
the father of a girl, Lorraine Ruth.
Gagwriters Forum
FOURTH ANNUAL "Open House
for Comics" sponsored by the Gagwriters Institute will be held the
first Wednesday night of every
month beginning Oct. 5. Purpose
of the session is to provide original
material for new young comics who
show talent. Further information
is available at the National Laugh
Foundation, 104 East 40 St., New
York.

MEET

WAB Session Sept. 8-10
WESTERN Assn. Broadcasters
will hold its annual meeting at
Banff, B. C, Sept. 8-10. Meetings
will be held the afternoons of
Thursday and Friday, with election
of officers on Saturday morning.
Final session will also feature
decision of continuance of WAB
as an organization for broadcasters of the four western provinces
or only as a unit for the broadcasters of the three prairie provinces,
with a separate organization for
the British Columbia broadcasters.
Motor tours and a golf tournament
meeting. the entertainment of the
feature
J. C. Capt
J. C. CAPT, 60, director of the
U. S. Census Bureau for eight
years, died Tuesday night in Naval
Hospital, Bethesda, Md., following
an operation. He had retired a
month ago following a series of
operations. Mr. Capt was a native
of San Antonio. Before joining the
Census Bureau he was with the
Rural Rehabilitation Division of
the WPA. His ill health was attributed to overwork since he had
made a practice of reaching his
desk as early as 7 a.m. and staying
there until night while planning
the 1950 decennial census.

ommetciai

own,salesman
N. Y. for
MiddletR,
WALL
T WINKLE
ERNES
past three years, appointed commercial manager for station. ALEXANDER W. McCREADY, former executive secretary of Middletown Chamber of Commerce, joins station as
sales representative.
HAYWOOD MEEKS, formerly at
WAYS Charlotte, N. C, named to new
post of merchandising and promotion
director at WASH (PM) Washington.
JAMES GATES named sales manager
of WIDE Biddeford, Me. He was previously with WCAX Burlington, Vt.,
WESX Salem, Mass. and KRDO Colorado Springs, Col.
JOHN P. WATKINS, formerly with
Wright Aeronautical Corp., Wood
Ridge, N. J., joins WNJR Newark,
N. J., as account executive.
CLEM T. LOWDEN, formerly with
Flyn-Greenslade Advertising Agency,
joins N.
sales
town,
J. staff of WMTR, MorrisDELL SCHRODER joins sales staff
at KAYX Waterloo, la. He was previously at WLOL Minneapolis.
WPAL (formerly WFAK) Charleston,
-S. C. appoints Independent Metropolitan Sales, New York, as its national
representative.
ALLEN R. HUBBARD has joined
national spot and local sales departmer.t of KECA Hollywood.
BOB AIKEN, formerly of CHUB
Nanaimo, B.C., joins sales staff of
CKOV manager.
Kelowna, B.C., as assistant
sales
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ifts for giddy grinning graduates . . . gems and gardenias
for gullible grooms . . . girdles for growing gals . . . galvanized generator gages and governors . . . gaudy gear for
glorified gigolos . . . goblets for guzzling gatherings . . .
gates for guarding grid games . . . gooey glue . . .

loves and garters for genteel gentlemen . . . glamourous gowns for gorgeous
girls . . . glistening glazed glass for gloom garrets . . . grape gel . . . grass and
greens for gluttinous giraffes . . . geraniums for grumpy grandpas . . . grain for
granary grinding . . . gourmets' grilled goose 'n' giblet gravy . . . grocery goods . . .

rease and gauze for grunt 'n' groan grapplers . . . goggles for guys
guiding gliders . . . gavels for governing gabby groups . . . gas
and gaskets for garages . . . garlic garlands for garnishing guinea
. . . geographic graphs for global government guests . . . gadgets
and gimmicks for glib guides . . . Better Buy Radio . . . Better Buy
WGN !

WGN

has proven

« that's been proven again
a result -getter for its advertisers.

and

again.

Likewise,

Here's what one of them told us: "... I am sure that you can well realize that
(our company) is completely sold on the productivity and listening audience
of WGN." Another
we have used, WGN

wrote: "We are happy to tell you that of all the stations
has consistently remained at the head of the list in turn-

ing in low cost, well- qualified leads."
These

are just two

That's
WGN

A

why

among

we say — make

testimonials

to WGN's

your next buy your Best Buy

Clear Channel

Station . . .

the Middle
MBS

• Telecasting

sales effectiveness.

with WGN !

reaches more homes each week than any other Chicago station. —

Serving

BROADCASTING

many

1948 Nielsen Annual Report

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts

West

OnYourDial I
Lasicrn sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St.. San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 LewisBldg., 333 SW Oak St.. Portland 4
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PLOWIE

Since

22

years

to

develop

the

ago,

Now,

This
truly

Fort

and

is

this

Thus

American

radio

Fort

back"

has

more

Industry

73.2%

of

Company,

its earnings

further

than

enriched

$2,000,000

the

in

broad-

television

know-how.

Fort

Industry

public

benefits

have

the

stations.

Industry

The
the

of

"plowed

adding

serving

All

it has

better

cast soil by

equipment

inception

BACK

concept

of

interest.

listeners,

jobs

Company's

been

viewers

and

provided

in

advertisers.

the

typical

way.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. •
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New York 17, Eldorado 5-2455
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Color:

Shades

of 1946?

COLOR has consumed the video spotlight.
No amount of explanation, it seems, can overtake the notion in the public mind's-eye that
black-and-white is as outmoded as the stereopticon and that we shall now live in a world
of perpetual technicolor.
Colorvision is as inevitable as was monochrome. RCA's announcement of an entirely
compatible system, which does not obsolete the
2 million sets in use, followed on the tail of
CBS's six-megacycle color comet, also susceptible of integration. CBS worked quietly,
having been burned two and a half years ago
when the FCC refused to adopt color standards.
RCA maintained silence until its sensational
disclosure a fortnight ago.
The rub is that people jump at conclusions,
notably when they are coveted conclusions. It's
the push-button, anything-can-happen-now era.
Those in the craft know that the chasm between black-and-white and color prudently
should be measured, not in days or weeks, but
in months or even years. A glimpse at the TV
regulatory past shows that no action has
been achieved on schedule or within a sunspot
cycle of one. Conversely, the public's acceptance of TV has outstripped even the most optimistic guesses.
Few doubt that the prodding of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee, and the slashing support of colorvision by Comr. Robert F.
Jones, prompted the speedup. There's no doubt,
moreover, that RCA has made a prodigious advance. Those who lift an eyebrow should
realize RCA can't risk being overzealous.
Now the timetable. FCC begins hearings
Sept. 26 on proposed new allocations and
standards. These anticipate the advent of
color. Also anticipated is use of the UHF
band,
of TV.to provide that "truly nationwide system"
Use of UHF, plain or in color, is far from a
fait accompli. There are myriad problems.
Tubes and equipment, and field testing, upon
which standards must be based, are essentials.
Preponderant engineering opinion says it may
take several years to harness the UHF domain.
Moreover, important policy questions arise.
Lawyers say that by earmarking assignments
— even down to villages of a few hundred population— the FCC disregards our time-honored
concepts of free competition and veers toward
a "planned TV economy" obnoxious to our
system. Technical men say it means the loss
of "freedom of engineei-ing."
Apropos the bedrock of TV business ■ —
whether color comes next month or is years
away — let's not ignore the impact it will have
on selling. Advertising basically is the selling
of products and of services and creating a
demand for them.
TV in black-and-white has already established its potency as a sales and demonstrating
medium. With color it promises to overshadow
every medium extant. The newspaper, anchor
medium for the department store, faces desperate competition. The consumer magazine
collides with a new colossus.
Therein may lie the economic salvation of
the broadcaster-telecaster. Local advertising is
the backbone of business for the smaller-market station — national spot is usually the profit
margin. Despite Herculean efforts, about 10%
of retail store budgets finds its way into radio
media. Black-and-white TV has enticed additional retail dollars and will tap more. Color
TV will be irresistible for the retailer in small
and large market alike.
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But before all this can happen, Uncle Sam
must speak. CBS, the pioneer, and the astute
planner, began its color battle in 1946 and lost.
Its main adversary then was RCA, with its
research laboratories, manufactui-ing plants
and its own NBC network. CBS and RCA-NBC
now find themselves on the same side of the
color fence, but with different systems. There
are several other systems, too.
Unlike the battle of the turntables — with
Columbia Recording's 33%'s pitted against
RCA-Victor's 45's — this encounter will be
reconciled by Government, through the FCC.
Monochrome TV is too well entrenched to
gamble on color-blind luck.
The movie analogy is apt. They're still
making monochromes in Hollywood. The public still pays to see them. Yet the movies have
had technicolor for 25 years. Radio didn't demolish the movies or the newspapers. Television's emergence caused more nerve-jangling
than dislocations in markets exposed to it but
certainly nothing approaching doomsday predictions. Color TV, like color photography,
should supplement, not supplant.
Snake Bite
CONSCIOUS of repeated failures elsewhere
of newspaper attempts to charge stations for
program log listings, Chicago newspapers
are promoting a plan aimed at getting a hand
in radio's money pocket.
The "plan" was launched with a straightfaced announcement in the Chicago Tribune
(WGN) that here was a "new service to help
you step up the rating of your program in
the Chicago area." The Sun-Times (WJJD),
News (WIND) and Her aid- American (Hearst)
took similar slants and filled their promotion
brochures with righteous phrases like: "this
has been something radio-page advertisers
have wanted for a long time."
In spite of these ready assurances, the facts
are that the Chicago dailies plan to eliminate
radio and TV highlight listings early in
September and offer instead three to 14 line
ads in their regular program log columns.
The charge to sponsors who want extra attention will be about $1.25 per line.
As Newsweek points out, in a column aptly
headed "Loose Cobra?", if the plan spreads
to the nation's 1,750 dailies a sponsor might
find himself "in the odd position of having
to pay as much as his show cost — for one plug
per paper per week if he wants to retain the
preferred listing that he has hitherto enjoyed."
Fortunately the radio advertising agencies
in the Chicago area were quick to see the
hook behind the feathered fly and were unanimously hostile. One said: "We have no intention of going for this. We see it as an
infringement of freedom of the press."
While all this was going on in Chicago, out
in Iowa another experiment was underway.
The Sioux City Journal has set up a charge
of $150 per month per station for running
complete program logs. WOW Omaha, Neb.,
and WNAX Yankton,. S. D., formerly listed
on the paper's radio page, have refused to
pay. [Broadcasting, Aug. 15.]
Fortunately most dailies realize the importance which their readers attach to radio
logs. Readership surveys have repeatedly established the high percentage of interest
which these columns enjoy.
While a newspaper may not be licensed by
the government to serve in the public interest,
its success or failure depends just as surely
on the strength and loyalty of its following
as the success of a station depends on its
listeners.
The Chicago papers are treading on dangerous ground. It will be interesting to see
whether radio or the newspapers which let
it loose first feel this "cobra's" fangs.

O'ut

J^e±pect5

EDWARD

'To —

HORSTMAN

21,
last Jan. Chi-TWO
TWENTY
pulled upagoalongside
truck YEARS
a heavy
cago's old Auditorium Theatre. Out
jumped a couple of husky chaps who sloshed
about the snow unloading a cargo of broadcasting apparatus. There were wet "A" batteries, heavy-duty "B" batteries — remote
equipment for NBC's trail-blazing broadcast
of Chicago
a ton. grand opera. The "stuff" weighed
over
Today Edward Horstman, chief engineer of
ABC's Central Division, recalls that he was one
of the men on this 1927 assignment. (He also
recalls that the opera was "Faust.") His partner, and boss, was Howard Luttgens, who is
still in charge of engineering at NBC Chicago.
To point up the change 22 years of broadcast
engineering has wrought, Mr. Horstman set
out last week on a comparable remote job.
He loaded WENR Chicago's portable gear
(weight: 65 pounds) into the trunk of his
sedan, in a matter of minutes — and was oflf.
In 1927 NBC had only four men at its Chicago headquarters in the 180 N. Michigan
Ave. Bldg. In addition to Messrs. Horstman
and Luttgens, Frank E. Mullen, until recently
president of the G. A. Richards stations, was
manager, and one Ollie Rhiel was program
manager. This was Mr. Horstman's first year
at NBC, but not his first in broadcasting.
Despite his youth (then in his twenties) he
had spent nearly a decade studying and working at the art.
A native of Grand Island, Neb., he listened
to KFKX Hastings and KDKA Pittsburgh as
a boy, and by the time he went to high school
became attached to a "ham" operator. After
two years of college, he had but one course in
mind — radio.
His first employment was at Mackay Radio,
Chicago, where he served as chief dispatcher
and traffic engineer. When he joined NBC,
the network had no Chicago transmitter, but
fed stations WEBH, WIBO, WGN and KYW
which at that time served as the network's
Chicago outlets. The Chicago staff was maintained only to feed programs from its Michigan
Ave. studios and those in the old Capitol Bldg.
at Randolph and State Streets. Remotes were
few because of the bulk involved.
When NBC was split in two, Mr. Horstman
was placed in charge of engineering of the
Blue Network (now ABC) and given five
assistants. Today he has 80, of which 47 work
on television at WENR-TV Chicago. The
"biggest problem" of his life was in building
this key ABC video outlet. The equipment
(Continued on page 71)
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newscasts

NEWS
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PORTLAND

know

the

Market

Key

Clues

is the only Portland, Oregon station with

the world's three leading news services ... Associated Press
...United Press and International News Service.

CLUE #2. KOIN's news staff... Lester Halpin and Dale
Denny devote their entire time to writing and editing the
news in a concise, accurate, complete radio style.
CLUE :ff:3. THEN ... experienced newscasters give up-to-theminute developments in a smooth, listenable and impelling
presentation.
HOOPERWISE...KOIN NEWSCASTS ALL LEAD
1.5
(Dec. '48 thru April '49)
-^^^^
B
c
KOIN
A
9.5
2.8
NO
12:00 to 12:15
7.0
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AVERY KNODEL, Inc.
National
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Page 10, Col. 2, Mississippi, Biloxi
GULFPORT, WGCM
Page 14, Col. 3, Cleveland, WGAR,
change day rate to
D 37.50 37.50 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
Page 18,
WNAC,
D 22.00
N 44.00

Col. 1, Massachusetts, Boston,
change rates to
22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
44.00 88.00 176.00 264.00 440.00

Page 18, Col. 4, New York, Elmira,
WEJVY, change night rate to
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Page 19, Col. 1, Jacksonville, WJNC,
delete day and night rates and insert
This station sold in combination witin WHIT
New Bern, N. C. Rates listed for WHIT
Include facilities of WJNC.
Page 19, Col. 1, New Bern, WHIT, insert
Rate includes WJNC Jacksonville.
Page 22, Col. 2, District of Columbia,
Washington, WRC
N 45.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
Page 22,
change
D 17.00
N 25.00

Col. 2. Florida, Miami, WIOD,
rates to
17.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

Page 26, Col.
New Mexico,
querque, KOB,1,change
rates to AlbuD 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 40.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

Revisions in 1949 Marketbook
Editor's Note:
It took more than a million separate calculations (just 1,186,273 of
them, our research people say) to compute the 1949 Broadcasting Marketbook, with its exclusive Spot Rate Finder.
In so prodigious an operation, it was obvious that here would be
some error.
We made a few — percentagewise they amounted to .00006% worth.
The corrections are printed below. With each is printed the page,
column and place in the column to make it easy for your secretary to
insert them over the incorrect lines. .Just clip off on the dotted lines,
then when you find the proper place, clip off the direction line printed
in
italic. Presto! Your 1949 Marketbook doesn't even have .00006%
of error!
Page
44. Col. 3. Ventura-Oxnard, delete
to make
VENTURA, 7,000 fam., 98.5% radio, 6,900
radio fam.
Page 44, Col. 3, Santa Cruz, insert KDON
1460kc,9.00Grant18.00 27.00 45.00
DKDON,4.50Ikw, 4.50
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Page 52,
WDEL
WDEL-TV,
DuMont,
30.00

Col. 1, Wilmington, following

Page 52, Col. 1, Wilmington, delete first
WAMS-FM and insert

GULFPORT,
WGCMStations
and WGCM-FM
listed
under Biloxi.
cover both aretowns

WAMS, Ikw, 1380kc, Mutual, Weed

Page 110, Col. 2, Greenville, WGVM
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00

Delete second WAMS-FM and insert

N

Page 53, Map

Page 26, Col. 1, New York, WNBC

Hollywood is south of Fort Lauderdale

D 100.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.001,200.00

Page 54, Col. 1, WIOD, change rates to
D 17.00 17.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

Page
Col. WSPC
1, add to listing for Anniston, 33,Ala.,
. WSPC, 1 kw, 1390 kc. Walker
D 4.50 6.00 9.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
til 5.75 8.75 13.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
Page 33, Col. 1, Birmingham, following
WBRC-FM
WBRC-TV, Chan. 4, 14.25kw vis., 7.25 kw
aur., NBC, Raymer
20.00 20.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00

Page 106, Col. 4, following WTCN-FM
WTCN-TV, Chan. 4, 17.9kw vis., 9.2kw aur.,
DuMont,60.00Free 90.00
& Peters
D ABC,
30.00CBS,45.00
135.00 225.00
N 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
burg.110, Col. 2, insert before HattiesPage

WAMS-FM, Chan. 241, 96.1 mc, 20kw, Weed

9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

WXYZ-FM,
Chan. 266 101. Imc, 30kw
Bonus
WXYZ-TV,
27.9kw vis., 13.9kw aur.,
ABC, ABCChan.
Spot 7,Sales
D 50.00 50.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
N 60.00 60.00 84.00 168.00 252.00 420.00

Chan. 7, Ikw vis. 5kw aur., NBC,
Meeker Assoc.
30.00 5a00 80.00 120.00 200.00

Page 26, Col. 1, New York, Elmira,
WENY, change night rate to
9.00

Page
insert98, Col. 1, following first WXYZ

Page 55, Col. 2, following Atlanta,
WSB-FM
WSB-TV, Chan. 8, 23.8kw vis., 12.5kw aur.,
NBC, ABC
30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Page 63, Col. 1, Chicago, WNBQ (TV)
D

50.00 50.00 65.00 100.00 150.00 250.00

Page 34, Col. 4, Sylacauga, change head
on spot rate finder to
1 1-time
AM affiliate,
1 AM non-affiliate average
rate

Page
Col.to2, Lexington, change spot
rate 84,head

Page 34, Col. 4, Sylacauga, WFEB
WFEB, 250w, 1340kc, Mutual

Page 84, Col. 2, Lexington, WLAP

1 one
AM time
affiliate,
rate 2 AM non-affiliates, average

WlAP,
Hooper250w,

1450kc, ABC, Pearson, BMB,

Page
Col.KREI-FM
3, Farmington,
delete112,first
listing KREI-FM,
and insert
KREI, Ikw-D, 1350kc
Page
KOB 126, Col. 1, Albuquerque, N. M.,
50kw-D,12.0025kw-N,
DKOB, 8.00
20.00 770kc,
32.00 NBC48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 40.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
Page 128, Col. 4, Buffalo, after
WBEN-FM insert
WBEN-TV,
16.2kw vis.,
ABC, CBS,Chan.
NBC,4, DuMont,
Petry 10.2kw aur.,
D 33.75 33.75 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 45.00 45.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
Page 129, Col. 2, WENY
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Page 130, Col. 3, WNBC
D 100.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1 ,200.00
Page 130, Col. 3, WNBT (TV)
D 75.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
N 250.00 250.00 375.00 600.00 900.00 1 ,500.00
Page
Col. 1, Rochester, following
WHFM132, (FM)

Page
Col. 3, Cincinnati, after
WKRC144,insert
WKRC-TV, Chan. 11, 24.5kw vis., 12.3kw aur.,
Katz 20.00 50.00 85.00 130.00 210.00
D CBS,
20.00
N 35.00 35.00 75.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
Page
insert144, Col. 3, Cincinnati, after WLW
WLWT (TV), Chan. 4, 23.5kw vis., 19.5kw
aur., DuMont,
D
20.00 NBC50.00 85.00 130.00 210.00
N
35,00 90.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
Page 148, Col. 1, Cleveland, WEWS (TV)
D 24.00 28.00 53.60 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 60.00 70.00 134.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
Page 148, Col. 1, Cleveland^ WGAR
D 37.50 37.50 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
Page
150,lineCol. 1, Dayton, WHIO-TV,
second
CBS, ABC, DuMont, Katz
Page 150, Col. 3, Marion, WMRN
WMRN, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Stovin, Hooper,
BMB
D-N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Page 150, Col. 4, Toledo, after
WSPD-FM insert
WSPD-TV, Chan. 13, 27.4kw, vis., 14.4kw
aur., DuMont, CBS, NBC, Katz
D 24.00 24.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Page 162, Col. 2, Lancaster, following
WGAL-FM
WGAL-TV, Chan. 4, Ikw vis., 0.88kw our.,
NBC,
CBS, 50.00
DuMont,80.00
Robert120.00
Meeker
30.00ABC,30.00
200.00
Page 164, add to Philadelphia listings
WFLN (FM), 20 kw, Chan. 239, 95.7mc
6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.Q0
Page 164, Col. 3, following WCAU-FM
WCAU-TV. Chan. 10. 25kw vis., 14.076kw
aur., CBS, Radio Sales
D 62.50 62.50 100.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
N 75.00 75.00 125.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
Page 175, Col. 3, Johnson City, WETB
WETB, Ikw-D, 790kc
Page 175, Col. 4, WBIR
WB!R,
Hooper250w, 1240kc, ABC,

Boiling, BMB,

Page
line 180,
read Col. 3, KFDA, make second
BMB, Hooper
Page 180, Col. 3, KFDA
D
... 10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00 75.00
Page 182, Col.2, KFAA should be WFAA
WFAA, 5kw, 570kc, ABC, Petry
WFAA, 50kw, 820kc, NBC, Petry

Page
KLAC42, Col. 2, Los Angeles, following

Page 87, Col. 2, Monroe, KMLB

WH.*M-TV. Chan. 6, 16.7kw vis., 8.65kw aur.,
30.00 30.00 50 00 80.00 120.00 200.00

KIAC-TV,

KMIB,
BorrofF5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1440kc, ABC, Taylor-

Page
132, (FM)
Col. 2, Schenectady, following
WGFM

Page 92, Col. 3, WNAC

WRGB (TV), Chan. 4, 18.25kw vis., 9.125kw
aur., NBC, CBS, ABC, DuMont, Spot Sales
D 25.00 25.00 25.00 44.00 62 50 100.00
N 50.00 50.00 50.00 88.00 125.00 200.00

Page 184, quency
Col. reversed
1, WBAP
power
frefor the
two and
stations

Page 137, Col. 2, Jacksonville, WJNC,
delete day and night rates and insert

WBAP, 5kw, 570kc, NBC, ABC, Free & Peters
W3AP, 50kw, 820kc, NBC, ABC, Free & Peters

Chan.

13, 30.8kw

vis., 16.22kw

DN °"36.00°
75.00 120.00
180.00 450.00
300.00
54.00 45.00
67.50 112.50
130.00 270.00
Page 42, Col. 2, Los Angeles,
KNBH (TV)
D 50.00 50.00 65.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 100.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
Page
KFMB42, Col. 4, San Diego, following
KFMB-FM,
Bonus Chan. 263, lOl.Smc, 250w
KFM3-TV, Chan. 8, 29.2kw vis., 20.2kw aur.,
ABC 32.00
B'anham32.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Page 50
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WNAC. 5kw, 1260kc, MBS, Petry, Hooper
D 22.00 22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
N 44.00 44.00 88.00 176.00 264 00 440.00
WNAC-FM,
Chan. 253, 93.5mc, 20kw, Petry
Bonus
WN AC-TV, Chan. 7, 26,6kw vis., 13.3kw aur.,
ABC, CBS DuMont, Petry
D 45.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 60.00 60.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
Page 94, Col. 1, Lawrence, WLAW
N

50.00 50.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00

This station sold in combination with WHIT
New Bern,
N. C.of WJNC.
Rates listed for WHIT
include
facilities
Page 137. Col. 4. Npw Bern, WHIT,
insert after night rate listing
Sold in combination with WJNC Jacksonville

Page 182, Col. 3 KFAA-FM should be
WFAA-FM
WFAA-FM, Chan. 250, 97.8mc, 43kw, Petry

Page 1S4,
WBAP-TV,
DuMont,
D 25 00
N 30.00

Col. 1, following WBAP-FM
Chan. 5, 17.6kw vis., 8.2kw aur.,
NBC, ABC, Free & Peters
25.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

(Continued on page 79)
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INQUIRY
IN A MOVE unprecedented in the radio patent field, FCC last Thursday
ordered participants in its forthcoming television hearing to open up for
its scrutiny the secrets of their pending patent applications.
Any participant who has an application pending for patents relating
to television transmitters or receivers, the Commission said, not the hearing "or such later date as
only must file a description of the the Commission may by order propurposes of the devices involved
Although the order related to
but must also empower the Comeither
mission to inspect the otherwise
vide." monochrome or color television patent applications, it obhighly confidential applications.
viously was intended primarly to
This extension of FCC's earlier elicit information
on pending color
call for data on outstanding television patents was prompted at patents.
The order came near the end of
least in part, it was understood,
by a desire to fill in details in the a week which produced these other
patent investigation which has been color television developments:
©FCC called upon CBS, RCA,
under way at staff level for several
and Color Television Inc. to come
months. Persistent anti-monopoly
warnings from Capitol Hill, parto the hearings "fully prepared"
ticularly from Chairman Ed C. to make "the most complete tests
and demonstrations possible with
Johnson (D-Col.) of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
respect to their respective sysand Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R©FCC told CBS and RCA that
N.H.), also were considered contributing factors.
they
had failed to file the required
terns.*'
The data will be kept confidential "supporting engineering statement" with their comments on their
upon request, FCC said, "in order
that the inventions . . . may be respective color television systems,
and gave them until Sept. 6 to do
protected similarly to the protec- so.
tion given by the U. S. Patent Of© As the color fever continued
fice as to pending patent applicato spread, President Benjamin
tions." The data, including powers
to inspect, must be filed on or be- Abrams of Emerson Radio Corp.
fore the Sept. 26 opening date of charged that RCA's announcement

PATENT

CC

Orden

TV

Applicants

of its color system is "damaging to
the industry" and claimed that
color television for the masses is
years away.
% Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
characterized color as but one
phase — though an important one —
in the growth of television which
the Commission is trying to encourage (see story this issue).
Color is one of many factors,
in FCC's far-reachquantitatively,
ing television proceedings (for developments in other phases, see
Telestatus, page 61).
But it mushroomed quickly into
the most spectacularly controversial factor of them all last week following (1) RCA's disclosure that it
has a completely compatible allelectronic color system ready to go ;
(2) CBS'
announcement
of a and
$75
color
converter
for its new
improved 6-mc mechanical system,
and (3) the claim of Color Television Inc., California, that it has
developed a compatible electronic
system of its own [Broadcasting,
Aug. 29].
FCC's letter calling for complete
color demonstrations also made
plain
that the that
Commission
"hopes
and expects
the tests
and
demonstrations presented shall include reception by receivers located under varying typical conditions." The latter went to CBS,
RCA and Color Television Inc.
Apparently undertaking to answer at least in part the question
raised the week before by CBS
President Frank Stanton concerning the scope of testing which FCC
desires, the Commission continued:
... It is hoped that as large a
numher of receivers as possible will
be available for demonstration purposes. While the number of receivers
which may be involve«i in the tests
is, of course, not the sole determining
factor, it is to be recognized that the
greater ceivers
thethat are
number
and for
typesthe ofdemreavailable
onstrations, the more complete will
be the information available to the
Commission not only as to the technical
feasibility
but also as to general pubtems.lic acceptance
of the respective sysFCC sent a copy of this letter to
Sen. Johnson with the assurance
that "the Commission will take
every step possible to assure that
the information presented at the
forthcoming hearings will be as
complete as possible, to the end

To Bare

Secrets

that a proper and early determination may be made in regard to the
whole television situation, includIning the
letter to CBS, RCA and
color television."
Color Television the Commission
reiterated its hope that it will be
able "at the earliest possible moment to reach a determination as
to The
color Joint
television."
Technical Advisory
Committee, sponsored by Radio
Mfrs. Assn. and the Institute of
Radio Engineers, meanwhile submitted to FCC an analysis of the
eight "principal" color television
systems, based on studies made by
the RMA Color Television Committee (the studies were made before RCA announced its new allelectronic, compatible system).
JTAC recommended that FCC
first establish its allocations for
both VHF and UHF and that it
then determine whether a suitable
compatible or adaptable 6 mc color
system exists which can be superimposedchannel
on thestructure.
existing monochrome
If it finds such a system exists,
JTAC suggested, FCC should then
allow time for ample demonstration of the various systems, institute proceedings for the adoption of standards, and provide for
public field testing for at least six
months.
Philco Radio Corp. also suggested extensive public field testing followed by further hearings,
with limited UHF monochrome licensing until a decision on color is
reached.
If the Commission concludes that
no suitable color television system
is now available, JTAC recommended that a region of the spectrum not occupied by monochrome
channels be specifically reserved
for color in the future.
In its call for patent application
data, the Commission said this was
"deemed necessary" in order to
"complete" the data previously requested with respect to outstanding patents, and to provide FCC
with "current technical developments as to television broadcast
(Continued on page 60)

TV FUTURE is discussed by Secretary of the Navy Francis P. Matthews (I) a
stockholder in WOW-TV Omaha, with Col. Mitchell Wolfson, president of
WTVJ, Miami's only television outlet. The Secretary, interviewed for WTVJ
was in Miami for the VFW convention. President Truman's address
viewers,
also was carried by the station — the first time Mr. Truman has appeared
before TV cameras in the South.
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Hollywood

TV Demand
KMTV

PROMOTION

Omaha

Floods

ANTICIPATING television hunger in Omaha, KMTV (TV), starting
operations on three networks, ABC, CBS and Dumont, Sept. 1, launched
a full-scale promotion campaign the week of Aug. 15. The drive was
specifically designed to heighten demand for TV sets on distributors.
Not only did the promotional
technique flood dealers with re- He was able to pick out lights of
cities as far av/ay as 40 miles.
quests and sales but also it placed
TV as a chosen medium of OmaEach evening, the station telecast three hours of programs
hans. Citizens greeted TV with a
which were viewed on 28 sets
set buying spree which depleted
dealer and distributor inventories
placed in the station's lobby and
picked up by TV set dealers who
in four days. One distributor chartered three airplanes to fly sets were concurrently holding "Open
into the city. Another increased his House." They reported capacity
order for immediate delivery by crowds.
two railroad cars; still others
Because of the rapid rate of installations in the Omaha area,
doubled and tripled their orders
KMTV was unable to project an
from factories in addition to hunting for sets in other markets. A accurate estimate of home TV sets
dealer who had sold eight sets in but the estimate varied from 3,000
six months averaged 35 sets a day to 6,000 by Sept. 1.
KMTV is owned by May Broaduntil his supply was exhausted.
Cause for the sales furor was
casting Co., licensee of KMA. It
operates on Channel 3.
KMTV's "Open House" held each
Reaction of Omahans to the new
evening from 7 to 10 p.m. durmedium was summed up by C. J.
ing the five-day campaign. More
than 20,000 Omaha citizens saw
Helgesen, chairman of the Television Distributors Corp., who said
each phase of TV in operation on
guided tours of the studios, pro- the promotion, aided by the distributors TV committee, was sucjection, audio-control, announcing
and transmitter rooms. Movies
cessful in averting many of the
mistakes that were made in other
made of the crowd were televised
markets.
on Sept. 1 with the first person
identifying one of the individual
He said, "the last promotion . . .
or family shots receiving $10.
sponsored by the Nebraska-Iowa
Electrical
Council was the most
524 Foot Ascension
outstanding
inasmuch as KMTV
Dramatic touch was lent to the
was on the air each night. . . . This
affair by announcer Ray Merriott
gave the dealers an opportunity
who climbed the 524 foot KMTV
House'
their
tower (highest structure in the to
own.have
...anAs'Open
a result
the ofdealers
city) the evening of Aug. 17 to had crowds larger than they were
illustrate the line-of-sight princi- able to handle. I wish to congratulate KMTV for the marvelous
ples of TV for "Open House"
guests.
A former auto racer and pole job they did in conducting 'Open
the public ... an outvault champion, Mr. Merriott spoke House' for standing
contribution to a new
to the crowd from each 100 foot
television market."
level as he climbed. Spectators
were given the chance to question
Mr. Merriott over a loudspeaker.
ADDS
At one point during the climb, the WOODRUFF
mike he carried sent a surge of
Video Production Phases
electrical currents through his body
TWO new firms have been added
and threw him momentarily off"
balance. Upon reaching the bat to the video production capacity of
Frank L. Woodruff Assoc., New
wing antenna, Mr. Merriott presented a 15-minute radio show
York, according to agreements consummated last week.
aired over KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
The new associates are The Liberty Motion Picture Clubs of
America and its subsidiaries, and
the Orchestra Booking Service of
New York. The former organization vv^ill handle all kinescope and
similar work for Woodruff, and the
latter group will be Woodruff's
exclusive talent representative.
The Liberty outfit is headed by
Irving Siegel, cinematic inventor
and independent producer, while
the Orchestra Booking Service is
headed by George L. Walker, formerly of MCA.
The Woodruff organization is
now geared to handle video shows
for advertising agencies from
earliest stages of conception to the
actual telecasts. The firm is
headed by Frank L. Woodruff, former radio packager and one time
Mr. Merriott as he prepared for hepd of the radio and television
his climb.
department of Capitol Attractions.
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MULLEN NAMED
Consultant For WPIX (TV)
APPOINTMENT of Frank E.
Mullen, former executive vice president of NBC and until two months
ago president of G. A. Richards
stations,sultant as
confor WPIX
(TV) New York,
was announced
last week by F.
M. Flynn, president of the New
York Daily News,
WPIX
owners.
Simultaneously,

Dealers

READJUSTING RCA's new reversible
beam TV antenna array is O. M.
Woodward, of RCA Labs. Inc., Princeton, N. J. Newly developed, the
antenna is designed to eliminate cochannel TV interference, a problem
in fringe areas lying between stations occupying the same or adjacent
channels where signals are received
from opposite directions. Directivity
may be reversed instantly for reception from either direction without
rotation of the array.

TELERATINGS
Olsen & Johnson Lead
COMEDIANS Olsen & Johnson
have taken over Milton Berle's first
place Hooper rating .spot as well
as his time slot for the summer,
according to the July first five
network teleratings, released Aug.
25. Their Fireball Fun For All,
sponsored by Buick through Kudner Agency in the Tuesday night
8-9 spot on NBC-TV, leads the
list.
Hooperfor"first
ratings
July: five" network
1. Fireball Fun For All
(31 NBC TV cities)
2. Philco Summer Playhouse
(15 NBC TV cities)
3. Bigelow Sanford Floor Show
(28 NBC TV cities)
4. Break The Bank
(9 ABC TV cities)
5. Arthur
Godfrey and His
Frievds
(32 CBS TV cities)
PRO
ABC

GRID

tele36.9
46.2
33.8
29.6
29.0

GAMES

it was learned
Mr. Mullen has
Mr. Mullen
entered the radio
and TV consulting field, and will
establish offices both in New York
and in Los Angeles.
Mr. Mullen, veteran of a quarter
century in radio, will function for
WPIX on retainer. Other clients
also will be announced shortly, it
is understood.
Mr. Mullen resigned from the
presidency of the Richards stations
(WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland,
and KMPC Los Angeles) last July
1. He holds .a 15% interest in
KMPC [Broadcasting, June 13].
In June,
terminated 1948,
more thanMr.20 Mullen
years with
NBC to accept the Richards stations presidency. While he was
second in command of the network,
he directed its postwar television
operations.
RATE PRACTICES
For TV Studied by BAB
RATE practices throughout the
television industry currently are
being studied by BAB, the bureau
has announced. Purpose is to aid its
television standardization group,
which is trying to simplify video
time buying and selling by standai-dizing forms.
rate card formats and
contract
The analysis will cover: Discount procedures, methods of calculating basic time and facilities
charges, cost relationship between
basic hourly rate and shorter time
segments, billing and payment
schedules, relative charges made
for specific times, and basis for
payment of agency commissions.
Study results will be examined by
the standardization group's executive subcommittee at its next meeting during the week of Sept. 12.

Gets TV Rights in NFL

ABC HAS CONTRACTED for exclusive telecast rights to 15 of the
regularly scheduled National Football League games.
Games will be telecast in 12 nonleague cities and in certain league
cities in which there is no National
Football League game being played
at the time.
The Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia,
will sponsor the games through
Hewitt, Ogilvv, Benson & Mather
Inc., New York.
Adrian Bauer Agency, Philadelphia, is packager of the telecasts.

TV Uplifts Sales
TELEVISION looks good to
Koslow's, a Fort Worth fur
establishment. A $30 investment in a portion of a 15minute shopper program on
WBAP-TV Fort Worth
brought a quick sale of a fur
coat at $2,500, several inquiries that may lead to sales
and a spark of interest in a
novel fur "brassiere" shown.
As a result,
Koslow'scampaign
is planning an autumn
using video.
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MOVIE

TV

SMPE Gives Channel
Data to FCC

DISTRIBUTION channels 50-mc wide will be required in the 6000-mc
area to transmit high definition monochrome or color television programs
satisfactory for theatre use, the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
told the FCC last week. Up to 60 such channels would be required
in large cities, it was said
The SMPE comments on tech- is now available for use in this
nical requirements for a nation- region, and experience with transmission at these frequencies shows
wide motion picture television system were filed in response to the such service to be practical."
Commission's request of July 1 for
The need for up to 60 channels
data from the movie industry on in a large city was based upon
its needs [Broadcasting, July 4]. requirements of 10 distribution orDeadline for briefs was Friday.
ganizations, each using six chanSMPE said "theatre television
nels apiece. Multiplicity of orwill endeavor to offer material
ganizations was held desirable to
paralleling in a general fashion
insure free competition in operathat presented by the legitimate
tion and programming. Of each
theatre, radio and motion pictures, group of six channels, two would
but adding the important element
be used for program pickup and
of immediacy." Thus such a sys- studio-transmitter linking, two for
program distribution to theatres
tem "will add a new medium and
should stimulate these existing en- and two for inter-city relaying.
terprises as well as theatre tele- For a strictly local service two
channels would suffice, it was said.
vision," FCC was told.
In simplest form, SMPE exUnavailability of network or
plained,^ atheatre television serv- inter-city facilities was explained
ice would consist of a programand SMPE further pointed out
originating organization which direct conflicts with the needs of
would provide theatre TV pro- TV broadcast stations. Standardgrams to theatres within a given
ization of interconnection and
city or market area. The organ- measures to protect pioneer investization would pick up the programs
ments also were recommended.
from their origination source, distribute them locally and eventually
extend the distribution service to
TV CHANNELS
other cities and nationally.
2 More Between N. Y.-Phila.
It was pointed out that radio
frequency systems would be needed,
THREE additional TV channels
between New York and Philadelparticularly "as the art develops
and theatres require high definition
phia were opened Sept. 1 when
AT&T put a new coaxial cable
and /or color programs." SMPE
explained that other types of transbetween the two cities into regumission may become available in
lar operation. Providing two more
the future through advanced develvideo channels from New York to
opments such as special forms of Philadelphia and one more channel
long-distance wave guides.
in the other direction, the new cable
brings the total of TV coaxial connections between these cities to
^
Picture Quality
seven, five southbound and two
On the matter of picture quality,
northbound.
SMPE said that theatre TV proAn extra southbound channel for
grams must be presented to the
public on a basis of picture size television programs also has been
and quality "not likely to be at- added to the coaxial facilities running from Philadelphia to Baltitained in the home" and noted that
patrons are accustomed to the
more and Washington. This means
"superior detail and quality of that there are now four southbound
present day motion pictures." It and one northbound TV cable channels between Philadelphia and
was explained that program maWashington. In addition to the
terial suitable for theatres evenadded video channels, the new
tually "will need addition of color."
cable connections will also carry
However, "it is not to be ashundreds of additional telephone
. sumed that high detail monochrome
conversations.
or color television for theatre use
is to be anticipated in the immediate future," SMPE warned.
"On the contrary, theatre televiWFMY-TV
sion should evolve from the presRegular Schedule Set Sept. 22
ent broadcast standards of 525-line
monochrome pictures to pictures WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C,
of greater resolution and in color Sept. 22 will schedule regular proas new equipment and improved
grams 7-9 p.m. Sunday through
Friday. Station plans expansion
methods
are
made
available,"
it
. was said.
of schedule thereafter.
WMFY-TV uses 1670 w radiated
SMPE asked that "these developments should not be hampered by video power and 835 w sound on
Channel 2, is affiliated with CBS,
severely restricting channel and
ABC, DuMont and ABC TV netbandwidths at this time." The
works and maintains studios and
society recommended "that as many
of the channels as possible be set transmitter in Greensboro. Station
took the air with test pattern Aug.
aside at this time in the region
18 [Broadcasting, Aug. 22, 29].
of 5925-7125 mc because equipment
BROADCASTING
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Usij^itjvrtfie words "imytscrihed byAMPEX"
afljsr the jmit skews in radio

Here's

how

Series

MAGNETIC

adds

the

NEW

300

TAPE

RECORDER

profit to your

operation

CONSOLE MODEL 300* .. . $1,573.75
PORTABLE MODEL 300 .. . $1,594.41
RACK MOUNTED
$1,491.75
•Meter Panel Extra F. O. 6. Factory, San Carlos, Calif.
Read what Frank Marx, Vice President in charge of
Engineering, American Broadcasting Company, says:
"For the
magnetic
recorded
For 2618

past two years A. B. C. has successfully used
tape for rebroadcast purposes . . . A. B. C.
on AMPEX in Chicago ... 17 hours per day.
hours of playback time, the air time lost was

less than three minutes: a truly remarkable record."
SPECIFI CATIONS
Starting Time: Instantaneous.
Frequency Response:
starting in the Normal Play
At 15" ± 2 db. 50-15,000 cycles (When
mode of operation, the tape is up to
At 7.5"± 2 db. 50-7,500 cycles full
speed in less than .1 second.)
Signal-To-Noise Ratio: The overall Flutter and WOW: At 15 inches per
unweighted system noise is 70 db. second, well under0.1%r.m.s., measbelow tape saturation, and over
uring alI flutter components from 0
60 db. below 3% total harmonic to 300 cycles, using a tone of 3000
distortion at 400 cycles.
cycles. At 7.5 inches, under 0.2%.

Manvfoetured by Ampex Shctrtc Corporation, San Carlos, Calif.
DISTRIBUTED BY
BiNG CROSBlf ENTERPRISES * GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO. Inc.
9028 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. 420 Lexington Ave,, New Yoric 17, N. Y.
AUDIO i VIDEO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1650 Broodwoy, New York, New York • PLaia 7-0780
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Incandescent Lamp Bank, Type TL-5A
The standard 1 2 -lamp light source for normal
studio operation. Ideal for slow fades. Provides equal light distribution on "douses."
Maximum load per circuit, 3 kw; Per unit,
6 kw. Single cast aluminum-grille construction. Rotates 360 degrees. Tilts 170 degrees.
Noiseless controls.

High-Intensity Light Dolly, Type TL-26A
The ideal mobile floor unit that puts highintensity side illumination where you want it.
Uses the TL-lA High-Intensity Fluorescent
Bank. Rotates the bank from horizontal to
vertical position; tilts it through 90 degrees.
No high-voltage floor cables, because lamp
ballast is right on the dolly.
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Rotatable Lamp Mount, Type 7L-15A
With extension bars for mounting
individual or multiple flood lamps.
Control spindle can rotate 360 degrees—tilt 170 degrees about the
point of support.

Light-Control Panel, Type TL-31A
Includes ten headlocks and ten rope
locks for controlling ten light banks.
Available in single units or on readyto-operate panels, as illustrated.

Fairleads, Type TL-32A
A practical way to guide mechanical control
lines to control board without noise. 1 70-degree
tilt and 360-degree angle of rotation around
its point of support provides maximum flexibility for mounting anywhere. Equipped with
quick-release gridiron clamp. Nine chromed
bushings reduce control-line friction.

Spot-Light Fixtures, Type TL-lOA — TL-IIA
Standard control spindle for use with a MoleRichardson or Oleson 2-kw Solar Spot, or a
750-watt Baby Spot. Rotates 360 degrees. Tilts
170 degrees about its point of support.
BROADCASTING
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TVSTUDtOS.

.

.

New silent-control lighting equipment enables you
to "tailor" the lighting system to fit your studio
— correctly, without expensive experimenting.
Available for the first time— a complete line of studioXjl. tested lighting equipment from a single manufacturer.
Available for the first time— packaged studio lighting systems to match the response curves of modern studio
cameras.
Combining high-intensity fluorescent banks, high-intensity spots, and incandescent banks for handling any
studio set-up, RCA lighting systems are capable of
delivering more than 200 foot candles of light energy.
All lights can be rotated 360 degrees horizontally and
1 70 degrees vertically. All lights are designed for pyramidmounting on studio ceilings. All lights are mechanically
controlled through silent-operating fairleads that terminate in a central control board.
With this lighting equipment you can swing each light
for basic work, modeling, or back lighting. You can
direct each light to more than one acting area. You can
"dim" by tilting, rotating, or cutting off half banks— and
without upsetting light distribution. All equipment and
wiring is off the floor. No ladder hazards or expensive
catwalk installations. No danger of burning artists or
technicians.
Here is the system that delivers correct illumination
with as little as two-thirds to one-half the usual amount
of equipment — and with proportionate savings in power.
No more experimenting for the individual studio. No
more junking of extensive lighting installations.
For help in planning your studio lighting— correctly —
simply call your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or write
Dept. 19IA, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N.J.

21'

High-Intensity Fluorescent Bank, Type TL-1A
Assures optimum light response from TV studio Image
Orthicon cameras. Uses six 3500-4500 Kelvin slim-line
tubes. Only 600 watts connected load. Includes noise-free,
double-rubber cushioned, built-in ballast units; heavy-duty
jumper cord connections; instant start high-voltage striking
circuit. Uses pre-focused individual alzac parabolas. Rotates
) [
360 degrees. Tilts 170 degrees. Noiseless
controls.

TYPICAL TV STUDIO-PHQVED FLOOR PLANS AND CEILING ARRANGEMENT FOR RCA LIGHTING SYSTEMS
) [
* C
4
i> c)
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( -e-e) [h
[]
(
-e() c
*
i* (

For a small interim-fype studio, 21 feet x 35 faet. This plan
more than meets the minimum lighting requirements of
200 foot candles and a contrast range of 2-}o-l.
NO. REQD. ' SYMBOL
5
I HI-INTENSITY FLUORESCENT 3 BANK Q
o
INCANDESCENT FLOOD-LITES
CONTROLLABLE SPOT-LITES
TELEViSiOM

Cross-sectional
view ofof lighting.
a TV studio,
showingdelivers
RCA*s uninverted pyramid-type
This system
obstructed light to every point in the studio.
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For the average-size studio, 40 feet x 60 feet. This plan
more than meets- the minimum lighting requirements ol
200 foot candles and a contrast range of 2-to-l.
NO. REOD.
SYMBOL
II HI-INTENSITY FLUORESCENT BANKS []
] c O
IS INCANDESCENT FLOOD-LITES
10 CONTROLLABLE SPOT-LITES #

EQUIRMEMT

RA DiO
CORPORA
TIOM
EM9IMEERIMO RRODUCTS DERARTMEMT,

of A MERiCA
CAMDEM,M.J,

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limitod, Montreal
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Allocation

Roundup

(Report 75)
lliilliliiiiiiiiiiiiliilli
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By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ROUNDUP SURVEY of briefs
and comments on FCC's proposed
television reallocation proceeding
revealed last week that:
• The majority of stations and
applicants want VHF channels
rather than "potential" and "paper"
UHF channels, and will swap a
couple of UHFs readily for one
VHF facility.
• Many criticize
FCC's proposed
reallocation
as unrealistic
because
the economic factor is not given
sufficient weight in the "geographical" distribution of channels.
• Most believe reliable UHF
service is still years away.
• A number vigorously oppose
intermixture of VHF and UHF
channels on ground undesirable
competitive situation would result
and public would not take to UHF
as long as an acceptable VHF signal were available.
Large portion of the comments
on FCC's reallocation proposal
were filed at deadline on Aug. 26
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29]. All of
the briefs will be considered during
the Commission's extensive TV
hearing, to commence Sept. 26. Up
until Sept. 12 the Commission is
accepting replies to the industry
comments now on file.
The clamor for VHF channels
was heard particularly in the eastern part of the country. Because of
short distances between large metropolitan areas, FCC found it had
to substitute UHF channels in
order to provide for competitive,
multiple services. However, the
cry for VHF also came from stations or applicants in rugged terrain areas or who wanted to provide wide rural service.
A number of requests also were
made to amend FCC's proposal to
set high minimum coverage standards for VHF service. Some cities,
it was explained, because of their
irregularity of shape or situation
simply couldn't be served completely with the quality of signal
the Commission wants. It was
recommended that the Grade B
service limit be reduced to 90% of
the metropolitan area rather than
100%, and that coverage requirements generally be based on the
natural needs of a city rather than
non-flexible rules.
General favor also has been expressed for use of synchronization
or offset carrier operation and use
of directional antennas in situations where they may aid coverage
or reduce interference.
Plea for "freedom of engineering" was made by Raymond M.
Wilmotte, Washington consulting
engineer, in his observations. For
FCC to tell the engineer what
technical performance is required
Page 58
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is proper, Mr. Wilmotte said. But
"that he should be told how to
achieve that performance is relieving him unnecessarily of initiative
andInresponsibility."
view of uncertainty about
color and technical standards for
UHF, and the general opinion that
UHF won't be ready for some
years, Mr. Wilmotte urged that:
(1) The VHF band be expanded to
its utmost at present, using offset
carrier operation and low power in
small cities to reduce separation;
(2) UHF standards not be set now,
but further hearings be held; (3)
every possible facility and assistance be provided for UHF experimentation. Should FCC not wish to
do this, he urged consideration of
his Polycasting system for adequate UHF coverage [Broadcasting, Dec. 6, 1948].
Allen B. DuMont Labs contended FCC's VHF-UHF allocation
policy is governed "by two principles which are inconsistent with
a stable equitable and practical national system of television broadcasting." These were said to be
retention of certain assignments in
a given area solely because of
grants made before the freeze, and
the
distribution" of
VHF "geographical
channels.
DuMont indicated national allocation must be based on reasonable
engineering standards to protect
reception quality, must avoid intermixture of VHF and UHF, and
must provide for at least four VHF
services in large cities to insure
competition. That VHF and UHF
must be intermixed to provide com"is an Iteconomic
fallacy,"
DuMont petition
said.
recommended
its
allocation plan, announced earlier
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Paramount Television Productions takes a divergent view on
intermixture.
Although holding
Comments

FCC's "concentration upon geographical objectives and its apparent exclusion of economic considerations are likely to defeat the
development of a competitive nationwide television service," Paramount
said it and
opposed
"separa-to
tion of UHF
VHF theservices
the extent proposed by the Commission and supported by other
members of the industry."
While expressing no doubts as
to ultimate "technical feasibility"
of UHF, Paramount recognized
UHF is still in the developmental
stage and that continued development hinges in intermixture. It
was explained mass production and
technical' progress of any product
occurs only when sufficient market
exists. Thus to support the high
cost of UHF progress, the service
must develop in the large metropolitan areas of the country just as
VHF now is doing. It was noted
that none of these large cities have
UHF proposals.
Philco Corp., admitting many
technical problems must be overcome for UHF, pressed for unof VHFbe since
public
interest freezing
will
best "the
served
by
getting television stations actually
on the air and broadcasting . . .
as soon as possible." It was noted
that VHF equipment is generally
available and hence no reason to
wait. Philco agreed to 6-mc channels for UHF.
Federal Telecommunications
Labs, IT&T subsidiary, had a comment of interest on the problem of
UHF equipment having sufficient
power at the present time. Federal
said it is prepared to "offer with
reasonable promptness combinations of transmitting equipment
and antenna suitable for operation
on Channels 14 to 35 (in the event
that the low frequency limit of

on Proposed Allocation

COMMENTS on FCC's revised proposed TV allocation plan, filed by
stations and applicants with the
Commission at deadline Aug. 26,
are here presented in summary
form. List does not include comments previously reported.
ALABAMA
WSGN
Birmingham—
Substitute Ch.
10 for 6.
Mobile— WTOK Meridian, Miss., delete Ch. 5 and switch to Meridian.
Mobile— WJBO Baton Rouge, La., delete Ch. 13 and switch to Baton Rouge.
ARKANSAS
KFSA
Fort
Smith—
and 13 for 16 and
18. Substitute Ch. 9
CALIFORNIA
California State Communications Advisory Board
Approves
al ocation—of Ch.
4 and purposed
5 for use re-in
California only in Los Angeles and San
Francisco areas as this will permit
engineering of public safety service

system
non-interference
KERN onBakersfield—
Add Ch.basis.
6.
Chico— McClatchy Bcstg. Co., add
Ch.Chico
3. — Twentieth Century-Fox of
California, delete Ch. 12, add 8.
Fresno — Pacific Bcstrs., add Ch. 3.
KARM Fresno— Add Ch. 3.
KMJ Fresno— Add Ch. 3 and 10.
Long
Beach —KMA2XAZ,
John H. Poole,
experimental
add licensee
15, 25,
37, 39 or 41.
KVCV Redding— Add Ch. 8.
TwentiethCh.Century-Fox
of Sacramento
California, —substitute
13 for 10.
Sacramento — Television California,
applicant
at
San
Francisco,
would
Ch. 10ft.or limit it to maximum de-10
kw atlete 500
KFBK Sacramento— Add Ch. 2 and 12.
San Diego— Pacific Bcstg. Co., add
Ch.
Mexico.12 and delete from Tiajuana,
San Diego — Television Bcstg. Co.,
add Ch. 10. Add Ch. 12 to Tiajuana.
Proposes that Ch. 14 and 16 not be assigned in U.S. near Baja California
border,
they beUHF
reserved
can use.butPropose
as wellforasMexiVHF
(Continued on page 61 )

the band is set at 470 mc) or on
Channels 14 to 30 (in the event
that the . . . limit ... is set at 500
mc) with effective radiated power
of 10 to 100 kw, but still capable
of satisfactory broadcast coverage
in communities." It did not define
"promptness."
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
submitted reports on its system of
Stratovision telecasting to bring
the record up to date from the last
TV hearing. Westinghouse urged
use of synchronization or offset
carrier operation to reduce station
separation.
Aside from its comments on the
color question (see page 52), the
Joint Technical Advisory Committee of the Radio Mfrs. Assn. and
Institute of Radio Engineers, felt
television should have "at least"
as many channels as the other
broadcast services and that UHF
space above Channel 55 should
therefore be opened up. AM has
106 channels and FM 100, it was
pointed
out.
To minimize
receiver problems,
JTAC continued, channels for the
same service areas should be
"grouped." It was recommended
that allocations within any given
area be made in a block of alternate channels (that is, 12 mc
apart) . JTAC also felt FCC should
recommend adoption of a standard
intermediate frequency for receivers— perhaps 41.25 mc, as proposed ashort time ago by RMA.
JTAC also reported tests which
showed, among other things, that
the advantage of synchronous operation over non-synchronous operation is about 14 decibels, while the
advantage of carrier offset over
non-synchronous operation is about
18 db. Tests were also cited to
show that a desired-to-undesired
signal ratio higher than 40 db is
required
large
observers —by 40"a db,
it majority"
was said, of
is
acceptable to only about 20% of
the people, and 52 db is needed
to satisfy 90% of the people at the
edge of Class A service.
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
operating experimental stations
KM2XBD (W6XA0) and W6XN0
Hollywood, presented detailed report on its projects. Brief included
observations and illustrations on
airborne and seaborne transmissions.
Television Research, Washington, program and market research
firm, cited omission of the economic
factor in FCC's allocation plan.
It urged that size of community
and competition between stations
be considered.
Assn. of Land Grant Colleges
also has petitioned for reservation
of UHF channels for educational

purposes.
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y/SAZ-TV MEET
Rosene Named Gen. Mgr.
MARSHALL ROSENE, formerly
station director of WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., was named general
manager bf WSAZ-TV at the annual meeting of corporation stockholders Aug. 25. He succeeds
Howard Chernoff, general manager of the San Diego, Calif., Journal.
Col. J. H. Long was elected president of WSAZ Inc., succeeding
Capt. John A. Kennedy, editor and
publisher of the San Diego Journal, who became first vice-president. Col. Long, chairman of the
board of the Huntington Publishing Co., had been vice-president.
Laurence H. Rogers II is station
manager.
According to Mr. Rosene, WSAZTV will be in operation on Channel 5 by Nov. 15. Complete video
equipment, including 5 kw transmitter, has been contracted for

7i/m

OPENING
KECA-TV
Union Pacific To Sponsor

NEW officials of WSAZ Inc., Huntington, W. Va., include Col. J. H.
Long (I), president, and Marshall
Rosene, general manager. Election
of new officials was followed by announcement WSAZ-TV would be in
operation by Nov. 15.
* * *
with RCA. Plans also call for
three - bay bat - wing super - turntower. stile antenna atop a 309-ft. steel

/<ei2oti

TELESCRIPTIONS, 823 Victor television commercial films being
Bldg., Washington, D. C. currently produced by United Productions of
preparing series of 20-second an- America, Burbank, Calif. . . . Three
imated spots for Interstate Build- thirty-minute documentary films
ing Assn., same city. Charac- are being produced by Harry Lehman, Los Angeles, for California
ters in series are familiar squirrel, camel and polar bear used by State National Guard. Films to
Interstate in their newspaper and be used as recruiting aid will be
on three California TV stations.
transitads. Savings habits of anVideo Films, Detroit has comimals portray company's theme
"Planned Savings Work Magic."
pleted series of television commerAgency: Van Sant, Dugdale Inc.,
cials for DeSoto-Ply mouth Dealers,
Baltimore. Same company pro- same city. Split-frame technique
duced unusual spot for Phillip's
Television, Radio and Appliances, is used with slogan "The car dewith you in mind" in lower
Baltimore. Cartoon shows crowd part of signed
picture and auto model in
watching newscast on corner of top. Copy eliminates use of narration. Firm also produces spots
city building, take-off on Trans Lux
News signs. Cleverly done news- for Ford Motor Co., Pfeiffer Brewcast appears to run along one side
ing Co., Detroit Edison Co., Naof building, around corner and
tional Bank of Detroit and Norge
across front. Flash enumerates
Division of Borg- Warner.
many features to be enjoyed on
Candy Lu trademark figure of
television and then advertises sets Edgar
P. Lewis & Sons candy firm.
available at Phillips. Agency: I. Maiden, Mass., is being used as
T. Cohen, Washington. Ed Hopper
in "Candyland"
settings
is enterprising young man behind marionette
for series of
TV commercials
for
Telescriptions.
that firm. Barbara Keane, radio
Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, produc- director, and Len Sanderson, art
ing western fashion film short for director of Alley and Richards
TV, featuring singer Ginny Jack- agency, Boston, supervised producson. Film may be incorporated
tion. Three films are being telecast
into firm's Roving Camera series in Boston. . . . Jerry Fairbanks
or sold separately. . . . Hal Roach
Productions, Hollywood, making
Television Corp., Culver City, series of animated video commercials for Petri Wine. Agency:
Calif., making series of one-minute
TV spot commercials for Wander
Young & Rubicam, Hollywood.
Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), for naFilmack Trailer Corp., Chicago,
tional distribution. Agency: Hill releasing three-quarter minute
Blackett & Co., Chicago. . . . Telesound-on-film spots prepared for
mount Productions, Los Angeles,
Underwriters Labs, also Chicago, to
doing series of 13 musical films be telecast nationally during Fire
featuring Terrea Lee, singer. First Prevention Week next month. Firm
series now in production to be three offering film to stations, along with
and one-half minute open-end; sec- trailer piece which lists sponsoring
ond to be eight and one-half min- organization, either police or fire
ute. National sponsorship sought.
department. Same firm is working
Marvin Miller has been signed to up TV shorts giving telephone
do narration for series of Ford
of local police and fire departments.
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THE

SKY

LIMIT

IS THE

UNION PACIFIC Railroad will
sponsor the 45-minute Sept. 16
opening night variety show of
KECA-TV, Hollywood television
station of ABC, according to
Robert F. Laws, ABC Western
Division sales manager.
In addition, opening night also
will consist of telecast of the
UCLA-Oregon State college football game later that night, cosponsored by Hoffman Radio &
Television Corp. and Los Angeles
Dodge Dealers Assn.
Extensive pre-promotion activity
by the station is currently underway, including the following: Two
and one half million matchbooks
listing the USC-UCLA football
games and dates they may be seen
on station; lobby displays in key
department stores ; 25 24-sheet billboards; 2,000,000 schedules of the
games ; courtesy announcements
daily on KECA-AM; 300 bus and
street car cards; 650 window displays for Hoffman and Dodge
Dealers; 2,000 easel cards for bars
throughout the city.
When station takes to the air,
Los Angeles will become the first
seven TV stawithOwned
and only
tions city
operating.
by ABC,
it
will
be
the
network's
fifth
owned
station.

HEADLEY-REED
Win Represent WJAC-TV
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., owned
and operated by the Johnstown
Tribune, has appointed the Headley-Reed Co. as its exclusive national representative.
The station, on channel 13, is
now on test pattern, and will start
regular programming on Sept. 15.
It is affiliated with NBC, CBS, ABC
and DuMont.
LONG,

ZACHARY
Named by GN&G

FREDERICK A. (Ted) Long has
been named director of radio and
television, and George Zachary appointed associate director of the
department for Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, New York. B. B. Geyer,
president,
made the announcement
29].
last week [Closed Circuit, Aug.
Mr. Long joined the agency in
1946 as radio production manager
and has been serving as assistant
director of radio and television. He
was previously with BBDO.
Mr. Zachary resigned as television producer and director at
CBS to accept his new appointment. Prior to CBS he was with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as
producer and director of The Ford
Theatre on CBS.
COMPLETE studio faculties of WHEN
(TV) Syracuse, N. Y. were moved to
grounds
of New
York State Fair for
entire week
of exposition.

TRIBUNE TOWER — CHICAGO

COMPLETE erection of 12 tons
suppor
steelfeetandabove
FMa ting
TV ofantenn
— 500
street level.
ERECTION OF FM AND TV
ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
B D N
STEEL ERECTING CO.
82 W. WASHINGTON ST.
Phone: Financial 6-3496
CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS
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Patents
(Continued from page 52)
systems
the order:and equipment." Text of
Any person a party to this hearing
who owns or has the right to sublicense inventions relating to television
transmitters or receivers for either
monochrome or color transmissions
which are described and claimed in
one or more patent applications now
pending in the V. S. Patent OfiBce shall
file with the_ Commission an abstract
of each
such' forth
pendingthe patent
tion setting
PatentapplicaOffice
filing date and serial number of the
application and a brief statement of
the purposes of the invention and the
devices or operations claimed therein.
Also each abstract shall be accompanied by a Power to Inspect the related pending patent application at the
U.
S.
Patent
by the(John
Commission's
Acting Chief Office
Engineer
A. Willoughby) or his nominee. These abstracts and Powers to Inspect must be
filed on or before the opening date of
the hearing or such later date as the
Commission may by order provide.
The Commission's letters to RCA
and CBS requesting engineering
data on their respective color systems came Tuesday, one day after
Color Television Inc. recommended
that substantially the same course
be followed. CTI said it was unable, on the basis of the data which
RCA and CBS offered, to prepare
any comments or counter proposals with respect to them.
Date Causes Speculation
The fact that FCC gave CBS
and RCA until Sept. 6 to submit
supporting technical data led to
speculation that the Sept. 12 deadline for comments on original proposals would be postponed — at least
insofar as comments on the CBS
and RCA plans are concerned.
Emerson President Abrams' complaint against the RCA announcement of its color system was leveled during a news conference in
New York. He contended that color
publicity is hurting sales and employment and is depriving potential purchasers of TV sets of the
enjoyment of the present "very satisfactory stage" of television.
"Color," Mr. Abrams said, "is of
great interest to the industry as a
step in an important service already accepted by the public. Emerson is interested in seeing its development, but it would be tragic

ONE

MINUTE

T. V. riLM
COMMERCIALS
PRICE INCLUDES
Artful ProductionAnimated tricky
titlesEffective
Illustrations**
With Off-screen
voice and music.
Write for Circvlar Or Phone
FILMACK
1328 S. Wabash, Chicago, ill.
Phone HArrison 7-3395
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NAB ON VIDEO
To Use Rorabaugh Reports

FRANKIE REARDON, daughter of Frank Reardon (r), president of CBS
affiliate KBOW Butte, Mont., gets a taste of performing before the CBS
television cameras during the
Reardons'
studios
in Newrecent
York. visit to the network's video
if standards adapted now were later found to be wrong, as we'd
have to live with them for many
years. Before a standard is chosen,
every possible system should be
carefully explored, and the one
adopted by FCC should be one for
which it is possible to produce
economical receivers.
"This latest step (RCA system)
is in the right direction because it
does not obsolete present receivers . . . what bothers manufacturers isthe reception of color
programs on present receivers,
for which the kind of attachments
that will be necessary will cost
anywhere from $300 to $500 to
build. Color receivers built to receive both color and black and
white, will cost in the neighborhood
of $1,000."
Hopes for Abandonment
Mr. Abrams expressed the hope
that FCC would abandon the idea
of the currently publicized system
until such time when "the art has
progressed to the point that when
standards are fixed, manufacturers can produce color receivers
in reach of the masses."
He believed that the amount of
color broadcasting would be only
in the same ratio as that of Technicolor motion pictures to black
and white.
With caustic reference to Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson he expressed regret that "an individual from Colorado, where there is no television,
takes it upon himself to push FCC
into adoption of a color system."
"Senator Johnson," he pointed
out, "may require more enlightment before he can appreciate that
you can't push a button and have
color video appear overnight. It
has to travel the hard road of
science before it becomes reality."
He believed that 1953, "and I
name that year with tongue in
cheek" would see "a remote possibility" of color availability, but
certainly not before that. Also, he
warned, color would be far higher
priced than black and white.
The added cost of equipment for
color broadcasting will not be
great, Mr. Abrams replied to a

question, but production costs will
be higher, and will send video
broadcasters "even farther into the
red than they are now."
He charged that the "prematurely released information" was
influenced by the advent of the allocations hearings next month and
by Sen. Johnson's accusations that
the industry was holding back on
color.
Asked if he thought the released
information immature because of
scientific or economic reasons, he
answered that the RCA system is
still in a laboratory stage and not
a perfect system. He admitted not
having seen it, "although we understand it," but said he saw "a
similar
system
12 mc inin 1947."
The RCA systemon operates
6 mc,
and is said by RCA officials to be
materially different from the one
described to FCC in the color hearings two years ago.
KRLD-TV PLANS
Antenna Due This Month
SHIPMENT of heavy-duty lowband ielevision antenna will be
made to KRLD-TV Dallas late this
month, according to Paul L. Chamberlain, sales manager for General
Electric Co.'s sales division.
KRLD-TV expects to open officially Nov. 15 on Channel 4. Transmitter and studio equipment also
were purchased from GE by station's owners, KRLD Radio Corp.

WTVN

(TV)

Joins ABC-TV Oct. 1
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, will
affiliate with ABC-TV, effective
Oct. 1, the network announced last
week.
The station, owned by Picture
Waves Inc. and starting commercial operation Sept. 29, is a metropolitan class station operating on
Channel 6, and is managed by John
Rositer. WTVN also is an affiliate
of DuMont.
Station has named Headley-Reed
Co. exclusive national representatives.

USING the monthly Rorabaugh Reports on television advertising as a
base, the NAB will compute the
dollar expenditures of advertisers
for video time and will use monthly
statements of the total volume for
each class of TV business — ^network, national and regional spot,
and local.
Dr. Kenneth Baker, research director of NAB and acting president of BMB, said that the information on sponsored TV programs
and announcements reported to the
Rorabaugh organization by video
networks and stations will be
turned over to the NAB research
staff for computation and analysis.
Figures will be reviewed periodically and adjusted semi-annually.
In addition to the monthly totals
for the various types of TV advertising, NAB expects to publish
special studies periodically. Also
planned is an annual report covering all TV advertisers and their
individual expenditures for video
time.
NAB will issue shortly its first
monthly report, covering July TV
business. The researchers plan to
compute such figures back to January first, so that at the end of the
year the annual report will cover
all TV time purchases in 1949.
DON

LEE

VIDEO

Policy Changes Announced
MAJOR policy changes affecting
operations of KTSL (TV) Hollywood— television outlet of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System — ^were
announced Aug. 31 by Charles L.
Glett, vice president in charge of
television.
Six points are covered in the realignment, effective Sept. 12: (1)
Station will telecast Monday
through Friday instead of Thursday through Monday as currently
prevails. (2) Mt. Lee, current site
of most program production, will
be closed down and all studio program operations will be housed at
the Don Lee studios in Hollywood
proper. (3) All program packages
being considered will be given only
one live airing, film-recorded and
turned over to the sales force for
presentations. Preceding actual
presentation over the station, programs will be close circuited before
audiences that will be asked to
fill out preview cards as is done in
motion picture sneak previews.
After revision program will then
be film recorded.
(4)
of year,
launching of Before
workshopendlargely
peopled
by
motion picture personnel who will
develop live and film presentations.
(5) Expanded remote activity
planned with increase of remote
trucks to three for more fluid coverage of sports, special events and
other remote programming. (6) Intensification ofcolor research by
Don Lee [Broadcasting, Aug. 29].
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Comments

proposes that Ch. 8 be given WNBK
Cleveland.
Gladstone — See Green Bay, Wis.
Grand Rapids — ABC, would substitute Ch. 12 for 7, WLAV-TV Grand
Rapids assignment.
Iron
Mountain
Green Bay,
Wis. and Marquette — See
WSAM Saginaw— Add Ch. 11 to Saginaw-Bay City area.
MISSISSIPPI
WTOK Meridian— Substitute Ch. 5 for
36, deleting 5 from Mobile, Ala.
MISSOURI
KFEQ St. Joseph— Substitute Ch. 7
for
9 at Kansas City, switching 9 to
St. Joseph.
St. Louis — 220 North Kingshighway
Inc., approves proposed reallocation.
NEVADA
Reno — Twentieth
of
California,
delete Ch. Century-Fox
13, add 10.
KOH
Reno—
Proposes
Ch.
8
and
13
in
heu Ch. 3, 13, 14 and 16.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
WTSVConcord.
Claremont — Switch Ch. 31
from
Manchester — See Worcester, Mass.
WWNH Rochester— Switch one of two
UHF channels from Portsmouth.
NEW JERSEY
WKDN Camden — Opposed allocation
of only one VHF channel to state.
WATV Newark — Asks editorial
amendment of allocation rule so as to
substitute designation of its Ch. 13 as
New York
-Northern New Jersey instead of Newark.
WVNJ
Newark—
Could add Ch. 29,
33, 37 or 43.
WCTC locNew
Brunswick
— Supports alation of Ch. 48.
WDHN
(FM)
New
Brunswick—
Add
Ch. 52.
WPAT Paterson— Add Ch. 35.
(FM) Trenton—
noWTOA
VHF allocation
there. Objects fact
WTTM
Trenton—
VHF allocation there.Opposes fact no
Vineland — WAMS Wilmington, delete
Ch. 39 and switch to Wilmington.
NEW YORK
Albany— Meredith Champlain Television Corp., add Ch. 6, 10 and 12 to
Albany-Troy-Schenectady area.
WROW Albany— Retain Ch. 7 and 11
for Albany-Troy-Schenectady.
WHCU Ithaca— Switch Ch. 8 from
Syracuse and substitute Ch. 10. Ch. 8
would replace 37 at Ithaca.
Meredith Pub. Co., add
Ch.Rochester—
10.
WHAM-TV Rochester— Operating on
Ch. 6, FCC would change to Ch. 5.
Cost of change would run $20,000-30,000
plusalternative
loss of service
No
given. two-four weeks.
WHEC Rochester— Add Ch. 10, switchmg 6.from Syracuse and substituting
Ch.
WSYR-TV Syracuse— Opposes FCC
proposal to substitute Ch. 3 for its Ch.
5. WiU lose time and $25,000-50,000. If
must switch, asks CP be issued now for
Ch. 3 as can do no further work for
Ch. 5 operation.
WTRY Troy— Switch Ch. 10 from
Syracuse.
NORTH CAROLINA
WBTV Charlotte — Opposes Ch. 4
at Columbia, S. C, and would substitute Ch. 8 for 2 at Greensboro because of interference to its Ch. 3
WDNC Durham— Add Ch. 5.
WFMY-TV Greensboro — Re WBTV
Charlotte proposal to cancel interference, points out both stations
operating and would be unfair to ask
one
to
change.
to assignments notSame
made.does not apply
WGTC GreenviUe- Add Ch. 7 or
other suitable VHF channel.
WPTF Raleigh— Add Ch. 5, substituting Ch. 12 for 5 at Wilmington.
NORTH DAKOTA
KSJB Jamestown — Add Ch. 11.
KGCU from
Mandan—
Switch one VHF
channel
Bismark.
OHIO
Cleveland— WSAS Pittsburgh, switch
Ch 11 to Pittsburgh. Also see Detroit.
WXEL substitution
Cleveland — Agrees
FCC's9
proposed
of Ch. to
11 for
Toledo— Toledo Blade Co., opposes
proposed allocation of Ch. 13, 39 and
43 on grounds intermixture would result in monopoly for VHF station
WSPD-TV Toledo— Pointed out cochannel interference on Ch. 13 between
it and WHIO-TV Dayton, suggested
substitution of VHF channel to remedy.
Closest possible said to be Ch. 12, but
proposed
rules and standards may preclude.
WHIZ ZanesviUe— Substitute Ch. 11
for
in Charleston, W. Va., and switch
12 to12 Zanesville.
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City — Southwestern Pub.
Co., add Ch. 5.
Ch.Tulsa—
8. Southwestern Pub. Co., add
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown— Penn Allen Bcstg. Co., if

(Continued from -page 58 )
channel assignments to Mexico and
Cuba be specified in allocation table by
number
Canada. as they are for U.S. and
City of San Diego — Opposes any rule
which would switch Ch. 10 to Tiajuana.
San Francisco-Oakland — Twentieth
Century-Fox of California, to assure
grants on Ch. 9 and 11 would make following changes: Sacramento, delete 10
and add 13; Reno, Nev., delete 13 and
add 10; Chico, delete 12, add 8.
San Co.,
Fi-ancisco-Oakland
Bcstg.
add Ch. 13. — McClatchy
San Jose — Standard Radio and Television Co., add Ch. 13.
San Jose — Bcstg. Corp. of America,
ex-Ch.
Riverside,
asks
Ch. 13 be1 permittee
restored. at
President
of firm,
W. L. Gleeson, is majority stockholder
in FM Radio and Television Corp., San
Jose applicant for Ch. 13.
KVEC San Luis Obispo— Add Ch. 3.
CONNECTICUT
WKNB New Britain— Add Ch. 43.
New Haven — See Philadelphia.
DELE WARE
Wilmington— WMAL-TV Washington
and WJZ-TV New York urge WDELTV Wilmington be given Ch. 8.
WAMS Wilmington— Delete Ch. 7 and
substitute Ch. 39 now assigned Vineland, N. J. This would give three UHF
channels petitive
there
and thus equalize comsituation.
WDEL-TV Wilmington— If no better
VHF assignment possible than that
proposed by FCC, will accept Ch. 7
using Ch.
DA 8.and increased power. Rather
have
ILLINOIS
WTAD Quincy— Switch Ch. 10 from
Carthage.
addSpringfield
Ch. 8. — Sangamon Valley Corp.,
INDIANA
WIRE stituteand
WISH45. Indianapolis— SubCh. 2 for
WLOI La Porte — Endorses comments
of WilUam H. C. Higgins.
Porte -Michigan
C. LaHiggins,
add Ch. 28.City— William H.
WSBT South Bend— Switch Ch. 11
from Chicago.
Substitute Ch. 3
or WTHI
13 for Xerre
28 and Haute—
39.
IOWA
KSTT Davenport^Restore Ch. 2.
KGLO Mason City— Switch Ch. 12
from Charles City and substitute for 39.
KENTUCKY
WHAS-TV Louisville — Proposed
changes
are lessen
desirable,
especially re
Ch.
9 as will
interference.
WKLO
LouisviUe—
Substitute
5 and 9 for Ch. 5, 9, 29 and 31. Ch. 3,
LOUISIANA
WJBO Baton Rouge — First proposal:
Switch Ch. 7 from New Orleans; second: Switch Ch. 7 from New Orleans
and Ch. 13 from Mobile, Ala.
MAINE
Augusta— See Worcester, Mass.
Bangor — See Providence, R. I.
Portland— See Providence, R. I.
MARYLAND
WAAM Baltimore — Because of interference on Ch. 13 with WJAC-TV
Johnstown,
Ch. 6 there. Pa., suggest substitution of
WCAO Baltimore — Oppose limited
VHF allocation of only three channels;
however priving
if can't getthen
more without deUHF or moreother city,
channels. should get two
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
—
England wants
TheatresfourInc.,
in view ofNew
reallocation
or
more VHF channels there.
WCOP Boston— Add Ch. 9 and 13.
WHDH Boston— Add Ch. 9 and 13.
WSAR FaU River— Add Ch. 13.
WHYN Holyoke— Add Ch. 8 to Holyoke-Springfield area.
WLAW Lawrence— Add Ch. 9.
WBRK Pittsfield— Add Ch. 13.
Quincy
— Chamber
Commerce, sup. ports
WJDA
Quincy ofproposal.
WJDA Quincy— Add UHF channel
[there.
WTAG Worcester— Substitute Ch. 10
for 43 by substituting 43 for 9 in Manchester, N. H., 12 for 11 in Providence,
R. I., and 3 for 10 in Augusta, Me.
MICHIGAN
Detroit — United Detroit Theatres
Corp., add Ch. 5 and 11.
WWJ-TV Detroit — Notes that FCC
plans to leave Ch. 4 both here and In
Cleveland.
Because of interference
BROADCASTING
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UHF substitutions made there not
workable at present time, must restore
Ch. 8.
AUentown-Bethlehem-Easton — WSAN
Allentown and Easton Pub. Co., oppose
deletion of Ch. 8 which they propose
to WFBG
use onAltoona—
share -time
Add basis.
Ch. 10.
WEST Easton— Add UHF channel.
WEBC Erie— Opposes FCC proposal
to allocate Ch. 12 and 45 and omission of Ch. 3, which it seeks.
nels.
WKBO Harrisburg- Add UHF chanWAZL Hazleton — Supports proposed
allocation of Ch. 38.
WGAL-TV Lancaster— Supports allocation of Ch. —4, Chamber
which it'sof assigned.
Philadelphia
Commerce,
restore Ch. 12, allocate fifth VHF.
Philadelphia
—
Daily
News
Television
Co., restore Ch. 12 and add Ch.
8.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia — Proposes that
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., not be
changed from community to metropolitan station; if WNHC-TV operation on
Ch. 6 so changed, it be required to
install DA to protect WFIL-TV.
WIP Philadelphia— Add Ch. 12.
KDKA Pittsburgh— Switch Ch. 7
from Wheeling, W. Va.; switch Ch. 6
and 13 from Johnstown, substituting
Ch. 11.
KQV Pittsburgh— Switch Ch. 13 from
WJAC-TV
Johnstown, substituting
Ch. 6.
WCAE Pittsburgh— Switch Ch. 6 from
Johnstown, substituting UHF channel
there, and switch Ch. 7 from Wheeling,
W.
add Va.,
Ch. substituting
11 with DA. UHF channel; also
WJAS
Pittsburgh — Switch Ch. 11
from Cleveland.
WWSW Pittsburgh— Warns of worse
condition
VHF-UHI*
WHUM with
Reading—
Opposesintermixture.
deletion of
Ch. 5; add Ch. 8 or 12.
WRAW Reading— Add UHF channel.
WGBI Scranton— Add Ch. 47 and 49.
WQAN Scranton — Add two UHF
channels.
WILK Wilkes-Barre— Must have VHF
channel because of terrain.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence — See Worcester, Mass.
WPRO Providence — Add Ch. 13.
Would provide by substituting Ch. 3
for
12 at Bangor,
and switching
12
to Portland,
Me., Me.,
releasing
13.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia — WBTV Charlotte, N. C,
opposes Ch. 4 here.
WFBC Greenville— Switch Ch. 7 from
Columbia.
TENNESSEE
WJHL
Johnson
City— Substitute Ch.
8 for 16.
WKPT Kingsport— Add Ch. 7.
TEXAS
Austin— Morrison Construction Co.,
notes
state. no VHF channels in capital of
Brownsville — Brownsville Television
Co., switch Ch. 4 and 9 to McAUen and
Harlingen
respectively, switch Ch. 26
McAllen
14 to Brownsvil
and
le from
respectivel
and Harlingen
y.
Galveston— Galveston Television Co.,
add Ch. 4.
Houston— KPRC, KTRH, KXYZ and
Texas Television jointly, submit
four
alternative plans whereby could assign
Ch. 2,posal7,of 2,9, 8,1111and
13
in
lieu
FCC
proand 13.
Harlingen— Harlingen Televisi
swap Ch. 14 with Brownsville foronCh.Co 9.,
Longview—
add Ch. 7. East Texas Television Co.,
^McAllen— McAllen Bcstg. Co., add
McAilen — McAllen Television Co.,
swap Ch. 26 with Brownsville for
Ch 4
Midland^
Co.,
add Ch.Tex.
7. — Midland Television
UTAH
KOVO
Provo—
for 21 and 24. Substitute Ch. 9 or 13
VIRGINIA
WCYB Bristol — City should be included with Bristol, Tenn., in allocation table.
add
Ch.
12.
}^J^^otUsvi\le—3.
Deering Danielson.
WINA Charlottesville — Add VHF
channel in lieu of UHF proposal, or
add additional UHF channel.
WTVR Richmond— Reserves right to
protect its Ch. 6 assignment.
25. Winchester— Substitute Ch. 12
forWINC
WASHINGTON
22. Aberdeen — Substitute Ch. 13
forKXRO
forKVOS
21 andBelling
23. ham— Substitute Ch. 10
forKGY
18. Olympia — Substitute Ch. 2
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston— WHIZOhio
substitute Ch. 11 for Zanesville,
12.
WTIP Charleston — Requests Ch. 2

CROWNED "Miss Tavern Pale of the
Week" by Skip Kostman, account
executive of W. B. Doner agency,
Chicago, is model Penny Karno, winner of more than a third of 30,000
YOtes cast by WGN-TV viewers in
the weekly beauty contest. Mr. Kostman is emcee of the contest telecast
during intermission of local wrestling
motches. Beauty of the year chosen
Thanksgiving night will receive trip
to Hollywood and $5,000 in merchandise. Miss Karno, confined to a
hospital bed, received gifts there.
now assigned experimental W8XGZ.
Wheeling— WCAE Pittsburgh, switch
Ch.
and substitute with
UHF.7 to
AlsoPittsburgh
see Pittsburgh.
WBTH Williamson— Add Ch. 44.
WISCONSIN
WHBY Green Bay— Two proposals
offered: First— add Ch. 11 and 13 by
deleting 11 at Marquette, Mich, (substituting Ch. 10) and deleting 13 at
Gladstone, Mich, (substituting Ch. 5);
second— add Ch. 9 and 11 by substituting Ch. 10 in Marquette for Ch. 5 which
in turn is substituted
for Ch. 9 in Iron
Mountain,
Mich.
WJPG
Green
Bay—
either 9 or 13 as above. Add Ch. 11 and
WLINfor Merrill—
Add VHF channel
there
rural service.
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orous and beautifully styled plasNAM Mulls
tics and fine linens" as well as
(Continued from page SO)
appliances. The company has analyzed direct-selling and gives
deal by which listeners can get
their own name on each ball for these rules for success : "The product sold was a real buy for the
$8.40 a dozen. The station gets $2
consumer; it was a unit product
per order. "This is much more
selling from $1 to $5 net; there
than we retain," says Edward A. was an established demand for this
Collins, president of the company.
His letter to stations quotes out type of merchandise." The firm
of context from a letter he re- offers unit combination deals covering the plastic materials, blanceived from the editor of BROADkets, raincoats, shopping bags and
CASTING, apossible implication be- towel ensembles.
ing that the magazine did not obAmong other firms submitting
ject to the plan. [The letter, in
P. I. offers are Wilson Brothers,
response to a request by Mr.
Newsome, Texas; Allied Radio
Collins for an opinion on the proj- Adv.
Assoc., New York; Storm
ect, declared the request outside
Adv., Rochester, N. Y.; Grant &
a Traditional
trade publication's
— Ed.]
Wadsworth, New York, for Banban on P.scope
I. business
clok; Hal Wilson Productions,
among larger national magazines
;Jr* ■''*^« '-w**
- ■ <■
Hollywood, insect lamp; Bob Hill
and daily newspapers was recalled
2iS!"5!"«l
Ji-V
'
.„
GiveL.awI.ay
GA5 officers on tour of Boys Estate, home for underprivileged boys near by Jerome Sill, general manager of Co., Manhasset,
WMIL Milwaukee, in a letter to
Brunswick, Ga., are (I to r) Tom Carr, WGLS Decatur, vice-president;
K. P. Torgerson, of Knox Reeves
Russell MacMillian, 13-year-old Boys Estate "mayor," Wilton Cobb, Advertising, Minneapolis, from
(Continued from page 28)
WMAC Macon, director; John Fulton, WGST Atlanta, immediate past whom the station had received a
president, and Ed M%illinax, WLAG La Grange, president. The tour was
action
under Sec. 316 of the ComP. I. offer.
munications Act.
part of two day activities at St. Simons, Ga.
"It is very interesting that you
They
pointed
out that the FCC
use Colliers, Look, American and
a few weeks later issued suppleDiscusses Giveaways
Country Gentlemen, etc.," wrote
mental notice of proposed ruleMr. Sill. "When you tell me what
At St. Simons
GA. ASSN.
making, eliminating Sec. 316 as
kinds of P. I. deals on Art Instruca statutory basis for the action in
tion Inc., you make with these
DISCUSSION of giveaways and phases of station operation topped the
view of the fact that section had
agenda Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters at its summer meeting at St. publications, I'll tell you what combeen removed from the Communiparable
deal
WMIL
will
make
with
Simons Island, Ga., Aug. 25-27. Subjects covered a wide range from
cations Act and incorporated in the
WJAY Query
Criminal Code as Sec. 1304 effecthe FCC's action on giveaways to the status of farm shows.
The controversial FCC rulings on *
tive Sept. 1, 1948. It based its
George Barber Jr., manager
giveaways were discussed in de- nitely interested in things other of B.WJAY
supplemental notice on other secMarion, S. C, submitted
than hillbilly music. He suggested
tail but the GAB took no formal
tions of the Communications Act.
action. However, the feeling of the the broadcasters study their rural this query to Col. James K.
The
suits add that in oral arguaudience and plan informative
group was that the matter would
Mooney, registrar, Riverside Miliments on the subject before the
tary
Academy,
Gainesville,
Ga.
:
programs
to
help
the
farmer
in
his
eventually take care of itself, beFCC Oct. 19, 1948 the Commission
"Would
the
Southern
Assn.
of
cause giveaways have reached the problems. Luncheon on Friday fea"did not present any arguments
you." Schools (of which we
tured Mrs. Margaret Davis Gate, Secondary
or adduce any evidence in support
point
where "fabulous
awards"
presume Riverside is a member)
Georgia historian and writer.
hold listeners.
GAB President
Ed
Saturday speakers were W. approve your enrolling my son
Mullinax, WLAG La Grange, told
of NBC
its proposed
said it rules."
believed six of its
Wright
Esch, President of the with the understanding that I pay
the broadcasters "radio did very
programs
within the
FCC's
well before giveaways and will do Florida Assn. of Broadcasters on you a certain amount for each
definitions fell
of lotteries,
representjust as well without them if the "What Membership in the State course on which he received passing yearly billings of $3 million.
Assn. Means to the Broadcaster,"
ing grades? Have the 'national
shows are finally banned."
ABC did not specify the number of
Following registration and in- and James Burke, North China magazines with well-established
its shows believed to be affected
correspondent of Time and Life, school departments' to which you
formal meetings on Thursday
or the value of billings, nor did
referred,
offered
to
carry
your
adon
an
off-the-record
report
of
his
(Aug. 25), the talks were led off
CBS.
observations in the Far East. Busivertising on aMarketing
per inquiryInc.,
basis?"
Friday morning by Allen M. WoodTime Indefinite
Specialty
270
ness sessions following touched
all, WDAK Columbus, NAB Fifth
Counsel
for the networks did
Lexington Ave., New York, has
District Director with a report on
upon GAB plans for increased ac- made
not estimate how soon the issue
inquiries about mail order
tivity,
issuance
of
monthly
news
the NAB's
reorganizational
would come to test in court. It was
via radio or television
ties. Mr. Woodall
also showed activiGAB
bulletins and representation at im- advertising
for
its
TutchOn,
a
polishing
cloth
pointed out, however, that the
portant business and civic meetmembers the BAB strip film "How
special statutory court to which the
ings
in
the
state.
A
banquet
at
the
described
as
"the
greatest
laborto Turn People Into Customers,"
networks had appealed was deKing and Prince Hotel was held saver since the washing machine."
with John Fulton, WGST Atlanta,
signed to function swiftly.
The product retails for $1 under
Saturday night.
handling the commentary. Mr.
It was believed probable that a
fair trade, according to Specialty
FrancesWAGA
Adams,Atlanta;
Rich's,Fred
Atlanta;
Jim
Woodall expressed faith in the fu- Bailey,
BeU, The Marketing, which has submitted
hearing on the plea for a temporary
Katz Agency; Milton Bellah, WDAR
ture of the NAB, saying: "NAB
its
proposition
to
national
spot
Savannah;
Alan
Burke
WGIG
Brunsinjunction would be held before
membership is something you
wick: Tom and Dorothy Carr, WGLS
the Oct. 1 date set by the FCC for
representative firms.
Decatur; L. H. Christian, WRFC
really need. It will more than pay
Athens; Wilton Cobb, WMAZ Macon;
Golden Peacock Co., Paris,
of the rules.
for itself in helping you solve your
Channins Cope, WCON Atlanta; W. Tenn., is contacting stations for imposition
Final adjudication of the issues,
Wright
Esch,
WMFJ
Daytona
Beach,
operating problems."
its Ebonie Permanent Hair
including the grave questions of
Fla.; JohnGilreath,
Fulton, WBQN
WGST Atlanta;Howard
Vidalia;
Point-by-Point Plan
the constitutionality of the FCC.
Straightener, via Manufacturers
Gertrude
Gordon
Rich's,
Atlanta;
Harry Harkins. The Katz Agency; W. Advertising Co., 54% Broad St., action, would probably be under-,
Melvin Purvis, secretary-treasG. Jones, WRQN Vidalia; Frederic L. Charleston, S. C. The agency offers
taken within a few months, it was
urer of the South Carolina Assn.
Kea, WBGR Jessup; R. E. Ledford,
believed.
WRQN Vidalia; E. F. MacLeod, WGGA
stations 65 cents per $1.98 order.
of Broadcasters and owner of Gainesville.
"Sign
the
card
right
away
and
Frederick S. Miliken, WBGR Jessup;
WLOS Florence, S. C, gave
Supreme Court test of the issues
Ed Mullinax, WLAG LaGrange; Dorsey let's make a little money during was regarded as likely. Appeal
Georgia members a point-by-point
Owings, BMI: John F. Pidcock, WFBP
from a statutory court decision,
Savannah: Charles Pittman, WBML
this off-season," writes B. M. Midplan for successful operation. He
S. Pruett. WTOC Sa- dleton, vice president of the agency.
unlike that from any other lower
said "the program department is Macon; Esther
vannah: Dave Rankin, WDUN GainesLyco Inc., Box 1149, Miami 7, court, is direct to the Supreme
ville: Ray Ringson, WRDW Augusta;
the most important department of
Albert Sanders, WMAZ Macon; Hack
Fla., offers $1.10 for each $2.50 Court. In the event the statutory
your station," adding that a wellThesmar, WDAR Savannah: John
WAYX
Waycross;
Vic
Vickery,
staffed program unit can assure a Tobola,
order
covering Lycon, "an extremecourt granted the temporary inSESAC Inc.; Ken White, WMOG
ly effective asthma relief . . . apjunction, the FCC probably would
station's success.
Brunswick:vannah;Ben
Williams,
WFRP
Saproved by the Federal Pure Food
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
Channing Cope, WCON Atlanta
appeal, it was believed. If the
Columbus: Bill Young, Lang-Worth;
statutory court denied the temfarm director and Atlanta Consti- Thad
Drug Administration."
Holt, WAPI Birmingham, Ala.; & Brandy
Mills Corp., 84 Franklin
tution columnist, reviewed farm
Al Lowe, WNEX Macon; Tom Gilporary injunction, it seemed cerchrist, WTMC Ocala, Fla.; Rex Rand. St., New York 13, has contacted
tain the networks would immediprograms. Mr. Cope said farmers
RCA, Atlanta: Carter Petersen. WCCP
ately
appeal.
stations
for
its
"sparkling,
glamSavannah;
Weldon
Herrin,
WCCP.
are business men and are defiBROADCASTING
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Network Clients for October
(Continued from page 2i.)
Gross Time
Network &
Charges
October
No. Stations1949
1948
1948
Program
Sponsor
Christian Reform
Back to God
MBS-263
Church
$33,243 MBS-251
Christian Science Pub- News
lishing Society
ABC-76
$24,568 ABC-73
Sammy Kaye
Chrysler Corp.
Cities Service
Bands of AmerNBC-135
ica
$59,370 NBC -81
ABCClub Aluminum
Club Time
$9,860 ABC-56
ABC-65
CBS-165
Coca Cola Co.
Edgar
Bergen
—
—
Coca Cola Co.
NBC-144
Morton Downey $88,555 NBC-141
Coca Cola Co.
Pause That Refreshes $76,520 CBS-167
Coca Cola Co.
Spotlight Revue $87,556 CBS-164
H. C. Cole Milling Co.
Ernie
Lee
$5,124 iviBS-b5
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Dennis Day
Co.
NBC-144
$64,438
NBC-143
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
NBC-144
Judy Canova
$51,550
NBC-143
Mr. & Mrs.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
North
Co.
$65,528 CBS-151
CBS-151
Our Miss
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Brooks
Co.
CBS-152
$82,585 CBS-151
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Blondie
Co.
$67,704 NBC-15I
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
Sports Newsreel $32,576 NBC-71
Continental Baking Co. Grand
Slam
$61,334 CBS-48
CBS-48
Continentalceutical CPharmao.
Leave it to Girls $23,715 IVlB^s-40
Cream of Wheat Corp.
CBS-154
Let's Pretend
$34,528 CBS-154
Nick Carter
MBS-462
Cudahy Pkng. Co.
$65,460 MBS-462
Curtis Circulation Co.
Listening Post $62,724
ABC-170
Curtiss Candy Co.
Warren
. Sweeney
$26,375 CBS-149
The Shadow
D. L. & W. Coal Co.
MBS -37
M15S-3b
DeSota-Plymouth
Deal$11,610 CBS-166
ers
CBS-167
Hit the Jackpot $67,179
Doubleday & Co.
News
$11,999 MBS-60
MBS-65
Doubleday & Co.
Quiz Club
— —
Drackett Co.
Dorothy Kilgallen
Cavalcade
of $19,000 ABC-168
DuMont
America
$63,996 NBC-152
NBC-152
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
Suspense
$51,987 CBS-163
CBS-169
Electric Companies
Advtng. Program
Electric Theatre $81,375 CBS-159 CBS-161
Elgin-American
Illinois Watch Div.
Case
Groucho Marx $40,722 ABC-141
Co.
CBS-147
Inner Sanctum $49,098 CBS-153
Emerson Drug Co.
CBS-155
This
is
Your
Equitable
Life AssurFBI
$85,245 ABC-256 ABC-265
ance Society
Take It or Leave
Eversharp Inc.
NBC-164
It
$82,245 NBC-164
Stop the Music $49,310 ABC-173
Eversharp Inc.
Music
from
the
Falstaif Brewing Co.
Heart of
America $11,664 IMHJ-33
Starch Time $4,408 NBC-35
Faultless Starch
NBC-48
Firestone Tire & Rubber Voice of Firestone $60,372 NBC-140
Co.
NBC-140
First Church of Christ
Scientist
Religious Talk
MBS-64
MBS-64
CBS-170
Ford Motor Co.
Ford Theatre $120,895
$5,197 NBC-166
Fred Allen
Ford Motor Co.
$86,078
Harrison Wood
ABC -98
Fruehauf Trailer Co.
Fred Waring
$23,347 ABC-89
General Electric Co.
NBC-163
NBC-163
Houseparty
General Electric Co.
$65,412
CBS-164
$149,680
What's My
General Electric Co.
Name
House of Mys $71,505 ABC-168
General Foods
MBS-482
MBS-491
tery
MBS -225
Juvenile
Jury $50,043
$28,918 MBS-151
General Foods
General Foods
My Favorite Hus-band $66,853
(this &succeeded
Ace
Jane) Mr.
CBS-152 CBS-151
General Foods
Second Mrs. Bur-ton $53,231
CBS-99
CBS-151
CBS-145
Wendy Warren $94,985 CBS-66
General Foods
The Goldbergs $67,128
General Foods
(this succeeded
CBS-151
Jack
Carson show)
CBS-151
Portia Faces
General Foods
Life
$68,943 NBC-89
NBC-89
When a Girl
General Foods
Marries $66,150 NBC-77
NBC-77
NBC
-149
Aldrich Family $52,774 NBC-147
General Foods
CBS-81
General Foods
Gangbusters
—
Father Knows
General Foods
Best
$52,630 NBC-146 NBC-146
(this succeeds
Burns
& Allen)
ABC-142
General Foods
Meredith
Willson
General Mills
$54,384 NBC-138
NBC-71
Today's
Children
$88,986
General Mills
Licht of the
NBC-67
World
ABC -242
ABC -238 NBC-71
Breakfast Club $55,829
General Mills
ABC-187
$80,734 ABC-179
General Mills
Betty
Crocker
ABC
-202
General Mills
Jack Armstrong $88,716
$78,632 ABC-197
ABC-108
General Mills
Lone Ranger $146,693 ABC-104
iGeneral Motors
Lum 'n' Abner $82,740 CBS-164
iGeneral Motors
Henry J. Taylor $91,332 MBS-466 ABC-264
Gillette Safety Razor
ABC-265
Flehts $80,523 ABC-212
Corp.
Ladies Be
iGlllette Safety Razor
Seated $113,047 ABC -229
Corp.
This Is Nora
Gillette Safety Razor
—
Corp.
Drake $107,415 NBC-157
Gillette Safety Razor
Crime PhotograCorp.
pher $49,788 CBS-163
CBS-170
Goldseal Co.
Arthur Godfrey $117,859 CBS-166
BROADCASTING
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Hours
Week1949
1948
V4
Vi per Vt
%
Vz
Vz/4 V'i
Vz
% %
Vz
—
**
Vz
Vz
11/4 11/4
Vz
Vz
Vt Vz
Vz
V4
25
min.
min.
1025Vz
%
1/.
min.
Vz
Vz
Vz
Vz
Vz

Vz
Vz
Vz

Sponsor Tire & RubGoodyear
ber Co.
Gospel
Assn. Broadcasting
Grove Laboratories
Gruen OilWatch
Gulf
Corp. Co.
Hall Bros.
Helbros Watch Co.
Hormel &CoalCo. Co.
Hudson
International Harvester
International Milling
International
Silver Co.
Co.
Andrew
Jergens Co.
Andrew Jergens Co.
Johns-Manville 1/ Corp.
2
1/
a. kj. tiuniiaun m 2auns
Kaiser-Fra.zer Corp.
Kaiser-Frazer
1/4 Corp.
Kaiser-Frazer
Corp.
Lee Pharmacal Co.
Frank H. Lee Co.
Lever Bros. Co.

25
min.
Vz
IV4
—

Vz .
Vs

T .p vpr Rfoq f^f\
*
T.pvpr VzRms:
f^n
Lever Bros. Co.
Lever Bros. Co.
Lever
Bros.1/2 Co.
1/4
Lewis-Howe
1/4 Co.
1/2
¥.ilthv IVfp^pill T lYihv
Liggett &1/4Myers
Liggett & Myers

1/2

Vz
1/4**
Vz
—
Vt
Vz

Vz
Va
**
1
Vz
v* Vt
2 hrs.
5 min.
11/4 11/4
Vz Vz
11/4
Vz Vz

-222
-214
-420
-13
-13
Gross Time
Hours
Charges
Network &-163
per
-425
1948Week1949
1949
1948No. Stations
Program October
1948
-418
-165
Greatest Story $66,559 ABC -115
-218 Vz Vz
Old Fashioned ReABC
— -140
Vz
123
—
vival
—
Vz
The
Shadow
ABC
— 157
NBC
Vz
Hollywood
Calling
—
We The People $47,085
MBS
121
-156
Hallmark Play- house $64,989
-265
-247
157 Vz
-370
MBS -219 ABC
Flash
$46,710 MBS
Quick
As A
Vz
166
Girls' Corps $11,380
MBS
D.&H. Miners $4,720 NBC
-380
NBC -165
Harvest of Stars $51,180 CBS- -165 NBC
Vz ll^
CBS- -166 CBSQueen for a Day $9,766 MBS
NBC
CBS- -265 %Vz
—
Vz Vz
Ozzie & Harriet $76,845 ABC -477
-421 ABC
Vt Vt
Louella Parsons $42,664
—
Vt Vz 11/4
Walter Winchell $39,008 ABC
CBSMBS
Vz
News (Bill
Vz
-265 25 25Vz
Henry) $91,538
-253 NBC
mm. mm. *
MBS
ciDDcr ivic^ee ^oy^yto NBC
*
—
11/4
1
—
ABC •149
Vt
11/4
waiter
wincneii
—
154Vz
Thin Man
$16,926 MBS
Meet the Boss $33,852 MBS
Vz
Arthur Godfrey — ABC
Robert Montgom-ery $39,533
11/4
160 ABC -153
154 Vt
Vz
153
-134
153
(this succeeded
Drew
Pearson)
-153
-151
-152
152
Luxaire
Radio The- ^iiifucv
atre %i1 7 Q9n
150
-131
1
1 21/2
152
21/2
CBS- ISO
^lllIUS 11 J^llU^ ^Q0,lOv
149
-208
-203
153
^nr^ TiraXci^
Clin 7Q'^
Vz
164
167
CBSCBS- -165
CBS- ■173
Aunt Jenny $84,934 NBC
65
83
CBSBob Hope $67,788 CBSNBC
NBC
Big Town $49,410 NBC
CBSCBSAlan Young $61,128
CBSCBSDate
Judy)
(this with
succeeded
CBSABC
CBSiviy xrue oLory ^t^^^ai^s CBSABC
2 hrs.
CBS5 min. 1/2**
Arthur God174
frey $180,117 CBS
Bing Crosby —
(Continued on page 6i )
1/2**
CBSCBS-

Vz**

1/2

1/2

1/2
1/2

1/2

11/4
Vz

114
11/4
11/i Vz
Vz
Vz 11/4
11/4 11/4
11/4 1^4
1%
Vz 12/i
11/4
m
iVz ll/4t
Vz 11/2
11/4
Vz
Vz
Vz

14**
Vz

IV4 \Vt

'What's Cookin' ?" on 50,000-watt WBT averages a 9,8 quarterhour Hooper rating! Aired from 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. Moncfay
through Friday. Available in 15 minute segments. It's first
come, first served. Better call Radio Sales . . . now.
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Sponsor
Natl. Dairy Products
Natl. Dairy Products
Natl. Dairy Products
Natl. Dairy Products
Norwich Pharmacal
Noxzema
Chemical Co.
Pabst Sales Co.
Pacific Coast Borax
Pet Milk Sales Corp.

VICE PRESIDENT Alben W. Barkley (I) greets Mary Jane Hayes, "Miss Washington of 1949," and wishes her well in her bid for the "Miss America"
title. Miss Hayes was accompanied to Mr. Barkley's office by her mother,
Mrs. William E. Hayes, and Ben Strouse, vice president and general manager
of WWDC. The "Miss Washington" beauty-talent search was conducted by
WWDC [Broadcasting, Aug. 29]. Miss Hayes will represent the District of
Columbia at the "Miss America" Contest, Sept. 5-11, at Atlantic City, N. J.

Network

Clients for October

(Continued from page 63)
Gross Time
Hours
Charges
Network &
October
No.
Stations
Week1949
1948
1948
1948
1949
Sponsor
Program
Chesterfield Supper
Liggett & Myers
Club
$227,294
—
— Vz
Liggett & Myers
Tales of Fatima — NBC-164 CBS-26
per —
Thomas J. Lipton Co.
11/4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts $39,854 CBS-149
CBS-156
Vz
Vz*
CBS.165
Vz
Symphonette $54,368 CBS-161
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch Co.
(this succeeded
Festival of Song)
Longines-Wittnauer
CBS-167 — Vz
Watch Co.
Choraliers
— —
P. Lorillard Co.
ABC-183 1^ %Yz**
Stop the Music $39,512 ABC-174
ABC-191
P. Lorillard Co.
Amateur
Hour
$96,144
ABC-174
Strike It Rich
CBS-160
Luden's Inc.
Lutheran Hour $71,415
MBS -392 ij Yz**
$31,186 MBS-360
Lutheran
Laymen's
League
Lutheran
Hour
ABC-187
— %
Lutheran
League Laymen's
Mail Pouch Tobacco Co. Fishing & Hunting
MBS -133 Yz 25
Club
$15,213 MBS-49
We
Love
&
Manhattan Soap Co.
NBC-162 IY4, min.
Wt
Learn
$102,375 NBC-150
—
m
—
Manhattan Soap Co.
Evelyn Winters $117,082 CBS-162
—
Y4
NBCMantle Lamp Co.
Ed McConnell
$15,485 ABC-144
Yz —Yz
Mars Inc.
NBC-149
Dr.
L
Q.
$62,052
NBC-132
Yz
Yz
Mars Inc.
NBC- Yz Yz
Curtain Time
$46,305 NBC-140
Miles Laboratories
Quiz Kids
$56,420 NBC-149
Miles Laboratories
World News $195,025 NBC-144 NBC -151 114 114
Miles Laboratories
Queen for a
MBS-422 IY4. V/4,
Day
Curt
Massey $104,338 MBS-488
Miles Laboratories
CBS-141 IY4, IYa
Time
$77,739 CBS-126
(this succeeded
Herb Shriner)
CBS-128
114
Miles Laboratories
Hilltop House
$74,450 CBS-123
ABC43 114
— Yz
Miller Brewing Co.
Lawrence Welk
— —
NBC-149 Yz Yz
Minnesota
ning Co. Valley CanFred Waring
$41,063 NBC-164
NB
C- 1/4
John Morrell & Co.
CBS-171
Lassie
$27,325 NBC-163
Yz 14
Yz
Philip Morris & Co.
Horace Heidt
$81,615 NBC-162
CBS-148 — Yz
Philip Morris & Co.
Crime
Photographer
—
—
This Is Your
Philip Morris & Co.
NBC- Yz Yz**
Life
$46,989 NBC-144
ABC -225 — 2 hrs.
Ladies Be Seated
— —
Philip Morris & Co.
5 min.
ABC -225 — min.
25
Walter Kiernan
— —
Philip Morris & Co.
**
Philip Morris & Co.
Philip Morris Playhouse $46,674 CBS-149
Yz
Kate Smith
Philip Morris & Co.
—
214 —
Sings
$56,083 MBS-215
—
11/4 —
Philip Morris & Co.
Queen for a Day $57,970 MBS-226
Mutual Benefit Health
—
Yz & Accident Assn.
Gabriel Heatter $71,021 MBS-454
Human Side of
Nash-Kelvinator
—
25 —
News
$79,946 ABC-123
min.
Natl. Biscuit Co.
Arthur GodCBS-169 1J4 114
frey
$119,329 CBS-166
MBS-280 — Yz
Natl. Biscuit Co.
Straight Arrow
— —
Natl. Biscuit Co.
MBS-345 — 1
Straight Arrow
— —
Natl. Council of Protestant
Episcopal
Church
Great Plays
$81,422 MBS-466 —
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Pepsi Cola Co.
Petri
Philco Wine
Corp.
Philco Corp.
Phillips
Piedmont Petroleum
Shirt So. Co.
Pillsbury Mills
Pillsbury Mills
Pillsbury Mills
Pillsbury Mills
Pillsbury Mills
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter &
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter
Procter
Procter
Procter
Procter
Procter
Procter

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Gamble
Gamble
Gamble
Gamble
Gamble
Gamble
Gamble

Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Prudential Insurance Co.
Prudential Insurance Co.
Pure Oil Co.
Quaker Oats
Quaker Oats
Quaker Oats
Quaker Oats
Quaker Oats
Radio Bible Class
RCA
Radio Offers Co.
Ralston Purina Co.
Ralston Purina Co.
Revere Camera Co.
Revere Camera Co.
Rexall Drug Co.
R. J. Reynolds
R. J. Reynolds
R. J. Reynolds
R. J. Reynolds
R. J. Reynolds
Rhodes Pharmacal Co.
Ronson Art Metal Works
Ronson Art Metal Works
Seeman Bros.
Seeman Bros.
Seeman Bros.
R. B. Semler Inc.
R. B. Semler Inc.
Serutan
Serutan
Serutan
Serutan
Shotwell Mftg. Co.
Skelly Oil Co.
Smith Bros.
Southern Baptists

Gross
Time
Hours
Charges
Network &
Week
1949
October
No.
Stations
1948
1949
1948
1948
Program
NBC-156 — 1V4
NBC-151 Yz Yz
Marriage for Two
— —
-45
Great
Gilder- $62,460 NBC-148
sleeve
Kraft Music
—-80
Vz lYi
—
Hall
$60,138 NBC-148
ABC-217
Yz —Yz
—
Dorothy
mour La$39,188 NBC-93
NBC-148
Yz 1/4
Yz
MBS-214
%
-266
-260 VA
114
Fat Man
$69,405 ABC-165
Gabriel Heatter $31,666 MBS-185
per Yz VA
Life of Riley
$73,005 NBC-150
21/2
lil
(this succeeded
Eddie
Cantor)
NBC-144 Yz Vz
min.
min.
ABC-160
25
25**
The Sheriff
$37,720 ABC-172
VicPet Damone
ABC -217
Show) $78,645 NBC-144
(thisMilk
succeeded
1%1
■85 1% 11/4
—
ABC
Counterspy —
-67 1% 1%
ABC -225
ABC-264
Sherlock
Holmes
—
*
Breakfast Club $123,340
ABC -78 1%
Bing Crosby $69,888 ABC-241
114
William
L.
Barn Dance
—
Shirer $21,864 MBS-339
-83 11/4 1^4
Grand Central Station $35,562
148 Yz 1%Yz
ABC
Galen Drake $80,200 ABC-215
ABC
Houseparty
— ABC-215
Kay
Kyser
Bob
Trout $80,350
$7,440 NBC-54
1%
11/4 11/4
Vz
lone
Young
Dr. Ma- $46,733 CBS-81
W4,
Beulah $112,214 CBS-79
CBS- 93 5 min. m—
Big Sister $57,331 CBS-y3
m 11
Guiding Light $49,327
-141
82
m /4
-154
CBS
m
Brighter Day $42,102— CBS-84
Rosemary
149
CBS-63
79
Lowell Thomas $115,693
CBS-78
1Y4.
CBS -147
Yz
FBIWar
in Peace- $64,335 CBS-,149
-151
95 m m
Ma Perkins $49,152
CBS- -153
Jack Smith $119,195 CBS-82
CBS-79
CBS- -169
117 m m
Perry Mason $46,136 CBS-93
CBS
Welcome
NBC
CBSTravelers $72,577 ABC-197
NBC-154 NBC
Brighter Day $70,628
-151 m
Life Can Be
CBSNBC-151
NBC
CBS- -142 m
Beautiful $74,340
NBC
Road of Life —
CBSNBC
m
Family
$73,185 NBC-153
Pepper
Young's
CBS
Yz
NBC-144
Red Skelton $65,543
NBC-152
NBC
Right to Happi- ness $74,744
NBC
Truth or ConseYz
quences $78,015 NBC-143
—
m —
Road
of
Life
$75,605
NBC-156
What Makes You
—
ii/i —
Yz Tick
$67,775 ABC-172
—
mYz
—
—
Ma Perkins
$74,114 NBC-148
Gangbusters
$49,275 ABC-143
—
11/4 Welcome
—
CBS-151
Yz —Vz
Travelers
$72,578 ABC-197
Life of Riley
$65,753 NBC-139
NBC-136
114
1%
Family Hour
$54,860 CBS-151
NBC-31 11/4 1^
Jack Berch
$110,775 NBC-136
Kaltenborn
ABC-169
— 11/4
IVz
Talk
Your Way $49,320 NBC-32
MBS -499 11/4
Yz
Vz
Out of It
— —
ABC-207 IVz Wz
$67,023 MBS-485
Rogers of
Roy
Challenge
MBS-339 — Vz
Yukon
$92,684 ABC-200
Man on the Farm
— —
—
11/4
Ladies Be
MBS-281
Yz -Vz
Seated
$91,252 ABC-222
Radio
Bible
Class
$29,680 MBS-273
RCA-Victor
—
Vz —
show
$61,211 NBC-162
Housewives
MBS-485 11/4 Wz
ABC-65 — 14
Moneymaker
— MBS-472
—
Tom
Mix
$92,252
Checkerboard
MBS-200
25
Jamboree
$25,602 MBS-199
ABC-50
Name the Movie
— —
25 min.
All Star Review $21,600 MBS-52 —
NBC-163 min.
V Vz
Harris-Faye $78,830 NBC-163
NBC-161 Vzz Yz
Jimmy Durante $65,556 NBC-161
NBC-159
V
z
Grand Ole Opry $78,705 NBC-158
Yz Vz
Screen Guild $65,556 NBC-161
NBC-161
Vz
V
z
CBS-161
Monroe $83,455 CBS-161
Vaughn
CBS-160
MBS-150
Bob
Hawk $66,659 CBS-160
MBS-464
Vz
Vz
Gabriel Heatter
— —
Vz
Twenty Ques- tions $82,984 MBS-462
MBS-435
—
5
min.
ABC -253 14 ?4
Johnny
— —
Monday Desmond
Morning
Vz
Headlines $45,440 ABC-202
—
% —
Vz
Headlines
$16,684 ABC-126
Tomorrow's
CBS-166
MBS-215 —545 min.
Ya*
Allan Jackson news — —
Gabriel Heatter $10,910 MBS-40
ABC-69 — V4.
—
% —% *
$29,425 MBS-440 ABC-69
Billy Rose
—
Victor
Lindlahr
— —
Victor Lindlahr
— —
—
VA —
—
1/2 —
Victor Lindlahr $51,426 MBS-102
—
Yz IVz
—
NBC-25
Wz
Gabriel Heatter $46,148 MBS-211 ABC-183
Y*
V4
True or False $40,069 MBS-480
News
$14,976 NBC-24
ABC-135 — Vz
Stop the Music $49,270 ABC-172
— —
Baptist Hour
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Gross Time
Hours
Charges Network &
VA
October No. Stations
Week
1948
1949
Program
1948 1948 1949
Sponsor
l^^
Speidel Co.
¥4,
¥4
1^4
Stop
the
Music
$49,726
ABC-176
ABC-183
-146
Standard Brands
Edgar Bergen
$83,550 NBC-151 —
Standard Brands
One Man's Fam-146 ■■■74>/2
— *
Vz per114
ily
$60,140 NBC-150 —
Standard Oil of
NY
PhilharNew Jersey
monic $102,170 CBS-153
NBC -146
Sterling Drug Co.
Backstage Wife $69,489 NBC-146
m
Sterling Drug Co.
NBC
Stella
Dallas
$69,489
NBC-146
Sterling Drug Co.
Lorenzo Jones $69,489 NBC-146
Young Widder
Sterling Drug Co.
NBC
Brown
NBC-145
American
Album $69,489
of
-208
Sterling Drug Co.
Familiar Mu—
—
sic
$71,805 NBC-155
-34 21/2 ZVz
Sterling Drug Co.
Manhattan Merry—
v%
Go-Round
$65,238 NBC-152
ABC -218
Sterling Drug Co.
My True Story
— —
138
Mr. Chameleon $50,655 CBS-138
Vz 214
Sterling Drug Co.
21/2
50
Bride &
Sterling Drug Co.
lain.
ABC -260
Groom $166,619 ABC-214
149
Sterling Drug Co.
CBS- -202 Vz Vz
Mystery The- atre $58,392 CBS-149
Vz
NBC
Sun Oil Co.
3-Star Final $84,832 NBC-34
ABC
Swift & Co.
Breakfast Club $173,710 ABC-265
-163 CBSSwift & Co.
Archie Andrews $34,019 NBC
Vz
Swift & Co.
Meet the Meeks $33,944 NBC-162
Vz
ABC-197
ABC
Swift & Co.
m
Sky
King
$58,332
—
Teentimers Inc.
Teentimers Club $8,189 MBS-86
ABC-252
— -113 Vz
**
Milton Berle $50,583
Texas
Co-. Clothing
Sherlock
Trimount
Holmes $39,721 MBS-226 ——
Vz
United Electrical Radio
-164
& Machine Workers
ABC -339 Vz
Arthur Gaeth $25,685 ABC-102
(CIO)
Game of the
U. S. Army Recruiting
ABC-195
MBS-270
$123,233
MelWeek
Allen
V. S. Army Recruiting
$39,338
ABC-257
NBC -380 21 hrs. 1—Vt
U. S. Steel Corp.
Theatre Guild $144,415
U. S. Tobacco Co.
MBS
Man Next Door $41,790 MBS-486
Vz
(this succeeded
Take a Number)
1%
Martin Kane
U. S. Tohacco Co.
MBS -59
Private Eye
Vz
ABC-222
Counterspy
Universal Match Corp.
Voice of
Voice of Prophecy
$60,233 MBS-270
Vz
-162 57 MBS -268
Prophecy
-161 Vz 11/4
$27,321— —
Voice of Prophecy
ABC-97
—
14
Voice
of
Prophecy
Volupte Inc.
—
25 min.
Vz —
Better Half $16,060MBS-26
Wander Co.
11/4
Captain
-225 11/4 1
MBS
night Mid$46,918 NBC -211 MBS -53
Circle Arrow
Western Auto Supply
Show
NBC -60
Vz
$19,380 ABC
IV4,
Westinghouse Electric
-58
Corp.
Ted Malone $108,459
W4.
149 ABC -59
85
84
149
84
Whitehall Pharmacal
Our Gal Sunday
-127
$63,546
Mr. Keen
Whitehall Pharmacal
Vz IV*
Vz
-57
$62,541 CBS84
Helen Trent
Whitehall Pharmacal
VA
CBSCBSNBC
Whitehall Pharmacal
Hollywood Star $64,078 CBSCBSTheatre
CBSNBC
Vz Vz
NBC
Just Plain Bill $75,525 NBC
Whitehall Pharmacal
m
Front Page
$61,383
Whitehall Pharmacal
-475
-486
Farrell
NBC ■158
NBC
162
m
$60,795
Wildroot Co.
Sam Spade
Vz Vz
168
True Detective $84,580 MBS
Williamson Candy Co.
CBSMBS
Vz Vz
Mysteries
$51,758
CBSGene
Autry
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
Vz
$63,442 CBSNote:
CBS* Series started or ended during month of October 1948
Vz
** One or more broadcasts cancelled by politics in October 1948
t Program
alternates
three
half-hours
one
week,
two
half-hours
the
next,
or one and one quarter hours average per week
tt Moved to NBC after third broadcast in October 1948
Texas

FREEDOM
AWARDS
Radio Programs to Share
TEN RADIO programs will share
Nov. 21 in the 1949 awards of
Freedom Foundations Inc., an ordesignedfor
"toAmerican
provide
annual cash ganization
awards
citizens who do the most outstanding job each year of bringing about
a better understanding of the
American way of life."
Radio will be one of the 13 classifications. Awards will include
cash prizes totaling $84,000, 100
honor medals and 500 certificates
of merit. Place of awards will be
announced Oct. 1, the deadline for
filing entries and material with the
organization. Entry blanks may
be obtained by writing the foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.
President of the foundation's
board of directors is Don Belding,
chairman of the executive committee of Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Angeles.

(Continued jrom, •page 25)
of Taylor-Borroff, said his office
had received more inquiries in
August than at any time in the
past six months. He saw "a return to the normal pattern."
Frank Brimm, manager of the
Katz Agency, Dallas office, observed, "In the Southwest, radio
business is better than we expected
a month or two ago. Requests for
availabilities and definite orders
are coming in for September starting dates."
Television activity is pronounced, and keying up interest on
s.
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tel
San Antonio is awaiting its first
television station, with WOAI-TV
San Antonio. KLEE-TV is stepping up activity in Houston.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Canada
(Continued from page 27)
time daytime network.
There have been a few more sales
of transcribed programs for national as well as local advertisers,
and transcription sales organizations such as All-Canada Radio Facilities, report considerable auditioning activity, but few new-toradio sponsors likely1 to sign up this
fall. Admiral Radio4 is one of the
newer radio advertisers in Canada,
1and
/4
has 1/2 purchased a detective
series, Michael Shayne, for a cooperative placement with dealers.
Dominion Textiles, also not a previously big radio advertiser, is
starting a quarter-hour five weekly
transcribed program in Toronto
and Montreal, as a test. There are
a number of new American-produced shows coming into Canada,
1/2through Canadian distribumostly
tor sources.
In the soap and dental cleansers
lines there is some activity this fall
with new women's newscasts series
for Canada Packers for Princess
Flakes on a number of Canadian
stations, a Canadian program Did
I Say That for Sparkle Mfg. Co.
(Sparkle dental cleanser), and a
few other small campaigns, in addition to the regular network, spot
announcement and flash announcement campaigns and musical programs on blocked-program stations.
There are few good times available on most Canadian stations.

representatives report, and network billings shovv- similarly few
good evening spots available. No
new Canadian advertisers have
taken the place of some of the
U.S. originated network programs
which have been dropped in the
United States, although there are
hints at some of the agencies that
there may be some new Canadian
network advertisers in the offing.
Canadian agencies are usually
loath to disclose new business until
it is on the air.
Government Advertising
Canadian government paid radio
advertising this fall will take the
form of locally-produced programs
for the Canada Savings Bond drive
in October. There is a possibility
the Dept. of National Defense will
buy a network recruiting program.
Some departments as the Post
Office and Labor are buying periodic spot announcement campaigns.
There is also a possibility that
there will be some tourist advertising for winter sports and fall
hunting, though appropriations for
these departments of government,
provincial and federal, have pretty
well been allocated for this year.
An intensive drive is currently
on by the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters to interest new advertisers
to radio, such as tourist bureaus,
the railways and airlines, florists
associations and the banks. Some
progress is being made, but nothing
is expected for fall placement.

2i rich Central New York Counties
205f000 BMB Station Audience Families
Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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San

Francisco

(Continued from page 26)
known a newspaper to
undertake. The paper is
sponsoring two early morning programs on local radio
stations KNBC and KSFO, plus
a spot campaign on other stations.
The Call-Bulletin, which had done
nothing in radio since sponsoring
a sportscast some 10 years ago,
will start this month sponsoring a
daily 15-minute kids show, Jolly
Bill, on KNBC.
These examples plus an exceptionally active fall already slated
in national spots plus commitments not yet ready for announcement are the basis for the Bay
Area optimism.
One of the less optimistic statements came from Earl Smith, of
the Edward Petry & Co. office in
San Francisco. Mr. Smith said:
"Business this year has followed the same pattern as in 1948.
The summer has been slow. June
was our slowest month in years.
But business began to pick up in
July and is continuing on the upgrade. Fall anticipations are such
as to make me feel that 1949 will
be as good, but no better than 1948.
This in itself, of course, should be
cause for optimistic feeling. I expected this to be a bad year from
early results. Just matching our
1948 volume, which was our all
time high, i.s very satisfying."
He said the large accounts handled by the Petry office here are
maintaining the same budgets as
last year — no increase or decrease.
These accounts include such old
and heavy radio users as SOS
(scouring pads), Skippy Peanut
Butter and California Packing
Corp.
He said many established radio
users in the area are going into
or are contemplating entrance into
TV. The money for TV, he said,
is not paid out from radio budgets,
not, at least, the budgets he handles. The money could be coming
from secondary radio markets not
covered by the Petry offices, he
said, but he believes it is coming
from other media and from increased budgets.

Another station representative,
Lindsey Spight, of John Blair &
Co., said the 1949 summer "was
stinking, much worse than last
summer." But he contemplates an
upsurge of business this fall that
will make 1949 a reasonably good
year. His company, he said, is
farther ahead, on a national basis,
than it was last year and 1949 will
probably end up ahead of 1948,
which was a very fat year.
But the San Francisco office, he
said, is far behind the national
average. He expects his greatest
fall business to be in the national
spot field and much of it will come
from new radio users. The buying
patterns of established radio users,
he said, are the same — there always is some movement but generally those who have bought spots
in the past will continue them,
those who generally sponsor programs will continue in that field.
Spot Field Benefits
A general trend in advertising
that he has noticed this year, he
said, is a movement away from
national media and into regional
media. An such a movement always benefits radio, particularly
in the spot field.
On television, he said he knows
of only a single instance in San
Francisco where an advertiser has
gone into television at the expense
of radio. The two media are complementing each other rather than
competing with each other for the
advertising dollar. He is one of
those who believes television will
help radio business by drawing
new advertisers into the field who
have never before used radio and
would not use radio if not first
introduced to the medium through
TV usage.
Most of the optimism here is
based on anticipation of a very active fall. Business generally has
been slow this summer. But one
organization that did not follow
the pattern is J. Walter Thompson
Co.
Like most others, J. Walter
Thompson experienced a peak year
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in 1948. But business has been
increasing steadily ever since.
There has been no summer slump.
The agency expects a fall surge
of busines, again in the national
spot field particularly, that will
make this a really "bumper" year.
Radio stations themselves were
the most optimistic. Some typical
comment :
John Elwood, general manager
of KNBC, "KNBC's total sales income, national spot and local business for the first eight months of
1949 showed an increase over the
corresponding period for the previous year. June, July and August
showed some softening but as of
this date inquiries for available
time and contracts already signed
reflect a general hardening of business. KNBC looks forward to the
best year that it has had in its
Edwin W. Buckalew, newly aphistory."
pointed manager of CBS Radio
Sales in San Francisco: "I feel I
am too new on the San Francisco
scene to make any definite statements regarding Bay Area sales
prospects. However, after a brief
survey of the market, I would say
that for the immediate future and
the fall, the volume of radio sales
in this area looks brisk. We expect more sales of programs tailored to meet the needs of advertisers in each local market."
Philip G. Lasky, general manager and vice president of KSFOKPIX: "KPIX is looking to a
greatly stimulated fall business,
due to skyrocketing interest in
television advertising on the part
of the national advertiser. As in
radio, local advertisers will follow
the lead ofvertisers ithe
'big'toorthe'name'
adntaking
medium.
Embark on TV Advertising
"We were told many prominent
local and regional advertisers are
ready to embark on TV advertising
as soon as the market offers 10,000
sets. That figure has been reached,
and it consequently appears as
though this fall will see a satisfactory amount of local business.
National spot business is especially
gratifying. The fact that Pacific
Coast Conference football is to be
televised is expected, by itself, to
sell an additional 10,000 sets and
the opening of KRON-TV this fall
will also help sales. NBC forecasts the San Francisco Bay Area
will have 44,000 sets by Jan. 1,
1950. All this should stimulate
business considerably."
Mr. Lasky said a review of
KPIX's first six months of operation shows that 42% of the business, by dollar volume, originated
locally; 39.5% came from national
spots and 18.5% from networks.
He said he does not expect this
ratio to change very much. However, he said, he expects the last
quarter of the year to equal the
volume of the entire first half of
the year.
He, too, vertisers
said
most are
TV not
adin thethat
market
drawing on their radio budgets for
TV but rather are increasing their

budgets to expand into television.
A typical comment by one of the
smaller, unaffiliated stations came
from Stanley Bryer, sales manager
of KJBS: "Summer business has
been about average. Established
local retail advertisers have maintained about the same budgets as
usual. Marginal accounts have
fallen off somewhat as competition
stiffened. Fall promises to be very
active, particularly in the national
spot field. Our commitments for
fall already place us ahead of last
fall, which was very brisk. The
year 1949 will undoubtedly end up
ahead of 1948. Retail advertisers
in this area are increasing even
though there has been fewer new
businesses established this year."
These forecasts are repeated
through statements of a score of
other industry representatives.
They all add up to the same conclusion: Radio today is extremely
healthy in the San Francisco Bay
Area. As business conditions
level off, prices stabilize and the
market shifts to a buyers market,
advertisers turn more and more to
radio to help them do a selling job.
And the fall prospects are pleasant
to view.

NAME WILNER
WBAL Technical Head
DESCRIBED as the first move in
expansion of WBAL Baltimore
facilities, appointment of John T.
Wilner as engineering director was
announced last
week by Station
Manager Harold
C. Burke. Mr.
Wilner,
in-chargeengineerof CBS
T V transmitter
development,
assumes his new
duties Oct. 1.
Mr. Wilner is
Mr. Wilner
described by Mr.
Burke as "one of
the country's foremost designers of
transmitting apparatus and a pioneer in both color and ultra-high
frequency
equipment
development."
A graduate
electrical
engineer
and a senior member of IRE, Mr.
Wilner is one of the few engineers
who actually has designed and
operated color TV transmitters.
However, his WBAL duties will be
devoted to black-and-white TV and
to broadcasting.
During the war, Mr. Wilner supervised development of radar
equipment in England which effectively blanketed Nazi radar-controlled gun positions on the French
coast and prevented heavy losses
to the Allied invasion fleet.
Mr. Wilner has made many contributions in the communications
field including design of first 100 w
color UHF transmitter at 500 mc.
Also announced was the promotion of Acting Chief Engineer William C. Bareham to post of chief
engineer. Mr. Burke indicated an
early announcement on expansion
of WBAL-TV studio facilities to
more than twice present size.
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USNR PROGRAM
26- Week Series Begins
AIMED at building Naval Reserve
and Naval Air Reserve civilian
membership and direct enlistments
for the Naval Aviation Cadet
Training Program, airings of The
Naval Air Reserve Show began
late last month.
Twenty-six week transcribed series features Paul Weston and orchestra, the Starlighters, Tom
Reddy announcing and guest stars
including Jo Stafford, Johnny Mercer, Margaret Whiting, Gordon
MacRae, Connie Haines, Buddy
Clark, Clark Dennis, Martha Tilton, Dorothy Shay, Dinah Shore,
Andy Russell and Curt Massey.
Packaged in Chicago and produced in Hollywood, show has musical variety format.

RADIO

Total Outlets
Nearly 40
MAIL OROER
NETWORK
THE MAIL ORDER Network has placed approximately 15 advertisers on
WOR New York [Broadcasting, Aug. 29] on the early morning show
Big Joe's Happiness Exchange, 2-5 a.m., six times weekly, effective
Aug 29.
In addition to its affiliation with *
WOR New York, MON has also brary and the custom-cut comsigned with about 38 stations rang- mercial. The station thus will get
xng from 5000 w to 50,000 w in as the standard commercial
and the
many markets. Although the call ^^^ipt until a minimum weekly inletters of those stations have not
■
4. ui- i. j mi ..i
been
,
. is, established.
, revealed,
1 J they
4.V,are located
1 i J m
• come
the cus,
, , Then
,

At rehearsal of "The Naval Air
Reserve Show," (I to r) Paul
Weston, guest star Jo Stafford and
Lt. Cmdr. Walter Kimmell, USNR,
producer.

LISTENING

Off in July-August
Pulse Reports

JULY-AUGUST radio listening fell off over that of May-June, according to the radio audience report by The Pulse Inc. Evening
listening dropped off more than that in the morning or afternoon.
Baseball listening boosted total sets-in-use figures, and weekend
and evening games made top 10
lists in all cities, but since these
are carried on non-network stations. The Pulse does not show
MBS
COUPE
them in its six city top 10 lists.
Reported by Central Div.
Average Quarter-Hour Radio
A
DELUGE
of national accounts
Sets-ln-Use For the Weeks Studied
was announced Thursday by Adolf
Entire Week, 6 a.m.-12 Midnight
N. Hult, vice president in charge
July-Aug.
of Mutual's Central Division.
1949 May-June
1949 July-Aug
1948
Cincinnati
25.7
29.2 26.3
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, sponBoston
23.0
25.7 22.5
sor of Man on the Farm over MuNew York
21.9
25.6 21.9
tual's nation-wide network since
Chicago
21.4
25.0 23.5
Washington 20.6
Aug. 27, has extended the halfPhiladelphia
19.8
24.0
21.5
6 Cities
hour program to a full hour effecCombined
21.7
25.4 22.4
tive Oct. 8. Murine Co., also
Chicago, manufacturers of an eye
Top 10 Evening & Daytime Shows
preparation, will sponsor News AnEvening
alyst John B. Kennedy over the
Program Average Rating
full MBS network of 480 stations

^e added.
phia, ^^"^ ^""^
Boston,
Washington,
, Albany,and Philadel
RochesterBaltimore,
Chicago,
Atlanta,
New
Orleans,
Des
Moines, San Diego. In addition to KCQII ExDQ
nds
thoseCarolina,
cities, five
are and
in
" new offices and adthe
two stations
in Virginia
OPENING of
three in Florida.
jition of W. J. Gemulla, formerly
The list of advertisers which are associated with the Andrew Corp.,
already sponsoring Big Joe on Chicago, to the engineering staff,
WOR are as follows: The Blade j^ave been announced by
Walter F.
Man, Lorraine Cross Nylons, Chi- „
consulting engineer. New
Hose, Beltone Hearing Aid,
cago
Newspaper Institute of America, Quarters, adding to original offices
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident, to be used as a laboratory at 114
Pocket Adding Machine, Dog Train- Northgate Rd., Riverside, 111., are
er (Book, collar and chain) Ameri- located at 40 East Ave., Riverside,
can Schools, Doubleday
Books, Announcement of Mr. Gemulla's
Merit Greeting Card, Gaylark Auto appointment marks the expansion
Seats Speed Writing, Autograph ^he firm's facilities in AM-FMBaseball Corp.
n
4=
u engineering
1 V allocation
field
Other Plans
service.
MON has also announced this
week that it has made arrangepower
WEEKLY course
inbe"Elements
offorSound
(250
few
markets.
/ocn W)ments
\ in
• withalower
J
1 i stations
TT J
Recording"
Fall
Under
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startingwillSept.
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by University
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transcription
but
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...
days beginning
Sept.(EDT)
24. Burrus
Stop
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tij. tit /t • i
Escape
9.3
...
Milling Co., Ft. Worth (Light
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1.7
L^s
^eoS^XTZ
Crime
Photographer 8.7 ... CrUSt DoughboyS
OVer 200 MBS
Mr."^Kee*n*"
Your Hit Parade
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from 12:30
12:45 p.m. stations
(CDT) Mondays
start-to
The Burrus
(Sept.
.Week ShoW,^''^^^
5.A
Daytime
Program
Average
Rating
starring
Slim5).Whitman, will
July-Aug. May-June Originate in Nashville. TracyLocke Co., Dallas, is the agency.
7.9
Godfrey-lewis
8.3
7.2 10.0
Rosemary
Ma Perkins
7.1 7.7
Extended Contracts
Grand
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Trent
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6!9
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^2 week
Murine Chicago.
contract
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by BBDO,
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Sherman
Marquette,
Chicago,
Wendy Warren
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agency and
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Quaker Oats
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Saturday and Sunday Daytime
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Program Average Rating p
each time zone, will nOW
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let's Pretend
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Junior
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Theatre of Today
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Grand Central Station
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^^^ers

SUPERIORITY

COMPLEX

My husband, advertising manager of the Ding-Bat Company, used to be a
nice fellow with just enough of an inferiority complex to make him easy to live
with. Since he picked KXOK, sales have gone up so fast my husband thinks
he's the smartest advertising manager in town. Now he has a superiority complex and he's positively obnoxious.
Unhappy Wife
Dear Unhappy Wife:
Maybe KXOK should have the superiority complex instead of your husband.
During March, 1949, KXOK was within share of audience striking distance of
first place in St. Louis. Briefly, this means KXOK delivers more Hooper audience per dollar than any other St. Louis network station. No wonder Ding-Bat
jwoducts are going to town. When your husband checks KXOK's low-costper-Hooper point, KXOK's wide coverage, and KXOK's low-in-St. Louis
rates, he'll be even cockier!
KXOK, St. Louis
630 on the dial
Basic ABC
5,000 WaHt
A "John Blair" •loHon
September 5, 1949
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Boston
(Continued from page 2i)
would be continued on
more than 450 stations in
the United States and its
possessions, probably with increased coverage.
A newcomer to commercial radio
this past summer was the Evans
Case Co., North Attleboro, which
purchased a half-hour weekly show
on the 11 CBS outlets in New England, a 15-minute program on
WEEI, and spots throughout the
area. Prominent hitherto in giveaways, the company will in all
likelihood continue with at least a
portion of its budget in the coming
months. According to Conrad
Jameson, radio director, Don Horter & Co., "For the future, Evans
is contemplating projecting its radio activities coast-to-coast."
The radio budget of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford RR
has been increased over last year.
Herbert L. Baldwin, assistant vice
president in charge of advertising
for Massachusetts and Rhode Island, reported the railroad's use of
radio would be "along the same
lines as this past summer. Until
the middle of last year, we were
not using radio consistently. We're
now using it consistently and satisfactorily."
In addition to announcements,
programs sponsored by the railroad include 5-minute shows for
the Yankee Clipper and Merchants
Limited and a 15-minute program
several times weekly on Boston
stations.
The First National Stores, Somerville, through its advertising
manager, J. Marshall Duane,
placed its radio expenditures this
year at about $150,000, representing a slight decrease from last
year. The grocery chain is airing
the transcribed Guy Lombardo
Show on a weekly basis on the
New England Regional Network
plus about 10 other stations. An
nouncements also are being used.
Speaking for the First National
Bank of Boston, Raymond W. Stanley, advertising manager, said its
combined radio and TV budget this
fall would be about the same as
last.

Radio billings of National Shawmut Bank of Boston are about the
same this year as last year, while
TV expenditures have been increased slightly. The bank airs
Frontline Headlines, a 15-minute
show, in addition to 5-minute programs and numerous spots on Boston stations. It also sponsors a
1%-hour feature film and several
nightly news and weather shows,
as well as spots, on television.
Bank Stands Pat
John J. Barry, vice president in
charge of advertising and public
relations at the bank, commented,
"We will probably stay in standard
radio for an unforeseeable time
during this period of transition, but
we look forward to the time when
our radio appropriation will be exclusively budgeted for television.
My belief is that standard radio
will eventually be reduced to programs of news, weather, time, and
music for a daytime audience, a
large proportion of which will not
be home-bound. Of course, we may
not find it practical to ignore that
audience. For the future, I will
be more interested in daytime radio
than in the past."
WEEI reported that it was having a "very good year." In both
local and national spot income it is
well ahead of 1948 figures and fall
bookings indicate a continuance,
even though the station enjoyed an
exceptionally good fall and early
winter during 1948. The percentage of 1949 gain to date, and as
projected for the remainder of the
year, is about equal in both the
local and national spot field. During the four selling weeks ended
Aug. 19, the station had signed
33 new contracts and renewed 15
others with non-network advertisers for a total billing of over
$205,000.
Said Harold E. Fellows, manager of New England operations
for CBS and general manager of
WEEI: "It looks as if there will be
an increase in all local and national spot business at WEEI for
the total year of at least 15% over
last year."

Regent
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Published by
IN THE
WEDDING
On records: Jack Kilty-MGM
Keynotes— Lon. 468.
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10479; The

ce Welk— StandOn transcriptions: Lawren
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y— Langworth
Fotine— World; Ray Anthon
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Mr. Fellows added, "Our experience over the past 15 months would
seem to indicate that, at least in
Boston, radio is gaining sufficient
new recognition as an advertising
medium to increase its income.
Whereas television vsdll undoubtedly affect the overall radio picture
in any given market the size of
Boston, to me it becomes more and
more apparent that the two or
three stronger stations in a market
are not likely to be adversely affected and may well show an increase in their patronage from
advertisers and agencies."
No figures were given out at
WBZ but W. C. Swartley, station
manager,
said thatof"Prospects
in
all classifications
business on
both AM and TV for the fall and
winter seasons appear very good.
Part of this is due to the fact that

including the complete Harvard U.
schedule.
In Mr. McGrath's opinion, television's effect on AM radio will not
be "cataclysmic." He noted, "While
AM radio will obviously make certain adjustments, in our opinion it
will still play a major role in the
daily habits of people in this country. Independent stations are in
the best position to withstand what
competition will arise. If the rest
of the country is like Boston, TV
is drawing its audience from the
network stations.
Arthur Haley, general manager
of WBMS, was more than enthusiastic. "The fall picture is so
wonderful at our station that if
this is a depression, let's have a
panic," said he. "Figures for July
plus the first two weeks in August
show a 140% increase in business

Forecast New England's Fall Outlook . . .

Mr. Lawrence Mr. Fellows

Mr. Baldwin

the construction of our WBZ radio
and television center, including the
large television studio and auditorium studio, is now completed,
which means that we can offer
singular facilities."
Craig Lawrence, general manager of WCOP, presented a brief
but cheerful outlook. "On advance
projection of business, it appears
that it will run somewhat more
heavily this fall than last. And
last fall was probably the best we
ever had in total gross billings."
New business at the station includes American Popcorn Co.
(JoUytime Popcorn) and Dracut
Co. (Windex). Another recent sale
was
program,
Let's
Have aFun,one-hour
to the makers
of Little
Yankee Shoes.
In the form of schedules now
being booked for fall, WHDH is
looking forward to the most successful year in its history. Enlarging upon this a little, William
B. McGrath, managing director,
commented: "We have a 20% increase in local billing and a 44.4%
increase in national billing already
in for the first seven months of
the and
station's
new already
nationtheAmong
alyear."
accounts
renewals
signed for the last five months of
the year are Pertussin, Perstop,
Raleigh Cigarettes, and Rem.
American Oil Co. has also signed
to broadcast games of the Washington Redskins, and Atlantic Refining Co. will sponsor 15 college
football games over the station.

Mr. Swartley

Miss Gilbert

as compared to the same period
last year. As for fall, our biggest
worry is where we're going to find
time in a daylight operation to put
on the air all the additional business that will be starting after
Mr. Day."
Haley added that he found
Labor
the attitude of businessmen good
this year and that TV was having
no effect whatsoever on his daylight operation. The fall business
at WBMS, he forecast, would probably be between 150 and 160% over,
last fall. New business at the station, he said, included announcements for the Touraine Stores,
Boston, which had not used radio
before, and Megowan Educator,
Lowell, for Kremox, which had not
used radio for this product before.
At WMEX, the business story
was also on the sunny side. William S. Pote, general manager, advised, "We've had a sudden influx
of requests for time availabilities
within the past few weeks which
indicates that business should be
very good this fall and winter. The
picture would appear to be a little
better than last year, which was
good." He believes that "television

meani
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propriations are Ocean Spray for
has not reached a point where it
has yet affected AM radio in this its Cranberry Sauce and DurkeeMower, Lynn, for Marshmallow
area."
Fluff.
At the Yankee Network it was
According to Paul H. Provandie,
announced that new business for
vice president at Hoag & Provanfall included the Simoniz Company,
die: "Our fall radio picture looks
with a 5-minute news commentary
on the network; Seeck & Kade, very good. Some of our accounts
have increased their use of radio
with announcements for Pertussin;
the others have reand F. B. Washburn Candy Corp., for fallmainedand
the same. Still others have
with spots for Waleeco Cocoanut
added TV to their regular AM
Bars.
Among the agencies, Jack schedule." Among the agency's
Wright, radio and television direc- clients, C. M. Kimball, for its
household products, and Hacker
tor of the Boston office, BBDO,
Brewing, Lawrence, have increased
says that total radio billings there their
use of radio announcements.
are "practically identical" with
At Harold Cabot & Co., Jan
last year. There would be "some
Gilbert, radio and TV director, said
increase" in TV, he added. One
of the biggest accounts handled
that the agency's clients using radio and television would be as acthere is the First National Bank
tive as ever this fall and that there
of Boston.
T. B. Pitman Jr., radio and TV would be some increases, according
director of John C. Dowd Inc., ex- to present indications.
Mrs. Sally Larkin, radio director
pects an "increase in both our radio
and television billing in the fall of the Boston office, H. B. Humphrey Co., saw business in the New
and winter, particularly in the latter." The agency recently signed England area as being "as good
and probably better this year than
up a new TV show for CarpenterMorton, makers of Carmote Paints,
which is also airing TV station lastStation
year." representatives also forebreaks in Boston, Providence, and
cast an excellent season.
Chicago.
Bertha Bannan remarked, "Business is looking up after a dull
Video Use Increases
spring, and prospects for fall and
Use of television by its clients winter spot radio are good. Local
has been increasing steadily, Mr. radio stations throughout New
Pitman reports, pointing to a numEngland seem to be benefiting beber who are using the medium in
cause some large national adveraddition to radio. These include
tisers are taking appropriations
Clinton Clothing Co., Albany Car- from night-time network radio and
pet Cleaning Co., Ring Clear placing campaigns on a spot basis,
Hosiery, and National Television concentrating in areas where their
Co. Listed among their large radio distribution is good. Some of this
accounts are the First National may be attributed to television and
Stores with the Guy Lombardo
the growing importance of local
Show on the New England Region- radio stations in their community."
al Network and other stations, and
Brief statements contributed by
Victor Coffee, which is sponsoring
other
station representatives ina news program on the Yankee
clude: "Spot billing business is on
Network.
the
upclimb,"
said Arthur C.
Harvey P. Newcombe, radio and
Smith, manager of the Boston ofTV director at Harry M. Frost Co.,
fice, Edward Petry & Co. "Spot
declared, "As far as our situation radio business in New England
is concerned, it looks as if business
will be very good according to all
will be as active as any other fall
indications," said Elmer
— ^with the addition of some tele- present
Kettell of Kettell-Carter.
vision. Most of our clients are
renewing and some will perhaps
increase their appropriations,
reaching out into more national
FAIRMAN DIES
markets." Agency accounts already
known to be increasing their apAgency V-P Polio Victim
HUTCHINSON K. Fairman, vice
president of Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., New York,
45.0
died last Wednesday of poliomyelitis. He was 37 years old.
Mr.
Fairman, a Princeton graduR"*
OOPE
"H
ate, and native of Philadelphia,
* (average
5 periods.
was formerly associated with
Winter, 1948)
BBDO and with Hanly, Hicks &
Montgomery Inc.
proves
the best buy
He is survived by his wife, the
in
former Polly Walton; a son,
Hutchinson K. Jr.; a daughter,
DANVILLE,
VA.
is
Patricia, his parents, William P.
and Gretchen Endsley Fairman
and a brother, Endsley Fairman.
WBTM
RADIO program switcher, permitting
5kw
A R r
Ikw '
user to select up to six stations without
(d)
(n)
moving to radio, is now being offered
to
public through RCA sound products
Repi HOLLINGBERY
distributors. Switch was designed lor
disabled veterans use.
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"Though local retailers have reduced their appropriations to some
extent for the reason of the same
pressures that have been felt nationally in the retail field for the
past several months," he added,
"we have been told by several of
our retail customers that they anticipate upturns in sales in many
classifications which should make
the coming fall and winter a much
brighter picture for them, and in
turn would stimulate greater activity in sales promotion through the
use of radio advertising. All in
all, we at KJR are expecting a
good business season in the coming

Seattle
(Continued from page 27)
local business picture for fall, because they don't yet know what the
chains' programming will do to
their schedule of availabilities.
They face an additional complicating factor in that Seattle is one of
the few major markets which will
remain on Daylight Saving Time
until Sept. 30.
Ray Baker, commercial manager
for KOMO, Seattle's NBC affiliate,
states that sharp inventory reductions in all retail lines has had a
depressing eifect on all summer
business, including local radio.
"The fall situation is considerably different, however," he says,
"with a pickup in retail and general rate classifications. Locally,
Oregon City Woolen Mills has
bought ten newscasts a week on a
52-week contract, through Romig
C. Fuller and Assoc. National spot,
which has been surprisingly good
during the summer, will certainly

The Seattle office of HonigCooper gave Broadcasting the
following
months." statement regarding winter prospects:
"Several of our clients operate
on a calendar year basis, advertising-wise, and some of these have
not yet decided on their 1950 advertising budgets. So it is difficult to
make a general prediction at this
time. However, on the basis of the
budgets already approved, we believe advertising appropriations
will average about the same as
1949, and the breakdown mediawise
will leaving
not be much
changed."
Before
on a trip
through
the East, Warren Kraft, agency
vice-president and manager of the
Seattle office, noted "a more active
interest in advertising among the

the CBS program
be Because
equal to of
1948."
schedule, KIRO expects to be in a
more favorable position than last
year. Indications are also that the
national spot business will at least
equal
last year's.
"Business
already signed and the
volume of business that seems indicated to come on our air during
the fall and winter should give us
a new all-time high in both nationalJ. spot
and local
business,"
reports
Archie
Morton,
manager
of KJR, the ABC affiliate.

top
of our
accounts,"
and management
added that radio
appears
to be
holding
its
own
as
a
strong
medium.
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Philadelphia
(Continued from page 2Jf)
picture. Chief talk is
that TV will go to town
this fall; certainly the trend
is toward television. What
will happen to radio at night is
anybody's guess. Simultaneous
radio and TV broadcasting depends
on circulation. At the moment in
Philadelphia, there are 900,000
radio sets and 200,000 TV sets.
Thus TV sets amount to about 20%
and this is not enough to scare advertisers away from using radio.
It will take two or three years before radio feels the pangs of hunger
from 600,000 TV sets. Last three
months of this year should see a
seasonal pick-up; hot weather has
had an adverse effect. We have
been accustomed to too much
profits and compare the present
situation with the abnormal years
of 1946 and 1947 when we should
make the comparison with 1939,
which would show us ahead of the
game."
Mort Koshland, co-owner with
Herb Ringold of Philip Klein Adv.
Agency Inc.,
Philadelphia:
vertisers who had
TV shows "Adlast
fall are going back to them this
fall. We are formulating new TV
shows and attempting to sell them.
We are not running around with
packaged shows. We tailor the
show according to the client. We
are taking advantage of every opportunity. For instance, we have
sold radio time immediately preceding the Philadelphia Eagles and
Penn football games this fall. The
diversity of our business, from industrial to cosmetic concerns, warrants a feeling of optimism."
Solis S. Cantor, head of Solis S.
Cantor Adv. Agency, Philadelphia:
"We are busier than ever before in
placing daytime radio spot announcements. We have continued
to grow in the TV field since staging the first live program in Philadelphia (Miss Television Contest
of 1947 when there were 8,000
sets). We are at work on a couple
of live shows for the fall and they
are now in the negotiation stage.
It is tougher to get choice TV
spots as there is a very limited

amount of time available from
7:30 to 10 p.m.
"Our volume of business for the
first six months of 1949 is well
ahead of 1948 and this trend should
continue for the next six months.
We are ultra careful in watching
credits and are turning down business. We could do double the volume of business if we wished to
take credit chances. Business
would be all right if economists
would stop crying wolf and depression; they are doing great harm
and making the little fellows
Jack Rensel, vice president of
fearful."
Weightman Inc., Advertising, Philadelphia: "We will shortly put on
'Eagles Camp,' a once-a-week
sports show over WPEN (Philadelphia) built around Philadelphia
Eagles football players and dignitaries. TV and radio clients are
cautious. They want to spend
money, but they want to be sure
they are buying the right things.
TV has glamor but its costs are
rising.
As for
myself,
taking
a Missouri
attitude
on I'm
a business
pick-up — they'll have to show me.
Everyone's got his hands in his
Edmund H. Rogers, senior partpockets."
ner and radio director of Gray &
Rogers Advertising, Philadelphia :
"Television billings have shown a
three-fold increase in dollar volume
over last year and radio schedules
are topping the $400,000 mark this
year. Gray & Rogers is planning a
busy fall and winter season over
both media. Bellwethers of Gray
& Rogers radio planning are the
extensive spot programs of Bell
Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania and
Diamond State Telephone Co. of
Delaware, with an average of three
spots weekly over 92 stations in a
two-state area. Bell telephone is
stressing party line courtesy, new
facilities, proper phone usage
along the lines of the successful
pattern established over the past
six years.
"Among clients using radio and

television programs are Philadelphia Savings Fund Society with
Ronald Colman's Favorite Story
over KYW; Barbey's Sunshine
Beer's Sportsman's Show, over
WPTZ; Philadelphia Chevrolet
Dealers' Sports Show over WCAU
with Bill Campbell and Keystone
Auto
Club's popular
halfhour Musical
Milestonesweekly
over KYW
for the seventh year.
"Extensive spot schedules now in
effect are being planned for the
following:
Fleishmann's
Viennaof
Model Bakery,
Allied Florists
Greater Philadelphia and Capitol
Bakers of Reading, Pa.
"Time sales locally for both
radio and television look bright
with one stipulation, however — if
program costs for television conNARBA
(Continued from page 30)
closed, is slated to go under the
chairmanship of FCC Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde, with Fletcher Warren,
U.S. ambassador to Paraguay, as
political adviser to the group.
Comr. Hyde has been in charge of
all NARBA preparations for both
the Commission and the State
Dept. Other U. S. representatives:
From FCC — John A. Willoughby,
acting chief engineer; James Barr,
head of the AM Division, Engineering
Bureau; Underwood Graham, who Is
assigned fuUtime to NAHBA problems;
Ralph Renton, U. S. member of the
North American Regional Broadcasting
Engineering Committee; Bruce Longfellow and Edgar F. Vandivere, also
of the Engineering Bureau, and Joseph
M. Kittner, assistant to the general counsel.
Fromren; D. State
Dept. — Ambassador
WarR. MacQuivey,
foreign affairs
specialist. Telecommunications Division;
Barrel, attache
the embassy Ray
at Havana,
and Missat Florence
Kirlin, special assistant to the Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional relations.
Meanwhile it was learned that
Carlos Maristany, who led Cuba's
highly successful negotiations at
the NARBA Interim Conference in
Washington in 1946 and who has
claimed he will play the same role
at Montreal [Broadcasting, June
27], was not named on the Cuban
delegation. The 12-man group
will be headed by Minister of Communications Arturo Illas. The
Minister, however, expects to remain in Canada only a few days,
after which Jose Manuel Gutierrez,
veteran attorney at the Ministry,
will preside over the Cuban deleThe Mexican boycott threw a
gation.
cloud over the effectiveness of
whatever new agreement may be
reached among the other nations.
Mexico is one of the four major
powers in the NARBA group, and
its geographical position gives its
broadcasting operations a vital
bearing on both the U.S. and Cuba.
Mexico's Claim
The reason ascribed by Mexico
was as startling to U.S. observers
as her move. The nation said she
would not participate because she
had not been able to make certain
necessary "terrestial observations"
— and that inability to make the
observations was due to inability
to get necessary equipment from
the U.S.
U.S. authorities maintained the
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tinue to rise in this area there is
danger that purely regional sponsors in this area will find television
too expensive a medium to buy.
"The answer is low cost programs with good audience appeal,
capable of being produced locally,
or packaged programs within reach
of local sponsors.
"Radio is in no danger of being
pushed into the background in the
Philadelphia market. There is less
opposition apparent to radio than
there was last year.
"Television has proved itself as
a sales medium, but many sponsors have discovered that a shrewd
combination of radio and television
programming is the most effective
means of reaching the greatest
listening audience."
measurements of which Mexico
spoke have relatively small importance so far as the conference
itself is concerned, and that they
had never heard of any Mexican
efforts to obtain the equipment in
this country.
The real motive, they felt, was a
desire to protect the international
status quo in Mexican broadcasting. They reasoned that Mexican
authorities feel she has little to
gain and much to lose by participation in the negotiations.
Chief among the possible losses
would be 540 kc, the new broadcasting frequency which Mexico has
put into operation with plans for
150 kw use even though operation
was supposed to be withheld pending discussions at the NARBA
conference.
Another "loss" might be in curtailment of Mexican border stations, and in failure to win renewal
of the U.S. agreement under which
a half-dozen of its clear channels
are not used in this country at
night.
In her defense it was pointed
out that Mexico, aside from the
540 kc matter, has lived up to the
principles of NARBA even though
that document officially expired
last March. Earlier, she indicated
a willingness to extend NARBA
formally,
new treaty.pending negotiation of a
NARBA signatories are the U.
S., Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Haiti,
Dominican Republic, and the
Bahamas.
The government-industry conference last Monday was called to receive final reports on special studies
and to make a last canvass of
plans. Approximately 40 industry,
FCC, and State Dept. representatives participated. Comr, Hyde

Reports included one on possible
presided.
variations in channel spacings, prepared by a committee headed by
Neal McNaughton, NAB engineering director. Designed to appraise
the problems which would arise
from narrowing the 10 kc broadcast channel to 9 kc or less, as some
Latin countries reportedly favor
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29], the report was met with overwhelming
agreement that any such move
should be opposed uncompromisingly by the U.S. delegation.
BROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page A8)
arrived in "about 5,000" packages,
he recalls, and it was his job to
put the "jig-saw puzzle" together.
To add to the complications, 24inch-thick concrete slabs and 1%inch oak panels were found in the
upper reaches of the Civic Opera
Bldg. where the antenna was to be
installed.
"But it was worth all these headaches," he says. "Television is the
thing. It is an especially good
thing in Chicago, where our programs equal those in New York —
and at much less cost."
In spite of the problems encountered, Mr. Horstman set a
record in hooking up WENR-TV's
$1,500,000 worth of equipment. He
started construction last July 1,
and the station took the air Aug.
17.
Looking back over nearly a
quarter-century of broadcast engineering, he got his biggest thrills
covering Ohio River floods from a
plane, and working as announcerproducer-engineer on certain assignments when fellow staffmen
failed to show up. He had his biggest scare during the Chicago
World's Fair of 1933 in a blimp
mishap. The craft came in to land
and its crew started throwing out
ballast. Suddenly, due to a change
in temperature, it lurched upward
and Horstman & Co., who had been
doing a remote from the cabin,
found themselves floating over a
Chicago airport for hours.
During the war, he received the
second highest civilian citation for
his work as liaison engineer between midwest broadcasting stations and the Sixth Service Command's air raid warning system.
He has been praised by ABC officials for the efficiency with which
he handles summer time-change
repeats. It is at WENR that all
summer programs destined for
points west and south of Chicago
are recorded, then aired at later
hours.
Mr. Horstman was president of
the National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians for five
years — 1936 to 1941 — and during
that time also served as sales and

A BIGGER

SLICE

OF THE

AUDIENCE...
Spin These Special

in dint and leating"
"presen
are
Airport
of Nationa
THOSEing room
nightly$200 in prizes
eligibleorfor
more jackpot on Sky Club
plus $1000
quiz show over WWDC WWDC-FM
s two m.c.'s,
gton. Show feature
Washin
other
questions while
one of whom asks
gives impersonations and sings. Occasional guest stars, not eligible for
prizes, also appear. Program does not
conflict with FCC ruling because all
who receive prizes are present at show.
Selling Music
PROMINENT CITIZENS are salesmen
on Music for Sale show aired over
WHAN Charleston, S. C, making
phone calls on program to their friends
and telling them that for price of donation to American Cancer Society,
platter will be spun "especially for
you." Fact that there hasn't yet been
a "No Sale" on show testifies to its
helpfulness in campaign and listenerappeal.
Safety for Children
SCHOOL CHILDREN themselves make
up part of panel discussion of traffic
safety carried as series on WHYN
Holyoke, Mass. Called Safety for All,
show features a member of police department and the Inspector of State
Registry of Motor Vehicles. Two
school children are chosen to air their
views on traffic hazards each week as
promotion manager of Broadcast
Engineers Journal, official NABET
organ.
He was married in 1928 to a
"Georgia Peach," Lily Mae Moseley of Atlanta. Their son James,
19, is a student of journalism at
Drake U.
Although Mr. Horstman's chief
hobby is "action" photography, he
often may be seen tossing paper
clips into a waste basket in his
office some 20 feet from where he
sits at a big walnut desk. This is
a throwback from his days as a
sharpshooter with the Genoa Indians basketball team in Lincoln,
Neb.

well as one adult representing comclub. munity group such as PTA or woman's
News Roundup
SIXTY-FIVE MINUTES of news of
all sorts is presented daily at noonhour on CHUM Toronto. News program starts off with half-hour of
women's news, views and interviews,
followed by 10 minute analytical news
roundup, 10 minute sports newscast
and interview, 10 minute recorded interview with people closely connected
with day's local news, and five minute
newscast. Six newscasters and commentators take part in program.
FTC

D J. McCOLLISTER
Regional Representatives
10660 BEUAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705
Shows with a Hollywood 'rferitage
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RCA Victor "DJ" Platters*
SAMMY

Dime A Dozen
Everything They Said
DJ-756 Came True

TONY

REPORTS

Time Users' Assets High
FEDERAL Trade Commission has
completed and transmitted to Congress a study of the "extent of
concentration of economic power"
in the United States for 1947 covering 26 manufacturing industry
groups. FTC's report noted that
46% of total net capital assets of
all corporations was concentrated
in the 113 largest firms.
Companies engaged in turning
out cigarettes and motor vehicles,
among the foremost users of radio
time, placed in the group of industries in which 60% control is enjoyed by three or fewer firms, FTC
said. Cigarettes reached 77.6%
while vehicles hit 68.7%. Distilled liquor, including companies
whose brewing subsidiaries placed
considerable beer advertising, was
put at 72.4%.
Single largest corporations to
hold high percentages of their industry's net capital assets found
motor vehicles with 40.9%, cigarettes with 36.6% and distilled
liquors with 29.0%. The single
largest corporation in drugs and
medicines controlled 8.49% of net
capital assets in that field.
KRNT-FM

BROADCASTING

GRAB

Power

POWER output of KRNT-FM Des
Moines has been increased through
modifications in its present transmission facilities and installation
of another antenna section, according to Charles Quentin, chief engineer. Station changed from a two
to a four-pylon antenna, giving it a
power output of 17 kw, and increased signal strength of about
40%. Power boost gives KRNTFM, which duplicates KRNT ABC
programs, greater effective radiated power than any other local
FM outlet, Mr. Quentin said.
PLAQUE of recognition went to
WAOK (PM) Chicago at Chicago
Railroad Pair from National Cmmdr.
James M. Callahan of Army and Navy
Union for station's work in broadcasting union activities during past year.

Give Me Your Tired,
Your Poor
mm
Thursday
WouldDJ-757
Have Been A Year

with
ELTON

and
BRITT
ROSALIE
AUEN
Soft Lips
Give Me Some Sugar,
Sugar Baby

DIZZY

^UESPIE
In The Land Of Oo-Bla-Dee
If Love Is Trouble
DJ-759
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience i

RCA
@

VICTOR
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WEEKLY CONTESTS sponsored
by Abbots Dairies, 12 community newspapers and WFIL
Philadelphia netted 12 teen-age queens,
each of whom appeared on station's
Abbotts' Teen-Age Time es program.
Queens were official hostess at 39th
annual baby parade in Wildwood,
N. J., telecast on WFIL-TV. Nearly
100,000 people watched motorcade of 13
bearing station's name on
cars, all
banners, leave Philadelphia and arrive
in Wildwood.
Accounts of Pilgrimage
RECORDING CREW from Rome will
accompany pilgrims on their way to
Rome for Christmas day opening of
Holy Year, 1950. Programs will be
sent to WOV New York and aired
daily. Pilgrims are garnered via announcements sent to Italian language
centers across country.
Locomotive Christening
EVENING BEFORE beginning journey from Macon, Ga., to National
American Legion Convention in Philadelphia, WMAZ Macon played important part in christening ceremonies for
small locomotive which carried Legionnaires to their destination. Member of
station's commercial department christened engine and station reporter.
Herb Kassner, traveled with train crew
as director of public relations. En
route to Philadelphia and while there,
records were played over train loudspeakers telling about Macon and middle Georgia. Station presented 40 and
8 voiture of American Legion local
contingent with copies of records.
Chicago Mailing
TWO-FOLD blue, black and white promotion folder on "the station with personality that sells" was circulated last
week by WJJD Chicago. The folder,
fronted by an antenna calling attenthe EL PASO Southwest's
NUMBER ONE Salesman.

MORE
D/ALERS
PER
DOLLAR

5000 WATTS

# Put this salesman to work
for you in the rich El Paso
Southwest market. He will
make more calls for you or your
client per dollar invested. On
your next schedule put KROD
on your "must" list because
KROD gives you "more dialers
per dollar."RODERICK
BROADCASTING CORP.
e
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
Taylor-Borroff Si Company, Inc.
Your
Southwestern
KROD
Salesman
El PASO • TEXAS
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J^tomotion

tion to 50 kw power, plugs "outstanding music" of six disc jockeys and "exclusive sports" with Bob Elson and Red
Grange. Final page outlined "America's greatest mail-order programs,"
with Randy Blake on Suppertime
Frolic and Chuck Bill on Breakfast
Frolic.
Low Cost: High Rate
HANDSOME BROCHURE whose cover
bears question, "Can a television show
get topsent
ratings
at moderate
cost?" has
been
to all
leading advertisers
by Newell-Emmett Co., New York. Inside booklet, agency cities Chesterfield
Supper Club, Arthur Godfrey and Ms
Friends and Suspense as three TV
network programs sponsored by
Newell-Emmett clients which have answered question affirmatively. Brochure also discusses various types of
video commercials used by agency
such as live, motion picture, a"''imated
cartoons, action displays, and stopmotion, as well as its Videotown and
other surveys of TV set-buying and
viewing habits.
Pens Give Regards
BALLPOINT Eversharp Pens, enscribedsent
"Regards,
Cantor'',
are
being
to radioEddie
editors
heralding
Mr. Take
Cantor's
of m.c.
role
on
It or assumption
Leave It. Show
is aired
Sunday from 10 to 10:30 p.m. over
NBC, and sponsored by Eversharp Co.
SRO on Tour
LED by Farm Service Director for
WOW Omaha, Neb., Mai Hansen, 200
farmers and their wives from Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, South
Dakota and Michigan will begin tour
of nine western states, parts of Canada and Mexico. Tour will leave
Omaha Sept. 15 in 16-car, all-Pullman,
air-conditioned special train with meals
provided aboard, and return at end of
morth. Farm and civic leaders at stopping points on tour are planning special welcoming ceremonies. Farmers
will attend two farm fairs besides
seeing farms and farming developments of interest throughout that
part of country. Bill Wiesman, WOW
promotion manager, and Lawrence
Youngman, president of Travel and
Transport Inc., are handling arrangements.
KSL Mailing
DRAWINGS OF LISTENERS in paroxysms of enjoyment, pouring out of
large loving cup labeled KSL, highlight
folder sent to advertisers and agencies
by KSL Salt Lake City. Bulletin remarks, in part, "It's overwhelming . . .
(but not surprising) Throughout Intermountain America . . . KSL is the
listeners'
choice ofbysurvey
more than
3 to 1."
Ratio is result
conducted
by
Benson & Benson Inc.
Show from Pier
NEWEST WPEN Philadelphia mailpiece depicts Eddie Newman among
the stars hovering over Steel Pier with
mike in hand. Piece heralds: "The
Eddie Newman Show. Now . . . Atlantic City Steel Pier Major Attraction." On waves of Atlantic near
Steel Pier grandstand appears mes"Steel Pier's
management
for thesage:Eddie
Newman
Show and asked
now
every Monday night, thousands of

vacationists from New York and Philadelphia and residents of Atlantic City
meet there to see and hear the show
that's breaking listener records from
11:05 P.M. till 2:00 A.M."
Pleasing Public
HELPING PUBLIC to get what it
wants, when it wants it, WOKO Albany, N. Y. conducted "Cast Your
Vote" week over Pigfoot Pete's Jamboree. Program's fans voted, expressing their feelings about various aspects
of show, and as result, time of program's airing was changed.
Station Announces Network Series
IN BRIGHT green folder, KTSA San
Antonio,
CBS Nation's
Defenses Tex.,
seriesannounced
to its listeners.
Dates
of programs, accompanied by short
agenda for each show, was given and
listeners were encouraged to hear
distinguished speakers discuss vital
problems. Speeding Sales
DRAWING of girl on surf board and
blue plastic coaster point up message
on cover of folder sent to trade by
WIBW Topeka, Kans. Message is,
"Are Your Kansas Sales Just 'Coasting'?" Readers are invited to send
for more coasters, copies of Whan
survey and station's availabilities.
Small reply card is attached for this
purpose. Back of folder shows "Magic
Circle" area described by Roger Babson, economist, in near center of which
is WIBW. Final remark is "For Sales
Magic in the 'Magic Circle' Hire
Boy Gets Ice Cream
WHEN Rural Youth Exchange Delegate William Lefes wrote to Homer
WIBW."
Martz, farm director for KDKA Pittsburgh, bemoaning the fact that he
couldn't get ice cream at farm he is
working on in Bern, Switzerland, he
hardly could have expected such gratifying results. Mr. Martz made arrangements with Reick-McJunkin
Dairy Co. of Pittsburgh and TWA, and
soon large package, labeled "KDKA
Sealtest Ice Cream" was sent to homesick vouth.
Poll Winner
GREEN AND BLACK folder featuring
reprint from Cleveland Press concern-

ing Press Radio Poll has been sent
to trade by WGAR Cleveland. Station took top honors for third consecutive year, winning more than
twice as many points as second place
station. Folder concludes, "The Biggest Show in Town — Your Best Buy
in Cleveland Radio — WGAR."
Promotion Personnel
WALTER H. (Bill) STAMPER, program manager for WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn., since its signing on a
year ago, resigns to become promotion
tanooga.
director for WDOD WDOD-FM ChatANNE JACK of promotion staff at
WNJR Newark, N. J., and Clay Marsh
have anounced their marriage.
WEEKLY
PRESS
Hanna to Present Awards
MICHAEL R. HANNA, general
manager of WHCU Ithaca, will
present "Press Leadership
Awards" to leading community
newspaper weeklies at Cornell
U.'s third annual Press-Radio dinner this Saturday. The occasion
will climax 1948-49 competition
initiated among 68 community
papers by the station through its
Sunday
program,
tion of the
Weekly The
Press.Radio EdiSix cash awards totaling $1 ,700
and three "special citations" will
be given by Mr. Hanna to weekly
newspapers chosen by a board of
judges for consistently spurring
community thought through their
editorial columns or for aggressive
leadership in promoting community
action on local problems. Erwin D.
Canham, editor, Christian Science
Monitor, one of the judges, and
others will speak at the dinner, to
be attended by over 100 weekly
newspaper men and women, representing over 50 newspapers.
Awards
based begun
on WHCU's
radio-press are
features,
in May
1946, which reports columns of the
weeklies each Sunday afternoon.
Program was honored in 1947 with
the Peabody Award, and WHCU
has since supplied formats to nearly 20 other stations throughout
the country and Canada, including
half-a-dozen in New York state.
As a result,
several
community weeklies
todayhundred
are engaged
in joint press-radio cooperation to
report at grass roots level.
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The RCA-7C24 Power Triode used in the new RCA FM Transmitter

. . an

important

DESIGNED from the ground up to
meet the special requirements
of FM . . . this RCA "metal header"
power triode is a striking example of
RCA's leadership in modern tube
development. In addition to increased
ruggedness and unusual operating
economy, the RCA-7C24 offers you
these important benefits:
I. The flanged header effectively shields
the filament input from the plate output
in grounded-grid circuits . . . and provides alow^-inductance path from grid
to ground. Hence, neutralization is not
necessary.

contribution

DiO

ELECTRON
> BROADCASTING
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broadcasting

2. The mid-tapped, double helical filament minimizes lead inductance.

The RCA-7C24 power triode is
used in RCA 1-kw, 3-kw, and 10-kw
FM Transmitters.

3. The copper conical grid support
holds grid firmly in position . . . reduces lead inductance . . . provides
more efficient grid cooling.

For your convenience, RCA tubes
are available from your local RCA
Tube Distributor or direct from RCA.
For information on any RCA tube,
write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
Section 37IP-1, Harrison, New Jersey.

4. The thoriated-tungsten filament
offers important savings in filament
power.

The world's most modern tube plant . .
RCA, LANCASTER,

THE FOUNTAINHEAD
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to
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CORPORA
TUBES

TUBE DEVELOPMENT
TiON
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Los Angeles
(Continued from page 26)
utilizing radio for the first time.
Toy Productions of Hollywood Inc.
(a seasonal advertiser) through
L. W. Ramsey Adv., starting a
Christmas campaign Nov. 7, plans
to spend more than $100,000 for
spot radio and television in major
markets to promote Bugs Bunny
and Porky Pig, talking toys. Sierra Candy Co., San Francisco, will
include spot radio with other media
in special markets in the 11
Western states, making dealer
tie-in.
Eureka Chemical Co., El Monte,
Calif. (Hi-Ten), through H. C. Morris & Co., has already started its
campaign. Prepared Products Co.,
Pasadena (Dixie Fry seasoned
flour), is testing, with placement
through Dan B. Miner Co. The
Aljohn Co., Oakland (Enduv, hosiery run preventative), has earmarked new money for a Pacific
Coast spot campaign, through Elliott, Daly & Schnitzer.
California Fruit Bread Inc.
(Sunloved California fruit bread)
will be a heavy user of spot radio
and television nationally starting
this month as franchises are
granted to bakeries in various
areas, according to J. B. Kiefer
Inc., handling account.
Karls Shoe Stores Ltd., (Pacific
Coast chain), one time user of regional network radio, has extensive fall plans with local store
tie-in. Firm currently has fiveweekly morning newscast on
KFWB Hollywood, and sponsors
a series of John Wayne feature

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI r
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films on KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
Stations are optimistic, based on
business on hand and planning assurance of advertising agencies.
Sustantiating are station representatives "in the know" on several
campaigns. They happily anticipate a heavy flow of spot business
for fall and winter. Many of them
predict confidently that this volume will far exceed the 1948 level.
Station management in the Los
Angeles area agrees, but with
added caution of "but" and "if".
Although spot business emanating from San Francisco remained
steady during this past summer,
that v/as not the situation in Los
Angeles. It slov/ed dovoi to a walk.
Reiterating, much spot business out
of Los Angeles was cancelled outright, or postponed.
With retail business off and television making inroad to a degree,
several Los Angeles area independent stations declared it was
the ■ worst summer in years, but
survey on business conditions just
completed by the Southern California Broadcasters Assn. belies
this. Robert J. McAndrews, general manager of SCBA, declares
the reported sharp slump in radio
advertising has been greatly exag erated as far as Southern California stations are concerned.
Of 18 answering the SCBA questionnaire, eight reported summer
business ahead of last year, six
were behind and four others that
replied were less than a year old.
Increases were noticeably greater
than decreases, ranging from 10%
for KIST Santa Barbara, to 79.5%
for KITO San Bernardino. Median
increase was 15%, reported by
KWKW Pasadena and KFAC Los
Angeles.
Decreases ranged from 1%% to
18% with a median of 4%.
Several stations reported slight
drops in gross receipts over last
year, but better positions in net.
One Los Angeles network-owned
outlet said a drop of 16% in local
business was more than compensated by a 21% jump in national
billings.
Practically all stations which
were in existence before the war
showed heavier business this past
summer than in 1940. Most of the
outlets polled indicated their employment level is the same as a
year ago. Two noted decreases of
10% and four said they have raised
employment from 5% to 15%.
There has been a process of readjustment inradio so far as used
car dealers are concerned. Many
have curtailed their use of station
time. Some have gone off the air
entirely, thus opening station time
to other types of advertisers. One
of the heaviest users of radio in
the Southern California area is
Kelly Kar Co., which also but recently branched out into television.
Central Chevrolet, besides a weekly
60-minute program on KMPC,
uses a heavy spot schedule on seven
Los Angeles area stations. Taylor
Auto Co. is another dealer consist-

ent in local spot radio and recently
starting in television. New car
dealers such as Ford, Pontiac,
Studebaker, Hudson, Buick and
Chevrolet are heavier users of local
time, using programs as well as announcements.
Manufacturers and distributors
of such products as soap, drugs, cigarettes, cereals, coffee, beverages,
foods have either renewed old contracts or are starting new campaigns, utilizing regional network
and /or local station time. Household durable equipment such as
vacuum cleaners, washing machines, and similar heavy supply
items will start the autumn season
with hard selling campaigns. Liberalized financing terms will help
sales in these lines, according to
agency men. Heavy promotion of
clothing will help swell station
revenues this coming quarter.
Petroleum companies continue to
be consistent users of West Coast
regional network time. Hollywood
film studios too have become fairly
consistent time buyers. They are
successfully using quarter-hour
local programs, participations and
spot announcements nationally to
plug current pictures.
Although majority of national
advertisers make their plans and
decisions in New York, agency executives concede that Hollywood
continues to dominate as the originating point of network commercials. National advertisers still
demand "name" shows.
Over-all optimism permeating
the West Coast radio advertising
picture is reflected in the observations expressed by network sales
managers.
Ward Ingrim, vice-president in
charge of sales for Don Lee Broadcastingthis
System says:
for
a big fall
year; "We
evenlook
better
than '48. In these days of hard
competitive selling, an aggressive
company recognizes more than
ever the need for the effective sales
punch of broadcast advertising."
Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Grove
Labs., Vicks Chemical Co., and
Seecks & Kade (Pertussin) in late
September will be on the regional
network with a combined total of
3% hours weekly, he said. Mr.
Ingrim also pointed out that there

are network renewals for such advertisers as Langendorf United
Bakeries; J. A. Folger & Co.,
(coffee) ; Miles California Co.,
(Alka Seltzer) ; White King Soap
Co., and Wildroot Co. Other regional network advertisers who are
committed through fall and winter
include California Medical Assn.;
Chrysler Dealers; Lewis Food Co.
(dog food); Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co.; Standard Oil Co. of
Calif., and Wilco Co.
"ABC Pacific has just closed the
most successful year in its history
and every indication points to an
even
better season
for 1949-50,"
said Robert
Laws, ABC
western
division sales manager.
He disclosed that ABC Pacific
sales for the first half of 1949 rose
to 224% above a similar period in
1948. He felt this autumn should
see a continued return to a normal
competitive market and the use of
radio for uniform, overall coverage
should increase.
"ABC Pacific in the past three
years has hypoed its overall station power 335% and added four
50,000 w stations in such markets
as San Francisco, Portland, Spokane and Sacramento," he said.
Richfield Oil Corp. has renewed
its six weekly 15-minute Richfield
Reporter on 19 ABC Pacific stations. Other advertisers signed
through the 1949-50 season include
Pacific Greyhound Lines, with
weekly 15 minute Romance of the
Highways on 10 Pacific stations;
Langendorf United Bakeries, fiveweekly Zeke Manners on 8 Pacific
outlets; Budget Finance Corp.,
James Roosevelt Speaks on 7 Pacific stations; Globe Mills Inc., fiveweekly, 15-minute Surprise Party
on 15 western stations. Regal
Amber Brewing Co. Sept. 9 starts
a weekly five-minute sportcast on
11 California stations. Petri Wine
Sept. 21 starts Adventures of Sherlock Holmes on ABC stations.
Dawn Bible Students Assn. , takes
on sponsorship Oct. 16 of Frank
& Ernest on that network.
NBC has very few time openings
on a regional network basis available for sponsorship, having virtually sold out in the period which
can accommodate regional adver-

You don't need a slide rule to find
THE ECONOMY BUY IN NORFOLK!
Get the facts from Broadcasting Marketbook (page 194)
Consult Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power", May 1949, about
VIRGINIA'S NO. 1 MARKET
POPULATION
567,400
and remember . . .
''^e Solve AdoentUUu^ PfMUe4*U."
MUTUAL NETWORK AFFILIATES
PORTSMOUTH
NORFOLK NEWPORT NEWSi
MM KIUOCVCL^S

99 7 MEGACYCLES OR
B. Walter Huffington, General Manager
BROADCASTING
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fall with the addition of new TC
programming such as the Jack
Benny, Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy, Red Skelton, Bing Crosby,
Burns & Allen shows, plus new
ones developed by the western
program division to fit in with this

and will also have a weekly television show in Salt Lake City,
Sanders,
Seattle and Houston. Continuing
president in vicecharge
are the weekly 60-minut6 Hoffman
of radio and televiHayride on KTLA-TV and KFMBsion for Dan B. Miner
TV; 30-minute Hoffman Hayride
Co.
"All are holding
on KGO-TV; and a half -hour video budgets.
There has been
show on stations in the Fort Worthschedule."
Dallas
and
Houston
markets.
A
no cutting. Some are increasAdvertisers on CBS Pacific Neting. In most instances new
work include Roman Meal Co., dealer tie-in spot radio campaign
in the Southern California area is vision.
Household Finance Corp., Seally
budgets are being created for telealso planned.
Mattress Co., Mennen Co., Peter
"Interstate Bakeries, as examPaul Inc., Dennison Food Co.,
Albin Enterprises, Los Angeles
Alberts Products Co., Signal Oil
(novelties, household appliances),
ple, user of Southern California
Co., Bekins Van & Storage Co., testing in the New York market,
spot, is setting up an additional
Miles California Co., Metropolitan
will expand to other areas in fall. budget for television. Many of our
DURING follow-up on wedding aired Life Insurance Co., Colgate-PalmEnthusiastic is Robert J. Davis
clients will be television user's
over WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., 20 olive-Peet; California Packing ,
by mid-fall. Campaigns are in
Jr.,
radio
director
of
Davis
&
Co.
years ago. Station Manager Ferrall
Corp., with Tidewater Associated
who stated that the agency is
Rippetoe (r) presents Mr. and Mrs. Oil Co. sponsoring footall with
the embryonic stage."
geared to "expanded activity" for
start of season.
William Huffman with anniversary
Agency clients include American
clients include sev- Beauty Products Corp. (macaroni),
' cake. Couple were married at the
Agency executives would not fall. eralAgency's
food accounts. Some are sea- with a spot campaign in the 11
i station and the ceremony was aired. hazard a guess on what percentage
sonal; others year-round users of Western states; Kerr Glass Mfg.
' They returned for an anniversary
would be spent on radio and /or
spot
radio.
broadcast 20 years later, at which
television this autumn. Typical
Scudder Food Products (peanut Corp., Sand Springs, Okla., seathe same organ melodies were played. agency reaction and opinions folsonal user, using 88 stations in a
butter,
potato chips), has a spot
low:
spot national campaign now under
schedule
on
27
California
stations.
tisers, according to Frank A.
Lockwood-Shackelford Co. has American Fruit Growers (Blue way; Foreman & Clark, (clothiers),
i (Bud) Berend, western sales manGoose fresh and processed foods), using stations in selected markets
had
"no client mortality" and are
in a Pacific Coast campaign.
• ager. The business situation at holding
Sept. 12 starts concerted campaign
advertising budgets with' the network's Western division
out slashes, but with no increases,
Although accounts of Scholts
on women's pro• headquarters continues to be noraccording to Lou Holzer, vice- with participation
grams in 20 major markets na- Adv. Service will hold radio appromal he said, listing but two half- president in charge of radio and
priations to the same level as last
hours open for sponsorship.
tionally. Other radio using acRadio billings, he becounts of Davis & Co. include
Since announcement that the television.
lieves, will hold their own to the
year,
majority
will have supplePacific Coast division of Wilson &
owned and operated KNBH (TV)
same level of 1948.
mentary budgets for television
would begin a seven-day-per-week
and Fruit In- this fall, revealed Tom Scholts,
"Many advertisers, inactive dur- Co. (meat packers),
radio-television director. With
dustries Ltd., San Francisco
' operations, starting Oct. 2, Mr.
ing
the
past
eight
months
have
Berend said many availabilities are been holding that money, building
more
than 170,000 TV sets in the
(wines).
' opening up. Business index so far a reserve and with fall will be in
(Continued on page 78)
"Radio
and
television
prosepcts
as TV is concerned looks on the
both radio and television doing a for clients of our agency are bet■ upgrade, he declared. With no Los
hard selling job," he said . "Adverter than ever before," said Hilly
■ Angeles AM owned and operated
tisers are twice as careful as be■ outlet, NBC has no local sales
fore. They are cognizant of change
■ problem in that respect, he re- in market from seller to buyer.
minded.
They are now inducing sales rather
Advertisers utilizing NBC Westjust shouting their wares."
ern Division network facilities in- than
Agency radio clients include Los
clude General Mills, Studebaker
Angeles Brewing Co. (East Side
OXYDOL
Saves money
' Corp., Albers Bros. Milling Co., Los Beer) ; California Medical Assn.
Angeles Soap Co., and Standard
(institutional) ; Kern Food ProdOil Co. of Calif.
ucts Inc. (preserves, jellies, etc.);
with Columbia (L^
Wayne R. Steffner, CBS WestSanta Fe Vintage Co. (wines).
ern Division sales manager, deAlthough Walter McCreery,
[(Clared "From renewals on hand
president
of Smith, Bull & Mc■ and new business signed, the CoCreery Adv. said he did not anticilumbia Pacific Network will equal
Microgroove Transcriptions
pate any increases m client's radio
or surpass its successful 1948-49
advertising
btidgets
for
balance
of
season in sales activity. Interest
MA PERKINS
the year, there will be no cutbacks.
among new advertisers indicates
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., producers of
New business developing will be
■ a good fall season.
"Ma
Perkins,"
report
a
saving
of $2500.00 on just "one series of programs
utilizing radio, and there is exprescovering 25 spot stations. A saving that amounts to 75^ per pressing
"Our
program
popularity
shows
sion
on
the
part
of
dormant
local
a tremendous increase over last and regional accounts to be active
— savings over and above economies in packaging and shipping !
again in the medium. Billing
Newest advance in radio transcription
though, will equal that of last
NEW BANDING
recording — possible only by the Columbia LP
year, he said.
TECHNIQUE
Microgroove method.
Although Seaboard Finance
Corp. a big spot user nationally
Columbia LP Transcriptions permit up to
for many years, last April did con20 minutes of program per side. This
siderable curtailment, diverting
allows the "Banding" or separating of a
that money to newspapers, the
transcription into sections —
—15 forminute
example:
agency "hopes" to have the advertiser back in radio with a heavy
Band 1 Billboard
1st In Listening
schedule. Seaboard will also be a
Band 2 Opening Commercial
April 3, 1949 Conlan
Band 3 Body of Show
TV spot user in selected markets
Band 45 Tag
Closing Commercial
on a test basis this fall. Several
5000
other
accounts
of
the
agency
are
WATTS
Each section stands out — but
is connected by spirals.
also making gradual transition to
Day and Night
television, but are not reducing
930 K.C
their radio advertising structure,
COLUMBIA
TRANSCRIPTIONS
J
American Broac/ca«t/ng Co.
Mr. McCreery declared.
A Division of Columbia Records, Inc. ®t)
Trade-Marks "Columbia" and @D Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Marcos Regislradas
Hoffman Radio Corp. (TV reWEED & COMPANY
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ceivers), Sept. 16 starts sponsoring
NATIONAL RiPKEJlAfrATfVlS'
UCLA-USC football on KECA-TV,
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FSA DISC SPOTS
Second Series Available
^
To

FREE
New

^

Subscribers
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Fact-Packed

MARKETBOOK

busS, former
STEVENNBC
C. manager,
GEORGE iness
Radio ReSPOT RATE FINDER
cording Div., appointed sales service and traffic manager of WNBC and
WNBT (TV) New Yorlt. Thomas B.
ESSENTIAL MARKET FACTS
ns' manager, anMcFadden, statio
nounced Friday. Mr. Stevens joined
NBC in April 19^15 as office manager
MARKETBOOK
of recording division.
SPOT RATE FINDER
SHELDON BREN, formerly production manager of KGEM Boise, Idaho,
joins announcing staff of KUTA Salt
SPOT RADIO FIGURES
Lake City, as relief announcer.
DEL SHARBUTT and JOHN HIESTMARKETBOOK
AND signed as commercial announcers
for CBS Jack Benny Show starting
SPOT RATE FINDER
September 11.
AL
SIMON joins writing staff of NBC
RETAIL SALES BREAKDOWN
Truth or Consequences.
SHIRLEY BRETT, graduate of U. of
Western Ontario School of JournalMARKETBOOK
ism, joins CBM Montreal, as comSPOT RATE FINDER
mentator on women's morning programs.
HAL FREDERICKS, veteran of 10
COUNTY, STATE FIGURES
years in radio, joins KXOK St. Louis
as m.c. of Song and Dance Parade
MARKETBOOK
show.
JEAN PURRINGTON joins staff of
SPOT RATE FINDER
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., as continuity writer and women's director.
AM FM TV STATION DATA
GEORGE F. LEYDORF, vice president
in charge of engineering for WJR DeMARKETBOOK
troit,
a directorelected
of station.
He has been with
SPOT RATE FINDER
station for three
SERVICE FOR A YEAR
years, and was
given Eta Kappa
Nu Award for outMARKETBOOK
standing radio engineering in 1941.
SPOT RATE FINDER
Last year he represented 15 clearchannel stations at
SINGLE COPIES $1.00
North American
Mr. Leydorf Regional EngineerMARKETBOOK
ing Conference in
Havana, Cuba.
SPOT RATE FINDER
RAY DARBY of KECA Hollywood
guest relations staff, promoted to ABC
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
directing division.
CARL M. STANTON, former head
MAIL COUPON TODAY
of nighttime radio and television at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
joins NBC television department. His
exact assignment as yet is, unannounced, but it is believed he will sei've
$12.00 2 Yrs. I in programming.
I $7.00 1 Yr.
I Send me 52 weekly issues, |
RAY STARR resigns as program director of KAYX Waterloo, la. His
j 1949 MARKETBOOK, and I
1950 Yearbook in January.
future plans will be announced after
vacation in New York. GLORIA
RICHARDSON, formerly of KXEL
Waterloo,
has joined KAYX as copy"
NAME
writer.
I
DORWIN BAIRD appointed production manager of CJOR Vancouver,
I
STREET
[
succeeding DICK DIESPECKER, resigned on account of ill-health.
I CITY
ZONE STATE | TED CROWLEY replaces JOHN MUTTY as combination man at WTWN St.
I
I ENCLOSE $
Johnsbury, Vt.
I
PLEASE BILL ME □
| MRS. JACQUELYN SHERRIN, former
with WRAL Raleigh, N. C,
! BROADCASTING • TELECASTING ! copy-writer
I Nof I Press BIdg., Wash., D. C. ! for three years and studio accompanist
at WRAL, WBIG
Greensboro and
Page 76
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A SECOND series of 23 one-minute transcribed spot announcements
on the employment of rehabilitated
blind workers is available to radio
stations without cost, the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, Federal
Security Agency, Washington, has
announced.
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WDVA Danville, Va., has been appointed director of women's activities
for WDVA.
HOWARD M. PAUL, radio-TV director of W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, resigns Sept.
television
7 to becomescript
radiowriter at WLW
Cincinnati. Formerly assistant
radio
director
at BBDO,
Chicago, he has
been asso c i a t e d
with WLS Chicago
and WTMJ Milwaukee.
Mr. Paul

RICHARD S. MILBAUER,ber of staff
W H memA U,
Madison, Wis., awarded fourth H. V.
Kaltenborn Radio Scholarship by University.
JOSEPHINE WETZLER, educational
director for WLS Chicago, has left for
three-week visit to Europe. While
there she will study youth activities.
MisswonWetzler's
show. School Time,
has
duPont award.
JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., operations
assistant to general manager of WFIL
Philadelphia, addressed pre-convention
meeting of national radio committee of
American Legion Women's Auxiliary
on "Station Relations."
JOE TRAVIS, disc jockey for WALL
Middletown, N. Y., and Rosemarie
Camarano plan to be married Sept. 4.
BOB BAILEY of Don Lee Let George
Do It is the father of a boy, Robert
B. Bailey, Jr.
Kermit Lyons Dies
KERMIT LYONS, 43, writer on
the staff of the CBS Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scout's, died of a
heart attack Aug. 22 at his Brooklyn home. Mr. Lyons is survived
by
Lois.his wife, Rose, and a daughter,

Participants in the shows include: Fred Waring, Ben Grauer,
Helen Hayes, James Melton, Jimmy
Durante, Fred Allen, John Kiernan, Kay Kyser, Milton Cross, Red
Barber, Clifton Fadiman, Mrs. Lou
Gehrig, taineHenry
Fonda,Thurber
Joan Fonand James
(by
proxy).
The messages given in the programs are that state vocational
rehabilitation agencies provide
complete rehabilitation services and
that people thus trained make excellent employes. Transcriptions, on
two double-faced discs, are openend to allow for local closing announcements. OVR says they are
available through state vocational
rehabilitation agencies, state commissions for the blind or the Federal Security Agency, OVR, Washington, D. C.
How

Does He Know?

WNAX

Yankton, South Dakota, has thoroughly indoctrinated the idea of radio's
apparent infallibility into at
least one segment of its listening audience. A member
of the younger listening set
is convinced that WNAX
weather reports not only
forecast but also dictate future weather. Bobby Smith,
four-year-old son of the secretary of Yankton's Chamber
of Commerce, a regular listo Whitey newscast,
Larsen's
WNAX tener evening
one evening inquired whether
God was also a Whitey Larsen listener. For, as Bobby
reasoned,
listen, how"IfdoesGodHe doesn't
know
what kind of weather to

send?"

for

a

better-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,000UW w
AM
50,000
KC
105.1 MC w

FM

WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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HOW
THE

INTERMODULATION

THESE

QUALITY

Intermodulation distortion — present in many
types of record reproducers to a far greater degree
than suspected — causes "fuzziness" in reproduction, particularly at the higher frequencies. Low
intermodulation distortion is essential for clean
reproduction.

DISTORTION?^

TRANSLATION

FORCE?

4
MECHANICAL

OF

8
SCRATCH
EQUALIZATION?

While low stylus force is desirable to lengthen life
of records, too low a force frequently results in
inabihty of the reproducer to track properly at
high frequencies. This, in turn, produces high
intermodulation distortion. Stylus force should
be kept to the lowest value consistent mth proper
tracking.

For a given stylus force, low mechanical impedance
in the reproducer stylus improves tracking at
both low and high frequencies. Both ends of the
recorded spectrxun are therefore reproduced ^vith
less distortion.

IMPEDANCE?

UNWANTED
OUTPUT?

6
ARM

On lateral recordings, the pick-up unit should not
reproduce the unwanted vertical output which
can result from surface irregularities, turntable
vibrations and riding up of stylus on groove walls.
Conversely, on vertical recordings, the pick-up
unit should not reproduce the unwanted output
caused by lateral stylus motion.
The reproducer arm should not have resonant
points within the spectrum of frequencies normally reproduced. If the resonant frequency of the
arm is witliin the range of frequencies on the
transcription or record, the resonant vibration
of the arm Avill cause a spurious response.

-QUALITY

Electric
COUNTS-

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. s. A-— Graybar Electric Co.
IN CANADA — Northern Electric Company, Ltd.

•

REPRODUCTION?

The reproducing equipment must provide the
correct frequency compensation for the recording
characteristics most commonly used. Since different recording companies use widely varying characteristics, acorrespondingly wide choice of
equalization characteristics must be available.

A choice of scratch equaUzation is also necessary
to meet the surface noise conditions of all records.
"RoUoff" of reproducing curves must permit
maximum scratch reduction while retaining as
much as possible of the original material on the
record.

PICK-UP?
How

does the 109 Type Group

against these reproducer

stock up

requirements?

Western Electric has just issued a 12-page bulletin
explaining in greater detail the importance of these
nine factors in high-quality reproduction — and showing
just why the design of the 109 Type Reproducer Group
results in outstanding performance. You'll want to have
all these facts when you select reproducing equipment!
CALL

YOUR

LOCAL

GRAYBAR

REPRESENTATIVE
A

COPY

OF
r

THIS NEWBULLETINOR MAIL COUPON

BELOW

Western

AFFECT

The signal-to-noise ratio must not be impaired by
induced noise pick-up in the rejjroducer or equalizing circuits. Design of the equalizer and repeating coil should minimize hum pick-up from motor
fields or other sources.

9
NOISE

FOR

RESONANCE?

JROADCASTING

DISC

FREQUENCY
COMPENSATION?

When record groove velocity decreases (as the
stylus moves closer to the center pin) a loss in
high frequency reproduction occurs. To keep this
"translation loss" to a minimum, stylus tip
radius, stylus force and mechanical reactance
must be in correct balance.

LOSS?

STYLUS

9 FACTORS

^

Ml

420 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.
Co. ^"^^
Graybar Electric
Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of Bulletin
T2551, "109 Reproducer Group."
Name
Title

Company
Street Address
City.
. State
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Los Angeles
(Continued from page 75)
Los Angeles area, he considers
it a "real buy" for several of the
agency's clients. Barbara Ann
Baking Co. has a heavy spot
schedule on Southern California
stations and also sponsors the
weekly 60-minute film Hopalong
Cassidy on KTLA-TV Hollywood.
Mandarin Food Products Inc., (Nu
Trishus Brand Meat Balls), has
the 16-minute weekly Adventure
Album on KTLA-TV. Other television markets are contemplated.
Fall prospects at Allied Advertising Agencies Inc. are "very
encouraging and very promising,"
with the "best year ahead since
1946," said Bill Welsh, general
manager. Firm, very active in the
spot field, has several new accounts, for, in the main, new products.
"Our optimism is based partly
on increased budgets by present
radio using clients, but even more
important by the fact that some
of our new clients are signing
for radio, and TV to become active this fall."
He pointed out that anxiety to
get on television has diminished. "The glamor of being on
television has died down," he said.
"Some of our old and new accounts aren't so frantic to advertise via television. We must
now sell them on its use."
Arden Farms Co., Los Angeles
Clifford E. Bolgard
Sherman and Marquette, Inc.
Chicago, III.
Dear Cliff:
Read a newspaper clippin' on th' boss's
desk las' night, an' I tho'thear
yer'd'bout
like ter
it!
Seems
like
W C H S mith
her 5000 watts
on 580 is right
smack dab in
th' middle o'
one o' th' bes'
spots
in th'
country.
h'
ar tick el T sed
thet Charleston
is right up
thar amung
th'
top,
now —remember
TOP,
markets
in th'!
U nited States
Hit pointed
out thetCharth'
average
lestonian has a
lot more money
ajinglin' in his
pocket
th'
averagethanfeller
in this country, a>nd thet
th' average
fambly
in this
here town
has
more'n five
thousand dollars a year ter
live on! Now
Cliff, thet's right smart dough fer th'
average guy, an' as th' latest Hooper
shows,
more then
o' these
average
lissenin
ter WCHS
ter any
otherguys
station
town! Tho't yer'd like ter knowAlgy
'bout
that!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 78
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and Seattle (dairy products), which
spends around a quarter-million
dollars annually on Pacific Coast
radio and television, after a summer lay-off returns with spot announcement schedules and local
programs. Pacific Finance Co.,
(loans), is on 35 stations cross
country and with live local programs and transcribed commercials. Other stations are to be
added. Vacuum Cleaner Co. of
America, placing through Allied's
San Francisco office, is using 15minute programs on 40 California
and Oregon stations, and will add
to list.
"Several of our accounts who
were AM radio users this past
winter and spring, following a summer hiatus, will return to the
medium and in addition will use
video, " said Frank Ryhlick, radiotelevision director of Ross, Gardner & White Adv. "To our client
TV is strictly a dollar and cents
proposition. If it can do a merchandising job for our client then
we'll recommend it. There is no
glamor attached to television as
far as we as concerned. It is a
most effective selling medium."
Jaclane of California, (women's
clothing), Sept. 4 started weekly
30-minute recorded concert music
on KFAC Los Angeles, and will
expand to other stations. Hot
Point Dealers of Southern California, is using local area spot radio and television.
Martin J. Haimes, vice president
in charge of Hollywood operations
for H. C. Morris & Co., reports
that agency clients are "substantially increasing budgets over last
year to include all media."
Agency has several radio and
television advertiser accounts. Included are Eureka Chemical Co.,
El Monte, Calif. (Hi-Ten, a liquid
detergent), with spot announcement
campaign on 7 So. California stations, plus participation in Dollars
& Doughnuts on KECA and weekly
Betty & Sylvester on KFI-TV.
Alberts Products Co., Portland,
Ore., (Portland Punch), sponsors
15-minute Saturday morning segmen of Meet the Missus on 13
CBS Pacific stations and has spot
schedule with program participations on some 20 other Western
stations. Supplementing is a
weekly program on KFI-TV, with
spots on KLAC-TV.
Forrest Dolan, vice president
general manager of The Mayers
Co., said that some of the agency
accounts will increase budgets by
20% for radio and television.
Other budgets will be maintainedAgency has several Southern California regional accounts which
are radio and/or television users.
Among them are Gordon Bread
Co., Adolph's Seasoned Tenderizer,
Celco Corp. (Crayoff), Hoffman
Candy Co.
Although Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. withdrew from West
Coast network radio in March, going into newspapers and magazine, all other radio active accounts
of Raymond R. Morgan Co., will
stand pat on their schedules. New
business on hand also calls for

use of radio, according to Robert
C. Temple, executive vice president. Los Angeles Soap Co. (White
King Soap, Sierra Pine) and J. A.
Folger & Co. (coffee) are major
radio users. Besides heavy users
of regional network time, accounts
utilize newscasts in primarily selected markets. Institute of Religious Science is another station
time buyer.
There are "many things in the
planning" stage at Erwin, Wasey
& Co., Los Angeles headquarters,
according to C. H. Cottington, executive radio-television director.
This includes current accounts and
new business. He saw no curtailment in present radio-television
budgets for balance of 1949. Some
advertisers are testing locally on
television and will be using more,
expanding into other markets.
Among active radio-television accounts are Carnation Co., Albers
Bros. Milling Co., and E. F. Hutton & Co. (stock brokers).
New clients will include radio
in their advertising appropriations
and old ones are increasing their
budgets, giving added money for
television, according to Don Lauritzen, partner in Rocket & Lauritzen Adv. user
Agency's
heaviest
television
is Lewis
FoodradioCo.
(Dr. Ross dog food). Firm sponsors weekly transcribed Hopalong
Cassidy on 45 Don Lee Western
stations, and utilized an extensive
Pacific Coast television schedule.
Los Angeles has more than 190
radio active advertising agencies,
and during the past several months
many new ones have been established in San Francisco, too,
greatly swelling the number in
that area. As result there have
been many shifts of accounts from
one agency to another.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco,
after 18 years, shifts from Brisacher. Wheeler & Staff, that city,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, also that
city, on Oct. 1. Account bills more
than $1 million annually, with approximately athird being spent
in radio.
With the debut of KECA-TV
on Sept. 16, Los Angeles will have
its full complement of seven allocated television stations operating. The ABC-owned station

TRYOUT SCHOOL
KRNT-Cubs Hold Ball Camp
IOWA'S biggest baseball school
has been successfully completed
after many weeks of planning and
groundwork on the part of cosponsoring organizations, KRNT
Des Moines and the Chicago Cubs.
The second annual KRNT-Cubs

Boys leaving class at KRNT-Cubs
tryout school.
baseball tryout camp and school
was staged at Des Moines Western
League ballpark, drawing a statewide enrollment of 1,200 for the
biggest collective showing of
amateur baseballers of the year
in Iowa.
The nine-day camp conducted
free training and tryout sessions
daily for three age divisions, 9-12,
13-15, and 16-21. After seven
days. Cub coaches selected 60
players in each class for the camp's
climaxing events — a one-day championship tournament broadcast by
KRNT Sports Director Al Couppee.
Awards.
KRNTtensive
devoted
inpreparation aandmonth's
promotion
to the nine-day project.
wil be joining company of NBC's
KNBH, L. A. Times-CBS' KTTV,
Don Lee's KTSL, Paramount's
KTLA, are
KLAC-TV,
all of
whom
vieing forKFI-TV—
an estimated
weekly billing of $30,000-$40,000.

like

TREES?

Come Nov.-Dec, Montana's Christmas tree harvest
alone will top $1 million. Overall, a half-billion
feet of lumber are cut annually in Montana.
Diversified industry keeps buying high and steady.
It's the
a big
reason
why big-hearted
Montanians
led
nation
five times
in five consecutive
bond
drives. KGVO-CBS covers the county with the
largest
and
CBS per
for capita
sales inbuying
Montana.power. It's KGVO
7^

7^6^

Bt€ltc<MA

KGUO-KnnR-KGFin
S KW MISSOULA
DAY— 1 KW NITE ANACONDA
GREATIN FALLS
250 KWBUTTE 5 KW
ritOGRESS
o
n T A
NOr ONC, BUT SEVIN MAJOR. INDUSTItlBS
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Revisions
(Continued from page 50)

SEAHLE

Page 1S6, Col. 3, Port Arthur, KPAC
KPAC, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1250kc, MBS, Hooper
Page 191, Col. 2, following KDYL
KDYl-TV, Chan. 4, 4kw vis., 2kw cur., CBS,
Bloir-TV
D 15.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 23.00 23.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
Page 191, Col. 3, following KSL
KSl-TV, Chan. 5, 18.4kw vis., 9.6kv^ aur.,
CBS, ABC, DuMont, Radio Sales
D 15.00 18.00 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 25.00 30.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
Page 198, Col. 3, Seattle, following
KRSC-FM
KRSC-TV, Chan. 5, 18.95kw vis., 9.79kw aur.,
DuMont,
Adam150.00
Young250.00
40.00 ABC,
40.00 CBS.
50.00NBC,100.00
Page 206, Col. 2, Line 9, delete WMRN
Marion from Keystone Network
Page 207,consin
Col.Network
2, insert
Inc. following WisThe Yankee Network
21 Brookline Ave., Boston 15, Mass., General
' Augusta,
Manager Linus
WFAU
WJORTrovers.
Bangor,WNAC
WICCBoston,
Bridgeport,
WKXL Concord, WALE Fall River, WEIM
Fitchburg - Leominster, WHAI Greenfield,
WONS Hartford, WHYN Holyoke, WLNH Loconia, WCOU Lewiston-Auburn, WLLH Lowelllawrence, WKBR Manchester, WTSV ClareWont, WNBH Nev/ Bedford, WOCB Hyannis,
WNIC New London, WBRK Pittsfield, WMTW
Portland, WIDE Biddeford, WHEB PortsmouthDover, WEAN Providence, WWON Woonsocket, WSYB Rutland, WDEV Woterbury, Vt.,
WWCO Woterbury, Conn., WAAB Worchester.
D 155.00* 256.50 513.00 769.50 1,282.50
N 310.00* 513.00 1,026.00 1,539.00 2,565.00
*Yankee
Per participating
Network News.announcement in the

ADRIAN R. COOPER (I), manager of
programs and promotion for WBCK
Battle Creeek, Mich., awards Perry
W. Shurtz, manager of Battle Creek
J. C. Penny Store, a contract for
WBCK. The store was winner of
the "My Favorite Merchant" contest
conducted by the station in connection with its rst anniversary program.
MBCK listeners wrote in on subject
"I like to Shop in Battle Creek because . . . and my favorite merchant is . . ."
WSDR ON AIR
Opens With 100 Sponsors
THE ONLY full-time AM station
in its section of Illinois, WSDR
Sterling, on 1240 kc with 100 w,
made its debut Aug. 21. General
Manager Sam Bartlett announced
WSDR opened with nearly 100
sponsors.
At the ceremony, remotes from
Sterling, Dixon and Rock Falls,
111., were put on at three theatres
featuring brass bands, the town
Mayors and talent.
Station is licensed to The Blackhawk Broadcasting Co.

Page 207, Col. 3 & 4, Transit Radio Inc.
250 Park Ave., N. Y. Frank Pellegrin, Natl. Sales Mgr.
Allenfown, Pa., WFMZ
$22.00
14.50
'Baltimore, Md., WMAR-FM
1.44
Bradbury Heights, Md., WBUZ-FM
20.00
Cincinnati, Ohio, WCTS
16.20
Des Moines, Iowa, KCBC-FM
5.00
iEvansville, Ind., WMLL
14.50
Houston, Tex., KPRC-FM
6.40
Huntington, W. Va., WPLH-FM
22.00
St. Louis, Mo., KXOK-FM
Tacoma, Wash., KTNT
7.00
2.50
Topeka, Kans., WIBW-FM
18.00
Washington, D. C, WWDC-FM
5.00
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., WIZZ
12.00
Worcester, Mass., WGTR-FM
"TAeu
* 1-time announcement rate.

LIBEL

$14.00
9.50
1.25
10.00
9.00
3.80
9.50
4.00
14.00
5.00
1.25
10.80
3.50
8.00

SPECIAL value of Seattle radio
as an advertising medium has been
emphasized by a panel of local
experts at a round-table meeting
of the Seattle Advertising Club.
Romig C. Fuller, Seattle agency
executive, who served as moderator
for the discussion, explained that
the meeting was prompted by the
appearance in Broadcasting (July
11) of a market survey on the
Seattle-Tacoma radio area.
Citing statistics which appeared
in the Broadcasting survey, plus
supplementary information from
the latest available Hooper reports,
J. Archie Morton, manager of
KJR Seattle, noted that while the
national average for homes having radios, is 94.2% the figure for
King County, in which Seattle is
located, is 97.7%. Of 36 cities surveyed by Hooper, he added, Seattle
is 11th in morning listening, 13th
in the afternoon, and third in numning.ber of sets in use during the eve"This provides a figure of listening which is higher than most
major cities in the country," Mr.
Morton observed. As principal
reasons he pointed to good programming and the conductivity of
salt water. Seattle is located on
Puget Sound.

The eight commercial Seattle
stations employ 307 persons and
service 1661 local retail accounts,
it was reported by Roger Rice,
account executive at KING Seattle.
Of the 1661, he said, 523 accounts
use programs and 1,238 rely on
spot announcement campaigns during the year.
"Radio is bound to give maximum results Mr.
in this
market,"
he
concluded.
Fuller
observed
that these figures represent "only
a portion of the radio potential."
Ray Baker, commercial manager
of KOMO Seattle, the third
speaker, observed that advertising
rates are far lower on Seattle
stations than in comparable cities
throughout the country, as measured by listening audiences.
The meeting concluded with the
first screening in Seattle of the
BAB film "How to Turn People
into Customers." Commentary was
presented by Maitland Jordan,
KJR national advertising manager.
KNBC San Francisco has bean
awarded Direct Mail Plaque by Direct
Mail Adv. Assn. of the West. Winning campaign was built around
theme, "The Bonanza Station of California" and keyed to centennial of
1849 gold rush.

70,916
900,000
21,957
383,383
137,648
62,387
419,059
75,906
1,342,402
77,058
40,627
736,800
110,136
127,269

and

SLANDER
Invaaion of PrlvacT
PlaglarlBTn-Copyrlcht-Plracr
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OXm UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate proteetton.
Snrprisinrly tnezpensive
CABRIED NATIONWIDE
for detail* & quotaUona
write

LISTENING
High Potential Explored by Ad Club

Page 184, Col. 3, following KLEE
KIEE-TV, Chan. 2, 16kw vis., 8.5kw aur.,
CBS, ABC, DuMont, Adorn Young
30.00 30.00 55.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

"RADIO advertising of hard liquor would hardly be any more
offensive than some of the announcements that promote various
patent medicines and tonics, or the
silly singing commercials that interrupt the broadcast periods. The
acceptance of liquor advertising
should be left to the judgment and
discretion of the radio stations and
networks. The federal governEmployers
ment's tax authority should not be
extended to censorship, for this is
Reinsnrance
what would happen if the treasury
Corporation
secretary followed Senator JohnInnirance Exehance BIdg.,
son's demand."
Kanraa City, UiMoiui
From an editorial in the
Reno Evening Gazette
casting
ROADCASTING
• Tele

Daven Type 11A Transmission as
Mease uring
Transmission M
^new
uring Set is fast proving itself a "musf '
for FM and AM station engineers.
This instrument offers an ideal solution for making

measurements

re-

quired byFCC "proof of performance"
regulations.
For an accurate versatile gain set, at a modtrate price — specify
The Daven Type 11 A.
Yfrite today for additional information. Dept. BD-3
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Actions
of the FCC
AUGUST 26 to SEPTEMBER 2
cond.-conditional
aiit.-aiitenna
CP-eoiutraetion permit
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efFeetive radiated power N-night
trans.-transraitter
STL-stodie-transmitter link
aor.-anral
unl.-unlimited hours
■ynch. amp.-synchronooa amplifier Tis.-Tisnal
STA-special temporary authorization
C6-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applications.
August 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
AM— 1390 kc
WSPC Anniston, Ala.— CP to change
from 1390 kc 1 kw unl. DA to 1390 kc 5
kw unl. DA-D.
AM— 1370 kc
WTTS
Bloomington,
Ind — CP to
change from 1370 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N
to 1370 kc 5 kw-D 500 w-N DA-DN.
AM— 1340 kc
KELP920 Elkc Paso,
from
1 kw Tex.
D to— CP
1340 tokc change
250 w
unl.
AM— 560 kc
Central Ohio Bcstg Co., Gallon, Ohio
— CP new AM station 590 kc 1 kw unl.
DA AMENDED to request 560 kc 1 kw
D DA.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal of AM
station: KIEV Glendale, Calif.; WRUF
Gainesville, Fla.; WGBS Miami, Fla.;
WSB Atlanta, Ga.; WMAZ Macon,
Ga.; KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.; WWEZ
New Orleans; WTAO Cambridge, Mass.;
WSBA York, Pa.; KEPO El Paso. Tex.
Modification of CP
WERC-FM Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KRPO San Jose, Calif. — Request for
CP to replace expired CP.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
WHGB1400Harrisburg,
from
kc 250 w Pa.—
unl. CP
to to1460change
kc 5
kw unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KDAN Oroville, Calif. — Oroville Mercury Co. DISMISSED Aug. 24 request
for assignment of license from Dan L.
Beebe, Floyd L. Sparks and Betty
Clark Sparks to Dan L. Beebe, Floyd
L. Sparks, Betty Clark Sparks, Arden
Booth and Dan L. Beebe Jr.
August 29 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Leonard A. Versluis, near Cedar Bluff,

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Varment Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STcrling 3626
Commercial Radio Monitoring Co.
successor of
COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUPT. CO.
Monitoring Division
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE LOGAN 8821
Porter Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
Page 80
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Mich. — Granted CPs for new experimental TV relays KQA-545 KQA-547.
Leonard A. Versluis, near Stevensville, Mich. — Granted CPs for new experimental TV relays KQA-546 KQA548.
WFQY Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location.
Alabama-Georgia Bcstrs Inc., area
Eufaula, Ala. — Granted CP for remote
pickup station KA-4029.
WXNJcense forPlainfield,
N. J.— Channel
Granted 280
linew FM station
(103.9 mc) 1 kw; ant. 20 ft.
KELS Kelso, Wash.— Granted mod.
CP change type trans.; approval of
ant., trans and studio location.
WJBA Sparta, Wis. — Granted mod.
CP K) change type of trans.; approval
of ant., trans and studio location.
WCLO Janesville, Wis. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to Oct. 28.
WKBM Arecibo, P. R. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date to
Nov. 15.
WPKEcense forPikeville,
Ky.— station;
Granted 1240
linew standard
kc 250 w unl.
WBCU Union, S. C— Granted mod.
CP
change type trans., change studio
location.
WMAL-TV
D. C—of
Granted mod. Washington,
CP for extension
completion date to Oct. 19.
WDAS-FM Philadelphia— Same to
Oct. 22.
KHWO
Mar.
15. Brownwood, Tex. — Same to
KOSE Osceola, Ark. — Granted mod.
CP fortion approval
ant. trans.
and trans, locaand change oftype
KNBH Los Angeles — Granted mod.
CP
for 15.
extension of completion date
to Dec.
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp.,
Arecibo, P. R. — Granted CP change
power to 150 w, change trans, and trans,
location WWA-219 (formerly KA-3186).
KRLD Radio Corp., Dallas, Tex. —
Granted CP for new experimental TV
relay
LacyKA-3982.
Potter Television Bcstg. Co.,
area Dallas County, Tex. — Granted
CP
for
KA-3991. new experimental TV relay
WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio— Granted
mod. CP to change trans.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
dates CPas for
shown:
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I. to 12-15-49;
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111. to 2-9-50;

DIRECTORY
THE RADIO WRITERS
Original Programs
Quiz
Scripts
Continuity
P. O. Box 1113, Ft. Worth, Texas
* VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will
seen by
readersstationbeowners
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers
and
technicians—
applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities. Write or wire . . .
BROADCASTING

All Accounts

(Continued from page 18)
didn't return to the States until
war's end. He returned to Burnett
a month after his release in January 1946 and was put to work on
research. A year later he was
shifted to production and service
on all of the agency's accounts,
and late in 1947 he was named assistant to Bill Weddell, vice president in charge of radio and television. Since that time, he has
been relieved of much, production
detail and is chiefly a timebuyer.
Mac handles such selective accounts as Carling's Ale, national
AM and Los Angeles TV; Pillsbury Mills, AM on a dozen stations,
TV on the Cincinnati-Dayton-Columbus network; Horlick's (nightcap bedtime drink), test campaign
with AM in Dayton and TV on the
Ohio hook-up; Minnesota Valley
Canning Co. (corn and peas), AM
spots in New York, TV on the
above-mentioned Ohio circuit; Pure
Oil Co., AM spots, and Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, local spots in on-line cities for special
promotions.
Show accounts are Brown Shoe
Co., New York TV, Baseball Fanfare and Football Fanfare preceding Yankee games; Pillsbury,
Galen Drake, ABC; House Party,
Art Linkletter's package which returns to ABC this fall, and Grand
Central Station, CBS; Minnesota

'In-Transit' FM
ONE KANSAS jail is a happier place these days — thanks
to WIBW-FM Topeka whose
commercial music service
furnishes soothing music
daily from 6 :30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Four cells are located so that
inmates can hear the tunes
which help smooth the ruffled
feelings of traffic violators
and the desk sergeant alike,
according to Earl Johnson,
Topeka police radio man.
WIBW-FM's Business Music
Service puts out announcements as well as music and
also is heard in the city's
busses. They're 100% radioequipped.
Valley, Fred Waring Show, NBC;
Club Aluminum Products Co., Club
Time,McConnell,
ABC; Brown
Smilin'
Ed
NBC;Shoe,
Pure
Oil,
Pure Oil News Time, with H. V,
Kaltenborn and Richard Harkness,
NBC.
Mac was married last May to
the former Carol Oakley, also of
Chicago, who had enough agency
experience beforehand to cushion
the shock
of her
husband'sThey
absorption in the
business.
also
share canoeing, badminton and
tennis in the summer, and, "of
course, television in the winter."
Mac — after six years — is still trying to convert her to golf.

name of applicant from Hartley T.
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md. to 3-21-50;
Sims and William T Smith, d/b as
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala. to 4-1-50;
WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. to 1- Ukiah Bcstg. Co. to Hartley T. Sims
15-50; WROK-FM
Rockford, 111. te data.
(individual), show revised financial
9- 30-49; WRR-FM Dallas, Tex. to 920-49; WWSW Pittsburgh, to 12-15Richard O'Connor, Saratoga Springs,
49; WHYN Holyoke, Mass. to 12-14Y. — Amended application so as to
49; WABA Aguadilla, P. R. to 30 days N.
specify
250 w D in lieu of 1280
after WKVM relinquishes 1230 kc; kc 1 kw 900D; kcaccepted
amendment and,
WPAR-FM
Parkersburg, W. Va. to on Commission's own motion, removed
3- 12-50; WJAR-FM Providence, R. I. to application from hearing docket.
12-15-49; WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa. to
Radio St. Clair Inc., Marine City,
4- 13-50; WRGK Brookfleld, 111. to 12- Mich.
— Granted continued hearing on
27-49; KBRS Springdale, Ark. to 9-5- application
to Oct. 12.
49;
WQHU
Chattanooga, Tenn. to
10- 1-49.
By Hearing Examiners
WWWF
Fayette,
Ala.—
Granted
mod.
KRMD Shreveport, La. — ^Amended
CP to change type trans.
application
so as tofor
change
engineerKXLWcense install
Clayton,
Mo.—
Granted
liing specifications
operation
on
vertical ant. with FM
1480 kc 1 kw-D 500 w N, show current
ant.
mounted
on
top
and
change
trans,
location.
financial
data
for
partnership
and
revin. vised program plans and policies; acKSPTcenseSandpoint,
Idaho1400
— Granted
cepted amendment. By Examiner Lit
new AM station;
kc 250 liw
unl.
San Antonio Television Co., San An.
WLDScenseJacksonville,
111. — Granted
li- tonio,
Tex.tinuance
— Granted
for coninstall new vertical
ant. with
indefinitelypetition
of hesiring
for
presently licensed FM ant. mounted
extension of time within which to
on AM tower.
construct TV station. By Examiner
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Bond.
FCC
Acting
General on
CounselGranted
By Commissioner Hennock
cation continued
of Lawrence hearing
Bcstg. Co., appliLaw
John F. Cooke, Houston, Tex. — Conrence, Kan. By Examiner Resnick.
tinued
hearing
John
F.
Cooke
application and that of Felix H. Morales,
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan. — Amended
Houston, Tex. to Sept. 22.
application to specify erection of tower
at
differentplication
location
and removed
King Bcstg. Co., Seattle, Wash.— Disfrom hearing
docket. apBy
TV CP.miss without prejudice application for Examiner Cunningham.
Eastland
County indefinitely
Bcstg. Co., Eastland
Pynchon Bcstg. Corp., Springfield,
Tex.
— Continued
hearing
Mass. — Dismissed without prejudice
ham.
application for FM CP.
on
application.
By
Examiner
CunningClinton County Bcstg. Corp. and
(Continued on page 82)
Martin L. Sctaulman, Plattsburg, N. Y. —
Granted oetition without prejudice application; insofar as it requests application of Martin L. Schulman be removed from hearing docket, it is dison Commission's
own motion,
removed missed;Schulman
application
from
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
hearing docket.
KDLK Del Rio, Tex. — Dismissed
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
without prejudice
signment of license. application for asTechnology in America, offers its
Coast
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
Astoria,
Ore.
and
trained
Radio
and Television techKenneth D. and Mary I. Juhlin, Long
dustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InBeach, udice
Wash.
—
Dismissed
without
prejapplication John D. and Mary I.
A ddress inquiries to
Placement Director
Juhlin;
Commission's
own motion,
removed onapplication
of Coast
Bcstrs.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Inc. from hearing docket and dismissed
A
Service
of Radio Corporation
as moot petition for continued hearing.
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. Y.
Ukiah
Bcstg.
Co.,
Ukiah,
Calif.—
of America
Amended application so as to change
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N..W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P . MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY A PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh A Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ml. 4151
1605 Connecticut Ave.
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BONO BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE'

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
ion New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Executive offices: 40 East Ave.
Laboratory: 114 Northgate RcJ.
Riverside, III. —
Riverside 6652
(A Chicago suburb)

Ben AdIer
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

ROYAL V. HOWARD
1600 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
NOrth 6600

BROADCASTING

GEORGE

• Telecasting

Of. H.
XilUr
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

225 Mollorco Way, Son Francisco
Fillmore 6-5705
September 5, 1949
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FCC Actions
(Continued jrom page 80)
August 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
WHGB
Harrisburg,
Pa.— CP to
change from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to
1460 kc 5 kw xrnl. DA-N.
AM— 1260 kc
WBUD
MorrisviUe,
to change
from 1490 kc 250 w Pa.
unl.— CP
to 1260
kc 5
kw
AMENDED
to request
1260 unl.
kc 1 DA-1
kw iml.
DA.
AM— 680 kc
WISE
AsheviUe,
C. — CP
from 1230 kc 250 wN. iml.
to to
680 change
kc 10
kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2 AMENDED to request 680 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new AM
station: WHOS Decatur, Ala.; WKGR
Mobile, Ala.; WAIT Chicago; KIOA
Des Moines, Iowa; WBMD Baltimore;
WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.; WHKK
Akron, Ohio; WEDO McKeesport, Pa.;
KPET Lamesa, Tex.; KIRO Seattle,
Wash.
Modification of CP
VVPMP Pascagoula, Miss. — Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WDAKFM Columbus, Ga.; WKY-FM Oklahoma City; WFIL-FM Philadelphia;
WJHL-FM Johnson City, Tenn.
License for CP
License to cover CP new FM station:
WROK-FM Rockford, lU.; WWNI Wabash, Ind.
CP to Reinstate
KPFA instateBerkeley,
— CP to reCP new FM Calif.
station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
WWJ-TV Detroit; WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WKY-TV Oklahoma City.
Kalamazoo,TV Mich.
— ^Mod.to
CPWKZO-TV
new commercial
station
change trans, location and antenna to
500 ft. above average terrain.
Special Events

Build

WLS Audience Loyalty
Twelve thousand people jammed
the grandstand at the Illinois State
Fair in Springfield for the opening
night WLS National Bam Dance —
which has opened the exhibition
each fair year since 1929. Dinnerbell, America's oldest farm service
program, came from the fair all
week. Daily stage shows featured
Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers. Listeners checked their
wraps, ate picnic lunches at WLS
headquarters . . . saw exhibits picturing WLS talent and events durstation's
Theing thenext
week 25-year
the WLS history.
tent was
hospitality headquarters at Wisconsin State Fair in Milwaukee.
This week, Indiana fair-goers will
enjoy the same set-up in Indianapolis.
State Fairs are only one phase of
the year round special events activity at WLS. Because WLS goes
out among its listeners — meets
them, talks with them — WLS is
part of living in Midwest America
—Listeners
accepted feel
as "one
of the family."
a confidence
in and
loyalty to the station — a loyalty
that extends also to advertised
products introduced by WLS.
WLS
The Prairie Farmer Station
Chicago

7

Represented by John Blair & Company
Adv.
Page 82
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August 31 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
License Extensions
Granted further extension of temp,
licenses of following stations to Dec.
1: WJVA South Bend, Ind.; WFMN-FM
Alpine, N. J.; WXLW-FM IndianapoUs;
WPEN-FM Philadelphia; WKEU Griffin,
Ga.; WMRO
Aurora,Price,
111.; KVMA
nolia, Ark.; KOAL
Utah. MagPetition Denied
WJOL JoUet,
— Denied of petition
requesting
grant ofni. renewal
license
on regular basis; granted temp, extension of license to Dec. 1; granted request for extension of time to Nov. 15
in which to achieve compUance with
Sec. 3.109 of rules.
Further Extension
KOB
Albuquerque,
N. M. —license
Grantedto
further extension of temp,
Dec. 1. Ordered that SSA for operation on 770 kc with 50 kw-D 25 kw-N
be extended for 90 days from Sept. 1,
that final action on its application
(which requests extension to end of
next regular license period or until
final decision on its application for
regular license on 770 kc) be withheld
pending consideration and disposition
of motion of American Bcstg. Co. requesting denial of KOB application;
grantedment onrequest
of AJBCto for
oral arguits motion,
be held
Sept.
12 at Washington.
KFFAther temp,
Helena,
Ark.
—
Granted
extension of licensefur-to
Sept. 15. License Renewal
Granted renewal of following station
hcenses for period ending Feb. 1. 1952:
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; KFUN
Las Vegas, N. M.; KIYI Shelby, Mont.;
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C. Granted
renewal of following station licenses
for period ending May 1, 1952: ICENI
Anchorage, Alaska; KFAR Fairbanks,
Alaska; KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.; WMCA
(and aux.) New York; WMT Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa; WROL (and aux.) Knoxville, Tenn.
KWEI
Ida. — Granted
of licenseWeiser,
for period
ending renewal
Aug. 1,
1952.
KFJZ newal ofFort
Worth,
Tex.—
Granted
relicense for period ending Nov.
1, 1951.
WQQW Washington, D. C. — Same to
May 1, 1952.
to WATG
Dec. 1, (FM)
1951. Ashland, Ohio — Same
KSJO-FM
Jime 1, 1952. San Jose, CaUf. — Same to
Further Extension
Granted further extension of temp,
licenses of following stations to Dec.
1: KNGS Hanford, Calif.; KPOA Honolulu, T.H.; KDKA-FM Pittsburgh;
KYW-FM Philadelphia; WBZ-FM Boston, and Westinghouse Radio Station
Inc. developmental stations KG2XAQ
KG2XAR KG2XAS KG2XAT KG2XAU;
KSMB-FM Santa Maria, Calif.
Temporary Extension
Granted temp, extension of licenses
of following stations to Dec. 1: KPMO
Pomona, Calif.; WPAB Ponce, P. R.;
WMEX Boston; WGAR Cleveland;
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.; WTUX Wilmington, Del.; KDB Santa Barbara,
CaUf.; KGB San Diego, Calif.; KHJ
(and aux.) Los Angeles; WBAL Baltimore; KXXL Reno, Nev., WECW Mayaguez, P. R.; WDEL WUmington, Del.;
WIKK Erie, Pa.; WPDQ Jacksonville,
Fla.; WCHS Charleston, W. Va.; KFRC
San Francisco, Calif.; KXXX Colby,
Kan.; KARK Little Rock, Ark.; WAZF
Yazoo City, Miss.; WVnJ Newark,
N. J.: WNDR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.;
KHJ-FM Los Angeles, CaUf.; WRFL
(formerly WINC-FM) Winchester, Va.;
KA-3427
■ (formerly
que, N. M.;
KM2XBDW5XPH)
KM2XBAAlbuquerKA3435
(formerly W6XAO W6XDU W6XJH)
Los Angeles; KCA355 KE2XDR KA3431
KA3432 KE2XDP KE2XDN KA3433
K3434 KG2XBC KE2XDQ (formerly
WIXUX W2XEM W2XQW W2XQX
W2XWV WIOXKT W3XHC W3XHD
W3WXT W2XVT) New York; KA3428
KA3429 (formerly W9XBB W9XOE)
Chicago;
KA.-?436 KM2XBB
(formerly
W6XCO W6XLA)
Los Angeles;
KE2XCV (formerly W2XSO) Syracuse,
N. Y.; WBKB Chicago; WABD New
York;
KS2XAP
Bloomington,
Ind. (formerly W9XHZ)
License Renewal
WTSV-FM
Claremont,
N.H.— Granted
renewal
of license
on regular
basis.
WTSV Claremont, N. H.— Same.
Hearing Designated
KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.;
KWEM West Memphis, Tenn.; KHOZ
Harrison, Ark. and KWAK Stuttgart,
Ark. — Designated for consolidated hearing censes;
appUcations
for renewal
liextended licenses
of KXLRof and

TALLY-HO!
WFOX Conducts Fox Hunt
TRADEMARK fox of WFOX Milwaukee has won fame and goodwill for the station as the center
of an extensive promotional fox
hunt. In this modern chase, hunting dogs were replaced by air
announcements which guided listeners to the victim's hideout.
Life-sized mounted red fox was
placed in a store of a WFOX advertiser each day and listeners
urged to "Find the Fox." Key slo■

Center of the WFOX

promotion.

gan, which must be repeated to the
store manager by any listener who
found the fox, was given in spot announcements throughout the day.
Slogans changed frequently but all
plugged WFOX programs.
A daily cash award of $10 plus
a merchandise offer was given to
the first person to locate the fox.
If one day's hunt was unsuccessful,
the awards were added to the next
day's prizes. Advertisers showed
a great deal of enthusiasm for
the stunt, WFOX reports, and all
displayed window cards announcing the fox hunt and urging customers to tune to WFOX.
KWEM on temp, basis only to Dec. 1
pending hearing.
Temporary Extension
Jamaica Radio Television Co., Jamaica, Long Island — Granted temp, extension of license for KE2XDO (formerly W2XJTJ for period of 30 days.
License Renewal
Granted renewal of licenses of following stations for regular period:
KENO-FM Las Vegas, Nev.; KWLKFM Longview, Wash.; WBNU Aurora,
IIU; WCTW-FM New Castle, Ind.;
WFAS-FM White Plains, N. Y.; WJJW
Wyandotte, Mich.; WLEY Ehnwood
Park, 111.; WMCK-FM McKeesport,
Pa.; WOAP-FM
Mich.; Stockton,
WOTWFM
Nashua, N.Owosso,
H.; KTVN
CaUf.; KRVM Eugene, Ore.; WABE
Atlanta, Ga.; WBGO Newark, N. J.;
WDTR Detroit, Mich.; WFUV New
York; WHAD Madison, Wis.; WLSU

Baton Rouge, La.; WPTL Providence,
R. I.; WTDS Toledo, Ohio; WUOM
Ann Arbor, Mich.
August 31 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP

forWEDR
CP newBirmingham,
AM station. Ala. — License
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new AM
station: WKAB Mobile, Ala.; KMPC
Los Angeles; WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.;
WCLE
Clearwater,
WIKY EvansviUe, Ind.;
KOAM Fla.;
Pittsburg,
Kan.;
WMTC Vancleve, Ky.; WKAR Lansing,
Mich.; WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.; WHB
Kansasland, Neb.;
City,
Mo.; Omaha,
KMMJ Neb.;
GrandWTIK
IsKOWH
Durham, N. C; WSM Nashville, Tenn.;
KOMW Omak, Wash.
Modification of CP
WINS New York— Mod. CP to change
frequency,
power
extension ofincrease
completion
date. etc. for
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KNX-FM Hollywood, Calif.; WDAR-FM
Savannah,
Ga.; KRNT-FM
Des Moines,
Iowa;
WMIN-FM
St.
Paul,
Minn.;
WCAP-FM
Asbury Park, N. J.; WIKH Shaker
Heights,
Norfolk,
Va.
WHO-FMOhio;
Des WCAV-FM
Moines— Mod.
CP new
FM
stationto to795change
ERP to 414 kw,
antenna
ft.
Mod. CP new commercial TV station
for extension of completion date:
WKTV Utica, N. Y. to Dec. 1: WBTV
Charlotte, N. C. to March 30, 1950.
TENDERED FOR FILING
B
AM— 1260 kc
IN(
WMFJ
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.
—
CP
to
change from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1260 ie(
kc 1 kw unl.AM—
DA-N.
1400 kc
iis
lot
isfc
WSID
Essex,
Md.—
CP
to
change
from
1570 kc 1 kw D to 1400 kc 250 w iml.
m:
(Continued on page 87)
Sei
ROBERT WOLFSKILL

Buys CREC Unit
ROBERT F. WOLFSKILL, direc- ind5
tor of Commercial Radio Engineer- Fiii(
ing Co. services in Kansas City,
has purchased the CREC frequency monitoring division in that
city. He is operating under the
firm name, Commercial Radio
Monitoring Co., with offices continuing in the Porter Bldg.
Everett L. Dillard, head of
CREC and headquartering in
Washington, said the sale is a step
in the direction of streamlining
the CREC Kansas City operation,
confining it exclusively to the radio
engineering consulting business.
Mr. Dillard added that Mr. Wolfskill will continue to direct CREC's
Kansas City office. The monitoring
firm services some 400 stations of
all classes.
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• Telecasting

ARMY
DEFAULT
Senate Group Backs Firm
GOVERNMENT interests would
not be best served if the Army
Signal Corps goes through with its
threatened default of Finch Telecommunications Co. and "every
effort" should be made to save it
or "another small business concern
will be forced out of the industrial
resources
the country,"
a Senate Armedof Services
subcommittee
urged last week.
The group made its recommendations in a report to Army Secretary Gordon Gray following testimony fortnight ago by Capt. W.
G. H. Finch, head of the Passaic,
N. J. firm and licensee of WGHF
(FM) New York, and personnel
of the Signal Corps. Branch had
cited the firm for failure to comply
with a contract for construction of
a facsimile machine [Broadcasting, Aug. 29]. Capt. Finch, pioneer in facsimile and former assistant chief engineer of FCC,
testified that the specifications
were "unreasonable."
The subcommittee, headed by
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
noted that the Dept. of Army must
make the final decision. It felt,
however, that "from a standpoint
of protection of small business and
protection of government's interests, this type of case should be
one in which every effort should be
exercised to save the company involved."
Highlights of its findings were
these :
"one
of (1)theFinch
few Telecommunications
specialist companies is dealing with the facsimile field in signal
communications;"
(2) it personnel
has a number
of
patents and skilled
giving
"satisfactory
service"
several
other current government incontracts;
(3) record shows the Signal Corps has
exercised
an endeavor"considerable
to assist the patience"
company in
in
finding some solution to its difficulties;
(4) contract could have been met had
some specifications been modified but
Finch Co. "never made any official reto SC; the
(5) Finch
holds$332,000,
other
contracts quests"
— with
Navy for
Central Intelligence Agency for $100,000 plus an added $103,000.
The subcommittee noted that if
the Signal Corps defaulted the contract and tried another research
firm with the same specifications,
any increased cost would be charge-

able to Finch Co., and that any
modification of terms in a new contract "would become a matter of
mitigation
in the The
final Army
settlement"
with the firm.
Dept.
and General Accounting Office will
make the decisions.
Feature
(Continued from page 18)
the KPRC newsroom and then called
for the KPRC City Hall line to be
opened. Next step was to "pipe"
live Mayor Holcombe's immediate
report to the citizens of Houston on
the annexation dispute, which was
recorded.
He followed this up by traveling
quickly to overtake the Pasadena
Mayor as Mr. Hoover left the
Houston City Hall. The Mayor
consented to appear personally bestudios.fore the microphone at KPRC's
With the preliminaries over. Bill
literally sprinted to the KPRC
newsroom to follow through with
the traditional deadline trek known
to every newsman. Armed with
all facts in hand, he banged out
the story, leading up to Houston
Mayor Holcombe's report and into
Mayor Hoover's rebuttal. All this
was part of the 5:45 p.m. daily
newscast delivered by Pat Flaherty,
KPRC news and special events director.
The newscast over, Director Flaherty turned to Bill and delivered
what is a familiar statement and
"music" to a newsman's ear, "Nice
goin' Bill ... a great story and a
full-fledged scoop with plenty of
scope."
Music's Charm
KDSH Boise, Idaho, has received many an unusual request in the mail bag for
its morning request program
Pop Parade. But this one
topped them all: "We have
4,000 turkeys here — and the
only way we can get them to
go back out to range is by
playing "Turkey in the
Straw." So would you please
play it at 9 : 30 every morning
for a couple or three days
"till we get them trained?"

KGW-^F
PORTLAND,
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ADRIAN WOOLERY, associated
■'.vith United Productions of
America, Los Angeles for past
five years, named vice president in
charge of production.
MARVIN MILLER signed to record
100 spot announcements for Grove
Laboratories, St. Louis.
JERRY GRANT, formerly executive
producer and general sales co-ordinator of National Television Productions, New York, joins Garry J.
Carter Inc., New York (radio and
television program producers), as
sales executive. He will make his
headquarters in Buffalo.
ANNABELE DEAN, formerly with
Campbell's
Co., & Camden,
N. J.
and
Sears, Soup
Roebuck
Co., Chicago,
as copywriter, publicist and consumer
research analyst, appointed director
of research at International TransVideo Co., New York. Her first assignment will be survey in TV markets on
audience participation shows.
ARTHUR C. NIELSEN Jr. made assistant-to-president ofA. C. Nielsen
Co., Chicago. He has been active in
direction and refor expansionsearch
of company
into Europe, and
has conducted many
specialtions and
investigasurveys
for firm.
JOHNNY THOMPSON, singer for
ABC, signed for
new series of Lang,
Mr. Nielsen
worth
Transcriptions.

broadcast and television equipment for
company's transmitter division.
EDWARD J. MEEHAN Jr., sales engineer with RCA for three years, appointed Broadcast
Equipment
field
sales
representative
in Dallas, Tex. reMAURICE G. STATON, tionscommunicasystems engigion. neer for RCA Engineering Products
Dept., Camden, N.
J., made
sales manMr. Meehan
ager of Microwave
Relay and Channeling Equipment for company.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp.,
Electronics Div., Baltimore, announces new combination TV console featuring "electric magnifier,"
equipped
for standard
reception and utilizing
new and
recordFM changer
handling all three record speeds.
Receiver, model 231, has suggested
eastern retail price of $389.95.
WNBC New York aired all-day
V-J (Sept. 2) Salute to Shanks Village,
York, all-world war II veteransNew community.

DR. CLAUDE CHAMPAGNE, Canadian composer and music editor, appointed to newly created post of chief
music editor at BMI Canada Limited,
Toronto, subsidiary of Broadcast
Music Inc., New York.
JOHN SWALLOW joins TV Ads Inc.,
Los Angeles as vice president and
general manager. A former radio
consultant, he was one-time manager
of Hollywood office of Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., and before that with
NBC Hollywood for many years.
WORLD VIDEO Inc. opens offices on
top floor of 15 East 47th St., New York,
phone, PLaza 9-3870.
TELEVISION production ofiices of
CBS Hollywood moved from Columbia
Square to 6363 Sunset Blvd.
Equipment
GLEN VICTORY, formerly head of
purchasing at Ottawa, Ohio, plant, has
been named purchasing manager for
television picture tube division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., with
headquarters at Seneca Falls, N. Y.,
plant. Mr. Victory joined radio division staff as parts department inspector in 1933, serving later in payroll
and purchasing departments, and as
purchasing
agent
for company's Montoursville, Pa.,
plant.
C. G. ROBERTS, former Television
equipment production manager for
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,
appointed
production
manager of

Designed especially for your station, incorporating the recommendations of your
consulting engineers, JOIHNSON phasing
equipment
offers:
1. Optimum
circuit design.
2. Heavier components, wider range
of tuning adjustments.
3. Individually designed and built by
E. F. JOHNSON for YOUR existing
installation.
4. Automatic switching from directional
to non-directional operation.
E. F. JOHNSON CO.
WASECA, MINNESOTA
September 5, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements i
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — r$4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman — Progressive station in live
southern market has opening for topnotch sion.
salesman.
Salary plus commisBox 415c. BROADCASTING,

Situations Wanted

Wanted. A real hard hitting producing
salesman who wa its to make up to $125
a week. Salary and bo ius arrangement.
Tough competition. Good chance for
advancement to local sales manager.
Southwest
area. Advise
complete
details, background,
references.
Box 467c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 5 kw. Independent. If
you are experienced, can sell radio
intelligently and have a car, we offer
you unlimited nossibilities. Send full
information to: Allan Curnutt, KJAY,
Topeka, Kansas.
Outstanding future for salesman with
new local AM-FM midwest station.
WKID, Urbana, Illinois.
Announcers

Managerial
Independent station owners cut your
operating expenses, increase your income by hiring one man to fill position
of general manager, commercial manager, and program director. Educated,
aggressive,
12 years radio.
of practical
ence ail phases
Boxexperi337c,
BROADCASTING.
What good station would like well seasoned manager, who knows sales, programming, continuity and announcing
and who has a pleasing personality
that builds business and is community
conscious? Sober, reliable. Excellent
reason for leaving present managerial
position. Box 347c, BROADCASTING.
Radio exec terminating seven years
association — twelve years in radio sales
and management. Desires permanent
position with eventual ownership participation as manager or managersales-manager combination. . Willing
to go anywhere. Replies in strictest
confidence.
Box 399c, BROADCASTING.

Chief announcer, public service, special events experience. Excellent opportunity for conscientious, ambitious
family man with quality station, NBC
affiliate,
nice-sizeSendeastern
city. Interview necessary.
disc, background,
availability,
earnings
expected,
references. Box 409c, BROADCASTING.

Experienced commercial manager,
time salesman, copywriter, wants position more progressive station preferably eastern seaboard. Reliable college
graduate, owns car. Make offers. 2
weeks
ING. notice. Box 418c, BROADCAST-

Announcer-engineer.
Strong $200
on announcing. Starting salary
per
month. Box 459c, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-first class engineer. Top salaries for good experience and fairexperiencedstarting
salarynow.
for Box
inmen. Openings
463c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morninp DJ wanted with
show that is original, pleasing and
audience-getting. Floaters or hotshots
don't apply. and
5,000salary
ABC in
south. Full
particulars
expected
first
letter. If you are it, write Box 471c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
for
morning
work announcer-engineer
and newscast. Splendid
opportunity for right man. WIKC,
Bogalusa, La.
Experienced announcer to be Instructor
in radio announcing school. Minimum
4 years staff announcing experience or
2 years staff with BA in speech or
dramatics. 35 hour week. Send application, photo, disc, references and
salary expected to Pathfinder School
of
Radio,
1222-A Oak St., Kansas City,
Mo.
Announcers for 250 watt independent
in Ohio. Need experienced morning
man, a sportscaster and a news editor.
Send disc or ask for audition. Give full
information first letter with photo and
references. Station WOHI, East Liverpool. Ohio.
Announcer-engineer, accent announcing, newscasting, interviewing. WLRP,
New Albany, Indiana.
Technical
Experienced combination man — accent
on engineering.
Good Disc
salary
future to right man.
and and
details
to Chief Engineer, KVOC, Casper,
Wyoming.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — Experienced
copj^riter-announcer
by western 50OO
watt CBS
affiliate. Box 440. BROADCASTING.
News editor, who can set up and
operate local news bureau and hustle.
Excellent opportunity. Station WOHI,
East Liverpool. Ohio.
Ohio Z'^O watt independent wants girl
women's
can handle
coF>ywriter who
comcrisp voice.
programs.
mercials thatMust
sell, turn
have out
pleasant
Give details, references, sample copy,
in first letter. Station
photograph,
WOHI,
East Liverpool, Ohio.

Manager — Twenty years of experience
fully substantiated by proven record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable operation. Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING.
Station-sales manager. Successful sales
and management experience. Wants to
make change. Prefer small station in
midwest.
based on results. BoxCompensation
429c, BROADCASTING.
Manager 250. Permanent position only.
Excellent references. Seven years experience. Box 430c, BROADCASTING.
Cut overhead, combine manager and
chief engineer. Married man would
like opportunity to show what he can
do as general manager. Over ten years
radio ingand
whileandofficially
in engineeras chief
technical
director,
have supervised promotion, programming,
sales,
accounting
and
management. Write for resume or personal
interview in the west. Box 444c,
BROADCASTING.
Manager. Young. Aggressive. Ten years
experience all phases of radio. Particularly strong
on sales. College
graduate. Record
of successful
employment.
Box 462c, BROADCASTING.
Manager experienced in all phases of
radio. Hold
first phone chief
license,engineer,
experienced as announcer,
program
director,
at
present
working
as assistant manager. H. T. Duke,
WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Commercial manager, four years experience, young, aggressive, college,
available immediately, proven sales
record. Wire John Roy Wolfe, Gallipolis. Ohio and Inquiries answered
immediately.
Sfilesmen
Need a salesman? No floater — having
practical experience in radio sales and
also college trained. Can do promotion
work and continuity writing. Interested
in good sales staff position with decent
wage, preferably east coast. Box 406c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Thoroughly experienced
agency and radio sales now employed,
interested in making a change. Must
be permanent and offer opportunity to
build good,
Income. Box
Prefer424c,
locate west steady
of Chicago.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Outstanding commercial manager available for progressive station in good
market. National reputation in the industry. Want station with tough sales
problem, but potential market. No high
pressure. Family man. If you can't
afford $200
week theman,bestplease
reply.
If youper want
reply don't
Box
449c, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager fully experienced,
clean record, wants sales job with
well
in Hooper-rated
city. managed
Box 476c, station
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer thoroughly experienced all
phases tious,
broadcasting,
conscienreferences. Discsober,
supplied
upon
request. Also wife, if needed, thorced BROADCASTING.
a'l p"iases radio
writing. oughly
BOXexnerie289c,
Newscaster — Age 30, veteran, unencumbered. 3years experience. Desire
change. quest.Disc
and BROADCASTING.
particulars on reBox 308c,
Young, 19,nouncing
graduate
of reputable
anschool. Anxious
to connect
with station in east, preferably western
Pennsylvania. Good references. Box
342c, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer. Good
voice, 16 months experience in 1 kw
station. Prefer midwest. Employed at
present. Box 343c, BROADCASTING.
First class announcer desires staff position inence.
Florida.
experiCan write Three
copy years
if necessary.
Married.
Disc
on
request.
Box
353c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer; good straight
announcing, news, record shows, all
type shows, musician, operate console,
single, willing to travel, available
ING.
immediately. Box 389c, BROADCASTNetwork announcer-producer desires
position on metropolitan station in
northeast. 7 years experience AM and
TV.
Available October 1. Box 391c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, seven years experience. Strong on news, commercials,
record shows. Know programming.
Qualifications for chief engineer small
station. Single, 28. Prefer midwest,
consider anywhere. Box 410c, BROADCASTING.
Former chief announcer — Excellent adlib special events, backed by own sucshow
and LatinAmerican cessful
DJ children's
program.
Thoroughly
experienced with all studio operations,
technical and otherwise. Box 412c,
BROADCASTING.
Sportsminded stations — attention!
Sportscaster and good staff announcer
ready for fall delivery. Play-by-play all
sports and conduct daily sport show.
Presently employed as sports director
but want to improve. Available two
weeks able.
notice.
Play-by-play
tape availBox 414c,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey personality. Experienced.
Wake
or put
'em to
sleep. Box
Do
either 'um
well.upAlso
special
events.
425c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, college graduate. Also
graduate
school.
Radio City.leading
Strong announcer's
in commercials,
DJ,
newscasts and sports. Know control
board. Want initial chance to get necessary experience. Disc available on request. Box 427c, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer, accent announcing. Experienced, educated, willing worker. Excellent references. Married, veteran, 25. Currently
employed. No floater. Box 428c,
BROADCASTING.
Available October 1st. 24 year old college graduate. BA in radio. Some experience announcing, production, writing script and copy, thorough knowledge all sports. Will travel. All offers
considered.
Box 435c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, scientious,
announcer-engineer,
congood voice, good record
shows, remotes, presently employed
with net affiliate, will travel, single
veteran,
29. Box 438c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Speech school graduate,
250 watt experience. Best references.
Box 439c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-sportcaster, 3 years experience, can do play-by-play of all sports.
Married, sition.veteran,
want permanent poBox 447c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer has two years college, two
years experience in all phases staff
work,
including
play-by-play.
Wants
more college
and/or
more experience.
Midwest
preferred.
Presently
employed. Box 450c, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious,
dependable,
single
announcer wants
chance to prove
ability.
School of Radio Technique graduate,
know all major sports. Salary, location
Disc, photo available. Boxunimportant.
456c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-program director, now employed with 1 kw CBS
station desires position with a proCASTING. gressive station. Box 458c, BROADSports broadcaster with top rated stalarge ca-inot
city now
available.
enttion instation
carry
footballPresthis
winter. Background includes complete
coverage
of
professional
baseball,
college football and basketball. Fully
experienced
phases staff
ing. Excellentallreferences
fromannouncpresent
employer. Personal interview can be
arranged. Box 461c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director, former
network, 13 years experience all phases.
Strong cense.
news.
Hold Will
private
pilot liFamily man.
go anywhere.
Disc, photo and full information on request. Box 466c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — three years of
staff work with all types of shows.
Married, veteran. Minimum base $65.
Photo and audition disc upon request.
Box 468c, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
— single,
vet, experience college radio
station,
speech
major. Attended radio announcing
school at Radio City. Strong on sports.
BRO
Will
travel.
DiscAST
available.
Box
ADC
ING
. 470c,
Announcer experienced. Conscientious,
disc jockey,
newscasts, controladlib,
board, commercials,
good voice, single.
Box 472c. BROADCASTING.
Sports director — three years of playby-play
broadcasting
basketball and baseball.
Daily football,
sport roundups.
Married,
veteran.
Minimum
$65
Box 474c, BROADCASTING.base.
Announcer needs home. Young, single,
years experience.
Top DJ write
and
newscaster.
Operate console,
continuity.
Prefer
N.E.
but
consider
N.
J
all. Salary .
secondary to opportunity.
Arnold Brooks, 70 Sherman St., Passaic,
Announcer, lacks experience but not
training or ambition. Graduate of The
School of Radio Technicjue. Can handle
commercials, news, disc shows, etc.
Can also write continuity. Will travel.
Photo and disc available. Robert
Castle, 1631 34th St., Moline, Illinois.
Announcer, single, college graduate,
experienced. Warm, resonant voice affords fine delivery of news, commercials, personality DJ style. OutstandN. J
ing
sportsca'ting.
Equal attention
.
all offers.
Disc, photo,
on request.given
Ed
Howard, 270 Pomona Ave., Newark,
Announcer experienced sports and
play-by-play. Desire
Also news,
disc jockey,
commercials.
opportunity.
Disc
and
photo
request.
Write
or
wire Stan
York Ci
.Ave.,
Kotel,
416 Ft. ty
Washington
New^
Announcers — Early morning men. Well
trained in all-round announcing. Starting $40.00 1222A
to $50.00.
of Radio,
Oak Pathfinder
St., Kansas School
City,
Mo. Ha -0473.
Technical
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want
position
BRO
ADC
AST
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead.
68c,
INGBox
. amCombination engineer-announcer. First
phone. 9 months experience. MBS affiliate.
Experience
phases
announcing.
Availableallupon
two ofweeks
IN
G
. All offers
notice
to present
employer.
considered. Box 348c, BROADCASTMust leave
damp in
climate
health's
sake.
Interested
RockyforMountain
and western states. Presently emchief 361c,
engineer
in 1000 watt
daytimer.ployed as Box
BROAJJCASTTNG.
Experienced and
engineer
— construction,
maintenance
supervision,
AM and
FM. Desire permanent position progressive station. Salary secondary livconditions. Now chief communicaING. ingtions
system. Box 407c, BROADCAST-

Wanted to Buy

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, now chief. Want position
with progressive staff. Experienced
all phases. Also previous combination
experience.
Excellent Noreferences,
reliable, no drifter.
combination
offers
please.
Box
408c,
BROADCASTING.
Ex-Radar instructor and tech school
graduate, fifteen months AM and FM
experience desires engineering position
in
ING.midwest. Box 420c, BROADCASTFirst class
enced licensed
knowhow of engineer.
recording Experiremote
broadcasting,
local
and
network operations. Box 422c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First class phone license. Vet 25, have
car, will travel. James Turner, 6609
Avenue T, Brooklyn 34, N. Y.
First phone vet desires position in station. Technical courses in radio, television and communications. Willing to
travel. Contact Johnny Wittine, 1706
Gates Ave., Brooklyn 27, N. Y.
Production-Pro ff raiHmi III/ . others
Capable mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants respo isible
position in Washingto i, D. C. station.
Box 795B BROADCASTING.

Combination engineer, single, veteran,
■ schooling
8 months in
experience
kw. 18Boxmonths
AM, FM, 1 TV.
423c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, five years excellent experience, including five kilowatt transmission desires permanent position with
progressive, better station. Single, 25,
1 withouteast.car.
Prefer
midwest,
Immediate
response.
Box north431c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
AM, noFM,children,
televii sion
training.engineer
Married,
looking for permanent position. Now
employed as chief. Box 441c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 250 watt experience, radio
graduate, single, 23, car, will travel,
presently employed. Box 443, BROADCASTING.

Programming, production, adminislration, all are program director responsibilities. I can deliver the aforementioned plus plenty of air ability.
Write
immediately.
Box 276c, BROADCASTING.

Experienced transmitter and control
engineer. Available immediately. CREI
graduate. Prefer west. Box 445c,
BROADCASTING.
First phone operator, age 29, married,
two children. One year college. Recent
student visionof Inst,Electronics
Teleof Omaha. Radio
Disc and
available
upon request. Inexperienced but plenty
willing. Box 454c, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — 7 years experience AM
and FM. 29, married, car. Prefer
position in west or southwest. Box
469c, BROADCASTING.
Woman control operator and recording
engineer. 1st phone. 6 years experiencewideat 5000
key station all
of statenetwork.w Experienced
types
recording. 7.000 discs cut past 4 years.
Box 473c, BROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone. No
experience. Willing to learn. Desire
position in northcentral state. Disc
and references on request. Clarence
Arndorfer, Gait, Iowa.
Chief engineer, AM and FM. Prefer
northeast.
R. C. Pa.Barritt, 1200 Susquehanna, Pittston,
! Engineer, single, will travel, have car.
Graduate communications, television.
Hold first phone. Available Sept. 12.
Leander Butkiewicy, Kettle River,
Minn.
Combination
engineering. Firstman.
phone.Emphasis
Single, on
20 years
old. Inexperienced and anxious for an
op'^ortunity to learn. Prefer midwest.
Gail Colson, Mankato, Kansas.
Transmitter engineer, first phone, first
telegraph,
3 years
experience, single.
25. telegraph
Walter Dahlberg,
Lot 141, 3600 Sheffield, Hammond. Ind.
One or two young men willing to
travel. nical
Have
phone television
tickets. Techcoursesfirst
in radio,
and
communication. Please contact Louis
J.
Dennis,
6l27
Fieldston
Road,
Riverdale 63, N. Y.
Youngble, man,
1st phone,
married,position
reliasober, desires
permanent
with future. Experienced remotes,
transmitter operator, maintenance.
Available end of September. Kenneth
Kitchen, 1802 Woodside Ave., Baltimore 27, Maryland.
Engineer, 1st phone, inexperienced,
single, need job. Location no object.
C. H. McAfoos, Rexford, Kansas.
First phone, graduate two radio schools,
3 years experience as maritime radio
officer, 3 months experience broadcasting, excellent references, single,
sober, prefer
situation.
Immediatelymidwest
available. William
Spencer,
Bedford. Iowa.
Available immediately — First phone
engineer experienced in Installation
maintenance, recording, four years
combination, married, sober, dependcar, disc
Ted Arizona.
Thompson,able,P. O.
Box available.
265, Flagstaff,

Looking for the opening. Continuitv.
copy with a twist. Some announcinR.
Looking for a career. Salary secondary but wifesonable.
hasEager.
to College
eat. Young.
Pergraduate.
Win work anywhere. Box 336c,
BROADCASTING.
Northeastern stations — Are you willing
to pay for initiative and intelligence
plus
practical
experience?
ThencopyI'm
the girl
for you.
Ambitious
writer,
employed,
23,
college
graduate, can do airwork, write news,
supervise.ploymentHighest
need not be references.
immediate. EmBox
372c, BROADCASTING.
Reporter, newspaper and broadcasting
experience. Want Florida or southern
California job. Ambitious, young, references, college graduate. Start in 30
days. Box 405c, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter wants position. Over one
year with network affiliate as announcer-copywriter. Samples on request. Box 413c, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
specialist
Experienced writer, copy
freelancing
by —mail,
can
now handle a few more accounts.
Prompt service, reasonable rates.
Agency contracting considered. Box
416c, BROADCASTING.
Publicity
man anxious
someone. Presently
employedto ashelppublicity
director. Station in third largest market
in country. 21, single, travel. Letter,
photo, disc if announcing needed. $50
minimum.
Box 419c, BROADCASTING.
Many years experience program and
production work. Small station in good
town. Box 432c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director with
complete knowledge all phases station
operation looking for opportunity for
professional
sincere hard workadvancement
will pay off where
in financial
advancement as well. Programs both
saleable, listenable. Liked and respected by staff, sponsors, community.
Can build prestige of station and make
it vital ground
part
community.
Backincludesofexperience
selling,
all
types announcing, some copywriting,
program director on both east and
west coast stations. Top quality voice.
Details, disc, references. Box 437c,
BROADCASTING.
Fifteen years radio experience. Desire
I
program job. Not afraid of work. Box
433c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
script,writer.
musicalAlsoandfeature
commercial continuity
announcer. Complete details and
samples uoon request. Box 451c,
BROADCASTING.
Attention 250-1000 watt western and
southwestern stations. Program director with experience as station manreturnedandfrom
3 yearsstudy
over-at
seasager,withjust AFRS
summer
NBC Radio Institute, wants job as program director, possibly combined with
assistant manager or promotion manager
some newswriting
and newscasting. withBelieves
in public service.
Sold
on research. Sober, 33, married veteran,
college graduate, planning to buy home
and settle In community. My decision
based on examination of your program,
news, promotion and sales policies,
market potential, and coverage. John
W. Reilly. 208 South Rodeo Dr., Beverly
Hills, Calif. CRestview 6-6977.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced in regional station news
and programming. Now managing a
new local well in black. Interested in
larger
Mountain
or midwest
market. Rocky
Box 455c,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, also announcer,
salesman. Thoroughly experienced. Top
references. 26, single. Prefer midwest.
Box 477c, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcers
A man with television knowledge who
might be of service to you. Graduate
of
leading Travel
N. Y. anywhere.
TV school.BoxFormer
announcer.
452c,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
TV broadcast technician experienced
in floor crew and control room operaTrained in production
and stationtions.
management.
Two years technical
experience.
Wi'l
locate
anywhere.
Box 411c. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Need a man with knowledge of live
and film
televisionTV broadcasting?
Grad-to
uate of leading
school. Anxious
offer services. Single, travel anywhere.
Want more information. Box 453c,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — A 250 watt Mutual station
located in the southwest; the only
station inmate.a Priced
growing
area; Box
ideal 366c,
clito sell.
BROADCASTING.
CP 250 watt fulltime. Southwest, only
station. Small market. Groundwork
completed.
Box 421c, BROADCASTING.
Illinois daytime kilowatt AM and 3 kw
FM station in large industrial, good
agricultural market. Only station. Fine
schools and colleges. Best equipment.
Attractive potential for resident management. Best reasons for selling and
priced to sell. Write Box 460c, BROADCASTING.
CP
pending; city
no station
industrialagricultural
20.000.in Investigate.
James Coston, 748 Nellie Ave., Tel.
912-J, Florence, Alabama.
Equipment
Crouse-Hinds type FOB-12, Cat. 41257C
code
beacon,
with C-H
motor
flasher,
two complete
sets lamps,
practically
new, excellent condition. Best offer
takes.
Box 368c, BROADCASTING.
For sale — RCA 69C distortion meter,
perfect condition, used approximately
12 hours. $425.00. Get immediate delivery. Box 417c, BROADCASTING.
FM—
For
sale RELtransmitter.
model 518-D-DL
1 kw FM broadcast
Brand
new, never out of crate. Real bargain
for quick sale. Box 446c, BROADCASTING.
Ideco — Four legged, galvanized, 350 ft.
self-supported tower. Never erected.
Complete with insulators, side lights,
beacon and flasher. What are we
offered? Box 464c, BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 110-A limiting program amplifier. Used,
complet^y
reBest offer.
Box. 475c,
BROADCconditioned.
AST
ING
For sale — One RCA type 250E transmitter employing type 203A tubes operatingwithClassspare
C. 250tubes
watt output
plete
and a comfew
spare parts. Also one sectionalizing
insulator for top-loading. For type
150 Wincharger
used In
conjunction with choketower,
to increase
heighth
of
tower
to
V2
wave
length.
Best
offer takes one or both. Write or
wire KVCV, Redding, Calif.
For sale— General Electric FM frequency-modulation monitor type BM1-A. KWK.
Excellent
condition.
Radio Station
St. Louis.
Mo.
GE 4 bay FM antenna, less pole, brand
new, never used, $800. Warren Davis.
WSUA, Bloomington, Indiana.
Two 639 B Western Electric Cardioid
directionalrectional
microphones,
selectable
dicharacteristics. Used
one hour,
new condition, $100 per microphone.
Write National Television Guild, 801
Greenwich Street, New York 14, N.Y.

Equipment
Second-hand 1000 watt transmitter, also
frequency monitor, console and auxiliary equipment. Will pay cash, but
price must be realistic. Box 363c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Complete 250 watt FM broadcast station equipment and a 175 ft.
self-supporting antenna with insulators. Box 390c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
ly — 4-bay GE FM
antenna. immediate
If used, state
frequency. Box
442c, BROADCASTING.
Federal 124A tubes desired. Advise
number available
and price per tube
Box 448c, BROADCASTING
General Radio 916-A RF bridge. Must
be guaranteed A-1 condition
. Reply
Box 457c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Power supply 1500 volts at
500 millampers. Must have good regulation. Advise price. WEAR. Pensacola
Florida.
1 kw AMdition. Givetransmitter
In 1st class contype, age and
price. WIKC
Bogalusa, La.
Employment Service
16
jobs
filled and
in as many states this
week. Hurry
write for one of 10
to 30 each week. Needed most is anyone who can do anything in Broadcastmg. Managers, announcers, salesmen,
PDJ's,
D's,news-sports
engineers, women's directors!
editors-casters.andUr-9
gent for 19 announcer/engineers
women
copywriters,
— boys too. RRRRadio-TV Employment
Bureau, Box
413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
SALE.SMAN: Real opportunity for thorexperienced,
aggressive
and comprogramoughly
salesman
can sell
intimehighly
petitive
midwestwho
market.
Manager
thoroughly
cognizantducingofsalestime
proand element
willing involved
to pay instraight
salary or drawing account commensurate with
ability during the early build-up period. On
this job the right man can earn top money.
1000 wBOXNBC 465c,
affiliate.
Pull details, first
letter.
BROADCASTING
ANNOUNCER

Announcers
#

|

I TV 1 1^ aaffiliate
aio in
III ma|(j
50 kw IInetwork
major
midwest city needs topno+ch commer
cial announcer for AM and TV| including network originations. Send
background, photo and 10 or 15 minute recording with samples of news,
commercial copy and adiib to Box
359ci BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
TRANSFORMERS—
3 each': Plates; Federal Telephone #F21055-1; (pri. 200, 220, 240, 293V,
50-60 cycles; Secondary 4. 250V @
3.5 amps; oil impregnated; metal case
27" Ig. X 15-^' WDX26-%" high; 2
mtg.
14" x 17-%";
#8-32 holes;
screw centers
sec. term
Ig. 4twelve
pri
term 1-%" Ig. W/bushlng.
Brand new. Original price $450.00
each. Make offer.
FIELD TELPHONE—
ARMY SIGNAL CORPS. EE-8 with
carrying case. Good for installations,
etc., Requires only two flashlight batteries for each phone and two wires
between each phone. Like new. Price
$8.50 each.
MASPETH
TELPHONE &
RADIO
CORPORA-nON
142 Ashland
Place
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
TEL. MAin 4-2982

Chicago
(Continued from page A2)
according to Adolf N. Hult, Central Division vice president for
Mutual, "although this year's summer selling season in network radio
has gotten under way later than
at anytime I can recall in the past
15 years."
"The uncertainty of AM radio
has, to a considerable extent, subsided, and the real place and value
of radio in the advertising picture
is rapidly coming into focus. The
last quarter of the year holds much
School

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING. INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
WashinKton 10, D. C.
FALL TERM OPENS OCT. 3
Rcaidence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
MOADCASTING. Dept. Ill
931S-16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Plaas* land information coneeniing
□ Corr*(pondanca □ Reiidanca Couraei.
Name. . .
Address.
.State.
Oty....

more promise than we had excluded. pected three months ago," he con"Highest level of local business"
in the history of WIND was reported by Ralph Atlass, general
manager, who said national accounts also are active. Frank
Falknor, manager of WBBM-CBS,
said prospects are as good as
last fall. "The third quarter was
not so good, but indications are
that the fourth quarter will bring
us back to normal."
Although he does not believe
"records will be broken in the AM
field," General Manager Frank P.
Schreiber, of WON, said business
looks "bright." "Most advertisers
using radio as a basic medium
are returning to the air, but all
buyers are proceeding along a
cautious pattern, selecting their
time periods after careful consideration." He said television in
Chicago is growing fast, and he
anticipates a heavy commercial
schedule for WGN-TV.
Not Equal to Costs
Art Harre, general manager of
WJJD, observed that the rise of
business has not kept stride with
the rise of operating costs. Speaking from all angles, "it looks like
a tough fight ahead for the balajice
of Sales
the year
at least."of 12 station
executives
representative firms reported dormant rumblings indicating a successful season, with descriptions
ranging from a conservative
"good" to the flamboyant "terrific"
and "sensational."
John Blair, president of the
firm bearing his name, estimated
an increase of national spot billings for Blair stations of from 12
to 15% this year as compared to
last, using sales figures for the
first seven months. "Fall and
winter business will be the best
in our company's 16-year-old hisHis explanation: "When advertory." tising dollars tighten up and it is
essential to produce the maximum
sales per dollar without such waste
as employing high-priced talent
and the use of fringe markets,
spot broadcasting gets the call."
Business will be "at least as
good as last year and probably
better," in the judgment of Ed-

ward E. Voynow, Chicago vice
president of Edward Petry & Co.
"AM spot business will be very
good in the Midwest. Main reason
is the opening up of more network
spot time. This gives advertisers
a chance to buy evening hours
which have been closed to them for
theHeightened
past 10 years."
activity is seen in
both network and spot sales by
E. R. BorrofF, president of TaylorBorrofF. "However, as the fall
pattern takes shape, there appears
to be a greater concentration of
radio expenditures in larger markets. This may affect the secondary and tertiary areas, which may
not get a share of the business
equal to that of last year.
"There are some signs, though,
that large buyers of TV may support their big-city campaigns with
AM in smaller cities. This may
help stations in areas near metropolitan markets to keep revenue
at par," he concluded.
John North, vice president in
charge of the Chicago office of
Radio Representatives, believes fall
business will be "terrific" because
the stock market is up, 1950 elections are upcoming, personal income stays high and competition in
the buyers' market will foster advertising. "All the networks, with
maybe one exception, will be in
good shape by the end of SepRambeau Views Increase
tember."
Recognizing
tainty about fallthe
and clients'
winter uncerplans,
William G. Rambeau, president of
the firm bearing his name, thinks
"there will still be a sharp increase
in radio activity within the next
two weeks." With more conservative advertising budgets, advertising is returning to competitive
selling, "pre-war style," he asserts.
"We expect to match 1948 and
possibly
top it."
Expansion
of markets and schedules by seasonal advertisers "beyond their by
customary
duration"of
was noted
F. T. Breslin
the John E. Pearson Co. "More
and more new accounts are relying
on spot schedules, and the fall
outlook looks promising. Smaller
markets are being allotted a large
share
spotFrench,
appropriations."
Carlinof S.
manager of

western operations for Transit
Radio Inc., sees a trend toward
TR because clients are "looking
for an effective way to do the same
job
only cheaper."
With
his as
firmbefore
expanded
to a national
operation and growing rapidly,
Mr. French attributes new busines to "the many success stories
in various markets which bring
the sales story down to something

Advent of new advertisers in
radio was stressed by Jack Mulconcrete."
holland, Chicago manager of Independent Metropolitan Sales. He
believes many clients, who previ- W1V(
ously used radio only through
giveaways on which their products
were
plugged,
have been
become
radioconscious
and have
converted
iri

to paying
for time.
"There
)\Vf
also
a tremendous
upsurge
in co-is :.lo
operative buying, and I think a 0\V£
[TBI
good arrangement
manufacturer to buy theis for
showtheand
the
talent and have the local out- te
let or dealer buy time," Mr. ban
MulhoUand concludes that the uil.n
Bt,
Jian
periodthat
of "frustration"
and
more orders has
will passed,
result ftj;
from minimum stock reserves now
held by most retailers.
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19,1
Fall McGillvra
outlook for'Encouraged'
Joseph Hershey ibm
om
McGillvra is "one of the most
to
encouraging
in
the opinion inof our
Rex experience,"
S. Gay Jr.,§AV

Chicago manager. "Spot announce- j ™
ments should be especially good."] we
George P. HoUingbery,
of thei»«
representative
firm by owner
that name,
said business is picking up in
Chicago as a follow to the lead
set by New York six weeks ago.f"^?est(
"Business tempo has increased
noticeably in the past month, and iplic
if all the advertisers' plans that
are in the works are executed sten
we will have one of our very best
falls," said Lloyd Griffin, Chicago
Inrlii
manageris of
Free in& various
Peters. parts
"Ac igo
tivity
spotty
of the country — we can't find a (PV;
logical reason for it— but we hope iJicl
business levels off. The Midwest, orisen
from Canada to the Gulf, shouldp
have a heavy year with schedules lalio
leading
rest of manager
the country."
C. B. the
Peterson,
of the,
Branham Co.'s Chicago office, said:
"business will hold its own this
fall. It seems very encouraging."
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THE 'Pned /4. PcuUteft co,
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

Consoltants
on

Management

and Operation

(20 years experience)
HOLDING SALES CLINIC FOR GROUP OF STATIONS— CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE—ROYAL YORK HOTEL— SEPTEMBER 5, 6, 7.
Get your group o( stations together and arrange a date
Wire or write tor reservation
Post Office — Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone — Worthington 2-7346
Page 86
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Outstanding
FLORIDA
Excellent Market
Profitable

Opportunities
EASTERN
Fulltime
Network
Station

$73,000.00

$50,000.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MEDIA BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Harold
R. Murphy
James W. Blackbnrn
WasblnKton Bide.
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
333 N. Mieh. Ave.
235
SterUng 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

\
m.
Jen,
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FCC

Actions
New

Continued from page 82)

September 1 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
Extension Granted
KUHF Houston, Tex. — Granted extension of completion
commercial educational date
stationforto nonDec.
31; also change frequency assignment
from (91.7 mc) Channel 219 to (91.3 mc)
Channel 217.
Following were granted mod. of
terms present authorizations:
WLYC
Williamsport, Pa. — Change
power from 3.1 kw to 3.2 kw.
WCON-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Change
power from 54 kw to 52 kw, and ant.
from 500 ft. to 1,050 ft.
KSLH St. Louis, Mo. — Change power
from 12.5 kw to 15 kw, ant. from 370
£t. to 400 ft.
WFPL,
site
and Louisville,
ant. system.Ky. — Change trans,
WPAR-FM Parkersburg, W. Va.—
Change power from 18 kw to 8.9 kw,
ant. from 310 ft. to 280 ft., subject to
approval of application which proivides for modifying WPAR ant. sys^
tem to accommodate FM ant.
WBLK-FM Clarksburg, W. Va.—
SChange power from 14.5 kw to 11 kw,
.ant. from 660 ft. to 690 ft., subject to
approval of application which provides
for modifying WBLK ant. system to
accommodate FM ant.
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. — Change frequency from (104.1 mc) Channel 281 to
:,(99.1 mc) Channel 256.
WHNC-FM Henderson, N. C— Change
power from 9.5 kw to 9 kw, ant. from
300 ft. to 260 ft., subject to power of
,WHNC being determined by indirect
method during
Install."
FM and
ant. new
and
submission
of FCC
Formof 302
WHNC ant. resistance measurements
upon completion of FM ant.
WAVU-FM Albertville, Ala.— Change
power from 2.15 kw to 3.2 kw, ant.
from 370 ft. to 360 ft., subject to power
of WAVU being determined by indirect
rmethod
during
install,
FM and
ant. new
and
submission
of FCC
Formof 302
iWAVU ant. resistance measurements
upon completion of construction
,,(BMPH-3666).
WEBR-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— Change
goower
from 310from
ft. to13.5340kwft. to 9.4 kw, ant.
Modification of CP
WWCA Gary, Ind.— Granted mod. CP
Ho make changes ant. system and
change trans, location.
1
Hearing Designated
Glenwood Springs Bcstg. Co. and
^Western Slope Bcstg. Co., Glenwood
Snrings, solidated
Col. —hearing
Designated
conmutually for
exclusive
applications for CPs for new stations
an 1340 kc 250 w, Glenwood Springs
Bcstg. Co. seeking specified hours and
Western Slope unl.
Extension Denied
Bexar Bcstg. Co., San Antonio, Tex.
'—On
basis apparent
of diligence
Df oermittee,
denied lack
application
for
5xtension of completion date; informed
applicant if he requests hearing within
i JO days,
denial will be set aside pending outcome.
Extension Granted
KSET El Paso, Tex. — Granted further
'Bxtension
to Oct. 1pending
of authority
to re,Tiain inoperative
refinancing.
•I
•
Petitions
Winchester Bcstg. Corp., Winchester,
V^a.,
Winchester,
Va.;
IVFVAWINC-AM-FM
Fredericksburg,
Va.; WBBB
Burlington, N. C. — (1) On petition, dis' Winchester
nissed without
prejudice
Bcstg.
Corp. application
for CP newof
;tation at Winchester; (2) granted
oint petition of Richard Field Lewis
rr. and Fredericksburg Bcstg. Corp.
nsofar as it requests removal from
learing docket and grant of application
or renewal of licenses of WINC-FM
md WFVA but denied part of petition
vhich requested reconsideration and
Irant without hearing of application
or change in facilities of WINC; (3)
:onsoiidated hearing on applicatior,
if WINC for change in facilities with
tearing scheduled on apolication for
:hange in facilities of WBBB, and coniinued
hearing to Sept. 26 at Washington.
; WBCA (FM) Capital Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
) Schenectady, N. Y. — Granted renewal
'j)f license for regular period.
mber 1 Applications . . .
itepte
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1070 kc
I rom
KBKI1070 Alice,
CP to
changekc
kc 1 kwTex.—
daytime
to 1070
. kw unl. DA-N AMENDED to request
i 070 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
jJROADCASTING

FCC

ROUNDUP

Sox

cote

Grants,

Changes,
SUMMARY

Transfers,

Applications
TO

SEPTEMBER

1

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership

Total
Cond'l cations In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,032
1,980 221
371
245
AppliFM Stations
738
395 443
11*
58
30
TV *Stations
75
17
101
348
182
5 on air
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KCHC El Paso, Tex. (Claude H. Craig, 860 kc, 590 w
daytime); KFLY Lafayette, La., (1340 kc, 250 w unlimited); KUNO Corpus Chi-isti,
Tex. (1400 kc 100 w unlimited); WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., (Wachusett Broadcasting Co., 1280 kc, 500 w daytime); WFMX La Salle-Peru, 111. (Radio Broadcasting
Corp., (95.1 mc) Channel 236); WFPA Fort Payne, Ala., (James L. Killian, 1290
kc, 250 w daytime); WCHI Chicago Heights, 111. (Chicago Heights Broadcasting
Co., (95.9 mc) Channel 240).
« He iK
Lillington,
N. C.auto Granted
store 1. in
supply Sept.
and
J?,,''''^'"
. . .
Actions DECISIONS
Docket INITIAL
Delano,
Calif. — Charles Herman
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Initial de- Johnes granted new AM station to
cision by Examiner Fanney B. Litvin operate on 1010 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estito grant application of Wyoming mated cost $7,808.
Mr. Johnes is
Valley Broadcasting Co., to change CBS engineer at Delano and 50%
from 1450 kc 250 w unlimited to 980 owner of Radio-Sound, Sales and
kc, 5 kw daytime, 1 kw night, direc- Service, McFarland, Calif. Granted
tional day and night.
Story this Sept. 1.
issue. Decision Aug. 29.
KULE Ephrata, Wash. — Columbia
Shelby
Broadcasting
Co.,
Center,
deTex.— Initial decision by Examiner
J. Basin
crease Broadcasting
in power fromCo.,1 granted
kw daytime
D. Bond to grant application of Shelby to 250 w daytime only. KqLE is
Broadcasting Co., for new station on assigned 730 kc. Granted Sept. 1.
1490 kc, Decision
250 w unlimited.
Story this casting
KLIF Corp.
Oak Cliff,
Tex.—
Trinity inBroadissue.
Sept. 1.
granted
increase
hours
Marmafr Radio Co., Bakersfield, Calif. from 1 kw daytime to 1 kw unlimited
Stanislaus County Broadcasters Inc., using directional at night. KLIF opModesto, Calif.; Central Valley Broad- erates on 1190 kc. Granted Sept. 1.
casters,
Calif. — Examiner
GRANTS
Resnick Merced,
issued decision
proposing Leo
to
„, . ,
— Florida Southern
Fla.
Lakeland,
^
grant Marmat Radio Co. 1newkw station
edunight, College granted new noncomercial
5 kw daytime,
on
(88.1 mc),
DA-2970 atkc,Bakersfield and grant Stan- cational station Channel 201cost
$3,233.
10 w. Estimated
islaus County Broadcasters Inc., new ^^P
station on 970 kc, 1 kw unlimited. Granted Sept. 1.—Harwell V Shepard
Denton, Tex
directional at Modesto. Proposal to granted
new Class A FM station ChanBroaddeny for default Central Valley
mc) ERP 730 w, antenna
new station "fl 292 (106.3
casters. Merced, Calif., only.
cost: $16,200. Grant
Estimated
e^O,."Story
kw daytime
on 980 kc, 1 Decision
I'^u of presently authorized Class B
Aug. 30.
this issue.
n/rE<^/r<%» /. ».TT»iTii/r OPINION
.rvT>TXTWf^i>.T ^ihle
Station adjacent
KDNT-FM.
To eliminate
posMEMORANDUM
channel
interference,
WWJ Detroit and WICA Astabula, Commission substituted Channel
238 for
Ohio— Denied
Channel 291 at Denton. Granted Sept. 1.
WICA
requestingpetition
deletionby of WWJ
Issue and
No.
TBaMsjiriru r-uaivrTc
GRANTS
Oct. 5,WVMC TRANSFER
hearing scheduled
6 inapplication
on
of Wooster for
Republican
Mt. Carmel,
111. — Granted
Printing Co. for modification of license control of Mt. Carmel Broadcasting
WWST Wooster, Ohio. Issue relates Co., permittee, by Charles Vandever
to program service of WWJ and WICA. from Charles F. Rodgers. Mr. Rodgers
Story this issue. Decision Sept. 1. sells his 51% interest to Mr. Vandever
who already owns 48% for a consideraKlnn-DnrlcpiArtionc
t'on owner
of $9,300.
Mr. Vandever is
INOn-UOC
Ker
ACrionS
. . .
ig^^^
of Vandever Motor Sales
AM GRANTS
^''^ Taxi business.
WVMC
is asGranted
daytime.
w
500
kc,
mo
N. Y.-Mid-Hudson |igned
Poughkeeps
station
on ie,
1390 kc,
250 w "H,'lti^^^'
daytime. transfer
control inCol.-Granted
^/,?^„^„''^'*^^in'^■^,.^''t?n*t
KPHC of
Walsenburg,
Walsenbnr?
Estimated
cost: $41,066. Principals
in ^[roadcasting Co. f?om Jam^s !! S
corporation include: Harold W. Cassill^
^^
Lucile
E.
Banks
and
former general manager of WKIP g^nks. Mr. Banks alreadyTomownsG.
Poughkeepsie ^^n^
Newb^^ 49.66% interest in company and Mrs.
i;" V^^ c. P'^«=6nuy puDiisner 01 Banks acquires
two shares for a conpresident
58.66%;
Nathan
L.
Reifler, ^ideration^
Together Mr.
and from
Mrs. Mr.
Banks
will
L"JfiH.nf''=:« R«'^'"'*f^X^n*
I'^hlfZr'
Of
$500.00
Tesitor.
president-treasurer
Electra Supply CO have 50.3% interest.
is aslocal wholesale electrical
products 3^ 145^ KPHCunlimited,
firm, vice
R. Granted
Sent 1 La.-Granted
" " i
Bennett
Jr. president
president 15%;
FederalGeorge
Bearing
^ihl Hammond,
as.^"nr/^'^*'?.*^
^^^^R ^o,'
signment
of
license
Joseph A.
ings),
9%;
David
Clarkson,
per- sims and Henry A.from
Mentz
Jr.
sonnel interviewer IBM Corp., 6.66%
partnership d/b as Superior Enterprisesa
and Harold Hennig, announcer WABY to
Joseph A. Sims. Mr. Mentz who
Albany. There are ei?ht additional retires
to devote full time to his
minor stockholders, all professional ,aw practice
sells his 16% interest
and business men in Poughkeepsie. for $2,750. WIHL
is assigned 730 kc,
"ifr",,?
*P i;N. C.
^ — S.c S.c Adcock.
A., , 250„,c,i,^^
w daytime.
Granted
Williamston,
^ ,„^„,w,
^, ■ Aug.^ 29. ^ ^
Granted
WSBC and WXRT Chicago—
station 900 kc, 1 assignment
■rranted new AMEstimated
license and FM
AM
of
$14,400.
cost
kw daytime.
P^mit from Julius
WFVG
grantee
is AM
Applicant
Berthad/b L.
'^r Oscar
and owner and
Springs, N. C, ;
Fuquay ^
Arnold Miller
B. Miller
as Miller
Radio
i^icense
nene
wai
co-partners
Same
to
^^,54^
WSBC
exception
Station
i
of Arnold B. Miller who
T irpnsp Rpnpwa
Request for license renewal new AM withdraws to devote his time to musistation: KSGN
Centerville, Calif.; cal career. He sells his interest for
WCIF Madisonville, Ky.; KTBS Shreve- $8,000 plus. Four remaining partners
Dort, La.; WUOM Minneapolis, Minn.; will have equal interests. WSBC
WCAL
Northfield,
KBOA N.Ken250 w Aug.
sharing
nett. Mo.;
WHEB Minn.;
Portsmouth,
H.; operates
1240 kc. with
Granted
29. time on
KXL Portland Ore ; KURV Edinburg, ksGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.— Granted
lex., KAtsc ban Antonio, lex.
voluntary assignment of license from
Modification of CP
Flmer Lawrence Donze and Norbert
WCMW Canton. Ohio— Mod. CP new Bernard Donze d/b as The Donze
Donze Enfo. to a new
station for extension of completion torprises
FM
£jate
Inc. corporation
with same owner.^hip.
AM— 1^80
• TENDERED
FOR kc
FILING
KFAM-AM-FM
^^tel
STe'dSt. llf^.
Cloud,
Minn.—"
^l'
WEIM
Fitchburg,
Mass.w— CP
Granted
involuntary
conchange from 1340 kc 250
unl. to
to trol
of Times
Pub. transfer
Co. fromof Fred
1280 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
Schilplin deceased to Frederick C.
• Telecasting

Schilplin,
special
administrator
estate
of Fred
Schilplin.
KFAM ofis
assigned Aug.
1450 29.kc, 250 w unlimited.
Granted
WFYC
Alma, in
Mich.—
transfer of control
AlmaGranted
Broadcasting
Co. Inc., from Merle E. Rhoads to
ten stockholders. Nine newcomers
will hold 8.331/4% each and one Victor
R. Wilson will hold 25.003%. Consideration is $60,000. WFYC is assigned 1280 kc, 1 kw daytime. Granted
Sept.
1. Eau Clair, Wis.— Granted transWBIZ
fer of control
from Roland Buck and
George W. Wells Jr. in WBIZ Inc., to
James J. Conroy for consideration of
$5,400.
Conroy
member of law
firm of Mr.
Conroy
and isPeterson
and has
interests in radio stations
KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa, WSBR Superior, Wis.
and WLCX LaCrosse. WBIZ is asGranted signed
Sept.1400 kc,
1. 250 w unlimited.
KWJJ
AM
Granted transferFM of Portland,
control inOre.
KWJJ—
Broadcasting Co., Inc. to Wilbur
Jerman through sale of one share ofJ.
stock dentforof licensee
$4,000. Mr. Jerman is presin and
to acquisition of corporatio
one share owned prior
50%
of stock. His present
holdings are now
52?4%.
KWJJ
operates
on
1080
10 WRFDkw unUmited.
Sept. 1. kc
AM-FM Granted
Worthington,
OhioGranted transfer of control
of Peoples
Broadcasting Corp., from Ohio
Farm
Bureau
Corp. to Farm Bureau Mutual
Automobile
Insurance Co. to comply
with administrative changes in Farm
Bureau companies recommended
by
Ohio Superintendent of Insurance. Consideration $260,000. WRFD is assigned 880 kc, 5 kw daytime. Granted
1.
Sept.
KBTV
Dallas, Tex.— Granted assignment
of CP for TV station from
Lawson Lacy, executrix
of estate of
Rogers Lacy and Tom Potter
d/b as
Lacy-Potter Television Broadcast
Co., to Potter Television Bcstg. ing
Mr. Lacy relinquishes her one half Co.
interest in estate of Rogers Lacy to Mr.
Potter "in consideration of your saving both the estate and me harmless
trom any liabilities or obligation
s whatsoever that have heretofore been
inKBTV IS assigned Channel 8 (180-186
mc) 18.5 kw aur., televisio
35 kw vis.
Granted
n station."
S^iSf,^1. ■
Sept.
KPAS Banning, Calif .—Granted assignment of license from William
Smith and David Robbins partnershiT.
d/b as Pass Broadcasting Co., to Wil-p
liam T. Smith. No
involved.
KPAS operates with money
250
on 1490 kc. Granted Sept. w1. unlimited
New Applications ...
AM APPLICATIONS
Texarkana, Ark. — Gateway Broadcasting Co., 790 kc, 1 kw daytime, 500
w night,
$43,672.36. directional.
Partnership Estimated
consists of cost
W
Decker Smith, physician,
50%
Kroger Store Building, Smith owner
Clinic
Building and other properties. A L
Davis owner Davis Pharmacy and 50%
owner Aug.
same30. properties as Dr. Smith.
Filed
Lexington, Neb. — Nebraska Rural
Radio Assoc., 1010 kc, 1 kw daytime.
Estimated cost $76,622. Principals in
association include: J. A. Person, landowner, farming and stock raising, president; I. A. Burns, owner Golden Rule
Farms and Flying B. Farms, Perkins
County, vice president; Max Brown,
Nebraska Cooperative Council, secretary-treasurer; A. T. Boom, Consumers
Cooperative Propane
Co., Sutton, Neb.,
manager; W. W. Peterson, Farmers
Elevator Co.; F. L. Philips, Alma Cooperative Equity Co., Alma, Neb., and
D. O. Stelk, farming. Applicant has
more than 20 certificate holders none of
whom holds or has voted 3% of ownership interests. Filed Aug. 30.
Houlton, Me. — Aroostook Broadcasting Corp., 1400 kc, 250w unlimited, estimated poration
cost $25,646.
Principals
in corInclude: Harry
E. Umphrey,
Aroostook Potato Growers, president
20.6%;agerVaughn
P. Currier,
manMaine Public
Service branch
Co., .004%;
Lester E. Hughes, chief engineer Aroostook Broadcasting Corp., technical adviser .002%; Co.,
Francis
J. Reardon,
don Potato
Belmont,
Mass., Rear20%;
Harold D. Glidden, general manager
and salesman Aroostook Broadcasting
Corp.,30.secretry-treasurer 39.6%. Filed
Aug.
TV APPLICATIONS
Fresno, Calif.— Pacific Broadcasting
Co., Channel 4 (66-72 mc), 13.2 kw vis.,
6.93. kw, aur., antenna height above
average terrain 300 ft. Estimated cost of
'■onstruction $135,800, estimated operating costs first year $120,000, estimated
-•evenue $120,000. Pacific Broadcasting is
permittee KSFH (FM) San Francisco.
(Continued on page 88)
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HELPING launch Becker's Bakery
sponsored The Cisco Kid, Ziv show,
on WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, are
(I to r) WSPA Salesman Ross Holmes,
Commercial Mgr. Guy Vaughan Jr.,
Announcer Ben Greer, Engineer Gene
Green (as Cisco), and WSPA Salesman Wallace Hyatt.

CBS Nation's Defense series is discussed by (I to r) Sec. of Army Gordon
Gray, owner, WSJS Winston Salem,
CBS White House Correspondent
Charles Collingwood and Sec. of
P. Matthews,
Navy FrancisWOW
^^^m stockholder
""^^
Omaha.

WTOP
WALKOUT
Averted by New Pact
THREATENED walkout of WTOP
Washington engineers, members of
Local 1215, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL,
was averted on deadline Tuesday
midnight by an agreement on a
$2.50 across-the-board wage boost
for 27 of the 32 engineers involved.
John S. Hayes, WTOP (CBS)
general manager, who said the
agreement was an "amicable settlement," hailed the agreement as
satisfactory to both sides, particularly to the station management.
The new contract, replacing the
one which expired May 26, went
into effect yesterday (Sept. 4) and
will expire Oct. 1, 1950.
Mr. Hayes said the contract
would not apply to engineers hired
since Mar. 1, 1949, as their wages
would be pegged to the prior rates.
Effect of the pay hike will be to
raise top weekly salary to $127.50,
the basic salary remaining at
$62.50 a week.
Also agreed upon were the following working conditions: Engineers at work on their day off will
be paid 5% hours time and a half
instead of 8 hours overtime; prescheduled overtime will not be
paid if the show is dropped, a departure from the former procedure, and all other contract terms
remain the same.
FCC

Roundup

(Continued from page 87)

GEN. MGR. Bob Clarkson of Columbia
Transcriptions Inc. shows one of firm's
LP Microgroove transcriptions to
Comm. Prod. Supervisor Russ Raycroft (I) and Chief Timebuyer Tom
Carson (r) of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, producers of Ma Perkins,
heard via Columbia Microgroove.

NATIONAL BOARD of Fire Underwriters' awards go to WOWO Fort
Wayne, Ind., for its efforts on fire
prevention for 1948. Present at
awarding of a gold medal and $500
check are (I to r) Bob Duffield,
WOWO manager; Paul Mills, sales
manager; Mayor Henry Branning.
ALONGSIDE the 268-lb., 13 ft. 8 in.
marlin she caught at AcapuIco, Mexico, last month is Virgina Erwin of
E. C. Page Consulting Engineers,
Washington. The "poor fish" was
^ subdued
tie. Miss after
Erwina 2V2
is onehourof batthe
▼
fewwomen consulting engineers.
GENERAL MANAGER Allan Dale (r)
of KURV Edinburg, Tex., and Owner
Mike Robinson of Frontier Hotel,
McAllen, Tex., inspect teletype upon
completion of plans for an auxiliary
KURV studio in hotel. Located in
the lobby, machine will be used for
""^^^
_^^m programming
and convenienee of patrons.

C. A. Gibson is president and 43.5%
owner and Bertram Pringle, vice president holds 3.9%. Filed Aug. 30.
San Diego, Calif. — Pacific Broadcasting Co., Channel 12 (204-210 mc), 28.3
kw vis., 14.9 kw aur., antenna height
above average terrain 581 ft. Estimated cost $135,800, estimated operating cost $120,000, estimated revenue
$120,000. Application filed simultanabove30. application for Fresno. eously
Filed withAug.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KCLF Salinas,
reinstatement of CPCalif
new.—Request
AM stationfor 1150
kc,
500
w
daytime
and
assignment
CP from Edwin N. Kaufman and Alvinof
B. Kaufman d/b as Radio Twins
Broadcasting Co. to Frank D. Howell,
M. T. Killingsworth, Henry F. Korsmeier and Clarence R. Pentz, partnerd/b as Twins
Well-Worth
Broadcasting
Co. ship
Radio
will assign
90% of
KCLF to Well-Worth retaining 10%
ownership to reimburse for monies
snent in securing construction permit.
If Radio Twins wishes to dispose of
its 10% after station has been in
operation not less than one year WellWorth has option to purchase for consideration of $5,000. Filed Aug. 30.
WLBG Laurens, S. C. — Transfer of
50 shares or 1.67% of stock of WLBG
Inc. from Kittie R. Todd to her husband John W. Todd for consideration
of $500. John W. Todd and James C.
Todd now own 50% each. WLBG is asAug. 30.signed 860 kc, 250 w daytime. Filed
WKJG-AM-FM Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Transfer of control of permittee corporation through sale of 100% of
stock of Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting Co. Inc., by William Kunkel
III, adminstrator of estate of William
Kunkel Jr., and Gilmore Haynie for
consideration of $33,261.45. H. L.
Popp, Clarence L. Schust, Walter L.
Thorns, estate of Earl Groth (deceased) and John A. Toothill and all
other shareholders of Fort Wayne
Broadcasting Inc., purchase Northeastern. Fort Wayne Broadcasting
Inc. will surrender license of station

NBC Affiliates
(Continued from page 32)
A. Bowry;
WSVAWTTM
Harrisonburg,
ert Harrington;
Trenton, RobCarl
Mark;
WSAN
Allentown,
Bryan
Musselman; WRAW Reading, B.Raymond
A. Gaul; WEST Easton, Elwood Anderson; WGAL Lancaster, Clair McCollough, J. Robert Gulick, Harold E.
Miller; WKBO Harrisburg, David J.
Bennett Jr.; WORK York, Leroy K.
Strine; WAZL Hazelton, Victor C.
Dielun;
Baltimore,WBRE
LouisWilkes-Barre,
G. Baltimore;David
WRAKM.
Williamsport, George E. Joy; WTAC
FUnt, H. AUen CampbeU; WSAM
Saginaw, Milton L. Greenebaiun;
WOOD Grand Rapids, Stanley W.
Barnett; WLOK Lima, J. Robert Kerns;
WGL Fort Wayne, Helene Foelinger,
Pierre Boucheron; WBOW Terre Haute,
Ferrall Rippetoe; WGBF Evansville,
Martin Leich; WHIZ Zanesville, Vernon
Nolte,
Littick; WKBH
WIBA LaMadison,
Kenneth Clay
F. Schmitt;
Crosse,
Howard Dahl; WMAM Marinette, Joseph
Mackin,
William
E.
Walker,
FrankC.
Loverman Jr.; WEEK Peoria, Fred
Mueller; KGBS Springfield, J. Gordon
Warden, KELO Sioux FaUs, S. C.
Fantle Jr.; KFAM St. Cloud, Fred
Schilplin; KROC Rochester, G. David
Gentling;
WEBC KODY
DuluthNorth
- Superior,
Walter
C. Bridges;
Platte,
John Alexander; WTAR Norfolk,
Campbell
Arnoux;WSJS
WPTF Winston-Salem,
Raleigh-Richard H. Mason;
Haroldliam C.Essex;
Barnes,WMVA
Miss Martinsville,
Barnes, John WilW.
Schultz; WSOC Charlotte, Eddie E.
Jones, Hunter Marshall; WFBC Greenville, Roger Peace; WISE Asheville,
Harold H. Thorns; WCRS Greenwood,
Douglas Featherstone, Dan Crosland;
WIS Columbia, J. D. Saumenig; WTMA
Charleston, Robert E. Bradham; WSAV
Savannah,
Jacksonville,Harben
John T.Daniel;
HopkinsWJAX
HI;
WORZ Orlando, Eugene D. Hill; WFLA
Tampa, C. G. Baskerville; WLAK
Lakeland, S. O. Ward; WEAT Lake
Worth, Virgil Trimm, Mr. Eubanks,
Robert Rounsaville; WSB Atlanta, John
M. Outler Jr., James M. Cox; WKPT
Kingsport, Addison F. Martin; WDPI
Bristol, W. A. Wilson; WBRC Birmingham, gomery,
Eloise Howard
S. Hanna;
WSFAPill,MontE. Pill, Miss
Miss
Ivey; WALA Mobile, William O. Pape,
Howard K. Martin: WCOA Pensacola,
J. HoUiday Veal; WSMB New Orleans,
Harold Wheelahan. Miss Wheelahan;
KSYL Alxandria, Sylvan Fox; KVOL
Lafayette, George H. Thomas; KPLC
Lake Charles, T. B. Lanford; WJBO
Baton Rouge, Roy Dabadie, Douglas L.
Manship, Charles P. Manship: WJDX
Jackson,chez, P.Wiley
P. Harris:
NatK. Ewing;
WMC WMIX
Memphis,
Henry Slavick: KOAM Pittsburg, E. V.
Baxter; KANS Wichita, Archie J.
Taylor; KWBW Hutchinson, William
Wyse; WKY Oklahoma City. P. A.
Sugg. WFAA Dallas, James Moroney,
Martin B. Campbell; WBAP Fort
Worth. Harold Hough; KGNC Amarillo.
AubreyK. Jackson;
KTBX Monroe.
Shreveport,
KNOE
James Cecil
A. NoeBeaver;
Sr.: KPRC
Houston,
Jack Harris. Oveta Culp Hobby; WOAI
San Antonio, Hugh A. L. Halff; KRIS
Cornus Christi, T. Frank Smith: KRGV
Weslaco.marck. Byron
W. Ogle; KFYR
F. E. Fitzsimonds:
KDYL BisSalt
Lake City. S. S. Fox; KTSM. El Paso,
Karl O. Wvler; KIDO Boise. Walter E.
Wasrstaff: KXLF Butte, E. B. Craney;
KXLL Missoula, E. B. Craney; KXLJ
Helena. E. B. Craney: KXLK Great
Falls. E. B. Craney: KXLO Bozeman.
E. B. Cranev; KGHL Billings, Ed
Yocum: KFI Los Angeles, William B.
Ryan, F.arle C. Anthony. KFSD San
Diesro, Thomas E. Sharp. John Merino;
KGW Portland, H. Quenton Cox,
KOMO Seattle. O. W. Fisher, Ray
Baker: KHO Spokane, Richard O.
Dunning: KERO Bakersfield. Paul R.
Bartlett.mento,
Gene
Young:KGU
KCRAHonolulu,
SacraEwing C.De Kelly:
Lorrin P. Thurston, M. A. Mulrony,
Mark nestEgan;
WPTZ RoUand
Philadelphia,
ErE. Loveman.
V. Tooke;
WKTV chael
Utica,
William
McNeilly,
MiFusco; WTAR Norfolk. John
New: WORZ Orlando, W. O. Murrell;
KGW
Portland,
A. X.O. Paneborn;
WGAL Lancaster, Walter
Miller.
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WFTW when transfer is consummated.
Fort Wayne Broadcasting will merge
with Northeastern Indiana, with Northeastern remaining as survivor corporation, present transmitting
facilities
of Northeastern
will be used
and
studiofer willfacilities
of
Fort
Wayne.
increase holdings of Mr. TransPopp
and Mr. Schust from 10.5% to 28%
respectively with proportionate decreasesholders.
in holdings
of other1380stockWKJG is assigned
kc,
5 kw unlimited.
Fil?d Aug. 26.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting iPQ

NAB Sessions
(Continued from page 32)
. the second day, according to the
I general agenda drawn up for all
Idistrict meetings. Final event of
the meetings will find Judge Mil■ ler flanked by Maurice B. Mitchell,
director of the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and Richard P.
Doherty, director, Employe-Em' ployer Relations Dept. They are
I the only staff officers making the
autumn circuit in contrast to the
six or more who took part in
the meetings last year.
Mr. Mitchell is handling the
' sales end of the two-day sessions.
Mr. Doherty is covering operating
costs and labor relations. He
' recently completed an extensive
'operating cost study and will have
{details covering each of the 17
'districts [Broadcasting, Aug 29].
] Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB re!•search director on loan to BMB
' as acting president, will give a
■preview of BMB
Study No. 2.
Carl Haverlin, president of Broad■ cast Music Inc., will go into the
music copyright situation. Both
; will be available for questioning
'at the final session.
I Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexjington, Ky., will preside when the
District 7 meeting opens at 10
Thursday morning at the Terrace
i Plaza, Cincinnati. After formalities, Dr. Baker is tentatively scheduled to open the BMB discussion.
He will submit a progress report
on BMB, which now has well over
600 subscribers. The project is
running almost on schedule, with
final reports due this fall. Over
356,000 cards were received from
listeners of 652,000 mailed, a re!turn of 55% in what is described
as the worst direct mail year in
la long time.
' Assurance that the results will
■come out, despite dire predictions
'earlier in the year and a series of
financial crises, is expected to
bring in many new members during the series of district meetings.
BMB was taken over the hump
by NAB with a $75,000 loan, with
Dr. Baker loaned from his research post at NAB to complete
■the project.
! Broadcasters will get their first
look at BMB returns when Dr.
Baker shows a hand-tabulated report for California. It is compiled in the new format, showing
daily listenting (1-2 days per
week, 3-5 days and 6-7 days).
The second BMB reports will
be on an individual station basis
instead of book reports supplied
in the first study. Only subscribers will be able to get data
m nonsubscribing stations.
Cincinnati Agenda
.1 The sales session at Cincinnati
'will get under way in mid-morning,
mth William I. Orr, WBNS Co;'.umbus. District 7 sales managers
I chairman, presiding. He will in;roduce Mr. Mitchell, who has the
general topic, "Increasing Radio's
Share of the Advertising Dollar."
[ It will be a session on competiive selling. The new sales aids
;3ROADC

ASTING

TOP

PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS Year Ago
No. of
Cities
Pes.
152
Program
Sponsor Agency Hooper
Our Miss Brooks
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet (Bates)
Hooper -f-or —
217 Norwich
9
Fat Man
Pharmacol (Gumbinner) 11.1
10.7
This Is Your FBI
266
149 Ecjuitoblc
8.9
7
AssuroncGLifoSoc> (W&L)
8.5
149 Philip AAoms (Biow)
8.8
8
Crime Photographer
10.7
160 ^Vhitcholl PhorniQCol (AAurroy) 10.2
4-1-8 11
Mr. Keen
10.6
9.0
138 Rrlcfnl-Mcauarc f
10.0
16
Mr. District Attorney
4-2.1
7.6 —3.1
Mr. Chameleon
+4-2.5
1.8 156
+2.2
Big Story
162 American Cig & Cig (SSC&B) 9.5 8.1
4-2.1
7.5
Adventures of
9.7 8.3
3.8
9.0
10
171 Wildroot (B6DO)
Sam Spade
—2.2
4-0.5 —
8.6
60 Mars
First Nighter
Campana
Sales
(W-F-H)
(Grant)
67
Curtain Time
160
—1.0 —
Henry Morgan
145 Bristol-Meyers (Y&R)
Stop(8-8:15
the Music
8.1
P.
Lorillard
(L&M)
183
7.4
2
5.8) (8-9)
182 Eversharp (Blow)
8.1 10.5
(8:15-8:30 6.3)
188 Speidel (C&P)
4.3
(8:30-8:45 8.9)
7.0 ++0.7
182 P. Lorillard (L&M)
(8:45-9 8.4)
7.2 9.4
4
Break the Bank
Bristol-Myers
(DC&S)
162
155 Emerson Drug (BBDO)
7.1
23
Inner Sanctum
223
47
Meet Corliss Archer
7.1 5.0
Electric
Co.'s
Adv.
Prog.
(Ayer
13
151 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet (S&M) 7.1 8.1
Mr. and Mrs. North
developed by BAB in its short
career will be explained and placed
on display, with kits supplied to
show what BAB is doing.
The list of selling projects includes the continuing dealer cooperative list, which has drawn
wide approval from member stations; "How to Turn People Into
Customers," the slide film presentation; progress report on the AllRadio Presentation; other contract-getting tools now in the
works; retail experience stories;
sales devices of other media.
Newest of the BAB sales weapons will be a direct mail campaign, based on suggestions from
many NAB members that a direct
mail service be prepared for local
use. BAB has roughed out a set
of 13 direct mail folders to be
mailed locally over a period of
13 weeks.
Already stations have indicated
they would use a total of 390,000
of these direct mail pieces, on
which they would imprint their
own call letters. Tentative cost
of $4 for 100 folders per week,
13 weeks, or |52 per set, has been
proposed, with stations paying for
imprinting and mailing.
Presiding at the cost and labor
sessions will be Hugh M. P. Higgins, WMOA Marietta, Ohio, district employe-employer relations

EARL GIBBS
Named to KMPC

Post

EARL E. GIBBS, a veteran of 30
years of organizational and administrative experience, joined KMPC
Hollywood Sept. 1 as vice president in charge of inside over-all
operations, according to an announcement by G. A. (Dick) Richards, chairman of the board of
KMPC, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland.
Mr. Gibbs, though new to radio,
was associated with the machine
manufacturing field in Chicago befor the war. A veteran of both
world wars, he served as a commander in the past war, working in
procurement.
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+0.1
chairman. These questions
will
+ 2.1
take up the entire Friday morning,
and can be continued into the
afternoon if desired.
Mr. Doherty's cost studies cover
labor, technical, programming, selling and administrative costs, by
regions. He will show the relation
of costs to income, by class of station, city size, affiliated and nonaffiliated, and area.
In the personnel field he will
discuss costs from the standpoint
of staff size and station classification. Work schedules will be
analyzed as well as wage and
hour regulations. Other phases
will include overtime as a cost
factor, union agreements, job integration and combination jobs.
He will be prepared to answer
questions covering station operation, with new and extensive data
revealing the whole story of costs
and their relation to income.
Don Petty, NAB general counsel, will hold legal seminars with
local station attorneys in coftnection with three district meetings.
CARNATION
CO.
Leaves NBC for CBS Oct. 2
CARNATION Co., Los Angeles
(Carnation Milk), sponsor of Carnation Contented Hour, will switch
its program from NBC to CBS this
season after carrying it on NBC
for the past 17 years. The program will move Oct. 2 into the
Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m. period on
CBS. The show will feature Buddy
Clark as the vocalist with Ted
Dale continuing as conductor of
the show.
The move represents a loss of
approximately $800,000 in billing
to NBC. This season, incidentally,
marks the 50th anniversary of the
Carnation Co.
Erwin Wasey, Los Angeles, is
agency.
The company has also purchased
on the CBS Pacific Network, a
weekly half-hour show featuring
Jay Stewart as emcee. The program, to be aired Saturday, 12:30
to 1 p.m. (PST) ws placed through
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.

Hurricane
(Continued from page Si)
week before the storm. While the
station's network lines and press
services were interrupted early
Aug. 27, WTMC transferred operations to its transmitter plant
powered by a standby unit and
continued to give its listeners storm
news. Information was furnished
by local weather units and the
Florida Highway Patrol which stationed radio equipped cars, only
communication to the outside
world,
WTMCthroughout
Manager the
Tomai-ea.
Gilchrist,
rushing back from a Georgia meeting, routed
the city'sand
Red worked
Cross
disaster
committee
through
the night
the following
day. of Aug. 26 and
Lone Station in Area
Treating the hurricane as a
radio challenge, WFTL and WGOR
(FM) Fort Lauderdale independent, maintained "double public
service," Carter Holmes, news
editor, said. WFTL was on the air
from 6 a.m. Aug. 26 to 2 a.m.
Aug. 27. During the last 10 hours
of the hurricane, WFTL was the
only station operating on the Florida East Coast between Hollywood
and Melbourne, according to the
station, by virtue of its standby
generators
defeating the power
failure.
. Special WFTL reports went out
by request to WLOX Biloxi, Miss.;
WJVB Jacksonville Beach; WPDQ
Jacksonville, and WMBM Miami
Beach.
Special events reporter Larry
Higgins, Mr. Holmes and General
Manager Standart toured hurricane-isolated sections of the state
broadcasting direct on conditions in
the Palm Beach and Lake Okeechobee areas. WFTN lost only its FM
antenna lead to the high winds and
the station reports it is now building a new 291 foot 45 pound wind
load tower to replace the present
one.
WORZ Orlando, the afternoon of
Aug. 26, set up full hurricane facilities by installing telephone recording circuits, emergency power
at transmitter and studio, short
wave monitoring, communications
with Miami, Tampa and Orlando
weather bureaus, Red Cross carrier service, contact with Naval
Reserve and Orlando Air Base and
two shifts of 20 persons in each
ready to staff the station.
Bulletins on Storm's Position
Programs were interrupted
every 15 minutes on Aug. 26 with
latest bulletins on the hurricane's
position and at two p.m. it had a
direct
from Miami's
bayfront inpickup
cooperation
with WMIE
Miami.
WFLA Tampa started its special
bulletin reports on the tropical
blow the afternoon of Aug. 23 and
followed the storm's progress every
hour by the morning of Aug. 26.
On that date, the station was on
the air all night with reports and
newscasts. NBC's World News
Round-up broadcast WFLA morning pickup by Tom Matthews.
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TWO FILM COMPANIES
ASK THEATRE TV CHANNELS
DIVERGENT VIEWS on channel needs for
nationwide theatre TV shown Friday in reports filed with FCC by 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. and Paramount Television Productions.
Paramount recommended 20 60-mc channels
(1,200 mc) between 5,675-6,875 mc; it felt
four 60-mc channels would be minimum requirement for single complete service. 20th
Century maintained 12 30-mc channels (360
mc) will provide nationwide competitive service "comparable to, if not better than," potential coverage under FCC's proposed broadcast
TV allocations. These channels, said 20th
Century, should be in area between 3,000 and
10,000 mc. Both film companies urged use of
radio relay, not coaxial cable or wire.
Twentieth Century revealed plans for 24theatre Los Angeles TV system "just as soon
as frequencies have been made available." It
already has experimental station in New York.
Paramount, which is operating theatre TV in
New York and Chicago, said it had other
units in process of installation or construction
for theatres in Los Angeles, Toronto, Detroit,
Boston and San Francisco, and is willing also
to install in schools, etc. Paramount report
was filed by Abe Fortas, Washington; 20th
Century's by Vincent B. Welch, Edward F.
Kenehan, and Kenneth C. Royall, also of
Washington law firms.
Reports were filed in response to FCC request [Broadcasting, July 4]. Society of
Motion Picture Engineers filed its data earlier
(page 55). Theatre Owners of America,
through Washington attorney Marcus Cohn,
also petitioned for hearing and endorsed SMPE
engineering position.
COAST-TO-COAST CABLE
•
AVAILABLE FOR VIDEO
UNUSED coaxials in transcontinental cable
are available for TV transmission whenever
broadcasters want to use them, D. I. Cone,
transmission and protection engineer of Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. told West
Coast convention of Institute of Radio Engineers at San Francisco. He said Los AngelesSan Francisco microwave relay will be ready
by spring.
Mr. Cone told IRE group it would take
some months to prepare coaxials for TV use
but telephone company is ready to do so on
request.
TV symposium conducted at meeting with
Royal V. Howard, former NAB engineering
director, moderating. Taking part were Al
Towne, KPIX-KSFO San Francisco; Harold
See, KRON-TV San Francisco; Al Hyne, RCA
Service Co.; Alvin Mackahon, PT&T; Larry
Reed, TV California; Al Isberg, KRON-TV;
Harry -Jacobs, KGO-TV San Francisco.
THREE

AWB

MEETINGS

DATES of three district meetings announced
by Pat Griffith, head of NAB's Assn. of Women
Broadcasters. District 10 (Iowa, Mo., Neb.)
meats Sept. 21-22 at Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas
City. District 3 (Pa., N. J., Del.) meets Sept.
24-25 at Harrisburger Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa.
District 13 (Texas) meets Nov. 19-20 at Radio
House, U. of Texas, Austin.
Page 90
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FOUR ARKANSAS STATIONS
IN JOINT HEARING
CONSOLIDATED hearing on license renewal
applications of KXLR North Little Rock,
KHOZ Harrison, KWAK Stuttgart and
KWEM West Memphis, Ark., ordered by FCC
Wednesday, involves issue whether properties
were transferred without approval, Commission indicated Friday. KXLR and KWEM
licenses extended on temporary basis to Dec.
1; others already on extension.
FCC reported it wished to inquire into actual ownership of stations, whether stock holdings and ownership have been transferred
without Commission approval and whether
situation has been represented accurately.
KHOZ and KWAK assigned 250 w on 1240
kc; KXLR 250 w 1450 kc, and KWEM, 1 kw
day on 990 kc.
WBKB STARTS CBS SERVICE
NINE CBS-TV shows will be added to WBKB
Chicago's schedule this week and 14 more will
start before Oct. 12, official date for beginning
of CBS-WBKB working agreement. Among
new shows, all of which will be telecast between 5:30 and 10 p.m., are Toast of the Town,
Lucky Pup, It Pays to Be Ignorant, Studio 1,
CBS News, and Blues by Bargy. Only one
CBS show now is carried by WBKB. Network
had agreement with WGN-TV, Chicago
Tribune station, until last spring when announcement was made WBKB would carry
CBS shows beginning Oct. 12. Since spring
announcement Tribune station has been gradually dropping CBS shows.

LIST OF TV MEMBERS
ANNOUNCED
BY NAB
LIST of 29 TV stations recently drawn into
NAB's fold as result of quiet drive announced
Friday by association. Drive conducted by
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
chairman of NAB board's Structure Committee, and President Justin Miller (see NAB district meeting story, page 32). Special TV
dues adopted at board's July meeting attracted
TV stations affiliated with AM and FM members of association. List of new TV members
follows :
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; WDEL-TV Wilmington,
Del.; WDSU-TV New Orleans; WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111.; WMCT Memphis; WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va.; KTSL-TV Los Angeles; WMAR-TV Baltimore;
KRLD-TV Dallas; WOW-TV Omaha; WBTV Charlotte, N. C; WHAS-TV Louisville; WTCN-TV Minneapolis; WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; WNHC-TV
New Haven Conn.; KFI-TV Los Angeles; WNBT
New York; WNBW Washington; WNBQ Chicago;
WNBK Cleveland; KNBH Hollywood; WJAC-TV
Johnstown,
Pa.; KSL-TV
WLWT
Cincinnati; WLWD
Dayton,Salt
O.; Lake
WLWCCity;
Columbus,
O.; WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio. Already NAB memWCBS-TV New York; WOIC Washington;
WRGBbers were
Schenectady.
NLRB EXAMINER'S RULING
EXAMINER'S report to National Labor Relations Board in case involving WAYS Charlotte and WCOG Greensboro, N. C, and WKIX
Columbia, S. C, and IBEW local, recommends
stations be ordered to cease alleged failure to
bargain collectively and to stop purported
efforts to discourage union membership. Report also recommends stations reinstate James
Halford, John T. Boyer, Haskell Carson, Kenneth Higbee and Darrell D. Peller to former

jobs.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page ^)

CROSLEY VIDEO CHANGES
RUTH LYONS promoted to program director
of WLWT, Crosley video outlet in Cincinnati,
as Bernie Barth assumes new duties as coordinator of television program activities.
Miss Lyons continues her regular programs on
WLW. Mr. Barth directs programming of
three Crosley TV stations in Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus, all tied by microwave system. Coaxial cable network slated to reach
three cities in October.

tion picture production companies of Hollywood.

WMBR-TV JOINS ABC-TV
WMBR-TV Jacksonville affiliating with ABCTV effective Oct. 1. Station operating on Channel 4 also is affiliated with CBS-TV, NBC-TV
and DuMont. It is owned by Florida Broadcasting Co. with Glen Marshall Jr. manager.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES due to announce
entry into TV network field within week. Company will offer program service on film to
video stations, with half-dozen or so reportedly
ready to sign contracts. Paramount owns
WBKB Chicago, KTLA Los Angeles and has
developed kinescopic recording used for original film programs and spots as well as to
record live studio shows.

AGENCY PROMOTIONS
APPOINTMENT of Dan J. Loden as account
executive and Robert V. Walsh as radio-TV
director to succeed him announced Friday by
VanSant, Dugdale &_ Co., Baltimore.
DONALD BARR
DONALD BARR, 42, vice president and advertising service manager of Young & Rubicam,
Hollywood, died Sept. 2 in Tucson, Ariz., following lingering illness. He had served as
vice president in charge of marketing for
Birds Eye-Snider prior to joining Young &
Rubicam in December 1945.

MATTERN JOINS ABC
WILLIAM M. MATTERN, recently resigned
from MBS network sales department, joins
ABC network sales department effective today
(Sept. 5). Mr. Mattern was with Blue Network
prior to war.

FM ASSN. planning to shift annual autumn
convention to April so members can take in
NAB and FMA sessions in one trip. New York
or Chicago will be site of FMA meeting, permitting repetition of FM business clinic staged
last April.
CHAP STICK Co., Lynchburg, Va. (Chap
Stick), through Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New
York, planning spot announcement campaign.

EARLE LUDGIN AGENCY, Chicago, organizing series of spots and chainbreaks for Rit
Products Corp., same city (tints and dyes),
to be placed nationally in major and minor
markets.
CBS Western Division vice presidency selection held up while study is made to determine
manner of planned administrative revamping.
One possibility said to be that network will
appoint general manager of KNX Hollywood
who may be directly responsible to New York.
Form of administrative reorganization, it is
felt, will dictate vice presidential selection.
GENERAL POODS, New York, through Young
& Rubicam, New York, currently negotiating .
for new
ing Bill radio
Boyd. show, Hopalong Cassidy, featurBROADCASTING
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All

CXTRAS

Standard

There's a good reason why so many
advertisers select WLW first as the vehicle
to carry new selling appeals.
For here is a radio station with un-

are

equipment

If you are planning to launch a new
advertising campaign or introduce a new
product, talk it over first with The
Nation's Station.

equalled facilities — a great station that is
equipped to provide many extra services
far beyond simply selling time on the air.
And here, in WLW-Land, are 330
counties comprising parts of seven states
— an area that presents a true cross section of the nation.

'EXTRAS"
E WLW Council
SOMAdvisory
People's
to determine program preferences and
for general consumer market studies.
Consumer's Foundation
to determine consumer reaction to products and packaging.

Yes, you'll find that WLW's Merchandise-Able Area is an ideal proving ground
for new advertising campaigns, new
techniques, new products. And with a

Merchandising Departments
to stimulate dealer cooperation, check
distribution, report attitudes, etc.

"know-how"

Test Stores

peculiar to its territory —

plus adequate manpower — The Nation's
Station is in a position to help you study
this market of nearly fourteen million

to check potential buying responses,
effect of new packaging, displays, etc.
Buy Way

people. It can smooth the way in securing distribution . . . gaining dealer cooperation .. . getting consumer reactions.

monthly merchandising newspaper for
retailers and wholesalers.

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

RCA scientists develop new direct-reading Loran instrument
which simplifies problems of navigation

(^oes io sea

Now

science gives the navigator an im-

prox ed "homing pigeon instinct," a way
in which— without checking sun or starshe can head directly home.
Already thoroughly proved, Loran equipment has been simplified through RCA research and engineering, so that almost anyone
can learn to use it in a few minutes. Free of
human error, readings appear directlij on the
instrument. A quick check gives position.
Brain of the new Loran is a circuit developed

at RCA Laboratories which splits seconds into
millions of parts — accurately measures the difference inthe time it takes a pair of radio signals to travel from shore to ship.
Given this information, the Loran navigator,
hundreds of miles from shore, can determine
his position quickly and accurately. Loran's
simplicity adapts it to every type of vessel
from merchant ship to yacht. Manufactured
by Radiomarine Corporation of America, a
service of RCA, it is already being installed
in U. S. Coast Guard rescue ships.

IVor/c/ Leac/er

The meaning of RCA research
RCA's contribution to the development ol
direct-reading Loran is another example of
the continued leadership in science and engineering which adds value beyond price to
any product or service of RCA.
The newest advances in television, radio, and electronics can he seen in action at RCA Exhihition Hall.
36 West 49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radic
Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City
N. Y. 20.

/n 'RacZ/'o —

T^rsf
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THE

GHOST

IT STOLE IN quietly on the night
of August 14, 1949, at 9:10 PM,
and quivered brilliantly at Channel 9 on the screens of thousands
of television receivers. WOR-tv,
sister station of powerful WOR,
had opened its eyes; WOR-tv was
on the air.
To paraphrase Hollywood, it
was a "sneak-view"; a heart-inthe-mouth, experimental "rush"
on which hinged the hopes and
ragged nerves of hundreds of
WOR technicians, engineers and
their cooperating contractors,
steelmen, laborers and consultants.
A limp tele-man turned quietly to Jack Poppele, WOR chief
engineer, and said, "Gosh, no
ghosts."
smiled. Jack didn't answer; just
No, there were no ghosts on
WOR-tv, though there was a fade
in the corner, which has been
corrected. And there have been
no ghosts since . . . and no fades.
WOR-tv was, and is, a healthy
kid.
That was 9:10 PM.
At 9:30 PM, the WOR switchboard began to crackle. It crackled approximately 1300 times
until 11:00 PM. "Gee," phoned
a man in Poughkeepsie, "the
thing's the brightest I've seen!"
There were six or eight calls
from Poughkeepsie. There were

Radio

THAT

and

WASNT

about five-hundred calls from
New York City; four from Patchogue, which is a long way out
on Long Island. There were calls
from Schenectady, Stroudsburg,
Pa. There were calls from as far
as 100 miles away. Wonderful
calls; calls using words like,
"brilliant", "so clear", "crisp",
"astounding". They were good
to hear.
WOR kept that brilliant signal soaring from its great tower
1050 feet above sea level on the
rambling Jersey shore, and then
— deep breath — it flashed the
Dodgers-Phillies game on the
night of August 16th. Good?

WOR

25

CENTS

Television

THERE

Well, gentlemen, for three hours
WOR-tv blottered that game
with all the brilliance of a sunsprayed mirror! Again — calls
of congratulation, letters, postcards. Reautiful, enthusiastic
congratulatory bedlam.
WOR-tv was a smash in its
first long pants!
You see, WOR waited on tv
development, but it waited ready
and aware. It waited like a runner waits for the starting gun.
"There's a time", thought WOR.
"And in that time we can plan
a better and more reliable investment for our advertisers and
their agencies and a better and
more satisfying thing to see —
something that will greet the
eyes of hundreds of thousands
with a new kind of information
and entertainment. That is what
we planned and that is what we
thought about a television station
named WOR-tv, on Channel 9,
in New
Yes, York."
that's what WOR
planned and, like its brother,
WOIC, in Washington, it's going
to be a money-maker for its advertisers from the day of its first
commercial. Recause that's what
WOR's philosophy has been for
more than a quarter-century — a
station that serves its advertisers, audits listeners, to the hilt,
profitably, for less.

and

WOR-tv,
in New

York
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Confident

in what
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to the

lies ahead
People

In the heart of Wilmington
statue of Caesar Rodney,
Colonial
future

patriot who
and

served

there is a

the Delaware

had faith in the
the

people

well.

WDEL-TV, in the same spirit, has established the first television station in Delaware, using a silhouette

of Caesar

Rodney's statue as its station identification.
WDEL-TV is the only TV station located in
this prosperous trade area. A fast-growing audience appreciates WDEL-TV's clearer picture,
good local programming, and NBC, DuMont
and other network shows. Consider the importance ofincluding this rich market in your TV
sales planning.
It was Caesar Rodney who, in 1776, after a furious night-long ride on horseback, arrived in
Philadelphia just in time to cast the deciding
vote for the Colonies' independence.
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Grcuit

FAILURE of network attorneys to agree with
FCC counsel on proposed stipulation in giveaways case which would suspend Oct. 1 effective date of ban, apparently stemmed from
conclusion that FCC counsel were attempting
to mousetrap networks. Government lawyers
proposed networks agree that no additional
giveaway programs would be accepted during
temporary extension and they felt it would
mean tacit approval of FCC's philosophy construing giveaways as lotteries.
ALL GIVEAWAY eyes are turned toward Chicago today where Federal Court will hear
arguments on application of Radio Features
Inc. {Tello Test and Tune Test) for stay order
to restrain FCC from making its lottery rules
effective Oct. 1. Prompt action expected in view
of race against time. Case is sequel to suits
filed in New York by networks, now to press
for injunctive relief in view of FCC's unwillingness to stipulate on automatic extension
pending outcome of litigation.
DOYLE PACKING CO., Long Branch, N. J.
(Strongheart Dog Food), planning extensive
spot campaign in about a month in 15 major
eastern markets, starting with Philadelphia.
Spots will run 10-25 daily on one station in
each market. Cities include Boston, Providence, Baltimore, Washington, D. C, Norfolk,
Tampa, Jacksonville, Miami, Scranton, WilkesBarre, Syracuse, and possibly Newark and
Harrisburg. Agency, John H. Riordan Co.,
Los Angeles.
WHETHER there will be any basic changes
in operating policies of Mutual expected to be
determined at board meeting in Chicago Sept.
12, 13. It is understood that MBS President
Frank K. White, who assumed network helm
last spring, prepared to discuss plans designed
to bring network into truer competitive focus
after four months of exploratory study.
Optimistic note prevailed because of new commercial lineup for Fall start approaching $2
million in billing.
SPOKESMEN for House Commerce Committee make plain that when group holds hearings on moribund McFarland communications
bill (S. 1973) — this session or next — they will
be extensive and "complete" in scope. There's
feeling that differences in measure as drafted
by Sen. Ernest McFarland (D-Ariz.) and
finally reported to Senate conveniently negated
opposition from certain quarters. Good deal
of opposition stems from FCC itself. Latest
best guess on status of bill: no chance for passage, and less than 50-50 for hearings.
LOOK for Civil Service Commission to throw
harpoon into McFarland bill's pay clause
covering FCC Commissioners, and other top
level posts — General Counsel, Chief Engineer,
Chief Accountant — it's known that CSC has so
advised House Commerce group. Similarly, it's
(Continued on page 86)
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Sept. 13: Third NARBA conference convenes,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U. S. Radio
Mfrs. Assn. and Canadian Radio Mfrs. Assn.,
Hotel Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 15-16: Dist. 9, The Northernaire, Three
Lakes, Wis.
Sept. 19-20: Dist. 11, Radisson, Minneapolis.
(Other Upcomings on page 54)
Bulletins
KAIZER-FRAZER Corp., Detroit, through
Wm. Weintraub, New York, dropping Walter
Winchell's ABC broadcasts at end of year
because firm is "withdrawing from network
radio." ABC picking up Mr. Winchell's option
for 1950, and will announce new sponsor shortly, according to network spokesman.
VIC RATNER TO LEAVE CBS
TO BECOME MACY V-P NOV.!
VICTOR M. RATNER, vice president in charge
of advertising and sales promotion for CBS
since Nov. 1947, will join Macy's, New York
department store, as vice president in charge
of sales promotion, public relations and advertising, effective Nov. 1, it was announced
today (Monday).
Mr. Ratner, born June 10, 1904, worked
for Macy's six months in 1922 as night mail
clerk. He entered the advertising field in
1927 with J. L. Arnold Co. as office boy and in
three years worked up to the position of vice
president. Because of the depression, Mr.
Ratner left the little firm, joining CBS promotion department in 1930. Five years later,
he was promoted to an executive position with
the network as director of promotion. On
Nov. 3, 1947, Mr. Ratner was appointed CBS
vice president.
Earlier this year, Mr. Ratner took leave
from CBS to write personally the script for
the All-Radio Promotion movie, "Lightning
That Talks," because, he said, five writers
at work on the project were unable to produce an acceptable script. Macy spokesman
said in spite of Mr. Ratner's new job, he would
continue in position of producer of the film
documentary (see page 54). CBS spokesman
said no successor has yet been chosen.
THEATRE TV FOR SERIES
FIRST THEATRE performance of baseball
World's Series telecast in history arranged
last Friday by MBS, acting for Baseball Comr.
Albert B. Chandler, with Fabian Theatres in
Brooklyn. Series, to start first week in October, will be shown on large screen via new
RCA instantaneous movie projection equipment
and will be regular play-by-play telecast.
Gillette commercials also will be projected,
but on no-pay basis. MBS is handling audio
broadcasts and has assigned TV rights as
contractor (see story page 58).

Business
Briefly
BORDEN APPOINTS • Borden Co., New
York, has appointed Young & Rubicam, New
York, to handle some additional products in
the Special Products Div. effective Oct. 1.
They are Ration-Ayd Dept., Animal Food Dept.,
Shark Industries Div. and Borden's ProcessingCo.
GREYSTONE SHOW • Greystone Press
Inc., New York, for its publication, Popular
Mechanics, to sponsor Mr. Fixit on NBC, effective Sept. 11. Program, to be aired Saturday, 12:00 noon to 12:30 p.m., placed by
Humphrey Inc., New York.
MILLER ANSWERS CRITICS
AT DISTRICT 7 MEETING
NAB District 7, meeting in Cincinnati, wound
up two-day meeting late Friday by endorsing
board'sationreorganization
(early story page of23).headquarters operPresident Justin Miller received personal
tribute from meeting after delivering fighting
talk reviewing NAB's achievements and answering critics' charges point by point. He
especially defended legislative and government contact operations of NAB. "The industry's federal legislative status was never
better," he said. "Those who say the contrary
don't
know N.what
they WLAP
are talking
about." Ky.,
Gilmore
Nunn,
Lexington,
District 7 director, was lauded for his direction of fast-moving meetings in which members and non-members alike took up their
operating problems with NAB specialists.
Judge Miller read results of the Broadcasting Trends survey of last summer and explained that this industry appraisal had
largely guided the board in its reorganization.
In analysis of FCC lottery ruling. Judge
Miller said Commission conceivably could decide to go further and ban all programs
with prize element. He reminded that American people and firms are entitled to judicial
determination of guilt. If courts decide to
issue injunction against FCC's lottery ruling,
he said broadcasters might properly go ahead
with present giveaway programs.
District adopted resolutions lauding work
of BAB and Employe-Employer Relations
departments; asked U. S. Census Bureau to
include AM, FM and TV questions in 1950
census; suggested industry use its own facilities in radio promotional campaigns; thanked
Ralph H. Jones Co. for cocktail party and
praised accommodations of Terrace-Plaza.

'
ZIV SHOW
DURING
the first SO
week of LD
release throughout
the country, the Frederic W. Ziv newest transcribed package Meet The Menjous has been
sold commercially in more than 19 cities,
five times weekly. Program will be aired in
following cities: Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton,
Cleveland, Louisville, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Omaha, Lincoln, Sioux City, Houston, Birmingham, Huron, S. D.; Watertown, S. D.; Rapid
City,Lexington,
Johnson City,
and
Ky. Tenn.; Seattle, Portland
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50,000

WATTS

Daytime
10,000 WATTS Night
... 8 I 0 k c.

It's our birthday. . . but not our party. The party, cake and candles, isstrictly for you, Mr. Sponsor!
Since 'way back in 1947 A. D. (September 9th to be exact),
KCMO's king-sized signal has meant a healthy bonus in listenership for sponsors.
At a low, amazingly low, cost per 1000 coverage, KCMO blankets 213 wealthy Mid-America counties with over 5,435,000 po-

Q^e Does Itin /Mid 'Am/icd
ONE station f [0
ONE set of call letters
ONE rate card
ONE spot on the dial

tential listeners inside its V2 mv, measured area. KCMO's programming, dialed right to Mid-America listening habits, has
meant ever-growing acceptance among listeners
with results
that put sponsors in a "party" frame of mind.
In short, it's always a party... when you center your selling
on KCMO.
and KCMO-FM
94.9 Megacycles
KANSAS
CITY,
MISSOURI
Basic ABC Statipn
For Mid-America
National Representative: John E. Pearson Co.
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THINGS

BIG

.

.

. IN

THE

As big things happen in industry in the WWVA
area, so do big things happen for WWVA advertisers. For the WWVA 50,000-watt voice reaches
into more than two million radio homes, covering
eight and one-half million people . . . people who
produce more than half the nation's coal, more
than half the nation's steel in Eastern Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia.

NATIONALLY

50,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED

HAPPEN

WWVA

• Telecasting

.

.

AREA

They welcome WWVA's friendly local programs
and top-flight CBS shows into their homes. Proof
that they listen: Attendance at personal appearances of WWVA artists. Proof that they buy:
Station mail of more than one thousand pieces a
day. WWVA can help you sell your product in a
big way in a big market. Consult your nearest
Edward Petry Man today for Fall availabilities.

"CBS
"WHEELING,
W. VA.
BY
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.

National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New

BROADCASTING

.
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Fallen

Keystone

Arch
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ROGER BACON appointed manager of newly opened RuthraufF & Ryan
Inc. offices in Dallas. He was transferred from St. Louis, where he was
an executive on packing, automotive and brewery accounts. Previously,
he was an announcer for seven years with various St. Louis stations, and
WTOL Toledo. Agency's Dallas office is at 5523 E. Mockingbird Lane.
C. J. SCHUEPBACH, former representative for KLZ Denver and advertising
manager of Hartmann Trunk Co., Racine, Wise, joins Jim Baker Assoc.,
Milwaukee, Wise, as vice president.
ORVILLE CHASE, formerly with N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, joins Compton Adv. Inc., New York, as account
executive.
LARRY LOWENSTEIN, formerly general manager of Richard A. Walsh Assoc., prior to that publicity director of
WINS New York, joins publicity department of Benton
& Bowles, New York.
Mr. Schuepbach

ROBERT N. O'DONNELL, formerly account executive with
Fuller, Smith & Ross, New York, joins executive staff of
Ruthrauff
and Ryan, same city.

FREDERICK C. BRUNS, recently
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, joins
on package goods advertising.
THOMAS B. COLEMAN, formerly
Sterling Getchell and Blow Co., all
& Bayles Inc. in same capacity.

resigned as director and vice president of
Duane Jones Co., same city, today to work
account executive at Lord & Thomas, J.
New York, joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell

CYRIL WILLIAMS, formerly account executive with Wilhelm-Laughlin-Wilson
Assoc., New York, joins Dinion & Dubrowin Inc., same city, in the same capacity.
JOHN HAWTHORNE, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco,
joins Biow Co., same city, as production manager.
GEORGE T. JAHNKE, former director of advertising for Liquid Carbonic
Corp., Chicago, appointed assistant to the president of Glenn, Jordan, Stoetzel
Inc., same city.
Salesmen don't have to wear their arches to the
nub in Keystone . . . WMT gets around for them.
The town itself isn't much bigger than a statistic,
but when added to the Big Rocks and Stone Cities
and 1058 other towns and cities in WMTland,

it

becomes a part of one of the world's most prosperous
markets.
The way to build a triumphal arch of sales into this
area is clear: use WMT, Eastern Iowa's only CBS
outlet. Ask the Katz man for full details.

NAN PIERSOL, formerly with Colorado River Assn. and prior to that public
relations representative for Pacific Overseas Airlines, joins Bogerts Agency,
Los Angeles.
EARL EBI, Hollywood television director for J. Walter
Thompson Co., transfers to New York office of agency
Sept. 16 to handle new television accounts.
PATRICIA JAMES appointed radio time buyer of Ad Fried
Adv., Oakland, Calif., replacing SHIRLEY CURTIN, resigned.
RANDY DUNNELL, head of Radio for Newell-Emmett
Co., New York, and ROBERT MOSS, producer of NBC
Chesterfield Supper Club for agency, are in Hollywood
for six weeks conferences regarding show.

Mr. Jahnke

JOSEPH J. TISSIER, formerly head of his own agency in New York, joins
Charles Docker Co., San Francisco. HOPE BROCCHINI, formerly with Kreidt
& Myers Adv., San Francisco, joins publicity department of agency.
E. J. CONLON joins merchandising staff of Tatham-Laird Agency, Chicago,
after serving John W. Shaw Adv., same city, as account executive.
CHARLES PERRINE, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, joins Emil
Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, Calif., as account executive.
PAUL BELANGER, television producer, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
is in Hollywood for three weeks to produce Lever Bros, video commercials for
The Clock scheduled for NBC Eastern network.
WILLIAM E. WRIGHT, president of Wright Radio Productions, Chicago, announces formation of Wright & Assoc. Adv. at 218 East Ontario, Chicago. Company will specialize in radio and television advertising.

CEDAR
RAPIDS
5000 WaMs 600 K.C. Day &. Night
BASIC
COLUMBIA NETWORK
Page 10
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NEW ADDRESSES: MARK LARKIN, public relations and publicity counsellor.
New York, moves headquarters to suite 538-A Newsweek Bldg., 152 West 42nd
St. Mr. Larkin has added radio to his accounts. COLEMAN-JONES Adv., Los
Angeles, moves to 1250 Wilshire Blvd. Phone: Madison 6-5869.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Business

is

always

better

in

Washington^

D.C.

Exampie: Population of the Nation's Capital and its immediate suburbs has
jumped more than 100,000 during the past three years and today exceeds
1,380,000. ThaVs why the new Washington
Thafs why more listeners to WTOP

phone book is the fattest in history.

than ever before.

THE WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON'S
ONLY
50,000
BROADCASTING
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Exclusive
Representatives:
Radio
KOB
Albuquerque
Beaumont
KFDM
KDSH
Boise
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
WGR
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
KRIS
Corpus Christi
woe
Davenport
Des Moines
WHO
Denver
KVOD
Duluth
WDSM
WDAY
Fargo
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
WBAP
Ft. Worth-Dallas
KGMB-KHBC
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
KXYZ
WISH
Indianapolis
KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTCN
New York
WMCA
Norfolk
WGH
KFAB
Omaha
Peoria-Tuscola
WMBD-WDZ
KYW
Philadelphia
KDKA
Pittsburgh
KEX
Portland, Ore.
WPTF
Raleigh
WDBJ
Roanoke
St. Louis
KSD
KIRO
Seattle
WFBL
Syracuse
Television
Baltimore
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
St. Louis
San Francisco

WAAM
WBAP-TV
WAVE-TV
WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV
KRON-TV

F&P Colonels are constantly "on the
road," visiting every station we represent,
talking with hundreds of important manufacturers, agencies and distributors. The
result is a most complete and intimate
knowledge of broadcasting, where it happens, and where it works for you.

MEET

COLONEL

F&

stant travel and exchange of ideas, we learn
a lot of valuable things for you. By field
work in the actual markets we serve, we learn

'LD Colonel F&P really gets around.
Last year alone he racked up over 131,417
miles by plane and train (and even 2,557
miles by steamship!), visiting his customers
and the stations he represents!

the practical facts which often elude "home
offices" yet which may determine the success
of your advertising. ...
"Getting around" is just part of what makes
us Free & Peters Colonels effective in helping

But this is wanderlust with a purpose!
The 22 of us here at Free & Peters (who

our customers do profitable national-spot radio

are the old Colonel) know that we've got to
get out and see people to keep up-to-date on
national spot radio and television. By con-

REE

&

P
Jr

P

and television. We'd like to show you how
effective. May we?

ETERS,

9

INC

Pioneer Badio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

'Covers the Field'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have read Broadcasting
for many years and there is no
question but that it covers the field
completely and adequately. , . .
John P. Heverly,
Botsford, Constatine &
Gardner Advertising
Seattle, Wash.
^ ^ ^

'Times' Affiliation
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
On page 77 of your August 29
issue, under the caption FINCH
TESTIFIES, there appears the
statement that "Radio Inventions,
affiliate of the New York Times,
V7as mentioned as being able to
meet the specifications." I believe
the statement originated with General Akin and, unfortunately, was
not correct. I wrote him in part:
"Naturally, we are delighted to
have this expression of your belief

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
New York Times and, until just
a few months ago, Mr. Hogan was
its president. Quite apart from
that, however, he has organized
Radio Inventions Inc. and this activity is in no way connected with
the Times nor is Mr. Hogan himself in any manner connected with
Times Arthur
FacsimileHays
Inc."Sulzberger,
Publisher New York Times
Dated Copy

in our ability and, very frankly,
we share it because, to the best of
our knowledge, we are the largest
builders of facsimile instruments
in this country. It is not correct,
however, that Radio Televisions
Inc. is an affiliate of The New York
Times and we trust that your reference was to our company which
is Times Facsimile Inc.
"Radio Inventions, to which you
referred, is headed by John V. L.
Hogan who is now on the payroll
of the Interstate Broadcasting Co.
as a consultant. This company is
a wholly owned subsidiary of the

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have a suggestion to make to

I
The

Shortest

in

2

MEMPHIS

Honrs

RADIO

I

I

I
BUDDY

DEAN'S

I

I
3 to 5 p.m.
I
Now

Available — 15 minute segment
3:45 to 4 p.m.

Share of
Audience
Patt McDonald,

19.0

June-July
Hooper Audience Index

manager

WHHM
Independent— but not Aloof
MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE

INDEPENDENT METROPOLITAN SALES, representatives
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agencies of all sorts that send
public service announcements to
radio stations.
... It would be a tremendous
help to us if these public service
agencies would make a notation
on each sheet of copy they send us
containing the fact "This copy
not to be used after
" ....
Broadcasting is a cover-to-cover
"must" in our department. The
copies we receive here are passed
on . . . and each copy gets at least
five readers.
Murray Arnold
Program Director
WIP Philadelphia.
Pa.
^ ^ %
Re: 'Combo' Men
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the "Open Mike" column of
Aug. 29, there appears a letter
written by C. D. Chandler of Tarboro,
C, opinion,
regarding
men. N.
In my
the "Combo"
letter is
ridiculous to the nth degree.
To begin with, most stations pay
combination men a better salary
than they could pay individual announcers and operators. To most
small stations it's not a matter of
"trying to get something for nothing," but a matter of staying in
business or going broke. It is my
belief one of the biggest mistakes
the FCC ever made was deciding
against new type licenses that
would permit the operation of
transmitters up to 1 kw by men
with a limited class of license that
deals with practical matters. Modern day transmitters are practically fool-proof in operation, require
very little attention, and can easily
be operated properly without a
Degree in Radio Engineering. . . .
Virgle E. Craig
Manager, WLET
Toccoa, Ga.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
With reference to the letter
written by C. D. Chandler, WCPS
Tarboro,
I ' would
to
point
out N.
someC.basic
errors like
in his
thinking.

First, his stand is contrary to
the free enterprise system. . . .
Next, who shall say what is a
I living wage? Again, who is Mr.
Chandler or anyone else to tell
free men that they may not work
as "Combo's" just because he
I doesn't want to? ... I have never
worked as a "Combo" nor do I
wish to. Yet I would much prefer
that to no job at all. . . .
I
Earl Hodges
Cherry ^ Valley,
^ ^ Ark.
I

Watch That Vowel
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Now that the full schedule of
I
radio programs is about to return
to the air, for fall and winter, it
behooves me to get rid of a protest
I that has been making my "listening" life a continuous misery.
Can something, anything, be
done to correct the scandalous mispronunciation ofsome of the com(Continued on page 58)
BROADCASTING
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Omaha, "Gateway to the West", is western headquarters of the Burlington Railroad. For 100 years the

\

Burlington has been the "Big Settler" in the Middlewest,
helping this big, rich territory to become the food basket of
the world. Serving the people and industry of this BIG Burlington territory is another pioneer — the BIG 50,000 Watt
Station KFAB.

50,000

OMAHA,
Represented by

FREE & PETERS, INC

WATTS

NEBRASKA
General Manager,

HARRY

BURKE

0i

P«0DUCTl
^UHO UI

331/, «PM

Association of American Railroads
Transportation Building
Washington 6, D. C.
WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
September

3, 1949

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject;

RAILROAD

COSTS MP

FREIGHT

RATES

On September 1, two important developments took place In the
railroad industry.
On that day,
the new freight rate increase recently
authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission became effective, and
the 40-hour week with 48 hours pay for approximately one million nonoperating employees went into effect.
It was estimated by the President's Emergency Board which
recommended the 40-hour week that the shorter work week will cost the
railroads approximately $450,000,000 a year.
According to estimates of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the freight rate increase will produce
about 1293,000,000 annually.
In other words, the revenues
which the railroads will receive from the new freight rates will cover only 65 per cent
of the new costs resulting from the 40-hour week for nonoperating employees.
Exactly how the railroads
will meet the difference is hard to say
at this time, but they are going to try to find ways.
This is not going to
be easy, because railroad earnings, by any fair standard of measurement,
are now inadequate.
At the present time, the railroads are earning less
than 3 per cent on their net investment, and this is far from the 6 per cent
they need and should have in order to be financially and physically sound.
Whenever you hear or read anything about the new railroad freight
rates, you might keep the above facts in mind.
You might also keep in mind
that railroad freight rates since 1939 have increased only 57 per cent,
while the prices of goods generally have gone up 100 per cent. Moreover,
the wages which railroads pay their employees have risen 109 per cent, payroll taxes have jumped about 90 per cent, and the unit prices of fuel,
materials and supplies have increased 100 per cent.
On almost any basis that can be devised, railroad transportation
charges today are relatively a lesser factor in over-all production and distribution costs than in any prewar year.
No other industry has made a greater
contribution toward helping to keep prices down than have the railroads.
Sincerely

yours.

A/aw

III
JOHN H. DULANY & SON Inc., Fruitland, Maryland, appoints Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, to handle its advertising for Dulany Frozen Foods.
Radio will be used.
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT SALES Co., New Orleans, Oct. 10 starts five
weekly sponsorship of transcribed 15 minute serial, Dr. Paul, on seven NBC
Pacific Coast stations on spot market basis. Stations include KFI Los Angeles,
KMJ Fresno, KFSD San Diego, KNBC San Francisco, KGW Portland, Ore.,
, KOMO Seattle and KHQ Spokane, Wash. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
Hollywood.
GREENSPOT Inc. (Orangeade), Los Angeles, adds three Los Angeles stations
to weekly spot schedule: five on KHJ, four on KECA and six participations
on KNX Housewives Protective League. Firm previously started similar campaign on other stations, including KTTV (TV) and KLAC (TV), same city.
Contracts, 13 weeks. Agency: Phillip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co. returns to radio with sponsorship of twice-daily
Paul Gibson Show on WBBM Chicago, to advertise its American Peoples
Encyclopedia. Placed direct.
BEN-HUR PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles, through Mogge-Privett Inc., that
city, planning radio spot campaign on Pacific coast after Sept. 15. Budget
not disclosed.

PILLSBURY MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, through its agency, Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, renews Galen Drake program on ABC for 52 weeks, effective Oct. 3.
Airedcereals.
4-4:15 p.m., Mon-Fri., program advertises company's flours, baking mixes
and
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New York, (Vaseline Cream Hair Tonic), renews
Greatest Fights of the Century on NBC-TV for its second year of sponsorship.
Five-minute film show is telecast Friday immediately following boxing matches
at Madison Square Garden. Agency: Clayton Inc., New York.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, sponsors Talk Your Way Out of It on ABC Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 3 to 3:30 p.m. (EDT) starting today (Sept. 12). Agency: C. J.
LaRoche & Co., New York.
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., New York, (Clipper Craft clothes for men) sponsors The Amazing Polgar in weekly ten-minute telecasts on CBS-TV starting
Sept. 16, from 7:45-7:55 p.m. Agency: William H. Weintraub Inc., same city.
PILLSBURY MILLS Inc., Los Angeles (Globe Mills Div), renews Surprise
Package for 13 weeks on 15 ABC Pacific stations. Agency, Leo Burnett Co.,
Los Angeles.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort Madison, Iowa, sponsors 15-minute weekly
sports telecast This Week In Sports on CBS-TV starting Sept. 21. Agency: Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.

Man

Who

Brews

Comes

To Dinner

a Nightcap

He comes to dinner five times a week — and his hosts
number about 13,500,000 listeners weekly. He likes his
coffee and his news hot — and while he roasts no coffee,
the subjects of his research are sometimes well-roasted.
He finds grounds for comment in the many political pots
which are always brewing in the nation's capital.

PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New York, through McCann-Erickson, also New
York, renews ABC broadcasts of The Sheriff for 52 weeks. Program, aired
Friday, 9:30-10 p.m., is on behalf of Twenty Mule Team Borax and Boraxo.

His nightly "top of the news as it looks from her*" puts
cream in many a sponsor's cup.

TUCKETT Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., (Buckingham cigarettes), on Sept. 14 starts
for sixth year Buckingham Theatre on 30 Dominion network stations. Wed.
9:30-10 p.m. Agency is MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.

Lively, stimulating, widely followed, his broadcast — the
Fulton Lewis Jr. program — is currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations. It offers local advertisers the
prestige of a network feature, at local time cost with prorated talent cost.

GEORGE R. PLASS, formerly advertising assistant of Jello division and
associate advertising manager for Minute and Certo divisions of General
Foods Corp., New York, named associated advertising manager of the, Jello
division. DAVID W. THURSTON, formerly advertising manager in the export division, appointed advertising assistant in Minute and Certo division.
ALAN BROWN, former sales manager for Bowey's Inc., Chicago, named assistant advertising manager of Pharmaco Inc., Newark, N. J., (Feen-A-Mint and
Chooz, medicated chewing gums). Pharmaco is heavy user of radio spot time.
RICHARD ROTHLIN, former assistant account executive with Young &
Rubicam, San Francisco, joins advertising and promotion department of Western Beet Sugar Producers Inc.
BROADCASTING
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Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
be an opening in your city. If you want a ready-made
audience for a client (or yourself), investigate now.
Check your local Mutual outlet — • or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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Inside metropolitan

Salt Lake City, KSL

has the biggest audience

... a 34.9%

average share of the week's listeners.
Delivers highest average rating . . . 11,4!
In the outside area, too, KSL leads — with
the lion's share of the listeners . . . 32.2%
of the audience.

Stacks up the highest

average rating for the week

EVERY

INCH

A

. . . 9.4!

LEADER
. . . thafs

KSL!

That's what Benson and Benson, Inc.*
found when they measured listening inside
the 52 square miles of Salt Lake City and in
the outside areas of KSL's 74-county-unit,
quarter-million-square mile territory. t
This Diary proves that KSL is every inch a
leader in every part of Intermountain
America — a market where one million of
your customers ring up one billion dollars
a year in retail sales.
To be a leader in Salt Lake City or in the
outside area — or throughout

all Inter-

mountain America — buy the leader — KSL.
You'll find KSL

makes your advertising
pay off every inch of the way at less cost
per customer than any other station or
regional network.
* Independent research organization
t 50-100% Common Day-Night BMB Audience Area.

50,000 WATTS

CBS

•

Represented by RADIO SALES

Radio

is

'S

TODAY
BEST

. . and

BUY

in Washington

the best buy is

WWDC
Keep your eye on the
ball! Just measure the
total audience of any
advertising medium,
and you'll realize that
the most effective, economical way to reach
the millions is still radio.
You can't get today's
results on tomorrow's
ideas!
More and more national
advertisers are turning
to independent radio
stations. In Washington, they're buying
WWDC— the big dominant independent. Get
all the facts from your
Forjoe man.

TODAY'S

BUY!

One Spot Daily, Tony Wakeman's
ALL SPORTS PARADE
As low as $66 weekly

WWDC
AM-FM-The D.C. Independent
Represented Nationally by
FORJOE & COMPANY
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NOT content to sit back and watch
wholesale fender smashing, WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., is conducting
a fiery public service spirited campaign to "courteous-ize" drivers.
WCHS Manager Jack Gelder announced the drive with, "A few seconds spent in thinking of the other
fellow could very easily prevent
many of the traffic snarls we see
too often in traffic rush hours."
Feature of the radio station's
campaign is the outfitting of a
Traffic Courtesy Patrol. A Crosley
Hot-Shot coupe, operated by a local
police officer, carries WCHS reporters and portable recording
equipment. Acts of traffic courtesy
observed by the patrol are discussed on the air from 12:45 to
1:00 p.m. every day and continued
through Labor Day weekend.
Pegging attention to courtesy
in driving, vehicle operators steady
on the wheel are stopped, interviewed, given a WCHS Traffic
Courtesy Award sticker for the
windshield and two tickets for a
Charleston Senators ball game. At
the same time, any citizen who ob-

On

-fiU

WCHSand "Traffic
car
ProgramCourtesy
DirectorPatrol"
Mort
Cohn on duty.
serves a courteous act is requested
to report it and the license number
of the car to the station. An award
sticker is then sent to the driver.
With a stamp of approval from
the Charleston Police Department
and cooperation from the West
Virginia Safety and Health Council, WCHS is carrying forward,
and beaming, the campaign's slogan "Your Courtesy and Care a

INBMB
IN HOOPER

Life IV^ay Spare!"

FIRST MARKET
IN THE SOUTH'S

-flccounts

every pageant and play staged by
dramacareewas
radio her
GH been
ALTHOU
r, her grammar school. With entry
to have
to George Washington High School
Mary Ellen Ryan discovered
upon graduating from high school where she was the outstanding
that there was many a good ac- girl student on graduating in 1940
and also class valedictorian, Mary
tress job hunting in Hollywood.
So she entered the business side of Ellen made public speaking and
the broadcasting-advertising indusdrama her majors. She also attended U. of Southern California
try. And she has been too busy
and UCLA for a time, but rounded
ever since to regret that move.
out her formal education with a
Bubbling over with enthusiasm
and happy in what she is doing, year at business college.
Miss Ryan first became inocuyou'll find her listed today as ralated with the radio
dio timebuyer of
Raymond R. Morgan
bug while a high
school freshman in
Co., Hollywood. Responsibilities include
earlysult1937.
As reshe was cast
in
timebuying for such
the
student
group
agency accounts as
Los Angeles Soap
weekly Radio Guild
Co., Los Angeles
on KMPC Hollywood. For the next
(White King, Sierra
three years she
Pine, Scotch Cleanser) ;Planters Nut &
hardly ever missed
Chocolate Co., San
being cast in that
Francisco (salted
weekly program.
peanuts) ; J. A. FolAnd ent
other
independstations
invited
ger Co.,ciscoSan
(coffee,Frantea,
her to participate in
spices); Germain
their programs too.
Seed & Plant Co.,
Mary Ellen, during
those high school
Los Angeles ; InstiMARY
ELLEN
tute of Religious
years, was much in
demand as a public
Science, Los Anspeaker by various
Although born in Rawlins, Wyo.,
groups in the Los Angeles area.
geles.
With
education
completed, she
(Nov. 16, 1921), Miss Ryan adopted
California as her home at an early found no acting job awaiting her,
but Miss Ryan was determined to
age. With a four year stop-over
in Denver, her family moved to get into radio one way or another.
And that opportunity arose in
Los Angeles in 1929. It has been
March 1941 when she was offered
home ever since.
With a flair for the drama she a script-typist job at Don Lee
(Continued on page 20)
managed to be cast in just about

To sell Houston
and the great
Gulf Coast area

Buy KPRC
FIRST in Everything
that Counts!

hi

HOUSTON
950 KILOCYCLES. 5000 WATTS
NBC and TON on the Gulf Coatt
Jack Harris, General Manager
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
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► Jerry Strong, disc jockey and
morning man for WINX Washington, celebrated
his 15th year
in radio Sept. 9.
He has been wit?i
WINX for the
past nine years
and currently
broadcasts from
6 to 9:30 a.m.
and 12:05 to 1
p.m., Monday
through Saturday. He also
makes numerous
personal appearances at public
benefits, schools and service hospitals.
A cocktail party and open house
climaxed three-day celebration of
the 20th anniversary of KTSM El
Paso, Tex. Special show entitled
Calling 1969 was aired in the eveFM

ning,
featuring
idea with
a disca of"time
the Capsule"
program
being locked away for use on the
station's 40th anniversary.
► Columbia Pacific Network Meet
the Missus celebrated its sixth
year on the air last month with a
special birthday party program
honoring George W. Allen, western
program director and program
originator. Harry Koplan is present producer-director of show.
► WCSI-FM Columbus, Ind., celebrated its second anniversary during the first week in September.
Station's sponsors ran congratulatory newspaper and radio ads, as

SPONSOR'S CAKE is cut by Mr.
Sachs (1) marking the 15th birthday of the Morris B. Sachs Amateur
Hour on WENR Chicago. Celebrated
by ABC's Central Division Aug. 28,
the birthday party featured the special cake which was presented by
John H. Norton Jr., (r) division vice
president. Show, believed the oldest
commercial program aired in Chicago, also has been telecast since
March.

COLLEGE
To Serve Four States

A FOUR station FM network
broadcasting college courses to an
estimated 40,000 families in four
states will begin operations Sept.
19, John T. Keown, production
manager of KWGS Tulsa, Okla,
has announced.
KWGS, non-commercial outlet of
U. of Tulsa and organizer of the
network, will link by relay WMBH
Joplin, Mo.; KMUS Muskogee,
Okla., and KFPW Fort Smith,
Ark., all commercial. States
reached by the broadcasts are
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma.
Pioneer in college-by-radio
courses, KWGS already olfers six
classes by air for the first semester
of the 1949-50 school year. The
network stations are taking from
three to ten hours a week of
KWGS originations. Network was
set because of the success of
KWGS' College by Radio idea which
has been in operation for the past
two years.

ANSAS farm homes prefer WIBW by
3V2 to 1 majority. This fact, well
known to advertisers, is reported by Dr. F.
L. Whan, University of Wichita, after personal interviews in 7019 Kansas homes.

station. A consistent, loyal audience is
shown by the fact that 32.8% of all farm
men habitually listen to WIBW Farm News;
while 87.3% depend exclusively on WIBW
for market reports. When the farmers of

WIBW's farm service programs attract four
listeners for every one of the next closest

Kansas speak, they say: "You get the most
for your radio dollar when you buy WIBW."

K

WTRR's New Home
WTRR Sanford, Fla., 250-w stat i 0 n licensed to Southeastern
Broadcasting System, held open
house Sept. 2 at its new Seminole
Broadcasting Center, 1110 E. First
St., Sanford. Station had been located at the Mayfair Inn since its
establishment in 1947. A special
Vi::
pre-open house program, devoted
to progress in radio broadcasting,
heralded the opening to which the
public was invited. Building houses
studios, general offices and transmitters. Two studios are used for
program arrangements.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
1

well as record manufacturers, some
of whom ran special trade paper
ads about WCSI. Several salute
programs were aired by the station.
► Bill Baker, engineer of CFRB
Toronto, has .started his 26th year
in radio. He has been with CFRB
since 1928.
► KVEN Ventura, Calif., recently
celebrated its first anniversary.

SERVING AND SELLING
//
WIBW

Rep:

THE MAGIC
CIRCLE';
• TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW

• KCKN
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HOW

YOUR
CAN
FIGHT

STATION
HELP
POLIO

POLIO has struck harder this svunmer than in
many

previous years. Your station can

contribute to the community's welfare by
helping to create a calm, infoTmed attitude
about the disease.
Facts about polio are dramatized in a 15-minute
transcribed program offered to radio stations
FREE OF CHARGE as an educational public service
by The Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York. The program is based on authentic
information from the company's Medical
Department.
The script is written by Gretta Baker and
produced by Chick Vincent. Richard Stark is
the narrator. Written scripts are also available
to stations that would prefer to do a "hve"
broadcast. You may obtain a transcription or
a script promptly by filling out and mailing
the convenient order blank below.

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
34 NASSAU STREET

• .

NEW YORK 5, N. Y.

THE MtJTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
34 Nassau Street, New York City 5, New York
Gentlemen:
Please send me, free of charge, for broadcast as a public service:
□ a transcription □ a script
of the 15-minute program on infantile paralysis entitled "These
Are My Jewels."
PLEASE PRINT
NAME
STATION
ADDRESS
P-ITY

Page 20
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J^ulflic

Station Is Go-Between
WHEN the friend of a pair of
frantic parents called WRBL Columbus, Ga., to report a missingboy, the station was glad to be of
service and broadcast the child's
description. Three hours later, the
Columbus police station called the
studio and asked them to broadcast
the description of a small boy who
had been found, and refused to tell
them anything about himself. A
listener heard both broadcasts and
drove over to the home of the worried parents, taking them down to
police headquarters. There was a
silent reunion between parents and
child, for all were deaf-mutes.
Family Evicted
UNWELCOME guests, in the form
of a family of skunks living in the
basement, drew an appeal for aid
from an harassed housewife in
Troy, Ohio.
The housewife had
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
Broadcasting System. She moved
in bag and baggage and shortly
after became secretary to Jimmy
Burton, then production manager.
She became the regional network's
traffic manager on her 21st birthday in Nov. 1942, subsequently
heading that department for 2%
years. When the assistant publicity director's berth became available in spring of 1945 Miss Ryan
got the assignment, but resigned
in August of that year to join the
now deceased Associated Broadcasting Co. which was being organized then as a fifth network.
Some six months later Miss Ryan
found herself associated with
Harry J. Wendland Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles. For the next 18
months whatever radio the agency
had, she handled. Mary Ellen was
a junior account executive and did
client contact too. In addition she
handled copy. She speaks affectionately ofthose days, expressing appreciation for knowledge acIt was in June 1947 that her shift
quired.made to Raymond R. Morgan
Co.
was

SJnietesi

asked local and state police to help
her, and they asked WPTW Piqua,
Ohio, to tell their listeners about
the situation and request suggestions. The news department of the
station made a feature story out of
the item, telling listeners that anyone was welcome to the skunks
without "paying a (s)cent." Five
courageous teen-agers, as a result
of the broadcast, sneaked up on the
skunk family and doused them with
ether, and then disposed of them.
The station received orchids from
the housewife, and each boy was
awarded a cake of soap, WPTW re-

i
I
!

{

ports. iI
^ii * *
'I j
Announcer Gives Blood \ I
MOBILE UNIT of the Red Cross | |
had never made its quota in
Coshocton, Ohio, but this year,

an- '
different. Chief
things
of WTNS
Bob Zimmerman
nouncer were
Coshocton, went to the unit, and j
while donating his blood, recorded j I
a colorful description of the entire ; I
operation, demonstrating the ease ; I
with which a donation can be made. !
After the recording was aired, Red |
Cross reports, 22 donors, who had
never before registered, called to
Jj
offer their blood.

Meeting
* *Fami
* lies I '^
THIRTEEN patients at the Children's Heart Hospital, Philadelphia, saw 21 of their brothers and
sisters ranging in age from six
months to 13 years over WCAUTV. Since the average stay for
a patient at the hospital is at least
a year, and no one under 21 may
visit the patients, many of them
had not seen brothers and sisters
born after they had entered the
hospital. The brothers and sisters
were introduced by Bill Hart in
front of the WCAU building, preceding the Bill Hart on Chestnut
Street show.
POWER

OF

,\
!i
iJ
(^
|^
i
|;\
iK
(^
;|
||B
i
,
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RADIO

Shown by Milan Free Fair
ALTHOUGH
20 miles
away, | ^
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich., is gen- i S
erally credited with being the sole | 3
successful
advertising
medium ' ^
used annual
in making
Milan,the success
Mich.'s jI J
first
Free Fair,
it was this summer.
S
Over 35,000 people from North- {j
eastern Indiana, Central Ohio and ib
Southeastern
Michigan attended |
the five-day event. WPAG's pro- p
motion included four remote broad- 1
casts
from
Milan
Fair ^
Grounds dailyconducted
by WPAG
Farm
Director Howard Heath,
promotion
announcements and
news.
Officials of Milan Rotary Club,
sponsors of the fair, said WPAG
can well be proud of its pulling
power, especially as the fair was
not a home town event.

Miss Ryan is first vice-president
of the Hollywood Business & Professional Woman's Club. She is
also on the board of directors of the
California Federation of Business
& Professional Women's Club and
a member
Angeles
Ad
Club. of
In Los
addition
she Women's
is radio
advisor of the Southwest Region
of the American Association for
the United Nations.
Although she is earnestly learning to play golf, raising orchids
and cooking are her major hobbies.
She collects cook books and adds
recipes of her own to them. An
outdoor girl, Mary Ellen also goes
in for horseback riding.
BROADCASTING
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shov. that

*

nce

-odioo-aie

nqs ? —
WH

teeded . . . Jfe^ 9t 9d,!
ing"'''"''
91 P^aal 9l ,f,rA/i
ow
Agencie
Sure ! % Agencies?
— Happy ! 0 Sponsors ? —

EC— Rochester, N. Y. 12.1

CKLW— Detroit, Mich.

5.5

WSGN — Birmingh(lam, Ala. 7.2
For exclusive rights, order
your audition samples NOW.
All offers subject to prior sale.

WSIX— Nashville, Tenn
'
tona
WMFJ-Dayt
BeacK

11.1
11.1
16.5

Resuits !

I was not surprised when "and signing up in 1939,
surveys taken in six cities the sponsor lived happily
gave the Happy
Gang ever after."
show a FIRST in five out of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
SIX
six mar
markets. Kers.
] ] years
^"'^
Radio Director

of satisfying listeners, pro...
* * •
x j
tainment and
9 enter
ates.
Inc.
increasing
sales!
Lynde & Assoc,- v'«'"
Newman,

GARRY
CARTER
INC. ^^ /^^?<^
/2^j%^:^^^^5z^
NEW YORK
366 J*
Madison
Avenue - Vanderhilt 6-3417
BUFFALO 1373
Fillmore Avenue — Bailey 0520
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BIG

TREAT

Andy, the little Orang-outang from Borneo, is celebrating his second birthday by eating a favorite American
delicacy — a vanilla ice-cream cone. The way Andy's
gobbling up that cone, you can bet he's enjoying his
big treat.
There's a big treat in store for radio advertisers who are
interested in the Baltimore market. That treat is
Station W-I-T-H, the BIG independent which treats
you to more listeners-per-dollar than any other station
in town. W-I-T-H carries your message to 92.3% of
all the radio homes in the Baltimore trading area.
That means you can do a LOT

with a LITTLE

money

on W-I-T-H. So if you're looking for low-cost results, call
in your Headley-Reed man for the whole W-I-T-H story.
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IHJUi
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

TOM TINSLEY, President
• Represented by HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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WASHINGTON,

PLANS
NBC
By ED JAMES
REPORTS of the impending
division of NBC into two
major structures, one for radio and the other for television, were confirmed last week
by Niles Trammell, NBC
president.
Mr. Trammell, speaking at
the third annual convention
of NBC Affiliated Stations at
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., was understood
to have said that two self-sufficient
organizations would be created
within NBC.
His remarks were not made public, but it was reliably reported
that he briefly described to the
affiliates the projected division of
the company along lines which
were detailed in Broadcasting two
months ago.
Two Entities
He said the network would be
split into two separate entities
whicli would function independently
under the coordinaton of top management of the company.
Although he did not elaborate,
it was believed that the reorganization plan contemplated the appointment ofan operating chief for
each of the two major divisions.
Presumably Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver Jr., recently-elected vice
president in charge of television,
would become the head of television of the network. A chief of
the radio division will be named
after the company is divided it was
believed.
Details of the reorganization are
being completed by Booz, Allen &
Hamilton, the management consultants who have been working at
NBC for several months, Mr.
Trammell was reported to have
said. He did not forecast the date
when the plan would be completed
and put into operation, but it was
known that it would be soon.
"In our approach to organization
in the network field," Mr. Trammell said, "we are seeking to eliminate any possibility of burdening
radio with television or burdening
television with radio. We are doing
that because we have abounding
faith in the future of both media —
if they are developed and administered intelligently to meet changing requirements."
Again Mr. Trammell did not
amplify his statement, but it was
BROADCASTING
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SPLIT
MAJOR
available, compared with 10 for
pointed out by reliable sources
CBS, 13 hours and 45 minutes for the meeting of the affiliates Thursthat the intention of the reorganiday morning was the reappointzation was to create divisions so ABC and more than 17 hours for
Mutual.
ment of the stations' promotion
independent that in a sense they
committee which, in concert with
would be competitive.
NBC executives, fashioned the
Harry C. Kopf, NBC administrative vice president in charge of whopping fall promotion campaign
After reorganization, the radio
and television divisions would be
which is about to get underway.
sales, expanded
reference
to sales. Mr. Trammell's
responsible for the most energetic
During the discussion of promodevelopment of each medium, a sitMr. Kopf said NBC was sold
tion, the question of cooperative
uation bound to lead to being out daytimes Monday through Fri- campaigns was raised. At the
tempered only by the policy reday save for a 15-minute strip. afternoon session which followed
straints imposed by top managewith NBC executives in attendance,
CBS, he asserted, still had an
ment of the company.
hour
the network made clear its opposiship. and a quarter Monday
tion to cooperative promotion.
Part of Keynotes
through Friday open for sponsorMr. Trammell 's reference to the
To Survey Affiliates
Further he said, the average
reorganization was part of his
keynote speech delivered at the number of stations used by NBC
The
tee wasstation's
directed promotion
to make acommitsurvey
sponsors was up this year. The
opening of the four-day convention.
of
affiliates
to
determine
in detail
average station lineup last January was about 83% of all affili- their reactions to the present camAttended by 224 registrants, repates. The average this fall is 91%
paign which was announced .reresenting NBC and almost all its
cently and their suggestions for
he
said,
and is a record.
affiliated stations, the convention
the campaign to be undertaken in
As an indication of sales success,
was conducted in a strongly comMr. Kopf reported to the affiliates, the fall of 1950.
petitive atmosphere.
NBC has been able to sell all
Members of the stations promoMost speeches delivered by NBC
tion committee are Harry Banperiods opposite former NBC pronister, WWJ Detroit; J. B. Conley,
executives stressed the position of
grams which within the past year
Westinghouse Stations; John J.
NBC with respect to other net- have been captured by CBS.
Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha; Ewing
works.
The convention's first two days,
C. Kelly, KCRA Sacramento; P. A.
Mr. Trammell, setting the pace,
devoted to addresses by network
Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City, and
asserted that NBC had less time
executives and to a meeting of the La.
George Thomas, KVOL Lafayette,
open for sponsorship than had any
affiliates, were marked by unpreeeother network. He said the net- dented harmony.
The affiliates were also polled
work had five evening half hours
(Continued on page 25)
Chief among actions taken at

DISTRICT

7

By FRANK BEATTY
ALL-OUT BATLE by the broadcasters to get a bigger chunk of the
nation's four billion dollar advertising package got under way at
the opening NAB district meeting,
held Thursday and Friday at the
Terrace Plaza hotel, Cincinnati.
Starting the annual series of
membership meetings, District 7
(Ohio, Ky.) set a furious pace by
drawing from the NAB staff a complete battle plan for a competitive
media drive. At the same time,
district members received a quick
but thorough course in the art of
spending the station operating dollar where it will do the most good.
It was strictly a two-day workshop session. Prepared material
was at a minimum as Maurice B.

Mitchell, director of NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and Richard T. Doherty, director of the em• Telecasting

First NAB
ploye - employer relations dept.,
talked off the cuff and then answered a barrage of questions by
broadcasters anxious to enter the
27.)
current selling season with adequate competitive weapons. (See
story on Mr. Doherty's talk, page
Topping the two-day meeting
with a first-hand story of the new
NAB and its streamlined operation
was President Justin Miller, who
wrapped up the proceedings with
an explanation of what the association is doing and what it has in
mind for the future.
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., presided as District 7
director. James D. Shouse, WLW
Cincinnati, director-at-large for
large stations, had to cancel his
plans to take part in the meeting
because of the FCC's WHAS hearing in Washington. Harry M.
Bitner Jr., WFBM Indianapolis,

Session

in Cincinnati

new District 8 director, attended
the Thursday sessions. His first
official NAB act since election to
the post last July by the NAB
board. Hugh M. P. Higgins, WMOA
Marietta,
Ohio, sessions
presided asat district
the labor relations
chairman of that NAB activity.
Before the District 7 meeting
had settled down Thursday, delegates showed they meant business
by
plying
Dr. director
Kenneth on
H. loan
Baker,to
NAB research
BMB as acting president, with a
series of pointed questions on the
current BMB study. And when
Mr. Mitchell began easing into his
story of what competing media are
doing, the 90 delegates peppered
him with questions.
When the first day's meetings
had ended, broadcasters accorded
Mr. Mitchell a hearty tribute for
the way
BAB has
entered
(Continued
on page
26) the
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'Scare

Talk'

Fails

to Make

Inroads

iiiiihyii liiiiiii
By TYLER NOURSE
AS THE fall season begins,
the general economic health of
America is good. Although
there are declines in many
fields from the same period
last year, this is, in most
cases, merely a continuation
of the leveling off process
which was expected by many
of the nation's top economic
experts.
With indications of the continuation of a generally steady economy, advei-tising in general — and
radio and television in particular —
shovild be strong this fall. Radio
plans as already formulated indicate that the industry will have a
good season with spot and local
business on the increase. Although
network business is, for the present, below that of last year, network salesmen are still wooing the
prospects [Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
Personal income through the
summer months has continued to
show a small but steady increase.
June tetal was $213.5 billion, com-

pared to $212.9 billion in the preceding month and $213.4 billion in
June 1948. The average of $213.4
billion recorded for the first six
months of 1949 showed a sizable
increase over the average of $207.8
billion in the same 1948 period.
The May to June increase in
personal income figures was reflected mainly in an increase of
farm income. Non-agricultural income— which comprised 90% of
total personal income in 1948 — has
shown little movement in the last
11 months, fluctuating within the
narrow range of 1%, according to
the Dept. of Commerce. Factory
pay rolls, which reportedly had declined steadily since last September, increased slightly in June.

inTHIS increase
increase in
an personal
come presents in
the potential purchasing power
of the nation. The McFadden Index of Discretionary Spending
Power now stands at 253 for wage
earner families and 155 for all
non-agricultural families (1939 =
100). This index is an indication
of the amount of money available

HUDDLED
between sessions Walter Wagstaff (I), KIDO
Boise, Idaho; and Martin Campbell (center), WFAA Dallas,
laugh over a good one by Quenton
land, Ore. ("Q") Cox, KGW PortTENNIS rackets in hand, Mrs. Gustav B.
Margraf (I), wife of NBC vice president and
general attorney, and Mrs. Charles R.
Denny, wife of the network's executive
vice president catch their breath.

to a wage earner family after the
cost of basic necessities has been
subtracted from earnings. The
"discretionary spending power"
forms a large pool of money for the
purchase of nationally advertised
products.
An increase also has been seen
in employment with August figures
reaching a high for this year of
59,947,000. The number of idle
workers dropped over 400,000 from
the previous month, setting the
unemployment figure at 3,689,000,
the Census Bureau reported. July
unemployment had been reported
at 4,095,000 persons, the highest
figure since 1942.
Although the July unemployment
figure had been high, much of the
increase from May was caused by
a seasonal rise in the labor force —
approximately 1.2 million of these
people were students entering the
labor market for summer or postgraduate jobs.
The decreasing number of idle
workers was indicated at the end
of August when "initial claims [for
unemployment insurance], indicating new unemployment, dropped
15,700 during the week to 251,000,

a new low for 1949," according to
Robert C. Goodwin, director of the
Labor Dept.'s Bureau of Employment Security. "The decline in
initial claims indicates a continuation of the downward trend in layoffs which has been evidenced since
mid-July," he said.
Expenditures in the third quarter for plant and equipment is expected to be at an annual rate of
$18.5 billion. Although this is 4%
less than the $19.3 billion for the
second quarter of this year, considering the declining cost trends
of construction and equipment, this
dollar decline is not expected to
reflect any great
in volume.
^ %change
^
RETAIL
signs atsales
the showed
end of healthy
August
with a slight increase in dollar volume. They were still, however, below the high level of a year
ago. Promotional activities turned
to fall apparel with favorable response from the buying public.
The opening of school made for
wide activity in the children's field
and women's and men's fall clothes
(Continued on page i9)

MIDWESTERNERS who were stopped for the camera while on their way to an NBC meeting (I to ofr):public
Dave Gentling,
Rochester,Mrs.
Minn.;
Mrs. and
Sidney
of NBC's
director
relations; KROC
Mrs. Gentling;
Fantle;
Bud Eiges,
Fantle.wifeKELO
Sioux
Falls, S. D.

DISCUSSING matters of mutual interest, Sidney Eiges (I), NBC vice
president in charge of press relations.
is shown chatting with Jack Hopkins,
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.

RELAXING during a moment's respite from business talk
are (I to r) Howard Pill, WSFA Montgomery, Ala., Mrs.
Burton Adams, wife of NBC manager of the cooperative
programs division, and Mrs. Easton Woolley, NBC wife of
the NBC director of stations departments.

MRS. WILLIAM WYSE adds a gracious note as she is greeted
by Easton C. Wooley, director of stations departments for
NBC. At left is Mr. Wyse, principal owner and general
manager of KWBW Hutchinson. Mr. and Mrs. Wyse also
were welcomed by Carleton Smith (center), director of television operations at NBC, and John McCormick (r), general
manager of WTAM Cleveland.
AMONG the prominent representatives from Pennsylvania
who attended the White Sulphur Springs
meeting
were Mr.of
and Mrs.
Victor
C. Diehm
Hazleton. Mr. Diehm is managing partner and general
mcnca?r
of WAZL
Hazleton.

informal discussion
during
^^^^ GETTING
together for
an
the conference are (I to r) Wiley P.
Harris of WJDX Jackson, Miss.; Clair
McCoHo'-gh of the Mason Dixon
group; Niles Trammell, president of
NBC; Martin Campbell of WFAA
Dallas; John Outler, WSB Atlanta;
Horold Burke, WBAL Baltimore.

^^^^

TWO Tennessee executives
take a luncheon break in
Greenbrier Hotel dining room
during proceedings. At the
left is Harry Stone, general
manag3r of WSM Nashville.
With him is Henry W. (Hank)
Slavick, general man- —
oger, WMC Memphis. "^1^

ONE of group of women radio figures
present was Mrs. Eloise Hanna, president of WBRC Birmingham, Ala. Her
escorts: (I) Charles R. Denny, executive
vice president NBC; John McCormick,
general manager, WTAM, Cleveland.
NBC Plans Major Split
(Continued from page 23 )
as to their willingness to accept
advertising for hard liquors. In
a show of hands vote, an uncounted
but reportedly scattered minority
said they would accept it, but the
majority said they would not.
The sentiment was so heavily
against liquor advertising that it
seemed plain NBC could be counted
out of future negotiations involving Schenley Distillers which has
expressed hope of buying radio
time on a national scale.
In his keynote speech, Mr. Trammell made a slam bang argument
for hard selling by broadcasters to
assure radio a healthy chunk of the
advertising dollar.
He cited a number of "basic adother media.vantages" which radio enjoys over
' Radio is universal," he said.
Years will pass before television
will have "half as much coverage."
Despite its universality, radio
is also selective, he said. "It can
reach all of the upper income
families and over 93% of this
group own radios — and it can reach
almost the same proportion of the
middle income families. It reaches
BROADCASTING

teenagers, it reaches and holds
housewives, it is unmatched in its
ability to cover all markets."
Radio is also economical, Mr.
Trammell said, and is now a better
buy than ever before. "Since 1939,
the NBC networks cost per thousand listeners has decreased 237c.
The cost per thousand for the
largest weekly magazine has increased 11% with daily newspapers
up Radio
1% during
same bigger.
period."The
is also the
getting
trend of radio set sales continues
"on a healthy and vigorous scale,"
he said. "Even in 1951 the radio
homes without television will exceed the total radio homes of
Mr. Trammell pointed out, how1948."ever, that despite radio's bigness,
television is to be considered a serious competitor of the future.
Only the broadcaster who exerts
utmost ingenuity can hope to meet
the eventual competition of television he said.
As measurements of the growth
of television, Mr. Trammell said
that a year ago NBC's interconnected network of television sta-
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tions numbered seven, all on the
east coast. By the end of this
year NBC will have 28 interconnected stations in the east and
midwest.
Now NBC Television has 19 1/2
hours sold to 28 advertisers, compared with 8% hours sold to 18
advertisers a year ago.
The billings of NBC Television
in the first half of 1949 were more
than twice as much as its nearest
competitor, and five times as much
as either of two other video networks Mr. Trammell said.
Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC director of research, elaborated on Mr.
Trammell's
effectiveness. discussion of radio's
He pointed out that since the war
44 million radio receivers were
sold. "Between 1946 and 1949 the
growth in radio families has exceeded the combined circulation
growth of all daily newspapers by
nearly a million and a half," said
Mr. Beville, "and radio's overall
growth has nearly equalled that of
all daily newspapers and the four
leading weekly magazines comCharles Hammond, NBC vice
president and assistant to the
president,
outlined to the affiliates
bined."
at the Wednesday morning session

the fall promotion campaign which
he described as the biggest in the
network's
Aug. 15]. history [Broadcasting,
The plan, which was originally
announced several weeks ago, includes the use of five full pages in
Life Magazine and 13 in Look, all
paid for by the network, plus newspaper space run locally by the affiliates. Mr. Hammond urged cooperation from the stations.
At the station's meeting the next
morning, Martin B. Campbell,
WFAA Dallas, chairman of the
Stations Planning and Advisory
Committee, asked the affiliates to
indicate by a show of hands how
many would participate in whole
or in part in the local newspaper
campaign. All indicated they would
do so.
Sydney H. Eiges, vice president
in charge of press, followed Mr.
Hammond with a discussion of the
network's
fall season. publicity plans for the
Mr. Eiges said that the network
was embarking on its most ambitious publicity schedule as a means
of meeting the increased competition from CBS. He called upon the
affiliates to assist the network in
exploitation and publicity locally
(Continued on page 51)
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Miller Code Expert
NAB PRESIDENT JUSTIN
MILLER revealed Friday at
the Cincinnati District 7
meeting that he played an
active part in drafting
changes in the U. S. Criminal
Code under which FCC lost
its lottery powers. While
sitting on the U. S. appellate
bench in Washington in 1944
he was a member of the government advisory committee
that proposed transfer of section 316, covering lotteries,
from the communiactions act
to the criminal code. The section was deleted last autumn
under legislation enacted by
Congress.
District 7
(Continued from page 23)
media battle in its few short
months of operation.
BAB's director made it plain
from the start that he was pulling
no punches, and didn't expect the
delegates to pull theirs. The delegates acted accordingly, especially
after they had seen BAB's new
slide film presentation. Managers
of several newspaper-affiliated stations thought the film either was
too rough on newspapers or didn't
provide arguments against the
claims of media other than newspapers.
Mr. Mitchell conceded the slide
film wasn't a cream puff job, but
said it was an affirmative statement of radio's advertising power
rather than a matching of fists
with newspapers, which had inspired the whole presentation by a
slide film of their own. He said
he was merely telling stations how
to fight their media battles, adding
that the real battle was up to them.
That's the way it went, all
through the afternoon, and the
pace was just as lively Friday
morning when Mr. Doherty told
stations the firsthand story of
operating costs and what to do
about them.
Winding up the opening day's
program was a cocktail party at
which C. M. Robertson Jr., president of Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati agency, was host along with
members
of the Agency's executive
staff.
As customary at district meetings, representatives of transcription and other services were present and will follow NAB's staff
around the nationwide circuit.
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretarytreasurer, and Robert K. Richards,
director, dept. of public relations
and publications, took part in the
first meeting to get the series off to
an organized beginning.
Judge Miller took the floor Friday afternoon to review the twoday's lessons and to tell the story
of the new NAB. He coordinated
the sales, cost and research discussions and explained they were
typical of the service given by
other NAB departments .
After reviewing legislative dePage 26 • September 12, 1949

Mergers

Possible

NA
B'
FM
NAB last
weekS
went into
operation
a trade AI
association
equipped to
-TasV
MS
serve all facets of broadcasting — AM, TV and FM — and unofficially
geared to merge eventually with FM Assn. and Television Broadcasters
*
Assn.
Two new developments point to- new Video Division. Mr. Markham
ward a possible consolidation of has been vice president of TBA.
the three associations:
Ralph W. Hardy, KSL Salt Lake
City, last week assumed his duties
(1) An FMA-NAB liaison group
will meet within a fortnight to as NAB's Audio Division director.
Serving under him as director of
discuss the merger idea.
FM activities for NAB is Arthur
(2) NAB's
planof has
drawn
some 30 low-fee
TV affiliates
its C. Stringer, who has handled FM
AM members into the ranks, a as part of his functions as special
services director.
direct blow at TBA.
The joint FMA-NAB liaison comOffsetting these developments
were the following:
mittee was named last week "to
(3) TBA's board will meet Sept. study areas of agreement in the
functions the two associations per20 to plan an intensive membership drive, as well as to arrange
form for their members." Definite
date for the meeting has not been
its part in FCC TV hearings startarranged, but it will likely be held
ing Sept. 26.
(4) FMA has just started a memjust
prior hearings.
to or during the FCC's
television
bership campaign.
Though the FMA and TBA memJoint Committee Members
ber movements don't appear on the
Members representing NAB on
surface to jibe with the merger
talk, NAB obviously is planning to the joint committee are Campbell
make its FM and TV service so Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, an NAB
board member; Eugene S. Thomas,
comprehensive that FMA and TBA
WOIC (TV) Washington; Paul W.
will be forced into the fold.
Morency, WTIC Hartford, for many
G. Emerson Markham, recently
years a member of the NAB board.
of WGY Schenectady, went to work
Representing FM Assn. are Ben
at NAB Washington headquarters
Strouse, WWDC Washington; Leolast week as director of NAB's

nard H. Marks, FMA general
counsel, and Everett Dillard,
WASH Washington, ex-FMA president and an FM director on the
NAB board.
FMA has had financial worries
since its formation in January 1947,
but has now brought expenses in
line with income. It now has a
membership of over 200 stations.
Directing FMA's campaign for new
members is Edward L. Sellers,
FMA executive director. He has
just mailed to stations a brochure
reprinting articles appearing in the
trade press. The booklet is titled,
"It Didn't Just Happen!"
"The turning point in FM broadcasting has been reached . . . things
are looking up," Mr. Sellers wrote
in an accompanying
letter.FM,"Ourto
essential
job is to promote
encourage its widespread growth,
and to protect our members' investments in FM." the old FM
NAB absorbed
Broadcasters Inc. four years ago,
but promises to provide FMBI
members with a specialized service
failed to materialize until last
year when the NAB FM Executive
Committee demanded full trade association recognition. Two NAB
(Continued on page 40)

overtime work. The 360,000 returned ballots are going through
the machines yielding data on daily,
occasional and weekly listening in
every county, along with cities of
10,000 or more except in metropolitan areas where cities of 25,000
up are covered. This will ring
some 60 more cities into the survey
than appeared in the 1946 study.
Dr. Baker showed hand-calculated maps for a number of California stations. He said they
indicated the current survey will
be vastly superior to the first and
show the study is statistically
sound as well as highly sensitive
to audience habits.
During a question period conducted by Mr. Nunn, Dr. Baker

said any subscriber will be able to
obtain the data on nonsubscriber
stations at low cost, perhaps
around $40 or $50. Main attention
is given to AM in the study but
BMB will be able to supply some
facts on FM coverage, he said, adding that each FM report required
a dial setting by the listener because of the confusion centered
around dual AM-FM station
breaks. He explained BMB figures
cannot be projected against program ratings.
When a question was asked
about a radio question in the 1950
U.S. Census the answer was referred towhoBroadcasting's
tative
said the CensusrepresenBureau

velopments in Washington, the
regulatory situation, events leading up to the NARBA meeting that
opens this week in Montreal and
discussing the familiar Blue Book
problem. Judge Miller gave a
thorough analysis of the FCC's
lottery decision and its impact on
the industry. He called the decision
"the worst kind of reversion to star
chamber proceedings." Referring
to network suits for an injunction
to restrain enforcement of FCC's
order, he said, "I'll be very much
surprised if the courts refuse the
network's petitions."
Judge Miller spoke of NAB's
plans for expanded member service, with the Video Division, headed
by G. Emerson Markham, and the
Audio Division, headed by Ralph
W. Hardy.
In this connection he discussed
the coming meeting of an NAB-FM
Assn. liaison group to discuss possible merger plans and the recent
increase in NAB TV membership
from six to 32 (see separate NABP M A - T B A story page 26) .
Status of the standards of practice, program, engineering and
other NAB services was reviewed.
Baker Outlines Study
Dr. Baker outlined the present
BMB study, second nationwide survey by the industry-financed research group. His assurance that
BMB had enough money to finish
the job brought inquiries from a
number of stations interested in
signing up for the data.
He said BMB is shooting for
November publication but can gain
a few weeks if enough new subscribers provide funds to pay for

Mr. BITNER
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definitely plans AM and TV questions unless its appropriation is
slashed.
Dr. Baker declared BMB is getting wider agency recognition and
reminded that American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies and Assn. of
National Advertisers control twothirds of the BMB membership.
Mr. Nunn recalled that the news
paper ABC reports went through
several rugged years before obtain
ing recognition and newspaper
support. Mitchell Introduced
Mr. Mitchell was introduced by
William I. Orr, WBNS Columbus, 510(
District 7 sales chairman. After
listing some of BAB's functions he ?eni
began pointing out soft spots in
radio salesmanship. He pulled no
punches and the delegates agreed
ing.
they were getting a pointed lesson ?tai
in what's wrong with station sellBAB's contacts with Montgom(Continued on page 36)
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OPERATING
COST of operating broadcast stations of all income groups runs
consistently higher on the West
Coast and lower in the South, based
on station income, Richard P.
Doherty, NAB employe-employer
relations director, told delegates
to the NAB District 7 meeting in
Cincinnati Friday, closing day of
the first of the nationwide series
of district meetings (see main
story page 23).
Mr. Doherty presented an analysis of 1948 station operating costs
based on a nationwide study that
has been under way several months
with the aid of the NAB Research
Dept. [Broadcasting, May 30,
Aug. 29]. The study breaks down
all types of operating costs by regions and by cost of stations.
The analysis shows that the
more money a station takes in, the
larger the share of its selling expenses which goes to advertising
and promotion compared to sales
salaries and commissions.
Nationally, total operating costs
(based on relation to station income) were highest for stations
with less than $50,000 annual revenue, falling steadily to the $125,000-$150,000 income class. At this
point costs ran higher into the
$150,000-$200,000 class, then fell
off rapidly all the way up to stations with over $1 million annual
revenue.
Mr. Doherty's detailed findings
permit stations to compare their
income and cost ratios to those of
other stations in the five main
geographical areas, by size of station. These revelations, he said,
give management a chance to see
what the rest of the industry is
doing. The nationwide ratio of
total operating expense to total
broadcast revenue, by size of stations, follows:
88.70%
Below $50,000
86.67
$50,000-$75,000
85.05
$75,000-$1 00,000
83.65
$100,000-$1 25,000
$125,000-$1 50,000
83.47
$150,000-$200,000
85.19
$200,000-$350,000
81.45
76.02
$350,000-$1 ,000,000
74.00
Over $1,000,000
In general, program salaries
comprised the highest expense
item, based on relation to total
station revenue, Mr. Doherty found.
Following in order were administrative salaries or other administrative expenses, and technical
salaries.
A study of salaries shows that
stations in the $150,000-$200,000
class have the highest salary ratio,
with those over $1,000,000 having
the lowest.
At stations below $50,000 the
main salary items were program,
technical and general, in that
order; $50,000-$75,000, program,
technical and general; $75,000$100,000, program, technical and
general; $100,000-$125,000 program, general and technical;
$125,000-$150,000, program, general and technical; $150,000-$200,000, program, general and techBROADCASTING

West

Is High,

South

Low

COSTS
Operating Cost Breakdown, Showing Percent of Total Broadcast
Revenue
Total
Total Salaries
'Administrative Cost
Station Income
Selling
&49.32%
Talent
10.00%Cost
30.12%
Below $50,000
49.82
28.30
$50,000-$75,000
49.10
10.35
11.22
30.14
$75,000-$1 00,000
48.02
12.82
30.28
31.30
$100,000-$1 25,000
49.05
$125,000-$150,000
49.70
13.12
31.62
10.64
$150,000-$200,000
11.80
46.98
$200,000-$350,000
10.92
23.71
43.29
$350,000-$1,
000,000
28.71
41.49
9.93
21.67
Over $1,000,000
* Administrative costs include administrative salaries, depreciation. local property taxes.
experimental costs. professional services,etc.
* * *
nical; $200,000-$350,000, program,
general and techhical; $350,000$1,000,000, program, talent and
technical; over $1,000,000, talent,
technical and program.
The ratio of talent costs to revenue rose steadily from 1.69% at
stations under $50,000 income to
17.25% at stations over $1,000,000.
€^
A special study was made by Mr.

Doherty of selling costs. This
study shows that at stations under
$50,000 income, sales salaries (including commissions) were 7.68%
of broadcast revenue, rising to
8.91% for stations with $100,000$125,000 income and dropping to
7.49% for the $125,000-$150,000
group. As station income nears
$1,000,000 the sales salary item

TO5%
STATION SALES EXPENDITURES
TO
(BY INCOME GROUPS SHOWING
% Of TOTAL OPERATING COSTS)
000
$200 TO000
$75 000
TO
S125.000
$350
BELOW
S50
000
SIOOOOO
$350 000
$150 000
$1 000 000
7 38%

UlARIES. COMMISSIONS

7 68%

8 38%

2 32%

2 84%

7%

7 49%
315%

$1 000 000
OVER

3 44%
6 49%

4 42%
5C

ADVERTISING PROMOTION
AND OTHER EXPENSES
58

ATLANTIC

drops steadily, and at stations over
$1,000,000 the ratio is only 3.44%.
The analysis of sales costs shows
that sales salaries are about three
times other sales expenses (advertising, promotion, etc.) at stations
under $50,000 revenue. As station
income increases, a larger share of
sales expense consists of advertising and promotion. In stations between $350,000 and $1,000,000 advertising and promotion costs
exceed salaries, and for stations
over $1,000,000, advertising and
promotion costs are double the
money paid out in sales salaries
and commissions.
A geographical breakdown of
station revenues shows that in
cities under 50,000, local stations
have highest income ($99,675) in
New England followed by Mountain and Pacific, East and West
North Central, South Atlantic and
finally by East and West South
Central.
In cities of 50,000 to 250,000 population, local stations do best in the
southern states, followed by North
Central and winding up with New
England. The North Central states
provide the best revenue for local
stations in cities over 250,000, with
Mountain and Pacific areas last.
Medium stations do best in the
North Central states, followed by
the South.
Large stations average $291,830
income, nationally, in cities under
50,000, rising to $606,784 for cities
(Continued on page S6)

FOOTBALL

REGIONAL networks totaling 126
radio stations will be used by the
Atlantic Refining Co. this fall to
cover its sponsorship of college,
high school and professional football contests, according to an announcement by Richard Borden,
advertising manager of the company, on Sept. 9.
This will be the most extensive
radio coverage in the 14 consecutive years of Atlantic sports
broadcasts. The schedule includes
outstanding college games to be
played weekends during the season,
from New England down the eastern seaboard to South Carolina
and westward into Ohio.
Leading college teams whose complete home schedule will be broadcast are Pennsylvania, Navy, Duke,
Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Holy
Cross, Boston College, Colgate,
Temple, Pittsburgh, Ohio State,
Cornell, Syracuse, Boston U.,
Brown, Dartmouth, Franklin and
Marshall, Penn State, Virginia,
Niagara and St. Bonaventure.
Atlantic announcers will cover
such highlight contests as Pennsylvania-Pittsburgh, Michigan
State-Penn State, Duke-North Car• Telecasting

olina, Yale-Harvard, Navy-Notre
Dame, Michigan-Ohio State, Boston
College - Holy Cross, and Pennsylvania-Cornell.
The largest regional networks
of the season — 44 stations — will
be used on the Penn-Cornell game.
The company will again broadcast the 12 games played by the
Pittsburgh Steelers in the National Professional League, plus
four exhibition contests. This schedwill originate at WWSW Pittsburgh and will be carried by 19
stations on a Western Pennsylvania network.
Video Coverage
For the 10th consecutive year,
Atlantic will sponsor TV coverage
of the Penn games at Franklin
Field over WPTZ Philadelphia.
The TV schedule also includes the
home games of Boston College,
using WNAC-TV Boston.
The first college games on the
program are Boston College-Oklahoma, at Boston, and Boston U.Syracuse, at Syracuse, which will
be played on Sept.23.
The final college games on the
schedule are Boston College-Holy

Cross and Auburn-Clemson, played
on Nov. 26. The last contest to
be covered this year will be the
game between the Steelers and the
New York Bulldogs, played at
New York on Dec. 11.
Atlantic will have a staff of at
least 65 trained announcers to
handle the 1949 schedule. Many
of these men are veteran broadcasters in the service of the company, who have been behind the
mikes since the early years of the
long sportcasting series.
Atlantic's program is being directed again this year by its
agency, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia, which has managed
these sports broadcasts since they
were originated. As in previous
years, all of the announcers will
meet prior to the opening of the
season for discussion of rules
changes, improvement in broadcasting technique, and a general
exchange of information. This
"refresher" meeting has been effective inbuilding these broadcasts
to a high standard of performance. This year's session will be
held on Sept. 12 at the company
headquarters in Philadelphia.
September 12, 1949^
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WINDOW

VISION
WAKR

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Miss Hodgkins, tell the continuity department that cheir line about
'the perfume of a fragrant orchid on a virgin tropical night' . . . just
plain stinks!"

Guard

Places $45-50,000
Radio Time

RECRUITING
NATIONAL GUARD, through Gardner Adv. Co., Washington, will
apportion from $45,000 to $50,000 to radio to push across its national
fall recruiting campaign which starts next Monday and runs through
Nov. 19, Broadcasting learned last week. Most of the outlay will be
spent on spot announcements, with
a series of dramatic programs also the samples will air them for the
included.
full 13 weeks. The arrangement
The Guard last month began a was handled through the Hollywood Coordinating Committee
study of areas housing NG units,
which
aided
in furnishing the talwith a view to lining up AM-TVent. The programs will be disFM stations for the projected camtributed to 1,739 AM stations
paign [Closed Circuit, Aug. 22].
About 1,740 AM stations and 85 throughout the country.
NG last month sent out to its
TV stations are included in the
local units kits containing suggesGuard program. The campaign
tions, in script form, for programs
will be held in over 2,200 communities.
by local stations, it was reported.
Radio will be allotted an amount
Spokesmen for the NG Bureau
said it was gratified by the reat least equal to, and possibly sursponse from advertisers who said
passing, that for newspaper and
they would contribute time to air
magazine lineage, it was disclosed.
In addition, nearly 700 advertisers,
spots on their radio shows after
many of them using radio time, the Advertising Council had given
and networks have indicated they its official blessing to the Guard
will cooperate with NG in their fall campaign.
regular ad campaigns, according
Television will play a limited but
to Maj. Gen. Kenneth F. Cramer,
important role in the program too.
chief of the National Guard Bu- A series of six one-minute spots,
reau.
already telecast by some 65 TV
NG's plan is to use about four stations last May, may be repeated
spots — averaging one per every during September-November by
those stations plus 20 new video
two weeks — through the nine-week
outlets which have taken the air
program on each of the stations
in the past four months, it was
suggested by the adjutant general
disclosed. That choice will be left
(military adviser to the governor
of each state). Additionally, sta- to the discretion of individual
tions will be asked to incorporate
broadcasters. TV's participation
public service announcements in is limited by the cut in NG's budget
this fiscal year, NG spokesmen
their program fare.
It also was disclosed that the pointed out.
Guard has arranged with C. P.
NG also is making use of HileMacGregor, Hollywood firm, for a Damroth "black magic" boards,
used successful for TV during last
series of 13 quarter-hour dramatic
programs featuring such Hollyyear's political conventions through
wood talent as Alan Ladd, Ruth
the cooperation of Life Magazine.
The boards are being sent to local
Hussey, Brian Donlevy and others.
NG contracted for the series, to be NG units for instruction purposes.
Objective of the campaign is to
used during and after the campaign, for distribution to stations
bring in about 45,000 new recruits
bringing the NG strength up to
to run as public service features —
free of charge. Stations liking 399,500 officers and enlisted men.
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Broadcast's Polsky's Radio Fashion Show

KICKING off in a third season of
radio promotion, Polsky's department store in Akz'on, Ohio, recently
displayed its latest fashions in
"Window-Vision" broadcasts over
WAKR Akron. Broadcasts originated from the large corner window of the Polsky's store.
Combining radio sense with advertising and promotional ability,
the broadcasts, directed by Meg
Zahrt, radio and public relations
director of Polsky's and chairman
of the Broadcast Advertising Committee of the Assn. of Women
Broadcasters, NAB Washington,
reportedly were highly successful
and drew record attendance. Chief
engineer for broadcasts was- Irv
Knopp and announcer was Art
Fazzin, both of the WAKR staff.
Two previous
"Windowbroadcasts,
last year
and Vision"
Easter
week this year, had paved the way
for the third venture. Both shows
in
the past reportedly were successful.
Feature of this year's broadcast
was Mademoiselle Magazine approved campus fashions as advertised in the August "College Issue."
Window display was made up of
an enlargement of the Mademoiselle August cover with a styled
mannequin sitting at the microphone until broadcast time (1:15
p.m. Mon.-Fri.). At air time. Miss
Zahrt took the dummie's place
dressed in an identical outfit.
During the broadcast, local college girls modeled the advertised
fashions by stepping through a
cut-out in the background. Two
models were used for each broadcast with 10 ensembles shown each
day. The girls were interviewed
briefly at the microphone.
Five broadcasts over WAKR
TAPLINGER
To Handle K&E Talent
SYLVAN TAPLINGER, formerly
with William Von Zehle as a vice
president, and Hirshon-Garfield,
both New York, has been named
talent head of the
radio and television division of
Kenyon
Eckhardt. New& York,
effective Sept. 12.
Mr. Taplinger
was with Weiss
& Geller as vice
president and
head of the radio
Mr. Taplinger department prior
to his association
with the above agenices. Before
the war Mr. Taplinger was the
producer on The Kate Smith Show
for 5V2 years. Previously he was
assistant to the director of programs at CBS.
Mr. Taplinger succeeds Ben
Bodec at K & E. Mr. Bodec is
leaving the agency for another
affiliation which he will announce
within a fortnight.

brought comment from Harold
Bosworth, merchandise manager of
the store, to the effect that Polsky's
had an over-capacity attendance
at the two-day fashion shows with
the count running 40% higher
than each previous show. He said
several items modeled in the
window-broadcasts became re-order
numbers before the main Mademoiselle showing was presented, thus
necessitating air express deliveries
by cooperativeeditorially
handling.
"The
Mademoiselle
featured
outfit worn by Miss Zahrt during
the broadcasts was literally bought
off her back five times over the first
day," he said.

Meg Zahrt,
Polsky's Radio
rector, in window-studio
used Diby
WAKR Akron to broadcast "Window-Vision" fashion shows. Mannequin holds a copy of Mademoiselle.

ZIPPO LIGHTS UP
New Advertising Campaign
ZIPPO Mfg. Co., Bradford, Pa.,
through its agency Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, New York, is planning
the most intensive advertising campaign in its history to promote its
complete line of pocket and table
lighters.
Consumers, sports, farms and
service magazines will be used.
Spot radio announcements will be
made available to dealers for local
promotions. In addition, the agency is currently contemplating a
national spot campaign for Zippo.
RICHFIELD
Sponsors ABC's Russ Hodges
RICHFIELD Oil Co., through its
agency, Morey, Humm & Johnstone
Inc., New York, will sponsor on
ABC, Russ Hodges, sportscaster, in
a weekly round-up of football
scores.

The Richfield Sports Reporter
will be aired Saturdays, 7:30-7:45
p.m., effective Sept. 17, and will
feature highlights and interviews
with gridiron personalities.
BROADCASTING
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ASK

GIVEAWAY

BAN

STAY

FCC

May

Reject,

But

Will

Study

NEGOTIATIONS seeking an FCC stipulation postponing the effective- found which would satisfy the its programs are not in violation
of the Criminal Code (Section,
ness of the Commission's rules banning giveaways [Broadcasting, Aug. Commission, then the network lawyers would take the next normal
1304, 18 U.S.C., QEPR) and are not
22] were instituted late last week by ABC, CBS, and NBC.
Counsel for the three networks conferred at length with FCC legal step in their action — file motions
the type of programs that could
be covered by the proposed FCC
staff executives and followed up by
for a preliminary injunction which
would
bar
FCC
from
enforcing
its
interpretive
rules 3.192, 3.292 and
submitting to the Commission itself
tatives reportedly opposed the net3.692 "if such sections were in fact
the draft of a stipulation which
rules
until
the
litigation
is
comproposal for a blanket stay
plete. The suits seek a permanent
valid." Its petition states that
would delay the effective date of the of the works'
rules, but suggested that
rules from Oct. 1 to 90 days after only those portions which directly injunction, and, pending trial, a parties who have entered into concompletion of the litigation which affect network giveaways be held temporary injunction.
tracts for production of its giveaway shows fear that the programs
the networks commenced two weeks
in abeyance. It was understood
A lawyer for one of the networks
ago [Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
they also proposed that the stay said he was most optimistic that will be barred by the regulations
The draft was submitted late apply only to existing shows and the rules would not be put into ef- and "in fact, fear that if they intend to or do broadcast the profect Oct. 1. He appeared confident
Thursday for Commission consid- that the rules be operative against
they not only may fail to
eration possibly Friday or early programs introduced in the future. that, even if FCC did not agree to receive grams
a license or a renewal of
a
stay
stipulation,
the
court
would
this week. The Commission, adNetwork Objections
but they may be prosvised of the proposal in advance,
grant temporary injunction on the their license
ecuted under the Criminal Code,
appeared inclined to reject it but
Network counsel objected to this basis of the showing of "irreparaawaited a chance to study the draft plan on grounds (1) that it would
ble harm" which the networks
fined
imprisoned."
"As and
a result,"
petition continues,
itself before reaching a final deci- be difficult to say definitely that could make.
"these
parties
now
under contract
sion.
one portion of the rules affects netFederal Judge John P. Barnes
have cancelled or are threatening
In conferences with the network
work shows and that another porin
Chicago
Thursday
continued
unto
cancel
their
contracts
as of Oct.
tion does not, and (2) that many
til today (Monday) hearing on a
representatives FCC lawyers op1 (effective date of the rules)."
posed the plan in the full scope differences might arise as to petition of Radio Features Inc.,
Appearing for Radio Features
Chicago producers of Tello Test and
an
"existing"
show
would
proposed by the networks, but re- whether
were Walter E. Tinsley and John
portedly indicated a willingness to become a new show in event of Tune Test giveaway programs,
M. O'Connor Jr. of the Chicago
changes in format, sponsorship,
asking a temporary injunction
accept a limited version. The draft etc.
law firm of Kirkland, Fleming,
subsequently offered for Commisagainst the FCC's anti-giveaway
Green, Martin and Ellis.
In an effort to meet the FCC
sion action contained modifications
ruling and that the ruling be set
aside.
designed to meet the staff objec- staff objections, the network reptions.
resentatives added two new condiContinuance was granted at the
WMID
SALE
tions to the plan submitted to the request of Assistant U.S. Attorney
Test Case in District Court
Endicott to Purchase Outlet
Commission.
If the Commission and networks
John Lulinski, who later said furcome to terms on a stipulation, it
ther delays may be sought while the NEGOTIATIONS for acquisition
One would provide that the networks should cooperate with FCC
presumably will be entered as an
government decides whether to of WMID Atlantic City, N. J. by
order in the test cases the networks
in seeking trial of the suits at the meet, separately or together, the Richard Endicott, part owner of
ruling.
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla., were
have started in U.S. District Court, earliest possible date. The other,
several challenges of the FCC's
completed last week, subject to the
Southern District of New York, to reportedly inspired by the FCC
customary FCC approval.
enjoin the Commission from en- staff's fear that postponement of
Will Ask Other Judges
forcing its rules.
The sales price is $50,000.
the rules' effectiveness would produce a rash of new giveaways,
Such a stay as the networks
The 250 w Mutual outlet, operatToday's appearance is expected
requested would mean, if granted, would reserve to both the Commisto be before Federal Judge Michael
ing on 1340 kc, is owned in equal
sion and the networks the right to L. Igoe, to whom the case was ori- shares by Earl M. Johnson, Mutual
that the Commission's giveaway
ban would be held in abeyance pos- seek a change in the terms of the
ginally assigned but who was on vice president in charge of station
sibly for more than a year, since stipulation if developments seemed
vacation last week. Attorneys for relations and engineering; Charles
the cases seem certain to reach the to warrant.
Radio Features will ask that he Singer, assistant chief engineer of
U.S. Supreme Court regardless of
In support of their move, the call in another U. S. District Judge, WOR New York, and David Friedand one from the U. S. Court of
the lower court's decision.
network representatives pointed
man, Atlantic City accountant. The
Participants in the conference
out that the Commission itself Appeals. In the event appeal from
station commenced operation in
between the network counsel and seemed almost to endorse such a the decision of the three jurists mid-1947.
FCC staff, held Wednesday, in- course when, in issuing the rules, is filed, the case will go directly
The new owner, in addition to his
cluded General Council Benedict P. it virtually invited a court test.
to the Supreme Court.
stock interest in WTTT, is manager
Cottone; Harry M. Plotkin, assistRadio Features, headed by of the Steel Pier at Atlantic City
It was made plain, however, that
ant general counsel in charge of
and owner of the Endicott Hotel.
broadcasting; Max Goldman, as- if no stipulation formula could be Walter Schwimmer, contends that
sistant general counsel in charge
of litigation and administration,
and Richard A. Solomon, chief of
the litigation branch, all of the BEHIND the scenes pre-production talk on the new CBS Bergen show looks like this. That's Edgar Bergen in
the light suit discussing script format with executives representing the advertising agency, the network and the
FCC: Joseph A. McDonald, ABC
general attorney, and James A. sponsor. Left to right, Paul Louis of the D'Arcy Agency; Hubbell Robinson of CBS; Mr. Bergen; Felix Coste, vice
McKenna and Alfred McCormick
president of Coca-Cola; Jess Oppenheimer, CBS producer; John Tiogo of D'Arcy and Bill Brennan of CBS. CocaCola is sponsoring the radio show series beinning Oct. 2.
of counsel for ABC; Julius
Brauner, CBS general attorney,
and Max Freund, of counsel for
CBS, and Bob Zeller, of counsel for
NBC.
Percy H. Russell attended the
conference as counsel for Radio
Features Inc., Chicago, producer
of Tello-Test and Tune-Test shows,
which meanwhile took action
against the giveaway rules in a
suit similar to those filed by the
networks.
William McFarland of the Justice Dept. also was present, since
the suits technically are against
the government.
The Commission staff represen-

ARMED
FORCES
Ad Policy Under Study

IT'S now games
officialwill
thatbeMichigan
U.'s
football
heard again
on WJR Detroit, sponsored by Standard Oil Co. F. J. Swindell (I) of
Standard Oil okays contract presented to him by Worth Kramer, assistant general manager of WJR.

IT'S a happy event as plans are set
for Ethyl Corp. sponsorship of LSU
football games on regional network
fed by WJBO New Orleans. L to r:
T. P. Heard, LSU athletic dir.; Douglas Manship, WJBO-WBRL pres.;
John Schaefer, Ethyl y. p.

SPONSORSHIP is set for WCOP Boston's hour-long disc show. Let's Have
Fun, which is conducted by 8-year-old Betsy King, daughter of Gene King,
the station's
program director.
Concluding
negotiations
to r): William
Scheft,
representative
of Richards
Shoes, Boston
outletarefor(I Little
Yankee
Shoes; Harry Wheeler, local sales manager of WCOP; Samuel Smith, owner
of Yankee Shoemakers and Joseph Minzer of Lawrence-Fertig Adv.
JOHN L. BOOTH, president of Booth
Radio Stations, completes World Library contracts for WJLB Detroit,
WBBC Flint, Mich., and his new station WSGW Saginaw, Mich. With
him are Ed Clarke (I), chief engineer
and vice president of the three outlets, and Hugh Gravel of World.

ARRANGING telecasts of Roller
Derby over WKRC-TV Cincinnati are
(I to r) Billy Bogash, Derby playercoach; Charles Diebel, agency producer; H. Tracy Balcom, Jr., pres.
Wiedemann Brewing Co., sponsor;
E. R. Strauchen, Strauchen & McKim
Adv. Ay; Gerry Murray, star player.

SETTING contract at Toronto for
world distribution of transcribed
mystery series Shroud of Night are
(I to r) Mgr. Len Headley of RCAVictor, Toronto; Pres. Garry J. Carter
of Garry J. Carter Inc., New York
and Buffalo; Rai Purdy, Toronto, producer, Jerry Grant, Carter sales.

CONTRACT for new studios of
KRAM Las Vegas, Nev., is completed
by (I to r) Ed Jansen and Trumait
Hinkle, station co-owners, and Gus
Greenbaum, president of Hotel Flamingo, home of the new station. Formerly daytime only, KRAM, in Sept.,
goes fulltime.

EESPONSIBILITY for a re-study
of theing needs
Dept.forof the
Defense's
Army advertisand Air
Force during the current fiscal
year have been shifted in part from
the Office of Public Information to
the department's Personnel Policy
Board because of inadequate personnel, it was learned last week.
William Frye, OPI director, originally had been charged with initiating the survey [Broadcasting,
Aug. 29].
Meanwhile, appointment of
Mark Martin, vice president of
Gardner Adv. Co., which handles
the two accounts, to assist in the
study [Broadcasting, Sept. 5],
gave rise to speculation that competition for the accounts may be
re-opened sometime this fall. Gardner's contract expires Oct. 31.
Bidding for the two accounts would
hinge on whether continued advertising is deemed necessary in view
of present Army-Air Force needs.
Mr. Martin already has indicated
his agency would not compete in
the event bids are solicited.
Gray's Request
Army Secretary Gordon Gray
requested that the Defense Secretary have Mr. Frye's OPI aid in
examining the need for advertising
service in support of future recruiting and re-appraisal of the
procurement system. At stake is
a contemplated review of a $1,880,000 ad contract, a good portion of
which has been syphoned off to
radio [Broadcasting, Aug. 8]. A
decrease in funds is foreseen, but
some advertising will be maintained, it is believed.
Gardner's contract actually expired June 30, and of fiscal 1949,
with continuation until the Oct. 31
deadline expected momentarily.
The Senate already has passed the
1950 military funds bill, currently
tied up in conference committee.
The measure (HR 4146) made no
specific allotments for Army and
Air Force advertising, but overall
provisions were substantially the
same as for the past fiscal period.
WJZ NEW YORK
Sets August Sales Record
NEW AUGUST sales records have
been set by WJZ New York, key
ABC outlet, with $208,000 in AM
new business accounts. This is an
increase of $51,979.50 over last
August. Also, $67,000 in TV
contracts were placed during the
month, according to M. B. Grabhorn, vice president in charge of
owned and operated stations.
Last August's AM sales figures
totaled $154,020.50. . The station
at that time had not begun commercial television operations, so no
comparable video figures are available for that period.

Antenna Masf Showing
ANTENNA masts made of
wound wood, a cylindrical
form of plywood, will be demonstrated Sept. 13, at the
Brooklyn transmitter site of
WNYC New York. Developed
for wartime military uses,
woundwood has been adapted
for peacetime use by Southern Industries of Maryland.
Demonstration will show antenna masts for radio and TV
set owners, broadcasters and
test engineers, according to
Special Purpose Products Co.,
New York distributors of this
new material. Site was made
available by Seymour Seigel,
director of radio communications of New York City and
manager of WNYC, municipally owned station.
FM

PROMOTION
Set by N. Y. Group
A DECISION that New York, as
the most important market in the
country, is the most important
place for the promotion of FM
listening and advertising, was
reached Thursday by representatives of FM stations in the New
York metropolitan area. Group
met at the invitation of Morris
Novik, radio consultant, and Frank
Gunther, vice president of Radio
Engineering Labs, FMA directors
for the area.
Mr. Novik was named chairman
pro tem of a committee appointed
to draft plans for a campaign of
FM promotion and research. Committee will meet on Thursday for
its first discussion and, when its
plans are perfected, will report
back to the full group. Other committee members include Joseph
Creamer, WOR-FM New York;
Elliott Sanger, WQXR-FM New
York; Elias Godofsky, WHLI-FM
Hempstead, L. I.; Seymour Siegel, fin
WNYC-FM New York; William
Coleman, WFUV (FM) New York,
Harry Hirschmann, WABF-FM as
New York, and a representative of
WFDR (FM) New York as yet
unnamed.
Meeting was attended by Jack
Aaron, WFAS-FM White Plains;
Lewis Arnold, WSOU
(FM)
Orange, N. J.; Mr. Coleman; Mr.
Creamer; Millard Faught, W2XEA
Alpine, N. J.; Louis Frankel,
WFDR; Mr. Godofsky; Mr. Gunther; Mr. Hirschmann; Walt
Lemmon, WGCH (FM) Greenwich,
Conn.; Gordon Meyers, WGHF
(FM) New York; Mr. Novik;
August Rickert, WFUV; Hartley
Samuels, WFDR; Eleanor N. Sanger, WQXR-FM.
Lucerne Signs

LUCERNE MILK Co., division of
Safeway Stores Inc., San Francisco, Sept. 11 starts 52 week
sponsorship of Boston Blackie on
eight Columbia Pacific Network
stations. Agency, J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
BROADCASTING
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MILLER

NAMED

To Head Lang-Worth Post
APPOINTMENT ox James A. Miller as research and engineering director of Lang-Worth Feature
Programs Inc.
has been announced by C. 0.
(Cy) Langlois,
president of the
firm, coincident
with the presentation of the new
Lang-Worth
eight-inch transcription.
Miller
Mr. Langlois
described the
as Mr. Miller's "most
transcription
revolutionary achievement ... a
product befitting his long years of
experience and deep fount of knowledge— both in the scientific realm
of electronics and the practical
application of broadcasting. At
Lang-Worth he will be given every
opportunity to transfer this great
inventive talent to all technical
service."
of our
phases
Mr. Miller
will program
be in charge of
technical activities for New York
City and Long Island City operations.
Mr. Miller pioneered in experiments with the first magnetic recordings, then turned to sound
film and finally engraved tape. In
1907 he constructed a "wireless"
station in Palo Alto, Calif., which
went on the air the following year.
He also worked on formation of the
old Federal Telegraph Co., now
part of IT&T.
During the first world war, he
was named engineer in charge of
construction of high-powered
trans-Atlantic stations for the U.
S. Navy and A. E. F. in Bordeaux,
France, he helped build a 1,250,000
w station which reportedly transmitted the first message sent
around the world.
After returning to San Francisco
he installed radio multiplex stations between California and Oregon, and in the late 20's organized
the old Vitavox Co., which recorded
sound for motion pictures. He is
the inventor of a recording system
by engraving sound impulses on
special film tape. During World
War II he was commissioned in
charge of arrangements for inI stallation of top secret communication system between the U. S.
and Europe. Immediately after he
returned to work on sound recording. Mr. Miller is a member of
SMPE, and has previously served
as director for such recording
firms as Victor and Brunswick.
WHSY

to ABC

CANCER DRIVE
Radio-TV Give Much Time
RADIO donated over $2 million
worth of time and television more
than $100,000 to publicize efforts
of
American Cancer Society's
1949thecampaign.
This was announced last week
in a report of appreciation by the
society to all segments of the radio
and television industry.
Local stations alone contributed
$1,137,152.74 worth of time on a
conservative estimate which used
B time rates as the basis for the
dollar computations, the society
said.
A total of 1,059 stations used the
society's material as follows: 20second E.T. announcements, 33,181
times; one-minute E.T. appeals, 77,856 times; five-minute musical
transcribed programs, 4,401 times;
five-minute script programs, 915
times; 15-minute E.T. dramas,
2,986 times ; foreign language
script announcements, 1,135 times;
15-minute script discussions, 268
times; Hollywood Comes A-Visiting, 1,214 times, and 30-minute
E.T. special, 549 times.
Conservative Estimate
The Cancer Society said that the
networks, the advertising agencies
and their clients contributed 340
live appeals and mentions on special programs valued conservatively at $667,600 and 7,146 national $107,400.
spot advertisers' mentions
valued at
Local television stations numbering 30 gave the society 791 plugs
valued at $40,981 on a B time
basis while TV networks gave 340
showings of cancer material. Television as a whole donated over
$100,000 in time, the society said.

DOUBLE DUTY for its new compact
Stancil - Hoffman battery - operated
one-man type tape recorder enabled
WIP Philadelphia special events department to speedily cover two top
events in its area last week. At top,
Dei Dengate, WIP engineer, begins
feed from tape for broadcast of
story from the scene of the berserk
killer who shot down 13 persons in
Camden, N. J. Murray Arnold (center), program director and Sam Serota
(r), special events director, hear account. At right, Mr. Serota rctports
Philadelphia mid-city three block
blaze, which injured seven firemen,
from vantage point close to scene
of action. Tape recorder is size of
lunch pail and microphone has area
compared to silver dollar.

PILLSBURY

STOCKHOLDERS BROADCAST
Unique Report on WCCO Sept. 13

"BUSINESS and its methods are
everybody's business," is the theme
carried forth by Pillsbury Mills
in its unique stockholders broadcast to be carried
over WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul
ning.
tomorrow eveCalled Stockholders Meeting
of the Air, the
program.
Merle
S. Jones, WCCO
general manager
Mr. Jones
says, will be an
"actual documentary" presenting a straight special
events broadcast. Several WCCO
microphones spotted in the auditorium of the Pillsbury Bldg.
during the afternoon will pickup
meetings for recording. WCCO
special events department then will
edit pertinent portions and dub in
narration before broadcast time on
the day of the meeting.
Philip W. Pillsbury, president of

ABC last week announced the signing of an affiliation agreement with
WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss., bringing to 282 the total affiliated stations. WHSY, a fulltime 250 w
station, operating on 1230 kc, is
i" owned by the Hub City Broadcast' ing Co., with Charles W. Holt as
station manager.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

the milling firm, will call the meeting to order and present his annual report. After appointment of
inspectors of the election, actual
election of officers will proceed
while officials make annual reports
from several divisions. Highlight
of the program is a question and
answer session with stockholders
engaging in open discussion of
company problems. Concluding
portionment ofofelection
broadcast
is announceresults.
In bringing the technical and
somewhat personal proceeding to
the microphone, Mr. Pillsbury said
his firm believes "it is management's obligation to bring the facts
of our company operation to everybody in the most dramatic method
possible
. . radio."
Task of. editing
recordings in a
five hour period has been assigned
to WCCO newswriters, Ralph
Backlund and Charles Sarjeant.
Sig Mickelson is responsible for
over-all production for WCCO.

VOL NET SET
To Air Tenn. U. Football
FOOTBALL games played by the
U. of Tennessee Volunteers will be
broadcast over a statewide Vol
Network of at least 17 stations,
including WKGN Knoxville. According to Gen. Robert R. Neyland,
the university's athletic director,
games will be described by WKGN
Sports Director Lindsey Nelson.
Gen. Neyland said the athletic
association is producing the broadcasts this year. For the opening
game in Knoxville Sept. 24 between
Tennessee and Mississippi State,
there will be a network tie-in of
the Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.
and Vol Network.
Vol Network stations include
WKGN, WAPO Chattanooga,
WOPI Bristol, WETB Johnson
City, WKDA Nashville, WTJS
Jackson, WTPR Paris. WDSG
Dyersburg, WCDT Winchester,
WEKR Fayetteville, WJJM Lewisburg, WGAP Maryville, WATO
Oak Ridge, WHBT Harriman,
WORK Morristown, WCPM Middlesboro, Ky.; WNVA Norton, Va.
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MACARONI

WITH

A DRAW

LaRosa's WOR

Offer Gets Amazing Results

NARBA
Sessions Start Tomorrow
A 35-MAN U. S. delegation, including government and industry advisors, was slated to leave over
the weekend for Montreal, where
negotiations for a new North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement
(NARBA) open tomorrow (Tuesday).
The delegation is headed by FCC
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde with Fletcher
Warren, U. S. Ambassador to Paraguay, as special consultant and
John A. Willoughby, FCC's acting
chief engineer, as chief technical
advisor [Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
The conference is slated to proceed on schedule despite the lastminute announcement of Mexico
that she will participate only to
the extent of sending an observer.
It is expected to last about two
months.
The treaty to be drawn up will
succeed the one which expired last
March 29. Since then the signatory
nations for the most part have been
following the principles of NARBA,
even though technically it is no
longer tionsbinding.
TheCanada,
NARBA Cuba,
naare the U. S.,

By FLORENCE

SMALL

IN RADIO as in macaroni, it's the
draw that counts; and when the
two items combined recently on
WOR New York, suction was such
as to break all mail-pull records
for the station.
V. La Rosa & Sons, New York,
nation's largest manufacturer of
macaroni products, is sponsor of
the C. P. MacGregor daytime dramatic series Hollywood Theatre
of Stars. For three weeks the
show carried a spaghetti, macaroni
and egg noodle cook-book giveaway
which had to be rescinded after
that time because of the deluge
response to the offer run.
Horace Hagedorn, account executive and program liaison, with
Kieswetter, Wetterau & Baker,
Inc., New York, (agency for La
Rosa) was forced to wire C. P.
MacGregor: "Hollywood Theatre
of Stars polled 10,143 requests for
La Rosa Recipe Booklet after only
five announcements on WOR only
STOP WOR advises this breaks
all record STOP Offer withdrawn

One of a Series
Page 32
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DISCUSSING promol-ional plans for the La Rosa Hollywood Theatre of Stars
(I to r): Stefano La Rosa, president, V. La Rosa & Sons Inc.; Robert Wood,
of WOR New York; Peter La Rosa, vice president, V. La Rosa & Sons Inc.;
R. C. Maddox, vice president of WOR; Horace Hagedorn, vice president,
Kiesewetter, Wetterau and Baker, advertising agency, and Joseph Giordano,
La Rosa advertising manager.
during third week STOP Congratulations!"
La Rosa has a radio history that
goes back to 1932 when they used
mostly spot announcements on foreign language stations. The policy
obtained in great degree until last
year when, as a test they bought
the C. P. MacGregor transcribed
show and placed it on six stations.
The test proves so successful that
effective Oct. 3 the firm will have
increased the number of stations
to 18, in the entire northeast portion of the country where La Rosa
has distribution. Three year contracts have been signed.
The program "Hollywood Theatre of Stars" presents a complete
half hour dramatization each day,
six times weekly.
V. La Rosa's advertising budget
now allocates more than 50% of
its outlay radio, with the rest divided between car cards and magazines.
The firm, organized in 1915,
produces more than 200 million
pounds of macaroni products in a
year. The principal officers of the
company are Stefano La Rosa,
president, Peter La Rosa, vice president and Joseph Giordano, advertising manager.
The specific markets used by the

advertiser are: Boston, Pittsburgh,
Providence, Hartford, New York,
Philadelphia, Troy, Schenectady,
Albany, Sacramento, Wilkes-Barre,
Allentown and Hazleton.
WAGNER
Resigns as Olian Vice President
IRVIN J. WAGNER, vice president of Olian Adv. Co., Chicago,
for the past five years, has resigned
to establish his own business as a
consultant to agencies and advertisers, and also to package TV and
AM programs. Mr. Wagner will
maintain his association with
Olian as a consultant, working on
radio and television spots and
programs.
Before joining the agency he
had been an executive at Arthur
Meyerhoff and the Schwimmer &
Scott agencies in Chicago. He is
well known in Chicago radio circles
as a pioneer in musical jingles
and gimmick spots and the setting
up of unique commercials. His
new office will be in Lincoln Tower,
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago.

Haiti, Dominican Republic, Bahamas, and Mexico.
Members of the U.S. delegation:
Rosel Warren,
H. Hyde, special
chairman;consultant;
Amhassador
John A. Willoughby, chief technical
adviser,
following
ment and
advisers:the
James
E. Barr,governhead
of FCC vision;
Engineering
Bureau's
AM
DiJohn S. Cross, assistant chief
of State Dept.'s Telecommmunications
Division; Raymond
L,. atHarrell,
telecommunications attache
the American
embassy in Havana; H. Underwood
Graham, chief
of theFCCAM Engineering
Division's
j*llocations
Branch,
Bureau; Florence Kirlin, special asr
sistant to assistant Secretary of State
for Congressional Relations; Joseph
M. Kittner, assistant to FCC general
counsel; Bruce S. Longfellow, assistant
chief, AM
Branch,
FCC Division's
EngineeringAllocations
Bureau;
Donald R. MacQuivey, foreign affairs
specialist,cations
State
Dept.'s
Division;
RalphTelecommuniJ. Renton,
FCC engineer and U. S. member of
the North American Regional Broadcasting Engineering Committee; E. F.
Vandivere, chief of FCC Technical Information Division's Information and
Analysis Branch.
Industry advisors: Walter Benoit,
executive vice president. Westinghouse Radio Stations; Julius F. Brauner, CBS general attorney; Louis G.
Caldwell, counsel, Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service; Comdr. T.A.M.
Craven, engineering consultant, Cra& Culyer;
William
Duttera, ven,
NBCLohnesstaff
allocations
engineer;
R. Russell Eagan, attorney, of Kirk- ;
land, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis;
Raymond F. Guy, manager of radio and
allocations engineering, NBC; Andrew
G. Haley, counsel, ABC; Ralph N. Harmon, engineering manager. Westinghouse Radio Stations; Howard, engiconsultant; E. and
M. Johnson,
Mutual neering
vice president
engineering
director; William B. Lodge, CBS vice
president in charge of general engineering; Gustav B. Margraf, NBC vice
president and general attorney; Leonard H. Marks, counsel, Daytime Petitioners Assn.; Frank Marx, ABC enMcNaughten. gineering
NABvice president;
engineering Neal
director;
D wight A. Meyer, technical field director, Westinghouse Radio Stations;
E. C. Page, engineering consultant;
James D. Parker, CBS; Forney Rankin,
director of government relations for
NAB; Oscar W. B. Reed Jr., engineering consultant, Jansky & Bailey;
J.
CBS.W. Wright, chief radio engineer,

FIVE new deluxe table radios, ranging
in Eastern list prices from $19.95 to
$29.95 have been added to General
Electric line.
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IOWA

LISTENING

SINCE

R .ADIO listening in Iowa has increased
213%

since 1941!

This and other significant trends are
features of the 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey.* For the twelfth consecutive year, this outstanding Survey continues to give a complete and accurate

DOUBLED

1941!

* The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a "must"
for every advertising, sales or marketing man who is
interested in Iowa.
The 1949 Edition is the twelfth annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was made by Dr.
F. L. Whan of Wichita University — is based on personal interviews with over 9,000 Iowa families, scientifically selected from cities, towns, villages and farms
all over the State.
As a service to the sales, advertising and research
professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1949
Survey to anyone interested in the subjects covered.

picture of radio in Iowa. It enables advertisers and agencies to determine
Iowa's greatest radio value for any radio
promotion, in any or all parts of the
State !
This valuable book

will be off the

press in a few days. Write now to reserve
your free copy.

WIHI®

+ for Iowa
PLUS
4>
Des Moines ... 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, Presidenl
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National RepresentatiTefl

Fundamentals Outlined
ION
OT
OM
PR
E
C
AUDIEN
advertising. Advertising can and
By JESSE THOMPSON
of audience promotion on program
does get customers to buy and try
DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING &
ratings. Giving due weight to all
PROMOTION
a product — can and does keep a
the other factors involved in a ratMUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
product spotlighted — but it is the
ing— program quality, competition,
product itself that has the burden,
FOR SOME 10 years that I know
time of broadcast and other inherthrough quality and service and
of, hundreds of thousands of dolent as well as external influences —
satisfaction, of keeping customers
lars a year have been invested in does it take $500 to raise a rating
sold and producing the repeat sales
audience promotion in all of its by 1 point ? Does it require $1,000
which make businesses successful.
many forms. In 1949, due mainly
or $10,000? (If Mr. Nielsen has any
to the fundamental schedule scramflicker of interest in undertaking
Persuade Listener
bling which, willy nilly, is occursuch a study, I have some notions
So also, audience promotion: It
ring on all the networks and will to pass along.)
can and does persuade the listener
affect more than half of the nato tune in once, twice, three times,
Promotion Gets Credit
tion's radio stations, this promotion
expenditure will undoubtedly be
but only the program itself can exIn spite of this lack, if we believe
ercise along-time hold on the audoubled and tripled to a new high. at all in advertising, we have to
dience and keep it tuning week
The results so far achieved on hand audience promotion a lot of
after week. It is generally agreed
credit
for
building
and
maintaining
some major switches have been disthat it takes time for a show to
ap ointing— and the results of pro- audiences. At the same time, it is
"establish" itself. Audience propossible to hold the conviction that
motion still to be done on changes
motion can shorten this time eleif audience promotion had more
still to come remain in the realms
ment and so return dividends.
of speculation and devout hope.
joint planning on the part of sponMr. THOMPSON
But it is well to realize that prosors, agencies and networks, and
* * *
Time to Face Up
motion doesn't have all the answers.
more cooperation in execution on
So the present would seem to be the basis that it is a common proj- torial content; that is done by the For instance, promotion can add
a good time to face up realistically
ect, its impact could be greater, its publication itself, and responsibility
nothing to a show's maximum auto the basic question which we have
dience potential — that is in the
results better.
for building circulation and readernot liked to ask: "Is all that money
realm of programming. What's
ship rests with the publisher. The more,
And this assumption leads us on
a program which does not
well spent, or is it money sent down
advertiser buys circulation ready- have the potential expected of it
to take a new look at long-accepted
made
and
his
only
job
is
to
capture
a well?" And this, not unnaturalfundamentals, which have possibly
will reach the end of its rope quickreadership for his message, to debeen equally long-neglected because
er with audience promotion.
can ly,
we suggests
work itanother
so as toquery:
derive "How
more
velop starch ratings, with the most
of the immediacy of most audience
Assuming a meeting of the minds
good from this money?"
promotion. Such a look at basics, fetching ads he and his agency can
of these two fundamentals, we come
The right answers to these posers
however self-evident they might be,
to fundamental No. 3 which is
are important not only to networks
produce.
In radio, by contrast, it is the this: While networks and stations
could well start some new thinking,
and stations; they are equally im- suggest some worthwhile new ap- unique fact that the advertiser
have been and are doing the best
portant to sponsors. For surely, proaches.
(sponsor) furnishes his own edi- job they can (and it is a very good
torial content (his program). And
there is no sponsor today who seriFirst Fundamental
ously thinks it is all network and
because of the complicating factor "best"), no audience promotion may
be considered complete and wellstation money or who fails to realFundamental No. 1, on which all of "audience inheritance," some of rounded
unless it includes :
ize that, in the long pull, it is no audience promotion is necessarily
the responsibility for editorial mata.
Mutual
cooperation of sponone but the sponsor who pays — in predicated, stems from a basic
ter is in the hands of other sponsor, network and stations, all three
sors and of the networks, depending
time rates that must cover the sta- characteristic of radio with respect
working toward the single goal.
tions' operating expenses plus a to sponsored programs — one that upon whether the preceding block
b. Planning so that each carries
fair margin.
of programs is commercial or susexists in no other medium except
its own share of the job and all
taining
or
both.
But
there
is
more:
How effective, then, is promotion
television. An advertiser who buys
Not only must the sponsor build efforts are pooled and coordinated.
space in a magazine or newspaper
money? I don't recall ever having
c. Planning and execution at
seen any research into the influence Js not expected to provide the edi- his own circulation based on a net- both the national and local levels.
work's "listening habit" — that is,
try for the highest possible rating
Approach to Answer
TALKING over promotion plans which NBC has undertaken this fall are for his ""editorial" — he must also
Where
all this is done, there we
(I to r): Murray Bolen, Benton & Bowles, Hollywood; Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
get for his commercial (his adveradministrative vice president in charge of Western Div., Ralph Edwards,
tisement) the biggest hearing he begin to approach the answer to
m.c. of Truth Or Consequences and This Is Your Life; Nat Wolff, director
can. (The second part of the job "how can we work promotion so as
to derive more good from our monof Hollywood Star Theatre.
is by no means automatic — or coney?" Suppose we take each party
comitant with the first.)
to promotion and look into the highNo Stake in Printed Media
spots of what each can contribute
help.
Put in another way: In printed to a well-rounded job? Maybe it will
media the advertiser has no stake,
THE SPONSORS' ACTIVIthough he has an interest, in ediTIES. Many sponsors are doing a
torial. In radio the editorial surgreat
job
with their part in promotrounding his commercial is his — he
ing their shows and are finding
has a definite money stake in it. the effort
pays. But it may be said
And his is the foundation for his
that more sponsors could do more
audience promotion.
to help their own ratings; and they
The conclusion from the audience could
do it at little or no additional
promotion viewpoint is that not cost to themselves.
only must successful programs be
Here's a check list of the more
listenable — they should be promotimportant sponsor activities ;
able, must make good "copy." And
neither new nor all-inclusive, it
that includes a lot of elements —
personalities, story lines, guest will nevertheless serve as a useful reminder of things which sponshots, flexibility for tie-ins and
sors can do to promote their shows :
ballyhoo.
1.
National Advertising. Many
Fundamental No. 2 flows from
sponsors
include some mention of
the first and is elementary: The
their
shows
in their national printpurpose of audience promotion is
ed advertising. However, a fairly
to build audiences for programs.
attentive check through a current
Immediately, however, we run into
(Continued on page 52)
a corollary, a parallel with product
BROADCASTING
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CINCINNATI'S

3td

tltJZJU IUlJb2

2nd

TV-STATION

A Branham man
will show you
breakdown of
ratings.

2%
TV-STATION

WCPO-TV
25%

NOON
to

6:00

6:00

p. m.

19%
26%

p. m.
to

1

MIDNITE
Represented by the BRANHAM

COMPANY

A Scripps-Howard Radio Station
Atfiliated with the CINCINNATI POST
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District 7
(Continued from page 26)
ery Ward and J. C. Penney Co. are
already bearing fruit, he said, and
: these two nationwide retail organizations are resuming use of radio.
He said the Penney top manageI ment had been anti-radio with
managers
"bootlegging"
Ij some
use oflocal
radio
by disguising
their
figures.
BAB is taking radio's story all
■ over the nation Mr. Mitchell declared, feeling that the industry's
sales impact has not been adequately presented. He described the
department store problem as seriI ous but blamed this partly on
' station management. New stations
have done more to bring new sponsors into radio than any other
means, he said.
Mr. Mitchell listed BAB's publications including the weekly
"pitch" letter and an upcoming
series of stories telling the basic
j facts about different types of busij ness.
I Theres no use kidding yourselves,
i Mr. Mitchell said as he went into
the type of competition broadcasters face from newspapers, billboards, direct mail, magazines and
other media. He explained that
BAB was organized to do an aggressive radio selling job, and
that's what it intended to do on the
basis of industry desires.
He told delegates they would rise
up on a roar if they could see the
sort of stuff other media were using against radio. A lot of it is
below-the-belt and phoney, he declared.
BAB is tailoring a set of selling
tools for all types of broadcast programs, Mr. Mitchell said. It is preparing a cooperative direct mail
, campaign, based on material that
j will carry station imprints, with
orders for some 400,000 pieces on
hand even before the project has
been completed.
He traced progress of the allmedia presentation, a motion picture film now in the shooting stage.
This film will do a broader job than
the slide film presentation, he said,
adding that work is under way on
other slide films. Second of this
series will cover national spot and
will be aimed at wholesalers and
distributors. Eventually BAB will
have an entire library of slide film,
he said.
Most of the criticism of the first
slide film has come from newspaper-affiliated stations, he brought
out in explaining that the film was
produced under specific direction of
the NAB board.
KYW

At

Reading

Fair

SIXTEEN separate broadcasts —
including news summaries, on-thescene interviews, descriptions of
a beauty pageant and harness racing— will highlight Westinghouse's
KYW Philadelphia coverage of the
Reading, Pa., Fair which gets underway today (Monday).
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— 3.7
HOOPERS—
August 1949
Evening
YEAR AGO
Program No. of
Hooper — 1.9 Pos.
Cities Sponsor & Agency
16
8.6
The Whistler 6 Signal Oil Co. (Stebbins)Hooper
7.4
13.7
1
16.8
Adv. of Sam Spade 6
(BBDO)
13.1
3
Horace Heidt 6 Wildroot
Philip
Morris
(Blow)
12.3
11.9
22
Mr. District Attorney 6 Bristol-Myers (DC&S)
11.8
Your Hit Parade 6 American Tobacco (BBDO) 11.4
on Parade
9.4
12.4 —0.3 2
Let George Do It 6 Standard Oil (BBDO)
10.5
+5.1
Henry
Morgan 66 Bristol-Myers (Y&R)
10.3
Inner Sanctum
Drug (BBDO) 10.0
+0.4 7
A Life in Your Hands 6 Emerson
B & W Tobacco (Seeds) 9.8
9.3
8.2 +4.4+or19—
Twenty
Art Metal (Grey) 9.3
Our MissQuestions
Brooks 66 Ronson
Colg.-Palm.-Peet
(Bates)
9.1
10
Crime Photographer 6 Philip Morris (Blow)
9.0
9
+0.6
Am.
Cig.
&
Cig.
(SSC&B)
9.0
Big
Story
6
4.7
64
Curtain Time 6 Mars Inc. (Grant)
9.0
Counte of Monte 6 Golden State Dairy (BBDO) 9.0
9.3
Cristo (2 mos.)
+ 1.1
+0.3
FIRST

SCBA

15 PACIFIC

Committees

COMMITTEES for fifth annual
outing of Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. were announced
last week by Haan Tyler, KFI-TV
Los Angeles manager, chairman.
Those appointed include Robert
Reynolds, manager KMPC, and
Frank Burke, manager KFVD,
finance; Maury Gresham of KLAC
and Oren Mattison, KMPC, prizes;
Jim Strain, KGFJ, and Larry
Buskett, KLAC, golf; Bill Ray,
KFWB, and Oscar Turner, NBC,
all Hollywood, reception. Affair
will be held Oct. 4 at Oakmont
Country Club, Glendale.
District 7 Registration
Albertson, Fred W., Dow, Lohnes and
Albertson; Albinger, Al, WCOL; Amor,
Addison C, RCA Recorded Program
Service; Atterholt, Robert, WATG;
Baker, Kenneth H., NAB; Bauer, G.
F. (Red), WINN; Beatty, J. Frank
Broadcasting; Beatty, Richard V.,
WOHI; Beer, Robert M., WATG; Berk,
Roger G., WAKR; Berk, S. Bernard,
WAKR; Betts, J. W., WFTM; Blackburn, James W., Blackburn Hamilton
Co.; Bock, Fred C. WADC; Bodner,
Carl P., WPAY; Boyd, Gerald F.,
WPAY; Callaway, J. Harry, WBEX;
Carr, Eugene Bushmoore; Cary, Harvey, WKRC; Cisler, S. A., WKYW;
Disner, Peter R., WHAS; Doherty, R.
P., NAB: Eells, Jim, Bruce Eells and
Assoc.; Eilerman, Arthur L., WZIP;
Everson. Carl M., WHKC; Fehlman,
Robert C, WHBC; Ferguson, R. W.,
WTRF; Fitzgerald, Harold, WOHI;
Flenniken, Jim, Capitol Transcriptions.
Gallagher. H. L., WTAM; George,
Carl, WGAR; Gilmor, Paul E., WHBC;
Glynn, Jerry, Sponsor; Green, C. W.,
WHKK; Hackathorn, K. K., WHK;
Haeenah, Gus, Standard Radio; Hager,
Kolin, SESAC; Heller, C. B., WIMA;
Higgins, Hugh M., WMOA; Highbaueh,
David B., WHIR: Harlow, Roy, BMI;
Heiser, A. E., WLEC: Henry, Lew
WHKK; Hines, J. E., WTAM; Hoessly,
H. H., WHKC; Horswell, Bert, C. P.
MacGregor; Hyle, John F., Transcription Sales Inc.; Isaac. W. T., WHIR;
Jackson. Floyd M., WPAY; Johnson,
K. M.. MBS: Levi. Win. Broadcasting;
IvTsrtin. Whitney R.. WCMI: Mack, R.
W., WIM'V; Mason, Lin, WWSO; Mason,
Rohert T.. WMRN; Maurer, J. B.,
WHK; Milder, Nate, WHIZ; Miller,
.Tusrin, NAB; Mitchell, Maurice B.,
R'VB: Morgan, Mrs. James T.. WHLN;
Morgan, James T., WHLN; Morrison,
Robert. WorH;
WHKC:
Nasman,
L. Mo=«>s.
WFMJ: John
Nunn,B., Gilmore
N., Nunn Stations: O'Brien, J. W.,
WFOLJohnW.J..I.,Associated
VtnzT^m O'Connell,
Service; Orr.
WBNS.
Pattee, Linwood. BMI; Parsons, Edgar,
WRi^-D: Pearse. B. P., W^ed; Potter,
Hui'h O . WOMI: I'ricer. Bob. WCLT;
R''a»>is, Fra'ier. WTOL: Richards. Robort K.. N^B: Richmoid. R. W.. WHKK;
Ro<rprs, Thongs /v.. WCLT; Roll. Richard T., WLOK: R'lley. W. R., WBEX;
S-x'ue. Sat". W=RS: Samnson, R. M.,
■<"'S4T:
H. A..
WEOL:
norsM. S-villp.
Associated
Press;
Trace.Swisher,
Gene,
WBBW; Warren. Charles C. WCMI;
Weis. ^ier'o, Lanu Worth: Welch. Miller. WL*": Wilson, P. C. WAND:
Willis, J. E., WLAP; Young, Bill, Lang
Worth.

+4.3
YfHCU
AWARDS
Given For Press Leadership
WHCU

Ithaca, the 1 kw CBS commercial outlet owned and operated
by Cornell U., Saturday (Sept.
10) gave $1,700 in awards to six
weekly New York state and Pennsylvania newspapers at the third
annual Cornell U. Press-Radio
Dinner.
The awards, offered for outstanding "editorial leadership" or
for "aggressive leadership in local
community
progress,"
presented by WHCU
Generalwere
Manager
Michael R. Hanna.
The meeting was attended by
230 press and radio people, university officials and civic leaders
and by 96 representatives from 43
of the 68 weeklies in 22 New York
and Pennsylvania counties which
cooperate with WHCU in producing the station's Peabody Awardwinning Sunday program, Radio
Edition of the Weekly Press.
The editors aid in production
of the program merely by putting
WHCU on their mailing list. The
station then produces the program
by culling the more than 60 papers
thus received each week for "grassroots" thinking on local, regional,
national or international issues or
problems. Some 50 or 60 manhours of labor go into the production of each week's program — more
than is used to produce many of
the papers themselves. The program started as a 15-minute show
and is now a 25-minute sustainer.
First prize of $500 for "editorial
leadership" went to Corning News,
Corning, New York, for the second
straight year. Second prize of
S250 in that category went to
Ontario County Times - Journal,
Canandaigua, N. Y., also for the
second year. Third prize of $100
went to Dundee (N.Y.) Observer,
while a special citation in that
category went to Mid-York Weekly
of Hamilton, N. Y.
For "promotion of local community progress," the Wyalusing
Rocket of Wyalusing, Pa., drew
first prize of $500. Second prize
of $250 went for the second year
to Republican-Register of Moravia,
N. Y., while the $100 third prize
went to the Candor (N. Y.) Courier. Special citations for "community action" went to the Waverly
Sun and Valley News, Waverly,
N. Y., and Bee-Journal of Canastota, N. Y.

Operating Costs
(Continued from page 27)
of 50,000 to 250,000 and $1,392,647
in cities over 250,000. The study
does not break down large station
income by regions.
Highest share of the broadcast
dollar of local stations goes to operating expenses at MountainPacific and North Central stations.
A similar situation is found in the
case of medium stations. Operating expenses take 72.62% of the
revenue of large stations in cities
under 50,000; 77.20% in cities of
50,000-250,000;
74.65% in cities
over
250,000.
Mr. Doherty said fulltime stations rather consistently, for all
areas, had higher per station income than parttime stations. Affiliate stations as a group in all areas
had higher per-station income than
non-affiliates.
Local fulltime stations had average income of $117,673 in 1948
while local parttime stations took
in $77,495,
he said.
Regional
fulltime
stations
averaged
$323,477
while regional parttime stations
had $114,108. Large fulltime stations averaged $1,016,175 compared
to $826,475 per station income for
large parttime operations.
Small market stations (250 w in
cities under 50,000 population)
within the New England, New
York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey area had highest income for
the year, $99,674 compared to
lowest average revenue of $80,195
for stations in the area embracing
Kentucky, Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana and Texas.
Both parttime and non-affiliates
spent larger proportions of their
income on operating expenses
than fulltime and affiliated stations, respectively, Mr. Doherty
said.
National average income for
small stations follows : Small cities,
$91,326; medium cities, $155,804;
large cities, $229,256.
Medium stations: Small cities,
$136,054; medium cities, $288,440;
large cities, $457,437.
Large stations: Small cities,
$291,830; medium cities, $621,583;
large cities, $1,351,270.
Mogul

Places

$100,000

WMCA

New York has signed contracts totaling $100,000 yearly with
the Emil Mogul Co., New York
Agency, on behalf of its clients,
National and
Shoe Modern
Stores, Industrial
Barney's
Clothes
Bank, all New York. Campaigns
include participations in Mr. & Mrs.
Music, recorded music programs
and spot announcements. In addition, the Bank will participate in
the Antique Record Shop program.
Schedules start this month.

ALL announced candidates for mayor
of Detroit
have been discussion
invited to over
partake in roundtable
WDET (FM) Detroit.
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REGIONAL GRANTS
FCC Also Gives Local CP
GRANTS for new regional stations
in Bakersfield and Modesto, Calif.,
a new local at Center, Tex.,
and regional facilities for WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., are anticipated in initial decisions issued by
FCC examiners. Decisions were reported by FCC fortnight ago
[Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
Examiner Leo Resnick approved
the applications of (1) Marmat
Radio Co., operator of KMAR
(FM) Bakersfield, for 970 kc with
5 kw day and 1 kw night, directionalized day and night, at Bakersfield, and (2) Stanislaus County
Broadcasters Inc. for 970 kc with
1 kw, also directionalized fulltime,
at Modesto. Examiner Fanney N.
Litvin approved WILK's bid for
980 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw
night, directionalized fulltime, in
lieu of its present operation on
1450 kc with 250 w. The Center
grant, anticipated in a decision
by Examiner J. D. Bond, would
go to Shelby Broadcasting Co., for
1490 kc with 250 w fulltime.
In the California case a third
application — Central Valley Broadrequest station
for 980at kcMerced
with
1 kw for casters'
a new
— was held to be in default and
given a recommended denial. The
decisions become effective in 40
days unless review by the-fuU Commission is requested.
WILK's new regional operation
would serve 484,000 persons daytime (a gain of 225,175) and
193,766 at night (108,837 gain).
There would be some interference
with WTRY Troy, N. Y. (affecting
6,300 persons) and WSCR Scranton (10,500 persons). But Mrs.
Litvin pointed out that some 61,000
persons would get their first nighttime service from WILK's new
operation.
The Bakersfield and Modesto stations would not cause interference
with each other or with any existing or proposed station in the U.S.
They plan non-network operations.
In the Texas case, as a safety
measure against interference with
KGKB Tyler, the examiner would
require
the new
station'sto
transmitterthat
be located
no nearer
Tyler than the center of the city
of Center, and that its shunt-fed
antenna be no more than 150 feet
high and be installed to minimize
radiation toward Tyler.
The Center station plans to operate as an independent.
Ownership of the grantee firms:
Marmat Radio Co., Bakersfield —
Operator of KMAR (FM), the firm is
a partnership of James L. Mattly, operator of a radio and appliance service,
who would be general manager of the
station; Guy Marchetti, associated with
Mr. Mattly, who would be chief engineer; Reno Marchetti, farm operator;
Fred Marchetti, chief engineer of a
hospital; and Julian and Umbert Cantelmi, businessmen.
Stanislaus County Broadcasters Inc.,
Modesto — Equal owners: Cecil Lynch,
grape grower, formerly identified with
KTRB Modesto, KDON Monterey, and
KTMB Honolulu, who is president and
BROADCASTING

FLORIDA'S

CATCHING hurricane winds which
roared through Miami's main streets
are WTVJ (TV) announcer Matty
Matthews (with microphone) and
Cameraman Joe Kline who covered
the devastating storm from the 16th
floor U. S. Weather Bureau window.
At the time the picture was snapped
winds registered 60 mph, station
reports.
would be general manager; G. A. M.
Lynch, his father; Ralph M. Brown,
aModesto
farmer. attorney; and Harold Bowen,
Shelby Broadcasting Co., Center —
A partnership
O. L.firm,
Parker,
sales-C.
man for a soft ofdrink
and A.
Childs, manager of a Center variety
store. They own equal interests. Mr.
Parker tising
would
and adverdirector beof manager
this station.

FINCH

BIG BLOW
Local Stations Meet the Challenge

REPORTS of radio's role in the
battle against the ravaging hurricane which hit Florida head on
[Broadcasting, Sept. 5] continued
to roll in last week.
WSWN Belle Glade, its 220-foot
tower completely demolished by
140 mph gales, was among the
first storm damaged stations to
report resumption of normal operation. Three days after losing its
"radiator," WSWN returned to the
air via a four-strand "flattop"
hastily constructed by Chief Engineer C. S. Clemans and three of
the station's announcers. Outlet
said FCC officials in Miami, 80
miles away, found the signal
"strong as ever."
Meanwhile, WSWN unloaded at
the antenna site on Aug. 30 a new
267-foot stainless steel tower purchased from WCOA Pensacola.
Sept. 1, 12 days after the blow,
WSWN resumed normal operation.
Tom Watson Jr., station manager,
said: "Losing our tower was a
severe setback. It was only par-

Default of Army Contract
Seen by Gray

ARMY SECRETARY Gordon Gray has notified the Senate Armed
Services
that between
apparently
he has
"no alternative" Co.
but to
in
defaultCommittee
the contract
Finch
Telecommunications
andplace
the
Army Signal Corps, but would issue a "definitive" action momentarily
in
to the committee's query *
for reply
a decision.
completed, "would not be of a value
The contract calls for construc- commensurate with additional costs
tion of a facsimile machine built involved," Secretary Gray felt. To
to Army specifications which the keep the firm in business through
the Navy and CIA contracts would
New Jersey company's owner,
cost an extra $80,000 more than
Capt. W. G. H. Finch, claims were
either felt was justified, he added.
"unreasonable." The Signal Corps
asked for a review of the case by
As to the Senate group's point
the Senate group, which later re- that another small business would
commended against the default in be forced out. Secretary Gray comthe best interests of government
pared the special treatment to a
and small business [Broadcasting,
"subsidy." He said the Army ProAug. 29, Sept. 5]. Capt. Finch is
curement Act of 1947, which prolicensee of WGHF (FM) New
vides for fair proportion of purYork.
chases to be placed with small
Secretary Gray said he had carefirms, would not authorize "special
fully reviewed the matter but was
treatment" merely because a conunable to reach a decision to justify
tractor happens to be a small business firm. In that conclusion the
such "relief," based on informal
information from the Navy and
General Accounting Office also concurs, he observed.
Central Intelligence Agency, which
also hold similar contracts with
Finch Telecommunications. He
promised a decision shortly pendCOFFIN NAMED
ing further exploration of the efTo NBC Research Post
ties. fect on the two departments' activiTwo courses were noted by the APPOINTMENT of Dr. Thomas
E. Coffin, research authority and
Army Secretary looking toward
a decision : Modification of the chairman of the Hofstra College
department of psychology, as NBC
present contract to continue the research
associate for television,
Finch service, and termination. He was announced
last week by Hugh
said
he
is
"firmly
convinced"
that
M.
Beville
Jr.,
director
of the netmodification would not serve the
work's
research
department.
government's best interests since
Dr. Coffin released in August
the firm already has "indicated it 1948
his publication. Television
does not have the know-how and
technical ability to perform the Effects on the Family's Activities,
and will shortly release additional
work efficiently."
made while at HofIn addition, the present experi- video strasurveys
College.
mental facsimile model, even if

• Telecasting

tially covered by insurance. But
even the most discouraging problems can be overcome when loyal
employes are willing to roll up
their sleeves and tackle the job."
Miami's only video station,
WTVJ, from
covered
storm Bureau
"live"
direct
U. S. the
Weather
observation headquarters 16 floors
above the street. Early in the
storm. Bureau organization and
primary damage were recorded on
film. First "live" telecast ran a
full half-hour. Second one appeared on TV screens at the time
when the hurricane roared at full
pitch
Miami's
center.
Scenes through
of swaying
and falling
palms, stalled vehicles and flying
debris were caught by the camera
as they happened.
WTTT Coral Gables dispatched
a special events crew to the heart
of the hurricane. Leaving Miami,
Chief Engineer Walter Kinney and
P. D. Mitler traveled 50 miles until
162 mph winds pitched pine trees
across roads and rising water
caught the car's wheels in thick
mud. However, making their way
slowly, the pair tape recorded
scenes at Pahokee, Belle Glade, Canal Point, Stuart and the Palm
Beach areas. They returned some
15 hours later, after driving 550
miles, with a 45 minute broadcast
featuring descriptions of the battered areas, interviews with residents, city officials and the State
Highway Patrol members.
WLBH-FM BEGINS
Open House Draws 2,000
WLBH-FM Mattoon, 111., began
operations Sept. 1 on 96.9 mc with
23 kw from 3 p.m.-10:40 p.m. weekdays and 12 p.m.-10:45 p.m. Sunday. Open House drew an estimated 2,000 visitors to studios, offices and transmitter site over the
Labor Day weekend, the station reported. Dedication was held
Sept.
4.
Congratulations
were received
from Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson; Sen.
Scott W. Lucas, Senate majority
leader; Paul Powell, Illinois General assembly speaker; Bill Polje
of Pollyea Adv. Agency, and Hal
Holman of Chicago. J. R. Livesay, ager
president
general manof Mattoon and
Broadcasting
Co.;
Mayor George W. Smith of Mattoon; L. L. Krantz, school superintendent; R. D. Bills, president
of Mattoon Assoc. of Commerce,
and John Lewis, State Representative, participated in the program.
Station will lean strongly to
sports programming. Rolland
Looper is commercial manager and
Bob LaMere, program director and
news editor of both WLBH-AMFM.
ALL broadcasting facilities of WALL
Middletown, N. Y. were moved to
Orange County Fair for complete
coverage of activities.
September 12, 1949
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NAB's FM-TV Aims
(Continued from page 26)
directors — Mr. Dillard and Frank
U. Fletcher, WARL Arlington —
represent FM on the NAB board.
The original FMBI was formed
to solve an allocation problem.
PMA's functions were set out as
mainly promotion at the time of its
formation but it quickly assumed
a trade association hue.
FMA members still feel FM
should be promoted, and will demand service of that type should
NAB and FMA decide to merge.
With 700 FM stations on the air
and several million sets in homes,
they believe some of the promotion
will be automatic. FMA has manufacturer members who contribute
to its support. Its 200 station
members pay $100 a year dues.
Any NAB-FMA merger would
require approval of the FMA board
and membership.
Some TBA officials take the position that NAB's recent acquisition
of 29 new TV stations, all affiliated
with AM members, at $10 a month
merely amounts to "signing coupons." The TV stations pay $10
a month until Jan. 1, with NAB's
board to set up permanent fees
when it meets in November. Videoonly stations pay $125 per month
dues to NAB. At present, 32 of
the 78 television broadcast stations
are NAB members.
The TBA dues scale is on a
With

Good

Solid

NIELSEN
Issues First- Pacific Ratings
MEASUREMENT of the audience
delivered by each network broadcast in the 4,457,000 radio homes
in the Pacific network area has
been made on a monthly basis since
May by the A. C. Nielsen Co. Nielsen Pacific ratings for May were
distributed to NRI subscribers in
booklet form last week.
Last Thursday Broadcasting
also obtained a preview of the June
Pacific report, not yet off the press,
showing for the first time, the folradio: lowing top ratings for summer

THEY'RE CALLING him "Dead Eye Gatch" since Creighton E. Gatchell, general manager of the Guy P. Gannett' Broadcasting Services (WGAN Portland,
WGUY Bangor) on Aug. 31 bagged this 175 lb. black bear at the Gannett
fishing camp at Moosehead Lake, Me. He felled the beast with his first shot
when it prowled within a few yards of the camp.
sliding basis, ranging from $100
to $800 per year depending on size
of city. Originally TBA's dues were
$1,000 a year. TBA officials believe
that once stations are in the black,
the association will have no trouble
getting new members. At present
there are 32 broadcasting members,
18 affiliates (manufacturers, etc.)

Programming

... From
Early Morning
Late At Night, . .

on

'til

WIOD

That, plus the enthusiasm to
follow through, is the reason this
station does such a whale of a
selling job for you.
For All The Facts About
WIOD's Leadership In
Miami . . . Call Our Rep . . .
George P. Hollingbery Co.

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
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and nine educational members.
TBA's main function since its
formation five years ago has been
to promote development of television as an industry. Its officers,
aside from Secretary-Treasurer
Will Baltin, work without pay and
devote considerable time to association work. Jack R. Poppele,
WOR New York, is president. The
association has a $20,000 annual
budget.
Last summer TBA was rumored
to have contacted FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy for its presidency, but
TBA has never officially discussed
the matter. A plan was conceived
to raise $100,000 from manufacturers to finance this project. A.
D. Willard Jr., former NAB executive vice president, is another person contacted for the post.
TBA's board will spend much of
its Sept. 20 meeting preparing
the association's appearance at the
FCC's video hearings. Plans for
the autumn membership drive will
be discussed. No action is expected
at this meeting on the proposal to
hire a paid president.
NAB and TBA held a series of
merger conferences last autumn
and winter. A merger plan submitted by NAB woud have given
TBA autonomy within NAB, much
like the BMB and BMI operations,
but eventually the whole matter
was dropped.
TBA's service record includes
these operations: Fight with AT&T
over TV rate structure for networking; got Bureau of Internal
Revenue to rescind 20% amusement tax on tavern TV; broke down
New York ban on apartment house
TV antennas, setting national pattern; active on Radio Technical
Planning Board.
TBA produces a program guide,
and has a statement of program
policy used by its members pending
adoption of a code after industry
policies have settled down. TBA

Evening, one weekly — "Adventures of
Sam Spade" 19.4%; "The Whistler"
17.8%; "Original Amateur Hour" 15.4%.
Evening, multi weekly — "News of the
World" Show"
7.5%; 6.8%.
"Supper Club" 7.4%;
"Beulah
Weekday— "Backstage Wife" 10.1%;
"When a Girl Marries" 10.1%; "Young
Widder Brown" 10%.
Day, Saturday — "Grand Central Station" 10.4%;Pretend
"Stars Over
9.4%; "Let's
8.8%. Hollywood"
Day, 6.6%;
Sunday—
Allen
Nick Quiz
CarterKids6.5%.6.9%; Fred
Nielsen claims its monthly Pacific reports areof the
"only such
measurements
audience
size
anywhere available", that they
cover the entire Pacific area" not
just a few cities," cover homes of
all types "not merely telephone
homeslisteners
in big cities,"
"all
the
and all and
the cover
listening
in each home, including secondary
receivers."
WOW INC. STAFF
AM-TV Changes Reported
PERSONNEL changes in radiotelevision operations of WOW
Omaha have been announced by
Lyle DeMoss, acting general manager of WOW Inc.
Soren Munkhof , veteran manager
of WOW's news department, has
been named director of news and
special events for WOW-TV, while
Harold W. Baker, newsroom rewrite man for the past eight years,
becomes WOW news manager.
Harold Storm, publicity manager,
has shifted to the WOW-TV film
department as chief. His post remains unfilled for the present.
Bill O'Halloran, continuity chief,
will devote considerable time to
video, and be assisted by Paul
Harrington, Nebraska U. radio
and journalism graduate. In addition, Glenn Flynn, chief control
operator, has been placed in charge
of aural technical operations, the
station said.

has drafted a standard rate card
form, which AAAA has approved
except for one provision.
TBA's legal committee has been
working 18 months on a standard
TV advertising contract form, with
the networks participating. It
recently issued a booklet refuting
the claim that TV hurts the eyes.
A regular Washington report is
published along with quarterly reports on industry progress.
BROADCASTING
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WHAT

"XL"

doe:

Elects Lanford
LA.

ASSN.

HADASSAH

at Meeting

Launches Radio Shows

In Shreveport

T. B. LANFORD of KRMD Shreveport was elected president of the
Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters for the coming year at its annual
meeting held fortnight ago in the new studios of KTBS Shreveport, NBC
affiliate. Mr. Lanford succeeds Roy Dabadie of WJBO Baton Rouge.
A series of all-day sessions were
attended by more than 40 station
KWRZ
PROTESTS
executives on Aug. 27. Legal
problems confronting broadcasters
\
Deletion Order by FCC
were highlighted in an address by
UNJUST and unlawful penalty is
Francis Edwards, KTBS attornej)-,
' inflicted upon licensee, KWRZ
after the group was welcomed by
Flagstaff, Ariz., has told FCC in Shreveport Mayor Clyde E. Fant.
reply to Commission action delet- Report on NAB activities was given
ing station effective Sept. 15 for by W. H. Slavick of WMC Memalleged transfer without approval
phis, NAB Board Director from the
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Sixth District comprising LouisiKWRZ asked opportunity to subana, Arkansas, Mississippi and
mit affidavits as to the facts and
Tennessee.
requested that the deletion order
Later in the day reports were
be set aside permanently, or sus- presented
to the group by Mr.
pended temporarily and revocation
Dabadie
and
outgoing Secretaryhearing designated.
Treasurer Paul Goldman of KSYL
James L. Stapleton, Duard K. Alexandria.
Talk on the role of
Nowlin and Jesse M. Neil Jr.,
broadcasters in selling to their
KWRZ owners, held they were
communities by Graydon F. Smart,
unlawfully being deprived of property, that they had received no president of Shreveport Advertiswas followed by Ted Fonnotice of FCC's action or had they telieuing Club
of WSMB New Orleans, who
been questioned for their version.
outlined pointers on looking for
Group said the sworn transfer pact hidden
advertising.
' was on file at FCC and that it
Rounding off the program were
showed the station would be sold
upon FCC approval for $17,500- speakers Dierrell Ham of KANE
plus to Agnes Irene McGillvra and New Iberia on major hurdles in
Selwyn Homer Kirby, who in the radio advertising and Charles L.
meantime were to co-manage
KWRZ under licensee's supervision.
FRANK MORRISON
The petition said FCC overlooked
this when acting upon "precipiN. Y. Ad Dean Succumbs
tous" assumptions drawn from an
unsworn letter by Mrs. McGillvra
which asked for advice on the FRANK E. MORRISON, 85, described by many as the dean of
situation.
New York advertising men, died
Friday, Sept. 2, at his Brooklyn
home.
CAMELS RENEWS
Mr. Morrison, who had been in
retirement
during recent years,
Two CBS Nef Programs
was at one time with Charles
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co. Austin Bates, The Advertising
(Camel Cigarettes), through its Federation, and Success magazine.
agency, William Esty Co. Inc., both Traditional host at Advertising
Club of New York functions, he
New York, has renewed two CBS
network programs for 52 weeks.
organized the group to supersede
Bob Hawk Show, aired Monday,
the Advertising Men's League, of
which he was a charter member.
10:30-11 p.m., is renewed effective
Oct. 3 and Vaughn Monroe Show,
Surviving Mr. Morrison is his
broadcast Saturday, 7:30-8 p.m., widow, Mrs. Joseph Taylor Morrison.
is renewed effective Oct. 1.

FIRST LARGE scale radio venture
by
Hadassah, oftheAmerica,
Women'shasZionist
organization
been
unleashed this month highlighting
six dramatic radio shows pointing
up
the organization's
activities
Israel.
With Norman Rose
as nar-in

BRIEFING newly elected President
of LAB, T. B. Lanford (I) of KRMD
Shreveport', La., is Roy Dabadie of
WJBO Baton Rouge, retiring president, at the organization's annual
meeting Aug. 27 held in the new
studios of KTBS Shreveport.
Planchard of KWCJ Natchitoches
on securing public acceptance of
both advertising and public service
media. Entertainment included a
cocktail party and dinner at
Shreveport's Washington- Your ee
Hotel.
In addition to Mr. Lanford the
new officers of LAB elected were:
I. K. Corkern Jr., of WIKC Bogalusa, Vice-President; and Robert
W. Drumm, of KNOE Monroe,
Secretary-Treasurer.

rator, the transcribed shows portray Hadassah's hospital and medical work, the Hebrew-Hadassah
Medical School, child immigration
service and other activities.
The producer's aim, by wide use
of independent and network stations, isto take Hadassah's story of
healing and social welfare to millions of listeners. Authoring individual scripts are radio writers
Milton Robertson, former United
Jewish Appeal radio director;
Theodore Ward, Guggenheim fellow in 1948 for playwrighting; Ernest Kinoy, NBC writer for Eternal Light; Carl Green, Peabody
Award winner and Florine Robinson, production supervisor for Hadassah. Jack Kurney, NBC producer, directs all six shows, starring, among others, Donald Buka,
Adelaide Klein, Mary Patten, Butch
Cavell, Stephan Schnabel and Joe
DeSantis.
DURING four-day Rusk County Fair,
all major local programs of WLDY
Ladysmlth.
tion's specialWis.,
boothoriginated
at fair. from sta-
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AAAA

PLANS

AMERICAN Assn. of Advertising Agencies has announced its general
plans for four scheduled fall regional conventions.
Members of the group in the New York, New England and Atlantic
councils will convene at the AAAA Eastern annual conference, to be held
Oct. 4 and 5 at New York's Hotel
Roosevelt. Ray Vir Den, of Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York,
Pryor on AAAA Panel
chairman of the New York Council,
ARTHUR
PRYOR Jr., vice presiis making arrangements.
dent in charge of radio and televiThe AAAA Central Council ansion at BBDO, New York, has been
nual meeting will be held Oct. 14
named to head the radio and teleat the Hotel Drake, Chicago.
vision panel, one of nine such sesEarle Ludgin of Earle Ludgin &
sions scheduled for the annual
Co., Chicago, council chairman, is
eastern conference of the Ameriin charge of program plans.
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies
The Pacific Council annual meet[Broadcasting, Sept. 5]. The
ing will be held Oct. 16, 17 and 18
at Arrowhead Hot Springs Hotel, AAAA meetings will be held Oct.
4-5 at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
San Bernardino, Calif. C. Burt
York.
Oliver, of Foote, Cone & Belding,
Hollywood, council chairman, is in
charge of arrangements.
Ralph L. Wolfe, of Wolfe-JickSEATTLE SITE
ling-Conkey Inc., Detroit, will head
program plans for the Michigan
Of Western Radio-TV Meet
Council Fall meeting, to be held
i
j?
^.r,
XT
o
„i
Ti
A
-t-f
TT
i
1
oi.
THIRD
oi j;the
Nov. 3 at Detroit s Hotel Statler.
inr
j. annual
r> j- rr.conference
i • • ConferWestern
Radio-Television
ence will be held in Seattle, March
3-4, according to Edwin H. Adams,
AMATEUR RADIO
of U. of Washington and conference chairman for the 1950 meetCouncil Backs FCC Plan
ing. The location is designed to
to present plans for the
NATIONAL Amateur Radio Coun- conform
conference to meet in radio centers
cil Inc. has filed petition with FCC
in the West. Both 1948-49 meetsupporting the Commission's proings were held in San Francisco.
posal to outline long-range plans
Program details, Mr. Adams
for development of the amateur
said, are still being worked on but
radio services. NARC's stand is the
general theme of the meeting
opposite to that of American Radio
and an outline of sessions will be
Relay League which charged such
announced soon. Mr. Adams apgovernment planning would "stifle
pointed the following committee to
initiative"
[Broadcasting,
Aug.
15].
organize and carry out details:
FCC has called an informal con- William Ladd, U. of Washington,
ference Oct. 10 on its proposals program chairman; David Crockett, KING program director,
to amend the rules governing
amateur radio operations. The housing; George Dean, KOMO
proposals were announced last public relations director, finance;
Milo Ryan, KIRO promotion, pubApril. NARC said it "endorses
licity. Chairman Adams said he
in principle the general objectives would bolster
the group with other
of the rules" and agrees with the representatives of the industry and
Commission "that the Amateur
education as organization activity
Radio Service would very much increases.
benefit from, and needs, a new
The Conference was organized in
overall plan or blueprint to provide 1947
on the West Coast in the
scope and direction for the im- development of radio use in the
mediate and long range develop- public interest.
ment of the service." Modifications
were suggested on several minor
technical points.
MAYORALTY RACE
Newbold Morris Uses Radio

-for -fuHiief Enlightenment
wWfc fo Vic Diefim

WAZL
HAZLETON, PENNA.
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Four Fall Meets
Scheduled

FIRST use of radio in the 1949
mayoralty campaign in New York
City was made Wednesday evening, when the citizens committee
for Newbold Morris sponsored
half-hour broadcast 7-7:30 p.m.
on six stations — WJZ WQXR
WMC WINS WEVD WFDR
(FM).
Broadcast from a meeting at the
Astor Hotel, program featured
Raymond Massey, actor, and Lucia
Albanese, opera star, as well as Mr.
Morris, Republican-Liberal candidate for mayor. Program was
placed by Furman & Feiner.

HANDSOME!
Says TGW

WHEN it comes to announcers,
La Voz de Guatemala (TGWTGWA), Guatemala City, Guatemala, says it is ready to meet all
comers. Claiming the largest regular staff in Central America, La
Voz de Guatemala has eight smiling "blib-dodgers."
Proof
of its — and the announcers'— popularity, says the station,
is indicated by the 56% of first-

LA VOZ DE GUATEMALA'S announcing staff Cclockwise ) : Victor
Chavez (front, middle), librarian,
Octavio Paiz, Antonio Almorza,
Jose Flamenco y Cotero, Jose Luis
Contreras, Otto Rene Mansilla,
Marco Tulio Illescas, Guillermo
Lorentzen and German Bayer.
* * *
place votes that La Voz de Guatemala got in a recent national poll.
The station is represented in the
U. S. and Canada by Pan American Broadcasting Co., international
station representative.
ECUADOR'S national network. La Cadena Azul, worked 74-hour schedule
during
country's
earthquake.
All
seven
stationsrecent
remained
on air
despite
damages
to
studios
and
technical equipment.

IF YOU HAVE A SP (A
CONTACT
Joseph

1 T RADIO PROBLEM

®
OUR NEAREST

Hershey

RADIO AM-FM-TV

of Its Announcers

OFFICE

McGillvra,

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVES

Executive Offices— 3M Madison Avenue, New York 17, Murray Hill 2-8755
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YORK
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Gr ay

-FROM

dependable,

ONE

convenient,

And we do mean everything. For Graybar
can provide not only the whole gamut of
equipment — irom mike to antenna — for
building or maintaining an entire AM or FM
station; Graybar also is your best source of
everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling,
and lighting . . . for your entire structure and
grounds!
Graybar is a dependable source. We've
been serving broadcasters ever since 1925.
We know the business. We have the nation's
outstanding lines of equipment. Our supply
service has expanded steadily and rapidly to
the all-inclusive operation it is today. Like
broadcasting service itself, Graybar service

SOURCE:

helpful

GraybaR

tomorrow will be even greater and better.
Graybar is a convenient source. No matter
where you are in the U. S. A., one of our more
than 100 offices (with warehouses) is near-by.
Graybar is a helpful source. Our Broadcast
Equipment Representatives are well qualified
to assist with technical recommendations.
And our business philosophy of extra service
to every customer is reinforced by the fact
that Graybar is owned entirely by its operating and retired personnel.
Why not discuss your needs with the nearest Graybar Representative? Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar
Building, New York 17, N. Y.
A997
In the list of Graybar locations
below, the names and phone
numbers of Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representatives in key
cities are included:

MINNESOTA
Duluth
Minneapolis—
St.Geneva
Paul 1621W. G. Pree

ARKANSAS
Little Rock
CALIFORNIA
Fresno
Long Beach
LosTrinity
Angeles—
3321 R. B. Thompson
Oakland
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco— K G. Morrison
Market 1-5131
COLORADO
Denver
CONNECTICUT
Hartford
New Haven
DELAWARE
Wilmington
BROADCASTING

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
FLORIDA
Jacksonville— W. C. Winfree
Jacksonville 5-7180
Miami
Orlando
Tampa
GEORGIA
Atlanta-E. W. Stonf
Cypress 1751
Savannah
IDAHO
Boise
ILLINOIS
Chicago—
E. H. Taylor
Canal 4104
Peoria
INDIANA
Evansville
Hammond
Indianapolis
• ' TeU^astin^

b aK

LOUISIANA
New Orleans
Shreveport
MAINE
Portland
MARYLAND
Baltimore
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston— J. P. Lynch
Kenmore 6-4567
Springfield
Worcester
MICHIGAN
Detroit— P. L. Gundy
Temple 1-5500
Flint
Lansing Rapids
Grand

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
MISSOURI
Kansas
City—1644
R. B. Uhrig
Baltimore
St. Louis— J. P. Lenkerd
Newstead 4700
MONTANA
Butte
NEBRASKA
Omaha
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
NEW
NewarkJERSEY
Albany
NEW YORK
Binghamton
BufFalo
Jamestown
New York— F. C. Sweeney
Watkins 4-3000
Rochester
Syracuse

GRAYBAR BRINGS YOU
BROADCASTING'S BEST:
Amplifiers
Antenna
(1) to numbers below)
Cabinets Equipment
(5)(1) (See key
Consoles (1)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1, 3)
Monitors (1, 4)Stands, and Accessories (1, 3, 6, 7, 8)
Microphones,
Recorders and Accessories (9, 19)
Speech
Input Equipment
Test Equipment
(4, 10) (1)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (11)
Tower Lighting Equipment (2, 12)
Transmrssion Line and Accessories (13)
Transmitters,
AM and FM (1)
Tubes (1, 2, 18)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (1)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (3, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17)
MANUFACTURED BY:
(1) Western Electric;
(2) General Electric; (3) Whitney Blake;
(4) General Radio; (5) Karp Metal;
(6) Hugh Lyons; (7) Meletron;
(8) Hubbell; (9) Presto; (10) Weston;
(11) Blaw-Knox; (12) Crouse-Hinds;
(13) Communication Products;
(14) General Cable;
(15) National Electric Products;
(16) Triangle; (17) Bryant;
(18) Machlett; (19) Ampex

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Charlotte
Durham
Winston-Salem
OHIO
Akron
Cincinnati— J. R. Thompson
Main 0600
Cleveland-W.
Cherry 1360 S. Rockwell
Columbus
Toledo
Dayton
Youngstown
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma
City
Tulsa
OREGON
Eugene
Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg
Allentown
Philadelphia— G. I. Jones
Walnut 2-5405
Reading
Pittsburgh—
Court 4000R. F. Grossett
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Bristol
Knoxville
Nashville
Memphis
TEXAS
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont
Corpus
Dallas— Christ!
C. C. Ross
Central 6454
Ft. Worth
Houston
San
UTAHAntonio
Salt
Lake City
VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Richmond — E. C. Toms
Richmond 7-3491
Roanoke
WASHINGTON
Seattle—
D. I. Craig
Main 4635
Tacoma
WEST
SpokaneVIRGINIA
Charleston
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
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What's
£lditotiaL

Radio's Cost of Living
NO BROADCAST problem is closer, or more
critical, to management than cost of operation.
With the steady soaring of overhead all the
iway from the office boy's salary to the price
jof heavy equipment, the manager has found
it increasingly difficult since the end of the
war to keep gross receipts rising in proporjtion.
I Intelligent study of. station costs, based on
; comparisons with other stations of similar
size and geographical situation, is now possible thanks to figures coming out of the calculating machines at NAB. There Richard P.
Doherty is turning out economic studies showing just
the industry's
Ijare
going.whereInitial
reports operating
on these dollars
results
Iwere made at the first of the series of NAB
district meetings at Cincinnati last week.
A nationally known economist as well as
I labor expert, Mr. Doherty will report on
I' every phase of station operation. Figures tell
i graphically v/here operating dollars are going
and what the station operator is getting for
his money.
This penetrating analysis shows the extent
to which the labor pendlum has swung in radio,
as it has in other fields. It shows that the
ceiling, or something approaching it, has been
i reached, if radio is to earn a reasonable return
on invested capital — -'the underlying . thesis
of our free enterprise system.
Several of the unions in radio appear to
recognize this situation and the decline in
living costs in their current negotiations.
These breakdowns demonstrate clearly the
■ extent to which employer and employe must
work together, for it is a two-way street.
They should prove immensely useful in resolving such issues.
It is recognized also that there can be no
ceiling on initiative and enterprise — and there
jj never has been in the radio arts.
Cloud

Over

NARBA

MEXICO'S

DEFECTION increases the responsibility upon the other nations represented
at the NARBA treaty conference which opens
in Montreal tomorrow (Tuesday). The job
now is more than establishment of an equitable
;plan for use of the AM spectrum in North
;America. It is also to find a way to make that
jplan work, despite the Mexican boycott on
. negotiations.
It is regrettable that Mexico chose to sit
this one out. The move seems purely tactical,
to improve Mexico's bargaining position at
I some later date. Let the delegates therefore
not forget, in working out national priorities,
;that one day they doubtlessly will be faced —
singly, perhaps — by an offer of "terms" from
^Mexico. Let them prepare against that day.
We have faith that the U.S. delegation,
under FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde and Ambassador Fletcher Warren, will rest its negotiations
on fairness. It also is committed to firmness.
We would remind the delegates, that, early in
the preparations for the conference, broadcasting spokesmen warned that it would be
better to have no treaty than one which gave
valuable U.S. rights away. Fairness works
both ways and should not be confused with
charity.
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in That

Name?

"It would defy all the laws of logic to ban
giveaways. The name 'giveaway' refutes all
arguments relating to gambling."
This very interesting argument does not
emanate from any of the protagonists in the
FCC's anti-lottery proceeding. It was made
in a letter to the editor of the Washington
Post from an Old Subscriber, one L. Hartley
of Alexandria, Va.
Continues Reader Hartley:
"If
it isn't legal
give, what
* Some
laws sanction
horse toracing,
which is inlegal?
truth * is* nothing
but a cover for gambling.
"Radio listeners would be out of luck if it were
not for sponsors who use the radio to advertise their
products. Ban the big advertisers and the radio
stations would have to fold up their tents and
silently steal away. Viva giveaways!"
Let the FCC take heed. Here is the voice of
the little man, not of the tycoons or their highpowered attorneys.
Mr. Hartley's perfectly reasonable definition
causes us to wonder whether giveaway winners
haven't been over-charged by the tax-collector.
Gifts, up to $3,000 per year to an individual,
are
not due?
taxable. If that holds, aren't some
refunds

Listenin', John Bull?
GREAT- BRITAIN is in another financial
crisis. Its top ministers are meeting with
our Secretaries of State and Treasury to negotiate more American dollars and longer
credit.
Intricate trade balance matters, and lack of
American dollars to buy American goods are
involved. Britain is looking for ways of increasing its productivity and home consumption. Ours is a dynamic economy; theirs a
declining one.
All this high international financing may
be remote from radio. We do not profess to
know the answers.
But there may be a radio lesson tucked away
in Britain's money headache. Britain has always had state-controlled, non-commercial
radio. It has proselyted the world-over in
favor of the "British Plan," as opposed to the
American Plan of free competitive radio. It
has spent many American-borrowed dollars in
its unrelenting efforts to BBC-ize Europe, its
dominions and even Latin America.
How better to move goods for domestic consumption than to promote them by radio?
Britons do not prefer BBC radio. They listen
to American-made programs over Radio Luxembourg and other continental transmitters
using our transcriptions. [See Open Mike,
Aug. 29.]
If British programs, like American programs, were sponsored, they would be good.
Britain then would sell more goods.
U. S. stations and networks created more
than 14
billion listener impressions, representing an estimated $15 million in time and
talent, through campaigns initiated by the Advertising Council, in the year ending last
March. These were for all kinds of public
service campaigns — campaigns that sold the
American economy and sold goods.
The British government now has a commission studying the BBC to determine whether
the state monopoly system, underwritten by
a $4 annual license fee on receivers, should be
continued. That has been done periodically,
and the answer always has been the same —
- BBC's career bureaucrats have prevailed.
This is no job for a commission. It's a job
for Bevin and Cripps, who are here now putting the bite on Uncle Sam.
Are you listening, John ' Bull?.

ROBIN DALE COMPTON

IF Robin
THE Dale
manyCompton
varied were
talentslaidand
of
end gifts
to end,
they would embrace the v/hole periphery
of electronics — on land, on sea and in the air —
from "bearmugs" or handi-talkies to aerial
TV transmission, with television and FM sandwiched between.
For such is breadth of background behind
the chief engineer of Bamberger's WOIC (TV)
Washington, D. C. For Mr. Compton has enjoyed over 20 years of experience ranging
from short relief roles at midwestern stations
to invaluable TV stints at NBC in the days
when television was "still around the corner."
He numbers 0. B. Hanson, NBC vice president;
Maj. E. H. Armstrong, FM inventor, and
others among his close working associates.
August held special significance for Mr.
Compton for it bridged a 12-year period during
which he played a typical role in technical
growth and development of television. It was
in August 1936 that an NBC-RCA TV committee decided to schedule a regular series
of test programs. That series of transmissions
was to bring the medium within range of that
well-defined "corner." Following month, programs were aired nightly for observation on
field receivers.
In August 1948 — 12 years later — Mr. Compton resigned private practice to aid in setting
up WOIC.
With respect to TV's commercial development, Mr. Compton has long held no brief with
the industry's more ardent optimists who predicted its success by 1950. An enthusiast who
takes TV with a grain of caution, he feels
that the television picture is like a vast jigsaw puzzle; its economic stability will be assured only when all the pieces properly complement each other. He believes the same holds
true for FM and Stratovision. FM will come
along as a natural sound development until
it replaces AM broadcasting — but slowly, he
cautions.
Robin Compton was born Nov. 15, 1907, in
Mankato, Kan., and attended grammar school
there and at Courtland. "In the early part
of the second grade I decided that I wanted to
be in radio and silly as it may seem I have
never
else," Ahe truck
recalls.garden (he
Theredonewreanything
digressions:
farmed before he ever started school) took up
much of his time and he also tended bees. (He
once made a deal and came home with swarms
of bees whose honey he sold for 354 a pound).
The bees and a paper route kept him "wellfinanced" during World War I, he says.
When his eldest brother joined the Army
(Continued on page 7U)
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can
That's why right here in big New York, Ameri
arity equal
folk music-hillbilly if you prefer-enjoys a popul
to that on the prairie from which it came.

I:

by Rosalie Allen, sweetheart of
That's why Prairie Stars, presented on WOV
loyal responsive audiences (64%
the prairie, has built and holds one of the most
of whom are women) in all of radio.
For maximum

results at minimum

cost-for listeners who buy-for a program

sales results, buy Prairie Stars, broadthat sells-for product loyalty-for proven
cast nightly at nine.

It's the facts on
completed Prairie Stars Audience Audit.
Ask to see the recently
.
who is listening to . .

PRAIRIB

STARS
a WOV

feature

presented by

ROSALIE
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AUSN

NEW

YORK

RALPH N. WEIL, Gen. Mgr.
tives
The Boiling Company, National Representa
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Takes Over NBC's Thesaurus
And Syndicated Programs
RCA
VICTOR
J. G. WILSON, executive vice president in charge of the RCA Victor
Division, Sept. 2 announced the transfer of the operations and personnel
of NBC's Thesaurus Musical Program Service and Syndicated Programs to RCA Victor.
The operations will be integrated
into RCA Victor custom record representation will continue as
division and will henceforth* be formerly with Addison Amor handling the eastern territory, William
known as the RCA Recorded Program Services. The transfer will Reilly the midwest from RCA Vicenable RCA Victor to offer to radio
tor's Chicago studios, and William
Gartland the west coast from RCA
stations a complete and all-encompassing program service, Victor's Hollywood offices.
NBC will continue to offer stustaffed by specialists cornpletely
dios and facilities for commercial
familiar with all phases of radio
recording in New York, Chicago
station program requirements.
and Hollywood. Charles J. Hicks
"Established in 1935, Thesaurus
Jr. manages this operation in New
has long been a leader in the mu- York,
Scott Keck in Chicago and
sical program library field," Mr. A. M. Wooley in Hollywood.
Vv'^ilson pointed
combined
with theout.
large"Thesaurus
catalogue

Management

appointed general
ON
JOE ALLIS
manager of KPAB Laredo, Tex.
RALPH HENRY, program director and
assistant manager of KVER Albuquerque, N. M. from 1947- 48, returns
to station as assistant manager. He
previously had been with WBLK
Clarksburg, W. Va.
LESLIE P. WARE appointed station
director for KXLW KXLW-FM Clayton, Mo. He has been associated with
St. Louis County Broadcasting Co.,
owner of stations, since 1945, as commercial manager and executive director.
VIC DIEHM, general manager and
part owner of WAZL WAZL-FM Hazleton. Pa., starts fourth consecutive year
as president of Hazleton Chamber of
Commerce.
B. GEORGE BARBER Jr. resigns as
manager of WJAY Mullins, S. C. Future plans have not yet been announced.
Gene Williams III
GENE WILLIAMS, vice president
of Broadcasting Corp. of America,
which owns and operates KPRO
Riverside, Calif., suffered a heart
attack while on a recent vacation
trip in the Midwest. Mr. Williams
is at present confined in Blessings

OLD

SPOT description of a station felling
one of its own antenna towers was
piped to listeners of KNBC San
Francisco from Belmont, Calif. Station's remote unit (foreground) aired
broadcast as the giant tower began
to topple. Tower, one of two structures, was torn down to be replaced
by a 550-ft vertical radiator antenna
now under construction.

Hospital, Quincy, 111. His condition is reported favorable and he
is expected to be released shortly.
When his health permits, he will fly
back to the West Coast.

CAMPAIGNER

DULUTH, MINN. — "Don't say I didn't warn ya," righteously says
Otto Mattick as he makes like 'Baby, It's Cold Outside.' "Come winter and you'll be sorry you didn't
plan now to include the KDAL Market in your 194950 campaign." Of course Otto doesn't mean YOU.
You know from past experiene that KDAL's grip on
the rich Duluth-Superior Market produces top results from the advertising dollars you spend there.
Otto's talking to the advertiser who doesn't realize
that folks in KDAL's territory always have money
to spend. He's too busy now moving ahead on his
program and promotion plans for fall and winter to
stop and give you market figures. But if it's facts
and figures you want, Avery-Knodel will be glad to
see that you get them fast.

of Syndicated Programs have constituted the most comprehensive
program service available to radio
stations and local and regional advertisers. With the transfer of
these operations to RCA Victor's
Record Department, the new Recorded Program Services will add
to its reservoir of top musical
talent artists currently represented
on the RCA Victor label for Thesaurus and Syndicated programming. This will enhance immeasurably the value of RCA Recorded
Program Services to its present
andDonald
future J.clients."
Mercer, director of
NBC's Radio Recording Division,
will head RCA Recorded Program
Services, reporting to James P.
Davis,
of RCA Victor's
Custom manager
Record Department.
Herbert H. Wood, who has been
program manager of the NBC
Radio Recording Division, becomes
program manager for RCA Recorded Program Services, and will
work closely with Joseph G. Csida,
manager of RCA Victor's Popular
Artists and Repertoire Department.
Key personnel in the NBC organization who will move to RCA
Recorded Program Services in its
new headquarters at 120 East 23rd
St. include Wade Barnes, sales
manager, and Bennett Rosner, promotion manager. Regional sales

AIMS

MEETS

Fall Session Sept. 21-22
ASSOCIATION of Independent
Metropolitan Stations, with more
than 30 members, will hold its Fall
meeting Sept. 21-22 at Stevens
Hotel, Chicago. Independent stations in cities of more than 100,000
population will be represented. .
Session will pass on several
membership applications, discuss
group promotion and sales projects
and exchange select program features produced by members.
Advance list of AIMS members
planning to attend includes Patt
McDonald, Vv'HHM Memphis,
Tenn. ; Ben Strouse, WWDC WashFeltis, Miami,
KING Seattle; Bob ington;
Venn,Hugh WMIE
Fla.;
Steve Cisler, WKYW Louisville;
Sherman Marshall, WOLF Syracuse, N. Y.; Roy Albertson, WBNY
Buffalo; John Englebrecht, WIKY
Evansville, Ind. ; Al Meyer, KMYR
Denver; Frank Devaney, WMIN
St. Paul, Minn.; Ralph Stufflebam,
KSTL St. Louis; John Hurley,
WNEB Worcester, Mass.; Pete
Schloss, WWSW Pittsburgh ; Elroy
McCaw, KPOA Honolulu, T. H.;
Gene Kelly, WXLW Indianapolis;
Charles Balthrope, KITE San Antonio.
Also, Cole Wylie, KREM Spokane; Jerry Sill, WMIL Milwaukee,
and Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland.

Old School Tie

Ask Avery-Knodel, "What's the
KDAL Story?" Then, when
you've digested it, we'll be looking for your order.
Page 48
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WHEN WOW Omaha, Neb.,
announcers wander off to
competitive stations, they
frequently get bitten by the
old nostalgia bug. Such was
the case when Gaylord Avery,
now on CBS outlet, KFAB
Omaha, made an announcement not called for. For making it, KFAB General Manager Harry Burke sent Lyle
DeMoss, acting WOW manager, a notarized "affidavit
of performance" and a station billing for $20. Mr. DeMoss had sent Announcer
Avery a telegram of congratulations and thanks. The
announcement? "This is
WOW Omaha . . . etc."

RAY GREEN DIES
Began Kermit-Rcymond Co.
RAY GREEN, executive vice
president of Transcription Broadcasting System, New York, died
Aug. 31 at his Mahopac, Westchester home, of automobile accident injuries (Aug. 25) complicated by heart disease. He was
35 years old.
Mr. Green 12 years ago founded
Kermit-Raymond Co., a transcription service, which was superseded
last February by TBS, producers
of transcribed shows on a network
basis.
He is survived by his wife,
Wilma, and a daughter, Gail, 5
and a son, Harvey, 13.

BROADCASTING
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How's Business
(Continued from page 2i)
also showed slight gains.
The market for food increased
slightly at the end of August with
total volume remaining at about
the same level as last year. Total
retail volume was down, according
to Dun & Bradstreet, and was estimated to be from 4 to 8% below
a year ago.
Wholesale trade has again picked
up as retailers anticipate the fall
season. Re-orders are becoming
more numerous as merchants find
they have underestimated demand
or been misled by stories of how
bad their business is. Although
total dollar volume of all wholesale orders continues slightly below that of last year, the number
of buyers in wholesale markets is
reported to be on the increase.
Retailers are increasing food
purchases slightly with meat and
frozen foods coming more into demand. Textiles reportedly are remaining in large demand and furniture and household goods have
risen slightly although remaining
below the level of a year ago.
Increase in Demand
With an increase in demand, industrial production rose at the end
of August — although it remained
slightly below last year's high
level. Steel ingot production reportedly isup to 84.8% of capacity
and automobile production dropped
slightly at the end of August. Despite the drop, automotive production
level. still is far above last year's

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX FOR WEEK ENDED AUGUST 30, 1949'
(1926= too)
Percent change to
Aug.
1949 from:
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug. Aug.
Aug. 30, Aug.
Aug.
Commodity Group
30
23
16
2
31
23
2
31
1949
1949
1949
1949
1948
1949
1949 1948
ALL COMMODITIES
152.4 151.9 151.9 152.6 168.9 +0.3 —0.1 — 9.8
Farm Products
161.6 159.8 160.1 164.3 188.5 +1.1 —1.6 —14.3
Foods
161.9
161.3 161.0 160.6 187.7 +0.4 + 0.8 —13.7
All Commodities Other Than
Farm & Foods
144.9 144.9 144.9 144.9 153.4 0
0 — 5.5
Textile Products
140.1 139.7 139.0 139.5 148.7 +0.3 +0.4 — 5.8
Fuel & Lighting Mat
130.0 130.0 130.0 130.2 136.7 0 —0.2 — 4.9
Metals & Metal Products.. 167.9 167.9 167.9 167.9 171.9 0
0 — 2.3
Building Materials
188.8 189.6 190.1 190.0 204.5 —0.4 —0.6 — 7.7
All Other^
124.2 124.0 124.1 124.0 135.0 +0.2 +0.2 — 8.0
SPECIAL INDEXES^
Grains
152.9 149.1 146.6 152.6 181.4 +2.5 +0.2 —15.7
Livestock
206.6 203.4 204.6 210.5 269.3 +1.6 —1.9 —23.3
Meats
225.7 224.8 224.4 222.2 273.6 +0.4 +1.6 —17.5
Hides & Skins
194.3 191.0 189.5 184.9 213.1 +1.7 +5.1 — 8.8
^ These weekly indexes (other than the special indexes) are based on a sample of about
one-eighth of the commodities included in the monthly comprehensive index.
hides and
leather products, chemicals and allied products, house-furnishing goods,
and' Includes
miscellaneous
commodities.
' Theseare special
are computedas inindependently
the weekly index.
index
series,
based onsubgroup
the sameindexes,
coveragewhich
of commodities
the monthly of
comprehensive
residential building and some types
of utility construction. Private nonfarm building was 2% above the
revised estimate of $650 million
for July. As a result of the continued decline in inductrial and
commercial building, private nonresidential building was off 2%.
* ❖ :!i
which
a slow summer
AFTER
ers werein rather
most advertis
uncertain as to just what to
expect, the fall season can be contemplated in a better light. Except for a few scattered markets
— where business is affected primarily by local conditions — business is good. Although not at the
height of the peak war years, our
economy remains well above the
post-war level. Business is a long
way from being so tough that a
smart businessman has to close his
shop — or a good time salesman is
hard put to make a sale. Radio
can well take a cue from many of
our large industrial organizations
by going out of its way to get and
train good salesmen. The business
is there for the selling.

With production and employment holding a fairly steady pace
— although slightly below last
year's level — let's take a look at
the price situation as it stood at
the end of August. Average primary market prices had advanced
0.3% in the week ended Aug. 30
with the index standing at 152.4%
of the 1926 average. These Bureau
of Labor Statistics figures show a
drop of 0.1% below four weeks ago
MAL BOYD ADDS
and 9.8% below the same period in
New Office in New York
1948.
The general movement of prices MAL BOYD, president, Television
on organized exchanges during the Producers Assn. of Hollywood and
period was upward with the excep- personal representative of Buddy
tion of hogs, cotton, cottonseed oil Rogers and Mary Pickford, will
and cocoa beans. Grain prices ad- open New York headquarters in
vanced for winter and spring conjunction with Gainsborough
wheat, corn and barley. Steel scrap Assoc., who will work with him in
was up on the Philadelphia market
producing and publicizing the radio
to $20 a ton. Livestock prices were
and video programs of these stars.
mixed with hog prices declining
Mr. Rogers this v/eek will begin
slightly and steers up to $26.88 —
taping
programs for his new radio
the highest price since early Janu- series, which
is to start Sept. 19 as
ary. Another commodity which ad- a morning half-hour series on ABC,
vanced in price was coffee — going Monday through Friday, 11:30 a.m.
to 28.8 cents a pound, a new post- to 12 noon. Miss Pickford also is
war high.
planning a radio series which is
Construction Advances
being discussed with both ABC and
CBS. Mr. Boyd will maintain his
Construction in August advanced
Hollywood office in addition to his
in value, gaining 3% over revised
July totals. Despite the increase, new location in New York.
construction followed the general
trend and was 2% under the total
for August of last year. All types
WSIL Shamokin, Pa., has made
of construction advanced seasonquarter hour of radio time available
to every candidate for office of City
ally in August, the Dept. of ComCommissioner.
merce reports, except private nonBROADCASTING
• Tclecaiting

RETRY PLANS
To Be Outlined Wednesday
PLANS of Edward Retry & Co. for
the sale and promotion of radio
and television time during the coming year and beyond will be outlined Wednesday by Edward Retry,
president, at a meeting of managers of the AM and TV stations
represented by the Retry firm.
Some 40 top station executives
are expected to attend the one-day
meeting, reportedly the largest
ever held by a station representative. Session will convene at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel at
10 a.m. Following the all-day business meeting, the group will have
dinner at the Stork Club.

UNESCO
Works Over Paris Plaits
PLANS for "community action"
programs and instructions for the
U. S. Delegation to the UNESCO
General Conference in Paris next
Monday were among the topics for
discussion by the U. S. National
Commission for UNESCO, which
was scheduled to meet in WashSaturday.ington, D. C. this past Friday and
Leaders in the discussion were to
include Milton S. Eisenhower, president of Kansas State College, chairman of the National Commission;
George V. Allen, assistant Secretary of State for public affairs,
which supervises Voice of America
broadcasts; and others. NAB President Justin Miller, a vice chairman
of the Commission, originally was
slated to take part in the discussions, but was absent due to the
NAB District meeting in Cincinnati.
Meanwhile the names of Secretary Allen and Mr. Eisenhower —
along with those of Luther Evans,
Martha B. Lucas and Reinhold Niebuhr — were submitted to the Senate last Wednesday as representatives of the U. S. to the General
Conference. Mr. Evans is Librarian
of Congress. They were referred
to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
WPTW Piqua, Ohio, originated over
48 live broadcasts from grounds of
Miami County Pair, Troy, Ohio. Station plans coverage of other fairs in
its listening area.

FIRST

DAVENPORT.

IN

THE

TV MOLINE. EAST MOLINE
ROCK47 Kw.ISLAND.
CP. 22.9 Kw. visual
103.7 Mc
FM
and ourol, Channel 5

1420 WKc
5,000
AM
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
woe is the FIRST individual station ... the only Quad-Cities station ... to offer Its clients commercial copy analysis. On request
WOC's Research Department tests
woe advertisers'
for sales
effectiveness throughcopy
listening
ease and
human interest . . . according to a
proved formula developed hy renowned analyst Dr. Rudolph Flesch.
All WOC-written copy is so evaluated. Another in WOC's long list
of "FIRST'S"!
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,

IOWA

FREE & PETERS, INC., National

Representatives
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Renewal

and

Transfer

Favored

WMEX
INITIAL decision to grant renewal
of license and transfer of control
to WMEX Boston was reported by
FCC last Tuesday. The ruling, by
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, concerned investigation
of WMEX ownership since 1933.
It found insufficient evidence to
support conclusion that certain
facts were willfully withheld from
the Commission.
Approval would be given to
transfer of minor holdings in The
Northern Corp., licensee, from
John E. Reilly, Charles A. Coughlin, George Kaplan, Fred Randazzo and Allen T. Dresser to
Alfred J. Pote, William S. Pote,
and their sister, Antionette lovanna. Collectively, the Pote group
would gain nearly full ownership
and any two of them would hold
majority interest,
i Minor interests would be retained by all of the transferors
excepting Mr. Dx-esser, who retired
from the station in 1948 and received the investment of his 10%
interest. Consideration for transfer of the other holdings involved
assumption of various obligations.
The hearing in the WMEX case,
begun about a year ago, dealt with
untangling the complex ownership
details since the station's inception and with certain aspects of
programming.
These were horse

race broadcasts and block time
sales.
According to the initial decision,
The Northern Corp. was organized
in 1933 "primarily as the result
of the concerted promotion efforts
of Messrs. William S. and Alfred
J. Pote, Allen T. Dresser and
Thomas F. Driscoll each of whom,
either directly or indirectly, previously had been identified with and
financially
interested"
in WLOEby
Boston. WLOE
was deleted
the Federal Radio Commission
after license renewal was denied
because the applicant was found
financially unqualified. An application of William Pote for assignment to him of WLOE's facilities
also was denied, the decision said.
Not Listed
The original Northern Corp. application did not list the minor
holdings of the Pote group, nor
those of Mr. Dresser, whose stock
was in the name of Josephine M.
Cunningham, because the FRC did
not require it, the ruling declared.
Whether, in view of the WLOE
case, it was their intention to conceal their identities "are matters of
speculation," the initial decision
said, and the evidence is not sufficient to support such a finding.
"In any event, the Commission
was officially informed more than
13 years ago that the Pote brothers,

BOOMERANG!

I'm sorry I ever heard of KXOK. My life is miserable. You see, I bragged to
the boss about our program's low-cost-per-Hooper point on KXOK, like you
suggested, and he just grinned like a Cheshire and said: "That proves what
you can do when you really try. Now go into all our markets and get as good
did ontheKXOK."
a buycanas Iyou
how
convince
Boss? You and I know that's tough to do . . . but
On-The-Spot
Dear On-The-Spot:

KXOK's
Your Boss situation is going to be much worse. Wait till he finds out
are balanced
ratesknow,
KXOK's
1949. isWhen
March,
during
position
Hooper
high
the base
with its share of audience, the combination terrific. You and I
has
"B"
Station
and
than KXOK's,
hourly rate on Station "A" is 57% higher
a base rate 32% higher ... yet they delivered only 15% and 2.4% more audience during March. Better not mention KXOK's powerful signal at 630 on
the dial, reaches 115 counties in six states, daytime, in mid- America.

Basic ABC
Page 50
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KXOK, St. Louis
630 on the dial
A "John Blair" station
5,000 WaHs
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and their sister, Mrs. lovanna,
held financial interests" in WMEX,
the ruling declared, pointing out
that regular renewals were granted
subsequent to receipt of this information.
The decision found that as result of threatened law suits and
other financial difficulties which
Mr. Dresser encountered in his
association with the New England
Co., which for a time leased WLOE,
"he resolved to conceal his identity and The
stockdecision
ownership"
WMEX.
indicatedin
that while Mr. Dresser's holdings
were in the name of Miss Cunningham, the circumstances suggest
strongly
"the officers,
directors and that
stockholders
. . .
were aware that he was acting
in his own behalf" in company
affairs for some 13 years.
The decision termed "unacceptable" the explanation by WMEX
officials that they did not know
this until the Dresser interest was
revealed to FCC in 1946. Up
to this time WMEX had told the
Commission all stockholders were
voting their own stock, the ruling
pointed out.
Details of Loan
Concerning a $100,000 loan which
the Pote group secured about 1936
to finance WMEX technical and
operational expansion, the decision
explained that all of the stockholders "appear to have agreed
to become personally obligated" to
the Pote group for $87,000, their
proportion of the loan. However,
the decision termed "highly irregular" the provision whereby the
stockholders agreed to surrender
part of their stock to the Pote
group in lieu of cash to pay the
loan, and the failure to make these
plans known to the Commission.
The decision said, however, there
were no facts to show that the
Pote group had gained any influential control of the station
through this proposal.
Entering a lengthy discussion
of the Commission's responsibility
and obligation to require absolute
candor of applicants in all matexplained
"it
is not ters,
to thebedecision
understood
. . . that

"The record in this proceeding
firmly establishes, and the conclusion is compelling," the decision
continued, that WMEX "is furnishing an outstanding public service to the Boston area, and, in
this connection, there is reason to
believe that the public, as such,
is dependent upon this station as
a local outlet." Reference was
made to the extensive public service
programming of the station.
In conclusion the decision stated
that the "record is devoid of evidence which would reflect adversely upon the integrity or the
general character and reputation of
any of the persons affiliated" with
WMEX.
It added,
factors are
such as"Weto believe
require these
that
we resolve our doubts in favor of
the applicant herein, and, accordingly, we are finding upon this record
that
the persons
identified"
with
WMEX "did
not wilfully
perpetrate
a deception upon the Commission
which may be imputed to the licensee corporation.
No Malicious Intent
"Accordingly," the decision said,
"we are disposed to attribute the
misstatements of fact and other
irregularities herein shown to erroneous judgment, careless practices, and a lack of sound legal
advice. It is observed, in this connection, that Allen T. Dresser has
become disassociated" with WMEX.
Concerning the horse race programs, which WMEX is continuing
to carry without modification, the
decision said the record "reveals
that the amount of time . . . devoted to programs involving this
subject represents not more than
a reasonable portion of the total
time regularly set aside for broadcasts involving all types of sports
events; and there is no evidence
of record to suggest the policy . . .
of the station in broadcasting in" formation concerning horse racing
is designed as an aid to the gambling interests of Boston." Elsewhere the decision noted these programs do not violate any municipal, state or Federal laws.
"With respect to the issue concerning arrangements whereby
blocks of the station's- time were
sold to individuals under brokerage
arrangements," the decision declared, "it appears that such arrangements prevailed at the station
for some years, but were terminated prior to the release of a
Commission statement of policy
which admonished radio station
operations" not to employ the

in all cases which may come before
•us upon the issues of the fitness
and character qualifications of radio licensees, there shall be a total
disregard of the program service of
their stations, for we believe that a
The decision reported that the
reassuring although not an infal- practice.
lible test of the fitness and quali- sponsor of the horse race broadcasts, heard several times each
fications of any licensee under
suspicion of perpetrating a fraud afternoon daily except Sunday, is
upon the Commission is the actual Armstrong Daily Sports Inc., pubperformance of the station for
lisher of William Armstrong's
which he has held the license over Daily Sports,
race information
a period of years, and the public sheet. Information aired includes
reaction to the methods and prac- announcement of winners, prices
tices which he has employed in
paid, track
"other
rendering service.
related
data."conditions
It was and
found
the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Gets

DAN J. LODEN (1), newly dppointed
account executive of Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, confers with
Robert V. Walsh, his successor as
firm's radio-TV director [Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
average delay between the end of
a race and the broadcast is about
15 minutes, although some cases
approached 30 minutes and others
4 minutes. The decision also noted
that the Armstrong publication is
accepted for mailing by the Post
Office Dept. WMEX also carries
some running description of races
in that area, decision stated.
WMEX is assigned 5 kw fulltime
on 1510 kc.
RADIO

TOUR

Set For lAAB Representative
AN EXTENSIVE TOUR of South,
Central and North American nations is being made by Lorenzo
Balerio Sicco of Uraguay, a member of the Advisory Board of the
Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, in the interests of radio
amity.
His last stop will be in New York,
where a meeting of the lAAB
Advisory Board will be held to hear
a report on his mission. The date
has not been announced.
Chief purpose of the goodwill
trip is to tighten the bonds between American broadcasters and
establish permanent relations between the various national associations and the lAAB. In each
country Mr. Balerio Sicco is discussing national and international
radio problems with the broadcasters, to secure background for
lAAB planning.
Countries on his itinerary include Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay,
Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Peru,
Venezuela, Panama, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Mexico,
Haiti, Santo Domingo and the U.S.
Members of the advisory board
slated to attend the New York
meeting in addition to Mr. Balerio
Sicco include Goar Mestre of the
CMQ Network in Cuba, who is
lAAB president; Gilmore N. Nunn,
of the Nunn Stations; Emilio Azcarraga of Mexico, and Eneas
Machado de Assis of Brazil. The
following have been invited to attend as quests: Campbell Arnoux
of WTAR Norfolk; Dr. Ramon
Bonachea of Cuba, and Jose R.
Quinones of WAPA San Juan, P.R.
BROADCASTING

Favorable

Response
NABET-CWA
PLAN
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians last week
was reporting favorable response from its membership to the proposal
it affiliate with the Communications Workers of America, CIO, according
to Clarence Westover, NABET executive secretary.
The NABET membership, however, will not vote on the affiliation
NBC Plans
proposal until the NABET National Council meets in New York
(Continued from page 25)
ting.
Oct. 9 and authorizes such ballotand said that he believed the most
Meanwhile, the 18 NABET chapeffective exploitation in NBC's
ters and its seven sections are in
present competitive position could
be done at the station level.
process of holding meetings to discuss the proposition made public
"The stunts and exploitations
two weeks ago [Broadcasting,
which the individual stations do," Aug. 29].
said Mr. Eiges, "will create the exSentiment at meetings already
citement we need to make our pubhas been entirely favorable,
licity effective, to get the great held
NBC programs talked about on a said Mr. Westover.
It was said that NABET engilocal basis, and to raise the local
neers and technicians were being
spurred
toward affiliation by two
Mr. Eiges suggested a number of
Hoopers."
factors: first, that some managespecific publicity and exploitation
ments were said not to relish the
techniques which he hoped local
idea and second, that two rival
stations would undertake.
APL unions, IBEW and lATSE,
At the meeting of affiliates and
also are adverse to the proposed
NBC executives the next day sta- affiliation.
tions requested of Mr. Trammell
That NABET would line up with
that Messrs. Hammond and Eiges
some big organization has been a
be sent on tour to conduct regional
matter for speculation for some
meetings of publicity and promotime. The independent union has
tion managers to assist in developbeen engaged in rivalry with
ing the fall campaign. Mr. Trammell gave assurances that would be IBEW and lATSE, particularly
done. The network also was asked with the latter. The development
of television intensified the rivalry.
by affiliates to relax its restrictIt became known that lATSE
tions concerning "cowcatcher" and
"hitchhike" announcements which
NBC has insisted must be contained
within the body of a program. Mr.
Trammell advised the stations
there would be no relaxation of this
long-standing rule.
AL WARNER
Joins ABC-WMAL Washington
ALBERT WARNER, WOL-Mutual
commentator and veteran Washington correspondent, has joined
ABC's Washington news staff and
will inaugurate a series of nightly
local and weekly network broadcasts beginning next month.
Mr. Warner, former president of
the Radio Correspondents Gallery
of Congress and now member exofficio, will be heard from 7 to
7 :15 p.m., Monday through Friday,
in a commentary. Congress Today,
over WMAL, Washington Evening
Star outlet, beginning Oct. 3. His
ABC broadcast, emanating from
that ABC station, will be aired
Saturday, 9:30-9:45 p.m., starting
Oct. 8. The local program will be
sponsored by the Bituminous Coal
Institute. In addition, he will assist in the network's coverage of
major Capitol events.
The new ABC commentator was
heard nightly over that network
during August when he substituted for vacationing Elmer Davis.
He has been in radio since 1938,
and is a former newspaper correspondent.

STUDIO was maintained in tent at
Ohio State Fair by WRFD Worthington,
Ohio for coverage of fair activities.
• Telecasting

wanted to have NABET join it.
Fighting against such a development, NABET, a pigmy compared
with the huge moving picture
union, felt hard pressed. That it
might want to affiliate with the
CIO became a possibility, since it
did not wish to join lATSE or
IBEW which have radio and TV
jurisdiction in the AFL.
What was open to NABET,
therefore, were the alternatives —
to join either the left wing American Communications Assn., then a
non-complying CIO union under
the Taft-Hartley Act because its
officers had not filed non-communist affidavits, or to join the CWA,
a union made up primarily of telephone and Western Electric workers and regarded as comparatively
conservative. The ACA has since
T-H law.
taken
action to comply with the
By joining the CWA, NABET
will have added to its resources,
the CWA treasury and the war
chest of the CIO, thus making it
a formidable bargainer, said Mr.
Westover.
Such affiliation will cost members
50 cents per month. No complaint
about the dues increase has been
made, said Mr. Westover.
Upon affiliation, it is expected
that NABET would keep its individuality inside the CWA, retain
both its present officials and offices
and be organized as a separate
division of CWA.

There's a NewAlook in Northeastern
IT'S A NEW LOOK BECAUSE . . .
IT SPARKLES WITH GREATER

Ohio

SALES RESULTS FROM TODAY'S
MORE CONSERVATIVE AD EXPENDITURES
IT'S A BOLD LOOK BECAUSE . . .
THE PATTERN NO LONGER CONFORMS
TO OLD FASHIONED AND OUT-MODED
TRADITIONS IN TIME-BUYING
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS
TO PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles -from us increased its power and therefore
a station 24 miles from us lost more than half its audience
in the Canton Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us lost some of its best features
and therefore lost several percentage points in its Canton
Market audience ratings.
3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000 watts . . . became an
affiliate of ABC . . . and therefore another station 24 miles
from us lost practically all its Canton Market audience.
RESULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station that completes your coverage
picture in NORTHEASTERN OHIO because WHBC has gained audience while listening to all other stations has split several ways.
CHECK TAYLOR-BORROFF ABOUT . . .
. Brand New Hooperatings
. More listeners at less cost
. Retail sales that still hold firm
. Local promotion that sells
. A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT" market
about the NEW BOLD look
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
ASK IVHSC CANTON
September 12, 1949
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Promotion
(Continued from page Si)
issue of one of the top national
weeklies shows that only one in
three uses this medium for promotion.
2. Direct Mail. Sponsors have
found this a good medium. Booklets and folders can easily include
a reference to programs; even letterheads, envelopes, shipping labels
could be pressed into service with
a line or two of type.
3. Package Inserts. This method
presents problems, but sponsors
have used package inserts, wraparound strips and other devices to
carry a program message and have
done it effectively.
4. House Organs. A natural.
5. Publicity and Public Relations
— provide a lot of scope for program promotion.
6. Sales Organization. The methods are many, the channel unusually fruitful. Limited only by imaginations and planning.
7. The Distributor and Dealer
Organization. Promotion of shows
through window posters and cards,
counter displays, streamers.
Not all sponsors can or will use
all these avenues, there may be
sound reasons why not. But a review of the situation should prove
helpful. Another point: In developing plans for any of these, and
other media, sponsors will find networks and stations ready and will-

SOUTHWEST

WOW

FARM TOUR
To Boost Mid-West Farm Products On West Coast

A 16-CAR train, organized by
WOW Omaha, Neb., and packed
with Midwestern products, will
snake its way westward Sept. 15
for a tour of the West Coast.
Purpose of the trip is not only
farm study but also to boost midwest farm products, Mel Hansen,
leader of the WOW Farmers' West
Coast Tour, said last week. Shown
will be products representative of
midwesterners' own labors.
The train will be packed with
animals and farm goods bred and
cultivated principally on Nebraska
farmland. Topping the list is a
live sow, "Nebraska Belle," of
champion quality, which will be
presented to a 4-H Club boy in
Los Angeles by the Nebraska
Duroc Breeders Assn.
Also on board will be 250 doubleeared tall cornstalks, 50 lush AkSar-Ben steaks, 1,000 miniature
ing to extend full cooperation.
THE NETWORKS' PROMOTION FUNCTIONS. Whenever a
new advertiser signs with a network, or an old sponsor renews or
returns from summer hiatus, or
there is a time change or the need
to boost a rating — that's the signal
for the network audience promotion
people to swing into action. Working with sponsor and agency they

VIRGIMA'S lJiJ(Utee/l RADIO STATION

OF

THE

bags of Nebraska corn, wingless
chickens, fancy cutup fryers, some
bushels of oats, and several oversized pumpkins. They will be parceled out to governors, mayors and
film celebrities who turn out to
welcome the train along its route.
Top-quality products will be distributed at the Los Angeles Fair
on "WOW Farmers' Day," Sept.
26. Fair officials promise to reciprocate bygiving
each tour cotton,
member a bale
of California
samples of oranges, avocados, walnuts and even a bottle of California
wine.
In the bag of tokens for the
West Coast are pins and lifetime
memberships to the so-called
Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben. A bushel
of oats will be given the horse
which wins the WOW Farmers'
Handicap to be staged at the
Pomona Fair.
plan the campaign (almost always
a special, not a "canned" job) and
then translate it into practical material for use both by the network
itself and by its affiliates.
Check List
A check list of network audience
promotion activities would read
something like this :
1. Audience Promotion Kits for
station use. Included are: (a) Air
announcements for local announcers; (b) advertising and publicity— ad mats, suggested copy,
photographs of stars, publicity
stories; (c) showmanship — ideas
and plans for tie-in activities; (d)
merchandising — suggestions and
plans
working with
local for
distributors
and sponsors'
outlets;
(e) display ideas, techniques and
2. Air Announcements. Live, on
plans.
network; transcribed, using the
program's own talent, both on network and locally; cross plugs on
network; plugging of program
"blocks" or sequences.

Because Local advertisers know that WDBJ

excels

in coverage, distribution and RESULTS in Roanoke and
Southwestern Virginia*, 34 LOCAL

accounts have

maintained continuous advertising schedules from 5
to 1 5 years on WDBJ.
*Ask your Free & Peters Colonel for survey material.

CBS . 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Ov/ned and Operated by the
TIMES- WORLD CORPORA TION
.ROANOKE,
VA„^
FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Bepresentatives
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3. Special Closed Circuits. Conferences by wire with sponsor and
network executives addressing stations as well as sponsor's field sales
organization and distributor and
dealer set-ups.
4. Regular Conference Calls —
devoted to promotion and publicity
matters. These are actually practical operating conferences between
network and station personnel.
5. Weekly Mailings — announcements based on current story lines;
current promotion news and ideas;
special exploitations.
6. Recording Sessions — with stations taking special announcements
off the line.
7. Exploitation Plans — suggestions, techniques.
Under these heads go an enormous amount of planning and prep-

First stop of the tour will be
Billings, Mont., where the governor,
John W. Bonner, will be on hand
to welcome the trippers Sept. 16.
Other cities to be visited are
Spokane, Yakima, Seattle, British
Columbia, Portland, Ore., Stockton,
San Francisco, Salinas, Los Angeles, Tia Juana, Salt Lake City
and Denver. The tour returns to
Omaha Oct. 1.
Straw Helmets
Sponsors of the National Farm
& Home Hour on WOW will send
along 250 orange-colored straw
helmets and 250 walking canes for
the participants. Nebraska Gov.
Val Peterson, joining in the spirit
of the tour, authorized Mr. Hansen
to induct "certain VIPs into the
respected group of Admirals in the
Products Navy."
carried on board the
Nebraska
special train were donated by such
sponsors as Bernie Holmquist,
president of Omaha Grain Exchange; C. A. Swanson, the nation's "poultry king," and a hybrid
corn company at Waterloo, Neb,
aration— the fundamental being
that the network does the job on
the national level and prepares and
furnishes material for stations to
use on the local level.
Station's End
THE STATION'S END OF
PROMOTION. This is perhaps the
most important leg of the promotion tripod and involves considerable activitiy that is practically
impossible to set down and that certainly does not show in any check
list. However, let us attempt such
a list:
1. Air Announcements—both live
and recorded. Much of this material
is
the network
or furnished
in recordingby session,
but some"kit"
of
it is written locally. Most of the
time, the announcements are devoted to specific shows, but sponsors
often get the additional benefit of
. "block" or sequence announcements.
2. Advertising. Space in newspapers and local publications of various types. Also car cards, outdoor
advertising, and other media, the
scope and variety of which depend
on the local situation. Ads from
network "kits" are used, but again,
the station frequently prepares its

own.
3. Publicity. In local dailies and
other publications. In house organs,
program folios and other media.
4. Merchandising. Letter and
post card campaigns to distributors
and dealers; personal calls; work
with dealers and distributors on behalf of sponsors' programs and,
not incidentally, on their products.
5. Display. Ranging all the way
from displays in the windows of
the stations' own building to trailers in the local movie houses.
6. Showmanship — which ranges
from contests and parades to appearances at local luncheon clubs
and open-house parties.
7. Reports. One of the most imBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

portant of all station functions,
from the sponsor's viewpoint, is a
complete report of what a station
has done to promote a given show.
This is an arduous and time-consuming task and is performed with
commendable regularity. It is the
pay-off, and the stations are rightly
and pardonably proud of their reports. (A Note to the Sponsor:
Station people are human and they
like to know that their efforts are
appreciated. A brief, friendly
acknowledgement from the sponsor
can go a long way toward making
the station's promotion people feel
good — feel willing to do more for
the thoughtful sponsor. Try it.)
This has been a quick review of
some promotion fundamentals and
of the functions which belong to
each of the three parties to a complete job of audience promotion.
The wind-up takes us full circle
back to our main premise: That
the cooperation of all three in planning and the coordination of the
work of each can result in more
effective audience promotion, which
is only another way of saying more
listening to sponsor's shows and enhanced value for their radio money.

CBS' STANTON
Honored with OSU Degree
CITED for "scholarly attainments
. . . original contributions to knowledge and the advancements of
radio . . . broad human understanding, and unusual executive ability
and administrative gifts in a tech-

DOCTOR
OF LAWS degree is
bestowed on Dr. Stanton, (I) by
Dr. Stradley.

Dunton Urges Increase
At Ottawa
CBC
FUNDS
INCREASED RECEIVER license fee and a sizable television receiver
license fee were asked for by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in its
brief before the Royal Commission on Arts, Letters and Sciences at
Ottawa on Sept. 6. In a 66-page brief, A. D. Dunton, CBC chairman.
stated that Canadian creative abilient 83% of the program schedule
ties and ideas in radio must not be
Canadian in origin, and that
swamped by imported radio pro- was
United States and British listeners
grams.
did not have as wide a choice of
He told the Royal Commission
programs
from other countries as
that the CBC operated on five basic
do Canadian listeners, because of
points: (1) All judgment in broadand geographical faccasting must be based on public commercial
tors.
interest; (2) Canada's national inIncreasing Costs
terest can be met only by a naCommenting on constantly intional system, supported and owned
creasing costs while rates of reveby the public; (3) national system
nue have remained static over many
must be in a position to use all
suitable resources and must have
years, Mr. Dunton stated that "a
power and means necessary; (4) it revision of the financial basis of
the
system is essential even to
is in public interest to have private
maintain present broadcasting servbroadcasting stations as ancillaries
ices and quality. Unless the reveto the national system, as long as
nue situation of the national systheir operations do not conflict with
tem (CBC) is changed without
the paramount requirements of an
effective national system; (5) the delay it will be necessary to start
present national system, under cutting services and standards
which CBC has over-riding rights drastically. It is estimated that if
and co-ordinating control, is in CBC in 1950-51, with present level
of license fees, attempted to mainthe public interest.
tain only services which now exist
Programs Available
or to which it has long been comMr. Dunton pointed out that the
mitted, expenditures would exceed
national system made its programs
revenues by some $900,000 at present known costs and conditions . . .
available to many private stations
and that, in general, public and pri- To enable the national broadcastvate operation had worked well and
ing system to serve Canadian listeners and the interests of the
to advantage of the Canadian listener. He stated CBC is by far nation, a license fee of S5 is
greatest user of creative artistic
talent in Canada, and that CBC
On TV, he pointed out, the same
required."
worked with the objective of adding
reasons which necessitate a nato the variety and richness of the
tional broadcasting system in Canlife of the people in all parts of
ada, also exist. To meet the naCanada and in all walks of life.
tional interest in TV the CBC
must have the necessary means to
Mr. Dunton explained that proundertake TV development includgrams should be predominantly
ing adequate television receiver
Canadian in origin, but that there
was room for programs from other license fee and loans for the development period.
countries. He stated that at presBROADCASTING
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nical field of high social responsibilities," CBS President Frank
Stanton has received an honorary
doctor of laws degree from Ohio
State U.
The degree was conferred at the
university's summer commencement exercises at Columbus Sept.
2 by Dr. Bland L. Stradley, university vice president, acting in the
absence of President Howard L.
Bevis. Mr. Stanton was presented
by Brig. Gen. Carlton S. Dargusch
of Columbus, a university board
member.
Mr. Stanton is a former Ohio
State faculty member of the psychology department, and received
both his MA and PhD degrees at
the school. His BA was taken at
Ohio Wesleyan.
Mr. Stanton left the Ohio State
faculty in 1935 to become CBS research director and was made network president in 1946 after serving as vice president and general
manager.
Referring in detail to requests
made by Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters and other organizations for
the setting up of a separate independent regulatory body to control both CBC and private stations,
Mr. Dunton stated that such a
policy is fundamentally unsound
and would be a duplication in a
large extent of the present set-up.
He pointed out the CBC would still
have the responsibility, but would
take away CBC's authority to
carry on an effective national
system.

EXPRESSION on the faces of Vice
President Alben W. Barkley (r), Delaware Senator J. Allen Frear Jr., and
Charles Krick Jr. (I), WDEL and
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del., sponsored winner of the Third Annual
Pushmobile Derby, show delight in
young Charles' description of graphic
details. The Wilmington student
droveacross
his car
Mighty
first
the "WDEL
finish line
to winMike"
a TV
set, a trip to Washington and other
WFIL Philadelphia special events crew
made live pickup
from Philadelphia
prizes.
Citizens Committee luncheon honoring President Truman on Aug. 29. Mr.
Truman spoke informally, permitting
WFIL audience to hear one of his
rarely broadcast extemporaneous talks.
RCA Victor announces new table radio (Model 9-X-641) at suggested list
price of $29.65, including Federal Excise tax. Among features are threegang condenser and tuned RF stage;
complement of five tubes plus rectifier;
phono input jack which may be used
with 45-rpm record playing attachments; AC-DC operation, and automatic volume control.

Memo

To ALL VP'S
It's time to

buy.

All VERY PARTICULAR SPONSORS consider these facts.
'X'HE NORTH Country's key
market, serving 170,000
people in Clinton, Essex
and Franklin Counties, Vermont and S.E. Quebec
Province.
Covers and influences a
rich farming and industrial area.
Low economical cost per
family, per customer, per
sole

^CONSISTENTLY dominates
listening audiences in
the Gloversville-Johnstov/n

ON

USE

ABC 960

1000 WATTS

Plattsburg, N. Y.
Joseph
Nat. Rep.Hershey McGilvro

area, leading glove manufacturing center in the
world.
Covers more than 11,000
Radio homes spending over
$16,000,000 each year for
YOUR
products and services.
To sell Gloversville-Johnstown housewives you Must

CBS

134 0

250 WATTS

SLOVERSVIUE- JOHNSTOWN
Nat. Rep.
Adam J. Young,
Jr.
September 12, 1949
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Awarded
ALL-RAD

O

F

CONTRACT for "Lightning That
Talks," a 45-niinute documentary
film portraying the power of
broadcasting as an advertising
medium and a social force, has
been awarded to International Motion Picture Producers' Service.
The All-Radio Presentation Committee announced the award Tuesday, after it had considered bids
from ten motion picture producers
for the job [Broadcasting, Sept.
5].
IMPS, in accepting the contract,
agreed to meet the schedule laid
down by the committee, calling for
delivery of prints of the completed
picture for use by subscriber stations and networks by Jan. 1, 1950.
In addition to the full 45-minute
film, IMPS will also prepare two
20-minute versions, one a hardselling quickie designed for showing to prospective advertisers, the
other for use before civic groups
and educational organizations more
interested in the social impact of
broadcasting.
Ben Gradus, president of IMPS,
served as consultant to the AllRadio Presentation Committee during the months of research and
writing of the film and aided
Victor M. Ratner, CBS vice president in charge of sales promotion

and advertising, in the writing of
the script. IMPS previously produced the CBS-TV promotional
film which that network has been
using in its video sales campaign.
Mr. Ratner, who will also act
as producer of the all-industry
film, said that it will show where
radio goes but not where it comes
from. "There will be no pictures
of radio studios, no pictures of programs going on the air, no pictures
of New York or of Hollywood.
Instead the picture will show people listening to radio and advertisers using this medium. Audience
for this film will get radio as
America gets it, by sound alone."
The picture will be shot largely
on location in the actual scenes of
the success stories it will relate,
Mr. Ratner said. It will show real
advertisers, real stores, real customers, he added, with only two
professional actors used in the entire film. One of these will portray Ben Franklin, whose travels
to find out what has happened to
lightning since his day to make it
talk provide the narrative chain of
the picture.
In addition to his many other
achievements in science, politics
and publishing, Ben Franklin was
also author of the first soap adver-

to IMPS

LM

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr. • Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr. — Sales Mgr.
WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & CO.
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tisement ever to appear in America, Mr. Ratner stated.
Financial details of the contract
were not disclosed by the committee. It was learned, however, that
despite the additional cost involved,
the picture is being made by an
all-union crew.

NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept.
Dist.Wis.
9, The Northernaire,
Three15-16:
Lakes,
Sept. 19-20: Dist 11, Radisson, Minneapolis.
Sept. 21-22: Association of Independent
Metropolitan
Stevens Hotel,Stations,
Chicago. Fall Meeting,
Sept.
26-27:
Dist.
10, Savery, Des
Moines.
Sept.
29-30:
Dist.
12,
AUis, Wichita,
Kan.
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla.Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct.
17-18:
hurst, N. Dist.
C. 4, Carolina Inn, PineOct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop, 27-28:
Pa. Dist. 2, Berkeley-Carteret,
Oct.
Asbury Park, N. J.
Oct. 31-Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Boston.
Nov.
21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac,
Detroit.
Nov. 28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec.
1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14, Utah, Salt Lake City.
Dec. 14-15, Dist. 17, Benson, Portland,
Ore.
Sept. 15-16: Joint board meeting of U.S.
RadiodioMfrs.
Assn. Hotel
and Canadian
RaMfrs. Assn.,
Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 16-17: Advertising Federation of
America's
District,
Heidelberg, Southern
Baton Rouge,
La. Hotel
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's
Southwest
District meeting, Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
Sept. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations
Hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
ConEdgewaterElectronics
Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept 30-Oct. 2: AFA Inter-city conference ofCleveland,
Women's Cleveland.
Advertising
Clubs, Hotel
Sept. 30-Oct.
9:
Second
Annual
National Television and Electrical Living Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 4-5: AAAA Annual Eastern Conference, Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
Oct. 10-12: Assn. of National Advertisers
convention, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Oct. 14: AAAA Annual Central Council
Meeting, Hotel Drake, Chicago.
Oct. 16-18: AAAA Annual Pacific Council Meeting, Arrowhead Hot Springs
Hotel, San Bernardino, Calif.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV-Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Comtion,merce
Seattle.Executives national convenOct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention, Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct. 27-29: Audio Engineering Society
"AudioYork.Fair," Hotel New Yorker,
New
Oct. 28-29: Kansas City Section of
Institute
of Kansas
Radio Engineers,
dent Hotel,
City, Mo. PresiOct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,
meeting,
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. Y.
Nov. 4: AFA 5th District, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Nov. 4-5: AFA 6th District, Racine,
Wis.
Nov. 9-10: Second General Radio and
Television Conference of the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, Claridge Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 11-13: NARND Convention, New
York.
Nov. 19-20: AWB District 13, conventin,tion.
Tex. Radio House, U. of Texas, Aus-

JOHN CARSON
Confirmation Battle Brews
INDICATIONS that John Carson's bid for a commissionership
on the Federal Trade Commission
would inspire more than nominal
opposition on the Senate floor were
increasing last week as the upper
house once again passed over his
nomination and Senate Republicans reaffirmed intentions to block
the appointment.
Mr. Carson, research director of
the U. S. Cooperative League and
President Truman's nominee to replace Robert Freer, previously had
drawn the approval of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, [Broadcasting, Aug.
22], although the 8-4 vote reflected
party sentiment. Generally he was
favored by the Democrats and disapproved by the Republicans.
Observers feel that a stiff fight,
led mainly by Sen. Owen Brewster
(R-Me.), and other Republicans, is
in prospect. Meanwhile, Senate
Majority Leader Scott Lucas (D111.) has promised to ease the nomination before the chamber again
but predicted a long drawn-out
fight which would greatly delay
Senate action on other legislation.
It was Sen. Kenneth S. Wherry (RNeb.) who asked that Mr. Carson's
name be passed over last Wednesday when the executive calendar
was considered.
Earlier, President Truman indicated at a news conference that he
probably would re-appoint Lowell
Mason to the Commission for another seven years. Currently acting
FTC chairman, Mr. Mason's term
expires Sept. 25.
KOMO SERIES
To Sell Communify

Faith

TO HELP
reduce "jabber
and
sell optimism
in the jitters"
Pacific
Northwest, KOMO Seattle has invited city leaders to transcribe expressions of faith in the community, for presentation on the air
throughout each day. With some
32 such statements broadcast each
week, the series is expected to
continue for several weeks.
"Each speaker has been asked to
give his optimistic evaluation- of
the present and future, with the
purpose of counteracting any note
of pessimism which is easily
fanned into uncontrollable consequence during times of unsettled
readjustment," it was explained by
KOMO's national sales manager,
Richard E. Green, who originated
the idea. Business and community
leaders are being enlisted in the
project by George Dean, KOMO
public relations representative.
Among those scheduled to present their views are the Right
Reverend Stephen F. Bayne Jr.,
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Olympia;
Street,Nelson;
president of William
FrederickS. and
Rex Allison, president of The Bon
Marche; Dr. N. H. Engle, director
of the U. of Washington Bureau
of Business Research.

BROADCASTING
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4 A's Add Fuel
EUD
L fight F
AAF
UNION
between actors on backing AGVA, a group which he
the one hand, and musicians, on
said "has embarrassed them conthe other, was joined Thursday by
tinually for years."
Associated Actors & Artists of
He said he hoped that the irresponsible actions of AGVA will not
America which voted to support
one of its member unions in a row
harm the good relations AFM has
had with other affiliates of the
with American Federation of Musicians.
4-A's.
Specifically, the International
"In fact, we don't believe that
Board of the 4-A's, parent body of today's statement by Dullzell re90,000 union actors, defied the order
flects the true feeling of his memof AFM President James C. Petrillo
bership," said Mr. Petrillo.
that no member of the musicians
He said, however, that if necesunion be permitted to join or resary, the musicians would act "in
main a member of American Guild
of Variety Artists, a 4-A union
made up of vaudeville performers,
DETROIT FM
many of whom appear on television.
Survey Made of Market
The 4-A board action followed a WHAT WAS intended solely as
threat by Mr. Petrillo made two
a college student's term paper
weeks ago to pull his musicians
has turned out to be an important
out of night clubs, hotels and
addition to the knowledge of the
vaudeville theaters unless AGVA
Detroit FM market. In preparing
stopped raiding his membership.
the paper for one of his courses,
AGVA has countered by charging
U. Student Hal Lawson Jr.
the AFM is doing the raiding. All Wayne
decided to determine the number
the feuding unions involved are
of FM sets in metropolitan DeAFL.
troit. He used a sampling of 250
Following the 4-A board meetnames chosen at random from the
ing, Paul Dullzell, international
telephone directory. When the
president of the 4-A's, said the full survey was through, and projected
power of the performers union
total number of Dewould be given to AGVA in its throughtroitthe
telephones, he found that
there were approximately 109,059
resistance to Mr. Petrillo's "tyrannical ultimatums" and "threat to FM equipped homes in the area.
take over actors."
After checking the bottom name
"An attack upon any branch of in third column of every fifth page
the 4-A's will be considered an
of the 1,316-page directory, Mr.
Lawson then mailed out double
attack
upon
all
of
us,"
said
Mr.
Dullzell.
postcards explaining the survey
and its purpose.
"The 4-A's will not be intimidated
or coerced by Mr. Petrillo. It is alAfter three weeks of telephonways ready to follow the pattern
ing those not sent cards, Mr. Lawof American labor and sit down
son's
compilation from both cards
with Mr. Petrillo to discuss any
and calls showed that 52 people
reported having FM bands on their
problems that may arise."
radios, an average of 21.2% of
Immediately after the 4-A board
meeting, Mr. Petrillo answered the homes contacted. This percentage,
actors' defiance and Mr. Dullzell's
as applied to the 514,430 residencestatement. The AFM President said listings
in the telephone book,
he was surprised to find that other
brought out the 109,059 FM sets
figure.
organizations in the 4-A's were
Over 700 Western

By Defying Petrillo
due time," a reference interpreted
to mean Mr. Petrillo stood by his
threat to call out musicians where
AGVA people performed.
Whether the dispute might affect
radio or television if long warfare
were to ensue was a matter for conjecture. One of the 4-A's branches
is the big radio talent union, American Federation of Radio Artists.
Broadcasting asked Mr. Petrillo
two weeks ago at a news conference whether his action against
AGVA conceivably would result in
the withdrawal of musicians from
radio and television. He conceded
there was a remote possibility that
some video shows might be affected
in
the event the dispute were prolonged.
Albert Westbrook, business agent
of AGVA, told Broadcasting that
he believed television was very
much involved because of the great
number of AGVA cardholders appearing on TV shows.
Philadelphia

ALBERT E. SINDLINGER,
president of Sindlinger & Co.
Inc., said that Radox recorded an all-time high in TV
sets-in-use in Philadelphia on
Tuesday afternoon and evening (Aug. 30) during the
American Legion National
Convention Parade. On Tuesday afternoon, shortly after
the parade started, 48.9% of
the TV homes within the Radox sample had their TV sets
turned on with 44.4% viewing the parade. Between
9:45 and 10:00 in the evening, the all-time high was
reached when 83% of the TV
homes within the Radox
sample had their sets on,
with 70% of them watching.

Stations

TIDE WATER
In '49 Football Plans
TIDE WATER Associated Oil Co., San Francisco, will use more than
100 radio stations throughout the seven Western States and Hawaii for
its football coverage this season, Harold R. Deal, advertising and sales
promotion manager, has announced.
Biggest news item in the an- ■*
nouncement was that the CBS Paand Idaho, the Oregon Trail Netcific Coast network would be used.
work and a number of prominent
independent stations throughout
Tide Water Associated, which
begins its 24th consecutive year of the Western area.
The first football games are
football sponsorship this season,
scheduled for Sept. 16. They will
has, in the past, utilized the Mutual-Don Lee Western network
be the UCLA-Oregon State game
plus a series of networks of indeat Los Angeles and the St. Mary'sOregon U. at San Francisco.
pendent stations built by the comMr. Deal's announcement prepany for the sole purpose of carryceded the annual meeting of Tide
ing the games.
This year the company will place
Water Associated Oil Co.'s Pacific
a schedule of games with both
Coast Football Sportscasters conference held in San Francisco
CBS and Mutual-Don Lee, plus the
Intermountain Network of Utah
Aug. 29-30).
BROADCASTING
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High

PHILADELPHIA met "Silly Willie" Sept. 1 when one of the biggest, most intensive traffic safety
campaigns ever undertaken was
launched by WFIL and WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia Inquirer stations, in
cooperation with the Philadelphia
Highway Traffic Board. City officials, led by Mayor Bernard Samuel, took part in vmveiling the new
billboard at City Hall carrying the
"Don't Be A Silly Willie" message
to Philadelphia motorists and pedestrians. The two-month public
service effort is valued at more
than $250,000 in terms of radio
and TV time donated by cooperating agencies throughout the city.
WFIL and WFIL-TV facilities
will be utilized daily for the campaign. More than 600 spot announcements will be made on WFIL
during the two months and nearly
200 on WFIL-TV, in addition to
special interviews on radio and TV
programs. WFIL also will broadcast a 30-minute documentary program on Sept. 14, and WFIL-TV
will present two showings of a 15minute film documentary.
Advertising media include: 1,400
pennants on trolley cars; 3,000
car cards on trolleys, subways and
busses; illustrated article in the
Philadelphia Transportation Co.
Traveler for 250,000 readers; 65
24-sheet billboards and 150 threesheet billboards throughout the
city; 5,000 window display cards
for stores, banks and other business institutions; 260,000 package
stuff ers for use by business firms;
8,000 arm bands to be used by
public and parochial school safety
patrols; 600 bumper cards to be
used by all Philadelphia police cars;
1,500 visual aid scripts for use by
public and parochial schools in assemblies; 170 mats and stories for
publication in house organs of 85
leading industrial concerns and
neighborhood newspapers; 2,500
display cards inside Yellow Cab
Co. taxis, and illustrated menus in
leading hotels and restaurants.

Only a
combination
of stations
can cover
first three
markets
Georgia's

WAGA
WMAZ
MACON
SAVANNAH
ATLANTA
5000 W ■ 590 Kc ,
10,000 W - 940 Kc
5000 W • 1290 Kc
The CB.S^ Affiliates in GEORGIA'S first 3 Markets

\^epresented. individually and as a group, by J H £ KATZ

AOENCY,
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Each month you read equipment specifications in the advertising pages of
your favorite magazines. Specifications
are fine things, but often difficult to interpret in terms of what the equipment
will do for you. For example, suppose
we say that Fairchild Disk Recorders
and Transcription Turntables have a
time accuracy of 1 part in 4.6 x 10''
at 33J/3 rpm; an instantaneous speed
deviation of .075% ; a noise level of such
and such decibels below some stylus
velocity at so many cps. Impressive.'
Sure. And factual, too. But what you
want to know is . . . what effect do
these specs have on your operations.
What is the performance, after the
specifications are paid for? Here are the
data on Fairchild Recording and Playback equipment, in facts and effects.

Precision Turntable Drive.
Used in all Fairchild Disk Equipment.

FAIRCHILD EQUIPMENT

OTHER DESIGNS

Type of Drive
and
Resultaot Speed
Regulation

Direct to center — gear.
Absolute synchronism for
use with sound-on-film and
on the nose programmijig.
Accurate within .00026 seconds in 20 minute play
period at 3}'/3 rpm.

Rim drive — puck or pulley.

Possible time
error — record
and playback
(20 minute disk)
Instantaneous
speed and
deviation
Effect on audible signal
Noise and Rumble

± .00052 seconds

above)
± 12 seconds (based on

less than .075 %

approximately .125 %

None

Wow figure
usually evident at
this

Experienced users of Fairchild Equipment
namic range of 62claim
db. dy-

Dynamic range limited by
noise and rumble when
wide tedtolerances
are permitin machining.
Portable and Studio models: disassemble lathe mechanism— change feed screw
—reassemble lathe mechanism. Or, change pulley
ratios.

FEATURE

Usual
6 seconds
in 20 accuracy
niinute —play
period
(.5%
speed
regulation).
Docs not permitchronization rigid
nor on synthe
nose programming.

Control of cutting
pitch
inch) (lines per

Studio model: turn knob
for continuous and instantaneous pitch change from
80 to over 500 lines per
inch. Can be varied at will
during the recording.
Portable model: insert
small gear — no disassembly
requiredfor— only
one feed
screw
all pitches.

Overhead cutter
assembly

Secured as integral part of
turntable deck. Always in
positive alignment.

Lift or swing into position.
Possibilityalignment— of
cuttervarying
miscausing
depth of cut and incorrect
groove shape.

Portable model

Actually a console model
in a portable case. Same
performance on location as
in the studio.

Maintenance

Periodic lubrication of
drive mechanism. Always
atheadache
peak forperformance
the owner —andno
operator.

Sacrifices in mechanical design to gain portability
further exaggerate inferior
performance.
Lubrication, and frequent
replacement of puck and
pulleys.mentContinued
necessary toadjustkeep
speed of turntable up to
specifications.

Fairchild specializes in LIP SYNCHRONOUS recording and playback equipment for SOUND-ON-FILM, TV PRODUCTIONS, and all such installations
requiring laboratory standard performance. Write for full details.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
154TH ST. AND 7TH AVE.
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CONTEST

fig/it Judges
Named

EIGHT prominent American citizens, representing diversified walks
of democratic life, will preside as a board of judges over the third
annual Voice of Democracy contest which will climax National Radio
Week Oct. 30-Nov. 5, the Voice of Democracy Committee announced
last Thursday. — ^
Washington
in Once
ards, with special stress given to
again four high school
content, delivery, and originality.
students each will emerge richer
National and state judging are
by virtue of a $500 college scholardone by transcriptions made by
ship award for efforts in writing local
stations.
and voicing the best five-minute
Last year's contest drew nearly
radio scripts on the subject, "I half
a million contestants in all
Speak for Democracy." The contest, already underway in the sec- 48 states, Alaska, Hawaii, and the
ond, third and fourth years of high District of Columbia. Winners
school, will be climaxed with the were feted by President Truman
national awards luncheon on Washand Congress, and taken on a tour
ington's Birthday, Feb. 22, 1950.
of historic interest near Washington. Tom Clark, then Attorney
NAB, U. S. Chamber of Commerce and Radio Mfrs. Assn. each
General, presented the awards at
year jointly sponsor the competi- the luncheon, which was broadcast
tion, which is endorsed by the U. S.
everywhere. The stuOffice of Education, Federal Se- to listeners
dents also appeared as guests on
curity Agency.
other programs including televiList of Judges
sion.
the
1949
contest
Committee Members
Judges
finals
will for
be:
Comprising the Voice of DemocJames
Judges;
racy Committee is Chairman Robture star,Stewart,
chairmanfamous
of themotion
Board pic-of
ert K. Richards, NAB public relaGeorge V. Allen, Assistant Secretary
tions director; James D. Secrest,
of State for Public Affairs, whose
Voice of America broadcasts have car- RMA director of public relations;
ried previous winning radio scripts to
the nations of the world;
Dr. Kerry Smith, U. S. Office of
Tom C.sociateClark,
as- Education, FSA; Robert H. Richjustice of newly-appointed
the United States
ards, executive director, U. S.
Supreme
Court,
who as Attorney
General served
as chairman
of the judges
Junior Chamber of Commerce, and
and presented the annual awards;
Douglaseditor
Southall
Freeman,
noted James Dawson, NAB.
southern
and author
of ROBERT
E. LEE and LEE'S LIEUTENANTS;
Learned
Hand,Court
judge ofof the
the Second
United
States
Circuit
Circuit, New York;
J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the FBI, Phiico Dividend
Justice
Department;
Andrew D. Holt, president of the BOARD of Directors of Phiico
National Education Association;
Edward
R. Murrow, news commenCorp., Philadelphia, have declared
tator for CBS.
regular quarterly dividend of 50c
Meanwhile, a manual on the con- per share on common stock payable
test is being distributed to prin- Sept. 12 to holders of record Aug.
cipals of 27,990 high schools in the
U. S., all broadcasting stations, 29. Board also declared regular
quarterly dividend of 93?4c per
local chapters of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, and radio dealers
share on corporation's preferred
in all communities. In mid-October
3%% Series A, payable Oct.
special model transcriptions will 1stock,
to holders of record Sept. 15.
follow for use by local stations as
guides for students writing radio
scripts.
EVENING Art School of Pratt InstiDiscs Readied
tute, Brooklyn, N. Y., will conduct
The voices of NAB President
Television Survey course during 194950 session.
Justin Miller, discussing "Freedom
of Expression;" Actor Jimmy
I
Stewart, on "Platform for DemocGOOD NEWS ! !
racy;" and Dr. Earl J. McGrath,
U. S. Commissioner of Education,
FOUND
on "Education for Democracy,"
will be heard on the transcriptions,
A NEW rate card — with new
timed for five-minute broadcasts,
streamline rates and complete
length set for the competing
market data. The first of its
scripts.
kind in Connecticnt.
Write or wire today, we
Model broadcasts are slated to
will send you one.
run during Radio Week when the
students will pen their own scripts,
to be voiced by themselves in school
WICH
and community competitions. PresNORWICH, CONN.
ent plants call for announcement
1400 KC FULLTIME
of local winners by Nov. 12, state
finalists by Nov. 26. Competition
John Deme, Gen. Mgr.
is judged on broadcasting standBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RMA
NEGRO

STUDY

Show St-ation Prospects
A STUDY of economic prospects
for a Negro owned radio station
in each city of the United States
with a Negro population of 25,000
or more reveals that Negro orientated broadcasting would be an
"excellent business risk" in 28
cities. The survey was completed
last week by the Chicago firm Kyle,
Carter & Eubanks, Negro radio
promotion counselors.
Only 11 cities in the class studied
were found unsuitable for Negro
broadcasting enterprises, according to Dr. Clifford F. Kyle, member
of the firm and general manager
of WVON Chicago, whose application for a CP now is pending before
the FCC.
The counseling concern has arranged a series of conferences in
key cities where members of its
technical staff will confer with business, church and civic leaders who
are interested in building radio
stations.
"With emphasis on freedom of
speech by means of radio stations,
it is felt that less sympathy, which
is not necessary, but better understanding, which is vitally important, will be achieved," Dr. Kyle
said in releasing the report. "We
cannot expect the world to understand the Negro's problems unless
they are properly presented by
means of an unprejudiced channel.
Radio provides that means."
Kyle, Carter & Eubanks provide complete engineering, financial, programming, sales, advertising and administrative services.
In addition to Dr. Kyle, other members of the firm are Andrew R.
Carter, formerly associated with
RCA in New York and WTIP
Charleston, W. Va., and now chief
engineer of WVON, and Thad B.
Eubanks, a Chicago attorney. Dr.
Kyle is director of Negro programming at WHFC Chicago and has
conducted programs at WSBC Chicago and WJOB Hammond, Ind.
INDIANA School of the Sky, of U.
of Indiana educational series will be
used by public schools in Minnesota
during coming school year.

45.0

R"*
OOPE
"H
* (average
5 periods.
Winter, 1948)
proves
the best buy
in
DAXVILLE,
VA.

WBTM
5kw
A Ti r
Ikw
(d)
(n)
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
BROADCASTING

TWIN

FALLS

FEATURE
Auto Firm Marks Second Year On KLIX

M7-. Mclntyre (r), accepts keys of first 1950 Studebaker Land Cruiser
delivered in Idaho from Vern Teasley, president of the Twin Falls
Motor Co., as C. G. Wyllie, vice president of the auto firm, looks on.
AN AGGRESSIVE 250 w ABC
affiliate, KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho,
is celebrating more than two years
of radio advertising by a single
local motor company which has
netted that firm a good part of its
million dollar annual business.
Twin Falls Motor Co., Studebaker franchise holder, has sold
as high as 24% of all new cars
registered in the county, KLIX
Manager Frank C. Mclntyre reports. This is an impressive
record, he continues, because many
makes have more than one dealer
with every make represented. "As
the Twin Falls firm says, 'We
spend about 90% of our budget
with KLIX. We're doing all the
business we can do. So maybe
radio's
us some
Debutdoing
of the
first good.'
new "1950
Studebaker Land Cruiser delivered
BOSTON
IRE
Broadcast Group to Meet
BROADCAST Engineers Group,
newly-formed Boston Section of
IRE, is to hold its first meeting in
Boston this Thursday, with Professor Hobert H. Newell of Worcester Polytechnic Institute as
guest speaker. He will speak on
"Broadcast Station Performance
Measurements as Required by the
Meeting planned by Roger W.
Hodgkins,
chief engineer of WGAN
FCC."
Portland, Me., vice chairman of the
group and engineers from WBZ
WCOP WEE I, all Boston. Technical personnel in New England
stations are invited to attend initial meeting, first of technical
series slated for the coming winter
season, and dealing with problems
of broadcast operators and engineers.
THREE Suns, recording artists, will
be included among releases sent to
subscribers of World Broadcasting Co.'s
transcribed library service.

• Telecasting

in Idaho was prefaced by the automobile firm with a 100 spot campaign on KLIX. Mr. Mclntyre
reports that the firm has used 10
quarter hours and two half hours
weekly on the station for over two
years. While the motor company
favors musical programs for year
round institutional advertising,
saturation spot campaigns are used
to publicize special events.

^V**

MEET

Slated for Sept. 75-76
PROBLEMS in Radio Mfrs.
Assn.'s planned presentation before FCC later this month dealing
with expanded television service
are expected to predominate the
Sixth Joint Conference of U. S.
and Canadian RMA officers and
directors at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., Sept. 15-16.
RMA President and other officers
will play hosts to the Canadian
RMA delegation headed by President Frank R. Deakins. Last year
Canadian officials entertained the
American group. Board meetings
of the Canadian and U. S. directors
will be held on successive days,
Sept. 15 and 16, with officials from
each board sitting in as guests at
both sessions at the Greenbrier
Hotel.
RMA's Television Committee,
headed by Mr. Balcom, will meet
during the two-day conference to
complete preparations for the association's presentation at the FCC
hearing beginning Sept. 26
[Broadcasting, July 18, Aug. 22].
Also slated for consideration is TV
set advertising. In addition, several industry promotion projects,
including plans for National Radio
Week and a Town Meeting for
servicemen in Washington, D. C,
will be presented to the RMA board
of directors. Still another is a review of TV educational films to be
made available by RMA to TV
broadcasters.

COLUMBIA

TRANSCRIPTIONS

b'o**^ ^'^'Jd q"**"*^ * "
coeinQ

r- •-Off^r excellent quality . .
banding
is a definite aid . . . "
For details phone, wire or write :
COLUMBIA
TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Division of Cohmbia Records, Inc. Qi)
Trade-Marks "Co/umbio" and 01) Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Morcoi RegisUadas
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
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TELEViSiON
BLDG,
$9 Million Project
FIRST Broadway structure tailored
for television, at an estimated
cost of $9 million, is expected to be
ready for occupancy by May 1, 1951,
it was revealed last Thursday.
Plans for the 20- story edifice
were filed with New York's Department of Housing and Buildings by John Sloan Assoc., architects and engineers. The building will occupy the block bounded
by 51st and 52nd Streets, Seventh
Ave. and Broadway, and will be
utilized almost exclusively for video
studios and offices. Tentatively, the
building will be known as the Television Bldg.
Sponsor of the project is Herbert
J. Freezer of New York, a shirt
manufacturer who has been associated with the Broadway show
"Diamond Lil," and thus is not new
to show business.
The block has been leased by Mr.
Freezer for 30 years, with two 30:year renewal options.

NBC Signs 'Riley
NBC has acquired for television as
well as for radio the rights to
Life of Riley, from Irving Brecher,
who will continue to produce the
show for both radio and TV under
ii Pabst Sales Co. sponsorship. The
I radio series will originate in Holly! wood, resuming after its hiatus on
' Oct. 7, 9-9:30 p.m. (EST). The
j TV version will be filmed in HoUy'. wood and then telecast from New
I York, starting Tuesday Oct. 4,
■ 9:30-10 p.m.

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

ED WYNN

"THE Ed Wynn television show is
Hollywood's chance to show that
it can be done on the coast," David
G. Lyon, vice president of Cecil &
Presbrey Inc., Speidel Co. agency,
advised Broadcasting last week.
"To my mind the CBS Ed Wynn
Open Mike
(Continued from page Ik)
monest words in the English language, as they come over the air?
To wit:
intristing . . . instead of in-ter-es-ting
wot
instead of what
haff and laff instead of half and laugh
Potland
instead of Portland
program instead of pro-gram
everbuddy instead of everybody
instead
close
ant
insteadof ofclothes'
aunt
genuine instead of gen-u-in(e)
indistry instead of in-dus-try
Mr. H. B. Frederickson
Arlington, Mass.^
^ ^ ^
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Reverence for our late lamented
. . . tower moves us to protest your
Sept. 5 story, "Hurricane," which
reports that mere 122 mile-anhour winds felled WSWN's antenna. Our own accurate wind instruments gave up the ghost registering HO miles-an-hour and
things got still worse before they
got better. Only last year . . .
survived late summer breezes of
125 miles-an-hour.
Tom Watson Jr.
General Manager
WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.
COLOR
$100

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI r
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FOR SPEIDEL
Bi-Weekly Program Idea Cited by Lyons

CONVERTERS
Retail — Tele-Tone

TELE-TONE Radio Corp. can mass
produce converters enabling standard TV monochrome sets to receive pictures in color as well as
black-and-white and to retail at
about $100, S. W. Gross, Tele-Tone
president, said last week. One of
the companies which is providing
color reception equipment for the
CBS color tests to be conducted in
Washington in conjunction with
the FCC hearings starting Sept.
26, Tele-Tone, can begin mass production without delay, Mr. Gross
said.
Mr. Gross reported that his
company also had developed a new
TV receiver which will receive
both color and monochrome programs.
CBS announced on Thursday
that additional receivers for its
color tests have been ordered from
Crosley Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp.

show is the ideal type of vehicle
for a smaller advertiser who can't
afford
a big
every week,"
he
said.
But show
he cautioned
that
it is important for any television
advertiser to have a good show
every time he is on the air. Thus
he concluded that Speidel stands
to gain much by being on every
other week, with a good show.
"After all," he reasoned, "a
good show every other week is
much more effective than a poor
oneQuestioned
every week."
about the likely acceptance of the program in eastern
markets via kinescope, Mr. Lyon
said that he has had every assurance from CBS officials that it
will be technically acceptable.
To observe the start of the first
major television program to originate from Hollywood, CBS' Ed
Wynn show will be the recipient
of major premiere treatment on
Sept. 22, under auspices of Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
TheKTTV
program
will be aired
"live"
over
Hollywood
on Sept.
22
and seen in New York and "about
13 other eastern and midwestern
markets starting Oct. 6," CBS has
announced. Harlan Thompson, motion picture veteran, will produce
the
program and Ralph Levy will
direct.
FOOTBALL
TV
NBC Lists 24 Top Games
NBC television last week claimed
the heaviest collegiate football
schedule in video history, listing
24 top games to be carried over a
ten-week period under sponsorship
of Ameican Tobacco Co. through
N. W. Ayer.
CBS also announced it would
televise the entire home schedule of
Columbia U.'s gridiron contests under sponsorship of another tobacco
company, Liggett & Myers Co.,
through its agency, Newell-Emmet
Co.The NBC schedule will include
six Army, one Navy and six Ivy
League contests.

Detroit's

Most

WORLD
SERIES
MBS-Gillette Get TV Rights
MBS, with Gillette Razor the
sponsor, last week won the television rights to the 1949 World
Series.
That was made known by a joint
announcement Thursday afternoon
by Baseball Commissioner A. B.
(Happy) Chandler, Joseph P.
Spang Jr., president of Gillette,
and Frank White, president of
MBS.
MBS already had the radio
rights to the Series under Gillette
sponsorship in accordance with a
five-year contract expiring in 1951.
The television contract, however,
is only for one year but it gives
MBS first option to carry the
telecasts again in 1950. MBS had
the video rights last year under a
somewhat similar contract.
The fee involved for the telecasts
was not made public, although
Comr. Chandler told Broadcasting
that it was "substantially more
than
of last
It isthat
known
that year."
last year the
television rights commanded a
$175,000 fee, of which $35,000 was
rebated because lack of coaxial
cable hook-ups to the West did not
provide the coverage which at first
was thought to be possible.
Details as to what facilities and
stations will be used for the telecasts have yet to be worked out.
Mutual itself, not yet having a TV
network able to provide national
coverage, will enter into arrangements with other networks. Paul
Jonas, MBS sports director, is
handling those details for MBS as
well as the details of the broadcasts. Mr. Jonas also handled
MBS negotiations with Comr.
Chandler.
Announcers both for radio and
TV will not be selected until completion of regular schedules of the
two Big Leagues.
This year's Series will mark the
11th year that Mutual and Gillette
have carried the play-by-play radio
descriptions of the baseball classic
and the third year Mutual has
coordinated the TV coverage.
Maxon Inc. is the Gillette agency.

Effective

Selling

Team!

WEXL 250 Warn
1340 KG
104.3 MC.
18,000 Watts
WEXL-FM
Royal Oak, Michigan
PRIMARY COVERAGE
900,860
Homes
— Homes
More than
half Radio
the total
Radio
in Michigan, with a retail buying
power (1948) of over $3V2 billion.
OPERATING 24 HOURS DAILY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE FRIEDENBERG AGENCY, INC.

Member

BROADCASTING

N.A.B. — M.A.B.
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jco^ done'
/^(p^ ^xceUcHt'^
says KOCY-FM,
Oklahoma
City
"Yesterday's 85-mile-an-hour wind speaks well of the
ruggedness of our new Truscon Tower", continues a
letter from M. H. Bonebrake, general manager of this
important Mutual Network member, to Truscon's
Oklahoma City District Manager. "Your design is serving our pvirpose excellently and also makes a beautiful tower." the General Electric 8 -bay circular FM
Including
antenna and its beacon, this Truscon Guyed Radio Tower
rises 938 feet above the Oklahoma plain. Yet it stands

y

i

TRUSCON

TOWER

OF

STRENGTH

938
HIGH

FT.

OVERALL

strong, slender and sure in the face of high velocity
winds, and delivers the KOCY-FM 176 kilowatt signal
on a frequency of 94.7 megacycles without interruption.
This sincere tribute is evidence of Truscon engineering
and construction skills in assuring AM, FM and TV
Tower dependability. Whether your operations call for
tall or small towers . . . guyed or self-supporting , . .
tapered or uniform cross-section . . . contact your nearby
Truscon District Office ... or our home office ia
Youngstown— for expert assistance without obligation.
TRUSCOH
STEEL
COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1 , OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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FCC

FLAGS

By RUFUS

CRATER

12, 1949

AT&T

Proposes

Interconnection

off-the-air pickups from other sta- The report indicated that this
tions.
question may soon be taken up
So long as FCC authorizes pri- with respect to interconnection
AT&T'S POLICY
against
intercon ection ofits network
vate broadcasters to operate inter- with Western Union's New YorkPhiladelphia relay.
television facilities with those
city relays, the report asserted,
such authorizations are clear eviof private broadcasters was
Based on Hearings
dence that the Commission does
branded "unlawful" in a proFCC's
report, subject to oral
not
consider
common
carrier
faciliposed report issued by FCC
argument, was based on lengthy
ties
to
be
adequate.
When
they
do
last Thursday.
hearings conducted last fall and
become adequate in a given area,
winter as part of a general FCC
The report upheld telecastthe report continued, the private
authorizations in that area will be investigation of AT&T and Western
ers' contentions that for the
Union's network television rates
development of the visual art
"giving due considera[Broadcasting, Oct. 4, 11, Nov. 8,
the telephone company must link terminated,
tion to the opportunity such broadDec. 6, 1948]. The hearing on the
its network facilities, upon demand,
caster may have had to amortize
rates themselves was deferred
with any private intercity relay
his facilities."
which FCC authorizes.
pending decision on the interconWields
Effective
Veto
The Commission reiterated its
nection question.
Comr. Robert F. Jones dissented
view that common carriers alone
By refusing interconnection with
from the report; Chairman Wayne
should handle all intercity TV re- facilities wihch FCC has authorCoy and Comr. George E. Sterling
ized, the report charged, AT&T
laying whenever they have estabwields an eflfective veto over Comdid not participate.
lished facilities adequate to meet
mission determinations of what is
The issue is the legality of the
broadcasters' demands, but made
in the public interest.
clear that this degree of adequacy
telephone
company's policy of reThe report concluded that FCC
fusing to connect its own intercity
is not likely to be reached "in the
TV channels, either coaxial cable
near future" or for "an appreci- cannot now, without further hearings, require AT&T to interconnect
or radio relay, with those of priable interval of time."
vate broadcasters except to cover
This ruling would require inter- specifically with the intercity faciliareas where AT&T does not have
con ection of AT&T facilities not
ties of another common carrier —
only with authorized private relays, Western Union, in this case — but its own facilities established. Thus,
said it has power to do so if for example, AT&T refused to
but also with TV stations' private
transmit an NBC program from
specific hearings show that such
mobile radio pickup equipment
authorized by FCC, and with intera requirement is "necessary or New York to Boston because the
city relays accomplished by direct desirable in the public interest."
program had been sent to New
network routes in service in 1949
LEGEND
network routes under consideration, 1950-1952
Cities with one or more authorized television stations
coaxial cable in place and operating for telephone
• in operation on Dec. 7, 1948 and Aug. 1, 1949
service, but not equipped for TV network operation
A in operation on Aug. 1, 1949 only
NOTE: Television stations in Riverside, California and
• not yet in operation as of Aug. 1, 1949
Stockton, California, were deleted between Dec.
Television Network Routes
7, 1948 and Aug. 1, 1949.

Policy

Be

Banned

York over Philco Radio Corp.'s
Philadelphia-New York relay link
at a time when AT&T had a channel which could have been employed between Philadelphia and
New York.
The broadcasting interests in the
hearing — Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
Philco, and Television Broadcasters
Assn. — contended that such a policy
hampers the growth of television
by discouraging construction of
new intercity facilities at a time
when existing facilities are inadequate; by imposing unreasonable
restrictions upon private broadcasters' use of their own equipment and personnel, and by deterring construction of new TV
stations in areas where AT&T
network service is unavailable and
unplanned. Further, they claimed,
it promotes monopoly for AT&T.
Phone Company Argument
The telephone company argued
that its policy, was based on principles which have had the sanction
of "courts and commissions"; that
unrestricted interconnection is economically harmful to a carrier;
that duplication of facilities and
service is inefficient, uneconomical
and contrary to public interest;
that uniformity of operation is
necessary for coordination and
efficiency; that its policy is necessary in the interest of uniform and
reasonable rates; that private
broadcasters would "skim the
cream" by constructing facilities
in less costly areas and leaving
the more expensive and less profitable operations to the carriers, and
that the development of improved
equipment and methods would be
retarded if AT&T were forced to
abandon its policy.
The telepohne company made
plain that it felt a single common
carrier — AT&T — should furnish all
intercity video transmission service. But the Commission's proposed
report, over-ruling the other major
arguments of the telepohne company, over-ruled this one too. Referring to its February 1948 report
(Continued on page 85)
THIS MAP, based on FCC official
records as of Aug. 1, was prepared by
the Commission to show the adequacy
— or inadequacy — of the Bell System's intercity TV facilities. The
map was part of FCC's proposed report labeling "unlawful" the AT&T
policy against interconnection of its
intercity facilities with those of private television broadcasters.

The Du Mont
Telecasts from WGN-TV,

Television Network

Chicago as well as WABD,

New

York

For the promotion-minded Midwest, Du Mont offers every facility for producing the best in teifevision through the studios of its Chicago affiliate, WGN-TV.
National advertisers now have their choice of two originating cities, serving a
list of stations which can be seen by 99% of the country's television receivers !

America's Window on the World
Two

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. • Phone MUrray Hill 8-2600 • Copyright 1949, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
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TV
ASCAP
CURRENT stalemate in nego^ tiations between NAB's Tele' vision Music Committee and
' ASCAP over a licensing formula to cover video contracts
' will be tackled head on by TV
broadcasters in an 11th hour
i n d u s t r y-wide conference
slated by NAB. The meeting
will be held in Washington,
D. C, Sept. 23.
This was apparent last week
as NAB President Justin Miller
strongly urged each TV representative to "individually make its
own decisions and participate in
its solution at the meeting during
which committee members will report on current progress with
ASCAP. He warned that "the
outcome of these negotiations
will set a pattern for television
broadcasters and affect their operation for years to come."
The present temporary license
expires Oct. 1 and ASCAP has
advised no further extensions will
be granted, the NAB president
pointed out. Since Dec. 31, 1948,
TV stations have been operating
on a temporary month-to-month
basis at the request of the NAB
TV Music group.
I;
Notified of Meeting
Judge Miller notified TV broadcasters of the impending meeting
in a letter last Thursday which
recited briefly the progress to date
■ and some of the factors involved in
present negotiations, and which
urgently called upon TV operators
to meet to consider the "next steps
to be taken." Conference will be
held at the Mayflower Hotel on a
Friday, three days before the FCC
i hearings on TV allocations, Judge
■ for
Miller
makingtwoit meetings
possible
themnoted,
to combine
in one trip.
The rub in negotiations thus
far with ASCAP has been NAB's
desire to arrive at a blanket plus
per - program licensing formula
which could be recommended to TV
operators. ASCAP maintains the
I per-program
plan is a losing
venture for its members.
It agreed,
however, on the blanket deal which
f 1 compares to the AM rate after
another 10% is added [Broadcasting, July 18]. The agreement
would not require clearing of
special uses and paying special
fees for such uses. When contracts are finally evolved by NAB
and ASCAP, they will run from
three to five years, retroactive to
uJan. 1, 1949.
! The TV Music Committee felt
that the proposal for special fees
for special licenses would establish
a pattern which was "thoroughly
impracticable and unacceptable"
and that ASCAP placed too high a
' ;value on TV's use of music according to Judge Miller.
On the other hand, the Committee believes the blanket formula
! 'was an "acceptable proposal" but
Page 62 • September 12, 1949

t. 23
sets Speaal Meeting Sep
insisted that differential in rates
paid by networks and stations in
AM was not justified.
The blanket deal agreed on by
ASCAP-NAB and termed "acwould
meanceptable"inby the
effect:TV committee
ing);
1. Licenses running for from three
to five years (retroactive to January 1,
1949 as provided
in the all
temporary
licenses under which
television
broadcasters using ASCAP music since
the first of the year have heen operat2. Retention of the AM local station
blanket commercial rate of 2.25% and
the network rate of 2.75% (with clearancesales"
at the and
source) based toupon
time
the "net
10%
mark-up
mentionedsubject
in (6) below;
As in AM, by"netdeducting
time sales"
be3. computed
ratewould
card
discounts and rebates, 15% agency commission and 15% sales commission;
4. In the case of networks, the cost
of inter-connecting stations (the counterpartduction)
of the wouldpresent
AM wireline
debe allowed
up to 25%
of net time sales during the first two
years, 20% during the third and fourth
years and 15% during the fifth year.
(Under the AM blanket agreements,
networks deduct their full wireline
costs.
of inter-connecting
stations The
in costs
television
are so much
greatersion) : than in AM that ASCAP feels
compelled to put a limitation on the
amount of the deductions in televi5. Both local and network blanket
sustaining fees would be computed on
the
AM basis
the 10% mark-up
mentioned
in (6)plusbelow;
6. After the fees had been computed
on the foregoine
by 10%; basis, they would be
EXCLUSIVE TV distribution of all Assoc. British-Pathe short subjects is increased
granted in England to Hubbell Television Inc., of New . York, by Thomas
7. Co-ops would be accounted for as
network programs without prejudice
Ebeling (seated), ABP executive. Witnessing proceedings are (I to r) Kyra
to the position of ASCAP and the
Hubbell, vice president and secretary; Richard W. Hubbell, president of broadcasters
on the AM cooperative
Hubbell Television Inc., and Bob Richardson, managing director of RichardGeneral
Agreement
problem.
son-Hubbell Television Networks Ltd., Hubbell European affiliate. Under
Asked to comment on the status
contract, Hubbell Television acquires rights to Rathe Films library. Pathe is
producing film series for use by American stations [Broadcasting, Aug. 22], of negotiations with ASCAP for
TV licenses, Mr. Myers noted
that general agreement has been
NAB's Board of Directors directed
is a vital necessity," he asserted.
it to obtain alternative proposals of . . . "This problem is a station
reached between the TV broadcasters and ASCAP on the terms
problem. . . . Only you . . . can
TV per-program licenses. Finally,
Judge Miller named a station sub- make the next decisions. . . ," of a blanket license proposal.
Judge Miller asserted.
committee, aided by Robert Myers,
When it came to per-program
licenses, Mr. Myers reported
He termed negotiations with
NBC assistant general counsel and
chairman of the full committee,
ASCAP unwilling to follow the
ASCAP as "extremely complicated"
by a number of factors including
and called upon TV operators
radio formula, which it believed
had resulted in an unfair relation"controlled" by AM licensees to these: (1) ASCAP's TV agreement with its members permitted
take part in ASCAP negotiations.
ship between fees paid under the
A number of them, presently op- only two-year licenses ending Dec.
blanket and per-program license
31, 1950; (2) rights obtained were
erating under per-program licenses
agreements. Attempts to find a
much more limited than rights for new formula that would meet
with ASCAP, were unable to participate, the NAB president ob- sound broadcasting, with result of ASCAP's wishes and still be acserved.
special licenses and special per-use
ceptable to TV broadcasters who
fees for certain performances; (3)
"The conclusion of per-program
Tiref er the per-program form of
negotiations on a basis satisfactory
many ASCAP members feel comlicense have reached a point where
bined visual-vocal use of a comto television station operators who
the broadcasters committee feels it
intend to operate under or wish
position is of greater value than
cannot proceed without direction
a mere vocal use; and (4) ASCAP
to consider per-program licensing
from these station executives he
said. All TV stations, licensees and
CP holders are invited to attend,
July Time Sales Hit whether or not they are NAB
members, he noted.
TV NETWORKS
$614,468— PIB
Mr. Myers declined to reveal any
COMBINED gross time sales of the four TV networks in July totaled
terms or details of the per-program
$614,468, according to data released last week to Broadcasting by licenses which have come up in the
Publishers Information Bureau. Video network time sales for the year
discussions with ASCAP. He said
to date are $4,838,688, PIB shows. ★
that until the meeting is held he
July video network billings are bases its reports of billings by has no way of knowing what the
class of advertising, agency totals
the lowest for any 1949 month
broadcasters will apsince February. They reflect a and other breakdowns, are avail- individual
prove or disapprove and that any
drop of 19.6% from the $764,406
able only on a quarterly basis.
advance disclosure of suggested
gross time sales for the TV net- Therefore, the next such analysis of
license details would be "unforworks in June, and are 30.4%
video network business will appear
below the billings of $882,526 in
He pointed out that while only
approximately two months from
May, peak TV network month so now,
about 100 or 110 out of the 2,200
when
PIB
has
completed
its
far this year.
stations are operating under
tunate."
report for the first nine months of AM
Data on individual TV network
per-program
licenses, these include
the year.
advertisers on which Broadcasting
(Continued on page 6Jf)
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a ^^specialisf not a general practioner.
^ '
f "

Radio and Television are highly competitive media. And since they began
to vie for the advertising dollar, there has been an urgent need for
"specialized" representation of each.
On the proven theory that one man cannot efficiently serve two
masters, Blair-TV, Inc. was born.
We are specialists . . . TV sales specialists devoting 100 percent
of our energy and talents to the sale of television time and programs.
Blair-TV, Inc. has developed its own sales technique which will
mean more dollars for TV Station owners.
May we tell you about the Blair-TV "Ten-point Sales Plan?"

Write Blair-TV, Inc., 22 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
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Seventh Video Outlet
In Los Angeles

LOOKING
INTO

TELEV

ISION

LOS ANGELES : Nearly 500,000
people saw Rams-Redskins professional football game August 26
over KTTV. Think of our audience
this fall when we'll show both
Rams (National League) and Dons
jji.(All-America Conference) games!
j CCREEN star Alan Mowbray em]^ cees a delightful quarter hour
! for us, titled "Hollywood In Three
Dimensions." Show takes viewers
behind the scenes for interviews
with actors, song writers, technicians and others who help make
movies.
KTTV viewers have been startled
by technicians breaking "bottles"
over Mowbray's head (made of
[i sugar and water) ; they saw how
' Disney songs are written. Movie
• people like Sonny Tufts, Edgar
Bergen, Stanley Kramer appear
regularly.
Mowbray knows Hollywood, is
the only "name" presently doing
I an intimate-type show. So happens
!j it's available now. Ask Radio Sales.
VOU can't fool a television camera. And especially with young
ones watching. Our "Cowboy Slim"
is the real thing. Like the other
night at the Hollywood Bowl.
"Hoppy,"
Cisco Kid,
and other western
stars Red
were Ryder
there.
But our Slim walks away with top
laurels when he ups and throws a
live bull. Kids loved it. A real
cowboy (participations available).
77% of Los Angeles TV set owners also own their own homes. Solid
people . . . people who buy.

KTTV
OWNED BY
lOS ANGiliS TJMES-CBS
LOS
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ON DOTTED line go rights to Hopalong Cassidy TV films sold by WBALTV Baltimore to Schmidt Baking Co.
of that city, as Carl P. Schmidt (I),
president of the firm, affixes signature to the contract. Sitting beside
him is James M. Kennedy, station's
account executive. Show to run 6:307:30 p.m. Saturday and said to be
first instance of individual sponsorship of program on Ea5;t Coast. Account handled through E. J. Sperry
Adv. Ag3ncy, Chicago.
ASCAP TV
(Continued from page 62)
many important station executives
who hold firm convictions that any
ASCAP contracts they sign should
obligate them to pay only for the
music they actually use. He cited
Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee;
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit;
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP St. PaulMinneapolis; George Burbach, KSD
St. Louis; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk; G. Richard
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, and
Earle Anthony, KFI Los Angeles
as among those taking out AM perprogram licenses from ASCAP.
Most of these executives also head
or will head TV operations, he
noted, and presumably they will
want the same sort of licenses in
television broadcasting as well.
Asked if the Sept. 23 date was
not uncomfortably close to Sept.
of ASCAP's latest exten30, end
sion of a general TV license which
the society has indicated would be
its final extension without an
agreement, Mr. Myers admitted
that it was. Unfortunately, he
explained, it is the first date when
it is feasible to get the video
broadcasters together.
Declines Speculation
He declined to speculate on
ASCAP's reaction to the outcome
of the session, whatever it may be.
However, he said that throughout
the whole series of negotiations
since the first of the year, ASCAP
has approached the problem on a
friendly basis and negotiations
have been conducted on a very
high plane. If the video executives
come up with a reasonable perprogram proposal, there is a possibilty that ASCAP might be able
to act on it before the 30th, he
said. More probable, he added,
would be a further extension of the
present overall licenses while the
contract terms were being drafted
in final legal language.
Mr. Myers warned against discounting entirely the possibility
that ASCAP music may not be

KECA-TV
DEBUT
BOW of KECA-TV Hollywood, fifth TV outlet of ABC, will take
place this Friday (Sept. 16) on Channel 7, marking Los Angeles as
the nation's only city with seven operating TV stations.
On hand from New York will be Robert E. Kintner, executive vice
president; Frank Marx, vice presi- *
predicts that the West Coast
dent in charge of engineering, and uels
will then begin to supply the
Ernest Lee Jahncke, vice president
East with as many hours of proin charge of station relations.
gramming as it receives. Among
Frank Samuels, Western Division
these, he pointed out, will be a top
vice president, will be resident
budget weekly variety show, to be
host.
produced by Richard Goggin, ABC
Opening night will kick-off at Hollywood senior television pro7 p.m. with a 15 minute dedicatory
ducer.
program featuring civic leaders.
This will be followed by an hour
variety program with Art Linkletter as m.c, sponsored by Union
Pacific Railroad [Broadcasting,
In Full Operation
Sept. 5]. At 8:15, the football
WOW-TV
game between UCLA and Oregon
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb., is giving
State College will be co-sponsored
regular service to an estimated 75by the L. A. Dodge Dealers Assn. mile
area. Bill Wiseman, promotion
and Hoffman Radio & Television
manager,
reported last week in a
Corp. Tom Harmon will handle
of activities of the staplay-by-play on the game with summary
tion which began operation Aug.
Fort Pearson doing color.
29.
Initially KECA-TV will operThe outlet, a member of the
ate on a schedule of 17 hours "non-interconnected" NBC-TV netweekly, according to Mr. Samwork, has a daily 8V2 hour scheduels, telecasting five days weekly,
ule. During inaugural day, greetWednesday through Sunday. In
ings from Justin Miller, president
November, when construction work of NAB; Nebraska and Iowa Senon the network's 20 acre televiators and Representatives, and
sion center has been completed,
NBC officials were telecast. Ralph
this will be expanded to seven
Edwards filmed a special Truth or
telecast days each week. Accord- Consequences TV salute to the staing to present plan, the station tion.
will air about six hours weekly via
Also estimated by Mr. Wiseman
kinescope, about two and one half
was
of 4,000,
"sets inafter
use,"a
hours weekly of film and the re- whichthehe number
placed at
mainder of the 17 hours live.
vigorous two-months set sales camWhen the kinescope equipment is
paign on WOW. The new outlet is
installed and operating, Mr. Sam- the third of Radio Station WOW
Inc. headed by John J. Gillin Jr.,
available for TV use after the end president and general manager.
of the month.
Other stations are WOW Omaha
Once an agreement on the license and KODY North Platte, Neb.
WOW-TV got off to a start with
terms has been reached, he said,
sports coverage of the American
the next step will be for the broadLegionball"Little
World
Series" basecasters to sign the license forms
tournament,
40 minutes
daily
contingent on ASCAP getting the from Nebraska and Iowa State
necessary rights from its members.
Fairs. The station will carry all
Members serving on the full U. of Nebraska home football
committee are: Clair McCollough,
games from Lincoln using a special
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Wil- microwave relay setup. Also on its
schedule is showing of the profesliam Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester,
sional exhibition game in Omaha
N. Y.; Donn B. Tatum, KHJ-Don
between
the Los Angeles Rams and
Lee Los Angeles, Calif.; Theodore
the New York Giants Sept. 14,
C. Streibert, WOR-TV New York;
other football games, and wrestling
and hockey.
Robert L. Coe, WPIX New York;
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC New
During the first 'Week of operaYork; Mortimer Loewi, DuMont
tion, a half-hour musical variety
New York; Julius F. Brauner,
show, WOW Calling, was carried
CBS New York; Robert P. Myers, by the station.
New staff appointments were
NBC New York.
announced. Joe Herold, former
In addition, Mr. Coe represents
Television Broadcasters Assn. on chief technical adviser, has been
named WOW-TV manager, and
the Committee which has also been Russ
Baker will be production
assisted by a number of others, in- chief. Missing from the opening
cluding Don Petty, general counwas President John Gillin who had
sel. NAB; G. Emerson Markham,
been
hospitalized for three weeks.
WGY Schenectady (now director, He was
to be taken to his home
NAB Video Division) ; Richard
from
the
hospital for several weeks
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; rest before
resuming his duties.
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS New
During
Mr.
Gillin's absence, Mr.
York; Edwin McCrossin, DuMont
Wiseman reports, Lyle DeMoss will
New York; Harold C. Burke,
act as general manager and also
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md.; Wil- tions.
program
director of all three staliam S. Hedges, NBC New York.
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W. B. DONER
DETROIT
Eatt Party-Eighth Str<
When Mr, A. G. Doukas, VP of Metro Washers,
had faith in TV to sell $50 portable household
units . . . some experts took the dim view . . . but
he brightly signed up for the Art Ford Show on
WPIX . . . 11-12 p.m. Saturday nights.
Viewers were asked to telephone for a
demonstration . . . kept phone lines warm with
leads . . . and almost 100% were converted
to sales!
After three weeks, the advertiser found costs
so low ... he is about to double his expenditures
. . . says TV is a Sensational Sales Success!
WPIX has a range of result stories advertisers
ought to know more about . . . from 10c toiletries
for women to $400 air conditioning units
bought by executives and professional men.
Whatever your product or price range
. . . WPIX makes sales . . . moves merchandise
from shelves and selling floors . . .
converts customers to cash.

anJ COMPANY

CHICAGO
'NEW YORK
• Ntw Ycri 17, Ntw Yori ■ MUrrayhill 8-2034

!lr. John A. Patterson,
WPnC Inc.,
220 East
Street,
Hew
Yorlc 42nd
17, H.Y.

August 17, 1949

Dear I.!r, Patterson:
Thore are so many thin^.s v/e don't knov/ about Television Advertising
it is heartenin(^ to be sure of one specific fact;
Our oortahle
client, the
Metropcle
'Machine
Cornoration,
makerssensational
of the t'etro
Vrasher,
household
washing
nmchipe,
is enjoying
success
with the Art Ford show on 17PIX.
And v/e don't mean "high Hoopers" v/hen v/e say sensational success. YTe
sell a ?50 portable washing machine direct to consumers and v/e ask the TVPn
audience to telephone for a demonstration apoointment. After just three
weeks on VTPK our cost per lead is so low that we, as you knov/, are about to
double our expenditure.
But leads, and sales are two different things. Even more gratifying is
the fact that the leads from the ^TPIX audience are converted AlilOST OHE
HUNDRED PERCENT Into soles.
Mr, A.G, Doukas, vice-nresident of Iletronole Machine Corporation,
deserves full credit for taking the nlunge into Television against the
judgement of many so-called experts. His sales records show that he - and
IVPIX - correctly judged your audience.
So - the next time an advertising tyro says to you "Television is nice,
but does it get results," you toll him about Metro Washers.
Sincerely yours.
'resi(rent
Charles 11. Higgi,
Executive Vlce-Pre

far full facts OH open oppor turn ties.

call Jack Patterson,
or any

Scotty 'Donahue,

WPJX

representative

CHANNEL

TEIEV/SION STATION of fhe NEW YORK NEWS
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Color Techniques
ffeleitatui

ENGINEERING details on CBS
and RCA "compatible" 6-mc color
television systems, outlined last
week to FCC and the public, disclosed that:
9 RCA's system initially employs three color signals which are
sequentially sampled electronically,
combined, transmitted as one signal
in time-multiplex fashion and reproduced simultaneously at receiver via triple-kinescope projection onto single screen. System
stems from 1946 wide-band developments of RCA.
# CBS system can be either
"all-electronic", "mechanical (disc
type)", or combination of both,
and that system "is not inherently
a mechanical system as has been
widely reported." All types of
color camera and receiving apparatus reported thus far — including RCA, Color Television Inc. and
Dr. Charles Willard Geer — could
be employed in CBS system "with
but minor adaptation."
The technical data, heretofore
closely guarded, was supplied to the
Commission Tuesday in reply to its
request of a fortnight ago for more
specific information [Broadcasting, Sept. 5]. The move was a
further effort toward solution of
the color television enigma which
shadows FCC's overall TV hearing
to commence Sept. 26 and which
has caused more than little concern
in industry, Government and Congress.
Meanwhile, FCC last week
granted Bamberger's WOIC (TV)
Washington special temporary authority to commence tests Sept. 25
of the CBS color system in conjunction with that network and
granted the latter's WCBS-TV
New York authority from Sept. 7
to further test its color TV system there. Both authorizations
are for 30 days.
The Commission also extended
from Sept. 12 to' Sept. 26 its deadline for acceptance of counterproposals and oppositions to comments now pending on the general
TV reallocation plan [Telestatus,
Sept. 5].
Another development in the color
field last week was the filing by
Leon Rubinstein, New York color
photography and optics expert, of
comments on his system for compatible, all-electronic 6-mc color
TV, based in part upon color photoengraving principles. The system,
claimed to be very inexpensive,
employs Mr. Rubinstein's invention
of special
to beforused
camera
and "screens"
receiver and
whichin
patents have been requested. The
brief was accompanied by ije:ition
for late acceptance in view of the
patent situation and other matters.
The RCA system, technically explained by Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
vice president in charge of rePage 66 • September 12, 1949

Explained

(Report 76)

search, RCA Labs. Division, initially was announced in late August by C. B. Jolliffe, executive
vice president of the same division
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29]. RCA
at that time indicated it was ready
for mass production of all-electronic color. Color Television Inc.
reported its technical details the
same week and CBS had outlined
its developments the previous week
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
RCA Explanation
In a step-by-step explanation of
the system, the RCA brief said
the color camera produces three
signals, one for each primary color
of green, red and blue. These signals may contain frequency components out to 4 mc maximum.
Each of these individual signals
then follows two routes which later
join. On the first route, each color
signal passes through a low-pass
filter which eliminates components
above 2 mc. The three resulting
2 mc-or-less signals then are fed
into an electronic commutator or
sampler, described as a "new and
outstanding engineering development" which samples each color
signal 3,500,000 times per second.
A sampling pulse generator
is an integral part of the commutator and makes use of the
trailing edge of the horizontal synchronizing pulse to time the sampling of each of the color signals,
the brief explained.
From the sampler the signals are
fed into an electronic combining
device called adder No. 1. Here
standard synchronizing signals
from the synchronizing generator
are applied along with the "mixed
highs" or the high frequency portions of the three color signals
which come via the second route.
This second routing of signals,
employing RCA's principle of
mixed-high frequencies described
in the color TV proceeding of several years ago, works in this fashion. The three color signals from
the camera also are combined in
what is termed adder No. 2 and
are jointly fed through a bandpass filter. The output of this
filter contains frequencies between
2each
and of
4 mc,thewith
contributions
from ■
three
color channels.
This output of mixed-highs then
goes into adder No. 1.
Resulting adder No. 1 signal is
fed into a low-pass filter which
cuts off at 4 mc. The signal from
this filter is applied to the modulator of a conventional VHF or UHF
television transmitter. RCA explained the transmitter is used
"just as existing VHF transmitters are used, with the same vestigal sideband filter, sound transmitter, diplexer, and transmitting
antenna."
In the receiver the system works

in reverse. However, the brief explained that the radio-frequency
circuits, picture intermediate-frequency amplifiers, sound detector,
sound intermediate-frequency amplifiers, discriminator and audio
circuits are identical with those of
conventional black and white sets.
The color receiver in addition includes a sync separator, deflection
circuits, sampling pulse generator,
electronic sampler or commutator
and three cathode-ray tubes or
kinescopes having appropriate
color producing phosphors.
CBS told the FCC that cameras thus far used and demonstrated have been disc-type to
avoid problems of optical image
registration, electrical image registration and light loss "inherent
in 'all-electronic' cameras thus far
suggested." However, it was
stated, "the various types of 'allelectronic' cameras which have
been suggested in connection with
other systems could, if their technical performance should be satisfactory for such other system, be
equally used with the CBS system."
Line Frequency Greater
Scanning frequency is departure
in CBS system. Line frequency of
29,160 per second is cited as compared with 15,750 for standard
black and white. In CBS system
this gives field frequency of 144,
color frame frequency of 48 and
color picture frequency of 24. Field
frequencydemonstrations
of 150 is usedto insimplify
CBS's
medical
problems with local power supplies, it was explained.
CBS explained the precise choice of
field and line values rests largly on relative priorities to be accorded vertical
and horizontal geometrical definitions,
and if disc-type
used, potential brightnessreceiver
without isperceptible
flicker. Reason for this interrelationship is "arithmetically inherent in any
picture
bandwidth,"
with maximum
4.5 mc chan-of
nel capable
of providing
about 8,000,000 changes in light intensity per second after deducting synchronizing pulses and flyback time.
Increase on any one factor leaves fewer
pulses for other two, it was said.
Assuming a 4.5 mc picture bandwidth and 405 lines vdth 144 fields,
CBS said, number of picture elements along each line is 45% less
than standard black and white pictures. Standard FCC synchronizing pulse is used speeded up to 29,160 lines and 144 fields. A color
sequence phasing pulse is added
each 1/48 second to phase colors of
disc-type and all-electronic receivers with camera. If disc is used it
contains 12 filter segments in camera, operates 720 rpm; in receiver,
six filter segments, 1,440 rpm.
CBS pointed out its system employs standard broadcast transmitters and relays, "without modification," and cited recent demonstrations via WCBS-TV New York,
WMAR-TV Baltimore and WMALTV Washington.
Existing monochrome sets can be

adapted to receive CBS color signals in monochrome by means of
"scanning adaptor" to increase line
scanning frequency. CBS has developed an adaptor which can be
plugged into existing tube sockets
v/ithin the set, with displaced tubes
being used in adaptor itself.
Once an existing monochrome receiver has been fitted with scanning
adaptor, it can receive color when
color converter is placed in front
of the picture tube. Converter now
used contains color disc, motor,
automatic disc synchronizing unit
and magnifying lens. CBS earlier
estimated converters could be massproduced for about $75. Network
last week also added AVCO's Crosley Division to group to films making color receivers for demonstration before FCC.
Mr. Rubinstein's method of color
television has variations knovra as
Systems A, B and C. Systems A
and B are termed all-electronic and
claimed to be "simplest and least
costly of all existing systems of
color television," while System C
is three-color filter system described
as similar to other three-filter systems.

Existing transmitting equipment
may be used for Systems A and
B with only minor adjustments
amounting to "less than $100 per
camera." Existing receivers require only nominal adjustment to
get color, costing $25-100 for equipment, excluding distribution and
installation costs and depending
upon size of kinescope window.
Receivers not so changed would
continue to reproduce monochrome
from the color signal.
Mr. Rubinstein asserted the screen
used in System A "produces an image
of superior
whileof which
the screen
used
in Systemquality"
B, a form
may
also
be
optionally
used
in
A,
"produces
a color image of even higher brilliance,
or a "wet"
color. scanning
He explained
-the
screen
eliminates
lines and
"gives the image the appearance of a
continuous cinematographic projecNo color filters are used in Svstems
A and B. Instead, in A, two adjacent
screens are used in camera and in reOne screen called
is "inexpensive"
Rubinsteinceiver.creation,
"single dry
metamorphosis
screen",
and 175other
additive color screen
of from
to 250is
color
dots
per
square
inch
such
as
used
in tion."
color photo-engraving.
Brief explained single dry metamorphosis "is a relatively thin film,
about as thin as the ordinary photographic film, usually translucent when
viewed at most distances, but becoming transparent when brought closer
to the eye. It is also immediately
transparent
placedabout
in di-a
rect contact towithanything
it or within
half
inch
from
it."
Actual
composition
was not revealed.
The screen has a relatively smooth
surface, although when viewed through
transmitted light "it appears broken
up into a numerable
unique
aggregation
of inminute lenticular
elevations
or mounds, which are separated by a
network
of irregular
lines."
Effect of these
elevations,darkit was
pointed
out, "is to make light viewed through
my screen appear like a multitude of
brilliant through
intersecting
spectra." toLightas
passing
is referred
"physically optically excited."
Mr. Rubinstein's brief was filed
by George S. Elpern, attorney.
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THIS
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a

lot

Youngsters' birthdays are announced
at Woody's daily cake - cutting.

Ruth and Don Gilpin, talented puppeteers, pull the
strings that have all young Atlanta tied to W SB-TV.

hottest

a

little

Big hit of the show is the daily movie
serial which is telecast during program.

Enthusiastic juvenile audiences participate in games and contests which are
a daily feature on the Woody Willow Show. Waiting list is a mile long!

WOODY

is the

or

WILLOW

salesman

in

the

south

Time may be bought in units of the full hour, 30 minutes, 15 minutes or 1 minute live or film announcements. The price is right. No production problems to
worry you. For full details on outstanding sales jobs
this show has done and is doing — for complete information on availabilities, contact WSB-TV direct or call
your nearest Petry man.

If your client's product it bought by children; if its
purchase is influenced by children (and what family
purchase isn't?) — then WSB-TV's Woody Willow is for
you. Here's a top flight show, so brilliantly diversified
in entertainment features that it has Atlanta's big
juvenile video audience tied up tighter than a drum.
Here's a rough on the format :
Time is 4 :30 to 5 :30 every afternoon, Monday through
Friday. Highlight of the period is a serialized adventure in Puppetland featuring Woody Willow and other
puppet characters. This is followed by audience participation games and contests for which prizes are awarded.
Woody's announcement and celebration of his fans'
birthdays is a daily feature also. Grand finale is
Woody's daily showing of animated cartoons and movie
serials.
WSB,

AM

AND

FM, AND

WSB

ARE

AFFILIATES

ON
OF

THE

ATLANTA

PEACHTREE
JOURNAL,

STREET
ATLANTA,

GEORGIA

STRATOVISION
WE

BEST
MONEY

WAT
CAN

YOm
BUY!

WGN-TV

offers you the finest, most modern
transmission facilities in Chicago —
meaning the best reception for your
advertising message.

WGN-TV

originates more local programming
than any other station . . . and has
more local time sold than any other.
Advertisers know WGN-TV program originations do a selling job.

WGN-TV

is TOPS in Chicago sports coverage
. . . audience-building features that
benefit all WGN-TV sponsors.

WGN-TV

has the "know-how" and the technical equipment to smoothly carry
out the most intricate scheduling.

TECHNICAL discussion of Stratovision as a method of networking
television via airplanes, with exhaustive data on 14 months of
testing in a B-29 plane, is presented by Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Glenn L. Martin
Co., co-developers of the skyborne
system.
The results of the costly research project are reviewed in a
510-page volume covering the second phase of Stratovision experiments. The system was originally
announced Aug. 10, 1945 by Westinghouse and Martin officials.
First tests were conducted in a
Lockheed bomber between Dec. 9,
1945 and Aug. 30, 1946, when
measurements were made at ground
stations on frequencies of 1 mc,
107.5 mc and 514 mc. This series
■ of tests led to the conclusion that
measured values of field intensity
agreed with predicted values, and
that effects of plane motion would
permit a large airborne TV broadcasting system.
Second Tests

Here's a typical portion of a Sunday
(August 14) schedule:
1:15-5:00 pm — Cubs Ball Game —
3 cameras
1:30-2:45 pm — Filming teeoffs
on 1st hole at
Tam O'Shanter
World Championship
Golf Match

In the second series of tests —
Dec. 5, 1947 to Feb. 17, 1949—
actual pictures and sound were
transmitted in a standard TV channel, with 37 flights logging 164
total hours of testing.
C. E. (Chili) Nobles, Westinghouse section engineer, prepared
the report on the second series. The

3:00-5:30 pm — Studio rehearsal of
Mysteryland Players —
3 cameras
5:00-6:00 pm — World
Tam O'Shanter
Championship
Golf Match —
3 cameras
Telecast of films
taken at 1:30 pm

WADE-FARNHAM
Film Firm Expands

6:30 pm — Set
3 cameras
for up
rehearsal
and remote telecast of
"Stars of Tomorrow."
And that's not all:
6-8 pm, network shows; 8 pm, Mysteryland
Players; 8:30 pm, locally produced newsreel; 9 pm, Stars of Tomorrow remote; 9:30
pm, film highlights of the day's ball game.
Yes, for the best that your money can
buy, it's WGN-TV in Chicago . . . where
Channel 9 is more than a number — it's
a habit . . . with advertisers and viewers.

DUMONT

CBS

CHANNElFcKo
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STORY DOCUMENTED
510-Page Volume Describes Work
elaborate charts and tabular material are supplemented by reception reports over a wide area.
Westinghouse at the moment is
not publicly testing Stratovision.
The B-29 plane was turned back
to the Army, which had provided
the craft in exchange for propagation data covering high-frequency
bands. Latest word from Westinghouse is that further work on
Stratovision depends on FCC allocation of its request for a TV frequency. FCC has shown interest
in progress of Stratovision and its
engineers will have a chance to
study the findings of the new report. Frequencies used by the
plane's transmitters were TV
Channel 6, 250 mc, 750 mc and
3300 mc.
Many observers who have
watched the tests feel that Stratovision has been demonstrated as
commercially feasible. Next step,
it is agreed, depends on the economic practicability. Stratovision
developers contend the country can
have networked TV by this method
at a fraction of the cost of cable
and microwave relays.
TV HAND

BOOK

Covers All Video Phases
VIDEO HANDBOOK, by Morton G.
Scheraga
Joseph& Boyce.
J. Roche.
clair,
N. J.,andBoland
892 Montpp.
CLAIM made on the jacket, "Complete technical television hand
book," is borne out by the contents. Fourteen sections cover
past, present and future of TV;
fundamentals; receivers; TV stations; antenna systems; creating
programs; descriptions of modern
receivers; installation of receivers;
servicing; test equipment; receiver building ; data section ; television
terms, and a bibliography.
The hand book is replete with
technical drawings and photographs. Each section has been
numbered for quick reference.
Technical material is extensive, especially in the case of receivers
and their installation and servicing. The co-authors have had extensive experience. Mr. Scheraga
is with Allen B. DuMont Labs, and
Mr. Roche is co-author of Radio
Data Book and editor of Radio
Maintenance Magazine.

REMOVAL to larger quarters
has been announced by WadeFarnham Productions, producers of
commercial films now located at 15
West 46th St., New York.
The partnership of film producer Roger Wade and advertising
agency executive Moulton H. Farnham, established last January, had
not previously been officially announced, "because we were
swamped with commitments and
were
too busy," Mr. Farnham told
Broadcasting.
Mr. Wade brought to the firm his
clients, among which were included
National Dairy Products Corp.
(Sealtest), General Ice Cream
Corp., Seagram Distillers, B & 0
Railroad and others. Mr. Farnham, veteran of 20 years in ad- DuMont Programs
vertising, was copy chief of
EIGHTY PERCENT increase in
Blaine-Thompson Co. Inc., New
volume of programming fed by
York, and former account execuDuMont Television Network to aftive with McCann-Erickson Inc.
filiates, as compared with summer
comTV
in
es
specializ
firm
The
mercials, animations, slide films schedule, began last Monday.
and full length motion pictures. James L. Caddigan, DuMont prosaid that threeAccounts added since January in- fourths gramofdirector,
fall network programclude Chrysler, GE, Atlas Tires,
ming would originate at WABD
Home Products International and
(TV)
New York and other fourth
Schenley
of
Division
First Brands
at WGN-TV Chicago.
.
Distillers
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ABC's FIFTH Owned and Operated Television Station in a Key Sales
Market — Newest Link in the Powerful ABC Television Network
Now ABC — and only ABC — has its Owned and Operated television stations in five of the six major markets
in America! Thus, ABC now offers you a distribution
of TV stations that cannot be matched by any other
broadcasting company.
And in Los Angeles, ABC

offers you facilities

unlimited — including;
• Two largest television stages in the world (238' x
105' and 175' x 94'), each with 4 cameras, complete switching arrangements.
• Two auxiliary studios.
• Two remote facilities set-ups, each with 3 cameras.
• Fully equipped theatre seating 300 people.
• Two rehearsal halls.
• Six private dressing rooms, complete facilities for
male and female chorus groups.
• Complete 35-mm facilities.
• Complete 16-mm facilities with Balopticon, 2 slide
cameras, small screening theatre seating 25.
1. Executive offices
2. Sales, Auditing, Publicity, Promotion
offices
3. Dressing rooms. Wardrobe offices
4. Sound Stage
5. Auxiliary Studio
6. Programming and Production offices

7. Maintenance
8. Auxiliary studio
9. Soundstage with theatre
10. Master Controls
11. Guard House, PBX Room,
Receptionist
12. Fireproof film vaults

• Complete audio facilities.
• Complete production department for building sets,
props and handling lighting.
ABC-TV gives you top service as well as top facilities.
You buy from one — and only one — representative; he
handles ALL your television problems.

The efficient way to sell your products is to use ABC-TV
. . in New York WJZ-TV Channel 7
Giant television center
. . in Chicago WENR-TV Channel 7
Tallest TV Tower in Chicago
. . in Detroit WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Detroit's most modern equipment
ABC
TELEVISION
. . in San Francisco KGO-TV Channel 7
i362 feet above sea level
. . in Los Angeles KECA-TV Channel 7
A merican
Broadcasting
Company
A 23-acre TV studio

BROADCASTING
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PEORIA
WMBT

VIDEO

(TV) Relinquishes CP

REQUEST was filed with FCC last
week by Peoria Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WMBD Peoria, 111., to
relinquish the construction permit
for its television station WMBT
(TV) there. No reason was given
for the action.
Originally granted in July 1948,
WMBT is assigned Channel 6
(82-88 mc) with power of 17.2 kw
visual, 8.6 kw aural. Its present
extension of construction authorization will expire Sept. 29. Considerable sums already have been
spent by Peoria Broadcasting,
headed by Edgar L. Bill, on television facilities. New AM studios
have been equipped with wiring
and conduits for TV, large auditorium studio has been included
and transmitter plant and antenna
facilities have been made to include
TV.
With deletion of WMBT there
would be no television facility left
at Peoria. FCC earlier approved
cancellation of the permit of
WEEK- TV Peoria, associated with
WEEK there. No TV applications
are pending.
WALCO television tower, reportedly
strongest television tower per pound
available, can be erected to height of
120 ft. or more by one person. Tower
is helpful in obtaining clear TV signal
in non-television or "fringe areas."

RESPONSIBILITY
O

7i/m

DISCUSSING '49. Magazine of Televising show are camera-arresting
Rita Hackett (1) and John Murphy,
manager of WLWD (TV) Dayton, O.,
in the new radio and television audition room of the Hugo Wagenseil
Advertising Agency, Dayton. The
agency, which handles the show for
the Anderson Piano Co., held Open
House displaying to the public its enlarged facilities in the Talbott BIdg.
TV COMMITTEE
SWG Names Seven Members
SCREEN Writers Guild last week
named seven members to represent it on the proposed 13 man
West Coast committee of the National Television Committee of the
Authors' League of America. Appointed were Oliver H. P. Garrett,
Morgan Cox, Valentine Davies,
Sheridan Gibney, John Larkin,
Emmet Lavery and Mary McCall,
Jr.
Yet to be named to West Coast
committee are three representatives from Radio Writers Guild;
two from Dramatists' Guild; one
from Authors' Guild. Group will
negotiate
tracts on television
West Coastwriters'
as willconits
counterpart in East, according to
plans set down at recent Authors'
League meeting in New York.

GET PRICES
FROM
VIDEO
VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU
ORDER FILMS

SYMBOL OF

VIDEO
VARIETIES
CORPORATION

OFFICE
41 E. SOIh ST.
STUDIOS
510 W. 57th ST.
NEW YORK
RESPONSIBILITY MURRAY HILL 8-1162
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ALL-SCOPE, Inc., Hollywood, producing six one-minute TV film commercials for Los Angeles Dodge
Dealers Assn. to be placed on telecasts of football games on KECATV Los Angeles. Fran Harris
handling production. Agency :
Ruthraufif & Ryan Inc., Hollywood.
. . . Sterling Films Inc., New York,
has moved to 61 W. 56th St., where
larger quarters house all departments including newly added TV
and educational division. New telephone number is Judson 6-3750.
Braumeister Beer, Milwaukee,
has purchased series of 26 open
end, one-minute spots, produced by
Gerald A. Bartell Assoc., same city.
Spots will be placed on WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee through Allen Rieselbach Adv. Agency that city. . . .
KGO-TV San Francisco has signed
with Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, to
show Roving Camera series. , . .
KRON-TV San Francisco, has contracted for series of 26 musicals.
Paradise Island, with Jerry Fairbanks, Hollywood.
Fred Mandl, Princeton Film Center, Princeton, N. J., has returned
to U. S. after six months photography junket through mountains
and jungles of South America. Mr.
Mandl directed photography for
film on transportation, "Venezuela
on the March," which is due to be
released this fall. . . . Jack Chertok,
president of Apex Film Corp., Los
Angeles, is in Minneapolis discussing production aspects with executives of General Mills, of Lone
Ranger series currently being produced for that company. . . .
Filmtone, Hollywood, has been
signed to make weekly 30-minute
film version of Life of Riley which
will be sponsored by Pabst over
NBC-TV Network.
Marc Frederic, formerly merchandising executive with Kay
Jewelry Co., Washington, D. C,
has formed Hollywood Television
Enterprises at 915 N. La Cienega
Blvd., Los Angeles. Phone Crestview 5-6609.
Firm will produce

and distribute television and 16 mm
commercial films.
United Productions of America,
Hollywood, currently producing
spots for Pontiac, Union Oil Co.
and Timken Roller Bearing for
video. . . . Derick Williams, production supervisor of Vizio Ltd., English TV film company, has returned
to England after several weeks in
New York. He plans to start immediately on detective series company will produce for U. S. distribution through Hubbell Television Inc., New York. Titled The
Man Who Walks By Night and
Scotland Yard Reporter, series
comprise half-hour TV programs.
Atkins-Gilbert Inc., Hollywood,
doing series of six one-minute television commercials for Catalina
Inc. (swimsuits), that city, for
national distribution on co-operative basis. Series will include
films taken at Atlantic City beauty
contest. Agency: David S. Hillman Inc., Los Angeles. Firm also
has started six one-minute commercials for Langendorf United
Bakeries Inc., San Francisco.
Agency: Biow Co., San Francisco.
KTTV SURVEY
Tavern TVs Checked
SURVEYING the bars of Los Angeles county, KTTV (TV) Hollywood reports that 11% of the
area's 3,000 bars responded to a
questionnaire which showed that
only 3% of those responding did
not have television sets.
Of the sets installed, station reports that 35% are RCA; Philco
with 25% and other brand names
spread out. In answer to query of
which television night has been
best, Friday winds up on top followed closely by Saturday. The
station points out this is in sharp
contrast to the East where Tuesday is reportedly the top tavern
night.

DuMONT'S
PLANT
Slafed to
Open Sept. 26
OFFICIAL dedication and opening
date for the new Allen B. DuMont
Labs television receiver assembly
plant in East Paterson, N. J., has
been set for Sept. 26, President
Allen B. DuMont announced last
Tuesday. Plans for the afternoon
ceremonies will be announced
shortly.
The plant, containing more than
480,000 square feet of floor space,
was purchased for $1,350,000 from
the War Assets Administration
last December. It was formerly a
Wright Aeronautical plant. DuMont is spending more than $750,000 in preparing the building for
its operations.
BROADCASTING
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TUBE

WTMJ-TV Uses
Check System

COSTS

TUBE costs being one of the maj or expenses of television operation,
The Journal Co., owner of WTMJ TV Milwaukee, set up, prior to infer keeping a continuing record of
augurating TV service, a system
these costs.
In the system, original tubes are
an electrical counter. These
considered part of plant investcounters are used for all tubes havment. All spare tubes and replaceing a value $100 or more. Result
ments are charged to the inventory
is that at any particular time the
account. As a tube is retired from
hours of use for each tube are
service it is replaced vs^ith one from
inventory and the price of the tube available.
The Journal Co. carries as spares
is credited to the inventory account
14 camera tubes for its five
and charged to operating expense.
Where the replaced tube has not cameras and two spares for each
been used for its guaranteed life, of the transmitter tubes.
Some results of an 18-month
the credit and charge are held in check
:
memo form until the manufacWTMJ-TV TUBE LIFE
turer's credit is received and then
Based on Tubes Retired from Service
the credit and charge for the re—74 1, 1949
Between Dec. 1, 1947 and June
placed tube are finally entered.
ORTHICON TUBES
—1032
In order to keep a record of each
—574 Tube)
Model 2P23— (Old Field Camera
8 Tubes
Maximum Hours
tube, each camera is equipped w^ith
Minimum Hours
Average Life
—$1.83
—$8389.00
Total Net Cost
——1336
480
Cost
per
Hour
METROPOLE
Camera
Model Tube)
5655— (First Studio
4 Tubes
Lauds Video Results
Maximum Hours
Minimum Hours
— 427 Hours
Average Life
—$5200.00
—$3.04
Total Net Cost
APPEALING to the housewife's
natural laziness by offering to do
Cost per Hour
Model era5769—
(Field and Studio Cam
her laundry free of charge via
Tube)
1 Tube
demonstration of its $50 portable
— 673 Hours
—$1.79
Net Cost
washing machine, Metropole Ma—$1200.00
chine Corp., New York, is having
Cost
per
Hour
All Models
"sensational success" with its par13 Tubes
ticipation spot demonstrations on
Maximum Hours — 1336
Minimum Hours
— 74
WPIX (TV) New York. Metropole
Average Life
—537 Hours
has therefore doubled its expendiTotal Net Cost
—$14789.00
ture with the station.
Cost per Hour
—$2.12
ICONOSCOPE
TUBES
The advertiser, who has been
Model 1850A— Film Camera Tube)
1 Tube
converting the WPIX leads nearly
— 550 Hours
100% into sales, has been using
Net Cost
—$500.00
time on Art Ford's Saturday Night,
Cost per Hour
—$0.91
TRANSMITTER TUBES
musical variety show. Presenta—2350
—551
Model 8D21
tion includes studio demonstration
4 Tubes
of the washer and direct sales talk
Maximum Hours
Minimum Hours — 1379 Hours
by Mr. Ford.
Average Life
—$6303.00
Total
Net Cost
—$1.14
"After three weeeks on WPIX,"
Cost per Hour
wrote Charles M. Higgins, executive vice president of Doner & Co., BUILT-IN antennae and new eight
New York, the Metropole agency,
and one-half inch tube receiver were
"our cost per lead was so low that highlights of 1950 television lines unveiled by Motorola Inc., Chicago, at
we decided to double our expendiNew York press showing. Twenty-two
ture." He added that his firm was
convinced that television got re- models make up firm's 20th anniversary
line including company's first entries
sults.
into "Luxury Line" market.
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. . Like Kate's Moon
MOUNTAIN jumping isn't
supposed to be a telecasting
feat but reports from Utah
are baffling the books. KDYLTV Salt Lake City has received letters and cards from
mountain-locked towns in the
state indicating TV is being
enjoyed there as much as in
big-city areas. Typical are
comments from Provo and
Tooele, both under 40 air
miles from Salt Lake but set
apart by high mountains. Mt.
Timpanagos, 11,000 feet skyward and one of Utah's highest peaks, stands directly between
mittertheand station's
Provo in transUtah
County. And Tooele is behind
the Oquirrh range which has
one peak 9,500 feet high,
supposedly a block to TV reception. But the towns' residents report good TV reception. Aside from height, the
following distances of telecasting from Salt Lake have
been indicated: San Diego,
Calif. ; New Westminster,
B. C; Fort Smith, Ark., and
Duncan, Okla.
WORKERS

ASK
Lift of TV Freeze
PETITIONS and postards calling
for a lifting of the television licensing freeze on economic grounds
are pouring in upon FCC from the
Camden, N. J., area literally by the
hundreds.
"This freeze is affecting the job
security of the workers in the industry and threatens the welfare
of the entire community," declares
one of the petitions carrying hundreds of names.
The movement apparently is
being sparked by the United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers
of America (CIO), whose Local 103
at Camden is among the petitioners. It was estimated 800 postcards alone had been received,
aside from petitions which have
that many names or more.
The freeze was imposed in September 1948 to permit the Commission to review and revise its
television standards. Authorities
now see little chance of this being
completed before Spring 1950 at
the earliest.
Lutheran TV-Radio
RADIO committee of the Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod, will hold
its second annual general television
and radio conference Nov. 9-10 at
Claridge Hotel, St. Louis, Mo. General purpose of the conference will
be the development and improvement of radio work in the church.
Hotel reservation blanks may be
obtained by writing to the radio
committee of the Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod, attention Rev.
H. H. Hohenstein, KFUO St. Louis
5, Mo.

LIBBY PLANS
To Air TV Show Sept. 30
LIBBY, McNeill & Libby, Chicago,
will sponsor a half hour weekly
series.
Aire,
on ABC's
eastern Auction
TV network,
Friday,
9-9 :30
p.m., effective Sept. 30. The program is the first television auction
in which home viewers will be participants. The home audience will
be invited to bid, with labels from
Libby products purchased in neighborhood stores, for objects displayed on the screen.
Jack Gregson will oversee the
bidding and put up for sale everything from automobiles to zebras.
During the course of the half hour,
Mr. Gregson will put up countless
valuable products for which viewers will bid via local telephone calls
to the station. Calls automatically
will be transferred to a switchboard on the stage at the TV
studio in New York, where bids in
Libby labels will be accepted by
Auctioneer Gregson. To the highest bidder will go objects for sale.
Show will be seen in New York
on WJZ-TV, in Philadelphia on
WFIL-TV, Boston WNAC-TV,
Baltimore WHAM and in Washington on WMAL-TV.
J. Walter Thompson, New York,
is the agency. Program is owned
and packaged by Masterson, Reddy
& Nelson.
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Mr. Graham Black
Prater Advertising Agency, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Graham:
Here'sorta few
WCHS Fust,
you
fellers
ter thin's
keep 'bout
in mind.
they's
more'n
22 thousand
famblies
in th'
city o' Charlesgoodn e s ton
s an'know
many's outsida
town.
But th'
really
in' thin'surprisis thet
these here famblies averaged
nearly
56 hunnert dollars
1948! durin'
Now
apiece
thet's hard ter
beat, Graham,
an 'it means a
lotta money ter
be spent
down
here.
On toppa
all thet,
WCHS has 60
percent
lissenersmorein
this here fine
market then
any other
station! Now, add
all
thet
ter
th'
folks out a town
what lissens
ter WCHS
with her 5000
watts on 580,
an' you've got a real market, b'lieve
Yrs. Algyme!

WCHS
Charleston,

W.

Local Know-How

Va,

Proved

By Station's Own Mail
That a station knows what makes
listeners respond is proved when the
station's sustaining programs are
among the leading mail pulls. And
at WLS Chicago that's true in summer as well as any time of year.
The first week in August, the weekly
WLS "Stumpus" program topped all
mail pulls — 3,174 letters, sending the
year-to-date mail to 177,757! Another
WLS-built feature, "Children's Hour,"
has pulled 26,341 letters this year . . .
"Man About the House," week-end
household hint program, 11,280 letters.
The station's total mail through
August 6 was over 650,000 letters —
well on the way to a million letters for
the twentieth year!
Advertisers, too, are inundated with
this proof of listening. A jar maker
received 12,000 inquiries . . . food company 15,000 . . . insurance company
12,000 . . . and a household item
28,000 direct sales to WLS listeners.
Here's further proof that a station
which knows its audience — a station
like WLS Chicago — gets results — at
any time of day or year, with any
WLS-built program. That's a thing
to remember- — that WLS Gets Results!
WLS
. The Prairie Farmer Station
Chicago

7

Represented by John Blair & Company
Ad7.
Page 72
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formerl
USE,Ind.,
INGHOle,
KENWIKYBOULTEvansvil
joins
WROY Carmi, 111. as program
director.
BOB RESPESS appointed chief announcer and promotion director of
WHOK Lancaster, Ohio. DAVE COLLINS named music and farm director
for station.
ED PALEN, formerly program director of WAKR Akron, Ohio, appointed
program
coordinator for Yankee
Network owned stations in Worcester, Mass.; Providence, R. L; Portland, Me.; Hartford and Bridgeport, Conn. He
also was program
director of WCFL
Chicago, WJW
Cleveland
and gen-of
eral manager
Mr. Palen
WFRP Savannah,
Ga.
BILL CARPENTER, formerly of
WMBZ Saranac, WSNY Schenectady
and WHAM Rochester, N. Y. and KLO
Ogden, Utah, joins WGY Schenectady,
N. Y. as announcer.
JOE GRAYDON, singer, will be featured in half-hour musical show Joe
Graydon's Music Shop to start in October on KLAC-TV Los Angeles.
Show, to run 13 weeks, is Jack Creamer
of Hollywood package.
LARRY LAWRENCE, formerly of
WSTC (was WSRR) Stamford, Conn.,
NBC, WNEB Worcester, Mass. and
WKBS Oyster Bay, L. I., joins WKBW
Buffalo, N. Y. as disc jockey.
MAURICE MURPHY, formerly writer
and dialogue director for Warner
Bros. Studios, joins CBS Hollywood
as associate director on telecast Ed
Wynn Show. Other additions to CBS
television staff are GUS PETERSON,
formerly director of photography for
several motion picture studios, as
lighting supervisor; and JOHN
GOETZ as floor manager.
CARY H. SIMPSON, for two years
program director of WHUN Huntingdon, Pa. and more recently with
KCOW Alliance, Neb. in similar position, named program director for
WMRN Marion, Ohio.
JACK PARKER, formerly assistant
production manager for Wilding Picture Productions, joins KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles as assistant director of
programs.
LARRY GOODWYN, former member
of staff of WTAW, Texas A & M station, joins KTSA San Antonio, Tex.,
as announcer to handle news and
sports. PHIL ALEXANDER, formerly
with KRIO McAllen, Tex., joins station as continuity manager.
ALLAN KURMAN resigns from
KVER Albuquerque, N. M. announcing
staff to devote more time to his education.
ALBERTA HACKETT, formerly with
Compton Adv. Inc., Los Angeles, as
business manager and producer of

CBS Guiding Light joins KTTV (TV)
same city, as traffic manager. Prior
to joining Compton, Miss Hackett was
with NBC New York as production
manager.
BERTIE NICHOLS, formerly freelance public relations counselor and
before that v,'omen's editor for NBC
Western Division, has joined CBS
Hollywood press informatiori staff as
photo editor. She replaces MAHJORIE HAMILTON, resigned.
EARL STEVENS of KTSL (TV) Los
Angeles staff and BETTY FALK, Don
Lee, Hollywood receptionist, were
married Sept. 10 in Hollywood.
FREEMAN GOSDEN of CBS Amos 'n
Andy show is the father of a boy.
COMER HEINE, assistant producer
of Don Lee network's Ladies First is
recuperating following recent operation at Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital.
RCA

CAMPAIGN

Ad Drive Opens Sept. 20
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J.,
Sept. 20 launches
an "all-out"
advertising, promotion
and sales
drive which will be carried through
the Christmas buying season.
Drive will be marked by a national spot announcement campaign which, during the first week
of the schedule, will use approximately 30 major radio stations to
broadcast more than 700 announcements of the new price offer of
$12.95 for Victor's 45-rpm recordplaying attachment (Model 9JY).
RCA Victor's Kukla, Fran and
Ollie TV program, carried three
days a week over the NBC-TV netwo)'k and scheduled in 43 cities,
will also be used in the campaign,
as well as all national magazines
on
the company's fall advertising
schedule.

The

best

minds

SCOTUS
Gefs Gog, Little Rock Cases
THE U. S. Supreme Court will
have before it two cases having
important bearing on the broadcasting business when the highest
tribunal convenes in October.
Papers have been reported ready
for filing in the Arkansas Supreme Court decision upholding
Little
Rock's
city tax May
on radio
stations [Broadcasting,
30].
The case, titled Vinsonhaler vs.
Beard, is being appealed on the
ground that broadcasting is essentially an interstate business and
not liable to such a local tax. This
appeal follows long-established
Supreme Court doctrine.
Second appeal comes before the
highest court in the form of a request by the State of Maryland
for a writ of certiorari in the Baltimore Gag case. The Maryland
Court of appeals last June 9 held
5-to-l that the Baltimore court
ruling restricting broadcasting of
crime news was invalid.
In this case the appellate court
overruled a decision of Baltimore
criminal court. The lower court
had held three Baltimore stations —
WFBR, WCBM and WITH— guilty
of contempt for broadcasting officially released news about the arrest and confession of an indicted
murderer who later was convicted.
The Maryland appeal contends
the prisoner was denied right to
an impartial jury trial because of
the broadcasts and notes that the
question of the influence of published or broadcast matter on prospective jurors has never been
decided in the Supreme Court. The
state contends that the appellate
court relied on Supreme Court decisions applying to effect of publicity on judges rather than impact
on potential jurors.

Appoints
D & Curtains
D
HOUSE
Beautiful
Inc.,
New York, has appointed Dinion &
Dubrowin Inc., also New York, to
handle its advertising. Firm will
"test television fully" by buying
experimental time, spots and participations.
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Memphis
Buy
10,000 WATTS

DAY

5,000 WATTS NIGHT
wmm
680 KILOCYCLES
AN AFFILIATE OF THE AiMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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BROADCASTING
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CLIMAX of full scale promotion for
Cisco Kid, Frederic W. Ziv Co.
show, on WTWN St. Johnsbury,
Vt., came about when two station announcers garbed themselves as Cisco
and Pancho and rode horses through
center of town. Signs on horses and
announcers' backs told name of program and air time. Show is sponsored in St. Johnsbury by George H.
Cross Baking Co., that city.
Club Picnic
OVER one thousand members of
Eager Beaver Radio Club held their
^irst annual picnic as guests of WOC
Davenport, Iowa. Club is part of
station's early morning program
Wake Up With Music, and numbers
over 4500 members representing 70
communities in station's listening area.
Contests and games for all age groups
with prizes awarded by program's
sponsor, Petersen Harned Von Maur
department store, were featured.
Presentation of awards to winners was
tape recorded and aired on WOC same
evening. Ice cream and soft drinks
were served by station to club members.
'Foneholder' Mailing
PLASTIC Foneholder, enabling telephone users to hold phone without
use of hands, has been mailed to
trade by KGER Long Beach, Calif.
Holder has station's call letters, phone
number and location stamped on it,
and was accompanied by small card
reading, "Greetings! This Ruberlyke
Plastic Foneholder is sent to you with
our compliments, RELAX during your
phone calls."
No Wrong Numbers
YOUNG LADY who tells Pittsburgh
telephone users they have "dialed
incorrectly" when they forget to add
new figure "1" to all city's exchange
letters, has transcribed messages for
WWSW Pittsburgh for promotional
purposes. Listeners, accustomed to
hearing girl's voice on telephone reminding them of new phone numbers, hear her over station with such
remarks as, "You have dialed correctly. This is Pittsburgh's twentyfour hour voice where you hear sports,
music and news night and day."
Promotional Idea
BRIGHT FOLDER, with cover showing drawing of women grouped around
CBS mike and headed "What's the
big IDEA", Pacific
is beingNetwork.
sent to trade
by
Columbia
Folder
gives format of Meet the Missus show,
and
remarks,
"Big Columbia
ideas makePacific
the
difference
between
and other Coast networks. Ideas in
programs, production and promotion. . . ." Back of folder is graph
with line showing sharp climb up-

J^tomotion
To
ward, and is signed, "Columbia Pacific . . . the idea network."
WBIG Market
HEADED by crest with call letters
of WBIG Greensboro, N. C. and its
network affiliate, CBS, station's current mailing features summary of
Piedmont marketing area. Also included in folder is picture of Greensboro and short description of its business and industrial opportunities,
station's Hooperating, and picture of
new general manager.

Market data reflects area's population
growth, its food and drug sales as
well as comparative data with other
areas in the country.
Distribute Booklet
UTILIZING their booth at Minnesota
State Fair for promotional as well as
broadcasting activities, WCCO Minneapolis distributed 50,000 booklets celebrating station's 25th anniversary.
Twenty-page brochure traces station's
development and includes biographical
sketches of personalities and highlights in its history.
Personnel
JOANNE PASKINS replaces MARILYN LASSEN as WGN Chicago public
relations
on station's
television representative
staff. Miss Paskins
worked
previously at J. Walter Thompson,
same city. Miss Lassen has been
transferred to television continuity
staff.
CODY PFANSTIEHL, director of press
information and promotion for WTOP
WTOP-FM Washington, will conduct
course
in basic public relations at
city.
Institute
of Contemporary Arts, same
MARK FINLEY, public relations director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, named commanding officer of
reserve unit of AFRS in Hollywood.
A lieutenant colonel in reserve, he is
veteran of World War II, with more
than 18 years reserve service.

WHEN Disc Jockey Easy Gwynn of
WIBC Indianapolis, Ind., went on
vacation, he asked listeners to write
fourth line to three-line jingle concerning his trip. Shown looking over
15,455 entries are Mr. Gwynn
(seated) and Sid Collins, who substituted for him during contest.
* *
Gold Rush
ADVISING that "there's gold in California'sofNorthern
Chico outlet
CBS Valley,"
tells howKXOC
CBS
programs may now be heard by the
one third million people living in
northern part of state. In golden
folder, station has prepared presentation showing how this vast market
can be reached via CBS and Chico.

'TOUCHDOWN
TIPS'
NBC Series Sales Increase
SALES for Touchdown Tips, NBC
Radio Recording Division's fall
football series show a sharp inover theyear,
program's
this timecrease last
accordingsales
to
Wade agerBarnes,
the division's
manof Thesaurus
and syndicated
sales.
Most of the subscribers so far
this year, both stations and advertisers, are people who bought the
show in 1948, Mr. Barnes said.
The program, 13 quarter-hour
periods, presents Sam Hayes and
his predictions on contests and
other football information.
FORTUNE
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POPE
Leaves WHOM Post
FORTUNE POPE, executive vice
president of WHOM New York and
vice president and treasurer of
Colonial Sand & Stone Co., effective
immediately will devote his full
time to the latter firm due to its
expanding operations.
Both WHOM and Colonial contracting companies are owned by
Generoso Pope, father of Fortune
Pope.
Gene Pope Jr., currently editor
of // Progresso Italo- Americano,
also a Pope enterprise, will succeed
his brother Fortune as executive
vice president of WHOM.

SPOT RATE
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A YEAR

MARKETBOOK
SPOT RATE FINDER
SINGLE COPIES $1.00
MARKETBOOK
SPOT RATE FINDER
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TODAY

1 Yr.
$12.00 2 Yrs.
me 52 weekly issues,
MARKETBOOK, and
Yearbook in January.
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ZONE STATE
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Respects
(Continued from page 46)

from RCA VICTOR
special ''DJ" couplings
for your platter shows*

Jealous Heart
If You Ever Fall In Love Again
DJ-760

My Own, My Only, My All
Love Is Such A Cheat
DJ-761
COUNT

*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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AR giveaway is one
TwoangleDOLL
of format of Return Engagement show on WFBR Baltimore. M. C. Brent Gunts offers prize
for every listener's record he uses on
program. Collectors send in lists of
titles and artists on recordings made
20 to 30 years ago. Whenever something good is seen, Mr. Gunts writes
listener enclosing prize money and
telling him to send record along to
be aired. Show is broadcast five
nights weekly.
New News Angle
PULITZER prize-winning cartoonist,
CALVERT CORP.
Opposes Radio Liquor Ads
CALVERT Distillers Corp. has
gone on record, in effect, as
opposed to liquor advertising on
radio and television with the announcement that "under no circumstances" would it change its
14-year policy as a matter of
"public
interest."
The announcement
was made by
W. W. Wachtel, president of the
firm, at its annual management
conference in Montauk Point, L. I.
Simultaneously the company announced its plans for the fiscal
year begun Aug. 1, which call for
an increase in newspaper ads. Calvert's ad budget, handled through
Lennen & Mitchell and Geyer,
Newell & Ganger, both New York,
runs close to $2 million annually.
Mr. Wachtel pointed out that
Calvert's stand was supported by a
number of other distillers who
agreed not to use radio for adver"consideringtisingwhat14 years
was ago
bestafter
in the
public
interest." Calvert is a member of
the Distilled Spirits Institute which
has opposed the threatened entrance of Schenley Distillers, a
non-member, into the radio and
TV field [Broadcasting, Aug. 1, 8,
15, 22].
Meanwhile, spokesmen for the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee foresee no action
in this session on the Crawford bill
to restrict radio and TV media for
liquor ads. Authored by Rep. Fred
Crawford (R-Mich.), the measure
(HR 6111) would expressly forbid
their use through an amendment to
the Alcohol Administration Act
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29].
Authorities for the Alcohol Tax
Unit, which supervises spirits advesting in part, have termed
the Crawford legislation as "inevitable" and pointed out that the
now-defunct Federal Alcohol Administration, whose functions now
are vested in the Tax Unit, had
recommended as far back as 1938
and 1939 a curb on radio advertising of all liquors, wines and beers
by amending its act.

Vaughn Shoemaker of Chicago Daily
News is featured on 15-minute TV
program over WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Each Wednesday, Mr. Shoemaker
draws "Cartoon of the Day" which will
appear in News following day. While
drawing, artist discusses news background and implications of his cartoon.
For Sale!
CANARIES, trumpets and antique
lamps are bought and sold over
Bargain Counter show via WNMP
Evanston, 111. Daily 15-minute "good
will" show has "want-ad-of-the-air"
format, and offers without charge items
listeners want to buy or sell. All
letters are combed before airing by
Manager Angus Pfaff.
Your City
SEMI-monthly program series on
WPIX (TV) New York will survey
city's governmental departments. Programs will originate from studios or,
when convenient, remote locations, and
concern housing, health, hospitals,
transportation and fire and police departments.
Stockholders' Meeting Aired
ANNUAL stockholders' meeting of
Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis, was heard
via WCCO Minneapolis. Approximately 80 stockholders and stockholders' representatives participated, giving listeners opportunity to see inside
workings of big business and its methods of operation.
TV Style Show
HOUR LONG show of 100 creations
from Christian Dior's 1949 fall collection of women's fashions was shown
to thousands of style-conscious women
via WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Show
was sponsored
by Gidding's
Department store of Cincinnati,
and program
originated from their salon, being
picked
station's mobile unit and
relayed upto bystudios.
MILES REPRODUCER Co., New
York, announces development of "Recordall," new self starting and stopping, volume controlled, portable recording instrument, product of 25 years
of company research.

HOWARD

Signal Corps in 1917, the younger
Compton was delighted to receive
his code practice outfit and radio
books. Deligently Robin practiced
code andlogues ofstudied
values the
and "Duck"
bargainscatain
wireless parts. Lack of funds, however, prohibited his joining the
amateur ranks.
When the Comptons moved to
Courtland, Robin stumbled upon
two ardent amateurs who gave him
the run of the place. The aspiring
young engineer then "bought and
begged" parts to make an allwave regenerative receiver. With
it he copied ship-to-shore and Army
messages, then enrolled in a correspondence course with the National
Radio Institute of Washington,
D. C, to learn theory. He was
graduated in 1926 after corn-picking kept him out of school for a
short time.
Recalls Manufacturer Enterprises
Mr. Compton likes to reminisce
that during his high-school tenure
he went into the receiver manufacturing business which turned
out several creditable neutrodynes
and later superheterodynes before
certain interests "decided we should
either take out a license on certain
patents
'cease
desist.' to"
Robin andor his
crew and
preferred
"desist" since fairly satisfactory
receivers had begun flooding the
market.
turnedbutoutthe
"supers"
in flush They
quantity,
profit
after royalties was not large, he
recalls.
In January 1927 Mr. Compton
boarded the Dorchester as an
operator for the Radiomarine Corp.
of America. For over 18 months he
operated ship-board installations,
shipping from Philadelphia with
Merchants and Miners and the Sun
Oil Co.
He returned to Kansas — this
time Manhattan — in August 1928
to attend Kansas State College and
worked parttime at KSAC, the
college station. Two years earlier,
armed with a first class ticket, he
had served short relief roles with
KFEQ Oak, Neb., and KMMJ Clay|

J. McCOLLISTER
presentatives
ANGELES
. BR 04705

Shows with a Hollywood "rferitage
BROADCASTING
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Center, Neb., to launch his commercial radio experience.
Late in 1928 he transferred to
Kansas U. at Lawrence taking a
full term and attending summer
school. With a crowded schedule,
he worked fulltime at WREN and
became chief engineer. One of his
duties was installation of studio
pickup equipment in Kansas City,
Mo., where WREN also maintained
a studio.
Two years later (1930) found
him back in Manhattan doubling
as chief engineer of KSAC and
radio engineer for the extension
division of Kansas State College.
Besides redesigning the college's
broadcast facilities, operating the
station and writing and delivering
a weekly series of hourly programs
on radio theory and operation, he
also found time to act as assistant
instructor in the speech department
teaching radio broadcasting.
It was there Mr. Compton got
his first taste of television, serving
as chief engineer of the college's
experimental video station. In addition, he rode herd on amateur radio
activities of the school's W9SE.
The WOIC engineer received his
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering in 1934 — after
a succession of significant happenings. Despite his repeated absence,
he had written equipment specifications which were accepted for
English themes and submitted business correspondence for Business
English credit. The degree was
forthcoming after examinations
given by the Columbia U. extension
division.
Married in 1932
Meanwhile, Robin Compton had
done two things: (1) In 1932 he
married the former Margaret Hays,
, of Topeka, a Kansas U. graduate
with an AB in journalism and
newspaper reporter ; (2) in September 1933 he joined NBC Engineer: ing Dept's studio control group.
, Following February he was
transferred to the NBC's research
and development group where he
spent two years helping to lay
groundwork for organized television experiments between a regular
transmitter and a number of experimental receivers in the homes

TAB for Big Seven football broadcasts over KMBC-KFRM Kansas City,
featuring Sports Director Sam Molen,
will be picked up for second consecutive year by General Electric Dealers
of Missouri and Kansas. With eye
on calendar, Mr. Molen cocks arm
in anticipation of approaching pigskin season. Negotiations were handled through Tom H. Condon, appliance sales manager
Corp. for GE Supply
of NBC engineers and executives,
and generally familiarizing himself with an industry yet "around
the corner."
Part of Mr. Compton's duties involved laboratory work for the
Rapid City Stratosphere Balloon
ascensions; he worked on various
phases of the 1935 Stratosphere
transmitter and receiver, finally
testing them in the laboratory.
After television, Mr. Compton
digressed briefly to FM as he joined
Maj. Armstrong on transmission
research in the NBC Empire State
Labs in 1935. With that completed he shifted to work on rebuilding General Electric transmitters, used by Dr. Armstrong,
for TV picture transmission.
Transferred back to Radio City
he devoted his energies to 300 mc
transmitters and receivers for
broadcast field work, from which
derived the UHF "Pack" transmitters now known as "walkietalkies" and "beermugs" now called
"handi-talkies."
In 1937 Mr. Compton switched
again — from UHF development to
television — and worked on development and operation. For five
years he worked on TV circuits and

component equipment and finally
iconoscope operational development
and motion picture photography
for TV pickup use.
As technical director of motion
picture television, he had charge
of those activities for NBC. He
had turned down a lieutenant's
commission in the Navy in 1942
to continue in research and development work for the Office of Scientific Research and Development
under terms of a contract between
NBC and RCA and National Defense Research Committee.
He was assigned by NDRC to
the Navy aircraft factory in Philadelphia where he flew on various
projects including television. He
returned to NBC New York in the
summer of 1944, resuming television activities. He spent considerable time on government developmental problems encountered in
New York and Philadelphia. He
left NBC in February 1945.
Mr. Compton then trekked westward to Kansas City, Mo., where
he was named technical director of
KMBC to serve as a consultant in
license application work, propagation studies, engineering surveys,
and FM design and specification.
In that capacity, TV and facsimile
also vied for his attention.
In May 1946 he moved to WPEN
Philadelphia, licensed at that time
to the Philadelphia Bulletin but
later shed when the newspaper
enterprise bought WCAU properties. Under contract to the Bulletin
as director of its radio engineering
operations, Mr. Compton remained
to supervise FM and TV installations. He left in March 1948 to do
freelance consultant work.
Joined Bamberger
Bamberger Broadcasting Service
Inc. then lured him to Washington,
D. C, to lay the blueprint for
WOIC (TV), which began operation this past January. Mr. Compton currently heads a staff of 17
engineers.
His hobbies have been golf, tennis, flying and photography, the
latter picked up while at NBC. He
has taught television to NBC engineers and enlisted Navy personnel.
In addition the talented Kansan
has written acceptable short
stories, technical and semi-technical articles, and technical texts for
home study in TV and UHF.
On the basis of his knowledge
and working experience, Mr.
Compton has been invited to lecture on video and electronics before
societies and school groups in various cities. Within the past six
years he has addressed nearly
10,000 people. Add to this background anatural flair for putting
across his gineers
owndo have
program
ideas. "Enor accumulate

JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Know About the
5000 WATT TRANSMITTER
Now in Use at
G

H

HALIFAX

N

S

NOVA

SCOTIA

The Maritimes
BUSIEST
Commercial Station
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means
in
WQUA
QUA
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QU Antity
among the 225,000
People in the

DAVENPORT
• ROCK ISLAND
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Q
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GREENFIELD, lit Director
W. 46 St
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some vises
program
with a sly sense,
grin. too," he adThe Comptons have one child,
James Barclay, 9. Mr. Compton is
a member of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, Radio Executives Club
of New York and Kiwanis International, among others. He is the
station representative for the Electric Assn. of Washington, D. C.
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CHILD

ACTORS

Bill Exempts Radio-TV
A SENATE amendment exempting
children employed as actors or
performers in radio and television
from provisions of legislation to
amend the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act has been approved by the
Senate. Action was taken Aug. 31
before it passed the new minimum
wage bill (HR 5856) and sent it
to conference for reconciliation of
differences.
Motion picture and theatrical
productions also were exempt from
the new child-labor provisions
which otherwise were considered
stringent compared with the previous standards act. The Senate
also voted to raise the minimum
wage of employes engaged in interstate commerce, such as in radio,
from 40^* to 75<* an hour.
Employment of children in radio
and television and other creative
fields was not adjudged by the
Senate Labor committee to be
"oppressive" and therefore was
specifically exempt as "well-recognized exceptions."
Legion Post to Field
MARSHALL FIELD, president of
Field Enterprises Stations (KOIN
Portland, Ore., WJJD Chicago,
WSAI Cincinnati, KJR Seattle)
and publisher of the Chicago SunTimes, has been reappointed a vice
president of the Society of American Legion Founders in Philadelphia.

DOUGLAS
BILL
Would Relieve Set Excise Tax
Actions
of the
SEPTEMBER 2 to SEPTEMBER

FCC
9
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modifica tion
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-stndio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synctironoua amplifier vis.-Tisual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of newstation and transfer applicatioTis.
September 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
Licensetion:toWTXL cover CP new AM staW. C.Springfield, Mass.;
WBCU Union, S.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: KtTLA license
Honolulu,
T.H.; AMWKYB
Paducah, Ky.; WKDN Camden, N. J.;
WHWL Nanticoke, Pa.; WEEU Reading, Pa.; WIBS Puerto Rico; KCNC
Fort Worth, Tex.
Modification of CP
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KSFH
San Francisco; WBIB New Haven,
Conn.; WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.
KAYL
Iowa— Mod.
new
FM Storm
stationLake,
to change
ERP CPto
8.68 kw, antenna to 368 ft.
License for CP
WNAM-FM
CP new FM Neenah,
station. Wis. — License for

Check with any one of the many
stations who have already taken
advantage of the American plan
to get thousands of beautiful,
custom-made picture albums distributed throughout their broadcast area at no cost to them or
their listeners. It's a "good deal"
with a provable record of building audience and new accounts.
Write, wire or phone 4-3262
— for facts. It will cost you
nothing to find out about this
unique plan.
^

BUTTER
WPEN

PRICES
Airs Figures Daily

IF the 2,200 members of the
Frankford Grocers Assn. in Pennsylvania want to knew what price
to charge for butter, they're obliged to tune to WPEN Philadelphia every day. Consumers also
have an opportunity to learn butter prices this way.
In order to acquaint its managers, clerks and customers with
the changing prices, which fluctuate from day to day, Frankford
Grocers Assn. announces the prices
on its sponsored one-hour Frank
Ford Show each morning over
WPEN.
The Unity Bulletin, association
house organ, says: "Tune in
Frank Ford Radio Show for daily
butter price. Set up a radio in
your store and tune in WPEN
(950 kc) each morning at 11:05.
It's your show — about your store
and about your products."
SERVICE

•
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TRAINING school for food retailers
conducted by WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio,
has
classes.
Twenty fundaweek's
courseresumed
will cover
management,
mental
store
pricing,
retail
salesmanship, special promotions, displays and
merchandising.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
n21 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

Commercial Radio Monitoring Co.
successor of
COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUPT. CO.
Monitoring Division
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE LOGAN 8821
Porter BIdg.
Kansas City, Mo.

i
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License for CP new commercial TV
station:
WNHC-TV Va.
New Haven, Conn.;
WTVR Richmond,
Modification of CP
WTVR
Richmond,
Va.—toMod.
CP ERP
new
commercial TV station
change
to 17.3 kw vis., 10.3 kw aur.
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo.— Mod.
CP new TV station for extension of
completion date to March 30, 1950.
(Continued on page 83 )

SENTIMENT to repeal manufacturers' taxes on such items as radio
receivers, phonographs and phonograph records, and musical instruments has been given added impetus in legislation introduced by
Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas (DCalif.). The measure (HR 6151),
referred to the House Ways &
Means Committee where a host of
similar bills now pend, would
strike out all Federal excise taxes
save certain ones of a regulatory
nature.
Other items included in the
Douglas proposal are telegraph,
radio, telephone and cable facilities ; oleomargarine ; transportation; amusement and others all
presently subject to tax. The provision on radio sets, etc., would
amend Sec. 5 (3404) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Currently there are over 162 excise, luxury and other tax bills
before the Ways & Means Commit
tee, which seek in part either to
repeal or reduce taxes on goods,
it was reported. (Figure is more
than number introduced in the
whole 80th Congress.) About 10 of
these cover radios and associated
equipment. On the Senate side one
bill (HR 3905) now pends on the
calendar, laden with over 20
amendments, most of them covering the excise phase. There has
been strong sentiment in Congress
to incorporate all suggested goods
for repeal or reduction in one
major bill during this session,
probably in HR 3905, which already has passed the House.
During fiscal 1949, which
ended June 30, nearly $50 million in excise taxes for radios,
phonographs and component parts
were collected by the Internal Revenue Bureau [Broadcasting, Aug.
22]. Monthly collections have been
averaging between $2 million and
ceivers.
$21-^ million, mostly from radio re-

THE RADIO WRITERS
Original Programs
Continuity
Quiz
Scripts
P. O. Box 1113, Ft. Worth, Texas

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St.. N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS .
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryraan & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

RADIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Col.
Member AFCCE*

years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Member AFCCE*

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D
. c.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverside 3611
Member

REpublic 7236

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM,
JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND ^DG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
Si associates
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Executive offices: 40 East Ave.
Laboratory: 114 Northgate Rd.
Riverside, III. —
Riverside 6652
(A Chicago suburb)

Ben Adier
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shop and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

ROYAL V. HOWARD
1600 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
NOrth 6600

Bgi BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Of. ^RADIO
fitter
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

225 Mallorca Way, San Francisco
Fillmore 6-5705
September 12, 1949
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L. LAZARUS, in PittsHOWARD burgh
Coop Radio Sales since
1927, appointed sales manager
for WPGH Pittsburgh, Pa.
ROBERT M. SPROUSE appointed
commercial manager of WMRN Marion, Ohio. MARION BURTON joins
sales staff of station. Both men are
veterans of service with U. S. Navy.
AL LOWREY, former continuity manager for KTSA San Antonio, Tex.,
named to local sales staff of station.
JACK FAY joins commercial department of WPTW Piqua, Ohio.
ANN TUCKER, former associate editor of FM Bulletin for FM Assn. and
before that with Fort Pierce (Pla.)
News-Trihune, joins sales staff of
WASH (FM) Washington.
MEL B. WOLENS, former sales manager at WCFL and WBKB (TV) Chicago, joins sales staff of WGN-TV
Chicago.
LEE F. O'CONNELL, formerly manager of Robert A. Walker Los Angeles office, forms his own representative firm bearing his name, with
offices in Los Angeles at 521 N. LaCienega Blvd. W. A. AYRES, veteran
of representative field in San Francisco, manages company office there
at 544 Russ Bldg.
WILLIS SEARFOSS resigns from commercial department of WLOU Louisville, Ky. Future plans have not been
announced.
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio Station
Representatives sets up Los Angeles
chapter.
LINCOLN
P. SIMONDS,
Pacific Coast manager of Weed & Co.
has been named chairman. Group
already has offices in Chicago, Boston
and San Francisco.
GUNNAR MYKLAND, account executive at WBBM Chicago, resigns to
work for building firm in Denver,
Col.
WILLIAM BRENNAN, manager of
network sales for CBS Hollywood, is
the father of a girl, Kathleen.
CHEX-FM Peterborough, Ont. and
CKPC-FM Brantford, Ont. have recently gone on the air.

WITH the nation's interest focused on the hurricane-ravaged coast of
Florida, Jim Burke, director of special features for KMBC-KFRM Kansas
City, Mo., brought to the microphone four celebrated naval heroes, all members of the Miami based air squadron, "Hurricane Hunters." Participants
in the program included (I to r) Lt. Art Hacker, Commdr. Bob Knowies,
squadron commander of "Hurricane Hunters", Mr. Burke, Capt. W. T.
Orville of Washington, D. C, head aerologist of the U. S. Navy, and Commdr.
Archie Fields, pilot of a Navy privateer.
KIOK

SHiFTS
Now on 1000 kc Spot

KTOK Oklahoma City has switched
from 1400 kc, 250 w, to 1000 kc
with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
Transfer was marked by dedication program with General Manager Robert D. Enoch as master
of ceremonies. Heard on program
were Sen. Robert S. Kerr (DOkla.), Rep. Mike Monroney (DOkla.), Mayor Allan Street, Dr.
William H. Wallace and J. Wiley
Richardson, president of Chamber
of Commerce.
KTOK-FM also increased its
field strength as power was supplied to 400 ft. four bay pylon
antenna topping the five-tower
KTOK array. Station is owned by
KTOK Inc., with 0. L. (Ted)
Taylor of Amarillo, Tex., as
president.
DAYTIME operations of WHO Des
Moines, Iowa were moved to grounds
of Iowa State Fair for coverage of
week's activities. Station personnel
presented
grams for visual
fairgoers.shows between pro-
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The editorial stated that WNLK
has been able to cooperate with
Bridgeport, Conn, papers and
paper.
with all weeklies in the area but
not with "our nearest neighbor,
the Norwalk Hour." The station
stated it was passing on the information about the newspaper's
policies to its listeners to let them
decide what to do about it.
WRBL

ONROE (Bill) BENTON, formerly program director of
WMMW-FM Meridian, Conn,
and news director of WTBO Cumberland, Md., joins WNYC New Yorlt as
daytime news director.
FRANK ATWOOD, farm program director for WTIC Hartford, Conn., becomes farm editor of Hartford Courant. Besides his radio work, which
will continue, Mr. Atwood will publish
reports and comments on farm affairs
in paper twice weekly.
HAL MIDDLESWORTH, sports director for WKY Oklahoma City, recently
elected president of National Football
Assoc. HARTIN HAUAN, formerly
of KWTO Springfield, Mo., joins WKY
news bureau.
PAUL MILLER named special events
director for WHOK Lancaster, Ohio.
BOB BALL,
graduate
of U. of Missouri School
of Journalism,
has
joined
news
staff
of
WHO
Des Moines,
Iowa.
SEYMOUR A. KAPETANSKY, former
writer on Duffy's Tavern joins KE CATV Hollywood staff as network news
and news feature writer.

)

EDITORIAL
Blasts Local Paper
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., last week
used its editorial time to blast the
local paper in its area, Norwalk
Hour, for its policy toward the
station.
The air editorial charged that
the newspaper deleted references
to the station in news releases,
scratched out station call letters
in photos printed by the paper, and
refused to print news submitted to
it unless assured the radio station
would not receive the item until
after press time.
The station also charged that the
newspaper raised rates on merchants who advertised on the radio
station or in a competing news-

AL WARNER is substituting for
ELMER DAVIS on nightly news comvacation. mentary over ABC, during latter's
HENRY (Bud) HOVLAND, farm news
man for WHO Des Moines, and LUCIA
THORNE, singer for station, plan to
be married Sept. 18.

TABLOID
Gives Program Listings

WHEN

THE only daily newspaper published in the Columbus,
Ga., metropolitan area discontinued
printing the program listings of
stations not owned by itself, the
Columbus Broadcasting Co., operators of WRBL and WRBL-FM, (DO
found a way out of the dilemma.
Two weeks ago, WRBL started l0ll(
a new service to listeners with publication of the first issue of Cycle —
a four-page weekly tabloid of radio ilei
news. Executive Manager J. W.
Woodruif Jr. stated that Cycle was
conceived as a public service in
answer to an overwhelming demand
of the WRBL audience.
The paper is made available to
the public
every Thursday after'
M noon in grocery stores.
PECK NAMED
Gets Spaghetti Account
FRANCES H. LEGGET & Co.,
New York, has appointed Peck
Advertising Agency Inc., also New
York, to handle its ad campaign on
"Sauce Arturo," a sauce for spaghetti and other dishes, one of the
Premier Foods lines.
The company will spend about
$75,000 in advertising between Oct.
3 and year's end. Concentrated
radio coverage will be given in
New York, with participations on
The Fitzgeralds and Galen Drake,
both WJZ New York, and three
15-minute segments weekly of Tex
and Jinx on WNBC New York.

FRED S. HAYWOOD, news and special events director at WNBC New
York, and Hazel Patricia McAlister
have announced their marriage.
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LEN HOWE, newscaster at WHO
Des Moines, is the father of a daughter.
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Set for Sept. 12 Argument

1'ccknical

formerly of
DEARTH,
GLENN
WCBC Anderson, Ind., joins engineering staff of WHHH Warren, Ohio.
FRANK A. SYLER Jr., engineer at
WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, is the father
of a boy, Douglas C.
OPERADIO Mfg. Co., St. Charles, 111.,
offers phonoscope that is phonograph
with tone arm attached to indicator on
illuminated scale, giving exact position
of needle on record. Product allows
operator to locate any sound on record
in one second. Machine operates on
motor with three speeds to handle all
current records.
WHIT RALSTEN, member of WBKB
Chicago's engineering staff, is the
ifather of a girl, Janet Lynn.
OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICE,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce, announces
development of Standard noise generator, for simulation of certain types
of regular interference in testing of
radio equipment. Generator is usable
from below 0.150 mc to beyond 600 mc.
Pulses can be generated at various
rates per second or on random basis.
Unit uses 115 v a-c power.
KEITH T. McKENNEY, engineer for
WWJ-TV Detroit, is the father of a
boy, Peter Thomas.
'RCA Engineering Products Department, TV Section, Camden, N. J., announces special lightweight power supply (Type TY-25A) capable of providing well-regulated source of direct
,surrent at loads from 200 to 300 milliamperes, suitable for laboratory,
broadcast, industrial, and communicabions applications. Equipment is
adapted for use as either portable or
rack-mounted unit. Output is adjustable between 260 and 290 volts,
with variations of less than 0.5 per■cent from minimum to maximum load
and has a-c ripple of less than 0.01
[percent from peak-to-peak. Power
requirement is 120 volts, 60 cycles,
,300 watts.
PRESTOSEAL Mfg. Corp., New York,
announces Presto-Splicer Professional
Model which will achieve splice guaranteed to hold up even under hot deifeloping process used for high-speed
reproduction of TV, newsreel and
lUltrafax film.

ABC's long-standing effort to eject
KOB Albuquerque from the 770
kc clear channel used by the network's WJZ New York has been
set by FCC for oral argument today (Sept. 12).
At the same time the Commission gave KOB another 9-day extension, starting Sept. 1, of the
special service authorization under
which it has operated on 770 kc
since 1941. The SSA involves use
of 50 kw day and 25 kw night.
FCC ordered that final action on
KOB's application for an extension
of the SSA through the next regular license period, or until its longpending application for regular
license on 77 ke is decided, be withheld until ABC-WJZ's motion for
dismissal of the KOB application
is decided.
KOB is assigned 1030 kc, 1-B
channel used by WBZ Boston, but
because of alleged interference
with the Boston station has been
operating on 770 kc under special
authorizations. Action on its application for regular license on 770
kc has been held up pending the
outcome
ceeding. of the clear-channel proWJZ's Claim
ABC-WJZ claims KOB's use of
its channel has caused "substantial
interference" to the New York station and may hinder if not preclude
retention of the 1-A status accorded that channel. In an opinion
last March the Commission said
that in view of KOB's long occupancy of 770 kc nothing would be
gained by moving it to another
frequency until after the clearchannel decision [Broadcasting,
March 28].
BROOKLYN College, New York, in
cooperation with NBC, is starting
new series of radio home-study courses
during 1949-50 academic year. First
course will start Oct. 2, based on ISIBC
University Theater series. Other colleges offering special courses in connection with series are U. of Louisville,
Washington State College and U. of
Tulsa.
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TILLMA
KAYMcCann
joins Masterson, Reddy & Nelson, New York program package organization, as production assistant.
Prior to her association with McCannErickson, Miss Tillman was with
KFWB Hollywood.
JOHN HARRISON TOLER, editor and
publisher of trade magazines for
amusement industry, announces formation of sales and service agency,
Harrison Toler Co., Chicago. Company
will represent amusement publications
throughout most of East and Midwest.
ROBERT S. RODWIN joins staff of
Telenews Prod. Inc. (TV newsreel producers), New York. He was formerly
associated with news bureau of Westchester County Publishers Inc., White
Plains, N. Y. and appeared regularly
on WNBC New York Metropolitan
News Round-Up.
MYRON McNAMARA, formerly sales
manager of 6000 Sunset Recording
Studios, Hollywood, joins sales staff
of Universal Recorders, that city.
WORLD VIDEO Inc., New York, moves
its quarters to top floor of 15 East
47th St. New telephone number is
Plaza 9-3870.
IRVING RIIS joins World Artists
Inc., Hollywood (television and motion
picture film producers), as director
and member of board.
Equipment
FRANK X. BANKO, formerly representing RCA Victor, New York and
Bendix Radio, Baltimore, in sales and
engineering, joins Radio Frequency
Labs. Inc., Boonton, N. J., as assistant
sales manager.
R. J. CACCAVELLL veteran of seven
years with Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn., in engineering, sales and
service departments, appointed
manager pany's
of Chicago
comsales oflSce. Office
will handle complete line of comvoltage controlpanyequipment.
UNIVERSAL
MOULDED PRODUCTS Corp. exMr. Caccavelli pands activities
into electronic field
through media of products developed
by new division. International Electronics Co., Philadelphia. CHESTER
C. POND, president of International
Electronics will be manager of new
division, and CRAIG L. STROHM will
assist him in sales activities.
JOHN A. MIGUEL Jr., associated with
export organization of RCA and manager of RCA's subsidiary in Mexico
since 1929, appointed manager of
Zenith Radio Corp. international division.
SAVA JACOBSON, who formerly held
engineering posts with Garod, TeleTone and Tele-King companies, (television manufacturers) appointed chief
television engineer at Air King Products Co., Brooklyn. Mr. Jacobson was
instrumental in development of hotel
television at New York's Park Sheraton. Air King manufacture radios,
wire recorders and television receiv-

CHANGES
Now Final For Remotes

PROPOSED changes in its rules
and regulations governing remote
pickup broadcast stations, announced last June, were made final
by FCC last Wednesday effective
Oct. 24. Temporary provisions
are included for television.
The new rules, in addition to
setting out the operation and technical specifications required, designate frequencies availabe and
restrictions upon their use. Frequencies provided are in the 26,
153 and 450 mc bands. Specific
frequencies 166.25 and 170.15 mc
also are included, but contain considerable geographic restriction as
to their use.
As suggested by ABC and NBC,
the Commission has provided present operation on the 30-40 and
156-162 mc bands may continue
temporarily to allow for conversion of equipment. Such use must
cease not later than July 1, 1950.
Television stations may use the
newly designated frequencies for
audio pickup pending development
of suitable equipment for the TV
pickup services, the Commission
said. No pickup station will be
granted exclusive frequency assignments, the order stated, and
the same frequency may be assigned other stations in the same
area.
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted
Managerial
station Manager. Excellent opportunity
in practically depression-proof, small
midwestern
living Modest
conditions. Singlecity.
station,Fine
network.
salary plus percentage of net. Must be
all-round man with emphasis on selling. Give full details first letter. Box
482c. BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager. Top coverage
midwestern
regional
city 100,000.
Excellent
futurestation
for producer.
Send details and picture. Box 533c,
BRO ADC ASTIN G .
Experienced commercial manager-salesman. Good proposition to right man.
Must have experience and best of
references. WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
Salesmen
Salesman. Experienced, sober and
willing to work. Regional daytime,
midwest market near Chicago. Salary
and
commission.
held contidential.
Box 488c, Replies
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Salesman with experience and
ability to sell radio intelligently and
diUgently
Virginia'sCommission
progressive on1
kw
daytimefor station.
net station time. Liberal drawing account. Opportunity to work up to
sales manager
particulars in the position.
first letter.GiveBoxall 524c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager-salesman
by
major
network affiliate wanted
in eastern
Pennsylvania metropolitan area. Good
salary and excellent over ride which
will mean real money for the right
man. Box 545c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 5 kw. Independent. If
you are experienced, can sell radio
mtelligently and have a car, we offer
you unlimited possibilities. Send full
information to: Allan Curnutt, KJAY,
Topeka, Kansas.
Announcers
Need combination engineer-announcer
emphasis on announcing. $70 per week.
Box 491c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play man. Baseball, football, basketball wanted immediately by central California NBC
affiliate. Ability to handle disc shows,
news and straight announcing desirable. Send complete background, photo
and disc to Box 525c, BROADCASTING^
Wanted announcer. Excellent opportunity for young man with some football play-by-play experience. General
duty and
sports work.
on sports-minded
tion. No board
Send detailssta-of
background, audition record and salary
expected to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma^
Wanted, experienced
announcer. Must be top play-by-play
man. All sports
some news. KCOM, Sioux City, Iowa.
Wanted. Combination announcer-operator. Must be good announcer with
first class ticket. Top money for top
man. Send disc, photo and full details. KOVC, Valley City, N. Dak.
Announcer with first class ticket by
CBS affiliate in fine progressive southwestern New Mexico community. Good
salary for experienced man. Also good
deal for beginner. Disc and complete
letter to Carl Dunbar, KSIL, Silver
City, New Mexico.
Wantedneer—whoCombination
announcer-engican collect and
run 5 minute
local news. $60 week. Radio Station
KVOU. Uvalde, Texas.
Announcers for 250 watt independent
in Ohio. Need experienced morning
man, a sportscaster and a news editor.
Send disc or ask ior audition. Give full
information first letter with photo and
references. Station WOHI, East Liverpool, Ohio.
Technical
Wanted — Two combination engineerannouncers. Send disc, photo, past
employment record, salary expected.
Also one copy girl and one salesman.
WGTN, Georgetown, S. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Newsman. Topfiight editor, reporter,
newscaster. Local news gathering and
writing experience essential. 5000 watt
midwestern network affiUation. Include full details
and stateBox
salary 530c,
expected. Confidential.
BROADCASTING.
Ohio 250 watt independent wants girl
copywriter
can handle
women's
programs.mercials thatwho
Must
crisp
comsell, turn
have out
pleasant
voice.
Give details, references, sample copy,
photograph, in first letter. Station
vVOHI. East Liverpool, Ohio.
News editor, who can set up and
operate local news bureau and hustle.
Excellent opportunity. Station WOHI,
East Liverpool, Ohio.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Twenty years of experience
fully substantiated by proven record
and references. Excellent relationship with national timebuyers. Sound
knowledge of local sales problems.
Practical knowledge of all department
operations. Married, hard working,
strictly sober and experience wise.
Can bring your station community
leadership
profitable operation. Box and
263B,assure
BROADCASTING.
Independent station owners cut your
operating
expenses,
increase
income by hiring
one man
to fillyour
position
of general manager, commercial manager, and program director. Educated,
aggressive,
12 years radio.
of practical
ence all phases
Boxexperi337c,
BROADCASTING.
Cut overhead, combine manager and
chief engineer. Married man would
like opportunity to show what he can
do as general manager. Over ten years
radio ingand
whileandofficially
in engineeras chief
technical
director,
have supervised promotion, programming,
sales,
accounting
and
management. Write for resume or personal
interview in the west. Box 444c,
BROADCASTING.
Manager. Young. Aggressive. Ten years
experience all phases of radio. Particularly stro ig on sales. College graduate. Record of successful employment.
Box 462c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager seeking permanent association with station owner —
especially CP holder. Handle complete
operation. Compensation secondary to
future opportunity. Middle thirties,
married, family.
all phases
independent and Know
network
operation.
Engineering,
sales,
programming
background. Box 511c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesmen-sales promotion, programpromotion director presently employed
radio-sales organization. University
graduate 25,
Excellent references. experience.
Box 539c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer, seven years experience. Strong on news, commercials,
record shows. Know programming.
Qualifications for chief engineer small
station. Single, 28. Prefer midwest,
consider
CASTING.anywhere. Box 410c, BROADAvailable October 1st. 24 year old college graduate. BA in radio. Some experience announcing, production, writingedgescript
and copy,
thoroughAllknowlall sports.
Will travel.
offers
considered. Box 435c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Speech school graduate,
250 watt experience. Best references.
Box 439c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-program director, former
network, 13 years experience all phases.
Strong cense.
news.
Hold Will
private
pilot liFamily man.
go anywhere.
Disc, photo
and full
information on request. Box 466c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 26 years old, single with
two yearsperience
commercial
announcing
exdesires employment
in a New
ING.
England city. Box 486c, BROADCASTAnnouncer,
years varied
ence, sports, two
disc shows,
special experievents,
straight
announcing.
Desires
midwest
station. Box 487c, BROADCASTING.
Combination
man, young
Unlicensed at present.
Goodveteran.
knowledge
sports, music. Salary secondary. Disc
and photo on request. Box 489c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, age 21. Three years exe al phases of radio.
tion withperiencproductive
outfit Seeks
in or posinear
New York City. Box 494c, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience all phases radio
announcing. Presently employed 5000
watt station. Veteran, married, dependable, 30 years old. Desire location eastING. ern half U. S. Box 495c, BROADCASTSportscaster, top play-by-play, sportscast, wants sports-minded station. RefCASTING. erences. No disc. Box 498c, BROADSports and newsman. Now in network
newsroom
years all play-byplay, local with
news, 3 commentary,
special
events
experience
with onnation's
top
FM. Want
to get back
air in medium,erencessports-minded
Top plus
reffrom presentmarket.
employer,
metropolitan AM, FM TV, newspaper,
wire service employers. BS, MS in
journalism, 22, single, known as hard
worker with accuracy uppermost. Security important. Prefer midwest but
not limited.
Have discs,
tape.BoxAvailable on two weeks
notice.
498c,
BROADCASTING.
Sportsnowannouncer
— large
metropolitan
area
available.
Station
deleting
football. Fully experienced professional
baseball, college football, basketball.
Top references. Interview arranged.
Box 499c, BROADCASTING.
Young veteran, aggressive, civicminded,ality.good
appearance
personHave sound
business and
background
with proven sales ability. Graduate
School of Radio Technique, Radio City.
Desires position with growing station.
Box 500c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Desires staff v/ork in the
midwest. Agricultural experience.
Single. Have knowledge of farm work
and conservation for farm programs.
Audition disc and photo upon request.
Can start immediately. Box 505c,
BROADCASTING.
A nnouncer — Experienced D J, news,
live shows. Not a drifter. Photo, disc
on request. Box 508c, BROADCASTING. ^
Experienced all-round announcer
presently employed. Especially strong
in disc jockey and news dept. Hard
worker and good selling voice. Disc
available. Box 509c, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, a station sharing my belief
that radio is a business, not a carnival
side show ... a station doing an
honestnity.job
and backs
commuThree for
yearssponsors
experience
up
my ability to do a job for you as announcer
and/or
program
director.
Network calibre voice, college training. I
can handle news, dramatic, adlib and
emcee shows,
can vary tocommercial
delivery from dynamite
syrup at the
bat
of
an
eye.
I'm
a
veteran
with
family, presently employed, but if yoursa
is the stable, honest, progressive station I'm results
looking for
for, you.
I'm available
produce
Box 515c,to
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
26, vet,sports,
experienced
allround
man, news,
disc jockey,
authoritative voice, operate console.
Good appearance, tops in personality.
Want work at growing station. Box
517c, BROADCASTING.
Morning show specialist. Top early
morning announcer guaranteed to
shake
the 12
lethargy
station's
Hooper.
years from
mikeyour
experience.
Now 33.
Would
prefer
coast
but
anything considered. Plenty of publicity
on hand. Now in New York. Disc and
recommendations.
Box 519c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experiencednouncer.
combination
Emphasis on engineer-anannouncing.
Available short notice. $75.00. Box
520c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, presently employed.traffic,
Thorough knowledge
newscasting, DJ,
writing. Operate
board. Married. Reliable, ambitious.
Complete
details
upon
request.
522c, BROADCASTING. Box
Announcer-engineer, married, wants
combination work, sober, cooperative.
Graduate radio announcing school, 20
months technical training. Writes good
copy. quest.
Prefer
northeast.
Disc on reBox 523c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Good quality.
Can do sports. Presently employed
NBC station. Southern stations only.
$65
minimum.
Tell per
all week
first letter.
Write References.
Box 528c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
cellent deepradio
voice,training
pleasing2 years.
style Exand
selling power. Want initial break to
get needed experience. Excelling in
commercial copy and newscasting. Can
handle all sports. Know control board.
Will travel anywhere. Available imrequest. mediately.
AnswerDisc and
all background
offers. Box on532c,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone license.
Eight
Engineeryears
sinceannouncing
1942. Good experience.
voice. Can
adlib. - Box 537c, BROADCASTING.
Network announcer, NYC-NBC. Reference. Desires position with established radio-TV station. Box 540c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, four years experience. Dependable, married, college grad. Wants
to roost. Box 541c, BROADCASTING.
Available Immediately, 5 point announcer. Young, alert, intelligent, experienced and good
uate of leading
Radioclear
Cityvoice.
schoolGradplus
actual radio announcing experience as
staff man of progressive 250 watter.
Disc, references and photo upon request. Will travel, prefer east. Box
544c, BROADCASTING.
Anncr-eng. available for interview in
Florida at once. $60 weekly to start.
Box 546c. BROADCASTING.
Anncr/eng — one year experience, good
voice, Boston area, will consider anything within 30 miles of large New England town at $275 month. Box 547c,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworking
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
Must leave
damp in
climate
health's
sake.
Interested
RockyforMountain
and western states. Presently emchief 361c,
engineer
in 1000 watt
daytimer.ployed as Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer — construction,
maintenance and supervision, AM and
FM. Desire permanent position progressive station. Salary secondary livING. ing conditions. Now chief communications system. Box 407c, BROADCAS'TFirst class licensed engineer. Experienced knowhow of recording remote
broadcasting,
localBROADCASTING.
and network operations. Box 422c,

tave

)era

Ivan
lof
S)x»Ct(ei

ill
Experienced transmitter and control
engineer. Available immediately. CREI feali
graduate. Prefer west. Box 445c,
BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer — 7 years experience AM
and FM. 29, married, car. Prefer
position in west or southwest. Box four
469c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced 1st phone man. Would
like position
preferable work.
in middlewest.
Have
done combination
Married,
have car and will travel. Box 483c,
BROADCASTING.
First encephone
license, 6250months
experiin southwestern
w station,
18,
single, wish position in midwest with
opportunity to advance. Box 484c,
BROADCASTING.
Operator. First class phone. Veteran
married. Graduate Electronic Radio
and Television
Radar
technician, 20 years Institute.
active radio
amateur
Box 485c. BROADCASTING.
Engineer licensed, 12 years experience
Box 506c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer with first class license, experienced in remotes,
control room and
transmitterrecording,
work. Wishes
to secure position in midwest, will
consider elsewhere. Married veteran,
23 years of age. Box 507c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, 2nd telegraph,
active ham. 1 and 5 kw. AM and FM
experience. Also console operating,
remotes, directional array experience.
Enrolled CREI TV course. Age 22,
married, two children. Have car. Prefer New England
area. Available
immediately. $55 minimum.
Box 510c,
BROADCASTING .
Engineer, graduate of leading radio
school. Studio and transmitter experience. Desires position with progressive station with future television possibilities. Single, references. Box 513c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer seeking position. Would like
to become associated with new station
if possible, location unimportant. 14
months experience. Graduate of RCA
Institutes. Box 516c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, veteran. First phone, second
CW, class A amateur. Experienced
AM-FM
remotes,Excellent
recording andtransmitters,
installation work.
references.
Will
go
anywhere.
Available now. Box 529c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Radiotelephone first, 50 kw
AM, 71 motes,
kw recordings,
FM, control
engineer,some
reconstruction,
announcing, maintenance experience.
Married, 36, car, prefer permanent .lob,
Boston, Albany, Buffalo, Cincinnati,
Chicago areas.
assignment.Will
Amateurconsider
license TVfifteen
' years. Available immediately. V. Bo■ ; N.
chenko,
Y. 58 Concord St., Johnson City,
- i Graduate
Engineer, single,
will travel, television.
have car.
communications,
■ I Hold
first
phone.
Available
12.
Leander
Butkiewicy, KettleSept.
River,
Minn.
Transmitter engineer first phone, first
telegraph,
3 years
experience, single.
25. telegraph
Walter Dahlberg,
Lot 141, 3600 Sheffield, Hammond. Ind.
Transmitter engineer, experienced,
amateur, married, with car, desires
permanent
position
regional station
in Ohio,withPa.,local
New orYork
or
New
England.
Frank
Daly,
8
Linwood Road, Boston 22, Mass.

One or two young men willing to
travel. Have first phone tickets. Technical courses in radio, television and
communication. Please contact Louis
J.
Dennis,
dale 63, N. 6127
Y. Fieldston Road, RiverPlus, plus, plus. Engineer, first class
License, 22 years experience. 17 years
WDRC 5 kw directional with 7 as transmitter supervisor. Last 21 months Chief
— ; '.KSIL
watts. recording
Plus program,
writing,
control 250 room,
experience.
^ I Plus top references. Desire permanent
or Florida.
t):. I position
able now southwest
for personal
interview.AvailJim
\ Keefer. KSIL, Silver City, New Mexico.
"T Engineer with first phone. Console
';J operating and announcing experience.
■ Available
immediately.
Miss A. 18,
C.
Kloc, 256 Warsaw
St., Lackawanna
New York, Phone FA. 8287.
Engineer,
first phone,
threetransmitter.
years exDcrience, studio,
remotes,
A.vailable October first. Skippy, 3326
Lincoln, Chicago, 111.
First phone vet desires position in station. Technical courses in radio, television and communications. Willing to
;ravel. Contact Johnny Wittine, 1706
iSates Ave., Brooklyn 27, N. Y.
. Production-Programming , others
'Capable young
college woman
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
/nended
•.raffic and copy. Wants responsible
-josition in Washington D. C. station.
SBox 795B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director with
lomplete knowledge all phases station
operation looking for opportunity for
-professional advancement where sin■ idvancement
;ere hard workas will
pay Programs
off in financial
well.
both
laleable, listenable. Liked and reipected by staff, sponsors, community.
::an build prestige of station and make
t vital part of community. Back{round includes experience selling, all
ypes announcing, some copywriting,
)rogram director on both east and
vest coast stations. Top quality voice.
Jetails, disc, references. Box 437c.
JROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director-announcer. Radio 3
years. Know all phases. Presently
P.D. net affiliate. Family man. Age
26.
Minimum salary $50. Box 490c;
BROADCASTING.
Many years radio experience. Desire
programBoxjob503c.
withBROADCASTING.
good southern station.
Network newsman, writer-broadcaster.
Family. Sick of New York. Top references include present (network) employer. Will consider, answer all offers.
Box 493c, BROADCASTING.
Soutnern stations attention For health
reasons wife needs milder climate.
Now employed northern metropolitan
network amiiate, director news programs. Six years experience all studio
routine, aiix.oaucing, writing. SeeKing
permanent position program directorannouiACer,
dollar minimum. Ail sevcity-tik-e
replies considered.
Box
497c, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-reporier wants responsible
position. Presently employed college
graduate with three years experience
regional and local stations. IMarried,
vet, commQiidiiig voice. Strong on
special eve.its, including sports. Top
references.
501c, BROaDCASIING. Box .
Program director wants job with progressive station. Experienced. Will
travel. Box 504c, BROADCASTING.
Continuity director, now with metropolitan
independent, looking
for opening with
opportunity.
5 years
copy
experience. Box 514c, BROADCASTING^
Writer-announcer desires permanent
position with future. Three years exwriting, and
announcing,
play-byplay,perience
instructing
sales. Box
521c,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster seeks permanent position
with sound, established 5 kws in prosperous, growing area where he can
settle with family and develop into
valuable news personality. Distinctive
voice, delivery. (Good appearance for
TV).
Long, proven
clear, listenable rewrite.
Expert ability
newshandling
and
human man.interest.
Former
newspaperDependable, mature, cooperative.
College graduate. Highly recommended.
Now employed, but is looking ahead.
Box 526c, BROADCASTING.
University graduate in radio journalism
desires opening. Can handle news
operation or any part of it. Reporting,
editing, rewriting, airing newscasts.
Single. Prefer midwest or Pacific
northwest. Box 527c, BROADCASTING^
Experienced
writer,
employed midwest.
Prefer presently
south or east.
Box 531c, BROADCASTING.
Secretary, 28 years old. Ten years experience. Familiar general operation
of radio station, all departments.
Would be valuable addition to any office
staff. Desires change in location. Box
538c, BROADCASTING.
Producer-writer, 8 year background
with radio stations, top agencies, ABC
and CBS networks. Also announcing
on MBS. Available immediately.
Ralph DeSalle, 441 Roosevelt Way, San
Francisco.
Television
Managerial
TV agency executive offers consultant
services to agency, manufacturer.
N.Y.C. Box 518c, BROADCASTING.
Desire to join a progressive TV outlet. Have a background in management, production, programming. Have
produced and directed package shows.
Handled RCA cameras, monitors, film
cameras, projectors. Married. B.A.
Degree. Box 543c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
A man with television knowledge who
might be of service to you. Graduate
of leading N. Y. TV school. Former
announcer. Travel anywhere. Box 452c,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Need a man with knowledge of live
and film
televisionTV broadcasting?
Grad-to
uate of leading
school. Anxious
offer services. Single, travel anywhere.
Want more information. Box 453c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Position with future in TV
station. 3 years radio, 4 years theater.
Resourceful. Deoendable. Married.
Box 502c, BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Stations
For sale — A 250 watt Mutual station
located in the southwest; the only
station inmate.a Priced
growing
area; Box
ideal 366c,
clito sell.
BROADCASTING.
Illinois daytime kilowatt AM and 3 kw
FM station in large industrial, good
agricultural market. Only station. Fine
schools and colleges. Best equipment.
Attractive agement.
potential
resident
Best reasonsfor for
sellingmanand
CASTING^
priced
to sell. Write Box 460c, BROADFor sale. Interest in progressive upper
midwest radio station with bright future in large market. Must have two
thousand to ten thousand dollars to
participate. Write all details Box 536c,
BROADCASTING.
Duopoly forces sale station. Serving
two excellent markets with intermediate transformer. Piice $60,000: $15,000 down.
Harvey City,
MallotMo.& Co., Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
CP pending; city
no station
industrialagricultural
20,000.in Investigate.
James Coston, 748 Nellie Ave., Tel.
912-J, Florence, Alabama.
Equipment
Western Electric 110-A limiting program amplifier.
completely
reconditioned.Used,
Best offer.
Box 475c,
BROADCASTING.
For sale. One GE dual channel console, very slightly used. Guaranteed in
perfect working order. Price delivered
$1,000. Box 534c, BROADCASTING.
FM station equipment for sale. One
GE 3 kw transmitter with console, audio
rack complete with monitors. Just like
new. Save $5000. Write Box 542c,
BROADCASTING.
For sale. Best offer. 168 foot selfsupporting base insulated Truscon
tower without lighting equipment.
FOB. Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Write
Howard
Sheets, Chief
Engineer, WFTL,
Ft.
Lauderdale,
Fla.
Complete broadcast recording channel,
mixing console, rack mounted speech
input equipment, air check tuner, UTC
equalizers, Sweeney recorder with
overhead lathe, RCA cutter, vacuum
system, 2, RCA 74 B mikes with studio
boom stands, remote amplifier. Used
100 hours, condition like brand new,
guaranteed. Cost $2000. Sacrifice for
$495. Wire or air mail 25% deposit.
Balance express
Examination 2013
allowed. LifetoneCOD.
Transcriptions,
2-9443.
Peoria Avenue, Peoria 4, Illinois, Phone

NBC

Pan-Am

Series

NBC has begun shipment of a series of 26 recorded NBC symphony
concerts, conducted by Arturo Toscanini, to 130 radio stations
throughout Latin America which
form th§ NBC Pan American network. Arrangements for the shipment were made in collaboration
with the International Broadcasting Division of the State Department.

Schools
7^ SCHOOL
RADIO

^

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved
for Chicago
G.I. Training
New York and
Branches.in
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bldg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL: 228 S. Wobask Avenue
HOLIYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue

Wanted to Buy
Equipment
Second-hand 1000 watt transmitter, also
frequency
monitor, Will
console
auxiliary equipment.
pay and
cash,
but
price must
be AST
realistic.ING
Box. 363c,
BRO
ADC
Wantedcast—station
Complete
250 watt
equipment
and FMa broad175 ft.
self-supporting
antenna
with insula tors. Box 390c. BROADCASTING.
Used 3 kw FM transmitter, monitor,
antenna. Specify price, make, condiFull particulars.
Box. 512c,
BROtion.
ADC
ASTING
General Radio 916A bridge, signal generator. RCA field meter, communications receiver. Give price, complete
description. HoUingsworth, 930 N.
Baker St., Stockton, California.
Employment Service
Every one expects an upswing. So do
we — until then needed immediately are;
12 engineers, 9 female copywriters, 7
announcers, 18 salesmen.
6 DJ's, 17
announcer/engineers.
RRR-Radio-TV
Employment Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
ANNOUNCER An7iounce7'f:
•

|
50 kw network affiliate in major
nnldwest city needs topnotch commercial announcer for AM and TV, including network originations. Send
background, photo and 10 or 15 minute recording with samples of news,
commercial copy and adiib to Box
359c, BROADCASTING.

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
FALL TERM OPENS OCT. 3
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338-1 6lh St., N.W.
Waihington 10, D. C
Please tend information concerning
G Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address
City

Stale.

'VOICE'

WIBK DENIAL
FCC Asked to Reconsider
COUNSEL for Radio Evangelist J.
Harold Smith's WIBK Knoxville
charged last week that FCC acted
unfairly and without justification
in its decision denying a license to
WIBK [Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
The charge was contained in a
94-page petition urging FCC to reconsider its decision, which also
refused WIBK's bid for an FM
affiliate and dismissed Rev. Smith's
application for transfer of his interest in WIBK to two local businessmen.
The Commission's decision, upholding an initial report by former
Comr. Clifford J. Durr, held that
changes in the station ownership
had not been reported or were misrepresented, and that Rev. Smith's
writings and broadcasts, and his
"attempted boycotts" and "attacks," did not indicate he should
be entrusted with the public responsibility ofa licensee.
WIBK's petition, filed by E. P.
Morgan of the Washington firm of
Welch, Mott & Morgan, replied
that FCC's own records contain a
letter in which the Commission
showed an awareness of the true
stock ownership and acknowledged
that it "was aware of Mr. Smith's
background" before it made the
grant for WIBK in October 1946.
"Not only is there no substantial
evidence of deliberate misrepresentation— there is no evidence
whatever thereof," the petition decl a r e d . " 'Deliberate misrepresentation' issurely not to become
synonymous with accidental misstatement or unintentional mistake."
The petition also charged that
"the witnesses called by the Commission were all opponents of
Smith whose hostility to him was
evident," and that therefore it is
"doubtful" that he received an impartial hearing.
"Smith
was opportunity
improperly and
unfairly
denied an
during
the
course of the proceeding to explain and
justify situations which have been employed as a basis for finding him unqualified," it was
contended.
At
another point
the petition
claimed
FCC's decision "unfairly relates to al'attacks' and 'boycotts'
by Smith
withoutleged [considering]
the justification

Number
Number
Number
Number

NETWORK BOXSCORE
of commercials on the four nationwide networlcs, July 31
of network commercials starting during August
of network commercials ending during August
of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Aug. 31

August Additions
PROGRAM NETWORK
TIME
Clubs 15
CBS Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45
Edward R. Murrow CBS Mon.-Fri. 7:45-8
Arthur
CBS Mon.p.m.8:30-9 p.m.
Talent Godfrey's
Scouts
Lux Radio Theatre CBS Mon. 9-10 p.m.
My Friend irma
CBS Mon.p.m.10-10:30 p.m.
Lowell Thomas CBS Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7
Beulah
CBS Mon.-Fri. 7-7:15
p.m.
Jack Smith CBS Mon.-Fri. 7:15-7:30
p.m.
Bob Hawk
CBS Mon.p.m.10:30-11 p.m.
Man on Farm MBS Sat. 12-12:30 p.m.
Martin Kane MBS Sun. 4:30-5 p.m.
August Deletions
R. Tobacco
J. Reynolds
Vaughn
Monroe
CBS Sat. 7:30-8 p.m.
Co.
Rayve (Lever) Winner Take All CBS Mon.-Fri. 4:30-4:45
Shampoo
p.m.
Falstaff Brewing Music From Heart NBC Thurs. 10:30-11
of America (split)
p.m.
Philip Morris Horace Heidt NBC Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.
Frank H. Lee Co. Drew Pearson ABC Sun. 6-6:15 p.m.
August One Timers
Fisher Body Div. Fisher Body ABC Wed. 8/24, 9-9:15
General Motors Guild
Craftsman's
p.m.
Banquet
Gillete
Safety
Ezzard-Charles
ABC
Wed.
8/10, 10 p.m.
Razor Co.
to concl.
Chevrolet Soapbox Derby CBS Sun. 8/12, 4:30-5
p.m.
Wilson
MBS Fri.to8/12,
Goods Sporting
Co. All-Star
Football Game
concl.9:30 p.m.
SPONSOR
Campbell Soup
Campbell Soup
Lipton Tea
Lever Bros.
Lever Bros.
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
R. Tobacco
J. Reynolds
Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
U. S. Tobacco

therefor, without permitting evidence
with respect to the justification, or
giving weight to evidence which would
present a fair basis for appraisal thereof . . ." daytimer on 800 kc with
WIBK,
1 kw, has been operating since July
1947 under program test authority.
With its denial of license in midAugust the Commission gave the
station 90 days to wind up its affairs. The station intends to appeal to the courts if FCC refuses
to reconsider, in which case the
Commission customarily withholds
its deletion order until litigation is
completed.
Common stock of WIBK is owned
equally by Mr. Smith, his wife, and
General Manager Marvin I.
Thompson. Mr. Smith owns the
preferred stock. Despite its denial of license, FCC held that

Major
Market
Television
Station
$550,000.00
Located in one of the great markets of America this unusually
attractive network TV station is showing a steady growth that
makes this one of the nation's outstanding television properties.
Technical position is excellent; equipment and facilities very
complete. We believe this situation offers one of today's great
television opportunities — an opportunity to duplicate the spectacular growth of major broadcast operations.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSrVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
Jmmes W. Blaokbnrn
RayMontgomery
V. HamlttoBSt.
235
333 N. Mich. Ave.
WMhlneton Bide.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterllne 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Page 82
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222
11
5
228

AGENCY
Ward Wheelock
Ward Wheelock
Young
cam & RubiJ. Thompson
Walter
Belding
Foote, Cone &
Compton Adv.
Dancer-Fitzgeraid-Sample
Dancer-Fitzgei^
aid-Sample
Wm. Esty
Sherman
&
Marquette
Kudner
Wm. Esty
J. Walter
Thompson
Dancer-Fitzgeraid-Sample
Blow
Wm. Weintraub
Kudner
Maxon
CampbellEwald
Ewell & Thurber

WIBK's programs, and those it
proposed for an FM affiliate, were
"meritorious."
ACA

FILES

Non-Red Papers With NLRB
AMERICAN Communications
Assn., CIO, whose broadcast department has contracts with many
radio stations, particularly on the
East Coast, has taken steps to
comply with the Taft-Hartley Law
by having its officers file the necessary non-Communist affidavits
with the NLRB.
The step was taken Aug. 31 at a
meeting of the international board
on recommendation of President
Joseph P. Selly.
In making the announcement,
the board said:
This step is being taken at this time
because the majority of the AFL and
CIO unions have already complied with
the law. In addition, the 81st Congress,
in spite of the election pledge of the
Democratic party, has failed to repeal
the Taft-Hartley law.
Some of the complying unions, particularly the American Radio Assn.,
CIO, hood
and
the International
Brotherof Electrical
Workers, AFL,
are
utilizing
the
Taft-Hartley
Law
to raid
our union.
The board stated, however, that
it was proud of the fight it had
waged to have the law repealed
and that it would continue to prosecute its case against Press Wireless to have the law declared unconstitutional. That action has
been
joined
steel workers'
case set
downwith
for aOctober
term in
the Supreme Court of the United
ality.
States testing T-H's constitutionBROA

FUNDS

Now Before Senate Group
CONSIDERATION of the supplemental appropriations bill involving additional funds for State i
Dept.'s Voice of America has been
undertaken by a Senate Appropriations subcommittee on Capitol
Hill. State Dept. officials have not
been
to testify
Theasked
measure
(HRas yet.
6008) as
passed by the House last month,
would allot an added sum of $11,320,000 to the Voice for construction and improvement of facilities
in line with State Dept.'s current
campaign
to counteract Soviet
Russia's jamming efforts in the
cold war. High government and
industry officials, including NAB
President Justin Miller, with an
eye cocked to world conditions, had
urged the proposed increase as an
invaluable propaganda weapon
[Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
Meanwhile, USSR transmitters
in Eastern Europe continued their
attacks on Voice broadcasts. Citing the House action approving the
$11 million outlay and State Secretary Dean Acheson's support, a
Soviet commentator quoted the
New Times, leftist publication:
"These are vain illusions. No matter
how many million dollars a complaisant Congress may grant Acheson the
dismal lies of the Voice . . . will not
have the desired effect. Even if they
inflated it to ten times its size, the
propaganda machine cannot be anything like a reliable pillar of the present American policy . . ." State, Dept.
officials had pointed to such broadcasts
and jamming as best evidence that the
Voice was "hurting" Russia.

'

|
j
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SESAC PREDICTS
Promising Year for Radio
SCOFFING at "crepe-hanging talk
of recession," SESAC Music,
monthly service bulletin of SESAC
Inc., New York performance licenser and transcription library, predicted, in its 1949 autumn issue a
year ahead for radio that "certainly
warrants promise." "Networks,
independent stations, advertising
agencies, music publishers and
transcription firms are working
constantly to make the 1949-1950
year one of the very best," the
publication explained.
The bulletin mentioned the many
homes under construction, which
will mean a demand for new radio
and television sets. "After all," it
suggested, "we still believe in love
and romance, and marriage is a
fine old custom. It is still our biggest and busiest industry and no
one has ever heard of a slacking
off." The publication listed the
many items purchased by new
families, which included radio sets
and other musical instruments, and
the resultant need for better, more
expensive and more ambitious programs.
WITH use of fast mobile unit, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va. gave full coverage
to 17th annual West Virginia State
Open Golf Tournament played in Huntington.
>CASTING
• Telecasting Bp

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 76)
September 7 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WTNB Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
extension of authority to remain silent
for period of thirty days. By a Board.
WTRR Sanford, Fla.— Granted license
covering change trans, and studio locations.
KCOK Tulare, Calif.— Granted license
increase power, change frequency, innew trans, and DA-N and change
trans, stalllocation.
Johnston Bcstg. Co., Bessemer, Ala.
— Granted license new STL KIA-32.
WJIM Lansing, Mich. — Granted canfrequency,
increasecellation
power,CP change
install new
trans, and
DA-DN and change trans, location.
KIFN Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted mod.
CP forlocations.
approval of ant. trans, and
studio
The following were granted mod.
CP'sshown:
for extension
completion Calif,
dates
as
KNX-FM of Hollywood,
to 12-28-49; KRNT-FM Des Moines, la.,
to 3-30-50: WCAP-FM Asbury Park,
N. J. to 3-3-50; WMIN-FM St. Paul,
Minn, to 12-30-49; WKY-FM Oklahoma
City, Okla. to 1-1-50; WDAK-FM Columbus, Ga., to 3-30-50; WFIL-FM
Philadelphia to 11-30-49; WKTV, Utica,
N. Y. to 12-1-49; WBTV, Charlotte,
N. C, to 3-30-50; WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City, to 12-30-49. WJHL-FM Johnson
City, Tenn. to 3-1-50; WERC-FM Erie,
Pa. to 1-2-50; WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.
to 12-15-49; WFIL-TV Philadelphia to
11-30-49. KRIC-FM Beaumont, Tex. to
3-6-50; WFMZ AUentown, Pa. to 2-22,50; WMRI Marion, Ind. to 12-1-49;
WKAP-FM AUentown, Pa., to 12-22-49.
WRFS changes
Alexanderin City,
Ala. —ant.
Granted
license
vertical
and
mounting FM ant. on AM tower.
WNNT
. cense
new Warsaw,
AM station;Va.—
690 Granted
kc 250 w liD.
WCBCcense to Anderson,
Ind.
—
Granted
limount FM ant. on present
AM tower.
' College of The Pacific, Area of Stockton, Calif. — Granted license for new
Remote Pickup KA-2879.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C. —
• and
Granted
mountlicense
FM ant.change
on AM vertical
tower. ant.
KPAC Port Arthur, Tex. — Granted
license Install old main trans, at loca; tion of main trans, to be used for aux.
purposes with power of 1 kw DA-N.
WAFBchange
Batonhours
Rouge,
La. — Granted
license
operation,
change
power,
install
DA-N
and
specify
studio
location.
KTOK
City, Okla.—increase
Granted licenseOklahoma
change frequency,
, power,
install
new
trans,
and
DA-DN
change trans, location and mount FM
ant. on #3 tower.
WDAYnewFargo,
install
trans. N. D.— Granted CP
\CPWBAC
Cleveland,
install new trans. Tenn. — Granted
Central Bcstg. Co. Davenport, Iowa —
Granted CP for new Experimental TV
'Relay KA-603.
IandWO license
OB Anniston,
Ala. trans.
— ^Granted CP
install new
Granted following remote pickup
broadcast licenses for period Sept. 1,
, 1949 to May 1, 1952, subject to changes
in frequency which may result from
[proceedings in Docket No. 6651: KA,3050 Area Phoenix, Arizona; KA-3060
Area Fairbanks, Alaska; KA-3066 Area
ITacoma,
New York.Wash.; K A -3080; KA-3081 Area
Granted following remote pickup

broadcast station licenses for period
Sept. 1, 1949 to Nov. 1, 1951, subject
to changes in frequency which may result from proceedings in Docket No.
6651; KA-3405, KA-3406 Tarrant Broadcasting Co. Area Fort Worth, Texas.
Licenses of following remote pickup
broadcast stations expiring Sept. 1,
are extended upon temporary basis
only, pending receipt of and/or determination upon application for renewal
of licenses in no event later than 3
a.m., EST. Dec. 1, 1949: KA-3416 Area
Albuquerque, N. M.; KA-3417 Area
New York; KA-3088; KA-3089; KA3090, Area Charleston, W. Va.; KA3418; KA-3419; KA-3420, Area Los Angeles; KA-3053; KA-3054; KA-3055,
Area San Francisco; KA-3218 Area Colby, Kan.; KA-3407-3408 Area Cleveland,
Ohio.
The Regents of the University of
Mich., Ann Arbor, Michigan — Granted
license STL KQA-61 for period Sept.
1, 1949 to Sept. 1, 1950, subject to
changes frequency which may result
from proceedings in Docket 6651.
WTAX Springfield, 111.— Granted litrans. cense increase power and install new
WSPC Anniston, Ala.— Granted liunl. DA.cense new AM station; 1390 kc 1 kw
WLAW-FM Lawrence, Mass. — Granted license new FM station; Chan. 229
(93.7 mc) 20 kw 400 ft.
WPRO-FM Providence, R. I. — Granted license new FM station; Chan. 222,
(92.3 mc) 20 kw 450 ft.
WJAS-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted
license new FM station; Chan. 259
(99.7 mc) 24 kw 470 ft.
KBIX-FM Muskogee, Okla.— Granted
license for new FM broadcast station;
Chan. 253, (98.5 mc) 3.3 kw 320 ft.
KREI-FM Farmington, Mo.— Granted
license new FM station; Chan. 261,
(100.1 mc) 300 w 210 ft.
KRKD-FM Los Angeles — Granted license new FM station; Chan. 242, (96.3
mc) 15 kw 475 ft.
WOAY-FM Oak Hill, W. Va.— Granted license for new FM broadcast station; Chan. 231. (94.1 mc) 19 kw 340 ft.
(BLH-481).
WMBO-FM
Auburn, new
N. Y.license
reinstatement
FM Granted
station;
Chan. 241, (96.1 mc) 18 kw 520 ft.
WGOV-FM
Valdosta,
Ga.—
Granted
license reinstatement new FM station;
Chan. 223, (92.5 mc) 7 kw 305 ft.
KVOO Tulsa, Okla. — Granted license
install new DA-N.
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio— Granted
license new commercial television station.
KGAK to Gallup,
M.— location.
Granted mod.
license
change N.studio
WILM
Wilmington,
Del.
— Granted
mod. CP to change type trans.
WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.— Granted
mod. CP to make changes in vertical
ant.
KNEM Cecil W. Roberts, Nevada,
Mo. — Granted mod. CP for approval of
ant. and trans, location and specify
studio location.
WJER Dover, Ohio — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. trans, and
studio
trans. locations and change type of
KSDO San Diego, Calif. — Granted
mod. CP to change type trans, and
change studio location.
WJMA Orange, Va. — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans, for approval
of ant. trans, and studio locations.
Atlanta,of Ga.—
Granteddatemod.to
CPWCON
for extension
completion
3-21-50.
49.KERG Eugene, Ore. — Same to 11-19WFSS Long Island, N. Y.— Same to
11-29-49.

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Webster
In
Bartley
T. Sims hearing
Ukiah, upon
Calif.Sims—
Granted continued
Altoona, Pa.,
application and that of Mendocino
Bcstg. Co., Ukiah. Calif, to Nov. 21.
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. and Los
It's
Angeles
Co., Inc.,
Los Angeles
ROY F, THOMPSON
Granted Bcstg.
dismissal
without
prejudice—
application for transfer of control of
KMTR Radio Corp. licensee of AM
and
station KLAC and permittee of TV
station KLAC-TV Los Angeles, and
Palo Alto Radio Station Inc., licensee
of AM station KYA San Francisco; dismissed as moot petition of Los Angeles
Bcstg. Co. for intervention.
Afro- American Bcstg. System Inc.,
Hopkins Park, III. — Granted continued
hearing on application for CP to Jan.
A prize radio combination in
9, 1950. Crowley, La. — Granted petition
the rich industrial market of
forKSIG
leave to intervene in hearing upon
applications of Charles Wilbur Lamar
Central Pennsylvania.
Jr.,
8302 Morgan
et al.). City, La., et al. (Docket
WSEE St.hearing
Petersburg,
Fla.— Granted
Represented by
continued
on application
for
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
extension of TV completion date to
Oct. 12, 1949.
Coston-Tompkins Bcstg Co., Ironton,
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Ohio — Granted continued hearing on
application for CP.
W9XHZ Sarkes Tarzian, Bloomington, Ind. — Granted extension of time
to file reply to exceptions of Acting
General Counsel of FCC in proceeding
upon censeapplication
to Aug. 26. for renewal of liWJIM
Inc.,petition
Lansing,requesting
Mich.—
DismissedWJIM,
as moot
dismissal of application CP.
News Publishing Co., Rome, Ga. —
Amended application so as to request
1410 kc 1 kw unl. in lieu of 1400 kc
250 w unl. and for removal from hearsoningJr. docked. Examiner J. Fred JohnWJOC Jamestown, N. Y. — Amended
application
so asprovide
to specifyrelated
definite trans,forsiteCP and
data, andplicatiofurther
requesting
that
apn be retained on hearing docket.
Examiner Leo Resnick.
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
Grantedcationcontinued
hearingShreveport,
on appliand that of KRMD
La., and KVOL Lafayette, La., to Nov.
9. Examiner Fanney N. Litvin.
WCUM Cumberland, Md.— Granted
extensionrandum ofof
for filing
memolaw time
requested
by Examiner
to Sept. 16. Examiner Leo Resnick.
September 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
Springdale,
CPKBRS
new AM
station. Ark. — License for
AM— 1480 kc
KRMD1340Shreveport,
to change
from
kc 250 w La.
unl.— CP
to 1480
kc 5
kw-D 1 kw-N AMENDED to request
1480 kc 1 kw-DAM—
500 900
w-N.kc
Saratoga1280
Springs,
N.Richard
Y.— CP O'Connor,
new AM station
kc 1
kw
D
AMENDED
to
request
900 kc
250 w D.
AM— 1280 kc
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — CP to
change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to
1280 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N.
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
station: WMGY Montgomery,
Ala.;AMKFRE
Fresno, Calif.; WLAD Danbury, Conn.;
WLAQ Rome, Ga.; WLS Chicago;
KXIC Iowa
la.;KNUJ
WTPS New
New Ulm,
Orleans; WJR City,
Detroit;
Minn.; KFUO Clayton, Mo.; WEW St.
Louis, Mo.; WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.;
WNYC New York; WRRZ Clinton,
N. C; WHNC Henderson, N. C;
WGTL Kannapolis, N. C; WNAO
Raleigh, N. C; WAYN Rockingham,
N. C; WJW Cleveland, Ohio; WRFD
Worthington,
Chambersburg, Pa.; Ohio;
WESA WCHA
Charleroi,
Pa.;
WVPO phis;
Stroudsburg,
Pa.;
WMPS
MemWPIK Alexandria, Va.; WHTN
Huntington, W. Va.; WJPG Green Bay.
Wis.; WVOK Birmingham, Ala.; WORZ
Orlando, Fla.; WROM Rome, Ga.;
WKTG Thomasville, Ga.; KWGB
Goodland, Kan.; WHAS Louisville,
Ky.; WACE Chicopee, Mass.; KOJM
Havre, Mont.; KJSK Columbus, Neb.;
WOTW Nashua, N. H.; WPAQ Mont
Airy, N. C; KTOW Oklahoma City;
WNEL
Tenn. San Juan, P. R.; WPTR Paris,
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion
San Francisco;
KIMV date:
Grant KRON-FM
Township,
Kan.; WCAL-FM Northfield, Minn.;
KFVS-FM
Cape
Girardeau, Mo.;

WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md.; WBCA
Schenectady, N. Y.
License for CP
WQDI
Quincy,
new FM station. Bl.— License for CP
TENDERED
FORkc FILING
AM— 850
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — CP to
change from 850 kc 1 kw unl. to 850
kc
kc 5 kw-D 1 AM—
kw-N 930DA-DN.
KWOC from
Poplar
Bluft,250 wMo. unl.
— CP
change
1340 kc
to 930to
kc 1 kw unl. SSA—
DA-N.1410 kc
KBUD Athens, Tex.— Request for
SSA on 1410 kc 250 w-D 100 w-N for
period ending SSA—
Nov. 1030
30, 1949.
kc
KWBU
Tex.—
sion of SSACorpus
on 1030Christi,
kc 50 kw
unl.Extenfrom
local sunrise at Boston, Mass. to local
sunset at Corpus Christi for period not
to exceed 12 mos.
AM— from
790 kc Sept. 15.
WMON Montgomery, W. Va. — CP to
change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to 790
kc 1 kw-D 500SSA
w-DA-N.
— 640 kc
WOI Ames, Iowa — Request for SSA
on 640 kc to operate from 6 a.m. to
local sunrise CST for period ending
not later than Nov. 1, 1952.
Transfer of Control
WHB Kansas City, Mo.— Transfer of
voting control of WHB Bcstg. Co. from
CharlestionalR.BankCook
deceased
Naof Kansas
City toandFirst
Robert
B. Caldwell executors.
September 8 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
Assignment of CP
KTUR Turlock, CaUf.— Granted consent to assignment of CP from partnership of 8 individuals to Turlock Bctsg.
Corp.
under same control; no monetary
consideration.
Study Postponed
KWRZ
Flagstaff, Ariz.— P e n d i n g
study of petition filed Sept. 2, postponedfor
from KWRZ
Sept. 15to tocease
Oct. 15, specified date
Transmitter
Changeoperations.
WMRO Aurora, 111.— Granted CP
change trans, location and make
changes in radiating systems, subject
to condition that applicant agrees to
satisfy all legitimate complaints of
blanket interference occurring within
250 mv/m contour.
Changes in DA
WBAY
Green
— Granted
CP to install new Bay,
groundWis.system
and
make changes in DA eng. cond.
Hearing Designated
Orville L. Jenkms, Quanah, Tex., and
Tul'e Bcstg. Co., TuUa, Texas — Desigconsolidated
tionsnatedforfornew
station onhearing
1150 kc,applica250 w
D at Quanah and Tulia respectively.
WLEA
and
WWHG
HorneU,
N.
Y.—
Designated for consolidated hearing
applications
of WLEA
cilities from 1320
kc 1 kwto D change
to 1420 fakc
500 w-N, 1 kw-LS, DA night and of
WWHG to change facilities from 1590
kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 500 w N 1 kw-LS,
DA-N.
Delta Bcstg., Inc., Thiboudaux, La.
and KCIL Houma, La. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of
(Continued on page 8U)
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 83)
Delta Bcstg Inc., for new station at
Thiboudaux, La. on 630 kc 500 w D
and of KCIL to change facilities from
1490 kc 250 w unl. to 630 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-DN.
Eastern Indiana Radio Corp., Muncie,
Ind.; Kokomo Pioneer Broadcasters,
Kokomo, Ind., and Chronicle Pub. Co.
Inc., Marion,
Designated for
solidatedInd.
hearing—applications
for connew
stations on 1400 kc 250 w unl. at Muncie, Kokomo and Marion, respectively;
made WING Dayton, Ohio, WDWS
Champaign, 111., and WKJG Fort
Wayne, Ind. parties to proceeding.
Petition Granted
WEST Easton, Pa. and Radio Reading, Reading, Pa. — Granted petition of
WEST to designate for hearing application of Radio Reading for new station at Reading on 1400 kc 250 w unl.
time, and made WEST Easton, WD AS
Philadelphia, and WHGB Harrisburg,
parties to proceeding.
Petitions Granted
KTYL
Mesa,
Ariz. — Affirmed
action
of June 3 of motions
commissioner
granting petitions to amend application, denied petitions in all other reon Commission's
motion
amended spects;order
of May 5 own
designating
application for hearing, to remove
Warner Brothers as parties to proceeding, and deleted that part of Issue 2
which refers specifically to KWBR, and
to include new Issue 5 "To determine
whether operation of KTYL as proposed wouldterference
involve
inwith XEC objectionable
Tijuana, Mex.
or with any other existing foreign
station and,
if so,
such inter-of
ference would
be whether
in contravention
international agreement or Commission's Rules and Standards."
Removed from File
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo. — On petition
removed from pending file and returned to processing Line 2 application
for CP to make changes in daytime DA
pattern.
Request Granted
KWIK Leslie S. Bowden, Trustee in
Bankruptcy, Burbank, Calif — Granted
request to duplicate programs of FM
station KFMV over AM station KWIK.
License Granted
KICKcense Springfield,
Granted
lifor new AM Mo.—
station;
1340 kc
250 w unl.
Hearing Designated
MuUer Brothers, Inglewood, Calif. —
Designated for hearing application for
new station on 830 kc 10 kw D in consolidated proceeding with other applicationsviously
for daytime-only
designated for facilities
hearingpre-in
Dockets 6737 et al, scheduled for Sept.
19, in Washington; further ordered
that if, cas
result ofthat,consolidated
e ding it appears
were it not profor
issues pending in hearing regarding
clear channels and in hearing regarding
daytime skywave transmissions and
Commission's
as announced policy
Aug. 9,pertaining
1946 and thereto
May 8,
1947, public interest would be best
served by grant of one or more of these
applications other than that of William
and Leecation orA.applications
Odessky, shall
then besuchreturned
applito pending file until after conclusion of
said hearings regarding clear channels
and dajrtime skywave transmissions.
Permits Reinstated
WJEM Springfield, Ohio— Granted CP
for Class A FM station to replace expired permit.
WBUY-FM Lexington, N. C. — Same.
WTNB-FM Birmingham, Ala. —
Granted construction permit for Class
B FM station to replace expired peirnit.
WSUA-FM Bloomington, Ind. — Same.
KOTA-FM Rapid City, S. D.— Same.
KFLW-FM Klamath Falls, Ore.—
Same.
Modification of CP
KDYL-TV
City, UtahGranted mod.SaltCPLake
to reduce
ERP
from 14.5 kw to 3.7 kw, increase ant.
from minus 542 to minus 500 ft., make
changes in trans, and ant.
Extension Granted
KEYL San Antonio, Tex. — On petition, reconsidered and set aside Comaction June of29,completion
denying applicationmission
for extension
date,
removed from hearing docket and
granted said application for extension
of completion date to Jan. 7, 1950.
WOIC Washington, D. C. — Granted
STA toposeoperate
WOIC trans,
of cooperating
with for
CBS pur-in
demonstrating color television system
in connection with pending TV hearing, for period of 30 days beginning
Sept. 25.
Page 84 • September 12, 1949

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. —
Denied request of Aug. 11 that Commission "re-evaluate" comments filed
by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
on
Aug. 2,
pursuant to
Commission's
proposed
June of29bands
governingrule
use on making
regular ofbasis
1990-2110,
6875-7125
and
12,700-13,000
by
television stations for aux. purposes.
Twentieth Century-Fox sought to file
comments
in support
re-allocating
number of TV
auxiliary offrequencies
for
theatre television service. Commission
pointed out that this particular proceeding expressly precludes comments
which propose allocation of frequencies
for theatre television service. In meantime Twentieth
and other
film interests
haveCentury-Fox
filed statements
with
respectture to
their
views
on
possible
regular theatre TV service. fuSTA Granted
WCBS-TV New York N. Y.— Granted
STA for 30 days from Sept. 7 to operate
regular
trans,
of WCBS-TV
during
times when
regular
programs are
not
being broadcast, for color TV testing
purposes.
September 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WWWF
Fayette,
CP new AM station. Ala.— License for
SSA— 640 kc
WOI Ames, Iowa— Request for SSA
on 640 kc to operate from 6 a.m. to
local sunrise CST for period ending not
later than Nov. 1 1952.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: WWPF license
Palatka,
Fla; AM
WKYW
Louisville, Ky.; KSTL St. Louis; WMBL
Morehead City, N. C; WDSC Dillon,
S. C; WJIG Tullahoma, Tenn.; KSFA
Nacogdoches, Tex.; KBUH Brigham
City, Utah; WCYB Bristol, Va.; KXA
Seattle, Wash.; WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Transfer of Control
KXXX of Colby,
— Acquisition
control
WesternTex.Plains
Bcstg. Co.of
Inc., by John B. Hughes.
Assignment of License
WFRO-AM-FM Fremont, Ohio — Assignment of license and CP from Robert
F.
Wolfe Co. to corporation of same
name.
GOOD

TURN

WGAR

Aids Competitor

"NTH DEGREE" cooperation is
claimed by WGAR Cleveland in
aiding a competing station to receive first call on a special events
broadcast while its own pick-up attempted later in the day failed.
Occasion was a special train run
held Aug. 31 by proponents of a
city charter amendment to enable
Cleveland to obtain an RFC multimillion dollar loan for a public
transit system operating over existing railroad lines. On board
were key city officials, councilmen,
Transit Board members and other
dignitaries.
Using batteries and a converter,
WJMO, daytime independent, and
WCUO (FM) planned to tape
record broadcasts. When power
was unobtainable, Sid Andorn,
WGAR special events director, on
board a flat car of the train with
a mobile unit, off'ered both stations
WGAR facilities. WGAR took
WJMO's broadcast and cut the
record which the latter picked up
and used before its sunset signoif.
Later, Mr. Andorn ready for his
own broadcast ran up against a
signal failure and consequently
WGAR engineers were unable to
pick it up. The station wound up
with Mr. Andorn interviewing
officials from its studios.
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Grants,

Changes,

Applications

SUMMARY

TO SEPTEMBER

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Bequests, Ownership10
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV *Stations
5 on air

OnTotalAir Licensed CPs
2,035
1,983 220
738
402 433
75
18
100

Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
WMEX Boston, Mass.— Initial decision of examiner James D. Cunninghamtionslooking
toward granting
applicaof Northern
Corporation
for
renewal of license and transfer of control from John E. Reilly, Charles A.
Coughlin,
Randazzo and George
Allen T.Kaplan,
Dresser Fred
to Alfred
J. Pote, William S. Pote and Antoinette
lovanna. See story this issue. Decision
Sept. 6.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
John W. Morris, Red Lion, Pa. —
Denied cation
petitions
requesting
applifor new AM
station that
on 940
kc,
1 kw daytime be removed from pending
file and processed, and Section 3.25 of
rules be amended by striking 940 kc
from list
of 8.frequencies therein. Decision Sept.

Transfers,

Grants

Pending
cations

8

Hearing
In

58
348
373
Appli-

252
182
1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Granted
30
Sept.
7.
WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, 111.— Granted
assignment of license from Commodore
Broadcasting
Inc.,companies
to Illinois
casting Co. Both
are Broadowned
100% by Decatur Newspapers Inc.
WSOY is assigned 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited.mc).
WSOY-FM Granted
is assigned
nel 271 (102.1
Sept.Chan7.
KUTA Salt ofLake
City, from
Utah—Frank
GrantedC.
assignment
license
Carman, David G. Smith, Grant R.
Wrathall, and Administrator of Estate
of Jack L. Powers d/b as Utah Broadcasting and Television Co. to Frank
C.
Carman,andDavid
Smith,
Grant andR.
Wrathall
EdnaG. O.
Powers
Edna O. Powers, guardian of Sharon
Lee Powers partnership of same name.
No money involved. Granted Sept. 7.
Deletions . . .
Cond'l

Five FM authorizations were deleted
Non-Docket Actions . . .
by FCC
since
first bringing
of year tototal
146.withdrawals
Deletions,
AM GRANTS
effectivedrawaldates
and reasons for withfollow:
Monroe, La. — Dr. Frank P. Cerniglia
granted new AM station on 1230 kc,
KFEY casting
Fresno,
Calif. 29.
— Pacific
Broad-is
Co. CP Aug.
Applicant
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost $14,083. unable
to meet condition that CP be
Dr. Cerniglia has practiced dentistry
for past 20 years. Program tests will completed or interim operation be comnot be authorized until KNOE has
menced prior to expiration date.
ceased operations. Granted Sept. 8.
KAIR casting
Laredo,
Tex. — Laredo
Broad-7.
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Transmitter
Co., site
Conditional
grant by
Sept.
not approved
CAA
Islands — William N. Greer granted AM
and no other site available.
permit for 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited.
Mr. Greer already has much equipment
KROW-FM Oakland, Calif.— KROW
on hand and estimates cost of construcSept. 7. Applicant feels withtion at under $4,000. This is first grant Inc. outCP
TV grant FM investment would be
unreasonable in view of great number
for radio station in the Virgin Islands
although there are presently two pend- of FMcisco stations
in Oakland-San Franarea.
ing applications.
Story this issue.
Granted
Sept. 8.
WPLO
Memphis,
Tenn.—ofWMPS
CP Sept. 7. Extension
time Inc.
not
WASA peake
Havre
de Grace,
Md. — granted
Chesasufficient
to
complete
station
and lack
Broadcasting
Corp.,
switch in facilities from 1600 kc, 500 of transmitter site.
w daytime to 1330 kc, 1 kw daytime
KSBS KansasSystem.
City, Kan.—
CP Sunflower
Sept. 7.
providing that applicant agrees to sat- Broadcasting
Economic.
isfy
legitimate
complaints
of
blanket
interference. Granted Sept. 8.
KERB Kermit, Tex.— Kermit Broad. . .
casting Co., granted change in fre- New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
quency from 610 kc, 1 kw unlimited,
directional to 600 kc, 1 kw unlimited,
directional. Granted Sept. 8.
New Iberia,Inc.,
. La.1570
— Queen
Citydaytime.
Broadkc, 1 kw
WDSM Superior, Wis. — Ridson Inc., Estimatedcasting Co.cost
$31,900.
Principals
ingranted change from 1230 kc, 250 w unclude: George H. DeClouet, stockholder
to 710 kc,8. 5 kw unlimited DA-2.
General Securities Co., Port Allen
Granted limitedSept.
and Baton Rouge InWTTH Port Huron, Mich.— Times Finance Co. Co.,Inc.
50%; Paul M. Cochran, ion
Herald Co., granted switch in facilities sole ownersuranceBaton
Rouge
Floor Covering
from 1360 kc, 1 kw daytime to 1380 kc,
Co., Baton
25%; A.Rouge
P. McLachlan,
stockholder
1 kw unlimited, directional. Granted
in
Insurance
Co., 25%.
Filed Sept. 7.
Sept. 8.
TRANSFER GRANTS
Pasco, Wash. — Louis Wasmer, 960 kc,
1 kw unlimited, directional antenna
KFDA-AM-FM
Granted
transfer of 200Amarillo,
shares of Tex.—
stock day and night. Estimated cost: $90,000.
in Amarillo Broadcasting Co. from J. Mr. Wasmer was sole owner of recently
Lindsey Nunn to Gilmore H. Nunn, son. sold KGA
Spokane
interest in KOL
Seattleandandholds
22% 43%KXLL
Previously J. L. Nunn held 51% inter- Missoula,
Mont. Filed Sept. 1.
est in company and transfer of stock
makes father and son equal partners.
FM APPLICATION
No money involved. KFDA is assigned
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Cape County
1440
kc,
5
kw-D
1
kw-N.
Granted
Broadcasting Co., Channel 249 (97-7
Sent. 7.
ERP 0.332 kw, antenna height
KAMQ sAmarillo,
Tex. — Hoyt
Granted
as- mc)
ignment of license from
Houck.
above palsaverage
92.7 with
ft. Princiand equalterrain
partners
33%%
Robert D. Houck, Walter G. Russell
and W. J. Dickerson, partnershin d/b are: Richard
C.
Brandt,
salesman
In- Mo
vestors
Syndicate;
William
C.
Brandt,
as Top of Texas Broadcasting Co. to office manager Brown Shoe Factory
a corporation outstanding stock of and
William Bryan, assistant chief
which will be owned by same partners
equal to their respective partnership
engineer
EstimatedKREI
cost
constructionMo.$15,000.
Filed
Aug.
25. ofFarmington.
interests. No monetary consideration.
KAMQ time.
is assigned
1010
kc,
1
kw
dayGranted Sept. 7.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WJBB Haleyville,
Ala.—Roy
Granted
asKWIK-AM-FM Burbank, Calif.— Assignment of license from
Mayhall,
M. E. Buttram and H. E. Ray d/b as
signment of license
and FMS. construction permit
from Leslie
Bowden
Haleyville Broadcasting Co. to H. E.
trustee in bankruptcy to Union BroadRay, Guy L. Ray and Roy Mayhall new
company of same name. Mr. Buttram
casting
Corp. of Calif,
considera$40,000.
Union forBroadcasting
resides in Hollywood, Calif., and since Corp. tionofof California
is owned by Ladies
he is unable to look after the business
Garment Worker's Union which also
properlytween an
agreement
be- is sole stock owner of Unity Broadpartners
and Guy was
L. Raymade
to take
casting Corp., New York and WVUN
over assignment.
WJBB is assigned
Chattanooga, Tenn. KWIK is assigned
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

1490 kc, 250 w unl. KWIK-FM is assigned Channel 232 (94.3 mc). Filed
Aug. 25.
' WHGR
— Assignment of CP Greensboro,
from Gilbert N.M. C.
Hutchinson
tr/as Guilford Broadcasting Co. to
Greensboro
Broadcasting
Consid-to
eration is $4,928.21
which Co.
amounts
' Mr.
out-of-pocket
incurred
by
Hutchinsonexpenses
in securing
permit.
Greensboro Broadcasting Co. is licensee
. of WGBG same city. WHGR is assigned
1400 kc, 250 w unlimited. Filed Aug. 30.
WCYB Bristol, Va.— Transfer of control in Appalachian Broadcasting Corp.
from James Mahoney (deceased) to
James D. Mahoney and Thomas J.
Doyle administrators of the estate.
Prior to his death in January Mr.
, Mahoney held Va Interest in WCYB.
' Other stockholders in station are J.
Fey Rogers and Robert H. Smith.
WCYB operates with 10 kw daytime on
690 kc. FUed Aug. 30.
WCIF-AM-FM
Madisonville,
Ky.—
Transfer
of control
of Madisonville
Broadcasting Co. from F. E. Lackey and
' Pierce
W. Prewitt
Lackey
to Pierce
E. Lackey.in
Lackey
receives
20% interest
I WCIF from W. Prewitt Lackey for a
■• consideration
% interest
real
estate firm ofof Foremen
and in
Lackey
land assumption of obligation of W.
Prewitt which amounts to $5,600. F. E.
Lackeytion to transfers
40% Pierce
interestassuming
in staPierce upon
all obligations of said station. There
[is no transaction of funds as F. E. is
indebted
Pierce foradvices
financialoverassistance andtonumerous
ten
year period. WCIF is assigned 730 kc,
.250 w daytime. WCIF-FM is assigned
Channel 285 (104.9 mc). Filed Aug. 30.
WGTL
Kannai ohs, N. C. — Assign[ment of license from Fred H. Whitley
ito a new corporation Fred H. Whitley
Inc. Legal title of two shares or 1%
of stock is vested in wife and father
of Mr. Whitley. Transfer is requested
to improve
financial
of sta-is
tion. Beneficial
title condition
of two shares
retained by Mr. Whitley. WGTL oplerates with 1 kw daytime on 870 kc.
Filed Aug. 31.
WCOJ Coatesville, Pa. — Assignment
of CP from four partners, David Ginsburg,
MorrisLouis
Singer,
pern and
N. William
Seltzer S.
d/bHal-as
Chester County Broadcasting Co., to
new corporation
of equalMr.interest
sisting of Mr. Halpern,
Seltzer conand
newcomer Richard J. Scully. Mr. Scully
is mayor of Coatesville. Mr. Ginsburg
and Mr. Singer withdraw from original
agreement. No monetary consideration
involved. WCOJ is assigned 1420 kc, 1
kw unlimited DA-N. Filed Aug. 31.
P. R.—
ofWKAQ
license San
fromJuan,
Radio
Corp.Assigimient
of Porto
Rico to Angel Ramos. Mr. Ramos is
presently licensee of WEMB San Juan
but immediately upon grant of transfer
will discontinue operation of this station. Consideration is $325,000. Asfeels thatin because
great isnumber of signor
stations
San Juanof there
not
sufiicient
business
to
provide
able return on investment. Mr.a reasonRamos
is sole owner of El Mundo Inc., daily
San Juan newspaper. WKAO operates
with 5 kw unlimited on 620 kc. Filed
Sent. 7.
WJEL-AM-FM
Springfield,
Ohio-of
Transfer
of 125 shares
of stock
Champion City Broadcasting Co., from
D. J. Parsons to Frank N. Jones. Dr.
Parsons, physician, owns 375 shares of
stock and Mr. Jones presently owns
125 shares. Transfer will make them
equal partners. Consideration is book
nrice of stock. WJEL operates on 1600
kc, 500 w daytime. Filed Sept. 1.
AT&T
(Continued from page 60)

related to intercity transmissions,
but also where the ban applies to
connections with a station's mobile
pickup units or to off-the-air pickups from other stations.
Mobile pickups are affected where
they video
occur exchange
outside area;
the station's
local
in such
cases, under the AT&T policy, the
station must use the telephone
company's mobile units for relays
back to the studio unless the telephone company has none available,
in which case interconnection with
the station's units is permitted.
This, FCC held, not only imposes
limitations on the use of equipment
which the Commission has authorized, but also discourages such
pickups — "a type of programming
which
particularly
be-~
cause ofis its
timely and desirable
newsworthy
SPARTAN inspiration for 1949 grid
season garnered by Michigan National Network conferees are (I to r)
Howard Finch of WJIM Lansing, Howard Stoddard, president of the Michigan National Bank; "Biggie" Munn,
head coach of the "Spartans," and
riers,
Commission's
continueit isto the
authorize
intercity policy
relayingto
by private broadcasters on the same
secondary basis in relation to TeleviSTL and Television
Pickup
icessionas described
in . . . the
reportserv-of
Feb.
20,
1948
(1990-2110,
6875-7125,
and
12700-13200 mc).
However, as previously stated, such
provision for intercity video relaying
by the broadcasters is a purely temporaryof permanent
measure pendingcommon
general availability
carrier
facilities.
The Commission will therefore maintain a continuing
of outstand-to
ing
authorizations review
to broadcasters
operate intercity video relay facilities
by
radio
non-common
carrier
basis,
withon a a view
to determining
whethercilitiesadequate
common
carrier
faare available in the areas served
thereby, and thorizations
will whenterminate
auadequate such
common
carrier facilities are found to be available, giving due consideration to the
opportunity such broadcaster may have
had to amortize
facilities
accordance with the hiscaveat
... in
in the
report of Feb. 20, 1948. . . . Cooperation
by the common carriers in making
known their construction plans will
facilitate the operation of this plan
to the best interest of all concerned.
"Caveat" Mentioned
The "caveat" vs^hich FCC memtioned was the 1948 report's assertion that "this special provision
for intercity television relaying is
a purely temporary measure designed to assist the television industry until such time as permanent common carrier facilities are
generally available, and those
broadcasters who venture into the
business of relaying television programs in these frequency bands
should plan to amortize their investment at the earliest possible
date"
1948]. [Broadcasting, Feb. 23,

on frequencies for intercity television relaying, which formed the
backbone of the interconnection
decision, the Commission said:
. . . The policy therein determined
On the basic contentions adupon does not mean that intercity
video relaying is to be restricted to a
vanced by the telephone company
isingle common carrier and the Commission will consider applications by and the television interests during
any rent
qualified
operators persons,
of privateincluding
facilities, curfor the hearing, FCC's proposed report
authority to operate microwave radio ruled:
. . . Since the Commission will not
relay stations for the purpose of furtransmission
duplicating private operaservice onnishing
a intercity
commonvideo
carrier
basis on authorize
tions by radio where common carrier
the
appropriate
common
carrier
frefacilities
are
adequate, the "skimming
guencies.
cream" argument [of AT&T] loses
In the meantime, recognizing the the
its
applicability.
...
public interest in the need on the part
... It is not unreasonable
to expect
Of private broadcasters for intercity operating problems of the nature revideo transmission facilities both for
ferred to [by AT&T] if interconnecregional network purposes where comtions are permitted or required; however, it is clear from the record that
mon carrier
'
facilities have not been interconnection
is technically feasible
provided,
and network
for connecting
links to
bring national
video programs
basis. Thus, for exInto areas not served by common car- on a satisfactory
ample, Phiico has operated its system
BROADCASTING
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Ralph Young, Michigan State College
athletic director. Mr. Finch, midwest sportscaster, will call play-byplay with WJIM the originating station. Other stations in the network
include WFDF Flint, WOOD Grand
Rapids, WSAM Saginaw, WELL Battle Creek and WHLS Port Huron.
on an interconnected basis with Bell
System facilities with satisfactory results; in fact, it has carried on such
connected operations without Bell even
knowing
thatfacilities.
the program
over Phiico
. . . came to it
. . . The record shows the technical
competence of Western Union, DuMont, and Phiico to operate TV intercity transmission equipment. In this
regard the record indicates that the
performance characteristics of the
Western Union and Phiico equipment
compare favorably, and in some respects may be superior to some facilities
tem. . .now. furnished by the Bell Sys. . . The Bell System companies argue
that interconnection will result in
duplication of facilities, which is wasteful of frequencies. . . . Since the intercon ection .. . would be required only
during the period necessary for the
common carriers to provide adequate
intercity facilities ... it would not
appear
facilities that
would unnecessary
result. . . . Onduplication
the other
hand, failure by the common carriers
to effect or permit interconnections
[before] they are able to meet the full
needs of the broadcasters for intercity
video channels would have the effect
of impairing
the most efficient
tion of the frequencies
availableutiliza[by]
discouraging the filing of applications
for operations thereon, and by restricting existing facilities operating on such
frequencies
part-time
... It is toclear
that inoperation.
view of .the. .
heavy cost
of
TV
programming,
availa-in
bility of network services would
many instances
be
an
important
criterion in determining whether, where
and when to construct a TV broadcast
station, [so that] in the absence of adequate common-carrier intercity channels this policy [against interconnection] would seem to impede the detelevision
broadcasting.velopment.of nation-wide
. .
. . . The matter of whether or not
interconnection is required with intercity facilities of private broadcasters
would appear to have but a limited
and temporary effect, if any, on the
possible development of an alleged unlawful monopoly in the manufacture
and sale of video relay equipment,
since all private video relay operations
will be terminated upon availability
of common carrier facilities.
. . . The basic circumstances contrifacturing
buting to theand sales
possibility
of thewhich
manu-it
monopoly
is alleged may develop is the relationship between
[manufacturing andWestern
supply Electric
unit owned
by
AT&T] and the Bell System operating
companies whereby Western Electric
supplies virtually all equipment for
such companies. In this regard we
take notice of the fact that the U.S.,
on Jan. 14, 1949, filed an antitrust
action . . . against Western Electric
and AT&T seeking, among other
things, to dissolve this relationship.
The Commission made plain that
it considered the telephone company's non-interconnection policy
unlawful not only insofar as it

Off-the-Air Pickups
character."
As to broadcasts or relays from
off-the-air pickups from other TV
stations, the Commission said:
Such rebroadcasting in the formative
stage of TV broadcasting is in the inof the widest
possible
tionterofest video
programs
and disseminathe most
efficient operation of TV broadcast stations in the public interest. It would
seem clear that the high cost of video
programming together with the present
charges for intercity video channels
might effectively
video
broadcasting in many preclude
of the less
populated
communities of the U.S. if this method
of network broadcasting were to be
denied stations operating in such areas.
In the cases where microwave radio
relay stations are operated to effect
such relays, such private authorizations
will be cancelled upon the availability
of adequate common carrier facilities.
. . . However, where intercity video
networks are partially effected by direct pickups and rebroadcasts of video
programs by other TV broadcast stations, it ispermit
the Commission's
present
policy
.. .
To the toextent
thatsuch
the operations.
interconnection
tariff regulations of the Bell System
impede this activity they are in conflict
with
the Commission's
public interest
determintaion
in this regard.
Date Not Set
Date for commencement of the
hearing on the reasonableness of
the rates fixed by AT&T and Western Union for use of their respective intercity facilities has not
been set. Presumably this session
will get under way upon disposition of the interconnection question, which is subject to oral
argument before final decision by
the Commission.
In addition to the Bell System
and Western Union, Phiico operates
a radio relay link between New
York and Philadelphia, and DuMont
has a relay station which picks up
the WABD (TV) New York signal
and sends it to WNAC-TV New
Haven, both on a private (noncommon carrier) basis. Other companies operating private intercity
TV facilities are General Electric,
between New York and Schenectady; Balaban & Katz between
South Bend and Chicago, and NBC
between Philadelphia and Washington.
FCC reported that the Bell System appeared to be the only organization with plans for a nation-wide
intercity facilities system, although
"there is some evidence that Western Union would like to expand its
system if interconnection could be
effected, and DuMont has indicated
that some construction has been
and is being considered."
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FILM
At

Deadline...

ORAL ARGUMENT
HELD
ON WHAS PURCHASE

NBC-TV RATE
OUTLINED BY

FCC WAS TOLD in oral argument Friday
that its examiner's tentative denial of proposed
purchase of WHAS Louisville properties by
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. [Broadcasting,
June 27] is contrary to purpose of FCC
duopoly rule and disregards benefits which
public would receive from WHAS-AM-FM-TV
service under Crosley ownership.
Neville Miller, Washington attorney for
Courier Journal and Louisville Times, owner
of WHAS properties, and D. M. Patrick,
counsel for Crosley, argued for reversal of
Examiner Leo Resnick's initial decision while
Walter R. Powell, chief of FCC's transfer
branch, appeared on behalf of FCC general
counsel in support of decision but presented
no formal argument. Examiner's decision
would deny proposed purchase, involving
$1,925,000 before adjustments, on grounds of
admitted overlap between clear-channel WHAS
and Crosley's clear-channel
50 kw) (700
(840 kc,
WLW
Cincinnati
kc, 50 kw).
Mr. Miller said Courier- Journal wants to
retire from radio for business reasons but that
examiner's decision not only would deprive
papers of approximately $2 million sales price
but also make it necessary to invest another
$1 million to get TV going. Further, he
in line with FCC's
quipped, transfer would be
policy against newspaper ownership of stations.
FCC meanwhile issued order making final
its proposed decision granting WHAS application for extension of time in which to complete WHAS-TV. TV station now expected
to go on air about Feb. 1, Mr. Miller reported.

NBC Television network rates will be increased
according to already prepared timetables,
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, told affiliates convention Friday. Rate
rises were one of three means which Mr. Denny
said NBC-TV would use to "get into the
black" as soon as possible. Other two were
vigorous sales campaign to increase volume
of billing and expansion of network's size.
Text of Mr. Denny's talk, made at television session of third annual convention (see
earlier story page 23) was not disclosed, but
it was learned he outlined network's plan for
rate increases commensurate with gross of
circulation.
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., recently appointed NBC vice president in charge of television, in maiden appearance before audience
of NBC stations, made thumping speech praising radio's effectiveness as well as television's.
Mr. Weaver, echoing prevailing line of NBC
presentation to affiliates, said radio was greatest mass medium which should not be sold
short. Radio and television were viewed by
Mr. Weaver as complementary media which
together could be used by advertisers with
great success. He outlined new program plans
including projected three-hour Saturday night
show that was announced three weeks ago, and
said intention of NBC-TV was to build programs which would give advertisers maximum sales impact for minimum investment.
Resolutions adopted unanimously by affiliates
Friday included one urging next annual convention of NBC stations be held in Hawaii.
Night before L. P. Thurston, of KGU Honolulu,
who for past two years has energetically
plumped for Hawaiian expedition, presented
program of hula dancing, Hawaiian song and
sales talk for islands' scenic wonders which
proved so persuasive affiliates voted en masse
to meet there next year.
Other resolutions reaffirmed affiliates' faith
in NBC, thanked network for staging convention and complemented NBC's Stations Planning and Advisory Committee for its work in
this past year.

DUMONT
ASKS COMPARISON
BLACK-AND-WHITE, COLOR
DuMONT wants simultaneous comparison of
commercial black and white with proposed
color systems — covering baseball game and
other subjects — during demonstrations at
forthcoming FCC television reallocation hearing (see Telestatus, page 66). Request made
Friday afternoon by Allen B. DuMont in letter
to FCC Chairman Wayne Coy. Copies sent
CBS, RCA and Color Television Inc.
Dr. DuMont asked permission to install
dozen or more standard DuMont black and
white receivers in hearing room for comparison purposes. Baseball game, or football if
after Oct. 1, would be aired via DuMont's
WTTG (TV) Washington with color proponents "invited" to cover game with their equipment and transmit via suitable other Washington telestations.
ADVERTISING UNIT TO BE
SET UP BY COMMERCE
DEPT.
U. S. COMMERCE Dept. will set up permanent advisory committee from advertising field
as first step toward establishing an advertising
service unit in the department, Secretary
Charles Sawyer said late Friday following a
meeting with prominent advertisers.
Among those attending the meeting were
Paul B. West, president of Assn. of National
Advertisers, named temporary chairman;
Frederic R. Gamble, president, American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies; Ralph Hardy, representing Justin Miller, president of NAB;
Charles W. Jackson, aide to Presidential Assistant John R. Steelman.
Page 86
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INCREASE
DENNY

LABS

SETTLEMENT

SET

FORMULA to end fight between New York
film laboratories and lab workers in Local 702,
lATSE, arrived at Friday by lATSE President Richard F. Walsh and movie moguls.
Proposal, if found acceptable to Local 702, will
end dispute. Local 702's threatened strike
would have interrupted TV film production,
including newsreels and kinescopic prints.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i)

^

regarded certain that CSC will testify at inevitable hearings. CSC's belief: no independent or regulatory agency covered by Civil
Service should be singled out for raises inasmuch as classification measures (S. 2379-H.R.
5931) and heads-and-assistant-heads bill
(H.R. 1689) raise one and all.
TOP PAY raise legislation for FCC (H.R.
1689), heretofore "must" for this session (not
to be confused with McFarland Bill above),
may go by boards, if Senate logjam continues
much longer. Many senators are known to
feel that holdover to the next session would not
prove as ill-advised as first believed. They
reason it would be only a matter of months
before Congress reconvenes in January. Next
two weeks' activity on Capitol Hill will decide
fate. Bill would raise Commissioners from
present $10,000 to $16,000; Chairman to
$18,000.
MOVEMENT
afoot among some stations on
list of Edward Petry Co. to retain identity as
a station group no matter what is outcome
of meeting of Petry stations this week in New
York [see story page 49]. Theory is that stations constitute such a strong list for national spot business that dissolution of group
would weaken all and that list should stay
intact for national representation.
DESPITE formal word from Mexico that it
will forego participation in NARBA conference which gets under way in Montreal this
week in quinquennial session to handle domestic broadcast allocations, our State Dept. reportedly is using every means of suasion in
diplomatic bag-of-tricks to have full major national representation. Mission of FCC Comr.
George E. Sterling and U. S. Ambassador
Albert F. Nufer, to Havana last weekend, de"goodas will,"
nevertheless
believed scribed
to purely
haveas had
its primary
purposeis

HILL BLACKETT & CO. AND
GRANT ADVERTISING JOIN

urging of Mexico's participation through its
Cuban good neighbor.

HILL BLACKETT and Will C. Grant issued
a joint announcement Friday that Hill Blackett
& Co. and Grant Advertising Inc. have "consolidated." Accounts involved will be announced at a later date, the announcement said.
Although ill at home, Mr. Blackett told
Broadcasting his advertising career in Chicago has extended over 27 years. He was one
of the founders of Blackett & Sample in 1923
and became a partner in Blackett, Sample &
Hummert in 1927. Hill Blackett & Co. was
formed in 1944.
Mr. Grant founded his agency 13 years ago
in a one-room office in Dallas. In collaboration
with Lee Segall, president of KIXL Dallas, he
promoted Dr. I. Q. locally and in 1939 made a
deal with Mars Inc. to sponsor the show on a
national scale. Mars annual advertising appropriation now surpasses |2 million, much of
which is for radio. The Mars account, Mr.
Grant's first, helped him build Grant Advertising into one of the largest international
agencies in the world.

IMPORTANT hinge in NBC Television affiliate contract — number of free hours per month i
given network — was not fully taken up at
White Sulphur Springs, despite expectation
and hope of stations that it would be discussed
However, Executive Vice President Charles
R. Denny in Friday morning address stated
TV's higher interconnection costs would mean
a boost to something under 30 hours per month
of free time for NBC. AM affiliate- contract
calls for 16 hours per month. TV affiliates;
in Friday afternoon meeting resolved thatl
17% hours per month should be the contract
figure.
ONLY subject which aroused impassioned discussions at closed meeting of NBC affiliates
last week was fall promotion campaign. Number of stations opposed heavy investment by
network in national consumer magazines,}
claiming more good would derive from diversion of funds to local cooperative advertising.
NBC, however, stood by long policy against
cooperative campaigns.
BROADCASTING
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Kansas
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Early Fall, 1949

KMBC-KFRM
SERVES
3,970,100^
AREA RADIO
RESIDENTS
OVER A MILLION
FAMILIES IN
Satisfied Sponsors Are Renewing
''TEAM" PRIMARY COVERAGE AREA
''The KMBC-KFRM Team" Features
In serving Kansas City's vast Primary Trade
Best proof of any broadcaster's effectiveness in territory, The KMBC-KFRM Team provides a
the market served is renewal of contracts by sponclear, strong signal to over Four Million potential
sors who are pleased with the results of their
listeners! Latest population
program.
figures reveal 3,970,100 *
In providing radio service
The KMBC-KFRM Team,
people living within the pri- direct from Kansas City,
fee,
who
snapped
up
the
two
The
Team reaches the
mary
(half-millivolt)
covserving Kansas City's vast
erage area of The Team. An
remaining quarter hours of
Primary Trade area, has had
$4,739,317,000 area market,
estimated Quarter - Million
numerous renewals by satis- this great hit show!
which for years has reGeneral Electric Radio
garded Kansas City as its
people
outsidecanthealso
half-milfied sponsors since KFRM
livot area
hear
trade capital. This much
went on the air December 7, Dealers will again sponsor
KMBC or KFRM clearly!
needed radio broadcasting
The KMBC-KFRM Team
Sam Molen's play-by-play de1947. Among these enthusiservice
"The
Team" provided
includes by
livestock
scription of eleven "Big 7" transmitting stations were
astic users of "The Team"
Highlight Football games on
and grain reports, plus
are advertisers that sponsor
specially designed to proThe KMBC-KFRM Team this
vide radio service throughother informational farm
several types of programs.
out Kansas City's Primary
fall.
features, newscasts,
Farm Director Phil Evans
Trade area, including westwomen's programs, also
With The KMBC-KFRM
presents the Grain, Produce
ern Missouri, all of Kansas,
weather broadcasts, as well
Team's complete, economical
and Poultry markets each
and portions of the adjoinas outstanding educational
and
effective
coverage
of
the
ing
states
of
Oklahoma,
week-day at 12:50 p.m., sponand entertainment features.
vast Kansas City Primary
Texas, Colorado, Nebraska
sored by Peppard Seed Comand
Iowa.
As an advertiser
Trade area, plus top listener
interested
in this rich you're
agripany. Peppard has again reThese same population
cultural
Heart of America.
newed this important daily preference, and with satisfigures
show
that
there
are
fied sponsors renewing
To get the most effective,
trade area program, this
1,159,740 * radio families
complete and economical
"Team"
features, it's no wontime for another year!
within livolt
the coverage
Team'sarea,
half-milliving coverage, plus top listener
Western Mercantile Comder we're proud of the fact
affection, choose The
in 202 counties in the states
pany recently renewed for a that The Team's audience in named above.
KMBC-KFRM Team!
second year their Livestock
Kansas City's Primary Trade
■ Sales Management, Survey of Buying Power, 1949.
Marketcasts with Bob Riley. area is outstandingly first!
Of vital importance to growers, feeders and all involved
in livestock marketing, these
Marketcasts are presented
each week-day at 12:30 p. m.
direct from the Kansas City
Stockyards.
Brush Creek Follies, the
Heart of America's biggest
radio-stage hit, on the air for
an hour and a quarter every
Saturday night on KMBC
(Sunday afternoons on KFRM) is a sell-out to advertisers and to the thousands
who attend the show every
Saturday night ! Summer
sponsors of The Follies included Franklin Ice Cream
Company, Richmade Margarine and Rodeo Meat products. Newcomers to Brush
Primary
of The KMBC-KFRM
Creek Follies are Spear Brand
this
map. coverage
Note the(0.5
landmv/m)
area covered,
in relationshipTeam
to theis shown
rest of inthewhite
Unitedon
Feeds and Butter Nut CofStates, plus the complete coverage of the rich Heart of America agricultural area.
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"The

Voice

FOR

A

of

Massachusetts"

RECORD

YEAR

"ROUND
THE
CLOCK"
On the air since June 13, 1948, Station WVOM

OF

SERVICE
has earned a warm

spot in the hearts of Greater Boston's 2}/i million listeners. The
only New England station operating 24 hours a day, its alert programming appeals to a wide-awake audience . . . and never lets
them down.
WVOM keeps its schedules with dependable Raytheon broadcast
equipment . . . including all studio and transmitting equipment
and the custom designed phasing equipment which controls delivery of power to two 350' towers. Round the clock, day in and
day out, for a full year . . . you can't beat that for reliable, troublefree performance.

'Enf,ir\eeT
0/in<'t/iEquipment
checks thewhich
Raytheon
Wattrecords
AM
TransmitterAnihonv
and Phasing
enable RA-5
WVOM5000to set
for day and night, round the clock, sustained operation.

RAYTHEON

S<xxe//en.ce I'M- iSlet^'iOMtc^
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Industrial and Commercial Electronic Equipment;
FM, AM and TV Broadcast Equipment; Tubes and Accessories
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
W. B. Taylor
Signal
Mountain
88-2487

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
J, Geist
60 Henry
East 42nd
Street
MU. 7-1550

DALLAS 8, TEXAS
Howord D. Crissey
414 East 10th Street
Yale 2-1904

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Emile J. Rome
Raytheon
Manufacturing
49 Californio
Street Co.
Sutter 1-0475

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
Cozzens & Former
720 Main Street
Davii 8-4800

SEATTLE, WASH.
Adrian Von Santen
1 35 Minor
Harvard
3537North

WALTHAM, MASS.
A, E. Keleher, Jr,
Raytheon
1 38 Manufacturing
River Street Co.
5-5860, Ext. 422
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
W. A. Eaton
Roytheon Manufacturing Co.
739 Munsey Building
Republic 5897
WILMINGTON, CALIF.
J. L. Lovett
Raytheon Manufocturing Co.
P.
O. Box4-1721
425
Termlnol

EXPORT SALES AND SERVICE IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES —
Roylbeon Manufacturing Co., International Diviston, 50 Broadway, New York 4, New York, WH 3-4980

Engineer
Bernard Nelson at the Raytheon RC-1 1 Studio Console, WVOM's
controJ
news. center for studio and remote programs featuring music, sports,

PRICE

20,000 spectators thronged Michigan Boulevard to see
the finals of the city's Square Dance Contest, staged by
WLS in cooperation with the Park District and SunTimes. Preliminary contests each drew from 4,000 to
10,000 spectators.
SPRINGFIELD
12,000 people jammed the Illinois State Fair grandstand when the WLS National Barn Dance was presented as opening night attraction— as it has been every
fair year since 1929! Additional thousands through the
week saw daily broadcasts of "Dinnerbell^' farm
service feature; two daily stage shows by Barn Dance
acts, visited with WLS editors. These weekday activities were also repeated at the Indiana and Wisconsin
State Fairs.
^ Whether

it be in Chicago or out in the

four-state area where WLS is intensively
listened to, people respond to WLS...
because they know

us and like us.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.
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HOOPER STATION AUDIENCE INDEX
CITY: Providence, Pawtucket, R. I. MONTHS: Dec, 1948 thru Apr., 1949
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
TIME
WPRO Sta. B Sta. G Sta. D Sta. E Sta. F Sta. G
1.8
2.0
17.5
13.5
MON. thru FRI. 38.5
4.5
20.9
8 A.M-NOON
1.6
11.8
MON. thru FRI.
18.8
20.0
11.2
31.8
5.7
NOON-6 P.M.
14.8
SUN. thru SAT.
18.3
(Off Local Sunset)
6-10:30 P.M.
35.4
26.9

WPRO
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Your
-IF
YOU

the

MORNINGS:
whole

AFTERNOONS:
year
'r
ound!
EVENINGS:

is ''YES''
USB
WPRO

WPRO's Share of Audience is GREATER than
the COMBINED SHARES of network stations
B and C . . . and almost EQUAL to the COMBINED SHARES of network stations B, D, and
indies E, F, and G.
WPRO's Share of Audience is GREATER than
the COMBINED SHARES of network stations
C and D . . . and EQUAL to the COMBINED
SHARES of network stations B and D.
WPRO's Share of Audience is GREATER than
the COMBINED SHARES of network stations
C and D . . . and 8.5 percentage points higher
than network station B.

* All latest seasonal reports (available on request ) show WPRO
FIRST in Share of Audience.
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Business

OFFICIAL announcement that 1950 U. S. Census will include questions on radio and television set ownership [Broadcasting, Aug. 22]
expected from Census Bureau within few days.
Separate FM count not included.
LABOR expected to blossom Jan. 2 as full network account through arrangement virtually
completed by AFL and Mutual. Time alone
entails more than million dollars. Fifteenminute news commentary planned over 150station network five times weekly. Transaction
evolved last week between Phil Pearl, AFL
public relations director, and Morris Novik,
AFL radio consultant and broadcaster, for
union, and A. A. Schechter, MBS vice president.
WHETHER YANKEE Network will be reorganized and retained by General Tire or sold
(except for WN AC-TV Boston) in whole or
in part, shortly to be decided. Talks looking
toward acquisition held during past few weeks
with several groups in New York and New
England, with price centering around $1,500,000 including five owned-and-operated stations,
but no sale is imminent. Sentiment stronger
now to retain network in O'Neil family.
JUSTICE DEPT.'S anti-trust eye may be
turned shortly on pro football's policies on
play-by-play broadcasts and telecasts, now that
study of same problem in baseball is nearing
windup [Broadcasting, Aug. 15]. Radio interests reportedly preparing formal complaint.
National Football League understood to ban
broadcasts of one team on any station within
75 miles of another team's home city, compared
to only 50-mile protection claimed in baseball.
RENEWAL CONTRACTS for spot campaign
of Sterling Drugs (Dr. Caldwell's laxative)
on more than 200 stations about to be signed
by sponsor through Sherman & Marquette,
New York. Current .schedule ends by Oct. 1.
TREASURY DEPT. has formally advised Sen.
Ed Johnson (D-Col.) and Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee that jurisdiction of its
Alcohol Tax Unit over liquor advertising is
limited to labeling and related phases. Department's reply reportedly was brief and, like
FCC's, solved moral issue by not precluding
use of "moral suasion" urged by Colorado Senator, it's understood.
ART CROGHAN, 50% co-owner of KOWL
Santa Monica, Calif., with Gene Autry, has
purchased latter 's 50% share, subject to FCC
approval for $80,000. Station operates on
sun-up to sun-down basis, will seek fulltime
following FCC approval of purchase. Blackburn-Hamilton Co. represented Mr. Autry in
transaction.
SOMETHING'S
on FCC-CAA
plan
for
antenna sitebrev/ing
standards.
Broadcasters
fearful of new plan, which could bar new
(Continued on page 82)
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Sept. 19-20: NAB District 11, Radisson, Minneapolis.
Sept. 23: NAB Television Music CommitteeASCAP meeting, Washington.
Sept. 26: FCC TV UHF-VHF Allocations Hearing,
Commerce Dept. Auditorium, Washington.
(Other Upcomings on page 38)

Bulletins
RESOLUTIONS passed unanimously at Friday closing session of NAB Dist. 9 meeting at
Three Lakes, Wis. (early story, page 25)
included: Direction to NAB to insist on full
clearance at source and per program license
in agreements between stations and ASCAP
and BMI for use . of music on TV; request
to NAB to redefine districts to include all
of Wisconsin and upper part of Michigan in
Dist. 9. Five new NAB members obtained.
CARLOS A. FRANCO, manager of radio
media department for Young & Rubicam for
ten years, resigned Friday. Frank Coulter Jr.,
asst. manager of radio media department, promoted to manager.
AT&T expects to hook Dayton into its TV network facilities on Sept. 25, company announced
Friday, with full video network service through
Dayton to Cincinnati and Columbus by Oct. 8
and partial service probable by Oct. 5.
COLOR TV SLATED
FOR HEARING PRIORITY
COLOR TELEVISION given first priority with
approximately three weeks set aside at TV
hearings which start Sept. 26, according to
schedule released by FCC Friday. Authorities
thought minimum six weeks to two months
would be required for overall hearing, with
date of decision — and freeze lifting — unpredictable.
Official showing of CBS color system set
for Oct. 7 and RCA's Oct. 10, with dates yet
to be fixed for any other demonstrations. Attendance to be by ticket, obtainable from FCC
only by those who "demonstrate a direct inDirect testimony and demonstrations will be
terest."
completed before cross-examination starts.
Order of appearances:
Joint Technical Advisory Committee; Radio Mfrs.
Assn; RCA; CBS; Color Television Inc.; Dr. Charles
Willard Gear; Dr. Leon Rubenstein; Philco Corp.;
Allen B. DuMont Labs. FCC expects color cross-examination to start during week of Oct. 10, is hopeful
itto can
be completed in one week. Cross-examination
be limited.
From color, hearing will proceed to other "general" subjects, date and order to be announced.
This will include rules and standards changes,
equipment availability, Polycasting, Stratovision,
noncommercial educational TV. Final phase of
hearing will deal with proposed VHF-UHF allocations to specific communities.
Hearing will be held in Commerce Dept. Auditorium, Washington, starting at 10 a.m. Sept. 26
and continuing on succeeding weekdays (except Oct.
3) to completion of color phase. RCA color demonstrations to be at Washington Hotel and WNBW
Washington studios; CBS site not yet determined.

Briefly

EMERSON SPOTS • Emerson Drug Co.,
Baltimore (Bromo-Seltzer) , starting spot announcement campaign in 15 markets, effective
Sept. 26, using all four network affiliates in
each case for 52 weeks, five times weekly.
Agency, BBDO, N. Y.
SWIFT BREAKS • Swift & Co., Chicago (ice
cream), Nov. 1 starts 52 weeks of chainbreaks
and spots, day and night, in about 20 cities.
Spots in another 24 cities continued. Agency,
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago; Mel Hattwick, account executive.
WTMJ-TV REJECTS OFFER
OF WORLD SERIES GAMES
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee notified NBC late Friday casts
it will
not take
pay, no
charge"
of World
Series"no (early
story
page tele47).
WMAL-TV Washington and WMAR (TV)
Baltimore had previously indicated they would
not accept service on that basis.
Number of other stations were undecided at
weekend, and many of those accepting series
telecast complained bitterly about Gillette-network deal. WSPD-TV Toledo accepted but
felt one of worst chisels in radio history had
been pulled on TV stations.
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ v.p. and general
manager, said it was spurning offer as dangerous precedent and suggested Texas Co., for
example, might try to chisel TV time because
of high rating of Milton Berle program. Milwaukee Journal, operating WTMJ, notifying
its
readers
time in city.Gillette did not see fit to buy TV
In addition to stations previously contacted,
WICU Erie, Pa.; WPTZ Philadelphia; WTVR
Richmond, Va.; WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.,
and WILM-TV Wilmington, Del., had not decided whether to take games, they told Broadcasting Friday. WLWT Cincinnati and
WLWD Dayton, Crosley outlets, will take
games if AT&T cable into Dayton is connected,
feeding Dayton to Cincinnati by microwave
link (see bulletin this page).
WBEN-TV Buffalo "accepted reluctantly";
KSD-TV St. Louis accepted if all others having
service agree to no pay, no charge formula.
Acceptances include WBZ-TV Boston; WKRCTV Cincinati; WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa. \
Feeling ran so high that some TV stations
mulled restraint of trade action on ground
networks sent identical telegrams and presumably agreed in advance on handling.
Robert A. Jamieson, DuMont traffic manager, named network coordinator for Series.
RMA RETAINS WHEELER
EX-SEN. Burton K. Wheeler retained late
Friday by Radio Mfrs. Assn. as special counsel
on TV matters now before FCC. RMA board,
meeting at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
reviewed position to be taken during FCC's
TV hearings.
given preview of instruction film for TVBoard
set owners.
BROADCASTING
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WIP, as the original guinea-pig
station, drew — on a single program's announcements — 4727 re4699 enclosed One Dollar!
plies
The ! offer was the SUPERMAN
Film Fun Slide-Film Movie Pro*
WIP drew 41% ABOVE the
jector.
average of the 177 Stations subsequently used!

WIP
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First issue of the month: AM Network Showsheet
Second issue: Network Boxscere; Public Interest
Third issue: Trends Survey
Last issue: Telecasting Showsheet
At Washington Headquarters
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Editor
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EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Frank Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, News Editor; Tyler
Nourse, Jo Hailey, Assistants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn, Lawrence CJiristopher, Mary Ginn, Tom Hynes, John Osbon,
Ardinelle WilUamson. EDITORIAL, ASSISTANTS: Audrey Boyd, Kathryn Ann Jones,
Pat Kowalczyk, Estelle Markowitz, Wilson D.
McCarthy,
Jean D.
Statz;
Eleanor J. Brumbaugh, Assistant
to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG. Bumeti Mmtger
Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George L. Dant, Adv. Prodvittion Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising
Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Elaine Cahn;
B. T. TaishofF, Treasurer; Irving C. Miller,
Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATIONS AND READERS' SERVICE
JOHN P. COSGROVE, Mtnager
Lillian Oliver, Warren Sheets, Elaine Haskell,
Edward V. Duggan, Grace Motta, Chapalier
Hodgson.
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250 Park Ave.,
PLaza New
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Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the Neu>
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Betty R. Stone.
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J. Paul, Advertising Director; Eleanor R.S. Manning.
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Taft Building, Hollywood and Vine, Zone 28.
David Glickman, HEmpstead
West Coast 8181
Manager; Ralph
G. Tuchman, Hollywood News Editor; Ann
August.
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James
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by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
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Advertising
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and Broadcast
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• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1949 by Broadcasting Publication*, Inc.
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eneficial books on business, bandaging,
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. . , better buy radio . , . better buy WGN!
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why
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we say — make

, and This
here's
for its advertisers.
is

to WGN's

sales effectiveness.

your next buy your Best Buy with WGN !

reaches more homes each week than any other Chicago station. — 1949 Nielsen Annual Report
Chicago 11
Illinois
Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving^ the Middle West
OnYour Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
MBS
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 9
710 LewisBldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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Tactically every one has heard the old story about the
farmer who yelled "there ain't no such animal" the first
time he saw a giraffe. It just shows how wrong a man can be.
Today there are a lot of people looking right at good
business passing by and saying the same thing the farmer
said. Yet, right before them are the figures, showing more
people working at higher wages than ever before in history .. . and spending what they make, too.
Perhaps we see it more clearly than some others because
our sponsors are doing all right. There are good reasons
for this: An area that is a balanced cross section of the
U.S. ; a tremendous

region under the umbrella of our 50,000

watt clear-channel signal ; a group of dealers who

know

it

pays to display and push WSM-promoted goods; and millions of good folks who know deep in their hearts that the
messages

they hear on WSM

are true.

It adds up for our present sponsors. Isn't it likely to add
up for you, too? We have a staff of 200 ready to build you a
show that will cash in on the great WSM market. Will you
discuss it with us?

^zzzzzzzzz:

i$^»/000 WAHS

• CLEAR.CHANNEL
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THE
ON
I "=
WASHINGTON
SCREEN

. . . More people watch WMAL-TV
day thru Friday from

Monp.m.

6 to 7:15

than all other stations combined!

American

Research

(August

Bureau

Survey

8-15, 1949)
Station

Station

"B"

"C"

1.3

.8

station

WMAL-TV

"A"

6:00 p.m.
to

26.9

2.4

7:00 p.m.

19.6

6.6

1.0

.9

(Monday

thru Friday Average)

FRONTER
THEATER

ADVENTURE
SERIAL

Monday thru Friday,
6:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Frontier Theater is now tlie sixth
most popular show (networic or
local)
Nation's
From 6seento in7, theeight
out ofCapital!
every
ten sets in use are tuned to the
action-packed Western adventure
film — 86% of the viewing audience
at that hour!
Monday thru Friday,
7:00 to 7:15 p.m.
Once again (like Frontier Theater)
the serial leads the Washington
early evening popularity parade
with 70% of all viewers at that
hour! The Adventure Serial (and
Frontier Theater) audience is over
50% adults! ABC Spot Sales has
the complete WMAL-TV story!

WMAL-TV
THE EVENING STAK STATIONS
WASHINGTON,
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Mr. Mendelson

HERBERT A. GOLD, formerly president of Gold's Drug Stores and member
of executive committee of Affiliated Drug Stores, joins Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York, as merchandising director of package goods accounts.

September 19, 1949

D. C.

DANIEL CHARNY, previously with Geare-Marston, Philadelphia, joins copy
and contact staff .of F. M. Basf ord Co., New York.
GIL ALZUA, known as GIL LEE while announcing for KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.,
joins Carlos Montano Adv., same city, as partner. Firm name changes to
Carlos Montano-Alzua Agency.

7:15 p.m.

W M A L

SHERMAN
of Foote,of Cone
Belding, LosSLADE,
Angeles,account
electedexecutive
vice president
agency.' &
He joined firm in 1943.

DON MAY resigns as copy chief of Wank & Wank Advertising, San Francisco,
to organize publishing and business service. New firm, to be known as
Industrial Sources, will be located in San Francisco.

7:00 p.m.
to

THOMAS ALLEN, formerly with Al Paul Lefton Inc., Philadelphia, joins
Grey Adv., New York, as radio copy writer. Prior to his affiliation with
Lefton, he was with Lennen & Mitchell, New York, and Roche, Williams
& Cleary, Chicago.
D. BERNARD SIMON elected chairman of board of directors of Richard
Ullman Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. ROBERT P. MENDELSON elected executive vice
president for agency. Mr. Simon is owner of Music House, Buffalo, retail
radio equipment store. After the war, Messrs. Ullman,
Simon and Mendelson founded Robert P. Mendelson Productions which has now been absorbed by Richard Ullman
Inc.
JOHN-RAIDER Assoc., New York, announces removal of
offices to 232 Madison Ave. Telephone: Lexington 2-2648.
DOROTHY M. PARKER, formerly with Lambert & Feasley,
BBDO and J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, joins copy staff
of Grey Adv., New York.

W M A L-F M

JESSE BUTCHER, for past year assistant manager of KMPC Hollywood,
and previously manager of Hollywood office of Kenyon & Eckhardt, appointed
business co-ordinator of Irwin-McHugh Adv., Beverly Hills, effective Oct. 1.
During war he was national radio director for USO and National War Fund.
He also was for many years in charge of radio activities of Catholic Charities
of Archdiocese of New York.
ERNEST L. HEITKAMP, formerly with Morris F. Swaney, Chicago, opens
offices as advertising counsel at two Chicago locations — 135 S. La Salle St. and
53 W. Jackson Blvd.
MAGGY O'FLAHERTY, copywriter with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Hollywood, joins Wade Adv., Los Angeles, where she will continue writing CBS
Curt Massey Show. BETTY O'HARA, presently copywriter with Compton
Adv., Los Angeles, replaces her at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
HERBERT LYTTON, formerly with Owen & Chappell as a copywriter, joins
Walter Weir Inc., New York.
HENRY HAUPT, BBDO vice president in Chicago, is chairman of public relations committee promoting city's Community Fund.
RALPH WARREN, former director of video version of Stop the Music on ABC,
joins Young & Rubicam as producer and director of Fred Waring television
program.
He was with CBS as television director before joining ABC.
J. ROY PETERSEN, former account executive with N. W. Ayer & Son, San
Francisco, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, in same capacity.
LAWRENCE DECKINGER, director of research. Blow Co., will speak on "Has
TV Come Through— Is Radio All Through? Audio Divided by Video Equals
Whateo ?" Sept. 28 at radio-TV luncheon session of New York section of American Marketing Assn. at New York's Hotel Shelburne.
LAWRENCE DUNHAM, formerly with Morton Mfg. Co., Virginia, joins Hoefer,
Dieterich & Brown Inc., San Francisco, as head of produce development and
package design department.
JOSEPH A. LARKIN joins contact department of Earle A. Buckley Organization, Philadelphia.
FORREST BEARD, formerly with Moore-Cline Advertising Service, Spokane,
joins Raymond L. Sines & Assoc., San Francisco, as production manager.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Crew of the National Guard Mercy Plane preceding
midnight takeoff for Boston to pick up Iron Lung. KVOO
Reporter Bob Jones, right, accompanied the crew and kept
KVOO listeners informed by telephone interview from Boston.

W
Bob Jones, KVOO News Reporter, left, and
Bryce Twitty, Administrative Director of Tulsa's
Hillcrest Memorial Hospital, visiting with young
Polio victim in the Iron Lung flown to Tulsa
by National Guard Plane.

Response from the listener is the best yardstick by which to
measure
the success
of any station. It's action on the port
of
the listener
that counts!
KVOO listeners always respond, just as they did on
July 13, 1949, 10:00 P.M.
KVOO news department broadcasts urgent appeal for
3 additional iron lungs to aid local polio victims.
RESPONSE
Additional iron lungs dispatched by two distant hospitals
who heard broadcast, and one purchased by local
chapter American Women's Voluntary Services! Oklahoma Air National Guard sends mercy plane to Boston
to pick up lung purchased by AWVS. Bob Jones, KVOO
newscaster goes along and reports by telephone
interview to KVOO listeners!

IT'S SE
RESPON
THAT

July 28, 1949, 12:00 Noon
KVOO broadcasts second appeal for additional iron
lungs.
RESPONSE
Within five hours after broadcast four additional iron
lungs are obtained! Air National Guard again wings
way to Boston to bring back lung purchased by Tulsa
Jewish Community Council!
This, in brief, is a story of response which came quickly,
eagerly from KVOO listeners when a need was made known!
Through the years advertisers have learned, over and over
again, that response from listeners is quick and at low cost
over KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station!
When you want response, you want KVOO!

umntil

NBC

Affiliate

RADIO
50.000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

STATION

KVOO

EDV/ARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES -
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OKLAHOMA'S

GREATEST
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TULSA, OKLA,
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Wants Added Copy
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We should like to have a copy
of the series "Business for Broadcasting" for use in our office — ^we
have personally read all of the
articles, but want to be sure that
other personnel here have the advantage of reading them also. If
need arises, we shall order additional copies.
Incidentally, we think you publish a whale of a good magazine.
(Mrs.) E. W. Right
Secretary-Treasurer
Right Advertising
Columbus, Ohio
Disagrees With McTighe
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I think Mr. McTighe of
Olmsted & Foley [Broadcasting,
Aug. 29] has ignored a very basic
fact — that station rates are based
on coverage, as well as the many

The

other factors. . . .
Therefore, any cost consideration that might be used must take
into account the number of homes
served by each station — unless, of
course, the advertiser is concerned
only with those who live within the
city limits.
Even if we ignore this factor of
coverage and accept the data provided by Mr. McTighe, this still
is not "a new and valuable technique for timebuyers." Why? Because exactly the same relationships will hold between the various
stations regardless of whether the

Shortest

in

2

The Big Blow
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Few people living outside of the
Southeast hurricane area realize
to what extent the broadcaster

Hours

MEMPHIS

1340
Y
BUDD

cost-per-one percent share of audience is used, the cost per rating
point, or the cost per thousand and
there must be other new twists that
will give the same result, if the
time were taken to dig them out.
Paul R. Benson
Asst. Dir. of Research
MBS, New
* * York
^

RADIO

DEAN'S
CLUB

3 to 5 p.m.
Now Available —
Share of
Audience

1 5 minute segment 3:45 to 4 p.m.

1Q Q
June-July
l^*^
Hooper Audience Index

I

measures up to the "public interest, convenience and necessity"
obligations of his FCC license when
a big blow threatens. . . .
Take for example the manner
in which WORZ Orlando prepared
for the recent hurricane. Within a
few hours of the report it would
definitely hit Florida the following
arrangements were completed.
Installation of telephone recording circuits.
Activation
of emergency power
Tuning of all-frequency shortwave monitors.
plant.
Establishment
of communication with weather bureaus in
Miami, Tampa and Orlando.
Establishment of Red Cross carrier service.
Liaison with Naval Base and
Air Base.
Assembling of two complete
staffs of 20 persons each for
24 hours duty.
Robert
S. Reller, Sales
Promotion
Robert S. Reller Inc.
New York
* * *
Ratings

and

Giveaways

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your editorial in the Aug. 15
issue . . . on . . . ratings (The
I Rating Season) interested me. . . .
It is generally known that A. C.
Nielsen has employed me as a
consultant. ... I don't think you
were fair to either Hooper or Neilsen where you mention "a few
hundred
and "a few
thousand phone
meterscalls"
in metropolitan
centers." Both are conscientious
organizations. . . .
You say there are no standards.
Both have high standards. . . .
I Why blame the giveaway trend on
!
the surveys? It is in the interest
of advertisers to see that they get
large audiences for their money.
I
They must have audience measurement services, in fact, it was the
advertiser who originated the service. And it has been good for the
I industry. What is wrong with
measuring an audience and having
facts. . . . No industry ever went
I backward because of honest research, properly used. ...
Well informed advertisers and
agencies, and all networks, know
I how to use this information and
as long as they can buy shows
which "buy" an audience they will
do so and keep doing so as long as
I they pay off. Ratings and cash
registers tell the story pretty fast

Yes, survey standards for the
I industry should be discussed. But
setting standards or discussing
them has nothing to do with eliminating giveaways. BMB recently
Independent — but not Aloof
I set a few standards and the industry with the help of advertisers
MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE
|ll|f|S;
and agencies worked out a nonprofit cooperative setup. And before
gy^ '^'SSS?*^* ■
that we had CAB — remember? A
* Patt McDonald, manager
considerable volume of evidence
INDEPENDENT METROPOLITAN SALES, representatives
could be developed to suggest that
the industry should not entrust the
I audience
measurement task to any
(Continued on page 16)
WHHM
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATIONS

WGFM
FREQUENCY MODULATION
99.5 MECACyCLES

WRGB
TELEVISION
CHANNEL NO. 4
50,000 WATTS 810 KC

Is !I

Schenectady 5, New
September, 1949

Mr. Tucker

Scott
Compton Advertising
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, 7, N. Y.

Dear

Mr.

York

Inc

Scott:
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REVERE COPPER & BRASS Inc., New York, starts participations on Ed
and Pegeen Fitzgerald morning radio program on WJZ New York and
evening video show on WJZ-TV New York, also on Kathi Norris morning
show on WABD (TV) New York. Pressure cooker and kitchen utensils being
advertised in 13-week fall campaign. Agency: St. Georges & Keyes, New York.
OIL HEAT Institute of St. Louis Inc. appoints Oakleigh R. French & Assoc.,
St. Louis, to develop advertising campaign promoting merits of oil as fuel for
home heating. Radio will be used.

"SPOT THE STARS"
Vivacious Neoma Briant
blends her own melodic
songs Info a clever
quarter hour musical
movie quiz which combines prizes with good
merchandising.
{Available for Sponsorship)

BORDEN Co., New York, appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city, to handle
advertising for new Elsie comic book. Radio and television will be used.
CHICAGO COAL MERCHANTS Assn. names Gebhardt & Brockson Inc., same
city, as agency. Radio will continue to be used.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, will sponsor special one-time, 15-minute broadcast
Oct. 1 to launch its fall "Brookfield Sausage" campaign. Cast of ABC's Breakfast Club will be heard on special program at 7:45 to 8 a.m. in all time zones.
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, placed business.
F. M. SCHAEFER BREWING Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., will use 16 video spots per
week to introduce their new pale dry beer. Spots will be placed on following
New York stations: WCBS-TV WABD WPIX.
DALE CARNEGIE SALES TRAINING COURSES, St. Louis, names Warner,
Schulenburg, Todd & Asso. Inc., same city, to handle fall consumer advertising.
Association's
Midwest radioVice
willPresident
be used. RALPH E. SCHULENBURG in charge of account.

"THE FLORAL TRAIL"
Joyce Smith (originally
Betty Crocker's
voice)15
presents
a flawless
minutes of Southern
garden information
applicable to the New
Orleans area. Mail pull —
150 letters per program.
{Available for Sponsorship)

KNOX Co., Los Angeles (pharmaceuticals), starts Mystery Is My Hobby on
five Don Lee stations, Tuesday, 8:30-9:00 p.m. PST. Stations are KHJ Los
Angeles; KFRC San Francisco; KGB San Diego; KPOJ Portland, Ore.; KVI
Seattle. Agency: Allen C. Smith Adv., Kansas City, Mo.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING International appoints Inter-Americana de Publicidade S. A. as its exclusive representative in Brazil. FERNANDO RINCONGALLARDO, currently in Rio de Janeiro, has been named FC&B International
regional
set-up. director in charge of coordinating agency operations under the new

WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, N. Y., through its agency BBDO, New York, will
sponsor 10:15-10:30 EST segment of Arthur Godfrey Time on CBS, effective
Sept. 27 on alternating weeks, two days one week and three the next. Wildroot
Liquid Cream Shampoo and other Wildroot Hair products will be promoted on
program.
BELL & HOWELL, Chicago camera and photographic equipment manufacturer, renews Action Autographs on ABC-TV. Program, telecast Sunday, 6:306:45 p.m., is placed through McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
STANDARD OIL Co. of California (Chevron dealer) renews Let George Do It
for 52 weeks on full Don Lee Network. Agency: BBDO, San Francisco.

I!

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. has started sponsorship for fifth consecutive year of regular Friday evening bouts at Madison Square Garden, over
ABC. Opener, Kid Gavilan-Rocky Castellani tiff, was listed as one of Gillette's
Cavalcade of Sports series for which separate contracts are drawn with various
networks.
STERLING DRUG Inc., Windsor, Ont. (Bayer Aspirin, Phillip's Milk of Magnesia), Sept. 25 changes Album of Familiar Music from Trans-Canada to 37
Dominion Network stations. Sun. 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Chicago.

EDGAR B. STERN, JR.
President

ROBERT D. SWEZEY
LOUIS READ
Executive Vice-President Commercial Manager

eojale • • •
WILLIAM B. DUGAN, formerly western merchandising manager for BBDO,
San Francisco, joins Western Beet Sugar Producers Inc. in same capacity.
GAIL SMITH, head of nighttime radio for Procter & Gamble, arrives in Hollywood at end of month for several days conferences.
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.MONG OLD-FASHIONED ideas you still hear is
the story that just one network reaches most Coast towns
outside big cities. It's as outdated as this iron horse would
be in San Bernardino, the California rail center where
61%* of the radio families are ABC fans.

EHIND THE WHEEL of this Convertible you'd be
no more behind the times than those who believe only
one network covers all Coast markets. ABC's 22 stations
deliver big audiences in scores of industrial centers like
Santa Ana where 66%* of the radio homes tune us in.

On

you

cant

the

get

coast

away

from

ABC
FOR COVERAGE . . . ABC's boommg Pacific network
delivers 228,000 watts of power— 49,250 more than the
second-place network. This power spells coverage —
ABC primary service area (BMB 50% or better) covers
96.7% of all Pacific Coast radio homes. And ABC's
Coast Hooper for 1948 was up 9% or better both day
and night.

C
I ARGO CARRIERS like this are almost as hard to find
in Coast farming communities as folks who don't listen to
ABC. In Chelan County, Washington, for instance, 84%*
of the radio families listen regularly to the same big-time
programs that capture big-city audiences, for ABC, too.

ABC

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FOR COST. ..a half hour on ABC's full 22-station Pacific
network costs only $1,228.50. Yet you can buy as few
as 5 stations for testing or concentration. And ABC
is famous for the kind of audience-building promotion
that helps slice the cost-per-listener.
Whether you're on a coast network
or intend to be— talk to ABC
*BMB FIGURES

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York: 7 West 66th St. • TRafalgar 3-7000 — Detroit: 1700 Stroh Bldg. • CHerry 8321 — Chicago: 20 N. Wacker Dr.
DElaware 1900— Los Angeles: 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141— San Francisco: 15S Montgomery St. • EXbrook 2-6544
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(Continued from page 12)

helped catch
SPEED
in the lacquer

How

^^bugs^^

Final finish on pianos mysteriously going "sour." Production halted.
Lab needed X-ray diffraction camera to identify impurity. At 9 a.m.,
10-lb. camera Air Expressed from 1100 mUes away, delivered 4 p.m.
same day. Cost, only $3.58. Company uses Air Express as routine method
to get supplies fast, keep inventory low.

That low $3.58 figure was total
cost for Air Express and included
door-to-door service. That makes
the world's fastest shipping method
exceptionally convenient, complete, and easy to use.

Scheduled Airlines carry Air Express shipments on every flight.
Speeds up to 5 miles a minute! Direct by air to 1300 cities; air-rail
for 22,000 o£F-airline offices. Serves
many foreign countries, too.

Facts on low Air Express rates
Package of blueprints (4 lbs.) goes 800 miles for $1.54.
Special tools (21 lbs.) go 600 miles for $3.87.
(Every kind of business finds Air Express pays.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up
and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and
delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50
without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight.
For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery " on orders. .

cooperative non-profit organization. Anyone who really believes
in free enterprise and who has
studied the history of CAB and the
BMB dilemma should not find it
too difficult to agree with this. . . .
I agree with a lot of your editorial,
but can't see the connection with
the rating services and the need
to ask the good Judge to settle it
and lead the boys to new rating
heights. . . .
Edgar Kobak
Consultant
Si-l Park Ave., New York
* * *

WVCG, WINZ, WMIE, WLRD,
and WQAM?
Your piece mentioned that
WIOD and WGBS were on the air
continuously for 42 and 56 hours
respectively. . . . WQAM was on
for 76 hours. . . .
I can't speak for the other
Greater Miami stations, but I'm
sure they performed just as effectively to the limit of their capabilities.
John T. Bills
News Director
WQAM

Miami
* * *

DuMont

Confused

Quip

Corrects

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am in receipt of the following
communications from Mr. Julian
Armstrong of the DuMont Television Network :
"Dr. DuMont has forwarded to
me your letter of Aug. 11, 1949, in
which you have taken exception to
an article on page 46 of the Aug. 8,
1949, issue of Broadcasting, in
which we have compared the cost
of television advertising per a thousand viewers with the cost of newspaper advertising per a thousand
circulation.
"You are correct in your objection. The Sunpapers are somewhat
unique in having both a morning
and evening and a single rate
covering both papers. Therefore,
instead of comparing the cost per
page on this 75^ flat rate over two
newspapers, we have done it only
on the circulation of the evening
edition.
"We have already made the correction in our selling material, and
I am sending a copy of this letter
to
ing.Mr. Sol Taishoff of Broadcast"It is not good to have this sort
of an error. We have re-checked
this particular study for the purpose of determining whether there
are any other errors and, fortunately, this is the only error.
"We appreciate your calling this
to our attention, and we can assure
you that we will be doubly certain
that we don't make this type of
an error
E. again."
K. Jett

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In your Aug. 29 edition on page
65 there is a clever cartoon ... of
the . . . place with television antenna on roof and the guest remarking that he does not care for
television etc., etc. . . .
I have recently made a poll . , .
of some of the leading cocktail bars
in this area and the cartoon is
just in reverse of the true situation. It should read and I quote
"I don't care to eat but understand
you have a good television set!"
E.R. Rood
Los Angeles, Calif.
* * *
'No Other Compares'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . No other magazine compares
with Broadcasting. I have been
reading it for years, and can take
the information to be completely
correct. I have been actively in
commercial radio for three and
one-half years, and have served as
program director, continuity editor,
chief engineer, and promotion manRichard C. Corner
ager.
KUVY Norman, Okla.
U. of Oklahoma

Dir. of Radio
WMAR Baltimore
* * *
Rates include pick-up and delivery doof
to door in all principal towns and cities

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY ANI> THE
SCHEDULED AIRLINES
OF THEU*S.
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They Helped Too
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have just read your report
in your Sept. 5 issue on radio coverage of the Sept. 26 Florida
hurricane. . . .
... All credit to WIOD and
WGBS for the fine work they did
in the public service. But why
not mention the just-as-important
service performed by WKAT,
WMBM, WWPD, WTTT, WFEC,

AL KOEHLER (1), KSTP Minneopolis
account executive, is congratulated
by Harlan Johnson, president of Minneapolis Assn. of Manufacturers Representatives, for finishing in low net
of 72, at AMR 14th annual field day
at Minneapolis Country Club, to win
the AMR golf trophy for 1949.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Nickels

HOmON

Seated (I to r): General Manager Walter H. Goan, WAYS; F. S. Barnes,
Liggett adv. manager.; standing, WAYS Sales Mgr. J. H. Gainey Jr., Liggett
News Reporter Frank Hubbs, E. E. Gardner and C. F. Falkenhainer of Liggett.

er, Poloncosthe
22
Establis d 19

OFFICIALS of WAYS Charlotte,
N. C, ABC affiliate, are congratulating themselves — and receiving
plaudits, too.
Last month, the Liggett Drug
Co. held a three-day grand opening
for its new drug store and shopping center in Charlotte.
During the opening, WAYS
originated all its live shows direct
from a specially built studio in the
center of the store. Programs included three quarter-hour shows
On

BO
\MK
Harrisburg,
,
Established 192^

MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NewYork • Chicago
Son Fro»iciico«l04 Angelet
STEINMAN
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bought by the Liggett Co. for the
opening.
Liggett officials declared the
WAYS promotion a great success
and attributed
the coverage
opening'swhich
success to the radio
brought more than 100,000 people
people into the store.
In further recognition of WAYS'
pulling power, the drug concern
contracted for 52 weeks of spot
announcements and a quarter-hour
morning news show.

■flccount6
worked with Pat Weaver, then advertising manager for the firm, and
the two entered into a close personal and professional relationship
that was to assert itself later.
In 1943, Mr. Meade joined the
Navy as a lieutenant in Air
Combat Intelligence. Upon his
return — three years later — to
American Tobacco, he was assigned
to the company's London office for
a six month period. Meanwhile,
Pat Weaver had returned to Young
& Rubieam as head
of radiosion. Inand
May televi1948,

ON STATION K-NUZ 5c BUYS
25 SETS IN USE
ON NETWORK STATION "A"
16 SETS
IN USE
ON
NETWORK
STATION "B"
8 SETS
IN USE
ON9 SETS
NETWORK
STATION "C"
IN USE
ON SETS
NETWORK
14
IN USE STATION "D"

5e
5c
Sc
5c

BUYS
BUYS
BUYS
BUYS.

■
■■
I
I\
I

This survey was
compiled from the
average June-July,
1949 Hooper Share

to substance was
FRO
a M12 shado
monthw trip for Everard
Wilson
Meade,
newly appointed vice president and director
of Audience
Report, and is based
on Standard
Rate
of radio and television for Young
& Rubieam, New York.
market
research
for
and Data
Service's
Starting his career in 1933 at
Harris diately
and surrounding
immeBenton & Bowles as ghost-writer
of a column under the by-line of
counties within five
Fred Allen, Mr. Meade shed his
millivolt contour.
literary ectoplasm a year later to
materialize at Young & Rubieam
as a radio writer, working such
Of course, you'll want to buy
shows as the Jack
many nickels worth of HousBenny program, the
Charlie Butterworth
ton's best radio value — K-NUZ
Mr. Meade joined
show and the Pack—
the
station that is bringing
him there as vice
ard program with
scores of radio advertisers more
Fred Astaire.
president and manIn 1936 he became
results per dollar spent than
agerment.ofA few
the months
departassistant producer
on the Benny proany other Houston radio staago when Mr. Weavtion—the station that can bring
er joined NBC, Mr.
gram, and a year
later took over full
Meade succeeded him
you just such satisfactory reproductional chores
as head of the desults. For availabilities and
on the Burns & Alpartment.
Mr. Meade was
len Show.
complete
details call, write or
born on Jan. 2, 1910,
Departing Y&R
in Pohick, Va. and
wire Dave Morris, KNUZ genhe joined Ruthrauff
was educated at the
& Ryan to produce
eral manager, or Forjoe nathe Al Jolson Show,
U. of Virginia, mational representatives.
joring in Latin and
Court of Missing
English. He is marHeirs, Dick Powell
ried to the former
EVERARD
program, the Lanny
Virginia
Walker.
Ross show, Walter
They have one daughter, Betty, 11.
O'Keefe and Milton Berle show.
family live in Gramercy Park,
(KAY-NEWS)
There his reputation attracted The
New York City.
George Washington Hill of the
Mr. Meade is a member of the
9th Floor Scanlan Bidg.
American Tobacco Co. Mr. Meade
Club, Farmington Country
joined ATC as radio executive for Union
Houston, Texas
Lucky Strike. In that capacity he Club and the Keswick Club.
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7. ALBANIA PLANTATION, Jeanerette, La.
Built in 1842 by Charles Grevemberg. Since
1910, Albania's 1,100 acres of sugar cane and this
beautifully preserved mansion have been owned
and maintained by the City of New Orleans.

2. RICE THRESHING near Kaplan, Louisiana. other important reasons why WWL-land exceeds the
This rich, farm area leads the nation in rice produc-/ national average in increased income, increased buying power, and general prosperity.
tion. High yields and wide crop diversification^ are
3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.

The greatest
50,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

selling power

in the South's greatest city
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE

• Telecasting

NEW
A DEPARTMENT

ORLEANS
OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

BMB Maps of WWL-coverage and other data available
from the Katz Agency, Inc., our National Representatives.
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FREQUENCY

TAPE

SPEED

OF

RESPONSE
15 IN./ SEC.

UJ
Q
1
100

20

FREQUENCY

IN CYCLES

PER

SECOND

DESK-MOUNTED
Recorders

Rack-mounted RCA Tape
in action at NBC, Chicago

Rack-mounted RCA Tape Recorders (Type RT-5) are
well-suited for control rooms and recording laboratories —
lend themselves well to system layouts where more elaborate
recording jobs are required. You load the tape and cue at
the rack. You start the recorder by a switch at the control desk.

FREE — new booklet about RCA's
revolutionary new Tape Recorder.
Curves, illustrations — complete descriptions of recorder set-ups. Write
Dept. 19-IB, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, New Jersey.

—

RT-4A
Type
The RCA
Tape Recorder ii
desk-type console. Recorde
and maximum
amplifier operating
are "built-in
for
con
venience. Plenty of desk-toj
space. Extra room below fo:
additional amplifiers. A hand
some and thoroughly depend
able control-room recorder t<
install beside your studio con
solette or turntables.

1000

10,000
20,000

IhREE of the finest heavy-duty tape
recorders in broadcasting — at prices
under any comparable type in the highfidelity class!
Taking only three or four seconds to
thread . . . and requiring no complex
over-and-under threading or "doubling
back" of the tape . . . RCA recorders are
so simple to operate that anybody can
run one. Vertical reel-mounting makes
them easy to handle without bending or
leaning over the instrument. Sturdy, twosided reels reduce danger from unreeling
the tape or snarling. There is only one
driving motor— and only one 3-unit head,
that plugs in and out without need for
tools.
At the flip of a switch, you can run off
high-fidelity recording or playback for
33 minutes — with response at 15 kc. Or
66 minutes of it with response at 7.5 kc.

whichever you choose. Frequency compensation is automatic for either tape
speed position. Tape tension is held
so carefully that front-panel ""speedchange" switching from fast-forward to
fast-reverse is done instantly . . . without
damage to the tape. Feather-weight tape
tension also insures playback timing to
+ 0.2 per cent at both speeds (you can
edit recordings precisely — with minimum
tape stretch).
'"lift-off"A
eliminates
head Automatic
wear duringtaperewinds.
separate recording and playback amplifier enables you to monitor the tape and
record programs simultaneously — your assurance that important programs are
actually on the tape.
Designed by men who live with the
business, these RCA units meet the needs
for a foolproof instrument capable of
recording true-to-life shows in the field

BgfOADCAST

and in the control room. Frequency
response is essentially flat from 30 to
1 5,000 cps — at a tape speed of 1 5 inches
per second. Signal-to-noise ratio is 5 5 db
on the console and rack models — and
50 dbflutter
on the
portable
and
is less
than model.
0.2 per ""Wow"
cent at
15 inches per second— and less than 0.3
per cent at 7V2 inches per second. With
the standard VU meter (large-size) you
can
read recording and output levels,
— directly.
plate currents, bias, and erase voltages
More than a hundred of the new RCA
Professional Tape Recorders are already
in commercial service. Ask any network,
independent station, or transcription
studio how they like them. Your RCA
Broadcast Sales Engineer has the facts.
Call him. Or write Dept. 19-IB, RCA
Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

EQUIRMEMT

RADIO
CORPORATION
EMOIMEeRIMO RRODUCTS DEPARTMENT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreot

PORTABLE

— Type

RT-3A

The ideal recorder for high-quality
"remotes, "studios, or controlrooms.
The recorder is carried in one case.
The amplifier is carried in another
case. Amplifier input is arranged for
standard microphone (cannon
receptacle provided), or bridging of
600-ohm line (terminals). Playback
amplifier is designed to feed standard
600-ohm lines and headphone jack.

of AMERICA
CAMDEM.M.J,

COST
FOR

PER
SPOT

THOUSAND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TIME
7:00-

NET

WHK

STATIONS
NET

B

$0.25
.33

10:00 - 12:00 NOON

.50

.99
$0.49
.99

12:00 - 4:30 PM

.33

.99

.50
.75

6:00 PM

6:00 - 6:30 PM
6:30 - 7:00 PM
7:00-

ALL

C

9:00 AM

9:00 - 10:00 AM

4:30-

ON

NETWORK

REGIONAL

CLEVELAND

FAMILIES

9:00 PM

■^■■Hi^^^H

.75

.99
1.48
1.98

1.00

1.98

NIGHT

9:00 - 10:30 PM

1.67

10:30- 11:00 PM

.84

11:00-11:15 PM

.42

11:15 - 12:00 PM

.42

TIME

COVERAGE
2.69
2.02
1.35

$0.36
.72
.72
.72
.72
1.42
1.42
1.42
HHl^^^^^^H
2.25
1.13
1.13
1.13

.67
(Calculations based on a rating of 5.0 for all stations for purposes of comparison)

HOMES

IN

PRIMARY

AREA

* Based on coverage patterns on file with
FCC and BMB ratUo families 1946
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(DAYTIME)

WHK

842,800

NET B ..

.759,500

NET C

623,500

WHK
T/ie Pou/ H. Raymer Co.
National Representative
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Vol. 37, No. 12

WASHINGTON,

D. C, SEPTEMBER

Cuba
NARBA

19, 1949

Proposes

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 250 A COPY

Clear

Channel

Breakdown

DISUNITY

Delegates and observers at the
quest for 50 w Class 5 stations to
' CUBA tossed the expected bomb
neers. dyne squeals, according to engi- Windsor Hotel in Montreal were
into the third NARBA conference
supplement
network'sa
service area.a station's
Canada or
suggested
obviousli^ disturbed by the Cuban
Delegates from all the North
at Montreal Thursday by calling
American nations represented at demands, though they had been 2-1 adjacent channel ratio instead
for the breakdown of clear chanthe conference were startled by prepared for something of the sort. of the U. S. 1-1 practice. The Banels. The conference had opened
haman proposal calls for the status
quietly last Tuesday with the Cuba's disclosure that since the Just a week before, FCC Comr.
interim NARBA pact expired in George E. Sterling and U.S. Amusual expressions of good will.
bassador Albert F. Nufer had taken
March it has been notifying the
In a reply to the U. S. proposals
FMA Suggestion
submitted to Canada last May, the Berne bureau of allocation changes
a flying goodwill trip to Havana
[Broadcasting, Sept. 12]. It was
The Washington headquarters of
Cuban delegation urged that all. on the island. Particularly upsetunderstood their main mission had FM Assn. got, into the NARBA
ting was the revelation that Cuba
clear channels be changed to naquo.
tional channels. On such channels
desired these assignments incor- been to ask Cuban intercession
fray Friday by suggesting that FM
with Mexico, which is represented
porated inthe new NARBA.
is "the logical answer to the probeach country would have unrelem now confronting the NARBA
By this action, Cuba presented a at Montreal merely by an observer.
stricted rights, within certain
limits.
conference
of finding enough radio
fait accompli to the conference, it
Cuba's proposal included elimiThis means that Cuba wants lA was declared.
nation of synchronization of sta- channels to accommodate 2,500 stations without interfering with one
Another Cuban proposal is to set
tions and satellites. It has not acchannels, for day and night opercepted the U. S. proposed latitude
up Class 2 stations under NARBA
ation, protected only to a contour
Inter-station interference has
of 350 miles within the border of and require that they be listed in and skywave curves.
reached the point of seriously
its own country, assuming there
an appendix, thus preventing asCanada's proposal provided for another."
any further
is a signal of 1 mv/m.
signment of any new Class 2 sta- i-etention of 540 kc and the lA hampering
(Continued
on page expansion
35) _
tions.
classification. It continued the reSuch a change, if adopted, would
completely upset the clear channel
situation in this country, according to industry engineers. The service area of clears would be hemmed
in, with large areas deprived of
Plans $250,000 More Yearly
basic broadcast service, it was ex- PETRY
EXPANDS
plained.
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
(3) That the radio sales staff is
Cuba's proposals went even further. The Latin nation proposed
being
enlarged to permit each salesto cut the lower power limit for EXPANSION PLANS of Edward Petry & Co., calling for an outlay of
man to fective
do aselling
more
job; creative and efClass 3 stations from 500 w to about $250,000 more a year, were outlined Wednesday by Edward
250 w. Cuba now has a number of Petry, president, at a meeting of some 35 top executives of^ stations repre(4) That
expanded
pro250 w stations on regional channels,
sented by ths Petry organization.
motion staffanwill
be ablesales
to help
bearing Class 4 designations.
Petry
stations
in
the
preparation
Meeting at Mr. Petry's invita- force;
Under NARBA those stations
with the company's radio sales of their individual promotion matetion at New York's Waldorf-Astoria
would become Class 3 and would
Hotel, the station men learned:
rial and to provide ammunition for
have to be protected.
(1) That their representative
(2) That Hanque Ringgold, a 16- the development of new sales camPurpose of Proposal
firm is establishing a television de- year Petry veteran, has been named
paigns designed to produce a
eastern sales manager of the comgreater use of spot radio, as well
partment which will operate inde- pany;
The Cuban proposal was refunction;
as fulfill its normal sales service
pendently from and competitively
garded in some quarters as a feint
and it was thought its real objective is to get unrestricted use of
(5) That Petry & Co. will take
over the tower floor of the building
clear channels on its tight little
now going up at 488 Madison Ave.,
island with low power, making posNew York, increasing its present
sible saturation coverage by ground
wave.
space by 50%, as soon as the buildAbolition of the North American
ing is completed.
Broadcast
Engineering CommitDiscussing
the court battle betee as a violation of its .sovereign
tween himself and Henry Christal,
rights is proposed by Cuba. This
secretary and ti'easurer of the comcommittee met two years ago at
pany since its inception, Mr. Petry
chided the station men for their
Havana, laying extensive techni"undue concern about an internal
cal groundwork which had been
designed to simplify the NARBA
problem of our organization, far
proceedings at Montreal.
removed from sales." He noted
that "differences between Hank
I Another Cuban proposal that
Christal and myself have existed
[disturbed U. S. delegates and obIservers at Montreal was opposition
for years [but] never affected
'to frequency tolerance standards,
sales," and continued:
such as a 20 cycle hum, and to
"If differences between Hank and'
any requirement about modulation
myself
didn't prevent sound selling
monitoring.
Without frequency
efforts by the Petry organization
tolerance standards, stations every(Continued on page 2i)
where will be plagued by heteroAt last week's conference (I to r) : Messrs. Kiggins, Petry and Ringgold.
BROADCASTING
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AT the Petry meeting (I to r): Gordon Gray and Benedict Gimbel Jr. of
WIP Philadelphia; Linus Trovers of Yankee Network; Gerald Harrison, WMAS
Springfield, Mass.; Edward Voynow,
Yankee Edward
Network.Petry Co., and Tom O'Neil of

EXCHANGING views at the Petry meeting (I to
r): Thomas A. Brooks, WBAL Baltimore; Harvey
Wixon, KGA Spokane, and Leslie Peard, also
WBAL.
Petry Expands
(Continued from page 23)
throughout those years, there is no
reason for you station men to feel
that these differences bring about
a particularly critical situation at
this moment. ... I do not view
these internal differences lightly.
But, at least they are no longer
something that can go on and on
and on. They are in the hands of
the court and out of our hands and
we have assurances that we will
soon have a final decision from the
highest court of New York State,
settling this matter once and for
all."
(Suit was brought by Mr. Christal in the New York Supreme Court
to restrain Mr. Petry from appointing more members to the company's
board, upsetting the two and two
balance which Mr. Christal claimed
had been orally agreed upon at the
time of that company's formation.
Mr. Petry appealed from the court's
decision favoring Mr. Christal and
the appellate division of the New
York Supreme Court reversed the
former ruling. Mr. Christal's appeal from this reversal is now pend-

Mr. CHRISTAL
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PETRY conference also was attended by these executives (I to r): Stanley
E. Hubbard, KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis; 0. W. Fisher, KOMO Seattle;
John Outler, WSB Atlanta; Campbell Arnoux and John New, both WTAR
Norfolk, Va.

THIS quartet includes (I to r): C. K. Beaver,
KTBS Shreveport, La.;, James Moroney, WFAA
Dallas; William B. Way, KVOO Tulsa, and G. E.
Zimmerman, KARK Little Rock, Ark.

ing before the New York Court of
11].)
Appeals
[Broadcasting, July 4,
To clear up "rumors and gossip,"
about cancellations resulting from
the internal dispute, Mr. Petry
stated that only six AM stations
have given notice of cancellation,
that the first one, if it is not withdrawn, does not become effective
until next June, and that all letters
of cancellation contained "the
friendliest assurances that they
were only technical in nature in
order to protect legal rights and
that it was the intention of the
stations to stay with the Petry Co.
provided the company continued
to do the job that it had done in
also announced that the comtheHepast."
pany had tightened its station list,
dropping three Yankee Network
stations by agreement with Yankee
to concentrate on representing that
regional network and its major
stations in Boston, Providence
and Bridgeport; dropping WSAU
Wausau, Wis., Oct. 1 by agreement with the Milwaukee Journal,
and also dropping WLLH Lowell,
Mass. Since the meeting, Yankee
has announced the reappointment
of the Petry firm for a long-term
contract. WWVA Wheeling has
withdrawn its proposed cancellation and WSM Nashville, whose
contract expires Oct. 1, has assured
the Petry Co. it will be renamed-,,
it was learned.
After Mr. Petry had explained
his firm's expansion plans to the
station executives, the group asked
the three Petry officials — Messrs.
Petry and Christal, and Edward
Voynow, Chicago manager — to
withdraw while the station men
conferred among themselves. Subsequently, they returned for a question and answer session which was
followed by another meeting of station men only. At the conclusion of
this session, the station group
unanimously adopted the following
resolution :
"The stations represented by the

TABLE discussion in New York includes Victor
A. Sholis, WHAS Louisville; Edward Petry, and
Hugh A. L. Halff of WOAI San Antonio. Nearly
two-score executives attended session.

Edward Petry & Co. Inc., at a meeting held in New York at the invitation of the company's board of directors, having listened with interest to the company's plans for the
separation of AM and TV sales

efforts and the company's expansion
of its facilities and personnel, and
for additional plans to make the
Edward Petry Co. an even more
(Continued on page SU)

CBS

Top Promotion Personnel
I In Realignment

SHIFTS

FOLLOWING the resignation from CBS of Victor M. Ratner, vice
president in charge of advertising- and sales promotion [Broadcasting,
Sept. 12], the network last wegk instituted a realignment of the department. • ' ■ ~ of
Louis
Hausman,
director
sales promotion and advertising,
took over the office and many of
the duties of Mr. Ratner, who will
leave officially Nov. 2 for his new
post as a vice president at Maey's
New York. As before, Mr. Hausman will also continue to direct
the department.
At the same time, Mr. Hausman
announced the appointment of
John Cowden as next in line under
him. Mr. Cowden will have the
title of general manager of CBS
sales promotion and advertising

*
department.
Mr. Cowden moved into his new
position from his post as director
of Columbia-owned stations promotion. Taking his place as director will be Thomas Means, who has
been Mr. Cowden's assistant.
Still another change in the department was the resignation effective Jan. 1 of Neal Hathaway,
manager of program promotion.
Mr. Hathaway's assistant, Charles
Oppenheim, will fill the vacancy, it
was said.

M^. Hausman (c) confers with Messrs. Cowden (I) and Means.
BROADCASTING
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GIVEAWAY

SETBACKS

WITH

There was speculation that in
such cases the Commission might
merely grant temporary extensions
pending
the seemed
courts' certain
decision,to but
such a move
be

ONE temporary restraining order already issued against its giveaway ban
and facing the prospect of
another one this week, FCC
is slated to sit down shortly
and chart the procedure it
will take with license renewal
applications — hundreds of
them — pending final adjudicacation of the issue.
Officials said this review may be
made following the hearing slated
in U. S. District Court in New
York today (Monday) to determine
whether three of the four major
.etworks— ABC, CBS, and NBC
■ —should be granted an order reI.training FCC from enforcing its
giveaway rules until after determination of their motion for a preliminary injunction. A similar order was granted in Chicago last
Tuesday on motion of Radio Feai tures Inc., programming adjunct of
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago
agency.
The decision which FCC reaches
with regard to its own course will
depend, authorities said, upon the
outcome of the New York hearing,
also taking into consideration the
order already issued in Chicago.
They said it conceivably could include a voluntary suspension of
its giveaway rules by the Commission, though observers considered this course unlikely in view
of FCC's refusal of the networks'
request for a stipulated suspension a week earlier [Broadcasting,
Sept. 12].
Procedure Not Set
No firm decision has been made,
spokesmen said as to the procedure
to be followed with license renewals
coming due while the legality of
the giveav/ay rules is in question.
Approximately 230 AM licenses expire Nov. 1 — a month after the
Oct. 1 date on which FCC had
planned to put its rules into effect.
A sizeable number of these stations presumably carry giveaway
programs of the networks or of
others. [See Editorial, Page 44].

opposed by broadcasters on business grounds, particularly since a
year or more may elapse before
adjudication is final. Broadcasters contended regular renewals
should be issued.
Today's New York hearing will
be before Judge Simon H. Rifkind, who signed an order last
Thursday calling upon FCC -and
the U. S. Government to shoW
cause why they should not be restrained from enforcing the giveaway ban until the three networks'
motion for a preliminary injunction is decided.
The networks took the legal step
despite the fact that Judge Michael Igoe, in Federal District Coui't
in Chicago, already had issued a
temporary restraining order in a

FCC

similar situation. A spokesmen
said the networks took this step
for two reasons: first, to protect
their rights generally, .and second,
because the Chicago action emvision. braced only AM and FM, not teleLike the action in Chicago, the
New York motion will, if granted,
be effective until the motion for a
preliminary injunction can be heard
by a special three-man statutory
court" which has yet to be appodnted.- In the Chicago case this
hearing is now slated for Oct. 7.
No date has been set for hearing
the case on its merits.
Meanwhile it wa6 learned that
Louis G. Cowan, whose packaging
firm (Stop The Music, Hollywood
Calling, etc.) has been in the forefront of giveaway programming,
will probably join the networks in
their legal proceedings in New
York. His attorneys late last week
were said to be working on legal

NAB
PLAIN

SALES

By BILL THOMPSON
WITH three members of the NAB
Board of Directors taking an active part, NAB District 9 (111., Wis.
in part) delegates held what was
generally described as the liveliest meeting in the district's history.
They met Thursday and Friday at
the Northernaire Hotel, Three
Lakes, Wis.
Garbed in sports attire in keeping with the resort's atmosphere,
the district delegates recorded an
almost perfect attendance record.
They cheered fighting talks by four
NAB staffmen. The district's three
board members are Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria, District 9 director; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, director-at-large for small
stations, and Howard Lane, WJJD
Chicago,
stations. director-at-large for large
Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
NAB's Broadcast Advertising Bu-

DELEGATE group at NAB District 7 cocktail porty in Cincinnati Sept. 8-9
[Broadcasting, Sept. 21 included (I to r) Sam Sague, WSRS Cleveland;
Gerry Boyd, WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio; Richard V. Beatty, Harold Fitzgerald, WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio.
BROADCASTING
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Renewal

Strategy

details incident to joining the action.
In the Chicago case last week,
acting on the motion of Radio
Features Inc., Judge Igoe found
that "unless a temporary restraiiiing order is issued until the hearing and determination on plaintiff's application for an interlocutory injunction, immediate and irreparable damage will result to
the plaintiff." He said he found
from the evidence that some radio
stations which have entered into
contracts with Radio Featured for
purchase of its programs have cancelled their contracts, and others
have threatened
cause of the ordertoofcancel
Aug. out,
18 of "bethe
FCC and because of rules 3.192
and 3.292 of the FCC contained
such contracts are canin "Once
said order."
celled it is virtually impossible to
(Continued on page 80)

District

9 Gets

It

TALK

reau, started the fireworks Thursday morning with a blast at blackand-white media. He charged that
the true picture of what happens
to the advertising dollar is distorted because radio's competitors
are doing a wasteful job.
Mr. Mitchell declared newspapers
are perpetrating a fraud on the
advertising world and urged top
management of stations to expose
them
by advertisers.
personally taking
radio'sis
story to
The nation
grossly under-advertised, and lacks
proper faith in advertising, he said.
'Sitting through all the sessions,
NAB President Justin Miller posed
frequent questions for Mr. Mitchell
and other speakers to answer, and
he wound up the two-day session
with a Friday afternoon address.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director on loan to Broadcast Measurement Bureau as acting president, promised BMB's

study No. 2 will be ready by early
winter. He said it would consist of
(Continued oji page 38)

HO^l ai the Ralph H. Jones Co. party
was C. M. Robertson Jr., (left),
president of Cincinnati agency. With
him is Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky., district director.

EXECUTIVES of Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, at the cocktail party. Left
to right: Jean Telgater, pubjicity director; Ed Carder, radio specialist; Kathryn
Hardig, assistant radio and TV director; William Frietsch, media director;
Stanley Wilier, vice .president; Ann Smith, assistant timebuyer.
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FBI APPROVES
ABC Show, Despite Criticism
I THE Federal Bureau of Investigation likes the ABC program This
I Is Your FBI and has no intention
of withdrawing its sanction, Louis
B. Nichols, FBI assistant director,
told Broadcasting.
Mr. Nichols made this observation when asked about critcism of
the broadcast voiced at the recent
American Bar Assn. meeting at St.
Louis by Arthur J. Freund, chairman of ABA's Section on Criminal
Law as well as that section's Committee on Motion Pictures, Radio
Broadcasting and Comics in Relation to Administration of Justice.
Long a critic of broadcasting,
Mr. Freund told the ABA the
broadcast is offensive because it
educates youths in the methods of
crime. He said his remarks were
purely personal and did not represent the views of any ABA member group.
Nichols' Defense
This brought from Mr. Nichols
a ringing defense of the program,
stating it has been a force for
good, and adding the FBI has documented information showing it has
definitely deterred youth from committing crimes. "We can't have
good law enforcement without
aroused public opinion, and aroused
public opinion depends on education," Mr. Nichols said. "That is
what we are attempting to do. If
it is a bad program, why have
teachers' associations singled it out
as an educational program; why
has it been endorsed by the ParentTeachers Assn. of St. Louis and
lawHe enforcement
agencies?"
added:
"If This Is Your FBI is bad then
we might as well destroy our Bibles
and the great books of literature,
for they, too, run the full gamut of

'^■c#
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Dr. Snyder is always here to treat the special events crew when it
comes back from the 'Miss America' finals."
man's passions and foul deeds."
Mr. Nichols said the FBI originally cooperated in the program
because some crime programs were
placing an improper emphasis on
crime. He said the program portrays the tracking down of criminals rather than blueprinting
Airs Lutheran

Hour

RELIGIOUS program. The Lutheran Hour, with sermons by Dr.
Walter A. Maier of Concordia
seminary, will be sponsored on
ABC, effective Oct. 2, Sunday, 3:304 p.m., by the Lutheran Laymen's
League. The 52-week contract
was placed through Gotham Advertising Co., New York.

GROWING importance of radio to Gooch Feed Mill Co.,
Salina, Kan., was keynote at firm's fall sales meeting
where Kansas stations' representatives on the Gooch
schedule were invited to take part. Left to right are
Bob Evans, announcer, KGGF Coffeyville; John B. Hughes,
manager, KXXX Colby; Gene Fullen, announcer KSAL
Salina; Homer Cunningham, announcer, WIBW Topska;

AWB MEETINGS
Two More Districts Set
TWO more district meetings of the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters were
announced last week by Pat Griffith, NAB director of women's activities, bring the schedule to five
sessions, casting,
as Sept.
of 5].
last week [BroadDistrict 9 (111., Wis. in part) will
meet Oct. 20 at the Sherman Hotel,
Chicago, in connection with the
School Broadcast Conference. District chairman is Elizabeth Marshall, WBEZ Chicago. District 2
(N. Y., N. J.) will meet Nov. 5-6
at the Hotel Astor, New York.
District chairman is Sally Work,
WBEN Buffalo.

J. J. Vanier, president, Gooch Feed Mill Co.; Dale McCoy,
manager, KFBI Wichita; Ray Jensen, manager, KSAL;
M. H. Straight, copy director, Rogers and Smith, Kansas
City; Milton Hodges, sales service manager, WIBW; Bob
Pratt, manager, KGGF; Glen George, sales representative,
KXXX; and Dick Brigham, account executive, Rogers
and Smith.

PBA

PACKAGE
Offers Discount Rates

DISCOUNT rates for national advertisers were set Thursday afternoon at the first formal meeting
of the new Perimeter Broadcasting
Assn., which encompasses four
station-areas on the rim of Chicago.
National advertisers buying time
on two stations will receive a 5%
discount, on three, 10%, and on all
four, 15%. Stations include WJOL
Joliet, 111. and WJOB Hammond,
Ind. (both 250 w, fulltime),
WRMN Elgin, III. (500 w daytime)
and WKRS Waukegan, 111. ( 1 kw
daytime). WRMN took the air
Sept. 10, and WKRS bows Sept.
25. All stations are represented by
Joseph Hershey McGillvra.
Joseph J. Garvey, general manager of WJOL, was appointed
president, with L. B. Weller, commercial manager, WJOB, secretary
and treasurer. Others attending
were Bob Adair, general manager,
WJOB; Joseph Kirby, generM
manager, WKRS; George Ralston,
partner, WRMN, and Rex Gay Jr.,
Chicago manager of McGillvra.
Stations are working on a presentation which will show advanlocally. tages of advertisers buying time

GORDON MILLS
Leaves Kudner Ad Agency
GORDON MILLS, business manager of the radio and television dener Advertising
partment of KudAgency, New
York, signed
hasfrom rethe
agency
the
first effective
of the
year.
He
has
been
with Kudner
since July 1943,
and prior to that
for ten years he
Mr. Mills
was associated
with NBC as a
network account executive. Before
that he was with RCA.
Mr. Mills has been serving for
the past six years on the radio
committee of the AAAA, and
chairman of the sub-committee on
radio research. He currently is
Radio Execuof theYork.
vice president
tives Club in New
Mr. Mills
is expected to announce his new
alignment soon.
Pet Milk Renews
PET MILK SALES Corp., St.
Louis, renews The Pet Milk Show
with Kay Armen (Sunday, 9:30
The Mary Lee TayCDT)
p.m. lor
Show and
(Saturday, 9:30 a.m.
CDT) on full NBC network from
Oct. 22 and Oct. 23 through Gardner Advertising, also St. Louis.
Sego Milk Products Co., Salt Lake
City, Pet Milk subsidiary, vdll
sponsor cut-ins on the shows
through Gillham Advertising, same
city. Respective originations are
at KSD St. Louis and NBC New

IF SUCCESS of a program can be measured by its longevity and
faithfulness of its audience, then Melodies America Loves on KNX
Hollywood belongs in that class. It also shows how radio can be successfully utilized in the sales promotion of a cemetery.
Now in its 20th year on the air *
without interruption, this weekly wood Park Cemetery Association,
30 minute concert type musical
there is no morbid tinge in the
program has been sponsored by presentation. During the 30-minInglewood Park Cemetery Assn. of ute broadcast there is as a general rule, a middle and a closing
Los Angeles since 1929. And during all these years too, radio has commercial of about 1% minutes
been used almost exclusively by each. Often it's shorter. MusiInglewood Park as an advertising
cal selections are woven together
medium.
with appropriate narrative. In
Built around a full orchestra of treatment of bereavement and cem17 men and guest vocalist, plus an eterial interment, commercial message is confined to an invitation
occasional guest singing group,
program format has changed little to visit the memorial park to
view the famed artistic stained
over the years.
Broadcast over KNX for more
glass windows and other objects
than nine years, featured is con- of unusual interest.
On occasion, Mr. Winans points
cert music with "heart songs" and
those from operas and operettas. out, an indirect sales appeal is
Earl Towner has been musical di- made in tying in the commercial
with theme of the concert whenrector since January 1939 when

DISCUSSING
a forthcoming
program (I to r) : Messrs. Towner, Winans and Howell.

KNX

^eOAi
6. he3.0
Eula Beal and Uses
Olive Mae Beach
4AMiC<i
9MXj4Je
the
program was then
sponsored
ever PgaJ2''
possible. As example
musical travelogues,
which often cemetery
on KFI.
cites a Mothers Day concert which
are
the
two
young
soloists who have
featured native singers and instruments, were featured in those won distinction on the concert
might emphasize fact that the
With more than 1,160 broadcasts
to its credit, and keyed to the mother of a family usually does the early days. Raymond Paige and stage. John Raitt went on to
star on the Broadway stage after
general music loving public, the planning and buying. Thus she is Frederick Stark were then the conductors.
having made his professional debut
sponsor endeavors to give the lis- generally the first to realize imon that program. During the past
portance of completing cemeterial
tening audience a program of disWith inthe March
program's
shift
KFWB
1937 the
seriesto 20 years such stars as Perry
arrangements before needed.
tinctive musical excellence, says
included radio
Paul R. Winans, president of
A perennial
Askam, Paul Keast, Tandy Macfavorite with
adaptations of Kenzie, Tudor Williams, Felix
Paul Winans Co., agency servicing
some of the
the account.
Knight, Earl Covert, Polyna Stomany, the weekmore popular
ska, Anne Jeffreys, Miliza Korjus
ly
concerts
have
Proper, Yet Not Staid
helped also to
operas such as and the late Carrie Jacobs Bond
"Carmen," "The have appeared as guests on Melocreate a friend"This isn't a high brow program,
dies America Loves.
nor is it planned for a choice
ly reception for
Barber of Sethe
cemetery
Radio
"names" who have been
few," Mr. Winans emphasizes.
ville," "Faust" associated with the Inglewood Park
salesmen, ac"Neither
is
there
anything
funeand
"Rigoletreal about Melodies America
to." Leon Leo- program in either a writing, ancording to Mason Letteau,
nardi was then
Loves. The music is truly that
nouncing or producing capacity inwhich the public likes. It is some
the orchestra
vice president
clude John Conte, Art Gilmore,
conductor
and
times something old and sometimes
and sales manOne of a Series
True Boardman, Thomas Freebairn-Smith and the late Gary
ager of Ingle■*■«.■.
new. We cater to the public's
musical
director.
Weekly
taste with the best vocally and
Breckner.
wood Park Cemetery Assn.
broadcasts were also released siinstrumentally."
New Talent Sought
multaneously over KFOX Long
"We have been able to trace
There is no selling pitch, executives of Inglewood Memorial
Beach.
A
supplementary
program
In
addition
to established stars
many sales direct to the program,"
Park point out. This is verified
was broadcast weekly over KFAC
he said. "Our salesmen without
frequent auditions of young unby Mr. Winans who declares that exception, favor the program's
known talent have played a large
Ginoensemble.
Severi's augmented concontinuance. They feel that it with cert
"These radio concerts were never
part in success of this perennial
intended as a medium for direct has opened many a door with reClaude Sweeten became musical
program. Mr. Winans, who serves
selling. We use no high pressure,
ceptive result. . . . And this is director when Inglewood Memorial
as supervisor; Earl Towner and
dramatic commercials.
quite significant of its success in Park shifted the program to KFI
Cliff Howell, director-producer,
in April 1938. Earl Towner took listen fully and carefully to each
"The series from its inception
opinion."many shifts have been
over the baton in January of 1939
were created for the purpose of ourAlthough
soloist, knowing that their choice
building good will for Inglewood
made in day of broadcast, the pro- and on April 9 of that year Melof talent to appear on the program
odies
America
Loves
shifted
to
Memorial Park. Good will has algram has always occupied a nightmay plummet the artist to musical
KNX.
stardom.
time spot and is currently heard
ways been more important than a
Five of the former soloists used
spectacular sale of the moment.
on Tuesday, 7:30-8 p.m. (PST).
No attempt is made to merchanWhen originally started on KHJ
As a result this weekly radio conon the program — Nadine Conner,
dise the broadcasts. Only adBrian Sullivan, Mona Paulee,
back in 1929, the concerts were
cert has gained a loyal audience
vertising utilized by the sponsor
which generously expresses its ap- built around definite themes which
Emery Darcy and Jerome Hines
in support of the weekly 30 min—
have
since
become
members
of
had
been
planned
sometimes
months
preciation with fine letters."
ute radio program consists of one
the Metropolitan Opera Company.
Tone pictures and
Being a cemetery, George H. in advance.
column by 2 inch advertisements
Letteau, president of Inglewood
in each of the six Los Angeles
Park Cemetery Association, has almetropolitan
andon10day
neighways felt that it would be in bad
borhooddaily
newspapers
of
RADIO wifh enough dignity, but not in the high brow vein
taste to force a selling pitch upon
broadcast.
can do the selling job for a cemetery.
Inglewood Park
the public through the concert proCemetery Assn. of Los Angeles used this formula for
Thus, the Inglewood Park Cemgram. And that policy has been
etery Assn. Melodies America
it's
first
"Melodies America Loves" back in 1929.
And now
maintained through 20 years of
program becomes another
broadcasting.
in its 20th year without interruption the same 'technique is Loves
radio sales success story — an ever
being effectively utilized. Good will rather than high pressure
Although the opening credit
continuing story. The details may
commercials
is
the
aim
of
the
program
sponsor.
plainly states that Melodies Amerbe different, but the theme is the
ica Loves is sponsored by Inglesame: Radio sells.
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MUTUAL

WINNER of "Miss Missouri" contest
sponsored by WHB Kansas City, Mo.,
was 19-year-old Jane Stone of Jefferson City. The ash-blonde beauty
vied with 51 others for the "Miss
America" crown at Atlantic City.

ANOTHER midwest contender at
Atlantic City was Shirley Hargiss,
victor in the "Miss Kansas" contest
also sponsored by WHB Kansas City,
Mo. Miss Hargiss is a 22-year-old,
5'8" brunette hailing from Topeka.

NINE-WEEK television show sponsored by REDDI-WIP Philadelphia was highlighted by choice of Doris Mooney to represent "The City of Brotherly Love"
in the "Mrs. America Pogeant" at Asbury Park, N. J. Congratulating Mrs.
Mooney are (I) Marie Strohmier (Mrs. America of 1948), (2nd r) Betty
Schmidt (Miss Philadelphia 1949), and (r) Jerry Holt, runner-up this year's
"Mrs. Philadelphia."
"MISS New York State" receives
MARGARET THORNBURG of WIBG
trophy from Al Anscombe, WKBW
Philadelphia
program department
Buffalo public relations director,
confers with AAA official after being
i at beauty contest finals last
chosen to model for picture series
I month. She is Miss Wanda Nalepa,
in its magazine The Car when
New York City registered
she went to AAA driving
""^^r"
school.
! "^^^^
nurse.

MEET

Tenders

of Program

Support
Plans

CONCLUSION of the MBS two-day board meeting in Chicago on Tuesday was attended by reports of unanimous support for the network's
program plans for the coming year as outlined by William Fineshriber,
program director. Board is to meet again in New York during the
World Series.
*
Another outcome of the meeting
engineering, WOR; Frank J.
Schreiber,
general manager, WGN
was the scotching of reports in
trade circles that Mutual has diffi- Chicago; E. M. Antrim, WGN,
MBS secretary; Lewis Allen
culty in clearing time for national
sponsors because of some of its key Weiss, chairman of board, Don
Lee; Willet H. Browne, president
stations. It was said any advertiser can get full clearance on all and general manager, Don Lee;
MBS stations within 28 days.
Thomas O'Neil, vice president,
Yankee Network; Linus Travers,
The question of network reorganization was not broached, a executive vice president and general manager, Yankee; Benedict
network spokesman told BROADGimbel Jr., president and general
CASTING, because such plans are
not within the board's scope, but manager, WIP Philadelphia; J. E.
Campeau, president and general
are left directly to Mutual Presi^
dent Frank White. Mr. White, ad- manager, CKLW Detroit, and
H. K. Carpenter, vice president,
dressing the board, expressed his
WHK Cleveland.
belief
that
the
network's
business
outlook was good.
Mr. Fineshriber revealed plans
for a new giveaway program To
PAID LOG ADS
the Ladies, a women's participation
show with jackpot prizes. A halfhour program, it will be aired five
Smith Opposes 'News' Plan
days a week following Queen for a
TAKING a page from several other
Day, and will originate in Chicago.
cities, the Los Angeles Daily News
Attending the meeting, in addilast week advised stations, nettion to Mr. White and Mr. Fineworks and advershriber, were: Theodore C. Streibtising agencies
ert, president WOR New York and
that "effective
MBS Board Chairman; J. R. PopSept. 15" advertisit would
"accept
pele, vice president in charge of
ROY Mclaughlin
Receives CRMC Presidency
ROY Mclaughlin, commercial
and general manager of WENR
(ABC) Chicago, was elected president of the Chicago Radio Management Club at the first regular fall
meeting last Wednesday. He succeeds William McGuineas, commercial manager of WGN.
Other officers, who will also
serve a one-year term, include
Frank Reed of Grant Advertising,
first vice president; John Blair,
president of the representative
firm beai'ing his name, second vice
president; Jane Daly, timebuyer,
Earle Ludgin agency, treasurer;
Jane McKendry, timebuyer. Needham, Louis and Brorby, secretary.
Mr. McLaughlin will call a meeting of the new officers next week,
for a selection of a program committee chairman. The club has a
guest speaker at a luncheon meeting every other week. Walter
Schwimmer of Schwimmer and
Scott will discuss giveaways (see
separate story) Sept. 29.
Emil Mogul Named
THE MODERN Industrial Bank
through Henry Morgenthau Jr.,
chairman of the board, has appointed Emil Mogul Co., New York,
to prepare and direct an advertising campaign in the New York
area. The initial schedule starts on
Sept. 18 with minute and halfminutes on WMCA New York.

Mr. Smith

ing to run within
the radio and teleAlthough
the
itations vision
arelogs."aware
that the practice
may not threat,
be an
immediate

does constitute a they
likelyrecognize
forerunnerit
of paid logs if unopposed. Accordingly, the membership of the
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. will discuss the matter Sept.
22 at its monthly meeting.
While most station managers
were reluctant to discuss the matter for publication, Calvin J. Smith,
general manager of KFAC Los
Angeles and NAB 16th District
director, advised Broadcasting that
he was opposed to the principle
behind the move of the News. He
said his station would have no
part of any such plan.
In the letter dated Sept. 8, the
News offered two space sizes of
one half inch and one inch priced
at $6 and $10, respectively. Although no comment could be obtained from- any of the other Los
Angeles dailies, the broadcasters of
the area feel that the local publishers association may be feeling
its way on the idea, through the
News.
The managing editor of one
paper advised Broadcasting that
he "hoped his management would
not propose such an idea for its
logs." In the case of a second
daily in the area, its advertising
director said he knew nothing of
the News plan and that his paper
had no such plan in contemplation

BROADCASTING
at present."
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FLQN
FOREIGN

network should be incorporated
and be making sales presentations
by approximately Nov. 1.
Data to be compiled by the network's research organization will
cover first and second generation
Italian and Polish groups, to which
nationalities FLQN .will be limited
for a time, in the 21 markets in
which FLQN
plans to operate

Miss Nelson

Mr. Silvernail

initially. A composite map will
be developed, showing locations,
coverage and research figures on
member stations.
Time segment ratings will be
established and time will be sold
on a group basis, with stations to
be reimbursed by FLQN according
to their individual rate cards. Advertisers will be able to buy sections of the "network," and syndicated programs, by line or transcription, will be available.
LeBlanc

TIME

Supply

Data

MARKET

RESPONDING to agency timebuyers' requests for more data on
foreign language markets, the
newly formed Foreign Language
Quality Network last Monday established its permanent set-up, and
voted to retain a reseai'ch organization to compile required statistics.
At its second day-long meeting,
held at New York's Roosevelt
Hotel, the group was addressed by
timebuyers Linnea Nelson of J.
Walter Thompson Co., and Frank
Silvernail of BBDO. Both stressed
the need for a central source of
such information as figures on station coverage, foreign language
populations (first and second generations) in every area, buying
power, program ratings and costs
for time, translation and talent.
Instituting its permanent format, the group named Claude Barrere, radio public relations coordiator of City College of New York,
as administrative head. The original committee, which was headed
by WOV New York General Manager Ralph Weil, will be directors
of the network. Others include
Frank Blair, WSCR Scranton;
George Lasker, WBMS Boston;
Samuel Sague, WSRS Cleveland,
and J. L. Booth, WJLB Detroit.
According to Mr. Barrere, the

FREE

To

DEAL

Offering

$2,000 in Prizes
NEWEST wrinkle in advertising techniques appeared last week in the
form of a $2,000 prize contest announced by The LeBlanc Corp.,
LaFayette, La., marketing Hadacol tonic and vitamin compound.
Prizes are to be awarded to stations for "greater cooperation and
more merchandising efforts," in- 200 stations. The first prize will
cluding "free spots from our tranbe $1,000 in cash.
Second prize
scriptions." The contest runs
will be 1500, third prize $250 and
through September, with reports
prize $100, etc.
to be at the company's home office fourth
Mr. LeBlanc then says:
by Oct. 7 and prize winners to be
After the contest we well buv an ad
announced by Oct. 15.
in Advertising
Age
and
Protests were received by BroadING, and the
overfive
ourstations
nameBROADCASTwe will
the world
who
won tell
the
casting and Broadcast Advertisfirst
five
prizes.
The
first
five
ing Bureau from stations ap- will be delivered in person to the prizes
managers and employes of the stations. A
proached by LeBlanc Corp., an
photograph will be taken and news
extensive user of radio time
story will appear in the newspapers in
the
that the
cover.
through the southern states.
Theseterritory
news stories
will stations
also be carried
"Your recent invitation ... is by all of the leading national drug
the absolute best sucker deal we
magazines of the country. P. S. Please
quote us spots
your lowest
have ever had the privilege to minute
per day.price on four oneMailed
with
the announcement
look in on," replied Charles W.
Balthrope, station manager of is a stack of daily reports which
include these elements:
KITE San Antonio, Tex. "You
certainly prove that Barnum was
Number of drug wholesalers and
grocery jobbers contacted; how
right."
Ray D. Williams, manager of many orders and for how much ;
WJHL Johnson City, Tenn., wrote
number of retail druggist or groDudley J. LeBlanc, president of
cery stores contacted ; number of
dummy cartons, banners, signs and
LeBlanc Corp., as follows: "All
merchandising and promotional ef- window displays put up, with sugforts of this station are devoted to
gestion that photos be sent where
our current advertisers and we feel possible; number, of displays obit would be unfair to them were we
tained on counter, near the cash
to merchandise and promote a register if possible, in drug and
product of a non-advertiser for grocery stores; number of spots
selfish reasons."
run today; how many free spots
from our transcription today;
Mr. LeBlanc's offer to stations
opens with a reminder that the other promotional or merchandiscompany is advertising on about
ing efforts.
BROADCASTING
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Full membership of the 21 stations is not complete yet, the
network revealed, because of the
group's desire to proceed slowly,
and assure itself of complete cooperation.
Attending Monday's meeting:
Antonio Pace, WRIB Providence;
Sidney Schulman, WTUX Wilmington;
Phil Ruben and Attilio Russo, WERI
Westerley, R. I.; Aldo De Dominicis,
WNHC New Haven; Lee Mikesell,
KSAN San Francisco; Roy Ferree and
A. Avion, WHOD Homestead, Pa.;
William I. Moore, WBNX New York;
G. A. Bartell, WEXI Milwaukee; Ralph
Robinson, WAGE Chicopee, Mass.;
Arnold Hartley, WOV New York; Pat
Stanton, WJMJ Philadelphia and
Messrs. Weil, Blair, Lasker and Sague.
Golobe To WOR
ZANGWILL GOLOBE, formerly
with the Chicago office of the Frederic W. Ziv Co., has joined WOR
New York as account executive in
the sales department. Prior to
joining Ziv, he was associated with
Forjoe & Co., station representative, for eight years, the last six
of which he was Midwest manager.

WOW'S

FARMER

SCOTT BUCKLEY (I), WNBC New
York producer-director, receives special citation from Milton Gofdwater
(r), president of the United Jewish
Appeal of Greater New York, for his
work in producing and directing
Homecoming, a special Sunday afternoon documentary series for the appeal. In center is D. L. Provost,
former station program manager, who
received a similar citation.

TOUR
Junkef Underway in Seattle Today

ON THE first leg of its 6000-mile
WOW Farmers' West Coast Tour,
a 16-car train, loaded down with
Midwest farm products and 200
participants, rolled into Seattle
today (Monday). It was the fourth
city visited by the WOW train in
the 16-day trip which started
Sept. 15 [Broadcasting, Sept. 12].
Organized by WOW Omaha, the
train promotes midwest farm products while its tour members study
farming in the West. Entire trip
will cover 13 cities, the train returning to Omaha Oct. 1. Highpoints of the farm study include
more than 100 stops at farms, experimental stations, processing
plants, ranches and orchards.
Welcome was accorded to the
farmers, drawn from Nebraska,
Iowa, South Dakota, Kansas, Colorado and Michigan, by local radio
stations and city officials en route.

The tour members are owners of
farms varying from an 11,000 acre
cattle ranch to a 12-acre truck garden. Already visited was Billings,
Mont., where Gov. John W. Bonner and Mayor T. T. Lowe greeted
the tourists; Spokane, where they
inspected Grand Coulee Dam and
Yakima, which displayed to them
its beautiful apple orchards and
irrigation system. Today the tour
members sightsee Seattle Harbor
and travel by boat to Victoria,
morning.
B. C, arriving there tomorrow
Bill Wiseman, WOW's promotion manager, reported last week
that the station expected to do a
few shots for NBC's News of the
World and arrangements are underway for other broadcasts, local
and
national,
and also for telecasts.

WATCHING the lady following the first NBC Hollywood Calling broadcast
sponsored by Gruen Watch Co. are (I to r): Milton Berle; Benjamin S. Katz,
president of watch company; (the lady), Patricia Neal, movie star; Jack
McCoy, show m.c; Arthur C. Fatt, executive vice president. Gray Adv.
Agency; Bernard M. Kliman, director of advertising, Gruen Watch Co.

eration

TRANSIT

ADS

TRANSIT

broadcasting is approaching the profit stage in a
number of cities and is attracting
national advertisers in increasing
numbers, according to a detailed
survey of this type of FM radio
conducted by the NAB.
Complete analysis of a group of
transit radio operations was made
by NAB at the direction of the
FM Executive Committee. Arthur
C. Stringer, assistant director of
NAB's Audio Division in charge of
FM, handled the field and analytical work. Chairman of the
FM committee is Cecil D. Mastin,
WNBF-FM Binghamton, N. Y.
The 50-page report is being sent
NAB member stations. It has
numerous tables, success stories,
sales suggestions and other facts
covering the medium.
Typical success story deals with
use of transit radio by Sears Roebuck & Co., St. Louis. The retailer
brought $1,200 in direct sales, solely traceable to transit, from a $54
expenditure for time on KXOKFM, according to the study.
About 95% of all transit radio
business is local, especially retail,
but national sales are found to be
gi'owing. The NAB manual lists
these national advertisers as transit users: Baker Brush Co., Brewing Corp. of America (Red Cap),
Chevrolet Dealers Assn., Esquire
Inc. (Coronet), Fanny Farmer
Candy Shops, F. W. Fitch Co.,
General Baking Co., Glen Raven
Knitting Mills, Griesedieck Western Brewing Co. (Hyde Park beer),
Household Finance Corp., Miles
Labs, Swift & Co. and Terre Haute
Brewing Co. (Champagne Velvet
beer) .
The national business was placed
by these agencies: Arthur Cohn &
Assoc., Leo Burnett Co., CampbellEwald
Co., BBDO,
J. Walter
* * *

MODEL Helen Pastorius helps Manager Charles E. Dewey Jr. of WKJF
(FM) check antenna before inaugural
of stotion's Transitcasting service on
city's busses. Holding the ladder is
C. F. Kreitzer, WKJF commercial
manager.
I Page 30
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Nears

Profit, NAB

Finds

^

Thompson Co., McCann-Erickson,
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
Schwimmer & Scott, CampbellMithun, Wade Adv. Agency.
National sponsors now "definitely in the works" are listed as General Mills, Procter & Gamble,
Lever Bros., Colgate-PalmolivePeet, General Poods, Campbell
Soup Co. and "literally dozens of
others."Follows Industry Line
In opening, the study says transit radio's development is in line
with the industry's policy of encouraging out-of-home listening.
Broadcasters must buy, install and
maintain receiving equipment, and
pay for the privilege of serving
that portion of the total audience.
Stations program for both home
and mobile audiences.
Research material is available
for transit audiences, bus and trolley companies maintaining detailed
figures on riders. It is found that
6-7 :30 a.m. programs draw factory,
labor and home listeners in largest

GRID

RIGHTS

numbers; 7-9 a.m., white collar
and home listeners; 7 : 30-8: 30 a.m.,
students, home listeners; 9 a.m.3 p.m., shoppers en route to stores;
3-5 p.m., students enroute home
and home listeners; 3:30-5:30 p.m.,
factory workers en route home,
home listeners; 4:30-6:30, white
collar riders en route home, home
listeners; 6 p.m.-signoff, entertainment seekers, miscellaneous, shoppers,
people going
visiting, workers and home
listeners.
In one city it was found the average instantaneous audience for 400
radio-equipped vehicles varies from
10,000 riders in buses, 9:30 a.m.noon, a minimum, to 18,500 between
4 and 6 p.m. At 10 p.m. there still
are 11,200 persons listening in
buses. When the number of radioequipped buses in the city is increased to 1,500, the riding audience will range from 37,500 to
69,000 persons.
Cost of installing sets ranges
from $16 up per vehicle, depending
on local labor costs, the NAB study
discloses. It shows there is little
S. C. Broadcasters
Court Suit

Win

FCC Actions
FINAL decision extending
completion
date reported
of WHAS-by
TV
Louisville
FCC last week along with
initial decision to grant transfer of WCMW-AM-FM Canton, Ohio. Three FM and
two AM authorizations deleted. Transfer application
filed for WOV New York
whereby stock of N. J. Leigh
is taken in part by Richard E.
O'Dea who becomes majority
owner. Details of these and
other FCC actions are found
in FCC Roundup on page 79.
rider opposition, with criticism
usually traced to one individual or
a small but vociferous group. The
50-page analysis covers cost of
operation, differences in techniques,
program practices, operating hours,
rates and sales. It is explained
that 80% to 85% of buyers in
metropolitan centers are transported to stores by public transit.
Some cities like vocal and lively
music, it is stated. Cincinnati is
an example. In St. Louis, on the
other hand, only background music
is used by KXOK-FM on its transit
service.
Transit radio is an effective promotion device for stations, according to the study, giving opportunity
for announcement of programs
coming up later in the day. The
transit installations create an
added FM audience, it is stated,
an audience that isn't affected by
television.
Some cities are found to have
100% of vehicles radio-equipped,
with smaller percentages in others.
Some program day and night, with
others stopping at 7 p.m. In Huntington, W. Va., WLPH operates a
combined AM, FM and transit
service.
Stations analyzed by Mr. Stringer in his transit study were
WIBW-FM Topeka; KBTR-FM
Minneapolis; WPLH and WPLHFM Huntington, W. Va.; WMLL
(FM) Washington;
Evansville, Ind.;
FM
WCTS WWDC(FM)

PROTESTS of 12 South Carolina broadcasters over grant of exclusive
broadcast rights to athletic events of U. of South Carolina was upheld
in a decision handed down last Wednesday by a Circuit Court in Columbia,
S. C.
Circuit Judge Thomas B. Grene- *
ker issued a restraining order
casters then conferred with uniwhich voids a contract between the
versity administrators to no avail
university and WCOS Columbia,
and filed a petition with Fifth
S. C, for exclusive coverage of its Judicial Circuit Court, charging
violation of the state law. They
1949 football games [Broadcastalso argued that the nature of the
ing, Aug. 29]. The university was
specifically ordered to extend play- contract, in effect, barred them
by-play broadcasts to at least three from the stadium's radio booths,
stations at "no charge" for the and that they were told other
privileges.
were "impractical."
The suit resulted last July after arrangements
At the hearing, university counsel
four Columbia stations were in- testified that more than three stavited to submit competitive bids
tions would "broadcast" every
for exclusive use of stadium facili- game by means of a network hookties. Three of them— WIS WKIX
Cincinnati; KXOK-FM St. Louis.
up originating through WCOS.
Broadcasters insisted, however,
WNOK — declined to bid under stipulations set forth in a letter from
that the "privilege of broadcasting''
Swisher Rejoins WNAX
University President Norman
implies
a broadcast"
Smith, but expressed interest in with a "originating
station's own staff and ARDEN E. SWISHER, WOL
carrying certain games. Action
equipment, and should not sub- Washington commercial manager
was based on their interpretation
ject cross-state listeners to account
past year
and
a thehalf,
returned
of one sports announcer. They
of a 16-year statute which authorto WNAX Sioux
izes broadcasts of athletic contests
saw no objection to "reasonable
City, Iowa, as
provided "no charge shall be made- regulations" for football broadfor the privilege . . . and that at
casts nor to reasonable rentals or
district sales repfees for booths.
least three broadcasting companies
resentative effecshall be extended said privilege
They reminded the court that
tive today (Mona bill to amend the law so as to
... if desired."
Judge Greneker cited that pro- grant exclusive broadcast rights
vision of the statute in view of the and permit direct charges was introduced in the general assembly
university -WCOS contract and
ruled that limitation of the right this spring but rejected.
er will cover the
WCOS was represented at the
"is to violate [it]." He found
OmamarketsMr.in SwishIowaherand ager.
state
Mr. ofSwis
that Admiral Smith's letter "did hearing by Christie Benet, former
not extend the privilege to three
ha and Nebraska. Prior to exU. S. Senator, and the university
tensive service in the U. S. Navy,
companies but requested one of the
Callison, assistant attorer was sales promotion
four ... to bid highest and shut by T.neyC.general.
Swish
Mr.
Counsel for the 12 manager at WNAX
and following
out the others. . . ."
broadcasters
were
R.
Beverley
WCOS was awarded the contract
his release from the service, joined
Herbert
the sales staff of KRNT Des Moines
after bidding in excess of $1,000 L. Dial Jr.and his associate, George
and then transferred to WOL.
for the rights. Columbia broadBROADCASTING
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Success

One

story:

of Richmond's

largest laundry and dry cleaning firms is a long-time

fifteen years this company
Recently the owner

has promoted

its business

over

many

user of radio. For

Richmond

stations.

said this :

Of all the radio I have ever used over a period of 15 years, nothing has been so successful as
my present schedule

on WLEE.'*

Success story? You bet! It's typical of the results local Richmond
from

WLEE.

More

and more

national

merchants

get all the time

advertisers are following their lead. If WLEE

on your list, get the whole story from your Forjoe man

isn't

today.

WLEE
MUTUAL
TOM TINSLEY, President ■

BROADCASTING
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IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manoger

IN
■

RICHMOND

FORJOE & CO., Represenfof/ve-
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s

Murphy'

.

A LOT, SIR — ^really.
Please read carefully. It's a pretty
thrilly thing:
It began in May, as many

chowder?

things are

apt to do. It began with 1,735 personal interviews for WOR

by Pulse, Inc. in auto-

drivers' homes. WOR

was rather lavish — it

During
WOR

found

could trample you with facts and

technique usage and a lot of etcetera. But
that's all done in a very precise folio called
"Audience on Wheels" which you may
have for f-r-e-e, by asking.
WOR found that there are 1,493,000
cars on the roads of metropolitan
with radios in them.
Between

the weekday,

hours of 7 and 9 AM

N. Y,

Mon. thru Fri.,

there are 1,064,800

people in the cars. Between

the hours of

5 and 7 PM, there are 1,107,000 people.
That's people!

V+ hr.,

193,300 people listening be-

tween 7and 9 AM

asked its questions in 12 metropolitan counties. Might as well be thorough, thought we.
We

the average weekday

and 230,500 people lis-

tening between 5 and 7 PM.
And now, the point — more people listen TO WOR ON CAR RADIOS DURING THESE
HOURS
NEW

THAN
YORK

WERE

LISTEN TO ANY
STATION.

FOUND

OTHER

AS MANY

TUNED

NIGHTLY

MAJOR

AS 47,500
TO WOR's

"news ON THE HUMAN SIDE", FOR INSTANCE.
These facts, Gentlemen, are not to be
sloughed — they add to thousands of chowder sales and candy sales and clothing sales
and — Oh, anything.
Don't you want

to sell a lot more for

less? It's a normal thing to do.
Our address is 1440 Broadway, in New

York.

WOR
heard by the most people
where the most people are

RS. Remember — write, or phone, for your free copy of "Audience

on Wheels."

Retry Expands
(Continued from page 2U)
aggressive company for selling and
servicing clients and thereby widening its present margin over competitors, do hereby endorse in principle the plans presented and pledge
our cooperation and wholehearted
support in the furtherance of these
plans."
Although details of the closed
session's discussion were not revealed, itwas learned that most of
those present want to stick together, recognizing that as a group
they are more salable to national
advertisers than they might be if
the group were divided, and that
they also want to retain the Petry
organization as representative. No
precipitate action is planned on any
widespread scale and the group generally has adopted an attitude of
watchful waiting, pending the court
decision and its effect on the internal organization of the representative firm.
Endorse Report
The meeting received Mr. Petry's
report of his company's plans with
.enthusiastic acclaim and no criticisms were reported. There seemed
to be complete endorsement of Mr.
Petry's statement that the plans
are bound to produce more business
for the stations his firm represents
because that is the only way the
company can get back its own increased expenditures.
Keith Kiggins, for many years
a top executive at NBC and ABC
and for the last two years an officer and consultant of Television
Assoc., heads up the TV department of Edward Petry & Co. temporarily located at 343 Lexington
Ave., New York. This department
will move to the new Petry headquarters when they are ready, but
will continue to be separated from
the radio offices.
Richard C. Arbuckle, formerly
assistant district manager of two
McGraw-Hill publications, Power
and Operating Engineer, has joined
Petry's New York TV sales staff.
Another new TV salesman is William A. Cornish, recently on the
sales staff of the DuMont TV Network, following positions as a package program salesman for William
Morris and as radio director of
J. M. Mathes Co.
In TV Temporarily
Lloyd Venard has been temporarily transferred from AM to TV
sales, but will return to radio when
a suitable replacement or two has
been found for the TV staff, Mr.
Petry said.
He also announced that the TV
department will have its own promotion staff, headed by W. P. Sedgwick, formerly an account executive
at O'Brien & Dorrance where he
specialized in radio and video promotion. Previously he wrote and
promoted TV programs for Campbell-Ewald Co. and NBC. Jose di
Donatoservice.
is in charge of Petry's video
sales
In Chicago, J. Rolston Fishburn,
formerly Chicago manager of The
Page 34
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National Nielsen-Ratings Top Programs
(TOTAL U. S., INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and including TELEPHONE and NONE-TELEPHONE HOMES)
AUGUST 7-13

—0.6
—0.5

NIELSEN-RATINGt
— Current Rating —
Homes
(000)
Current Previous
Rank
%
Program
Rank
1,964
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average
for
ail
programs)
1
2
Mr Keen
2
13
This Is Your F.B.I
3,810
5.0
9.4
3
12
9.7
3,732
9.2
4
3
Crime
Photographer
3,614
9.5
3 575
5
4
3,692
7
6
7
98.01
3,457
17
8
Mystery Theatre
8.B
7.9
5
9
3,417
Big
Story
8.7
3,142
7.9
10
10
3,103
7.9
22
11
3,103
3,103
7.9
12
19
7.8
6
13
93,103
on7
74
14
33
o,Uo4
7.3
IS
X,7U/
Grand Ole Opry
O
TfiO
71
16
2,868
6.8
18
/6.7.u
17
31188
First
Nighter
X,/07
O
71A
36
Curtain Time
19
23
A Life in Your Hands
2,671
20
14
Mr. & Mrs. North
2,632
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average for all programs)
1
2
1,218
2,514
6.2
2
1
Lone Ranger
3.1
2,435
4.3
3
4
News of the World
6.4
1,689
1 768
WEEKDAY
(Average
for
all
programs)
1
15
7.3
My True Story (Sterling)
2.868
2
7.2
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers)...
1431
4.5
6.9
3
7.0
Right
to
Happiness
2,828
6.7
2,750
4
6.9
Our
Gal,
Sunday
10
2.710
5
4
2,710
Pepper Young's Family
6
7
6.6
5
2.593
Backstage Wife
2,632
8
6.4
Young Widder Brown
2,514
6!3
1089
6.4
13
Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.0
6.4
9
22,514
514
6.0
11
11
Stella Dallas
12
18
5.0
13
12
2.357
2^475
2,357
6.0
14
2
Arthur GocHrey (Nabisco)
15
5.8
7
Wendy Warren
2,357
2,278
(Average for all programs)
DAY,
7.5
1 SATURDAY
1
8.8
2
3
1,964
3
2
3,457
3,417
2,946
8.7
2.5
982
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average for all programs)
1
6.3
2
1
House of Mystery
3
2
Choratiers
2,475
2.475
6.3
1,296
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
3.3
NOTE: NUMBER
OF HOMES
APPLYING
"NIELSEN-RATING"
39,281,000—
THE 1949
ESTIMATEIS OBTAINED
OF TOTAL BY
UNITED
STATES THE
RADIO
HOMES,
(t)
HOMES ONLY
REACHED
ALL OR ANY PART OF THE PROGRAM, EXCEPT FOR
LISTENING
1 TODURING
5 MINUTES.
Walker Co. and previously a salesman for the Chicago Sun, has
joined the Petry video sales staff.
Bruce Bryant has been transferred
from the Petry AM staff to TV
in that city. Franklin M. Walker,
formerly with Marshall Templeton,
video program firm, and previously
with WWJ-TV Detroit, will handle
TV sales for Petry in Detroit.
Forrest Blair has joined the Petry
radio sales force in Chicago, coming
from KOIL Omaha where he had
been general sales manager. He
had previously worked in merchandising for Meredith Publications
and sold space for Successful
Farmer.
Dennis Promotion Head
Seth Dennis, formerly an account
executive at Federal Adv. Agency
and before that in charge of network sales promotion for ABC, has
been appointed promotion manager
of the Petry organization. Thomas
Ellsworth also has joined the promotion staff, coming from CBS
where he was sales promotion director of Radio Sales. He had previously worked in sales promotion
at MBS and ABC.
"To assure successful independent operation of our two depart-

Change
Points
—1.0Q 9
—-1-1.4
o!3
-1-1.1
—1.6
-r 1
—0.5
'-1-0.4
1 .3
1n 1
-l-U.I
+0.1
—1 U.79
—1 .3
TE
ft o
11o
ft 0
ft0.4^
—2.5
—0.9
0.0
0.0
—0.7
——0.4
—+ 0.8
U./1
07
—+ 0^7
1.0
+0.1
—0.4
—0.9
—1.9
ft 7
—1.4
+0.6
ft c
—0.8
+0.1
—0.6
—0.5
—0.5

+0.4
+0.7
(%)+0.1TO
HOMES

ments and yet to permit the necessary
degreethe
of station
coordination,"
Mr.
Petry told
executives,
"Hanque Ringgold will report, for
AM, directly to Hank Christal, who,
in turn, will be responsible to the
board. Keith Kiggins, for TV, will
report directly to me, and I, in turn
will be responsible to the board.
Ed Voynow will report directly to
the board with respect to his branch
New Offices
offices."
The firm's new quarters, in an all
air-conditioned building, should be
ready for occupancy by the first
of the year, Mr. Petry said. He
reported that they will include
transcription and film library space
and will have facilities for broadcasters coming to New York where
they can audition transcribed radio
shows and look at filmed TV programs. More space has been taken
in Chicago, he added, to install
the video staff there in separate offices but on the same floor as the
firm's radio offices.
The overall plan, Mr. Petry declared, is "not any after-thought,
designed to pacify stations that are

ARK. RENEWALS
FCC Gives Hearing Issues
ISSUES were announced by FCC
last week for the consolidated hearing it has ordered upon license renewal applications of four Arkansas stations — KXLR North Little
Rock, KWEM West Memphis,
KHOZ Harrison and KWAK Stuttgart. All presently are on temporary license extensions.
No date has been set for the investigation, FCC said. The issues,
involving ownership and related
matters, are as follows:
1. To determine who are the present
owners of the stock of the applicant
corporations and when and from whom
said stock was acquired.
2. To determine whether the licenses
granted to the applicant corporations
or thedent thereto,
rightshave
or responsibilities
incibeen in any manner,
either directly or indirectly, transferred, assigned, or disposed of without
the consent of the Commission, as provided by the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, and particularly
Section 310(b) thereof.
3. To determine whether the statements and representations made in the
various applications, documents, and
reports filed with the Commission on
behalf of the applicant corporations by
its officers, directors, and/or agents,
have fully and accurately reflected the
facts concerning the ownership and
distribution of the stock of the com4. Tocantdetermine
applipany.
corporations, whether
officers, the
directors,
stockholders, and/or agents, or either
of them, have made false statements
and representations to the Commission
as to the ownership, transfer, and/or
control of the stock of the applicant.
5. Totracts anddetermine
all been
conagreements whether
which have
entered into
applicants'
officers,
directors,bystockholders,
and/or
agents,
relative to the sale and transfer of the
stock of the applicant corporation or
the financing thereof have been reported to the Commission as required
by the Rules and Regulations.
6. To determine whether in view of
the facts adduced under the foregoing
issues, public interest, convenience, or
necessity would be served by granting
the above-entitled applications.
upset" but represents "basic policy
for building a service so sound in
conception and so well staffed and
organized that it will be able to
meet all of the problems of the
future more successfully than any
organization — even our own — has
been able to meet the problems of
Those Attending
theAttending
past."
the New York sessions were:
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk;
Ray Baker, KOMO Seattle; C. K.
Beaver, KTBS Shreveport; Thomas A.
Brooks, WBAL Baltimore; Martin
Campbell,
Cox, KGW WFAA
Portland;Dallas;
WalterH. J.Quenton
Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee; O. W. Fisher,
KOMO Seattle; Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
WIP Philadelphia; Gordon Gray, WIP
Philadelphia; Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI
San Antonio; Tom Harker, The Fort
Industry Co.; Jack Harris, KPRC
Houston; Gerald Harrison, WMAS
Springfield; Stanley E. Hubbard,
KSTP Minn. -St. Paul; Worth Kramer,
WJR Detroit; William T. Lane, WAGE
Syracuse;
JamesWTAR
Moroney,
WFAAWilliam
Dallas; John New,
Norfolk;
J. Newens,
Omaha; John
Tom Outler,
O'Neil,
The
YankeeKOIL
Network;
WSB Atlanta; Arden X. Pangborn,
KGW Portland; Leslie Peard, WBAL
Baltimore; D. L. Provost, WBAL Baltimore; William E. Rine, WWVA Wheeling; V. A. Shohs, WHAS Louisville;
Harry Stone, WSM Nashville; Linus
Travers, The Yankee Network; William
B. Way, Wichita;
KVOO Tulsa;
FrankWheelahan,
V. Webb,
KFH
Harold
WSMB New Orleans; E. S. Whitlock,
WRNL Richmond; Harvey Wixson,
KGA
KARK Spokane;
Little Rock.G. E. Zimmerman,
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NARBA
(Continued from page 2U)
of AM facilities in this country as
well as neighboring nations, according to FMA. It added that
FM can be developed in the U. S.
to any degree without seriously
affecting other NARBA nations.
FMA termed the conference "a
second chance to put the sound
broadcasting industry in this country on a new and superior footing
by turning to FM."
When the NARBA conference
opened Tuesday, Lionel Chevrier,
Canadian minister of transport and
chairman of the Canadian delegation, called for cooperation among
the nations. He recalled that in
1937 when the first Havana meeting
convened there were 1,300 stations
on 107 channels on the continent
compared to 2,500 at present, with
still only 107 channels available.
He said there were 28 million
radio sets on the continent in 1937
compared to the present "almost
40 million" (a figure only about
half the total number of sets in
the U. S. alone).

GENERAL
FOODS
Takes Hopalong Cassidy

COWBOY Star Hopalong Cassidy, William Boyd, discusses his new MBS
adventure series while in New York. L to r: George Benson, MBS national
sales manager; Howard Chapin, director of advertising for the General Foods
Sales Corp., show's sponsor; Mr. Boyd; Clarence E. Eldredge, general manager
of Post Cereal Div. of General Foods, and Robert Brinkerhoff, account
executive for Young & Rubicam, agency handling show.

STATUS

REPORT

Senate Group Requests
Data From FCC

A STATUS report spelling out the number of current broadcast applications before FCC and the expediency with which it has reached
decisions on both hearing and non-hearing cases was formerly requested
from the Commission last Wednesday by the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee.
Hyde Traces History
This action was directed by the
He wanted to know the "reason
why final action has not been
full
committee,
headed
by
Sen.
FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde, as chairtaken" before Sept. 1 and the
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), and
man of the U. S. delegation, traced
"expected approximate date of final
initiated by Sen. Ernest McFarland
the history of North American
Commission action," on cases in(D-Ariz.) in a letter to FCC Chairradio agreements. He deplored the
volving hearings held before March
absence of Mexico and Haiti but
man Wayne Coy seeking out rea1, and on non-hearing cases pendsons for delay in decisions and
felt this "does not in any way
ing before June 1. Sen. McFarland
indicate a lack of willingness or approximate dates they may be
also
called
for a of
"brief
reason"
expected.
desire on the part of these countries
for each
extension
construction
Sen. McFarland sought from
to cooperate fully in our further
time in the case of CP's and
FCC the number of broadcast cases
efforts to meet problems such as
the action was by the
on which hearings were held six whether
those which confront us here, and
I have full confidence that we shall months or more prior to Sept. 1, Commission or its staff.
The Senate directive was interhave the future cooperation of both
1949, on which a final decision was
preted to indicate further general
not
issued
prior
to
that
date;
countries in this respect."
Congressional concern over the
Dr. Arturo Illas, chairman of the broadcast cases on v/hich hearings
backlog of applications pending beCuban delegation, expressed belief v/ere not deemed necessary and
fore FCC, which its officials point
were not held which have been
that cooperation can be found "in
out have been materially reduced
pending
before
FCC
for
three
just and equitable assignments."
the past four or five months.
He declared Cuba does not regret months or more prior to Sept. 1, on within
which a final decision was not This concern was prevalent, not
"the inequitable sacrifices she made
only in hearings before the Senate
issued prior to that date; broadat the last conference" but came
Commerce group on the McFarland
cast
construction
permits
pending
to Montreal to sign a new documeasure, but also in others, viz.,
on Sept. 1.
ment.
the Webster confirmation, FCC
Sen. McFarland, chairman of the annual appropriations, etc.
Dr. Eduardo Estrella, Dominican
Senate Commerce communications
Republic delegate, added his voice
Text of committee letter:
sub-committee and author of a bill
to the note of cooperation. Allan
1. state the number of broadcast
cases on which hearings were held
D. Hodgson, director general of (S 1973) to reorganize the Comsix months or more prior to Sept. 1,
aeronautical telecommunications,
mission along procedural lines, re- 1949, on which a final decision was not
issued prior to Sept. 1, 1949;
minded Chairman Coy that under
heads the Bahaman delegation.
a. List each such case by an identifya standing Senate resolution a subCanadian Chairman Chevrier was
ing title and geographic location, statcommittee
was
named
to
study
all
of application; date of hearing;
elected conference chairman but communications matters including date ingofdate proposed
decision, if any; date
of
oral
argument,
if any; date of final
declined because of the pressure
if any; date of reargument
"operations and functioning" of decision,
of business as Parliament convenes.
and
or
rehearing,
if
date if
of any;
supFCC for report to the full complemental proposed any;
decision,
mittee.
Comdr. C. P. Edwards, Canadian
date of reargument thereon, if any;
date of final decision (explaining
deputy minister of transport for
The resolution (S Res 50), in- briefly reason for each such procedural
air and vice chairman of that deletroduced last February, provides step); present status; position on processing lines; reason why final action
gation, was elected conference
has not been taken; and expected apfor
study
of
the "manner" in which
chairman.
proximate date of final Commission
FCC "exercises its licensing au- action.
2.
State
the number of broadcast
thority",
and
extent
to
which
it
Bahaman Resolution
cases on which hearings were not
examines applicants' qualifications,
deemed
necessary
and were not held
and operation, actual or proposed, which have been pending
A Bahaman resolution regretting
before the
Commission
for
three
months or more
of radio stations, among other
absence of Mexico and extending
prior
to
Sept.
1,
1949,
on
which
final
decision was not issued prior toa Sept.
aspects.
a new invitation to attend, seconded
In making his request. Sen. Mc1, a.1949.
by Comr. Hyde, was adopted.
List each such case by an identifyFarland apparently was calling
inging title
geographic present
location,status,
statRegarded as highly significant
date and
of application,
upon
the
Commission
to
get
squared
by U. S. delegates was adoption of away on certain provisions of his position on processing lines, reason
decision has not been made, and
the conference agenda, calling for own communications bill, now be- why
expected
date of final
Commissionapproximate
action.
"complete revision of the Havana
3. State the number of broadcast
fore the House Interstate & Forconference treaty and interim
eign Commerce Committee (see construction permits pending on Sept.
1, 1949, identifying by title and geoseparate story).
agreement."
graphic location each such construction
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GENERAL FOODS, New York
(Post Bran division), through
Young & Rubicam, that city, has
signed a five year contract with
options with Commodore Productions, iHollywood, to sponsor Hopalong Cassidy in all except six western states starting Jan. 1, via
MBS [Closed Circuit, Sept. 5].
The program, which has been
airing for approximately 14 months
on a transcribed basis, is currently
sponsored on the Don Lee Network
in six western states by Dr. Ross
Dog Food. Latter firm will retain
its rights in that area. With start
of the new series, production will
be via tape.

WBCC-FM OPENS
Increases Station Sales 20%
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md., Washington suburb, took the air Thursday (Sept. 15) on 103.1 mc. The
FM station is operated simultaneously with WBCC during daytime hours. After WBCC leaves
the air, WBCC-FM will continue
until 9 p. m., featuring good music,
sports and special events in the
Bethesda-Chevy Chase area.
Willard D. Egolf, WBCC president, said the FM station was paid
for entirely from new advertising
revenue. Contracts signed by advertisers on condition WBCC add
FM served to increase station business 20%. Mr. Egolf said this response reflects strong community
support and a good business outlook for the Bethesda-Chevy Chase
area.
KWRZ CLOSING
Date Postponed by FCC
DEADLINE for KWRZ Flagstaff,
Ariz., to cease operations has been
postponed by FCC from Sept. 15 to
Oct. 15 pending study of the station's petition for reconsideration
of the Commission order deleting
the outlet [Broadcasting, Aug. 22,
Sept. 12].
FCC ordered KWRZ off the air
on grounds it was an unlicensed
operation in view of alleged transfer of control and ov/nership without Commission approval. KWRZ's
owners, in their petition for reconsideration, held that FCC acted unuponcontradicted
unsworn evidence lawfully
which andwas
by
sworn data on file at the CommisNEW YORK Eolice h^ve commended
WOR New York for its "Turn in Y;our
Guns" drive. CampaigTi urges war
veterans to turn in their arms'^titivenirs to have firing deVieeS'-re
permit,
it was
number date
of times
and originally
the date ongranted,
which
it
was
renewed
and
brief
reason
'for
each such renewal, by whom reI}fi^Yed
(i.e., by the Commission or by Staff
action),
actual1, status
tion as oftheSept.
1949. of construcSeptember 19, 1949
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ACTING CHAIRMAN George
Sadowski (D-Mich.) of the House
Commerce communications subcommittee last week held out little
hope for consideration of the McFarland FCC-reorganization bill
during this session, but at the same
time left open a crack in the door
hinging on possible adjournment of
Congress by mid-October.
Simultaneously he reiterated the
full committee's intent to review
thoroughly the communications
subject when most of its members
return from Europe next week
and after the House returns from
its month-long recess. The House
is scheduled to reconvene Wednesday.
Date for the meeting with Chairman Robert Grosser (R-Ohio) of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee has not been
set, but conceivably will take place
sometime next week. Rep. Grosser
also will confer with House Speaker
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) on the
House agenda with an eye cocked
toward an Oct. 15 adjournment,
Rep. Sadowski said,
. Action on the- measure (S 1973),
authored by Sen. Ernest McFarland
(D-Ariz.), depends on two factors:
(1) Forthcoming agenda of Congress and in particular the House;
(2) sentiment of Commerce group
members with respect to the depth
of the probe of the Communications
Act. Chairman Grosser and other
committee members are believed
(and in some cases known) to
favor complete and extensive hearings, which they feel should not be
sacrificed simply for cursory approval and passage by this session
of Congress.
Modification Expected
There also was growing speculation that provisions of the McFarland bill, when finally taken up,
may be modified considerably from
the version as referred to the
House committee. Spokesmen said
some of the committee members
definitely were not satisfied with
the measure as it now stands.
There is feeling that all viewpoints on the bill were not manifest
during hearings by the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
group, and that the bill as reported
to Senate with provisions not included in the original version negated otherwise militant opposition.
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 12].
FCC is openly concerned oveA
certain provisions of the bill, notably sections imposing deadlines
on FCC actions; the ban on jobjumping by Commissioners and
their assistants, extended to include assistants of the general I
counsel, chief engineer and chief
accountant; and others including
pay cuts for Commissioners' secretaries from the present $5,482 to
$4,000.
One of the sections almost certain to be modified or deleted is
Page ?6
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the clause on pay raises to which
the Civil Service Commission has
expressed opposition. While CSC is
openly adverse to that provision
as a matter of principle, certain
FCC officials are reportedly indifferent in view of the promise of
passage of classification and executive pay bills which stand to put
Commissioners and their administrative assistants in better financial stead.
Civil Service Commission authorities last week declined direct comment on CSC's reactions to the
pay clause of the McFarland bill,
but acknowledged that ordinarily
the Commission would be adverse
to any legislation containing exceptions for (1) any agencies and
(2) certain positions set aside in
pay raise provisions.
With respect to FCC they pointed
out that, as with all government
agencies,
there arelaws,
"exemptions"
to civil service
but that
practically all FCC posts fall with-

in CSC jurisdiction as to selection.
(All fall under CSC pay grades.)
Secretaries and stenographers
sometimes are appointed without
benefit of recourse to CS registrations, falling under internal procedures of independent establishments such as FCC.
CSC Objects
Civil Service authorities are
known to have already expressed
their
dismay
McFarland's
inclusion
of over
salarySen.provisions
for
FCC's general counsel, chief- engineer and chief accountant, and
their respective assistants — in fact,
starting from Commissioners and
ending with staff secretaries. They
feel that pending classification and
executives (covering Commissioners) measures cover pay raises,
and that no agency should be
singled out for special consideration.
The Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce committee, which held
hearings on the McFarland bill

last June [Broadcasting, June 20],
including members of the Commerce subcommittee, feel that
certain positions should be exempt
and that S 1973 properly realigns
certain salary levels with respect
to the relationship between toppolicy-makers (Commissioners) and
certain administrative posts. Pending classification measures do not
correct that inequity, they contend.
The spread
between "policymaker" or Commissioner
salaries
in the executive pay bill HR 1689
and that of top employes in the
comparable classification bill, which
supposedly deals with rank-andfile workers, is thought to be inadequate in some
, ters — merely
$1,000.legislative quarCivil Service Commission pre\ scribes the grades, presently being
and salaries
to cover
Ij realigned,
each classification.
Speculation
on
;1 potential
salaries
of isFCC's
administrative
bracket
based top
on
1 the progression of pay levels which
, obviously would ensue should the
classification and companion executive measures be enacted by
Congress.

HARD LIQUOR
Schenley Decision Soon
SCHENLEY deliberations on a
radio campaign on behalf of its
hard liquors continued last week
without any final determination, a
► Considered the oldest continuous
network religious program in the
U. S., The Catholic Truth Period
on the Yankee Network has celebrated its 20th anniversary. Series
was inaugurated and is still directed by Rev. Michael J. Ahern,
S. J.
► Small cake, iced and lettered
with a message of the fifth birthday of CKEY Toronto, was sent
to executives in the advertising industry in Toronto by the station.
► Rev. Dr. Ralph W. Sockman

is starting his 14th year as presiding minister of NBC's National
Radio Pulpit Sunday, Oct. 2, 1010:30 p.m. He is pastor of New
York's Christ Church.

company spokesman said at week's
end.
It was believed, however, that a
decision which would answer "all
the
questions
be made
very now
soon.in the air" would
Earlier in the week, at Fort
► Seventh anniversary of the deWorth, Tex., Robert E. Kintner,
but on CBS of organist E. Power
executive vice president of ABC,
Biggs, winner of the Musical
told 21 Texas ABC aflaiiates the
America Annual Reader's Poll as network would not accept hard
outstanding radio organist every
liquor advertising although ABC
considered it had the legal right
year since 1946, is to be celebrated
to do so.
on Sunday, Sept. 25, from 9:159 :45 a.m.
"We have had discussions on accepting programs sponsored by a
liquor
company,"
he said,
"but haveat
decided against their
acceptance
the present time because of a
variety of factors. There is at the
present a divided feeling on the
part of the liquor industry itself.
Various important organizations
and significant segments of public
opinion throughout the country
have evidenced their strong disapproval of such sponsored programs,
and there have been certain indications that, if liquor advertising
over the radio were accepted now,
a campaign to prohibit the advertising of wine and beer on radio
would be undertaken, both nationally and on a state level.
"We feel that any further restrictions on the operation of radio
would not be in the public interest.
BROADWAY'S radio personality, Walter Winchell, celebrates his 18th con"ABC does not feel that there
secutive season over the air by cutting the coke presented him by ABC's
staff. L to r are Stanley Warren, publicity; Thomas Velotta, network vice
has been a sufficient review of all
president; Donald Coe, news editor; Mr. Winchell; Mark Woods, president;
the factors involved to permit a
Rose Bigman, Mr. Winchell's "Girl Friday"; Jesse Moos, news writer; Ernie
change in policy allowing proCuneo, Mr. Winchell's associate; Paul Sheffels, assistant to Mr. Velotta
grams advertising hard liquor. We
and producer of the Winchell program, and Arthur Donegan, assistant direcwill therefore, for the present, retor of publicity.
tain the existing prohibition."
BROADCASTING
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something given freely by users of
radio through ballots and not something prepared through an audit at
a newspaper office, as in the case
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Urging stations to guard against
letting competing newspapers get
away with advertising their circulation versus radio listenership, he
pointed out that circulation figures
fail to show whether a paper actually has been read or was used
just as wrapping paper.
Dr. Baker said the new BMB
study would include an FM memorandum showing the extent of a
station's coverage beyond AM.
Judge Miller provoked discussion
at the Thursday morning session
by asking for opinions as to what
certain large stations are accomplishing by withdrawing from the
NAB, presumably so they won't
have to share their know-how with
competing stations.
A half-dozen station managers,
including two from cities where
stations have withdrawn from the
association, condemned such stations on the ground they are working to the detriment of the industry as a whole.
Earlier Mr. Mitchell had criticized station managers for their
failure to keep in constant touch
with local advertisers, charging
many of them play hard-to-get and
merely make expense-account appearances in New York and Chicago.
Department Store Mention
He presumed new managers have
met all of their potentially big advertisers in person. Pursuing a
familiar theme, he described the
department store advertising director" as a beat-up newspaper layout
man equipped only with T-square
and pencil. He said they often reject radio because they fear they
won't be able to apply it properly,
hesitating to depart from newspapers which they have come to
regard as sure fire. He suggested
contacting department store buyers who could create a demand for
a radio budget.
In addition to Judge Miller, Friday speakers were Richard P. Dohei-ty, director of the NAB Employe-Employer Relations Dept.,
and Carl Haverlin, BMI president.
Mr. Caley presided.
Convention chairman was Ben
Laird president of WDUZ Green
Bay.
Following is registration :
Kenneth Baker, BMB; Doug Berg,
Adlibs, Ouluth; Hugh L. Boice .Jr.
WEMP Milwaukee; Robert Burow
WDAN Danville; Charles C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria; Charles R. Cook,
WJPF Herrin; Harold Dewing WCVS
Springfield; George R. Cook, WLS Chicago; Howard Emich WMAM Marinette; George Frechette WFHR Wisconsin Rapids; .Jerry Gill, Associated
Press,
Omaha;
George Greeley WOSH
Oshkosh.
Hugh M. Grauel, World, Chicago;
Gus Hagenah, Standard Radio, Chicago; John Harvey WDM J Marquette;
Carl Haverlin, BMI New York; Oscar
Hirsch WKRO Cairo; William Holm
WLPO La Salle; Bert Horswell, MacGregor, Hollywood; Glen Holznecht
Page 38
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HELMS ATHLETIC FOUNDATION
award for "noi-eworthy contributions
to sports" is received by Harry
Wismer (r), ABC sports commentator
and WJR Detroit general manager,
at a luncheon in Los Angeles last
week. Foundation Chairman Bill
Schroeder makes the presentation.
Ceremonies were aired over the network.
WJPG Green Bay; Leslie Johnson
WHBF Rock Island; Francis Kadow
WOMT Manitowoc; Ben Laird WDUZ
Green Bay; C. Howard Lane, WJJD
Chicago; John Langlois, Lang-Worth,
New York; Ted Leitzell WEFM Chicago;Merrill
Harry Le
Poidevln
Racine;
Lindsay
WSOYWRJN
Decatur;
Ray Livesay WLBH Mattoon; Bert
Lown, Associated, New York; Joseph
Mackin WMAM Marinette; Irving
Mattaway, Radio TV Publicity, Chicago; Justin Miller, NAB; Maurice
Mitchell, BAB; Harold Murphy, Blackburn -Hamilton, Milwaukee; Robert
Nelson WDUZ Green Bay; Harold
Newcomb WRJN Racine; L. G. Pefferle WCVS Springfield; Bill Reilly,
RCA; Clay Rossland, Weed & Co.,
Chicago; Hugh Rowlands WOBT
Rhinelander; Harold Safford WLS
Chicago; Fred Sample WNAM Neenah;
Bert WDMJ
Squire, BMI
Chicago;Ed.R. Stevens,
J. Staffeld
Marquette;
United Press, Chicago; Clair Stone
WBAY Green Bay; Gerald Swisher,
Associated
Press, Chicago;Chicago;
Bill Thompson, BROADCASTING,
Ray
Ulbrich WDMJ Marquette; Paul Vargo
WOBT Rhinelander; Mary M. Walter
WJPG Green Bay; John M. Walter
WJPG Green Bay; Don C. Wirth
WNAM Neenah.

NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept. 19-20: Dist 11, Radisson, Minneapolis.
Sept.
26-27: Dist. 10, Savery, Des
Moines.
Sept.
29-30:
Dist. 12, Allis, Wichita,
Kan.
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla. Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct. 17-18: Dist. 4, Carolina Inn, Pinehurst, N. C.
Oct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop, Pa.
Oct.
27-28:Park,
Dist. N.2, J.Berkeley-Carteret,
Asbury
Oct. 31-Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Boston.
Nov.
21-22: Dist. 8, Book CadiUac,
Detroit.
Nov.
28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec.
1-2:
Francisco.Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Dec. 5-6: Dist. 14, Utah, Salt Lake City.
Dec. 14-15, Dist. 17, Benson, Portland,
* * *
Ore.
Sept. 18-20: Advertising Federation of
America's Southwest District meeting, Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Sept.
AWB City,
Dist.Mo.10, Muiehlebach
Hotel,21-22:
Kansas
Sept. 24: AWB Dist. 3, Harrisburger
Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept. 26-28: National Electronics ConChicago. ference, Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Sept. 30-Oct. 2: AFA Inter-city conference ofCleveland,
Women's Cleveland.
Advertising
Clubs, Hotel
Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Anual National
Television and Electrical Living
Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 4-5: AAAA Annual Eastern Conference, Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
Oct. 10-12: Assn. of National Advertisers convention, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Oct. 14: AAAA Annual Central Council
Meeting, Hotel Drake, Chicago.
Oct. 16: North and South Carolina
Broadcasters Assns. joint meeting.
Southern Pines, N. C.
Oct. 16-18: AAAA Annual Pacific Council Meeting, Arrowhead Hot Springs
Hotel, San Bernardino, Calif.
Oct. 16-19: Radio-TV -Motion Picture
Clinic, American Chamber of Commerce Executives national convention, Seattle.
Oct. 16-19: Pacific Coast Council of
Southern California AAAA chapter
convention. Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
Oct.
20: AWB Dist. 9, Sherman Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct. 27-29: Audio Engineering Society
"AudioYork.Fair," Hotel New Yorker,
New
Oct. 28-29: Kansas City Section of

Institute
Radio City,
Engineers,
dent Hotel,of Kansas
Mo. PresiOct. 31-Nov. 2: IRE-RMA Engineering
Dept. cuse,
meeting,
Hotel Syracuse, SyraN. Y.
Nov. 4: AFA 5th District, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Nov. 4-5: AFA 6th District, Racine,
Wis.
Nov.
New 5-6:
York.AWB Dist. 2, Hotel Astor,
Nov. 9-10: Second General Radio and
Television Conference of the Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod, Claridge Hotel,
Chicago.
Nov. 11-13: NARND Convention, New
York.
Nov. 19-20: AWB District 13, convention. Radio House, U. of Texas, Austin, Tex.
ABC VS. KOB
FCC Hears Channel Issue
ORAL ARGUMENT was held
Monday before FCC en banc on
ABC's long effort to remove KOB
Albuquerque from 770 kc clear
12].
channelYork
used [Broadcasting,
by the network's Sept.
WJZ
New
ABC charged that further extension of KOB's
authorization forspecial
770 kcservice
operation
may imperil retention of the channel's classification at the negotiations in Montreal to revise the
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and would be
an invitation to other countries to
propose such a change.
ABC held that the SSA should
not be extended longer than Dec.
1. The network explained that
when it agreed in 1945 not to protest further the temporary SSA
arrangement, it did so with the belief the clear channel decision
would be given by 1946 to settle
the issue.
KOB argued the delay was not
its fault and contended the SSA
should still be extended until the
clear channel case is decided, and
in turn, a decision then given on
its application for regular assignment on 770 kc with 50 kw. KOB
is assigned 1030 kc, 1-B channel
of WBZ Boston, but because of
alleged interference had been on
770 kc under the SSA with 50 kw
day, 25 kw night since 1941.
INDUSTRY OSCAR
Award Goes to Sylvania

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC Products
Inc., New York, in recognition of
its "best 1948 annual report of the
electronics industry," will receive
the bronze "Oscar of Industry"
trophy at the annual awards banStatler.quet Oct. 31 at New York's Hotel
Weston Smith, executive vice
president of Financial World and
originator of the nine-year standing annual report surveys, among
WIP Philadelphia executives receive advice from Mary Biddle, newly ap- which the Sylvania report was
pointed women's director, on plans for programs appealing to women. L to judged best by an independent
r: Gordo,n Gray, viceripresident,': Miss Biddle; Murray Arnold, program director, board of judges, will present the
and Benedict Gimbel Jr., president^pn<l general manager. Miss Biddle, Bryn "Oscar." Awards were made in
Mawr and U. of Florence, Italy, graduate and an experienced radio and news
100 industrial classifications for
woman, will conduct The Chatterbar with Mary Biddle.
"best of industry" winners.
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Installing

IS

easy,

fast.

a

25B

Inexpensive!

i

i
No need to design, buy and wait for junction boxes. They're
furnished with the 25B! Your electrician just takes the shells
of the boxes (with terminal and cable assemblies removed),
mounts them in place and runs conduit to them — all in a minimum of time.

While the plasterer is doing his work, there's no equipment in
the room to be damaged. When plastering is finished, it's an
easy matter to pull wire through the conduit. The electrician
works bliesfreely
— unhampered by the presence of terminal assemor console.

The two completely wired terminal and plug-in cable assemblies are mounted in the shells in a few minutes' time. External wiring is then connected — easily and neatly — to terminal
strips. Cover plates are then attached (box at right is shown
with cover in place).

When workmen have finished, and you're ready for operational
tests, unpack your 25B and plug the cable assemblies into the
receptacles on the console. Note that the 25B remains out of
the
till rough
work is over — it stays free from scratches,
dirt room
and paint
drippings.

The 25B saves you time and money in installation
because it's the only standard Speech Input Console
supplied complete with wall junction boxes, terminal assemblies and plug-in connectors.
Here are some other reasons why you'll find the
25B a mighty good buy!
It provides^highest quality studio control for AM,
FM and TV audio — has high signal-to-noise ratio
and exceptionally low distortion. The wide fre-

-QUALITY

quency range of the 25B exceeds FM requirements.
It handles two programs simultaneously without
interference.
It's easy to operate, easy to maintain — all components are readily accessible.
For full information on the 25B — or for immediate delivery — call your nearest Graybar Broadcast
Representative. Or write Graybar Electric Company,
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

COUNTS-

DISTRIBUTORS : IN THE u. S. A. — Graybar Electric Co.
IN CANADA — Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
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RADIO AWARDS
CCNY Sbys None In 1949
(See editorial, page kU)
CITY COLLEGE of New York
will not make its usual radio
awards for 1949, Dr. Robert A.
Love, director of the evening and
extension division of the CCNY
School of Business and Civic Administration, announced last week.
Announcement was contained in
a letter sent to advertising and
radio executives together with a
printed folder reporting on the college's fifth annual Radio-Television
and Business Conference, held last
spring [Broadcasting, April 4].
The announcement noted that the
conference "achieved two purposes: First the bringing together
of representatives of all phases of
the industry for frank consideration of its objectives; and secondly,
the recognition
of commercial

WFHR
•()u^U6t Sox ScOtQ
TVat
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications
FM
18
FCC as of August 31 follows:
AM
Total authorized
115
77
2,193
Licensed (All on air)
405
842
2,032
15
Construction permits
741
203
426
101
1,990
10
Conditional grants . .
14
53
364
Requests for new stations . .
349
23738
Request to change existing facilities . . .
394
1,1112
0
Deletion of licensed stations in August
2901
2
Deletion of construction permits

achievement by the presentation
of the CCNY Radio Awards set
up by us to serve the radio indusDr. Love continued: "The establishment of our conference and
try." five years ago was followed
awards
by a great number of annual
awards in the field. Since pre-

CENTRAL OHIO LISTENERS DEPEND
UPON WBNS FOR SPORTS COVERAGE—
Columbuslikeandso many
Centralother
Ohio events,
are "Sports
. . And for
sports,
they Crazy"
tune in . WBNS.
No
station in Central Ohio can come near equalling this coverage.
The Fall schedule includes the Ohio State University Football
Games, High School Huddle, Cleveland Browns Pro Football,
Leahy of Notre Dame, Red Barber's Clubhouse, Wes Fesler
Talks
Football,
Brown
On Football,
Bill McKinnon's
Shell Digest
and Paul
others.
A sports
fare served
hot off the
griddle to appease the appetites of the rabid fans in this
community. Sports is only one of the many reasons why
Central Ohio's favorite in radio is WBNS.
1949 OHIO STATE FAIR— A BIG EVENT
WITH WBNS PLAYING A PROMINENT PART
This year the Ohio State Fair at Columbus was the greatest
in history . . . And WBNS was there with its talent and
inimitable showmanship. Folks from all parts of Ohio and
the nation packed the WBNS outdoor playhouse to see and
hear their favorite radio personalities. It was a superb public
relations feature that helped build audience and good will
for the station and its advertisers.
RUBENS CLOTHIERS— ANOTHER WBNS
"EARLY WORM" SUCCESS STORY—
Irwin
Johnson,
the WBNSOhio"Early
a way
with him
that has
kept Central
folks Worm"
tuned has
to his
program
for
ten years ... In that ten years Rubens Clothiers have been
one ofhave
the cashed-in,
many consistent
. . . And,
they
too . ."Early
. FromWorm"
a smallsponsors
store they
have
expanded
until
today
they
rate
as
one
of
Columbus'
leading
men's
clothiers.
Rubens
success
has
been
duplicated
many
times by WBNS advertisers.
COVERS
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CBS

BLAIR

IT'S

paring the presentations for the
awards occasions an additional
expense for you, it is our sincere
belief that we can best serve you
now by being the leaders in a
movement to reduce the excessive
number of annual contests, thus
helping you reduce your outlay.
Therefore, we are suspending our
annual radio awards for 1949."
MONOPOLY
UNIT
Drops Radio Probe Plans
PROPOSED plan for an isolated
study this fall of monopoly aspects
of the communications field has
been abandoned, at least temporarily> by the House monopoly power
subcommittee, spokesmen indicated
last week shortly after the House
Judiciary Committee issued a future program report to Congress.
General purpose of the hearings,
slated to get underway late next
month, will be consideration and
formation of various proposals designed to laws.
strengthen the nation's
anti-trust
Authorities said the radio industry would not be examined
per se and that no witnesses had
been sheduled for the fall hearings,
if they are held as scheduled,
notwithstanding adjournment of
Congress by that time. They
stressed, however, that radio conceivably might be touched upon
indirectly during the course of
testimony by other witnesses.
Radio could be included when
the subcommittee explores the uses
of patents to promote or sustain
monopolies contrary to the public
interest. Information also is being sought from the Justice and
Commerce Depts. looking toward
that end, it was reported. The
whole question of patents has long
been a source of irritation in some
Congressional quarters.
WAB

Elections

WILLIAM GUILD, CJOC Lethbridge, Atla., was re-elected president of the Western Assn. of
Broadcasters at its convention at
Banff, Sept. 8-10. He also is chairman of the board of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters. Directors
elected to WAB board were P. H.
Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver; E. A.
Rawlinson, CKBI Prince Albert;
and William Rae, CKNW New
Westminster.

. F. HUFFMAN
Owner Is Heart Victim

WILLIAM F. HUFFMAN, 54,
owner of WFHR and WFHR-FM
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., and publisher of the Wisconsin Rapids Tribune, died Sept. 8 in that city from a
heart attack. He had been ill about
three weeks.
Mr. Huffman, who entered radio
in 1940 by establishing WFHR,
was instrumental in organizing the
Wisconsin Network among a group
of independently-owned stations in
June 1942. He served as its president from that year up to the time
of his death.
Born in Iowa, Aug. 13, 1895, Mr.
Huffman launched into journalism
while in high school at Denver, Col.,
serving as correspondent for the
Denver Evening Times and Rocky
Mountain News. Later he was
reporter for the Rock ford (111.)
Republic and editor of the Beloit
College paper. Early in 1917, he
organized a student group to serve
as ambulance drivers for the
French army, and was decorated
with the Croix de Guerre. Later
in the year, Mr. Huffman was com
missioned a lieutenant with the
U. S. Army.
Mr. Huffman is survived by his
wife, Louise; a son, William F. Jr.,
senior at the U. of Wisconsin, and
a daughter, Mary Louise, member
of the Wisconsin State Journal,
Madison, advertising staff. WFHR
observed a one-minute period of
silence and The Tribune closed
shop early Sept. 10 v/hen funeral
services were held. George T.
Frechette continues as general
manager of WFHR and WFHRFM, the position he has held since
the station started in 1940.
NORMAN OSTBY
Replaces Adair at Don Lee
NORMAN J. OSTBY, formerly
assistant to ABC western division
vice president, has joined Don Lee
Broadcasting System as sales service manager, Willet Brown, presinounced.dent, has anMr. Ostby replaces Carlton
Adair, who shifts
to the newly created post of program service
manager, Mr.
Mr. Ostby
Brown said. Mr.
Ostby first joined
NBC New York in 1938 as a network account executive, and later
was instrumental in organizing
and operating the sales service and
traffic departments of the Blue
when it was separated from NBC.
In 1942 he shifted into station relations and in 1946 was transferred to Hollywood as administrative assistant to the western vice
president. He resigned last February to enter the business of
manufacturing
custom-made television sets.
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A

luper-Hooper

station

in

a

super-dooper

market!

d

represente

MISS MADGE A. MEGARGEE
Vice President

CBS AFFILIATE
910 KC
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
MRS. M. E. MEGARGEE
GEORGE D. COLEMAN
Preiidanl General Manager

1000 WATTS
500 WATTS

DAY
NIGHT

KEN BEGHOLD ■
'Eorly Bird Program"

SCRANTON

Wilkes-Barre

for

13

years

Ask your John Blair man about WGBI.
You'll learn about an outstanding station, noted
for progressive programming and aggressive
merchandising. You'll learn about the station
that tops the Hooper National Station Audience
a
Index . . . year after year. You'll learn about
e
growing, prosperous market of 674,000 peopl
(Scranton— Wilkes-Barre) that WGBI sells and
sells and sells!

For 13 years, John Blair men have been telling advertisers about WGBI and its big market.
WGBI's
For 13 years, they have been boosting
National Spot billing. And while doing it,
they have helped boost many a sagging sales
curve for mariy a smart advertiser. If your sales
need a profitable boost, ask your John Blair man
about WGBI!

Offices in Chicago

• New
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License on the Line?
NOW THAT the program giveaway fat is
in the legalistic fire, the FCC has immediately
confronting it a problem that could mean irreparable economic injury if that agency takes
an arbitrary position.
On Nov. 1, the FCC will have before it the
renewal application of some 230 stations, a
substantial number of which are networkaffiliated. Under the FCC's rules which would
have become effective one month before that
date if the Chicago court had not granted injunctive relief, any station carrying or which
proposed to continue to carry telephone giveaways of the character classified by the FCC
as lotteries, would be refused license renewal.
The FCC, of course, could hold that it is
only estopped from making its rules effective
temporarily, i.e., until such time as the courts
decide whether it exceeded its jurisdiction.
Hence, the FCC could decree that these stations coming up for license renewal should receive only temporary renewals, for 30, 60 or
90 days, pending the outcome of the litigation.
Regular renewals are issued for three years,
and stations are required to file their renewal
applications 60 days in advance, citing the kind
of programming which they propose.
A temporary renewal is a stigma. Competitive stations and competitive media are in a
stronger position to raid the business of the
cited station. They can imply that the station faces the loss of its license, and that
money spent on advertising might be money
wasted. It happens constantly. Local or national advertisers seldom go to the extreme
of ascertaining the full facts.
The FCC might say that it will issue a
"public notice" making it clear that stations
holding temporary licenses under the anti-lottery rule do not face sudden death. But that
would soon be forgotten.
The FCC should meet this situation realistically and in good faith. It should extend
licenses for the statutory three-year term, just
as if its now suspended rules had never been
promulgated.
If, perchance, the courts finally should uphold the FCC (and to us that's incomprehensible) certainly no station would dare lay its
license on the guillotine. All such giveaways
automatically would be out.
Stripped of legalistic involvements, it is just
as simple as that.
Foul

Ball

A DANGEROUS precedent for television's economic well-being, and one that may have equally sinister audio repercussions, is projected in
the handling of this year's World Series. All
TV networks, on a pooled basis, have offered
the series to their affiliates, but on a "no pay,
no charge" basis, with the commitment that
they carry the entire Series, including all
Gillette commercials.
Baseball is a national pastime. It is also
commercial enterprise. Gillette pays a fancy
figure for sponsorship rights. Certainly it
should not get TV time free any more than
newspapers or the magazines provide it with
free space. And if it can get TV time for free,
why not AM time on a "no pay, no charge"
pooled basis in the years ahead?
If the World Series were offered sustaining,
it would be another matter. But this precedent
can lead to endless trouble. Is it fair to other
advertisers who pay for the program vehicle
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as well as the time? What about a world
championship prize-fight? And what about
rebates to advertisers cancelled out?
Gillette buys the Mutual network and pays
for it. Last year TV stations were paid, albeit
on what amounted to a token basis.
We have no doubt that some TV stations,
even recognizing the inequities, will carry the
Series as proposed, although it seems utterly
wasteful for more than one station in a market
to carry the games.
It's crystal clear that a Pandora's Box of
trouble is being opened.
CCNY

Deserves

An

Award

NEW YORK'S City College has inaugurated
a new movement — to reduce the excessive number of radio awards — and has started the ball
rolling by relinquishing its own awards for
outstanding radio and video programs and
promotion of 1949.
In the five years that they have been presented, the CCNY awards have stimulated
better broadcast advertising by recognizing the
best talents of advertisers, agencies, program
producers and broadcasters in creating programs that provided pleasure for the listening
public and profit for the sponsor. For these
awards, and for the annual conferences on
radio and business at which they have been
presented, CCNY has earned radio's plaudits.
We, along with others in radio, applaud
CCNY's decision to drop its awards, even
though they were among the best. The superabundance of contests has diluted their value.
We hope others who are making awards
having less validity than those of CCNY, will
follow that school's example. And a companion move should be made to cut down the
number of meaningless conferences, conclaves,
seminars and forums — most under college auspices— which now infest radio and TV.
De-Copp-itated
AL CAPP, whose aesthetic sensitivities must
be cruelly bruised during his working hours
in the creation of Li'l Abner, yipped in spiritual pain the other day when he appeared in a
television forum discussing the FCC ban
against giveaways.
If the FCC insisted that radio operate in
the public interest, convenience or necessity,
as specified by law, said Mr. Capp, every station would go out of business.
"I submit this," the comic strip proprietor
said, "that all radio stations are in the business to degrade the public, to kid them, to sell
them shoddy merchandise, to fool them, to
horrify them, to make their lives a hideous
Except for the fact that Mr. Capp recoils
nightmare."
from publicity as Mae West shies from vigorous males, his presence in a forum discussing
radio was not easily explainable. One wonders
why he strayed so far afield to criticize the
strangulation of art by commerce.
In one edition of the New York newspaper
that carries Li'l Abner there appeared last
Wednesday a number of advertisements which,
if Mr. Capp applies his judgments impartially,
must have caused him to question the company
his comic strip keeps. One asked: "Constipated? Try the Ex-Lax way." Another offered
a remedy for "relief from menstrual suffering." Another pictured a close-up of a female
armpit being sprayed with a deodorant. And,
by the way, are you troubled with excess hair ?
It is suggested that his own milieu of Dogpatch and environs is a great enough challenge
to Mr. Capp's improvement campaign. If he
were to succeed in putting that in order, he
would hardly have the strength left even to
think about cleaning up the air.

CHESTER

LOUIS THOMAS

r of
, general
Thomas
manage(Chet)
TRANSIT,"
MR. KXOK-A
M & Chester
FM St.Louis
Louis and
president of Transit Radio Inc., says of himself: "No one can stay in his right mind and
do all the things credited to me." Mr. Thomas
not only is in his right mind but also is one
of the most respected men in the radio field.
He earned the credits by condoning hard
work, "swinging from the floor" as his associates say, and by concentrating on his job —
sometimes 13 hours a day.
Born in Cincinnati 40 years ago, Chet
Thomas is the son of Loton Thomas, mechanical engineer and a second generation Welshman. His great-grandfather was a Welsh
minister who established a church at Five
Points, near Jackson, Ohio. Of his mother,
Mrs. Nellie Martha Thomas, who is still living,
Mr. Thomas says: "Mother's name is not in
Who's Who, but she is a whale of a success
1928, a summons to appear before his
as Ina mother."
high school principal proved to be the catapult
into radio. Mr. Thomas had been selected as
one of 25 graduating students to be Interviewed
by John L. Clark, then sales manager of WLWWSAI Cincinnati. He landed the position as
secretary to Mr. Clark, and started the career
that has taken him from Cincinnati to New
York to Pittsburgh to Columbia, Mo., and
finally to St. Louis.
When Mr. Thomas joined WLW the outlet
was 5 kw, operating from two studios on the
second floor of the Crosley Mfg. Co. plant and
WSAI had just been purchased the preceding
month from the United States Playing Card
Co. After 18 months, he was promoted to
traffic manager of both WLW and WSAI.
Three years later, as a result of his ease in
accepting responsibilities, he was named manager of station activities.
This position made him a roving administrator with access to all departments of both
stations and whenever there was a problem too
tough to lick, Chet Thomas was there to set
it straight. Not stopping with his daily stint
during his first four years in broadcasting, Mr.
Thomas plugged away studying advertising
nights at the U. of Cincinnati. Those were
the days when he acquired the habit of long
hours which is still with him.
In 1934 Mr. Thomas travelled. The Hearst
station, WINS New York, was reorganized
and he was invited to be assistant manager in
charge of operations. But the plunge was
shortlived, because WCAE Pittsburgh, another
Hearst station, was without a manager. The
(Continued, on page U6)
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For the third year in a row, readers of the Cleveland

Press, Ohio's largest daily, choose WGAR's local
programs as their favorites. This fact, together with
the greatest line-up of CBS network shows in radio,
is paying off for advertisers.
Hitch your sales to WGAR. Reach a receptive
six billion-dollar market of WGAR listeners . . .
people who prefer Cleveland's Friendly Station . , .
people who can be your customers.
Get the facts from any Petry man.

50,000

WATTS

Cleveland

Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
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Respects
(Continued ' from page UU)
need there was deemed more pressing and Mr. Thomas was shifted to
the Steel City on an interim basis,
returning to WINS in February
1935 with the addition of sales to
his regular varied duties.
With other parts of his job well
in hand in December of that year,
Mr. Thomas decided he needed
more sales experience and subsequently he started the year 1936
as assistant to the sales manager
for KSD St. Louis.
While his position had changed
once more, Mr. Thomas did not alter his glue-coated desire to stick
to learning what he tackled. Consequently, he enrolled in a sales
course at LaSalle U. It paid dividends, because soon the newcomer
to St. Louis was rolling up sales
records.
Thomas'
cutMr.short
his organizing
radio time ability
sales
career. A few months later the
Star-Times Publishing Co. of St.
Louis called upon him to fill the
need for a spark plug for its newly
acquired station, KFRU Columbia, Mo., of which he was named
general manager. Under his direction, KFRU prospered and received
national recognition by winning
the first George Foster Peabody
Award in 1940 for "outstanding
and meritorious public service."
A week before Pearl Harbor, Mr.
Thomas was quietly at work making a study of the programming
and general operation of KXOK
St. Louis, also operated by the
Star-Times Publishing Co. The
day following the Japanese attack
Mr. Thomas was appointed program director for KXOK while
maintaining the position of manager of KRFU.
The terrific load was too much
WJTN

POLITICS

Staffers in City Elections
IF WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., wants
to know anything about the city
government after the November
elections, chances are the station
won't have far to look.
Two of its staff members are
running for important posts. J.
Ralph Carlson, production manager, is out for board of supervisors
and News Bureau Chief William
H. Price is running for city councilman.
A newcomer to the political field,
Mr. Carlson has been in radio in
Jamestown since 1932 when he
started as an announcer. Mr. Price
is a veteran newsman and has covered all branches of city government. His grandfather, Henry C.
Price, was a councilman at the turn
of the century. "I know that members of radio stations have held city
offices but I never recall any instance where two staff men ran in
the same election and on the same
ticket," said WJTN Manager Sijnon Goldman.
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Temple,TYE, Tex.,
promoted
from
KEITH
formerly
with KTEM
commercial manager to station manager of KVER Albuquerque,
N. M.
CHARLES W. WINKLER, chief engineer for corporation of KFOR Lincoln, KOIL Omaha, Neb., and WDGY
Minneapolis, appointed to board of
directors for three stations.
FORMER staffers at KULA Honolulu meet for the first time in two years
while attending the National Semi-pro Baseball Tournament at Wichita, Kan.
L to r are Bernie Kosinski, managing editor of Anchorage (Alaska) Daily
Times; Ed Stevens, KEN I Anchorage sports announcer, covering games played
by Alaska's representative, the Anchorage 57th Fighter Wing, and Frank V.
Webb, general manager of KFH Wichita.
to be carried by one man and
eight months of commuting between Columbia and St. Louis, with
the addition of long hours of work,
put him into the hospital. Not to
be content with relaxation in a
hospital bed, Mr. Thomas insisted
upon a radio and telephone being
installed in the hospital room. The
natural result was delayed recovery.
Realizing that there is a limit
to anybody's endurance, Mr. Thomas appointed an assistant manager
for KFRU, while he devoted most
of his time to the St. Louis operation, maintaining liaison with
KFRU by telephone, teletype and
other communication.
KMOX General Manager
In March 1944, Mr. Thomas was
appointed general manager for
KXOK and corporation secretary
for KRFU Inc. Pour years later,
he negotiated the sale of KFRU
to Columbia interests.
Paralleling this career climb
were outstanding successes in the
communications field. Well-versed
in facsimile, Chet Thomas was one
of the group organizing Radio Inventions Inc. to provide funds and
advice in the development of the
Hogan system of facsimile. He
founded the Star-Times Faximile
Lab. at the U. of Missouri and
lectured for two years on the subject at St. Louis U.
Another of his enterprises.
Transit Radio, caught his fancy
because of its possibilities in catching a mass audience on public
transportation vehicles. In 1947,
Elzey Roberts, president of the
Star-Times Publishing Co., flicked
a green light for Mr. Thomas to
develop the project.
Associated with Hulbert Taft Jr.
of Cincinnati and others, he organized this national enterprise with
home offices in Cincinnati and sales
offices in New York and Chicago.
He was elected to the board of
directors of Transit Radio early
in 1948 and on April 10 of this
year was elected its president. The
budding prominence of Transit Radio throughout the country speaks
well of both its success and of Mr.

Thomas' guiding hand.
A top activity and interest to the
radio executive is television, study
of which he began in 1935. The
Star-Times, a TV applicant, is
now using Mr. Thomas' 72-page
report to chart its future TV activities.
Mr. Thomas married Ruth Aneshansel of Cincinnati, a high
school classmate, in 1932. He refers to their six-year-old daughter,
Carol Lee, as his "greatest fan but
severest critic." She is a student at
Mary Institute in St. Louis County.
His titles, in addition to the
KXOK managership and Transit
Radio presidency, include first vice
president and member of the board
of governors of the Advertising
Club of St. Louis; chairman of the
summer program sessions of the
Ad Club ; a member of the Ad Club
program committee; a former associate member of the Radio Executive's Club of New York; a
member of the St. Louis Chamber
of Commerce, the East St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce, the University Club of St. Louis, the Employer-Employe Executive Committee of the NAB, the St. Louis
Better Business Bureau and past
president of the Columbia Lions
Club.
While serving on many civic and
charitable committees aimed to
better community life, Mr. Thomas
spends his spare time on his avocations. You guessed it, they are
reading, radio and TV.

FRANK COFFIN, former public relations director for KGW Portland, Ore.,
made assistant manager of station.
H. Q. COX,
manager,
takes
over station's
directiongeneral
of promotion,
advertising and publicity.
LEW SARGENT resigns as station
manager of WHAV Haverhill, Mass.
Future plans have not been announced.
BERT BANK, general manager of
WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., has returned
after month's absence during which
he underwent gall bladder operation.
GEORGE LINDMAN, manager of
KITO San Bernardino, elected president of Advertising Club of that city.
FRED J. REINHARDT, Riverside
manager of KITO San Bernardino,
Calif., named general chairman of
second annual Riverside Home Exposition and Community Fair.
DONN TATUM, vice president and
general counsel of Don Lee Network,
named vice chairman of Radio-Television Committee of Los Angeles
Community Chest, and director of
Los Angeles Council of Navy League
of United States.
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager
of KNBC San Francisco, named chairman of radio committee of Northern
California Community Chest appeal.
HAROLD C. BURKE, general manager
of WBAL Baltimore, celebrates 25
years in radio by taking 30 day trip
abroad.

RADIO LAW
ABA Admits FCBA
FULL recognition has been given
broadcasting and allied communications arts by the American Bar
Assn., which last week admitted
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. to its House of Delegates.
Guilford S. Jameson, president of
the communications group, was
notified Tuesday of the recognition.
Delegate to serve in the House
of Delegates will be named in the
near future for a one-year term,
Mr. Jameson said. FCBA has a
membership of 400, about half of
whom are located in Washington.
It now will be able to make its
voice heard in any bar association
discussions or actions affecting
broadcasting. In the past FCBA
could not take part in House of
Delegates meetings, which are held
frequently. Next ABA convention,
slated in the late summer of 1950,
will be held in Washington. FCBA
appliedtional
forgroupmembership
last August. in the na-

BAB's 'Pitch'
SECOND issue of the BAB news
letter publication Pitch is currently
in the mails to member stations.
The bulletin, containing confidential information on potential new
business, talks between BAB salesmen and chain store advertising
executives, suggested approaches
for getting and holding advertisers
in local categories, and upcoming
cooperative campaigns, will be
issued on a non-scheduled basis
from time to time. Two have been
released within three weeks and a
third is in preparation.
BROADCASTING
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SERIES

NETWORK executives at week's
end expected most television stations linked to the netw^orks to
carry the World Series telecasts,
even though the games might not
directly contribute a dime of revenue to station coffers.
Feeling in some quarters was
that the Series telecasts will be
about the biggest TV event of the
year thus far and no station could
afford not to air the game in spite
of the fact the contests were being
made available on a "no pay, no
charge" basis.
"We expect no station to refuse
the Series," said Dan Sutton,
CBS-TV sales manager.
Similar opinions were expressed
at other networks.
The question of whether television stations would be loathe to air
the Series games came up after
affiliates were informed of the "no
pay, no charge" terms.
Although the networks were issuing no formal statements, it can
be said that there was considerable
perturbation in some network quarters that such a condition existed.
Such emotions, however, produced
no action.
Considerable grumbling and resentment was expressed unofficially
among stations in some cities. Kenneth H. Berkeley, vice president
and general manager of WMALTV Washington, told Broadcasting:
"As it stands now, telecasting of
the Series on the 'no pay, no
charge' basis would not be fair to
other advertisers, nor is it necessary in the public interest to deprive the public of a chance to see

W/cfe

other programs except in the case
of a Presidential address or transcendental event." He said WMALTV has afternoon commercial commitments, including play-by-play
coverage of a Washington Redskins football game the afternoon
of Oct. 9.
WNBW (NBC-owned), WOIC
and WTTG, all in Washington,
said they planned to carry the
Series, though WOIC apparently
had anticipated exclusive local coverage.
In Baltimore WMAR-TV was
uncertain, having afternoon commitments including a two-hour
sports commentary along with
plans to cover the Laurel Races
and exclusive rights to a Naval
Academy football game. WAAM
(TV) Baltimore has an afternoon
sports series. WBAL-TV, too, was

ly

Coverage

Seen

uncertain though at first it had
decided to sell announcements
around the series pickup.
All four Chicago TV stations —
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV,
WNBQ — are carrying the telecast.
The Series "facts of life" to the
stations followed announcement
Wednesday of the TV details. The
games, it was announced, are to
be made available to all network
and independent stations.
Joint Announcement
The announcement was a joint
one by A. B. (Happy) Chandler,
commissioner of baseball; Gillette
Safety Razor Co., and MBS. MBS
has the TV and AM rights with
Gillette the sponsor of both AM
and TV.
What particularly did not set
well in some television circles was

Nev/ Efforts
VHP

Despite

'No

Roy'

Basis

the painful fact that the Gillette
commercials would be aired
throughout the Series as the stations carried the baseball classic
under the "no pay, no charge"
terms.
While a number of stations made
no bones
about decision
being "burned",
they
reserved
as to
whether they would carry the
series. They complained about the
"short notice" which precluded the
opportunity to negotiate, and they
were practically unanimous in their
expression that "this won't happen
How much the Series will mean
financially
next year." to organized baseball
through its deals with MBS and
Gillette also was left in the air,
although one authoritative report
put both radio and television figures
(Continued on page 59)

To Postpone

Use of UHF

VIDEO

NEW EFFORTS to get additional
VHF television channels were being planned in high engineering
quarters last week as a means of
postponingknown" of expansion
the UHF. into the "unMilitary authorities would be requested to relinquish, perhaps by
exchange, a half-dozen or more
6-mc channels in the military zone
of the spectrum just above 216 mc,
the upper limit of the present TV
band.
The movement, fostered repeatedly by broadcasters but heretofore

always rejected by the military, is
known to be led in this instance
by two groups of engineers within
ently.
the government, working independIt is motivated by their conviction that in the present state of
the television art the UHF cannot
effectively compete with VHF.
With the development of 6-mc
color, they reason, there is no incentive for UHF operation at this
time.
They feel that a relatively few
new VHF
channels would be

enough to meet present and immediately prospective demand, and
that the UHF could thereby be
left for further development and
ultimate use of high-definition
black-and-white and color — as it
was originally envisioned.
If successful — and backers of
the movement appear hopeful despite past failures — the plan could
drastically affect the overall television hearing which gets under
way before the Commission on
Sept. 26 (also see story page 48).
It could also, in the view of its exponents, substantially expedite a
return to normal licensing.
Demands that government give
up space which it is not using have
been made recurrently, and their
revival now is regarded ^s unsurprising. Proponents now apparently feel, however, that their
chances have improved.
War Need Less Valid
They feel that the military's
chief argument — the need for spectrum space in event of a war
emergency — is less valid than in
the past. They also have hopes of
working
"exchange"might
of space
whereby outthean military
be

GETTING together for a showing of the audition of the
new CBS television series. The Ed Wynn Show, which
debuts Oct. 6 [Broadcasting, Sept 12] are (I to r): J. L.
Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president and director of TV
operations; Frank Stanton, CBS president; David G. Lyons,
jBROADCASTING
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vice president of Cecil & Presbrey Inc.; Charles Spitzer,
sales manager of Speidel Corp., sponsor; Paul Levinger,
vice president and general manager, Speidel Corp.; William S. Paley, CBS board chairman, and James M. Cecil,
president of Cecil & Presbrey inc.

given a portion of the spectrum
around 500 mc, for example, in return for frequencies just above
present TV Channel 13. Some
(Continued on page 61)
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TELECASTS
COLOR
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ments on general issues in the TV
proceeding. Most of these were
RCA AND CBS held the color tele- directed rather to specific allocations planned in specific cities.
vision spotlight again last week
Such comments on individual allowith filing of additional data and
comments on technical information
cations now will be received up to
Sept. 26, according to announcenow pending consideration at FCC's
ment FCC made a fortnight ago
forthcoming Sept. 26 general tele[Broadcasting, Sept. 12].
vision proceeding. New developNo details were available on the
ments included:
West Coast tests of the system
O Announcement on Wednesday by RCA that it will present
proposed by Color Television Inc.
regular schedule of live and film The KGO-TV test was granted for
Sept. 19 only while that for KPIX
color-TV programs via WNBW
was for a 30-day period commenWashington for Commission's TV
cing Sept. 16.
hearing, using its new compatible,
all-electric 6-mc color system
RCA's plans for its demonstrations during the hearing were re[Broadcasting, Aug. 29, Sept. 12].
vealed in a letter to Commr. Paul
RCA said also it will make its receiver circuit data available to A. Walker by C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice president in charge of
other manufacturers and supply
RCA Labs. Division. Mr. Jolliffe
studio equipment on order to TV
stations wishing to make color indicated RCA "believes that any
tests.
system of television should be
thoroughly tested in the field under
9 Statement by CBS on Monconditions approximating as nearly
day that it will support the RCA
as possible regular commercial
or Color Television Inc. systems
should they out-perform the CBS
operations" and that this applies
system in all respects at no greater
"equally to program production,
transmitter operation and receiver
cost, but indicating belief there are
many "major questions" yet to be operation in the home."
The Washington RCA demonstraanswered and that sharp distinctions, "first step in an extended
tion must be made between "paper"
period of experimental operation
and actual operating systems.
of this system over WNBW in
® Approval by FCC of color
television tests on the West Coast
by KPIX (TV) and KGO-TV San
Francisco of Color Television Inc.
system.
O Letter from E. N. Muller,
Luxembourg, briefly outlining allelectronic color television system
for which he has filed patent appliK
cations both in the U. S. and
BOO
ABLU
PLAN E
to extend
the so-called
abroad.
"Blue Book" standards of radio
Only a limited number of programming to the field of television has been initiated at staff
counter-proposals and objections to
pending proposals had been filed level at the FCC.
with the Commission Monday, deadThe proposal was explored at
line set for receipt of such comlength last Monday at a meeting of
the Broadcasting Committee of the
Advisory Council on Federal Reports, which strongly opposed the
plan and urged that it be delayed
at least two years.
The staff proposal is expected to
be presented to the Commission —
perhaps with revisions in the light
of the conference with the advisory
group — along with a statement of
the advisory group's position. The
advisory body meanwhile expects
to consider the subject in another
meeting before the end of the year;
Under the proposal of the Commission staff, the program questionnaire of AM and FM application forms would be included also
in TV applications. Television applicants currently are required only
DWARFED by the huge, 30-foot in
diameter letter "O" are Les Clark (I) to give a narrative statement of
program plans without going into
of Mahoney-T roast, general conthe detailed log analyses and type
tractor for new transmitter of WORTV New York, and J. R. Poppele,
breakdowns required in AM and
WOR vice president in charge of FM. The staff plan would require
the full breakdowns for both past
engineering. Lighted by red neon
and proposed ooerations in the case
lights, letters were placed on newlyof existing licensees, and for
completed 760-foot transmitting
tower in North Bergen, N. J. Con- planned operations in the case of
tinental Signs Inc. termed it the original applicants.
highest installation it ever made.
The industry advisory commitPage 48 • September 19, 1949

"^CA

Plans

Regular

Washington," Mr. Jolliffe said, will
be received "at a downtown location readily accessible to the Commission and others." Since the
moving, setting up and testing of
equipment will require all the time
prior to the hearing, the RCA
executive explained "it will be
impossible before the hearing to
obtain data on reception of color
by receivers located under varying
typical conditions" but that several
receivers to be used during the
demonstrations will be available
for field observations later. The
WNBW schedule will be made
public, RCA said.
Tests Are Proof
It was pointed out that the
WNBW
provide atests
test will
of the"automatically"
compatibility
of the system "since the regular
viewing audience of WNBW will
be able to receive these programs
in black and white on their standard
receivers without modification."
RCA indicated that according to
present plans it will have at least
six receivers for use at the demonstrations. The letter said RCA also
will demonstrate systems by which
present sets may be adapted to
receive programs in color.
"At the conclusion of the period

TV?
FOR
tee,
in its meeting with FCC staff
representatives, took the position
that the detailed questionnaires
should not be made applicable to
TV renewal applications before
1952 in any event, nor to any individual station until it has been on
the air at least two years and is
operating at least 28 hours a week.
It was pointed out that the different combinations obtainable in television— the various uses of live
and film programming in combination, for example — would make it
impossible to apply to television
the same definitions and categories
used in sound radio.
The proposal had been referred
to the Bureau of the Budget pursuant to- established procedures
governing issuance of new quespreparatory to Commission tionnaires,
consideration.
The broadcasting advisory committee, headed by General Manager
Ben Strouse of WWDC Washington, also recommended establishment of a new class of announcements,tional."
to be Observers
knownrecalled
as "promothat a
similar proposal was advanced a
few years ago but was rejected by
the Commission.
Under existing procedure, it was
noted, an announcement calling attention to an upcoming program is
classified as a commercial announcement if the program to

Shows

for Hearing

of demonstration the receivers and
adapters available will be moved
to typical receiving locations and
regular observations started," RCA
said,
"more receivers
are in adding
process that
of construction,
and
as rapidly as they are completed
they will be brought into the Washington area." These also are to be
put in "typical locations and will
be used under home conditions."
RCA
it hoped that
of thesaid
Commission,
its "members
staff, and
other interested parties will cooperate with us in these tests.
Mr. Jolliffe further pointed out
that "in accordance with our policy,
we are now preparing bulletins
which will make the information
concerning the circuits in the color
receiver available to the industry"
and thus "other manufacturers
may, if they desire, make sets and
test them." He added that if other
TV stations "desire to undertake
field testing, RCA will make experiequipmentat onFCCorder."
There mental
wasstudio pending
last
week an application by RCA for
60-day experimental authority to
use 523-529 mc with 100 w visual
and aural power in the WNBW
color tests. The Jolliffe letter did
not mention the UHF request. It
(Continued on page 60)
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which it refers is sponsored. Accordingly, one such announcement
in a 15-minute "sustaining" program requires, under FCC definitions, that the entire 15-minute
period be classified as commercial.
The proposed new classification
would put all such announcements
into the "promotional" category,
whether they refer to commercial
or sustaining shows. A "promotional announcement" would be defined as one "which is not paid for,
and which informs the listener
about the station and it's proGovernment was represented at
the advisory committee meeting by
David Cohn, chief economist. Bureau of the Budget; Charles Weeks,
FCC planning officer; John E.
grams."
McCoy, head of FCC's TV legal
division, and Arthur Scheiner, acting chief of the FCC Renewals
Branch. Industry members included
Chairman Strouse; C. T. Lucy, general manager of WRVA Richmond;
Kenneth Berkeley of WMAL-AMFM-TV Washington; Walter Compton of WTTG (TV) Washington;
Gene Jester of WRC-AM-FM and
WNBW (TV) Washipgton; James
Neu, Washington aittorney for
CBS; G. Emerson Markham, newly

appointed
director general
of NAB'smanager
Video
Division, former
of General Electric's WGY-AMFM and WRGB (TV) Schenectady.
BROADCASTING
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What every TV advertiser wants to see is response. .
immediate response.
And that's what advertisers are getting on WBZ-TV

in Boston!

15#000 Replies* Recently, for a leading appliance
manufacturer, a locally produced 13-week series brought
15,000 replies., each addressed to dealers handling the line.
Think what this means in terms of trade relations. .
and in wholesale volume!
Think of the huge video audience, throughout
metropolitan Boston and far beyond, that
can become your audience. . with your program on WBZ-TV.
And remember: This audience keeps growing,
day by day, just as do the prestige and
popularity of WBZ-TV. For details, check
WBZ-TV or NBC Spot Sales.

BOSTON
NBC

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc • kdka • wowo • kex • kyw • wbz • wbza • wbz-tv
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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TELEVISION sponsors and producers get together for a discussion of film and
plans for programs to be presented during the fall and winter season. The
quartet, from left to right, includes: Gil Ralston, executive television producer
for Procter & Gamble Inc.; Frank Wisbar, producer-director of Teleplay Productions; A. Frank Ruppenthal, executive of Teleplay Productions, and Bill
Craig, manager of television for Procter & Gamble. Teleplay Productions is
producing some of the films to be seen during the coming season on P&G
Fireside Theatre over NBC television stations.

^.^^ AT debut of ABC outlet
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids,
last month (I to r) Hy Steed, gen.
mgr. WLAV-TV; Jomes Riddell, mgr.
WXYZ-TV Detroit; I. E. Showerman,
vice pres. NBC Central Div.; Leonard
A. Versluis, WLAV-TV owner. Success of opening is evidenced by smiles.

MOUNTED atop a gleaming trophy,
the ball used in the first Softball
game telecast last month by WKYTV Oklahoma City, Okla., is presented to WKY-TV Manager P. A.
Sugg by Jo Martin (I), player-manager of the Downtown Chevrolet
Sooner Queens and Anna
Wilson, a teommate. ^^^^

DUMONT Television Network is cited
by Veterans of Foreign Wars for "outstanding aid to the cause of veterans'
welfare" as Comdr. Mortimer W.
Loewi, executive director of television
network, receives a plaque from
Clyde A. Lewis, newly
elected VFW
in-chief.commander- -^^^

SIDEWALK broadcast at site of
KRLD-TV Dallas marked completion
of TV tower, new downtown landmark. Managing Director Clyde
Rembert (I) of KRLD (AM-FM-TV) is
interviewed by Ves Box, KRLD chief
announcer. In center, KRLD President John W. Runyon ,^^m,
awaits turn at mike.

WBTV-IBEW
Negotiations
At
Standstill
LABOR
CLASH
NEGOTIATIONS between WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, and a group
of 10 IBEW technicians discharged for alleged attempts to injure the
station in a business way were at a standstill Friday.
The controversy reached what was viewed as a new low in union
tactics when a group calling itself
"WBT Technicians" distributed picketing.
The letter continued :
around Charlotte a handbill charging that the station, not yet tied to
Now, however, you have turned
trying to persuade the public that
the coaxial network, lacks equip- from
we are unfair to you and are trying to
ment to make pickups such as those
persuade
thatWhile
we give
inferior the
service public
to them.
we are
carried by stations in New York, struggling
to expand into and develop
a new field, and incidentally losing
Boston, Philadelphia and Washinglarge sums of money in the process,
ton.Ten technicians who distributed
you are busy trying to turn customers
and the public against us in every possible way, even handing out leaflets on
the handbills, titled "Is Charlotte
the public streets advertising that our
a Second-Class City," were fired by operations are "second-class," and endeavoring in various ways to hamper
the station Sept. 3. Five techniand totally destroy our business.
cians not involved are still working
Certainly we are not required by law
or common sense to keep you in our
and have been crossing picket lines.
employment
substantial
The 10 discharged technicians have
salary
while and
you pay
thus you
do ayour
best to
tear down and bankrupt our business.
been replaced.
Besides circulating the handbills,
The union, in a previously issued
with adverse comments on the new
statement, had charged that the
WBTV's program service. Local station had acted because another
1229 of IBEW wrote to the FCC
AFL union is endeavoring to orcharging that the station is not
ganize Jefferson Standard emutilizing the full facilities granted
ployes in Greensboro, N. C. Mr.
in the license and suggesting the Crutchfield flatly denied the charge.
The union complained that WBT
channel "be granted to someone
who will." The letter was signed had endorsed Mr. Hicks' FCC liby S. L. Hicks, Local 1229 business
censeThe application
as "unsatisfacmanager.
tory."
station said
it explained
the grounds for this decision to
Union Members Picket Station
the FCC, and even so had found an
Charles H. Crutchfield, vice pres- equally desirable position for him
at the studio control room.
ident of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. and general manager
The union claimed it has been
of its WBT properties, said memlocked out and is willing to negobers of the union have picketed the
tiate. The station said it had met
station since July following failure at least 15 times with union repof the union and management to
resentatives. The union has proagree on a new contract.
posed
aribtration.
He said the station had not discharged all of the men who had
been picketing or who had engaged
in legitimate union activity, but
only the ten who allegedly instiPARTICIPATING TV
gated and circulated the handbills.
WLW Stations on 11:30 a.m.
A typical discharge letter mentioned that the employe had been
ALL DAYTIME programs on
receiving $115.50 per week, plus
three-week vacations, unlimited
WLWT Cincinnati, WLWD Dayton and WLWC Columbus will be
sick leave with full pay, and many
on a participating basis beginning
other benefits; that full pay had
been given him during a sevenSept. 19 according to an announceweek illness and while he had been
ment last week by Richard E.
Dunville,
vice president and general manager.
WAAM
TO HR&P
Beginning Monday at 11:30 a.m.
Appointment Effective Nov. 7 all full drawn
sponsorship
will may
be withand advertisers
buy
APPOINTMENT of Harrington,
participating spots on any one or
Righter & Parsons as exclusive repall three of the Crosley Broadcast- FIR!
resentative for WAAM (TV) Baltimore was announced last week by
ing Co. stations. For as "little as
$15," Mr. Dunville said, "an adverSamuel
Carliner,
station's
executiser can get his feet wet in teletive vice president. Appointment
is effective Nov. 1.
vision" and buy an announcement
on one station.
In announcing the appointment
An all locally telecast program
of HR&P,
Mr. entirely
Carlinertelevision
said: "Be-in schedule has been announced by
cause we are
Baltimore, it is the considered
Ruth Lyons, newly named program
manager. At noon the Ruth Lyons
opinion of WAAM that the most
efficient station representation can
50 Club long-time WLW midday
only be by a company whose sole show will be simulcast and particefforts are directed toward selling
ipating sponsors can buy the AM
television
the national
field." at tions.
and any combination of TV staNationalin and
local sales
WAAM will continue under the
The Crosley TV stations formersupervision of Armand Grant.
ly began their telecast day at 2
HR&P also represents WTMJ-TV
p.m. but under the new plan will
Milwaukee, WBEN-TV Buffalo, and
be
on .atheday.air an average of 10 V2
hours
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
BROADCASTING
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August

Advertising

Analysis

(Report 77)

AN UPWARD surge of total advertisers for the month of August
signaled the expected end of the
summer slump in television advertising. This significant trend was
effected to a large degree by the
increased number of local time
users and to a lesser degree by
spot time users. Network business however, continued to drop
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29].
The number of network advertisers, which had fallen from 54 in
June to 42 in July, tumbled further in August to 32. But still to
be considered are summer layoffs
which reached a highpoint during
the month.
The bright side of the business
picture was painted by local users,
where the number registered rapid
recovery from the 1,028 reported
for July (a loss of 27 accounts
from June) to 1,082 reported for
August (an increase of 54 accounts). Similarly, total time
users, despite attrition in the network field, boomed from 1,369 for
July to a healthy 1,415 for August,
only 18 below the record high in
June.
Gains in Spot Ads
In spot time, users began a
climb toward the record high of
324 reported in June. Spot advertisers increased from 299 in July
to 301 for August, according to figures supplied Broadcasting by the
N. C. Rorabaugh Co., publisher of
the monthly Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising. Network
figures are complete for the entire
month of August, information being supplied by the networks. Spot
and local figures do not include two
stations and cover the test week of
Aug. 7-13.
These gains in spot and local
advertising show a steadying of
the overall picture in the dead heat
of summer with prospects lighting
up for an expected increase in the
fall.
Fewer losses were reported by
the 40 television markets in the
total number of advertisers for
August. While only six showed
increases for the month of July,
the markets in August found more
than half with gains and only 13
with losses. These increases also
were indicative of the optimistic
trend. Of three new markets,
Charlotte, N. C, started with the
most new accounts, to add 14 to
the black side of the ledger. Every
market, according to the report,
gained new business in August
with the leading market, Los Angeles, nearly wiping out the six
account loss suffered in July, by
adding another 36.
Los Angeles with a total of 172
advertisers for August maintained
Page 52
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its supremacy for its six stations,
climbing two accounts higher than
in the preceding month. Still in
second place was New York with
147, despite a loss of 20 accounts
from July, the second straight loss,
as it had gone down 37 from June.
Not far behind were Philadelphia,
where a loss of six placed it third
with a total of 138, and Baltimore
whose advertisers furnished 18
new accounts to bring its total up
to 132.
In the over-lOO-advertisers classification, Chicago gained one account over July for a total of 134,
Detroit cornered an additional 10
to fatten its figure to 124 while
Washington lost six to show a total
of 117. Gains elsewhere were encouraging to the general TV advertising outlook. Dayton added
15 accounts to raise its total to 63
from 48 in July. Among others,
Erie gained 10, Cincinnati and
New Haven six each, Indianapolis
and Pittsburgh five each, and Lancaster seven.
More stations reported in August— 71 — than in July when 66
stations were recorded. In the
sampling for August, Rorabaugh
had added one outlet each in Baltimore, Cincinnati and Dayton. New
markets were opened in Birmingham, Charlotte and Grand Rapids.
The new market in Rochester which
opened in July showed an increase
of five accounts.
While the figures showing the

Table
78
Number of Advertisrs by Product Groups
Network
—
3
Total3
Spol
7
71
18
160
181—
Auto
3
—
—
Apparel
Aviation
1
81
7
89
Beer
1
3310
BIdg. Mat.
16
13
3
Cleansers
Conf.
& S.D.
1
22
32
55
Drugs
1
2
83
Consumer
3
6
321
33
Entertain
Food
6
75
15151
23253
1
7
176
Gas
& Oil
8681
1
Horticulture
House Equip
193
2
334
5
1
Ind.
Mat.
Insurance
2
Jewelry
7
28
Office Equip
5
5
1215
1
23
Pub. & Media
144
5
12
127
Radio
60
60
Smoking
Retail
212
18
4
13
2413
Sp. Goods
Toiletries
4
4
16
3
8
11
Trans.
Misc.
4
8
12
141524
Total
32
301
1082

hawk Carpet Mills Inc. are still
due. Also resuming in August on
CBS-TV were Maxwell House Coffee, sponsoring four broadcasts
over eight stations, and Philip
Morris cigarettes with 21 broadcasts over eight stations.
As in July, newly active accounts continued in the spot field
for August when 38 additional accounts were registered. Most of
these accounts were one and two
station contracts, although KaiserFrazer Corp. entered into a deal
with 14 outlets. Oldsmobile Div. of
General Motors, which had started
a schedule on 30 stations in July,
added two more in August. Some
balance was struck when other
large advertisers offset slight declines with increased schedules.
Alliance Mfg. Co. boosted its August schedule to 15 stations while
the month previous it had seven
outlets. American Cigarette &
Cigar Co. went up in schedule from
21 to 30 stations, Blatz Brewing Co.
from 7 to 12 and Brown & Williamson added four more stations to its
23 already scheduled.
Eating up most of television
time in August (Table I) were
Food and Food Products advertisers. This figure followed closely
the findings of July, although larger. The number of accounts rose
from 221 in July to 232 in August.
Network, spot and local time, although down slightly from July,
were steady in this category.
In Household Furnishings,
Equipment & Supplies, a noted increase from 172 in July to 193 for
August placed this classification
a high second for the month. While
network and spot business fell off,
local activity marked an increase
from 148 in July to 176 for August.
Local Business Increases
The pattern of increased local
business also was reflected in the
category of Automotive, Automotive Accessories & Equipment,
which again was in third place.
This clasification picked up from
149 local users in July to 160 in August and total increase during the
month was 16 over July. Network
business, however, declined from
seven to three.
In the total number of Radio
advertisers, the climb was slow but
steady in August compared with
July. Network, spot and local users
all had greater activity. Only five
network advertisers compared to
12 spot and 127 local were noted.
However, the latter increased
mainly because of the continued
selling campaign of TV sets.
Decline in Beer, Wine & Liquor
advertising in August found network users remaining the same but
spot users dropping from 90 to 81
and local from nine to seven.

number of network advertisers
were not too favorable, the overall
recapitulation was brightened by
two factors: (1) a number of
shows was still on a summer hiatus
basis and (2) the number of network advertisers for August this
year is still nearly 60% more than
the number for the same month
last year.
Such advertisers as RCA-Victor,
U. S. Rubber Co. and Westinghouse Electric Corp. only resumed
their shows during August, while
Barbasol Co., Ford Motor Co.
July and Mo(scheduled for October)
or
Table II
Number of Advertisers by Markets Aug.
52
Gain
Market*
Reporting
Total
Net.
Total
Stations
Covered
Local
92
(Loss)
Atlanta
2
9
12
31
51
1
Baltimore
3
41
13214
114
18
Spot
Birmingham
5
1
3
1
9
9
2
Boston
93
(6)
40
Buffalo
1
22
76
86
3017
617
Charlotte
3
4
48
1
14
(10)
Chicago
35
4
38
45
51
134
133
1
26
62
9
Cincinnati
3
29
78
72
6
37
22
Cleveland
2
36
to29
3
2
10
28
63
15
Dayton
Detroit
3
38
38
124
114
10
3148
Erie
48
1
22
42
10
128
29
2517
83
1
6
15
38
9
Ft. Worth-Dallas
25
11
Grand Rapids
1
13
13
Houston
1
7
4
21
2
Indianapolis
13
5
1
3
13
17272
Lancaster
1
16
21
7
48
41
Los Anqeles
6
113
2
170
131
(")
23
Louisville
7
9
12
1
9
1
9
43
54
Memphis
24
16
32
116
Miami
5
1
37
Milwaukee
14
10
1
72
2S
27
Minn.-St. Paul
7
3
2
23
46
2513
New Haven
21
20
4914
6
1
14754
37
New Orleans
237
14
1
rii
35
11
New York
71
6
167
(20)
29
30
(6)4
Oklahoma City
5
4
1
9
18
Philadelphia
43
41
3
5412
144
1384S
(6)5
Pittsburgh
44
5
51
1
22
56
32
Richmond
5
16
1
17
8
38
78
Rochester
50
4
12
23
5
1
28
43
Salt Lake City
5
1
2
6
31
42
(8)
San Diego
7
1
1
32
31
(8)4
San
Francisco
7
19
48
2
26
52
Schenectady
68
5
1
22
41
57
Seattle
1
7
8
26
(2)
4128
24
1
24
57
St. Louis
57
(11)
1
4
6
18
8
14
Syracuse
Toledo
1
13
3811
Washington
18
24
4
42
5115
117
(6)
18
16
who
buys
123
and
spot
time
is
both
network
Note: An advertiser
counted TWICE in the
columns. A network advertiser sponsoring more than one show
"Total"
(9)
a given market
is counted ONCE in the "Network" column.
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A. S. ABELL

COMPANY

SUNPAPERS

STATIONS
BALTIMORE
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3, MARYLAND

Story
TV
uaccess
Submitted by
Still

more

results

BALTIMORE
CONTRACTORS, Inc.
Some months ago we decided to
sponsor a series of programs featuring interviews with outstanding
Marylanders, (each Sunday at 10:15
P.M.) on WMAR-TV. Because we
do not sell a packaged commodity
or a broadly used service, we began
the project purely as an experiment
— with great doubts about its possibilities for success. Today we consider it one of our wisest and most
productive advertisement investments. Response from the viewing
public, including many, many of our
present and potential clients, has
been excellent.

on

WMAR-TV

in

Maryland!
SERIES NUMBER 7

ory
TV
"Oiccess

St

Submitted by
RWL
WINE COMPANY
The comments which have come to
us from our dealers as well as the
consuming public have indicated to
us that we made a very wise move
in sponsoring the series of time
signals which we now have on
WMAR-TV.
The constant, day-after-day repetition of our name and a brief message about our product has begun
to be felt in terms of increased
demand. We are very pleased with
the selling job WMAR-TV is doing
for us.
Walter H. Stumpf
The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
Theodore A. NewhofF
Advertising Agency
312 Court Square Building

II 3ROADCASTING

The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
THE JOSEPH KATZ CO.
8 South St.
Baltimore, Md.

These advertisements originally
appeared in the Sunpapers,
Baltimore, Md.

TV

TV
uiccess
Submitted by

Juiccess
Submitted by
MOYER

MOTOR

For the past several weeks it has
been our good fortune to be one of
the many advertisers using the
facilities of WMAR-TV. The results
achieved through this spot announcement in "The
of ThehasTown"
show on
SundayToast
evenings,
been
most gratifying. All the new customers tell us repeatedly about seeing our advertisement. This, to me,
is conclusive proof that WMAR-TV
is doing
tiSGrs
• a fine job for its adverCARSON MOYER
it
The television advertising referred
to above was placed by
ELMER D. FREE
Radio & Television
Advertising

CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERING CO.
More comfortable homes are happier
homes, and television homes are
usually both
more comfortable.happier
The CustomandUpholstering
Company is interested in making
Baltimore homes more beautiful,
more comfortable, and hence happier,
too, through
our famous Re-Upholstering and Re-Designing
plan. To
get this message directly into the
home, we could think of no better
method than television! We are
pleased to say that the tremendous
response
by thrifty homemakers toshown,
Custom-Re-Upholstering
and Re-Designing has been most
gratifying,
andon WMAR-TV
we feel Custom's
Time
stimulateSignals
this interest
to a great extent.
Seymour S. Weisberg
The television
referred
to above advertising
was placed by
THE A-W-L
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
8 E. Pleasant St.
Baltimore 2, Md.

Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK . DETROIT . KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
.
ATLANTA
.
DALLAS
.
LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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OFFSET CARRIER
WFIL-TV Demonstrates
THE ELIMINATION of the visual
effects of co-channel television interference by means of offset carrier operation was demonstrated to
FCC Comrs. Robert F. Jones and
George E. Sterling and a group of
industry observers by WFIL-TV
Philadelphia last Wednesday.
For the demonstration, held at
the Princeton Inn at Princeton,
WCBS-TV New York, on Channel
2, alternated from on-frequency
operation to operation 8,000 cycles
off frequency. In the off -frequency
operation the Venetian blind effect
imposed on the picture by interference from co-channel WMARTV Baltimore was removed.
Bill Lutz, RCA service manager
at Trenton, reported that customer
complaints attributable to co-channel interference had dropped almost 95% since WFIL-TV commenced offset carrier operation on
Channel 6, which is also used by
WNHC-TV New Haven. The Joint
Technical Advisory Committee has
told FCC that the advantage of
offset carrier over regular co-channel operation is about 18 decibels.
Henry Rhea, in charge of television engineering for WFIL-TV,
outlined the principles and benefits
of the offset carrier method. Roger
W. Clipp, general manager of the
WFIL properties, welcomed the
group, which included Comrs. Jones
and Sterling; E. W. Chapin, chief
of FCC's Laboratory Division;
Louis E. Littlejohn, WFIL chief
engineer; Joseph A. Chambers and
Millard M. Garrison, Washington
consulting engineers for WFIL;
Morton H. Wilner and Philip Bergson, Washington attorneys for the
stations; Garo W. Ray and V. De
Laurentis, respectively consulting
engineer and chief engineer for
WNHC; Dixie B. McKey, Washington engineering consultant, and
Merrill Pannett of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, owner of the WFIL stations.
RELIGIOUS VIDEO
Youth Series on ABC Oct. 9
YOUNG PEOPLE'S Church of the
Air, Philadelphia, will sponsor a
show of the same name on 11 ABCTV stations for 52 weeks starting
Oct. 9 through J. M. Camp, Ft.
Wayne, Ind. Eight interconnected
stations will carry the 9:30-10 p.m.
CST Sunday show via cable, with
three outlets getting it by video
recording.
Program features the Rev. Percy
Crawford and church music with a
choral group. Outlets contracted
for:— WFIL-TV Philadelphia (origination), WJZ-TV New York,
WMAL-TV Washington, WXYZTV Detroit, WENR-TV Chicago,
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, WTVN
(TV) Columbus, WLAV-TV Grand
Rapids, WTCN-TV Minneapolis,
KECA-TV Los Angeles and
WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
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SEVEN FINGERS shown by Les Hoffman, president of Hoffman Radio Corp.,
co-sponsor of USC and UCLA home football games over ABC's newest station, KECA-TV Los Angeles, mark the outlet's channel designation. Other
sponsor of the games on opening night, Sept. 16, was Dodge Div. of Chrysler
Motor Corp., of which Bert Carter (second from I) is regional manager.
Third opening sponsor was Union Pocific Railroad, represented at extreme
right by E. C. Schmidt, public relations consultant. Fourth man in the group
celebrating at a Hollywood Ad Club luncheon is Bob Laws, ABC Western
Div. sales manager.

"IV
mT\/

nnel Week'
Cha
venere
MC 'SeOrd
DClO
flLl
d by Mayor
Ur
(Also
see Story page
61)

WITH the formal opening of KECA-TV Los Angeles on Sept. 16, Mayor Fletcher Bowron proclaimed "Seven Channel Week" marking that city
as the "first in the world with seven regularly scheduled telecasting
channels."
The ABC station, which telecasts
on channel 7, held a 15-minute ded- Marx, ABC vice president in
charge of engineering; Charles
icatory program at 7 p.m., featur(Bud) Barry, vice president in
ing Robert E. Kintner, executive
charge of AM and TV programs;
vice president; Frank Samuels,
Paul Mowrey, national director of
Western Division vice president;
television; Earl Mullin, national
Mayor Bowron and representatives
publicity director.
of several of the city's churches.
Coincident with the opening of
This program was followed by The
KECA-TV, ABC became the only
Union Pacific Streamliner Revue,
network with two owned stations
an hour variety show and telecast
of the UCLA-Oregon State foot- on the Coast. KGO-TV San Francisco is an ABC owned outlet.
ball game. A dedicatory reception
These together with KFMB-TV
was held at the Beverly Hills Club
San Diego, provide ABC with the
for the agencies, press and radio.
start of a regional television netMayor
Bowron's
proclamation
read:
work. San Diego will pick up programs direct and retransmit to its
"Whereas
the
development
in
local
television operation establishes Los area of coverage. San Francisco
Angeles'
destiny
the leading
will receive delayed program servsion center
in theas United
States,televiand
ice via kinescope.
whereas the importance of Los Angeles television industry is attested by
a recent account which discloses this
area has 186,777 television sets, with
an audience of nearly one million persons, and whereas with its rapid and
TV REALLOCATION
substantial growth in the Los Angeles
area, television promises to become
FCC Den ies FCBA Petition
one of the greatest economic assets
to our community
both
in
the
entertainment and industrial fields ... I PETITION of the Federal Comdo hereby proclaim the week of Sept.
munications Bar Assn., asking oral
16-22 as 'Seven Channel Week' . . .
"I utecall
upon
all
citizens
to
pay
tribargument on legality of FCC's proto the new industry, and to encourposed rule-making procedure in
age and support the future growth of
television in this area in recognition of TV reallocation before commencethe benefit that will accrue to the inment of the general TV hearing
dividual and to the community through
22].
Sept. 26, has been denied by the
this means of comunication."
In addition to Messrs. Kintner
Commission [BROADCASTING, Aug.
and Samuels, participating in the
opening proceedings were Frank
Instead, the Commission granted
the request for oral argument on
the issue at a time and place to be
specified later. FCC indicated that
WSAZ-TV PLANS
Opening Set for Nov. 15 all those who filed comments by
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., is Aug. 26 in the proceeding would be
the latest addition to the list of eligible to participate. The Commission explained that the hearing
NBC-ABC affiliates, . bringing the
beginning Sept. 26 will provide a
network's total to 46.
The station begins commercial
"practicable and feasible means
operations Nov. 15, and is the sis- for focusing attention on the problems involved in providing a fair,
ter station to WSAZ Huntington,
and ABC affiliate. It is expected
equitable
and efficient
of television
facilitiesdistribution"
throughout
that it will shortly affiliate with
the U. S.
the latter network.

TBA STAND
Urges Standard TV Equipment
ENGINEERING committee of
Television Broadcasters Assn. last
week called upon Radio Mfrs.
Assn. and Institute of Radio Engineers to "undertake expeditiously"
standardization of equipment used
in television broadcasting.
Raymond F. Guy, Chairman of
TBA Engineering committee, wrote
to Stuart Bailey, IRE president,
and to Dr. W. R. G. Baker of RMA,
that it has become increasingly
evident in the last two years that
difficulties have arisen out of differences in telecasting equipment
and design by different manufacturers. Copies
Mr. and
Guy'sto
letters also went
to ofNAB
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
"A broadcaster who enters the
TV field with equipment of one
manufacturer encounters difficulty
in the practical adaptation to
his plant of equipment originating
with
said. a different manufacturer," he
Mr. Guy stated that on May 18
TBA created an ad hoc sub-committee on standardization, which,
after a survey, recommended to
RMA and IRE standardization in
transmission levels and methods of
measurement; patch cords, plugs
and jacks; camera cables and their
associated connectors; coaxial
equipment connectors, and picture
geometry and its method of measurement and adjustment.
DuMONT
PLANT
Dedication Sept. 26
A SPECIAL one-hour telecast on
the DuMont television network will
mark the official dedication on
Sept. 26, of the new DuMont television receiver assembly plant at
East Paterson, N. J.
The program will trace the stepby-step assembly of a video receiver, and several DuMont network entertainers will participate.

The plant,
be the
world's
largest
of its said
type,to was
purchased
from the War Assets Administration for $1,350,000. More than
$750,000 was spent in converting it
from a Wright aircraft plant to
its present capacity.
At full scale capacity, the new
plant is said to be equiped to produce one receiver every ten seconds, and three times the present
number of DuMont employees engaged in assembly will work in
East Paterson.
Governor Alfred E. DriscoU and
other local and state dignitaries
will participate in the dedication,
which will include plant tours,
special exhibits, viewing of guests
on video and a cocktail party for
the press.
I
Paul Eshleman, executive assistant to the vice president, is
general manager of the plans committee for the occasion, and Leonard F. Cramer, vice president of
the DuMont organization, will act
as master of ceremonies.
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MULTI-V

TYPE
NO. OF BAYS
1308
8
1304
4
1302
2

FWl

ANTENNA

POWER GAIN
7.3
3.7
1.6

PRICE
$2800
850
320

This table shows you why the new Andrew Multi-V is your best FM antenna buy!
NOW!

Minimize your investment in equipment. Get top performance

for only half the cost. The new Andrew Multi-V FM antenna is made
and guaranteed by the World's Largest Antenna Equipment Specialists. It's another Andrew "First."

FEATURES
^A* Twice as much power gain per dollar as any other FM transmitting antenna!
"k Top performance, yet half the cost of competitive antennas.
Side mounting construction permits installation on towers too light to support heavier antennas.
"A: Circular radiation pattern.
iK Factory tuned to required frequency — no further adiustments necessary.

It will pay you to use the Andrew Multi-V Antenna on
your FM station. Write for Bulletins 86 and 186 for complete details TODAY.

i

% ^
m
CORPORATION
3 6 3 EAST 75th STREET
• CHICAGO 19
World's Largest Antenna Equipment Specialists

Ty/^/Va/ vertical plane field intensity pattern of 4 bay Multi-V FM Antenna.
lANSMISSioTLiNES'FdR AM-FM-TV • ANTENNAS • DIREaiONAL ANTENNA EQUIPMENT • ANTENNA TUNING UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT • CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES
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TV

KBTV SHOWS
First Video From Dallas

DEMONSTRATES
Schofield Tells AMA

AN ADVERTISER with a product
or service for sale "must display
and demonstrate it, and television
is the one and only mass medium
that does both simultaneously and
effectively," Arthur C. Schofield,
director of advertising and sales
promotion for DuMont TV network,
said Thursday. He addressed a
luncheon meeting of the sales promotion and merchandising group
of American Marketing Assn. at
New York's Hotel Shelburne on
"Merchandising Your Product
Through Television."
Bouncing an "unbreakable" dish
off the floor, Mr. Schofield pointed
out, "You could tell about that dish
on the radio and you could both
describe and picture it in a printed
medium. But only on television
could you say all you wanted to
say about it, let a housewife see
for herself just how beautiful a
dish it was and then show her what
rough usage it could take."
"On hears
the radio"
stated,
"a prospect
just
words heand.
if momentarily
distracted, can entirely miss the meaning of a commercial that a sponsor
has spent a lot of money to put across.
Moreover,
to misunderstand
the spoken it's
wordeasy
because
words mean
different things to different people.
The printed word, of course, is the
impelling force of motion.
however,
by combining
sight
and"TVsound
with motion,
can dramatize your service or your product to
prospects under ideal selling conditions,
can perfect your sales message to the

YOU
'
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D
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KBTV originated the first television show from a Dallas station
Sept. 1 when it aired a preopening half -hour program featuring Glen Gray and his Casa Loma
Orchestra.
Unrehearsed, the 7:30-8 p.m.
show began an hour after the musicians arrived at the studios, en
route to a night club engagement.
Good reception was reported in
both Dallas and Fort Worth, on
Channel 8, and one point 94 miles
away was heard from. Sixty
viewers phoned KBTV after the
telecast to express approval.
Regular programming started
Sept. 17.

CHECKING possible camera positions for telecasting professional ice hockey
games from Dallas, Tex., Ice Arena, are (I to r) Commercial Manager Sherrill Edwards of KBTV (TV) Dallas, Owner Clarence E. Linz of Dallas Texans,
pro hockey team, and Chris Kelley, president of Texas Hockey League.
nth degree
and and
project
it to aninaudience, relaxed
receptive,
the
comfort of their own homes.
"Words, either spoken or written,
are tricky," Mr. Schofield averred.
"Whilelatesthe
mindpictures,
automatically
transthem into
an advertiser
can never be sure just what picture of
his product the spoken or written word
is
to a prospect's
mind.thatButa
on bringing
TV an advertiser
can be sure
prospect gets just the picture he wants
him to have."
PHILCO CORP,
TV Set Output Increasing
WILLIAM BALDERSTON, Philco
Corp. president, stated in a letter
to stockholders on Sept. 12 that
production of the new 1950 TV
sets is being increased rapidly to
meet the demands, but present indications are that available supply
of merchandise will have to be
allocated for some time to come.
"Very substantial orders have
already been received from distributors and dealers for our new
television receivers, and production
is being increased rapidly to meet
the demands," he noted.
"Philco has developed and incorporated in its new TV models
a complete self-contained electronic
aerial system which will eliminate
the necessity of aerial installations
of any kind in up to 80% of the
present television areas," Mr.
Balderston said. "In our judgment, this Philco development represents one of the most important
technical advances in the history
of He
television."
continued:
Research on the built-in antenna
system has been underway in our
laboratories for the past several years.
The Philco built-in antenna is an
integral part of the television circuit
itself and is entirely concealed within
the cabinet. The aerial, made of pure
aluminum sheet, is scientifically designed and shaped to make it responsive to all wave lengths. An electrical
circuit is coupled to the antenna which
may thus be tuned and matched exactly
to each of the twelve television
channels.

VIDEO HOOK-UP
WAAM, WTTG Share Sports
TWIN-CITY arrangement started
Sept. 12 between WAAM (TV)
Baltimore and WTG (TV) Washr
ington permitting televiewers in
both cities to see the same sports
programming 3 to 6 p.m. Mon.Sat., according to Samuel Carliner,
executive vice president of
WAAM.
On Sports Room, WAAM Sportscasters Joel Chaseman and Tommy
Dukehart give sports results and
interview local and national celebrities in the sports world. TV
Spo7-ts Special stars Nick Campofreda, who is assisted by Mr. Dukehart, songstress Terry Grue,
"Gunther Girl" Judy Bennet, and
Chuck Thompson, who tells the
sports story of the day. For this
program, WTTG, DuMont station,
occasionally feeds the Baltimore
outlet special sports celebrity interviews. WTTG also feeds a
Washington newscast to WAAM
4:55 to 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

for

KSD-TV CARD
New Rates Ready Oct. 1
KSD-TV St. Louis has issued its
rate card No. 4, effective Oct. 1,
listing rates for live talent programs and announcements, film
programs and sound-on-film announcements and charges for rehearsal time.
Live rates run from $75 per minute "A" time, $45 per minute "B"
time, to $350 per hour "A" time,
$210
hour Film
"B" time,
for 7-8-9
p.m. per
period.
programs
and
sound - on - film announcement
charges are the same, less 20%
discounts. Rates for rehearsal time
are $50 for each hour up to five cies
hours and $150 for each hour in
tiiiif
excessis of
five tohours.
"A" allOll;s{
time
1 p.m.
11 p.m.Class
Saturday
and Sunday, and 6 to 11 p.m. Mon- The
time day
is through
all other
hours. Class "B" gfai
Friday.
be,
free
ifh(
Chicago Speakers
HEADStions of
Chicago's
sta- k
will speak
at four
the TV
opening
meeting of the Chicago Television
Council's 1949-50 season Wednes
day in the Tavern Club. Those agei
scheduled to discuss prospects for
the new season are John Mitchell,
WBKB, Balaban & Katz station;
Frank P. Screiber, WGN-TV.
Chicago Tribune; John Norton,
WENR-TV (ABC), and L E.
Showerman, WNBQ (NBC).

a

better-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,0001390 w
AM
50,000
KC
105.1 MC w
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WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNSSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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Dr. Polgar Performs
DR. FRANZ J. POLGAR,
who was scheduled to start
a hypnosis and mental stunt
series on television Friday,
demonstrated his skill at a
news conference in a CBS
studio Wednesday aftei-noon
by putting four newspapermen into a hypnotic trance.
He admitted he could also
put any member of a radio
or television audience under
a spell, too, but that he did
not intend to do so. Nor, he
said, would he read commercial suggestions for his sponsor, Trimount Clothing Co.,
makers of Clipper Craft
Suits, which through the William Weintraub Agency, has
placed the show on CBS-TV
under the title The Amazing
Polgar, from 7:45 to 7:55
p.m. Fridays.

FILM

THREAT

lATSE Wage Boost
Averts Walkout

THREATENED STRIKE of 1,800 technicians in New York's film laboratories was averted by an agreement giving the union a 10% blanket
wage increase, it was announced last week by John J. Francavilla, president and business manager of Local 702, lATSE.
——■
*
Had the strike occurred, it would
have tied up the making of televi- Consolidated; De Luxe; Paramount
Pictures, Long Island ; Paramount
sion kinescopic prints, video newsreel and other telefilms.
News; Warners Ace Film LaboraIn reaching a settlement, the
tory; Warners Home Office Print
union traded its original demands
Dept.; Pathe; Du-Art; Mecca; Guffor a 32-hour week instead of the fanti; Movie' ab; Circle; Precision;
present 40-hour week for the pay Malcolm; Mercury and Producers.
boost and other concessions.
Separate negotiations have yet to
Mr. Francavilla estimated that be held with RKO, National Screen
the wage boost will amount to ap- Service, Ansco Film Laboratories
proximately $500,000 yearly. Indi- and WPIX Television. Outcome of
vidual raises will range from $4.30 the latter talks is expected, as the
past, to follow the pattern set by
to $13.20 weekly, with the average
worker receiving between $6 and the major agreement.
$8 Other
more. concessions included: 15%
TV POTENTIAL
hike for midnight crew workers;
severance pay increased from five Unlimited Field, Says Swezey
to seven weeks and two weeks' va- TELEVISION is the best educaVIDEO TALENT
after twothree.
years' service intional and entertainment medium
steadcation
of after
yet
devised,
Robert D. Swezey,
N. Y. Clearing House Opens
The union demand for the 32executive vice president of WDSUhour
week
was
opposed
on
the
TELEVISION talent clearing
ground the employers could not TV New Orleans, said in an adhouse, modeled on Central Casting
dress last week to delegates at the
their volume of business on
in Hollywood, has been created in handle
such a basis. Also deferred was a second session of the 31st National
New York. Hoyt Television CastRecreation Congress.
welfare plan, which the employers
ing and Registry Inc., supervised
contended
could
not
be
set
up
for
Discussing "Effects of Television
by Howard Hoyt, theatrical agent,
just
one
part
of
the
film
industry
on
the Use of Leisure Time," Mr.
will open its offices Monday, Oct. 3, but would have to be coordinated
Swezey told his New Orleans audiin New York's Playhouse Theatre
with all its sections.
ence that TV "potentials for an
Bldg., 137 West 48th St.
ultimate good are unlimited. But,
Deadline
Last
July
31
Others associated with Mr. Hoyt
he cautioned, recreation directors
in the venture are Tom Elwell,
The film laboratory companies
must
see that "a sensible program
and television films faced a strike
theatrical producer; Denny Beach,
for television audiences" is intedeadline midnight, July 31. Last
formerly with Leland Haywardgrated as a balanced
fare. "There
minute intervention between the is no reason
for children
to sit
MCA and now with the Hoyt
heads of several major Hollywood
Agency, and Phillip Bloom of Nasix or eight hours watching teletional Publicity Assoc., all serving
studios, for which the New York
as directors.
programs."pointing out that
laboratories make prints, and
Mr. vision
Swezey,
lATSE President Richard F. Walsh
"television is here and we must
The casting registry will make
la service charge of $2 weekly to averted the strike [Broadcasting,
accept it," continued : "I believe
Aug. 1].
the actor, and serve as a clearing
our children's programs are wholesome and good. But it is like the
Negotiations
then
were
resumed
^house for video networks and agenadvent of the automobile, the radio,
personally between Mr. Walsh and
'cies seeking actors for productions.
the film company heads. The for- the atomic age. Whether they are
•The gency also will publish four
mula finally reached was approved
^times a year a directory with photogood
I don't
know.
But wethings
must for
directus,them
toward
an
Jgraphic listings, to be distributed
by the Employers Laboratory Comfree of charge to networks and
mittee, headed by Joseph McMahon
ultimate good."
jagencies. Charge of $2.50 will of Consolidated Film Industries,
be made for the registered actor
and ratified at a meeting of Local
DuMont Sales Offices
702.
^f he desires to be listed and furLabs covered in the agreement:
SALES OFFICES of the DuMont
"nished with a directory.
TV network have been opened in
Chicago and San Francisco, Mortimer W. Loewi, director, announced
last week. Gil Berry, former sales
manager of ABC's Central Division, heads DuMont's sales office
in Chicago [Broadcasting, Aug.
8], with headquarters in the Field
Bldg. Richard Railton of Richard
Railton Co. is video network's San
Francisco representative. His offices are in the Monadnock Bldg.
Comdr. Loewi also announced
sharp increase in number of DuMont network programs originating at WGN-TV Chicago, including
KGWChicagoland Mystery Plays, Cross
FM^^
Questions and the Al Morgan
Shoiv.
PORTLAND,
OREGON
^|
SHIP'S Reporter shows telecast on
AFFILIATED
WJZ-TV New York is being adapted
WITH^f
^
for
radio presentation by its m.c. Jack
REPRESfNTED NATIONAILY BYEDWARO PETRY S CO.
Mangan.
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TEMPLE U.
AND
OTHER
OUTSTANDING
GAMES

ALL
HOME
GAMES
OF
ATHLETICS
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PHILLIES
10,000 WATTS
PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST
POWERFUL
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Video

Planned

FILM

By Hanna
CORNELL FILMS, new branch of Cornell U.'s radio-television interests at Ithaca, N. Y., already has started production on three television
Dof
films. General Manager Michael Hanna announced last week.
One will be on a livestock subject, another on poultry and the
third on how a baby is born. Al- *
though educational, all the films
Cornell Films will make and sell
will be produced with the intention
films, the bulk of its business may
they be sponsored, Mr. Hanna said. be from rental of its production.
The baby films, for example, might
is planned to make Cornell Films
be carried by a drug, baby food or It
serve television the way the biggest
baby equipment company.
He also divulged that although
transcription companies serve radio, he said.
Since Cornell Films will have
the resources of a great university
RMA TV SETS
behind it and is situated in a locality where farm, city, factory D
Ships 1,706,372 Since '47 and laboratory settings are all
TOTAL shipments of 1,706,372 TV
available, Mr. Hanna foresaw that Clo
receivers had been made by memthe company would be in a position li'dii
ber companies of Radio Mfrs. Assn.
CIr
between Jan. 1, 1947, and July 1, to produce with economy resulting
from savings in set making and in
1949, according to a city-by-city
obtaining technical advice.
compiliation released by the manuGn
facturers. RMA companies are esShowmanship First
[ri!oil
timated to turn out over 85% of
K\pI
He also stressed that although D(ti
the industry's TV .sets.
most films produced will have an ItsCi>i
Shipments of TV receivers dureducational slant, showmanship kHio
ing the first half of 1949 totaled
and entertainment will be the first «ma>
742,166 units, according to RMA.
consideration.
These went into 49 TV broadcastWilini
He stressed further that no Milv
ing areas (within radius of 50
Hii
miles of TV stations).
Olili
»m
]V
company
he
knows
of
is
now
proThe actual shipments trailed
Onlhi
ducing
TV
films
which
can
be
refirtl
RMA production figures due to the
(ill)
Be*
garded as giving a television sta- ionKim
customary lag in distribution and
tion
public
service
credit.
His
«(»
Me
to delays in some company reports.
company intends, among other Ink
Production figures for the halfhi
year amounted to 913,071 sets.
projects, to popularize the won- Ui
ders
of
science
in
educational
mi
RMA's shipment figures are designed to show where TV sets are
films which can fill a public service Son
hi
Ml
iill
going. Future reports will be is- need. Emphasizing this, he said: Will
sued quarterly. Tabulation of TV
"What will television stations ital
set shipments by TV service areas
be able to say at a license renewal
follows:
Accumulative hearing when the FCC asks, 'What ih
71
Half-Year
have you shown in the public inter
I. 1947)
(Since
Jan.
(1949)
est?' We expect to be able to give
Albany, N. Y.
22,580
Albuquerque,
telecasters the ammunition to be
Atlanta,
Ga. N. M.
317
9,801
able to answer that question. No Mil
Baltimore
iyio
3,184
49,259
Birmingham, Ala.
one else seems to be thinking of the
8,015
21,158
Boston
2,199
49,286
88,233
question, but it is bound to come up
2,222
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago
Charlotte, N. C.
21,196
12,092
and we're thinking about it now.
1,949
156,694
77,278
1,718
Cincinnati
19,195
Cleveland
52,714
Dallas
TELE-KING Corp., New York, has
33,283
921
31,406
introduced new type of indoor TVi
Davenport, Iowa
8,303
993
473
2,016
Detroit
62,87130
antenna, "Tee-Vee Tenna," compris-i
562
Erie, Pa.
ing two steel rods which can be rotated
690
Greensboro, N. C.
36,535
95
in any direction, circular, vertical or
562
Houston
horizontal, priced at $4.95.
Huntington,
2,10630
Indianapolis W. Va.
4,365
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
137,33295
Announcing
5,704
es
4,549
6,276
Los Angeles
Louisville
5,098
60,407
5,161
Memphis
58
2,042
Miami
3,643
Milwaukee
10,439
23,378
Gkrislmas Qfreaik
113
2,800
5,072
Minneapolis
10,947
Nashville
1,970
Newark, N. J.
59,978
163,504
4,711
New Haven, Conn.
27,805
10,733
New
Orleans
1,691
425,648
New
York
City
152,619
5,674
Oklahoma City
2,838
Omaha, Neb.
^ • 25 one shot half hours,
2,810
Philadelphia
204,461
75,222
1,146
1,109
Phoenix, Ariz.
f
• Low cost, one man production,
Pittsburgh
21,323
42522
55922
15,185
Portland, Ore.
nf>L.
f
• Exclusive rights.
Richmond, Va.
29,196
6,100
12,944
St.
Louis
2,879
St.
51
SaltPetersburg,
Lake City Fla.
f For FREE Sample Script and
1,862
861
San Antonio
87
87
San
Francisco
f , complete details contact:
20,194
Seanle
7,160
7,897
95
4,599
203
203
2,591
Toledo Okia
Syracuse
13,008
2,196
Tulsa,
7,378
^ V^aJlo Script Services
Washington, D. C.
53,305
Miscellaneous
22,709
5,961
^
218 N. Duke Street
TOTAL
742,166
1,706,372
Penna. itif br
Lancaster,
BROADCASTING
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World Series
(Continued from, page U7)
combined at between $350,000 and

Television Sets by Cities
Based on Broadcasting Survey
City
Albuquerque
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Boston
BufFalo
Chicago
Charlotte
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Dayton
Detroit
.Erie
'Ft.Dallas
WoHh,
Grand
Houston Rapids
Huntington
Indianapolis
Johnstown
Lancaster
Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.-St. Paul
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence
Richmond
Rochester
San Diego
San Francisco
Schenectady
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
Seattle
Syracuse *
Toledo
Utica-Rome
Washington
Wilmington

Outlets On Air
KOB-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WBEN-TV
WBKB,
WBTV WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ-TV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WEWS, WNBK
WLWC
See Ft. Worth-Dallas listing.
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WBAP-TV, KBTV
WIAV-TV
KLEE-TV

Number
700
Sets
16,000
300
76,059
4,750
125,000
28,511
175,000.
6,200
31,000
75,506
9,500
22
13,250
75,000
8,200
13,300
4,000
154
6,500
8,000
3,500
9,600
186,777

WJAC-TV
WGAL-TV
KLAC-TV, KNBH, KTLA, KTSL, KFI-TV
KTTV, KECA-TV
WAVE-TV
WMCT
8,063
6,300
WTVJ
8,100
WTMJ-TV
32,830
23,650
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
40,100
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
6,000
800,000
WABD, WCSB-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT, WPIX
WATV
Inel. NY estimate
WKY-TV
4,965
WOW-TV, KMTV
225,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
4,629
WDTV
25,000
606
WJAR-TV
7,500
WTVR
14,437
WHTM
3,139
KFMB-TV
5,500
KGO-TV, KPIX
10,628
WRGB
28,500
40,800
KSD-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
6,000
KING-TV
7,800
WHEN
18,500
8,439
WSPD-TV
57,400
1,750
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WOlC, WTTG
15,356
WDEl-TV

Source
Estimateof
Station
RMA
TV Circ. Comm.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Buff. Etec. Co.
Elec. Assn.
Dealers
Pulse
West. Res. U.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Det. Edi. Co.
Distributors
Dist. & Deal.
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Dist. & Deal.
Distributors
Station
Rod. & Appl. Assn.
Dist. & Deal.
Distributors
Station
Distributors
Distributors
Station
Dept. Commerce
DuMont
Okla. El. Co.
Distributors
Elec.
Dist. Assn.
& Sta.
Eng.
Stationest.
Station
Elec. Assn.
Dealers
N. Col. El. Assn.
Distributors
Elec. Co.
Station
Distributors
Distributors
Distributors
Dealers
TV
Circ. Comm.
Dealers

$400,000.
Mr. Chandler himself told Broadcasting that announcement of the
financial details could not be made
for the present and probably will
be withheld until the Series actually is near its end.
He explained that many items,
such as theatre television rights,
might not be completely entered
into the accounts until such a late
date and that announcement would
be held up until all the money
matters could be wrapped up in
one report. Meanwhile, it was
learned that theatre-TV rights
may amount to another $10,000
for organized baseball.
The series will open Oct. 5 in
the city of the American League
pennant winner. The camera crews
to be used will be basically the
crews which have been working
the particular ball park regularly
during the season.
Augmented crews manning as
many as five or six cameras, instead of the usual two or three, are
said to be under consideration. Additional cameras, for example,
might be placed in the bleachers
to give a back view of the game
and at points to pick up outfield
action better.
Text of the notification to TV
stations follows:
We're happy to advise that
(name of network) in cooperation
with the Gillette Safety Razor Co.

and all other television networks
is able to make available to your
station pooled telecasts of complete
World Series baseball games. The
four networks have agreed to absorb originations and cable costs
and the games are offered to
all on a no pay, no charge basis
with the understanding that you
will agree to carry the entire Series
of telecasts, including all Gillette
commercial announcements. Starting date of Series is Wednesday,
Oct. 5, at 12:45 p.m. (EST). Full
details will be supplied as soon as
possible.
leasedPublicity
immediately. may be reTV

OK

for Eyes

RESULTS of an investigation into the effects of television viewing on eyesight,
conducted by the Information
Research Committee of Television Broadcasters Assn.,
"has proved conclusively that
TV
not harmstates
the eyes,"
the does
committee
in a
four page brochure issued
last week. Pamphlet contains
statements by opthalmologists and optometric and
medical associations agreeing, without exception, that
watching television has no
detrimental effect on the
eyes. Book also includes recom endations ofthese same
authorities for best viewing
conditions to be followed by
TV viewers.

STATIONS 80
2,290,621 Approx. Total Sets
* Also claims coverage Utica-Rome area. ....
for each■. city, Total sets in
Editor's Note: Sources of set estimates are listed
may overlap in some instances. To
areas
two
since
approximate
surveyed is necessarily
scattered sets in areas not in the primary area of a television station
there arein many
offsetnotthisincluded
the survey.
and
RCA LEADER
In N. Y. TV Owner Survey

OVER 53% of the television sets in
the New York area were made by
the "Big Three," a drop of 7.8%
since June 1949, according to a research analysis of TV set ownership conducted during June, July
and August in New York's metropolitan area by Advertest Research.
RCA was leading maker with
34.5% of the sets; Philco second
with 10.6% and DuMont third with
7.9.% Other makes, in order, were
GE 6.9%, Admiral 5.8%, Crosley
4.8%, Emerson 4.4%, Motorola
4.3% and Fada 3.8%. An additional 17% was divided among 26

W0AL
nuani

$8,500.
RCA led in ownership in all four
groups— 42.4% in A, 32.6% in B,
29.2% in C and 26.3% in D. DuMont was runner-up in A group
with 15.3%; Philco in B with
12.2%; Motorola in C with 10.2%,
and Philco in D with 17.5%. Philco
placed third in A group with 7.2% ;
DuMont in B with 8.1%; Philco
in C with 9.7%, and Emerson in
D with 10.9%. Most popular type
of set was the table model owned
by 61.8%, followed by console
owned by 27.8%, consolette by 9.4%
and projection by 1.0%.

PICTURE tubes are larger, and most
popular TV set price range is $200 to
for new 1950 TV sets, according
to
analysis prepared by CaldwellClements magazines.
Telecasting

^uiimiS

,4 BROADCASTING
\

other manufacturers mentioned.
Compiled from apendix material
contained in Advertest's monthly
research reports, "The Television
Audience of Today," analysis was
based on interviews among four
income groups: A — over $7,500 per
year, B— $5,000 to $7,500 per year,
C — $3,500 to $5,009, and D— under

SUPERIORITY

COMPLEX

My husband, advertising manager of the Ding-Bat Company, used toto belivea
nice fellow with just enough of an inferiority complex to make him easy thmks
with. Since he picked KXOK, sales have gone up so fast my husband
he's the smartest advertising manager in town. Now he has a superiority complex and he's positively obnoxious.
Unhappy Wife
Dear Unhappy Wife:
Maybe KXOK should have the superiority complex instead of your husband.
During March, 1949, KXOK was within share of audience striking distance of
audifirst place in St. Louis. Briefly, this means KXOK delivers more Hooper
ence per dollar than any other St. Louis network station. No wonder Ding-Bat
checks KXOK's low-costproducts are going to town. When your husband KXOK's
low-in-St. ,Louis
coverage, and
KXOK's wide ier!
rates, he'll bepoint,
even cock
^
per-Hooper
KXOK, Si. Louis
630 on the dial
A "John Blair" station
Basic ABC
5,000 Watts
September 19, 1949
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Color Telecasts
(Continued f.cm page AS)
was believed, however, the UHF
transmission would be employed
in setting up the color equipment
in Washington to prevent disruption to present WNBW operation.
VHF-UHF color comparisons also
may be made during the demonstrations.
CBS indicated that because the
RCA and Color Television Inc. systems were only very recently announced and apparently confined
only to the laboratory, it is "not
in a position either to oppose or
support"
the said
systems.
the
network
that However,
if either
system "should out-perform the
CBS color television system in all
respects at no greater cost, and if
further, the system is ready for
public use promptly, or, alternatively, if there can be certain assurance of its operation, in the
manner promised, within a fixed
and reasonably short period of time
in the future, Columbia will support such other system."
However, on the basis of information now on file, Columbia said
it believed there are a number of
major questions yet to be answered
as to both systems. CBS said in
this connection "it is essential to
distinguish sharply between a
'paper' system of color television,
and an actual operating system."
It was pointed out that even if
a paper system were to work out
in practice as promised, there
should be considered the dollar
cost and the actual time needed to
achieve practical operation.
Color vs. Black & White
CBS outlined the following factors to be considered in judging
the various color TV systems: Actual performance of color system
with respect to standard black and
white pictures; actual performance
of color system with respect to
black and white pictures from color
signals and with respect to color
pictures from color signals; cost
of adapting existing black and
white receivers to receive black and
white pictures from color signals;
adaption cost to receive color pictures from color signals, cost of
future color receivers and cost of
converting future black and white

TELEVISION -panel symposium highlighted 1949 West Coast convention of
the Institute of Radio Engineers. Participants were: seated (I to r), Larry
Reed, chief engineer TV California; Al Hyne, RCA Service Co.; Al Isberg,
chief engineer KRON-TV San Francisco; Al Towne, director of engineering
KSFO-KPIX (TV) San Francisco; standing, Alvin MacMahon, toll service
transmission engineer. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.; Harry Jacobs, engineer KGOTV San Francisco; Royal V. Howard, symposium moderator, and Harold See,
TV director, KRON-TV.
sets; cost of transmitting and studio equipment, and time within
which a color broadcasting service
can be established.
CBS indicated another fundamental distinction must be made
between basic color . systems and
types of apparatus which may be
employed. Concluding a table of
comparisons of the three systems,
CBS asserted that its system "can
utilize all forms of apparatus thus
far suggested" but that the "converse does not hold." "As a result,"
CBS said, "the economic and operating characteristics of the RCA
and Color Television Inc. systems
cannot rise above the economical
and operating characteristics of
theOnapparatus
usableCBSby urged
either."that
other points
standard terminology be adopted to
avoid confusion at the television
hearing. Columbia indicated it
would be "more accurate and clear
to designate the RCA transmission
to its system not as 'time multiplex' but rather as 'dot sequential'
as distinguished from Columbia's
'field sequential' and Color Television Inc.'s 'line sequential'."
CBS opposed the proposal of

IF YOU HAVE A SP

®
OUR NEARBST

CONTACT
Joseph

T RADIO PROBLEM

Hershey
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o
Executive Officei — 366 Maditon Avenue, New York 17, Murray Hill 2-8755
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Paramount Television Productions
supporting intermixture of VHF
and UHF channels on grounds
more than half the present set
owners would have to buy converters and UHF receiving antennas.
The network disagreed with contention of Radio Mfrs. Assn. that
color TV is years away since it
"understands that certain receiver
and component manufacturers will
testify at the hearing to a shorter
timetable." CBS agreed with
RMA's position that any new color
system
shouldmonochrome
be "superimposed"
on
present
system
with minimum dislocation.
The network observed that the
proposal of Dr. Charles W. Geer
concerned a specific piece of apparatus rather than a color TV
system, but that such apparatus,
"when and as developed to a point
of satisfactory performance and
economic feasibility, can be utilized" in the various systems of
CBS, RCA and Color television.
May Examine
Columbia indicated it is "agreeable to affording DuMont, in accordance with its request" of a
fortnight ago [Broadcasting,
Sept. 12],
examine the"the
CBSopportunity
equipmentto and
methods, and Columbia's patent
rights and license agreements involved in their commercial utilization, to the extent relevant to the
issues of the hearing.
CBS saidparative
it isdemonstrations
agreeable requested
to "comby DuMont provided that the
standard black and white receivers
are of a type now commercially
available and in common use, and
that the viewing conditions are
normal." The network also indicated itwill "endeavor to arrange
for the demonstration of typical
types of program material, within
reasonable limits of cost and conCBS opposed the Philco proposal
venience."
that FCC not permit any color

standards except such involving
complete compatibility and excluding such involving even slight
modification of receivers. CBS
argued the public should not be
deprived of color merely because
some minor, inexpensive modification may be required to receive
color signals in black and white.
CBS also did not agree with
Philco that further time be allowed
to investigate all possible color systems. Columbia held the Sept.
26 hearing will include sufficient
information concerning compatible
systems and delay "would threaten
gravelar injury
the public."
view wasto taken
on the Similike
proposal of Joint Technical Advisory Committee of RMA and Institute of Radio Engineers.
Mr. Muller said his patent applications disclose "fundamentally new all-electronic color television systems requiring a single
channel and non-critical receiver
adjustments, and using to the utmost the present black and white
receivers on 6 mc." He said he is
seeking aid in developing and commercializing his invention.
Mr. Muller reported his system
uses "to the utmost the circuit and
reproducer layout of conventional
black and white receivers to which
is added a plural lens-projector for
converting the raster into a picture in natural colors." He explained that "in a typical embodiment this plural projector takes
the form of a 'lens-plate' molded as
a whole of plastic, glass or gelatin
of very low optical resolution."
He stated that the system "may
be looked upon as an improvement
of the known class of apparatus
wherein portions of a raster (or
record in black and white) are
alloted to three or several images
in the primary colors adopted for
optical combination by individual
Smith Gets Scope
projection."
THE
RISDON MFG. CO., Naugatuck. Conn., has appointed Paul
Smith Advertising, New York, to
handle advertising for Scope, "The
cigarette holder
that telescopes."
Television
is currently
being used
with participations on the Art Ford
show on WPIX New York. An
additional video campaign is expected to be added later.
45.0
* (average 5 periods.
Winter, 1948)
"HOOPER"*
the best buy
in
DANVILLE,
proves

VA.

WBTM
(d)
(n)
Rep: HOLLINGBERY
1*^^
ABC
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AM

TO

STAY

There's Room For All,
Says Barry

inating considerably more hours
of programs in Hollywood via
KECA-TV for later kinescope
presentation in eastern and midwestern cities than any other network. "We bel'eve in Hollywood
and we're prov'ng it with program
action," Mr. Mowrey concluded.
Chairman of the meeting was
John Weiser, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Hollywood vice president. Others
participating were Frank Marx,
ABC vice president in charge of
engineering; Bert Carter, western
regional manager. Dodge Div.,
Chrysler Corp., who together with
Les Hoffman, head of Hoff'man
Radio and television Corp., are
co-sponsoring the USC-UCLA football games this fall; E. C. Schmidt,
public relations consultant. Union
Pacific Railroad, sponsor of the
KECA-TV opening night variety
show; Robert Laws, the network's
western divis'on sales manager.

VHF Video
(Contimied from page U7)
sharing arrangement providing for
joint use of frequencies by telecasters and the government on a
non-interference basis also is considered possible.
There is a clear difference of
opinion between these engineers
and the Commission with respect
to the number of additional channels needed to meet demand.
In its proposed VHF-UHF allocation, which will be one phase of
the Sept. 26 hearing, FCC allocated 42 UHF channels, and the
Joint Technical Advisory Committee of the Radio Mfrs. Assn. and
Institute of Radio Engineers has
recommended an even greater expansion on the theory that TV
should have as many channels as
AM or FM.
The government engineers advocating UHF postponement, however, maintain that six new VHF
channels would permit a satisfactory allocation for the immediate
future. In this they have the support of at least some private broadcasters, most of whom feel reliable
UHF service is years away. Of
20 current TV applicants queried
in one informal survey, 18 reportedly said they would withdraw
rather than go to UHF.

"ABC THINKS that AM is here to stay, even though it recognizes the
selling potential of TV," Charles (Bud) Barry, ABC vice president in
charge of AM and TV programs, advised the Hollywood Advertising
Club at a luncheon Sept. 12, heralding the debut of KECA-TV, ABC
station in Hollythe national advertising picture,
:wood. The new
while recognizing that television
ilTV station was
scheduled to open
"fills a new need in the field of
Friday (Sept.
selling." But for the most national coverage at the most eco!16).
Television is
nomical price, he sa'd, radio is
still the buy. Furthermore, he
like "the automobile business all
pointed out, sales or radio sets are
still proceeding at a greater anover again," Mr.
nual pace than television sets by
Barry said,
a decided edge of several million.
Mr. Barry
pointing out that
Paul Mowrey, national director
like the auto,
television will open new roads, this of television for ABC, said there
was little doubt that Hollywood
time to new salesways. He emphasized that television is imporwould wind up as the medium's
' tant but urged all media such as production center. To this end,
radio, newspapers and motion pic- he said ABC would shortly be origtures, "to get over their fears"
•since there is decided room for all.
In television, Mr. Barry said
that facilities are all-important
and felt that ABC had justified its $1 BILLION TV INVESTMENT
faith in this belief through its $.7
Cohii Alerts TOA to Medium's Impact
million investment in the facilities
of five stations in New York, Chidemand would lower these prices.
cago, Detroit, San Francisco and WITHIN three years the television
Despite cost, however, he said that
now Los Angeles. For out of bet- industry has come to represent an
some limited experience had shown
ter facilities, he said, only better investment of $1 billion as conshows will come.
trasted to the total motion picture
that theatre TV would hike reveG & E PUBLISHING Co., New York,
nues on admission as well as conTaking the 20-acre facilities of industry investment of $2,700,000,
announces that Telecast, video fan
acquired
over
many
years,
Marcus
cessions (candies etc.), thereby
- ABC in Hollywood as an example,
picture magazine, will make its debut
law partner in the WashingOct.
18.
justifying
the
initial
investment.
Mr. Barry said he'd be delighted Cohn,ton firm
of Cohn & Marks, advised
to escort any of the NBC stars on
the
national
convention
of
the
a tour of the plant and promised
Theatre Owners of America in Los
to return them to NBC unhappy.
Angeles
last week (Sept. 12-15).
In a serious vein, he said "televiMr. Cohn, TOA television consion needs space and we have it."
sultant, advised the theatre men
' Comparing New York with Hollywood, he said that there was noth- that radio and newspapers, as well
AKRON'S TOP STATION
as the movies, must recognize the
ing in the eastern city to compare
impact of television on them. Tele© 1949.ouiWACKER
Always
in fi
with ABC's Hollywood Television
' Center.
vision's grov\rth he felt, was not
something to be passed over lightly
Frank Samuels, ABC's western
I division vice president, said they as a competitor for the entertainment dollar.
were very proud of the start of
With the aspect of technical perKECA-TV, but they were equally
formance established for theatre
proud that western division AM
business had increased 224% over television, Nathan Halpern, television consultant to Fabian Theatres,
last year. He also reported that
New
York, told the convention that
KGO-TV, the network's San Franonly the questions of programs and
cisco television outlet, is currently
profitability remain. In programs
about 90% commercial.
Like Mr. Barry, he stressed the he felt that immediate possibilities
exist in outstanding sports and
continuing importance of radio in news
events. Ultimately he felt
that theatre TV must be "in superior programs only available in the
LIBEL
and
theatres."
On question of profitability, he
admitted that single theatre inSLANDER
stallation ranged between $15,000
Invasion of Privacy
and
$25,000,
but said that greater
Plaelarlam -Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
BASIC NETWORK
For the wise Broadcaster
Movie
TV
Test
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
PARAMOUNT Television Producmowms
SnrprislnKly Inexpensive
tions Inc., operator of KTLA (TV)
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
Hollywood,
was
given
approval
by
For details & quotations
FCC last week for use of its
write
experimental TV relay station
Employers
W£EO&eO.
W6XCM in a large screen movie
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
television test. Showing was on
Reinsnran«'c
Tuesday at 5 p.m. of amateur boxCorporation
191'), SL'MMIT RADIO CORPORATION
ing matches at Olympia AudiInsnrance Exchange Bldg.,
torium there with event being reKansas City, Missouri
layed to the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, for screening.
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PEOPLE
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WFBC has top Conlan

rating in South Carolina's
first market . . . first in
Retail Sales, Payrolls, Employment, Automotive Registration, and Radio Homes.
It is "BEST

FISHIN' IN

SOUTH CAROLINA."

NBC

THREE

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
and WFBC-FM
93.7 Chonnel • 60.000 Woftf
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS-PIEDMONT STATION
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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FRANK

E. MARTINO, former account executive with ABC-TV,
currently producing TV commercials. First venture, "Fil Fahrenheit's Weather Wheel" film, is
weather indicator in replica of
sponsor's
Martino's
New
York product.
offices areMr.
at 505
Fifth
Ave. . . . American Releasing Corp.,
Hollywood, has been appointed to
handle Vitatone's series of 26 halfhour television films, "Stories Behind Famous Paintings."
U. of Miami Radio-TV Dept. will
offer this fall for first time course
in motion picture production designed specifically to produce films
for television. Grant E. Shepard
of Hollywood, Calif., will teach
course. Projects will include production of titles, out-door sequences and special effects for integration with live television productions. . . . Robert Stevens, Hollywood, has started production on
half-hour television film show featuring comedian Benny Rubin.
Titled Benny Rubin Show, it will
have fantasy format.
Sarra Inc., Ghicago, has completed first in series of one-minute
TV commercials for Purity
Bakeries. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, Chicago. Opening spot
advertises Taystee Bread and combines live action and stop motion
photography plus vocal sequences
by
tet. "Honeydreamers" mixed quin-

Trick Horse
AN alert WAVE-TV Louisville engineer has rescued an
elevator-plunging horse at
the station studios. "Sonny
Boy," a trick horse, was
brought into the studios for
Juniors Pet Show. Brought
up marble stairs by owner,
horse startled the receptionist by bolting into her desk.
After the program's end, the
owner selected the passenger
elevator
for "Sonny
descent because
the Boy's"
steps
were too steep and slick.
Strenuous pushing and
squeezing placed the horse
snugly in the elevator but
left no room for the operator.
While pondering the matter,
horror was experienced by
the owner and Dick Jackson,
WAVE-TV director, as the
elevator door suddenly closed
automatically and the horse
disappeared. They visualized
a would-be passenger on another floor of the building
greeted
by Engineer
"Sonnny Frank
Boy."
Rescuer was
Burger who had walked to
the ground floor and pressed
the elevator button returning
the horse to safety.

Society of Motion Picture Engineers, in cooperation with major
telecasters, has just completed
television test film permitting rapid
check of picture size, contrast and
detail. Film developed by committee under chairmanship of Dr. R.
L. German, research director of
General Precision Labs, enables
telecasters to be certain they are
transmitting all film producer intended with best possible picture
quality. Nine hundred eighty-fivefoot reel presents seven different
test targets and 15 scenes of outstanding quality, photographed
specifically for television. Now
available in 35 mm at $70, it will
soon be ready in 16 mm. Film may
be purchased from SMPE, 342
Madison Ave., New York.
Harold C. Strotz has resigned
as vice president of Wilding Picture Productions Inc., Los Angeles,
to devote his entire time to Muntz
TV Inc. of which he has been director for past year. . . .
Kling Studios, Chicago, has completed commercials for Standard
Oil Co. of Indiana through McCann-Erickson; for product "Heet"
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; and for
Weco Products through J. Walter
Thompson Co. All are Chicago
agencies.
Sheaffer

Video

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort
Madison, Iowa, will sponsor the
INS film, This Week In Sports, on
CBS stations in Boston, New York,
Detroit, Philadelphia and Washington Tuesday, 10-10:15 p.m.
EST, starting Sept. 20. Show will
be spotted on CBS stations in Buffalo and Cleveland because network
time was not available. Delayed
telecast has been contracted on
WBKB Chicago for Wednesday,
8:30-9 p.m. CDT. Agency is Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.

TV

SHOW

Two Sponsors in 7 Markets
HALF-HOUR television show of
football highlights. Touchdown,
has been purchased in four cities
by the Pennsylvania Ford Dealers
through J. Walter Thompson, Co.,
New York.
The telecast will be aired on the
following stations and at the following Friday night times: WJACTV Johnston, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, both 7:30-8 p.m.; WDTV
Pittsburgh 8:30-9 p.m.; WGAL-TV
Lancaster, 6:30-7 p.m.
A package of F. Walker Orr, the
series also has been purchased for
telecast on three ABC stations, by
Chrysler Sales Div., through McCann-Erickson, New York. Program will be aired on WJZ-TV
New York and WMAL-TV WashFriday, 7:30-8
and on
WXYZ-TVington, Detroit,
on p.m.
Wednesday,
7:30-8 p.m.
In addition Chrysler Sales will
sponsor National Pro Highlights,
showing each week's outstanding
plays of professional football contests on WENR-TV Chicago, another ABC affiliate. This series,
also placed through McCann-Erickson, will be telecast Friday, 7-7:30 Itr
p.m., starting Sept. 30.
KRTV DELETED
KEYL Given Extension
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT for
KRTV (TV) Minneapolis has been
cancelled by FCC. Action was taken
on advice of the station that it
was unable to comply with the condition of its grant requiring Minnesota Tribune Co., holding firm,
to dispose of its 14.6% interest in
the Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Co., KRTV's parent firm, or give
up
its 50% interest in WTCN-TV
there.
FCC held that its duopoly rule
precluded the same interest from
having a share in both television
stations in the same town [Broadcasting, March 21]. WTCN-TV is
in operation. Meanwhile, the Commission also has reconsidered and
set aside its June 29 action denying
extension of completion date to
KEYL (TV) San Antonio. Extension was granted to Jan. 7, 1950.
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BOOKLET

A BROCHURE-EYE view of what
radio can accomplish for more than
2,500 Chambers of Commerce, trade
ORD BILLINGS, former sales associations and other business
groups is now available to local
manager
of WEIM Pitchburg,
'
!F
Chamber executives throughout
Mass., named commercial manager of WWCO Waterbury, Conn. He the U. S.
The U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
replaces MORT SILVERMAN, resigned.
in Washington, D. C, has prepared a booklet, 130,000,000 LisFRED VANCE appointed television
sales executive for WOAI-TV San
teners, designed to afford a comprehensive working knowledge of
! Antonio, Tex., which will begin com■(
mercial operations the radio industry, and to help
soon. He formerly
worked in national executives analyze promotion programs from which they may desales department of
rive maximum benefit for time and
KMPC Los Angeles,
money expended.
as commercial manThe brochure was compiled by
ager for WEEK
Peoria, 111., and in Albert Leitch, national C of C
commercial depart- radio director, in response to numment of KTSA San
erous requests for technical asAntonio.
sistance in radio programming on
local levels.
BOB SMITH, member of WSAZ
Three broad classifications are
Mr. Vance
Huntington, W. Va. covered in comprehensive detail:
sales staff, elected secretary-treasurer
The industry itself, integration of
of advertising club of Huntington.
C of C activities with radio and
'TOM GARTEN, also member of sta- sample programs and suggestions.
jtion's
for club.staff, elected program director
The book points out that, with
about 1,000 more stations than
JOHN J. COLE, f ormer morning news
editor of KCMO Kansas City, Mo., newspapers in daily service, it is
appointed sales service manager for possible to reach more people
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa. He has through radio than through the
(been in sports and news with KFRU
daily press and magazines comColumbia, Mo.
bined— and that listeners are no
iHELEN BURKE, formerly with The more apt to be responsive than
Bogerts, Los Angeles advertising newspaper readers. But certain offers, testing listener response, can
^agency, joins KFI Los Angeles sales
department.
be "eye-openers."
National Chamber, for instance,
THOMAS E. POPE, former staff singer
for WELD Columbus, Ohio, joins sales cites distribution of more than one
copies of a booklet as diJstaff of mercial
WMRNrepresentative.
Marion, Ohio as com- million
rect result of an announcement on
one Let Freedom Ring program,
fPAUL A. KEHLE, formerly of WTBF
Troy, Ala., named general sales man- which it sponsors on ABC.
ager of KVER Albuquerque, N. M.
Notation on Press
The brochure also notes that
JOSEPH K. MARSHALL, formerly
laccount executive with KCBS and
the local newspa(KYA San Francisco joins KNX Holly- "copy per"making
does not necessarily mean it
wood in similar capacity.
is read. "Actually, making the
LYLE WM. HALL, former time sales- paper is equivalent to 'getting on
man with WJJW-FM Wyandotte and the air.' There is no guarantee
WJLB Detroit, joins sales staff of you have readers, anymore than
WMLN-FM Mt. Clemens, Mich. He you have listeners unless your story
also will work with Daily Monitorhas local interest . . . The fallacy
Leader and South Macomb News.
lies in the fact that the printed
KCRA-AM & FM Sacramento, Calif., newspaper story offers something
appoints Robert Meeker Assoc., Chi- - to exhibit for an effort."
cago, as eastern representative. W. S.
While most Chamber of ComGrant & Co., Los Angeles, handles
merce programs fall within the
western representation.
public interest category, many also
BOB RUTTER, salesman at KJR involve use of commercial time. In
Seattle, is the father of a girl.
view of that, the booklet deals with
WILLIAM A. AYRES, formerly manelementary aspects of broadcastaging editor of National Grange
ing, viz., local station relationships
Monthly, opens offices in San Fran- with networks and definitions of
;isco and Los Angeles as national cooperative, sustaining and commagazine and radio representative.
mercial programs. It also discusses radio time blocks, station
BOARD of Directors of Philco Corp., breaks, and classes of time, as well
Philadelphia have declared regular as audience listening habits.
Some Chambers have found it
quarterly dividend of 50c per share on
:ommon stock, payable Sept. 12 to advisable to establish radio committees, (station operators, adverlolders of record Aug. 29. Board
tising agency executives and adilso declared regular quarterly divivertising managers of local busilend of 93 %c per share on corporanesses are suggested) which handle
tion's preferred stock, 3%% Series various preliminary activities, the
\, payable Oct. 1 to holders of record National Chamber reminds execu5ept. 15.
tives. Another recommendation is
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

to
set up members
a speaker'squalified
bureau of
Chamber
to
speak on topics of local interest.
Most station managers would welcome this evidence of cooperation
in their search for timely programming, it is pointed out. In this, the
Chamber executive may well take
the initiative.
"Opening guns" of a radio campaign to advertise a Chambersponsored event may begin with
spot announcements, paving the
way for more detailed programs.
Many activities originate at the
Chamber — fire prevention, drives,
etc. — which may prove of distinct
service to the station, especially
when the former is ready to offer
available speakers.
Discussed in detail are samples
of suggested spots and programs,
broadcasting techniques, rehearsal
and timing, and scripts.. Advertising concentration on basic points
in Chamber of Commerce policy
should be taken into consideration
by executives planning programs.
Repetition of a single outstanding
thought is preferable to elaborate
descriptions, the booklet explains.
Importance of program promotion
in newspapers is also brought out.
Types of programs adaptable to
Chamber of Commerce presentations are these, according to the

U. S. C.

of C

Issues

brochure: Entertainment (with
opening and closing commercials),
news and audience participation.
Many sponsors are very often
willing to carry a spot announcement on Chamber activities, because identification with it is a
prestige-builder for the local store,
merchant or organization for whom
one of the three types of programs
is being staged, the National
Chamber believes.
Case history activities of other
Chambers of Commerce are also
detailed in the booklet. Included
are those of Toledo, Ohio (with a
series, Toledo Calling, aired on an
all-city network of WSPD WTOL
WTOD) ; Freeport, 111. (with a
weekly program
devoted to totheintroduction of new residents
city,
reports on community activities,
etc.) ; Tulsa, Okla. (series titled
The Business Front) ; Acadia Parish, La. (weekly program with
varied subjects) ; Lenoir, N. C, and
Jamestown, N. Y.
The Jamestown story needs no
elaboration. A program — The
Friendly Philosopher, launched in
1946 by retailers under the auspicesbuilt
of city'sone
Chamber
Commerce—
of theoflargest
listening audiences in the area
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25, 1948]. Co(Continued on page 71 )

..and throughout the Northwest! It's a program with an average
quarter-hour rating of 12.6! It's WCCO's "Time Out for Sports".
10:25 to 10:30 p.m. Sunday through Friday, and 10:15 to 10:30 p.m.
Saturday (following Cedric Adams). Better phone Radio Sales fast.

Network
Vic's Victory
WHEN WSHB Stillwater,
Minn., decided to promote a
picnic via radio, it didn't
count on the tremendous popularity of its
UncleStation
Vic's
Story Time
Club.
expected about 500 fans of
Uncle Vic (Vic Tedesco), but
over 700 kiddies turned up in
full force. They literally
sv/armed over him during interviews. Station managed
to tape-record the m.c.'s
plight, and play it back on
the air the same afternoon.
Uncle Vic was unhurt and
First National Bank, sponsor of the five-a-week program of stories and records,
was "tickled pink" with the
turnout, station reports.
KIFN

RURAL

PLANS

Foreign Language Schedule
EMPHASIZING foreign language
broadcasts, KIFN Phoenix, Ariz.,
will begin operation around Oct.
15, according to Manager Frank P.
Redfield.
Decision to enter the foreign language field, Mr. Redfield said, came
after analysis disclosed a "startlingly high" percentage of Spanish
speaking residents in the Phoenix
area — some 65,000. Mr. Redfield
also said there is a strong possibility that some programs will be
aimed at the reportedly fast-growing Yiddish speaking population.
KIFN, owned by Western Broadcasting Co., will operate on 860 kc
250 w daytime. Studio and transmitter building is now under construction. Equipment will be supplied by Gates Radio Co.
Mitchell Named
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, director of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, has been named as NAB
member to the 34-man board of the
Adv. Federation of America by
NAB President Justin Miller.

Within Year — Hanna
RURAL RADIO NETWORK, a chain of eight FM stations in New
York State with headquarters in Ithaca, will reach the break-even point
within a year, according to General Manager Michael R. Hanna.
Mr. Hanna said that increases in the RRN's sponsor list and economies
effected since March, when he became general manager, have re- counts. The chemical company
duced monthly losses by more than
sells fertilizer while the fruit com50%.
pany, going after a new market, is
He expected the operating loss encouraging use of bananas by
to be wiped out completely in the farm families.
next 12 months, during which time
RRN is owned by Rural Radio
the network might also round out Foundation, an organization estabits affiliation list by adding seven
lished by ten statewide. New York
more stations — bringing the total farm organizations. General Manto 15.
ager Hanna also is general managEventually he foresaw that RRN
er of the Cornell U. stations,
would cover all the northeastern
WHCU and WHCU-FM Ithaca.
states from Pennsylvania to the
Canadian border.
Those states, Mr. Hanna said,
have the same kind of farm and NARND
MEET
weather problems and constitute a
Davis
Listed for Panel
unit which RRN can ideally serve.
It is by service to the needs of
farmers in its area that RRN is ELMER DAVIS, who was quoted
by wire services as believing telealready on the path to success,
vision would, in about two years,
said Mr. Hanna.
put an end to AM newscasts as
"Listening to RRN means dollars
they are known today, will take
in the pockets to farmers who tune
part
discussion of TV's
us in," he added. "Because this effectsin ona panel
radio news
is so, we think RRN is a cinch to be at the Newpresent-day
York convention of
a financial success."
National Assn. of Radio News DiHe explained that the weather,
rectors Nov. 11-13 at Hotel Comcrop and market information which
modore, New York.
RRN is currently supplying to lisPointing out that Mr. Davis
teners in its area has made it an
made the statement at U. of Misindispensable
farmer's
business. Muchaidof tothe the
information
souri last spring. Convention Program Chairman Jack Shelley of
aired by the network can not be
obtained any other place, he said, WHO Des Moines said that the
noted ABC news analyst will dissince RRN does not rely on handcuss his current evaluation of TV's
outs for the bulk of its farm adimpact on radio shows. Mr. Shelley
vices. It has its own weather and
said that another speaker to be
market reporting systems, makes
announced later will contend that
use of farm information available
at Cornell U. and seeks to keep in AM newscasters will have plenty
touch with farmers in the area to of work for an indefinite future
learn their immediate problems and
Other NARND convention speakgive them timely and expert ad- period.
ers will include Judge Justin Miller,
vice.
president of NAB, and Edward R.
The network will shortly expand
Murrow, CBS commentator and
its programming from 14 hours
winner of the Peabody
daily to 16 hours, closing the two-time
Award.
broadcast day at 9:30 p.m., in time
for the farmers' early bedtime.
Among new business added to
RRN since March have been Allied
Chemical and United Fruit ac-
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not one, but SEVEN
Seven major Industries, we mean. Mining, cattle,
lumbering, electric power, farming, sugar beets,
meat packing. Diversification which means salesstability all year around.
Add 'em together. They tote up a Montana per
capita income of $1641 — $318 above the national average. KGVO-CBS for 85 thousand
Montanians adds to sales, too. For you?
7^

To Break

CBS RENEWALS
Seven Shows Continued

AS GUEST of Sam Molen (right),
sports director-author at KMBC
KFRM Kansas City, Casey Stengel,
New York Yankee manager, stepped
in to exchange diamond chatter and
a few chuckles last month when his
team played farm club at Kansas has
City in an exhibition game. Mr.
Stengel (center) looks over a copy of
Mr. Molen's book, Tfiey Make Me
Laugh, which includes many Stengel
anecdotes. Special Events Director
Jim Burke is at leftj With Yankee
injuries over 60 mark for season.
Colorful Casey confessed, "I may
need this before the season is over."
'MRS. PHILLY'
Suit in Contesf Withdrawn
BEFORE Common Pleas Court
Judge Edwin O. Lewis in Philadelphia on Sept. 10, Mrs. Betty
Manno, 28, of Media, Pa., vdthdrew
her suit to have 19-year-old Mrs.
Doris Mooney deposed as "Mrs.
Philadelphia" and Mrs. Jerry Holt
deprived of second place. Mrs.
Manno's petition also had named
the Philco Television Broadcasting
Corp.; WPTZ; the Reddi-Wip Co.,
sponsor
the "Mrs.
Philadelphia"
contest; ofstation
announcers
and
contest judges. Mrs. Manno had
claimed she was actually given the
most votes.
Mrs. Mooney had been adjudged
the official winner, qualifying her
for the "Mrs. America 1949" contest. Mrs. Holt was deposed as the
second prize winner in favor of
Mrs. Manno after the Philco company admitted making an error in
its scoring.
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Philco Corp. and WPTZ management conceded an error and announced that Mrs. Manno had ac.tually placed second. Show Pro- li«SI'
ducer Roy Neal said he had made
his tabulation on what the judges
had written. "I did make a mistake in the tabulation," Mr. Neal
said. "I told the judges to mark
the contestants as to first and second places only, and said that in
event of a tie, I would cast the deciding vote. I believe that was
where the error occurred."

SEVEN
CBS network program
renewals were announced Sept. 9.
They were:
American Home Products Corp., New
York, effective Sept. 19, The Romance
of Helen Trent and Our Gal Sunday,
aired Mon.-Fri., 12:30-12:45 p.m. and
12:45-1 p.m. respectively. Agency, John
F. Murray Adv. Agency Inc., New York.
Clirysler Corp. (DeSoto Plymouth Dealers), Detroit, through BBDO, Tuesday
night quiz Hit the Jackpot, aired 1010:30 p.m., effective Sept. 27. Vaughn
Monroe Show and Bob Hawk Show by WOR-FM Resumes
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C, through Wm. Esty Co., WOR-FM New York, off the air
New York. Programs aired Saturday,
since April while its transmitter
7:30-8 p.m., and Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m.,
and renewals effective Oct. 1 and Oct. was being moved from 444 Madison
Ave., New York, to North Bergen,
3, respectively. General Foods Corp.,
N. J., resumed broadcasting Sept.
New York, effective Oct. 7, its Friday,
8 on a seven-day-a-week schedule
8-8:30 p.m. period and substituting
The Goldbergs for Jack Carson Show;
which will duplicate WOR-AM
also My Favorite Husband in 8:30-9 to
programs
9 p. m. six hours daily from 3
p.m. slot. Agency, Young & Rubicam.
BROADCASTING
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IPULSE

REPORT

LA. 2d in July-Aug. Period
RADIO listening in Los Angeles
rates second-high in The Pulse Inc.
report for July 25-31, Aug. 8-14,
during which period that city was
first studied by the research group.
According to The Pulse, the period covered is that which normally
has the lowest listening level, and
ratings and sets-in-use figures
should not be considered typical for
jthat area.
Il, AVERAGEFOR QUARTER
SETS-IN-USE
THE WEEKSHOUR
STUDIED
Entire Week, 6 a.in.-12 MidnightJuly
Aug.
1949
Los Angeles
24.1
New York
21.9
; Philadelphia
19.8
' Boston
23.0
,Chicago
21.4
Cincinnati
25.7
TOP TEN EVENING & DAYTIME SHOWS
Evening
Rating
Program
July Av.
Sam Spade
The Whistler
Philip Marlowe
The Saint
'Let
Do It
SingGeorge
It Again
Count of Monte Cristo
'Mr. & Mrs. North
,The Fat Man
'Break The Bank
Daytime — 5 a week
J

Aug.
13.3
12.2
9.6
9.3
9.1
8.8
8.5
8.4
8:3
Program
Rating Av.
Aug.
July

! Breakfast Club
7.2
6.2
Helen Trent
6.1
'Aunt
Jenny
6.0
/Wendy Warren
6.0
lOur Gal, Sunday
5.9
The Guiding Light
5.9
[Ma Perkins
5.8
5.8
jSig
YoungSisterDr. Malone
5.7
! Second Mrs. Burton
5.7
Right to Happiness
i
SATURDAY & SUNDAY DAYTIME
Rating
July Av,
Program
Aug.
7.4
Grand Central Station
6.9
Theotre of Today
6.5
Under Arrest
6.4
Stars Over Hollywood
6.4
Give and Take
6.4
House of Mystery
6.3
Stop The Music
6.2
I. Rocky Jordan
6.1
Family
Hour
5.8
Junior Miss
Jimmy Powers, Sports

WINNER of contest
MONTonHLY
Vacation in Bermuda program over WLOW Norfolk, Va.,
receives five-day all-expense paid
cruise to Bermuda aboard Queen of
Bermuda liner. Half-hour daily show
is sponsored by Economy Food Stores
where official entry blanks for contest are obtained. Contestants write
50 word statement on "Why I Enjoy
Shopping at an Economy Food Store."
Program's format is daily imaginary
visit to some vacation spot in nation.
Show has been lauded by Chambers of
Commerce all over country for publicizing famous vacation spots, station
reports.
New Women's Show
THRICE-weekly program for women,
with unique repeat performance formula, has two times a day airing on
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. Called
Kitty Dierken Shops For You, show
features Kitty Dierken who shops for
average woman. Newspaper ads of
interest are noted on program besides
discussion of developments in fashion
or household equipment. Listeners
may call in for second look at interesting items, or to place orders. Scene
of action is Miss Dierken's theoretical
apartment. Guests are interviewed in
living room and guest chefs display
their arts in kitchenette. Afternoon
show caters to housewife while evening
program is geared to needs of career
girls.
Overseas Journey
SERIES of shows covering six foreign
lands and 10,000 miles, Jersey Overseas Journey, is being presented by
New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. and
U. S. Air Forces over facilities of 17
member stations of NJBA. Herb Kaplow of WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick,
N. J., conducts tour in which people
from New Jersey, living or working
overseas, are interviewed. Thirtyseven Jerseyites have been interviewed
by transcription. Ten programs have
been made.
Science Parade
PUTTING spotlight on latest science
news in simple and understandable
fashion, is new public service show
on WSM Nashville. Program, titled
Parade of Science, is aired Thursday

ting

at 5:45 p.m. and is designed to help
high school students. Show has semidramatic format and places emphasis
on current scientific developments
which will affect public's way of life
and standard of living. Well-qualified
guests are interviewed on outstanding
scientific progress and portion of
time is devoted to answering questions
sent in by listeners. Such fields as
medicine, geology, physics, nuclear fission, aviation, rockets, agriculture and
others, are covered.
Outdoor Concert
TWO HOUR noon concert of symphonic and popular recordings is
brought to downtown visitors by
KFBK Sacramento, Calif., and Sacramento Bee. Music in the Plaza is
transmitted from station, studios to
two large
speakerof units
in parkdistrict.
bandstand in heart
downtown
Programs are published in paper, day
before each broadcast, containing pertinent information concerning recordings used. City library invites interested persons to utilize its collection
of books on composers and music. Purpose of show is to provide relaxing
entertainment for visitors in City
Plaza.
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y
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SAFETY CLUB
KFH Awards Gold Stars
IN KANSAS there is now a law
making it compulsory for a motorist to have his car checked periodically. This law gave KFH
Wichita News Editor Ken Davis
an idea — for a voluntary safety
campaign. KFH Aug. 29 through
Sept. 1 conducted a four-day safety
lane in close cooperation with the
Wichita police department and the
Kansas Highway Patrol.
Each day the safety lane was set
up on a heavily traveled boulevard
in different sections of the city on
successive days. Motorists were
urged to make the trip down the
safety lane, voluntarily, "So that
a child formed
may
Fifteen
officerslive."
from the
police uniand
state highway departments made a
careful check of the cars while
KFH employes awarded a decal
which was placed on the car window
as each car got its individual okay.
The decal, carrying slogan on a
suitably inscribed gold star, designated that the motorist had thus
become a member of the KFH and
KFH-FM "Gold Star Safety Club."
During the four days, in spite
of some lost hours due to bad
weather, 5,557 motorists voluntarily
made the safety check. As a preview of the operation, 410 city
busses and taxi-cabs were checked
and decorated with the gold star
decals. It was accepted so wholeheartedly by the community that
Police Chief George Shepherd and
KFH Manager Frank V. Webb feel
that the voluntary drive should be
made an annual event.

Where Did the
WildDJ-766
West Go

You're Heartless
Careless Love
DJ-767
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the RCA Victor
hits for your convenience!
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FACTS
ON

WHICH

TODAY'S

RADIO
DECISIONS
ARE
MADE

Only in BROADCASTING
do you find news of ALL
radio— AM, FM, TV— told
all in one book, told in the
week it happens. . . .

• ACCURATELY
• INTENSIVELY
• THOROUGHLY

Send
Me

NAME
ADDRESS
ZONE

CITY

ONE YEAR AT $7.00
(Includes 1950 Yearbook)
TWO YEARS AT $12.00
I Enclose $
Please Bill Me □
BROADCASTING

mail to

870 Nat'l Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.
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TENwillTender-Pig
each week
go to tenHams
listeners
who
guess correctly aggregate score
of ten teams they select from list of
35 supplied by Sugardale Provision
Co., Canton, Ohio. Contest is in line
with airing of 19 play-by-play broadcasts of scholastic games in area over
WHBC Canton. Entry blanks, with
postage pre-paid, are available at all
Sugardale dealers in that section.
Large two-color poster is displayed in
dealers' windows and smaller cardboard poster listing games and times
of broadcasting have been distributed
to outlets. Ten-thousand pocket size
football schedules, printed in russet
brown, also have been distributed.
Live Corpses
KITE San Antonio, Tex., has sent
letter
to trade
station's
successful
use of concerning
giveaway programs
and quiz shows. Letter has triple title,
". . . More About 'Dead Telephone
Quiz Programs' in San Antonio . . .
or — We Read Hooper Reports, Too . . .
or — A Rebuttle from the Livest Corpse
in Town." Body of letter concerns
high Hooperatings of portions of station's programming and boxes on each
side contain lists of programs with
airing time and Hooperatings.
Activated Advertising
RED and yellow folder promoting
Shell gasoline's sponsorship of Jack
Horner's Corner show on KSTP Minneapolis, Minn., contains sample of what
company terms "activated" advertising.
Small cut of Shell gas pump and service man is inserted inside folder by
small spring causing cut to quiver
when folder is opened. Beneath cut is
written,
Activated
How!"
Picture of "It's
Jack Horner
also and
is included.
Cover Mailing
COPIES of cover of Broadcasting for
Sept. 5 have been mailed by KCBS
San Francisco to trade. Cover, which
features four keys, upon each of which
is written title and description of a
KCBS show, is accompanied by note,
reading "Here's the story of four new
local programs on the new KCBS . . .
four long steps toward putting KCBS
local programming on a par with
Columbia's network leadership. And
there are more to come!" Note is
signed by Jules Dundes, director of
sales and advertising.
Blotter Mailing
CUT-OUT blotter shaped like microphone is being distributed by WASH
(FM) Washington, key station of
Continental FM Network. Enclosed
with blotter is basic fall program
schedule, which includes Saturday and
Sunday sports play-by-play.
GREY Advertising, New York, has
issued study titled Eyes Off The Ceiling. Thirty-seven-page report, which
includes 58 tested ways to broaden
market, 172 ideas that have stimulated lagging volume and check-list
of 96 sales-building tools, will be sent
free to national advertisers. Others
may get it at $5 a copy.
New Use for Old Records
TWO RECORDINGS, probably more
than 20 years old, are being used as
promotion
Amos 'n' Conn.
Andy
show on for
WDRC CBS Hartford,

Records belong to listener and were
made of team of Sam and Henry,
former name of Amos 'n' Andy team.
WDRC airs recordings with statement
to effect that comedians may still be
heard on that station.
Outdoor Promotion
IN ADDITION to its previously announced fall promotion schedule
[Broadcasting, Aug. 29], KIRO Seattle
has arranged cooperative posting of
outdoor boards with Coca-Cola. Coke
boards in September feature Edgar
Bergen Show, starting over CBS Oct.
2, and station has designed overlay,
appearing on 58 boards in nine western Washington cities, featuring call
letters, dial setting and program times.
Gag award of photo of KIRO Sportcaster Pat Hayes to first staff member
spotting and reporting billboard was
won by Loren Stone, general manager
of station.
Rosh Hashanah
VIEW of Ginegar, colony in valley of
Jezreel, Israel, adorns cover of folder
sent by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. to
Jewish public and trade. Polder includes pictures of E. H. Little, company president, and Joseph Jacobs,
who prepared folder. Enclosed is copy
of letter of congratulations from Mr.
Little concerning Jewish New Year.
Prairie Music
"FROM MOUNTAIN goat to city slicker, from the first crack of dawn on
the banks of the Hudson to the setting sun on the Ozarks; the song of
America is the song of the prairie,"
begins bulletin sent to trade by WOV
New York. Pag© announces sale for
fall and winter sponsorship of Prairie
Stars show which features prairie music. Sheet
reprinted from Broadcasting,isAug. 15.
Personnel
BLAKE CHATFIELD, formerly in
charge of publicity for KNBH (TV)
Hollywood and trade editor for NBC
Western network, named broadcast
promotion
supervisor
of network's
new
Broadcast
Promotion
Unit in
Hollywood. Previous to joining NBC
in 1947 he was editor of weekly Los

Angeles newspaper. New department will handle broadcast phase of
NBC's recently announced intensified
promotion campaign. Similar unit is
now in operation in New York.
JENNINGS PIERCE, NBC Hollywood
station relations and public service
director, named chairman of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. Educational Committee. Group will work
with schools and libraries in advisory
capacity regarding radio subjects.
JOE K. PARRISH, former production
manager and account
J. B.executive
Taylor with
Inc.,
Dallas, appointed
advertising and
public relations
rector for KBTVdi-

(TV) Dallas.
JOHN
McDERMOTT, promotion
director
KMBC- i
KFRM ofKansas
W(
City, Mo.,
father
of a isboy.the

Mr. Parrish
MILD RYAN resigns as promotion director of KIRO
Seattle, to return to fuUtime teaching
schedule
at U. of Washington's School the
of
Journalism.
for
fe£
rei
GRID
49ers HOOK-UP
on 1 1 -Staf ion Network
NETWORK comprised of AM and
FM stations in northern California
has commenced operation for broadcast of the San Francisco 49ers'
professional football games. Station-to-station transmission is accomplished byoff-the-air pick-up of
the program as transmitted by the
originating FM station, KSBR San
Bruno.
From KSBR's location atop Mt
Diablo service is provided 10 stations: KTIP Porterville, KWRN
Reno, Nev., KSGN Sanger, KVEC
San Luis Obispo, KSUE Susanville,
KTKR Taft, KUBA Yuba City,
KCRA Sacramento, KVCI (FM)
Chico and KSMA Santa Maria.
Program is sponsored by Acme
Breweries, San Francisco, through
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco. In addition to the network, iair
the games also are carried by
KSAN San Francisco, KVON too
Napa, KXRX San Jose and KDON
Monterey,
fed by conventional line inli
service.
INI

0

WIBW

"^-^^TO PE^K
A
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PRESS POST
MASON

MURDER

Goes to Joseph M. Sitrick
JOSEPH M. SITRICK, chief of
special events for Washington
coverage of Voice of America
broadcasts, has been transferred
from the International Broadcasting Div. to International Press and
Publications, effective today (Monday). He will serve as news editor for Congressional coverage in
the IPP division, remaining under
State tional
Dept.'s
Office of InternaInformation.

Jury Indicts Smithwick

I
5 MURDER indicbment in the
n killing of W. H. (Bill) Mason,
• veteran newspaperman and com^ mentator at KBKI Alice, Tex., was
returned by a special grand jury
Sept. 10 against Sam Smithwick,
II a former deputy sheriff [BroadilCASTING, Aug. 1].
The same jury later undertook
( a study of voting in Alice last
; summer during the campaign for
Ithe U. S. Senate, won by Demoicrat Lyndon B. Johnson, husband
jof Claudia Johnson, KTBC Austin,
nt.
rrers.ide mithwick, 0, as rdered
o
6 w
M vedS
from, Alice, seat of Jim
/remo
) Wells Coraulnty isn south Texas, otno
Texa town of Belt
the cent
-for trial. The court held that
f feeling was too high in etdhe area
for a
s where the killing occurr
''fair trial.
Mr. Mason was shot to death
July 29 on an Alice street as he
climbed from his automobile. In
crusading broadcasts, he had
named Mr. Smithwick as owner of
) a local dance palace where prosti^tution was practiced.
J Representatives
of the Assn.
Texas and
Independent Broadcasters
the American
Newspaper Guild
have taken an interest in prosecu^tion of the case.
i The special Jim Wells County
j grand jury remained in session
, after the Smithwick indictment,
and indications were the jury was
delving into last summer's voting
. in Alice in the U. S. Senate con) test.
[ Former Texas Gov. Coke Steven!■ son, who lost the race by 87 votes
,'to Sen. Johnson, charged 200
("fraudulent" votes were added to
. one precinct in Alice after the polls
s closed in the Democratic primary.
^ The grand jury Sept. 13 subpoenaed Kellis Dibrill, former FBI
agent and special investigator for
'f Mr. Stevenson in the latter's fight
'\to block Mr. Johnson's seating in
' the Senate.
KNEM START
Nevada, Mo., Outlet Opens
yENTRY of KNEM Nevada, Mo.,
into the broadcasting field was
celebrated Sept. 9 amid a shower
of congratulatory telegrams and
flower gifts. General Manager William R. Tedrick reports.
Owned by Cecil W. Roberts,
KNEM is a 250 w outlet operating
unlimited time on 1240 kc. Studios
and offices are in Radio Hall.

4,000,000 PEOPLE
KWKW
Pasadena - Los Angeles
NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.

BROADCASTING

BASED on teen-age talents and teen-age problems and conducted almost
entirely by young people, the half-hour series. Voices of Junior Hawaii, sponsored by the Hawaiian Electric Co. over KULA Honolulu, took top place this
year in the radio division of the Public Utilities Advertising Association's National Better Copy Contest, featuring a music competition with $2,000 given
in scholarship funds and a weekly open forum. Voice of Junior Hawaii was the
brain child of Charles E. Nolan, vice president and promotional director of
Hawaiian Electric Co. and Producer Jim Wahl, radio director of Hoist &
Cummings, Honolulu agency. Soprano Helen Noh (I), and clarinetist Gabriel
Baltazar (center) won a year's music study at schools of their choice. With the
two young winners is Leslie A. Hicks, Hawaiian Electric Co. president.

SPOT

TRIBUTE

Salutes Moore Over WAKR
AS a salute to his new job, five
friends of Arthur Moore, newly
appointed program manager of
WAKR Akron, Ohio, bought a one
minute spot announcement on the
station.
The copy of the spot which included afew plugs here and there,
is as follows:
Citizens of Akron! We want to congratulate your city and this station
upon the acquisition of Arthur Moore
as program manager of WAKR. We are
sure his family will enjoy your fair
city and that Akron will take the
Moores to its heart. Moore is well
known for his work in radio ... he
is as appealing as a breakfast with
Kellogg's
Flakes
. . hisInstant
good
taste is on Corn
a level
with .Amazo
Dessert . . . his vision is as clear as
the picture on a Sylvania Television
set .chemical
. . he's fire
as efficient
as an...
Ansul
dry
extinguisher
he
is as much fun as the Borden County
Fair program and as dependable as
Borden's
dairy and
. . . additionally
his grocery
wife is asproducts
pretty
as a renHudnut
Beauty
ad
his childare as much fun as and
the new
Elsie
Comic Book. In short, Art is a real
prize. We know WAKR will continue to
grow as one of the biggest and best
stations in the country with him on its
staff. This announcement is paid for by
Stu, Hank, Bill, Hal and Herb ....
friends of Arthur Moore.
The friends of Arthur Moore,
who formerly was director of
County Fair, are Stu Peabody,
assistant vice president in charge
of advertising of Borden Co., Henry
Schachte and Bill Ewen, national
ad manager and assistant ad manager of the Borden Co., respectively; Hal Davis, publicity director, and Herb Landon, radio
publicity director of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
Needless to say, that all the products mentioned in the announcements are K&E accounts.

• Telecasting

THREE Suns, recording artists, will
be included among releases sent to
subscribers of World Broadcasting
Go's transcribed library service.

In

the

In his new post Mr. Sitrick will
supply material for wireless bulletins which afford daily transmission to some 60 countries, the U. S.
Information Service, foreign newspapers, and Voice newscasts overseas. He will cover general sessions
of House and Senate in addition
to committee meetings, working directly under George Garrott of the
Washington branch. No successor
has been named to Mr. Sitrick's
Mr. Sitrick joined State Dept.'s
IBD in September 1948 after workstaff ing
foron aBroadcasting's
year and a half,editorial
during
post.
which time he covered Capitol Hill
and State Dept. Previously he was
on the announcing staff of WHBF
Rock Island, 111., and during the
war was production-director and
assistant officer-in-charge of the
Navy's
Armed Forces Radio Service in Washington.

market

smooth-as-silk
There's no need to risk the irritation of a dubbing job where the
levels aren't quite matched ... or
the timing is a little off. Not when
you can have the benefit of RCA
Victor "know-how"! At RCA you
enjoy all the advantages . . .
• The most modern equipment and facilities
in the trade, plus 50 years' experience.
• High-fidelity phonograph records of all
kinds. All types of Vinylite transcriptions.
• Complete facilities for turning out slide
film and home phonograph type records.
• Fast handling and delivery.

for

dubbing?

When —youwhycantake
gef anything
RCA "knowhow"
less?
Send your masters to your
nearest RCA Victor Custom Record
Sales Studio:
1 55 East 24th Street
New York I 0, New York
MUrray Hill 9-0500
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago II, Illinois
Whitehall 4-2900
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
You'll find useful facts
in our Custom Record Brochure.
Send for It today!

CUSTOM
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UNESCO MEET
Opens in Paris Today
U. S. DELEGATION to the fourth
session of the General Conference
of UNESCO, headed by George V.
Allen, assistant Secretary of State
for Public Affairs, left Washington Wednesday (Sept. 14) for
Paris. The sessions open today
(Monday) at headquarters of
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
and is expected to close Oct. 5.
Other representatives nanned to the
delegation by President Truman include Milton Eisenhower, vice chairman; Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress; Reinhold Niebuhr, religious
leader and, Martha Lucas, president
of Sweetbriar College of Va. [BROADCASTING, Sept. 12]. Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.) and Rep. Mike
Mansfield (D-Mon.) were named Congressional advisors. Confirmation of
delegates still awaits official approval
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the full Senate, but is a
foregone conclusion.
Special advisors on the delegation include Ellis Arnall, former Georgia
Governor and now head of Independent
Motion Picture Producers; Oscar Hild,
executive
of James
Petrillo's
American officer
Federation
of Musicians;
Eric Johnston, president of Motion
Picture Assn. of America, and others.
GIVEAWAYS

CONSOLE MODEL 300* .. . $1,573
PORTABLE MODEL 300 .. . $1,594.41
RACK MOUNTED
$1,491.75
•Meter Panel Extra F. O. B. Factory, Son Cor/os, CaWt.
Read what Frank Marx, Vice President in charge of
Engineering, American Broadcasting Company, says :
"For the
magnetic
recorded
For 2618

past two years A. B. C. has successfully used
tape for rebroadcast purposes . . . A. B. C.
on AMPEX in Chicago ... 17 hours per day.
hours of playback time, the air time lost was

less than three minutes: a truly remarkable record."
SPECIFI CATIONS
Starting Time: Instantaneous.
Frequency Response:
(When starting in the Normal Play
At 15"± 2 db. 50-15,000 cycles mode
of operation, the tape is up to
At 7.5"+ 2 db. 50-7,500 cycles full speed in less than .1 second.)
Signal-To-Noise Ratio: The overall Flutter and WOW: At 15 inches per
unweighted system noise is 70 db. second, well underO.1% r.m.s., measbelow tape saturation, and over
uring all flutter components from 0
60 db. below 3% total harmonic to 300 cycles, using a tone of 3000
cycles. At 7.5 inches, under Q.2%.
distortion at 400 cycles.

Manufactured by Ampex Eleetrie Corporation, Son Carlos, Calif.
DISTRIBUTED BY
I BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES * GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO. Inc.
9028 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1650 Broadwoy, h4ew York, New York ♦ PLaxa 7-0780
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Says 54% in Minn. Poll
UNLIKE the FCC, Minnesotans
think that radio giveaway shows
should be permitted to continue,
according to results of a poll conducted last month by the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune.
More than half (54%) of the
state's adults interviewed by the
Tribune said they were in favor
"of letting the radio giveaway
shows teengopercent
on felt
as they
Ninethat are."
the number
of such programs should be cut
down, 15% would like to see them
done away with entirely and 12%
had no opinion or gave qualified
answers.
Question was, "Are you in favor
of letting the radio giveaway shows
go on as they are; or, do you think
fewer of them should be allowed;
or, would you rather see all of them
done away with?"
WDYK, WJER Plans
WDYK Cumberland, Md., is expected to be on the air by Oct. 1
and opening of WJER Dover, Ohio,
will take place in about 60 days,
according to Charles E. Dewey Jr.,
general manager of WKJF (FM)
Pittsburgh. The three stations
are owned by Universal Broadcasting System, Pittsburgh. WJER
will broadcast on 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited and WDYK on 1230 kc,
250 w unlimited. Latter station is
under management of George
Kapel, formerly manager of WDNE
Elkins, W. Va. WDYK will be affiliated with ABC.
INDIANA School of the Sky, of U.
of Indiana educational series, will be
used by public schools in Minnesota
during coming- school year.

FREE

NEWS

Canham

Speaks in Seattle

FREE interchange of information
and news via radio and press is a
prime essential to understanding
among nations today. This opinion
was expressed by Erwin D. Canham, editor of the Christian
Science Monitor and ABC commentator, in an address to a Seattle
Chamber of Commerce audience
early this month. Mr. Canham is
a member of the U. S. Commission
on Information and earlier this
year served as an American delegate to the Geneva conference.
While in Seattle, he was guest on f"''
News Conference, the half-hour loti
panel interview transcribed forf'^'tie
KJR at the Washington State
Press Club.
The Voice of America was effective in penetrating the Iron Curtain until the Soviet jamming pro- wei
gram started in April, and the
biggest proof of this fact was the
jamming campaign itself, Mr. Can- m
ham told the News Conference interviewers, who included Carroll V
Foster, public aifairs director of
KIRO Seattle; Don Reed, publicity Lee
!ast
director for KJR; Jerry Morris,
nidi
IDli
freelance actor, and Abe Glassberg, editor of the Everett Herald.
Jerry Hoeck, account executive
with Wallace Mackay Adv. Agenion
cy, Seattle, was moderator.
lew
"We newspaper and radio men terii
must constantly struggle to secure
and present information to the
inal
people," Mr. Canham said on the iat{
broadcast, adding that if the
American people are not informed, tarii
they will not be able to make the
necessary
of the day.decisions on major issues

CAROLINAS MEET
To Hold Joint Luncheon! isti

THE
NORTH
the bread
South— Oct.
the! "^
Carolinas
— will and
break
16 when
the South Carolinal".?
Broadcasters Assn. meets at Southern Pines, N. C, Oct. 16, according
to Bevo Whitmire, president of
SCBA. Carolina
A jointAssn.
luncheon
with the|'*
North
of Broadcasters, headed by Harold Essex, vice
president and general manager of
WSJS setWinston-Salem,
C, has'
been
for 12:30 p.m.,N. with
the
members then breaking up into two
groups for a business session
Mr. Whitmire has announced
that the
"excelto
lent"
and program
members will
whobe hope
attend should notify Jack Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, who is act
ing as secretary.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One .of schools
the leading
and
oldest
of Radio
Technology in America, offers Us
trained
and Television techdustry. Radio
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress
Placementinquiries
Directorto
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
S60 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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DEMO OFFICIALS
Featured in Western Series
; TOP-LEVEL officials of the Demoj cratic Party, including members of
j'President Truman's cabinet, were
^ scheduled to take to the airlanes
yesterday (Sunday) and today for
a series of network, regional and
Jlocal broadcasts in connection with
; the 11-state Western State Confer„ ence in San Francisco, dealing with
the theme "Land, Water and Jobs."
J Regional and local broadcasts
;)Were to include such officials as
: Commerce Secretary Charles Saw;yer. Labor
Secretary Maurice
t iTobin, and Interior Secretary Julius
[r;*Krug. Secretary Krug's address,
irJslated for today from 4:30 to 4:45
j^'p.m.
EDT for
on Pacific
ABC, is
to be
rebroadcast
Coast
listen[.. ers. In addition, Charles Brannan,
Secretary of Agriculture, is to be
).. heard tonight, 10:45 to 11 p.m.
leijover MBS, and also on the Don Lee
; Pacific Coast network earlier in the
i.i.(evening. Local west coast broadi.L casts also were aired.
M Vice President Barkley will be
ifjiiwidely heard in the west on Don
yjvLee from 10:30 to 11 p.m. PST,
s'/and on the Pacific and mountain
!-- segments of ABC. William Boyle,
il lnew chairman of the Democratic
'ejeNational Committee, was scheduled
i-jto speak yesterday, while Oscar W.
I Chapman, Undersecretary of Incjcterior,program
appearedlaston Friday.
NBC's Pro and
xl^Con

ijlGag writer Sessions
HELPFUL hints on the preparation and sale of original comedy
material, with special emphasis on
TV markets, are being given by
i various lecturers at the fourth annual sessions of the Gagwriters
niilnstitute which started last Wedij'.nesday (Sept. 14) at Malin studios
j 'jin New York. Among those returnjLing as lecturers are "graduates"
1^1of the school who have worked for
^ such top radio-TV comics as Arthur
^ Godfrey, Milton Berle, Bob Hope,
Robert Q. Lewis, etc. Art Henley,
f author of Radio Comedy: How to
.Write It, returns as lecturer during
(this session.

JROADCASTING

i^toduction

RE. , WDAK FENNEL,
Columbus,formerly
Ga., andof
WRDW Augusta, Ga., and program manager of WIVY and WJHPFM Jacksonville, Fla., joins WKIX
Columbia, S. C, as program manager.
RONALD MOORE, joins WCSI (FM)
Columbus, Ind., as announcer replacing JOHN THOMPSON, who has
returned to school.
FELIX GRANT joins WWDC Washington as disc jockey taking over
WILLIS CONOVER Tune In show
from 10 a.m. to noon, Mon.-Fri. Mr.
Conover will be heard on Willis Conover Show from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
BEN OMAN, former staff announcer
at WSTC Stamford, Conn., and WCAX
Burlington, Vt., joins WJOY Burlington announcing staff.
IRENE SUTTER, formerly with
KMOX St. Louis and WKYW and
WINN Louisville, joins WLOU Louisville as continuity director. She replaces CHET SUTHERLAND who is
reportedly joining a Canadian station.
GWENYTH
(Gwen) HARRINGTON,
authoress and newspaper columnist,
joins
CHUM Toronto, Ont., as women's
commentator.
JANE RYDSTROM, secretary to program manager of WAAM (TV) Baltimore, appointed assistant producer for
station.
ANNE RADEMAKER, freelance writer
for radio for many years and formerly
connected with KJR Seattle, joins
KTBI Tacoma, Wash., as program
director. Also added to station staff
is PRESTON PRICE, announcer.
JOHNNY CLEMENT, member of
staffs of WHLF South Boston, Va.,
and WARD-AM & FM Johnstown, Pa.,
becomes announcer for WDVA Danville, Va. He succeeds JIM ADAMS,
who has joined WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
KENDRICK CROSSLEY, formerly
chief announcer of CJKL Kirkland
Lake, Ont., joins announcing staff
of CKEY Toronto. CLIFTON
STUART, formerly of CKGB Tim-

ecasting

mins, Ont., appointed chief announcer
of CJKL.
LEWIS D. GOMAVITZ, who apprenticed under Nils T. Granlund and
Billy Rose, has been added to NBC
TV production staff in Chicago. He
was stage manager for Messrs. Granlund and Rose before joining Navy
in the last war and producer at
WBKB Chicago in 1946. While at
Balaban & Katz station he directed
top-rated Kukla, Fran and Ollie. He
will work on same show at NBC.
RICARDO CORTEZ joins cast of
ABC's The First 100 Years show.
DALE HARPER formerly head of
CBS Hollywood transcription department, and BILL NELSON, member of
staff, named assistant directors for
network. HAMILTON KEENER replaces Mr. Harper; BOB HENDRICKS,
Mr. Nelson.
CECIL BARKER, formerly production
asistant to DAVID O. SELZNICK,
joins Don Lee Network as executive
producer on television.
BILL HOLMES, formerly of CHEX
Peterborough, joins production staff
of CFCH North Bay, Ont.
GENE KONSTANTYNOWICZ, member of staff of WJLB Detroit, given
Ernie Pyle award by John Kozdron
Post of VFW for his efforts on behalf
of Polish veterans and civilians. This
is highest honor paid by VFW to
civilian.
B. KENDALL CRANE, program director of WWSW
Pittsburgh, appointed evening instructor in radio
at Duquesne U., same city
SHERM BUTLER, conductor of Story
Book Hour on WASH (FM) Washington, is the father of a boy.
CHARLES
W. AVEY
Jr., KMBCKFRM Kansas City, Mo., continuity
editor, and Charlotte Pringle have
announced their marriage.
MARVIN ELLIN, member of staff of
aWCAO
boy. Baltimore, is the father of

CANADA RATINGS
'20 Questions' Tops List
FIVE EVENING network programs are listed for August as most
popular in Canada by ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto. Twenty
Questions led with a rating of 12.1,
followed by King's Men 11.4, Mystery Theatre 10.3, Music Hall 9.2,
and Contented Hour 7.2. Daytime
five most popular network programs in August were Ma Perkins
12.8, Pepper Young's Family 11.9,
Big Sister 11.8, Right to Happiness 11.2, and Aunt Lucy 10.8.
Only French language evening
show listed in August ratings is
Librairie Metropole with rating of
6.1. Five leading daytime French
programs in August were Jeunesse
Doree 18.9, Rue Principale 18.4,
Grande Soeur 17, Maman Jeanne
15.9, and Tante Lucie 15.7.

There's a New^look
in Northeastern Ohid
IT'S A NEW LOOK because . . .
It sparkles with greater sales results
from today's more conservative ad exIT'S A BOLD LOOK because . . .
penditures.
The
patternandno outmoded
longer conforms
to old-in
time-buying.
fashioned
traditions
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO
PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN
NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from us Increased
its power
and therefore
a station
24
miles from
us lost more
than
half its audience in the Canton
Market.
2. Another stotlon 38 miles from us
lost some of Its b«st features and
therefore lost sevefol percentage
points dience
in ratings.
its Canton Market au3. WHBC increased Its power to 5,000
watts . . . became an affiliate of
ABC . . . and therefore another
station 24 miles from us lost pracoucflence. tically all its Canton Market
RESULT:
WHBC In Canton is now the station
that
completes your
picture
NORTHEASTERN
OHIOcoverage
because
WHBCin
has gained audience while listening to
all other stations has split seven ways.
Check Taylor Borroif About . , .
. Brand New Hooperatings
. More listeners at less cost
. Retail tales that still hold firm
. Local promotion that sells
. market
A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT"

LOOK
about the NEW BOLDCAN
TON
WHBC
M in NORT
HEASTERN OHIO
Mr. Hale Byers
Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborn
Minneapolis, Minn.
Dear Hale:
Onelers whatthin'
noticed
'bouttheyth'shore
felrunsI've
WCHS
is thet
knozvs how ter
a'
Charleston'
keep
th' name
ISiumber
Ones
Station
before
th' public
i'cssir,
when !
folks ters
'round
WCHS
here
thinks
radio,
th' let-o'
jest
nacherly
comes
ter ,
mind. N ow
as th' Traffic
take seek thin's
Courtesy
trol them Pafell e r s run
around
town
fer a coup la
fer
lite
weeks perlookin'
drivers.'em,
They'd
stop
rean' then
give
cord anwithinterview
'em,
'em some
ballan' a sticker
game tickets
Algy
shield. Hit
fer
th' went
windshore
talkin' 'bout WCHS! Now,
Hale,
e V er'
bo dy.thet
big,
an'' s
there kinda talk is what over
does good
fer
a station an' its advertisers ! Jest tho't
yer'd like ter know thet when radio is
mentioned in Charleston, folks think o'
WCHS!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
September 19, 1949
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•
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PAT

GRIFFITH
Leaves NAB for WHO

PAT GRIFFITH, NAB women's
director, has resigned effective Oct.
15 to become community service
director of WHO Des Moines, a
post she held
prior to service
in the WAG.
Miss Griffith
joined NAB in
late 1947 after
■serving as vi^omen's director at
Washintgon stations and freelancing in TV.
In assuming the
Miss Griffith
WHO post she
will direct local talent activities.
She holds the Bronze Star Medal
and five other war decorations,
mainly for establishing the Women's Section in the Southwest
Pacific.
NAB has not announced a successor. As NAB women's director
Miss Griffith was executive secretary of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters. AWB operated as a
separate entity at NAB for some
time but last fall was placed under
the Public Relations Dept.
MYSTERY series, / Love a Mystery,
ofl air for nearly five years, will return over MBS as Monday-to-Friday
series, 7:45 to 8 p.m., starting Oct. 3,
in accordance with network contract
with Carlton E. Morse, writer-producer.

READILY
PACKAGED

former West
REIFF
LIE newspa
NATA
per woman and
Coast
MBS staffer, joins Yolen, Ross
& Salzman, New York public relations and publicity firm, to handle
Robert Montgomery ABC radio show.
JAY WESTON, magazine writer, also
joining company. Yolen firm moving
to 2 West 46th St., with new telephone
number, Judson 6-4300.
MARCELLA NAPP, formerly with
M-G-M Pictures, David O. Selznick
Inc. and Twentieth Century-Fox, appointed talent and casting executive
as West Coast coordinator for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Radio Attractions.
She will make her headquarters at
M-G-M lot in Culver City, Calif.
GEORGE REID, formerly of promotion dpartment of Standard Oil of
Indiana, joins contact and sales
promotion staff of Jam Handy Organization, Detroit.
WILLIAM HURLEY, formerly in
MBS Queen for a Day production
office, joins Geller Productions, Los
Angeles, as travelling producer.
LOU EINSTEIN joins Atkins-Gilbert
Inc. (television film producer) as
salesman.
WILLIAM H. GLASSCOCK, in radio
and television field for past 24 years,
named executive producer of Television Consultants Inc., New York, pro-

SALEABLE
PROGRAMS

LOW
FLAT

COST

RATE

BASIS
Now you can purchase transcribed feature programs at a straight unit cost
without regard to wattage or rate card
rates. As an example, 78 episodes of
"The Smiley Burnette* Show" can be
had for as low as $100.00.
Alsoi available for Immediate broadcastine are

STILL AVAILABLE IN A FEW MARKETS
A special feature program with lilgii
HOOPKR, where celebrities give clues
about themselves — plus a merchandising
"hook" that guarantees traffic to the
sponsor.

"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH"
by Alexander McQueen
"WHEN DAY IS DONE"
by Frann Weigle
* Cowboy star of "Duranjo Kid" series for Columbia Pictures
WIRE OR PHONE FOR EXCLUSIVE
RIGHTS IN YOUR TERRITORY
Audition discs available — $2.00 deposit required.
RADIO PRODUCTIONS

HAL TATE
360 NO. MICHIGAN AVE. • CHICAGO 1, ILL. • RAndolph 6-6650^
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gram package firm.
ED SCOFIELD & Assoc. Hollywood
(public relations), organizes television
department with PAT MICHAELS as
head.
MICHEL NORMANDIN, former radio
director of Canadian Adv. Agency,
Montreal, forms Michel Normandin
Broadcasting Services, production Company in Montreal. Offices are at 1265
Stanley St.
RICHARD HODGSON, director of
technical operations. Paramount Pictures Inc., flew from New York to
Los Angeles for his presentation of
Paramount's theatre — TV experiences
before Theatre Owners of America
convention. Paramount's latest model
theatre-TV unit was shipped to Los
Angeles for demonstration at convention.
FLORENCE GREEN, former casting
director at CBS-TV and in production at WPIX (TV) New York, joins
TV Programs Inc., newly formed
package organization, as producer.
C. G. (Tiny) RENIER appointed manager of Pasadena Institute for Radio.
Pasadena, Calif., with which he has
been associated for past year.
RADIO FEATURES Inc., Chicago, announces sale of The Deems Taylor Concert to 22-station Inter-Mountain Network. Series will originate at KALL
Salt Lake City beginning Oct. 3.
GEORGE B. HUNT and WALLY
WEBB
open talent offices at 1650 N.
2-7328.
Vine St., Hollywood. Phone: Hudson
JACK O'MARA, Pacific Coast manager of C. E. Hooper Inc., is in New
York for three weeks' conferences.
NBC becomes 37th subscriber to TVNetwork Hooperatings, according to
C. E. Hooper Inc., New York. Service
began publication in June with 17
charter subscribers.

pliance department with that of other
divisions. He formerly was vice president in charge of production and
sales for Telicon Corp., set and master antenna manufacturer.
GEORGE P. LOHMAN, former sales
representative for DuMont Labs,
Clifton, N. J., made eastern regional
manager for company; JOSEPH H.
MOSS Jr., former district manager of
sales in Chicago area, named central
states regional -manager; ROWLAND
W. GUILDFORD, former assistant
sales manager, appointed New York
regional sales manager.
looj
AUDIO-MASTER Co., New York, announces high-quality playback machine, as small and lightweight as portable typewriter, with three-speed motor
for 78-45-33 RMP, new-type pick-up
arm with reversible twist crystal and
eight - inch loudspeaker. Machine
plays
kinds andup sizes
records allandtypes,
transcriptions
to 17%of
inches and may be used as P.A. system. Selling price is $64.50,
MOHAWK
ADV.
Firm Announces 70 CHents\

MOHAWK ADVERTISING Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., has announced lole
a list of 10 concerns on its current
ion
accounts.
Listed
are General Electric
Co.
(Broadc a s t i n g
Div.), Tri- State m
Distributors
(Ad- m
miral Television),
United Baking
Co.,
ColonialCo.,
Ice
Cream

et:
Thompson
Laundries, LeValley
McLeod Inc. (disMr. MacDonald
tributors), W. J.
Frederick & Sons (florist), The lent
Lobell Co. (wholesale confectioner), Shepard Furriers, and Schemittee. nectady County Democratic ComMohawk Advertising Co. is managed by Alex G. MacDonald, who
formerly was supervisor of station
sales and promotion of the Broadcasting Div. of General Electric
Co. and for six years prior to that,
tady.
was advertising and sales promotion manager for WGY Schenec-

Equipment
HAMILTON COREY, with Graybar
Electric Co., New York, for 27 years,
and most recently manager of supply
and outside construction sales diviBen Mifier Appointed
sion, appointed branch manager in
Charlotte, N, C.
BEN MILLER, assistant director
of the recently abolished NAB
ALEXANDER NORDEN Jr., former
executive vice president of L. S. Program Dept., has been namedj
director of community programs of
Brach Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., and
the National Paint, Varnish &
founderdent ofand
presiInterstate
Lacquer Assn., according to Gen.
Mfg. Corp., NewF. Battley, president. His
ark, appointed to Joseph
duties will center around the anorganizevelop and
denual paint-up fix-up campaign of
new Wired
the association. Mr. Miller, prior
Assemblies division
for Cornish Wire
to Army service, was at WGAC
Co., New York.
Augusta, Ga., and WPID Petersburg, Va., and for nine years was
SAMUEL SURREY, formerly
on the production staff of Young &
sales manager of Rubicam, New York, working on
We, the People.
vision division,
Raytheon teleNorden
Mr.
Colen Gruhn Co. Inc., New York,
DAILY half-hour broadcast direct
ramed vice president. Colen Gruhn
from United Rubber Workers Convenis Raytheon set distributor for metrotion at Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
politan New York. Mr. Surrey will will be carried this week by WCUO- \
FM Toronto.
coordinate distribution of firm's apBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

1'ccknical

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN

tOP-FLIGHT entertainment serves as the springboard for one of ABC's top
"looperatings out Houston way where Glen McCarthy's fabulous Shamrock
lotel is the originating point for the network's Saturday at the Shamrock.
Program is written, directed and produced by the staff of KXYZ, Mr. McCarthy's Houston station, in cooperation with the hotel, and already has
featured such name talent as Hildegarde, Charlie Spivak and Glen Gray of
lasa Loma fame. In a pre-broadcast warmup KXYZ Announcer Roland Baker
lives demonstration of hypnotism and mind-reading while Fred Nahas (I),
JCXYZ executive vice president, looks on skeptically, and Art Finger, prouction manager, kneels with microphone to describe actions to audience.
r
m

KC CASE

] FCC Denies Norris Request
'ETITION of John M. Norris, Red
iion, Pa., for immediate action on
is bid for a new 1 kw daytimer on
)40 kc there, has been denied by
ih'e FCC. Mr. Norris asked amendhent of Sec. 3.25(b) of FCC's
iules to remove 940 kc from its
llass I category on grounds the
lassification violates the North
^merican Regional Broadcasting
agreement. He also claimed that
3r all practical purposes the fre-

quency is unassignable anyway as
Class I-B in the U. S.
In its memorandum opinion, issued Sept. 9, the Commission held
that its broader interpretation of
NARBA sustained the classification given 940 kc in its rules, and
if not, the frequency could not be
reclassified now in view of pending proposals in the clear channel
case, still to be decided.
SPECIAL shows and broadcasts will
be staged throughout this week by
KPRM Kansas City, Kan., direct from
midway of Kansas Free Fair at Hutchinson.

You don't need a slide rule to find
THE ECONOMY BUY IN NORFOLK!
Get the facts from Broadcasting Marketbook (page 194)
Consult Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power", May 1949, about
VIRGINIA'S NO. 1 MARKET
POPULATION
567,400
and remember . . .
MUTUAL NETWORK AFFILIATES
W^AP
TT
*l
MM KILOCVCLCS

PORTSMOUTH

NORFOLK

NEWPORT NEWS

WSAP-FM
99 7 MEGACYCUES OR
B. Walter HufTmgton, General Manager
IROADCASTING
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Ask Ra-TelJ

planningen-,
deNEUF,of chief
K.in charge
DONALD gineer
construction and engineering
operations of Rural Radio Network
since its establishment in fall of
1947, promoted to assistant manager
in charge of engineering and network
station relations. He was with Raytheon Mfg. Co. before coming to
Ithaca and for 14 years was with
Press Wireless serving variously as
general superintendent, director and
vice president.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
Inc., New York, radio division, announces two new miniature electron
tubes, T 514 pentode power amplifier
type 1W4 and T
triode amplifier
or oscillator type 1C3. Both are designed for battery operation and have
1.4 volt d-c filaments requiring only
50 milliamperes.
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LAB.
Inc., Mineola, N. Y., has published
brochure on its new high speed rectangular coordinate recorder, type 373.
Instrument plots voltage, or logarithm
of voltage, as function of time or of
displacement angle of measured element. System is used for measuring
antenna patterns, light intensities,
sound pressures, heat levels and counting rates.
RCA Tube Dept., Harrison, N. J., announces new low-cost 15-inch duocone
loudspeaker (RCA-51531) of permanent-magnet type, designed for initial
equipment or replacement use in highquality radio and TV receivers, broadeasting station monitors and soundreproducing systems where high-fidelity is major requirement.
WYNN Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, announces new stamping press to simplifyvision
and improve
preparation
teleslides and titles,
called ofWynn
Teletitler. Instrument can be used for
printing on acetate surfaces for double
printing or superimposition work, as
well as for printing sharply and
clearly on paper and drawing boards.
RADIO Division of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Emporium, Pa., announces revised edition of its manual
containing data for 637 radio receiving tube types and cathode ray tubes.
Manual contains 418 pages and is
priced at 85^.

ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen,
and made
television, early thisradio
summer
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
TheTurner.
Texas Rangers transcripJ.
tions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, twite or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Productions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI r

FIRST.
WHERE THE
MOST

!

WJDX
NBC AFFILIATEl
IN Jackson
[MISSISSIPPI

Radio Booklet
(Continued from page 63)
operating with both the Chamber
and Retailers Manufacturers Assn.,
businessmen sponsor both weekly
and daily commercial radio proThe brochure, which acknowlgrams.
edges assistance and information
furnished by ABC, CBS, NBC and
Broadcasting, is being distributed
free to all radio stations, in addition to local Chambers and trade
associations, according to Mr.
Leitch. Others may request copies,
to be sold at cost, by writing to
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, 1615
H St., N.W., "Washington, D. C.
HECHT Co.'s Community Reporter
show was broadcast from barn at Montgomery County Fair for three days by
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.

. M eoles volume
J \\„r vo ume amonu
e nation.
900 A\OT WJth
-FM ore
DX
J
WJDX and WJ
5000 - DAY
1000 - NIGHT

'\9 YEARS' leadership]
[Represented Nationally]
[George P. byHollingbery
Co.,
the
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RADIO-MINDED
Levy Adv. Reports Accounts,

VA. GROUP
Broadcasters Hold Meet

PROMINENT officials of radio,
advertising agencies and related
fields were slated to address the
West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters at its annual meeting held Friday and Saturday (Sept. 16-17)
at the Greenbrier Hotel, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Representatives of the state's 34 stations convened at the conclave, presided over by John S. Phillips,
WCAW Charleston, president of
WVAB.
The business meeting of the
association was to get underway
Saturday at 10:30 a.m., with a
panel devoted to television. George
E. Storer, president of Fort Industry Inc., presided over the session. Panel members included
Campbell Arnoux, president of
W T A R Norfolk, Va. ; James
Ketchie, RCA, and John McCoy,
chief television attorney of FCC.
A discussion of radio sales problems made up the afternoon
agenda. Slated to sit in on the
panel were Frank Silvernil, BBDO ;
Tom Flanagan, National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives, and
John New, general manager of
WTAR. Invitations for the meeting also were sent to representatives of the Virginia Assn. of
Broadcasters, radio equipment
firms, and transcription and news
organizations.
Committee handling arrangements comprised Bill Rine, WWVA
Wheeling; Pat Beacom, WWW
Fairmont; Joe L. Smith Jr., WJLS
Beckley; James T. Quirk, WKNA
Charleston; George Clinton,
WPAR Parkersburg, and Jack
Gelder, WCHS Charleston.
FTC Hearing
MISREPRESENTATION of correspondence courses in radio and
television by Radio Training Assn.
of America has been charged by
Federal Trade Commission. FTC
was scheduled to hold a hearing on
the correspondence firm in Los Angeles last Thursday (Sept. 15),
with Everett F. Haycraft as trial
examiner.

LEVY

KEY figures from WCCO Minneapolis line up at CBS outlet's display booth
at Minnesota State Fair: (I to r) Sig Mickelson, director of public affairs;
Larry Haeg, farm service director; Cedric Adams, newscaster and radio personality; Merle S. Jones, general manager, and Tony Moe, sales promotion
manager. Station officials estimated
500,000
closed Sept.
5. people 'saw booth before fair
VYCMW
AtA-FhA
Sale Approval Proposed
ACQUISITION of control of
WCMW-AM & FM Canton, Ohio,
by General Manager S. L. Huffman
and Attorney K. B. Cope for
$26,880 was approved by FCC Examiner Basil P. Cooper in an initial
decision issued last Tuesday.
The purchase covers 80.8% interest, currently held by President
M. R. Schneider (20.2%); Arnold
Gebhart of Akron (11.8%), J. L.
Amerman (20.2%), E. A. Mahoney
(20.2%), and Royal G. Lister
(8.4%). Mr. Huffman and Mr.
Cope would own 40.33% -plus each.
Hearing on the transfer was held
in August to consider particularly
the qualifications of Messrs. Huffman and Cope, the sales agreement
and the possibility that control of
the stations, or rights relating to
control, had been transferred in
advance. The decision gave both
transferors and transferees a
clean bill on all points.
Examiner Cooper noted that the
licensee company has been losing
money but pointed out that "there
is no provision in the Communications Act or Commission Regulations which require a broadcast
station to operate at a profit, the
requirement being that the operation of the station be in the public
interest." He attributed the finan-

cial difficulties to the lack of personal day-to-day supervision by
owners. Under Mr. Huffman's
managership, he added, "both the
programs and the financial condition of Station
WCMW
WCMW,
kc withinimproved."
1September
kw, daytime only, onwas1060licensed
1946. WCMW-FM was authorized in
February 1947. Minority stockholders,
whose interests are unchanged by the
transfer, are William Dutch and Wilbur
Dubois (5% each), B. A. McClellan
(4.2%), A. G. Opperman (3.3%), and
Conrad Hardenstein (1.7%).
LEE GRAVES DIES
N. Y. Adman

Is Killed

LEE GRAVES, 39, New York advertising executive and a former
Marine Corps captain, was shot
and killed Sept. 9 by a policeman
in a Suffern, N. Y., diner, during
disturbance there.
Mr. Graves had been with a number of New York agencies, including Compton Advertising, where,
during the last year of a nine year
association, he headed the radio
department; FC&B, where from
July 1944'
to Julyat 1945
he was $16,account executive
a reported
000 yearly for Campbell Soup, for
which the agency handled only radio advertising. In 1946 Mr.
Graves entered an ad agency partnership with L. W. Hutchins, relinquishing his partnership a year
later upon his appointment as advertising manager for the Ameri• can Sugar Refining Co.
RANGERTONE
To Be Used for NAB Film

BMI "Pin Vp" Hit— Published by (Johnstone
Anothpr
Montei)
OOH-IF

YOU

KNEW

On Records: Paul Weston — Cap. 4554

On Transcriptions: Ray Anthony — Langworth; Frankie Masters — Associated.
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Advertising Agency, Newark, has received an influx of
radio-minded accounts, according
to Hyman Levy, agency president.
Jack Woodford Press Inc., New
York book publisher, the first of
these, bought time with the Mail
Order Network and is currently
starting its schedule on WOR New
York [Broadcasting, Sept. 5].
This marks the company's first use !
of radio. It is thought the firm
may expand its use pending the
success of the venture.
Using the major part of an.
advertising budget "probably in the
$100,000 bracket" for radio, TV
set manufacturer Vidcraft Television, New York, is buying spot
time and portions of the disc jockey
program on WOR New York, WJZ
New York, WVNJ Newark, WAAT
Newark, WHBI Newark, a Sunday station, and WLIB New York.
Another company entering radio
through Levy is Stephen Atlee
Clothes, New Haven, Bloomfield,
N. J., and Plainfield, N. J. The
firm, manufacturer and retailer of
Better Men's Suits and Coats, has
bought time on WE LI New Haven,
and WAAT Newark. Mr. Levy
said it was too early to reveal the
size of the firm's ad budget.

SOUND RECORDING for "Lightning that Talks," tentatively- titled
NAB promotion film being produced by the All-Radio Committee,
will be made via Rangertone Magnetic tape equipment.
Ben Gradus of International Motion Picture Service, director of the
film, of which Victor M. Ratner of
CBS is supervisor in charge of
production, left last Sunday for
shooting and recording episodes in
Cedar Rapids (Iowa), San Francisco, Columbus, Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Niagara Falls. On his
return, tape recordings will be rerecorded on the film's sound track.

KBRS

OPENS
Airs Special ActiVfties

KBRS Springdale, Ark., 250 w affiliate of ABC, started its service
to audiences in Washington and
Benton counties by broadcasting
special activities Sept. 5. The outlet, owned by the Fort Smith (Ark.)
Southwest-Times Record, is a fulltime station on 1340 kc.
To promote the station's opening,
the Record packed its Sept. 4 edition with articles about the outlet
and the Southwest Arkansas region
it will serve. Occasion was marked
by prominent local officials participating in the opening. Ed Maestri, manager of the Springdale
Chamber ofcommittee.
Commerce, headed the
festivities
Speakers included Elmer Johnson, Springdale mayor ; R. L. Vogt,
Rogers mayor; J. C. Knott Jr. of
Bentonville; Powell M. Rhea, Fayetteville mayor; Harold Whitson
of Huntsville, and J. W. Hogg ^]
Siloam Springs. Following thei
ceremonies, the station held open
house in the evenings for the balance of the week. Local talent participating inthe ceremony included
tors.
the Springdale Kiv/anis SyncopaWilliam F. Hession, formerly
sales manager of KWSL Lake
Charles, is manager of KBRS.

RADIO and television clinic will be
held as part of 28th annual advertising and selling course of Advertising
Club of New York this fall and winter
NBC vice presf
Hammond,
CharleswillP. direct
clinic.
dent,
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These

Just

They
that

Broadcasters

Like

You

wanted
they

so they

Do . . .

a 1 lew transmitter

could

bought

Felt

be

sure

the

20T

of

• Any time you talk about money in four figures, you are
talking about a lot of it. For instance, you can buy the
finest automobile, refurnish your home, pay for a substantial portion of a new house or any one of a number
of grand things with the amount of money you put into
a 1 kw broadcast transmitter. Whenever you buy any
of these things you shop carefully, investigate the supplier and manufacturer and, most of all, the quality of
the product itself before you sign on the dotted line.
When you buy a transmitter for your 1 kw installation you should be careful. When you buy a 20T it's a
sign you have considered your purchase carefully. You
have weighed quality, convenience, workmanship, ease

WSPC
WFPA
WWCA
WBET
KTED
KSGN
KVON

Anniston, Alabama
Ft. Payne, Alabama
Gory, Indiana
Brockton, Mass.
Laguna Beach, California
Sanger, California
Napa, California

KROP
KGST
WGBA
WDWD
WROY
KFNF
KCLO
KSCB
WLYN
WSID
WJMS
KRAM
WWNH
WIRC
KSMI
KFJI
KASH
WCMB
KNAL
KDET
KITE
KOGT
KEYS
KULP
KSVC
WWYO
WOAY
KVRS
WPBC
WMUU
KWAT
WLtN

Brawley,California
California "
Fresno,
Columbus, Georgia
Dawson, Georgia
Carmi, Illinois
Shenandoah, Iowa
Leavenworth, Kansas
Liberal, Kansas
Lynn, Massachusetts
Baltimore, Maryland
Ironwood, Michigan
Las Vegas, Nevada
Rochester, New Hampshire
Hickory, North Carolina
Seminole, Oklahoma
Klamath Falls, Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Lemoyne, Pennsylvania
Victoria, Texas
Center, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Orange, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas
El Campo, Texas
Richfield, Utah
Pineville, V/est Virginia
Oak Hill, V/est Virginia
Rock Springs, Wyoming
Minneapolis, Minn.
Greenville, S. C.
Watertown, S. D.
Merrill, Wisconsin

of operation against cost. You have made comparison.
In the end you do the same thing the broadcasters
listed above decided to do. You choose the 20T. Why?
Because you get a real buy in the 20T. It is unsurpassed
by any comparison, be it appearance, workmanship, operation, convenience — or the service of the Collins Radio
Company — which is a feature of your purchase that lasts
the many years that you will enjoy fine service from your
installation.
Whether you are starting a new station or replacing
present equipment, find out about the 20T so you will
know what a really good broadcast transmitter is.
New Booklet
A letter addressed to
Dept.
BC-1, Collins
Radio
Company,
Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, will bring
you the newest
information
on the
20T transmitter.

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S
COLLINS
11 West 42nd St.
NEW rORK 18

RADIO

COMPANY,
2700 West Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Cedar

Rapids, Iowa
M & W Tower
DALLAS 1

Fountain City Bank BIdg.
KNOXVILLE
J
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Actions
of the
SEPTEMBER 9 to SEPTEMBER

FCC
16

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-eflfective radiated power N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
September 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
SSA— 1030 kc
KWBU
Corpus
Christi, onTex.1030
— Extension for SSA to operate
kc 50
kw during hours local sunrise Boston,
Mass. and local sunset Corpus Christi.
Period not to exceed 12 mos. from Sept.
15.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
AM KOA
station: KTRB license
Modesto,
Calif.;
Denver, Col.; WMBM Miami Beach,
Fla.: WDMG Douglas, Ga.; KWPC
Muscatine, Iowa; KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo.;
New York;
WCPS Tarboro, WNBC
N. C; WLTR
Bloomsburg,
Pa.;
WESC Greenville, S. C; WDIA Memphis, Tenn.; KGNC Amarillo, Tex.;
WFAA Dallas, Tex.; WARL Arlington,
Va.; WFLO Farmville, Va.; WATK
Rolling, Wis.
Modification of CP
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KVON Napa, Calif. — Assignment of
license from Lt. Col. Elwyn F. Quinn,
William S. Quinn, John William Chadwick shipand
L. O'Brien
partnerd/b as Robert
Napa Bcstg.
Co. to corporation Napa Broadcasting Co. Inc.
WFHG B.Bristol,
Va. —H.W. I.C. Goode.
Nininger,C.
Norris
Burnette,
Edward Wright and W. K. Vance Jr.
d/b as Bristol Bcstg. Co. to Bristol
Bcstg. Co. Inc.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WSID Essex, Md.— United Bcstg. Co.
Inc. DISMISSED Sept. 6 request to
change from 1570 kc 1 kw D to 1400 kc
250 w unl.
September 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 850 kc
WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich.— CP to
change from 850 kc 1 kw unl. DA-1 to
850 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
AM— 930 kc
KWOC
Poplar Bluff, Mo.— CP to
change from 1340 kc 250 unl. to 930
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.

SERVICE

SSA— 1410 kc
KBUD
Athens, Tex. — Request for
SSA to operate on 1410 kc 250 w-D
100 w-N.
AM— 790 kc
WMON
Montgomery,
change from 1340 kc 250W.w Va.—
unl. CP
to 790to
kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal new AM
station: KNBC San Francisco; WMAQ
Chicago; KTRY Bastrop, La.; WHDH
Boston; WLAW Lawrence, Mass.;
KTIS Minneapolis, Minn.; KWRE Warrenton. Mo.; KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.;
KPDQ Portland, Ore.
License for CP
KCRA-FM
Sacramento,
cense for CP new
FM station.Calif.— LiModification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KMJ-FM
Fresno, Calif.; WNOI Oak Park, 111.
KOMA-FM Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Mod. CP new FM station to change
ERP to 4.06 kw, ant. to 300 ft.
WCOD Richmond, Va.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP to 36.5 kw.
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1150 kc
WSIV Pekin, HI.— Request for SSA to
operate on 1150 kc 100 w N in addition
to licensed facilities 1140 kc 1 kw D.
Assignment of License
KXGIment of license
Fort Madison,
from A. Iowa
Orrie— AssignCarson
to Carson Radio Inc.
CP to Reinstate
KGIB Bremerton, Wash.— CP to re1 kw D. instate CP new AM station 1540 kc
September 13 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WGTL Kannapolis, N. C— Granted
assignment of license to Fred H. Whitley Inc.
WADC newAkron,
install
trans. Ohio— Granted CP to
WCAV Norfolk, Va.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date to
2-28-50.
WCAV-FM Norfolk, Va.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 2-28-50. On condition construction be completed or interim operation
provided by that date.

DIRECTORY
THE RADIO WRITERS
Original Programs
Quiz
Scripts
Continuity

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wa(h. S, D. C.
STerling 3626

P. O. Box 1113, Ft. Worth, Texas

Commercial Radio Monitoring Co.
successor of
COAAMERCIAL RADIO EQUPT. CO.
Monitoring Division
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE LOGAN 8821
Porter BIdg.
Kansas City, Mo.

EIDSON ELECTRONIC CO.
• Frequency measuring service.
• Commercial quartz crystals,
new, regrlnding or repairs.
• Frequency monitor service.
"14 years of experience"
Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Phone: 3901
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WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
RADIO GOA
date to 4-12-50.
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo. — Same
First
India Commercial Outlef
to 3-30-50.
Heights,construction
Ohio.— Samebe
to WIKH
3-26-50 Shaker
on condition
completed
or date.
interim operation proCOMMERCIAL RADIO made its
vided by that
WJDX-FM
Jackson,
Miss.Chan.
— Granted
license
new FM
station;
275, debut on the sub-continent of India
102.9 mc, 50 kw, ant. 570 ft.
Sept. 1 when Radio Goa, Goa,
WTTH-FM
Portugese India, took the air. The
Granted
license Fort
new FMHuron,
station;Mich.
Chan.—
256, 99.1 mc, 22 kw, ant. 420 ft.
station is the first and only comWCOL-FM
OhioChan.
— Granted
mercial outlet to cover both India
license
new Columbus,
FM station;
222,
92.3 mc, 33 kw, ant. 380 ft.
and Pakistan.
WKER-FM
N. Chan.
H.—
Granted
license Manchester,
new FM station;
Concurrent with its initial broad261, 100.1 mc, 1 kw, ant. minus 3 ft.
cast, Pan American Broadcasting
WCHS-FM
Shelby,
N.
C—
Granted
license new FM station; Chan. 241, 96.1 Co., New York, was appointed Exew
mc, 2.6 kw, ant. 480 ft.
Radio Goa's world-wide commercial
Voice of Alabama Inc., Area Birmingham, Ala. — Granted CP and license new
manager. Arrangements were made
Experimental
TV Relay station
KA-4083.
between Eugene Bernald, Pan
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
American vice president, and.
Request Granted
Woih
Granted
request
Paramount
TeleAgenda Publicidade de Intervision Productions Inc., Los Angeles,
to use experimental TV relay station
Mundo, Goa, station's operating
W6XCM as relay between Olympia
administrative organization.
Auditorium and Ambassador Hotel, in
The station, covering an area
connection with experimental large
screen reproduction of amateur boxing
said to include more than 300,000
matches on Sept. 13 only, at 5 p.m.
radio homes, of v/hich mail response INTit
Hearing Continued
reportedly
indicates a regular
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y. — Ordered
listenership of approximately 25%, PORTI
continuance of hearing presently scheduled for Sept. 14 to Sept. 19 in Washis currently issuing rate card No. 1. m
ington. By Examiner Resnick.
KXXL Reno, Nev. — Ordered that
consolidated hearing presently scheduled for Oct. 3 be continued to Oct.
5 at Reno, in re application for re- September 13 Applications . . . RA
newal of license and voluntary assignRU
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
ment of license. By Examiner Litvin.
AM— 1410
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
WKBV Richmond, Ind.— Granted
WLAQ
670 Rome,
kc 1 kw Ga.D —to CP
1400 tokc change
250 w
leave to intervene in hearing upon ap- from
plications of WMRN Marion, Ohio, et unl. AMENDED to request 1410 kc 1
Fo
al.Dr.By Francisco
Commissioner Sterling.
kw unl. DA-N.
UUI
A. Marquez,
Woihi
Modification of CP
P. R. — Dismissed applicationAguadilla,
for
CP.
By Commissioner Webster.
WJCD Seymour, Ind. — Mod. CP new
WEBS Oak Park, HI.— Continued
hearing on application mod. CP to AM
date. station for extension of completion
Oct.
17. ByGlens
Examiner
P. Granted
Cooper.
License Renewal
BONI
WGLN
Falls, Basil
N. Y.—
continued
hearing
on
application
for
mod. license to Oct. 17. By Examiner
tion:
WINZfor Hollywood,
Fla.;AMWASL,
Request
license
renewal
sta-'
Hugh B. Hutchinson.
Annapolis, Md.; WCBS New York;
By Examiner J. Fred Johnson
WOHS Shelby, N. C; WNAD Norman,
KOA Denver, Col.— Granted conOkla.; ■Creek,
WCHV Tex.;
Chester,
KRCT
tmued 16.hearing on application for CP to Goose
KPANPa.;
Hereford,
Nov.
Tex.; KTBI Tacoma, Wash.
Whittier Bcstg. Associates, Whittier,
Modification of CP
Calif. — Granted continued hearing on
application for CP to Dec. 19.
Mod.
CP
new FM station for exten
Colonial Bcstg. Co. Inc., and WHIT
New Bern, N. C— Granted continued
sion of completion date: WLET-FM «71
Toccoa,
Ga.;
WJPF-FM Herrin, 111.
hearing
Oct. 13. on applications for CP's to
WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.— Mod. CP.
HHSh-A -Phone Corp. and Harry C. new FM station to change ERP 21.4
Tnttle— Granted order to take depo- kw, ant. 303 ft.
ceeding.
sitions of various witnesses in proMod.
new commercial
station forCP
extension
of completionTV date:
KBTV Dallas to Nov. 8; KRLD-TV
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Dallas to 4-1-50.
La Grange Bcstg. Co., La Grange,
TENDERED FOR FILING
I'l- — Granted leave to amend application so as to show height of radiatAssignment of License
ing
element
as
150
ft.,
and
overall
height above ground as 153 ft.
WGES Chicago — Assignment of liWCTT Corbin, Ky.— Granted leave to
cense
to
John A. Dyer, Vivian I. Chrisamend application so as to specify toph, Elizabeth
M. Hinzman, F. A.
Ringwald and William F. Moss d/b aS
new site,
new
vertical
radiation
pattern in direction of WPTF Raleigh,
Radio Station WGES through chang€iL
N. C, and correct typographical error in percentage of ownership.
so as toinstead
show of
cost$1500.
of ant. system as
$15,000
September 14 Applications . . \
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— Granted continued hearing on application WCTT for
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP and
SI
Oct.
31. of WISE Asheville, N. C. to
License for CP
By Hearing Examiners
License to cover CP new AM station:
WPOR tinuedPortland,
Me.— Granted con- WONN
Lakeland, Fla.; KTXC Bi,
hearing on application
for
CP
until such time as Commission shall
Spring,
Tex.
have acted
petition for reconsidLicense Renewal
eration andongrant
filed
motion
indefinitely. By Examiner with
Leo Resnick.
Request
for Blytheville,
license renewal
AM KGO
staWMRO Aurora, 111.— Granted leave
tion: KLGN
Ark.;
to
amend
mod. license to
Francisco; WENR Chicago; KST^^
show
new application
trans, site, reduce ant. San
Davenport, Iowa; WLSI Pikeville, Ky.;
height, etc. By Examiner Jack Blume.
WCCM Lawrence, Mass.; WJZ New
Radio Modesto,
Modesto, Calif
Granted
request Inc.,
for early date for York; WNYC New York; KB YE Oklahearing on application and that of
homa City, Okla.; WLW Cincinnati:
Pa.; WPIT PittsFrank therM.hearing
Helm,
Modesto. Calif.- fur- WCPA Clearfield,
burgh, Pa.; KLYN Amarillo, Tex.:
scheduled
for
Sept.
15,
and matter remanded to James D. KOPP
Ogden,
Utah;Va.WFHG Bristol
Va.;
WCAV
Norfolk,
Cunningham for further hearing and
issuance of initial decision on entire
Modification of CP
record. By Commissioner Webster.
St. Mary's University Bcstg. Corp.
Mod. CP new FM station for extent
San Antonio — Granted extension of
WBOW-M
time to file exceptions to intial deci- sion of completion date:
WTCN-FM N. Min-"
Haute,
neapolis;
WHFM Ind.;
Rochester,
Y.
Terre Charlotte,
sion in application and that of Metro- WMIT
N. C.
politan Bcstg. Co., Alamo Heights, Tex.
to Oct. 17. By Commissioner Webster.
License for CP
Chanute Bcstg. Co., Chanute, Kan.—
Granted continued hearing on appliKTTS-FM
Springfield,
for CP to Oct. 10. By Examiner
for CP new FM
station. Mo.— License
Basil P.cation Cooper.
(Continued on page 79)
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CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
'Executive OfficesNational Press Building
'offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Utmber AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santo Cruz, Cal.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

AO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Netch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Utmbtr AFCCE*

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

IRUSSELL
'1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Mtmbir

P. MAY
Kellegg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
Notional 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STeHing 0111
Washingtoa 4, D. C.
M#«*#r AFCCE*
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(fucceuors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENOINBSRS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington A, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & IngHs

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mtmbir AFCCE*

Memhtr AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Mimbtr AFCCB*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
IBOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Utmbtr AFCCE*
1
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten & Foss, Inc.
'f927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

fhilip Merryraan it Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARD8LEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-237S
RADIO CONSULTANTS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mtmbir AFCCE*

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINBERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS S, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Bennt, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

Mtmbir AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
>ECIALIZINC IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Executive offices: 40 East Ave.
Laboratory: 114 Northgate Rd.
Riverside, III. —
Riverside 6652
(A Chicago suburb)

Ben Adier
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
IS Gedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shop and laboratory — ^720 Mihon Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

ROYAL V. HOWARD
1600 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
NOrth 6600
Windsor Hotel
Montreal, Que.

OADCASTING

GEORGE
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Of. HRADIO
3iUer
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswoed 7631, 9541

LEE E. BAKER
Contulting Radio Engimeer
826-2< Luders BIdg.— Ph. 3621
springpihd, Missouri
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Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minhnum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
chorge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible tor the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales managers (2) and salesmen.
High grade men to join this long established special promotion concern conducting safety campaigns for 55 eastern stations. Sponsorship is sold entirely by telephone. Must be clean cut,
sober and crackerjack phone salesman,
but must be firm in the belief that
special promotions can and must be
sold on the same ethical basis as any
other radio time. Men hired will earn
commission incomes from $5,000 to
$20,000 a year. Box 603c, BROADCASTING^
Potential station manager who can
start in sales proving himself worthy
with results and efforts. Box 622c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced commercial manager-salesman. Good proposition to right man.
Must have experience and best of
references. WBXJY, Lexington, N. C.
Salesmen
Wanted — Salesman with experience and
ability to sell radio intelligently and
diligently
Virginia'sCommission
progressive on1
kw
daytimefor station.
net station time. Liberal drawing account. Opportunity to work up to
sales manager
GiveBoxall 524c,
particulars in the position.
first letter.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced local salesman wanted for
5 kw CBS
station Competition
in one of keen,
east's
richest
markets.
but station enjoys top billings, highest
Hoopers, greatest coverage. Must have
car, best references. Include picture,
background, salary requirements first
letter. Box 568c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
watt independent
exclusive eastern250market.
Drawing account
and commission. Excellent deal for the
right man. Box 572c, BROADCASTING^
Wanted experienced time salesman for
station in western New York state. Box
573c. BROADCASTING.
Sales representative.
network station in smallWell-known
New England
market has opening. Commission basis.
Established
accounts.
State qualifications. Box 594c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman — Texas ABC
station. Good territory, requiring good
salesman. Permanent.
compensation. Send full Equitable
sales resume.
Box 623c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Real opportunity for aggressive hard working man in progressive
market. sions.
Drawing
account andreferences.
commisState background,
WGGA, Gainesville, Ga.
Announcers
Experienced play-by-play man. Baseball, football,
basketball
wanted NBC
immediately by central
California
affiliate. Ability to handle disc shows,
news and straight announcing desirable. Send complete background, photo
and disc to Box 525c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket by
CBS affiliate
fine progressive
western New inMexico
community. southGood
salary for experienced man. Also good
deal for beginner. Disc and complete
letter to Carl Dunbar, KSIL, Silver
City, New Mexico.
Wanted — experienced announcer.
Strong on sports. Only experienced
need apply. WEAV, Plattsburg, New
York.
Technical
Wanted. Radio engineer. Must have
engineering degree, first class license
and experience in all phases of radio
station operation. If you have these
qualifications, plus the background to
take charge of the technical operation
of television, and would like to live in
New England, advise complete details,
background,
references. Box 578c,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Metropolitan background plus small
station "no
how".yearsThat's
my background, six full
of commercial
radio. Capable of fine selling job on
the air. Box 585c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experienced, young, hard
worker. Good references. Can also
announce. Small station preferred.
Box 624c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Sportscaster, top play-by-play, sportscast, wants sports-minded station. RefCASTING. erences. No disc. Box 498c, BROADSituations Wanted (Cont'd)
We have opening for engineer first Experienced announcer, presently emclass phone. Prefer man from joining
ployed.traffic
Thorough knowledge
newscasting, DJ,
writing. Operate
states or vicinity. Need by 15th. Salary
board. Married. Reliable, ambitious.
$180 monthly. Wire Chief Engineer,
Complete details upon request. Box
WHCC, Waynesville, N. C.
522c, BROADCASTING.
Need operator temporarily for two or Experienced announcer. Good quality.
three nent
months.
Possibility
of permaCan do sports. Presently employed
job. Apartment
furnished
free. NBC
station. Southern stations only.
WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
$65
minimum.
Tell per
all week
first letter.
Write References.
Box 528c,
BROADCASTING .
ProdiLction-Programming, others
Sports and newsman. Now in network
Newsman. Topflight editor, reporter,
with 3 years all play-bynewscaster. Local news gathering and newsroom
play local news, commentary, special
writing experience essential. 5000 watt
eventsWant
experience
with onnation's
top
midwestern
networkandaffiliation.
In- FM.
to get back
air in meclude full details
state salary
dium,erencessports-minded
market.
Top plus
refexpected. Confidential. Box 530c,
from
present
employer,
BROADCASTING.
metropolitan AM. FM TV, newspaper,
. wire service employers. BS, MS in
Two fully experienced salesmen for journalism, 22, single, known as hard
newspaper-owned
sta- worker with accuracy uppermost. Setion. Must be ableMichigan
to earn radio
minimum
curity important. Prefer midwest but
of $5,000 first year on commission not limited. Have discs, tape. Available on two weeks notice. Box 498c,
againstter.liberal
draw.
Tell
all
first
letImmediate employment. Box 583c, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Four years experience metropolitan
stations
jockey
now
with
NBC announcer-disc
southern affiliate.
Married,
Program director. Must have successful record in this position with comno
children.
Seeking
station
to
put
petitive metropolitan market station. his excellent voice, wealth of experience
and
resourcefulness
to
work.
Real opportunity
to
party
able
to
produce. Detail your previous experience,
salaries, attach snapshot, and outline Congenial. Disc and photo on request.
fully the duties of program director, as Box 555c, BROADCASTING.
you would terviews
perform
them. Personal
in- Staff announcer, 26, graduate leading
will be arranged
with best
Radio City school. Experienced in all
qualified
applicants.
Confidential.
Box
phases of microphone technique. BA
615c, BROADCASTING.
in English. Will travel. Disc available.
Box 558c, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcer, young, three years experience play-by-play, all sports. Also
Managerial
disc, news. References. Prefer northeast,
but will travel. Box 559c, BROADManager, superior qualifications. Can CASTING.
combine programming,
sales
and
manVersatile, extensive trainagement. Desire situation in difificult Announcer.
ing, news, commercials. Jockey tops.
market. Box 35c, BROADCASTING.
Desires connection with progressive
Prefer southwest territory.
Manager. Young. Aggressive. Ten years station.
Box 560c. BROADCASTING.
experience all phases of radio. Particularly strong on sales. College grad- Announcer. Single versatile, dependauate. Record of sugjessful employment.
ble. Two years extensive training
Box 462c, BROADCASTING.
Chicago Radio College. Box 562c,
Manager-sales manager. Twelve years BROADCASTING.
experience
250 w-50
put Excellent voice. Graduate School of
one
kw station
in kw.
blackBuilt
afterandseven
Radio Technique, thoroughly trained
months
operation
in
highly
competitive ten-station market. Interested only announcing, writing. Married, 24, car,
disc, data availin solid sales and program poUcy. Will travel, able.canBox sell.
567c, Photo,
BROADCASTING.
take
salary
in stock.Box
Married,
sober.partBest
references.
582c,
BROADCASTING.
Experience must be gotten to be had.
Is there anyone in this country man
Help! Since attending my first NAB
enough
to
to young
announcer whogive
is a start
graduate
of leading
Convention in 1929, 20 years ago and
school and can handle news,
through the years since in serving on radio
numerous NAB committees, many of commercials, discs, etc. Good voice
hard worker. Box 569c, BROADyou station owners and managers read- and
CASTING.
ing this have undoubtedly become
my personal friends. Will you please, Announcer. Single, 25, veteran. Gradas a favor to me, take a moment of
uate announcing school only. Desires
your time to give a little help? After
position in south. Will consider onmany ageryears
as
a
sales
and
station
manthe-job
training. Box 571c, BROADthis with
metropolitan
five station
market in and
a well known
and CASTING.
highly creditable established record in Announcer. Experienced in commerthe
broadcast
industry,
I'm to
endeavoring
cials, newscasting and disc shows.
(strictly
personal
reasons)
negotiate
vet. Disc available on request.
a change. Well, have you ever tried to Married
Box
574c,
BROADCASTING.
uncover or lineup an opening? It's a
new experience and believe me it's Announcer, experienced programming,
tough to dig up leads. I'll appreciate production. Chicago and major maryour
very memuchoff ifon you'll
drop me
kets— presently
in market
two mila linehelp
tipping
any openings
potential. Desire
westwith
or midwest,
or reported changes you know about. $350 lion
month minimum. Strong news,
You'll probably be helping a man who's special shows, net commercials. Tranaa friend
do the Box
same 630c,
for
friend ofof yours.
mine. I'd
Thanks.
CASTING. scription available. Box 579c, BROADBROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockey, has terrific
Salesmen
mail
pull, Strong
very pleasing
easy-to-listento-voice.
on news.
Prefer. N.
or
Montana.
Box
580c,
BROADYoung veteran, aggressive, civic- Dak.
CASTING.
minded.ality. Good
appearance
and
personHave sound business background
with proven sales ability. Graduate Announcer, single, presently employed
School of Radio Technique, Radio City. midwest. Wants position southeast.
-references. Box 587c,
Desires position with growing station. Excellent
BROADCASTING.
Box 500c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
For j:ent — 11 sound qualifications, by
mature, experienced announcer. Mid
west
preferred. Box 600c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, copywriter, salesman
Available
Oct. 1.Can
Single.
Proven news
record of results.
do sports,
Western
music
specialty.
West
of
Mississippi. Box 588c, BROADCASTING
Announcer, presently employed net
work station. Experienced in dance
remotes, news, sports, platter shows
Operate board. Educated, capable
ING.
conscientious. Box 589c, BROADCAST- I
Announcer, 4 years experience, looking
for fair dealing station. Prefer early
morning tinuity
work.
Can double
as conwriter. Have
good record
on
mail pull for DJ shows. Would like
to join new station not yet on the air,
but will consider any offer. Prefer
Indiana, but will go anywhere. Married, dependable, good references,
sober. Box 590c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey. Seven years
experience with leading stations both
AM & TV. Available immediately. Box
591c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced nouncer.staff
featuresports
anSpecializeandin news,
and DJ programs.
Complete details ilo
upon
request.
Box 596c, BROAD
CASTING.
Will trade letters with midwest stations seeking experienced, mature an
nouncer, now with outstanding 10 kw
midwest station, wishing to progress.
Box 601c, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, Smooth comedy, good at
selling style. Operate board. Sell own
show. Builds top audience. 6 years le
experience. References. Want permaCASTING. nency. Disc. Box 605c, BROADNetwork announcer. Rich voice.
Smooth style connected with CBS,
WHN, WLIB, New York. Recently purand TexacoAvailable
service station inchased
Loshome Angeles.
any N(
part of 24 hours radio, FM, Television.
Los Angeles and surrounding areas
only. Box 609c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer - newsman. Experienced
broadcaster with adlib and DJ ability, er
Operate console and write continuity. W
No floater. Best references. Willing «l
to
travel Box
for permanent
position with lec
future.
610c, BROADCASTING
Announcer writer, 25, vet, single. ;oi
Columbia graduate, drama major, BA,!
MA, available immediately. Box 612c,; ipei
BROADCASTING.
KG
WOR staffer interested in offer fromi ;,
nor+heast. Good jockey, bop or Bach, I
Special events, quizmaster. Box 613c Vil.
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Ten years play-by
play,
outstanding sports show. Box
614c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer two years experience, good technical background,
qualified as chief engineer. Can handle
any
locate west coast for
$75. type
Box show,
616c, BROACASTING.
Announcer. Third year with midwest
regional. Seven years commercial radio.
Disc jockey, daily four disc shows at
present. Prefer night disc deal. But
will consider all announcing offers.
Continuity,
traffic Box
board.618c,
PD BROAD
experience. 29, single.
CASTING.

tin
i

irst
fBR
iteil;
litte
BtL

»sitj
Audience - builder, announcer - sales,
singer. iate.Experienced
Produced several1 kw
fast Mutual
selling affilpro- tatin
grams. Knowledge of Italian. Oper- 1,
ates console.25 years
Career
De-#^"
pendable,
old, conscious.
single, univer
sity graduate. References. Disc avail
able
to
progressive
stations
east
coast
area or California. Box 619c, BROAD
CASTING.
Announcer, engineer, experienced all
phases
sports. No Wishes
settle withincluding
good station.
disc availto
able.
State offer. Box 625c, BROAD
CASTING.
Staff announcer. Experienced all \
phases sently
smallemployed,
station
operation.
Premidwest.
24, single
College
graduate.
References.
Box reii.
627c, BROADCASTING.
College graduate, radio major, desiresWntr
■ announcing job with progressive station. Two years
experienceincludes
in AM-FM
announcing.
Background
con
tinuity and sales. Excellent sports and iii'l
music experience. Age 23. Single. Go
anywhere. Future opportunity for ad
vancement more important than start
ing salarv. Excellent references. Boxllariii
629c, BROADCASTING

:as'
ysiti

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
hlef engineer. Experienced all phases
AM and FM. 29, married, one child.
Want position
bitious man canwhere
get hardworlcmg
ahead. Box am68c,
BROADCASTING.
Uust
damp in
climate
health's
;ake. leave
Interested
RockyforMountain
ind western states. Presently emjloyed as chief engineer in 1000 watt
laytimer. Box 361c, BROADCASTING.
fngineer licensed. 12 years eperience.
ox 506c, BROADCASTING .
Engineer seeking position. Would like
;aily :;o become associated with new station
csi- possible, location unimportant. 14
nonths experience. Graduate of RCA
i on '[£
likeljnstitutes. Box 516c, BROADCASTING.
ifcngineer, 20 months experience, trans5™'liaitter, remotes, tape recordings. RCA
™jtraduate. Presently employed, desires
?*iiermanentBox position
with progressive
iLlttation.
557c, BROADCASTING.
' - regional
Chief engineer,
30. Now
employed
station. ageDesire
change.
BSRE
- extensive
experience
in
operation,
;onstruction,
allocation, . personnel
iianagement and maintenance. FM
and directional experience. Consider
iny location, but must be aggressive,
. A/ell-established station. Highest ref'
srences.
Minimum salary $6000. Box
— )63c. BROADCASTING.
SB-|-Engineer presently employed as chief,
res;kv, looking
perience for
andpermanent
referencesposition.
supplied Exon
Irequest. Willing to make personal
— linterview. Box 570c, BROADCASTING.
Soodp:
' "T Position
as broadcast
engineer.
Referenceswanted
furnished.
Long hours
and
;hort
pay
expected.
Box
576c,
BROAD■^fr; CASTING.
Vet radio engineer
years'
-experience
includingwith
one fifteen
year televi'sion,
desires
position
of
chief
engineer
Df aggressive
preferably in Rockytelevision
Mountainoutlet
or Pacific
';2oast
area.
Qualified
for
installation
ivork. Box 577c, BROADCASTING.

i^_LEngineer and announcer with first
ice(![3hone
license.
at once. FM,
Ex!v Derienced
disc Available
Jockey, remotes,
Am, 18 months. Married with family.
' Sober and rehable. Furnished house
ir necessary. Box 584c, BROADCAST'::G ^tNG.
j;le
[combination,
6 years Prefer
experience.
Disc
Whr
tape on request.
southeast.
;i2c|,Box 586c, BROADCASTING.
~| IAM-FM-TV
Chief engineer,
southwest.installation,
7 years
experience,
,f,° .maintenance,
operation.
Presently
emDloyed large TV station. Must leave
__|_sast because of asthma. Married, one
^^.^;hild.
Small593c,
progressive
station desired. Box
BROADCASTING.
First phone transmitter and control
jperator desires job in midwest. RCA
graduate,
single.
6 months experiience.
Box 22,595c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
single, transmitter
ating experience.
8 months 1andkw operFM.
Will
travel.
Box
598c, BROADCAST[NG.
Electronic engineer desires to learn
broadcasting business and willing to
;tart at the bottom. College degree
B.S.E.E. licenses. First telephone 1942,
1948, second telegraph 1948, amateur
1941, two years experience as radio
tech.
fit me BROADCASTING.
into your organi;ation? CanBoxyou 617c,
'•f ■
Recent university graduate with degree
in electrical engineering and three
fears of diversified technical experience
In broadcasting desires a job with a
jorogressive broadcasting or television
Box 626c, BROAD.'arganization.
CASTING.
) First phone, vet, 25, single, will travel.
iCan't
get experience238without
working.
(Al. Grimminger,
East 81st
St.,
N. Y. C.
plus. experience.
Engineer, first
class
;',Plus,
license,plus,
22 years
17 years
'(VDRC mitter
5 kwsupervisor.
directional
7 as transLast 21withmonths
Chief
KSIL 250 watts. Plus program, writing,
jontrol room, recording experience.
Plus top references. Desire permanent
position southwest or Florida. AvailI, able now for personal interview. Jim
Keefer, KSIL, Silver City, New Mexico.
J t tVell-qualifled first class engineer wants
[.position in Eastern, North or South
Carolina. Contact Carl E. Plgott, Radio
Station WGTN, Georgetown, S. C.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Control operator, three years clear
channel experience, ham, E. E. Degree.
Married. Prefer Ohio area. Box 631c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, firstsingle,
phone license,
two years'
experience,
23, Will
desires
position. Do not naveagecar.
travel.
James Ellzey, Rt. 4, Tylertown, Miss.
Experienced engineer with first class
pnone license, uesires employment in
the United States. Edward A. Gere,
337
St. James Ave., Wbodbridge, INew
Jersey.
Engineer-annouacer wishes position.
Just completed 34 weeks training.
Married. Inexperienced. First phone
license. Will consider any locauon.
Philip Schneider, Sedgwick, Kansas.
Engineer veteran, 23, family, car, 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph, class ti amaiear.
will lakeTravel
coiiioinaiion,
preferAvailable
maiiitenance.
and settle.
now. Merle Scruggs, 4315 Canal, Dallas,
Texas. H8-5283.
Combination engineer-announcer available for position in Maine or northeast
United States. Good commercial voice.
Excellent references. Married with no
children. Write Julian Terstegen, RFD
#1, Canaan, Maine.
First class phone license. Vet. 25 with
car. Willing to travel. James Turner,
6609 Avenue T, Brooklyn 34, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
Capable mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington D. C. station.
Box 795B, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. Radio 3
years. Know all phases. Presently
P.D. net affiliate. Family man. Age
26. Minimum salary $50. Box 490c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director with
complete knowledge all phases station
operation looking for opportunity for
professional
sincere hard workadvancement
wiU pay off where
in financial
advancement as well. Programs both
saleable, listenable. Liked and respected by staff, sponsors, community.
Can build prestige of station and make
it vital ground
part
community.
Backincludesofexperience
selling,
all
types announcing, some copywriting,
program director on both east and
west coast stations. Top quality- voice.
Details,
disc, references. Box 437c,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster seeks permanent position
with sound, established 5 kws In prosperous, family
growing area
he into
can
settle with
andwhere
develop
valuable news personality. Distinctive
voice, delivery. (Good appearance for
TV).
Long, proven
clear, listenable rewrite.
Expert ability
newshandling
and
human interest. Former newspaperman. Dependable, mature, cooperative.
College graduate. Highly recommended.
Now employed, but Is looking ahead.
Box 526c, BROADCASTING.
University graduate in radio journalism
desires opening. Can handle news
operation or any part of it. Reporting,
editing, rewriting, airing newscasts.
Single. Prefer midwest or Pacific
northwest.
Box 527c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
writer,
employed midwest.
Prefer presently
south or east.
Box 531c, BROADCASTING.
Married man experienced in TV directing, programming interested in allround job with station. Available immediately. Box 561c, BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster.
Age on
30. request.
3 years experience. Particulars
Box
565c, BROADCASTING.
Young lady,
fullyandexperienced
in continuity, traffic
production.
Box
566c, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to report, write, broadcast.
250 experience. Journalism degree.
Box 581c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
script,
commercial
continuity writer.
Resume
and samples
ING^
upon request. Box 597c, BROADCASTFreelance radio and TV writer, pro3 years experience.
Wants stationducer,affiliation.
Veteran, married,
25,
university background in music. Travel
anywhere. Box 599c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced assistant director. Solid
background
Theatre,
radio, television. Collegeof grad.
Produced,
wrote
own TVsume. Boxshow.
Best
references.
632c, BROADCASTING. ReProgramager.director
and/or in
assistant
manOnly interested
progressive
station. Practical
knowledge
all
departments, and promotion. Can do good
job your market and community. Seek
future professionally and financially
thru hard, conscientious work. Presently employed. Family man. Box
606c, BROADCASTING.
Newcaster, eleven years AM, TV and
network experience specializing in
news, also interviews, special events
and programming,
original, authoritative news style. Journalism
college
grad. Army correspondent. References,
two weeks availability. dependable,
Box 620c, BROADCASTING.
Check this. Program director, morning
man, salesman, announcer. Prove on
trial basis. 6 years experience. Good
references. Any size market. Box
604c, BROADCASTING.
Television
Help Wanted

Wanted

Equipment
Second-hand 1000 watt transmitter, also
frequency
monitor, Will
console
auxiliary equipment.
pay and
cash,
but
price must be realistic. Box 363c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Complete
250 watt
cast station
equipment
and FMa broad175 ft.
self-supporting
antenna
with insulators. Box 390c, BROADCASTING.
Portable tape recorder, two RCA 70C
or D turntables and one beachmaster
P A horn or equivalent. Box 564c,
BROADCASTING.
Needed Immediately. 10 kw used transmitter, studio equipment. Must be
guaranteed good condition. Details,
lowest cash price. Box 140, El Centro,
California.
Used Collins 12Z-3 remote amplifier or
other type
three
four channel
remote. Write
Chiefor Engineer
WWCO,
Waterbury, Connecticut.
Employment Service
Get on the band wagon now for one of
the many openings passing through here
dally. Special Employment
deal for salesman.
RRR-Radlo-TV
Bureau,
Box 413, Philadelphia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Salesmen
Wanted: Experienced AM salesmen
whose earnings are above average and
record will bear careful investigation.
He realizes that his future is in television, to the extent that he Is willing
to
temporary
sacrifices
to make
establish
himself financial
with a television
station that is setting records of
achievement. His future will be limited
only by his own ability and integrity.
Location, southeast. Box 592c, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

to Buy (Cont'd)

TOPNOTCH SALESMAN
FOR TOP
NEW ENGLAND INDIE
2nd largest market
$150-$200 weekly
Services desired immediately
Details in full to
BOX 628C, BROADCASTING
School

Technical
Scene designer-ltg., technician. Limited TV set-construction experience.
Good knowledge TV lighting. College
graduate, theatre production, graduate
work-radio, television. Box 556c,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Programming assistant, thorough
knowledge production, direction, film
and traffic.
Desire position
with progressive TV station.
Will travel.
Box
611c, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
FM station equipment for sale. One
GE 3 kw transmitter with console, audio
rack complete with monitors. Just hke
new. Save $5000. Write Box 542c,
BROADCASTING.
Must sell new Presto 8N, IC head,
cabinet, microscope. Used Presto 6N,
same equipment. Best offer. Box 575c,
BROADCASnNG.
For sale. A 250 watt RCA transmitter,
type
excellent
condition,
crystals250-K,
for 1400
kilocycles
operation,2
i GR modulation monitor, excellent
condition. Best offer. Contact Welton
Roy, WHBQ, Memphis, Tennessee.
One 170 ft. Wincharger 101 tower ip.
good condition. WHSC, HartsvlUe,
South Carolina.
GE 4 bay FM antenna, less pole, brand
new, never used, $800. Warren Davis,
WSUA, Bloomington, Indiana.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
station or CP in Piedmont section of
share with management arrangement,
south, price and terms desired. Or
Box 602c, BROADCASTING.
Would buy at right price broadcasting
station located in growing community.
Give details including price, if you
want to make a quick deal. Box 621c,
BROADCASTING.

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
FALL TERM OPENS OCT. 3
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. D*pt. Ill
a338-16th St., N.W.
Wofhington 10, D. C
PUaia sand infermalion <ennming
□ Corraspondanca □ Ratidanca Ceuraaa.
Noma. . .
Addrait.
Clly

.Stale.

(Continued on next page)

A
NEW

YORK

MILES HEBERER
Director
Radio Bureau
New York State Department
of Commerce
DURING the spring and summer
I visited every commercial broadcasting station in New York except
those in metropolitan New York
City. Apple trees were blooming
when the journey began at Jamestown. When it ended I had travelled 4,000 miles and talked informally for more than 50 hours with
managers and program directors
of 84 stations representing 74 AM,
48 FM, and 7 TV operations.
Some managers were interested
in discussing the future of AM;
many of them wanted to know
what other managers thought
about TV and FM. But, most of
all, we talked about the^ state of
business.
Two managers out of three said
For Sale
Epuipment

Employment Service
TOP TALENT AVAILABLE
Directors, Writers, Salesmen, Announcers, Engineers, Office Help all on file with
Graebner's
Radio's Advise
newest usandof most
progressive — agency.
your
job openings and we'll help you in a
hurry.
Graebner's
Radio Placement
410 Syndicate
Bldg.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Two

Real

STATE

A very profitable operation located in a choice
single station market.

that collections are more difficult
than they were a year ago. Most
stations, however, aren't doing anything to counteract the trend.
Some say they avoid difficulty by
carefully screening accounts before
accepting them. A few are offering cash discounts for prompt payment. In most cases this amounts
to 1 or 2 % ; but discounts of 5 and
10%, respectively, were reported
by two stations.
Business Harder
Nearly everyone agreed that
business is somewhat harder to
get. As one manager said, "A
year ago the business came to us;
today we have to go after it."
Despite this, one long-established
station reported business up 20%
over a year ago. While no manager expressed genuine concern
over his own business, or business
conditions in general, there was
some indication that this summer's
seasonal slack may be greater than
in recent years and there is speculation about the number of accounts which will return in the
fall.
Next to business, "What about
TV?" was the most popular question. It wasn't surprising that no
AM operators believed TV will
actually drive them out of business
but it was interesting to learn that
the only TV operator with no AM
affiliation also thought the future
of AM was secure "though undoubtedly," he said, "there will be
changes made." Some AM managers aren't at all concerned.
Many believe that video will be
primarily a nighttime operation
with some sport and special events
viewing during the day, which,
according to more than one manager, will not seriously affect daytime AM for a long time. A video
manager, on the other hand, said
that, where they are on the air,
daytime TV programs have audiences as large, per available set,
as AM programs.
One AM manager said, "It'll be
years before TV takes the place of

MICHIGAN
A well established consistently profitable network station.

$65,000.00
$55,000.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
333 N. Mich. Ave.
Wastaincton Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
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General

local AM" but there is more than
casual interest in the development
of local television. In addition to
those stations which have applications pending, there are at least six
upstate operators thinking about
getting into television, probably as
booster stations with some local
programming.
While the FM situation is far
from encouraging, it isn't completely black. A few.AM-FM stations are presenting some programs independently on FM. Three
such operators are planning to
present simultaneous programs
originating in their neighboring
communities at least once weekly
during the coming winter. The interesting point is that they plan
to air the show during class A AM
time, in competition with thembelieve
FM's
chance toselves.
sellTheylies
partlythat
in giving
listeners something they want to
hear and can't get on AM.
Many rural listeners, according
to one spokesman, have realized
the supremacy of FM reception
after dark. Farmers in New York
State receive weather reports from
FM transmitters located all over
the state as well as many other
programs tailored especially for
them.
Mastin Boosts FM
Finally, New York, in Cecil
Mastin, visorychairman
of NAB's
FM Committee,
has oneAd-of
the
for FM.
Whencountry's
I talked real
withboosters
Mr. Mastin
he
had just returned from a meeting
of his committee in Washington,
and his enthusiasm was catching.
He unequivocally believes that, except for clear channels, FM is the
coming medium of audio transmission. He says, "Virtually all
regional AM stations can serve the
public
better
with about
FM."sooner
The
change has
not come
because there wasn't much the
operator could do until there were
adequate FM receivers on the market and the public had sufficient
time to sample the product. "It
took time," says Mr. Mastin, "to
provide good receivers for use in
the high band, to eliminate drift,
and to supply parts for large-scale
pi-oduction. Today these troubles
have virtually been licked, and
there are now excellent, highly
sensitive receivers on the market."
Mr. Mastin explained a survey
plan which his committee has proposed to NAB. "For the past year
or two," he says, "we've been
planting seeds. So far, there's no
crop of hay, but we do have a
good
crop.tests
Now inwe've
NAB seed
to make
New asked
York
City, Alliance, Ohio, and Kansas
City, Mo. This should be done
immediately so that the results of
the survey can be published and
a formula made available this year
to Mr.
FM Mastin
stations."
believes that FM will
be aided by TV because, while it

is not feasible to install AM circuits in television receivers, FM
for audio only can be added to the
circuits used for video at small
additional cost. Perhaps this prediction by Mr. Mastin will break
down the sales resistance of people,
such as the critic whom I met on
a bus. Referring to the well-worn
argument that FM is static-free,
he said, "So FM has no static.
So you can hear in a thunderstorm as good as you can hear
when the sun shines. Tell me," he
asked, "who turns on the radio
in a thunderstorm?"
EDWARD

REV

L. SAXE

Gets CBS Controller Job
EDWARD L. SAXE, CBS executive assistant since January 1948,
last week was appointed controller
of the network. The post is a
newly
created
one.
Dr. Saxe, who

joined
the net
work as assistant;
to the treasurer
in March 1946,
will assume di of (
rect
supervision
of budget
prepa creai
rations, and will
tions,
have charge of
Dr. Saxe
lb
reporting budget
directly operato the
corporation's general executives
He also will continue to perform
executive administrative functions. ckn

WNAF
NOW
WDEM
R. I. Station Rededicated AC

REDEDICATION of WNAF Prov- WJI
idence, R. I., now WDEM, was held pern:
last Tuesday to formally announce York
RAD
new ownership under Narragan Cana
sion
sett Bay Broadcasting Co., ap-| llnde
proved by FCC in June [Broad
CASTING, June 27]. WDEM is forur
Proel
assigned 500 w daytime on 1290 Toro]
kc.
Guests of honor included Secre-!
tary of Labor Maurice Tobin
Gov. John O. Pastore; Judge Robert E. Quinn, former governor of|
Rhode Island and part owner cTj fi
station; Rep. John E. Fogartj''
(D-R. I.); Sen. George Roche (D
R. I.), part owner of WDEM
New general manager of station i^
Irving M. Kipnes, former manager
of WCAV Norfolk, Va.
Narragansett Broadcasting i:
headed by L. A. Pireri, local busi
nessman, president. In all there Li
are nine equal owners, all local Ci
professional and businessmen. Former owner was Community Broad
casting Co.
WTIC Hartford, Conn., will originate
27 broadcasts at Eastern States Expo
sition in West Springfield, Mass., this
week.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

New
FCC
Sox

REVA ANN DAME of the WMAZ
Macon, Go., commercial department',
^-((Christens the "Nancy Hanks, Third,"
imotor-powered engine of Middle
Georgia Voiture, 40 and 8 Society.
iWith her is Chairman A. Mack Dodd
■of 40 and 8 Train. Miss Dame wrote
copy advertising Macon on records
'tplayed from the engine (built on a
(truck chassis) and also voiced the
i stories on records cut by WMAZ.
WJIM

GRANT

U. S. Court Upholds FCC
FCC has been upheld by the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
i'of Columbia in a decision of the
''Commission granting improved
facilities on 550 kc to WJIM Lansing, Mich. The court on Sept. 9
affirmed the FCC ruling which also
fconditionally denied a power in■'crease on the same frequency to
'WKRC Cincinnati, which filed the
■appeal.
The four-year old case is moot,
^however, since WJIM a fortnight
ago had turned in the construction
permit granted by FCC for switch
from 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc to
'i'l kw sought
fulltime
on 550boost
kc. WKRC
l/mad
a power
on 550
kc from its present 1 kw night, 5
kw day to 5 kw fulltime on that
channel, directional. The FCC
denial of WKRC's application was
without prejudice to its filing a new
•proposal wherby it would protect
WJIM. The court held that WKRC
had a fair hearing before the
Commission.

ROUNDUP
S<.cote

Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV *Stations
5 on air

Grants,

Changes,

Applications

SUMMARY *10TO SEPTEMBER

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
58
Pending
Total
cations
375
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
348
2,037
1,983 218
738
407 426
Cond'l Appli80
18
99

Also see Actions of the
FCC on page 7h.
Docket Actions
FINAL, DECISION
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— WHAS
Inc., granted extension of completion
date to Oct. 9, in final decision. Commissioners Coy, chairman; Hyde, Webster and Hennock participated. See in
initial decision Broadcasting July 4,
Sept. 12. Decision Sept. 9.
INITIAL DECISION
WCMW-AM-FM Canton, Ohio-rExaminer Cooper issued initial decision
looking toward granting Stark Broadcasting Co., licensee of WCMW and permittee of WCMW-FM transfer of control of corporation from E. A. Mahoney,
James L. Amerman, Arnold Gebhart,
Royal C. Lister and Merlin R. Schneider to S. L. Huffman and K. B. Cope.
Mr. Cope
an wife
attorney
Mr. Huff-&
man withishis
ownsandHuffman
Co., advertising agency. Decision
Sept. 13.
ORDERS
Lubbock County Broadcasting Co.;
Plains Radio Broadcasting Co.; KFYO
all Lubbock, Tex. — Order by Commission vacating and setting aside applications of Lubbock County and Plains
Radio for new stations to operate on
790 kc,quest1for kw
unlimited,
and re-to
change
of powerDA-N
of KFYO
5 kw unlimited, directional night on
same frequency. Applications returned
to hearing docket, and particularly
upon question of which of above applicants is, on comparative basis better
qualified to operate on 790 kc. 5 kwdaytime, mission
1 kw-nighttime,
previously found which
would Combest
utilize this channel in public interest.
Order Sept. 12.
John R. Tomek and Lakeland Broadcasting Corp., Wausau, Wis. — Order
granting petitions to reopen record in
proceeding,
for purpose
of determining
future residence
of Donald
C. Heide
and wife and what part they will take
in day-to-day operation of Lakeland
Broadcasting Corp. John R. Tomek and
Lakeland
applicants for Broadcasting
new stations are
to both
operate
on
1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Order Sept. 14.

Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANT
WLBG Laurens, S. C. — Granted
transfer of 50 shares or 1.67% of stock
of WLBG Inc., from Kittie R. Todd to
her husband John R. Todd for considACA Radio-TV Forum
eration of $500. Grant of this transfer
makes John W. and James C. Todd
4 RADIO AND TELEVISION will equal partners. WLBG is assigned 860
if be featured on the afternoon ses- kc, 250 w daytime. Granted Sept. 13.
sion of opening day of the threeDeletions
fiday annual convention of Assn. of THREE FM and two AM authorizations
Canadian Advertisers at Royal
were deleted last week according to
FCC. One TV permittee also cancelled.
York Hotel, Toronto, Oct. 19-21.
Total
since first of year are:
Under chairmanship of C. W. Hart, AM 32;dropouts
FM and
149; reason
TV 9. for
Deletions,
effecwithdrawals
Procter & Gamble of Canada Ltd., follow:tive dates
Toronto, the radio and television
KCOI casting
Coalinga,
Calif.—12.KCOl
Broad-to
forum will consist of three parts.
Co. CP Sept.
Failure
Leonard Bush, vice president of prosecute.
KJAN casting
Opelousas,
La. — 9.
KJAN
Broad-to
t Compton Adv. Inc., New York, will
Co. CP Sept.
Failure
prosecute.
I discuss "What Happens to Radio
WEAS-FM Decatur, Ga.—Eurith Dickinson Rivers Jr. CP Sept. 9. Failure
i With the Advent of Television." A
to prosecute.
special presentation on television
WAND-FM
Ohio—to P.prosecute.
C. Wilsuccess stories is to be shown, and
son. CP Sept. Canton,
12. Failure
KGLE GrandCP Prairie,
Tex.
—
Anson
A. D. Dunton, chairman of the Brundage.
Sept. 9. Failure B.
to
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., will
prosecute.
KRTV
(TV)
Minneapolis,
Minn.
—
talk on "Canada's Television Fu- Northwest Broadcasting Co. CP Sept.
ture".
9. Station unable to comply with conBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

QlfffN C/7Y
Would Amend Applications

Transfers,

15

Hearing
In
182
254

30
dition of grant requiring Minnesota
Tribune Co. to dispose of its 14.6%
interest in Minneapolis Star and
Tribune Co., or its 50% interest in
WTCN-TV there. FCC held its duopoly
rule precludes same interest having
share of both outlets. WTCN-TV is in
operation.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Ely, Nev. — White Pine Broadcasting
Co., 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated
cost: $13,786. Equal partners in companygineer,
are David
I. Hansen,
chief Co.,
enSevier Valley
Broadcasting
Richfield, Utah and Dale V. Bradley
employeroad. of
Denver13. Rio Grande RailFiled Sept.
Gretna, La. — Gretna and Lower Coast
Radio and Broadcasting Co. Inc., 1450
kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated cost
$14,800.clude:Pricipals
in corporation
inCharles A. Schmid,
100% owner
American Music System, radio inRadio School,
Orleans,structor
and Gulftechnical
adviserNewWJBW
New Orleans; Armand F. Trujillo,
owner mentofhouses,
several
hotels
apartpresident
40%;andAbraham
Solomon, semi-retired, vice president
40%. FUed Sept. 12.
Owatonna,
Minn. kc,
— Owatonna
Broadcasting Co., 1390
500 w daytime.
Estimated construction cost $23,874.
Company is comprised of William F.
Johns Sr., who has 15% interest in
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., treasurer, 40%;
William F. Johns Jr., 22i^% owner
WSHB, Stillwater, Minn. President 30%;
Victor J. Tedesco, 22^4% owner
WSHB, secretary, VtVz; Albert S.
Tedesco, program manager WSHB and
20% owner,
viceshoe
president
10%; 10%;
Antonio Tedesco,
repairman,
Nicholas Tedesco, 25% owner WSHB
and parttime sales advisor, 10%. Filed
Sept. 9.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WOV New York — Transfer control of
voting stock in Wodaam Corp. from
N.
to Richard
E. O'Dea.
timeJ. ofLeigh
transfer
of Wodaam
Corp. Atto
Victory Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting,
May 16], stock subscriptions were as
follows:
Weil, N.79 J.shares;
Hartley, Ralph
69 shares;
Leigh,Arnold
445%
shares.
Mr.
Leigh
also
held
71i^ shares
in addition to subscribed amount.
On
or before June 7 all shareholders with
exception of Mr. Leigh had supplied
necessary consideration and received
full amount of shares, application said.
Accordingly, Mr. Leigh's 445i^ shares

THE

RENEWED effort to resolve engineering difficulties was made by
Queen City Broadcasting Inc. last
week in a petition to FCC for permission to amend its Cincinnati 630
kc application so as to protect
WHKC Columbus on 610 kc.
Observing that FCC earlier has
denied efforts of Queen City during
the proceeding to make technical
changes to avoid the overlap situation prohibited by the Commission's rules. Queen City pointed out
that FCC by such action "has rendered bid
impossible
the grant"
either its
or that
of WCPOof
Cincinnati for 630 kc and "makes
further participation by either applicant on their present applicacations farcial and meaningless."
As a result only the bid of
WLAP Lexington can be approved,
the petition said, but this "great
inequity" should be remedied to
allow the comparative consideration entitled. It was explained that
the WHKC situation was not
known until the hearing and therefore could not have been met
earlier.
The 630 kc assignment at one
time had been given to WLAP but
was withdravvTi a. year ago for further hearing as requested by
Queen City
casting, and
Oct. 25, WCPO
1948]. [BroadQueen
City grant
also explained
thatantenna
FCC's
1947
of directional
modifications to WHKC had been
inopportune since it failed to consider the Cincinnati proposals.
Therefore, it was held, every effort
should be considered which would
correct this situation.
will be converted to preferred stock
and his holdings of 11% shares are
acquired by in
Mr. Victory
O'Dea. Broadcasting
Mr. Leigh's
investment
amounted to $4,997.91, of which he will
pay $2,006.45. Victory pays balance of
$2,991.46 less $1,500 for llVs shares.
Balance due Mr. Leigh amounts to
$1,491.46. WOV is assigned 1 kw on
1280 kc. Filed Sept. 9.
KCNY San Marcos, Tex. — Transfer of
1,500 shares
offrom
stockCharles
of Central
Broad-to
L. Cain
Edward casting
C. Co.,James
for consideration
of
$15,000. This stock will be sold by the
individual and not corporation. Large
percentage of sales money will go back
into furthering the station. KCNY is
assigned 1470 kc, 250 w daytime. Filed
Sept. 13.

^lec^
^a^met
Columbus, Ohio
Radio

co

Consultants
on

Management

and Operation

(20 years experience)
HOLDING SALES CLINIC FOR GROUP OF STATIONS— WINONA LAKE,
INDIANA— West Minster Hotel— September 22, 23, 24.
Get your group of stations together and arrange a date
Wire or write for reservation
Post Office — Box 108, Worthington, Ohio
Telephone — -Worthin^on 2-7346
September 19, 1949
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ruling until after a three-judge
court has heard the case.
When the FCC counsel ventured

ANN MIMS, KNOE Monroe, La., receptionist chosen queen of the Louisiana
Water Carnival, was entertained at the Shamrock Hotel in Houston, Tex.
With her before take-off from Monroe airport are (I to r) Bob Dumm, KNOE
manager who departed on same plane for two weeks active duty in the Navy;
former Gov. James A. Noe, owner of KNOE, and Jack Howard, president of
Monroe Chamber of Commerce.
Giveaway Setbacks
(Continued from page 25)
stay the head of the agency until the
court has determined whether the
regain
the judge
He also them,"
noted that
becauseobserved.
of the agency
is empowered to do what it
FCC order and rules, Radio Feathreatens."
Mr. Goldman contended that the
tures "has been unable to sell its
programs to other stations and, FCC decision of Aug. 18 makes it
in fact, has made no sales since clear that the Commission will not
the promulgation of said order and
act to implement its policy in licensing proceedings until after
rules."
Government counsel — William J. Oct. 1. He declared:
the a Commission
has extended
Hickey
for Max
the attorney
to "Thus,
licensees
period of grace
in order
office and
Goldman general's
for the to
afford the fullest and most adequate
notice
of
its
proposed
policy.
If it is
FCC — wori a concession from Judge
plaintiff's
contention that
it isbypresently
Igoe, however, when he deleted from
suffering irreparable
injury
reason
his original draft of the restraining
of the fact that the Commission's announcement of policy and interpreorder that portion suspending Sectation of law presently creates uncertainty resulting in the abrogation of
tion 3.692 of the FCC's rules. This existing contracts,
thatwhich
is theit uncersection relates to television. In an
tainty and jeopardy
seeks
have removed by a final judgment
eleventh-hour move, Walter E. to
of the invalidity of the proposed policy
Tinsley, attorney for Radio Fea- and interpretation of law or their inap licability to plaintiff's programs."
tures, called the company's president, Walter Schwimmer, to the
Charges 'Preliminary Judgment'
stand to testify that he is producing TV giveaways and has
He charged that any injunction
started negotiations with two video which purports to do more that
stations. But Judge Igoe observed
what the Commission itself has
that since, in previous testimony,
done with respect to the period
"nothing was said about television"
between Aug. 18 and Oct. 1 "would
and the evidence given by Mr.
be in effect a preliminary judgment
Schwimmer was insufficient, Sec- on the merits of the controversy."
tion 3.692 should stand.
Evidence presented by counsel
for Radio Features specified that
Goldman Requests
WBNS Columbus, and WIL St.
Louis have cancelled their contracts
Mr. Goldman, assistant general
counsel of the FCC, and chief with the company since the FCC's
ruling, that several others are
spokesman for the government,
asked that the court recognize that ready to cancel, and that negotiations which were underway for
the relief which Radio Features
sale of programs to 45 stations of
in effect sought was a "declaratory
judgment of the invalidity or in- the Don Lee network, and a dozen
others, have fallen through. Mr.
ap licability of the Commission's
Schwimmer testified that unless the
interpretative rules to its programs,
injunction
was granted his combecause the Commission's threat to
pany would be out of business by
refuse to renew the license of any
Oct. 1.
station carrying such (giveaway)
Judge Igoe deplored the fact that
programs — if it turned out to be
the FCC refused to postpone the
within the scope of the Commission's interpretative rules — was re- effective date of its August 18
sulting in the cancellation of exist- order until after hearing and determination ofthe plaintiff's appliing contracts." He further agreed:
cation for an interlocutory injunc"A showing
of
this
type
of
untion.
certainty or jeopardy may present the
type of situation for which a declara"I don't understand the position
tory judgment is designed to afford
relief. It is, however, not the function
of
the FCC," he said. "In our Interof a preliminary restraining order to
state Commerce Commission cases,
make a preliminary grant of the final hearings
on temporary injunctions
relief, but rather to prevent irreparable
injury which may result from the tak- are not required because the ICC
ing of the action threatened. A stay is postpones the effective date of a
designed to do what its name implies —
Page 80 • September 19, 1949

the opinion this was a "unique"
case, the
judge than
declared
it was cases
"no
more
unique
the ICC
that come in here.
"An entire industry has been
disrupted and it would be no harm
to the FCC to postpone its effective date," Judge Igoe said.
Mr. Goldman suggested that perhaps the cancellation of Radio
Features programs did not result
from the FCC interpretation but
from a belief that the Commission
may be right.
This brought forth the judicial
quip: "As I see it, you don't
threaten to do anything to anybody, but they're mighty afraid
you're going to. Of course, you're
in the driver's seat and gan do as
Judge Igoe questioned Mr. Goldman as to why the FCC felt it necyou please."
essary to interpret the lottery
statutes, asking, "Aren't the statby themselves?"
Theutes clear
Commission
feels it is
fairer to promulgate rules rather
than render opinions on a case-tocase basis, announcing from time
to time its policy regarding a law
so that a station can't say it doesn't
know the law, the counsel explained.
"Do you presume that the stations don't know the law," pursued
the judge. "They have many conman.
flicting views," replied Mr. GoldWhen the counsel was telling of
the FCC's referral of several lottery cases involving stations to the
Attorney General, Judge Igoe interrupted to ask if any stations
had been prosecuted on lottery
charges. Mr. Goldman said he had
few.
"only a vague recollection" of a
"You say the FCC has referred
certain cases to the Attorney General and he apparently has in most
instances said 'No case.' Now
isn't it true the FCC is seeking to
carry
on judge.
its own prosecution,"
asked the
Denying this, Mr. Goldman cited
the WARL Arlington, Va., case
which, he said, was given many

Time Off To Sell
SALES may be a problem
when
force beis
limitedyour
but station's
results may
surprising when the entire
station staff is turned out to
sell en masse. KVEN Ventura, Calif., tried this recently on a Dollar Day, when
Mort Werner, manager,
transcribed
an entire
day's
schedule, except
for news,
and turned loose all but one
engineer to sell. Under the
direction of Harry Engel,
commercial manager, the one
day sales-blitz-force brought
in $300 worth of business.
. . . big billing for a small
station with a very low rate
card.

hearings on lottery charges in an
effort by the FCC to avoid prosecu- |ti
tion. The counsel was in the
process of listing steps taken to
hear all sides of the WARL case,
starting with hearings before an
examiner, when the judge again
interrupted to ask, "While these
proceedings were underway, was
the station required to suspend the
Hickey Aids Goldman
When the counsel replied in the
negative,
the judge asked what
program?"
was
the difference. This exchange
ended when Mr. Hickey, a special
assistant U. S. Attorney General,
came to Mr. Goldman's relief with
a new plea that in promulgating
its rules, the FCC was only "announcing its thinking." He added,
"If the court grants this temporary injunction, it will be saying
to the FCC, 'You're thinking
wrong,
you can't
way.' "
Counsel
for think
RadiothatFeatures
closed his argument with the
charge that it is an "unthinkable
proposition when a government
agency can say to an enterprise
that you can't do anything about
it even though your business is being destroyed. Mr. Tinsley stressed
the point that Radio Features is
"not an illegal business."
Before issuing the restraining
order. Judge Igoe did not comment
on the claim that the FCC exceeded
its authority nor did he delve into

GERTRUDE BERG, star and writer of CBS radio and television series The
Goldbergs, discusses the series with (I to r) Howard M. Chapin, director of
advertising. General Foods Corp.; J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president
and director of television operations, and Robert C. Williams, assistant sales
and advertising manager. General Foods Sanka Division. Occasion was a
party given for the show's personnel.
BROADCASTING
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the merits of the giveaway ban.
He merely said the plaintiff had
come into court with a "verified
petition, which has not been disputed, and the defendant has offered no counter affidavits." He
noted the government had conceded
his court had jurisdiction, and declared that under the statutes his
court "has the right to issue an injunction until a three-judge court
has been convened in this case."
Following custom. Judge Igoe
will be one of the three judges.
The other two will be selected by
Chief Judge J. Earl Major of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh District. One will be from
the Appeals Court and the other
from Federal District Court.
Judge Igoe asked that attorneys
for each side in the controversy
file briefs by Sept. 27.
Radio Features entered its petition for the immediate purpose
of protecting its investment in the
programs
Tello Test and Tune
i Test, stating that these are not
i|the type of programs that could
'jbe covered by FCC Rules 3.192,
s|3.292 and 3.692 "if such rules were
'in effect valid" [Broadcasting,
'Sept. 12].
UN BIRTHDAY
Draws Ad Council Assist
!ADVERTISING COUNCIL board
' of directors has approved a request
'for advertising assistance in the
international celebration of the
|United Nations' fourth birthday on
Oct. 4. Samuel C. Gale, director of
advertising for General Mills, and
5 a council director, is chairman of
(the subcommittee on advertising
of the National Citizens Committee
^for UN Day and coordinator for
the project.
J. Walter Thompson Co., through
Thomas L. Greer, has been named
the council's volunteer agency for
the observance. Special radio promotion material, including a kit
for local stations, is being prepared
''the
by Barry
Mahool,Heritage
radio director
American
Founda-of
' tion.
Radio Buying Guide
ALLIED RADIO Corp. of Chicago
has announced publication of its
new 1950 196-page catalog, cover.ing "everything in radio and elec"tronics."
emphasis
has been
placed on Special
equipment
for broadcast
station maintenance including detailed listings of power tubes, distortion analyzing equipment, pickups, equalizers and arms, CAA approved tower light controls and
other types of electronic equipment
in the broadcast field. The 1950
Buying Guide may be obtained
without charge from Allied Radio
Corp., 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7,111.

A REPRESENTATIVE WHAS Louisville listener, Mrs. Paul
Eubank, moves the first shovel of earth for erection of
the station's television tower. Immediately in back of
Mrs. Eubank is Victor Sholis, WHAS director, and LouisWRQN Now WVOP
VIDALIA Broadcasting Co., Vidalia, Ga., has changed the call
letters for its AM facilities from
WRQN to WVOP. General Manager Howard C. Gilreath said the
WVOP stands for "the Voice of
Progress." Affiliated with the
Georgia Network, WVOP is a 250
V/ outlet operating fulltime on 1450
kc. Warren B. Smith is chief
engineer.

PAINT spray gun in hand, Lee Little,
KTUC Tucson, Ariz., president and
generol manager, leads the station in
battle against traffic deaths on city's
streets. The slogan, "Caution Before
Stepping,"
promotes
station's
network affiliation
as well
as serving
the public. First letter of each of the
words was painted longer to emphasize CBS. With authorization of
''H. R. BAUKHAGE will originate his
'ABC broadcast Sept. 20 from the the city council, the catch phrase
'United Nations Assembly at Lake
was painted 1,024 times on Tuscon
Success, N. Y., when the UN opens.
sidewalks.
Telecasting
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ville's Mayor Charles Farnsley, in black bow string tie.
Holding the portable microphone is Master of Ceremonies
Pete French. Technical Director Orrin W. Towner is at
far right.

ALERT

RCA System for Emergencies
WFEA Manchester, N. H., and
WBZ Boston cooperated last week
in a radio alert system devised by
RCA for emergency use. It was
employed Thursday by Civil Defense forces participating in
"Operation Lookout," in which
more than 100 Air National Guard
pilots "raided" the East Coast
from Maine to Delaware.
As the raid was in progress, a
signal was sent from a command
post of the Continental Air Command in New Hampshire to
WFEA. There it was transmitted
as an inaudible tone to WBZ and

Further Extension Asked
ANOTHER 30-day extension from
Sept. 19 was requested last week
by G. A. (Dick) Richards stations
to petition FCC for changes in issues announced for the Commission
hearing on licensee renewal and
trustee shop plan involving WGAR
Cleveland, WJR Detroit and KMPC
Los Angeles [Broadcasting, Aug.
1]. Present extension expires today (Monday). WGAR is the
only station presently having a renewal bid pending but the trustee
plan
lets. covers all three Richards out-

by thatceiver instation
"alert" cenrethe air to
raidanwarning
ter of Montpelier, Vt.
In an earlier stage of "Operation Lookout," which began Sept.
10, the warning signal originated
at a command post on Long Island,
passed over private wire to an
NBC transmitter at Port Washington, L. I., was added as an inaudible tone to station program beams,
was received by an RCA alert receiver at WGBI Scranton, Pa., and
retransmitted to Civil Defense
headquarters in Scranton.
London

Cecil Herndon

LANDON CECIL HERNDON, 52,
assistant chief of FCC's field engineering and monitoring division at
Washington, died last Wednesday
at his home in Arlington, Va. In
radio engineering supervision since
1921, Mr. Herndon formerly had
been in charge of the central states
region for FCC's Bureau of Engineering at Chicago. He is survived
by his wife and a son.

IRVE TUNICK (r) of New York City,
radio script writer and producer, receives Disabled American Veterans
citation from Gen. Jonathan M.
Wainwright at 28th DAV national
convention in Cleveland. Gen. Wainwright retired as national commander.
Mr. Tunick received the citation for
"his outstanding contribution in
bringing the dramatized story of the
disabled veteran to America's radio
September 19, 1949 •
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SEIDEL
At

Deadline...

MURRAY
CARPENTER
BUYS HALF OF WABI
MURRAY CARPENTER, of Cape Elizabeth,
Me., becomes general manager and treasurer
of WABI Bangor, ABC affiliate 5 kw on 910
kc, oldest standard station in Maine, according
to F. B. Simpson, present owner. Mr. Carpen-,
ter, formerly manager of WPOR Portland
Me., which he helped establish in 1946, said he
sold his interest in that station to acquire
WABI.
Mr. Simpson said station will file shortly
with FCC providing for transfer of ownership
to be equally divided between Mr. Carpenter
and Horace Hildreth, ex-Governor of Maine
and president of Bucknell U. He said decision
to sell was because of health. Before launching WPOR, Mr. Carpenter, 34, spent 12 years
with Compton Adv., New York.

NINE NEW AM OUTLETS
AUTHORIZED BY FCC
NINE new AM station grants authorized by
FCC Friday. Logan Bcstg. Co., Logan, W.
Va., granted regional outlet on 1290 kc with
5 kw day, 1 kw night, DA; conditional. Firm
is headed by Gov. Clarence W. Meadows, who
with William T. Lively and W. D. Stone also
has interests in WWYO Pineville and WCAW
Charleston, W. Va.
Carbonwent to Carbondale Bcstg.,
Other permits kc,
Grady-Mitchell
250 w, fuUtime:
1320
dale Pa.,
kc, 1 kw day; Baranof
Bcstg Co., Cairo, Wash., 1300
w,
Alaska, 1400 kc, 250
Enterprises Inc., Sitka,
Colfax, Wash.,
unlimited; Interstate Radio Inc.,
Akron,
Co.,
1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited; Akron Bcstg.
l; ArkOhio 1150 kc. 1 kw daytime, directiona
Kan., 1050 kc,
Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc., Garden City,
Calif.,
Wasco,
Co.,
Bcstg.
Leaf
Maple
1 kw daytime;
Prairie Radio Corp., Lincoln,
kc. 250kc, w 500daytime;
1050 1370
w daytime.
111.,
KGST FRESNO SOLD
KGST Fresno, Calif., sold for $55,000 subject
to FCC approval to group of Chicagoans.
Buyers are Morris Mindel, Sidney Mandel and
Milton Gerloff. John Baker holds 621/2%.
Other owners, Peter K. Onnigian, Dr. George
F. Baker and Harry Hartunian.
COMMISSIONERS GUESTS
FCC COMMISSIONERS were luncheon guests
of Defense Secretary Louis Johnson at Pentagon Friday, and described it as "purely social."
All Montreal
attended except
Rosel H. Hyde, who's
at
NARBAComr.
conference.
CIGAR TEST CAMPAIGN
CIGAR Institute of America inaugurating test
paid advertising campaign for 1950 through
Benton & Bowles, New York, to cost $70,000.
Campaign will serve as pattern for future
advertising activities. Media to be used will
be announced shortly.
TV TAVERN FEE UPHELD
FEE OF $120 levied by Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board on about 15,000 Philadelphia
taverns showing television upheld by Dauphin
County Court at Harrisburg, Pa. Suit was
filed March 11 by 27 taproom operators on
behalf of 1,000 licensees in city.
SODERLUND NAMED BY KFAB
HAROLD A. SODERLUND, in charge of regional sales at KFAB Omaha for five years,
appointed sales manager of station, Harry
Burke, general manager, announced.
Page 82
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FOUR STATION TRANSFERS
GET FCC APPROVAL
SALES OF WLIB New York, WE AT Lake
Worth, Fla., WTNT Augusta, Ga., and WERD
Atlanta, Ga., approved by FCC Friday. Commission also ordered hearing on proposed
assignment of license for KWIK-AM-FM Burbank, Calif., from Leslie S. Bowden, bankruptcy trustee, to Union Bcstg. Corp. of Calif.,
ILGWU subsidiary, for $40,000. Details of
transfer grants:
WLIB New York — Granted assignment license
from Dorothy Schiff Thackrey to New Bcstg. Co.
for $150,000. New Bcstg. includes: Morris S. Novik,
president 21%; Harry Novik, merchant, 44%; Samuel
B. Hains, CPA, 20%, and Norman B. Furman, president
dentof15%.Furman, Feiner & Co., agency, vice presiWEAT
Fla.—L.Granted
of stock Lake
from Worth,
Clarence
Menser,transfer
formerof 100%
NBC
vice president, and wife, Irene Menser, for $60,000
to Robert W. Rounsaville, majority owner WBEJ
Elizabethton, WKSR Pulaski, WBEC Cleveland, all
Tenn., and WQXI Buckhead, Ga.
WTNTfiveAugusta,
Ga.— Granted
control
from
stockholders
to J. B.transfer
Fuqua,of general
managertionalWGAC
Augusta,
for
$75,000.
Grant
condiupon Mr. Fuqua selling his 10% in WGAC.
WTNT sellers include Edgar W. Teasley and Walter
J. Brown who hold 51%. Mr. Brown is president of
WORD Spartanburg, S. C.
WERD Atlanta, Ga. — Granted transfer of control
to J. B. Blayton, banker. Mr. Blayton to run WERD
for one year without salary with profits to pay debts.
TV CONTRACT CHECKLIST
SUBMITTED BY AAAA
AMERICAN ASSN. of Advertising Agencies
today (Sept. 19) released checklist of "points
for consideration in negotiating television facilities contracts." Drafted by AAAA Committee on Radio and TV Broadcasting, headed
by Carlos Franco, Young & Rubicam, checklist
contains suggestions for TV problem areas not
covered by AAAA standard spot radio contract form or video station contracts. Highlights:
The music licenses carried by most stations and
networks cover performance of music in non-dramatic form, only. Broadcasters must therefore
limit their indemnification to limits of their licenses.
If music is reproduced on records or film or is
usedgetin proper
dramaticclearance.
form, it is agency's responsibility
to
It would be to agencies advantage to obtain,
wherever possible, one-way cancellation privilege.
In remote pickups, because of complexities of
union regulations, agencies should ascertain whether
use of props is permitted at point of pickup.
In connection with use of kinescope prints, it
is advisable for agency to have clearance on following points: Infringement of patent rights; contractual obligation or violations of AFRA. theatrical,
and motion picture union contracts; film rights for
talent;
synchronization and mechanical rights on
music, etc.
POPULATION

GAIN

TO

RCA

VICTOR

ROBERT A. SEIDEL, vice president and comtroller of the W. T. Grant Co., will join RCA
Victor Div. as vice president in charge of distribution, effective Oct. 1. He will headquarter
in Camden. Mr, Seidel is well known for his
activities in the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. where he served as a member of board
of directors, chairman of executive committee,
and chairman of association's committee on
government affairs.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
towers inside cities. Where original proposal
would guarantee CAA approval for towers up
to 170 feet unless located in airport or approach areas, aviation interests now reportedly
pushing for 150-foot limit. Tentative standards, worked out in CAA-FCC-industry conferences last spring, currently in CAA hands
but ultimately due for FCC action. However,
suspicion prevails they're being followed in
principle by CAA in passing upon current
applications.
BUCHANAN & Co., New York, buying spot
schedule for Eskimo Pies, Bloomfield, N. J.,
on 11 stations in 9 midwest markets. Contracts are for intensive four-week period in
markets where distribution is established.
KIRKMAN SOAP FLAKES considering spot
announcement campaign. Agency, NewellEmmett, New York, also recommending television spot schedule.
DUANE

JONES, New York, looking for availabilities for possible spot schedule for its client,
International Sterling Salt.
WITHIN HOURS of all-network wire Wednesday to interconnected TV stations on handling
of World Series on "no pay, no charge" basis
despite Gillette commercials, telecasters were
burning up telephone wires. (See page 47,
also editorial page 44.) Independent telecasters were believed unanimous that move
could alter whole economic philosophy of
sponsorship of special events for both audio
and video and leave them holding empty money
bag. They plan concerted, independent action
next year.
LAMBERT & FEASLEY, New York querying
stations on behalf of its Phillips 66 gasoline |
account to determine radio time spent by competitive advertisers with ultimate plans to rec1950.
ommend increase in spot announcements for
DR. PETER GOLDMARK, CBS color TV inventor, planning shortly to leave for England
for series of demonstrations of his sequential
system in London and on continent. His mission understood to have been in some measure
responsible for FCC decision to launch Sept.
26 TV hearings with color testimony.

U. S. POPULATION jumped to 149,452,000
as of Aug. 1, representing 13.5% increase over
131,669,275 for April 1, 1940, according to
estimates released by Philip M. Hauser, acting
director, Census Bureau. First seven months
of 1949 showed increase of 1,401,000, or same
as that for corresponding period last year.
Figures include armed forces overseas.

HAMILTON WATCH Co., through Hirshon
Garfield Agency, New York, shopping for
half-hour network show.

STERILE-AIRE TEST
CHEMICAL Air Purification Corp., Chicago
(Sterile-Aire germ killer) , starting chain-break
and one-minute spot test on WSBT South Bend,
Ind., with results of 13-week series to determine national expansion plans. Time to be
bought in Chicago next, then one market at
a time. Agency, Morris F. Swaney, Chicago;
Harry Ault, account executive.

ALTHOUGH NARBA conference in Montreal
is expected to run two months unless it hits
impasse early in sessions which would result
in postponement or worse, Comr. Rosel H. Hyde,
chairman of U. S. delegation, is expected to
return periodically to Washington to participate in FCC policy matters. Nature of FCC
agenda, plus situation in Montreal, will be
determinant
of frequency of Mr. Hyde's treks
from
Montreal.
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10th

Largest

TV

Marketl

The Television Service of The Nation's Station — the combined threestation coverage of WLW-T,

Cincinnati; WLW-D,

Dayton; and

WLW-C, Columbus — now offers advertisers the 10th largest (*)
television market in the country.
Linked by micro-wave relay, these stations serve an area embracing
million people . . . 935,000 families with 52,000 television receivers
now in use — 76,000 predicted by the first of the year.
Advertisers, both large and small, have already learned this fact;
simulcasts on all three stations provide the ideal method of reaching
this important television market — at considerable savings in program,
production and technical costs.
During one week last month (August 14-20), a total of 127 advertisers
bought 315 advertising units (programs, participations or spot announcements) on all three stations . . . reaching this significant, responsive
audience for as little as $1.25 per-thousand-viewers.
*NBC Research Department Estimates

For further information,

contact any of these sales offices:

630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.

360 North Michigan
Chicago 1, Illinois

6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

4595 S.
W-DHighway
WLDixie
Dayton 9, Ohio

140 West Ninth St.
Cincinnati
2,TOhio
WLW-

3165 Olentangy River Rd.
WLW-2,COhio
Columbus

TELEVISION

SERVICE

OF

THE

NATION'S

STATION

CBS
ARE ALWAYS
OVER

STARS

SHINING

EASTERN

IOWA

VIA WMT

Amos

'^n Andy

Back

on

600 KC, 5000 WATTS

CEDAR RAPIDS
Basic Columbia Network

DAY AND NIGHT

Like ole man river, these veteran comedians keep on
rollin' season after season. They've rolled up 21 impressive years in broadcasting, and a fabulously faithful
aggregation of followers (not the least of whom is the
widely known radio editor, John Crosby.)
Out in Eastern Iowa these enduring favorites will again
be heard this fall on WMT. With exclusive CBS
programming, plus thorough news and special events
reporting, WMT covers this balanced farm and industrial
market. Ask the Katz man to show you how WMT sells
in WMTland.

SEPTEMBER

26

1949

neNews

WOR'S

PRICE

w

RULES

FOR

FOOTBALL...
during

the 1949

PASS

CENTS

eievision

e ekM

OWN

25

RADIO
CRAWLING BY
BALL CARRIER
The v.p. in charge adv. for
Cannonball Cleaner said his
media list would run stuff to
top position in jig time. Forgot
to include WOR. PENALTY
—a WOR news show that did
the job in 8 weeks without
other ad help.

season

INCOMPLETE

The boys at Ajax thought they
could run that product on a
20% sales gain in greater New
York without using WOR.
PENALTY-A WOR personality like Martha Deane, Stan
Lomax, or Barbara Welles.

INTERFERENCE
WITH

PLAYER

Bill Grum disagreed with
Harley Transfer regarding
Hannibal Nail Polish's use of a
WOR woman's show. Wasted
4 weeks on media duds. PENALTY - WOR participation
that boosted sales more than
30% in less than 10 weeks.

PERSONAL FOUL
Charlie Bricker of Lamspon
thought he'd out-think the client; skipped WOR in schedule
set to boost candy sales. Forgot that WOR could, do work
of almost all media. PENALTY—he must read Peter Paul
and Colonial WOR success
stories.
OFF-SIDE
Bill Fowler of Brecker &
Brinker knew that WOR's
news programs could perform
miracles for his client's shoe
polish.
Thought
he'd run
around them;
lost a market
by
doing so. PENALTY -a low
cost WOR news show that outstripped all media used.

WOR
— thai all-american
at 1440 Broadway,
in New

York

seller

vvVDINNERBELL

TIME"

on WLS

is

America's oldest, continuous farm service program, as old as the station itself, 25 years. Each
noon our editors tell listeners about farm meetings in the area, interview leaders in all branches
of agriculture, report news gathered by our
large staff of Prairie Farmer- WLS field editors.
Almost every week finds the program originating "remote" from some rural gathering. Anything that affects the business of farming or
farm living is ""Dinnerbell" copy. That's why
"Dinnerbell" is "must" listening in so many
homes throughout Midwest America. Thousands of listeners feel as Mrs. Thomas L. Marks
did when she wrote:

"To me, Dinnerbell is an important part of
my day. I always feel I know you folks."
Mr. and Mrs. Marks live on an acreage five
miles out of Anderson, Indiana, where Mr.
Marks is service manager for Pierce Governor
Company. Both were born and raised on Indiana
farms, and are still intensely interested in the
many WLS farm service features such as Din-

nerbell, Bulletin Board, markets and weather.
They are regular listeners to the WLS

National

Barn Dance, every day hear Dr. Holland's
Morning Devotions broadcast. "Happy Hank"
is a favorite with the niece and nephew who
live with them: 9-year-old Ann and 8-year-old
Jimmy Davis. One of the best remembered
events of the Marks' lives is when they met
Dr. Holland, WLS staff pastor, and the late
Henry Burr, at a personal appearance in Anderson. They think so much of their friendly entertainers at WLS that they have every Family
Album published — since 1929!
This family is typical of the vast WLS audience concentrated in the four states of Illinois,
Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan. They like to
listen to WLS because they feel we're their
friends, because we broadcast entertainment
they like, information they need and want.
Through 25 years of serving these needs, WLS
has built up a tremendous audience loyalty and
belief. That's why WLS

Gets Results.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC AFFILIATE, REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

farm income. Another reason why WWL - land
exceeds the national average in increased income,
increased buying power, and general prosperity.
3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.

WWL-LAND
The greatest
50,000 WATTS

selling power

in the South's greatest city
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE

NEW
A DEPARTMENT

ORLEANS
OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

BMB Maps of WWL-coverage and other data available
from the Katz Agency, Inc., our National Representatives.

bllshed every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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SENATE INTERSTATE & Foreign Commerce
Committee, which has achieved status as sort
of super FCC, may next move in on military
service "squatting" on frequencies, particularly those which might be available for expansion of TV in VHF band [BROADCASTING,
Sept. 19]. Committee is known to be working
on preliminaries and may break out any day
now with interrogatories asking whys and
wherefores.
CORN PRODUCTS, New York, (Mazola)
through C. L. Miller, New York, checking
availabilities for spot schedule to start soon
in number of markets.
FCC EXPECTED to decide soon on date for
hearing on proposed transfer of G. A. Richards stations (KMPC Los Angeles, WGAR
Cleveland, 'WJR Detroit) to three trustees.
It'll probably be set to start in Los Angeles,
where charges against Mr. Richards' news policies originated, and current signs point toward
mid-November commencement. Stations now
have till Oct. 19 to move for revision of hearing issues, which include question of news
policies. WGAR's renewal application is in
same proceeding; WJR's and KMPC's, which
come up Nov. 1, may be added [Broadcasting,
Aug. 1].
MUTUAL contract with AFL for 15-minute
across the board news program [Closed
Circuit, Sept. 19]. still unsigned pending
selection of commentator and settling of other
factors. Formal approval may await AFL
convention Oct. 3.
TED GRANIK'S American Forum of the Air
to move to NBC from MBS. Broadcast arrangements not yet complete but will be Sunday afternoon program simulcast (AM and
TV) with first broadcast in early October.
Mr. Granik understood negotiating for sponsorship with several organizations reportedly
interested. Number of stations both AM and
TV to carry program undecided pending
sponsorship and other negotiations. Further
details can be expected shortly.
GOODYEAR RUBBER Co., New York, expected to sponsor Paul Whiteman in new television show. Negotiations currently going on
between company, its two agencies — Young
& Rubicam and Kudner — and Mr. Whiteman.
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau understood
to be notifying stations of protest by Federal
Adv. Agency involving recording titled "Cheap
Cigars." Understood two Federal clients. General Cigar and Cigar Institute of America,
have objected to record, with stations asked
not to perform it on air.
PFEIFFER BREWING Co., Detroit, for its
beer, planning regional spot campaign and
(Continued on page 86)
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Honrinn
Sept.
FCC
TV
UHF-VHF
Allocations
Commerce Dept. Auditorium, Washington.
Sept. 26-27: NAB District 10, Savery, Des Moines.
Sept.
Kan. 29-30: NAB District 12, Allis, Wichita,
(Other Upcomings on page 44)
Bulletins
FORD MOTOR Co. names Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, for institutional advertising in addition to Lincoln-Mercury account and radio
and television part of Ford Motor Co. Agency
has Ford Theatre starting first week in October
on CBS-TV sponsored by Ford Motor Co.
Ford products and Ford dealer accounts will
continue to be handled by J. Walter Thompson,
J. R. Davis, Ford vice president, announced.
CBS Newscaster Lowell Thomas seriously
injured Friday in Himalaya mountains. News
service reported he was hurt in auto accident,
but his New York office learned he was thrown
from horse. Army Air Force asked to rescue
him from mountain village of Gyantse, in
Sikkim, border principality between Tibet and
India. Son Lowell Jr. was with him. Commentator, sponsored by Procter & Gamble, has been
on world tour since last July.
GENERAL FOODS, New York, (Jello) will
sponsor television version of The Aldrich
Family on NBC-TV as well as radio, starting
Oct. 2, Sun. 7:30-8 p.m. Young & Rubicam,
New York, is agency.
Y&R NAMES ELDON SMITH
ELDON SMITH, acting manager of advertising service, Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
named department manager by Sigurd S. Larmon, Y&R president. He fills vacancy created
by recent death of Donald Barr.

Briefl
Business
FATIMA'S PADKAOR
PACKAGE A
# T.ip'jj-pt.t-Mvprs
Liggett-Myers Co.
New York (Fatima cigarettes), to sponsor NBC
package show Dragnet effective Oct. 6 oi
NBC, Thurs., 10:30-11 p.m. Company wiL
drop Tales of Fatima on CBS Oct. 1. Agency
Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
'
SOAP SERIES • M. Werk Co., Cincinnati
buys Meet the Menjous, new open-end disc se;
ries produced by Frederic Ziv Co., to place ir
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Louisville anc
Cincinnati through Ralph H. Jones Co., Cin
cinnati. Ziv program, Cisco Kid, expanded t«
five Alabama and Mississippi markets by Smitlj
Bakery Co., Gulfport, Ala., after test. I
PENICK & FORD BUYS # Penick & ForJ
(My-T Fine dessert) Oct. 3 starts women';
participation spots in average of two station;
in each of 44 markets. Account uses store
casting in Chicago and Pittsburgh. Agency
BBDO, New York.
DFS NAMED TO HANDLE
FRANCO-AMERICAN

CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, names Dan
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample to handle Franco-Amer
ican Brands effective Oct. 31. Total billing oi
products is said to be $1.5 million. Move 1
return by company to its pre-war policy of di l:Bas
viding advertising responsibility for Campbel
and Franco-American brands
Franco-American brands include spaghetti
American macaroni and American beef gravy
DFS has been handling V-8 vegetable juice
V-8 tomato catsup and V-8 chili sauce sinc(
acquisition of those brands by Campbell. Ware
Wheelock Agency, Philadelphia, will continu(
to handle Campbell Soup's other products
Campbell sponsors Club 15 and Ed Murrow ot'M
*
CBS.

FCC
Turns
Down
WHAS
Sale
to WLW
SALE OF WHAS Louisville properties for
competitors with Crosley for V/HAS facilities
.$1,925, 000-plus to Avco's Crosley Broadcastin
but subsequently withdrew.
Co. denied by FCC Friday in final decisiong
FCC concluded that in view of record and its
substantially same as earler initial decision
duopoly
ban contained in Sec. 3.35 of its rulesl
to ban transfer because of overlap between
it
could
not
conclude that "public interest, con*
WHAS and Crosley's WLW Cincinnati
venience and necessity would be served througljiQf^p
[Broadcasting, June 27]. Both are Class I-A
the multiple ownership proposed." Decisior
clear channel stations, separated by 89 miles.
continued: "On the contrary, the control o:
Counsel for both groups said no decision
WLW and WHAS by Crosley is so complete
yet as to appeal, which if taken would be
the overlap areas and populations so vast, am
before special statutory three-judge court in
the competitive service to the nighttime over
Cincinnati or Louisville.
lap area so restricted that it affirmatively ap
Because of expansion of other interests and
pears that the public interest would not b(
desire for "complete financial self-contain^
served by the multiple ownership proposed |gj^
ment," Barry Bingham family which owns
WHAS-AM-FM-TV through Louisville
Indeed, to permit a single corporation to owi
Courier-Journal and Times, believed willing to
and control these two powerful stations . .
entertain other offers should deal with Croswould be to render Section 3.35 a nullity am Aii]
ley be dropped. Bob Hope, radio-film comedian,
to abandon the Commission's long establishec
and Fort Industry Co., multiple-station operapolicy in favor of competition and against con
tor headed by George B. Storer, one time were
centration of control."
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Based on share of audience —
May thru July Hooper Report.
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1000
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BONUS of Ann Arbor, Ypsilonti, Pontine ond Toledo!
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access

by people who know the Portland market!

Why

are Oregon advertisers

buying more 1 5-minute units
on KEX than on any other
station? Because KEX's popular 50,000-watt voice means
more listeners fer dollar in
the BIG

Portland trading

area! To match the success of
the three promotions outlined here, get in touch with
KEX

or with any Free &

Peters representative.
Of, th '^ ail
e as
'ah

•et

air
'1,

at
.t1

,.30

PORTLAND
Only
ABC

50,000

Oregon's
Waff

Sfafion

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc • KYW • KDKA . WBZ . WBZA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV NBC Spot Sales
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FOR
LONG

WEAR
CJ. VAN HOUTEN & ZOON Inc., New York (instant cocoa and Gold
^ Label cocoa), purchases Tuesday and Thursday participations on WOR
New York McCanns at Home.
This is company's first radio venture.
Agency: Roy S. Durstine Inc., same city.
JOHN MORRELL & Co., (Red Heart dog food), Ottumwa, Iowa, names N. W.
Ayer & Son, Chicago, to handle its advertising. Effective date will be announced later. Firm will continue sponsorship of The Lassie Show on 166 NBC
stations, and is contemplating use of television.
MIRACLE ADHESIVES Corp., New York, appoints Cayton Inc., New York, to
handle its advertising. Television will be used.

PRESTO

IS YOUR

DISC

IMPERIAL TOBACCO SALES Co., of Canada Ltd., Montreal (Ogden's Fine
cut tobacco), starts transcribed quarter-hour program Saddle Rockin' Rhythm
thrice weekly on 30 Canadian stations Oct. 3. Program was purchased from
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto, and placed through Cockfield, Brown &
Co. Ltd., Montreal.
CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB signs for 10 midwest collegiate football games on
WGN and WGNB (FM) Chicago.

When you find your records sounding fuzzy and worn after a few
playings, in spite of the most modern equipment . . .
DON'T LOSE HOPE...

ALBERT'S Products Co., Portland, Ore. (Portland Punch), starts three weekly
spot campaign for 11 weeks on KECA-TV Hollywood. Firm also recently contracted for two TV spots before and after all USC and UCLA home games
on same station. Firm now carries quarter-hour sponsorship of CBS Meet the
Missus on 13 Columbia Pacific Network stations, spots and participations on
20 other Western stations and two Los Angeles TV stations. Agency: H. C.
Morris & Co., Los Angeles.
A/»tvrotk Aecounii

Every disc bearing the Presto label
has long-wearing qualities built
into it. It will give you 100 playings
or more on modern equipment.

CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., renewing Solitaire Time on NBC for 52
weeks effective Oct. 30, Sun. 11:45 a.m.-12 noon. Agency: Clements Co., Philadelphia.
SCHLITZ BEER, Milwaukee, said to be considering new CBS package Halls
of Ivy, with Ronald Colman in situation comedy series, possibly 10:30-11 p.m.,
Wednesday. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
FAULTLESS STARCH Co., Kansas City, Mo., signs for second year for Faultless Starch Time 10 to 10:15 a.m., CD'T on 50-station NBC network through
Bruce B. Brewer Agency, Kansas City. Show originates at WLW Cincinnati.
QUAKER OATS Co. Ltd., Peterborough, Ont. (Quaker products), Oct. 23 starts
to April 16 Roy Rogers on 33 Dominion Network stations. Sun. 6-6:30 p.m.
Agency: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.
LEWIS & HOWE Inc., St Louis, renewing Me & Janie on NBC for 52 weeks
effective Oct. 11. Program aired Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m., placed through DancerFitzgerald- Sample, New York.
HUDSON COAL Co., Scranton, Pa., through Clements Co., Philadelphia,
renews D & H Miners on NBC for 52 weeks effective Oct. 9. Program aired
Sunday 9:45-10 a.m.
INSTITUTE OF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE, Los Angeles, Oct. 2 starts weekly ThAs
ThAng Called Life on 11 ABC Coast stations, Sunday 3:30-4:00 p.m. PST.
Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co. of Canada, Toronto (toothpaste), Oct. 2
starts to June 25 Our Miss Brooks on 31 Dominion Network stations. Sun
6:30-7 p.m. Agency: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.

World! s Largest Manufacturer oj I nstantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Di
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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GEORGE E. SIMONS, former advertising manager of General Electric, appointed national advertising manager of Crosley Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp
New York.
JACK MELVIN, publicity director of Hunt Foods, Los Angeles, is the father
of a boy. Jack Edward.
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RCA 1-kw AM.
"■j' transmitter,
"^1

type BTA-lL

SO QUIET in operation you can make
announcements right in the transmitter room itself*, type BTA-lL maintains its excellent reputation for economical and reliable service by continuing

5m

to prove it.
BROADCAST
RAD

Ask any station man who runs one.
For complete data and suggested floor
plans, see your RCA Broadcast Sales
Engineer. Or write Dept. 19 ID, RCA
Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.
*T^e BTA-lL uses no blowers or a-c contactors.

eOUIRMeNT

to

CORPORATION
MMOIMEERIMO RRODUCTS OEPARTMEMT,

of AMERICA
CAMDEM.R.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
(INROAD
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Not

if you

use

the

right materials.

And the same holds true for markets.
Take the case of Phillips Petroleum
They thought the Northwest

Company.

market was tough

to penetrate.
. . . Until a Radio

Sales Account

Executive

came to the rescue— with first-hand material
(gathered

during his regular visits to the

Northwest territory) about Twin
tions and their audiences.
That was 18 months

City sta-

ago. Now— to quote the

QXient— ^Business is booming. Now

it's better

than ever. What's more, our program on
50,000-watt WCCO has attracted many, many
new dealers." All because "Phillips' 66 Talent
Parade"— a WCCO

local live talent half -hour

that discovers and rewards

talented young-

sters—reaches and sells more

than half the

available audience throughout the Northwest.
If your advertising isn't made of the stuff
that penetrates — and sells — 13 of your best
markets, call your Radio Sales Account
utive. His on-the-spot knowledge

Exec-

of the mar-

kets served by the stations he represents can
help you get jumbo profits.

RADIO

SALES

Radio and Television Stations Representative .. .CBS
Radio Sales represents the best radio station— the CBS one of coursein Boston, New York*, Washington, D. C, Philadelphia*, Richmond,
the Carolinas*, Alabama*, St. Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Salt Lake City*, Los Angeles*, San Francisco, and the West Coast's
leading regional network. (*And the best TV station in these markets.)

BERT PEARL
Ace MC and mainsprint of ttie happy
(an| • sings, plays
piano, directs

14-9

Rating
NOW TRANSCRIBED AND AVAILABLE

FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL
SPONSORSHIP IN THE U.S.A.

JOHN PARISH,
elected a vice
merger of two
& Shea, will head
becoming member

formerly president of Chester Parish Assoc., New York,
president of Deutsch & Shea Inc., also New York, following
firms. Mr. Parish, whose staff has been absorbed by Deutsch
newly created public relations department, in addition to^
of plans board.

EDWARD H. BLOHM, formerly with Ehrlich & Neuwirth Inc., Noma Electrife
Corp. and Picard Advertising Agency, all New York, named production manager
of Morey, Humm & Johnstone Inc., same city.

EDDIE ALLEN
THE'SWOONGOON

EDWARD FRANCK named radio director and business manager of We, The
People, succeeding NORMAN FRANK, who has been moved up to radio-TV department as expediter for RODNEY ERICKSON, supervisor of operations for
radio and television at Young & Rubicam, New York. Mr. Franck will report
to JAMES SHELDON, radio and TV producer of show and LINDSAY MacHARRIE, a radio supervisor at agency.

CLIFF McKAV
CLARINET'
SAX AND
VOCALIST

DAVID ARNDT resigns from John Falkner Arndt & Co., Philadelphia.
GEORGE B. RICHARDSON named vice president in charge of San Francisco
office of Foote, Cone & Belding.
BLOUNT SLADE, vice president of Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit,
appointed director of creative services for agency. He is member of National
Committee
dising staffonof Research
agency. of AAAA. JOHN S. PINGEL appointed to merchan-

'•I

IIMMIE NAMARO
XVLOPHONISTPIANIST

the mosf fun-safional show in radio history
— the show that holds the four topmost honors
over the Trans-Canadian network of the C.B.C.
• LARGEST RADIO AUDIENCE
• TOP NETWORK DAYTIME PROGRAM
• TOP SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
• BEAVER AWARD (RADIO'S OSCAR)

HUGH BARTLETT
MNOUNCER
CGMEOIAK

KATHLEEN STOKES
INTERNATIONALLY'
ilNOWN ORCANIST

JOE NIOSI
BASS VIOLINIST OF
TOP NET SHOWS

KENNETH G. MANUEL, news commentator with WWJ Detroit for seven
years and with WWJ-TV for past two years, joins D. P. Brother & Co., same
city.advertising.
.He will serve on Oldsmobile creative staff on publication, radio and
TV

"Happy Gang sponsors will find themselves featuring a show that's sure to
bring favourable comment, friends, contacts and best of all — increased
sales."
Foremost Dairies

FORD SIBLEY of Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco, appointed head of:
advertising agency committee for Northern California Community Chest appealj

For exclusive rights in your locality, order your
audition samples NOW.
All offers subject
to prior sale.

"
C
•

EDWARD E. LOVETON, formerly account executive with John Freiburg &
Co., Los Angeles, joins sales staff of Keenan & Eickelberg, same city.

DICK NEARY, formerly head of customer relations for Butler Bros., San
Francisco wholesaler, joins Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, as copywriter.

BLAIN MATHE
CONCERT VIOLINIST
nUS iOOCIE WOOCIE

Page 12

WILLIAM SMITH, with Campbell-Sanford Adv., Chicago, for past five years,
named general manager of office.

. . . FROM A LISTENER:
"May God bless
member
your
cost in your effortseach
to cheer
us andof make
our lives a little brighter."
N.M.L., Norwood, N. Y.
. . . FROM AN AGENCY:
"I was not surprised when surveys taken
in six cities gave the Happy Gang show
a first in five out of six markets."
Mory R. Miller,
Radio Director,
Newman, Lynde & >\ssocfates Inc.
. . . FROM A SPONSOR:

BOB GIMBY
TRUMPET AND VICTOR
■ECORDINC ARTIST

GEORGE TEMPLE
ACTM AND PRODUCER ^

LARRY KRAFT, formerly copy chief and account executive, Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles, joins Elwood J. Robinson Adv., same city, as creative chief. Prior
to
joining
Miner agency, he was copy chief for Honig-Cooper and Blow Co.
in San
Francisco.

GARRY

J. CARTER

NEW YORK 366 A1o<y;$on Avenue — Vonc/e,-fa;(f 6-34/7
BUFFALO I 373 Fillmore Avenue — Bailey 0-520

September 26, 1949

WALTER F. MEADS, formerly with Norman Malone & Assoc., Akron, Ohio,
joins creative staff of Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
D'ARCY ADV. opens Hollywood oflice at 6532 Sunset Blvd. to handle CBS
Edgar Bergen Show for Coca-Cola. DARIO SORIA heads office. Phone number
is Hudson 2-7787.
FRANKLIN S. ROBERTS becomes radio and TV director of Harry Feigenbaum Adv., Philadelphia.
WPWA
Chester, Pa., appoints W. H. WATT ADV., Upper Darby, Pa. to handle
its advertising.

C. J. SCHUEPBACH named vice president of Jim Baker Assoc. Inc., Milwaukee.
He has been with agency for more than two years.
IN Hollywood for fortnight are: THOMAS LUCKENBILL, vice president and
radio director, William Esty Co., New York, in connection with start of NBC
Jimmy Durante Show and Screen Guild; JACK SIMPSON, radio director
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, in connection with start of NBC People Are
Funny show, and LARRY ROEMER, television film and special effects director
on CBS We the People for Young & Rubicam, New York.
KEN R. DYKE, vice president, Young & Rub icam, New York, and former admin
istrative vice president in charge of programming at NBC, is the father of
a boy, David Kimball, born in Lying-in Hospital, New York.
DONALD S. HARRIS, former account executive at Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
joins Leo Burnett agency, same city, to work on part of Pillsbury account.
At
R & R seven inyears,
he worked previously with Pillsbury on staff of
McCann-Erickson
Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING
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Take two looks at these ratings. They're high

studied... a valuable fact for advertisers to remember!

enough to be Station Audience Indexes. Actually,

It's a big market of 674,000 Pennsylvanians that

they are genuine Program Hooperatings, and you

stays tuned to WGBI. It's a rich market, too: one that

won't find many like them anywhere! WGBI scores

will give you profitable sales results fast when you

astonishing returns like these all day long — morning,

reach it with WGBI. Your John Blair man has the

afternoon, evening. In fact, in the heavy listening

facts and figures on Scranton — Wilkes-Barre and

evenings, WGBI sets the record for all CBS stations

WGBI. Ask him for the full story on both, today' ^

^

PENNSYLVAN

IA

CBS AFFILIATE
910 KC
1 000 WATTS DAY
500 WATTS NIGHT

BROADCASTING

JOHN
MRS. M. E. MEGARGEE
President

GEORGE D. COLEMAN
General Manager

(Figures from Hooper "City Hooperatings" — Oct. 1948 thru Feb. 1949)
• Telecasting
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For

Profitable

7eatute

Selling

WDEL
Wilmington, Del.

WGAL
Lancaster, Penna.

WKBO
Harrisburg, Penna.

WSAI Cincinnati, interested to
know who is baseball's greatest
talker, decided to let the public
choose him.
Subsequently, the lung power of
two of baseball's best, Pat Monahan, Chicago Cubs scout, and Lee
Allen, WSAI sportscaster, was put
to the test.
The Baseball Talkathon sizzled
for seven hours cancelling all
WSAI regular sheduled programs
8 p.m. to sign-off time at 3:04 a.m.
Esquire Columnist Jimmy Cannon stated in his September column
that Mr. Monahan was "the cham^
pion talker in baseball," quoting
Eddie Brannick, traveling secretary of the New York Giants, as
saying: "A lot of guys have tried
to steal Monahan's title. They're
all bushers compared to him . . ."
Taking exception
to thechallenged
"busher"
reference,
Mr. Allen
Mr. Monahan by long distance telephone to defend his title of "Baseball's Barber" in a radio duel. The
Cubs scout quickly accepted.
Asked to phone in topics for discussion, listeners kept the red light
blinking
WSAI's350switchboard
with an on
estimated
calls and

O'n

WORK
York, Penna.

WRAW
Reading, Penna.

WEST
Easton, Penna.

Represenfed by

\ -^^""^^ MEEKER
i ASSOCIATES
New York
Los Angeles
Chicago
San Francisco
STEINMAN
Page 14
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9Z4IO

FRESH at the start of WSAI's
Baseball Talkathon are Mr. Monahan (1) and Mr. Allen (r). Jean
Shepherd is the "umpire."

WILTED contestants at the close
of the seven-hour program. Both
Mr. Monahan and Mr. Allen look
iveary. "Umpire" Shepherd looks
resigned.
^ ^
followed up these with 75 more for
reports
of who
Mr. Allen
was was
the voted
final "Champ."
winner.

KMLB
MONROE, LOUISIANA
The station with more
listeners inNortheastern
Louisiana than all other
stations combined!
5,000 WAHS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT
National Representatives
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., Inc.

-flu -ffccounti
with
AMERICAN Affiliated
BROADCASTING
CO.
cific Network stations, with possiE
TSH
HAR
g good
t Y be spreadinORN
NE
migh
bility of later going full network.
WHIT
diplomatic relations at some
In addition
has one-weekly
It's
foreign outpost at this very minute
Fun
To Be itYoung
on KNX Los
es.
r
if he had neve gone to Napl
Angeles as well as local television
and radio spots.
Following his decision to go into
Hutton now sponsors six-weekly
the foreign diplomatic field, WhitBusiness News on two Pacific
ney sailed for Naples to visit an
uncle in the service. Brief observaCoast stations — KSFO San Francisco, and KMPC Los Angeles.
tion of the life of a diplomat served
to discourage him, but it ultimately
Another easterner gone western, Whitney was born in New
served to give Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
York City in 1914 and brought
Los Angeles, its present radio and
television timebuyer.
up in Rye, N. Y.
He attended St.
Sitting in his
Paul's
(preparatory
quiet ofiice on the
fifth floor of the
school), Concord,
N. H. for four
new multi - million
dollar, nine-story
years,
graduating in
Carnation building,
1932. Before setWhitney Hartshorne
tling down to a more
has no regrets.
serious formal education at Yale that
"Why, next to arfall, he decided to
vertising," he says,
add to his practical
"everything looks
education and visUnder his sway
ited Europe. There
he cone entrated
comes timebuying
dull!"
mainly on France
for
the active Carnation Co. account
and Italy. Upon receiving his diploma
(evaporated milk,
from Yale in 1936
ice cream, Albers
he made the trip
Milling Co. and othWHITNEY
er products) , and
again, this time
the E. F. Hutton &
rious intent, inspending
Naples. it, with seCo. (investment banking) account. Carnation has on the air
His first job, upon returning
from abroad, was to prepare him
its 18-year-old Carnation Contented Hour, now on NBC and go- for advertising. It was in the
complaint department of W. & J.
ing to CBS Oct. 2; Elmo Peterson
Sloan e. New York. After six
(for Friskies) on 12 NBC Pacific
Coast stations; Aunt Mary (for months, however, people's complaints became too much to take,
Albers cereals) on 26 NBC western
Salt lake City, Utah
and he left to try his hand in Wall
stations; and new Carnation FamNational
Representative;
John Blair & Co.
(Continued on page 18)
ily Party, now on 14 Columbia PaBROADCASTING
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'It's the NEW

WDGYwith

50,000 WATTS'

The S^HW

WDGY

is now

in operation

NEW

TRANSMITTER.
kind anywhere.

NEW

POWER . . . 50,000 watts by day— 2 5,000 after sundown.
Choice spot on the dial— 1130 K.C.
HOURS OF SERVICE . . . evening as well as daytime
broadcasting.

NEW
NEW

PROGRAMS
coming soon.

. . nine towers— only installation of its

. . . some already on the air— many more

Represented Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

BROADCASTING
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Study Helpful
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have recently used the
section on the Philadelphia market
study and found it extremely helpful in buying radio time in that
area. . . .
Herbert S. Stern
Radio Director
Hirshon-Garfield Inc.
Boston
[EDITOR'S
of theas
Philadelphia NOTE:
Market Reprints
story as well
the other 14 surveys are available at
15< each].
* * *

... I would like to pay my respects to Broadcasting, for the
Marketbook with all the valuable
data which has ahvays helped me
in the transcription business, with
infor?Tiation that covers every
phase of the radio field.
Nat V. Donate, Sales Mgr.
C. P. MacGregor
Hollywood
* ^ ^

Cites LaRosa Story
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It was with great pleasure that I
read in the Sept. 12 issue of
Broadcasting about the success
story of V. LaRosa & Sons, who
used our network caliber show . . .
Hollywood Theatre of Stars. ... A
very good job of reporting. . . .

Lauds Buyers'
Series
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
Congratulations on the series,
"How the Buyers' Market Can

with emphasis laid on selling
IDEAS — presenting the idea, repeating the idea, and emphasizing
the use to which it may be put to
sell for the advertiser.
Count me as one of Broadcasting's avid readers each week.
M. C. (Jim) Gregory
Accourit Executive
Frederic W. Ziv Co.
Houston, Tex.
Broadcasting."
IMean
was Business
delighted for
to learn
that you
are reprinting the seven articles
in booklet form and will send a
free copy to subscribers.
Please be sure to send me a copy
of the booklet as soon as it comes
off the press. Not only do I want
to re-read the series, but I want to
study the valuable information
carefully and make notes of the
many strong points for radio to
use in my daily sales work.
The series should be required
study for every radio account man
in these days of aggressive selling,

r

Draws Australian

Query

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting surprised me this
date with its vast coverage — and
I've been a continuous reader since
1932.
A story re our school in Open
Mike drew an inquiry from Australia for course details. Now,
some of our students are asking
about job opportunities "down
Elhert J. Haling,
casting
Instructor
Institute of Radio Broadunder."
Dallas, Tex.

I

Tones

.

.

.

with

a

Mid-South

"The

TOM
REARDON
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.

RANCH

flavor!

Show"

RHYTHMS

Now Available the 10:45 a.m. to 11 a.m. segment

6.7
(Latest Memphis

Patt McDonald,

Hooper
Continuing

manager

Measurement)

'Out of Place'
I Says
EDITOR,Ad Broadcasting:
We have found each week that
Broadcasting magazine has always contained a wealth of most
I interesting and useful information.
Further, you have always been
most cooperative with us in giving
I good space to our publicity releases. Everywhere in the industry. Broadcasting is most highly
regarded. Your editorial stand on
need for fine quality and high
I the
standards in broadcasting has also
been noted and admired.
You can, therefore, well imagine
I that discovery of the Pacific Northwest Broadcasters' ad in your issue
of Sept. 12 certainly caused a distinct shock. That type of ad
I seems so completely out of place
in your type of trade publication.
Even more important is the fact
that it is out of place in any kind
I of publication.
It is to be hoped that the commercial department of Broadcasting will, in the future, be as careful in its acceptance of advertising
I
copy as the editorial staff of
Broadcasting is in its insistence
on good radio.
I
William H. Shriver Jr.
Radio Dept.
National Council of Catholic
Men
Washington
I

WHHM
Independent— hut
MEMPHIS,

not Aloof

TENNESSEE

INDEPENDENT METROPOLITAN SALES, representatives
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I Liked 'VHF Video'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We read with enthusiasm the
article "VHP Video" on page 47
I
ing.
of the Sept. 19 issue of BroadcastWe have long advocated that an
effort should be made to acquire
I from IRAC additional VHF television channels, because we feel
(Continued on page 18)
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting I

Its

Vou

can't

cover

without

California's

on-the-spot

impossible

Bonanza

BeelSne

radio

Are you sure you're on the right track ? You are if you're headed
for the Bonanza Beeline. That's a 3 Billion Dollar market —
California's rich central valleys plus nearby Reno. Its total
retail sales exceed those in any one of 36 States. And no
U.S. city except the three largest can top its food sales.f
But you're
on the wrong
if youlivecount
reaching
Beeline
with outside
radio. track
Beeliners
well on
inland
from the
the Coast. They naturally prefer their own local stations . . .
the five BEELINE stations.
Use all five to cover the whole market. Because those stations
are on-the-spot favorites . . . located right in the Beeline's five
major shopping centers. In the rich Stockton area, for instance,
KWG is a top local favorite . . . and has been for nearly
thirty years.
f Sales Management's 19^9 Copyrighted Survey

MCCUTCHY
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
5ROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
KOH
Reno (NBC)
1000 watts 630 kc.

• Telecasting

COMPANY

•

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KWG
KERN
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stocl(ton (ABC)
1000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts
1230 kc.

KMJ(NBC)
Fresno
5000 watts 580 kc.
September 26, 1949
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Open Mike
(Continued from- page 16)
that if television is to expand in
the reasonably near future, it must
be on VHF.
We believe that our "planners"
are thoroughly unrealistic as to the
number of additional television
channels required for adequate national service. It is our opinion
that six additional VHF channels
can be made to accommodate all
reasonable demands for television
broadcasting.
Frank G. Kear
Robert E. L. Kennedy
Kear and Kennedy
Consulting Engineers
Washington

Highly Hypothecated
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have never been impressed so

much, as of late, of the stupidity
and cupidity of advertising agencies.
... I have had on my desk in the
past three weeks no less than nine
requests from recognized, first-rate
AAAA agencies for PI time. Now
if we are going to get down in the
gutter let's go.
I don't want to get there, but
when top flight AAAA agencies
query me about PI deals I am getI have
"hypothecated."
ting highlyany
not taken
of them but when
these three and four million dollar
a year businesses side in with the
5 & 10 guys, what can you expect?
And, I ain't going to side in with
them.
Lawson Taylor
Manager
KFMJ Tulsa, Okla.

"giveaways." One of our local
sponsors called today and offered
to give away a new hat to each
man who makes a touchdown during the U. of Arizona football season.
The only string attached was
this:
We were to announce (while the
man was on his way to a touchdown) that a new hat was going to
be
given away by (name of firm)
it.
to the (name of player) if he made

Cites Grid Giveaway
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We have reached the end on

Corrects Affiliation

I can imagine our audience just
waiting for this one. Believe me
he was serious.
I was furious.
Wayne Sanders
Manager
KCNA Tucson

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . You . . . have not corrected

the misstatement that KOB is the
Mutual affiliate in Albuquerque.
We shared the affiliation unjbil
Mr. Kobak left Mutual in May.
Since that time . . . the last of the
old commercial orders from Mutual
. . . were
switched
to KVER.
William
T. Kemp
President & Gen. Mgr.
KVER Albuquerque, N. M.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:afSliations
Mr. Kemp
to the network
shownrefers!
for
BOOK.]
Albuquerque In* the* Aug.
15
MARKET
*
Another

Minister DJ

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Mark up another disc jockey
minister on your record books.
WDIA, which has been programming to a large Southern Negro
audience for almost a year, has
its Rev. D wight (Gatemouth)
Moore, a Negro minister.
The Rev. Moore, known nationally as a blues singer, converted to
the ministry last January. He has
been with WDIA since Aug. 8,
and has an hour-long prograni each
afternoon during which he delivers
sermons and plays recorded spirituals.
Jam Craigen
Dir. of News and Publicity
WDIA Memphis
On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)

"SIR

THOMAS

TURNS
Music's

BEECHAM
TABLES!"

THE
Number

One

Personality

Hosts Radio's Number One Transcription Package!
Playing Time: 55 minutes with standard allowance for commercials
AVAILABLE

TOWERS

NOW!*

OF LONDON,
OLIVER W. NICOLL

Ltd

Vice President and National Director for the U. S.
37 West

46

Street

New

York

Luxemburg 2-5130
* In the New York City area program will be sponsored
exclusively on WQXR and WQXR-FM beginning this fall
Page 18
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City 19

Street. Most of his career there
was spent with Lionel Edie, investment counsel, where he spent the
next three years working his way
from office boy to junior statistician. As an office boy, he remembers distinguishing himself by
breaking thermos bottles.
In 1941 Whitney answered the
call and joined the Field Artillery,
as first lieutenant and was promptly shipped to Panama where he
stayed for the next four years.
Shortly after joining he was
shifted to Adjutant General Dept.
In 1945 he was separated as a lieutenant colonel.
Upon shedding his uniform he
joined Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, in their Service Detail Dept.,
later becoming head of that section. He had opportunity to gather
a great deal of knowledge when he
later became junior account executive on such accounts as Lydia
Pinkham, Pertussin Cough Medicine and Zonite.
In 1948 when the agency was
about to open its West Coast
branch in Los Angeles, Whitney
was sent out to service detail and
traffic. In April, one month after
the office opening, he was shifted
to the radio department, and a
short while later was put in charge
of all radio and television timebuying for the West Coast.
In spare moments Whitney tries
to get as much sun as he can,
swimming, playing tennis, and
tending the garden around his
garage apartment in Beverly Hills.
Taking his work so seriously hat
had one major, effect on Whitney
besides maintaining his cheerfulHe's still in the bachelor
class — soness.far.
BROADCASTING
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A

New

Kind

of

Radio

PrograniListing

)
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v^^^DA^leW watch „^ert
*
12,00 Mianlflh
i

te-BAdeanl
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«tOO f-"^*! Marries

^

NETWORK

vvBBM);

_rT'V>a

ts.0P

S4rKec^r

Tackpot" (j!^!!,-Af WhEnds
Gives

A

the

Listing
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SPONSOR

a

Controls

That

and

Now sponsors of radio and television shows can feature their product and company name right in the program hstings of the HeraldAmerican, Chicago's leading amusement guide. This is the sponsor's
chance to sell his product and his program at the time and place
the listener is selecting his program listening choice. These program
listings are one of the best-read features in the newspaper and in
the Herald-American, they reach over 500,000 families each evening
and more than a million on Sunday. Notice how the starred program
listings stand out in the sample above and how inexpensively this
high spot advertising can be purchased. For more listeners — listeners who will remember your product — spotlight your program in the

^<^
(?^
CHICAGO'S
N AT I O N A L LY

JROADCASTING

REPRESENTED
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Break

RATES

He
and

. . .
NGS
^EDfiRAL SAVI
Pays

For

REQUIREMENTS

#
^

$1.25 per count line Daily or Sunday.
Minimum
for advertisements
lines. Maximum,
14 count lines.3 count

^

All
ads are straight
reader
type. No
illustrations
or reverses
permitted.

^ The advertisements will appear in
^ caps and bold face in the same style
type asever,used
for regular
listings.
advertisers
so desiring
may Howuse
caps for their entire advertisement or
to emphasize points.

CAN
-AMERI
HER
LEADINGALD
AMUSEMENT
GUIDE
by

HEARST

ADVERTISING

SERVICE
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Appeals for Fire Victims
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., broadcast an appeal for aid to a local
family of nine which had been
burned out of their home. Within
three hours over 2,000 items of
clothing, gifts and pledges of
money were received. Family was
given a ten-room house and almost
enough furniture to outfit it. The
Women's
ClubLebanon
of Palmyra,
Pa.,
asked
WLBR
to mention
over a newscast that they were
collecting clothing for a family in
that area that had lost its home in
a fire. So much clothing was received that the club stopped further announcements and was forced
to return some of the items. WLBR
was the only medium used to cover
the message.
Help Petition
SEATTLE City Council refused to
grant operation rights to selfservice gasoline stations, and peti-

. .

. Dn

ESAU

AveAif'KHJodel,
AFFILIATED
•

September 26, 1949

l^ubUc

tions for a citywide referendum
were introduced to bring the issue
before the voters. Three days before deadline, only 4,700 signatures
had been secured out of the 10,636
necessary. KIRO Seattle organized and aired a debate, with key
figures in the issue participating,
in order to call voters attention to
the facts. The only editorial comment indulged in by the station
was a brief sign-off announcement,
telling listeners where petitions
could be obtained. No other publicity was given to the drive, but
three days later more than 14,000
additional signatures had been obtained— some 8,000 more than were
required to authorize the referendum which would settle the problem.
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Traffic Safety Campaigns
GRIM but eff'ective campaign for
reducing traflftc accidents has been
initiated by WATO Oak Ridge,
Tenn. By special arrangement with
city police, every traffic accident is
reported to the WATO news room
at the moment police radio cars
are dispatched to the scene. Using
a crash sound effect and prowl car
siren, the station makes the following announcement: "Another
accident . . . another person injured in Oak Ridge . . . this time
at
and
St. Drive
Carefully!
For further details
listen to the
newscast."
Local sponsors permit interruption
of their programs for these announcements, which most often

Pres. § Gen.

RADIO
M

SJntete5t

Mgr.

STATION REPRESENTATIVES

A , OKLAHOMA

CITY

FIFTH anniversary of Theatre Guild
on the Air is celebrated with a cocktail party. (1),
That's
NBC's Norman
Brokenshire
announcer
on the
U. S. Steel program, chatting informally with Irving Olds, chairman
of the board of U. S. Steel.
come
listeners
have to
reached
thebefore
scene. prowl
Alsocars
on
the safety side— AM, FM & TV
WFIL Philadelphia is taking part
in the $100,000 campaign for traffic
safety conducted through virtually
every type of advertising medium.
Focal point of campaign is "Silly
Willie" who is shown paying for
his traffic violations. "Silly Willie"
personifies careless pedestrians and
motorists in the two month cam* * *
Gas Hazard
paign.
WHEN gas service in Portsmouth,
Ohio, was shut off suddenly at
10:45 one morning, the telephone
company was deluged with calls.
After an announcement on the
12:15 p.m. newscast over WPAY
Portsmouth, calls dropped to norannouncements
Boy
Scoutsmal.toThreehelp
notify peopleforabout
turning off their gas appliances
brought out 80 scouts within an
hour. No fires or explosions occurred during seven hours of stoppage because entire community had
been notified. Seven hours after
the breakage took place, an announcement over WPAY newscast
informed citizens that service had
been restored.
* ❖ *
Underprivileged Inc.
REGULARLY scheduled programs
between 9 p.m. and 1:20 a.m. were
cancelled on WGBF Evansville,
Ind., in order to raise a trust fund
for a group called "Underprivileged
Inc." Corporation is made up of
citizens desiring to help a fiveyear-old boy, Dennis Corbett, who
was born without arms or legs. By
playing and singing requests for
listeners who called in and pledged
money to the fund, $1152.02 was
raised. A city contractor, nursery,
and insurance agency donated their
services to building a home for
Dennis and his family. House will
be in Dennis' name, and the family
will pay $25 a month for rent. This
money will go into a fund for his
education. Local people connected
with
casting.Underprivileged Inc. told its
story during the evening's broad-
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"GOOD

SHOWS

Detroit
and

Area

prizes!

QUIZ"— 8:45-9:00 A.M.— Monday
NEIGHBOR

CKLW

through Friday.

CLUB"— 10:15-10:30 A.M.— Monday

through Friday.

Eddie Chase's "MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM"—
...
3:30-5:00 P.M.— 6:15-7:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
"OLD

DETROIT

QUIZ"— 7:15-7:30 P.M.— Monday

through Friday.

Oakite "HOMEMAKERS TREASURE CHEST"—
11:15-1 1:30 A.M. — Monday, Wednesday
"THREE

QUESTION

"QUEEN

DERBY"— 1 1:15-1 1:30 A.M.— Tuesday and Thursday.

FOR A DAY"— 2:00 P.M.— Monday

"FISHING AND
"MEET YOUR

and Friday.

HUNTING

through Friday.

CLUB OF THE AIR"— 8:30-9:00 P.M.— Thursday.

MATCH"— 9:00-9:30 P.M.— Thursday.

"TRUE OR FALSE"— 7:30-8:00 P.M.— Saturday.
"TWENTY
"TAKE

QUESTIONS"— 8:00-8:30 P.M. Saturday.

A NUMBER"— 8:30-9:00 P.M.— Saturday. I

Ouarditm.
Adam

Bldg., l}e\roi\ 26

J. Young, Jr., Inc., National Rep.
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WASHINGTON,

PRACTICES

STRICTER Justice Dept. surveillance of both advertising and news
media's competitive practices was
seen last week in an unprecedented
anti-trust suit filed by the department against the Lorain (Ohio)
Journal, competitor of WEOL-AMFM Elyria-Lorain.
The suit charged conspiracy to
damage WEOL through restraint
and monopoly of the dissemination
of news, advertising and other information. Italso asked that the
Journal, one-time radio applicant,
and four of its principal owners
and officials "be enjoined from acquiring ownership or control of the
capital stock or assets of any competing publication or radio broadcasting facilities."
Attorney General J. Howard McGrath served notice that he feels
"the Constitutional guaranty of
freedom of the press goes hand in
hand with the application of the
Sherman Act [anti-trust] to situations where businessmen are combining to prevent competitors from
publishing." Herbert A. Bergson,
assistant attorney general in charge
of Anti-Trust Division, declared it
is "vital that advertising channels
not be closed by private combinations."
A spokesman for the Journal
claimed the suit was a "reprisal"
for editorial attacks on FCC, which
has held that its owners sought to
suppress competition in Mansfield,
Ohio, where they operate the Mansfield Journal. The suit did not
mention the Mansfield paper, whose
attitude toward WMAN Mansfield
prompted the FCC criticisms.
Suit Brought Thursday
The suit was brought Thursday
by the government in the U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio, Eastern Div., over the
signature of Attorney General McGrath. It also named as defendents
the principal owners and officials
of the Lorain Journal Co., publisher
of the paper. These were: Samuel
A. Horvitz, secretary and vice president; Isadore Horvitz, president
and treasurer; D. P. Self, business
manager, and Frank Malloy, editor.
. Declared by Mr. McGrath to be
the first suit of its kind, the case is
considered by observers to have
possible broad implications within
the entire broadcasting, publishing
and advertising fields.
Justice Dept. spokesmen refused
to comment whether other similar
B^ROADC

ASTING

D. C, SEPTEMBER

EYED

actions were "in the works."
FCC about a year ago denied
AM and FM permits to the Mansfield and Lorain papers on grounds
that the owners in Mansfield "have
sought to suppress competition in
the dissemination of news and
information and to achieve an advertising monoply in the community through the use of exclusive
advertising contracts" [Broadcasting, July 19, 1948].
The papers subsequently appealed the FCC ruling in the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, denying the allegations and attacking the "self-generated power and jurisdiction"
assumed by the Commission in the
action [Broadcasting, Nov. 15,
1948]. The case still is pending.
Samuel Horvitz told Broadcasting the paper had been criticizing
the FCC editorially and had expected areprisal from the government. "And here it is," he added.
"We're put in good company. First
. . . DuPont then the A&P and now
the Lorain Journal.

26, 1949

Justice

Dept.

$7.00 A YEAR^25^

Sues

Mr. Horvitz said the press had
been notified Thursday noon of the
Dept. of Justice action but the
newspaper had not received a copy
of the suit until Friday. The
Journal has waged "a vigorous
campaign" against the FCC, he
added, charging the . Commission
was abusing its powers and jeopardizing the rights of free speech.
Cites Journal Story
He recalled the Journal carried
an article May 26 disclosing that
Dept. of Justice agents had been
interviewing businessmen about
their relations with the newspaper,
followed by similar articles. The
paper printed a transcript of what
he called the department's only
contact with him — an interview by
Victor H. Kramer, investigator.
"We welcome any investigation,"
Mr. Horvitz said.
WEOL executives told Broadcasting they had no quarrel with
the Journal, merely objecting to
pressuring of sponsors who bought
time.

Ban Suspended
i(\^/!^^
\^f^jf
QlSUSPENDED
FCC
its widely conorder asserted that "The Comtroverted anti-giveaway rules last •, mission believes that all parties
week, postponing their effective who might be affected by the rules
date until at least 30 days after should be placed on an equal footthe pending court tests have been
ing by postponing the effective date
decided.
of the rules until the final determination of litigation involving
Commission authorities indicated
that in the meantime license re- their validity."
The rules had been slated to go
newal applications would be treated
into effect next Saturday (Oct.
just as though the rules had never
been adopted, with action on no 1). The postponement is "until a
date to be fixed by further order,
station's application held up be- which
shall be at least 30 days
cause it carries giveaways. There
had been a fear that, in event after a final decision by the Supreme Court of the U. S., or 30
the rules were suspended, FCC
might undertake to put such sta- days after the time within which an
tions on temporary licenses pend- appeal to the Supreme Court may
be taken has expired without such
ing outcome of the litigation
an appeal being taken, in pending
[Broadcasting, Sept. 19].
litigation with respect to these
FCC's decision was reached
Wednesday, two days after U. S.
The three networks have served
District Court in New York made
notice that they will appeal to the
plain that it would grant ABC,
Supreme
Court, if necessary, in
CBS, and NBC a stay order against
rules."
their suits against the giveaway
the rules, similar to the one issued
in Chicago the week before on ban. FCC appears certain to do
motion of Radio Features Inc.
the same, if it loses in the lower
In its postponement order the court. The Radio Features suit
Commission noted that the two
is similar to the networks'.
temporary restraining orders of
Last Monday's hearing in the
court was on the netthe courts suspended the rules' ef- New York
works' motion for a temporary stay
fectiveness "with respect to the
of the rules until they could move
parties in litigation."
The FCC
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WEOL

A COPY

Competitor

Many of the station's sponsors,
as well as those of WMAN, are
said to have been critical of the
Horvitz newspapers' competitive
methods. Repercussions from large
national advertisers and advertising agencies are said to have been
important factors in bringing about
the Dept. of Justice suit.
More than a score of business
firms were reported by the Justice Dept. to have had advertising
contracts cancelled by the Lorain
Journal because they buy time on
WEOL, or to have been pressured
to withdraw advertising from the
rival Lorain Sunday News. These
included local outlets for J. C.
Penny Co., Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
The Kroger Co., B. F. Goodrich Co.,
and the local Buick agency.
The Justice Dept. suit seeks a
preliminary injunction to require
the Lorain Journal, while the case
is pending, to accept at current
rates all advertisements by those
who advertise on WEOL-AM-FM
as long as the proposed ads do
(Continued on page U5)

Pending Court Test
before a three-judge court for a
temporary injunction pending trial
of their action on its merits. Counsel for the networks argued not
only the technical points but also
detailed the business losses possible if the rules were not stayed.
Judge Simon H. Rifkind, before
whom the hearing was held, left
little doubt he was prepared to go
far in granting a stay.
Max Goldman, assistant general
counsel in charge of litigation for
the FCC, sought to restrict any
stay granted to what he called the
"status quo" — to giveaway shows
currently on the air.
The networks argued in opposition that the scope of the stay must
be so broad as to permit them to
put on not only current shows but
new ones now being developed and
even new shows necessary to maintain or better their competitive
position one with the other.
Judge Rifkind, clearly supporting the networks, indicated he believed a stay should be wider in
scope than merely permitting present programs to be continued.
After so announcing, he adjourned the hearing to permit the
(Continued on page hO)
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CBS

HOLLYWOOD

Mr. MEIGHAN

Meighan, Jones Are
In Reorganization

Mr. JOSCELYN
* * *

LONG-HELD belief of CBS that
Hollywood is destined to be of increasing importance in radio and
television was emphatically expressed last week when the network assigned one of its top
executives to head West Coast
operations and announced a reorganization of its western flank.
Howard S. Meighan, CBS vice
president and general executive,
was assigned to be chief CBS officer on the West Coast. Coincidentally Merle S. Jones, general
manager of the CBS-owned WCCO
Minneapolis, was ordered to Los
Angeles as general manager of the
CBS-owned KNX and the Columbia Pacific Network.
In an announcement made by
Frank Stanton, CBS president, it
was said that CBS in Hollywood
would be reorganized into four
groups — network programs, Hollywood; KNX and the Columbia Pacific Network; CBS operations,
Hollywood; and the network program business management unit.
The Four Units
KNX, under the regrouping, will
consist of: Local programming, including news and public affairs;

Mr. JONES

sales and sales promot'on. It will
continue as the key station of the
CBS Pacific Network.
Heads of the four major groups
within the CBS structure in Hollywood will be: Mr. Jones, in charge
of KNX and the Pacific Network;
Harry S. Ackerman, continuing as
vice president in charge of network
programs, Hollywood; Kenneth L.
Yourd, continuing in charge of
business management of network
programs, and A. E. Joscelyn, current director of KNX operations,
assigned to the new position of
director of CBS operations, Hollywood.
Departments Under Joscelyn
All operational departments, including accounting, construction
and maintenance, engineering, legal, network sales service, personnel relations, press inforrnation,
script processing and all operating
departments formerly a part of
KNX, will be grouped under Mr.
Joscelyn as director of CBS operations.
The reorganization will establish
the network's Hollywood offices on
lines similar to those at New York.
The appointment
of Mr.

GETTING together during an interlude in NARBA conference at Montreal
ore (I to r) Alan D. Hodgson, director general of aeronautical telecommunications, British West Indies, chairman Bahamas delegation; John H. (Jack)
DeWitt, WSM Nashville, CCBS; FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, U. S. chairman;
Royal V. Howard, consulting engineer, Washington, and Goar Mestre, CMQ
Network, Havana.
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Meighan, one of the policy-level
executives of the network, to the
Hollywood post was not unexpected. He recently completed a
tour of duty at Hollywood where
he had an important part in the
plan to redesign the West Coast organization.
At week's end no successor to
Mr. Jones at WCCO had been selected, although it was expected
one would be named within a fortnight. Meanwhile the station will
operate under the direction of Gene
Wilkey, assistant general manger,
it was learned.
Mr. Meighan has been with CBS
since 1934, rising from account executive in Radio Sales, through
eastern sales manager of Radio
Sales, director of station administration, and vice president in
charge of station administration
until his appoinment as general
executive of the network in January 1948.
Joined CBS in '37
Mr. Joscelyn joined CBS in 1937,
first serving as a member of the
Radio Sales staff in Chicago, later
as eastern manager of Radio Sales
in New York, manager of WBT
Charlotte, N. C— then a CBSowned station — and manager of
WCCO Minneapolis. In 1947 he
resigned from WCCO to become
vice president of Northwest Linseed Co., but he returned to CBS as
director of operations of KNX in

ROBERT CHARLES TAISHOFF,
eight-year-old son of Sol Taishoff,
editor and publisher of Broadcasting, and Mrs. Taishoff, was killed
last Tuesday afternoon in a bicycle
accident near his home, 4545 Linnean Ave., NW, Washington.
He was riding down a slight
hill on an adjacent street when
his bicycle swerved and struck the
side of an automobile crossing an
stantly.
intersection.
He died almost inFuneral services were held
Thursday at Danzansky Funeral
Home in Washington.
"Chuckle" Taishoff, youngest of
three children of Mr. and Mrs.
Taishoff, was born April 29, 1941.
The other children are Mrs. Kenneth Cowan, of Washington, and
Lawrence, a student at Staunton
Military Academy, Staunton, Va.
May 1948, the position he held until
the present time.
Mr. Jones succeeded Mr. Joscelyn as general manager of WCCO.
Before that he had been in other
capacities with CBS from 1936 to
1944. In October 1944 he became
an executive of the Cowles Broadcasting Co., leaving that to rejoin
CBS at WCCO.

Outlook
Dim
For Treaty
NARBA

PESSIMISM

CHANCE for final negotiation of a new North American broadcast
treaty continued dim last week as NARBA delegates meeting in Montreal disposed of most of the preliminary work. While many delegates
were pessimistic because Mexican observers had not arrived, there were
some who felt the nations eventu- *
ally would reach an agreement on
ing Ventura Montez Cheng, CMQ
continental assignments.
Havana, key station of the Mestre
network.
Handicaping the NARBA negotiations was the lack of heat in
Hovering over the whole conthe Windsor Hotel headquarters,
ference is the FCC's failure to
delegates reported.
decide the clear-channel issue.
Word was received that Carlos
With Cuba driving hard for national classification of the clears
Maristany, deposed Cuban minister
[Broadcasting, Sept. 19], fear is
of communications, was due to arrive in Montreal in his capacity
expressed there might be no U. S.
as director of the Office of Interchannels for either high-power
American Radio (OIR). Always
operation and /or duplication.
a stormy petrel in negotiations,
Cuban Proposal Troubles
Senor Maristany appointed himStill causing concern among
self as OIR director while occupying the ministerial post.
U. S. delegates is the Cuban proUnited States and Canada withposal to increase the normally
held OIR funds and proposed its protected nighttime interferencefunctions be abolished. Senor Mari- free contours of regional stations
stany, while still minister, retali- from 2.5 to 3.5 mv/m, as well as
the plan to grant Class 3 protection
ated
paying
for the byfirst
time Cuba's
in years.OIR dues to Class 4 stations on regional
channels with severe effect on many
Not Delegate Member
U. S. regionals.
Feeling was apparent that he is
The Juridical Committees enthe prime mover in Cuba's channel
gaged in long debate last week on
juggling following expiration of procedure in connection with adthe NARBA extension last March,
herence to International Telecomand suggestion was heard that he
munications Union regulations and
would not be too welcome to some
national sovereignty. Sovereign
of his countrymen. He is not listed rights to all channels are a big
as a member of the Cuban delega- issue for Cuba. The Engineering
tion, which was augmented last Committee was going over preweek by several engineers includliminary work at the weekend.
BROADCASTING
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1950

CENSUS

THE 1950 decennial census will
show the number of radio and
television sets in the country by
cities and counties [Closed Circuit, Sept. 19], according to Philip
M. Hauser, acting director of the
Bureau of the Census. The questions will be included in the housing portion of the census, as was
the case with the radio set question
asked in 1940.
The bureau's decision to count
television sets was based on a recommendation byMr. Hauser, who
felt radio receiver data would be
incomplete without the TV tabulation [Broadcasting, Aug. 22].
As now planned — assuming Congress votes funds for the entire
census project — the census takers
will first ask if there is a radio set
in the dwelling, and then follow up
with the television question. FM
will not be tabulated due to public
confusion over AM and FM transmissions.
The radio and TV questions will
be asked in one of every five dwellings, according to Mr. Hauser, to
keep down cost of the census. The
bureau was faced with the choice
of sharply cutting the scope and
content of census schedules or of
using the sampling system.
To Use Sampling Plan
For the first time the bureau will
use its sampling technique in collecting data for small areas such
as counties, cities and even census
tracts (3,000 to 4,000 persons).
"The sample will be an unusually good one, with the sampling
error small enough to be entirely
satisfactory for most conceivable
administrative
or marketing
Mr. Hauser told
the New uses,"
York

Hauser

Explains

System

for Radio-TV

Count

marital status and labor force
status, along with educational attainment. Mr. Hauser said this
information will be helpful to all
elements of business interested in
the delineation and measurement of
class markets. Basic data on the
number and composition of families will be provided.
The 1950 housing census will be
the second taken by the bureau.
It will measure the number of
dwelling units, and their characteristics, and provide information
about household facilities. Besides
radio and television, the data will
cover piped water supply, type of
toilet, bathtub or shower, heating
equipment, heating fuel, cooking
fuel, refrigeration, electric lighting and kitchen facilities.
Augmenting this will be data on
occupancy and tenure, showing
how the nation is housed. New
figures will be revealed on home
financing.

ing to census officials. In an average county of 20,000 persons, the
average expected error is 1%, assuming 85% of the homes have
radios. The error would be higher
in the case of television sets. In
large counties of 100,006 or over,
the expected error for radio sets
will be negligible.
New Area Concepts
Two new concepts of areas will
appear in the 1950 census of population and housing. First the bureau will use new metropolitan
areas comprising sets of entire
counties which will cover all cities
of 50,000 persons or more and a
metropolitan area population of
100,000 or more. These areas were
first used in the 1947 Census of
Manufacturers and the 1948 Census
of Business, and the decennial data
will be released for identically defined metropolitan areas.
A new set of definitions has been
adopted for urban-rural population.

The bureau classified as urban all
those in incorporated places of
2,500 or more inhabitants in the
1940 census. In the next census
the bureau is establishing boundaries for the built-up suburban
fringe contiguous to each city of
50,000 or more.
The built-up area included in
these boundaries will have a density of 500 dwellings or 2,000 inhabitants per square mile. Large
nonsuburban unincorporated places
with 2,500 or more persons will be
classified as urban. This conforms
to the popular concept of city areas.
In addressing the New York
marketing group, Mr. Hauser said
the 1950 census, besides providing
the population count, will for the
first time provide data on total income for both individuals and families. This will be broken down
for small areas.
Consumer market data will include information on age, sex, race.

NETWORK
GROSS time purchases of advertisers on the four AM networks in
July totaled $12,090,579, according
to figures released last week to
Broadcasting by Publishers Information Bureau.
The figure is 8.6% below the network billings of $13,223,466 in
July of 1948. The total also is
21.9% below that for June, when
gross network time sales added
up to $15,487,193 [BROADCASTING,
Aug. 22].
For the year to date, PIB shows

$12 MiHion
•'"'y qv^^ TABLE
TIME
I
gross network time sales of $112,TOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN JULY
862,890, a decrease of 2.1% from
1949
the gross of $115,307,811 reported
1. Procter & Gamble
884,712
by
PIB
for
the
same
period
in
2. Sterling Drug Co
670,150
1948.
3. Miles Laboratories
486,431
4. Liggett & Myers
457,836
I.)
Procter & Gamble Co., spending
5. General Mills
439,747
6.
General
Foods
382,234
$884,712 for network time during
7. Philip Morris & Co
367,426
the month, was the leading network
8. Lever Brothers
360,415
9. American Home Products
315,691
10. Gillette Safety Razor Co
254,294
advertiser in July, Broadcasting's
tabulation of PIB individual pro- Source — Publishers information Bureau
gram billings reveals. Sterling
* * *
Drug ranked second with gross
network time purchases of $670,$486,431. (For the ten leading net150, and Miles Labs was third with
work advertisers in July, see Table

chapter of the American Marketing Assn. in an address WednesJuly
day.
TABLE II
In the statistical field, he exGROSS NETWORK TIME SALES
Jan.-July
plained a20% count is a "gargantuan" sample, including 30 million
1949
of the 150 million persons to be
1949
& Farming
676,254
counted. The ques;tions in the Agriculture
75,286
789,424
Apparel,
& Acces.
housing census will be rotated on
Automotive,Footwear
Automotive
Equipment & 88,830
Supplies
the questionnaire pads used by Aviation,
331,587
4,583,701
Aviation Equipment &
census takers.
Supplies
557,991
Beer,
Wine
&
Liquor
101,553
Census Bureau technical experts,
Building
Materials, Equipment &
Fixtures
who have worked years to develop
98,103
765,518
Confectionary
& Soft Drinks
366,592
4,103,458
sampling techniques, say the samConsumer
Services
149,665
1,019,730
pling error in the 20% sample to Drugs & Remedies
12,030,348
1,548,570
& Amusement
be used in the housing census is Entertainment
Food & Food Products
26,581,807
2,626,450
smaller than the normal response
Gasoline, Lubricants & other Fuels
378,534
3,602,682
Horticulture
error that occurs in the decennial
91,968
Household Equipment & Supplies
298,299
4,632,149
Household Furnishings
696,058
project. Except in extremely small
134,613
Materials
72,285
areas the sampling error is de- Industrial
1,306,186
Insurance
309,581
2,329,537
scribed as insignificant.
169,500
Jevirelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
1,288,156
Office
Equipment,
Stationery
&
Writing
In past decennial census counts,
862,380
Supplies& Media
532,659
66,420
Publishing
1940 and 1930, the radio question
41,078
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
has been asked in every home. The
Instruments & Acces.
731,545
Retail Stores
1950 data will be of comparable
Smoking
Materials
38,472
13,695,648
1,839,703
accuracy, it is claimed, although
11,866,807
4,122
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
1,147,576
in the case of areas far from a TV
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
17,746,286
station the TV figure might show
1,924,473
694,418
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
71,766
245,993
Miscellaneous
a higher sampling error if broken
1,639,708
down into small areas.
12,090,579 112,862,890
TOTAL
The sampling error should not
run over 2%, in the case of a 20%
* A political category of $2,295 is included in this total.
Source— PUBLISHERS INFORMATION BUREAU.
sample, for census tracts, accordBROADCASTING
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July
1948 Jan.-July
1948
119,188 859,377
81,842 832,055
370,371 4,389,927
81,298 714,644
2,350 563,357
555,700 4,384,457
139,239 1,477,788
1,709,939 13,429,795
2,849,253 27,844,857
98,946
425,458 3,436,593
718,306 4,915,753
129,585 775,386
24,162 1,028,762
336,393 2,522,390
58,156 443,539
204,511 1,535,801
121,822 957,072
48,100 1,014,158
1,531,895 11,875,525
1,472,621 11,404,563
2,055,146 19,266,218
187,131 1,543,553
13,223,466 115,307,811*

Food advertising was the leading
network category in July, advertisers in this group buying $2,626,450 worth of network time. Toiletries advertising ranked second,
with gross network time purchases
of $1,924,473 in July. Smoking
materials stood third, spending
$1,839,703 for network time; drugs
fourth with $1,548,570, and soaps
and cleansers fifth with $1,147,576.
For the seven-month period, January-July 1949, the order of rank
of the first five categories is the
same as for July. While these
five categories also stood first in
July of 1948 and for the first seven
months in that year, drug advertising ranked third and smoking
materials fourth, both during the
month and in the January-July
In July of this year, gasoline and
oil
advertising ranked sixth ; candy
period.
and soft drinks, seventh; automotive, eighth; insurance, ninth and
household equipment, tenth. Ranking order for the first seven months
of 1949 is household equipment,
sixth; automotive, seventh; candy
(Continued on page i6)
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Lund
WHAT

AGENCIES

By ART LUND
Radio Director
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis
THE MEN in the advertising
agency who contact clients must,
like members of station sales staffs,
also, in a sense, be salesmen. They
must be able to present ideas, campaigns, and radio programs to their
clients in a convincing, salesmanlike manner.
But, unfortunately, too many
time salesmen feel their responsibility ceases once they see the color
of the agency's ink on a contract.
From this point on the agency must
go to work to see to it that the
program or campaign pays out for
the client in terms of the sale of
merchandise.
It is the agency that is responsible for the preparation of the selling copy or copy theme on the program— and this copy, in large part,
can make or break the selling success of the show.
But there are many salesmen or
station representatives who actually do make it a point to work
closely with the agency during the
life of a program — making suggestions on format, talent handling,
promotion — yes, even on commercials. And it is this type of station
selling that shows the greatest returns in time sales over the long
haul — in contrast to the one-shot
selling job where the main objective is to make the sale — then hope
the program somehow pays out.
Cites Approaches
Here are some typical approaches that we get from this
class of time peddler.
First, we have Johnny "I've got
to get an order today." He opens
his presentation like this: "Say,
Art, how about some business today? Haven't you got something
you can throw my way? I sure
could use a couple of orders. I
don't believe you've given me the
nod in over six months."
This type of salesman apparently assumes the agency tosses out
orders at will — anytime, anywhere.
He doesn't even have the good
judgment, or courtesy, to suggest
some v/oithwhile or attractive
availability that the agency might
possibly find useful or productive
for one of its accounts.
Next we have Billy EagerBeaver, who's just about the busi-

est man in town and who uses all
kinds of tricks of the trade to get
his orders. He figures the best
approach is to sell the client first,
in the hope that the client will
force the agency to buy his wares
— or at least by running back and
forth between agency and client
he can cause enough confusion to
somehow get an order out of the
maze he creates. He opens his
sales pitch something like this:
"I talked to your client, Joe
Tomato, yesterday — well, that is I
accidentally ran into him in a bar
— and I told him about our Br eakfast in Bed shew and is he ever hot
about it. Wow! He says it's just
what he's been looking for. He
wants you to call him about it
right away."
Mostly 'False Alarms'
Well, in 90% of the cases, this
all turns out to be a false alarm.
The telephone call to the client
usually reveals he did not say he
was interested in the show, and
many times the client will add: "I
told him to call you to get him olf
neck."the eager-beaver forgets is
myWhat
that
the client is an expert on the
manufacture and sale of his merchandise but he hires an advertising agency to select his radio programs and other advertising media.
But some guys never learn.
I'd like to cover one more abuse
in the selling of radio time,
one that is the most common of all
especially in the selling of spot
announcements, but to some extent
prevalent in the sale of program
time. Let's say the agency has an
order to buy a spot schedule in
Market X. It is decided that Station WWW will best serve the requirements ofthe campaign. When
the availabilities are brought in,
we discover they are mediocre as
to adjacencies and ratings. In
order to prevent the business from
going to another station, the salesmen will say : "Look, you select the
best ones from this list of availabilities. We'll have some darn
good ones up in the next few weeks,
and I'll give you first crack at any
hot ones so that you can improve
your schedule. Buy your schedule
now, and we'll take care of you
when the hot ones open up."
Either memories are short or intentions are forgotten easily. The

Gives

Tips

WANT
cases are rare, indeed, when we
can improve our schedule without
prodding the station into it. In
fully 90% of the cases, the promise
is forgotten completely unless the
agency reminds the station about
it.
All of these abuses are understandable to some degree — but they
certainly are curable, too. It is
so refreshing to have an experience
such as I had the other day when
a national radio representative was
asked to get us a program availability on one of his stations. A

of the Northonebuyers
ART LUNDwest'sisbiggest
of radio
time. He knows what agencies want
from radio salesmen, and from their
stations. At the NAB District 1 1
meeting in Minneapolis last week he
told broadcasters what he gets, and
from these
get statio
what menheand doesn't
ns. Insalesthis
from their
article Mr. Lund bares the story of
agency-station relationship from the
agency viewpoint. Some of his comments may hurt, but they come from
a topflight executive who buys some
$4 million in time annually for such
accounts as Glass Wax, Russell
Miller, Campbell Cereal, Zins Master
Baking, Our Own Hardware, Hamm
Brewing, Land-O-Lakes and Hilex.
few hours later he came back with
the availability — gave the facts —
and then added — "and I think it
stinks." He was right, too, — and
I have a lot more respect for this
fellow now than I have for many
salesmen.
What does an agency expect
from the time salesman? First,
and most obvious — -honesty. Attempts to camouflage the facts or
to tell only half the story are soon
discovered. Then the agency bethem. lieves nothing the station tells
Second, creative selling. You
would be surprised how few time
salesmen really understand the
idea whenInstead
they get
an agency's
office.
of in
trying
to sell
just anything you think someone
might buy, have your men try selling a well-conceived, well-thoughtout plan that will fit a particular
client's needs. And why not bring
the facts — all of them — along on
the first call. Too often the time
salesman operates like a plumber.

He has to run back to his office to
get his selling tools.
What does the station have to do
to convince the timebuyer that his
facilities are best suited to the
particular client problem at hand?
First, it must be understood that
the needs and problems of spot advertisers are extremely varied.
That's why a little study and planning ahead of time will make the
selling job more productive and
certainly much easier.
That 9 o'clock program you're
trying to sell is not a good thing
for every radio advertiser. Maybe
it's good for just a few. Then
there are the important, but difficult to sell, intangibles. I'm referring to "station loyalty" or
"station prestige" with the listening audience. If your station has
real listener loyalty and prestige,
sell it and demonstrate it. These
factors are just as important as
Hooperatings ; perhaps even more
so.
Selling Main Interest
Let's face one fundamental truth.
The advertiser and the agency are
interested in just one thing as far
as your radio station is concerned.
They are interested in selling their
merchandise or service to the consumer. The days of pride of sponsorship are pretty well over. That
program they buy on your station
is only a means to an end — sales.
Therefore, basically, the agency
wants to use your station only if it
can be demonstrated you can deliver the greatest number of advertising messages per dollar spent.
In determining the most economical and productive expenditure of
the advertising dollar, I believe
most agencies primarily study the
following characteristics of a given
radio station:
(1) liable
The information
physical oncoverage.
Rethis subject
is of paramount importance to the
agency. If the product to be advertised is in widespread distribution, the agency is going to seek
the station that covers as much of
that distribution area as possible,
If distribution is limited, or spotty,
an entirely different line-up of stations may be called for. The time
buyer will try to coincide the
distribution area with various stations' coverage as closely as possible.
So, the agency wants to know the
number of radio homes in your
coverage area. It wants to know
(Continued on page Ji.2)
ART LUND (second from right),
Campbell-Mithun, pauses with this
group after his address to the District
1 1 delegates in Minneapolis. They
are (I to r): Robert B. Ridder, WTCN
Minneapolis; Tony Moe, WCCO Minneapolis; James McTighe, Olmstead
and Foley, Minneapolis; Mr. Lund;
David Gentling, KROC Rochester,
Minn.
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BETWEEN sessions af Minneapolis (I to r) Harold Dell, KGDE Fergus Falls,
Minn.; Bert Lown, Associated Music Publishers; Wallace Stone, KILO Grand
Forks, N. D.; Bill Taylor, KTRF Thief River Falls, Minn.; Odin S. Ramsland,
KDAL Duluth; H. G. Alexander, KWAD Wadena, Minn.; A. T. Shields, WLDY
Ladysmith, Wis., and Gus Hagenah, Standard Radio, Chicago.

DISTRICT 11 delegates included (I to r) John D. Longlois, Lang-Worth, New
York; Dalton Le Masurier, KDAL Duluth; Kenneth Hance, KSTP St. Paul;
R. W. Olsen, KWOA Worthington, Minn.; John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Minn., and district director; Robert R. Tincher, WNAX Yankton, S. D.;
Howard Dahl, WKBH, La Crosse, Wis., and Maurice Mitchell, BAB, New York.

Hard
MIDWEST

RADIO

Plugging

Ahead

DUTLGOK

By BILL THOMPSON
reached a point 5% above 1948 and
level than in 1948 "even though
was climbing for 10% by late Sep- the drouth made it tough," said
MIDWEST broadcasters are resigned to a fall and winter of hard plug- tember.
Orville F. Burda, general manager.
ging. But this is nothing to most of them — they tightened their belts
Entering the national picture this
Late summer rains brought proslast summer.
perity to Mitchell, S. D., after
year for the first time since its
A survey by Broadcasting at NAB district meetings in Three Lakes,
establishment in 1947, this station,
weeks of parching heat, and
Wis. (District 9) and Minneapolis ★
in the heart of the beef and wheat
KORN, managed by Harland
(District 11) uncovered stories of
per, and potato chips, were among
Ohde, went into the winning col- country,
will 7%.
have outside revthose signed by the two stations.
unprecedented success at combatenue totaling
umn with a 4%. overall increase
Mr. Harding anticipated the
ing the summer hiatus; the tale
Swinging east into Minnesota,
of how a 250 w station is maradded summer business would give over last year. Mr. Ohde reported
the broadcasting survey found Dalshalling the top management of 15 WCCO a substantial increase lo- fresh activity among automobile
ton LeMasurier, president of KDAL
cally over 1948. National spot will dealers. Near by KIJV Huron had
similar operations for a campaign
Duluth, predicting a overall 10%
be up, but not to compare with the a greater drop in revenue in July
to sign the branch offices of a reincrease for the year. But KFAM
and August than during any sumgional advertiser, and reports of local and regional upsurge, he said.
St. Cloud, almost in the center of
mer in its four-year history. But
Mr. Caley's station will do about
many
ders. "unusually early" fall orearly September sale of local ac- the state, will be "down slightly,"
3% more business this year.
counts, all new to radio, promised
according to Fred Schilpin, presiRay Livesay, general manager
The canvass, covering more than
dent. At KLIZ Brainerd, just a
to bring this month up 5% over
of WLBH Mattoon, 111., has been
a score of operations, shows a trend
north, Ed Wilder, comin most areas toward inter-station
instrumental in unifying the ef- September 1948, it was reported by few milesmercial
manager, is fighting what
forts of 15 mid-Illmois stations to Max F. Staley, president.
cooperation "for the good of broadhe
hopes
will
be a winning battle to
bring into radio a large organizaRecord for August
casting as a whole." In only a few
tion serving each of the towns. He
keep business "somewhere near
of the more populous centers does
KIHO Sioux Falls had the big- 1948's political prosperity."
is a strong advocate of cooperative
"dog-eat-dog" prevail.
Tn the southern nart of the state,
gest August in its history, with
selling among stations, and won
Hard Selling Rewards
40% more billings than last year.
KYSM
headed by
NAB'sF.
commendation from NAB's staffDistrictMankato,
11 director,
John
Another Sioux Falls outlet, KELO,
A North Dakota station dug in men at the District 9 meeting for
predicts its revenue for the year
Meagher, hopes to whittle down the
his enterprise in this direction.
during the summer's severe
He was one of those reporting
"will be up 20''/f," according to present revenue figure of 8%. bedrought and found that hard selllow 1948 before Christmas. Nearby
Evans Nord, commercial manager.
that accelerated summer selling
ing paid off. A Wisconsin operaKDIX Dickenson, N. D., has KDHL Faribault is more optimistion has been able to extend its started to pay off in August. Dur(Continued on page A2)
maintained a 15% higher revenue
ing that month, 1949 revenue
"bumper summer" to October. And
a Minnesota broadcaster who attributed a "sensational" fall last
year to political advertising, is
finding that sales, even in this nonelection year, can be made "if you
go out and hustle."
Pjst H seeks Data
BMB
WCCO Minneapolis and WMBD
XPANDED
E
established since the war, he gave
RESOLUTION calling on the NAB
urement organizations have somePeoria successfully bridged the gap
what confused the measurement
convincing proof that AM continues
board to "explore the possibilities
between spring and fall by bringpicture by the publishing of conof expanding BMB to include audito
"despiteof television."
At
ing into radio manufacturers and
the grow
suggestion
Howard Dahl,
distributors of commodities in
flicting techniques and results" and
ence ratings by periods" was
WKBH
La
Crosse,
Wis.,
he
promurged
that
BMB
become
a
model
adopted by NAB District 11 Tuesheavy demand during the summer
ised to recommend that the new
day at the close of its two day for all to follow. Robert R. Tincher,
months.
BMB survey, tentatively set for
meeting at the Radisson Hotel, general manager of WNAX YankAl Harding, WCCO sales manNovember, carry listenership
ton, was chairman of the resoluMinneapolis. More than a hundred
down to 5%.
tions committee.
ager, set a 1949 goal of 12'/f move
delegates,
representing
stations
in
summer accounts than the station
As at previous NAB memberMinnesota, North Dakota and parts
Elaboration on BMB
had last year. He got 25% more.
ship meetings in Cincinnati and
of Wisconsin and South Dakota,
Charles C. Caley, executive vice attended the conference.
Earlier Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
Three Lakes, Wis., Maurice B.
NAB director of research and actpresident of WMBD, reported revThe BMB resolution was a lastMitchell, director of NAB's Broadenue for June, July and August
cast Advert'sing Bureau, and
ting president of BMB, had won
minute "write-in" measure, introRichard P. Doherty, director of
topped that of 1948 by $6,300.
unanimous acceptance of his adduced
by
the
Resolutions
CommitSuch accounts as ice cream and
the Employe-Employer Relations
tee after it earlier had submitted a ministrat'on of the bureau with
Dept., delivered informal talks
a detailed description of how BMB
other summer desserts, travel bu- recommendation that the district
which put the members at ease.
reaus, lightening rods, wind mills, merely "urge continuance" of works. Using enlarged maps showNAB's president,
ing listenership of more than 40 Then(Continued
BMB. The later draft acknowlfarm implements, and picnic supon page 43)Justin
California stations, many of them
plies like paper napkins, wax paedged that "many competing measSeptember 26, 1949 • Page 27
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FCC Actions
TWELVE new AM stations
granted by FCC last week
along with initial decision to
grant another. Two stations
received improved facilities.
Transfer grants, including
$279,825 sale of KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., and $150,000 sale
of WFTL Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., announced for 11 stations. Three FM and one AM
authorization deleted. Details of these and other FCC
actions are found in FCC
Roundup on page 84.

CHARITY

TRUSTS

Would Lose Non-Tax
Status in Bill

Sample Spots
IN ATTEMPT to convince
advertisers of the effectiveness of small-market radio
advertising, Laurence W.
Harry, manager of KSMA
Santa Maria, Calif., has
started an experimental sampling plan. According to the
plan the station will accept
spot announcements from advertisers, air them during a
trial period, and leave it up
to the advertiser to pay what
he considers a fair rate. Station has sent out direct mail
piecestisersto
acquaint
with the
plan. adver-

LEGISLATION that would deprive charitable trusts of their non-taxable status on gross income if they acquire stock in radio and television
stations, was introduced last Thursday by Sen. Charles Tobey (R-N. H.).
The Tobey proposal was offered as an amendment to a current bill
(HR 3905) which would modify the
Internal Revenue Code and is in- danger, also," he added.
tended to safeguard the fundaThe anti-monopoly legislator's
mental constitutional right of proposal would amend Sec. 162 (a)
"freedom
dealing with charihe
stated. of speech and the press," of thetable code
trusts by adding this section:
Provided, that if any part of the
Sen. Tobey told BROADCASTING
capital, ofmoneys,
his measure was not aimed at any income
a trust isassets,
loaned, credits
advanced,or
or used to control or acquire, by purparticular organization.
chase or otherwise, a business, enterHis amendment encompasses
prise, or service which is engaged
publications and other avenues of in the dissemination of information,
including but not restricted to the
information as well as radio and
business of publishing a magazine,
television.
HEINZ RETURNS
periodical, or newspaper, or of opera- the gross income of the trust shall be
considered
ting or maintaining a radio or tele- this
Authorities said they knew of
chapter.taxable to the trust under
vision broadcasting station, then all
Takes ABC 'Ozzie & Harriet'
no station currently owned by a
H. J. HEINZ Co., New York,
charitable trust within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code.
maker of "57 Varieties," will
sponsor the Adventures of Ozzie
Heads Raymer Chicago Office
& Harriet, on ABC effective Oct.
Scope of Bill
In Streamlining Move
BROKAW
14, after a four year absence from
The Senator's statement did not
network radio. The show will be elaborate
on organizations which
FRED C. BROKAW, vice president and partner of the Paul H. Raymer
heard on Friday 9-9:30 p.m.
presumably might fall under the
Co. Inc., station representative, will transfer his headquarters to the
During the five years that the definition of "charitable trust," but
Chicago office of the company, effective Oct. 1.
program has been on the air it was
spokesmen explained it included
He will continue as general manager of the national sales organization
sponsored by International Silver
religious, educational, scientific and
of the Raymer company and will be
*
■
Co., New York, through Young &
cago office and will report to Mr.
other organizations "set up" ex- vice president in charge of the
Rubicam. When the latter comclusively for charitable purposes
Brokaw.
Chicago office.
pany dropped the show to put its but yet competing for profit with
Mr. Brokaw joined tht Raymer
The
change
is
said
to
be
one
of
budget in television, ABC and the private firms. Under his plan
organization in 1932 as a salesman
several major steps in a program
Nelsons signed, in July 1949, a their gross income would be taxable
after several years experience in
for streamlining overall control
lone term contract covering their if they acquired or controlled stock
of
the
company
and
stepping
up
magazine
advertising. He was
radio and television activities.
in stations and publications.
The H. J. Heinz Co. signed an
Sen. Tobey noted a precedent for sales pressure and technique. It made a partner in 1935. He became a vice president about two
also is the major move in an exhis action in a rule followed
initial 39-v-'eek contract with ABC
years
ago and has been in charge
covering the broadcasts on 270 by Reconstruction Finance Corp.,
pansion of the firm's Middle West
of the New York office as well as
ABC stations. Maxon Inc., New
whereby it does not exercise its and West Coast activities.
directing
the national sales of the
Garfield C. Packard will conYork, is the agency.
firm.
lending powers when a radio staThe program originates from the
tinue as sales manager of the Chition or the press is involved. He
Nelson's California home with all suggested that the rule presumably
members of the Nelson family is based on a desire that governBasil A. Caparell
playing themselves.
ment agencies be placed above
suspicion of control of the avenues
BURMAN
NAMED
BASIL A. CAPARELL, sales manof information, and termed it a
ager for International News ServWH&W Radio-TV Director
Amend Names Burnett
"commendable policy." It also
ice and assistant sales manager
should apply equally to the ComALAN
R.
BURMAN,
with
J.
FRED W. AMEND Co., Danville,
mis ioner of Internal Revenue, who
for King Features Syndicate, both
111. (Chuckles candy), has named
has broad discretion in the ap- Walter Thompson Co., New York,
New York, died last Wednesday
Leo Burnett Agency to handle its
proval or disapproval of the ac- since 1947, has joined Wilson,
afternoon at his Pittstown, N. J.,
Haight
&
Welch
Inc.,
Hartford
and
tivities ofcharitable trusts through
advertising. Radio and television
home. He was to have been 61
New York agency, as radio and
are being considered. Owen Smith his power to hold the trust income
television director.
years old the following day. Death
is account executive.
taxable or exempt, he asserted.
was due to a heart attack induced
At J. Walter Thompson, Mr.
Burman was television and radio
'Safeguard Freedom'
by a blood clot. He was a member
producer
of the Yankee and Dodger
"Furthermore,
charitable
trusts
Names Richards Inc.
of New York's Radio Executives
baseball games and the Yankee
controlling millions of dollars have
Club and The Banshees, an organTHE U.S. Coast Guard has ap- been engaged in all types of ac- football games. He also was asization of writers and newspapertivities in competition with taxpointed Fletcher D. Richards Inc.,
sistant producer of the Kraft Telemen.
Mr. Caparell is survived by
vision Theatre.
paying private enterprises under,
New York, to produce a 26-week
his widow, Ella Jeanne Caparell.
loosely
drawn
state
laws
pertaining
Before
joining
JWT,
he
was
a
MBS program, Your Coast Guard
Academy on Parade, to start Oct. to the powers of trustees. Freescreen writer and assistant prodom of speech and of the press
WLS CHICAGO was well represented
ducer with Mini-Films Inc., a com1. Newell-Emmett previously
mercial picture company.
must be safeguarded from this
handled the account.
at District 9 meeting by Harold Safford (I), program director, and George
tee; NAB President Justin Miller; Charles C. Coley,
SPEAKERS TABLE at District 9 pheasant dinner Sept. 15
R. Cook, treasurer.
WMBD Peoria manager and district and NAB director;
at Three Lakes was graced by (I to r) Merrill Lindsay,
Howard Lane, Field Enterprises and an NAB director,
WSOY Decatur, who is an NAB director; Ben Laird,
and Leslie Johnson, manager of WHBF Rock island.
WDUZ Green Boy, chairman of the convention commit-

"WELL,
I'LL BE
DARNED!
"
Timothy, the jaguar from South America, seems to
be overcome with amazement at what he sees. Maybe
Tim is seeing for the first time one of the new hair-dos
our young ladies are sporting these days.
Many businessmen are amazed when they see how
much their sales have increased after advertising over
W-I-T-H. This might be due to the fact that W-I-T-H
covers 92.3% of all the radio homes in the Baltimore
trading area.
New advertisers will be even more amazed when they
learn that W-I-T-H can give them more potential
buyers for less money than any other radio station in
the rich Baltimore market.
If you are wondering how to make every advertising
penny count . . . remember W-I-T-H,^ the radio station
that produces amazing results. Call in your HeadleyReed man. He'll tell you the whole W-I-T-H story.

BALTIMORE,
TOM TINSLEY, President
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MARYLAND

Represenfed by HEADLEY-REED
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^"^^^ Would Exempt
OVERTIME
ANNOUNCERS doing specialized
ings on the subject [Broadcasting,
work are not entitled to overtime
Jan. 12, 1948].
In general, the regulations would
pay, being classified as "exempt,"
under a preliminary report issued
exempt from overtime pay all radio
by the Dept. of Labor. First re- employes functioning as "masters
of ceremonies; playing dramatic,
vision in wage-hour rules since
1940, the new standards will not be comedy or straight parts in a program; interviewing; conducting
put into effect before mid-October
pending possible objections by in- farm, fashion and home economics
terested parties.
programs; covering public events
NAB last week had not yet de- such as sports programs in which
cided whether to file objections to the announcers may be required
to 'ad lib' and describe current
the report. The association had
changing events; and acting as
asked that all announcers be classified as professional employes under
narrator and commentator."
Under the Fair Labor Standards
the law rather than announcers
Act certain types of employes such
doing creative work such as ad-lib
as executive, administrative, proassignment, master of ceremonies
fessional and outside selling emand similar assignments.
ployes,
have been exempt from
William R. McComb, Wage-Hour
overtime provisions. The new proAdministrator, said the revisions
posals redefine and clarify the job
do not jnaterially change the numcontent of these exemptions.
ber of white-collar v^orkers affected
Richard P. Doherty, director,
by the law— about 2,500,000 emNAB Employe-Employer Relations
ployes.
Dept., had appeared before the
Effect on the broadcasting in- Wage-Hour Div., flanked by Robert
dustry, however, is important, ac- T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio;
cording to the NAB Dept. of Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
Employe-Employer Relations which
111.; J. Allen Brown, former NAB
had taken part in wage-hour hearsmall markets director, and Ivar
H. Peterson, former NAB attorney.
It was stated at NAB that the
report accepts the principle that
many types of special announcing
COST OF DST
are professional. A sportscaster or
farm director apparently will be
Networks Spend Half-Million
exempt so long as his duties conTHE FOUR major networks spent
form to those usually ascribed to
more than half a million dollars
such employes and as long as he
during the summer to operate de- fulfills the other administrative
layed broadcast schedules in ac- requirements.
commodation of Daylight Saving
The proposed rules contain anTime, Broadcasting learned last
other feature of interest to broadweek.
casters. This is the req^^irement
that an employe must receive at
A survey of the four networks
least $75 a week before being
showed they spent a total of $583,eligible for classification as exempt,
000 to organize and operate their
systems of recorded repeats to in- compared to the former $200 per
sure the arrival of programs at month salary. This readjustment in
accustomed hours despite the minimum salary also applies to
hodge-podge of summer time zones.
All four used repeat broadcasts
for the bulk of their programming,
each setting up several central
points where broadcasts were recorded and then played back to
Standard Time zone areas.
The estimated cost covered
equipment, line charges and salaries of personnel involved in the
repeat operations. The costs were
borne by the networks and not
passed on the sponsors.
Reinsch Operation
J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director of the James M. Cox
stations and former Presidential
radio advisor, entered Emory U.
Hospital, Atlanta, last week for an
emergency appendectomy on Monday. He was reported to be recovering very well and was to
return to his home in Atlanta over
the weekend where he will rest for
one or two weeks. The Cox stations include WSB Atlanta, WIOD
Miami and WHIO Dayton, Ohio.
Page 30
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Announcers

administrative employes. The minimum for executive or supervisory
personnel is raised from $30 to
$55 per week.
In its report, the Labor Dept.
noted:
The determination of the exempt or
nonexempt status of radio announcers
as professional employes has been
relatively diflHcult because the radio
broadcasting industry is comparain the of
fieldtheofmerging
entertain-of
menttivelyandnewbecause
the artistic aspects of the job with the
commercial. The problem has been
complicated also by the novel system
of payment for work performed by
radio announcers. This is the "talent
fee'
basisof of
which
sponsors
radiopayment
programsunder
pay special
fees for the services of announcers
whose special announcing talents they
particularly desire. . . .
Work such
as giving
station
identification and time
signals,
announcing

U.S. PROBES

the names of programs, and similar
routine work is nonexempt work. In
the field of radio entertainment as in
other fields of artistic endeavor, the
status of an employe as a bona fide
professional under the regulations is
in large part dependent upon whether
his duties are original and creative in
character, and whether they require
invention, imagination or talent.
The testimony indicated quite clearly
that no general conclusion could be
reached that all announcers are exempt, or that all are nonexempt. It
is apparent that there is considerable
variationformedinby various
the type
work perradioof announcers,
ranging from predominantly routine to
predominantly exempt work.
The wide
in earnings
as between variation
individual radio
announcers,
froma the
highlynetwork
paid 'name'
on
national
who announcer
is greatly
in demand by sponsors to the staff
announcers paid a comparatively small
salary in a small station, indicates not
only great differences in personality,
voice and manner, but also in some
inherent special ability or talent which,
while extremely difficult to define is
nevertheless real. The determination
of whether a particular announcer is
exempt as a professional employe must
be based upon his individual duties and
the amount of exempt and nonexempt
work performed, as well as his special
compensation.

COPY

Rhodes, Dolcin
Involved

A TWO-and-a-half million dollar advertising campaign by Rhodes
Pharmacal Co., pushing its medicinal preparation, Imdrin, through
radio and other media, is currently coming under the watchful eye
of certain government agencies, including the Federal Trade Commission.
The company, with headquarters
local rate, with Rhodes Pharmacal
in Cleveland, Ohio, had authorized
the balance.
its agency, O'Neil, Larson & Mc- paying
The complaining agencies, in adMahon, to prepare a series of radio
dition
to FTC, are the U. S. Post
interviews dealing with rheumatism
Office Dept. and the Food & Drug
and arthritis. The interviews conthough the Post
clude with statements by local an- Administration,
nouncers directing listeners to local Office declines to divulge details
until final action is taken. Heardrugstores for purchase of Imdrin,
ing was set by the FTC for Sept.
described as an aspirin product
30 in Washington.
with buffer.
FTC charged misrepresentation
Early this month the agency
wrote drugstore managers that in broadcast and published advertisement by Rhodes Pharmacal Co.
they could ring up "the fastest, of the therapeutic properties and
greatest drugstore profits the trade
effectiveness of Imdrin. Sales durhas ever seen" through the exing the last quarter of 1948 totaled
clusive radio tie-in with Imdrin's
over
$250,000, according to the
"unprecedented" campaign. It re- complaint
directed at J. Sanford
ported a sale of $5 million in ten Rose and Jerome
H. Rose, officers
months. One druggist in each comthe firm.
munity would be offered the radio of Broadcast
continuities were
tie-in, paying only 50 V( of the placed by the agency prior to Sept.
1, 1948, on a number of stations
including: WJJD Chicago; WHN
(now WMGM), WPIX (TV),
WOV, all New York; KWTO
Springfield, Mo.; KWKH Shreveport. La., and WWVA Wheeling,
W. Va.
Meanwhile the Post Office Dept.
is known to have issued a complaint charging Imdrin with using
the mails for coupons, urging users
to purchase Imdrin from drugstores or send coupons to certain
chain stores.
Food & Drug Administration has
entered the picture on grounds
label advertising was misleading.
FTC also lodged a complaint
against the Dolcin Corp., New
York, charging false and misleading
another medicinaladvertising
preparation,of Dolcin.
Broadcasts cited were those appearing on Don Lee Network:
WOR New York; WFIL and
WPEN Philadelphia; WGN Chicago; WTAC Worcester, Mass.;
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
WOL Washington; WIND Gary,
'Twice a year the traffic department gets that patented 'daylight time Ind. ; KMA Shenandoah, Iowa;
WTCN Minneapolis, WJR Detroit.
change' look."
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Only

a

combination
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can

cover

Georgia's
first three
markets
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TRIO

OFFERS
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LOW

COST:

• coverage
Concentrated
• Merchandising
assistance
• Listener loyalty
built by local
programming
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loyalties
— in Georgia's
first three
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Advertising Material
Issued by RMA

RADIO-TV
WEEK
ADVERTISING material to be used during National Radio and
Television Week Oct. 30-Nov. 5 has been sent to newspapers as well
as radio dealers by the special committee of the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
handling the annual project.
Dealers will be supplied poster
W. B. McGill, advertising director of Westinghouse Radio Sta- reproductions of the advertisements, which depict families and
tions Inc. and chairman of -the
groups enjoying radio or television,
RMA committee, said full-page
advertising mats have been pre- or phonograph music. Listeners
are urged to hear and see the
pared and will go out next week.
greatest
programs in industry
Explanatory letters are included
history.
for newspaper advertising manMr. McGill said National Radio
agers. NAB will provide radio and
TV stations with a series of an- and Television Week offers retailnouncements promoting the week.
ers a chance "to improve their
Television for the first time gets public relations along with their
full recognition in the 29th radio sales and to become closely identified with community organizations
anniversary celebration. Another
new feature will be Canadian par- and activities. Dealers who have
taken advantage of this opportunticipation.
ity in the past have been rewarded
The RMA Advertising Commitin both increased goodwill and
tee, headed by Stanley H. Manson,
Stromberg-Carlson Co., developed
Members of the RMA Radio &
three themes for the advertiseWeek Committee, besides
sales."
ments. First, for TV areas only, Television
Chairman McGill, are L. E. Pettit,
is, "See — and hear the world of General Electric Co.; H. F. Guenin
talent brought to your home by
Jr., RCA Victor Div.; E. L. Redtelevision."
Second, facilities
where both
den, Motorola Inc.; James D.
TV and broadcast
are
Secrest, RMA public relations
available, carries the slogan, "A director.
radio for every one . . . television
in every home." It is suppleLe Wald to Weintraub
mented by the message, "Enjoy
the greatest array of talent you've
CURTIS C. Le WALD, former
ever heard — or seen."
account executive and copy writer
Third slogan, featuring FM, AM
with Campbell-Ewald Co., BBDO,
and phonograph combinations, has
RuthraufF & Ryan and Lawrence
this slogan, "A radio for every
room — a radio for everyone — everyFertig & Co., has joined the William H. Weintraub Agency as
where." With the slogan goes the
manager of its Willow Run, Mich.,
message, "Listen, enjoy the world's
office and resident account execugreatest talent — with a new, finer
tive on the Kaiser-Frazer account.
radio — today."

FIRST

DAVENPORT.
AM 5.000 wKc
AIYll420

IN

THE

ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
CP. 22.9 Kw. vijuol
rCM'*^'^*In 103.7 Mc TV
IV and aural, Channel

Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
Monday through Sunday . . .
morning, afternoon, evening . . .
woe Hooper Ratings average as
much as 5.9 points higher than
the national averages for the
same programs.
That'sFall-Winter
the story
told
by the last
Quad-City
and
Comprehensive
Hooper Reports. Thus WOC gives
NBC Network
and spot inadvertisers bonus audiences
this
wealthy • industrial area . . .
proof of the listener-loyalty that
makes station.
WOC the Quad-Cities'
FIRST
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,

IOWA

FtEE A PETERS, INC., National
Page 32
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Representati v«t

First 15 Program
No. of
Program Stations
Radio Theatre 153
My Friend Irma 150
Godfrey's Talent Scouts 154
169
Suspense
162
Big Story
Mr. District Attorney 160
149
Mr. Keen
172
Horace Heidt
160
150
Mystery
Bob HawkTheatre
Mr. & Mrs. North
151
Curtain Time
Mr.
Chameleon
139
58
Fat Man
145
148
Crime Photographer
217
First Nighter
Top 10 Program
77
When Girl Marries
Our Gal, Sunday
84
Arthur Godfrey
(10:30-11:30)
(10:30-10:45, 5.6) 170
169
(10:45-11, 4.6)
174
Aunt(11-11:30,
Jenny 6.6)
79
Romance of Helen Trent 85
93
Big Sister

Hooperatings — Sept. Year
15
Sponsor & Agency Hooper Hooper
Lever Bros. (JWT)
13.8
13.7
11.1
Pepsodent
(FC&B) Div.-Lever Bros. 13.2
12.1
Lipton Co. Div.-Lever Bros. 12.9
(Y&R) Auto-Lite Co. (N-E) 12.0
Electric
American Cigarette & Cigar 11.8
8.1
10.0
(SSC&B)
Bristol-Myers
(DC&S)
11.6
9.8
(Murray) Pharmacol 11.3
Whitehall
10.2
Philip Morris (Biov/) 11.2
9.3
8.6
(Esty) Drug (D-F-S) 10.9
Sterling
6.7
R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco 10.8
Colgate-Pal.-Peet (S&M) 10.6
8.2
Mars Inc. (Grant) 10.5
3.9
Sterling
(D-F-S) 10.4
Norwich Drug
Pharmacol
5.0
9.4
(Gumbinner) 10.3
Philip Morris (Biow) 10.1
Campana Sales (W-F-H) 10.1
9.6
Hooperatings — Sept. 15
5.9
General mondFoods
(B&B,Calumet
Dia6.5
6.1
Sal*: Y&R,
& Swansdown)
5.9
Whitehall
Pharmacol
(Murray)
5.4
Gold Seal Wax (C-M)
National Biscuit (M-E)
5.0
Liggett & Myers (N-E)
ivory)Bros. (R&R)
Lever
5.8
5.9
(Murray) Pharmacol
Whitehall
5.9
4.8
5.8
Procter & Gamble (Biow,
5.7
5.3
4.9
Spic & Span; Compton,

Ma Perkins 95 Procter & Gamble (D-F-S)
& Gamble (P&R)
Pepper Young's
Family 15389 Procter
Postum)
Portia
Faces Life
General
Foods FC&B,
(B&B, Instant
Post's
Bran Flakes;
Young Widder Brown 146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)

5.7
5.6
5.5

-1-2.1
Report
Ago:
-1-0.8
Pos.
-1-2.0 2425
10
11
4-or—
+0.1 13
+ 1.9
+2.3
+4.1
+3.7
++2.4
1.8
+6.6
++5.4
1.1

Report
14
+0.4 1
+0.9
+0.5
+0.5
5
—0.2
+0.9 15
16
17
3

6.0
5.1
5.5

17
16
22
40
23
75
62

+ 1.0
+ 1.1

2
10
4
12

+0.1
FORT

INDUSTRY
Executives Buy Stock

EXECUTIVES of the Fort Industry Co. now share in company operations as full-fledged stockholders,
under a plan of recapitalization announced by George B. Storer, president and majority stockholder.
In announcing the stock sale, Mr.
Storer said the owners decided to
give operating partners the opportunity to became shareholders
"in recognition of the splendid
job" they have performed over the
years and as "a further incentive
to all the executives. . . ."
Citing added responsibilities of
television and recent acquisition of
newspapers at Miami Beach, Fla.,
Mr. Storer said the company feels
"our executive and management
personnel should share with us in
the growth and expansion of this
newest scientific marvel in the field
of mass communication — television
— as well as in the development of
theUnder
newspapers."
the recapitalization plan,
participants acquire not only common but also preferred shares in
the firm which were declared as a
dividend to common stockholders at
the time of the common purchase.
Those executives who have taken
advantage of the plan by becoming
shareholders in the company, in
addition to Mr. Storer and J. Harold Ryan, senior vice president and
treasurer, are: Lee B. Wailes,
John B. Poole, E. Y. Flanigan,
William E. Rine, Allen L. Haid, J.
Robert Kerns, James E. Bailey,
Stanton P. Kettler, Richard E.
Jones, H. A. Steensen, G. W.
Harker, Glenn C. Boundy, Paul J.

+0.1
Miller, and Bertha C. Prestler.
+0.4
Fort Industry
operates
stations: WSPD Toledo,AM Ohio;
+0.4 FairWWVA Wheeling, WMMN
mont, W. Va.; WLOK Lima, Ohio;
WAGA Atlanta, Ga.; WGBS Miami, Fla., and WJBK Detroit. In
each of these cities, except Fairmont, FM stations are owned and
operated by the firm in association
with the AM outlets. In Toledo,
Detroit and Atlanta, Fort Industry
operates TV stations. Other interests are newspapers in Miami
Beach and Coral Gables, Fla., and
The Standard Tube Co., Detroit.
WNOE

GETS CP
For 50 kw Operation
WAY was cleared by FCC last
week for issuance of the construction permit which it had granted
last January to WNOE New Orleans for switch from 250 w on
1450 kc to 50 kw day, 25 kw night
on 1060 kc, directional night.
In granting the permit, FCC had
conditioned its issuance upon
WNOE's securing approval from
the Civ-1 Aeronautics Adm. for its
proposed transmitter site and further upon modifying an agreement
with Coliseum Place Baptist
Church to comply with the Commission's new rules banning certain time-reservation contracts in
station sales.
WNOE secured the CAA approval in April, FCC reported, and
this month was able to work out
mutually satisfactory modification
of its contract with the church
which would
meet was
the FCC's
lation. The pact
drawn stipuup in
1941 and had called for reservation
of certain time for 99 years.
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Then

Jamison

said

...

"You

need

Weed,

Sir !

At lunch the other day our man Jamison met a very
worried station manager. In advertising's best anonymous
tradition we will call him Station Manager A.
"I hear a lot of talk these days about economic recession,"
Manager A was saying. "I don't necessarily believe it, but
I hear it. I hear that the honeymoon is over, that the buyer's
market has arrived, and that advertisers are getting more
careful every day about how they spend their appropriations."
"True in part," said Mr. Jamison. "But let's look at the
bright side. The fact that both buyers and advertisers are
becoming more careful improves your competitive position.
You have a good station in a good market. And Spot Radio,
the major product you have to sell, is admittedly one of
the most economical and profitable forms of advertising
ever devised. It is the medium smart advertisers prefer when
they want to pinpoint their markets and avoid all waste
circulation."
"Then why is my station losing money?" the manager asked.
"If you don't mind my saying so," Jamison replied, "you
are improperly represented. Spot Radio should be sold as
carefully as it is used. . .You need Weed, sir!
"I have been employed by this fine organization for some time.
We are doing more business for all of our clients than ever before.
And there's no reason why we can't do the same for you."

radio
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television

station
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new york
•
boston
•
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Weed
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atlanta
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IT'S 9:30 A. M.: Saturday: The
doors of WRVA's 1300 -seat theatre
open to admit housewives. Each one
writes the name of her grocer on a
card and may get a sample of your
product or watch your own demonstrator.

IT'S 10:00 A. M.: WRVA's handsome News Editor, George Passage,
conducts the warm-up. Housewives
are called up to the fully-eguipped
kitchen on the stage to tell all
about themselves. They get a basket
stacked with samples of each sponsor's product: Plus a sales talk.

IT'S 10:15 A.M.: One lucky
housewife wins the quiz that makes
her the owner of a brand new
modern kitchen sink.

IT'S 10:30 A. M.: "Calling All
Cooks" is on the air with George
Passage as emcee. He quizzes a
group of chosen housewives on
homemaking and homedoings. With
loads of laughs and lots of prizes for
everybody . . . watches . . . fountain
pens . . . clothing, etc. Plus a basket
of groceries.

IT'S 10:30 to 11:00 A. M.: Each
participant mentions the name of
her grocer on the air. And early
Monday morning he gets a dollar
bill in his mail. With it is a card
saying the dollar comes with the
compliments of the ~ 'Calling All
Cooks"
sponsors
all introduction
named. The
flood of dollar
bills...is an
for your salesman.

IT'S 11:00 A. M.: The on-the-air
show is over, but the program lingers
on.
PassageHarriett
and WRVA's
homeGeorge
economist,
Allen,
show off the sponsors' products.
Some are cooked right on the stage.
Others are demonstrated at the same
time, housewives get an opportunity to win a radio ... or a washing machine ... or an ironer.

IT'S 11:45 A. M.: The show is almost over. But not before the theatre
audience marches up to the stage
to sample the cookery. And to ask
all the questions they want of homemaking expert Harriett Allen.

(

%and

the

Kitchen

Sink

too!

Buy a participation on "Calling All Cooks" — WRVA's big new
quiz and prize show for housewives aired from 10:30 to 11:00
Saturday mornings — and you get everything but the
kitchen sink. That goes to a lucky housewife!
It's much, much more than you bargain for, too. Because
you pay a surprisingly low cost for a participation on a half- hour
broadcast. And you get two hours and fifteen minutes of
product-pushing performance. As you can see, from 9:30 a.m.
to 11:45 a.m., your product is made an important part
of the show — before it goes on the air . . . while it's on the air
. . . and after the broadcast. All adding up to lots of
mentions and lots of sales . . . with a Grocer Promotion
that makes Your Salesman Welcome in His Store!
To take advantage of all the sales opportunities that come
with "Calling All Cooks," call us or Radio Sales. We'll
show you how it can cook up big returns for you in a
$l,412,700,000t market where 434,253 radio families* live
and listen most to 50,000-watt WRVA.
t Sales Management Survey ot Buying Power, May, 1349
* 50-100% BMB Daytime Audience Area
Richmond and Norfolk, Virginia
Represented by Radio Sales

WRVA

Facing

Agency

Facts

THERE'S nothing better for the soul, whether
it be personal or corporate, than a frequent
appraisal by a frank and sincere friend. Such
a friend is Art Lund, Campbell-Mithun radio
director, who buys millions in time every
year. Mr. Lund is strategically located for the
role of critic and counselor of broadcasters.
Mr. Lund told NAB District 11 broadcasters— and some of their ears are still burning— just what's wrong with a lot of time
peddlers (see his article on page 26). At first
thought it seems incredible that trained salesmen would attempt to foist phoney or illplanned arguments on skilled men whose
business it is to get results from the money
put up by sponsors. Yet Mr. Lund is sometimes forced to spend part of his busy day
listening to silly salesmanship.
Having cited some of the station abuses that
come his way, he proceeds to lay down a set of
standards for salesmen and explain just what
an agency expects from those who would help
it sell goods. And he makes it quite clear
that the agency must allocate its clients' funds
to get the best results.
Every good sales manager — and station
manager, too — should know exactly what factors influence an agency in buying time. But
a refresher course can't do any harm and
probably can do a lot of good.
Mr. Lund, recalling that radio has sold
billions in goods and services, is convinced
it will sell billions more in the future — "television notwithstanding." He has one basic
plea, and it's a timely one as the selling
business becomes toughei- — "Let's make it
better than it is."

Radio's Hen & Egg
IN THESE days of hard grubbing for new
business, radio is overlooking an opportunity
in its own back yard.
Radio manufacturing is big business. Last
year the volume in sets, tubes and parts
totalled in the neighborhood of three-quarters
of a billion dollars. This year, spurred
largely by television, it may exceed $1 billion.
In the trade it is est'mated that consumer
advertising may be allotted up to 10% of
sales. In many cases funds set aside by the
wholesaler and manufacturer are matched by
the dealer to create an advertising budget on
what amounts to a dealer co-op basis.
If all dealers took advantage of these various
cooperative arrangements between $60 and $70
million would be available to explo't set sales.
But of this total last year perhaps 90% went
to the printed media — mainly newspapers.
Radio got most of the niggardly balance.
A shocking story?
There must be reasons. For one thing,
dealer-co-op advertising is made easy for the
newspapers. Copy, via mat service, is prefabricated by the manufacturer or his agency.
It is placed in local papers with a minimum
of production effort on the part of the distributor and his dealers.
Newspaper display probably can never be
replaced by radio. But radio can capture more
than the pittance it is getting, just as it has
made inroads, however slight, into department
store advertising. It has pitched for it.
How better to sell radio than via radio?
What better way could there be to reach telePage 36 • September 26, 1949

vision prospects than through aural radio?
The story is a natural. First the mat habit
must be overcome. Not much has been done
to buttress the truism that the broadcaster
(and telecaster) creates the market for the
manufacturer, and that the latter constitutes
the circulation department for the broadcaster.
Improvement and expansion of programming
would stem from new money from the manufacturers. And these programs, on the local,
spot and network level, would help create new
audience incentive and stimulate set sales.
There's a job to be done. It should be down
the alley for the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, which already is getting off to an auspicious start under the inspired direction of
Director Maurice B. Mitchell.
Room

To

Grow

CURRENT EFFORTS to secure additional
television channels in the VHF region [Broadcasting, Sept. 19] deserve — indeed, demand
— the active support of all those interested in
the development of television. For therein
may be a key to solution of one of the toughest
of all the complex problems to be faced in the
television hearings which FCC opens today.
There can be no doubt that FCC was forced
into its decision to explore, at this time, the
prospects for immediate use of the UHF band.
Twelve VHF channels simply aren't enough
to meet demand. It is equally apparent, in the
opinion of the experts, that any comparison
between VHF and UHF, so far as immediate
operation is concerned, is strictly no contest
at this stage of the art. Even after years
of use, all the vagaries of the VHF are not
fully known, else there would be no question
of new standards in the current proceeding.
By comparison, there has been only scant
experimentation in the UHF.
Those behind the most recent research for
new VHF channels hope to postpone the move
into the UHF until a great deal more can be
learned about that upper region. They think
a half-dozen or more new channels in the
vicinity of the present 12 would meet the
demand satisfactorily for several years. FCC
obviously is thinking in larger figures; it proposes to open up 42 channels above 470 mc.
We don't profess to know the answer. We
are confident, however, that the well-placed but
as yet anonymous government engineers behind the current search are looking in the
right direction. For their eyes are focused
on those seemingly sacrosanct chunks of spectrum assigned to (but not always used by)
government agencies, including the military.
We have argued repeatedly that government
should be required to justify its own demands
for spectrum space just as explicitly as nongovernment users. Its requests are handled
perfunctorily by the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Committee, nominally recommending
to the President. We can see no justification
for such a rubber-stamp operation.
There is much talk about economic use of
the spectrum. Yet government agencies, including the military, are pernjitted to pre-empt
precious frequencies and sit on them, seemingly
according to whim, while other services go begging. The military's stock argument that it
may need its unused space in time of emergency is hardly valid. There is no question of
the government's right to recall frequencies
in such times, nor of radio's cooperation.
Past failures to pry loose some of these government frequencies should not deter the
current attempts. Obviously a strong and
concerted eflTort is required. It should be
made with all the support that can be rallied.
All that radio and television want is a fair
shake. It is a cause which should be carried
squarely to President Truman if necessary.

MARSHALL

NORTHWAY

TERRY

PERSEVERANT
DABITUR,
roughly
translated, means "we
succeed through
perseverence" and therein lies the secret
of the success of Marshall Northway Terry,
whose family motto it is.
Mr. Terry, vice president in charge of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s three video stations
WLWT Cincinnati, WLWD Dayton and
WLWC Columbus, has embarked on a career
which to a man of less stamina would seem like
one of hyperthyroid activity.
Born in Cleveland 47 years ago, Marshall
I'erry started his business career at the ripe
old age of eight. His first venture was a
"water-route." After school and during summer vacat'ons for four years he filled bottles
with the clear spring water from Rockefeller
Park and sold it to "steady customers" for a
dime a gallon.
His next job was delivering groceries for
the neighborhood store and from this he graduated to selling Elwell brushes door-to-door.
His phenomenal success in sales of the humble
duster evoked favorable comment from Elwell
officials.
Young Terry received much of his inspiration from tales told to him by his Uncle Marshall Terry, who had risen from an Ohio farm
boy
to
post' of
New York
Stateas surgeongeneral.the Uncle
Marshall
counted
friends
such men as Henry Ford and Teddy Roosevelt
and told great stories about hard work and
perseverance being the keys to success.
Grandfather Elisha Bigelow Northway was
another source of family inspiration for Young
Terry. Grandfather Northway was a schoolteacher but when illness left him deaf he successfully invaded the piano sales field. "That
old fellow could do anything," says Mr. Terry
with great respect and awe. In northern and
eastern Ohio the Northways outnumber the
other citizens about five to one. "Why," says
Marshall Terry, "there was an entire troop in
the war between the states made up entirely of
Forsaking groceries and brushes for an inNorthways."
dustrial caieer, Mr. Terry worked summers for
the Nickel Plate Railway, checking freight
cars, and for the Jordan Motor Co., assembling
brakes. Dur'ng the declining years of World
War I he stamped out three inch shells at the
Cuyahoga Stamping Co., in his home town.
Mr. Terry's colleges were Yale and Kenyon;
he holds a Ph.D. from the latter. At Kenyon,
he sang a creditable baritone in the Glee Club
and was at home on the theatre stage as well.
His first post diploma job was as ad salesman for the Cleveland News. Later he joined
(Continued on page 58)
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BILLION-DOLLAR

IT'S IMPORTANT that you consider these
65 South Texas counties as one, single, sohtary

IN

MORE
THIS

MARKET!

Boasting 316,700 BMB

1949 Radio Families,

the 1,337,500 people who make up this SelfContained market rang up Retail Sales last year

market! That's what they ARE!
For food, clothing, general merchandise . . .
for a thousand daily needs . . . people in this

totaling well over $1,000,000,000!" Up 13.8%
over the previous year!

self-contained segment of Texas rely for distribution upon a single great city — San Antonio!

Lassoed into a single, Billion-Dollar market
. . . served by the single city of San Antonio . . .

Just as San Antonio's lifelines of commerce
flow forth in all directions, so does the penetrating signal of clear-channel WOAI. In these
65 counties, WOAI delivers a smashing 50

and by a single, clear-channel station, WOAI!

to 100% BMB Primary audience - BOTH
AND NIGHT!

DAY

According to C. E. Hooper's "Listening Area Coverage Index" of Fall 1948, WOAI takes you into more
homes in these 65 counties than any other station . . .
more by 2 to 1 in Daytime . . . more by 3 to 1 at Night.

NBC

Represented by EDWARD
BROADCASTING

That's the story of these 65 self-contained
counties. And, that's why advertisers acclaim
WOAI as the "most economical means of selling
more merchandise to more people who live,
work and play in them!"
"Copr. 1949, Sales Management Survey of Buying Power;
further reproduction not licensed.

- 50,000 WATTS

- CLEAR CHANNEL

- TQN

PETRY & CO., INC. - New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston
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BOSTON
PACIFIC NIELSEN-RATINGS
(TOTAL PACIFIC AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES
—and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JULY 1949
NIELSON-RATING *
Current
Rank
Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
1
Philip Morris— Horace Heidt
2
The Whistler
3
Henry
Morgan Show
4
Fat Man
5
Original Amateur Hour
6
Adventures
Sam Spade
7
Mr.
and Mrs.of North
8
This Is Your F.B.I
9
Mystery Theatre
10
Big Story
11
Grand Ole Opry
12
First Nighter
13
Mr. District AHorney
14
life in Your Hands
15
Inner Sanctum
16
Mr. Keen
17
King's
Men
18
Crime Photographer
19
Curfain Time
20
Break the Bank

J. H. Greenwood
Station WCAE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

'.'.we consider

I

it the

best!"
VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE
CARTRIDGE

SEE

PAGE
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There's a New^look
in Northeastern Ohio
IT'S A NEW LOOK because . . .
It sparkles with greater sales results
from today's more conservative ad expenditures.
IT'S A BOLD LOOK because . . .
The pattern no longer conforms to oldfashioned and outmoded traditions in
time-buying.
THREE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS TO
PRODUCE THIS NEW BOLD LOOK IN
NORTHEASTERN OHIO
1. A station 58 miles from os increased
its power
and therefore
a station
24
miles from
us lost more
than
half its audience in the Canton
Market.
2. Another station 58 miles from us
lost some of its best features and
therefore lost several percentage
points dience
in ratings.
its Canton Market au3. WHBC increased its power to 5,000
watts . . . became an affiliate of
ABC . . . and therefore another
station 24 miles from us lost practically all its Canton Market
audience.
RSSULT:
WHBC in Canton is now the station
that
completes your
picture
NORTHEASTERN
OHIOcoverage
because
WHBCin
has gained audience while listening to
all other stations has split seven ways.
Check Taylor Borroff About . . .
. Brand New Hooperatings
. More listeners at less cost
. Retail sales that still hold firm
. Local promotion that sells
. market
A 5-county "BRIGHT SPOT"

CANTON
WHBC
I AS^
about the NEW BOLD LOOK
in NORTHEASTERN OHIO
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— Current RatingHomes
(000) %
584
13.1
548
12.3
530
11.9
521
11.7
517
11.6
513
11.5
513
11.5
508
11.4
504
11.3
481
10.8
472
10.6
468
10.5
468
10.5
468
10.5
464
10.4
455
10.2
455
10.2
446
10.0
446
10.0
437
9.8

Points
Change
— 0.7
—5.5
—
+^.0
— 3.8
—+^.Z
7.9
-fO.S
+2.2
+3.0
+1.0
+0.8
— 1.7
—0.2
—2.9
—1.6
—2.7
+0.3
+0.8
+1.0

EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
1
Lone Ranger
334
7.5 +1.0
2
Supper Club
290
6.5 —0.9
3
News of the World
276
6.2 —1.3
WEEKDAY
1
Backstage Wife
406
9.1 —1.0
2
Stella Dallas
388
8.7 —0.4
3
Lorenzo Jones
383
8.6 — 0.8
8.5 —1.5
379
Young Widder Brown
4
8.3 —1.8
370
When a Girl Marries
5
8.2 —1.4
365
Happiness
to
Right
6
8.1 — 1.2
361
Pepper Young's Family
7
—
7.8
348
...
WK3)
(2nd Qtr.
Travelers
WelcomeFaces
8
9
Portia
Life
339
7.6 —1.2
10
Welcome Travelers (1st Qtr. WK3).. 339
7.6
—
11
Guiding Light
325
7.3 +0.9
12
Perry Plain
Mason
325
7.3
13
Just
Bill
321
7.2 +1.0
0.0
14
Young Dr. Malone
308
6.9 +0.4
6.9 +0.5
308
Our Gal, Sunday
15
DAY, SATURDAY
1
Grand Central Station
486
10.9 +0.5
2
Armstrong Theatre
472
10.6 + 2.3
3
Stars Over Hollywood
437
9.8 +0.4
DAY, SUNDAY
7.8 +2.5
348
Stop the Music (4th Qtr.)
1
-f2.7
7.5 +0.8
334
Qtr.)
the Music
Stop the
2
7.2
321
(3rd Qtr.)
Music (2nd
Stop
3
Copyright, 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
NOTE:1949Number
obtained
"Nielsen-Rating"
4,457,000—
the
estimateof ofhomes
total isradio
homes byin applying
the PacifictheTime
Zone.(%) to...
*1 Homes
reached during all or any part of the program, except for homes listening only
to 5 minutes.
LIQUOR ISSUE
Lands Back in Congress
TREASURY DEPT., whose Alcohol Tax Unit supervises administration of the Federal Alcohol
Administration Act on liquor advertising has officially throw^n the
issue of advertising on stations
and netvi^orks squarely back at
Congress, it was confirmed last
week [Closed Circuit, Sept. 19].
Treasury Secretary John Snyder
reportedly advised Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of,
the Senate Commerce Committee
whose previous letter inspired the
reply, that the department felt it
was a matter for Congressional
jurisdiction. Further, the department declined comment on the merit
of the proposals advanced by the
Commerce chairman to curb liquor
licensees contemplating radio-TV
a(Jvertisin<?. Sen. Johnson had
urged the Tax Unit to use "moral
suasion" if necessary. A bill (HR
(5111), introduced last month by
Rep. Fred Crawford (R-Mich.) to
amend the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, currently is pending before the House Interstate
Commerce Committee [BROADCASTING, Aug. 29].

WASH

REC

Record Attendance for Meet
RADIO EXECUTIVES CLUB of
Boston started its 1949-1950 season
with a record turnout of over 75
members at the first session Sept.
14, presided over by Craig Lawrence, general manager of WCOP
Boston and president of the club.
Rudolph Bruce, advertising manager of New England Coke Co.,
was appointed chairman of the
permanent committee on rules
after his report for the special
committee on organizations and
elections was adopted. Rule committee members also include Wilbur
S. Edwards, assistant general manager WEEI (CBS) Boston; A. M.
Morgan, general manager WLYN
Lynn; Hervey Carter, manager
WMUR Manchester, N. H., and
Harvey P. Newcomb, Harry M.
Frost Co.
other committees named: Membership— Bertha
chairman,
assisted by JamesBannan,
Asher, WJDA
Quincy;
Paul Eaton, H. P. Hood & Sons; Helen
Horrigan, Chambers & Wiswell; Gerald
Harrison, WMAS Springfield; Creighton
Gatchell,
Portland;
F. Johnson, A & WGAN
P Tea Co.;
Arthur A.Newcomb,
WOTW Nashua, N. H.; Charles W.
Morse, Doremus & Co., and Connie
Stackpole, WEEI.
Program, C. Herbert Masse, WBZWBZA Boston-Springfield sales manager; Paul Belaire, WBKA Brockton;
Sally Larkin, H. B. Humphrey Co.;
H. Roy Marks, WEEI; Harvey P.
Newcomb; John C. Nicodemus, Kennedy's Inc., and Paul Perreault,
WTAO Cambridge.
Publicity, Marie H. Houlahan, WEEI
director of publicity and public relations, chairman; Beryl Kimball, director of advertising, Boston Consolidated Gas Co.; Claire Crawford,
WNAC Boston sales; Arthur Haley,
WBMS Boston sales; Warren Journay,
manager WFEA Manchester, N. H.;
Paul Provsndie, Hoag & Provandie
Inc.; Bob Kimel, promotion manager
WHAV-FM Haverhill, and Mitchell
F. Stanley, WWON Woonsocket, R. I.
Reception committee includes Gerald
Kirby of WEEI sales and Connie
Stackpole.

Grid Plans
Barton Joins WARE

NINE lead'ng collegiate football
games and all the Baltimore Colts
professional games will be carried play-by-play by WASH (PM)
Washington, starting with the
Navy-Princeton game Oct. 1. Five
Navy games, Yale-Harvard, Pennsylvania-Columbia, PennsylvaniaVirginia and Penn-Cornell will be
broadcast.

CHARLES W. BARTON, brother
of Bruce Barton, New York advertising executive, has been appointed national advertising sales
manager of WARE Ware, Mass. A
veteran of World War I, Mr. Barton is a former newspaper owner
and reporter.

IF YOU HAVE A SP ^g^T
RADIO PROBLEM;
CONTACT OUR NEARBST OFFICE
Joseph

Hershey

RADIO AM-FM-TV
-

McGiiivra,

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVES

Executive OfRces— 3M Madison Avenue, New Yor<( 17, Murray Hill 2-8755
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

•

LOS ANGELES

• ATLANTA
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357B

342A

5530
233A
343A

Western
Power

Tubes

Electric
for

AM

and

FM

WHETHER your station operates on low power or high
power, AM or FM, you'll find the tuhes you want in
Western Electric's line.
Always known for long service life and top quality performance, these broadcast power tubes and rectifiers — all
engineered by Bell Telephone Laboratories — are now being
made for Western Electric by Machlett Laboratories, Inc.,
another pioneer in the development of electron tubes.
Look over the listing of types below — and for further information, call your local Graybar representative or write
Graybar Electric Co., 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Western
-QUALITY

220C

343AA

5541
251A

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Electric
COUNTS-

DISTRIBUTORS: in the U. S. A —
Graybar
ElectricElectric
Company,
ada— Northern
Co., inLtd.Can-

Western Electric's line of high power transmitting tubes includes:
212E
Air cooled triode, 275 watts
220C
Water cooled triode, 10 kilowatts
220CA
Forced-air cooled triode, 5 kilowatts
222A
Water cooled high vacuum rectifier, 25 kv. inverse voltage
228A
Water cooled triode, 5 kilowatts
232B
Water cooled triode, 25 kilowatts
232BA
Forced-air cooled triode, 8 kilowatts
233A
Water cooled high vacuum rectifier, 50 kv. inverse voltage
236A
Water cooled triode, 20 kilowatts
240B
Water cooled triode, 10 kilowatts
241 B
Air-cooled triode, 275 watts
251 A
Air-cooled triode, 1000 watts
270A
Air cooled triode, 350 watts
279A
Air cooled triode, 1200 watts
298A and B Water cooled triode, 100 kilowatts
308B
Air cooled triode, 250 watts
340A
Water cooled triode, 25 kilowatts
341 A A
Forced-air cooled triode, 5 kilowatts
Water cooled triode, 25 kilowatts
342A
Water cooled triode, 10 kilowatts
343A
343AA Forced-air cooled triode, 5 kilowatts
Air cooled triode vhf, 400 watts
357B
363A
Air cooled pentode, vhf, 350 watts
379A
Air cooled triode, 1200 watts
5530
Forced-air cooled triode, vhf, 3 kilowatts
5541
Forced-air cooled triode, vhf, 10 kilowatts
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Giveaway
(Continued from page 23)
networks to try to work out with
the FCC the terms of such a stay.
If they failed to agree on terms,
Judge Rifkind would write his
own.
It was while the FCC was considering astay order submitted by
the networks that the Commission
came forward with its own postponement, thus rendering unnecessary not only the stay sought by
the networks but even a temporary
injunction.
Accordingly the networks may
now proceed to the merits of their
case to have the rules thrown out
as unauthorized and unlawful
Commission actions. When the
trial will take place may depend
upon how much network attorneys
are occupied in FCC television
hearings that begin today, but one
network legal authority said he believed it possible that the trial
could start before the end of
October.
How much importance the networks attached to the giveaway
actions could be seen in the array
of legal talent present at the stay
proceedings, in the character of the
arguments presented there and in
the affidavits filed as part of that
step in the proceedings.
Alfred McCormack, of Cravath,
Swaine & Moore, attorneys for
ABC, started the attack on the
FCC in the stay proceedings.

He said the networks challenged
the power of the FCC to make the
giveaway rules. He said the rules
in effect would impose a censorship and a restraint on programs
previous to broadcast. He charged
that neither the criminal statutes
nor the courts define a lottery as
the FCC has done.
Mr. McCormack emphasized the
technical legal point that participants in giveaway shows did not
give valuable consideration in order to participate and that if there
is any consideration at all, it is
given after the drawing of the lot.
He argued that to be a lottery, the
consideration should be given for
being in on the lot itself. He said
there is nothing in the lottery
cases to support the FCC view of
consideration. (FCC Comr. Hennock, in a dissent to the giveaway
rules, indicated she did not believe
the legal requirement of consideration existed in the giveaway situation and that therefore the giveaway show is not a lottery.)
Cites Pending Renewals
Samuel Rosenman, former New
York Supreme Court justice and a
member of the CBS law firm of
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin &
Kaye, also hammered away at the
consideration angle and then
pointed out that three CBS stations and one station owned by a
CBS subsidiary would be up for
license renewal Nov. 1.
"We'll be up against the gun if

Judges for Giveaway
THE THREE-MAN statutory Federal Court which will
try the giveaway cases
brought by ABC, CBS and
NBC in U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New
York, will comprise Judge
Charles Clark of the U. S.
Court of Appeals and District Judges Simon Rifkind
and Vincent Leibell, it was
announced last Thursday.
our status isn't decided, because if
we continue broadcasting these
programs without judicial approval
the
said. licenses will be denied," he
Mr. Rosenman contended giveaway programs were nothing new,
that since 1940 many had been on
the air without prosecution either
by the Dept. of Justice under violation of the lottery laws or by the
Post Office for unlawful use of the
mails.
He called attention to a program
called Musicale, to which he said
the Post Office Dept. had given the
green light although Musicale required the listener to do more (by
way of consideration) than any
show now on the air. He explained
that a Musicale participant had to
go to a store to get a bingo-type
card to fill in at the time of broadcast.
He then detailed the great loss
CBS would suffer if a stay were
not granted. CBS has five such
programs on the air, all developed
at the cost of thousands of dollars
and bringing in thousands of dollars of revenue, he said. These
would be discontinued, their audiences lost, he said, whereas a stay
would impose no such irreparable
harm on either the public or FCC.
Judge Rifkind broke in to ask
whether FCC had said it was banning giveaways because they were
not
terial.good enough as program maUpon a negative answer from
Mr. Rosenman and from the FCC
counsel Judge Rifkind observed
that the FCC might therefore be
able to issue a rule against giveaways on another ground and that
any stay he granted could not insure against such an eventuality.
NBC Gross Billings

2i rich Central New York Counties
205,000 BMB Station Audience Families
Headiey-Reed, National Representatives
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Paul Williams, of the NBC law
firm of Cahill, Gordon, Zachry &
Reindel, astonished Judge Rifkind
by announcing that NBC had gross
billings of $100,000 weekly from
six programs in the giveaway category. This business would be lost
without a stay, said Mr. Williams,
"because we wouldn't dare operate
for one day unless we had perIn the face of the arguments of
mission."
irreparable harm the networks
would suffer, it became apparent
that Judge Rifkind would stay the
FCC. It was then that the FCC
attorney, Mr. Goldman, and William J. Hickey, special assistant to
the U. S. Attorney General, argued

September 26, 1949

for a restricted scope of any stay
to be granted.
Supporting affidavits of the networks were revelatory of the importance ofstructure.
giveav/ays to their financial
For example, CBS in an affidavit
signed by Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president, stated its Hit
the Jackpot program costs its
sponsor $20,000 for each broadcast
and that CBS made a "substantial
profit" on it.
Sing It Again, he said, is under
sponsorship of Carter products effective Oct. 1, 1949 to Sept. 30,
1950 at $8,000 for each quarterhour period, giving CBS a "very
substantial profit." Carter, however, had a clause in its contract
permitting it to cancel its sponsorship unless a stay in the giveaway
rules was not obtained prior to
Sept. 20, 1949. Presumably Judge
Rifkind's clear indication only the
day before that he would stay the
FCC would make that clause now
inoperative.
Give and Take, said Mr. Ream,
was sponsored by the Toni Co., at
$5,500 a broadcast, again giving
CBS a "substantial profit."
Winner Take All, he went on,
has been sponsored on television
over CBS's own station in Ne\v
York but sustaining elsewhere.
Local Chevrolet dealers have been
paying CBS $2,000 weekly for this
show, it was said, but there was
no allegation that it was rendering
CBS a profit.
Altogether, CBS's investment in
the programs was in the hundreds
of thousands and revenue from
them in the millions, he said.
ABC Files Affidavits
ABC filed affidavits signed not
only by its president, Mark Woods,
and its vice president, general attorney and secretary, Joseph A.
McDonald, but also by Ray Vir
Den, president of Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., agency for P. Lorillard Co., which buys a 15-minute
segment of Stop the Music on behalf of Old Golds, and by James M.
Cecil, president of Cecil & Presbrey Inc., agency for Speidel Corp.,
another Stop the Music segmenter.
Mr. McDonald's affidavit pointed
out that the threat to the network
lay not only in the fact that renewal licenses could be withheld
from stations broadcasting giveaway shows but that existing licenses could be revoked.
Mr. McDonald stated ABC and
its affiliates obtain "large revenues" from giveaways, that such
programs have wide public acceptance and that to lose, for example.
Stop the Mu^ic, would mean loss
not only of its audience but disruption of ABC's whole Sunday
evening programming and make
other hours on Sunday evening
"less attractive to advertisers and
therefore
salable."
He alsoless
said
ABC has under

contract at high salaries various
artists and performers on the
giveaways. Discontinuance of the
programs would mean a big loss in
that direction since such performBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
i

Station

►

WCKY Cincinnati has celebrated its 20th anniversary. Station debuted from
Covington, Ky.,
in Sep t e m b e r
1929. President
L. B. Wilson took
over active management in 1931
and moved the
station to Cincinnati ten years
ago. WCKY has
Mr. Wilson
primarily a news
and music program format and is on the air 24
hours a day.
► Land We Live In, sponsored by
the Union Electric Co. of Missouri

on KSD St. Louis, has celebrated
its 12th year on the air. Show is
one of St. Louis' oldest dramatic
radio programs and has won many
national awards.

Engineers
O. E. Vanerstrom
Station KBRC,
Mount Vernon, Wash.

Prefer...

► Party to which the public was
invited was part of the festivities
centering around the first birthday
of Masters' Show on KNBC San
Francisco.
► KLAC-TV Los Angeles celebrated its first year of telecasting
Sept. 17.
► Hale Sparks, Columbia Pacific
Network "University Explorer,"
has started his 17th year on the
network.

merchandising its product because,
ers might not be good on other
being a small manufacturer, it
programs.
Mr. McDonald also indicated that could not buy network radio effectively. Stop the Music was then
Sto-p the Music will be an imporpresented on a basis where the total
tant keystone in the ABC attack
advertising expenditure for Speion the giveaway rules.
That program, he revealed, in its del's segment would be not more
television version, has had the ap- than $520,000 per year.
proval of the Post Office. When
"No other such opportunity had
ABC was considering the plan of presented itself to the Speidel
Corp. or to Cecil & Presbrey, to enhaving listeners send in post cards
able an advertiser of limited means
with their names so they could be
eligible for selection as partici- to successfully compete with industrial and commercial giants with
pants, the network asked the Post
multi-million dollar advertising apOffice whether such post cards were
mailable and not in violation of the
propriations," said Mr. Cecil.
He then went on to say that the
postal lottery statute. In a letter
to ABC, the Post Office Dept.
Speidel success has boosted retail
ruled :
jewelry business throughout the
country, boosted sales of other
"Submission of the postal cards
watch bracelet manufacturers as
would not be regarded as rendering matter relating to the scheme
well as Speidel, and has given emnonmailable under the postal lotployment to Speidel's town of
Providence, R. I., "a black spot" in
tery statute."
employment.
He concluded . . .
Mr. McDonald said this meant
the Post Office had ruled that
Jobs Jeopardized by Ban
Stop the Music was not a lottery.
"All of these accomplishments
The ABC affidavit by Mr. Vir
were made possible through Stop
Den, the Lennen and Mitchell
the Music, and all of them would
president, related briefly the his- be in grave danger of falling to
tory of Old Gold's sponsorship of the ground with the banning of
parts of Stop the Music. Said he:
Stop the Music. In danger would
"At the present time, we are
be not only the jobs of the Speidel
spending on behalf of our client, workers, the welfare of the entire
P. Lorillard Co. Inc., approxiwatchband industry, and the welmately $112,000 per month for the
fare of 18,000 retail jewelry estabStop the Music radio and television
lishments, but far more ominous in
programs and broadcasting facili- our view, would be the nature of
the blow directed against the single
ties therefor."
effective radio program, which
Cites Expenditure
made it possible for small business
He also said considerable sums
to compete successfully with big
had been spent in advertising and
business, for the half-million dollar advertiser to compete successpromoting the programs in conjunction with Old Gold cigarettes
fully for the listeners' attention,
in other advertising media in order
and his patronage with the multithat the public will associate Stop million dollar advertiser."
the Music with Old Gold cigarettes.
The NBC affidavit was taken by
The ABC affidavit by Mr. Cecil, President Niles Trammell, who
president of Cecil & Presbrey Inc., stated that the network derived
more than $100,000 in gross billings
told how important Stop the Music
was to Speidel Corp., watchband
weekly from six giveaway promanufacturers.
grams. He, too, said NBC had
spent much money, time and effort
Mr. Cecil said Speidel had been
unable to find a good means of in developing new giveaways.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

V
William E. Moats
Station WCCP,
Savannah, Ga.

VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE
CARTRIDGE
Performance — not words — sells cartridges to broadcast stations. That's why you'll find so many station
engineers who specify General Electric — for fine reproduction, for long life, for economy.
Stylii are available in 1, 2.5 and 3 mil radii
use
$for
6^
with this cartridge. Sapphire $2.10; Diamond $16.50.
Compare this price with anything on the market!
Type RPX-046 Cartridge less stylusNet to broadcasters

TRANSCRIPTION
TONE

ARM

Especially adapted for use with the G-E Cartridge.
Made of strong, feather-light magnesium. Exceptionally good when tracking old or warped records. Excellent bearings. Mounts on standard broadcast turntables.
Type FA-21-A. Net to broadcasters.

r
I
I
I
I

i

GENERAL^

$4100
ELECTRIC
l

General Electric Company
Electronics Park — BIdg. 1, Room 1
Syracuse, New York
Please send me free bulletins with complete specifications on the
G-E Cartridge and Transcription Tone Arm.
NAME ,

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

ADDRESS

I

CITY

STATION

I

STATE

i
J

L
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Midwest

Radio

(Continued from -page 27)
tic, with hopes for a "better than
even" break with last year. Coowner Palmer Dragsten bases his
optimism on a "harder selling attitude." At KROC Rochester,
General Manager David Gentling
anticipates a 20 9f increase above
last year, with accounts out of
the Twin Cities "especially active."
Crossing the Wisconsin border,
Howard Dahl, head of WKBH
LaCrosse, will settle for a "tie
with 1948." He reports that competition in the three-station market is "very keen." Over in Green
Bay, however, WDUZ, managed
by Ben Laird, is locally holding to
its summer level which was 20 9r
above last year. But national spot
is "only 50% of the best month
in '48," he says. WMAM Marinette, to the north, is doing an
aggressive selling job in both its
own and the Menominee, Mich;,
market, with local and regional
billings up 157c.
Most Competitive City
Two representatives of the big
Milwaukee market — Hugh Boice of
WEMP, and Charles Lanphier of
W F 0 X , both independents — described their city as "probably the
nation's
most competitive."
Each
said he would
settle for a record
on a par with 1948. On the basis
of the first six months of 1949,
Don Wirth, vice president of
WNAM Neenah-Menasha, expects

AIR

the year to be 14% better. WRJN
Racine has been getting windfall
of national spot — 15% above 1948
— and is holding up local sales to
a level about 3% higher, said
Station Manager Harold Newcomb.
At WOBT Rhinelander, General
Manager Hugh Rowlands, says the
year will be off only slightly despite a summer which fell 10%below last year's mark.
WHBF Prospects Gloomy
WLS Chicago will be "as good
as last year," according to Treasurer George R. Cook, while Robert
Burow, station manager at WDAN
Danville, Dl., anticipates a 20%increase in network revenue with
slightly less in local income. At
WSOY Decatur, in the center of
Illinois, local sales "are climbing,"
it was reported by General Manager Merrill Lindsay.
But over at Quad-Cities on the
Mississippi, WHBF Rock Island's
prospects are gloomy. "We are
having a rugged time," says Leslie
C. Johnson, vice president. On the
other hand, WJPF Herrin, in the
heart of southern Illinois mining
section, looks for fall and winter
business 20% above last year.
"March was the only low month of
the year in comparison with 1948,"
says General Manager Charles
Cook.
TWO-SEMESTER course on "World
Radio" by Arno Huth, authority on
international radio, will be given at
New School for Social Research, New
York.

SPROUT

DULUTH, MINN.— Otto Mattick really didn't have to
sprout wings, wheel-pants propeller and tail assembly to earn his Air Scout Merit Badge.
"Matter of fact," grunts Otto, "I'm got up this
way just to remind you of my get-up and go when
it comes to making KDAL advertising pay and
pay and pay. . . ." Otto's got the Indian sign on
competition when it comes to corralling the listeners in the Duluth-Superior Market. And the
Duluth-Superior Market has the Indian sign on
others of comparable size. That's because it's
such a stable area where folks always have money
•to spend for what you have to sell. Analysis of
KDAL's territory will convince you that it belongs well up on the list for your next campaign.
If you need help with that analysis, Avery-Knodel
will appreciate the chance to supply it.

Contact Avery-Knodel for the profit story for your
product in the Duluth-Superior Market, and learn
how KDAL writes the happy ending for you.
Page 42
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RALPH WEiL (I), general manager of
WOV New York, receives Star of the
Order of Italian Solidarity from Aldo
Mazio, Italian consul general in New
York [Broadcasting, Sept. 19]. Mr.
Weil is president of Victoria Broadcasting Corp., WOV owner.
What Agencies Want
(Continued from page 26)
where most homes are located —
how many are urban, rural? And
it wants to know only about the
radio homes that are covered reliably and regularly, not just
occasionally. There is little that
a radio station can do to influence
the selection of markets on a given
radio schedule. That must be determined by the advertiser and the
agency. But frequently the
amount of money to be spent in a
market can be influenced by the
radio station that demonstrates
the large size and quality of the
territory it covers in a factual and
provable way. Superlative claims
mean little to the agency. We are
interested only in the facts.
(2) The agency wants to know
about your station audience in the
area it serves. It is strange how
many stations try to slough-off
this important factor. What is
your share of the audience throughout the day? What is the actual
audience at the time you have
quoted as available? On these two
factors — coverage and listenership
— the agency bases its most important single calculation — cost per
thousand radio homes. Any indications of listenership you may
have are important and helpful.
Hooper, Neilsen, Conlan, telephone
interviews, Diary surveys — they
all help. If your station covers a
wide rural area, as well as an important metropolitan center, the
agency wants to know the difference in listenership characteristics
between them. If you're better or
worse in the country than you are
in the city, the agency wants to
know about it.
Cites Quality Need

some stations are known among
agencies to be just plain sloppy
in their production habits. But
even poor commercial copy can
be made to sell better than its
quality would indicate if it is surrounded by good production and
delivered by a radio salesman who
wants to make it sell. Two wrongs
won't make a right.
I'm sure all of us agree to the
power of radio as a selling medium. Radio has sold billions of
dollars worth of merchandise in its
short history and will sell billions
more in the future — television notwithstanding. My only plea is:
Let's make it better than it is.
Let's get our production people
and our talent to be "selling conscious" and "product conscious."
The agency would like to know that
your salesman on the air will do
a job of sincerely, convincingly,
and honestly selling the goods to
the customer.

NAB DISTRICT 9
Appoints CommiUee Heads
COMMITTEE appointments for
NAB District 9 (Illinois, part of
Wisconsin) were announced Sept.
16 at the close of the membership
convention at Three Lakes, Wis.,
by Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, district director. Heading
the Employe-Employer Relations
group is Arthur Hai're, WJJD
Chicago. Reappointed chairman of
the Engineering Committee was
Oscar C. Hirsch, WKRO Cairo,
111.
Other appointments — Program,
Forest W. Cooke, WHBF Rock
Island; Public Relations, Robert
Burow, WDAN Danville; Sales
Managers, Forster Cooper, WDUZ
Green Bay; Unaffiliated Stations,
Hugh Boice, WEMP Milwaukee;
Small Stations, Ray Livesay,
WLBH Mattoon, 111.
NINE football games of St. Bonaventure College, Olean, N. Y., will be aired
by WHDL
N. Y., with Atlantic RefiningAllegany,
Co. sponsoring.

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,

(3) Program and production
quality . . . this covers a multitude
of sins but don't forget, the
AND NOW—
5000 WATT
OUTPUT !
agency's
thinking
begins and ends
with
the sale
of merchandise.
The
JOS. WEED & CO.
skill and regularity with which
350 Madison Ave., New York,
your station can deliver good programming and production means
Can Tell You More About
listeners to your station. It means
sales
the advertiser's
Some for
stations
are noted product.
in the
G H N S
advertising trade for the excellent
standard of showmanship and proNOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX
duction which they maintain — day
in and day out. By the same token,
BROADCASTING
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Expanded BMB
(Continued from page 27)
Miller tied the loose ends together
with an overall story of the association's new streamlined organization and told how its "small but
efficient" staff follows through on
a personal basis in high government places.
The judge challenged critics of
NAB's legislative record to cite "a
single law adverse to the industry
enacted in the past four years."
He noted that while the whole history of broadcasting has been one
of advance, the industry now is
faced with its first "shaking down"
period. He expressed the hope
broadcasters would develop a
championship complex during the
period.
An added attraction at the Minneapolis meeting was a program
featuring three of the North Country's leading agency men. Edward
A. Cashin, vice president of BBDO;
Arthur H. Lund, radio director of
Campbell-Mithun, and James D.
McTighe, radio director of 01mstead & Foley, spoke in plain language about station shortcomings
with relation to agencies. (See

article by Mr. Lund, page 26.)
Mr. Cashin said agencies need
more ideas. He recommended that
stations ask their personnel for
"brainstorms," just as BBDO does
periodically. After requesting its
staff in every city to contribute
ideas for a major campaign, BBDO
recently had 3,800 ideas to choose
from, he reported. Citing a dearth
of merchandising ideas for radio
shows, he said few major advertisers know how to merchandise
on the air.
The station's failure to report
to agencies about their programs,
and station promotions were
pointed up by Mr. McTighe, who
disclosed that Olmstead & Foley
attempts to get a promotion budget
with every program budget.
"I know you do more promotion
for our clients than we hear
about," he said. "You should consider your promotion reports somewhat as you do your expense
accounts. They're both extra expenses for which you expect and
deserve
payment."
Following
the pattern he laid
down in Cincinnati and Three
Lakes, Mr. Mitchell continued to
unreel sales advice before the District 11 delegates at a mile-a-minEight Amendments

To Be

Voted on by Members
NAB
BY-LAWS
BALLOTS giving NAB members a chance to vote on eight proposed
changes in the association's by-laws were mailed to stations last week
by C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer. Most of the changes conform
to recommendations made by the board at its July meeting.
Ballots are to be postmarked not ★
later than midnight Oct. 8, Mr.
firm to the NAB secretary-treasArney wrote in an accpmpanying
urer, saving about $3,000 a year.
letter. First change would define
Two other clauses in this proposal
in detail the rights and privileges
increase from three to five the
of associate members.
number of nominations a person
Second change would legalize
must receive to qualify for a place
on a final election ballot. One
the board's action in granting TV
affiliates of AM members a special
clause covers district directors,
interim rate for the rest of the the other directors-at-large.
year. A permanent TV dues schedThe by-laws specify that nomi' ule is to be worked out but the
nations must be made by ballot
board felt that since most TV
but district directors may choose
stations are not making money,
between mail or district meeting
members' TV outlets should be elections. Purpose of the fivegranted an interim rate of $10 a nominee requirement is to reduce
month, or $125 for TV-only out- the number of names on final
lets. The low rate quickly in- election ballots.
creased NAB's TV membership
Terms of directors-at-large would
from six to more than 30. If the
be increased from one to two years,
amendment is adopted, the board
under Proposal No. 6. At present
will have full pov/er to grant such
they serve one year. District
interim rates.
directors serve two-year terms.
Third proposal merely legalizes
the second one, should it be ap- The proposal fixes the time when
newly elected directors take office.
proved.
The board meeting usually held
Two TV Directors
immediately after the annual conNumber of TV directors-at-large
vention is abolished by Proposal
is increased from one to two under
No.
7,
which
also provides that the
the fourth proposal, bring TV up
president may call a board meeting
to equality with large, medium and
on five days written notice. In
small stations as well as FM and
addition, it provides that seven
facsimile. The "A" and "B" dis- members
of the board can call a
tinction in FM directors-at-large
board meeting by petitioning the
is eliminated. No directors represecretary-treasurer and specifying
sent facsimile at present because
25 members are required in a subjects to be considered.
Conforming to board action in
classification before it can be represented on the board.
July, Proposal No. 8 abolishes the
office of executive vice president
Proposal No. 5 v/ould transfer
conduct of nominations and elec- and adjusts wording of other parations from an outside accounting
graphs accoi-dingly.
BROADCASTING
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ute clip. Speaking both Monday
and Tuesday, he gave out with such
crisp paragraphs as:
The ments
agreement
St. Louis Departstores againstof advertising
on the
air belongs in the hands of the Justice
Dept.
Salesmen should know the cost of
billboards, book matches and the circulation of major magazines in a local
market. They should be aware when
national manufacturers bulletins arrive at dealers,
what local advertising mediumasking
is preferred.
Salesmen should never make collections, write continuity, or service an
account. They should sell, and sell only.
Announcers should make it a practice of picking up the phone and giving
the client an idea what his ad will
sound like on the air.
Top station management should sit
down with local bankers and convince
them they will always get their money
back when they loan to a radio advertiser.
When you got your license to go on
the air, you thought it was a license
to make money — probably 30% on your
investment — but now the honeymoon
is over and you must go to work.
AM hasn't
dropped
dead competitors
in the TV
markets
despite
the fact
are telling advertisers to "sit radio out
and wait for television."
Labor Discussion
NAB's labor expert, Mr. Doherty, spent considerable time at
the Minneapolis meeting discussing the broad forces that affect
radio station operations. He urged
stations to deal with these forces
collectively, to study "the prevailing winds that are beyond local
control" through membership in
national associations. He stressed
the fact that running a station is
"creative work," and that certain

standards, unknown to most enterprises, must be upheld.
Other resolutions adopted by
District 11 recognized BAB as "a
bureau that will go far toward increasing the economic stability of
the industry"; favored "increased
use and promotion of BMI licensed
compositions"
citingMayflower
the "reinterpretation and,
of the
decision," commended "all who
played a part in working to preserve this basic right inherent in
free speech."
Minneapolis Registration
H. G. Alexander, KWAD; Duane
Allen, WOLB; Douglas L. Anderson,
KDIX; Kenneth H. Baker, NAB; Tom
Barnes, WDAY; Bruce Beichl, WFHR;
R. W. Behling, WOLB; Carl Bloomquist,
WDSM; H. J. Bothman, KTRF; Bob
Bouchier, KLER; K. E. Bower, KBMW;
Walt Bruzek, KLER; Jim Buchan,
KWAD; Vivian H. Bulmer, Bulmer &
Johnson; Orville F. Burda, KDIX;
Charles G. Burke. KFGO; Paul Clark,
RCA; Fred C. Clarke, KAAA; Howard
Dahl, WKBH;
Jerry Dahl,
vision Pub. Corp.;
HaroldRadio
L. TeleDell,
KGDE; R. P. Doherty. NAB; Bud Doss,
KIHO; Palmer Dragsten, KDHL; R. N.
Ekstrum, WTCN; Jim Ells, Bruce Ell§
& Assoc.; S. Fantle Jr., KELO; Robert
Forman, WLDY; G. David Gentling,
KROC; Jerry Gill, AP; Marguerite
Graham, KDIX; Hugh M. Grauel,
World Broadcasting; Gus Hagenah,
Standard Radio; Kolin Hager, SESAC;
Ken Hance, KSTP; Alfred J. Harding,
WCCO; Bert Horswell, C. P. MacGregor;
Carl E. Holt, KWAD; Harry S. Hyett,
(Continued on page UU)

The famed "World News Roundup" (8-8:15 a. m. on 50,000-watt WTOP),
now available three days a week. Its 5.0 Pulse rating is highest
in its period, highest of the entire morning up to 9:00 a.m.
This best seller can be yours if you call Radio Sales . . . now.
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TELEVISION
TOWERS

INDEPENDENTS

TWENTY-TWO station managers, members of the Assn. of Independent
Metropolitan Stations, met in Chicago Wednesday and Thursday to
discuss mutual problems and methods of meeting network competition.
It was the fourth session conducted since organization last winter.
Although no policy decisions were
to become members were discussed
made at the two-day meeting m
the Stevens Hotel, station managlate Thursday, but no final deciers stripped to shirt sleeves and
sions were made. Membership, isgot down to basic issues during
sued by invitation, is chosen from
stations in metropolitan areas with
both day and night sessions. Tom
Baker of WKDA Nashville was the
100,000 or more population, alonly representative of the three
though major markets such as Chinew stations admitted to AIMS
cago and New York have been
eliminated
because of the difference
shortly before the meeting last
week. Other new members are
in independent operation problems.
WBMD Baltimore and KLIF
Several more AIMS stations are
Dallas.
expected to be added shortly to the
Members agreed to maintain the roster of Independent Metropolitan
present structural format, which
Sales, national representative firm.
provides for no officers and only All IMS stations are members of
round-table discussions at informal
AIMS, but most AIMS stations
have another representative. IMS
business meet'ngs. Seven major
subjects were tackled by all partic- was established recently to handle
a few select metropolitan stations.
ipants. Topics, with the chairmen,
were national sales, T. S. Marshall,
Jack Koste heads the representaWOLF Syracuse; programs, Patt
tive group, with Jack Mulholland
McDonald, WHHM Memphis;
as Chicago manager.
Attendance also included:
costs, Elroy McCaw, KPOA Honolulu, Hawaii; systems and proceAl Meyer, KMYR Denver; Ed Thorns,
dures, Dave Baylor, WJMO CleveWFTWson, Fort
Wayne, Ind.;
King RobinKATL Houston;
Bob Venn,
WMIE
land; surveys, Hugh Feltis, KING
Miami;
Tom
Barker,
WKDA
NashSeattle; engineering, John Engelville; Pete Schloss, WWSW Pittsburgh;
H. A. Jacobson, KXL Portland, Ore.;
brecht, WIKY Evansville, Ind.;
Johnson, KNAK Salt Lake
AIMS organization, Steve Cisler, Howard
City; Cole Wylie, KREM Spokane;
WKYW Louisville, and promotion,
Ralph Stufflebam, KSTL St. Louis;
Frank Devaney, WMIN St. Paul; Ed
Jerry Sill, WMIL (FM) Mil- Lovelace,
KTBI Tacoma; John Hurley,
waukee.
WNEB Rochester, and Gene Trace,
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio.
Case Histories
Typical talk at the closed meetings concerned individual operations with case histories, including
that of the Honolulu station which
airs Japanese daytime serials employing casts of 100, and one of a
250 w outlet which commands a 45
Hooper on Sunday afternoon in
competition with four networks.
Applications of stations wishing

330' Insulated AM radiator
in SANTIAGO. DE CUBA—
CADENA ORIENTAL DE
jlADIO LOMA DE QUENTERO.

STAINLESS,
50 CHURCH

INC.

STREET,

N. Y. C.
Pli^NT: NORTH WALES, PA.
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AIMS Meeting Studies
Network Challenge

Registration
(Continued from page i3)
WEAU; Maxine Jacobs, KAAA; Milford
Jensen, WCAL; Ella May Johnson,
Bulmer & Johnson; Merle Jones,
WCCO; Robert D. Kennedy, KBZY;
John D. Langlois,
Orville
Lawson,
Orville Lang-Worth;
Lawson & Assoc.;
Dalton Le Masurier, KDAL; H. W.
Linder, KWLM; Maury Long, BROADCASTING; Bert Lown, Assistant Program Serv.; Manny Marget, KVOX;
Marie Esther, KWAD; Al Marlin, BMI;
Irving Mattaway, Radio Television Pub.
Corp.; John F. Meagher. KYSM; Art
Mertz,
Sig Maurice
Mickelson,B. •
WCCO; Advertising
Justin Miller.Age;NAB;
Mitchell, NAB; Tony Moe, WCCO; L.
I. McCurnin, KAUS; Howard L. McCrea, Radio Television Pub. Corp.; E.
J. McKellar, KVOX; Arthur F. Nelson,
WHLB; Lotus Nelson, KBMW; Herb
Nelson, KBMW; Evans A. Nord, KELO;
B. Harland Ohds, KORN; Andrew
Oleston, Orville Lawson & Assoc.; R.
W. Olson. KWOA; Oscar H. Peterson,
WMFG; Don Petty, NAB; Odin S.
Ramsland, KDAL; M. J. Reichert,
KGCN; Earl Relneke, WD AY; Bill
Reilly, RCA Thesaurus; R. B. Ridder,
WTCN; Greg Rouleau, WJMC; Ralph
E. Shepard, KWOA; A. T. Shields,
WLDY; Burt Squire, BMI; Max P.
Staley, KIJV; Wallace E. Stone, KILO;
James E. Sweet, KIHO; W. J. Taylor,
KTRF; ING;Bill
Robt. Thompson,
R. Tincher,BROADCASTWNAX; F.
Van Konynenburg. WTCN; Anson
Vann, KATE; Ralph Webster, KWAD;
M. H. White, KWNO; Lee L. Whiting,
KEYD; Bart Wick, KDLR; Gene Wilkey WCCO; Harold A. Winther, KEYD;
George
KWAT. Wolf, KATE; Thomas Young,

Edward

D. Pulley

PIONEER radio engineer, Edward
Danzil Pulley, 38, general manager
and vice president of WTAN Clearwater, Fla., was killed in an automobile accident Sept. 4 near Valdosta, Ga. Rated as one of the
South's top radio engineers, Mr.
Pulley built WTAN in 1947. He
also had constructed 10 other stations in the South, including one
in Nashville; Florence and Jasper,
Ala.; and Columbus and Macon,
Ga. The accident occurred when
Mr. Pulley was on his way to
Macon to bring home his wife and
two children, Pamela and Steve,
who had been visiting relatives.

FOR

CO mini
NAB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Sept.
Moines.26-27: Dist. 10, Savery, Des
Sept.
Kan. 29-30: Dist. 12, AUis, Wichita,
Oct. 3-4: Dist. 13, Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 6, Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 13-14:
ville, Fla.Dist. 5, Roosevelt, JacksonOct.
17-18:
hurst, N. Dist.
C. 4, Carolina Inn, PineOct. 25-26: Dist. 3, Skytop Lodge, Skytop,27-28:
Pa. Dist. 2, Berkeley-Carteret,
Oct.
Asbury Park,
N. J.
Oct.Boston.
31 -Nov. 1: Dist. 1, Somerset,
Nov.
21-22: Dist. 8, Book Cadillac,
Detroit.
Nov. 28-29: Dist. 16, Paradise Inn,
Phoenix.
Dec. 1-2: Dist. 15, Mark Hopkins, San
Francisco.
Dec. 5-6: Dist.< 14,
Utah, * Salt Lake City.
Dec. 14-15, Dist.♦ 17,* Benson,
Portland,
Ore.
Sept. 26-28: ference,
National
Electronics
ConEdgewater
Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2: AFA Inter-city conference ofCleveland,
Women's Cleveland.
Advertising
Clubs, Hotel
Sept.
30-Oct.
9:
Second
Annual
Television and ElectricalNational
Living
Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
Oct. 4-5: AAAA Annual Eastern Conference, Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
Oct. 14: AAAA Annual Central Council
Meeting, Hotel Drake, Chicago.
Oct.
16: North Assns.
and South
Carolina
Broadcasters
joint meeting,
Southern Pines, N. C.
Oct. 16-18:
AAAAArrowhead
Annual Pacific
Council Meeting,
Hot Springs
Hotel, San Bernardino, Calif.
WINZ LICENSED
Revocation Order Dropped
REGULAR license was issued to
WINZ Hollywood, Fla., by FCC
last week and the Commission's
previous order of revocation was
set aside [Broadcasting, May 9].
Action was taken upon petition
of the licensee, Hollywood Broadcasting Co., headed by Jonas
Weiland.
FCC had ordered the revocation
on grounds the licensee had violated provisions of the Commission's rules and standards, but
WINZ in its petition contended
that certain of the charges were
in error and that other technical
difficulties had been caused by
successive hurricanes which damaged facilities and delayed construction of new facilities.
WINZ is assigned 1 kw fulltime,
directional night, on 970 kc.

SALES

—Over a million people In 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
— 3V2
times
more people than any other station
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.
■ MOkc.

It's630

SavannahWSAV
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Ad Practices Eyed
(Continued from page 23)
not violate any law. The injunction was requested, the complaint
indicated, because the defendants
"have threatened to and will continue said offenses unless the
relief" is granted.
The suit charged that "commencing some years ago (the exact
date being presently unknown to
the plaintiff), and continuously
thereafter to the date of the filing
of this complaint, the defendants
and others to the plaintiff unknown, have been engaged in a
combination and conspiracy to
monopolize and in an attempt to
monopolize . . . interstate trade
and commerce in the dissemination
of news, advertising and other information in violation of Section
2 of the Sherman Act."
The suit outlined the actions alleged and stated that from time
to time the defendants:
# Undertake to acquire ownership of competing newspapers and
radio broadcasting facilities in Lorain County, Ohio (including
WJUOL).
^ Threaten to refuse and do
refuse to publish advertisements by
those who advertise or propose to
advertise on WEOL-AM-FM or in
the Lorain Sunday News, an independent weekly paper.
% Attempt to persuade and do
persuade employes of WEOL-AMFM and the Sunday News to leave
their respective employments.
# Agree with the Elyria Chronicle-Telegram not to circulate
within the city of Lorain and not
to solicit or accept ads from Lorain
merchants.
Actions' Effects
Justice Dept. contended that the
effects of such actions were to
restrain and monopolize trade and
commerce in the dissemination of
news, advertising and other information, and to "irreparably injure
competitors of the Lorain Journal
in the operations of their businesses as a result of their inability
to obtain advertising contracts
from those . . . who advertise" in
the paper. It was further contended that such actions denied
"varioustions persons,
or corpora-of
free access firms
to channels

45.0

R"*
OOPE
"H
* (average
5 periods,
Winter, 1948)
proves
the best buy
in
DAXVILLE,
VA.

WBTM
(d)
(n)
Rep: HOLLINCBERY
BROADCASTING

advertising in Elyria and Lorain,
Ohio, with consequent irreparable
injury to their operations."
In a civil suit of this kind, the
government seeks a court order to
stop the alleged objectionable practices. There are no penalties,
though failure to obey such an
order could mean contempt proceedings, punishable by a fine or
jail sentence.
Attorney General McGrath, in
announcing the filing of the suit,
said: "This is the first Sherman
Act case filed by the government
against a newspaper charging it
with conspiring to injure a competing radio station. As the Supreme Court pointed out in the
Associated Press case, freedom to
keep others from publishing news
is not guaranteed by the Constitution. Indeed, the Constitutional
guaranty of freedom of the
press goes hand in hand with the
application of the Sherman Act
to situations where businessmen
are combining to prevent competitors from publishing."
Bergson Statement
Mr. Bergson, assistant attorney
general, who also signed the complaint, said: "Since advertising
plays an important role in our free
enterprise system, it is vital that
advertising channels not be closed
by private combinations. This
suit invokes the remedial provisions of the Sherman Act in support of that principle."
The case for the government
was prepared by Victor H. Kramer,
Baddia J. Rashid, Herman H.
Seidler, Eugene C. Peck II and
Prank J. Oberg under the supervision of Edward P. Hodges, chief
of the trial section of the Antitrust Division.
The FCC's 1948 ruling to deny
CPs to the Mansfield-Lorain papers
had been a 3-to-2 vote, with the
dissenting Commissioners contending that the general disqualifications cited by the majority were
unsupported by the record and in
law. The attorneys for the papers
had repeatedly denied any use of
exclusive advertising contracts and
accused FCC of limiting free
speech, exceeding its legal authority and usurping powers that
belong to the courts.
In latter 1948, WEOL through
a series of broadcasts charged
Messrs. Horvitz of engaging in advertising dictatorship, asserting
the Lorain paper refused to carry
even paid logs by WEOL while
carrying free the logs of major
Cleveland stations [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29, 1948]. The WEOL manager described the Lorain situation
as "simply a carbon copy of the
Mansfield situation."
WMAN this last July, in turning in its FM permit to FCC, alleged that the advertising policy of
the Mansfield Journal was in part
responsible for its decision [Broadcasting, July 11]. WMAN charged
the newspaper would not permit
large store advertisers to buy radio time too, thus limiting the
field for FM time sales.
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JAMES S. TYLER
Is MBS Advertising Mgr.
APPOINTMENT of James S.
Tyler as MBS advertising manager, a new title at the network, was
announced last week. Coincidentally, it was learned that Jesse
Thompson had resigned as MBS
director of promotion and advertising, a title which has been eliminated.
Mr. Tyler served as advertising
manager of the network from 1941
through 1945, resigning to enter
sales promotion work for publications. Since that time he has served
with Time Inc., McGraw-Hill and
Fawcett publications.
In his new assignment he will
head the creative work in MBS
promotion and advertising. Harold
M. Coulter continues as director of
promotion and assistant to Robert
A. Schmid, vice president in charge
of program sales.
ABC ADDS TWO
WIMA, WKOK to Affiliate
ABC has added two new affiliates,
WIMA Lima, Ohio, and WKOK
Sunbury, Pa.
WIMA, a 1 kw station operating
fulltime on 1150 kc, will affiliate
with ABC as a member of its
northeast group on Oct. 10. R. W.
Mack is station manager.
WKOK, affiliating with ABC on
Dec. 1, is a 250 w station fulltime
on 1240 kc. Homer R. Smith is
manager of the station.

W. E. MOATS
Station WC CP
Savannah, Ga.
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Network Time
(Continued from page 25)
motive, candy and soft drinks, gas
and soft drinks, eighth; gas and
oil, ninth and insurance tenth.
and oil, and insurance. (See Table
In July 1948, the six-to-ten rank
II for full list of advertising
was household equipment, candy
classes, with gross expenditures
and soft drinks, gas and oil, autoof each group for network time for
motive and insurance advertising,
July and the seven-month period of
in that order. For the first seven
both this year and last.)
months of 1948 the six-to-ten rankLeading advertiser in each cateing classes, in descending order,
gory for July is shown in Table III.
were household equipment, autoTABLE til
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN JULY 1949
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Agriculture & Fanning
Frank H. Lee Co.
Apparel, Footwear & Accets.
$41,453
Chrysler Corp.
41,542
Automotive, Automotive Equip. A Access.
69,072
Aviation, Aviation Equip, t Access.
Pabst
Sales
Co.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
72,885
U. S. Steel Corp.
134,613
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
141,564
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Bell Telephone Co.
Consumer Services
65,124
Sterling Drug Co.
599,871
Drugs & Remedies
Entertainment & Amusements
430,340
General Mills
Food & Food Products
Sun Oil Co.
Gasoline, Lubricants & other Fuels
Horticulture
84,832
Phiico Corp.
129,606
Household Equipment & Supplies
Armstrong Cork Co.
Household Furnishings
43,205
U. S. Steel Co.
Industrial Materials
134,613
167,512
Prudential Insurance Co.
Insurance
93,990
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Eversharp Inc.
66,420
Office Equipment, Writing Supplies &
Stationery
Christian Science Pub. Co.
Publishing C Media
25,072
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores
First National Stores
457,836
4,122
Smoking Materials
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
542,41 1
Sporting Goods & Toys
254,294
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Assn. of American Railroads
69,726
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
Miscellaneous
Gospel Broackasting Assn.
60,048
Source — Publishers Information Bureau

BOOMERANG!
I'm sorry I ever heard of KXOK. My life is miserable. You see, I bragged to
the boss about our program's low-cost-per-Hooper point on KXOK, like you
suggested, and he just grinned like a Cheshire and said: "That proves what
you can do when you really try. Now go into all our markets and get as good
a buycanas Iyou
did ontheKXOK."
how
convince
Boss? You and I know that's tough to do . . . but
On-The-Spot
Dear On-The-Spot:
Your Boss situation is going to be much worse. Wait till he finds out KXOK's
high its
Hooper
duringthe March,
1949. isWhen
KXOK's
are balanced
with
share position
of audience,
combination
terrific.
You andrates
I know,
the base
hourly rate on Station "A" is 57% higher than KXOK's, and Station "B" has
a base rate 32% higher . . . yet they delivered only 15% and 2.4% more audience during March. Better not mention KXOK's powerful signal at 630 on
the dial, reaches 115 counties in six states, daytime, in mid- America.
KXOK, St. Louis
630 on the dial
Basic ABC
Page 46
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A "John Blair" station

Fund Raiser
BENEFICIARY of a "blunder box" maintained at
WWPA Williamsport, Pa., is
the Lycoming County Community Chest. Kay Sasso,
conductor of WWPA's Woman's Journal, has been contributing to the fund every
time she uses her most-overused word — "wonderful." The
Chest secretary, Arthur T.
Snyder, accepted contents of
the box while being interviewed by Miss Sasso, who
uttered a couple of "wonderfuls" during the interview
and made a publicity gag of
the incident.
AD

WORKSHOP

Cone To Open Chicago Meet
FAIRFAX CONE, chairman of
the executive committee, Foote,
Cone & Belding, will give the opening address of the 1949 Chicago
Federated Advertising Club workshops today
(Monday) at
6:15 p.m. in the
lobby studio of
CBS. Mr. Cone
will speak at a
general session
for enrollees in
all five workshop
clinics — research,
Mr. Cone
sales promotion,
creative advertising, layout and
design, and media.
Clinics will be conducted by professional personnel among whom
will be H. H. Robinson, advertising
manager. Soap and Chemical Div.,
Armour & Co. ; H. M. Gross, president of the Chicago agency bearing
his name; Fred C. Williams, advertising manager, Carson Pirie
Scott & Co.; A. C. Ragnow, vice
president, C a m p b e 1 1-M i t h u n;
Joseph Betzer, Sarra Inc.; G. A.
Shallberg Jr., advertising director,
Borg-Warner Corp., and A. H.
Fensholt, president. The Fensholt
Co.
Participants in the radio and
television session of the media
clinic Dec 2 will be Ken Craig,
radio director, McCann-Erickson,
and James L. Stirton, general and
sales manager, ABC's Central Div.
REC Speakers
DONALD W. THORNBURGH,
president and general manager^
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State Legislature, will speak Oct. 6
at the first meeting of the Radio
Executives Club of New York for
the 1949-50 season. Luncheon session will begin at 12:30 p.m. at
the Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Future speakers already scheduled
for the semi-monthly Thursday
noon meetings include: Ben Duffy,
president, BBDO; and Clarence
Goshorn, president, Benton &
Bowles, and chairman of the
AAAA.

CARSON
Confirmed for FTC Posf
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
last week picked up numerical
strength for the remainder of 1949
but still was functioning at makeshift operation despite Senate confirmation of John J. Carson to
succeed Robert Freer as FTC Commissioner. Mr. Carson, who was
26).
approved last Monday, was expected to be sworn in today (Sept.
Meanwhile, the term of Lowell
Mason, current acting chairman of
FTC, expired yesterday (Sunday),
but he will continue in oflice until
his successor is named or his reappointment assured. President
Truman already has indicated his
intention to re-name Mr. Mason,
but any action this session is believed doubtful.
Still another appointment pending is that of Garland Ferguson
whose term ended last year but
who has been serving in the interim. Speculation has centered
on whether Mr. Truman will resubmit his name. His confirmation
was blocked in the second session
of the last Congress, and no action
has been taken in the nine months
of the 81st Congress. Allan Phelps,
chief of FTC's export trade division, has been mentioned as his
successor.
FTC has been functioning below
strength of five commissioners all
year. Aside from the Freer vacancy, Comr. Ewen Davis has been
hospitalized for over two months.
Mr. Carson, research and information director of the U. S. Cooperative League, Washington office, serves the unexpired portion
of Mr. Freer's term ending Sept.
26, 1952. His nomination had been
pending before the Senate Interstate Commerce committee since
last April. The committee held
hearings last June and July.
RETAIL SERVICE
BAB Bulletin in Mails
SECOND issue of the BAB retail
service bulletin, designed to help
stations do a better retail advertising job, is currently in the
mails. It contains a complete outline and analysis of a successful
radio campaign being used by
Schuneman's, St. Paul department
tion.
store, a Montgomery- Ward operaStations have reported to BAB
that
signedservice
as a'
resultnewof business
the firstwasretail
bulletin the group mailed, which
was beamed to getting more radio
money from watchmakers during
the Jewelry Industry Council's
"Watch Inspection Time" week,
Sept. 21-27.
Small Space
Big Story
O MORE people
times
#• MORE
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CAL SMITH, program director for
KROC Rochester, Minn., appointed station manager.
He will
continue to handle his duties as program director temporarily.
JOHNNY LEE, former program director and later assistant manager of
WROW Albany. N. Y., named station
manager.
JOHN PACE, formerly with KCOH
Houston, Tex., and commercial manager of KLEE same city, appointed
ifeneral manager of KLEE succeeding
TED HILLS, resigned.
IRVING E. ROGERS, president and
treasurer of Hildreth & Rogers Co.,
owner and operator of WLAW-AM &
FM Lawrence, Mass., appointed member of Massachusetts Turnpike Commission.
JACK S. YOUNTS, president and general manager of WEEB Southern
Pines, N. C, named public relations
officer of North Carolina Dept. of
VFW.
WILLLAM S. HEDGES, NBC vice
president and president of the Radio
Pioneer Clubs, has advised British club
members that resolution has been
adopted granting English residents
privilege of establishing an English
chapter.
BILL REA, owner of CKNW New
Westminster, B. C, presented with
silver cup by Kitsilano Chamber of
Commerce in Vancouver for his help
in getting donations for building of
outdoor stage.
HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and
general manager of KLZ Denver,
spoke on "Television, Where Art
Thou" before Denver Kiwanis Club
recently.

not to carry programs advertising
distilled spirits, although their
right to accept such advertising
was re-affirmed.
The Schenley statement also
formally announced that managers
and owners of over 200 stations,
many of which are network-affiliated, are on record as willing to
accept hard-liquor commercials.
Schenley, through Blow Agency,
had asked radio representatives
around the country to make such
a canvas. The decision to take
spirits commercials was for most
stations a departure from their
traditional practice.
FIFTEEN years of sponsorship of their NBC program is rewarded by a loving
cup presented to S. C. Johnson & Son Inc. by Jim and Marion Jordan (Fibber
McGee & Molly). "Fibber" makes the presentation to John Douglas (r),
district manager, Los Angeles branch office, S. C. Johnson & Son. Others
are (I to r) Don Quinn, writer of show; Lewis S. Frost, assistant to vice president of NBC Western Div., and "Molly."
No Radio-TV
SCHENLEY

Ads

NEU TO N. Y.
CBS Switches Attorney
CBS Washington attorney James
H. Neu has been transferred to the
network's legal department in New
York, effective immediately.
Mr. Neu, who joined the CBS
legal department in New York in
1942, rejoined the network as
Washington attorney in 1946 after
a leave for military service. He
will continue to handle CBS legal
matters in the nation's capital.

'For Present'
SCHENLEY DISTILLERS Inc., New York, which for weeks has stirred
the radio industry over its proposal to buy time for advertising its hard
liquor products, announced Thursday it was continuing its "no radio"
policy.
In making the announcement,
Sterling Talk
the company indicated it had not today. Wine and beer advertising
COMR. GEORGE E. STERLING
abandoned completely its desire to has for many years received such
of the FCC addressed the annual
use radio and television advertising
acceptance. Therefore, the departconvention of the National Assn.
ment will keep the matter of radio
but would continue to explore their
of Taxicab Owners last Wednesday
and television advertising under
possibilities.
at the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
exploration
J. L. Leban, presideiit of SchenMr. Leban and
saidconsideration."
the report cited He discussed the benefits of radio
ley, made the formal announcecommunication now available to
a difference of opinion in the radio
ment. Schenley predicted, however,
field as to whether this was the the taxicab industry and explained
that the time would come when
the allocation and other problems
correct time for hard liquor comsuch radio and television advertismercials to be aired. The report involved in the new taxicab radio
ing would be accepted.
noted that the networks decided
service.
Mr. Leban said Schenley reached
its decision not to buy air time
on recommendation of its own advertising department. He said:
Vliller Chairman
^^^^
Me
"In
preparation
for our new adFUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, NAB
vertising and promotion program
president, was chairman of the and budget, the advertising departFederal Bar Assn. dinner held Sept.
ment directed an exploration of
22 at the Mayflower Hotel, Washpossibilities in all fields, including
ngton. He is a member of the late-hour radio and television
issociation's national council.
shows, as well as newspaper and
Speaker was Attorney General J. periodicals, outdoor display signs,
loward McGrath. Members of spectaculars and other media.
Judicial Conference were guests.
"In regard to radio and television, a careful weighing of the advantages and disadvantages caused
Twenly-two years ago,
the advertising department to recneered radio's great adommend that we continue, for the
vancement as a medium
(Sunday, September 18,
present, our policy of advertising
of entertainment, educa1927) WFBL and fifteen
in all media except radio and teletion and public service.
other pioneer radio stations broadcast for the
This Fall, WFBL and CBS
Mr. Leban cited part of his adbring Central New York
first time these now favision."
miliar words.
vertising department's report on
listeners the greatest lineradio and television which influup of talent ever presented
enced the company to withhold
Through
twenty-two
by
any radio network, asbudgeting any, sums for broadcastsuring advertisers of better
years, the Columbia Neting. That report said:
work and WFBL have pioand bigger audiences.
"Except among avowed prohibitionists, who wish to prohibit sale
of alcoholic beverages as well as
SYRACUSE
advertising, general reaction is
NEW YORK
markedly different from that of 10
or 15 years ago. The time is unRepresented by
doubtedly coming when distilledFREE & PETERS, INC.
spirits advertising on the major
radio and television outlets will be
WEVD
accepted as completely for our industry as advertising in the major
117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD. Mg. Director H.Y.19
magazines and in newspapers is
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WORD
WDXY
(FM)
Renew Baseball Sponsors
BEFORE the 1949 baseball season
ended in the Tri-State League
(North Carolina, South Carolina
and Tennessee), WORD and
WDXY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C,
renewed the contract for sponsorship of all Spartanburg Peaches
games to be played in the 1950 season. Announcement of contract renewal was made by Walter J.
Brown, president of The Spartan
Radiocasting Co., station owner
and operator.
All games played by the Peaches
in the 1949 season were jointly
sponsored by the Spartanburg
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., The Aug.
W. Smith Department Store, Cudd
and Coan Insurance Co. and the
White Dot Grocery Stores.
As part of a package sale, the
sponsors received a year-round
program. Package price was in
excess of $20,000 and sponsors renewed for 1950 on same terms of
their 1949 contracts.
WORD and WDXY (FM) covered all games played, except on
radio appreciation night when
4,000 fans turned out to show their
appreciation for radio coverage of
the games. Spartanburg finished
in second place and drew an attendance of approximately 129,000
for the season. The Spartan Radiocasting Co. has a contract with
the Spartanburg baseball club for
broadcast of all Peaches games.

UTILIZE RADIO
Dameron Tells AFA Meet

LINGO

UTILIZATION of radio to promote
the advertiser to the public was
pointed up by Dr. Kenneth Dameron, director of the Committee on
Consumer Relations in Advertising,
in an address last week before the
tenth district annual convention
of Advertising Federation of
America
meeting in Oklahoma
City.
Dr. Dameron said the committee
he heads has secured radio-writing
talent to make adaptations of a
consumer-buyer and distribution
lesson series for public service programs to be aired over radio. Containing 14 lessons, the series discusses aspects of marketing and
distribution in relation to the consumer, such as advertising, pricing,
retailing, channels of distribution,
consumer credit, marketing costs
and efficiency, etc. Dr. Dameron
is a professor at Ohio State U.

WHLB Salutes Visitors
TOURIST TIME'
NEW TWIST in motorist pickup
combines ingenuity with broadcasting at WHLB Virginia, Minn.,
and
culminates
in the NBC
outlet's
Tourist Time, salute
to motorists

A TEXAS fisherman who told the
truth! B. W. (Barney) Ogle, general
manager of KRGV Weslaco, Tex.,
with his pair of whopping "Silver
Kings" caught during the Texas International Fishing Rodeo off Port
Isabel, Tex., last month. Mr. Ogle
won championship honors with 91 -lb.
and 75-lb. tarpoon catches and
proved that some of those tall Texas
tales can be true.

EMPLOYMENT DATA
Switched to Labor Dept.
PROCESSING of industry data
on employment, wages and hours
has been transferred to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the FCC has
reported in an order making final
the Commission's proposed amendment of Sec. 0.206 (c) of its rules.
FCC will continue to collect the
data on forms it has used heretofore, but statistical compilation
and evaluation of the data are
transferred.
The rules section as amended retains the individual station or network reports within the confidential
classification as previously, but in
addition provides that the reports
can be transferred to the Labor
Dept. agency. FCC also stated that
BLS will not make available to the
public the individual reports alfindings. though it will issue the general

It takes
to maintain

RADIATORS
Write tor Factual Data
JOHN E. LINGO & SON
CAMDEN 5, N. J.
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Dissolve Partnership
HAROLD B. ROTHROCK and
George B. Bairey, partners in
Rothrock and Bairey, consulting
radio engineers in Washington,
have anonunced dissolution of their
partnership effective Sept. 30. Mr.
Bairey will continue the consulting
practice at the same location, 1757
K St., N. W. Mr. Rothrock is
moving to Indiana.

Seek Honor Month
PETITION seeking to declare June
1950 "Advertising and Marketing
Month" in California has been forwarded to Gov. Earl Warren by
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. Purpose is to honor conventions scheduled to be held that
month by vertisers
National
AdAssn. andIndustrial
Advertising
Assn. of the West in Los Angeles,
and American Marketing Assn. in
San Francisco. Idea also is being
backed by Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn., California State Broadcasters Assn. and
California
Newspaper Publishers
Assn.
GRADUATE engineering and science
students from 22 foreign countries at
second foreign student summer project
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology visited RCA-Victor plant in
Camden, N. J., as part of a tour sponsored by National Assn. of Mfrs.

a lot of horse

sense

a stable advertising program

in
Vertical Tubular Steel

traveling
Northernland.
Minnesota's
Arrowheadin vacation
Participants are drawn for the
program by traffic policemen who
stop out-of-town automobiles and
invite the drivers to appear on the
program. The show, sponsored by
the Greater Virginia Trade Div.,
a branch of Virginia's Chamber of
Commerce, has been aired during
the months of July and August for
the past three years and has proven
to be one of the most popular vacation programs on the station.
The Police Dept. co-operates by
stopping cars and directing them
into parking spaces reserved for
the purpose. Five or six cars are
interviewed on each program.
Tourists interviewed are given gift
certificates from member stores of
the division and presented with
literature describing resorts and
fishing spots, as well as samples
of iron ore taken from local mines.

. . .
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COLOR and excitement of tobacco
auctions are transmitted by
WCOG Greensboro, N. C, to its
listeners each weekday morning.
Carrying portable microphone, Wally
Williams, station's program director,
circulates through warehouse picking up chant of auctioneer, bidding of
buyers and interviews with farmers,
buyers, auctioneers and on-lookers.
Shows are sponsored by Greensboro
Tobacco Warehouse.
Hotel Quiz
QUIZ show, You're the Top, on WTOP
Washington asks all daily contestants
the same question. Person who comes
closest to correct answer at end of
10-day competition wins trip to New
FIRST fish she ever caught is handled
York, tickets to World Series games
gingerly by Betty Ross, assistant di- and accommodations at Knott Hotel
provided by sponsor, Knott Hotels.
rector of public affairs and education
Ten-diy contest will conclude with
at NBC's Central Division, after an final round in which top winner will
initial deep-sea fishing venture off
chosen. Typical question is, "How
Daytona Beach, Fla. The fish, top be
many meals were served in the Knott
thus far in the king mackerel class Hotels last year?" Transcribed sessions of show are aired twice daily.
of the city's
tournament,
weighed
19-lbs.,
n-oz.
Recorded Interviews
IN
order
to add "spark" to afternoon
TRANSIT RADIO
segment of twice daily For Women
Only show on WCAU Philadelphia,
Thomas Re-named President
Creighton Stewart, show's m.c, asks
question of general interest at end
C. L. (Chet) Thomas, general manager of KXOK AM and FM St. of day's shows and invites listeners
to phone him and give their reactions.
Louis, was re-elected president of As
many calls as possible are recorded
Transit Radio Inc. at the annual
in 15 minutes. Next day between six
board of directors meeting held and ten calls are played back with
live interpolations by Mr. Stewart.
^ Hotel,
Sept. 16
at the Netherlands Plaza
Cincinnati.
First day idea was suggested, switchboards were so flooded that unlisted
J Hulbert Taft Jr., managing diphone number has since been used.
rector of WKRC Cincinnati, was
Typical questions are, "Do comic books
; re-elected chairman of the board.
; Officers elected for one year are : have tendency to cause juvenile delinquency?" "Who should handle the
R. C. Crisler, executive vice presmoney in the family?" "Should teen
'iident and treasurer; William M. agers be allowed to drive the family
O'Neil Jr., president of WWJ
car without a parent being present?"
Cleveland, director and vice presPolio Warnings
ident; Frank Pellegrin, vice presSEVEN one-minute telephone converident in charge of sales, and David
sations with physicians on subject of
Gamble, Cincinnati, secretary.
infantile
paralysis, typical of converMr. Thomas, who has been assosations being carried on every day
ciated with the radio industry for over telephone, have been made by
more than 20 years, is first vice WCOP Boston in cooperation with
president of the St. Louis AdverMassachusetts Dept. of Health's Div.
tising Club.
of Communicable Diseases. Record-

■ ■ ■(.-^ •
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ings are aired to warn parents of
dangers and symptoms of dreaded disease. Station has sent copies of recordings to several other outlets in
state for local airing.
Hobby Parade
TV SHOW featuring famous hobbyists, popular hobbies and handicraft
exhibits, interviews and actual "how
to do it" demonstrations are presented
vit WBKB (TV) Chicago.
Shows are
sponsored by Handicraft Div. of Burgess Battery Co. Hobby talent search
will
show. be conducted in connection with
Rotary Clubs Aired
AIRING of highlights of Los Angeles
Rotary Club meetings has been started
as weekly public service feature by
KMGM (FM) Los Angeles. Main
speeches given by outstanding members
of organization are aired in full during 40-minute programs.
Editors Speak
RADIO and newspapers combine to
present Sunday afternoon program
series entitled Country Editor Speaks
on KPH Wichita, Kans. Host for
quarter-hour series is Bob Arthur,
station's morning news editor. Guests
are two local country editors who discuss some problem or phase of news
of general interest.
Good Looking!
THREE-WEEKLY, five-minute radio
show to plug television sets has been
started on KECA Hollywood. Sponsored by Hoffman Radio Corp. for
Hoffman Television Dealers of Southern Calif., program titled The Best
Looking, features review of one television show, introduction of video
"personality of the day" and television
news. Herb Ellis, commentator-reviewer, isfeatured.
NARND SESSION
Erwin D. Canham To Speak
EVALUATION of radio news as
seen through the eyes of a leading
newspaper editor will be a feature
of the 1949 convention of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors at the Commodore Hotel,
New York, Nov. 11-13 [Broadcasting, Sept. 19]. Convention program Chairman Jack Shelley,
WHO Des Moines news manager,
said Erwin D. Canham, editor of
the Christian Science Monitor and
past president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors, has
accepted an invitation to discuss
a newspaperman's views on how
radio newsmen
have measured up
to the opportunities and responsibilities of their medium.
Other NARND convention
speakers previously announced include Judge Justin Miller, NAB
president; Edward R. Murrow,
CBS commentator and two-time
winner of the Peabody Award for
radio news analysis, and Elmer
Davis, ABC news analyst and wartime OWI chief.

DENNIS
DAY
Shally-Go-Shee
Ona the
Tarantellona
DJ-768

VAUGHN
MONROE
Vieni Su
Blue for a Boy —
Pink for a Girl
DJ-769

Envy
FRAN
WARREN
You're In Love
With Someone
DJ-770

CHARLIE
VENTURA
Yankee Clipper
DJ-771
Boptura

*"DJ" records are special pressingsfor radio station use only!
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TRANSIT

D. C. Public Hearing
Set for Oct. 27

RADIO

THE EFFECT of transitcasting on the "public convenience, comfort and
safety" of bus and streetcar riders in the nation's Capital will be
thoroughly explored next month in a hearing which may set a precedent
for transit FM activities in other cities.
This was indicated last week *
after the Public Utilities Commis"repeats" by the sender, PUC
sion of the District of Columbia set acknowledged.
Oct. 27 for a formal hearing. ProIn addition, many which scored
testing civic groups and organizatransitcasting also dressed down
tions and individuals will be invited
Capital Transit Co. on other
to air their views on the service.
sources of irritation, it was noted.
Meanwhile, Capital Transit Co.,
Public reaction to transitcasting
which now operates over 200 radioalready has been well established,
equipped vehicles, and Washington
in the opinion of its officials, and
attorneys for Transit Radio Inc., the new survey may be introduced
parent organization for the operaat the October hearing as a section, served notice they will file
ondary or counterpoint defense. It
petition to intervene and are pre- is believed that TR and CTC also
paring joint presentations.
may include in their joint presenDetails on the presentation were
tation figures on the correlation benot disclosed but Capital Transit
tween the accident rate on radiois expected to concern itself with equipped and non-equipped vehicles.
the safety issue, while TR will in- A recent study in Houston, Tex.,
troduce results of a forthcoming
reportedly showed a higher rate
on the latter, which TR and CTC
survey on rider reactions designed
may use as evidence that the public
to uphold the popularity of the new
medium. Previous tests showed
safety is not endangered as frethat over 92% approved the servquently asserted.
ice.
TR's new study will be prepared
The Utilities Commission decided
by Ed Doty, Kansas City, survey
to hold the hearing after receiving
expert, who handled the previous
over 100 letters attacking transit
projects. It is expected to be
FM programs of music, news and available in time for the hearing.
commercials [Broadcasting, Aug.
Thomas Dowd, secretary of Transit Radio Inc., and member of
8]. To date, the number of comPierson & Ball, law firm, will serve
munications received represents
as TR counsel, while Floyd G.
only a small percent of all transit
riders in the District, and some are Await will represent CTC.
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Says one agency Vice-President, "When I'm considering any (spot) advertising, I always read the
listings and advertising in Standard Rate & Data for
the vicinity I'm interested in.
"When I go to client conferences, I take Standard
Rate with me. It's not unusual for a client to bring
up questions about this or that station. I can always
turn to STANDARD RATE and, if there's a good
ad — an ad that gives me a clear picture of the facility
— I can give the client good answers."
Many other buyers of spot time have told us they
find that the station Service-Ads* in SRDS make
their job of deciding WHICH STATIONS easier—
Service-Ads* like WSBT's illustrated here.
(NOTE TO STATION MANAGERS: The new "Spot Radio
Promotion Handbook" reports, interprets, and translates
the buying experience of many radio users into effective
ideas for time salesmen, direct mail, trade paper advertising, and Service-Ads*. Copies are available from us
at a dollar each.)
* SERVICE- ADS are ads that supplement listings
in SRDS with useful information that helps buyers
buy.
STANDARD
RATE
Tfto National Authority
Walter E.
333 NORTH MICHIGAN
N£W YORK • SAN
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commanager, of former
ROHRER
KPDN PamJOHN H. mercial
of
staff
sales
joins
Tex.,
pa,
KTRY Bastrop, La.
WARREN F. HAAS, formerly with
sales staff of WFEC Miami, Fla., joins
sales staff of WVCH Chester, Pa.
DONN SPENCER, salesman at KVOE
Santa Ana, Calif., named sales manager.
JAMES R. CUNNISON, formerly with
Boiling Co., radio and television station representative, joins Selective
Radio Advertising Inc., New York,
station representative for FM transit broadcasting. He will serve as national sales manager of firm.
WALTER BROWN, formerly of KRSC
Seattle, joins KLAC Hollywood sales
staff.
ROY V. SMITH, former account executive for R. D. Altman Assoc., Harrisburg, Pa., assumes same position in
spot sales with Alaska Broadcasting
System, and CHARLES E. SODEN,
formerly assistant advertising and
sales promotion manager for NBC, appointed account executive for Alaska
Network sales at ABS, according to
Pan American Broadcasting Co., international radio station representative in New York.
JUSTIN B. GUDELSKY, former salesman with WMUS Muskegon, Mich.,
becomes account executive with WKBZ
same city.
WLW Cincinnati has issued rate card
No. 18-D.
MOVING to new quarters are:
EDWARD PETRY & Co., station representative, to143 Park Drive, Boston
15; business offices of KVOE Santa
Ana, Calif., to Commercial National
Bank Bldg., Fifth & Main Sts.
KSTP Minneapolis, Minn, has issued
rate card No. 36.
KBTV (TV) Dallas, Tex., apoints
Adam Young Television Inc., New
York,
ative. as exclusive national representW. D. EDOUARDE
Leaves B&B&H for KFWB

This Service-Ad*
appears near the
WSBT listing in the
SRDS Radio Section.

& DATA
SERVICE, inc.
Serving the Media laying Function
Botthof, Publisher
AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILIINOIS
FRANCISCO • lOS ANCELES

III

Post

WILLIAM DOTY EDOUARDE,
radio timebuyer with Badger and
Browning & Hersey, New York,
has been named sales manager of
KFWB HollywOct.
0 o d,3, effective
Harry
Maizlish, KFWB
general manager,
has announced.
Mr. Edouarde
has been with
B&B&H for the
past seven years
and prior to that
Mr. Edouarde was
ton with
Adv. Compin a
similar post. Before that he was in
the motion picture business and
was head of his own talent agency.
Edward Whitley, who has resigned from McCann - Erickson,
New York, as a timebuyer, will
succeed Mr. Edouarde at Badger
and Browning & Hersey as timebuyer.

LANGHAM
RESIGNS
Leaves RWG Secretary Post
ROY LANGHAM, national executive secretary of the Radio Writers
Guild, last week resigned effective
Jan. 1.
He said he made the effective
date at the end of the year to provide RWG with enough time to
take appropriate action on a successor. His resignation, a surprise, has not been acted on as yet
by the RWG's
national
executive
committee
or national
council.
Mr. Langham explained he resigned because he felt the work
he was most interested in was concluded when the RWG worked out
its five-year contracts for freelance writers with the networks
and with advertising agencies,
sponsors and independent producers.
For 12 years before coming to
RWG in 1946 he was with CBS,
last serving there as assistant to
the director of broadcasts and before that as manager of network
operations department.
The eastern regional office of the
RWG also has announced that its
secretary, James A. Stabile, will
serve as attorney for the office, succeeding Sidney Fleisher, who died
Aug. 10.
NBC Programs
IN THE LINEUP of network
fall programs published in
Broadcasting's business
roundup, Sept. 5 issue, four
NBC programs were omitted,
accounting for a discrepancy
between 56% hours of total
sales reported for NBC and
the 59 hours total reported at
NBC Affiliates Convention
fortnight ago. Sponsors and
programs omitted were: National Dairy Products, Dorothy Dix, 77 NBC stations,
1 hours per week ; Wildroot
Co., Sam Spade, 165 NBC
stations, Vz hour; Animal
Foundation, Close-Ups, 60
NBC stations, % hours, and
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet,
Sports Newsreel, 139 stations, Vi hour.
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Audience
QU Antity
among (he 225,000
People in the

DAVENPORT• •EAST
ROCKMOLINE
ISLAND
MOLINE
QUAd
RADIO
MOLINE. ILL,
UAKr
WQCENTER.
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SHARLAND, chief announcEARL er for
WGLN Glens Falls, N. Y.,
appointed program director, relieving WILLIAM KROUGH, general
manager, of those duties. FRANK
MULLEN appointed chief announcer
succeeding Mr. Sharland.
BLAIR BROWN, formerly of WQQW
Washington, joins announcing staff
of WWDC-AM & FM same city.
JOHN EDWARDS, chief announcer for
KATL Houston, Tex., appointed program director succeeding W. S. NEWKIRK, who has resigned to enter
television.
ERNEST DAVIS, formerly with Sacandaga Broadcasting Co., Gloversville,
N. Y., joins WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.,
as staff announcer.
MAURICE J. McGARRY, chief announcer at WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.,
named program director succeeding
GEORGE NESBIT, resigned. Mr. McGarry was formerly with Fordham
U. stations, WFUV, and WGHF New
York.
AL FREEMAN appointed directorproducer for Eddie Newman Show on
WPEN Philadelphia.
WARREN L. CHANDLER, former
writer, announcer and newscaster for
KSFT Trinidad, Col., joins KOOL
Phoenix, Ariz.
WARDE DONOVAN, radio and stage
vocalist, signed as singing star of
Don Lee Ladies First show.
VmCE LLOYD, former sports editor at WMBD Peoria, 111., joins
announcing staff of WGN-TV Chicago. He will cover collegiate football telecasts. He formerly worked
at WNAX Yankton, S. D., and KTRI
Sioux City, Iowa.
LORRAINE HALL, women's editor for
KOOL Phoenix, Ariz., writes column,
"Every Woman's World" which appears weekly in .Spot Ldte, and monthly
in Arizona Stockman. She also is editor of children's page of Indoor Life
magazine.
FRANK G. OPRA, formerly with
WSAL Logansport, Ind., and more recently with WEOL Elyria, Ohio, named
music director at WMRN Marion,
Ohio.
TED TOLL named producer of ABC
Ozzie and Harriet show starting Sept.
29.
BAMBI MILLER, formerly with Lang
Productions, joins KFWB Los Angeles
traflSe department.
BOB JOHNSON, former news editor
of WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., returns to
station as program director. He also
was with WTAM
Cleveland. BILL

Award, given each year to "Outstandingtown
College
Football
by DownAthletic
Club ofPlayer"
New York
City.
He is only committee member from
Pacific Northwest.
LEIF JENSEN, announcer for WDRC
Hartford, Conn., and Virginia CiofB
have announced their marriage.
BUZZ ASTON, staff member of
KDKA Pittsburgh, is the father of a

J^toduction

BENNETT, formerly with WKBZ, also
returns to station from WMUS Muskegon, to take charge of continuity, promotions, and publicity.
VICTOR CAMPBELL, creator of
Howdy Doody and writer of radio and
television programs, appointed director of production
for WBAL WBALTV Baltimore. Mr.
Campbell began his
radio career in 1932
when he joined
WGLC Glens Falls,
N.
Y., as and
announceractor,
later,
program director.
He transferred to
W S Y R Syracuse,
N. Y.,torasand news
ediMr. Campbell
publicity
director in 1933,
and later was with WOR and WKBW
Buffalo, N. Y. After war services,
Mr. Campbell spent six months as
staff production director at WNBC
New York.
SKEE WOLFF, writer and producer
at WBBM Chicago, is teaching advanced radio acting and announcing
classes two evenings weekly for
Northwestern U. in station studio.
WALT SHEAHAN, with WROW Albany, N. Y., since 1948, named chief
announcer.
BETTY MEARS, radio writer and
playwright, joins KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles as writer-producer.
EUGENE EUBANKS joins WBBM
Chicago as producer. He was formerly with WCON Atlanta and Air
Features, New York.
IRVING J. PASTERNACK, former art
director for Redfield-Johnstone Inc.
and Consolidated Business Service,
joins WOR-TV New York as titling
artist and animator. He also will
assist in advertising and promotion
departments.
JEANNETTE SMITH, formerly program assistant, writer and fashion
commentator for KTXN Austin, Tex.,
and author of children's series for
KTBC Austin, joins Neiman-Marcus,

Dallas specialty store, as assistant to
public relations director.
TONY CHASTAIN, sportscaster for
WORZ Orlando, Fla., since last December, appointed program director.
MARCIA ROEN of The Roens At Home
show on WORZ, named director of
women's programs.
DAVID CRANDELL, producer-director
of studio telecasts for KGO-TV San
Francisco, named instructor of 15week course in TV production at U.
of California's Extension Div.
RITA ASCOT, "Fay" in Ma Perkins for
past 13 years, resigns effective Sept.
30. She will make her home in Chicago and continue with Sun-Times
Funnies and Children's Hour each
Sunday morning on WLS Chicago.
HARRY G. MUNSON, formerly with
Twin-City Television Labs, Minneapolis, becomes film editor for WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh.
SAM BECKER, formerly with WSUI
Iowa City, Iowa, and WTAD Quincy,
111., joins gtaff of U. of Wyoming
in Laramie as director of radio.
ROBERT STANFORD, former actor
and producer for WFAA Dallas, appointed chief announcer of KBTV
(TV) Dallas. He also was formerly
with Columbia Pictures.
BOB ACKERLY, KJR Seattle newscaster, is one of three sports experts
from West Coast named to 15-man
advisory
committee
for Heisman

MORE=
NEED
.
^
?
AGE
VER
fir I ^CO

Then you need KFYR and its five »hov«
sand watts on 550 kilocycles. Power,

SPARTANBURG
MORE FOR YOUR
DOLLAR WITH
WORD in Spartanburg
See TAYLOR-BORROFF
KFYR
WDYX-FM
12,000 WAHS
DUPLICATION
BROADCASTING

-WORDOF
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ABC
SERVING THE
HEART OF THE
PIEDMONT
CAROLINAS

BORIS MITCHELL, staff announcer
with WORZ Orlando, Fla., is the
father of a boy.
girl.
PETER STRAND, director of WXYZTV Detroit, is the father of a boy,
Robert Dennis.
BYNG WHITTEKER, commentator of
CJBC Toronto, and EDNA SMITH,
receptionist of CBC Toronto studios,
plan to be married Dec. 3.
Mrs. HAZEL KENYON MARKEL, director of program service for WTOP
Washington, took part in production
of "The Man Who Came to Dinner"
at Olney Theater, Olney, Md., during
her vacation.
BRUNO ZIRATO Jr., staff member of
CBS, and Barbara R. Keefe have announced their marriage.
LESLIE G. ARRIES Jr., program operations manager of WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh,nouncedand their
Elizabeth
marriage.Logan have anWILLIAM DRIPS, former farm director at NBC Central Div. moves to
Welches, Ore., near Portland.
ROBERT H. FORWARD, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles program director, named
Hollywood radio and television coordinator of American Cancer Society
for forthcoming cancer drive for second consecutive year.
JIMMY FULKERSON, single-instrumentalist for KMBC-KFRM Kansas
City Mo., and Bernice Andrew have
announced their marriage.

550

KC 5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, N. DAK.

plus a choice freq-uency, amazingly
high ground conductivity and 24
years of intense listener loyalty make
KFYR the natural selection for the
time-buyer who wants to make sure
he picks the best buy. Ask any John
Blair man.
September 26, 1949
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Miss Edith Knutsen
Christiansen Advertising Agency
Chicago, III.
Dear Edith:
I reckin' yuh seen in tk' papers 'bout
th' recession bein' over, Weel, jest tho't
yer'd
know liket h ter
et
down here
whiir
WCHS'sis
5000 watts
what folks lives
by there really
av:i't been much
of
a '•recession.
N osirree,
our
pcepul has been
aspendin'
money right along,
and with th'
recession
bein'
over in other
places
business'll be bettdown
e r' n here
ever !
An' y' know,
Edith, our
p e e pul they
buys
what
knows about —
an'
like effen
ter yer'd
know
how ter tell
'em what yer
sellin', jest
look at
th'
rutin's
IVCHS
got onest th'
latHooper!
Charleston's
mtmber one
station kin
really do a job
fer yiih
in one
th' country's number
one
markets.
Yrs.Algy

W

C H S

Charleston,
Page 52
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Sepfember 16 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KWIK-AM-FM Burbank, Calif.— Designated for hearing application for
assignment of license of KWIK, CP for
KWIK-FM and application for CP to
replace
KWIK-FM;
liearing toexpired
be heldpermit
in Burbank.
Transfer Granted
WJBO and WBRL (FM) Baton Rouge,
La. — Granted consent to transfer from
executrix of estate of Charles P. Manship Sr., deceased, to Leora D., Charles
P. Jr., and Douglas L. Manship; no
monetary consideration.
WANN
Annapolis, Md.—ofGranted
sent to relinquishment
controlconby
Morris H. Blum present majority stockholder; corporate reorganization.
Authority Granted
KSFE Needles, Calif.— Granted authority KSFE
to suspend
and re-of
move
from operations
air for period
30 days from Sept. 15, in order that
steps might be taken towards refinancing staljjion's operations.
Hearing Designated
Steitz Newspapers Inc. Lebanon, Pa.
— Designated for hearing application
for new station on 1340 kc 500 w D.
WGWD Gadsden, Ala. — Designated
for hearing application to change power
from 1 kw D on 570 kc to 1 kw-D 500
w-N; consolidated same with hearing
on renewal of WGWD and made WSYR
Syracuse; WWNC Asheville; WKBN
Youngstown, WFAA Dallas and WBAP
Fort Worth, parties to proceeding.
Selma-Smithfleld Bestg. Co., Smithfield, N. C. — Designated for hearing ap250 w D. plication for new station on 910 kc
Application Denied
WORM
applica-of
tion for Easton,
mod. CPMd. —forDenied
extension
completion date of new station.
KENO Las Vegas, Nev. — Designated
for hearing
application
to change
cilities of KENO
from 1400
kc 250 fa-w
unl. to 1460 kc 1 kw unl. install new
trans, and install DA-N.
CP Granted
WSUN St. Petersburgh, Fla.— Granted
CP to change DA mount FM ant. on
AM tower, change trans, location, and
install new trans.; eng. cond.
Hearing Designated
Gretna and Lower Coast Radio and
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Gretna, La. — Designated
for hearing application for new station on 1450 kc 250 w unl. in consolidated proceeding involving applications
of Charles Wilbur Lamar Jr., et al.
commencing on Oct. 3 at New Orleans
before Examiner Jack P. Blume.
WHMB Washington,
C— Granted
extension
of completionD. date
Class B
FM station, from Sept 1 to March 1,
1950, on condition construction be
completed or station commence interim
operation.
Following were granted mod. of CP:
WSPA-FM Spartanburg, S. C—
Change ERP from 262 kw to 4.9 kw;
ant. from 2,120 to 520 ft.
W M B R - F M Jacksonville, Fla. —
Change ant. height from 500 ft. to 380 ft.
WWHG-FM Hornell, N. Y.— Change
power 580from
10 560
kw ft.to 8.3 kw and ant.
from
ft. to
WXRC
Buffalo,
Y.— Change power
from 4.2 kw to 4.6N. kw.
WKFM Sandusky, Ohio — Change
power
kw to 28 kw; and ant.
from 295from
to 21051 ft.
BY A BOARD
L on Rubinstein, New York — Granted
petition,
petitioner's
comments
and gave accepted
him permission
to participate
in television
com- '
mence
Sept. hearing
26. Mr. scheduled
Rubinstein toclaims
to be originator and principal owner
of new color TV system.
KPIX San Francisco— Granted STA
to operate KPIX and associated relay
trans, during other than period of
regular program schedule for 30 days
beginningmissionSept.
usingTelevision
color transsystem of16,Color
Inc.
KGO-TV San Francisco — Granted
STA totrans,
operateon KGO-TV
associated
relay
Sept. 19,andusing
color
transmission
system
of
Color
Television Inc.
Sepfember 16 Applicat'ions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
SSA— 1150 kc
WSIV Pekin, 111.— Request for SSA
to operate
on 1150
kc 1001140
w Nkc in1 kwaddition to licensed
facilities
D.
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station:
KNEM Nevada, Mo.; WJMA Orange,
Va.; WRMN Elgin, 111.

Actions
of the
SEPTEMBER 16 to SEPTEMBER

FCC
23
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-eflfectiye radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Modification of CP
KLMS
Lincoln,
Neb. — Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
CP to Reinstate CP
KGIB Bremerton, Wash.— CP to replace expired CP for new AM station
on 1540 kc 1 kw daytime.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal AM
station WVLN Olney, 111.; WOI Ames,
Iowa; WCEC Rocky Mount, N. C;
WAND
Tenn. Canton, Ohio; WMPS Memphis,
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WELI-FM
New Haven, Conn.; WMBI-FM Chicago;
WJIZ Hammond, La.; WEOL-FM Elyria,
Ohio;
WGBS-FM
Miami; WRR-FM
WKNY-FM Dallas;
Kingston,
N. Y.;
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.
Spartanburg,
S. C—
CP
newWDXY
FM station
to change
ERP Mod.
to 10.82
kw, ant. to 198 ft.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M.— Mod.
CP new tencommercial
station for exsion of completionTVdate.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1050 kc
WDZ
Tuscola,
from 1050 kc 1 kw 111.—
D toCP 1050to kcchange
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
September 20 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WGWR-FM Asheboro, N. C— Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans.
KLMS Lincoln, Neb. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 11-15-49.
WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind.— Same
to 10-6-49.
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.— Same to 930-49.
WOXFcense for Oxford,
C— Granted
linew AM N.
station;
1340 kc 250
w unl.
WEEUcense change
Reading,
Grantedfrom
liin hoursPa.—
operation
D to unl. install new trans, and DA-N,
change trans, location.
KERNcenseBakersfield,
Califant.
.—Granted
change in vertical
and mountliFM ant. on AM tower.
WAUX Waukesha, Wis.— Granted CP
to replace expired permit to make
changes
in AM
vertical
FM ant. on
tower.ant. and install
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

KWOE
CP
to omitClinton,
install,Okla.—
of FMGranted
ant. on mod.
AM
tower.
WHTB Talladega Ala.— Granted mod.
license covering change of studio
location.
The Outlet
Area offorProvidence, R. I. — Company,
Granted license
new
experimental TV relay KA-4144 (formerly WIXLD).
WIBC Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 12-15-49.
WRCM
(AM) and WJMR (FM) New
Orleans, La. — Granted application for
change in corporate name to Supreme
Bcstg. Company, Inc. from Supreme
Bcstg.
System Inc.and KWHB Kansas
WHB-AM-FM
City,
Mo.
— Granted
transferdeceased
of controlto
from Charles
R. Cook,
Executors of Estate. Mr. Cook was
controlling stockholder of Cook Paint
and Varnish Co. which corp. is in turn
beneficial owner of all outstanding
capital stock of WHB Bcstg. Co. No
monetary consideration involved.
KRLD-TV KRLD Radio Corp. Dallas,
Tex. — Granted mod. CP for extension
of completion date to 4-1-50.
WCAT tension
Rapid
City, S.silent
D. — Granted
exto remain
for period
beginning 9-13-49; ending in no event
later than 9-19-49, in order to give
licensedsolvestudent
conflicts in engineers
schedule. time to reKeystone Bcstg. Corp., Area Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted license for new
experimental TV station KG2XAX.
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp., East
of
Arecibo,
P. ofR. —power
Granted
license
covering
change
trans,
and
trans, location WWA-219.
The Chronicle Pub. Co., Area San
Francisco, Calif. — Granted license new
experimental
erly W6XMD). TV relay KA-4131 (formThe Chronicle Pub. Co., San Francisco, Calif. — Granted license new experimental TV relay KMA-577 (formerly W6XKK).
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
dates CPas for
shown:
KBTV Dallas to 11-9-49; KSFH Oakland, Calif, to 4-5-50; WCMW-FM Canton, Ohio to 10-11-49; WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. to 12-20-49; WBCC-FM
Bethesda, Md. to 10-6-49; KRON-FM
San Francisco to 12-3-49; WSLB-FM
Ogdensburg,
Y. to 12-19-49;
FM
Boston toN. 1-1-50;
WLEE-FM WNACRichmond, Va. to 3-17-50; WBIB New
(Continued on page SJf.)

DIRECTORY
Commercial successor
Radio Monitoring
Co.
of
COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUPT. CO.
Monitoring Division
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE LOGAN 8821
Porter BIdg.
Kansas City, Mo.
*

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will
seen by
readen—
stationbeowners
and 15,500
managAi^,
chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . facsimile
.
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Utmber AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 CHURCH ST., N. W.
DE. 1232
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
1 Washington, D. C.
Membtr

P . MAY
Kellegg BIdg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bidg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STcrling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE'
GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bidg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Ingh's
710 14fh St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4131
DALLAS, TEXAS
1723 Wood St. Riverside 3611

REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdwoy 8071
Washington, D. C.

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd. Ph. Blackhawlc 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

Of. H.
3ithr
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswoed 7631, 9541

Formerly Celten & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REp«blie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Astociatcs
• Hcathardell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 1-2873
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

"RegisterMl Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Executive 9fRc«i: 40 East Ave.
Laboratory: 114 Northgate Rd.
Riverside, III. —
Riverside 6652
(A Chicago suburb)

Ben Adler
TELEVISION FACILITIES ENGINEERS
15 Cedney Circle, White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 8-3796
Shep and laboratory — 720 Milton Rd.
Rye 7-1413
Rye, N. Y.

ROYAL V. HOWARD
1600 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
NOrth 6600
Windsor Hotel
Montreal, Que.

ROADCASTING
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LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

Mewtber AFCCE*
September 26, 1949 •
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 52)
Decisions Cont.:
Haven, Conn, to 3-30-50; KIMV Hutchinson, Kan. to 1-1-50; WCAL-FM Northfield, Minn, to 3-28-50; WRBL-FM;
Columbus, Ga. to 11-1-49.
WVMCcense for Mt.
HI.— Granted
linew Carmel,
AM station;
1360 kc 500
w D.
Hutchinson,
Kan. —ant.
Granted
CPKWBW
to install
new vertical
and
change trans, location.
WRJW
Picayune,
Miss.
—
Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and
trans, location, specify studio location,
and change type trans.
Norman, ant.
Okla.trans,
— Granted
mod.
CPKNOR
for approval
and studio
locations and change type of trans.
WPMP
Pascagoula,
— Granted
mod.
CP for
extension Miss.
of completion
date to 3-7-50.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Webster
KREO Indlo, Calif. — Granted petition
to acceptceedingwritten
appearance
upon application
and in
thatpro-of
KPAS Banning, Calif.
KMPC Los Angeles; WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland — Granted extension
of time within which to file motion to
change issues in proceeding in Dockets
to Oct. 19.
William and Lee A. Odessky, Los
Angeles, Calif .—Dismissed as moot
fietition requesting Commission accept
ate written
cation for CP. appearance in re appliJohn
F. Cooke,
Houston, denied
Tex. —
Granted dismissal
of application;
insofar as it requests dismissal without
prejudice;
on isCommission's
own motion dismissal
made with prejudice,
and further ordered application of
Felix H. Morales be removed from
hearing docket.
• St. Cloud Bcstg. Co. St. Cloud, Minn.
— Granted dismissal of application for
CP; pursuant to Sec. 1.366 of Commission's Rulesdismissed
and with
Regulations,
plication
prejudice.apFrank
M.
Helm,
Modesto,
Calif. —
Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice its application for CP.

By Examiner Blume
WJAX-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted leave to amend application so as to
change estimated completion date from
Oct. 18 to six months after date of
Commission's decision in proceeding.
WGBF Evansville. Ind. — Granted
leave to amend application so as to
modify
its cost
proposed
DA array, revise
estimated
of construction
and
make other changes in engineering
portions. By Examiner Bond
The Times-Picayune Pub. Co. New
Orleans — Granted leave to amend apfor mod.radiation
CP to inspecify
reducedplication
nighttime
direction
of Canada.
By Examiner Litvin
WHDH Boston; KOA Denver; WXKW
Albany, definite
N. Y.continuance
— Granted
parties now
inof hearing
scheduled for Sept. 22.
By Examiner Johnson
Jose Ramon Quinones, San Juan, P.R.
and WPTF Raleigh, N. C— Granted
continued hearing to Oct. 24.
York Bcstg.
Co., York,
Pa. — Granted
continued
hearing
on application
for
CP from Sept. 20, to Dec. 21, 1949.
WBBB Burlington, N. C— Granted
petition to advance hearing date on
application
chester, Va.and
from that
Sept.of26 WINC
to Sept.Win21.
Bessemer Bcstg. Co., Bessemer, Ala.
— Granted leave to amend application
in re ant. array, etc., and remove from
hearing docket; dismissed insofar as
it requests application as amended be
reconsidered and granted.
By Examiner Smith
Gralla and Gralla, Tujunga, Calif. —
Granted petition
to acceptproceeding
late appearance in consolidated
re applications of KWKW Pasadena,
Calif, et al.
KWKW Pasadena, Calif. — Denied request for indefinite continuance of
hearing on applications of KWKW.
By Commissioner Webster
WINC Richard Field Lewis, Jr., Winchester, Va. — Granted dismissal without
prejudice of application for CP to
change from 1400 kc to 950 kc, increase
power from 250 w unl. to Ikw-D 500
w-N.

ALBUMS FOR YOUR STATIONAT NO COST TO YOU...
Yes — your station can
have beautiful albums,
specially-prepared to
show your studios and
staff at no cost to you
or your listeners. Exclusive to only one
station per city. In the
past eleven years over
200 stations have successfully used picture
albums like this to develop listener interest,
increase revenue, too.

American
RADIO PUBLICATIONS. INC.
1121 N. Washington St.. Pe^oria 2. Illinois
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Sept-ember 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Special Authority
American Bcstg. Co., New York —
Request for extension of authority to
transmit recorded programs to broadcast
under
of Canadianstations
authorities
thatcontrol
may be
heard
consistently in U. S.
License for CP
WMUU Greenville, S. C— License for
CP new AM station.
License Renewal
WAPA San Juan, P. R. — Request for
license renewal AM station.
Modification of CP
KNBC-FM San Francisco— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Lexington, N. C— Mod.
WBUY-FM
CP new FM station to change ERP to
310 w; ant. to 194 ft.
License for CP
KOTA-FM Rapid City, S. D. — License
for CP new FM station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
CP to Reinstate CP
KCOI Coallnga, Calif. — CP to replace
expired
CP
1470 kc 500 w forD. new AM station on
Assignment of CP
KELT Electra, Tex. — Assignment of
CP from C. C. Elkins Jr., and Bill
Frank Lindsay a partnership d/b as
Oil City Bcstg. Co. to Oil City Bcstg.
Co.
Sept-ember 21 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Extension Granted
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich. — Granted
application
of aside
completion datefor
to first
Feb. extension
21, 1950; set
denial of July 27 also granted mod.
application
to change site with eng.
cond.
Request Denied
American Broadcasting Co. — Denied
request for waiver of Section 3.661(b)
of Rules from 10 to 10:30 p.m. Sept. 26
and October 3 during televising of
football games.
STA Granted
WNBW Washington, D. C— Granted
request for STA to operate WNBW
trans,
for purpose
of testing
RCA's
color television
system
in connection
with
TV hearing for period
of 90 pending
days.
Extension Granted
Raytheon
Mfg. Co.,ofWaltham,
Granted extension
STA testMass.—
video
trans, and associated aural trans, on
Channel 2, (54-60 mc), maximum power
output 5 kw, for period beginning
Sept. 18 ending no later than Nov. 17,
employing
ant.
located
on RCA
top ofsupertujnstile
testing platform,
combined height of platf6rm and ant.
not to exceed 50 ft. and existing pole
and dipole ant. combined height of
which are not to exceed 130 ft. Authorization is granted Raytheon as manutest trans,
using experimentalfacturercalltoletters
assigned.
Request Granted
Webster-Chicago Corp., ChicagoGranted request to appear and testify
in television hearing scheduled to
start Sept. 26. Corp. is developer of
color conversion adapter.

• »

CALIFORNIA, as usual not to be outdone by Florida, cooked up a storm of
its own fortnight ago and the twister
did the above damage to tower of
KYOR BIythe, Calif. Loss was estimated at $7,000.
Ad Women

Named

APPOINTMENTS of committee
chairmen for Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. were made last
week by club president Beatrice
Kentz, assistant media director,
BBDO Los Angeles. They include :Glad Hall Jones, KRKD Los
Angeles account executive, Advertising Assn. of the West and Lecture Course; Virginia Henning,
traffic manager, BBDO, Badges;
Anita Chester, CBS administrative
assistant, Civics; Margaret ZollJ
copywriter,
Jones
Co., Long
Martha Gaston Dana
Bigelow,
KFOX

Beach, and Beatrice Kentz, Fi
nance, Gerda Nelson, office manag
tak(
er, Caples Co., Roster.
children E. F. Huse Jr., Jean Huse
Powell and Charlotte Huse Phelps.
Assignment of License
WVOT Wilson, N. C— Request for
assignment of license of Wilson Radio
Co. to Wilson AM—
Radio 590Co. kcInc.
KUGN
from
1400 Eugene,
kc 259 w Ore.unl. toCP 590to kcchange
1 kw|
unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WMBH
Joplin, Mo. — DISMISSEDj. ,
Sept. 15 request to change from 145C lOo
kc 250 unl. to 1270 kc, 1 kw-D 500 w-N
DA-N. (Continued on page 83)

September 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Announcing:
Modification of CP
KTED
Laguna
Beach,
Calif.
—
Mod.
CP new AM station for extension of
GkrLslmas Qfreaikes
completion
KSDO Sandate.
Diego— Mod. CP new AM
station to
tension ofincrease
completionpower
date. etc. for exLicense Renewal
WSON renewal
Henderson,
Ky.— Request for
license
AM station.
• 25 one shot half hours.
Modification of CP
• Low cost, one man production.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WAFM Bir• Exclusive rights.
mingham, Ala.; WARL-FM Arlington,
Va.
License for CP
Rockstation.
Island, 111. — License
For FREE Sample Script and
forWHBF-FM
CP new FM
TV— 76-82 mc
complete details contact:
KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo.— AMENDED
to change ERP from 20.128 kw vis.
9.838 aur. to 17.1 kw vis. 8.05 kw aur.
V^aJlo Script Services
TENDERED FOR FILING
218 N. Duke Street
Transfer
Lancaster, Penna.
WJAG
Norfolk,
Neb.—
Transfer
of
certain shares of stock of Huse Pub.
Co., from E. F. and L. N. Huse to their
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin;

CKLW
TO 50 KW
Special Show Marks Increase
DIGNITARIES from both Canada
and the U. S. were present when
CKLW Windsor-Detroit began
broadcasting with its new 50 kw
transmitter Sept. 7. J. E. (Ted)
Campeau, the Mutual outlet's president and general manager, pulled
the switch at a party given for
radio, press, and agency men.
In keeping with CKLW's 17-year
[dual coverage of Windsor and DeItroit, G. Mennen Williams, govlernor of Michigan, and Lt. Gov.
ILawson of Ontario represented the
||two countries in the opening ceremonies. Highlight of the affair
was the "kick-off" broadcast at 8
p.m. The hour long program originated in CKLW's studios and included good wishes and congratulations by MBS artists as well as
stage and screen stars.
In reviewing CKLW's power increase, Mr. Campeau said $400,000
was invested. With the new power,
he pointed out, CKLW now covers
198 counties in 5 states, plus 24
counties in Canada, with combined
population of 17 million.
Station is licensed to Western
Ontario Broadcasting Corp. Ltd.
It also operates a 250 w FM station and has an application for a
television license before CBC's
board of governors. E. Wilson
Warden is commercial manager of
station.

RWG, NETWORKS
Start Contract Negotiations
FIRST negotiating meeting between the Radio Writers Guild and
NBC, CBS and ABC to work out
a new contract covering staff continuity and news writers was held
last week. The present agreement
will expire at the end of this month.
At the initial meeting James A.
Stabile, executive secretary of the
RWG's eastern regional office, presented the guild's demands. Among
;v them were a 10% increase for
conI jtinuity writers, overnight differentials in the news room, and new
job and union security clauses. The
first meeting at which the substance of the demands is to be
taken up is scheduled for Sept. 28.
Roy

ecnmcai

with WIKB
Iron Mountain,
GLENN
H. LAHMAN,
formerly
Mich., and WIZE Springfield,
Ohio, appointed chief engineer at
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. He assisted
in WAAM installation.

Talking informally during the ceremonies are (I to r) Mr. Campeau,
Lt. Gov. Lawson and Gov. Williams.
DRAKE
ELECTED
Heads Minn. Broadcasters
MELVIN DRAKE, general manager of WDGY Minneapolis, was
elected president of the Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn. at a breakfast
meeting Tuesday held in connection
with the NAB District 11 sessions
at Minneapolis. Carl Bloomquist,
general manager of WEVE
Eveleth, was named vice president,
and K. M. Hance, vice president of
KSTP Minneapolis, was elected
secretary-treasurer.
Two new directors were added —
G. David Gentling, general manager of KROC Rochester and L. L.
McCurnin, general manager of
KAUS Austin. Five directors
were held over. They are: Odin
Ramsland, commercial manager,
KDAL Duluth; E. J. McKellar,
president, WVOX Moorhead; C. T.
Hagman, vice president, WLOL
Minneapolis; H. W. Linder, president, KWLM Willmar and John F.
Meagher, general manager, KYSM
Mankato.
Guests of honor at the breakfast,
attended by 25 association members, were NAB President Justin
Miller and General Counsel Don
Petty.

Thompson

25 years of radio axpariW ence and personal participation in his communlty't
projects and servicM hav*
made Roy Thompson a
R household word in industrial y rich
Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
will
assure
you a loyal, buyT
ing audience throughout th*
listening hours.
A ABC
1240 KC
Altoona,
Pa
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
5ROADCASTING

NOBLE HONORED
Gets Bill of Rights Award
ABC Board Chairman Edward J.
Noble last Friday received the
1949 award from The Bill of
Rights Commemorative Society for
his "distinguished services and
contributions to the appreciation
of and furtherance of The Bill of
Presentation was made by SoRights."
ciety President Messmore Kendall
on the steps of the Sub-Treasury
Bldg. in New York, the spot where
the first ten Constitution amendments were adopted by Congress.

• Telecasting

Blatz Signs 'DuffyV
BLATZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee (Blatz beer), has signed
for Duffy's Tavern with Ed
(Archie) Gardner on NBC, Thurs.,
9:30-10 p.m. EST for 52 weeks
from Sept. 29. Agency: Kastor,
Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New
York. William Morris Agency
handled negotiations, which provided also for exclusive TV rights.

TOM ASHTON, formerly ABC Hollywood radio and recording engineer,
transfers to KECA-TV Hollywood engineering staff.
E. F. JOHNSON Co., Waseca, Minn.,
makes available new sixth edition of
Johnson Antenna Handbook. Edition
sells for 60^ and contains 47 pages
of useful information on antennas.
AUDAK Co., New York, announces
development of Polyphase Reproducer,
magnetic unit that plays ten different
combinations of record speed. Unit
is easily mounted on most arms and
has wide range performance.
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABS.
Inc., Mineola, N. Y., has developed
wide range power oscillator for measurement and testing procedures in
300 to 2500 mc range. Oscillator,
Type 124A, is fully described and
pictured in brochure produced by
company.
NEW miniature noise generating
diode suitable for measurements at
frequencies up to 500 mc announced
by Radio Div. of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. Tube,
T5%, type 5722, is designed for standard laboratory noise measurement.

-yd
just publishe

S.^[S CONSUMER MARKETS
1949-1953 Edition
The most complete, reliable and up-todate compilation of consumer market
data available in one place
The new SRDS CONSUIVIER MARKETS
gives easy access to the latest government and other authoritative state,
county, and city market facts . . . 1948
estimates along with 1940 Census data
for trend comparisons . . . per family
and per capita relationships . . . radio
homes . . . population density . . .
retail sales . . . incomes . . . farm and
industrial activity and all other important indices regularly used by market
and media men.
Standard format makes use easy.
States appear alphabetically. First

CONSUMER MARKETS has "saved us hours of
time", reports one Market and Media
Research Director.
under each state, a special map shows
counties, cities, county seats, radio and
newspaper locations. Then the state
data. Then the county data. Then the
city data. Counties and cities are crossreferenced to the map.
You can extract any specific index, or
you can get a complete picture of the
economic makeup of any market in the
U. S., the U. S. Territories and Possessions, Canada, the Philippines.
Once you use the 1949-1950 CONSUMER MARKETS you'll use it whenever
market problems arise. Single copies
$5.00 each.
A Section of Staniiarii Ra(6 & Data Service
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
333 North Mjcliigcin Av«nui?, Ctilcago 1, III.
New York ■ Son Froncltco ■ Lot Angeles
September 26, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting .Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Combined station and commercial manager local Mutual outlet midwestern
city 35,000. Management 20 years in
radio seeking services of man with
qualifications of leader in community.
We're
looking The
for man
with isingenuity
and ambition.
incentive
a minimum guarantee with per cent of profit
and opportunity to purchase substantial interest in business. Prefer someone presently employed looking for
something better. Write Box 647c,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Wanted — Salesman with experience and
ability to sell radio intelligently and
diligently
Virginia'sCommission
progressive on1
kw daytimefor station.
net station time. Liberal drawing account. Opportunity to work up to
sales manager
GiveBoxall 524c,
particulars in the position.
first letter.
BROADCASTING .
Experienced local salesman wanted for
5 kw CBS
station Competition
in one of keen,
east's
richest
markets.
but station enjoys top billings, highest
Hoopers, greatest coverage. Must have
car, best references. Include picture,
background, salary requirements first
letter. Box 568c, BROADCASTING.
Sales representative. Well-known network station in small New England
market has opening. Commission basis.
Established
accounts.
State qualifications. Box 594c,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced commercial man for network stationcity.
in large,
southwestern
Ability fast-growing
to sell and
maintain large accounts necessary.
Splendid opportunity and permanency
for right man. Box 674c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer needed to take
over auxiliary studio In town of 25,000.
Box 702c, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 5 kw. Independent. If
you are experienced, can sell radio
intelligently and have a car, we offer
you unlimited possibilities. Send full
information to: Allan Curnutt, KJAY,
Topeka, Kansas.
Announcers
Disc jockey. Experienced, able to build
and hold a well-rated audience. Must
have proven past performance in similar capacity. Must have ability, stability
and highest character references. Teil
your complete story in first letter.
Confidential. Box 657c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer capable of doing sincere selling job on air and also
able to meet and mix with the public.
Drifters need not apply. Good opportunity for right man. Local Virginia
network station. Send full information
first letter. Box 661c, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster 5 kw Mutual midwest. Must
have rural
and indenendent
programming background.
Send photo,
disc,
complete background
and
salary
requirements first letter. Box 667c,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — experienced announcer.
Strong on sports. Only experienced
need apply. WEAV, Plattsburg, New
York.
Announcer. Quality man. Experience
necessary. Versatile. No board work.
No discs. By audition only. Good
starting salary. WHBY, Appleton. Wise.
Technical
Wanted
exnerienced
chiefmaintenance.
engineer to
do 40 hour shift and
Married. Fine opportunity for hard
working technician. Write indicating
when available and stTrting <;aiarv desired. Box 823B. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Pro duction-Pro gramming , others
Program director. Must have successful record in this position with competitive metropolitan market station.
Real opportunity
party able
to produce. Detail your toprevious
experience,
salaries, attach snapshot, and outline
fully the duties of program director, as
you would terviews
perform
them. Personal
inwill be arranged
with best
qualified applicants. Confidential. Box
615c, BROADCASTING.
Program director 5 kw Mutual midwest.
Must have rural and independent programming background. Send photo,
disc, complete background and salary
requirements first letter. Box 641c,
BROADCASTING.
News director. The man we want is
now
positionan in outstanding
a mediumsizedholding
station,thisdoing
news job, in a competitive market. He
is looking for a chance to better his
present status. He must be a first-rate
newscaster, thoroughly experienced in
compiling and editing local and wire
news, and be able to manage a news
department. All replies confidential.
Box 656c. BROADCASTING.
Program director. Network affiliate
eastern Pennsylvania. Man must be
experienced small station operations
with commercial urogram ideas and
ability organize local news department,
handle special events, schedule music
and build programs. Write giving experience, references and salary requirements. Box 659c, BROADCASTING^
Farm director 5 kw Mutual midwest.
Must have rural
independent
programming and
background.
Send photo,
disc, complete background and salary
requirementsDCAS
first letter. Box 668c,
BROA
TING.
Experienced copywriter, preferably
with announcing ability, wanted by
small station in excellent western
Pennsylvania market. Box 701c,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, superior qualifications. Can
combine programming,
sales inanddifficult
management. Desire situation
market. Box 35c, BROADCASTING.
Help! Since attending my first NAB
Convention in 1929, 20 years ago and
through the years since in serving on
numerous NAB committees, many of
you station owners and managers reading this have undoubtedly become
my personal friends. Will you please,
as a favor to me, take a moment of
your time to give a little help? After
many years as a sales and station manthis with
metropolitan
five station
marketager in and
a well known
and
highly creditable established record in
the broadcast industry, I'm endeavoring
reasons)
to negotiat'e
a(strictly
change.personal
Well, have
you ever
tried to
uncover or lineup an opening? It's a
new experience and believe me it's
tough to dig up leads. I'll appreciate
your
very memuchoff ifon you'll
drop me
a linehelp
tipping
any openings
or reported changes you know about.
You'll probably be helping a man who's
aa friend
do the Box
same 630c,
for
friend ofof yours.
mine. I'd
Thanks.
BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager experienced in all phases of radio. Also two
years of FM only experience. Recently
completed nation-wide survey of FM
broadcasting. Available immediately.
Box 684c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manasrer seeking permanent association with station owner —
especially CP holder. Handle complete
operation. Compensation secondary to
future opoortunitv. Middle thirties,
married, family. Know all phases independent and network operation.
Engineering, sales, nroeramming background. Box 511c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager,
enced in allcommercial
departments.manager
Desire experichange
from present position. Not afraid of
competition. Available immediately.
Box 685c, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Twelve years
experience
250 w-50
put
one
kw station
in kw.
blackBuilt
afterandseven
months
operation
in
highly
competitive ten-station market. Interested only
in solid sales and program policy. Will
take
salary
in stock.Box
Married,
sober. partBest
references.
BROA
DCAS
TING. 582c,
Opportunity — it knocks all to infrequently, but this is a bonafide proposition. Here's a thoroughly seasoned
radio veteran with fifteen years experience in sales and station management; andwithcharacter,
a good community
tation
(married, repusober
and active
in
civic
affairs)
with
excellent personal time buyer contacts
and friendships; with a creditable NAB
committee background, and with
proven sales ability. He seeks a change
of his own volition. He'd welcome the
privilege
to provide check
you thehis opportunity to personally
record;
then the return opportunity, to talk employment. Box 648c, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Young veteran, aggressive, civicminded.ality. Good
appearance
personHave sound
business and
background
with proven sales ability. Graduate
School of Radio Technique, Radio City.
Desires position with growing station.
Box 500c, BROADCASTING.
University graduate, thoroughly trained
in radio advertising and sales, desires
sales position with future. Experienced,
proven sales record, personality, drive,
extra-ordinary abilities and ideas.
Eastern locality. Box 642c, BROADCASTING.
Former owner of radio stations, 24
years experience, will sell time for a
nrogressive station. Commission basis.
Box 646c, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Former chief announcer — ^Excellent adlib special events, backed by own successful children's show and LatinAmerican DJ program. Thoroughly experienced with otherwise.
all studio operations,
technical and
Box 412c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Single, versatile, dependable. Two years extensive training
Chicago Radio College. Box 562c,
BROADCASTING.
A-1 experienced
man for re-in
gional to 50 kw morning
station anywhere
United States. College graduate, 27, 9
years experience announcing, programming cellent
and selling.
Exreferences.Excellent
Trained record.
and telegenically
suitable
for
television.
Seeking advancement. Desire to make
change before or shortly after April 1,
1950. sonal
Willinterview
endeavor
to arrange
perand audition
anywhere
east of Mississippi River. If your
Hooper's draggin'. I'll soon have you
braggin'! Box 699c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Single, 25, veteran. Graduate announcing school only. Desires
position in south. Will consider onthe-iob
CASTING.training. Box 571c, BROADAnnouncer, single, presently employed
midwest.
positionBox
southeast.
Excellent Wants
references.
587c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey. Seven years
experience
with leading
stations both
AM & TV. Available
immediately.
Box
591c, BROADCASTING.
WOR staffer interested in offer from
northeast. Good jockey. Bop or Bach.
Special events, quizmaster. Box 613c,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Experienced all phases
small station
operation.
Presently
employed, midwest.
24, single.
College
graduate. References. Box 627c,
BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play sportscaster. All fields of
sport to include capability of managing radio sports department. New and
distinctive
style of play-by-play
that
holds
the audience.
Will be available
after November 1. Three years network
sportscasting with AFRS in FEC. Box
644c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Top sports announcer fully experienced all sports, direct, wire presenPresent station
can't carry fall,
winter tations.
sports.
Fully experienced
all
staff work. Present employer will
BRO
ASTING
furnish ADC
top .references.
Box. 652c,
Chief announcer, employed. Seeking
advancement large metropolitan station. Six years varied thorough experience,newsman,
degree, top
references.
Excellent
jockey,
production
supervisor. (Led all midwest discHoopers in 1946 and '47). Especially
interested
program
direction. 24, marBROried.
ADC
Prefer AST
midwest.ING
Box. 658c,
Two extremely capable announcers,
presently employed by prosperous New
England independent, seek financial
advancement. Well versed in all phases
of broadcasting.
One excellent
remotes and personality
shows. forOther
currently employed
as
program
director-an ouncer. Six years experience.
Both sober, alert, industrious, clever
and
dependable.
WorkNotwell
together.
Excellent
references.
floaters;
but
willing
to
travel
for
the
right
job. Box
662c. BROADCASTING.
Wanted, permanent location. Experienced announcer-engineer, loyal, reliable, familiar with all types of record
programs.
Good
voice and DJCapable
shows. newscaster.
Willing to travel,
29,
currently
employed.
Best
references.
Box 670c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 3 years experience New
York
City
key stations.
Can handle
board,
production,
programming
and
CASTING^
write
continuity. Only established stations need reply. Box 673c, BROAD-

Acaliber
livewire
oftype
highpersonality
"voltage"
and announcer
"electric"
seeks
connection
at station
desiring to
increase listener "power". Single, will
ING.
go anywhere. Box 675c, BROADCASTDisc jockey, am not in love with my
voice, have fast moving show with
brief, unusual patter. Looking for
night
five Amyears
records show,
and news.
now experience
employed,
but desire station with ideas. Pack a
quick bag. Box 676c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1 year experience. Single,
22, good voice, best references. Now
employed
in small
midwestBoxaffiliate.
Disc
and photo
available.
679c,
BROADCASTING.
Disc .iockey, college graduate, two
years first string music critic on major
New York paper, later columnist with
daily feature on music and recordings.
Author of several books on recordings
and the record industry. Following one
year on large eastern
in major
metropolitan
market regional
have genuinely
impressive
an excel- of
lent rating sales
againstrecord
severeandcompetition.
Vet
Program nitelyisnot distinctive,
friendly,
sion
Stat
pompous. Own
onedefi-of All,
world's largest private record libraries,
new
four-place
airplane.
Available
because present station is leaving the Enji
erat
air. Desire to become part of communMas
ity and do conscientious job for com- Sobe;
wor,
station and commercial
accounts.munity,
Will guarantee
show to attract
interest, listeners and sales results and mit
to be a credit to your station. Able
to co-operate
fully with
department and promotion.
If yousales
are looking
for
a feature
to build
up your station IKG,
I
NG
.
rating, sales record and prestige, I
can supply it. Box 681c, BROADCASTAnnouncer. College grad, 22. available
immediately, anywhere. Disc, photo
BROADCASTING.
and references on request. Box 682c, Phot
od ;
anGPerif
Versatile announcer, 23, well versed gra
at Comprehensive Radio School, Radio
City for sportscasting, newscasting,
commercial message and acting. Colgraduate. for
Youththe with
the desireof per
and lege
capacity
futherance
skill. Box 687c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
26, single.
Handle classical
music,Want
newsexperience.
etc. Disc,
photo
available.
Box
688c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-operator. Armed Forces tjveiy
Communications experience. Photo,
disc ready. Will travel. Box 689c,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 26, single. Graduate School
of Radio Technique. Operate board.
Strong on classical music, news. Have
BROADCASTING.
car, can sell. Disc, photo. Box 691c,
Experience — Over six years announceing. Education — college
degree.
Personality-specialize
audience shows,
children's programs, interviews, news.
ING.
Married,
years693c,old.BROADCAST
Desire eastern half U.thirty
S. Box

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports
play-by-play
ten years.announcer.
OutstandingAllsportscast.
Box
694c, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced all phases.
Strong on DJ. Operate console. Good
A.M. man. Box 695c, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, four years experience
with all type shows. Married. Veteran.
Available immediately. Midwest. Box
696c. BROADCASTING.
Wife's health dictates move south.
Experienced all studio routine, announcing, news programming. Now employed northern network affiliate. All
letters answered. Box 698c, BROADCASTING^
Thoroughly competent, loyal announcer. Able to write result-getting
copy. Excellent background in all
types of announcing, newscasting,
musical programs.
For Adams,
disc andBoxqualifications write DerroU
634,
Camas, Washington.
Staff announcer, young, veteran, two
years college, thorough knowledge of
station operation. Experienced all
phases announcing, excellent voice,
strong on news, commercials. Salary
secondary to opportunity. Disc, photo
available. T. J. Beinart, Millstadt, 111.
Announcer, 30, four years AM staff
and sports,
play-by-play,
all
type
of shows.
IV2 years handle
TV sports
play-by-play and interview shows. Will
travel anywhere. References and disc.
P. O. Box 322. Turlock. California.
Want position
staff proven
announcer.
Excellent morningasman,
mail pull
on
hill-billy
and
disc
shows,
prefer
Tenn. Miss, or La.; nine months radio
school and one year experience. Ted
Mason, 76 N. Cleveland St., Memphis,
Tenn. Phone 36-1869.
Announcer, presently employed. Desires job west of Kansas City. Newspaper experience. University radio
graduate. 15 months announcing. Dale
Low, 212 Bedford, Moberly, Mo.
Announcers, good early morning men.
Top commercial men available. Trained
in all-round announcing, writing and
production. Pathfiinder School of Radio, 13'>9 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.
HA-0473.
Announcer, young, ambitious, go anywhere.mercials,
Some experience.
Solid comnews, record shows.
Also
write original copy all type shows.
Ideas and imagination. Disc, photo on
request. Joe Rossiter, 6649 Ingleside
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Inexperienced announcer, good voice
and diction desires position in radio.
Willing to work and want to learn.
Walter H. Taubert, 18 Grant Avenue.
Amsterdam. N. Y.
Announcer,
prefer
sports-minded
station. Abundant
knowledge
of football,
basketball and baseball. Also news,
disc jockeying, console operating and
ad-lib. Ned Tichenor, 10 Rich Avenue,
Mount Vernon, New York.
Fully experienced staff man available.
Featured on news, DJ, commercials.
Heavy mail puller. Operate console.
Disc or personal interview northeastern
U. S. Norman Wain, 1009 Foster Ave..
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Technical
■I Box
Engineer
licensed,
12 years experience.
506c, BROADCASTING.
jl Engineer,mitter,20remotes,
months
tape experience,
recordings. transRCA
graduate. Presently employed, desires
permanent position with progressive
station. Box 557c, BROADCASTING.
Vet
radio engineer
with fifteen
years'
experience
yearengineer
television, desiresincluding
position ofonechief
of aggressive
preferably in Rockytelevision
Mountainoutlet
or Pacific
coast area. Qualified for installation
work. Box 577c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer and announcer with first
phone license. Available at once. Experienced disc jockey, remotes. FM.
AM. 18 months. Married with family.
Sober and reliable. Furnished house
necessary. Box 584c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
single, transmitter
ating experience.
8 months 1andkw operFM.
Will travel. Box 598c, BROADCASTING^^
Engineer, experienced AM, FM. 27^
family man, car. Want permanent job.
Go anywhere, prefer midwest. Box
643c. BROADCASTING.
Three engineers, 2V2 years, 5 months
and iV2tively.
months
experience
Prefer eastern
United respecStates.
\s a group or individually. Prefer
engineering but will consider combinaion jobs. Complete information, write.
3ox 649c, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
New Yorker — Experienced, young,
married,
for permanent
position withlooking
a future
as an engineer
within a 300 mile radius of New York.
Have worked as combination man. Box
650c, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer — Six years experience AM-FM. Three years studio,
three transmitter, remotes. No combo.
References, married. Available at once.
Box 651c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced in all phases of
transmitter operation, low and high
power remotes, maintenance. 1st
phone, reliable. Want job with future.
Box 654c. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. 15 years experience
all phases broadcasting AM. FM and
TV including administrative engineering position with N. Y. office major
network where now employed. Background permits complete planning and
execution of new facilities including
directional antenna systems and follow
thru with operational administration.
EE, age 35, family. First phone license.
Top references.
Box G.
655c, BROADCA
STIN
Engineer —pendent
First
two experience.
years indeand netphone,
affiliate
Box 660c. BROADCASTING.
Engineer presently employed at 250
watt tion
station.
DesireSingle,
permanent
with future.
veteran,posi23,
car. Will travel. Box 663c, BROADCASTING^
In two years I will inherit the proceeds
of a small trust fund. I intend to use the
funds to purchase part of a small AM
station. I am at present employed at
a station where no such opportunity
exists and wish to change jobs for this
reason only.
In present
job, I manage
am licensed engineer,
announce,
traffic, and write copy. I am 28. married, and childless. I will travel any
reasonable distance from east coast
and expect a minimum of $300
monthly. Box 664c, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, experienced AM.
FM. 50 kw NBC affiliate. 50 kw New
York independent station. Associate
IRE, married. 29. veteran, commuting
distance New York City. Box 665c.
BROA
DCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone. 2nd telegraph.
AM-FM. 6 years
experience
in remotes,
recording,
control
room, transmitter,
installation and maintenance. 314 years
as chief and assistant chief. Same experience in announcing.
PreferSingle,
midwest location.
Salary secondary.
24. Box 669c, BROADCASTING.
First phone wants job as engineer,
three months experience. Prefer to
locate in Georgia or Florida. Box 671c,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, experienced. 5 kw
AM, 3 kw
station.
Remotes, FM
control broadcast
board work.
Single,
car,
will
travel.
Box
690c.
BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer-engineer. AM-FM, can
announce. R. C. Barritt, 1200 Susquehanna, Pittston, Pa.
Vet. first phone and telegraph. No
broadcast experience, two years C. W.
No drifter, own car, will go anywhere
eastern seaboard. Sal Giammanco. 624
Hendrix St. Brooklyn N. Y.
First phone, 2 years radio and TV
training, commercial
experienced operation
serviceman.
months
250 21/2w
AM. 1000 w FM. recording, playbacks.
Age 32, car, married. Combination work
acceptable.. F. Midwest
or northeast
Martin, 2311
Tuxedo preSt.,
Detroit 6,fer edMi
ch.
Engineer, first phone, ham. Graduate
RCA. Sound, television broadcasting.
Year servicing experience. Veteran,
22, single. Will travel. Hal Schneider,
2004 Newbold Ave.. N. Y., 61. N. Y.
First phone license. Vet.. 25. have car.
will travel. James Turner, 6609 Avenue
T. Brooklyn 34, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
Capable mended
college
educated,experienced
well-recom-in
young woman
traffic and copy. Wants responsible
position in Washington D. C. station.
Box 795B. BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director with
complete knowledge all phases station
operation looking for opportunity for
professional advancement where sincere hard work will pay off in financial
advancement as well. Programs both
saleable, listenable. Liked and respected by staff, sponsors, community.
Can build prestige of station and make
it vital part of community. Background includes experience selling, all
types announcing, some copywriting.
program director on both east and
west coastdisc,
stations.
'Top quality
Details,
references.
Box voice.
437c,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director-announcer. Radio 3
years. Know all phases. Presently
P.D. net affiliate. Family man. Age
26. Minimum salary $50. Box 490c,
BROADCASTING.
University graduate in radio journalism
desires opening. Can handle news
operation or any part of it. Reporting,
editing, rewriting, airing newscasts.
Single. Prefer midwest or Pacific
ING.
northwest. Box 527c, BROADCASTTop newscaster. Age 30. 3 years experience. Particulars on request. Box
565c. BROADCASTING.
Young lady,
fullyandexperienced
in continuity, traffic
production.
Box
566c, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to report, write, broadcast.
250 experience. Journalism degree.
Box 581c, BROADCASTING.
Experienced assistant director. Solid
background of theatre, radio, television. College grad. Produced, wrote
own TV show. Best references. Resume. Box 632c. BROADCASTING.
Commercial copy written by mail low
rates, dependable efficient service. Box
653c. BROADCASTING.
Versatile Northwestern . University
graduate, music, radio training. Previous radio nouncing,
experience.
Continuity,
ansales. Presently
employed
assistant manager in established business. Desire responsible position. MarING. ried.
Family. Box 677c, BROADCASTA man and wife team have fostered
a scheme for an all night disc jockey
show, music and chatter, news and
what-have-you. For selling and interest
. . . y'know. P. S. Lets mention here
too.
other things we do. Box
678c. there's
BROADCASTING.
Audience survey expert. Five years
in radio research organization. Know
listener surveys, field work through
printed prove
report.
Can prove
how Let
to improgramming,
ratings.
me
interpret
figures
your salesmen cansurvey
increase
timeso sales.
Have
basic knowledge of advertising. Prefer
central or south. Box 683c BROADCASTING.
Editor-commentator-continuity, young
lady thoroughly experienced all phases
radio. Box 686c, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcers
Engineer. 3 ','2 years experience all
phases sirous
sound
broadcasting.
VerySome
deof breaking
into TV.
theory. Age 26 and single. Two years
college. Veteran. Box 700c. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Producer-director. Over two years experience in network originating station.
Studio, remote, film, traffic, network
coordination. All sports productions.
Ability to train inexperienced personnel. Paying program ideas. Married.
College. Present station knows of this
ad. Fullquest.particulars,
references on reBox 640c, BROADCASTING.
Production assistant, capable, energetic young
graduate
of New varied
York
television
school.
Can assume
duties.
References.
Box
692c,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale, well established radio station
in Texas. 250 watt, making money.
Owner in bad health reason for selling.
Box 697c, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
FM station equipment for sale. One
GE 3 kw transmitter with console, audio
rack complete with monitors. Just like
new. Save $5000. Write Box 542c.
BROADCASTING.
For sale one kilowatt Western Electric
transmitter. Also self-supporting BlawKnox
hundred
eighty-two
feet. tower
KSAL. one
Salina,
Kansas,
N. E.
Vance. Jr.. Chief Engineer.
RCA No. 768 console, serial 1008.
Splendid condition. Now in use. $350.00.
WHAR. Clarksburg. West Virginia.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale. A 250 watt RCA transmitter,
type
excellent
condition,
crystals250-K,
for 1400
kilocycles
operation,2
1condition.
GR modulation
monitor,
Best offer. Contactexcellent
Welton
Roy, WHBQ, Memphis, Tennessee.
Western Electric 250 watt transmitter
model 310-B, fair condition. $250.00.
Guyed,
5" tubular
steel, 120insulated
feet, istower
yours offree
if you
remove from third-floor roof location
and provide adequate insurance to
cover removal.
WJOB. Hammond.
Indiana. Phone Sheffield
8400.
For sale. 300 foot Lehigh tower, selfsupporting, base insulators, flasher,
beacon, sidelights. Chief Engineer,
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
For sale: tower, 285 ft. guyed, uniform
crossection, composite. Priced complete
with guys, Presently
A-3-B lighting,
base
insulator.
supportslessCollins
37-M-4 FM antenna and 3Va inch line.
FM antenna mast mounted. Good conditivoenm,beirn1use
until FOB.
approximately
No. Shipped
$1800. WORD,
Spartanburg, S. C.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Will buy asonable.
radio
station
if price is reaBox 645c,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Phonograph records. Clear channel
station requires
Predominantlycomplete
popular (old library.
and recent)
standards. Good condition, preferably
catalogued. Submit details, price. Box
666c. BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately.
10 kw used
transmitter, studio equipment.
Must
be
guaranteed
good
condition.
Details,
lowest cash price. Box 140, El Centro,
California.
Complete
A-3 lighting
for
two
200 foot
towers. equipment
Give itemized
and total price, complete description.
HoUingsworth, 930 N. Baker St., Stockton, Calif.
Wanted — Transmitter and studio equipment for 250 watt AM and 1000 watt
FM station also self-supporting tower
200'
30 pound
Broadcasting
Co., windloading.
301 East Erie United
Street,
Chicago, 111.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
GENERAL MANAGER
Fourteen years e.xperience in all phases
of radio, plus top record at present
station,
mightYoung
mean andI'm aggressive
the man Iyou're
looking for.
want
a job, not a position. Present managerial
job excellent but feel qualified for something bigger. Write Bo.x 672c, BROADCASTING.
Schools
7^^ SCHOOLS
RADIO

TECHNIQUE

o NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America') Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio 6c Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by NetworK
and TV Professionals.
Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for fres Booklet B.
Aw^oved
for Chicago
G.I. Training
Navi
York and
Branchei.in
NEW rORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.: 228 S. WabasK Avenue
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.; 6926 Melrose Avenue
(Continued on next page)

Respects
(Continued from page 36)

School (Cont'd)

Griswold, Eschelman as an account
executive and for several years
headed the sales department of the
Miller Rubber Co. in Akron, Ohio.
During the war production years
For Sale
Station
TEXAS
the finest small radio station in
the Lone Star State is for sale.
250 WATTS

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!

see it . . . listen to it . . . you'll
agree it's a model operation.
100,000 POPULATION

Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!

is the figure for its trade territory.

Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

Write Box 680c, Broadcasting

OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
FALL TERM OPENS OCT. 3
RMidonce and Corres pondonce School

Equipment

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
MOADCASTINO. Dept. Ill
S33a-1«th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
PUaia send information concaming
□ Corrotpondence □ Rettdonce Ceurtas.
Name.
Addrost.
City

State.

Employment Service

TRANSMITTING
REPAIRED

Lewis and Kaufman, Inc.
Box 337, Los Gates, Calif.

i California
AM

and

TOP TALENT AVAILABLE
Directors,
Writers,
ers, Engineers,
Office Salesmen,
Help all on Announcfile with
Graebner's — Radio's newest and most
progressive agency. Advise us of your
hurry.openings and we'll help you in a
job
Graebner's
Radio Placement
410 Syndicate
Bldg.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Radio
FM

Properties;

- $32,500.00

These properties, located in one of California's most attractive
cities, easy living — excellent business — are priced at approximately
the investment. Owner is selling because of his interest in wide
expansion of major market radio property. Price $32,500.00. Terms
25% in escrow at signing of contract, 25% on FCC approval and
the balance out over three years.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MEDIA BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
333 N. Mich. Ave.
235
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
SterUng 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
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Marshall Terry reflects the Crosley policy of advancement from
within the ranks to new firing lines.
He was the firm's careful choice for
television vice president.
Setting high standards for himself, characteristically Mr. Terry
sets high standards for his staff.
''I'm satisfied," he says "with less
than 100% performance — but not
less than 100% effort."
Under his leadership video
costs are being pared, programs
and timing between Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus are being
improved. Mr. Terry's thoroughness has resulted in many improvements— new afternoon programming, unique commercial treatments, novel program ideas and
the "TV classified section" on
WMT
SPARKLER
Ex-Con Aids Jewelry Spot

Miscellaneous

TUBES

of 1940-1944, Mr. Terry was with
Trailmobile Co. of Cincinnati and
like many a U. S. business executive, worked tirelessly in cooperation with officials of the armed
forces.
In 1944 Marshall Terry came to
the Crosley Corp.'s WLW Cincinnati in the merchandising department. Long recognized as a leader in the radio field, the department
moved ahead under Mr. Terry, and
new plaques appeared in the Crosley Square lobby for merchandising
and promotion.
Mr. Terry stresses need for
teamwork in video and couples it
with advancement within the organization. In lower echelon jobs
he now has assembled the nucleus
of an executive reserve capable of
meeting
needs in theCrosley's
television mushrooming
field.

September 26, 1949

A FORMER CONVICT confessed
his crime to a radio audience during
a news cast recently to prove that
some stations will do "anything"
for a sponsor, WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, reported last week.
Opening commercial on the
WMT newscast, sponsored by Ginsberg Jewelry Co., Cedar Rapids,
read : "When you choose a diamond,
you want perfection. Perfection
is what you get at Ginsberg's.
Remember, if you're not confident
of your diamond be confident of
your jeweler." Newscaster Howard
Anderson then introduced the exconvict who said he planned to
surrender to federal authorities the
next day and plead guilty to
swindling a widow out of $18,075 In
a phony diamond deal.
During the interview, he admitted he had agreed to buy "hot
diamonds" in Chicago for the Iowa
widow but had purchased cheap
imitations instead. He pleaded
guilty to extortion charges in court
the next morning and was sentenced
to federal prison. "It certainly was
the first time WMT — or any other
station — ever had an opportunity
to demonstrate so strikingly the
truth of their commercial message
. . ." Leo Cole, promotion manager,
said.

Crosley video.
As vice president he is constantly on the look-out for new
ideas and welcomes suggestions
from everyone. His weekly TV
program meetings are open to
ideas from traffic, engineering and
publicity. One program meeting
was thrown open to a Cincinnati ad
agency representative who criticized WLWT honestly and thoroughly. Mr. Terry listened carefully, admitted
the station's
shortcomings,
and promptly
drew
up plans to correct them.
Mr. Terry also is a leader in
civic and fraternal organizations.
He is president of the Cincinnati
Sales Executives Club, vice president and director of the Cincinnati
Economy Drug Co., a member of
the Walnut Hills Christian Church,
the Cincinnati Club and Cuvier
Press Club. He still finds time to
indulge his hobbies, gardening and
fishing, and he is a master outdoor
cook, specializing in grilled chicken.
The Terrys — she is the former
Margaret Carpenter of Cleveland,
a gradulate of Sweetbriar — have
three teen-aged children, Marshall,
18, Lee, 16 and Sandra, 13.
RED

INROADS
In Radio Shown In Probe
THE INROADS of Communism on
electrical and radio worker unions
in the United States, and on commercial broadcasting at the licensee
level, loomed sharply out of testimony revealed within the past fortnight by the House Un-American
Activities Committee.
The group has been probing
Communist infiltration of American labor unions, and in particular
the UERMWA (CIO)— United
Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America Local 601.
A former Communist, Joseph Zack
Kornfeder, testifying on those infiltration tactics and committee exhibits branded several UE agents
as either Communist or fellowtravelers during the hearing.
Commercial radio appears to be
one target in Moscow's master plan
to dominate the engineering and
electronics fields, according to
exhibits introduced by Louis Russell, a senior investigator for the
committee. Cited was Peoples
Radio Foundation Inc., which applied to FCC in 1945 for an FM
broadcasting license. It finally was
denied by the Commission last year
[Broadcasting, April 12, 1948].
Files showed that the largest
single stockholder in the Foundation was UE's District 4, with
others including the International
Workers Order, International Fur
and Leathers Workers Union, and
the Russky Golos Publishing Corp.
The Foundation was cited as subversive by then Atty. Gen. Tom
Clark.
Testimony by Mr. Kornfeder indicated unequivocably that Moscow
has
its
on Uncle
Sam's
more
than twoeyemillion
radio,
electrical
and related workers whose agents
maintain nationwide bargaining
relations with large electrical and
engineering firms.
.
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DEFENSE

PLAN

Setup Includes Radio
A BLUEPRINT sketching the role
of communications in overall civil
and military defense planning w^as
furthered last week v^fith assignment by the Munitions Board of
Army-Navy-Air Force personnel
charged with responsibility for
mobilization production of communications and electronics equipment.
The board announced members
to the reconstituted Joint Communications and Electronics Equipment Committee, to be headed by
Maj. Gen. Patrick W. Timberlake,
USAF, Munitions Board's director
for military programs. The committee is responsible for industrial
mobilization, rather than strategic
planning, on behalf of the military,
and is part of the overall civil-military defense plan effort.
It falls within the entire program being developed by the Federal Works Agency and previously
announced by John R. Steelman,
the President's assistant. National
Security Resources Board is
charged with coordination of the
planning effort within the federal
government.
A host of federal agencies and
departments are participating in
the effort by furnishing plans to
include estimates for manpower,
facilities, services, etc., looking
toward civil defense in the event
of war. Communications plan
would deal with "emergency measures for the regulation of . . .
communications facilities and services and the restoration of order,"
including conditions under which
martial law would be declared and
methods for invoking it.
FCC and the broadcasting industry would be included eventually in
the plan, furnishing services and
counsel with respect to mobilization of resources.
WESTERN Electric Co., New York,
board of directors declared dividend
of $1 per share on outstanding capital
stock payable on Sept. 30 to stockholders of record Sept. 23.

'(HIiqJ. "(itii
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EDNA
New years,
York
recordBARNES,
librarianWCBS
for eight
joins Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New York. She will serve as
assistant to WINIFRED O'KEEFE,
vice president in charge of artists
and repertoire, and will work On music research, copyright data and new
catalog to be issued concurrently with
new
brary.Lang-Worth 8" transcription liTELEVISION RESEARCH Assoc.,
Hollywood, changes name to Coffin,
Cooper & Clay and moves to new offices at 1757% N. Ivar. In addition to
television research, firm will do all
types of media and commercial research. JOSEPH H. COFFIN is president. Phone is Hudson 2-7251.
Equipment
DR. JAMES G. BUCK, former assistant professor of physics, U. of Notre
Dame, appointed head of cathode chemistry group at product development
laboratories, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New York.
D. E. WESTON, former assistant television receiver sales manager, appointed merchandising manager of
General Electric Co. Receiver Div.,
Syracuse, N. Y. J. W. RONDEL,
former sales manager of G.E. table
and portable radios, appointed assistant to general sales manager of
company's Electronics Dept. G. O.
CROSSLAND, former sales manager
of console radios, will work with table
and portable radios in new position
as sales manager of G.E. radios for
Receiver Div.

THE NEWLY crowned "Miss America" pauses after her appearance on
the Dick albert Show over her hometown station KTYL Phoenix, Ariz.
With her is Mr. Gilbert who was
among the first to interview Miss
Jacque Mercer after she won the
"Miss America of 1949" title.
KPOJ

at New

Studios

KPOJ Portland, Ore., has moved
to new studies at Odd Fellows
Bldg., 1019 Southwest 10th Ave.
The Mutual-Don Lee outlet was
Bldg.
formerly located in the Taylor
JUST

RCA FELLOWSHIPS
Awards Go to 14 Students
RCA FELLOWSHIPS for the academic year 1949-50 have been
awarded to eight graduate engineering students chosen by the
RCA Fellowship Board of the National Research Council, two graduate students selected for fellowships established at Cornell and
Princeton, and four engineering
employes of RCA picked on a
competitive basis by the RCA education committee.
The 14 award winners and the
schools they will attend were announced Tuesday by C. B. Jolliffe,
executive vice president in charge
of RCA Labs Div. and chairman
of the education committee.
They are: Arthur LaVerne Aden,
Harvard;igan;Robert
Olthuis,
MichCharles K.William
Birdsall,
Stanford;
David Carter. Stanford; William A.
Craven, Princeton;
Wisconsin; Bob FumioGerald
Naka,Estrin,
Harvard;
Howard C. Poulter, Stanford; David F.
Woods,ton; Cornell;
R. Williams, Institute
PrinceJoseoh ReedT. Polytechnic
of Brooklyn; Alan D. Sutherland,
Illinois; Jerome L. Grever, Purdue;
Joseph P. Ulasewicz. Rensselaer.
Hooperating Ad
EFFECTIVE with the Sept. 15
issue of the Hooperatings pocketpiece, covering audiences of network programs for the week of
Sept. 1-7, the percentage of available homes is reported for each
quarter-hour period of the week.
Available homes is defined as the
"percentage of total homes in which
someone was at home and awake."

ARRIVED!

RCA Tube Dept. has prepared "RadioRepair and Tune-Up" merchandising
campaign for use by service dealers.
Campaign is aimed toward encouraging owners of estimated 10 million
defective radio receivers in U. S. to
have them repaired at reasonable
prices.

MORE
BINDERS
AT REDUCED

PRICES

... to keep your weekly issues of BROADCASTING handy;
instantly available for reference and research.

Woods-Cobb Nuptials
PATRICIA WALTON V/OODS,
daughter of Mark Woods, ABC
president, was married on Saturday, Sept. 17, to George H. Cobb 2d,
of Columbus, Ohio. Wedding was
held at Christ Church, Short Hills,
N. J., the bride's home town.

HOLDS 6 MONTHS' ISSUES
Picturedis ofhere,
binder
sturdythis
blue 9V2"x^3"
leathercloth, kivar lining, canvas joints,
constructed to last for years.
Send

coupon
today. Orders
filled promptly.

$4

ea.
(5 or more $3.50 ea.
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Broadcasting Magazine
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Hower Book Dissects Agency
THE HISTORY OF AN ADVERTISING
AGENCY, Second Edition. By Ralph M.
Hower: Harvard U. Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 647 pp. $7.50.
THE development, organization
and operation of a single advertising agency — N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia — are dissected in
a thorough, well-documented manner in The History of an Advertising Agency, now off the Harvard
U. Press.
As its title indicates, the book
chronicles, digests and interprets
the entire advertising field from
its "drummer" days to its present
status as a billion-dollar industry.
The author, Prof. Ralph M. Hower,
of the Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration, records
the history of the Ayer agency
through World War II up to the
present time, tracing the firm's
recovery from a critical transition
in ownership and management.
Commission System
Along the way of this revised
edition (the first printed in 1939),
Prof. Hower delves into the start
of the agency commission system,
introduction of packaged foods,
rise of institutional advertising
and adjustments wrought by the
advent of commercial radio and
the rise of television.
Because the book covers so much,
specific references to radio and
television advertising are interwoven throughout its pages.
Packed into the 647-page volume,
replete with studies, charts and
analyses of the various aspects of

"AMERICA'S FINEST
WESTERN ACT"!

The Texas Rangers, stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, early this summer made
a personal appearance tour in
the Midwest. They are pictured
here in Oklahoma City, when
they were commissioned honorary Colonels of the State of
Oklahoma by Governor Roy
J. Turner.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations — ask
about our new sales plan!
Wire, write or phone
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Producfions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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agency
are the author's
detailed operation,
interpretations.
Part I consists of an historical
sketch of the agency which provides the background for Part II
in which Prof. Hower digs into the
various aspects of the business. In
the latter section are references to
such interesting problems as copy
testing, legal disputes, agencyclient relationships and attitudes,
competing accounts, rate problems
and loss of accounts.
With the book's publication.
Prof. Hower revealed in its pages
a recent change in Ayer billing
procedures, necessitated by the new
importance of TV in the advertising field. The agency now charges
its clients a straight 15% of card
rates for space and time and 15%
on commissionable production and
costs instead of 16%% on the net
cost of space and time and on preparation. In view of the fact that
show production costs in TV may
often account for a higher percentage of total costs, the new commission basis is tuned to eliminate any
possible differential wherein the
more than 16% commission might
result in higher charges to a client.

ENGINEERS' DATA
New FT&R Handbook Issued
REFERENCE DATA FOR RADIO ENGINEERS, Third Edition. By Federal
Telephone and Radio Corp., New York:
Knickerbocker Printing Corp. 640 pp.
$3.75.
THIRD EDITION of this exhaustive reference work, the first of
its series on technical progress "to
be prepared in large measure
under the freedoms of peace,"
brings the practical engineer or
researcher up to date in the major
communications fields. In compact
size, the book is designed to fill a
gap "in our field of technical books
between textbooks and handbooks."
The foreword further explains
that the volume is a "comprehensive compilation of basic electrical,
physical and mathematical data
frequently needed in the solution
of engineering problems." The
editor is F. J. Mann, manager of
the technical publications division.
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., parent firm of FT&R.
The work also includes contributions from the field.
Subjects covered include frequency data;
units, constants
conversion
factors;
properties and"
of
materials; components; circuits;
filters; tubes; wave guides and antennas; propagation, and electroacoustics, in addition to AM, FM
and TV phases of broadcasting.
Numerous formulas and tables also
are given. Volume also incorporates agreements and data of the
International Telecommunication
and Radio Conference of Atlantic
City of 1947.
SCRIPTS written by Carl Person for
Invitation to Vacation, five-minute
daily tourist promotion show on KJR
Seattle, will be included in the JtJ.
of Washington's
Pacific
Northwest
Collectionpermanent
of Literature.

MODESTO
GRANT
Goes to Schacht Group
INITIAL decision to grant new
AM station on 1360 kc with 1 kw
fulltime, directional night, to Radio
Modesto Inc., Modesto, Calif., was
reported by FCC last week. Report was that of Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham.
Radio Modesto formerly had received a proposed grant for the
facilities from the Commission last
February [Broadcasting, March
7], but the FCC had subsequently
set the grant aside upon finding
that the proposed transmitter site
for the station had failed to be
approved by the Civil Aeronautics
Adm. At the time of the original
decision, the Commission had favored Radio Modesto's bid over
that of Frank M. Helm, who had
sought the same facilities there.
Mr. Helm in mid-September requested that his application be
dismissed, thus leaving the way
open for grant of the Radio
Modesto request. FCC has concluded in the new initial grant that
Radio Modesto already has received
legal and other approval and the
grant is conditioned upon the applicant's securing a transmitter site
which will meet CAA specifications.
Radio Modesto includes John H.
Schacht, general manager of
KSMO San Mateo, Calif., who is
50% owner and is to be general
manager; Richard J. Giddings and
William W. Giddings Jr., in real
estate and insurance, 16%% each,
and
16%%.John E. Griffin, attorney,

Canada

Receivers

CANADIAN radio receiving set
production for first five months of
1949 totalled 274,000 sets, according to figures released in mid-September by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics at Ottawa. Shipments
for domestic consumption totalled
240,900 sets valued at |18,002,000.
Average set price by manufacturers list price was $31. Exports
during the period slightly surpassed imports from the United
States, exports being 17,300 sets,
imports 12,300 sets.

Si (Too) Willing
A STAFF announcer at
KWTC Barstow, Calif., is
being very careful these days
of the liberties he takes with
figures ... of speech, that
is. In telling about a sale
the local Paul's Shoe Market
was having. Si Willing announced that the shoes were
marked down to $3.98 . . .
that they were "giving them
away for peanuts." Shortly
after, Announcer Willing received a call from a very
irate Paul. Seems that a literal-minded lady customer
had just come in, picked out
her pair of shoes, handed the
clerk 398 peanuts, and left.
The commercial was revised.
PAIGE VICE PRESIDENT
Of Intermouniain Network
APPOINTMENT of Jack Paige as
vice president in charge of programsof the
and promotion
Intermountain Network Inc. was
announced today

Mr. Paige

by George C.
Hatch, president.
Mr. Paige will
headquarter at
Salt Lake City
after Nov. 1,

when tion
hisas program
resignamanager of MBS in New York
takes eifect.
Mr. Paige started in radio as a
producer at NBC in 1935 after
a career in the theatre, both as an
actor and director. Later he
served as a freelance director in
Chicago; manager of WSLB Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; Cowles stations
promotion director; director and
coordinator for MBS at WOL
Washington. He was promoted to
special events director for Mutual
and became program manager of
the network Dec. 1, 1948.
COMPLETELY automatic 45-rpm
record-playing attachment (Model
9JY) offered to public at price of $12.95
by RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.
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6E SURE.,

if it's

\\^stinghouse

\

Ait-metal rectifiers — no arc-backs, no
tube replacement, virtually unlimited life.

Every major operating cost, plus installation cost, is
significantly reduced with the "SYMMETRON",
new Westinghouse 50-kw FM amplifier.

the

1. TUBES: Lightweight, plug-in triodes identical with
those in Westinghouse 10-kw driver. Save better
than 50% on initial tube cost and replacements!
2. POWER: High efficiency "SYMMETRON" reduces
your power bill. Saves you up to $1,000 a year.
3. INSTALLATION: Low-voltage, air-cooled components eliminate need for fireproof vault and highvoltage enclosure. Reduce transmitter building
costs.
4. RECTIFIER: Dependable, long-life, metallic main
rectifier eliminates high-voltage, mercury-vapor
tubes. Saves on tube replacement and outages.

with

the

Revolutionary

Get all the facts if you are going to 50-kw operation.
Call your local Westinghouse representative today, or
write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
j-02168
*Trademari

"SYMMETRON"*

festinghouse

6/^0/ioc/isrm
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^eiecadllH^
♦'■'^T'OUR business is your bread and
j[ butter! When that butter is Cotgood
business andtage
youCREAMERY—
become it's
a butter
breadwinner!" Thus begins letter
sent to 500 outlets in area of
W'HBC Canton, Ohio. Letter announces spot campaign begun on
behalf of Cottage Creamery. Other
promotional mailings include giant
postcard sent to 1,500 outlets of
Nickles Baking Co., Navarre, Ohio,
calling attention to their Telephone
Quiz series. Card features show's
Hooperating and encourages dealers
to promote program on their bread
racks. Another card has been sent
to 500 dealers on behalf of Chase &
Sanborn coffee's spot campaign on
Carol's Notebook daily show. Card
reads, in part, "Stock up — Display —
Suggest — Remember: WHBC reaches
More people MORE quickly MORE
often." Grocers in area also have
been sent card announcements of
Post's Puffed Rice and Puffed Wheat
spot campaign on station.
Radio Sundae
COLORFUL sign covering entire mirror over fountain of Liggett's Rexall
drugstore in Asbury Park, N. J., has
been provided by WJLK (FM) that
city. Antenna with station call letters
are at each end of mirror. In middle
is
on
thelarge
air! sign
WJLKreading,
Sundae"Liggetts
30? everyis day
WJLK 94.3 on Your FM Dial!" Cloudlike signs on either side of central sign
suggest other ice cream dishes. Antenna, clouds and sign are connected
by radio bolts.
Peach of a Pair
PEACH harvest of western Colorado
is utilized by KFXJ Grand Junction,
Col., for annual promotion. Calling
itself and Mutual "A Peach of a
Pair," station sent out mixed packages
of peaches and pears to agency personnel. Fruit was served to passengers at airlines and railroad terminals
and spot interviews with recipients
were aired.
Town Crier
LATEST mailpiece from WPEN
Philadelphia concerns Ham Dalton,
dubbed by station as "Philadelphia's
Town Crier." Message on piece reads,
in part, "The Town Crier rings the
Bell!. . . . The 'Town Crier' speaks
fearlessly and without restraint.
Maybe you'll love him. Maybe you'll
hate him. But once you've heard him,
you'll
nightly.always listen!" Show is aired
National Mention
REPRINTS of articles referring to
WCCO Minneapolis taken from Time,
New York Herald Tribune and New
York Times have been combined on
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Pull Out for Filing
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promotional sheet sent out by station.
Articles refer to experiments with
commercials conducted at station by
Howard S. Meighan, CBS vice president; study of news sources by Sig
Mickelson, news and special events
for station, and WCCO's broadchief cast
meeting. of Pillsbury Mills stockholders
'Ideally Suited'
BRIGHT pink card is used by KSD-TV
St. Louis to announce that its telecast
of 1949 Veiled Prophet Parade and
Ball Oct. 4 and 5 will be "ideally suited
for the promotion of television receiver sales in dealer's showrooms."
Card adds, "Plan now to have YOUR
best television prospects in YOUR
store on the evenings of Oct. 4 and 5."
How Many Baseballs?
SHOWING result of FM exclusive
baseball for past two years over
WACE-FM Springfield, Mass., contest
awarding free baseball tickets and bus
transportation to Boston for Red SoxYankee game was arranged by station.
Listeners were asked to try to answer
question, "How many baseballs did the
Boston Braves use in the 1948 season?"
Only one spot announcement concerning question was aired on station but
1,577 letters attempting to answer it
were received from five states, station
reports.
Booklets and Signs
LARGE booklet containing information
concerning CBS-TV stars with background information on medium will be
sold during coming year to viewers of
WBKB(TV) Chicago, which affiliates
with CBS next month. Additional promotion for tie-up is installation of
neon signs giving station call letters
in windows of several hundred stores
and shops in business districts.
Soup Stew
NATIONAL controversy was stirred
up recently by Mary Biddle Chatterbar program on WIP Philadelphia.
Mrs. Biddle asked Louis Turco, president of Epicurean Club of Boston and
executive chef of Somerset Hotel,
Boston, and Andre Brossfield, chef of
Trenton Country Club, what they
thought of an article in a magazine
containing a recipe for bouillabaisse.

Two men disagreed on everything from
pronunciation of word to number of
fish included in dish. Mention of
argument was heard from Clifton
Fadiman on CBS news period, and
from chefs as far away as New Orleans.
Invited to Inform
INVITATIONS were sent_ to 500
churches, service organizations and
clubs in Lycoming County, Pa., by Kay
Sasso, conductor of WWPA Williamsport's Women's Journal, urging clubs
to notify station of meetings and other
activities. Results were good, according to station, and are being put to
use on Miss Sasso's program.
Jewish Market
FOUR-page folder with drawings of
open mouths on cover, entitled, "Not
. . .byMouths!"
earstrade
Not to
. . . sent
eyes been
has
Joseph
IlYork.
New
Qrag^iization,
Jacobs
lustrated' folder contains pertinent
information about selling to New
York via the Jewish market.
Numbers Game
contest serves as promoUNIQUE
tion for Jon Massey record show on
WWDC Washington. Serial numbers
from popular discs are read by Mr.
Massey, and any listener who has
same numbers in same order on his
social security card or drivers license
can collect $100. Prize was won in
first week.
Free Trip
PROMOTION sheet from WCOG
Greensboro,
C, aposes
query,Trip
"Howto
Would
You N.Like
FREE
Frankie
of
Guest
a
Hollywood as
Laine?" Pictures of Red Munro, disc
for station, and Mr. Laine are
jockey
shown. Readers are told that details
of contest may be had by listening to
Red Munro Show on WCOG.
Rating Claims
PROMOTIONAL piece calling itself
city's number one TV station has been
issued by WABD (TV) New York,
Claims are based on Telepulse reports
for August. Ratings are given and
interpreted in bulletin.
Club Picnic
SEPTEMBER picnic was held for
of club conducted via Wommembers
en's 900 Club show in baseball park
next door to WLSI Pikeville, Ky.
Women members brought their own
food with bread being furnished by
local bakery and soft drinks by local
beverage company. Broadcast direct
from ball park was aired and prizes
for handwork, baking and canning
were awarded. Though station has
been on air for less than year, membership in club is over 1,500. Picnic
will be annual affair.
Horse Show
NATIONALLY outstanding event,
Oglebay Park Horse Show, has been
sponsored two years in a row by
WWVA Wheeling, Va. Staff members
present awards to winners.
Duo-Mailing
ILLUSTRATED bulletin from KSTP
Minneapolis tells story of Barn Dance
and Main Street, Minnesota. Pictures

of talent on two shows are featured
and statement
"In
many
cases it in
has bulletin
become reads,
necessary
to give two performances in order to
accommodate people who come to see
(Barn Dance). It is not unusual for
the crowd ... to exceed the population of the town." Another mailing
concerns "Boy from Bold Eagle Bogs,"
Roch Ulmer, disc m.c. and local newcommentator. Pages are reprint from trade magazine.
No Hart Trouble!
AFTER reading letter from listener
who complained that he spent too much
time on teen-agers over his Man On
Chestnut Street show, on WCAV Philadelphia, Bill Hart, program's m.c,
asked his fans to write him their opinions of question, saying, "This is your
show. What do you want?" Mail pull
was 1,713 letters, 1,184 in favor of
program continuing present policy.
WCAU has sent out sheet with pictures
of Mr. Hart interviewing fans and
leaning against huge stack of mail.
Story of incident is recounted and
titled, "It happened on WCAU."
Elephant Parade
ELEPHANTS painted with names of
Winnie, Gay, Alice and Yvonne, were
lead through streets of Silver Spring,
Md., business district by personalities
from WGAY, that city. Parade took
place during
eveningof and
was witnessed by thousands
shoppers
and
workers on their way home. Elephants
were loan from Hunt Bros. Circus
and circus jackass ended parade.
Memo to Food Brokers
OVER signature of A. N. Armstrong
Jr., commercial manager of WCOP
Boston, letter telling of success of
Mildred
on stationof
has
been Bailey's
sent to program
full membership
of New Enggroceryland.manufacturers
Letter states that availabilities
are sold out at present, but adds,
"When discussing advertising plans
... we believe it will be to your advantage to . . . investigate the Mildred
List of 11 products
program."
Bailey
currently
included. being advertised on show is
The Pay-Oflf
AS RESULT of wager concerning
relative standings of big league ball
teams. Band Leader Sammy Kaye
broadcast two-inning stint of Yankee
baseball game on WLOW Norfolk, Va.
Wager had been made between Mr.
sports director
and MarkHadScott,
Kaye station.
for
Mr. Scott lost, he
would have had to lead Mr. Kaye's
band.
Help for United Nations
SIX-FOLD bulletin from NBC announces seven network programs concerning problems of UN and how the
American people can meet and help to
of NBC's
are part
solve them.
and assistance
Project
NationsShows
United
n
UN Dept. of Public Irformatio
from
and other national organizations was
received in their production. Cover of
of esrepresentbulletinatives shows
of variouspictures
affected
nationaliti

by last war. Grid Mailing
DURING fall college football season
Fred Gardner Co., New York, wil!
again mail football schedule of each
week's
28 leading games to advertiser
and press.
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Unquestionably the oldest unbroken series of telecasts
in the industry, this fall WPTZ's television coverage
of the University of Pennsylvania football games goes
into its 10th consecutive year!
For nine of those years, the games have been sponsored
by the Atlantic Refining Company. During the 1949
season, Atlantic will again sponsor the games in
Philadelphia with duplicate WPTZ crews and cameras
making an NBC network pickup of the Penn home
schedule for American Tobacco Company!
At the same time WPTZ personnel was gaining 10
years experience in televising football, our crews were
also gaining similar experience in all phases of television broadcasting and production. Today, there are

FIRST
WPTZ

IN

l^w

Mall!

few television stations in the world that can match
WPTZ in experience, facilities, equipment and the
over-all ability to create and present a television
program. The long list of commercial sponsors who
continue to buy time on WPTZ is the best testimonial
to this fact.
If you're interested in reaching the Philadelphia television audience, second largest in the nation, give us
a call or get in touch with your nearest NBC Spot
Sales Representative.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Building •
Philadelphia 3, Penno.
Telephone: LOcust 4-2244

TELEVISION

IN

PHILADELPHIA

NBC
IV-ArFlllATI

T
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rnn millions of dollars
construction and manufacture awaiting the outcome,
^FCC's far-reaching television
hearings open today (Monday) with color as the first
and most spectacularly controversial subject for examination.
On the outcome depends not
only the immediate fate of colorcasting but also decisions on a
series of fundamental questions including use of the UHF band,
changes in VHF standards, nationwide allocations, Stratovision, Polycasting, noncommercial educational TV, use of sychronization
and offset-carrier and of directional antennas — and the lifting of
the licensing freeze, in effect now
for a year.
With three weeks set aside for
color testimony, demonstrations and
cross examination, the full hearing is expected to take six to ten
weeks. Authorities have hazarded
no guess as to the date of the
final decision and/or the lifting
of the freeze; hope for a spring
thaw is regarded as optimistic.
Agenda for Hearings
For the hearing itself, which
will be held before the Commission en banc, FCC has made only
general plans beyond the color
phase. When that is completed
(about the end of the week of
Oct. 10, FCC hopes), other "general" subjects such as changes in
standards, educational channels,
Stratovision, etc., will be considered. The third and last phase will
consider specific allocations to specific communities. A short recess
may be taken after the color phase,
and again after the "general"
phase.
Meanwhile, FCC granted request
of Webster-Chicago Corp., Chicago,
to testify concerning the color conversion adapter the firm has been
making for use with the CBS system. The firm told the Commission
it has been engaged in "engineering and development" of the adapter and has arrived at the point
where it believes it is qualified
to present a commercial design
•'that can be used with practically
all types of existing television receivers although it is equally
adaptable to new receivers."
Apart from the concentration on
;olor, hope that a few additional
TELECASTING
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VHF channels might be obtained
for TV — and thus perhaps delay
the need for moving into the "unknown" UHF region — continued to
spread following disclosure that
two groups of government engineers are working independently
toward that end [Broadcasting,
Sept. 19]. It is the hope of these
engineers that arrangements may
be made for TV's use of about a
half-dozen military channels, perhaps in exchange for space in the
500 mc region.
Like the 1946-47 color hearings,
the sessions opening today find
CBS and RCA in the roles of principal antagonists. But this time
additional systems will be considered— notably those of Color Television Inc.; Dr. Charles Willard
Geer, physics professor at the U.
of California, and Dr. Leon Rubenstein, New York color photography
and optics expert.
There will be anti-color testimony and cross-examination to
match the ardor of those supporting the various systems.
Among the principal opponents
of immediate color standards will
be Allen B. DuMont Labs., which
filed comments last week finding
fault with three principal systems
thus far advanced and urging FCC
to set aside "a period of not less
than two years" for "development,
experimentation, and field testing
of presently known and other possible systems of color television."
Others who have called for
further experimentation and additional hearings include Philco Radio Corp. and the Joint Technical
Slated

to Appear

on

Hearings

Advisory Committee, sponsored by
Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Institute of
Radio Engineers.
Three of the five color systems
reported to FCC are now being
"publicly" tested or will be undergoing tests by the time the sessions get into swing..
Systems Being Tested
These are the CBS sequential
method (which can be disc-type
or all-electronic), which has been
tested via WCBS-TV New York
since late July, was used by
WMAR-TV Baltimore during August, and will be employed on
WOIC (TV) Washington starting
this week, aside from the American
Medical Assn. demonstrations
which have been made in recent
months; RCA's "completely compatible" all-electronic system, to be
used in the presentation of a regular color schedule on WNBW (TV)
Washington starting probably this
week; and Color Television Inc.'s
"fully compatible" electronic system, now undergoing 30-day tests
via KPIX (TV) San Francisco and
used also by KGO-TV San Francisco last Monday (see story page
66). Formal FCC grant of authority for the RCA-WNBW test
was issued last Wednesday, good
for 90 days.
Assuming
that TV
"compatible"
means
an existing
set can
utilize color signals with no modification except the addition of a
frequency converter and UHF antenna and the adjustment of controls on the front panel, DuMont
contended that Color Television's

at Color

Sessions

....

TENTATIVE LIST of witnesses for FCC's color television hearing,
opening today, with the organizations they represent sho^vn in the order
in which presentations will be made:
Joint Technical Advisory Committee ^. —
(JTAC) — Donald Fink chairman; John
V. L. Hogan, Radio Inventions Inc.,
(alternate).
Radio Mfrs. Assn. — ^R. C. Cosgrove,
of the Crosley Division of Avco Mfg.
Corp., president of RMA; W. R. G.
Baker of General Electric Co., director
of the RMA Engineering Dept., to be
available during cross-examination.
RCA — Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge of research, RCA Labs.
Division.
CBS — Frank Stanton, president, and
Peter C. Goldmark, developer of the
CBS color system.
Color Television Inc. — Arthur S.
Matthews, president, and George B.
Dr. Stanton
Sleeper, engineer.
Dr. Engstrom
Dr. Charles W. Geer.
Dr. Leon Rubinstein.
Allen B. DuMont Labs. — AUen B.
Philco Corp. — David B. Smith, vice
president — research and engineering;
DuMont,smith president;
T. C.
Gold-J.
Jr., research Thomas
director;
possibly Courtnay Pitt, vice president
— finance, and others.
W'tting, assistant network director.

Opening

Today

system is "not compatible in practice"; that Columbia's "is not compatible"; and that the compatibility
of RCA's is "questionable."
. To adapt existing sets for color
reception on either of the three
systems,volvesDuMont
"inexpensive andcontinued,
bulky equipment" and would degrade picture
quality. In the case of RCA's
system it was thought "the cost
of even an adapter would be several times that of typical existing
receivers." DuMont's analysis, prepared by Research Director Thomas
T. Goldsmith Jr., continued:
No practical live-action cameras have
been ordemonstr
Inc.
RCA. ated by Color Television
No portable remote pick-up eanipment
strated.for any system has been demonNo satisfactory
icture film
scanners have beenmotion-p
RCA. rated by
Color Television Inc. ordemonst
No teletranscription equipment has .
syst
develop
for any ome
been
em. '
Compara
bleed monochr
reception
has not been demonstrated with
system. However, monochrome any
reception with existing receivers, wltliout modification, is theoretic
ally
possible with . . those of Color Television
Inc. and . RCA.
In both systems
probability of degraded resolution theis
present [and] both systems are probsubject to small-area flicker .
whichably would
be apparent at short
viewing distances.
Color reception with minor modifications of present receivers is impos ible in all three cases.
While it is theoretically possible to
adapt existing
for color reception on eitherreceivers
of the three systems,
this involves expensive and bulky
equipment and degraded pictorial
quality. With the present state of the
art
is possible tubes
to useonly
singlewith
directviewit receiving
the
field-sequential system [Columbia's].
In practice, even this is limited to
the
use of. .tubes
up to IZYz inches
diameter.
.
In view of the . . . circuit and optical requirements, it is apparent that
the cost of color adapters would be
a major expenditure. . . .
All of the three proposed systems
can employ electronic projection arrangement. The resolution of all these,
however, is seriously limited by problems of registry. Since present monochrome projection receivers leave much
to be desired from the point of view
of highlight brightness and intrinsic
contrast ratio, it is to be expected that
any color projection systems wiU have
even lower highlight brightness and
intrinsic contrast ratios.
None of the susrgested systems have
been tion
adequately
for pickup
operaunder remotefieldandtested
special
conditions, various propagation conditions, and varied viewing conditions.
Although recommending that development and further testing proceed and that a hearing on color
standards be held after two years,
DuMont suggested a hearing might
be held in the meantime if a
"competent industry committee"
(Continued on page 66)
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Fate of Television
(Continued fi-om page 65)
should propose a color system for
standardization.
CBS meanwhile notified FCC last
wefek that it plans to demonstrate
reception of color motion picture
films during the hearing and asked
for a letter to use in securing the
consent of organizations which
must approve the telecasting of
recently made films. CBS felt
it desirable to use "fresh and modern" film rather than any of
"ancient vintage, which may well
have lost its color fidelity."
Elsewhere on the TV front,
charges were leveled by President
John Meek of John Meek Industries, Plymouth (Ind.) television
set manufacturer, accusing "broadcasting interests" of using color as
a "spotlight" to halt the video
industry's growth.
He said "selfish AM broadcasting
interests" are creating confusion
and skepticism about TV's future,
making misleading claims about
the prospects of obsolescence of
present-day sets, and creating fear
in the minds of an otherwise eager
TV public. He claimed that nonTV broadcasters, "faced with the
depreciation of over 20% of their
investments as television continues
to boom," are "frantically creating
all possible confusion to reduce
the number of persons who are
changing daily from radio to
video."
Opening witnesses in the hearing, apcordihg to FCC's schedule
[Broadcasting, Sept. 19; also see
list page 65], will be representatives of JTAC, which is on record
for establishment of UHF allocations first, then deciding whether
a compati|)le or adaptable 6-mc
color system exists. If one is found,
JTAC favors at least six months'
public field testing of the various
systems before standards are
adopted.
RMA, which was putting final
touches on its presentation late
last week (see story page 65).
follows JTAC. Though details of
its testimony were being tightly
guarded, RMA is on record favoring "orderly" introduction of color
and warning that manufactures
will need several years to develop
and distribute color equipment.
Next will come the "color parade"
— RCA, CBS, Color Television, Dr.
Geer and Dr. Rubinstein, followed
by two opponents of immediate
standardization of color: Philco
and DuMont.
Two color demonstrations for
the record have been slated : Columbia's on Oct. 6-7 at the Carlton
Hotel, and RCA's on Oct. 10 at the
Washington Hotel and the WNBW
studios. If other systems are demonstrated, dates will be fixed and
announced in advance. Nor has
any date been set for a comparative showing of the various color
systems and conventional blackand-white. The record demonstrations will not be open to the public ;
admittance will be by ticket only.
Cross-examination will be withheld until all direct testimony and
Page 66
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SIGHTMASTER
Announces Color System
SIGHTMASTER Corp., New York,
has announced that it has in the
laboratory a new color television
system aimed at providing an
efficient color system at minimum
cost to broadcaster and public.
Company estimates that it can
build color screens and install them
on existing monochrome receivers
"at a cost of somewhere between
$5 and $25." The cost of adding
Sightmaster color screen equipment
to transmitting cameras "ought
not to stated.
exceed $150," the anounceiiient

WELCOMING KECA-TV to the community as Los Angeles' seventh operating
television station Sept. 16 [Broadcasting, Sept. 19] is Mayor Fletcher
Bowron (center). Others gathered for the occasion are Frank Samuels (I),
ABC western division vice president, and Robert Kintner, ABC executive
vice president.
as Commission counsel, assisted by
demonstrations have been comJohn E. McCoy, chief of the Law
pleted.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will Bureau's Television Section, and
preside over the sessions and all Joseph JST. Nelson, also of the Television Section. FCC's technical
members are expected to be on hand
experts will include Curtis B.
except Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who
is in Montreal as chairman of the Plummer, chief, and Hart Cowperthwait
of theSection;
Engineering
Bureau's
U. S. delegation at the NARBA
Television
Edward
W.
treaty conference. Harry M. Plot- Allen, chief of the Technical Information Division, and E. W. Chapin,
kin, assistant general counsel in
chief of the Laboratory Division.
charge of broadcasting, will serve
Firm Conducts Guarded
Transmission Tests

COLOR
TV INC.
COLOR TELEVISION Inc., of San Francisco, last week began closely
guarded color transmission tests in preparation for this week's FCC
hearings. Color Television is one of the companies submitting color
systems for FCC approval (see story page 65).
Initial test conducted through
*
^
_
immedia
tely
after the test. He
the transmission facilities of KPIX
plans to return to San Francisco
San Francisco were made to work
within a week to 10 days for addiout modification of picture wave
tional tests.
form and to insert special pilot
The
later tests will include actual
signal for control of color. No
color telecasts, test patterns, and
attempt was made to transmit
actual color.
colored slides. The new "flying
spots" will be transmitted from the
A standard monoscope Indian
company headquarters to the KPIX
head test pattern was transmitted
by microwave relay an air distance
tower, as last week's were, and
then retransmitted by KPIX to be
of approximately one mile from
up on color receivers at the
Color Television's headquarters at picked
Sterling Street laboratory. Tele30 Sterling Street to the KPIX
viewers will be able to pick up this
transmitter atop Mark Hopkins
telecast in black and white.
Hotel. The picture, transmitted
The Color Television system is
with color equipment, was received
and picked up on KPIX black and completely electronic. It utilizes
white
a single tube camera and single
hap. monitor screens without mistube receiver.
Authorities said the tests proved
Results Guarded
what has already been claimed in
Actual
purpose and results of
Color Television engineering data
last week's tests were so closely
filed with FCC — that the system
guarded not even KPIX engineers
will have no effect on black and
participating in the tests at the
white reception by present sets.
station's transmitters were given
No Discoveries
full information of what was exArthur Matthews, head of Color
pected or what was taking place.
Television, said the initial tests
The Color Television system has
were conducted only to accumulate
been under development since the
engineering information and were
was organized in midnot expected to prove anything not company
1946. The system is primarily the
already known.
development of the company's chief
Mr. Matthews left for Washingengineer, George Sleeper, and is
ton to attend the FCC hearings
often referred to as the "Sleeper

Basic part of the Sightmaster
/stem is a specially developed
color screen, made up of "microscopic prisms which separate the
reds, blues and greens from the
light." These colors are in turn
translated into electrical Impulses
which correspond to the amount of
light for each color in the position
on the mosaic or light sensitive
surface of the transmitting camera.
Screen Converts
"The light from the object to be
photographed is focused on the
mosaic of the camera tube through
the specially developed Sightmirror
color screen. The screening breaks
the light up into a series of microscopic color patterns. These are
.transmitted and are received on the
picture tube as black and white.
When viewed through the Sightmirror color screen, the individual
color elements are reconverted to
the original color scene," the company explains. does not plan to
Sightmaster
testify at the current FCC color
hearing, Michael Kaplan, president,
said Thursday. The system, he
said, while fully worked out on
paper, is still in the laboratory as
far as the construction of actual
working models goes and it will be
several months before it will be
ready for public demonstration.
Mr. Kaplan thinks it extremely unlikely that in the interim, any other
proposed color TV system would
receive FCC approval as the industry standard.
"We think our system has more
merit than anything yet developed
in this field," Mr. Kaplan said, "and
if it works out in practice it will
be the most revolutionary thing
in color television. If it doesn't,
we'll at least have made a good
color system." Mr. Sleeper was
formerly a CBS engineer and
worked with the network's early
experiments in color transmission
techniques.
Working as engineering assisttry."
ant to Mr. Sleeper, is Bart Molinari.
Both men started television work
with Philco Farnsworth in the
mid-1920's. Mr. Matthews, who
heads the firm, is a former electronic equipment manufacturer.
TELECASTING
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To Present Data

At FCC TV Hearings
[MA'S
(See CA
story SE
on Washington TV Hearing, page 65)
3ASIC case of the Radio Mfrs. Assn. for its appearance at the FCC's TV
learings starting today (Sept. 26) was approved by the RMA board at its
Sept. 15-16 meeting held at While Sulphur Springs, W. Va., with final deails of the appearance completed last week.
RMA
President Raymond
C.
*—
receiving
Oct. 1. Sales or radio
Josgrove, Crosley Div., was seunder a
tubes
are
running
15%
lected to present the association's
year ago, he said.
position. He will be flanked by
W. R. G. Baker, General Electric
R. E. Carlson, Tung-Sol Lamp
Works, said the Cathode Ray SafeCo., director of the RMA Engineering Dept., and other members of
ty Committee's safety rules for TV
set owners, servicemen and others
;the special committee that has conwho
handle tubes had been well
iducted a detailed study of color TV
received.
systems. Former Sen. Burton K.
President F. R. Deakins, of the
Wheeler was retained as special TV
Canadian RMA, invited the U. S.
jcounsel [Broadcasting, Sept. 19].
board to a joint meeting to be held
RMA's recommendations call for
in the Dominion next April, sevorderly introduction of TV color
enth such joint session.
and point out that much laboratory,
field, and factory work must be
done before a suitable system can
be placed in general service. The
WTTG (TV) RATES
association's position is based on
Revised Schedule Issued
months of investigation, committee
meetings and technical research by
WTTG (TV) Washington has isthe RMA Color Television Commitsued its revised rate schedule No.
tee and its four subcommittees.
4, which became effective Sept. 12.
Time rates in Class A (7 p.m. to
Plans for observance of National
sign-off Monday through Saturday
Radio Week Oct. 30-Nov. 5 were
and all day Sunday) range from
approved by the RMA board. The
$56.25 for five minutes 260 or more
event, which includes television this
times per year to $300 per hour
year, also will be observed in Canfor one to 12 times a year. Class B
ada. The Canadian RMA board
spread (6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
'met jointly with the U. S. board
through Saturday) runs from
during the two-day session.
$42.18 for 5 minutes to $225 per
To Name Committee
hour same number of times as in
Class A. In Class C (sign-on to
Special committee of set manu6 p.m. Monday through Saturday),
facturer sales managers will be
top one-hour rate is $150, rates
named by Chairman George M.
scaling
down to $28.15 for five minGardner (Wells, Gardner & Co.)
utes.
of the RMA Set Div. This commitClass A and B rates for onetee will draw up recommendations
minute or less range from $37.50
covering TV receiver advertising.
260 or more times to $50 one to 12
Plans for a "Town Meeting" for
times, and in Class C from $18.75
television and radio service technito $25. Rehearsal charges run $25
for first hour to $15 for each sucJ'cians in Washington Nov. 1-3 were
approved. The Washington Elecceeding half hour or any portion
thereof.
' trie Institute along with local set
and parts distributors will conduct
the meeting.
A series of short TV educational
films was previewed by the board.
TV Bee-Bop
I They cover the operation and
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.
causes of ordinary TV receiver
trouble and are designed for TV
Va., scheduled to begin commercial operation Nov. 15,
broadcasting. Television Broadhas passed one painful expecasters Assn. cooperated in producrience in its construction job.
tion of the films, which will be released later this month.
Station reports bulldozers
and "flame-throwers" thrown
An intensive membership caminto the battle against depaign will be staged by RMA, with
fending bee battalions in
14 new members admitted at the
grading operations for an
meeting. J. J. Kahn, Standard
auxiliary road to WSAZTransformer Corp., is chairman of
TV's transmitter site. To
the membership committee. In adferret out the stingers, condition he was named as one of two
struction workers pushed forRMA representatives on the Parts
ward over the terrain which
Show Corp. board, in anticipation
was said to be comparable to
of the next parts show May 22-25
that once invaded by Marines
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
and Seabees. Elwood E. WilR. C. Sprague, Sprague Electric
son piloted the bulldozer
Co., was named as the other reprewhile Chief Engineer Leroy
sentative.
Kilpatrick softened the
Max F. Balcom, Sylvania Elecswarming enemy with a
tric Products, past president of
make-shift "flame-thrower."
RMA, reported on behalf of the
Operation Bee-Bonnet moved
Tube Div. that cathode ray tube
along
with time-tabled sucdata will be put on a monthly incess.
stead of quarterly basis starting
TELECASTING

GETTING
debuteastern
of Libby,
McNeill
Auction-Aire,
TV auctionsset onforABC
networks
are &theLibby's
four men
behind theweekly
show
(I to r): John Masterson, John Nelson, Jack Gregson and John Reddy.
New show begins on Friday, Sept. 30 at 9:30 p.m. with Mr. Gregson as
auctioneer. Messrs. Masterson, Nelson and Reddy also are producers of
Bride and Groom and Breakfast in Hollywood.

FIRST affiliate is signed by the new Paramount Television Network. L to
r: Klaus Landsberg, manager of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, one of Poramount stations: Tom Potter, owner of KBTV Dallas, the first station to
sign with Paromount Network, and George Schubert, assisant to the president of Paramount [Broadcasting, Sept. 19].
GEN. MGR. Gaines Kelley of newly opened WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C, wears straight jacket sent
him by Gen. Mgr. E. Z. Jones of
WBBB Burlington, N. C, during
video station's busy pre-telecast
weeks. Some fat business, however, helped(see
relieve
Kelley's
"condition"
story,Mr.page
80).

WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., threeday TV show held Sept. 11-13 to
mark the start of test patterns is
discussed by Kenneth Gillespie (I),
chairman TV distributor committee,agerandDean
WDAF-TV
General
Fitzer (see
story Manpage
68). Event was held in Memorial
Auditorium.

FULL

SCHEDULE
KNBH

Starts

Seven-DayWeek
on

Oct. 2

NBC's Hollywood TV
outlet, KNBH, hits full
stride on October 2,
with a daily operating
schedule.
And what a schedule
it is . . . crammed with
top network shows, top
network stars! KNBH
will have the cream of
the shows, which will
appeal to a high
percentage of viewers
in Southern California
this fall and winter!
There are still some
choice times available
on this schedule . . .
including a few
extraordinary
adjacencies to the
big name national
programs. For details,
consult your nearest
NBC Sales office.

The National
Broadcasting Company
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood 28
A Service of
Radio Corporation of America
Page 68
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Special Show Previews
October Debut

AF-TV
WD
THE CURTAIN on WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., plans for the future
was raised early this month in a three-day pre-television show held by
the station and the Kansas City Electrical Assn. at the Muncipal Auditorium. ★ '■
Roy A. Roberts, president of the film and live shows were presented,
Kansas City Star Co., which owns
with film originating at the staWDAF and WDAF-TV, announced
tion's studio building at 31st and
to an audience-filled exhibition hall Summitt Sts. and relayed by
that the TV outlet would launch its microwave to the auditorium for
commercial operations Oct. 16 with the closed circuit showing.
programs scheduled seven days a
Reports were that thousands of
week on a four-hour basis.
people waited over two hours for
Dean Fitzer, general manager of the doors of the hall to open. Show
both Star stations, followed with a officials estimated 10,000 people
description of personnel staffing. jammed the hall to view the exMr. Fitzer said the new project
hibits of 22 distributors of television receivers. Each exhibitor had
would be manned by a joint supervisory staff taken largely from
two sets in operation on the proveteran WDAF personnel. Already
gram and many of the other sets
named in addition to Mr. Fitzer were tuned to the station's test
are: V. S. Batton, assistant managpattern coming over regular transmission facilities.
er; Bill Bates, program director;
Randall Jessee, producer-director;
Filmed portion of the program
Joseph A. Flaherty, chief engineer ; ran in four-hour cycles interBryan Carlisle, assistant chief enspersed with showings of square
gineer, and Manne Russo, sales dancers, silhouette programs and
manager.
audience participation programs
724 Feet High
emanating from the hall to vary
WDAF-TV claims one of the the routine.
As part of the program, Mr.
highest antennas in operation. It
climbs 724 feet above ground at Roberts briefly recited the story of
one
WDAF-TV's development to the
City.of the highest spots in Kansas
present stage of construction. It
According to the station, the pre- was estimated that over 80,000
television telecasts during the persons viewed the exhibition and
salesmen reported that orders for
three-day period were received
receivers far exceeded expectawith unanimous enthusiasm among
tions. The huge crowds made it
distributors and dealers in televinecessary for most distributors to
sion equipment. Specially arranged
raise receivers above the eye level
in order to accommodate the greatest number of viewers.
HOLE RESIGNS
DuMont Network Post
LEONARD HOLE has resigned as PHILCO RELAY
manager of network operations of
TV Shows for Toronto Exhibif
the DuMont TV Network, he announced last week. His immediate
plans are for a PHILCO microwave relay equipvacation trip of
ment was used to present TV proseveral months to
grams to the two million visitors
who attended the recent Canadian
Europe, after
which he will an- National Exhibit at Toronto, acnounce his future
cording to S. L. Capell, vice
business plans,
president and general manager of
Philco Corp. of Canada Ltd. The
he said.
demonstration was believed to be
A radio -TV
veteran with 14 the first use of microwave TV
relays in Canada.
years foreathis CBS
move beto
Mr. Hole
Telecasts relayed to the CanaDuMont in the
dian National Exhibit included two
spring of 1948, Mr. Hole presumatypes of programs.
entertainment consisted Principal
of TV shows
bly will continue in this field.
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.,
Commenting on Mr. Hole's resig- from
nation, Mortimer W. Loewi, direc- about 65 miles from Toronto. At
tor of the DuMont network, ex- other times, still pictures and recordings were telecast at experipressed regret on the part of the
mental station VE9KE in the
entire organization, but noted that
factory in Toronto and rethe
resignationchain
resultedof from
"an Philco layed
unavoidable
circummiles away.to the fairgrounds three
"When confronted with the new
stances."
economies that the DuMont Television Network is forced to institute, Mr. Hole was the first to
realize that it would be unrealistic
for him to remain," Mr. Loewi
stated. No replacement is planned,
he said, in line with a general
tightening
of the network's organization.

Signals from the Buffalo TV
station were picked up by a special
high-gain antenna mounted on the
150-foot smokestack at the local
Rhilco-Canada plant, next fed to
the input of the relay transmitter,
beamed by microwave to the relay
receiver at the fairgrounds, and
then displayed on the screens of
typical home TV sets.

Grid Simulcast
SIMULCAST origination of
the opening
of theseason
U. of Minnesota football
was
slated for this past Saturday
(Sept. 24) by Paul
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis-St.
as a
highlight of its first week of
fuUtime operation. Sportscaster RoUie Johnson gave
play-by-play from the radio
booth
while two
con cameras
wereimage-orthito pick up
the video from atop the south
press box. Monitoring screens
were provided to enable Mr.
Johnson to key his comments
to both televiewers and AM
listeners.

WORLD
SERIES
38 Take DuMont TV
BOB JAMIESON, DuMont Tele
vision Network's operations chief
who is coordinating television details for the World Series baseball
games, announced Wednesday
afternoon that two stations had
definitely refused to carry the
games, at least 38 had accepted
and 12 have yet to be heard from.
The stations which refused were
W M A L - T V Washington and
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee [Broad
CASTING, Sept. 19]. WMAR-TV at
a meeting last Monday voted not to
accept the telecasts.
Those taking the games:
WBZ-TV and WNAC-TV Boston; WJAR Providence; WNHCTV New Haven; WRGB Schenectady; WFIL-TV Philadelphia;
WAAM (TV) Baltimore; WTTG
(TV) and WNBW (TV) Washington; WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh;
WNBK (TV) and WEWS (TV)
Cleveland; WHIO-TV and WLWD
(TV) Dayton; WBNS (TV),
WTVN (TV) and WLWC (TV)
Columbus; WLWT (TV), WCPOTV and WKRC-TV Cincinnati;
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV Detroit;
WGN-TV, WENR-TV and WNBQ
(TV) Chicago;
KSD-TV
St. WICU
Louis;
WLAV-TV
Grand
Rapids;
(TV) Erie; WBEN-TV Buffalo;
WHAM-TV Rochester; WHEN-TV
Syracuse; WJAC-TV Johnstown;
WOR-TV, WPIX (TV), WJZ-TV,
WARD (TV), WNBT (TV) and
WCBS-TV New York.
N. J. Theatre TV
WILBUR SNAPER of South
River, new president of the Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey,
named a committee at the 30th annual convention in Atlantic City on
Sept. 14 to explore the possibility
of telecasting special events on
their theatre screens. "We intend
to make it possible for our patrons
to see both their favorite movie
and a special television event on
the same evening. We will not,
however, show the regular television shows. Our plan concerns
only such outstanding events as a
Presidential address or other
events of national interest," Mr:
Snaper said.
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TWO

TOPPERS

RETURN

TO

TELEVISION

J

THURSDAY

lUiSDAY

MILTON
on
TEXACO

BERLE

OLSENand

the
STAB

JOHNSON

THEATER

on
COAST

TO

the

COAST
FIREBALL

beginning 8 PM EDST

September 20th over NBC-TV

/

/

Network

and every Tuesday night thereafter
See local papers for starting
dates on non-nefworfc stations.

J^QAQy

/

FUN-FOR-ALL

JQ
'

COAST
■
WWFm^

beginning 9 PM EDST September 22nd over NBC- TV
Netv/ork and every Thursday night thereafter

See local papers for starting dates on non-network stations.

presented by
your
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dealer

by

yOUr

BUICK

dealer
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1
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Regular Program
Schedule Oct. 1 J

WOR-TV
DEBUT
WOR-TV New York will begin regular programming Oct. 11, when it
inaugurates an operating schedule of four hours a night, five nights a
week — 7-11 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday. Station will make its
official debut the preceding week, however, when it joins other TV stations in covering the World Series.
Piel Brothers, Brooklyn, is the for Wednesday and Saturday evefirst advertiser to contract for a
nings, giving the station about
regular series on the new video
two hours of sports each evening
station. Company will advertise
except Friday, when the Music
Hall Melodramas will occupy the
Piel's Beer with partial sponsorship of the telecasts of the Tues9-11 p.m. period.
day night boxing bouts from White
"Agreements have been reached
Plains County Center, starting Oct.
and contracts are in the process of
18. Jimmy Powers, sports editor
of the New York News, will act as being signed to complete the recommentator for the bouts. Wilmainder of the schedule," Julius
liam Esty Co., New York, placed
the Piel business on WOR-TV.
According to preliminary plans, TV Multi-Man Job
the 20-hour weekly schedule will
PROOF that television is not
be divided roughly as follows.
a one-man job has been
Sports, 8% hours; musical variety,
brought home to KFI-TV
2% hours; variety 2% hours; auLos Angeles workers. When
dience participation quiz, 2 hours;
working on a live tag
forum and discussion, 2 hours;
for a film spot in which
comedy, IV4, hours; drama, V2 hour;
an advertiser wanted to emsports commentary and review, V2
phasize aprice slash by havhour.
ing a fist break through a
picture itofturned
the product's
Programs Set
price,
out thatolda
Programs already set include:
crew of seven men was reDinner at Sardi's with Bill Slater
for thetheprocess
men to quiredhold
frame— two
the
as m. c. ; Barry Gray show. Meet
fist went through, one to supYour Match, Old Knickerbocker
ply the fist, and two camera
Music Hall, Thursday night boxing
crews of two men each to
from the Broadway Arena. Sports
shoot the scene.
programs also are being lined up

F. Seeback Jr., vice president in
charge of programs for WOR and
WOR-TV,
stated,programs
adding:will"The
names of these
be
announced as the signings take
Seventh video station in the New
York metropolitan area, WOR-TV
operates on Channel 9. It has been
making test broadcasts for the past
month
place."from its new transmitter at
North Bergen, N. J., across the
Hudson River from Manhattan Island.
NEW AFFILIATES
WSAZ-TV, KTLX (TV) To CBS
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
and KTLX (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.,
affiliating with CBS-TV effective
Nov. 15, bringing to 49 the network's total. WSAZ-TV is owned
and operated by WSAZ Inc. Lawrence H. Rogers is general manager. Station, also affiliated with
NBC - TV [Broadcasting, Sept.
19], is expected to join ABC-TV.
KTLX, a Phoenix Television Inc.
operation with Rex Schepp general
manager, currently is negotiating
with NBC-TV but affiliation agreement is as yet unsigned.
WOIC (TV) Washington has completed arrangements to telecast 13
games of D. C. inter-high football
series.

HOW
On

the Air September

TELEVISION

a new

Serving North Carolina's
Rich Tri-City Market

22

STATION

CHANNEL 2
GREENSBORO, N. C.

GREENSBORO
WINSTON-SALEM
HIGH POINT

Now, for the first time, WFMY
TV makes it possible to sell this
rich area as one market.
AFFILIATED WITH
DUMONT
NBC
—
ABC
and First in the Carolinas ivit/i Live TV
Sales Representali'ves
HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER
and PARSONS, Inc.
Chicago
New York City
Tribune Tower
270 Park Avenue
WH-4-0074
MU-8-1185

CBS

—

Owned and Operated by
GREENSBORO DAILY NEWS and THE GREENSBORO RECORD
''age 70
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TO RUN

INROADS

Reported by Pulse
CONCERT music, news and sports
are the radio programs which best
withstand the ravages of television
audience competition during evening hours, according to a Pulse
report made especially for WOR
New York.
Hardest hit by the inroads of
video are dramatic, popular music
and quiz shows, the report reveals.
Second in a semi-annual series
of special surveys initiated by the
station to indicate programs which
best compete with television, the
report "cannot be used as predictive research, but merely to empicture,"
accordingphasizetothe June
Robert1949
M. Hoffman,
station's director of research. First
report of the series was made in
January.
Drama held a slight edge over
other program types in the 6 to 8
p.m. period during June with radio
comedy having the least appeal
among TV families. Later, in the
8 to 11 p.m. period, news and sports
led the list.
Dramatic shows, quiz and audience participation programs were
those shows most hurt by video
during the later evening hours.
OPENING ceremonies of United Nations General Assembly were telecast
by CBS in two separate programs
covering more than four hour period.

A TV STATION
NBC Affiliates Meet Holds Special Panel

WIDELY varying opinions on
how to operate a television station
were projected at a panel session
of the NBC affiliates convention at
White Sulphur Springs earlier this
month [Broadcasting, Sept. 12].
William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI-TV Los Angeles, reported his station had decided to
"price ourselves in the market"
by confining its operations to daytime programming, from noon to
6 p.m. each day.
The result of this programming,
said Mr. Ryan, is that KFI-TV has
a daytime Hooperating exceeded
only by the four network AM station. tions and one independent AM staKFI-TV is giving "amazing results" to advertisers by this practice, Mr. Ryan said, particularly in
direct sales. "We're not in the
black, and we are priced too low,"
said Mr. Ryan, "but with the best
advertising buy in Los Angeles we
areRobert
confident."
D. Swezey, executive vice
president of WDSU-TV New Orleans, said there are three ways to
run a television station, one being
to "dog it" and skimp on costs;
another
to "gotoknee
in plush,"
and
the third
take deep
a middle
road.
WDSU-TV, he said,
middle road.
WDSU-TV, Mr.
will use kinescope
grams provided by

TV

has chosen the
Swezey said,
and film prothe four tele-

vision networks but is attempting
to "exploit local live program potentials" as well. "We are avoiding extravagance,"
he said, "but
we believe
that overemphasis
on
economics in facilities, staff and
program material may well be
penny wise and not calculated to
develop circulation and loyal viewWDSU-TV, a sister station of
WDSU,
is depending as much as
ing habits."
possible on integration of radio and
television staff operations, but 20
persons have been hired to expand
the present WDSU staff to take
care of television.
Eventually, said Mr. Swezey,
sales and production staffs of the
two stations will be divided.
Other station executives whcT
spoke at the panel, which was
headed by Carleton D. Smith, NBC
director of television operations,
were:
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; John M. Outler Jr., WSB-TV
Atlanta; P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma City; Rolland V. Tooke, WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia: George M. Burbach,
KSD-TV St. Louis; Henry Slavick,
WMCT (TV) Memphis; Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth: S. S. Fox, KDYLTV Salt Lake City; C. Robert Thompson, WBEN-TV Buffalo; Lyle De Moss,
WOW-TV Omaha; Edgar B. Stern Jr.,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; Walter J.
Krebs, WJAC-TV Johnstown; Mrs.
Eloise Hanna, WBRC-TV Birmingham, ,
Buffalo.A. H. Kirchhofer, WBEN-TV
and
TELECASTING

re, Television's amazing
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-and

it's

practical,

too!
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NETWORK/^HOWf
HI
ABC
Jacques Fray
Music
Room
Penthouse
Players
L (E-M)
LCrosley
(E-M)

OCTOBER
Mm
Canada Dry Co.
Super
Circus
L (E-M)
Overseas
Club Press

Derby Foods
Super Circus
L (E-M)

L (E)
Cartoon Tellales

Chuck Wagon

A. T.&S.F.
B. Holmes

Kellogg Co.
Singing Lady
L (E-M)
Mr. I. Maqinalion

Esso
Tonight on Broadway

This Is Broadway

Toast
of thi
Lincoln-Mi
Chicagoland
Mvslerv
Players
L (E-M)

P. LorillardL Co(E-M)
Original
Amateur Hour
K (NI)
Review of
General Family
Foods
Musical
Aldrich
the News Miniatures
L
L
(F)

Chesterfield
Perry
Como
L

Author LMeets
(E-M)the Critics
Ted Steele
Show

Chuck Wagon

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Lucky Pup
Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

HowdyInc.
Mars
Doody
L (E-M)

'Chuck Wagon

Ted Steele
Show

Co-op
Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

TedShow
Steele

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Howdy
Doody

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Lucky Pup
L Ipana
(E-M)

Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Howdy
Intnl.
Doodysnoe

Chuck WagoTi

Doody
Howdy
L (E-M)

Prize Party

Howard

Magic Cottage
National Dairy
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Philips
Packing
Lucky Pup

Bob
Howard

Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Special

TBA

Kukla,
& Ollie
RCAFranVictor
L (E-M)

Lucky Pup
Ipana

Bob
Howard

Wine
ScottIndustries
Paper
Dione Lucas

Magic Collage
National Dairy
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RECONCILE

ESTIMATES

OF

TV

OWNERSHIP?
T^HE tables below compare Pulse
figures for June, 1949 with the
estimates of a monthly publication.
In all cases, the areas surveyed by
Pulse contain fewer total homes
than the 40 mile radius areas, and
Pulse estimates of total TV home
sets are also smaller. The % of
TV homes in the areas surveyed are
very close, however, which means
that if the original samples had
been of equal size the estimates
for number of TV homes would
also have been much closer.
40
TOTAL

HOMES

Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
New York
Philadelphia
NUMBER
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
New York
Philadelphia

IN AREA

Pulse
842,820
265,740
1,343,410
3,038,900
895,420

Mile Radius
1,175,000
384,000
1,438,000
3,597,000
1,184,000

OF TV HOMES
40 Mile
Pulse
Radius
91,065
69,950
24,700
21,256
142,100
135,683
499,768
634,500
134,290
175,000

% OF TV HOMES
8.3
Pulse
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
New York
Philadelphia

8.0
10.1
16.5
15.0

407.8Mile
Radius
9.9
6.4
17.6
14.8

OR further information about
this and other telefacts in

F

Chicago
New York

Boston
Washington
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Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Ask The
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With Television only
one year old, CBS-TV
picked up the ball
and ran away with it.
Here's what Variety
said: "CBS-TV

network

on the basis of
programming,

production

and showmanship
promoting
medium

in

video as a

is awarded

a Variety Showmanagement

plaque for general

industry leadership...
CBS

outstripped its

competition."
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Vice President Berkley
KBTVaV)
OPENS
Snips Ribbon
VICE PRESIDENT Alben W. Barkley flew from Washington to Dallas
Saturday, Sept. 17, to snip a ribbon opening KBTV (TV), giving Dallas'
first television station a headline-making sendoff.
Before wielding the ceremonial scissors, officially throwing open the
doors of KB TV's new building
north of downtown Dallas, the naVIDEO FAME
tion's vice president made a 10minute speech in front of television
'Life' Finds It Elusive cameras.
Standing with Mr. Barkley on
MILLIONS of words have been
written about Hollywood and the steps of the station was Tom
Potter, Dallas oilman and owner
Broadway actress aspirants and
of KBTV. A crowd of between
now radio-television has been added
to the dilemma. In its latest issue, 7,500 and 10,000 persons thronged
Ldfe tells about the fortunes of a the station's grounds and overflowed acircus tent pitched beside
25-year-old blonde, Eva Marie
Saint, who is in her third year of the studios for a big variety show
that
trying for fame in television.
ies. followed the initial ceremonThe odds against her, and the
Searchlights raked the night
many talented hopefuls she represkies over Dallas from the KBTV
sents. Life says, "are terribly site at 3000 Hines Blvd., and a
large." Some of the cold-water
facts uncovered by the magazine
fireworks display climaxed the proare: NBC has a file of about 900
Vice President Barkley, whose
gram.
young women in New York who
speech was mostly anecdotal and
classify
as
th^'s
girl's
same
type;
informal, made reference to radio
new hundreds enter the field every
and television as modern invenweek; CBS alone gets an average
tions, along with atomic energy,
of 600 requests for auditions a
month from people wanting to take which should be dedicated to peace
a first crack at bigtime TV.
and humanity instead of destructive purposes.
Only optimists survive, the feaJocosely, he remarked :
tured article states. To prove this,
the magazine traces the fortunes,
"When I get through with public
thoroughly diluted with hardi;fe — and I don't know when that
will be because an Arab fortune
knocks, of Miss Saint in her struggle for television fame.
teller told me I'm going to live to
be 105 — I want to figure out some
way to make a speech on this television and see myself talking at the
VIDEO CLINIC
time." the start of regular
Starts in Seattle Oct. 4 same
Marking
SEATTLE Advertising and Sales six-day programming, KBTV's debut was a one-hour affair, 8 to 9
Club will conduct an eight-session
p.m., culminating three years'
Television Clinic, beginning Tuesday, Oct. 4, to familiarize local planning by Mr. Potter and assobusiness and industrial leaders,
with the technical, production and
PhiIco TV Plant
commercial aspects of TV. Enrollment is limited to 35 persons.
PHILCO Corp., now estimated by
The series, to be given Tuesday
to have an inevenings under the direction of Al company officials
vestment of over $20 billion in
P. Hunter, sales manager of KINGtelevision, started production of
TV Seattle, will feature sessions by TV receivers in its new millionVern Witt of Criterion Films; Lee
dollar plant at Sandusky, 0., on
Schulman, program director of Sept. 15. Plant is equipped with
KING-TV, and Trevor Evans,
modern manufacturing facilities.
radio-TV director of Pacific NaOpening ceremonies were attended
tional Advertising Agency. Two
Balderston, Phiico presof the sessions will be held at the by William
ident, and other company oflicials.
station, the others at the New
Mr. Balderston claimed Phiico now
Washington Hotel.
can produce 18,000 TV receivers a
week. New Sandusky plant has
the longest conveyers in the world
for the manufacture of video sets.
Consumer TV Film
The Phiico head said sales of sets
RADIO-TELEVISION Service of have reached record levels abetted
Dept. of Agriculture's Office of In- by the company's introduction of
formation has announced availanew 1950 models which have an
bility of its first department film electronic built-in aerial system,
produced especially for use on
and that "we can look forward to
television. Titled "Know the Eggs
an increasing demand."
You ing
Buy,''
deals with
egg-gradand isitaimed
at consumers.
Movie is available throughout ProDIVIDEND of 25(» per share on comduction & Marketing Administramonof
stock directors
was declared
tion's
area
offices,
and
notices
have
board
Sept.by 13,Motorola's
payable
been sent to film directors at video
Oct. 15 to stockholders of record Sept.
outlets, according to Ken Gapen,
30. Initial sales of TV sets from facassistant director of Information
tory to distributors were up 103% over
for radio-TV.
those during same period last year.
TELECASTING

TOURING KBTV (TV) studios are (I to r): Seymour Andrews, KBTV general
manager; Bert Taylor, manager of DuMont television transmitter division.
New York; Vice President Barkley; Tom Potter, owner of station, and Sam
Cuff, a New York television consultant.

ciates to put the television station
on the air. Station officials estimated an investment to date of
about $700,000.
Special television sections appeared in the Dallas Morning
News, Dallas Times Herald and
Fort Worth Star-Telegram the
Sunday before KBTV's debut, keying up interest in the new Dallas
station.
While the Star-Telegram featured its own affiliate, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, in a 20-page section,
it also gave a play to KBTV. The

Times Herald, whose own KRLDTV is due to go on the air later
this fall, nevertheless labeled its
14-page section KBTV, and the
News also concentrated on the
Dallas TV station.
KBTV's first week of programming scheduled 25 hours of telecasting, ranging from 2% hours to
5V2 hours nightly, and off the air
Wednesday.
Announcement was made that
KBTV had affiliated with both
Paramount Television Network
and DuMont.
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Lighting for Television
(Report 78)
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By FRANK G. BACK, M. E. Sc. D.
TELEVISION has inherited a good
many of its present-day woes from
its famous grandparents — Broadway and Hollywood. Confronted
with a fast-growing new form of
entertainment, TV directors have
attempted to borrow from the
equipment tricks, and techniques of
the stage and screen in the production of video shows. For the most
pai't, the adaptation has not been
too satisfactory.
In so far as lighting is concerned,
the results have been far from
good. The well-tried lighting methods of the theater and the movie
set just cannot be applied effectively to television. New and different
standards must be met. New and
special equipment and techniques
must be developed and used.
When a stage director looks at
a lighted stage, he sees it just as
the audience will see it. Similarly,
when a motion-picture director
views a lighted sound stage, he
sees it— ^thanks to the faithfulness
of modern panchromatic film emulsions and well-controlled film processing— just about as the moviegoer eventually will view it.
What's more, both stage and movie
directors have ample time to make
changes if the final effect is not
what they want. Corrections can
be made long before a scene is offered to an audience.
Not so with television. * First of
all, the image orthicon tube, which
Is television's eye, does not see
things as the human eye sees them.
A TV director cannot judge the
effectiveness of a lighted set merely
by looking at it. To see it as a
viewer will see it, he must study
the image on the screen of a monitor. Second, a TV show is a
one - shot performance generally
preceded by too few rehearsals.
There is no time for experimenting.
There are no opportunities for retakes and no chances for wholesale
editing once the program is on the
air.
* * *
ON

the stage and in the movie
studio, a director can create
any number of dramatic effects by
varying the lighting. He can mix
different types of light sources.
He can underlight to produce dramatic shadows and introduce highlights to bring out points of interest and action. He can use all
types of light sources to obtain his
effect. But he is dealing with a
recording medium — the human eye
or motion-picture film — w hose
characteristics are completely predictable and standardized.
On the TV stage these tricks of
lighting just won't work. As
viewed by the image orthicon, dramatic shadows show up on the
viewer's screen not as artistic dark
Page 76 • September 26, 1949

areas but as washed-out grays.
Intense highlight on a scene may
cause 'blooming' or may even cause
negative effects by solarization.
Unfortunately, the image orthicon,
unlike the human eye or film, is
unpredictable when conventional
lighting techniques for stage or
film are used.
In stage lighting and in studio
lighting we have four basic types
of illumination:
Key Lighting,
Fill Lighting,
Back Lighting and
Modeling Lighting.
Key lighting is the over-all illumination which falls on the subject. It determines the stop setting
of the lens for a given film and
camera speed. It determines actually the proper film exposure.
The fill light is some additional
light which only softens harsh contrasts caused by the key illumination and makes shadow details
visible which would otherwise be in
unilluminated areas. These fill
lights are always placed in camera
level or below camera level, and
most of the time opposite the key
light source.
Back light creates separation between fore and background, and
certain artistic effects to make dull
objects lively and outstanding.
Modeling lights are used to cover
certain imperfections on the subject, and many times emphasize or
create certain desirable effects
which are not present in natural
lighting.
These four basic types of illumination are commonly used and have
been tested over decades in motionpicture work and modern stage

up-to-standard service, and be so
wired that the number of power
cables necessary on the set can be
kept to the barest minimum. They
should be high-quality cold lights,
chosen for spectral characteristics
that will give, as nearly as possible,
the same impression to the image
orthicon that they give to the
human eye. To obtain an even distribution of illumination from
every camera angle multiple key
lights must be used.
With the key lights at camera
level, the fill lights then necessarily
will have to be overhead lights,
since only overhead lighting will
give the proper fill-in effects regardless of the camera position.
To get
proper and
separation
between foreground
background

Dr. BACK
* * *
no mixing of 'hot' and 'cold' light
in key illumination. Since the
color response of the human eye
and the camera will differ, mixtures of 'hot' and 'cold' light that
look good to the human eye seldom
look good to the TV camera.
Furthermore, if the image orthicons being used are sensitive to
infra-red, a double focus will be
formed — one for the infra-red and
one for the visible light — and the
best image obtainable will be a
compromise between the two. In
addition to this, infra-red which

DR. FRANK G. BACK, of F. G. Back Video Corp., New
York, presents a detailed explanation of types and
methods of correct studio lighting to get the best in
clear television pictures. For the study. Dr. Back draws on
two years experience in the video field of actual studio work
with television engineers. The lighting expert visited some
50 TV stations and enjoys intimate knowledge of studio and
remote problems.
work. But they don't work the
same way on television. The reason is that film and stage have a
wide gray scale range, whereas
television has only a very short
one. The light scale range used in
motion-picture work goes from 1
to 500. On the television pick-up
:{i ^ than 1 to 20.
it seldom goes higher

ion must
for televis
lights
KEYprovid
m, shadowless,
e unifor
glareless illumination. They must
provide good overall illumination
from any camera angle and to
obtain this they should be placed
in front of the set at camera level.
They must also provide the same
kind of illumination. There can be

is invisible to the human eye will
create unnatural effects on the TV
screen. If the image orthicons being used are not responsive to
infra-red, the value of the infrared light in terms of effective
usable illumination is wasted and
evidence itself only in terms of heat
to broil the actors.
Since these key lights must be
at camera level to provide the same
even distribution of light from any
camera angle on a multiple camera
chain, they must necessarily be of
the floor light type. They should
be compact to conserve valuable
floor space in the studio, non-directional to eliminate shadows, easily
moved, dependable for long and

without relying on large lens openings for separation effects, back
lighting must be used. These back
lights should be placed in such a
way that the angle between the
back lights, the subject, and the
camera should never be less than
135°. The intensity of this back
light should never be more than
three times the value of the key
light ing'illumination
to avoid 'bloomeffects.
To allow ample room for the
135° minimum back lighting angle,
the objects cannot be placed too
close to the background. Also, the
back light should be properly set
to avoid direct glare into the camera lenses. These back lights do
not have to be the same type of
lights as the key lights. A very
good source for back lights are
studio spots.
* * *
AN intensive survey during the
L past year covering about fifty
television stations throughout the
country revealed that the studio
pick-up technique used in most of
them ranged from bad to fair. The
great lack, for the most part, was
two-fold — ^the need for some standard method of camera adjustment
and calibration, and the need for
key lights designed to meet television's unique requirements.
A few months ago, the availability of the Video Analyzer was announced. With it, a TV cameraman
now can check and adjust his
camera thoroughly and accurately
in a few minutes' time. The Analyzer also gives him a standard
method for determining an image
orthicon's color response, its contrast range, and an indication of
the F stop to be used for his key
light level.
Now special television lights are
also available. Designed to fit the
requirements of the image orthicon,
they consist of a special type of
cold cathode lamp mounted in front
of a diffuse reflector in a close(Continued on page 79)
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ALLIANCE Mfg. Co., Cleveland, negotiates with WHBK (TV) Cleveland
through Foster & Davies Inc., that city. Standing (I to r): Miles G. McKearney,
agency account executive; Jack Tracy, NBC Spot Sales representing WNBK;
John Sweitzer, Alliance official. Seated are John Bentia (I), Alliance sales
manager and H. L. Gallagher, WNBK sales manager.

TV

COUNCIL

Chicago Group Sees Bright
Commercial TV Future

'TELEVISION is always good, even when it's bad, executives of the
four Chicago TV stations agreed Wednesday at the first fall luncheon
session of the Chicago Television Council. A better commercial traffic
picture was also seen by the four speakers — I. E. Showerman, NBC
■central division vice president; *
Bruce Dennis, assistant manager,
"How soon this will become a major
consideration I don't know. AM
WON Inc.; Roy W. McLaughlin,
will be here for many years to
jgeneral manager, WENR, and
John Mitchell, manager, WBKB.
come, and some areas won't have
Mr. Showerman reported sale of television for a very long time,
2IV2 commercial hours this fall for if ever, because of costs. We estimate it costs seven times as much
WNBQ, four and V2 of which are
for a network TV show as for one
Chicago originations. "Although
I'd hoped to originate more shows
of the Chicago compein Chicago when I returned here
AM."
on Speaking
titive situation among four video
from New York three years ago, it
stations, the network vice presijust didn't work. The talent — and
dent said "the first station to sell
I mean name stars — isn't here.
Chicago can produce a better pro- out its time will be that giving
gram than other TV centers if it good programs for low cost. You
has name stars, which advertisers
can't produce expensive shows and
demand. And shows here can be expect them to sell. Thought
should be given to less expensive
done cheaper."
programs and to development of
Reporting that WNBQ clients
personalities at a price which will
are not using TV at the expense
attract new and low-budget cliof AM, Mr. Showerman pointed
out that video is, however, cutting
Reporting a total of 33 national
into AM programming during eveand local clients for WNBQ, Mr.
ning hours in all major markets.
ents."
Showerman
anticipated a steady
growth in quality programming
and comercial billings. He warned,
however, that there is a "growing
ONE
MINUTE
tendency in TV that prevails in AM
— high cost of talent. Talent fees
T. V. FILM
have hurt AM and have gone way'
COMMERCIALS
out"Don't
of sight."
get into a competitive
bidding situation on talent, and I
include
sports
in that class,"
he
advised
his events
audience.
IPRICE INCLUDES
' Artful ProductionA nearly complete sell-out of
Animated tricky
ST)ots was reported by Mr. Mitchell
titlesfor WBKB, the Balaban and Katz
Effective
independent which affiliates forIllustrations-*
mally with CBS next month alWith Off-screen
though it now carries some netvoice and music.
work shows. He attributed the
Write for Circular Or Phone
sell-out to networking and an increase in power.
"We
have at least a dozen clients
FILMACK
new to TV, and expect many more
1328 S. Wabash. Chicago, III.
although the medium is still in the
Phone HArrison 7-3395
incubator stage, generally speakPage 78 • September 26, 1949

ing." Until some of the confusion
surrounding TV is eliminated, "we
are happy to have the FCC freeze
(of licensing) in effect. We want
first to get some problems solved
and some black ink on the ledgers."
Optimistic "even about costs,"
Mr. Mitchell said WBKB "is close
to the break-even point, and we
hope to reach it some time this
winter. However, there will be no
tremendous sums of money made in
the business for many years."
Balban and Katz, which operates
a motion picture theater chain, has
been advertising movies via its TV
station with success, Mr. Mitchell
said. "TV is a great stimulant to
theater attendance, and . . . will
not hinder movie profits.
Mr. Dennis, acting assistant
manager of WGN, owned by the
Chicago Tribune, totaled for council
members his station's brisk commercial business. Sundays, for example, only one hour remains unsold, Mondays, a half hour. Two
nights weekly are sponsored solidly
from 6:30 to 11:30.
WGN-TV expects to carry and
originate many more DuMont network shows, he said. The station
will "concentrate in sports," and
has a three-night weekly vsrrestling
schedule planned, two nights of
boxing, and football Saturdays and
"probably Sundays."
Speaking of ABC's o and 0 station, WENR-TV, Mr. McLaughlin
outlined the sucess of two major
retail advertisers Marshall Field &
Co., which sponsors Uncle Mistletoe, and Morris B. Sachs, backer
of an amateur hour simulcast each
Sunday. Elaborating on the immediacy of television, Mr. McLaughlin pointed out the progress
in program quality, transmission
and picture clarity.
Station's slogan is, "Pictures
from heaven on Channel 7."
George Harvey, WGN-TV commercial manager and council president, is working with a program
committee in arranging for five
panels with set manufacturers,
agency personnel advertisers, research workers and color televisionUHF experts.
Other officers — R u s s e 11 Tolg,
BBDO, vice president; Evelyn
Vanderploeg, Schwimmer and
Scott, secretary, Kay Kennelly,
Olian Adv., treasurer.
Brews Top Ratings
A SINGLE sponsor — National
Brewing Co. — with three TV programs has emerged with three topratings among local shows aired
on WMAR-TV Baltimore. Brewery's Tuesday evening wrestling
program had the highest overall
rating of any local show, while its
Saturday National Amateur Parade placed foremost for local evening shows. Its third program,
the six-a-week afternoon National
Sports Parade, turned up the highest rating among all local daytime
programs . . . according to a survey
by American Research Bureau,
Washington, D. C, which is studying enc. the Baltimore television audi-

SALUTE TO WLW
Crosley TV Gets Coax Service
A SPECIAL network telecast,
NBC Salutes WLW Television,
highlighted the inauguration of
coaxial cable service yesterday
(Sunday) to the Crosley Broadcasting
three originating
video stations.
The Corp.'s
program,
in New York and scheduled from
7:30 to 8 p.m., featured NBC stars
and messages by Niles Trammel!,
network president, and Charles R.
Denny, executive vice president.
Program was carried by Crosley's WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
WLWD (TV) Dayton and WLWC
(TV) Columbus. With the ceremonial telecast, the three outlets
began regular schedules of live
NBC programs on a daily basis.
The salute program climaxed a
week of special promotional activities on the part of the stations, including a stage show, WLW Telestars. vision Revue, featuring stations'
Coaxial cable service is routed
to the Dayton station; the Dayton
signal is picked up by the Cincinnati outlet, while the Columbus
station gets the programs through
an already existing microwave relay. This system is temporary,
however, and will be replaced by
the relay system now being installed by AT&T and scheduled to
be in operation Oct. 5, opening day
of the World Series. However, according to the telephone firm, only
single microwave lengths will be
available to Cincinnati and Columbus until AT&T's full coaxial-plusmicrowave
goes into oper19]. ation Oct. 8service
[Broadcasting, Sept.

COLOR SEMINAR
Lorenzen To Conduct Course
ROBERT LORENZEN, chief engineer of Electronic Systems Corp.,
New York, and inventor of an allelectronic, single tube method of
color television demonstrated by
Color Television Inc., will conduct a
color seminar this fall. Commencing with a discussion of the color
video systems being considered by
the FCC, the course will consider
the knowledge of color needed for
the
tems.proper use of any of these sysSeminar will comprise about 20
two-hour sessions, with fees of $5
per session and membership limited to those who can derive the
most benefit from the course, the
announcement stated. Time and
place of the sessions have not been
announced as yet.
PROGRAM MANAGERS of 24 Chicago radio and television stations have
agreed to support forthcoming Chicago
Community Fund campaign. Spots,
TV movies, musical transcriptions,
guest appearances and special features
will be incorporated into scheduled
shows. Quota is $8,159,000.
TELECASTING

Telestatus
(Continued on page 76)
space arrangement that provides a
large area, non-directional light
source 15 inches wide and 40 inches
high at camera level. Completely
self-contained and easily portable,
each light housing contains the
necessary power transformer, has
a low center of gravity to eliminate
accidental tipping, and is equipped
with casters for easy moving. A
single light unit requires only
about one square foot of studio
floor space.
The new lights were designed to
meet all of television's key lighting
requirements. Balanced to match
the color-response characteristics
of the 5820 and 5826 image orthicon tubes, they provide non-directional, non-glaring, uniform, and
completely shadowless illumination.
Being gas-discharge tubes, they
generate practically no heat and
require only 800 watts of power.
For ease in use, each light is
provided with two plug-in connections and a switch so that as many
lights as are desired can be connected together by short jumpers
to form a bank that can be powered
through a single cable plugged into
any 110 volt A.C. line. In this
arrangement, any or all of the
lights can be used merely by operating the individual light switches.
They start instantaneously.
Lucite Used
Covered by a solid sheet of clear
Lucite, the close-spaced lamps and
their reflectors are protected from
dust and damage. When cleaning
is necessary, which is infrequent,
the plastic panel can be easily
removed.
In studio tests, it has been shown
that two or three of the new lighting units will provide excellent
key light illumination for small
sets, while six will serve on medium sets. One unit at five feet
distance provides 100 foot candles
of illumination; four at ten feet
provides 100 foot candles which is
the illumination required by a
5820 image orthicon when the lens
is stopped down to F/16. The
angle of even light distribution is
approximately 70°.
Specifications per Unit
110 Volt A. C.
800 Watt
100 Foot candle
at 5 feet
Height: 68% in.
Width: 16^ in.
Depth: 8% in.
Weight approx. 150 lbs.
Light emitting area: liVz x 37^4 in.
Life of tube: 3000 hours
Finish: gray crackle
Plastic front cover
Number of units required
for small puppet stage 2 units
for small sets up to 7 feet width 3 units
for small sets up to 10 " " 5 units
for small sets up to 12 " " 6 units
for sets up to 15 "
" 8 units
SERIES of 11 night games and
Thanksgiving Day championship match
of the Seattle High School Football
League will be telecast on KING-TV
Seattle, under sponsorship of Hoffman
Radio Corporation and the Seattle
Dodge Dealers Assn.
TELECASTING

See Here, KTSL

(TV)!

KTSL (TV) Los Angeles almost won the wrath of televiewers in San Pedro (Calif.)
by innocently pulling something "fishy." In honor of
the fishing festival held recently in the harbor town,
the station was planning to
present a film giving a history of the occasion. Someone became confused somewhere, and, as the proud San
Pedro residents sat around
their receivers waiting to see
shots of their native industry, onto the screen flashed
not the festival scenes, but
pictures of trout fishing techniques in Colorado. Horrified San Pedroites were appeased with promises of a
correct fish film showing the
following week.

KICK

OFF

YOUK FALL
CAMPAIGN

TOPS

IN SPORTS

Advertisers and agencies
know the television station
that's tops in major sporting events is the station that
has the audience.

GARDELLASUIT
May Involve Radio-TV Fees
ENTIRE financial record of baseball's dealings with radio and television may become a matter of
court record if Danny Gardella,
former Giants outfielder, is successful in his 3300,000 damage suit
against baseball.
That became clear last week
when the ball player's lawyer,
Frederic A. Johnson, taking depositions from Baseball Commissioner Albert B. (Happy) Chandler, sought to go into the fees baseball has derived from radio and
video.
By doing so, Mr. Johnson hopes
to show that baseball is engaged
in interstate commerce and thus
subject to U. S. anti-trust laws, on
which the Gardella action is based.
Mr. Gardella contends his ban from
baseball, after he jumped to the
Mexican league, was a violation of
anti-trust laws.
Won't Go Past '47
Comr. Chandler balked at divulging any financial details beyond
1947, the date of the Gardella complaint. The commissioner's counsel
objected that matters in 1947 were
irrelevant.
Mr. Chandler did testify, however, that in 1947 the broadcasting
rights to the World Series were
sold for $175,000, the television
rights for $65,000 and the radio
rights to the All-Star games for
$35,000.
Mr. Johnson, after the hearings
adjourned, said he would file motions with the U. S. District Court
in New York seeking instructions
to force answers to many questions
objected to by the baseball counsel.
The depositions will be used in the
trial, which is expected to be held
in November.

This fall, WGN-TV will
telecast a top sporting event
every day of the week. This
unmatched sports coverage
includes the action-packed
Notre Dame, Northwestern
and Illinois football games
— plus the Chicago High
School League Sunday
games (no professional football telecast in
Chicago)to ...
second
none. a lineup of grid classics that's

The highest rated program in Chicago television,
WGN-TV's wrestling telecast, is being increased
from one to three times a week. This, together with
two nights of high-rated professional and amateur
boxing, makes WGN-TV more than ever TOPS in
sports in Chicago. Meaning more viewers with the
Channel 9 habit — a greater audience for your
sales message.
So, Mr. Advertiser, when you make your fall
television buy, don't choose less than the best. Buy
the station that's TOPS ... in local time sold ... in
local program originations ... in technical equipment— WGN-TV in Chicago, where Channel 9 is
more than a number . . . it's a habit with advertisers
and viewers.

PRODUCTION of SVa-inch metal television picture tubes has been started
by General Electric Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.
September 26, 1949
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WFMY-TV
OPENS
Stresses Local Telecasting
(Also See Telerama, page 67)

JUST released over KPIX (TV) San
Francisco are series of TV spots
sponsored by Calso Water Co. Colorful puppets in
portray
after"is
situations
which"before
Calso and
Water
proclaimed a definite aid for over-indulgence in "liquid refreshments,"
over-eating and the common cold. In
the top photo, puppet sits back in
enjoyment after eating a huge meal
while the voice of "Cal," the Calso
puppet, says that he'll suffer for overstuffing himself. In scene at bottom,
"Cal," formsatthe victim
bed ofhe stricken
eater,From
inneeds Calso.
here on to the close, commercial is
given while audience views bottle
of Calso being poured into a glass.
Skit ends with "Cal" dropping down
next to Calso bottle and signing off
with slogan, "Oh-oh . . . you need
Calso!"
INS-TV REPORTS
Over 85% Sponsorship
"WELL

OVER 85% of INS television services are sponsored locally on video stations using them,"
according to Robert H. Reid, manager of the Television Dept., International News Service, New York.
Stations contracting for the company's daily, weekly newsreels, or
both, and other INS-TV services,
currently total 44.
Latest three additions to the
INS group are WTCN-TV Minneapolis, weekly newsreels; WDAFTV Kansas City, daily and weekly;
and KBTV (TV) Dallas, daily
newsreels.
WTCN-TV Minneapolis has sold
the service to a local Buick dealer
in advance of its starting commercial operations.
MOTOROLA INC. has announced allwhite television set designed for use
in kitchen. Receiver, weighing 26
pounds, is portable, has seven-inch
tube, and is priced at $129.95.
Page 80
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TELENEWS PRODUCTIONS Inc.,
New York, presently completing
10-minute film "A Day in the Life
of
an AirInc.
France
Hostess,"
for Air
France
Prints
for theatrical
and video showing available from
Public Relations Dept., Air France,
683 5th Ave., New York. . . . Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.,
has made one-minute television
commercial for Chevrolet. Agency:
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
American Releasing Corp., Los
Angeles, handling national distribution of Adventures of Addaline,
five-minute animated cartoon series, produced by Five Star Productions, Hollywood.
. . . Women's
fashion
commentator
Adelaide
Hawley does narration on 60-second
commercial being telecast as first
of series produced by Sarra Inc.,
New York, for Pharma-Craft, on
behalf of its product Heed, deodorant. Titled Cavalcade of Stars, it
can be seen on DuMont. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Churchin-Wexler Film Productions, Los Angeles, has appointed
representatives for New York and
Chicago. John E. Gibbs, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, will represent firm in
New York; W. B. Levin, 612 N.
Michigan Blvd., in Chicago. . . .
Quarter-hour film is being readied
for television and commercial use
by TV Ads Inc., Los Angeles. Entitled "Knitting by Marion Roberts," film, which may be made
into series of six or eight shorts,
gives knitting instructions. . . .
Screen Directors Guild has moved
to 369 Lexington Ave., New York;
telephone Murray Hill 3-9680.
Caston Productions, Hollywood,
producing ten-minute TV film for
Zandt Carpet Co., Los Angeles.
. . . Ray Sherwin of Sherwin Telefilm Assoc., New York, on West
Coast to plan television show built
around silent film star Buster
Keaton. To be called Comedian,
show will utilize two film units, one
East Coast, one West. Program
will combine live studio and film
sequences.
Community Chests of America
will be more than ever in the public eye this fall with innovation of
15 television clips. Featuring ani-'
mated cartoons, these 20-second
"visuals" are being used all over
country by local Community Chests
to focus viewer's attention on importance of supporting Red Feather campaigns. Created by Dave
Lion of Spectrolux Television
Corp., they demonstrate clever new
silent animation process using cartoons by Walt Disney, Otto Soglow,
William Steig, Crickett Johnson,
Gluyas Williams and Helen Hokinson. Three of cartoons play up
Community Chest theme, "Nearly
Everybody Gives, Because Nearly
Everybody Benefits." Others feature Red Feather services, such as
Boy
Scouts,
Girl Scouts and

Child Care, while others call
for volunteer workers. These and
other television plans for 1949
Red Feather drives, which will
take place from coast to coast
during October and November, are
under direction of Eloise Walton,
audio-visual director. Community
Chests of America.
Bel- Air Productions, Beverly
Hills, Calif., moving to new offices
at 240 S. Beverly Drive. Phone is
Crestview 4-5491. . . . Harry
Lehman, Hollywood, preparing for
television two 30-minute films for
Columban Fathers based on films
taken in China and Philippines.
Films also to be used in Catholic
schools in several areas. . . . Harold
E. Voyles, formerly with WGN-TV
Chicago, joins Radio Television
Arts Academy, Los Angeles, as
television instructor.
John Sutherland Productions,
Los Angeles, is completing several
one-minute TV film commercials,
using live action as well as animation, for Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, on behalf of Pepsodent.
Agency is expected to make final
decision on number and type to be
produced after rushes are viewed
within next two weeks. . . . Filmack
Trailer Co., also Chicago, working
with Howard Radio Productions,
same city, has finished semi-animated commercial film from series
of still shots. Pictures of manufacture and assembling of Kool
Vent awnings were filmed and
given semi-animation by use of
dissolves, wipes and spinning.
Total cost was less than $50.

ARRANGING to sell Buicks through
Touchdown, film series on KTSL (TV)
Los Angeles, are John Reynolds (I),
KTSL account executive, and Jim
Lester, account executive of McCarty
Co., Los Angeles, representing Los
Angeles Metropolitan Buick Dealers
Assn. Touchdown series is produced
by Tel-Ra Productions Inc., Philadelphia.

WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, began commercial operation Thursday (Sept. 22) following extensive
promotion as the "first station in
the Carolinas with live television."
Owned and operated by the Greensboro News Co., which also owns
WFMY (FM) and publishes the
Greensboro Daily News and The
Record, the new TV outlet operates
on Channel 2.
Bow to the public was highlighted with local shows, originating from WFMY-TV studios,
and filmed shows from the four
networks— ABC, CBS, NBC and
DuMont — with v;hich it is affiliated.
Gaines Kelley, manager of the
combined FM-TV operation, said
the
station's
will "striveof
to meet
the programs
highest standards
Duringservice."
the "fitting-out" period,
public
the
station was promoted in both
the Daily News and the Record
in TV sections, each 26 pages in
length. They v/ere sprinkled liberally with news about the station,
its management and technical information as well as special features about the TV field.
Wide promotion also was
launched with the distribution of
20,000 cardboard eyeglasses depicting "You see more with Television"
to dealers, consumers and Greensboro school children. A batch of
20,000 pamphlets with a penny
glued on the cover publicized the
small cost of operating a receiver,
based on the current cost of power
in the area. Still other pamphlets,
25,000 circulated within the 50-mile
market area, were headed "Television comes to Our
Town."that days
WFMY-TV
reported
before the station v/ent on the air,
there were 2,000 TV sets in the
area. Station officials were announced as: Mr. Kelley, general
manager; ,L. O. Hutchins, commercial manager; Norman Gittleson, promotion manager; T. W.
Austin, program director; James
Winecoff, chief engineer; Maynard
M. Cummings, TV technical director. Management consultant is
Frazier & Peter, Washington,
D. C. The station is represented
nationally by Harrington, Righter
& Parsons, New York and Chicago.

s
vs. Macy'
DuMontB. DuMONT
ALLEN
Laboratories
Inc. and Macy's, New York, announced Sept. 16 settlement of
their dispute,
suits and
between the two with
to belegal
dropped

Macy's re-enfranchised as DuMont
dealer.
Macy's
franchiseDuMont
after withdrew
the department
store advertised cut prices on DuMont television sets [Broadcasting, Aug. 22]. Settlement announced dispute
standing."asSince athe"misunderdispute,
Macy's is said to be selling DuMont sets only at list price.
BROADCASTING
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ANIMATED VIDEO CARTOONS

'
PRODUCTION
f^^'"^
SERVICES llllbiiMi

1 MINUTE AND 20 SECONDS
SPOTS TO MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
AND BUDGET

STERLING 2450

ANIMATED TV SPOTS
20-6ECOND AND 1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Write, Phone or C. West Doty
322 VICTOR BLD6., WASHINGTON, D. C.

TELESCRIPTIONS

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL SPOTS

SARRA,

INC.

STERLING 46S0

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

FOR TELEVISION
MOTION PICTURES
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
V. S. BECKER PRODUCTIONS

SOUND SLIDE FILMS

NEW YORK
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

PLAZA 3-IS3I
Producers of Television, radio pacloge
shows and spot commercials

HOLLYWOOD

562 FIFTH AVE., NEW YOBK

1445 PARK AVENUE
lEW YORK 22, N. Y.

LUXEMBERG 2-1040
OFFICIAL TELEVISION, INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF aFFICIAL FILMS. INC.
COMPLETE

EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS

37 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
MAKING HIT MOVIES
WORLD'S TDP TECHNICAL AND
CREATIVE TALENTI
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES FDR
LIVE
AND
STOP MOTION
PHOTOBRAPHYI
Sparkling Dim com- Complete film programs
mereials, tailored available; features, novto your eost needs elties, sports, science
WRITE . . . WIRE . . . PHONE . . .
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT BT

Representing Talent of Distinction

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

VIDEO

PROGRAM

SERVICE

NEW SHOWS READY SDON.
CONTACT
W. W. BLACK

SHERMAN PLAN, INC.
CONSULTANTS ON
FILMS

FDR TELEVISION

PRODUCERS - DISTRIBUTORS

420 VICTOR BLDG. WASHINGTON, D. C.

(INCLUDING CARTOONS)

25 WEST 45TH STREET,

Available for television

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

LU 2-17DD

- STERLING DVBO -

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
51G W. S7TH STREET, N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES

729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK. 19

41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

TELEFILM, INC.
JULIEN BRYAN PRODUCTIONS

COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
RKO PATHE, INC.

AVAILABLE FOR TELEVISION
WRITE FOR INFORMATION
International Film Foundation
1600 BROADWAY, SUITE 1000, N. Y.
CIRCLE 6-9438
TELECASTING

625 MADISON

AVE.

SERVICES FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD •■720B

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE DF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIReULATION
EXCEEDS 15,001
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QUESTION:

What radio trade publication has the
largest paid circulation?

ANSWER:

We do . . . over 15,000 copies.

QUESTION:

Do you maintain, according to the
"readership projection formula", that
each copy is read by an average of
four people?

ANSWER:

We do ... it means a total readership of over 60,000.

QUESTION:

Do you have a convenient circulation
breakdown which shows the types of
radio people your magazine reaches?
We do . . . Broadcasting reaches
them all. These figures are from our
sworn circulation statement of June
27, 1949.

ANSWER:

Radio Advertisers (National and Regional) . . 2,904
Advertising Agencies (National and Regional) 2,305
Station and Network Personnel
5,695
Representatives and Services
Others
TOTAL

759
3,775
15,438

QUESTION:

Do you find, from impartial sources
of information (lineage figures, for
instance), that Broadcasting is considered the finest advertising buy in
the field?

ANSWER:

We certainly do.

NG
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I
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TV FILM MUSIC
AFM Calls Discussion Meet
LIMITATIONS placed on the telePull Out for Filing
casting of kinescopic films and
. other films in which union musicians have been used may be in
FCC Actions
part removed in negotiations called
by the American Federation of
(Continued from page 5U)
Musicians.
September 22 Decisions . . .
The AFM has sent out an invitation to networks and stations to
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
come to a meeting Oct. 5 in New
James D. Sinyard, Moundsville, W.
York to discuss kinescope and other
Va. — tion
Designated
for onhearing
applicafor new station
990 kc 250
w D. TV film problems.
Maiden Bcstg. Co., Maiden, Mass. —
A similar invitation to film proDesignated for hearing application for
ducers, including the major Hollynew station on 1470 kc 1 kw D and
wood studios, was scheduled to go
made WLAM Lewiston, Me. party to
proceedings.
CP Granted
out at week's end, calling for a
meeting Oct. 6, also in New York.
WHDH Boston, Mass. — Granted application for CP to modify DA system
It is expected President James C.
for daytime use. No change in nightPetrillo will preside at both meettime operation; eng. cond.
ings.
Request Granted
The kinescope films have been
KJAY Topeka, Kan. — Granted request for extension of program tests using AFM members under an infor station KJAY to Oct. 10.
terim agreement which has limited
Actions Vacated
use of such films for repeat broadKWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz.— On petition
casts.
Commission vacated actions of Aug.
18 and Sept. 15, directing station to
It is known the networks want
cease operation by Oct. 15; ordered
revision of that limitation if it
license revoked, effective midnight
Oct. 17, 1949. Upon filing application
can be arranged economically
for hearing
on would
or before
Oct. suspended
12, revocation order
stand
enough. The networks also want
until hearing is concluded.
the right to set up a show in adCP Granted
vance on film and then run it
Sparta
Bcstg.
Co.
Sparta,
Tenn.
—
canned.
Granted CP to replace expired permit
which authorized new station on 1050
AM— 990 kc
kc 1 kw D; eng. cond.
Hearing Designated
Atascosa County Bcstg. Co., Pleasanton, Tex.— CP new AM station 1090
Moberly Bcstg., Co. Moberly, Mo. —
Designated for hearing application for kc
kw D.D AMENDED to request 990
new station on 1230 kc 250 w unl. and kc 11 kw
made KRES St. Joseph, Mo., party to
AM— 1050 kc
proceeding.
WDZ
Tuscola,
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho — Designated
from 1050 kc 1 kw 111.—
D toCP 1050to kcchange
1 kw
for hearing
application
to
change
facilities from 1400 kc 250 w to 1060 kc unl. DA-N.CP to Reinstate CP
10 kw, install new trans, and DA-N,
and change trans, location.
KCOI Coalinga, Calif.— CP to replace
expired CP new AM station 1470 kc
KVLHnated for Paul's
Valley,
Okla.—
Desig500
w D.
hearing application for mod.
License Renewal
of license to increase hours of operation from
to unl.,
usingw present
faRequest
for
license renewal
stacilities Dof 1470
kc 250
and made
tion: WINZ Hollywood,
Fla.;AMWBBO
WMBD Peoria, 111., KRBC Abilene,
Forest
City,
N.
C;
WEAB
Greer,
S.
C.
Tex. and KPLC Lake Charles, La.,
Modification of CP
parties to proceeding.
KYUM Yuma, Ariz.— Mod. CP AM
Extension Granted
station to change frequency, increase
KWBU
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.
—
Granted
power
extension of SSA on 1030 kc 50 kw date. etc. for extension of completion
using
duringto hours
WWRL Woodside, N. Y.— Mod. CP
sunrisenon-DA
at Boston
local from
sunsetlocalat
station to increase power etc. for
Corpus Christi, for period ending Dec. AM
extension of completion date.
15. By a Board.
KFDW
Helena, Mont.— Mod. CP new
The Commission en banc by (Com- AM station for extension of completion
missioners Coy, Chairman; Walker,
date.
Webster, Jones, Sterling and Hennock)
Mod. CP new FM station for extentook ber the
sion of completion date: KOWN Con19: following action on Septemway, Ark.; KRFM Fresno, Calif.;
KNOB
Long Beach, Calif.; KBMT San
WNYC New York — Denied request for Bernardino,
Calif.; WXRT Chicago;
STA to operate station WNYC from
WWOL-FM
BufTalo; WOOD Richmond,
10 p.m. EST, for period of 30 days from
Sept. 20, to continue bcstg. until ter- Va.
WEXI St. Charles, 111.— Mod. CP new
nination of UN sessions if they run
FM station to change ERP to 255 w.
leyond 10 p.m.
WGRE
Greencastle, educational
Ind.— Mod. FM
CP
Renewal Granted
new
noncommercial
KFFA Helena, Ark. — Granted re- station to change from Channel 201
lewal
(88.1 mc) to Channel 19 (91.7 mc).
Board.of license for regular period. By
WICU Erie,
Pa. — Mod.
new com-of
mercial TV station
for CPextension
Request Granted
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa — Granted re- completion date to 4-1-50.
uest for continuance of further hearWNBK(TV) Cleveland, Ohio— Same
tig now scheduled for Sept. 21 to to 12-12-49.
WAFM-TV Birmingham, Ala. — Same
ept. 23 in Washington. By Examiner
to 1-1-50.
ooper.
TV— 54-60 mc
FCC
General
Counsel
—
Granted
peition for extension of time to Oct. 10
WJAX-TV
Jacksonville, Fla. — New
/ithin which to file exceptions to ini- commercial TV station CP AMENDED
to extend completion date from 10-18-49
ial decision in proceeding re applicaion
of WILK Webster.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. By to
date of Commission's
6 mos.in after
decision
proceeding.
ommissioner
TENDERED FOR FILING
New Rochelle Bcstg. Service Inc.,
Rochelle, continuance
N. Y. — Grantedof petition
Assignment of License
orew indefinite
hearing
KingsviUe,
Tex.— Assignment
presently scheduled for Sept. 26 in re of KINE
license
to Mrs. Josephine
Pate Kidd,
Docket
executrix of estate of Jack Henry Kidd
Resnick. 9339 and 9123. By Examiner
Jr. (deceased).
AM— 980 kc
September 22 Applications . . .
WFHG
Bristol,
Va.— CP to change
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
from 8S0 kc 1 kw unl. to 980 kc 1 kw
AM— 1460 kc
unl. DA-N.
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co., Freeport,
rex.— CP new AM station 1110 kc 250 w
See FCC Roundup on page 8i.
~>V AMENDED
to request 1460 kc 250
D.
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Announces
The

Year's Concluding

DIRECTORS'

PROGRAM

and

LIBRARIANS'

CLINIC

to be held in New
MONDAY,

York

OCTOBER

24

and
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

25

Broadcasters have hailed the series of
Clinics as one of the finest and most
helpful services offered by BMI.
Every phase in the practical operation
of a station music library is thoroughly
covered . . . from proper cataloguing to
copyright research and program building in AM, FM and TV.

ENROLL

NOW!

Because of the approaching Holiday Season this will
be the last Clinic to be conducted until early in 1950.
There is no charge for the two-day course.

Send your registration immediately to
ROY HARLOW,

Director of Station Relations

Broadcast
580 Fifth Avenue

Music,

Inc.

New York 19, N. Y.
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Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Modesto, Calif. — Initial decision by
Examiner Cunningham looking toward
grant of application of Radio Modesto
Inc., for new AM station on 1360 kc,
1 kw unlimited, directional night.. Decision Sept. 20. Story this issue.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
KWKH Shreveport, La. — In memorandum opinion and order denied petition for reconsideration of FCC acting
in denying former petition of KWKH
which protested Feb. 27, 1948 grant of
improved facilities to WDGY Minneapolis. KWKH originally charged
grant of limitation from WDGY. In
present petition KWKH charged no
quorum of Commission had ruled on
earlier petition and that WDGY grant
was modification of its license. FCC
in opinion held quorum not required
by rules for such action and that it
had already answered second point of
protest. Order Sept. 16.
WJMR New Orleans — In memorandum opinion and order granted petition to delete reference to legal qualifications of Supreme Bcstg. System
Inc. in hearing to change frequency
to 1450 kc, but denied request for deletion of reference to financial qualifications. Order Sept. 16.
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — In memorandumrequesting
opinion andreconsideration
order denied and
petition
grant without hearing for consent to
transfer control to co-executors of estate of deceased permittee.. Hearing
ordered Oct. 17 at Milwaukee. Order
Sept. 16.
WNOE New Orleans — Adopted memorandum opinion and order directing
issuance of CP to James A. Noe to
change facilities of WNOE from 1450
kc, 250 w unlimited to 1060 kc 50 kw
daytime,
der Sept. 2522. kw night, directional. OrNon-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Colfax,
Wash.
granted new AM— Interstate
station onRadio
1450 Inc.,
kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost: $16,950.
Applicant is licensee of KPRL Moscow,
Idaho. Granted Sept. 16.
Cairo, Ga. — Grady-Mitchell Broad-

Charley F. Hooper
station WLBB
Carrollton, Ga.

". • . there's
nothing

like

else

it! "

VARIABLE
RELUCTANCE
CARTRIDGE
I
SEE
Page 84
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New
FCC

ROUNDUP

Grants,

Changes,
SUMMARY

cote

Transfers,

Applications
TO SEPTEMBER

15

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV *Stations
5 on air

Total
On Air Licensed CPs
2,041
1,984 225
738
407 424
81
18
99

Cond'l cations
Grants Pending
*10 369
34858
Appli-

Hearing
In
259
182

30
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KSNY Snyder, Tex., changed from KBFY (Blake-Formby
Broadcasting Co.); KCHJ Delano, Calif. (Charles Herman Johnes, 1010 kc, 1 kw
daytime); KGAR-FM Garden City, Kan. (Ark- Valley Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
99.3 mc Channel 257); KMNS San Luis Obispo, Calif., changed from KPIK
(Pacific Broadcasting Co.); WCLD Cleveland, Miss., (Cleveland Broadcasting
Co. 1400 kc, 250 w unlimited); WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (Mid- Hudson
Broadcasters Inc., 1390 kc, 1 kw daytime); WHAG Fort Payne, Ala. (1250 kc,
250 w daytime, 100 w night); WHMP Northampton, Mass., changed from WPIO
(Pioneer Valley Broadcasting Co.); WVOP Vidalia, Ga., changed from WRQN
(Vidalia Broadcasting
WGBA Columbus, Ga., changed from WSAC (GeorgiaAlabama
Broadcasting Co.);
Corp.).
See Actions of FCC beginning
on page 52.
casting Co., granted new AM station
1300 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated cost:
$27,845. Principals include: Ed Stevens,
president and one-third owner WDWD
Dawson, Ga., and chairman of board
and 20.66% owner of nut products and
processing firm, president and 48%
owner; M. E. Williams, president and
10.43% owner of Stevens Industries,
vice president 16%%; Geise Dozier,
executive vice president and 4.42%
owner Stevens Industries, vice president 3'/^%; Ed Young, executive vice
president and 6.98% owner Stevens
Industries, secretary-treasurer 1%%;
W. C. Woodall, secretary treasurer,
general-manager and one-third owner
WDWD,
Granted executive
Sept. 16. vice president 33^^%.
Logan, W. Va. — Logan Broadcasting
Corp., granted new AM outlet on 1290
kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night, DA. Estimated cost: $97,600. Principals: Gov.
Clarence W. Meadows, president;
Chauncey Browning, Logan County
prosecuting attorney, vice president;
William T. Lively, attorney, secretarytreasurer, and W. D. Stone, general
manager.
holds 25%.
All have
interests inEachWWYO
Pineville
and
WCAW Charleston, with exception of
Mr. Browning. Granted Sept. 16.
Lincoln, 111. — Prairie Radio Corp.,
granted new AM station 1370 kc, 500
w daytime, Corporation is comprised of
Ray F. Knochel, radio engineer, president and 32.28% owner; Dr. Lee N.
Hamm, physician, vice president
3.828%; John Henry Deal, architect,
secretary-treasurer, 9.56%, and John
L. and Allyne V. Nugent, publisherowners Lincoln Evening Courier,
30.62%. Granted Sept. 16.
Sitka, Alaska — Baranof Enterprises
Inc., granted new station on 1400 kc,
250 w unlimited. Estimated cost $16,955. Principals: Clarence R. Rands,
local businessman, president; Afton M.
Coon, owner photographic studio, vice
president and Charles L. Buck, employe Alaska Communication System,
secretary-treasurer. Each owns 30
shares of total 106 shares common stock
issued to 15 stockholders. Eight stockhold 29 16.
shares preferred stock.
Granted holdersSept.
Wasco, Calif. — Maple Leaf Broadcasting Co., granted new AM station
1050 kc, 250 w daytime. Estimated cost
$21,010. E. J. Peters, sole owner is
grower-packer-shipper
uce. Granted Sept. 16. of farm prodCarbondale, Pa. — Carbondale Broadcasting Co., 1320 kc, 250 w, fulltime.
Partnership: Roy Merkel, assistant
professor physics and mathematics,
Albright College, 40% and William H.
Ware, Reading Railroad conductor 20%
and Robert G. Adams Jr., engineer
WRAW Reading, Pa., 40%. Estimated
cost $17,129. Granted Sept. 16.
Akron, Ohio — Akron Broadcasting Co.
Inc., granted new AM outlet on 1150 kc,
1 kw daytime, directional. Estimated
cost $50,000. Corporation principals include: George K. Stroupe, employe
Mechanical Mold and Machine Co.,
president; Dorothy C. Stroupe, secretary-treasurer; An Elliot, vice president, and Edwin T. Elliot, news
director of WAKR Akron. Each couple

holds 50%. Granted Sept. 16.
Garden City, Kan. — Ark-Valley
Broadcasting Co., granted new AM station 1050 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated
cost: $37,000. Principals: Dr. H. C.
Sartorious, physician, president; Dale
E. Kern, vice president; Dr. V. A.
Leopold,urer. Leopold
Inc., treasThere are 33 Hospital
minor stockholders.
Ark- Valley Broadcasting Co., purchased complete facilities of now deleted KGAR-AM-FM Garden City.
Granted Sept. 16.
Richland, Wash. — Yakima Broadcasting Corp., granted new AM station 900
kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated cost
$18,800. Principals in Yakima Broadcasting include Robert S. McCaw, president; Tom Olsen, vice president and
J. Elroy McCaw all holding 3Zya%.
Applicant is licensee of KYAK Yakima,
Wash. Granted Sept. 22.
Carlsbad,
— McEvoy
Brothers
granted
new N.AM M.station
740 kc,
1 kw
daytime. Estimated cost: $14,820.
Partners are: Paul B. McEvoy, president and publisher Roswell Morning
Dispatchretaryandtreasurer
Maurice
F. McEvoy,
secof Morning
Dispatch.
Both own
25%
interest
in
KSWS
Roswell. Granted Sept. 22.
Gary,
Ind. —new
SteelAMCity
Broadcasting
Co.,
granted
station
1370 kc,
500 w daytime. Estimated cost $10,670.
Principals in company are: George M.
Whitney, engineer WCFL Chicago, 30%;
Caroline L. Whitney, school teacher
and member
Chicago K.Board
of Education, 30%; Frederick
Feyling,
yacht
master employed by Charles J. Gibson,
Greenville, Mich., 40%. Granted Sept.
Calif. — mod.
Sacramento
22.KXOC Chico,
Broadcasters
Inc., granted
of CP
to increase power from 5 kw daytime,
1 kw night
to
5
kw
unlimited
tional on 1150 kc. Granted Sept. direc22.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.— KXRO Inc.,
granted switch in facilities from 1340
kc, 250 w unlimited to 1320 kc, 1 kw
unlimited, directional night. Granted
Sept. 22.
FM GRANT
Huntington, Ind. — School City of
Huntington
granted
new low station
power
noncommercial
educational
Channel mated
201 cost(88.1
mc)
ERP
10
w.
Estiof construction $1,845.
Granted Sept. 16.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KCRT Trinidad, Col. — Corley Radio
& Sound Service granted assignment
of license from H. L. Corley to Ernest
M. Cooper and Rembert O. Coyle d/b
as Mel-Bert Broadcasting Co. Consideration is $15,000. Both Mr. Coyle and
Mr. Cooper are employes of KCRT.
KCRT is limited.
assigned
1240 kc,
Granted Sept.
22. 250 w unKTXJ Jasper, Tex. — Jasper Broadgranted assignment
censecastingfromCo., partnership
of 6 to of2 liof
present
partners,
Joe
H.
Tonahill
and
Joe J. Fisher. Mr. Tonahill,
lawyer,
acquires 41.67% and Mr. Fisher partner in law firm has 58.33%. Consideration is $16,000. KTXJ is assigned 1240
kc, 250 unlimited. Granted Sept. 22.
KFBC
Wyo.—
Granted
transfer ofCheyenne,
50% of stock
in Frontier
Broadcasting Co., from Ben Snow,
Merrltt C. Speidel Jr., Edna M. Speidel,
M. C. Speidel Sr., Marjorie Speidel Edy,
Robert M. Speidel and Harry S. Bunker
to Tracy S. McCraken, Lillian D. McCraken,
Robert S. McCraken
and Wil-of
liam D. McCraken
for consideration

$406,857. The McCrakens are directors
of Cheyenne Newspapers Inc., which
previously held 38% of licensee and
now holds 57.9%. Treasury of Cheyenne
Newspapers Inc., will acquire 1,599
shares of stock for $279,825 and 726
shares will be available to 11 new
stockholders for $127,050. KFBC is assighed 1240
Granted
Sept. kc,
22. 250 w unlimited.
KTYL Mesa, Ariz.— Sun Valley
Broadcasting Co., granted transfer of
control from 6 stockholders to Dwight
Harkins Amusement Enterprises Inc.
Dwight Harkins was minority stockholder with 21%, transfer increases
holdings to 74%. Consideration is
$25,500. Assignee is aplicant for AM
stationates with
at 250
Clayton,
Ariz. KTYL
w unlimited
on 1490operkc.
Granted Sept. 22.
KBWD ofBrownwbod,
Tex. — Granted
transfer
control in Brown
County
Broadcasting Co., from C. C. Woodson
and wife to Wendell Mayes and wife
for consideration of $50,000. Mr. Mayes
is president and general manager of
KBWD. KBWD is assigned 1380 kc,
1 kw daytime, 500 w night. Granted
Sept. 22.
WFTL assignment
Fort Lauderdale,
Granted
of license Fla.—
from
Fort Lauderdale Broadcasting Co., to
Gore Pub. Co., publisher of Fort
Lauderdale Daily News. Consideration
is
$150,000,
between
Jan.less
1 andone-half
present net
date.revenue
Gore
Pub. Co., is subsidiary of R. H. Gore
Co., Chicago, insurance brokers. WFTL
is
assigned
Granted
Sept.140020. kc, 250 w unlimited.
WEAT
transfer ofLake
100% Worth,
stock inFla.—
Lake Granted
Worth
Broadcasting Corp., from Clarence L.
Menser
and wife Irene
Menser to Rob-of
ert A. Rounsaville
for consideration
$60,000.
Mr.
Rounsaville
is a ma.iority
owner WBEJ Elizabethton,
WKSR
Pulaski, WBEC Cleveland, all Tenn.,
and WQXI Buckhead, Ga. WEAT is
assigned
1490 16.
kc, 250 w unlimited.
Granted Sept.
WTNT Augusta, Ga.— Granted transfer of control Georgia-Carolina Broadfive present
stockhocasting
lders to J.Co.. from
B. Fuqua.
Consideration
$75,000. Mr. Fuqua is general manager
WGAC Augusta, Ga. and must divest
himself of his 10% interest in that
stationateswith
operonSept.
1230this
kc,grant.
250 wWTNT
unlimited.
Granted
16.
WLIB New York— Granted assignment of licensee from Dorothy Schiff
Thackrey of WLIB Inc., to New Broadcasting Co.Morris
Inc.S. Novik,
New Broadcasting
includes
president 21%;
Harry Novik. merchant, 44%; Samuel
B. Hains, CPA, 20% and Norman B.
Furman, president of Furman, Feiner
& Co., agency, vice president 15%.
Consideration is $150,000. WLIB is assigned 1190 kc, 1 kw ST. Granted
Sept. 16.
WERD
Atlanta,in Ga.
— Granted
fer of control
Radio
Atlanta transInc.,
to J. B. Blayton, banker. Mr. Blayton
will run station for one year without
salary utilizing profits to pay debts
incurred by WERD. At end of year
Mr.
Blayton WERD
has option
of buyine860stock
in station.
is assigned
kc,
1 kw daytime. Granted Sept. 16.
WHSY Hattiesburg. Miss.— Granted
transfer casting
of Co.control
in Hub
Broad-of
Inc., by
sale City
of 50%
stock to treasury for $8,000, for reissue
to newcomers Tom Donovan and
Dewey H. Lane. WHSY is assigned
16.
1220 kc, 250 w daytime. Granted Sept.
Deletions . . .
THREE FM and one AM authorizations
were deleted last week by FCC. Total
drop-outs since first of year are: AM
33;WGBA
FM 151. Columbus, Ga.— GeorgiaAlabama Broadcasters,
license §ept. 16.
Contingent on grant of transfer of
Chattahoochie BroadcastWSAC from
assignee
to Georgia-Alabama,
ing Co.,
had to
surrender
license of WGBA.
KING-FM Seattle, Wash.— King
Broadcasting
CP Sept. transfer
16. In ac-of
cordanceCo.
with granting
control
of
station
KRSC-FM
to King
Broadcasting.
WGOS Goshen, Ind. — News Printing
Co. Inc. CP Sept. 16. Applicant stated
it was not economically feasible to
proceed with construction.
New Applications . . .
AM Applications
Carroll, Iowa— Carroll Broadcasting
Co., 1380tional.
kc,Estimated
1 kwcostunlimited,
direc$45,874.
pals: Vincent Collinson,
farmingPrinciand
cattle feeding, 25%; Milford Collinson,
farming and cattle feeding, 25%; Marvin Collinson, farming and cattle feed25%; Dealer
C. Everett
Bliss, Filed
Bliss FireStore, 25%.
Sept.
19. ing,stone
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• Telecasting

FINCH

CASE

Gray Holds Final Decision;
Finch Writes Views

FINAL determination on status of the contract between Finch Telecommunications Co., Newark, N. J., and the Army Signal Corps has
been reached by Army Secretary Gordon Gray, it was learned last
week. The decision, however, has not been disclosed by his office or
Services ★
by the Senate Armed
these problems to the Signal Corps
Committee.
technical representatives. The technical representatives always refused to
The contract calls for developconsider
modifications of the specificament of new-type facsimile equiptions until the development work was
ment built to Army specifications be
completed
adequate proof could
furnishedandthem.
which Capt. W. G. H. Finch, owner
The Signal Corps says it is still
feasible to meet all of the specifications
of the company, claimed were "un- in
the contract; the Finch company
reasonable" in a hearing before says it is not.
There
sharply divided opinion on
j fthe committee. The Signal Corps feasibilityis of
the specifications even
5,; had asked for review of the case among the technical
experts of the
I'i'!looking toward placing the con- government. This conflict was particularly apparent at an inter-agency meeting conducted by the Munitions Board
s';
tract recommended
in default. against
The committee
later
default
on July 28, 1949. While the Signal
the Army endeavor to
and Secretary Gray promised de- Corpsthatandit was
possible to meet all
(j. finitive action on the status of the claim
of
the
specifications,
witness at the their
Senateprincipal
Armed
V contract [Broadcasting, Aug. 29, technical
Services Committee Hearings admitted
^ Sept. 5, Sept. 12].
under direct questioning that they
not be sure that another company
' Meanwhile last week, in a letter could
could
all of the specifications,
L to Broadcasting, Capt. Finch clar- (p. 67 ofmeet
the Hearings.)
It
would
appear that the Signal
' ifled some of the difficulties en- Corps has gone
to considerable pains
i i countered in handling, and the in an effort to discredit
the technical
competence
of
the
Finch company. At
I" feasibility of meeting, contract
the
same
time,
the
Navy
is satisfied
. specifications. His letter follows : with our technical competence
as
proved
by
their
testimony
at the
'; this...kind
As ofyoujobcanis appreciate,
a
bid
on
Senate
Hearing
that
they
had
eight
necessarily made on years of satisfactory contractual rela' the
that which
you believe
you can
buildbasis
a device
will meet
the
tionship with the Finch company and
their present contract which is
■ specifications even though you do not that
a complex research and development
' have
in advance
the engineering
solutions
which areall necessary
before
project is being handled entirely satisfactorily. Another government depart■ the equipment can be developed. Only
ment, the Central Intelligence Agency,
■ by going through the actual developchose the Finch company to develop a
■ ment process can you find out whether
type of facsimile equip'' it is possible to produce the kind of revolutionary
ment which has been done so satisfacII ment
equipment
called
for.
As
the
de'veloptorily
that
only
a few weeks ago they
work progressed, we became in- doubled their contract
with us. Our
t creasingly concerned about meeting technical
competence
is further proved
• all the specifications in the contract.
that as a result of our re■ Our engineers frequently pointed out by the fact
search and development work, over
100 patents in facsimile communication
have been issued to date. Under such
circumstances, it is extremely difficult
to justify the point of view expressed
by the Army.
The Senate Armed Services Committee in their hearing did not attempt
to evaluate the merit of the technical
position taken by the Signal Corps.
They were primarily concerned with
the effect which a default action by
the Army would have upon the overall interest of the government, particularly as represented by the interests
of the Navy and the C. I. A. The
value of the contracts held by our
company with these two agencies is
more than twice the amount of the
Army contract. These two agencies
testified that if we were unable to
complete their contracts by reason of
the
Army'sfromactions,
would This
lose
anywhere
$185,000they
to $265,000.
consideration alone establishes a preponderant government interest in our
favor.therThe
furthat thecommittee
contract recognized
was of a type
which should have been handled under
a cost-plus-fixed-fee method and, of
course, the problem would never have
arisen had such a policy been followed.
Accordingly,
committee
effect
recommended the
either
that thein Army
renegotiate the contract or cancel it
for the convenience of the government.

LMG-WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
1 13 W. 57th STREET
NEW
YORK
19, N, Y.
J^etwork Calibre Programs

at Ocal Stat 'm Cost
ROADCASTING

WOOD
NAMED
Joins Radio Features Sales
ROBERT C. WOOD, staff member
at WOR New York for the past 13
years, has been named eastern
sales manager for Radio Features
Inc., Chicago transcription firm.
Company has opened a New York
office for handling of eastern and
southeastern sales.
Mr. Wood is assisted by William McVey, who has had New
York transcription experience, it
was reported by Walter Schwimmer, president of the firm. Mr.
Schwimmer will supervise activities
in both cities, with Mr. Wood handling eastern sales as well as national sales billed out of New York.

• Telecasting

CONTRACTING for twice weekly, 13week Beat the Band program on
WWJ-TV Detroit sponsored by
Greater Detroit De-Soto Dealers, are
William L. Denman (I), Denman &
Betteridge, sponsor's agency, and
Norman Hawkins of WWJ-TV sales.

tha

TELECASTING of the five home football games of U. of Oklahoma is arranged by Manager P. A. Sugg (I) of
WKY-TV Oklahoma City and Paul
Hosheisel, advertising and publicity
manager for sponsor, Oklahoma Gas
& Electric Co.

dotted

line

SIXTEEN continuous years of advertising on KLZ Denver by Hugh
"^^^ M. Woods Co., Rocky Mt. lumber dealer, were celebrated appropriately when Hugh M. Woods Sr. (2nd right) contracted for a 17th year.
L to r: Jack Tipton, KLZ account executive; Hugh M. Woods Jr., company
manager; Hugh M. Woods Sr., president and Hugh B. Terry, general manager of KLZ.

CHARLES A. GIOMI of St. Louis
Dodge Dealers
for Ziv's
Freddie
Martin contracts
Show Time
from
Hollywood over local KXOK as
Charles Surge (I) of KXOK sales and
Dave Mars of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.
agency, look on.

DR. FRANZ POLGAR (I), noted hypnotist, contracts with Morris Shapiro,
president of Trimount Clothing Co.,
New York, for new CBS TV show.
The Amazing Polgar. Show, seen
Friday, 7:45-7:55 p.m., started

HENRY C. METTAM (r) of Mettam
Inc., Danville, ill., Studebaker dealer, contracts for Illinois U. games on
WDAN Danville and all local high
games, with WDAN Mgr. Bob Burow
(center). Observing is Sportscaster
Max Shuffer.

MGR. JACK GELDER (I) of WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., and Acct. Executive John Sinclair watch as Bernard
Weiskircher, sales prom. mgr. for
Virginian Electric Inc., renews 52
weeks of G. E. Newstime by firm and
15 retail dealers.

Sept. 16.

DISCRIMINATION
IN LEBANON BY

At
GENEROSO
WINS FOR

Deadline...

POPE TO
$512,000

BUY

SALE of WINS New York by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. to Generoso Pope, Manhattan
publisher, businessman and owner of WHOM
Jersey City, expected to be consummated today
(Sept. 26). Price reported at $512,000.
Crosley, subsidiary of Avco Mfg. Corp., acquired WINS from Hearst Radio in 1946 for
$1,700,000.
Mr. Pope would divest self of present 5 kw,
1480 kc WHOM facility and transfer call letters WHOM to WINS, which is 50 kw on 1010
kc, if deal succeeds. Presumably he would
maintain foreign language policy now obtaining at WHOM, with heavy emphasis on Italian.
He also owns leading Italian-language newspaper, II Progresso, New York.
James D. Shouse, president of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., expected to return to New
from vacation today to sign sales conYork
tract.
to move main stuMr. Pope has long wanted City
to New York,
dios of WHOM from Jersey
where station programs all but one quarterhour per week from "auxiliary" studios.
Examiner's decision tentatively vetoing such
move is now awaiting oral argument and full
Commission review [Broadcasting, July 25].
If acquisition of WINS goes through, station
dly would use WHOM's "auxiliary"
reporte
studios completed last spring at estimated
cost of $500,000.
In addition to WINS, Crosley owns 50-kw
WLW Cincinnati and TV and FM stations in
Cincinnati, Columbus, and Dayton. Its application for purchase of WHAS Louisville for
$1,925, 000-plus was given final denial by FCC
Friday (story page 4).

46 STATIONS AGREE
TO TELECAST WORLD SERIES
NUMBER of television stations taking World
Series reached 46 Friday afternoon, with
three others definitely rejecting games and four
others still to be heard from, according to Bob
Jamieson, DuMont operations chief coordinating Series details.
Those refusing were: WMAL-TV Washington, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and WMAR-TV
Baltimore. Still unreported were WDEL-TV
Wilmington, Del.; WGAL-TV Lancaster;
WBAL-TV Baltimore and WKTV (TV) Utica.
Officials added Friday to list (see page 68) of
stations to take series: WPTZ (TV) and
WCAU-TV Philadelphia; WOIC (TV) Washington; WTVR (TV) Richmond; WSPD-TV
Toledo; WBKB (TV) Chicago; WATV (TV)
Newark; WJBK-TV Detroit.
TARGET

DATE

FOR

540

KC

APRIL 1, 1950, is target date for completing
international reallocations immediately below
and above AM broadcast band so that 540 kc,
new broadcasting channel, can be available for
actual use, FCC said Friday. Announcement
came with issuance of FCC plan for moving
other services so broadcasting's top limit will
be 1605 instead of present 1600 kc. Similar
band
proposal to permit extension of AM issued
down to 535 kc (instead of 550 kc) was
last July. Current NARBA conference at
Montreal is slated to study broadcast use of
which FCC will institute rule540 kc, afterproceedings.
making
September 26, 1949
Page 86

FCC APPROVES TRANSFERS
OF KTSA, KRGV, KANS
COMBINED transfers of KTSA San Antonio,
KRGV Weslaco, Tex., and KANS Wichita,
Kan., approved by FCC Friday upon grantmg
eration and approval withpetition for reconsid
out hearing which had been previously called
July 18]. Sales effect dis[Broadcasting,
solution of long-standing station ownership
L. (Ted) Taylor, Gene A.
0.
association of
Howe and T. E. Snowden [Broadcasting, Nov.
29, Dec. 27, 1948].
Taylor Radio and Television Corp., headed and
stocksanje station
having
by Mr. Taylor
75% owned
of that
assets
acquire and
holders at KANS,
Pub.
Express
$320,000.
for
KRGV
and
for $200,000
Antonio and pubof KYFM(FM) San
Co licensee
and Express, acquires
lisher of San Antonio News former
ownership, Mr.
KTSA for $450,000. Under
president
KRGV andin vice
of holdings
president
was
Snowden
both.
of KTSA, with minority
treasurer
and
KTSA
Mr Howe was presidental ofholdings
in both. Mr.
of KRGV with substanti
and
owner of KANS e minority
Tavlor has been chief
been executiv manager
owner of KTSA and hasowden
stations Operating
of the Taylor-Howe-Sn
550 kc, CBS; KRGV,
kw,
5
assignments: KTSA,
kc, NBC; KANS, 5 kw day, 1 kw night,
1 kw,kc,1290NBC.
1480
ASCAP TV FEES
BLANKET
RECEIVE ENDORSEMENT

TV Committee's blanket ASCAP contract [Broadcasting, Sept. 12] unanimously
operaendorsed Friday by 60-odd TV station
tors at Washington meeting. Work of Robert
and other comP. Myers, NBC, chairman, ASCAP
board to
mittee members approved.
sound out members on proposal.
Resolution called on stations to raise money
for special counsel in negotiating per piece
contract. Per piece rates near agreement among
station operators but ASCAP demands these
bear "reasonable relationship" to blanket
fees
contract.

NAB

Special per piece subcommittee named. It
holds first meeting today (Monday). ASCAP
to be asked to extend present arrangement
beyond its Sept. 30 deadline. Members of new
subcommittee are:
Cincinnati, chairDwightman;W.RogerMartin,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; C.
Chpp, WLWT(TV)
Nathan Lord, WAVEHoward Lane, WJJD Chicago;McCollough,
R. Shafto. WIS WGAL-TV
TV Louisville;
Lancaster,
Pa.; G.Clair
Richard
Columbia,
S C; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New C.Orleans;
Robert
Washington;
(TV)
WOIC
Thomas,
Eugene
Thompson, WBEN-TV Buffalo.
R. B. JONES

HEADS

KRMG

ROBERT B. JONES Jr., general and commercial manager of WIRL Peoria, 111., has been
named general manager of KRMG Tulsa,
Okla., new station owned by Sen. Robert S.
Kerr (D-Okla.). Station expected to make
debut during autumn with 50 kw on 740 kc,
with ABC affiliation. Before joining WIRL two
years ago Mr. Jones was ABC Central Division
station relations manager. He has been in
ladio for decade.
NEW

NARBA

COMMITTEE

SPECIAL committee formed by NARBA
Technical Committee, meeting in Montreal,
to work out differences over names of channels
(See NARBA story page 24). Committee
deleted term "standard" in broadcasting.
Canada proposes Jamaica as NARBA member,
with Bahamas and Jamaica having one vote.

CHARGED
FCC

0

ALLEGED discrimination against WLBR I
Lebanon, Pa., and radio advertisers made
issue by FCC in hearing called upon bid of
Steitz Newspapers Inc. for new AM station
on 1430 kc with 500 w day at Lebanon.
Lebanon Daily News, Steitz paper, earlier in
year was held by WLBR to have refused to
use word "radio" and charged advertisers
extra for reference to local broadcasts (see
Lorain story page 23).
FCC said it wanted full information conapplicant's
policies
and News
cerning practices
Pub.of Co., and to
Lebanon
parent firm,
determine if these "have been calculated to
hinder or have in fact hindered" WLBR from
providing "a broadcast service in the publice
interest." Commission also to investigat
advertising charges.
PASADENA

TRANSFER
KAGH and KARS(FM) Pasadena, Calif.,
sold by Washington Radio Attorney Andrew
G. Haley for $90,000 to KWKW Pasadena,
according to applications tendered for FCC
approval. Negotiations said to be underway
by KWKW owners, Marshall S. Neal, Paul
Buhlig, E. T. Foley and Edwin Earl, to sell
KWKW to another group. KAGH operating
1 kw fulltime on 1300 kc; KWKW, 1 kw day
on 1430 kc.

Circuit
Closed
(Continued from page U)
through Max^n
state t.
to New York
expansion
roi
V
also Det
Inc.,

CONTRARY to usual practice, NBC has offered
Young & Rubicam foi'
network
split
radioto and television simulcast,
People deal
We, the
sponsored by Gulf Oil, currently on CBS
under similar deal. Agency expected to make
decision early part of this week. Current
contract with CBS expired yesterday.
TV HUDDLE in progress at FCC Friday
afternoon, with Commissioners and top staff
executives conferring on procedures and other
heardetails in preparation for color television
ing which starts today (Monday). Speculation
about probable date of decision on entire proceeding (color, UHF, standards, allocations,
January as earliest likelihood, with
puts
etc.)
other estimates ranging into spring.

ANCHOR RADIO Corp., Chicago (television
set booster), thinking of TV spot campaign m
all major markets for Christmas promotion.:
Agency is gymonds & Mackenzie, Chicago.
THWING & ALTMAN, New York, agency m\
William H. Wise Co., publisher, looking ovir,
availabilities on spot announcements in prie-i
paration for intense campaign starting mid-,
October.
WALTER LURIE; director of new program
network. He
development for MBS, leaving for
post witn
ood to be negotiating
underst
is
major agency.
FRANK H. FLEER Corp., Philadelphia
through Lewis & Gilman, same city, looking
over 20 markets for radio and televisior
campaign to promote its Fleer gum.
SEVERAL new markets to be added to pres
ent schedule for Ex-Lax spots. Joseph Kat
Co. renewing most existing contracts.
• Tclecastin
BROADCASTING

10th

^

Largest

TV

Market!

The Television Service of The Nation's Station — the combined threestation coverage of WLW-T, Cincinnati; WLW-D, Dayton; and
WLW-C, Columbus — now offers advertisers the 10th largest (*)
television market in the country.

^

Linked by micro-wave relay, these stations serve an area embracing
3I/4 million people ... 935,000 families with 52,000 television receivers
now in use — 76,000 predicted by the first of the year.

^

Advertisers, both large and small, have already learned this fact;
simulcasts on all three stations provide the ideal method of reaching
this important television market — at considerable savings in program,
production and technical costs.

^

During one week last month (August 14-20), a total of 127 advertisers
bought 315 advertising units (programs, participations or spot announcements) on all three stations . . . reaching this significant, responsive
audience for as little as $1.25 per- thousand-viewers.
*NBC Research Department Estimates

For further information,

contact any of these sales offices:

630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.

360 North Michigan
Chicago 1, Illinois

6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

4595 S.
W-DHighway
WLDixie
Dayton 9, Ohio

140 West Ninth St.
WLWCincinnati
2,TOhio

3165 Olentangy River Rd.
Columbus
2,GOhio
WLW-
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The smartest, surest buy in all evening radio is now available on Mutual.
It's the famous five-a-week strip"! Love A Mystery,'' written, produced
and directed by Carlton E. Morse himself. It deserves the adjectives because . . .
► it has proved its ability to attract pay-off audiences — in different
time slots on different networks — regardless of competition.
(Its five-year Hooper record shows an average of 8.0, a peak of 15.1.)
► it has proved its ability to sell goods in volume at
low cost— every sponsor's goal. (Here's its previous sponsor history:
Standard Brands, 1939-1942; Procter & Gamble, 1943-1944.)
► this thoroughly established radio property is now offered by
Mutual at the lowest cost in its history.
"I Love A Mystery" starts on Mutual on Monday, October 3rd in
the period when strip listening is at its peak— 7:45-8:00 pm EST, Monday
through Friday.
We have suggested that you "finish this sentence in 52 weeks or
more"— though the program is available in the usual 13 week cycles — because
of its previous commercial history. The shortest sponsorship was 9 1 weeks.
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